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Bridge, Columbia
Columbia River. An Act Granting
Granting the
Congress to
to the
the Citizens'
Bridge ComComthe consent
consent of
of Congr
Citiens' Bridge

pany
panyto construct a
abridge
bridge across the Mississippi
River at or near
near Burlington,
Burlington, Iowa.
Missippi River
Iowa. Decem1915 ..........................................
ber 17, 1915..
Bridge, Saint
ant Francs
Francis River. An Act To extend
extend the time for constructing
bridge across
Saint
contructing aabridge
across the Saint
Francis River at or near Saint Francis,
Francis,. Arkansas.
December 17,
17, 1915.................
1915
Arkansas. December
Panama-California
Panama-CalVornia Exposition.
Exposition. Joint Resolution
transfer the
Government exhibit
from the
the
Resolution To
To transfer
the Government
exhibit from
Panama Pacific International
International Exposition
Exposition to
to the
the Panama-California
Exposition, and
for
Panama-California Exposition,
and for
other purposes.
purposes. December
December 17,
17, 1915
1915 ..........................................
inrn reIvenue
Emergency internal
revenue taxes.
Joint Resolution
Resolution Extending
Extending the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
taes. Joint
the provisions
"An
revenue, and
"An Act to increase the internal
internal revenue
for other
other purposes,"
approved October
and for
purposes," approved
October
twenty-second, nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, to December
December thirty-first,
twenty-second,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
sixteen. December
December 17, 1915...........................................
and sixteen.
1915
Appropriations,. urent
urgent deficiencies.
deficiencies. Joint
appropriations to
supply .urgent
urgent
Appropriatios,
Joint Resolution
Resolution Making
Making appropriations
to supply
deficiencies in certain appropriations
appropriations for
deficiencies
for the
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and sixteen. December 17, 1915...
1915
..........................
-...
Congressional
Congressional employees, December,
salaries. Joint
Joint Resolution
payment of
of the
the
December 1915,
1915, salaries.
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing payment
salaries of officers
officers and employees of Congress
Congress for December,
December, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen
nineteen hundied
December 17, 1915
1915 .............................
......3.....
Bridge, Allegheny River. An Act Authoriling
Authorizing the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company
Company to
to construct,
construct,
Pennsylvania Railroad
maintain,
a bridge
Oil City, Venango
maintain, and operate
operate a
bridge across the Allegheny
Allegheny River
River at Oil
Venango County,
County,
Pennsylvania December
December 18,
18,1915
Pennsylvania.
1915 ...........................
..............
District
Columbia, fi.scal
fiscal relations.
Resolution Extending the time
District of Columbia,
relations. Joint Resolution
time for
filing the
the report
report
for filing
on the
the Fiscal
Fiscal Relations
of the Joint Committee
Committee of Congress an
the District
Columbia
Relations between
between the
District of
of Columbia
and the United States. December 18, 1915.......
1915
......................................
Bridge
the construction
Bridge, Arkansas River. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
construction of
acmes the
Arkansas
of aa bridge
bridge across
the Arkanea
River
Oklahoma. January
River at or near Tula,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
January 12,1916
12,1916 ...........
....................
Bridge, Rock
Bridge,
Rock River. An Act Granting
Granting an extension of time to construct
construct a
abridge
bridge across
across Rock
Rock River
River
at or near Colona
Colons Ferry
Ferry, in
in the
State of
Illinois. January
January 14,
14, 1916
1916..................
the State
of Illinois.
Bridge, Black River. An Act To authorize
authorize Butler County,
Bridge,
County, Missouri,
to construct
construct aa bridge
across
Missouri, to
bridge across
January 14,
Black River. January
14, 1916
1916 ................
...........................
Bridge Ohio
Ohio River. An Act To
Virginia
Bridge,
To authorize the Ohio-West V'
• Bridge Company
to construct
construct aa
Company.to
Steubenville, Jefferson
bridge across
acmes the Ohio River at the city of Steubenville,
Jefferson County, Ohio.
Ohio. January
January
17
..
...............
17, 1916.
1916
...
.
..
.
...
...
Bridge, Fox
Fox River. An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
bridges across the
Bridge,
construction of bridges
the Fox
Fox River
River at
at Aurora,
Aurora,
........................................
Illinois. January 18, 1916 .............
Bridge Pend
Oreile River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
Pend Oreille
authorize the county
county of
of Bonner,
Bonner, Idaho,
Idaho, to
to construct
construct aa
bridge across Pend Oreille
January 24, 1916..............................................
Oreille River. January
1916
Bridge, Chattahoochee
ChattahoodheeRiver. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to
to J.
J. P.
P. Jones
to
Jones and
and others
others to
construct one or more bridges across the Chattahoochee
between the counties
Chattahoochee River between
counties of
of
Coweta
Comets and Carroll, in the State of Georgia. January
January 24,
24, 1916
1916.........................
Bridge,
Back
River.
An
Act
Authorizing the Seaboard
Bridge,
Authorizing
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company,
Company, aacorporation,
corporation,
to construct
contruct and operate
operate a
abridge,
and approaches
approaches thereto,
across what
what is
is known
known as
"Back
bridge and
thereto, across
as "Back
River
" aapart of the Savannah River, at aapoint
point between
River,"
between Jasper
Jasper County,
County, South
Carolina,
South Carolina,
1916
....................................
and Chatham
Chatham County Georgia. January 26, Bridge Tugort,
River. An Act To authorize the
Bridge
Fork, Big Sanjd
SanRiver.
of aabridge
bridge across
the construction
construction of
acre the
the
!us Fork of the Big Sandy River at or near
Warfield, Kentucky,
near Warfield,
and Kermit,
West Virn
VirKentucky, and
Kermit, West
gima.
ginia. January
28, 1916
January 28,
1916 ......
.
........
..
..................................
Bridge, Saint
in Francis
i River. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize Dunklin
Dimklin County, Misouri,
Miseorui, and Clay County,
A.
s, „to construct a
a bridge across
Arkansas
Saint Rends
River. January
28, 1916. .............
across Saint
Francis River.
January 28,191
rdge, Saint
8a
F cis River. AnAnAct
ct To authorize
Counties, Missouri,
Bridge,
Franca
authcaiHza Butler and Dunklin
Dunkin Counties,
to
Misouri, to
contruct aabridge across Saint Fancia
construct
Francis River. January
January 28,
28, 1916
1916......................
v
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International
Commission. An
United States
the United
To provide for
for the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
International High
High Commission.
An Act To
Commission. February
February 7, 1916 .....................
of the
the International
International High Commission.
Section of
Patent
Office, officers,
four hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six,
four hundred
hundred
PatentOffice,
officers, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Act Amending
Amending sections
sections four
seventy-si four
hundred and forty
States
Revised Statutes of the 'United
United States.
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, and four
four hundred
forty of the Revised
February 15, 1916 -..................................---...
.-----------.------..---Bridge,
An Act
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Congess to
the Republic
Steel
Bridge, Mahowing
Mahontng River.
River. An
Act Granting
the consent
to the
Republic Iron
Iron and
and Steel
Company
construct a
Mahoning River, in
Company to
to construct
a bridge across
across the Mahoning
in the
the State
State of Ohio.
Ohio. February
February
1916
....--.................................
15, 1916........................
Naval
Academy, midshipmen.
Naval Academy,
midshipmen. An Act Providing for an increase in number of midshipmen at the
February 15,
15, 1916
1916 ..................................
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy. February
Confederate Veterans
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to loan one
Veterans Reunion. Joint
Joint Resolution
Confederate
thousand tents
thousand
tents and
and one
one thousand
thousand cots
cots for
for the use
use of
of the encampment
encampment of the United ConConfederate
Veterans to be held at Birmingham,
Birmingham, Alabama,
Alabama, in May, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixfederate Veterans
teen. February
February 15, 1916
...............................................................
Naval Academy, Carlos
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Carlos Hevia
Hevia y
y Reyes Gavilan.
Gavilan. Joint Resolution
Secretary of the
Navy to receive for instruction at the United
United States Naval Academy
Academy at Annapolis
Annapolis Mr. Carlos
Bevis
Gavilan, a
15,1916
Hevia y
y Reyes Gavilan,
a citizen of Cuba. February 15,
1916 ............................
_Navy yards,
yards, New York
York and
Navy
and Mare
Mare Island.
Island. Joint Resolution Making
Making part of
of the appropriation,
appropriation, ""ConConstruction and machinery,
increase of the Navy,"
machinery, increase
Navy," in the naval Act approved
approved March third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, available
extension of building
available for
for the
the extension
building ways
ways and equipment
equipment
at the navy yards at New York and Mare Island, California. February
February 15,
15 1916
1916...........
Mississippi
Resolution Authorizing
Secretary of War
MissisippiRiver floods.
floods. Joint Resolution
Authorizing the Secretary
War to loan, issue,
issue, or
or use
use
quartermaster's and medical supplies for the relief of destitute
quartermaster's
destitute persons
persons in the districts
districts overflowed by the Mississippi River
15,1916 ..................
River and its
its tributaries. February
February 15,1916
Bridge, Grand
authorize the
Company to construct a
abridge
Bridge,
GrandCalumet River. An Act To authorize
the Gary Land Company
bridge
acros the Grand Calumet River in the State of Indiana. February
acmes
1916
February 17, 1916..............
Smithsonian Institutio,
Institution, Regent. Joint Resolution
Alexander Graham
Graham Bell a
amember
member
Snithsonan
Resolution To appoint Alexander
February 21,
21, 1916..............
1916
of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. February
McKinley souvenir
dollar. An Act For the eosnageof
McKinly
souvenir dollar.
oinag of a
a McKinley
McKinley souvenir gold
gold dollar,
dollar, in comcommemoration
memoration of the erection
erection of a
amemorial
memorial to William
William McKinley,
McKinley, late President of the United
States. February
February 23, 1916 .............................................................
United States courts,
districts. An Act To amend chapter
chapter two
hundred and thirty-one,
thirty-one, known
known
UnitedStates
courts, Iowa
owadistricts.
two hundred
as the Judicial
Judicial Code, Act of March third, nineteen hundred and eleven, volume thirtysection eighty-one,
page eleven
six, United States Statutes at Large, section
eighty-one, page
eleven hundred
hundred and eleven
eleven.
February 23, 1916 ..........................................
Public
building,
Dayton,
Ohio.
An
Act
To
authorize
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
of
the
Public building, Dayton, Ohio. An Act To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury of the United
United
States to sell the old post office and site
thereof in
the city
city of
of Dayton,
23,
site thereof
in the
Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio. February
February 23,
1916 ....
........
.....................................................
District
Columbia, Washington
Dominion Rail.
An Act
Act To
Act relating
Districtof Columbia,
Washington and
and Old
Old Dominion
Railway. An
To amend
amend an
an Act
relating to
to
the Public Utilities
Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia,
lumlaia, approved
approved March
fourth, nineMarch fourth,
nineteen hundred and thirteen. February 25, 1916 .........
.................................
Public building,
building, Sandusky,
Public
Sandusy, Ohio.
Ohio. An Act
Act To purchase a
a site and erect
erect thereon
thereon aasuitable
suitable building
for post office and other governmental
purposes.
governmental offices at Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio, and for
for other
other purposes.
February
February 26, 1916 .................................................................
Bridge, Missouri
Bridge,
Development Company
Company
Missouri River.
River. An act Permitting the Wolf Point Bridge and Development
to construct, maintain, and operate a
abridge across
across the Missouri
Missouri River
River in
in the State of
of MonMontana. February 28,
28 1916
.........
........
.............................................
Appropriations, urgent
urgent deficiencies.
An
appropriations to supply
Appropriations,
de ciencis.
.
An Act Making appropriations
supply further urgent defideficiencies in appropriations
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ciencies
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
endingJune
thirtieth, nineteen
sixteen, and prior years,
years, and for other purposes. February
February 28, 1916
.
.....................
Bridge ' Mississippi
Mississippi River. An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
Mississippi
Bridge,
construction of a
a bridge across the Mississippi
River between
Hennepin Counties,
Counties, in the
State of
1, 1916..
1916.
between Anoka and Hennepin
the State
of Minnesota.
Minnesota. March
March 1,
Savannah
Dams, Savannah
SavannahRiver. An Act To extend the time for the completion of dams across the Savannah
River by authority granted
granted to Twin City Power Company
Company by an Act approved
approved February
twenty-ninth,
amended by Act approved June third, nineteen
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eight, as amended
hundred and twelve.
twelve. March 1,
1, 1916
...................................................
Bridge, Pend
PendOreille
River. An Act To authorize
Oreille River.
authorize the construction
construction of a
abridge across the Pend Oreille
River, between the towns of Metaline and Metaline
Metzline Falls, in the State of Washington.
Washington.
March 13, 1916 ...............................................................
.
Bridge, Snake River. An.
An Act To authorize the counties
Minidoka and Cassia, State of Idaho, to
counties of Minidoka
to
13, 1916 ..................................
construct a
a bridge across Snake River. March
March 13,
Bridge, Flint
Flint River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress to Georgia Lumber
Lumber Company to
to
construct aabridge across Flint River,
Bayer, Georgia, between Dooly and Sumter Counties. March
March
16,
16, 1916 .............
..............................................
Oklahoma,fish
hatchery. An Act Granting to the State of Oklahoma
Oklahoma,
fish hatchery.
occupy a
acertain
Oklahoma permission to occupy
certain
portion of the Fort Sill Military Reservation,
operate thereon
portion
Reservation, Oklahoma, and to
to maintain
maintain and
and operate
thereon
aafish hatchery. March 17,
17, 1916
1916 ......
.......................
Army, enlisted
Army,
increase of the enlisted
enlistedmen. Joint Resolution Providing for an increase
enlisted men of
of the
the Army
Army in
in
an emergency.
emergency. March 17,
17, 1916.....
1916
....................................................
Bridge, Ohio
Ohio River. An Act To authorize the construction
Bridge,
construction of a
abridge across
across the Ohio River from a
a
point on its banks in the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, at or near the
the locality
locality known
known as
as
Woods
a point on the opposite shore of said river within the borough of McKees
Woods Run, to a
McKees
Rocks,
Pennsylvania. March 20, 1916.......
Rocks, Pennsylvania.
1916
....................................
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88
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10
10
10
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10
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Bridge,
Act Granting
of Congress
to Interstate
Interstate Bridge
Bridge Company
River. An
An Act
Granting the
the consent
consent of
Congress to
Company
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River.
to
bridge across Mississippi
Mississippi River.
1916. .......................
River. March
March 20, 1916
to construct
construct aabridge
Public building,
building, Calumet,
Calumet, Mich. An Act Reserving or excepting all ores or minerals on the lands,
Public
with
building at Calumet,
with the right of
of mining
mining the same,
same, on
on the
the site
site of
of the proposed post-office building
Michigan.
1916.....
...................................................
Michigan. March
March 20, 1916
Bridge Merrimack
Merrimack River.
River. An
Congress to
Lowell, county
the city
city of Lowell,
county of
the consent
consent of Congress
to the
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
Bridge,
Middleeex,
Massachusetts, to construct
Merrimack River. March
March
a bridge across the
the Merrimack
of Massachusetts,
construct a
Middleeex, State of
20, 1916 .................................................................
Lost, etc.,
An Act
Act To
hundred and
forty-six of
Revised Statutes
Statutes
To amend
amend section
section thirty-six
thirty-ix hundred
and forty-six
of the
the Revised
Lost,
etc., checks.
checks. An
of the
the United
States as
reenacted and
and amended
by Act
Act of
of February
nineteen
twenty-third, nineteen
as reenacted
amended by
February twenty-third,
of
United States
hundred and
and nine.
hundred
nine. March
March 21,
21, 1916.
1916...............................................
Hawaii,
approve, and
duly enacted
enacted by
Hauwii, public utilities
utilitiescommission. An
An Act
Act To
To ra,
ratify, approve,
and confirm an act
act duly
the Legislature
Legislature of
certain gas, electric light and
and power,
power,
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii relating to
to certain
the
telephone, railroad,
railroad, and
railway companies
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
companies and
and franchises
franchises in
in the
telephone,
and street
street railway
and
1916.................................
28, 1916
amending the laws relating
relating thereto. March
March 28,
and amending
Hawaii,
harbor commissioners.
and confirm
confirm sections one, two,
two, and
and three
three
Hawaii, harbor
commissioners. An
An Act To
To ratify, approve,
approve, and
of
an act
act duly
of the
of Hawaii
relating to
board of
of
Territory of
Hawaii relating
to the
the board
of an
duly enacted
enacted by
by the
the Legislature
Legislature of
the Territory
harbor commissioners
Territory, as herein amended, and amending the laws relating
relating
commissioner of the Territory,
thereto. March
March 28,
28, 1916
thereto.
1916 .............................................................
Appropriations,
urgent deficiencies.
Making appropriations
further additional
additional
to supply further
appropriations to
An Act
Act Making
deficiencies. An
Appropriations,urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen and
and
the fi.61
fiscal year
year nineteen
in appropriations
appropriations for the
urgent
prior
................
,., ....
1916 ......................
pror fiscal
fiscal years.
years. March
March 31,
31, 1916
Appropriati
ons, urgent
appropriations to supply
doffurent defiupply urgent
Making apropriations
deiciencis, Army.
Army. An Act Making
Appropriations,
urgent deficiencies,
emcee
appropriations for
Military Establishment
naw , ftui hundred
hundred
e fiscal
fiscal year
year ninetee
the Military
Estabishmen for the
ciences in
in appropriations
for the
and
........
.......-........
............... . -..-... ..-...
31, 1916
1916
....
1March
and sixteen.
sixteen. March 31,
Port McHenry,
Joint Reslt
Resolution To
the State of Maryland
temporary jurisdiction
To cede
cede to
tote
Maryland temporary
jurisdiction over
over
Port
lcHenry, Md.
Md. Joint
certain
lands in the Fort
Feat M
McHenry
Military
Reservation. April 3, 1916 .................
Uen M
itry
Reservation.
certain lands
Bridge
An Actt To
authorize the Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, New
New Orleans
Orleans and Texas Pacific
River. An
o authorize
Bridge,' Tennessee River.
Railway Compny
Company to
to rebuild
rebuild and
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain,. and
operate a
the
and reconstruct,
and operate
a bridge across the
Railway
Tennessee
Chattanooga, in
Tennessee. April
April
in Hamilton County,
County, in the State of Tennessee.
Tennessee River
River near
near Chattnooga
5,
---------------------------------------.....---................................-------------.............---.....
5, 1916
191--------...
Wahpeton Sioux Indians.
Indians. An Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to
Sisseton and Wapeton
hear, determine,
Wahpeton bands of
Sioux
of Sioux
judgment in
in claims of
of the
the Sisseton
Sisseton and
and Wahpeton
hear,
determine, and
and render
render judgment
Indians against
against the United States. April 11,1916
11, 1916 .........
Indians
New Jersey
judicial district,
judge. An Act To create an additional
Jersey judicial
district, judge.
additional judge
judge in the district of New
Jersey. April 11, 1916 ..........................................................
Indian
Indian lands,
lands, Arizona, etc. An Act To amend an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of Indians
Indians
occupying railroad
railroad lands in Arizona,
Arizona, .New
California," approved March fourth,
New Mexico, or Clifornia,"
nineteen hundred and thirteen. April 11, 1916 .........................................
nineteen
Bridge,
Sunbury and Lewisburg
Lewisburg Railroad
Railroad
Bridge, Susquehanna
SusquehannaRiver. An Act To authorize
authorize the Shamokin, Sunbury
Company, its lessees,
lessees, successors,
successors, and assigns, to construct a
abridge across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna
Northumberland County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to Monroe
River from the borough of Sunbury,
Sunbury, Northumberland
Monroe
Snyder County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. April 11, 1916 ..............................
Townshi, Snyder
Township,
Catawissa Railroad Company, its
its
Bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna.River,
River, west branch.
branch. An Act To authorize the Catawiesa
Bridge,
Susquelemma, successors, and assigns to construct
construct a
abridge across the west branch of the Susquehanna River from the Borough of Milton, Northumberland
Northumberland County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to the
Union County
County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. April 11, 1916 ...................
Borough of West Milton,
Milton, Union
Bridge, Missouri
a corporations
Bridge,
Missouri River. An Act Authorizing the Yankton County Bridge Company, a
cortion,
the-Missouri
maintain a
a bridge or bridges and approaches
construct and maintain
approaches thereto across the
Missouri
to construct
River at a
a point between
between Yankton
Yankton County, South Dakota, and Cedar
Cedar County, Nebraska.
...
....-.....................................
April 11, 1916 ..........................
Public lands,
Public
lands, Riverside County, Cal.
Cal. An Act To exempt from cancellation
cancellation certain desertland
desert-land
.
County California.
..............
entries in Riverside
Riverside County,
California. April 11, 1916 ..................
Paris, Tex.,
Te., fire
fre suferers.
Paris,
suferers. An Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary of War to supply tents for temporary
temporary
use of the sufferers from the recent conflagration in Paris,
Pais, Texas, and for other purposes.
1916.: ..............................
.-................
.......-....
April 11, 1916
Militar Academy. Rnd
Pint6 y
y Wentworth. Joint Resolution Authorzing
the Secretary
Secretary of
Muitary
Rene W. Pinto
Authorizing_the
'War
receive for instruction at the United States Military
Military Academy, at West Point, Ren6
ReniS
War to receive
W. Pinto
y Wentworth,
Wentworth, a
acitizen of Cuba. April 11, 1916...............................
1916
Pint6 y
Bridge, Wabash
Wabash River.
reconstruction of an existing
Bridge,
.River. An Act To authorize
authorize the reconstruction
existing bridge across the
the
Silverwood, in the State of Indiana
Wabash River at Silverwood,
Indiana. April 13, 1916 -.....-............
American Academy of Arts and Letters. An Act Incorporating
Incorporating the American
American
American Academy of Arts and
Letters.
1916
...................-......... ............-......
Letters. April
April 17,
17, 1916..............
Bridge,
lint River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the county of Mitchell,
Bridge, Flint
Mitchell, or to the
county of Baker, both of the State of Georgia,
actingjointly
successor
Georgia 'acting
jointly or separately,
separately,,and their successors
a bridge across theFlint
the Flint River. April 17, 1916 .-....--..----.and assigns,
amagns, to construct
construct a
Bridge,
.Monongahela River.
authorize the
the city
city of
of Fairmont
Fairmont to
construct and
operate aa
Bridg M/onongahela
River. An Act To
To authorize
to construct
and operate
across the Monongahela
in the State of West
West
bridge &crow;
Monongahela River at or near the city of Fairmont, in
Virginia. April
17, 1916 ..........................................-...........---Virginia.
April 17,
OCfidaatesoldier
OsgWaute
soldiers and sailor'
sailors' graves.
graves. Joint Resolution Tocontinue
To continue in
in effect the provisions
provisions of the
the
Act
nineteen hundred
1916
17,1916
....................
hundred and six. April 17,
ct of March
Mrch ninth, nineteen
"ifAe Ailaghenty Rier.'
tothe
commiaio
of
&WV
River, An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to
the county commissioners
of
Wren
wren County, Pennsylvania, to construct
construct a
a bridge acros
across the Allegheny
Allegheny River
River in
in the
baorough of Warren,
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Fncembia County,
County,
Florida. June
June 22, 1916
235
......................................................................
235
Bridge,
astern Branch,
Branch, Elizabeth
Bridge, Eastern
Elizabeth River. An Act
time for
for constructing
constructing a
abridge
across
Act To extend
extend the
the time
bridge across
the Eastern Branch of the Elizabeth River in Virginia.
Virginia. June 22.
22. 1916...............
1916
236
..
236
Bridge, West Pascagoula
PasagouiaRiver.
River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to
to Jackson
Jackson County
County,
Mississippi,
to
construct
a bridge across West Pascagoula River, at or near Pascagoula,
Mississippi,
construct a
Mississippi.
Mississippi. June
June 22,
22 1916 ..................................................
236
236
Fur
seal
skins,
Pribif
Islands.
Fur seal
Pribilof
Resolution Authorizing
of Commerce
Commerce to
to sell
sell
Joint Resolution
Authizithg the Secretary
Secretary of
skins taken from fur seals killed on the
the Pribilof Islands
Islands for
for food
food purposes.
purposes. June
June 22,
236
22, 1916...
1916...
236
Bridge,
provide for the construction
Bridge, Salt Fork,
Fork, Arkansas River. An Act To provide
the Salt
Salt
construction of aabridge
bridge across
across the
Fork of the Arkansas River, near White Eagle
Eagle Agency, in
Ponca Indian
Reservation,
in the
the Ponca
Indian Reservation,
Oklahoma. June 26, 1916 ...........................................
237
237
Right of way, Forts
Forts Barrancas
Bamrra and
and McRee,
McBee, Fla.
George H.
H. Hervey,
Hervey, of
PensaFla. An Act To
To authorize
authorize George
of Pensacola. Florida,
Florida to construct
construct and operate
operate an electric
electric railway
line on
on the
the Fort
Fort Barrancas
Barnmcas and
railway line
and
Fort McRee
Reservations, Florida, and for other purposes.
McRee Military Reservations,
purpoees. June
June 27,
27, 1916
1916........
237
237
Navy, seagoing
seagoing submarines.
submaines. An Act Amending
'An Act making appropriations
Navy,
Amending an Act entitled "An
appropriations
for the naval service
service for the fiscal
year ending
ending June
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and for other purposes,"
purposes," relating to the authorization
submarines. June
June 27,
237
authorization of fleet submarines.
27, 1916
1916...
237
Fort Keogh, Mont.,
Mont, lease of land,
Fort
lands, etc. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to
the
to extend
extend the
lease issued under the Act of August twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
twelve,
entitled
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve, entitled
"An Act authorizing the Secretary of War
War to lease to the Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
and Puget
Puget
Sound Railway Company
Company aatract
Sound
tract of land in the Fort Keogh Military
Reservation, in
in the
Military Reservation,
the State
State
of Montana,
Montana, and for a
a right of way
of
way thereto for
for the removal of gravel and ballast material."
material."
June 28, 1916 ...........
.....................
.............
238
Yellowstone
punishing violations.
Yellowstone Park,
Park, punishing
violations. An Act To amend
amend "An
"An act
act to
to protect
protect the
the birds
and
birds and
animals4 in Yellowtone
animal
Yellowstone National
National Park, and to punish crimes
crimes in said park, and for other
other
purposes," approved
purposes,"
approved May
May seventh, eighteen hundred and
and ninety-four.
ninety-four. June 28, 1916....
1916_..
238
238
Customs, Mexican
Mexcan peas.
peas. An Act To provide
Customs,
storing and
and cleansing
cl
eansi
ng o
i
mported M
exi
can peas,
provide for
for the storing
offimported
Mexican
peas,
commonly called "garbanzo.
"garbanzo." June
28, 1916
1916 .....
June 28,
.................... p...
. 239
239
Coast Guard
Guardstation,
station, Barataria
BaratanaBay,
Bay, La. An Act To establish
establish aaCoast Guard
Coast
Guard station
station on
on the
the coast
coast of
of
Louisiana,
in
the
vicinity
of Barataria Bay. June 28,
.........................
Lonigiana,
28, 1916
239
Schooner Ledge Light Station,
Staton, etc. An Act Authorizing
Schooner
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
exchange the
the
Commerce to exchange
occupied by the Schooner
land now occupied
Schooner Ledge Range
Range Front Light Station
Station at
at the
the mouth
of Crum
mouth of
Crum
Creek, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania for other lands adjacent
Creek,
adjacent thereto
thereto which are intersected
intersected by the
the axis of
the Chester Range Line of the Delaware River,
River, and authorizing
authorizing the
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce
the Secretary
aid schooner Ledge
Lede Range Front Light Station
to remove said
after certain conditions
have been
been
Station after
conditions have
compliedwith.
complied
with. June
June 28, 1916 .............................................
239
239
.Natnal
Arc
s
Buildin,
D
C.
An
Act
To
repeal
paragraph
four
of
section
twenty-one
National Archives Building, D. C. An
paragraph
twenty-one of the
approved March
arch fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
public buildings
buildings Act, approved
fourth, nineteen
and thirteen, providing
providing for
for
construction of aanational
the construction
national archives
archives building. June
1916
241
June 28,
28, 1916
.....
.......
241
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Scituate, Mass. An Act Authorizing the sale of
Lighthouse, Scituate,
lighthouse reservation
reservation at
of the
the lighthouse
at Scituate,
Scituate,
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts. June 28,
28, 1916
1916 ................................................
Appropriations, pensions.
pensions. An
Act Making
appropriations for
payment of
invalid and
and other
other
Appropriations,
An Act
Making appropriations
for the
the payment
of invalid
pensions of the United
June thirtieth,
thirti
eth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
United States for
for thefism1
the'fiscal year
year ending
ending June
hundred and
and
seventeen, and for
purposes. June
30, 1916
for other
other purposes.
June 30,
1916 ..................................
appropriations,extended,
Annual appropriations,
=tended, etc. An Act
the necessary
Act Extending
Extending appropriations
appropriations for
for the
necessary operations
operations
Government and of
of Columbia
for the
of pensions
of the (overnment
of the
the District
District of
Columbia and
and for
the payment
payment of
pensions under
under
certain contingencies.
contingencies. June
1916...
certain
June 30,
30, 1916
.......-...-...........
....................
Bridge, Mississippi
Bridge,
Mississippi River. An Act
bridge across
across the
Act To
To extend
extend the
the time for
for constructing
constructing aabridge
the MissisMississippi River at or near the
Louisiana. June
30, 1916...............
1916
the city of Baton Roe
Rouge, Louisiana.
June 30,
Mount
Rainier Park,
cession of
cession by
by the
Mount Rainier
Park, Mont.,
Mont., cession
of State
State juriiciion.
jdiction. An
An Act
Act To
To accept
accept the
the cession
the
exclusive jurisdiction
the lands
Mount
State of Washington
Washington of exclusive
jurisdiction over
over the
lands embraced
embraced within
within the
the Mount
Rainier
Rainier National
June 30,
National Park, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. June
30, 1916
1916 ...........................
Bridges, etc.,
etc., Mobile Bay.
Extending the
the time
commencement and
completion
Bay. An
An Act Extending
time for
for the
the commencement
and completion
of the bridge
bridge or bridges
bridges authorized
"An Act
Act to
amend an
authorized by an Act
Act entitled "An
to amend
an Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize
the Dauphin Island Railway
Railway and Harbor
successors or
assigns, to
construct
Harbor Company,
Company, its
its successors
or assigns,
to construct
and maintain
a bridge or bridges, or viaducts, across
maintain a
across the
the water
water between
between the
the mainland,
mainland, at
at
or near Cedar
Cedar Point,
Dauphin Island,
also to
dredge a
a channel
Point, and Dauphin
Island, both
both Little
Little and
and Big;
Big; also
to dredge
channel
from the deep waters of Mobile
Mobile Bay
Bay into
Dauphin
Bay;
also
to
construct
and
maintain
docks
into Dauphin Bay; also to construct and maintain docks
and wharves along both Little
eighteenth, ninenineLittle and
and Big Dauphin
Dauphin Islands,"
Islands," approved
approved June
June eighteenth,
teen hundred and twelve. June 30, 1916 ..................
•
......................
Hawaii
electric franchise.
An Act
To ratify,
and confirm
Hawaii eletric
franchise. An
Act To
ratify, approve,
approve, and
confirm an
an act
act duly
duly enacted
enacted by
by the
the
Legislature
Eegislature of the Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, as amended by Congress,
Congress, relating to
granting of
to the granting
a
franchise for the purpose of manufacturing,
afranchise
manufacturing, maintaining,
of
maintning distributing,
distributing, and
and supplying
supplying of
electric
electric light and power within the Lihue district
district and
Solos, district,
of Kauai,
and the
the Koloa
district, county
county of
laai,
Territory of Hawaii.
Hawaii. June
1916
Territory
June 30,
30, 1916.........
......................................
Bridge,
River. An Act To authorise
Bridge, Red River.
Terra! Bridge
construct a
abridge
bridge across
across
authorize the
the Terral
Bridge Company
Company to
to construct
near Terral,
Terra!, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, Oklahoma.
June 30,
1916
the Red
Red River near
Oklaoma. June
30, 1916.................
Bridge, Wabash
Bridge,
county. of
of Wabash,
in the
the State
of Indiana,
Indiana, to
Wabash River.
Rver. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the county
Wabash, in
State of
to
construct abridge
abridge across
the Wabash
Wabash River,
River, at
at the
of Wabash,
Wabash, Indiana.
June 30,1916.
30, 1916
construct
across the
the city
city of
Indiana. June
Bridge,
Rier. An Act To authorize
Bridge, Grand
Grand Calumet River.
the
board
of
commissioners
of
Lake
County,
authorize the board of commissioners of Lake County,
Indiana,
Indiana, to construct
construct a
abridge across the Grand
Grand Calumet River,
of Indiana.
Indiana.
River, in
in the
the State
State of
June 30,
30, 1916 -......................................................
.......
....
Bridge, Grand
of commissioners
commissioners of
of Lake
Lake County,
County,
Bridge
Grand Calumet
Calumet River.
River. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the board
board of
Indiana, to construct
construct a
abridge across the Grand
Grand Calumet River,
of Indiana.
Indiana.
River, in
in the
the State
State of
June 30,
1916 ......................
June
30, 1916.
...
...................................
Appropriations,
An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
Diplomatic and
Appropriations,diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular.
consular. An
Making appropriations
for the
the Diplomatic
and
Consular Service for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen.
seventeen.
July 1,
1, 1916 .......
.....................................................
Appropriations, sundry civil
expenses. An
Making appropriations
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses
Appropriations,
civil epenes.
An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
civil expenses
of the Government
Government for the fiscal
scal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sevenhundred and
seventeen and for
July 1,
1916...............................................
teen,
for other
other purposes.
purposes. July
1, 1916
Appropriations, urent
Appropriations,
urgent deiencie,
defici
encies, Army
Army, and Navy. An Act Making
Making appropriations to
to supply
supply
urgent deficiences
deficiencies in appropriations
for the
Military and
for the
approprions for
the Military
and Naval
Naval Establishments
Establishments for
the
fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
purposes.
sixteen, and
and for
for other purposes.
July 1, 1916............................................................
1916
Military servce,
draft of
Military
service, draft
of National
National Guard,
Guard, etc., into.
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
authorize the President
President
into. Joint
To authorize
members of the National Guard and of the Organized
to draft members
Organized Militia
several States,
States,
Militia of
of the several
Territories, and the District
members of
the National
and Militia
Militia
District of
of Columbia and members
of the
National Guard
Guard and
Reserves into the military service
certain conditions,
service o:
o; the
the United States
States under
under certain
conditions, and
and for
for
other purposes. July
1916
July 1,
1, 1916
......................
...........................
John L. Bevy.
Sevy. An Act For
John
John L.
Sevy. July
July 3,
For the
the relief of
of John
L. Sevy.
3, 1916
1916 ................
.........
W., homesteads.
homesteads. An
An Act
Providing for
the
Wind River Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.,
Act Providing
for patents
patents to
to homesteads
homesteads on
on the
ceded
ceded portion of the
in Wyoming.
July 3,
3, 1916
the Wind
Wind River
River Reservation
Reservation in
Wyoming. July
1916 ...............
Public
lands, leave of absence.
Public lands,
Authorizing leave
to homestead
settlers upon
upon
absence. An Act Authorizing
leave of
of absence
absence to
homestead settlers
unsurveyed
1916....... ...............................................
unsurveyed lands. July
July 3,
3, 1916
Glacier
Par, Mont.,
homesteads. An Act For the relief
Glacier Park,
Mont. homesteads.
certain homestead
relief of
of certain
homestead entrymen
entrymen for
for land
land
within the limits of the Glacier
Glacier National
National Park. July
July 3,
3, 1916
1916.............................
Private
land claims.
claims. An Act To amend an Act entitled
Private land
entitled "An
"An Act to establish a
aCourt of Private
Land Claims and to provide for the settlement of private land claims in certain States and
and
Territories," approved
March third,
eighteen hundred
and the
the Acts
Acts amendamendTerritories,"
approved March
third, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, and
atory thereto, approved
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
approved February
February twenty-first,
ninety-three, June
June
and ninety-three,
twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
nineteen
and February
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
hundred and nine. July 3, 1916 ....
.........................................
Abandoned military
militaryreservation
lands, Wash. An Act Providing for the sale of certain
reservation lands,
certain lands
lands in
in the
the
State of Washington, and
purposes. July
July 3,
3, 1916
and for other
other purposes.
1916 ..............................
FloridaNational
NationalForest.
orest lands in the Florida
Florida
Forest. An Act To consolidate certain forest
Florida National
National Forest
Forest.
July
3, 1916...................
1916
July 3,
-..--...............-......-.... ............-.. -..-.
North Data
Dotadry land station.
station. An Act To authorize
authorize an exchange
exchange of lands with the State of North
North
Dakota for promotion of experiments
experiments in
in dry-land
dry-land agriculture, and for other
other purposes.
purposes. July
July
;
1916
3 1916..........................................................
Publie
Public lad,
lands, enged
enlarged homesteads. An Act To amend an Act entitled "An Act to provide for an
an
enlarged
homestead," approved February
February nineteenth, nineteen
enlarged homestead,"
nineteen hundred
*Ming
hundred and
and mae,
nine,by
byddin
a new
a
new section to be known as section seven.
seven. July
July 3,
3, 1916
1916......
...................
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Appropriaions,fortifations.
Appro
•• ,
fortifications. An Act Making
appropriations for
fortifications and
and other
other works
works of
Maling appropriations
for fortifications
of
defense,
defense, for the armament thereof,
the procurement
heavy ordnance
trial and
and
thereof, for
for the
procuremet of
of heavy
ordnance for
for trial
service,
service, and for other purposes. July
July- 6, 1916.....................
1916
345
345
Leo
Levi Hospital,
Ark. An
An Act
Act To
authorize the
Secretary of
the Interior
to
Leo N.
N. Levi
Hospital, Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, Ark.
To authorize
the Secretary
of the
Interior to
furnish hot water
water from the hot
springs
on
the
Hot
Springs
Reservation
for
drinking
and
furnish
hot springs on the Hot Springes Reservation for drinking and
bathing purposes free
free of cost
to the
Leo N.
N. Levi
Memorial Hospital
8,
cost to
the Leo
Levi Memorial
Hospital Association.
Association. July
July 8,
1916
351
................................................
351
Elephant Butte irrigation
Elephant
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to
irrigationdam,
dam, N. Mex.
Mex. An Act To authorize the
the Secretary
acquire
acquire certain
certain right of way near Engle, New
New Mexico. July.
1916
351
July 8,
8, 1916.....................
351
homestead entries.
entries. An Act To amend the United
Alaska, homestead
United States homestead
homestead law in
application
in its application
to Alaska, and for other purposes.
purpoees. July 8, 1916 ................................
352
352
Bridge
To authorize
Bridge, Little River. An Act 'To
authorize the construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
of a
a
bridge across Little River at a
apoint where the line between townships twelve and
and thirteen
thirteen
north, range eight east, crosses said
1916
352
said river.
river. July 8,
8, 1916....
........................
352
Quiniault
Quiniault Indian
reimburse certain
certain Indians
Indians for
in buildbuildIndianReservation',
Reservation; Wash.
Wash. An Act
Act To
To reimburse
for labor
labor done
done in
a schoolhouse
schoolhouse at Queets
ing a
Quests River, Quiniault Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in the State
State of
of WashingWashington. July 8, 1916
1916.....
...............................................
... 353
353
Bridge, Bayou
Bayou Bartholomn
Bartholomew.. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to
Arkansas,
to Ashley County,
County, Arkansas,
to construct
construct a
a bridge across Bayou Bartholomew.
Bartholomew. July 8,
353
8, 1916
1916 ..........................
353
Bridge, Bayou Bartholomew. An Act Authorizing
Bridge,
Ashley County,
County, Arkansas,
bridge
Authorizing Ashley
Arkansas, to
to construct
construct aabridge
Bartholomew. July
353
across Bayou Bartholomew.
July 8,
8, 1916
1916..
...................................... .
353
Bridge, Brazos River.
River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the
Bridge,
Southwestern
the Dallas
Dallas and Southwestern
Motorway
Motorway Company to construct a
abridge across the
in the
the State
of Texas
the Brazos
Brazos River, in
State of
Texas.
July 8, 1916 ...........................................................................
354
354
Immediate trnsportion
Northport, Chopaka,
Immediate
transportation, Northport,
Chopcfka, and Laurier,
Laurier, Wash. An
the establishment
An Act
Act For
For the
establishment of
of
Northport, Chopaa,
Northport,
Chopaks, and Laurier, in the
of entry
for immethe State
State of
of Washington,
Washington, as
as ports
ports of
entry for
immediate trnsportation
transportation without
without appraisement
appraisement of dutiable
July 8,
354
dutiable merchandise.
merchandise. July
8, 1916
1916........
354
Bridge,
Basu Bartholome.
Bridge,filayou
Bartholomew. An Act Granting the
to C.
M. Simpson,
Simpson, Z.
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
C. M.
Z. T
T.
H1edges,
Hedges, J.
I. C. Hackney,
Hackney, and Mark Brown
across Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew,
Brown to construct
construct aabridge
bridge across
Ashley
hey County, Arkansas.
Arkansas. July
8, 1916
354
July 8,
19168.........
...............................
354
Alcoholfor scientific,
An Act
amend exting
existing laws
relating to
to the
the use
of alcohol,
scientifi etc.,
etct., uses.
uses. An
Act To
To amend
laws relating
use of
alcohol, free
free
oof tax, by
by.scientific institutions
institutions or colleges
colleges of learning.
July. 8,
354
learning. July
8, 1916
1916 .................
354
Massachusetts. An Act Conferring jurisdiction
Massachusetts.
jurisdiction on
to adjudicate
the claims
claims
on the
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claim to
adjudicate the
of the State of Massachusetts.
11, 1916
1916 ..........
Massachusetts. July 11,
... .................
....... 355
355
Rural post roads.
Rural
roads. An Act To provide that that
States shall
aid the
States in
in the
the constructhe United
United States
shall aid
the States
construction of rural poet
post roads, and for other purposes.
July 11,
11, 1916..........................
1916
355
purposes. July
355
Ellis Island
Island immigrant
immigrant hospital,
hospital, N. T.
Ellis
7'. Joint Resolution Permitting
Permitting the
the use
use of
certain hospital
of certain
hospital
facilities belonging to
facilities
to the
United
States.
July
11,
1916.
359
the United States. July 11, 1916.............................
359
Destitute
Americans in Mexico. An Act Making
Destitute Americans
Making an appropriation
the relief
relief and
transportation
appropriation for
for the
and transportation
of destitute American
American citizens
in Mexico.
14, 1916
359
citizens in
Mexico. July
July 14,
1916................................
359
Federal
FarmLoan
LoanAct.
Federal Farm
Act. An ActToprovidecapitalforagricuural
Act To provide capital for agricultural development,
to create standard
development,tocreatestandard
forms of investment
investment based upon farm mortgage,
mortgage, to equalize
equalize rates of interest upon
won farm
farm loans,
loans
to furnish a
a market for United States bonds, to create Government depositaries
depositaries and financial
financial
agents for the United States, and for other purposes.
July
17,
1916
360
purposes. July 17, 1916..............
36
UnitedStates courts,
courts, Asheville,
United
Act To
To establish
establish a
aterm
term of
the United
circuit court
AshAille, N. C. An Act
of the
United States
States circuit
court
Asheville, North Carolina.
of appeals at Asheville,
Carolina. July
385
July 17,
17, 1916
1916 .........................
385
Lincoln's birthplace.
birthplace. An Act To accept
Lincoln's
accept adeed
adeed of gift
gift or conveyance
conveyance from
from the
Farm Assothe Lincoln
Lincoln Farm
AsA
corporation, to the United States of America,
ciation, a
acorporation,
America, of land near the town of
of Hodgenville,
Hodgenville,
county of Larue, State of Kentucky,
embracing the
homestead of
Lincoln and
the
Kentucky, embracing
the homestead
of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
and the
log cabin in which he was born,
born, together with the memorial
memorial hall
indorsing
the
and
hall inclosing the same;
same; and
accept an assignment or transfer
further, to accept
endowment fund
in relation
relation
transfer of
of an
an endowment
fund of
of $50,000
$50,000 in
thereto. July 17, 1916...................................................
1916
3&5
85
United States
States courts,
couts, North Dakota
Dakota district.
United
district. An Act To amend section ninety-nine
ninety-nine of
the Act
Act to
of the
to
codify, revise, and amend the laws relating to the judiciary. July 17, 1916
386
1916 .............
386
Bridge,
Flint River.
River. An Act Granting the consent of Coagress
Bridge, Flint
Congress to the
county of
or to
the county
of Sumter, or
to the
the
county of Dooly, both of the State of Georgia, acting jointly or separately, and their
their successors and assigns, to construct
construct a
abridge across the
July 17,
1916 ...........
387
the Flint River.
River. July
17, 1916
387
Bridge, Savannah
Savannah River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress to Julian
Julian B.
B. McCurry
McCurrv, A.
A. G.
G.
McCurry,
McCurry, P. W. Walton, and J. J. Fretwell
Fretwell to construct a
River.
a bridge across the
the Sa
Savannah River.
July 17, 1916 ..........---...................
................
387
Interstateand
andforeign
commerce investigations.
Interstate
foreign commerce
investigations. Joint
Resolution Creating a
subcommittee from
from
Joint ResolutionCreating
a joint
ointsubcommittee
the membership
membership of the Senate Committee on Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce and the
Committee
the House
House Committee
on Interstate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Commerce to investigate the
to interstate
the conditions relating
relating to
interstate and
and
foreign commerce, and the necessity of further legislation
legislation relating thereto, and defining
defining the
powers and duties of such subcommittee.
subcommittee. July
July 20, 1916.........
387
.....
387
Mines Bureau,
Bureau, Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pa. Joint Resolution
Resolution To authorize
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury to
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
to
accept
from
the
city
accept
of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh certain lands in exchange
exchange for other lands of equal area.
area.
July 21, 1916.
1916
.......................................................
388
Public
lands,
yton,
Utah.
An
Act
To
authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue patents for 388
Public lands, Mgtcm,
July 26, 1916 ........-certain lands to the town of Myton, Utah. July
389
......................
389
Public lands,
lands, Duchesne,
Utah. An Act To authorize
Public
Ducherne, Utah.
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue patent
for certain lands to the town of Duchesne,
Duchesne, Utah. July 26, 1916
389
.......................... 389
Cleveland,
An Act
Authorizi
ngthe
Cleteland, Ohio,
Ohio, marine
m ne hospital.
ospital. An
Act
Authoriing
the sale
sale of
of the
the marine-hospital
marine-hospital reservation
reservation in
in
Cleveland, Ohio. July
. . .
. ...
Cleveland,
July 26. 1916..
1916
................
389
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Reclamation Act,
extending payments.
payments. An
An Act
Act To
To amend
section fourteen
of the
reclamation extenthe reclamation
fourteen of
amend section
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deposits. August 21,1916 ............................
interest deposits.
orders,'and interest
tain fees
fees,:money orders
to
Bridge, Mahoning
the consent of Congress to Trumbull County, Ohio, to
Granting the
An Act
Act Granting
River. An
Mahoning River.
Bridge,
construct
bridge across
Mahomng River in
in the State of Ohio. August 21,1916.......
21,1916
across the Mahomng
a bridge
construct a
to
Newark,
postal canceling
Authorizing the Postmaster General to
stamp. Joint Resolution Authorizing
cnceling stamp.
N. J.,
J., postal
Newark, N.
Newark
provide
Newark, New Jersey, with a
aspecial
special canceling
canceling die for the Newark
postmaster of Newark,
the J.iostmaster
provide the
21,1916
celebration. August 21,
anniversary celebration.
two
hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
1916 .......................
two hundred
Lime
barrels. An Act To standardize
barrels. August 23,
241, 1916 ............................
standardize lime barrels.
ime barrel.
approved March
United
March second, eighteen hundred
ourts, liens. An Act To repeal an Act approved
United States
States courts,
ninety-five, entitled,
section three of An Act entitled 'An
'An Act to
to
"An Act to amend section
entitled, "An
and ninet-five,
approved
regulate the liens of judgments
United States,' approved
and decrees of the courts of the United
judgments and
regulate
1916......................
eighty-eight." August 23, 1916
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-eight."
August first,
in the State of PennsylRight
way, Fort
Mifflin, Pa.
Granting to the city of Philadelphia,
PennsylPiladelphia, in
Act Grantingto
Pa. An
An Act
ofwuy,
Fort Miin,
Right of
vania, a
aright
of way
through the
reservation at Fort Mifflin, PennsylStates military
military reservation
the United States
way through
right of
vania,
......-..........------.----vania.
vania. August 23, 1916 ...............................
Judicial Code, removal
causes. An Act To amend section thirty-three
thirty-three of an Act to codify,
codify.,revise,
of causes.
removal of
Judicial
and
relating to the
March third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
approved March
the judiciary,
judiciary, approved
the laws
laws relating
amend the
and amend
...........................
eleven. August 23, 1916 ............................--and eleven.
toconstruct
Bridge,
Colorado River.
River. An
Needles and Oatman
Oatman Bridge Company
Company to
construct,
Permitting the Needles
An Act Permitting
Bridge, Colorado
maintain,
and
maintain, and operate aabridge across the Colorado River between the States of California an
--------------------------Arizona. August 23, 1916 ...........................------a
Bridge, Savannah
Granting the consent of Congress to A. N. Alford to construct a
An Act
Act Granting
River. An
Savannah River.
Bridge,
..................---bridge across the Savannah
Savannah River. August 23, 1916 ..............
the
Flood
sufferers in
in the
Virginia. Joint Resolution Providing for the relief of flood sufferers
Flood sufferers
sufferers,' West Virginia.
............ ...----...................
State of West Virginia. August24,
August 24, 1916 ...........
Croi River. An Act To authorize
Saint Croix
Dams, Saint
authorize the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of dams across
Dams,
the
Baileyville and Grand Falls, Maine.
Maine. August 25, 1916............
1916
at Baileyville
River at
Croix River
the Saint
Saint Croix
a National Park Service, and for other purposes.
National Park
Park Service.
purposes.
Service. An Act To establish a
National
- - - - - -- - - - ----------August 25, 1916 ..................................-....Bridge, Connecticut
consent of Congress
Congress to the board of county
county comGranting the consent
River. An Act Granting
Connecticut River.
Bridge,
Massachusetts, to construct
missioners of
Hampden, in the Commonwerlth
Commonweath of Massachusetts,
construct aa
of Hampden,
of the
the county
county of
misioners
in said
Springfield, in
bridge
the Connecticut
Connecticut River
River between
between Springfield
Springfield and West Springfield,
across the
bridge across
---*-- ---------------------1916--...........-county and Commonwealth.
Commonwealth. August25,
August 25, 1916
eounty
ct relating
mbia public
public utilities
Dstt
of Columbia,
District
utilities commion.
commission. An Act To amend
amend an An
Act
relating to the Public
Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia, approved
approved March
March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
UtilitiesCommision
and
August 26,
1916_
-- ------ ..........................-- .....
26, 1916..
thirteen. August
and thirteen.
Lighthouss
Aids
Act To authorize aids to navigation
navigation and for other works in the Lighthouse
avigetio. An Afct
Adi to navigation.
Service, and
and for
for other
purposes. August
August 28,
28, 1916
-------...........
1916 ..................
other purposes.
Service,
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Bills
of lading.
lading. An
Act Relating
to bills
bills of
lading in
in interstate
foreign commerce.
commerce. August
August 29,
29,
and foreign
interstate and
of lading
An Act
Relating to
Bills of
.....
1916 .........................................................................
States
of
Philippine
Islands,
government.
An
Act
declare
the
purpose
the
the
United
people
of
thepurpose
declare
To
An
Act
PhilippineIslads, government.
as to
political status
of the
the Philippine
Islands, and
and to
provide a
a
to provide
Philppine Islands,
people of
status of
of the
the people
to the
the future
future political
as
more
government for those
11............----islands. August 29, 1916
those islands.
autonomous government
more autonomous
Appropriations,
naval servi
ce. An
An Act
for the
the naval
service for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
naval service
appropiations for
Act Making
Making apuropriations
Appropriations,navalervice.
year
ending June
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and for
for other
purposes. August
August
other purposes.
hundr and
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
year ending
June thirtieth,
29, 1916
1916556
-------------.----- ---------------.............--.---------.---..--29,
Appropriations, Army.
An Act
Making apro
appropriations
support of
for the
fiscal
the fiscal
of the
the Army
Army for
for the
the support
ations for
Act Maing
Army. An
Appropriations,
year
ending June
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and for
for other
purposes. August
August
otherpurpose.
nnteenunreand
thirtieth, nineteen
year ending
June thirtieth,
29,
...- .....................................
............
9, 1916
1916
Citizen
training camp,
Utah. An
An Act
Act To
To provide
for the
the maintenance
of a
a training
the
camp on
on the
training camp
maintenance of
provide for
camp, Utah.
Citizen training
military reservation
of Fort Douglas,
Douglas, Utah.
1916
.-....--Utah. August 29, 1916..-.--reservation of
military
Public
lands, homateaders
military service.
Joint Resolution
Resolution Extending
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
Extending the
service. Joint
n military
hmsteadrsin
Public lands,
approved
1916..........
August 29, 1916
ninety-eight. August
hundred and
and ninety-eight.
eighteen hundred
June sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
approved June
Bridge, Xcilirming
Granting the
the consent
consent of
Congress to
the city
city of
of Youngstown,
Youngstown,
to the
of Congress
Rier. An
An Act
Act Granting
TBahoning River.
Bridge,
Ohio, to
to construct
across the
Mahoning River
River in
in the
of Ohio.
Ohio. August
August 30,
1916.
30, 1916.
the State
State of
theMahoning
construct aabridge
bridge across
Ohio,
John Ericsson
An Act
Act For
erecting a
suitable memorial
to John
John Ericsson.
31,
Ericsson. August
August 31,
memorial to
a suitable
For erecting
memorial. An
John
Ericrsnmemorial.
1916
.----.----.---------.-- .671-----...--.....-----------.------..
1916 ...............-Colville
Indian Resration,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., reserved
reserved lands.
Act To
To amend
amend the
Act of
twenty-second,
of March
March twenty-second,
the Act
lands. An
An Act
Coville Indian
nineteen
"An Act to authorize
authorize the sale and disposition of surplus
and six,
six, entitled
entitled "An
hundred and
nineteen hundred
or unallotted
unallotted lands
lands of
of the
the diminished
diminished Colville
radian. Reservation,
in the
the State
State of
of WashingWashingReservation, in
Colville Indian
or
purposes." August 31, 1916 .......................
and for
for other purposes."
ton, and
Oklahoma,
on Indian
an Act
Act entitled
proAct to
to proentitled "An
"An Act
To amend
amend an
An Act
Act To
Indian1,ands.
lands. An
assessments on
drainageassessments
Oklahoma, drainage
vide for
payment of
lands in
August 31,
in Oklahoma."
Oklahoma." August
on Indian
Indian lands
assessments on
of drainage
drainage assessments
for the
the payment
vide
1916
...........................
1916 ....................................
Standard
etc., baskets.
baskets. An
Act To
To fix
fix standards
standards for
Climax baskets
for grapes
grapes and
and other
other fruits
fruits
baskets for
for Climax
An Act
fruit, et.,
Standardfruit,
and
vegetables,
and
to
fix
standards
for
baskets
and
other
containers
for small
small fruits,
fruits, berries,
berries,
and vegetables, and to fix standards for baskets and other containers for
.............
and
vegetables, and for other purposes.
purposes. August
August 31, 1916 ..............
and vegetables,
Antitrust,
of corporation,
corporations, etc.
Joint Resolution
Extending until April fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen
Resolution Extending
etc. Joint
ofirs of
Antitrust, officers
hundred
and
seventeen,
the
effective
date
of
section
of
the
Act
entitled
"An Act to
"An
Act
entitled
ten
of
the
hundred and seventeen, the effective date of section
supplement
laws against unlawful
unlawful restraintand
restraints and monopolies,
purposes,"
and for other
other purposes,"
monopolies, and
estinglawsa
supplement existi
approved October
October fiftmnth,
fourteen. August 31, 1916
1916..........
hundred and
and fourteen.
nineteen hundred
fifteent, nineteen
approved
Child
labor. An Act To p
revent interstate
commerce in the
and for other
the products of child labor, and
interstate commerce
prevent
Child labor.
purposes.
1916. ..............
.....
......
...............
September, 1,1916
purpose. September
Appropriations, District
Columbia. An Act Making appropriations
provide for the expenses
expenses
appropriations to provide
District of Columbia.
Appropriatio,
of
the District
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
of the government
government of the
1916
September 1, 1916..............
nineteen hundred
bundred and seventeen, and for other purposes. September
United States
Carolina districts.
provide
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to provide
districts. An
An Act
Act To amend
United
States courts, South
South Carolina
for the appointment of a
a district judge, district attorney,
attorney and marshal
western
marshal for the western
purposes," approved
approved karch
March third, nineteen hundred
district of South Carolina, and for other purposes,"
and
fifteen, so as to
of the district court
court to
to be
be held at Anderson, South
to provide for
for terms
terms of
and ffteen,
Carolina. September 1, 1916...........................................................
1916
engaged in
Eight-hour
'workday. An Act To establish an eight-hour
in
eight-hour day for employees of carriers
carriers engaged
Eight-hour workday.
interstate and foreign commerce,
commerce, and for other purposes. September
3, 5, 1916
interstate
September 3S
1916...........
Public lands,
drainage assessments,
sx of an Act entitled
assessments, Minn.
Minn. An Act To amend sections five and six
Public
lands, drainage
"An Act to authorize
authorize the dminage
certain lands
lands in the State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," approved
approved May
May
"An
drainage of certain
twentieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and eight. September
twentieth, nineteen
September 5, 1916 ..............................
Bridge, Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn. An Act Authoriz.nn
Bridge,
Authorizing the Kansas
Emma City and Memphis Railway
Railway? and Bridge
settlement with Cnttenden
Crittenden County, Arkansas, and for other purposes.
Company to make settlement
September 5,, 1916.
1916....................................................................
Bridge,
County
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi Ricer.
River. An Act To authorize
authorize the county commissioners of Aitkin County,
Minnesota,
Township, in said county and said State, to conMinnesota, and the town board of Logan Township,
Mississippi River on the line between sections twenty-six
twenty-six and
struct a
a bridge acroee
across the Missisppi
twenty-seven, township
township forty-nine north, range twenty-five
meridian.
twenty-five west, fourth principal
principal meridian.
September
5, 1916
...........
.....
.......
Se=
1916 ...................................
Enlarged,
entitled "An
enlarged
Enlarged
homesteds, Idaho.
Idaho. An Act To amend an Act entitled
"An Act to provide for an enlarged
homestead," approved
homestead,"
approved June seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and ten. September
September 5,
5, 1916
1916..
Customs, banded
exports
for
Mexico.
Joint
Resolution
Proposing
to
amend
section
twenty-nine
bonded exports for Mexico. Joint Resolution Proposing to amend section twenty-nine
hundred and seventy-one of the Revised Statutes of the United States. September
5,1916..
September 5, 1916. _
Kansas district.
section eighty-two,
chapter two
two hundred
hundred
United States courts,
courts, Kanas
district. An Act
Act To
To amend
amend section
eighty-two, chapter
and thirty-one, of the Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws relating to the judiciary
judiciary.
September
1916
September 6, 1916.-..............-..---.............................................Judicial Code amendments. An Act To amend the Judicial
Judicial
Judicial Code; to fix the time when the annual
term of the Supreme
Supreme Court shall commence;
commence; and further to define the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of that
September 6,
court. September
6 1916
-------..................................................
Public
Public building
building, Augusta, Ga. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
directing the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
extend the time of payment
payment of the amount due the Government
Government by the city of Augusta,
September 7,1916
Georgia. September
7, 1916 .. Ute St.......
............
.....................
Act. An Act To establish a
Shipping Board for the
Shipping Act.
a United States
States Shipping
the purpose of encouragencouragaanaval auxiliary
a merchant
ing, developing, and creating
creati
aui Mary and naval reserve
reserve and a
marine
merchant marine
to meet the requirements
commerce of the United
requirements of the commerce
United States with its Territories
Territories and
possessions and with foreign countries;
countries; to
by water
gaged in
in the
possessions
to regulate carriers
carriers by
water en
engaged
the foreign
foreign
commerce of
United States;
States; andfor
and for other
other purposes.
1916
and interstate
interstate commerce
of the United
purpose& September
September 7,
7,1916.
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Fort Assinniboine,
Assinniboine, Mont., abandoned
abandonedreservation.
Fort
of February
February eleventh,
eleventh,
reservation. An Act
Act To amend
amend the Act
Act of
nineteen hundred and fifteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, page eight hundred
hundred and
and
seven),
the opening
of the
Assinniboine Military
Septemseven), providing
providing for the
opening of
the Fort
Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation.
Reservation. September 7,
7, 1916...
1916
................
.............................................
Internalrevenue special
special taxes,
taxes, tobacco
tobacco sellers.
Internal
sellers. An Act To amend subsection eleven
thirtyeleven of
of section
section thirtytwo hundred and forty-four, Revised
September 7,
Revised Statutes.
Statutes. September
7, 1916
1916 .......................
Port Angeles, Wash., townsite
townsite lots.
Port
lots. An Act Providing for the sale at public auction
unsold
auction of
of all
all unsold
suburban lots not reserved for public purposes
purposes in
in the Government town site
site of
of Port
Port Angeles,
Angeles,
Washington, and for the issuance
previously sold under
the Act
issuance of patents for those previously
under the
Act of
of May
May
second, nineteen hundred
hundred and six,
at which
the said
six, on
on the payment
payment of
of the
the price
price at
which the
said lots
lots were
were
reappraised under said Act without further condition
condition or delay. September
September 7,
1916
7, 1916........
Indian schools, expenses.
Providing that
that Indian
may be
be maintained
without
expenses. An Act
Act Providing
Indian schools
schools may
maintained without
restriction as to annual
•
restriction
annual rate of expenditure
expenditure per pupil. September
September 7,
7, 1916
1916................
Juneau,
school bonds.
bonds. An ikct
kct To authorize
incorporated town
Juneau, Alaska, school
authorize the incorporated
Juneau, Alaska,
to
town of Juneau,
Alaska, to
issue bonds for the construction
construction and equipment of schools therein, and
purposes
and for other purposes.
September
1916
September 7, 1916...................................................
Public building, Madison, Wis.
Public
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the purchase
the erection
erection of
Wis. An
purchase of
of aasite
site and
and the
of a
a
public building thereon at Madison,
Madison, Wisconsin,
for other
7, 1916.
Wisconsin, and
and for
other purposes.
purpose. September
September 7,
1916.
Government employees, compensation
for injuries.
To provide
compensation for
employees
compensationfor
injuries. An
An Act
Act To
provide compensation
for employees
njuries while in the performance of their duties, and for other
of the United States suffering injuries
other
purposes. September
September 7,
7, 1916
1916 ..........................................................
Bridge, Niagara
Bridge,
Niagara River. An Act Granting
of Congress
Congress to
H. Crosby;
H. Andrews;
Granting the consent of
to W.
W. H.
Crosby; W.
W. H.
Andrews;
E. G. Connette; Daniel Good; Henry . May; Robert C.
junior;
C. Gaupp;
Gaupp; Edward
Edward Kener,
Kener, junior;
William F.
MacGlashan;
Eugene
L.
Falk;
John
W.
F. MacGlashan;
Robinson; John M.
M. Willys;
Willys Oliver
Oliver
Cabana, junior; Conrad E.
Wettlaufer; H.
A. Hurt;
E. Wettlaufer;
L A.
Hurt; George
George J.
J. Meyer;
Meyer; Myron
Myron S.
S. Hall;
Hal; John
John
Lord O'Brian; Frank S. McGraw;
McGrawi and Wilh•arn
William A. Morgan to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
across
Niagara
Niagara River within or near the city limits of Buffalo,
and for
other purposes.
purposes. September
Buffalo, and
for other
September
7, 1916
.... .....--.
............
..............................
.............
..
Bridge, North Branch, Susquehmn
Bridge,
Susquehanna River. An Act To authorize the county
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, State
State of
of
Pennaylvania, to construct
across the
the North
North Branch
Branch of
of the
from
Pennsylvania
costruct a
a bridge
bridge across
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
River from
the city of Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, county of Luzeme,
Luzeme, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to the borough
borough of
of Dorranceton,
Dorranceton,
county
Pennsylvania September
county of Luzerne,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
September 7,
7, 1916..........
1916
......................
Federal
reserve Act
Federal reserve
Act amendments.
amendments. An Act To amend certain sections
the Act
"Federal
sections of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "Federal
reserve Act," approved December
December twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen.
Septemnineteen hundred
thirteen. September 7,
7, 1916.
1916 ..........................................................................
Revenue Act. An Act To increase the revenue, and
for other
other purposes.
8, 1916
and for
purposes. September
September 8,
1916......
Appropriations, deficiencies.
Appropriations,
Act Making
appropriations to
deficiencies in
defciencies. An
An Act
Making appropriations
to supply
supply deficiencies
in appropriaappropriations for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
sixteen,
and
fiscal
hundred and sixteen, and prior
prior fiscal
years, and for other purposes. September
September 8, 1916...................................
1916
.
Bridge,
Mississippi River.
Bridge, Mississippi
time for
for the
of the
the bridge
River. An
An Act
Act Extending
Extending the
the time
the completion
completion of
bridge across
across the
the
Mississippl
Mim' esippi River at Memphis, Tennessee, authorized
authorized by an
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to amend
an Act entitled
amend
nineteen hundred and
an Act approved
approved July twentieth, nineteen
'An Act
Act to
and twelve,
twelve, entitled
entitled 'An
to authorauthorize the Arkansas
.&•nft.s and Memphis Railway
Railway Bride
Company to
to construct,
construct, mainmainBridge and
and Terminal
Terminal Company
a bridge across the Mississippi
Misssissippi River,"
tain, and operate
operate a
approved August
August twenty-third,
twenty-third,
River,"' approved
nineteen
nineteen hundred and twelve. September 8, 1916
1916.................................
Obsolete ordnance
ordnance donations.
donations. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
make certain
certain donations
Secretary of War
War to
to make
donations
of condemned
condemned cannon
cannon and cannon
cannon balls. September 8, 1916 ..........................
Baltimore, Md., immigrant
immigrant station.
Baltimore,
station. An Act To make available
the appropriation
appropriation
available a
a portion
portion of
of the
for the immigration
immigration station at Baltimore, Maryland,
for such
such counters,
counters, booths,
Maryland, for
booths, screens,
screens, railrailings, seats, bunks, kitchen
kitchen and laundry equipment, and so forth, as necessary
in connection
connection
necessary in
with said station. September
September 8, 1916 ..
..............................................
Wyandotte Indian
Indiancemter,
cemetery, Kansas
An Act
Making appropriation
the preservation,
ansas City, Kans. An
Act Making
appropriation for
for the
preservation,
improvement, and perpetual
care of
of Huron
Cemetery, a
a burial
of the
Wyandotte
perpetual care
Huron Cemetery,
bural place
place of
the Wyandotte
Indians, in the city of Kansas
Kanas City, Kansas.
Kansas. September 8, 1916 ..........................
Pie
Forest, Colo.
Coto. An Act To reserve
Pike National
National Forest,
reserve certain lands and
of the
and make
make them
them aapart
part of
the Pike
Pike
National
National Forest. September 8, 1916 ..
.8
Widows' pensions.
pensions. An Act To
amend an Act entitled
Act to
widows,
To amend
entitled "An
"An Act
to increase
increase the
the pensions
pensions of
of widows,
mmnor
minor children,
children, and so forth, of deceased soldiers
soldiers and sailors
the War
sailors of
of the
the late
late Civil
Civil War
War,.,the
War
with Mexico, the various Indian wars, and so forth, and to grant a
apension
pension to certain widows
widows
of the deceased
deceased soldiers and sailors of the late Civil War."
approved April nineteenth,
nineWar." approved
nineteenth, nineteen hundred and eight, and for other purposes. September 8, 1916------.........--.-------.....
1916
Oregon
Forest. An Act To consolidate certain forest lands in the Oregon National Forest,
Oregon National
National Forest.
Forest,
in the State of Oregon.
Oregon. September 8, 1916
1916 ...............................................
Ckippewa Indian
Indian lands, White
Minn. An Act To authorize the Secretary of the
Chippewa
White Earth,
Earth, Minn.
to
the Interior
Interior to
issue a
apatent
patent in
simple to the district
board numbered
numbered one
one hundred
twelve,
in fee simple
district school
school board
hundred and
and twelve,
of White Earth Village, Becker
Minnesota, for
tract of
of land
Becker County,
County, Minnesota,
for a
a certain
certain tract
land upon
upon payment
payment
Indians of Minnesota.
therefor to the United
United States in trust for the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota. September
September 8,
8,
----- .. ................................................ .........
1916 - -.....
Distritef
actions. An Act To prevent fraud at public auctions
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, fmraudlen
fraudulent auctions.
auctions in
in the
the
ict of Columbia. September8,191.........................................
District
September 8, 1916
C
aadmPie
Forets, Coo.
Colorado
and Pile National
National Forests,
Colo. An Act Authorizing the addition of
lands to
to the
the
of certain lands
Colado
nd Pike National Forets,
Colorado and
Forests, Colorado. September
September 8,
1916 .....................
8, 1916
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United
Maine district.
district. An
An Act
To provide
for holding
holding sessions
sessions of
States
United States
States courts,
orts, Maine
Act To
provide for
of the
the United
United States
district
in the
the district
district of
of Maine
and for
said district
district into
into divisions,
and prodistrict court
court in
Maine and
or dividing
dividing said
divisions, and
providing for
of the
and marshal
marshal of
of said
said district
district to
each of
of said
said
viding
for offices
offices of
the clerk
clerk and
to be
be maintained
maintained in
in each
divisions,
and
for
the
appointment
of
a
field
deputy
marshal
in
the
division
in
which
the
divisions, and for the appointment of a field deputy marshal in the division in which the
marshal does not
not reside. September
September 8,
8, 1916
.......
.........................
Whitman
Forest, Oreg.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing an
of the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the WhitWhitWhitman National
NationalForest,
Oreg. An
An Act
an adjustment
adjustment of
man National
National Forest,
State of
and for'other
folother purpose
purposes. September
September 8,
8, 1916
1916..
man
Forest, in
in the
the State
of Oregon,
Oregon, and
Public
S. Dak.
Dak. An
An Act
Secretary of
of the
Public lands,
lands Newell,
Newell, S.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior to
to sell
sell the
the
unsold
and unappropriated
within the
the town
town site
site of
of Newell,
South Dakota,
unsold and
unappropriated portions
portions of
of lands
landswithin
Newell, South
Dakota,
and
for
other
purposes.
September
8,
1916
and for other purposes. September 8, 1916......................................
National defense
defense Act,
Act, Reserve
Corps, service.
Joint Resolution
Interpreting section
section
National
Reserve Officers
Oicers) Training
TrainingCorps,
evice. Joint
Resolution Interpreting
fifty of
of the
Act of
of June
hundred and
sixteen, for
for making
fifty
the Act
June third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
making further
further and
and more
more
effectual provision
provision for
for the
the national
national defense,
defense, and
other purposes.
1916
effectual
and for
for other
purposes. September
September 8,
8,1916...Congressional
employees' saries,
salaries, September,
1916.
Joint
Resolution
Authorizing
the
payment
Congresionalcmploy'
September, 1916. Joint Resolution Authorizing the payment of
of
September-salaries
officers and employees
employees of
of the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives on
on
September
salaries to officers
and House
House of
of Representatives
September 8,
80916
the clay
day of adjournment
adjournment of the
the present
present session.
session. September
1916 ....................
Gulfport, Miss.,
postal canceling
stafi ortJoillt
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
General to
to
Gulfport,
Miss., postal
cancelingstamp.
Joint Resolution
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
provide the postmaster to Gullrt,
G
Mumrappi,
canceling die
MissisMissi pi, with aaspecial
special canceling
die for
for the
the Misi
sippi Centennial
Exposition celebration.
8, 1916 ..........................
sipp
i
Expostion
celebration September
September 8,1916
Mississippi
Centennial Exposition.
of the
the Government
Mssiss
Cenennial
Exposiion. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing the transfer
transfer of
Government
exhibit,
portion thereof
the President
President may
determine is
advisable, now
now at
exhibit, or such
such ...portion
thereof as
as the
may determine
is advisable,
at the
the
Panama-California International
Panama-California
International Expositio
Exposition at San Diego, California,
California, to the Mississippi
Mississippi
Centennial Exposition at Gulfport, Miissippi.
Mississippi. September
1916 ......................
September 8,
8,1916

850
852
852
852
852
853
853

853
853
853

854
854

STATUTE IL-1916-1917.
STATUTE
II.-1916-1917.

Disrictof
District
of Coambia,
Columbia, cost
living inquiy.
inquiry. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authoriz
Authorizing and
the DepartDepartot of ling
and directing
directing the
Labor to make an inquiry into the cost of living in the District of Columbia and
ment of Leber
to
and to
report thereon
thereon to Congress as early
as practicable. December
December 20,
early asprcticable.
20, 1916
1916........
..........
":Golden Gate,"
American registry.
registry. An
"Golden
Gate," Amrican
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Navigation
Navigation to
to cause
cause
the sailing vessel Golden
Golden Gate to be registered
registered as
States. December
as aavessel
vessel of the
the United
United States.
December
21, 1916 ..................
................
......
........
........ .
to the
Louis, Iron
Iron Mountain
Mountain and
and
Right of
of way, Saint
Saint Louis
Loui Arsenal,
Arsenal, Mo.
Mo. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting to
the Saint
Saint Louis,
Southern
Southern Railway Company,
Company, and to the Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Association,
and to
the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Association, and
to the
Manufacturers' Railway
Manufacturers'
Railway Company permission
pernemon to transfer
transfer certain
rights of
for
certain rights
of easement
easement for
railway
heretofore granted
United States
States to
the Saint
Saint Louis
and Iron
railway purposes
purposes heretofore
granted by
y the
the United
to the
Louis and
Iron MounMountain Railroad
Railroad Company and to the Anheuser-Busch
.Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Brewing Asociation,
Association, respectively.
respectively
December
21, 1916..............
1916
December 21.
Appropriations,
urgent
deficiencies.
An
Act
Making
appropriations
to
supply
urgent
Appropriations, urgent deficiencie. An Act Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies
deficiencies
in appropriations for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
eventeen,
December 22, 1916..............................
1916
and for other purposes. December
.........
..
Congresional employees,
Congressional
Joint
Revolution
Authorizing
payment
of the
employee, December
Dcembr 1916,
1916, salaries.
salarie. Joint Resolution Authoriing payment of
the
salaries of officers and employees
of
Congress
for
December,
nineteen
hundred
employees
Congress
and sixteen.
December 22. 1916
1916 ..............
..........-...............................
Bridge,
River. An Act Extending
Bridge, Delaware
Delaware River.
the time
for completion
completion of
of the
the bridge
across
Extendingthe
t ime for
bridge cross the
the DelaDelware River, authorized by an Act entitled "An
"An Act to authorize
authorize the
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad
the Pennsylvania
Company and the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, or
or their
to
their succeseors,
successors to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate a
abridge
bridge across the Delaware River,"
River," approved
approved the twentytwentyhunth..4 and
and twelve.
twelve. December
December 27,
27, 1916...............
1916
fourth day of August, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Springfld,
Springfield, Il.,
Ill., special
Authorizing the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
to
special canceling
canceling stamp. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
General to
provide the postmaster
Springfield, Illinois,
special-canceling
die for
for the
postmaster of Springfield,
Illinois, with a
a specia
canceling die
the one
one
hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of the State of Illinois into the Federal
Federal Union.
Union
December 27, 1916
.............................................
Stock-raising homesteads,
An Act
To provide
Stock-raising
homesteads, etc. An
Act To
provide for
stock-raising homesteads,
and for
other purpurfor stock-raising
homesteads, and
for other
poses.
December
oses. December
29, 1916
..................................................
pones..
December29,
1916......
Indian
land in Nebraska.
Indian lands
Nebraska. An Act Providing
for the taxation of
Winnebago Indians
Providingfor
of the lands of the
the Winnebago
Indians
and the Omaha
Omaha Indians
Indians in the State of
Nebraska. December
December 30, 1916..
1916
of Nebraska
............
Chctaw and Chickasaw
Cckiasawocoal lands,
lands, Oka.
Choctaw
Okla. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
to extend
extend the time for payment
of tracts
of
payment of the deferred installments
installments due
due on the ptiam
purchaseof
tracts of
the surface of the segregated
segregated coal and asphalt lands
lands of the Choctaw and Chicksaw
Chickasaw Tribes
Tribes
in Oklahoma. January1
January 11,
1917
1917 .......................
....................
Smithsonian
of a
a vacancy
vacancy in
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, Regent. Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing for the filling
filling of
in the
the
Board of Regents
of
the
Smithsonian
Institution,
in
the
class
other
Regents
than Members
Members of ConJanuary 15, 1917 .....................................
gress. January
..
Intrstae
Interstate andforign
foreign commerce invstigations.
investigations. Joint Resolution
Resolution To continue
and extend
extend the
the time
continue and
time
for making report of the joint subcommittee appointed
appointed under a
resolution entitled
a joint
joint resolution
entitled
"Joint Resolution
creating a
a joint subcommittee
subcommittee from the membership
Resolution creating
of
the
Senate
Commembership the Senate Committee on Interstate
Interstate Commerce and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign ComCommerce to investigate
investigate the conditions
conditions relating to interstate
interstate and foreign commerce,
commerce, and the
necessity of further legislation relating
relating thereto, and defining the powers and duties of such
subcommittee," approved
subcommittee,"
approved July twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
providing for
for
hundred and
and sixteen,
and providing
the filling of vacancies
vacancies in said subcommittee. January 15, 1917 ...........
...............
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859
861

861
861
861
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865
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RESOLUTIONS.
Osage
Indian School,
School, Okla.
Okla. An
for the
continuance of
the Osage
Osage Indian
Osage Indian
An Act
Act Providing
Providing for
the continuance
of the
Indian School,
School,
Oklahoma,
for a
of one
one year
year from
from January
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen
Oklahoma, for
a period
period of
January first,
first, nineteen
and seventeen.
January 18,
January
18, 1917
1917 ...........
.
......................
Niagara
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
NiagaraRiver
River water
water diversion.
diversion. Joint
Joint Resolution
the Secretary
of War
War to
to issue
issue tempotemporary
of water
the Niagara
Niagara River.
River. January
January 19,
rary permits
permits for
for additional
additional diversions
diversions of
water from
from the
19, 1917
1917..
Smithsonian
Resolution Providing
Providing for
for the
the filling
vacancy which
which will
Smithsonian Institution, Regent.
Regent. Joint Resolution
filling of
of aavacancy
will
March first,
hundred and
Regents of
of the
Smithoccur March
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, in
in the
the Board
Board of
of Regents
the Smithsonian
class other
than Members
Congress. January
January 19,
19, 1917
1917 .......
sonian Institution,
Institution, of
of the
the class
other than
Members of
of Congress.
Irrigation, Yuma
Yuma project,
project, Ariz.
Act To
provide for
for an
an auxiliary
aniriflary reclamation
Irrigation,
Ari. An
An Act
To provide
reclamation project
project in
in connecconnection
with the
Yuma project,
Arizona. January
25, 1917
1917 .............................
tion with
the Yuma
project, Arizona.
January 25,
Denison Coal
Coal Company
lease. An
the Denison
Denison Coal
to relinquish
certain
Denison
Company.lease.
An Act
Act To
To permit
permit the
Coal Company
Company to
relinquish certain
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
coal lease
lease and
within said
said lease
lease
lands embraced in its
its Choctaw
Choctaw and
and to
to include
include within
other lands
lands within
other
within the
the segregated
segregated coal
coal area.
area. January
January 25,
25, 1917
1917 .........................
Bridge, Allegheny
An Act
Act Authorizing
Bridge,
Allegheny River.
River. An
Authorizing the
the Western
Western New
New York
York and
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railway
Railway
abridge
across the
Allegheny River,
River, in
in the
the
Company to reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
bridge across
the Allegheny
township of
Warren County,
County, Pennsylvania.
borough of Warren and
and township
of Pleasant, Warren
Pennsylvania. January
January 27,
27,
1917.
1917 ... ...
.............
.
....................................................
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Western
New York
York and
Bridge, Allegheny
Allegheny River.
Western New
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railway
Railway
Company
to reconstruct,
maintain, and
operate a
across the
the Allegheny
Allegheny River,
River, in
in
Company to
reconstruct, maintain,
and operate
a bridge
bridge across
Glade
Kin zua Townships, Warren
Warren County,
County, Pennsylvania
1917
Glade and
and Kinzua
Pennsylvania. January
January 27,
27, 1917........
Bridge, Nanticoke
Authorizing the
the Delaware
Delaware Railroad
Railroad Company
Company to
construct,
Bridge,
Nantieoke River.
River. An
An Act Authorizing
to construct,
maintain,
and operate
across the
Nanticoke River
River at
Seaford, Sussex
County,
maintain, and
operate abridge
a bridge across
the Nanticoke
at Seaford,
Sussex County,
Delaware. January
Delaware.
January 30,
30, 1917
1917...................
.......
........................
Bridge, Delaware
authorize the
the United
New Jersey
and Canal
Canal Company,
Bridge,
DelawareRiver.
River. An
An Act
Act To
To authorize
United New
Jersey Railroad
Railroad and
Company,
and
such other
other corporation
be associated
to construct
construct a
and such
corporation or
or individuals
individuals as
as may
may be
associated With
with it,
it, to
a
bridge
across the
portion of
of the
River between the
the mainland
county of
of
bridge across
the portion
the Delaware
Delare River
mainland of
of the
the county
Camden
and
State
of
New
Jersey,
and.
Petty,
Island
in
said
county
and
State.
January
Camden and State of New Jersey, and. Petty Island in said county and State. January
30,
30, 1917
1917....,.........
................................................
------Leprosy
Act To
To provide
provide for
for the
the care
and treatment
persons afflicted
LeproSy home. An
An Act
care and
treatment of
of persons
afflicted with
with leprosy
leprosy
and
prevent .the
spread of
the United
States. February
3, 1917
and to
to prevent
the spread
of leprosy
leprosy in
in the
United States.
February 3,
1917............
United
An Act
To amend
amend section
hundred and
and seventy-six
seventy-six of
of an
Act
United States
Slates courtsourors.
mwtrt,
Act To
eawrs. An
section two
two hundred
an Act
entitled
Act to
revise, and
amend the
laws relating
entitled "An
"An Act
to codify,
codify, revise,
and amend
the laws
relating to
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary,'" approved
approved
March third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven.
eleven. February
3, 1917
March
third, nineteen
February.3,
1917 .......................
Inaugural
enable the Secretary
of the
Inauguralceremonies
ceremonies at
at the Capitol.
Capitol. Joint Resolution To enable
Secretary of
the Senate
Senate and
and
House of Representatives
expenses of the inaugural
inaugural
the Clerk of
of the House
Representatives to
to pay
pay the necessary
necessary expenses
ceremonies
ceremonies of the President
President of the United States on March
fifth, nineteen
March fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventeen. February
February 3, 1917..................................................................
1917
Immigration
Immigration Act. An Act To regulate
regulate the immigration of
residence of aliens
of aliens
aliens to,
to, and
and the
the residence
aliens
1917
in, the United States.
States. February
February q,
5, 1917...............................................
Bridge, Allegheny
River. An Act Authorizing
Authorii the Western
Pennsylvania Railway
Bridge,
Allegheny River.
Western New York and Pennsylvania
Company
Company to reconstruct,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
bridge acmes
Allegheny River
River in
in the
a bridge
across the Allegheny
the
Allegany, county
New York.
York.
February
town of Allegany,
county of
of Cattarau,gus,
Cattraugs, New
February 6
6 .1917
1917................
Bridge,
Bridge, Potomac
Potomac River. An Act Granting
Granting the
Congress to
Washington-Newport News
the consent
consent of Congress
to Wasngton-Newport
News
Short Line, a
a corporation,
corporation, to construct
construct a
February 6,
6,
a bridge across
across the Potomac
Potomac River.
River. February
1917 .....................................................................
District
ceremonies. Joint
To provide
maintenance of
of
Distrit of
of Columbia,
Columbia, inaugural
inauguralceremonies.
Joint Resolution
Resolution To
provide for
for the
the maintenance
public order and
protection of
property in
connection with
the presidential
presidential
and the protection
of life
life and property
in connection
with the
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies in
i
n nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
February 6,
6, 1917
inaugural
and seventeen.
seventeen. February
1917............
Bernard A.
A. Schaaf.
Army, Bernard
Schaaf. An Act To place Bernard
Bernard A. Schaaf on the retired list of
Army
of the
the Army.
February
8, 1917
February 8,
..............
.............................................
Flag
desecration, D.
D. C. An Act To prevent and punish the desecration,
Play desecration
desecration, mutilation,
mutilation, or improper
improper
use, within the District of Columbia, of the flag of the United States of America.
America. Febuary
February
8,
1917
8,1917................................................................................
Denver,
authorize the sale
property in
in the
city of
Dever, Colo.,
Cola., schools. An Act To authorize
sale of
of school
school property
the city
of Denver,
Denver,
Colorado, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. February
February 8,
8, 1917
Colorado,
1917....-............
---...............
Kenesaw
Mountain battle
battle field.
field. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the acceptance
by the
the United
States GovernGovernKeesaw Mountain
acceptance by
United States
ment from the Kenesaw
Kenesaw Memorial
Memorial Association
Association of Illinois
proposed gift
of land
land on
Illinois of
of aaproposed
gift of
on the
the
Kenesaw
field in
in the
February 8,
8, 1917........................
1917
Kenesaw battle field
the State
State of
of Georgia.
Georgia. February
District of
ceremonies. Joint
District
of Columbia, inaugural
inaugural ceremonies.
Joint Resolution AuthorizinP
Authorizing the
the granting
granting of
of permits
permits
to the committee
committee on inaugural ceremonies
inauguration of
of the
the Presiceremonies on the occasion
occasion of the inauguration
President elect in March,
March, nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, and
and seventeen,
and so
so forth.
forth. February
February 9,
9, 1917_
1917.._
Alaska prohibition.
prohibition. An Act To prohibit the manufacture
manufacture or
alcoholic liquors
in the Terrior sale of alcoholic
liquors in
Terripurposes. February 14, 1917
1917.............................
tory of Alaska, and for other p.
Appropriations, fortifications.
appropriations for
and other
works of
Appropriaions,
fortfications. An
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
for fortifications
fortifications and
other works
of
defense, for the armament
armament thereof, for the procurement
procurement of heavy ordnance
ordnance for trial and
February 14, 1917
1917.................................
service, and for other
other purposes. February
Republic," enrollment
enrollment and
and license.
license. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Commissioner
"Republic,"
Commissioner of Navigation
Nvigation to cause
the steamship
steamship Republic to be enrolled
enrolled and licensed
licensed as aavessel of the United States. February 14, 1917..............................
1917
"Prank
authorize the
name of
the steamer
steamer Frank
Frank
"fikt H. Peavey," name changed. An
An Act To
To anthorize
the change of
of name
of the
H.
Pavey to William A. Reiss. February -14, 1917
H. Pesvey
1917 ..................................
"-msk T.
eel
r, name changed.
changed. An Act To authorisethe
authorize the change
"Prose
r He"
change of
steamer
of name
name of the
the steamer
Frank
T Heffelfinger.to
Beffelfiager.to Clemens
Clemens A.
1917 .........................
FnmkT.
A. Reiss. February
February 14,
14, 1917
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Pae.
"George
changed. An
authorize the
the change
change of
of name
name of
of the
the steamer
steamer
"Oerge W.
W. Pea,"
Peavey," name
name damnged.
An Act
Act To
To authorize
George W.
eavey to
to Richard
Reim. February
14, 1917
915
George
W. Peavey
Richard J.
J. Beiss.
February 14,
1917 ............................
915
"Frederick
name changed.
To authorize
authonze the
the change
change of
of name
of the
the steamer
steamer FredFred"FrederickB. Wells," name
haned. An
An Act
Act To
name of
erick B. Wells
Wells to Otto M.
K. Reiss.
February
14,
1917
915
Reis. February
1917.................................
915
Public lands,
Colorado, to purchase certain
certain
Public
lands, Salida,
Salida, Colo. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the city of Salida, Colorado,
public lands for public park purposes.
February
14,1917
915
purpses. February 14,1917. ...........................
915
Rocky Mountain Park,
add certain lands to
the Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park,
Rocy
Park, Colo.
Colo. An Act To add
tothe
Park,
Colorado. February
February 14, 1917
916
1917..............................................
916
Mail contractors,
contractors, 1860-1862. An Act For the relief of mail contractors.
contractors. February
1917
917
February 14,
14,1917.......
917
Steamboat inspection,
passengervessels.
i
tion, passenger
vessels. An Act To amend section forty-four
forty-four hundred
hundred and
sixty-four
and sixty-four
' Statutes of
United States,
States, relating
relating to
of paenges
paseengers to
dated in
of the Revised
of the United
to number
number of
to be
be stated
in
certificates
'
certificates of inspection
inspection of passenger
passenger vessels,
veesels, and section
forty-four hundred
and sixty-five
sixty-five
section forty-four
hundred and
of the Revised Statutes of the United
United States, prescribing
prescribing penalty
for
carrying
excessive
numpenalty for carrying excessive numveemels, and section
and sixty-six
of the
ber of passengers
passengers on paenger vessels,
section forty-four
forty-four hundred
hundred and
sixty-six of
the
Revised Statutes of the
te United States, relating to special permits for excursions
passenger
excursions on passenger
steamers. February 14, 1917 .............................
918
steamers.
................
...
918
Threats against
against the President.
Threats
President. An Act To punish persons who make threats
President
threats against
against the
the President
of the United States. February
February 14, 1917.........
1917
919
.......................................
919
Right of way, Presidio
San Francisco,
and county
county of
Presidioof Sa
Franciso, Cal. An Act Granting
Granting to
to the city and
of San
San FranFrancico, State of California, aaright
cisco,
stonn-water relief
of
right of wa
way for a
a stormwater
relief sewer
sewer through
through a
a portion
portion of
Preeidio of San Francisco
Francisco Military
Military eservation.. February
1917 ...............
919
the Presidio
February 15,
15, 1917
919
Public
lands, Twin Falls,
Public lands,
Falls, Idaho.
Act To repeal
Act entitled "An
Act granting
granting to
to the
city of
of
Ido. An ActTo
repeal.an
anActentitled'
An Act
the city
Twin
Twin Falls, Idaho, certain
certain lands for
Tune seventh,
nineteen
for reservoir purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved June
seventh, nineteen
hundred and twelve, and to revoke the grant
thereby. February
919
grant made
made thereby.
February 15,1917
15,1917..........
919
Reclamation charges.
charges. An Act To amend section one of the Act of
nineteen hundred
hundred
of August
August ninth,
ninth, nineteen
and twelve,
twelve, providing for patents on reclamation
purposes. February
February
reclamation entries, and for other purposes.
15, 1917 ..................
920
----............--.......-...........
......
...
..........
..
920
Bridge, Saint Francis
Bridge,
Francis River. An Act To authorize
authorize the
construction, maintenance,
and operation
of
the construction,
maintenance, and
operation of
a wagon bridge across the Saint Francis
a
one-half mile
northwest of
of Parkin,
Parkin,
Francis River at
at a
a point one-half
mile northwest
Cross County, Arkansas.
Arkansas. February
February 15,
15, 1917
920
...................
9.............
920
Bridge, Saint Francis
FrancisRiver. An Act To authorize
Bridge,
authorize the construction
maintenance of
construction and maintenance
of a
a bridge
bridge
intersetions of sections thirteen, fourteen,
across the Saint Francis River at or near intersections
fourteen, twentythree, and twenty-four, township fifteen north, range six east,
Craighead County,
east, in
in Craighead
County, Arkanrkanas.
......................
sas. February 15, 1917 ......
920
................................
920
Bridgs,etc., Mahoning
biadingRler.
Bridge,
River. An Act To grant to the ifahcaing
and Shenango
Railway and
and Light
Mosirgand
Shenango Railway
Light
esucceors
Company, its
succors and asigns,
assigns, the
the right to construct, complete,
maintain, and
and operate
operate
complete, maintain,
a combinaton
a
combination dam and bridge, and approaches
approaches thereto, across the iMahan
Mahoning River,
River, near
near
the borough of Lowellville, in the county of Mahoning and State of Ohio. TFebruary
February 15,
15,
1917
1917 .....----------------------------------------------.....................................---921
Bridge
ippi
River.
An
Act
Authorizing
'Bridge, Mississippi
Authorizinr the County
County of Beltrami, Minnesota
Minnesota, to construct
construct a
a
brdge
bridge across
Missi' esippi River
February 15,
15 1917
1917
921
acros the Misisippi
River in
in said
sad county.
county. February
...............
921
incinnatiSouthern
Southern .Railway
Railway trustees.
Cincinnati
trustees. An Act To define the rights and privie
the trustees
of
privileges of
of the
trustees of
municipally owned
nterstate
owned interstate railways and construing
construing the
tor
to commerce
the Act
Act to
regulate
commerce with
with
reference
1 1917
917..........................
-----reference thereto.
thereto. Februaryl
February 17
922
922
Missoula National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont. An Act Adding certain lands to
to the
Missoula,
National
Forest,
the Misoula National Forest
Montana. February 17, 1917
.................
... .-......
....
922
922
Auila
Nebeker. An Act For the relief of Aquila Nebeker. February
922
Aquila Nebeker.
February 17, 1917-.............
922
matilla Indian
Indian lands,
Providin when patents shall
Umatilla
lands, Oreg. An Act Providing
shall issue to the purchaser
purchaser or
heirs
or heirs
certain lands in the State of Oregon. February
February 17,
on certain
17, 1917 ......... ....------923
923
Bridge, Fox
Fox River.
River. An Act Granting
Congress to the village of
Bridge,
Granting the consent of Con&ress
Lake,
i
n the
th e
of Fox
Fox Lake, in
county of Lake, State of Illinois, to construct
construct a
bridge across both arms of
the
Fox
River
a bndge
of the Fox River
where it
Lake and Nippersink
Nippersink Lake, at aapoint suitable
where
it connects
connects Pistakee
Pistakee Lake
suitable to the interests
of navigation, in the county of Lake, State
State of Illinois.
Illinois. February
February 19,
19, 1917
1917 ....... .....
...
923
923
Bdge, Red River
River of the North. An
Bridge,
An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Convws to the
the county
county commiscommis
sioners
ad Grand Forks County, North Dakota, to construct
eioners of Polk County, Minnesota, and
construct a
a
bridge across
Red River
River of the North on the boundary
boundary line between
bridge
acroea Red
between said States. February
February
19,
19, 1917 ..........................................................
924
Bridge, Cumberland
MonteomCumberland River. An Act Granting the consent of Congress
Congreee to the county of Montgomery,
in the
the State
tate of
ery, in
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, to construct
construct a
abridge across
acmes the Cumberland
Cumberland River. Feru
Fe ntary 19, 1917 ......----..........................................
-------.--------.
924
924
924
Bridge,
CumberlandRiver.
An Act
Granting the
the consent
consent of Congress
Bridge, Cumberland
River. An
Act Granting
Congress to the county
county of Montm
MontgomTennessee, to
to construct
a
bridge acroas
across the
Cumberland
1tiver.
Februery, in the State
State of
of Tennemee,
construct
a
bridge
the
Cumberland River. February 19 1917
924
924
Bridge, Red
consent of Congres
Kratka Township, Penningof Lake River. An Act Granting the consent
Congress to Kratka
Pei
ton County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct
construct a
abridge acroes
acrom Red Lake River. February 19,
1917
9 1917.
925
Bridge, Flint
iver. An Act Granting
Flint River.
Granting the consent
consent of Congrees
commissioners of
Congress to the
the county commissioners
of
Decatur County, Georgia, to reconstruct aa bridge
bridge across the Flint River at Bainbridge,
Georgia.
Georgia. February
February
19, 1917
19,
....................................................
925
Pulc
land,
enrged
homeead.
An
Act
Toallow
additional
entriesundertheenlarged
homes id 925
Public lands, enlarged homesteads. An Act To allow
entries under the enlarged homestead
Act. February 20, 1917 ..........................................
.
......
2925
Saint Augustine,
Auine, Fla..
Fla, powder-house
e lot. An Act To donate to the city of Saint Augustine, Florida,
Florida,
for park purposes, the tract of land known as the
thepowder-house
powder-house lot. February
February 20,1917
20, 1917 .....
926
926
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Bridge, San Juan
Juan River. An Act To construct aabridge in San Juan
Juan County, State
of New
New Mexico.
Mexico
State of
February
February 20, 1917.....................................................................
Public
lands, homesteads.
Public lands,
homesteads. An Act To restore
restore homestead
homestead rights
rights in
certain cases.
cases. February
1917
in certain
February 20,
20, 1917.
United States
States courts,
Oklahoma. An Act To amend
courts, Oklahoma.
amend an
Act entitled
to codify,
and
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
codify, revise,
revise, and
amend the laws relating
relating to the judiciary."
judiciary." February
February 20,
20, 1917
1917 ...........................
Bridge,
River. An
An Act
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
to the
Conway County
County Bridge
Bridge, Arkansas
Arkansas River.
Act Granting
consent of
of Congress
the Conway
Bridge
District to construct, maintain, and operate a
abridge across
across the Arkansas
the State
State
Arkansas River,
River, in
in the
of Arkansas. February
February 21, 1917.........................................................
1917
Right of way, Erwin fish hatchery,
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce to
hatchery, Tenn. An
An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
to permit
permit
the construction
construction of a
a public highway
fish-cultural station
in Unicoi
Unicoi County,
highway through
through the
the fish-cultural
station in
County, Tenneesee.
February 21, 1917
Tennessee. February
1917 ...................................................
.
Bridge,
TallapoosaRiver.
River. An Act Authorizing
Bridge, Tallapoosa
Authorizing the construction
construction of
of a
bridge across
across the
a bridge
the Tallapoosa
Tallapoosa
River, separating
counties of
Montgomery and
and Elmore,
in the
the State
of Alabama,
at a
separating the
the counties
of Montgomery
Elmore, in
State of
Alabama, at
a
point somewhere
somewhere between
Ferry and
Hughes Ferry.
Ferry. February
21, 1917...........
1917
between Judkin
Judkin Ferry
and Hughes
February 21,
Bridge, Red River.
River An Act Granting
Bridge,
Granting the consent
jury of
consent of
of Congress to
to the
the police
police jury
of Rapides
Rapides Parish,
Parish,
Louisiana,
L011illifUlla, to construct a
abridge
bridge across Red River
February
River at
at or
or near
near Boyce, Louisiana.
Louisiana. February
21, 1917
1917.
...........
.......
..........
United States courts, bills
of interpleader.
An Act
companies and
fraternal
bills of
interpleader. An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing insurance
insurance companies
and fraternal
beneficiary societies to file bills of interpleader.
February 22,
interpleader. February
22, 1917
1917....... .......
. ........
Voational
Vocational education.
education. An Act To provide for
vocational education;
education; to
to provide
provide for
for
for the promotion
promotion of vocational
cooperation with the States in
in the promotion
promotion of such education
cooperation
education in agriculture
trades
agriculture and the
the trades
and industries;
industries; to provide for cooperation
cooperation with the States in
of vocavocain the preparation
preparation of
of teachers
teachers of
tional subjects; and to appropriate
appropriate money
regulate it
its expendture.
expenditure. February
February 23,
1917
money and
and regulate
23,1917..
Public lands,
lands,false representations.
Public
representations. An Act To punish persons who
to
who make false
false representations
representations to
settlers and others pertaining
pertaining to the public
public lands
lands of
of the
the United
February 23,
1917
United States.
States. February
23,1917..
Army, retired
Authorizing transfer of certain retired Army
Army,
retired officers. An Act Authorizing
the active
active
Army officers to
to the
list. February
February23,
23, 1917 .................
.........
..............................
.
Public
lands, extension
extension of time. An Act
Public lands,
further extension
of time
Act Authorizing
Authorizing a
a further
extension of
time to
to purchasers
purchasers of
of
in the former Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
land in
Arapahoe Indian
Indian Reservation,
Oklahoma, within
within which
which to
Reservation, Oklahoma,
to
February 23,1917
make pymnt.
pa
t. February
23, 1917 .
.............................
...............
Maki
To declare
County, Oregon,
Oregon, nonnavigable
OUlala Slough, Org.. An Act
Act To
declare 011ala
Ollala Slough
Slough in
in Lincoln
Lincoln County,
nonnavigable.
February 26, 1917..--.................................
1917
February
.....
............
Districtjudge, Texa.
District
Texas. An
provide for
for an
additional
judge
in
the
State
of
Texas.
An Act To provide
an additional judge in the State of Texas. February
February
26, 1917 .................................
Mount McKinley Park,
Park, Alaska. An Act To establish
establish the Mount
Mount McKinley
National Park,
the
McKinley National
Park, in
in the
Territory of Alaska. February 26,
26, 1917
1917
Territory
.....
.....
............
.........
......
courts, Tema
northern district.
An Act
Act To
division of
United States
States courts,
Texas northern
district. An
To create
create a
a new
new division
of the
the northern
northern
judicial district of Texas, and to provide for terms
court at
Falls, Texas,
and for
terms of
of court
at Wichita
Wichita Falls,
Texas, and
for
a
aclerk for said court, and for other purposes. February 26, 1917 ................
......
Public lands,
Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway Company, Mont. An Act Authorizing
Public
lands, Great
the Secretary
the
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the

926
926
926
926
927
927
927
927
928
928
928
928
928
928
929
929

929
929
936
936
937
937
937
937
937
937
938
938
938
938
939
939

Interior to sell and convey to the Great Northern
Northern Railway Company certain lands in
in the

State of Montana for division terminal yards
yards and other railway purposes,
other purpurposes, and
and for other
purposes. February 26,
26, 1917 .....................................................
Public
Public lands, Oregon.
Oregon. An
.An Act Providing
Providing for the extension of time for the
reclamation of
of certain
the reclamation
certain
lands in the State of Oregon under the
Carey Act.
February 26,
26, 1917
the Carey
Act. February
1917.........................
Steamboat
Fla.
An
Act
To
amend
the
first
and
seventh
paragraphs
of
section
Steamboat Inspection,
Inspecion, Tampa,
Tampa, Fla. An Act To amend the first and seventh paragraphs of section
forty-four
hundred and fourteen
forty-four hundred
fourteen of the Revised
Revised Statutes of
States, as
as amended
of the United
United States,
amended
by the Act of April
April ninth,
hundred and
and six.
February.26,
26, 1917
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
six. February
1917......................
Confderate Veterans'
Confederate
reunion, District
District of
COMVeterans' reunion,
of Columbia.
Columbia. Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution Giving
Giving authority
authority to
to the
the Commioners
migsioners of the District of Columbia
special regulations
regulations for
for the
the occasion
occasion of
of the
the
Columbia to
to make
make special
reunion of the Confederate
Association, to be held in
in the District of Columbia
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans' Association,
Columbia in
in
the year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and for other
said encampother purposes
purposes incident
incident to
to mid
encampment. February 26,
26, 1917 ............................................................
Dupont
emorial, Washington,
Washington, D. C. Joint
Dupont Memorial,
Joint Resolution
the statue
Resolution Authorizingthe
Authorizin the removal
removal of
of the
statue of
of
Admiral
Admiral Dupont in Dupont
Dupont Circle in
in the city
of Washington,
Washington, District
and the
the
city of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
erection
a memorial to Admiral Dupont in place
place thereof. February
erection of a
February 26,
26, 1917
1917...........
Indian coal lands,
lands, surface entries.
agricultural entries on surplus coal lands
Indian
entries. An Act To authorize
authorize agricultural
reservations. February.27, 1917 ..........................................
in Indian
Indian reservations.
Desert
land entries.
Desert land
entries. An Act Relating
Relating to desert-land
desert-land entries.
February 27,
27, 1917
entries. February
1917.................
Northern Pacific
Pacific land
land grant
grantentries.
Northern
entries. An Act For the relief of settlers on unsurveyed
unsurveyed railroad lands.
lands
February
February 27, 1917 .....................................---------..............
......
"Charles L. Hutchinson,'
Hutci'nson," name
name changed. An Act
authorize the
the change
change of
of name
name of
of the
the steamer
steamer
Act To authorize
Charles L. Hutchinson
Fayette Brown.
Brown. February
February 27,
27, 1917--..............--..........
1917
Hutchinson to
to Fayette
Amrican
American National
National Red Cross.
Cross. An Act To amend section
section six of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
to incorincorporate the American National Red Cross," approved
approved January
January fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
ve. February
..........-.....-.....
five.
February 27, 1917
......-------------------------------...................
Bridge, Saint
Saint Francis
Bridge,
the construction,
maintenance, and
FrancisRiver. An Act
Act To authorize
authorize the
construction, maintenance,
and operation
operation
of a
a bridge acroes
across the Saint Francis River at or near
near Parkin,
Parkin, Arkansas.
February 27,
_1917
Arkansas. February
27,1917..
Brige, Mississippi
issippiRiver. An Act Permi
Permitting
Bridge,
• the building of a
bridge across
a railroad
railroad bridge
across the
the MudsMimismppi
sippi River at Bemidji, in
in the State of
Minnesota. February
1917
of Minnesota
February 27,
27, 1917.................
Public
Pittston, Pa.
Act To
To amend
amend the
the public-buildmg
Publc building,
bding, Pitton,
Pa. An
An Act
public-building Act
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth,
nineteen hundred
nineteen
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, authorizing
authorizing the acquisition
acquisition of a
public
a suitable site
site for
for aapublic
bulding at Pittston, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. February
building
February 27,1917...........
27, 1917
..............
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940
942
942
942
942

942
942
944
944
944
944
946
946
946
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946
946
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947
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947
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Bridge,
Pearl River.
River. An
consent of
of Congress
to the
the County
County of
MisBridge, Parl
An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
Congres to
of Pearl
Pearl River,
River, Mississippi' , and the fourth ward of
of the
the Parish
of Washington,
Louisiana, to
to construct
bridge
saippi,
Parish of
Washington, Louisiana,
construct aabridge
across Pearl River, between Pearl River County,
County, Mi'
nnenippi, and
and Washington
Parish, LouiLoinMissimppi,
Washington Parish,
iana. February 27, 1917
siana.
.......................
..........
.......
Flood
and Sacramento
Rivers. An
An Act
To provide
provide for
control of
of the
Floodcontrol,
control, Mussolini
Mississippiand
Saramento Rivers.
Act To
for the
the control
the floods
floods
Sacramento River,
California,
and
for
other
purposes.
of the Misaissippi
Misissippi River
River and
and of
of the
the Sacramento
River, California, and for other purposes.
March
March 1, 1917 .......................................-..................
Porto R
Porto
Rico civil government. An Act To provide a
acivil government
government for Porto Rico, and
other
and for
for other
purposes. March 2, 1917 .
...............
.................................
Appropriations, Indian
Department. An Act Making
appmpriations for the
the current
and continAppropiations,
Indian Department
Making appropriations
current and
continexpenses of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, for
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
various
gent expenses
of Indian
for fulfilling
stipulations with
with various
Indin tribes, and for other purposes, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and eighteen. March 2, 1917
........................................
Public lands
Hotel Company.
Company. An Act To authorize
Public
lands, Glacier
Glacier Park
Park Hotel
authorize the sale of certain
certain lands
lands at
at or
or
near Belton, Montana,
March 2,
Montana z for hotel purposes.
purpose. March
2, 1917
1917 ................................
Public lands,
lands, homeead
cntres. An Act Providing additional
Public
homestead entries.
payment of purchase
additional time for the payment
money
money under homestead entries of lands within the former
former Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Montana March
Montana.
2, 1917...............................................
March 2,1917
Florida
lands. An Act To validate apatent
/Florida swamp lands.
the State
State
apatent to certain lands heretofore
heretofore issued to
to the
Florida, to allow the said
other lands,
and for
for other
of Flonda,
aid State
State to
to claim certain other
lands, and
other purposes.
purposes. March
March
2, 1917 ............................................................
Californiapriate
land claims.
laims. An Act To amend section six of an Act to expedite
California
private land
expedite the
settlement
the settlement
of title to lands in the State of California. March
March 2,
1917 ............................
2,1917
Bridge,
Bridge, Rock River. An Act Granting
Granting the consent of
of Congress
Congress to
city of
of Fort
Atkinson, in
to the
the city
Fort Atkinson,
in
Jefferon
Wisconsin, for the construction
Jefferson County,
County, Wisconsin,
River. March
March
construction of a
a bridge acmes
acrss the
the Rock
Rock River.
2 1917
1917................
2,
.....................................................................
lfad Courthouse
Courthouse National
National Park.
Park. An Act To establish aa national military
Guilford
military park
park at the battle
battle
held
Courthouse. March 2, 1917
field oof Guilford
GufrOourtonuse.
1917 .................................
.96
Bankrptq Afd,
Bankvupky
Ad, dbt.
debts. An Act To amend section seventeen
the United
United States
bankruptcy law
law
seventeen of
of the
States bankruptcy
of July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hudred
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and amendments
February fifth,
fifth,
amendments thereto
thereto of
of February
een hundred and three.
nineteen
F, 1917
tree. March
Mch 21917...............................
Ruthenian yell,
elf. Joint Resolution
Ruthenian
Resolution Requesting
Reouseting the President of the United
designate
United States
States to designate
and appoint a
a day on which
which funds maybe
may be raised
for the
(Ukrainiraised for
the relief of
of the
the Ruthenians
Ruthenians (Ukrainians). ans)..e.h 2, 1917
...........
.............................
speit prednc
rev
8pa17nweènes,
revenues, etc. An
An Act
To
provide
increased
revenue
to
defray
the
eenses
rmenues,
Act To provide increased revenue to defray the expenses of
of
the increased
appropriations for the Army and
increased appropriations
and Navy
Navy and
extensions of
and the
the extensions
of fortifications,
fortifications,
and for other
other purposes. March 3,
3 1917
1917.........
Appopriations,District
Distritof
Appropriations,
of Columbia. An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations to
provide for
for the
Act Making
to provide
the expenses
expenses
of the government
government of the District of Colu
m bia f
or the
the fi
scal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, ninenineColumbia
for
fiscal
year
teen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, and for other purposes.
p. March 3,1917..................
3, 1917
Appropriations,diplomaic
Appropriations,
diplo matic and
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Diplomatic
and
and consular.
consular. An Act Making
Diplomatic and
Consular Service for the fiscal year ending June thireth,
thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.
March 3, 1917 ................................
........................
Approrations,postal
service. An Act Making appropriations
Appropriations
postal service.
ap ropriations for the service of
PostOffi
ce
of the
the Post
Office
Department
Department for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eth, nineteen hundred and
eighteen, and
and eighteen,
and
purposes. March
1917
for other purpse
March 3,
3, 1917...
.......................................
Appropriaton, legislative,,executive, and judicial
judicial expenses.
Appropriations,
expenrw. An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
legislative executive,
legislative
executive, and judicial
judicial expenses of the Government
ending
Government for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, and
er purposes.
purposes. March
Marc h 3,
1917
and for
for oth
other
3, 1917....
GlacierNational
National Part.
Act To authorize
authorize an exchange of lands with owners
Glacier
Perk. An Act
owners of private holdings
withinthe
within
the Glacier
Glacier National
National Park. March3,
March 3, 1917 ......................
Districtof Columbia
prohibition. An Act
prevent the manufacture
District
Columbia prohibition.
Act To
To prevent
manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors
liquors
in the District of Columbia, and for other puoe.
purposes. March
March 3, 1917
Nebraska
University experiment
eperinentstation.
Nebraska University
station. An Act Authorizing the granting
ranting of patent to certain
certain land
andss
adjacent
adjacent to the agricultural
agricultural experimental
experimental station
station at Scottsluff,
Scottsbluff, Nebraska,
to the
Nebraska, to
the regents
regents of
of
he
University
o
the
State of Nebraska, for dry-land agricultural
the
a
agricultural expenmental
experimental purposes.
purposes.
March 3,
1917
arch
19173...................................................
Alaska, schools.
scools. An Act To authorize the Legislature of Alaska
establish and maintain schools,
Alaska to establish
and for
for other
other purposes.
1917 ....................
and
purposes. March
March 3,
3, 1917
Fort Berthokl
Brthold Indian
InianReservation
Re
ation coal lnd.
Fort
lands. An
To amend
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
provide
An Act
Act To
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
toprovide
for the disposal
disposal of certain
Reservation, North Dakota,"
certain lands in the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
Dakota, "
approved
approved August third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred a
n d fourteen.
f
ourt
een.
M arch3,
3, 1917
and
March
1917..............
War Risk
R Insurance
InsuranceBureau.
War
Bureau. An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An Act to authorize the establishment of
of a
a Bureau of War-Risk
War-Risk Insurance
Sep
Insurance in the Treasury Department,"
Department," approved
Sepd a a
tember
second, nineteen
March 3, 1917.
.
.
tember second,
nineteen hundred and fourteen.
fourteen. March
1917 , ...........
Appropratons, pensions.
penion. An Act Making
appropriations for
Appropriations,
Making appropriations
payment of
of invalid
invalid and
for the
the payment
and other
other
pensions
for the
pensions of
of the
the United
United States
States for
the fiscal
fiwal year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
other purposes. March
Marc h3, 1917 ............
eighteen, and for otherpurposes.
......
........
Danis West
West Indian
cession. An Act To provide aa temporary government
Danish
Indian Islands
Islands cession.
government for the West
West
Indian
y the United
United States from Denma
entered
Indian Islands
Islands acquired
acquired by
Denmark by the convention
convention entered
into
on the
the fourth day of August,
Auust, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen
into between
between said
said countries
countries on
hundred and sixteen,
and ratified
ratified by.the Senate of the United States on the seventh
and
seventh day of September,
September, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, and f
or other
other p
urp
oses.
Marc h3.
1917
for
purposes.
March
3. 1917......
..............
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948
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World's Purity
Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
President to
to appoint
appoint delegates
delegates to
to
the President
Resolution Authorizing
Congress. Joint
Purity Congress.
World's
attend the
Tenth International
of the
the World's
World's Purity
Purity Federation,
Federation, to be held in the
Congress of
International Congress
the Tenth
attend
city of
of Louisville,
State of
of Kentucky,
nineteen hundred
fourteenth, nineteen
November eighth to fourteenth,
Kentucky, November
Louisville, State
city
...
......................................
seventeen. March 3, 1917
and seventeen.
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home,
Home, managers.
Joint Resolution
Resolution For
the appointment
appointment of
of four
four members
members of
of the
For the
managers. Joint
Volunteer
Board
Managers of
National Home
Soldiers. March
March 3,
3, 1917..
1917
Volunteer Soldiers.
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Home for
the National
of the
Board of
of Managers
Appropriations,
of Agriculttre.
Agriculture. An
Act Making
appropriations for
the Department
Department of
for the
Making appropriations
An Act
Departmentof
Appropriations,Department
Agriculture
for the
the fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen. March
March
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
Agriculture for
4, 1917
-----1917 ...................................--..................--4,
Appropriations, naval
An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
service for the
the fiscal
appropriations for the naval service
service. An
naval servie,e.
Appropriations,
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and for
for other purposes.
March
purposes. March
eighteen, and
and eighteen,
nineteen hundred
year
.1168
4,
4, 1917
1917....................................
Santee
Act For
the restoration
restoration of
to the
the Medawakanton
Medawakanton and
and WahpaWahpaof annuities
annuities to
An Act
For the
annuities. An
Sioux annuities.
Santee Sioux
koota (Santee)
Sioux Indians, declared
declared forfeited
February sixteenth, eighteen
forfeited by the Act of February
(Santee) Sioux
koota
.......
................
hundred
March 4, 1917..
1917
.............
sixty-three. March
hundred and sixty-three.
Public
building, Paris,
An Act For a
public building at Paris, Texas. March
March 4, 1917......
1917
a public
Tex. An
Paris, Tex.
Public building,
Public building,
building, Pittsburgh,
enlargement of the post-office
post-office building in Pittsthe enlargement
Act For
For the
Pa. An
An Act
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Public
burgh, Pennsylvania.
........................................
4 1917
1917...
March 4,
Pennsylvania. March
burgh,
Public lands,
gationand
drainage. An Act To amend the irrigation
irrigation Act of March third, eighteen
eighteen
and drainage.
irrigation
Public
lands, irri
ninety-five), sechundred
ninety-one (Twenty-sixth
Statutes, page
thousand and ninety-five)
page one thousand
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
and ninety-one
hundred and
tion
May eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
tion eightoen,
eighteen, and to amend section two of the Act of May
ninety-eight
(Thirtieth Statutes,
Statutes page
page four hundred
hundred and four).
four). March 4, 1917
1917...........
ninety-eight (Thirtieth
Chicago
., Marine
.An Act
Act To
authorize the Secretary
Treasury, in his
Secretary of the Treasur
Toauthorizethe
frontage. An
lakefrontage.
hospitallake
Marinehospital
Chicago,Ill.,
hicago, Illinois,
discretion, to
to transfer
transfer and convey
commisioners of Lincoln Park, of Chicago,
convey to the commissioners
discretion,
the riparian
riparian rights
rights of
of the
United States,
States, as the owner
Lake Michigan
Michigan and
fronting on Lake
owner of land fronting
the United
the
March4,
occupied as the site of the United States marine h9spital in Chicago, Illinois. March
4, 1917..
1917
occupiedasthesiteoftheUnitedStateemarinehospitaliChicago,
Bridge, Red
the commissioners
commisnoners of the Red
Red River
River Bridge
Bridge District
District to
Authorizing the
An Act
Act Authorizing
Red River.
River. An
Bridge,
March 4, 1917 -........
construct
abridge
bridge across the Red River at or near Index, Texas. March
construct a
"
Fred G.
changed. An
authorize the change
change of name of the steamer Fred
An Act To authorize
name dcanged.
G. Hartwell,"
HartoweU," name
"Fred
...................................
Halry W. Croft. March
G. Hartweli
Hartwell to Harry
March 4, 1917
"
Harry A.
Bertvind," name darnged.
changed. An Act To
authorize the
the change of name of the steamer Harry
To authorize
"Hary
A. Berind,"
Brown. March
Harvey H. }frown.
March 4, 1917 .......................................
A. Berwind to Harvey
Pensions, Indian
ivors. An Act To pension the survivors of certain
certain Indian
Indian wars from Jansurvivors.
Indianwars
wars surv
Pensions,
uary first,
hundred and fifty-nine,
January, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
ninety-one,
fifty-nine, to January,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
uary
inclusive, and
for other
other purposes. March
March 4,
1917
4, 1917..................................
and for
inclusive,
Resolution Extending until January
corporations, etc. Joint
Joint Resolution
January eighth,
Antitrusts Act, officers of corporations,
eighteen, the effective date of section ten of the Act
nineteen
hundred and eighteen,
Act entitled "An
"An Act
nineteen hundred
to supplement
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints
restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes, "approved
poses,"
approved October fifteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen.
fourteen. March
March 4,1917 ........
expenditures. Joint Resolution To expedite the delivery of materials, equipissue, naval
naval expenditures.
Bond Issue,
expeditious construction
construction of ships. March 4, 1917..
1917
and munitions
munitions and to secure more expeditious
ment, and
Liquor advertisements,
Liquor
advertisements, etc. Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing that section
section five of an Act
Act making approappropriations
service of
Department for the fiscal year endingJune
endingJune thirtieth,
thirtieth,
of the Post Office Department
priations for
for the service
nineteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, shall not be in effect until July first,
first, ninteeen hundred
hundred and
seventeen.
1917
seventeen. March 4, 1917...................................................
Alaskan railroads.
railroads. Joint Resolution
Resolution Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for the construction
construction and operation of
.......................
railroads in the Territory
Territory of Alaska. March
March 4, 1917..........
1917

1134
1134
1134
1134
1168

1195
1195
1196
1196
1197
1197

1197
1197

1198
1198
1198
1199
1199
1199
1199

1201
1201

1202
1202
1202

PUBLIC LAWS OF THE SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS
OF
OF THE

UNITED
STATES.
IUNITED STATES.
Passed
at the
the first
first session,
session, which
begun and
held at
the city
city of
in the
the
of Washington,
Washington, in
and held
at the
which was
was begun
Passedat
District
of Columbia,
adof December,
December, 1915,
1915, and was adthe sixth
sixth day of
District of
Columbia, on Monday, the
journed without
without day
day of
of September,
September, 1916%
1916.
Friday, the
the eighth
eighth day
day on
on Friday,
journed
WOODROW
ILSON, President;
Thos R.
President; JAKES
P.
JAMES P.
MARSHALL, Vice
Vice President;
R. MAnsiTATJ.,
President; THOMAS
WOODROW W
WILSON,
CLARKE, President
President of
tempore; LEE S. OVERMAN,
President
OVERMAN, Acting President
of the
the Senate
Senate pro tempore;
CLARKE,
JAMEs
and 18, 1916; J
of the
the Senate
Senate pro
pro tempore,
17 and
AMES A. O'GORMAN,
O'GORMAN, Acting
Acting
March 17
tempore, March
of
BIAKHEAD, Acting
Senate pro tempore,
JoHN H. BANKHEAD,
tempore, April
April 7, 1916; dorm
President of
of the Senate
WILLIAM
President of
tempore, June
ILLIAM
16, 1916; W
and 1,6,
June 3, 8, 10, 13, and
pro tempore,
of the Senate pro
President
H
UGHES, Acting
Acting President
of the
the Senate
pro tempore, September
OLLIE
September 2, 1916; OLLIE
Senate pro
President of
HUGHES,
President of
CHAMP
tempore, September 7, 1916; CHAMP
the Senate
Senate pro tempore,
of the
M. JAMES,
JAMES, Acting President
CLARK, Speaker
of the
the House
House of Representatives;
Representatives; CHARLES
CHARiss M. STEDMAN,
Speaker
STEDMAN, Speaker
Speaker of
CLARK,
of the
the House
tempore, January
January 29, 1916.
ro tempore,
House of
of Representatives
Representatives ro
of

Citizens' Bridge
CHAP. 1.-An
CRAP
1—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Citizens'
Company
to construct
across the
Mississippi River
near Burlington,
Burlington, Iowa.
Iowa.
at or
or near
the Missisaippi
River at
construct a
a bridge
bridge acros
Company to

December 17 1915.
1915.
Decemberl
[H.
rt. 66.)
l

R.-

[Public, No. 1.)
1.]
(Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the United
United Mississippi
M
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
citizensi
of Congress C
BRivge
assembled, That
That the consent
consent of
States oj
Congress assembled,
States
oJ America in
in Congress
Bridge
is
to the
and its
successors acompain
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the Citizens'
Citizens' Bridge
Bridge Company
Company and
its successors
mayg
boge
at 13 urdgttn,I
owa
a bridge and apand assigns to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate a
proaches thereto across the Mississippi
Mississippi River at a
apoint suitable
suitable to the
interests of navigation at or near Burlington, Iowa
Iowa,tin the County of
interests
Construction.
vytruct"
accordance with the provisions Vol.
Des Moines,
Moines, in the State of Iowa, in accordance
34, p. 84.
bridges
of
the Act
entitled "An
construction of
of bridges
regulate the
the construction
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
Act entitled
of the
waters," approved March twenty-third,
navigable waters,"
over navigable
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and six.
Amndment.
is hereby
or repeal
repeal this Act is
amend, or
right to
alter, amend,
S
EC. 2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
hereby Amendment.
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, December
December 17, 1915.
1915.
Approved,
a

iRer
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a bridge
CHAP.
CRAP 2.-An
2 —An Act To extend the time for constructing a
bridge across
across the Saint
Arkansas.
near Saint
Saint Francis,
or near
Francis River
Francis
River at
at or
Francis, Arkansas.

i ay b

ge,

December 17,
1915.
17, 1915.
December
[H. R. 3638.1

[.

R. 3638.

(Public, No. 2.1
[Public,
2.1

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
ofthe
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Saint Francis River.
Timee,extended
xtened for
fo
time for commencThat the
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the tune
commenc- Time
bridging,at
Saint Fran.
bdng,atsaantFra
by Act of
ing
and completing
the bridge
bridge authorized
authorized by
of Congress
Congress apap- cis,
completing the
ing and
Ark.
Vol. 38, p. 76
764.
proved October
October twenty-second,
proved
twenty-second., nineteen hundred and fourteen, to be CISo
built across the Saint Francis
Francis River at or near Saint Francis, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
by the county of Clay, Arkansas, and the county of Dunklin, MisMisextended one year and three years, respectively, from
souri, is hereby
hereby extended
date of approval of this Act.
SEC. 2. That
That the
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amendment
to alter,
alter, amend,
the right
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
December 17, 1915.
Approved, December
11
91890*voi.39—n
30--Ia 1-1
1--1
9IWT0Lvo
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SIXTY -FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SEss. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 3,4.
3, 4.
SESS.

1915.
1915.

CHAP.
3.-Joint Resolution
MAP. 3.—Joint
Resolution To
To transfer
the Government
exhibit from
Panama
transfer the
Government exhibit
from the
the Panama
Pacific
Pacific International
International Exposition
Exposition to the Panama-California
Panama-California Exposition,
Exposition, and
and for
for other
other

December 17, 1915.
(s.J. Res. 38.]
(S.
38.

purposes.
purposes.

(Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 1.]

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
States of America
States
America in
in Cngress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
laws and
and parts
of laws
laws
That all
all laws
parts of
()reignsuexhibits
exhibits a
the Panama
Pacific International
Expooei
attrelating to foreign
foreign exhibits
exhibits at
at the
Panama Pacific
International Exposition,
mcluding importations
of the
the same,
same, and
of material
material necessary
necessary
P transferable
Pscf
-sS
F to. sition,
oincluding
importations of
and of
sition
for
for buildings,
otherwise, for
for their
their proper
proper exhibit
are made
buildings, or
or otherwise,
exhibit are
made applicaapplicable to
to the
the Panama
Panama California
operaCalifornia International
International Exposition
Exposition now
now in
in operation at San Diego
Diego, California,
California, during
remainder of
nineduring the
the remainder
of the
the year
year nineteen hundred and
and sixteen
sixteen or
or during
during the
the continuance
continuance of
of the
the latter
latter
Gmet exhibexposition during
Government
exhib- exgosition
said period.
period.
during said
aybe
SEC.
Its may
b tmranerrd.
t
f d
EC. 2. That
That the
the Government
Government exhibit
Pacific InterInterexhibit at
at the
the Panama
Panama Pacific
Postp.
national
such portion
Post,
p. 85
854.
national Exposition, or such
portion thereof
may be
thereof as
as may
be determined
determined
President is
by the President
is advisable,
advisable, is
transferred to
to the
the Panama
California
is transferred
Panama California
International Exposition
International
during its
its continuance
continuance at
Diego, CaliExposition during
at San
San Diego,
California, and until not
not later
hunlater than
than December
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hunAppropriation
Appropriaon for
for dred and sixteen. And
And any
any unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation
.?s p. 7.
of $500,000
CM
civil appropriation
$500,000 made in the sundry civil
appropriation Act
fiscal
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen hundred
hundred and
is reappropriated
reappropriated and
made
and fourteen
fourteen is
and made
available
attending the
available for expenses
expenses attending
maintenance of
of said
the transfer
transfer and
and maintenance
said
Government exhibit
during said
period ending
not later
later than
se
Government
exhibit during
said period
ending not
than the
the clo
close
nCamottitborbd
year nineteen
and
sixteen;
and all
all laws
or parts
of
laws
ernmentexhibit
boaof
d, of the
the year
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
sixteen;
and
laws
or
parts
of
laws
te
etc.
e .
relating to said Government
Government exhibit and
constituting a
Government
and constituting
a Government
exhibit board
and authorizing
authorizing the
the detail
detail of
Army and
exhibit
board and
of civilians
civilians and
and Army
and
Navy officers
officers of
the United
connection with
said Government
Government
of the
United States
States in
in connection
with said
exhibit at the Panama Pacific
Pacific International
are continued
International Exposition
Exposition are
continued
and made
and
so far
far as
as the
the same
be applicable
the
made applicable
applicable so
same may
may be
applicable to
to the
Panama
Panama California International
International Exposition
Exposition at
California,
at San
San Meg°,
Diego, California,
during its
during
its said
said continuance.
continuance.
onljabiljeterareodf.
Sec.
3. That
in the
of thi
Actthe
United States
Uniate
DIed
te 'diL
Sec. 3.
That in
the passage
passage of
thiss Act
the United
States does
does not
not
assume any liability of any kind whatever, and
assume
not become
and does
does not
become
responsible
responsible in any manner
manner for any bond,
contract, expenditure,
bond, debt,
debt, contract,
expenditure
expense,
expense, or liability of the
said Panama
Panama California
Internati onal
the said
California International
Exposition,
or incident
Exposition, its officers,
officers, agents, servants, or employees, or
incident
to or growing out
out of
of the
said exposition
exposition beyond
beyond the
the reappropriation
reappropriation
the said
of the unexpended
unexpended balan
ce of
ofthe
the appropriat
i
on heretofore
heretofore made
balance
appropriation
made in
in
connection with the said
Government exhibit.
said Government
exhibit.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 17,
1915.
17, 1915.
Caifornia
Panama California

Panama Pacific Ex1)°-

e

rans erre

.

"

CMtintianCe Of Gov..
r

December 17, 1915.
J.
1H1.3.
J Res.
es. 59
591
(Pub,
Pub. Res., No.
No. 221.

Emergency Internal

CLAP. 4.--Joint Resolution
CHAP. 4.—Joint
Resolution Extending
Extending the
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act
to increase
increase the internal revenue, and for other
other purposes," approved October twentyto
second,
nineteen
hundred
and
fourteen,
to
December
second, nineteen
thirty-first, nineteen hundred
and sixteen.
sixteen.

Resolved
Senate and
and House
House ofof Representatives
Representatives of
oJ the United
Resolved by the Senate
United

mrnc internal States
States ofofAmerica
meri.ca in
in Congress
vongress assembled,
That the pro
provisions
assembled , That
vis i
ons of
ofthe
th
e
reventu
c
e on
tatinstied dtirAct ctinued
dur- Act entitled "An
"An Act
Actto
t
o increase
increase the internal
internal revenue,
and for
revenue, and
for other
other
intr2.
1
2
8,,p.745.
p. 745.
Vl.
purposes,"
twenty-second, nineteen
ni
neteen h
undred and
and
purposes," approved
approved October
October twenty-second,
hundred
Port, p. ygg,

Po, p.72.

Appropriations
made
madavailable.
ai ab.
Vol.
38, p. 1017.
Vol. 38,

P

p. 1017.

fourteen
at Large,
pages
fourteen (Statutes
(Statutes at
Large, volume
volume thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, p
ages seven hundred
hundred
and forty-five to seven
seven h
un d
re d and
are conconand sixty-four,
sixty-four, inclusive),
inclusive), are
tinued in full force and effect until
until and
including December
December thirtyand including
thirtyfirst, nineteen
hundred and
first,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen.
sixteen.
SEC.
That the appropriation
S
EC. 2. That
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
colof collectors
internal revenue,
collectors, surveyors, clerks, mesmeslectors of
of internal
revenue, deputy
deputy collectors,
sengers,
and janitors
janitors in internal-revenue
internal-revenue offices for the fiscal
sengers, and
fiscal year
year ninenineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen
sixteen is made available
teen
available for all expenses arising
arising
under the provisions of this joint resolution during
the
during the
the last
last half
half of
of the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen, including
exceeding
including not exceeding
$6,050 for
paymen tof
ofnecessary
nee -ssary- personal
servic es i
n th
e Office
Offi ce of
of the
for payment
personal services
in
the
the
Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue in the District
District of
Columbia.
of Columbia.
Approved,
Approved, December 17,
17, 1915.
1915.

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
Cris. 5,6.
5, 6.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
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1915.
1915.

CHAP. 5.-Joint
CHAP.
5.—Joint Resolution Making
Making appropriations
deficiencies in
appropriations to supply
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
appropriations for the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
and
certain appropriations
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and

December 17, 1915.
[H. J. Res. 60.1

December 17,1915.
[H J. Res. 60.]

sixteen.
sixteen.

Res., No. 3.1
31
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved
Representatives of
of the
United
Resolved by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
the United
Urgent deficiencies
following sums
sums are
are appropriations.
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the
in Congress
the following
Urgent deficiencies
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
approappropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro- appropriations.
priated, to supply urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in certain
appropriations for
for
prated,
certain appropriations
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, as
as follows:
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
follows:
Department of State.
DepartmentofState.

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
STATE.
For the
participation
by the
Government
of
of the
the United
United States
States in,
in,
thee
cp
ea:ticip ,
awh
tion beys
thqieen
GoverWnmasehnintgton

Pan American Scientific Congress.
Expenses.
exenses.
Vol. 38, pp. 450,1126.

,PanAmerica, Scin-

of, the
Pan American
American
and to meet
meet the
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of,
the Second
Second Pan
Scientific
on have
Scientific Congress, whose sessions at Washington
have been
been fixed
fixed for
for vo 38, pp.450,1126.
December
and fifteen,
fifteen, to
to January
January
December twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, inclusive, in addition
to the
the
addition to
sum of $50,000
$50,000 heretofore
therefor and
including the
heretofore appropriated
appropriated therefor
and including
the
same purposes authorized
$35,000.
authorized therein,
therein, the further
further sum of
of $35,000.
Postal service.

POSTAL
POSTAL SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Postalservice

OUT
OUT OF
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES.
THE POSTAL
REVENUES.

For mail bags, $100,000.

Mail bags.
Marl

DEPARTMENT OF THE
DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.

Interior Department.
Department.
Patent Office.

PATENT OFFICE.
PATENT

weekly
For printing the weekly issue of patents, designs,
designs, trade-marks
trade-marks,tand
and suePrinting
of patents, etc.
labels, exclusive
exclusive of illustrations; and for
engraving illusfor printing, engraving
illustrations, and binding the Official
Official Gazette,
Gazette, including
including weekly,
weekly, monthly,
monthly,
Government Printing Office
bimonthly, and annual indices,
indices, at the Government
Office,)
$56,444.17.
$56,444.17.
Legislative.
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

CAPITOL POLICE.
CAPITOL
POLICE.

Isis-

Capitol police.

For sixteen additional privates at the rate of
each,
of $720 per annum each,
nineteen hundred
from December sixteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, to
to June
June
thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, both dates inclusive,
inclusive, onehalf of said privates to be selected
selected by the Sergeant at Arms of the
Senate and one-half by the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of the House, $6,240;
one-half to be disbursed
Secretary of the Senate and the other
disbursed by the 'Secretary
half to be disbursed
disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
House.
Approved,
Approved, December
December 17, 1915.

Additional privates.
Additional
privat.

CHAP.
CHAP 6.-Joint
O.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing payment of the salaries of officers and
employees of Congress for December, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen.

December 17,
1915.
D'ember
17,1915[H. J. Res. 61.]

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives are authorized
authorized
and instructed to pay the officers and employees of the Senate and
House, including the Capitol police
police, their respective
respective salaries for the
the
month of December,
December, nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, on the day of
adjournment of the present session for the holiday recess;
adjournment
recess; and the
Clerk of the House is authorized to pay on the same day.to Members,
Members,
Delegates,
Delegates, and Resident Commissioners
Commissioners their allowance for clerk hire
for the said month of December.
Approved,
December 17, 1915.
Approved, December

.

es 61.

[Pub. Res.,No.
Res.,No. 4.]
[Pub.
Congressional
offi to be paid
cars, etc.,
etc., to
December salaries December 17, 1915.

ce

Deebmr

laries De

hire

Clerk hire to MemMem
bers, Delegates, and
bResdent
^'Tom
Resident Commis8
sioners.

onei

li-
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SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. Cris.
7-10.
CHS. 7-10.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

December 18 ,1
918DeoamberS8,9lsl.
696.1
[.[S. 69.1

(Public, No.
No. 3.)
3.1
(Public,

1915-1916.
1915-1916.

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company
conCompany to
to con7.-An Act
CLAP. 7.—An
maintain, and
operate a
bridge amen
the Allegheny
A'llegheny River
Oil City,
Venango
maintain,
and operate
abridge
across the
River at
at Oil
ity, Venango
County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
County,

drUCt,
struct,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Allegheny River.
America in Congress assembled,
Pennsylva
Pennsvania
RRilnia
RanStates
R
•-•
av.
read atoy
bridge
011 City,ma
Pa.
y
my
brdtom
mnan

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
the Pennsylvania
States
of Amerca in Congress assembled, That
That the
Pennsylvania
ailroad
theP and
nauro
uompany, a
a railroad
corporation That
organized
existing
and existing
organized
railroad corporation
Company,
Railroad

C
Co

Construction.
construction.

Vol. 34, p. 84.
Vol.
34, . S

Amendment.
Am__dinaet.

AndKt

under the
laws of
of the
Pennsylvania, be,
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby,
be, and
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
under
the laws
authorized to
to construct,
and operate
and
a bridge and
operate a
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
authorized
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
Allegheny River,
River, at
at a
apoint
point suitable
suitable to
to
the Allegheny
approaches
the
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, in
in Oil
Cal City,
City, County of Venango,
and
Venango, and
tfe interests
Act
the provisions
provisions of the Act
in accordance
accordance with the
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
State of
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navi-

gable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
twenty-third, nineteen
gable
SIX.

SEC. 2.
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act is
is hereby
hereby
repeal this
the right
alter, amend,
SEC.
2. That
That the

expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, December
1915.
18,1915.
December 18,
Approved,

December
9
1 18, 1915.
[ J. Res.
. a. 561.].Res.
[B.
[Pub. Res.,
No. 5.1
[Pub.
Res., No.
)

CHAP.
8.--Joint Resolution
Extending the
for fili_.
of the
Joint
the report
report of
the Joint
the time
time for
filin the
Resolution Extending
CHAP. 8.-Joint
Committee of
on the
Fiscal Relations
District of
Columbia and
and
of Columbia
between the
the District
the Fiscal
Relations between
of Congress
Congress on
Committee
the
United
States.
the United States.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That
That the Joint Committee
Committee
of the two Houses of Congress,
Congress, appointed
appointed pursuant
pursuant to the act of Con-

Resolved by the Senate and House of Reesentatives of the
Colm- States of America in Congress assembled,
District of Columbia.
Time extended
bTie
extended for
report ch
li
y pint Committee
scal RelaFiscal
rnIt
tiros with.
tions
Vol. 38, p. 894.
in
Vol. 38,p-

gress, approved
March third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
is hereby
hereby
fifteen, is
and fifteen,
third, nineteen
approved March
Rl gress,
gven until the tenth day of January, nineteen
given
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
required by the said Act.
8.
in which to file the report required

b

Approved, December
December 18, 1915.
Approved,
January 12, 1916.
(H. R. a681.1
3681.)
an.

Publi, No. 4]

(Public, No.
No. 4
[Public,
4-]

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
construction of
of a
abridge
across the
the Arkansas
Arkansas
bridge across
the construction
9.-An Act
CHAP. 9.—An
River at
or near
Oklahoma.
River
at or
near Tulsa,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the

Be

United States of America in Congress assembled, Th
That
at the County of
my bridge,u'Tus. Tulsa, in
in the State of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, be,
authorized to
be, and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized

Arkansas River.
Tulsa Count y, 0kit..
may badge, at Tulsa.

Construction.
Volt
Vol. 3,
34, p. 8
84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

United States of America in Congress assemb

River
construct, maintain, and operate aabridge across the Arkansas River

at a
suitable to
at or
at
a point
point suitable
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
near Tulsa,
Tulsa,

Oklahoma, in
in accordance
with the
provisions of
entitled "
An
"An
of the
the Act
Act entitled
the provisions
accordance with
Oklahoma,
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
Act to re„0..-ulate
regulate the construction
waters,"
hundred and six.
approved March twenty-third, nineteen hundred
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
January 12,
12, 1916.
1916.
Approved, January

January 14,
1916.
Jannarv
14, 1916.

I.

[1. H. 136.1
136.1
[H.

(Public,
51
[Public, No. 5]

CHAP.
10.-An Act Granting an extension
across
CHAP. 10.—An
extension of time to construct
construct a
abridge
bridge across
Rock
River at
or near
near Colons
Ferry, in
in the
the State
State of
Illinois.
Colona Ferry,
of Illinois.
Rock River
at or

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
comfor the
the comThat the
the time
time for
ate of America in Congress assembled, That
mencement
mencement of the bridge
bridge authorized
authorized by the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
to construct
construct a
bridge across
across Rock
Rock River
River at
at or
or near
near Colona
Colons. Ferry,
in
Ferry, in
a bridge
i .,Cooina Fr. to
Vol. 3, 24,665. the State
State of Illinois,"
Illinois," by the counties of Henry and Rock Island,
of Illinois,
Illinois, approved
approved August
August nineteenth,
nineteen hunhunin the
the State
State of
nineteenth, nineteen
dred and eleven,
eleven, is hereby extended
extended to one
one year from
from the
the date
date of the
the
passage
passage of this Act, and the time for completion
completion of the bridge extended three years from the date of approval
approval of this Act.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, January
January 14, 1916.
1916.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Rock River.
St
s of America in Congress assembled,
ended for
for States
Tme extended
Time
bridging,
by Henry
Henry
bridggiby
and Rock Island wanties, 111., Colona Ferry.
Vol. 37, pp.
p. 24, 665.

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHS. 11-13.
11-13.
SESS.
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1916.
1916.

a bridge
CHAP.
11.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 11.—An
authorize Butler County, Missouri,
Missouri, to construct
construct a
across
across Black River.

January 14,1916.
14, 1918.
January

[H.
47174
R. 4717.
[H. R.
[Public,
No. 6.1
6.)
[Public, No.
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representaties
Representative8 of
of the
United Black
Black River.
River.
Be
the United
and House of
States
America in
assembled, That
That Butler
Butler County,
Missouri, Butler
Butler County,
Ito.
County, Mo.
County, Missouri,
in Congress
Congressassembled,
States of
of America
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
bridge ma
Ybr
idge'
maybridge.
and operate
operate aa bridge
maintain, and
is hereby
and
approaches thereto across Black River, at aa point suitable to
and approaches
the
interests of navigation
south line of section ten,
at or
or near the south
navigation at
the interests
Construction.
east, Butler
Butler County,
township twenty-three
twenty-three north,
north, range
range seven
seven east,
County, in
in Contrtion.
township
Location.
the State
Missouri, in accordance
accordance with
Act
of the
the Act
provisions of
with the provisions
of Missouri,
the
State of
VoL 34, p. 84.
entitled
"An Act
Act to
bridges over
over navinavi- VoL34,p.84of bridges
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
entitled "An
gable
approved March
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
gable waters,"
waters," approved
and six.
Amendment.
this Act
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
alter, amend,
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, January
January 14, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

l
January
17, 1918.
.24091M6.
Compny to Jas
Ohio-West Virginia Bridge
CHAP. 12.-An
12.—An Act To authorize
authorize the Ohio-West
Bridge Company
CHAP.
209.)
---County, ---Jefferson County,
Steubenville, Jefferson
across the Ohio River at the city of Steubenville,
bridge across
construct aabridge
[Public,
No. 7.]
7.]
[Public, No.
Ohio.
Ohio.

of Representativesofthe
Representativesof the United
United ohio
River.
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
oho Riv
VVirgiia
t
States of
America in
in Congress
amgrem assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Ohio-West
Ohio-West Virginia
Virginia BOhd
B lio-yirest
virginia
of America
States

Bridge Company,
Company, a
a corporation
organized and
and
the bridge, at
BridgeCompporationog
coration organized
and existing.
existing underridge
under the,
Virginia, its successors
laws
State of West Virginia,
successors and assigns, is v,
vide,Ohio.
Ohio.
laws of the State
hereby
authorized to
operate aabridge
and operate
bridge and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
hereby authorized
approaches thereto
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River,
at aapoint
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the
River, at
approaches
thereto across
interests of
of navigation,
and into
into Cross
District, in
in the County
County
to and
Cross Creek
Creek District,
interests
navigation, to
Brooke, in
Virginia, from the southern
southern end of the
in the State of West
West Virginia,
of Brooke,
Construction.
Jefferson, State of Ohio in constmction.
city of
of Steubenville,
Steubenville, in the County of Jefferson,
p. 84.
34, p.
8.
ol. 34,
Act to
to regulate
regulate Vol.
accordance with
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act entitled
provisions of
with the
the provisions
accordance
the
construction
of
bridges
over
navigable
waters,"
approved
arch
waters,"
approved
March
the construction of bridges over navigable
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
six.
hundred and
and six.
twenty-third,
Amendment.
or repeal
this Act
Act is hereby
alter, amend,
amend, or
2. That
That the
the right
right to
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
to alter,
repeal this
hereby Amndment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 17,
17, 1916.
1916.

CHAP. 18.-An
CHAP.
I8.—An Act To authorize the construction
construction of bridges
bridges across
across the Fox River

at
at Aurora,
Aurora, Illinois.
Illinois.

January 181916
January
18 NM
. 13.
[Pubic,
No. 8.1
[Public, No.
8.]

Be it
enacted by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United Fox
Be
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Fo River.
v
Bunrngton
Chicago, Burlington
States
America in
Burlington Chicago
cgaucu, Burlin
gton
That the
the Chicago,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
Compand
ye
abridge,
a corporation organized
and Quincy
Quincy Railroad Company,
Company , a
organized and existing =apt':
gay
Rrdge,
ad
A ro ,,LIL
IL
successors and assigns, be, at Anrwa
of Illinois,
Illinois, its
the State
State of
under
the laws
laws of
of the
its successors
under the
and
authorized to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate two
and is
is hereby, authorized
Construction.
of Aurora
Aurora, State of Illinois, Consction
city of
in the
the city
River, in
the Fox River,
across the
bridges across
bridges
Vol. 34, p.
84.
p-84
to regulate
entitled "An
of Congress
in
accordance with
in accordance
with the
the Act
Act of
Congress entitled
"in Act to
r4.
ate Vd-34
the construction of bridges across navigable waters,"
waters," approved March
arch
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six,
six, as
follows:
twenty-third, nineteen
as follows:
Lot
Location.
(1)
A bridge over the east branch or channel of the Fox River in
(1) A
the city of Aurora, State of Illinois,
Illinois at a
apoint suitable to the interin
below the
ests of navigation,
hundred feet
feet below
the existing
existing North
navigation, about four hundred
Avenue Bridge
Avenue
Bridge over the Fox River.
a
(2)
Abridge
over the west branch or channel of the Fox River at a
bridge over
(2) A
point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, about sixteen hundred
hundred
feet below the North Avenue Bridge, m
in the city of Aurora, State of
linois.
Illinois.
0

I
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SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
E88. I
CHs. 13-16.
SESS.
I.. CHS.
13-16.

wzrovalOff

pPaal

SEC.
Sec. 2.
it is
is further
further authorized
the work
which has
2. And
And it
authorized that
that the
work which
has
already been
done upon
these bridges,
bridges, which
may be
be approved
by
already
been done
upon these
which may
approved by
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Secretary of
of War,
War, may
may be
be used
used as
as aa
the
Engineers and
and the
the Secretary
part of
of the
bridges.
part
the proposed
proposed bridges.
SEc.
to alter,
Szo. 3. That the right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, January
18, 1916.
Approved,
January 18,
1916.

prior

Amendment
Amendment.

January
January 24, 1916.

CHAP. 14.-An Act To authorize the county of Bonner, Idaho, to construct aa

[H.

30.
[H. R.. 320J
[Public, No.
LI
No. 9.1

Pend Oreille
Pend
oreille River.
River.
Bonner County,
Conty,

Idaho, may bridg%, at

Priest River.bridge 'at
Idah°.

Priest Rivey

Construction.
Construction,

p.

vol.

4.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.

Xmoniint.d
Amendment.

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 14.—An Act To authorize the county of Bonner, Idaho, to construct
bridge across Pend Oreille
Oreille River.
River.

Be
enacted .by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
States of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
That the
the county
county of
of Bonner,
Bonner,
of Idaho,
Idaho, is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operState of
is hereby
maintain, and
and operate aa bridge, and
and approaches
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
across Pend
Pend Oreille
River, at
at
Oreille River,
Priest River at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
navigation, in
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
in
township fifty-six north, ranges four and five west, Boise
meridian,
Boise meridian,
county of Bonner, in the
in the countyState of
in accordance
accordance with
the
the State
of Idaho
Idaho, in
with the
provisions of an Act entitled "
"An
Act to
An Act
construction of
of
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
over navigable
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, ninenineteen hundred and six.
•teen hundred and six.
SEC.
amend, or
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
hereby
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, January
January 24,
24, 1916.

January 24,
January
1916.
24,1916.
1

[. R.775.1

(H. R. 7754
[Public,
(Public, No. 10.1
10.3

CHAP. 15.-An Act Granting the consent of Congress to J. P. Jones and others to

CHAP. 15.—An Act Granting the consent of Congess to J. P. Jones and others to
construct one or more
more bridges
bridges across the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River
River between the counties
counties
of Coweta and Carroll, in the State of Georgia.

of Coweta and Carroll, in the State of Georgia.

Be
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
the Senate
Representativesof
the United
United
States
assembled,
That
the consent
consent of
of Congress
ssassembl,
That the
bed,That
o America
Amer ine Congress
Congress
States of
car n is
hereby granted
to J.
Jones, of
of the
the county
county of
of Coweta,
Coweta, or
or to
the
is herely
granted to
J. P.
r. Jones,
to the
Counte a
co.unty of
of Coweta,
Coweta, or
county
or to
to the
the county of Carroll,
Carroll, all of the State of Georgia, acting jointly.or separately,
separately, and
successors and
and assigns,
to
and their
their successors
assigns, to
construct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge or bridges and approaches
approaches
construct,
thereto across the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River at a
apoint or points suitable
suitable
to
also known
to the interests of navigation, at or near Jones's
Jones's ferry, also
known as
as
the
Moore ferry
Strickland's
at ferry,
fboth,
, or
or at both tbetween the
the old
old Moore
ferry, or at StzicIdand's
Construction,
n in the State of Georgia, in accordance
Constrcn
counties
and Carro
Carroll,
counties of
of Coweta
Coweta and
, in the State of Georgia, n accordance
34, p.
84.
Vol. 3,
p.s4.
with
of the
the Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the conwith the
the provisions
provisions of
construction of
of bridges
approved March
struction
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twentytwentythird, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
Sc.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
hereby
SEC. 2.
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, January
24, 1916.
January 24,
1916.

Chattahoochee
River.
ChattahoocheeRiver.
J. P. Jones, etc.,
et
P
may bridge,
between
ro
Coweta and
Carroll
Coet
an
Counties, Ga.

January 26, 1916.
January
1916.

[H. R.
R. Mil
7tll.]
[H.
Publc, No
[Public,
ii.
No. 11

CALP. 10.—An
18-An Act Authorizing
CHAP.
Authorizing the Seaboard
Seaboard Air Line Railway
Railway Company, a
a
scaporation, to construct and operate a bridge, and approaches thereto, across what
is known
Jasper
known as "Back
"BackRiver,"
River," a
a part
part of the Savannah
Savannah River, at a
a point betvreen
between Jasper
County, South Carolina, and Chatha.m County, Georgia.

corporation, to construct and operate a bridge, and approaches thereto, across what
County, South Carolina, and Chatham County, Georgia.

Back River.
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
andH
ouse o
of the
United
the United
Representativesof
offRepresentatives
House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Back
Rver.
Seaboard
Air pa
Line
of
in Congress
assembled, That
Ead
yw
aagoc
,
om
ny yStates
Railway
Railway
omp
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Seaboard
Seaboard Air
Air Line
Line
may
e,
Railway. Compan
y, aa corporation
the
Company,
corporation organized
organized under the laws of the
vannah, Ga.
State of
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
is hereby
State
of Virginia,
Virinia, its
assigns, be,
be, and
and is
hereb -,
authorized
authorized to
to constru
ct,
maintain and
operate aa b
ridge
and
construct,
maintain,
and operate
bridge
and
approaches
approaches thereto across what is known as Back River, a
apart of
of

SIXTY-FOURTH
S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

S
ESS. I.
I. CHs.
16-19.
SESS.
CHS. 16-19.
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1916.
1916.

the Savannah River, near the city of Savannah, Georgia,
Georgia, at or near
near
the plantation of J.
J. Heyward Lynah,
Jasper County,
County, South
South
Lynah, in Jasper
Carolina, to the shore opposite thereto
thereto in
Chatham County,
County, Georgia,
Georgia,
in Chatham
at a
apoint suitable to the interests of navigation, in accordance
with
accordance with
the provisions of an Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regulate the
the construcconstructo regulate
tion of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twentytwentythird, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, January
January 26,
26, 1916.
CHAP. 17.-An
17.—An Act To authorize
authorize the construction
construction of a
a bridge
across the
bridge across
the Tug
Fork of the Big Sandy River at
near Warfield,
Kentucky, and
and Kermit,
Kermit, West
at or near
Warfield, Kentucky,
West
Virginia.
Virginia.

Construction.
Construction.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.

1916.
January 28,
28, 1916.
(S. 1773.]
[Public, No. 12.]
[Public,

Be it
Senate and House ofRepresentatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
ofRepresentatives of
of the United
United Tug Fork of
of Big
Sandy River.
River.
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That W. H.
H. Preece and
and Sandy
Interstate
Bridge
Interstate Bridge
Interstate Bridge Company,
associates (or the Interstate
Company, a
organ- Company
a corporation
corporation organCompany may bridge,
Warfleld,
Warfteld, Ky., to Kerized under the laws of Kentucky),
Kentucky), their
then- (or
successors, and
(or its)
its) successors,
and mit, W.
W. Va.
Va.
assigns are hereby authorized
construct, maintain,
authorized to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate
aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Tug Fork
Fork of the
the Big
a point suitable to
Sandy River at a
interests of
of navigation
navigation at
to the
the interests
at
or near Warfield,
Warfield, Kentucky, Sand
Virginia, in
accord- Construction.
and Kermit, West
West Virginia,
in accord34, p.
84.
p. 84.
ance with the
March Vol. 34,
the provisions
,provisions of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
and six,
six, entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
twenty-third, nneteen
hundred and
"An Act
Act to
regulate
the
bridges over
the construction
construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters."
waters."
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter,
amend, or
repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
alter, amend,
or repeal
hereby Amendment.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
January 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
Approved, January
18.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 18.—An
authorize Dunklin
Dunklin County, Missouri,
Missouri, and Clay
Clay County,
County,
Arkansas, to construct aabridge across Saint Francis
Francis River.
River.

January
January 28, 1916.
[H. R. 4716.]
4716.]
[Public,
No
[Public, No.
No. 13.
13.]
[Public,
13.]

enacted by the Senate and
Saint Francis
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
o the United Saint
Francis River.
River.
Dunklin County,
County,
Dunkiin
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That Dunklin
Dunidin County,
County, Mo.,
Mo., and
and Clay
Clay County,
County,
Ark., may
Ark,
may bridge,
brid ge,
Missouri,
Missouri, and Clay County, Arkansas,
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to Browns
Arkansas, are
Browns Ferry,
Ferry, Mo.
Mo.
construct, maintain, and operate a
bridge and
a bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
across Saint Francis River at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of
of
navigation,
navigation, at or
as Browns
Browns Ferry,
about four
four
or near aa place
place known
known as
Ferry, about
Construction.
County, State
State of
accord- Construction.
miles west
west of Holcomb,
Holcomb, Dunklin
Dunklin County,
of Missouri,
Missouri, in
in accord34, p. 84
84.
Vol.
entitled "An
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act
regulate the Vol. 34,
Act to regulate
construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
twenty-third, nineteen hundred and six.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is hereby
hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, January
January 28, 1916.
CHAP. 19.—An
19.-An Act
construct
construct a
abridge across
across

To authorize Butler and Dunklin Counties, Missouri, to
Saint Francis
Francis River.
River.

January
January 28, 1916.
[H. R.. 6448.]
[H.a
6448.
[Public, No. 14.]

[Public, No. 14.]

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the
saint Francis
Fr
i River.
the United Saint
River.
Butler and Dunklin
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That Butler and
and Dunklin
Dunklin Counties,
col3Verand
Dunkli
n
m ay
Mo., may
Counties,
and
Missouri, are hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, bridge.
bridge'
ay
a bridge and approaches
and operate
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto across
across Saint
Francis LocatialL
Saint Francis
River -at
at a
a point suitable to the interests
near
interests of
of navigation
navigation at
at or
or near
the township
township line between townships
townships twenty-two
twenty-two and twenty-three
twenty—three,
range eight east, in Dunklin and
Butler Counties,
the State
State of
of
and Butler
Counties, in
in the
anc s

14.callau.

8
8
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ens. 19,20,22.
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SESS.
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Construction.

Missouri, in accordance
provisions of
the Act
entitled "An
"An
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
Act to regulate
regulate the construction
Act
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
approved
nineteen hundred
six.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
to alter,
repeal this
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
January 28,
Approved, January
28, 1916.
1916.

comction.

Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.

.

Amendment.

me

Fe:~mary 7,1916.

F[H. Lr 85.]

FetruarY
H. R. 872'31
5,16.

[Publie,
15.]
[Public, No. 15.1

commi
utAppointent
approved.
approved.
I

Commission.
nternatimal
u lte
f
dointment

1916.
1916.

C—RAP.
provide for
for the
maintenance of
of the
the United
States Section
( HAP. 20.—An
20.-An Act
Act To
To provide
the maintenance
United States
Section

of the
International High
Commission.
of
the International
High Commission.

Be it
by the
and House
of Repres
entatives o
fthe
th e United
Unit ed
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives
of

Hngh States of
America in
in C'ortgress
assembled, That
the appointment
the
ofAmerica
Congress assembled,
That the
appointment of
of the

i d
el
egates
of nine
delegates
by
Secretary of
of the Treasury
o the
the secretary
represent the
the
Treasury to
to represent
proceedings of
United States in the proceedings
of the
the International
High CommisInternational High
Commission to be held in Buenos
Buenos Aires, Argentina,
Argentina, during
the year
year nineteen
during the
nineteen
hundred
sixteen,'in accordance
hundred and sixteen
with the
action of
of the
the First
FirstPan
Pan
accordance with
the action
American Financial
Conference
held
in
Washington
Financial
Conference
Washington
the
year
during
the
year
Vol. Fie, p. 1126.
Vol. as, p.2
nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
of an
an Act
fifteen,'pursuant
provisions of
Act
of Congress,approved
Congress, approved March
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fift
een ,
March fourth,
fifteen
entitled "An Act making appropriations
for the
Diplomatic and
appropriations for
the Diplomatic
and
Consular Service for the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
fisca year
year ending
June thirtieth,
hundred
and sixteen,"
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, approved
and
Du,
t
hundred and
sixteen," be,
and the
same is
Duties,
etc.
approved and
confirmed; such delegates
confirmed;
delegates shall be known
known as the United
SecUmnted States
States Section of
of the
the International
International Nigh
Commission and
and shall
shall cooperate
cooperate with
with
tion
High Commission
the other
other sections
sections of the commission
commission in taking
taking action upon the recommendations of the First Pan American
Financial Conference;
Conference; and the
mendations
American Financial
the
President is authorized
authorized to fill any
vacancies that
that may
may occur
occur in
in the
the
any vacancies
Appropriation for United States Section
Approprim
Section of said International
International Commission.
Commission.
expenses.
e masm
For thepurpose
the_purpose of
actual and
and necessary
on
of meeting
meeting such actual
necessary expenses
expenses on
the part of
of the United States Section
Section of the Commission as may arise
from
its work
and investigations,
investigations, or
or as
as may
be incidental
to its
its
from its
work and
may be
incidental to
attendance
attendance at the meeting of the said International
International High
High CommisCommisthe
Commission
the sum
sum of
ed, ou tofany money
i
sion, the
of $40,000
$40000 is
is hereby
hereby appropriat
appropriated,
out of any money
inn
sion,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to be
be expended
under the
the Treasury not
expendedunder
the
the ofo the Treasury-,
direction oft
of the Secretary
immediately availtrSecreeasury, to be
be immediately
available, and to remain available
until expended.
expended.
available until
Approved,
Approved, February
February 7, 1916.
February 15
February
15, 1918.
1916.
IS. 900.1
Fsb.o.ij
[Public,
No. 16.]
[Public, No.

16.1

Patent Office.
Office.

of n ne

y

CH"P. 22.-An
CHAP.
22.—An Act Amending
Amending sections
sections four
four hundred
hundred and
and seventy-six,
seventy-six, four
four
hundred
hundred
and
hundred and
and forty
forty of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of
andseventy-seven,
seventyseven, and
and four
four hundred
the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate
o
tenR
te
Representativ
es of
enate and House of
Representatives
of the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assemb, That
That section
section four
States
America in
in Congress
fourtAe
hundred
hundred
Un od
f

and seventy-six
seventy-six
of
Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes be, and the
same is hereby,
hereby,
enacted
byas the
aCommissioner
amended
to
read
to read
as follows:
follows:
B
"
S
eE
itc. 476.
theshall
sh
S all be
beain
in
nd th
H ePatent
Pe
a
"SEc.
476. There
There
the
Office a Commissioner of
476,, P.80,
tone one first
p. Patents,
assistant
commissioner
Patents, one first
commissioner, os
one
assistant commissioner
commissioner,
oneassistant
examiners in
by the
the President,
President,
in chief, who shall
shall be
be appointed
aDpointed by
Duties of oast'stont and five examiners
eomuties
ynksioners.
o assistat by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and consent of the Senate.
Senate. The
assistant
The first assistant
commissioner and the assistant commissioner
commissioner shall perform
perform such
Officers and
ern.
ployees.
ploys
and emR. 8.,
sec. 476, p. 80,
R
8,sec'
amended. e
s,

duties pertaining
pertaining to the office of commissioner as
as may
assigned
may be
be assigned
re pectively, from time to time by the Commissioner
to them, respectively,
Commissioner of
of
Patents.
Al other
other officers,
Patents. All
employees authorized
by
oficers, clerks,
clerks, and
and employees
authorized by
law for the office
office shall
shall be
by
the Secretary
of the
Interior
be appointed
appo
by the
Secretary of
the Interior
upn the
nomination of the Commissioner of
of Patents, in accordance
upon
the nomination
with existing
existing law."
with
law."

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SESS. I
CHs. 22-24.
SEss.
I.. CIas.
22-24.

9
9

1916.
1916.

SEC. 2.
2. That
That section
four hundred
hundred and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven of
of the
the
SEC.
section four
amended to
Revised Statutes
Statutes be amended
to read as
as follows:
follows:
0 ooice-'r
"SEC. 477.
477. The
The salaries
salaries of
of the
mentioned in
in the
the preceding
er Sale
allesotofficers
preceding cresaeof
the officers
officers mentioned
"SEC.

section
shall be
be as
as follows:
follows:
R.
S., sec.
sec. 477,
p. 80,
80,
R. S.,
477, p.
section shall
amended.
a year.ded.
"The Commissioner
"The
Commissioner of Patents, $5,000 a
year.
"The
Commissioner of Patents,
$4,500 a
"The First Assistant Commissioner
Patents, $4,500
a year.
year.
"The Assistant
"The
Assistant Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, $3,500 a
ayear.
"Five
$3,500 a
"Five examiners
examiners in
in chief.
chief. $3,500
a year
year each."
each."
C
.
hiee
rs
fclerk and eexSEC. 3.
That so
much of
fo
four hundred
hundred and
and forty
the Chief
clerk and forty of
of the
SEC.
3. That
so much
of section
section four
e
Revised Statutes
Statutes as follows the words "In
"In the Patent
Office," and amended.
R.
S., sec- 440,
P- 75,
75,
R
Sc.
440, p
Patent Office,"
Revised
refers to
office only,
as follows:
follows:
Post,
p. 101.
101.
to read
read as
Pot, p.
refers
to said
said office
only, be
be amended
amended to
"One
chief clerk,
clerk, who
who shall
be qualified
qualified to
to act
act as
as aa principal
principal
"One chief
shall be
examiner.
examiner.
"One
librarian, who
who shall
shall be
be qualified
to act
act as
as an
"One librarian,
qualified to
an assistant
assistant
examiner.
"Five law
examiners.
"Five
law examiners.
"One examiner
examiner of classification.
classification.
"One
examiner of interferences.
"One examiner
interferences.
"One
examiner of
trade-marks and
designs.
"One examiner
of trade-marks
and designs.
"One
assistant examiner
examiner of
of trade-marks
trade-marks and
and designs.
designs.
"One first
first assistant
"Six
trade-marks and designs.
assistant examiners
examiners of
of trade-marks
"Six assistant
"Forty-three
principal examiners.
examiners.
"Forty-three principal
"Eighty-six
examiners.
"Eighty-six first assistant examiners.
"Eighty-six
assistant examiners.
examiners.
"Eighty-six second
second assistant
"Eighty-six
examiners.
"Eighty-six third
third assistant examiners.
"Eighty-six
assistant examiners;
examiners; and such
such other
other examiners
"Eighty-six fourth
fourth assistant
and
examiners in the various
Congress shall
shall
assistant examiners
various grades
grades as the Congress
and assistant
from
provide for."
for."
from time to
to time
time provide
Approved, February
February 15,
1916.
Approved,
15,1916.
CHAP
CHAP.

23.-An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Republic Iron and
Company to construct
construct a
a bridge across the Mahomng
Mahonng River, in the State of Ohio.
Steel Company

23.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the Republic Iron and

February
1916.
Febrar= 15
15, 1916.
[H. RB.
R. 8243.)
[H.
S3.
Imbue,No.
17.)
[Public
No 17.1

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
States of America in
assembled, That the consent of Congress If
a.p,,igsM
RvTer.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
.4*
er.and
is
hereby granted
Republic Iron and Steel
Ce
P
omany may
is hereby
granted to the
the Republic
Steel Company,
Company, and its Steel
sl Company
may
o ungstow
successors
to construct,
construet , maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bride Ohi'
0 d
i
re
at Youn
gstown,
..,
maintain, and
and assigns,
assigns, to
successors and
and approaches
approaches thereto across the Mahoning
Malaoning River at a
a point suitable
to the interests
mterests of navigation
navigation at or near the city of Youngstown,
Youngstown, in Construction.
the
the county
of Mahoning,
Ma,honing, in
the State
State of
Ohio, in
accordance with
with vo,
county of
in the
of Ohio,
in accordance
.34p. 84.
Vol.cp.
34,
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
the provisions
provisions of the
the Act
Act entitled
regulate the
the construcconstrucMarch twenty-third,
tion of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
twenty-third,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and six.
Amendment.
n tSEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Andm
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 15, 1916.
1916.
increase in number of midshipmen
Providing for an increase
CHAP. 24.-An
24.—An Act Providing
midshipmen at the
United States Naval Academy.
Academy.

February 15,
1916.
February
15, 1916.

[H. R..
R. 922.4.1.9224.

[Public, No. 18.]
18.)
[Public,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
cad
Be it
Representatives of the United
Naval Ac:de:F
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter
hereafter there shall Aloance of mid
midc

;nid.

be allowed at the United States Naval Academy three midshipmen shipms
pShi:nsf
e
nsec. 1513 p
260 d.-ed
-

.

for each Senator
Representative, and Delegate m
for amended.
amended.
Senator, Representative,
m Congress,
Congress, one
one for
Vol. 38, pp. 103, 410.
Porto
76' 1'
Porto Rico,
Rico, two
two for
for the
the District of Columbia, ten appointed
appointed each year
year lst
Poet, pp. 576,
1182.

at large, and fifteen appointed
annually from enlisted men of the
appointed annually
Navy as now authorized by law.
la reInconsistent laws
SEc.
Acts or parts of
Acts inconsistent
the proSze. 2. That all
all Acts
of Acts
inconsistent with
with the
pro- peied.
pealed.
visions
visions of this Act are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, February 15, 1916.
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SIXTY-FOURTH
S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

F

y
916.
.-..-es. '76.1
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 6.1
[Pub.
61

S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 25-27.
25-27.
SEES.

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 26.-Joint
Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP.
25.—.Joint Resolution
Re3oIutionAuthorizing
of War
War to
to loan
loan one
thousand
Secretary of
one thousand
tents
one thousand
thousand cots
cots for
tents and
and one
for the use of the encampment
encampment of the United ConfederConfederate Veterans to be held at Birmingham,
Dimling/mu, Alabama,
Alabama, in
May, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
in May,
hundred and
sixteen.
sixteen.

15. 1916.
reftwiry 15,
[B. I. Rm. 76.1

Resolved
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
r- States of America in
in. Congress
Congress assembld,
assemb, That
of War
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War
"ng"t
ete., be, and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby,authorized
authorized to
loan, at
his discretion,
discretion, to
to the
the
to loan,
at his
tr..
entertainment
Confederate Veterans,
entertainment committee
committee of the United Confederate
whose
Veterans, whose
encampment
be held
encampment is to be
held at
Birmingham, Alabama,
Alabama, in
in the
the month
month
at Birmingham,
of May, nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, one
one thousand
thousand tents
and one
and sixteen,
tents and
one
Provisos.
No
thousand cots: Provided,
Provided,That
No expens.
expense.
That no
no expense
expense shall
shall be
be caused
caused the
the United
United
Government by
by the
the delivery
States Government
delivery and
and return
return of
of said
property, the
said property,
the
same to be delivered
delivered to said committee
committee designated
same
designated at
at such
such time
time prior
prior
to
to the holding of said encampment
encampment as
as may
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
the
upon by
by the
Secretary of War and
and the
Secretary
chairman of
said
entertainment committee:
the chairman
of
said
entertainment
committee:
Bond
required.
Bondrequied
Providedfurther,
further, That the Secretary
Provided
Secretary of
of War,
War, before
before delivering
delivering said
said
tents
tents and cots, shall take from said
said chairman
chairman of
of the
the entertainment
entertainment
committee a
a good and sufficient
sufficient bond
committee
bond for
the safe
return of
of said
said
for the
safe return
order and
property in good order
and condition,
condition, and
and the
the whole
whole without
without expense
expense
to the
to
the United
United States.
States.
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1916.
1916.

onfederate veter-

Confederate
t V tei
OS' Reunion,
Rennio
B
ans'
Birmingham, Ala.
tents, etc.,
orLoan of tets,

rebrmry 15,1916.
15, 1916.
Pebnarl
[H. J.
J. Rm.
e95.1
[H.
95.1

[Pb.

e, No. 7.1

[Pub. Res., No. 7.1

CHAP. 228.—Joint
6.-Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
CHAP.
Resolution Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy to
to receive
receive for
for
of the
instrctin at
at the
the United States Naval
instruction
Naval Academy
Academy at Annapolis
Annapolis Mr.
Mr. Carlos
Carlos Hevia
Hevia y
y
Reye.
citizen of
Reyes Gavilan, a
a citizen
of Cuba.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
t Se
States of Aeria
America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy
he hereby
hereby is, authorized
Navy be,
be, and
and he
authorized to permit
permit Mr.
Mr. Carlos
Carlos Hevia
.Hevia y
y
Reyes
a citizen
citizen of Cuba, to receive
Reyes Gavilan,
Gavilan, a
receive instruction
instruction at
at the
the United
United
States
States Naval
Naval Academy
Academy- at Annapolis:
Annapolis: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no expense
expense shall
shall
be
caused to the United
States thereby,
thereby and
be caused
United States
that the
said Carlos
Ilevia
and that
the said
Carlos Hevia
yy Reyes
Gavilan
shall agree
comply with
Reyes
agree to comply
with all
regulations for
for the
the
all regulations
police
of the
the academy, to be studious,
police and
and discipline
discipline of
studious, and
give his
his
and to
to give
accomplish the
utmost efforts to accomplish
the course
course in
various departments
departments
in the
the various
of
of instruction,
instruction, and that the said Carlos Heva
Hevia y
Reyes Gavilan
y Reyes
Gavilan shall
shall
not
be admitted to the academy
academy until
not be
until he
he shall
shall have
have passed
passed the
the menmental and
and physical
examinations prescribed
tal
physical examinations
prescribed for
for candidates
from the
the
candidates from
United States, and that he shall be immediately
United
immediately withdrawn
withdrawn if
if defideficient
cient in
in studies, of conduct,
conduct, and so
recommended by
by the
the academic
academic
so recommended
board.
board.
Approved
Approved February 15,
15, 1916.
1916.

CalosHevhiyleyes
Carlos
Bevis y Reyes
(levities.
ae
admitted to
May
be admitted
Naval Acadenry.

Na Aesdn.

Proviso.
No expense.

Nxprso.

Cooditean

Conditions.

February
February 15, 1918.
1916
(a.
(11. J. Res. 98.i
9s.
[Pub. Res., No, 8.]

Navy.
Transfer ofr edappropriations for extending New York and
Mare Island
navy
.yards. slan
Vol.
Vol. 38, p.
p. 952.

8, 962

CHAP. 2 7.--Joint
alng part
of
CHAP. 27.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Making
part
of the appropriation,
appropriation, "Construction
"Construction and
and
machinery,
Navy," in
approved March
March third,
machinery, increase
increase of
of the
the Navy,"
in the
the naval
naval Act
Act approved
third, nineteen
nineteen

hundred and fifteen,

hundred
fifteen, available
available for
for the
the extension
extension of
of blding
building ways
ways and equipment
equipment at
the navy and
yards
and Mare Island,
the navy
yards at
at New
New York
York and
Island, California.

Resolved by
the Senate and
and House of Remsentatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved
by the

of the United
States
Cgess assembled,
asemb , That
States of
of America in Congress
of the
heretoat of
the money
mone heretogfore
ore
Ne Y
approprited
appropriation "Increase
appropriated under
under the appropriation
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
Increae of
costructn
ando machinery,"
i the
construction and
machinery," in
the Act making
making aropriations
appropriations for

the naval service for the
year ending
thrtieth, nineteen
the naval service for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
and
sixteen,
approved
March
third,
nineteen
hundred
hundred
and
sixteen,
approVed
March
third,
nineteen
hundred
and
and
fifteen, the sums
sums of
not exceeding
exceeding $100,000
fifteen, the
of not
$100,000 for navy
navy yard, New
New York,
York,
and not exceeding
S500,000 for
and
exceeding $500,000
for navy
navy yard,
yard, Mare
Island, California,
California,
Mare Island,
are hereby
hereby made available
are
available for the extension
extension of
of building
building ways
ways and
and
equipment necessary for the construction of battleships or battle
equipment necessary for the construction of battleships
cruisers
cruisers in those yards.
yards.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, February
February 15, 1916.
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SIXTY-FOURTH
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CHs. 28-31.
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1916.
1916.

CHAP.
28.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Secretary of
War to
to loan,
or
of War
loan, issue,
issue, or
Authorizing the
the Secretary
CHAP. 28.-Joint
use
and medical
for the
of destitute
destitute persons
persons in
the disin the
dissupplies for
the relief
relief of
quartermaster's and
medical supplies
use quartermaster's
tricts overflowed
by the
River and
tricts
overflowed by
the Misgissippi
Mississippi River
and its
its tributaries.
tributaries.

February 15,
1916.
February
15, 1916.
[H. J. Res. 146.1
[H.
J. Res. 146.
[Pub. Res., No. 9.]
(Pub.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United
Resolved by
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Mississippi R ive r
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of War
War floods.
Misissippi River
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
States of
of
etc.,
be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in
his discretion,
issue, or
or forLoan
discretion, to
to loan,
loan, issue,
Loan
of tents,
tents, etc.,
be, and
he is
in his
relief of sufferers
use
such tents,
tents, provisions,
supplies pertaining
to the
the QuarterQuarter- tr
from. o
use such
provisions, and
and supplies
suem.
pertaining to
master's
and Medical
Medical Departments
Departments of
the Army
any stores
stores now
now
master's and
of the
Army from
from any
on
he may
deem necessary
necessary for
the temporary
relief of
on hand,
hand, as
as he
may deem
for the
temporary relief
of destidestitute
in -need
in the
the districts
districts overflowed
overflowed by
the
tute persons
persons in
need of
of the
the same
same in
by the
recent
River and
and its
its tributaries
tributaries under
such
floods of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
under such
recent floods
regulations
for the
care and
consumed in
in the
the
regulations for
the care
and return
return of
of articles
articles not
not consumed
use
he may
deem necessary.
use as
as he
may deem
necessary.
Approved,
February 15,
15, 1916.
1916.
Approved, February

CHAP. 29.-An
29.—An Act
To authorize
Gary Land
Land Company
bridge
CHAP.
Act To
authorize the
the Gary
Company to
to construct
constmct a
a bridge
across
Grand Calumet
Calumet River
River in
of Indiana.
in the
the State
State of
Indiana.
across the
the Grand

February 17,
1916.
February
17, 1916.
[.[H. R.
11913.
R. 92111
P
. .
[Public,
No. 19.1
19.1
[Publie, No.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Grand Calumet
Calumet
States
Congress assembled,
That the
Gary Land
Land ComCom- River.
Bierd
the Gary
in Congress
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
Gary
Land
Company
pany,
under the
laws of
State of
Indiana, may
GarLandCompny
of Indiana,
of the
the State
thelaws
organized under
corporation organized
pany, aacorporation
bridge, in
is
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aabridge
bridge and
and County,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to construct,
and operate
county, Ind.in
approaches thereto
thereto across
the Grand
Calumet River
at aapoint
point suitable
approaches
across the
Grand Calumet
River at
suitable
to the
interests of
navigation, in
in the
the northwest
northto
the interests
of navigation,
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northwest
of section
four, township
township ;thirty-six
north, range
thirty-six north,
range eight
eight
west quarter
quarter of
section four,
west
the second
second principal
principaemeridian,
Lake County,
County, in
in the
the State
State
west of
of the
meridian, in
in Lake
Construction.
of Indiana,
Indiana, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of an
an Act
Act entitled
of
provisions of
entitled Vol.
VoL3.84.
84, p. 84.
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
navigable
"An
Act to
regulate the
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters,"
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six.
X.
waters," approved
hundred and
SEC. 2.
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is Amendment.
mndmet.
SEC.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
repeal this
this Act
expressly
•
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1916.
Approved, February
1916.

CHAP. 30.-Joint
a member of
30.—Joint Resolution To appoint Alexander
Alexander Graham
Graham Bell a

the
of Regents
Regents of
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
the Board
Board of
Institution.

February 21,
21 '1916.
1916*
February

is. J.J. Res.
Res. 97.1
s.
97.1
Pub Res.,
Res. No.
10.
No. 10.1
(Pub.

Resolved
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
in the
Board tui
t on.
itsonian Insti
States of
of America
America in
Conressassembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the vacancy
vacancy in
the Board
of
Regents of
Smithsonian Institution
class "other
"other than
than Alexander
of Regents
of the
the Smithsonian
Institution of
of the
the class
Alexander Graham
reappointed reBe, reappo'nted
by the
of Alexander
filled by
Members of
Members
of Congress"
Congress" shall
shall be
be filled
the appointment
appointment of
Alexander Bell
gent.
Graham
Bell,
a
citizen
of
the
District
of
Columbia.
Graham Bell, a citizen of the District of Columbia.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 21, 1916.
mithsmian

CHAP
31.—An Act
Act For
the coinage
McKinley souvenir
souvenir gold
dollar, in
CHAP. 31.-An
For the
coinage of
of a
a McKinley
gold dollar,
in coincommemccation of
of the
the erection
memorial to
President of
memoration
erection of
of aamemorial
to William
William McKinley,
McKinley, late
late President
of the
the
United
United States.

February 23,1916.
23, 1916.

(H. . 2.1
[Publi No 201

[Public, No. 20.1

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United McKinley
McKinley souvenir
souvenir
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the
purpose of
the purpose
of aiding
aiding dollar.
dollar
atho
Coinage of, authorin
defraying the
the cost
of completing
suitable manner
manner the
the work
in defraying
cost of
completing in
in a
a suitable
work of
of ized.
ized.
erecting aamemorial
in the
city of
erecting
memorial in
the city
of Niles,
Ohio, to
to William
McItinle,
Niles, Ohio,
William McKinley,
late President
President of
of the
United States
States of
the
late
the United
of America,
America, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
shall be,
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury shall
be, and
authorized to
to purchase
purchase in
marin the
the market
so much
gold bullion
bullion as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the purpose
purpose herein
ket so
much gold
for the
herein
provided
for from
from which
shall be
be coined
States
provided for,
which there
there shall
coined at
at the
the Unted
United States
Mint, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, standard
gold dollars
weight and
standard gold
dollars of
of the
the legal
legal weight
and
ineness, to
number of
not exceeding
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred thousand
fineness,
to the
the number
of not
thousand pieces,
pieces,
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to be known as the McKinley
McKinley souvenir dollar,
in commemocommemodollar, struck
struck in
ration of the erection of aamemorial to
to William
PresiWilliam McKinley,
McKinley, late
late President of the United States of America, in
in the
his
the city
city of
of Niles,
Niles, Ohio,
Ohio, his
birthplace, the devices
devices and
olis upon
which coins
coins shall
shall be
be preand desi
designs
upon which
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury;
and all
all provisions
of law
law
Treasury; and
provisions of
Legal
Leg tender,
der, etc.
etc. relative to the
the coinage
coinage and
and legal-tender
legal-tender quality
the standard
standard gold
gold
quality-of
of the
dollar shall be applicable to the coins issued under this
this Act,
and when
Act, and
when
souvenir dollars
dollars shall
shall be
be delivered,
delivered, in
in suitable
parcels,
so coined
coined said
said souvenir
suitable parcels,
m
13°117 17t°
Ano
at par,
cost to
United States,
to the
the National
National McKinMcKinMei
tto O . at
par, and
and without
without cost
to the
the United
States, to
ley Birthplace Memorial
Memorial Association and the dies shall
shall be destroyed.
destroyed.
Approved
23, 1916.
Approved February
February 23,
1916.
February
23,1916.
February 23,
1916.
[H. R.73.1
.73

[ft.

,-

[Public,
21.)
Public, No.
No..]

CHAP. 32.—An
thirty-one, known
32.-An Act
Act To
To amend
amend chapter
chapter two
two hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
known as
as
March third,
eleven, volume
volume thirtythirtythe Judicial Code, Act
Act of
of March
third, mneteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven,
six,
United
States
Statutes at Large, section eighty-one,
six, United
eighty-one, page eleven
hundred and
eleven hundred
and
eleven.

enacted byty the Senate and House
Be itit enacted
House of
the United
United
of Reffesentatives
Representatives of
of the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
eighty-one,
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That section
section eighty-one,
and eleven,
eleven known
as the
Act of March
March third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
known as
the
Judicial
the same
hereby:, amended
to read as
Judicial Code,
Code, be,
be, and
and the
same i
iss hereby,
amended to
as follows:
follows:
tricts.
The State
State of
of Iowa
Iowa is
is divided
divided into
districts, to
to be
be known
known
.Iowa
dl
The
into two
two judicial
judicial districts,
Northern district.
Nosha
dtrit.
as
and southern
districts of
of Iowa.
Iowa. The
disas the northern
northern and
southern districts
Eastern division.
The northern
northern district shall include the
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the first
first day
of July,
the territory
day of
July,
nineteen hundred and ten, in the counties of Allamakee, Dubuque,
Dubuque,
Buchanan, Clayton, Delaware, Fayette
Fayette, Winneshiek, Howard
ChickaHoward,:Chickasaw,
Bremer
Blackhawk,
Floyd, Mitchell,
and Jackson,
which shall
shall
saw,
Bremer,
Blackhawk,
Floyd,
Mitchell,
and
Jackson,
which
Cedar Rapids diviCedar Rad div- constitute
constitute the
eastern division of
of said
said district;
also the
theeastera
sion.
district; also
the territory
territory ememon the
braced on
the date
mentioned in
in the
the counties
counties of
of Jones,
date last
last mentioned
Jones, Cedar,
Cedar
Linn,
Iowa, Benton,
Benton ,Tama,
Tama ,G
run d
y'
,andH ard i
n, which shall
Linn, Johnson,
Johnson, Iowa,
Grundy,
and Hardin,
which shall
Central division.
entral dsi.
constitute the Cedar
constitute
Cedar Rapids
Rapids division;
also tie
territory embraced
on
division; also
the territory
embraced on
thb date last mentioned in the counties
counties of
Palo Alto,
Alto, PocaPocaof Emmet,
Emmet, Palo
hontas,
Calhoun, Carroll,
Carro ll, Kossuth,
Kossu th ,Humboldt,
Humboldt, Webster,
Webster, Winnebago,
hontas, Calhoun,
Winnebago,
h Cerro Gordo, Franklin, and ButHancock,
Wright,
Hamilton,
W
orth,
Hancock
ight,
H
amilton,
Wort
,
Cerro
Gordo
Franklin, and Buttsi n
Western division.
W
dv
- ler, which
which shall constitute the central
central division;
division; also
also the
emthe territory
territory embraced on the date last mentioned
mentioned in the
braced
the counties
counties of
of Dickinson,
Dickinson, Clay,
Clay,
Buena Vista,
Vista Sac, Osceola, O'Brien,
Sioux,
O(Brien, Cherokee, Ida,
Ida, Lyon,
Lyon Sioux,
Plymouth,
Monona, whi
ch s
hall constitute
constitute the
T
.
Plymouth, Woodbury,
Woodbury, and
Terms.
and Monona,
which
shall
the westwestern division. Terms of the district court for
the eastern
eastern division
division
for the
shall be held at Dubuque
Dubuque on
on the
the fourth
April and
and the
the
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday in
in April
first
Tuesday in December, and at Waterloo
Waterloo on
first Tuesday
on the
the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday
in
May and September;
in May
September; for the Cedar Rapids
Rapids division,
at Cedar
Cedar Rapdivision, at
Rapids on the first Tuesday in
in April
April and
the fourth
Tuesday in
and the
fourth Tuesday
in SeptemSeptember; for the central division, at Fort Dodge
Dodge on
Tuesdays
on the
the second
second Tuesdays
in June and November;
November; and for the western division,
City
division, at
at Sioux
Sioux City
Southern
outhe district.
district.
on the fourth Tuesday in May
May and the third
in October.
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
October.
Eastern division.
Este divion.
The southern district shall include the territory embraced
on the
The
embraced on
the
first day
day of July,
first
July.,nineteen hundred
hundred and ten,
in the
of Louisa,
ten, in
the counties
counties of
Louisa,
Henry,
Moines, Lee,
and Van
Van Buren,
which shall
shall constitute
entl
divion
Henry, Des
Des Moines,
Lee, and
Buren, which
Central
division.
constitute the
the
eastern division of said district; also
also the
the territory
embraced on
territory embraced
on the
the
date last
last mentioned
date
mentioned in the counties of Marshall, Story,
Greene,
Story, Boone,
Boone, Greene,
Guthrie,.
er ,
P
oweshi ek,Mari
on, Warren, and MadiW~ division.
dit
Guthrie, Dallas,
Western
Dallas, Polk,
Polk, Jasp
Jasper,
Poweshiek,
Marion,
Warren,
Unitedstatscourts.
United
States courts.
Vol.36,p. 1111.

Vol.3',
p. 734,
Vol. 37, p.
734,
ansended.
ameded.
Port, p. 55.
PO8
55.
Iowa p.judicial
dis-

and Madi-

Southern division.
Southe
divisi.

son, which
shall constitute
constitute the
said district;
district; also
son,
which shall
the central
central division
division of
of said
also
the territory
territory embraced
embraced on the date last mentioned in the
the counties
of
counties of
Crawford, Harrison
Audubon ,Cass,
Cass, Pottawattamie,
Crawford,
arrison, Shelby,
Shelby, Audubon,
Pottawattamie, Mills,
Mills,
and Montgomery, which shall constitute
division of
of said
said
constitute the
the western
western division
district; also
also the territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the date
date last
in the
the
last mentioned
mentioned in
counties of Adair,
Adair, Adams,
Adams, Clarke,
Page,
Clarke, Decatur,
Decatur, Fremont,
Fremont, Lucas,
Lucas, Pa
e,
Ringold,
Wayne,, which shall
shall constitute
constitute the
Ringgold, Taylor, Union, and Wayne
the
southern division of said di
district;
st
ri
ct
; also the
te territory
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the
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32-34.
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Davenport division
division.
mentioned in the
Washington, Davenport
date last
last mentioned
the counties
counties of Scott,
Scott, Muscatine,
Muscatine, Washington,
and Clinton,
shall constitute
constitute the
division of
of said
said Ottumwa division.
and
Clinton, which
which shall
the Davenport
Davenport division
the territory
territory embraced
last mentioned
mentioned in
district; also
also the
embraced on
on the
the date
date last
in
the
of Davis,
Appanoose, Mahaska,
Mahaska, Keokuk,
Keokuk, Jefferson,
Jefferson, MonMonthe counties
counties of
Davis, Appanoose,
roe, and
and Wapello,
Wapello, which
shall constitute
constitute the
division of
of
roe,
which shall
the Ottumwa
Ottumwa division
Terms.
eastern division
said district.
district. Terms of the district
district court
court for the
the eastern
division Terms.
shall be
held at
at Keokuk
on the
sixth Tuesday
Tuesday after
after the
the fourth
Tuesshall
be held
Keokuk on
the sixth
fourth Tuesday
February and
and the
the eighth
Tuesday after
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
day in
in February
eighth Tuesday
after the
the third
in
September;
Moines on the
Des Moines
the tenth TuesTuesSeptember; for
for the
the central division,
division, at Des
day
after the
the fourth
in February
and the
the tenth
Tuesday
day after
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday in
February and
tenth Tuesday
Tuesday in September;
after the
the third Tuesday
September; for
for the
the western
western division,
division, at
Council
Bluffs on
on the
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday in
sixth
Council Bluffs
in February
February and
and the
the sixth
Tuesday
Tuesday after
after the
the third Tuesday
Tuesday in September;
September; for
for the southern
southern division,
Creston on the fourth
Tuesday after the
Tuesday in
in
sion, at Creston
fourth Tuesday
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
February
Davenport
February and
and the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday in September;
September; for the Davenport
division,
Davenport on
division, at
at Davenport
on the eighth Tuesday after
after the
the fourth Tuesday
in February
February and
and the
after the
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
day in
the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday after
in
September;
Ottumwa division,
Ottumwa on the
September; and for the Ottumwa
division, at Ottumwa
the second
second
Tuesday after the
Tuesday
the fourth
fourth Tuesday in
in February
February and the fourth Tues- 091ceS.
day
day after
after the third Tuesday
Tuesday. in September. The
The clerk
clerk of
of the
the court
court Offices.
a depfor said district
district shall maintain an office in charge of himself or a
transaction of the business
business
uty at Davenport
Davenport and at Ottumwa for the transaction
of
said divisions.
divisions.
of said
Approved,
1916.
Approved, February
February 23,
23,1916.

CHAP 33.—An
authorize the Secretary
CHAP.
33.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United
States
the old
old post
site thereof
the city
Dayton, Ohio.[H.
Ohio.
States to
to sell
sell the
post office
office and
and site
thereof in
in the
city of
of Dayton,

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That the Secretary of the
Treasury
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
in his
his discretion,
to sell
authorized, in
discretion, to
sell
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
thereof in the
and convey
convey the old Federal
Federal building
building and the
the site thereof
the city
city
of
of Dayton, Ohio, located at the
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of Fifth
Fifth and
and Main
Main
Streets,
Streets, in
in such
such manner and
and upon such
such terms
terms as
as he may deem to
to be
be
to
interests of
convey such
property
to the best
best interests
of the United States and
and to
to convey
such property
to
thereof by
by the
the usual
usual quitclaim
deed; the
proceeds
to the
the purchasers
purchasers thereof
quitclaim deed;
the proceeds
deposited in
Treasury as aamiscellaneous
receipt.
of such sale to be deposited
m the
the Treasury
miscellaneous receipt.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, February
February 23, 1916.

Commision
Public Utilities
CHAP. 34.-An
34.—An Act
To amend
an Act
Act relating
to the
the Public
Utilities Commission
amend an
relating to
Act To
CHAP.
approved March
of the District of Columbia, approved
March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen.
thirteen.

February 23, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 322.)

Febary 23,

R. 322.1

[Public, No. 22.]
22.)
Dayton, Ohio.
Sale of old Federal
builduag
in, authorauthorbuildin
in,
ized.

Daytod^
Ohdhi
d

r
e
Prooeeds.

d

February 25,
25, 1916.
February
[H. R. 8810.1
[. R. 8810.1
(Public,
No. 23.)
(Public, No.
23.1

Be
Be it
it enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Rewesentatives of the
the United
Utilities ComPubicUtiflitiesCam
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section eight, para- Public
of America
States of
America in
in Congress
mission, D. C.
graph one,
entitled "An
"An Act making
appropriations to
to mwashngtn
graph
one, of
of an
an Act entitled
making appropriations
Washington and Old

Dominion Rthelay,
Railway,
provide
ominion
provide for the expenses
expenses of the government of the District of Colum- outside
of the District,
from author
authorbia
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
from
and excluded
excluded
bia for
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ity of.
fourteen,
for other
other purposes,"
approved March
fourth, nineteen
975
fourteen, and
and for
purposes," approved
March fourth,
nineteen 'Vol.
v
- 37,, p.
D. 975,
01

37

hundred
hundred and thirteen, relating
relating to the Public Utilities Commission
Commistsion amended.
amended
Post, p. 536.
(Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large,
of the District of Columbia (Thirty-seventh
Large, page
nine hundred and seventy-five),
seventy-five), be amended
amended by adding to the names
of the companies
companies excluded
excluded from the operation of said section, after
the words "
the Potomac River and Chesapeake
"the
Chesapeake Bay,"
Bay," in the third
subdivision
subdivision of
of said
said paragraph, on .page
page nine
nine hundred
hundred and seventyseventy" and the Washington
Washington and Old Dominion Railway,
five, the following:
following: "
excepting
the regulation of its operation
operation inside
excepting as to te
inside of
of the District
District of
Columbia."
Columbia."
Approved,
February 25,
1916.
Approved, February
25, 1916.
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1918.
February 26,, 1916.
Is
438-1
Is. awl
[Public, No.
241
[Publie,
No. 24.1

1916.
1916.

CHP.
CRAP. 35.-An
35.—An Act
erect thereon
suitable building
for
Act To purchase
purchase a
a site and erect
thereon aasuitable
building for
poet
post office
office and other governmental
governmental offices at Sandusky, Ohio, and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
States
That so
much of
of section
three
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
so much
section three
of the public
public building
building Act approved
approved March
nineteen hundred
hundred
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
and thirteen, as authorizes
authorizes the construction
post-office building
building at
construction of aapost-office
at
Sandusky, Ohio, upon ground
ground now owned
States, at
owned by the United States,
at a
a
cost not exceeding
exceeding $130,000,
same is hereby, amended
$130,000, be, and the same
amended
so as to read as follows:
follows:
contructmaauthor"United
Constructionauthor"United States post office at Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio, $215,000:
$215,000: Provided,
Provided,
ized.
piovso.
That said limit of cost shall include
Proviso.
include the purchase
purchase of
of aanew
new site
site which
which
Limit
and the
the building
building herein
authorized shall
shall be
be
Limit of
of ccontt inin- is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, and
herein authorized
creasederected on such
new
site."
such
new
site."
dFormer,
n
'
ona
smr
de siT&iregeia.
DE
tome
aaa101.risP
xd
SEC.
C 2. That the appropriations
appropriations of $80,000 and $12,000
$12,000 made
made by
by
ol.1*38,
p. S
the
Congress approved
V °
38, P. 822'
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved March
March third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes, eight hundred
hundred and twenty-eight),
twenty-eight),
pursuant to said provision
provision of the public building Act of March
March fourth,
fourth,
nineteen hundred and thirteen, and for temporary
temporary quarters and
and
moving
moving expenses for the Government
Government officials in
in the
the present
present building,
building,
be, and the same are hereby, reappropriated
immediately
reappropriated and made immediately
available for the purchase
purchase of said
and the
the commencemen
said new
new site and
commencementt
of said new building.
Sale of old, an corn- of said new building.
Oak
s Io
anew,
bun&
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and
and
pietfan
bli
And that
that the
Secretary of
of the
hereby authorized
mg.s
directed,
the completion
completion an
ofsaid new building,
directed, upon
upon the
andd occupancy
occupancy of
said new building,
to sell the present public building and the site thereof in Sandusky,
Sandusky,
Ohio, at such time
m such
manner, and
and u
pon suc
h terms
t
erms as
as he
he may
may
time, in
such manner,
upon
such
too convey
deem advisable; t
convey said property
property to the purchasers
purchasers thereof
thereof
by the usual quit-claim
quit-claim deed; and
and to
deposit the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of said
said
to deposit
sale
in
Treasury
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
as
a
miscellaneous
receipt:
States
a
miscellaneous
receipt:
Proviso.
minPm prie.
Minimmn
pries.
Provided, That said
Provided,
said property
property shall
shall not
sold for
for less
less than
not be
be sold
than $70,000.
$70,000.
Approved, February
February 26,
1916.
Approved,
26, 1916.

SPubly
vol. 37, p. 872
SamluskY'

Cflif°'
build
Public building
Vol. 37, p. 872.

at.
at.

February
Febrary 28, 1916.
1918.
(11. R.6&,4,)
11.88.]

6[H.

[Public,
25.)
Publi, No. 25.]

u,

CHAP.
CHAP 36.-An
36.—An Act Permitting
Permitting the Wolf
Wolf Point Bridge
Bridge and
and Development
Development ComCompany
across the
the Missouri
Missouri Rive
River in the State
panto to construct,
onstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aabridge
bridge acro
in
the
State
of
Montana.
of Montana.

Miori
Rie
Be itit enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
enacted by the Senate and
Missouri
River,
Wolf Point
Point Bridge
Bridge States of Amertca
Wolf
in
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the Wolf
Wolf Point
Bridge
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Point Bridge
and Development

and
Company
may bridge and Development
1evelopment
Development Company,
a corporation
organized under the laws of
Company, a
corporation organized
of
between Sheridan
bretden
S
a and
and the State of Montana, its successors and assigns,
are hereby
hereby
Richland
Richland Counties
Counties, the State of Montana, its successors and assigns, be and are
Mont.
authorized
to construct,
authorized to
construct, maintain, and operate aa bridge and
approaches
approaches thereto across
across the Missouri
Missouri River at a
a point suitable
suitable to
to
the interests of navigation,
navigation, from the north
bank thereof
thereof in
in the
the county
north bank
county
of
State of
of Montana,
Montana, to
the south
bankthereof
th ereofin
i
n the
the county
of Sheridan,
Sheridan State
to the
south bank
county
of
State of
Montana, all
all in
twenty-two, township
of Richland,
Richland, State
of Montana,
in section
section twenty-two,
township
Comnstrn.
twenty-seven
east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridmeridtwenty-seven north,
north, range
range forty-seven
Construction.
forty-seven east,
Vol. 34,
Vol
34, p.
p. 84..
Amendment.
and
,

February 29.
February
1916.
28, 1916
Febrary
9416.11 .
(H. R. 9416.)
H bit

6

Public, No. 2.1
26.)
[Pubic,

ian,
provisions of
ian, in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
entitled "An
"An Act
to
of the
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
March
twenty-third, nineteen
SEC.
2. That
That the
S
EC. 2.
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
the right
right to
to alter,
or repeal
this Act
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
.

A
*

i

CAP.
Act Making
Making appropriations
CHAP. 37.-An
37.—An Act
appropriations to supply
supply further urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies
in appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
ending June
in
fiqeal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
siteen,
and
prior
years,
and
for
other
purposes.
sixteen, and prior years, and for other purposes.

Urteficcs
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of the
United
and House
Hose of
of Representatives
Representativesof
the United
appropriations.
approprnten
1- 'gent de
fi cienciess States
of America
assembled, That
That the
following sus
sums are
are
States of
America in
in Collgress
Congress assembled,
the following
appropriated,
u tof
ofany
money in
i
n the
not otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, o
out
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
appro-
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15

1916.
1916.

'misted, to
to supply
further urgent
urgent deficiencies
appropriations for
priated,
supply further
deficiencies in
in appropriations
for the
the
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
and
fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
hundred and
and sixteen,
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
namely:
prior years,
years, and
and for
for other
LINCOLN MEMORIAL
COMMISSION.
LINCOLN
MEMORIAL COMMISSION.
For
to the
the Lincoln
and
For improvements
improvements in
in and
and additions
additions to
Lincoln Memorial,
Memorial, and
for masonry
and approaches
terrace wall,
not heretofore
heretofore
for
masonry steps
steps and
approaches and
and terrace
wall, not

provided for, and for each and every purpose
purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
$263,000,
until expended,
expended, and
and the
the limit
limit of
$263,000, to
to remain
remain available
available until
of cost
cost
Memorial is
hereby increased
of the said
said Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial
is hereby
increased from
from $2,000,000
$2,000,000 to
to
$2,594,000.
$2,594,000.
BUREAU
OF EFFICIENCY.
EFFICIENCY.
BUREAU OF

Lincoln
Memorial
Memrial
Commission.

icon

Construction,

ofcemortriat.'
of memorial.
Limit

of

Lceit of

etc.,

os
cost

c t

creasedd.36, p. 898.

etc.
inin-

vol. 3, p.ss.

Bureau
of Efficiency.
Efficiency.
Bureau of

Expenses of
of investiinvestiFor investigating duplication
duplication of statistical and other work in
in the
the gations,
Expenses
etc.
service, $1,200:
$1,200: Proided,
Provided, That
That gao
various branches
Provisos.
branches of
of the
the Government
Government service,
c.

Created as an indehereafter the
hereafter
the Division
Division of
of Efficiency
of the
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission pecBtd
Efficiency of
the Civil
sta idhpendent establishment.
shall
independent establishment
and shall
shall be
known as
the ment
shall be an independent
establishment and
be known
as the
f ffic
Transfer of officials,
Bureau
Efficiency; and
the officers and
of thesaid
the said division
division etc.
Bureau of
of Efficiency;
and theofficers
and employees
employees of
etc.
p. 76.
shall be transferred to the Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency without
without reappointreappoint- Post
Pa,'p.
76.
ment,
and papers
the work
work of
of the
said
ment, and the
the records
records and
papers pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the said
the furniture,
equipment, and
supplies that
have been
division and
and the
furniture, equipment,
and supplies
that have
been
it shall be transferred
purchased for it
protransferred to the
the said
said bureau:
bureau: And
And proDuties transferred
vided
That the
duties relating
relating to
efficiency ratings
imposed from
vided further,
further, That
the duties
to efficiency
ratings imposed
Dutis
tnsferved
Civil Service
Commission.
upon the Civil Service Commission by section four
four of the
the legislative,
legislative, commssion.
v d 37,
3 p. 413.
43
executive, and judicial appropriation
appropriation Act approved August
August twenty- Vol.
' P.
third, nineteen hundred
the
duty
of
investigating
the
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, and
and the duty of investigating the
administrative
administrative needs of the service relating to personnel
the several
personnel in
in the
several
executive departments
imposed on
on
departments and independent
independent establishments,
establishments, imposed
Vol. 37,
p. 750.
the Civil
Civil Service
legislative, executive,
the
Service Commission
Commission by
by the
the legislative,
executive, and
and judijudi- vol
750.
37, p.
cial appropriation
appropriation Act approved
approved March
and
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, are transferred
transferred to
to the Bureau of Efficiency.
Efficiency.
e

CIVIL
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

Civil Service
Service ComCommission.
mis ion

T
For
including those
of examiners
For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
those of
examiners etc.
raeling expenses,
etTraveling
epe
acting
direction of
of
acting under the direction
of the
the commission,
commission, and
and for
for expenses
expenses of
examinations
examinations and investigations
investigations held elsewhere than at
Washington,
at Washington,
and attendance
attendance at meetings
of public
$6,000.
meetings of
public officials,
officials, $6,000.
Field examiners.
For field examiners
examiners at the rate of $1,500
$1,500 per annum
annum each,
each, for
for Fild
miners.
work in connection with members of local boards and other necessary
necessary
work
by the
the commission,
work as
as directed by
commission, $300.
$300.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.

For authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary
execution of
of laws
laws to
necessary in
in the execution
to
regulate commerce,
commerce, including
under this
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
this
head in the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for
year ninefor the
the fiscal year
nineteen hundred and sixteen, $100,000.
$100,000.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
STATE.
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.
FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE.

Interstate Como
merce Commission.

Interstate Com
Expenses.

Epses-

Department of State.

DepartmentofStat

Foreign
intercourse.
or
o

F

eign

te

urse.

Panama Exposition.
Er-t
xipa^Eion.
Participation
expa.
Vol. 38, p. 1127.

For additional
additional amount
Exposition in
in city
city of Panama:
Panama: For
amount for
for the
the
suitable
by the
the United
United States
States in
in an
exposition to
suitable participation
participation by
an exposition
to be
be Penssp. 17.
Panama, including
specified
held in the city of Panama,
including, the same objects specified
under this head in the Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular appropriation
appropriation Act
Act
Payof commissioner.
year nineteen
also such
such comcom- PyOmmisa.
for the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and also
pensation to
Commissioner of
United States
States appointed
appointed by
to the
the Commissioner
of the
the United
by
the Piesident
President as the Secretary
Secretary of State shall determine, $7,500.
$7,500.
Payment
Payment to Panama:
of State
State to
Panama: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to pay
pay to
to Panama.
SaSnynL
t to
Annual
payment
to.
p. mS.
2338.
the Government of Panama the fourth annual payment, due on Vol. 33, p.
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February
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
the
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
sixteen, from
from the
Government
of the
the United
United States
to the
the Government
Government of
of Panama
Panama
Government of
States to
under article
article fourteen
of November
November eighteen,
eighteen, nineteen
under
fourteen of
of the
the treaty
treaty of
nineteen
hundred and
and three,
three, $250,000.
$250,000.
hundred
United States
and
International boundary,
United States
States and
Canada: To
To enable
enable the
the
United
Stat
and
International
boundary, United
and Canada:
State to
reimburse to
to the
the Government
Government of
of Great
Great Britain
Britain
Canada
Reimbursement
boundary. to
to Secretary
Secretary of
to reimburse
of State
CRebut
Greatl.at
Britain.
the
paid by
Section of
of the
International WaterWaterexcess paid
the excess
by the
the Canadian
Canadian Section
the International
vol. Brtai,.
35,
p. 2003.
Voi
3ways,ways Commission
Commission over one-half
under
one-half of the joint expenses incurred
incurred under
article
of the
the treaty
treaty of
of April
April eleventh,
hundred and
and
article four
four of
eleventh, nmeteen
nineteen hundred
eight,
the United
United States
States and
and Great
Britain, in
eight, between
between the
Great Britain,
in ascertaining
ascertaining
and
accurately the
the location
of the
the international
international bound
and reestablishing
reestablishing accurately
location of
boundary
States and
and the
Dominion of
of Canada
ary line
line between
between the
the United
United States
the Dominion
Canada
from
the Saint
near the
parallel of
north
from the
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River
River near
the forty-fifth
forty-fifth parallel
of north
latitude
the mouth
mouth of
Pigeon River,
River,
latitude, through the
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes to
to the
of Pigeon
18,044.A.
$8,044.21.
International Bu- iBnInternational
International Bureau
Bureau of
of the
Court of
of Arbitration:
Arbitration: For
For
the Permanent
Permanent Court
rIternatostl
reau
Permanent Court
al
an additional
amount for
the share
of the
the United
United States
States for
the calcalArbiktatio L
of Arbitration.
an
additional amount
for the
share of
for the
endar year
the same
endar
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, including
including the
same objects
objects
specified under
this head
the Diplomatic'
and Consular
Consular appropriaappropriaspecified
under this
head in
in the
Diplomatic'and
tion
Act for
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred and
tion Act
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, $661.31.
$661.31.
Emerpmcies.
Eiargeie.
Emergencies
Emergencies in the Diplomatie
Diplomatic and
For emerand Consular
Consular Service:
Service: For
emergencies arising
arising in
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Service,
including the
the
gencies
in the
Service, including
Consular
same objects specified
specified under this
this head
head in
in the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
appropriation Act
undred and sixteen,
sixteen,
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal year
$75,000.
$75,000.
Cs
ltfb
Latitude
Latftud.
°bier"- International
International
Latitude Observatory
Observatory at Ukiah, California:
California: For the
togiha
Ckis
eil ee.
CaL
.
a.in= .
maintenance
Latitude Observatory
maintenance of the International
International Latitude
Observatory at Ukiah,
Ukiah,
California, and the continuance
international latitude
work
California,
continuance of the international
latitude work
there from March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, until the
Provo.
International Geodetic
Association shall
shall find it
it possible to
to resume
Proviso.
International
Geodetic Association
resume its
its
from support
D duct
d ucted
ed from
fled
the observatory,
Provided, That so
so much
thereof
support of the
observatory, $2,500:
$2,500: Provided,
much thereof
quota to Geodetic Azit
Geodetic A:- as may be used for the purposes
sociation.
purposes mentioned
mentioned shal
shall be deducted
deducted from the
quotas due from the United
Muted States as an adhering
adhering member
member of the
International
International Geodetic
Geodetic Association
Association for the Measurement
Measurement of the
Earth.
Internet ional GeoTo pay
the United
United States
States to
to the
the International
International
the subscription
subscription of
of the
To
deteAssociation.
Ao, tio.
pay the
detic
Geodetic Association
nineteen hundred
Association for the years nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen and
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $3,000.
and sixteen,
$3,000.
T reasury DepartDepartTreasury
ment.
meot.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.

Public buildings.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, CONSTRUCTION,
CON8TRUCTION, SITES,
PUBLIC
SITES, AND
RENT.
AND RENT.

Construction, etc.
Construction,

continuation, or completion
completion of public
For sites, commencement,
commencement, continuation,
buildings within the respective
respective limits of cost authorized
by law,
law,
authorized by
severally-, as follows:
severally,
follows:
Washington, post office: For continuation, $45,000.
Aberdeen, Washington,
$45,000.
Aledo, Illinois, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
$500.
Nebraska, post office:
continuation, $29,000.
Alliance, Nebraska,
office: For continuation,
$29,000.
Anoka, Minnesota,
$15,000.
Minnesota, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $15,000.
Antigo, Wisconsin, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $29,000.
$29,000.
Kentucky, post office:
Ashland, Kentucky,
office: For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
Ashland,
commencement, $20,000.
Ashland, Ohio, post office:
office: For commencement,
$20,000.
Attleboro, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
Aurora, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
$30,000.
Bakersfield,
Bakersfield, California, post office:
office: For continuation, $53,000.
$53,000.
Barnesville,
Barnesville, Georgia, post office: For continuation, $10,000.
Bartow,
Bartow, Florida, post office: For continuance,
continuance, $10,000.
$10,000.
Basin, Wyoming,
Wyoming, post office:
office: For commencement,
commencement, $500.
Bay City,
City, Texas,
Texas, post office:
commencement, $500.
office: For commencement,
$500.
Bayonne,
Bayonne, New Jersey, post office: For commencement,
commencement, $20,000.
$20,000.

Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Wash.

Aledo, IIL
1.L
Alliance,
Alliance, Nebr.
Anoka, Minn
Minn.
Antigo, Wis.
Ashland, Ky.
Ashland, Ohio.

Attleboro, Mass.
Mass.
Aurora,
Aurora, Nebr.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Bakersfield,
EtarnesriLle, Ga.
Barnesville,
G.
Bartow, Fla.
Fla
Wyo.
Basin, Wyo.
Bay City, Tax.
Tex.
Bayonne, N. J.
Bayonne,
J.
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Beardstown, Illinois,
completion $10,000.
$10,000.
For completion,
office: For
Illinois, post
post office:
Beardstown,
Beaufort, South
office and customhouse:
customhouse: For conconSouth Carolina, post office
Beaufort,
tinuation, $500.
$500.
tinuation,
commencement, $500.
$500.
Beeville, Texas, post office: For commencement,
$12,000.
Belton,
continuation, $12,000.
Belton, Texas, post office: For continuation,
Berlin.,
$26,000.
commencement, $26,000.
Berlin, New Hampshire, post office: For commencement,
Binghamton,
York, post
post office,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and so
For
so forth: For
New York,
Binghamton, New
site,
$100,000.
site, $100,000.
Birmingham,
continua-.
courthouse: For continuaAlabama, post office and courthouse:
Birmingham, Alabama,
tion,
$100,000.
tion, $100,000.
Black
well, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, post
continuation, $5,000.
post office: For continuation,
Blackwell,
Brenham,
Texas, post
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Brenham, Texas,
Buckhannon,
office: For commencement,
commencement,
Virginia, post office:
Buckhannon, West Virginia,
$12,000.
$12,000.
Burlington,
continuation $13,000.
$13,000.
office: For continuation,
Carolina, post office:
North Carolina,
Burlington, North
Burlington,
Wisconsin, post office: For continuation, $500.
Burlington, Wisconsin,
Butler,
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $500.
$500.
office: For
Missouri, post
Butler, Missouri,
continuation $10,000.
$10,000.
Maine, post office: For continuation,
Caribou, Maine,
continuation, $20,000.
office: For continuation,
Chadron, Nebraska, post office:
Chapel Hill,
Carolina, post
office: For
continuation, $500.
For continuation,
post office:
North Carolina,
Hill, North
Chapel
Charles City,
contin.uation, $29,000.
$29,000.
For continuation,
Iowa, post office: For
City, Iowa,
Charles
Charlotte, Michigan,
commencement, $15,000.
post office: For commencement,
Michigan, post
Charlotte,
Cody, Wyoming,
post office:
For commencement,
commencement, $500.
office: For
Wyoming, post
Cody,
Cohoes, New York, post office: For site and continuation, $18,500.
$18,500.
Cohoes,
Columbia,
$40,000.
continuation, $40,000.
office: For continuation,
Carolina, post office:
South Carolina,
Columbia, South
Commerce, Texas, post office: For commencement, $500.
$500.
Commerce,
Cordova, Alaska,
Alaska, post office and courthouse:
commencement,
courthouse: For commencement,
Cordova,
$500.
$500.
commencement, $12,000.
De
$12,000.
Florida, post office: For commencement,
De Land, Florida
Dickinson,
commencement, $18,000.
$18,000.
North Dakota, post office: For commencement,
Dickinson, North
Douglas, Arizona,
Arizona, post office and customhouse:
commencecustomhouse: For commenceDouglas,
ment, $40,000.
commencement, $11,000.
Dowa:giac Michigan,
Michigan, post office:
office: For commencement,
$11,000.
Dowagiac,
Dubois, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post office:
office: For commencement,
commencement, $15,000.
Dubois,
Durango,
office: For commencement,
commencement, $40,000.
$40,000.
Durango, Colorado, post office:
East
()range, New
office: For
continuation, $49,000.
$49,000.
For continuation,
post office:
Jersey, post
New Jersey,
East Orange,
continuation, $30,000.
Ellensburg,
office, For continuation,
Washington, post office,
Ellensburg, Washington,
El Paso,
commencement, $50,000.
office: For commencement,
post office:
Texas, post
Paso, Texas,
E1
office: For
continuation, $35,000.
$35,000.
For continuation,
post office:
Ohio, post
Elvria, Ohio_,
Fills City,
Nebraska, post
continuation $15,000.
$15,000.
post office: For continuation,
City, Nebraska,
Falls
Farmville, Virginia, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
$L00.
Farmville,
Fordyce, Arkansas,
Arkansas, post
commencement, $500.
$500.
office: For commencement,
post office:
Fordyce,
Fort Atkinson,
post office:
For continuation,
continuation ' $10,000.
$10,000.
office: For
Wisconsin, post
Atkinson, Wisconsin,
Fort
$500.
office: For commencement,
Fort Morgan,
commencement, $500.
Morgan, Colorado, post offico:
Fort
Franklin, Virginia,
Virginia, post
post office: For
commencement, $500.
$500.
For commencement,
Franklin,
Frederick, Maryland,
Maryland, post
commenceatent, $36,000.
For commencement,
office: For
post office:
Frederick,
Fremont, Ohio,
Ohio, post
$20,000.
commencement, $20,000.
For commencement,
office: For
post office:
Fremont,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
post office: For continuation,
Missouri, post
Fulton, Missouri,
Gallatin,
continuation, $500.
$500.
Gallatin, Tennessee, post office: For continuation,
Garden
office: For completion,
completion, $6,050.
$6,050.
Garden City, Kansas, post office:
85,000.
Gardiner,
Maine, post office: For continuation,
continuation ' $5,000.
Gardiner, Maine,
continuation, $500.
Girard,
Girard, Kansas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Kentucky, post office: For con.tinuation,
Glasgow, Kentucky,
Glenwood, Iowa,
Iowa, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Glenwood,
Globe, Arizona,
post office
office and
continuation,
courthouse: For continuation,
and courthouse:
Arizona, post
Globe,
$19,000.
office: For continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Gouverneur, New York, post office:
continuation„ 336,000.
335,000.
Iowa, post office: For continuation,
Grinnell, Iowa,
continuation, $45,000.
Hackensack,
$45,000.
Hackensack, New Jersey, post office: For continuation,
Hammond, Louisiana,
Louisiana, post
For commencement,
commencement, $500.
post office: For
Hammond,
Hiawatha, Kansas,
Kansas, post office:
commencement, $500.
$500.
office: For commencement,
Hiawatha,
91890
°—vox. 39-:r
39--Pr 1-2
1-2
91890°-voL
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Beardstown, Ill.
Beardstown,
Beaufort, S. C.
C.
Beaufort,

Beeville, Tex.
Beeville,
Belton, Tex.
Tex.
Belton,
Berlin, N. H.
Berlin,
Binghamton, N.
Y.
N. Y.
Binghamton,

Birmingham, Ala.
Blackwell, Okla.
Blackwell,
Brenham, Tex.
Tex.
Brenham,
Buckhannon,W, Va.
Buckhannon,W.
Va.
Burlington, N.
C.
Burlington,
N. C.
Wis.
Burlington, Wis.
Mo.
Butler, Mo.
Caribou, Me.
Caribou,
Me.
Chadron, Nebr.
Chapel Hill,
N. C.
C.
Chapel
Hill, N.
Charles City,
City, Iowa.
Iowa.
Charles
Charlotte, Mich.
Mich.
Charlotte,
Wyo.
Cody, Wyo.
Cohoes, N. Y.
Cohoes,
Colipmbia, S.
S. C.
C.
Columbia,
Commerce, Tex.
Commerce,
Cordova, Alaska.
Alaska.
Cordova,
Land, Fla.
Fla.
De Land,
Dickinson, N.
N. Dak.
Dickinson,
Douglas, Ariz.
Ariz.
Douglas,
Dowagiac,
Mich.
Dowagiac, Mich.
Dubois, Pa.
Durango,
Durango, Colo.
Colo.

Orange, N. J.
Orange,
Ellensburg, Wash.
Wash.
Ellensburg,
El Paso,
r3.40, Tex.
Tax.
Elyria, Ohio.
Falls
Falls City,
City, Nebr.
Fannville,
Farmville, Va.
Fordyce,
Ark.
Fordyce, Ark.
Fort
WMi
Atkinson. vris
Fort Atkinson,
Fort Morgan,
Morgan, Colo.
Franklin, Va.
Franklin,
Frederick, Md.
Frederick,
Fremont, Ohio.
Ohio.
Fremont,
Mo.
Fulton, Mo.
Gallatin, Tenn.
Garden City,
City, Kans.
Kans.
Garden
Gardiner, Me.
Girard, Kans.
Kans.
Girard,
Glasgow,
Glasgow, Ky.
Glenwood, Iowa.
Glenwood,
Globe,
Ariz.
Globe, Ariz.
East

Gouverneur, N. Y
Grinnell, Iowa.
Grinnell,
Hackensack,
N. I.
Hackensack, N.J.
Hammond, La
La.
Hammond,
Hiawatha, Kimq
Kans.
Hiawatha,
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office: For continuation,
Grove, Texas, post office:
Honey Grove
continuation, $500.
$500.
Hoopeston, Illinois, post office:
office: For continuation, $500.
$500.
Hornell, New York, post office:
continuation, $15,000.
$15,000.
office: For continuation,
Humboldt, Tenn.
Humboldt,
Tenn.
$29,000.
Humboldt, Tennessee,
Tennessee, post office:
office: For continuation, $29,000.
Huntington,
Huntington, Ind.
Huntington, Indiana, post office, For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
Jamestown,
N. Dak.
Jamestown, N.
Jamestown, North Dakota, post office: For commencement,
commencement,
$30,000.
$30,000.
Jasper,
Jasper, Ala.
Ala
Jasper, Alabama, post office: For continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Jasper,
Kalispell,
alispell, Mont.
Mont.
Kalispell, Montana, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
Kalispell,
Kirksville,
irksville, Mo.
Mo.
Kirksville, Missouri,
Missoun, post office
office (extension): For completion,
Kirksville,
completion,
$10,000.
$10,000.
T.Rennia,
N. H.
H.
Laconia, N.
Laconia,
office: For commencement,
Laconia, New Hampshire, post
post office:
commencement, $30,000.
La
La Junta, Colo.
La Junta, Colorado, post office: For completion, $20,000.
$20,000.
Lancaster, Ky.
Lancaster,
Lancaster, Kentucky, post office:
office: For commencement,
Lancaster,
commencement, $500.
Las
Cruces, N.
Max.
Las Cruces,
N.ex.
Las Cruces, New Mexico, post office and courthouse:
courthouse: For commencement,
mencement, $500.
$500.
Laurel,
Miss.
LalLaurel,
Mississippi, post office:
Laurel, Mississippi,
office: For completion,
completion, $10,000.
$10,000.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Nebr.
Iincoln,
(extension): For
Lincoln, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post office and courthouse (extension):
For
completion
$75,000.
completion,
$75,000.
Little Falls, Minn.
Little
Minnesota, post
post office:
For continuation
$16,000.
Littl Fas inn.
Little Falls,
Falls Minnesota,
office: For
continuation, $16,000.
Live Oak, Fla.
Live ak, Fla.
Live
Live Oak, Florida, post office:
office: For
completion, $10,000.
For completion,
$10,000.
Logan, Ohio,
Logan Ohio.
Logan,
office: For continuation,
Logan, Ohio,
Ohio post
post office:
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
McComb, Miss.
McCombs, s.
McComb,
McComb, Mississippi, post office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Madison,
B. Dak.
Madison, S.
Dak.
Madison,
commencement, $12,000.
Madison South Dakota, post office: For commencement,
$12,000.
Maquoketa,
Maoketa Iowa.
Iowa.
Maquoketa,
Maquoketa, Iowa,
Iowa, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Marion, S. C.
Marion, .C.
Marnon,
Carolina,'post office:
For continuation, $10,000.
Marion, South Carolina
office: For
Marlin,
Marlin, Tex.
Ter.
Marlin, Texas, postoffice:
continuation, $7,000.
post office: For continuation,
$7,000.
Martin,
Marti, Tenn.
Tenn.
Martin,
Martin, Tennessee, post office:
office: For
For commencement,
commencement, $500.
$500.
Maryville, Twin.
Miaryvilele,
Mary-villa Tennessee,
Tennessee post office:
office: For
$15,000.
For continuation,
continuation, $15,000.
Media, Pa.
Media, Pa.
Media, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
office: For
commencement, $25,000.
$25,000.
post office:
For commencement,
Mena,
Ark.
Mona,Ark.
Mena Arkansas, post office: For commencement,
Mena
commencement, $500.
$500.
Merrill,
Merrill, Wis.
Wis.
Merrill, Wisconsin,
continuation, $15,000.
Merrill
Wisconsin, post office: For continuation
$15,000.
Middletown, Conn.
Middletown,
onn.
Middletown, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $55,000.
$55,000.
Middletown, Ohio.
Middletown Ohio,
Ohio; post
post office:
office: For
$10,000.
Middltown, Ohio.
Middletown,
For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
Missoula, Mont.
Missoula,
Mont.
Missoula,
courthouse (extension): For
Missoula, Montana, post office and courthouse
For
continuation $15,000.
continuation,
$15,000.
Moberly, Mo.
MoberlyMo.
Moberly,
Missouri, post office (continuation):
Moberly, Missouri,
(continuation): For continuation,
continuation,
$10,000.
$10,000.
Montev ideo, M irm
Montevideo,
For continuation,
Montevideo, MLnn.
Montevideo, Minnesota,
Minnesota, post
post office:
office: For
continuation, $10,000.
Mount Pleasant, Tex •
Mount
office: For
For continuation,
$500.
MountPBeasantTexMount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Texas,
Texas, post
post office:
continuation, $500.
Mount Vernon, N, V.
MountVenonN. Y. Mount
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
Mount Vernon
Vernon,'New York,
York, post
post office:
$10,000.
Muskegon, Mich..
MegMuskegon,
Muskegon, Michigan,
Muskegon,
Michigan, post office and customhouse
customhouse (extension): For
continuation,
$15,000.
continuation, $15,000
Nacogdoches, Tex.
Nacogdohes,
Tex.
Nacogdoches
Texas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Nacogdoches, Texas
$5,000.
Naugatuck, Conn.
Naugatuck,
Co
nnecticut, post office: For continuation,
k, Connecticut,
Naugatuck,
continuation, $25,000.
$25,000.
Navasota, Tex.
Navasota,
Tex.
Navasota, Texas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $15,000.
$15,000.
Neenah, Wis.
Wis.
Neenhiseenah,
Neenah,
isconsin, post
post office:
Neenah, Wisconsin,
office: For continuation,
continuation, $31,000.
$31,000.
New Bratmfels, Tex.
New
Bramfels, Tex.
New Braunfels, Texas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
Newbmwort, Mass.
NewbuyportMass.
Newburyport,
Massachusetts, post office: For commencement,
Newburyport, Massachusetts,
commencement,
$28,000.
$28,000.
Orlando,
Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Florida, post office: For commencement,
commencement, $12,000.
$12,000.
Orlando,
Palatka,
Fla.
Palatka, Fta.
Palatka, Florida, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Palatka,
Pittsburg,
Tex.
ittsbPittsburg,
Tex
Pitt
Tes,
Pittsburg,
Texas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Pottstown,
Pa.
Pottatown, Pa.
Pottstown,
Pennsylvania, post office: For commencement, $36,000.
Pottstown, Pennsylvania,
Pulaski,
Va.
Pulaski, Va.
Pulaski,
Virginia, post office: For continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Pulaski, Virginia,
Quitman, Ga.
Quitman,
Ga.
Quitman, Georgia,
$10,000.
Georgia, post office: For continuation, $10,000.
Reading,
Mass.
Reading, Mass.
Reading,
Massachusetts, post
post office:
commencement, $500.
Reading, Massachusetts,
office: For commencement,
Redfield, S. Dak.
Redfld, S. l-.
Redfield,
South' Dakota
Dakota, post
post office:
Redfield, South
continuation, $25,000.
$25,000.
office: For
For continuation,
Richfield,
Richeld, Utah.
Utah.
Richfield,
Utah,
post
office: For
commencement, $500.
Richfield,
Utah,
post
office:
For
commencement,
w ay Pa.
Ridgway,
Ri P dgway, Ridgway,
P.
Ridgay Pennsylvania,
ennsylvania, post
continuation, $20,000.
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$20,000.
Honey
Tex.
Honey Grove,
Grove, Tex.

Hoopeston, hi.
Hornell,
N. Y.
Hornell, N.Y.

Hoopeston, Dl.
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Rockville,
Rockville, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post office:
office: For continuation, $10,000.
continuation, $39,000.
Roseburg, Oregon, post office: For continuation,
.
$24,000.
continuation, $24,000.
Rumford,
office: For continuation,
Rumford, Maine, post office:

office: For continuation,
Salamanca, New York, post office:
continuation, $25,000.
$500.
continuation, $500.
Sanford, Florida, post office: For continuation,
$10,000.
Savanna, Illinois, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
continuation, $25,000.
Seymour, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $24,000.
Shelby,- North Carolina,
Shelby,Carolina, post office: For continuation,
$24,000.
$5,000.
continuation, $5,000.
Shelbyville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post office: For continuation,
office: For continuation, $35,000.
Sidney, Ohio, post office:
$15,000.
commencement, $15,000.
Skowhegan,
faine, post office: For commencement,
Skowhegan, Maine,
South
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, post office: For continuation,
South Bethlehem,

Rockville,

Rockville, Conn.
Conn.

Oreg.

Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oreg.
Rumford,
Rumford, Me.

Me.

Salamanca,

Y.

Salamanca, N. Y.
Sanford,
Fla.
Sanford, Fla.
Savanna,
Ii.
Savanna, Ill.

Conn.

Seymour,
Seymour, Conn.
Shelby,
Shelby, N. C.

Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, Ky.
Sidney,
Sidney, Ohio.
Skowhegan,
Me.
Skowhegan, Me.
South
South
Pa.

Bethlehem,
Bethlehem,

$44,000.
$44,000.a
Boston, Va
Va.
South Boston,
post office: For commencement, $20,000.
South Boston, Virginia, post
$20,000. South
Stamford, Tex.
Stamford,
Tex.
Stamford, Texas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Statesboro, Ga.
Ga.
Statesboro,
commencement, $500.
Statesboro,
Statesboro, Georgia,
Georgia, post office: For commencement,
$500.
Tarentum, Pa.
Pa.
Tarentum,
Pennsylvania, post office: For continuation,
continuation $11,000.
$11,000.
Tarentum, Pennsylvania,
Taylorville, Ill.
Ill.
Taylorville,
$15,000.
continuation, $15,000.
Taylorville,
Taylorville, Illinois, post office: For continuation,
Titusville, Pa.
Pa.
Titusville,
$15,000.
Titusville,
Titusville 'Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $15,000.
Twi Falls, Idaho.
Twin
Fals, Idaho.
$15,000.
Falls, Idaho,
post office: For
commencement, $15,000.
For commencement,
Idaho, post
Twin Falls,
Vancouver, Wash.
Vancouver, Wash.
Vancouver, Washington.,
post office:
$45,000.
continuation, $45,000.
office: For continuation,
Washington post
Vancouver,
Van Wert, Ohio.
Van Wert, Ohio.
Van Wert,
Wert, Ohio,
Ohio, post
$20,000.
continuation, $20,000.
office: For continuation,
post office:
Van
Vernon, Tex.
Veron,Tex.
Vernon, Texas,
Texas, post
$500.
continuation, $500.
For continuation,
post office:
office: For
Vernon,
Wahoo, Nebr.
Wahoo, Nebr.
Wahoo, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post office: For
$500.'
For commencement,
commencement, $500.
Wahoo,
Warrenton, Va.
Warrenton, Va.
Warrenton, Virginia
$10,000.
Virginia,'post office: For commencement, $10,000.
Warrenton,
Washington, D. C.
Washington,
C.
Washington, District
District of
Columbia, central
central heating,
lighting, and
Washington,
of Columbia,
heating, lighting,
and Centralheating
Central heating, etc.,
etc.,
plant.
Provided, That so much plantplant: For continuation,
power
continuation, $600,000:
$600,000: Provided,
power plant:
Proviso.
Service extended
extended to
of
the Act
Act entitled
making appropriations
appropriations for
sundry Service
for the
the sundry
Act making
entitled "An
"An Act
of the
additional buildings.
civil
expenses of
of the
Government for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
buildings.
for the
ending June aditional
the Government
civil expenses
Vol. 38, p.
25.
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
fourteen, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
hundred and fourteen,
thirtieth, nineteen
approved
June twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen (Thirtyapproved June
eighth
Statutes, page
as authorizes
authorizes the
construction of
of a
a
the construction
twenty-five), as
eighth Statutes,
page twenty-five),
Washington,
central
heating, lighting,
lighting, and power
power plant in the city of Washington,
central heating,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, be,
amended so as to
to
same is hereby, amended
be, and
and the same
District
add
to the
enumerated in
in said
furnished
said Act
Act to be furnished
already enumerated
the buildings
buildings already
add to
with heat,
heat, light,
light, and
the Johnson-Walker
Johnson-Walker Building
Building (known
power the
and power
with
as
Interior Department
Department Office Building, the
Navy Annex),
Annex), the Interior
as the
the Navy
Lincoln Memorial,
Women's Memorial
Memorial Building
Limit of cost ininBuilding (Red
(Red Cross Limit
Memorial, and
and the
the Women's
Lincoln
creased.
increased from creasedBuilding), and
limit of cost for said plant is hereby
hereby increased
and the limit
Building),
$1,494,104 to
the limit of $35,000 therein fixed
to $1,669,104,
$1,669,104, and the
$1,494,104
for
the employment
of technical
connection with
the plans
plans
with the
in connection
services in
technical services
employment of
for the
and specifications
and construction
of said
is hereby
increased
hereby increased
said plant
plant is
construction of
and
specifications and
to
exceeding $60,000
and made
avilable for
for the
of
the employment
employment of
made avilable
$60,000 and
to not
not exceeding
technical
and clerical
clerical services
services for
for said
technical and
said purposes.
purposes.
Interior
Department
Interior Department
Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, Interior
Interior Department
offices: offices.
offices.
Department offices:
District of
Washington, District
For
continuation, $300,000.
Washington,
$300,000.
For continuation,
Washington, Ga.
Ga.
Washington,
Washington, Georgia,
Georgia, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $500.
$500.
Washington,
Washington, Ind.
Washington,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$24,000.
Washington,
continuation, $24,000.
Washington, Indiana,
Indiana, post
Washington, Iowa.
Washington, Iowa,
continuation, $35,000.
$35,000.
Iowa, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
Washington,
Waterloo,
Waterloo, N. Y.
Waterloo 'New
York, post
For continuation,
Water Valley, Miss.
Waterloo,
New York,
post office:
office: For
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Water Valley,
Mississippi, post
post office:
office: For
continuation, $500.
$500.
Water
Valley, Mississippi,
For continuation,
Waynesvile, N. C.
Waynesville,
C.
Waynesville 'North
North Carolina,
Carolina, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$5,000. Webb City, Mo.
continuation, $5,000.
Waynesville,
Mo.
Webb City,
City, Missouri,
Missouri, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $16,000.
$16,000.
Webb
post office:
Wellsburg, W.Va.
W. Va.
Wellsburg, West
Virginia ' post
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000. West Point, Ga.
Wellsburg,
West Virginia,
office: For
Ga.
West Point,
Georgia, post
continuation, $500.
$500.
Willow,
West
Point, Georgia,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
Willow, Cal.
California, post office:
office: For
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
Woodbury,
For continuation,
Willow, California,
Woodbury, N.J.
N. I.
Woodbury, New
New Jersey,
post office:
office: For
commencement, $10,000.
Woodbury,
Jersey, post
For commencement,
$10,000.
Yoakum,
Yoakum, Tex.
Yoakum, Texas,
Texas, post
For commencement,
commencement, $15,000.
$15,000.
office: For
post office:
Yoakum,
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PUBLIC
REPAIRS AND
EQUIPMENT.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDIUG, BREPAIRB
AND EQUIPMENT.

and Imeder'
RPPainIand

Repairs and preservation:
preservation: For repairs
repairs and
of all
and preservation
preservation of
all comcom-

Vaults:rad
Batas.
Vaitaaad..

Vaults and safes: For vaults and lock-box
lock-box equipments
equipments and
and repairs
repairs

Paw-

pleted
pleted and occupied public buildings
building's and
grounds thereof,
and the
the grounds
thereof includincluding the same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
in the
civil
specified under
head in
the sundry
sundry civil
appropriation
appropriation Act for
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
$25,000.
$25,000.
thereto in all completed
completed and occupied public buildings
buildings under
under the
the
control of the Treasury:
including the
the same
same objects
Treasury Department,
Department, including
objects specispecified under this head in the sundry
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
for the
Act for
the
year nineteen
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
$10,000.
sixteen, $10,000.

oUIDINGS, OPERATING EXPENSES.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
EXPENSES.
Operating knee.
Persomd services.

Operating
supplies.
Opating muppus.

Intenud
Internal revenue.
rmu.

Colletrs, etc.
Collectors,

Refund of
of corporacorpora.
tn excise taxes.
tion

Coast Guard.
Ouard.
Coast

tes

Sta..

Mints and assay offcls
dom.
New Yor.
York.

Engraring
Engraving

Printing
Buram.v
Printing BureatL

For salaries and expenses of
of collectors of internal revenue,
inchid•
revenue, including the same objects specified
specified under this
legislative, executhi head in the
the legislative,
executive, and judicial appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
nineteen hunyear nineteen
hunand sixteen,
sixteen, $300,000.
$300,000.
dred and
The Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue is authorized
authorized to
to reopen
reopen and
and
allow claims for taxes for the recovery of which suits
are pending
suits are
pending and
and
which would be allowable under the decision of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court in
in
the case of McCoach,
McCoach, collector, against
Minehill and
Haven
against Minehill
and Schuylkill
Schuylkill Haven
Railroad
Company; and there is
i -hereby
appropriated for the
Railroad Company;
hereby appropriated
the payment
payment
of such claims a
a total sum not to exceed $300,000,
$300,000, this
this appropriation
appropriation
to
for the payment of such of the aforesaid
to be
be available
available for
aforesaid claims as are
not payable
payable out of moneys heretofore
heretofore appropriated
appropriated and
available durdurand available
ing the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and sixsixnineteen hundred
hundred and
teen,
for the
the payment
teen, for
payment of
of claims.
claims.
For construction
construction and repair work made urgently
necessary, owing
urgently necessary
owing
to the
the destruction
destruction of the Galveston,
Galveston, San Luis, and Velasco
Velasco Coast
Coast
Guard Stations by aahurricane
hurricane in August, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and fiffifteen,
$67,147.20, to continue
fisoal year nineteen
teen, $67,147.20,
continue available
available during
during the fiscal
seventeen.
hundred and seventeen.
M.ITS
MINTS AND ASSAY OFFICES.
OFFICES.

NEW YORK
ASSAY 01
OFFICE:
NEW
YORK ASSAY
,
FICE: For wages
wages of workmen
workmen and
and other
other
employees, $13,000.
employees,
$13,000.
For incidental and contingent
For
contingent expenses, including
including new
machinery
new machinery
and
repairs, wastage
in the
and repairs,
wastage in
the melting and refining department, and loss
on sale
sale of
of sweeps
arising from the treatment
on
sweeps wising
treatment of bullion, $15,000.
and
and

LaFrease of work authorised_
ase of or aVoL. 38, p. 833.
Vol.

a8, p. 33

*oILCn-QO
ootLitertion INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.

COAST GUARD.
COAST
OUARD.

o uI sta

tions.
ReP6irofG"11

Operating force: For such personal
Operating
personal services
services as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
as the
the
Treasury
Treasury may deem necessary
necessary- in connection
connection with the
the care,
care, maintemaintenance, and repair
repair of.
of all publi
public buildings, including
the same
same objects
objects
including the
specified under this
thishead
specified
head in
in the sundry
sundry civil
the
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $100,000.
$100,000.
Operating
Operating supplies:
supplies: For fuel,
fuel, steam,
ice, and
steam, light,
light, water,
water, ice,
and so
so forth,
forth,
including
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
the sundry
this head
head in
in the
sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
hundred and
and sixsixfiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
teen, $35,000.

year nineteen n
n
un
attA
dre:
-OF
OF dENGRAVING
ENsG
u sA
tevr
e nsn
aT
tn
BUREAU
AND

PRITING.

The limitation
in the sundry
appropriation Act
the fiscal
limitation
sundry- civil appropriation
fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen as to the number for
of delivered
PEurnic
the number of delivered

.
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sheets
States currency
currency to
to be
sheets of
of United
United States
be executed
executed is
is hereby
hereby increased
increased
from
eighty-two million
to ninety
from eighty-two
million to
ninety million.
million.
For engravers'
engravers' and
and printers'
printers' materials
materials and
and other
materials, except
For
other materials,
except Materials.
teHralsdistinctive
objects specified
under this
this pria
rTilf
s
er
a of ans.°.
distinctive paper,
paper, including
including the same
same objects
specified under
priationsto.
p. 834.
head in
the sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen Vol.
38 p.
834.
sundry civil
Act for
Vol. 38,
head
in the
hundred
and
sixteen,
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
is
authorized
to
hundred and sixteen, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to
transfer
$120,000 from
transfer $120,000
from other
other appropriations
appropriations made
made for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, as
"Salaries of
all
nineteen
hundred and
as follows:
follows: From
From "Salaries
of all
necessary employees,
employees, other
than plate
plate printers
printers and
printers'
necessary
other than
and plate
plate printers'
assistants,"
from "Wages
"Wages of
of Plate
Plate Printers,"
assistants," $75,000
$75,000 and
and from
Printers," $45,000.
$45,000.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.

lt ServPublic Health
Health
Public
Pbice.
Hee
b 8ervBvice.

Outside treatment.
For medical
care of
seamen care
treatment of
of Outside
tretet.
For
medical examinations,
examinations, care
of seamen,
care and
and treatment
all
other persons
persons entitled
relief, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses other
other
all other
entitled to
to relief,
than
special heads,
than marine hospitals,
hospitals, which
which are not included under
under special
heads,
$44,000.
$44,000.

For special
special studies
and demonstration
sanitation,
work in
in rural
rural sanitation
of and
demonstration work
For
studies of

Rural ea,uitation.
Rraliitatio.

including personal
personal service,
,as way
including
service, $25,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof ias
may be
be
necessary.
necessary.
District of Columble.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DtrictoCoinmbip.
COLUMBIA.
!tie Utilities Com-

Pr:ratio UTXrTns
UnimEs Co0Miamw:
Commaarom: For;
For completing
completing the
the valuation
Valuation of
of mistsib
fitiescom
PUOIu
utilities as
law, including
inel.uding the
specified Valuation
epenses.
Valuatio expenses.
objects specified
the same objects
by law,
required by
as required
utilities

under this
the District
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
Act for
for
under
this head
head in
in the
District of
appropriation Act
the
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $16,000.
$16,000.
Q Street Bridge over
e
IMPROVEMENTS AND
,
;: The
the Rock
REPAIRS:
ROBk Creek.
IMPROVEMENTS
AND R.EpAre
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of the
reeVk.
Balances asiIbl"
available
several appropriations
appropriations for the construction
construction of the bridge across forBos
construction.
Rock Creek
Rock
Creek on
on the
the line of
of Q
Q Street, including
including the
the approaches
approaches thereto,
contained in
in the
the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts
Acts for the
the
fiscal
mneteen hundred
fiscal years nineteen
nineteen hundred and twelve,
twelve, nineteen
hundred and
and
thirteen, and
and nineteen
and fourteen
fourteen are
are made
until
thirteen,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
made available
available until
June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen.
sixteen.
Street extensions.
PUBLICATION OF
OF NOTICES
IN CONDEMNATION
CONDEMNATION CASES:
NOTICES IN
s"r-mSb
The provision
CASES: The
provision sreXt
PUBLICATION
Provision for publishing condemnmon
condemnation
contained in the urgent deficiency
deficiency Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen lisrtg
contained
notices repealed.
hundred
approved October
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen Vo.ss'8,
hundred and
and thirteen, approved
October twenty-second,
p p. 213.
Vol. 88,
hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, regarding
by publication
hundred and
regarding notice
notice by
publication in
in condemnacondemnation cases for the opening,
opening1 extension l_
of
widening, or straightening of
streets,
or minor
minor streets
streets in
streets, avenues,
avenues, roads,
roads, highways,
highways, alleys,
alleys, or
in the
the
Columbia is
is herebyrepealed, and
four hundred
District of Columbia
hereby repealed,
and section
section four
hundred
and
of the
the Code
Law for
for the
Columbia be,
be, District
and ninety-one
ninety-one c
c of
Code of
of Law
the District
District of
of Columbia
Dlfct of Columbia
Colmbia
Code.
code.
and
reenacted so as to read as follows:
and the same is hereby, reenacted
Condemning land for
stre"nts."1'do
SEC. 491c. The said court shall cause public notice of not less than streets.
SEC.
twenty days
to be
the institution
such
proceeding,
by
twenty
days to
be given
given of
of the
institution of
of such proceeding, by
adv
Notice
by advertise.
advertisement
three daily newspapers
District of menu.
ertise
No. by
in the District
published in
newspapers published
in three
advertisement in

Columbia, which
which notice
notice shall
shall warn
warn and
and require
require all
Columbia,
all persons
persons having
having

any
interest
in the
proceeding
to appear
in court at
a day
to
be
named
any interest
in saidinnotice
the proceeding
and to continue
to appear
i
n attendance
in court at
until
a day
the to
court
be
named
in
said notice
and
to continue
in
attendance
until
the court
shall
confirming the award
shall have
have made
made its
its final
final order
order ratifying and
and confirming
of damages
the assessment
by the
jury herein
herein provided
of
damages and
and the
assessment of
of benefits
benefits by
the jury
provided

Vol.
Vol. 34,,
amended.

p.
151,
p.
l,

service,.
for;
in addition
public notice
said court
cause aa Personal
court shall
shal cause
Pr
e'A.'for; and
and in
addition to
to such
such public
notice said
copy of said notice to be served by the United
United States marshal for
for
the District of Columbia, or his deputies, upon such owners
owners of
of the
the
land to be condemned as can be found by said marshal, or his deputies, within the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and upon
upon the tenants and
occupants
occupants of the same. The said court shall appoint a
guardian
a guardian
who may
may be
ad litem
litem for any ,person interested
interested in the
the proceedings
proceedngs who
be
disability.'
under disability."
"'a
OF CiTY
CITY REFUSE:
disposal of
of city
city refuse,
refuse, including
"ity' refuse.
DISPOSAL or
DISPOSAL
REFUSE: For
For disposal
including City
under this head
the same objects
objects specified
specified under
head in
in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
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appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
appropriation
Act for
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
sixteen,
$8
823.
$8,823.

Puemo
Sonoma: For
for construction
PUBLIC SCHOOLS:
For additional
additional amount
amount necessary
necessary for
construction
of
eight-room addition,
including an
an assembly
assembly hall,
hall, to
Powell
of an
an eight-room
addition, including
to the
the Powell
School,
It
School,.
$9,500.
$9,500.
Street
High
M Street
High
So much as may be necessary
appropriations for
for the
the conconnecessary of the
the appropriations
School.
struction
new M
Street Hih
high School
School for
for colored
pupils is
made
struction for
for the new
M Street
colored pupils
is made
Equipment.
Equipment,
available
the complete
complete equipment
and for
for furniture,
furnishings,
available for
for the
equipment and
furniture, furnishings,
and
with plans
plans and
specificaand pianos
pianos for
for said building,
building, in
in accordance
accordance with
and specifications
prepared in
the office
of the
Engineer Commissioner.
Commissioner.
tions prepared
in the
office of
the Engineer
Polie.
YETROPOLIT(AN
POLICE:
The appropriation
for one
ITa. OPMETOP
N POLAN
ICE: The
appropriation of
of $2,500
$2,500 for
one
Motorpatrolwagons.
Motor
patroli
Vol.
3, P.
p. 912.
91aVol. 3S,
additional motor patrol
patrol wagon,
wagon, contained in
in the
Columthe District of
of Columbia
.Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
and sixsixbia appropriation
appropriation Act
nineteen hundred
hundred and
purchase of
more motor
patrol
teen, mas made available
available for the
the purchase
of two
two or
or more
motor patrol
wagons, as
the judgment
the commissioners
may be
be required
as in
in the
judgment of
of the
commissioners may
required
for the police patrol service.
Temporary
.es.
TEMPORARY
L
eitr
inereased.
at
TEMPORARY SERVICES:
SERVICES: Section two of the District of
of Columbia
Limit
incre
Columbia
VoL
s3,p. S
appropriation
vol. 38,1).924appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
expenditures for
therein
placing a
a limitation
limitation on expenditures
for purposes
purposes specified
specified therein
limitation to
$80,000.
of $70,000, is amended by increasing
ncreasing said limitation
to
$80,000.
Hall
Half from
from Ditrt
District
Except as otherwise provided, one-half
one-half of
foregoing amounts
amounts
of the
the foregoing
ItiVetttleS.
lmenIVO
to meet deficiencies in the appropriations
account of
District
appropriations on
on account
of the
the District
shall be paid from the revenues of the District of Colum, of Columbia shell
bia and one-half from any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
the Treasury
appropriated.
appropriated.
War
War DepartmentDepartment.
MILITARY
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.

powni.

Army.
Pay.

State, War,
and
State,
War, and
Navy Department
Building.
Building.
Navy annex.
Navy
annex

Nav Department

Navy Department.
Navy
Department.
Contingent expenses.

Conatngentexpees.

. Pax:
PA: For pay of the Army, including
including the same objects specified
under this head in the Army appropriation
appropriation Act
the fiscal
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year
nineteen hundred and fifteen, $1,199,772.62.
nineteen
$1,199,772.62,
WAR, AND
STATE, WAR,
AND NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDING.
BUILDING.
NAVY
DEPABRTMENT ANNEX:
ANNEX: For fuel, lights, repairs, and miscelNAVY DEPARTMENT
miscellaneous
laneous items, $3,000.
$3,000.

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For stationery,
furniture, newspapers,
ComiNozirr
stationery, furniture,
newspapers,

and so forth, including
including the same
specified under
this head
head in
same objects
objects specified
under this
in
the legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
$10,000.
year
sixteen, $10,000.
Rent.
For rental of additional
additional quarters
quarters for
for the
the Navy
Department, $1,250,
Navy Department,
$1,250,
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
maybe
much thereof
thereof as
or so
so much
b tory or
NavalNav
Observatory.
.otor
truk.*
Motor truck.
Naval Observatory:
superintendent of the Naval
Naval Observatory
Observatory
Observatory.: The superintendent
is
to purchase
motor-propelled nonpassenger-carrying
is authorized
authorized to
purchase one motor-propelled
nonpassenger-carrying
appropriation
vehicle out of the appropriati
on "Contingent
"Contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, Naval Observatory, fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen."
Paying claims for Sixteen."
colLsions with naval
eolions
CLAIMS FOR
FOR oAactoes:
DAMAGE: To pay the claims adjusted and determined
CLAtats
determined
vessels.
Vol.
36, p. 607.
vsol.6.
6.
the Navy.
Navy Department,
by the
under the
the provisions
of the
appropriaDepartment, under
provisions of
the naval
naval appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and eleven
tThirtytion
eleven (Thirty=
sixth
Statutes, page six hundred and seven),
seven), on account of damages
'
sixth Statutes,
occasioned to private
the United
occasioned
private property by collision with vessels of the
United
States Navy
Navy and for which the naval vessels were responsible,
responsible, certified
States
certified
to Congress at its present
present session
session in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
seventy-nine, $2,703.89.
Four hundred and seventy-nine,
$2,703.89.
Navy.
Navy.

Bureau of
Bureau
Construcof Construetion and Repair.

Uonad Repir.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.

of Construction
Bureau of
Repair: For
construction and
and repair
Construction and
and Repair:
For construction
repair
of vessels,
vessels, including
including the same objects
of
objects specified under this head in

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ass. I
CH. 37.
37.
SESS.
I.. CH.

23
23

1916.
1916.

the naval appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
nineteen hundred
and
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen,
$48,950.
sixteen, $48,950.
B l...1113811
of Steam
Engineering: For engineering,
Bureau of Steam Engineering:
engineering, including
including the
the F.,
EnBnuea
meermg. Stam
same objects specified
specified under this head in
appropriation Act
in the
the naval
naval appropriation
Act
for the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $38,620.40.
$38,620.40.
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
The Secretary
Navy is
authorized to
the two
foregoing rndl
nicAr
seitiv
o
i
nal
ues. for techis authorized
to expend
expend the
two foregoing
services.
h
amounts for the services
services of draftsmen
draftsmen or other
oth er technical
t
ech
ni
calassistants
assistants
Vol.
8, pp.
pp. 945,
Vol. .4
38,
4, 946.
946.
for the purpose of constructing
constructing battleships
battleships numbered
numbered forty-three
forty-three
and forty-four i
in
n certain United States
navy yards
yards and
States navy
and of
of expediting
expediting
the preparation
preparation of designs, contract
the
contract plans, aid
aiul specifications
specifications of
of new
new
vessels, being additional to the sums authorized
authorized for
for such
such personal
personal
appropriation Act
services in the naval appropriation
the fiscal
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen
hundred and sixteen.
sixteen.
The limitations specified
specified in the legislative, executive,
judicial cr-edinBueus
ereAa-e
executive, and
and judicial
.
apprpriation Act
appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
sixteen, on
on Avol.
1
I
*
Ti
w
u PP•
e
e
uss.
1027,
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
38,
pp.
1027,
expenditures
draftsmen and other
expenditures for draftsmen
from the
other technical
technical services
services from
the
appropriations
appropriations "Construction
"Construction and
and repair
repair of
vessels" and
and "Engineerof vessels"
"Engineering," are increased
$19,700 and $9,370.40,
ing,"
increased by $19,700
respectively.
$9,370.40, respectively.
g

I

°
.I

.

38,

InteriorDepartment.
Interior
Department.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.

Capitol.
Capitol.
Capitol Building:
Building: For
For 'work
at tire!
and general
ai
rs
work at'
ttiC
tolI:ed
general rep
repairs
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.
thereof,
thereof, including the same objectig
- ed tider
under this
head
in
the
objects specified
this head in the
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for
the fiscal
year nineteen
for the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen,
$6,500.
sixteen, $6,500.
ALASKA,
ALASKA, EXPENSES
EXPENSES IN.
IN.

•

Alaska Engineering
Commission: For carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
Alaska
Engineering Commission:
provisions
of the Act approved
approved March
March twelfth,
twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen
(Thirty-eighth Statutes, page three hundred
(Thirty-eighth
hundred and
"An
and five),
five), entitled
entitled "An
Act to authorize
authoi-ize the President of the United States
States to
to locate,
locate, conconstruct,
struct, and operate railroads
railroads in the Territory
Territory of
and for
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
for other
other
purposes, " to continue available
purposes,"
available until
$2,000,000.
until expended,
expended, $2,000,000.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Alaska Engineering
Engineering
cCommission.

Constructin
railconstructingg rilroads, etc.
"doetp
3
Vol. 38, p. 305.

Geological Survey.
Geological
Surey.

A la
For
of the
resources of
For continuation
continuation of
the investigation of the mineral resources
of Al
ask
kaamineral resources. mineral r
Alaska, $100,000,
available during the fiscal
Alaska,
$100,000, to continue
continue available
year nineninefiscal year
teen hundred and seventeen.
seventeen.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARKS.
PARKS.

National
National Parks.
Parks.

There is appropriated, for the remainder
fiscal year
year nin
et
een
remainder of
Superintendent auSuperintendent
auof the
the fiscal
nineteen
thorized from
from imirahundred and
and sixteen, from the several
hundred
several appropriations
appropriations for
for protection,
protection, thorized
provement,
provement ,
etc.
etc.
improvement, and management, and so forth, of
p. 534.
Post, p.
534.
improvement,
of the
the various
various national
national Post,
parks, including the Hot Springs Reservation,
parks,
Reservation, as
as well
well as
is from
from the
the
revenues
revenues from privileges, and
forth, in
in the
and the
and so
so forth,
the national
national parks
parks and
the
Hot
Springs Reservation,
Hot Springs
Reservation, such sum or sums as the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
his judgment
necessary, to be expended
Interior in
in his
judgment may deem necessary,
expended in
in
employment of the superintendent
superintendent of national parks
employment
in the
District of
parks in
the District
of
Columbia and in the field,
Columbia
field, and other necessary
necessary expenses
in connection
connection
expenses in
with
the administration
with the
administration of the national parks and the
Hot Springs
the Hot
Springs
Reservation; a
a detailed statement -of such expenditures
Report re
Reservation;
expenditures to
sub- Report
required.
quired.
to be
be submitted
mitted to Congress.
POSTAL SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Potal
servica
Postal service.

OUT
THE POSTAL
OUT OF TEE
POSTAL REVENUES.
REVENUE8.

For mail messenger
messenger service, $160,000.
For regulation
regulation screen or other wagon service, $305,000.
$305,000.

Ittosenger serifs.

Warm ervito
Wagon
service.
wFgoa aervtoe
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For inland transportation
transportation by
by railroad
routes, including
the same
same
railroad routes,
including the
objects appropriated
appropriated for
under this
head in
in the
joint resolution
resolution makmakfor under
this head
the joint
appropriations for
ing appropriations
service of
of the
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department for
for
for the
the service
the fiscal year
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, $1,729,000.
$1,729,000.
and sixteen,
Electric
Electric and cable
For inland transportation
transportation of
electric and
and cable
cable cars,
cars, fiscal
fiscal
of mail
mail by
by electric
rvi.
year nineteen
car service.
and fifteen,
fifteen, $3,389.74.
nineteen hini&-4#
hundred and
$3,389.74.
Indemnity lost
lost mat- For limited indemnity
indemnity for the loss of
Indemnity
domestic registered,
registered, insured,
insured,
of domestic
e '
and collect-on-delivery
ter.
and
the fiscal
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
collect-on-delivery mail,
mail, for
for the
years that
Nineteen hundred
•Nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
$116,000;
sixteen, $116,000;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
$25,000;
fifteen, $25,000;
Nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
$5,000.
Nineteen hundred
fourteen, $5,000.
Stationery.
For stationery,
stationery, including
For
including all money-order
money-order offices, $10
$10,000.
000.
Cfty delivery
delivery susup.
City
For supplies
supplies for
For
for the
boxes,
the City
City Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, including
including letter
letter boxes,
Pliesletter-box
asteners, package
package boxes,
letter-box fasteners,
boxes, posts,
furniture, satchels,
satchels, straps,
straps,
posts, furniture,
baskets, time cardsitime.-card
cards, timeecard frames,
frames, time-recorder
tune-recorder supplies,
supplies maps,
mans
and stencils,
transfer designs, and
stencils, $10,000.
$10,000.
Twine,
Twine, ete.
te.
For wrapping
wrappmg twine
twine and tying
devices, $25,000.
$25,000.
tying devices,
Facing sips.
slips.
For facing slips,
slps, plain and :printed,
printed, indulling
incldding the
the furnishing
furnishing of
of paper
paper
for same; and for
kr card-slide
card-slide labels,
and books
books of
of an
an urgent
urgent
labels, blanks,
blanks, and
nature, $10,000.
$10,000.
nature,
Star
star routes.
rotes.
For inland transportation
transportation by
star routes
routes (excepting
(excepting service
service in
in
by star
Alaska)
Alaska), including
including the
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
in the
the
same objects
head in
Offce appropriation
Post Office
appropriation Actfor
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and
Act for the
year nineteen
hundred and
fifteen, $50,000.
fifteen,
$50,000.
Railroad routes.
routes.

Railroad

•

Department
of AgriD
att of
Agriculture.
Forest
Service.
ForestSerice.
General
Geeral expenses.
expcs.

Plant
Plant Industry
Industry BuBureau.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
FOREST SEBVICE.
SERVICE.

For "General
"General expenses
expenses,!Fort
Forest Service"
Service," including the same objects
For
objects
specified
specified under this head in the Agricultural
Agricultural appropriation
appropriation Act
the
Act for
for the
fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $57,300.
and sixteen,
$57,300.
BubAU
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.
BUREAU OF

Citrus canker.
Erit
sanro.of.
Eradication

For the emergency caused by
by the
the infectious
infectious nature
nature and
and continued
continued
spread of the destructive
destructive disease
citrus trees
trees known
as citrus
disease of
of citrus
known as
citrus canker,
canker,
by conducting such
such investigations
investigations of
nature and
and means
of comcomof the
the nature
means of
munication
disease and
applying such
such me
th ods of
oferadicaera di camunication of
of the
the disease,
and by
by applying
methods
tion
m the judgment
tion or control of the disease as in
judgment of
the Secretary
of
of the
Secretary of
Agriculture may be necessary,
Agriculture
necessary, and
to pay
expense and
and employ
employ
and to
pay such
such expense
such persons
including not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
such
persons and means, including
$2,000 for
for personal
personal
services in the city of Washington,
Washington, and
and to
cooperate with
with such
authorto cooperate
such authorities of
of the
the States concerned,
concerned, organizations
organizations of
ities
of growers,
or individuals
individuals
growers, or
as
he may
may deem necessarynecessary to accomplish
purpose, $300,000,
as he
accomplish such purpose,
$300,000, no
no
part of
part
of which
which shall
be used
to pay
cost or
value of
of trees
trees or
or other
shall be
used to
pay the
the cost
or value
other
property
or damaged.
damaged.
property destroyed
destroyed or
White pne
bUs
or the
White
pine tree blisFor
the emergency
caused by
the infectious
infectious nature
nature and
and continued
continued
emergency caused
by the
ad
Seric,
etc.,
ter
s
e
i
Tyi
t ces , e
t
c. ,wadi_ spread
spread of
disease of
tree known
known as
the white
white pine
pine
of the
the destructive
destructive disease
of pine
pine tree
as
the
blister rust, by
investigations of the nature and
and
eatingblister rust,
by conducting
conducting such
such investigations
means
communication of the disease, and by applying
means of
of communication
applying such
methods
such methods
of eradication
of the
the disease
eradication or control
control of
as in
of the
the SecSecdisease as
in the
the judgment
judgent of
retary of
retary
of Agriculture
may be
ry, $20,000;
$20,000; and
an d the
Agriculture may
be necessa
necessary,
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized
authorized to pay
pay such
and employ
employ such
such expense
expense and
such
persons
and means,
cooperate with
such authorities
authorities of
of the
the
persons and
means, and
and to
to cooperate
with such
tates concerned, organization,
individuals, as
States
organization, or individuals,
he may
may deem
deem necas he
necessary to
to accomplish such
such purpose.
purpose.
Biologil
Biologiall
Bureau.

Survey
Survey

BUREAU
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SUBVEY.
SURVEY.
BUREAU OF

Rabies in predatory
To
emergency caused
caused by
Rabies inpredaty
To meet
meet the emergency
prevalence and
and continued
continued
by the
the prevalence
Euernm,
Destruction,
ee. spread of
of rabies
De
aructi,„„,„,
rabies in
in wolves,
wolves, coyotes,
coyotes, and
other predatory
predatory wild
wild aniand other
ani-
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mals, which is being communicated
communicated by
them to
stock and
by them
to stock
and other
6ther
domestic animals, on the public lands, national
domestic
and elsenational forests,
forests, and
elsewhere, in the Western
Western and Northwestern
States, by
the destruction
Northwestern States,
by the
destruction
of such
wild animals, $75,000; and the Secretary
of
such wild
Secretary of Agriculture
is
Agriculture is
authorized
authorized to incur such expense
expense and to employ such
and
such persons
persons and
means, as, in his judgment, may be necessary
necessary to
enable him
him to
to carry
to enable
carry
out the purposes of
appropriation.
of this appropriation.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.

Department of Commerce.
merce.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.

Standards
Standards Bureau.
Bureau.

Chemical laboratory: For completing
completing the construction
of the
construction of
the firefire- Chamicallaboratory.
Chehitiatory.
proof chemical laboratory
laboratory authorized
authorized by the
of August
August first,
first,
the Act
Act of
nineteen
continue available
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen to continue
available during
during the
the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen $125,000.
$125,000.
To equip the new chemical laboratory
laboratory building,
building, including
the conincluding the
con- Equipmen
Equt. t.
struction, purchase, and installation of chemical desks,
hoods, cases
cases,
desks, hoods,
special furniture,
furniture and other necessary
including personal
personal
necessary equipment,
equipment, including
servicesfurniture,
in the
services
in the District of Columbia, $35,000,
to continue
$35,000, to
continue available
available
during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen.
and seventeen.
BUREAU OF
OP FOaEGN
D
BUREAU
FOREIGN AND
AND.BOMBS=
GOMM, ARCM
sTW COM
C.

Foreign and
and DomesDomesticForeign
Commerce Bureau.
Bureau.

Promoting commerce:
Promoting
commerce. To further
further promote and
and develop
develop the
foreign
the foreign

and
and domestic commerce
commerce of the United States, to be expended
expended under
Secretary of
the direction of the Secretary
Commerce, $2,000.
$2,000.
of Commerce,

PMM°tin

'

com-

Steamboat-inspeeSteamboat-Inspection Service.

STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
STEAMBOAT—INSPECTION SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Contingent
expenses: Fo
ntigent expeent
expenses,
Contingentexpenses:
For contingent
expenses, including
including the same
objects specified
specified under this head
and
head in
i the
the legislative
legislative, executive
executive, and
judicial
appropriationn A
Act
for
judicial appropriatio
ctf
or the fiscal
nineteen hundred
and
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, $20,000.
$20,000.
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION.
BUREAU
NAVIGATION.

Promotingg

cntmente

Contingent exprmses.

of NavigaBureau o
tion.

Enforeingnavigation
Enforcement
navigation laws: For enforcement
enforcement of navigation
Enforcement of navigation
navigation Jaws.
j"oawCs^i
laws, including
laws,
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
in the
the
under this
this head
head in
legislative, executive
executive, and judicial appropriation
legislative,
appropriation Act
the fi
sc
al
Act for
for the
fiscal
year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen $1,500.
$1,500.
Clerk hire, shipping ser
service.
service:
Clerk
vi
ce :For clerk hire, shipping service,
service, Shipping
V'.}k'.i
Clerk hire.
including
including the same objects specified
specified under this
this head
in
the
legislative,
head in the legislative,
executive,
appropriation Act
executive, and judicial
judicial appropriation
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen
Act for
fiscal year
hundred
hundred and sixteen, $1,125.
$1,125.

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
SURVEY.

For necessary repairs to the steamer
$5,000.
steamer Explorer,
Explorer, $5,000.
BUREAU OF FISHERIES.
BUREAU

Maintenance
Maintenance of vessels:
vessels: For maintenance
maintenance of
vessels and
of vessels
and launches,
launches,

including the same objects specified
specified under this head in
in the sundrysundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $7,500.
$7,500.
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE
SERVICE.

General
and reestablishing
General expenses:
expenses: For rebuilding,
rebuilding, repairing, and
reestablishing

such
aids to
to navigation
connected therewith
on the
the
such aids
navigation and
and structures
structures connected
therewith on
Gulf
damaged or destroyed
Gulf of Mexico as were damaged
destroyed by the
hurricane of
the hurricane
of the
the
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $200,000.
$200,000.

Coast and Geodetic
Survey.
Suray.
Repairs,"
Explorer."
Repairs," Explorer."

Fisheries Bureau.

Mintenance of
of vesve-

self.
aintenance

Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service.
Repairs,
etc., damReps,
etc.,
damages
b byyGulf
u lf1hurricane,
u r ric a
1915.

l
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Paying

o
PaY1113 clims
claims for
collisions
with vessels.
c0
ujsi swith

ve

Vol. 36, p. 537.

Degartment
t
r oft Labbor.o

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 37.
SESS.
37.

1916.
1916.

Claims for
To pay
claims for
which have
have
for damages:
damages: To
pay the
the claims
for damages
damages which
adjusted, and
been considered, adjusted,
and determined
due to
claimants
determined to
to be
be due
to the
the claimants
Commissioner of
by the Commissioner
of Lighthouses,
Iighthouses, under
of the
prounder authority
authority of
the provisions of section four of the Act of
visions
of June
seventeenth, nineteen
June seventeenth,
nineteen
hundred and
and ten
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page five
five hundred
hundred and
ten (Thirty-sixth
and
thirty-seven),
thirty-seven), on account of damages
damages occasioned
occasioned by
by collision
collision for
for
which vessels
of the
have been
been found
which
vessels of
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service have
found responsible,
responsible,
certified to Congress at
at its
certified
its _present
session in
in House
present session
House Document
Document
Numbered
Numbered Five
Five hundred
hundred and
and forty-one,
forty-one, $53.39.
$53.39.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
LABOR.

Commissioners of
Commissioners
of
conciliation.
coniation.
Expenses.
Expenses.

COMMI
SIONBX Ov
OF CONCILIATION:
Commisstormns
ooNctuanow: For
For commissioners
commissioners of
of conciliaconciliation, including the same objects specified under
tion
under this
this head
head in
in the
the
legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial
judicial appropriation
Act for
fiscal
appropriation Act
for th
thee fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $25,000.
$25,000.
Labor
Suab Statistics
dsmtitics
Be- BUREAU
BUBnEA OF LABOR
STATISTICS:
LABOR S
TATISTICS: For additional
additional amount
amount for
for per
per
ltan.
rPrdlem,
Per
diem, special diem at not exceeding $4 in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, pursuant
to section
section
pursuant to
sitentke_tc.
Bv1O.L
p. 680.
~6.
thirteen of the sundry civil Act
Voi." p.
Act approved
nineteen
approved August
August first,
first, nineteen
hundred
agents and
hundred and fourteen, of special
special agents
and employees
employees and
for their
and for
their
transportation; experts
experts and
transportation;
temporary assistance
assistance for
for field
field service
and temporary
service
outside of the District of Columbia, to
of not
not
to be
be paid
paid at
at the
the rate
rate of
exceeding
exceeding $8 per day; and
and traveling
expenses of
of officers
officers and
employtraveling expenses
and employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
ees,
Immigration ServImmigratio
Seroy
ice.
Byron H. Uhl.
BynPayment
ofclsts
costs

.

against.
against-

Purchases
allowed.
Purchasesalowd.

Legislative.
Senate
BuildSenate Office
Office Build-

care
care and operation
operation of the Senate Office Building, under the
direction
the direction

B-

House Office Buildintaintenance,

"'lintenance, etc.
etc.

id-

Senate.
Senate

Jacob
Jacob C. Donaldson.
Donaldson.
Pay to niece of.
o.

House of Representatives.
tatives.
Folding.

Senate
Building: For maintenance,
Senate Office Buildingmaintenance, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and

supplies
and for
supplies, and
for all
all necessary
necessary personal
and other
services for
f
or th
e
personal and
other services
the

antenanoe, etc.
oase Ofice

For payment of costs assessed by the
the United
United States
States District
District Court
Court
for the Southern
Southern District
District of New York
York in the case of All
and
Ali Gegiow
Gegiow and
another
another against Byron H. Uhl, as acting commissioner
cOmmissioner of
immigraof immigration at the port of New York, $126.40.
$126.40.
The
of Labor is authorized
authorized to charge against the approThe Secretary
Secretary of
appropation "Expenses
Expenses of regulating
mmgration
priation
regulating immig
i
ztion" for
the fiscal
year
for the
fiscal year
nineteen
$15,000 for articles
nineteen hundred and fifteen not exceeding
exceed'
articles purchased
chased for use during that period pursuant to orders
orders placed
placed during
during
the preceding fiscal year.
year.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.

initaintenance,

Ho f

MUGRATION SERBVICE.
IMMIGRATION
SERVICE.

and
supervision of
of the
the Senate
Committee on
Rules, $2,500.
and supervision
Senate Committee
on Rules,
$2,500.
Office Building:
House Office
For maintenance,
miscellaneous
Building: For
maintenance, including
including miscellaneous
items, and for all necessary
necessary services, $2,500.
$2,500.
SENATE.
SENATE.

The
Secretary of
directed to
The Secretary
of the Senate is authorized
authorized and directed
pay to
to
to pay
Mary Meyer,
niece of Jacob C. Donaldson, deceased,
Mary
Meyer, niece
deceased late
late aa skilled
skilled
laborer in the Senate
Senate Library,
Library ,the
the amount of
him for
for the
of salary
salary due
due him
the
month of December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen.
hundred and
fifteen.
HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

For
speeches and pamphlets
pamphlets, at aa rate
For folding
folding speeches
rate not
not exceeding
$1
exceeding $1
per
$10,000, to continue
per thousand,
thousand $10,000,
continue available
available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
nineteen
and seventeen.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen.
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27
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GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE.
PRINTING OFFICE.

Government
Goverment
ing Office.
Office.

PrintPrint-

PRINTING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.
BINDING.

enable the
the Public
Public Printer
Holidays: To enable
to comply
proPrinter to
comply with
with the
the provisions of the law granting
granting holidays and the Executive
Executive order
order granting
granting
half holidays with pay to
to the employees
employees of
of the
the Government
Government Printing
Printing
Office for the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
Nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
$27,305.93;
sixteen, $27,305.93;
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, $270.22.
$270.22.
Leaves of absence:
Printer to
to comply
comply with
absence: To enable
enable the Public Printer
with

Holidays.
ys

Holida

Leaves of absence.

Leavesofabsence

the provisions of the law granting
granting leave
to employees
employees of
of the
leave to
the GovGovOffice, $48,866.76,
ernment Printing Office,
$48,866.76, or
thereof as
may be
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
be
Printing
bindPrinting and bindV
;
necessary.
necessary.
Ing.
ing.
Department
of
Labor.
For printing and binding
for
the
Department
binding
Department of Labor
$30,000.
Labor,, $30,000.
Dpartmentoflbor
Interstate Commerce
For printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for the
the I
nt
er
st
at
eC
ommerce Commission,
Commission, Commission.
For
Interstate
Commerce
Commission.
$10,000.
$10,000.
Office.
additional amount
Patent Office: For
For additional
for printin
printing the
the weekly
weekly Patent
amount for
Patent Ofice
issue of patents,
patents, designs, trade-mrks,
trade-marks, and
1
eof
of illusand labels,
labels, ex
excFlsive
illustrations and for printing,
trations;
printing, egravmg
engraving illustration,*
the
illuatations, and
1d4 !binding
binding the
Official Gazette, including
inuding weekly,
Official
weekly,a;mual
monthly;
monthly, biinonthIn.tand
bimiltl
:and arinual
indices, $78,555.83.
$78,655.83.
indices,
t, . ; :
.
- .
Court of
o Claims.
For printing
printing and binding
binding for
for the
Court of
Claims, $5,000.
$5,000.
the Court
of Claims,
Court f Claims.
•
,
JUDGMENTS, UNITED
UNITED STATES'
JUDGMENTS,
STATES' COURTS.
COURTS.

•

Tudg .ns,
Judgments,
States courts.

stadtesm

UXW,
United
United

For payment of the final
fial judgments
judgments and decrees, including,
of Payment.
including costs
costs of
Py

suits,
have been
suits, which have
been rendered
under the
provisions of
of the
the Act
of
rendered under
the provisions
Act of

March third, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, entitled
March
"An Act
entitled "An
Act
to provide for the bringing of suits against
the Government
Government of
of the
the
against the
United
United States," certified to Congress at its
present session
session by
its present
by the
the
Attorney General
Attorney
General in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered Five hundred
and
hundred and
sixty-three and Senate Document Numbered
Numbered Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftythree, and which have not been appealed,
appealed, namely:
namely:
Under
Under the Treasury Department,
Department, $1,097;
$1,097;
Under the War Department, $5,714.42;
$5,714.42;
Under the Department
Department of
Justice $583.75
$583.75;
of Justice,
In all, $7,395.17;
$7,395.17; together
together with 'such
additional sum
as may
may be
be
such additional
sum as
necessary to pay interest on the respective
respective judgments
at the
the rate
rate of
of
judgments at
four per
per centum per annum from the date
until the
date thereof
thereof until
the time
time this
this
appropriation is
appropriation
is made.
made.
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF
JUDGMENT'S, COURT
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS.:

Vol. 24, p. 505.
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classifction.
Classification.

Judgments, Court
of
a
C urt of
Claims.

caines,

Payment.
judgments rendered
rendered by
For the payment of the judgments
by the
Court of
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, Payment.
reported
reported to Congress at its present session in
in House
House Document
NumDocument Numbered Five hundred and sixty-six and
and Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
Classification
Two hundred and fifty-two,
fifty-two, namely:
namely:
cs
Treasury Department,
Department, $52,988.23;
Under the Treasury
$52,988.23;
Under the War
Department, $87,645.05;
War Department,
$87,645.05;
Under the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, $97,373.74;
$97,373.74;
Under the Post Office Department,
$64.71;
Department, $64.71;
Under the Department
Department of
$34.45;
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $34.45;
In all, $238,106.18.
$238,106.18.

JUDGMENTS
IN INDIAN DEPREDATION
JUDGMENTS IN
DEPREDATION CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

For payment
payment of judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by the Court of Claims in
depredation cases, certified
Indian depredation
certified to
House Document
to Congress in
in House
Document
Numbered
Numbered Five hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four at its present
present session,
session,

ltinents, Indian
deSre
depredation aims.
claims.

Pay

t

PaYaw".
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.

Pod, p.
p. 1599.
Pot,
99.

VoL 26, p. 853.

VoLp 85.

Reimbursement.
Rembu
t

Proviso.

Not appd.
appealed.
Nt

Hight to
to*PP
991 Right
ppe.

s
Audited c olam
.

Audited claims.

Vol. is, p. 110.

vol. 23, p. 2.

Vol. 23, p. 254.

1916.
1916.

AUDITED
AUDITPAD CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.

Clams eatif:ed by

Vol. 18, p. 110.

Co.
37.
CH. 37.

$59,259.50,
the judgment
judgment therein
favor of
of ""Andrew
Andrew D.
Everett,
$59,259.50, and
and the
therein in
in favor
D. Everett,
administrator,
Everett, deceased,"
administrator, Thomas
Thomas W. Everett,
deceased," shall
read "Thomas
"Thomas
shall read
W.
Everett, administrator,
administrator, Andrew
Andrew D.
Everett, deceased,"
deceased," and
the
W. Everett,
D. Everett,
and the
judgment
in favor
"Mrs. Joseph
Joseph E.
Winn, administratrix,
administratrix ' John
John
judgment in
favor of
of "Mrs.
E. Winn,
Winn,
deceased," shall
read "JohnM.
Winn and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Joseph
Joseph E.
E. Winn
Winn,
Wihn, deceased,"
shall read
"JohnM. Winn
administrators, John
Winn, deceased";
judgments to
be paid
administrators,
John Winn,
deceased"; 'said
said judgments
to be
paid
after the
be made
=edit under
the provisions
provisions of
of secafter
the deductions
deductions required
required to
to be
under the
section six
approved March
March third,
eighteen hundred
and ninety.
ninetytion
six of
of the
the Act
Act approved
third, eighteen
hundred and
one, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide for
the adjustment
adjustment and
and payment
payment of
of
one,
Act to
for the
claims arising
arising from
from Indian
depredations," shall
been ascertained
ascertained
claims
Indian depredations,"
shall have
have been
and duly
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
and
duly certified
certified by
the Secretary
Interior to
the
Treasury, which
which certification
made as
as soon
soon as
as practicable
practicable
the Treasury,
certification shall
shall be
be made
after
deductions shall
be made
made accordaccordafter the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and such
such deductions
shall be
ing
the Interior,
Interior, having
having due
due regard
regard
ing to
to the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to the
the educational
educational and
other necessary
necessary requirements
of the
the tribe
tribe or
or
to
and other
requirements of
affected; and
and the
the amounts
tribes affected;
amounts paid
paid shall
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
to the
the
United States
States at
times and
and in
in such
such proportions
proportions as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
at such
such times
of the
decide to
to be
for the
interests of
of the
Indian ServServof
the Interior
Interior may
may decide
be for
the interests
the Indian
ice: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no one
one of
provided in
paraice:
of said
said judgments
judgments provided
in this
this paragraph shall
shall be
be paid
paid until
the Attorney
General shall
Abell have
have certified
certified to
graph
until the
Attorney General
to
the
the Secretar
Secretary of
Treasury that
there exists
exists no
no grounds
grounds sufficient,
of the
the Treasury
that there
sufficient,
in his
his opinion,
support a
for a
anew
new trial
or an
appeal of
of
in
opinion, to
to support
a motion
motion for
trial or
an appeal
said
said cause.
cause.
None of the judgments
judgments contained
contained in this Act shall be paid
paid until the
right of appeal
appeal shall
shall have
have expired.
expired.

VwarIeoetion

Verbal correction.

Claims certified
ClaCisxiumofficers.
ed.
accounting

SESs. I.
I.

Sass.

by

by

SEC.
SEC. 2. That for
the payment
payment of
following claims,
claims, certified
certified to
for the
of the
the following
to
be due
due by
be
by the
the several
several accounting
officers of
of the
the Treasury
Departaccounting officers
Treasury Department
the balances
balances of
of which
which have
have been
been exhausted
exhausted
appropriations the
ment under
under appropriations
or carried
to the
the surplus
carried to
surplus fund
under the
of section
five of
of
fund under
the provisions
provisions of
section five
the Act of June
hundred and seventy-four,
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen hundred
seventy-four, and
under appropriations
heretofore treated
appropriations heretofore
being for
for the
treated as
as permanent,
permanent, being
the
service of the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen and
and other
other
years, unless
otherwise stated,
stated, and
and which
have been
to ConConyears,
unless otherwise
which have
been certified
certified to
gress under section two of the Act of July
July seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
eighty-four, as fully set
set forth
and eighty-four,
forth in
in House
Document Numbered
Numbered
House Document
reported to
Five hundred
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, reported
to Congress
Congress at
at its
its present
present
session, there
as follows:
session,
there is
is appropraited
appropraited as
follows:
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Claims
allowed by
by
Claims allowed
Auditor
Treasury
Auditor for
or Treasry
expenses, Treasury
Department: Freight,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Treasury Department:
Freight, teleteleDepartment.
Department.
grams, and
and so
forth, 41
cents.
grams,
so forth,
41 cents.
For collecting
collecting the revenue from customs, $2.17.
$2.17.
For salaries and expenses
national bankexpenses under act to amend
amend the national
banking
laws, $117.20.
ing laws,
$117.20.
For care of seamen,
Service, $4.20.
seamen, and so forth, Public Health
Health Service,
$4.20.
For Public Health and Marine-Hospital
Marine-Hospital Service, $6.25.
$6.25.
For preventing
preventing the spread of epidemic
epidemic diseases, $1,587.50.
$1,587.50.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Internal-Revenue
Internal-Revenue Service,
$18.08.
Service, $18.08.
For refunding
internal-revenue collections,
refunding internal-revenue
collections, $150.
$150.
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally
illegally collected,
collected, $48,335.75.
For payment of judgments
judgments against
against internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers,
$531,139.68.
$531,139.68.
For redemption
redemption of
For
of stamps,
stamps, $150.
$150.
allowance or drawback,
drawback, internal
internal revenue,
For allowance
revenue, $14.65.
$14.65.
For salaries, Bureau of Engraving
For
Engraving and Printing, $32.67.
$32.67.
For expenses
expenses of Revenue-Cutter
Revenue-Cutter Service,
Service, $5.88.
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1916.
1916.

For pay of crews, miscellaneous
miscellanedus expenses,
expenses, and so forth,
forth, Life-Saving
Life-Saving
Service
Service, $239.98.
$239.98.
For Life-Saving
Life-Saving Service, $1,444.48.
$1,444.48.
For fuel, lights, and water
water for public buildings,
buildings, $88.78.
$88.78.
For furniture and repairs of same for
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $478.87.
$478.87.
For furnishing
furnishing new post office,
office, courthouse,
customhouse,
courthouse, and customhouse,
Cleveland,
$42.
Cleveland, Ohio, $42.
For repairs and preservation
preservation of public buildings, $5.93.
$5.93.
For mechanical
mechanical equipment for public buildings, $64.58.
$64.58.
•For general expenses
expenses of public buildings, $25.53.
CLAIMS
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE AUDITOR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR THE
THE WARB
DEPARTMENT.

For salaries, Adjutant General's
General's Office,
Office, $6.67.
$6.67.
For Signal Service of the Army, $1.50.
$1.50.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $119,833.89.
$119,833.89.
For extra-duty pay to enlisted men as clerks at
at Army
Army division
division and
and
department headquarters,
headquarters, $4,259.57.
department
$4,259.57.
For mileage
mileage to officers and contract surgeons,
surgeons, $176.94.
$176.94.
For subsistence
subsistence of the Army, $44.90.
$44.90.
For regular supplies, Quartermaster's
Quartemasters Department
Department, 1539.2&
$539.;25.- = :
For incidental
incidental expenses, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department, $1,435.35.
$1,435.35.
For barracks and quarters,
quarters, $314.87.
S31687.:.:'..
i
For transrtatioxt
transportation of
-the =Allay
and its
of :the
Army. and
its 141pprle13,
spplies, $15,227.02,
$15,227.02,
together with a
to pay
interest at
Tficant
a sufficient sum
sum -to
pay interest
at six
six per
per centum,
centum, from
from
nneteen hundred
October twOy-Mh,
tivilety-fifili, nineteen
hundred and nine
this appronine, until
until this
appropriation is maile,
made, on the claim
$1,115.93, certificate
numbered
claim of
of $1,115.93,
certificate numbered
eleven thousand five hundred
hundred and three, in favor of
and
of the Louisville
Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company, due and payable
decision of
payable under
under decision
of the
the
Comptroller
Treasury, of May tenth, nineteen
Comptroller of the Treasury
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen,
fifteen and the Act of March
eighteen hundred
and seventyseventyMarch third,
third, eighteen
hundred and
five (
(Eighteenth
Eighteenth Statutes at Large, page
four hundred
eightypage four
hundred and
and eightyone).
one).
For medical and hospital department, $13.60.
For Ordnance
Ordnance Service,
Service, $129.83.
$129.83.
For encampment and maneuvers, Organized
$1,196.92.
Organized Militia,
Militia, $1,196.92.
For headstones
headstones for
of soldiers,
for graves
graves of
soldiers, $72.13.
$72.13.
For burial of indigent soldiers, $45.
$45.
For disposition of remains of officers,
soldiers, and
and civil
officers, soldiers,
civil employees,
employees,
$46.02.
For National
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers: Central
Central
Branch, $6; Western Branch,
Branch, $8.58; Marion
Marion Branch,
Branch, $1.05.
$1.05.
For expenses
expenses of recruiting, $90.31.
$90.31.
For collecting,
collecting, drilling, and organizing
organizing Volunteers,
Volunteers, $6.29.
$6.29.

Claims
by
Claims allowed
allowed by
Auditor for War
War De.
Department.
partment.
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OLAIMS ALLOWED
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
NAVY DEEARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FORB

For pay of the Navy, $8,118.96.
$8,118.96.
For pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, $12,780.13.
$12,780.13.
For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $409.80.
For contingent, Navy, $8,750.22.
$8,750.22.
For provisions, Marine Corps,
Corps, $6.55.
$6.55.
For commutation
commutation of quarters, Marine
Marine Corps, $12.80.
$12.80.
For contingent, Marine
Marine Corps, $143.32.
$143.32.
For transportation
transportation and recruiting, Marine Corps,
$1.82.
Corps, $1.82.
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $2,515.95.
For
$2,515.95.
For contingent, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, 50
50 cents.
cents.
For recruiting,
recraitng, Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, $203.66.
For gunnery
gun y exercises,
exercise, Bureau of Navigation,
$50.34.
Navigation, $50.34.
For outfits on first enlistment, Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, $22.50.
Bureau of
$22.50.

Claims allowed
allowed by
Claims
by
Auditor
Auditor for
for Navy
Narvy DeDeo
partment.
artment.
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For maintenance
maintenance -of
of naval
auxiliaries, Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navigation,
naval auxiliaries,

$208.06.
$208.06.

For naval training station,
station, California,
California, Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation,
Bureau of

$122.76.
$122.76.

Vol. 28,
Vol
28, p. 962.
962.

p. 1380.

Vol. 37,
37, p. 1380.

Claims allowed by
Auditor for Interior
Department.
t
or Inter.
Vol. 23, p. 31.
31
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For ordnance
ordnance stores,
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $441.76.
$441.76.
ordnance and ordnance
stores, Bureau
Bureau of
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau
of Yards
Yards and
and Docks,
Docks, $340.72.
$340.72.
Bureau of
For contingent, Bureau
Bureau of
Surgery, $4.05.
$4.05.
of Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery,
For provisions, Navy,
Bureau of
and Accounts,
Accounts, $156.
$156.
Navy, Bureau
of Supplies
Supplies and
of Supplies
For freight, Bureau of
Supplies and
and Accounts,
Accounts, $2,558.14.
$2,558.14.
For construction
construction and
repair, Bureau
Bureau of
Construction and
Repair,
and repair,
of Construction
and Repair,
$2,481.52.
$2,481.52.
For steam machinery, Bureau of
of Steam.
_$221.13.
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, $221.13.
For indemnity for lost property, naval service,
service, Act of March second,
second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, $558.87.
$558.87.
For destruction of clothing
clothing and
bedding for
sanitary reasons,
and bedding
for sanitary
reasons,
$38.28.
$38.28.
For enlistment
to seamen,
$75.
.
For
enlistment bounties
bounties to
seamen, $75.
For
reimbursement to
Samuel Butter
Butter and
and Company,
Company, Act
Act of
of March
March
For reimbursement
to Samuel
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, $11,709.69.
$11,709.69and thirteen,
.,
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS ALLOWED
AUDITOR FOR
DEPARTMENT.
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR ,THE
,THL INTERIOR
ITEBIOR DEPABTMENT.
For salaries, Bureau
Bureau of
of Education
Education, $50.
$50.
•.
For Office
Building,' House
of Representataves
Representataves (deficiency
Act,
Office Building,
House of
(deficiency Act,
February eighteenth;
eighteenth, nineteen
February
nineteen hundred
hundred and four),
four), $2,500.
$2,500.
For return of funds of
of patients,
patients, Goverment
Government Hospital
Hospital for
for the
the InIn.
• _
•.
•..
sane, .142.31..
$42.31.
,
For education
education of
of natives
of Al
s $112.50.
natives of
Alska,
$112.50.
For contingent expenses
expenses of
lice.
s.; $2.01.
$2.01.
of land offices,
For expenses
land entries,
expenses of hearings in land
$19.45.
entries, $19.45.
For surveying the
$503.88.
the public
public lands,
lands, $503.88.
For Geological Survey,
Survey, $1,345.98.
$1,345.98.
•
For general
general expenses,
Bureau of
Mines, $2.48.
expenses, Bureau
of Mines,
$2.48.
For investigating
investigating mine
accidents, $53.51.
mine accidents,
$53.51.
For mineral
mineral mining
mining investigations,
investigations, Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines,
Mines, $2.86.
$2.86.
For testing fuel, Louisiana
Louisiana Purchase
Purchase Exposition, Saint
MisSaint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
$11.72.
souri, $11.72.
For Army pensions, $1,046.20.
$1,046.20.
For Navy
Navy pensions,
pensions, $45.
$45.
For fees of'
of examining
examining surgeons,
surgeons, pensions,
$8.
pensions, $8.
For suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic among Indians,
Indians, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
fifteen, $454.01.
and fifteen,
$454.01.
For Indian
Indian schools, support,
$13.54.
support, $13.54.
For Indian
Indian school and agency
agency buildings,
buildings, $824.
$824.
For industrial work
work and
care of
of timber,
timber, $5.60.
$5.60.
and care
For purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies,
nineteen
supplies, nineteen
hundred
fifteen, $49,009.76.
$49,009.76.
hundred and fifteen,
For purchase
purchase and transportation
For
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
$29,439.89.
fourteen, $29,439.89.
For purchase
transportation of Indian
purchase and transportation
Indian supplies,
supplies, $1,011.22.
$1,011.22.
telegraphing and telephoning,
For telegraphing
Indian Service,
nineteen
telephoning, Indian
Service,
nineteen
hundred
fourteen, $5.27.
hundred and
and. fourteen,
For telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning,
telephoning, Indian
Indian Service,
Service, $1.77.
$1.77.
For
expenses of
of Indian commissioners,
commissioners, nineteen
For expenses
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fourteen, 18 cents.
cents.
For contingencies,
contingencies, Indian Department, $1.
For general expenses,
expenses, Indian Servi
Service,
ce ,$8.77
8.77..
For
of Indians
Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, $174.
For support
support of
Indians in Arizona
$174.
For Indian
ndian
school, Phoenix, Arizona,
Arizona, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
fourteen,
fourteen, $107.43.
$107.43.
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For Indian school, Truxton Canyon, Arizona,
hundred
Arizona, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
94 cents.
and fourteen,
fourteen, 94
cents.
For maintenance,
maintenance, irrigation system, Pima
lands, Arizona,
Arizona,
Pima Indian
Indian lands,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen, $17.84.
$17.84.
For support of Indians in California,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourfourCalifornia, nineteen
$41.55.
teen, $41.55.
For maintenance
maintenance and operation,
operation, Fort Hall
Hall irrigation
irrigation system,
system,
Idaho, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, $35.90.
$35.90.
For Indian school, Kickapoo
Kickapoo Reservation,
Reservation, Kansas,
repairs and
and
Kansas, repairs
improvements, nineteen
improvements,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, $72.93.
$72.93.
and fifteen,
For Indian school, Genoa,
Nebraska 15
,
Genoa, Nebraska,
15 cents.
cents.
Albuquerque,
For Indian school, Alb
uquerque ,New
New Mexico,
Mexico, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and fifteen,
$10.30.
fifteen, $10.30.
For Indian school, Fort Totten, North
nineteen hundred
hundred
North Dakota,
Dakota, nineteen
and fifteen, $6.46.
$6.46.
For support of Cheyennes and
Oklahoma, $31.83.
$31.83.
and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Oklahoma,
For Indian school, Chilocco, Oklahoma,
nineteen hundred
and
Oklahoma, nineteen
hundred and
fifteen, $20.98.
$20.98.
fifteen,
For Indian school, Chilocco,
Clailocco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $92.68.
$92.68.
For administration
administration of
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
Oklahoma, $16.
$16.
of affairs of
of Five
Tribes, Oklahoma,
For Indian school, Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
$20.32.
•
,• :
Pennsylvania, $20.32.
For Indian
Flandreau, South
Indian school, Flandreau,
South Dakota,
Dakota, repairs
repairs and
improveand improvements, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fiteen;
fifteene$133.02.
$133.02.
For support of Sioux of different
different tribes, subsistence
and civilization,
civilization,
subsistence and
South Dakota,
Dakota, $156.60.
$156.60.
For support of Sioux, Yankton
Yankton Tribe, South Dakota,
Dakota, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
and„fourteen,
fourteen, $13.65.
$13.65.
For surveying
surveying and allotting Standing
Standing Rock
Rock Reservation,
Reservation, South
South
Dakota and North Dakota
Dakota (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $162.88.
$162.88.
For support of Indians
Indians of Colville
and Puyallup
Puyallup Agencies
Agencies and
and
Colville and
Joseph's
Joseph's Band of Nez Perces, Washington,
Washington, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fourteen, $138.96.
$138.96.
For maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation, irrigation
irrigation system
Resersystem, Yakima
Yakima Reservation, Washington
Washington (reimbursable),
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen,
(reimbursable), nineteen
hundred and
$104.32.
For Indian school, Hayward,
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
$10.08.
fifteen, $10.08.
For Indian school, Tomah, Wisconsin, nineteen
and fourfournineteen hundred
hundred and
teen, $20.78.
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOB
CLAIMS
FOR THE STATE
STATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHEB
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

C
For salaries of vi
vice
(Act
of
ceconsuls
consul
s (A
ct
ofFebruary
February fifth,
fifth,nineteen
ni
neteen hundred
hundred AuCdkgriontwteeletbo:
.Aut
a
eto
and fifteen),
fifteen), nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, $10,921.39.
$10,921.39.
Dwor
For allowance
allowance for clerks at consulates,
consulates, $193.75.
r1.7
31.806.
$193.75.
asp
For expenses, interpreters
interpreters and guards in Turkish
Turkish dominions,
dominions, and
and
so forth, $3.60.
For relief and protection of American
American seamen,
seamen, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and fifteen, $4,278.38.
$4,278.38.
For relief
protection of American
American seamen,
For
relief and protection
seamen, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and fourteen, $6,466.51.
$6,466.51.
For administration
For
administration of the customs laws
laws, $29.12.
$29.12.
For fuel, lights, and so forth, State, War, and Navy Department
For
Department
Building, $858,
Building,
$858.
For preservation
For
preservation of collections, National
National Museum, $23.03.
library Department of Agriculture, $8.33.
For library,
$8.33.
For
general
Bureau, $4.70.
For gener
alexpenses,
expenses, Weather Bureau,
$4.70.
For general
general expenses, Bureau of
of Animal
Industry, $176.24.
Animal Industry,
$17624.
For general
general expenses,
For
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Plant Industry,
Industry, $47.8L
$47.81.
D
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For
purchase and
and distribution
seeds, $50.91.
$50.91.
For purchase
distribution of
of valuable
valuable seeds,
For
general expenses,
expenses, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, $319.64.
$319.64.
For general
For improvement
improvement of
the national
national forests,
forests, $4.50.
$4.50.
For
of the
For general
expenses, Bureau
of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $21.83.
$21.83.
For
general expenses,
Bureau of
For
Department of
For laboratory,
laboratory, Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $3.60.
$3.60.
enforcement of
For enforcement
of the
.
the food
food and
drugs Act,
and drugs
Act, $4.05.
$4.05.
For general
For
expenses, Bureau
$57.57.
general expenses,
Bureau of
of Entomology,
Entomology, $57.57.
For general
Biol 'cal Survey,
Survey, $1.89.
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Biological
$1.89.
For
Division of
of Publications,
$7.20.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Division
Publications, $7.20.
For
inage investigations,
mvest. ations, $4.65.
$4.65.
For drainage
For International
International DryLand
Lethbridge, Canada,
Dry-Land Congress
Congress at
at Lethbridge,
Canada,
nineteen
thirteen, $474:61.
$474:61.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
For expenses
expenses of
Thirteenth Census,
Census, $7.90.
$7.90.
of the Thirteenth
For expenses
exnenses of the Twelfth Census, $17.19.
For salaries
expenses, special
special attorneys,
s"es and expenses,
attorneys, examiners,
and so
so
examiners, and
Bureau of
forth, Bureau
$3.19.
of Corporations,
Corporations, $3.19.
For equipment,
equipment, Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $321.55.
For general expenses,
expenses 'Bureau of
of Standards,
Standards, 37 cents.
For testing machines, Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
Standards, nineteen
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen $80.64.
fourteen,
$80.64.
For testing machines, Bureau of Standards, $45.01.
$45.01.
expenses, Lighthouse
For general expenses,
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $2.28.
$2.28.
For supplies of
of_ lighthouses;
lighthouses; $100.
$100.
For repairs of lighthouses,
lighthouses, $17.84.
$17.84.
For expenses
expenses of buoy-age,
buoyage, $294.86.
$294.86.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of
$9.67.
of Fisheries
Fisheries, $9.67.
For protecting
protecting seal and salmon fisherie
aska ,
$117.89.
fisheriess of Al
Alaska,
$117.89.
expenses, Department
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, $7.98.
$7.98.
For contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce and Labor,
Labor,
$12.74.
$12.74.
.
For expenses of regulating immigration,
immigi:ation, $16.61.
$16.61.
expenses, Division of
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
50 cents.
cents.
of Naturalization,
Naturalization, 50
For naturalization
naturalization of aliens, 72 cents.
For books for judicial officers,
officers, United States
$2.28.
States courts,
courts, $2.28.
For salaries,
marshals, United States
salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals,
States courts,
courts,
$311.05.
$311.05.
For fees of clerks, United States courts,
$192.67.
courts, $192.67.
For fees of jurors, United States courts,
$5.
courts, $5.
For support of prisoners,
prisoners, United States courts, $111.66.
$111.66.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States courts, nineteen hundred
hundred
$24,258.97.
and fifteen, $24,258.97.
For fees
For
fees of commissioners, United States courts, nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $9.25.
For
fees of commissioners,
For fees
commissioners, United States courts, $5,274.25.
For pay of bailiffs,
bailiffs, and so forth, United States courts,
courts, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $189.74.
$189.74.
For pay of bailiffs, and so
so forth, United States courts, $1,514.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses United States courts, $195.95.
F or fees
For
fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
Un itedStates
$356.90.
States courts,
courts, $356.90.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That for the payment of the following claims,
claims, certified
certified to
to
be due
be
due by the several accounting
accounting officers of the Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
under appropriations
appropriations the balances of which have been
exhausted or
been exhausted
or
carried
carried to the surplus fund under
the provisions
provisions of
five of
of the
the
under the
of section
section five
Act of June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
seventy-four, and
and under
under
appropriations heretofore
appropriations
heretofore treated as permanent,
permanent, being
being for the service
service
scl year
year nineteen
of othe
the fiscal
nineteen hundred and thirteen
thirteen and other years,
years,
nless otherwise
unless
otherwise stated, and which have been certified
certified to Congress
Congress
under section
section two
the Act
Act of
of July seventh,
under
two of
of the
seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-for as fully
eighty-four,
fully set forth in Senate
Senate Document
Two
Document Numbered
Numbered Two
hundred and fifty-five, reported
hundred
at its
its present
presen t session,
sessi
on,
reported to Congress
Congress at
there is appropriated
appropriated as
follows:
as follows:
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CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
CLAIMS
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR

For refunding
refunding taxes illegally collected,
collected, $28,406.30.
$28,406.30.
For payment
payment of judgments
judgments against
internal-revenue officers,
against internal-revenue
officers,
$2,985.95.
For pay of crews,
crews, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, and so forth, LifeSaving Service, $17.77.
$17.77.
Life-Saving Service,
$600.
For Life-Saving
Service, $600.

Claims
by
Claims allowed
allowed by
Auditor for Treassmy
Treasury
Department.
Deartment.reary

CLAIMS
BY THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE WAR
DEPARTMENT.
THE AUDITOR
WAR DEPARTMENT.

For pay,
pay, and
forth, of
the Army,
Army, $5,412.54.
Claims allowad
allowed by
For
and so
so forth,
of the
$5,412.54.
ACimSf
db
Auditor
for War Deextra-duty pay to enlisted men as clerks at Army division
For extra-duty
division and partment.
Partment•
department headquarters,
$369.60.
department
headquarters, $369.60.
For mileage to officers and contract
contract surgeons, $28.10.
$28.10.
For regular
regular supplies, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
$81.88.
Department, $81.88.
For incidental expenses, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Departfnent,
Departmient, $5,592.65.
$5,592.65.
For barracks and quarters, $44.40.
For transportation
Allay and its
its supplies,
supplies, $69.15.
transportation of the
the Army
$69.15.
$1.66.
For headstones
headstones for
for graves of soldiers, $1.66.
For raising four additional
$46.35.
additional regiments, $46.35.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOBi
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
.
'N`AVIr DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ATUDITr FOR
O rite'
THE 'NAVT

For pay of the Navy, $757.52.
$757.52.
For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $127.12.
$127.12.
For pay, Marine Corps, $66.60.
$66.60.
For transportation,
transportation Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation_, $536.09.
$536.09.
For maintenance, Bureau
bureau of Yards and Docks, $65.20.
$65.20.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $4.
$4.
For construction
construction and repair, Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair,
Repair,
$204.
$204.

Claims
allowed
Claims allowed

by
by

Auditor for Navy DeDe-

partment.
partment.

CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
DEPARTMENT.
FOR THE
THE INTERIOR
ISTEBIOR DEPARTMENT.

For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, nineteen
hundred
hundred and fifteen, $969.96.
$969.96.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies,
supplies, nineteen
hundred
hundred and fourteen, $80.73.
$80.73.
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
For purchase
Indian supplies,
cents.
supplies, 70
70 cents.
For Indian school, Fort Bidwell, California, repairs and improveimprovements
hundred and
$15.36.
ments,' nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, $15.36.
For Army pensions, 10 cents.

Claims
Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Auditor for interior
Interior
Department.
Department.

CLAIMS ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
THE STATE
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
FOR THE
STATE AND
OTHER
AND OTHER
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

For contingent
nineteen hundred
contingent expenses,
expenses, Executive
Executive Office,
Office, nineteen
hundred Auditor
ClaimsforSate
allawad
bY
Audit
for State, ete.,
and fourteen, 88 cents.
Departments.
Departents.
38, p. 806.
a. 38
For salaries of vice consuls
consuls (Act of February fifth, nineteen
ni
ne t
een hunhun- Vol.
, . 806.
fifteen), nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen, $79.17.
dred and fifteen),
$79.17.
For allowance
allowance for clerks at consulates,
consulates, $80.
$80.
protection of American
For relief and protection
American seamen, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen,
and fif
teen, $594.96.
$594.96.
For contingent expenses, Department
Department of Commerce and Labor,
$7.84.
$7.84.
expenses of regulating immigration, $144.25.
For expenses
$144.25.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States courts, nineteen hundred
and fifteen, $82.20.
$82.20.
$51.
For fees of jurors, United States courts, $51.
For support of prisoners,
prisoners, United States courts, $1.30.
Approved,
Approved, February 28, 1916.
1916.
91890 0 -voL 39--r
91890°—voi.
39—PT 1-3
1-3
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CHAP. 39.-An
Act To
authorize the
construction of
of a
a bridge
Missithe Missisacross the
bridge across
the construction
To authorize
CHAP. 39.—An Act
sippi River
River between
Anoka and
and Hennepin
Hennepin Counties,
in the
the State
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Counties, in
between Anoka
eippi

March 11, 1916.
1916.
March
is. 2497.}
24974
[S.
(Public,
27.)
(Public, No.
No. 2.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be itit enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
rearahrelivArt'allStates
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Great
Northern
Northern
Great
That
the
assembled,
Congress
- States of America in
Gret7nhRnl
way
corporation organized
under the
existing under
and existing
organized and
a corporation
Company, a
Railway Company,
may Railway
way Company
Compan may
bridge, above Minns
is
spoils, Minn.
laws
of the
the State
of Minnesota,
assigns, be,
be, and
and is
and assigns,
successors and
its successors
Minnesota, its
State of
laws of
iabou
bPidg,
hereby,authorized
to construct,
maintain, and
operate a
abridge
bridge across
across
and operate
construct, maintain,
authorized to
hereby,
the
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
of navigation,
navigation,
to the
interests of
River, at
at aapoint
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
about
miles above
city of
Minneapolis, in
in the
State of
of MinneMinnethe State
of Minneapolis,
above the
the city
about seven
seven miles
Construction.
sota,
in
accordance
with
the
Act
of
Congress
entitled
"An
Act
to
regu"An
Act
to
reguentitled
the
Act
of
Congress
with
sota,
in
accordance
n3tr4
Vol.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
late
the construction
construction of
waters," approved
approved
navigable waters,"
across navigable
bridges across
of bridges
late the
March
hundred and
and six.
SM.
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
S
EC.
2.
The
right
to
alter,
amend,
or
repeal
this
Act is
hereby
is hereby
this Act
repeal
or
amend,
SEC. 2. The right to alter,
.
Amed
Amendment.
expressly reserved..
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
1916.
1, 1916.
March 1,
Approved,
March 1,
March
1, 1916.
1916.

CHAP.
40.—An Act
across the
Act To extend the time for the completion of dams across
CHAP. 40.-An
River by
by authority
authority granted
granted to
by an
an Act
Act
Power Company
Company by
to Twin City
City Power
Savannah River
i
,No. R. Savannah
approved
twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eight, as amended by
28)
approved February twenty-ninth,
ubi
No
hundred and twelve.
nineteen hundred
Act approved
approved June third, nineteen

1571
[fhR.i.
[H. R. 157.)

[Public, No. 284

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
by the
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
the time
time allowed
allowed to
the Twin
Twin is
hereby granted
granted for
for the
extension of
is hereby
the extension
of the
to the
Twin
City
Power
Company
to
construct
dams
across
the
Savannah
River
River
Savannah
the
across
dams
construct
to
Company
Power
City
s6;
Vl
tp.
nineteen hundred
an Act
Act of February
authorized by an
February twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred
37, p. " amended
authorized
third, nineteen
and eight,
eight, as
by Act
Act approved
approved June
June third,
nineteen hundred
hundred
as amended
amended by
and
and twelve,
twelve, until
three years
years from
from the
in the
the amending
and
until three
the date
date fixed
fixed in
amending
February twenty-eighth,
Act for
its completion,
completion, to
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen
to wit,
wit, February
Act
for its
hundred and
and nineteen.
nineteen.
hundred
Amendment
Amendment
SEC.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
amend, alter,
alter, or
Act is
is hereby
S
EC. 2.
to amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1, 1916.
March 1,
1916.
Approved, March
Savannah River.
Time extended
xtended for
damming, by
damming,
by Twin
City Power Company.
Vol.
35,
p.
36; Vol.
Co.
37, p. 120, amended.

S^am

March 13,
11, 1916.
March
IS.
(S. 3144.]
3144.)
29.1
No. 29.1
(Public, No.

a bridge across the Pend
CHAP. 41.-An
41.—An Act To authorize the construction
construction of a
Oreille River, between
between the towns of Metaline
Metaline and Metaline
Metaline Falls, in the State of
Washington.
Washington.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Pond Oreille County,
in Congress
of America
States of
States
America in
Congress assembled, That Pend
County,
State
of Washington,
Washington, and
and the
the towns
of Metaline
Metaline and
Falls,
State o
towns of
and Metaline
Metaline Falls,
Pend Oreille
and assigns,
be,
assigns, be,
their successors
successors and
Washington, their
Oreille County,
County, Washington,
ne to Pend
bMeaieFl.
and they are hereby, authorized,
separately, to construct,
construct,
authorized, jointly or separately,
approaches thereto
maintain, and operate aa bridge and approaches
thereto across the
a point suitable to the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation,
Pend Oreille River,
River, at a
Constriction.
Conuctbetween
said towns,
in accordance
accordance with
of the
the Act
Act
between said
towns, in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Vol. 34, p. 84.
construction of bridges over navientitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
gable waters,"
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
hundred
and six.
six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
That the
the right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
SEc. 2. That
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 13,
Approved, March
13, 1916.
1916.

Pend Oreille River.
p,,ndoreiileRiter
Pend
Oreille Count y,
etc.,
Wash., may
etc., Wash.,
may
bridge, Metallme
l to
Metaline Falls.

March 13 1916.
1.916.
1S. 38;
1
3.1

CHAP. 42.-An
42.—An Act To authorize the Counties of Minidoka
Minidoka and Cassia, State of
a bridge across Snake River.
Idaho, to construct
construct a

iarch

',Public, No.
30.)
iPublic,
No. 30.]

Rver
sae

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Be itit enacted
enacted by
a States of
siaAmerica
America in
Congress assembled,
of
in congress
assembled, That
the Counties
Counties of
of Minidoka
That the
Minidoka
ay and
Cassia, State
State of
Idaho, are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to construct, mainand Cassia,
of Idaho,

River.d Cassia
7
Minidoka
Minidoka an.
Counties, Idaho,
Idaho, may
bridge.

ounties

and
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tain, and operate
a bridge,
bridge, and
approaches thereto,
across the
Snake
tam,
operate a
and approaches
thereto, across
the Snake
River, at a
in sections
sections
a point suitable
suitable to
to the interest
interest of
of navigation,
navigation, in
and eighteen,
seven, eight,
eight, seventeen,
seventeen, and
eighteen, township
township nine
nine south,
south, range
range
twenty-five
Minidoka and
and
twenty-five east, Boise
Boise meridian,
meridian, in the
the counties
counties of
of Minidoka
Cassia, in the State of
with the
the provisions
an
of Idaho,
Idaho, in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of an
the construction
construction of
of bridges
over
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to regulate
regulate the
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved.
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
navigable
approved March
March twenty-third,
hundred
and six.
S
EC. 2.
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
SEC.
2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
March 13,
Approved, March
13, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 43.—An
43.-An Act
CHAP
Act Granting
of Congress
Congress to
ComGranting the
the consent
consent of
to Georgia
Georgia Lumber
Lumber Com-

pany to construct aabridge across Flint
between Dooly
Sumter
Flint River,
River, Georgia,
Georgia, between
Dooly and
and Sumter
Counties.

Be it
enacted by the
the United
United
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent of
Congress
That the
the consent
of Congress

Location.
Locntim.

Construction.

VCno34
Vol. 34,apti
p. 84.

Amendment.
Aendm

March 16,
1916.
March
18, 1916.
9225.1
[H.
[H.r. IL 9225.]
(Public
No
(Public, No. 311
31.)
Ge.o
t
r
E
gia
b
Flint
RiLvr.
Georgia
Lumber

is hereby
hereby granted
Lumber Company,
corporation charchar- comminy
is
granted to
to Georgia
Georgia Lumber
Company, aa corporation
Company may
maynu
bridg ov
T
tered under the laws of the State of Ohio, with principal place of
i
t
97'"Cug
hn'
a sBdi
of busibusi- T
.wughn's'
ness in the city of Akron,
Akron, Ohio,
successors and assigns,
Ohio, and
and its
its successors
assigns, to
to conconstruct,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
across
struct, maintain,
operate a
a bridge
thereto across
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at
the Flint River,
River, at a
a point suitable
suitable to
to the
or near De Vaughn's
the county
the State
Construction.
Vaughn's Sidling,
Sidig, in
in the
county of
of Dooly,
Dooly, in
in the
State of
of constrct,
Georgia,
accordance with
the provisions
the Act
entitled "An
Vol. 34,
34, p.84
p. 84.
Georgia, in
in accordance
with the
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
"An Vol.
Act
regulate the
construction of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
Act to regulate
the construction
bridges over
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
six.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
amend, or
this Act
is hereby
SEC.
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby

expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
1916.
Approved,
March 16, 1916.

CHAP. 45.—An
45.-An Act
Granting to
to the
the State
State of
CHAP.
Act Granting
Oklahoma permission
permission to
occupy aa
of Oklahoma
to occupy
certain portion of the Fort Sill Military
Oklahoma, and
to maintain
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Oklahoma,
and to
maintain
and
hatchery.
and operate thereon
thereon a
a fish
fish hatchery.

Amendment.
Amendment

Plarch 17,
1910.
March
17, 191.
IR.
R. 403.
403.)
[H. R.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 3.1
32.1

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United -Fort g
giii unman
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
it ,
States of
of America
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
State of Oklahoma
Oklahoma Reservation,
the State
Reservation, oils.
Okaa.
Tract
for the
is hereby granted
granted permission to enter
enter upon
upon and
and occupy,
occupy, for
the purpur- mahomc
m,
ograd
t
i
14 10rfish
pose of
of operating
operating and
and maintaining
maintaining thereon
thereon aa fish
hatchery for
the hatchery.
fish hatchery
for the
atchey.
r

propagation
propagation of fish for public distribution
distribution to the people
said State,
State,
people of
of said
and in pursuance
pursuance thereof
thereof to
construct ponds,
the land,
land, _plant
to construct
ponds, drain
drain the
plant
grass, shrubbery
shrubbery and
trees, and
and otherwise
and beautify
and trees,
otherwise improve
improve and
beautify the
the
area to be occupied, the following-described
following-described tract of land within the
the
Fort Sill
Sill Military
Military Reservation,
All that
that portion
Reservation, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, viz.:
viz.: All
of
portion of

said reservation
reservation lying and being within the boundary
boundary lines described
described
as beginning
beginning at the northeast corner
corner of section
section nineteen in
township
in township
three north; range twelve, west, Indian meridian, and extending
extending
thence west along the section line a
a distance
distance of one thousand eight
eight
hundred and twenty feet to aa point in the center of Medicine
Medicine Bluff
Creek;
a southeasterly
Creek; thence in a
southeasterly direction, following the center line
line
of Medicine Bluff Creek, to a
a point two hundred feet west of the east
east
line and one thousand seven
of the
line of
seven hundred feet
feet south
south of
the north
north line
of
said section nineteen;
nineteen; thence
the section
line
thence two
two hundred
hundred feet
feet east
east of
of the
section line
between
between said section nineteen
nineteen and section twenty, thence north on
on
between said sections nineteen and twenty
the section line between
twenty a
a.distance
of one thousand seven hundred feet to the point of beginning;
beginning; said
tract containing
five-tenths acres more
containing an area
area of thirty-nine
thirty-nine and five-tenths
more or
or
less: Provided,
Provided,That
of the
That the occupation
occupation and use
use of
the said
said land
land for
the
for the
aforesaid purpose
aforesaid
purpose shall in no manner
manner affect the
the rights,
rights, title and
and

Description.
Dcriptim
n

Proviso..

Rights,etc.,retsdned..
Righaatubsa.
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CHS. 45-47.
45-47.
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interest
of the
and to
said lands;
lands; nor
nor the
the GovernGovernto said
the United
United States
States in
in and
interest of
ment's rights
of _pmse
over and
across the
lands so
so occupied:
occupied:
the lands
and across
passage over
rights of
ment's
Nonliability for
i
dedfurther,
the United States
for Prov
Provided
uther, That
That tie
States shall not
not be
be liable
liable for any
Nonliability
damages.
damages
whatsoever that
that may
at.any time
improvements
may at-any
time occur
occur to
to the
the improvements
damages whatsoever
or property
property of
of the
State of
lands: And
provided
on said
said lands:
And provided
or
the State
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma on
Approval
of
tar
plans
further,
That
the
exercise
of
the
rights
hereby
granted
the
execu
execu-and
the
granted
hereby
rights
of
the
the
exercise
That
,further,
s
taryn
ory
.
eta., by Secrey of
War.
tion of
of any
on said
said lands
lands hereby
authorized shall
shall be
in accordaccordar.
tion
any work
work on
hereby authorized
be in
ance
with such
such plans
plans and
as may
may be
by the
the
ance with
and specifications
specifications as
be approved
approved by
Secretary
of War,
War, and
and subject
subject to
to such
stipulations and
Secretary of
such further
further stipulations
and conconRevocation.
ditions
as he
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
further, That
That the
the Secretary
of
ditions as
he may
Providedfurther,
Secretary of
Revocationl
War
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized, in
in his
revoke the
the
hereby, authorized,
his discretion,
discretion, to
to revoke
War be,
permission
granted, if
if in
in his
it is
is necessary
necessary for
the
his judgment
judgment it
for the
permission herein
herein granted,
Amendment
use
War Department.
use of
of such
such military
military reservation
reservation by
by the
the War
Department.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
the right
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
March 17,
17, 1916.
1916.
Approved, March

March 17,
17, 1916.
1916.
[H. J. Res. 1801-

[H. J. Res. 180.1-

/pub. Res.,
No, 1.l
11,1
[Pub.
Res., No.

United
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
of the United
States
of America
in Congress
when in
the judgment
judgment
That when
in the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of the President
emergency arises which makes it
President an emergency
it necessary, all
Post, p. 166.
organizations
of
the
Army
which
are
now
below
the
maximum
enlisted
of
the
Army
Which
are
now
below
the
maximum
enlisted
organizations
7 Ae
/Le-strength authorized
be raised
raised forthwith
to that
strength,
strength
authorized by
by law
law shall.
shall.be
forthwith to
that strength,
.Po.
and
be maintained
maintained as
thereat so
so long
the
as the
long as
as_possible
possible thereat
as nearly
nearly as
shall be
and shall
Prorio.
Rec ri
8 t
.,
emergency shall
shall continue:
continue: Provided,
Provided, Tha.t
R L
emergency
That the total enlisted strength
Post, p. 166.
of any
of said
of
any of
arms of
the service
service shall
not include
include unassigned
una.ssigned recruits
recruits
said arms
of the
shall not
therefor at depots or elsewhere, but such recruits shall at no time
exceed by more than five per centum the total enlisted strength
strength prescribed for such arms; and the enlisted men now or hereafter authorof i
ized
by law
law for
branches of
of the
the military
military service
be provided
provided
Maintenance of
zedby
for other
other branches
service shall
shall be
Maintenance
strength prescribed.
and
and maintained
any impairment
impairment of
enlisted strength
strength prepremaintained without
without any
of the
the enlisted
scribed
for any
any of
scribed for
of said
said arms.
arms.
Approved, March
March 17,
17, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
Army

•

CHAP. 46.--Joint
46.-Joint Resolution
increase of the enlisted men of the
CHAP.
Resolution Providing
Providing for an increase

Army in
in an
an emergency.
emergency.
Army

.

maximum
enlisted
i ax
enlisted
m
stgth
athoried
strength
authorise&

ecruits,

March 20, 1916.
(H. R. 10D32.)

(Public, No. 33.
[Public,
33.3

CHAP. 47.-An
a bridge across the Ohio
47.—An Act To authorize the construction
construction of a
R
River
from a
apoint
on its
its banks
city of
of Pittsburgh,
at or
near the
the
or near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, at
in the
the city
point on
banks in
iver from
Run, to aa point
locality known as Woods Run,
the opposite
opposite shore
shore of
of said
said river
within
point on
on the
river within
the borough of
of Mcliees
McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania.
the
Pennsylvania.

Ohio River.
River.
Ohio
Pa.
Allegheny
ridgCeounty,
Pa.. may bridge, Pitts
Puts-

Be it
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
by the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the c
county
Allegheny,
of America in
That the
oun ty of
of
Allegheny,
n Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of

[H. R. 10032.1

rahs. to
to

os.

Construction,
Construction.

vol. 34, . 84.
4.

Vol. 34,

the State
and is
is hereby,
thori
ze d to
t
o con
authorized
con-be, and
hereby, au
in the
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, be,
struct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto over
over
River, at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
the Ohio River,
the interests
interests of
to the
of navigation,
navigation,
a point on its banks in the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
from a
Pennsylvania, at
at
or near the locality known as Woods Run, to a
apoint on the opposite

McK
ees in
McKees

P.

Amendment.

shore of said river within the borough of McKees
Pennsylvania,
Mcliees Rocks, Pennsylvania,
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
of an
accordance with the
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regregulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
approved
navigable waters," approved
n e te en hundred
M
a r c h twenty-third,
March
twenty-third, ni
nineteen
hundred and SUL
six.
SEC.
2.
That
the
right
to alter, amend,
SEC.
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, March
March 20,
Approved,
20, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP. 48.-An
48.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to Interstate
Interstate Bridge ComCorpany to construct a
a bridge across Mississippi River.

it enacted
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representativesof

„Ketch
20,2,1916.
1916,
;Ih
[41. H. 10238.]
*
]
[Public, No.
34.1
[Public,
No. 34.]

States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of Congress
River.
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
Congress Mississippi
Missisippi River.
is hereby
hereby granted
the Interstate
Bridge Company
Company and
its successors
successors Comtan
com
Intersta
yte
mayB
Act
ge
is
granted to
to the
Interstate Bridge
and its
may
brldge
and
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
ap- Lansm
g,
Iowa.
and assigns
assigns to
to construct,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and apLansmg,
Iowa.

proaches thereto
proaches
thereto across
across the Mississippi River at aa point
point suitable to
to
the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation, at or near
near Lansing,
Lansing, in
in the
the county
county of AllaAlla- Construction.
makee, in
in the
the State
State of
Iowa, in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
makee,
of Iowa,
with the
the provisions
the Votnl.341CO
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Act entitled
over
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters,"
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
hundred
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
and six.

SEC. 2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
amend, or
this Act
Act is
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, March 20, 1916.
1916.

on the lands,
lands, with
CHAP. 49.-An
Act Reserving
Reserving or
or excepting
excepting all
all ores or
or minerals
minerals on
CHAP
49.—An Act
the right of minin
mininggthe same, on the site of the proposed post-office
post-office building at Calumet,
Michigan.
Michigan.

m
Amendment.
A
end ment.

March
1916.
March 20,
20, 1916.
[H. R.
R. 10487.1
10487.1
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 35.)
[Public,
35.1

Be it
it enacted
enaited by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatiesof
of the
the United
United
Calumet, Mui
Mich.
in Congress
assembled, That
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the provision of the
the Calumet
Public Building.
Budding.
Public
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 878,
878,
hundred and Vol.
public building Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
amended.
amended.
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
thirteen
(Thirty-seventh Statutes, page
page eight
eight hundred and
and seventyeight),
the acquisition
acquisition of
of a
asuitable
the post
post
eight), which authorizes the
suitable site
site for
for the
office
at Calumet,
be, and
and the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended as
as
office at
Calumet, Michigan,
Michigan, be,
the same
same is
follows:
follows:
Mineral
rights of
site,
Minral rights
ofsite,
"Provided,
Treasury may, in his discre"Provided, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
discre- excepted.
excepted.
tion accept
tion,
accept a
a title
title which reserves or
or excepts
excepts all ores or minerals on
on
the
the lands,
lands, with
with the
the right
right of
of mining
mining the same."
same."
Approved,
March 20, 1916.
Approved, March
CHAP. 50.—An
50.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the city
of Lowell,
Lowell, county
county
consent of
city of
of Middlesex,
Middlesex, State
Massachusetts, to
to construct
across the
the Merrimack
of
State of
of Massachusetts,
construct aabridge
bridge across
Merrimack River.
River.

March 20,1916.

IN:
eliat
[H.ciR.
11628.1

(Public,
864
(Public, No.
No. 86.1
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of the United Merrimack
Merrimack River.
River.
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of Con- Lowell,
States
of America in
in Congress
Lowell, Mass.,
Mass., may
may
ess is
is hereby
granted to
to the
city of
of Lowell,
Lowell, county
Middlesex, bridge.
bridge.
gress
hereby granted
the city
county-of
of Middlesex,
Massachusetts, a
a municipal corporation,
corporation ' and
State of Massachusetts,
and its successors
successors
and assigns,
to construct,
and operate
bridge and
and apapand
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
proaches
proaches thereto
thereto across the Merrimack
Merrimack River, at
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
to
replace the present
Pawtucket Bridge,
Bridge,
the interests
interests of navigation, to replacthe
present Pawtucket
so called, and at or
or near the
the point
point at
at which
which said Pawtucket
Pawtucket Bridge Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
accordance with the
crosses said river, in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act enen- Vol.
titled "An
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
waters,"
approved March
and six.
six.
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That the right
repeal this
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
SEC.
right to
to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, March 20, 1916.
Approved,
52.-An Act To amend section thirty-six
thirty-six hundred
and forty-six
the
CHAP. 52.—An
hundred and
forty-six of
of the
Revised
the United States
States as reenacted
reenacted and
and amended
by Act
Act of
February
Revised Statutes of the
amended by
of February
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
twenty-third,
hundred and
and nine.
nine.

March
1916.
March 21,
21,1916.
[H.
3636.1
[H. R.
R. 3636.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 37.1
37.1

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Be it
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of the United
United
Lost, etc.,
checks.
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section thirty-six
States
of America
in Congress
That section
thirty-six hunhun- Lost
etc.,checks.
dred and forty-six of
of the
Revised
Statutes
be,
and
hereby
is,
amended
the Revised Statutes be, and hereby is, amended
to
as follows:
to read
read as
follows:
Duplicates of lost,
"SEC. 3646.
3646. That
"Szc.
any original
or et,
That whenever
whenever any
original check
check is
is lost,
lost, stolen,
stolen, or
es, mayof
etc., checks,
mayl bs
Issued.
destroyed
destroyed disbursing
disbursing officers
the United
States are
are i e
officers and
and agents
agents of
of the
United States
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8
IL.LS.,., sec.
p. authorized,
e 3848,
m,*. P.
authorized, within three years
years from the
the date
such check,
issue
date of
of such
check, to
to issue
n7, amended.
a
under such
regulations in
regard to
and
Vol.
35,
p.
643.
va3%p. o.
a duplicate
duplicate check,
check, under
such regulations
in regard
to its
its issue
issue and
payment,
execution of such bond,
bond, with
with sureties,
sureties, to
inpayment, and
and upon
upon the
the execution
to ind.eninify
TJruted States,
States, and
and proof
of
loss of
original
check, as
the
demnify the
the Unted
proof
of
loss
of
original
check,
as
the
Provisos.
of the
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
whenever
r' oe
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall prescribe:
That whenever
Past
Office Dp.tDepart. Secretary
mast
madt checks
hecks or
origmal check
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department has
has been
been
or warWar any original
check or
or warrant
warrant of
of the
lost, stolen, or destroyed
destroyed the Postmaster
General may
the
Postmaster General
may authorize
authorize the
time within
three years
from
issuance of aa duplicate thereof, at
at any
any time
within three
years from
the date of such original check or warrant,
warrant, upon
upon the execution
execution by
by the
indemnity as
as the
owner thereof of such
such bond
bond of indemnity
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
Checks to employees, may
escstomoyees,
further, That when
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
when such
such original
original check
check or
or
etc.
warrant
warrant does not exceed in amount
amount the sum of $50
$50 and
ai .
the payee or
or
employee m the
owner is, at the date of the application, an
an officer
officer or
or employee
the
service of the Post Office Department, whether
whether by
service
by contract, designadesignaappointment, the Postmaster
Postmaster General
tion, or appointment,
General may, in
in lieu of
of an
an indemnity
authorize the issuance of a
duplicate check
check or warrant
demnity bond, authorize
a duplicate
warrant
upon such an affidavit as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to be made before
before any
any
postmaster by the payee
payee or owner of an original check or warrant."
warrant.
Approved, March 21, 1916.

Minh 28,
1918.
28. 1916.

tAh

O. 11.
B 65.I1tH.
[Public,
ublic, No. 38.)

No. 38.1

53.-An Act To
CHAP. 53.—An
To ratify,
an act
duly enacted
enacted by
the
ratify. vprove,
approve, and
and confirm
confirm an
act duly
by the

Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii relating
and power,
Legislature
relating to
to certain
certain gas,
gas electric
electric light
light and
power,
telephone,
companies and franchises
telephone, railroad, and street railway compaes
franchises in the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii, and
the laws
laws relating
relating thereto.
thereto.
and amending
amending the
Hawaii,

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatiesof
States
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the act
act of
of the
the Legislature
Legislature
in Congres
States ofAmerica
Ac"f
ofthe
entitled "An
act relating
relating to
rt
ain gas,
gas,
dnto
e g tolegislature
puablimutillutmni-of
the -Territory
Istth
public
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, entitled
"An act
to ce
certain
ccennUsaim
, cm
' electric
and
power,
teleRhone,
railroad,
and
street
railway
cornelectric
eo
ommison,
light
and
power,
telephone,
railroad,
and
street
railway
comfirmed.
panies
panics and franchises in the Territory
territory of Hawaii, and amending
amending the
laws relating thereto," approved by the governor
governor of the Territory
nmeteen hundred
April twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, be, and
and is
is hereby,
amended, ratified, approved, and confirmed,
confirmed, as follows:

' rams.wsEi e

egslative act
ctl35.
Legislative
135.

"A

135.
"Acr 135.

"An act relating to certain gas, electric light and power, telephone,
"An
railroad, and street railway companies
companies and franchi
franchises in the Terri'Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and amending
the laws
laws relating
relating thereto.
amending
the
thereto.
"Be
it enacted
Hawaii by
, the Legislature
"Be it
enacted
Legislature of the
Territory of Hawaii:
the Territory
Hawaii:
Franchises made
Franchises
made
1.
"SECTION
The
franchises
"SEcriox 1.
franchises granted by act thirty of the laws of
subject to public utilities comm
commission.tion. nineteen hundred
hundred and
three, of
Territory of
as amended
amended
and three,
of the
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, as
VoL 33,
p. 231,
227.
VoL
33, p.
231,227.
and
approved by an Act of Congress approve
and approved
approved April twenty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and four; act forty-eight of the laws of nineteen hundred
hundred
and
of said
Territory, as
approved by
by an
an Act
of
and three
three of
said Territory,
as amended
amended and
and approved
Act of
VoL 34, p. 309.
VoL3 p 309
Congress approved
approved April twenty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and four;
four; act
act
sixty-six of the laws of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and five of said Territory,
amended
and
an
as
amended
approved
by
Act of Congress approved June
VoL 35, p. 607.
VoL 35, p. 60.
twentieth, nineteen hundred and six; act one hundred and five of the
twentieth,
nineteen hundred and seven of said Territory, as amended
laws of nineteen
amended and
Vol. 35, p. 609.
Vl.
3, p. 609.
approved by an Act of Congress approved February
February sixth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and nine; act one hundred and thirty of the laws of nineteen
nineteen
hundred and seven of said Territory, as amended
amended and approved by
said
sixth, nineteen
and
Vo
36 p M.
said Act of
of Congress approved
approved February
February sixth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Vol. 36, p. 845.
v
and fifteen
nine; act one hundred and
of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifteen of the
the laws
laws of
nine of said Territory, as amended and approved by an Act of Congress approved
June twenty-fifth,
and ten;
ten; act
37gress
approved June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
act
Vol. 37,
p. 243.
VL
3 p 2
sixty-six of
of the laws of nineteen hundred and eleven of said Territory,
as amended and approved by an Act of Congress approved
August
approved
first, nineteen hundred and twelve; and all franchises
franchises heretofore
heretofore
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granted
granted to any other public utility or public-utility company,
company, and
and all
public utilities and public-utilities companies organized
organized or
or operating
within the Territory of Hawaii, and the persons and
and corporations
corporations
holding said franchises shall be subject
subject as to reasonableness
reasonableness of
of rates,
rates,
prices, and charges and
and in all other respects
provisions of
act
respects to
to the provisions
of act
eighty-nine
eighty-nine of the laws of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen of
of said
said
Territory
creating aa public-utilities
Territory creating
public-utilities commission and
and all
all amendments
amendments
thereof
thereof for
for the regulation
public utilities
all
regulation of public
utilities in said
said Territory;
Territory; and
and all
the powers and duties expressly
expressly conferred
conferred upon or required
of the
the
required of
superintendent of public
superintendent
public works
said franchises
franchises
works by said
said acts
acts granting
granting said
are hereby conferred
conferred upon and required
required of
of said
comsaid public-utilities
public-utilities commission and any commission
character that
hereafter
commission of similar
similar character
that may
may hereafter
be created by the laws
laws of said Territory;
Territory; and said acts granting
granting said
said
franchises
hereby amended
franchises are hereby
amended to conform herewith: Provided,
Provided, hownothing herein contained
contained shall in any wise
ever, That nothing
wise limit the
the jurisjurisdiction or powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission under the
the
Acts of Congress to regulate
regulate commerce:
further, That
all
commerce: And provided
provided further,
That all
acts of the public-utility
public-utility commission herein
for shall
herein provided
provided for
shall be
be
subject to review by the courts
courts of the
the said
said Territory.
Territory.
"SEC.
"
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its approval by the Congress
Congress
of the United States.
"Approved this twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day of April, anno Domini nineteen
"Approved
nineteen
hundred and
hundred
and thirteen.
"WALTEr
"WavrEn F.
F. FREAB,
?REAR,
"Governor of the Territory of the Hawaii."
"Governor
Hawaii."
Approved, March
Much 28, 1916.

CHAP.
54.-An Act To ratify,
CHAP. 54.—An
ratif, approve,
approve, and confirm sections
sections one,
one.t two, and
and three
three
of an
an act
act duly
duly enacted
enacted by
the Legislature
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of
by the
islature of
of Hawaii
the
Hawaii relating
relating to the
board of
of harbor
commissioners of tile
the Territory,
amending
board
harbor commissioners
Territory, as herein
herein amended,
amended, and amend
ing the
laws relating thereto.
thereto.
.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United

States
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled? That sections one, two, and

March 28,
281916.
March
1916.
[H. R.
* 3042.1
*'
[Public,
39.1
[Public. No. 39.1

Ha
lisatur
1
1:t
wli
legi
slature
to
three of act one hundred
hundred and sixty-nine
sixty-nine of the Legislature of the elating
etatm
r
ille
ssion
t s harbor
ha:13
:r
,
e
Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen, entitled, "An act condrmed.'
conarmod.
to
amend chapter
f
,
to amend
chapter forty-nine
forty-nine of the Revised
Revised Laws of Hawaii,
Hawaii, ninefifteen, relating to harbors, by amending
teen hundred and fifteen
amending sections
sections
six hundred and eighty-three,
eighty-three, six
and eighty-five,
eighty-five, six
six hundred
hundred and
six hunhundred and eighty-seven,
ninety-one, and by
eighty-seven, and six hundred and ninety-one,
by
adding
adding one new section thereto
thereto to
section six
six hundred
hundred
to be
be known
known as section
and ninety-one
ninety-one A,"
A," approved
approved by the governor
governor of the Territory
Territory
April twenty-sixth, nineteen
be, and the same
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen be
are hereby,
hereby, amended,
amended, ratified,
ratified, approved,
appioved, and confirmed, as follows:
"SEcTION
1. Section six hundred
"SECTION 1.
hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three of the Revised
Revised
Laws of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
nineteen hundred
fifteen, is
to
read
read as
follows:
as follows:
"" 'SEC.
Bindsf.-"
`SEc. 683. Board
Board of harbor commissioners:
commissioners: All ocean shores
'tlisolhari" °0'
below mean high-water mark, shore waters and navigable streams,UAppoitmet
. dibelow
and allmean
harbors
high-water
and roadsteads,
mark, shore
and waters
all harbor
andand
navigable
water-front
streams,
im- tielPgrient,

and all harbors and roadsteads, and all harbor and water-front improvements,
provements, belonging to or controlled
controlled by the Territory of Hawaii,
roadsteads, waters, and streams
streams
and all shipping
shipping within such harbors, roadsteads,
shall be under the care and control of a
a board of harbor commissioners.
commissioners.
Said board shall consist of five members, one
be the
the
one of whom
whom shall
shall be
superintendent
superintendent of public works of the Territory who shall be chairman, ex officio,
officio, and four shall be appointed
appointed by the
as proprothe governor
governor as
commissioners shall
vided in section eighty of the organic
organic act. Such
Such commissioners
be appointed for terms of four years or the unexpired
periods thereof,
thereof,
unexpired periods
in such manner
commissioners shall
manner that the terms of two commissioners
shall expire
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every second
Said terms
terms shall
begin on
on the
of July:
every
second year.
year. Said
shall begin
the first
first day
day of
July:
Provided, howeer,
however That
the first
appointments two
two of
of said
said
Provided,
That upon
upon the
first appointments
commissioners
appointed for
terms ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
commissioners shall
shall be
be appointed
for terms
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
for terms
June
nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and two
two for
terms ending
ending June
thirtieth,
hundred and
and fifteen.'
fifteen.'
thirtieth. nineteen
nineteen hundred
"'SEC.
"Sze. 2.
six hundred
the Revised
2. Section
Section six
hundred and
and eighty-five
eighty-five of
of the
Revised Laws
Laws of
of
Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen, is
is hereby
hereby amended
as
hundred and
and fifteen,
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
follows:
""'SEe.
'Sc. 685. Powers and duties of board: Said board shall have and
and
all the powers
exercise all
powers and
shall perform
perform all
the duties
duties which
which may
and shall
all the
may
lawfully
be exercised
exercised by
lawfully be
under the
the Territory
by or
or under
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii relative
relative to
to
the control and management
management of the shores,
shores, shore
navigable
shore waters,
waters, navigable
streams, harbors, harbor and water front
front improvements,
improvements, ports,
docks,
ports, docks,
wharves,
bulkheads, and landings
wharves, quays, bulkheads,
belonging to
or controlled
landings belonging
to or
controlled
by the Territory, and the shipping
shipping using the same,
the
same, and shall
shall have
have the
authority to use and permit
permit and
the use
use of
wharves,
and regulate
regulate the
of the
the wharves,
piers, bulkheads,
bulkheads, quays,
and landings
landings belonging
to or
controlled by
quays, and
belonging to
or controlled
by
the Territory
Territory for receiving
receiving or
and for
or discharging
discharging passengers
passengers and
for loading
loading
and
merchandise, with
with a
right to
collect wharfage
and deand landing
landing merchandise,
a right
to collect
wharfage and
desubject to
murrage thereon or therefor, and, subject
of
to all applicable
applicable provisions
provisions of
law, to fix and regulate from
from time
to time
rates for
rendered in
time to
time rates
for services
services rendered
in
mooring vessels, charges for the use of moorings
moorings belonging
belonging to
to or
or concontrolled by the Territory, rates or charges
the services
services of
pilots,
charges for
for the
of pilots,
wharfage or demurrage,
demurrage, rents or charges
charges for warehouses or
or warewarehouse space,
space, for
or office
office space,
space, for
for storage
storage of
for office
office or
of freight,
freight, goods,
goods,
wares, and merchandise,
merchandise, for
use of
of donkey
donkey
for storage
storage space,
space, for the
the use
engines,
belonging to
engines, derricks,
derricks, or other equipment belonging
to the
the Territory,
Territory,
under the control of the board, and
charges except
and to
to make
make other
other charges
except toll
toll
or tonnage
tonnage charges on freight passing over or across wharves, docks,
docks,
quays, bulkheads, or landings. The board shall
shall likewise
have power
power
likewise have
to appoint and remove clerks, wharfingers
and their
wharfmgers and
assistants, pilots
their assistants,
pilots
and pilot-boat crews, and all such other employees
employees as may be necesnecessary, and to fix their compensation;
compensation; to make rules and regulations
pursuant to this chapter and not inconsistent with law;
and generally
law; and
generally
shal have all powers
necessary fully to carry out the provisions of
shall
powers necessary
of
this
this chapter.
chapter.
'All
'All moneys appropriated
appropriated for harbor improvements,
improvements, including
including new
new
construction,' reconstruction, repairs, sal
construction
ari
es , an
i
ng exex salaries,
andd operat
operating
expended under the supervision and
penses, shall be expended
of the
and control
control of
the
board, subject to the provisions of this chapter
chapter and
and of
of chapter
chapter one
one
hundred. All contracts and agreements authorized by law to be
entered into by the board shall be executed
executed on its behalf by
by its
its
chairman.
chairman.
'The
board shall
shall prepare
prepare and submit annually
annually to the governor a
a
'The board
report of its official acts during the preceding calendar
calendar year,
year, together
together
its recommendations
recommendations as to harbor
with its
harbor improvements
throughout
improvements throughout
the Territory.'
Territory.'
the
"SEC.
"Sac. 3. Section six hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven of the Revised Laws
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, is hereby amended
amended to read
follows:
as follows:
reg
"'SEC.
to
regula" SEc. 687. Rules and regulations:
regulations: The board may from time to
time make, alter,
alter, amend, and repeal such rules and regulations
regulations not
not
inconsistent with law as it
it may deem necessary
necessary respecting
respecting the
manner
the manner
in
which a
all vessels
m ayenter
ent
er an
dmoor, anchor,
in the
the shore
in which
vessels may
and
anchor, or
or dock
dock in
shore
waters, navigable
streams, harbors,
harbors, ports, and roadsteads
roadsteads of the Terwaters,
navigable streams,
ritory, or move from one dock, wharf, bulkhead, quay, landing, anchorage, or mooring
mooring to another
another within such waters, streams, harbors,
roadsteads; the examination,
ports
ports. or roadsteads;
examination, guidance, and control
control of pilots
and harbor masters and their assistants, and their conduct while on
on
duty; the embarking or disembarking
disembarking of passengers;
passengers; the expeditious
and careful
merchandise of
careful handling of freight, goods, wares, and merchandise
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every kind which may be delivered for shipment or discharged on the
wharves,
wharves, docks, quays, bulkheads,
bulkheads, or landings belonging
belonging to
to or
or conTerritory; and
powers of cartrolled by the Territory;
and defining
defining the duties and
and powers
riers, shippers, and consignees
consignees respecting
respecting passengers, freight, goods,
wares and merchandise
merchandise in and
dock, quay,
wares,
and upon
upon such
such wharf,
wharf, landing, dock,
quay,
or bulkhead.
bulkhead. The board may also make further rules and regularegulations for the safety of the docks, wharves, landings, quays,
quays, bulkheads,
bulkheads,
and harbor
harbor and water-front
water-front improvements
belonging to or controlled
improvements belonging
controlled
by the Territory.
Territory.
'Said board may also, from time to time, make, alter, amend, and
'Said
repeal such rules not inconsistent
inconsistent with law as shall be deemed
repeal
deemed necessary for the proper regulation
regulation and control of all shipping
shipping in
in the
the harharbors, shore waters,
waters, and navigable streams belonging
belonging to or controlled
controlled
by the Territory, and of the entry, departure, mooring,
mooring, and berthing
regulation and control
of vessels therein,
therein, and for the regulation
control of all other matters and things connected
shipping in all such harbors,
harbors, shore
connected with shipping
waters, and navigable
waters
navigable streams; and rules and regulations
regulations to prevent
prevent
the throwing
throwing into such harbors, shore waters, and navigable
navigable streams
of rubbish, refuse,
refuse garbage, or other substances
substances liable to make such
such
harbors, shore waters, and navigable streams unsightly, unhealthful,
unhealthful,
or unclean, or liable to fill up or shoal or shallow such harbors, shore
waters, and streams, and likewise to prevent
prevent the escape of fuel or
from
other oils into such harbors, shore waters, and streams, either from
any vessel or from pipes or storage tanks upon the land.
'Any rules and regulations
regulations so made shall be published by said
board in
i
n the manner prescribed
prescribed for the promulgation
promulgation of the laws of
have the force and
the Territory, and upon such publication shall have
effect of law.'
law.'"
"

"SEC.
"SEc. 4. The jurisdiction and powers hereby conferred on the sts ubi

commissioners are subject to such restrictions
board of harbor commissioners
restrictions as
may be imposed by the statutes of the Territory of Hawaii, and shall
thereof."
be exercised
exercised in accordance
accordance with the provisions thereof."
Approved, March 28,
28, 1916.
CHAP.
Making appropriations
appropriations to
CHAP. 55.-An
55.—An Act Making
to supply
supply further
further additional
additional urgent
urgent
deficiencies
appropriations for
for the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen and
and
deficiencies in
in appropriations
the fiscal
year nineteen
and sixteen
prior
years.
prior fiscal
fiscal years.

ct

to legas
legal re-

to

r

March 31, 1916.
(
IL R.
it. 13043.1
13043.f
[.
Public
(Public, No. 40.)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States
of America
.America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
sums are
are Urgent
Urgent deficiencies
States of
in Congress
That the
following sums
deficiencies
appropriations. _
appropriated, out of any
any money
money in
in the Treasury
appropriated,
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approappro- appropins
priated, to supply further
additional urgent deficiencies
further additional
deficiencies in appropriations
priations for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
prior
hundred and sixteen and
and prior
iscal
fiscal years, namely:
District of Columbia.

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.

DistrictofColumbia.

Courts and prisons.

COURTS
AND PRISONS.
PRISONS.
COURTS ANT)

Support
of convicts:
of convicts,
convicts, includingthe
Support of
convicts: For
For support
support of
including the

Courts and prisons.

rt
S
sameconvicts.
Suppo
upport of
ofconvicts.
same

under this head in the District
Columbia approapproobjects specified under
District of
of Columbia
priation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
$60,000.
$60,000.

Supreme
of witnesses
witnesses and
and payment
Supreme court:
court: For fees of
payment of
of the
the actual
actual

supreme Cote.

Witness' fees.
witness'
fees.

expenses of witnesses in said court, as provided
expenses
provided by section eight
eight
hundred and fifty, Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States, $2,000.
$2,000.
Ju
rors fees.
For fees of jurors, $8,000.
Jurors ees.
$8,000.
c ourt
For such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized
authorized by the eMseleos
exi:t 61m
. wns court
Attorney
including the same objects specified
Attorney General, including
specified under this
head in the District of Columbia
Columbia. appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
year nineteen hundred and sixteen, $2.000.
$2.000.
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miscellaneous expenses
as may
be authorized
by the
For such miscellaneous
expenses as
may be
authorized by
the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this
Attorney General, including
including the same
head
District of
of Columbia
Acts for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
head in the
the District
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts
years that follow:
follow:
Nineteen hundred and
$3,010.64;
and fifteen,
fifteen, $3,010.64;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, $192.25;
$192.25;
Ralf from
rev n
revenues.

Nineteen
eleven, $6.60.
$6.60.
Nineteen _hundred
hundred and
and eleven,
One-half of
amounts to
to meet
meet deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
the approOne-half
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
appro-

stri ct
District
Di

priations on account
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be paid
from
priations
account of
of the
the District
District of
paid from
the revenues of the District
District of
Columbia and
and one-half
one-half from
from any
of Columbia
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated.
not otherwis
otherwisee appropriated.

Navy.
Navy.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
NAVAL

Bureau of
of OrdOrdDEMOB.
nance.

BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE.
BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.

For
ordnance and
and ordnance
stores, including
the same
same objects
objects specispeciFor ordnance
ordnance stores,
including the
fied under this head in the naval appropriation
fled
appropriation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, $995,000.
$995,000.

Ordnance and
Ordnance
rdnance
Dance
stores. and ord-

Bureau of
Yards and
Bureau
of Yards
and
Docks.

BUREAU
AND DOCKS.
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
DOCKS.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Miaintenance: For general maintenance
maintenance of yards and
Maintenance:
and docks, inincluding the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the
naval approapprothe naval
priation Act for the fiscal year
year nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, $52,000.
$52,000.

Bureau of ConstrucCons trnction
Repair.
tion and Repalr.
Construction
repair.
repair.

and
and

BUREAU
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR.
AND REPAIR.

For construction
construction and repair
repair of vessels, including
including the
objects
the same
same objects
specified under this head in the naval appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
$680,000.
hundred and sixteen, $680,000.

Bureau
of Steam
Bureau of
Steam
Engineering.
Engineering.

BUREAU OF STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.
BUREAU

Engineering.

For engineering,
including the same objects specified
engineering, including
specified under this
this
head in the naval appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred
hundred and sixteen, $900,000.
part-

Interior
ment.

DepartDe

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARKS.
PARKS.
NATIONAL

Platt Natiomal
National Park,
ark,
Okla.
Okla.

To cover the cost of repairing
To
repairing damage
damage to bridges,
bridges, roads, trails,
buildings,
buildings, and so forth, in the Platt National
National Park, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,

$10,000.
$10,000.
Department

Department
Justice.

or

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.

of

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
Contingentexpe

coctingentsirpenscs.

n

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including the same
same objects
objects specispecified
fled under this head in the legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial
judicial appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, 55
55 cents.
cents.

Penitentiaries.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUILDLNGS.
Leavenworth,
Kans.
Leavenwcrth, 1as.

h,ns.

Atlanta, Ga.
AantaG.

Leavenworth, Kansas,
Penitentiary: For continuing
Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
continuing construcconstruc-

tion, $50,000, to remain available
available until expended, all of which sum
sum
shall be so expended
to
the maximum
expend ed as t
o give
gi
ve the
maximum amount
amount of
employof employment to the inmates of said penitentiary.
Atlanta,
Atlanta Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For continuing
continui
ng
construct i
on,
construction,
$25,000,
Atlanta,
$25,000,
to remain
remain available
available until expended,
expended, all of which
which sum shall
shall
be so expended
expended as
to give
give the
of employment
employment to
to
as to
the maximum
maximum amount
amount of
the inmates of said
penitentiary.
said penitentiary.
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MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS.
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

Enforcing
antitrust
Enforcing antitrust
Enforcement
Enforcement of antitrust
antitrust laws:
laws: For the
the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust
antitrust laws.
laws.
laws,
including the
in the
laws, including
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head
head in
the
nineteen hundred
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred
thirteen, $6.
and thirteen,
Defending suits
in
Defending
suits in
Defendi
States: For
necessary claims.
Defendinggsuits in claims against the United
United States:
For necessary
claims.
expenses,
expenses, including
including the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head in the
the
sundry
nineteen hundred and
and
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
sixteen, $5,000.
sixteen,
$5,000.
Detection and
and proseproseDetection
Detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes:
detection and prose- cution
Detection
crimes: For the
the detection
of crimes.
cution of
crimes.
cution
against the United States, including
cution of
of crimes
crimes against
including the
the same objects
s_pecified
this head
the sundry
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
specified under
under this
head in
in the
sundry civil
civil appropriation
nineteen hundred
and sixteen, $25,000.
fscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
$25,000.
JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.

Judicial.
Judicial.

Glacier National
National
Glacier
Commissioner
Glacier National
Commissioner in Glacier
Glacier Park.
Commissioner of
of Glacier
National Park:
Park: Commissioner
Park.
Commissioner.
Commissioner.
National Park, $1,500. The provisions
provisions of section twenty-one
National
twenty-one of the Vol.
Vol. 29,
29, p.
p. 184.
184.
legislative, executive,
legislative,
executive, and judicial
judicial Act,
Act, approved
approved May
May twentyeighteen hundred
construed as
eighth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-six,
ninety-six, shall not be construed
as
impairing the
herein
impairing
the right of
of said
said commissioner
commissioner to
to receive
receive said
said salary
salary as
as herein
provided.
provided,
South Carolina
Carolina westwestSouth
United States
States district judge ern
District courts:
courts: The
The salary
salary of the United
district.
ern district.
Pay
of
jud
ge.
Pay
of
judge.
for the western
western district of South Carolina
Carolina from April twentieth
twentieth to Vol.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 961.
961.
thirtieth, nineteen
fifteen, inclusive,
inclusive, at the
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
the rate
rate
June thirtieth,
of
$1,183.33, is authorized
authorized to be
be paid
paid from the
of $6,000
$6,000 per annum, $1,183.33,
appropriation
for pay
pay of
contained in
in the
the legislative,
district judges
judges contained
of district
appropriation for
executive,
judicial appropriation
fiscal year
nineteen
executive, and judicial
appropriation Act for
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and fifteen.
fifteen.
UNITED STATES COURTS.
UNITED

For salaries, fees,
fees and expenses of United States marshals and
under this head
head
their deputies, including
including the
the same objects
objects specified
specified under
in
appropriation Act
in the
the sundry
sundry civil appropriation
Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $50,000.
$50,000.
fees and
United States
marshals and
For salaries,
salaries, fees,
and expenses
expenses of United
States marshals
and
their deputies, including
objects specified under
including the same objects
under this head
head
in the sundry civil appropriation Act for
fiscal year
nineteen
for the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred
fifteen $27,633.91.
$27,633.91.
hundred and
and fifteen,
For
salaries of United
expenses of
For salaries
United States
States district
district attorneys
attorneys and expenses
United States district attorneys and their regular assistants, including
ing the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this head in
in the
the sundry
sundry civil
appropriation Act
Act for
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen,
year nineteen
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
appropriation
$5,000.
For
district attorneys
attorneys and expenses
expenses of
For salaries
salaries of
of United States district
of
United States district attorneys and their regular assistants, including the same objects specified
specified under this head in the sundry civil
appropriation Act
for the
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen,
hundred and
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
Act for
appropriation
33 cents.
For
commissioners and
justices of the peace
For fees
fees of United States commissioners
and justices
acting
thousand and
fourteen, Revised
Revised Statutes
acting under
under section
section one thousand
and fourteen,
Statutes
of the United States, $30,000.
$30,000.
For fees of jurors, $25,000.
$25,000.
Fees of witnesses: For fees of witnesses
witnesses and for payment of the
actual expenses of witnesses, as provided
provided by section eight hundred
hundred
and fifty, Revised Statutes of the United
United States, $100,000.
$100,000.
For bailiffs and criers,
specified under
criers, including
including the same objects specified
under
this head in the sundry civil apppriation
appropriation Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, $444.82.
$444.82.

United States
States courts.
courts.
United
Marshals.
Marshals.

District
attorneys.
District attorneys.

Commissioners, etc.
etc.
Commissioners,
Jurors' fees.
Jurors'
fees.
Witness' fees.
fees.
Witness'
Bailiffs, etc.
etc.
Bailiffs,
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by the
For such
such miscellaneous
expenses as
as may
be authorized
the
authorized by
may be
miscellaneous expenses
For
objects specified
Attorney
including the
the same objects
specified under
under this
this head
head
General including
Attorney General,
in
the sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Acts
for the
the fiscal
that follow:
follow:
years that
fiscal years
Acts for
sundry ciil
in the
Nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, $92.23;
$92.23;
Nineteen hundred
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, $218,17;
$218.17;
Nineteen
Nineteen
ten, $82.80.
$82.80.
and ten,
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
saportot prisoners. For support of United States prisoners, including
Supporta
including .the same objects
objects
s'fled
under this
this head
head in
in the
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
the sundry
specified under
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $200,000.
$200,000.
and sixteen,
year nineteen
fiscal
For
prisoners, including
the same
same objects
objects
including .the
United States
States prisoners,
support of
of United
For support
specified under
this head
head in
in the
sundry civil
civil. appropriation
Act for
for the
the
appropriation Act
the sundry
under this
specified
fisesd year
year nineteen
and fifteen,
fifteen, $101,893.05.
$101,893.05.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fiscal
National
Training
For four
for Boys:
School for
Boys,
National Training
School for
Boys: For
four hundred
hundred copies of the
Training School
National
D D. C.
foBoys,
ScNhool
report
board of trustees
hundred and
fiscal year nineteen hundred
trustees for the fiscal
the board
of the
report of
thirteen, delivered
in June,
and fourteen,
fourteen, $13.42.
$13.42.
thirteen,
delivered in
June, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
mni
i
on
enwr
o
a
ftiri
s
:
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including
Leavenworth,
a.
venworth,
L v
the
same objects
under this
this head
head in the sundry civil approspecified under
objects specified
the same
priation Act
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, $27,500.
year nineteen
Act for
for the
the fiscal year
priation
For subsistence,
objects specified
specified under this
including the
the same objects
For
subsistence, including
head
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
year nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen
head in
in the
the sundry
sundry civil
hundred
$2,374.13.
fifteen, $2,374.13.
hundred and
and fifteen,
For clothing, transportation,
transportation, and traveling
traveling expenses, including the
same
the sundry civil
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this head
head in the
civil appropriaappropriafiscal year
and sixteen,
sixteen, $19,500.
$19,500.
tion Act for
for the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
For
clothing, transportation,
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including
For clothing,
transportation, and
the same objects specified
specified under
under this head in the sundry
sundry civil
civilapproappropriation
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen,
priation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
and fifteen,
$1,146.80.
For miscellaneous
specified
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including the same objects specified
this head
head in
sundry civil
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
under this
in the
the sundry
civil appropriation
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
$10,000.
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, $10,000.
For hospital
hospital supplies,
supplies, medicines,
medicines, medical
medical and surgical
supplies,
surgical supplies,
and
all other
articles for
the care
treatment of
of sick
sick prisoners;
prisoners;
and all
other articles
for the
care and
and treatment
expenses of interment
interment of deceased
deceased prisoners on
and for expenses
penitenon the
the penitentiary
reservation,
$800.
tiary
reservation,
$800.
,
Atlanta,GGa.
aa
At
t
Atlanta, Georgia,
Penitentiary: For subsistence,
subsistence, including
Stlanta,
Georgia Penitentiary:
including the
the
penitentiary at Leavensame objects
objects specified
specified under this head for the penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, in the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act
the fiscal
fiscal
Act for the
year nineteen
hundred and
year
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $30,000.
$30,000.
subsistence, including the same
For subsistence,
same objects specified
specified under
under this
this
penitentiary at
at Leavenw
or th, K
ansas, in
i
n the
the sundry
sun d
ry
head for
for the
the penitentiary
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
nin et
een hundred
hundred and
and
civil appropriation
for the
year nineteen
fifteen,
fifteen, $15,154.11.
$15,154.11.
transportation, and traveling
including the
the
For clothing, transportation,
traveling expenses, including
same objects specified
specified under this head
head for
penitentiary at
at LeavenLeavenfor the
the penitentiary
worth,.
appropriation A
ctfor
f
or the
th e fi
scal
worth, Kansas,
Kansas, in the
the sundry
sundry civil appropriation
Act
fiscal
year
hundred and
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $10,000.
$10,000.
For clothing,
clothing, transportation
transportation, and traveling expenses, including
including
the same objects specified
specified under
this head
for the
at
under this
head for
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, in the sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the
the
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $2,465.18.
$9,465.18.
For hospital supplies, including the same obiects
objects specified under
under
sundryat Leavenworth,
penitentiary at
this head for the penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, in
in the
the sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixsixteen, $1,000.
$1,000.
For hospital
hospital supplies, including
specified under
including the same objects specified
under
this head for the penitentiary
penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, in the sundry
sundry
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
civil appropriation
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifteen,
$11.07.
fifteen, $11.07.
Approved, March 31, 1916.
ex-

Miscellaneous exMiscellaneous
pulses.
p e s
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56.-An Act
Act Making
CHAP. 56.—An
to supply
deficiencies in
Making appropriations
appropriations to
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
in
appropriations for
the Military
Military Establishment
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
appropriations
for the
Establishment for
the fiscal
and sixteen. -
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March 31,
31, 1916.
1916.
March
[H.
13768.1
[H. R.
R. 13768.1
[Public,
No. 41.1
[Public, No.
41.]

Be it
Senate and
it enacted by the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
sums are
gent .
deficiencies
States
Urgent
following sums
are Ur
deficiencies
appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwiseappropriations.
appropriated, out
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
aproritio

appropriated, to supply
in appropriations
appropriated,
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriations for
for
the Military
Military Establishment
Estabhshment for the fiscal year
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
hundred
namely:
and sixteen, namely:

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY
ESTABLISHMENT.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
OFFICE OF

Army.
Army.
Si
gnal Service.
Signal
Service.

Signal
Service of
of the
Army: For
of the
Signal Service
Service Expeues
Signal Service
the Army:
For expenses
expenses of
Expenses.
the Signal
of the Army, including the same objects specified under
head
under this head
in the Army appropriation
appropriation Act
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
Act for
for the
the fiscal year
and sixteen, and for radio installations, motorcycles
motorcycles and
and motormotordriven vehicles
technical purposes, $600,000,
vehicles used
used for
for technical
$600,000, to
to remain
remain
available
available during the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen:
seventeen:
Provided,
not more
$500,000, of
Provided, however,
however, That
That not
more than
than $500,000.
of the
the foregoing
foregoing Prmir...:.
irships
rchaseof
Purcuzwe
of airships,
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
maintenance, operation,
operation, vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
etc.
appropriation
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
and repair of airships and other aerial machines
machines and accessories
accessories in
aviation section;
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
the aviation
section; and for
for the purchase,
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles,
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled,
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
which
which may be necessary
necessary for
for the
the aviation section.
section.
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER
CORPS.
objects, except
except
Pay: For
For pay of the Army,
Army, including
including the same
same objects,
mileage, specified under
appropriation Act
Act
under this
this head in
in the
the Artily
Army appropriation
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $1,577,017.42.
for the
the fiscal year
year nineteen
and sixteen,
$1,577,017.42.
Mileage to
contract surgeons:
mileage to
Mileage
to officers
officers and
and contract
surgeons: For
For mileage
to officers,
officers,
acting dental surgeons, veterinarians,
contract surgeons
veterinarians, contract
surgeons, pay
pay clerks,
and expert accountant, Inspector
Inspector General's
General's Department, when
when
authorized by
authorized
by law,
law, $20,000.
$20,000.
Subsistence: For subsistence
Subsistence:
subsistence of the Army, including .the same
objects
under this head
Army appropriation
appropriation Act
Act
objects specified under
head in the
the Army
for
$753,141.
for the
the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $753,141.
Regular
For regular
regular supplies,
supplies, Quartermaster
quartermaster Corps,
Regular supplies:
supplies: For
Corps,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Army
appropriation Act
nineteen hundred
hundred and
appropriation
Act for the
the fiscal year nineteen
and sixteen,
$667,483.08.
Incidental expenses,
expenses, Quartermaster
Corps: For
For incidental
incidental expenses,
Quartermaster Corps:
Incidental
expenses,
Quiirtermaster
the same
same objects
Quartermaster Corps, including the
objects specified
specified under
under
this head in the Army appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and sixteen, $86,960.86.
$86,960.86.
Horses for Cavalry, Artillery,
Artillery, Engineers,
Engineers and so forth: For the
purchase of horses
horses for Cavalry, Artillery, Engineers, and so forth,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Army
Army
appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen,
$1,529,000.
$1,529,000.
Barracks
Barracks and quarters: For barracks
barracks and quarters, including
the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Army appropriaappropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen, $31,300.
Transportation: For
transportation of the
suppes,
Transportation:
For transportation
the Army and its supplies
including the same objects specified under this head in the
the Army
AMuy
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
appropriation
$1,355,447.25.
$1,355,447.25.
Water and
and sewers
sewers at
at military
posts: For
water and
and sewers
at
sewers at
Water
military posts:
For water
military posts, including the same
same objects specified under this head

Quartermaster Corps.
Corps.
Quartermaster
Pay.
PayMileage, officers,
officers, etc.
etc
Mileage,

bs sten

Subsistence.

Regular supplies.
Regularsupplies-

Incidental
expenses.
Incidental expenses.

Horses.

ters.

and uar-

"

terfsc
pk
os
rta
ation
nd q
.uar

Transportation.

water and '
ft' at
Wteandsewersat
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in the
the Army
Army appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred
in
appropriation Act
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $60,110.50.
$60,110.50.
Clothing,
and camp
and camp
camp and
garrison equipage:
clothing, and
C"lothg,-d
emp Clothing,
Clothing, and
and garrison
equipage: For
For clothing,
and
and garrison equipage.
amp and garrison
camp
including the
the same
same objects
specified
garrison equipage,
equipage, including
objects specified
under
head in
in the
.Army appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
under this
this head
the Army
appropriation Act
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
$1,223,542.
nineteen
sixteen, $1,223,542.
Medical Department.
Medical

Supplies etc.

Supplies, etc.

Ordnance
Ordnance
ment.
mernt.

Depart-

Current expenss.
expenses.
curen

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
Medical and hospital
hospital department:
department: For medical
medical and hospital
department, including
includin the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head
in the Army appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred
appropriation Act for
year nineteen
sixteen, $37,500.
and sixteen,
$37,500.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.

Ordnance service: For the current
current expenses
expenses of
of the
the Ordnance
Ordnance DeDe-

objects specified
specified under
in
partment, including
including the
the same
same objects
under this
this head
head in
the Army appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
fiscal year
and sixteen,
sixteen $20,000.
$20,000.

Manufacture of arms:
arms: For
Manufacture
manufacturing, repairing,
repairing, and
and issuing
issuing
For manufacturing,
arms at the national
national armories,
armories, $6,000.
Preserving, etc., ordPsriDg,
et.,ordOrdnance stores and supplies: For overhauling,
overhauling, cleaning,
cleaning, repairrepairnance.
ing, and preserving ordnance
ordnance and ordnance stores in the hands of
of
hands
troops and at the arsenals,
arsenals, posts,
for purchase
purchase and
and manuposts, and
and depots; for
manuordnance stores to fill requisitions
facture of ordnance
requisitions of troops;
troops; for
for Infantry,
Infantry,
Cavalry, and Artillery equipments,
equipments, including
including horse equipments
equipments
for Cavalry and Artillery,
$644,000.
Artillery, $644,000.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 31,
31, 1916.
1916.

Manufacturing,
etc.,
anufactrng, etc.,
arms.

April 3, 1916.
1916.
[D.
H. J.. Res., &SI

JRes.,68.]

(Pub. Res.,
12.1
Res., No
No.12.1

CHAP.
57.-Joint Resolution To cede to the State of Maryland
CHAP. 57.—joint
Maryland tempoaryjuriatemporary jurisdicion over certain
diction
certain lands
lands in the Fort
Fort McHenry
McHenry Military
Reservation.
Military Reservation.

Resolved
by the
House of
of Representatves
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
and House
Resolved by
th e Senate
Senate and
io tStates
in Congress assembled, That the United States
States of America in
o.l hereby
jurisdiction over
hereby cedes
cedes to the State of Maryland
Maryland such jurisdiction
over the
the
portion
of
the
Fort
McHenry
Military
McHenry
Military
_Reservation
permission
use
Reservation
permission
to
use
Vol. IS, p. 382.
Vol. 3S, p.32.
which was granted to the city of Baltimore
Baltimore by Act of Congress
Congress
twenty-sixth, nineteen hundred
of May twenty-sixth,
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, as
as the
the State
State
now possesses elsewhere
elsewhere within its territory,
territory., such cession to be cocoextensive territorially
territorially with
the said
said permit
permit of
June first;
nineteen
extensive
with the
of June
first; nineteen
Provisos.
Punishment
Punishment of
of hundred and fourteen, and to terminate
terminate upon
upon its expiration:
expiration: ProProcrimes.
crmes
ided, That
vided,
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction to try and punish all crimes committed
committed
within said portion
military reservation
within
portion of the military
reservation prior
prior to the date
that this cession
cession becomes effective
effective is reserved
reserved to the United
United States:
Acceptance by State. Pro.yded further, That the cession of jurisdiction
AcceptancebyState.
Provided further, That the cession
jurisdiction made by this resoresolution shall not take effect until the same is accepted
accepted by the LegislaTerminatia.
ture of
ture
the State
State of
of Maryland
Maryland or
or its
its duly
duly appointed
appointed representative
representative
of the
Termination_
clothed with such authority:
provided further, That
authority: And provided
when
That when
the United
United States shall resume possession
the
possession of the said lands, or any
part thereof, the jurisdiction herein ceded
ceded over lands so repossessed
repossessed

Fort Mc'tenni, Md.
Jurisdictionecoded to
State
over portion
portion of.
state over

jurtalicti

shall revest
revest in the United States.
Approved, April 3,
Approved,
3, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the
New Orleans
and Texas
Texas Pacific
Pacific
Orleans and
Cincinnati, New
the Cincinnati,
Act To
CHAP. 60.—An
60.-An Act
Railway Company
Company to
to rebuild
operate aabridge
across
bridge across
and operate
maintain, and
reconstruct, maintain,
and reconstruct,
rebuild and
Railway
the Tennessee
Tennessee River near
near Chattanooga, in Hamilton
Hamilton County, in the State of Tennessee.
Tennessee.

Be
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
Senate and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
assemb, That
That the Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, New
Orleans and
and Texas
Company, a
organized
Orleans
Texas Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
a corporation
corporation organized
under the
the laws
of Ohio,
assigns, be,
be,
and assigns,
its successors
successors and
Ohio, its
of the
the State
State of
under
laws of
and they
they are
authorized to rebuild and reconstruct, mainare hereby, authorized
and
approaches thereto leased by
tain, and
and operate
bridge and the approaches
by
operate the bridge
tain,
it
railroad
Cincinnati Southern Railway, aarailroad
the trustees
trustees of the Cincinnati
it from
from the
Kentucky, and
and
of the
the laws of the States of Ohio, Kentucky,
by virtue of
existing by
Tennessee,
across the
Chattanooga,
city of Chattanooga,
River near the city
Tennessee River
the Tennessee
Tennessee, across
in
suitable
in Hamilton
Hamilton County, in
in the State
State of Tennessee,
Tennessee, at aa point
point suitable
provisions
accordance with the provisions
to
the interests
interests of
navigation, in
in accordance
of navigation,
to the
of
.Act to regulate
construction of bridges
bridges
the construction
regulate the
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
the Act
over
approved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen
waters," approved
over navigable
navigable waters,"
hundred
six.
.
hundred and
and six.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal this Act is
SEC.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
5, 1916.
Approved, April 5,1916.
on the Court
jurisdiction on
CHAP.
63.—An Act
Act Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
Court of Claims to hear,
CHAP. 63.-An
of the
determine,
render judgment
judgment in
in claims
claims of
the Sisseton and
and Wahpeton
Wahpeton bands of
and render
determine, and
Indians against the United States.
Sioux Indians
Sioux
States.

April 5,1916.
5, 1916.
April

[S. 4657.
4657.J
[s.
42.]
[Public,
(Public, No.
No. 42.)
Tennessee River. w
CTncneaivNe
Cincinnati, New
Orleans
Texas
Orle
nd
ansand
Texas
Railway
Company
may bridge,
bridge, ChattaChattamay
noo
ga, Tenn.
Tenn.
nooga,

ostctin.
Construction.

Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.
34, p.
Vol.

Aiendment
Amendment.

April 11, 1916.
1916.
Apr.,
(S. 585.)
(Public,
*.]
No. 0.)
[Public, No.

Be
the Senate
of Representatives
United
the United
Representatives of the
and House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Indianpeassembled, That
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
at all claims of whatsoever
whatsoeverttoSx
togt„liti
c
i
rw:hP°nature
which the
and Wahpeton
Wahpeton bands
of Sioux
Sioux Indians
may Claim
Claimsof,of,submitted
submitted
nature which
the Sisseton
Sisseton and
bands of
Indians may
have or
claim to
to have
have against
against the
the United
United States
States shall
shall be
be submitted
submitted to toto Courttofof Claim
Claim '
have
or claim
Court of
Supreme
appeal
the
Court
of
Claims,
with
the
right
to
appeal
to
the
with
the Court of Claims,
claimed to be
the United
United States by either party, for the amount due or claimed
United States under any treaties
treaties or laws of
due said bands from the United
conferred upon the Court of
Congress;
jurisdiction is hereby
hereby conferred
and jurisdiction
Congress; and
Claims
determine all claims of said bands against the
to hear
hear and determine
Claims to
United States
States and
defense, set-off,
set-off, or counequitable defense,
or equitable
and also any legal or
United
terclaim which the United States
States may have
have against
against said Sisseton
Sisseton and
terclaim
Wahpeton
judgment, and in
in
Wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians, and to enter judgment,
determining the amount to be entered
entered herein
herein the court
court shall
shall deduct
deduct
from
Wahpeton bands of Sioux
from any sums found due said Sisseton and Wahpeton
Indians
individual members
members
and all gratuities paid said bands or individual
Indians any and
thereof subsequent
subsequent to
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-three:
sixty-:three:
to March
March third, eighteen
thereof
Provisos.
Provided,
That in
in determining
determining the
the amount
amount to
herein, the
the Proeduto be
be entered
entered herein,
Provided, That
Procedure, etc.
etc.
on
value
of the
the land
involved shall not exceed
exceed the value of such land on
land involved
value of
eighteen hundred
March third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-three. If any such question
question
is submitted to said court it
it shall settle the rights, both
both legal and
equitable,
United States,
States, notwithnotwithequitable, of said bands of Indians and the United
standing
time or statute of limitations. Such action in the
lapse of time
standing lapse
a single petition, to be filed
Court of Claims shall be presented
presented by a
filed
making the
the United States
States
within one year after the passage of this Act, making
a
defendant which shall set forth all the facts on which the said
a party defendant
recovery; and the said petition
Indians base their claims for recovery;
bands of Indians
may be verified
verified by
authorized attorney-or attorneys
attorneys of
by the agent or authorized
may
said bands,
to be
be selected
employed under contract
contract
by said bands and employed
selected by
said
bands, to
Secretary of
approved
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary
approved by the Commissioner
the
Interior, in
in accordance
accordance with the
existing law, upon
provisions of existing
the provisions
the Interior,
information
existence of such facts,
facts, and
and no other
as to the existence
information or belief as
letters, papers,
verifications shall be necessary.
statements or verifications
necessary_ Official letters,
statements
reports, and
records, or
certified copies
copies thereof,
may be
be used
used as
as Disposition of mon.
reports,
and public
public records,
or certified
thereof, may
found ddue. mon
eys fod
evidence. Whatever moneys
moneys may be
be found due the
the Sisseton and
and eys
Walmeton bands
bands of
of Indians
provisions of this Act, less attorthe provisions
Indians under the
Wahpeton
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ne3r's fees,
fees, shall
placed to
credit in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United
of the
to their
their credit
be placed
shall be
ney's
compensation to be paid
States: Provided,
Provided, That the compensation
paid the
the attorney
attorney or
States:
attorneys for
for the
the claimant
Indians shall
shall be
be determined
determined by
by the
the SecreSecreclaimant Indians
attorneys
tary of
of the
but in
in any
any event
event shall
shall not
not be
be greater
greater than
than the
the
Interior, but
the Interior,
tary
amount
named in
in the
approved contract:
further, That
That such
such
Provided further,
contract: Provided
the approved
amount named
compensation shall
$15,000
exceed $15,000
no event
event exceed
in no
shall in
compensation
Approved,
April
11,
1916
11,
1916
Approved, April

Attorneys'
fees.
Attrneys'e.

Limit.
Limit.

April 11,
11, 1916.
[S.
[S. 1809.]
1809.1

CHAP.
additional judge
judge in
in the
the district
district of
of New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
an additional
create an
Act To
To create
64.-An Act
CHAP. 64.—An

[Public, No
No. 44.]
[Public,
Jersey judicial
judicial
New Jersey
district.

Be it
enacted by
by the
United
tle United
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be
States
the President
President of
the
of the
That the
assembled, That
C.ongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
States be,
be, and
he hereby
is, authorized
directed, by and
and direced,
authorized and
hereby is,
and he
United States
with
advice and
of the
the Senate,
Senate, to
to appoint
additional
an additional
appoint an
consent of
and consent
the advice
with the
judge
the district
United States
States for
for the
district of
of New
New
the district
the United
of the
court of
district court
of the
udge of
Jersey, who
who shall
reside in
said district, and
office,
whose term of office,
and whose
in said
shall reside
Jersey,
compensation,
powers shall be the same as now provided
provided
and powers
compensation, duties, and
by
law for
for the
judge of said.
said district.
the judge
by law
SEC. 2.
this Act
Act shall
shall take
effect immediately.
immediately.
take effect
That this
2. That
SEC.
Approved,
April 11,
11-,1916.
1916.
Approved, April

Additional
aujudge auAdditional judge
thorized.
thorized.
Vol. 36, p. 1087.
Vol
Post,
Poet, p. 818.

Efect.
Effect.

Aril
11, 1916.
lqrill 11,
[S. 391.1
3391.1

s.

[ubli No 45.

[Public, No. 45.)

CHAP.
65.—An Act
an Act entitled "An
"An Act for the relief of Indians
To amend an
Act To
CHAP. 65.-An
occupying railroad
in Arizona,
Arizona, New
Mexico, or
California," approved
approved March
March
or California,"
New Mexico,
lands in
railroad lands
occupying
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen.
fourt, nineteen

Be
it enacted
by the
United
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That all of the provisions
provisions of
fStates
entitled "An
Act for
the relief
railroad
occupying railroad
of Indians
Indians occupying
relief of
for the
"An Act
Act entitled
tc an
an Act
March
New Mexico,
Arizona, New
lands in Arizona,
Mexico, or
or California,"
California," approved
approved March
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
same are hereby,
and thirteen,
thirteen, be, and the same
nineteen hundred
fourth,
eforni.
ol. 37,p. 17.
extended
extended for a
aperiod of two years
years from and after the fourth day of
Proviso.
Provided, That there may be
nineteen hundred
March, nineteen
hundred and sixteen: Provided,
March,
Proiso.
Total
area.
Total are
exchanged under
a total
exchanged
under the provisions of the Act named
named herein
herein a
total area
not
exceeding ten
thousand acres
twenty-five thousand
thousand
Arizona and twenty-five
acres in Arizona
ten thousand
not exceeding
acres in
Mexico
in New Mexico
acres
Approved, April
April 11,
1916.
11, 1916.
Approved,

Public lands.
Time
extended for
Time extended
relinquishing lands to
Indians
Aro,
ndians in Arizona,
New
Caland CalNew Mexico,
Mexico, and
ifornia.
Vol. 37, p. 1007.

Public lads
relinquishing

April 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
April
3977.]
[S. 3977.
[Public, No.
46.]
[Public,
No. 46.]

Susquehanna
River.
Rmiver
Susquehanna
Shamokin,
Sunbury
Lewisburg Raland Lewisburg
and
it
road
bridge,
Sunbury tto
bridge,Company
maY

Monroe,Pa
Monroe,
Pa.

Construction.
0Construcoi
Vol.
34, p. 84..

Amendment.
Amendment.

authorize the Shamokin,
Shamokin, Sunbury
Sunbury and Lewisburg
Lewisburg RailCHAP. 86.—An
66.-An Act To authorize
successors, and assigns,
assigns, to construct
construct aa bridge across
across the
Company, its lessees, successors,
road Company,
Susquehanna River from the borough
Northumberland County, Pennborough of Sunbury, Northumberland
Susquehanna
sylvania, to Monroe Township, Snyder County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
sylvania,

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
of Representatives
the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Shamolon,
Shamokin, Sunbury
Sunbury
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
assigns,
Railroad Company, its lessees,
and Lewisburg
Lewisburg Railroad
lessees, successors,
successors, and
and assigns,
be , and
and they
hereby, authorized
authorized to
construct, ma
i
nt
ai
n,and
and
maintain,
to construct,
they. are
are hereby,
be,
operate
a bridge
and approaches
Susquehanna
operate a
bridge and.
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
across the Susquehanna
navigation, at or about
River
interests of navigation,
suitable to the interests
River at aapoint suitable
sixty feet
hundred and
and sixty
feet north of Sunbury Station, county of
five hundred
Northumberland, State
Pennsylvania, to a
a point at or near the
State of Pennsylvania,
Northumberland,
the township
existing
bridge south
of Clement
in the
township of
of Monroe,
Monroe,
Station, in
Clement Station,
south of
existing bridge
Snyder, in the State of Pennsylvania, in accordance
in the county of Snyder,
accordance
provisions of the Act entitled "An
with the provisions
"An Act to regulate
regulate the conMarch twentystruction of bridges
waters," approved
approved March
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
struction
third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
third, nineteen
2. That the right to alter,
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
April 11,
1916Approved, April
11, 1916.
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67.-An Act To authorize the Catawissa Railroad
CHAP. 67.—An
Railroad Company,
Company, its lessees,
lessees,
successors,
branch of the Susquehanna
successors, and assigns to construct
construct a
abridge across the west branch
Susquehanna
River from the Borough of
Northumberland County,
to the
River
of Milton,
Milton, Northumberland
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to
the
Borough of West Milton, Union County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be it
it enacted
and House
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Catawissa
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Railroad
Catawissa Railroad
its lessees,
lessees, successors,
Company, its
and assigns
assigns be,
be, and
and they
successors, and
they are
are hereby,
hereby,
authorized
and operate
authorized to construct, maintain, and
operate aabridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches
thereto across the west branch of
River, at
of the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
at aapoint
point
suitable to the interests of navigation, from the Borough
of Milton,
Borough of
Milton,
County of Northumberland,
Northumberland, State of Pennsylvania, to a
apoint about
about
one thousand
thousand seven hundred
hundred feet south of West Milton
the
Milton Station, in
in the
in the
Union, in
Borough of West Milton, in
the county
county of
of Union
in the
the State
State of
of
Pennsylvania, in
Pennsylvania,
in accordance
accordance w
ith th
rovi
si
ons o
with
thee p
provisions
offthe
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act to regulate
bridges over
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
over navigable
navigable
waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
SEC.
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
S
EC. 2. That
That the right to alter,
Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, April
11, 1916.
Approved,
April 11,

1916.
April 11 1916.
(S.
(s. 3978.]
368.]
[Public, No. 47.]

Sus
aRiv e
Su ueh
catLissa
Raiir v
oard
ataw ilssaRaailroad
Viln
t
l
o
irY
tomV
e
i
:
C
ompltny
yenf
bridgei

ton, pa
t°11,

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
vo. 34, p. 84.
Amendment.
Amendment.

p 11, 1916.
April
(S. 4190.)

CHAP. 68.-An
88.—An Act Authorizing'he
Authorizing the Yankton
County Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company, a
YXapkton County
a corpocorpoa bridge dr bridges
ration, to construct
construct and maintai
maintain a
bridges and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
and approaches
the
ataapoint between
betw lYakton
South Dakota, and Cedar County,
Missouri River at
Yankton County, South
County,
Nebraska.
Nebraska.

s. 419

[Public No. 48.1
[Public
No. 48

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the United
United
Missouri River.
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Yankton County
County Yankton
the Yankton
County
County
Bridge Company
Company may
may
Bridge Company, a
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
State Bridge
a corporation organized
organized under
the State
bridge,
bridge, Yankton
of South Dakota, its successors
successors and assigns,
assigns, be,
be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, County, Nebr.
Nebr.
authorized
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate
bridge or
or bridges
operate aa bridge
bridges
Location.
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Missouri River
River at
at a
a point suitable
suitable Location.
navigation, in section thirteen, township ninetyto the interest of navigation,
ninetythree north, of range fifty-six west, Yankton
Yankton County, South
Dakota,
South Dakota,
a point in section eleven,
to the shore opposite thereto, at a
eleven, township
township
thirty-three
range one west,
thirty-three north, rime
County, Nebraska,
in Construction.
west, Cedar
Cedar County,
Nebraska, in
Construction.
p. 84.
accordance
provisions of an Act entitled "An
accordance with the
the_provisions
"An Act
regulate Vol. 34, p.
Act to regulate
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred and six.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
to alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, April
April 11,
11, 1916.
April 11,
11, 1916.

CHAP. 69.-An
69.—An Act To exempt from cancellation
cancellation certain desert-land
desert-land entries
entries in
Riverside County,
Riverside
California.
County, California.

[S. 4671.)
18.
4671.

[Public, No. 49.
(Public,
49.)

Be
enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
the United
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
epresentatives of
of the
United Public
Publiclands
lands.
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
That no
desert-land entry
entry Desert land entries
States
in Congress
no desert-land
entries
in Riverside County,
public-land laws
heretofore made in good faith under the public-land
laws for
for lands
lands Cal
County,
Cal.Raersede
allowed extension
ofttie
ime forfnal
for final proof,
east; townships
in townships four and five south, range fifteen
fifteen east;
townships four
four of
proof,
tc
and five
five south,
south, range
range sixteen
east; townships
four, five,
south, etc
sixteen east;
townships four,
five, and
and six
six south,
range seventeen
range
seventeen east;
east; townships
townships five,
five, six,
and seven
seven south,
south, range
six, and
range eighteighteen east;
east; townships
townships six
six and
and seven
seven south,
south, range
range nineteen
nineteen east;
east; towntownships six and seven south, range
range twenty
twenty east;
east; townships
four, five,
five,
townships four,
seven, and
and eight
south, range
six, seven,
eight south,
range twenty-one
twenty-one east;
five,
east; township's
townships five,
four, five,
six, and sections three,
three, four,
five, six,
six, seven,
seven, eight,
eighteen, and
and nineeight, eighteen,
nineteen, in
township seven
teen,
in township
seven south,
range twenty-two
five
south, range
twenty-two east;
east; township
township five
south, range twenty-three
twenty-three east,
east, San
San Bernardino
Bernardino meridian,
in RiverRivermeridian, in
side County, State of
shall be
of California,
California, shall
be canceled
prior to
canceled prior
to May
May
first, nineteen
hundred and
and nineteen,
nineteen, because
because of
nineteen hundred
of failure
part
failure on
on the
the part
e

91890°-voL 39—rr
39-Pr 1-4
91890*—vat,
1-4

.
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CI's. 69-71,75.
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1916

of
annual or
or final
due upon
upon any
any
falling due
proof falling
final proof
any annual
make any
to make
entrymen to
the entrym9
of the
such entry
entry prior
to said
said. date.
date. The
The requirements
law as
as to
annual
to annual
of law
requirements of
prior to
such
assessments and
fmal proof
operative from
said date
date as
as
from said
become operative
shall become
roof shall
and final
assessments
though
no suspension
suspension had
had. If
If the
entryinen are
unable
are unable
said entrymen
the said
been had.
had been
though no
to procure
procure water
water to
the said
lands above
above described
through
described through
said lands
irrigate the
to irrigate
to
no fault
of theirs,
theirs, after
due diligence,
diligence, or
or the
the legal
legal questions
questions as
as
using due
after using
fault of
no
to
their right
impound water
water for
for the
the irrigation
said
irrigation of said
or impound
divert or
to divert
right to
to their
lands
are still
still pending
pending and
and. undetermined
undetermined by
by said
first, nineteen
nineteen
May first,
said May
lands are
hundred
and
mneteen
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
hereby
auauhereby
is
Interior
the
of
Secretary
the
nineteen,
and
hundred
thorized
to grant
further extension
an additional
not
of not
period of
additional period
for an
extension for
a further
grant a
thorized to
exceeding
two years.
years.
exceeding two
Approved,
1916.
11, 1916.
April 11,
Approved, -April
p'n
, 1916.
AwnI
tH.
R.I69.
13769.1
(Public,
50.)
Pnblic, No. 50

tents for
supply tents
Warto
70.-AnActToauthorizetheSecretary
CHAP. 70.—An
Act To authorize the Secretary of
of War
to supply
for tempotemporary use
use of
the recent
conflagration in
in Paris,
Paris, Texas,
other
Texas, and for other
recent conflagration
from the
sufferers from
the sufferers
of the
rary
purpose,.
purposes

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
Secretary of War
That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
War is
America in
of America
States of
fi Tents, ers
etc.,
at.allowed authorized
authorized to
to supply
supply for
for temporary
temporary use,
use, under
under such
such rules
rules and
and regularegulare suffer
tireserersatoa.
tions
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, a
sufficient number
to afford
afford shelter
shelter
tents to
of tents
number of
a sufficient
as he
tions as
for the
the sufferers
sufferers from
from the
recent conflagration
conflagration in
in Paris,
Texas, who
who
Paris, Texas,
the recent
for
are
of the
same, and
such cots,
cots, blankets,
blankets, and
and supsupfurnish such
to furni'sh
and to
the same,
need of
in need
are in
plies
relieve the
the destitute
destitute persons
persons
to relieve
necessary to
are necessary
judgment are
his judgment
in his
as in
plies as
who
require assistance
assistance in
in said
conflagration district.
district.
said conflagration
may require
who may
Approved,
1916.
11, 1916.
April 11,
Approved, April
Paris, Tex.
Tex.
Paris,

April 11,
11, 1916.
196.
April
[S. 3. Res. 80.1
[S . R es. I
[Pub.
Res., No.
13.1
No. 13.1
ub. Res.,

receive for inAuthorizing the Secretary
Resolution Authorizing
71.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 71.—Joint
Secretary of War
War to receive
CHP.
y
Academy, at West Point, Rene W. Pinto y
struction
struction at the United States
States Military Academy,
Wentworth, aacitizen of Cuba.
Wentworth,

of the United
Resolved by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved
of War
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
May be
be admitted
Ren6 W. Pint6
and he hereby
to be,
be and
hereby is, authorized
authorized to permit Rene
Pinto y
y Wentadmitted to
May
Military Academy.
States
worth, a
Cuba, to
receive instruction
instruction at
at the
the United
UnitedStates
to receive
of Cuba,
citizen of
a citizen
Provisos.
worth,
MProv'aS.
No expense.
expense.
shall
expense shall
Provided, That
That no
Point: Provided,
Academy at West Point:
Military
No
Military Academy.
no expense
Conditions.
Conditions.
be caused to the United States thereby,
thereby., and that the said
said. Ren6
Rene W.
regulations for the
Pint6 y
yWentworth
Wentworth shall agree to comply with all regulations
Pint6
police and
and discipline
discipline of
the academy,
academy, to
to be studious, and to give his
of the
police
in the various departments
utmost efforts
to accomplish
departments
course in
the course
accomplish the
efforts to
utmost
v Wentworth
Wentworth shall
of
instruction, and
that the
the said
W. Pint6
Pint6 y
Ren6 W.
said Rene
and that
of instruction,
the academy
not
be admitted
admitted to
academy until he shall have passed the
to the
not be
examinations prescribed
mental and
and physical
physical examinations
prescribed for candidates
candidates from
mental
be immediately
the
and that
he shall
immediately withdrawn
withdrawn if
shall be
that he
States and
the United
United States
deficient
studies or
or conduct
recommended by
by the
the academic
academic
so recommended
and so
conduct and
in studies
deficient in
rv
Oath
Oath and
and service.
provided further,
further , That
That in
in the
the case
of the
the said
said Ren6
Rene W.
case of
R.
secs. 12o,
1320, board:
And provided
board: And
R. S., sees.
1321,
Pint6,y
321, pp. 227.
227.
Ping
y Wentworth the provisions
provisions of sections thirteen
thirteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-one of the Revised
twenty and
thirteen hundred
hundred and twenty-one
Revised Statutes
Statutes
and thirteen
twenty
shall
suspended.
be suspended.
shall be
Approved, April
April 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
Rend

W.

Pinto

wReno . pint65
Wentworth.

6
April 13, 1916.
.
.prl13,i
[S. 5016.1

Noi]

[Public, No.
No. 51.]
511
[Public,

er
Wabh
Wabash
River.

y States

bridge
an existing
the reconstruction
CHAP. 75.-An
75.—An Act To authorize
authorize the
reconstruction of
of an
existing bridge
_S;across the Wabash
Wabash River
River at Silverwood,
Silverwood, in the State of Indiana.

Loui
Toledo, Saint
Sai Louis
ToLto'
and Western Railroad
Wpternmairo
Cad
Company,
etc., may
et-Instruct bridge,
bridge,
recniutruct
at Sit
verwood, Ind.
In.
at
Siwood,

Be
by the
House of
of Represenaives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the Toledo,
States
of America
Toledo, Saint
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Railroad Company, and
Western Railroad
Louis and
and Walter L. Ross, its
its
and Western
Louis
receiver, their successors
successors or assirns,
assigns, be, and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorauthorthe same
said company
company and
and operate
ized
reconstruct the
ized to
to reconstruct
the bridge
bridge of
of said
operate the same
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Cns. 75,
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75, 77.
77.

51

1916.
1916.

across the Wabash
Wabash River at
Silverwood, Indiana,
at a
point
at or
or near Silverwood,
Indiana, at
a point
suitable to the interests of navigation, on
on the line
line of the existing
accordance with the provisions
bridge of said company, in accordance
provisions of
of the
the
construction of
of bridges
over
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the
the construction
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved-March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
March twenty-third,
and six.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 13, 1916.
1916.

77.-An Act Incorporating
Incorporating the American
Academy of
Arts and
CHAP. 77.—An
American Academy
of Arta
Letters.
and Letters.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

oni1ucti8o-

Amendment.
Amendment.

April
April 17 1916.
1916.
IS. 143.4.J
[S.
1424.]

r A,
NA WI
I- A No.
r.
[Public,

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the United
United District
t*. of Columbia.
'
DistrtofColummbj.
States of America in
assembled, That William
William Dean
Howells, American
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Dean Howells,
American Academy
Academy
of Arts and Letters
of Maine; Henry Adams, of the District
Theodore incorporated.
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; Theodore
I.gorpo
Lattad
Roosevelt,
of New
York; John
Singer Sargent,
Massachusetts; Incorporators.
Roosevelt, of
New York;
John Singer
Sargent, of
of Massachusetts;
cao *
Chester French, of
New YorkYork;
Daniel Chester
of New York;
York; John Burroughs,
urroughs, of
of New
James Ford Rhodes,
Rhodes, of
of Massachusetts;
Horatio Wlliam
William Parker
Parker, of
of
Massachusetts; Horatio
Connecticut; William Milligan Sloane, of
Connecticut;
Jersey Robert
of New
NewJersey;
Robert Underwood
Johnson of
York; George
Washington Cable,
of MassaMassawood Johnson,
of New York
Geoge Wasngton
Cable, of
chusetts;
Andrew Dickson
White, of
Dyke
chusetts; Andrew
Dickson White;i
f New
New York;
York; Henry
Henry van
van Dyke
of New Jersey; William
Brownell, of
New York;
York; Basil
LanWilliam Crary
rar Brownel,
of New
Basil Lanneau Gildersleeve, of Maryland;
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, of
of New
Jersey;
Maryland; Woodrow
New Jersey;
Arthur
Twining Hadley,
of Connecticut;
Cabot Lodge,.
of
Arthur Twining
Hadley, of
Connecticut; Henry
Henry Cabot
Lodge, of
Massachusetts;
Edwin Howland
New York;
York; William
William
Massachusetts;-Edwin
Howland Blashfield,
Blashfield, of
of New
Merritt
Hastings, of
of New
York; HamMerritt Chase,
Chase, of New
New York;
York; Thomas
Thomas Hastings,
New York;
Hamilton Wright Mabie, of New Jersey;
Brander Matthews,
York;
Jersey; Brander
Matthews, of
of New
New York;
of the
of Columbia;
Elihu Vedder,
of
Thomas Nelson Page, of
the District
District of
Columbia; Elihu
Vedder, of
Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; George
George Edward
Massachusetts; KenKenEdward Woodberry, of
of Massachusetts;
yon Cox, of New York; George Whitefield Chadwick,
MassachuChadwick, of
of MassachuHampshire; Henry
setts; Abbott Handerson
Handerson Thayer, of
of New
New Hampshire;
Henry Mills
Mills
Alden,
of New
Jersey; George
Brush, of
New Hampshire;
Alden, of
New Jersey;
George de
de Forest
Forest Brush,
of New
Hampshire;
William Rutherford
Rutherford Mead, of New York;
York; Bliss
Bliss Perry, of
of MassachuMassachusetts; Abbott Lawrence Lowell, of Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; James
James Whitcomb
Whitcomb
Riley, of Indiana; Nicholas Murray Butler, of
York; Paul
Paul
of New
New York;
Wayland
Wayland Bartlett, of New York; Owen Wister,
Wister, of Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania;
Herbert Adams, of New Hampshire;
Hampshire; Augustus Thomas,
New York;
York;
Thomas, of
of New
Timothy Cole, of New York; Cass Gilbert,
TimothyGilbert, of New York; William
William
Roscoe Thayer, of Massachusetts;
Roscoe
Massachusetts; Robert Grant,
Grant of
of Massachusetts;
Massachusetts;
Frederick
Macmonnies, of New York; Julian
Frederick Macmonnies,
of ConJulian Alden
Alden Weir,
Weir, of
Connecticut; William Gillette, of Connecticut;
necticut;
Connecticut,- Paul Elmer
Elmer More,
More, of
of New
New
Lockhart Rives, of New Fork,
Jersey; George
George Lockhart
York, and their
their successors,
successors,
duly chosen,
chosen, are hereby incorporated,
incorporated, constituted,
constituted, and
and declared
declared to
to
be aabody corporate
corporate of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, by the name of the
American
American Academy
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Purposes.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the purposes of this corporation
corporation are and
and shall be the P
furtherance of
interests of literature
and the
fine arts.
furtherance
of the interests
literature and
the fine
arts.
SEC.
American Academy of Arts and Letters shall conS
EC. 3. That the American
con- Corporate
cou powers.
pe
sist of not more than fifty regular members,
corporation
members and the said corporation
make by-laws and rules and
hereby constituted
constituted shall have power to mike
regulations; to fill all vacancies created by death, resignation,
regulations;
resignation, or
otherwise; to provide
provide for the election of foreign,
foreign, domestic
domestic, or honhonorary
orary associate
associate members, and the division of such members into
classes,
classes, and to do all other matters needful
needful or usual in such
institutions.
t
Annual meeting
SEC.
A,,S maul nand
S
EC. 4. That the American
American Academy .of Arts and Letters shall hold report.
d
an annual meeting at such place in the United States as may be desigdesignated and shall make an annual report to the Congress, to be filed with
Librarian of Congress.
the librarian
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Property
roperty holdings.

Amendment.

SEss. I. Cm. 77-80.
I. CHS. 77-80.
SEss.

1916.
1916.

SEC. 5.
of Arts and Letters be, and
SEC.
5. That
That the American Academy of
the same
is hereby,
to receive
and
bequests and
receive bequests
and empowered
empowered to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
same is
the
donations
of
real
or
personal
property
and
to
hold
the
same
in
trust,
in
trust,
the
same
to
hold
and
property
personal
real
or
donations of
and
and reinvest
the same
same for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of furthering
furthering the
the
reinvest the
invest and
and to
to invest
interests
of literature
literature and
and the
fine arts.
arts.
the fine
interests of
SEC. 6.
6. That
That the
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
repeal this
to alter,
right to
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April
April 17,
17, 1916.
Approved,

Anrim
1916.
Rii
g 7 1t916.
[A. R. 4923.1

[Public, No.
No. 53.
53.1

[Plubli

Flint River.

Mitch County or
Mitchell
Baker
County may
may
Baker County
bridge, Newton, Ga.
bridge, Newton, Ga.

Construction.
onstruction
Vol. 34, p.. 84
84.
VoL
.
Amendment.
Amendmnt.

CHAP. 78.-An
78.—An Act
consent of
of Congress
Congress to the county
county of
of Mitchell,
Mitchell,
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
or to
to the
Baker, both
both of
the State
of Georgia,
acting jointly
jointly or
or separately,
separately,
Georgia, acting
State of
of the
of Baker,
county of
or
the county
and their
successors and
and assigns,
to construct
the Flint
Flint River.
River.
across the
bridge across
assigns, to
construct aabridge
and
their successors

Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
consent of
of Congress
Congress
the consent
That the
assembled, That
America in
States
iis hereby granted to the county
county of Mithebll,
Mitchell, or to the county of Baker,
separately, and their
both of the
te State of Georgia, acting jointly or separately,
successors and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
abridge
bridge
and operate
maintain, and
assigns, to
and assigns,
successors
and
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Flint
River at
at a
paint suitable
suitable to
a point
Flint River
and approaches
the
interests of
in the
the county
county of
of Baker,
Baker,
Newton, in
or near
near Newton,
of navigation,nt
navigation, at or
the interests
in the State of Georgia, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act
"An
entitled "
An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
waters,"
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six.
hundred and
waters," approved
Sze. 2. That
amend, or
hereby
alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
SEC.
That the right
right to alter,
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
17, 1916.
1916.
Approved, April
April 17,

rril 17,
17, 1916.
Aprl
1916.

i

10139.)
[H..R.. 10139.1

[Public, No. 54.1
e
Monongahela
Rivet.
r.
Moonogahel Riv
Fairmont, W. Va.,
may bridge.
bridge.
may

contruction.
" 3 p

Construction.
Vonstruction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

April 17, 1916.
[R.
171.1
[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 171.1
IPub.
No. 111
14.1
[Pub. Res., No.

CRAP.
79.—An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the city
city of
Fairmont to
operate
to construct
construct and operate
of Fairmont
Act To
CHAP. 79.-An
bridge across
the Monongahela
Monongahela River
at or
or near
of Fairmont,
Fairmont, in
in the
the State
of
State of
River at
near the
the city
city of
across the
aabridge
West Virginia.
West
Virginia.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
a
Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
in Congress
assembled, That the city of Fairmont, a
municipal corporation
corporation under the laws of the State of West Virginia,
municipal
is hereby authorized to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
the Monongahela
Monongahela River
River at
or near
approaches thereto across
across the
at or
near the
the
city of Fairmont, in Marion County, West Virginia, at aapoint suitproi°on
able
to the
the interests
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
interests of
of navigation
navigation, in
able to
of an Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of bridges
nineteen
over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and six.
SEC.
amend, or rep
repeal
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
ealthis Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, April 17.
17, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP.
SO.—Joint Resolution
continue in
in effect
effect the
the provisions
of
Act of
provisions of the Act
Resolution To
To continue
CHAP. 80.-Joint
March
hundred and
and six.
six.
March ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States at
of America
America in
assembled, That the Act entitled
in Congress
Congress assembled,
entitled "An
"An
appropriate marking
graves of, Act to provide for the appropriate
marl6ng of the graves
graves of the solwho died
and Navy
diers
and sailors
sailors of
fied in
diers and
of the
the Confederate
Confederate Army
Army and
Navy who
died in
in
northern
northern prisons and were buried near the prisons where they died,
Val.
ol. 34,
34, p.
p.56.
and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved March ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
joint
and six; and continued in full force and effect
effect for two years by joint
Vol.
ol. 35,
35, p.
p.567.
567.
resolution
hundred and
resolution approved February twenty-sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eight; and for the additional
additional period of one year by a
ajoint resolution
Vol.
36, pp.
575,1453. approved
and
twenty-tifth, nineteen hundred
S75,1453.
Vol. 36,pp.
approved on February
February twenty-fifth,
hundred and ten; and

Confederate
soldiers
Confederate soldiers
and sailors.
kinga graves of,
a Marking
who
northern
ho died in northern
prisons.
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CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
Cns. 80,85,88.
80, 85, 88. 1916.
1916.
SIXTY-FOURTH
SESs.
for
approved
for the
the additional period of
of two
two years
years by a
a joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
December
nineteen hundred
the
December twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and ten;
ten; and for the
further
additional period
period of
two years
years by
by a
resolution approved
approved
further additional
of two
a joint
joint resolution
March fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
hundred and
March
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, be,
be, and the same
is
years from
from the
is hereby, continued
continued in
in full force and effect for
for two years
the
expiration
of the
the present
continuation, March
March thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen
expiration of
present continuation,
hundred and
hundred
and sixteen; and the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the appropriation
made by
by said
said Act
March ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six,
six, is
is
tion made
Act of
of March
hundred and
continued
applicable for expenditure
expenditure during
during the
continued and
and made applicable
the additional
additional
period of
for: Provided,
triplicate
period
of two
two years
years herein
herein provided
provided for:
Provided, That
That the
the triplicate
registers provided
provided for
for in
in the
the original
original Act
the time
and
registers
Act shall
shall include
include the
time and
place of
of death
death of
each Confederate
Confederate soldier
prisoner of
Provided
place
of each
soldier prisoner
of war:
war: Provided
further, That
That the
compensation of
of the
the commissioner
shall be
by
further,
the compensation
commissioner shall
be fixed
fixed by
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
War.
Approved, April
17, 1916.
Approved,
April 17,
CHAP. 86.-An
85.—An Act
Granting the
of Congress
Cnrusi to
the county
county commissioners
CHAP.
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
to the
commissioners

of
Pennsylvania, to
bridge across
Allegheny River
of Warren
Warren County,
County, Pennsylvania,
to construct
construct aa bndge
across the
the Allegheny
in
borough or
Warren, in
in the borough
or Warren,
Warren, county of Warren,
in the State
State of
of l'ennsylvanza.
Pennsylvania.
•

768.
Vol. 38,
38, p. 768.
Time continued.
continued.
Time

Provisos.
Provisos.
required.
Details required.

Pay
Pay of
of commissier.
commissioner.

April 21, 1916[S. 5229.
5229.1
[.
[Public, No. 55.1
[Public,
No. 56-

Be
it enacted
Represen&-t*e
-8of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Repiesentaives
of iheenited
theLitfed
States
in Congress'aneetnbled;110theit
,
ottiAent!pt
Viege
graZ
States of
of America
America in
Congress tasbemWbld, Tha theo-hen
Vof Con
is hereby
hereby granted
the COunty:-OhrhitliStricinere
of the
entintY of
of WarWar- may
may bridge.
noen
is
granted to
to the
s of
the -county
Meouny:
ren,
in the
State of
of Pennsylvania,
successors and
and assigns,
assigns,
ren, in
the State
IPenylVaa, and
and their
their successors
to
construct,- maintaittouid'ptieritte
bridge -and approaches
to construct,
maintain,'and operate aft bridge
approaches thereto
thereto
across
Wirer at
across the Allegheny
Allegheny River
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to the
the interests of
navigation,
the borough
Warren, in
in tIe
navigation, hi
borough of Warren,
Warren, in
in the
the county
county of Warren,
in Construction.
the
with the
provisions of
of Cvtruci
the state
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges over
the Act entitled "An
the construction
over
navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
navigable waters,"
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and six.
SEC. 2. That
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
SEC.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
this Act
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amendmen texpressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
21, 1916.
Approved, April
April 21,
1916.
e

l

y7i,L,

1916.
April 27, 1916.

CHAP. 88.--An
88.--An Act To establish in the War Department
and in the
the Navy DepartLA. R. 4701.1
Department and
701.
[f.
ment, respectively,
respectively, a
a roll, designated
"the Army and Navy medal
merit,
designated as
as "the
medal of honor roll,"
roll," -Pb--[public N o. 56.1
and
[ublic,,No. 5.1
and for
for other
other purposes.

Representatives of the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
the Army and Navy
United States
States of America
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby medaof
medal of honor roll.
roll.
Conditions lot entry
established
established in the War Department
Department and Navy Department,
Department, respec- o"""ond.'"instora
on.
tively, a
a roll designated as "the
"the Army and Navy medal of honor
honor
roll." Upon
the Secretary
Secretary of
roll.'
Upon written
written application
application made to
to the
of the
the
proper
department, and subject
proper department,
subject to the conditions
conditions and requirements
requirements
hereinafter
hereinafter contained, the name of each
each surviving person who
who
has served in the
the military or naval
naval service
service of
of the
the United States
States
in any
attained or
or shall
the age
age of
of sixty-five
sixty-five
in
any war,
war, who
who has
has attained
shall attain
attain the
years, and who
having in
years,
who has
has been
been awarded
awarded aa medal
medal of honor
honor for
for having
action
action involving actual
actual conflict with an enemy
enemy distinguished
distinguished himself conspicuously
conspicuously by gallantry
gallantry or intrepidity, at the risk of his
life,
life, above and beyond the call of duty, and who was
was honorably
honorably
discharged from service by muster out, resignation,
resignation, or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
be,
entered and recorded
be, by the Secretary
Secretary of the proper department, entered
recorded
pp
os
on said roll shall be made in such Applications.
Applications for entry Orl.
on said roll. Applications
form and under such revlations
regulations as shall be prescribed
prescribed by the War
War
Department
proper blanks
Department and
and Navy Department,
Department, respectively, and
and proper
and instructions shall be, by the proper Secretary,
without
Secretary, furnished
furnished without
charge upon request made by any person claiming
claimlug the benefits
benefits of
this Act.
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Evidence
Evidence

Concon-

oMum

crti

CONGRESS. SEss.
Sr.ss. I
CAS. 88,
89.
88, 89.
I.. CHs.
CONGRESS.

1916.
1916.

and of
Sm. 2.
2. That
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
Secretary of War and
the Secretary
be the
That it
SEC.

the Secretary
Secretary-of
of the
the Navy
carry this
this Act
into effect
and to
decide
to decide
effect and
Act into
to carry
Navy to
the
whether each
this Act,
Act, in
in his
is entitled
entitled
his department
department is
under this
applicant, under
each applicant,
whether
to
benefit of
of this
this Act.
the official
of the
medal of
of
the medal
official award
award of
If the
Act. If
the benefit
to the
honor to
to the
applicant, or
or the
official notice
notice to
to him
thereof, shall
shall
him thereof,
the official
the applicant,
honor
appear to
medal of
honor was
to the
the applicant
applicant
awarded to
was awarded
of honor
the medal
that the
show that
to show
appear
for
is required
required by
the provisions
provisions of
of this
it shall
shall
this Act,
Act, it
by the
an act
act as
as is
such an
for such
be deemed
sufficient to
to entitle
applicant to
to such
such special
special pension
pension
the applicant
entitle the
deemed sufficient
be
without further
correspondence,
official correspondence,
all official
Otherwise all
investigation. Otherwise
further investigation.
without

recommendations, requests,
other evidence
now
evidence now
and other
requests, and
orders,/ reports,
reports, recommendations,
t to be I- orders

Certificate to be is-

on
.
file in
any public
office or
department shall
shall be
be considered.
A
considered. A
or department
public office
in any
onfile
certificate of
of service
of the
act of
of heroism,
heroism, gallantry
bravery,
gallantry,, bravery,
the act
and of
service and
certificate
or intrepidity
intrepidity for
for which
the medal
medal of
honor was
awarded, and
and of
of
was awarded,
of honor
which the
or
enrollment under
under this
Act, and
and of
of the
right of
the special
pensioner
special pensioner
of the
the right
this Act,
enrollment
to
be entitled
to and
and to
to receive
receive the
the special
granted,
herein granted,
pension herein
special pension
to be
entitled to
be furnished
furnished each
whose name
shall be
on
so entered
entered on
be so
name shall
person whose
each person
o c shall
shall be
sioner
lopyof Pnsions.
Pensions.
to Commis- said
roll. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy
of the
the Secretary
and the
of War
War and
said roll.
sionePo
shall
deliver to
to the
the Commissioner
Pensions a
a certified
copy of
of
certified copy
of Pensions
Commissioner of
shall deliver
aforesaid, and
each
certificates as he may issue, as aforesaid,.
each of such of said certificates
the same
Commissioner
authority to the Commissioner
sufficient authority
shall be
be full and sufficient
same shall
the
of
the payment
beneficiary named in
him to the beneficiary
by him
payment by
for the
of Pensions
Pensions for
the special
herein provided
for.
provided for.
pension herein
special pension
certificate the
such certificate
each such
. to each
S pension
Special
whose name shall have
SEG. 3.
3. That
That each
each such
such surviving
surviving person
person whose
be-. pam to SEC.
be./Poa
s
r,
i
cli. 242.
accordance with this Act shall be entitled
said roll
roll in accordance
entered on said
been entered
p 2i
Pensions
shall receive
receive and be paid by the Commissioner of Pensions
to and shall
in the Department
Treasury
Department of the Interior, out of any moneys in the Treasury
a special pension
appropriated, a
of the
the United States not otherwise appropriated,
of $10
$10 per
per month
for life,
Commissioner
yearly. The Commissioner
quarter yearly.
life, payable
payable quarter
month for
of
of Pensions sha.11
regulations for making
al necessary rules and regulations
shall make all
payment
of such
such special
special pensions
pensions to
thereof.
beneficiaries thereof.
to the
the beneficiaries
payment of
commencmant
Commencement.
Such special pension shall begin on the day that such person shall
file his application
the
application for enrollment on said roll in the office of the
Secretary of War or of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy after the passage
Secretary
and
approval of
this Act, and shall continue
continue during the life of the
of this
and approval
Other
benefits
not
beneficiary.
Other benefits not beneficiary.
affected.
Such special
pension shall
shall not
not deprive
deprive any
affected.
Such
special pension
any such
such special
special pensioner
pensioner of
of
any
pension or
which
or of
of any
any benefit,
benefit right, or privilege to which
any other pension
subsequent
issor may hereafter be entitled
he i
entitled under any existing or subsequent
law,
but
shall
be
in
addition
thereto.
thereto.
Free from tax,
ta, etc. law, but shall be in addition
Freerom
The special pension
pension allowed under this Act shall not be subject
execution, levy, tax, lien, or detention
detention under
under any
to any attachment, execution,
process whatever.
whatever.
process
Limitation.
Limitation.
S
EC. 4. That in case any person has been awarded
awarded two or more
SEC.
medals of honor, he shall not be entitled to and shall not receive
more than one such special pension.
Rank not concon- more than one such special pension.
sidered.
applications filed
sidered.
Rank in the service
service shall not be considered
considered in applications
filed
hereunder.
Approved, April 27, 1916.

sueo

April 27, 1916.
[S.653.)
[s. 683.1

No. 57.1
[Public. No.57.)
[Public,

Member of either
89.-An Act Prohibiting the use of the name of any Member
CHAP. 89.—An
House
Congress or
any officer
Government by
person, firm,
firm, or
or corporacorporaby any
any person,
the Government
officer of
of the
or of
of any
of Congress
House of
tion practicing
practicing before
before any department
department or office of the Government.
Government.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
House of
Be
it evaded
enacted by
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for
That it
it shall
States of
America in
department
or corporation
corporation practicing
firm, or
practicing before any department
any person,
person, firm,
gressofno offiCoin any
or office of the Government
Government to use the name of any Member of either
b ' awful
House of Congress
Government in advertising
Congress or of any officer of the Government
advertising
a
e ssaid
tthe
business.
id business.
h
in three
In effect in
Act shall take effect three months after its date.
SEC.
months.
SEC. 2. That this Act
in thee
onthes.
Approved, April
April 27,
27, 1916.
Approved,
1916.

dpat-

Executive departExecutive
ments, etc.
etc.
Use of name of Congressman or official in
advertising
business
advertising business
before,
re riniewfal

ents,

et

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
Ess. I.
I. CH. 90.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SEss.

CHAP.
CHAP. 90.-An
90.—An Act To amend
amend section
section eighty-one
eighty-one of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
judiciary," approved
revise, and amend the laws relating to the judiciary,"
approved March
March third,
codify, revise,
nineteen hundred
eleven.
nineteen
hundred and
and eleven.
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April 27,
27, 116.
1916.
[S. 1291.1

[S. 129]

(Public,
[Public, No. 58.]

Be
it enacted
United
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of the United
United States courts.
assembled, That section
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
States
Congress assembled,
section eighty-one
eighty-one of v'olit,sPtaours,
Vol. 36, p. 1111.
37
Vol.
37,
734,
, p. 734,
Vol
amend the
the laws
revise, and
the
entitled "An
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to codify,
codify, revise,
and amend
laws relating
relating amended.
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
March third,
nineteen hundred
eleven, Ante, p. 12.
hundred and
and eleven,
to
approved March
third, nineteen
it hereby
follows:
as to read
read as follows:
hereby is,
is, amended
amended so as
be, and it
Iowa judicial disjudicial disis divided
of Iowa
The State
SEC.
S
EC. 81.
81. The
State of
Iowa is
divided into two judicial districts, to tIowa
tricts.
be
northern and
southern districts of Iowa.
the northern
and southern
be known as the
district.
rtherndidrict.
The northern
northern district shall
The
shall include the territory
territory embraced
embraced on the Northern
Eastern division.
nineteen hundred
first
first day of July, nineteen
hundred and ten, in the counties
counties of AllamaAflamekee,
Dubuque, Buchanan,
Buchanan, Clayton,
Clayton Delaware,
Delaware, Fayette, Winneshiek,
kee, Dubuque,
Winneshiek,
Howard, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, Bremer, Blackhawk,
Blacihawk, Floyd, Mitchell,
Mitchell, and Jack- Cedar Rapids diviHoward,
p
son, which
which shall
shall constitute
constitute the
the eastern
eastern division
of said
said district;
district; also
also sione
R id dmvi
division of
son,
sion.
the
mentioned in
counties of
of
the territory
territory embraced
embraced on the
the date
date last
last mentioned
in the counties
Jones,
Linn, Iowa,
which
Grundy, and
and Hardin,
Hardin, which
Jones, Cedar,
Cedar, Linn,
Iowa, Benton,
Benton, Tama, Grundy,
shall constitute the Cedar Rapids
Rapids division;
division; also the territory
territory em- Central diviskin.
shall
braced
mentioned in
in the counties
counties of Emmet,
Emmet, Palo
braced on
on the date last mentioned
Alto, Pocahontas,
Pocahontas, Calhoun, Carroll,
Carroll Kossuth,
Kossuth, Humboldt, Webster,
Winnebago, Hancock,
Wright, Hamilton
Hamilton, Worth,
Cerro Gordo,
Gordo, FrankFrank- Western
Winnebago,
Hancock, Wright,
Worth, Cerro
wtdivisin.
division.
Butler, which shall
constitute the terffral
the
also the
lin, and
and Butler,
shal constitte
central ,division,
division; also
territory embraced
embraced on the
the counties
counties of Dickthe date last
last mentionedin
mentioned ii the
territory
Cherokee, Ida,
Ida'Lyon,
Lyon,
inson, Clay, Buena Vista, Sac, Osceolay_O'Brien,
Osceola, O'Brien, Cherokee,
Sioux, Plymouth,
Monona, which shall constitute the
Woodbury, and Monona,
Plymouth, Woodbury,
Sioux,
division.
"
western division.
Terms.
n
division shall be held at Term
district court
court for the eastern division
of the district
Terms of
Dubuque
on
the
fourth
Tuesday
April
and
the
first
Tuesday
in
Tuesday
in
April
and
the
Dubuque on the fourth Tuesday
Sepsecond Tuesdays
Tuesdays in May and Sepat Waterloo
Waterloo on the second
December, and at
tember;
for the
Cedar Rapids
division, at Cedar
first
Cedar Rapids
Rapids on
on the first
the Cedar
Rapids division,
tember; for
Tuesday!
Tuesday in September;
centhe fourth Tuesday
September; for the cenTuesday in April and
and the
tral
second Tuesdays
Tuesdays in June
June and NoNotral division,
division, at Fort Dodge on the second
vember;
western division, at Sioux
Sioux City on the fourth
vember; and for the western
Tuesday
in May
May and
and the
the third
third Tuesday-in October.
Tuesday in
district.
The southern
southern district
embraced on
on the
the Southern
The
district shall
shall include
include the
the territory
territory embraced
Southndivision.
distrct.
Eastern
Louisa,
first
day of
of July,
July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
ten, in
in the
the counties
counties of
of Louisa,
and ten,
hundred and
first day
Henry, Des
Des Moines,
and Van
Van Buren,
constitute the
which shall
shall constitute
Lee,' and
Buren, which
Henry,
Moines, Lee
Centml division.
divl son
eastern division
of said
said district;
district; also
territory embraced
embraced on
on the
the C
also the
the territory
eastern
division of
date
counties of Marshall,
Marshall, Story, Boone, Greene,
mentioned in the counties
date last mentioned
Jasper, Poweshiek,
Poweshiek, Marion,
Marion Warren
Warren, and
and MadiMadi- Ws
Guthrie, Dallas, Polk,
Polk, Jasper
Western division.
son, which
constitute the central
central division
division of said district;
district; also
son,
which shall constitute
mentioned in the counties
the
territory embraced
embraced on the date last mentioned
counties of
the territory
Crawford, Harrison,
tiarrison, Shelby
Shelby, Audubon,
Audubon, Cass, Pottawattamie,
Pottawattamie, Mills,
Crawford,
and
Montgomery, which
constitute the
division of said
said Southern division.
the western
western division
and Montgomery,
which shall constitute
district;
also the
the territory
embraced on the
mentioned in
th6 date last mentioned
territory embraced
district; also
Lucas,
Adams, Clarke, Decatur, Fremont, Lucas,
the counties
counties of Adair, Adams,
shall -constitutet
constitute Davenport division.
Page, Ringgold, Taylor, Union,
Union, and
and Wayne,
Wayne, which
which shall
diVi
embraced on
the southern
territory embraced
the
southern division of said district; also the territory
the date
last mentioned
mentioned in
Muscatine, Washof Scott, Muscatine,
in the counties
counties of
the
date last
ington,
Johnson, and
which shall
Davenport Ottumwa division.
ington, Johnson,
and Clinton
Clinton,'which
shall constitute
constitute the
the Davenport
wa
divisi
also the territory
said district;
division of
of said
district; also
territory embraced on the date Ott
division
Mahaska,
Appanoose,
of
Davis,
counties
last mentioned
mentioned in the
Davis, Appanoose, Mahaska,
Keokuk,
which shall constitute the
and Wapello,
Wapello, which
Jefferson, Monroe,
Monroe, and
Keokuk, Jefferson,
Ottumwa division
division of
of said
said district.
district.
Terms
Terms.
Terms of the district
the eastern
eastern division shall be held at
court for the
district court
Terms
fourth Tuesday
Keokuk
Tuesday after the
the fourth
Tuesday in February
February
Keokuk on the sixth Tuesday
and the eighth
Tuesday in September;
September; for the
the third
third Tuesday
after the
eighth Tuesday after
and
central
Moines on the tenth Tuesday after
after the fourth
central division, at Des Moines
Tuesday
tenth Tuesday
Tuesday after the
the third Tuesday
February and the tenth
Tuesday in February
western division,
in September;
September; for the western
division at Council
Council Bluffs on the fourth
Tuesday in
Tuesday after
Tuesday
after the third Tuesday
the sixth
sixth Tuesday
and the
in February
February and
Tuesday
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in September;
the southern
division, at Creston on the
fourth
the fourth
southern division,
for the
in
September; for
Tuesday after
after the
the fourth
Tuesday in
and the
the third
Tuesday
third Tuesday
in February
February and
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday
in September;
September; for
for the
division, at
at Davenport
Davenport on the eighth
eighth
the Davenport
Davenport division,
in
Tuesday after
after the
fourth Tuesday
February and the second Tuesi February
Tuesday in
the fourth
Tuesday
day
after the
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday in
hi September;
September; and
and for the Ottumwa
Ottumwa dividay after
sion, at
at Ottumwa
Tuesday after
after the
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday
on the second Tuesday
Ottumwa on
sion,
in
and the
the fourth
Tuesday after
after the
the third
Tuesday in
in February
February and
fourth Tuesday
third Tuesday
in
September.
September.
The clerk
clerk of
of the
the court
court for
for said
district shall
maintain an
an office
in
office in
shall maintain
said district
The

Offices.

Offices.

charge
himself or
Davenport and at Ottumwa
Ottumwa for the
at Davenport
deputy at
or aadeputy
of himself
charge of
transaction of the business
business of said divisions.
divisions.
transaction
Approved, April 27, 1916.
Approved,

April 27, 1916.
1
[S. 4480.]

April4,

[Puic, No. 59.1

[Public,
59.]
[Public, No.
No. 59.]
N

for the establshment
CHAP. 91.—An
Providing for
establishment of two
two additional
additional terms of
of
91.-An Act Providing
CHAP.
Raleigh, North Carolina.
the district court for the eastern district
district of North Carolina at Raleigh,

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof
the United
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That two
additional terms
two additional
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
district
of
trial of civil cases, for the eastern
eastern district
the trial
of the district court, for the
729
Carolina, on the
North Carolina,
North Carolina
shall be
he held
Raleigh, North
held at Raleigh,
Carolina shall
29 . of North
first Monday in March
March and
and the first Monday in September.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, April 27, 1916.

lb Carolina e&st

jical distrct
tem
Terms at Raleigh
Raleigh.

Vol.
38.
amended., p

amVeded.'

April 27, 1916.
[H. R. 9803.]

CHAP. 92.-An
92.—An Act To emancipate
emancipate from
from certain
certain disabilities
disabilities children
children who have
have
[Alr7 62.6
--judgments
judgments of conviction
conviction for crime
clime of record against them in the Juvenile Court of
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 60.]
60.i the
the DDistrict
istrict of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Ju
District

of Columbia.
Judgment
ofCouvenile
dgment of
juvenile

ourt not a civil

court not a civil didisqualification of child,
etc.
etc.
Vol.
34, p.
p. 73
73.
ol. 34,

April 27, 1916.
4.
Ft. 11471.]

i1
[H.

1R.]i47

[Public, N
No. 61.]

Publi, No.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
of the
Be it
enacted Inj
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
by the
United States
States of
That no
no judgment
judgment
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
United
America in

record in
Juvenile Court of
of conviction
conviction against any child
child of
of record
in the Juvenile
of the
Columbia under
under an
"An Act
Act to
to create
create aa
District of Columbia
an Act entitled
entitled "An
Juvenile Court
in and
and for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
approved
Juvenile
Court in
March nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six, shall
shall operate
operate as aa
disqualification
jury duty, or for holding office,
disqualification of any
any such child for jury
or for any other public
public service
service under the Government
Government of the
United
the United
States or
District of
child against
against whom
whom a
a
States
or the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and no
no child
judgment
judgment of conviction
conviction may
Juvenile Court
Court of
of the
the
may stand
stand in
in said
said Juvenile
District
District of Columbia
Columbia under said Act aforesaid
aforesaid shall be denominated
denominated
a criminal
criminal by reason
a
reason of
any such
judgment, nor
nor shall
shall such
such judgment
of any
such judgment,
judgment
denominated a
conviction.
be denominated
a conviction.
Approved, April 27, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

paragraphs one hundred
seventy-seven and
93.-An Act To amend paragraphs
CHAP. 93.—An
hundred and seventy-seven
one
seventy-eight of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
reduce tariff duties and
"An Act to reduce
and seventy-eight
hundred and
one hundred
to provide revenue
for
the
Government,
and
for
other
purposes,"
October
revenue
for
purposes," approved
approved October
third,
hundred and
relating to
the auty
duty on
sugar, molasses,
and
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, relating
to the
on sugar,
molasses, and
other articles.
other

-Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
R_epresentatives of
of the United
House of
by the
enacted by
Be it
Congress assembled,
the proviso
parain Congress
proviso of
States of America in
assembled, That
hat the
of paraVol.ded3s
38, p.
131,, graph
graph one
one hundred
seventy-seven of
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to
amo
p. 131
hundred and
and seventy-seven
of the
Act entitled
"AnAct
amended.
reduce
tariff duties
reduce tariff
duties and
and to provide revenue
revenue for the
the Government,
Government, and
for other purposes,"
October third.
purposes," approved
approved October
third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen
hundred
thirteen (Statutes at Large,
Large, volume
volume thirty-eight, pages one
one hundred
and fourteen
fourteen to two hundred and two, inclusive),
inclusive), which
which proviso reads
as follows: "Provided further. That on and after the first day of May,
entrMayof
of1,1,sugar,
Free
Free
entry
sugar,
etc.,
after
1816,
etc..
after
1916, as follows: "Provided further, That on and after the first day of May,
repealed.
hundred and sixteen,
nineteen hundred
sixteen, the articles
articles hereinbefore
hereinbefore enumerated
enumerated
paragraph shall be admitted
duty," be, and the same
in this admitted free of duty,"
is
is hereby,
hereby. repealed.
repealed.

of 193
Tar

Tariff
of 1913.
Sugar
schedule.
ugarsched1ue.

States of America
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SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss. I.
SESS.
I.

Cm.
95.
CHS. 93,
93,95.
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Maple sugar, etc.
S
EC. 2.
paragraph one
hundred and
SEC.
2. That
That the
the proviso
of paragraph
one hundred
and seventyseventy- Maplesugarpet
proviso of
Vol.
38,
p.
131,
eight
amended.
eight of the aforesaid
aforesaid Act, which proviso reads as follows: "Provided, amended.
Free entry of, after
That
on and
first day
day of
May, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, May
That on
and after
after the
the first
of May,
hundred and
and sixteen,
ray 1, 1916,
en1,1,
arepeaed.
repealed.
enumerated in
the articles
articles hereinbefore
hereinbefore enumerated
in this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be
admitted free of duty,"
duty," be, and
admitted
and the same is
is hereby, repealed.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 27, 1916.
April 28, 1916.

CHAP. 95.—An
ratify, approve,
and confirm
confirm an
an Act
Act amending
amending the
CHAP.
95.-An Act
Act To
To ratify,
approve, and
the franfran[i.
[H. R. 6241.]
chise
granted to
P. Baldwin,
R. A.
A. Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, J.
J. N.
N. S.
S. Williams,
Williams, D.
Lindsay, -Public
chise granted
to H.
H. P.
Baldwin, R.
D. C.
C. Lindsay,
No. 62.]
[Public, No. 62.]
C.
D. Lufkin,
Lufkin, James
James L.
Robinson, and
held under
under assignment
L. Coke,
Coke, and
and W.
W. T.
T. Robinson,
and now
now held
assignment
C. D.
to
Electric Company,
Company, Limited,
Limited, by
by extending
extending it
it to
to include
include the
Makawao disto Island
Island Electric
the Makawao
district
island of
of Maui,
of Hawaii;
extending the
of the
trict on
on the
the island
Maul, Territory
Territory of
Hawaii; and
and extending
the control
control of
the
public
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii to
to said
said franchise
franchise and
and its
its holder.
holder.
public utilities
utilities commission
commission of

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United
'
•
States
of America
America in
of the
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
That the
the act
act of
the LegisLegis- Act
AtWtegisiature
of l
egislature
lature
of the
of Hawaii,
amending the
the amendig
[Isrraenlinilrechia
franci to
entitled "An
"An act
act amending
Territory of
Hawaii, entitled
lature of
the Territory
franchise
granted to
to H.
A. Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, J.
J. N.
con:
franchise granted
P. Baldwin,
Baldwin, R.
R. A.
H. P.
N. S.
S. WilWil- a,y, Limited,
timited,
conhams,
Lufkin, James
Coke, and W. T.
T. Robin- fi rm
James L. Coke,
Lindsay, C.
C. D. Lufkin,
liams, D. C. Lindsay,
son,
and now
under assignment
to Island
Island Electric
Electric Company,
son, and
now held
held under
assignment to
Company,
extending
it
to
include
Makawao
Limited
by
extending
it
to
include
the
Makawao
District on
on the
the
Limited, Maui,
island
Territory of
island of
of Maui,
Maui, Territory
of Hawaii; and extending
extending the control of
of the
the
Territory of
%wall to said franof Hawaii
franpublic utilities
utilities commission
commission of
of the Territory
hereby, ratified, approved,
confirmed,
is hereby,f'arid,
approved, and
and confirmed,
chise and its holder,"
holder," is
and section
fifty-seven of
chapter fifty-nine
of the
and
section eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty-seven
of chapter
fifty-nine of
the
Revised Laws
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, as
as approved
approved
Revised
Laws of
and fifteen,
by
Act of
approved February
February sixth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
sixth, nineteen
of Congress
Congress approved
by an
an Act
and nine,
nine, is
is hereby
by adding
adding after
after the
"district of
and
hereby amended
amended by
the words
words "district
of
Wailuku" wherever
appearing i
n said
section eight
hundred and
and
in
said section
eight hundred
Wailuku"
wherever appearing
fifty-seven
words: "
and district
so that
district of
of Makawao,"
Makawao," so
that
fifty-seven the
the following
following words:
"and
the
follows:
shall read
read as follows:
the same shall
r
"SEC. 857.
857. Franchise:
Franchise: H.
P. Baldwin,
Baldwin, R.
J. N.
S. FFranchise.
chi se.
N. S.
R. A.
A. Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, J.
H. P.
"SEC.
Williams, D. C.
Lindsay, C. D.
Lufkin, James
Williams,
C. Lindsay,
D. Lufkin,
James L.
L. Coke,
Coke, and W.
W. T.
Robinson, together
their associates,
called 'The
'The ComComRobinson,
together with
with their
associates, hereafter
hereafter called
pany,' and
and their
their respective
respective successors
assigns, are
are vested
with
vested with
successors and
and assigns,
panv,'
the right,
right authority,
authority, and
and privileges
privileges, from and
and after
after February
February sixth,
nineteen
hundred and
sell, furnish,
furnish, and
nineteen hundred
and nine,
nine, to
to manufacture,
manufacture, sell,
and supply
supply
electric
light, electric
or electric
electric power,
in the
district of
electric current,
current, or
power, in
the district
of
electric light,
Makawao, on the
Wailuku and district
district of Makawao,
the island
island of
of Maui,
Maui, Territory
Territory of
of
Hawaii,
lighting the
the streets,
building's, or
or
Hawaii, for
for lighting
streets, roads,
roads, public
public or
or private
private buildings,
for
power, or
for any
any other
purpose which
which they
they may
may deem
for motive
motive power,
or for
other purpose
deem
advisable, and
advisable,
and from
from time to
to time for
for the purposes above mentioned,
mentioned,
and subject
subject to
the approval
approval and
supervision of
the boards
or officials
officials
and
to the
and supervision
of the
boards or
having
maintain, and
having charge
charge of
of said
said streets
streets or
or roads
roads to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and
operate
suitable poles,
poles, lines,
wires, cables,
lamps, lamp
lamp posts,
posts, conconoperate suitable
lines, wires,
cables, lamps,
ductors,
conduits, and
other appliances
appliances and
and appurtenances
as
ductors, conduits,
and such
such other
appurtenances as
may
necessary for
may from time
time to
to time
time be
be necessary
for the transmission,
transmission, distribudistribution, or supply
supply of
of electricity
electricity to
to consumers
consumers thereof, under, along,
along,
upon,
squares bridges,
over the streets,
streets, sidewalks,
sidewalks, roads, squares,
bridges, alleys,
upon, and over
and lanes
lanes in
in said
said district
of Wailuku
Wailuku and
district
squares,
of
on the
the
and
district of
and district
of Makawao, on
island of
of Maui, and
and to connect the
the said
said lines,
lines, wires,
wires, and
and conductors
with any manufactory,
manufactory, private or public buildings, lamps, lamp
posts, or other structure
structure or object
object with the
the place
place of
of supply.'
supply.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section eight hundred
hundred and fifty-nine of said chapter
chapter fiftynine of the Revised
Revised Laws of Hawaii, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, as
as
approved by an Act of Congress approved February
February sixth, nineteen
approved
hundred and nine, is hereby- amended by striking out the word
"district"
"district" in said section eight hundred and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine' and substituting therefor the
the word "districts,"
"districts," so that
that the
the same shall read
read as
as
follows:
follows:
ctm,
construction, etc.
"
SEC. 859. Poles,
et
"SEC.
Poles, and
and so forth,
forth, not to interfere
interfere with use
use of streets,
streets, c
conand so forth: All poles, lines, wires, cables, lamps, lamp posts, eonHawaii

to
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ductors,
and other
other appliances
appliances constructed,
or
maintained, or
constructed, maintained,
conduits, and
ductors, conduits,
operated
under, along,
streets, sidewalks,
sidewalks, roads,
roads,
the streets,
over the
and over
upon and
along, upon
operated under,
squares, bridges,
bridges, alleys,
alleys, and
in said
districts, on
the island
island of
of
on the
said districts,
and lanes
lanes in
squares,
Maui,
shall
be
so
constructed,
maintained,
and
operated
by
the
comcomthe
by
operated
and
Maui, shall be so constructed, maintained,
pany
to not
interfere with
with the
the use
streets,
such streets,
of such
use of
unnecessarily interfere
not unnecessarily
as to
pany as
sidewalks,
roads,
squares,
bridges,
alleys,
and
lanes
by
the
public."
public."
the
by
lanes
and
alleys,
sidewalks, roads, squares, bridges,
SEC. 3.
3. Said
Said chapter
chapter fifty-nine
of the
Laws of
Hawaii,
of Hawaii,
Revised Laws
the Revised
fifty-nine of
SEC.
nineteen
and fifteen,
as approved
approved by
of Congress,
Congress,
Act of
an Act
by an
fifteen, as
hundred and
nineteen hundred
approved
nineteen hundred
and nine,
is hereby
furhereby furnine, is
hundred and
sixth, nineteen
February sixth,
approved February
ther
by adding
section thereto
to be
be known
as section
section
known as
thereto to
new section
adding aanew
amended by
ther amended
eight
hundred and
A, Revised
Laws of
of Hawaii,
nineteen
Hawaii, nineteen
Revised Laws
sixty-five A,
and sixty-five
eight hundred
hundred
fifteen, and
and reading
reading as
follows:
as follows:
and fifteen,
hundred and
holding
"SEC
franchise
person
Subject
public
Subject to
to public
"SEC. 865A. This franchise
and the
person or corporation
corporation
holding
Ores
*
'
-si[.
utilities
comsn
tliti cononmica.
the same
shall be
be subject
subject as
as to
of rates,
prices, and
and
rates, prices,
to reasonableness
reasonableness of
the
same shall
charges, and
and in
in all
all other
other respects
respects to
to the
the provisions
chapter one
one
of chapter
provisions of
charges,
nineteen
hundred and
twenty-eight of
Revised Laws of Hawaii, nineteen
of the Revised
and twenty-eight
hundred
hundred and
fifteen, creating
utilities commission,
commission, and all
all
public utilities
creating aa public
and fifteen,
hundred
amendments
thereof for
the regulation
of the
in said
said
the public
public utilities
utilities in
regulation of
for the
amendments thereof
Territory,
powers and
duties expressly
conferred upon
upon or
or
expressly conferred
and duties
and all
all the
the powers
Territory, and
required
courts by
by said
work or
or the courts
public work
of the
the.superintendent
superintendent of public
required of
act
said franchise,
are hereby
conferred upon
recjuired
upon and
and required
hereby conferred
franchise, are
act creating
creating .said
of said public utilities commission
commission and any commission of similar
similar
character
Territory:
hereafter be created
created by the laws of said Territory:
character that may hereafter
•Provided,
acts of
of the
herein proproutilities commission
commission herein
the public
public utilities
That all
all acts
Provided, That
subject to review by the courts of the Territory
vided for shall be subject
of Hawaii."
Hawaii."
of
con- S
SEC.
Approval by ConApproval
EC. 4. This Act shall take effect upon its approval by the Conss
gre
gress
the United
States provided
provided that
that such
such approval
approval be
be given
gross of the
United States
given on
on
of March, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen.
or before the fourth day of
Approved, April 28, 1916. •
April
1918.
April 28,
28, 1916.
[II.
R. 999.1
9909.1
[t. R.
[Public, No.
No.6.]
611
[Public,

CHAP.
the Chicago,
and Saint
Paul RailSaint Paul
Railauthorize the
Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
CHAP. 90.—An
96.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
way Company
Company to
to construct
the Missouri
Missouri River.
River.
bridge across
across the
construct a
a bridge
way

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
United
of the
the United
Reresentatives of
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
Be it
Missouri River.
Missouri
River.
Chicago,
assembled, That
That the Chicago, MilMilwaukee States of America in
(higo, Milwaukee
in Congress assembled,
Mil.
..
n
waukee and Saint Paul Raiway
Railway Company,
and assigns,
waukee
Company, its
its successors
successors and
assigns,
brid ge, at Chamber- are
construct, maintain,
to construct,
hereby authorized
authorized to
maintain, and operate a
abridge,
at chamber- are hereby
brl,!.sS. Dak.
lain,
and approaches
approaches thereto,
thereto, across
the Missotui
River at
at a
point suitable
suitable
and
across the
Missouri River
a point
bridge to extend
extend from
from aapoint
to the interests of navigation, said bridge
point on
on
the west
west bank
the county
of Lvman
Lyman to
to a
apoint
point in
in or
or
the
bank of
of said
said river
river in
in the
county of
near
the
city
of
Chamberlain,
in
Brule
County,
in
the
State
of
South
South
State
of
in
the
County,
in
Brule
Chamberlain,
city
of
near
the
Construction
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
"An
Dakota,
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An
p. 84.
s.
Vol. 34,
Dakota, in accordance
construction of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters,"
Act to regulate
regulate the construction
waters,"
approved
March twenty-third, nineteen
approved March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
Repeal of Act authorninth,
approved
February
the
Act
of
Congress,
SEC.
2.
That
RepealofActauthorS
EC.
That
Congress,
approved
February
ninth,
izing pontoon
bridge n
itg n~oonerbridge
hundred
of wptote
White River
hundred and five, which granted
Valley
Rier Valley
Vleynineteen
nineteen hundred
granted to the White River Valley
Company.
right to construct and mainCompany,
assigns, the right
and assigns,
successors and
its successors
Company, its
71.
vo,
VoL SS, p.
p. 711.
tain a
a pontoon
a point
pontoon and pile bridge across said Missouri River from a
point
on the west bank of said river in the county
county of Lyman,
to a
a point
on
Lyman, to
point on
the east bank of said river in or near the city of Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, in
in
Temporary
mainteTemporary mainteBrule County, in the State of South Dakota, is hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed, but
but
nanCe.
permission is hereby
hereby granted
granted to maintain the present pontoon and
pile bridge
two years
years from
after the
date of
of this
this Act:
ProAct: Prothe date
and after
from and
for two
pile
bridge for
Procio
Proviso.
Use duringconstrue- vided,
vided, That
if, on
or before
two years
years from
from and
and after
the date
date of
of this
UseduringcontruThat if,
on or
before two
after
the
this
Mon
of other bridge.
tio of other dge
it shall be shown
War
Act, it
shown to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of War
that actual construction
construction of the bridge herein
herein authorized has been
been
commenced,
assigns,
commenced, then the said company, its successors or assi
gns, is
hereby granted
granted permission
to maintain
maintain said
said ponto
on an
d pile
pilebridge
bridge
hereby
permission to
pontoon
and
during the period of construction of the bridge herein
herein authorized
authorized

and S
aint Paul
andl
Saint
Paul RailRailway
may
way Company
Company may
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CONGRESS. S
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I. CHS.
CRS. 96-98,
102.
SESS.
96-98, 102.
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but in no case is said company
company granted
granted permission
permission to
to maintain
maintain said
said
pontoon and pile bridge for
period longer
than four
years from
and
for a
a period
longer than
four years
from and
after
of this
Act.
after the
the date
date of
this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That the right to alter,
this Act
Act is
hereby
alter, amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April
28, 1916.
Approved,
April 28,
1916.
97.-An Act Granting
the consent
CHAP. 97.—An
Granting the
consent of
Congress to
the counties
Twin
of Congress
to the
counties of
of Twin
Falls and Minidoka,
Minidoka, State
State of
of Idaho,
Idaho, to
to construct
bridge across
construct a
a bridge
across Snake
Snake River.
River.

Be it
enacted by
Be
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
States of
of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
assembled, That
Congress
is hereby granted
granted to the counties of Twin Falls and Minidoka,
Minidoka tState
of Idaho, and their successors
successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
and operate a,
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Snake River
River
a point suitable to the interests
at a
interests of navigation
two miles
miles north
north of
of
navigation, two
Hansen, Twin
Twin Falls County, in the
of Twin
Falls and
and Minithe counties
counties of
Twin Falls
Minidoka, in the State of Idaho, in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
the
in accordance
provisions of
Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
the construction
of bridges
over
i ed
navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
ninet4eistihundril
March twenty-third,.
twenty-thid, nineteen
hund
and
and six.
and
SiX.
-Amendment.
S
EC. 2. That the
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
the right
right to
to alter;
alter, ktiiend;
amend, oirePiafthis
or repeal this 'Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
—
Approved, April
28,.
4916.
Approved,
April 28,
1916.

CHAP. 98.-Joint
08.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To print
print as a
final report
report and
and
a public document
document the
the final
testimony submitted
submitted to Congress by the United States Commission on
on Industrial
Industrial
Relations.
Relations.

Amendment
Amendment

April 28, 1916.
[ri2.
1916.
[H. R. 11320.]
130
[Public,
No.64.]
[Public, No. 64.]1
Snake
iver.
Snake River.
Twin
Falls and
MiniTainFalls
ndMinidolai Countes
Counties may
may
dog
bridge, near
near Hansen,
bridge,
Hansen,
Idaho.
Idaho.

Construction.
Construti
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Amendment.
en

April 28,
1916.
April
28, 1916.
[S.
J. Res.
Res. 98.]
98.]
[S. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 15.]
15.]
[Pub.

Senate and House
Resolved by the Senate
R_epresentatives of
the United
House of
of Representatives
of the
United Commission
Commission on
on Inindustrial Relations.
Relations.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
report of
of the
the dustrial
That the final report
be
United
Final reports
reports to
to be
United States Commission on
including the
the Final
on Industrial
Industrial Relations,
Relations, including
printed as
as Senate
Senate docprinted
docreport
report of Basil M.
M. Manly, director of research
investigation, and
research and investigation,
and ument.
ument.
the individual reports and
statements of
several commissioners,
and statements
of the
the several
commissioners,
together with all the testimony taken at its hearings,
hearings, except exhibits
exhibits
submitted in printed form, which
referred to
to
which shall be
be appropriately
appropriately referred
in said testimony, be printed as a
aSenate document
under the
the direcdirec- Distribution.
document under
Distribution.
Committee on
Printing; and
and that
that ten
ten thousand
thousand
tion of the Joint
Joint Committee
on Printing;
additional copies be printed
printed and bound in
of which
which two
thouin cloth, of
two thousand five hundred
hundred copies
copies shall be for the
the use
use of
the Senate
Senate and
of the
and
seven thousand five hundred copies for
the House
House of
of RepRepfor the use
use of the
resentatives; and that of the final report of said
resentatives;
said commission
commission one
one
additional copies be printed, of which thirty
hundred thousand additional
thousand copies
the use
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and seventy
seventy Proviso.
thousand
copies shall
shall be
be for
for the
use of
Proviso.
Reprint authorized.
authorized.
thousand copies
copies for the use of the
Representatives: Prothe House
House of
of Representatives:
Pro- Reprint
superintendent of documents
vided, That the superintendent
documents is
hereby authorized
is hereby
authorized
to reprint copies of
sale or
distribution as
of the
the same for sale
or distribution
as provided
provided
by law.
Approved, April 28, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 102.-An
102.—An Act To authorize the construction
construction of a
a bridge across the Fox
River at Geneva,
Geneva, Illinois.
Illinois.

May 1,
1, 1916.
1916.
May
[S. 5415.]
5415.]
[S.

[Public, No.
No. 65.]
[Public,
65.]

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives of
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United Fox
Fo River.
River.
and N
or th
Chicaawo
goand
North
States of
America in
in Congress
States
of America
Congress assembled, That
That the Chicago
and North
North Ch
Chicago and
Western
Railway
ComWestern Railway
Company,
a
corporation
organized
and
existing
Railway
a corporation organized and existing pay
pany may
may brldgGmbridge, Gena Dl.under the laws of the States of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, Illinois, and Michigan,
Michigan, its
itse era,
rb
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Construction.
construction.
Vol. 34,
84.
Vol.
34, p.
p.4.

Amendment.
Amendment.

S
EM. I.
I. CHs.
102-104, 106.
106.
SESS.
CHS. 102-104,

1916.
1916.

successors and
and assigns,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
construct,
successors
assigns, be,
and is
authorized to
to construct,
maintain
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
the Fox
Fox River,
point
maintain,' and
River, at
at aa point
suitable
interests of
the city
city of
of Geneva
Geneva and
and State
State
suitable to
to the
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, in
in the

of Illinois in accordance
with the Act of Congress entitled "An Act
accordance with

to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
bridges across
navigable waters,"
waters,"
to
construction of
across navigable
approved
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
SE.
S
EC. 2. That the
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
the right
right to
to alter,
or repeal
this Act
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May
1916.
Approved,
May 1,
1, 1916.

May 1,, 1916.
[L
. 86442.
[II. R.
6442.1
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 66.1

CA
P. 103.—An
103.-An Act
CHAP.
provide for
present Federal
Act To provide
for the
the exchange
exchange of
of the
the present
Federal building
building
site in
in Newark,
Newark, Delaware.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
United
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United

Newark, Del.
Del.
Newark,
States of America
America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
assembled, That
of the
Exchange
Exchange of present
e icaisin
public building
Treasury be, and
authorized, in
his
discretion,
acquire
public
buiding for Treasury
and is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
in
his
discretion,
to
acquire
new site.
new site.
exchange for the present Federal building site
by exchange
site in Newark, DelaDela-

ware,
new site
site for
building, and
and to
convey the
to
ware, a
a new
for said
said building,
to convey
the present
present site
site to
be
given in
in exchange
usual quitclaim
deed. Such
Such
be given
exchange therefor
therefor,' by
by the
the usual
quitclaim deed.
new
be centrally
centrally and
and conveniently
of such
new site
site shall
shall be
conveniently located
located and
and of
such size
size
space of
of such
including streets
streets and
and alleys,
alleys, as
as the
the
that an open space
such width,
width, including
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
may determine
may be
be maintained
Secretary
Treasury may
determine may
maintained about
about
the Federal
when constructed
for the
the
Federal building
building when
constructed for
the protection
protection thereof
thereof
Proviso.
from fire
fire in
Provided further,
further, That
the United
That the
United
buildings: Provided
in adjacent
adjacent buildings:
No
additional exex- from
No additional
pense.
pen.
States
States Government
placed to
to no
no additional
additional expense
Government be
be placed
expense should
should the
the
aforesaid
exchange be consummated.
consummated.
aforesaid exchange
Approved,
Approved, May
May 1, 1916.
1916.
May 1,
1, 1916.

[S. J. R.e.
Res. 121.]
121.]
[S.
a representative
CHAP. 104.-Joint
104.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing the appointment
appointment of a
representative
of the
United States
States Government
to appear
appear at
at the
celebration of
the landing
of Sir
the celebration
of the
landing of
Sir
the United
Government to
[Pub.
(Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 16.]
16.1 of
Francis Drake
California.
Francis
Drake on the coast of California.

Senate and
and House
House of
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President of
the
of the
of America
at States
landing United States is hereby
authorized and requested to appoint a
hereby authorized
a representative of
this Government
celebration of
of the
the landlandsentative
nia, austorizedf.
of this
Government to
to appear
appear at
at the celebration
ing of Sir Francis Drake on the shores of
of Marin
Mann County,
County, California,
California,
on the dates of May nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen
Proriso.
Proriso.
hundred and sixteen: Provided,
Provided, That
repreThat the
the expenses
expenses of
of such repreNo expense.
celebration, and
and
sentative shall be paid by those in charge of the celebration,
that no expense
expense whatever shall be required of the Federal GovGovernment.
ernment.
Approved,
May 1,
1, 1916.
Approved, May
1916.
Drake.
SiepresenFtive
Representative
at
celebration
of landing
elebration of
of, on coast of California, authorized.
Sir Francis

[May
May 3, 1916
1916.
[-. 6

[Pubiic, No. 67
67.]
[Public,
Portland, Oreg.
Portland,

Purchase of
of land
land by,
Purchase
authorized,

Prorino.
Proriro,
Reversion for nonn fr noto
user

user

CHAP.
Portland, Oregon, the right to
to purchase
CHAP. 106.-An
106.—An Act Granting the city of Portland,
purchase
certain
for public
certain lands
lands for
public park
park purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by
of Representatives
the United
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
Are erica in,
assembled,,That
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby granted
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled
granted
to the
the city
city of Portland,
northeast
to
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, the right to purchase
purchase the northeast
quarter and the north half of the northwest quarter
quarter of section eighteen,
WiUamette meridian,
in township one, north of range six, east of the Willamette
Oregon, for public park purposes, and aa patent for same is
hereby
is hereby
authorized
authorized to be issued by the proper officers to the
the said
of
said city
city of
Portland,
upon par-meat
$1.25 p
er acre
y the
th
e sa
i
d ci
ty
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, upon
payment of
of $1.25
per
acre b
by
said'city
to
authorized
t
o the
th e United
United- States:
States: Prvided,
Provided, That the lands
lands hereby authorized
be purchased
purchased as
hereinbefore set
set forth
forth shall
shall be
be held
held and
and used
by or
to be
as hereinbefore
used by
or
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for the
purposes herein specified,
specified, and in the event
the purposes
for the
grantee for
said grantee
the said
for
the
lands shall
cease to
be so
so used
used they
they shall
shall revert
revert to the United
to be
shall cease
said lands
the said
States, and
and this
this condition
condition shall
shall be
be expressed
the patent to be issued
expressed in the
States,
under
the terms of this Act.
under the
Approved, May 3, 1916.

CHAP.
107.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing the Secretary of Labor to permit
permit the
CHAP. 107.-Joint
South
Carolina Naval
Militia to
to use
Charleston immigration
immigration station and dock conthe Charleston
use the
Naval Militia
South Carolina
nected therewith.
nected

Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
Resolved by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of Labor
of America
America in
States of
is
authorized to
to permit
South Carolina
occupy
Carolina Naval Militia to occupy
the South
permit the
is authorized
the Charleston
Charleston immigration
therewith connected
connected
immigration station and the dock therewith
the
and use
them as
an armory
armory and
and place
place of
landing under such condicondiof landing
as an
use them
and
tions as
as may
prescribed by
Provided, That the State of South
by him: Provided,
be prescribed
may be
tions
Carolina
make at its
its own expense, such repairs as may be
shall make,
Carolina shall
excepted,
necessary on
on said
said building
building and
ordinary wear
wear and tear excepted,
dock, ordinary
and dock,
necessary
in Ws resoluh-. in
so
is used
forth
resolufor the purposes set fon
used for
same is
the same
as the
long as
so long
I4bormay
Secretar of Labor
tion:
Provided further,
,
may take posfurther, That the Secretary
tion: Provied
session of
said immiation
mMigration station an
and dock whenever
whenever
reoccupy said
and reoccupy
of and
session
in his
his judgment
judgment he
may deeaamsu
d.eent such possessinu
reoecupancy
and reocupancy
possession r&rid
he may
in
desirable. -:
Approved,
1916.
May 3, 1916.;
Approved, May-

CHAP. 109.-An
109.—An Act
amend section
section three
three of an Act
"An Act to proentitled "An
Act entitled
To amend
Act To
CHAP.
mote the
the safety
of employees
employees and
limiting the hours of
railroads by limiting
upon railroads
travelers upon
and travelers
safety of
mote
service of
employees thereon,"
thereon," approved
approved March
March fourth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seven.
seven.
of employees
service

3, 1916.
May 3,
[H.
J. Res.
79.1
Res. 79.1
[H. J.

[Pub. Res., No. 17.1

Charleston, S. C.,
imC., imCharleston,
migrant station.
South
South Carolina Naval
Militia may use.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.

Reoccupation.
Reoccupation.

May 4,1916.
4, 1916.
May
769
[S 3 .[Public, No. 68.]
(Public,
68.]

. . reurgfesTrivaeri,. d. ,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
United Rald
employees
the United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enated
three of an Act Hours o service resection three
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
in Congress
America in
States of
4
Fcr
34
p
p. 116,
entitled.
the safety
travelers stroled,
and travelers
employees and
of employees
safety of
1416,
promote the
to promote
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
amended.
of service of employees thereon,"
upon railroads
railroads by
the hours of
thereon," amended.
limiting the
by limiting
upon
hundred and seven, be, and the
approved March
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
approved
same is
hereby, amended
amended so
to read as follows:
as to
so as
is hereby,
same
I
Penalty
for v ol a"
SEC. 3.
3. That
any such
such common
common carrier, or any officer or agent tiPena
tions. tY for violaThat any
"SEc.
remain
or
be,
go
thereof,
permitting any
itny employee
employee to go, be
or permitting
requiring or
thereof, requiring
violation of the second section hereof shall
shall be liable to aa
in violation
on duty in
penalty
of not
less than
$100 nor more than $500
$500 for each and every
than $100
not less
penalty of
violation,
to be
recovered in
suits to be brought by the
or suits
suit or
in aa suit
be recovered
violation, to
United
attorney in the district court of the United
district attorney
States district
United States
States
jurisdiction in the locality
locality where such violations shall
having jurisdiction
States having
have
been committed;
and it
it shall
shall be the duty of
ot such district attorcommitted; and
have been
ney
to bring
such suit
suit upon
satisfactory information
information being lodged
upon satisfactory
bring such
ney to
with
him; but
expiration of
but no such suit shall be brought after the expiration
with him;
it shall also be the duty
one
from the
violation; and it
such violation;
date of such
the date
year from
one year
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission to lodge with the proper
of
district attorney
attorney information
information of any such violations as may come to Prosecutions.
district
its knowledge.
In all
this Act
earroseeutions
common carthe common
Act the
under this
prosecutions under
all prosecutions
knowledge. In
its
ner shall
shall be
to have
all acts of all its officers Pro
knowledge of all
have knowledge
deemed to
be deemed
rier
aVoidable acace 1
.
.
tnavoidable
Provided That the provisions of this Act shall not apply dents,
and
agents: Provided,
and agents:
etc., excepted.
exepted.
dentsete
God;
of
in
any
case
of
or
unavoidable
accident
or
the
act
(sod;
unavoidable
or
casualty
in any case of
nor where
where the delay was the result of aacause not known to the carnor
employee at the time said
or its officer or agent in charge of such employee
rier or
foreseen: Wrecking, etc.,
employee left
a terminal, and which could not have been foreseen:
left a
employee
wreckng, etc.,
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
to crews.
apply to
not apply
shall not
Prided
the
wrecking or
trains."
of wrecking
or relief trains."
the crews
crews of
Pending suits not
suits not
sPendig
to affect, affected.
S
EC. 2.
nothing in
in this
Act shall
affect, or be
be held to
shall affect,
this Act
That nothing
2. That
SEC.
violation
for
recovery
any
suit
that
instituted
for
recovery
of
penalty
violation
instituted
be
may
that
suit
any
°
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of the
Act hereby
to the
the approval
approval of
of this
this
of
the Act
hereby amended
amended occurring
occurring prior
prior to
Act, or
or any
any suit
suit for
or growing
growing out
of alleged
alleged violation
violation
Act,
for such
such penalty
penalty or
out of
of the
Act hereby
amended winch
may be
pending in
in any
any court
court at
at
of
the Act
hereby amended
which may
be pending
the
of the
the approval
of this
this Act.
the time
time of
approval of
Act.
Approved,
May 4,
1916.
Approved, May
4,1916.
May 4, 1916.
1916.
[S. 4876.1

1. 4876.1'

(Public,
69.1
LPublic, No. 69.1

CEEP.
110.-An Act To -provide
provide for an increase in the number of cadets
CHAP. 110.—An
cadets at the
United
States Military
Military Academy.
Academy.
United States

it enacted
the Senate
and House
of _Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
States of America
in Congress
Ameri in
Congress assembled, That
That the Corps of Cadets
Cadets at
the
States Military
Military Academy
shall hereafter
consist of
of two
two
the United
United States
Academy shall
hereafter consist
for each
congressional district,
two from
Territory, four
from
315. P for
each congressional
district, two
from each
each Territory,
four from
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia 'two
from natives
natives of
of Porto
Rico, four
four from
from
the
District of
two from
Porto Rico,
each
large, and
the United
States at
at large
large
each State
State at
at large,
and eighty
eighty from
from the
United States
Selection from
Selection
from twenty of whom shall be selected,
selected from among
among the honor graduates
graduates of
"honor schools."
educational institutions
educational
institutions having officers
officers of the Regular
Regular Army detailed
detailed
as professors of
military science
science and
and tactics
tactics under
under existing
or any
any
of military
existing law
law or
law hereafter
enacted for the detail of
hereafter enacted
officers of
of the
the Regular
Army to
to
of officers
Regular Army
such institutions, and
and which
institutions are
designated as
as "honor
"honor
which institutions
are designated
schools"
schools" upon the determination
determination of their relative
relative standing
standing at the last
last •
preceding
annual
inspection
regularly
made by
by the
the War
War Department.
Department.
preceding
annual
inspection
regularly
made
Residence qualificati.sdence
quaia- They shall be appointed
appointed by the President and shall, with
with the
excepthe exceptions.
tion
of the
appointed from
at large,
large, be
be actual
actual
tion of
the eighty
eighty appointed
from the
the United
United States
States at
residents of the congressional
congressional or Territorial
Territorial district, or
of the
the District
District
or of
of Columbia,
or of
the island
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, or
or of
the States,
Provso.
of
Columbia, or
of the
Provisos.
island of
of the
States, respecrespecAppointing succesthey purport
purport to
to be
be appointed:
appointed: Provided,
Provided, That
so
sAppintingcestively, from
from which
which they
That so
sors
to cadets finishing tively,
three
years' course
threOyears'
ourse r-re- much of the Act of Congress approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hunnineteen hunpealed.
fifteen (Thirty-eighth
page eleven
eleven hunhunpvo.ols,
dred and fifteen
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large
Large, page
Vol. 38, p. 11s.
1128.
dred and twenty-eight),
twenty-eight), as
provides for
dm i
ssion of
of a
asuccessor
as provides
for the
the a
admission
successor
to any cadet who shall have finished
finished three
three years
years of
course at
at the
the
of his
his course
academy be, and the
the same is hereby, repealed:
repealed: Provided
Provided _further,
further,
Present appointPresent
appoint- That the appointment
appointment of each
member of
presen tCorps
Corps of
ofCadets
Cadets
each member
of the
the present
ments validated.
is validated
is
validated and
confirmed.
and confirmed.
Appointments from
Appointmednts
rom
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the President
President
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint cadets
cadets
Army
National
rmy and
and National
Miliaryfro
Guard.
uard.
to the United States Military Academy from among
among enlisted
enlisted men
men in
in
number as nearly equal as practicable
Regular Army and the
practicable of the Regular
National
National Guard
Guard between
between the
the ages of nineteen
nineteen and twenty-two
twenty-two years
years
who have served as enlisted men not less
less than
one year,
year, to
selected
than one
to be
be selected
Proviso.
Limit.
under such regulations
regulations as
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
as the
the President
President may
Provided,
That the total number so selected shall not exceed
one hundred
hundred and
and
exceed one
one time.
time.
eighty at
at any one
Division of increase
apDpsionm
increse
SEC.
3. That,
That, under
such regulations
regulations as
S
EC. 3.
under such
as the President
President shall preappointments.
scribe,
number of cadets provided
scribe, the increase in the number
provided for
for by
this Act
Act
by this
shall be divided into four annual
annual increments,
which shall
shall be
be as
as nearly
nearly
increments, which
equal as practicable
practicable and be equitably distributed
distributed among the sources
sources
appointments are authorized.
from which appointments
authorized.
Approved, May
1916.
Approved,
May 4,
4, 1916.

Military
Academy.
Mlitay Academy.
Number
of cadets
cadets inNumber of
creased.
creased
R. B., sec. 1315, p.
226,,22
amended.

May s,
8, 1916.
1916.
May
H. R.
It. 28A
28.1
[Public,
(publ
i
c, No. u).]

CHap
112.-An Act To amend
CHAP.. 112.—An
Act granting
wanting to
to the
of
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
the city
city of

Om.}Durango, in the State of Colorado,
certain lands
lands therein
described for
water reservoirs,"
reservoirs,"
Colorado, certain
therein decribed
for water

ublic
lad.

Public lands.
vol. 34. p. 1053,
10s3,
Vol.
amended.
aended.

a4dp

approved March first, nineteen hundred and
and seven.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That an
"An Act
Act
States of
ofAmerica
in Congress
assembled, That
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
granting to
to the
the city
city of
of Durango,
Durango, in the State
granting
State of Colorado,
Colorado, certain
certain
lands
reservoirs," approved
March first,
ands therein described for water reservoirs,"
approved March
first,
(Thirty-fourth Statutes, page one thounineteen hundred
hundred and seven
seven (Thirty-fourth
sand and fifty-three),
sand
fifty-three), be amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
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"That the
the following-described
following-described tract of land situate in suspended
suspended
"That

Durango, Cola
Grant for water.
works, etc., modified.
Description.

CO
Duaoa
township thirty-eight
west, New
New Mexico
principal works, etc., modified.
Mexico principal
seven west,
range seven
north, range
thirty-eight north,
township
Forest Description.
meridian, in
County, Colorado,
the San
San Juan
Juan Forest
Colorado, within the
Plata County,
La Plata
in La
meridian,

Reserve, to
to wit:
A tract
described by metes
and bounds as per special
metes and
tract described
wit: A
Reserve,
survey approved
General Land Office on
the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
by the
approved by
survey
November first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine:
corner
Beginning at corner
nine: Beginning
November
numbered one,
'1). R. G.' on
at exact
exact point on top of rock 'D.
a cross at
one, a
numbered
the northeast
northeast and
southwest face
face from
which a
abasalt
basalt
from which
on the
the southwest
L.' On
'P. L.'
and 'P.
the
bowlder fifty-four
thirty-three inches bears north
thirty-six by thirty-three
by thirty-six
fifty-four by
bowlder
thirty-nine
degrees east
links distant,
distant, marked
marked 'B.
0.';
'B. I. 0.';
forty-three links
east forty-three
thirty-nine degrees
a
inches in
in diameter
forty-five degrees ten
diameter bears north forty-five
nine inches
a spruce
spruce nine
minutes east
east eighty-eight
eighty-eight and
one-half links distant,
marked 'Cor.
distant, marked
and one-half
minutes
No.
B. T.
spruce ten
ten inches
bears east
diameter bears
in diameter
inches in
; aaspruce
T. ;
G.; B.
R. G..
1,.D. R.
No. 1,.D.
eighty-eight
marked Tor.
No. 1,
a
B. T.'; a
R. G., B.
D. R.
1, D.
'Cor. No.
distant, marked
links distant,
eighty-eight links
spruce twelve
inches in
diameter bears
degrees fortynineteen degrees
south nineteen
bears south
in diameter
twelve inches
spruce
five
Tor. No. 1,
eight-four links distant, marked 'Cor.
minutes east eight-four
five minutes
P. L.,
L., B.
T.'; a
spruce ten
ten inches
in diameter
diameter bears north twenty
inches in
a spruce
B. T.';
P.
degrees
minutes west
west two
hundred and
and forty-seven
one-hall
forty-seven and one-half
two hundred
forty minutes
degrees forty
links
distant, marked
marked 'Cor.
'Cor. No. 1, P. L., B. T.'; thence north twenty
links distant,
degrees
seven minutes
twenty-four oneseventy-four and twenty-four
east seventy-four
minutes east
degrees seven
hundredths
chains to
to station
station numbered
seventythence north seventytwo; thence
numbered two;
hundredths chains
seven
two minutes
sixteen and
one-hundredth chains
and six one-hundredths
east sixteen
minutes east
degrees two
seven degrees
to station
numbered three;
three; thence
north eight
twenty-four
degrees twenty-four
eight degrees
thence north
station numbered
to
one-hundredths chains to
minutes
east thirty-six
thirty-six and
thirty-six one-hundredths
and thirty-six
minutes east
station
numbered four,
four, whence
United States
States location
location monument
monument
whence United
station numbered
Mount
thirty-eight degrees
twenty-three minutes
minutes
degrees twenty-three
north thirty-eight
bes north
Valois beam
Mount Valois
east seventy-six
seventy-six and
and thirty-one
thirty-one one
one hundredths
hundredths chains;
chains; thence
north
thence north
east
seven
degrees twenty-eight
minutes west
west sixty-eight
eighty-three
and eighty-three
sixty-eight and
twenty-eight minutes
seven degrees
one-hundredths chains
chains to
five; thence north ten
numbered five;
station numbered
to station
one-hundredths
degrees twenty-three
twenty-three minutes
minutes east
onenineteen oneand nineteen
seventy-seven and
east seventy-seven
degrees
hundredths chains
station numbered
whence United States
six, whence
numbered six,
to station
chains to
hundredths
location monument
Mount Bullion bears north sixty-two degrees
monument Mount
location
sixteen minutes
minutes west
one-hundredths chains;
chains;
thirty-five and sixty-two one-hundredths
west thirty-five
sixteen
nineteen
thence
eighty-seven degrees
thirty-one minutes east nineteen
degrees thirty-one
norh eighty-seven
thence north
numbered seven,
and fifty-two
one-hundredths chains to station numbered
fifty-two one-hundredths
and
whence United
Jnited States
States location
location monument
monument Tempest bears south four
whence

d,_ixT.ieAptwenty-four minutes west sevey A
degrees
hundredths
degrees twenty-four
chains; thence
minutes
south
west
thirty-ei0410gam
seveukvA ghie,'
W4yriffeyam
§F'py
hundredths chains; thence south thirty-ei

statio
minutes
east fifty-three
fifty-three and
chan'td station
one-hundredths chains-Ad
twelve one-hundredths
and twelve
minutes east
eighty-five degrees thirty-one
numbered
thirty-one minutes
eight; thence south eighty-five
numbered eight;
east twenty-four
twenty-four and forty-five
one-hundredths chains to station
forty-five one-hundredths
east
numbered nine;
eleven degrees
degrees fifty minutes east fiftythence south eleven
nine; thence
numbered
ten,
one-hundredths chains to station numbered
numbered ten,•
eight and thirty-two one-hundredths
fifty-nine and
thence south fifty-six degrees eighteen minutes east fifty-nine
thence
thirty-two
one-hundredths chains to station numbered
numbered eleven; thtnce
thirty-two one-hundredths
south twenty-eight
seventy and fortydegrees forty-six minutes east seventy
twenty-eight degrees
south
six one-hundredths
numbered twelve, Sheep Mounstation numbered
to station
chains to
one-hundredths chains
six
tain;
thence south
thirty-two minutes
minutes west one
degrees thirty-two
sixty-five degrees
south sixty-five
tain; thence
hundred
thirty-one and
and ninety-two
one-hundredths chains
to
chains to
ninety-two one-hundredths
and thirty-one
hundred and
station
United States location
location monument
monument Mount
thirteen, United
numbered thirteen,
station numbered
Sheridan;
fifty-two degrees
thirty-two minutes
west
minutes west
degrees thirty-two
south fifty-two
thence south
Sheridan; thence
numbered fourfourteen
one-hundredths chains
station numbered
to station
chains to
fifty-one one-hundredths
and fifty-one
fourteen and
westte
nninety:Lun
d
e:west
seven minutes
degrees
eighty-seven
north
thence
teen;
t
t
eent;
y-e
th
ig
enhc
te
nn
oo
rt
rt
hh
,re
aig
ng
h
e
ty
s-s
eve
ev
nen
w degrees
Neeeswseveenemo meridian,
in
two and
numbered one,
one-hundredths chains to station numbered
fifty-three one-hundredths
and fifty-three
two
and
point of
of beginning,
thousand and forty-nine and
beginning, containing three thousand
point
eighty-seven
acres, more
township
or less,
less, situate in township
more or
one-hundredths acres,
eighty-seven one-hundredths

thirty-eight north, range seven west, New Mexico meridian, including
claimed or occupied by said city of
those four certain reservoirs claimed
Durango,
as Reservoir
Numbered One, or Upper Park ReserReservoir Numbered
known as
Durango, known

,

.6101

/cm

(.771.51
A.i.i.111
t_.
(.17 .0%
oildlj
[.T
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voir;
Reservoir
Two, or
Maria Lake;
Reservoir
Lake; Reservoir
or Santa
Santa Maria
ir Numbered
Numbered Two,
Rv
o
vr;
Numbered Three.
Lake Lilly;
Lilly; and
and Reservoir
or
Four, or
Numbered Four,
Reservoir Numbered
or Lake
Three. or
Numbered
Use specified.
Lakeside
Lake,
subject
to
any
former
grant
or
conveyance
affecting
affecting
Lakeside Lake, subject to any former grant or conveyance
se
ed.
and the same are hereby,
and conveyed
said lands, be, and
hereby, granted
granted and
to the
the
conveyed to
cityof La
and State
State of
to have
have
Colorado, to
of Colorado,
Plata, and
La Plata
county of
of Durango,
Durango county
city of
and to
to hold
use and
and behoof
tiehoof forever
forever for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
to its
its use
said lands
lands to
and
hold said
water
waterworks and
and the
the protection
protection of
of its
its
of its
its waterworks
and supply
supply of
storage and
water storage
water supply,
supply, and
purposes said
the
have the
forever have
city shall
shall forever
said *city
such purposes
and for
for such
water
right, in
to control
and use
use any
any and
and all
parts of
the said
said
of the
all parts
control and
Its discretion,
discretion, to
right,
in its
premises herein
granted and
and conveyed
conveyed in
construction of
of reservoirs,
reservoirs,
the construction
in the
herein granted
premises
conduits,
flumes, and
and in
in the
the laying
and mains,
mains, and
and in
in makmakpipes and
laying of
of pipes
and flumes,
conduits, and
ing
may be
be necessary
to store,
store, utilize,
utilize, protect
protect
necessary to
as may
such improvements
improvements as
ing such
from
and enjoy
the waters
waters contained
contained in
in any
any natural
natural or
or
pollution, and
enjoy the
from pollution,
Price.
constructed reservoirs,
reservoirs, basins
or waterways
waterways upon
upon said
premises: ProProsaid premises:
basins,'or
constructed
Pr~e.
vided, That
city of
Durango shall
shall pay
pay for
the sum
sum of
of
land the
said land
for said
of Durango
the city
That the
vided,
etc.
$1.25
further' That
That the
Forest Service
Service of
of the
the
the Forest
Providedfurther,
$1.25 per
per acre:
acre: Prmided
Forest patrol,
patrol,etc.
United States
States Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall have
have full
full power
power to
to
Department of
United
patrol
the said
said lands
them from
fire and
and trespass:
trespass: And
And
from fire
protect them
and to
to protect
lands and
patrol the
providedfuther,
disposa
Timber disposal.
provided
further, That the Forest Service may dispose of the timber
timber
upon
the saidlands,
so much
be growing
growing within
within
as may
may be
thereof as
much thereof
except so
said lands, except
upon the
one hundred
feet from
the margin
margin- of
of any
any natural
natural or
constructed
or constructed
from the
hundred feet
one
reservoir,
of the
the main
main creeks
within the
the said
said boundary
boundary flowing
flowing
creeks within
or of
reservoir, or
into
such reservoirs,
reservoirs, under
under such
such additional
additional rules
rules for
for lumbering,
lumbering, to
to
into such
be prescribed
protect said
said waters
pollution, as
as shall
shall be
prescribed by the
from pollution,
waters from
protect
Forester and
and approved
approved by
by the
mayor of
of the
the city
city of
Durango: And
And
of Durango:
the mayor
Forester
Fencing,
etc.
ed further, That
That if
if said
said city
city shall
fence all
all or
or any
part of
of said
said
any part
shall fence
proviedfiher,
Fecing
etc
ands it
it shall
shall provide
practicable gates
grates in
in such
fence at
at points
points to
to be
be
such fence
provide praticable
lands
designated by
the
supervisor
of
the
San Juan
Forest Reserve.
of
the
San
Juan
Forest
Reserve.
designated
by
the
supervisor
Reversion for nonW et. versin
EC. 2. That
any time hereherehat if the said city of Durango shall at any
EC.
r nonafter abandon
abandon the
described and
and cease
cease to
to use
use the
the same
same
after
the lands
lands above
above described
for
purposes, said
said above-described
shall revert
revert to
to the
the
for said
said purposes,
above-described lands
lands shall
Government
United States."
States."
of the
the United
Government of
Approved, May
May 8,
1916.
8, 1916.
Approved,
4(

May 8, 1916..
May8,191t
(El.
R. 177.))
JR.17
R7177[public,
(Public, No.
No. n.]
71.1

Wyoming.
Exchange
o of public

EcWyh

lanis
with.
ians with.

-loot
111110i.
t
L'J1U fl

.

.

.

- -

miring the Secretary
t,4
1horizing
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to accept the
Al
I2.Li-Wn
.
A.itatt
(Ila
t'eWyommig
&VW,fàtk
VWyoming to
certain lands
lands heretofore
heretofore certified
to said
said
to certain
certified to
Wyoming to select
Stdto ad the -'tate
StaidoAnd
lkate of icyoming
select other lands
lands in
in lieu
lieu of the lands thus
relinquished.
relinquished.
-VigAti
aLiA.n 1

Be it
enacted by/by
the
House of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
Interior
hereby authorized
relinquishment of
Interior is hereby
authorized to
to accept
accept the
the relinquishment
of the
the
State of
the east
east half
half of
the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, southof Wyoming
Wyoming to
to the
of the
southwest quarter
quarter of northeast quarter, northwest
northwest quarter of southeast
southeast
quarter, south half of southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section nineteen,
nineteen, township
township
ffty-three
one hundred
hundred and three west of sixth principal
fifty-three north, range
range one
meridian, which lands were certified to
to the State
State of
of Wyoming
Wyoming in
in
Lander Clear List Numbered
approved March
Numbered Six, approved
March tenth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and ten; and the State of Wvoming
Wyoming is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Inferior is authorized
to select, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
authorized to certify
to the State of Wyoming,
approximate equal
Wyoming, an approximate
equal acreage
acreage of
of lands
lands
subject to selection under
the terms
terms of
undcr the
of the
the grant
under which
which the
the
grant under
lands herein
herein described
described were
were selected.
selected.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP
114.—An Act
the Act
twenty-third, nineteen
CHAP. 114.-An
Act To
To amend
amend the
Act of
of June
June twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred
entitled "An
"An Act providing
providing that entrymen for homesteads
homesteads within the reclaand ten, entitled
mation projects
projects may assign their entries upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof of residence, improvemade
ment, and cultivation for five years, the same as though said entry had been made
homestead Act."
Act."
under the original homestead

65
65
May 8,1916.
8, 1916.
May
[H.
384.)
[H. R.
R. 384.]
[Public, No.
72.1
[Public,
No. 72.1

Be it
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United Picl
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act of
of June
June twentytwenty- Assignmentofhome.
States of
Congress assembled,
l'slIg
-e
nm
'tnf home.
third,
hundred and
and ten
ten (Public,
(Public, Two
hundred and
and fortyforty- steVonentrris
SteSd entries in reelaTwo hundred
reclathird, nineteen hundred

three, Thirty-sixth
NT 0t. P3rg:
Thirty-sixth Statutes, page five hundred and ninety-two),
ninety-two), vol.
36, p. 592,
592,
entitled "An Act providing
entrymen for homesteads
homesteads within amended.
entitled
providing that entrymen
amended
reclamation projects
satisfactory proof
reclamation
projects may
may assign their
their entries
entries upon
upon satisfactory
proof
cultivation for five years, the
of residence,
residence, improvement, and cultivation
the same
as though said
said entry had
had been made
made under the original
original homestead
homestead
Act,"
amended by adding
proviso:
Act," is
is hereby amended
adding the following
following proviso:

"Provided, That
That in
in the
of any
any intervening
valid adverse
firA
mZi
r=
"Provided,
the absence
absence of
intervening valid
adverse frmed
of entries liot
interests any
any assignment
made between
interests
assignment made
between June twenty-third,
nineteen ifted
by farm
units.
twenty-third, nineteen
ed by
farm ands*
hundred and ten, and January
January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen,
of land upon which the assignor has submitted satisfactory
satisfactory final proof
proof
and
assignment was
and the
the assignee purchased
purchased with
with the belief
belief that
that the
the assignment
valid and under the
the Act of
of June twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
ten,
ten, is
is hereby confirmed,
confirmed, and
and the assignee
assignee shall
shall be entitled
entitled to the
the land
assigned
under the
the Act
Act of
nineteen hundred
hundred
assigned as
as under
of June
June twenty-third,
twenty-third, nieteen
and
entry was
conformed to
and ten,
ten, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that said original
original entry
was conformed
to
farm units and that the part
part assigned was
was canceled
canceled and
and eliminated
eliminated
Conditions.
of final proof:
proof: Provided
from said
said entry
entry prior to
to the date offinal
Providedfurther,
further, That
That Conditions.
and
all entries
entries so assigned
assigned shall
shall be subject to the limitations,
limitations, terms,
terms, and
conditions of
of the reclamation
reclamation Act and
and Acts amendatory
amendatorv thereof
thereof or
and all
all of
of said
whose entries
entries are
supplemental thereto,
thereto, and
said assignees
assignees whose
are
hereby
confirmed shall,
shall, as
as a
receiving patent,
make the
hereby confirmed
a condition
condition to
to receiving
patent, make
the
heretofore required
assignees."
proof heretofore
required of
of assignees."
Approved, May
1916.
Approved,
May 8,
8, 1916.

CHAP. 115.-Joint
115.—Joint Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the erection
erection on the public grounds in
in
the city of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, of a
a memorial fountain to Alfred Noble.
Noble.

May
8, 1916.
May 8,1916.
[S. J.
IS.
J. Res.
Res. 63.]
63.1
(Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 181
18.1

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Resolved by
the Senate
of the
Hlouse of
United Alfred
Alred Noble.
Noble.
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States of America in Congress
the Chief
Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, Memorial
Memorial fountain
fointain to
to
be
allowed
in District
s
United
States Army,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
United States
Army, be,
be, and
he is
authorized and
directed of
obecoe
Columbia. D trict
American Society
for
to grant
grant permission
permission to the
the American
Society of Civil Engineers for
the erection on public grounds of the United States in the city.of
Washington, District ofsColumbia,
Washington,
of Columbia, other than those of the Capitol,
the Library of Congress, and the White
Whits House, of aamemorial fountain
fountain
connection
to Alfred Noble, aacivil engineer
engineer of distinguished
distinguished ability in connection
with Government
Government work, whose services have been of conspicuous
Provisos.
benefit to the country:
country: Provided,
Provided, That the site chosen and the design Approal
by comn
Approval by
Cornmission
of
of
the
memorial
fountain
shall
be
approved
by
the
Commission
of
of Fine
ine Arts.
Arts.
of
mission
by
the
Commission
shall
be
approved
of the memorial fountain
Fine Arts, and that the United States shall be put to no expense in
in
United
Time limit.
limit.
further, Time
or
memorial fountain: Provided
Provided further,
or by the erection of the said memorial
That if the erection of this memorial fountain shall not be begun
begun
within three years from and after the passage of this resolution the
permission granted may, in the discretion of the Chief of Engineers,
be revoked at any time.
Approved,
Approved, May 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
9
0
1890 -voL 39---pr
39--- 1-91890*--vot
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CHAP. 117.-An
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the legislative,
and
executive, and
legislative, executive,
117.-An Act
CHAP.
thirtieth, nineteen
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
judicial expenses
expenses of
the Government
Government for
nineteen
for the
the fiscal
judicial
of the
hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
hundred and

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
Legislative,
°aeonfollowing .sums are
assembled, That the following
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
exeea-a
tivslatdicia,
tive,
and judicial
i
r(muses
of America
propriation&
appropriated,
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
in the
otherwise approappropropas
opiat appr
ed, out
out of
of any
priated, in
in full
full compensation
for the
the service
year ending
ending
fiscal year
of the
the fiscal
service of
compensation for
prated,
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, namely:
namely:
June
egislative
Legislative.

Senate.
Senate.
Pay
SenatorsofSenat
Pay of
i
e
Meereag
.

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE..
SENATE.
SENATE.

of Senators,
For compensation
compensation of
Senators, $720,000.
For mileage of Senators, $51,000.
$51,000.
For compensation
compensation of
of officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
and others:
others:
messengers, and
For

Vice
President's
in
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT: Secretary
OFFICE
vice President's
wiricz OF
or Tim
Secretary to the Vice President,
President,
office.
ofi ce.
$4,000;
messenger, $1,440;
telegraph operator,
$4,000; messe
$1,440; telegraph
operator, $1,500;
$1,500; telegraph
telegraph
page, $600;
$600; in
in all,
;7,540.
all, $7,540.
page,
Chaplain.
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN:
APLAIN: For
POT Chaplain, $1,200.
$1,200.
Secretary of
SECRET
OF SECRETAY:
of
fe the
the
Se
OFFICE or
S
ECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of tthe Senate,
Senate, including comassistant,
Senate,
Senate, assistant,
clerks,
etc.
pensation as
as disbursing
disbursing officer
salaries of
of Senators
Senators and
of the
the conconcIks, etc.
pensation
officer of
of salaries
and of
tingent
fund of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, $6,500; assistant
secretary, Henry
Henry M.
assistant secretary,
tingent fund
$3,000; minute and
Rose,
$5,000; chief
and
financial clerk, $3,000;
chief clerk, $3,250; financial
Rose, $5,000;
journal
clerk, principal
principal clerk, and
enrolling clerk, at $3,000
$3,000 each;
and enrolling
journal clerk,
clerk
reading
1
600; executive
executive clerk, and assistant financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $3
$3,600;
reading clerk,
at
librarian, file
assistant.journal
clerk, chief
chief bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, assistant
file clerk,
at $2,750
$2,750 each;
each; librarian,
clerk, and printing
$2,500 each; first assistant
assistant librarian, and
and
printing clerk, at $2,500
$1,800;
keeper of stationery, at $2,400 each; assistant
assistant librarian,
librarian, $1,800;
$1,200; clerks-three
skilled laborer, $1,200;
clerks-three at $2,500
$2,500 each, four at $2,220
$2,220
each, two
two at
one $1,800,
two at
at $1,600
one $1,440;
each,
at $2,100
$2,100 each,
each, one
$1,800, two
$1,600 each,
each, one
$1,440;
assistant keeper of stationery, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant in stationery room,
$1,200; messenger, $1,440;
$1,440; assistant
.assistant messenger, $1,200; laborerslaborers$720;
three at $840 each, three at $720 each, one in stationery room, $720;
in
in all, $94,410.
Document
room.
DOCUMENT
ROOM: Superintendent,
DOCUMENT ROOM:
Superintendent, George
George H. Boyd, $3,000; assistDouentroom.t
Superintendent,
$1,440; clerk,
$2,250 each,
ants-two at
t,c.
' etc. ants-two
uper
ne
at $2,250
each, one
one $1,440;
clerk, $1,440;
$1,440; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer,
$1,200;
$11,580.
$1,200; in all, $11,580.
Clerks ando
and messenFOLLOWING COMMITTEES:
TO THE
MESSENGERS TO
CLERKS
essenClerks
C
LERKS AND
AND MESSENGERS
THE FOLLOWING
COMMITTEES: Addigers
to committo,s.
tional Accommodations
$2,220,
Accommodations for the Library
Library of Congress-clerk
Congress-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
$1,200; Agriculture
Forestryclerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Agriculture and
and Forestry-$1,800, messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Appropriaclerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
Appropriations-clerk
tions-clerk $4,000,
$4,000, two assistant
assistant clerks
clerks at $2,500
$2,500 each, two
two assistant
assistant
clerks
messenger $1,440;
laborer $720;
$720; To
Audit and
and
clerks at
at $1,440
$1,440 each,
each, messenger
$1,440; laborer
To Audit
Control
of the
the Senate-clerk
Senate-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistControl the Contingent
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of
assist$1,200; Banking
Currency-clerk
ant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Banking and
and Currency-clerk
$3,000, assistant
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
Canadian
Relations-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
Canadian Relations-clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger
Census-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,200;
$1,200; Census-clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Civil Service
Service and Retrenchment-clerk
Retrenchment-clerk $2,220,
clerk $1,440,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
$1,440.
messenger
assistant clerk $2,000, assistmessenger $1,200;
$1,200; Claims-clerk
Claims-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440,
Survey-clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Coast and Insular
Insular Survey-clerk
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1.440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Coast DefensesDefensesclerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
messenger $1,200;
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; CommerceCommerceassistant clerk $1.800,
clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $2,220,
$2,220, as.sistant
$1,800, messenger
messenger
assistant
$1,440; Conference
Conference Minority
Minority of the Senate-clerk
Senate-clerk $2,220; assistant
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, two messengers at $1,200
$1,200 each; Conservation of National
National
Resources-clerk
messenger $1,200;
Resources-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200;
Corporations Organized
District of
Columbia-clerk $2,220,
$2,220,
Corporations
Organized in
in the
the District
of Columbia-clerk
$1,440, messenger
assistant clerk %1,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Cuban Relations-clerk
Relations-clerk
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$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200; Disposition of Useassistant
less Papers in the Executive Departments-clerk
Departments-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger $1,200;
Columbia-clerk $2,500,
$1,200; District of Columbia-clerk
$2,500,
assistant clerk $1,80u, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Education
LaborEducation and
and LaborEngrossed
clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Engrossed
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, messenger $1,200; EnBills-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
rolled Bills-clerk
Bills-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
Several Branches
Branches of the Civil Service-clerk
Service clerk $2,220,
$2,220,
To Examine the Several
assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in
in the
Deassistant
clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
the Department of Agriculture-clerk
partment
Agriculture-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, mesmesDepartment of Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk
senger $1,200; Expenditures in the Department
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
Department-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,800, messenmessenInterior Department-clerk
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the Department
Department of Justice-clerk
Justice-clerk $2,220,
ger $1,200;
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
assistant
messenger $1,440; Expenditures
Expenditures in the
the Department of Labor-clerk
Labor-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger
assistant clerk
$1,200; Expenditures
Navy Department-clerk
$2,220, assistassist$1,200;
Expenditures in
in the
the Navy
Department-clerk $2,220,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the Post Office
Office
ant clerk $1,440,
Department--clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
Department-clerk
$1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
Expenditures in the Department of State-clerk
Expenditures
State-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant
clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; Expenditures in,
i theH
the Treasury .Department-clerk $2,220, assistant
$1,200; Expendiment-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200;
Expenditures in the War
War Department-clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440,
Department--lerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
messenger
$1,200; Finance-clerk
$2,220,
messenger $1,200;
Finance-lerk $3,000, assistant clerk $2,220,
$1,440, messenger
$1,440, two
assistant clerk $1,600, assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,440,
experts (one for the majority
majority and one for the
minority) at
each;
the minority)
at $2,000 each;
Fisheries-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
Fisheries-clerk $2,220, assistant
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440;
Civilized Tribes of Indians-clerk
Indians-clerk $2,220, assistant
Five Civilized
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200; Foreign Relations-clerk,
Relations-clerk, $3,000, ss.sistant
clerk
messenger
assistant clerk
the Protection
Protection of
$2,220, messenger
messenger $1,440; Forest Reservations
Reservations and
and the
of
Game-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
Game-clerk
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Geological Survey-clerk
Survey-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
Immigration-clerk
Immigration-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440;
clerk $2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440;
Indian Affairs
Affairs-clerk
Indian Depredations-clerk
Depredations-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
messenger
clerk $1,440, messenger
$1,200; Industrial
Industrial Expositions-clerk
Expositions-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk
$1,440,
clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Interoceanic
Interoceanic Canals-clerk
messenger
Canals-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,800, messenger
messenger $1,200; Interstate
Interstate Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, two
$1,800 each, messenger $1,440; To Investigate
Investigate
assistant clerks at $1,800
Trespassers
Lands-clerk $2,220, assistant
Trespassers upon Indian Lands-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200; Irrigation and Reclamation
Lands-clerk
messenger
Reclamation of Arid Lands-clerk
$1,440, messenger $1,200; Judiciary-clerk
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
Judiciary-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $2,220, two assistant clerks at $1,800 each,
Library-clerk $2,500,
$2,500,
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Joint Committee
Committee on the Library--clerk
$2,500,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200; Manufactures-clerk
Manufactures-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger $1,440; Military Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk
assistant clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger
$2,500, assistant
$1,200; Mines and Mining-clerk
$1,440, mes$1,200;
Mining-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
senger $1,200;
$1,200; Mississippi
Mississippi River and its Tributaries-clerk
$2,220,
Tributaries-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,440, messenger
National Banks-clerk
Banks-clerk
$1,200; National
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Naval Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, assistant
messenger
$1,440; Pacific Islands and Porto Rico-clerk $2,220,
$1,440;
$2,220, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440; Pacific Railroads-clerk
Railroads-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant
$1,440, messenger $1,200; Patents-clerk
Patents-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
Pensions-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; Pensions-clerk
$1,800,
$1,800, three assistant
assistant clerks at $1,440 each, messenger $1,440; Phil's sines-clerk $2,220, assistant
$1,440; Post
ippines-clerk
assistant clerk $1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440;
Offices
Roads-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $2,000,
•it ces and Post Roads-clerk
$2,000, two
assistant clerks at $1,440
$1,440 each, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Printing-clerk
$2,220,
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,800, messenger
$1,440; Private Land Claims-messenger$1,440;
Claims-
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clerk $2,220,
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, messenger
and
Privileges and
$1,200; Privileges
messenger $1,200;
assistant clerk
$2,220, assistant
clerk
Elections--clerk
$1,440;
messenger $1,440;
$1,440, messenger
clerk $1,440,
assistant clerk
$2,220, assistant
Elections-clerk $2,220,
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and Grounds-clerk
Grounds-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440,
$2,500, assistant
Public
messenger
$1,440; Public
and National
Quarantine--clerk
National Quarantine-clerk
Health and
Public Health
messenger $1,440;
$2,220,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; Public
Public Lands-clerk
Lands-clerk
messenger $1,200;
$2,220, assistant
$2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800;
messenger
$1,440, messenger
clerk $1,440,
assistant clerk
$1,800; assistant
$2,500, assistant
$1,200; Railroads-clerk
$2,220, assistant
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger
assistant clerk
Railroads-clerk $2,220,
$1,200;
$1,200; Revolutionary
Revolutionary.Claims-clerk
Claims-clerk $2,220,
clerk $1,440,
$1,440,
assistant clerk
$2,220, assistant
$1,200;
Preparing
S
en ate messenger
$1,200;
Rules-clerk $2,720,
include full compensation
compensation
$2,720, to include
Rules--lerk
$1,200;
messenger
Senate
Preparing
Manual.
for the
the preparation
biennially of the Senate
Senate Manual, under
the direcdirecunder the
preparation biennially
for
tion
of the
Rules, assistant
messenger
$1,800, messenger
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
on Rules,
Committee on
the Committee
tion of
$1,440;
Weights, and
Measures-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant
and Measures-clerk
Standards, Weights,
$1,440; Standards,
clerk
$1,440, messenger
assistant
$2,220, assistant
Territories-clerk $2,220,
$1,200; Territories-clerk
messenger $1,200;
clerk $1,440,
clerk
Sale of
of Meat
Meat
and Sale
Transportation and
$1,440; Transportation
messenger $1,440;
$1,440, messenger
clerk $1,440,
$1,200;
Products-clerk
$2,220, assistant
messenger $1,200;
$1,440, messenger
clerk $1,440,
assistant clerk
Products-clerk $2,220,
Transportation
Routes to
the Seaboard-clerk
Seaboard-clerk $2,220,
assistant
$2,220, assistant
to the
Transportation Routes
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
University of
United States-clerk
States-clerk
the United
of the
$1,200; University
messenger $1,200;
clerk
$2,220, assistant
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Woman SuffrageSuffrage-$1,200; Woman
clerk $1,440,
assistant clerk
$2,220,
clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
$428,380.
all, $428,380.
clerk $1,440,
$2,220, assistant
clerk
Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook,
For
calendar year nineteen
nineteen
for the calendar
the Navy Yearbook
Yearbook for
compiling the
For compiling
hundred
.195
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, under the direction of the chairman
chairman of the
Committee on
Affairs, $500.
Naval Affairs,
on Naval
Committee
Sergeant
Sergeant

at
at

Arms
Arms

a
tant,
jt rerke°Per'
assistast

OF S
SERGEANT
AT ARMS
ARMS AND
AND DOORKEEPER:
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
ERGEANT AT
DOORKEEPER: Sergeant
Sergeant at
at

$2,500;
Arms and Doorkeeper,
Arms, $2,500;
Doorkeeper, $6,500; Assistant Sergeant at Arms,
Arms
Assistant
Doorkeeper, $3,000; Acting
Doorkeeper, $3,000;
$3,000;
Acting Assistant Doorkeeper,
Assistant Doorkeeper,
two floor assistants, at $2,000
Messengers, etc.
Messengers,
etc,
$2,000 each;
each; messengers-four
messengers-four (acting as
assistant
one
each, one
at $1,440
$1,440 each,
each, thirty-four at
at $1,800
$1,800 each:thirty-four
doorkeepers) at
assistant doorkeepers)
$1,050, one
one $1,000,
door $1,600;
work
on Journal
Journal work
clerk on
$1,600; clerk
one at
at card
card door
$1,000 one
$1,050,
selected by the official reporters,
Congressional Record, to be selected
reporters,
for Congressional
$2,400;
storekeeper, $2,220; stenographer
stenographer in charge of furniture
$2,400; storekeeper,
accounts and records,
locksmith, $1,440;
$1,440;
upholsterer and locksmith,
records, $1,200;
$1,200; upholsterer
accounts
cabinetmaker,
$1,200; three carpenters, at $1,080
$1,080 each; janitor,
cabinetmaker, $1,200;
Laborers, etc.
$1,200;
Laborers,
$1,200; skilled laborers-four
$1,000 each;
laborer in
in charge
charge of
laborers-four at
at $1,000
each; laborer
of
private passage,
private
passage, $840; three female attendants in charge of ladies'
retiring
attendants to women's toilet
toilet
retiring room, at $720 each; three attendants
Senate Offict
each; telephone
rooms, Senate
Office Building, at $720 each;
telephone operatorsoperatorsoperator $720;
$720; telephone
page,
telephone page,
two at $900 each,
each, night
night operator
chief $1,200,
$1,200, two
superintendent
gallery-superintendent
$720; press gallery-super
intendent $1,800, assistant superintendent
$1,400, messenger for service
1aborers$1,400,
service to press correspondents
correspondents $900; laborers-Part.
three at $800 each,
Paps.
each, thirty-two at $720 each; sixteen pages for the
Senate
Senate Chamber, at the rate of $2.50 per day each
each during the session,
$4,720; in all, $139,570.
$139,570.
Police, Senate
Senate ()ince
For
Office Building
Building under
under the Sergeant
at
Sergeant at
Senate Office
For police force for Senate
Police,
Oftie
Building.
Buildg.
Arms: Sixteen
Sixteen privates,
privates, at $1,050
$1,050 each; special
special officer, $1,200;
$1,200; in all,
$18,000.
$18,000.
rkeepert'.

POST OFFICE:
Postmaster, $2,250;
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
eight mail
mail
POST
OFFICE: Postmaster,
$2,250; chief
$1,800; eight
$1,200 each; three riding pages,
carriers and one wagon master, at $1,200
$17,587.50.
$912.50 each; in all, $17,587.50.
at $912.50
Folding Room.
FOLDING ROOM:
Foreman, $1,600;
assistant, $1,400;
$1,400; clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,600; assistant,
Foreman,
etc..
ROOM: Foreman,
FOLDING
Forian, etg
folders-six at $1,000
$1,000 each, eight at $840 each; in all, $16,920.
folders-six
Chief engineer,
UNDER
SUPERINTENDENT
OF THE
CAPITOL
BUILDING
Chief
engineer, etc.
UNDER S
UPERINTENDENT OF
THE CAPITOL
BUILDING AND
AND
GROUNDS:
$2,160; assistant engineer
GROUNDS: Chief engineer, $2,160;
engineer and electrician,
electrician,
$1,800; three assistant
assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,440
$1,440 each; ten elevator
elevator conductors, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; two machinists
machinists and electricians, at $1,400
laborers-four at $720 each, one in charge of Senate toilet
each; laborers-four
rooms in old library space,
space, $660; attendant for service in old library
portion of the Capitol, $1,500;
$1,500; in all, $28,120.
off the
the
Superintendent 0
For
the Senate Office Building, under the Superintendent
0iQndcElevator
Elevator comiectors,
Senate Office
•
Capitol Building
tBuilding
Building.
Buildi g and Grounds,
Grounds, subject to the control and supervision
supervision
of the Senate Committee
Committee on
Fourteen elevator conductors,
conductors, at
on Rules:
Rules: Fourteen
$1,200
$1,200 each; in all,
all, $16,800.
$16,800.

Prtmaster, etc.

Poetmaster, etc.
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Assistance to
to Senaassistance to
to Senators
For assistance
Senators who
who are
are not
chairmen of
not chairmen
of committees,
committees, tors.
oAssistance
8lenaas follows: Twenty-four
Twenty-four clerks,
clerks, at $2,000 each;
each; twenty-four assistant
assistant
clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each; twenty-four
twenty-four messengers,
messengers, at
in
at $1,200 each;
each; in
all,
all, $105,600.
$105,600.
Contingent expenses.
nses.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES: For
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
For stationery
for Senators
and the
stationery for
Senators and
the Stationery.
stationery.
President of the Senate, including
including $6,000 for stationery
stationery for committees and officers of the Senate,
Senate $18,125.
$18,125.
stamps.
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $200; office
office of Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Postage
Postage stamps.
Arms, $100; in
in all,
all, $300.
$300.
vehicles, etc.
For maintaining,
maintaining, exchanging,
For
exchanging, and
and equipping
motor vehicles
for Motor
equipping motor
vehicles for
Motor vehicles,
carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of the Secretary
Secretary
Sergeant at Arms, $6,000,
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
and Sergeant
$6,000, or
or so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
Automobile,
Vice
Vice
maintenance, and care of automobile
For driving, maintenance,
automobile for the Vice president.
President.
President,
$1,500.
President, $1,500.
Folding.
Folding
For materials for folding, $1,500.
For folding
folding speeches
speeches and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at
exceeding $1
at aa rate not exceeding
$1
per thousand, $10,000.
Fuel, etc.
For fuel, oil, cotton waste,
and advertising,
waste, and
advertising, exclusive
exclusive of
labor, Fueletc.
of labor,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Furniture.
For purchase
furniture, $5,000.
$5,000.
For
purchase of
of furniture,
Furniture.
For materials for furniture
furniture and repairs
repairs of same, exclusive of labor,
labor,
$3,000.
$3,000.
For services in cleaning,
cleaning, repairing,
repairing, and varnishing
varnishing furniture,
furniture,
$2,000.
Packing boxes.
For packing
packing boxes,
boxes, $970.
Packing
boxes.
Storage warehouse.
ise.
For rent
for storage
storage of
documents, $1,800.
For
rent of
of warehouse
warehouse for
of public
public documents,
$1,800.
Storage warehou
Miscellaneous Items.
Bms.
For miscellaneous
exclusive of labor, $50,000.
miscellaneous items, exclusive
$50,000.
Miseellaneous i
Investigations.
For expenses
expenses of inquiries
inquiries and investigations
investigations ordered by the Sen- Investigations.
ate, including compensation
stenographers to committees,
committees, at
such
compensation to stenographers
at such
rate as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the
the
Contingent Expenses
Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding
exceeding $1
printed
$1 per
per printed
page,
$25,000.
page, $25,000.
Reporting debates.
For reporting
reporting the debates
debates and proceedings
proceedings of the
the Senate,
Senate, payable
payable Reportig
debattes.
in equal monthly installments,
installments, $30,000.
$30,000.

CAPITOL
POLICE.
CAPITOL POLICE.
For captain, $1,800; three lieutenants, at $1,200 each; two special
officers,
forty-seven privates, at $1,050 each; sixteen
officers, at $1,200 each; forty-seven
sixteen
additional
additional privates, at $720 each; one-half of said
said privates to
to be
be
selected by the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate and one half by the
the
Sergeant
$68,670.
Sergeant at Arms of the House;
House; in all,
all, $68,670.

For
contingent expenses,
expenses, $200.
For contingent
$200.
One-half of the foregoing amounts under
police" shall
under "Capitol police"
be disbursed
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and one-half
one-half by the
Clerk of the House.
House.
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON
JOINT
ON PRINTING.
PRINTING.

Capitol police.

rPay.
ay

Contingent expenses.

Contingentexpenses.

Division of disburse-

Divisionofdisburse

ments
ments

Joint Committee on
on
Printing.
Printing.

Clerk, etc.
etc.
For clerk,
clerk, $3,000; inspector, under
For
under section
section twenty
the Act
twenty of
of the
Act Clerk,
Vol. 28, p. 603.
approved
January twelfth,
approved January
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-five, $2,000;
$2,000; Vol. 28, p. 6.
and ninety-five,
Congressional Direcstenographer,
expenses of
preparing, and
stenographer, $1,000
$1,000; for
for expenses
of compiling,
compiling, preparing,
and tory.
DirecCongressional

indexing the Congressional
$1,600; in
$7,600, one half
Congressional Directory, $1,600;
in all, $7,600,
half tory.
to be disbursed
Secretary of the Senate and the other half to
disbursed by the Secretary
be disbursed
disbursed by the Clerk of the House.
House.
HOUSE OF
ROUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

House of Representatives.

Pay of
For compensation
compensation of
of Members
the House of
of Representatives,
Members of
of the
Representatives, Delegates,
Pay
of Members,
Members,
and ResiDelegates
Delegates from Territories,
Territories, the Resident Commissioner from Porto
Porto deneot
oners.
dent Commissioners.
Commissioners from
Philippine Islands,
Rico, and the Resident
Resident Commissioners
from the Philippine
Islands,
$3,304,500.
$3,304,500.
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For
mileage of
of Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
of Resior mileage
Delegates, and
and expenses
expenses of
Resident Commissioners,
Commissioners, $175,000.
dent
$175,000.
Officers, cerks,
clefts, etc.
Officers,
For compensation of officers,
messengers, and others:
officers clerks,
clerks, messengers,
OFFICE
PEAKER:
officers,Secretary to
$4,000; clerk
to
Speaker's
speaker's office.
OF THE
office.
OFFICE OF
THE S
SPEAKER:
Speaker, $4,000;
to Speaker,
clerk to
Digest
of Rules.
Digest of
Rues.
Speaker's
$3,600, and
and for
preparing Digest
Digest of
of the
the Rules,
Rules, $1,000
$1,000
Speaker's table, $3,600,
for preparing
per
annum; clerk
clerk to
to Speaker,
messenger to
Speaker, $1,440;
per annum;
Speaker, $1,600;
$1,600; messenger
to Speaker,
$1,440;
messenger
Speaker's table,
table, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
$12,840.
messenger to
to Speaker's
all, $12,840.
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN:
For Chaplain,
$1,200.
Chaplain.
CALAI: For
Chaplain, $1,200.
MBeage.
hillaF.

Clerk of
the House,
Howe,
OFFICE
LERK: Clerk
Clerk of
of the
Representatives,
clerk
of the
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE C
CLERK:
the House
House of
of Representatives,
clerks, etc.
clers,
etc.
including
compensation as disbursing
disbursing officer
officer of the contingent
contingent fund,
fund,
including re

Chief engineer,
engineer, etc.
etc.
Chief

$6,500; hire
h. eof
of horse
and wagon
of the
office, $900,
$900, or
$6,500;
horse and
wagon for
for use
use of
the Clerk's
Clerk's office,
or
so much
thereof as
be necessary;
necessary; Chief
Chief Clerk,
Clerk, $4,500;
Journal
so
much thereof
as may
may be
$4,500; Journal
clerk, and
and two
two reading
at $4,000
$4,000 each;
each; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $3,400;
clerk,
reading clerks,
clerks, at
$3,400;
tally
clerk, $3,250;
enrolling clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
tally clerk,
clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; file
file clerk,
$3,250; enrolling
chief
bill
to Chief
Chief Clerk,
Clerk, and
bill clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
assistant to
and assistant
assistant enrolling
enrolling
clerk, at
at $2,500
each; assistant
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; stationery
clerk,
$2,500 each;
assistant to
to disbursing
stationery
clerk,
librarian, $2,100;
file clerk,
clerk, $2,200;
$2,200; librarian,
$2,100; assistant
assistant file
clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; two
two
messenger and assistant
assistant Journal
clerk, at
assistant librarians,
librarians, messenger
Journal clerk,
at $1,800
$1,800
each;
clerks—one $1,800,
three at
and
each; clerks-one
$1,800, three
at $1,680
$1,680 each;
each; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and
assistant
at $1,600
each; four
four assistants
to chief
chief
assistant in
in disbursing
disbursing office,
office, at
$1,600 each
assistants to
bill
clerk, at
each; stenographer
to Clerk,
bill clerk,
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
stenographer to
Clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; locksmith,
locksmith,
who
in Chief
Chief Clerk's
who shall
shall be
be skilled in his trade,
trade, $1,300; messenger
messenger in
Clerk's
office, and
assistant in
in stationery
at $1,200
office,
and assistant
stationery room,
room, at
$1,200 each;
each; messenger
messenger
in file room, messenger in disbursing
disbursing office,
office and assistant
House
assistant in House
library,
$1,100 each;
chief bill
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; five
five
library, at
at $1,100
each; stenographer
stenographer to
to chief
bill clerk,
telephone
operators, including
one night
at $900
each;
telephone operators,
including one
night operator,
operator, at
$900 each;
session telephone
month each
each from
three session
telephone operators,
operators, at
at $75
$75 per
per month
from DecemDecemnineteen hundred
to March
ber first,
first, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, to
March thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
seventeen; substitute telephone
hundred and seventeen;
telephone operator
operator when
when required,
at $2.50
$2.50 per day, $500; two laborers
laborers in
each;
in bath room, at
at $900 each;
six laborers,
laborers, at
at $720
each; page
page in
enrolling room,
$720; two
janitors,
six
$720 each;
in enrolling
room, $720;
two janitors,
at $720 each; allowance to Chief Clerk for stenographic
stenographic and typetypewriter
services, $1,000;
in all,
all, $99,470.
writer services,
$1,000; in
$99,470.

UNDER SUPERINTENDENT
TE CAPITOL
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS:
UNDER
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF THE
CAPITOL BUILDING
BUILDING AND
Chief engineer,
$1,900; assistant
assistant engineers-three
engineers—three at
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
engineer, $1,900;
each,
one $1,200; twenty-four
for
twenty-four elevator conductors,
conductors, including
including fourteen
fourteen for
service in the House Office Building, at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, who shall be
under the supervision
supervision and direction of
Superintendent of
of the
the
of the Superintendent
Capitol Building and Grounds; machinist,
$1,300; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
machinist, $1,300;
$1,200:
three
laborers, at
at $800
three laborers,
$800 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $40,700.
$40,700.
cierkg, messengers,
CLERKS,
MESSENGERS, AND
AND JANITORS
TO THE
FOLLOWING COMCOMand janitors
CLERKS, MESSENGERS,
JANITORS TO
THE FOLLOWING
janitors to com
corn
m
rtuttee6.
ittes.
MITTEES
Accounts—clerk $2,500,
l
erk $1,800,
an it or
MITTEES::Accounts-clerk
$2,500, assistant
assistant c
clerk
$1,800, j
janitor
$1,000; Agriculture—clerk
Agriculture-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,000;
$1,800, janitor
janitor
$1,000; Appropriations—clerk
Appropriations-clerk $4,000 and $1,000 additional while
while
the office is held by the present incumbent, assistant clerk and stenographer $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
$1,900, one
one $1,800,
$1,800, janitor
janitor
assistant clerks—one
clerks-one $1,900,
$1,000;
$1,000; Banking and Currency-clerk
Currency—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, assistant
clerk $1,200,
$1,200,
assistant clerk
720; Census---clerk
$720; Claims-clerk
janitor $720;
Census—clerk $2,000, janitor $720;
Claims—clerk
$1,200, janitor
and
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,200,
janitor $720; Coinage,
Coinage, Weights, and
Measures-clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
Measures—clerk
$720; District of Columbia—clerk
Columbia-clerk
$2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor $720;
$720; Election of
of President,
President,
Vice President,
President, and Representatives
Representatives in
Congress—clerk $2,000;
$2,000;
in Congress-clerk
Elections Number One-clerk
$1,000; Elections
One—clerk $2,000, janitor $1,000;
Elections
Two-clerk $2.000,
$2,000, janitor $720; Elections Number
Number Two---clerk
Number ThreeThree—
clerk $2,000,
$720;
$2,000, janitor $720; Enrolled
Enrolled Bills-clerk
Bills—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
janitor $720; Foreign Affairs-clerk
Flood Control-clerk
Control—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor
Affairs—clerk
$2,500, assistant
$1,800, janito
mm i
grat i
on an
d NatuN atu $2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1.800,
janitorr $720
$720;; I
Immigration
and
ralization-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720; Indian Affairs—clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
ralization—clerk $2,000,
$9,500,
assistant clerk
1,800, janitor $720;
rt
s and
an dE
xpos i
ti
ons —
clerk $
$1,S00,
$720; Industrial
Industrial A
Arts
Expositionsclerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720; Insular
Insular Affairs-clerk
Affairs—clerk $2,000,
$9,000, janitor
janitor
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$720; Interstate
and Foreign
Foreign Commerce-clerk
$2,500, additional
$720;
Interstate and
Commerce-clerk $2,500,
additional
clerk $2,000,
assistant clerk
$1,500, janitor
of Arid
Arid
clerk
$2,000, assistant
clerk $1,500,
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Irrigation
Irrigation of
Lands-clerk $2,000,
$720; Invalid
Invalid Pensions-clerk
Lands-clerk
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
Pensions-clerk $2,500,
$2,500,
stenographer
$2,190, assistant
clerk $2,000,
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; JudiciJudicistenographer $2,190,
assistant clerk
$2,000, janitor
ary-clerk $2,500,
$1,600, janitor
$720; Laborary-clerk
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,600,
janitor $720;
Laborclerk $2,000,
$720; Libraryclerk
Library-clerk $2,000,
cek$,0,a0Library-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720;
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
$720;
Merchant
Marine and
and Fisheries-clerk
$2,000, janitor
Military
Merchant Marine
Fisheries-clerk $2,000,
janitor $720;
$720; Military
Affairs-clerk
assistant clerk
$1,500, janitor
janitor $1,000;
Mines
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
clerk $1,500,
$1,000; Mines
and Mining-clerk
Mining-clerk $2,000,
$720; Naval
Naval Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,400,
and
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
$2,400,
assistant clerk
$1,500, janitor
$2,000, janitor
assistant
clerk $1,500,
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Patents-clerk
Patents-clerk $2,000,
janitor
$720;
assistant clerk
clerk $1,600,
$720; Pensions-clerk
Pensions-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
$1,600, janitor
janitor $720;
$720;
Post
and Post
Post Offices
Offices and
Post Roads-clerk
Roads-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,400,
$1,400,
janitor $1,000;
Printing-clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor
janitor $1,000;
janitor
$1,000; Printing-clerk
$1,000; Public
Public BuildBuildings and
and Grounds-clerk
Grounds-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
clerk $1,200,
$1,200, janitor
$720;
ings
assistant clerk
janitor $720;
Public Lands-clerk
Lands-clerk $2,000,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,200,
$1,200, janitor
janitor $720;
$720;
Public
$2,000, assistant
Revision
of the
Laws-clerk $2,000,
Rivers and
and HarRevision of
the Laws-clerk
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
$720; Rivers
Harbors-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
janitor $1,000;
Roadsbors-clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor
$1,000; Roadsclerk
$2,000, janitor
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
$720; Terclerk $2,000,
janitor $720;
$720; Rules-clerk
Rules-clerk $2,000,
Territories-clerk
War Claims-clerk
ritories-clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720;
$720; War
Claims---clerk $2,500,
$2,500,
assistant
clerk $1,200,
$720; Ways
and Means-clerk
Means-clerk $3,000,
$3,000,
assistant clerk
$1,200, janitor
janitor $720;
Ways and
assistant
clerk and
assistant clerk
clerk $1,900,
$1,900-,
assistant clerk
and stenographer
stenographer $2,000,
$2,000, assistant
janitors-one $1,000,
$720; in
$1,000, one
one $720;
in all,
all, $171,690.
$171,690.
janitors-one
Janitors under the foregoing
chairmen,
foregoing shall be appointed by the chairmen,
respectively, of
said committees,
perform•under
direcand shall
shall perform
under the direcof said
committees, and
respectively,
tion
of the
the Doorkeeper
of the
the duties
heretofore required
of mesmesduties heretofore
required of
tion of
Doorkeeper all
all of
sengers detailed
detailed to
committees by
by the
the Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, and
shall
and shall
to said.
said committees
sengers
be subject
subject to removal by the
at any
any time after the
the
the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper at
be
termination
of the
during whichthey
which they were
were appointed.
appointed.
termination of
the Congress
Coess during
For nine
nine clerks
clerks to committees, at $6 each per day during the
For
session,
session, $6,372.
$6,372.
SERGEANT
OFFICE OF S
ERGEANT AT ARMS: Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, $6,500; Deputy
Sergeant
financial clerk,
clerk, $2,700;
$2,700;
Sergeant at Arms,
Arms, $2,500;
$2,500; cashier,
cashier, $3,400;
$3,400; financial
bookkeeper, $2,200;
deputy sergeant
arms in
in charge
pairs,
bookkeeper,
$2,200; deputy
sergeant at
at arms
charge of
of pairs,
$1,800; messenger,
$1,400; stenographer
typewriter, $900;
$900;
$1,800;
messenger, $1,400;
stenographer and
and typewriter,
skilled laborer,
horse and
wagon, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all, $22,840.
skilled
laborer, $840;
$840; hire
hire of
of horse
and wagon,
$22,840.
For
police force,
under the
Sergeant at
at
the Sergeant
For police
force, House
House Office
Office Building,
Building, under
Arms: Lieutenant,
Lieutenant, $1,200;
$1,200; thirteen
each; in
in all,
all,
Arms:
thirteen privates,
privates, at
at $1,050
$1,050 each;

Jantoent
3
;.a5lt_T:s.
a.ppunn.
ment, et
etc.

teS
I
,VgsiZ.

t Cle'k t comm
commitit-

at Arms,
depSuty.
dec.

o,
Ioe
Ofce
Police
HOUS8 Office

Duildlni.
Building.

$14,850.
$14,850.
Doorkeeper
special
Doorkeeper, special
OFFICE
$5,000; hire
hire of
of horses
horses and
and employee,
employee, etc.
etc.
OFFICE or
OF DOORKEEPER:
DOORKEEPER: Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $5,000;
wagons
thereof as
as may
may be
wagons and
and repairs of same, $1,200, or so much thereof
necessary;
employee $1,500;
superintendent of reporters'
reporters'
necessary; special employee,
$1,500; superintendent
gallery,
janitor, $1,560;
messengers-sixteen it
gers, etc.
et
Messengers
at $1,180
each, Messen
$1,180 each,
$1,500; messengers-sixteen
gallery, $1,400;
$1,400; janitor,
fourteen
roll at
$1,200 each;
each; laborers-fifteen
laborers-fifteen at
$720
at $720
fourteen on
on soldiers'
soldiers' roll
at $1,200
each, one
the water-closet
known as
as cloakeach,
one in
in the
water-closet $720,
$720, one
one $680,
$680, two
two known
cloakroom
at $840
each, eight
known as
cloakroom men,
room men
men at
$840 each,
eight known
as cloakroom
men, two
two at
at
$720
and six at $600
female attendant
attendant in
$600 each;
each; female
in ladies'
ladies' retiring
$720 each
each and
room,
in ladies'
ladies' retiring
retiring room
off Statuary
Statuary Folding
room, $800;
$800; female
female attendant
attendant in
room off
ing room.
r.
Superintendent, etc
Hall, $800;
$800; superintendent
superintendent of
of folding
folding room, $2,500;
$2,500; foreman, $1,800;
$1,800; superitendent,
three clerks,
$1,600 each;
$1,200; janitor,
janitor, $720;
$720; laborer,
three
clerks, at
at $1,600
each; messenger,
messenger, $1,200;
laborer,
$720; thirty-two
each; two
$840 each;
each; Pages, etc.
$720;
thirty-two folders,
folders, at
at $900
$900 each;
two drivers,
drivers, at
at $840
in charge
$1,200 each; two messengers
messengers in
charge of tele- Pgest
pages, at $1,200
two chief pages,
phones (one
each; forty-six
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
forty-six pages,
pages,
phones
(one for
for the
the minority),
minority), at
during the session, including
telephone pages,
including two riding pages,
pages, four telephone
pages,
press-gallery page,
ten paces
the entrances
entrances to
to the
press-gallery
page, and
and ten
pages for
for duty
duty at
at the
the
Hall of
of the
the House,
at $2.50
$2.50 per
perClay
each, $13,570;
superintendent of
of SCrntentnetc
Document
room.ete
Hall
House, at
day each,
$13,570; superintendent
Superintendent,
document room,
$2,900; assistant
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,100;
clerk,
document
room, $2,900;
$2,100; clerk,
$1,700;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,600;
$1,600; assistants-seven
at $1,280
$1,280 each,
each,
$1,700; assistant
assistants-seven at
one $1,100;
$1,100; janitor,
to press
press room,
room, $1,000;
81,000; in
all,
janitor, $920;
$920; messenger
messenger to
in all,
one
$148,270.
$148,270.
ra s
For
employment of
of Joel
Grayson in
in document
document room,
room, $2,150.
$2,150. Joel
Joel Grayson
y,.
For the
the employment
Joel Grayson
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For minority employees
employees authorized
authorized and named
named in the resolution
resolution
of
December sixth,
sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen: Special
Special employee,
of December
hundred and
and fifteen:
employee,
$1,800;
and assistant
assistant pair
pair clerk,
clerk, $1,£
.
300; two
two special
$1,800; special
special messenger
messenger and
$1,800;
special
messengers at
at $1,500
each; special
page and
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800;
messengers,
$1,500 each;
special chief
chief page
and pair
pair clerk,
in
$8,460.
all, $8,400.
in all,
Special deeignated
designated
Special
For assistant department messenger
messenger authorized
authorized and named in the
employees.
employees.
resolution of December
December seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven,
$2,000.
$2,000.
For
messenger authorized
authorized and
and named
the resolution
resolution of
of
For special
special messenger
named in
in the
January fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
$1,500.
January
nineteen hundred,
hundred, $1,500.
To continue
continue employment
employment of
of the
the assistant
assistant foreman
the folding
To
foreman of
of the
folding
room authorized
resolution of
of September
September thirtieth,
room,
authorized m
i the
the resolution
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, at
at $3.85
per day,
day, $1,405.25.
hundred
$3.85 per
$1,405.25.
To
person named
resolution of
of
To continue
continue employment
employment of
of the
the person
named in
in the
the resolution
April twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, as
as a
laborer,
April
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
a laborer,
$840.
$840.
To continue
employment of
the laborer
laborer authorized
and named
named in
in
To
continue employment
of the
authorized and
the
resolution of
of December
December nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
one,
the resolution
and one,
$840.
$840.
Appointment,
Appointment, etc.
etc.
Successors
Successors to any of the employees
employees provided
provided for
for in
in the six
six precedpreceding paragraphs
paragraphs may be named
by the
the House
at
named by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives at
any
any time.
time.
Conference
minority.
Conference minority:
minority: Clerk,
$2,500; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; janitor,
janitor,
conerenceminority.
Conference
Clerk, $2,500;
Clerks,
Clerks, etc.
etc.
$1,000; in
in all,
all, $4,700;
the same
same to
be appointed
the chairman
$1,000;
$4,700; the
to be
appointed by
by the
chairman of
of
the conference
conference minority.
the
minority.
Caucus messen
gers.
caucus
messengers.
To continue
continue the
employment of messengers
in the majority
To
the employment
messengers in
majority and
minority
minority caucus rooms, to be
the majority
and minority
be appointed
appointed by
by the
majority and
minority
whips, respectively, at
at $1,200
all, $2,400.
$2,400.
$1,200 each;
each; in
in all,
Postmaster,
Postmaster, assistassistOFFICE
OF POSTMASTER:
assistant postmaster,
OrrIcE OF
POSTMASTER: Postmaster, $4,000; assistant
postmaster,
ant,
etc.
ant,etc
$2,200;
and money-order
$1,500; messengers-twelve
$2,200; registry
registry and
money-order clerk, $1,500;
messengers—twelve
(including
(including one to superintend
superintend transportation
transportation of mails)
mails) at
at $1,200
$1,200
each, eighteen
eighteen at
$100 per month
at $100
from December
first, nineteen
nineteen
month each
each from
December first,
hundred
nineteen hundred and
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, to March
March thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
and
seventeen,
$720; in
all, $30,020.
$30,020.
seventeen, $7,200;
$7,200; laborer, $720;
in all,
Horses
and
wagons.
Horses adwagons
For
horses and
for carrying
mails, $2,500,
$2,500,
For hire
hire of
of horses
and mail
mail wagons
wagons for
carrying the
the mails,
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
be necessary.
or
much thereof
may be
necessary.
Official
fficial reporters.
reporters.
OFFICIAL
REPORTERS: Six official reporters of the proceedings
proceedings and
and
OFFICIAL REPORTERS:
debates
each; assistant,
assistant, $2,500;
debates of the House, at $5,000 each;
$2,500; janitor,
$720;
janitor, $720;
in all,
$33,220.
all, $33,220.
in
Stenographers to
to
Stenographers
STENOGRAPHERS
S
TENOGRAPHERS TO
TO COMMITTEES:
COMMITTEES: Four stenographers
stenographers to comcommittees.
mittees, at $5,000 each; janitor, $720;
$720; in all, $20,720.
"Durin
"Duringg the
the sessesWherever
the words
the session"
Wherever the
words "during
"during the
session" occur
occur in the foregoing
foregoing
sion'' to mean 118
days.
paragraphs they shall be co
ns t
rue d to
t
o mean t
the
he one
one hundred and
construed
paragraphs
.lia.
eighteen days from December fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
to March
March thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, both inclusive.
Clerk hire, Members
Member,
each Member,
DELEGATES: To
CLERK
hire, Membbes
Clerk
CLERK HIRE,
HIRE, MIEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
AND DELEGATES:
To pay
pay each
and
Delegates.
Delegates.
Delegate, and Resident Commissioner,
Commissioner, for
for clerk
clerk hire,
hire, necessarily
necessarily
employed by him in the discharge
discharge of his official and
and representative
representative
duties, $1,500
$1,500 per annum, in monthly installments, $660,000, or so
much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary; and Representatives
Representatives and Delegates elect to Congress
Congress whose credentials
due form
form of
of law
law have
credentials in
in due
have been
been
duly filed with the Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, in
accordin
accordR.
31, p.
R. S.,., see.
p. 6.
ee. 31,
with the
6. ance
provisions of
of section
thirty-one of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
ance with
the provisions
section thirty-one
of
the
United
States,
shall
be
entitled
to
payment
under
this
approof the United States, shall be entitled
approProviso.
Pr'oi .
priation:
Provided,
clerks
to
Delegates,
and
esipriation:
Provided,
That
all
Members,
Delegates,
Resin roll
ro
To
be
placed
on
b nlaced
ll dent Commissioners shall be placed on the roll of employees of the
offTo
employees.
dent Commissioners shall be placed on the roll of employees
House and be subject to be removed at the will of the Member, Delegate, or Resident
Commissioner by whom they are appointed;
Resident Commissioner
appointed; and
any Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner
Commissioner may appoint
appoint
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one or more clerks, who shall be placed on
on the roll
roll as the
the clerk of
of
Delegate, or Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner making such
such Member, Delegate,
appointments.
appointments.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
pasteboard, paste,
paste,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES: For
For wrapping
wrapping paper,
paper, pasteboard,
twine,
newspaper wrappers, and other
necessary materials
materials for folding,
twine, newspaper
other necessary
folding,
folding room,
room, not
for use
use of Members,
Members, the Clerk's
Clerk's office,
office, and
and folding
not including
including
envelopes,
envelopes, writing paper, and
and other
other paper
paper and
and materials to be
be printed
printed
and furnished
furnished by
by the
the Public
Public Printer,
Printer, upon
upon requisitions
requisitions from
from the
the
Clerk of the House, under
under provisions
provisions of
of the
the act approved
approved January
January
twelfth, eighteen hundred and ninety-five,
ninety-five, $10,000.
$10,000.
repairs of the same, $18,000.
For furniture,
furniture, and materials for repairs
necessary.
For packing boxes, $4,350, or
or so
so much thereof
thereof as may
may be necessary.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
expenses of special
items and expenses
special and
and select committees,
specifically ordered
ordered by
by
mittees, exclusive
exclusive of salaries
salaries and labor, unless
unless specifically
the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, $75,000.
$75,000.
For stationery-for Representatives,
ComRepresentatives, Delegates, and Resident
Resident Commissioners
$5,000 for
for stationery
of the
commissioners, including
including $5,000
stationery for
for the
the use
use of
the committees and officers of the House, $60,000.
$60,000.
For
Sergeant at
For postage stamps: Postmaster
Postmaster,, $250;
$250; Clerk, $450;
$450; Sergeant
at
Arms, $300; Doorkeeper, $150;
$150; in all, $1,150.
$1,150.
For driving, maintenance,
operation of
automobile for
maintenance, and operation
of automobile
for the
the
Speaker, $1,500.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
LIBRARY
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Contingent expenses.
expenses.
Folding
materials.
Folding materials.

Vol. 28,
28, p.
p. 624.
Vol.
624.

Furniture.
Packing boxes.
boxes.
Miscellaneous items.
Miscellaneous

Stationery.
Stationery.

Postage
Postage stamps.
utomobile, Speaker.
Automobile,Speaker.

Library of Congress.
Congress.
Librarian,
Librarian,

etc.

etc.
General administration:
administration: Librarian,
Librarian, $6,500;
General
$6,500; chief assistant
assistant libraran, $4,000; chief
rian,
chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; Librarian's
Librarian's secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800;
clerks—one $1,200,
$1,000 each;
and typetypeclerks-one
$1,200, two
two at $1,000
each; stenographers
stenographers and
writers—one
$1,200, one $840;
$840; messenger,
to chief
writers-one $1,200,
messenger, $1340;
$840; messenger
messenger to
chief
assistant librarian, $540; junior messenger, $420; operator
operator of photographic copying machine, $600; in all, $22,440.
Mail and
and delivery.
delivery.
Mail
and delivery:
charge $1,500,
$1,500, one
$960, Mail
Mail and
delivery: Assistants—one
Assistants-one in
in charge
one $960,
one $780, one $600; junior messenger, $420; in all,
all, $4,260.
Order and accession.
Order
and accession:
Chief of
of division,
assistants—oneaccession.
Order and
Order and
accession: Chief
division, $2,500;
$2,500; assistants-one
$1,500, one $1,200,
$960 each, two at $840 each,
$600
$1,200, three at $960
each, two at $600
each, one $580;
$580; two junior messengers,
$12,380.
messengers, at $420 each; in
in all, $12,380.
Catalogue, classificaCatalogue,
tio'n7grs
i
t'eii.ass-ea'
Catalogue, classification,
classification, and
and shelf: Chief of
of division,
division, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
chief tion,
and shelf.
classifier,
$1,800 each,
at $1,500
classifier, $2,000; assistants—four
assistants-four at
at $1,800
each, seven
seven at
$1,500
$1,400 each, twelve
twelve at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, six at
at $1,400
each, six at $1,000
$1,000 each,
fourteen at $960
$960 each,
fourteen
each, four
four at
at $920 each, thirteen
thirteen at $840
$840 each, thirthirteen at $600 each, four at $540
$540 each; six
six junior
junior messengers,
messengers, at
at $420
$92,020.
each; in
in all,
all, $92,020.
Binding: Assistants—one
$960; junior
junior mesBinding.
Binding:
Assistants-one in
in charge
charge $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $960;
mes- Binding.
senger, $420; in all,
all, $2,880.
Bibliography:
Chief of
division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants-one
assistants—one $1,500,
Bibliography.
Bibliography: Chief
of division,
$1,500, Bibliography.
two at $960 each,
each, one
one $840; stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter,
typewriter, $960;
junior messenger, $420;
$420; in
in all, $8,640.
$8,640.
rooms.
Reading
(including evening
evening service)
service) and
and special
Reading rooms.
special collections:
collections: Reading
Reading rooms
rooms (including
Superintendent, $3,000; assistants—two
Superintendent,
assistants-two at $1,800 each, five at $1,200
$1,200
each (including
(including one in room for the blind),
blind), two at charging desk at
$1,080 each,
each, three
three at
$960 each,
each, ten
$840 each,
$600 each;
$1,080
at $960
ten at
at $840
each, four
four at
at $600
each;
stenographer
stenographer and typewriter,
typewriter, $960; attendants—Senate
attendants-Senate reading room
room
$960, Representatives'
Representatives' reading room—one
room-one $960,
$960, one
one $840,
$840, two in
in doakcloakroom at $780 each, one in Toner Library $960, one in Washington
Washington
Library $960,
telephone operaopera$960, two for gallery and alcoves at $540 each; telephone
tor, $660; four junior messengers,
messengers, at $420 each; two watchmen,
watchmen, at
$780
evening service,
assistants—five at $960 each,
fifteen at
at $840
$840
each, fifteen
$780 each; evening
service, assistants-five
each, two at $600 each; in all
all,y$59,220.
$59,220.
Pariodials.
Periodical
evening service):
service): Chief
Chief of
$2,000; Periodicals.
Periodical (including
(including evening
of division,
division, $2,000;
assistants—chief $1,500,
assistants-chief
$1,500, two at $960 each,
each, five
five at $840
$840 each;
each; stenogmessengers, at $420 each; in
m
rapher and typewriter, $960; two junior messengers,
all, $11,420.
$11,420.
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Documents:
division $3,000;
$3,000; assistants—one
$1,500, one
one
assistants-one $1,500,
Chief of
of division,
Documents: Chief
$840;
$960; junior
$420; in
in
messenger, $420;
junior messenger,
and typewriter,
typewriter, $960;
stenographer and
$840; stenographer
all, $6,720.
$6,720.
Manuscript.
Manuscript: Chief
Chief of
$3,000; assistants—chief
one
assistants-chief $1,500,
$1,500, one
of division,
division, $3,000;
Manuscript:
Manuscript.
$960;
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;
a11 1$5,880.
$5,880.
in al,
$420, in
$960; junior
Maps
charts.
Maps and
Chief of
of division,
$3,000; assistants—one
division, $3,000;
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,500,
Maps and
and charts.
Maps
and charts:
charts: Chief
two at
$960 each,
each, one
one $840;
$840; junior
junior messenger,
$420; in
$7,680.
in all,
all, $7,680.
messenger, $420;
two
at $960
Music.
Music:
$3,000; assistants—one
$1,500, one
one $1,000,
$1,000,
assistants-one $1,500,
of division,
division, $3,000;
Music: Chief
Chief of
osic.
two at
at $840
each; junior
junior messenger,
messenger , $420
all, $7,600.
$7,600.
in all,
$420;iin
$840 each;
two
Prints.
Prints:
Chief of
$2,00b; assistants-one
assistants—one $1,500,
Prints.
Prints: Chief
of division,
division, $2,000;
$1,500, two
two at
at
Smithsonian de- $960
$960 each;
each; junior
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;
$420; in
in all,
all, $5,840.
$5,840.
Smithsonian
Smithsonian deposit: Custodian, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant, $1,500; messenmessenSmithsonian dger, $780;
$780; junior
junior messenger,
in all,
$4,200.
all, $4,200.
$420; in
messenger, $420;
ger,
Coneiraba
ainlerCongressional
Congressional
ReferCongressional Reference
Reference Library:
Library: Custodian, $1,500; assistants—
assistantsonce Library.
one
$1,200, one
one $960,
$960, one
one $840;
messengers, at
$420 each;
at $420
each;
$840; two
two junior
junior messengers,
one $1,200,
in
all, $5,340.
in all,
$5,340.
Law Librry.
Library.
Law
Librarian, $3,000;
assistants—two at
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, one
Lw
Law Library:
Library: Librarian,
$3,000; assistants-two
one
$960, one
service), $1,500;
$1,500; junior
messenger, $420;
junior messenger,
$420;
$540, one
one (evening
(evening service),
$960,
one $540,
in all, $9,220.
Semitic and Orien
Oriental in all, $9,220.
Literature.
Semitic and
and Oriental
Oriental Literature:
Literature: Chief
Chief of
of division,
$3,000; assistant,
Lifteraature.
Semitic
division, $3,000;
assistant,
$1,500; junior
junior messenger,
in all,
$4,920.
all, $4,920.
$420; in
messenger, $420;
office.
$1,500;
Copyright
Copyright office.
Copynht
o.
COPYRIGHT
OFFICE: Register, $4,000; assistant register, $3,000;
COPYRIGHT OFFICE:
$3,000;
clerks—four at
$2,000 each,
each, four
four at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, seven
seven at
$1,600 each,
each,
at $1,600
clerks-four
at $2,000
one $1,500,
$1,500, eight
$1,400 each,
each, ten
$1,200 each,
ten at
each,
at $1,200
each, ten
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one
eight at
at $1,400
ten at
eighteen at
at $960
at $860
$860 each,
$600,
at $780
$780 each, four at $600,
$960 each,
each, two
two at
each, ten at
eighteen
two
each; four
four junior
messengers, at
at $360
$360 each.
each. Arrears,
Arrears,
junior messengers,
two at
at $480
$480 each;
special
service: Three
Three clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; porter,
porter, $780; junior
junior
special service:
Lmessenger,
Legislative
Refermessenger, $360;
$360; in all, $104,440.
$104,440.
Legislative
Librarian of Congress
Congress to employ
employ
Lenatie
Rewe.
Legislative Reference:
Reference: To enable
enable the Librarian
competent
Service designated,
designated.
competent persons to gather, classify, and make available, in translations,' indexes, digests,
compilations, and bulletins,
tions
digests, compilations,
bulletins, and otherwise,
otherwise,
bearing, upon legislation,
data for or bearinc
legislation, and to
serviceto render such data serviceand
Members
able
to
Congress
and
committees
Members
thereof,
$25,000.
thereof,
$25,000.
Card indexes.
rd dex.
DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION OF
OF CARD
CARD INDEXES:
connection with
with
INDEXES: For Service
service in connection
distribution of card indexes and other publications of the Library:
Library:
Chief of division, $3,000; chief assistant,
assistants—one
assistant, $1,800; assistants-one
$1,600,
$1,600, three at $1,500 each,
each, three at $1,400
$1,200
$1,400 each,
each, three at
at $1,200
each, four
four at
each; for
for services
each, three
three at
at $1,100
$1,100 each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
services of
of
assistants
assistants at salaries less than $1,000
$1,000 per annum and
for piecework
and for
piecework
including not exceeding
exceeding $500
and work by the hour, $17,000,
$17,000, including
$500 for
for
freight
freight charges, expressage,
expenses connected
connected with
expressage; traveling
traveling expenses
with such
such
distribution, and expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings when incurred
incurred
on the
written authority
direction of
Librarian, $43,000.
T
mporaryrve.
the written
authority and
and direction
of the
the Librarian,
$43,000.
Temporary
services. on
TEMPORARY
TEMPORARY SERVICES: For
For special
special and temporary
temporary service, includincluding extra special
special services of regular employees at the discretion of
of
the
Librarian, $2,000.
the
Librarian,
$2,000.
Carrier service.
raier service.
CARRIER
in connection
connection with the Senate and
C
ARRIER SERVICE:
SERVICE: For
For service
service in
and
House Office Buildings,
Buildings, $960, or
thereofas may
be necessary.
or so much
much thereof
may be
necessary.
Sunday
Sunday opening.
opening.
SUNDAY
S
UNDAY OPENING:
OPENLNG:-To
To enable
enable the
the Library
Library of Congress to be kept
kept
open for reference
reference use from two until ten o'clock postmeridian on
on
Sundays and legal holidays, within the discretion of
of the
the Librarian,
including the extra services of employees and
addiand the services
services of
of additional employees under
under the Librarian, $10,000,
$10,000, or so much thereof
as may be necessary.
Increase of Library
Ipurchse fobook
INCREASE
CONGRESS:
Purchase
of book,
I
NCREASE OF LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF C
ONGRESS: For purchase of books for the
e t
etc.
Library, including payment in advance
advance for subscription books and
and
society publications,
publications, and for freight, commissions, and traveling;
traveling
expenses, and all other expenses incidental
incidental to the acquisition of
books by purchase,
purchase, gift, bequest,
bequest, or exchange, to continue available
during the fiscal year nineteen hundred and eighteen, $90,000,
Documents.
Documents.
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together with
with the
the unexpended
unexpended balance of the sum appropriated
appropriated for
for
together
this
object for the
hundred and sixteen;
sixteen;
nineteen hundred
the fiscal year nineteen
this object

the law library,
for the
For
purchase of
books and
library,
periodicals for
for periodicals
and for
of books
For purchase
under the
the direction
direction of
the Chief
Chief Justice,
$3,000;
Justice, $3,000;
of the
under

Lawbooks.
Law books.

Books
for Supreme
Boo

For purchase
purchase of
of new
books of
of reference
reference for
the Supreme
Court.ks
Supreme
for
Court, court.
Supreme Court,
for the
new books
For
to
purchased by the marshal
of the Library of Congress, and purchased
to be
be aapart of
of
Court, under
under the direction
direction of the Chief Justice, $2,000;
Supreme Court,
of the
the Supreme
For purchase
purchase of
periodicals and newspapers,
newspapers, $5,000; rio Periodicals.
miscellaneous periodicals
of miscellaneous
For
In
$100,000.
In all, $100,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent ex- Contingentexpenses.
Contingent
CONTINGENT
penses, stationery,
supplies, stock
directly purchased,
purchased,
materials directly
stock and materials
stationery, supplies,
penses,
transportation, incimiscellaneous
traveling expenses, postage, transportation,
miscellaneous traveling
dental expenses
expenses connected
with the administration
administration of the Library
connected with
dental
and
Office, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $500 for expenses
expenses
the Copyright
Copyright Office,
and the
of
attendance at meetings
meetings when
when mcurred
authority
incurred on the written authority
of attendance
and
direction of
of the
the Librarian,
$7,300.
and direction
Librarian, $7,300.
Carer buildings and
gsand
clerks- gronbuild.
LIBRA.RY
BITILDING AND
AND GROUNDS:
GRO1TNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $3,000; clerks—
LIBRABY BUILDING
one
$1,600, one
property clerk,
clerk, $900; Superintendent,
etc.
uperintendent,etc.
$1,000; property
one $1,000;
one $1,400,
$1,400, one
one $1,600,
$2,000, one
one $2,000,
messenger.
assistant messenger.
telephone switchboard
operator;
switchboard operator;
messenger; telephone
messenger; assistant
assistant
captain of watch, $1,400;
$1,400;
operator; captain
switchboard 'operator;
telephone switchboard
assistant telephone
lieutenant
eighteen watchmen, at $900 each; two
lieutenant of watch, $1,000; eighteen
fourteen
carpenters, painter, and foreman
foreman of laborers,
laborers at $900 each; fourteen
each;
$540 each; two attendants
laborers, at $540
attendants in ladies' room, at $480 each;
four
check boys,
boys, at $360
charwomen, $425; assistmistress of charwomen,
each; mistress
$360 each;
four check
$300; fifty-eight
•
ant mistress of charwomen,
charwomen, $300;
fifty-eight charwomen;
charwomen; chief
$900
engineers-one $1,200, three at $900
engineer, $1,500; assistant engineers—one
each;
electrician $1,500;
$1,500; machinists-one
machinists—one $1,000,
$900; two
$1,000, one $900;
each; electrician,
wiremen,
each; plumber,
$900; three elevator conductors,
plumber, $900;
at $900
$900 each;
wiremen, at
and ten skilled laborers, at $720 each; in all, $80,445.
undayopenin
employees under
For
under Sunday
opening.
employees and additional employees
services of employees
extra services
For extra
Library Buildsuperintendent to provide for the opening of the Library
the superintendent
ing
postmeridian on Sundays and legal
ten o'clock postmeridian
two until
until ten
from two
ing from
expenses.

gr(s.

$2,800.
holidays,
holidays, $2,800.
For fuel,
lights, repairs,
repairs, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
electric and steam
supplies, electric
fuel, lights,
For
apparatus, city directory, stationery, mail and delivery service, and
apparatus,
incidental expenses
connection with the custody, care, and
and
expenses in connection
all incidental
maintenance of said building and grounds, including
including $4,000 for
for
maintenance
waterproofing parts
parts of
east
machinery, and
and
ofbuilding
east driveway and over machinery,
waterproofing
$2,000
temporary repairs
repairs and
painting of
$2,000 for
for temporary
and painting
of roof,
roof, $20,000.
resurfacing west driveway
driveway and repairs to stone curb in Library
For resurfacing
grounds, $4,000.
$2,500.
For refitting
refitting of boiler room'and
room and coal vaults,
vaults, $2,500.Furniture.
shelving, and electrical
furniture, including partitions, screens, shelving,
electrical
For furniture,
work pertaining thereto, $10,000.
BOTANIC
BOTANIC GARDEN.

en

l

General expenses.
exe nses

pecrr,e

Specialrepairs,etc.

ecalrp

tc

Furniture.

Botanic Garden.

Botanic Garden.

Superintendent,
superintendent, $1,800.
WM.
Superintendent,
For superintendent,
Con- assistants,etc.
direction of the Joint Cornlaborers, under the direction
assistants, etc.
For assistants and laborers,
imand urn.
Repairs
$18,000.
mittee on the Library, $18,000.
Repairs and
For procuring
procuring manure,
soil, tools,
fuel, purchasing
shrubs, provements.
provements.
purchasing trees, shrubs,
tools, fuel,
manure, soil,
For
plants,
miscellaneous supplies,
plants, and seeds; services, materials, and miscellaneous
traveling expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence of the super$200, street car tickets
intendent
assistants not to exceed $200,
intendent and his assistants
not
exceeding $25,
connection with
with
$25, and contingent expenses in connection
not .exceeding
repairs
improvements to Botanic Gardens, purchase and mainrepairs and improvements
motor-propelled delivery vehicle, under direction
tenance of motor-propelled
direction of the
$11,903.
Joint Library
Library Committee of Congress, $11,903.
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EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

For compensation
compensation of the President of the United States, $75,000.
$75,000.
For compensation
compensation of the Vice President
President of the
the United
United States,
States,
$12,000.
$12,000.
Executive
Office.
Office of the President:
Executive Office.
President: Secretary,
Secretary', $7,500;
$7,500; executive
executive clerk, $5,000;
$5,000;
Secretary, executive
Secretary,
e chief clerk, $4,000; appointment clerk, $3,500; record clerk, $2,500;
clerk, etc.
clerk,
etc.
chief clerk, $4,000; appointment clerk, $3,500; record clerk, $2,500;
two
at $2,500
each; accountant
accountant and
disburstwo expert
expert stenographers,
stenographers, at
$2,500 each;
and disbursing
$2,500; two
two correspondents,
correspondents, at.
$2,500 each;
each; clerks-two
clerks—two
ing clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
at.$2,500
at $2,500
each, four
four at
$2,000 each,
two of
of class
at
$2,500 each,
at $2,000
each, five
five of
of class
class four,
four, two
class
three, four
of class
class one;
messengers—three at
at
three,
four of
of class
class two,
two, three
three of
one; messengers-three
$900 each,
three at
$840 each;
three laborers
at $720
$720 each;
in all,
all,
$900
each, three
at $840
each;
three
laborers
at
each;
in
Prori:
so.
of employees. $76,780:
$76,780: Provided
Provided, That
That employees
employees of
of the
the executive
departments
etailsoemployees.
executive departments
and other
other establishments
establishments of
executive branch
branch of
the Government
and
of the
the executive
of the
Government
may be
detailed from
from time
to the
the office
office of
of the
the President
President of
may
be detailed
time to
to time
time to
of the
the
United
States for
such temporary
as may
Unted States
for such
temporary assistance
assistance as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Contingentexpenses.
contingent expenses
expenses of the
Executive Office,
Office, including
Contgexpense
For contingent
the Executive
including stastationery,
books, telegrams,
tel, telephones,
books for
for library,
tionery, record
record books,
telephones, books
library,
furniture and
and carpets
carpets for
for ()
t
rera, automobiles,
expenses of
of garage,
garage,
furniture
offices,
automobiles, expenses
including
labor, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, to
to be
in the
the
including labor,
be expended
expended in
discretion
President, $25,000.
$25,000.
discretion of
of the
the President,
President.
President.

Vice
ice President
President.

Bureau of Efficiency.
Efficiency.
Bureauof

BUREAU
BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY.
EFFICIENCY.

Investigating adivestigatineed
ministrative
needs of

To enable
the Bureau
by the
the urgent
urgent
enable the
Bureau of
of Efficiency,
Efficiency, authorized
authorized by
dof T
approved
deficiency. appropriation
appropriation Act approved
February
twenty-eighth,
February
twenty-eighth,
n
teyeih, system
nineteen hundred
sixteen, to
to establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain aa system
nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
of efficiency
efficiency ratings, to investigate administrative
administrative needs
needs of
service
of the service
relating
in the
several executive
and inderelating to personnel in
the several
executive departments
departments and
independent
establishments, required
pendent establishments,
required by the legislative,
executive, and
legislative, executive,
and
appropriation Acts for the fiscal
judicial appropriation
fiscal years
years nineteen
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen and nineteen
thirteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen, respectively,
respectively, and
and to
hundred and
and fourteen,
to
investigate
investigate duplication
duplication of statistical
statistical and
other work
work and
methods
and other
and methods
in the various branches
of business in
the Government
Government service;
service; for
for
branches of
of the
purchase or exchange
equipment, supplies,
purchase
exchange of equipment,
stationery, books
books and
and
supplies, stationery,
Expenses.
Expenses.
periodicals,
periodicals, printing and binding,
bnading, traveling
traveling expenses not exceeding
exceeding
Proci80.
etrction.
$100,
$100, and street
street car
fare not exceeding
all, $40,000:
$40,000: Provided,
Provid,
car fare
exceeding $50;
$50; in
in all,
Pay restrict ion.
That no person shall be
hereunder at aa compensation
be employed
employed hereunder
compensation
exceeding
per annum.
annum.
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 per

executive departdepartexecutive
ments, ratings,
ratings, etce.
etc.
ments,
Ant, p.15.
p. 15.
Ante,
Vol.
TT,
pp.
413,
Vol. , pp. 413, 750.
750.
Vol. 38, P. 1008.
l p.
3, 008

Civil Service
Service Com(C011Il iS ion.
mission.
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
examiners, etc.
examiners,

CIVIL
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.

-For commissioner,
commissioner, acting as president
president of
commission, $4,500;
$4,500;
of the commission,
commissioners, at $4,000
two commissioners,
$4,000 each;
each; chief examiner, $3,500; secre$2,500; assistant
assistant chief
tary, $2,500:
chief examiner,
examiner' $2,250; chiefs
chiefs of divisiondivision—
three at $2,000 each;
each; examiners-one
examiners— one $2,400,
three at
at $2,000
$2,000 each,
$2,400, three
each,
six at $1,800 each; clerks—six
clerks-six of
of class
twenty-eight of
class
class four,
four, twenty-eight
of class
three, thirty-nine
thirty-nine of class two, fifty-two
fifty-two of class
class one,
one, thirty-four
thirty-four at
at
$1,000 each, twenty-two
twenty-two at $900
messenger; assistant
mes$900 each;
each; messenger;
assistant messenger; skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
four messenger
boys, at
at $360
$360 each.
each.
$720; four
messenger boys,
Custodian force:
force: Engineer,
Engineer, $840;
mechanic, $840;
$840; telephone$840; general
general mechanic,
telephoneswitchboard operator; two firemen;
firemen; two watchmen;
watchmen; two elevator
elevator
conductors, at $720 each;
each; three laborers; four charwomen;
charwomen; in all,
$285,730.
$285,730.
Field force.
FIELD
District secretaries
secretaries-two
F
IELD FORCE: District
two at
$2,400 each,
each, one
one $2,200,
$2,200,
at $2,400
four at $2,000
$2.000 each, five at $1,800 each; clerks-one
clerks—one of
class four,
of class
four,
one of class three, one of
one, seven
$1,000 each,
eac h,six
si
x at
at $900
$9043
of class one,
seven a
att$1,000
each,
$840 each:
messenger boy, $480; in all, $45,680.
each, five
five at
at $840
each; messenger
$45,680.
7.Co deais
details allowed
allowed
No
No detail
clerks or other employees
executive departdetail of clerks
employees from the
the executive
departfrom departments,
departments, etc.
establishments in Washington,
ments or other Government
Government establishments
Washington, District
District
of Columbia, to the Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, for
for the
performance
the performance
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of duty
in the
Columbia, shall
be made
for or
the
or during
during the
made for
shall be
of Columbia,
District of
the District
duty in
of

fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen. The
Service
Civil Service
The Civil
fiscal year
Commission
shall, however,
in case of emergency to
have power in
however, have
Commission shall,
transfer or
or detail
employees herein
provided for to or from
herein provided
of its
its employees
any,of
detail any
transfer
its
or rural
carrier examining
examining board.
rural carrier
force, or
field force,
force, field
office force,
its office
EXPERT
expert examiners
not in
in
examiners not
of expert
employment of
For employment
EXAMINERS: For
EXPERT EXAMINERS:
the
prepare questions
questions and
rate papers
examinapapers in examinaand rate
to prepare
service to
Federal service
the Federal
tions
on special
special subjects
which examiners
within the service are
examiners within
for which
subjects for
tions on
not
$2,000.
not available,
available, $2,000.
For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including those
those of
examiners actactof examiners
For
ing
the direction
direction of
expenses of examand for expenses
commission, and
of the
the commission,
under the
ing under
inations
and investigations
held elsewhere
at Washington, and
than at
elsewhere than
investigations held
inations and
including
exceeding $1,000
attendance at meetings
expenses of attendance
$1,000 for expenses
not exceeding
including not
of public
public officials
officials when
when specifically
the commission,
by the
directed by
specifically directed
of
$18,000.
$18,000.
For field
field examiners
rate of
of $1,500
$1,500 per
each, for
work
for work
annum each,
per annum
at the
the rate
examiners at
For
in
with members
members of
local boards
boards and
and other
other necessary
necessary work
work
of local
in connection
connection with
commission, $7,500.
$7,500.
as directed by the commission,
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.
OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT
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Transfer
Tansfer
ployees.

of em-

of

em-

Expert
examiners.
Expertexaminers.

Traveling expenses,
Traveling expenses,
etc.

Field examiners.

Field examiners.

Department of State.

DepartmentofState.

Secretary, AssistScretary, Assistants.
Director of Consular
onsular
Direct Counselor.
Service,

For Secretary
of State,
State, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretam $5,000$5,000;
Secretary of
For
Second
and Third
Third Assistant
$4,500 each;
Director of
of
each; Director
at $4,500
Secretaries, at
Assistant Secretaries,
Second and
the
Consular Service,
Service $4,500;
Counselor for
be ervice Counselor.
to be
department, to
the department,
for the
$4,500; Counselor
the Consular
appointed
by the
the President,
and with
advice and consent of
the advice
with the
by and
President, by
appointed by
Officers on drafting
l
ofcers on dra ting
the
to aid
aid in
in important
important drafting work-four
work—four at work.
officers to
$7,500; officers
Senate, $7,500;
the Senate,
$4,500
each,
four
at
$3,000
each,
to
be
appointed
by
the
Secretary,
$4,500 each, four at $3,000 each, to be appointed by the Secretary,
any
of whom
may be
be employed
chief of division of
far eastern,
of far
as chief
employed as
whom may
one of
any one
Latin
European affairs, or upon other
American, near eastern, or European
Latin American,
Assistant solicitors.
solicitors.
the Assistant
work
in connection
with foreign
foreign relations;
relations; assistant
of the
solicitors of
assistant solicitors
connection with
work in
department,
be appointed
Secretary-three at $3,000 each; Chief clerk,l chiefs of
by the Secretary—three
appointed by
to be
department, to
chief clerk,
clerk, who
who shall
shall sign
official papers
papers and
and documents
documents as
as the
erk chief
bChief clerks,
the bureaus,
such official
sign such
chief
etc. of
rk etc.
and assistSecretary may
may direct,
direct, $3,000;
law clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; law
clerk and
law clerk
$3,000; law
Secretary
ant, to
to be
be selected
selected and
appointed by
edit the laws of
to edit
Secretary, to
the Secretary,
by the
and appointed
ant,
Congress
and
perform
such
other
may
be
required
of them,
be
may
as
duties
other
such
perform
and
Congress
at
and $1,500,
chiefs of
of bureaus—two
bureaus-two at $2,250
respectively; chiefs
$1,500, respectively;
at $2,500
$2,500 and
each,
each; two
at $2,100
$2,100 each; additional
two translators,
translators, at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
five at
each, five
to
Bureau of
of Accounts
$200; private
as disbursing clerk, $200;
Accounts as
of Bureau
to Chief
Chief of
$1,800;
secretary to
$2,500; clerk to the Secretary, $1,800;
Secretary, $2,500;
to the Secretary,
secretary
clerks—seventeen
of class
class four,
four, nineteen
nineteen of
three, twenty-five
of class three
clerks-seventeen of
of
class two, forty-three
telegraph
forty-three of class one (three of whom shall be telegraph
of class
operators),
eighteen at
$1,000 each,
eighteen at
at $900 each; chief meseach, eighteen
at $1,000
operators), eighteen
senger, $1,000;
six messengers;
twenty-three assistant messengers;
messengers;
messengers; twenty-three
$1,000; six
senger,
messenger
boy, $420; packer, $720; four laborers, at $600 each; telemessenger boy,
phone
switchboard operator;
operator; assistant
assistant telephone
switchboard operatelephone switchboard
phone switchboard
tor; driver, $840; hostler, $720;
$720; in all, $321,020.
Additional force.
For
ing
Additional
force: Officer to aid in important Officer
the following additional force:
For the
on drafting
work,
soliciassistant soliciwork, assistant
at tor,
clerks, at
law clerks,
drafting
assistant solicitor,
two law
solicitor, $2,500; two
$2,500; assistant
work, $2,500;
drafting work,
law clerks, etc.
$2,000
of class
four, four
of class
class three,
five of
of class
class to law clerks, etc.
three, five
four of
class four,
each; clerks—two
clerks-two of
$2,000 each;
two,
ten of
of class
class one,
one, twelve
twelve at
two at $900 each; meseach, two
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
two, ten
asssitant messengers; in all, $54,080.
two asssitant
senger; two
Further additional
Further additional
aid in impor- force.
Officers to aid
Yor the
the following
following further
force: Officers
additional force;
further additional
For
tant
$2,500, to be appointed by the
$4,500, one $2,500,
work-one $4,500,
tant drafting work—one
Secretary; assistant
department, to be appointed
appointed by
assistant solicitor of the department,
Secretary;
the
clerks—two at $2,250 each, one $2,000, to
$2,500; law clerks-two
the Secretary, $2,500;
be appointed
appointed by
by the
clerks—eight of
seven of
of class four, seven
Secretary; clerks-eight
the Secretary;
be
assistant
class
messenger; two assistant
of class
class one; messenger;
ten of
two, ten
class two,
of class
ten of
three, ten
class three,
messengers; three
three laborers,
laborers, at $240
femalelaborers,
five female
each; five
$600 each;
at $600
laborers, at
messengers;
each; in
each;
in all,
all, $72,880.
$72,880.
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No money appropriated
be used
used during
appropriated by any other
other Act shall be
during the
the
fiscal
hundred and
seventeen for
for employment
and paypayfiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen
employment and
ment of
personal service
service in
the Department
of State
State at
at Washington,
Washington,
Department of
in the
ment
of personal
p. 25.
District
Columbia.
District of
of Columbia.
Contingent
expenses.
Contingntexpenses.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
stationery, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, typetypeEXPENSES: For
For stationery,
writers,
including exchange
exchange of
of the
the same,
repairs, and
and material
material for
for
writers, including
same, repairs,
repairs, $12,500.
repairs,
$12,500.
Library.
For books, maps, and periodicals,
For
periodicals, domestic
domestic and
foreign, for
the
and foreign,
for the
library, $2,000.
$2 1000.
library,
Lithographing.
For
of lithographer
lithographer and
and necessary
materials for
for lithographic
lithographic
Lithogrhing.
For services
services of
necessary materials
press,
$1,500.
press, $1,500.
miceellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
including _purchase,
care, and
subsistFor miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
purchase, care,
and subsistence
horses, to
to be
be used
for official
officialp
es, repair
repair and
and mainmainence of
of horses,
used only
only for
purposes,
tenance of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger
carryingpurposes,
automobile mail
mail
tenance
passenger carrying
vehicles; automobile
wagon including
same, harness,
harness, equipment
equipment for
for drivers,
drivers,
wagon,
including exchange
exchange of
of same,
street-car tickets not exceeding
exceeding $100,
$100, and
items not
not included
included in
in
street-car
and other
other items
the
the foregoing,
foregoing, $10,000.
$10,000.
Rent.
Rent.
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia, $11,200.

No other appropriaappropriation to be used
used for
services
Disseics in the Dstrict.
Post,
d,p.255.

Treasury DepartDepartment.
Secretary, AssistSecretary,
Assistants, clerks, etc.

,

c,

TREASURY
TR EA SURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE OF THE
TILE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, $12,000;
$12,000;
three Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
Secretaries, at
at $5,000
$5,000 each;
each; clerk
clerk to
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary,

$3,000; executive
clerk, $2,400;
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800; three
three private
$3,000;
executive clerk,
$2,400; stenographer,
private
secretaries,
one to
each Assistant
Secretary, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; GovernGovernsecretaries, one
to each
Assistant Secretary,
actuary, under
control of
the Treasury,
Treasury, $2,500;
$2,500; clerks-one
clerks—one of
of
ment actuary,
under control
of the
class four, four
of class
two; chief
chief messenger,
four of class
class three,
three, two
two of
class two;
messenger, $1,100;
$1,100;
assistant chief
at $1,000
two assistant
chief messengers,
messengers, at
$1,000 each;
each; messengers—three
messengers-three at
at
$900 each, three at
at $840
$840 each;
each; in all,
all, $61,420.
$61,420.
Chief clerk, assistOffice
of chief
clerk, including
including $300
$300
Chie
clerk, assist
Office of
chief clerk
clerk and
and superintendent:
superintendent: Chief
Chief clerk,
an
t superintendent,
clerks, etc.
etc.
clerks,
as
as superintendent
superintendent of
who shall
shall be
be the
the chief
chief execuexecuof Treasury
Treasury Building,
Building, who
tive officer of the department
may be
designated by
by the
department and who
who may
be designated
the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to sign official papers
papers and documents
documents during
during
the
of the
and the
the Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries
the temporary
temporary absence
absence of
the Secretary
Secretary and
of the department,
department, $4,000; assistant
pssistant superintendent
superintendent of Treasury
Treasury
four of
of class
class four,
four, one
of class
class
Building, $2,500;
$2,500; clerks—one
clerks-one $2,000,
$2,000 four
one of
three, two of class two, three
one (one
(one transferred
from
three of
of class
class one
transferred from
Treasurer's office at $1,400),
$1,000, one
$900; operator
operator of
of photo$1,400), one
one $1,000,
one $900;
photographic
graphic copying
copying machine, $800;
$800; two
three assistant
assistant mestwo messengers;
messengers; three
messengers;
$360; storekeeper,
sengers; messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $360;
$1,200; telephone
and
storekeeper, $1,200;
telephone and
Engineers, etc.
Egie,etc
telegraph operator,
telegraph
operator, $1,200; chief
chief engineer,
three assistant
assistant engiengiengineer, $1,400; three
neers, at $1,000 each; eight elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
$720 each,
and the
at $720
each, and
the
use of laborers as relief elevator conductors during rush hours is
authorized;
authorized; eight
eight firemen;
firemen; coal
coal passer,
passer, $500;
$500; locksmith
and electrician,
electrician,
locksmith and
Watchmen, laborers,
captain of
of the
the watch,
watch, $1,400;
lieutenants of
of the
the watch,
watch, at
at
etc.melaborrs, $1,400;
$1,400; captain
$1,400; two
two lieutenants
etc.
foreman of laborers,
$900 each; sixty-five
sixty-five watchmen;
watchmen; foreman
laborers, $1,000;
$1,000; skilled
skilled
laborers-two
each, two at $720
laborers—two at $840
$840 each,
$720 each; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200;
wireman, $900; thirty-five
thirty-five laborers; ten laborers,
laborers, at $500
$500 each;
each;
plumber,
$1,100; painter,
$1,100; plumber's
assistant, $780;
$780; eightyeightyindB l ng
plumber, $1,100;
painter, $1,100;
plumber's assistant,
Winder
Building.
inder Bul
- five
five charwomen;
carpenters-two at $1,000 each, one
Winder
charwomen; carpenters—two
one $720.
$720. Winder
Building:
firemen; elevator
$720;
Building: Engineer,
Engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; three firemen;
elevator conductor,
conductor, $720;
four watchmen;
watchmen; three laborers
laborers (one of whom, when
when necessary,
necessary, shall
shall
assist
and
relieve the
elevator
conductor); forewoman
of char
force
the
elevator
conductor);
forewoman
of
char
force
Cox Building.
CoBuling$.
480; eight
eight charwomen.
charwomen. Cox Building, seventeen
nine
$480;
seventeen hundred and
and nine
New York
Avenue: Two watchmen-firemen,
at
$720
each;
York
Avenue:
watchmen-firemen,
$720
each;
laborer.
Auditors'
Auditors' Building.
Banl.ng Auditors'
Forewoman of
of char
twentv-five charAuditors' Building:
Building: Forewoman
char force,
force, $480; twenty-five
conductor, $720;
women; elevator
elevator conductor,
$720; five
at $500
$500 each
eitch (one
(one of
of
five laborers,
laborers, at
whom, when necessary,
whom,
necessary, shall assist and relieve
relieve the
the elevator
elevator conconductor);
ductor); two female
female laborers,
laborers, at $480 each; skilled laborer, $840;
$840; in
in
all, $185,980.
$185,980.
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Supply
General
General
of supplies,
$2,250; Committee.
General Supply
supplies, $2,250;
Superintendent of
Committee: Superintendent
Supply Committee:
General Supply
clerks-two
Treasurer's office),
office),
transferred from Treasurer's
clerks-two of class four (one transferred
one of class three, one $1,500
$1,500 (transferred
(transferred from Treasurer's
office),
Treasurer's office),
Treasurer's
transferred from Treasurer's
three of class two, four of class one (two transferred
per
temporary clerks for four months, at $75 each per
office); twelve temporary
month; in all, $21,550.
Division
of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Chief of
of division,
Bookkeeping a
nd
Division of
BookkeeingS
an
and Warrants:
Warrants: Chief
division, $4,000;
$4,000; Warrants
d
Division.
assistant chief of division, $3,000;
$3,000; estimate
estimate and
and digest clerk, $2,500;
executive
bookkeepers, at $2,100 each;
executive clerk, $2,500; two principal bookkeepers,
eleven bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, at $2,000 each;
each; clerks-thirteen
clerks-thirteen of class four
(one transferred
transferred. to Office of Comptroller
Comptroller of Currency),
Currency), six of class
assistant
three, six of class two, two of class one;
one- messenger;
messenger; three assistant
messengers; messenger boy, $480; in all, $
85,480.
•
$85,480.
messengers;
Division
Customs: Chief
Chief of
of division,
division, $4,500;
$4,500; assistant
assistant chiefs
chiefs of CustomsDivision
Customs Division.
of Customs:
Division of
division-one $3,000 (in lieu of supervising
supervising agent at $4,500 paid
appropriation "Expenses
"Expenses of collecting revenue
revenue from customs"),
customs'),
from appropriation
one $3,000; supervising tea examiner, $2,750; law clerks-four
clerks-four at
each- clerks-five
clerks-five of class four, four of
$2,500 each, three at $2,000 each;
Agents), six of
transferred from Division of Special Agents),
class three (one transferred
Agents), nine of
transferred from Division of Special Agents),
class two (one transferred
transferred from Division of Special Agents),
Agents), five at
class one (one transferred
$1,000 each; two messengers (one transferred
transferred from Division of
Special
assistant messenger;
messenger- in
$71,250.
in all, $71,250.
Agents)- assistant
Special Agents);
Appointments DiviDivi
Division of Appointments:
Mom
of division, $3,000; assistant siAPPOtmtS
Appointments: Chief 'of
executive clerk, $2,000;
clerks-one of
$2,000; clerks-one
chief of division, $2,250; executive
transferred to the Division of
class four, three of class three (one transferred
Loans
Currency), four of class two, two of class one, two at
and Currency),
Loans and
$1,000
messenger; assistant
messenger; in all,
assistant messenger;
$1,000 each, one $900; messenger;
$26,310.
$26,310.
B
Section of
of Surety
Chief, $2,000;
clerks-two of
class one,
one, t Surety
Bonds
ect
°tySea Bonds
of class
$2,000; clerks-two
Bonds: Chief,
Section
Surety Bonds:
one
$1,000;
assistant
messenger;
in
all,
$6,120.
one $1,000; assistant messenger; in all, $6,120.
Moneys Dlv
PubbMoneys
$3,000; assistant
assistant siSiu.blic
Divi'
of Public Moneys: Chief of division, $3,000;
Division of
chief of division,
division, $2,500; clerks-five
clerks-five of class four, four of class three,
messenger; assistant
four of class two,
two one of class one, one $1,000; messenger;
assistant
messenger;
$30,260.
messenger; in all, $30,260..
Currency: Chief of division,
division, $3,500; assist- Divoand
Loans and Currec
Currency
Division of Loans and Currency:
ant chief of division, $2,700; custodian of paper, $2,250;
$2,250; bond and Division.
interest clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-six
clerks-six of class four, six of class three
interest
(one transferred
Appointments), five of class two,
transferred from Division of Appointments),
five of class one, one $1,000,
$1,000, four at $900 each; assorter
assorter of bonds
bonds,
clerks-nineteen at $900
$800; expert counter clerks-nineteen
$900 each (one transferred
transferred
Treasurer's Office),
$720 each;
Office), two at $800 each, fifteen at $720
from Treasurer's
laborers; machine
messenger; three assistant messengers;
messengers; eleven laborers;
operator, $840; in all, $89,850.
t
Division of Printing and Stationery:
Stationery: Chief of division,
division, $2,500;
$2,500; tionery
Printing
and S
Stae
rat'cDivision.
g an
four , three
clerks-four of class four,
assistant chief of division, $2,000; clerks--four
one, one $1,000,
$1,040, one
of class three, three of class two, three of class one,
$1,400; three messengers; assistant messenger;
messenger;
$900; bookbinder, $1,400;
two laborers; messenger
messenger boy, $360; in all, $32,520. Division
of Mail
Files: Superintendent
Superintendent of
mail, $2,500;
reg_
Files Divi,m aw and FilesDivi$2,500; regof mail,
and Files:
Mail and
Division of
distributing clerk, $1,400;
istry
$1,800; distributing
$1,400; clerks-one
clerks-one of class
istry clerk, $1,800;
two, one of class one, one $1,000;
$1,000; mail messenger, $1,200;
$1,200; two
$12,300.
$360; in all, $12,300.
assistant messengers; messenger boy, $360;
Office
disbursing clerk:
clerk: Disbursing
'Disbursing clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; deputy
deputy disDisbursing clerk.
dis- Dsbsinmglerk.
of disbursing
Office of
bursing clerk, $2,750; clerks-three
clerks-three of class four, two of class three,
three,
three of class two, two of class one; messenger;
messenger; in all, $21,790.
Supervising
s
Areh.
OE.PICE OF SuPEBVirsIN
SITPERVISING ARCHITECT:Supervising Architect,
Architect, $5,000; tacvt i
AraiARCHrTECT: Supervising
OFFICE
division- Pod,
executive officer, $3,250; technical
Post, p
p. 271.
271.
technical officer, $3,000; drafting divisionsuperintendent $3,000, assistant superintendent
superintendent $2,750; mechanical
mechanical
superintendent
engineering division-superintendent
engineering
division-superintendent $2,750, assistant superintendstructural division-superintendent
division-superintendent $2,750, assistant
assistant
ent $2,400; structural
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superintendent
$2,400; superintendents-computing
division $2,750,
$2,d750,
superintendents-computing division
superintendent $2,400;
repairs division
division $2,400,
$2,500, maintenance
'vimaintenance diviaccounts division
division $2,500,
$2,400, accounts
repairs
sion
$2,500; files
files and
and records
records division-chief
division-chief $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant chief
chief
sion $2,500;
$2,250; head
head draftsman
$2,500; administrative
clerks-eight at
at
administrative clerks-eight
draftsman $2,500;
$2,250;
$2,000 each;
each; technical
technical clerks-four
clerks-four at
$1,800 each;
each; clerks-nine
clerks---nme of
of
$2,000
at $1,800
class four,
additional to
to one
as bookkeeper
$100, four
one of
of class
class four
four as
bookkeeper $100,
four
class
four, additional
at $1,700
$1,700 each
fourteen of
class three,
at $1,500
each, thirteen
thirteen
three, six
six at
$1,500 each,
of class
at
each, fourteen
of
two, eight
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
each, twenty-one
twenty-one of
of class
class one,
four at
at
one, four
eight at
of class
class two,
$1,100
each, seven
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, three
at $900
$900 each,
each, two
two at
at $840
$840
three at
$1,100 each,
each;
$2,000; foreman,
foreman, duplicating
duplicating galley,
galley, $1,800;
$1,800;
each; photographer,
photographer, $2,000;
two
duplicating paper
at $1,200
each; foreman,
vault, safe,
two duplicating
paper chemists
chemists at
$1,200 each;
foreman, vault,
safe,
and lock
lock shop,
$1,200; five
five messengers;
two assistant
messengers;
and
shop, $1,200;
messengers; two
assistant messengers;
messenger boys-one
boys-one at
$600, two
at $480
$480 each,
two at
at $360
messenger
at $600,
two at
each, two
$360 each;
each;
skilled
laborers-four at
seven at
$960 each,
$900,
at $960
each, one
one $900,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, seven
skilled laborers-four
one
$840; laborers-one
$660, one
$600; in
in all,
all, $221,020.
$221,020.
one $600;
laborers-one $660,
one $840;
Comptroller's Office.
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OFr
or TRE TBEAS
TREAsuRv:
$6,000;
Offic
Comptroiler's
OFFICE
TR
: Comptroller,
Comptroller, $6,000;
assistant comptroller,
$4,.500; chief
$2,500; chief
law clerk,
assistant
comptroller, $4,500;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
chief law
clerk,
$2,500; law
clerks revising
accounts and
opinions-one
briefing opinions-one
revising accounts
and briefing
$2,500;
law clerks
$2
7100, eight
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
accountants-six at
$2,100,
eight at
each; expert
expert accountants-six
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
private
$1,800; clerks-eight
clerks-eight of
of class
four, three
three of
of class
class
private secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
class four,
three,
one of
class two;
two; stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter,
typewriter, $1,400;
$1,400; typethree, one
of class
typewriter-copyist, $1,000;
$1,000; two
messengers; assistant
messenger; laborer;
writer-copyist,
two messengers;
assistant messenger;
laborer;
in
in all,
all, $73,460.
$73,460.
Off
or Auditor for
OFFICE
mama
OFFICE OF AUDITOR
Aunrron FOR
FOR TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:
$4,000;
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
Auditor, $4,000;
Tr"YDePartinalt. chief
clerk and
chief of
division, $2,250;
$2,250; law
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
two chiefs
chiefs
chief clerk
and chief
of division,
$2,000; two
TreasyDeprt.
of division,
at $2,000
class four,
four, fifteen
fifteen of
of
of
division, at
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-eighteen
clerks-eighteen of
of class
class three
three, thirteen
two, thirty-one
of class
class one,
one, nine
nine at
class
thirteen of
of class
class two,
thirty-one of
at
$1,000 each, four at
$1,000
each; three
three
at $900
$900 each;
three assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; three
laborers;
in all,
all, $140,790.
$140,790.
laborers; in
Officeoof Auditor for
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
FOe WAR
Office
OFFICE OF AUDITOR
W AR DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: Auditor
Auditor, $4,900;
$4,000;
ptment
War
assistant
$2,250; law clerk, $2,000; chief of division
division
war
D'Par'
assistant and chief clerk, $2,250;
of accounts,
accounts, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
chief of
records division,
division, $2,000;
of claims
claims and
and records
$2,000;
two
division, at
at $1,900
each; chief
chief transportation
two assistant chiefs
chiefs of
of division,
$1,900 each;
transportation
clerk, $2,000; clerks-twenty-two
clerks-twenty-two of
class four,
four, forty-nine
of class
of class
forty-nine of
class
three, fifty-five
$1,000
fifty-five of class two, forty-five
forty-five of class one,
one, eight at $1,000
messenger; five
each; three at $900 each; skilled laborer, $900; messenger;
assistant messengers;
as.sistant
messengers; nine
boy, $480;
$480; m
m all,
all,
nine laborers;
laborers; messenger
messenger boy,
$290,010.
$290,010.
Officof
or
AUDITOR
NAVY DEPARTMENT:
()ince or Auditor for
OFFICE OF AUDITO
R FOR NAVY
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
Auditor, $4,000;
$4,000;
Navy Department.
y Department
chief clerk
clerk and chief of division,
chief
division, $2,250;
$2,250; law clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; chief
chief of
of
division, $2,000; assistant chief of division,
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-thirteen
clerks-thirteen
of class four, twenty-two
twenty-two of class three, twenty of class two, twentytwentythree of class one, six at
$1,000 each,
$900 each;
each; helper,
helper, $900
$900
at $1,000
each, six
six at
at $900
(transferred from the Bureau of Engraving
(transferred
Engraving and Printing);
Printing); messenger;
messenger;
assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; three laborers; in
in all, $142,290.
$142,290.
O BT
Ofce
of Auditor
OFFICE OF ALTrroR
Office of
Auditor for
ALTDITOR F
FOR INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
$4,000;
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT:
Auditor, $4,000;
Interior Department.
clerk, $2,000; chief of
$2,250; law
division, 82,250;
chief of
chief clerk
nterior Department. chief
clerk and
and chief
of division
law clerk, $2,000 ; chiefof
division, $2,000; clerks-fourteen
clerks-fourteen of class
seventeen of
class four, seventeen
of class
class
three, seventeen
seventeen of class two, twenty-two
twenty-two of class one, twelve
twelve at
at
$1,000
$1,000 each, twelve at $900 each (seven transferred
transferred from lump-sum
lump-sum
appropriation);
appropriation); two messengers; two assistant messengers; laborer;
laborer;
in all, $139,430.
$139,430.
Mechanical devices.
For rental
rental of
Mechanic-al devices.
For
of mechanical
mechanical devices and the necessary expenses of
their
$1,500.
their operation,
operation, $1,500.
Office etc.,
of Auditor
for
OFFICE OFFI
OF
AUDITOR FOR
FOR STATE
STATE AND
DEPARTMENTS: AudiState
etc.f
tDpartF AUDITrO
AND OrRER
OHER DEPARTMENTs:
AudiState,
me nt Departtor, $4,000; chief
42,250; law clerk,
MentS.
chief clerk and chief of division, 42,250;
$2,000;
$2,000; two chiefs
chiefs of division, at $2,000 each; clerks-seventeen
clerks-seventeen of
class four (one transferred
transferred from Treasurer's
Treasurers office),
office), one of class four
examiner), seventeen of class three, thirteen of class two,
(special examiner),
eleven
$1,000 each, three at $900 each; messeneleven of class one, four at $1,000
messenger; two assistant messengers;
messengers; two laborers; in all, $113,550.
$113,550.
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Office of
of Auditor
for
OFFICE
FOR POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
O
FFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
Auditor, Post
pOffe
Auditor
for
Office
DepartOffice Depart$5,000; assistant and chief clerk, $3,000; law clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; expert ment.
accountant,
accountant, $3,000; four chiefs of division, at $2,250 each; four
assistant chiefs of division, at $2,000 each; three principal
principal bookkeepers, at $2,000 each; clerks-twenty-five
clerks—twenty-five of
of class four, forty-three
forty-three
forty-nine of
fifteen
of class three, forty-nine
of class two, sixty-two
sixty-two of
of class
class one,
one, fifteen
laborers—five at
at $840
$840
at $1,000
$1,000 each, twelve at
at $900
$900 each; skilled laborers-five
each, eleven at $720 each, six
messenger boys—four
six at
at $660
$660 each; messenger
boys-four at
at
ten male
$480 each, five
five at $420
$420 each, five at
at $360 each;
each; ten
male laborers,
laborers, at
at
$660
nineteen charwomen;
all, $353,140.
$353,140.
$660 each;
each; forewoman,
forewoman, $480;
$480; nineteen
charwomen, in
in all,
me.
e
Fo
For-rcompensation
compensation to
to be fixed
fixed by
by,the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, of
of chaicyeesvce
..
ch..111117levice
ees on
1 m
such number of employees as may be necessary to
accounts
to audit
audit the accounts
and vouchers of the Postal Service by the use of labor-saving
devices,
labor-saving devices,
Provided, That not exceeding
exceeding $32,200 may be used for the Pri
$247,730: Provided,
yeoniea
Employees
s
onleave.
payment of compensation
paymient
compensation to said
employees absent
said employees
absent on
on leave.
leave. '
The
Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary
Treasury may, during the fiscal year nineteen below
Rbeduction
inlivgrd
chief ofid
gi
rgns
.
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, diminish from time to time,
time, as
as vacancies
vacancies
occur by death, resignation,
resignation, or otherwise, the number
number of
of positions
of the several grades below the grade of
Office
of chief
chief of
of division in the Office
Department and
the unexpended
of the Auditor for
for the Post Office
Office Department
and use
use the
unexpended
balances
appropriations for the positions so diminished
balances of the appropriations
diminished as
as aa Payment to employfund
fixed by
the -Secretary
Secretary of
fund to pay the
the compensation,
compensation, as
as fixed
by the
of the
the ees
eePnhSS
on mechanical devi sTreasury, of such number of employees
emplo_yees as may be necessary to audit
audit vices.
vouchers of the Postal
the accounts
accounts and vouchers
Postal Service by the use of labordevices.
saving devices.
l;los
. tal Savings SysPostal Savings System: Clerks—one
Clerks-one of class three, five of class tei
tema
Savings 6s.
of class
class one,
thirteen at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; seven
se-en skilled
skilled
two, twelve of
one, thirteen
in all,
all, $42,300.
$42,300.
laborers, at $900
$900 each;
each; in
Treasurer's Office.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE TREASURER:
TREASURER: Treasurer,
Treasurer, $8,000; Assistant
Assistant TreasTreas- Treasure's
office
urer, $3,600; Deputy
Deputy Assistant Treasurer, $3,200; cashier,
cashier, $3,600;
$3,600;
assistant cashier, $3,000; chief
$2,500; five
five chiefs
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
chiefs of
of division,
division,
at $2,500 each; two assistant
at $2,250
each;
assistant chiefs of
of division,
division, at
$2,250 each;
vault clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,500; two tellers,
tellers, at
at
$2,500 each; two assistant tellers, at $2,250 each;
assistant bookbookeach; assistant
keepers-two
keepers—two at $2,100 each, two at $2,000 each; vault clerk,
clerk, bond
bond
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk
for Treasurer, $1,800;
clerk-for
$1,800; coin
coin clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400;
olerks-twenty-four
olerks—twenty-four of class four (one transferred to
to General
General Supply
Supply
Committee and one to Auditor for
for State Department),
Department), nineteen
nineteen of
$1,500 each
each (one
(one transferred
Supply
class three,
three, four at
at $1,500
transferred to
to General
General SupDpl
Committee), fourteen of class two (one transferred
Committee),
Clerk's
transferred to Chief Clerks
office, Treasury, as clerk of class
one), three at
class one),
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
each, thirtynine of class one (two transferred
transferred to General
General Supply Committee,
Committee, one
to Office of Assistant Treasurer
three reduced
reduced to
to
Treasurer at San Francisco, three
$1,100 each), four at $1,100
$1,100
$1,100 each (three
(three in lieu
lieu of
of three at
at $1,200
$1,200
each), sixteen at $1,000
$1,000 each, twenty-two
twenty-two at
expert
at $900 each;
each; expert
counters-six at $1,200
$1,200 each, six at $1,000 each, thirty-eight
counters—six
thirty-eight at
$900
at $900
each (one transferred
transferred to Division of Loans and
at
and Currency),
Currency), twelve at
$800 each, thirty-three
thirty-three at $720 each, six at $600 each; two comcompositors and pressmen, at $1,600
$1,200
$1,600 each; two skilled laborers at
at $1,200
each;
$1,000, and
additional while
while the
the office
is
each; silver piler,
piler, $1,000,
and $200 additional
office is
held by the present incumbent; seventeen
seventeen money counters and
and
handlers for money laundry machines, at $900 each; mail messenger, $840; eight messengers; eight assistant messengers;
messengers; twentyone laborers;
laborers; seven
at $360
$360 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $395,060.
$395,060.
one
seven messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
Redemption nof naemployed in
redeeming the
the national
national currency
For the force employed
n redeeming
currency (to
(to be
be tionRceumpr
y.
i
tional currency.
reimbursed
Superintendent, $3,500; teller,
reimbursed by the national banks):
banktiuperintendent,
$2,500; bookkeeper, $2,400; assistant teller, $2,000; assistant bookkeeper, $2,000; clerks-five
clerks—five of class four, seven of class three, nine
of class two; expert counters-thirty-five
counters—thirty-five at $1,200
$1,200 each, fifty-two
fifty-two
$1.000 each, forty-two at $900 each, forty-four at $800 each, six
at $1.000
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at
$700 each
two messengers;
four assistant
four charat $700
each- two
messengers; four
assistant messengers;
messengers; four
charwomen;
all, $221,920.
$221,920.
women; in
in al,
Postal Savings System:
Postal Savings Sysclerks—three of
class
System: Accountant,
Accountant, $2,000; clerks-three
of class
t n
tan.
am .
two,
two of
of class one, three at $1,000
two, two
$1,000 each; expert counter, $900; in
all,
all, $12,500.
$12,500.
For
to canceling
and cutting
cutting machines
in. the
the office
office of
of the
the
For repairs
repairs to
canceling and
machines inTreasurer of
United States,
States, $200.
$200.
Treasurer
of the
the United
Register's Office.
Reister's
ffice.
OFFICE OF REGISTER
REGISTER OF THE TREASUBY:
TREASURY: Register, $4,000;
$4,000; Assistant
Assistant
Register,
$2,500; chief
chief of
of division,
clerks—two of
of class
class four,
four,
Register, $2,500;
division, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-two
two
of class
class two,
of class
three at
at $1,000
two of
class three
three, two
two of
of class
two, three
three of
class one,
one, three
$1,000
each,
at $900
messenger; laborer;
all, $29,800.
$29,800.
each, four
four at
$900 each;
each; messenger;
laborer; in
in all,
Office of Comptroleh—
kirr ICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY: Comptroller, $5,000;
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THE CURBENCY: Comptroller, $5,000;
efCe"py
leroerOfeC
of the
Currency•
deputy comptrollers-one
comptrollers—one $3,500,
$3,500, one
one $3,000;
$3,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
deputy
chiefs of
divisions—one $2,500,
$2,500, two
$2,200 each;
each; general
bookchiefs
of divisions-one
two at
at $2,200
general bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
of class
keeper,
$2,000; clerks—eleven
clerks-eleven of
class
four (one
from Division
of Bookkeeping
and Warrants),
Warrants),
four
(one transferred
transferred from
Division of
Bookkeeping and
additional
bond clerk
$200, sixteen
nineteen of
of
additional to
to bond
clerk $200,
sixteen of
of class
class three,
three, nineteen
class two, twenty-six
twenty-six of
of class
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, seven
seven at
at
class one,
one, thirteen
thirteen at
stenographer, $1,600;
$900 each; stenographer,
counters, at
$840 each;
each; mesmes$1,600; six counters,
at $840
senger; five assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; three
three laborers;
messenger boys,
boys,
laborers; two
two messenger
at $360
$360 each;
in all,
ationacurrenat
each; in
all, $161,380.
161,380.
National currency
expenses.
the national
(to be
reimbursed by
by the
the
epenmls. ur e
For expenses
expenses of
of the
national currency
currency (to
be reimbursed
Superintendent, $2,500; teller,
national banks): Superintendent,
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks—one
teller, $2,000;
of class
four of
class two,
two, five
five of
of class
class one,
of class four, one
one of
class three,
three, four
of class
one,
four at $1,000
$1,060 each, five at $900 each;
each; engineer,
engineer , $1,000;
$1,000; counterscounters—
twelve at $840 each, three
three at $700
each; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger; fireman;
fireman;
$700 each;
messenger
boy,
$360;
two
charwomen;
in
all,
$43,460.
specl
examinamessenger
boy,
$360;
two
charwomen;
in
all,
$43,460.
Specll examinaFor
examinations of
of national
national banks
and bank
bank plates,
of
tioSetc.
For special
special examinations
tions, etc.
banks and
plates, of
macerator in Treasury
keeping macerator
Treasury Building in
in repair,
repair, and
and for
for other
other
incidental
incidental expenses attending
attending the working of the macerator, and for
for
information relative
to banks
other than
than national,
national, $5,000.
$5,000.
ofice
Commis- procuring
procuring information
relative to
banks other
Office of
of Commissioner of
of Internal
Revsioner
Internal RevOFFICE
OF C
COMMISSIONER
Out ICE OF
OMMISSIONER OF
INTERNAL REVENUE:
COMITLiSS1.011er,
OF INTERNAL
REVENUE: Commissioner,
enue.
"t p. 84
.
$6,500;
deputy commissioners—one
commissioners-one $4,000,
Po4t,
$6,500; deputy
$4,000, one
one $3,600;
$3,600; chemistschemists—
chief $3,000, one $2,500; assistant
assistant chemists-two
chemists—two at $r,800
$1,800 each,
each,
one $1,600,
$1,600, one $1,400; heads
of divisions.--four
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
each, five
heads of
divisions-four at
five
at $2,250 each;
each; superintendent
superintendent of stamp
stamp vault, $2,000;
$2,000; private
private
secretary, $1,800; clerks—three
clerks-three at $2,000 each,
secretary,
of class
class
each, thirty-one
thirty-one of
four, twenty-seven
twenty-seven of class three, forty-one
forty-one of class
class two,
two, forty
forty of
of
class one, thirty-two
thirty-two at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, forty-two
forty-two at $900 each;
each; four
four
messengers;
seventeen assistant messengers;
messengers; seventeen
messengers; sixteen laborers; in
all,
in all,
$357,610.
$357,610.
Additional employees on
dd income
ionae tax.
t xpo
formerly authorized
authorized and
and paid
For the following,
following, formerly
paid from
from the
the appropriaappropriation for "Classifying,
"Classifying, and so
forth, returns
of corporations,"
and for
for
so
forth,
returns
of
corporations,"
and
Deputy commissiDerty
ad ommiothers whose
whose employment
employment is
is necessary
necessary on
account of
of the
the Act
i'mposing
on account
Act imposing
sioner.
heads
of divi- others
sion,
son, etc.
ete.
income taxes
taxes on
on corporations
individuals, namely:
income
corporations and individuals,
namely: Deputy
Deputy
commissioner, $4,000;
$4,000; heads of divisions-one
divisions—one $3,500,
$3,500, one
one $2,500;
$2,500;
three assistant heads
heads of divisions, at $2,000 each; attorney, $3,600;
$3,600;
law clerk, $2,000; insurance
railroad expert, $2,000;
law
insurance expert,
expert, $2,000; railroad
$2,000;
clerks-one
of class four,
twenty-nine of class three,
clerks—one $2,000, seventeen
seventeen of
four, twenty-nine
three,
fifty-four
fifty-four of class two, forty of class one,
one, forty-four
forty-four at $1,000 each,
each,
twenty-eight at $900
twenty-eight
$900 each; seven
seven messengers;
messengers; four assistant
assistant messenmessengers; m
gers;
in all,
all, $306,160.
$306,160.
Clerks on emergency
me
taxessn
rgen
For
For the
employees in
office of
Commi
ss i
oner of
of
the following
following employees
taxes.
in the
the office
of th
thee Commissioner
Ante, p.
p.804.
Internal Revenue
Revenue from
Jly first, nineteen hundred
Poe,e,
P.
Internal
from July
hun dre d and
an d sixteen,
si
xteen, to
to
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, both dates
inclusive:
Clerks-two
inclusive: Clerks—two of class four, two of class three, one of class
class
two,
of class
two, one
one of
class one, one
one $900; two counters, at $900
$900 each; in all,
$6,050.
6,00.
cl
Temporary
remporary
clerks.
rmPorary
cer.
For the
the employment
temporary clerical
For
employment of
of temporary
clerical help in
in the Office
Office of the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Revenue at rates
rates to be fixed by the comCommissioner
Internal Revenue
commissioner
with the
missioner with
the approval of the Secretary,
Secretary, $10,000.
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For
agents—one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $900;
$900; in
all,entsStamp
a
g
$900; counter,
counter, $900;
in all,
Stampagents.
For stamp
stamp agents-one

$3,400, to
to be
the stamp
stamp manufacturers.
by the
manufacturers.
$3,400,
be reimbursed
reimbursed by

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE C
OAST GUARD:
GUARD: Two
chiefs of
of division,
division, at
at $3,000
OFFICE
COAST
TWO chiefs
$3,000 Coast
oast Guard
Guard Office.
Office.
each;
division ' at
at $2,200 each;
each; title
title and
each; two
two assistant
assistant chiefs of
of division,
contract
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; law
law and
and contract
$1,800 and
$200
contract clerk,
contract clerk,
clerk, $1,800
and $200
additional
incumbent; topogadditional while the office
office is
is held
held by
by the
the present incumbent;
topographer and
$1,800; civil engineer, $2,250; draftsman,
draftsman,
and hydrographer, $1,800;
rapher
$1,500;
four , nine of class
class three, five of class
class
class four,
$1,500; clerks—four
clerks-four of class
two,
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each, five
five at
at $900
$900 each;
each; two
two, eight
eight of
of class one, seven
messengers;
all, $72,710.
$72,710.
assistant messenger;
messenger; laborer;
laborer; in
in all,
messengers; assistant
The
draftsmen, and
and such
such other
technical services
illed •
draftsmen
draftsmen
services etcS.k
eSlled
other technical
services of
of skilled
skilled draftsmen,
The services
as
Treasury may
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
may deem necessary
necessary may
may be
be emthe
in the
the office
office of
of the Coast Guard
Guard in
in connection
connection with the
ployed only
only in
construction
and repair
Guard cutters,
cutters, to
to be
be paid
paid from
Post, p.
274construction and
repair of
of Coast
Coast Guard
from the
the Po-t
P 274.
is
appropriation "Repairs
cutters": Provided,
Provided, That Prosto.
appropriation
"Repairs to Coast Guard
Guard cutters":
provoe.te.
the
expenditures on
on this
for the
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
the expenditures
this account
account for
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred
and
shall not
statement of
of the
the persons
persons
not exceed
exceed $3,400.
$3,400. A
A statement
and seventeen
seventeen shall
employed
hereunder , their duties, and the compensation
employed hereunder,
compensation paid to
to
each, shall
shall be
made to
to Congress
each year
year in
in the,
annual estimates.
be made
Congress each
the annual
estimates.
each,
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING: Director, $6,000; assistant ingBu
-reau.
director,
BUREAU
$3,500;
OF ENGRAVING
chief of division
AND PRINTING:
of assignments
Director,
and$6,000;
reviews,
assistant
$3,000;

director, $3,500; chief of division of assignments and reviews, $3,000;
chief clerk,
$2,500; disbursing
disbursing agent,
$2,400; medical
medical and
and sanitary
sanitary
chief
clerk, $2,500;
agent, $2,400;
officer , $2,000;
$1,600; assistant
assistant
$1,800, storekeeper,
storekeeper, $1,600;
officer,
$2,000; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,800;
storekeeper, $1,000;
charge of
and supplies,
supplies, $2,000$2,000,•
$1,000; clerk
clerk in
in charge
of purchases
purchases and
storekeeper,
clerks—one of
three, nine of class two,
clerks-one
of class four,
four, six of
of class
class three,
two, nine
nine of
of
class one,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, twelve
$900 each,
at $840
$840
fifteen at
twelve at
at $900
each, fifteen
class
one, eight
eight at
each,
attendants, at
$600 each;
each; helpers
one
helpers-one
nine attendants,
at $600
three at
at $780
$780 each;
each; nine
each, three
at $900, two at $720 each, two at $600 each; three messengers;
messengers; seven
seven
assistant
messengers; captain of
$1,400; two
two lieutenants
lieutenants of
assistant messengers;
of watch, $1,400;
forewomen
watch at $900 each; sixty watchmen, at $720 each; two forewomen
charwomen, at $400
of charwomen,
charwomen, at $540 each; twenty-five day charwomen,
each; seventy-seven
charwomen, at
each;
each;
seventy-seven morning
morning and evening charwomen
at $300 each;

foreman
$900; four
four laborers;
at $540
foreman of
of laborers,
laborers, $900;
laborers; eighty-five
eighty-five laborers,
laborers, at
$540 Limit
each; in
all, $240,860;
$240,860; and
fund appropriated
by this
this or
for
on paying
paBg lor
Liivtn
any 9131,71C0S.
appropriated by
or any
and no
no other
other fund
each;
in all,
other
other Act shall be
be used
used for
for services, in the 13ureau
Bureau of
of Engraving
Engraving and
and
Printing, of the character
character specified in
i
n this paragraph,
paragraph, except in cases
of emergency
emergency arising after the passage of this Act, and then only on
on
the written approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, and in every
such case of emergency
emergency a
a detailed statement of the expenditures
expenditures on
account thereof
thereof shall be reported to Congress at the beginning
beginning of
of
each regular session.
session.e
erve DiS
ECRET S
ERVICE DIVISION:
DrVISION: Chief, $4,000; assistant chief, who shall vision.
et Service
SECRET
SERVICE
v Sion.
discharge the duties of chief clerk, $3,000;
discharge
$3,000( clerks—one
clerks-one of class four,
one of class three, two of class two, one of class one, one $1,000; assistant messenger;
messenger; in all, $16,120.
Directc of
fth^ce
OF THE
THE MINT:
Director,, $5,000; examiner,
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR
OFFICE
DIRECTOR OF
MINT: Director
examiner, thnofi
e
ntof
°
.
‘ Direct"
$2,260; assayer, $2,200;
$2,200;
$3,000; computer and adjuster of accounts, $2,200;
clerks—two of class four, one of class three, one of class one; private
clerks-two
secretary, $1,400; assistant in laboratory,
laboratory, $1,200; messenger;
messenger; assecretary,
sistant messenger; skilled laborer,
laborer, $720; in all, $23,680.
$23,680.
Freight.
freight on
otherwise, Freight.
registered mail or otherwise,
and coin, by registered
For freight
on bullion
bullion and
between mints and
offices, $25,000.
between
and assay offices,
$25,000.on
Contingent expenses.
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of the Mint, to be expended C"t
For contingent
laboratory chemicals,
under the direction of the director: For assay laboratory
materials, balances,
necessaries, including
fuel, materials,
balances, weights,
weights, and other necessaries,
books, pamphlets, periodicals,
periodicals, specimens of coins, ores, and incidentals, $800.
n, etc.
EExaminations,
t
tals,
For
examinations of
i
xpense in visiting mints
t
for the pur- Er
mints for
mints, le
expense
of mints,
For examinations
superintending the ann
al settlements, and for special examipose of superintending
annual
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Precious
metaLs st
sta- nations,
nations, and
and for
collection of
of statistics
statistics relative
relative to
to the
annual proprothe annual
for the
the collection
prcio metaLs
tietice.
duction
of the
the precious
precious metals
metals in
the United
United States,
States,
in the
and consumption
consumption of
duction and
$4,800.
$4,800.
Public Health
iloalth Serv
OFFICE
OF SUBOEON
SURGEON GENERAL
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
ERVICE: SurSUTSERVICE:
HEALTH S
GENERAL OF
OFFICE OF
Serv-Public
i
geon
General, $6,000;
$6,000; chief
clerk, $2,250;
$2,
250 ;private secretary
secretary to the
chief clerk,
geon General,
Surgeon
General, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant editor,
of
$1,800; clerks—four
clerks-four of
editor, $1,800;
Surgeon General,
class
of class
class three,
three, eight
of class
class two,
two, one
be
shall be
of whom
whom shall
one of
eight of
five of
class four,
four, five
translator, nine
class one,
one, five
three at
each;
at $900
$900 each;
each, three
five at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
of class
nine of
translator,
messenger; three
telephone operator,
operator, $720;
$720;
messengers; telephone
assistant messengers;
three assistant
messenger;
two
laborers, at
each; in
in all,
all, $61,550.
$61,550.
at $540
$540 each;
two laborers,
Contingentrivemes.
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
For stationery
stationery for
the Treasury
DepartTreasury Departfor the
CONTINGENT
CmtingtxntXpms.
Additional
deducted ment
ment and
several bureaus
bureaus and
and offices,
offices $50,000,
and in
in addition
addition
$50,000, and
and its
its several
Adsdtaldeducted
froni
thereto sums
amounting to
to $94,000
shall be
, deducted
apfrom other
other apdeducted from
$94,000 offices
shall
sums amounting
fom buaus, offmc, ' thereto
etc.
propriations made
made for
for the
fiscal year
and seventeen,
seventeen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
propriations
as
follows: Contingent
Contingent expense!,
Independent Treasury,
$6,000;
Treasury, $6,000;
expenses, Independent
as follows:
contingent
expenses, mint
mint at
at Philadelphia,
excontingent ex$400; contingent
Philadelphia, $400;
contingent expenses,
penses, mint
mint at
at San
San Francisco,
contingent expenses,
expenses, mint
at
mint at
$200; contingent
Francisco, $200;
penses,
Denver, $200;
expenses, assay
office at
$400;
York, $400;
at New
New York,
assay,office
contingent expenses,
$200; contingent
Denver,
materials and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,.
Bureau of
and
Engraving and
of Engraving
expenses, Bureau
materials.
Printing,_$4,100;
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and other
other crimes,
crimes, $200;
$200;
Printing, $4,100; suppressing
Public
Service, $2,300;
Service, $500;
prevent$500; preventQuarantine Service,
$2,300; Quarantine
Health Service,
Public Health
ing the
of epidemic
diseases, $200;
expenses of
Coast Guard,
of Coast
Guard,
$200; expenses
epidemic diseases,
ing
the spread
spread of
$2,500; general
general expenses
expenses of
of public
$6,000; collecting
collecting the
the
buildings, $6,000;
public buildings,
$2,500;
revenue from
$35,000; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
of collecting
collecting
expenses of
revenue
from customs,
customs, $35,000;
internal revenue,
revenue, $14,000;
collecting the
income tax,
tax,
the income
of collecting
$14,000; expenses
expenses of
internal
$22,000; and
and said
said sums
so deducted
be credited
to and
consticredited to
and constisums so
deducted shall
shall be
$22,000;
tute, together
together with
with the
the first-named
first-named sum
$50,000, the
the total
approof $50,000,
total approsum of
tute,
priation for
stationery for
the Treasury
its several
several
for the
Treasury Department
Department and
and its
priation
for stationery
bureaus and
offices, with
exception of
field officers
in
officers located in
with the
the exception
of field
bureaus
and offices,
foreign countries,
for the
year nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
countries, for
the fiscal
foreign
Post
.
age.
For postage
to prepay
matter addressed
addressed to
Postal Union
Union
postage required
required to
prepay matter
to Postal
Posage.
For
countries,
and for
for the
Department, $1,000.
countries, and
for postage
postage for
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
$1,000.
Binding.
For
of the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
the use
use of
the bookbinder
bookbinder located
located in
Binding.
For materials
materials for
for the
Department, $250.
$250.
Department,
books,
Reference books,
For newspaper
Reference
newspaper clippings, financial journals, law books,
books : city direcetc.
tones,
books of
to the
business of
c.
tories, and
and other
other books
of reference
reference relating
relating to
the business
of the
the
department, $1,000.
$1,000.
department,
Freight, etc.
For freight, expressage, telegraph and
telephone service,
$9,000.
and telephone
service, $9,000.
rnvestigation to seInvestigations
and experimentation
and to
secure better
'eFor investigation
investigation and
experimentation and
to secure
better methcure better adminis- ..,tt 9 tite
view to
efficiency or
or t
o g
r
ea t
er
to
greater
to increased
increased efficiency
with aaview
administration, with
ods of administration,
trative
methods, etc.
traubve methods,etc.
economy
the expenditure
expenditure of
public money,
money, including
including necessary
economy in
in the
of public
necessary
traveling expenses,
traveling
expenses, m
in connection
work, or
obtaining of
of
connection with
with special
special work,
or obtaining
better
administrative methods in
service within
or
better administrative
in any
any branch
branch of
of the
the service
within or
under the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
the temporary
employincluding the
temporary employment of agents, stenographers,
stenographers, accountants, or other
other expert services
services
either
either within or
$15,000.
or without
without the
the District of Columbia, $15,000.
Rent.
For
buildings, $11,350.
$11,350.
For rent
rent of
of buildings,
vehicle.
For purchase,
exchange, maintenance,
and repair
For
purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and
repair of
trucks;
of motor
motor trucks;
purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of horses, including
including shoeing;
shoeing;
purchase and
repair of
of wagons,
wagons, horse-drawn
purchase
and repair
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vevehicles,
harness, all
all to
to be
used for
for official
purposes only,
hicles, and
and harness,
be used
official purposes
only, $2,500.
$2,500.
For
holders and
file cases,
cases, $4,000.
$4,000.
purchase of
of file
file holders
and file
Fie.
For purchase
Fuel
etc
Fuel, etc.
For purchase of coal, wood, engine oils
oils and grease,
grease, grates,
grates, grate
grate
baskets
baskets and fixtures, blowers, coal hods, coal shovels, pokers, and
tongs, $12,000.
$12,000.
tongs,
Ligatin.
For
Lighthag.
For purchase
purchase of
of gas,
gas, electric
electric current
current for
and power
power purfor lighting
lighting and
purposes, gas and electric light fixtures, electric
electric light
wiring and material,
light wiring
material,
candles,
candlesticks, droplights
tubing, gas
burners, gas
candles, candlesticks,
droplights and
and tubing,
gas burners,
gas torches,
torches,
globes,
lanterns, and
globes, lanterns,
and wicks,
wicks, $21,500.
$21,500.
bureaus,
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For
washing and hemming
Misanaeos
of awnings and
and fix- Miscellaneous.
hemming towels,
towels, purchase
purchase of
For washing
tures, window
shades and fixtures,
varbenzine, turpentine,
turpentine, varfixtures, alcohol, benzine
tures,
window shades
nish,
bowls, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
buckets, brushes,
brushes, cancanbellows, bowls,
nish, baskets,
baskets, belting,
belting, bellows
vas,
crash, cloth,
cloth, chamois
waste, door
fasdoor and
and window
window faschamois skins,
skins, cotton waste,
vas, crash,
teners,
street, and
engine hose:
hose; lace
leather,
lace leather
and engine
teners, dusters;
dusters; flower-garden,
flower-garden, street,
lye,
plants, picks,
picks, pitchers,
powders, stencil
stencil plates,
plates ' hand
hand
pitchers, powders,
nails, oils,
oils, plants,
lye, nails,
stamps
repairs of
same, spittoons,
safes
matches, match safes,
spittoons, soap, matches,
and repairs
of same,
stamps and
sponges,
thermometers, toilet
towel
toilet paper, tools,
tools, towels, towel
tacks, traps,
traps, thermometers,
sponges, tacks,
racks,
tumblers, wire,
blacksmitbing, repairs
repairs of mawire, zinc,
zinc, and
and for blacksmithing,
racks, tumblers,
chine,
tools, street
street car
car tickets
not
tickets not
chinery, removal
removal of
of rubbish,
rubbish, sharpening
sharpening tools,
ex
for proposals,
and for
for sales
public
at public
proposals, and
sales at
exceeding $250,
$250, advertising
advertising for
property
condemned property
of Columbia, of condemned
auction in
in Washington,
Washington, District of
belonging
to the
the Treasury
payment of
auctioneer fees,
of auctioneer
Department, payment
Treasury Department,
belonging to
and purchase
of other
absolutely necessary
articles, $13,500.
necessary articles,
$13,500.
other absolutely
and
purchase of
For purchase
purchase of
of labor-saving
labor-saving machines
and supplies
supplies for same, ins? eie.
in- ea
bhis,etc.
machines and
For
eluding the
registering accountants,
accountants, numthe purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of registering
eluding
including
bering machines, and other machines of aasimilar character, including
time stamps
stamps for
stamping date
date of
of receipt
official mail
mad and
and teletelereceipt of
of official
time
for stamping
grams, and
repairs thereto,
and purchase
purchase of
supplies for
for photographic
grams,
and repairs
thereto, and
of supplies
copying machines,
$6,000.
machines $6,000.
copying
et
C ,*p etc.
For purchase of carpets, carpet border
~linoleum mats,
mats, Carpets,
border and
and lining,
lining, linoleum,
For
rugs,
and repairs,
repairs, and
and for
for cleaning,
cleaning, cutting,
making, laying,
laying,
cutting, making,
rugs, matting,
matting, and
and
re-laying of
of the
the same,
by contract,
contract, $2,000.
$2,000.
and re-laying
same, by
For
purchase of
boxes, book
book rests,
eaning, chair covers,
covers, Furniture.
rests, chairs,
chairs, chair
chair caning
For purchase
of boxes,
b r

saving

ma

desks, bookcases,
okcases .clocks,
clocks, cloth for covering desks,
desks, cushions,
leather
cushions, leather
for covering
covering chairs and
and sofas,
sofas, locks, lumber, screens,
screens, tables,
tables, typewriters,
cabinets, washexchange of same, wardrobe cabinets,
writers, including the exchange
replacing other worn and
stands, water coolers and stands, and for replacing
unserviceable articles, $10,000.
$10,000.
unserviceable
Fire
alarm.
re ala
m.
For
maintenance of the automatic
automatic fire-alarm systems in the Treas- Fi
For maintenance
ury and
and Winder
ury
Winder Buildings,
Buildings, $2,029.50.
$2,029.50.
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
C
ONTINGENT AND
EXPENSES OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR ofte
Officedithr
epanrtmit.
r.°4
FOR POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: For
t"Wise
s'
continentxpns.
including Ccaltbigen
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
FOR
POST OFFICE
purchase
exchange of typewriters
purchase, repair, and exchange
typewriters and adding machines,
of which not exceeding $500 may be used for furniture
furniture and repairs,
exceeding $375 may be used for rental of telephones,
telephones and not exnot exceeding
ceeding $300 may be used for the purchase of law books,
boas, books of
Control0of expenses:
reference,
expended under the Contro1
of'e"P
to be expended
directories, $6,000, to
and city directories,
reference, and
direction of the Auditor for the Post Office Department under rules
and regulations
regulations to.be
to .be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
operate as a
aspecific exception of the said office from the apand to operate
propriation for contingent expenses, Treasury Department, unless
otherwise provided by law.
For purchase
of cards
and tabulating
tabulating equipment
equipment for
in audit:
e
r
.
a
bu
l
a
tingsuPPlies'
cards and
for use
use in
audit- ettabuatinsuppes,
For
purchase of
Service, including exchange
ing accounts and vouchers of the Postal Service
and repairs, $112,750, to be expended under the direction of the
Department under rules and regulations
Auditor for the Post Office Department
regulations Proviso.
proo
to
be prescribed
the Secretary
of the
lmit.
Renal limit.
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Provided That not Rental
Secretary of
to be
prescribed by
by the
exceeding $27,850 may be expended
expended for the rental of tabulating
tabulating and
exceeding
card-sorting machines.
COLLECTING INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
COLLECTING

revenue, deputy
For salaries and expenses of collectors of internal revenue,
collectors, surveyors, clerks, messengers,
messengers, and janitors in
in internalinternalrevenue offices, $2,165,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this amount
officer,, designated
designated above,
defraying the expenses of any officer
be used in defraying_the
sulpo nath by the United States court to attend any trial before
subpoenaed
a
Umted States court
court or
preliminary examination
examination before
any United
United
a United
or preliminary
before any
States commissioner,
commissioner, which expenses shall be paid from the appropriation for "Fees
"Fees of witnesses, United States courts."

Collecting internal
internal
Collecting
revenue.
revenue.
Collectors,
Collectors, surveysurveyors, etc.

Pot, p.83.

Pod, p. 803.

po,.
witness ees.

Proviso.
Witness lees.

Posi, p. 314

Po

p.
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colamount required
Emsrgeicy tax
tax ".
ox- For additional
additional amount
Emergency
required for salaries and expenses
expenses of colpauses.
Ante, p. 2.
lectors
of internal
internal revenue,.
collectors, surveyors,
surveyors, clerks,
clerks,
deputy collectors,
revenue, deputy
lectors of
2.
p'sp.
messengers,
internal-revenue offices
offices until
until December
December
in internal-revenue
and janitors
janitors in
messengers, and
thirty-first, nineteen
and 'sixteen,
sixteen, $300,000.
$300,000.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-first,
ProiMos.
Provided,
Provisos.
Provided, That collectors of internal
internal revenue
revenue shall pay daily into
Daily deposits by
United States, under instructions of the
of the
collectors.
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
the Secretary
Secretary
b the
coletrsepost
of the
Treasury, the
amounts of
all collections
collections of
of whatever
whatever
of all
the gross
gross amounts
the Treasury,
of
nature, made
of law
slims offered
in comcorn(including sums
offered in
by authoirty
authoirty of
law (including
nature,
made by
provisions of section thirty-two
R..,sec.3229,p.620.
R•Ss ,sec• 3229, P• 62°• promise under
under the
t4ii:
erovisions
thirty-two hundred and
twenty-nine,
Re
Statutes, as
as all
all other
other money
money received
received
as well
well as
Statutes,
twenty-nine Revised
for
they are
are accountable
accountable under
their respective
respective collection
collection
under their
for which
which they
P..S.,sec.
required to be given under section
hundred and
PB. ,sec 3143,
3143, p.60.
13' 6°
2*
bonds required
section thirty-one hundred
forty-three,
Revised Statutes),
Statutes), and
and the
same shall
be covered
covered into
into
shall be
the same
forty-three, Revised
Not applicable
to inthe Treasury
as internal-revenue
collections: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing
collections:
as
internal-revenue
inthe
Treasury
Not
applicableto
ca
tax
come
herein
shall be
be construed
construed as
as affecting
affecting the
the provisions
provisions of
of
me tax,.
herein c,ontamed
contained shall
Vol.
.
168.
subsection "D"
II, Act
Act of
of October
October third,
third, nineteen
hunVol. 38,
38, P
p.16.
subsection
"D" of
of Section
Section II,
nineteen hunnormal income
dred and
thirteen, in
matter of
of withholding
the normal
withholding the
in the
the matter
dred
and thirteen,
tax at
at the
the source.
source.
tax
Agents,ag
For salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of forty
forty revenue
revenue agents provided
Agents'
gangers, c.
provided for by
by
in lieu of subsistence
purlaw, including
per diem not
not to exceed
exceed $4,
law,
including per
$4, in
subsistence pursuant to
to section
section thirteen
of the
sundry civil
civil Act
Act approved
approved August
August
thirteen of
the sundry
suant
first,
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen and
and fees
fees and
and *expenses
expenses of
of
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
gaugers, salaries
storekeepergaugers,
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of
of storekeepers
storekeepers and
and storekeepergaugers, $2,200,000.
$2,200,000.
gaugers,
Collecting
Collecting
the
expenses of
assessing and
collecting
collecting
income
Collecting
the income
income tax:
tax: For
For expenses
of assessing
and collecting
Lax.
Vol.
180.
the income
income tax
tax as
as provided
provided in
in paragraph
paragraph N,
N, section
section two,
two, of
of an
an Act
Act
Vol. 38,
3, p.
p.180.
the
Ante, ,p.84.
84.
entitled
to reduce
reduce tariff
tariff duties,
duties, and
and to
to provide
provide revenue
revenue for
for
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
the
Government, and
for other
other purposes,"
approved October
October third,
the Government,
and for
purposes," approved
third,
nineteen
and thirteen,
including the
the purchase
purchase of
such supsupnineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, including
of such
plies, equipment,
plies,
equipment, mechanical
devices, and
articles as
be
mechanical devices,
and other
other articles
as may
may be
necessary
use in
districts, including
including not
not
necessary, for
for use
in the
the several
several collection
collection districts,
Per
to
exceed $4
diem, in
lieu of
subsistence, pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section
of subsistence,
in lieu
per diem,
$4 per
to exceed
3s
Pvo.ddiem
Vol.
38, p.subsistence.
680.B,
thirteen of the sundry civil Act approved
approved August
first, nineteen
nineteen
August first,
and fourteen,
and authority
authority is
hundred and
fourteen, $1,700,000,
$1,700,000, and
is hereby
hereby given
given to
to
use $40,000 of
of said sum
sum for
use.$40,000
for the
the employment
employment in
the District
District of
of ColumColumin the
>
services and
other personal
of necessary
Pers
sericte
Personal
services
necessary clerical
clerical and other
personal services
and the purchase
purchase
etc.,
in nDat
District
of Co-,bia of
lumbia.
of such
such supplies,
supplies, equipment,
mechanical devices,
devices, and
and other
other articles
articles
lumbia.
of
equipment, mechanical
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for use
in the
of Columbia.
c - as
use in
the District
District of
Columbia.
C tn f
Collectin
Collecting
tax: The
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance on
on
t"
tax.
O -U
Collecting the
the cotton-futures
cotton-futures tax:
tures
tax. gcotton-fuBalance
reeppropriJune
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
and
sixteen,
of
the
appropriation
Balance
reaPPrcPrinineteen
o
f
appropriation
Med.
p. 698.
Vol.
3s, p.
Vol. is,
of
$50,000 provided
provided by
by section
of the
the At
approved August
August
69s.
of $50,000
section nineteen
nineteen of
Act approved
Post,
eighteenth, nineteen hundred
An Act to tax
Post, p.
p. 41.
481.
eighteenth,
hundred and fourteen, entitled '".An
exchanges, boards
trade, and
the privilege of dealing
dealing on exchanges,
boards of
of trade,
and similar
similar
in contracts
contracts of
for future
future delivery,
delivery, and
other
for other
and for
of sale
sale of
of cotton
cotton for
places in
Perdiemsubsitence.
Per diem subsistence. places
Vol.
38, p.
p. 6so.
680.
purposes"
not to
to exceed
erdiem
diem in
i
n lieu
li eu o
sub
si
st
ence,
vol. 38,
purposes," including
including not
exceed $4
per
$4 p
offsubsistence,
pursuant:to
to section
section thirteen
pursuant
thirteen of
civil Act
Act approved
approved August
of the
the sundry
sundry civil
August
first, nineteen hundred
fourteen, is reappropriated
reappropriated and
and made
Ilrst,
hundred and fottrteen,
made
available for
available
for like
like purposes
purposes during
during the
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
the fiscal
fiscal year
seventeen.
i ae and
and seventeen.
opium,
eta. gsale
o
p
ji mstr
Restricting
of opium,
and so
so forth:
expenses to
Restricting the
the sale
sale of
opium, and
forth: For
For expenses
to enforce
enforce
Vol.
p
s
:
785.
the
rovisions of
the Act
Act approved
December seven
t
eent h,n
i
neteen
nineteen
seventeenth,
approved December
of the
the provisions
7.
vol 38, p.
hundred and fourteen, entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the registraregistration of, with collectors
revenue, and
collectors of internal revenue,
and to
to impose
impose aaspecial
special
all persons
persons who
who produce,
produce, import,
tax upon all
manufacture, compound,
compound,
import, manufacture,
del in,, dispense, sell, distribute, or give away opium
deal
opium or cocoa leaves,
their salts,
preparations, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
Employees, etc.
Employees,
etc.
their
salts, derivatives,
derivatives, or
or preparations,
including the employment of agents,
agents, deputy collectors, inspectors,
chemists, assistant chemists, clerks,
clerks, and
messengers ii
field and
and
and messengers
in the
the field
Revenue in
in the
the District of Columbia,
in the Bureau of Internal Revenue
Columbia, to
to
be appointed
appointed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue, with the
the
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and for the purchase
purchase of
of
etc.
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such supplies,
equipment, mechanical
mechanical devices,
other articles as
as
and other
devices, and
supplies, equipment,
such
may be
necessary for
the District
District of
of Columbia
several
and the several
Columbia and
in the
use in
for use
be necessary
may

diem in lieu of
per diem
collection
districts, including
to exceed
$4 per
exceed $4
not to
including not
collection districts,
subsistence
pursuant to
section thirteen
sundry civil
approcivil approof the
the sundry
thirteen of
to section
subsistence pursuant
priation
Act approved
August first,
and fourteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
approved August
priation Act
$300,000.
For
of offices
offices outside
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, telephone
telephone
of the
outside of
For rent
rent of
service,
and other
miscellaneous expenses
incident to
collection
to the collection
expenses incident
other miscellaneous
service, and
books of reference and
of
revenue, purchase
of necessary
necessary books
purchase of
internal revenue,
of internal
periodicals
for the
the chemical
library, not
not to
law library,
and law
laboratory and
chemical laboratory
periodicals for
reasonable expenses for not exceeding
exceeding sixty days
exceed $500, and reasonable
immediately
injury of
field officers
officers or employees
empoyees in the
of field
the injury
following the
immediately following
Internal-Revenue
Service while in line of duty, of medical
medical attendInternal-Revenue Service
ance,
made necessary
of such
such
reason of
by reason
necessary, by
bills made
hospital bills
and hospital
surgeon's and
ance, surgeon's
injury,
horsqs crippled
killed while
while being
by officers
used by
being used
or killed
crippled or
and for
for horses
injury, and
in
no't exceeding
exceeding $150
$150 for any horse so crippled
crippled or
or
raids, not
making raids,
in making
killed, $100,000.
$100,000.
Hereafter
Commissioner of
Revenue shall determine
Internal Revenue
of Internal
the Commissioner
Hereafter the
and
of duty
duty of
Internal
the Internal
of the
employees of
of all
all employees
posts of
the posts
designate the
and designate
Revenue
in field
on official busitraveling on
or traveling
work or
field work
engaged in
Service engaged
Revenue Service
ordered from
ness
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia, and
and when
when ordered
of Columbia,
the District
ness outside
their designated
of duty
revenue agents
appointed
agents appointed
all internal
internal revenue
duty all
posts of
their
designated posts
under
Section thirty-one
hundred and
fifty-two, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
and fifty-two,
thirty-one hundred
under Section
as amended,
per
granted per
be granted
may be
attorneys, may
and cotton-futures
cotton-futures attorneys,
as
amended, and
diem in
in lieu.
of subsistence
exceeding $4,
$4, and,
ordered
and, when ordered
not exceeding
subsistence not
lieu of
diem
from
their designated
duty, income-tax
income-tax agents
agents and
and inspecinspecposts of
of duty,
designated posts
from their
tors, special
per
a per
be granted a
may be
employees may
special employees
and special
gaugers, and
special gaugers,
tors,
diem
of subsistence
subsistence not exceeding
diem in lieu of
exceeding $3, the per diem
lieu of
in lien
diem in
subsistence
be fixed
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue,
of Internal Revenue,
fixed by
to be
subsistence to
subject
to the
Secretary of the Treasury.
the Secretary
the approval
approval of the
subject to
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
TREASURY.
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Per diem subsistence.
ve.dimsubscistene
Vol.
38, p. 680.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.
Ante,
p. 84.
Post,
p.
Poe, p.

804.
84.

Posts of duty of employe^s.
ployees.
Per
allowed
diem allowed
Per diem
when traveling away
from,
on orders. a
from, onorders
s sec. 3152, p.
R. S.,
604.R. , se. 3152, p.

Independent
Treas.
Independent Treasury.
ury.

BALTIMORE, OFFICE
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer,
oftssi
s
t
an ttreasumrs'
re
treasurer, osfflts.
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
OF ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
BALTIMORE,
$4,500;
cashier, $2,500;
$2,000; receiving
receiving teller,
$1,900; Baltimore.
teller, $1,900;
teller, $2,000;
paying teller,
$2,500; paying
$4,500; cashier,
$1,600
exchange teller,
teller, $1,800;
$1,800; vault
clerks-two at $1,600
$,800; clerks-two
vault clerk, $1,800;
exchange
each, three
three at
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
$1,200 each,
each, three
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
three at
at $1,200
three at
each, three
each,
messenger,
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $31,500.
$31,500.
three watchmen,
watchmen, at
messenger, $840;
$840; three
BOSTON, OFFICE
treasurer, B(litaa.
Assistant treasurer,
TREASURER: Assistant
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
OF ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
BOSTON,
$5,000;
paying teller,
$2,500; vault
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
vault clerk,
teller, $2,500;
$2,500; paying
cashier, $2,500;
$5,000; cashier,
receiving
$2,000; redemption
teller, $1,800;
clerks-one $2,200,
$2,200,
$1,800; clerks-one
redemption teller,
teller, $2,000;
receiving teller,
five
$1,600 each,
each, one
one $1,500,
$1,200 each,
each, three at
at $1,200
two at
one $1,400,
$1 400, two
$1,500, one
at $1,600
five at
$1,100 each,
each, four
at $1,000
$1,000 each; chief guard,
$1,100; three watchmen,
guard, $1,100;
four at
$1,100
•at
at $850
each; laborer
guard, $720;
counters and
money counters
four money
$720; four
and guard,
laborer and
$850 each;
handlers
laundry machines,
machines, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
all, $46,570.
$46,570.
handlers for
for money
money laundry
in all,
CHICAGO,
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer, chleag
°.
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
OF ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF
CHICAGO, OFFICE
$5,000; cashier,
$2,250;
clerk, $2,250;
vault clerk,
$2,000; vault
cashier, $2,000;
assistant cashier,
$3,000; assistant
cashier, $3,000;
$5,000;
paying teller,
teller, $2,500;
$2,500; assorting
assorting teller,
redemption teller,
$2,000
teller, $2,000
$2,000; redemption
teller, $2,000;
paying
change teller,
teller, $2,000;
at
bookkeepers-two at
$2,000; bookkeepers-two
teller, $2,000;
receiving teller,
$2,000; receiving
change
$1,500 each;
clerks-one $1,750,
$1,600, nine
$1,500 each,
at $1,500
nine at
one $1,600,
$1,750, one
each; clerks-one
$1,500
thirteen at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; attendant
attendant for
for money laundry machines,
thirteen
$720
messenger, $840; three watchmen, at $
$1,100; messenger,
$1,200;
720
$1,200; hall man, $1,100;
each;janitor,
$720; eight
money
counters and handlers for money
money counters
eight money
janitor, $720;
each;
laundry
Cincinnati.
laundry machines,
machines, at $900
$900 each; in
in all,
all, $71,420.
$71,420.
cincinn
C
INCINNATI, OFFICE
TREASURER: Assistant
treasurer,
Assistant treasurer,
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
OFFICE OF
CINCINNATI,
$4,500;
teller'$1,800;
$1,800;
receiving teller,
$2,000; receiving
teller, $2,000;
paying teller,
$2,250; paying
cashier, $2,250;
$4,500; cashier,
vault clerk,
clerk, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks-two
$1,200 each,
each, four at $1,200
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
clerks-two at
vault
two
$1,000 each;
watchman,
$1,000; chief watchman,
stenographer, $1,000;
and stenographer,
clerk and
each; clerk
at $1,000
two at
$840; two
two watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $720
in all,
$24,830.
New Orleans.
Orls.
Ne
each; in
all, $24,830.
$720 each;
$840;
treasNEW ORLEANS,
OF ASSISTANT
Assistant 'treasTREASURER: Assistant
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
OFFICE OF
ORLEANS _OFFICE
NEW
urer, $4,500;
$4,500; casier,
cashier, $2,250;
teller, $2,000;
$2,000: receiving
receiving teller,
teller,
paying teller,
$2,250; paying
urer,
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$2,000;
$1,800; assorting
assorting teller,
teller, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,500,
$1,500,
$2,000; vault
vault clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
five at
$1,000; typewriter
typewriter and
and stenographer,
$1,000;
five
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one
one $1,000;
stenographer, $1,000;
day
watchman, $720;
$720; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all,
day watchman,
$720; night
night watchman,
watchman, $720;
$25,290.
$25,290.
New
treasurer,
NEW
YORK, OFFICE
New York.
York.
NEW YORK,
OFFICE OF
or ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant treasurer,
$8,000; cashier,
cashier, $4,200;
assistant cashier,
$3,600; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
$8,000;
$4,200; assistant
cashier, $3,600;
check pay
$3,000, assistant
assistant chief
$2,000; bond
bond clerk
clerk
check
pay division-chief
division-chief $3,000,
chief $2,000;
and assistant
assistant vault
vault clerk,
clerk, $2,800;
$2,800; paying
paying teller,.
$3,000; assistant
assistant paypayteller, $3,000;
and
ing teller,
$2,250; receiving
assistant receiving
receiving teller,
teller,
ing
teller, $2,250;
receiving teller,
teller, $2,800;
$2,800; assistant
$1,800; redemption
division--chief $2,700,
chief $2,250;
$1,800;
redemption division-chief
$2,700, assistant
assistant chief
$2,250;
vault and
and authorities
authorities clerk,
coin division-chief
division-chief $2,700,
$2,700, assistvault
clerk $2,500;
$2,500; coin
assistant
chief $2,000,
teller $2,100;
$2,100; bookkeepers-chief
$2,400, two
ant chief
$2,000, paying
paying teller
bookkeepers-chief $2,400,
two
at $2,000
two at
$2,000 each,
each, one
one $1,900,
$1,900, one
one
at $2,000
each; clerks-one
clerks--one $2,300,
$2,300, two
at
$2,000 each;
$1,800, one
one $1,700,
four at
$1,600 each,
$1,500 each,
each, nine
nine at
seven at
at $1,500
at
$1,800,
$1,700, four
at $1,600
each, seven
$1,400 each,
each, five
at $1,300
thirteen at
at $1400
$1,000;
one $1,000;
$1,400
five at
$1,300 each,
each, thirteen
$1,00 each,
each, one
messengers-two at
each, five
five at
at $900
$900 each,
each, two
two at
at $800
$800 each;
messengers-two
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each;
guards-chief $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $1,200,
two at
at $1,000
each; superintendent
superintendent
$1,200, two
$1,000 each;
guards-chief
of
building, $1,800;
$1,800; engineers-chief
engineers-chief $1,200,
$1,200, two
at $1,050
$1,050 each;
each;
two at
of building,
eight watchmen,
each; sixteen
sixteen money
money counters
counters and handlers
$720 each;
watchmen, at
at $720
eight
for money
money laundry
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $159,860.
$159,860.
machines, at
for
laundry machines,
Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
Assistant treastreasPhilaaphia
PHILADELPHIA,
OFFICE OF
TREASURER: Assistant
urer, $5,000;
$5,000; cashier,
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; paying
teller, $2,250;
teller,
paying teller,
$2,250; coin
coin teller,
urer,
$2,000;
vault clerk,
clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; bookkeeper,
$1,800; assorting
$2,000; vault
bookkeeper, $1,800;
assorting teller,
teller,
$1,800;
clerks$1,800; receiving
receiving teller,
teller, $1,700;
$1,700; redemption
redemption teller,
teller, $1,600;
$1,600; clerksone $1,600,
$1,600, two
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, two
$1,400 each,
each, one
one $1,300,
$1,300, five
five
two at
at $1,400
one
two at
at $1,200
chief guard,
$1,100; five
at
$1,200 each,
each, one
one $1,000;
$1,000; chief
guard, $1,100;
five counters,
counters, at
at
$720 each;
each; four
counters and
$900 each;
each; six watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $720
four money
money counters
and
money laundry
machines, at
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
$49,770.
handlers for
for money
laundry machines,
at $900
all, $49,770.
Saint Louis.
Louis.
SAINT
LOUIS, OFFICE
Saint
SAINT LOUIS,
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasOFFICE OF
treasurer, $4,500;
$4,500; cashier,
teller, $2,000;
$2,000; receiving
receiving teller,
teller,
urer,
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; paying
paying teller,
change teller, $1,600;
clerks-two at
$1,800; change
$1,600; coin teller, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-two
at
two at
at $1,100
at $1,000
$1,000
$1,500 each, five
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, two
$1,100 each,
each, three
three at
each, three at $900 each;
watchmen, at $720
two janitors,
janitors,
each; two watchmen,
$720 each; two
guard, $720;
$720; in
in all,
all, $33,860.
at $600 each; guard,
$33,860.
San Francisco.
San
Francisco.
SAN
OFFICE OF
SAN FRANCISCO,
FRANCISCO, OFFICE
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treastreasurer,
$4,500; cashier,.
who also
acts as
as vault
vault clerk,
clerk, $2,800;
$2,800; bookurer, $4,500;
cashier, who
also acts
bookpaying teller,
receiving teller, $2,000;
$2,000;
keeper, $2,000; paying
teller, $2,400;
$2,400; receiving
clerks-one $2,000,
at $1,800
each, one
one $1,500;
$1,500 ; s
t
enogra ph er
clerks-one
$2,000, two
two at
$1,800 each,
stenographer
and typewriter, $1,200 (transferred
States Treasurer's
(transferred from
from United States
Treasurer's
office);
office); messenger, $840; four watchmen,
watchmen, at $720
$720 each;
each; in all,
all,
$25,720.
$25,720.
sliseentinuanee
of
The
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Tre.
asury is
authorized and
rec t
ed t
o report
re port
subDotisure
o
The Secretary
is authorized
and di
directed
to
Report
reesuries
to
be made
Congress at
at the
the beginning
be:ruining of
of its
next session
which of
of the
subReport
to be
to Congress
made to
its next
session which
the subon,
etc.•
treasuries, if any, should
on ,
shoul
dbe continued after the end
en dof
ofthe
the fiscal
fiscalyear
year •
nineteen hundred and seventeen, and if, in
opinion, any
any should
should
in his
his opinion,
be continued the
tbe reasons
reasons in full for
continuance; also
or
for .such continuance;
also if any or
subtreasuries may be discontinued what legislation will
all of said subtreasuries
be necessary
necessary in order
order to .transfer their duties and functions to some
other branch of the public
public service
service or to Federal Reserve
Reserve Banks.
Mints
assay
Mints and
and assay
offices.
offices.
Carson
Nev.
Carson City,
City, Nev.

Denver,
Denver, Colo.
Coio.

MINTS AND
MINTS
AND ASSAY OFFICES.
IMr-r AT CARSON, NEVADA: Assaver
charge, who
also perMrxT AT CARSON, NEVADA: Assayer in
in charge,
who shall
shall also
perform the duties of melter, $1,800; assistant assayer, $1,200;
$1,200; chief
chief
clerk,
$4,200.
all, $4,200.
$1,200; in all,
clerk, $1,200;
For wages of workmen
workmen and other
other employees,
employees, 82,000.
$2,000.
For incidental
contingent expenses,
incidental and contingent
expenses, $1,000.
$1,000.

MIIT
MINT AT
AT DENVER,
DENVER, COLORADO:
COLORADO: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500;
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting and refining department,
department,
superintendent, coining department, $2,500; chief clerk,

assayer,
$3,000;
$3,000;
$2,500;
$2,500;
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$2,000;
cashier, $2,500; deposit weigh clerk, $2,000; bookkeeper, $2,000;
assistant assayer,
assayer' $3,200; assayer's assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant cashier , $1,800;
at
ier,
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks-two at $2,000 each, two at $1,800 each, three at
81:600 each, two at $1,400 each, one $1,200; private secretary,
secretary, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,600
in all, $45,600.
For wages of workmen and other employees, $90,000.
$90,000.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new machinery
machinery
coining
department and coining
and repairs
repairs,' wastage in melting and refining department
department, and loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
treatment of
department,
manufacture of coin, $38,000.
$38,000.
bullion and the manufacture

MINT
Assayer in
in charge,
shall
charge, who
who shall
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA:
LOUISIANA: Assayer
MINT AT
AT NEW
NEW ORLEANS,
also perform the duties of melter
$2,500; assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,500;
$1,500;
melter,' $2,500;
chief clerk, who shall perform the duties of cashier, $1,500; in all,
$5,500.
$5,500.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other employees,
employees, $5,350.
For incidental and contingent expenses,
$1,500;
expenses, $1,500:
MINT
AT PHILADELPHIA:
PHILADELPHIA: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500;
$4,500; engraver,
$4,000;
engraver, $4,000;
MINT AT
assayer, $3,000; melting and refining department-superintendent
department-superintendent
$2,500;
$3,000; superintendent, coining department, •$
2,500; chief
chid clerk,
$2,500; assistant assayer, $2,200; cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; bookkeeper,
$2,500;
bookkeeper, $2,500;
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; deposit weigla,
assistant
weigh clerk, $2,000; assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
cashier,
clerks-one $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,700, eight
eight
cashier, $1,800; curator
curator,, $1,800; clerks-one
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
$1,400 each,
one $1,300,
at
each, one
one $1:500,
$1,500, six
six at
at $1,400
each, one
$1,300, three at
$1,200
each; in all, $68,600.
$68,600.
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
$1,200 each,
each, three at
For
workmen and
other employees,
$295,000.
employees, $295,000.
and other
For wages of workmen
For
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
including new machinery
machinery
expenses, including
For incidental
manufactured, expenses
expenses
and repairs, cases and enameling for medals manufactured,
annual assay
assay commission,
commission, wastage in melting and refining and
of the annual
in coining departments,
departments, and loss on sale of sweeps arising from the
treatment of bullion and the manufacture
exceeding
manufacture of coins, and not exceeding
$1,000 in value of specimen coins and ores for the cabinet of the mint,
$1,000
$60,000.
$60,000.
M INT AT
AN FRANCISCO,
ALIFORNIA: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500;
$4,500;
SAN
MINT
AT S
FRANCISCO, C
CALIFORNIA:
assayer, $3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting and refilling
refining department,
department,
superintendent, coining department, $2,500; chief clerk,
$3,000; superintendent,
$2,000; assistant assayer, $2,200;
$2,200;
$2,500; cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper, $2,000;
assistant
$1,800; assistant bookkeeper, $1,800;
$1,800; assayer's
assayer's
cashier, $1,800;
assistant cashier,
$2,000,
assistant, $2,000; deposit weigh clerk, $2,000; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,000,
each, four at $1,600
$1,600 each, two at $1,400 each, two at
two at $1,800
$1,800 each,
$1,000 each; private secretary, $1,400;
$48,000.
$1,400; in all, $48,000.
For wages of workmen,
workmen, and other employees
employees, $120,000.
$120,000.
For incidental and contingent expenses
including new machinery
expenses, including
machinery
and repairs, wastage in the melting and refining department
department and in the
the
department, and loss on sale of
sweeps arising from the treatcoining department,
of'sweeps
ment of bullion and the manufacture
manufacture of coin, $40,000.
$40,000.
ASSAY OFFICE
OFFICE AT
AT BOISE,
DAHO: Assayer
charge, who
also
IDAHO:
Assayer in
in charge,
who shall also
ASSAY
BOISE, I
$1,200; chief
perform the duties of melter, $1,800; assistant assayer, $1,200;
chief
perform
perform the duties of cashier, $1,200; in all,
clerk, who shall also perform
$4,200.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other employees,
employees '$2,000.
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000.
$1,000.
ASSAY OFFICE
AT DEADWOOD,
DEADWOOD, S
OLTTII DAKOTA:
DAKOTA: Assayer in charge,
SOLTH
ASSAY
OFFICE AT
perform the duties of melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant assayer,
who shall also perform
$1,200; clerk, $1,000; in all, $4,000.
$1,200;
employees, $2,000.
For wages of workmen
workmen and other employees,
$2,000.
For incidental and contingent expenses, $1,500.
AT HELENA,
ASSAY OFFICE AT
HELENA, MONTANA: Assayer in charge, who shall
melter,, $1,800;
also perform
perform the duties of melter
$1,800; chief clerk, who shall also
perform the duties of cashier, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant assayer, $1,200;
perform
$1,200; in all,
$4,400.

Ante, p. 84.
Ante,
84.

New Orleans,
Orleans, La.
New

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.
Philadelphia,

Ante, p.
p. 84.
Ate,
84.

San Franciso,
Francisco, Cl.
Cal.
San

Ante, p.
84.
Ante,
p. 84.

Boise, Idaho.
Idaho.
Boise,

Deadwood,
Deadwood, S.
S. Dak.
Dak.

Helena,
Helena, Mont.
Mont.
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New York,
York, N.
New
N. Y..

Ants, P.
Ad,
p. 84.
8.

Salt Lake City,Utah.

saltCity,Uta

Seattle, Wash.

Settle, Wash.

War
war Department.
Department.

Cu.
117.
CH. 117.

1916.
1916.

For wages
wages of
workmen and
employees, $2,500.
$2,500.
For
of workmen
and other
other employees,
For incidental
$1,000.
For
incidental and
and continent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000.
ASSAY
NEW IORK:
ORK: Superintendent,
$5,000; assayer,
assayer,
ASSAY OFFICE
OFFICE AT
AT NEW
Superintendent, $5,000;
$3,000;
melting and
refining department,
$3,000;
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting
and refining
department, $3,000;
chief
cashier, deposit
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; cashier,
deposit weight
weight clerk,
clerk, and
and assistant
assistant
assayer, at
assayer's assistant,
assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; bookkeeper,
assayer,
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; assayer's
bookkeeper,
$2,350; assistant
clerkstwo at
at $2,000
four
$2,350;
assistant cashier
cashier,, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-two
$2,000 each,
each, four
at
each, one
$1,600, one
one $1,250,
$1,250, seven
seven at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
one $1,600,
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
at $1,000
$1,000
secretary-,$1,400;
$1,400; in
each; private
private secretary,
in all,
all, $51,100.
$51,100.
For
wages of
of workmen
workmen and
employees, $90,000.
$90,000.
For wages
and other
other employees,
For incidental and contingent
contingent expenses
machinery
expenses, including
including new
new machinery
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
wastage in
the melting
melting and
department, and
and
and
in the
and refining
refining department,
loss
of bullion,
bullion, $70,000.
loss on
on sale
sale of
of sweeps
sweeps arising
arising from
from the
the treatment
treatment of
$70,000.
ASSAY OFFICE
AT SALT
LAKE C
CITY,
UTAH: Assayer
OFFICE AT
SALT LAKE
ITY, UTAH:
Assayer in charge, who
shall
also perform
perform the
the duties
of melter,
melter, chief
chief clerk,
and cashier,
cashier, $1,800.
$1,800.
shall also
duties of
clerk, and
For
wages of
and other
employees, $1,500.
For wages
of workmen,
workmen, and
other employees,
$1,500.
For incidental
incidental and
For
and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $500.
$500.
AT SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON:
ASSAY OFFICE AT
SEATTLE, W
ASHINGTON: Assayer in charge,
charge, who
shall
duties of
assayer,
shall also perform
perform the duties
of melter,
melter, $2,750;
$2,750; assistant assayer,
$2,000;
clerk, who
also perform
cashier,
$2,000; chief clerk,
who shall
shall also
perform the
the duties
duties of
of cashier,
$2,000;
$1,700, one
$1,400; in
all, $11,450.
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,700,
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $1,400;
in all,
$11,450.
workmen, and
employees, $15,000.
$15,000.
For wages
wages of
of workmen,
and other
other employees,
For incidental
incidental and
contingent expenses,
rent of
For
and contingent
expenses, inclucling
including rent
of building,
building,
$5,000.
$5,000.
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
Secretary,

assistant
chief
assistan
and chie
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
ECRETARY: Secretary
OF THE
THE S
SECRETABY:
Secretary of
of War,
War, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant
clerk, clerks, etc.
clerk,clerkse.
clerk, who
who shall
Secretary, $5,000; assistant and chief clerk,
such
shall sign
sign such
Post, p. 809.

official
papers and
and documents
documents as
the Secretary
Secretary may
may direct,
$4,000;
official papers
as the
direct, $4,000;
private
Secretary, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk
private secretary
secretary to
to the
the Secretary,
clerk to
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary,
$2,000;
stenographer to
the Secretary,
the Assistant
$2,000; stenographer
to the
Secretary, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk
clerk to
to the
Assistant
Secretary,
disbursing clerk,
Secretary, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; disbursing
clerk,
$2,750; appointment
$2,750;
appointment clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; four chiefs
chiefs of divisions,
divisions, at $2,000
$2,000
and Navy
Navy
each; superintendent
superintendent of
of buildings
buildings outside
outside of
of State,
State, War,
War and
Department Building,
Building, in
in addition
compensation as
division,
Department
addition to
to compensation
as chief
chief of
of division,
$500;
$500; chief telegrapher,
$1,800; clerks-five
clerks-five of class
class four,
telegrapher, $1,800;
four, five
five of
of
class three, fifteen of class two,
class one,
one, five
five at
at $1,000
$1,000
two, nineteen
nineteen of
of class
$1,200; carpenters-one
carpenters-one $1,200,
$1,200, one
each, one
one at
at $900; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
one
$1,080; chief
messenger, $1,000;
$1,080; six
six mes$1,080;
chief messenger,
$1,000; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,080;
messengers; seven assistant
telephone switchboard operator;
assistant messengers;
messengers; telephone
telephone switchboard
assistant telephone
switchboard operator;
operator; engineer,
engineer, $900;
$900; assistant
assistant
engineer, $720; fireman;
fireman; four watchmen; three watchmen, at $660
each; eight laborers;
laborers; hostlers-one
hostlers-one $600, one $540; four
four charwomen;
charwomen;
in
all, $145,840.
•
in
all,
$145,840.
Adjutant General's
odjutant
eneral s
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S OFFICE:
OrrICE: Chief
Chief clerk, $2,250; ten
chiefs of
ten chiefs
of
p. 809.
Pot, p.
80.
divisions, at $2,000 each; clerks-forty-eight
clerks-forty-eight of class four,
divisions,
four, sixty-four
sixty-four
of class three, ninety-four of class two, two hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one of
of
class one, thirty-five at $1,000 each; engineer, $1,400; assistant engifiremen; skilled mechanic,
messengers;
neer, $900; two firemen;
mechanic, $1,000; ten messengers;
fifty-four
messengers; messenger
messenger boy, $360; eight watchfifty-four assistant messengers;
watchmen;
laborers; in
in all,
all, $724,870;
employees provided
by
men: eighteen
eighteen laborers;
$724,870; all
all employees
provided for
for by
paragraph for The Adjutant
this paragraph
Office of
the War
DepartAdjutant General's
General's Office
of the
War Department shal
exclusively engaged
shall be exclusively
engaged on the
for the
the work of this
this office
office for
the
fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
inspector
General's
1
oi
ector Oenera3's
OFFICE OF
OF I
INSPECTOR
GENERAL: Clerks-one of class four, two
OFFICE
NSPECTOR GENERAL:
two of
of
Office.
Poet,
809.
Po.t, p..9.
class three,
three, three
one; messenger;
class
three of class two, one of class one;
messenger; assistant
assistant
messenger; messenger,, $600; in
n all,
all, $12,560.
$12.560.
Judge Advocate GenerJOffi
ote.e"- OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF JtEDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
A
DVOCATE
i GENERAL:
Chief clerk
clerk and
and solicitor,
GENERAL: Chief
solicitor,
eral's Office.
Post.
p. 809.
et. p.
9.
$2,500; law clerks-one
clerks-one $2,400, one $2,000; clerks-one
clerks-one of
of class
class four,
four,
two of class three, three of class two, six of class one; copyist;
copyist; two
messengers;
messengers; assistant messenger;
messenger; in all, $26,600.

Office.
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1
Signal Office.
ce
Chief clerk,
$2,000; clerks-two
S
IGNAL OFFICE:
OFFICE: Chief
clerk, $2,000;
clerks—two of class four, one siglOff
SIGNAL
Post, p. 809.
of
class three,
class two,
two, four
one, nine
each;
of class
three, one
one of
of class
four of
of class
class one,
nine at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
two messengers;
messengers; assistant messenger;
•
messenger; in all, $24,800.
Skilled
draftsmen,
The
of skilled
skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
other services
services as
as the
the etc.
The services
services of
and such
such other
etc.d draftsmen
Post,
p.
339.
Secretary of
of War
may deem
deem necessary
be employed
employed only
the Post, p. 339.
only in
in the
necessary may
may be
Secretary
War may
Office to carry into effect the various appropriations
Signal Office
appropriations for fortiService of the
fications and other works of defense, and for the Signal Service
Army,
addition to the foreArmy, to be paid
paid from
from such appropriations,
appropriations, in addition
fore- Proviso.
employees appropriated
the Signal
Office: Provided,
going employees
appropriated for
for in
in the
Signal Office:
Provided, That
That Limit, etc.
expenditures for this purpose for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen
the entire expenditures
hundred and seventeen
seventeen shall not exceed
exceed $30,000, and the Secretary
of War shall each year in the annual estimates report to Congress the
number of persons so employed, their
their duties, and the
the amount paid
paid to
to
each.
Radio engineers, etc.
The
of one
one radio
and such
radio assistants
assistants as
as the
the Radioengineersetc
The services
services of
radio engineer,
engineer, and
such radio
Secretary
Secretary,of War may deem necessary, may be employed only in the
the
Signal
effect the
Signal Office to carry
carry into effect
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the Signal
Signal Post, p. 809.
Service
Army, to
to be
be paid
paid from
from such
appropriation, in
in addition
addition
8
Service of
of the
the Army,
such appropriation,
to the foregoing
foregoing employees appropriated
appropriated for in the Signal
Signal Office:
Office:
Proviso.
Provided,
the entire
entire expenditures
expenditures for
for this
this purpose
Provided, That the
purpose for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal Lto.et
Limit, etc.
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen shall
$5,000, and
and seventeen
shall not
not exceed
exceed $5,000,
and
year nineteen
the Secretary
Secretary of War shall each year in the annual estimates report
to Congress the number of persons so employed, their duties, andthe
and the
amount
paid to
amount paid
to each.
each.artrmast
Quartermaster GenOFFICE
ASTERSTBGENERAL:
GENERAL: Chief
OFFICE OF
OF QUART
QUARTERMASTER
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
prin- eral's Office.
$2,750; prinOffice.
Post, p. 809.
cipal clerks—five
$2,250 each,
each, three
three at
at $2,000
clerks— Post,p.809.
$2,000 each;
each; clerksclerks-five at
at $2,250
cipal
twelve of
class four,
four, twenty-five
twenty-five of
forty-four of
of class
class two,
two,
class three,
three, forty-four
twelve
of class
of class
$900 each;
each; adadeighty-five
of class
class one,
at $1,000
each, ten
eighty-five of
one, fifty
fifty at
$1,000 each,
ten at
at $900
$4,000; draftsmen—three
each, seven
seven at
draftsmen-three at $1,800 each,
at
visory architect, $4,000;
engineer,' $2,750; hy$1,600 each, five at $1,400 each; supervising
supervising engineer
$2,000; civil engineer,
engineer, $1,800; elecdraulic and sanitary
sanitary engineer, $2,000;
trical engineer, $2,000; electrical
electrical and mechanical
mechanical engineer, $2,250;
$2,250;
marine engineer, $3,500; sanitary
sanitary and heating engineer,
engineer, $1,800;
$1,800;
blue-print operator, $900; six messengers; fourteen
blue-print
fourteen assistant
assistant mesmessengers;
laborers—one $600, one $480; in all,
sengers; twelve laborers; laborers-one
$372,920.
$372,920.
Surgeon General's
SURGEON
neal'
OFFICE OF S
URGEON GENERAL:
GENERAL: Chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; principal
principal offi'c"
Office.
Post, p. SOO.
assistant librarian,
law clerk,
chemist, $2,100; Postp.809
clerk, $2,000; chemist,
assistant
librarian, $2,250; law
$1,800;
assistant chemist, $1,600; pathologist, $1,800;
$1,800; microscopist,
microscopist, $1,800;
$1,800; anatomist, $1,600;
assistant librarian,
librarian $1,800;
$1,600; two translators, at
at
clerks-thirteen of class
$1,800 each; clerks—thirteen
$1,800
class four, eleven of class three,
$1,000 each,
twenty-four of class two, thirty-two of class one, nine at $1,000
twenty-four
mechanic, $1,000;
$1,000; two
two at $900 each; engineer,
engineer, $1,400; skilled mechanic,
watchmessengers; three firemen; three watchmessengers; ten assistant messengers;
Library),
men; superintendent
superintendent of building
building (Army Medical
Medical Museum and Library),
$250; six laborers;
laborers; four charwomen;
$165,370.
charwomen; in all, $165,370.
Ordnance
Office.
chief of Post,
OrdaOce
OFFICE
CHIEF OF ORDNANCE:
Ork
ICE OF
OF CHIEF
ORDNANCE: Chief clerk, $2,250; chief
p. 809.Oe.
division,
$2,000;
principal
clerk,
$2,000.;
clerks—five
of
class
four,
clerks-five
of
class
four,
division $2,000; principal clerk, $2,000;
seven of
of class three, twelve of class two, twenty-six of class one, nine
$900 each; two messengers;
messengers; assistant mesat $1,000 each, four at $900
senger;
laborer; in
in all,
senger; messengers—one
messengers-one $780,
$780, one
one $720;
$720; laborer;
all, $91,610.
$91,610.
id dsm
Skilled draftsmen
The services
skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
such other
other services
services as
The
services of
of skilled
and such
as the
the etc.
etc.
Secretary of War may deem necessary
necessary may be employed only in the
apOrdnance to carry into effect the various apoffice of the Chief of
officd
of Ordnance
propriations
arming
fortifications and for the arming
armament of fortifications
propriations for the armament
and
equipping of the Organized
Organized Militia, to be paid from such apand equipping
propriations,
specifically appropriated
appropriated for Pro.
propriations, in addition to the amounts specifically
Proviso.
Limit, etc.
etc.
Bureau: Provided,
draftsmen
in the Army Ordnance
draftsmen in
Ordnance Bureau:
Provided, That
Th.at the entire Post,
p. 350.
for this
this purpose
purpose for the fiscal
expenditures
expenditures for
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen. hundred
hundred and Pod' .3
seventeen, shall not exceed $140,000, and the Secretary
Secretary of War shall
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each
annual estimates
estimates report
number of
of
each year
year in
in the
the annual
report to
to Congress
Congress the
the number
persons so
so em
loyed their
and the
amount paid
to each.
each.
persons
employed,
their duties,
duties, and
the amount
paid to
Offi
Chieofcd EnOF ENGINEERS:
ENGINEERS: Chief clerk, $2,250; two chiefs
•
"1a" chid
EnOFFICE OF CHEF
CHrF or
gnteers.
C
gineers
.
O
IEF
OEG
R
Ms.
clerks-eight of class four
Post, oap.
p. 8ce.
of divisions, at $2,000 each; clerks—eight
four, eleven of
.
class three, thirteen
thirteen of
sixteen of
fourteen at
of class two,
two, sixteen
of class one, fourteen
at
.
$1,000 each,
each, six
six at
$900 each;
each; six
messengers; three
three assistant
assistant mesmest
$1,000
at $900
six messengers;
laborer; messenger
messenger boy,
$103,310.
sengers; laborer;
boy, $400;
$400; in
in all,
all, $103,310.
Skilled draftsmen,
The services
services of
of skilled
civil engineers,
engineers, and
and such
such other
other
Skilleddraftsmen,
The
skilled-draftsmen,
draftsmen, civil
etc
etc..
Secretary of War
services as
as the
the Secretary
War may
may deem necessary,
necessary, may be
be em. ployed
ployed only
office of
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers, to
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect
only in
in the
the office
of the
of Engineers,
the various appropriations
appropriations for rivers
harbors, fortifications,
fortifications, and
rivers and harbors,
surveys and
and preparation
preparation for
for and
consideration of
of river
harbor
surveys
and the
the consideration
river and
and harbor
Proviso.
estimates
Provided,
estimates and bills, to
to be
be paid
paid from such appropriations:
appropriations: Provided,
Limit, etc.
That
That the expenditures
account for
for the
the fscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
mneteen
expenditures on this
this account
hundred
Secretary of
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $50,400; the
the Secretary
annual estimates,
estimates, report
report to
War shall each
each year,
year, in the
the annual
to Congress
Congress the
the
number of
of persons
so employed,
their duties,
duties, and
the amount
paid to
to
number
persons so
employed, their
and the
amount paid
each.
Affairs BuOFFICE
OF BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF INSUTLAI
INSULAR AFFAIRS:
AFFAIRS: Law officer,
$4,500;
Insular Affairs
BuOFFICE OF
officer, $4,500;
reall.
clerks—ten of
class four,
chief clerk, $2,250; clerks-ten
of class
four, seven of class three,
three,
of class
class one,
one, twelve
at $1,000
each;
eleven of class two, fourteen
fourteen of
twelve at
$1,000 each;
three messengers;
messengers; two assistant
assistant messengers;
laborers; two charmessengers; four
four laborers;
charwomen; in all, $87,230.
$87,230.
Militm Affairs
ffirs DiDIVISION
Mffitia
DiDIVISION OF MILrrIA
MILITIA AFFAIRS,
AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF CHEF
CHIEF OF
or STAFF:
STAFF: For
For the
the
vision, Office of Chief
oftat
of Chifollowing
of
Staff.
following authorized
authorized by section
approved January
January
section twenty
twenty of
of the Act approved
43
Vol.
35, p. 403.
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
three, as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act
Vol.'35s
twenty-first,
hundred and
and three,
Post, p. 203.
approved May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eight, and as
approved
Vo38,p.481.
restricted
Vol. 38, p. 481.
restricted by the legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial Act approved
approved
March fourth, nineteen
fifteen: Chief clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen:
clerks—two
of class
class three,
three, four
four of
two, eleven
eleven
clerks-two of class four, two
two of
of class
class two,
of class one, eight at $1,000
mes$1,000 each;
each; messenger;
messenger; two assistant messengers;
two laborers;
in
all, $39,200.
$39,200.
sengers;
two
laborers;
in
all,
Miscellaneous expellaneos
es- or miscellaneousexpenses,
including stationery,furniture,
perms.
miscellaneous expenses,including
stationery, furniture, telegraph
telegraph
and telephone service, and necessary
necessary printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, $3,200,
$3,200,
amounts for
f
orsalaries,
sal
ari
es ,shall
shall
which sum, together with
with the foregoing
foregoing amounts
R.
S., sec. 1861,p.
290. b
id f
rom t
he permanent
permanent appropr
i
ation for
for militia
militia under
the proprooR..,se.16'1
,p.290.
bee pa
paid
from
the
appropriation
under the
Val. 34, p. 449.
visions of section
sixty-one, Revised
Revi
se d Statutes
St at
ut
os,
section sixteen
sixteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
as amended,
amended, and no other or further sums shall be expended
expended from
from said
appropriation for or on account of said
vi
si
on of
ofMiliti
Affairs
appropriation
said Di
Division
Militiaa Affairs
seven teen.
during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen.
Cntinnt
CONTINGENT
DEPARTMENT: For purchase of
Contingent expenses.
expenses.
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WAR
W AR DEPARTMENT:
of proprofessional
fessional and scientific
scientific books, law books, including
including their exchange;
exchange;
books of reference,
pamphlets, periodicals,
reference, blank books, pamphlets,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers,
maps; typewriters
typewriters and adding
machines, including
adding maclunes,
includin their exchange;
exchange;
furniture and repairs
repairs to same; carpets,
carpets, matting, oilcloth,
oilcloth, file cases,
cases,
sponges, fuel, gas, and heating
towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges,
heating apparatus
apparatus
for and repairs
buildings (outside of the State, War, and Navy
repairs to builchngs
Navy
Department Building) occupied
occupied by Adjutant General's
Department.
General's Office and
and
War Department
other offices
offices of the War
Department and its bureaus
bureaus located
in the
located in
the
Lemon
Building; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
Lemon Building;
exchange, care, and subsistence
subsistence of horses
horses,
and the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and exchange
exchange of wagons and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
horse-drawn
vehicles, and harness,
harness, to be used only
and express
for official purposes; freight and
express charges; street
street car
car tickets,
tickets,
em subsistence
ubsennot
Perper
diem
not exceeding
exceeding $300; and other absolutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, inVoL 3a, p.
per diem
g. 6.
660.
•cluding
eluding a
a per
diem allowance
allowance not to
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence
to exceed
lieu of
pursuant
pursuant to section thirteen
thirteen of
the sundry
approved August
August
of the
sundry civil
civil Act
Act approved
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
$45,000.
first,
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, $45,000.
Sationer.
For
department and its bureaus and
Stationery.
For stationery
stationery for the department
and offices,
offices,
$20,000.
$20,000.
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For postage
for the
the department
bureaus, as required Postage.
Postage
its bureaus,
department and its
stamps for
For
postage stamps
under
Postal Union,
Union, to prepay
prepay postage
matters addressed
addressed to
to
on matters
postage on
the Postal
under the
Postal
Union countries,
$250.
Postal Union
countries, $250.
Rent.
Rent.
p. 809.
For
rent of
Medical dispen- Post,
ost, p.
s09.
in the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Medical
For rent
of buildings
buildings in
sary,
Surgeon General's
General's Office
$1,000; War
War Department,
Department, $7,200;
$7,200;
Office, $1,000;
sary, Surgeon
Adjutant
General's Office,
Office, $1,500;
$1,500; in
in all,
all, $9,700.
$9,700.
Adjutant General's
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS.
AND GROUNDS.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
OFFICE
OFFICE

Public buildings
buildings and
and
Public

grounds.
un ds
.
gro

Superintendent, asSuperintendent,

sistant, clerks,
clerks, etc.
OF
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
Superintendent, sistant,
Superintendent,
AND GROUNDS:
GROUNDS:
OF PUBLIC
$3,000;
and chief
of class
four,
class four,
$2,400; clerks—one
clerks-one of
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
assistant and
$3,000; assistant
one
stenographer, one of class one;
two and stenographer,
one of class
class two
one of class three, one
messenger;
landscape -architect,
-architect, $2,400;
surveyor and
draftsman,
and draftsman,
$2,400; surveyor
messenger; landscape
$1,500;
$16,140.
$1,500; in all, $16,140.
Foremen, etc.
For foremen,
foremen, gardeners,
mechanics, and
employed in
in the
the Freme, etc.
and laborers
laborers employed
gardeners, mechanics,
For
Watchmen.
public grounds
31,200.
Watchmen.
grounds,' $
$31,200.
public
For sergeant
sergeant of park watchmen,
watchmen, $950.
For
park watchmen,
For second
second sergeant
sergeant of
of park
watchmen, $900.
Day force.
and adjacent
For day
day watchmen,
follows: One
One in
in Franklin
adjacent
Park and
Franklin Park
as follows:
watchmen, as
For
reservations on
Park; two in
Lafayette Park;
Avenue;.; one in Lafayette
on New York Avenue
reservations
Smithsonian Grounds
neighboring reservations;
Judiciary
reservations; one in Judiciary
and neighboring
Grounds and
Smithsonian
Park; one
one in
in Lincoln
Lincoln Park
reservations; one in Iowa
adjacent reservations;
and adjacent
Park and
Park;
Circle
reservations to
to the
the northeast;
one in.
in. Thomas
Thomas and
and Scott
Scott
northeast; one
and reservations
Circle and
Circles and
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
one in
in Washington
Washington Circle
Circle and
reervations; one
Circles
neighboring
one in
in Dupont
Circle and
and neighboring
neighboring resresDupont Circle
reservations; one
neighboring reservations;
ervations,- one
Farrap
rut Squarei
Square; .one in
McPherson Park and Farragut
one in McPherson
ervationsStanton Park
reservations; two
Seaton
Henry and Seaton
two in
in Henry
neighboring reservations;
Park and
and neighboring
Stanton
Parks and
and neighboring
reservations; one
in Mount
Mount Vernon
Vernon Park and
one in
neighboring reservations;
Parks
reservations to the northeast; one in grounds
grounds south of the Executive
Executive
reservations
Mansion;
one in
Garfield and
Parks and
and reservations
reservations to the
and Marion
Marion Parks
in Garfield
Mansion; one
east; one
in Monument
Montrose
in Montrose
in Potomac
Potomac Park; one in
Park; four
four in
Monument Park;
east;
one in
Park; twenty-three
twenty-three in
all, at
at $840
Park;
in all,
$840 each,
each, $19,320.
$19,320.
Night fore.
Night
force.
For
night watchmen,
watchmen, as follows:
Smithsonian Grounds and
follows: Two in Smithsonian
For night
Judiciary Park; two in Henry and
neighbormg
reservations; one in Judiciary
neighboring reservations;
Seaton Parks
Parks and
and adjacent
grounds south of the
one in grounds
reservations; one
adjacent reservations;
Seaton
Executive Mansion;
Garfield Park
Monument Park; one in Garfield
Mansion; one in Monument
Executive
neighboring reservations;
Thomas Circles
Circles
reservations; one in Iowa, Scott, and Thomas
and neighboring
Stanton and Lincoln
Lincoln Parks and
reservations; one in Stanton
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
McPherson, Franklin
Franklin,
Lafayette, McPherson,
reservations; two in Lafayette,
neighboring reservations;
an Farragut
and Dupont Circles and
Washington and
and
Farragut Parks; one in Washington
neighboring reservations;
in Mount
neighboring
Park and neighboring
one in
Mount Vernon Park
reservations; one
neighboring
reservations; two
two for
nursery; four in Potomac
Potomac
and nursery;
for greenhouses
greenhouses and
reservations;
Park; twenty
at $840
$840 each,
$16,800.
Park;
twenty in
in all,
all, at
each, $16,800.
wakefied,
Wakefield, Va.
Va.
For
watchman for
for the
the care
care of
monument and
and dock
dock at
at WakeWakeof the
the monument
For watchman
field, Virginia,
Virginia, the
the birthplace
birthplace of
of Washington,
Washington $300.
$300.
field,
contingentexpens
Contiugentexpenses
For
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, including
including purchase
purchase of
of proproFor contingent
contingent and
fessional
scientific periodicals,
periodicals, books of
of referand scientific
scientific books and scientific
fessional and
ence,
photographs, and
and maps, $700.
ence, blank
blank books, photographs,
For
purchase and
and repair
of bicycles
bicycles and
for park
watchpark watchand revolvers
revolvers for
repair of
For purchase
men and for purchase
purchase of ammunition, $1,000.
$1,000.
For purchase
purchase of
motorcycles at $250
$250 each, and
upkeep
and for
for the upkeep
of two
two motorcycles
For
of same
same at $144 each,
each, $788.
$788.
For purchasing
and supplying
to park,
Monument, and
park, Monument,
uniforms to
supplying uniforms
purchasing and
For
bridge watchmen,
watchmen, $2,800.
bridge
$2,800.
Part from
from Ditrict
District
revenues.
Of
foregoing amounts
appropriated under
and revenues.
public buildings
buildings and
under public
amounts appropriated
the foregoing
Of the
grounds,
the sum of
revenues of the
the revenues
shall beepaid
paid out of the
of $36,879 shall
grounds, the
District of Columbia.
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War, and
Navy
Navy Department
Department
Building.
Clerks, engineers,
etc.
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STATE, WAR, AND
AND NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT BUILDING.
BUILDING.
Office of
superintendent: Clerk
class three;
three; stenographer
Office
of superintendent:
Clerk of
of class
stenographer and
and

typewriter,
typewriter, $900; chief
$1,400; five
engineers, at
at
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,400;
five assistant
assistant engineers,
$1,000 each;
each; electrical
electrical machinist,
machinist, $1,200;
captain of
the watch,
watch,
$1,000
$1,200; captain
of the
$1,200; two
two lieutenants
of the
watch, at
at $840
$840 each;
forty watchmen;
$1,200;
lieutenants of
the watch,
each; forty
watchmen;
carpenter, $1,000;
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; machinist,
$1,000; painter,
painter,
carpenter,
$1,000; electrician,
machinist, $1,000;
$1,000; plumber,
$900 each;
seven
$1,000;
plumber, $1,000;
$1,000; three
three dynamo
dynamo tenders,
tenders, at
at $900
each; seven
skilled laborers
at $840
$840 each;
each; messenger;
messenger; foreman
foreman of
of
skilled
laborers or
or mechanics,
mechanics, at
laborers, $840;
ten firemen;
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
laborers,
$840; ten
firemen; eleven
eleven elevator
seventeen laborers;
laborers; :three
second-class firemen,
firemen, at
at $660
$660 each;
each; four
four
seventeen
.three second-class
forewomen
$300 each;
each; sixty-seven
charwomen;
forewomen of
of charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $300
sixty-seven charwomen;
gardener, $720;
in all,
all, $103,560.
$103,560.
gardener,
$720; in
el,lights,
Fuel,
lights, etc.
For
items, printing,
printing, and
and city
city
etc.
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs
repairs, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
directories, $32,000:
Reapprtionment
Zar
• eetof directories,
$32 ,
000 :Provided,
Prodded, That the commission
commission in charge,
charge, or a
a
sae
space m
in building
buildtngPerper- majority
majority of the
members thereof,
any time
time reapportion
reapportion space
the members
thereof, may
may at
at any
space
nutted.
tt
ed.
among
State, War,
and Navy
among the
the departments
departments now
now occupying
occupying the
the State,
War, and
Navy
Department
be done
with a
areduction
reduction of
of
Department Building
Building if
if the
the same
same can
can be
done with
the amount
of floor
any branch
branch of
of the
the public
public
the
amount of
floor space
space occupied
occupied by
by any
service
the reduction
reduction or
or avoidance
avoidance of
of public
public expense
expense
service in
in said
said building,
building, the
for
office or
or storage
storage space
Government, and
the reducreducfor rent
rent of
of office
space for
for the
the Government,
and the
tion of
of the
number of
for said
from forty
forty
tion
the number
of watchmen
watchmen rectuired
required for
said building
building from
Conditions,
to not
more than
Providedfurther, That
That no
arrangement
Conditions
to
not more
than thirty-eight:
thirty-eight: Providedfurther,
no arrangement
shall involve
involve the
ejectment from
from the
the building
building
of space
space made hereunder
hereunder shall
the ejectment
of any department
department or
public service
now occupying
occupying the
or branch of
of the
the public
service now
the
Prohibition on
further, That
That no
no rooms
rooms vacated
under any
any arrangearrangeon mu- same:
same: Provided
Prvidedfurther,
vacated under
,eum
use.
ment of
of space
be used
used for
for museum
museum purposes.
eum use
ment
space hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
purposes.

etc.

Navy
Navy Department
Department

annex.
anex.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT ANNEX,
EAm x, NEW
NAVY DEPARTMENT
NEW YORK
AVEiT3iIf NEAR
NEAR SEVENSEVENYORK AVENUE

TEENTH STREET
STREET NORTHWEST:
NORTHWEST: Engineer
Engineer $1,200; four firemen;
firemen; two
elevator
conductors, at
elevator conductors,
five watchmen;
watchmen; four
four laborers;
laborers;
at $720
$720 each;
each; five
forewoman, $300; nine
nine charwomen;
forewoman,
charwomen; in
$14,220.
in all,
all, $14,220.
For fuel,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, $7,000.
$7,000.
fuel, lights, repairs,
repairs, and
STATE
STATE DEPARTMENT
ANNEX: Laborer,
$660.
DEPARTMENT ANNEX:
Laborer, $660.
TEENTH

State Department
Department
annex.
Navy Depart
ment.
Department.
Secretary, Assistant,
Secretary,
clork.;,
etc. Assistant,
clerkis, etc.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of the
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY:
the Navy,
Navy, $12,000;
$12,000;
Assistant
$5,000; chief
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; private
private secretary
secretary
$2,500; clerk to Secretary,
to Secretary, $2,500;
private secretary
secretary
Secretary, $2,250;
$2,250; private
to Assistant Secretary, $2,400;
$2,400; clerk to Assistant
Assistant Secretary, $2,000;
$2,000;
disbursing
appointment clerk, $2,000;
disbursing clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; appointment
estimate
$2,000; estimate
clerk, $1,800; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks—one
of class
three
clerks-one of
class four,
four, three
of class three, five of class two, five of class one,
one, one
$1,100, six
six at
at
one $1,100,
$1,200; three copyists; carpenter,
$1,000 each; stenographer, $1,200;
carpenter, $900;
$900;
four messengers;
messengers; four assistant messengers;
messengers; three laborers;
laborers; messenmessenger boys—four
boys-four at $600 each, one $420, one $400, one $360; two
two teletelephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
in all,
$81,740.
operators; in
all, $81,740.
Solicitorq Offce
OFFICE OF SoiscrroR:
SOLICITOR: Solicitor,
Solicitor's
Office.
OFFICE
Sohcitor, $4,000;
$4,000; law
law clerks—one
clerks-one $2,500,
$2,500,
I'. p.
P Ms.
one $2,250, one $2,000; clerks-one
run,
clerks—one of class
class four,
one of
three,
four, one
of class
class three,
one of class two, one $840; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600; in all,
BJ1, $16,990.
$16,990.
Officeof
iNavl RecOFFICE
RECORDS AND
Office
of Naval
OFFICE OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL RECORDS
Chief clerk,
$2,000;
AND LIBRARY:
LIBRARY: Chief
clerk, $2,000;
ords and Library.
Library.
clerks-two of class
ords
clerks—two
class four,
four, one
one to
to be
selected from
from officers
officers of
of the
Conbe selected
the Confederate Navy (agent for collection
Confederate records);
records); four
four of
of
collection of Confederate
two at $1,000
class two, four of class
class one, two
copyist; copyist,
copyist,
$1,000 each;
each; copyist;
$720; assistant
messenger; laborer;
expenses for
for
assistant messenger;
laborer; necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
collection of records, $100;
provided
$100; in all, $21,100.
$21,100. All employees
employees provided
for by this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be exclusively
exclusively engaged on the work
of
work of
this office during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
JudgeAdsocate
Judge
Advocate Gen
OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
GENERAL: L
aw clerk,
cl
erk,$2,200;
$2,200; clerksclerks--Gen-OFFICE OF
Law
eraPs Office.
Prt,
p.
$1,300, two of class one, three at $1,000 each,
P91i, lsp.
one of class four, one
one $1,300,
messenger: in all,
one $900; assistant
assistant messenger;
all, $12,320.
$12,320.
!"s,,

p.8 l.

Pox eli
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OFFICE
OF C
HIEF OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL OPERATIONS:
OPERATIONS: Chief
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250;
OFFICE OF
CHIEF
Chief clerk,
clerks-one of class four, one of class three, three of class two, three
clerks—one
of class one, three at $1,000
telegraphers—chief
$1,000 each; one $900; telegraphers-chief
$1,800,
$1,200, one $1,100; two assistant
$1,800, one $1,400, one $1,200,
assistant messengers;
messengers;
messenger
boys—one $600, two at $400 each; laborer; in all, $26,350.
messenger boys-one
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION:
NAVIGATION: Chief
Chief clerk,
at
BUREAu
clerk, $2,250; clerks—two
clerks-two at
$2,000 each, five
five of
of class four,
four, five of
of class
class three,
three, six
six of
of class
class two,
each;
eight of class one, three at $1,100 each, fourteen at $1,000
$1,000 each;
fourteen copyists;
copyists; nine copyists, at $840 each; two assistant
fourteen
assistant mesmesmessenger boy, $600; five
sengers; messenger
five laborers;
laborers; in
in all, $84,050.
OFFICE OF
NAVAL I
NTELLIGENCE: Clerks—one
of class
class four,
four, one
one of
OFFICE
OF NAVAL
INTELLIGENCE:
Clerks-one of
of
class three, one $1,300, three at $1,000
translators, at
$1,000 each; two translators,
$1,400 each; draftsman, $1,200; messenger boy, $600; in all, $12,300.
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE:
OFFICE: Hydrog,raphic
assistHYDROGRAPHIC
Hydrographic engineer,
engineer, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants—one $2,200,
experts—
ants-one
$2,200, one $2,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800; nautical
nautical experts$1,600, one $1,400,
$1,400, three at $1,200 each,
one $1,800, one $1,600,
each, three
three at
at
$1,000 each; clerks-one
clerks—one of class two, one
custodian of
$1,000
one of
of class one; custodian
archives, $1,200; copyists—three
$720
archives,
copyists-three at $900 each, one $840, two at
at $720
each; compiler,
$1,400; editor of Notice
Notice to Mariners,
Mariners, $1,800; comcompiler, $1,400;
puter, $1,400;
$1,400; draftsmen—four
draftsmen-four at $1,800 each, four..at
four~at $1,600 each,
four at $1,400
$1,400 each, four at
at $1,200 each,
each, ten
ten at $1,000
$1,000 each, one
one $900;
$900;
three apprentice
apprentice draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $700 each; engravers—chief
engravers-chief $2,000,
two at $1,800
$1,600 each,
$1,800 each, three at $1,600
each, one $1,400,
$1,400, six at $1,200
each, two
apprentice engravers-one
engravers—one $800,
tw6 at $1,000 each, one $720; apprentice
one $700; plate printers
chief $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,200,
printers-chief
$1,200, one $1,000, two
at $900 each, one $800; apprentiee
apprentice plate printers—one
printers-one $700, one
$600;
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
each, apprentice
apprentice
$600; lithographers—chief
lithographers-chief. $1,800,
$1,800, two
two at
$700;
photographer, $1,600;
$1,600; lithographic
transferer, $1,400;
$1,400;
$700; process
process photographer,
lithographic transferer,
lithographic
pressman, $1,400;
photographic printer, $1,200;
lithographic pressman,
$1,400; photographic
$1,200; two
cutters,' at $1,000
negative cutters
$1,000 each; two feeders,
feeders, at $480 each; electroassistant messenger;
messenger-' four
typer and chart plate maker, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant
laborers; helpers-two
helpers—two at $720
$720 each, two at $660 each, one $600,
$600, one
$500, one $480; in all, $123,660.
For copperplates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes, chart
chart
portfolios, electrotyping
electrotyping copperplates,
copperplates, cleaning
tools,
portfolios,
cleaning copperplates;
copperplates; tools
engraving, and
instruments, power, and materials for drawing, engraving;
printing; materials for and mounting charts;
charts reduction
reduction of charts by
photography;
transfer
photography; photolithoo-raphing
photolithographing charts for immediate use; transfer
of photolithographic
photolithographic and other charts to copper;
copper; care and repairs to
printing
drawing
printing presses, furniture,
furniture, instruments,
instruments, and tools; extra drawing
and engraving;
engraving; translating from foreign languages; telegrams
telegrams on public
business; preparation
preparation of. Pilot Charts and their supplements, and
printing
purchase of
for charts
and sailing
sailing
mailing same;
same; purchase
of data
data for
charts and
printing and
and mailing
and
books of reference
directions and other nautical
nautical publications; hooks
reference an
works and periodicals relating to hydrography,
meteorology,
hydrography, marine meteorology
navigation, surveying, oceanography,
oceanography, and terrestrial magnetism, and
technical subjects
subjects connected
to other professional
professional and technical
connected with the work
of the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $26,000.
Contingent expenses
expenses of branch offices at Boston, New York, PhilaSavannah, New Orleans,
Orleans, San Francisco,
delphia
Francisco,
delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah,
(Oregon), Portland
Portland (Maine),
Portland (Oregon),
(Maine), Chicago,
Chicago, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Buffalo,
Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie, Seattle, Panama, and Galveston,
Galveston'includperiodicals relating to hydroging furniture, fuel, lights,
lights, works
works and periodicals
raphy, marine meteorology,
oceanography,
navigation, surveying,
surveying, oceanography,
meteorology, navigation,
raphy,
and
magnetism, stationery,
articles, rent
stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous articles,
and terrestrial
terrestrial magnetism,
and
car fare
fare and ferriage in
in visiting
and care
care of
of offices,
offices, care of time balls, car
merchant vessels, freight and express charges, telegrams,
telegrams, and other
other
merchant
necessary expenses
expenses incurred in
for
necessary
in collecting the latest information for
pilot
for which
which the
the offices were
were estabpilot charts, and for
for other purposes
purposes for
lished, $10,000.
$10,000.

Office
of Chief
Chief of
of NaOfficeof
Naval Operations.
Operations.
val
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 929.
Vol.
929.
Poet, p.
p. 813.
Poet,
813.
Bureau of
Bureau
of NavigaNaviga.
tion.
tion.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 813.
813.

Naval Intelligence
Naval
Office.

H ydrograph ic OfOf.
Hydrographic
See.
fice.
Salaries.
Salaries.

Materials, etc.
Materials,
etc.
Post,
814.
Post, p.
p. 814.

Pilot
Charts.
Pilot Charts.

Branch offs.
offices.
Branch
Contingent
expenses
Contingntexpense
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Employees.
Employees.
Personal
servies InIn
ernal services
Washington restricted.

SESS. I.

SESS. I.

117.
CH. 117.

Cu.

1916.
1916.

services of
necessary employees
at branch
branch offices,
For services
of necessary
employees at
offices, $17,960.
$17,960.
expenditure shall be
No expenditure
be incurred
incurred or authorized
authorized for personal services
services

or otherwise
otherwise under
under the Hydrographio
Hydrographie Office at Washington,
Washington, District
District
of Columbia,
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
of
Columbia, during
during the
the fiscal
fiscalyear
seventeen
except
as herein
by appropriations
under the
the Navy
Navy
appropriations under
except as
herein authorized
authorized by
Department
or under
under appropriations
that may
be made
made for
Department or
appropriations that
may be
for printing
printing
and binding.
binding.
and
Naval Observatory.
NavalObsrvatory.
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY: • Assistant
Salaries.
NAVAL
.ftoxtlistallt. astronomers-one
astronomers—one $2,400,
$2,400 ; one
one
$2,000, one
one $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant in
of nautical
nautical instruinstru$2,000,
in department
department of
ments, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks—one
class four,
one of
of class
class two;
two; instrument
instrument
ments,
clerks-one of
of class
four, one
maker, $1,500;
$1,500; librarian,
librarian, $1,800;
assistants—
maker,
$1,500; electrician,
electrician. $1,500;
$1,800; assistantseach, three
each, two
two at
at $1,200
each; stenogthree at $1,600
$1,600 each,
three at
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
$1,200 each;
stenographer and
typewriter, $900;
foreman and
captain of
the watch,
rapher
and typewriter,
$900; foreman
and captain
of the
watch,
$1,000;
carpenter, $1,000;
$1,0d0; engineer,
$1,000; three
three firemen;
watch$1,000; carpenter,
engineer, $1,000;
firemen; six
six watchmen;
conductor, $720;
$720; nine
nine laborers;
all, $44,240.
$44,240.
men; elevator
elevator conductor,
laborers; in
in all,
Computations.
For miscellaneous
computations, $5,000.
$5,000.
Compartiast.
For
miscellaneous computations,
Library,
For professional
Library, etc.
etc.
professional and scientific
scientific books, books of reference,
periodicals,
reference, periodicals,
eng.ravmgs,
photographs, and fixtures for the library, $750.
ontingtexpenses
Contingent
expenses. egravings, photographs, and fixtures for the library, $750.
For apparatus and
instruments, and
repairs of
of the
$2,000.
and instruments,
and for
for repairs
the same,
same, $2,000.
and fences;
fences; furniture,
For repairs to
to buildings,
buildings, fixtures,
fixtures, and
furniture, gas,
gas,
chemicals, and stationery;
(including transmission
transmission of
of public
public
chemicals,
stationery; freight
freight (including
documents through
through the
documents
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian exchange),
foreign postage,
postage and
and
exchange), foreign
expressage;
plants,
fertilizers,
and
all
contingent
expenses,
$3,0{10.
$3,000.
expenses,
contingent
all
and
fertilizers,
plants,
expressage;
tscnel.a
miscellaneous.
For fuel,
fuel, oil,
grease,. pipe,
and other
other materials
materials needed
needed for
for the
For
oil, grease,
pipe, wire,
wire, and
the
maintenance
repair of
of boilers,
electric
maintenance and
and repair
boilers, engines,
engines, heating
heating apparatus,
apparatus, electric
lighting and power
lighting
ater-supply system;
purchase and
and
power plant, and
and water-supply
system; purchase
maintenance
maintenance of teams;
teams; maintenance,
exchange, or
operation
maintenance, repair, exchange,
or operation
of motor truck
truck and of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles;
passenger-carrying vehicles;
material
nautical instruments
material for boxing nautical
instruments for
for transportation;
transportation; paints,
paints,
telegraph and telephone
telegraph
telephone service, and incidental labor,
labor, $8,000.
$8,000.
Grounds and
and roads.
roads.
For cleaning,
cleaning, repair, and upkeep
Grounds
upkeep_ of grounds
grounds and
roads, $5,000.
$5,000.
and roads,
Nautical!
Almanac
outical
Almanac
NAUTICAL ALMANAC
preparing for
Office.
ALMANAC OFFICE: For assistants
assistants in
in preparing
for
publication
American Ephemeris
publication the American
Ephemeris and Nautical
Nautical Almanac-one
Almanac—one
$2,000, two at
$2,000,
at $1,800
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, two
two at
$1,400 each,
each,
$1,800 each,
each, two
two at
at $1,400
three at $1,200
$1,200 each, two at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; copyist
copyist and typewriter,
typewriter,
$900;
assistant messenger;
messenger boy,
boy, $420;
$420; in
in all,
$19240.
computers.
$900; assistant
messenger; messenger
all, $19
240.
Computers.
piecework m
For pay of computers
computers on piecework
in preparing
preparing for
for publication
publication
the American Ephemeris and Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Almanac and
and in
in improving
improving
of the
the planets,
moon, and
and stars,
stars, $3,000.
$3,000.
planets, moon,
tables of
the tables
mEn- the
Breau ot
Bureau
of Steam
gtneering.
BUREAU OF
gineering.
BUREAU
OF STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERING:
ENGINEERING: Chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; bookkeeper
bookkeeper
Post,
p. 813.
and accountant,
accountant, $1,800; clerks-one
Post, p.
413.
and
clerks—one of class four, four of class three,
three,
four of class two, two at $1,300
$1,300 each, five of class one, one $1,100,
$1,100,
four at $1,000
four
$1,000 each,
each, one $900; copyist; two expert radio
radio aids,
aids, at
at
$3,130 each; expert
expert in wireless
wireless telegraphy,
draftsmen—one
telegraphy, $3,000;
$3,000; draftsmen-one
(who shall be an expert
expert in marine construction)
construction) $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,400,
$1,400,
$720; two assistant
assistant $1,200;
$1,200; blue printer, $720;
assistant messengers;
messengers;
laborers-three
laborers—three at $660
$660 each, two at $600
$600 each; messenger
messenger boy, $600;
$600;
wasi

ret

Techical
Technical ser
sen-ices.

Proviso.
Proo.

Limit,etc.

Limit, etc.

io.p. 813.

Post, P. 813.

in
all, $53,150.
$53,150.
in all,
•
draftsmen and
The services of draftsmen
and such other technical
technical services
services as the
necessary may be employed only
Secretary of the Navy
Navy may deem
deem necessary
only
in the Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering
Engineering and
and at rates of compensation
compensation
not exceeding those paid hereunder
hereunder prior to January first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fifteen, to carry into effect the
various appropriations
appropriations
the various
for "Increase
Increase of
Navy" and "Engineering,"
from the
the
"EEngineering," to be paid from
for
of the Navy"
appropriation "Engineering":
"Engineering": Provided,
the expenditures
expenditures on
on
appropriation
Provided, That
That the
this
account for
this account
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen shall
not
exceed $70,891.28.
not exceed
$70,891.28. A
A statement of the
the persons
persons employed hereunder, their
their duties,
to each shall be made
under,
duties, and
and the
the compensation
compensation paid
paid to
to Congress each year in the
annual estimates.
the annual
estimates.

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I
117.
I.. CH. 117.
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BTJREAU
OF C
ONSTRUCTION AND
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; tBureanof'nstru
AND REPAIR:
REPAIR: Chief
CONSTRUCTION
BUREAU OF
ticr
and
eaulflp2r
91.
3struePost, p. 813.
813.
clerks—two
class- three,
three, three
of class two,
two, Post,p.
three of
of classthree of
of class
class four,
four, three
clerks-two of
$1,300 each, four
$1,100 each, fifteen
fifteen at
at
four of
of class one, nine at $1,100
four at
at $1,300
$1,000 each;
assistant messengers;
messengers; laborer; mesfive copyists;
copyists; two assistant
each; five
$1,000
$600 each; one $400; in all, $62,150.
boys-nine at $600
senger boys—nine
Technical services.
The
draftsmen and
and such
such other
technical services
services as
as the
the Technicalservices.
other technical
of draftsmen
services of
The services
Secretary
of
the
Navy
may
deem
necessary
may
be
employed
only
only
employed
Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary
Bureau of Construction
Repair and
and at rates of compensain the
the Bureau
Construction and Repair
tion not
exceeding those
those paid hereunder
hereunder prior to January first,
tion
not exceeding
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, to carry into effect the various appronineteen hundred
"Increase of
"Construction and
Navy" and "Construction
of the Navy"
priations for
for "Increase
Repair," to be
appropriation "Construction
"Construction and Proviso.
be paid
paid from the appropriation
Repair,"
Repair": Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the expenditures
this account
the Limit,
Repair":
expenditures on
on this
account for
for the
Limit etc.
p. 813.
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventeen shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed Post,
813.
Post,p
and seventeen
hundred and
fiscal
$135,201.16. A
A statement of the persons employed
employed hereunder,
hereunder,
$135,201.16.
their duties,
and the
be made to
to each
each shall be
paid to
compensation paid
the compensation
their
duties, and
Congress each
estimates.
annual estimates.
each year
year in the annual
Congress
1
ofOrdnance.
OcdBraudof
BUREAU OF
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; draftsman,
draftsman ' $1,400;
$1,400; Bureau
OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: Chief
BUREAU
Post, p. 813.
clerks—two of class four, two of class three,
three, two of class two, one
clerks-two
$1,300, three
of class
$1,000 each; three copyfive at $1,000
$1,100, five
class one,
one, one $1,100,
three of
$1,300,
ists; two
two copyists,
at $840
each; assistant messenger;
messenger
messenger- messenger
$840 each;
copyists, at
ists;
boys—two at
$600 each,
each, two
at $400
laborer; in
all, $32,010.
$32,010.
in al,
$400 each;
each; laborer;
two at
at $600
boys-two
ete
'
r
.ecbnical
services,
The
and such
technical services
services tec.h i a l s e r v c e s
other technical
such other
draftsmen, and
clerks, draftsmen,
The services
services of clerks,
employed
as
deem necessary
necessary may be employed
Secretary of the Navy may deem
as the
the Secretary
only in
in the
Bureau of
compensation not
not
rates of compensation
and at rates
of Ordnance
Ordnance, and
the Bureau
only
exceeding those
January first, nineteen
nineteen hunprior to January
hereunder Prior
those paid
paid hereunder
exceeding
dred
appropriations for
into effect the various appropriations
fifteen, to
to carry into
dred and fifteen
stores," to be
"Increase
"Ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores,"
"Increase of the Navy" and "Ordnance
paid
appropriation "Ordnance
"Ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores";
stores":
from the
the appropriation
paid from
viso
Provided,
the expenditures
on this
for the
fiscal year
Provided, That
That the
expenditures on
this account
account for
the fiscal
year L
etc.
,tc.
anit,
e
*
nineteen
A
$13,283.76. A
seventeen shall not exceed $13,283.76.
hundred and seventeen
nineteen hundred
statement
hereunder ' their duties, and the
statement of the persons employed hereunder,
compensation
compensation paid to each, shall be made to Congress each year in
the
estimates.
annual estimates.
the annual
anlaufan
con nets Supplies
BUREAU OF
or SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS:
Accomyrs: Civilian
Civilian assistant, $2,500; and Accounts.
BUREAU
Post,
p. 813.*
chief accountant,
$2,250; two chief
chief bookkeepers,
bookkeepers at $2,000
$2,000 each; Post,p.813.
chief
accountant, $2,250;
statistician,
clerks—five of class four, eight
eight of class three,
three,
$1,800; clerks-five
statistician, $1,800;
seven
fifteen of class one, eleven at $1,100 each,
each, twentytwentyof class two, fifteen
seven of
$1,000 each,
fourteen at $900 each;
each; two copyists,
copyists, at $840
$840
each, fourteen
eight at
at $1,000
assistant messengers;
messenger boys—four
boys-four at $600 each,
messengers; messenger
five assistant
each; five
$121,990.
two at $400 each; laborer; m all, $121,990.
Bureau ry
of.Medicine
Medicine
BduSu
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
BUREAU
MEDICINE AND SUBGERY:
SURGERY: Chief
Chief Clerk, $2,250; clerks-clerks— an
Post, p. 814.
814.
of class one, Pot,
of class
two of
four, one
one of
class three,
three, two
class two,
two one of
two of
of class
of class
class four,
two
each; copyist,
copyist, $840; assistant
assistant mesmestwo at $1,100 each, three at $1,000 each;
senger;
dispensary-driver, $600, laborer, $480; in all,
naval dispensary—driver,
senger; laborer; naval
$19,950.
Yards
$19,950.
flueos
en
ks of
Yards
an Docs.
BUREAU OF
YARDS AND
AND Docxs:
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250; clerks-one
clerks—One and
DOCKS: Chief
BUREAU
OF YARDS
Post, p. 814.
three, one
of class
class three,
and draftsman
draftsman $1,800,
one of
one of class two, two of class
class Pol, p-814.
$1,800, one
and
draftsmen—one $1,700,
$1,700, one
$1,000 each; draftsmen-one
six at $1,000
one $1,100, six
one, one
connection with depots for coal) $1,200;
$1,200; assistant mes(for work
work in connection
senger- three
three messenger
each; two laborers;
laborers; in all,
messenger boys, at $600 each;
senger;
$23,29.
Teeicah seices.
$23,290.
Technical services.
services
technical services
draftsmen and such other technical
The services
services of skilled draftsmen
necessary may be employed
as the Secretary
employed
Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary
as
only
carry into effect the various
in the
the Bureau of Yards and Docks to carry
only in
appropriations
allotments thereunder
thereunder and
paid from
such ap
ap- p
and be
be paid
from such
appropriations and
and allotments
Proviso..
priations
allotments; Provided,
expenditures on this Limit, etc.
That the expenditures
Provided, That
and allotments:
pnations and
Post, p. 814.
account
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen shall
not Pot, p. 814
shall not
nineteen hundred
for the
account for
exceed
statement of the persons
persons employed
employed hereunder,
A statement
exceed $50,000.
$50,000. A
their
compensation paid to each,
each, shall be made to
to
their duties, and the compensation
Congress each year in the annual estimates.
91890°—voi.
1-7
91890°-voL 39—rr
39-pr 1-7
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DIVISION
MILITIA AFFAIRS:
AFFAIRS: For
For the
the following,
following, authorauthorDIVISION OF
OF NAVAL
NAVAL MnriA
ized
by section
of .the
Naval Militia
Militia Act
Act approved
approved February
February
ized by
section seventeen
seventeen of
the Naval
POt, P.
p. 814..
sixteenth, nineteen
Post,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen:
fourteen: Chief clerk, $1,600;
$1,600;
clerks—one of
of class
class two,
two of
class one,
$1,100, four
four at
at $1,000
$1,000
clerks-one
two, two
of class
one, one
one $1,100,
each; messenger
messenger boys-one
boys—one $600;
in all,
all, $11,100.
$11,100.
each;
$600; in
Miscellaneous ex-For miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
For
miscellaneous expenses
including stationery,
stationery, furniture,
furniture, office
office
expenses, including
penses.
pe ses
equipment, postage, typewriters
typewriters and exchange
equipment,
of same,
same, and
and necesnecesexchange of
sary
printing and
which sum,
sum, together
together with
the forewith the
foreand binding,
binding, $3,000,
$3,000, which
sary printing
going amount
for salaries
shall be
be paid
paid from
the appropriation
appropriation for
for
from the
salaries, shall
amount for
going
Post, P
P. 55
559.
"Arming and
equipping Naval
Naval Militia"
Militia" for
for the
fiscal year
nineteen
Post,
"Arming
and equipping
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred
and seventeen,
and no
no other
or further
sums shall
shall be
exhundred and
seventeen, and
other or
further sums
be expended from
or on
of said
said Division
Division of
pended
from said
said appropriation
appropriation for
for or
on account
account of
of
Naval Militia
during the
nineteen hundred
Naval
Militia Affairs
Affairs during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
and
seventeen.
Contingent
expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
professional and
and technical
technical books
books and
and
Contingentexpenese.
CONTINGENT
For professional
periodicals, law
law books,
books, and
books, including
including city
city
periodicals,
and necessary
necessary reference
reference books,
directories
railway guides,
freight, passenger,
passenger, and
and express
tariff
directories,, railway
guides, freight,
express tariff
books,
library, $2,000.
$2,000.
books, for
for department
department library,
For stationery,
plans, drawings,
drawings, drawing
drawing
For
stationery, furniture,
furniture, newspapers,
newspapers, plans,
materials,
to be
only for
for official
official purposes,
materials, horses
horses and.
and wagons
wagons to
be used
used only
purposes,
including
rental of
stable; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, or
or operaincluding rental
of stable;
operation of
of -horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, automobile
automobile mail
mail
tion
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
wagon, including
exchange of
car tickets
tickets not
not exceeding
exceeding
wagon,
including exchange
of same,
same, street
street car
$250, freight,
freight, expressage,
typewriters and
and computing
computing mama$250,
expressage, postage,
postage, typewriters
chines and
of same,
same, and
and other
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses
chines
and exchange
exchange of
expenses
bureaus and
and offices
$42,000;
of the Navy Department
Department and
and its
its various
various bureaus
offices, $42,000;
Pod, p
557.
Post,
p. 557.
it shall not
expend, for
for any
any of
the offices
or bureaus
not be
be lawful to
to expend,
of the
offices or
bureaus of
of
Washington, any
sum out
out of
of appropriations
the Navy Department
Department at Washington,
any sum
appropriations
Establishment for any of the
made for the Naval Establishment
the purposes
purposes menmentioned
this
paragraph.
tioned or
or authorized
authorized in
in
this
paragraph.
Rent.
Rent.
Post, p. 814.
For
for the
Navy Department,
Department,
quarters for
the Navy
Pop.
For rental
rental of
of addition
additional quarters
$33,000.
$33,000.
naRzta
n
p
'cptiro
on
p on use
No
of any
for the
naval service
made for
the naval
service shall
shall be
be
No part
any appropriations
appropriations made
part of
naval appropriations.of
expended for any of the
the purposes
(including freight
and expressage)
expressage)
expended
purposes (including
freight and
herein provided
provided for on account
account of the Navy Department
Department at Washington, District of Columbia,
except for personal
Columbia, except
personal services
services in certain
certain
bureaus, as herein expressly
expressly authorized.
bureaus,
authorized.
Naval Militia Divi-

n.
Si(VoL
p. 288.
38 , p.
288
voi is,

Department.
Interior Department.
Secretary,
clerk.
Assistantse, chief
cief clerk.ants,

Assistatemporary

Assistant,
clerks,
etc. inspectors,
ec.
clkrtas

men,

eengers, wtc

MosoPngers,
men,
etc.

watch-

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF Tab
INTERIOR.
THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE
OF THE
TIIE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
Interior, $12,000;
OFFICE OF
of the
the Interior,
$12,000;
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,00;
First Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $4,500;
$4,500; chief
chief
$5,000; Assistant
superintendent of buildings, who shall be
clerk, including
including $500 as superintendent
executive officer
officer of the department
chief executive
department and
designated
and who may be
be designated
by the Secretary
Secretary to sign
papers and
and documents
documents during
during the
the
sign official
official papers
temporary absence
absence of
the Secretary
and the
the Assistant
Secretaries,
of the
Secretary and
Assistant Secretaries,
$4,000; assistant
assistant to
the Secretary,
$2,750; assistant
$4,000;
to the
Secretary, $2,750;
assistant attorney-,
attorney,
$2,500; two special inspectors,
inspectors, whose
whose employment
employment shall be limited
limited
and the work in the several
under
to the inspection
inspection of offices and
several offices under
the control of the department,
department, at $2,500
$2,500 each, six inspectors,
inspectors, at
at
$2,500 each; chief disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,500; clerk in charge
charge of supplies
in charge
charge of
mails, files,
files, and
and archives,
archives, $2,250;
$2,250;
plies,' $2,250;
$2,250; clerk
clerk in
of mails,
clerk in charge of publications,
publications, $2,250; private secretary
secretary to the SecSecretary, $2,500; clerks—four
clerks-four at $2,000
$2,000 each, thirteen of class four,
eighteen
twenty-one of class two, twenty-four
eighteen of class three,
three, twenty-one
twenty-four of class
one, three at $1,000 each;
each; returns
returns office
office clerk, $1,600; female
female clerk,
designated by the President, to sign land patents,
to be designated
patents $1,200.
$1,200:
eight copyists; multigraph.
multigraph operator,
operator, $900;
miiltigraph
$900; assistant
assistant multigraph
operator, $720;
repairer, $900;
$900; two
two telephone
switch$720; typewriter
operator,
typewriter repairer,
telephone switchbo ard operators;
seven assistant
assistant messengers;
board
operators: nine
nine messengers;
messengers; seven
messengers;
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twenty-one laborers;
twenty-one
laborers-' skilled mechanics-one
mechanics—one $900, one $720;
$720; two
carpenters, at $900 each; plumber,
carpenters,
electrician, $1,000; laborplumber, $900; electrician,
laborers-one $600, six at $480 each; packer,
ers—one
conducpacker, $660;
$660; two elevator
elevator conductors, at $720 each; eight charwomen;
charwomen; captain
of the
the watch,
watch, $1,200;
$1,200;
captain of
watchmen acting
acting as
as lieutenants
lieutenants
forty watchmen; additional
additional to two
two watchmen
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer,
of watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $120 each;
each; engineer,
e sign
$1,000; seven firemen;
under the
the direction
of the
the deeds
Clerk
,etc.
totribal
firemen; clerk
clerk to sign, under
direction of
Cler
to
sig triba
Secretary, in his name and
tribal deeds
deeds
Secretary,
and for him, his
his approval
approval of all tribal
to allottees and deeds for town lots made and executed
executed according
according
to law for any of the Five Civilized Tribes
Tribes of Indians
Indians in the Indian
Indian
Territory,
$1,200; in
$275,820.
Territory, $1,200;
in all,
all, $275,820.
General Land Office
General Land
General
Land Office Building:
electrician, $1,600;
Building.
Building: Engineer
Engineer and electrician,
$1,600; BuselLnd
OfOi
assistant engineer,
$1,000; four firemenwatchmen, acting as
engineer, $1,000;
firemen; three watchmen,
as
lieutenants, at $840 each; twenty watchmen;
watchmen; elevator
elevator conductor,
lieutenants,
$720; fourteen
laborers, at $480 each; three
skilled
$720;
fourteen laborers; nine laborers,
three skilled
mechanics
mechanics (painter, carpenter, and plumber),
plumber), at $900 each;
each; in all,
$39,380.
$39,380.
c
OFFICE
SOLICITOR: Three
of a
aboard
board of
of appeals,
appeals, to
to be
be 8'g
OFFICE OF
OF SOLICITOR:
Three members
members of
s l tos 011
ffl
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, at $4,000 each;
each; assistant
assistant
attorneys-one $3,000, two at $2,750
attorneys—one
$2,750 each, four at $2,500 each,
each, seven
seven
at $2,250 each, eleven
eleven at $2,000 each; medical
$2,000;
medical expert, $2,000;
clerks-four of class three (one of whom shall act as stenographer
clerks—four
stenographer
and one of whom shall
of
shall be aa stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter),
typewriter), one
one of
class one; in all, $77,850.
For
per diem
diem in
i
n lieu
of subsistence
subsistence of
two special
special inspectors,
inspectors, while
while Per
diem.
For per
lieu of
of two
ialspectos
Special
inspectors.
traveling on duty, at a
arate to be fixed
fixed by the
Secretary, not
exceedthe Secretary,
not exceedsection thirteen
thirteen of
the sundry
sundry civil
38,'.p. 68
ing $4 pursuant
pursuant to
to section
of the
civil 'Act
Act approved
approved 680.VVol 38
August first, nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen and for
actual necesnecesfor actual
sary expenses of transportation
transportation (including
(including temporary
employment
temporary employment
of stenographers,
stenographers typewriters,
outside of the
typewriters, and other assistance
assistance outside
the
District of Columbia, and for
incidental expenditures
to
for incidental
expenditures necessary
necessary to
the efficient
efficient conduct of examinations),
examinations), to
under the
to be
be expended under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, $4,500.
For per diem at not exceeding
exceeding $4 in lieu of subsistence
subsistence to six Insptors.
Inspectors.
inspectors pursuant
to section
thirteen of
of the
the sundry
sundry civil
civil Act 680.Vol
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 6.
inspectors
pursuant to
section thirteen
approved
approved August first, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and while
and fourteen, and
remaining at the seat of government
government under orders of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
not to exceed
exceed twenty days, transportation
transportation and sleeping-car
fare,
sleeping-car fare,
incidental expenses of negotiation, inspection, and investigation,
investigation,
including telegraphing, $12,800.
$12,800.
n al aLand
d Office.
GENERAL
LAND OFFICE:
corn- Ge
General
GENERAL LAND
OFFICE: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000 assistant
assistant comr
O
missioner,, $3,500; chief clerk, $3,000; chief law clerk, $2,500;
missioner
$2,500; two
clerks, at $2,200 each; three law examiners
general
law clerk-4,
examiners of surveyors
surveyors general
and district land offices, at $2,000 each; recorder, $2,000; chiefs
chiefs of
of
divisions--one of surveys
surveys,' $2,750, one $2,400,
divisions—one
$2,400, ten at $2,000 each;
each;
assistant chief of division,
division ' $2,000;
examiners—thirteen at
$2,000
$2,000; law
law examiners-thirteen
at $2,000
each, ten at $1,800 each, eighteen at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; clerks-twentyclerks—twentyseventy-four of class two,
seven of class four, fifty-one
fifty-one of class three, seventy-four
seventy-seven of class one, sixty-five
seventy-seven
sixty-five at $1,000 each; sixty-five
sixty-five
copyists; twenty-six copyists, at $720
messengers '
•ten
ten
$720 each; two messengers;
assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger boys-ten
boys—ten at $600 each,
i
x at
at $480
$480
each, ssix
each; six skilledlaborers,
messengers when
skilled laborers, who may act as assistant messengers
required, at $660 each; sixteen laborers; laborer, $480; packer, $720;
$720;
receiver of public
depositary acting for the commissioner
commissioner as receiver
public, moneys,
approval
$2,000, who may, with the ap
a
royal of the commissioner, designate
aa clerk of the General
General Land Office
depositary in
Slice to act as such
such depositary
m his
absence; clerk and librarian
$631,250.
librarian, $1,000;
$1,000; in all, $631,250.
t
l
i
i
oem
n s: etc., inFor per diem in lieu of subsistence,
dies.
etc., in.
subsistence, at not exceeding
exceeding $4,
$4, pursuant
pursuant yesPer i
to section thirteen of the sundry civil Act approved
approved August
August first
first, Vol.
vor38,
p. sso.
S,p.es6.
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
examiners and of clerks detailed
nineteen
fourteen, of examiners
detailed

100

iew
books.
w books.
Maps.
Ympsproviso.

Distribution.
Distribution
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to inspect
inspect offices
of United
United States
States surveyors
general and
and other
other offices
offices
surveyors general
offices of
to
in
public land
to investigate
investigate fraudulent
fraudulent land
land entries,
entries, trestresland service,
service, to
in public
passes
on the
the public
public lands,
lands, and
and cases
cases of
of official
actual
misconduct, actual
official misconduct,
passes on
necessary
expenses of
of transportation,
transportation, including
including necessary
necessary sleepingsleepingnecessary expenses
car fares,
and for
of stenographers
stenographers and
and other
other assistants
assistants
for employment
employment of
car
fares, and
when necessary
to the
efficient conduct
conduct of
of examinations,
examinations, and
and when
when
when
necessary to
the efficient
authorized
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
the General
General Land
Land Office,
Office, $6,000.
$6,000.
authorized by
by the
of the
For law
for the
law library
$400.
For
law books
books for
the law
library,, $400.
For
United States
and other
other maps,
premaps, preStates and
For connected
connected and
and separate
separate United
pared in
the General
Land Office,
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of the
the
Office, $20,000:
pared
in the
General Land
United States
maps procured
procured hereunder
hereunder seven
seven thousand
thousand two
hundred
two hundred
States maps
United
copies shall
be delivered
to the
Senate and
fourteen thousand
four
thousand four
the Senate
and fourteen
copies
shall be
delivered to
hundred copies
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
to the
hundred
copies shall
500
copies shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
the Commissioner
of the
the General
General
Commissioner of
to the
500 copies
Land
Office, and
and the
residue shall
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
Secretary of
of
to the
the Secretary
the residue
Land Office,
the Interior
Interior for
maps delivered
to the
the Senate
Senate and
and
Al maps
delivered to
the
for distribution.
distribution. All
House of
of Representatives
shall be
mounted with
rollers
be mounted
with rollers
House
Representatives hereunder
hereunder shall
ready for
•
ready
for use.
use.

Stateand
State and Territorial
inaps.
p
Jm

s

Enlarged
homestead
Enlarged homestead

1111,811.

Indian
Wilco.
Indian Offic

Pension

Pension Offie.
Office.

Restriion on
onin
Restriction
Ailing
nionaci.s.

For
Territorial maps
of public
land States
States
For separate
separate State
State and
and Territorial
maps of
public land

including maps showing areas
designated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
areas designated
of the
Interior,
the General
Interior , under the enlarged
enlarged homestead Acts
Acts prepared
prepared in the
General
Land Office,
$3,000.
Land
Office, $3,000.
I
NDIAN OFFICE:
OFFICE: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant
assistant commissioner,
commissioner,
INDIAN

$3.500; chief
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; forester,
$3,000; financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250;
$3,500;
chief clerk,
forester, $3,000;
chiefs of
of divisions-one
divisions—one $2,250,
$2,000; law
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; asaschiefs
$2,250, one
one $2,000;
law clerk,
sistant chief
division, $2,000;
$2,000; priprisistant
chief of
of division,
$2,000; expert
expert accountant,
accountant, $2,000;
vate
secretary, $1,800;
examiner of
of irrigation
irrigation accounts,
accounts $1,800;
vate secretary,
$1,800; examiner
$1,800;
draftsmen—one $1,400,
$1,400, one
$1 1200; clerks-twenty
clerks--twenty of
of class
class four,
four,
draftsmen-one
one $1,200;
thirty-one of
three, thirty-eight
thirty-eight of
of class
class two,
two, two
two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
thirty-one
of class
class three,
each,
sixty-eight of class
sixty-eight
(including one
thirty-two at
at
class one (including
one stenographer),
stenographer), thirty-two
$1,000 each
(including one
stenographer), thirty-four
thirty-four at
$900 each,
each,
$1,000
each (including
one stenographer),
at $900
two
at $720
$720 each;
messenger- four
four assistant
messengers; four
mestwo at
each; messenger;
assistant messengers;
four messenger boys,
boys, at
$360 each;
each; in
in a'11,
senger
at $360
all, $325,550.
$325,550.
PENSION
P
ENSION OFFICE:
OFFICE: Commissioner,
$5,000; deputy
deputy commissioner,
commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
$3,600;
$2,500; assistant
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; medical
medical
$3 600; chief clerk
clerk,! $2,500;
assistant chief
chief clerk,
referee,
referee, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
assistant medical
referee, $2,250;
two qualified
qualified sursurmedical referee,
$2,250; two
geons ' at
$2,000 each;
each; eleven
eleven medi
cal examiners,
exam i
ners ,at
at $1,800
$1,800 each:
eac h:
geons,
at $2,000
medical
divisions, at $2,000 each;
eight chiefs of divisions,
each; law clerk, $2,250; chief of
of
board of review, $2,250;
$2,250; thirty-nine
thirty-nine principal
at $2,000
$2,000
principal examiners,
examiners, at
each; private secretary,
secretary, to be selected
selected and
and appointed by the CommisCommissioner of Pensions,
Pensions, $2,000; eleven
eleven assistant
assistant chiefs
chi ef
s of
of divisions,
divisions, at
at
$1,800
$1,800 each; three stenographers,
stenographers, at 81,600
each; disbursing
clerk
$1,600 each;
disbursing clerk
for the payment
payment of pensions,
$4,000; deputy
deputy disbursing
pensions '$4,000;
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750;
supervising clerks
three supervising
the disbursing
disbursing division,
division, at
clerks in
in the
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each;
clerks-ninety-nine of
clerks—ninety-nine
eighty-nine of
of class
class three,
three two
two hunhunof class
class four,
four, eighty-nine
dred and sixty-four
sixty-four of class two,
two,three hundred
and thirty-four
thirty-four of
hundred and
of
class one, seventy
seventy at $1,000 each;
each; forty copyists; twenty-nine
twenty-nine mesmessengers; two skilled laborers,
sengers; eleven
eleven assistant messengers;
laborers, at $660
each; twelve messenger boys, at $400 each; superintendent
superintendent of buildbuilding, $1,400; twenty-three
twenty-three laborers; ten female
female laborers,
laborers, at $400
$400 each;
each;
fifteen
fifteen charwomen;
charwomen; painter
painter and
and cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, skilled
skill edin
i
n their
trades,
their trades,
each;;captain
at $900
$900 each
captain of the watch, $840; three sergeants
sergeants of
the watch,
watch,
of the
at $750
nineteen watchmen;
firemen;
$750 each; nineteen
watchmen; engineer, $1,200; two firemen;
in all,
$1,460,790.
all, $1,460,790.
in

Appointments shall
not be
be made
Appointments
shall not
made to any of the positions herein
herein
appropriated for in the classified
appropriated
classified service of the Bureau
Bureau of Pensions
not actually
nineteen hundred
actually filled June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and sixteen, nor
nor
shall
shall more
more than twenty-five
twenty-five per centum of other
other vacancies actually
actually
occurring in any grade
grade in the classifi
edserv
i
ce of
ofthat
th at B
ureau, during
duri
ng
classified
service
Bureau,
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen hundred and seventeen,
original
the
seventeen, be filled
filled by original
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appointment or promotion. The
appointment
compensation of
of all
all
The salaries
salaries or compensation
places which may not be filled as
provided for
for shall
shall not
not
as hereinabove
hereinabove provided
be available for expenditure
expenditure but shall
into
shall lapse
lapse and shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
the
Treasury.
the Treasury.
Per diem ete. inv.&
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence pursuant
For per diem at not exceeding $3 in
pursuant to
to tka_tices."
Pera'dim etc, inv1e
8
section
thirteen
of
the
sundry
civil
Act
approved
August
first,
nineVol. 38,
38, p. 6
680.
section thirteen of the sundry civil Act approved August first, nine- voL
a
teen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, for persons employed
Bureau of
of
employed in the
the Bureau
Pensions, detailed for the
investigations
Pensions,
the purpose
purpose of
of making
making special
special investigations
pertaining to said
other necessary
necessary exexpertaining
said bureau and for
for actual and
and other
penses,
including telegrams,
penses, including
telegrams, $80,000.
$80,000.
etI
c,
:
abor-savingdevloset
and exchange
exchange of
adding machines,
machines addressing
For purchase, repair, and
of adding
addressing etLc.abor"vgd
machines,
typewriters, check-signing
check-signing machines,
machines,
and other labormachines, typewriters,
machines,
and
filing cabinets,
cabinets, and
postage on
on foreign
saving devices,
devices, furniture,
furniture, filing
and postage
foreign
mail,
mail, $6,000.
$6,000.
PATENT
OFFICE: COMMiSSiODer,
$5,000; first
first assistant
commi sPATENT OFFICE:
Commissioner, $5,000;
assistant commisPatnt Qf ce
commissioner, $3,500;
chief clerk
clerk (who
(who shall
shall
sioner, $4,500;
$4,500; assistant
assistant commissioner,
$3,500; chief
nte
be
qualified to
to act
as principal
principal examiner),
law examiners,
examiners,
be qualified
act as
examiner), $3,000;
$3,000; five
five law
at $2,750 each; examiner
examiner of
$3,600; five
examiners in
in
of classification,
classification, $3,600;
five examiners
chief, at $3,500 each; examiner of
$2,700; examiners
examiners
of interferences,
interferences, $2,700;
of trade-marks
trade-marks and designs-one
designs—one $2,700,
$2,700, first
first .assistant
assistant ,$2,400,
$2,400,ai
assistants at $1,500 each; exammers—forty-three
at $2,700
$2,700
examiners-forty-three principals
prineip.s at
eighty-six second
second
each, eighty-six first assistants at
at $2,400 -each,
ea,
,eighty-six
assistants at $2,100
eighty-six•third
assistants at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
assistants
$2,100 each,
each, eighty-six
third assistants
each,
eighty-six
eighty-six fourth assistants at $1,500 each;
each; financial
financial clerk, who shall
shall
give bonds in
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
in. such amount as the Secretary
may dedetermine, $2,250
$2,250; librarian,
librarian, who shall be
assistant
be qualified
qualified to
to act as
as an assistant
at $2,000
each; three
three assistassistexaminer, $2,000i
$2,000 six
six chiefs of
of divisions,
divisions, at
$2,000 each;
ant chiefs of divisions, at $1,800 each; private secretary,
secretary, to be selected and appointed
appointed by the commissioner, $1,800;
$1,800; translator of
of
languages,' $1,800; clerks-nine
languages
clerks—nine of class four, nine of
three, sevsevof class three,
enteen
enteen of class two, one
one, ninety-one
one hundred
hundred and thirty of
of class
class one,
ninety-one
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; three skilled draftsmen
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; four
four draftsdraftsdraftsmen,' at
men, at $1,000
$1,000 each; ninety copyists;
$720 each;
each;
copyists; fifty
fifty copyists,
copyists, at
at $720
four messengers; twenty-five
assistant messengers;
messengers; laborers-fourteen
laborers—fourteen
twenty-five assistant
at $600 each, forty-two at $540 each;
each; forty messenger
at $420
messenger boys, at
$420
each;
all, $1,375,040.
each; in
in all,
$1,375,040.
B o k etc.
For purchase
purchase of professional and other reference
reference books
books and pubpub- Books,
lications and scientific books and expense of transporting publications of patents issued by the Patent Office to foreign
foreign Governments,
Governments,
$3,000.
weekly issue of patents, designs, and tradeFor producing
producing copies of weekly
trade- suCoptieso.f
c
erors
atea
lwtri, k1
04.
i 6°marks; production
production of copies
copies of drawings
of exexdrawings and specifications
specifications of
hausted patents and other papers, $140,000.
For investigating
investigating the question of public
public use or sale of inventions
inventions ivne=
i
nl
= ijr.
t th's
use
gm
for two years or more prior to filing applications
applications for patents,
patents, and
such other questions
connection with applications
questions arising in connection
applications for
for
patents as may be deemed necessary
necessary by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents;
Patents;
and
expense attending
attending defense
instituted against
and expense
defense of
of suits
suits instituted
against the
the ComCommissioner of Patents
Patents, $500.
BO
For
the share
of the
the United
United States
States in
in the
of conducting
the relnBm""
inte
gn
al
l°nal
Du'
For the
share of
the expense
expense of
conducting the
u
International
International Bureau at Bern,
Bern, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $750.
$750.
Bureau of Edno
BUREAU OF EDUCATION:
EDUCATION: Commissioner,
BUREAU
Commissioner, $5,000;
85,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; non.
tiue'
Eduosspecialist in higher education,
$3,000;
editor, $2,000; statistician,
education ,
statistician,
$1,800; specialist
specialist in charge of land-grant
land-grant college
college statistics,
statistics, $1,800;
$1,800;
two translators,
translators, at $1,800
$1,800 each; collector and compiler
compiler of statistics,
statistics,
specialists-one in foreign educational
$2,400; specialists—one
educational systems
in
systems and
and one
one in
educational
educational systems, at $1,800
each; clerks—four
four, four
four
$1,800 each
clerks-four of class
class four,
of class three, five of class two
one, seven
seven at
at $1,000
two, eight of class one,
$1,000
each; six copyists; two copyistsLat
copyists-at $800
$800 each,
each, one $720; two skilled
skilled
laborers, at $840 each; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant messenger;
laborers—
messenger; laborersthree at $480 each, one $400; in all,
all, $75,200.
$75,200.
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Rural
Rural andindustral
and industrial
education.

education, and industrial
For investigation
investigation of rural education,
education,
industrial education,
including
personal services
including personal
services in
in the
the District
Columbia and
and elseelseDistrict of Columbia
where,
ant{ no
no salary
salary shall
shall be
paid hereunder
hereunder in
in excess
excess of
of $3,500
$3,500 per
per
where, andc
be paid
annum, $35,000.
annum,
$35,000.
Traveling expenses
For necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of the commissioner
Traveling
expenses'
necessary traveling
commissioner and employees
his direction,
direction, including
including attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings
ployees acting
acting under
under his
of educational
educational associations,
associations, societies,
and other
of
societies, and
other organizations,
organizations, $3,000.
$3,000.
Library.
For
books for
library, current
educational periodicals,
other curLibay.
For books
for library,
current educational
periodicals, other
current publications,
valuable sets
sets of
of periodicals,
periodicals, $500.
$500.
rent
publications, and
and completing
completing valuable
SdgoiandhomegarSchool
and home garFor investigation
school and
gardening in
in cities
cities and
and manumanninvestigation of
of school
and horne
home gardening
dening.
facturing towns,
including personal
in the
District of
Columfacturing
towns, including
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia
elsewhere, $5,700.
$5,700.
bia and
and elsewhere,
Special
reports.
For
for special
and circulars
circulars of
of informainformaspecial reports.
For collecting
collecting statistics
statistics for
special reports
reports and
tion,
including personal
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and
tion, including
personal services
services in
Columbia and
elsewhere, $3,600.
$3,600.
elsewhere,
u
cation.

Distributing
d
octtdocm
Distrbuting
znents,
etc.

purchase, distribution,
educational docudistribution, and exchange of educational
For purchase,

ments, collection,
collection, exchange,
exchange, and cataloguing
educational apparatus
cataloguing of educational
apparatus
and
and appliances,
appliances, textbooks,
textbooks, and
educational reference
reference books,
articles
and educational
books, articles
furniture and
illustrative of
of
of school
school furniture
and models
models of
of school
school buildings
buildings illustrative
foreign
systems and methods
foreign and domestic
domestic systems
methods of education,
education, and
and repairrepairthe same,
services in
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
ing the
same, including
including personal
personal services
the District
for the
the purpose
purpose of
bringing the
cataloguing up
date, $2,500.
$2,500.
for
of bringing
the cataloguing
up to
to date,

Superintendent,
OPPICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF THE
CAPITOL BUILDING
BUILDING AND
AND
TET CAPITOL
OFFICE or
OF SUPERINTENDENT
Superintendenti
Capit,o1
Building and
roud
nds GRouNDs:
Superintendent, $6,000;
Grotmds.
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
$6,000; chief
chief clerk, $2,000; chief
chief electrielectrical engineer,
engineer, $3,000;
$3,000; civil
civil engineer,
engineer, $2,400;
draftsmen, at
$1,200
$2,400; two
two draftsmen,
at $1,200
each; two clerks, at $1,200 each; compensation
compensation to disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk,
$1,000; messenger; person
$1,000;
person in charge of the heating of the Supreme
Court and central portion of the Capitol, $1,000;
$1,000; laborer
laborer in
in charge
charge of
of
water-closets in central
water-closets
central portion of the Capitol, $660; seven laborers
laborers
for
Rotunda, corridors,
corridors, Dome,
Dome, and
old library
library portion
of
for cleaning
cleaning Rotunda,
and old
portion of
Capitol, at $660 each; two laborers
laborers in charge
charge of public
of the
the
public closets of
House of Representatives
Representatives and
terrace, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; bookbookand in
in the
the terrace,
accountant,
keeper and accountant,
$2,200;
in
all, $29,960.
$29,960.
$2,200;
in
all,
Contingent expenses.
r,
Contingentepenses.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR:
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES,
OF THE
THE I
NTERIOR: The
The folfolprevent deficiencies
lowing sums, which shall
shall be so apportioned
apportioned as to prevent
deficiencies
therein, namely:
contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary
namely: For contingent
and
the bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices and
and buildings
buildings of
the department,
and the
of the
department, including
including
$12,000 for the Civil Service Commission:
$12,000
Commission: Furniture,
Furniture, carpets,
carpets, ice,
ice,
lumber, hardware,
hardware, dry goods, advertising,
street car
advertising, telegraphing,
telegraphing, street
car
tickets not exceeding
exceeding $250,
$250, expressage,
expressage, wagons and harness, horses,
horses,
purchase, maintenance,
purchase,
maintenance, and
repair of
of horse-drawn
horseawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
and repair
cycles, and
vehicles, motor trucks, motor cycles
and bicycles,
bicycles, maintenance,
maintenance,
repair,
f
ood, forage,
forage, and
and shoeing
shoeing of
of horses,
horses,
repair, and
and exchange
exchange of
of same,
same, food,
diagrams, awnings, filing and labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, constructing
constructing
model and
and other cases and furniture,
necessary
model
furniture, and other
other absolutely
absolutely necessary
expenses not hereinbefore
expenses
hereinbefore provided
provided for,
for including traveling expenses,
fuel and lights, typewriting
typewriting and adding machines and
exchange of
of
and exchange
same,
same, $131,000.
$131,000.
Stationery.
For
stationery, including
index cards,
cards, cloth-lined
cloth-lined wrapwraptationery.
For stationery,
including tags,
tags, labels,
labels, index
pers, and specimen bags, printed in the
the course
course of manufacture,
manufacture, and
such
printed envelopes
envelopes as
as are
are not
not supplied
un der contracts
con t
rac t
s made
ma d
e by
by
such printed
supplied under
the Postmaster General,
General, for the
the department
department and its
its several
bureaus
several bureaus
Additional
de- and
to exceed
exceed $6,500
$6,500 for
the Civil
Civil Service
CoraAdditional
deand offices,
offices, including
including not
not to
for the
Service Comducted from
from bureaus,
miSSiol, $81,000;
ducted
bureaus, missioa,
$81,000; and,
and, in
theret
o, sums amounting
amount i
ng to
to
in addition
addition thereto,
offices,
etc.
oc, etc.
$35,650 shall
be deducted
deducted from other appropriations
shall be
appropriations made
made for the
hundred and seventeen,
fiscal year nineteen hundred
seventeen, as
follows: Surveying
Surveying
as follows:
public lands, $2,000;
$2,000; protecting
protecting public
lands and
and timber,
timber, $2,000;
$2,000;
public lands
contingent
conti gent expenses
expenses of offices
offices of surveyors
surveyors general,
general, $2,000;
$2,000; Capitol
Capitol
$150; Geological Survey,
Building and repairs, $150;
$2,100; Bureau
Bureau of
Survey, $2,100;
of
Mines, $2,000;
Service, $25,000; Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital, $400;
$2,000; Indian
Indian Service,
$400;
and said sums so deducted
deducted shall be credited
credited to and
and constitute,
constitute,
first-named sum of $81,000.
$81,000. the total appropriatogether with the first-named
appropria.-
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tion for stationery
stationery for
its several
bureaus and
and
for the
the department
department and
and its
several bureaus

offices for
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
offices
for the
fiscal year
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Books,
°s
For professional
professional and scientific books, law books, and books to corncom- et
' periodicals,
periodicals
etc.

plete broken sets, periodicals,
periodicals, directories,
directories, and other
other books of reference
reference
relating to the business of the department, $1,000,
$1,000, of which sum
$250
sum $250
may
man be used for the Civil Service Commission.
For rent of buildings:
buildi
:Geological
Geological Survey, $40,000; Civil Service
Commission, $16,875;
$16,875; Bureau
ureau of Mines, $12,000;
$68,875.
$12,000; in all, $68,875.
For postage
For
department and
and its
its bureaus,
postage stamps
stamps for the
the department
bureaus, as
as required
required
under the Postal Union, to prepay
prepay postage on matter addressed
addressed to
Postal Union countries, and for special-delivery
special-delivery stamps
stamps for use in
in the
the
United States when it
it is necessary
necessary to secure immediate
immediate delivery of
mail, $2,000.
$2,000.
OFFICES
SURVEYORS GENERAL.
GENERAL.
OFFICES OF
OF SURVEYORS
For salaries
salaries of
surveyors general,
clerks in
in their
offices, and
conFor
of surveyors
general, clerks
their offices,
and conexpenses, including
including office
tingent expenses,
stationery,
office rent, pay of messengers,
messengers, stationery,
printing,
furniture, fuel,
p
rinting, binding, drafting instruments,
instruments, typewriters, furniture,
lights,
reference for
office use,
post-office box
box rent,
rent, and
and other
other
lights, books
books of
of reference
for office
use, post-office
incidental expenses, including
including the
the exchange
exchange of typewriters,
typewriters, as
as follows:
follows:
Alaska: Surveyor
general and
ex officio
officio secretary
the Territory,
Territory,
Alaska:
Surveyor general
and ex
seretry of
of the
$4,000;
$4,000;
Clerks,
Clerks, $10,000;
$10,000;
Contingent expenses,
Contingent
expenses, $2,500;
all, $16,500.
$16,500.
$2,500; in
in all,
Arizona:
Arizona: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
$13,000;
Clerks, $13,000;
Contingent
expenses, $1,500;
Contingent expenses,
$1,500; in
in all,
all, $17,500.
$17,500.
California:
$3,000;
California: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks, $12,000;
$12,000;
Clerks,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,400;
$1,400; in all,
$16,400.
all, $16,400.
Colorado:
Surveyor general,
$3,000;
Colorado: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
Clerks,
Clerks, $21,000;
$21,000;
Contingent
all, $26,500.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $2,500;
$2,500; in
in all,
$26,500.
Idaho:
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Idaho: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
$16,000;
Clerks, $16,000;
Contingent
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
all, $20,200.
$20,200.
Montana:
general, $3,000;
Montana: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
$3,000;
Clerks,
$18,500;
Clerks, $18,500;
Contingent
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $600:
$600: in
in all.
all. 622,100.
$22,100.
Nevada:
$3,000;
Nevada: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks,
$10,000;
Clerks, $10,000;
Contingent
in all,
all, $13,400.
$13,400.
Contingent expenses, $400; in
New
$3,000;
New Mexico:
Mexico: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks,
Clerks, $18,000;
$18,000;
Contingent
expenses, $1,400;
$1,400; in
Contingent expenses,
in all,
all, $22,400.
$22,400.
Oregon: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
Oregon:
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerics, $12,500;
$12,500;
Clerks,
Contingent expenses,
$600; in
in all,
all, $16,100.
Contingent
expenses, $600;
$16,100.
South Dakota:
Dakota: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $2,000;
South
$2,000;
Clerks, $3,100;
$3,100;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $500;
$500; in
in all,
all, $5,600;
$5,600;
Utah: Surveyor
Utah:
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks,
$17,240;
Clerks, $17,240;
Contingent
in all,
$21,240.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,000;
$1,000; in
all, $21,240.
Washington:
$3,000;
Washington: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks,
Clerks, $8,000;
Contingent
$1,500; in
in all,
$12,500.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,500;
all, $12,500.
Wyoming:
$3,000;
Wyoming: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks, $15,000;
Clerks.
$15,000;
Contingent
expenses, $500; in
in all, $18,500.
Contingent expenses,
$18,500.

Rent.
RentPostage
Stamps.
Ps
tamps.

Surveyors general.
Surveyorsgeneral.

and

peSala,;fies
Salaries aed

Ante, p.
p. 102.
102.
Ane

Alaska.
Alaska

Arizona
Arizona.
California.
California.
Colorado.
Colorado.

aho
Idaho.

Montana.
Nevada.

Nevada.

New Yexico.
New
Mexico.

Oregon.

h Dakota.
South

Ut
Utah.
Washingt
Washington.
Wyoming.
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chargeable to the foregoing appropriations
Expenses chargeable
appropriations for clerk hire
and
incidental expenses
expenses in
in the
the offices
offices of
and incidental
of the
the surveyors
surveyors general
general shall
shall
not
be incurred
incurred by
by the
the respective
respective surveyors
surveyors general
general in
not be
in the
the conduct
conduct
of said
offices, except
specific authorization
authorization by
by the
of
said offices,
except upon
upon previous
previous specific
the
Commissioner
the General
General Land
Commissioner of
of the
Land Office.
Office.
Temporary
details
The
the Interior
is authorized
Temporary details
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
authorized to
to detail
detail temporarily
temporarily
authonzed.
clerks from
from the
one surveyor
surveyor general
as the
the necesnecesclerks
the office
office of
of one
general to
to another
another as
sities of
the service
service may
may require
require and
pay their
necessary
sities
of the
and to
to pay
their actual
actual necessary
traveling expenses
expenses in
in going
to and
and returning
from such
office out
traveling
going to
returning from
such office
out of
of
the
appropriation for
surveying the
lands. A
the appropriation
for surveying
the public
public lands.
A detailed
detailed statestatement of
of traveling
traveling expenses
expenses incurred
incurred hereunder
hereunder shall
be made
made to
ment
shall be
to
Congress
at the
of each
Congress at
the beginning
beginning of
each regular
regular session
session thereof.
thereof.
• Office
The
offie work, surveys
use of the fund
srveys
The use
fund created
created by the Act
Act of July second,
second, eighteen
eighteen
mmilroad land grants.
inroadandgrts. hundred and sixty-four (Thirteenth Statutes, page three hundred and
and
ol. 13, p.
sixty-five), and the
the Act
p. 365.
sixty-five),
hundred and
Act of
of March
March second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
Vol. 28,
28, p.. 937.
ninety-five
(Twenty-eighth Statutes, page nine hundred and
937.
ninety-five (Twenty-eighth
and thirtythirtyseven),
for office
work in
surveyor generals'
generals' offices
offices and
and in
the
seven), for
office work
in the
the surveyor
in the
General
is extended
extended for
year from
from June
June thirtieth,
General Land
Land Office
Office is
for one
one year
thirtieth,
Proviso.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen:
sixteen: Provided,
not to
exceed $25,000
$25,000
PLimi,
nineteen
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
Limit. '
of this
be used
for the
indicated.
of
this fund
fund shall
shall be
used for
the purposes
purposes above
above indicated.
on

Restrictio
Re
ebic
lic
li o
n
hire, eetc.
tc

hire

cerk

clerk

.

Government in the
Government
Territories.
Territories.

GOVERNMENT IN
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT
IN THE
THE TERRITORIES.

TEBRrTORY or
OF ALASKA: Governor, $7,000;
TERRFFORY
$7,000; four judges,
judges, at $7,500
$7,500
each;
four attorneys,
attorneys, at
$5,000 each;
each; four
marshals, at
each; four
at $5,000
four marshals,
at $4,000
$4,000 each;
each;
four
clerks, at
at $3,500
in all,
$87,000.
four clerks,
$3,500 each;
each; in
all, $87,000.
For
contingent expenses,
clerk hire,
hire, not
exceed
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, clerk
not to
to exceed
$2,250; janitor
for the
the executive
office building,
$2,250;
janitor service
service for
executive mansion
mansion and
and office
building,
not to exceed
exceed $1,200;
while absent
$1,200; traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
the governor
governor while
absent
Juneau on
on official
from Juneau
official business;
business; repair
repair and
and preservation
preservation of
of execuexecutive
fuel; in
in all,
$7,500, to
to
tive mansion;
mansion; stationery,
stationery, lights,
lights, water,
water, and
and fuel;
all, $7,500,
be expended
expended under
under the
direction
of the
the governor.
be
the
direction
of
governor.
Legislative expenses.
Legislative
For salaries
salaries of
of members,
$21,600; mileage
mileage
Legsltive expes.
Legislative expenses:
expenses: For
members, $21,600;
of members, $9,250; salaries of employees, $5,160;
$5,160; printing
printing of
of laws,
laws,
$4,000; rent of legislative
rooms, $2.000;
$2,000; stalegislative halls and committee
committee rooms,
stationery,
supplies, printing
printing. of
and so
forth, $4,000;
tionery, supplies,
of bills,
bills, reports,
reports, and
so forth,
$4,000; in
in
$46,010, to be expended
all, $46,010,
expended under the direction
governor of
of
direction of
of the
the governor
Alaska.
Alaska.
Hawaii.
TERRITORY
$7,000; secretary,
$4,000; chief
TEERFTORY OF
OF HAWAII:
HAWAII: Governor,
Governor, $7,000;
secretary, $4,000;
chief
justice, $6,000;
$6,000; two associate
associate justices,
justices at $5,500
$5,500 each;
each; in all $28,000.
$28,000.
For judges of circuit
courts ? at
$4,000 each,
each, so
much as
as may
may be
circuit courts,
at $4,000
so much
be
necessary, for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen.
For contingent expenses, to be expended by the
the governor, for
for stationery, postage,
incidentals, $1,000, and for private
postage, and incidentals,
private secretary
secretary
to
in all,
$3,000.
to the
the governor, $2,000;
$2,000; in
all, $3,000.
Legislative expenses.
Legislativeexpenses.
Legislative expenses:
expenses: For
For furniture,
stationery,
Legislative
furniture, light,
light, telephone,
telephone stationery,
record casings
casings and files, printing
binding, including
including printing,
printing and binding,
printing,
publication, and binding of the session laws and the
the House
House and
and Senate
Journals,
Journals, indexing
indexing records, postage, ice, water, clerk hire, mileage of
of
members, and
incidentals, pay
pay of
of chaplain,
chaplain, clerk,
sergeant at
at arms,
arms,
clerk, sergeant
and incidentals,
members,
Prori.
Proviso.
stenographers, typewriters,
typewriters, janitors,
janitors, and
messengers, $30,000:
$30,000: ProRestriction on pay
py stenographers,
and messengers,
Promembers.
to members.
ided, That
Legislature of
of the
Territory of
vided,
That the
the members
members of
of the
the Legislature
the Territory
of
Hawaii shall not draw their compensation
compensation of $200 or any mileage
mileage
fifty-four of an
for an extra session, held in compliance
compliance with section fifty-four
an
Vol. ii,
o., p.
p. 154'.
Act to
provide a
a government
Act
to provide
government for the Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, approved
approved
April thirtieth,
April
nineteen hundred.
hundred.
thirtieth, nineteen
Alaska.
Alaska.

Post Office Department.
Postmaster General,
Postmaster
General,
clerk, clerks,etc.
clerks, etc.
chief clerk,

POST OFFICE DEPARTMIENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE P
POSTMASTER
$12,000; chief
OFFICE
OSTMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Postmaster General,
General, $12,000;

clerk, including $500
superintendent of buildings, $4,000; private
$500 as superintendent
private
secretary,
bookkeeper and accountsecretary, $2,500; disbursing clerk, $2,250; bookkeeper
account-
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ant,
two stenographers,
appointment clerk,
$1,600 each; appointment
at $1,600
stenographers, at
$1,800; two
ant, $1,800;
$2,000;
assistant to
clerk, $2,000;
confidential clerk to Post$2,000; confidential
chief clerk,
to chief
$2,000; assistant
master
$2,000; chairman,
inspection, $2,000; printof inspection,
chairman, board of
General, $2,000;
master General,
ing clerk,
$1,800; clerks-four
clerks—four of class four, five of class three (one
clerk, $1,800;
ing
transferred
from- Fourth Assistant's Office, one submitted as telegtransferred fromDivision
rapher
at
$1,400),
seven of
class two
transferred from Division
two (one transferred
of class
rapher at $1,400), seven
of
Postmaster's Appointments
Appointments and
Assistant's
and one from Second Assistant's
of Postmaster's
Office,
Assistant's Office and one to Third
transferred to First Assistant's
two transferred
Office, two
at
repairer at
Assistant's
one submitted as typewriter repairer
Office, and one
Assistant's Office,
$1,200),
one (one
transferred from Second Assistant's
Assistant's
(one transferred
class one
of class
six of
$1,200), six
$720), one $1,000
Office
submitted as
tele hone operator
operator at $720),
$1,000
as telephone
one submitted
and one
Office and
I ce), eight at $900 each (one trans(one transferred
transferred to
to Solicitor's
Solicitor's Office),
(one
ferred
from Division
Division of
Inspectors, one from Solicitor's Office,
Office, one
of Inspectors,
ferred from
$1,400; typesubmitted
telephone operator
at $720);
$720); telegrapher, $1,400;
operator at
as telephone
submitted as
writer
telephone switchboard
operators; assistswitchboard operators;
three telephone
$1,200; three
repairer, $1,200;
writer repairer,
,engiengiie etc.
en
ant
switchboard operator;
messenger in charge of mails, Messengers,
operator; messenger
telephone switchboard
ant telephone
at
pages-two
$900;
three messengers;
messengers; three assistant messengers;
messengers; pages—two
$900; three
$480
three at
at $360
each; engineer,
engineer, $1,400; eight assistant engi$360 each;
each, three
$480 each,
electricians,
assistant -electricians
neers at
$1,000 each;
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; two assistant
each; electrician,
at $1,000
neers,
at
$1,200 each;
each; two
dynamo tenders,
tenders' at $900 each;
each; fireman,
fireman, who
two dynamo
at $1,200
at
shall
be a
a blacksmith,
fireman, who
a steam fitter, at
shall be a
who shall
and fireman,
blacksmith, and
shall be
$900
elevator conductors,
conductors, at ,$720 each;f
each; fifteen firemen;.
firemen-, neWersa,tchmen, laborers,
ten elevator
$900 each; ten
carpenters—one
captain of the
two at $900 each; captain
$1,000, two
one $1,000,
$1,200, one
carpenters-one $1,200,
watch,
tWo watchmen
watchmen acting as lieutenant
lieutenant of Wtchmenlaborers,
to two
additional to
$1,000; additional
watch, $1,000;
etc.
watchmen,
at $120
$120 each;
each; twenty-two
foreman of laborers,
laborers, etc.
watchmen; foreman
twenty-two watchmen;
watchmen, at
$900;
$800;
forty-three laborers;
laborers; plumber, $900; awning maker, $900;
$800; forty-three
female laborers-one
laborers--one $540,
$540, three at $500 each, five at $480 each;
female
forty-three
all, $190,550.
in all,
charwomen; in
forty-three charwomen;
to°Divisio.
$4,000; chief tor
Division
Inspectors: Chief
Chief inspector, $4,000;
P
s?t igi
foc
r
e
i. InsPe°Post-office Inspectors:
of Post-office
Division of
fourteen
clerk, $2,000;
clerks-two of class four, eleven of class three, fourteen
$2,000; clerks—two
clerk,
$1,200), eighteen
of class
submitted in
in lieu
eighteen of class
lieu of one at $1,200),
(one submitted
two (one
class two
of
$1,400 and
one (five
lieu of
five at
$1,000 each, one submitted at $1,400
at $1,000
of five
in lieu
(five in
one
one
at $900),
$1,000 each
$900, five
each (one in lieu of one at $900,
at $1,000
thirteen at
$900), thirteen
one at
to
submitted
at
$1,200
each),
eight
at
$900
each
transferred.
transferred
(one
each
$900
at
eight
each),
$1,200
at
submitted
Postmaster
office, one in lieu of one at $1,200,
$1,200, one submitted
General's office,
Postmaster General's
at
$1,000); messenger;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; laborer; in all,
messenger; two
at $1,000);
Purchasing Agent's
Agent's
Purchasing
$91,540.
$91,540.
Division.
Diviion.
Division
of
Purchasing
Agent:
Purchasing
agent,
$4,000;
chief
chief
$4,000;
Division of Purchasing Agent: Purchasing agent,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—one
of class
of class three, two of
three of
four, three
class four,
clerks-one of
clerk,
class two,
two of
of class one, two
two at $1,000 each, one $900; two assisttwo, two
class
ant
necessary expenses
expenses of the purchasing
purchasing
and necessary
actual and
messengers; actual
ant messengers;
agent
department, $500; in al,
all,
traveling on business of the department,
while traveling
agent while
$22,640.
Boltars Dvsio
$22,640.
Division
Assistant attorneys—one
attorneys-one $2,750, one $2,500,
Solicitor: Assistant
of Solicitor:
Division of
$1,800;
two
examiner, $2,500; law clerk, $1,800;
two at $2,000 each; bond examiner,
clerks—three
clerks-three of class four, two of class three, four of class two, five
of class one
transferred from Division of Postal Savings), two
one (one transferred
of
at
(one transferred
General's office),
office), one
transferred from Postmaster General's
each (one
$1,000 each
at $1,000
$900
of Postal Savings and one transDivision of
from Division
transferred from
(one transferred
$900 (one
ferred to Postmaster
messenger; in all,
Postmaster General's office); assistant messenger;
ferred
$37,370.
$37,370.
C
Vfaosr
et
Washington, District of Columbia, post-office
post-office building: Two assistassist -wpasw
Care of ton, D.
D.., C.,
Washington,
Care of building, etc.
electricians, at $900 eakithr's
three assistant electricians,
ant
engineers, at
at $1,000
each; three
$1,000 each;
ant engineers,
$720
each; ten elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720 each; three oilers, at $720
each;
watchman acting as lieueach; twelve
twelve watchmen;
additional to one watchman
watchmen; additional
each;
fifteen laborers; assistant
assistant plumber, $840;
$840;
tenant of watch, $120; fifteen
ssist
First Assist.
Officeof First
fifteen charwomen;
two female
at $480
each; fifteen
charwomen; in all, $38,120. offceo
$480 each;
laborers, at
female laborers,
two
ant Postmaster Gen.
OFFICE
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
Assistant LX
First Assistant
GFERAL: First
OFFICE FIRST
eral. Postte GaPost
Service
fce swVle
os Office
clerk, $2,500; Division of Post Division,
Postmaster
$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
General, $5,000;
Postmaster General,
etc.
Office
Service—superintendent, $4,000 (formerly Superintandent
Superintendent of Divi ,t
Office Service-superintendent,
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Division
of Salaries
Salaries and
and Allowances),
Allowances), assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent $3,000
$3,000
Division of
(formerly Superintendent
Division of
assistant supersuper(formerly
Superintendent Division
of City
City Delivery),
Delivery), assistant
intendent
Assistant Superintendent
Superintendent Division
Division of
of Salintendent $2,250
$2,250 (formerly
(formerly Assistant
Salaries
and Allowances),
assistant superintendents
superintendents $2,000
aries and
Allowances), two
two assistant
$2,000 each
each
(one
formerly Assistant
Assistant Superintendent
of City
City Delivery,
Delivery,
(one formerly
Superintendent Division
Division of
one formerly
Superintendent Division
of Miscellaneous
Transportaone
formerly Superintendent
Division of
Miscellaneous Transportaipointments
Di- "tion, Second
APP3intmelits Divi
Second Assistant's office); Division of Postmasters'
Postmasters' Appointsion.
ments—superintendent $3,000,
$3,000, two
two assistant
superintendents at
at
assistant superintendents
Ded Letters Divi- ments-superintendent
Dead
sion.
Superintendent Division
of Dead
$2,500 (trans(trans$2,000 each, Superintendent
Division of
Dead Letters
Letters $2,500
Correspondnce
Fourth Assistant's
C°rTesixadence Di- ferred
ferred from
from Fourth
Assistant's office)
office), Chief
Division of
CorrespondChief Division
of Correspondof class
class four
four (one
(one transferred
ence $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—sixteen
clerks-sixteen of
transferred from
from SecSecond
two transferred
from Fourth
office),
ond Assistant's
Assistant's office,
office, two
transferred from
Fourth Assistant's
Assistant's office),
twenty-four
of class
Second Assistant's
twenty-four of
class three
three (four
(four transferred
transferred from
from Second
Assistant's
office, one
transferred from
from Fourth
office, one
one submitted
office,
one transferred
Fourth Assistant's
Assistant's office,
submitted
at $1,400,
and one
submitted at
$1,200), thirty-six
class two
(one
at
$1,400, and
one submitted
at $1,200),
thirty-six of
of class
two (one
in lieu
one at
at $1,600,
Postmaster General's
General's
in
lieu of
of one
$1,600, two
two transferred
transferred from
from Postmaster
office, three
from Second
Second Assistant's
office, nine
Assistoffice,
three from
Assistant's office,
nine from
from Fourth
Fourth Assistant's office,
office, one
submitted at
at $1,200,
$1,200, and
and one
one transferred
transferred to
Postant's
one submitted
to Postmaster General's
office), fifty
of class
one (one
(one in
in lieu
$1,600,
master
General's office),
fifty of
class one
lieu of
of one
one at
at $1,600,
one
lieu of
of one
one at
$1,400, five
transferred from
one in
in lieu
at $1,400,
five transferred
from Second
Second Assistant's
Assistant's
office, twenty-six
twenty-six transferred
Fourth Assistant's
Assistant's office,
office four
office,
transferred from
from Fourth
four
submitted at
at $1,000
and one
one at
at $900),
thirty-six at
each
submitted
$1,000 each,
each, and
$900), thirty-six
at $1,000
$1,000 each
(four
lieu of
$1,200 each,
each, five
five transferred
transferred from
(four in
in lieu
of four
four at
at $1,200
from Second
Second
Assistant's office,
sixteen transferred
transferred from
Assistant's office,
Assistant's
office, sixteen
from Fourth
Fourth Assistant's
office,
and
three submitted at
at $900
nineteen at
each (three
and three
$900 each),
each), nineteen
at $900
$900 each
(three in
in
lieu of
each, one
lieu of
of one
at $1,200,
$1,200, one
lieu
of three
three at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one in
in lieu
one at
one transtransferred from
from Division
Postal Savings,
from Fourth
Fourth
ferred
Division of
of Postal
Savings, six
six transferred
transferred from
Assistant's office, two submitted
$840 each,
each, and
and four
four at
each);
submitted at
at $840
at $720
$720 each);
four
lieu of
at $900
$900 each
and one
one submitted
four messengers
messengers (two
(two in
in lieu
of two
two at
each and
submitted
assistant messengers
messengers (four
(four in
in lieu
at $660);
$660); seven
seven assistant
lieu of
of three
three at
at $900
$900
each, two transferred
transferred from Fourth Assistant's office); seven
seven laborers
laborers
Assistant's
(one in
in lieu
lieu of
of one at $840,
$840, six
six transferred
transferred from
from Fourth
Fourth Assistant's
office); three
female laborers at
$480 each
each (transferred
(transferred from
office);
three female
at $480
from Fourth
Fourth
Assistant's
in all,
Assistant's office);
office); in
all, $277,410.
$277,410.
Second General.
Assistant
OFFICE S
Second
Assistant
OFFICE
ECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
Second A.Ssi.StSECOND
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Second
AssistPostmaster
ant Postmaster
Postmaster General, $5,000; chief
chief clerk, $2,500; Division of
of
Railway AdjustmeRt DivisioniviAdjston
ments
Railway Adjustments—superintendent
Railway
Adjustments-superintendent $3,000,
$3,000, assistant
assistant superinsuperinForeign Mails Divi- tendent
tendent $2,250;
$2,250; Division
of Foreign
Mails—superintendent $3,000,
Division of
Foreign Mails-superintendent
$3,000,
sn.
assistant superintendent
sion.
superintendent $2,000; clerks, eleven
eleven of
of class four
four (one
(one
transferred
transferred to First Assistant's
Assistant's office,
office, and one omitted),
omitted), eighteen
eighteen of
class three (four transferred
transferred to First Assistant's office and one sub$1,200), twelve of class two (one
mitted at $1,200),
Postmaster
(one transferred
transferred to
to Postmaster
General's office,
General's
office, three transferred
transferred to
First Assistant's
Assistant's office,
office, and
two
to First
and two
$1,200), eight of class one (one in lieu of one at $1,600,
submitted at $1,200),
$1,600,
two in lieu of two at $1,400,
$1,400, one transferred
transferred to
Postmaster General's
General's
to Postmaster
office, five transferred
transferred to First Assistant's
Assistant's office,
office,
office, one submitted
submitted at
at
$1,000
$1,000 and three omitted), eight at
2000 each
each (one
(one in
lieu of
of one
one
at $1
$1,000
in lieu
at 81,200,
transferred to First Assistant's
$1,200, five transferred
Assistant's office),
office), seven at $900
assistant messengers
each; messenger in charge
charge of mails, $900; four assistant
messengers
(one in lieu of clerk, $900, transferred
transferred from Division of Railway
Railway Mail
Service, one
one omitted);
omitted); page,
page, $360;
$360; in
in all,
$111,190.
all, $111,190.
S. Service,
Ray Mail ServRailway
avOiceaa S-D
ice Division.
Division of Railway
Service: General
Railway Mail Service:
General superintendent,
superintendent, $4,000;
$4,000;
assistant
clerksassistant general superintendent,
superintendent, $3,500; chief clerk, $2,000; clerks—
two of class four, five of class three, four of class two (two submitted
each), nine of class one (two in lieu of
at $1,200 each),
$1,400 each
each
of two
two at
at $1,400
and one in lieu of one at $1,000),
$1,000), two at $1,000
submitted
$1,000 each (one
(one submitted
at $1,200),
$1,200), one $900 (one transferred to Second Assistant's
Assistant's office at
at
$720); in
in all, $40,400.
$40,400.. Third Assistant
Assistant
OFFICE OF THIRD
TnIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
Third
OFFWE
POSTMASltat GENERAL:
GENERAL • Third AssistAssistr.
Postmaster
General.
StampsDivision.
ant Postmaster General,
of
Stamps
Division.
General, $5,000;
$5,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; division of
Finae
Division. stamps-superintendent
Finance Division.
stamps—superintendent $2,750;
$2,750; division of finance-superintendent
finance superintendent
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Divitio
(who
shall give
amount as
may igrification
General may
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
as the
such amount
in such
bond in
give bond
(who shall
Dividetermine
for the
of his
his duties)
sion.
$2,250; superin- s
duties) $2,250;
discharge of
faithful discharge
the faithful
determine for
l
Ettsilered Mails
Mails
tendents of
registered mails $2,500; D iReistered
divisions-classification $2,750, registered
of divisions—classification
tendents
Money orders
Orders DiviDiviMoney
division
of
money
orders—superintendent
$2,750,
chief
clerk
$2,250;
$2,250;
clerk
chief
$2,750,
division of money orders-superintendent
ion.
clerks—twenty of
transferred from Division of Postal sion.
(one transferred
four (one
class four
of class
clerks-twenty
$1,400 each
Savings), twenty-eight
(three submitted
each
submitted at $1,400
three (three
class three
of class
twenty-eight of
Savings),
and
one at
Savings),
Division of Postal Savings),
from Division
transferred from
one transferred
$1,200, one
at $1,200,
and one
'fifty-four
class two
lieu of
of three
five transat $1,600 each, five
three at
in lieu
(three in
two (three
of class
fifty-four of
Genferred
from
Division
of
Postal
Savings,
one
from
Postmaster
Postmaster
from
one
Savings,
Postal
of
Division
ferred from
eral's
and two
two submitted
each), eighty-one
eighty-one of class
$1,200 each),
at $1,200
submitted at
office, and
eral's office,
one (one
(one in
in lieu
one at
at $1,600,
$1,600, two in
in lieu of two at $1,400 each, ten
of one
lieu of
one
in lieu
lieu of
of ten
ten at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
transferred from Division of
each, and nine transferred
in
at
Postal Savings),
Savings), forty-eight
at $1,000
each (nine in lieu of nine at
$1,000 each
forty-eight at
Postal
$900 each,
each, eight
eight transferred
transferred from
Division of
Postal Savings,
Savings, ten subof Postal
from Division
$900
mitted at
at $1,200
$1,200 and
and one
$840), seventeen
(five transseventeen at $900 each (five
at $840),
one at
mitted
ferred from
from Division
submitted at $1,000
$1,000 each,
Savings, nine submitted
Postal Savings,
of Postal
Division of
ferred
at
one
$840, and
and one
at $720);
$720); six messengers
messengers (one in lieu of clerk at
one at
at $840,
one at
$1,000,
one
i
n
lieu
of
clerk
at
$900,
one
in
lieu
messenger
messenger
of
assistant
inlieu
one
$900,
at
clerk
of
lieu
in
one
$1,000,
at $720,
$720, and
Savings); two
Division of Postal Savings);
from Division
transferred from
one transferred
and one
at
assistant messengers
transferred from
lieu of clerk at $900, one transferred
(one in lieu
messengers (one
assistant
Division
Savings, two submitted
submitted-at $660, one at $840); two
Postal Savings,
of Postal
Division of
messengers at $720
laborers
$720 each); in all,
lieu of two assistant messengers
(in lieu
laborers (in
$347,450.
$347,450.
t al Savings Sys
Postal
savings Sysassistant director,
Postal Savings
System: Director,
Director, $4,800;
$4,800; assistant
director, $3,000;totem.
Savings System:
Postal
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk
charge of administrative
administrative section
section, $2,000;
in charge
clerk in
chief
clerk in
in charge
charge of
of audit
audit section,
section, $2,000;
clerks—seven of
four
of class four
$2,000; clerks-seven
clerk
(one
transferred to
Third Assistant's
fifteen of
three
class three
of class
office), fifteen
Assistant's office),
to Third
(one transferred
(one
at $1,400
$1,400 and one
transferred to Third Assistant's
Assistant's
one transferred
one at
of one
lieu of
in lieu
(one in
office),
twenty of
of class
class two
two (three
(three in
lieu of
of three
$1,200, one subat $1,200,
three at
in lieu
office), twenty
mitted at
and five
to Third
Assistant's office),
office),
Third Assistant's
transferred to
five transferred
$1,600, and
at $1,600,
mitted
thirty-seven of
class one
one (five
(five in
lieu of
of five
at $1,000,
three sub$1,000, three
five at
in lieu
of class
thirty-seven
office,
mitted at
$1,400 each, nine transferred
transferred to Third Assistant's
Assistant's office,
at $1,400
mitted
and one
to Solicitor's
office), twenty-nine
twenty-nine at $1,000
$1,000 each
each (five subSolicitor's office),
one to
and
mitted at
at $1,200,
$1,200, eight
Assistant's office, and
Third Assistant's
transferred to Third
eight transferred
mitted
five omitted),
five at
$900 each
each (one
trtmssubmitted at $840, one trans(one submitted
at $900
omitted), five
five
office
ferred
to
Division
of
City
Delivery,
Assistant's
office,
Third
to
five
Delivery,
City
of
Division
to
ferred
one
to Solicitor's
and nine
omitted); messenger
messenger (one in lieu of
nine omitted);
office, and
Solicitor's office,
one to
clerk
and one
Assistant's office); three
transferred to Third Assistant's
one transferred
$900 and
at $900
clerk at
assistant
messengers (one
(one transferred
transferred to Third Assistant's office);
office);
assistant messengers
pages—two
$480 each,
each, one
one $360;
$360; in
in all,
Fourth Assistant
$161,120.
all, $161,120.
at $480
Assistant
pages-two at
Postmaster General.
General.
OFFICE FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
Fourth AssistAssist- Postmaster
GENERAL: Fourth
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
Rural Mails Diviant
Postmaster General,
$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500
$2,500; division
of rural
rural siRual
als Division.
division of
General, $5,000;
ant Postmaster
mails—superintendent
$3,000, assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent $2,000,
$2,000, chief
chief rqmetandS
mails-superintendent $3,000,
entand Suppliermion.
clerk
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies-superintendent
supplies—superintendent pilesDivision.
division of
$2,000; division
clerk $2,000;
$2,750,
superintendent $2,500 (formerly assistant superassistant superintendent
$2,750, assistant
intendent,
division of
of supplies),
clerks—twelve
supplies), chief clerk, $2,000; clerks-twelve
intendent, division
twenty-four
of
class four
(two transferred
office), twenty-four
transferred to First Assistant's office),
four (two
of class
General's office, one to
of
Postmaster General's
to
transferred to Postmaster
three (one transferred
class three
of class
each), thirtyFirst
Assistant's office,
$1,200 each),
office, and two submitted at $1,200
First Assistant's
Assistant's office and
five of
of class
two (nine transferred
transferred to First Assistant's
class two
five
three submitted
at $1,200
each), fifty-three
fifty-three of class one (three in
$1,200 each),
submitted at
three
lieu
$1,400 each, two in lieu of two at $1,600 each, three
at $1,400
lieu of three at
submitted
twenty-six transferred
transferred to First
First
$1,000 each, and twenty-six
at $1,000
submitted at
in lieu of three at
(three
Assistant's
office),
forty
at
$1,000
each
$1,000
at
forty
office),
Assistant's
$1,200
and sixteen
sixteen transferred
Assistant's office),
office),
transferred to First Assistant's
each and
$1,200 each
seventeen
at $900 each (six transferred
Assistant's office);
office) ;
transferred to First Assistant's
seventeen at
$1,600 each (two in
draftsmen-four at $1,800 each, six at $1,600
skilled draftsmen—four
$1,400 each
lieu of
$1,400 each),
each), seven at $1,400
each (three in lieu of
at $1,400
of two at
lieu
$1,600 each),
three at
at $1,200
each and
each), four at
at
submitted at $1,600
and two submitted
$1,200 each
three
$1,200 each
$1,000 each
each and three submitted
lieu of two at $1,000
(two in lieu
each (two
$1,200
at $1,400
$1,400 each);
each); map
$1,200; assistant map mounter,
map mounter, $1,200;
at
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$840; mechanic,
map copyists-four
copyists—four at
at $1,000
(two
$1,000 each
each (two
$1,000; map
mechanic, $1,000;
$840;
submitted
as skilled
skilled draftsmen
at $1,200
each); four
four messengers,
messengers;
$1,200 each);
draftsmen at
submitted as
eight assistant
at $660,
two transferred
transferred
$660, two
(one submitted
submitted at
messengers (one
assistant messengers
eight
to
First
Assistant's
office);
nineteen
laborers
(one
in
lieu
of
of assistant
assistant
(one
in
lieu
laborers
nineteen
office);
to First Assistant's
messenger,
transferred to
four
office, and
and four
Assistant's office,
to First
First Assistant's
six transferred
messenger, six
omitted); in
all, $309,750.
all,
$309,750.
m
omitted);
Contingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
OST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: For stationery
POST
EXPENSES, P
CONTINGENT
,"gentexpe
Conti
etc.
StatioNery,
etc.
Sta
tionery,
and
books, index
and guide
folders, and
and binding
devices,
binding devices,
cards, folders,
guide cards,
index and
and blank
blank books,
including purchase
purchase of
penalty envelopes,
envelopes $20,000.
$20,000.
free penalty
of free
including
Heating plant.
plant.
For fuel and repairs to heating, lighting, and
find power plant, includHeating
ing repairs
and exchange of
of tools,
and electrical
electrical
tools, and
purchase andexchange
to elevators,
elevators, purchase
repairs to
ing
supplies, and
removal of
of ashes,
$38,500.
ashes,
$38,500.
and
removal
supplies,
Telegraphing, etc.
Telegraphing, et
For
For telegraphing, $4,500.
For
$2,000.
painting, $2,000.
For painting,
For
maintenance of
horseand horseof horses
horses and
and maintenance
hire,'and
exchange, hire
purchase, exchange,
For purchase,
drawn passenger-carrying
and repair
repair of
of vehicles,
including
vehicles, including
vehicles, and
passenger-carrying vehicles,
drawn
motor trucks
harness, $2,500.
$2,500.
trucks and
and harness,
motor
Miscellaneous.
exchange, and repair
items, including purchase, exchange
For
miscellaneous items
For miscellaneous
scelaneous.
of typewriters,
typewriters, adding
adding
items,
devices;
labor-saving devices;
machines, and other labor-saving
of
street car
car tickets
tickets not
not exceeding
$200; plumbing;
coverings;
floor coverings;
plumbing; floor
exceeding $200;
street
postage stamps
is not
not
which is
abroad which
addressed abroad
for correspondence
correspondence addressed
stamps for
postage
exempt
under article
the Rome
the Universal
Universal
of the
Rome convention
convention of
eleven of
of the
article eleven
exempt under
Postal
which sum
exceeding $3,985
be
may be
$3,985 may
not exceeding
sum not
of which
$30,000, of
Union, $30,000,
Postal Union,
expended
for telephone
telephone service,
service, and
not exceeding
be
may be
$1,500 may
exceeding $1,500
and not
expended for
expended for
law books,
books of
reference railway
railway guides,
city
guides, city
of reference,
books, books
for law
expended
directories,
books necessary
necessary to
d.epartment;
of the department;
the business
business of
to conduct
conduct the
directories, books
and
repairs to
to department
buildings.
department buildings.
and repairs
Furniture.
For
filing cabinets,
cabinets, $7,000.
$7,000.
and filing
furniture and
For furniture
Post,
Post, p.. 819.
For
rent of
$500.
of stables,
stables, $500.
For rent
Rent.
For
publication of
of copies
copies of
Guide, $21,000.
$21,000.
Postal Guide,
the Official
Official Postal
Official
Guide.
of the
For publication
oide
official Postal
Hereafter
contracts
let
for
the
publication
of
the
Official
Postal
Postal
Official
of
the
publication
the
let
for
Supply for
for departcontracts
Hereafter
ments, etc.
ments.etc.
Guide shall provide for the supply of such copies as may be required
required
Post,
p.
819.
Potp.s19.
for public use by the several executive
executive departments and other
Government
at a
not exceeding
the cost
cost of
Government establishments
establishments at
a price
price not
exceeding the
of such
such
Postal service appropriations not to be
e
used for Department.
men-t.
Vol. 5, p.

proratior
uep "lo
p

tos

of Js-

Department
epartwnt of Justice.

Attorney
General,
General,
AsSolicitor General,
fenral,
Assistants.

guides to the Post Office Department.

guides
Appropriations
to the Postmade
Officefor
Department.
the service of the Post Office Department
Appropriations made for the service of the Post Office Department
in
conformity with
the Act
Act of July
July second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
with the
in conformity
expended for any of the purposes
purposes herein
herein prothirty-six, shall not be expended
vided
account of the Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department at
at Washington,
Washington,
vided for
for on account
District
District of Columbia.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT

OFFICE
THE ArronxEr
ATTORNEY G
GENERAL:
General, $12,000;
$12,000;
O
FFICE OF
OF THE
ENERAL: Attorney
Attorney General,
Solicitor
General, $10,000;
$10,000; assistant
to the
the Attorney
Solicitor General,
assistant to
Attorney General,
General, $9,000;
$9,000;
six
Attorneys General,
at $7,500
$7,500 each;
for the
the
Solicitor for
each; Solicitor
General, at
six Assistant
Assistant Attorneys
Department of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, $5,000;
Solicitor for
for the
Post Office
DeDepartment
$5,000; Solicitor
the Post
Office Department, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal Revenue, $5,000; Solicitor for
assist
Attorneys,
assist- prtmet, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal Revenue, $5,000; Solicitor for
tttorneys,
ants, etc.
the
State, $5,000;
$5,000; four
attorneys, at
each,
the Department
Department of
of State,
four attorneys,
at $5,000
$5,000 each,
charge of
in the
one of
of whom
whom shall
shall have
have charge
of all
all condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in
the
District of Columbia
of titles and
Columbia and supervise the examination
examination of
and
matters arising
from such
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in
matters
arising from
such condemnation
in which
which the
the
United
a party or have
United States shall be a
have an interest,
interest, and
and no special
special
attorney or counsel, or services
proservices of persons other than of those provided for herein, shall be employed for such purposes;
purposes; attorneysattorneys—
one $3,750,
$3,750, five at $3,500 each, one $3,250,
$3,250, fourteen
fourteen at $3,000
$3,000 each,
two at $2,500 each; assistant
assistant attorneys-one
attorneys—one $3,500, two at $3,000
each, two at $2,750 each, five at $2,500 each, one $2,400, two at
Chief
clerks $2,000 each; assistant examiner of titles, $2,000; chief clerk and ex
Chief clerk,
clerk, clerks,
,$2,000 each; assistant examiner of titles, $2,000; chief clerk and ex
etc.
officio superintendent
superintendent of buildings, $3,000; superintendent of buildG

sistants.
Solicitors for Departments, etc.ir
etc.

S
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secretary and assistant
assistant to the Attorney
Attorney General,
ings, $500; private secretary
$3,000; clerk to the Attorney General, $1,800;
stenographer to the
$1,800; stenographer
$3,000;
$1,600; law clerks—three
Solicitor General, $1,600;
clerks-three at $2,000 each, two of

class four;
four; clerk
clerk in
in office
Solicitor of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, $1,800;
$1,800;
class
office of
of Solicitor
attorney
in charge
of prisons,
prisons,
superintendent of
of pardons,
pardons, $3,000; superintendent
attorney in
charge of

Superintendent
prisons, etc.

etc.

of

$4,000;
clerk, $2,750;
appointment clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; chief of
of Investigation divi$4,000; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
$2,750; appointment
sivigtion dividivision of investigation,
investigation, $3,500; examiners-two
examiners—two at $2,500 each, four sion.
at $2,250 each, two at $2,000 each,
each, three at $1,800
$1,800 each; librarian,
librarian,
$1,800;
clerks—eight of
three, ten of class two,
$1,800; clerks-eight
of class four, ten of class three,
twenty of
one, seventeen
seventeen at
at $900
$900 each;
twenty
of class
class one,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, fifteen
fifteen at
each;
Messengers,
watch5
a t
six mesmes- men,
men
, etc.
w
h$900; messenger, $960; six
chief messenger,
messenger, $1,000;
$1,000; packer, $900;
chief
thirteen assistant messengers;
messengers; seven laborers; seven watchsengers; thirteen
assistant engineers, at $900 each; four
four
men; engineer, $1,200; two assistant
firemen;
two elevator
conductors, at
charwoman,
head charwoman,
at $720
$720 each;
each; head
firemen; two
elevator conductors,
Division fof
t
a accounts.
co
$480; twenty-four
$2,500; "i s 'OO
charwomen. Division of Accounts: Chief, $2,500;
twenty-four charwomen.
administrative
administrative accountant, $2,500; chief bookkeeper
bookkeeper and
and record
clerk, $2,000; clerks-three
clerks—three of class four, six of class
class three
of
three,' six of
class two, five of class one, three
three at $900 each; in all, $463,630.
$463,630.
Contingent expenses.
epenses
For furniture
furniture and repairs, including contingent
CONTINGENT
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
holders, and cases,
cases, $4,500.
carpets, file holders,
their
For books for law library of the department, including their
exchange, $3,000.
exchange,
For purchase
purchase of session laws and statutes of the States and Terri$500.
tories for library of department,
department, including
including their exchange, $500.
office of Solicitor
Commerce,
Solicitor of the Department of Commerce,
books for office
For books
$300.
For
$500.
Department of Labor, $500.
For books for office of Solicitor of the Department
Stationery.
For
stationery for
for department
and its
bureaus, $6,500.
$6,500.
Stationery.
department and
its several
several bureaus,
For stationery
Miscellaneous.
lela o U
fuel,
nes
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including
telegraphing, fuel,
including telegraphing,
For
lights
building's, care of grounds,
lights, foreign postage, labor, repairs of buildings,
typewriters and adding machines
books of reference,
book;
reference, periodicals, typewriters
street car tickets not exceeding
exceeding $200, and other
and exchange
exchange of same, street
necessaries, directly ordered by the Attorney
Attorney General, $27,000.
$27,000.
For official transportation,
purchase and exchange,
exchange,
including purchase
transportation, including
repairs of
animals, and purchase,
purchase ' exchange,
exchange, and repairs
keep and shoeing of animals,
harness including those used for carrying
carrying
wagons, carriages,
carriages, and harness,
passengers, and purchase
purchase and repair of bicycles, $2,500.
$2,500.
Rent.
buildings and parts of buildings
buildings in the District of RetFor rent of buildings
Columbia, $36,000.
Columbia,
$36,000.
Fieyear
lease tor
Five-year lease
for
bulding authorofic building
a contract
The
The Attorney
Attorney General is authorized
authorized to enter into a
contract for office
ized.
fireproof office
the lease of a
a modern fireproof
office building
building for the use of the Jled"
renewable,
Department of Justice for aaperiod not to exceed five years, renewable,
Department
Government, for an additional period not exceedexceedat the option of the Government,
ing five years, at an annual rental not exceeding
exceeding $36,000 and at a
a
exceed
rate per annum per square foot of available
available floor space not to exceed
thirty-six
and three-tenths
three-tenths cents.
cents.
licitortheTr.sthirty-six and
Solicitor of the TreasTHEASURB: Solicitor,
$5,000;ury.
OFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR OF
OF THE
TREASURY:
Solicitor, $5,000;
OFFICE OF
TH
ury.
$2,000; two law clerks,
Assistant Solicitor, $3,000; chief clerk, $2,000;
82,000 each;
each; two
docket clerks, at $2,000 each;
clerks—two of
each; clerks-two
two docket
$2,000
class four, two of class three, two of class two; assistant messenger;
messenger;
laborer;
laborer; in all, $28,980.
For
office of
of the
the Solicitor
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, $300.itr
$300.
For law
law books
books for
for office
Solicitor of
the
Solicitor of the
CornCOMMERCE:
Department of Co
THE DEPARTMENT
SOLICITOR
OFFICE OF S
OFFICE
OLICTrOR OF
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF C
OMMERCE: Solicitor, Department
mecca.
$5,000;
Assistant Solicitor,
clerks—two of
class four,
two of
of mereSolicitor, $3,000;
$3,000; clerks-two
of class
four, two
$5,000; Assistant
class three, three of class two, one of class one; messenger; in all,
$21,040.
$21,040.
olicitor of
of the
the DoDeSolicitor
pertenttof Labor.
abor.
ICTrr
OFFCE OF
OF S
SOL
OF THE
THE DEPARTMENT
I)EPABTRmENT OF
OF LABOR:
OFFICE
OLICITOR or
LABOR: Solicitor, partmea
$5,000;
of class four, two of class one;
clerks-two of
law clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—two
$5,000; law
messenger; in all, $13,840.
messenger;
$13,840.
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DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

OFFICE
THE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce, $12,000;
$12,000;
OFFICE OF
OF THE
Assistant Secretary,
the Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000; private
private secretary
secretary to
to the
Secretary,
$2,500;
confidential clerk
clerk to
$1,800; private
private secretary
secretary
Secretary, $1,800;
to the
the Secretary,
$2,500; confidential
to Assistant
Secretary, $2,100;
chief clerk
and superintendent,
superintendent, $3,000;
$3,000;
clerk and
$2,100; chief
to
Assistant Secretary,
disbursing clerk,
$3,000; chiefs
divisions—appointments, $2,500,
$2,500,
of divisions-appointments,
chiefs of
clerk, $3,000;
disbursing
publications $2,500,
$2,500, supplies
assistant chief,
chief, division
division of pubpub$2,100; assistant
supplies $2,100;
publications
lications, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-nine
clerks—nine of
class four,
four, nine
nine of
three, nine
nine
of class
class three,
of class
lications,
of
nineteen of
of class
class one
one (four
(four transferred
transferred from
from Census
Census
of class
class two,
two, nineteen
Office),
each, eleven
eleven at
at $900
$900 each
each (one
(one transferred
transferred
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
eleven at
Office), eleven
from
Office); two
two telephoneoperators,
telephone operators, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; messenger
messenger
from Census
Census Office);
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,000;
five messengers;
seven assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers;
messengers; seven
to
$1,000; five
eight messenger
each (one
transferred from
from Census
Census
boys, at
at $480
$480 each
(one transferred
eight
messenger boys,
Office); engineer,
$1,100; assistant
engineer, $1,000;
laborers—
skilled laborers$1,000; skilled
assistant engineer,
Office);
engineer, $1,100;
one
$1,000, one
one at
at $900
$900 (transferred
(transferred from
Census Office),
Office), two
two at
at
from Census
one at
at $1,000,
$840
each, five
five at
each (one
in lieu
of one
watchman at
$720);
$840 each,
at $720
$720 each
(one in
lieu of
one watchman
at $720);
three
at $720
each; three
firemen; thirteen
thirteen lalathree elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
$720 each;
three firemen;
borers;
each; cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, $1,000;
$1,000; carpenter,
carpenter,
borers; two
two laborers,
laborers, at
at $480
$480 each;
$900; chief
watchman, $900;
watchmen; twenty-five
twenty-five charwomen;
$900;
chief watchman,
$900; nine
nine watchmen;
charwomen;
in all,
all, $179,340.
$179,340.
in
LighthousesBureau.
BUREAU OF
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; deputy
deputy commiscommisLighthousesBuraa.
BUREAU
OF LIGHTHOITSES:
LIGHTHOUSES: Commissioner,
sioner, $4,000;
chief constructing
constructing engineer,
engineer, $4,000;
$4,000; superintendent
of
sioner,
$4,000; chief
superintendent of
naval
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; clerks-one
clerks—one $2,000,
$2,000,
naval construction,
construction, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
chief clerk,
two of
four, two
two of
class three,
two of
of class
two, five
of class
one,
two
of class
class four,
of class
three, two
class two,
five of
class one,
at $900
one $840;
$840; messenger;
messenger; assistassistseven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, two
two at
$900 each,
each, one
ant-messenger;
ant-messenger; messenger
messenger boy, $480; assistant
Imsistant engineers-one
engineers—one $3,000,
$3,000,
one $2,400, one
one $1,560,
$1,560, one
one $1,500,
$1,500,
one $2,250;
$2,250; draftsmen—one
draftsmen-one $1,800, one
one $1,440,
at $1,200
each; in
in all,
all, $64,030.
$64,030.
one
$1,440, two
two at
$1,200 each;
Census Office.
C
ENSUS OFFICE:
OFFICE: Director,
$6,000; four
four chief
statisticians, at
Census
Office.
CENSUS
Director, $6,000;
chief statisticians,
at $3,000
$3,000
each; chief clerk, $2,500; geographer,
geographer, $2,000; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,500;
$1,500;
nine
chiefs of
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
of class
class
nine expert
expert chiefs
of divisions,
divisions, at
each; clerks—fifteen
clerks-fifteen of
four, twenty-five of class three,
three, forty
forty of class
hundred and
and,
class two, two
two hundred
eighty-three of class one (four transferred
transferred to Secretary's
Secretary's Office),
Office),
each, eighty-one
eighty-one at $900
transferred
eighty-three at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$900 each (one transferred
to
office); skilled
skilled laborers—two
(one transto Secretary's
Secretary's office);
laborers-two at
at $900
$900 each
each (one
transto Secretary's
Secretary's office),
ferred to
$720; three
three messengers;
messengers; five
five assistant
assistant
office), one
one $720;
messengers;
four unskilled
at $720
$720 each;
three messenger
messenger
messengers; four
unskilled laborers,
laborers, at
each; three
boys, at
transferred to
to Secretary's
Secretary's office);
office); in
at $480 each
each (one transferred
in all,
all,
$673,460.
$673,460.
Securin g
inf°rma"
For
information for
for census
reports, provided
for by
by law,
l
aw,
provided for
census reports,
securing information
InformtsFor securing
orrri,
Lon
for
reports.
semimonthly
of cotton
semimonthly reports
reports of
cotton production,
production, periodical
periodicalreports
re port
s of
ofstocks
st
oc k
s
of baled cotton in the United
foreign
United States and
and of the
the domestic
domestic and
and foreign
consumption
quarterly reports
consumption of cotton;
cotton; quarterly
reports of tobacco;
tobacco; per diem
diem comcompensation
special agents
pensation of special
agents and expenses
expenses of
and of
of detailed
detailed ememof same
same and
ployees,
employed in Washington,
ployees, whether
whether employed
Washington, District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,- or
or
elsewhere;
cost of
transcribing State,
municipal, and
and other
other recrecelsewhere; the
the cost
of transcribing
State, municipal,
ords, temporary
quarters outside
of the
of Columbia;
Columbia;
ords,
temporary rental
rental of
of quarters
outside of
the District
District of
supervising special
agents, and
employment by
by them
them of
of such
such temtemfor supervising
special agents,
and employment
Tobacco
porary service
serice as may
collecting te
Tobacco statistics.
porary
may be necessary
necessau iin collecting
the statistics
statistics required
r
equ i
red
$15,000 for c,ollecting
by law, including
including $15,000
statistics authorized
authorized
collecting tobacco
tobacco statistics
PTOVi108.
by
addition to
other fund
available therefor:
Provided,
therefor: Provided,
fund available
any other
law in
in addition
to any
f
by law
Prs o .
and
Division
Tobaccoof
ofStati
Cotton
sties That
there shall
be in
in the
the offici
alorganization
organ i
za ti on of
ofthe
the b
ureau
DandTiobac
Cott
That hereafter
hereafter there
shall be
official
bureau
created.
aaseparate,
created,
separate, distinct,
distinct, and independent
independent division called the Division of
fwrthlr, That hereafter
Statistics: Provided
Tobacco Statistics:
inform
information.
Pr'ng tobacco
to
b"" Cotton and Tobacco
Provided further,
hereafter the
vol.
106.
Director
the information
Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 106.
Director of the Census
Census may procure
procure the
information for
fwer the
the tobacco
tobacco
reports
reports required
required by this Act
Act and the Act
Act approved
approved April thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
twelve, by mail or by special agents
agents or by other
other
Providedfurther,
further, That the
Payofspeciiaagents.
Pay of special agents. employees
employees of the Bureau
Bureau of
of the Census:
Census: Provided
compensation
compensation of not to exceed
exceed five special agents
agents provided for in this
paragraph may be fixed at a
a rate not to exceed
paragraph
exceed $8 per day, $512,000.

Assistant,

SeeretarY, Assistant,
secretary,
clerks,
etc.
clerks, etc.
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Tabulating maFor experimental
constructing chines,
experimental work
work in developing, improving, and constructing
hTabulating
maetc.
tabulating machines
machines and
repairs to
machinery and
and repairs
to such
such machinery
and other mechanmechantabulating
ical
including technical
mechanical service in contechnical and mechanical
ical appliances,
appliances, including
nection
nection therewith,
therewith, whether
whether performed
performed in Washington,
Washington, District of
of
Columbia,
elsewhere, and purchase of necessary
necessary machinery
machinery and
Columbia, or elsewhere,
supplies, $25,000.
supplies,
$25,000.
of Foreign
Foreign
Bureau of
.
BITREATJ OF
AND DOMESTIC
COMMERCE: Chief,
Chief, $6,000;
$6,000; and Domestic
Domestic ComBUREAU
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC COMMERCE:
merce.
er
e
assistant
divisions—one m c $3,500, one $3,000;
$3,000; chiefs of divisions-one
assistant chiefs—one
chiefs-one $3,500,
$2,500,
one $2,000;
assistant chiefs
chiefs of
divisions—one $2,250;
$2,250; chief
chief
$2,500, one
$2,000; assistant
of divisions-one
clerk, $2,250; experts—one
experts-one on commerce and finance
finance $2,000;
$2,000; transtranslators—one
stenographer to
chief of bureau,
lators-one $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
to chief
bureau,
$1.600; clerks—ten
$1,500, sixone $1,500,
$1.600;
clerks-ten of class four, six of class
class three, one
teen of
of class
class two,
fifteen of
one, fifteen
each, fourteen
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
fourteen
two, fifteen
of class
class one,
fifteen at
teen
at $900
assistant messengers;
two laborers;
laborers; in
in
messengers: two
messenger; four
four assistant
at
$900 each;
each; messenger;
all, $130,640.
$130,640.
all,
Promoting
comm
To
foreign and domestic
commerce merPc°.
ting comdomestic commerce
To further promote
promote and develop
develop the foreign
merce.
of
United States,
exchange on
on official
of the
the United
States, including
including exchange
official checks,
checks, $125,000,
$125,000,
to
direction of the
Commerce:
Secretary of
of Commerce:
expended under
under the direction
the Secretary
to be
be expended
Provisos.
Provided,
sum may
may be
expended pPurchase
Provided, That not exceeding
exceeding $3,000 of this
this sum
be expended
abotpu
of publicaon
tions,
etc.
for
manuscripts, plans, specifications, ti s, etc
purchase of
of documents, manuscripts,
for the purchase
and other
necessary for
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of our
our commercial
and
other publications
publications necessary
commercial Editorial
Editorial assistants.
interests:
further, That out of this sum there may be exinterests: Provided
Providedfurther,
pended
editorial assistant,
and $1,600
$1,600
employment of
of an
an editorial
assistant, and
pended $2,000 for the
the employment
for an
editorial clerk,
clerk, in
Washington, District
District of
to edit
Columbia, to
edit
in Washington,
of Columbia,
for
an editorial
the
the field
field agents
agents employed
this appropriation.
appropriation.
under this
employed under
reports of
of the
the reports
Investigating cost of
Investigating
For salaries
salaries and all
all other
other actual
actual production.
prioductong ost o
Investigating cost of production:
production: For
Vol.
183.
25, p.
P-183.
field investigations
and abroad,
abroad, Vol 25,
necessary expenses,
investigations at
at home
home and
necessary
expenses, including
including field
Vol.
407.
27p. p.
experts, special
special agents,
agents, to
employed in
in WashingWashing- Post,
ol 27,
p 407
compensation
of experts,
to be
be employed
compensation of
798.
ton , District
District of
Columbia ,or
the field
quarters outside
outside
ton,
of Columbia,
or in
in the
field,' rental
rental of
of quarters
p 796.
of
he District of Columbia, when
red, purchase of books of
of
required,
of the
when requi
reference,
periodicals, to enable
enable the Bureau of
of
reference, manuscripts
manuscripts,'and periodicals,
ascertain at
Foreign and
and Domestic Commerce
Commerce to
to ascertain
at as early
early aa date as
as
possible, and whenever industrial changes shall
it essential, the
shall make it
cost
cost of
of producing
producing articles at the
the time dutiable
dutiable in
in the United
United States,
States,
in
leading countries
produced, by
fully speciin leading
countries where
where such articles
articles are produced,
by fully
fied
fied units
units of
of production,
production, and
and under
under a
a classification
classification showing
showing the
the
including
different elements of cost, of such articles of production, including
the wages paid in such industries per day, week, month, or year, or
or
employed per day; and the profits of manuby the
the piece;
piece; and hours employed
facturers and producers
comparative cost
cost
facturers
producers of such articles; and the comparative
of living and the kind of living; what
what articles
articles are controlled
controlled by trusts
or other
other combinations
combinations of capital, business operations, or labor, and
combinations of capital, business
what effect said trusts or other combinations
operations, or labor
production and prices, $50,000.
$50,000.
operations,
labor have
have on production
Promoting comPromoting
commerce, South
South and Central
Central America:
Promoitinghom
Promoting commerce,
America: To further pro- merce
with South and
Central America.
America.
develop the commerce
United States
States with South
South and Cantral
of the United
commerce of
mote and develop
employment of experts and special
Central America, including
including the employment
Central
special
agents
in Washington,
District of
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, purchase
purchase
of Columbia,
Washington, District
agents in
traveling and subof books of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, reports, traveling,
employees, and
necessary
sistence expenses
expenses of
of officers and employees,
and all other
other necessary
incidental expenses
included in the foregoing,
expended
incidental
expenses not included
foregoing, to
to be
be expended
Commerce, $100;000.
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
$100;000.
attach4s.
Commerial attach.
Commercial
attaches: For commercial
commercial attaches,
to be
be appointed
appointed Commercial
Commercial attaches:
attaches, to
examination to be held under
under
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, after examination
by the Secretary
competency, and
accredited
to determine
determine their competency,
and to be accredited
his direction to
Department, whose duties shall be to investigate
through
through the State Department,
investigate
manufacturing industries
and
upon such
such conditions
conditions in
in the
the manufacturing
industries and
and report
report upon
trade of foreign
foreign countries
countries as may be of interest to the United States;
States;
trade
Clerks, traveling exapclerks,
traveligexeach of said
and for one clerk to each
said commercial
commercial attaches to be paid a
penses, etc.
salary not to exceed $1,500
$1,500 each; and for necessary
necessary traveling
traveling and ',
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subsistence expenses,
expenses, rent,
rent, purchase
purchase of
reports ' books
books of
reference
of reference
of reports,
subsistence
and periodicals,
periodicals, travel
travel to
from the
the United
United States,
States, exchange
on
exchange on
to and
and from
and
official checks,
checks, and
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses
not included
included in
in the
the
expenses not
and all
official
foregoing; such
such commercial
serve directly
directly under
under the
the
shall serve
attaches shall
commercial attaches
foregoing;
Secretary
Commerce and
report directly
to him,
$100,000.
him, $100,000.
directly to
shall report
and shall
of Commerce
Secretary of
Steemboat-InspecS
TEAMBOAT-INSPECI1ON S
ERVICE: Supervising
Inspector General,
General,
SERVICE:
Supervising Inspector
Steamboat-InspeeSTEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
tion
tion Service.
serve.
$4,000;
Supervising Inspector
Inspector General in the
$4,000; chief clerk and
and Acting Supervising
absence of
of that
that officer,
officer, $2,000;
clerks-two of
of class
class three,
three, one
one of
of
$2,000; clerks-two
absence
class
one of
one, two
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, two
two at
$900 each;
each;
at $900
of class
class one,
class two,
two, one
messenger;
all, $16,440.
in all,
$16,440.
messenger; in
Supervising inspeinsPecSteamboat
ten supervising
supervising inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $3,000
$3,000
inspectors: For
For ten
Steamboat inspectors:
Supervising
tors.
R. S.,sec.4404,p.853.
S., see. 4404, p.853.
R.

each,
authorized by
by section
section forty-four
forty-four hundred
hundred and four, Revised
Revised
each, as
as authorized
Statutes,
$30,000;
Statutes, $30,000;
Inspectors.
Inspectors
hulls and
and inspectors
inspectors of
of boilers,
authorized by
by: Acts
Acts
boilers, as
as authorized
Inspectors of
of hulls
In
Nt> ,ptors.
34, p.106; Vol.
35 p..428;
37, p. approved
April ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six,
six, May
twenty-eighth,
May twenty-eighth,
approved April
Vol.37,
428s;Vol.
78.5% 13
mneteen hundred
hundred and
and eight,
eight, and
and March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
March fourth, nineteen
mneteen
78thirteen,
thirteen, $171,100;
$171,100;
Assistant inspectors_,
inspectors, as
as authorized
authorized by
of April ninth, nineteen
Vli34nt
pectors.
Assistant inspectors.
Assistant
by Act
Act of
nineteen
Vol. 34, p. 106.
$2,000
hundred and
six, for
for the
ports: New
thirty, at $2,000
New York, thirty,
following ports:
the following
and six,
hundred
each;
each; Baltimore,
Baltimore, eight
at $1,800
$1,800
eight at
each; New
New Orleans,
Orleans, six
six at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each;
Providence, four
four at
$1,800 each;
Boston, six
six at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each;
at $1,800
each- Boston,
each; Providence,
Philadelphia,
Francisco ten
ten at
$1,800 each;
each;
Philadelphia, eight
eight at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; San
San Francisco,
at $1,800
Buffalo, six
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; Milwaukee,
Milwaukee,
each; Cleveland,
Cleveland, six at $1,600
Buffalo,
six at
$1,600 each;
each; Chicago,
four at $1,600
(including two
two at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
Chicago, four
$1,600 each (including
two
transferred
Milwaukee); Grand
four at $1,600
each. (inGrand Haven,
Haven, four
$1,600 each
transferred from
from Milwaukee);
cluding two
transferred from
Milwaukee); Detroit,
Detroit, four
four at
at $1,600
$1,600
cluding
two transferred
from Milwaukee);
each C(ncluding
(including two
two transferred
Norfolk, six at
each
transferred from
from Milwaukee);
Milwaukee); Norfolk,
at
$1,600 each;
Seattle, eight
eight at
$1,600 each;
Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), two
two
$1,600
each; Seattle,
at $1,600
each; Portland
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; Albany (New
(New York),
$1,600 each;
each; two
travelYork), two at
at $1,600
two traveling
each; $211,000;
ing inspectors
inspectors at
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
$211,000;
In
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
$412,100.
In all,
all, for
for inspectors,
inspectors, Steamboat-Inspection
Service, $412,100.
Clerk hire,
hire, at
at large.
large.
Clerk
Clerk hire, service at large: For compensation,
compensation, not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500
a
to each
each person,
of clerks
clerks to
to boards
boards of
of steamboat
steamboat inspectors,
to
a year
year to
person, of
inspectors, to
R S., See. 4414, p. 8.54.
Secretary of Commerce in accordance
Vol.
106; Vol. be appointed
appointed by the Secretary
accordance with the
, 34,
s3 p.4414,p'
Vo
Revised
fourteen, Re
hundred and fourteen,
122. .
36,
36, p. 1229.
provisions of section
section forty-four
forty-four hundred
vise dStatutes,
April ninth,
utes, and the Acts
Acts of April
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
six, and
and
and six,
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
and eleven,
eleven, $84,000.
$84,000.
March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Contingent
expees.
xpenses: For fees to witnesses; traveling and other
Contingent expenses.
Contingent expenses:
other
Post,p.
1.
expenses when
Post,
P. 116.
expenses
when on
on official
official business
business of
of the
Supervising Inspector
Genthe Supervising
Inspector General,
traveling inspectors,
inspectors, local and
eral, supervising inspectors,
inspectors, traveling
and assistant
assistant
inspectors,
inspectors, and clerks;
clerks; instruments,
instruments, furniture,
stationery, janitor
janitor
furniture, stationery,
other thing
service, and every
every other
thing necessary
carry into
into effect
effect the
the propronecessary to
to carry
S., Title LII,
LII, pp. visions
visions of
Title fifty-two,
fifty-two, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, of
of the
the Act
Act of
April fourth,
fourth,
R. s.,
of Title
of April
852-869.
Vol.
60; Vol.24
Vol. 24, eighteen
hundred and
eighty-eight, amending
amending the
th e Act
Acto
ninevol. 25,
25 p. g0;
eighteen hundred
and eighty-eight,
offJune
June ninep. 80;
Vol. 28, V
p.
teenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty-six,
as amended
amended by
of March
March
Acts of
eighty-six, as
by Acts
hundred and
Vo.sP;v.
i16699;
Vol.
29, pr a530; Vol.
X3, teenth,
p.1026; Vol.
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen
p.,
ol 334,
4,p. 1106;; first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, February
February fifteenth,
o13,p
428.
hundred
Vol.35, p 428.
hundred and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven, March
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and.
five,
March third,
and five,
ninth, nineteen
April ninth,
nineteen hundred
six, and
twenty-eighth, ninehundred and
and six,
and May
May twenty-eighth,
ninehundred and
teen hundred
and eight,
eight, $100,000.
$100,000.
Navigation Bureau.
BUBEAru
OF NAVIGATION:
Navigation
BUREAU OF
NAVIGATION: Commissioner,
COIIIITticiSiOner, $4,000; deputy commiscommissioner, $2,400; chief
$2,000; clerk
clerk to
to commissioner,
commissioner, $1,600;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$1,600;
clerks-two
clerks-two of class four, two of class three, three
three of class
class two,
two, four
four
of class one, four at $1,000 each, six at $900
$900 each;
each; two stenographers
stenographers
and typewriters
typewriters to be employed not to exceed six months at the
the rate
of $75
$75 per month
each; two messengers;
messengers; in
month each;
in all,
all, $37,780.
$37,780.
Shipping
service.
Shipping service:
For shipping
commissioners in
in amounts not
not
Shippingervce.
service: For
shipping commissioners
Commisioners.
Commissioners.
e Shipping
e
theIn
c
oners in amounts
amounts not
Sp.
Vo.3,
exceeding
the following:
Vol.
p. 59.
exceeding the
following: Baltimore,
Baltimore, $1,200;
Bath, Maine,
Maine, $1,000;
$1,200; Bath,
$1,000;
Boston, $3,000;
$3,000; New
Bedford, $1,200;
$1,500; New
New
New Bedford,
$1,200; New
New Orleans,
Orleans, $1,500;
York, $5,000; Norfolk,
Norfolk, $1,500;
$1,500; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, $2,400;
$2,400; Portland,
Portland,
Rockland,
Maine, $1,300;
$1,300; Seattle, $3,500; Providence, $1,800;
$1,800; Rockland,
$1,200:
San Francisco,
$4,000; in
in all,
all, $28,600.
$28,600.
$1,200: San
Francisco, $4,000;
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Secretary of
of ComComClerk
compensation, to
to be
the Secretary
be fixed
fixed by
by the
Clerk hire:
hire: For
For compensation,

Clerk hie
hire.

Clerk

merce, not to
exceed $1,600
$1,600 per annum to each person, of clerks in
to exceed
merce,
the
(Aces of
of shipping
shipping commissioners,
$38,400.
commissioners, $38,400.
the offices
Contingent expenses.
p. 116. es
Contingent
stationery, and other requisites
requisites for CpOntet,
expenses: For rent, stationery,
Contingent expenses:
Post, in
p.
transaction
business of shipping commissioners'
offices,'and for
commissioners' offices
of the
the business
transaction of
janitor in
the commissioner's
at New
York, $840;
$840; in
all, $6,300.
$6,300.
in all,
office at
New York,
commissioner's office
janitor
in the

Admeasurement of
vAsselmse^S
To enable the Commissioner of Navigation
Navigation to secure uniformity
uniformity in vessels.
admeasurement of vessels, including the employment of an
the admeasurement
exceed $2,100, purchase and
adjuster
admeasurements at not to exceed
adjuster of admeasurements
exchange of admeasuring
admeasuring instruments, trateling
traveling and incidental
exchange
ou ti g pa
$3,000.
expenses, $3,000.
Counting passenof
gers.
and
repair
passengers: For purchase
Instruments for counting passengers:
repair
Instruments
gers.
instruments for counting passengers, $250.
instruments
Motor boats,
etc.,
to
boats,
etc. to
Motor
the Secretary
Enforcement of
To enable
enable the
Secretary of ComCom- enforce
of navigation
navigation laws: To
Enforcement
navigation
merce
operate such motor boats and employ thereon
thereon laws.
to provide
provide and operate
merce to
such
persons as
as may
may be
necessary for
enforcement, under
under his
the enforcement,
for the
be necessary
such persons
direction
relating to navigation and
officers, of laws relating
direction by customs officers,
inspection
vessels, and counting
counting of passengers
passengers
inspection of vessels, boarding of vessels,
on excursion boats, $24,000.
Temporary emTo enable
the Secretary
Commerce to
employ temporarily, inptiemtporyprent
to employ
of Commerce
Secretary of
enable the
To
ployees to prevent
overcrowding
of exexof
addition to those now provided
provided for by law, such other persons asovderw
cursion vessels, etc.
may
necessary, of whom not more than two at any one time may
be necessary,
may be
be
employed in
in the
the District
District of Columbia,
enforce the laws to
Columbia, to enforce
be employed
prevent overcrowding
passenger and excursion vessels, and all
overcrowding of passenger
prevent
necessary
expenses in connection
connection therewith, $18,000.
$18,000.
necessary expenses
part su
Wireless apparatus
wTireesap
Wireless-communication laws: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of CorCom- on
Wireless-communication
steamers.
6 629; Vol
Vol
36,
29; Vol
3, p.
p.
merce
to enforce
Acts of
of Congress
to require
apparatus and 37,Vol.
require apparatus
Congress "to
the Acts
enforce the
merce to
p. 199.
operators
radio communication
communication on
certain ocean
ocean steamers"
and v3Poi.37,
Vol. 37,p.p. 156.
1565.
steamers" and
on certain
for radio
operators for
p. 116.
POstp. 116.
"to
to regulate
regulate radio communication"
communication" and carry out the international
international Post,

radio telegraphic
convention, and to employ
employ such persons
persons and means
telegraphic convention,
salaries of employees
include salaries
as may be necessary, this employment to include
in
Washington not
traveling and subsistence
subsistence ex$7,150, traveling
not exceeding
exceeding $7,150,
in Washington
penses,
exchange of instruments,
instruments, technical
technical books, rent,
rent
and exchange
purchase and
penses, purchase
necessary expenses not included
miscellaneous items and necessary
included
and all
all other miscellaneous
in
the foregoing,
$45,000.
in the
foregoing, $45,000.tdards
$6,000; physicists-chief,
BUREAU
OF S
TANDARDS: Director,
Director, $6,000;
physicists—chief, $4,800,
STANDABDS:
BUREAU OF
one qualified
at $3,600 each, one $3,000; assotwo at
optics $3,600, two
qualified in optics
one
at
ciate physicists—three
ciate
physicists-three at $2,700 each, four at $2,500 each, four at
$2,200
each, six
six at
at $2,000 each;
each; assistant physicists-nine
physicists—nine at $1,800
$2,200 each,
each,
eleven at
$1,600 each,
each, fourteen
at $1,400
each; chemists—chief
chemists-chief
$1,400 each;
fourteen at
at $1,600
each, eleven
$4,800, one $3,500; associate chemists-one
chemists—one $2,700, two at $2,500
chemists—two at $1,800
assistant chemists-two
$2,200, one $2,000; -assistant
each, one $2,200,
each, three
$1,600 each,
each, three
each; laboratory
laboratory assist$1,400 each;
at $1,400
three at
at $1,600
three at
each,
ants—sixteen
$1,200 each, thirteen
thirteen at $1,000
$1,000 each, thirteen at
at
ants-sixteen at $1,200
$900
helpers—one $840,
$840, three at $720 each, two at
at
laboratory helpers-one
$900 each; laboratory
$600
laboratory
aids-ten at $720 each, seven at $600 each; laboratory
each; aids—ten
$600 each;
apprentices—twelve
storekeeper,
apprentices-twelve at $540 each; secretary, $2,200; storekeeper,
clas
four,, two of class
$1,000;
clerks-one of class four
$1,600; clerks—one
librarian, $1,600
$1,000; librarian,
three, two of class two, six of class one, five at $1,000
$1,04 each, five
five at
$900
telephone operator,
operator, $720; office appreneach; telephone
$720 each;
$900 each, two at $720
tices—two
$540 each, two at $480 each, three at $360 each;
each; three
tices-two at $540
elevator
mechanicians—chief $1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600,
elevator boys, at $360 each; mechanicians-chief
one
$1,500, one
$1,000 each, one
one $1,400,
$1,400, three at $1,200 each, four at $1,000
one $1,500,
$900; shop
shop apprentices-one
apprentices—one $540, two at $480 each;
each; four watch$1,200, one $1,000,
woodworkers-one $1,200,
men;
men; skilled woodworkers—one
$1,000, one $840; skilled
$1,200;
laborers—six at $720
each; draftsman, $1,200; photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
$720 each;
laborers-six
superintendent of
assistant messenger; superintendent
packer, $840
$840; messenger;
messenger; assistant
of
packer,
engineers-one $1,600,
mechanical plant, $2,500; assistant engineers—one
$1,600, two at
at
mechanical
$1,000; five firemen;
fitter, $1,000;
$1,200
each, one $1,000,
$1,000, one $900; pipe fitter,
$1,200 each,
$1,200,
$1,600; electricians-one
glassworker, $1,600;
glass blower, $1,600; glassworker,
electricians—one $1,200,
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one $900;
$900; foreman
foreman of
of janitors
and laborers,
laborers, $840;
$840; ten
ten laborers;
laborers;
one
janitors and
janitors—three
at $660
$660 each,
each, one
$600; two
female laborers,
laborers, at
at $360
$360
janitors-three at
one $600;
two female

each;
$311,720.
each; in
in all,
all, $311,720.
For
machinery, tools, and appliances
connecappliances used in connecapparatus, machinery,
For apparatus,
tion
or work
work of
matetion with -buildings
buildings or
of the
the bureau,
bureau, laboratory
laboratory supplies,
supplies, materials,
used in
the construction
construction of
apparatus, machinery,
rials, and
and supplies
supplies used
in the
of apparatus,
machinery,
or
appliances, including
exchange; piping,
and
or other
other appliances,
including their
their exchange;
piping, wiring,
wiring, and
construction incident
to the
the installation
installation of
apparatus, machinery,
or
construction
incident to
of apparatus,
machinery, or
appliances; furniture
for laboratories
and offices,
offices, cases
cases for
for apparatus,
apparatus,
appliances;
furniture for
laboratories and
$50,000.
$50,000.
Repairs, etc.
For repairs
repairs and
to buildings,
buildings, $5,000.
$5,000.
Repairs, etc.
and necessary
necessary alterations
alterations to
Miscellaneous.
For
light, and
power; office
office expenses,
For fuel
fuel for
for heat,
heat light,
and power;
expenses, stationery,
stationery,
books
periodicals- traveling
(including expenses
expenses of
of atatbooks and
and periodicals;
traveling expenses
expenses (including
tendance upon
upon meetings
of technical
and professional
professional societies
when
tendance
meetings of
technical and
societies when
required
connection with
with standardization,
testing, or
other official
official
required in
in connection
standardization, testing,
or other
work of
of the
the bureau);
street car
car tickets
not exceeding
expenses.
work
bureau); street
tickets not
exceeding $100;
$100; expenses
of the
the visiting
visiting committee;
expenses of
of attendance
attendance of
of
committee; expenses
of American
American
International Committee of
of Weights
Weights and
member at
at the
the meeting
the international
Committee of
Weights
mittee
and member
meeting of
otheh
International Committee
of Weights
Measures.
and
including a
heavy motor
motor freight
freight truck
replace
Measures.
and Measures;
Measures; including
a heavy
truck to
to replace
electric
truck at
at a
cost not
exceed $3,000;
$3,000; supplies
for operation,
operation
electric truck
a cost
not to
to exceed
supplies for
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of passenger
passenger automobile
and motor
motor trucks
truck
maintenance,
automobile and
for
official
use;
and contingencies
contingencies of
of all
all Ends,
$28,500.
for
official
use;
and
kinds,
$28,500.
Care of grounds.
Care ofgrounds.
For grading, construction
construction of roads
roads and walks, piping grounds for
for
water
supply, lamps,
wiring for
purposes, and
exwater supply,
lamps, wiring
for lighting
lighting purposes,
and other
other expenses incident to the improvement and care of grounds, $6,000.
elerc
Biel-power
electric
c penses incident to the improvement and care of grounds, $6,000.
crrnts etc.
et
currents,
dangers to
to life and
and property
to the
the transTo investigate
investigate the
the dangers
property due
due to
transmission of electric currents
currents at high potentials,
potentials, and
and the _precautions
precautions
the best
best methods
methods of
construction, installation,
installation, and
to be
be taken
taken and
and the
of construction,
and
operation to be
the distribution
distribution and
and return
return of
of such
such curcurbe followed
followed in the
rents,
in order
order to
to reduce
reduce to
to a
minimum such
such dangers;
dangers; also
also to
to investirents, in
a minimum
investigate
the best
of protecting
protecting life
and property
property from
f
rom lightning,
lightni
ng ,
gate the
best means
means of
life and
including personal
personal services
services in the
District of
Columbia and
in the
the District
of Columbia
and in
the
field, $15,000.
Refrigeration
Refrigeration investiInvesti- field, $15,000.
gations.
the investigations
gations.
To complete the
investigations incident
to the
the establishment
incident to
establishment of
of
units and standards
refrigeration, and
standards of refrigeration,
the determination
determination of
of the
the
and the
physical
physical constants of materials
materials used in the refrigeration
refrigeration industries,
ammonia, aqueous
aqueous ammonia
ammonia solutions,
carbonio acid,
acid, brines,
brines,
such as ammonia,
solutions, carbonio
determination of the thermal conductivities
and so forth, and the determination
conductivities of
of
materials,
personal services in the
the District
materials, including
including personal
District of Columbia
Columbia
and in
the field,
$15,000.
in the
Stru materials,
aterias,and
field, $15,000.
Structural
investigatins.a
For continuation
Investigations.
continuation of the investigation
investigation of structural
structural materials,
such
materials, such
as stone, clays, cement, and
cl
u di ng personal
personal services
services in
in
and so
so forth,
forth, in
including
the District
in the
$100,000.
the field,
field, $100,000.
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
or the
District of
Testing machines
machnes for
physical
For maintenance
phy%ical constants.
constants.
maintenance and operation
operation of testing
testing machines,
machines, including
including perpersonal services in connection
connection therewith
therewith in the
Columbia
the District of
of Columbia
determination by the Bureau
and in the field, for the determination
Bureau of Standards
Standards
of the physical
physical constants
constants and the properties
properties of materials as authorized by
by law,
law, $30,000.
$30,000.
Fire-resisting
build- ized
Fire-resisting buildng materials.
materials.
ing
For
materials
For investigation
investigation of
of fire-resisting
fire-resisting properties
properties of
of building
building materials
and conditions
conditions under
under which
which they may
most efficiently
efficiently used,
used, and
may be
be most
and
for
types of
for fire
fire prevention,
infor the
the standardization
standardization of
of types
of appliances
appliances for
prevention, including
cluding personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,
Measurement of pub- $25,000.
Measurement
$25,000.
lie
For investigation
investigation of
Ha utilities.
standards and
and methods
methods of
of measurements
of the
the standards
measurements
electric power, water,
of public utilities,
utihties, such
such as gas, electric
electric light, electric
water,
telephone, and electric
electric railway
and the
solution of
of the
the probprobrailway service,
service, and
the solution
connection with
lems which arise in connection
such service,
inwith standards
standards in
in such
service inservices in the District
cluding personal services
District of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,
$40,000.
$40,000.
Apparatus, etc.
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Railway equipment
For
investigation of
of materials
in the
the construction
construction of
rails, Investigations.
For investigation
materials used
used in
of rails,
Riniy etquipme't
wheels,
axles and
other railway
railway equipment,
and the
the cause
cause of
of their
wheels, axles,
and other
equipment, and
their
failure,
personal services
District of
Columbia and
and in
failure, including
including personal
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
in
the field,
$15,000.
the
field, $15,000.
Miscellaneous test For
materials, such
such as
as varnish
varnish materials,
ingioot
s testFor testing
testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous materials,
materials, soap
soap ing,
etc.
materials,
mks, and
and chemicals,
supplies for
for the
materials, inks,
chemicals, including
including supplies
the GovernGovernment
independent establishments,
establishments, including
perment departments
departments and
and independent
including personal
in the
District of
Columbia and
in the
field, as
sonal services
services in
the District
of Columbia
and in
the field,
as authorauthorized
by: law, $20,000.
ized by
$20,000.
Radio communicaFor
investigation and
and standardization
standardization of
methods and
and instruments
instruments tion
For investigation
of methods
tioastdanldaration
standardization.
employed
in radio
radio communication,
communication, including
in
employed in
including personal
personal services
services in
the
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
the District
District of
and in
the field,
field, $10,000.
$10,000.
Industral
olor
Industrial colorr
To develop
develop color
and methods
of manufacture
manufacture and
and of
To
color standards
standards and
methods of
of standards,l
standards, etc.eolt
color measurement,
measurement, with
reference to
to their
their industrial
industrial use
use in
color
with special
special reference
in
standardization and specification
specification of colorants
standardization
colorants such
such as
as dyestuffs
dyestuffs, inks
inks,
and pigments,
and other
products, paint,
and textiles,
and
pigments, and
other products,
paint, paper,
paper, and
textiles, in
in
which
personal services in
which color
color is
is a
a pertinent
pertinent property, including
including personal
in
the
the District of Columbia and in the field,
field, $10,000.
$10,000.
Clay products procTo
study methods
technical processes
processes used
To study
methods of
of measurement
measurement and
and technical
used in
in esses.
cy products procthe manufacture
tile terra
terra cotta,
other clay
the
manufacture of
of pottery,
pottery, brick,
brick, tile,
cotta, and
and other
clay
products,
and the
study of
properties of
of the
materials used
used in
in
products, and
the study
of the
the properties
the materials
that industry,
industry, including
services in
the District
Columbia
that
including personal
personal services
in the
District of
of Columbia
and
the field,
$10,000.
and in
in the
field, $10,000.
Experiments in
To
experimentally important
ma- physical
To determine
determine experimentally
important physical
physical constants
constants of
of maExperiments
constants in
of
industrial
terials
the industries
industries or
laboratory investigations,
investigations, as
as industrial materials,
in laboratory
materials,
terials essential
essential to
to the
or in
etc.
authorized
by law,
the determination
determination of
the value
value of
of gravity,
gravity, etc'
authorized by
law, such
such as
as the
of the
thermal
conductivities of
of materials,
materials, mechanical
of heat,
heat,
thermal conductivities
mechanical equivalent
equivalent of
metallurgical
such as
as specific
specific and
latent heats
of metals
metals
metallurgical constants
constants such
and latent
heats of
and alloys,
electrochemical equivalent
metals, the
and
alloys, the
the electrochemical
equivalent of
of metals,
the velocity
velocity,of
of
light;
including data
data important
in the
the efficient
efficient planning
planning of
industrial
light; including
important in
of industrial
processes,
and in
in the
the effective
effective utilization
of the
the properties
mateprocesses, and
utilization of
properties of
of materials,
including personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia
rials, including
in the
the District
Columbia and
and in
in
the
field, $5,000.
$5,000.
the field,
Aeronautical engiTo develop
of testing
standardizing machines,
machines, motors,
motors, neering
Aeronautical
To
develop methods
methods of
testing and
and standardizing
engiinvestigations,
tools,
measuring instruments,
instruments, and
and other
and devices
tools, measuring
other apparatus
apparatus and
devices used
used eto.
in mechanical,
mechanical, hydraulic, and aeronautic
engineering; for
aeronautic engineering;
for the comcomparative
of apparatus
methods of
of operation,
operation, and
parative study
study of
of types
types of
apparatus and
and methods
and
for
establishment of
for the
accurate
for the
the establishment
of standards
standards of
of performance;
performance; for
the accurate
determination
of fundamental
physical constants
in the
determination of
fundamental physical
constants involved
involved in
the
proper
execution of
of this
this work;
work; and
scientific experiments
experiments and
and
proper execution
and for
for the
the scientific
investigations
in solving
solving the
problems which
which may
may arise
arise in
in
investigations needed
needed in
the problems
connection therewith,
therewith, especially
the requirements
of
connection
especially in
in response
response to
to the
requirements of
aeronautics and
purely scientific
nature
aeronautics
and aviation
aviation for
for information
information of
of aapurely
scientific nature,
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and in
the
Columbia and
in the
field,
$10,000.
field, $10,000.
Contingent
t n i e t expenses,
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE: For
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE:
con- cu
For con—
ep-,
tingent
expenses of the offices
tingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
offices and bureaus of the
the
department,
and miscellanemiscellanedepartment, for which
which appropriations
appropriations for
for contingent
contingent and
ous expenses are not specifically
specifically made, including purchase
purchase of
of profesprofessional and scientific books, law
reference, periodicals,
law books,
books, books of reference,
periodicals,
blank books, pamphlets, map,
exceeding $2,500);
maps, newspapers
newspapers (not exceeding
$2,500);
stationery, furniture
furniture and repairs to same, carpets, matting, oilcloth,
file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges,
sponges fuel, lighting and heatexchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and care
care of horses,
horses, horseing; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and motor-propelled
motor-propelled trucks, and
and

bicycles,
to be
used
only for
officialtelegraph
purposes;
freight
and
express
charges,
bicycles, post
to
be
ageused
t
of
oreign
only
for
countries,
official
purposes;and
freight
telephone
and service,
eexxpprress
charges, postage to foreign countries, telegraph and telephone service,
typewriters, adding
machines and
other labor-saving
devices, includtypewriters,
adding machines,
and other
labor-saving devices,
including
rep ai
r an
d exc
hange; repairs
repairs to
to building
building occupied
by offices
ing their
their repair
and
exchange;
occupied by
offices
of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce;
Commerce; storage
storage of documents belonging
belonging to
to the
the
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Bureau of
of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses not
not to
to exceed
tickets, not
not
car tickets,
street car
$1,500; street
exceed $1,500;
Bureau
exceeding $300;
$300; and
all other
other miscellaneous
necessary
and necessary
items and
miscellaneous items
and all
exceeding
Ammonia
to be deexpenses not
not included
the foregoing,
foregoing, $57,000,
$57,000, and
and in
in addition
addition
in the
included in
de-expenses
Additl tobe
&idled from bureaus,

etc.,forfor
purchase thereto
thereto sums
sums amounting
amounting to $49,450
$49 ,
450 shall be deducted
deducted from other
purhase
de,
g supply
pp yeon- ' appropriations
appropriations made
made for
the fiscal
year
nineteen
hundred and
and sevensevenhundred
nineteen
year
fiscal
the
for
h
mates.
tiusu u

su

l

sum

Vol.
ol. 36, p. 531.

36, p. 531.

appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses Departteen and added to the appropriation
ment of
of Commerce,"
Commerce," in
facilitate the purchase
purchase through the
to facilitate
order to
in order
ment
central
in the
Act of
of June
seventeenth,
June seventeenth,
the Act
provided in
as provided
office as
purchasing office
central purchasing

nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten
Large, volume
volume thirty-six,
thirty-six, page
page
at Large,
(Statutes at
ten (Statutes
nineteen
five hundred
and thirty-one),
certain supplies
supplies for
bureaus and
and
for bureaus
of certain
thirty-one), of
hundred and
five

offices
appropriations are
miscellaneous appropriations
and miscellaneous
contingent and
which contingent
for which
offices for
specifically
as follows:
follows: Bureau
of Foreign
Foreign and
Comand Domestic ComBureau of
made as
specifically made
merce—Investigating
cost of
of production
production $3,700,
$3,700, promoting
compromoting commerce-Investigating cost
merce
$4,500, promoting
commerce (South
America)
and Central America)
(South and
promoting commerce
merce $4,500,
$3,000,
commercial attaché
expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse
general expenses,
$4,500; general
attaches $4,500;
$3,000, commercial
Service, $10,000;
expenses, Steamboat-Inspection
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
Service,
contingent expenses,
$10,000; contingent
Service,
$5,000;
contingent expenses,
expenses, shipping
service, $500; instruments
for
instruments for
shipping service,
$5,000; contingent
measuring
$500; instruments
$250;
passengers, $250;
counting passengers,
for counting
instruments for
vessels, $500;
measuring vessels,
enforcement
wireless communication
$1,000; Bureau
Bureau of
of
laws, $1,000;
communication laws,
of wireless
enforcement of
Standards,
--equipment $1,500,
general ex$2,000; general
expenses $2,000;
$1,500, general expenses
Standards-equipment
penses, Coast and Geodetic
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
Geodetic Survey, $4,500; miscellaneous
Bureau
$106,450 shall
$8,500; and the said total sum of $106,450
Fisheries, $8,500;
of Fisheries,
Bureau of
be
contingent expenses,
expenses, Departfor contingent
appropriation for
the appropriation
and constitute
constitute the
be and
To
be expended
of Commerce,
to be
exTended
through the
the central
purchasing
central purchasing
through
be expended
Commerce, to
ment of
expended ment
To be
through
Division
of
office
(Division of
Supplies), Department
of Commerce,
and
shall also
also
and
shall
of
Commerce,
Department
Supplies),
of
office
(Division
DiSm
.
oi
pthrop
Supplies.
be
available for
for objects
objects and
purposes of the several appropriations
appropriations
and purposes
be available
mentioned under
under the title "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Department of
mentioned
Commerce," in
this Act.
in this
Act.
Commerce,"
Rent.
For
of Columbia,
Columbia, $66,500.
in the
the District of
For rent of buldings in
PRt
Department
Department of La
Labor.

Secretary,

Secretary, Assistant,
clerks,
etc.
lerks,etc.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
LABOR.
SECRETARY:
OFFICE
0/
kICE OF
OF THE
l'HE S
ECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of Labor, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant
Secretary, $5,000; chief clerk, $3,000; disbursing clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
private secretary
to the
to the
secretary to
the Secretary
Secretary,.,$2,500;
$2,500; clerk
clerk to
the Secretary,
Secretary,
private

$1,800; private secretary
secretary to the .Assistant
$2,100; chief
Assistant Secretary, $2,100;
of
appointment clerk,
clerks—three of
of
$1,800; clerks-three
$2,500; appointment
clerk, $1,800;
of division,
division, $2,500;
class
six
class four,
four, five of class three, eight of class two, five of class one, six
at
each, three
three at
telephone switchboard
switchboard operoperat $900 each; two
two telephone
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
ators;
messengers; four
four assistant
assistant messengers;
messenger
three messenger
messengers; three
ators; two
two messengers;
skilled laborers, at
at $840
boys, at $480
each; engineer
engineer, $1,000;
$840
$1,000; two skilled
$480 each;
boys,
each; ten laborers
laborers (one of whom, when necessary, shall assist and
relieve
relieve the elevator conductor);
conductor); four watchmen;
watchmen; nine
nine charwomen;
charwomen;
two elevator
elevator conductors, at $720 each; in all, $96,200.
$96,200.
Commissioners of
COMMISSIONERS
OF CONCILIATION:
Commissioners
COMMISSIONERS OF
CONCILIATION: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of
conciliation.
Vol.
37, p.. 738.
Labor to exercise the authority
authority vested
vested in him by section eight of the
vol. 37,
38.
creating the
Department of
appoint commissioners
commissioners
Act creating
the Department
of Labor,
Labor, and
and to
to appoint
8
exceeding
subsistence at not exceeding
of conciliation, for per diem in lieu of subsistence
Psrdlemsubsistence
PvoLdiempub
Vol 38, p. 680. ene. *of
$4 pursuant
to section
thirteen of
of the sundry
sundry civil
civil Act approved
approved
$4
pursuant to
section thirteen
nineteen hundred and fourteen, and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
August first, nineteen
$2,000 in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
executive clerk at $2,000
including an executive
$75,000.
$75,000.
BuBUREAU OF
Labor Statistics
OF LABOR
Labor
Statistics Bu.
BUREAU
LAnoR STATISTICS:
STATISTICS: Commissioner, $5,000; chief statistician, who shall also perform
perform the duties of chief clerk, $3,000;
experts-four at $2,000
employees-one $2,760,
statistical experts—four
$2,000 each; employees—one
$1,800, six at $1,600 each,
one $2,520,
$2,520, three at $2,280 each, one $1,800,
seven at $1,400 each, two at $1,200 each; special agents-four
agents—four at
$1,800 each,
each, six at $1,600 each, eight at $1,400
$1,400 each, four at $1,200
each; clerks-five
clerks—five of class four, five of class three, six of class two,
twelve of class one, nine at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; two copyists;
copyists; two assistant
assistant
messengers;
$137,880.
messengers; two laborers; in all, $137,880.
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Per diem, special
For
at not
exceeding $4
$4 in
pursuant agents,
For per
per diem
diem at
not exceeding
in lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, pursuant
Per etc.
diem special
Vol. 38,
38, p. 680.
to
section thirteen
thirteen of
sundry civil
civil Act
approved August
August first,
first, vol.
to section
of the
the sundry
Act approved
nineteen hundred and fourteen, of special agents and employees and
temporary assistance
assistance for
field
for their transportation; experts and temporary
for field
service outside
of the
Columbia, to
to be
at the
the rate
of Temporary
service
outside of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
be paid
paid at
statrate of
Temporary
statisnot
temporary- statistical
statistical clerks
clerks and
and tical assistance.
not exceeding
exceeding $8 per
per day;
day; and
and for
for temporary
stenographers
Columbia, to be selected
stenographers in
in the
the District of Columbia,
selected from civilservice registers
rate of not
exceeding $100
$100 per
registers and
and to
to be paid
paid at
at the rate
not exceeding
per
month, the same person to be employed
employed for not more than six consecutive months, the total expenditure
expenditure for such temporary
clerical
secutive
temporary clerical
assistance in the District of Columbia not to exceed
exceed $6,000; traveling
traveling
expenses of officers and employees, purchase of reports
materials
expenses
reports and materials
Statistics, and for
for
for reports and bulletins of the Bureau
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Association for Lasubvention to
"International Association
Association for
for Labour
subvention
to "International
Labour Legislation,"
Legislation," bourCegslation
bour Legislation.
and
necessary
expenses
connected
with
representation
of
the
United
and necessary expenses connected with representation of the United
$64,090.
States Government
Government therein,
therein, $64,090.
Library.
library the sum of Lbrary
For books, periodicals,
periodicals, and newspapers for the library
$100 may be expended for newspapers for the purpose of procuring
procuring
$100
strike data,
data, $1,000.
$1,000.
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of Labor
to provide
provide and
and pay
To
Secretary of
Labor to
pay for the medical of
ofMinuredemployeU.
t
e
x
ec
n
a
i
y
ni o
ny
a
e°
35, p. ao7.
examination
of the
receiving compensacompensa- VOL
examination of
of employees
employees of
the United
United States
States receiving
7g. 821.
Pp, 748,
Pod, 6
pp.
tion
injuries under
under the provisions
provisions of
thirtieth,
of the Act
Act of May thirtieth,
tion for
for injuries
nineteen hundred and eight, as directed
directed by section five of said Act,
nineteen
and
assistance in
in its
clerical assistance
its administration,
administration, and for subsistence,
subsistence,
and for
for clerical
transportation,
traveling expenses
employees of
and traveling
expenses of officers and employees
transportation, and
the
while traveling
traveling on
on duty away from
from
the Bureau
Bureau of Labor
Labor Statistics while
their
homes and
and outside
engaged in
in
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia while engaged
their homes
outside of
of the
the
provisions of said
said Act,
the investigation of claims
claims arising
arising under the provisions
$3,000.
Immigration
B urBUREAU
or I
MMIGRATION: Commissioner
Commissioner General,
$5,000; Assistant
Assistant reanmpratio
Bur
BUREAU OF
IMMIGRATION:
General, $5,000;
reau.
Commissioner
clerk and actuary,
Commissioner General, who shall also act
act as
as chief
chief clerk
actuary,
$3,500;
$1,800; chief statistician,
statistician, $2,000;
$3,500; private secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
$2,000; clerks—
clerksthree of class four, four of class three, seven of class two, nine of
of
class one, .nine at $1,000 each, seven at $900 each; two messengers;
messengers;
messenger; in
assistant messenger;
in all,
all, $62,400.
$62,400.
division.
Division of Information:
Information: Chief, $3,500; assistant chief, $2,500; Information
normatOdi
clerks—two of class four, one of class three, two of class two, three of
of
clerks-two
class one, one $900; messenger; in all, $19,340.
Naturalization BuBUREAU OF NATURALIZATION:
One; $4,000; deputy
deputy comCom- r,.
Commissioner,
BUREAU
NATURALIZATION: COIIIIHiSSi
reau.
missioner, $3,250; clerks-six
missioner,
clerks—six of class four, ten of class three, fourteen
of class two, fifteen
fifteen of class one, ten at $1,000
$1,000 each, two at $900
$900 each;
each;
messenger; two assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
messenger boy, $480; in all,
$86,210.
$86,210.
Children's Bureau.
Chief, $5,000;
CHILDREN'S BUREAU:
$5,000; assistant
assistant chief,
chief, $2,400; ch l d
CHILDREN'S
BUREAU: Chief,
experts—one on sanitation
service
sanitation $2,800, industrial $2,000,
$2,000, social service
experts---one
librarian $2,000, statistical $2,000;
agents—one $1,800,
$1,800,
$2,000; special agents-one
$2,000, librarian
four
at $1,600
each, ten
at $1,400
each, twelve
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
private
each; private
ten at
$1,400 each,
twelve at
four at
$1,600 each,
secretary
$1,500; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, four
four
secretary to chief
chief of bureau, $1,500;
$1,000
of class three, five
five of class two,
two, eighteen
eighteen of class one, ten at $1,000
each; copyist;
in all,
all, $106,640.
$106,640.
each;
copyist; messenger;
messenger; in
er dim
Per
diem subistsubsistetc.
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence at not ence,
ece,
etc.
For traveling
traveling expenses
Vol. 38, p. 680.
exceedint
o... $4,
pursuant to
the sundry
sundry civil
civil Act
Act Vo 38 p. .
thirteen of
of the
to section
section thirteen
$4, pursuant
exceeding
approved August
August first,
fourteen, of officers, Experts,etc.
approved
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
Experts, etc.
employees of the Children's
Children's Bureau;
Bureau; emspecial agents, and
and other employees
ployment of
and temporary
temporary assistants,
to be
paid at
at a
a rate
assistants, to
be paid
rate
ployment
of experts
experts and
Material for
for publicpublicanot exceeding
$8 a
of interpreters,
to be
paid at
rate not
not Material
at aarate
be paid
day, and
and of
interpreters, to
exceeding $8
a day,
not
tions.
s
exceeding $4
$4 a
day when
when actually
employed; purchase
purchase of
of reports
reports tioD
exceeding
a day
actually employed;
publications of the Children's
Children's Bureau,
and material for the publications
Bureau, books
books of
reference,
newspapers, and
periodicals, including
advance paypayincluding the
the advance
and periodicals,
reference, newspapers,
ment
subscriptions for
the same,
for newspaper
clippings to enable
enable
for the
same, for
newspaper clippings
ment of
of subscriptions
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the
Bureau to
to secure
secure data
regarding the
the progress
progress of
legisthe Children's
Children's Bureau
data regarding
of legislation affecting
affecting children
activities of
public and
lation
children and
and the
the activities
of public
and private
private
organizations
dealing with
children, and
and for
city,
organizations dealing
with children,
for reprints
reprints from
from State,
State, city,
and private
publications for
for distribution
distribution when
when said
said reprints
reprints can
be
and
private publications
can be
procured
more cheaply
than they
can be
printed by
by the
Government,
procured more
cheaply than
they can
be printed
the Government,
$58,000.
$58,000.
CONTrNGENT EXPENSES,
FXPENBES, DEPARTMENT
For contingent
CONTINGENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR:
LABOR: For
contingent

and miscellaneous
expenses of
of the
the offices
and bureaus
bureaus of
the departdepartand
miscellaneous expenses
offices and
of the
ment, for
which appropriations
appropriations for
ment,
for which
for contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses are
are not
specifically made,
of stastaexpenses
not specifically
made, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
tionery,
furniture and
to the
the same,
carpets, matting,
matting, oilcloth,
tionery, furniture,
and repairs
repairs to
same, carpets,
oilcloth,
file cases,
towels, ice,
brooms, soap,
sponges,laundry,street car
car tickets,
tickets,
file
cases, towels,
ice, brooms,
soap, sponges,laundry,street
not exceeding
exceeding $125,
$125, lighting
and heating;
maintenance and
repair of
not
lighting and
heating; maintenance
and repair
of
a
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of paspasa motor
motor truck;
truck; purchase,
purchase, exchange
exchange, maintenance,
senger-carrying
use of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary and
other officials
senger-carrying vehicle
vehicle for
for use
and such
such other
officials
as exigency
exigency may
may require
require for
purposes; freight
freight and
and express
express
as
for official
official purposes;
charges,
to foreign
telegraph and
and telephone
charges, postage
postage to
foreign countries,
countries, telegraph
telephone service,
service,
typewriters, adding
and other
other labor-saving
includtypewriters,
adding machines
machines and
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
their exchange;
to the
the building
occupied by
by the
ing their
exchange; repairs
repairs to
building occupied
the office
office of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor;
purchase of
law
books, books
books of
reference,
and
Labor;
purchase
of
law
books,
of
reference,
and
Additional from imnot exceeding
exceeding $300;
$300; in
all, $36,100;
$36,100; and
addition thereto
thereto
in addition
and in
in all,
migration
periodicals not
n,^tiopn.expenses."" periodicals
Vol.
531.
vol. 36,, p.
p. 531.
such
be necessary,
not in
in excess
excess of
of $13,500,
$13,500, to
facilitate
such sum as
as may
may be
necessary, not
to facilitate
through the
purchasing office
in the
the
the purchase, through
the central
central purchasing
office as
as provided
provided in
Act
of June
seventeenth, nineteen
Act of
June seventeenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth
Statutes at Large,
Large, page five hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one),
thirty-one), of
certain supsupof certain
plies
for the
the Immigration
Immigration Service,
be deducted
from the
appropo p 35
plies for
Service, shall
shall be
deducted from
the approPart, p. 325.
priation "Expenses
of regulating
"Expenses of
regulating immigration"
for the
fiscal
immigration" made
made for
the fiscal
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
and added
the appropriation
year nineteen
seventeen and
added to
to the
appropriation
Contingent expenses,
"Contingent
expenses Department
Labor," for
that year;
Department of
of Labor,"
for that
year; and
and the
the
total sum
sum thereof
thereof shall
appropriation for
for continshall be and
and constitute
constitute the
the appropriation
continTo bbe e expendedexpendes
expenses for
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, to
to be
be expended
through
throughbDiviSion
gent expenses
for the
the Department
expended through
Division of gent
Publications
Sup- the central purchasing office
Publications and
and Sup(Division of
of Publications
Publications and
office (Division
and Supplies),
Supplies),
plies.
Department of
Department
of Labor.
Labor.
Rent.
Rent.
RENT: For
RENT:
For rent of buildings
buildings and parts of buildings in the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia for the use of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, $20,000.
$20,000.
Five-year lease for
of~ctbuimtu'thtor
The Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor is authorized to enter into a
acontract for
for the
the
office
building
oftice
building authorized.
ized.
a modern fireproof
lease of a
fireproof building for the use of the Department
Department of
of
Labor for a
a period not to exceed five
five years,
years, renewable,
the option
renewable, at the
option of
of
the Government,
Government, for an
years,
an additional
additional period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding five
five years,
at an annual rental not exceeding $24,000
annum per
$24,000 and at aarate
rate per
per annum
per
square foot
foot of
available floor
space not
to exceed
and threethreesquare
of available
floor space
not to
exceed thirty-six
thirty-six and

ProHi,1.
Proviso.

Renewal o present tenths
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Labor may
may renew
for
tenths cents: Provided,
Secretary of
of Labor
renew for
se.
year nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen
lease of
the fiscal year
nineteen hundred
seventeen aalease
of the
the prempremniaes now occupied by the Department
mises
Department of Labor at an
rental
an annual
annual rental
not
not exceeding $24,000.
$24,000.

Renewal of present
lease.
lea

JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.

Judicial.
Judicial.
Supreme Court.
Supreme
Court.

SupremeCourt.

SUPREME
COURT:
Su
rEEME C
OURT: Chief Justice, $15,000;
$15,000; eight associate justices,

at $14,500
$14,500 each; marshal, $4,500;
stenographic clerks, one for
$4,500; nine stenographic
for
the Chief Justice and one for each associate
associate justice, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding

$2,000
each; in
all, $153,500.
2,000 each;
in all,
$153.500.
CLRCUIT COURTS
lAB.CEIT
COURTS OF APPEALS:
APPEALS: Thirty-three
Thirty-three circuit
circuit judges,
judges, at $7,000
each; nine clerks
each;
clerks of circuit courts of appeals,
appeals, at $3,500 each; mesmessenger, to act as librarian
eighth
librarian and crier circuit court of appeals, eighth
circuit, $3,000;
S3,000; in all, $265,500.
$265,500.
District judges.
ud g
Districtj
e;.
DISTRICT COURTS:
district judges, at $6,000
DISTRICT
COURTS: Ninety-five
Ninety-five district
$6,000 each,
$570,000.
Hawaii district
$570,000.
district
court.
DISTRICT
LHWAII: Two judges, at $6,000
court.
DISTRICT COURT, TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF HAWAII:
tach;
$16,200.
each; clerk, $3,000; reporter, $1,200;
$1,200; in all,
all. $16,200.
Cit

s o a

Circuit courts of ap-

per.i

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS.
I.. Cu.
Ci. 117.
117.

119
119

1916.
1916.

RETIRED
JUDGES: Salaries
udges retired
under section
section two
two
retired under
Salaries of
of djudges
RETIRED JUDGES:
hundred and
and sixty
ode (Thirty-sixth
Statutes at Large,
Large,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code
hundred
sixty of

page eleven
eleven hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one),
much as
be necessary
necessary
as may
may be
sixty-one), so
so much
page

Retired judges.
RetiredJudgesVol. 36,
1161.
Vol
36 p. 1161.

for the
hundred and
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
seventeen.
of Appeals,
C
OURT OF
APPEALS, DISTRICT
COLUMBIA: Chief justice
$7,500; DistrictofCAumbs.
Dar
u
i
rt
COURT
OF APPEALS,
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
justice, $7,500;
ct of Columbia.

two associate justices, at $7,000
$7,000 each; clerk, $3,250, and $250 additional
tional as
as custodian of
of the Court of Appeals
Appeals Building; assistant
assistant or
$1,500: _Provided,
P
r''' .
deputy clerk, $2,250; reporter, $1,500:
Provided, That the reports PReoiS.
Reports.
$5 per
volume; crier,
per volune;
be sold
sold for more than $5
issued by him
him shall
shall not be
who
shall also
act as
stenographer and
and typewriter
typewriter in
the clerk's
office
in the
clerk's office
also act
as stenographer
who shall
when
messengers, at $720
$720
$1,200; three messengers,
when not
not engaged
engaged in
in court room, $1,200;
each; necessary
in the
the conduct
the clerk's
clerk's office,
office,
conduct of
of the
expenditures in
each;
necessary expenditures
$1,000; three
three stenographers
for the
.justice and
and one
one for
for
$1,000;
stenographers, one
one for
the chief
chief .justice
r °
each
$1,200 each;
each; in
all, $36,710,
$36,710, one-half
v
l
l
e
Vf from
each associate
associate justice,
at $1,200
justice, at
in all,
revfees
one-half of
of re
m District
Dis
from the
revenues
of
the
District
of
Columbia.
Supreme
Diswhich shall be
be paid
paid from
the revenues of the District of Columbia.
Supreme Court,
Court, DisSUPREME
COURT, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
CoLummA: Chief
Chief justice,
justice, 46,500;
$6,500; trict of
of Columbia.
SUPREME COURT,
five associate
associate justices,
justices, at
at $6,000
$6,000 each;
each; six
stenographers, one for the
six stenographers,
five
.

chief
justice and
for each
each associate
at $900
each; in
in all,
D''et
chief justice
and one
one for
associate justice,
justice, at
$900 each;
Hal fom District
all, Ralf
$41,900,
one-half of
which shall
paid from
the revenues
revenues of
of the
revenues.
the revenues.
from the
of which
shall be
be paid
$41,900, one-half
District of Columbia.
Yellowstone Park.
Park.
Yellowstone
commissioner.
C
OMMISSIONER, YELLOWSTONE
PARK: Commissioner
Commissioner in
in YelowYellow- commissioner.
YELLOWSTONE PARK:
COMMISSIONER,
stone National
National Park,
Park, $1,500.
The provisions
of section
section twenty-one
twenty-one
provisions of
$1,500. The
stone
VOL 29
184
of the
the legislative,
appropriation Act
29,, pp. 184.
Act approved
approved VoL
and judicial
judicial appropriation
executive, and
of
legislative, executive
May twenty-eighth,
and ninety-six
ninety-six, shall not be
eighteen hundred
hundred and
May
twenty-eighth, eighteen
construed
the right
commissioner to
to receive
receive said
said
right of
of said
said commissioner
construed as
as impairing
imparing the
salary
as herein
herein provided.
salary as
provided.
lier Prk
C
OMMISSIONER OF
OF GLACIER
Glacier Park.
Commissioner in Commisioner.
COMMISSIONER
GLACIER NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARK:
PARK: Commissioner
Glacier
National Park,
Park, $1,500.
The provisions
of section
section twentytwentyprovisions of
$1,500. The
Glacier National
1
one
Act approved
29, p.
p.- 184.
4.
May Vol.
Vol 29
approved May
and judicial
judicial Act
legislative. executive,
executive, and
one of
of the
the legislative,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
ninety-six, shall
shall not be conand ninety-six,
twenty-eighth,
eighteen hundred and
commissioner to receive said
as impairing
impairing the right of said commissioner
strued as
salary as herein provided.
, Books
Books for judicial
judicial
BOOKS FOR
FOR JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL OFFICERS:
and rebin.ding
OI oficers.
officers.
purchase and
rebinding of
OFFICERS: For purchase
BOOKS
exchange thereof, for United States judges,
law books,
books, including the exchange
including the nine
nine
and other
other judicial
judicial officers,
officers, including
district attorneys,
attorneys, and
libraries
appeals to be expended
expended
libraries of
of the United States circuit courts of appeals,
under
the direction
of the
the Attorney
General: _Provided,
such Tran
rovigiittal to
under the
direction of
Attorney General:
Provided, That
That suchto sacsucrsmittal
books
all cases
to their
their successors
in office;
office; cSSo-.
successors in
in all
cases be
be transmitted
transmitted to
books shall
shall in
"The property
books purchased
purchased thereunder
thereunder to be plainly marked, "The
all books
of
United States,"
of the
the United
States," $16,000.
$16,000.
COURT OF
OF CUSTOMS
APPEALS: Presiding
dge and
associate Appa. of ctoms
Customs
judge
and four
four associate
Presiding e
CUSTOMS APPEALS:
COURT
judges,
$7,000 each;
$3,000; cler,
at $7,000
each; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
clerk, $3,500; assistant clerk,
judges, at
$2,000;
$1,600 each;
each; stenographic
stenographic reporter,
clerks, at
at $1,600
five stenographic
stenographic clerks,
$2,000; five
$2,500;
$2,500; messenger, $840;
$840; in
in all,
all, $54,840.
For rent
of necessary
quarters in
of Columbia,
Miscellaneous
exus ex
Columbia, pensen
pese
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
necessary quarters
For
rent of
and elsewhere,
$7,000; *books,
periodicals, stationery, supplies, travelbooks, periodicals,
elsewhere, $7,000;
ing expenses, freight,
freight, telephone
telephone and telegraph,
telegraph, heat, light, and power
service,
drugs, chemicals,
cleansers, furniture,
furniture, and
and printing; pay
pay of
chemicals, cleansers,
service, drugs,
bailiffs and
and all
not otherwise
specifically
employees not
otherwise specifically
all other
other necessary
necessary employees
bailiffs
expenses as may be approvided for;
for; and such other miscellaneous expenses
proved by
presiding judge,
judge, $5,870; in
by the presiding
all, $12,870.
$12,870.
Court of Claims.
in all,
courtofClaims.
C
OURT OF
LAIMS: Chief
justice, $6,500;
four judges,
$6,000
at $6,000
judges, at
$6,500; four
CLAIMS:
Chief justice,
OF C
COURT
each; chief
assistant clerk,
bailiff, $1,500;
each;
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,500;
$3,500; assistant
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; bailiff,
$1,500;
clerks—one $1,600,
$1,400 each, two at $1,200
$1,200 each; stenogclerks-one
$1,600, three at $1,400
assistant messengers;
messengers;
$1,000; two assistant
$1,200; chief messenger, $1,000;
rapher, $1,200;
three firemen; three watchmen;
elevator conductor, $720; two laborwatchmen; elevator
ers; two charwomen;
charwomen; in all, $56,680.
Auditors, etc
etc.
Auditors
For
and additional
additional stenographers,
when deemed
deemed necesnecesFor auditors
auditors and
stenographers, when
$1,600, for the
the
Claims, and a
a stenographer,
stenographer, at $1,600,
sary, in the Court of Claims,
chief justice,
justice, to
to be
be disbursed
under the
direction of
of the
court, $7,000.
chief
disbursed under
the direction
fie court,
$7,000. Contnt expns.
For
stationery, court
including repairs
repairs to
to bicycles,
bicycles, Contingent expenses.
repairs, including
court library,
library, repairs,
For stationery,
CeSS°rs•

Ap
Court
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fuel, electric
electric light,
elevator, and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
and other
electric elevator,
light, electric
fuel,

$3,900.
$3,900.
For
the decisions
of the
superintending the
the
and superintending
the court
court and
decisions of
reporting the
For reporting
printing
of the
the fifty-first
the reports
reports of
of the
Court of
of Claims,
Claims,
the Court
of the
volume of
fty-first volume
printing of
$1,000, to
to be
be paid
the order
of the
the court
reporter, notwithnotwithcourt to
to the
the reporter,
$1,000,
paid on
on the
order of
., 1765.
se.7p.34.
it. S., sec.
p.314.
..
4 standing
Revised
Vol. 1p.17,.
18, p. 109. 31
section seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five of the Revised
standing section
Vol.'
Statutes
Act of June twentieth, eighteen
eighteen
the Act
Statutes or section three of the
hundred
and seventy-four.
seventy-four.
hundred and
Custodian.
For
custodian of
the Court
Court of
of Claims,
Claims,
ustodian
For custodian
of the building occupied by
by the
$500, to
be
paid
on
the
order of
the
court,
notwithstanding
section
$500,
to
be
paid
on
the
order
of
the
court,
notwithstanding
section
S., sec.l 1765, p. 314.
the Revised Statutes
Vol. 18,
hundred and
and sixty-five
Statutes or section
of the
sixty-five .of
seventeen hundred
p.. 109. 314 seventeen
i, p.
vol.
three of the
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventyseventythe Act of June twentieth,
three
four.
four.
Pay of switchboard
operators, assistant
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the pay
pay of
assistant
operators, assistant
telephone-switchboard operators,
of telephone-switchboard
SzO.
assistant
operators,
messengers,
laborers, messengers, firemen, watchmen,
watchmen, laborers,
laborers, and charwomen
charwomen provided
provided
mrss
, laborers,
etc., rated.
offices, unless
for
this Act,
except those employed
employed in mints and assay offices,
Act, except
for in
in this
otherwise
specially stated,
stated, shall
shall be
be as
follows: For
For telephone-switchtelephone-switchas follows:
otherwise specially
messengers, firemen, and watchmen, at
at
board operators,
operators, assistant
assistant messengers
the rate of $720 per annum
annum each; for laborers, at the rate
rate of $660
$660 per
per
annum
telephone-switchboard operators, at the rate
annum each; assistant telephone-switchboard
of
$600 each,
and for
charwomen, at
the rate
rate of
$240 per
of
$600
each,
and
for
charwomen,
at the
of $240
per annum
annum each.
No pay for permaofficers,
nently
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
appropriations herein made for the officers,
the appropriations
SEC.
mcaficpatd
nent^y incapacitated
perse.
persons
clerks, and persons employed
employed in the public service
service shall not be availcompensation of any persons incapacitated
incapacitated otherwise
able for the compensation
than temporarily
than
temporarily kr
for performing
performing such
such service.
service.
chines.Sac.
Typewriting
mano part
any money
by this
this or
any
ma
SEC. 4.
4. That
That no
part of
of any
money appropriated
appropriated by
or any
ch.,pwrtg
on
Pri's
Restri"'c
nineteen hundred
and
Restzienmi
°nPrtces
other Act shall be used during the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
hundred and
to be paid for.
a price in
seventeen for the purchase
seventeen
purchase of any typewriting
typewriting machine at a
in
excess of the lowest price
price paid by the Government of the United
substantially the same model of maStates for the same make and substantially
chine during the fiscal year nineteen hundred and fifteen; such price
shall
the value
value of
of any
any typewriting
machine or
or machines
given
machines given
typewriting machine
shall include
include the
eption.
Exception,
Excpn
in exchange,
special prices gr
granted
exchange but shall not apply
apply to special
an t
ed on typewriting machines
District of Columbia
of the
machines used in schools of the District
Columbia or of
Indian Service,
Service, the lowest of which special prices
prices paid for typewriting
typewriting
machines
be exceeded
for such
schools:
machines shall
shall not
not be
exceeded in
in future
future purchases
purchases for
such schools:
Proviso.
Determination
Provided, That
in construing
construing this
section the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patthis section
That in
of Provided,
Deterination of
character ofmachines.
whether
character
of machines. ents shall advise the Comptroller of the Treasury
Treasury as to whether
the changes in any typewriter
typewriter are of such structural
structural character
character as to
constitute
constitute a
anew machine not within the limitations
limitations of this section.
Details for service
persons
SEC.
District ree
outside
outside off DistriCt
reS
EC. 5. That in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations made in this Act persons
outside
re
stricted.
stricted.
in the classified
classified service at
at Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, shall
shall
detailed for service outside of the District of Columbia except
except
not be detailed
for or in connection with work pertaining
at
pertaining directly to the service
service at
Proviso,
department or
or other
other Government
Government
Provo.
the seat
seat of
of government
government of
of the
the department
tice
Department
investigations
of f
exug- establishment from which the d
et
ail i
ma d
e: Provided,
Provided, That nothtioL
tiDn
exestablishment from which the detail
iss made:
nothcepted.
cepted.
ing in this section shall be deemed to apply to the investigation of
of
any matter or the preparation,
prosecution, or defense
preparation, prosecution,
defense of
of any
any suit
suit
Department of
of Justice.
Justice.
oe the
the Department
Double salaries re
strDceSaares .
stricted.
'S c. 6.
authorized by
no
6. That unless
unless otherwise
otherwise specially
specially authorized
by law
law no
Post,
P.
W
Peat,
p. 5S2
money appropriated
appropriated by
Act shall
be available
available for
Post, P.
582.
money
by this
this or
or any
any other
other Act
shall be
for
payment
receiving more than
payment to any person receiving
than one salary when the
combined amount of said salaries exceeds
exceeds the sum of $2,000 per
per
Except ion.
Exception
annum,
annum, but this shall not
not apply
apply to retired
retired officers
officers of the
the Army,
Army,
Navy, or Marine
or elected
Marine Corps whenever they may be appointed
appointed or
elected /
Jef
to public office
whenever the President shall appoint
appoint them
them to
office or whenever
'
office
.I
office by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate or to officers
and
men of
the Organized
Organized Militia
the
and enlisted
enlisted men
of the
Militia and
and Naval
Naval Militia
Militia in the
several States, Territories, and the
of Columbia.
the District
District of
Columbia.
Approved,
May 10,
1916.
Approved, May
10, 1916.
Reporting decisions.
RepOrtingdecisions.
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CHAP. 118.—An
Act Permitting
Permitting the Mondak
Mondak Bridge
Company to construct, mainBridge Company
118.-An Act
CHAP.
tain,
and operate
operate a
bridge across
across the
River in
the State
Montana.
State of Montana.
in the
the Missouri
Missouri River
a bridge
tain, and

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representativesof
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent of
Congress
of Congress
the consent
That the
America in
States of
is hereby
Bridge Company,
Company, a
a corporation
corporation
to the
the Mondak
Mondak Bridge
hereby granted
granted to
is
organi7ed under
the laws
laws of
the State
of Montana
and its
its successors
successors
Montana, and
State of
of the
under the
organized
and
assigns, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a bridge
and apapbridge and
and assigns,
proaches thereto
the Missouri
River at
at a
suitable to
to the
the
a point
point suitable
Missouri River
across the
thereto across
proaches
mterests
navigation at
or near
near sections
sections fourteen
and fifteen,
fifteen, towntownfourteen and
at or
of navigation
interests of
ship
twenty-six north,
range fifty-nine
fifty-nine east,
Montana principal
principal
east, Montana
north, range
ship twenty-six
meridian,
in the
State of
of
the State
in the
Richland, in
and Richland,
of Sheridan
Sheridan and
counties of
the counties
meridian, in
Montana,
least one-half
one-half mile
distant from
from the
the existing
of
existing bridge
bridge of
mile distant
at least
Montana, at
the Great
Great Northern
Company in
in that
that vicinity,
vicinity, in
in accordance
accordance
Northern Railway
Railway Company
the
with
the provisions
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the conconAct to
entitled "An
of the
provisions of
with the
struction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twentytwentybridges over
struction
third,
and six.
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
six.
SEC. 2.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
the right
right to
SEC.
2. That
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, May
1916.
10, 1916.
May 10,
Approved,

CHAP 120.-An
120.—An Act
To amend
section eight
eight of
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to sup"An Act
supof an
an Act
CHAP.
Act To
amend section
plement
existing laws
laws against
unlawful restraints
restraints and
monopolies, and for other
and monopolies,
against unlawful
plement existing
purposes,"
approved October
October fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen.
fourteen.
hundred and
purposes," approved

May 10,
10, 1916.
1916.
May
[H. R. 10750.]

(.

R. 10750.]
[Public, No.
No. 74.1
[Public,
74.]
Missouri
Missouri River.
River.
Mondak Bridge Company may bridge, Sheridan and Richland
Counties, Mont.
Mont.

Bridge cornPdanymaybR'fidlher
counties,
Location.

Loca t lon

Constrction
Construction.
3, p.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

A
t
Amendment.
m

A

ent.

May 15, 1916.
[S. 4432.]
. 16
MSa.
[Public, No. 75.1

[Public, No. 75.1

United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
the United
Representativesof
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
Antitrust Act, 1914.
91g
States of
of America
assembled, That
That section
section eight
of an
an Act
Act Interlocking
tum Act. direceight of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
torates.
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to supplement
supplement existing
existing laws
laws against
against unlawful
unlawful torates.
entitled
Vol. 38, p.
733,
restraints
and monopolies,
monopolies, and
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved ameandail
nded
other purposes,"
restraints and
October
nineteen hundred
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is
fourteen, be,
and fourteen,
hundred and
fifteenth, nineteen
October fifteenth,
end of
the end
at the
hereby, amended
amended by
striking out
the period
period at
of the second
second
out the
by striking
hereby,
clause
of said
said section,
section , inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof aacolon,
colon, and
and adding
adding to
to
lieu thereof
clause of
said
the following:
said clause
clause the
following:
prohibit any
shall prohibit
"And
provided further , That
That nothing
nothing in
any
Act shall
in this
this Act
"And providedfurther,
officer
director, or
employee of
of any
any member
bank or
or class
class A
A director
director
member bank
or employee
officer,, director,
of
reserve bank,
who shall
procure the consenot
consent of the
the
shall first
first procure
bank, who
of aaFederal
Federal reserve
Federal
Board, which
is hereby
authorized, at
its
at its
hereby authorized,
board is
which board
Reserve Board,
Federal Reserve
discretion,
grant, withhold,
withhold, or
or revoke
from being
being an
an
consent, from
revoke such
such consent,
to grant,
discretion, to
banks,
officer,
director, or
employee of
not more
more than
than two
two other
other banks,
of not
or employee
officer, director,
banking
whether organized
under
organized under
trust companies,
companies, whether
or trust
associations, or
banking associations,
the laws
laws of
the United
United States
States or
or any
if such
other bank,
bank, bankbanksuch other
State, if
any State,
of the
the
ing association,
trust company
company is
not in
competition
in substantial
substantial competition
is not
or trust
association, or
ing
with
bank.
such member
member bank.
with such
"The
consent of
Reserve Board
be procured
before
procured before
may be
Board may
Federal Reserve
of the
the Federal
"The consent
the person
therefor has
has been
been elected
of
director of
class A
A director
as aaclass
elected as
applying therefor
person applying
the
bank."
member bank."
of any
director of
as aadirector
any member
bank or
or as
reserve bank
aaFederal
Federal reserve
Approved, May
May 15, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 121.-An
121.—An Act
Act To
amend section
hundred and thirty-four of the
fifty-two hundred
section fifty-two
To amend
CHAP.
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United States
Comptroller of the
the Currency
the Comptroller
States so as to permit
permit the
of the
Revised
national banks in other national banks
to deposit upon interest the assets of insolvent national
of the same or of an adjacent city or town.

the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
hundred
fifty-two hundred
That section
ss
States
of America
Congress asembled,
assembled,
That
section fifty-two
in Congre
America in
States of
and
Revised Statutes
the United States
States be
be
of the
Statutes of
the Revised
of the
thirty-four of
and thirty-four
following:
the following:
the end
end thereof
amended
by adding
adding at
thereof the
at the
amended by

Federal
Federal reserve
reserve

banks.
on
cersnetIo
csj
s,ec" Z
O serve
stict
'enl iss i' I

r

not more than
more than
other banks, etc.

two
two

otherbanks,etc.

Consent of Federal

Consent of Federal
Reserve Board.

Reserve Board.e

May
15, 1916.
May 15,

[H. R.
R.3575.1
(H.
[ubl,
N 76.
[Public, No. 76.]
,N
[

102
Na'sa
ri
aur b
banksion
p.
89, amended
P. lig,
&landed-

122
122
Assets
banets
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"Provided, That the
the comptroller
ma, if
proper, deposit
deposit
comptroller may,
if he
he deems
deems proper,
banks any of the money so made
regular Government
depositary, or
made in any
any regular
Government depositary,
or
in any
any State
or national
national bank either of the city or town in which the
in
State or

of insoent
insolvent
banks.
Depositing in banks
allowed.
alowed.

of
Depositing

insolvent bank was located,
as adjacent
thereto
located, or of
of aacity or town
town as
adjacent thereto
if such
is made
shall require
the depositary
depositary
as practicable;
practicable; if
such deposit
deposit is
made he
he shall
require the
to
States bonds
other satisfactory
satisfactory-securities
with
to deposit
deposit United
United States
bonds or
or other
securities with
Treasurer of the United
the Treasurer
States for
prompt
United States
for the
the safe-keeping
safe-keeping and
and prompt
Inte.esttobepaid.
Intezest
to be paid. payment
of the
the money
so deposited.
deposited. Such
Such depositary
payment of
money so
depositary shall
shall pay
pay
at such
as the
comptroller may
preupon such
such money
money interest
interest at
such rate
rate as
the comptroller
may prescribe,
scribe, not less, however,
than two
per annum
annum upon
however, than
two per
per centum
centum per
upon the
the
average
of such
such deposits."
deposits."
average monthly
monthly amount
amount of
Approved, May
15, 1916.
Approved,
May 15,
1916.

Bond required.
Bandruired.

May 16, 1916.
[H. R. 6099.1
[H.
6099.1

[Public, No. 77
'77.1

United States courts.
VoL 86,,
1107.
VoL
36, p. 1107.

CHAP.
CHAP. 122.-An
122.—An Act To amend section
section seventy-two
seventy-two of
of an
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
an Act
Act entitled
to codify,
codify, revise,
revise, and
and amend
laws relating
to
amend the
the laws
relating to
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
approved March
March
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven.
third,
eleven.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section seventy-two
of the Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws

judiciary," approved March
relating to the judiciary,"
March third, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
same is
and eleven, be, and the same
so as
read as
as
is hereby, amended
amended so
as to
to read
follows:
California judicial
"SEC. 72.
"SEc.
State of
is divided
divided into
72. The State
of California
California is
into two
two districts,
districts,
districts.
to be known as
the northern
and southern
of California.
California.
as the
northern and
southern districts
districts of
Southern district.
district.
shall include
territory embraced,
embraced, on
on the
include the
the territory
the
Northern division. The southern district shall
Northern
first day of July, nineteen hundred and ten,
ten, in
the counties
counties of
of Fresno,
Fresno,
in the
Inyo, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa,
Mariposa, Merced,
and Tulare,
Tulare, which
Merced, and
which
Southern division.
division.
shall constitute
division of.said
constitute the northern
northern division
the territerriof.said district;
district; also
also the
tory, embraced,
embraced, on the date
last mentioned,
mentioned, in
in the
of ImpeImpedate last
the counties
counties of
rial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San
San Diego,
San Bernardino,
Diego,
San Luis
Luis Obispo,
Obispo, Santa
Barbara,
and
Ventura which
which shall
constiSanta
Barbara,
and
Ventura,
shall
constiTerms.
tute the southern division of said district.
district. Terms
Terms of
the district
district
of the
court for the northern division shall be
be held
Fresno on
on the
first
held at
at Fresno
the first
Monday in May and the second Monday
Monday in
November; and
for the
the
in November;
and for
southern division, at Los Angeles on the second Monday
Monday in
in January
January
and the second
second Monday
Monday in July, and
San Diego
on the
the second
second
and at
at San
Diego on
Northern district.
Northern
Monday in March
Northern
Northern division.
division.
March and September. The northern
district shall
shall
northern district
include
embraced, on the first
include the territory embraced,
July, nineteen
nineteen
first day
day of
of July,
hundred and ten, in the counties
of Del
Del Norte,
Norte, Siskiyou,
Siskiyou, Modoc,
counties of
Modoc,
Humboldt,
IIumboldt, Trinity,
Trinity, Shasta, Lassen,
Lassen, Tehama,
Tehama, Plumas,
Plumas, Mendocino,
Mendocino,
Lake, Colusa, Glenn, Butte, Sierra,
Sutter, Yuba,
Yuba, Nevada,
Sonoma,
Sierra, Sutter,
Nevada, Sonoma,
Napa, Yolo, Placer, Solano, Sacramento, El
El Dorado,
Joaquin,
Dorado, San
San Joaquin,
Amador, Calaveras, Stanislaus,
and Mono, which
Stanislaus, Tuolumne,
Tuolumne, Alpine,
Alpine, and
which
Southern
Southern division.
division.
shall constitute the northern division
shall
division of said district; also the
the territerritory embraced,
embraced, on the date last mentioned,
mentioned, in
in the
counties of
of San
San
the counties
Francisco, Marin,
Mann, Contra Costa, Alameda,
Santa Clara,
Alameda, San
San Mateo,
Mateo, Santa
Clara,
Cruz, Monterey,
Santa Cruz
San Benito,
Ben it o,which
w hi ch s
hall const
i
tute the
Monterey, and
and San
shall
constitute
the
Terms.
southern division
division of said district. Terms of the district court
for
court for
the northern division of the northern
northern district
district shall
shall be
at Sacrabe held
held at
Sacramento on the second Monday
Monday in April and the first Monday
in October,
Monday in
October,
and
Eureka on the third Monday
Monday in July; and for the southern
and at
at Eureka
division of the northern
Francisco on the first
first Monday
division
northern district,
district, at San Francisco
Monday
thee first
in March,
March, the second
second Monday in July, and th
firs tMonday
NovemOffice.
Monday in
Offce.
in November.
ber. The clerk of the district court for the northern
northern district shall
shall
maintain an office
Sacramento, in charge of himself
a deputy,
maintain
office at Sacramento,
himself or a
which
be kept
kept op
en at
atall
all ti
mes for
f
or the
th
e transaction
of the
busiwhich shall
shall be
open
times
transaction of
the business
of the
the court."
court."
ness of
Approved, May 16, 1916.
Approved,
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CHAP.
123.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the Jackson
Jackson Highway
Highway Bridge Company,
Company, its
CHAP. 123.-An
maintain, and operate
successors and
and assigns,
operate a
abridge
bridge across
across the Tomconstruct, maintain,
to construct,
assigns, to
successors
bigbee River
River at
at Princes
Princes Lower
Lower Landing,
Landing, near
near Jackson,
Alabama.
Jackson, Alabama.
bigbee

18,1916.
May
May 18,
1916.
[S. 4603.]

[. 4603.]
[Public, No. 78.]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
United Tombigbee
River.
Jac
kson Highway
Highway Bridge
Jackson Highway
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That the Jackson
Jackson
Highway
in Congress
of America
States
Company may
bridge, CneJakso,
Bridge Company,
Company, a
acorporation
corporation organized
organized under
under the laws of the State bridge,
near Jackson,
Bridge
Alabama its successors
successors and assigns, be, and are hereby, authorized
authorized Ala.
of Alabama,
to construct,
construct,, maintain,
operate a
a bridge and all approaches
approaches
maintain, and operate
to
thereto across
Tombigbee River at or near Princes Lower Landing,
across the Tombigbee
thereto
Ala.

near
Jackson, Alabama,
Alabama, at
at a
to the
the interests
interests of
of navinavi- Construction.
suitable to
point suitable
a point
near Jackson,
gation, in
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An84. Vol.34
Vol. 34, p. 84
provisions of
the provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
gation,
Act
to regulate
regulate the
waters," Provso.
P
i
navigable waters,"
bridges over navigable
construction of bridges
the construction
Act to
Provided Highway,
approved March
nineteen hundred and
and six:
six: Provided,
Highway,
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
approved
That
maintained, and operated
operated so bride
constructed, maintained,
said bridge
bridge shall be constructed,
That said
continuous use by
by: the public as a
a
as a
a roadway
roadway for continuous
it may serve as
that it
highway
vehicles, pedestrians
pedestrians, horsemen,
horsemen,
bridge,' to be used by vehicles,
highway bridge
ammals, and
kinds of
of highway
of
traffic and travel, for the transit of
highway traffic
and all
all kinds
anmals,
received.
charged and received.
reasonable rates of toll may be charged
which reasonable
S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby A'dn"ItAmeitdment.
is hereby
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
right to
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May 18, 1916.
Approved,
rov so.

etc.,
etc.,

bridge.

departments of the Army to
CHAP 124.—An
the supply
supply departments
by the
issue by
To permit
permit issue
Act To
124.-An Act
CHAP.

certain
and colleges.
schools and
colleges.
certain military
military schools

May
1918.
May 18,
18, 1916.

IS. 18.472.11.
4726.]

[Public,

[Public, No. 79.]
79.]

Be
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
by the Senate and House
enacted by
Be it enacted
Military schools.
schools.
Military
States
in Congress
assembled, That
War Army
Secretary of War
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
may
supplies may
be
issued
to,
for instrucis
issue, at
regulations
under such regulations
discretion and under
at his
his discretion
to issue,
is authorized
authorized to
tion camps.
as he
may prescribe,
quartermaster supplies
stores belonging
and stores
supplies and
such quartermaster
prescribe, such
he may
as
Government, and which
which can be spared
spared for that .purpose, as
to the Government,
maintenance of
may appear
appear to
to be
be required
required for the establishment
establishment and maintenance
may
educational instiinstruction camps by the students of any educational
military instruction
tution
Artny is detailed as professor
professor of Bond
tution to which an officer of the Army
required.
Bond required
military science
science and
tactics, and
and the
Secretary of
require
of War shall require
the Secretary
and tactics,
military
property for the care and
and safecase in the value of the property
aabond
bond in each case
keeping
thereof and for
required.
return of the same when required.
the return
for the
keeping thereof
Approved,
Approved, May 18, 1916.

CHAP
125.—An Act
Making appropriations
for the
the current
current and
and contingent
contingent
appropriations for
Act Making
CHAP. 125.-An
expenses of
Bureau of
of Indians
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty stipulations
stipulations with
with variIndians Affairs,
of the
the Bureau
expenses
purposes, for the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
ous Indian
Indian tribes, and for other purposes,
and seventeen.
seventeen.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen

May 18,
18, 1918.
1916.
May
[H. R.
[H.
R. 10385.]
10385.]
[Public, No.
No. 80.]
80.]
[Public,

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
enacted by
Be it enacted
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
apipngiparniatileils.a.rtment
following sums be, apIndSseartment
That the following
of America
States of
Treasury
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
and they are
not
purpose of paying the current
current
appropriated, for the purpose
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs, for fulfilling
and contingent
treaty stipulations with various Indian
Indian tribes, and in full compencompenprovided for herein for
sation for all offices and salaries which are provided
hundred
nineteen hundred
the
the service of the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, namely:
For the
classification, and allotment
Z tyg'etc. oti
allotment of lands in surve'ying,
resurvey, classification,
survey, resurvey,
the survey,
For
tking
VoL 24,
February eighth, eight- VoL
severalty
severalty under the provisions of the Act of February
24, p.
p: 388
388.
een hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes at Large,
page
three hundred
eighty-eight), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to provide
provide
hundred and eighty-eight),
page three
Indians," and under
for
under any
severalty to Indians,"
m severalty
for the
the allotment of lands in
Indian
other Act or Acts providing
providing for the survey or allotment of Indian
inS
se
urv
ve

in

124
124
Repayment.
Repayment.
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CH. 125.
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lands, $100,000,
$100,000, to be repaid proportionally
proportionally out of any Indian moneys
held
trust or
States and
held in
in trust
or otherwise
otherwise by
by the
the United
United States
and available
available by
by

law
purposes and
to remain
remain available
law for
for such
such reimbursable
reimbursable purposes
and to
available until
until exexProvided, That
no part
of said
shall be
be used
Mexico pended:
pended: Provided,
That no
part of
said sum
sum shall
used for
for the
the
and Arizona restricted. survey,
or allotment
of any
any land
in severalty
severalty
- andArinarestricted
survey, resurvey,
resurvey, classification,
classification, or
allotment of
land in
of the
Navajo or
other
on the public domain
domain to
to any
any Indian, whether
whether of
the Navajo
or other
tribes, within
of New
State of
of Arizona,
Arizona,
within the
the State of
New Mexico
Mexico and
and the
the State
who was
was not
residing upon
the public
prior to
to June
thirtieth,
who
not residing
upon the
public domain
domain prior
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and fourteen.
fourteen.
Irrigation,
rrigaton, drainage,
drainage,
construction, repair, and maintenance
For the construction,
of ditches,
reservoirs,
maintenance of
ditches, reservoirs,
etc.
Avalabe
Available until ex- and dams, purchase
and
use
of
irrigation
tools
and
appliances,
water
purchase
appliances,
water
pended.
p
en
rights, ditches,
ditches, lands necessary-for
for canals,
canals, pipe
lines,. and
reservoirs
pipe lines,
and reservoirs
for Indian
reservations and
allotments and
for drainage
drainage and
profor
Indian reservations
and allotments
and for
and protection of irrigable lands
damage
by
floods,
or loss
loss of
of water
water
lands
from
damage
by
floods,
or
Investigating new
Invesating
new rights
rights, includim
includingg
- expenses of necessary
necessary surveys and investigations
investigations to
to
projects.
determine the feasibility
feasibility and
of new
new projects
and estimated
estimated cost
cost of
projects and
and
power and reservoir sites on Indian
Indian reservations
in accordance
with
reservations in
accordance with
Vol.
Vol. 36,
36, p. 858.
8.
of section thirteen
the provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
twenty-fifth,
thirteen of
of June
June twenty-fifth,
Reimbursable, etc. nineteen hundred
Reimbursable,
hundred and ten, $235,000,
$235,000, reimbursable
provided in
reimbursable as
as provided
in the
the
Vol.
Vol. 38, p. 583.
583.
Act of August first, nineteen hundred and fourteen, and to
remain
to remain
Provisos.
Prtisos.
available until
expended: Provided,
Provided, .That
.That no
part of
of this
this appropriappropriuntil expended:
no part
Use restricted.
serestrcted.
ation shall be expended on any irrigation
irrigation .system
system or reclamation
reclamation
project for which specific appropriation is made in this Act or
or for
for
which public funds are or may be available
available under
under any
any other Act of
Irrigation
inspectors.
rrigatininspeetors. Congress;
for pay
pay of
of one
chief inspector of irrigation, who shall be a
a
Congress; for
one chief
skilled irrigation
irrigation engineer, $4,000; one assistant inspector
inspector of irrigation,
engineer,. $2,500;
$2,500; for
who shall be aa skilled
skilled irrigation
irrigation engineer,
for traveling
traveling and
and
incidental
inspectors of irrigation, including sleepingincidental expenses
expenses of two inspectors
sleepingcar fare and a
a per diem of $3 in lieu of
subsistence when
when actually
of subsistence
actualy
employed on duty in the field and away from designated
designated headheadSuperintendents of
peritendents of quarters
quarters, $3
$3,200;
m all, $244,700: Provided
200; in
Provided also, That
not to
to exceed
exceed
That not
irrigation.
seven
irrigation, six
seven superintendents
superintendents of irrigation,
of whom
shall be
be skilled
six of
whom shall
skilled
irrigation
engineers and one competent to pass
irrigation engineers
upon water
rights,
pass upon
water rights,
and
one field-cost
employed.
and one
field-cost accountant,
accountant, may
may be
be employed.
Suppressing liquor
SuPPressing
liquor
For the suppression
suppression of the traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors among
among
traffic.
Indians, $150,000.
of sections
sections twenty-one
$150,000. The provisions of
hundred
twenty-one hundred
and forty and twenty-one
twenty-one hundred
forty-one of
of the
the Revised
Revised
hundred and
and forty-one
Beer, etc., included.
Beer,S.,etc.secs.
included.
Statutes of the United States
also
States shall al
so apply to beer
beer and other
other
R. S.,
2140,
2140,l
2141, p. 373.
373.
214,
intoxicating liquors
named in the Act of January
intoxicating
.
January thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
Vol.
29, p.
p. 506.
Vol.29,
56.
hundred and ninety-seven
Large, page
hundred
ninety-seven (Twenty-ninth Statutes at Large
five hundred
hundred and six),
six), and
and the
the possession
possession by ars
aipeon
person of intoxicating
intoxicating
liquors in the country where the introduction
i
ntroduction issprohibited
prohibited by
by treaty
treaty
or Federal statute shall be prima facie evidence of unlawful introduction.
duction.
Relieving distress,
preventing
diress,
For the relief and care of destitute Indians
preventing
diseases,
Indians not otherwise provided
provided
etc.
etc.
for,
and for
for the
the prevention
prevention and treatment of tuberculosis, trachoma,
for, and
smallpox,
smallpox, and other contagious
contagious and infectious
infectious diseases,
diseases, including
including
transportation of patients to
transportation
and from
from hospitals
hospitals and
and sanatoria,
to and
sanatoria,
Provisos.
Amont for
not to
amount may
may
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed $90,000
$90,000 of
of said
said amount
Amount
for new
new $350,000: Provided,
hospitals.
be expended
construction and equipment
be
expended in the construction
equipment of new hospitals at
a unit cost of not exceeding $15,000 : Provided further, That this
GenertImt
General
treatment, a unit cost of not exceeding $15,000: Provided further, That this
etc.
appropriation may be used also
also for general
appropriation
medical and
general medical
and surgical
surgical
treatment of Indians, including the maintenance
maintenance and
of
and operation
operation of
Limt
for hospitals
hoital general
where no
no other
other funds
applicable or
or available
general hospitals,
hospitals, where
funds are
are applicable
available
Limit for
increased.
imrease. for
providedfurther,
for that purpose:
purpose: And provided
further, That the proviso in the
the Act
Act
V-ol..
ps4.584.
Vol. 38, p.
of August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
(Thirty-eighth
and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty-eighth
Statutes at Large, page five hundred
hundred and eighty-four),
which limits
limits
eighty-four), which
the cost
cost of erection
erection and equipment
the
equipment of hospitals authorized
authorized therein
to $15,000
amended so as to approve
to
$15.000 each, is hereby amended
approve the expenditure
expenditure
of additional
the purposes named not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
of
additional sums
sums for the
$2,500 in
Proviso.
Use in New
New Mexico

,

,
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any one
Provided, That
Maximmerection and
and Maximum.
expenditures for erection
That the
the total expenditures
any
one case:
case: Proided,
equipment of
$100,000, the aggregate
exceed $100,000,
shall not
not exceed
said hospitals
hospitals shall
of said
equipment
ent tospeciin question:
neAllotment
amount authorized for
for that
that purpose
purpose by
by the Act in
question: And
Anded
olpet ta
anoddsa s.
toria.
toria.
provided
further,
That
out
of
the
appropriation
$350,000
of
herein
appropriation
provided further, That out of
authorized, there
shall be
for the
the maintenance
sanaof the
the sanabe available
available for
maintenance of
authorized,
there shall
toria and
and hospitals
named, and
and for
for incidental
all other
incidental and
and all
other
toria
hospitals hereinafter
hereinafter named,
expenses for
for their
proper conduct
conduct and
and management,
of
management, including
including pay of
expenses
their proper
employees, repaus,
repaiis, equipment,
improvements, not to exceed
the
exceed the
and improvements,
equipment, and
employees,
following
amounts: Blackfeet
Blackfeet hospital,
hospital, Montana,
Carson
$10,000; Carson
Montana, $10,000;
folowing amounts:
hospital, Nevada,
Nevada, $10,000;
Cheyenne and
hospital, OklaOklaand Arapahoe
Arapahoe hospital,
$10,000; Cheyenne
hospital,
homa, $10,000;
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
$20,000,
Oklahoma, $20,000,
Chickasaw hospital,
hospital, Oklahoma,
$10,000; Choctaw
homa,
$5,000
immediately avail
able; Fort
Fort Lapwai sanasanaavailable;
shall be
be immediately
$5,000 of
of which shall
torium,
sanitorium, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $17,000;
$17,000;
$40,000; Laguna
Laguna sanitorium,
torium, Idaho,
Idaho, $40,000;
Mescalero hospital, New
sanatorium,
$10,000; Navajo
Navajo sanatorium,
New Mexico, $10,000;
Mescalero
New
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000; Phoenix
Phoenix
$10,000; Pima hospital, Arizona, $10,000;
New Mexico,
sanatorium, Arizona,
hospital, Washington,
Washington,
sanatorium,
Arizona, $40,000;
$40,000; Spokane hospital,
$10,000;
Sac and
sanatorium, Iowa,
$25,000; Turtle
Mountain
Turtle Mountain
Iowa, $25,000;
and Fox
Fox sanatorium,
$10,000; Sac
hospital,
Dakota, $10,000;
Nebraska,
$10,000; Winnebago
Winnebago hospital, Nebraska,
hospital, North
North Dakota,
$15,000;
Crow Creek
hospital, South
South Dakota
Dakota, $8,000;
Valley
$8,000; Hoopa
Hoopa Valley
Creek hospital,
$15,000; Crow
hospital,
California, $8,000;
Jicarilla hospital,
hospital, New
New Mexico,
hospital, California,
$8,000; Jicarilla
Mexico, $8,000;
$8,000;
Truxton
Indian Oasis
Oasis
camp hospital,
hospital, Arizona, $8,000;
$8,000; Indian
Truxton Canyon
Canyon camp
hospital,
hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,000.
$8,000.
schools.
For
Indian day
schools not
not otherwise
otherwise proof schools.
pro- Support
upp of
support of
of Indian
day and
and industrial
industrial schools
For support
vided
industrial purposes in connection
and industrial
vided for,
for, for
for other
other educational
educational and
therewith, $1,550,000:
Provided, That
of this
this De
DafSd
$1,550,000: Provided,
therewith,
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $40,000 of
aVai;d dumb, or
amount may be used for the support and education of deaf and dumb blind.
blind.
Public school pupils.
°

or blind
blind Indian
Indian children:
That not
not more
more than
than
Provided further,
further, That
or
children: Provided

ub

3

oolpu

$200,000
amount herein
expended for the
the
may be expended
herein appropriated
appropriated may
of the
the amount
$200,000 of
tuition
of Indian
enrolled iin the
Provded !;ai•entage res trIcthe public schools: Provided
Indian children
children enrolled
tuition of
further,
appropriation, or any other appropriation
appropriation tionmtage restricfurther,That no part of this appropriation,
provided
for herein, except appropriations
to treaties,
treaties,
appropriations made pursuant to
provided for
one-fourth Indian blood
shall be used to educate children
children of less than one-fourth
whose parents
parents are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein
school facilities
and where
where there
there are adequate
adequate free
free school
wherein they
they live and
needed for
for pupils
pupils
and the
the facilities
facilities of
of the Indian schools are needed
provided and
Schools fsolieenticallnyof more
more than
than one-fourth
one-fourth Indian
And provided
provided further,
further, That
of
Indian blood:
blood: And
That no
no provided
pSchooleds
for ot ns
cluded.
part
this appropriation
appropriation shall be used for the support of Indian day chided.
part of this
specific appropriation
and industrial schools where specific
appropriation is made.
For
construction, lease,
lease, purchase,
repair, and
of biM
School
and
agency
and improvement
improvement of
purchase, repair,
For construction,
i
n1s, et
g.
and buiings,etc.
school and
including the
repair, and
the installation,
installation, repair,
buildings, including
and agency
agency buildings,
school
improvement of heating, lighting, power, and water systems in conimprovement
Proviso*.
Provided, That
nection therewith, $400,000: Provided,
That the
the Secretary of
Protn
of the Heat
. light to
Heat and light
employees
Interior is authorized
Service, who employees
authorized to allow employees in the Indian Service,
Interior
furnished quarters,
necessary heat and light for such quarters
are furnished
quarters, necessary
without charge, such heat and light to be paid for out of the fund
chargeable
chargeable with
with the cost
cost of
of heating
heating and
and lighting
lighting other
other buildings at
at the
the Not included in comfor penaation.
pNencsdedncm
the amount
so expended
same
place: Provided
further, That
That the
amount so
expended for
same place:
Provided further,
p. 521.
37, p.
21.
Vol. 37,
maximum amounts for Vol.
included in
in the
shall not
not be
be included
agency purposes
the maximum
purposes shall
agency
compensation of
by section
section one,
one, act
act of
August Sewers
compensation
of employees
employees prescribed
prescribed by
of August
rs fo
for Pals
Pala R.Restwenty-fourth, nineteen
and twelve:
CAL
twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of this
this ervation,
ertion. caL
amount
expended for construction
construction of a
asewer system
there may
may be
be expended
system and
amount there
purchase of necessary easements therefor, for the Pala Indian
purchase
Reservation,
California, $4,000.
Reservation, California,
Transporting, etc,
etc.,
pupils to and from Indian and pupils.
transportation of pupils
For collection and transportation
public schools, and for placing school pupils, with the consent
consent of their
parents, under the care and control of
of white families
families qualified to give
Proviso.
them
moral, industrial,
industrial, and
and educational
them moral,
educational training,
training, $72,000:
$72,000: Provided,
Provided, Industrial
f
eemployment.
That not exceeding
exceeding $5,000 of this
this sum
sum may be used for obtaining
obtaining mat.
remunerative employment
employment for Indian youths and, when necessary, for
remunerative
payment of transportation
transportation and other expenses
expenses to their places of
tic

'°
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employment. The
provisions of
section shall
shall also
to
employment.
The provisions
of this
this section
also apply
apply to
native Indian
of school
school age
age under
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of
age
native
Indian pupils
pupils of
of age
brought from
Alaska.
brought
from Alaska.

ALaska natives.
Alaskanatives

Preserving
Preserving
tc
etc.

e

timber,

.

Matrons,

atrons.

Agricultural
Agricultural
ments,
etc.
ments,etc.

1916.
1916.

experiexperi-

Farmers
Farmers and stockstock-

men.
men,

For the purposes of preserving living
living and
and growing
growing timber
timber on
on Indian
Indian

reservations
allotments, and
reservations and allotments,
and to
to educate
educate Indians
in the
the proper
Indians in
proper
care of forests;
employment of
forests; for the employment
of suitable
persons as
matrons to
to
suitable persons
as matrons
teach
teach Indian
Indian women
women and
irls
ls housekeeping
other household
and g
girls
housekeeping and
and other
household
duties
travel"
expenses
matrons; and
duties, for
for necessary
necessary traveling
expenses of
of such
such matrons;
and for
for
furnishing necessary
equipments and
and supplies
supplies and
and renting
furnishing
necessary equipments
renting quarters
quarters
for
necessary; for
for the
experiments on
for them
them where
where necessary;
the conductin
conductingg of
of experiments
on
Indian school
agency farms
to test
the possibilities
possibilities of
soil
Indian
school or
or agency
farms designed
designed to
test the
of soil
and
of trees,
vegetables, cotton,
cotton, and
and climate
climate in
in the
the cultivation
cultivation of
trees, grains,
grains, vegetables,
and
practical farmers
fruits, and for the employment
employment of practical
in
farmers and
and stockmen,
stockmen, in
addition to
addition
the agency
school farmers
farmers now
now employed;
employed; for
for necesto the
agency and
and school
necessary
sary traveling
expenses of
of such
farmers and
stockmen and
and for
furtraveling expenses
such farmers
and stockmen
for furnishing necessary
necessary equipment and
nisning
and supplies
supplies for
for them;
and for
for supersuperthem; and

intending
directing farming
raising among
among Indians,
Indians,
intending and
and directing
farming and
and stock
stock raising
Provisos.
Menominee
Reserve- $425,000:
Provided, That
foregoing shall
not, as
to
timber , apply
apply
Menominee
ieserva$425,000: Provided,
That the
the foregoing
shall not,
as
to
timber,
tion, Wis.
is.
to the Menominee
tion,
to
Menomi
nee Indian Reservation
Provided furReservation in
in Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Provided
furFarmers to have cornpetenccertificates.
ther, That no money appropriated
peteney
certificates.
titer,
appropriated herein
herein shall
shall be
on or
after
be expended
expended on
or after
January
nineteen hundred
January first, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
the employment
seventeen, for
for the
employment
of any farmer
farmer at
at aasalary
farmer or expert farmer
salary of
of or
or in
in exceess
exceess of
of $50
$50 per
per
month, unless
he shall
shall first
first have
have procured
procured and
and filed
filed with
with the
month,
unless he
the CommisCommissioner of
of Indian
Affairs aacertificate
competency showing
showing that
that he
he is
sioner
Indian Affairs
certificate of
of competency
is
a farmer of actual experience
a
experience and
and qualified
instruct others
in the
qualified to
to instruct
others in
the art
art
practical agriculture,
of practical
agriculture, such
be certified
certified and
such certificate
certificate to
to be
and issued
issued to
to
him by the president
president or
or dean
dean of
State agricultural
college of
of the
the State
agricultural college
of the
the
m which his services
are to
to be
State in
services are
rendered, or
or by
the president
be rendered,
by the
president or
or
of an
State: ProPresent employees
employees dean
dean of
of the
the State
State agricultural
agricultural college
college of
an adjoining
adjoining State:
Proexcepted.
vided, That this provision shall not
not apply
apply to
excepted.
persons now
employed in
in
to persons
now employed
the Indian Service as farmer or expert
expert farmer:
farmer: And
provided further,
And providedfurther,
Testsofsoils,etc.
That this
this shall not
Tests
of soils, etc.
not apply
to Indians
em_ployed or
or to
as
apply to
Indians employed
to be
be employed
employed as
assistant farmer:
farmer: And
And provided
That not
to exceed
of
provided _further,
further,That
not to
exceed $25000
$25,000 of
the amount
appropriated may be used
used to
amount herein
herein appropriated
to conduct
conduct experiments
experiments
on Indian school or agency farms
farms to
to test
possibilities of
of soil
soil and
and
test the
the possibilities
llowance to
climate in
cultivation of
of trees,
and
in the
the cultivation
trees, cotton,
cotton, grains,
grains, vegetables,
vegetables, and
trans,
Allowance
etc.
to .ma- fruits:
also, That
That the
amounts paid
paid to
to matrons,
matrons, foresters,
foresters,
trons,
fruits: Provided,
Provided, also,
the amounts
farmers,
be included
farmers, and stockmen herein provided
provided for shall not be
included
within the
compensation of
of employees
Vo
521
within
the limitation
limitation on
on salaries
salaries and
and compensation
employees conconVol. 37
37, p. 521.
°
tained
tamed in the Act of August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve.
twelve.
Supplies.
For the
purchase of
of goods
goods and
and supplies
supplies for
for the
Indian Service,
Suppietcs.,
For
the purchase
the Indian
Service,
Purchase, etc., of.
i
ncluding inspection,
pay of
of necessary
and all
all other
exincluding
inspection, pay
necessary employees,
employees, and
other exincluding advertising,
penses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, including
advertising, storage
and
storage, and
transportation
Indian goods
goods and
an d supp
li es, $300,000:
Provided,
transportation of
of Indian
supplies,
$300,000: Provided,
wareho°ues
limited. That no part of the sum hereby
Warehouses
17 T
mls
lunited.
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall
be used
for the
shall be
used for
the
Small purchases
maintenance of to exceed two permanent
purchases maintenance
permanent warehouses in
in the
Indian
the
Indian
without
advising. Service: Provided
Provided further,
further, That section thirty-seven
without advertising.
thirty-even hundred
hundred and
and
nine, Revised
as that
that section
Revised Statutes, in so far as
section requires
requires that
that adveradvertisement be made, shal
only to
to those
those purchases
shall apply onlycontracts
purchases and
and contracts
except personal
personal services,
R.S.c.
e3709
supplies or
or services,
services, except
R. S., sec.
3709, p.733
p.733. for supplies
services, for
for the
the Indian
Indian field
field
service which exceed in amount the sum of $50
$50 each,
each, and
and section
section
61
Vol.
3d3,
.
s ,, twenty-three
twenty-three of the Act of June twenty-fifth,
Vol.
, P.
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
amended.
ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large, page eight hundred
sixtyten
hundred and sixty-is hereby
hereby amended
amended accordingly.
accordingly.
Telegraph and tele- one),
Telegraph
one), is
phone mesages.
For telegraph
telegraph and telephone
phone
me,uges.
telephone toll messages
messages on business pertaining
pertaining
to the
Indian Service sent and received
of Indian
to
the Indian
received by the Bureau of
Indian
Affairs at
at Washington,
$10,000.
Loex
in Affairs
Washington, $10,000.
'
"
allotment
m.
For witness fees
fees and
and other
allotment t, .
other legal
legal expenses
ed i
n suits
suit s instii
ns tiexpenses incurr
incurred
in
tuted in
in behalf
behalf of
against Indians involving
involving the question of title to
to
tuted
of or
or against
lands
lands allotted
allotted to them, or the right of possession of personal property
property
36
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127

held by them, and in hearings set
by, the United
United States
land
set by
States local
local land
officers to determine the rights of Indians to public lands, $1,000:
$1,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used in the Prneyfees.
Provided,
No attorneys' fees.
payment of attorneys' fees.
Citizen commission.
For expenses
the Board
Indian Commissioners,
$10,000.
commission.
For
expenses of
of the
Board of
of Indian
Commissioners, $10,000.
Citizen
For pay
pay of
of Indian
chiefs of
of police
police at
at not
not to
to exceed
Indian police.
police.
For
Indian police,
police, including
including chiefs
exceed Indian
$50 per month each and privates at not to exceed $30 per
per month each,
each
to be employed
employed in maintaining
maintaining order, for purchase of equipments
equipments and
supplies
at nonration
agencies, $200,000.
$200,000.
supplies and for rations
rations for policemen
policemen at
nonration agencies,
Judges of Indian
For
pay of
of judges
of Indian
courts where
where tribal
exist, Judges
For pay
judges of
Indian courts
tribal relations
relations now
now exist,
courts. of Indian
$8,000.
Contingent expenses.
For
pay of
of special
special agents,
agents, at
at $2,000
annum; for
for traveling
traveling and
For pay
$2,000 per
per annum;
and contingetexpet
ses.
Ante, p. 102.
incidental expenses
of such
such special
sleeping-car fare,
fare,
p 102
incidental
expenses of
special ?gents,
agents, including
including sleeping-car
and
the discrediscreand aaper
per diem
diem of
of not
not to
to exceed
exceed $3 in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, in
in the
tion
Interior, whenemployed on
on
tion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
when actually
actually employed
duty in the
the field or ordered
ordered to
to the seat
seat of government;
government; for
for transportation
incidental expenses
Office of
tation and
and incidental
expenses of officers
officers and clerks of the Office
Indian Affairs when traveling on official
employees
official duty;
duty; for
for pay of employees
expenses of the
not otherwise provided for; and for other necessary
necessary expenses
Indian Service
appropriation is
Service for which no
no other
other appropriation
is available,
available, $135,000.
$135,000. Indian Service inFor pay
six Indian
Indian Service
Service inspectors,
chief spnftoan
For
pay of
of six
inspectors, exclusive
exclusive of
of one
one chief
spectors- Sevce in
exceed $2,500 per
per annum
annum and actual
inspector, at salaries not to exceed
traveling
expenses, and
$3 per
diem in
in lieu
subsistence when
when
traveling expenses,
and $3
per diem
lieu: of
of subsistence
actually
$30,000.
actually employed
employed on
on duty
duty in
in the
the field,
field, $30,000.
Determiningheirs
of
For the purpos
determining the heirs of deceased
deceased Indian allotallot- alottea.ig
allottees.
purpose.eof determining
hers of
tees
restricted proptees having
having any right, title,
title, or
or interest in
in any
any trust
trust or restricted
erty,
regulations prescribed
erty, under
under regulations
prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
$100,000:
Secretary of
Interior is
is hereby
hereby au$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
au- F
Cleroson
l
r
eroil
A
r
s
g
°.7iii Indian
Indian OfOffice.
thorized to use
exceed $25,000
$25,000 for the
the employment
employment of
of addi- fice
thorized
use not to exceed
tional clerks in the Indian Office
Office in connection
connection with
with the work of
of
determining the
and examining
examining their
their
determining
the heirs
heirs of
of deceased
deceased Indians,
Indians, and
Osages and Five Civiwills, -out of
of the
appropriated herein:
herein: Provided
Provided further,
further, lized
wills,
the $100;000
$100,000 appropriated
lizOedgTris
excepted.
Tribes excepted.
That the provisions of this paragraph shall
shall not apply
apply to the
Osage Indians,
to the
the Five
Civilized Tribes
of Indians
Indians in
in
Osage
Indians, nor
nor to
Five Civilized
Tribes of
of P
d
aymeen
o
t
t
s
s.by estates
Oklahoma:
That hereafter
hereafter upon a
a determidetermi- ofP demenntsbstate
Oklahoma: And provided
provided further
further,, That
nation of the heirs
trust. or restricted
Indian property
property of
of
heirs to any trust
restricted Indian
the value of $250
$250 or more, or to any
any allotment, or
or after
after approval
approval
by the Secretary
covering such trust
restricted propSecretary of any will covering
trust or restricted
property,
beneficiaries under
erty, there
there shall be paid
paid by such
such heirs,
heirs, or by the beneficiaries
under
such will, or from the estate
estate of the decedent,
decedent, or from the
the. proceeds
proceeds
of
sale of
of the
the allotment,
allotment, or
from any
any trust
trust funds
belonging to
to the
the
of sale
or from
funds belonging
Accounting.
estate of the decedent, the sum of $15,
$15, which amount
shall be ac- Acountg.
amount shall
counted for and paid into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States and
a
the .Secretary-of the
a report shall be made annually to Congress by the
Interior,
on or
or before
the first
December,of
of all
all moneys
moneys
Interior, on
before the
first Monday
Monday of
of December,
on of allotPartition
n of allot°
Providedfurther
collected and deposited,
herein provided:
provided: Provided
further, That metnts.
deposited, as herein
ments.
inherited trust
trust
if the Secretary of the Interior shall find that any inherited
allotment or allotments are capable
capable of partition
partition to the advantage
advantage of
the
he may
may cause
lands to
to be
partitioned among
among them,
them,
the heirs, he
cause such
such lands
be partitioned
Issue of
of pa
patents in
regardless
competency, patents
patents in fee to be issued to the fee.
regardless of their competency,
fee.
patents to be issued to the
competent heirs for their shares and trust patents
incompetent
apart to
incompetent heirs for the lands respectively or jointly set apart
them, the
the trust
trust period
period to
to terminate
terminate i
n accordance
accordance with
with the
terms of
of
them,
in
the terms
extension of
period set out in
the original patent or order of extension
of the
the trust
trust period
said
patent.
said patent.
E
g farmEncouraging
mg industries,
industries, etc.,
etc.,
For the purpose of encouraging
encouraging industry
industry and self-support
self-support among
among ing
among Indians.
Indians.
the
Indians and
and to
to aid
aid them
them in
in the
the culture
culture of
fruits, grains,
the Indians
of fruits,
grains, and
and other
other anong
crops,
$300,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
to be
be imimcrops, $300,000,
thereof as
as may
mediately available, which sum may be used for the purchase
purchase of seed,
seed,
animals, machinery, tools, implements,
implements, and other equipment
equipment necesneces-
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sarr, in
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
to enable
enable
Interior, to
of the
the Secretary
in the
sary,
Indians
Provided, That
That said
sum shall
shall be
be
said sum
self-supporting: Provided,
to become
become sell-supporting:
Indians to
expended under
under conditions
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
to be
conditions to
expended
Interior for
repayment to
to the
the United
United States
on or
or before
before June
June
States on
its repayment
for its
Interior
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and twenty-five:
twenty-five: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
hundred and
-" thirtieth,

ex

Passenger-carrying
assenger-carrying

velucles.
Maintenance,
Vehameance.

S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 125.
125.
SEss.

not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 of the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
expended
on
any
one
reservation
or
for
the
benefit
of any
any one
one tribe
tribe
of
benefit
expended on any one reservation or for the
Indians.
of Indians.

That not
exceed $200,000
$200,000 of
applicable appropriations
appropriations made
made
of applicable
to exceed
That
not to

Indian Affairs
Aflairs shall be available for the
for the Bureau of Indian
herein for

maintenance,
and horsehorsemotor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
operation of
and operation
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
drawn passenger-carrying
for the
the use
use of
superintendents,
of superintendents,
vehicles for
passenger-carrying vehicles
drawn
farmers,
field matrons,
alloting, irrigation,
emother emand other
irrigation, and
matrons, alloting,
physicians, field
farmers, physicians,
Proviso
ployees
service: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed
not to
Pro1so.
ployees in
in the
the Indian
Indian field
field service:
Purchases limited.
$15,000
may be
of horse-drawn
passengerhorse-drawn passengerpurchase of
the purchase
used in
in the
be used
15,000 may
urchasesmite
carrying
and not
to exceed
exceed $30,000
$30,000 for the purchase
purchase of
of
not to
vehicles, and
carrying vehicles,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and that such vehicles
vehicles
motor-propelled
shall be used only for official service.
That
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen
Texas.
That so
so much
much of section four
four of the Act of May eleventh,
Restriction on Indian, going
going into,
into, rehundred and
and eighty
eighty (Twenty-first
at Large,
Large, page
page one
one hunhunStatutes at
(Twenty-first Statutes
rn- hundred
dian
pealed
dred
and
thirty-two),
as
prohibits
granting
permission
in
writing
in
writing
permission
granting
as
prohibits
and
thirty-two),
p.132.
dred
Pvl21,
Vol. 21, p. 132.
or otherwise
to any
any Indian
Indian or Indians on any Indian
Indian reservation
reservation to
or
otherwise to
go
of Texas,
Texas, under
under any
any pretext
whatever, be,
be, and
and the
the
pretext whatever,
the State
State of
into the
go into
same
repealed.
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Leasestoo
farid allotThat whenever
shall appear
appear to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction •
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
it shall
whenever it
That
aged,
menta
ments
aged, aetc.
etc.,
Indians.
Interior that
allotted lands
any Indian
Indian are
are arid
arid but
but
Indian
of the
the Interior
that the
the allotted
lands of
of any
susceptible of irrigation
that the allottee, by reason of old age
and that
irrigation and
susceptible
personally occupy or improve his allotdisability, can not personally
or other
other disability,
such lands or such portion thereof, may
may
or any portion thereof, such
ment or
exceeding ten years, under such terms,
a period
period not exceeding
leased for
for a
be leased
rules, and
and regulations
as may
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
prescribed by
may be
regulations as
rules,
of the Interior.
Interior.
Farmer
John.
Farmer
Payment
John.
to heirs
of.
For payment
to the
of Farmer
Farmer John,
an Indian
for land
land
Indian, for
John, an
heirs of
the heirs
payment to
For
heirsof.
Payment°to
purchased
by the
boathouse site on Pelican
Lake,
Pelican Lake,
Government for
for aaboathouse
the Government
purchased by
Minnesota,
$20.
Minnesota, $20.
Grand Junction
That the
the lands
fixtures, and
and all
all property
rights granted
granted
property rights
buildings, fixtures,
lands, buildings,
That
schOaco"unction
Schoo
1, Colo.
educational purposes
to
thee State
use by t
Modified
Modified use
o th
State of Colorado
Colorado for educational
purposes by section five of
of
State, authorised.
authorized.
Vol. 36,
p. 2u
273.
the
Act of
fourth., nineteen
nineteen hundred
and ten
ten
hundred and
April fourth,
approved April
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act
36,up.
toi.
(Thirty-sixth
page two
and seventyseventytwo hundred
hundred and
Statutes at
at Large
Large, page
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
designated in sad
three), may, in lieu of the use designated
three),
said grant,
grant, be utilized
by said
said State
the insane,
insane, as
as an
an agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
care of
of the
by
State for
for the
the care
station, or
or for
for such
other public
public purposes
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by
purposes as
such other
station,
Admission
Proviso.
of
legislature of
the State:
That Indians
Indians shall
always be
be
shall always
Provided, That
State: Provtded,
of the
the legislature
In- the
dmission of
diens,
admitted
to such
free of
of charge
and upon
upon an equality
equality
dias.
admitted to
such institutions
institutions free
charge and
with white
white persons.
persons.
with
Indian tribal funds.
That
section two
two of
of the
approved March
March second,
second, nineteen
hunnineteen hunAct approved
the Act
That section
t. p. fn,
ndanol.
Vol.
34,
1221,
amended.
dred
and seven
seven (Thirty-fourth
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
page twelve
twelve hunhun(Thirty-fourth Statutes
dred and
amended.
dred and twenty-one),
twenty-one), entitled "An Act providing
providing for the allotment
allotment
and
Indian tribal
hereby,
and distribution
distribution of
of Indian
tribal funds,"
funds," be, and the same
same is hereby,
amended so
follows:
so as
as to
to read
read as follows:
amended
Use of pro rata share
"That the
th e
pro
"That
of pro rtea hn
Tr° rata share of any Indian who is mentally
mentally or physofovse
incompetent
Indians.
ically incapable
incapab eof
of managing
or her
own affairs
affairs may
may be
be withdrawn
withdrawn
managing his
his or
her own
dian
ically
from the
the Treasury
Treasury in
discretion of
of the
the Interior
Interior
in the
the discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
from
and
expended for
under such
regruand expended
for the
the benefit
benefit of such
such Indian under
such rules, reguProviso.
lations, and conditions
ProProviso.
conditions as the said Secretary
Secretary may prescribe:"
prescribe:" ProWithdrawals restricted.
'aided, That
shall not be withdrawn
withdrawn from the
of any
any Indian
Indian shall
funds of
That said funds
stWcehd raws re vided,
Treasury until
until needed
needed by
the Indian
application and
and upon his
his application
by the
Indian and
Treasury
Secretary of the
when approved
approved by the Secretary
the Interior.
Inreimbursing Indians for live stock which may be hereafter
Lie stock of In.
Live
For reimbursing
hereafter
dans.
PaymentsordetrucPayments
for destroy- destroyed on account
account of being
being infected
infected with dourine
dourine or other concontion of diseased, etc.
ion ofdd, etc. tagious
connection with the work of
tagious diseases, and for expenses in connection
of
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eradicating
eradicating and preventing.
preventing, such diseases, to
such
to be
be expended under such
rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Interior may prescribe,
Secretary of
of the Interior
prescribe,
$100,000,
said amount
to be
immediately available
and to
to remain
remain
$100,000, said
amount to
be immediately
available and

available
expended.
available until
until expended.
Charles 7. Kappler.
J. Kappler
for the
of compiling,
For the
the payment
payment to Charles
Charles J.
Kappler for
the work
work of
compiling, Cpha.
Payment topper.
to.
annotating, and indexing
indexing the third volume
volume of
Laws and
and
of Indian
Indian Laws
Treaties, the
Treaties,
the sum
sum of
of $2,000.
$2,000.
p
Section nine of the Act of March
eighteen hundred
and TATanit'pp
March third, eighteen
hundred and
vlan. 1 P
4,
r.
450
seventy-five
seventy-five (Eighteenth Statutes at
four hundred
and amended.
at Large, page four
hundred and
amided.
fifty), is hereby
as to
read as
as follows:
follows:
fifty),
hereby amended
amended so
so as
to read
Bids for goodis;a:ti:d
"That
advertisement published
"That hereafter all bidders
bidders under any advertisement
published by toBl
eti.
to be foreod
accompanied
draft.
the
of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs for_proposals
for goods,
goals, supplies,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
for proposals for
supplies, with
with check
check or
or draft.
transportation, and
forth, for
on account
of the
the Indian
Indian
transportation,
and so
so forth,
for and
and on
account of
Service,
Service, whenever
whenever the value of the goods, supplies,
and so
to be
be
supplies, and
so forth,
forth, to
furnished, or the
performed, shall
exceed the
the
the transportation
transportation to
to be
be performed,
shall exceed
sum of $5,000, shall accompany
accompany their bids with a
a certified
certified check,
check,
draft, or cashier's check, payable to the order
Commissioner of
of
order of the
the Commissioner
Indian
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, upon
United States
States depository
or some
one of
of
upon some
some United
depository or
some one
such
national banks
banks as
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
may Bd,
such solvent
solvent national
as the
Secretary of
of the
e, acceta.
Bond, etc., acceptable.
designate,
favor of
United States,
designate, or
or by an
an acceptable
acceptable bend
bond in favor
of the
the United
States, be.
which check, draft, or bond shall
centum of
the
shall be for
for five per
per centum
of the
amount
of the
so forth,
as
amount of
the goods,
goods, supplies,
supplies, transportation,
transportation, and
and so
forth, as
aforesaid; and in
in case any such bidder,
awarded aacontract,
aforesaid;
bidder, on
on being
being awarded
contract, tFo
to Feecute
agt
trconra.
con
e on
tL
at
i
.
ure
shall fail to execute
execute the
sureties acacthe same
same with
with good
good and sufficient
sufficient sureties
cording to the
was made
the terms
terms on which such
such bid
bid was
made and
and accepted,
accepted,
such bidder,
bidder, or
shall forfeit
forfeit the
amount so
so
or the
the sureties
sureties on Ids
his bond,
bond, shall
the amount
deposited
United States,
States, and
same shall
shall
deposited or
or guaranteed
guaranteed to
to the
the United
and the
the same
Return if executed.
forthwith be
forthwith
be paid
paid into
into the
Treasury of
the United
United States;
States; but
but if
the Treasury
of the
if Rtrfexected.
such contract shall
executed, as
aforesaid, such
draft, check,
check,
shall be
be duly executed,
as aforesaid,
such draft,
or bond so deposited
deposited shall be returned
returned to
to the bidder."
bidder."
ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO.
ARIZONA AND
AND NEW
MEXICO.

Arizona and New
Mexico.
Mexico.

Support, etc., of In.
' etc of In
dians in.
SEC.
SEC. 2. For support and civilization
Indians in Arizona and dinr
civilization of Indians

New
pay of
of employees,
New Mexico,
Mexico, including
including pay
employees, $330,000.
$330,000.
For support and education of two hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils at the
Indian school at Fort Mojave, Arizona,
superintendArizona, and
and for
for pay
pay of superintendent, $35,100; for general
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $3,800; for construction
struction of
of aasteel
steel tank
and tower,
$4,000; in
all, $42,900.
tank and
tower, $4,000;
in all,
$42,900.
For support and education
seven hundred
pupils at
at the
the
education of seven
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
Indian school at Phoenix
of superintendent,
superintendent,
Phoenix, Arizona
Arizona, and for pay of
$119,400;
improvements, $12,500;
$12,500; for the
$119,400; for general repairs and
and 'improvements,
purchase
purchase of land adjacent
adjacent to the school property,
property, $3,500; in all,
all,
$135,400.
$135,400.
For support and education of one hundred pupils at the
the Indian
Indian
Arizona, and for pay of superintendent,
school at Truxton
n Canyon,
Canyon Arizona
superintendent,
$18,200; for
for general
improvements, $3,000;
$3,000; in
in all,
all,
$18,200;
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
$21,200.
$21,200.
For continuing
continuing the work of constructing the irrigation system
system for
vicinity of
the irrigation of the lands of the Pima Indians
Indians in the vicmity
Sacaton, on the Gila
Gila River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Sacaton
Reservation, within
within the
the limit
limit of
of
cost fixed by the Act of March
March third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and five,
$10,000; and for maintenance
$10,000;
maintenance and operation
plants
operation of
of the pumping
pumping plants
and canal systems, $10,000;
$10,000; in all, $20,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as provided in section two of the Act of August
August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and twelve (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page five
five
hundred
twenty-two), and to remain
remain available
available untiexpended
hundred and twenty-two),
until expended.
For the construction
construction and repair of necessary
channels and
and laterals
necessary channels
laterals
for the utilization
utilization of water in connection
connection with
with the pumping
pumping plant
plant for
Indian Reservation,
irrigation purposes on the Colorado River Indian
Reservation,
8

91890°—vm,
91 90°-voL 39—Pr
39-- 1-9
1--

Fort Mojave School.

Fort Moave School.

x chool.

Phoenix
oe x School.

S

Truxton
Truxton
School.

Canyon
Canyon

school.

y

a Rver Rese

dila River Reserva-

tin.
tion.
acDOnt'
g
tion systl .
C caltin

ng

i i-g

r iga

VoL 33, p.11.
1081.

VoL 33,p.

etc
Repayment, etc.

vo.37,
p.522.
22.
Vol. 37, p.
Colorado

esColorado River
River Reservation.
ervatn.
Extending irrigation
system.
Vol. 36, p. M.

nfdgrri"n
Vol.a3 p. 3.
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Arizona
as provided
in the
Act of
of April
April fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
fourth, nineteen
the Act
provided in
Arizona, as
and
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
page two
hundred and
and
two hundred
at Large,
Large, page
and ten
ten (Thirty-sixth
seventy-three), for
the purpose
of securing
appropriation of
of water
water
an appropriation
securing an
purpose of
or the
seventy-three),
for
irrigation of
of approximately
approximately one
one hundred
hundred and
fifty thousand
thousand
and fifty
for the
the irrigation
acres of land
and
for
maintaining and operating
operating the pumping
pumping plant,
for
maintaining
land
and
acres
Repayment, etc.
$15,000,
as provided
provided in
said Act,
Act, and
and to
to remain
remain availavailin said
reimbursable as
$15,000, reimbursable
tc
RepBayet,
able until
until expended.
expended.
able
For improvement
PPgo Indian vii
sges
PaPag°
improvement and sinking of wells, installation
installation of pumping
pumping
Water supply
machinery, construction
construction of tanks
and stock water, and
and
for. machinery,
Water
sapply for,
tanks for
for domestic
domestic and
for the
the necessary
structures for
for the
the development
development and
distribution of
of
and distribution
for
necessary structures
a
supply of
water and
and operation
of constructed
constructed
operation of
for maintenance
maintenance and
and for
of water
a supply
works, for
for Papago
Indian villages
villages in
southern Arizona
$20,000.
works,
Papago Indian
in southern
Arizona,.,$20,000.
Navajos.
School facilities.
To
enable
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
to
carry
into
effect the
the
effect
into
carry
to
Interior
of
the
Secretary
the
To enable
chool saciites
provisions
of the
the sixth
sixth article
article of
of the
the treaty
of June
June first,
first, eighteen
eighteen
Vol. 15, p.-6.669.
provisions of
treaty of
hundred
sixty-eight, between
United States and
Navajo
and the Navajo
between the
the United
hundred and sixty-eight,
Nation or
or Tribe
Tribe of
of Indians proclaimed
twelfth, eighteen
eighteen
August twelfth,
Indians,
proclaimed August
Nation
hundred
sixty-eight, whereby
United States
States agrees to
to proprohundred and sixty-eight,
whereby the United
vide school
for the
children of
of the
the Navajo
Tribe of
of Indians,
vide
school facilities
facilities for
the children
Navajo Tribe
Indians,
13.
37."4° ' use.
we. $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Secretary may expend said funds,
said Secretary
the said
That the
Distionary
discretion, in
establisbing or enlarging
enlarging day
schools.
day or industrial schools.
in establishing
in his
his discretion,
eveloping
aer For continuing the development
Developing
water
development of a
water supply for the Navajo
Navajo
a water
supply.
Indians on
the Navajo
Navajo Reservation,
Reservation, $25,000,
$25,000, to
to be
'be immediately
immediately
on the
Indians
available, reimbursable
reimbursable out of any funds
funds of said
said Indians
Indians now or
or
available,
hereafter available.
available.
hereafter
Gitft River.
Dam,
etc., to div.rt
divert
For
beginning the
Indian Service of a
a dam
by the Indian
construction by
the construction
For beginning
Dam,^t
"
tar etfr
for
irri
gating with
with a
superstructure and
and the
the necessary
controlling works
works
necessary controlling
a bridge
bridge superstructure
iat
lad?
lands,
etc.
, .
for diverting
diverting water
water from
from the Gila River
River for the irrigation
irrigation of Indian
Indian
land and Indian
Indian allotments
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
allotments on the Gila River
Arizona as
as recommended
recommended by
of Engineers
of the
the United
United
Arizona,
by the
the Board
Board of
Engineers of
States Army in paragraph
paragraph two hundred and seventeen
seventeen of its report
report
to the Secretary of War of February
February fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and fourteen (House Document numbered
numbered seven hundred
hundred and
ninety-one), $75,000,
$75,000, to be immediately
immediately available and
and to
to remain
remain
ninety-one),
reimbursable as provided
p p. tet.
available
Re"yO
Repayment,
etc.
available until expended,
expended, reimbursable
provided in section two
VoI.
37,
522.
of the Act of August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and twelve
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
I e, page
five hundred
hundred and
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes at Large,
page five
and twentytwentyttwo), the total cost not to ex
$200,000.
alt River
Salt
River allotallot- wo), the total cost not to exceed $200,000.
ments.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed
That the Secretary
gaterightsfo
to provide for water rights in perpetuity
perpetuity for the irrigation of six
g
for
gating.
hundred and thirty-one Salt River Indian allotments
allotments of ten acres
each, to be designated
designated by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Affairs, water
water
from
works constructed
of the
Reclamation Act,
Act,
the provision
provision of
the Reclamation
constructed under
under the
Proviso.
from works
Proviso.
Reimbursement.
and
Reimbursement.
and Acts
Acts amendatory
thereof or
supplemental thereto:
amendatory thereof
or supplemental
thereto: Provided,
Provided,
That the reclamation
reclamation fund shall be reimbursed therefor
therefor upon terms
terms
the same as those provided
provided in said Act or Acts for reimbursement
reimbursement
by entrymen
entrpnen on
lands irrigated
irrigated by
said works,
works, and
and there
there is
hereby
is hereby
by said
on lands
by
Initial
charges.
Initial charges.
appropriated $20,000,
$20,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to
appropriated
pay the
installment of
the charges
charges when
when made
made for
for said
said water.
water.
of the
initial installment
the initial
eerva pay
Gil
Gila River Reservation,
etc.
'
or beginning the construction
tion, etc.
For
construction by the Indian
Indian Service
Service of aadiversion
diversion
and necessary
controlling works
works for
diverting water
water from
from the
the Gila
Gila
for diverting
dam for dam
dam and
necessary controlling
Diversion darn
irrigating
Arizona, as estimated by the Board
irrigating
lands in River at a
asite above Florence, Arizona
Pinal
County.
of
Engineer Officers of
United States
States Army
Army in
in paragraph
paragraph one
one
inCounty.
of Engineer
of the
the United
hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight of its report to the Secretary
Secretary of War of
(House DocuFebruary fourteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen
fourteen ((louse
Document Numbered
ninety-one), $75,000,
Numbered Seven hundred
hundred and ninety-one),
$75,000, to remain
remain
available until
until expended,
the total
total cost
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $175,000:
$175,000:
expended, the
available
Provisos
Provisos.
Project intended.
Provided,
of aa proiect
intended.
Provided, That said dam
dam shall be constructed
constructed as aapart
part of
project
for the irrigation from the natural flow of the Gila River of Indian
Indian
lands on the Gila River Indian Reservation
Reservation and private and public
Water ri hts
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Distribution
at
lands in
Pinal County,
County, Arizona:
Arizona: And
That the
the water
water water.
lands
in Pinal
And provided
providedfurther,
further, That
Distribution ca
the Gila
River by
by said
said diversion
diversion dam
dam shall
shall be
be disdiverted from
from the
Gila River
distributed
Interior to
the Indian
Indian lands
of said
tributed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to the
lands of
said
reservation
to the
the private
and public
public lands
lands in
in said
said county
in
reservation and
and to
private and
county in
accordance
the respective
of such
such lands
accordance with
with the
respective rights
rights and
and priorities
priorities of
lands to
to
the
use of
of said
said water
as may
may be
agreement
the beneficial
beneficial use
water as
be determined
determined by
by agreement
of
the owners
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
or by
court
of the
owners thereof
thereof with
of the
Interior or
by a
a court
Division
of
of
competent jurisdiction:
rovidedfurther,
That the
construction struction
of competent
jurisdiction: And
And proided
further,That
the construction
of conDivisioncharge.
oncharge for
for the
the actual
actual cost
of said
diversion dam
dam and
other works
and
charge
cost of
said diversion
and other
works and
rights shall
shall be
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
rights
be divided
divided equitably
equitably by
by the
Secretary of
between the
lands and
and the
the private
and public
public lands
lands in
in said
said
between
the Indian
Indian lands
private and

county; and
cost as
said Indian
shall be
reimcounty.
and said
said cost
as fixed
fixed for
for said
Indian lands
lands shall
be reimbursable as
as provided
section two
of the
the Act
Act of
August twentytwentybursable
provided in
in section
two of
of August
fourth,
hundred and
and twelve
(Thirty-seventh. Statutes
at
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
twelve (Thirty-seventh
Statutes at
Large, page
and twenty-two);
twenty-two); but
but the
the construction
Large,
page five
five hundred
hundred and
construction
charge as
fixed for
the private
private and
shall
charge
as fixed
for the
and public
public lands
lands in
in said
said county
county shall
b
xy
ten
th
de
owner or
in accordance withatthe
t
h
o
n
e
p
terms
of
be paid eby
the
owner
entryman
in
terms
of
ingthep
o
e
r
rieondtroyfm
payment
yment
accuonrddeance
rreclamation
r
an Act
Act extending
extending the period of payment under reclamation prrojects,,
an
projects,
approved August
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
(Thirtyapproved
August thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
fourteen (Thirtyeighth
page six
six hundred
hundred and
and eighty-six):
eighty-six): And
And
eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
provided further,
further, That
That said
said project
project shall
shall only
be undertaken
undertaken if
if the
the
provided
only be
Secretary
the Interior
Interior shall
able to
for what
what
Secretary of
of the
shall be
be able
to make
make or
or provide
provide for
he
deem to
to be
be satisfactory
satisfactory adjustments
of the
the rights
rights to
he shall
shall deem
adjustments of
to the
the
water
to be
diversion dam
dam or
or carried
carried in
water to
be diverted
diverted by
by said
said diversion
in canals,
canals,
and satisfactory
arrangements for
the inclusion
inclusion of
of lands
lands within
within said
said
and
satisfactory arrangements
for the
project
the purchase
purchase of
of property
property rights
which he
he shall
shall deem
deem
project and
and the
rights which
necessary
to be
acquired, and
and declare
said
necessary to
be acquired,
and shall
hall determine
determine and
declare said
project
to be
be feasible.
feasible.
project to
Navajo
For
of the
Ganado irrigation
For extension
extension of
the Ganado
irrigation project
project on
on the
the Navajo
Indian
for the
the irrigation
irrigation of
approximately
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
in Arizona
Arizona for
of approximately
six hundred acres of land in addition
addition to
to the area to be
be irrigated
irrigated by
said
project, asnineteen
authorized
in
section
two
of
said
twenty-fourth,
project, as
authorized
hundred
in section
and twelve,
two $29,000;
of the
the Act
Act
andof
offorAugust
August
main-

twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and twelve, $20,000; and for maintenance and operation of
project, $3,000;
tenance
of the
the project
$3,000; in
in all $23,000, reimbursable and to
expended.
to remain
remain available
available until expended.
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior be, and
hereby is,
authorized
and he
he hereby
is, authorized

for
IReimbement for
Vol. 37, p.522.
p. 522.
Vo.37,

Inljieaimn burczment

Indian lands.

Private and
and

Private
lands.

public
public

lds.

Vol. 38, p. 686.

vol. 38

P.

68.

Adjustment of water
hridghts*totwer
rig
hts, etc.

Navajo Reservation.
NavaoReseration.

Extension, etc., of

Ganado project on.
Gamidoproj'eon.
Vol.
p. 52
522.
37, p.
Vol. 37,

RiVor.
Gia
Ex
iiaTtit
eri
.
on, etc.,
prevent i"i
erasion or
and
to cause
cause to
be made
made by
by competent
competent engineers
the necesneces- to
and directed
directed to
to be
engineers the
prevent
banks
in Graham
sary examinations,
Ariz.
County, Ari.
examinations, investigations,
investigations, and surveys for the purpose
purpose of County,
determining the most suitable and
practicable method or methods
methods
and practicable
of
constructing levees
levees, revetments,
revetments, or
or other
other suitable
works sufficient
sufficient
of constructing
suitable works
wearing and
and
to prevent
prevent the
the Gila
Gila River from
from further
further eroding
eroding and
and wearing
washing away
away its
banks and
further overflowing
banks at
washing
its banks
and from
from further
overflowing its
its banks
at
Report on
on fixing
any point
point in
Graham County,
Arizona. Said
Said engineers
engineers shall
shall also
also cReport
any
in Graham
County, Arizona.
f
channel.
determine
determine and report upon the
the most
most suitable,
suitable, feasible,
feasible, and practicable means of holding the said river within a
it flows
a fixed channel as
as It
Estimate of
of costs
cost,
through said
County. Said
Secretary shall
Con- etc.Ettimt"
through
said Graham
Graham County.
Said Secretary
shall submit
submit to
to Congress the result of such examinations,
examinations, investigations,
investigations, and surveys,
surveys,
together with
with an
an estimate
estimate of
of the
with recommendations
together
the cost
cost thereof,
thereof, with
recommendations
thereon, at
at the
date. The
sum of
of $10,000,
$10,000, or
or so Expenses.
thereon,
the earliest
earliest practicable
practicable date.
The sum
Expense
much thereof as
is hereby
appropriated,
out
of
as may
may be
be necessary, is
hereby appropriated, out of
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purany money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
pose of
conducting said
investigations, examinations,
and surveys.
olado
pose
of conducting
said investigations,
examinations and
surveys. L
Little Colorado
ol o r a d o
For
acrossexaminations,
the Little
Little Colorado River, River.
For the
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge across
the
iver.
Bridge
.at Winslow
at or
near the
Arizona, $15,000,
be expended
expended to
of Winslow,
Winslow, Arizona,
to be
tBodbS
$15,000, to
or near
the town
town of
be built. t Wiuow
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and to be reimbursable from any funds now or hereafter
hereafter placed in the Treasury
Treasury to the Provisos.
_.
credit
of said
said ',radians:
Indians: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
credit of
part of
the money
money herein
no part
of the
herein one
by stat
hlf by
One bait
State
a thor it
appropriated shall be expended
expended until the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior authorities.
appropriated
shall
from the
the proper
authorities of
the State
State of
of AriArishall have
have obtained
obtained from
proper authorities
of the
zona, or the county of Navajo,
satisfactory guaranties
Navajo, satisfactory
guaranties of the payment
payment
by the said State of Arizona, or
or by the county of Navajo,
by
Navajo, of at least
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Maintenance.
Maintne.

one-half
said bridge,
and that
that the
the proper
proper authorities
authorities of
of
bridge, and
of said
cost of
the cost
of the
one-half of
the said
State of
of Arizona,
Arizona, or
or the
the said
said county
of Navajo,
shall assume
Navajo, shall
county of
said State
the
full responsibility
for, and
and will
will at
at all
all times
maintain and repair, said
times maintain
responsibility for,
full
Payment
of excess.
That a7
any
bridge and
and the
thereto: And
provided further,
further, That
And provided
the approaches
approaches thereto:
Payment of
ass. bridge

and all expenses above the amount herein named in connection with

:al building
all expenses
and ambIvnetainei:ie
amofu sti
nt d
l
leLidg
ein :shall be
t
e
i
i
o
tiler l
)
t;
by
borne either
be connection
shall in
bridge
of said
and maintaining
the building
the
said State
State of
Arizona or
county of Navajo.
or the
the said county
of Arizona
the said
Gila
River. bridge
For the
construction of
of three
steel spans
with abutment
abutment
spans with
additional steel
three additional
the construction
ddiioto
Addition
to bridge For
on the
the San
River on
and piers
extend the
across the
the Gila River
bridge across
on
San Carlos Reserve- and
the bridge
to extend
piers to
on^ancarlosBeservation
Reservation near San Carlos, Arizona, $17,000, or so
Carlos Indian Reservation
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
to be
be immediately
available, rereimmediately available,
as may
thereof as
much
imbursable to
United States by the
the Indians
Indians having tribal rights
the United
to the
imbursable
on said
said reservation
reservation and
and to
to remain
remain a
a charge
lien upon
upon the lands
and lien
charge and
on
and
funds belonging
belonging to
to said
said Indians
Indians until paid.
paid.
and funds
Nava jo National
National
Navajo
For preservation
preservation and repair
repair of prehistoric
prehistoric pueblo ruins and cliff
Monument.
dwellings, under
supervision of
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, Navajo
Navajo
under supervision
Preservation, etc.
etc. dwellings,
Praton,
National Monument,
Monument, Arizona,
Arizona, $3,000.
$3,000.
National
California.
Caifornia.

CALIFORNIA.CALIFORNIA.

Support, etc.,
etc., of
InSupport,
of Indims in.

Sac.
Indians in California,
California, inincivilization of Indians
SEC. 3. For support and civilization
eluding
pay of
$42,000.
of employees
employees, $42,000.
cluding pay
Land
homeless
For th
purchase of
oflands for the homeless Indians in California,
For
thee purchase
for homeless
Land for
Indians.
Indiansm
including improvements
improvements thereon, for the use and occupancy
occupancy of said
expended under such regulations
Indians, $10,000,
$10,000, said funds to oe expended
regulations
Indians,
and
Interior may prescribe.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
conditions as the
and conditions
Sherman
institute.
For support and education
Sherman Institute.
education of seven hundred Indian pupils at the
the
Sherman
California, including
including pay of superRiverside, California,
Institute, Riverside
Sherman Institute,
improvements, $10,000;
$10,000;
$119,500; for general repairs and improvements,
intendent, $119,500;
in all, $129,500.
$129,500.
Yuma
allotments.
For reclamation
and maintenance
charge on
on Yuma
Yuma allotments,
allotments,
maintenance charge
For
reclamation and
Yuma
allotments.
Irri
gation
advances.
$10,000,
reimbursed
$10,000, to remain available until expended and to be reimbursed
of surplus lands
lands or from other funds that may be availfrom the
the sale of
Vol.
36, p. 1063.
able,
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of the Act of March third,
with the
1063.
able, in accordance
ol.36,p.
nineteen hundred and eleven.
nineteen
School.
For support
support and education of one hundred
ort Bidwel
Port
Bldw&I gem!'
hundred Indian pupils at the
California, including
including pay of superintendsuperintendFort Bidwell Indian School, California,
$18,200; for general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $3,600;
$3,600; in all,
ent, $18,200;
$21,800.
$21,800.
Greenville School.
School.
Greenille
For support
support and education of one hundred Indian pupils at the
Greenville Indian School,
supentendent,
superintendent,
School, California, including pay of superintendent,
$18,400; for general repairs and improvements,
$18,400;
improvements, including purchase
of additional
additional land for school farm, $8,000;
$8,000; in all, $26,400.
$26,400.
Yuma
Reservation.
the
improvement and construction
For the improvement
Reertrtion.
YSma and
construction of roads and bridges on the
Roads
bridges.
Reservation in California, $10,000,
Yuma
Yuma Indian Reservation
$10,000, to be immediately
available,
reimbursable to
United States
available, reimbursable
to the United
States by the
the Indians having
tribal rights on said reservation.
reservation.
F
lorida.
Florida
Relief of Seminoles.
ReliefofSeminoles.
Idaho.
Idaho.

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
SE.
4. For
of distress
distress among
the Seminole
Seminole Indians
Sac. 4.
For relief
relief of
among the
Indians in
in
education, $8,000.
Florida,
Florida, and
and for
for purposes
purposes of
of their civilization
civilization and education,
$8,000.
IDAHO.
IDAHO

w
Fort Hall
Hall ReserveS
EC. 5.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
the Fort
Fort Hall
Hall
on the
Indians on
support and
SEC.
5. For
olrt
Rese vtion.
diprt,
ec.,
In- Reservation
Reservation in Idaho,
suPirrt,
etc,of InIdaho, including
including pay of employees,
employees, $30,000.
diens on.
irationsystem.
improvement and maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
the Fort
Irrigation
systemFor improvement
operation of the
Fort
Hall irrigation
United. States
Hall
irrigation system,
system, $25,000,
$25,000, reimbursable
reimbursable to
to the
the United
States
out of
of any
of the
the Indians
Fort Hall
out
any funds
funds of
Indians occupying
occupying the
the Fort
Hall Reservation
Reservation
now or
or hereafter
hereafter available.
available.
now
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For
Bannocks in Idaho: For
For fulfilling treaty stipulations with the Bannocks
pay
of physician,
farmer, and
engineer, farmer,
carpenter, miller, engineer,
teacher, carpenter,
pay of
physician, teacher,
of July
treaty of
ten, treaty
blacksmith
(article ten,
July third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
blacksmith (article
sixty-eight),
$5,00C.
sixty-eight), $5,OOC.
pay of
For the
d'Alenes, in
in Idaho:
Idaho: For
For pay
of blacksmith,
blacksmith, carpencarpenFor
the Coeur
Coeur d'Alenes,
eleven, agreeof medicines
ter,
purchase of
medicines (article
(article eleven,
agreeand purchase
physician, and
and physician,
ter, and
ment ratified
ratified March
March third,
ninety-one), $3,000.
hundred and ninety-one),
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ment

Bannocks.
Fulffling treaty.
FulfiWng

BaiSoctks.

Vol. 15, p. 676.

Vol 15 p.676.

Coeur d'Alenw.
Fulfilling treaty.
Vol. 26, p. 1029.

Coerid'Alene.
ol. 26, p. 109.

KANSAS.
KANSAS.
SEC. 6.
support and
of seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
and education
education of
6. For
For support
SEC.
Indian
at the
the Indian
school, Haskell
Lawrence,
Institute, Lawrence,
Haskell Institute,
Indian school,
pupils at
Indian pupils
Kansas,
for pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, $127,750;
$127,750; for
general repairs
for general
pay of
and for
Kansas, and
and
for barn,
barn, $8,000;
$8,000; in
in all,
$148,250.
all, $148,250.
$12,500; for
and improvements,
improvements, $12,500;
Indian
For support
pupils at
at the
the Indian
Indian pupils
of eighty
eighty Indian
education of
and education
For
support and
school, Kickapoo
Kickapoo Reservation,
including pay of superinReservation, Kansas, including
school,
tendent,
for general
general repairs
$2,000;
improvements, $2,000;
repairs and
and improvements,
$14,860; for
tendent, $14,860;
in
316,860.
in all,
all, $16,860.
That
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to withthe Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
That the
draw
from the
the Treasury
of the
the United
States the
the sum
of $10,000,:
$10,000, or
or
sum of
United States
Treasury of
draw from
so much
thereof as
as may
may be
of the
the funds on deposit to the
be necessary,
necessary, of
so
much thereof
credit
of the
the Potawatomi
Potawatomi Indians
Kansas, and to be
State of Kansas,
the State
Indians in the
credit of
expended
under his
construction of bridges across
for the construction
direction, for
his direction,
expended under
the
Big Soldier
Little Soldier
Potawatomi
within the Potawatomi
Soldier Creek, within
and Little
Creek and
Soldier Creek
the Big
Indian Reservation,
County, Kansas:
Kansas: Provided,
Provided That no
no
Reservation Jackson Cunty,
Indian
expended until the
appropriated shall be expended
art of the money herein appropriated
part
Secretary of
the Interior
have obtained
obtained from
authorithe proper authorifrom the
shall have
nterior shall
of the
Secretary
ties
of the
the county
county of
of Jackson
Jackson satisfactory
payment
guaranties of the payment
satisfactory guaranties
ties of
by
of Jackson
Jackson of at least one-half of the cost of said
county Of
said county
by the said
bridges,
and that
that the
the said
proper authorities
authorities of
the said
said county
county of
of the
said proper
bridges, and
Jackson
assume full responsibility
responsibility for and will at all times mainJackson shall assume
all
tain and
and repair
bridges: And
And provided further,
any and
and all
That any
further, That
said bridges:
repair said
tain
expenses
herein named in connection
connection with the
amount herein
above the
the amount
expenses above
building
and maintaining
maintaining of
be borne
borne by the said
bridges shall be
of said
said bridges
building and
appropriation
county
And provided
That this
this appropriation
further, That
provided further,
of Jackson:
Jackson: And
county of
shall not
not become
become effective
approved by an Indian
Indian council to be
until approved
effective until
shall
called for
for that
that purpose.
called

'Kansas.

Kansas.

Haskell Institute.

Haskell Institute.

Kickapoo
tion School.

ReservaKieoo Reserv-

oSch

Potawatornii

aRerPotawatomn BeataConstruct on of
con'struction

bridges in..
bridges

Provisos.
Prob.
Contribution
by
Jackson County.
bty
JaCotrsobun

Maintenance.
t
Ma

'

*'

Payment of excess
excess
Paymnt
by county.

of

Approval by Indians.

Approval byIndians.

LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louisiana.
Louisiana

chettiman c i In SEC. 7.
For clearing
owned or
or possessed
possessed by
by the
the Chettimauchi
to lands
lands owned
title to
the title
clearing the
7. For
SEC.

for purchase
purchase of
Chettimanchi Band
Band of
of Indians
of such
such lands
lands
of Louisiana,
Louisiana, for
Indians of
Chettimanchi

d1 Clearingtftleof
ringttleof lands

as
be required
required to
a basis of self-support, and for "'"
them on
on a
to place them
may be
as may
of the Secretary
Secretary
such other
other relief
needed in the discretion of
be needed
as may
may be
relief as
such
roo-.r
Secretary of the Interior Proviso.
of
Provided, That the Secretary
Interior, $1,500: Provided,
of the
the Interior,
Trust authorized.
Of

property
all property
may, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, require
require that
the legal
title to
to all
legal title
that the
may,

purchased,
title to
cleared with the funds
be cleared,
to be
to which
which is to
or the
the title
purchased, or
United States, for
hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be in the name of the limited
the use and benefit of the Indians.
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Michigan.
Miian.

Pleasant
schoe"t
hundred and fifty e
S
EC. 8.
For support
and education
education of
of three
three hundred
ltr t Pleasant
support and
8. For
SEC.
Mount Pleasant, Michigan,
Michiran, and
the Indian school, Mount
pupils at the
Indian pupils
for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $60,450; for general repairs
repairs and improven all, $73,450.
ments, $5,000; for dairy barn,
barn $8,000; m
For
reimbursement of Joseph
Joseph Bradley,
Bradley, a
amember
of the Saginaw, JJoseph
asph Bradley.
BraL
member of
For reimbursement
Payment to.
t
Swan Creek, and Black River
and of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians in the State
RiverBand
incidental expenses incurred
Michigan, for traveling
traveling and incidental
incurred by him
of Michigan,
as an authorized representative
appearing before
representative of said band while appearing
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Congress and
Department in
in January,
January, February,
February, and
and
Interior Department
and the
the Interior
Congress
March,
and sixteen,
$250, or
much thereof
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $250,
or so
so much
thereof as
as
may be
necessary, to
immediately available.
available.
may
be necessary,
to be
be immediately
MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minm-ola.

S
EC. 9.
and education
of two
two hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentySEC.
9. For
For support
support and
education of
five Indian
pupils at
at the
school, Pipestone,
five
Indian pupils
the Indian
Indian school,
Pipestone, Minnesota,
Minnesota, includincluding pay
pay of
$39,175; for
general repairs
repairs and
ing
of superintendent,
superintendent, $39,175;
for general
and improveimprovements,
and for
remodeling building
for dormitory
dormitory purposes,
ments, and
for remodeling
building for
purposes, $7,000;
$7,000;
for mechanical
and general
for septic
septic
for
mechanical and
general utility
utility shop
shop building,
building, $10,000;
$10,000; for
tank,
$5,500; to
to gravel
and improve
improve the
road leading
leading from
the
tank, $5,500;
gravel and
the road
from the
school
the south
south line
line of
of the
reservation, $1,000:
$1,000: to
to blast
blast
school buildings
buildings to
to the
the reservation,
out and
deepen the
the ditch
creek on
on said
said reservation,
$2,000; in
in
out
and deepen
ditch and
and creek
reservation, $2,000;
all, $64,675.
all,
$64,675.
Chrsipewss of
schools for
of the
the MisMisChieas
of the
the For
For support
support of
of a
a school
school or
or schools
for the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
%mg'
sissippi in
Minnesota (article
(article three,
three, treaty
of
/h nineteenth,
nineteenth,
Sco.
sissippi
in
Minnesota
treaty
of
March
Vol. 16, p. 720.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven),
$4,000.
sixty-seven), $4,000.
Chippes 70f
Ohippewes
of MiMin- eighteen
nesota.
The
Secretary of
the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
aoPromotion
ta
f
The
Secretary
of
the
Interior
of self- from the Treasury of_
the United
States, at
at his
his discretion,
discretion, the
the sum
o sl from the Treasury of the
eProto
United States,
sum
suM.
1
1:5,"
p:
e645.
of $185,000,
$185,000, or
or so
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, of
of the
principal
64.
25tp.
OL
of
so much
thereof as
the principal
sum on
on deposit
to the
the credit
of the
the Chippewa
Indians in
in the
the State
State of
of
sum
deposit to
credit of
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota,
arising under
of the
the Act
Act of
fourMinnesota, arising
under section
section seven
seven of
of January
January fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and
eighty-nine, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
the
teenth,
eighteen hundred
and eighty-nine,
for the
relief and
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in the
the State
relief
and civilization
civilization of
State of
of MinMincivilizanesota,"
and to
to use
nesota," and
same for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of in
use the
the same
promoting civilization
and self-support
among the
said Indians
m manner
manner and
and for
for
Indians in
the said
self-support among
tion and
^r
toV
p=tionotem.
a
purposes
said Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
Compnsatinoempurposes provided
provided for
for in
in said
That not
to exceed
exceed
t
r
a
l
ro
m
=ea
tribal
$60,000
ofsaid
said amount,
and the
the one-fourth
one-fourth interest
interest on
on the
the tribal
tribal
=S6 from
f
ib
$60,000 of
amount, and
the Chippewa
funds of the
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
now to
to their
in
of Minnesota
Minnesota now
their credit
credit in
the Treasury to
to he
for the
the maintenance
of free
schools, shall
shall
be used
used for
maintenance of
free schools,
be
used for
compensation of
of employees
employees in
in the
the Indian
Service in
in
be used
for the
the compensation
Indian Service
Minnesota except
for irregular
Minnesota
except for
irregular laborers,
laborers, and
and that
that the
said Chippewas
the said
Chippewas
shall receive
shall
receive the
preference in
in filling
permanent positions
the
the preference
filling permanent
positions in
in the
service of
of the
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of Minnesota
Minnesota where
where the
the compensation
compensation is
is
Indians to housed.d
on service
•
reservation improven
improve- paid
from their
their tribal
funds: Provided
Provided further
That not
less than
than
rervatn
paid from
tribal funds:
further, That
not less
=ents.
$10,000
malts.
$10,000 of said amount of $185,000
$185,000 may
may be
be used
used to
to furnish
furnish employemployment to the
the said
said Chippewas
Chippewas in
building roads
roads and
and making
making other
other
in building
the Chippewa
reservations in
in Minnesota
Minnesota for
for the
the
.Eric light
plant improvements
improvements upon
upon the
Chippewa reservations
Electric
ht plant
at
Earth.
benefit of
of the
and $10,000,
so much
much th
ereofas
as
at White
hite Eath.
benefit
the said
said Chippewas,
Chippewas, and
$10,000, or
or so
thereof
necessary, to establish
may be necessary,
establish an electric
electric light plant at the White
Agency, the
boarding school
Earth Agency,
the boarding
school there
and the
the village
of White
White
there and
village of
Earth,
Earth, Minnesota,
Dainnesota, said
plant, or
or its
roportionate share
expenses
said plant,
its p
proportionate
share of
of expenses
to be maintained
maintained by
by the
residents of
of White
'Mlite Earth
Earth village
village under
the residents
under such
such
be prescribed
rules and regulations as may be
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Pipestone
School.
ipetm School

Interior.
Interior.
The
Interior is
authorized to
t
o ad
vance t
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
advance
too
committee of
the executive committee
of the
the White
White Earth
of Chippewa
Chippewa
Earth Band
Band of
as may
Indians in Minnesota the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, or so much
much thereof
thereof as
may
the annual celebration
be necessary, to be expended in the
celebration of
said band
of said
band
to be
held June
June fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, out
out of
of
to
be heid
hundred and
the funds
funds belonging
belonging to
to said
band.
said band.
Mahnomen Countycounty.
That
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
Mahnomen
That the
the Interior
Lands grnted
by
patent
in
fee
simple
to
granted to, to convey
convey
patent
in
fee
simple
to
independent
school
dist
ri
ct
independent
school
district
for school agricultural
farm.
numbered one, of Mahnomen
Minnesota, for the purpose
farm.
Mahnomen County, Minnesota,
of a
ademonstration
demonstration farm
farm in connection
connection with the agricultural
agricultural departdepartment of the public schools
schools of said place,
place, that certain
certain tract
tract of
of land
land
which had been set
set apart for
for the
the now
abandoned Mahnomen
Mahnomen Indian
Indian
now abandoned
follows, to wit: West half
half
day school, said tract being described
described as follows,
southwest quarter
of the southwest
quarter of section
section eleven, township
township one
one hundred
hundred
Annual

celebration

Annual celebration
of
whieEath
of White
Earth Ba.
Band.
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and forty-four
range forty-two
west of
of the
fifth principal
the fifth
principal pro
forty-two west
and
forty-four north,
north, range
Provisos.
Division
of purchase
meridian, in
in Minnesota:
Minnesota: Provided,
price of
Divisionotpurchase
of the money.
purchase price
the purchase
That the
Provided, That
meridian,
property conveyed,
which shall be not less than
appraised value
value, money.
than its appraised
conveyed, which
property
shall be
equally among
among those
Band
the Pembina Band
members of the
those members
divided equally
be divided
shall
of Indians
Indians living
living on
on the
the date
date of
of passage
of this
this Act
who were born
Act who
passage of
of
prior to
twenty-first, nineteen
but were
were not
not included
included
hundred, but
nineteen hundred,
to July
July twenty-first,
prior
on
the allotment
approved on that
appraisement of
of
date; appraisement
that date;
schedule approved
allotment schedule
on the
the property
payment of
of the
the said
said Indians
Indians to be
to the
proceeds to
the proceeds
and payment
property and
the
under
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Interior Legal rights not afof the
the Interior
as the
Secretary of
under such
may. prescribe:
construed tfected. rights not alThat this shall not be construed
further, That
Providedfurther,
may
prescribe: Provided
to affect
any rights
involved in
in pending
pending litigation.
to
affect any
rights involved
litigation.

Nett Lk
ReseraNett
Lake ReservaThat
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
tion.
authorized tion.
he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
That the
Lands to Northern
Nothern
Lans to Conference.
Conference of the Methodist
and directed
Minnesota Conference
Northern Minnesota
to the Northern
issue to
and
directed to issue
Methodist Episcopal
Episcopal Church
Church a
apatent
in fee
for forty
forty acres of land
land on
on
fee for
patent in
Methodist
the
Reservation in
described as follows:
in Minnesota
Minnesota, described
Indian Reservation
Lake Indian
the Nett
Nett Lake
South half
northeast quarter
of lot
of southeast
southeast
half of
north half
one; mirth
lot one;
quarter of
of northeast
half of
South
quarter
lot one;
one; south
of north
half of
of northeast
of
quarter of
northeast quarter
north half
half of
south half
of lot
quarter of
lot one;
quarter of lot one;
southeast quarter
of south
south half of southeast
north half of
one; north
lot
south half
northeast quarter
quarter; and
and south
northwest quarter;
of northwest
quarter of
of northeast
half of
south
northwest
half
south half
of north
half of
of north
northeast
quarter of northwest
rthteast quarter
or half
h
of south
half of
quarter,
township sixty-five
range
sixty-five north, range
nineteen, township
in section
section nineteen
all in
quarter, all
twenty-one
fourth principal meridian
meridian containing
containing forty
forty
the nineteen,
fourth
of the
west of
twenty-one west
Th lieu of former
tlie of tfmer
and diacres
more or
less; such
be in
lieu of
that authorized
authorized and
di- grant.
of that
in lieu
to be
patent to
such patent
or less;
acres more
VoL is, p. 591.
rected
the Act
Act of
of August
August first,
first 1 nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen vd.38,p.891.
in the
rected in
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page
ninety-one).
hundred and ninety-one).
page five hundred
(Thirty-eighth
Advances
to in&
mIdi
aAdne
dvl
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
interior, under
under such
rules and
iduaSlCh
That
Secretary of
such rules
and regularegula- vidual
f
Chippewasfrom
pro rata distribution.
tions
as
he
may
prescribe,
is
hereby
authorized
to
advance
to
any
tions as he may prescribe, is hereby authorized to advance to any pro rtadribution.
individual
Chippewa Indian
Indian in
Minnesota entitled to
of Minnesota
in the
the State of
individual Chippewa
participate
Indians of MinMinthe permanent
permanent fund of the Chippewa Indians
in the
participate in
nesota
of the
would now be coming
coming to said
said
amount which would
the amount
one-fourth of
nesota one-fourth
Indian
pro rata
of said
permanent fund:
Pro- Provisos.
.f"odefetives.
fund: Prosaid permanent
rata distribution
distribution of
Indian under
under aa pro
Use
for defectives.
vided,
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, under such rules and reguthe Secretary
That the
vided, That
advance to any Chippewa
lations
prescribe may use for or advance
Chippewa
may prescribe,
as he may
lations as
Indian
of Minnesota
Minnesota entitled
entitled to
said fund-who
share in said
to share
State of
in the
the State
Indian in
decrepit, or helpless
is
incompetent, blind, crippled, decrepit,
helpless from old age,
is incompetent,
disease,
of the
amount which
which would
would now be
the amount
one-fourth of
accident, one-fourth
or accident,
disease, or
distribution of said permacoming
rata distribution
said Indian under aapro rata
coming to said
Deducted from share
s
fro,
That any
nent fund:
fund: Provided
Provided further,
any money
money received
received hereunder
hereunder by oDderd^,en
further, That
nent
of permanent
fund.
or her benefit shall be
any
used for his -or
member of said tribe or used
any, member
deducted
deducted from the share of said member in the permanent fund of
the
said Chippewa
Indians in
in Minnesota
to which
which he
ho or
she would
would be
be Not
the said
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota to
or she
Not subject
subject to prior
prior
debts.
hereunder to be paid to debts.
further, That the funds hereunder
entitled:
Provided further,
entitled: Provided
Indians
shall not
subject to
to any
any lien
claim of
other
of attorneys or other
lien or
or claim
be subject
not be
Indians shall
third
Oa.sofnine
third parties.
parties.
Bales
of pine timber.
timber.
Payment of logging
logging
Reservations in Paymst
the Chippewa
of logging
The superintendent
logging upon
upon the
Chippewa Reservations
superintendent of
The
from recedpts.
'
,Se ts
Minnesota
hereby authorized
authorized to expend
expend not to exceed
exceed $25,000,
$25,000, or -,2p.
Minnesota is hereby
so
thereof as
as may be necessary, from the amount derived from
so much
much thereof
the sale
of the
Minnesota, in the
Chippewas of Minnesota,
the Chippewas
the pine
pine timber of the
sale of
the
provided by the Act of January
January
payment of scalers, check scalers, as provided
(Twenty-fifth Statutes
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine (Twenty-fifth
fourteenth,
at Large, page six hundred
hundred and forty-two),
forty-two), and such clerks as he
may
conformity with this provision
provision is
Any Act
Act not in conformity
employ. Any
may employ.
hereinhereby
statement of all the expenses hereinA detailed statement
repealed. A
hereby repealed.
tribal funds of the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of
after incurred
incurred and paid from the tribal
Minnesota shall
be reported
annually.
Minnesota
shall be
reported to
to Congress
Congress annually.
Gnera
General councis.
councils.
ofxpense
of expenses
That the sum of $6,000
$6,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, oPayment
m tribal funds.
from
tribalfunds.
Minnesota,
Chippewa Indians of the State of Minnesota,
of the
funds of
of
tribal funds
the Chippewa
the tribal
of the
the expenses
appropriated to pay tho
is hereby appropriated
expenses of the general council
council of
beginning on the second
said tribe to beheld
be held at Bemidji, Minnesota,
Minnesota beginning
second
hundred and sixteen, pursuant to the conTuesday of July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
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stitution
of the
the general
of said
said Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of MinneMinnecouncil of
general council
stitution of
sota, organized
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
to pay
pay
and to
May, nineteen
hundred and
organized in
in May,
sota,
the
expenses of
of the
the delegates
delegates who
attended the
the
who attended
necessary expenses
the actual
actual and
and necessary
meeting
general council,
commencing June
June twelfth
ending
and ending
twelfth and
of said
said general
council, commencing
meeting of
June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, at
White Earth,'
Earth;
at White
June fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
Minnesota,
and at
at Detroit,
October fourth,
nineteen
fourth, nineteen
Detroit, Minnesota,
Minnesota, October
Minnesota, and
hundred
also the
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the members of
and also
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, and
the executive
committee of
of said
when attending
attending to
to the
the busibusithe
executive committee
said council
council when
now
Expenses
to Washingtonof the
the tribe,
expenses to Washington, in January
the expenses
to pay the
and to
tribe, and
ness of
eg^ ness
ofasof•delegatinEses
January, Feband February,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, and in January,
February, nineteen
and
ruary and March,
sixteen, of the delegations
delegations
March, nineteen hundred and sixteen,
ruarv,
of
Chippewa Indians
of the
the State
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, appointed
by the
the
of the'
the Chippewa
Indians of
State of
appointed by
president
said general
council pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the resolutions
resolutions of
of said
said
general council
president of
of said
general
councils of
of August
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourfourteenth, nineteen
August fourteenth,
general councils
teen and June fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, to present
present
nineteen hundred
teen,
Indians of
Minnesota to the
of
the officials
officials of
the ;Hairs
affairs of
of said
said Indians
of the State
State of Minnesota
the United
United States;
$6,000 to
to be
immediately available,
available, and
and the
the
be immediately
the
States; said
said $6,000
expenses of
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
of said delegation
delegation to be paid by the Secretary
expenses
upon itemized
itemized accounts
approved by
president of the
executive
by the
the president
the executive
upon
accounts approved
committee of
certified to
to by
by the
of the
the
committee
of said
said council
council and
and certified
the secretary
secretary of
Attendance of DeInterior may authorize
pertinent
official
Secretary of the Interior
authorize an inspector,
inspector,
The Secretary
osflat council. The
AttndaneOe
sesiaons.
Indian superintendent,
superintendent, to attend
sessions.
or special agent, or Inaian
attend future sessions
sessions
of said general council
council and conventions to which
therefor
which delegates
delegates therefor
are
are elected.
That the Secretary
F
ond du
Lau Band.
Bau d.
That
Secretary of the Interior be, and
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
Fondi
d LAo
Burial ground for,
so much
withdraw from the Treasury
und for.
Bura
to withdraw
Treasury of the United States $500, or
or so
much
necessary l of the principal
p,rincipal sum on deposit to the
thereof as may be necessary,
the
the State
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, arising
arising
credit of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
in the
ol 25,
p. 645.
VoL
25, P.
under section seven of the Act of January
January fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
eighty-nine, entitled
entitled "An
civili7ahundred and eighty-nine,
"An Act
Act for the relief
relief and clvilization of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians in the State
State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," and
and to use
use
said withdrawn
withdrawn sum in the purchase
purchase and fencing of burial grounds
for the
Fond du
Band of
Chippewa Indians
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
for
the Fond
du Lac
Lac Band
of Chippewa
Indians of
to
Eduration
of
For the
the tuition,
board, books
and paper
and traveling
expenses to
traveling expenses
paper and
books and
tuition, board,
For
hipo Chippdraon
pewa
boys.
respective homes of two
Chippewa boys
boys for
for the
the school
and from
from their
their respective
two Chippewa
school
year
June tenth, nineteen hundred
year ending
ending June
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $1,500; and
and
or five Chippewa
Chippewa boys for
for
for the
the school year
year ending June tenth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, $3,250;
$3,250; incurred
incurred under
under the authority
authority of the
Minnesota Chippewas, said amounts
general council of the Minnesota
amounts to be
be paid
upon vouchers being
submitted to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
Affairs,
being submitted
the Commissioner
approved by the
the board
Indian education
educati on of
ofthe
th e said
said general
general
and approved
board of
of Indian
Proso.
council:
That the
the said
payments shall
Proviso.
council: Provided,
Provided, That
said payments
shall be
be made
from the
made from
the
From tribal fteds.
unds. tribal funds of the Chippewa Indians of Minnesota in the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the United States.
Stales.
chr ras
on.
idte
That the
the sixth
of section
nine of
of the
the Act
approved June
June
.woottiW
t That
sixth paragraph
paragraph of
section nine
Act approved
CB^hS
EnromenteommStatutes at
Ear
Enrollment
COMMIS- thirtieth, nineteen hundred and thirteen
thirteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
at
sion.
by
is,,amended
hereby
page eighty-nine),
p.
ol. 38
Large,page
eighty-nine), be, and the same her
eby is
amen d
ed b
y
Vol.
p 88, Large,
amended,38,
.
, stiking
striking out
out the
the words
whom shall
shall be
be selected
selected by
by the
Departamended.
words "one
"one of
of whom
the Department of
of Justice,"
third line
thereof, and
and substituting
substituting therefor
therefor
sistnt Attorney
in the
line thereof,
Justice," in
the third
Assistant
Attorney ment
"one of whom shall be selected
tosrve
General to
onenserve on
en- the words "one
selected from assistants to the
rollment
commission.
Attorney
General,
who shall
r°11ment commission ' Attorney
General, and
and who
shall continue
continue as
as such
such commissioner
commissioner
during
the
pleasure
and
under
the
direction
of
the
Attorney
General."
Unexpended
peded balancee during the pleasure and under the direction of the Attorney General."
That
for
expenses.
at the
balance of
of the
the appropriation
app ropri
ati on
torepenses.
That
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of $3,436.03
$3,436.03 of
Pfor
carrying
into
effect
the
provisions of the Act of June
Vol. 38, p. 89.
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen
appropriations for current
nineteen hundred and thirteen, making appropriations
current
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Indian Service for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, mneteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, page
eighty-nine), creating
a commission to prepare
page eighty-nine),
creating a
prepare a
a
roll of the allottees
Reservation, in the State
alottees within the White Earth Reservation,
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, and defining the duties of such commission,
commission, is hereby
hereby
‘-‘-"11".".
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reappropriated and made
reappropriated
made immediately
immediately available
available for the payment
payment of
expenses
incurred and
commissioners, or
or
expenses incurred
and salaries earned
earned by the
the said
said commissioners,
under
provisions of said
under their direction,
direction, in carrying
carrying out
out the provisions
said Act
Act since
June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, and for
for the purpose
purpose
of
continuing the
such commission
of continuing
the work
work of
of such
commission under
under said
said Act.
Act.
That for
for the
of the
the enrollment
of the
the allottees
within
That
the completion
completion of
enrollment of
allottees within
the
Minnesota, required
State of
of Minnesota,
required by
by
the White
White Earth
Earth Reservation,
Reservation, in the State
the Act of June thirtieth,
amended
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen, as amended
hereby appropriated
appropriated the
sum of
of $5,000,
or so
by this
this Act,
Act, there
there is hereby
the sum
$5,000, or
so
thereof as
may be
be necessary
for that
This appropriamuch thereof
as may
necessary for
that purpose.
purpose. This
appropriation
continue available
until expended
expended or
or the
the work
work of
of the
the said
said
tion shall
shall continue
available until
commission
shall have
have been
been completed.
completed.
commission shall
To carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
"An Act
relief and
and civiciviTo
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act for
for the
the relief
lization of the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota, approved
January
eighteen hundred
hundred and
to provide
provide
January fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine, to
for
for
for the establishment
establishment and
and administration
administration of a
a forest
forest reserve
reserve and for
the
of timber
the Red
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Minnethe sale
sale of
timber within
within the
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Minnesota,"
following-described lands
Indian
sota," that
that the following-described
lands within
within the Red
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Reservation,
Minnesota be,
and the
same hereby
are, created
into
Reservation, Minnesota,
be, and
the same
hereby are,
created into
a
forest reserve,
reserve to
be known
known as
as the
the Red
Lake Indian
Towna forest
to be
Red Lake
Indian Forest:
Forest: Townships
hundred and
and fifty
hundred and
and fifty-one
fifty-one north,
ships one
one hundred
fifty and
and one
one hundred
north,
ranges
thirty-four, thirty-five,
and thirtythirtythirty-five, and
ranges thirty-two
thirty-two, thirty-three,
thirty-three, thirty-four,
a.nd townships
hundred and fifty-two and one hundred
hundred
townships one hundred
six west,
west, and
and
fifty-three north,
and thirtythirtyranges thirty-two,
thirty-two, thirty-three
thirty-three, and
and fifty-three
north, ranges
four west
west of
the fifth
fifth principal
principal merdian,
meridian, except
the lands
lands in
in towntownexcept the
four
of the
ships
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-one
north, range
west, which
which
fifty-one north,
range thirty-six
thirty-six west,
ships one
lie north
north of
of the
the north
north line
line of
thirty, inclusive,
inclusive,
of sections
sections twenty-six
twenty-six to
to thirty,
lie
and except
except all
all lands
lands within
six, seven,
seven, eight,
eight, nine,
nine,
and
within sections
sections four,
four, five
five, six,
and
and fifty-three
fifty-three north,
north, range
range
and eighteen, in
in township one hundred
hundred and
thirty-four west.
provisions of
paragraph shall not
not apply
of this
this paragraph
thirty-four
west. The provisions
to any
any lands
which have
reserved for
for school,
school, agency,
to
lands which
have heretofore
heretofore been
been reserved
agency,
church,
town-site purposes
purposes or granted
corporachurch, or
or town-site
granted to
to private
private parties
parties or corporations within
within the
area described,
described, nor
to the
the town
site of
of Red
Lake, for
for
tions
the area
nor to
town site
Red Lake,
the creation
which provision
Provided, That
That when
when
is made
made herein:
herein: Provided,
of which
provision is
the
creation of
any
purpose for which
which they
are no longer needed for the purpose
any of
of said lands are
are reserved,
Secretary of the Interior may declare
declare such lands
lands
reserved, the Secretary
to
part of
Lake Indian
Indian Forest.
Forest.
to be
be a
a part
of the
the Red Lake
That
That lands
lands within
within said
said Red
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Indian forest,
forest, which
which are
are not
not covcovered with
standing and
growing merchantable
which
and growing
merchantable pine timber
timber and which
ered
with standing
are
agricultural crops
crops and which are frontare suited for
for the production
production of agricultural
lake shore,
shore, may
be allotted
to individual
individual Red
ing upon a
a lake
may be
allotted to
Red Lake
Lake Indians:
Indians:
Provided, That
have
That no
no such allotment
allotment shall exceed
exceed eighty acres nor have
Progded,
more
lake shore: Provided
Provided further,
more than eighty
eighty rods fronting upon
upon aalake
further,
That in
in case
an Indian
Indian has
and cultivated
cultivated more
more than
than eighty
eighty
That
case an
has improved
improved and
acres, his allotment
allotment may embrace
improvements to the extent of
embrace his improvements
one
hundred and
one hundred
and sixty acres.
acres.
InteThat said forest shall be administered by the Secretary
Secretary of the Inteaccordance with the principles of scientific
with a
aview
forestry,-,with
rior in accordance
scientific forestry
production of
successive timber
timber crops
thereon, and he is hereby
hereby
to the production
of successive
crops thereon,
manufacture only such
growing
authorized to sell and manufacture
such standing
standing and growing
authorized
pine and oak timber as is mature and has ceased to grow, and he is also
authorized
other maauthorized to sell and manufacture
manufacture form time to time such other
and marketable
timber as
advisable, and
is furture and
marketable timber
as he may
may deem
deem advisable,
and he is
further authorized
operate sawmills
manufacture
authorized to construct and operate
sawmills for the
the manufacture
of the timber into merchantable
merchantable products and to employ such persons
as he shall find necessary
carry out the purposes
purposes of
foregoing
necessary to carry
of the foregoing
provisions,
establishment of nurseries
purchase
provisions, including the establishment
nurseries and the purchase
of seeds,
seeds, seedlings
when needed
reforestation purpurseedling .;and transplants when
needed for
for reforestation
Provided,tThat
timber
poses: Provideri
That all timh
er sold under
der the provisions herein shall
shall
C
s
e
:Id on what is known
known as the
scale: Providedfurter,
Providedfurther, That
bessold
the bank
bank scale:
That no
no
contract shall
shall be made for the establishment
establishment of any mill, or to carry
carry on
on
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any
1oing or
or lumbering
lumbering operations
which shall
shall constitute
constitute a
charge
any loging
operations which
a charge
upon
proceeds of
the timber,
an estimate
estimate of
of the
the cost
thereof
upon t1ie
the proceeds
of the
timber, until
until an
cost thereof
shall
have first
to and
by Congress.
Congress.
shall have
first been
been submitted
submitted to
and approved
approved by
Permits and
permits
That the Secretary
or grant
allowed.
Secretary of the Inteor
Interior mayssue
may issue permits
permits or
grant leases
leases
Conditions.
on such
camping or
farming. No
No permit
shall be
be issued
issued for
condons.
on
such lands
lands for
for camping
or farming.
permit shall
for a
a
longer
year and
no lease
lease shall
executed for
longer
longer term
term than
than one
one year
and no
shall be
be executed
for aalonger
term than
than five
five years.
years. Every
Every permit
permit or
or lease
issued under
under authority
authority of
term
lease issued
of
or to
to other
persons or
or corporations,
and every
every patthis Act
Act to
to Indians,
Indians, or
other persons
corporations, and
patent for
within the
the limits
limits of
of the
the forest
forest created
by, section
ent
for an
an allotment
allotment within
created by
section
one, shall
shall reserve
reserve to
States the
right to
to cross
cross the
the land
land covcovone,
to the
the United
United States
the right
ered
with logging
logging roads
roads or
railroads, to
to use
use the
shore line,
line, or
or to
to
ered thereby
thereby with
or railroads,
the shore
erect
thereon and
as shall
shall be
be necessary
the
erect thereon
and use
use such
such structures
structures as
necessary to
to the
proper
and economical
management of
the Indian
Forest created
created by
by
proper and
economical management
of the
Indian Forest
this
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may reserve
reserve from
allotment
this Act;
Act; and
the Secretary
from allotment
tracts
considered necessary
for such
such administration.
tracts considered
necessary for
administration.
Net oPeeds
to
expenses connected
connected with
with the
administrathe administraof all
all expenses
payment of
After the
the payment
t .After
ccredit
Net ofproceeds
Red Lake
Indians.
ton
of these
lands as
herein provided,
the net
net proceeds
proceeds therefrom
therefrom shall
shall
Indians.
tion of
theselands
as herein
provided, the
be
the Treasury
Treasury-of
of the
the TJnited
States to
the credit
credit of
of the
the
be covered
covered into
into the
United States
to the
Red
interest at
the rate
rate of
of four
four per
per centurn
per
Red Lake Indians and
and draw
draw interest
at the
centum per
Us.
ofsemtst,-or.
Use of
interest.
annum.
The interest
this fund
fund may
may be
used by
by the
the secretary
of the
the
ins
o
annum. The
interest on
on this
be used
Secretary of
Interior in such
consider most
most advantageous
advantageous and
and
Interior
such manner
manner as he shall consider
beneficial to
Red Lake
Expenditure from
from the
the principal
principal
beneficial
to the
the Red
Lake Indians.
Indians. Expenditure
approval by Congress of estimates
estimates subsubshall be made only after the approval
mitted by the said Secretary.
Secretary.
beIndif
Indian to
townsite
That the
of the
shall select
select and
and set
set apart
apartan
an area
area
Ui t°
That
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall
reeerved, etc.
not
two hundred
hundred acres,
in sections
twenty, twenty-one,
twenty-one,
not exceeding
exceeding two
acres, in
sections tw
twenty,
twenty-eight, and twenty-nine,
township one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-one
fifty-one
twenty-nine, township
north, range thirty-four
thirty-four west,
the lands
lands thus
be sursurwest, cause
cause the
thus selected
selected to
to be
veyed and platted into suitable lots, streets, and alleys, and dedicate
said streets and alleys and such lots
lots and parcels as he
he may
may consider
consider
necessary to public
necessary
public uses. The lands thus selected
selected shall not be allotted,
subject to
by
but held as
as an
an Indian
Indian town site
site subject
to further
further legislation
legislation by
Congress.
Congress.
t l
Timber o
outside
That
on lands
lands of
of the
the Red
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation
Tosber
s e of
That the
of
the timber
timber on
Red Lake
Reservation outoutDisposal
of, etc.
side the boundaries
Disposal of,
etc.
boundaries of the forest created by this Act may be sold under
under
regulation, prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary of
the Interior,
and the
the proproregulations
the Secretary
of the
Interior, and
ceeds administered under
under the provisions of the general
general deficiency
deficiency .Act
Act
of March
March third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-three (Twenty-second
of
third, eighteen
and eighty-three
(Twenty-second
vol.
P.
590.
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page five
hundred and
ninety.
), and
and the
Indian apapvoi
690.
0 n, P.
Statutes
five hundred
and ninety),
the Indian
propriation Act
Act of
March second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven
propriation
of March
second, eighteen
vol. 24,24
/3.
(Twenty-fourth Statutes at
four hundred
hundred and
p. 463.
3.
(Twenty-fourth
at Large,
Large, page
page four
and sixty-three)
sixty-three),,
MISSISSIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

MississippL
Mississippi
Investigation
1 oft
neiVug
diens
living in.

o'

In"

SEC.
SEC. 10.
10. To
To enable
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
investigate the
the
enable the
the Secretary
the Interior
to investigate

condition of the Indians
Indians living in Mississippi
Mississippi and report to Congress
Congress on
on

the first Monday
December as
as to their need
for additional
Monday of next December
need for
additional land
land

and school facilities, $1,000,
$1,000, to be immediately
immediately available.
available.
Montana.
Montana-

MONTANA.
MONTANA.

Support, etc.,
Support,
etc., of Indians.
Fort Belknap AgeneY.
Flathead Agency.
Feathead

of In-

Belktnp

Fort Peck
Agency.
Fort
Peck Aeney.
Blackfeet Agency.
Blackeet
Agency.

SEC.
support and
civilization of the
the Indians at Fort Belknap
Belknap
SEC. 11.
11. For
For support
and civilization
Agency, Montana,
Montana, including pay
pay of employees, $20,000.
For support and
and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians at
at Flathead
Flathead Agency,
Agency, MonMontana, including
employees,'$20,000,
including pay of employees
$20,000, of which amount
amount not exceeding 84,500
be expended
expended for
salaries.
ceeding
$4,500 shall
shall be
for salaries.
For support
Indians at Fort Peck
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Peck Agency, Monemployees, $30,000.
tana, including pay
pay- of employees,
830,000.
For
support and
and civilization
Indians at
For support
civilization of
of Indians
at Blackfeet
Blackfeet Agency,
Agency,
Montana,
Montana, including pay of employees,
employees, $25,000.
$25,000.
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Rogerl rtBelknap
For maintenance
maintenance and
of the
the irrigation
For
and operation,
operation, including
including repairs,
repairs, of
irrigation Fort
Belknap Resersystems
the Fort
m Montana,
$20,000, Irrigation
Irrigation system.
system.
Montana, $20,000,
Reservation, m
Fort Bel..ap
Belmap Reservation,
systems on
on the
Vol. 36, p. 277.
reimbursable in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
of April
April Vl
36p.27.
the Act
in accordance
accordance with
reimbursable
fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten.
ten.
For fulfilling
treaties with
Montana: For
For pay
of physician,
physician, Crows.
For
fulfilling treaties
with Crows,
Crows, Montana:
pay of
CFullingtreaty.
Fulfilling treaty.
15, p.
652.
$1,200;
of carpenter,
engineer, farmer,
farmer, and
and blackblack- Vol.
ol. 15,
p.652.
$1,200; and
and for
for pay
pay of
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
smith
(article ten,
ten, treaty
treaty of
May seventh,
and sixtysmith (article
of May
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixtyeight),
$3,600; for
for pay
pay of
of second
second blacksmith
blacksmith (article
(article eight,
eight, same
same
eight), $3,600;
treaty),
$1,200; in
all, $6,000.
treaty), $1,200;
in all,
$6,000.
rthem Cheyennes
For subsistence
civilization of
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
and anDjooanArthpaheennse
For
subsistence and
and civilization
of the
the Northern
Subsistence,
etc.
Arapahoes (agreement
(agreement with
approved February
February Subsistence,etc.
with the
the Sioux
Sioux Indians,
Indians, approved
Arapahoes
al. 19, p. 256.
twenty-eight,
and seventy-seven),
including NorthNorth- Vo 19 p 256
twenty-eight, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven), including
ern
removed from
to Tongue
Tongue River,
River,
ern Cheyennes
Cheyennes removed
from Pine
Pine Ridge
Ridge .Agency
Agency to
Physician, etc.
Montana,
and for
for pay
pay of
physician, two
two carpenters,
carpenters, Vol.
Montana, and
of physician,
two teachers,
teachers, two
5,p.'658.
Vol. 15,
p. 658.
one
farmers, a
and engineer
(article seven,
seven,
one miller
miller,, two
two farmers,
a blacksmith,
blacksmith, and
engineer (article
treaty
of May
May tenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight),
treaty of
tenth, eighteen
sixty-eight), $80,000.
$80,000.
E m plo ying
g "linee
For the
riders" along
along the
the southern
southern and
and eastern
eastern riders'."'
riders."
For
the employment
employment of
of "line
"line riders"
boundaries of the
Cheyenne Indian
Reservation in
boundaries
the Northern Cheyenne
Indian Reservation
in the
State
of Montana
$1,500.
State of
Montana,'$1,500.
B
B
Rocky Boy's Band,
For the
the support
and civilization
Rocky Boy's
Boy's Band
Band of
Cli.ippewas, etc.
etc.
For
support and
civilization of
of Rocky
of Chippewas,
s
or etc.
Support,
and
other indigent and
and homeless
homeless Indians
Indians in
of Montana,
Montana, supp
t,etc.
State .of
in the
the State
and other
including
employees, $5,000.t
$5,000.
including pay
pay of
of employees
Blackftet Reservee va
inkdi
of the
Interior be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to tionsc
That
Secretary of
Purchase of cattle,
withdraw from
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
States not
exceed the
the farming
withdraw
from the
United States
the United
not to
to exceed
Prehase
of
cattle,
implements,
etc., for.
sum of
of $100,000,
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary, of
the etc,for.
of the
sum
$100,000, or
so much
be necessary,
principal sum
sum on
on deposit
deposit to
of the
the Indians
the Blackfeet
Blackfeet
on the
to the
the credit
credit of
Indians on
principal
Reservation in
the purpose
purpose of
of purchasing
purchasing and
and caring
caring
Montana, for
for the
Reservation
in Montana,
for cattle
cattle for
for the
the use
individual Indians,
Indians, seeds,
necessary
use of
of individual
seeds, and necessary
for
farming
equipment, to
to enable
become self-supporting:
self-supporting: .p,
farming equipment,
enable them
them to
to become
.Provisos.
Repayment.
Provided,
said sum
shall be
under conditions
conditions to
to be Repayment.
expended under
sum shall
be expended
That said
Provided, That
prescribed
Secretary of
of the
the Interior for its repayment
repayment and
prescribed by the Secretary
placed
Treasury to the credit
said tribe
tribe on or before
placed into
into the Treasury
credit of the said
June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five:
Provided further,
further,
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
twenty-five: Provided
Statement of expent p
u s.
That the Secretary of the Interior shall submit to Congress
Congress annually diSt
ditures.
on
exon the
the first
first Monday
Monday in December
December a
a detailed
detailed statement
statement as to
to the expenditure
of this
this fund.
penditure of
fund.
Flathead
ReservaR ser va
For the
the purchase
purchase of
of aastrip
strip of
of land
land containing
containing sixteen
or toae
For
sixteen acres,
acres, more
more or
d n
tion.
Purchase of additionless, lying
lying between
the Flathead
and the
the Flathead
Indian al PorhaseofadditionFlathead Indian
River and
between the
Flathead River
less,
land for.
reserve,'$320, and a land r
an addition
addition to said reserve
Montana, for an
Agency reserve, Montana,
amount shall
reimbursed to
said amount
shall be
be reimbursed
to the
the United
United States
States from
from the
the proceeds arising from the sale of lands and timber within the Flathead
Flathead
Indian Reservation.
Reservation.
Indian
Homestead entries
That
lands on
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation
in Montana
Montana valuable
That lands
on the
the Flathead
Reservation in
valuable mctitted
tries
onneted
onen
timber
nd
for
agricultural or
or horticultural
as
for agricultural
horticultural purposes
purposes, heretofore
heretofore classified
classified as
timber
discretion of the 'secretary
timber lands, may, in
in the
the discretion
Secretary of the Interior,
preappraised and opened
opened to homestead entry under regulations
regulations _prebe appraised
scribed
by him,.
him, upon
condition that
scribed by
upon condition
that homestead
homestead entrymen
entrymen shall
shall at
at Payment
ymt for
for timber
timber.
the
original homestead
entries pay
pay the
full value
the time
time of
of making
making their
their original
homestead entries
the full
value
appraisement
of the timber
timber found on the
the land at
at the time that the
the appraisement
of the land itself is made, such payment
payment to be in addition
addition to the
appraised
the lands
the timber.
appraised price
price of
of the
lands apart
apart from
from the
timber.
continingirrigation
Continuing irrigation
systems on Reserv
ReservaFor
continuing construction
construction of
systems on the
the Flat- sstems
For continuing
of the irrigation systems
tion.
head
$750,000 (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), which
which
head Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
Montana, $750,000
shall be immediately
immediately available
available until
available and remain
remain available
until expended:
expended: Provisos.
povo,
Payment of cost
cot by
proportionate cost of the con- Paymant
Provided, That the payments
Provided,
payments for the proportionate
settlers.
struction
surplus unallotted
unallotted settles.
struction of said
said systems
systems required
required of settlers on
on the
the surplus
Vol. 33, p. 304.
land by
fourteen hundred
. 33, p. 3
land
by section
section nine,
nine, chapter
chapter fourteen
hundred ninety-five,
ninety-five, Statutes
Statutes
United States of America, entitled "An
of the United
"An Act for the survey and
allotment of lands now embraced within the limits of the Flathead
Reservation in the State of Montana, and the sale and disIndian Reservation
va tp.
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posal of all surplus
surplus lands after allotment
!" as amended
amended by
section
allotment,"
by section
fifteen
of the
the Act
of May
May twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen of
Act of
and eight
eight
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
four hundred
and forty-eight),
(Thirty-fifth
at Large,
page four
hundred and
forty-eight),
Payments by puras herein
herein provided:
provided: Provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing
Provided further,
made as
shall be
be made
expiy aphaserof
chasers
of expired
al- shall
lotments.
contained
in
the
Act
of
May
twenty-ninth,
nineteen
hundred
and
lotments.
contained
in
the
Act
of
May
twenty-ninth,
nineteen
hundred
and
Vol. 35, p. 444.
eight (Thirty-fifth
hundred and
and fortyeight
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page four
four hundred
fortyfour),
construed to
purchaser of
of any
any Indian
Indian allotfour), shall
shall be
be construed
to exempt
exempt the
the purchaser
allotment purchased
the expiration
expiration of
of the
trust period
period thereon
thereon
ment
purchased prior
prior to
to the
the trust
from any
charge for
for construction
of the
irrigation system
incurred
from
any charge
construction of
the irrigation
system incurred
up
the time
time of
such purchase,
purchase, except
except such
charges as
as shall
shall have
have
up to
to the
of such
such charges
accrued
due in
in accordance
with the
the pub
public
notices herein
herein
accrued and
and become
become due
accordance with
ic notices
provided
to
provided for, or
or to relieve
relieve the owners
owners of any or
or all land allotted to
Indians
in severalty
of the
the charges
charges herein
herein required
required
Indians in
severalty from
from payment
payment of
to be
be made
against said
said land
on account
of construction
construction of
of the
the irriirrito
made against
land on
account of
Exemptions authorgation systems;
systems; and
and in
provisions of
of said
said section
Exemptions athor- gation
in ca
carrying out
out the
the provisions
section
ized.
the
therein authorized
charges incurred
incurred against
against allotallotthe exemption
exemption therein
authorized from
from charges
ments purchased
prior to
to the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
trust period
period thereon
thereon
ments
purchased prior
the trust
charges or
or installments
under
shall be
be the amount
amount of the
the charges
installments thereof
thereof due
due under
public notice
up to
to the
the time
of such
purchase.
public
notice herein
herein provided
provided for
for up
time of
such purchase.
Fort
Peck ReserveFfrt Peck
ReservaFor continuing construction
construction of the irrigation systems on the Fort
tiro.
Construction of irriirri- Peck Indian Reservation, in Montana,
construction
Montana, $100,000
$100,000 (reimbursable),
which
(reimbursable), which
gation systems.
immediately available:
proportionate
a~iSoBe
shall be
be immediately
available: Provided,
Provided, That the
the proportionate
Provisos.
Payment of cost by
cost of
of the
the construction
construction of
of said
systems required
of settlers
settlers and
and entrytPament of cost by cost
said systems
required of
entrysettlers.
men on
on the
the surplus
una,llottecl
irrigable land
land by
by section
section two
two of
the
men
surplus
unallotted
irrigable
of the
Vol. 35, p. 558.
vol.35, p.5.
Act of May thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eight (Thirty-fifth Statutes
at Large,
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eight),
fifty-eight), shall
shall be
be paid
as
Payments
tes at
Large, page
page five
paid as
herein provided:
Provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing contained
contained in
m said
said
chasers
P"me
ors
exPiie,nr
i
-herein
expire
cPasers
provided:
Provided
further,
laments.
lotments.
Act of
of May
May thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eight,
shall be
hundred and
eight, shall
be conconstrued to exempt
exempt the purchaser
purchaser of
allotment purchased
of any Indian allotment
purchased
prior
expiration of
of the
trust period
thereon from
from any
any charge
charge
prior to the
the expiration
the trust
period thereon
for construction
construction of the irrigation system incurred
incurred up to the time of
of
such
purchase, except
as shall
shall have
and become
become
such purchase,
except such charges
charges as
have accrued
accrued and
due i
in
n accordance
accordance with the public notices herein provided
provided for,
for, and
and
the purchaser of any Indian allotment to be
be irrigated by
by said systems
systems
purchased
upon approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
the
purchased upon
of the
of the
Interior before
before the
allotment herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
have been
been paid
charges against said allotment
shall have
paid
shallpay
shall
pay all charges remaining
remaining unpaid at the
the time of such purchase,
Lien reserved in patents.
i
n all
or deeds
deeds for
for such
such purchased
purchased allotments,
allotments, and
and also
also
and in
all patents
Ltreservedtpt- and
patents or
in all patents in fee to allottees or
payment
or their heirs
heirs issued before payment
shall have been made of all such charges herein authorized
authorized to
to be
be
made against their allotments, there shall be expressed
expressed that
that there
there is
reserved
reserved upon the lands therein
therein described
described aa lien for such charges,
enforced, or upon payment
and such hen may be enforced,
payment of
of the delinquent
delinquent
may be
be released
released by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Blckteet
a- charges
charges may
by the
the Secretary
Blackfeet R
Rekservation.
For continuing
continuing construction
of the
the irrigation
irrigation systems
on the
the
systems on
construction of
For
t Construction
too.
of irriIndian Reservation,
Reservation, in
$25,000 (reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
gation systems.s.of irr Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian
in Montana,
Montana,
$25,000
Provisos.
which shall
shall be
be immediately
available: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the entryman
entryman
Pat
charge
o~f
immediately available:
Payment of
charges which
by entry-men.
upon
the surplus
surplus unallotted
to be
be irrigated
by such
systems shall,
shall,
byentrymim
upon the
unallotted lands
lands to
irrigated by
such systems
in
homestead laws,
before receiving
in addition
addition to
to compliance
compliance with the homestead
laws, before
receiving
covered by
by his
entry, pay
pay the
charges apportioned
apportioned
patent for
for the
the lands
lands covered
his entry,
the charges
Forfeiture, etc.
Ffeitare,etc.
against such tract as herein authorized,
authorized, and a
a. failure to make
make any
any
payments when
to cancellacancellatwo payments
when due shall
shall render
render the entry subject
subject to
tion, with the forfeiture
forfeiture to the United States of
of all
all rights
rights acquired
acquired
under the
provisions
of
this act,
as
well as
as of
of any
moneys paid
paid on
on
under
the
provisions
of
this
act,
as
well
any
moneys
Purchasers of allotaccount thereof.
thereof. The
any Indian
Indian allotment
allotment to
to be
be irriirrime
alIex-t- account
The purchaser
purchaser of
of any
ments
toeSy
pay all
wises.
purchased upon approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary
pr-.
gated by such systems, purchased
of the Interior, before the charges
charges against said allotment herein
herein
authorized shall have
have been paid,
paid, shall pay
pay allall charges
charges remaining
remaining
purchase and
a
n d in
patents or
for
unpaid at
Leerved in t unpaid
time of such
such purchase
at the
the time
all patents
in all
or deeds
deeds for
Lianreserved in patents.
ents.
purchased allotments,
in fee
fee to
te allottees
such purchased
allotments, and also
also in
in all
all patents in
allottees
or their heirs issued before payment of all such charges
charges herein authorVol. 35, p.
VoL35,
p. 448.
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ized
to be
against their
expressed
there shall be expressed
allotments, there
their allotments,
made against
be made
ized to
that
reserved upon
upon the
the lands
lands therein
described a
such
a lien for such
therein described
is reserved
there is
that there
charges,
lien may
may be
enforced, or,
or upon
the
of the
payment of
upon payment
be enforced,
such lien
and such
charges, and
delinquent
charges, may
be released
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior. Irrigation construcby the
released by
may be
delinquent charges,
The work
to be
be done
amounts herein
appropriated for the tionwork
tion work byReclamaby Reclamaherein appropriated
the amounts
with the
done with
work to
The
tion Service.
ervic
completion
Peck projects
may tionl
projects may
and Fort Peck
Flathead, and
Blackfeet, Flathead,
the Blackfeet,
of the
completion of
be
done by
Service on
on plans
plans and
estimates furnished
furnished
and estimates
Reclamation Service
the Reclamation
by the
be done
bjr that
that service
service and
of Indian
Indian Affairs:
Affairs: Profo.
approved by
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
by
and approved
Provisos.
Maintenance of
pasof pasMaintenance
Provided,
to exceed
appropriations senger
applicable appropriations
of applicable
$15,000 of
exceed $15,000
nott to
That not
Provided, That
vehicles.
made
for the
Blackfeet, and
Fort Peck
irrigation projects
projects sengerveicles.
Peck irrigation
and Fort
Flathead, Blackfeet,
the Flathead,
made for
shall
be available
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
of motormotoroperation of
repair, and operation
for the
available for
shall be
..
. of passenpropelled
vehicles for official Purchase
passenger-carrying vicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
and horse-drawn
propelled and
ger vehicles.
use
upon the
not ger
vehicles.
Providedfurther,That not
projects: Provideckfurther,
irrigation projects:
aforesaid irrigation
the aforesaid
use upon
to exceed
$7,500 may
purchase of horse-drawn
horse-drawn pasused for the purchase
may be used
to
exceed $7,500
senger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
that not
not to
to exceed
$1,500 may
may be
be used
used
exceed $1,500
and that
senger-carrying
for
purchase of
vehicles.
Irrigation construcpassenger-carrying vehicles
of motor.-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
the purchase
for the
construction charges to
to be
be ananThat
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
and he is
is hereby,
authorized utionhaes
hereby, authorized
be, and
Interior be,
That the
nounced.
and
directed
to
announce,
at
such
time
as
in
his
opinion
seems
proper,
seems
opinion
his
as
in
time
such
at
and directed to announce,
the charge
charge for
irrigation systems
systems on the Blackfeet,
Blackfeet,
of irrigation
construction of
for construction
the
which
Montana, which
Flathead, and
Reservations in Montana,
Fort Peck Indian Reservations
and Fort
Flathead,
shall be
be made
made against
the systems
systems on
on Assessment
Asament ratio.
rrigabe by
by the
acre of
of land
land irrigable
against each
each acre
shall
against the
sessed against
each of
of said
said reservations.
charges sha
shall be
e aassessed
Such charges
reservations. ,Such
each
land irrigable
by the,
systems on
each said reservation in the proon .ea.th..said
the systems
irrigable by
land
portion of
acre of such land
each acre
which each
cost which'
construction cost
total construction
the total
of the
portion
bears
to the
the whole
whole area
area of
of irrigable
irrigable land
land thereunder.
thereunder-.
it payment.
bears to
First
payment.
On
first day
December after
after the
the announcement
announcement by the
of December
day of
the first
On the
Secretary of
construction charge the allottee,
the Interior of the construction
of the
Secretary
entryman,
purchaser, or
or owner
owner of
might
of such irrigable land which might
entryman, purchaser,
have been
been furnished
furnished water
for irrigation
during the
the whole of the
irrigation during
water for
have
preceding
season, from ditches
ditches actually
actually constructed,
constructed, shall
shall
preceding irrigation season,
pay
superintendent of
of the
the reservation
where the
the land
land is
is located,
located,
reservation where
the superintendent
to the
pay to
for
deposit to
to the
the credit
of the
reimbursement of
a reimbursement
as a
United States as
the United
credit of
for deposit
the appropriations
appropriations made
or to
be made
made for construction
construction of said
to be
made or
the

ubsequent installcharge
fixed
theshall
construction
of
centum
five per
systems,
irrigation
Subsequent
Installirrigation
for his land,
systems,.
as an initial
five
per
installment,
centum of
and
the
construction
pay the balance
chargeof
fixed
the ments.
for his land as an initial installment, and shall pay the balance of the ments.
charge
fifteen annual
annual installments,
installments, the first five of which shall
in ffteen
charge in
remainder
each
five per
centum of
the construction
construction charge
charge and the remainder
of the
per centum
be five
each be
construction charge. The
shall each
seven per centum of the construction
be seven
each be
shall
first
of the
the annual
annual installments
and .payable
payable on
installments shall become due and
first of
December
of the
the fifth
fifth calendar
year after
the initial
initial installment:
installment: po,.
after the
calendar year
first of
December first
Provisos.
Prepayment4.
Provided,
allottee, entryman, purchaser, or owner may, if Prepsyments.
any allottee,
That any
Provided, That

he
so elects,
elects, pay
pay the
the whole
any part
the construction
construction ,charges
charges Extsi
or any
part of
of the
he so
whole or
Extension of
of time
Indian alottees.
allottees.
within
further That the Secretary of to Indial
Providedfurther,
period: Provided
shorter period:
any shorter
within any
extension of the time
the Interior
Interior may, in his discretion,
discretion, grant such extension
the
for payments
payments herein
herein required from Indian allottees or their heirs as
as
for
he may
may determine
proper and
and necessary,
so long
long as such
remains in
such land remains
necessary, so
determine proper
he
Indian title.
Indian
title.
Tribal
Tribal funds used for
for
constcton to be reinto the
That the
tribal funds
funds heretofore
heretofore covered
the Treasury
Treasury of the construction
covered into
the tribal
That
United States
appropriations made for tued.
reimbursement of appropriations
partial reimbursement
in partial
States in
United
constructing
irrigation systems
said reservations
reservations shall be placed
placed to
on said
systems on
constructing irrigation
the credit
credit of
of the
expenditure for the
be available for such expenditure
the tribe and be
the
benefit
of the
the tribe
tribe as
hereafter direct.
direct.
Reimbrsement
Congress may
may hereafter
as Congress
benefit of
Reimbursement of
of
construction cost.
The
cost of
irrigation systems to irrigate allotted constrctioncost.
of constructing the irrigation
The cost
to
reimbursed to
lands
of the
Indians on these
reservations shall be reimbursed
these reservations
the Indians
lands of
further reimand no further
the United
hereinbefore provided, imd
as hereinbefore
United States as
the
charges against
against
bursements from the tribal funds shall be made
made on account
account of said Charges
Indian allottees.
all charges
that all
irrigation
works except
except that
charges against Indian
Indian allottees
allottees or Xndina-aottees.
irrigation works
authorized, unless otherwise paid, may be paid
their heirs herein authorized,
from the individual
individual shares in the tribal funds,
funds when
when the same is
Secretary of the
available for
for distribution,
distribution, in the
of the Secretary
the discretionfunds,
available
Interior.
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That
addition to
to the
charges every
allottee, entryentryevery allottee,
That in
in addition
the construction
construction charges
man,
owner shall
to the
the superintendent
supermtendent of
of the
the
man, purchaser,
purchaser, or
or owner
shall pay
pay to
reservation
maintenance and operation charge
charge based
the
reservation a
a maintenance
based upon
upon the
maintenance and
the systems
systems
i
on
the several
several
total cost
cost of maintenance
and operation
operation of
of the
on the
reservations, and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
authorized
reservations,
Interior isshereby
hereby authorized
to fix
such
maintenance and
operation charge
charge upon
upon such
such basis
as
to
fix
such
maintenance
and
operation
basis as
Use of fund.
seof
nd.
shall be equitable
equitable to the owners
owners of the
the irrigable
irrigable land.
land. Such
Such charges
charges
when
shall be
available for
for expenditure
the maintenance
when collected
collected shall
be available
expenditure in
in the
maintenance
and operation
operation of
of the
on the
the reservation
where collected:
collected:
and
the systems
systems on
reservation where
Provisos.
Provided, That delivery of water to any tract of land may be refused
PRefsal'of
Refusal ofwte
water for Provided, That delivery of water to any tract of land may be refused
nonpayment.
nonpayment.
on account
account of nonpayment
nonpayment of
charges herein
herein authorized,
of any
any charges
authorized, and
and
the same
in the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, be
be
the
same may,
may, in
the discretion
discretion of
Water rights for
collected
by
a
suit
for
money
owed:
Provided
That
the
That
further,
Provided
owed:
money
for
a
suit
by
collected
for
rights
nater
Indian lands continued.
tinned.
rights of the United
United States
heretofore acquired,
States herytofore
acquired, to
to water
water for
for Indian
Indian
referred to in the foregoing
namely, the Blackfeet,
Blackfeet,
lands referred
foregoing provision
provision, namely,
;hall be continued
continued in full
Fort Peck, and Flathead Reservation
Reservation land, shall
full
until
Indian
title
such
land
is
extinguished.
force
and
effect
until
the
Indian
title
to
such
land
is
extinguished.
Rules, etc., to bepre*
Rlesetc.,tob pre
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
scribed.
to prescribe such rules and regulations and issue such
may
such notices as
as may
effect the provisions
provisions of this Act, and
be necessary
necessary to carry into effect
and he
he is
is
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed to
determine the
the area
area of
of land
land on
each
hereby
and directed
to determine
on each
reservation
which may be
constructed ditches
ditches and
to
reservation which
be irrigated
irrigated from constructed
and to
determine
allowance, if any,
determine what
what allowance,
any, shall
shall be made
made for ditches
ditches conconstructed
by individuals
individuals for
the diversion
diversion and
and distribution
distribution of
of aapartial
proi
structed by
for the
partial
Proviso.
Famishing available or total water
Fuhingavaiable
water supply
supply for
for allotted
allotted or surplus unallotted
unallotted land:
land: ProProwater prior to anThat if
if water
water be
1361 available
available prior
prior to
to the
of the
the
nouncement.
afteenor to an- vided,
vided, That
the announcement
announcement of
charge
charge herein authorized,
authorized, the Secretary
furnish
Secretary of the Interior may furnish
water to land under the systems on the said reservations,
reservations, making
making_ a
a
reasonable charge
therefor, and
and such
such charges
charg.es when
when collected
collected maye
reasonable
charge therefor,
may be
construction or maintenance
used for construction
maintenance of the systems through which
which
such water shall have been furnished.
furnished.

Payment
operaof oper
Payment of
tion and maintenance
charge.
eharges.

Nebraska.
Nebraska.
Genoa
Genoa School.

School

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.
SEC.
SEc. 12.
12. For
For support
support and education
education of four hundred
hundred Indian pupils

at the Indian
Indian school at Genoa, Nebraska,
Nebraska including
including pay of superinsuperintendent,
$68,800; for
general repairs
andimprovements,
for
tendent $68,800;
for general
repairs and
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000; for
new boilers at power plant,
plant, extension
extension of lighting
lighting system and
and of
of water
water
epair
to bridge,
bridge
Repairs
to

bu
Cimahas and
and WneWin "
Ombsha
Irrainage
assessbments
aesosimenage
on allotments
of,

mentson allotments of,
approved.
approved.

Payment.
Payment.

Proviso.
Amount limited.

mount

Repayment from

Indian
Indian fundom
funds.

and sewer
sewer main,
main, and
and for
construction of
a septic
septic tank,
tank, $10,800;
$10,800; for
for
and
for construction

the purpose of making
Government bridge
making necessary
necessary repairs
repairs on
on the Government
bridge
across the Niobrara
Niobrara River
River near Niobrara, Nebraska;
Nebraska; also to reconreconstruct one span of ninety feet over the back channel
channel of the Niobrara
Niobrara
River at the same
same point, the sum of $6,500;
$6,500; said sum to be expended
expended

under the
the direction
under
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior; in
all, $91,100.
$91,100.
the Interior;
in all,
That the
the Secretary
e,
an dhe
he is
i
s hereby,
here by, authorized,
aut h
or i
ze d,
and
Interior b
be,
of the
the Interior
That
Secretary of
in his
his discretion,
approve the
assessments, together
in
discretion, to approve
th e assessments,
toget h
er with
wi
th maps
maps
showing right of way
way. and definite
definite location
location of proposed
proposed drainage
ditches to be made under the laws of
of the
the State
State of
Nebraska upon
upon the
the
of Nebraska
allotments of certain Omaha and Winnebago
Winnebago Indians
Indians in
in Wakefield
Wakefield
drainage district, in Dixon, Wayne,
Wayne, and
and. Thurston Counties in
Nebraska.
That the
Secretary of
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
the amount
amount assessed
against each
to pay the
assessed against
each of
of said
said allotments:
Proallotments: Provided, That said assessment shall not exceed
$10 per acre on any
exceed $10
an y
allotment or portion thereof;
thereof ; and
an d there'is
there is hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for
said purpose, out of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
priated, the
of $30,000,
to be
be immediately
immediately available
the said
said
$30,000, to
available, the
sum to
to be
be reimbursable
from the
rentals of
of said
not
to
reimbursable from
the rentals
said allotments,
allotments, not to
exceed
fifty per
the amount of rents received
exceed fifty
per centum
centum of
of the
received annually, or
or
from
funds belonging
allottees, in the discretion of the
from any
any funds
belonging to the
the said allottees,
Secretary
of the
the Interior.
Secretary of
Interior.
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That
of the
and he
he is
hereby, authorized,
authorized, Ar
dts
. of way
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the interior
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
R*ets

discretion, to approve
approve deeds
way from
from such
such said
said
in his
his discretion,
deeds for
for right
right of
of way
allottees or
or their
their heirs
as may
to permit
permit the
the construcconstrucallottees
heirs as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
tion and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of said
said drainage
ditch upon
upon the
the payment
payment of
of
tion
drainage ditch
adequate damages
damages therefor.
therefor.
adequate

That
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to approve
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
approve
the
restricted allotments
allotments located
the assessments
assessments upon
upon all
all other
other restricted
located within
within
any
district located
located and
made under
under the
the laws
laws of
of
any proposed
proposed drainage
drainage district
and made
the
of Nebraska.
the State of
Nebraska.
receive a
That in the event any allottees
allottees shall receive
a patent in fee to
to any
allotment
of land
land in
lawfully constituted
district within
within
allotment of
in any
any lawfully
constituted drainage
drainage district
the State of
United States shall
have been wholly
wholly
of Nebraska
Nebraska before
before the
the United
shall have
reimbursed as herein
remaining unpaid
shall
reimbursed
herein provided,
provided, the
the amount
amount remaining
unpaid shall
become
lien on
and the
the fact
fact of
of such
such lien
lien shall
shall
become aafirst
first lien
on such
such allotment,
allotment, and
be
each patent
patent in
and the
the amount
amount of
of
be recited
recited on the
the face of
of each
in fee
fee issued
issued and
the
forth thereon,
thereon, and
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
the lien
lien set
set forth
and the
the receipt
receipt of
of the
Interior,
officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee
duly authorized
authorized by
by
Interior, or of the
the officer,
employee duly
him
for that
that purpose,
the amount
amount assessed
assessed against
against
him for
purpose, for
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
when duly recorded
any allotment
allotment as
as herein
herein provided
provided shall,
shall, when
recorded by the
recorder
the county
the land
land is
located, operate
operate as
recorder of
of deeds
deeds in
in the
county wherein
wherein the
is located,
as
a
satisfaction of
a satisfaction
of such lien.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
to. perform
That
Interior is
authorized to.
perform
any and
acts and
and to
to make
rifles and
and regelations
as may
may be
be
any
and all
all acts
make such
such rules
regulations as
necessary
of carrying
provisions into
into
necessary and
and proper
proper for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
carrying these
these provisions
full
full force and
and effect.
effect.
NEVADA.
NEVADA.

ap
sp-

reircurci
es nenallotments
= t
ehe
ntsr
restricted
aPProved•
approved.

re
gaigratt:ntlie.n for
t.r
ripmeent
sue of
o patent in
infee.

'
thorite
Reg
ur. k"-et
e"""
th
eb'

Nevada.
Nevada

Support, etc., of Inn
S
EC. 13.
13. For
For support
of Indians
Indians in
in Nevada,
in- dians
of
deISnortetc.
Nevada, insupport and
and civilization
civilization of
SEC.
in.
cluding
of employees,
$18,500.
eluding pay
pay of
employees, $18,500.
City School.
For support and education
Indian Carson
education of two hundred and ninety Indian
CarsonCitySchool
pupils
at Carson
City, Nevada,
pay of
pupils at
at the Indian
Indian school
school at
Carson City,
Nevada, including
including pay
of
superintendent, $50,430;
$50,430; for general repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$8,000;
school farm,
farm $4,000;
$4,000; in
nall,
all, $62,430.
$62,430.
$8,000; for
for irrigating
irrigating school
etc., for nonFor
the purpose
purpose of
of procuring
home
me and
farm
sites, with
with adequate
adequate reservation
ans.
For the
procuring home
and i
farm sites,
,elFrames, indLt.
Indians.
water rights,
and providing
providing agricultural
agricultural equipment
equipment and
and instruction
instruction
water
rights, and
and
in the
the Pro.o.
and other necessary
necessary supplies
supplies for
for the nonreservation
nonreservation Indians
Indians in
Proviso.
Restriction on use.
use.
State of
of Nevada,
Nevada, $15,000:
That no
no part
part of
of this
this appropriaappropria- Restrictoon
Provided, That
$15,000: Provided,
State
tion shall
be expended
expended for
for mileage,
salaries, or
expenses of
of employees.
employees. Parid
tion
shall be
mileage, salaries,
or expenses
Lake
Pyramid Lake ResReservation.
For the improvement,
irrigation ervaton.
improvement, enlargement,
enlargement, and extension of the irrigation
Extension, etc., of
distribution system
system to
three irEigation
diversion and
and distribution
to irrigate
irrigate approximately - three
stet.'
irrigation system.
hundred acres
acres of
Indian land
land on
on the
the Pyramid
thousand three
three hundred
of Indian
Pyramid Lake
Lake Repayment.
Repayment.
Reservation,
Nevada ' $30,000, reimbursable
of said
said
Reservation, Nevada,
reimbursable from any
any funds of
Indians
now or
or hereafter
hereafter available,
available, and
remain available
until pw.
Indians now
and to
to remain
available until
Previa°.
Cost limited.
expended:
Provided, That the cost of
said entire work
work shall not costlimited.
of said
expended: Provided,
exceed
exceed $85,000.
$85,000.
Washoe
Washoe Tribe.
Purchase oofilandand
land and
Purchae
For
purchase of
land and
and water
the Washoe
Tribe water
Washoe Tribe
for the
water rights
rights for
of land
For the
the purchase
rights for, etc.
wa
herd in
of Indians, the
the title to
to which
which is to be held
in the United
United States for ter r tf or et
$10,000, to be
available- for
for
the benefit
benefit of
of said Indians,
Indians, $10,000,
be immediately
immediately.available;
$5,000; in all,
$15,000.
the support and civilization
civilization of
of said
said Indians, $5,000;
all, $15,000.

NEW MEXICO.
NEW
MEXICO.
S
EC. 14.
For support
and education
education of
of four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
SEC.
support and
14. For
Indian
Indian school
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the Indian
school at Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and
for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, $77,400;
$77,400; for
and improveimprovefor general
general repairs
repairs and
for
additional acreage
adjoining or
or
ments, $8,000; for the
the purchase
of additional
purchase of
acreage adjoining
in the vicinity of the school farm, $12,000;
$97,400.
$12,000; in all, $97,400.
For support
education of
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty Indian
pupils
For
support and
and education
of three
Indian pupils
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
at the
the Indian school at Santa
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
and for pay
pay of
of superintendent,
for general
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
$6,000;
intendent, $59,550;
$59,550; for

New Mexico.

NwMexic
Albuquerque School.
AlbqnqeSechol

Fe School.
sSanta
a

nta Fe SchooL
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$1,600; for
the construction
construction of
of an
an assembly
assembly hall
for water
water supply, $1,600;
for the
hall and
and
gymnasium, $25,000;
$25,000; in
in all,
all, $92,150.
$92,150.
Pueblo Indians.
For the
pay of
special attorney
attorney for
for the
the Pueblo
Indians of
of New
New
Publao Ioisb
For
the pay
of one
one special
Pueblo Indians
Attorney
for.
Mexico, to be
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, and
and for
be designated
of the
for
necessary traveling expenses
or so
so much
much
expenses of said attorney,
attorney, $2,000,
$2,000, or
thereof as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may
may deem
deem necessary.
necessary.
Navajo Reservation.
Nasvao
Rservatio
For
For construction
construction work on the Indian
highway extending from the
the
Indian highway
Highway from Mesa

Verde Park
Gallup, Mesa
Verde National
to Gallup,
on the
Navajo
Veh
par= to
to Galup,
Mesa Verde
National Park
Park to
Gallup, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, on
the Navajo
OD.
ML

Proeffso.
Use of Indian Ilabor
labor.

tSefindan

credit
That such
such sum
shall be
expended
credit of
of said
said Indians:
Indians: Provided,
Provided, That
sum shall
be expended

under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior
Interior in
such manner
manner
in such
and
times and
as he
he may
may deem
proper, and
and in
in the
the
and at such
such times
and places
places as
deem proper,
employment of Indian labor as far as possible
for the
the construction
construction of
of
possible for
said
said highway.
highway.
NEW
NEW YORK.
YORK.

New
Ne York.
•Senecas.
nnuities.
Annuities.
Vol.
442.
vo. 4,, p. 442

SEC. 15.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties: with
Senecas of
New York:
York: For
perSEC.
15. For
with Senecas
of New
For permanent annuity in lieu of interest on stock (Act of February ninenineteenth,e
lightine: hundred
hundred and
thirty-one), $6,000.
teenth, eighteen
and thirty-one),
$6,000.
For fi
Six Nations
Nations of
of New
New York:
York: For
For permaFor
fufilling treaties
treaties with
with Six
permanent annuity, in clothing and
and other
useful articles
articles (article
treaty
other useful
(article six,
six, treaty
of November eleventh, seventeen hundred
ninety-four), $4,500.
hundred and ninety-four),
$4,500.

Six Nations.
SAniutins.
Annuities.
Val.
7, p. 46.
Vol. 7,
46.

p.

North
North Carolina.
Carolim.

NOR T H CAROLINA.
NORTH
CAROLINA.

Cherokee School.

Cher

Reservation,
Reservation, $15,000,
$15,000, said sum to be reimbursed
reimbursed from
from any
funds
any funds
now or
be placed
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the
which are
are now
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
placed in

.

North Dakota.
Dakota.

North

Devils Lake Sioux.
0
Support, etc.

SEC.
Sec. 16. For support and education
education of one hundred
hundred and eighty
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Cherokee, North Carolina
Carolina,
including pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $30,000; for general
general repairs
repairs and
and
improvements, $6,000; in
in all, $36,000.
NORTH DAKOTA.
DAKOTA.
NORTH

Sc. 17.
17. For
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of the
the Sioux
Sioux of
of Devils
Lake,
SEC.
support and
Devils Lake,
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
including pay of
of employees,
employees, $5,000.
$5,000.
Fort Berthold Agen.FortBrthold AgenFor support and civilization
civilization of
Indians at
at Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency,
Agency,
of Indians
t'''.
Support,
etc.. of
of Inupport, etc..
In- in North Dakota,
Dakota,
including
pay
of
employees,
$15,000.
including
pay
of
employees,
$15,000.
dians.
Turtle Mountain
Mountain
Turtle
For support
support and
civilization of
of Turtle
Band of
of ChippeChippeand civilization
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band
Chippewa.i.
was,
North Dakota,
pay of
of employees,
employees, $11,000.
$11,000.
Chippe.ts.,etc.
was, North
Support
Dakota, including
including pay
Bismarck
marck School.
school.
For support and education of one hundred
hundred and twenty-five Indian
Indian
at the Indian school, Bismarck,
pupils at
Bismarck, North Dakota,
including pay
Dakota, including
pay
superintendent, $22,175; for general
of superintendent,
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
general repairs
$4,000; for boys'
in all,
all, $56,175.
$56,175.
boys' dormitory,
dormitory, $30,000;
$30,000; in
Fort
Fort Totten
Totten School.
chool.
For support
support and education
education of four hundred
Fort
For
hundred Indian pupils
pupils at Fort
Totten Indian
Indian School,
School, Fort Totten, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
and for
for pay
pay of
of
superintendent,
superintendent, $68,500;
$68,500; sinking wells and making
making improvements
of
improvements of
the water system,
$4,000, to
immedi at
ely available;
available; for
for barn,
system $4,000,
to be
be immediately
barn,
$5,000;
$5,000; for general
general repairs and improvements,
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000; in all,
all, $82,500.
$82,500.
Wahpeton School.
School.
Wahpeton
For support
support and
and education
hundred and twenty Indian
For
education of
of two hundred
pupils at the Indian
Indian school, Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, North Dakota, and
of
and pay
pay of
superintendent,
superintendent, $38,540;
$38,540; for general
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements,
$5,000; for new school building,
$20,000; m
all, $63,540
$63,540.
building, $20,000;
m all,
Fort Berthold
The
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
Fo
Berthod ResRThe Secretary
ervation.
the Interior
is hereby
to withdraw
withdraw
capita distribufrom
United States,
States, from
from time
time to
time, in
in his
his
Per cpita
dst
from the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
to time,
surplus
sold.
discretion, all
all moneys
moneys derived
derived from
from the
th e sa
l
e an ddisposi
ti
on of surplus
sulEC dseeeds
oindS
sold.frtm discretion
sale
and disposition
of
surplus
Vol. 36, p.
45.
lands, within the limits of the former
p. 4
55.
former Fort Berthold
Indian ReservaBerthold Indian
Reservation, North Dakota
Dakota,'arising
arising under
under the
the_provisions
of the
the Act
Actapproved
approve d
provisions of
June first, nineteen hundred
hundred and ten (Thirty-sixth
at Large,
I.Arge,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
page four hundred and fifty-five),
fifty-five), together
the accrued
accrued interest
interest
together with the
thereon, and distribute the same per capita
capita to the Indians entitled
entitled

SDupprt. "
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to wit:
wit: To
To competent
competent Indians
thereto in
in the
the following
following manner,
manner, to
Indians in
in
cash
share and
and share
share alike
alike and
by depositing
depositing
cash share
and to
to incompetent
incompetent Indians
Indians by
equal
banks bonded
and desigdesigequal shares
shares to
to their
their individual
individual credit
credit in
m banks
bonded and
nated
depositories for
Indian moneys,
to exexnated as
as depositories
for individual
individual Indian
moneys, subject
subject to
penditure
benefit of
of the
under such
rules as
as
penditure for
for the
the benefit
the Indians
Indians entitled
entitled under
such rules
the Secretary
of the
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
hereafter annual
the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
and hereafter
annual
distributions
be made
of funds
funds accruing
under the
distributions shall
shall similarly
similarly be
made of
accruing under
the
provisions of
of the
herein referred
to.
provisions
the Act
Act herein
referred to.
Starr IlleGMIs.
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
Interior to
to redeem
redeem a
amortgage
on Redemption
'To
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
mortgage on
SRdemptionomortof mortgage on
allotment.
the
selection of
Chippewa gage
the allotment
allotment selection
of Starr
Starr McGillis,
McGillis, a
a Turtle
Mountain Chippewa
Turtle Mountain
on alotment.
Indian,
described as
as the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section thirty-four,
thirty-four,
Indian, described
township
hundred and
north, range
range seventy
seventy west
west of
of
township one
one hundred
and sixty-four
sixty-four north,
the fifth principal meridian,
meridian, North
North Dakota,
or so
so much
much
Dakota, $1,500,
$1,500, or
thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
Benson County.
To
the Interior
to reimburse
reimburse Benson
Benson Bpament
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
PaymentCtre
for care of
Indians.
County, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, for
for moneys
actually paid
paid to
to the
State of
of Insane
County,
moneys actually
the State
nsane Indas
North Dakota
Dakota for
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
insane Indians
the
North
for care
of insane
Indians at
at the
State insane
insane asylum,
as follows:
follows: Joseph
Mary J.
J.
State
asylum, as
Joseph Langer
Langer,' $457.44;
$457.44; Mary
Pejihutaskana,
Pejihutaskana, $410; Alfred Littlewind,
97_.44.
Littlewind, $630;
$630; in
in all,
all, $1,4
$1,497.44,
Scarlet Crow.
For the
erection of
of aaheadstone
headstone to
to mark
mark the
Scarlet Crow,
For
the erection
the grave
grave of
of Scalet
Crow, , Hs
c-abe.
Headstone
for grave.
a
buried March
March
a Sioux Indian chief of the Wahpeton.
Wahpeton Tribe, who was buried
thirteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven,
Congressional
sixty-seven, in
in the
the Congressional
Cemetery,
Cemetery, Washington,
lumbia, in a
a gravemarked
grave marked
Washington, District of Columbia,
•
"76—R.
22," $100.
$100.
"76-R. A.
A. 22,"
OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.

Oklahoma.
oklaha.

Wichitss, etc.
Sec. 18. For support and civilization of the Wichitas and affiliated
Smc.
affiliated Support,
supsep,
etc.
bands who have been collected on the reservations set apart for their
their
use and occupation in Oklahoma, including pay of employees,
employees, $5,000. Kiowss,
xiows Comanches,
comanes
Apaches.
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to withdraw
withdraw and Apaciae
Agen_
cy expenses
9
from the Treasury of the United States, at his discretion,
discretion, the sum of from
tm VIM!
tribafunsm
funds.
$25,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, of the funds on deposit to the credit of,
Apache Tribes of
of. the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
Indians in Oklahoma, for
of the
the agency
of emIndians
for the
the support
support of
agency and
and pay
pay of
emmaintained for their benefit.
ployees maintained
nn
selMaintenance,
selfetc.
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized support,
support, etc
withdraw from the Treasury of the United States, at his discretion,
to withdraw
discretion,
the sum of $250,000,
$250,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, of the
funds on deposit to the credit of the Kiowa,
Kiowa 'Comanche,
Apache
Comanche, and Apache
Tribes of Indians in Oklahoma,
the benefit
benefit
Oklahoma, and
and pay
pay out the same
same for the
of the members of said tribes for their maintenance
maintenance and support, and
improvement
improvement of their homesteads,
homesteads, for the ensuin&
ensuing year, in such man- Proviso.
ner and under such regulations as he may prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That RePort
prt o't
pa diof esrpendlW
report to Congress
Congress on the
the first
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall report
first tures.
Monday in December, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, aa detailed
herein.
statement as to all moneys expended
expended as provided for herein.
liltzport, etc.,
Intc ' of In
For support and
civilization of the Cheyennes
Arapahoes who d
and civilization
and Arapahoes
Cheyennes and
'a't'
Cheyennes and Araphave been collected
collected on the reservations set apart
apart for their use and
and ahoes.
Cbao
andArpoccupation
$35,000.
occupation in Oklahoma
Oklahoma, including pay of employees,
employees, $35,000.
Kansas
Indians.
ansas Indians
For support and civilization
civilization of the Kansas Indians, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, in- K
du ,

eluding pay of employees,
cluding
employees, $1,500.
$1,500.
For support and civilization of the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
including pay of employees,
employees $2,000.
$2,000.
For support and civilization of the Ponca Indians
Indians in Oklahoma
Nebraska including pay of employees, $8,000.
and Nebraska,
$8,000.
For support and education
hundred Indian pupils at the
education of five hundred
Indian school at Chilocco, Oklahoma, including pay of superintendent,
superintendent,
$86,250; for general repairs and improvements,
improvements, $7,000; in all,
$93,250.
$93,250.
91890'
3—vol. 89—PT
1-10
918910-svo
39-P
1--10

Kickapoos.

K'iP-

Ponces.
on as

'

Chiloccocschool.

i I

'
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1916.
1916.

For fulfilling
with Pawnees,
Oklahoma: For
For perpetual
perpetual ananPawnees, Oklahoma:
treaties with
For
fulfilling treaties
nuity,
to
be
paid
in
cash
to
the
Pawnees
(article
three,
agreement
of
agreement
three,
(article
Pawnees
the
to
cash
in
paid
be
to
nuity,
6.
November
and ninety-two),
$30,000;
ninety-two), $30,000;
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-third, eighteen
Schools.
November twenty-third,
Schools.
VOL 11, p. 730.
for
labor schools
schools (article three, treaty of
of Sepmanuallabor
two manual
of two
support of
for support
p
VoL u1,
mer,
black- tember twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven),
Far
$10,000
blackFartmet
smiths,
etc.
tember twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven), $10,000;
Vol. 11, p. 730.
for pay
one engineer
engineer and
and
miller, one
one miller,
blacksmiths, one
two blacksmiths,
farmer, two
one fanner,
of one
pay of
for
p. 73.
Vol,
apprentices, and
(article four,
four, same
treaty), $5,400;
$5,400;
same treaty),
teachers (article
two teachers
and two
apprentices,
for purchase
of iron
and steel
and other
other necessaries
shops
the shop
for the
necessaries for
steel and
iron and
purchase of
for
(article four,
four, same
treaty), $500;
of physician
and purchase
purchase
physician and
pay of
for pay
$500; for
same treaty),
(article
of
medicines $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
all, $47,100.
$47,100.
of medicines,
For
support of
of Quapaws,
QuapawszOklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For education
education (article
(article three,
three,
QuttPews.
For support
QEatione etc.
Education,
treaty
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three),
thirty-three), $1,000;
$1,000;
hundred and
VOL
p. 425.
thirteenth, eighteen
ay thirteenth,
of May
treaty of
.
VoL 7,, p.
for blacksmith
blacksmith and
and assistants,
and steel
for blackblaoksteel for
iron, and
tools, iron,
and tools,
assistants, and
for
Proviso.
Certificate
smith shop
shop (same
article and
and treaty),
treaty), $500;
$500; in
in all,
$1,500: Provided,
Provided,
all, $1,500:
(same article
Presi- smith
of ProdCertficae of
dent. ent.
That the
the President
President of
the United
States shall
certify the
the same
same to
to be
be
shall certify
United States
of the
That
for
the best
best interests
interests of
of the
the Indians.
Indians.
for the
war.
Apache
prisoners of
of
That the
the unexpended
balance of
of $9,533.38
$9,53 3.
38is
is hereby
hereby reapproprireappropriunexpended balance
That
ApaEhe prisonrs
settlement of
Settlement, etc
*
, of ated
ated and
and made
made available
for continuing
continuing the
the relief
relief and settlement
of
for
available
et.,
Settement,
three families.
on the
of war
formerly confined
the Apache Indians formerly
throl.'.
Vol. is, p94.
.
confined as prisoners
prisoners of
war on
the
Fort Sill
Oklahoma, for
the purchase
of allotallotpurchase of
for the
Reservation, Oklahoma,
Military Reservation,
Sill Military
Fort
ments in
as provided
provided for
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
of June
Act of
the Act
in the
for in
Oklahoma, as
in Oklahoma,
ments
nineteen hundred
and thirteen
at Large,
Large,
Statutes at
(Thirty-eight Statutes
thirteen (Thirty-eight
hundred and
nineteen
page
seventy-seven),
for
the
three
adult
heads
of
families
who
have
have
who
families
of
heads
adult
three
the
for
page seventy-seven),
not
heretofore
received allotments.
allotments.
received
heretofore
not
Mimeo School ResCompany be,
ervation.
That the
the Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka
and Santa
Fe Railway
Railway Company
Santa Fe
Topeka and
That
vch^iOscooeR,
Right of way thrcgtflh ' and is hereby,
authorized
to
reconstruct
its
line
of
railroad
through
through
railroad
of
line
its
reconstruct
to
authorized
hereby,
of
Atchison,
Topeka
is
and
thttsYi2Y
Jd Santa
Reservation in the State of Oklahoma
and
Fe Railway, the
Chilocco Indian
School Reservation
Oklahoma to
to
Indian School
the Chilocco
andsantareBaiway,
changed.
and
eliminate,
where necessary,
necessary, existing
heavy grades
grades and
curves, and
and curves
existing heavy
eliminate, where
chane L
for such
such purpose
acquire the
the necessary
exceeding
necessary right of way, not exceeding
to acquire
purpose to
for
Conditions.
ndit.
two hundred
Secretary
hundred feet in width, subject to the approval of the Secretary
of the
and to
the payment
for the
the land
land so taken
taken and occupayment for
to the
Interior and
the Interior
of
may be
as may
pied
such new
right of
of such
such an
an amount
be deteramount as
of way
way of
new right
by such
pied by
Interior to be fair
mined by
by the
the Secretary
of the
fair and adequate
adequate comcomthe Interior
Secretary of
mined
pensation
therefor, including
including all
damage which
which may
be caused
caused by
may be
all damage
pensation therefor,
the
said line
line of
of railroad
railroad to
to adjoining
adjoining lands, crops,
of said
reconstruction of
the reconstruction
to the Secretary
and
amount to
to be
be paid
Secretary of
paid to
said amount
improvements, said
other improvements,
and other
School.
the Interior
for the
the use
use and
of the
Chilocco Indian
Indian School.
the Chilocco
benefit of
and benefit
Interior for
the
Pawnees.
as.r
Annuity.
VOL
27, p. 644.
VAtp.

Five
Tribes.

Civilised
Civilized

Administration exAdministration
penses.
penss.

FIVE
CIVILIZED TRIBES.
TRIBES.
FIVE CIVILIZED

SEC. 19.
19. For
For expenses
affairs of the
the Five
of administration
administration of the affairs
expenses of
SEC.
employees,
the compensation
Civilized
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
and the
compensation of employees,
Civilized Tribes,
$185,000, of
$10,000 shall
shall be immediately
immediately available.
which $10,000
of which
$185,000,
Choctaws and ChickChoctaws
That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby-,authorized
authorized
Secretary of
That the
sMws.
BMWS.
Per
payment
capita payment
Per capita
Choctaw and Chickasaw
to
to the
enrolled members
members of the
the Choctaw
Chickasaw
the enrolled
pay to
to pay
from
tribal funds to.
from tribal
entitled under
Tribes of
of Indians
Indians of
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma entitled
under existing law to share
Tribes
in
of said
said tribes,
out of
of any
moneys
any moneys
heirs, out
their lawful
lawful heirs,
or to
to their
tribes, or
the funds
funds of
in the
deposited
belonging to
in the
the United
States Treasury
Treasury or deposited
United States
said tribes
tribes in
to said
belonging
in
any bank
held by
any official
the jurisdiction of the
under the
official under
by any
or held
bank or
in any
capita, in the case
$300 per capita,
Secretary
Interior, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $300
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
Chickasaws,
case of
of the
and $200
the case
of the
the Chickasaws,
in the
capita in
$200 per
per capita
Choctaws, and
of
the Choctaws,
rules and regulations as the
said payment
payment to
be made
under
such
such rules
under
be
made
to
said
Provisos.
Provio.
prescribe: Provided,
Secretary
of the
Interior may prescribe:
Provided, That in cases
the Interior
Secretary of
Restricted
Wiens.
Restricted Indians.
their heirs, are Indians
or their
where
Indians who by
members, or
enrolled members,
such enrolled
where such
restricted class,
Indian blood belong to the restricted
reason
their degree
degree of Indian
of their
reason of
the
the Secretary of the Interior
Interior may, in his discretion,
discretion, withhold
withhold such
such
Indians:
restricted
such
of
benefit
the
for
same
the
and
use
payments
Provided
p
ayments
o
fure
and
use
Tthe same for the benefit of such restricted Indians:
Exempt from prior
prior
r
Exempt
further,
aer That
at the money
money paid to the enrolled members
members as
Provided
doe)ts, etc.
dmbts,
for attorneys'
provided herein
be exempt
any lien for
attorneys' fees
from any
exempt from
shall be
herein shall
provided
or
other debt
debt contracted
contracted prior
to the
the passage
passage of this Act except that
that
prior to
or other
is hereby
the
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized within thirty
thirty days
Secretary of
the Secretary
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after
Claims
of secised
specified
after the passage
passage of this Act, to investigate claims not to
to exceed
exceed attorneys
Caims to,
of
allowed if
$1,950
alleged to be in existence between
$1,950 growing out of contracts alleged
between vld".neSt'al°wedi
valid.
John Calvin Gray, William T. Lancaster,
Lancaster, Arthur
Arthur Jennings and
and
Clyde Jennings.
Jennings. as enrolled members
of the
the Choctaw
Choctaw or
or Chickasaw
Chickasaw
members of
Nations, and Henry W. Blair, Kppler
Kappler and
and Merillat,
Merillat, James
James K.
K. Jones,
Jones,
Charles
Fechheimer and Eugene
Charles M. Fechheimer
Eugene Hamilton,
attorneys, and
in
Hamilton, as
as attorneys,
and in
case such claims are found to be valid and the contracts
contracts approved
approved
in accordance
accordance with existing law, the said Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
the Interior
may, in his discretion
amounts that may
discretion apply any amounts
be found
found due
may be
due
under this paragraph
paragraph to the aforesaid enrolled members
members of
of the
the
Choctaw or Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations to the payment
but the
the
payment of such
such fee,
fee, but
amounts due hereunder
hereunder to other enrolled
enrolled members
of the
the Choctaw
Choctaw
members of
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations shall not be
held in
abeyance to
this claim
be held
in abeyance
to this
claim
be
but shall •
be paid promptly without
without reference
reference to
same: Provided
Provided Allowance
to same:
Allowance for
for distribution expenses.
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
further,
hereby authorized
to bution
authorized to
e"p"ens.
use not to exceed $8,000 out of the Chickasaw
and Choctaw
Choctaw Tribal
Tribal
Chickasaw and
funds
funds for the expenses and the compensation
compensation of
of all
all necessary
emnecessary emSeminoles.

ployees for the
the distribution
distribution of
payments.
of the
the said
said per
per capita
capita payments.

That Per
That
Per capita
capita payment
payment
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
the Secretary
authorized to
pay from
to pay
om tribal imids to.
to the enrolled members
members of the Seminole Tribe
of Indians
Indians of
OklaTribe of
of Oklahoma entitled
entitled under existing law to share in
of said
said tribe,
tribe,
in the
the funds
funds of
or to their lawful heirs, out of any moneys belonging
to said
said tribe
tribe
belonging to
deposited in any
in the United
United States Treasury or
of deposited
by
any bank
bank or
or ,held
held by
any official
official under the jurisdiction of the
the Secretary
of the
Interior,
Secretary of
the Interior,
Rules,
etc., for.
nl ' et
Provided, That said payment shall be made under
$300 per capita: Provided,
under R
.,for
such rules and regulations
regulations as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
as the Secretary
may
prescribe:
Pro iefurther,
Restrited Indians.
Indians
esscribe: Provided
further, That in cases where
where such enrolled mem- Restricted
bers or their heirs are Indians
Indians who belong
belong to the
the restricted
the
restricted class, the
Secretary of the Interior may,
Secretary
discretion, withhold
such
may, in
in his
his discretion,
withhold such
payments and use the same for
payments
for the benefit
such restricted
restricted Indians:
Indians:
benefit of such
2Prowled further,
further, That the money paid to the enrolled
Provided
enrolled members
members or
Ex
or Exempt
from prior
prior
their
provided herein
herein shall be exempt
debts..
their heirs
heirs as provided
exempt from any
any lien
lien for des
attorneys' fees
contracted prior
fees or other debt contracted
prior to the
passage of
of this
this
the passage
t ddistrir
Act. There
There is hereby appropriated
Allowance for
appropriated aasum not to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 out bAlloe
o
bution expenses.
se
of
the
funds
of
said
Seminole
een
of
Seminole Tribe for the payment
payment of salaries
salaries and
and
other expenses of said per capita
or payments.
payments.
capita payment
payment or
Probate expenses.
For salaries and expenses of such attorneys
attorneys and
employees as
as Probate
and other
other employees
expenses.
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may, in
discretion, deem
deem necessary
in
in his
his discretion,
necessary in
probate matters
matters affecting allottees
allottees or their heirs
heirs in the Five
Five Civilized
Civilized
Tribes and in the several tribes of the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency,
Agency-, and
and for
for the
the
costs and other necessary expenses incident to suits instituted
or conconinstituted or
ducted
$85,000.
ducted by such attorneys, $85,000.
Cherokee Orphan
For the support,
maintenance of
support, continuance,
continuance, and maintenance
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee Training
Cherokee
Orphan
School.
Orphan Training
Orphan
Training School, near Tahlequah,
Tahlequah, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for the orphan
orphan Maintenance.
aintesnacel.
Indian children of the Five Civilized Tribes belonging
to the
belonging to
the restricted
restricted
class, to be conducted as an industrial school under the
direction of
of
the direction
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, including
including repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
That the
unexpended balance
$40,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the unexpended
appropri- Proviso.
balance of
of $7,500
$7,500 appropriAddiionaland.
Additional land,
ated by the Act of August first,
Vol. 3,
38, p.
p. 599
599.
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, is Vol
hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated for the purchase
purchase of
not
to
of additional
additional land,
land, not to
exceed sixty acres.
exeeed
acres.
The sum of $275,000,
$275,000, to be expended in the
the discretion
discretion of
the SecreSecre- Tribal
of the
Tribal common
common
included.
tary of
of the
the Interior,
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by schQouoalsp.aws
tary
Interior, under
under rules and regulations
oapaws included.
him, in aid of the common schools in the Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek,
Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw,
Chickasaw,
Chickasaw! and Seminole Nations and the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency
Agency in OklaOklahoma, during
ear ending June
during the fiscal year
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
Proviso.
and seventeen:
appropriation shall not be
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, That
That this appropriation
be subject
subject Limitation
ionnotapp
not applia
to the limitation
limitation in section
section one of this Act limiting the expenditure
expenditure of
of cable.
ca bl
Ante, p. 125.
money to educate
Indian blood.
educate children of less than one-fourth
one-fourth Indian
blood.
Ae'
125

gr

empt
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Interior be, and
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
use not
not exceeding
exceeding $35,000
$35,000 of
of the
the proceeds
proceeds of
of sales
sales of
of unallotted
unallotted
to use
lands
and
other
tribal
property
belonging
to
any
of
the
Five
Civilized
lands and other tribal property belonging to any of the Five Civilized
Tribes for
for payment
salaries of
of employees
other expenses
Tribes
payment of
of salaries
employees and
and other
expenses of
of
advertising
and sale
in connection
connection with
with the
the further
of such
tribal
advertising and
sale in
further sales
sales of
such tribal
lands and
and property,
the advertising
advertising and
and sale
sale of
of the
the land
lands
property, including
including the
land

P;yment of expenses to
from proceeds.

ynmnto exppenas
proceeds.

coal and

Coal and asphalt
asphalt
lands.

within the segregated
within
segregated coal and asphalt area of the Choctaw and

Chickasaw
or of
thereof as
provided for
for in
in the
the
surface thereof
as provided
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, or
of the
the surface
Act of
Congress approved
nineteen hundred
and
Act
of Congress
approved February
February nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
hundred and
twelve (Thirty-seventh
United States
States Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page sixtysixtytwelve
(Thirty-seventh United
Large, page
seven), and
improvements thereon,
thereon 'which
which is
hereby expressly
is hereby
expressly
seven),
and of
of the
the improvements
authorized,
and for
other work
work necessary
necessary to
final settlement
settlement of
of the
authorized, and
for other
to aafinal
the
ffairs
of
the
Five
Civilized
Tribes:
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
Collection
of
rents.
a
Ctiontrents. affairs of the Five Civilized Tribes: Provided, That not to exceed
;10,000
such amount
may be
in connection
connection with
with the
the collection
collection
be used
used in
of such
amount may
$10,000 of
of
of unallotted
unallotted lands
lands and
tribal buildings:
buildings •Provided
Provided further,
further,
of rents
rents of
and tribal
BP'
fit
i
gPre'Pr
i
a
-That
That during
during the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
nineteen hundred
hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
fiscal year
pproPriatiSPecrc
tion
req
for expenditures.
and seventeen,
no moneys
be expended
expended from
tribal funds
belongpondites.
and
seventeen, no
moneys shall
shall be
from tribal
funds belonging to
Five Civilized
Tribes without
without specific
specific appropriation
by
appropriation by
ing
to the
the Five
Civilized Tribes
Exceptions.
Congress, except
follows: Equalization
Equalization of
allotments, per
per capita
capita and
and
ExEptios.
Congress,
except as
as follows:
of allotments,
other payments
authorized by
to individual
individual members
of the
the
other
payments authorized
by law
law to
members of
respective tribes,
tribes, tribal
other Indian
schools for
the current
fiscal
for the
current fiscal
respective
tribal and
and other
Indian schools
year
of governors,
governors,
year under
under existing
existing law,
law, salaries
salaries and
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
chiefs,
assistant chiefs,
chiefs, secretaries,
and mining
mining trustees
trustees
chiefs, assistant
secretaries, interpreters,
interpreters, and
of
the tribes
tribes for
for the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
year at
at salaries
salaries at
the rate
rate heretofore
heretofore
of the
at the
paid,
for said
said tribes
tribes employed
under contract
contract approved
approved
paid, and
and attorneys
attorneys for
employed under
by the
the President,
President, under
existing law,
law, for
for the
fiscal year:
year:
Scoby
under existing
the current
current fiscal
sh, mn . Provided
fProvidedfurther,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
hereby authorauthorthe Interior
Interior is
is hereby
ized
to pay
cost of
of maintenance
maintenance during
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year
year of
of
ized to
pay the
the cost
the
other schools
schools and
to continue
during the
the ensuing
ensuing fiscal
the tribal
tribal and
and other
and to
continue during
fiscal
' year
year the
the tribal
schools among
among the
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
tribal and
and other
other schools
the Choctaw,
Chickasaw,
Creek, and
and Seminole
Seminole Tribes
tribal funds
funds of
of those
those nations,
nations,
Creek,
Tribes from
from the
the tribal
within his
his discretion
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
he may
may
within
discretion and
and under
as he
b=
Lete•of shoal prescribe:
And providedfurther
provided further, That
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is
.aet.,ofschool
prescribe: And
That the
the Secretary
hereby empowered,
during the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineninehereby
empowered, during
the fiscal
teen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, to
expend funds
funds of
of the
the Chickasaw,
Chickasaw,
teen
hundred and
to expend
Choctaw,
Seminole Nations
Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole
Nations available
available for school purposes
purposes
under existing
buildings
existing law for such repairs,
repairs, improvements,
improvements, or new buildings
may deem essential for the
the proper
proper conduct of
as he may
the several
several schools
schools
of the
of said
said tribes.
of
tribes.
Choctaws.
Fulfilling treaties.
For fulfilling treaties
Oklahoma: For permanent
perm anent
tratlie.
Fufilling
treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma:
77, p, 99; Vol. 11, annu i
ty (article
two, treaty
treaty of
November sixte
enth, e
i
ghteen hundred
hun dre d
eighteen
sixteenth,
of November
(article two,
, annuity
.olVol.
p.
614. ' p. 9; Vol.
and
five,
and
article
thirteen
treaty
of
June
twenty-second,
e
i
ghteen
and
Li
n
five,
and
article
thirteen,
treaty
of
June
twenty-second,
eighteen
Light-horsemen.
Vol.7, p.213; voin,
hundred and
fifty-five), $3,000;
$3,000; for
for permanent
permanent annuity
annuity for
f
or su
pp ortof
of
Vol.7,p.21I3;
Voi.11, hundred
and fifty-five),
support
p. 614.
light-horsemen (article thirteen, treaty of October
P.
light-horsemen
October eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, and
and article
article thirteen,
thirteen, treaty
treaty of
June twentytwentyof June
Blacksmith, etc.
second , eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five),
for permanent
permanent ananVBlacsith,
.t 11,, second,
fifty-five) $600;
$600; for
vo1,7,
p.33.5; Vol.
p. 614.
nuity
forr support
nuity fo
supp or t of
of bl
ac k
smith (article
six, treaty
treaty- of
of October
October
blacksmith
(article six,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and twenty, and article
article nine,
nine, treaty
treaty of
of
January
January twentieth, eighteen hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five and article
thirteen,
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfiftythirteen, treaty
treaty of
of June
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, eighteen
hundred and
Vol.
Education.
Vol. 11 five,
for permanent
annuity f
or education
education (article
(article two,
two, treaty
treaty
for
permanent annuity
$600; for
five, $600;
EiVol.7,
7ap. Zi5; Vol.
p.614.
614.
p.
of January
January twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
article
and article
thirteen, treaty of June twenty-second,
thirteen,
twenty-second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyIron
and steel.Voi. 11,, five),
$6,000; for permanent annuity for i
ron an d steel (article nine,
irol
Vol. 7,p.n6;
7,p. 236; Vol.
11 five), $6,000; for permanent annuity for iron and steel (article nine,
p. 614.
614.
treaty of January
January twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
p.
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five,
and
twenty-five, and
article thirteen, treaty-of June
twenty-second, eighteen
June twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
fifty-five), $320;
in
all, $10,520.
$10,520.
in
all,
$320;
fifty-five),
s
Oilad
Oil and gas inspectors
on leased
leased asotments.
allotments.
For the
the salaries
salaries and
expenses of
of not
t
o exceed
excee d six
si
x oil
oil and
and gas
gas
For
and expenses
not to
inspectors, under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior ' to
supervise
ni
ng o
pera ti ons on
on allotted
allotted lands
lands leased
leased by
by
supervise oil
oil and
and gas
gas mi
mining
operations
. 37, p 67.
Vol. 37, p. 67.
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members of
of the
the Five
from which
have not
not
which restrictions
restrictions have
Civilized Tribes
Tribes from
members
Five Civilized
been removed,
removed, and
and to
conduct investigations
investigations with
view to
the prewith aaview
to the
preto conduct
been
vention
waste, $15,000.
$15,000.
vention of waste,
Academy.
That
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
authorized to
to acquire
acquire Wheelock
Wheelock
Academy.
hereby authorized
That the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior is
Procuring land for
on behalf
behalf of
Nation, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, by
by purchase
or
roadway from.
Sm.nd
ny
or otherother- roa
purchase or
the Choctaw
Choctaw Nation,
on
of the
wise, such
lands or
or easements
shall be
of
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
easements as
as shall
wise,
such lands
a
from Wheelock
Academy, Choctaw
Choctaw Nation,
Nation, OklaOklaa roadway
roadway leading
leading from
Wheelock Academy,
homa,
to the
the public
highway, and
expend therefor
therefor not
to exceed
exceed
not to
and to
to expend
public highway,
homa, to
$150, from
Choctaw tribal
funds.
tribal funds.
$150,
from Choctaw

That
the Secretary
Secretary of
and he
That the
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
omDprome
Ompromise with,
for title to Tuttle townto
of the
suit of
of the
States site.
the United
United States
fortitleto Tuttle tow
settlement of
the suit
to effectuate
effectuate a
a compromise
compromise settlement
against
decided adversely
adversely to
the Government
Government si
to the
E. Dowden
Dowden and
and others
others decided
against E.
on
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, by the United
United States
on January
January fourth,
fourth, nineteen
Appeals for
now pending on
Circuit Court of
of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit
Circuit and now
appeal
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
for said
said purpose
purpose
and for
Supreme Court
Court of
appeal in
in the
the Supreme
to purchase
whatever right,
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest that
lRowden
that said
said E. Dowden
to
purchase whatever
may
or to
land involved
involved in
said suit,
suit, said
said land
land being
being
in said
may have
have in
in or
to the
the land
situated
area segregated
for town-site
at Tuttle,
Tuttle,
town-site purposes at
segregated for
within the
the area
situated within
Oklahoma,
and to
take such
other action
as may
may be
necessary to
quiet
to quiet
such other
action as
be necessary
Oklahoma, and
to take
the
Nations to said
said land
land and in
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations
the title in the Choctaw
the
the Government
Government sale
sale of
the town
town
of the
said nations
nations at
at the
purchasers from
from said
the purchasers
lots,
$57,500, together
together with
with
purpose the
the sum-of
sum of $57,500,
and for
for the
the above
above purpose
lots, and
interest thereon
thereon. at
at the
the rate
of six
aix per
per_ centura
per annum from Febcentum per
rate of
interest
ruary
twenty4ourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, to
date of
of settlesettleto date
hdr
and
ruary twenty-fourth,
ment,
is hereby
any money
the Treasury
of
money .in
in the
Treasury of
out of
of any
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
ment, is
Proviso.
the United
appropriated: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Reimbursement
rov.
the
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
from
sale
lots.
United
is to
to be
of the
the proceeds
or lots.
proceeds herehere- sale of
to the
the extent
extent of
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
States is
United States
tofore
derived, or
or which
hereafter be
be derived,
of
from the
the sale
sale of
derived, from
which may
may hereafter
tofore derived,
the town
town lots
the area
affected by
by such
such compromise
compromise settlement.
settlement.
area affected
lots within
within the
the
OREGON.
OREGON.

Oregon.
Oregon
disport. etc., of In-

S
EC. 20.
20. For
support and
Indians of
of the
the Klamath
Klamath dipups.r e of Iand civilization
civilization of
of Indians
For support
SEC.
Klamath Agency,
Agency, Oregon,
including pay
pay of
employees, $6,000.
$6,000.
Klamath Agency.
of employees,
Agency,
Oregon, including
Warm Springs
For
support and
and civilization
civilization of
of the
the confederated
confederated tribes
tribes and
prings
and bands,
bands, Agnmcy.
For support
Agency.
under Warm
including pay
employees,
pay of employees,
Oregon, including
under
Warm Springs Agency, Oregon,
$4,000.
$4,000.
Umatilla Agency.
For support
civilization of
the Indians
of the
Agency, Imtma Agey.
For
support and
and civilization
of the
Indians of
the Umatilla
Umatilla Agency,
Oregon, including pay
of
employees,
$3,000.
pay
employees,
Salem School.
For
hundred Indian
Indian pupils, including
lem chool.
For support and education of six hundred
native
Indian
pupils
brought
from
Alaska,
at
the
Indian
school,
native Indian pupils brought from Alaska, at the Indian school,
Salem,
superintendent, $102,000;
$102,000; for genpay of
of superintendent,
Oregon, including
including pay
Salem, Oregon
eral
and improvements,
for remodeling
remodeling sewer
eral repairs
repairs and
improvements, $12,000;
$12,000; for
sewer syssys- povo.
Proviso.
Assembly hall.
halL
Assembly
Proided, Vol.
tem, $5,000;
$5,000; for
high-pressure steam boilers, $7,200: Proved,
three high-pressure
for three
tem,
38, p. 6(12.
That
balance of
of $9,830 of
appropriated by VoL 38,p.6(12
the unused balance
of the amount appropriated
That the
the Act
Act of
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth
the
of August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Statutes
and an
an additional
additional
at Large,
Large, page six
six hundred
hundred and two), and
Statutes at
amount of
of $2,500
may be
be expended
for an
addition to
amount
$2,500 may
expended for
an addition
to the
the assembly
assembly
hall;
$128,700.
hall; in
in all,
all, $128,700.
Grande Ronde and
For support
civilization of
Indians at
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
and Siletz
Siletz Silas
Agencies.
For
support and
and civilization
of Indians
at Grande
suetz Agencies.
t of InSupport, tetc.,
Agencies, Oregon,
Oregon, including
including pay
of employees,
epo
.,of InProvided, s
$4,000: Provided,
pay of
employees, $4,000:
Agencies,
Proviso.
That
"An Act to authorize
authorize the sale Proio.
of an Act entitled "An
That section three of
Sale of reservation
certain lands belonging
belonging to the
Reserva- lands.
rvatio
dsof
of certain
the Indians
Indians of
of the
the Siletz Indian Reservaslan
Vol.36, p.367, amendtion in
in the
thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen ed.Vop.36,lp.3&,sndtion
the State
State of
of Oregon,"
Oregon," approved
approved May
May thirteenth,
hundred and ten
striking
ten,' be, and the same is hereby, amended by striking
out
of said
section and
inserting in
lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
out all
all of
said section
and inserting
in lieu
tgrraisal and sale of
"Sac.
when such
lands are
they B^prsalad
ieo
and platted,
platted, they
are surveyed
surveyed and
such lands
"SEC. 3.
3. That
That when
appraised and
water-power
for water-power
shall be
be appraised
and sold,
sold, except land reserved for
sites as
as provided
provided in section
section two of
of this Act, under the provisions of
the
Revised Statutes covering
coveting the sale of
located on the
of town sites located
the Revised
hu
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public domain. That the proceeds
proceeds derived from the sale of any lands
distrib- publi
hereunder, after
after reimbursing
hereunder,
reimbursing the United States for the expense

Per
capita distantPer capita
tion
tamo of proceeds.

proc8eds

incurred
out the
of this
this Act,
paid,
shall be paid,
Act, shall
provisions of
the provisions
carrying out
in carrying
incurred in
share and
share
alike, to
the enrolled
members of
of the
tribe."
the tribe."
to the
enrolled members
and
share
alike,
share
• Klamath ReservaPoint
For
maintenance, and operation of the Modoc Point
construction, maintenance,
For construction
tilamath Rserv
tion.
Modoc
irrigation sys- irrigation
Reservation, in the
Modocirrigationsysirrigation system within the Klamath Indian Reservation,
tem on.
of Oregon,
Oregon, $20,000, reimbursable in accordance
State
accordance with the proproState of
p. 107.
tevoln
Vol. 6
36, p.
1071.
Proviso.
visions
the
of
March
third,
nineteen
hundred
and eleven: ProProand
hundred
nineteen
third,
of
March
the
Act
of
invisions
of
cost
Limit
Limit of ccost
ins
vided,
That the
the limit
limit of
of cost
of said
fixed by
by the
the Act
Act of
August
of August
said project
project fixed
cost of
vided, That
creased.
cred
Vol. 37, p. 534.
twenty-fourth,
hereby changed
changed f
from
rom
hundred and twelve, is hereby
VoL 37, p.53.
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
$155,000
$170,000.
$155,000 to $170,000.
Klamath
$1,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
lamath Indians.
Indians.
That the sum of $1,000,
necessary,
Expenses of delegaOregon, is
is
tion to Washington,
the tribal
tribal funds
funds of
of the
the Klamath
the State of
of Oregon,
Indians of the
Klamath Indians
of the
W^hingto, of
tion
D. C., from tribal
delegates
to pay
pay the
expenses of the two delegates
the actual expenses
appropriated to
hereby appropriated
, tribal hereby
dc. from
funds.
been elected by the general
general council
council of the
the said tribe who have been
of the
Klamath Indians
Indians to attend to the business
business of the tribe and pay their
Klamath
expenses
to Washington
Washington in
and March,
hundred
March, nineteen hundred
February-and
in February
expenses to
sixteen, to present the affairs of the said Klamath Indians of the
and sixteen,
State of
officials of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
to the
the officials
of Oregon
Oregon to
State
Williamson
River.
Wiamson River
Construction
construction of
of The Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized to withdraw
withdraw
bridges across, on Klafrom the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
or so
so much
much
$3,000, or
sum of
of $3,000,
the sum
United States
States the
the United
from
RsUonvatio"
math Reservation.
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, of the funds on deposit to the credit of
of
tholilamath
the same for the
the Klamath Indians of the State of Oregon, and use the
construction
Klamath
Williamson River, on the Klamath
bridge across the Williamson
construction of aabridge
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oregon,
Oregon, under such rules and regulations
regulations as he
may prescribe.
Reservaes er va- may prescribe.
intah R
'Umatilla
For
construction of two bridges on the Umatilla Indian ReserSon.
or the construction
tim.
Construction of
vation, in
in Oregon,
suitable for
for wagon and other purposes, across the
Oregon, suitable
of vation,
bonstnrction
bridges
authorized on.
Location.
Umatilla
River, at
at a
a limit of
of cost
cost of $28,000, the first at or near Thorn
Umatilla, River,
Thorn
Lcuation.
Hollow Station, the second at or near Mission Station, the sum of
Hollow
direction
$18,666
appropriated to be expended under the direction
$18,666 is hereby appropriated
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior and to be reimbursable
any
reimbursable from any
of
funds
now
or
hereafter
placed
in
the
Treasury
to
the
credit
of
said
said
of
credit
to
the
Treasury
in
the
placed
hereafter
funds now or
prehof.
Provisos.
Cooperation
of state
State Indians:
c
tonof
Provided, That no part of the money herein appropriated
appropriated
Indians: Provided,
authorities.
nthia
shall be expended until the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall have
obtained from the proper
authorities of the State of Oregon,
obtained
proper authorities
Oregon, or from
the
county
of
Umatilla,
at
least
one-third
of
the
cost
of said
said bridges
bridges,
of
cost
the
of
one-third
least
at
the county of Umatilla,
Mantena
hfaintenance.
on or the said
said
and that the proper authorities of the said State of Or
Oregon
county of Umatilla shall assume full responsibility
responsibility for, and agree at
at
all times
said bridges and
and
and construct
construct and
bridges
repair, said
and repair,
maintain and
to maintain
times to
Eessexpenditurs.all
Excess
expenditures.
further, That any. and
E, ait maintain
.
maintain
the approaches
approaches thereto:
thereto: Provided
Provided ffurther,
all expenses above the amount herein named in connection
connection with the
building
maintenance of said bridges shall be borne by the said
building and maintenance
State of Oregon or the said county of Umatilla.
Pennsylvania.

PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Carlisle
Carlisle School.
chool.

SEC.
education of Indian pupils at the Indian
S
EC. 21. For support and education
school at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, including
including pay of superintendent,
superintendent,
$132,000;
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $20,000; in all,
$132,000; for general
$152,000.
$152,000.

Pennsylvania.

ta

Dakota.
South Dako

Flandrean
SchooL
Flndrea School

Proviso.

SOUTH
DAKOTA.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

SEC.
22. For
three hundred
hundred and
S
EC. 22.
For support
support and
and education
education of
of three
and sixtysixtyfive Indian
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Flandreau, South Dakota,

superintendent, $61,500;
and for pay of superintendent,
general repairs
repairs and
$61,500; for
for general
and imim-

provements, $6,000;
That the
the unexpended
Provided, That
unexpended
$6,000; in
in all,
all, $67,500:
$67,500: Provided,
Wattnkanaddairy
Water tank and dairy provements,

cattle.
attle.
Vol. 38, p. 602.

balance of
of $1,607.44
approved August first,
the Act approved
by the
appropriated by
$1,607.44 appropriated
balance

nineteen
buildings and replacing
replacing
nineteen hundred and fourteen, for repairing buildings
equipment destroyed or damaged by the tornado of June tenth,
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nineteen hundred
Flandreau Indian
Indian School,
South
nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, at
at Flandreau
School, South
Dakota, is hereby rea.ppropriated
reappropriated and
and made
made immediately
immediately available
available
for the purchase
installation of aawater tank
purchase and installation
tank and
and the purchase
purchase of
of
dairy
cattle for
for said school.
school.
dairy cattle
ie r e
School.
chool
and education
education of two hundred
hundred and fifty Indian
Indian pupils PPierre
For support
support and
at
the
Indian
school
at
Pierre,
South
Dakrita,
including
pay
of
superat the Indian school at Pierre, South Dakdta, including pay of superintendent, $43,750; for general repairs and
$6,000;
and improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
for steel water tank, $2,000;
new boilers
installation thereof,
$2,000; for new
boilers and installation
thereof,
$1,000; for
$5,000; in
in
$3,000; for addition
addition to shop
shop building, $1,000;
for barn,
barn, $5,000;
all, $60,750.
$60,750.

pupils
and fifty
fifty Indian
Indian pupils
of two
and education
For support
support and
For
education of
two hundred
hundred and

School.
Rapid City School

at the Indian school, Rapid
Rapid City, South
South Dakota,
Dakota including
including pay of
superintendent,
$48,500; for
general repairs
superintendent, $48,500;
for general
repairs arid
and improvements,
improvements,
$5,000; for
for new
building, $30,000;
$30,000; m
m all,
$5,000;
new school
school building,
all, $83,500.
$83,500.

l

triSx of dif rent
different tribes, including Santee Sioux of trit7s
of different
For support
For
support of Sioux of
Nebraska, North Dakota,
Dakota, and
and South
Dakota: For
For pay
five teachers,
teachers 1 veacheset.
Teachers, etc.
Nebraska,North
South Dakota:
pay of
of five
Vol. 15, p. 640.
one
engineer , two farmers,
one physician, one
one carpenter
carpenter,, one
one miller, one
one engineer,
farmers,
and
and one blacksmith
blacksmith (article thirteen
thirteen, treaty
treaty of
of April
April twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $10,400; for pay of second blackeighteen
other material
of
smith, and furnishing
furnishing iron,
iron, steel, and
and other
material (article
(article eight
eight of
inployemployees 'at
treaty), $1,600;
$1,600; for pay
pay of additional
additional employees,
at the several
several eAddifal
..A.`""''' 1"
1
"
1°Y
.
same treaty),
agencies
Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota,
agencies for the
the Sioux
Sioux in Nebraska,
$95,000;
for subsistence
subsistence of
of the
Sioux, other
other than
than the
Rosebud, CheyChey- Subsistence.
the Rosebud,
the Sioux,
$95,000; for
anne River,
and Standing
Standing Rock
Rock Tribes
of their
their vol.
enne
River, and
Tribes, and
and for
for purposes
purposes of
o19
19, p. 256.
civilization (Act
February twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of February
(Act of
civilization
seventy-seven), $200,000:
$200,009: Proided,
Provided, That
That this
trans- croviso.
seventy-seven),
this sum
sum shall
shall include
include transTransortattion.
portation of
from the termination of railroad or steamboat
steamboat
of supplies from
portation
transportation,
employed whenever
whenever
Indians shall be employed
and in this service Indians
transportation, and
practicable;
in all,
practicable; in
all, $307,000.
$307,000.
cho ls
For
maintenance of day
schools among
among Schools.
day and
and industrial schools
and maintenance
For support and
the
Indians, including the
erection and repairs
the erection
repairs of school buildbuildthe Sioux
Sioux Indians,
ings, $200,000,
$200,000, in
the provisions
provisions of
article five
of the
Vol. 19,
254.
the vO'
19pp. 25
of article
five of
accordance with
with the
in accordance
ings,
agreement
eighteen
twenty-sixth, eighteen
agreement made
made and entered
entered into
into September
September twenty-sixth,
hundred and
seventy-six, and
hundred
and seventy-six,
and ratified February
February twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighttwo hunhuneen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven
seventy-seven (Nineteenth
(Nineteenth Statutes, page two
dred and
and fifty-four).
fifty-four).
dred
Add
sc
The
Secretary.of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
itional
school hool
to facilities.
aclitied
and directed
directed to
of the
the Interior
Interior is
The Secretary
cause
investigation
to
be
made
as
to
the
probable
cost
of
providing
r:a
t
igation,
report,
cause investigation to be made as to the probable cost of providing Invstigation,report,
on the various Sioux Indian Reservations
Reservations adequate school facilities
facilities
Government
for the children of the Sioux Tribes who are now without Government
reservations, and to make
or public school facilities
facilities on the respective
respective reservations,
a
before the
Monday in January,
a report thereof to Congress
Congress on
on or before
the first Monday
January
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, together
and
nineteen
together with
with aa complete
complete and
detailed statement
statement of the
cost per
per annum, including miledetailed
the per
per capita
capita cost
expended for the education
age paid, now expended
education of the Sioux Indian children
respective reservations,
reservations,
whether on or off
off the respective
dren in
in all
all the
the schools, whether
Expenss.
investiga- ExPenseeappropriated for the expense of such investigaand there is hereby appropriated
tion and report the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to be immediately-available.
Yankton
Ynto Slomr.
South Subsistence,etc.
For
subsistence and
of the
the Yankton
Yankton Sioux,
Sioux, South
Subsistence, etc.
civilization of
and civilization
For subsistence
Dakota,
employees, $14,000.
Dakota, including
including pay of
of employees,
$14,000.
Epes of insaue
inane
asylum for
equipment and
and maintenance
For the
the equipment
For
maintenance of
of the
the asylum
for insane
insane ilxlaptLItes
asylnm
incidental and all other expenses asylum.
Indians at Canton, South Dakota, for incidental
necessary for its
conduct and management,
its proper
proper conduct
management, including
including pay
pay of
necessary
employees, repairs, improvements,
necessary expense
expense of transimprovements, and for necessary
employees,
$45,000.
porting insane
insane Indians to and
and from said asylum, $45,000.
amount required to construct a
aervation.
aatroti.ng Rock ResFor a
a proportionate
proportionate share of the amount
Reserva- waCoatrultgi'ighRock Indian
Indian Reservathe Standing
Standing Rock
through the
wagon
road or
wagon road
or highway
highway through
erstrii:g
u
t
rofhighDakota, from
a point
point on
on the
the Missouri
Missouri
tion in
in Corson
County, South
South Dakota,
don
Corson County,
from a
northwesterly dinedirecof Pontis,
Pontis, South
South Dakota, thence in
in aanorthwesterly
River north of
of

et

n.

different
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Vol.
38, p. 603.
3.
VoL38sp

roo.

Proviso.
mi
e

d

lab"
labr

n

to
to

Repayment,

Repymthe

Vol. 37,p.675
37, p. 675.
V.

Utah.

1916.
1916.

tion
to the
the town
of Tatanka,
Tatanka, the
the sum
$5,000, in
accordance with
with
in accordance
sum of
of $5,000,
town of
tion to
the
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior of
December seventh,
nineseventh, nineof December
the Secretary
the report
report of
teen hundred
hundred and
in pursuance
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of
pursuance of
made in
and fourteen,
fourteen, made
teen
section
Act making
appropriations
making appropriations
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
the Act
twenty of
section twenty
for
current and
and contingent
contingent expenses
of the
of Indian
Indian
the Bureau
Bureau of
expenses of
for the
the current
Affairs,
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
various Indian
Indian tribes,
tribes,
with various
stipulations with
treaty stipulations
Affairs, for
and
for other
other purposes,
purposes, for
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineand for
teen
fifteen" approved
approved August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,"
teen hundred
Provided, That such sum shall be expended
and fourteen: Provided,
expended under the
"' direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior in
such manner
manner and
and at
such
at such
the Interior
in such
be
times
he may
may deem
in the
employment of
Indian labor
times as
as he
deem proper,
proper, in
the employment
of Indian
labor for
for
the construction
and that
that the
the same
same shall
shall be
construction of
of said
said road
road or highway,
highway, and
be
reimbursable
the Standing
Standing Rock
Reservation three
three per centum
centum
Rock Reservation
from the
reimbursable from
fund
nineteen hundred and
fourteenth, nineteen
of February
February fourteenth,
fund under the Act of
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
hundred and
page six
six hundred
and
at Large,
thirteen
seventy-five).
seventy-five).
UTAH.
UTAH.

S
EC. 23.
For support
support and
civilization of
of Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of
and civilization
23. For
SEC.
Utes:
two carpenters,
millers two farmers,
farmers, and two
two millers,
carpenters, two
of two
pay of
For pay
Utes: For
blaclmmiths (article
(article fifteen,
March' second, eighteen hunfifteen, treaty
treaty of March
blacksmiths
dred
pay of
of two teachers
teachers (same article
dred and
and sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $6,720; for pay
and treaty),
for purchase
purchase of
of iron
iron and
steel and
and the
the necessary
necessary
and
treaty), $1,800;
$1,800; for
and steel
tools
blacksmith shop (article
nine, same
same treaty),
treaty), $220;
$220; for
for
(article nine,
tools for blacksmith
Foodtc.
annual amount for the purchase
Food, etc.
annual
purchase of beef, mutton, wheat, flour,
flour , beans,
beans,
and
and potatoes,
potatoes, or
or other
other necessary
necessary articles of food and clothing, and
and
Employe.
farming equipment
Employees.
farmmg
same treaty),
treaty), $30,000;
$30,000; for
for pay
pay
equipment (article
(article twelve,
twelve, same
Support.
ate., of
of de.
employees at
several Ute
Ute agencies,
agencies, $15,000;
$15,000; in
all, $53,740.
$53,740.
in all,
the several
at the
de of
of employees
port etc,
tithed Indians.
For the
and civilization
civilization of
of detached
detached Indians
in Utah,
Utah,
Itaeinds.
For
the support
support and
Indians in
including
pay
of
employees,
$10,000.
$10,000.
employees,
of
pay
Utes, Confederated
Confederated including
Utes.
Bands.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
Distribution from
principal funds.
from
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States,
States, within
within his
his discretion,
discretion, the
the sum
sum
ds.
from the
the United
prmncpal
of $300,000 of the principal
Confederated
principal funds to the credit of the Confederated
Indians and to expend
Bands of
of Ute Indians
expend the sum of
of $50,000
$50,000 of said
said
benefit of the Ute Mountain
Mountain (formerly Navajo
amount for the benefit
Navajo Springs)
Colorado, and the sum of
$200,000 of
of said
Band of said Indians in
in Colorado,
of $200,000
said
amount for the Uintah, White
Uncompahgre Bands
of
White River, and
and Uncompahgre
Bands of
$50,000 of said
amount for
Ute Indians in Utah, and the sum
sum of
of $50,000
said amount
for the
the
Southern
Southern Ute Indians in Colorado, which sums shall be charged
charged to
vorself-suRort,etc.,
said
bands,
and
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
is
also
authorized
to
Secretary
authorized
forselfpportede,
from accumulated inWrest.
withdraw from the Treasury
Treasury the accrued
accrued interest
terest.
withdraw
interest to and including
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, on the funds
funds of the
said Confederated Bands of Ute Indians
Indians appropriated
appropriated under the
Vol. 37, p.934.
Act
nineteen hundred
Act of March fourth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes at Large, page
page nine hundred
thirty-four), and to
to expend
expend
hundred and thirty-four),
or distribute
distribute the same
same for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of promoting
promoting civilization
civilization and
and
self-support among the said Indians,
self-support
Indians, under such regulations
regulations as the
Proviso.
of the
Interior may
may prescribe:
Provided, That
That the
the SecreSecreprescribe: Provided,
the Interior
Secretary of
expendi Secretary
Rprt of expendiReport
tary of the Interior shall report to Congress, on the first Monday in
tures.
nineteen hundred
December, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen, a
statement
a detailed statement
as to all
expended as
as provided
herein.
provided for
for herein.
all moneys
moneys expended
agrcul- as to
Seeds and agricultural implements.
To carry into effect the provision of article nine of the treaty
implements.
treaty of
5,p.622.
hundred and sixty-eight (Fifteenth
Vol."l.
15,
p. 822.
March second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
(Fifteenth Statutes
Statutes
at Large, page six hundred
hundred and nineteen),
nineteen), with the Confederated
Confederated
Bands of Ute
Cite Indians, for furnishing
furnishing seeds
seeds and agricultural
agricultural impleimpleKaibab
Reservation. ments,
ments, the
the sum
of $10,000,
or so
so much
muchthereof
th ereofas
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
KaibabReservation.
sum of
$10,000, or
Highway through.
through.
For a
a proportionate
Highway
proportionate share
share of the amount
amount required
required to construct
construct an
thee Kaibab Indian
interstate
thro ugh th
Indian ReserReserhighway through
interstate wagon road or highway
pmo.
Proviso.
Useof
Provided. That such sum
T.:se of Indianlabor.
Indian labor. vation, Utah, the sum of $9.000: Provided,
sum shall
shall be
be
expended
expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior in such
such

BtS.'

C
o ed r t
Ccialederated

l

carPenter" tc *

vfC~fT,.

Vol. 15, p.622.

d
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Repayment.
manner
times as
he may
may deem
proper in
in the
employment Repymt.
manner and
and at
at such
such times
as he
deem proper
the employment
of Indian labor for the construction
construction of
said
road
or
highway,
reimof said road or highway, reimbursable out of any
/1113r funds now or hereafter
hereafter placed
placed to the credit
credit of
of
said Indians in the Treasury of the United States.
Uncompahgre, etc.,
continuing the construction of lateral distributing systems to ucOnpahgre
For continuing
etc.,
TJtes.
allotments
irrigate the
the allotted
allotted lands
Uncompahgre, Uintah,
Uintah, and
and White
White Irrigating
irrigate
lands of
of the
the Uncompahgre,
irrigatingallotments
of.
River Utes, in Utah, and to maintain
maintain existing irrigation
irrigation systems,
p- 375
Vol. 34,
375.
34, p.
authorized
twenty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and Vol
authorized under the Act of June twenty-first,
reimbursable as therein provided,
provided, $40,000,
$40,000, to remain available
six, reimbursable
until expended.
until
expended.
Elder County.
To reimburse the board of education
education of Box Elder
State Box
Elder County, State
BdxuElderC
Educationo
of Indian
at washaki
Wasbakie
of Utah, for education
twenty-three Indian
Washakie pupils
pils at
education of twenty-three
Indian pupils at the Washakie
School, Box Elder County, during the school year of nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen and nineteen hundred and fourteen, and for the
education of twenty-one
twenty-one Indian pupils at the same school during
the school year of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen and nineteen
hundred and fifteen, $1,684.
$1,684.
twenty-two Indian
Indian pupils at the Indian school
school
For the education of twenty-two
nineteen hundred
at Washakie, Box Elder County, for the school year nineteen
sixteen, or so much thereof
thereof as
and fifteen and nineteen hundred and sixteen,
may
necessary, $832.
$832.
may be
be necessary,
:
Myton
Secretary of
hereby authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw R
r at,
The Secretary
of the
the Interior is
of bridat,
is hereby
authorized
ninth fun...
from
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States
States the
or so
so much
$1,000, or
fm`IDhttah
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,
much from
tfu
from the
of the
thereof as may be necessary, of the funds on deposit to the credit
credit
of
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians, in the State of Utah, and to use the
of the
the Uintah
UTmtah Tribe
abutment of the Government
Government bridge at
same to_Tirotect
to protect the north abutment
Myton, Utah, under such rules and regulations
prescribe,
regulations as he may prescribe,
Myton,
said
sum to
to be
immediately available.
available.
be immediately
said sum

ititr; g'thrid

WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.

SEC.
S
EC. 24. For support and civilization
civilization of the D'Wamish
D'Wamish and other

Washington.
Washigton.
Support, etc., of Indians.

support, etc., of in-

D Wamish, etc.
employees, $7,000.
$7,000.
DWamish,
Washington, including pay of employees,
allied tribes in Washington,
For support and civilization of the Makahs,including
Makahs, including pay of Makabs.
Makabs.
employees,
employees, $2,000.
Qui-nal-ens and Quilcivilization of Qui-nai-elts
Qui-nai-elts and Quil-leh-utes,
Quil-leh-utes, leut,^ndQlu'"
For support and civilization
including pay of employees, $1,000.
$1,000.
Yakima Agency In,

For
civilization of
Yakima Agency, including dianms
Agency In
of Indians at
at Yakima
For support
support and
and civilization
dians.
pay
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
pay of
of employees,
Colville,
etc., Agen'
For support and civilization of Indians at Colville,
Colville, Taholah,
Taholah, Puy- clidetc.
Agencies Indians.
employees, and for
allup, and Spokane Agencies, including pay of employees,
purchase of agricultural
agricultural implements,
implements, and support and civilization of
purchase
Joseph's
i
n Washington,
Joseph's Band
Band of Nez
Nez Perce
Perce Indians in
Washnton, $13,000.
For support of Spokanes
(article six
six of
of agreement
agreement Poe
Spokanes in Washington
Washington (article
Le,
r7, p. 139.
139.
with said -Indians
eighteen hun.dred
hundred and
ndians, dated March eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, ratified by Act of July thirteenth, eighteen hundred and
ninety-two),
ninety-two), $1,000.
Yakimas.
For operation and maintenance
maintenance of the
the irrigation
irrigation system on lands Irrigating
ngaotmnnt
allotments.
Vol.
33, p. 597; Vol. 34,
allotted to Yakima Indians in Washington,
reimbursable in p.1050.
Vol.33,p.597;Vol.34,
allotted
Washington, $15,000, reimbursable
nineteen p.050
accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act of March
March first, nineteen
Proviso.
hundred and seven: Provided,
Provided, That money received
agree- P
received under agreeoim. of r
Application of retemporary water supply may be expended
expended under the direc- ceipts.
ceipts.
ments for temporary
tion of the Secretary
Interior for maintenance
improveSecretary of the Interior
maintenance and improvement
on said
lands.
ment of
of the
the irrigation
irrigation system
system on
said lands.
Cushman School
For support and education
education of three hundred
Indian pupils cshmn shoo
hundred and fifty Indian
Cushman Indian School, Tacoma, Washington,
including
Washington, including
at the Cushman
repairs and improvements, and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $50,000,
$50,000,
made to supplement
supplement the Puyallup
Puyallup school
school
said appropriation
appropriation being made
funds used for said school.
school
c

es
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iYalmka Res
For construction
of a.
a dam across
across the
Yakima
Res."'"
construction of
the Yakima
River for
for the
diversion
Yakima River
the diversion
tion.
Extendin
girrigation and
utilization of
of water
provided for
acres of
of each
Indian allotExt ndingirrigatn
and utilization
water provided
for forty
forty acres
each
Indian
allotsystemior
Indianallottemforindi
ot- ment
the Yakima
Washington, and such other water
water
manta.
raent on
on the
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, Washington,
supply as
available or
-obtainable for
the irrigation
irrigation of
of aatotal
total
supply
as may
may be
be available
or obtainable
for the
of
one hundred
thousand acres
of allotted
allotted Indian
Indian. land
of one
hundred and
and twenty
twenty thousand
acres of
land on
on
said
and for
beginning the
enlargement and
extension of
of
said reservation,
reservation, and
for beginning
the enlargement
and extension
the distribution
distribution and
system on
on said
said reservation,
reservation, $200,000,
$200,000,
the
and drainage
drainage system
to be
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended:
expended:
to
be immediately
immediately available
available and
and to
Proviso.
'
Reimbursement by
entire diversion
diversion works
and distribution
distribution
Reimbursement
by Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the cost
cost of
of the
the entire
works and
owners
lands,
and
system shall
reimbursed to
the United
States by
by the
the
ones of
o land
and drainage
drainage system
shall be
be reimbursed
to the
United States
owners of
the lands
irrigable thereunder
thereunder in
not to
to exceed
exceed twenty
twenty
owners
of the
lands irrigable
in not
annual
the Secretary
of the
may fix
fix operation
annual payments,
payments, and
and the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
operation
and
which shall
he may
may direct.
direct.
and maintenance
maintenance charges,
charges which
shall be
be paid
paid as
as he
Apportionment of
of In
In th
apportionment
of
charges against
llowance shall
shall
Apportionment
thee apportionment
of
charges
against Indians,
Indians, due
due a
allowance
char
ges a
gainst Indians.
be made
such amounts
amounts as
may have
have been
been repaid
repaid the
the United
United States
a
sgainst In- be
made for
for such
as may
States
on
account of
appropriations heretofore
heretofore made
for this
this
on account
of reimbursable
reimbursable appropriations
made for
project,
and for
the construction
of the
the irrigation
irrigation system
system prior
prior to
to the
the
project, and
for the
construction of
vol. 33,
p. 5.
passage of
of the Act
Act of
December twenty-first,
Vol.
33, p.
595.
"passage
of December
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
four
Statutes at
Large, page
page five
five hundred
ninetyfour (Thirty-third
(Thirty-third Statutes
at Large,
hundred and
and ninetyUnpaid
charges, aafive)
therein provided.
provided. All
charges against
allottees
All charges
against Indian
Indian allottees
five),; as
UnOainaotces
as therein
lien
on allotments
herein
otherwise paid
paid-mayloke
paid from
herein authorized
authorized unless
unless otherwise
maybe paid
from individual
individual
shares
in the
fund when
for distribution,
distribution,
shares in
the tribal
tribal fund
when the
the same
same is
is available
available for
and
and if
if any
allottee shall
shall receive
patent in
in fee
fee to
to his
his allotment
allc•traent before
before
any allottee
receive patent
the amount
amount so
him has
been paid
paid to
to the
the United
United States,
States,
the
so charged
charged against
against him
has been
then such
shall be
be and
and become
become a
alien
lien upon
upon
then
such amount
amount remaining
remaining unpaid
unpaid shall
his allotment,
his
allotment, and the
fact of
of such
such lien
shall be
recited in
in such
such patent
the fact
lien shall
be recited
patent
and
be enforced
enforced by
by the
Secretary of
the Interior
by foreclosure
foreclosure
and may
may be
the Secretary
of the
Interior by
as
mortgage, and
and should
should any
Indian sell
sell any
of his
his allotment
allotment
as a
a mortgage,
any Indian
any part
part of
with the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
of the
Intoner, the
amount of
of any
Secretary of
the Interior,
the amount
any
unpaid charges
char_ges against
the land
land sold
sold shall
be and
and becomes
becomes aafirst
first lien
unpaid
against the
shall be
lien
Enr
int.
thereon and
andmay
Enforcement.
may be enforced
enforced by Secretary of the Interior
Interior by
by foreforeclosure
of water
water to
such land
land may
may be
be
closure as
as aa mortgage,
mortgage, and
and delivery
delivery of
to such
refused
the discretion
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
until all
all
refused within
within the
discretion of
the Secretary
Interior until
aterrightssubt
i
p
e
r
atritrhts subject dues are
are paid:
further, That
to water
water or
to the
the use
paid: Provided
Providedfurther,
That no
no right
right to
or to
use
wirh
toocompliance
compliance
with of any irrigation ditch
said reservation
reservation shall
ditch or other structure
structure on
on said
shall
rules,
etc.
rles,
.
allowed until the owner of the land to be irrigated
vest or be alowed
irrigated as
as herein
herein
comply with
with such
provided shall comply
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
he is
is hereby
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe
and he
hereby authorized
such rules
such
and regulations
regulations as
determine proper
for making
making
rules and
as he
he may
may determine
proper for
effective
foregoing provisions,
provisions, and
effective the foregoing
and to
to require
require of
of owners
owners of
of lands
lands
in
for the
reimbursement herein
herein required
required as
as he
he may
may
in fee
fee such
such security
security for
the reimbursement
determine
to refuse
delivery of
determine necessary, and to
refuse delivery
water to
to any
any tract
tract of
of
of water
thereof shall
land until the owners thereof
shall have
have complied
complied therewith.
therewith.
Payment
forsupply
addiFor
third installment
installment in
payment of
$635,000 for
f
or water
wa t
er su
pply
Payment
addiFor the
the third
in payment
of $635,000
supply
tional
waterfor
supply
tional
water
to
allottees.
to allottees.
for irrigation
of each
Indian allotment
allotment on
on the
the Yakima
irrigation of
forty acres
of forty
acres of
each Indian
Yalima
Indian Reservation
irrigation system
system in
in the
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington,
Indian
Vo.
Reservation irrigation
provided
Vol. 38, p. 604
provided by
the Act
Act of
of August
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen
by the
August first,
first, nineteen
(Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large
Large, page
page six
and four),
six hundred
hundred and
four),
$100,000 to
to be
into the
the reclamation
reclamation fund.
$100,000
be covered
covered into
fund.
Washington
State
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
is hereby,
authorized
shington
That
Secretary of
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
Historical
Society.state
Lands in
Colvie to patent to the Washington
Washington State
Lands
in Colville
State Historical.
Society, for memorial
memorial
Historical.Society,
Reseration
granted
Reservati
ffisrited and park purposes, the following-described
following-described lands in the
diminished
the diminished
to.
Description
Description.
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
the State
State of
of Washington,
Washington ,t
w it : A
A
Reservation, in
in the
too wit:
tract of land not exceeding
exceeding four acres
acres in area
area located in the northwest
northwest
corner
description of said
said
corner of lot two of section
section seventeen,
seventeen, the precise
precise description
tract to be determined
determined by said
said Washington
Washington Historical
Society and
and
Historical Society
the Secretary of the Interior
Interior prior to the issuance
issuance of the patent
patent
therefor, and lot seven, containing
containing twenty
twenty and ninety
ninety one-hundredths acres of section
thirty north,
section twenty-one, all in township
township thirt
range twenty-five
m Was
Washington:
twenty-five east of the Willamette
Willamette meridian,
mei idian, in
on:
on
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Provided, That
That the
the lands
hereby granted
for by
by the
Provided,
lands hereby
granted shall
shall be
be paid
paid for
the

Provisos.
Proisos.

Proceeds to credit
appraised value, to be ascertained
said society
society at their
their appraised
ascertained in such man- Indians.
ndirn
to r toof
the proceeds
ner as the Secretary of
of the Interior may
may prescribe, and
and the
proceeds
thereof placed
in the
the Treasury
the United
States to
to the
the credit
credit of
of
thereof
placed in
Treasury of
of the
United States
the Indians
Indians belonging
on the
the reservation
of which
the lands
herein
the
belonging on
reservation of
which the
lands herein
Intoxicants forbiddescribed are
Providedfurther, That
described
are a
a part:
part: Providedfurther,
That the lands
lands hereby
hereby granted deIntO"Xnt
fobid
den.
shall be
subject for
for a
period of
all the
the laws
of
shall
be subiect
a period
of twenty-five
twenty-five years
years to
to all
laws of
the United
the introduction
introduction of
into
the
United States
States prohibiting
prohibiting the
of intoxicants
intoxicants into
the Indian
country.
the
Indian country.
Fort Spokane abanThat the
the Secretary
the Interior
and he
hereby is,
authorized donedt
That
Secretary of
of the
Interior be,
be, and
he hereby
is, authorized
Spokie Resereb5ndoned Military
vation. unud
to sell
of not
not to
twenty acres
acres of
portion of
of vation.
to
sell and
and dispose
dispose of
to exceed
exceed twenty
of that portion
Sale of unused lands

within the limits of the
the lands situated on
on the north side of and
and within

abandoned Fort
Fort Spokane
Spokane Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, State
State of
of Washington
Washington,
abandoned

onsef
on.

n se d l

,
Vol. 38, p. 584.

not
necessary for hospital purposes,
not necessary
purposes, as
as provided
provided for in the Act ap3,p
proved
August first,
first, nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty-eighth
proved August
nineteen hundred
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
Large, page
five ,hundred
eighty-four), at
at not
not less
less Proceeds to credit of
Statutes at
at Large,
page five
hundred and
and eighty-four),
than the appraised value thereof,
proceeds thereof
thereof Spoia
thereof, and to
to place the
the proceeds
Spokanes. tor.dt
in
the Treasury
of the
United States
to the
the Spokane
Inin the
Treasury of
the United
States to
the credit
credit of,
of the
Spokane Indians
State. .
dians in
in said
said State.
Klickitat County.
That
there be,
is granted
be, and
hereby is,
That there
and hereby
to school
school distrit
district numbered
numbered Kckitat
ranted to
Lands oncountr.
Yakima
Reservation
granted
Reservation granted
northwest quarter
Rlickitat County,
Washington, the northwest
quarter of the to,
County, Washington,
fifty-six, Klickitat
for school uses.
northwest
quarter of
the northeast
northeast quarter
the 'northeast
quarter to forcooluses.
northwest quarter
of the
quarter of
of the
northeast quarter
of
section eleven,
eleven_, township
newth,.. range
range fourteen
fourteen east
east of
the
of section
township ,six
six north,
of the
Willamette meridian,
meridian, containing
one-half acres,
acres, now
used
Willamette
containing two
two and
and one-half
now used
sch4aol site
being aapart
part of the
Yakima
site by said
said district, and being
the Yakima
as a
a publio school
Reservation, and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
Indian Reservation,
authorized
to issue patent to said district for said lands, the same to be used
used
for school
school purposes.
Se-ctun-ka-nullax.
Secretary of
Interior be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized Lieu
That the Secretary
of the
the Interior
and he
is hereby,
Sieuallontmeitto.
allotment to.
to make an allotment
allotment of not more than eighty acres
within
acres of land within
the
Reservation in the
Washingthe diminished
diminished Colville Indian Reservation
the State
State of Washington to Se-cum-ka-nullax
Se-cum-ka-nullax in lieu
agreement
lieu of a
a portion
portion of the Moses
Moses agreement
allotment numbered
numbered thirty-six embraced
embraced within
within the
the homestead entry
entry
Hickerson.
of Charles M. Hickerson.
arl s M. nickertjaarles
That
Secretary of
be, and
authorized so
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
son.
' HckerHomestead
entry
and directed
directed to
to accept
homestead proof
submitted by
Charles M.
HoSmetead entry
the homestead
proof submitted
by Charles
M. confirmed.
and
accept the
Hickerson
homestead embraced
embraced within allotment
'Eckerson for that part of his homestead
allotment
numbered thirty-six
thirty-six to
Moses's Band
Band of
of
numbered
to Se-cum-ka-nullax,
Se-cum-ka-nullax, of
of Chief
Chief Moses's
Indians, if the same is shown to be
homestead
be in
in compliance
compliance with the homestead
laws,
laws, and
and the
the title
title of
of said
said Indian
Indian to
to that part of said
said allotment embraced
braced within
within said
said entry
entry is
is hereby
hereby extingulshed.
extinguished.
Spokane
Reservaeser aThe Secretary of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to lease
lease tio
tion.
Lease
of
unallotted
to citizens
the United
United States
of unaot
to
citizens of
of the
States for
for mining
mining purposes
purposes unallotted
unallotted mIs
mineral lands
on, auaumineral
lands on,
thorized.
of thorid.
mineral
lands on
diminished Spokane
Spokane Reservation
in the
the State
State of
Reservation in
mineral lands
on the
the diminished
Washington
ears with
reWashington for
for periods of
of twenty-five
twenty-five y
years
with privileges
privileges of renewal, on such reasonable
renewal conditions
conditions as
determined
reasonable renewal
as may
may be
be determined
by
Interior 'and
and also
reasonable conditions
of the Interior,
also with reasonable
conditions
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Secretary of the Interior providing for the proseto be fixed by the Secretary
development and operation.
cution of mining development
operation. Such leases shall be
applicants in the order in which applications
made to applicants
applications shall be made.
made.
Free
the said lands, and
and
Free opportunity
opportunity shall
shall be
be given
given for
for prospecting
prospecting of
of the
rental
raining production,
production, and shall be
reasonable,
shall be based upon
upon mining
be reasonable,
rental shall
and
the proceeds
paid into
Spokane Indian
Indian
the Spokane
be paid
into the
of rental
rental shall be
and the
proceeds of
tribal
fund.
tribal fund.
Ooan
Okanogan
water
That there
there is
appropriated, out
of any
funds in
the Treasury
cqisition of
ofwter
That
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of
any funds
in the
Treasury Acquisition
ster
U
for
Indian allotVats for
. Indian
a otthe Commissioner
$95,000, to
be used
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, S95,000,
to be
used by
by the
Commissioner rgh
not
of Indian Affairs under
under the direction
direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
heretofore allotted to
to
in the acquisition
acquisition of water
water rights for the lands heretofore
Okanogan
Indians, situated within the boundaries
boundaries of the West Okanogan
Valley
Washington, and for the
Valley irrigation
irrigation district,
district, Okanogan
Okanogan County,
County, Washington,
the
.
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Reimbursement
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owners
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by
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payment
maintenance charges
charges oi
ol
and maintenance
operation and
the proportionate
proportionate operation
of the
payment of
the said
The Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized to
to neneSecretary of
district. The
said district.
the
gotiate for
for said
said water
rights and
to pay:
therefor as
as he
may deem
deem
he may
pay therefor
and to
water rights
gotiate
appropriate,
such
part
of
the
sum
herein
appropriated
as
he
may
he
may
as
herein
appropriated
appropriate, such part of the sum
determine
to be
be necessary
necessary for
of the
the Indians:
Indians: ProProinterests of
the best
best interests
for the
determine to
vided,
nothing herein
shall be
be construed
construed to
to authorize
authorize
contained shall
herein contained
vided That
That nothing
any lien
claims upon
against said
said allotted
allotted lands
lands not
herein
not herein
or against
upon or
or claims
lien or
any
specifically appropriated
appropriated for:
Provided further,
amounts exThat the
the amounts
for: Provided
further, That
specifically
pended under
reimbursed to the United
be reimbursed
shal be
this appropriation
appropriation shall
under this
pended
States by
land on
on behalf
expenditure
of which such expenditure
behalf of
the land
of the
owners of
by the
the owners
States
is made,
such terms
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
may prescribe,
prescribe, which
which
ierms as
upon such
is
made, upon
shall be
be not
favorable to
to the
the Indians than
reimbursement
than the reimbursement
not less
less favorable
shall
required of
of settlers
upon lands
irrigated under
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
under the
settlers upon
lands irrigated
required
Reclamation Act of June seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and two
Reclamation
(Thirty-second
Statutes at
page three
three hundred
eightyhundred and
and eightyat Large,
Large, page
(Thirty-second Statutes
eight),
and Acts
amendatory thereof
or supplementary
thereto; and
and
thereof or
supplementary thereto;
Acts amendatory
eight), and
if any Indian shall sell his allotment or part thereof, or receive a
a
patent
in fee
for the
secure
the charge made
made to secure
amount of
of the
any amount
fee for
the same, any
patent in
reimbursement
remaining unpaid at
at the time
time of such sale or issuance
reimbursement remaining
of
patents issued
issued therefor
therefor
and patents
the land,
land, and
a lien
lien on
on the
shall be
be a
of patent
patent shall
shall recite
amount of such
shal
recite the amount
such item.
item.

W'
wisosin.

WISCONSIN.
WISCONSIN.

Hayward
Hayward School.
School

SE.
and fifty
S
EC. 25. For the support
support and
and education of two hundred
hundred and
fifty
Indian pupils at the Indian
Indian school at Hayward,
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, including
$43,350; for general repairs and improveof superintendent,
superintendent, $43,350;
pay of
ments,
dairy
$51,550.
ments,
$5,000;
for
dairy
barn, $3,200;
$3,200; in all, $51,550.
Tomah SchooL
For support and education of two hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
TmhschooFor
pupils at the Indian
Indian school, Tomah, Wisconsin, including
inclucling pay of
of
superintendent,
$47,625; for
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements,
superintendent, $47,625;
for general
repairs and
a lighting
$6,000; for installing electric dynamo
dynamo and switchboard
switchboard for a
plant, $2,500;
$2,500; in
all, $56,125.
$56,125.
all,
p
plant,
in
o
i\meas o
oft Lake
For
and civilization
civilization of
of the
Chippewas of Lake
Lake Superior,
the Chippewas
support and
- or support
F
fL e
ssicST
rt, etc.
4tr

Supa

Support,
Support, etc.

Wisconsin,
pay of
of employees
employees,/ $7,000.
Wisconsin, including
including pay
$7,000.
For
support, education,
and civilization
of the
the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie
civilization of
education, and
For support,

Stockbrdge
Stockbridge

ees, $7,000.
$7,000.
ees,

w
.
Support,etc.

Pottawatomios.

Indians who reside in the State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, including
including pay
pay of employemploy-

e end
Munsee Tribes.
Payment tocr T in
enrolled members
Vol. 27,
27, p.
p. 745.

There
sum of
of $95,000,
used in
in
Munsee
"'
There is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
$95,000, to
to be
be used
eromnt to,el Sit addition to the triba
tribal funds of the Stockbridge
Stockbridge and Munsee
Munsee Tribes
745.
Indians, for the payment
members of
of Indians
payment of the members
of the
Stockbridge and
and
the Stockbridge

Munsee Tribes of Indians who were enrolled under the Act of
Munsee
of Congress of March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and ninety-three,
ninety-three, equal
equal
amounts to
to the
paid to
to the
other members of
of said
said tribe
tribe
the othermembers
the amounts
amounts paid
amounts
prior to the enrollment under said Act, and such payments
payments shall be
certificate and order of
made upon the certificate
athe Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs upon claims being filed with him, showing
showing to his satisfaction
satisfaction
of such
such claimants,
were enrolled
enrolled
that such claimants,
claimants, or
or the ancestors
ancestors of
claimants were
under the Act of March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninety-three,
relief of
of the
the Stockbridge
Stockbridge and
and Munsee
Tribes
entitled, "An
"An Act for the relief
Munsee Tribes
of Indians of the State of Wisconsin."
Wisconsin."

Proof required.
required.
Proof

Oneida School.

Dairy cattle.
DOr

WLcosin
Wisconsin

Bd
Band

PottaatoSienLan.

of
of

Pottawatomie Indians.
Support,
etc.
Support, etc.

3, p.
p. 102.
Vol. 35,

Repment.

Repayment.

For
of pure
pure bred
bred dairy
dairy cattle
cattle for
Oneida Indian
Indian
For the
the purchase
purchase of
for the
the Oneida
School, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, $5,000.
School,
$5,000.
Wisconsin
of the
civilization of those portions
For the support
support and civilization
portions of
the Wisconsin

Band
Band of
of Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie Indians
Indians residing in the States of Wisconsin
and
Michigan,
and
to
aid
homes on
on the
the
in establishing
establishing homes
Indians in
said Indians
and Michigan, and to aid said
purchased for them under the provisions of the Act of Congress
lands purchased
approved
nineteen hundred
$100,000,
approved June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, $100,000,
or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, said sum to be reimbursed
reimbursed
to the United States out of the appropriation,
appropriation, when
when made, of the
principal due as the proportionate
proportionate share of said Indians in annuities
annuities
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and
Pottawatomie Tribe
not
and moneys
moneys of the
the Pottawatomie
Tribe in which they
they have
have not
shared, as
as set
forth in
Document Numbered
Eight hundred
shared,
set forth
in House
House Document
Numbered Eight
hundred
and thirty
Congress, first
session), and
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
and the
first session),
(Sixtieth Congress,
and
thirty (Sixtieth
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to expend
said sum
sum of
of $100,000
$100,000 in
in
expend the
the said
Interior
is hereby
the clearing
the purchase
purchase of
building material,
material,
and the
of houses,
houses, building
the
clearing of
of land
land and
seed,
animals, machinery,
machinery, tools,
tools, implements,
equipment
and other
other equipment
seed, animals,
implements, and
and supplies
supplies necessary
necessary to
Indians to
to become
self-supportto enable
enable said
said Indians
become self-supportand

Use
of amount.
amount.
Use of

said Indians
That m
m order
order to
ing: Provided,
ing:
Provided, That
to train
train said
Indians in the use
use and
and Promsoperpit
uayment
Payment per capita
capita.
handling of
money, not
not exceeding
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 of
of the
appropriathe. above
above appropriaof money,
handling
tion may
may be
be paid
to them
them per
per capita,
or be
be deposited
credit
paid to
capita, or
deposited to
to their
their credit
tion
subject
to expenditure
expenditure in
such manner
and under
under such
such rules
rules and
and
manner. and
in such
subject to
regulations
as the
Secretary of
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
regulations as
The Secretary
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw
withdraw Menominees.
the Interior
Interior is
The
Secretary of
fi f
-su vl rt, etc"
Proviso.

i

I
ium
.in es

from the
Treasury of
of the
his discretion,
discretion, the
the sum
of
sum of
in his
the United
United States,
States, in
the Treasury
from

from trubSunds.
tribal
tc.

of
Acts of
of June
eighteen hundred
and ninety
(Twentyninety (Twentyhundred and
twelfth, eighteen
June twelfth,
of the
the Acts

Vol.
26, p. 146.
146.
l. 26,
Vol. 35, p.
Vol. 35 P

$300,000, or
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, of
of the
funds
the tribal
tribal funds
as may
thereof as
so much
$300,000,
of
Indians in
the provisions
under the
provisions
arising under
in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, arising
of the
the Menominee
Menominee Indians

sixth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page one hundred and
and forty-six),
forty-six), and March
March
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight
eight (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at
twenty-eighth,
Large, page
page fifty-one),
fifty-one), and
the same
same in
in the
the clearin,c
of
clearin , of
expend the
and to
to expend
Large,
land, the
the erection
erection of
of sanitary
the purchase
purchase of
of bulding
building
sanitary homes,
homes, and
and the
land,
material, seed,
equipment, dairy
stock, machinery,
machinery,
dairy stock,
teams, farming
farming equipment,
seed, teams,
material,
tools,
equipment and supplies
to
necessary-to
supplies necessary
other equipment
and other
implements, and
tools implements,
enable said
to become
become slf-supporting
self-supporting unoier such regulations
regulations
under
said Indians
Indians to
enable

Use of amount.

seo amount

Proviso.

as
may prescribe:
Provided, That
no lands
shall be
be cleared
cleared for
for Rtiionon
as he
he may
prescribe: Provied,
That no
lands shall
Restriction on clearing lands.
agricultural purposes,
purposes, pursuant
provision, excepting
excepting inglands.
the foregoing
foregoing provision,
to the
pursuant to
agricultural
Sales of forest prodsuch lands as
heretofore completely and wholly cut over. salesof
been heretofore
as have been
such
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred
Section three
hundred uvnof the Act of March twenty-eighth,
three of
Section
Va1:35,p.51, amended.
odication.
page fifty-one),
and
eight (Thirty-fifth
Urge, page
fifty-one), is hereby
hereby Modification.
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at Large,
and eight
amended to
lath, shingles, crating, ties,
the lumber, lath,
"That the
to read:
read: "That
amended
other marketable
marketable
pulp wood,
wood, and
and other
piles, poles, posts,
posts, bolts, logs,
logs, bark, pulp
materials obtained
from the forests on the
Menominee Reservation
Reservation
the Menominee
obtained from
materials
shall
sold under
such rules
rules and
regulations as
Secretary of
of the
shall be
be sold
under such
and regulations
as the
the Secretary
the Depositofprocds.
Deposit of proceeds.
forest
Interior may
may.prescribe.
prescribe. The
proceeds of the sale
sale of all forest
The net
net proceeds
Interior
products
shall be
deposited in
in the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to Interest.
products shall
be deposited
the Treasury
nteret.
the credit
credit of
of the
the Menominee
Menominee Tribe
Indians. Such
Such proceeds
proceeds shall
shall
of Indians.
Tribe of
the
bear interest
interest at
of four
centum per
annum, and
and the interper centum
per annum,
at the
the rate
rate of
four per
bear
the benefit
of such Indians
in such manner
benefit of
Indians in
manner as
as
est shall
shall be
be used for the
the Secretary
shall prescribe."
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
prescribe."
alI La1
A i
Bad River and Lao
That
bias or
to the
rights or
interests of
of any
any du Flabesau
uRen-a
the rights
or interests
That without
without bias
or prejudice
prejudice to
Flambeau Reservations.
party
the litigation
now pending,
pending, the
the Secretary
Secretary-of
of the
the Interior
Interior be
be, tim
onf.
party to
to the
litigation now
Sale
of timber on dislands.
"schooi puted lands.
so-called "school
timber on
sell the
the timber
and he
hereby is,
authorized to
to sell
on the
the so-called
is, authorized
and
he hereby
boundaries of the Bad River
lands"
and "
"swamp
lands" within the boundaries
lands" and
swamp lands"
River
and Lac
Lac du
Indian Reservations
and to
to which
which
and
du Flambeau
Flambeau Indian
Reservations in
in Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and
roc
Deposit of proceeds.
the
of Wisconsin
has asserted
claim; to
to keep
keep aa separate
separate Dep Wt p"ods.
asserted aa claim;
Wisconsin has
State of
the State
account
proceeds of
of such sale with each legal subdivision of
account of the proceeds
such land
land and
to deposit
deposit the said
said proceeds
national
proceeds at
at interest in aanational
and to
such
Indian moneys,
moneys, to be
bank, bonded
bonded for
the safe-keeping
individual Indian
for the
safe-keeping of individual
bank,
paid over,
over, together
together with
interest thereon,
to the
the party
or parties
parties Po.
paid
with the
the interest
thereon, to
party or
Proviso.
at sale.
csent isale.
Provided, Consent
fund: Provided,
to such fund:
who shall
shall finally
finally be
adjudged to be
be entitled to
be adjudged
who
claiming title therefrom
That
the consent
consent of the State
parties claiming
therefrom be
State or parties
That the
obtained before
any such
such sale
shall be
obtained
before any
sale shall
be made.
made.
Lac Court
Court Oreilles.
Orelles.
Disposal of flowage
With
consent of
of the
the Lac
Lac Court
Court Oreilles
°reifies Tribe,
Tribe, ri Dispoal
owae
Indians of
With the
the consent
of the
the Indians
ht on tribal lands.
to be
be obtained
obtained in
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may ghts tbal land.
as the
the Secretary
manner as
in such
such manner
to
require,
on the
the unallotted
unallotted tribal
tribal lands,
lands, and,
and, with the
rights on
flowage rights
require, flowage
consent
of the
allottee or
the heirs
of any
any deceased
deceased allottee
allottee and
heirs of
of the
or of
the allottee
consent of
under
regulations as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
as the
the Secretary
and regulations
rules and
such rules
under such
may prescribe,
rights on
on any
Lac Court
in the Lae
lands in
allotted lands
any allotted
flowage rights
may
prescribe, flowage
Oreffes
Reservation, in
in the
State of
Wisconsin, may
may be
leased or
or Dtemnatioof
OreilIes Reservation,
the State
of Wisconsin,
be leased
a.
Determination °teensiderationt etc.
granted for
storage-reservoir purposes.
purposes. The
as aacondition
condition to
to sideration,et.
tribe, as
The tribe,
for storage-reservoir
granted
giving
its consent
to the
granting or
flowage rights on tribal
or leasing of flowage
the granting
consent to
giving its
u ut s

of

g

s
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lands, and
and any
allottee or
deceased allottee,
a conor the heirs of
of any deceased
allottee, as a
lands,
any allottee
dition
his or their
granting of flowflowor granting
to the leasing or
their consent to
to giving
giving his
dition to
age
their respective
determine, subject to the
allotments, may determine,
respective allotments,
on their
age rights
rights on
approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary,of
Interior, what
what consideration
consideration or
or rental
rental
the Interior,
of the
approval of
shall be
flowage rights, and in what
for
manner and for
what manner
such flowage
shall
be received
received for such
what purposes
purposes such
shall be
or expended;
or rental
rental shall
be paid
paid or
expended;
what
such consideration
consideration or
and
consideration or
such
or rental shall be paid or expended under such
and the
the consideration
rules and
the Secretary
may prescribe.
rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe.
"'
For
the completion
of the
the road
road on
on the
the Red
Red Cliff
R,eservation,
Cliff Reservation
completion of
For the
RCse r a~

Red
cm
liff Reser
tion.
completing
Completing road on.

roadon $6,500, to be reimbursed
reimbursed out of the funds of the Indians of said
reservation, under
conditions as
as the
under such rules,
rules, regulations,
regulations, and conditions
reservation,
Secretary of the Interior
may prescribe.
Interior may
Secretary

Wyoming.
Wyoming.

Shoshones.
etc.

Support

SuPPort, ete'

school
Reservation school.
Reservation

Fifnigtret
Fulfilling
treaty.
' y
Vol. 15,
p. 676.
VoL
S,p.676.

WYOMING.
WYOMING.
S
EC. 26.
and civilization
civilization of
of Shoshone
Shoshone Indians
in
Indians in
support and
26. For
For support
SEC.

Wyoming, including
of employees,
$15,000.
Wyoming,
including pay
pay of
employees, $15,000.

For
support and
and education
of one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian
education of
or support
pupib at the Indian school, Shoshone Reservation,
pupils
Reservation, Wyoming,
Wyoming
including pay
for general
repairs and
including
pay of
of superintendent,
superintendent, $31,025;
$31,025; for
general repairs
and
improvements, $5,000;
$5,000; in
all, $36,025.
$36,025.
in all,
improvements,
For
F 'or support
support of
of Shoshones
Shoshones in Wyoming:
For pay
Wyoming: For
pay of
of physician,
physician,

teacher, carpenter,
miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
blacksmith (article
carpenter, miller,
farmer, and blacksmith
ten,
ten, treaty
treaty-of July
July third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $5,000;
$5,000;
for
second blacksmith,
iron and
steel and
other
for pay
pay of
of second
blacksmith, and
and such
such iron
and steel
and other
materials as may be required,
required, as per article eight, same treaty,
treaty,
$1,000;
in all,
all, $6,000.
$6,000.
$1000; in
Fort Washae
Washakie.
Repairs.
Reps.
For repairs
epairs at the old abandoned military post of
of Fort Washakie,
Washakie,
irrigation system on on the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming, $1,721.
on the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming, $1,721.
Iiation systn
reservation.
For continuing
continuing the
reservation.
For
the work
constructing an
irrigation system
within
work of
of constructing
an irrigation
system within
onstruction
Construction
the diminished Shoshone or Wind River Reservation,
Reservation, in
m Wyoming,
including the
maintenance and
operation of
completed canals,
canals,
of completed
and operation
the maintenance
including
mt.
VZ3,p.b61.
$50,000, reimbursable
accordance with the provisions
D260, 1p
en
.1016.
reimbursable in accordance
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
of March
March third, nineteen
nineteen hundred and five, and
remain available
ana to
to remain
available
Plans for completing until expended.
Plans
for completing until expended.
To enable the
rrigatio ofreserv
the Secretary
Irrigation
of reserveSecretary of the
the Interior to
to have
have prepared
prepared and
and
esubmitted
submitted to Congress
tion to be
submitted,
Congress at the beginning
beginning of the next regular session
session
plans and estimates of the character
character and cost of structures necessary
necessary
for completing
completing the irrigation
irrigation of all of the irrigable lands of the Shoshone or Wind River Reservation,
Reservation, including the ceded lands of said
reservation,
Wyoming, $5,000.
$5,000.
in Wyoming
reservation, in
RoadsandbridBge.
Roads
and bridges.
For continuing the work of constructing
constructing roads and bridges
bri I , ' within
within
the diminished
diminished Shoshone
Shoshone or Wind River Reservation,
Reservation, in Wyoming,
,
yoming,
$25,000, said sum to be reimbursed from any funds which
which are now
now
or may hereafter
hereafter be placed in the Treasury to the credit of said Ina n s
Joseph E.
H. Noris.
Norris.
dians.
Joseph
di
.
Payment
For
of salary
Joseph H.
H. Norris
superayment to.
to.
For payment
payment of
salary and
and expenses
expenses of
of Joseph
Norris as
as supervisor of Indian schools, October twenty-first
twenty-first to November
November eleventh,
Indian triblamd.
trftel funds. inclusive,
inclusive, nineteen
and twelve,
twelve, $257.
$257.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Indian
Annual estimates of
SEC.
the first
first Monday
S
EC. 27. On the
Monday in
in December,
and
December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
receipts and expenditures
of, tobeupendbe submit- seventeen,
seventeen, and
annually thereafter
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
tresoto
and annually
thereafter,, the
the
Secretary
the
Treasury
t ed
ted,
shall transmit to the Speaker of the House of Representatives
Representatives estimates of the amounts of the receipts to, and expenditures
expenditures which the
Secretary of the Interior recommends
of
recommends to be made.for
made.for the
the benefit
benefit of
the Indians
Indians for
fiscal
the
Indians from
from, all
all tribal
tribal funds
funds of
of Indians
for the
the ensuing
ensuing fiscal
Total
receipts.
year; and
such statement
statement shall
ot reeipts
and such
shall show
show (first)
(first) the
the total
total amounts
amounts estiestimated to be received from any and all sources whatsoever, which
which
otherwill be placed to the credit of each tribe of Indians, in trust or otherTry
wise, at the close of the ensuing fiscal year, (second)
(second) an
an analysis
Treaty agments.
agreements.
showanalysis showGovernment is directed and reing the amounts which the Federal Goverrunent
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agreements to expend
quired by treaty stipulations and agreements
expend from each
each
of said funds or from the Federal Treasury, giving
giving references
references to the
Disbursements
Disbursements feerecexisting treaty
amounts which
which ommended.
existing
treaty or agreement
agreement or
or statute, (third) the
the amounts
ommended.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
to be
spent
from
each
the Interior
Interior recommends
recommends to
be spent from each
otherwise, and
purpose for
for which
which
of the
the tribal
tribal funds
funds held
held in trust or
or otherwise
and the
the purpose
expended, and said statement
show the
the
said amounts
amounts are to be
be expended,
statement shall
shall show
amounts which he recommends
recommends to be disbursed (a)
(a) for
for per
per capita Per capita.
payments in
Indians, (b)
(b) for salaries
salaries or
or compensation
compensation Salaries.
payments
in money
money to the Indians,
Counsel fees.
fees.
of officers and employees, (c) for compensation
compensation of counsel and attor- Provisos.
Provisos.
without
paymentwithout
ney fees, and (d) for support
support and civilization:
there- No payment
civilization: Provided,
Provided, That therespecific appropriation.
appropriation.
after no money shall be expended
expended from Indian
without specific
Indian tribal
tribal funds
funds without
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
specific
appropriation by
by Congress
as follows:
Equalization
specific appropriation
Congress except
except as
follows: Equalization
of allotments, education
Indian children
accordance with
existeducation of
of Indian
children in accordance
with existing
capita and
other payments,
payments, all
all of
are hereby
hereby Five Civilized
ing law,
law, per capita
and other
of which
which are
Civilized Tribes
Tribes
continued in full
Provided further,
further, That
this shall
shall not
not affected.
affected.
full force and effect: Provided
That this
not change existing law with reference to the Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes.
Bureauof
of Efficency.
Efficiency.
Bureau
SEC.
SEC. 28. On or before the thirty-first
thirty-first day
nineteen To
To submit
submit system of
day of
of December,
December, nineteen
bookkeeping, etc.,
etc., to
bookkeeping,
to
hundred and sixteen
Efficiency shall prepare
and comply with
sixteen, the Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
prepare and
with existing
existing
law.
law.
submit to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior a
asystem
and Pod, p. 802.
system of
of bookkeeping
bookkeeping and
accounting for the Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs that
will
that willenable
the said Post, P. 802.
Secretary on or before July first, nineteen hundred and seventeen,
Secretary,
siventann, VoL
Vol. 38,
88, p.
p. 103.
103.
to meet the requirements
requirements of section twenty-sir
twenty-six .
of the
the Indian
Indian ApproAppropriation Act
Act approved
and thirteen
thirteen
priation
approved June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at
(Thirty-eighth
at Large,
Large, page
page one himdred
hundred and thiee).
three).
Approved,
May 18,
18, 1916.
Approved, May
1916.
CHAP.
126.-An Act To amend the Act approved
twenty-fifth, nineteen
CHAP. 126.—An
approved June
June twenty-fifth,
nineteen
hundred and
ten, authorizing
the postal
postal savings
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
hundred
and ten,
authorizing the
savings system,
system, and

May 18, 1916.
18, 562.)
116.
[11. 'ay
It.
[blic
[Public,
No.
81.]
[Public,
81.]
i

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United Postal sery Ice.
States of
America in
of America
Congress assembled, That
That such part of section
six Postal
Postal savings
States
in Congress
section six
savings syssystem.
of the .Act
Act approved
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
approved June twenty-fifth,
hundred and
and ten,
ten, -temoI
815
Vol. 338, p
p. 815,
amended. '
authorizing
a system of postal savings depositories, as reads "but no
authorizing a
no amended.
Amount of deposit,
one shall be
be permitted
to deposit
one
permitted to
deposit more
more than
than $100
$100 in
in any
any one
one calendar
calendar bearing
Inerest,
e
b
:
e
a
as
r4
0
interest, inmonth"
read as
follows: "but
balance to
month" is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
as follows:
"but the
the balance
to c a'the
credit of
any person,
person, upon
upon which
interest is
is payable,
shall not
not
the credit
of any
which interest
payable, shall
on desi
Additional deposits
exceed $1,000,
of accumulated
accumulated interest";
and said
Act is
is without
exceed
$1,000, exclusive
exclusive of
interest"; and
said Act
dthout
ntedepsitsininterest
creased.
further amended
amended so
so that
that the
proviso in
in section
section seven
seven thereof
thereof shall
read ceed.
further
the proviso
shall read
36
816
p
Vol. 36, p. 816,
as follows: "Provided,
"Provided, That the board of trustees may, in their dis- amended.
sanded.
cretion, and under such regulations as such board
board may promulgate,
promulgate,
accept additional
for
accept
additional deposits not to exceed
exceed in
in the aggregate
aggregate $1,000
$1,000 for
each depositor,
depositor, but
upon which
which no
no interest
be paid."
each
but upon
interest shall
shall be
paid."
Depost
Deposit of
of funds
funds iin
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That postal
postal savings
savings funds
received under
provisions banks.
SEC.
funds received
under the
the provisions
banks.
Vol. 3
36, p
p. 816,
of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
in solvent
solvent banks,
whether organized
organized amended.
be deposited
deposited in
banks, whether
mned
'
Whether
Federal
under National or State
State laws,
whether member
not of
of serve
laws, and
and whether
member banks
banks or
or not
Whether
Fedra rebanks or not.
VoL as,p.
38, p. 265,
the Federal reserve system established
established by the Act approved
approved December
December VOL
s,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
being subject
twenty-third,
and thirteen,
thirteen, being
subject to
to amended.
ded
National
or State
supervision and
and examination,
sums de-nteet
de- Interest required.
National or
State supervision
examination, and
and the
the sums
eir.
posited shall bear interest
interest at the rate of not less than
than two and onefourth per centum per annum,
rate shall
annum, which
which rate
shall be
be 'uniform
uniform throughout
throughout R
d
Reserve fund.
the United
United States
States and
the
and Territories
Territories thereof;
thereof; but
but five
five per
per centum
centum of
of such
such
funds shall be
withdrawn by the
the board
board of
of trustees
and kept
kept with
with the
the Security
be withdrawn
trustees and
sertyreqred
required.
Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States, who shall be treasurer
treasurer of the
the board
of trustees, in lawful money as a
reserve. The board
board of trustees
trustees
a reserve.
security in public
or other
other
shall take from
from such
such banks such security
public bonds
bonds or
supported by
by the taxing
securities, authorized by Act of Congress
Congress or supported
sufficient
power, as the board may prescribe,
prescribe, approve,
approve, and deem sufficient
and necessary
necessary, to
to insure
insure the
and prompt
prompt payment
payment of
such DItrbaa
and
the safety
safety and
of such
Distribution of d.
do.
posits kindly.
deposits
on demand.
deposits on
funds received
received at
at the
the postal
demand. The
The funds
postal savings
savings posftsoly.
depository
locality shall
depository offices in each city, town,
town, village,
village, and
and other
other locality
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be
located therein
therein (substantially
to
in proportion
proportion to
(substantially in
banks located
in banks
deposited in
be deposited
the
each such
such bank)
willing to
to receive such
such
bank) willing
of each
surplus of
and surplus
capital and
the capital
deposits under
the terms
terms of
of this
this Act
Act and
and the
by
regulations made
made by
the regulations
under the
deposits
Provisos.
Preference
to
F
d
authority
thereof:
Provided,
however
If
one
or
more
member
banks
banks
member
more
or
one
If
hwwever,
Provided,
thereof:
authority
Fedto
Prerence
approved
by. the Act approved
established by
the Federal
era reserve
member
ese
ere'
memb
of the
Federal reserve system established
banks.
December twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen, exists in the
251.
'ol.Vol. 38, p. 251.
city,
where the
the postal
deposits are
savings deposits
postal savings
or locality
locality where
village, or
town, village,
city, town,
made,
deposits shall
be placed
placed in
qualified member
banks
member banks
such qualified
in such
shall be
such deposits
made, such
substantially
in _proportion
such
and surplus of each such
to the capital and
proportion to
substantially in
banks fail to qualify to receive such demember banks
if such
such member
bank, but if
posits, then
hereinbefore
may, as hereinbefore
bank located therein may,
other bank
then any
any other
posits,
provided,
the same.
If no
such member
bank
member bank
no such
same. If
and receive
receive the
qualify and
provided, qualify
or
and no other
village, or
qualified bank exists in any city, town, village,
other qualified
and
locality,
if none
none where
where such
deposits are
made will
such
receive such
will receive
are made
such deposits
or if
locality, or
deposits
prescribed, then such
deposited
such funds shall be deposited
on the
the terms
terms prescribed,
deposits on
under
the terms
this Act
in the
the bank
bank most convenient
such
convenient to such
Act in
terms of
of this
under the
t
' s"locality.
such bank in any State or Territory is willing to
If no such
locality. If
wittresurDepot
urer.
receive such deposits on the terms prescribed, then such funds shall
be
deposited with
with the
treasurer of
board of
of trustees
and shall
be
bie deposited
the treasurer
of the
the board
trustees and
shall be
Withdrawals for repayments.
counted
in making
making up
up the
the reserve
five per
centum. .Such
funds
Such funds
per centum.
of five
reserve of
counted in
ts.
paym.
treasurer of said board of trustees, and
may be withdrawn
withdrawn from the treasurer
at
funds, may be at
all other postal savings funds, or any part of such funds,
any
withdrawn from
depository- offices
offices
banks and savings depository
from the
the banks
any time
time withdrawn
for the
the repayment
repayment of
of postal
postal savings
savings depositors
required for
for that
that
when required
depositors when
for
Amotmt to be inpurpose. If
postal savings
deposits in
in any
any State
or
State or
savings deposits
the postal
any time
time the
If at
at any
purpose.
b
i
to
meSt m
bands, eta
et.
Territory
therein
bonds,
Territory shall
-ball exceed the amount which the qualified banks therein
are
the terms of this Act,
Act, and
and such
such excess
excess
are willing
willing to receive
receive under the
amount is not required to make up the reserve fund of five per centum
hereinbefore provided
hereinbefore
provided for, the
the board of trustees
trustees may
may invest all
all or any
any
part of such excess
excess amount
amount in bonds or other securities
securities of the United
States.
States. When, in the judgment of the President, the general
general welfare
require, the board of trustees
and interests of the United
United States so require,
may
part of
of the
savings funds,
except the
may invest
invest all
all or
or any
any part
the postal
posta savings
funds, except
the
reserve fund of five per centum herein provided for, in bonds or other
other
Pnrcbases
from
PrebasMs
from securities of the United States.
The board of trustees
trustees may in its
holders of postal savdiscretion
purchase from
holders thereof
thereof bonds
bonds which
which have
have been
been or
or
ings
o pns.ta
discretion purchase
from the
the holders
hingsbonds.
VOL 36, p. 817.
36p 817.
VoL
may be issued under the provisions of section ten of the Act of June
Application
Applcation of inin- twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred and ten.
ten. Interest
Interest and
twenty-fifth, nineteen
accruing
and profit
profit accruing
terest, etc.
te tc.
from the deposits
deposits or investment
investment of postal savings funds shall be
applied to the payment of interest due to postal savings
savings depositors, as
herembefore
shall-be covered
covered
hereinbefore provided, and the excess thereof, if any, shallbe
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States
as
a
part of
of the
the postal
revenue:
a
part
postal
revenue:
into
of
the
States
as
Restriction on use
Provided further,
savings funds
funds in
the treasury
of said
said
in the
treasury of
That postal
postal savings
rProvided
further, That
of funds.
ofR
oS.
not
board shall be subject to disposition as provided in this Act,
Act, and not
Disposal o
of bonds.
bonds.
Disposal
otherwise: And provided
providedfurther,
further, That the board
at
otherwise:
board of trustees
trustees may
may at
any time dispose of bonds
investments and
bonds held
held as postal
postal savings investments
and use
use
the
meet withdrawals
depositors. For
the
For the
by depositors.
deposits by
of deposits
withdrawals of
to meet
proceeds to
the proceeds
Dinitions.
Definitions.
". Territory."
Territory."
purposes of this Act the word "Territory"
"Territory" as used
used herein
herein shall
shall be
held to
include the
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
held
to include
the District
District of
the District
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and
"Bank."
Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico and the word tt
bank ), shall be held to include savings
s
avings
"bank"
Empty mail
am
p e
tm
sd
as
oilig
ter a
bean
neking
ral, busineesss.
b
in c e
s
s
.
business.
aGbanking
doing
companies
trust c°mP
banks and
ai
Empty
and.
Ec .
emergency,
rfs '
al- baSEC.
S
nks
3 trust
That the Postmaster General, in cases of emergency,
3.
That
nmalReturn to Til
lowed in emegeny
lowed
g Y between October first
first and April first of any year, may hereafter return
eases.
theretofore withdrawn
to the mails empty
empty- mail bags theretofore
withdrawn therefrom
therefrom as
required by law, and for such times may
may pay for their
their railroad
railroad transportation
appropriation for mland
transport
ati on by
by railra ilportation out of the appropriation
inand transportation
shown
road routes at not exceeding the rate per pound per mile as shown
by the last adjustment
adjustment for mail service on the route over which they
they
Cartago.
may be carried,
cEtm
carried, and pay for necessary
necessary cartage
cartage out of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
freight or expressage.
expressage.
for freight
e

-

er

DePwits with

vested

Government

l

in

S

elner enc
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SEC.
period, on
account of
of floods
S
EC. 4.
4. That when, during aaweighing
weighing period,
on account
floods Mai transportation.
or other
causes, interruptions in service occur on railroad
routes and
and for, w
or
other causes,
railroad routes
hen weighingtnweigh l
4 inwhen
terrupted by
by flods,
floods,
the weights of mail are decreased
below the normal, or where
there etcupted
decreased below
where there
etc.
to take weights,
weights, the
is an omission
omission to
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, for
for the
purthe purpose of readjusting
readjusting compensation
compensation on
on such
railroad routes
as are
are
such railroad
routes as
affected thereby, is hereafter authorized, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
to add
add to
to Ascertaining average
weights.
the weights of mails ascertained
ascertained on such
routes during
that part
such routes
during that
part of
of weights.
the weighing period
conditions are
period when conditions
to have
have been
been normal
normal
are shown
shown to
the estimated weights for that part of
of the
the weighing
the
weighing period
when
period when
been not
conditions are shown
shown to have
have been
not normal,
or where
has
normal, or
where there
there has
been an omission
omission to
to take
based upon
upon the
average of
of weights
weights
take weights
weights, based
the average
the weighing
weighing period
taken during that part of the
period during
during which
conditions
which conditions
Basis for
for pay.
pay.
actual weights
weights and
and the
the estimated
are shown to have been normal, the actual
estimated Basis
weights to form
form the
for the
the basis
basis for
the average
per day
day upon
upon which
which
average weight
weight per
to readjust the compensation according
according to
to law
on such
law on
such railroad
railroad
transportation of
routes for the transportation
of the
the mails,
mails notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the
provision of
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congr
ess approved
approve dMarch
third, nineteen
nineteen hunCongress
March third,
33, p.
p. 1088.
1088.
hun- Vol. 33,
dred and five, requiring that the
the average
average weight
weight shall
shall he
be ascertained
ascertained
by the actual weighing of
of the
the mails
mails for
for such
of successive
successive
such a
a iaumber
number of
working
days, not less
than ninety,
working days
less than
General may
may
ninety, as
as the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
direct: Proidled
further, That
direct:
.Provijedfurther,
first, nineteen
nineteen Proviso.
That readjustments
readjustments from_July
Proviso,.
from July first,
Applicable
to routes
hundred
may be.made
hundred and thirteen, may
be.made under
under this
provision on
on routes
routes afcted
this provision
byl Oio
rVta
affected by
Ohio
Vall
19
floods, 1913.
in the first section
section affected
by the
affected. by
the floods
floods in
the Ohio
Ohio Valley
and tributribu- ley
in the
Valley and
ey floods
13.
tary territories, commencing
about March
commencing about..
nineteen
March twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred
and thirteen.
thirteen.
hundred and
Diverted mails.
mails.
.
SEC.
four of
of "An
S
EC. 5.
5. That so much of section four
"An Act
Act making
making appropriaapropria- Limit
Diverted
on allowance
tions for the service
Office Department
Department for the fiscal year
service of the Post Office
year for,
for, repealed.
repealed.
Vol. 37, pp. 554.
54
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
and for
for other
other Vol
thirteen, and
37
purposes," approved
August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
purposes,"
approved August
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
twelve, as provides that
no adjustment
adjustment shall
twelve,
that no
shall be
be made
the
made unless
unless the
mails equal
equal at
at least
diverted mails
least ten
ten per
of the
the average
average daily
daily
per centum
centum of
weight
on any
weight on
any of
routes affected
affected is
is hereby
repealed.
of the
the routes
hereby repealed.
Mail contracts.
SEC.
That section
section thirty-nine
SEC. 6.
6. That
hundred and
and forty-nine
forty-nine of
of the
the R.
thirty-nine hundred
R.cr.sec
S., see. 3949,
3949, p
p.
Revised
amende to
786, amended.
to read
reanded.
Revised Statutes
Statutes be
be amended
amended
read as follows:
"All
"All contracts for carrying the mail shall be in
of the
the Awarded
Awarded to
lowest
in the
the name
name of
to lowest
bidder according
according to
toadbidder
adawarded to
the lowest
lowest bidder
United States and shall be awarded
to the
tendering vertisement.
bidder tendering
vertisement.
sufficient guaranties
guaranties for
for faithful
performance in
accordance with
with the
the
faithful performance
in accordance
advertisement: Provided,
terms of the
the advertisement:
Provided, however
That such
contracts Proviso.
Proviso.
however, That
such contracts
certainty.
el
require due celerity, certainty, and
security in
the performance
and security
in the
performance of
of and
cCelerity
s
reqeuiret.
security
required.
the service; but the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
not be
be bound
bound to
to conconshall not
who has
willfully or
sider the bid of any person who
has willfully
negligently failed
to
or negligently
failed to
perform
perform a
a former
former contract."
contract."
Star route bids.
SEC.
7. That whenever
whenever in
SEC. 7.
the judgment
of the
the Postmaster
General Substitution
in the
judgment of
Postmaster General
Substitution
ofother
of other
service
if
bids exorbithe bids received
received for any star route are
exorbitant or
or unreasonable,
are exorbitant
unreasonable or
or svice
if bids
exorbitant, etc.
whenever
whenever he
has reason
that a
acombination
of bidders
bidders has
has
he has
reason to
to believe
believe that
combination of
t, etc.
been
been entered
entered into
into to
to fix
fix the
star-route service,
the rate
rate for
for star-route
service, the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
General
authorized, out
General be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
out of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for
inland
transportation by star routes, to
to employ
use such
inland transportation
employ and
and use
means
such means
or methods
to provide
provide the
methods to
the desired
desired service
deem expedient,
expedient,
service as
as he
he may
may deem
without
existing law
without reference
reference to
to existing
law or
or laws
the employment
employment
laws respecting
respecting the
of personal service or
or the
the procurement
procurement of
of conveyances,
conveyances, materials,
materials, or
or
supplies.
supplies.
Temporary contracts
SEC.
That whenever
SEC. 8.
8. That
whenever an accepted
accepted bidder shall fail to enter
enter into on
onTemporaryacntracts
failure by
by accepted
accepted
failure
bidder.
contract, or aacontractor
contractor on any mail
mail route
route shall
shall fail
or refuse
to perfail or
refuse to
per- bidder.
form the
the service
service on
on said
said route
according to
to his
his contract,
contract, or
new
route according
or when
when a
a new
route shall be established
required, or
established or new service
service required,
or when,
when, from
any
from any
other cause, there
shall not
not be
contractor legally
there shall
be a
acontractor
bound or
or required
required
legally bound
to perform
to
perform such
such service,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may make
service, the
make aa temtemporary
for carrying
carrying the
porary contract for
the mail
mail on
on such
without adveradver- Limitation.
such route,
route, without
tisement, for such period
period as
as may
may be
be necessary,
not in
in any
any case
case exceedexceednecessary, not
91890°-voL
insa0°—voL 39--ir
39--Pr 1-11
1-11
eaaild tursans
tm rnrtte Picmy
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ing
year, until
the service
shall have
have commenced
commenced under
contract
under aacontract
service shall
until the
one year,
ing one
made according
to law:
the cost
cost of
of temporary
service
temporary service
That the
Proided,That
law: Provided,
according to
made
accepted bidder to
failure of any accepted
rendered necessary
necessary by reason of the failure
rendered
perform service
enter
contractor to perform
service shall be charged
charged
or aacontractor
contract or
into contract
enter into
to such
contractor.
bidder or
or contractor.
to
such bidder
hereafter perform
shall
any person
9. That ifif any
SE.
servis to entr
S
shall hereafter
perform any
any service
service for
for
s
an person
S EC.. 9. That if
t.
tors.
Lion allowed for,
any
contractor
or
subcontractor
in
carrying
he
shall,
upon
upon
he
mail,
the
carrying
in
subcontractor
or
contractor
any
for.
Lien allowed
filing
in the
the department
department his
such service and satisfactory
satisfactory
for such
contract for
his contract
filing in
evidence
have aalien on any money due
thereafter have
performance, thereafter
its performance
of its
evidence of
such
or subcontractor
for such
service to
to the
the amount
amount of
of
such service
subcontractor for
contractor or
such contractor
same;
and if
such contractor
contractor or
subcontractor shall
shall fail
fail to pay the
or subcontractor
if such
same; and
party or
or parties
parties who
who have
performed service
service as
as aforesaid
aforesaid the amount
amount
have performed
party
due for
such service
service within
within two
months after
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the
months
two
such
for
due
Payment by Postt month in which such service
P
performed the Postmaster
master General.
have been performed
Postmaster
shall have
month in which such service shall
Z.
raymlen
General
may cause
cause the
the amount
due to
paid said
or parties
parties
party or
said party
be paid
to be
amount due
General may
Proviso.
and
chaigto
the
contractor:
Provided,
That
such
payment
shall
not
not
shall
payment
such
That
Provided,
contractor:
and charged to the
Litton.
Limitation,
in any
any case
exceed the
or
of pay per annum of the contractor or
the rate of
case exceed
in
subcontractor.
subcontractor.
Criminal code.
Code.
SEC. 10. That the Act of March
March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and nine
SEC.
Crimal
Vol. 35, p. 1126,
twenty-six), be
page eleven
amended.
(Thirty—fifth
eleven hundred
hundred and twenty-six),
be
Statutes page
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
1d.
amend
Pod,
as.
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended
Pod,p.p.UL
maliciously injure, tear down,
Wilfully
injuring
"
That whoever
whoever shall
willfully or maliciously
down or
or
shall willfully
"That
ilfnlly injuring
mail reszentacies, stN
for the
used
or
intended
ing
mail therefrom, etc. destroy
destroy any
any letter
letter box
or other
receptacle
other receptacle
box or
gnamtarefometc.
receipt or
or delivery
delivery of
of mail
mail on
any mall
mail route, or shall break open the
on any
receipt
same,
or shall
shall willfully
or maliciously
maliciously injure,
deface, or destroydestroy any
injure, deface
willfully or
same, or
mail
deposited therein,
willfully take
take or steal such mail from
therein, or shall willfully
mail deposited
or out
out of
such letter
letter box
other receptacle,
receptacle, or shall willfully aid or
or
or other
box or
of such
or
Punishment for,
assist in any of the aforementioned
offenses, shall for every- such
such
aforementioned offenses,
assist
for.
Punishment
offense
be punished
by a
not more than $1,000 or by imprisonof not
a fine of
punished by
offense be
ment
years."
ment for not more than three years."
the first class
First-class
mail.
SEC. 11.
11. That
That the
the limit
of weight
weight of
of mail
matter of
of the
mail matter
limit of
SEC.
mail
Fitc'fasse
Limit
of weight.
applicable to mail of the fourth
as is applicable
Proviso,
shall
the same as
fourth class: Provided,
Provided,
be the
shall be
'
Prowis.
shall be
weight
pounds
four
alt
_
y
xi
fil
t
te
r
.
That
no
article
or
package
exceeding
pounds
in
exceeding
package
or
article
no
alRSriern matter. That
penalty privilege unless
the penalty
under the
voi.vo.
20, p.
• admitted
the mails
mails under
unless it
it comes
comes
to the
admitted to
2.
p. 262.
within
exceptions named
June eighth, eighteen
eighteen
in the Acts of June
named in
the exceptions
within the
hundred
three hundred
hundred and
seventy, Twentyand seventy,
(chapter three
ninety-six (chapter
and ninety-six
hundred and
Vol. 34
ninth
Statutes, page
page two
two hundred
and sixty-two),
sixty-two), and
and June
June twentytwentyhundred and
ninth Statutes,
477.
p. 477.
Vol. 34, p.
sixth,
hundred and six (chapter thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
hundred and
nineteen -hundred
sixth, nineteen
forty-six, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Statutes,
seventypage four hundred and seventyStatutes, page
forty-six,
seven).
postage stamps affixed
That postage
V r
L oMN
SEC. 12.
12. That
affixed to all mail matter or to
to
SEC.
samp 1:
CanSelin'g
same is inclosed shall, when deposited
which the
762, amended.
aMended.
the same
deposited
in which
envelopes in
' stamped
stamped enveloyies
762,
for
delivery, be defaced
defaced by
by the postmaster
postmaster at the mailing
or delivery,
for mailing or
office: Provided,
when practicable
may be
be furfurstamps may
postage stamps
practicable postage
That when
Provided, That
office:
ProriAo. P o
by printing on them the name of
Precazaceling
allowed. nished
nished to
precanceled by
to postmasters
postmasters precanceled
Pr'ecnceingalowed.
the
at which
under such regulations
regulations as
are to be used, under
which they are
office at
post office
the post
the
prescribe.
may prescribe.
General may
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
Mail in bulk.
April twenty-eighth,
Act of
SEC.
Vol.inbk
33, p. 40
440,
S
EC. 13.
13. That section two of the
the Act
of April
twenty-eighth, nineninevMail
seventeen -hundred
(chapter seventeen
amended.
teen
hundred and
four (chapter
hundred and
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine,
and four
teen hundred
amende.
Thirty-third Statutes,
page four hundred and forty),
forty), be amended
amended to
Statutes, page
Thirty-third
read
follows:
as follows:
read its
as the Postmaster
Acceptance of mat"
That under
under such
such regulations
Postmaster General
General may esesregulations as
"That
Acceptance
witihter
quanti whotr in quantities
out sta
stamps.
tablish for
for the
collection of
of the
revenue and
and for
for facilitating
facilitating the
the lawful
lawful revenue
the collection
tablish
ps.
out
handling
matter in the mails it shall be lawful
lawful to accept
accept for
for
such matter
of such
handling of
quantities
transmission
in the
without postage
postage stamps
stamps affixed,
affixed, quantities
mails, without
the mails,
transmission in
Number,
off not
not less
less than
pieces of third-class matter
matter
identical pieces
hundred identical
three hundred
than three
Number.
and of
of second-class
two hundred
and fifty
fifty identical
identical pieces
pieces
hundred and
and two
matter and
second-class matter
by and
tc., by
Mony, etc.
Money,
..
packages of money and securities
matter, and packages
Treasury
of fourth-class
fourth-class matter,
securities mailed
mailed
of
Deparnt.
Treasury Departinent.
first or fourth
fourth class rate by the Treasury Departunder postage at the first

Proviso.
Cost chargedto.
tod-defanItingcontraetor,etcraultingcntractor,etc.

Servit•es

etiltrac-

,

R e6trict °n

.
n
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s

o
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ment: Provided,
Provided, That postage shall be fully prepaid
prepaid thereon
thereon at the Proviso.
PO"*Prepayment rea single piece of such matter
rate required by law for a
matter"
quired.a
quired.
re
Claims
for losses.
SEC.
approved January
Sze. 14. That the Act approved
January twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen CVol.38,p.
Vol. 38, p. 278,
278,
hundred and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page two hundred
hundred and amended.
amended.
seventy-eight),
authorizing the Postmaster
seventy-eight), authorizing
Postmaster General
adjust certain
certain
General to adjust
claims of postmasters
postmasters for loss by burglary,
burglary, fire,
fire or other
other unavoidable
unavoidable
casualty,
be so amended
Navy mail
inNavy mail clerks
clerks and
casualty, .be
amended as to include Navy
and assistant
assistant Nda
mal clerks
clerks included.
Navy mail
mail clerks.
clerks.
stations.
SEc.
S
EC. 15. That
That hereafter
hereafter the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
may enter
enter into
into Contract
Contractstations.
Two-year tterm
er m alcontracts
for aaterm
contracts for the conduct of contract
contract stations for
term not
not exceeding
exceeding lowed
lowed.
two years.
class postSEC.
S
EC. 16.
16. That
That on
and after
and sixteen,
on and
after July
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, masters.
FFourthh class
postwhen the total compensation
Vol. 22,
22, p.
p. 602
802.
of any postmaster
postmaster at
compensation of
at a
post office
office of
of the
the Vol
a post
Assignment to higher
consecutive quarters
fourth class for four consecutive
quarters shall
shall amount
amount to
to $1,000,
$1,000, class.
ss.uttier
Post, p. 418.
orders issued,
issued, and
exclusive of commissions on money orders
of
and the
the receipts
receipts of Po,
p 418.
such post office for the same_
same period shall aggregate
aggregate as much
much as $1,900,
$1,900,
the Auditor
Auditor for the Post Office Department
Department shall so report to the
Postmaster
shall, in pursuance
Postmaster General,
General, who shall,
pursuanne of such report,
report, assign
assign
such post office to its proper class,
class, to become
effective at
began-#
become effective
at the beginning of the next succeeding
succeeding quarterly
quarterly period,
'period,and
fix.the salary
salary ofthe
of -the
andfixtthe
postmaster accordingly.
accordingly.
' :
Conflicting laws reSEo.
17. That
Sao. 17.
laws or
or parts
laws in
conflict with
with the
pro- pealed.
That all
all laws
parts of
of laws
in conflict
the profbtng laws re
visions of
athis -Act are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved. May 18,
Approved.
1916..
18, •
19!6CHAP.
127.-An Act To provide for the removal
removal of what is now
CHAP. 127.—An
now known
known as
as the
Aqueduct Bridge, across the Potomac
Potomac River, and for the building of a
a bridge
bridge in place

thereof.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of America in
in Congress
Secretary of
of War

May 18, 1916.

1916.

[Public,
No. 821
[Public, No.
82.

Potomac River, D.C.

APotmacRiver D.C
Aqueduct Bridge to
be, and he
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to cause
cause to
to be
be,
be concon- be
repaced byra
t
be replaced
by a new

one.
structed aa bridge across the Potomac River
River at or near
near what is now one.
known as the Aqueduct Bridge
Bridge, replacing
replacing said bridge with
subwith a
a subCost.
stantial structure, at a
a cost for the bridge
bridge and the necessary
necessary coat.
approaches thereto of not more than
approaches
$1,000,000.
than $1,000,000.
SEC.
Acquirement of
of
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of War is further
further authorized,
authorized, if in his
his Acquirement
lands for approaches,

judgment
it should be necessary,
judgment it
necessary, to acquire
acquire any
any lands,
lands, easements,
easements, etc.
et.or

rights, or property
property on each side of the Potomac
Potomac River, by purchase
purchase or
or
condemnation,
necessary for the
condemnation, as may be necessary
construction ofsaid
ofsaid bridge
the construction
bridge
and the approaches
approaches thereto.

approahes

SEC.
3. That in the discharge
Employment of
of enEmployment
S
EC. 3.
discharge of his duties hereunder, the Secretary
Secretary gineers,
enetc.
of War is hereby authorized and directed
the services
of
directed to
to employ
employ the
services of
of g s etc.
such engineers
engineers and other
other persons as he shall determine
determine to be
be necessary
necessary
to carry out the provisions of this
this Act.
Act.
Appropriation
for
SEC.
the sum
of $150,000,
SEC. 4. That the
sum of
$150,000, or
or so
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be plans,
so much
may be
Apror^at
lands, ate. for
necessary, is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, f
for
otherwise appropriated,
or the purpose
purpose of securing
securing proper plans
and for the payment of any lands, easements, rights, or property
property
necessary
necessary in the construction
construction of said bridge: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Proviso.
t of
cost.
Limit
of cost.
plans and specifications
specifications herein authorized shall be so drawn
drawn and
prepared as to insure the construction
construction of a
a bridge and
and approaches
approaches Advice of Commisfixed herein.
herein. The sion
siod oof Fne
thereto within the limit of cost of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 as fixed:
Fine ACrts.
Arts.
Secretary of War shall advise with the Commission of Fine Arts
Secretary
Arts in
regard to the location, plans and specifications
specifications of said bridge
bridge and Bidsiorconstructio
Bidsfor construction.
approaches. As soon as the plans and specifications
approaches.
specifications are approved
approved
specifications
the Secretary of War shall give
give public
public notice of the specifications
and
construction of the bridge
and invite competitive bids for the construction
bridge and
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CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CHs.
CHs. 127,128.
127, 128.
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1916.
1916.

approaches
thereto according
the specifications,
specifications, reserving
reserving the
to the
according to
approaches thereto
right
such. bids.
or all
all such
to reject
reject any
any or
ight to
Highway,
.
etc.,
SEC. 5.
That the
bridge shall
shall be
be used
used as
as a
ahighway
highway for
for traffic,
traffic,
the said
said bridge
SEC.
5. That
bighway,
etc.,
bridge
and
for gas
and water
mains power, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
wires
telephone wires
water mains,
gas and
and for
.
or cables,
and interurban
interurban railroads
railroads upon
such conditions
and for
such
for such
conditions and
upon such
or
cables, and
compensation
as
may
from
time
to time
time be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the SecreSecretime
to
as
may
from
compensation
Provisos.
wasiangton aold
sae ota tary
War: Provided,
the Washington
Washington and
Old Dominion
Dominion
and Old
That the
of War:
Provied, That
tary of
wSphro
Railway,
the Aqueduct
Bridge, shall
shall be
be permitted,
permitted, with
with
Aqueduct Bridge,
now using
using the
Railway, now
Dounble
tacks l*ety.
Double tracks,
c.,
permitted.
M
the
War'to change its location
location so as to
approval of the Secretary-of War,
the approval
perated.
cross
with a
track the
bridge and
and approaches
approaches herein
herein
the new
new bridge
double traok
a double
cross with
provided for,
for, and
and to
to connect
its railway,
railway, located
located in
in Alexandria
Alexandria
connect its
provided
County,
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, with
with the
the tracks
District of
and in
Virgnia, and
County, Virginia,
of said
new bridge
and that
that all
all plans
change are to be
such change
plans for such
bridge;•and
of
said new
a
tric
Restricti°n
Secretary of War: And provided further,
further, That a
e de: approved by the Secretary
on14:
trlctfon 1,
p
standard system
system of
propulsion shall
shall be
be installed
installed by
by said
said railrailelectric propulsion
of electric
standard
o
tc
bridge, and no dynamo
dynanio furnishing
furnishing power to this
way on
on said new bridge,
connected
portion of
the road
of said railway
railway shall be in any manner connected
road of
of the
portion
paving and maintaining
maintaining in
and that
that the cost of paving
with the
the _ground,
ground, and
I 1dcondition between
between the tracks and two feet outside thereof shall
shall
good
I r,
Use
other electric be
paid
by said
railway: And
.A.nd provided
provided further,
any electric
electric
That any
fwther, That
said railway:
paid by
se by
by otherelectric
railways.
railway
railways,
railway shall have
have the rght
right to use said new bridge and the double
track
described upon terms determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of
track above
above described
interested
War,
authorized and directed to hear the interested
War, who is hereby authorized
trackage. And all electric
Payment
Payment for
for passen- parties and to fix
fix the terms of joint trackage.
electric railr
y
Wrsaspo'ed
r
z
yr. usP"' ways,
Washington and
and Old
Old Dominion
Dominion Railway,
Railway, using
using
the Washington
ways, including
including the
-7yraiWyL
said new bridge shall, in addition to taxes and other charges, pay
monthly into the Treasury of the United States
States the sum of one-han
one-half
monthly
of
each way over said new
passenger transported
transported each
of 11 cent
cent for
for each
each passenger
bridge
reasonable rates or charges
charges on all freight transand just and
and reasonable
bridge,'and
Half
Half to
to credit
credit of
of DisDis- ported thereon, and of these
these sums,
sums when
when paid into the Treasury,
Treasury,
trict.
one-half shall be
be credited
credited to
to the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Construction
constructing said
SEC.
and
Constructio
n and
SEC. 6. That one-half of the
the entire expense
expense of constructing
maintenance.
District
its
maintenance
when
constructed, including
including the amount
amount
District of
and
its
maintenance
Cmba bridge, and
of Columbia
when
constructed,
to pay one-half.
to
pay oaf.
appropriated in section four of this Act, shall be paid by the District
of Columbia.
Appropriation for reSao.
7. That
the sum
of $25,000,
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be
Appopriation
or r
SEc. 7.
That the
sum of
$25,000, or
thereof as
mi
Lc" of present
imag
pIg'. of present necessary,
necessary, is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any: moneys in the Treasury
Treasury
of the United
United States not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purpose of
maintaining and
until the
the
and repairing
repairing the present
present Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge until
provided for is completed.
new bridge herein
herein provided
completed.
Approved, May 18, 1916.
DcalinkfilRailwa

e

r

e

May 18, 1916.
[S. JJ. Res. 119.1
[S.
[Pub.
Res., No. 19.1
[Pub. Res.,

CHAP.
CHAP. 128.-Joint
128.—Joint Resolution
Resolution To
To permit
permit the
the isuance
issuance of
of medical
medical and
and other
other supsupplies to the American
American National
National Red Crom
period.
Crow for a
atemporary
temporary period.

Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
House of
by the
Resolved by
in Congress
provisions of
States of America in
States
Congress assembled, That the provisions
nineteen
resolution approved
section one
one of
of the joint resolution
eqpaen etc.nifor - section
approved May eighth, nineteen
and fourteen,
fourteen, authorizing
hundred and
tructionofvolunteers hundred
authorizing the issue of military and naval
voi. 3, p. 7n1.
equipment
American National Red
equipment to the American
Red Cross be, and they are
hereby, so extended
extended as to permit the issue of the same to the American
American
National Red Cross for the instruction
instruction of persons
persons who may volunteer
volunteer
National
to receive training by that association
association from May
May first to June
June first,
nineteen hundred and
and. sixteen.
nineteen
Approved, May
Approved,
May 18, 1916.
National

American National
American
Red Cross.
Loan of sanitary
equipment, etc., for instruction of 'volunteers
May 1. to 'me I, 1916.
Vol. 3.4, g. 771.
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130.-An ActTopreventfraudulentadvertisingin
Districtof
CHAP. 130.—An
Act To prevent fraudulent advertising in the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.

May 29,
1916.
May
29, 196.

[H.
R. 10490.]
[H. R.
10490]

(Public, No. s8
83.3
Be it
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
United [Publi,
DistrictoColmbia
of Columbia.
States of
of America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That it
it shall
unlawful in
in District
shall be
be unlawful
FraudulentadvertisColumbia for
for any
firm, association,
the District of Columbia
any person,
person, firm,
association, corporacorpora- ing sinudulenver
in, unlawful.

tion, or advertising
advertising agency, either directly
to display
display or
or
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, to
exhibit to the public
public m
whatever, whether
whether by
by handbill,
in any
any manner
manner whatever,
handbill,
placard, poster, picture, film, or otherwise; or
or to
insert or
cause to
to be
be
to insert
or cause
inserted in
inserted
m any newspaper,
magazine, or other
other p
ublication printed
printed in
newspaper, magazine,
publication
in
the District
District of
Columbia; or
or to
exhibit, or
or in
m any
distribute
the
of Columbia;
to issue,
issue, exhibit,
any way
way distribute
or disseminate to the public;
or send
send to
public; or
or to deliver, exhibit, mail
mail or
to
any person,
association or corporation
person, firm, association
corporation any
any false,
false, untrue, or mismisleading
representation or
or advertisement
with intent
to
leading statement,
statement, representation
advertisement with
intent to
sell,
barter, or
or exchange
exchange any
or merchandise
merchandise or
or anything
anything
sell, barter,
any goods,
goods, wares
wares or
of
induce any
firm, association
association
of value or to
to deceive,
deceive, mislead or induce
any person,
person, firm,
or
corporation to purchase, discount,
discount, or
or in
in any
any way
way invest
or acacor corporation
invest in
in or
cept
security any
any bonds,
share of
stock, note,
note, warewarecept as collateral security
bonds, bill,
bill, share
of stock,
house receipt,
receipt, or any security; or
or with
with the purpose
purpose to
to deceive,
deceive, mislead,
mislead,
or
induce any
corporation to
to purchase,
or induce
any person, firm, association
association or
or corporation
purchase,
make any loan upon or invest in
or use
use
in any
any property
property of
of any
any kind; or
any of the aforesaid methods with the
deceive,
the intent
intent or purpose
purpose to deceive,
mislead or induce any other person, firm,
corporation for
valuable
firm, or corporation
for aa-valuable
consideration
services of
of any
any person,
association,
consideration to employ
employ the
the services
person, firm,
firm, association,
or corporation
corporation so
so advertising
advertising such
such service&
services.
S
EC. 2.
the police
court of
SEC.
2. That
That prosecution
prosecution hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be in
in the
police court
of

Columbia upon information
information filed
filed by
by the
the United States
the District of
of Columbia
United
States
Columbia, or
his assistants.
assistants.
District Attorney
Attorney for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
or one
one of
of his

SEC.
That any
any person,
person, firm,
S
EC. 3.
3. That
firm, or
violating any
of the
or association
association violating
any of
the
provisions of this Act shall, upon conviction
punished by
by
conviction thereof, be punished
not more
more than
$500 or
or by
imprisonment of
of not
not more
more than
than
aa fine
fine of
of not
than $500
by imprisonment
sixty days, or by
the discretion
discretion of
of
by both
both fine
fine and
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
in the
the court.
A corporation
corporation convicted
under the
the proviprovicourt. A
convicted of
of an
an offense
offense under
sions of this Act shall be fined not more than $500,
president
$500, and its
its president
or such other officials as may
responsible for
for the
the conduct
manmay be responsible
conduct and
and management
imprisoned not more than
agement thereof shall be imprisoned
than sixty days,
days, in
in the
the
discretion
discretion of
of the
the court.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That all Acts or parts
parts of Acts inconsistent herewith
herewith are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, May 29, 1916.
Approved,

PProsecution.
r se ut

on-

Punishment for.

Pushment

for.

Inconsistent laws repealed.

Inedsstentlwsre

CHAP. 131.-An
131.—An Act Granting
Granting the
Congress to
to commissioners
Charlton
the consent
consent of Congress
commissioners of
of Charlton
1
1111.
f41416.i
[H.
R.29i4771.
County, Georgia,
Georgia, and Nassau County, Florida, to
construct a
the Saint
Saint -[P,
to construct
a bridge across
across the
N 8
(Public, No. 841
Marys kiver.
River.
Marys
u
.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
United
Representatives of the United
a
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
consent of Congress
Congress lahlt
m .
That the
the consent
it Marys Rm
sB

r.

is hereby
to the
the commissioners
commissioners of
of Charlton
hereby granted
granted to
Charlton County,
County, Georgia,
Georgia, and Nassau
Nassau Couty,
County,
assigns, to
bidg "
and Nassau County,
County, Florida, and their successors and assigns,
to Famay
"
construct,
maintain, and operate
construct, maintain,
operate a
approaches thereto
a bridge and approaches
a on
Location.
across
Saint Marys
Marys River, at
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of L
across the
the Saint
at a
a point
point suitable
to the
-.
t
navigation,
navigation, at or near a
a point known as Calico
Calico Hill,
Hill, in accordance
accordance
Construction.
with the provisions
entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the con- constrtio.
provisions of the Act entitled
Vol. 334, p. 84.
struction
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
struction of bridges
bridges over navigable
March twentytwenty- V. 4 p 84
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
Amendment.
SEC.
That the
the right
SEC. 2.
2. That
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
right to
to alter,
hereby Amendment
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
May 29, 1916.
Approved, May
1916.
Fla

may bridge
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CHAP.
134.— An Act For making further and more effectual
effectual provision for
for the
CHAP. 134.-An
defense, and for other purposes.
national
national defense,

(Public, No.
85.1
(1nblic,
No. 851

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of the
House of
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Army
of the
the United
United
a
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Army of
F"c" ccestitlithig States
States shall
shall consist
consist of
the Regular
Army, the
the Volunteer
Volunteer Army,
Army the
Regular Army,
of the
th^Armyti'tt
the
Army.
Officers'
Reserve Corps,
the Ea
ted Reserve
Corps, the
the National
National
Reserve Corps,
Enlisted
Corps, the
Officers' Reserve
Guard
while in
the service
and such
such other
land
other land
States, and
United States,
of the
the United
service of
in the
Guard while
forces
as are
now or
or may
may hereafter
authorized by
by law.
law.
be authorized
hereafter be
are now
forces as
Regular
S
EC. 2.
OMPOSITION OF
OF THE
THE REGULAR
ARMY.—The Regular
Regular Army
Regnuar Army.
SEC.
2. C
COMPOSITION
REGULAR ARMti.-The
Army
Composition of.
of
States, including
the existing
shall conconorganizations, shall
existing organizations,
including the
United States,
of the
the United
ompoitiMf.
National Defense
Natonal
Defense

Act.
s

sist of
of sixty-four
regiments of
Infantry, twenty-five
twenty-five regiments
of
regiments of
of Infantry,
sixty-four regiments
sist
Cavalry, twenty-one
twenty-one regiments
of Field
Artillery, aa Coast Artillery
Artillery
Field Artillery,
regiments of
Cavalry,
Corps the
division, army
army corps,
corps, and
and army
army headquarters,
headquarters,
the brigade,
brigade, division,
Corps,
with
Adjutant
detachments and troops, aaGeneral Staff Corps. an Adjutant
their detachments
with leir
General's
Department, an
an Inspector
General's Department, a
a Judge
Inspector General's
General's Department,
Advocate General's
General's Department,
Quartermaster Corps,
Medical
Corps, aaMedical
Department, aa Quartermaster
Advocate
Department,
of Engineers,
Engineers, an
Ordnance Department,
Department, aa
an Ordnance
a Corps
Corps of
Department, a
Signal
Corps, the
officers of
Insular Affairs, the
Militia
the Militia
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of Insular
the officers
Signal Corps,
Bureau
officers the
the detached noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers,
officers,
detached officers,
Bureau, the detached
the chaplains,
chaplains,
plains, the
A;-my Reserve
hereinafter
organized as hereinafter
Reserve,'all organized
Regular Army
the Regular
the
provided, and
following as now authorized
authorized by law: The officers
officers
and the following
provided,
and enlisted
enlisted men
retired list; the additional
additional officersthe
officers; the
men on
on the retired
and
professors, the
of Cadets,
Cadets, the
the general
detachment,
service detachment,
general Army
Army.service
the Corps
Corps of
professors,
detachments of Cavalry, Field Artillery,
Artillery, and Engineers, and the
and detachments
Academy; the post noncommisStates lnitary
noncommisMilitary Academy;
band of the United States
recruiting parties, the
the recruit depot detachdetachofficers; the recruiting
sioned staff officers;
ments,
recruits; the service school detachments;
detachments;
unassigned recruits;
ments, and unassigned
organizations; the Indian
Indian
the disciplinary
disciplinary guards; the disciplinary organizations;
officers and
may
Scouts; and such
such other
other officers
and enlisted
enlisted men as are now or
or may
Provisos.
Enlisted strength to
be
hereafter provided
for:
Provided, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
enlisted
the
enlisted
for:
Provided,
hereafter
provided
Enlitedstrength
to
be
be
personnel
organizations of the Regular
Regular Army shall at all
be kept. ke.
personnel of all organizations
all times
times be
maintained
strength not below
below the
minimum strength
fixed by
maintained at
at aastrength
the minimum
strength fixed
by
Maximum for time law:
further, That the total enlisted
Providedfurther,
for time law: Provided
ofMaimum
enlisted force
force of the line of the
of peace.
Regular Army, excluding
excluding the Philippine
Philippine Scouts and the enlisted men
men
Quartermaster Corps, of the
of the Quartermaster
the Medical
Medical Department,
Department, and of the
Signal Corps, and the unassigned
unassigned recruits, shall not at any one time,
Recruits
Recruits liimit.
I
imi ted.

Mobile troops.

MTacticals
Tactical units.

>9

!--

in time
time of war.
in
t

t

Brigas

Brigades.

Divisions.

except in the event
event of actual or threatened
threatened war or similar
similar emergency
emergency
in which
which the
safety demands
demands it,
it, exceed
exceed one
hundred and
and
one hundred
public safety
the public
in
seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
Provided further,
unassigned
thousand men:
men: Provided
further, That
That the
the unassigned
recruits at depots or elsewhere
elsewhere shall at no time, except
except in
in time
war,
time of
of war,
exceed by
by more
more than
exceed
than seven
seven per
per centum
centum the
the total
total authorized
authorized enlisted
enlisted
strength.
strength.

S
EE. 3.
OMPOSMON OF
OF BRIGADES,
BRIGADES DIVISIONS,
DIVISIONS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH.—
SEC.
3. C
COMPOSITION
FORTH.The
mobile troops
troops of
the Regular
Army of
the United
States shall
shall
The mobile
of the
Regular Army
of the
United States
be organized,
organized, as
as far
far as
as practicable,
and divisions.
divisions.
brigades and
practicable, into
into brigades
be
The
authorized, in time of
of actual or
or threatened
The President
President is authorized,
threatened hostilities,
hostilities,
or when
when in
his opinion
opinion the
the interests
the public
service demand
demand it,
or
in his
interests of
of the
public service
it,
to
the brigades
brigades and
divisions into
into such
such army
army corps
corps or
armies
to organize
organize the
and divisions
or armies
as
necessary. The
brigade shall
consist of
as may
may be
be necessary.
The typical
typical Infantry
Infantry brigade
shall consist
of aa
headquarters
three regiments
of Infantry.
Infantry. The
The typical
headquarters and three
regiments of
typical Cavalry
Cavalry
brigade shall
shall consist
consist of a
brigade
and three
three regiments
regiments of
a headquarters
headquarters and
of Cavalry
Cavalry.-.
The
typical Field
Field Artillery
Artillery brigade
consist of
and
The typical
brigade shall
shall consist
of aaheadquarters
headquarters and
three regiments of Field Artillery.
Artillery. The
The typical Infantry
Infantry division
division
a headquarters,
brigades, one regiment
shall consist of a
headquarters, three Infantry
Infantry brigades,
regiment
of Cavalry,
Field Artillery
Cavalry, one
one Field
Artillery brigade
one regiment
regiment of
brigade,' one
of Engineers,
Engineers,
one field
signal battalion,
one aero
squadron, one
one ammunition
train,
one
field signal
battalion, one
aero squadron,
ammunition train,
train, one
one engineer
one supply train,
engineer train,
train, and
and one
one sanitary
sanitary train.
train. The
The
typical
consist of aaheadquarters,
typical Cavalry
Cavalry division shall consist
headquarters, three
three Cavalry
Cavalry
brigades,
brigades, one regiment
regiment of Field
Field Artillery
Artillery (horse),
(horse), one battalion
battalion of
mounted Engineers,
battalion (mounted),
(mounted), one
Engineers, one field signal
signal battalion
one aero
aero
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squadron,
one ammunition
train, one
supply train,
one engineer
squadron, one
ammunition train,
one supply
train, one
engineer
c ps
train,
train. The
The typical
typical army
army corps shall
shall consist corps.
train, and one sanitary train.
of
Infantry divisions
more
of aa headquarters,
headquarters, two or
or more Infntry
divisions, one or
or more
Cavalry
or a
brigade,
Cavalry brigades
brigades or
a Cavalry
Cavalry division,
division one
one Field
Field Artillery
Artillery brigade,
one telegraph
telegraph battalion,
one field
signal battalion,
one
battalion, and
and one
field signal
battalion, and
and such
such
ammunition,
supply, engineer,
engineer , and
sanitary trains
President
ammunition, supply,
and sanitary
trains as
as the
the President
may deem
deem necessary.
A brigade,
brigade, a
division ' an
army corps,
corps and
may
necessary. A
a division,
an army
and
an
headquarters shall consist
such officers,
officers, enlisted 'men,
men,
an army headquarters
consist of
of such
Supply, etc., trains.
and
President may
may prescribe.
prescribe. Each
supply train,
train, SupPly,
Each supply
tc., t ra in s
and civilians
civilians as
as the
the President
ammunition
consist
ammunition train,
train, sanitary train, and
and engineer
engineer train shall consist
of
such officers and enlisted
enlisted men and shall be
be organized
organized as
as the
of such
Details from line.
President
prescribe the
the line
officers necessary
necessary therewith
therewith to
to be
be Volfm31,
President may
may prescribe,
line officers
Vol. 31, p..7
755.
detailed
twenty-six and
detailed under the provisions
provisions of sections twenty-six
and twentyseven,
approved February
seven, Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
February second, nineteen hundred
hundred
Changes allowed.
and one.
herein contained,
shall prevent
prevent the
the Chaes
allowed.
however, shall
one. Nothing
Nothing herein
contained, however,
and
President
increasing or
decreasing the number
organizations
or decreasing
number of organizations
President from
from increasing
prescribed
typical brigades,
brigades, divisions,
divisions, and
and army
army corps,
or
prescribed for
for the
the typical
corps, or
from prescribing
and personnel
as
from
prescribing new
new and
and different
different organizations
organizations and
personnel as
the efficiency
service may require.
efficiency of the service
offl rs
SEC. 4.
4. GENERAT
GENERAL OFFICERS
THE LINE.—Officers
commissioned tha
of
SEC.
OFFICERS OF
OF THE
LINE.-Officers eernmis.siorted
thCGeoelnnfrse:tritfuti°o2n1coefr.
to
holding in
of a
general officer
officer shall
shall cnstitution o. s of
to and
and holding
in the
the Army
Army the
the office
office of
a general
Staff.
hereafter be
be known
known as
officers comcorn- staff
line; officers
the line;
as general officers of the
hereafter
missioned to
to and holding
holding in the Army
Army an office
office .other
other than that
that of
a
but to
a general
general officer;
officer; but
to which
which the
the rank
rank of
of aageneral
general officer
officer is
is attached,
attached, hIncrease.
officers of
of the
the staff.
staff. The
The number of n
shall be
be known as
as general
general officers
general officers
of the
authorized by
by law
law is
hereby increased
general
officers of
the line
line now
now authorized
is hereby
increased Po
Proviso.
by four
four major
and nineteen
brigadier generals:
generals: Provided,
nineteen brigadier
Provided, Appointments in
by
major generals
generals and
of peace.
That hereafter
hereafter in
peace major
generals of
of the
be time
line shall
shall be
tmeofpeace.
major generals
the line
in time
time of
of peace
That
appointed
from officers
grade of
of brigadier general
general of
of the lino,
line,
appointed from
officers of
of the
the grade
generals of
shall be
be appointed
appointed from
from officers
officers of
of
and brigadier
brigadier generals
of the
the line shall
the grade
colonel of
the line
line of
of the
Anny.
the
grade of
of colonel
of the
the Regular
Regular Army.
t Co
General Staff Corps.
ot
S
EC. 5.
THE GENERAL
STAFF CORPS.-The
CORPS.—The General
Staff Corps
Corps shall
shall Constitution
Constitution of
General Staff
SEC.
5. TiE
GENERAL STAFF
consist of
one Chief
of Staff,
detailed in
time of
from major
consist
of one
Chief of
Staff, detailed
in time
of peace
peace from
major
generals of
generals
of the line;
line; two
two Assistants to
to the Chief
Chief of Staff, who shall be
general officers
officers of the line, one of whom,
whom not above the grade of
general
brigadier
shall be
be the
the president
whom,
rigadier general,
general, shall
president
of the Army War College;
•and seventeen
ten colonels;
colonels; ten
ten lieutenant colonels; fifteen
fifteen majors
majors;'
seventeen
captains tto
corresponding grades in the
captains.
to be
be detailed from corresponding
the Army,
Army, as in
in
provided. All officers detailed in the General
this section hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
General
Staff Corps shall
detailed therein
shall be detailed
therein for periods
periods of
of four years,
years, unless
sooner
relieved. While
While serving
serving in
the General
General Staff
Corps officers
officers
sooner relieved.
in the
Staff Corps
of detail, etc.
may
be temporarily
temporarily assigned
duty with
branch of
To
detail
of the
the Army.
Army. Tour
to duty
with any
any branch
may be
assigned to
Upon
relieved from duty in
General Staff
officers
Staff Corps officers
Upon being
being relieved
in the General
shall return
return to the branch of the Army in which
which they hold
hold permanent
permanent ItedetaiLs limited.
conunissions,
to a
further detail
commissions, and
and no
no officer
officer shall
shall be
be eligible
eligible to
a further
detail in
in the
the BdtaL limted.
General
shall have
have served two
two years with the
the
General Staff
Staff Corps
Corps until he
he shall
branch
the Army
in which
which commissioned,
commissioned, except
except in
in time
of actual
branch of
of the
Army in
time of
actual Filling vacancies
or
threatened hostilities.
of Congress
madeF
by details.
deanci
or threatened
hostilities. Section
Section twenty-seven
twenty-seven ofthe
of the Act
Act of
Congress made
by
VoL 31, p. 755.
approved
February second,
second, nineteen
and one,
one, shall
shall apply
apply VoL31,
P.756
nineteen hundred
hundred and
approved February
to each position vacated by officers
officers below the grade of general officer
officer
detailed in
Staff Corps.
detailed
in the
the General
General Staff
Corps.
Duty in District of
ct
said corps
officers detailed
detailed in
all of
of the
Not more
more than
one-half of
of all
the officers
in said
corps coDS.Itygaln
than one-half
Not
Columbia limited.
shall
at
any
time
be
stationed,
or
assigned
to
or
employed
upon
any
shall at any time be stationed, or assigned to or employed upon any
Employment re
ment e
FT.1oy
in said
said strictad.
duty, in
in or
or near
District of
detailed in
Al officers
officers detailed
of Columbia.
Columbia. All
the District
near the
duty,
corps shall
shall be
be exclusively
exclusively employed
employed in
in the
problems,
of military
military problems,
the study of
corps
utilization
the preparation
preparation of plans for the national defense and the utilization
of the
the military
investigating and reporting
reporting
war, in
in investigating
of war,
of
military forces in time of
preparedness of
forces for
for
of such forces
and state of
of preparedness
upon the efficiency
efficiency and
in
appropriate general staff duties in
peace or war, or on appropriate
service in peace
connection with
with troops,
including the
the National
Guard, or
connection
troops, including
National Guard,
or as
as military
military
attaches in
countries, or
or on
on other
duties, not
of an
adminisan adminisother duties,
not of
attaches
in foreign
foreign countries,
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trative nature, on which they can be lawfully and properly employed:

Prorio,.
Provisos.
Details subjet
Details
subject
recommendations
recommendations
ar d
board.
bo .

to Provided, That no officer shall be detailed as a member of the General
of Staff Corps, other than the Chief of Staff and the general officers

herein provided for as assistants to the Chief of Staff, except upon
the recommendation of a board of five officers not below the rank of

board
Selection of board.

Action on
meAnction
mendations.on

1916.
1916.

colonel, who shall be selected by the President or the Secretary of

recom-

recom-

War College.
Duties continued.

War, and neither the Chief of Staff nor more than two other members
of the General Staff Corps, nor any officer not a member of said corps,
who shall have been stationed or employed on any duty in or near
the District of Columbia within one year prior to the date of convening of any such board, shall be detailed as a member thereof.
No recommendation made by any such board shall, for more than
one year after the making of such recommendation or at any time after
the convening of another such board, unless again recommended by
the new board, be valid as a basis for the detail of any officer as a
member of the General Staff Corps; and no alteration whatever
shall be made in any report or recommendation of any such board,
either with or without the consent of members thereof, after the board
shall have submitted such report or recommendation and shall have
adjourned sine die: Provided furier, That the War College shall

Wat.Coefenid.

remain fully subject to the supervising, coordinating, and informing
powers conferred by law upon members of the General Staff Corps,
and officers for duty as instructors or students in or as attaches of
said college may be selected and detailed freely from among members
of said corps, but any officer so selected and detailed other than one
director shall thereupon cease to be a member of said corps and shall
not be eligible for redetail therein so long as he shall remain on said

Restrictions on

sifetons
on
signments.

Mobile army
ob Artillery
ile army dad
Coast
d
sions abolished.
abolished.
Business transferred
Businesstranmserred.

duty; and no officer on the active list of the Army shall, for more than
thirty days in any calendar year, be attached to or assigned to duty in
the War College m any capacity other than that of president, director,
instructor, or student, or, unless a member of the General Staff Corps,
be attached to or employed in the office of the Chief of Staff: Proided- urther, That the organizations heretofore existing in or in conn
nection
with the office of the Chief of Staff under the designations of
the mobile army division and the Coast Artillery division be, and
they are hereby, abolished and shall not be reestablished.

The

business heretofore transacted in said divisions, except such as comes
clearly within the general powers specified in and conferred upon
members of the General Staff Corps by the organic Act of Congress

3 2 p. 00.
Vol. 32.

'ol.

P

3.

approved February fourteenth, nineteen hundred and three, is hereby
transferred as follows, to wit, to the office of the Chief of Coast
Artillery, all business apportioned to that office by law or Army
regulations at the time of the creation of the Coast Artillery division
of the office of the Chief of Staff; to the office of The Adjutant General
or other bureau or bureaus concerned, all other business; and, subject
to the exercise of the supervising, coordinating, and informing powers
conferred upon members of the General Staff Corps by the Act of
Congress last hereinbefore cited, the business transferred by this
proviso to certain bureaus or offices shall hereafter be transacted
Chief of Coast
lery.
o cat
ler y.
Duties,
etc.
Duties, etc.

;

exclusively by or under the direction of the respective heads thereof;
Artillery shall be an additional member of the

A

dtes

rti- and the Chief of Coast

General Staff Corps and shall also be advisor to and informant of the
Chief of Staff in respect to the business under his charge: Provided

of

fJurthrer, That hereafter members of the General Staff Corps shall be

confined strictly to the discharge of the duties of the general nature of
those specified for them in this section and in the organic Act of
Congress last hereinbefore cited, and they shall not be permitted to
assume or engage in work of an administrative nature that pertains
to established bureaus or offices of the War Department, or that,
being assumed or engaged in by members of the General Staff Corps,
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would
initiative of such
such
would involve impairment
impairment of
of the responsibility
responsibility or
or initiative
bureaus
or offices,
or would
would cause
injurious or
bureaus or
offices, or
cause injurious
or unnecessary
unnecessary duplication
duplication
Officer allowing
winof or delay in the work thereof:
thereof: Provided
further, That all pay and lo^fer
Providedfurther,
lloar
igpay,vso
talons to lose
etc.
allowances
forfeited by any superior
superior for
allowances shall
shall be
be forfeited
for any
any period
period during
durg
which,
reason of his neglect,
neglect,
which, by his
his order
order or
or his permission,
permission, or by
by reason
any
violate any
any of
of the
the foregoing
provisions of
of this
this Promotons
any subordinate
subordinate shall
shall violate
foregoing provisions
de
o dePromotions of
tailed officers.
officers.
section: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
if any
any officer
officer detailed
the General
General tailed
That if
detailed in
in the
section:
department of the
Staff Corps, or
or as an officer of any staff corps or department
the
promoted to
to the
the next
next higher
higher grade
grade while
so serving
serving he
he Grade
Army, shall be
be promoted
while so
Grade, etc., inmay be
out the
period of
of his
his detail,
detail, and
and the
the number
number creased.
creased.
may
be permitted
permitted to
to serve
serve out
the period
t
organization in
of officers
officers in the organization
in which
which he
he shall be
be serving and in
in the
promoted shall be increased
increased by
grade to which
which he
he shall
shall have
have been
been promoted
number in said organione for
for such
such time as
as he
he shall
shall be an
an additional
additional number
Limit.
number of officers
officers detailed to said Limit.
grade; but the whole
whole number
zation and
and grade;
organization shall
aggregate of the numbers
organization
shall at
at no time
time exceed
exceed the
the aggregate
numbers
allowed
other than
proviso.
than this proviso.
allowed to the
the several
several grades thereof
thereof by .law other
Adjutant General's
enel'
Artment.
SEC. 6.
6. Tat:
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.-The
DEPARTMENT.—The Adjutant
Adjutant Department.
SEC.
THE ADJUTANT
Constitution
of.
General's Department
Department shall
shall consist
consist of
of The
The Adjutant
Adjutant General with the Constitution of.
General's
rank
of
brigadier
general;
seven
adjutants-general
with
the
rank
of
rank of brigadier general; seven adjutants-general with the rank of
colonel; thirteen
thirteen adjutants-general
rank of lieutenant
the rank
lieutenant
colonel;
adutants-general with the
colonel; and
adjutants-general with
with the
rank of
the rank
of major.
and thirty
thirty adjutants-general
colonel;
Inspector Gen.era
General's
SEC. 7.
THE IssPzeron
Inspector Department.
Drt
DEPARTMENT.-The Inspector
INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.—The
SEC.
7. THE
Constitution
of.
General's Department
Inspector General
General with the
the constitution of.
consist of one
one Inspector
Department shall
shall consist
General's
brigadier general;
general; four
inspectors-general with the rank of
four inspectors-general
rank of
of brigadier
colonel; eight
eight inspectors-general
inspectors-general with
the rank
of lieutenant
colonel;
rank of
lieutenant colonel;
with the
colonel;
and
inspectors-general with
with the
the rank
of major.
and sixteen
sixteen inspectors-general
rank of
major.
Judge
Jud
geAdvocate
Department.
Department.
eneral's
Sze. 8.
8. THE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
ADVOCATE GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.-The
DEPARTMENT.—Th0 General's
SEC.
THE JaUGE
Constitution
of.
Judge
onstitutionof.
consist
of
one
shall
Judge
Advocate
General's
Department
shall
consist
of
one
Judge
General's
Department
Advocate
Judge
Advocate General
the rank
rank of
general; four
four judge
General with
with the
of brigadier
brigadier general;
Advocate
advocates
rank of
of colonel;
judge advocates
advocates with
the
colonel; seven
seven judge
with the
advocates with
with the
the rank
rank
colonel; and
rank of lieutenant colonel;
and twenty judge
judge advocates
advocates with the
the Prorisos.
.Pro
acting judge
advocates may
rank of
of major:
rank
major: Provided,
Provided, That
That acting
judge advocates
may be
be Acting
Acting judge
jud geadaddetailed
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
law for
separate brigades
detailed under
under the
existing law
for separate
brigades vocates.
vOetl,
Details, duties,
duties, etc.
jurisdictions, and when not
and for separate
separate general court-martial
court-martial jurisdictions,
immediately:
required for service
service with a
department,
immediately required
a geographical
geographical department,
tactical
separate general courtother separate
division, separate
separate brigade,
brigade, or other
tactical division,
martial jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, acting
acting judge
may be
assigned to
to such
such
be assigned
judge advocates
advocates may
martial
other legal
legal duty
duty as
as the
may require:
require: Provided
Provided Appointment of one
other
the exigencies
exigencies of
of the
the service
service may
lire
pfromncivii
Advocate General's
.
further,
vacancies created
created in the Judge
Judge Advocate
General's from
further, That, of the vacancies
civil life.
Department by
this Act,
Act, one
one such
below the
the grade
grade of
of
not below
such vacancy,
vacancy, not
'Department
by this
major, shall
shall be
filled by
appointment of
of a
aperson
person from
from civil
civil life
life,
major,
be filled
by the
the appointment
not less
less than
age, who
shall
years of age,
who shall
than forty-five
forty-five nor
nor more than fifty years
not
•
have been
for ten
years aa judge
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of
ten years
judge of
have
been for
1
as
a
the
Philippine
Islands,
shall
have
served
a
for
two
years
the Philippine Islands,
captain
Volunteer Army,
and shall
shall be
proficient Detai
captain in
in the
the Regular
Regular or
or Volunteer
Army, and
be proficient
limited
Details limited to
to
gjudgeadvocates.
in
the Spanish
Spanish language
laws: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That so
so much
much of
of actin
actinjudgeadvocates.
language and
and laws:
in the
Vol. 37, p. 571.
the
of Congress
Congress approved
nineteen
o 37t,p. 57.
twenty-fourth, nineteen
August twenty-fourth,
approved August
the Act
Act of
hundred and twelve, as relates to
officers
of officers
to the detachment
detachment or detail of
hundred
for
duty in
the Judge
Advocate General's
hereafter
Department shall
shall hereafter
General's Department
in the
Judge Advocate
for duty
be
apply only
only to
to the
judge advocates
advocates authorized
authorized by
Detachments to
be held
held to
to apply
the acting
acting judge
by Detachments
to
law forbidden.
forbidden.
law; and
hereafter no
shall be
be or
or remain
remain detached
detached from
from any
any study
study law
no officer
officer shall
law;
and hereafter
command or
or assigned
to any
station with
intent to
to enable
enable Examinations
for
Examinations for
command
assigned to
any duty
duty or
or station
with intent
or aid
him to
to pursue
of law:
law: And
provided further,
further, That
That no
no promotions.
promot1os.
And provided
the study
study of
or
aid him
pursue the
Advocate General's
Department below
below the rank
of the judge
Judge Advocate
General's Department
officer of
of colonel
be promoted
promoted therein
have successfully
successfully
he shall
shall have
therein until
until he
colonel shall
shall be
of
passed
board consisting
before aa board
consisting of not less
examination before
passed a
a written
written examination
General's Department,
than two officers of the Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
Department, to be
designated
Secretary of
War, such examination
examination to
prescribed
to be
be prescribed
the Secretary
of War,
designated by
by the
by
Secretary of
such time anterior
anterior to the
to be held at such
of War
War and
and to
by the
the Secretary
accruing
of the
promotion as may be for
interests of
for the
the best interests
right to promotion
the right
accruing of
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the service:
service: Provided,
should any
any officer
officer in
in the
the .grade
grade of
major
of major
That should
Proided, That
. the
of the
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Department
Department fail
fail in
in his
his physical
physical
of
the Judge

Maims.
Retirement,hs.
if physiS
cally
cary disqualified.

M-W
disqnaued.

Second examination,
Secondesmination,

i f°
forother
cause.
" ther c
au
se '

t

of f

1916.
1916.

.

Result of finding,

examination and
and be
incapacitated for
for service
reason of
examination
be found
found incapacitated
service by
by reason
of
physical disability
disability contracted
the line
line of
duty, he
he shall
shall be
be retired
retired
of duty,
contracted in
in the
physical
with the
rank to
to which
which his
his seniority
entitled him
him to
to be
be promoted;
promoted;
seniority entitled
with
the rank
should be found
but if he should
found. disquahied
promotion for any
any other
other
disqualified for promotion
reason,
second examination
examination shall
be allowed,
allowed, but
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
but the
shall not
not be
reason, aasecond
War
board of
of review
review to
to consist
o
.ftwo
two officers
officers of
of the
the
War shall appoint a
a board
consist of
Judge
General's Department
rank to
to the
the officer
officer
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
Department superior
superior in
in rank
examined,
none of
of whom
shall have
served as
as a
amember
member of
of the
the board
board
examined, none
whom shall
have served

which
which examined him. If the unfavorable
unfavorable finding
fuadm. g of the examining
examining
board
concurred in
of review,.
review,. the
the officer
officer reported
reported
board is
is concurred
in by the board of
disqualified for
promotion shall
shall be honorably
discharged from the
honorably discharged
for promotion
disqualified
service
action of the examining
examining board
.
service with
with one
one year's pay.
pay. If
If the action
board is

disapproved by
by the
the board
of review,
review, the
the officer
officer shall
shall be
be considered
board of
considered
iLieutenant
tenantcocolonels.. disapproved
Suspension
qualified and
and shall
promoted: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That any
heutenany lieutenshall be
be promoted:
usesionnfflif other qualified
^ physically
ysical
di
than
dis- ant colonel
colonel of the Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate General
General'ss Department
Department who, at his
qualified.
first examination
for promotion
promotion to
to the
the grade
grade of
has been
been
first
examination for
of colonel,
colonel, has
.for any reason other than
than
found disqualified for such promotion
promotion -for
disability incurred
physical disability
incurred in the line of duty shall be
he suspended
suspended
from promotion and his
thereto shall
successively to
to such
such
his right
right thereto
shall pass
pass successively
officers
next
below
him
in
rank
as
are
or
may
become
eligible
to
proto
proeligible
may
become
are
or
as
in
rank
him
below
next
officers
Reeamnatn
Reexamination.
motion under existing law during the period
period of his suspension;
and
suspension; and
any such officer suspended
suspended from
from promotion
promotion shall
reexamined as
shall be
be reexamined
soon
practicable after the expiration
soon as practicable
expiration of one year
year from
from the
the date
date of
of
the
completion
of
the
examination
that
resulted
in
his
suspension;
Retthe
completion
of
the
examination
that
resulted
in
his
suspension;
Result of finding.
and if on such reexamination
reexamination he is found
found qualified
qualified for
for promotion,
promotion, he
shall
become eligible
eligible thereto;
he is
found disqualified
disqualified by
by
shall again
again become
thereto; but
but if
if he
is found
reason of physical
physical disability
incurred in line
line of duty
in either
examidisability incurred
duty in
either examination, he shall be retired,
retired, with the rank to
to which
which his seniority
seniority
entitled
entitled him to be promoted;
promoted; and if he is not found disqualified
disqualified by
by
reason of such physical
physical disability, but is found disqualified
disqualified for promotion for any other reason in the second examination,
examination, he shall be
retired
without
promotion.
promotion.
without
retired
euartermestercurps.
trcrps
Qarterm
Constitution of.
SEC. 9.
9. THE
THE QUARTERMASTER
CORPS.—The -Quartermaster
of.
SEC.
QUARTERMASTEB CoRPs.-The
-Quartermaster Corps
Corps
ol.3,p.91.
shall consist
Vol. 37, p. 591.
shall
consist of
of one
Quartermaster General
General with
with the
the rank
rank of
of major
major
one Quartermaster
general; two assistants
assistants to the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General
General with the rank
rank
of
general; twenty-one
colonels; twenty-four
twenty-four lieutenant
lieutenant
Pay clerks.
Pay
clrks.
of brigadier
brigadier general;
twenty-one colonels;
colonels; sixty-eight
sixty-eight majors;
colonels;
and eighty
eighty captains;
and
majors; one hundred
hundred and
captains; and
the pay clerks
clerks now in active service,
service, who shall hereafter
hereafter have the rank,
pay, and allowances
President is
allowances of a
a second lieutenant, and the President
is
hereby authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint and commission
commission them, by and with
with the
advice
the Senate,
Senate, second
lieutenants in
in the
the QuarterQuartersecond lieutenants
of the
advice and
and consent
consent of
Enlisted
Enlisted men.
Grades, etc.
master Corps,
United States
Th e total
tot
alenlisted
en li ste d strength
strength of
Grads,
master
etc.
Corps, United
States Army.
Army. The
of
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps and the number in each grade shall be limited and fixed from time
tune to time by the President in accordance
accordance with
the needs of the Army, and shall consist of quartermaster
quartermaster sergeants,
sergean t
s,
PerOentages to be senior grade; quartermaster
Percentages
quartermaster sergeants;
sergeants; sergeants, first
first class; serobserved.
geants;
corporals; cooks;
cooks; privates,
st class;
cl
ass; an
d privates.
privates. The
obsere.
geants; corporals;
privates, fir
first
and
The
number i
in the various grades shall not exceed the following
following percentpercentauthorized enlisted
enlisted strength of the Quartermaster
ages of the total authorized
Quartermaster
Corps, namely: Quartermaster
Quartermaster sergeants, senior grade,
Corps,
grade, five-tenths
five-tenths of
of
one per centum;
centum; quartermaster
quartermaster sergeants,
one
sergeants, six per
per centum;
centum; sergeants,
sergeants,
first class, two and five-tenths
five-tenths per centum;
centum; sergeants, twenty-five
corporals, ten per centum
per centum; corpora.ls,
class, fortyfortycentum;; privates, first
first class,
Iastr electricians.
electrician.
centum; privates, nine
Master
five per centum;
nine per
cooks, two
two p
er cen
t
um:
per centurn;
centum; cooks,
per
centum:
Provided,
electricians now authorized
Provided, That the master electricians
authorized by law for the
Quartermaster Corps shall hereafter
Quartermaster
hereafter b
known as
as quartermaster
quartermaster
bee known
sergeants, senior grade, and shall be included in the
number
the num
ber of
ofquarquartermaster sergeants,
sergeants, senior
provided
termaster
senior grade,
grade, herein authorized: And provided
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a nd re
further,
That all
pertaining to
to construction
construction and
has pair
Construction and
re.
further, That
all work
work pertaining
and repair
repair that
that has
Construn
duties.
.
heretofore been done by or under the direction of officers of the
Quartermaster
except as otherwise
now provided by
otherwise now
Quartermaster Corps shall, except
laws
hereafter be done
done by
by or
or under
under the direction
direction of
laws or regulations,
regulations, hereafter
officers
said corps.
officers of
of said
corps.
Medical Department.
Contittion of.
of.
DEPARTMENT.-The Medical
SEC.
MECAL DEPARTMENT.—The
S
EC. 10.
10. THE
THE MEDICAL
Medical Department
Department Ccuastitution
shall consist of one Surgeon General, with the rank of major general
present incumbent
office, and
the present
incumbent of
of that office
during the
the active service of the
thereafter with the rank of brigadier
thereafter
brigadier general, who shall be chief of
Reserve Corps within
said department, a
a Medical Corps, a
a Medical
Medical Reserve
within the
a Veterinary
a Dental Corps, a
limit of time fixed by this Act, a
Veterinary Corps,
an enlisted force, the Nurse Corps and contract surgeons as now
commissioned officers
officers of which shall be citizens
authorized
authorized by law, the commissioned
of the
the United
United States.
of
States.
Me
officers below
Officers.
dical Corps.
The Medical
Medical Corps shall consist of commissioned
commissioned officers
below the eoffiers.
grade of
of brigadier
among the
sev- Ratio
Ratio to Regular
Regular
grade
brigadier general,
general, proportionally
proportionally distributed
distributed among
the sevMedical Corps now
now established
established by law. The Army.
eral grades as in the Medical
equal to, but not
not
approximately be equal
number of
of such officers
officers shall approximately
total number
every one thousand
hereinafter provided,
exceed, except as hereinafter
exceed,
provided, seven
seven for every
of the
total enlisted
enlisted strength
strength of
Regular Army
authorized from
from Provisos.
of
the total
of the
the Regular
Army authorized
time
to time by law: Provided, That if by reason
reduction by orignal
time to
reason of aa reduction
Original appoint
appoint.
to cease if
law
in the
law in
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength
strength ofhe
of the
the ments
the authorized
e Army
Army aforesaid
aforesaid the
ents to cease if
r
oh
d
total number
number of
MedicalCorps
commissioned previously
previously duos&
Corps commissioned
in the
the Medical
of officers
officers in
total
reduction shall for the time being exceed the equivalent
to such reduction
equivalent of
seven
to one
one thousand
thousand of such reduced
enlisted strength
original
strength no
no original
reduced enlisted
seven to
shalbe
appointment to
commissioned rank
corps shall
be made
made until
ank in said corps
to commisioned
appointment
thereof shall have been
number of commissioned
been
officers thereof
commissioned officers
total number
the total
reduced below
equivalent of seven to the thousand of the said
below the equivalent
reduced
reduced enlisted
enlisted strength, nor thereafter
thereafter so as to make the total
reduced
number of
of commissioned
excess of
the equivalent
number
commissioned officers
officers thereof
thereof in
in excess
of the
equivalent Pro
s above
Promotions
of seven to the thousand
reduced enlisted
no captains limited.
thousand of said reduced
enlisted strength; and no
limited.
grade of captain
promotion
promotion shall be made
made above the grade
captain in said corps
until the number
officers in
captain to
of captain
to
above that of
in the grade
grade above
number of officers
until
which
have been reduced
reduced below the proproshall have
due shall
which the
the promotion
promotion is due
number authorized for such grade
grade on the basis of the
portional number
thereafter so as to make the number
number of
reduced enlisted strength, nor thereafter
officers
in such
such grade
in excess
of the
proportional number
number authorized
authorized Dchare
officers in
grade in
excess of
the proportional
Dischargeo
of increase
increase
on
the basis
basis of
said reduced
reduced enlisted
strength: Provided
That made
made for
tine of
war.
on the
of said
enlisted strength:
or time
Providedfurther,
further, That
ofwar.
have been increased
increased by
when in
in time of war the Regular Army shall have
virtue
officers
virtue of
of the provisions of this or any other Act, the medical officers
honorably discharged
increase shall be honorably
appointed to meet such increase
discharged from
from
the
service of
of the
the United
United States
when the
reduction of
of the
the enlisted
enlisted Qcatf
the service
States when
the reduction
Quacatins for
for
strength of
the Army
Army shall
take place:
further, That
persons original
Providedfurther,
That persons
iinal appointments.
appointments.
strength
of the
shall take
place: Provided
citizens of the
hereafter commissioned
commissioned in the Medical
Medical Corps shall be citizens
hereafter
United
between the ages of twenty-two
twenty-two and thirty years and
United States between
grade of captain upon the completion
completion of
shall be promoted to the grade
five years'
service in
in the
Medical Corps and
passing the examiand upon
upon passing
the Medical
years' service
five
nations prescribed
by the
promotion to
to the
the grade
of
•
nations
prescribed by
the President
President for
for promotion
grade of
latve
rnk de
captain m
in the
the Medical
Provided further,
relative rank
rank termined.
termined.
rank
That relative
further, That
Corps: Provided
Medical Corps:
captain
among captains
captains in the Medical
attained
have or shall have attained
who have
Medical Corps, who
among
that rank
operation of
of law
thereby,
service fixed thereby,
period of service
after a
a period
law after
by operation
rank by
that
rendered by them as
shall be determined
determined by counting all the service
service rendered
Regular Army,
officers in said corps and as assistant surgeons in the Regular
subject, however,
however, to
to loss
loss of
of files
files by
by reason
reason of
of sentence
sentence of
of court-martial
allowed to
subject,
court-martial Dets allowed
to
or by
of failure
failure to
pass examination
examination for
promotion: Provided
Provided Red
RedCras.
Cross.
for promotion:
to pass
or
by reason
reason of
further,
hereafter the
President shall be authorized
authorized to detail not
not
the President
That hereafter
further, That
to exceed
exceed five
of the
Medical Department
of the
the Army
Army for
for
Department of
the Medical
five officers
officers of
to
duty with
with the
military relief
relief division
the American
American National
National Red
of the
division of
the military
duty
Cross.
s
f
rreemth o
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Enlisted
men.
Enisted men.
Personnel.

Personnel.

Provisos.

Pro*it.
Master hospital ser-

geants.
geants.h

pi

Examinaticm.
Examination,

Originalenlistments,

promotions, etc.
pontinSs'etc.

1916.
1916.

Medical Department
The enlisted force of the Medical
Department shall consist of the
the
following personnel, who shall
shall not be included in the effective
effective strength
strength
of the
the Army
Army nor
nor counted
counted as
as aapart
the enlisted
enlisted force
provided by
by
of
part of
of the
force provided
law: Master
hospital sergeants,
sergeants, sergeants
sergeants (first(firstlaw:
Master hospital
hospital sergeants,
sergeants, hospital
corporals, cooks, horseshoers, saddlers,
class), sergeants, cozals,
saddlers,
Thatfarriers,
farriers,
mechanics,
(
lass), and
an privates:
privates: Provided,
Provided, That
at master
master
mechanics, privates
privates (first-class),
sergeants shall
hospital sergeants
by the
of War,
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, but
but
no person
person shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed master
master hospital
hospital sergeant
sergeant until
until he
shall
he shall
satisfactory examination
under such
have passed a
asatisfactory
examination under
regulations as
as the
the
such regulations
Secretary of War may prescribe
prescribe before
before a
board of
of one
more medical
medical
a board
one or
or more
officers
as to his
his qualifications
qualifications for
officers as
the position,
position, including
for the
including knowledge
knowledge
of pharmacy, and
and demonstrated
demonstrated his
fitness therefor
therefor by
by service
service of
of not
not
his fitness
less than twelve months
months as
as hospital
or sergeant,
sergeant, first
first class,
class,
hospital sergeant
sergeant or
Medical
Medical Department, or as
as sergeant,
sergeant, first
class, in
in the
the Hospital
Hospital Corps
Corps
first class,
now established by law; and no person
person shall
shall be
be designated
designated for
for such
such
examination
except by
authority of
Surgeon General:
General:
examination except
by written
written authority
of the
the Surgeon
Provided
further,
That original
for the
Medical Department
Department
Proidedfurther,
That
original enlistments
enlistments -for
the Medical
shall be made in the grade of private,
private, and
and reenlistments
reenlistments and
and promopromotions of enlisted men therein,
therein, except
except as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore prescribed,
prescribed, and
and
transfers
thereto from
transfers thereto
the enlisted
force of
the line
line or
defrom the
enlisted force
of the
or other
other staff
staff de-

partments
and corps
corps of
of the
the Army
shall be
be governed
governed by
by such
regulapartments and
Army shall
such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may
prescribe: Providedfurther,
Provided further That
That
may prescribe:
the enlisted
of the
the Hospital
Hospital Corps
enlisted men of
who are
are in
in active
active service
service at
at
Corps who
Act are
the time of the approval
approval of this Act
are hereby
hereby transferred
transferred to
to the
the
grades of
Department established
established by
by this
en. corresponding
corresponding grades
Ratio to Army en.
of the
the Medical
Medical Department
this
listed strength.
Providedfurther,
further, That the total number
Act: Provided
number of enlisted
enlisted men m
in the
the
Medical Department
Department shall
approximately equal
Medical
shall be approximately
equal to,
to, but
exceed,
but not
not exceed,
except as hereinafter
except
hereinafter provided
equivalent of
of five
five per
per centum
centum of
of
provided, the
the equivalent
Additional in
Additional
the total
total enlisted
enlisted strength
the
Army
authorized from
from time
to time
time
in time the
strength of
of
the
Army
authorized
time
to
of
f war.
war.
by
That in time
threatened hostiliby law:
law: Provided
Provided further, That
time of
of actual or threatened
hostilities, the Secretary of War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
or cause
cause to
to
to enlist
enlist or
be enlisted
enlisted in
Medical Department
additional number
number of
of men
men
Percentages
of be
in the
the Medical
Department such
Percentages
such additional
grads.
grades.
as the service
require: Providedfurther,
service may require:
further, That the
the number of enlisted men in
grades designated
designated below
in each of the
the several
several grades
shall not
below shall
not
exceed,
exceed, except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
the following
following percentages
percentages of
of
provided, the
the total authorized
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength of the Medical Department, to
to
hospital sergeants,
sergeants, one-half
wit: Master
Master hospital
one-half of
of one
per centum;
centum; hospital
one per
hospital
sergeants, one-half
one-half of one
one per centum;
centum; sergeants, first class, seven per
per
Horseshoers,
centum; sergeants,
Horseshoers, etc.
corporals, five
sergeants, eleven
eleven per centum; corporals,
five per
per centum;
centum; and
and
cooks, six per centum:
the number
number of
centum: Provided
Provided further, That the
of horsehorsefarriers, and mechanics
shoers, saddlers,
saddlers, farriers,
mechanics in
in the
the Medical
Medical Department
Department
Privates.
Privates
exceed oneeach
toeach
authorized ambulance
shall not exceed
one each to
each authorized
ambulance companyor
company or like
like
organization:
Providedfurther,
department the
organization: Provided
further, That in said department
the number
number
exceed twenty-five
per centum
centum of
of the
Promotions
limitel of
of privates,
privates, first class,
class, shall
shall not
Promotions limited
not exceed
twenty-five per
the
when Army reduced.
whenArmyreduced.
number of privates:
privates: Providedfurther,
Provided furth er,That if by reason of a
re d
uc ti on
a reduction
by operation
operation of
of law
in the
the authorized
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength
strength of
the Army
Army
law in
of the
aforesaid
noncommissioned officers
any grade
aforesaid the number
number of noncommissioned
officers of any
grade in
in the
the
Medical Department
Department whose warrants
warrants were issued previously
previously to
to such
such
reduction shall
shall for the
the time
time being exceed the percentage
hereinabove
reduction
percentage hereinabove
specified for
for such grade, no promotion
promotion to such grade
be made
specified
grade shall
shall be
made
until the
percentage of noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers therein
therein shall have
until
the percentage
been reduced
that authorized
been
reduced below
below that
authorized for such grade
grade on the basis of
of
the
enlisted strength,
thereafter so as to make the
the said
said reduced
reduced enlisted
strength, nor thereafter
percentage of noncommissioned officers therein
percentage
therein in
of the
the perperin excess
excess of
Reenlistmnts
Reenlistments
al- centage
centage authorized
authorized on the basis of the said
said reduced
reduced enlisted strength;
strength;
l.
but noncommissioned
but
noncommissioned officers may be reenlisted in the grades held
held
b y them
them previously
such reduction
by
previously to
to such
reduction regardless
regardless of the percentages
percentages
aforesaid; and
when under
under this
this provision
aforesaid;
and when
provision the number
number of noncommisnoncommissioned
officers of
of any
any grade
grade exceeds
sioned officers
exceeds the percentage
percentage specified,
specified, any
any noncommissioned
officer thereof,
thereof, not
not under
under charges,
may be
commissioned officer
charges, may
be discharged
discharged
on
his own
Providedfurther,
That privates, first
on his
own application:
application: Provided
further, That
first class,
class, of
Transfers
HasTransfers from Hospital
Corps.
pitalCorps.
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A
s
dditional pay
rat.t pay ra
the
eligible for
for ratings
for additional
additional iAdditional
ratings for
be eligible
shall be
Department shall
Medical Department
the Medical
a
$3
pay
as
follows:
As
dispensary
assistant,
$2
a
month;
as
a
nurse,
pay as follows: As dispensary assistant, $2 a month;
month; as
assistant, $5
$5 aamonth:
further, That no Limit.
Providedfurther,
month: Provided
surgical assistant,
as surgical
month;
enlisted man
man shall
rating for additional pay
receive more than one rating
sall receive
enlisted
under the
the provisions
enlisted man receive
receive
section, nor shall any enlisted
this section,
provisions of this
under
any additional
unless he shall have actually
actually
rating unless
such rating_
under such
pay under
additional pay
any
performed the
the des
duties for
for which
shall be
be rated.
which he
performed
he shale
Dental surgeons.
rated.
by Appointments au
and commission,
appointdental
to
authorized
is
hereby
President
The
and
The
with
President
the advice
is hereby
and consent
authorized
of the
toSenate,
appoint
and commission,
surgeons, who
by th°rizect
lipenptotLuarltns.
or i
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, dental surgeons, who th ed
twenty-one and
are citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States between
between the ages of twenty-one
and
are
twenty-seven years,
at the
of one
one for
one thousand
thousand enlisted
enlisted
each one
for each
rate of
the rate
years, at
twenty-seven
men
of the
the Army.
Army. Dental
Dental surgeons
surgeons shall
shall have
have the
the rank,
rank, Ori
ginal rank,
etc.
ranksetc.
riginal
line of
the line
of the
men of
they have completed
pay , and
completed
lieutenants until theyhave
first lieutenants
of first
allowances of
and allowances
pay,
eight years'
service. Dental
Dental surgeons
surgeons of
of more
than eight
eight but
but less Promotions
Promoti ons .
more than
years' service.
eight
than twenty-four
twenty-four years'
11 subject
examination
subject to such examination
shall,
service sh
years' service
than
as the
the President
President may
may prescribe,
allowances
have the rank, pay, and allowances
prescribe, have
as
years' service
twenty-four years'
of captains.
surgeons of more than
than twenty-four
Dental surgeons
captains. Dental
of
shall,
to such
such examination
the-President
prescribe; Provisos.
President may prescribe,
as the
examination assubject to
shall, subject
Majormited.
have
major: Provide,
Provide M.at,the
limited.
That the Majors
of major:
allowances of
rank, pay, and allowances
have the rank,
total number
dental .surgeons
allowances of
pay, and allowances
ank: pay,
surgeons with tank,
of dental
number of
total
major
shall not at
any time
fifteen: Andprovidedfurther,
That E
Examinations,
etc.
t.
t
That
7And providedfrr,
exceed fifteen:
time exceed
t any
major shallno
all
laws relating
to the
the examinationlof
tifficers of the Medical Corps
examination offficers
relating to
all laws
for
promotion: shall
shan .be:applicable
-to dental
American
National
American National
be applicableto
dental surgeons. _sugeons.
for promotion
ed c
ss.
Authority
given to the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
grant penrmispermis- R
Red
Cross.
to grant
is hereby
hereby givento
Authority is
sion, by
by revocable
to the
the American
National Red Cross
byMnitser
e
f
:
f
atis
o
t
i
l
isP
,
eratiousetc.
Coss to byt
American National
cense, to
revoabe license,
sion,
erect
reservations within the jurisdicjurisdicany military reservations
maintai.on any
and maintain-on-,
erect and
tion
the United
suitable for the storage
storage of supplies,
buildings suitable
States buildings
United States
of the
tion of
or to
to occupy
occupy for
for that
purpose buildings erected
erected by the United
United States,
that purpose
or
under such
such regulations
regulations as
War may prescribe, such
Secretary-of War
the Secretary
as the
under
population in case
supplies
available for
civilian population
of the civilian
the aid of
for the
be available
to be
supplies to
of
serious national
national disaster.
of serious
SEC. 11.
11. C
ORPS OF
Corps of
Engineers shall
con- O
ZgatI
r of Ennlisted
grae
ind
Corps
shall conOf Engineers
ENGINEERS.--The Corps
OF ENGINEERS.—The
CORPS
SEC.
sist
of one
of Engineers,
with the
brigadier general;
general; men.
men.
rank of brigadier
the rank
Engineers, with
Chief of
one Chief
sist of
twenty-three colonels;
colonels; thirty
seventy-two majors;
colonels; seventy-two
lieutenant colonels;
thirty lieutenant
twenty-three
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
one hundred
hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight
captains; one
fifty-two captains;
one
first
second lieutenants;
lieutenants; and the enlisted
seventy-nine second
lieutenants; seventy-nine
first lieutenants;
t
T oops8
Corps of Troops.
the Corps
troops of
men
hereinafter enumerated.
Engineer troops
of the
The Engineer
enumerated. The
men hereinafter
mounted
two
Engineers
shall consist
of one
one band,
regiments, and
seven regiments,
band, seven
consist of
Engineers shall
battalions.
battalions.
Each regiment
Engineers shall
shall consist
one colonel;
colonel; one
one lieuusegulslieu- Regimtints.
of one
consist of
of Engineers
regiment of
Each
tenant
colonel;
two
majors;
eleven
captsins;
twelve
first
lieutenants;
lieutenants;
first
twelve
captains;
eleven
majors;
two
tenant colonel;
six
engineers senior grade; one regimaster engineers,
two master
lieutenants; two
second lieutenants;
six second
mental
major; two
two regimental
color
regimental supply sergeants; two color
sergeant major;
mental sergeant
sergeants;
one sergeant
one cook;
cook; one
one wagoner
wagoner for each aubugler, one
sergeant bugler;
sergeants; one
thorized
wagon of
the field
and combat
battalions.
and two battalions.
train, and
combat train,
field and
of the
thorized wagon
Each
battalion of
regiment of
of Engineers
consist of
of one major,
Battalions.
major, Bttaio.
shall consist
Engineers shall
a regiment
of a
Each battalion
one
captain, one
one battalion
master engineers,
sergeant major; three master
battalion sergeant
one captain,
junior gradegrade; and
three companies.
companies. Each
Each Engineer
Engineer company
company (regi- compnie
Companies.
and three
junior
mental) shall
shall consist
consist of
captain; two first lieutenants;
lieutenants; one second
second
of one captain;
mental)
sergeants, first class;
lieutenant; one first
class; one mess
first sergeant; three sergeants,
lieutenant;
sergeant; six sergeants;
sergeant;
sergeant; one stable
stable sergeant;
supply sergeant;
one supply
sergeant; one
twelve corporals;
horseshoer; two
one saddler;
saddler; two piA
buglers; one
two buglers;
one horseshoer;
corporals; one
twelve
Proviao.
for
Additional fora.
cooks; nineteen
first class;
class-' and
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine privates:
privates: ProPro- Additional
privates, first
nineteen privates,
cooks;
vided,
That the
the President
President may, in
regiment
in his discretion, increase aaregiment
vided, That
of
Engineers by
by two
two master
master engineers,
engineers, senior grade,
grade, and
and two sergeants;
sergeants;
of Engineers
each
Engineers by three master
master engineers,
engineers,
regiment of Engineers
of aaregiment
battalion of
each battalion
(regimental) by two
junior grade;
grade; and
each Engineer
Engineer company
company .(regimental)
and each
junior
sergeants,
one cook,
class, and
twelve privates, first class,
cook, twelve
corporals, one
six corporals,
sergeants, six
thirty-four
privates.
thirty-four privates.
ing
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The Engineer band shall consist of one band
one assistant
assistant
band leader
leader; one
band leader; one first
first sergeant;
sergeant; two
two band
band sergeants;
sergeants; four
four band
band
corporals; two musicians,
musicians, first class;
class; four
four musicians,
musicians, second
second class;
class;
thirteen musicians,
musicians, third
third class;
class; and
two cooks.
cooks.
and two
Moted
Engi.ers
Each battalion
mounted Engineers
Mounted
battalion of mounted
Engineers shall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one major;
major;
Battalions.Engineers'
five captains; seven first lieutenants;
lieutenants; three
three second
second lieutenants;
lieutenants; one
one
master engineer,
engineer, senior grade;
battalion sergeant
sergeant major;
one
grade; one battalion
major; one
battalion supply sergeant;
sergeant; three master engineers,
junior grade;
grade;
engineers, junior
one corporal; one wagoner for
wagon of
of the
the field
and
for each
each authorized
authorized wagon
field and
Companies,
combat train; and three mounted companies. Each
Companies.
mounted EngiEngiEach mounted
company shall
neer company
shall consist
consist of one captain;
captain; two
two first
first lieutenants;
lieutenants; one
one
second lieutenant;
lieutenant; one first sergeant;
sergeant; two sergeants,
sergeants, first
first class;
class; one
one
mess sergeant;
mess
sergeant; one
supply sergeant;
one stable
stable sergeant;
ant; four
serone supply
sergeant; one
four sergeants; eight
one saddler;
saddler; two
cooks;
eight corporals;
corporals; two
two horseshoers;
horseshoers; one
two cooks;
two buglers
buglers;•twelve
class-' and
and thirty-seven
privates:
twelve privates,
privates, first
first class;
thirty-seven privates:
Provisos.
ona force.
force.
Provided, That
Provida,
That the
the President
in his
increase the
President may,
may, in
his discretion,
discretion, increase
the batbattalions of mounted
mounted Engineers
Engineers by
one master
engineer, senior
grade;
by one
master engineer,
senior grade;
two sergeants
sergeantsi and three
three master
master engineers,
junior grade;
grade; and
and aa
engineers, junior
Details of officers.
ocs
mounted Engineer company
company by
by two
two sergeants;
sergeants; three
corporals;
three corporals;
eight privates, first class; and twenty-four
privates: Proided
twenty-four privates:
Providedfurther,
further,
That appropriate officers
officers to
the regiments,
regiments, battalions,
battalions, and
and
to command
command the
companies
companies herein
herein authorized and for duty with and
as staff
staff officers
officers of
of
and as
such organizations
organizations shall
be detailed
shall be
detailed from
from the
the Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
and
Engineers, and
shall not be in
in excess
in each
excess of the numbers
numbers in
each grade
grade enumerated
enumerated in
in
Includedintheiine this section.
Included
in the line' this section. The enlisted
enlisted force
force of
of the Corps of Engineers
Engineers and
the
and the
shall constitute
officers serving therewith
therewith shall
constitute aa part
part of
of the
the line
line of
of the
the
Army.
Army.
ornmane
THE ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPATamENT.—The
DEPATmENT.-The Ordnance
Ordnance DeParrr
' SEC.
SEC. 12.
12. TEtE
Ordnance DepartDepartment.
officers
and
enlisted
of Ordnance,
Officers and enlisted ment shall consist of one Chief of
Ordnance, with
the rank
of brigabrigawith the
rank
of
melt.
dier general;
general; ten
colonels; fifteen
lieutenant colonels;
dier
ten colonels;
fifteen lieutenant
colonels; thirty-two
thirty-two
majors; forty-two
captains; forty-two
forty-two captains;
forty-two first
first lieutenants;
lieutenants; the
the ordordnance sergeants, as now authorized
by law,
and such
other enlisted
authorized by
law, and
such other
enlisted
men of grades now authorized
Provisos.
authorized by
law as
President may
may direct:
direc t:
by law
as the
the President
ergeants.
Provided,
ordnance sergeants
Ser
geants.
Provided, That ordnance
shall be
be selected
selected by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
sergeants shall
of War from the sergeants
sergeants of
the line
Ordnance Department
Department who
who
of the
line or
or Ordnance
shall have
for eight
have served faithfully
faithfully for
years, including
including four
four years
in
eight years,
years in
Details
the
grade of
of noncommissioned
officer: Provided
further, That
That vacanvacanVol.
i,31, of
p. 755.
75i.c
Vol.
the grade
p.
noncommissioned officer:
Providedfurther
cies
personnel of
of the
the Ordnance
Ordnance
cies which
which may
may occur
occur in
in the
the commissioned
commissioned personnel
34
'P.812.455 ;
Vol'
shall be
be subject
provisions of
ofsections
sec ti ons twentysi
x
3,
p.6,2455;
Vol. Department
Department shall
38,Vol'
pp. 358,
subject to
to the
the provisions
twenty-six
and twenty-seven
Act approved
twenty-seven of the Act
approved February
February second,
nineteen
second, nineteen
hundred and one, the Acts approved
approved June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hunhunJune twenty-fifth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
dred and six, and February
February twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifteen, and Acts amendatory
amendatory _thereof
to the
Ordnance Dethereof relating
relating to
the Ordnance
DeDetail
of student
ofai
Providedfurther,
officers. of stdnt partment: Provided
further, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of W
ar is
i
s
That hereafter
hereafter the
War
authorized
to detail
detail not
not to exceed thirty lieutenants
authorized to
lieutenants from
from the
the Army
Army
at large
duty as student
officers in the establishments
at
large for
for duty
student officers
of the
the OrdOrdestablishments of
nance
of two
nance Department
Department for a
aperiod of
and the
the completion
two years;
years; and
completion of
of
prescribed course
instruction shall
the prescribed
course of instruction
shall constitute
constitute the
the examination
examination
for detail in
in the Ordnance
Ordnance Department.
Department.
Signal Corps.
Constitun
Constitution of.
SEC.
THE S
SIGNAL
CoRPs.-The Signal
S
EC. 13.
13. THE
IGNAL CORPS.—The
Signal Corps
shall consist
of
Corps shall
consist of
one Chief Signal Officer,
Officer, with
with the
of brigadier
three
the rank
rank of
brigadier general;
general; three
colonels;
colonels; eight lieutenant
lieutenant colonels;
colonels; ten
ten majors;
majors; thirty
thirty captains;
captains;
Aviation section.
voa38,p.5m.
Vol. 38, p. 514.
seventy-five
aviation section, which
seventy-five first lieutenants;
lieutenants; and the aviation
shall
which shall
consist
one lieutenant
consist of
of one
one colonel;
colonel; one
lieutenant colonel:
colonel; eight majors; twentyfour captains;
captains; and
and one hundred
lieutenants, who
four
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen first lieutenants,
who
shall be
be selected
among officers of the Army
Army at large
shall
selected from
from among
large of corre
corresponding
or from among
sponding grades
grades or
among officers
officers of
of the
the grade
grade below,
below, exclusive
exclusive
of those
those serving
of
serving by detail in staff corps
corps or
or departments,
departments, who
are
who are
,at.etc.
qualified
Details,
qualified as military
military aviators,
aviators, and
and shall
be detailed
detailed to
to serve
serve as
as aviation
aviation
shall
be
vol.
Vol. 31, p.
755.
p 75.
officers
for periods
of four
officers for
periods of
four years
years unless sooner relieved;
relieved; and the proprovisions
of section
twenty-seven of
of the Act
Act of Congress
approved
visions of
section twenty-seven
Congress approved
cdfiCeril.
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February second,
and one,
are hereby
extended
February
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
one, are
hereby extended
to apply
apply to
said aviation
officers and
to vacancies
vacancies created
created in
in any
any
to
to said
aviation officers
and to
arm corps,
Army by the
arm,
corps, or
or department
department of the
the Army
the detail of
of said
said officers
officers
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therefrom- but
in said
Act or
any other
law now
now in
in force
force Redetails
therefrom;
but nothing
nothing in
Redetails of pronprofisaid Act
or in
in any
other law
cient aviators.
shall
be held
prevent the
detail or
or redetail
redetail at
time to fill a
acien
at any time,
t avtrs.
shall be
held to
to prevent
the detail
vacancy
any
vacancy among the
the aviation
aviation officers
officers authorized
authorized by
by this
this Act,
Act, of
of any
officer
officer of the aviation
aviation
officer who, during
during prior service
service as
as an
an aviation officer
section,
shall have
proficient in
in military
military aviation.
section, shall
have become
become proficient
aviation.
Ratings of aviation
officers.
Aviation
may, when
therefor, be rated
rated as junior
junior offcers.
officers may,
when qualified
qualified therefor,
Aviation officers
Certificates of exammilitary
as military
no person
shall be
be so
but no
person shall
so inations,
examinaon
eof
military aviators
aviators or
or as
military aviators,
aviators, but
etc.
rated
certificate to
rated until
until there
there shall have been issued to him aa certificate
to the
effect
that he
qualified for
the rating,
and no
no certificate
certificate shall
be
for the
rating, and
shall be
effect that
he is
is qualified
issued
examining board, which
which shall
shall
issued to any person until an aviation
aviation examining
be
of three
experience in
the aviation
service and
and
of experience
in the
aviation service
be composed
composed of
three officers
officers of
two
medical officers
shall have
examined him,
him, under
under general
regulahave examined
general regulatwo medical
officers, shall
tions to
to be
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
and published
published to
to the
tions
be prescribed
by the
of War
War and
the
Army
the War
Department, and
have reported
reported him
him to
to be
be
Army by
by the
War Department,
and shall
shall have
e r io required.
qualified
for the
the rating.
rating. No
No person
shall receive
rating of
of military
e required.
military Service
the rating
person shall
receive the
qualified for
aviator until
he shall
have served creditably
shall have
creditably for three years as an
aviator
until he
aviation
the rating
of a
ajunior
military aviator.
aviator: '
aviation officer
officer with
with the
rating of
junior military
Aviation officers.
Each aviation
aviation officer
authorized by
by this
this Act
Act shall,
shall, while
while on duty Ationocers.
officer authorized
Each
that requires
requires him
him to
to participate
frequently in
aerial
and frequently
in aerial
regularly and
participate regularly
that
pay.
flights,
receive an
an increase
of twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
centum in
pay of Increaseofof pay.
in the
the pay
increase of
flights, receive
Junior military aviahis
and
service underhis
under his commission.
Each duly
duly tors.
niomi
commission. Each
ade anhis
and length
length ,of
of service
his grade
grade
Increase in
in grade,
grade,
qualified
aviator shall,
while so
so serving,
have the
the rank,
increase
rank, pay,
serving, have
shall, while
junior military
militar aviator
qualified junior
etc.
pay,
and allowances
of one
one grade
under pay,etc.
held by him under
than that held
higher than
grade higher
allowances of
pay, and
his
if his
his rank
under said
commission be
be not
higher than
than
not higher
said commission
rank under
his commission
commission if
that
of captain,
captain, and
and while
while on
on duty
duty requiring
requiring him
him to
to participate
participate regureguthat of
larly and
frequently in aerial
aerial flights
addition an
receive in addition
flights he
he shall receive
larly
and frequently
Military aviators.
increase of
the pay
pay of
of his
his grade
grade and
and length
of Increase
increase
of fifty
fifty per
per centum
centum in
in the
length of
=iayatorsd
in grade,
etcservice under
his commission.
Each military
aviator shall,
pay,etc.
military aviator
shall, while
while pay,
service
under his
commission. Each
grade higher
higher
pay, and allowances
allowances of
of one grade
so serving, have
have the rank,
rank, pay,
than
by him
under his
his commission
commission if
his rank
under said
said
held by
him under
if his
rank under
than that
that held
commission be
be not
higher than
than that
of captain,
captain, and
and while
while on
on duty
duty
commission
not higher
that of
requiring him
regularly and frequently
frequently in
in aerial flights
requiring
him to
to participate
participate regularly
he
receive in
addition an
per centum
centum
m addition
an increase
increase of
of seventy-five
seventy-five per
he shall
shall receive
of
his grade
grade and
length of
of service
service under
his commission:
commission: Provisos.
of the
the pay
pay of
of his
and length
under his
Former provsions
Former
provisions
repealed
Provided
of March
Provided further,
further, That
That the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
March second,
second, red
p..p. 706.
nineteen
hundred and
thirteen, allowing
allowing increase of
allowof pay.and allownineteen hundred
and thirteen,
Secretary of
on aviation
aviation duty,
duty, b
ances to
to officers
officers detailed
detailed by
by.the Secretary
of War
War on
Married offioers eligiare hereby
repealed: Provided
further, That
hereafter married offi- ble.
bl.
diW
That hereafter
are
hereby repealed:
Providedfurther
cers
eligible equally with unmarried
unmarried
of the
the Army
Army shall
shall be eligible
the line
line of
cers of the
officers,
to the
the same conditions,
conditions, for
for detail to aviation
officers, and
and subject to
men.
as many
Enlisted mn.
have authority
Secretary .of
War shall
shall have
duty;
and the
of War
authority to
to cause
cause as
many Enlisted
duty; and
the Secretary
enlisted men of the aviation
aviation section to be instructed in the art of
Age limit removed.
removed.
flying
as he
may deem
necessary: Provided
Provided further,
That hereafter
further, That
hereafter Agelimit
flying as
he may
deem necessary:
the age
age of
shall not
bar to
the aviation
aviation
detail in
in the
to their
their first
first detail
officers shall
not be
be aabar
the
of officers
section
rank shall
section of the Signal Corps, and neither their age nor their rank
of aviavibe a
abar
bar to
details in
in said
section: Providedfurter,
Provided further, Appointment
Appointment of
said section:
be
to their
their subsequent
subsequent details
ators from civil life.
That, when
when it
shall be
be impracticable
Army officers
officers ators
fm"nilie.
impracticable to
to obtain
obtain from the Army
it shall
That,
suitable for
the aviation
section of
number
Signal Corps in
in the number
suitable
for the
aviation section
of the Signal
allowed
between that number and the number
number
the difference
difference between
allowed by law
law the
available for duty.in said section may be
of suitable officers
officers actually available
Grade created.
made up
up by
by appointments
in the
the grade
grade of
of aviator,
aviator, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, and
and Gradereated
appointments in
made
that
created. The
personnel for said grade shall be
that grade is
is hereby
hereby created.
The personnel
obtained from
especially qualified
qualified civilians
civilians who
shall be
be appointed
obtained
who shall
from especially
appointed
Discharge.
Provided further,
further, That
and
said grade:
That whenever
whenever Dicharge
in said
grade: Provided
and commissioned
commissioned in
discharged
any
aviator shall
unsatisfactory he shall be discharged
have become
become unsatisfactory
shall have
any aviator
etc.
from the
the Army
as such
such aviator.
aviator. The
base pay
aviator, Signal
Signal Pay,
Pay, et
The base
pay of
of an
an aviator,
Army as
from
Corps, shall
shall be
be $150
per month,
allowances of
the allowances
have the
and he
he shall have
$150 per
month, and
Corps,
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a
and the
of increase
a master
master signal electrician
electrician and
the same
same percentage
percentage of
increase in
in
to a
amaster
master signal
signal electrician.
pay for length
length of service as
as is
is allowed
allowed to
electrician.

The total enlisted
enlisted strength
strength of the Signal
Signal Corps
Corps shall
be limited
limited and
and
shall be
fixed from time to
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the needs
needs
to time
time by
by the President
President in
Grades
Grades established. of the
Army, and
shall consist
signal electricians;
electricians; sergeants,
sergeants,
the Army,
and shall
consist of
of master
master signal
first
sergeants; corporals;
corporals; cooks;
horseshoers; private,
private, first
first
st class;
s; sergeants;
cooks; horseshoers;
the number
number in
in each
grade being
being fixed
fixed from
from time
class; and privates; the
each grade
time
Percentages
Percentages of
of grades.
grades tto time b
by the President. The numbers in the various grades shall
shall not
not
exceed the following
following percentages
of the
the total
authorized enlisted
percentages of
total authorized
enlisted
strength of the Signal
Signal Corps,
namely: Master
signal electricians,
two
Corps, namely:
Master signal
electricians, two
per
centum; sergeants,
sergeants, first
per centum;
centum; sergeants,
sergeants, ten
Priates
per centum;
first class,
clas perseven
centper
Privates.
ten
per centum;
centum •corporals,
corporals, twenty
twenty per centum.
centum. The
The number
number of
of privates,
privates,
firstcentum;
class,
exceed twenty-five
per centum
centum of
the number
number of
of
unit organizations
organizations fit
class, shall not exceed
Unit
twenty-five per
of the
authorized.
authorized
privates. Authority is hereby given
given the President
President to organize, in his
discretion,
discretion, such part of the
commissioned and
and enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel of
of the
the
the commissioned
Signal
Signal Corps into such number
number of companies,
companies, battalions,
battalions, and
and aero
aero
squadrons as
as the
necessities of
of the
the service
service may
demand.
Bureauof
nsular Aff- squadrons
the necessities
may demand.
Bureau
of Insular
fairs.
SEC.
14. BUREAU
BUREAU OF
S
EC. 14.
OF INSULAR
A
FFAIRS
OF
WAR DEPARTDEPARTINSULAR AFFAIRS
OF
THE WAR
Organization con tmurgaiatiOn
con- MENT.-Nothing
MENT.—Nothing in this
this Act
construed to
repeal existing
existing laws
Act shall
shall be
be construed
tinued.
to repeal
laws
relating
relating to the organization
organization of the Bureau
Bureau of
Insular Affairs
Affairs of
of the
the War
War
of Insular
Department.
Chaplains.
Department.
Chaplais.
SEC.
CHAPLAINS.—The President
President is
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint,
by
a
SEC. 15.
15. CHAPLAINS.-The
appoint, by
Number authorized.
and
the advice
of the
the Senate,
in the
Ariny
'33,ri.
NVoL
and with
with the
advice and
and consent
consent of
Senate, chaplains
Vol.
33,
p. 2.
226.
chaplains in
the Army
at the rate of not to exceed,
exceed, including chaplains
chaplains now
in service
one
now in
service, one
for each regiment of Cavalry,
Cavalry, Infantry,
Infantry, Field
Field. Artillery, and Engineers,
and one for each one thousand
thousand two hundred officers
officers and men
men of
of the
the
Proviso.
Preoiso.
Coast
Artillery Corps
Corps, with rank, pay, and allowances
allowances as now authorPreference for preoPreference
pre
vious
arservicef
vloas war
service.
ized by law: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the appointment
appointment of
of chaplains
chaplains in
in the
the
Regular
priorty shall be given to applicant
Regular Army, preference
preference and priority
applicant
veterans,
qualifed and who shall not
veterans, if otherwise
otherwise duly qualified
not have
have passed
the
passed the
age of forty-one
forty-one years at the time of application,
application, who
rendered
who have
have rendered
honorable
honorable war service in the Army of the United
United States
States or
or who
who have
have
honorably
discharged
such
Army.
been
honorably
discharged
from
such
Army.
Veterinary Corps.
eAppointmen
tvetSEC.
Appointment
of vetS
EC. 16. VETERINARIANS.—The
President is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, by
by
VETERINARIANS.-The President
erinarians and assistassist- and
aerinanand
consent of
and, with the advice and consent
Senate, to
to appoint
appoint veterinaof the
the Senate,
veterinaant veterinarians.
rians and assistant veterinarians
in the
the Army,
veterinarians in
Army, not
not to
to exceed,
including
exceed, including
veterinarians now in service, two such officers for each regiment
regiment of
of
Cavalry, one for every three batteries
batteries of Field Artillery,
each
Artillery, one
one for
for each
mounted
Engineers, seventeen
seventeen as inspectors
mounted battalion
battalion of Engineers,
inspectors of
of horses
horses and
and
mules and as veterinarians in the Quartermaster
and seven
Quartermaster Corps, and
seven as
as
Attached
Medical inspectors of meats for the Quartermaster
Attached to
to Medial
meats
Quartermaster Corps; and said veterinaveterinaDepartment.
epatment
rians and assistant
veterinarians shall be citizens of the
the United
assistant veterinarians
United States
States
and shall constitute
constitute the Veterinary Corps and shall be aapart of
of the
the
Department of
Medical Department
the Army.
Army.
of the
Assistant
veterinariAistant
vetermna
a candidate
Hereafter a
candidate for
for appointment
as assistant
veterinarian
appointment as
rians.
assistant veterinarian
Qualifications for, must be a citizen of the United
Qualifications
twenty-one
must be acitizen of the
States, between
between the ages of twenty-one
etc.
and twenty-seven
twenty-seven years, a
agraduate of aarecognized
recognized veterinary
veterinary college
college
or university, and shall not be appointed
appointed until he shall have passed
passed aa
satisfactory examination
character, physical
satisfactory
examination as to character,
physical condition,
condition, general
general
education,
professional qualifications.
qualifications.
education, and professional
Rank, pay, etc.
Ran, pao, etic.
An assistant veterinarian
veterinarian appointed under
under this Act shall,
shall, for
the
for the
Service promotions.
first
five years
of service
and
allowances of
first five
years of
service as such, have
have the rank, pay,
pay.,
and allowances
of
lieutenant; that after
second lieutenant;
aft er five
five years of
of service
he shall
have the
the
service he
shall have
veterinarians.
Veterinarians.
rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of first lieutenant;
lieutenant; that after fifteen
years
fifteen years
of
service he
he shall be promoted
promoted to be a
a veterinarian
veterinarian with the
of serviee
the rank,
rank,
pay,
and allowances
pay, and
allowances of captain,
captain, and that after
after twenty years'
years' service
service
Provim
E-amation etc. he shall have the rank, pay, and
Examinations.
and allowances
allowances of
Provided,
of aa major:
major: Provided,
That any assistant veterinarian,
That
veterinarian, in order
order to be promoted
as hereinhereinpromoted as
before
provided, must first psss
pass a
a satisfactory examination,
before provided,
examination, under
under
such
President may prescribe,
professional qualifisuch rules as the President
prescribe, as to professional

En

sgl

Enlisted
men, Signal
sted mn,
Corps.
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assistant
cations and adaptability
adaptability for
for the
the military
military service;
service; and if such
such assistant
veterinarian
veterinarian shall be found deficient
deficient at such examination
examination he shall be
discharged from
one year's
pay.
discharged
from the Army
Army with
with one
year's pay.

1
Appointment
ol
The veterinarians
and Field
Artillery now
in the
the Army,
Apr1pointmen
t o°
The
veterinarians of
of Cavalry
Cavalry and
Field Artillery
now in
Army, present
employees.
together
veterinarians of the Quartermaster
together with such veterinarians
Quartermaster Corps as are
now employed
employed in
in said
said corps,
corps, who at
at the date
date of the approval
approval of
of this
this
Act shall have had less than five
governmental service,
service, may
five years'
years' governmental
may be
be
Assistant veterinaappointed in
Veterinary Corps
veterinarians with
appointed
in the
the Veterinary
Corps as
as assistant
assistant veterinarians
with the
the rians.
Aistant
veter
rank, pay, and allowances
allowances of second lieutenant;
lieutenant; those who shall have
had over five years of
service may
said corps
as
of such
such service
may be
be appointed
appointed in
in said
corps as
assistant
and allowances
allowances of
first
assistant veterinarians
veterinarians with the
the rank, pay,
pay, and
of first
Veterinarians.
lieutenant; and those who shall have had over fifteen years
years of such Veterinarians.
service may be
rank,
service
be appointed
appointed in
in said
said corps
corps as veterinarians
veterinarians with the rank,
Provisos.
pay,
and allowances
allowances of
captain: Provided,
That no
such appointment
appointment Eiamnations
pay, and
of captain:
Provided, That
no such
Examinations.
of any veterinarian
veterinarian shall be made unless
shall first
satisfacunless he shall
first pass
pass satisfactorily
as to
to his
his
torily a
a practical
practical professional
professional and
and physical
physical examination
examination as
Retirement for physfitness for the military service:
service: Provided
Providedfarther,
further, That veterinarians
veterinarians ic
ty.m'p
ical incapacity.
now in the Army or in the employ of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps who
physical examination
shall fail to pass the prescribed physical
examination because
because of disaprevent them from the
bility incident to the service and sufficient
sufficient to prevent
performance
Government shal
performance of duty valuable to the Government
shall be placed upon
the retired list of the Army with seventy-five
seventy-five per centum
centum of the pay
to which they would have been entitled if appointed
appointed in the Veterinary
Veterinary
hereinbefore prescribed.
prescribed.
Corps as hereinbefore
Reserve veterinaThe Secretary
Secretary of War, upon recommendation
recommendation of the Surgeon Gen- rians.
Reserve veterinaserveral
of
the
Army,
may
appoint
in
the
Veterinary
Corps,
for
such
time
eral of the Army, may appoint in the Veterinary Corps, for such time ice,
. Appointment,
Appointment, sretc.
as their services may be required,
required, such number of reserve
reserve veterina- lce,
rians as may be necessary
necessary to attend public animals pertaining to the
Quartermaster Corps. Reserve
Reserve veterinarians
veterinarians so employed shall have
Quartermaster
allowances of second
second lieutenant
lieutenant during such employment
employment
the pay and allowances
Provided, That such reserve
veterinarians shall be Proviso.
and no longer: Provided,
reserve veterinarians
o.
Qualifications.
graduates of aa recognized
recognized veterinary
veterinary college
college or university
university and shall
pass aasatisfactory
satisfactory examination
character, physical
physical condition,
examination as to character,
general education, and professional
qualifications in like manner as
professional qualifications
Eligible as assistant
hereinbefore
assistant veterinarians;
veterinarians; such reserve veteri- velribareans
hereinbefore required of assistant
veterinarians..tt
appointment as assistant
narians shall constitute aalist of eligibles
eligibles for appointment
assistant
veterinarians, subject to all the conditions
prescribed
conditions hereinbefore
hereinbefore prescribed
for the
appointment of
of assistant
assistant veterinarians.
veterinarians.
for
the appointment
Within aalimit of time to be
be fixed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, candicandi- pttPobationsa
r aphft ment ofsuccessappointment as
passed ful
dates for
for appointment
as assistant
assistant veterinarians
veterinarians who
who shall
shall have
have passed
Iucandidates.
candidates.
satisfactorily the examinations
examinations prescribed
prescribed for that grade by this Act
Act
satisfactorily
which they shall
shall have
shall be appointed,
appointed, in the order of merit in which
vacancies as they occur,
occur, sueh
suah appointappointpassed such examination,
examination, to vacancies
ments to be for a
which time,
a probationary
probationary period of two years, after which
satisfactory, they
they
if the services of the probationers
probationers shall have been satisfactory,
shall be permanently appointed
appointed with rank to date from the dates of
Dischargeififunstunsatisrank
probationary appointments.
veterina- factory.
rank of their probationary
appointments. Probationary
Probationary veterinaDischarge
discharged at
rians whose services are found unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory shall be discharged
at
any time during the probationary
probationary period, or at the end thereof, and
and
shall have no further claims against the Government
Government on account
account of
their probationary
probationary service.
Examining
boards
Examining boards.
Secretary of War shall from time to time appoint boards of
of
The Secretary
examiners to conduct the veterinary
veterinary examinations
examinations hereinbefore
hereinbefore prescribed, each of said boards to consist of three
three medical officers
officers and two
veterinarians.
veterinarians.
infanty
units
Infantry units.
Regiments.
SEC. 17. COMPOSIrION
COMPOSMON OF
NFANTRY ITNTPS.—Each
of Regiments.
SEC.
OF I
INFANTRY
uNITs.-Each regiment
regiment of
Infantry shall consist of one colonel
colonel, one lieutenant
lieutenant colonel, three
lieutenants, fifteen second lieumajors, fifteen captains, sixteen first lieutenants,
tenants, one headquarters
headquarters company,
company, one machine-gun
machine-gun company, one
twelve Infantry companies organized
organized mto
into three
supply company, and twelve
battalions of four companies
companies each.
battalions
P
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Each battalion shall consist
consist of one major, one first lieutenant,
lieutenant,
mounted (battalion adjutant),
adjutant), and four companies. Each
Each Infantry
Infantry
company in
company
battalion shall
shall consist
one captain,
captain, one
one first
first lieutenant,
lieutenant,
in battalion
consist of
of one
second lieutenant,
one second
lieutenant, one
one first
first sergeant,
one mess
mess sergeant,
sergeant, one
one
sergeant, one
supply
sergeants, eleven
eleven corporals,
corporals, two
two cooks,
cooks, two
two
supply sergeant,
sergeant, six
six sergeants,
buglers, one
buglers,
one mechanic,
mechanic, nineteen
nmeteen privates
class), and
privates (first
(first class),
and fifty-six
fifty-six
privates.
privates.
Headquarters
headquarters company
Headquarters com.
com.
Each Infantry
Infantry headquarters
shall consist
consist of
one captain,
company shall
of one
captain,
panies.
mounted
(regimental adjutant);
mounted (regimental
regimental sergeant
sergeant major,
adjutant); one
one regimental
major,
mounted; three
three battalion
battalion sergeants
sergeants major,
major, mounted;
one first
sergeant
mounted; one
first sergeant
(drum major); two
two color
sergeant; one
one supply
supply
color sergeants;
sergeants; one
one mess
mess sergeant;
sergeant; one
one stable
sergeant; one
one sergeant;
two cooks;
one horsehorsestable sergeant;
sergeant; two
cooks; one
shoer; one
one bandleader;
band leader;
one sergeant
bugler;
band leader; one
one assistant
assistant band
leader; one
sergeant bugler;
two band
sergeants; four
band sergeants;
four band
band corporals;
two musicians,
class;
corporals; two
musicians, first
first class;
four musicians,
second class;
class; thirteen
musicians, third
class; four
four
four
musicians second
thirteen musicians,
third class;
privates,
first class,
class, mounted;
and twelve
twelve privates,
privates, mounted.
privates, first
mounted; and
mounted.
Machine-gun
comMachme-glm
co
Each
machine-gun company
paniw.
Each Infantry
Infantry machine-gun
company shall consist of one
one captain,
first lieutenant,
mounted; one first
lieutenant, mounted;
two second
lieutenants,
mounted; two
second lieutenants,
mounted; one first
sergeant, mounted;
mounted; one
one supsupfirst sergeant,
one mess
mess sergeant;
sergeant; one
sergeant, mounted;
ply sergeant,
sergeant, mounted;
mounted; one stable sergeant,
mounted; one
one horse-.
horsesix corporals;
shoer; five sergeants;
sergeants -six
corporals; two
two cooks;
cooks; two
one
two buglers;
buglers; one
mechanic;
eight
privates,
first
class;
and
twenty-four
privates.
upply
paniesmechanic;
eight
privates,
first
class;
and
twenty-four
privates.
Supply companies.
Each Infantry
Infantry supply company
company shall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one captain,
captain,
mounted; one second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, mounted; three
three regimental
regimental supply
supply
sergeants, mounted;
first sergeant,
sergeants,
mounted; one first
sergeant, mounted;
one mess
mess sergeant;
mounted; one
sergeant;
one stable sergeant; one corporal,
corporal, mounted;
one cook;
cook; one
one saddler;
mounted; one
saddler;
provio.
one horseshoer;
Proviso.
horseshoer; and
one wagoner
wagoner for
for each
each authorized
wagon of
of the
the
and one
authorized wagon
Additional force.
froes. field and combat train:
President may
his disdistrain: Prowled,
Provided, That
That the
the President
may in
in his
cretion increase a
a company
company of Infantry
Infantry by
by two
two sergeants,
sergeants, six
six corporals,
corporals,
one cook, one mechanic,
mechanic, nine
nine privates
privates (first
(first class),
class), and
and thirty-one
thirty-one priprivates; an Infantry
Infantry machine-gun
machine-gun company
by two
two sergeants,
sergeants, two
two corcompany by
corporals, one mechanic,
mechanic, four
privates, first
first class
twelve privates.
four privates,
class, and
and twelve
privates.
assignment
of offiThe commissioned officers
Assignment
of
offiofficers required
requi
re dfor
f
or the
th e Infantry
Infantry headquarters
headquarters,
COrs.
supply, and machine-gun
and for the
machine-gun companies
companies and
the companies
companies organized
organized
rnto
be assigned
into
battalions
shall be
assigned from
from those
those hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized.
authorized.
Cavalry units.
Regiments.
SEC.
S
EC. 18.
18. COMPOSITION
COHPOSMON OF
OF CAVALRY
CAVALRY UNITS.
—Each regiment
of CavCavUNITS.-Each
regiment of
lieutenant colonel,
alry shall consist of one colonel,
colonel, one
one lieutenant
colonel, three
majors,
three majors,
fifteen
lieutenants, sixteen
fifteen captains,
captains, sixteen first lieutenants,
sixteen second
second lieutenants,
lieutenants,
one headquarters
machine-gun troop,
headquarters troop, one machine-gun
troop, one
supply troop,
troop,
one supply
and twelve troops organized
organized into three squadrons
of
squadrons of
four
troops each.
four
troops
each.
quadrons.
Each squadron
squadron shall consist of one
Squadrons.
Each
one major,
major , one
one first
lieutenant
first lieutenant
Troops.
Troop
adjutant), and
and four
(squadron adjutant),
four troops.
Each troop
troop in
troops. Each
in squadron
squadron shall
shall
consist of one captain, one
first lieutenant,
one first
lieutenant, one
one second
lieutenant,
second lieutenant,
one first sergeant,
sergeant, one mess sergeant,
sergeant, one
one supply
sergeant, one
one stable
stable
supply sergeant,
sergeant, five sergeants,
sergeants, eight
eight corporals,
corporals, two cooks,
cooks, two
horseshoers,
two horseshoers,
one saddler, two buglers, ten
ten privates
privates (first
(first class),
class), and
thirty-six
and thirty-six
privates.
troopprivates.
Hquartem".
Each headquarters
headquarters troop
troop shall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one captain
captain (regimental
(regimental
adjutant), one
one regimental
regimental sergeant
sergeant major, three squadron
adjutant),
squadron sergeants
sergeants
major, one first sergeant
sergeant (drum major),
major), two
two color
color sergeants,
sergeants, one
one mess
mess
sergeant,
sergeant, one supply
supply sergeant,
sergeant, one
one sergeant,
sergeant, two
two
one stable
stable sergeant,
sergeant, one
coos,
two privates
cooks, one horseshoer,
horseshoer, one saddler, two
privates (first
class), and
(first class),
and nine
nine
privates,
one band leader,
leader, one assistant band leader,
leader, one
privates, one
sergeant
one sergeant
bugler, two
corporals, two
bugler,
two band
band sergeants,
sergeants, four band corporals,
two musicians
musicians (first
(first
class), four
class),
four musicians
musicians (second
(second class), and
and thirteen
thirteen musicians
musicians (third
(third
class).
class).
achinun troops.
troops.
machine-gun troop
MaChine-gun
Each machine-gun
troop shall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one captain,
captain, one
one first
first lieulieutenant, two
second lieutenants,
sergeant,
tenant,
two second
lieutenants, one first sergeant,
sergeant, one mess sergeant,
one
supply sergeant,
sergeant, one stable
two horseshoers,
one supply
stable sergeant,
sergeant, two
horseshoers, five
five sersergeants, six corporals,
corporals, two cooks, one mechanic,
mechanic, one
saddler, two
one saddler,
two
buglers,
twelve privates
(first class), and thirty-five privates.
buglers, twelve
privates (first
Battalions.
Battalions.

Companies.
Companies.
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Each supply
Each
supply troop
troop shall
shall consist
consist of
(regimental supply
of one
one captain
captain (regimental
supply
officer),
three regimental
regimental supply
supply sergeants,
sergeants,
officer), two second
second lieutenants,
lieutenants, three
one first sergeant, one mess sergeant, one stable
one corporal,
stable sergeant, one
corporal,
wagoner for
one cook, one horseshoer,
horseshoer, one
one saddler,
saddler, and
and one
one wagoner
for each
each

179
179
Supply troops.
Supplytroops

Proviso.
authorized
wagon
of
the field
and combat
combat each
train:troop
Provided,
That the
the
Provi. force.
President
authorizedmay,
wagon
i
nof
histhe
field andincrease
Provided,
of Cavalry
That
by Additional
President
may,
in
his discretion,
discretion,
increase train:
each troop
of
Cavalry
by
ten privates
privates (first class) and twenty-five privates; the headquarters
headquarters
troop by two sergeants, five corporals, one horseshoer,
horseshoer, five privates
privates
(first class),
class), and eighteen
eighteen privates;
machine-gun troop
by three
three
privates; each
each machine-gun
troop by
sergeants, two corporals, one mechanic, one private (first
(first class),
class), and
and
fourteen privates; each supply
supply troop
troop by
by one
one corporal,
corporal, one
one cook,
cook, one
one
saddler,
korseshoer.
saddler, and
and one
one horseshoer.

s
t of offiAssignment
The commissioned
officers required
The
commissioned officers
required for
for the
the Cavalry
Cavalry headquarters,
headquarters, cers.
mce
i
ofo
supply, and machine-gun
troops organized
machine-gun troops, and for the
the troops
organized into
into
squadrons, shall be assigned
assigned from those hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized.
authorized.
is.
Field Artillery uni ts.
SEC.
COMPOSITION OF
OF FIELD
UNITS.-The Field compositionoL
SEC. 19. COMPOSITION
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY UNITS.—The
Composition of.
Artillery,
Artillery, including
including mountain artillery, light artillery,
artillery, horse
horse artillery,
artillery,
heavy
heavy artillery (field and siege types), shall consist of one hundred and
twenty-six gun or howitzer
twenty-six
howitzer batteries organized
organized into twenty-one
twenty-one
regiments.
regiments.
Organisation in time
In time of actual
actual or threatened
threatened hostilities the President is authorized
authorized of
ofiarfin
in tmi
war.
to organize
such
number
organize
of ammunition batteries and battalions,
depot batteries and battalions, and such artillery parks with such
numbers and grades of personnel and suoh organizations
organizations as he may omca.
Officers.
deem necessary. The officers necessary for
for such
such organization
organization shall Post, pp. 190.
190.
be
from the
Corps provided
by this
this Act
Act Vol.
be supplied
supplied from
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
provided by
Vol.38,p.349.
38, p. 349.
and by temporary
temporary appointment
appointment as authorized
authorized by
by section eight of
of the
Co
approved April
nineteen hundred
Act of Congress
approved
April twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
and En st d mmen.
fourteen.
The senlisted
fourteen. IV:
en listed men necessary
necessary for such organizations
organizations shall be Enlisted
l
supplied from the Regular
Regular Army Reserve provided
provided by this Act or
from the Regular Army.
Regiments.
Each regiment of Field Artillery shall consist of one colonel, one Regiments.
captain, one headquarters
one
lieutenant colonel, one captain,
headquarters company,
company, one
supply company,
company, and such number
battalions as
number of gun and howitzer
howitzer battalions
the President may direct. Nothing shall prevent
prevent the assembling,
in the same regiment, of gun and howitzer
howitzer battalions of different
different
calibers and classes.
t ri s
Batteries.
Each gun or howitzer battery
battery shall consist of one captain, two first Bat
lieutenants,
lieutenants, two second
second lieutenants, one first sergeant, one supply
sergeant, one stable sergeant, one mess sergeant, six sergeants, thirteen
corporals, one chief mechanic,
mechanic, one saddler, two horseshoers, one
mechanic,
class),
mechanic, two buglers, three cooks, twenty-two
twenty-two privates
privates (first
(first class),
Additional e
enlisted
ed
and seventy-one privates. When
When no enlisted men of the Quarter- men.
me.
attached for such positions there shall be added
master Corps are attached
added to
each battery of mountain artillery one packmaster
first
packmaster (sergeant, first
class), one assistant packmaster
class),
packmaster (sergeant),
cargador (cor(sergeant), and one cargador
poral)..
poral)
Headquarters corne m
Each headquarters
headquarters company of a
aregiment
regiment of two battalions
battalions shall par -S "
o 0
Two
battalion
regicaptain, one first lieutenant, one regimental
regimental sergeant
sergeant mT
consist of one captain,
battahon
giments.
major, two battalion
battalion sergeants major, one first sergeant, two color
color
sergeants, one mess sergeant, one supply sergeant,
sergeant, one stable sergeant,
two sergeants, nine corporals,
corporals, one horseshoer,
horseshoer, one saddler,
saddler one
mechanic, three buglers, two cooks,
mechanic,
cooks,. five privates (first class),
class), fifteen

privates, one band leader, one assistant band leader, one sergeant
ugler, two band sergeants, four band corporals, two musicians
(first class),
class), four musicians (second class),
class), and thirteen musicians
musicians Three
Threbatalion
nbattalion regia regiment
(third class). That when a
regiment consists of three battalions
battalions ments.
headquarters company one battalion
there shall be added
added to the headquarters
sergeant major,
major, one sergeant,
sergeant, three corporals,
corporals, one bugler, one private
private Additional
nlst
Additional enlisted
(first class),
class), and five privates.
privates. When
enlisted men of the QuarterWhen no enlisted
Quarter.
master Corps is attached
there shall be added
added to
attached for such positions, there
privates,
bugler, two
one band
band sergeants,
leader, onefour
assistant
band band
corporals,
leader,two
onemusicians
sseerrggeeant
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each mountain
mountain artillery
artillery headquarters
company one
one packmaster
packmaster
headquarters company
each
(sergeant, first
first class),
class), one
one assistant
assistant packmaster
packmaster (sergeant),
(sergeant), and
and one
one
(sergeant,
Simply companies.

upplycompanie.

dor (corporal).
(corporal).
carrgador
Each
a regiment of two battalions shall consist
ach supply company of a
consist

of one
captain, one
first lieutenant,
two regimental
lieutenant, two
regimental supply
supply sergeants,
sergeants,
of
one captain,
one first
one first
first sergeant,
sergeant, one
one mess
one corporal,
cook, one
one
mess sergeant,
sergeant, one
corporal, one
one cook,
one
horseshoer, one
one saddler,
two privates
and one
one wagoner
wagoner for
privates and
for each
each
horseshoer,
saddler, two
authorized
authorized wagon of the field train. When a
a regiment consists of
three battalions
battalions there shall be added to the supply company
company one
one
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, one regimental
private, and
second
regimental supply sergeant, one private,
and
one wagoner for
for each
each additional
additional authorized
authorized wagon
wagon of
of the
the field
field train.
Battalions.
Battalins.

Each gun or howitzer battalion shall consist of one major, one
one

and batteries
batteries as follows: Mountain
Mountain artillery
battalions and
artillery battalions
captain, and
howitzer battalions
battalions serving
light artillery gun or howitzer
serving with the field
artillery of Infantry
infantry divisions
batteries; horse
divisions shall contain three batteries;
artillery
artillery gun
artillery battalions
battalions and heavy
heavy field artillery
gun or howitzer
howitzer bat-

talions shall
shall contain
contain two
two batteries:
batteries: Provi&d
That the
President
the President
Provided, That
talions
may, in his discretion, increase the headquarters
headquarters company
company of a
a regiment of two battalions by two sergeants,
sergeants, five corporals,
corporals, one horseshoer, one mechanic, one private (first class),
class), and six
six privates; the
headquarters
headquarters company
company of
of a
a regiment of three battalions by one
sergeant, seven corporals,
corporals, one horseshoer, one mechanic,
mechanic, two cooks,
privates (first class),
privates; the supply
company
two privates
class), and seven privates;
supply company
of aaregiment of two battalions
battalions by one corporal,
corporal, one cook, one horsesupply company for a
a regiment of three
shoer, and one saddler; the supply
battalions by one corporal, one cook, one horseshoer,
battalions
saddler;
horseshoer, and one saddler;
a gun or howitzer battery by three sergeants, seven corporals,
a
corporals, one
one
horseshoer, two mechanics,
thirteen privates
class),
horseshoer,
mechanics, one
one bugler,
bugler, thirteen
privates (first
(first class),
and thirty-seven privates.
Coast Artillery
Artillery
Coast
SEC.
COAST
S
EC. 20. C
OAST ARTILLEBY
.
ARTILLERY CORPs.-The
CORPS.—The Coast Artillery Corps shall
CorPs•
Composition
omposition of.
of.
consist of one Chief of Coast Artillery, with the rank of brigadier
brigadier
Officers and enlisted
meOn.
ed general;
general; twenty-four
men. c
twenty-four lieutenant
lieutenant colonels;
twenty-four colonels; twenty-four
colonels;
Post,
Pop. p. 349.
349.
seventy-two
seventy-two majors; three hundred and sixty captains;
captains; three
three hunhundred and sixty first lieutenants;
lieutenants; three hunc.red
hundred and sixty second
lieutenants; thirty-one
sixty-four
lieutenants;
thirty-one sergeants
sergeants major, senior grade; sixty-four
sergeants
junior grade; forty-one
forty-one master electricians;
seventysergeants major, junior
electricians; seventyengineers; ninety-nine electrician
electrician sergeants, first class;
class; two
two engineers;
hundred
seventy-five assistant engineers;
engineers; ninety-nine
electrician
hundred and seventy-five
ninety-nine electrician
sergeants,
sergeants, second
hundred and
and six
six firemen;
ninety-three
second class;
class; one
one hundred
firemen; ninety-three
radio sergeants; sixty-two
sixty-two master gunners; two hundred and sixtythree first sergeants; two hundred
hundred and sixty-three supply sergeants;
sergeants;
two hundred
hundred and sixty-three
sixty-three mess sergeants; two thousand one
hundred and four sergeants;
sergeants; three thousand one hundred and fiftysix corporals; five hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six cooks; five hundred and
twenty-six mechanics; five hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six buglers; five
five
thousand two hundred
hundred and twenty-five privates, first class; fifteen
fifteen
Bands.
thousand
hundred and
seventy-five privates;
privates; and
bands,
and eighteen
eighteen bands,
7
thousand six
six hundred
and seventy-five
Ban,.p. 174.
Ants,
Rated
Rated men.
men.
organized as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided for the Engineer
organized
Engineer band. The
men of the
rated men
Artillery Corps
Corps shall
shall consist
consist of
of casemate
the Coast
Coast Artillery
casemate elecelectricians; observers, first class; plolotters;
plotters; chief planters;
planters; coxswains;
coxswains;
commanders and gun
chief loaders; observers, second class; gun commanders
The
number
rated
men
shall
pointers.
total
of
not exceed one thouCoxswains.
CLsi
sand seven hundred
hundred and eighty-four. Coxswains shall receive
receive $9 per
month in
addition to
to the
the pay
of their
grade.
month
in addition
pay of
their grade.
Porto
R°3°
S
EC. 21.
PORTO RICO
RI
CO REGI3IENT
Por t
o Ri
co
Rico
INFANTRY.-The Porto
REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.—The
SEC.
21. PORTO
Ri, 1 11 Ẁi-imPnttono
ment
of Infantry
status
o.
Regiment of Infantry o
offth
thee United
Army shall
Status o
Unit edStates
States Army
hereafter have
shall hereafter
have
the same organization, and the same grades and numbers of comthe
missioned
missioned officers
officers and enlisted men, as are by this Act or shall hereafter
be prescribed
by law
for other
other regiments
regi
ments o
the
after be
prescribed by
law for
offInfantry
Infantry of
of the
Prwm°1-ion3
Army. All
by this
this Act
or occurr
i
ng h
ereaf
ter in
i
n
cromoelti
All vacancies
vacancies created
colonel
to ntel
be below
regi- Army.
created by
Act or
occurring
hereafter
metal.
commissioned
regiment
mental,
commissioned offices of said regi
m e
n t above
ab
ove the grade
grade of second
second
Proviso.

Aoalforce
Additional force.
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lieutenant
hereinafter
lieutenant and
and below
below the grade
grade of
of colonel
colonel shall, except
except as
as hereinafter
provided
contrary, be filled
according to
provided to the
the contrary,
filled by promotion
promotion according
to seniority
seniority
in
several grades and within
in the
the several
within the
the regiment,
regiment, subject
subject to the examiexamiVol. 26, p.
p. 562.
62.
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
three of
nation prescribed
nation
prescribed by
by section
section three
of the
of Congress
approved VoL26,
October
first,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety,
and
said
section
is
hereby
October first, eighteen hundred and ninety, and said section is hereby
extended
all officers below the grade
extended so
so as
as to
to apply in
in the
the cases of afl
grade of
of
lieutenant
colonel, who shall
hereafter be
in
lieutenant colonel,
shall hereafter
be examined
examined for promotion
promotion in
President
the Porto
Porto Rico Regiment
Regiment of Infantry,
Infantry, except
except that
that the
the President
may
examination for
may prescribe
prescribe such
such a
a system of examination
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of
officers of
of said
officers
said regiment
regiment as
as he
he may
may deem
deem advisable.
advisable.
Colonei
InfanDetails from
from Infan
by the
The colonel
of said
said regiment
be detailed
detailed by
the President,
President, Details
The
colonel of
regiment shall be
the
eAArmy.
from
below the grade
Infantry of
of the
the Army
Army not
not below
grade of
of try
try ofol th
myfrom among
among officers
officers of Infantry
lieutenant
lieutenant colonel, for a
a period
period of
of four years
years unless sooner relieved.
relieved.
Vacancies
colonel and Regiment
"egment vacancies.
vacan c es.
Vacancies created by this Act in the grades of lieutenant colonel
major
regiment shall be
major in
in said regiment
be filled
filled by appointments
appointments from the
the
senior
regimental rank
semor captains in regimental
rank of
of the Porto Rico
Rico regiment
regiment men- Vol. 38, p. 1070.
hundred and
fifteen; and
March fourth, nineteen hundred
and fifteen;
. ,. 1070.
tioned in the
the Act
Act of March
captains and
for
captains
and lieutenants
lieutenants of said
said regiment
regiment shall also
also be eligible for
such detached
detached service, transfer,
assignment to duty with other
other
transfer, or assignment
organizations
approved by the Secretary - of War; but
but
organizations as may be approved
vacancies
detachment of officers shall not
vacancies created
created by such detachment
not be filled
filled
by
by promotions
promotions or
or appointments.
appointments.
Elistent of noEnlistment
in.
hereafter enlisting
regiment shall be
ives in.
be natives of tives
enlisting in said
said regiment
All men hereafter
Porto Rico. All enlistments in the regiment
regiment shall hereafter
hereafter be the
same
as is
for the
Re
Army,
and the
regiment,
same as
is provided
provided herein
herein for
the Regular
Army, and
the regiment
or any_part
be ordered
ordered for
for service
outside the
the island
or
any part thereof,
thereof, may
may be
service outside
island of
of
Rico. The pay and
Porto Rico.
and allowances
allowances of
of members
members of said regiment
regiment
provided by law
shall be
be the same
same as provided
law for
for officers
officers and
and enlisted men of
of
like grades
the Regular
Regular Army.
like
grades in
in the
Army.
Seeond
lieutenants.
Second lieutenants.
From Military AcadVacancies created
Vacancies
created by
by this
this Act
Act or
or occurring
occurring hereafter
hereafter in
in the
the grade
grade emy
FromMilitaryAcadgraduate or other
othe
lieutenant in
m said regiment shall be filled during any natTive.du"
of second lieutenant
native.
calendar year by
appointment by
the President,
by and
and with
with the
the
calendar
by the appointment
by the
President, by
advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, of
of any native
native of
of Porto Rico
Rico gradugraduMilitary Academy,
ated from
from the United States
States Military
Academy, and,
and after such
such
appointment shall have
provided for, by
appointment
have been made
made or provided
by like
Uike appointappointnative citizens
citizens of
twenty-one and
ment of
of native
of Porto
Porto Rico between
between twenty-one
and
twenty-seven years
twenty-seven
ears of
of age.
age.
Pro
Proviso.
Provided, That
That officers
officers of
the Porto
Porto Rico
Regiment of
of Infantry,
Provided,
of the
Rico Regiment
Infantry, statusof
in
Status ofofficers
officers in
Provisional Regiment.
United
commissions in
AotUnited States
States Army, who held
held commissions
in the
the Porto Rico Pro- "rov"'a
Vol. 35, p. 302.
visional
visional Regiment
Regiment of Infantry
Infantry on
on June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
and
and eight,
eight, shall
shall now
now and hereafter
hereafter take
take rank in their grades in
in the
the
same relative
relative order held
held by them in
in said
said Porto
Porto Rico
Rico Provisional
Regiment
Infantry on
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and eight,
eight,
Regiment of
of Infantry
on June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
subject to any
examinations for
subject
any loss
loss m rank
rank due to
to failure
failure to
to pass
pass examinations
promotion or
or to
sentence of
promotion
to sentence
of court-martial.
court-martial.
Mtary
Academy,
Military Academy,
SEC. 22. All existing
affecting the
.
to or
or affecting
the United
United etetc.Laws
SEC.
existing laws pertaining
pertaining to
affecting deStates
Military Academy
civilian or
or military
personnel on
on duty
duty theddutiLset.,cot
States Military
Academy and
and civilian
military personnel
tached duties, etc., con-dtinued.
thereat
whatever, the
the officers and
and enlisted men on tinue
thereat in
in any capacity, whatever,
the
retired hst,
under the
the Vol.
the retired
lst, the
the detached
detached and
and additional
additional officers
officers under
vol. 36,
105.
e, p.
p. 10.15.
Act of
nineteen hundred
eleven,
hundred and eleven,
Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March third, nineteen
recruiting parties,
depots and
unassigned recruits,
recruiting
parties, recruit depots
and unassigned
recruits, service
service
detachments, United States
school detachments,
States disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
barracks guards,
guards, disciplinary organizations,
shall
ciplinary
organizations, the Philippine Scouts, and Indian scouts shal
continue and
as herein
herein specifically
continue
and remain
remain in
force except
specifically provided
provided
in force
except as
otherwise.
Second lieutenants,
lieutenants,
Army.
S
EC. 23.
23. OIGINAL
ORIGINAL APPOINTMENTS
APPOINTMENTS TO
TO BE
SEC.
BE PROVISIONAL.—Hereafter
PROVISIONAL.-Hereafter Amny.
Appointments other
than cadets
proall
appointments of
than graduates
graduates of
of the
cade to be
b.e p
all appointments
of persons
persons other
other than
the United
United States
States tan
for two years.
Visona fortwo Yws.
Military
Academy to
to the
of second
in the
the Regular
Regular visional
second lieutenant
lieutenant in
the grade of
Military .Academy
Army
shall be
for a
period of
of two
years, at
the close
close of
Army shall
be provisional
provisional for
a period
two years,
at the
Prmant ifIf fitness
of Permanent,
fitnas
which
period such
shall be
be made
made permanent
if the
the determined.
permanent if
determned.
such appointments
appointments shall
which period
appointees
demonstrated, under
as the
the
such regulations
regulations as
under such
have demonstrated,
appointees shall
shall have
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President
prescribe, their
suitability and
and moral,
moral, professional,
professional, and
and
President may
may prescribe,
their suitability
physical
fitness for
should any
any
physical fitness
for such
such permanent
permanent appointment,
appointment, but
but should
appointee fail
fail so
so to
to demonstrate
demonstrate his
suitability and
fitness his
appointee
his
suitability
and
fitness,
his
Promotions.
appointment
terminate; and
and should
should any
any officer
become eligible
appointment shall
shall terminate;
officer become
eligible
for promotion
vacancy in
in a
higher grade
grade and
and qualify
for
promotion to
to a
a vacancy
a higher
qualify therefor
therefor
before the
two years
years from
before
the expiration
expiration of
of two
from the
the date
date of
of his
his original
original
appointment, he
he shall
shall receive
provisional appointment
appointment in
in such
appointment,
receive a
a provisional
such
higher
which appointment
appointment shall
shall be
made permanent
permanent when
when he
higher gratle,
grade, which
be made
he
have qualified
for _permanent
upon the
the expiration
Termination iff not shall
shall have
qualified for
permanent appointment
appointment upon
expiration
Termination
of two
date of
original appointment,
terquasified.
qualified.
. nof
two years
years from
from the
the date
of his
his original
appointment, or
or shall
shall terminate
he shall
so to
qualify.
minate if
if he
shall fail
fail so
to qualify.
Increase
Increase to
to be made
made
SEC.
TO BE
MADE IN
IN FIVE
SEC. 24.
24. INCREASE
INCREASE TO
RE MADE
FIVE INCREMENTS.-Except
INCREMENTS.—Except as
as
in five
five annual incre
in
increotherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided by
by this
the increases
increases in
the comcomments.
ments.
otherwise
this Act,
Act, the
in the
missioned and
and enlisted
enlisted personnel
missioned
personnel of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army provided
provided by
by this
this
annual increments,
which shal
Act shall be made in
in five annual
increments, each
each of
ofwhich
shall be,
be,
in
of each
corps, and
and department,
as nearly
nearly as
practiin each
each grade
grade of
each arm,
arm, corps,
department, as
as practicable, one-fifth
total increase
increase authorized
authorized for
each arm,
corps,
rm of officers
cable,
of
one-fifth of
of the
the total
for each
arm, corps,
Terms of
promoted.
and
promoted to
to vacancies
vacancies created
created or
or caused
caused
poed.
and department.
department. Officers
Officers promoted
by
first increment
shall be
be promoted
promoted to
to rank
by the
the addition
addition of
of the
the first
increment shall
rank
from
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, and
and those
those promoted
from July
July first,
first, nineteen
and sixteen,
promoted to
to
vacancies created
vacancies
created or
the second
second increment
increment shall
shall be
or caused
caused by
by the
be propromoted
to rank
rank from
from July
first, nineteen
seventeen;
moted to
July first,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen;
those promoted
promoted to
to vacancies
created or
or caused
caused by
the addition
addition of
of
vacancies created
by the
the third
third increment
shall be
promoted to
to rank
rank from
ninethe
increment shall
be promoted
from July
July first,
first, nineteen
teen hundred
and eighteen;
eighteen; those
promoted to
to vacancies
hundred and
those promoted
vacancies created
created or
or
caused by
addition of
the fourth
increment shall
shall be
be promoted
caused
by the
the addition
of the
fourth increment
promoted
to rank
rank from
first, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen; and
and those
those
to
from July
July first,
nineteen hundred
and nineteen;
promoted to
to vacancies
vacancies created
created or
caused by
the addition
addition of
the fifth
fifth
promoted
or caused
by the
of the
mcrement
shall
be
promoted
to
rank
from
July
first,
nineteen
hundred
Pirs
increment
shall
be
promoted
to
rank
from
July
first,
nineteen
hundred
Proviso.
and twenty:
That in
Entirestrength
Entire
strength in and
twenty: Prowled,
Promded, That
in the
the event
event of
of actual
actual or
or threatened
threatened
ease of war.
caseof
war.
war or similar emergency
emergency in which the public safety demands
demands it
it the
the
President is
is authorized
authorized to
to immediately
the entire
entire increase
immediately organize
organize the
increase
authorized
authorized by this Act, or so much thereof
thereof as
he may
deem necessary,
as he
may deem
necessary,
and when, in
in the
the iudgment
President, war
becomes imminent,
imminent,
judgment of
of the
the President,
war becomes
all of said organizations
below the
the maximum
organizations that shall then be below
maximum
enlisted strength
strength authorized
authorized by
by law
law shall
shall be
be raised
raised forthwith
forthwith to
to that
that
strength, and
and shall
be maintained
maintained as
as nearly
nearly as
as possible
possible thereat
thereat so
shall .be
so
long as
as war,
war, or
the imminence
long
or the
imminence of
of war
war,eshall
shall continue.
continue.
Secod lieutenants.
lieutennts.
Vacancies in the grade
second
Vacancies
grade of
of second
or caused
caused by
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, created
created or
by
Filling vacancies in,
madebythis
to this Act,
made
by this Act.
the increases
increases due to
Act, in
in any
any fiscal
fiscal year
year shall
shall be
be filled
filled by
by
Cadets.
dets
(1) Of
Of cadets
cadets graduated
appointment in the following order: (1)
graduated from
from
Academy during
the United
United States Military Academy
during the
preceding fiscal
year
the preceding
fiscal year
for whom vacancies
vacancies did not become available
available during
during the
fiscal
year
in
the
fiscal
year
in
Enlisted men.
Enlisted
me.
which
they were graduated;
graduated; (2) under the provisions
which they
provisions of existing law,
including officers
of enlisted men, including
officers of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Scouts,
Scouts, whose
whose
fitness for promotion
shall have
have been
been determined
promotion shall
by competitive
determined by
competitive
Officers'
Reserve
Offirs' Reserve examination;
examination; (3) of members of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps between
between
Vaional
tional Guard.
Guard.
twenty-one and
and twenty-seven
the ages of twenty-one
(4) of
of commissioned
twenty-seven years;
years; (4)
commissioned
officers of the
the National
officers
National Guard
between the
of twenty-one
and
Guard between
the ages
ages of
twenty-one and
Honor graduates of
Honoro
grduatW of twenty-seven
twenty-seven years;
the ages
ages
years; (5) of such honor graduates, between the
military schools.
twenty-seven years, of distinguished
as are
of twenty-one
twenty-one and twenty-seven
distinguished colleges
colleges as
now or may hereafter
orders of
of
hereafter be entitled to preference by general
general orders
Civil
civil life.
the War
War Department;
and (6)
of candidates
candidates from civil life between
the
Department; and
(6) of
between
the ages of twenty-one
twenty-one and twenty-seven
twenty-seven years;
years; and
and the President
President is
is
necessary regulations to carry
authorized to make the necessary
rrules
ules and regulations
carry these
these
Provisos.
PMilitary'iAcademy
provisions into effect:
effect: Provided
Proided, That
any such
That any
such original
vacancies
original vacancies
Academy provisions
graduates.
graduates.
not so filled, and remaining at the time of graduation of any class at
at
the United States
States Military
Military Academy, may
may be
be filled
filled by
by the
the appointappointOther vacancies.
acancies.
ment of
of members
vacancies in the grade of
ment
members of that class; and all vacancies
second
increases due to this
second lieutenant not created or caused by the increases
p. 1043.
vVol. 36,
36,p.
104
Act
shall be
filled as
provided in
in the
the Act
making appropriation
Act shall
be filled
as provided
Act making
appropriation for
for
s
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the
the Army,
approved March
March third
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
the support
support of
of the
Army, approved
Enlistedmen serving
and
Provided further, That
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
men of
of the
Army one
and eleven:
eleven: Providedfurther,
That enlisted
o nEitedmenser"ving
year.
who have
completed one
year's service
organization may
may
who
have completed
one year's
service with an organization
become candidates
second lieutenant
of second
lieutenant
candidates for vacancies
vacancies in
in the grade of
become
created or
or caused
caused by
this Act:
Act: Corps of Engineers.
created
by the
the increases
increases due
due to
to the
the operation
operation of
En
of this
Provided
That appointments
to the
grade of
second lieutenant
CrePent law
law continoentir
of second
lieutenant Present
appointments to
the grade
further, That
Providedfurther,
in
ued:
shall ued.
created by this Act, shall
of Engineers
Engineers including those created
in the
the Corps of
continue
be made
as now
now provided
by law,
law, but
of the
but that
that officers
officers of
the
made as
provided by
continue to
to be
Army: or
Navy of
of the
the United
United States
become candidates
candidates for
for said
said
States may
may become
Army
or Navy
9
6
Vol. 36,
appointments
the provisions
of section
of the
the Act
p. 957.
3 p.
p.
Act of
of ConCon- Vol
section five
five of
under the
provisions of
appointments under
gross
nineteen hundred
hundred and
February twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
gress approved
approved February
eleven,
previously vacating
commissions as
officers and
and Bureau
eleven, without
without previously
vacating their
their commissions
as officers
junior engiengi
Bureau junior
that
neers.
persons to neers.
his discretion, allow persons
of War
War may,
may, in his
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
become candidates
candidates without
previously establishing
establishing eligibility
eligibility for
without previously
become
appointment
junior engineer
engineer under
Engineer Bureau
the Lineal and relative
Bureau of
of the
under the
the Engineer
as junior
appointment as
ranL,etc.
War
That officers
to original
original rank,
etc. relative
officers appointed
appointed to
Providedfurther,That
Department: Providedfurther,
War Department:
vacancies
in the
the grade
grade of
second lieutenant
created or
or caused
by this
this
caused by
of second
lieutenant created
vacancies in
Act shall
and relative
rank according
dates of
of appointappointto dates
according to
take lineal
lineal and
relative rank
Act
shall take
ment,
the lineal
rank of
second lieutenants appointed
appointed
of secondlieutenants
lineal and
and relative
relative rank
ment, and
and the
on
the same
same date
date shall
shall be
be determined
determined under
as the
the Recommissions to
under such
such regulations
regulations as
on the
Secretary
War may
prescribe: Provided
President former
o
former officers.
officer.
the President
Providedfurther,
further That the
of War
may prescribe:
Secretary of
may
recommission persons
persons who
who have heretofore
heretofore held commissions
commissions in
in
may recommission
the Regular
Regular Army
Army and
have left
honorably, after
after ascerascerleft the
the service
service honorably,
and have
the
taining that
for service
service physically,
as
morally, and
and as
physically, morally,
qualified for
that they
they are
are qualified
taining
Rank.
to age
age and
such recommissioned
recommissioned officers
officers shall
shall take
take Ra n k
fitness; such
and military
military fitness;
to
rank
at
the
foot
of
the
respectite
grades
which
they
held
at
the
time
rank at the foot of the respective grades which they held at the time Rraminations
Examination for all
all
promotions
below
brigof their
their separation
Army: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That the
the,probelowbrigpro- adier
promotions
from the
the Army:
separation from
of
general.
visions
existing law
law requiring
determine fitness diergenera'
to determine
requiring examinations
examinations to
of existing
visions of
for
promotion of
for promotion
of the
the Army
hereby extended
of officers
officers of
Army are
are hereby
extended to
to include
included Majors and iut
lieutencolonels.
promotions
to all
all grades
of brigadier
brigadier general:
Provided ant
e.
ant coaond
general: Provided
grades below
below that
that of
promotions to
further,
That examinations
examinations of
officers in
of major and
in the grades
grades of
of officers
further, That
higher
lieutenant colonel shall
confined to problems involving the higher
shall be confined
lieutenant
Pay to retired offifunctions
duties and
and command:
command: And
provided further,
ctive duty
duty in
T'hat cers
cers onn active
i
functions of
of staff
staff duties
further, That
And provided
time of war.
in
retired officers
of the
the Army
be employed
on active
active time of war
may be
employed on
Army may
war retired
officers of
in time
time of
of war
duty, in
of the
the President,
employed they
when so
so employed
they
President, and
and when
duty,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
shall receive
receive the
the full
full pay
pay and
and allowances
their grade:
shall
allowances of
of their
grade: And
pro- Itnot
And proabove major.
If not above
major.
Post, p.623.
p. e3.
vided.further,
That hereafter
hereafter any
any retired
retired officer,
has been
shall Po,
been or
or shall
who has
officer, who
vided further, That
be
allowthe rank, pay, and
and allowduty, shall receive the
be detailed
detailed on active
active duty,
ances
of the
the grade,
grade, not
major, that he
have
he would have
that of
of major,
not above
above that
ances of
attained
remained on the active
he had remained
promotion if he
due course of promotion
attained in due
list for
date of
his retirement
to the total
total
retirement equal to
the date
of his
list
for aa period
period beyond
beyond the
amount
which he has
active duty
has been detailed
detailed on active
of time
time during
during which
amount of
since
since his
his retirement.
retirement.etached
Detached Officers
cers
ist.d
OFFICERS.-That on July first, nineteen List.
THE DETACHED
SEc.
S
EC. 25.
25. THE
DETACHED OFFICERS.—That
Increase made for
hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, the
line of
of the
Army shall
be increased
increased by
by eight
hundred and
the line
the Army
shall be
eight duty
i with
dathao
i
ndy
Natkinal
Gard.
hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two extra officers of the Cavalry,
Cavalry, -Field Artillery, Guard.
Post, p. 623.
from P"' . 23.
Coast
Corps, and
and Infantry
Infantry arms
the service,
service, of
of grades from
of the
arms of
Artillery Corps,
Coast Artillery
first
for detachdetachlawfully available
available for
to colonel,
colonel, inclusive,
inclusive, lawfully
first lieutenant
lieutenant to
ment
from their
proper arms
arms for
duty with
National Guard,
or Detailed
ment from
their proper
for duty
with the
the National
Guard, or
ed previously.
p
ly
36, p. 1046.
1045.
other
the usual
period of
which exceeds
exceeds one
one year.
year. Said
extra Vol.
oL 36,
Said extra
of which
usual period
other duty,
duty, the
officers, together
hundred detached
detached officers
officers provided
the two hundred
officers,
together with the
for
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
third, niieteen
nbieteen hundred
hundred
March third,
Act of
for by
and eleven,
eleven, shall, on and after July first, nineteen hundred and sixteen, constitute
constitute the
Detached Officers'
Officers' List,
and all positions
positions vacated
List, and
the Detached
teen,
by
assigned to
said list,
and the
officers so
so assigned,
by officers
officers assigned
to said
list, and
the officers
assigned, shall
shall be
be VoL 31,
3, p. 755„
L 31
subject
to the
provisions of
of section
section twenty-seven
twenty-seven of the Act of Congress
the provisions
subject to
approved
nineteen hundred
and one,
reference Proportional number
approved February
February second,
second, nineteen
hundred and
one, with
with reference
num
to
corps. The
total number
of officers
Umbe
hereby authorized.
anatO
officers hereby
number of
The total
to the
the staff
staff corps.
to detoils
details to
authorized
for each
grade on
on said
be in
in proportion
proportion
entire shall
shall be
said list entire
each grade
authorized for
•
to
the total
number of
officers of
grade now
of the
the corresponding
corresponding grade
of officers
total number
to the
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authorized by
by law
this Act
of the
said four
arms
authorized
law other
other than
than this
Act for
for all
all of
the said
four arms
combined, exclusive
exclusive of
second lieutenants
lieutenants and
of the
the two
hundred
two hundred
and of
of second
combined,

extra officers
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
March
by the
the Act
officers authorized
authorized by
extra

third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
the
exclusive also
also of
of the
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, and
and exclusive
third,

additional
authorized by
restore lineal
lineal rank
lost
rank lost
by the
the Act
Act to
to restore
additional officers
officers authorized
through
of regimental
regimental promotion
formerly in
in force;
force; and
and
promotion formerly
through the
the system
system of
the total
total number
number of
authorized for
for each
each
each grade
grade in each
hereby authorized
of officers
officers hereby
the
the
proportion borne by the
list shall
shall be in the proportion
of said
said arms
arms on said list
number
this Act
for
number of officers now
now authorized
authorized by law
law other
other than
than this
Act for
such
number of
officers now authorized
authorized
of officers
to the
the total
total number
such grade
grade and
and arm
arm to
corresponding grade
grade in all
all of
of the
the
for the
the corresponding
by law other
other than this
this Act for
said
combined, exclusive
exclusive of the
the extra and
and additional
additional officers
officers
said four arms combined,
P
"s'vacanci
-by last
last hereinbefore
hereinbefore specified
and excluded:
That all
all vacancies
vacancies
Provided,That
excluded: Provided,
specified and
FilSg
Filling
vacancies
promotion,
promotion ,
created or
or caused
caused by
by the
this section
section in
created
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of
of this
in grades
grades
above
second lieutenant
shall be filled by promotion
promotion accordthat of
of second
lieutenant shall
above that
ing to law
on and
before the
of approval
of this
this Act,
and
ing
law existing
existing on
and before
the date
date of
approval of
Act, and
Assignments of details.signnts of de- subject
subject to
to the
the examinations
examinations prescribed
prescribed by
As soon
existing law.
law. As
soon
by existing
practicable after
promotions shall
as practicable
after such promotions
shall have been made, there shall
detached from each arm and assigned
assigned to the Detached Officers'
Officers'
be detached
grade equal to
List a
a number of officers
officers of each grade
to the
the number
number of officers
officers
of said
said grade
grade by which
which said
said arm shall have been increased
increased by the
the
foregoing provisions of this section; and thereafter any vacancy
vacancy
foregoing
created or caused in any of the said arms of the service by
created
by the assignassigngrade to
Officers' List shall
ment of an officer
officer of any grade
to said
said Detached
Detached Officers'
be filled, subject
subject to such examination
hereafter
examination as is now or may hereafter
be prescribed
prescribed by law, by the promotion
promotion of
of the officer who
who shall be
be the
senior
service of those eligible to promotion
promotion
semnor in length of commissioned service
vacancy shall occur:
in the next lower grade in the arm in which such vacancy
servioe with
with troops,
troops, Provided
That no
officer of
any of
arms of
the service
service
srvice
Providedfurther,
further, That
no officer
of any
of said
said arms
of the
etc., required.
shall be
to remain
remain on
on said
said Detached
Officers' List
List for
for more
more
qred.
shall
be permitted
permitted to
Detached Officers'
than forty-five days unless he shall have been actually
actually present for
for
duty for at least two years out of the last preceding
preceding six years
years with
with
organization composed of one or more statutory units, or
an organization
or the
shall belong.
Any vacancy
vacancy
equivalent thereof, of the arm to
to which
which he
he shall
belong. Any
created
created in said list by the removal of any officer therefrom
therefrom because
because
he shall
shall not have been present for duty as before prescribed
prescribed in this
this
proviso shall be filled by the transfer to said list of
of an officer
officer having
the same grade and belonging to the same arm as the officer whose
continuance of
Continuance
of the same grade and belonging to the same arm as the officer whose
present
assignments.
removal
shall have
created said
said vacancy;
vacancy., but,
prsentassigmants.
removal from
from said
said list
list shall
have created
but, except
except
as before prescribed
prescribed in this proviso, all officers who shall have been
assigned to said list shall remain thereon
thereon for not less
less than four
four years
years
respective dates of
from the respective
of their assignment
assignment thereto, unless
unless in
in the
the
meantime they shall have been separated
meantime
separated entirely from the Army,
Army, or
or
shall have been promoted
promoted or appointed to higher offices, or shall have
Filling vacaies
vacancies been
from active
active service:
service: Provided
further, That
That after
the
after the
Providedfurther
retired from
been retired
Fhillieng
hereafter
by detaiL
apportionment
Officers' List shall have
apportionment of officers to said Detached Officers'
been made as authorized
whenever any
authorized by this Act, whenever
any vacancy
vacancy shall
shall
have been
any
been caused in said list by the separation of an officer of any
grade
prescribed in the
the last
last
grade therefrom, such vacancy
vacancy shall, except as prescribed
preceding
preceding proviso, be filled by the detail and assignment to said list
corresponding grade in that arm
arm in which there
there
of an officer of the corresponding
time
shall be found the officer of the next lower grade who at that time
commissioned service
shall be the senior in length of commissioned
service of
of all
all the
the officers
officers
of the said lower
lower grade
in all
of the
grade in
all of
four arms
the four
arms hereinbefore
hereinbefore specified;
specified;
if two or more officers of
of different
different arms
arms shall
shall be
be found
to have
have equal
found to
equal
seniority in length
of commissioned
seniority
length of
commissioned service
service in said lower grade, the
question of seniority shall be decided by their relative standing
standing on
on
canretse
the list
of the
the commissioned
Inereasenteolonelsof
list of
commissioned officers
officers of
Army: Provided
Provided further,
of the
the Army:
further,
CTavrav
ef iaofeolonI
onsfntryi the
Cavalry
and
Infantry.
That, with a
a view further
further to equalize inequalities in past promotions
of officers of the line of the Army,
Army, on
on July
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
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sixteen,
Cavalry shall
seventeen colonels, and
and
sixteen, the Cavalry
shall be increased
increased by seventeen
the
four colonels,
whom shall
be additional
additional officers
officers n To
To be
be . additional
shall be
of whom
all of
colonels, all
by four
Infantry by
the Infantry
in
and shall
not bar
bar nor
promotion to which
which
nor retard
retard the promotion
shall not
in that
that grade,
grade, and
any
would be
entitled if
appointment of the said
said additional
if the
the appointment
be entitled
any officer
officer would
officers
authorized; and
and after
after July
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
never been
been authorized;
officers had
had never
hundred and
vacancies occurring among the said
and nineteen, no vacancies
hundred
additional
shall be
filled and
and the
offices so
shall cease
vacated shall
cease
the offices
so vacated
be filled
additional officers
officers shall
of0i ilieuteand
tramers
providedfurther,That for the purpose of lessening tren
and determine:
Pre= °
i
c
t
i
e
l
ge mi l
determine: And providedfurther,
as
of promotion
promotion due
due to
to the
the increase
authorized.
in colonels authorized.
increase in
inequalities of
as possible
possible inequalities
much as
as much
the number
number of
of officers
of the
line of
of the
the Army
Army under
under the
the provisions
provisions
officers of
the line
the
of
this Act,
Act, any
any vacancies
created or
in comby this
this Act in
or caused
caused by
vacancies created
of this
missioned
grades below
below that
that of
of lieutenant
colonel in
in any
any arm of said
lieutenant colonel
missioned grades
line
may, in
in the
the discretion
President and
regulations
and under
under such regulations
the President
of the
discretion of
line may,
as he
furtherance of
of the
the purpose
in this
this
stated in
purpose stated
in furtherance
prescribe in
as
he may
may prescribe
proviso,
be filled
the promotion
promotion or
transfer without
of
promotion of
without promotion
or transfer
filled by
by the
proviso, be
officers of
other branches
of the
the line
line of
of the
the Army;
Alikty; but
Eid"nations, etc-,
but no
no such pro- I.Examinations,
branches of
of other
officers
motion
or transfer
transfer shall
shall be
in the
the case
case of
of any
any officer
unless it
officer unless
be made
made in
motion or
shall
have been
been recommended
examining board
composed of
board composed
by an
an examining
recommended by
shall have
five
in rank
rank to such officer, and
of the
the arm to which the
and of
senior in
five officers,
officers, senior
promotion
or transfer
of such
such officer
shall have
have been proposed, who,
officer shall
transfer of
promotion or
after having
having made
of his
of such
such officer and of
examination of
a personal
personal examination
made a
after
official
shall have
reported him
service in said
for service
him qualified for
have reported
record, shall
official record,
arm in
in the
his promotion
promotion or
or transfer
shall have
have been
been
transfer shall
to which
which his
the grade
grade to
arm
proposed.
proposed.
S
EC. 26.
OFFICERS OF
PHYL
IPPINE Scours.—Caprtetiremenat
of c
ts.pSca-.
SCOUT.--Cap- Philippine
F PHILIPPrNE
OF OFFCERS
SEC.
26. RETIREMENT
RETmaMENT OP
tains
and lieutenants
lieutenants of
of Philippine
Scouts who
who are
are citizens
citizens of
of the
ei lite
lientenall
.
ts,
sand
the tvar, and
tain and
Philippine Scouts
United
hereafter be
under the laws who
retirement under
be entitled
entitled to retirement
United States
States shall hereafter
governing
Regular Army, except
except
of enlisted men of the Regular
retirement of
governing the retirement
that they
shall be
retired in
grade held
held by
by them at
of
the date
date of
at the
in the
the grade
be retired
they shall
that
retirement,
shall be
entitled to
to retirement
for disability under the same
retirement for
be entitled
retirement, shall
conditions as
as officers
officers of
the Regular
Army, and that they
Pay etc.
etc.
they shall
shall receive, Pay,
Regular Army,
of the
conditions
as
pay, the
the amounts
amounts allowed
retired pay
pay and
and allowallowas retired
by law
law,'as
allowed by
as retired
retired pay,
ances,
master signal
the United
United States
States Army,
ances, of
of master
signal electricians
electricians of
of the
Army, and
and Prim
time not
not ano more:
for service
beyond the
the conticonti- Double time
ak
service beyond
time for
double time
Provided, That
That double
no
more: Provided,
wed
nental
b" 1-•
States shall not be counted for the purposes lo
United States
nental limits of the United
the actual
actual period of service below
as to reduce
reduce the
section so as
of this
this section
beFo'rme
twenty
years: Provided
That former
Philippine b
grtm
ireofi
l.'"" may
"3"
former officers of the Philippine
further, That
Providedfurther,
twenty years:
in
Scouts
because of disability occasioned
occasioned by wounds received in
Scouts who, because
action,
resigned or
who
from the service, or who
discharged from
or been
been discharged
action, have
have resigned
have
years and
a period of more than five years
as such for a
heretofore served as
have heretofore
have been
retired as
as enlisted
placed upon the retired
shall be
be placed
enlisted men, shall
been retired
have
list
officers of
of Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts and
retired
receive the retired
thereafter receive
and thereafter
as officers
list as
pay
allowances provided
provided by
by this
this section
for other
of
pay and
and allowances
section for
other officers
officers of
Philippine
provided further
officer of enlistd
enlisted
Transmen
ferot
mn ffo=
former officer
further That
That any former
And provided
Scouts: And
Philippine Scouts:
by O ffxsoot.
Scouts
Philippine
in
the
his
office
who
vacated
Scouts
Philippine
Philippine
discharge orScouts
resignation
who vacated
on account
his of
office
disability
in the contracted
Philippine in
Scouts
the line
by °facers °I

discharge or resignation on account of disability contracted in the line

except
of
subsequently retired as an enlisted man, except
of duty and who was subsequently
any former
former officer
of Philippine
Philippine Scouts
has been retired as an
Scouts who has
officer of
any
enlisted man
man by
by special
special Act
shall be
the
to the
be transferred
transferred to
Congress, shall
of Congress,
Act of
enlisted
retired
thereafter receive the
this section and shall thereafter
created by this
retired list created
retired
pay and
by this
this section,
section, and no
no more. Not on limited
liit leand allowances
allowances authorized
authorized by
retired pay
e
tired list
section tired
Officers
lippine Scouts
Scouts retired
retired under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
under the
Philippine
of Phi
Officers of
shall
form part
retired list
list now
by law.
shall not
not form
part of
of the
the limited
limited retired
now authorized
authorized by
law.
Enlsmet rm t
SEC.
27. ENLISTMENTS
ENLISTMENTS IN
IN THE
THE REGTLAR
REGULAR ARMY.-On
ARMY. On and
seven
st yers.
;ear%
n
term to
sevn
the beEnli
and after
after the
SEC. 27.
first
nineteen hundred and sixteen, all enlistments
enlistments Active
day of November, nineteen
first day
in
the Regular
seven years, the first three Active.
a term of seven
Regular Army shall be for a
in the
years
to be
be in
in the
the active
organizations of
with the
the organizations
of Ntrhich
which those
those
re
years to
active service
service with
enlisted form
and, except
otherwise provided herein,
herein the last in '
as otherwise
except as
part and
form aapart
enlisted
four years in the Regular
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for: pl,
Provided,
That at the expiration of three years' continuous service Previsel.
Provided, That
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with such organizations,
either under
first or
any subsequent
enlistorganizations, either
under aafirst
or any
subsequent enlistment, any soldier
soldier may
may be
reenlisted for
another period
period of
of seven
seven years,
years,
be reenlisted
for another
as above
provided for,
event he
he shall
receive his
his final
final discharge
discharge
as
above provided
for, in
in which
which event
shall receive
aFrlosh
Rserve from
from his
his prior
Furlough to Reserve
enlistment: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
prior enlistment:
That after
after the
the expiration
expiration
after one year.
of one
one year's
year's honorable
service any
any enlisted
man serving
serving within
within the
the
of
honorable service
enlisted man
continental limits
limits of
United States
States whose
whose company,
battery,
continental
of the
the United
company, troop,
troop, battery,
detachment commander
or detachment
commander shall
shall report
report him
him as
proficient and
suffias proficient
and sufficiently trained
ciently
trained may,
of the
Secretary of
of War,
War, be
be
may, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the Secretary
furloughed
furloughed to
Regular Army
such regulations
regulations as
as
to the
the Regular
Army Reserve
Reserve under
under such
of War
the Secretary
Secretary of
prescribe, but
but no
no man
furloughed to
to the
the
War may
may prescribe,
man furloughed
to reenlist
reserve shall be eligible to
reenlist in
in the
the service
service until
until the
the expiration
expiration
Three as years
yescom
Provided
g ie
ott
- of his term of seven vears:
years: Provided
further,
enlistments
further,. That
in, all
all enlistments
plgted as enlistment
,
·
.
..
.
.
.
ted er isod
hereafter
accomplished under
under the
this Act
three years
years
pL'enrtod.
hereafter accomplished
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act three
shall be counted
counted as
as an
an enlistment
period in
computing, continuouscontinuousenlistment period
in computing
Reenlistentofnonservice pay:
Reenlistment
of non- service
pay: Provided
any noncommissioned
officer disclisProvidedfurther,
further, That
That any
noncommissioned officer
eommissloned
officers.
. .. Of.
charged
character shall
chargedwith an
an excellent
excellent character
permitted, at
at the
the expiraexpirashall be
be permitted,
tion of three years in the active service, to
to reenlist
in the
the organization
reenlist in
organization
from which
which discharged
from
the rank
rank and
by him
him at
at the
the
discharged with
with the
and grade
grade held
held by
time of his discharge
discharge if he reenlists
reenlists within
within twenty
twenty davs
days after
after the
the date
date
e^n the
Min's
to have par
Pat-- Of
of such
Provided further,
That no
no person
under the
the age
of
such discharge:
discharge:Provided
further, That
person under
ants'
oonsent.
age of
eighteen
shall be enlisted or mustered
eighteen years
years ;hall
mustered into
into the
the military
service
military service
of
without the
of the United States
States without
the written
written consent
consent of
his parents
parents or
or
of his
guardians, provided
guardians,
provided that
that such
such minor
minor has
parents or
or guardians
guardians
has such
such parents
to poistmsters
postmasters entitled
en titl ed to
t
ohis custody
and control:
Arid provided
further, That the
the
his
custody and
control: And
providedfurther,-That
hePay
enlistments.
President is authorized,
authorized in
in his
discretion to
to utilize
utilize the
of
his discretion
the services
services of
postmasters of the second,
second, third,
postmasters
third, and
and fourth
fourth classes
the
classes in
in procuring
procuring the
enlistment of recruits
recruits for
for each
accepted
for the
the Army,
Army, and
and for
each recruit
recruit accepted
for enlistment
enlistment in the Army,
Army, the
postmaster procuring
his enlistment
enlistment
the postmaster
procuring his
shall receive
the sum
of $5.
$5.
shall
receive the
sum of
Vtional,'f
true"
In addition to military training,
Vocational
In
training, soldiers
soldiers while
while in
the active
active service
service
in the
hen
for soldiers.instrneshall hereafter
hereafter be given the opportunity to
to study
receive instrucinstrucstudy and
and receive
upon educational
educational lines
tion upon
of such
such character
character as
as to
to increase
lines of
increase their
their
military
military efficiency and enable
enable them
to civil
life better
better
them to
to return
return to
civil life
for industrial,
equipped for
industrial, commercial,
commercial, and
business occupaoccupaand general
general business
Techens,etc.
Teachers,
etc.
tions. Civilian teachers
teachers may be employed
employed t
aid the
the Army
Army officers
too aid
officers
in giving such instruction,
instruction, and part
part of this instruction may
consist
may consist
of vocational education
education either
either in
in agriculture
agriculture or
the mechanic
mechanic arts.
arts.
or the
The
Secretary of War, with the approval
The Secretary
approval of the President,
President, shall
shall
prescribe rules and regulations
regulations for
for conducting
conducting the
herein
the instruction
instruction herein
provided for, and the Secretary
Secretary of
of W
ar s
hall have
power at
all
War
shall
have the
the power
at all
times to suspend, increase,
amount of
times
increase, or decrease
decrease the amount
of such
such instrucinstruction offered as may in his
with the
the requirerequirehis judgment
judgment be
be consistent
consistent with
instruction and service of the
ments of military i'nstruction
the soldiers.
soldiers.
specibed
mit
ptf
xr of
apeeffied enSEC. 28.
28. P
AY OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN ENLISTED
MEN. — Hereafter the
monthly
SEC.
PAY
ENLISTED MEN.-Hereafter
the monthly
pay of enlisted men of certain
certain grades of the
the Army
c
reat
edin
i
n thi
Act
Army created
thiss Act
shall be as follows, namely: Quartermaster
Quartermaster sergeant,
sergeant, senior
senior grade,
grade,
Quartermaster Corps;
Quartermaster
Corps; master hospital
hospital sergeant, Medical
Medical DepartDepartment; master engineer, senior grade, Corps of Engineers;
ment;
Engineers; and
and band
band
leader, Infantry, Cavalry,
Cavalry, Artillery,
Artill ery,and
an d Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, $75;
$75;
hospital
Medical Department;
Department; and
hospital sergeant, Medical
and master
engineer, junior
junior
master engineer,
grade,
grade, Corps of Engineers,
Engineers, $65; sergeant,
sergeant, first class,
class, Medical
DepartMedical Department, $50;
$50; sergeant,
first class, Corps of Engineers;
ment,
sergeant, first
Engineers; regimental
regimental
supply sergeant, Infantry,
Infantry, Cavalry,
Cavalry, Field Artillery,
Artillery, and Corps of
Engineers; battalion
battalion supply sergeant,
sergeant, Corps of Engineers;
Engineers; and assistassistant engineer, Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, $45; assistant
band leader,
leader,
assistant band
Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery,
and Corps
Tnfantry,
Artillery, and
of Engineers;
Engineers; and
and sergeant
sergeant
Corps of
bugler,
bugler, Infantry,
Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery, and Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, $40;
$40;
musician, first
Artillery, and Corps
musician,
first class, Infantry,
Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery,
of
Corps of
Engineers; supply
supply sergeant,
sergeant, mess
mess sergeant,
Engineers;
sergeant, and stable
stable sergeant,
sergeant,
Corps
Medical Department,
Corps of
of Engmeers;
Engineers; sergeant
sergeant Medical
Department, $36; supply

tbeeniatment

Reenlistment

three years•

after
alter
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sergeant, Infantry,
and Artillery;
Artillery: mess
mess sergeant,
sergeant, Infantry,
Infantry,
sergeant,
Infantry, Cavalry, and
Cavalry, and
and Artillery;
Artillery; cook,
cook, Medical
Medical Department;
horseshoer,
Cavalry,
Department; horseshoer,
Infantry
Artillery, Corps
of Engineers,
Signal Corps,
Infantry,, Cavalry,
Cavalry, Artilery,
Corps of
Engineers, Signal
Corps, and
and
Medical Department;
Department; stable
sergeant, Infantry
Infantry and
Medical
stable sergeant,
and Cavalry;
Cavalry; radio
sergeant, Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps; and musicians,
musicians, second class,
class, Infantry,
Infantry,
sergeant,
Cavalry, Artillery,
Artillery, and
Corps of
of Engineers,
$30; musician,
third
Cavalry,
and Corps
Engineers, $30;
musician, third
class
Infantry, Cavalry,
corporal,
Artillery, and Corps
Corps of Engineers;
Engineers; corporal,
class, Infantry,
Cavalry, Artillery,
Medical Department,
Medical
Department, $24; saddler
saddler, Infantry,
Infantry, Cavalry,
Cavalry, Field
Field ArtilArtillery, Corps
Engineers? and
and Medical
Medical Department;
Department; mechanic,
mechanic,
lery,
Corps of
of Engineers,
infantry, Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Field
Artillery, and
Medical Department;
Infantry,
Field Artillery,
and Medical
Department;
farrier, Medical
and wagoner,
wagoner, Infantry,
Infantry-,Field
Field Artilfarrier,
Medical Department;
Department; and
Artillery, and
of Engineers,
Infantry,
class, Infantry,
$21; private,
private, first
first class,
and Corps
Corps of
Engineers, $21;
lery,
Cavalry, Artillery,
and Medical
$18; private,
private, Medical
Medical
Department, $18;
Artillery, and
Medical Department,
Cavalry,
No present pay, etc.,
tc.,
contained shall reduced.
NresuePntpy'
bugler, $15.
$15. Nothing
Nothing herein contained
Department, and bugler,
operate
reduce the
the pay
allowances now
now authorized
for
law for
pay or
or allowances
authorized by law
operate to
to reduce

any
men of
of the
Army.
the Army.
any grade
grade of
of enlisted
enlisted men
Final discharge.
SEC. 29.
FINAL DISCHARGE
ENLISTED MEN.-No
MEN.—NO enlisted
enlisted man
man in
in At
SEC.
29. FINAL
DISCHARGE OF
OF ENLISTED
of service
end of
service
period.
the
receive his
discharge until
until the
the terminatermina- period.
Army shall
shall receive
his final
final discharge
the Regular
Regular Army
Exceptions.
tion
upon reenlistment
reenlistment as Excetions.
seven-year term of enlistment except upon
tion of
of his seven-year
provided
for in
by law for
for discharge
discharge prior to
in this
this Act or as provided
provided by
provided for
expiration
but when an
an enlisted
enlisted man is furenlistment, but
expiration of term of enlistment,
loughed to the
Reserve his account
closed
account shall
shall be
be closed
the Regular Army Reserve
loughed
and
be paid
furlough becomes
effective,
such furlough
becomes effective,
in full
full to
to the
the date
date such
and he
he shall
shall be
paid in
Provisos.
including allowances
discharged soldiers: ProPro- To
Prtoo.
including
allowances provided by law for discharged
support dependent famiy.
family.
reason of
of death
death or disability of aamember of the ent
That when
when by
by reason
vided, That
family of
of an
enlisted man
man occurring
members of
after his
his enlistment
enlistment members
occurring after
family
an enlisted
his
t. •
on him for support,
in the
support, he may,
may, in
dependent upon
his family become dependent
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
from the
the service of
of War,
War, be
be discharged
discharged from
discretion
the United States or
Reserve,
to the
the Regular
Regular Army Reserve,
or be furloughed
furloughed to
the
purchase.
By purchase
Provided further,
upon
further, By
proof being
being made of such condition: Provided
upon due
due proof
in
active
discharged by purchase
purchase while
when an
an enlisted
enlisted man is discharged
That when
service
furloughed to
service he shall
shall be furloughed
to the Regular
Regular Army
Army Reserve, unless,
discretion of the Secretary
a final discharge
Secretary of Wax,
War, he
he is
is given a
in the discretion
from
from the
the Army.
Regular
Army ReReRegular Army
RESERVE.-The serve.
THE REGULAR
REGULAR ARMY
SEC.
SEC. 30.
30. COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION OF
OF THE
ARMY RESERVE.—The
Composition of.
Regular Army Reserve shall consist of, first, all enlisted
enlisted men now in composition
Reserve or
hereafter become members
members of the
the Army Reserve
or who shall hereafter
Army
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing law; second, all
Army Reserve
Reserve under
enlisted
men furloughed
furloughed to
to or enlisted in the Regular Army Reenlisted men
serve under
holdand, third, any person holdprovisions of this
this Act;
Act; and,
serve
under the
the provisions
Regular Army with character
character
ing an honorable
honorable discharge from the Regular
reported
qualified for the duties of a
a
good who
who is physically
physically qualified
reported at
at least good
soldier
not over
forty-five years of
Regular
enlists in
in the Regular
of age who
who enlists
over forty-five
soldier and
and not
Army
Army Reserve
Reserve for
for a
a period
period of four
four years.
Service assignments.
SEC. 31.
31. The
The President
authorized to
assign members
members of
of the
the Sevlipt"sSEC.
President is
is authorized
to assign
Vol. 37, p. 590.
Regular
Reserve as reserves
articular organizations
organizations of the
reserves to particular
Army Reserve
Regular Army
Regular
the Regular
Regular Allay
Reserve, or
any part
part
or any
Army Reserve,
to organize
organize the
Army, or
or to
Regular Army,
detachments o
department Officers.
of any
any arm,
arm, corps, or department
thereof, into
into units
units or detachments
in
manner as he
prescribe, and to assign to such units and
he may prescribe,
in such
such manner
detachments
officers of
Officers' Reserve
detachments officers
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army or
or of
of the
the Officers'
Reserve Yearly field training.
Corps
herein provided
Regular Army
Army
earlldtn
for; and he may summon
summon the Regular
Corps herein
provided for;
Reserve or any part thereof for field training for a
aperiod not exceeding fifteen days in
m each year, the reservists to receive travel expenses
and pay
rate of
the Regular
Army Mobilizing for active
and
pay at
at the
the rate
of their
their respective
respective grades
grades in
in the
Regular Army
of war.
srvice in case ofr
wtiar
in the
event of
during such
such periods
during
periods of
of training;
training; and
and in
the event
of actual
actual or threat- service
ened
Regular Army Reserve in such
hostilities he may mobilize the Regular
ened hostilities
manner
as he
may determine,
and thereafter
part
retain it,
it, or any part
thereafter retain
he may
determine, and
manner as
thereof,
service for
such period
he may
the
may.determine
determine the
as he
for such
period as
in active
active service
thereof, in
Provisos.
conditions demand: Provided,
Provided, That all enlistments
enlistments in
m the Regular Potn
All enlistments aat
Outbreak of war
in the Regular
including those
Army, including
Army,
those in
Regular Army Reserve, which are in the butbrak
continued.
ed
.
force
the date
date of
the outbreak
outbreak of
of war
in force for one cotinu
continue m
war shall
shall continue
of the
force on
on the
-
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year,
sooner terminated
terminated by
by order
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, but
but
order of
year, unless
unless sooner
nothin
herein shall
shall be
shorten the
tune of
of enlistment
nothing herein
be construed
construed to
to shorten
the time
enlistment
Annual retainer pay.
prescri d: Provided
Provided further,
subject to
such regulations
the
Anualretainerpay.
prescribed:
further, That
That subject
to such
regulations as the
President may
prescribe for their
identification, and location,
their proper
proper identification,
President
may prescribe
and
physical condition, the
Army Reserve
of the Regular
Regular Army
the members
members of
and physical
shall be
be paid
rate of
of $24
$24 aa year
year while
while in
in the
the
at the
the rate
paid semiannually
semiannually at
shall
reserve.
A rMY
RESERVE IN TIME
Pay, etc.,in
SEC.
Pay,
etc., in time
time oof
SEC. 32. REGULAR
RECHILAR ARMY
RESERVE
rum OF WA.-When
w. —When
WU.
mobilized by order of the President, the members
members of the Regular
Regular
Army
Reserve shall,
so long
they may
in active
service,
active service,
may remain
remain in
long as
as they
shall, so
Army Reserve
receive
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
men of
of the
of enlisted
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
receive the
the pay
Provisos.
of like
grades: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any enlisted
enlisted man
who shall
have
shall have
man who
of
like grades:
Longevity
pay.
onitypay.
reenlisted
Army Reserve
shall receive during such
such
reenlisted in
in the
the Regular
Regular Army
Reserve shall
active
service
the
additional
pay
now
provided
by
law
for
enlisted
for
enlisted
the
additional
pay
now
provided
by
law
anc when
active
service
Allowance when reporting.
men in
of the
the service
service in
in the
the second
second enlistment
enlistment period:
period: Promen
in his
his arm
arm of
Proporting.
•vided
upon reporting
reporting for
for duty,
duty, and
and being
being found phvsiphysivided further,
further, That
That upon
found
members of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve shall
cally fit for service, members
sum equal
to $3
$3 per
for each
each month
month during
during which
which
receive aasum
equal to
per month
month for
belonged to
actual necessary
necessary
well as
as the actual
they shall have
have belonged
to the
the reserve, as well
cost of
and subsistence
subsistence from
their homes
homes to
to the
the places
places
cost
of transportation
transportation and
from their
at which
they may
may be
be ordered
to report
for
duty
under such
such summons:
at
which
they
ordered
to
report
for
duty
under
summons:
re ire
No rht
right to
And
provid further, That
service m
in the
the Regular
Reserve shall
pNo
to retired
nd providedafurther,
That service
Regular Army
Army Reserve
shall
,
confer
no right
right to
to retirement
retirement or
or retired
retired pay,
pay, and
and members
of the
confer no
members of
the
become entitled to
Regular Army
Army Reserve
Reserve shall
shall become
to pension only through
disability incurred
incurred while on active
active duty in the service of the United
United
States.
States.
Government emDEPARTMENTs OF
OF THE
SEC..33. USE
OF OTHER
Government emoEC
USE OF
OTHER DEPARTMENTS
THE GOVERNMENT.-The
GOVERNMENT.—The
Pese ooff series
to such
such rules
rules and
regulations as
services fo
for President
President may, subject
subject to
and regulations
as in
in his
his judgjudgreserve organizations.
reseve
o
. ment
necessary, utilize the services
services of members
ment may be necessary,
members and
and employees
employees
departments of
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States, without
of all departments
of the
the Government
without
expense to the individual
reservist, for
in touch
touch with,
paying,
individual reservist,
for keeping
keeping in
with, paying,
Regular Army Reserve,
Reserve, the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
and mobilizing the
the Regular
Corps,
organizations.
and other
other reserve
reserve organizations.
Corps, and
Reenlistmentsintime
SEC. 34.
34. REENLISTMENT
REENLISTMENT IN
IN TIME OF WAR.-For
Reenlistments in time
wAR.—For the purpose
purpose of
of
of war.
Bounty for, to
honor- utilizing
as an
auxiliary to
Regular Army
Army .Reserves
Reserves the services
services
to the Regular
utilizing as
an auxiliary
Bountyfor,
tohonorably discharged men of
bhy served
dscaed
who
outside eof of men who have
have had experience
experience and training in the Regular Army,
continentallimits.
continental
limits.
or in the United
United States Volunteers,
Volunteers, outside of
of the continental limits
of
threatened hostilities,
hostilities, and
and
of the
the United
United States, in
in time
time of actual
actual or
or threatened
after the President
proclamation, have
have called
called upon
President shall, by proclamation,
upon honorhonorably discharged soldiers of the Regular
Regular Army to present
themselves
present themselves
for
reenlistment therein
subject to
to such
such
for reenlistment
therein within
within a
a specified
specified period,
period, subject
be prescribed,
conditions as may be
prescribed, any person
who shall
person who
shall have
have been
been
discharged honorably
honorably from said Army, with character
character reported
reported as at
at
least good, and who,
who, having been found physically qualified for
for the
the
duties of a
asoldier, if not over fifty years
.
years of
of age,
age, shall
shall reenlist
in the
the
reenlist in
line of said Army, or in the Signal, Quartermaster, or
or Medical
Medical DepartDepartment
thereof, within
specified in
said proclaproclaomputation o
ment thereof,
within the
the period
period that
that shall
shall be
be specified
in said
computation of.
on so
so reenlisting
reenlisting aabounty
mation, shall receive
receive on
bounty which
which shall
shall be
be comcomputed at the
the rate of
of $8
$8 for each
each month for
for the
the first
of the
the period
period
first year
year of
that shall have elapsed since his last discharge
discharge from the Regular
Regular
Army and the date
date of his
his reenlistment
reenlistment therein
therein under
under the
terms of
of
the terms
proclamation; at the rate
per month
month for the
said proclamation;
rate of $6
$6 per
the second
second year
year
of
period; at
at the
rate of
$4 per
the third
third year
year of
of such
such
of such
such period;
the rate
of $4
per month
month for
for the
period; and
and at
at the rate of $2
$2 per
per month
period;
month for any subsequent year of
such period; but no bounty
bounty in excess of $300 shall be paid to any
person under
under the
the terms
terms of
of this
this section.
section.
civ
iI employment
SEC. 35.
PROHIBITED FROM
IL EMPLOYMENT.EMPLOYMENT.—
CIVIL
SEC.
35. ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN
MEN PBOHIBITED
FROM CI
Civil
by enlisted men proby enlisted mei pro- Hereafter no enlisted man in the active service of the United
hibited.
United States
in the Army, Navy,
Navy, and
in
respectively, whether
whether aa, nonnonand Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, respectively,
commissioned officer, musician, or private, shall be detailed,
detailed, ordered,
ordered,
or permitted to leave
business, or
leave his post to engage
engage in any pursuit, business,
or
payetc.
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performance in
when
otherwise, when
for emolument,
emolument, hire, or otherwise,
life, for
in civil
civil life,
performance
the
shall interfere
with the
customary employment
and regular
regular
employment and
the customary
interfere with
the same
same shall
engagement of
of local
civilians in the respective
respective arts, trades, or
or
local civilians
engagement
professions.
professions.

SEC. 36.

SEC.

SERGEANTS
SERGEANTS

Details of
of sergeants
FOR DUTY"
DUTY WITH
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GARD.-Details
sergeants
WITH Tilt!
GUARD.— for
for duty
duty with
with National

Guard.
personnel and
For the
and Guard.
in the instruction
instruction of the personnel
of assisting
assisting in
the purpose
purpose of
For
care
of property
in the
the hands
the National
Guard the
Secretary of
the Secretary
National Guard
of the
hands of
property in
care of
War
is authorized
authorized to
the Infantry,
Cavalry, Field Artillery,
Artillery,
Infantry, Cavalry,
from the
to detail
detail from
War is
Corps
of Engineers,
Engineers, Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Medical
Department, and
Medical Department,
Corps of
Signal
Regular Army not to exceed one thousand serof the Regular
Corps of
Signal Corps
geants
for duty
of the
the National
National
organizations of
corresponding organizations
duty with
with corresponding
geants for
Guard
sergeants for duty with the
hundred sergeants
exceed one
one hundred
not to
to exceed
and not
Guard and
disciplinary
organizations at
the United
United States
Barracks, Additional
to ReuDisciplinary Barracks,
States Disciplinary
at the
disciplinary organizations
Additional to ReguArmy number.
lar Amy
who
additional to
to the
authorized by this Act for the lar
the sergeants
sergeants authorized
be additional
shall be
who shall
corps,
companies, troops,
detachments from which
which they
and detachments
batteries, and
troops, batteries,
corps, companies,
Reserve
may
be detailed.fficers'
detailed.
may be
Officers' Reserve
corps.
the purpose
S
E°. 37.
THE OFFICEBS'
OFFICERS' RESERVE
RESERVE CORPS.-For
CORPS.—For the
purpose of Corps.
SEC.
37. THE
Organization of.
of.
officers organzation
securing
reserve of
available for
service as
as temporary
temporary officers
for service
officers available
of officers
a reserve
securing a
Vol. 38, p. 349.
in
Regular Army,
Army, as
provided for
and in
section eight V 38 p" 349.
in section
for in
in this Act and
as provided
in the
the Regular
of
Act approved
approved April
April twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourtwenty-fifth, nineteen
of the
the Act
teen as
the Quartermaster
and other
other staff
staff corps and
Corps and
Quartermaster Corps
of the
as officers
officers of
teen,
departments,
as officers
officers for
for recruit rendezvous
rendezvous and depots, and as
departments, as
officers
volunteers there
there shall
shall be
be organized,
organized, under
under such rules and
of volunteers,
officers of
inconsistent with the
prescribe not inconsistent
regulations
President may prescribe
as the
the President
regulations as
provisions
of this
Reserve Corps of the Regular
Regular Sections.
Officers' Reserve
this Act,
Act, an Officers'
provisions of
Army.
Said corps
consist of
corresponding to the S o ns .
of sections
sections corresponding
shall consist
corps shall
Army. Said
various
staff corps,
corps, and
the Regular
Tngular Army.
Exception of service,
Army Exceptionofservice,
of the
departments of
and departments
arms, staff
various arms,
Except
as otherwise
otherwise herein
herein provided,
provided, a
the Officers'
Officers' etc.
etc.
member of the
a member
Except as
Reserve
Corps shall
not be
to call
call for
service in time of peace,
peace,
for service
be subject
subject to
shall not
Reserve Corps
and whenever
whenever called
called upon
upon for
shall not,
not, without
without his
his consent,
consent,
service shall
for service
and
be
so called
called in
lower grade
held by
by him
him in
in said
reserve
said reserve
that held
than that
grade than
a lower
in a
be so
corps.
by
by
Appontments
corps
The
President alone
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
appoint and
commis- presipentalone'
Apiz i
n
t
ten
n
e
t,.
and commisto appoint
alone shall
The President
sion
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
as reserve
reserve officers in the various sections of the Officers'
sion as
Corps,
all grades
including that of
major, such citizens
of major
in all
grades up to and including
Corps, in
as,
examination prescribed by the President,
President, shall be found
found
as, upon
upon examination
Proviso.
physically.,mentally, and morally qualified
qualified to hold such commissions:
commissions: Proim.
physically,
Proportion limited.
lmited
Provided,
of officers
officers in
any section
of the
Officers' Proporton
the Officers'
section of
in any
proportion of
the proportion
That the
Provided, That
Reserve Corps shall
not exceed
exceed the proportion for the same grade in
shall not
Reserve
the corresponding
corps, or
.Army,
Regular Army,
of the Regular
department of
or department
arm, corps,
the
corresponding arm,
except that the number commissioned in the lowest authorized
authorized grade
except
in any
the Officers'
Reserve Corps
shall not
not be
be limited:
limited;
Corps shall
Officers' Reserve
of the
in
any section
section of
Appointment of oar8 ot rAll
now carried
carried as
qualified and registered
pursuant tiaepditbmi
registered pursuant
as duly
duly qualified
All persons
persons now
tined eligibles.
Vol. 32, p..
p. 779.
to section
section twenty-three
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved January
January Vol.
Congress approved
twenty-three of
to
twenty-first, nineteen
hundred and
and three, shall, for aaperiod of three
nineteen hundred
twenty-first,
years after
the passage
passage of
eligible for appointment
appointment in the
be eligible
this Act, be
of this
after the
years
Officers'
section corresponding
corresponding to the arm,
arm,
Corps in the section
Reserve Corps
Officers' Reserve
qualified, withor department
department for which they have been found qualified,
corps, or
out
examination, except
except a
examination and suba physical examination,
further examination,
out further
Proviso.
prescribed: Project to the limitations as to age
age and rank herein
herein prescribed:
Pro- Powo.
Commissions to registered colonls
colonels and lieuieregistered in the
vided, That
qualified and
and registered
the te
That any person carried as qualified
tenant colonels.
grade
of colonel
or lieutenant
provisions of tenant olonels
pursuant to the provisions
colonel pursuant
lieutenant colonel
colonel or
grade of
said
on the
the date
when this Act becomes
becomes effective may be comdate when
Act on
said Act
Reserve Corps with the
Officers' Reserve
missioned
recommissioned in the Officers'
and recommissioned
missioned and
ease when
when offices
rank
been found
qualified and
but when
Offices to eett.e
when
registered, but
and registered,
found qualified
he has
has been
which he
rank for
for which
vacted.
separated from the Officers'
thereafter shall become separated
such
Officers'
yacate
d•
such person thereafter
Reserve Corps for any reason the vacancy
vacancy so caused
caused shall not be
determine.
filled,
filled, and such office shall cease and determine.
limitations.
Age limitations.
be appointed
provided, be
hereinafter provided,
No person
as hereinafter
appointed or Age
except as
shall, except
person shall,
No
reappointed
second lieutenant
Reserve Corps
Corps after
Officers' Reserve
lieutenant in the Officers'
reappointed aa second
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he
shall have
have reached
reached the
the age
age of
of thirty-two
thirty-two years,
years, a
lieutenant
he shall
a first
first lieutenant
after
he shall
have reached
age of
after he
shall have
reached the
the age
of thirty-six
thirty-six years,
years, aa captain
captain
after
he shall
shall have
the age
years, or
or a
major after
after
after he
have reached
reached the
age of
of forty
forty years,
a major
Honorabledischarge,
When an officer
lionorabiedischarge, he shall have reached the age of forty-five years. When
officer
etc., ata age
limit.
ge
etct
it.
of the Reserve
Reserve Corps shall reach
reach the age limit fixed
fixed for appointment
appointment
or
commissioned he
he shall
shall be
be
or reappointment
reappointment m
m the
the grade
grade in
in which
which commissioned
honorably
of the
the United
United States,
and be
be
honorably discharged
discharged from
from the
the service
service of
States, and
entitled to
retain his
his official
official title
and, on
of ceremony,
ceremony, to
entitled
to retain
title and,
on occasions
occasions of
to
wear
the uniform
the highe,st
Offiwear the
uniform of
of the
highest gradeehe
he shall
shall have
have held
held in
in the
the OffiEroviso.
cers' Reserve
Corps: Provided,
t
c
i
tnothing
in the
the foregoing
proforegoing pronothing in
Provided, ri
That
Reserve Corps:
t cers'
Proiso.
not affeeter
visions as
to the
shall apply
notaflecte&
visions
as to
the ages
ages of
of officers
officers shall
apply to
to the
the appointment
appointment or
or
reappointment of
of officers
of the
the Quartermaster,
Engineer, Ordnance,
reappointment
officers of
Quartermaster, Engineer,
Ordnance,
Signal,
Signal, Judge
Advocate, and
and Medical
sections of
of said
Reserve Corps.
Judge Advocate,
Medical sections
said Reserve
Corps.
Medical
Reserve
One year
year after
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act
Act the
Medical Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
the Medical
after the
One
Rese.rve
edial
abolished.
C aIs.5,
p.
'P1%5,
p. 66..
as now constituted
constituted by
by law,
law, shall
shall cease
cease to
to exist.
exist. Members
Members thereof
thereof
may be commissioned
commissioned i
in
the Officers'
n the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, subject
subject to
to the
the
provisions
of this
Act, or
may be
be honorably
honorably discharged
provisions of
this Act,
or may
discharged from
from the
the
use of first
irst lieutenThe Secretary
Use
beaten- service.
Secretary of War may, in time of peace, order first
first
ants of medical section.
antsofedicaletion. lieutenants of the medical section of the Officers' Reserve Corps, with
lieutenants of the medical section of the Officers' Reserve Corps, with
duty in
in the
their consent,
consent, to active duty
the service
of the
United States
in
service of
the United
States in
such numbers
numbers as
interests may
may require
and the
such
as the
the public
public interests
require and
the funds
funds
appropriated
permit, and
and may
relieve them
from such
such duty
appropriated may
may permit,
may relieve
them from
duty
Pay, etc.
when their
their services
are no
necessary. While
While on
on such
when
services are
no longer
longer necessary.
such duty
duty
they
pay and
and allowances,
pay for
they shall
shall receive
receive the
the pay
allowances, including
including pay
for pelio&.
periods
of
leaves of
of absence
of officers
corresponding rank
rank
of sickness
sickness and
and leaves
absence, of
officers of
of corresponding
is and
and length
active service
in the
the Regular
Regular Ariny.
Army.
length of
of active
service in
mo c
Term of com m s
The
commissions of
of all
all officers
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
sioTns o
The commissions
officers of
of the
the Officers
Corps shall
shall
be in
for a
aperiod
of five
five years
unless sooner
sooner terminated
terminated in
be
in force
force for
period of
years unless
in the
the
RecoDunw,ions.
discretion of
Such officers
may be
recommissioned,
Recommsso.
discretion
of the
the President.
President. Such
officers may
be recommissioned,
either
in the same or
or higher
either in
higher grades,
grades, for
for successive
successive periods
periods of
of five
five
years,
such examinations
the Presiproi,s.
years, subject
subject to
to such
examinations and
and qualifications
qualifications as
as the
PresiRank.
dent may prescribe and
and to
Rank,
the age
limits prescribed
herein: Provided,
to the
age limits
prescribed herein:
Provided,
That officers
officers of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps shall
have rank
rank therein
therein
shall have
in the various sections of
of said
said Reserve
according to
to grades
Reserve Corps
Corps according
grades and
and
to length
their grades.
:.ades.
length of
of service
service in
in their
Tey
to
'1,
emo
porar.ydutyy in
S
EC. 38.
38. T
HE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' It
ESERVE C
ORPS IN
IN WAR.-111
of
RESERVE
CORPS
WAR.-In time
time of
SEc.
owar.
tile
THE
actual
or threatened
actual or
threatened hostilities
may order
order officers
hostilities the
the President
President may
officers of
of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
to such subsequent
subsequent physical
Reserve Corps, subject to
physical
examinations
to temporary
temporary duty
examinations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to
with the
the
duty with
Regular
Regular Army in
grades thereof
thereof which
which can
not, for
being,
in grades
can not,
for the
the time
time being,
be filled by promotion, or as officers in volunteer
or other organizaorganizavolunteer or
tions that may be authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, or
or as
officers at
at recruit
recruit renas officers
renRank,
dezvous
and depots, or
Rank pay.etc.
pay. etc.
dezvous and
other duty
as the
may
or on
on such
such other
duty as
the President
President may
prescribe.
prescribe. While such reserve
reserve officers
officers are
are on
on such
such service
service they
shall,
they shall
by virtue
virtue of
of their
commissions as
reserve officers,
by
their commissions
as reserve
officers, exercise
exercise command
command
appropriate to
their grade
grade and
and rank
rank in
to which
appropriate
to their
in the
the organizations
organizations to
which
they may be assigned,
entitled to
assigned, and shall be entitled
to the
the pay
and allowances
allowances
pay and
of the corresponding
corresponding grades in the Regular Army, with increase of
service, as
pay for length of active service,
allowed by
law for
for officers
officers of
of the
the
as allowed
by law
Regular
Army,
from
the
date
upon
which
they
shall
be
required
by
Pris&
Regular
Army,
from
the
date
upon
which
they
shall
be
required
by
Provisos.
Torantamongthemterms of
of their
their orders
To rank among them- the terms
the same:
officers so
so
orders to
to obey
obey the
same: Provided,
Provided, That
That officers
s
elves,
Seves
ordered
ordered to active service
service shall
shall take
rank among
take temporary
temporary rank
among themthemselves, and in their grades in the organizations
selves
organization s to
t
o which
w hi ch assigned
assigned,
according
dates of
according to the dates
of orders
them on
on active
active service;
and
orders placing
placing them
service; and
Pomoion
Promotion,
,,
they may
may be
be promoted,
promoted, in
with such
rank, to
to vacancies
vacancies
they
in accordance
accordance with
such rank,
organizations or to temporary vacancies
vacancies in
in the
the Regular
in volunteer
volunteer organizations
Regular
Army thereafter
occurring in the organizations
thereafter occurring
organizations in
which they
they shall
shall
in which
No
iremant.ete.
be
servin: Provided
officers of
of the
the Officers'
Reserve
N reliremetetc.
be serving:
Prorided_further,
further, That
That officers
Officers' Reserve
Corps shall not be entitled to retirement or retired
retired pay,
pay, and
shall be
be
and shall
to pension
line of duty
entitled to
pension only for disability incurred in the line
and while
while in
in active
active service.
service.
t
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who, while holding a
a commission in the Officers'
Officers' ReAny officer who
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ubjsct toArmyreg-

Subject to Army reg-

ulations while m
in servs
serve Corps, shall be ordered
Secretary of
wle i
ordered to active service by the Secretary
of War
War iea.
ice.-

shall, from the time he shall be required
required by the terms
of his
his order
order to
terms of
to
same, be subject to the laws and regulations
obey the same
regulations for the governgovernment of the Army
Ain3r of the United States, in so
as they
are applicaapplicaso far as
they are
permanent retention in the military
ble to officers whose permanent
military service
service is
contemplated.
not contemplated.
Annua/ duty
duty with
SEC.
INSTRUCTION
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS OF
THE OFFICERS'
RESERVE Annual
SEC. 39.
39. I
NSTRUCTION OF
OF THE
OFFICERS' RESERVE
with
troops for
or instruction.
CoRPs.-To
provided for from time to time by appropriaC
ORPS.—Tothe extent provided
appropriations for this specific
specific purpose, the Secretary
Secretary of War
War is
to
is authorized
authorized to
order reserve officers to duty with troops
field exercises,
exercises, or
or for
for
troops or at field
instruction, for periods not to exceed
exceed fifteen days
days in
any one
one calendar
calendar
in any
year, and while so serving such officers shall receive
receive the pay
pay and
and
allowances of their respective
Regular Army: Provided
respective grades in the Regular
Provided,y Provisos.
Pro
bo-.con
Extension by con
That, with the consent of
reserve officers concerned,
and within
within sent.
of the reserve
concerned, and
the limit of funds available
available for the purpose, such periods
may
periods of duty
duty may
be extended
extended for reserve officers
Secretary of
of War
War may
may direct:
direct: Appointments
officers as the Secretary
from
Appointments from
Provided
further, That in time of actual
Provided further
actual or threatened
threatened hostilities, volupnters.
volunteers.
rom
after
officers of any section of the Officers'
after all available
available officers
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
corresponding to any arm, corps, or
corresponding
of the
the Regular
Army
or department
department of
Regular Army
shall have been ordered into active
active service
officers of
of -Volunteers
service, officers
Volunteers
may
such arm,
ai be appointed
appointed in such
arm corps,
corps, or
or department
department as
as may
be authorauthor- Prior
may be
or right
gt of
o R..
Reguized by law: Provided
further, That nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
Provided further,
shall operate
operate to
Army
to lar
lar Army
mto
to appointppointn t in Volunteers.
ment
of any
any officer
officer of
prevent the appointment
appointment of
Regular Army
Army as
as an
of the
the Regular
an m
in Volun t e s.
Volunteers before
officer of Volunteers
before all
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
all the
the officers
officers of
of the
Corps
Corps or any section thereof
ordered into
into active
thereof shall have been
been ordered
active servservfurther, That
the relative
rank for
ice: And
And provided
Tiirceem3ort. counted
provided further,
That in
in determining
determining the
relative rank
forSretireentounte
and the right to retirement
retirement of
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, active
active
of an officer
officer of the
duty performed
performed by him while
while serving in the
the Officers'
Reserve Corps
Officers' Reserve
Corps
shall
shall not
not be
reckoned.
be reckoned.
Reserve Officers
SEC.
CORPS.-The PresiPresi- Training
TrraningCorps
SEC. 40. THE
T....u.-"E RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS.—The
Corps.
Maintenance
dent is hereby
authorized
to
establish
hereby authorized
and maintain
maintain in civil
educa- Maintenance in
civil educain civil
civi
schools,
etc.
schools,
etc.
s
tional institutions aa Reserve
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps,
which shall
Corps, which
shall Senior division
division.
consist of a
organized at
universities and
and colleges
colleges
a senior division
division organized
at universities
requiring
requiring four years of collegiate study for
degree, including
including State
State
for a
a degree,
universities
universities and those State institutions
mstitutions that
that are
are required
provide
required to
to provide
Vol. 12, p.b15(X3.
3
instruction in military
military tactics under
of the
the Act
Act of
of Vol-12,p.under the
the provisions
provisions of
eighteen hundred and
Congress of July second, eighteen
and sixty-two,
sixty-two donating
donating
lands for the establishment
establishment of colleges
colleges where
where the leading
leading object
object shall
be practical instruction
instruction in agriculture
agriculture and the mechanic
inmechanic arts,
arts, inJunior dtik.
division.
cluding military
cluding
military tactics,
and a
junior division
organized at
all other
other Jnnor
tactics, and
a junior
division organized
at all
educational institutions,
public or private
private educational
institutions, except
the
except that units
units of
of the
essentially military schools
senior division may be organized
organized at those essentially
schools
which
which, as aaresult of
which do not confer
confer an academic
academic degree
degree but which,
of the
the
inspection of such institutions
annual inspection
institutions by the War Department,
Department, are
are
specially
designated by the Secretary
specially designated
Secretary of War as qualified
qualified for
for units
units of
the senior division, and each division
division shall consist
consist of units of the several arms or corps in such number and of such
the Presisuch strength as
as the
President may prescribe.
Application of State
SEC.
SEC. 41. The President may, upon the application
application of any State
State institutions
A^lstion
o estabfor
institution
described in section forty of this Act, establish and
institution described
and main- lighing.
-shing
tain at such institution one or more units of
Officers' P
of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
s
Provisos.
Training Corps: Provided,
required.
Provided, That no
no such
such unit
unit shall
shall be
be established
established or
or Conditions
conditions required.
maintained at any such institution
maintained
institution until an officer of the Army
Army shall
shall
have been detailed
detailed as professor of
military science
science and tactics,
tactics, nor
nor
of military
until such institution
institution shall maintain
maintain under military instruction
instruction at
at
least one hundred physically fit male
male students.
students.
At other than State
SEC.
application of any
SEC. 42. The President may, upon the application
any estab-estab-.. institutions.
Att
u 1 Stat*i
Requirements.
lished educational
educational institution in the United States
States other than
than a
a State Reqn.ments.
institution described
described in section forty
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the authorities
authorities of
of
forty of
which
which agree to establish and maintain
years' elective
elective or
or comcornmaintain aa two
two years'
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pulsory
course of
of military
military training
training as
as a
aminimum
minimum for
its physically
for its
physically
ulsory course
fit
students, which
course when
when entered
entered upon
upon by
by any
any student
student
which course
it male
male students,
shall,
as regards
regards such
such student,
for graduation,
graduation_, estabestabstudent, be
be a
a prerequisite
prerequisite for
shall, as
lish and
and maintain
such institution
one or
or more
more units
units of
of the
the Reserve
Reserve
lish
maintain at
at such
institution one
Proviso.
Details
from Army.
Officers' Training
Training Corps:
Corps: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
be estabestabshall be
unit shall
such unit
no such
Officers'
DetisfromArmy.
lished or
maintained at
at any
any such
such institution
until an
of the
the
an officer
officer of
institution until
or maintained
lished
Condition.
Army shall
shall have
have been
been detailed
as professor
professor of
of military
military science
and
science and
detailed as
Army
Condition.
tactics,
until such
institution shall
maintain under
under military
military ininshall maintain
tactics, nor
nor until
such institution
struction at
hysically fit
fit male
male students.
students.
physically
struction
at least
least one
one hundred
hundred p
b
p
yb,b"ng
td.
SEC. 43.
Secretary of
is hereby
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe
hereby authorized
War is
of War
The Secretary
43. The
to SEC.
beplit
standard
of theoretical
theoretical and
practical military
military- training
for
training for
and practical
standard courses
courses of
Requirements.
units
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Corps, and
and no
no unit
the senior
senior
unit of
of the
units of
of the
Reqirements.
division shall
shall be
be organized
organized or
or maintained
maintained at
at any
educational instituinstituany educational
division
tion
authorities of
of which
fail or
or neglect
neglect to
adopt into
into their
their curcurwhich fail
to adopt
tion the
the authorities
riculum the
the prescribed
military training
training for
for the
the senior
senior
of military
courses of
riculum
prescribed courses
division
at least
an average
three hours
hours per
per week
week per
per
of three
to devote
devote at
least an
average of
division or
or to
academic year
such military
military training;
training; and
and no
unit of
the junior
of the
junior
no unit
academic
year to
to such
division
maintained at
at any
any educational
institueducational institushall be
be organized
organized or
or maintained
division shall
tion the
the authorities
which fail
neglect to
to adopt
adopt into
into their
curtheir curfail or
or neglect
authorities of
of which
tion
riculum
military training
training for
for the
the junior
junior
of military
riculum the
the prescribed
prescribed courses
courses of
division, or
or to
to devote
at least
least an
hours per
per week
week per
per
of three
three hours
an average
average of
devote at
division,
academic year
such military
training.
military training.
academic
year to
to such
c
E
ilegit
nri,, a
age,
and
SEC. 44.
44. Eligibility
Eligibility to
memb ership i
n the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' TrainTrainin
to membership
SEC.
and
ciln,,s
physical.
'
ing Corps shall be limited to
to students
of institutions
physical.
students of
institutions in
in which
which units
units
of
such corps
corps may
be established
are citizens
of the
the United
United
who are
citizens of
may be
established who
of such
States, who
who are
less than
years of
of age,
and whose
bodily
age, and
whose bodily
are not
not less
than fourteen
fourteen years
States,
condition
indicates that
they are
perform military
military
are physically
physically fit
fit to
to perform
that they
condition indicates
duty,
or will
be so
so upon
upon arrival
arrival at
at military
military age.
age.
duty, or
will be
Details of
of Army offiSEC. 45.
• The President
40 The
is
hereby
authorized
to detail
detail such
such numbers
numbers
authorized to
is
hereby
President
SEC.
Aro
offcretais
cers as professors.
of
the Army,
Army, either
either active
not above
above the
the grade
grade of
of
of officers
officers of
of the
active or
or retired,
retired, not
colonel, as
necessary, for
for duty
duty as
professors and
and assistant
assistant
colonel,
as may
may be
be necessary,
as professors
professors of
of military
and tactics
tactics at
at institutions
institutions where
where one
professors
military science
science and
one
or
more
units
of
the
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Corps
are
maintained;
are
maintained;
the
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Corps
more
units
of
Lior
Limitation.
but
the total
of active
active officers
at educational
mtato.
but the
total number
number of
officers so
so detailed
detailed at
educational
institutions
shall not
not exceed
exceed three
three hundred,
hundred, and
officer
institutions shall
and no
no active
active officer
shall
who has
has not
not had
had five
years' commissioned
commissioned service
shall be
be so
so detailed
detailed who
five years'
service
Retired
officers.
in
time of
retired officers
officers shall
shall not
be detailed
Retired officers.
in the
the Army.
Army. In
In time
of peace
peace retired
not be
detailed
under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
section without
without their
their consent.
consent. Retired
Retired
of this
this section
officers below
below the
the grade
lieutenant colonel
colonel so
shall receive
grade of
of lieutenant
so detailed
detailed shall
receive
the full
full 'pay
the
and allowances
of their
their grade,
grade, and
and retired
retired officers
above
pay and
allowances of
officers above
the grade
major so
so detailed
shall receive
the s
ame pay
pay and
and allowallowreceive the
same
detailed shall
grade of
of major
f- the
service,,offiTour of service
cer
active list.
re ti re dmajor
ma j
or wou
ld receive
rece i
ve under
un d
er a
detail. No
No detail
detail
cer on active
list.
ances as a
a retired
would
a lik
likee detail.
of officers
officers on the
the active
list of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army under
the provisions
provisions
active list
under the
of this
this section
section shall
extend for
than four
four years.
years.
of
shall extend
for more
more than
Details of
of enlistd
SEC. 46.
hereby authorized
authorized to
to detail
detail for.
for, duty
at
metails
SEC.
46. The President is
is hereby
duty at
men.
institutions where
where one or
institutions
units of
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
or more
more units
of the
Corps are maintained
maintained such
Corps
such number
of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, either
active or
or
number of
either active
Reserve, as he may deem necessary,
retired or of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve,
but
the number
of active
active noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers so
so detailed
detailed shall
but the
number of
shall
To be additional
additional not exceed five hundred,
and all active
active noncommissioned
hundred, and
noncommissioned officers
officers so
so
number,
detailed shall be additional
in their
additional in
their respective
respective grades
those otherothergrades to
to those
Retired enlisted wise authorized
authorized for the Army.
Army. Retired
Retired enlisted
enlisted men or members
Retired
members of
Reserve shall not
men
the Regular Army Reserve
not be
detailed under
the provisions
provisions
be detailed
under the
of
of this
this section
their consent.
While so
so detailed
detailed they
shall
section without
without their
consent. While
they shall
receive
active pay
receive active
pay and
and allowances.
allowances.
p
Isueofarms,
SEC.
of arms, equi
equip-S
EC. 47. The
The Secretary
under such regulations as he may
may
ecar of War, under
ment. etc.
ascot.
prescribe, is hereby authorized
prescribe,
authorized to issue to institutions at which
which one
or more units of the Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps are
Reserve Officers'
are maintained
maintained
such public animals, arms, uniforms, equipment,
equipment, and
and means
means of
of transtransmay-deem necessary,
expense of
portation as he
he may
necessary. and to forage
forage at the expense
of
elibi litar
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He shall require from

Bond required.

eachinstitution
the United
States
to
which
property
the United
He shall
States
is
from
a
each
institution
to public
which animals
propertysoof
ofissued.
the
United
Statesrequire
is issued
issued
a Bond required.
safe-keeping
bond in the value of the
the property
property issued
issued for
for the
the care
care and safe-keeping
thereof, and
and for
for its
its return
when required.
required.
return when
thereof,

S
EC. 48.
48. The
Secretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
maintain L
an
o d.Ps to
to be
be m
maintained.
The Secretary
to maintain
SEC.
camps for
practical instruction
the members
of the
further practical
instruction of
of the
members of
the
camps
for the
the further
maintained for
for
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, no
no such camps
camps to
to be maintained
period longer
than six
six weeks
weeks in
in any
year, except
in time
time of
of
any one
one year,
except in
aa period
longer than
actual or
threatened hostilities;
to transport
of such
such corps
corps penses,
Payment
transport members
members of
penss
actual
or threatened
hostilities; to
etc.

of
exof ex-

to and
from such
such camps
camps at
expense of
of the
far as
as
at the
the expense
the United
United States
States so
so far
to
and from
appropriations will
will permit;
permit; to
to subsist
them at
expense of the
the
at the
the expense
subsist them
appropriations
United
to and
from such
such camps
and while
camps and
while
United .States
States while
while traveling
traveling to
and from
remaining
so far
permit; to
use the
the
appropriations will
will permit;
to use
remaining therein
therein so
far as
as appropriations
Regular
Army, such
such other
other military
forces as
as Congress
Congress from
from time
to
time to
Regular Army,
military forces
time
Government property
deem
property as
as he
he may deem
time authorizes,
authorizes, and such Government
necessary
for the
the military
training of
of the
the members
corps while
of such
such corps
while
members of
necessary for
military training
in
prescribe regulations
camps; to
to prescribe
regulations for the governin attendance
attendance at such camps;
ment
of such
such corps;
and to
authorize, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, the formato authorize,
ment of
corps; and
tion
of company
units thereof
thereof into
battalion and
tion of
company units
into battalion
and regimental
regimental units.
units.
A
nts of
SEC. 49.
President alone, under such
regulations as he
mites
pointme
in Officers''
may gOaffcetenrs
such regulations
he may
SEC.
49. The
The President
prescribe,
Officers' Reserve
is hereby authorized to
to appoint in
in the Officers'
Reserve Evorps.
ResenetCps.
prescribe, is
Corps
any graduate
graduate of
of the
division of
the Reserve
Post,
Conditions.
p.853.
Officers' Pos,p.ss3.
Reserve Officers'
of the
senior division
the senior
Corps any
Training Corps
further
completed the
the further
who shall have
have satisfactorily
satisfactorily completed
Training
Corps who
training
provided for
for in
section fifty
fifty of
Act, or
of
or any graduate
graduate of
of this
this Act,
in section
training provided
the
division who
shall have
the
completed the
satisfactorily completed
have satisfactorily
who shall
junior division
the junior
courses of
military training
training prescribed
the
division and
and the
the senior
senior division
prescribed for
for the
of military
courses
further training
for in
section fifty
of this
and shall
shall Infra.
Ia
this Act,
Act, and
fifty of
in section
provided for
further
training provided
have participated
such practical
instruction subsequent
subsequent to
graduato graduapractical instruction
in such
have
participated in
tion
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall prescribe,
shall have
have arrived
arrived Oath reuired
tion as
as the
the Secretary
prescribe, who
who shall
at
age of
and who
who shall
shall agree,
agree, under
under oath
in Oath required.
oath in
years and
of twenty-one
twenty-one years
at the
the age
writing, to
the United
the capacity
of a
areserve
officer
in the
capacity of
reserve officer
United States
States in
writing,
to serve
serve the
of
the Army
during a
the date of
of
ten years
years from the
of at least ten
a period
period of
of the
Army during
his appointment
appointment as such
discharged by
by
unless sooner
sooner discharged
reserve officer,
officer, unless
such reserve
his
proper authority;
authority; but
total number
number of
reserve officers
officers so
so appointed
appointed p
of reserve
the total
but the
proper
g.—ity not
atshall not
not exceed
fifty thousand:
Provided, That
graduate qualiquali- E..
inft
Eligbiity
not afThat any
any graduate
thousand: Provided,
shall
exceed fifty
fled
under the
the provisions
of this
this section
section undergoing
a postgraduate
tted
ee b
y(r.post
gradu,tiOur
Poseptadupostgraduate e
undergoing a
provisions of
fied under
course
at any
a
appointment as a
not be
be eligible for appointment
institution shall not
any institution
course at
reserve
officer while
while undergoing
such postgraduate
postgraduate course,
course, but
but his
undergoing such
reserve officer
ultimate
eligibility upon
completion of
course for
for
postgraduate course
of such
such postgraduate
upon completion
ultimate eligibility
such appointment
affected because
because of
having underunderof his
his having
be affected
shall not
not be
such
appointment shall

gone such
Subsistence after
gone
such postgraduate
postgraduate course.
course.
Subsistence
after
students
years
two
Reserve
of the
the Reserve
division of
S
EC. 50.
When any
of the
senior division
two
c
ars toto c
the senior
member of
any member
50. When
SEC.
emplete
agreeinggeto
complete
Officers' Training
completed two academic
t
g
i
r
i
e
i
e
tary course.
years of service military
academic years
has completed
Training Corps has
Officers'

in that
that division,
division, and
and has
further training by
by the
been selected
selected for further
has been
in
president of
of the
the institution
institution and
professor of
military science
science
of military
and by
by its
its professor
president
and tactics,
and has
has agreed
in writing
to continue
continue in
in the
the Reserve
Reserve
writing to
agreed in
and
tactics, and
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps for
of his
his course
course in
the instiin the
instiremainder of
for the
the remainder
Officers'
tution, devoting
devoting five
the military
training prescribed
prescribed
military training
per week
week to
to the
five hours
hours per
tution,
by the
of War,
has agreed
writing to
the
to pursue the
and has
agreed in writing
War, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
by
courses
prescribed by
the Secretary
War, he
he may
may
Secretary of
of War,
by the
in camp
camp training
training prescribed
courses in
be
at the
the expense
expense of
of the
the United
States, with
commutation
with commutation
United States,
be furnished,
furnished, at
of subsistence
subsistence at
rate, not
not exceeding
exceeding the
garrison
cost of
of the
the garrison
the cost
at such
such rate,
of
ration
prescribed for
for the
the Any,
as may
may be
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
by the
be fixed
fixed by
Army, as
ration prescribed
War,
during the
the remainder
remainder of his service in the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
War, during

Training
of prior
Training Corps.
Corps.
SEC. 51.
male citizen
of the
the United
United States,
a grbZtuY
atelg.rn
of
schigradEatesofor
States, sc
fit male
citizen of
physically fit
SEC.
51. Any
Any physically
between the
the ages
ages of
of twenty-one
twenty-one and
twenty-seven years,
years, who
n
t
ers' Reserve
Reserve corps,
Corps,
ficers'
who shall
shall e
and twenty-seven
between
educational •
graduated prior to the date of this Act from any educational
have graduated
detailed as professor
institution at
professor
ett tie/
Army was detailed
officer of the Affray
at which
which an officer
institution
of military
science and
and who,
who, while
j-'
at such
while aa student
student at
and tactics,
tactics, and
of
military science
1
91890
°—vm. 39
PT 1
91890°-voL
39--P
1-13
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institution, completed
courses of
of military
military training
training under
under the
the direction
direction
completed courses
institution,
of
such professor
of military
military science
and tactics
tactics substantially
substantially equivaequivascience and
professor of
of such
lent
those prescribed
prescribed pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act
Act for
for the
the senior
senior division,
division,
lent to
to those
shall,
additional practical
military
practical military
such additional
completing such
after satisfactorily
satisfactorily completing
shall, after
training as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War shall
be eligible
eligible for
for appointappointprescribe, be
shall prescribe,
training
ment to
to the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps and
and as
temporary additional
additional
as aa temporary
Reserve Corps
ment
second lieutenant
in accordance
accordance with the
terms of this
this Act.
the terms
lieutenant in
second
second
SEC.
second
SEC. 52. The President
President alone is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to appoint and
and

Temporary
Temporary
lieutenants.
May be appointed

as a
temporary second
second lieutenant
the Regular
Army- in
in
of the
Regular Army
lieutenant of
a temporary
commission as
liay be appointed commission
time
of peace
peace for
for purposes
instruction, for
for aaperiod
period not
not exceeding
exceeding
purposes of
of instruction,
time of
six
months, with
with the
the allowances
allowances now
now provided
provided by
by law
law for
for that
grade,
six months,
that grade,
but
with pay
pay at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month,
month, any
any reserve
reserve officer
officer
$100 per
of $100
but with
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
to sections
forty-nine and
and fifty-one
fifty-one of
of this
Act
this Act
sections forty-nine
appointed
Duty with
Army
and to
attach him
him to
unit of
of the
Regular Army
for duty
and training
training
the Regular
Army for
duty and
an
to attach
to a
a unit
with Ary.
Du
during the
period covered
covered by
by his
as such
such temporary
temporary
his appointment
appointment as
the period
during
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, and
and upon
the expiration
of such
such service
the
with the
service with
upon the
expiration of
second
Regular
Army such
such officer
officer shall
revert to
his status
status as
reserve officer.
officer.
Regular Army
shall revert
to his
as a
a reserve
Retirement, etc., restrictions.
SEC. 53.
No reserve
or temporary
second lieutenant
lieutenant apaptemporary second
officer or
reserve officer
SEC.
53. No
etc., e
stricor.ent,
pointed
pursuant to
to this
Act shall
shall be
be entitled
to retirement
or to
to
entitled to
retirement or
this Act
pointed pursuant
retired
be eligible
eligible for
for pension
pension only
only for
for disability
incurred
retired pay
pay and
and shall
shall be
disability incurred
in
line of
in active
active service
service or
while serving
the Regular
Regular
in line
of duty
duty in
or while
serving with
with the
Provisos.
Active duty in
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in time
time
this Act:
to the
intime
time Army
Army pursuant
A^tivesdty
olwar.
of war the President may order
order reserve
reserve officers
of
war,
officers appointed
appointed under
under the
the
provisions
of this
this Act
to active
active duty
any of
of the
the military
military forces
forces of
Act to
duty with
with any
of
provisions of
the United
United States
States in
any grades
grades not
that of
of second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant,
the
in any
not below
below that
while on
such active
active duty
duty they
shall be
Rules and
and
to the
the Rules
subject to
be subject
they shall
on such
and while
s and
Roster of
of persons
qualified
Articles of
further, That
That The
The Adjutant
of
of War:
War: And
And provided
providedfurther,
Adjutant General
General of
qnaifed for
for service
servie as
a Articles
officers, etc.
ofacers, etc.
the Army shall, under the direction
direction and
. .
on of
the Secretary
Secretary
and su
supervision
of the
of
keep continually
continually up
to date
obtainable
of War,
War, obtain,
obtain, compile,
compile, and
and keep
up to
date all
all obtainable
information
as to
the names,
addresses, occupations,
occupations and
and qualiqualiinformation as
to the
names, ages,
ages, addresses,
fications for
for appointment
appointment as
officers of
of the
the Army,
Army, in
in
as commissioned
commissioned officers
time
time of
or other
emergency, of
of men
suitable ages
ages who,
who, by
by reason
reason
of war
war or
other emergency,
men of
of suitable
of having
having received
received military
civilian educational
educational institutions
institutions
military training
training in
in civilian
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, may
regarded as
as qualified
qualified and
for appointappointmay be
be regarded
and available
available for
ment
such commissioned
commissioned officers.
officers.
ment as
as such
aitizen
training
SEC.
CAMPS.-The Secretary
Citizen
SEC. 54.
54. TRAINING
TRAINING CAMPS.—The
Secretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorauthorcamps.
Maintenance, etc.
ized
to
maintain,
upon
militaryreservations or
Maintenance,
upon
militaryreservations
or elsewhere,
for the
elsewhere, camps
camps for
the
Past, p. 648.
, p.
8.
military
instruction and
military instruction
and training
training of
of such
may be
be selected
selected
such citizens
citizens as
as may
for such instruction
their application
instruction and
and training, upon their
application and
and under
under
such terms of enlistment
enlistment and regulations
prescribed by the
regulations as may be prescribed
—
ecs .-14.es
Secretary of
of War;
War; to
use, for
for the
the purpose
camps
to t
ben
eiie ,etc
etc'" Secretary
to use,
purpose of
of maintaining
maintaining said
said camps
and imparting
military instruction
imparting military
instruction and
and training
training thereat,
thereat, such
such arms
arms,
ammunition, accouterments,
equipments, tent
age ,
fi eld equipage,
equ i
page, an
ammunition,
accouterments, equipments,
tentage,
field
andd
transportation
belonging to
to the
the United
transportation belonging
United States
States as
as he
he may
may deem
deem necesnecessary; to furnish, at the expense
expense of the United States, uniforms,
uniforms, subsubsistence,
transportation by the most usual and
sistence, transportation
and direct route within
within
such limits as to territory
territory as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
and
War may
medical supplies
to persons
persons receiving
receiving instruction
at said
said cam
ps during
duri
ng
medical
supplies to
instruction at
camps
the period
of their
their attendance
period of
attendance thereat,
thereat, to
authorize such
such expenditures,
expenditures,
to authorize
from proper
appropriations, as
he may
may deem
deem necessary
for
from
proper Army
Army appropriations,
as he
necessary for
water, fuel, light, temporary structures, not
not icluding
including quarters
quarters for
for
officers nor barracks for men, screening, and damages
damages resulting
resulting from
from
field exercises, and other expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to the maintenance
maintenance of
of
said camps, and the theoretical
theoretical winter instruction
instruction in
in connection
connection therethereSales instruction.
totoscti
persons rewit h; and
receiving instruction
said camps,
camps, for
for
at said
instruction at
to persons
persons receiving
to sell
sell to
and to
re wvith;
ciales
calving
cash and at cost price plus ten per
per centum,
and ordordcentum, quartermaster
quartermaster and
nance
property sold to any one
one person
person to
nance property, the amount
amount of such property
to
be limited
limited to that which is required
required for his proper
proper equipment.
equipment. All
moneys arising from
from such sales shall
shall remain available throughout
throughout the
fiscal year following that in which
which the sales are made, for the purpose
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of
appropriation from
the property
property sold was authorized
authorized to
to
of that appropriation
from which
which the

be supplied
supplied at
the time
time of
of the
sale. The
The Secretary
War is
is authorauthorSecretary of
of War
the sale.
at the
be
of theoretical
theoretical and
prescribe the
courses of
ized
the courses
and practical
practical
ized further
further to
to prescribe

be
giv
i=7tection to
to
be
gInStrton
—e

instruction
pursued by persons attending:
authorized
attending,the camps authorized
to be
be pursued
instruction to
by
such camps
camps shall
shall be
the periods
periods during which such
by this section; to fix
fix the
maintained; to prescribe
regulations for the government
government
prescribe rules
rules and regulations
maintained;
thereof; and to
employ thereat
officers and enlisted men of the Reguto employ
thereat officers
thereof;
lar
designate.
may designate.
lar Army in
in such numbers
numbers and upon such duties as he may
cA
RESERVE CORPS.-For
ENLISTED RESERVE
SEC.
S
EC. 55. THE ENLISTED
CORPS. — For the purpose of cnlisted
lgisted Reserve
Reserve
service Constitutionof;
securing
enlisted men
men for
for military
military service
Constitution of; pu.
pm'.
reserve of
of enlisted
securing an
an additional
additional reserve
with
Engineer, Signal,
Quartermaster Corps and the Ord- pose
Signal, and Quartermaster
with the Engineer,
Regular Army, an Enlisted
nance
Departments of the Regular
nance and
and Medical Departments
Reserve Corps, to consist of such number of enlisted men of such
such
Reserve
designated by the President
President from time to
may be designated
grade or grades
grades as may
hereby authorized,
effective on
on
authorization to be effective
authorized, such authorization
time, is
is hereby
and after
after the
first day
day of
July, nineteen
and sixteen.
and
the first
of July,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen.
There
be enlisted
in the
the grade
grade or
or grades
grades hereinbefore
hereinbefore specispeci- elgibiiity,
ellm
geit°n
ett.
There may
may be
enlisted in
etc. Peri°14
fled, for
under such rules as may be prescribed
prescribed
period of
of four
four years, under
fied,
for a
a period
by the
tie United States,
have
or persons who have
States, or
citizens of the
the President,
President, citizens
by
declared their
their intentions
citizens of the United States,
to become
become citizens
intentions to
declared
subject to
and practical
practical examination
examination as
subject
to such
such physical,
physical, educational,
educational, and
as Issue of certificates.
e c e in said rules. For men enlisting in said grade or
may be
be prescribed
prescribed in
Reserve Corps shall
grades certificates
enlistment in the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
of enlistment
certificates of
grades
be issued
issued by
Adjutant General
of the
Army, but
but no
no such
Requireents.
such man
man Requirements.
the Army,
General of
by The
The Adjutant
be
physically,
shall be enlisted
found physically,
said corps
corps unless he shall be found
in said
enlisted in
shal
mentally, and
and morally
qualified to
to hold
hold such
such certificate
certificate and
and unless
unless
morally qualified
mentally
.
.
he shall
shall be
ages of
of eighteen
Privileges, etc., c
ferrrvs,
The coo
years. The
forty-five years.
and forty-five
eighteen and
the ages
be between
between the
he
certificates
upon the holders
holders when called into
shall confer upon
certificates so given shall
active
or for purposes
and training, and during
purposes of instruction and
service or
active service
such active service, instruction, or training, all the
the period of such
authority, rights,
rights, and
and privileges
privileges of
like grades
grades of
of the
Army.
the Regular
Regular Army.
of like
authority,
Enlisted men
men of
the Enlisted Reserve
precedence calledr ntoactiveswvEnlisted
of the
Reserve Corps shall take precedence
Ce,etcin
said corps
dates of
certificates of
of enlistetc.
enlist- Ice,
their certificates
of their
to the
the dates
corps according
according to
in said
ment
therein and when called into active service or when called out
out
ment therein
next
precedence next
for
instruction or training shall take precedence
for purposes of instruction
below all
men of
of like
like grades
the Regular
Army.
below
all other
other enlisted
enlisted men
grades in
in the
Regular Army.
.istinetivee
And the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
hereby authorized
authorized to
membersrosette
for
r
for.S tic
to issue to
to members
is hereby
And
of
the
Enlisted
Reserve
Corps
and
to
persons
who
have
participated
participated
of the Enlisted Reserve Corps and to persons who have
encampment for the military instruction of citizens,
in at least one encampment
conducted under
under the
the auspices
auspices of the
distinctive
Department, distinctive
the War
War Department,
conducted
rosettes
rosettes or knots designed for wear with civilian clothing, and whenever
issued under the provisions
provisions of this section
a rosette
rosette or
or knot issued
ever a
shall have
have been
lost, destroyed,
or rendered
without
use without
rendered unfit for use
destroyed, or
been lost,
shall
it is issued, the
fault or neglect
neglect upon
upon the part of the person to whom it
a new rosette or knot to be issued to
Secretary
Secretary of War
War shall cause a
such
person without
without charge
charge therefor.
therefor. Any
Any person who is not an authorized
Puishmentwearing,
ifior
such person
authorised w
oaring,
paretc.
not
enlisted
man
of
the
Enlisted
Reserve
shall
have
and
Corps
Reserve
enlisted man of the Enlisted
ticipated
military instruction
instruction of
of
encampment for the military
at least one encampment
ticipated in at
citizens conducted
Department, and
of the War Department,
the auspices of
conducted under the
citizens,
who shall wear such rosette or knot shall be guilty of misdemeanor
misdemeanor
exceeding $300,
punishable
$390, or imprisonment not
not
a fine of not exceeding
punishable by a
exceeding
months, or
exceeding six
six months,
or both.
both.t
a.
etc.
of the
assign members
is authorized
The
The President
President is
authorized to
to assign
members of
the Enlisted
Enlisted serestmy,
seitssestinA
e
r
n
ly,te,
Reserve Corps
Corps as
Regular
organizations of the Regular
to particular organizations
as reserves
reserves to
Reserve
thereof,
organize the Enlisted Reserve Corps, or any part thereof,
Army, or to organize
detachments of any arm, corps, or department
department in such
into units or
or detachments
detachmanner
assign to such units and detachand to assign
prescribe, and
as he may prescribe,
manner as
ments officers
Regular Army
Army or
of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
or of
officers of
of the
the Regular
ments
herein
provided for.
herein provided
for.
tralu
of training
the aPiod
apropriations the
To the
extent provided
provided from
time to
to time
time by
by appropriations
.P.,air
c
rd
. of
from time
To
the extent
Reserve
the
Enlisted
enlisted
men
Secretary
of
War
of
the
F
ted
Reserve
may
order
Secretary
pose.

f
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to active
Corps to
active service
service for
purposes of
of instruction
instruction or
or training
for
for purposes
training for
rods not
to exceed
exceed fifteen
fifteen days
in any
any one
calendar year:
periods
not to
days in
one calendar
year: Provided,
Provided,
That,
hat, with
with the
the consent
enlisted men
and within
withm the
the limits
consent of
of such
such enlisted
men and
limits of
of
funds
funds available
available for
for such
such purposes,
purposes, such
of active
active service
service may
may
such periods
periods of
be
for such
number of
may be
be deemed
be extended
extended for
such number
of enlisted
enlisted men
men as
as may
deemed
necessary.
necessary.
y.etc,
Pay,
etc., in
in active
Enlisted
men of
of the
Enlisted Reserve
shall receive
receive the
Enlisted men
the Enlisted
Reserve Corps
Corps shall
the pay
pay
service.
and allowances
allowances of their respective
respective grades,
when ordered
into
grades, but
but only
only when
ordered into
active service, including
including the time required for
their
for actual travel from
from their
which ordered
ordered and
and return
homes:
homes to the places
places to
to which
return to
to their
their homes:
Proviso.
Provided, That
That said
enlisted men
men shall
shall not
not be
be entitled
Noretirement,etc.
Provided,
said enlisted
entitled to
to retirement
No retirement, etc.
retirement
or retirement pay, nor shall they be entitled to pensions
pensions except for
for
physical
physical disability incurred
incurred in line of duty while m active service
service or
or
while traveling
traveling under
under orders of competent
competent authority
authority to
or from
to or
from
designated
places of
of duty.
designated places
duty.
Unfor 'etc.,
The uniform
etc" to b
by enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Enlisted
Reserve
uniform to
to be worn
worn by
Enlisted Reserve
amd.
Corps, except corps
Corps,
shall be
be the
for encorps insignia
insignia,, shall
the same
same as
as prescribed
prescribed for
enlisted men of the Regular Army
:Army Reserve,
Reserve and
and that
of any
any
that in
in lieu
lieu of
money allowance
allowance for
moneythere shall
be issued
issued to
each enlisted
enlisted
for clothing
clothing there
shall be
to each
man of
man
the Enlisted
Corps in
such articles
articles of
of the
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
in time
time of
of peace
peace such
of
Pray's"and equipment
may direct:
That
remain
property clothing
To
an property
clothing and
equipment as
as the
the President
President may
direct: Provided,
Provided, That
at
United States,
tates.
of tinned
any clothing or other
other equipment
equipment issued
issued to
to any
man of
the
any enlisted
enlisted man
of the
said corps
corns shall remain the property of the United States, and in
in
case of loss or destruction
destruction of any article, the article so lost or destroyed shall be replaced
replaced by issue to the enlisted
enlisted man and the value
value
thereof deducted
deducted from any pay due or to become due him,
him, unless it
it
shall be made
made to appear
appftx that such
destruction was
was not
to
such loss
loss or
or destruction
not due
due to
xchanedwhenunneglect or other fault
further, That any
F n
fault on his part: Provided
Providedfurther,
any clothing
clothing
or other equipment
equipment issued to enlisted men of the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
Corps which shall have become unserviceable
unserviceable through
through ordinary
ordinary wear
wear
and tear in the service of the United States shall be received back
back
by the United States and serviceable
serviceable like
like articles
articles issued
issued in
lieu
in lieu
dic
tin for,
for, o thereof:
Accounting
thereof: Provided
That when
when enlisted
Enlisted
Providedfurther,
further, That
enlisted men
men of
discharge.
of the
the Enlisted
Reserve Corps shall be discharged
discharged or otherwise
otherwise separated
separated from
from the
the
service
service, all arms, equipage,
equipage, clothing, and other property
issued to
to
property issued
them shall be accounted
accounted for under such regulations as
may be
be pre-as may
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
of War.
War.
scribed
the Secretary
subjct
Ar^m
Any enlisted
Subject
Army
Any
enlisted man
man of
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
of the
the Enlisted
laws,
etc., to
in active
Corps ordered
ordered to
to active
active
service
service
34)11108,
service or for purposes of
of instruction
instruction or
time
or training
training shall,
shall, from
from the
the time
he is required by the terms
terms of
of the
same
be
subject
the order
order to
to obey
obey the
the same, be subject
laws and regulations
to the laws
for the
overnmen to
.Army of
regulations for
the g
government
offthe
the Army
of the
the
United
United States.
States.
Discharges
The Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
Discharges for
for cae.
cause.
The
authorized to discharge
discharge any
any enlisted
enlisted
member
member of the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps when
shall be
no
when his
his services
services shall
be no
longer required, or
or when
he shall
shall have
when he
have by
by misconduct
misconduct unfitted
unfitted himself
himself
oo
for ot co- for further
ProVi80,
service in the said corps: Provided,
That any
man
Provided, That
any enlisted
enlisted man
Penalty for not com.„
plying
of
plying with orders.
OI said
swfit corps
corns who shah
be ordered
active d
ut
y as
as herein
provided
shall be
ordered upon
upon active
duty
herein provided
and who shall
shall willfully
willfully fail to comply with
with the
so
the terms
terms of
of the
the order
order so
him shall,
given him
shall, in
addition to
any other
other penalty
penalty t
w hi ch h
in addition
to any
too which
hee may
may
be subject, forfeit his
.
certificate of
of enlistment.
his certificate
enlistment.
eric with
with Army
Army
threatened hostilities the
Service
In time of actual or threatened
the President
President may
may order
order
in time of war.
the
Reserve Corps, in such numbers and at such times as may
may
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
tt y etc
be considered
considered necessary, to active service with the Regular Army,
Army, and
and
y etc.
service members
members of
Status, Stt
pay,
while on such service
of said
said corps
shall exercise
exercise command
command
corps shall
appropriate to their several grades and rank
rank in
appropriate
in the
organizations to
the organizations
to
which they
to the
which
they shall be assigned and shall be entitled
entitled to
the pay
and allowallowpay and
ances of the corresponding
corresponding grades in the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, with
with increase
increase
of
pay
- for
length
of
vice as now
allowed by
by law
or th
egul
ar
oof
pay
for
length
of ser
service
now allowed
law f
for
thee R
Regular
Provisos.
sevice with volun- Army:
Service
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
upon aacall
call by
by the
the Pre
sid en tfor
f
or a
vo
l
un t
eer
That upon
President
a
volunteer
Wtm.
force
members of
of the Enlisted Reserve
be mustered
mustered
teers.
force the
the members
Reserve Corps may be

Proviso.
Exeion
Extension
ted.
tad.

Uniform
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into the service of the United
United States as volunteers
volunteers for duty with the
pay, etc.
Army in the grades held by them in the said corps, and shall be Status,
stat s, pay,'
t.
entitled to the pay and allowances
corresponding grades
in the
allowances of the corresponding
grades in
the
Regular Army, with increase of pay
length of
of service,
as now
now
Regular
pay for length
service, as
No vzted right to be
provided
further,! That
That mNotereddighttobe
provided by law for the Regular
Regular Army: And
And provided further
enlisted men of the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps shall not acquire
acquire by
by
virtue of issuance of certificates
certificates of enlistment to them a
a vested right
right
to be mustered
mustered into the volunteer
volunteer service of the
the United
United States.
States.
equipment
SEC.
MILITARY EQUIPMENT
Sac. 56.
56. MILITARY
EQUIPMENT AND
INSTRUCTORS AT
AT OTHER
OTHER Military
AND INSTRUCTORS
Military equipmutg
and instructonat other
scaools AND
arms, tentage,
and equipment
equipment as
the schoos,
SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES.—Such
COLLEGES.-Such arms,
tentage, and
as the
etc.
t
schools, etc.
Secretary
Secretary of War shall deem necessary
necessary for proper military training
training
shall be supplied
supplied by the Government
Government to schools and colleges,
colleges, other
Ante, p.
p. 192.
than
for in
section forty-seven
than those
those provided
provided for
in section
this Act,
having a
forty-seven of
of this
Act, having
a Ante,
192training prescribed
by the
the Secretary
of War
course of military training
prescribed by
Secretary of
War and
and
one hundred physically
having not less than
thanne.undred
physically fit male students above
the
of fourteen
the age
age of
fourteen years,
under such
rules and
regulations as
may
years, under
such rules
and regulations
as he
he may
from Army.
prescribe; and the Secretary
prescribe;
Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized to detail
detail Details
tairomA
noncommissioned officers
such commissioned
commissioned and noncommissioned
APIny to
officers of the Army
said schools and colleges,
colleges, other than those
those provided
provided for in
in section
forty-five and forty-six of this Act, detailing
forty-five
detailing not less than one such
officer
officer or noncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
hundred students
officer to each
each five
five hundred
students
military instruction.
under military
instruction.
NATIONAL
GUARD.
NATIONAL GUARD.
Militia.
SEC. 57.
xILIIA.-The militia
Sac.
57. COMPOSTION
ColkeipsrrioN OF
OF THE
THE KILITIA.—The
militia of
of the
United Militia.
the United
Composition of.
States shall consist
consist of
able-bodied male
States
of all
all able-bodied
male citizens
citizens of
of the
United Compositi o
the United
States and all other able-bodied
declared
able-bodied males who
who have
have or shall have
have declared
their intention to become citizens of the United States, who shall
shall
be more than eighteen
eighteen years of age
proage and,
and, except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter'provided, not more than forty-five
forty-five years of age,
age, and
and said
said militia Shall
shall
be divided into three
three classes, the National Guard, the Naval Militia,
and the
Unorganized Militia.
and
the Unorganized
Militia.
National Guard.
SEC.
OF THE NATIONAL GUARD.-The
National Composition
S
EC. 58. COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION OF
GUARD.—The National
Compositionu of.
o
Guard shall consist of the regularly
the ages
regularly enlisted
enlisted militia
militia between
between the
ages
of eighteen
eighteen and forty-five years organized,
organized, armed,
armed, and equipped as
hereinafter provided,
hereinafter
provided, and of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers between
between the
the ages
ages
of
sixty-four years.
years.
of twenty-one
twenty-one and
and sixty-four
Persons exempt from
SEC.
EXEMPTIONS FROM MILITIA DUTY.-The
President of
S
EC. 59. EXEMPTIONS
DUTY.—The Vice
Vice President
of militiaduty
militia duty.
executive, of
the United States;
States; the officers, judicial
judicial and
and executive,
of the
the Government of the United States and
and of
of the several States
States and
and Territories; persons in the military or naval service of the United States;
customhouse clerks; persons employed by the United States in the
customhouse
transmission
transmission of the mail; artificers and workmen
employed in
the
workmen employed
in the
armories, arsenals,
arsenals, and navy-yards of the United States; pilots; mariners
employed in the
ners actually
actually employed
the sea service
service of
of any
any citizen or merchant
merchant
within
United States,
States, shall
shall be
from militia
duty without
without Exemptions
within the
the United
be exempt
exempt from
militia duty
ts
from
of religious
religious belief
combatant sieroic
service
fe beregard to age, and
and all persons
persons who because of
belief shall
shall comExatt
came
s
e
0of religious
1
e
claim exemption from military service, if the conscientious
conscientious holding
holding lief.g o rev
ns bbeof such belief by such person
person shall be established under such regulations as the President
President shall
shall prescribe,
militia
prescribe, shall be exempted
exempted from militia
a combatant capacity;
service in a
capacity; but no person so exempted
exempted shall be
be
exempt from militia service in any capacity
capacity that the President
President shall
declare
noncombatant.
declare to be noncombatant.
Unit organizations.
SEC.
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD UNITS.—Except
NITrrs.-Except as unt
organhatms.
SEC. 60.
60. ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION OF
otherwise specifically
otherwise
specifically provided
provided herein, the organization
organization of the National
National
composition of all units thereof,
Guard, including the composition
thereof, shall be the
hereafter be prescribed
same as that
that which is or may hereafter
prescribed for
for the
the Regular
Regular
Army, subject in time of
of peace
peace to
to such general exceptions
exceptions as may be
be
President
pre.
authorized by
may prepre- scribe.
authorized
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
War. And
And the
the President
President may
President to
to pi
scribe the particular
particular unit or units,
branch or
to scbe
units, as to
to branch
or arm of
of service,
service, to
be
maintained in each State, Territory,
Territory, or the
Columbia
be maintained
the District
District of
of Columbia
in order to secure
secure a
a force which, when combined,
complete
combined, shall form complete
higher tactical units.
mus te
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NATIONAL GUARD.
SEC. 61.
MAINTENANCE OF
OTHER TROOPS
THE STATES.—No
STATES.-NO
OF OTHER
TROOPS BY
BY THE
61. MAINTENANCE
SEC.
OATIONAL
Other
StateGUARD.
troops
forbidden.
maintain troops
troops in
other than
than as
of peace
peace other
as authorized
authorized
shall maintain
in time
time of
tos State
State shall
abidden.a
in
accordance
with
the organization
organization prescribed
prescribed under
Act:
under this
this Act:
with the
in
accordance
Provis
Use
Provided, That
this Act
Act shall
shall be
construed as
as
be construed
in this
contained in
nothing contained
That nothing
peace. Provided,
tmeoof peace.
Us in time
limiting
the rights
of the
the States
States and
and Territories
the use
of the
the
use of
in the
Territories in
rights of
limiting the
State police
National Guard
Guard within
in time
time of
of peace:
peace:
borders in
respective borders
their respective
within their
National
etc.
oce ,
state
etc.
Provided
contained in
in this
Act shall
shall prevent
prevent
this Act
That nothing
nothing contained
further, That
Providedfurther,
the
and maintenance
of .State
police or
constabulary.
State police
or constabulary.
maintenance of
the organization
organization and
Number re
quired.
Number
required
Basis of
of CongresCongresSEC.
NUMBER OF
OF THE
l'aN NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.-The
GUARD.—The number
number of
of
62. NUMBER
SEC. 62.
Basis
5kmal
representation' enlisted
enlisted men
of the
National Guard
Guard to
to be
be organized
under this
this Act
Act
organized under
men of
the National
nereprsentatlon.
within one
year from
its passage
passage shall
for each
each State
State in
in the
the proporproporbe for
shall be
one year
from its
within
tion
hundred such
such men
for each
each Senator
Representative
and Representative
Senator and
men for
of two
two hundred
tion of
c rease.
in
from such
to be
be determined
determined by
the
by the
number to
and aanumber
State, and
such State,
in Congress
Congress from
erl inceas
President
for each
and the
of Columbia,
shall
and shall
Columbia, and
District of
the District
each Territory
Territory and
President for
be
year thereafter
thereafter in
in the
of not
not less
less than
than
proportion of
the proportion
each year
be increased
increased each
fifty per
centum until
until
til a
a total
total peace
peace strength
less than
eight
than eight
strength of
of not
not less
fifty
per centum
hundred
enlisted men
men for
for each
Senator and Representative
Representative in Coneach Senator
hundred enlisted
States
one Repshall have
have been
That in
which have
have
in States
States which
Provided, That
been reached:
reached: Provided,
ress shall
States with
Rep- gress
withone
the disdisresentative.
ization
one Representative
Congress such
shall be
be at
at the
increase shall
such increase
in Congress
ut one
Representative in
tion but
retaltie. r
That this shall
shall not
not be conconof the
the President:
Providedfurther,
cretion of
President: Provided
further, That
cretion
al=lowe
k
strued to
Territory, or
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
or the
any State,
State, Territory,
to prevent
prevent any
strued
from organizing
organizing the
number of
required under
under this
this section
section
of troops
troops required
the full
full number
from
in less
less time
than is
in this
section, or
or from
from maintaining
maintaining
specified in
this section,
is specified
in
time than
existing organizations
organizations if
shall conform
conform to
to such
rules and
regulaand regulasuch rules
if they
they shall
existing
Organisation
b
y tions
regard'
organization, strength,
as the
the President
President
and armament
armament as
strength, and
organization,
tions regarding
by
organlation
te with
may.prescribe:
further, That nothing in this Act shall
State
with one
ODA RepreRepro- May
prescribe: And provided
provided further,
shall
sentative.
s e lta
be construed
construed to
to prevent
in-be
prevent any State with but one Representative
Representative in
Congress from
from organizing
organizing one
or more
of troops,
with such
such
regiments of
troops, with
one or
more regiments
Congress
auxiliary
troops as
the President
President may
may prescribe;
prescribe; such
such organizations
organizations
as the
auxiliary troops
and members
of such
organizations to
accruing
to receive
receive all
all the
the benefits
benefits accruing
such organizations
and
members of
under
under the
the conditions
set forth
forth herein:
herein: Provided
Providedfurfurconditions set
under this
this Act
Act under
used in this Act
Act and in all laws
tantg
the word
as used
ther, That
melithig of
o
f "Te"
ther,
That the
word Territory
Territory as
tory.'
relating to
to the
the land
and National
shall include
Guard shall
include and
and
militia and
National Guard
relating
land militia
apply to
to Hawaii,
Rico, and
Zone and
and the
the
Canal Zone,
and the
the Canal
Porto Rico,
Alaska, Porto
Hawaii, Alaska,
apply
rules and
and
shall be
be organized
militia
Canal Zone
organized under
under such
such ;Ties
militia of
of the
the Canal
Zone shall
regulations, not
not in
with the
provisions of
this Act,
Act, as
as the
the
conflict with
the provisions
of this
regulations,
in conflict
President
may prescribe.
prescribe.
President may
Privileges ofp
of certain
Infantry existing in
63. Any
Any corps of Artillery, Cavalry, or Infantry
SEC.
rvilge corps. certain
existing
SEC. 63.
Vol.
1,
p.
271.
any of
the States
passage of
of the
of May
May eighth,
eighth, seventeen
States on
on the
the passage
VoL 1, p. 271.
any
of the
the Act
Act of
seventeen
hundred and
and ninety-two,
laws, customs, or usages of
of
hundred
ninety-two, which by the laws,
said
has been
been in
of said
said
said States
States has
in continuous
continuous existence
existence since
since the
the passage
passage of
Act,
and under
under the
of section
two hunAct, under
under its
its provisions
provisions and
the provisions
provisions of
section two
hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two and
and sections
sections sixteen
sixteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five to
to
sixteen
and sixty,
title sixteen
sixteen of
of the
the
sixteen hundred
hundred and
sixty, both
both inclusive,
inclusive, of
of title
R. S.,
secs
33
2
8
.
e:2,zr
Revised Statutes
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
and seventy-three,
and the
the Act
Act
seventy-three, and
hundred and
22
15-- Revised
Statutes of
R. rp
., .s.. '
VoP
775.
of January
775.
January twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen hundred and three, relating to the
militia,
shall be
be allowed
to retain
retain its
ancient privilpges,
militia, shall
allowed to
its ancient
privileges, subject,
subject,
Provisos.
Status
nevertheless, to
to all
all duties
duties required
by law
of militia:
militia: Provided,
That
Provided, That
law of
required by
nevertheless,
oS.of.
atus
said
may be
part of
of the
Guard and
said organizations
organizations may
be a
a part
the National
National Guard
and entitled
entitled
to
all the
the privileges
privileges of
of this
Act, and
conform in
in all
all respects
respects to
the
to all
this Act,
and shall
shall conform
to the
discipline, and
and training
Guard in
time
in time
National Guard
of the
the National
training of
organization, discipline,
Assignment
to organization,
Assignment to
higher
gher unts
tualts.
of
Provided further,
purposes of
of training
training and
and when
when on
on
of war:
war: Provided
further, That
That for
for purposes
active duty
duty in the
the service of
of the
the United
United States they
they may
may be'assigned
active
be' assigned
to higher units, as the President may direct, and shall be subject to
to
the orders
orders of
under whom
whom they
shall be
be serving.
serving.
the
of officers
officers under
they shall
to taeticalAssignment
waits. ent totactis
SEC. 64.
64. ASSIGNMENT
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD TO
TO BRIGADES
AND
SEC.
.
ASSIGNMENT OF
BRIGADES AND
DIrvIIONs.-For the
the purpose of
DivisioNs.—For
of maintaining
maintaining appropriate
appropriate organization
organization
and
to assist
assist in
and training,
traini g, the
President may
may assign
and to
in instruction
instruction and
the President
assign
the National
the
National Guard
and the
the DisGuard of
of the
the several
several States
States and
and Territories
Territories and
District of Columbia to divisions, brigades,
brigades, and other tactical
tactical units, and
and
Guard or the Regular
may detail officers
officers either from the National
National Guard
Regular
os.

yearly In
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M
NATIONAL
GUARD.
to command
That where
GOUAD.
A
TOA
Army to
command such units: Provided,
Provided, That
where complete
complete units
units Proviso.
are
reare organized
organized within a
a State, Territory, or
or the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Complete
Complete units re
ed
the commanding
commanding officers
officers thereof shall not be displaced
displaced under the pro- ttained.
ai
visions
visions of this
this section.
section.
Details for
for division
Details
division
OF NATIONAL
DIVISIONS.-The chiefs
SEC.
S
EC. 65. CHIEFS
CHIEFS OF
OF STAFF
STAFF OF
NATIONAL GUARD DIVISIONS.—The
of staff.
President
President may
one officer
officer of
of the
may detail
detail one
the Regular
Regular Army
Army as
as chief
chief of
of staff
staff
fs of sta
and one officer of the Regular Army or the National Guard as assistant
assistant
to the chief of staff of any division of the National Guard in the service
service
Proviso.
of the United States as aa National Guard organization:
organization: Provided,
Provided, Prtl
For tactical dvi
divisions.
That in order to insure the prompt mobilization
mobilization of the National sions
Guard in time of war or other emergency,
emergency, the President may, in time
Regular Army to
of peace,
peace, detail
detail an officer
officer of
of the
the Regular
to perform
perform the duties
duties
of chief of staff for each fully organized
organized tactical division
division of the
the
National Guard.
National
Guard.
Adjutants general of
ADJUTANTS
GENERAL OF
SO FORTH.—The
SEC.
FORTH.-The statts
SEC. 66.
66. A
DJITTANTS GENFRAL
OF STATES,
STATES, AND
AND SO
States, etc. general ol
Returns, etc.,
adjutants
general of
the States,
of Columadjutants general
of the
States, Territories
Territories, and
and the
the District
District of
Colum- Returns;
et., from.
from.
bia and the officers of the National Guard
Guard shall make such returns and
Secretary of War, or
may desigreports to the Secretary
or to
to such
such officers as he may
Secretary of
nate, at
at such times and
and in such
such form as
as the
the Secretary
of War
War may
may
Proviso.
from
to time
from time
time to
time prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided, That
That the
the adjutants
adjutants general
general of
of Aptment
th
Ap talent by
by the
Presi
the Territories and of the District of Columbia shall be appointed
appointed by
by Prent.
the President with such rank
qualifications as he
rank and
and qualifications
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
and
Territory shall
and each
each adjutant
adjutant general
general for aa Territory
shall be a
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the
Territory for
for which
he is
appointed.
Territory
which he
is appointed.
Appn
Apportionment of
SEC. 67.
APPORTIONMENT, AND
AND DISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT OF
OF annual
67. APPROPRIATION,
SEC.
APP
PRnITION, APPORTONMENT,
annua appropriations
appropriatis
made
for support.
FUNDS
FOR THE
GuARD.—A sum
shall hereafter
hereafter mdefor
suport.
NATIONAL GUARD.-A
sum of
of money
money shall
FUNDS FOR
THE NATIONAL
Post, p. 646.
be
appropriated annually,
be appropriated
annually, to
to be
be paid out of
of any
any money in the
the
National
Treasury-not
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
the support of
of the
the National
Guard,
including the
the expense
ordnance stores,
Guard, including
expense of
of providing
providing arms,
arms, ordnance
stores,
quartermaster
military
quartermaster stores, and
and camp equipage,
equipage, and
and all
all other military
supplies
Guard, and
such other
expenses perpersupplies for
for issue
issue to the
the National
National Guard,
and such
other expenses
said guard
guard as
as are
may hereafter
be authorized
taining to
to said
are now
now or
or may
hereafter be
authorized by
by
law.
law.
Ratio of
of apportionapportimnRatio
The
this section
shall be
be apportioned
The appropriation
appropriation provided
provided for
for in
in this
section shall
apportioned ment.
ment.
among the
and Territories
under just
and equitable
among
the several
several States
States and
Territories under
just and
equitable
procedure
procedure to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War and
and in direct ratio
to the number of enlisted men in active service in the National
National
Guard
Guard existing in such
such States
States and
and Territories
Territories at the
the date of apportionment
tionment of
of said appropriation,
appropriation, and to
to the
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Provided, Proviso.
Jspespecied
under such regulations
regulations as the President may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Expenses specified.
That
States, Territories,
That the sum so apportioned
apportioned among
among the several
severalStates,
shall be available under
and the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
under such
such rules as
necesmay be
be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of War for the
the actual
actual and necessary
expenses incurred
by officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular
sary expenses
incurred by
officers and
Army
connection with
National Guard;
Guard;
Army when traveling on duty
duty in
in connection
with the National
for the transportation of supplies furnished
furnished to the National Guard for
permanent equipment
equipment thereof;
necessary office
the permanent
thereof; for
for office
office rent
rent and
and necessary
office
expenses
the Regular
Regular Army
Any on
on duty
duty with
with the
the National
National
of officers
officers of
of the
expenses of
203, 646.
Guard;
for the
the expenses
of the
Bureau, including
including clerical
pp.203,646
clerical Post,
P w pp.
expenses of
the Militia
Militia Bureau,
Guard; for
services, now authorized
authorized for the Division of Militia Affairs;
services
Affairs; for expensesOf
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
on duty
duty with
with the
the National
National
Army on
penses of enlisted
To be from general
medicines, and
at- fund
To
be frm genmal
uard, including
light, medicines,
and medical
medical atGuard,
including quarters, fuel,
fuel, light,
only.
tendance;
and
such
expenses
shall
constitute
a
charge
against
the
tendance; and such expenses shall constitute a charge against the
appropriated for the support of the National
whole sum annually
annually appropriated
Guard,
and shall
therefrom and
from the allotment
allotment
Guard, and
shall be
be paid
paid therefrom
and not from
apportioned to any
duly apportioned
any particular
particular State,
State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia; for the promotion of rifle practice, including the acquisition, construction, maintenance
maintenance, and equipment of shooting
galleries
and
hiring of horses an
target ranges; ,for
for the luring
galleries and
and suitable target
draft
animals for
the use
use of
of mounted
mounted troops,
troops, batteries,
draft animals
for the
batteries, and
and wagons;
wagons;
for
such other
same; and
and for
for such
otfer incidental
incidental expenses
expenses in
in
for forage
forage for
for the
the same;
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connection
maneuvers, and
connection with
with lawfully authorized
authorized encampments,
encampments, maneuvers,
and
field
instruction as
as the
of War
may deem
deem necessary,
field instruction
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may
necessary, and
and
for
such other
other expenses
expenses p
ertaining to
Guard as
are now
for such
pertaining
to the
the National
National Guard
as are
now
or may
be authorized
authorized by
by law.
opetyand
or
may hereafter
hereafter be
law.
bIrsrm
91
7?fficZ"to
The governor
of each
each State
and Territory
and the
bursm
offcers to-ce
be
The
governor of
State and
Territory and
the commanding
commanding gengenappointed.
eral of the National Guard of the District of Columbia shall appoint,
appointed.
designate, or
subject to
to the
approval of
of War,
designate,
or detail,
detail, subject
the approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War,
an
officer of
the National
Guard of
of the
the State,
or District
an officer
of the
National Guard
State, Territory,
Territory, or
District
of
who shall
be regarded
regarded as
property and
disbursing
as property
and disbursing
of Columbia
Columbia who
shall be
duties
General
General duties.
officer
States. He
Ile shall
receipt and
foraall
officer for
for the
the United
United States.
shall receipt
and account
account for
funds
and property
property belonging
belonging to
the United
States in
funds and
to the
United States
in possession
possession of
of
National. Guard
of his
his State,
State., Territory,
Territory, or
the National
Guard of
or District,
District, and
and shall
shall make
make
such
returns and
concerning the
may be
be required
required by
by
such returns
and reports
reports concerning
the same
same as
as may
the Secretary
Secretary of
The Secretary
of War
authorized, on
on the
ayments to, on the
of War.
War. The
Secretary of
War is
is authorized,
the
Payments
reqisitions.
requisition
requisitions.
requisition of the
or Territory
Territory or
the commanding
commanding
the governor
governor of
of a
a State
State or
or the
general of
the National
National Guard
Guard of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
pay to
general
of the
of the
District of
to pay
to
the
property and
and disbursing
officer thereof
thereof so
so much
its allotment
the property
disbursing officer
much of
of its
allotment
out
of the
the annual
appropriation for
for the
the support
out of
annual appropriation
support of
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard
as
shall, in
in the
judgment of
of the
Secretary of
War,
be
necessary
for
as
shall,
the
judgment
the
Secretary
of
War,
be
necessary
for
Accounting,
ccong.
the purposes enumerated
enumerated therein.
therein. He
render, through
through the
the War
He shall
shall render,
War
Department,
such accounts
accounts of
funds intrusted
intrusted to
for
Department, such
of Federal
Federal funds
to him
him for
disbursement
as may
may be
be required
required by
the Treasury
Department.
by the
Treasury Department.
Bondrequired
disbursement as
Bond required.
Before
of his
his duties
duties as
property and
Before entering upon
upon the
the performance
performance of
as property
and
disbursing
and sufficient
sufficient
disbursing officer
officer he
he shall
shall be
be required
required to
to give
give good
good and
bond
States, the amount
thereof to
to be
be determined
determined by
by
bond to
to the
the United
United States,
amount the
thereof
the Secretary
Secretary of War, for the faithful
faithful performance
performance of
and
of his
his duties
duties and
for the safe-keeping and proper disposition of the Federal property
p, from
fom
Pay,
o m general
ge ea for the safe-keeping and proper disposition of the Federal property
fund.
and funds intrusted
intrusted to
fund,
qualified as
to his
his care. He
He shall,
shall, after
after having
having qualified
as
property
property and disbursing
disbursing officer, receive
services at
receive pay for his
his services
at aarate
rate
to be fixed by
War, and
be
by.the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
and such
such compensation
compensation shall
shall be
a
cham
o
u
ainst
the whole
sum annually_
appropriated for
for the
Proviso.F.
Proviso.
a charge
the
whole sum
annually appropriated
the supsup4.2 eagainst
Traveling expenses.
exenses. port
port or
of the National Guard: Provided,
hat when traveling in
Provided, That
the
in the
performance of his official
official duties under orders
issued by
by the
the proper
proper
orders issued
authorities he shall
reimbursed for
for his
necessary traveling
traveling
shall be
be reimbursed
his actual
actual necessary
Inspection
ac- expenses, the sum to be made a
Inspect
ion of ac.
a charge
charge against the allotment of
of the
the
counts, etc.
State, Territory, or District of Columbia: Provided
counts,
etc.
further, That the
Provided further,
the
Secretary of War shall cause
cause an inspection
inspection of
of the
and
the accounts
accounts and
records of the
records
and disbursing
officer to
an
the property
property and
disbursing officer
to be
be made
made by
by an
etc.,
to
be
pe ctor gener
of the
Army at
once eac
hy
ear: And
provided
Rules,
flutes, etc.,
al of
to
be ins
inspector
general
the Army
at least
least once
each
year:
And provided
madl'
Jfurther,
empowered to make
made.
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of War is empowered
make all rules
and regulations
regulations necessary
necessary to
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
to carry
carry into effect
this
section.
Location
SEC.
UNITrrs.-The States
Location o
of units.
S
EC. 68. LOCATION OF trurrs.—The
and Territories
Territories shall
shall
States and
determine and fix the
have the right to determine
of the
the units
units and
the location
location of
and
headquarters of
within their
their respective
respective borders:
Poio.
headquarters
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard within
borders:
Proviso.
DisbandmentforbidDisbandment forbid- Provided,
Provided, That no organization
organization of the
members of
the National
National Guard,
Guard, members
of
den
without
consent which
which shall
shall be
and shall
shall have
received compensation
compensation
de
econent
be entitled
entitled to
to and
have received
of thewithout
President.
under the provisions
provisions of this
Act, shall
the
this Act,
shall b
bee disbanded
disbanded without
without the
consent
consent of
such consent,
shall the
comof the President, nor,
nor, without
without such
consent, shall
the comstrength of any such organization be reduced
missioned or enlisted strengtlt
reduced
prescribed therefor
therefor by the President.
below the minimum that shall be prescribed
Enlistments,
SEC. 69.
69. ENLISTMENTS
IN THE
THE NATIONAL
—Hereafter the
the
SEC.
ENLISTMENTS IN
Active
and reserve
reserve
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.-Hereafter
service
period of
of enlistment in the National Guard shall be for six years, the
service,
period
the
first three years of which shall be in an active organization
organization and the
remaining three years in the National Guard Reserve, hereinafter
hereinafter
remaining
provided for, and the qualifications
qualifications for enlistment
enlistment shall be the same
Proviso,
as those prescribed for admission to the Regular Army: Provided,
Proio.s
Continuous ati
active as those prescribed for admission to the Regular Army: Provided,
service allowed.
That in the National
service
allowed.
National Guard the privilege of
a continuing
continuing in active
active
service during,the
the whole of an enlistment
service
enlistment period and of reenlisting
reenlisting in
in
said service shall not be denied by reason of anything contained in
in
this
Act.
this Act.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL

GUARD,
OUBD.
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SEC. 70.
70. FEDERAL
FEDERAL ENLISTMENT
ENLISTMENT CONTRACT.-Enlisted
CONTRACT.—ErdiSted men
men in
in the
the lay:JAL
NA1OA
GVUA-D.
Federal enlistment
National
of the
the several
States, Territories,
National Guard
Guard of
several States,
and the
of contracts.
Territories, and
the District
District of
contracts.
en
Columbia now
Columbia
now serving
serving under
under enlistment
enlistment contracts
contracts which
which contain
contain an
an enY
enfnistment
osenglisitim
on
eno
t
fp
eons-tractem
.

ent

obligation to defend the Constitution
Constitution of the United States and to tracts.s.
obey- the orders of the President of the
United States
shall be
recogobey
the United
States shall
be recognized as members
members of the National
National Guard under the
provisions of this
the provisions
this
Act for the unexpired
unexpired portion of their
their present
present enlistment
enlistment contracts.
gations required.
any such
such enlistment
enlistment contract
contract does not contain
contain such
such obligation,
obligation, Obli
Obligationsrequire.
When any
the enlisted man shall not be recognized
recognized as aamember
member of the National
National
Guard until
an enlistment
and taken
taken
Guard
until he
he shall
shall have signed
signed an
enlistment contract
contract and

contract.
and subscribed
Oath and
andcontractsubscribed to the following
following oath of enlistment, upon signing Oath
which credit shall be given for the
the period already served
served under
under the
o rm
old enlistment contract:
hereby acknowledge
acknowledge to have volun- FForm.
contract: "I
"I do hereby
.
,
in the
the National
National
tarily enlisted this -— day
day of , 19—,
19-, as a
a soldier
soldier in
Guard of the United
United States and
,
and of
of the
the State
State of , for the period
period
years in the
under the
of three years in service and
and three
three years
the reserve, under
the
prescribed by
sooner discharged
proper
conditions prescribed
by law,
law, unless sooner
discharged by
by proper
swear that
bear true
true faith
authority. And IIdo solemnly
solemnly swear
that I
I will bear
faith and
and
allegiance
allegiance to the United
United States of America
America and to the State
State of ,
and.
honestly and faithfully
against all
all their
and that II will
will serve them
them honestly
faithfully against
their
enemies whomsoever,
whomsoever, and
obey the orders
orders of
and that IIwill obey
of the
the President
President
of the United States and of the governor
governor of
,
of the State
State of
of
, and
and
of the officers appointed
appointed over
over me according
according to law and the rules and
and
articles of war.'
war."
Required hereafter.
SEC.
71. Hereafter
all men
SEC. 71.
Hereafter all
men enlisting
enlisting for
for .service
in the
the National
service in
National Reqred
herefter.
Guard shall sign an enlistment
enlistment contract
contract and
and take and
and subscribe
subscribe to
prescribed in the preceding
preceding section of
the oath prescrbed
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
DISCHARGE OF
72. DISCHARGE
ENLISTED MEN
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL Dischar
Dischargesofenlisted
SEC. 72.
OF ENLISTED
MEN FROM
FROM THE
ges of enlisted
GUARD.—An enlisted
discharged from service
National men.
GUARD.-An
enlisted man discharged
service in
in the National
Guard shall receive aadischarge
discharge in writing in
in such form and with
with such
such
classification
classification as is or shall be prescribed for the Regular
Regular Army, and
and
discharges ma
may be given prior
to the
the expiration
expiration of
of
in time
time of
of peace discharges
prior to
terms of enlistment
enlistment under
under such
such regulations as the President may
prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC. 73.
SEC.
73. FEDERAL
FEDERAL OATH
OATH FOR
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
ofFederal oath
oath for
GUARD OFFICERS.--COMOFFICERS.-Cooffcers
or
missioned
of the
National Guard
of the
Terri- entContinuance
of presmissioned officers
officers of
the National
Guard of
the several
several States,
States, Terriontinuace
of
pre
commissions.
tories, and the District
District of Columbia now serving
serving under
under commissions
commissions n
regularly issued shall continue
office, as
officers of the
National
continue in
in office,
as officers
the National
Guard
the issuance
issuance of
of new
new commissions:
Guard, without
without the
That Proviso.
commissions: Provided,
Provided, That
Pro,°uir
Oath required.
said
taken, or
or shall
shall take
take and
subscribe to
r
to the
the following
said officers
officers have
have taken,
and subscribe
following
oath of office: "I,
"I, ,,do solemnly swear
swear that
that I
I will support and
and
defend the Constitution of the United States and the constitution
constitution of
the State of ,,against all enemies,
enemies, foreign and domestic
domestic; that II
will
to the
that IIwill
will obey
obey the
the
will bear true faith and allegiance
allegiance to
the same;
same; that
orders of the President of the United States
States and
and of
of the
governor of
the governor
of the
the
State
make this
obligation freel3r,
without any
any
State of --;;that
that I
I make
this obligation
freely, without
mental
reservation or
or purpose
of evasion,
evasion, and
and that
that IIwill
mental reservation
purpose of
will well
well and
and
faithfully discharge the duties of the office of
in
National
in the
the National
Guard
Guard of the United States and of the State of
upon which I
I
am about to enter, so help me God."
God."
SEC.
forfc
S
EC. 74. QUALIFICATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD OFFICERS.-PerOFFICERS.—Per- coasans
co=aned
tiansaffi f
or
sons hereafter
hereafter commissioned
commissioned as officers
officers of
of the
the National
Guard shall
hereafter.
National Guard
shall he
fte .
recognized as such under any of the provisions of this Act
not be recognized
Act
unless
have been
selected from
the following
classes and
unless they
they shall
shall have
been selected
from the
following classes
and
subscribed to the oath of office
shall have taken and subscribed
prescribed in the Elies.
office prescribed
Eligibles.
preceding
section of this Act: Officers or
preceding section
or enlisted
enlisted men of the
the National
National
Guard; officers
officers on the reserve or unassigned
unassigned list of the National
National
officers,active
former officers of the United
United
Guard; officers
active or retired, and former
graduates of the United
States Army, Navy,
Nav, and Marine Corps; graduates
States Military and
Academies and graduates
and Naval Academies
graduates of schools, coluniversities where military science
under the superleges, and universities
science is
is taught under
men.

rea

r
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vision of an officer
of the
officer of
Army, and,
for the
the Regular
Regular Army,
and, for
the technical
technical
branches and
and staff
departments, such
such other
other civilians
civilians as
branches
staff corps
corps or
or departments,
as may
may be
be
especially
qualified for
therein.
especially qualified
for duty
duty therein.
Examinations re
reExaminations
SEC. 75. The provisions of this Act shall not apply
SEC.
apply to any person
quired.
hereafter
hereafter appointed an officer of
of the
the National
National Guard
he first
Guard unless
unless he
first
shall
have successfully
successfully passed
such tests
as to
his
physical, moral,
shall
have
passed
such
tests
as
to
his
physical,
moral,
Board to determine
r m in e
fitness.
and professional
professional fitness
fitness as
the President
shall prescribe.
The examexamfBd to det
and
as the
President shall
prescribe. The
ination to determine
determine such
qualifications for
for commission
commission shall
shall be
consuch qualifications
be conducted by aa board of three
three commissioned
commissioned officers
officers appointed
appointed by
by the
the
Secretary of War
War from
Secretary
from the
the Regular
Regular Army
or the
the National
National Guard,
Army or
Guard,
or both.
or
both.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
GA.

Filling
Filling rafted
vacanci
ines
a
vacancies
SEC.
76. FILLING
OF VACANCIES
SEC.
76.
FILLING OF
VACANCIES WHEN
WHEN DRAFTED
DRAFTED INTO
FEDERAL
INTO FEDERAL
when
whend
drafted into
to
Federa
Federal service.
SERVICE.-All vacancies
SERVICE.—All
vacancies occurring
occurring in any grade of commissioned
commissioned

Discharge of officers
for unfitness.
Duties of beard
to
a
b rd
determine.

forunfi
oa.
Duties of

officers in any
any organization
organization in
military service
service of
United
in the
the military
of the
the United
States and composed
composed of
persons drafted
drafted from
of persons
from the
the National
National Guard
Guard
under the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
filled by
President, as
as
shall be
be filled
by the
the President,
the appointment
far as practicable, by the
appointment of
persons similarly
of persons
similarly taken
taken from
from
said guard, and in
in the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by law
law for
for filling
similar
filling similar
vacancies occurring
occurring in
the volunteer
forces.
vacancies
in the
volunteer forces.
SEC.
77. ELIMINATION
DISPOSITION OF
OF OFFICERS.—At
any
SEC. 77.
ELIMINATION AND
AND DISPOSITION
OFFICERS.-At any

the moral
character, capacity,
and general
for the
the service
t time
time the
moral character,
capacity, and
general fitness
fitness for
service
of any National
National Guard
Guard officer may be determined
determined by
by an
an efficiency
efficiency
board of three commissioned
commissioned officers,
senior in
in rank
rank to
the officer
officer
officers, senior
to the
whose fitness for service shall be
be under
investigation, and
and if
if the
under investigation,
the findfindings of such board be unfavorable
unfavorable to
to such
such officer
officer and
and be
be approved
approved by
by
the official
official authorized
authorized to
appoint such
such an
an officer,
officer, he
shall be
discharged.
the
to
appoint
he
shall
be
discharged.
Other cattses.
Oh
ce.
Commissions
be vacated
Commissions of officers of the National Guard may be
vacated upon
upon
resignation,
without leave
resignation, absence without
for three
months, upon
upon the
leave for
three months,
the recomrecommendation
efficiency board,
board, or
mendation of an efficiency
pursuant to
to sentence
or pursuant
sentence of
of a
a courtcourtAttached to Reserve. martial.
AttachedtoReserve.
Officers of said guard
martial. Officers
guard rendered
rendered surplus by
by the
the disbandment
disbandment
placed in
of their organizations
organizations shall be placed
in the
National Guard
Guard Reserve.
the National
Reserve.
Officers may, upon their own application,
application, be placed in
the said
reserve.
in
the
said
reserve.
National Guard
ReNational
Guard ReSEC.
78. THE
NATIONAL GUARD
RESERVE.--Subject to
S
EC. 78.
THE NATIONAL
GUARD RESERVE.--Subject
to such
rules
such rules
serve.
Organization
rganization of.
and regulations
regulations as the President may prescribe,
prescribe, a
Guard
a National
National Guard
Reserve
organized in
Reserve shall be organized
in each
each State,
State, Territory,
Territory, and
the District
District
and the
of Columbia, and shall consist of such
such organizations,
organizations, officers,
and
officers, and
enlisted men as the President may
or members
members thereof
may prescribe,
prescribe, or
thereof
may be assigned as
to an
an active
active organization
organization of
of the
the National
National
as reserves
reserves to
Provisos.

Guard:
Provided, That
That members
of said
said reserve,
reserve, when
wh en engage
i
n
Guard: Provided
members of
engagedd in
coast-defense training with
with the
field or coast-defense
the active
active National
National Guard,
shall
Guard, shall
receive the same Federal
Federal pay and allowances
allowances as
men of
like
as enlisted
enlisted men
of like
Reiction
grade on
on the
the active
list of
guard when
when likewise
active list
of said
said guard
likewise engaged:
engaged: ProProRestriction.
Restricton.
vided
further, That, except as otherwise specifically
vided further,
specifically provided
provided in
in this
this
Act, no
no commissioned
any pay
Act,
commissioned or enlisted reservist shall receive
receive any
pay or
or
allowances
of any
any appropriation
allowances out
out of
appropriation made by Congress for National
Guard
Guard
purposes.
Recruit training.
Guard purposes.
purposes.
Recruit
Reserve
SEC.
79.
RESERVE BATTALIONS
Reserve battalion
battalion
BATTALIONS FOR
FOR RECRUIT
RECRUIT TRAINING.—When
TRAINING.-When
S
EC.
79. RESERVE
for, in
time of war.
intimeof
war.
members of the National Guard and the enlisted reserve thereof
members of the National Guard and the enlisted reserve
of
any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia shall
shall have
have been
been
brought into the service of the United
time of
brought
United States in time
of war,
war, there
there
Assignment
Asigment to
to mo-m shall
shall be
be immediately
organized, either from such enlisted reserve or
immediately organized,
or
bile troops.
from the unorganized
in such
unorganized militia, in
State, Territory,
Territory, or
District,
such State,
or District,
one reserve battalion
Infantry or
battalion for each regiment of Infantry
or Cavalry,
Cavalry, or
or
each
of
each nine
nine batteries of Field Artillery,
Artillery, or each twelve companies of
Coast Artillery, brought
brought into the
the service of
of the
United States,
and
the United
States and
such
constitute the
the fourth
of any
ion.
such reserve
reserve battalion
battalion shall
shall constitute
fourth battalion
battalion of
any
Constitution of.
onsttto o
such regiment
regiment or twelve
twelve companies
companies of Coast Artillery. Reserve
attalions shall consist
consist of
of four
battalions
companies of
as may
four companies
of such
such strength
strength as
may
Provisional units.
Proiolut.
be prescribed
prescribed by
the President
States. When
When the
the
be
by the
President of
of the
the United
United States.
members of
of three
more regiments
regiments of
of the
the National
Guard of
of any
members
three or
or more
National Guard
P
o en In active
Pay when
training.

training,
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NATIO I GUARD.
UU D.
State,
brought into
service NATIONAL
G
into the service
have been
been brought
or District
District shall
shall have
Territory, or
State, Territory,
of
the
United
States,
the
reserve
battalions
of
such
regiments
may
of the United States, the reserve battalions of such regiments may Maintenance of
be
higher units.
units. If
for strength.
Maintenance o
If for
and higher
regiments and
provisional regiments
into provisional
be organized
organized into
any
reason there
shall not
not be
voluntary enlistments
,to keep
keep s
enlistments ,to
be enough
enough voluntary
there shall
any reason
the
reserve battalions
battalions at the prescribed
prescribed strength,
stifficient number
number
strength, aasufficient
the reserve
into the service
of
unorganized militia shall be drafted
drafted into
service of the
of the unorganized
United
to maintain
maintain each
each of
of such
such battalions
battalions at the
the proper
proper
States to
United States
Filling vacancies.
strength.
vacancies occur from
other causes in any Fillingvacancies
from death
death or other
As vacancies
strength. As
of
and
composed
organization
in
the
the
States
composed
of
United
of
service
in
the
organization
men
taken from
transferred from
from
men shall be transferred
Guard, men
National Guard,
the National
from the
men taken
the reserve
reserve battalions
to the
organizations in
the field
so that
that such
such
field so
in the
the organizations
battalions to
the
Assignment of offiof offorganizations
maintained at
war strength.
Officers for
for the
the crsgnment
strength. Officers
at war
may be
be maintained
cers.
organizations may
the
reserve
battalions provided
provided for
drafted from
herein shall be drafted
for herein
reserve battalions
National
Reserve or Coast Artillery
companies of the National
National
Artillery companies
Guard Reserve
National Guard
Guard
Officers' Reserve
Cops, such
officers to be taken, if
such officers
Reserve Corps,
or the
the Officers'
Guard or
practicable,
from the States, respectively,
respectively, in
which thee battalions
shall Duty
in which
practicable, from
bbattalions sshall
Doty ifif invallded
invalided
etc.
home, etc.
be
organized. Officers
Officers and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers returned to home,
be organized.
to perform
stations because of their inability
inability to
perform active
active field
field
their home
home stations
service
may be
be assigned
to reserve
for duty, and all soldiers
battalions for
reserve battalions
assigned to
service may
invalided
assigned to and carried
carried on
on the rolls
rolls of reserve
invalided home shall be assigned
battalions
returned to duty
duty or until
until discharged.
discharged.
until returned
battalions until
Government
emGovernment emFOR CERTAIN
SEC.
80. LEAvEs
OF ABSENCE
ABSENCE FOR
CERTAIN GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT EMEM- ployees.
LEAVES OF
SEC. 80.
of absence
absence
Leaesof
PLOYEES.—All
United States and of the to,Leaves
of the United
employees of
officers and employees
PLOYEEs.-All officers
while trainin
g.
Guard t while training.
District
who shill
be members
the National
National Guard
of the
members of
shall be
Columbia who
of Columbia
District of
shall
absence from
respective duties,
from their respective
to leave of absence
be entitled
entitled to
shall be
during
.without
without loss
4
,e, or efficiency
rating, on all days dming
efficiency rating
time,
of pay, ti
loss of
which they
shalli3e
in field
field or
ordered
training ordered
coast-defense training
or coast-defense
engaged in
beengaged
they shall
which
or authorized
the provisions
this Act.onaMiia
Act.
of this
provisions of
under the
or
authorized under
National Militia
SEC. 81.
BUREAU OF
OF THE
TILE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.-The
DEPARTMENT.—The Board abolished.
abolished.
MILITIA BUREAU
81. MILITIA
SEC.
Vol. 35, p. 403.
of the Act of May
eleven of
section eleven
National Militia
Board created
created by
by section
May Vol 35' p. 403.
Militia Board
National
section
twenty-seventh,
amending section
eight, amending
and eight,
nineteen hundred and
twenty-seventh, nineteen
twenty of
of the
the Act of January
nineteen hundred
hundred and
January twenty-first, nineteen
twenty
three,
shall, from
the date
date of
approval of this Act, be abolished.
abolished.
of the
the approval
from the
three, shall,
Militia Division
Militia
Division
the War
The
Division now
now existing
existing in
in the
War Department
Department shall
shall herehere- made
The Militia
Militia Division
Bureau in War
Department.
after be
the Militia
Militia Bureau
Bureau of said department,
department, shall, like Department.
as the
be known
known as
after
Vol. 32, p. 775.
Anivo
, p.92.
. .7
other bureaus
bureaus of
of said
said department,
immediate supersuper- Ante
the immediate
under the
be under
department, be
other
other
a part of any other
vision of
of the
and shall not form a
of War,
War, and
Secretary of
the Secretary
vision
bureau,
Chief of the Militia
Militia
organization, but the Chief
or other organization,
office, or
bureau, office,
Proviso.
of NaNaGeneral Staff
of the
Bureau shall
ex officio
member of
the General
Staff Corps: ProPro- Arosment
officio aamember
be ex
shall be
Bureau
Assignment of
tional
Guard officers
officers
Guard
the tional
to duty
vided,
the President
President may,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, assign
assign to
duty in
in the
may, in
That the
vided, That
to, etc.
Militia Bureau
thereof not to exceed
exceed one to, etc.
Bureau as assistants to the chief thereof
Militia
National Guard,
colonel and
and one lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel of the National
Guard, for terms
colonel
of four
any such
such officer
officer while
shall, subject to
assigned shall,
so assigned
while so
and any
four years,
years, and
of
such regulations
the President
receive out of the
prescribe, receive
may prescribe,
President may
as the
regulations as
such
whole
fund appropriated
for the support
support of the militia
militia the pay and
appropriated for
whole fund
allowances of
Army officer
having the same
same rank and length
length
officer having
a Regular
Regular Army
of a
allowances
officer, whose prior
service as
prior service
service in the
as said
said National Guard officer,
of service
Organized Militia
Militia shall
ascertaining his rights under
under
counted in ascertaining
shall be counted
Organized
this
proviso.
this proviso.
Aat
et, to
Armament,
etc.,
be same as Army.
SEC. 82.
ARMAMENT, EQU
IPMENT, AND
OF THE
NATIONAL be
y.
THE NATIONAL
UNIFORM OF
AND UNIFORM
EQUIPMENT,
82. ARMAMENT
SEC.
GUARD.—The National
Guard of the United
United States
States shall,
shall, as far as
National Guard
GUARD.-The
practicable, be
be uniformed,
armed, and equipped with
with the same type
uniformed, armed,
practicable,
of uniforms,
uniforms, arms,
provided for the
equipments as are or shall be provided
and equipments
arms, and
of
etc., for field
Arms, etc.,
Army.
field
Regular Army.
service to be purchased
authorized to procure,
hereby authorized
SEC.
Secretary of War is hereby
procure, servicetobeurchaed
The Secretary
83. The
SEC. 83,
and issued.
647.
under such
such regulations
may prescribe,
prescribe,byby purchase
purchase Post,
Pop. p. 647.
President may
as the
the President
regulations as
under
or manufacture,
manufacture, within
limits of
available appropriations
appropriations made
of available
the limits
within the
--or
by Congress,
Congress, and
issue from
to the
National Guard,
Guard,
the National
to time
time to
time to
from time
to issue
and to
by
upon requisition
of the
several States
Territories
States and Territories
the several
of the
governors of
the governors
requisition of
upon
or the
the commanding
of the
of
of the District of
Guard of
National Guard
the National
general of
commanding general
or
r
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Columbia,
number of
Columbia, such number
of United
United States
States service
service arms,
with all
all
arms, with

accessories, field-artillery
materiel, engineer, coast artillery,
accessories,
field-artillery materiel,
artillery, signal,
signal,
materiel, accouterments,
and sanitary materiel,
accouterments, field
field uniforms,
clothing,
uniforms, clothing,
equipage, publications,
equipage,
publications, and military stores of
including
of all kinds,
kinds, including
pubic animals, as are necessary
necessary to arm, uniform, and equip
public
equip for
for field
field
service the National
National Guard in the several
several States, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
the
iProncare
etc
of Columbia: Provided,
Provisos.
to the
Provided, That
That as
as aacondition
condition precedent
precedent to
the
Protection, care, etc., District
require
issue of any property
re
quired,
property as provided for by this Act, the State,
Territory,
State, Territory,
District of Columbia
Columbia desiring such issue shall
or the District
adequate
shall make
make adequate
provision,
Secretary of War,
provision, to the satisfaction of the Secretary
War , for the protecprotecPurchasesfromAmy
Providedfurther,
Purchases °mArmY tion and care of such property: Provided
further, That,
That, whenever
whenever it
it
gttndrpartmellts
Condio
author-r- shall be shown to the satisfaction
Secretary of
ndi
authO
satisfaction of the Secretary
that the
the
of War
War
that
Zing.
National Guard
of any
State 'Territory,
of Columbia,
National
Guard of
any State,
Territory, or the District of
Columbia,
is properly organized,
armed, and eQuipped
organized, armed
for field
equipped for
field service,
service, funds
funds
allotted to that State, Territory, or District for the
of its
the support of
its
National Guard may be used for the
the purchase,
rnirchase, from the
Depart-.
the War Department, of any article issued by any of the supply
ment,
supply departments
departments of
of the
the
Army.
Army.
Nmen
ty
BqUipf
SEC.
84.
Under
such regulations
President may
New etc,
t
YPe to be furSEC. 84. Under such
regulations as the President
presciibe,
ment,
may prescribe,
n
'shedwithout
carge.
nished without
char
ge, whenever
w henever a
ofequipment,
equipment, small
arm, or
gun shall
shall have
have
a new type of
small arm,
or field
field gun
been issued to the National
National Guard of the several
several States,
Territories,
States, Territories,
and
Columbia, such e
equipment,
and the District of Columbia,
quipment, small
arms, and
and field
field
small arms,
guns, including
including all accessories,
accessories, shall be furnished
furnished without
without charging
charging
the cost or value thereof or any expense connected therewith
therewith against
agamst
the appropriations
appropriations provided for the support
of the
the National
support of
National Guard.
Guard.
Replacingprior, etc.,
etc.,
siReplacingprior,
SEC.
Each State,
EC 85.
85. Each
State, Territory,
Territory and the District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall,
issues.
shall,
on the receipt of new
new, property
property issued to replace obsolete or
or concondemned
demned prior issues, turn iin to the War Department
or oth
erwi
se
Department or
otherwise
dispose
dispose of, in accordance
accordance with the directions of the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
all property
property so replaced
condemned, and shall not receive
replaced or condemned,
receive any
any
money credit therefor.
Cash States,
purchasesetc.,
a1- 'S
EC. 86.
Territory, or
or th
District of
of Columbia
,Cahpurhaest
aSEC.
86. Any
Any State,
State, Territory,
thee District
Columbia may,
may,
lowed
ifrom
Army stores.with
stores.
with the approval
War,, purchase for cash from
from
from Army
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of War
the War
War Department
National Guard, including
the
De artment for the use of the
the dational
including
the officers tciereof,
thereof, any stores, supplies, material of war, and
(2 37
military
and military
publications
furnished to the Army, in addition to
publications furnished
to those
those issued
issued
under the
of this
under
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
Act, at the price at which they shall be
/
--.
listed to
to the
the Army,
Army, with cost of transportation
listed
transportation added. The
The funds
funds
received
such sale
sale shall
appropriation to which
received from
from such
shall be credited to the appropriation
which
they
belong, shall not be covered
Treasury, and
they shall belong,
covered into the Treasury,
and shall
shall
be available
be
available until expended to replace therewith the supplies sold to
May
bereqsitioned
manner herein
Proviso.
here i
n authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Provided, That
stores,
May
be requisitioned the States in the manner
That stores,
intimeof war.
supplies, and
and materiel
State, Territory,
in
time of war ,
supplies,
materiel of war so purchased
purchased by aaState
Territory, or
or
the District of Columbia may, in time
time of
ofactua
or threatened
actuallor
threatened war,
war,
be requisitioned
the United
United States for use in the military service
be
requisitioned by
by the
thereof,
and when
so requisitioned
thereof, and
when so
requisitioned by the United States and delivered
delivered
credit for the ultimate return of such property
credit
property in ki
nd s
hall be
be
kind
shall
allowed to such State,
all
State, Territory,
Territory, or the
District of
of Columbia.
the District
Columbia.
amaged,
etc,propSEC.
87. DISPOSITION
Damaged, etc.,
propSEC. 87.
DISPOSITION AND
AND REPLACEMENT
OF
REPLACEMENT
erty.
OF DAMAGED
DAMAGED PROPERTY,
PROPERTY
AND
property issued
AND so
SO FORTH.-All
roam.—All military
military property
issu ed t
o the
th e National
National Guard
to
Guard
as herein
herein provided
provided shall remain
the
property
of
the
United
as
remain
property
Unit
ed States.
St
at
es .
su r
Report, etc., by
by sur-- Whenever
Wh enever an
property issued
the National
National Guard
in
any
any such
such property
issued to
to the
veying officer.
Guard
in
any
State or
the District
District of
State
or Territory
Territory or
or the
of Columbia
Columbia shall have
have been lost,
damaged,
become unserviceable
unserviceable or unsuitable by
damaged, or
or destroyed,
destroyed, or
or become
use
use in
in service
service or from any other cause,
cause, it shall
be examined
examined by
by aadisdisshall be
interested
surveying officer
interested surveying
officer of the Regular
Regular Army
th e Nlational
Nati
ona l
Army or the
Guard,
detailed 1-J
by
Secretary of War, and
and tlae
Guard, detailed
y the Secretaryreport of
of such
such .
tae report
surveying officer
officer shall
surveying
shall be forwarded to the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War , or
to
or to
CreffitCredltled
allowed.
such officer as
as he
he shall
shall designate
designate to
to receive
r
ece i
ve such
suc h reports;
reports; and
arid if
if it
it
shall appear
appear to
to the Secretary
shall
Secretary of War from the record of survey that
that
the
was lost,
destroyed through unavoidable
the property
property was
lost, damaged,
damaged, or destroyed
unavoidable
t

ly
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NATIONAL GUARD.
causes,
he is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to relieve
or NTIONAL
GUAD.
causes, he
relieve the
the State
State or
or Territory
Territory or
Payment for loss, if
the
District
of
Columbia
from
further
accountability
therefor.
If
it
the District of Columbia from further accountability therefor. If it due
dueaCmersorlSo
sset
to carelessness,
etc.
shall
appear that the loss, damage,
damage, or
destruction of
shall appear
or destruction
of property
property was
was
destruction
due to
to carelessness
carelessness or neglect, or that its loss,
loss, damage,
damage, or destruction
could
reasonable care,
care the
could have been
been avoided by the
the exercise
exercise of
of reasonable
money
such_property
shall be
be charged
charged to
to the
money value
value of such
property shall
the accountable
accountable
State, Territory, or District of Columbia, to be paid from State,
•
Disposal, etc., of tmTerritory,
or District
Territory, or
District funds,
funds, or
any funds
other than
than Federal.
Federal. If
or any
funds other
If the
the se
aettics
Salearticles.
serviceable
articles
unserviceable or
or unsuitable
the
articles so surveyed are found
found to be
be unserviceable
unsuitable, the
Secretary
direct what
by.sale
sale or
or otherwise,
Secretary of
of War
War shall
shall direct
what disposition
disposition, by
otherwise,
shall be made of them; and
and if
if sold, the proceeds
proceeds of such sale,
sale, as
as well
well
as stoppages
stoppages against officers and enlisted men,
men, and
and the
the net proceeds
proceeds
or
of collections made
made from any
any person or from any
any State,
State, Territory, or
District
reimburse the Government
or
District to reimburse
Government for
for the loss,
loss, damage, or
destruction of
property.,shall be
Treasury of
destruction
of any
any property,
be deposited
deposited in
in the Treasury
of
Owa nce for.
the
the United
United States as
as aacredit
credit to
to said
said State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or the District
District AAllowance
or
Columbia, accountable
of Columbia,
accountable for said
said property, and
and as aapart
part of
of and in
addition to
allotment set
purchase of
addition
to that portion
portion of
of its
its allotment
set aside
aside for
for the purchase
of
Refusal to pay far
similar
supplies stores, or material
similar supplies,
material of war: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That if loss
lossetc
to
etc. abeS
a bar to
futura
alloiments.
an
State,
Territory,
or
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
neglect
or
any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia shall neglect or tureaiinodts
refuse to pay, or
or to
to cause to be paid,
paid, the money
money equivalent
equivalent of any
any
of property
property charged against such
such State,
loss, damage,
damage, or destruction of
Territory,
or the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by the
Secretary of War after
the Secretary
after
Territory, or
survey
provided,
officer appointed
appointed as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
survey by
by aa disinterested
disinterested officer
the
hereby authorized
authorized to debar
debar such State,
State,
of War
War is
is hereby
the Secretary
Secretary of
Territory,
or the
the District
Columbia from further
in
further participation
participation in
District of
of Columbia
Territory, or
appropriations for
National Guard until such
such paypayfor the
the National
any and all
all appropriations
ment shall have been made.
Proceeds from conSEC.
The net
net proceeds
of the
of condemned
condemned stores
issued demned
deronds
from not
on
SEC. 88. The
proceeds of
the sale
sale of
stores issued
demned stores
stores
not
charged
anot
state allotto State
be ments.
charged to
not charged
State allotments
Guard and
and not
to the
the National
National Guard
charged to
to State
allotments shall
shall be
to
covered into the Treasury of the United States, as shall also stop- men ts.
pages against officers and enlisted men, and the net proceeds
proceeds of collections
reimburse the
for
made from
from any
any person to reimburse
the Government
Government for
lections made
destruction of said property
property not charged
charged against
against
the loss,
loss, damage, or destruction
the State allotment
allotment issued for the use of the National Guard.
Purchase of horses.
of horses.
OF NANA- Purcase
S
EC. 89.
89. HORSES
FOR C
AVALRY AND
AND FIELD
ARTILLERY OF
FIELD ARTILLERY
CAVALRY
SEC.
HORSES FOR
TIONAL GUARD.-Funds
GITARD.—Funds allotted by the Secretary
Secretary of War for the support
Guard shall be
port of the
the National
National Guard
be available for the purchase, under
such regulations
Secretary of War may prescribe, of horses
regulations as the Secretary
conforming
Army standards
conforming to the
the Regular
Regular Army
standards for
for the
the use
use of Field
Field
Guard, said horses to remain
remain
Artillery and Cavalry
Cavalry of the National Guard,
United States and
and to
to be
be used solely
solely for military
the property
property of the United
purposes.
purposes.
RegUaJ)f
Regulations fox imam,
to any
any etc.etc.
thirty-two to
Horses so
so purchased
be issued
issued not
not to
to exceed
exceed thirty-two
purchased may
may be
Horses
one battery
battery or
or troop,
troop, under
under such regulations as the Secretary of War
War
one
prescribe; and the Secretary
authorized to
Secretary of War is further authorized
may prescribe;
issue, in
of purchase,
purchase, for
of such
such organizations,
organizations, confor the use of
in lieu
lieu of
issue,
which
demned
demned Army horses which are no longer fit for service, but which
may
be
such horses to be
be suitable
suitable for the purposes
purposes of instruction, such
may be
purposes shall have been
been
sold as now provided
provided by law when said purposes
served.
SEC. 90.
90. Funds
by the
Secretary of
War for
for the
support of
of Care,
etc
car etc.
of War
the support
Funds allotted
allotted by
the Secretary
SEC.
purchase and issue of
the National
available for the purchase
National Guard shall be available
veterinary services, and supplies for
forage, bedding, shoeing, and veterinary
the Government
Government horses issued to any battery or troop, and
and for the
compensation of competent help for the care of the material, animals,
compensation
and
equipment thereof,
as the
Secretary of
of Proviso
and equipment
thereof, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
War
That the men to be compensated,
%raid to m
mon dedeProvided, That
compensated, Pamentto
War may
may prescribe: Provided,
not to
exceed five
enlisted tail
tail*- .
troop, shall
shall be
be duly enlisted
each battery
battery or troop,
five for each
not
to exceed
detailed by the battery_
battery or troop commander,
therein and shall be detailed
commander,
may prescribe,
War may
under such
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
prescribe, and
an
such regulations
under
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shal be paid by the United States disbursing officer in each State,
shall
Territory, and
and the
the District
of Columbia.
Territory,
District of
Columbia.
Discipline
onSEC.
Discipline to
to conS
EC. 91.
TO CONFORM
TO THAT
OF REGULAR
91. DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINE TO
CONFORM TO
THAT OF
REGULAR ARMY.
.RMY.-—
form to Army system,
etc.
discipline (which
eto
my
system' The discipline
(which includes
includes training)
training) of
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard shall
shall
conform
the system
which is
hereafter be
prescribed
conform to
to the
system which
is now
now or
or may
may hereafter
be prescribed
for
.Army, and
and the
training.shall
be carried
out by
the
for the
the Regular
Regular Army,
the training
shall be
carried out
by the
several
District of
to conconseveral States,
States, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia so
so as
as to
form to
to the
of this
this Act.
Act.
form
the provisions
provisions of
Training.
Sc.
92. TRAINING
TRAINING OF
OF THE
NATIONAL GUARD.-Each
GUARD.—Each company,
company,
Trainng.
SEC.
92.
THE
NATIONAL
Yearly drill, etc.,
required.
troop, battery
and detachment
the National
National Guard
shall assemble
reqiedrl
'
'' troop,
battery,?and
detachment in
in the
Guard shall
assemble
for drill
instruction, including
target practice,
practice, not
less
for
drill and
and instruction,
including indoor
indoor target
not less
than
times each
each year,
in addition
thereto, parthan forty-eight
forty-eight times
year, and
and shall,
shall, in
addition thereto,
participate
in encampments,
exercises, including
including
ticipate in
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, or
or other
other exercises,
outdoor
target practice,
at least
least fifteen
fifteen days
training each
year,
outdoor target
practice, at
days in
in training
each year,
including
target practice,
unless such
company, troop,
troop, battery,
or
including target
practice, unless
such company,
battery, or
detachment shall
shall have
have been
from participation
p_articipation in
any part
part
detachment
been excused
excused from
in
any
Proviso.
thereof by
by.the
of War:
War: Provided,
Provided, That
That credit
credit for
for an
an assemassemMinimum
the Secretary
Secretary of
mum practicethereof
period.
peiod.
bly for
for drill or
indoor target
or for
for indoor
target practice
practice shall
unless the
the
shall not
not be
be given
given unless
number of
of officers
and enlisted
for duty
duty at
at such
such assemnumber
officers and
enlisted men
men present
present for
assembly shall
equal or
exceed a
aminimum
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Presibly
shall equal
or exceed
minimum to
the President, nor
the period
period of
actual military
military duty
duty and
and instruction
instruction
dent,
nor unless
unless the
of actual
participated in
in by
each officer
officer and
enlisted man
at each
participated
by each
and enlisted
man at
each such
such assembly
assembly
at which
shall be
as having
present shall
shall be
of at
at
which he
he shall
be credited
credited as
having been
been present
be of
at
least one
and one-half
one-half hours'
hours' duration
duration and
the character
of training
least
one and
and the
character of
training
such as
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of
War.
such
as may
may be
by the
the Secretary
of War.
Inspection
c
eco~ by
by Army
Army
SE.
93.
INSPECTIONS OF
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.-The
Secretary
effacers.
0E0.
93. INSPECTIONS
OF THE
GUARD.—The Secretary
of War
War shall
shall cause an inspection
inspection to
to be
be made
made at
at least
least once
once each
each year
year
by
inspectors general,
and if
if necessary
by other
other officers,
the
by inspectors
general, and
necessary by
officers, of
of the
Details red
require&
Details
Regular Army, detailed
Regular
detailed by him
for that
that purpose,
purpose, to
whether
him for
to determine
determine whether
the
the amount
amount and
property in
the hands
hands of
the National
National
and condition
condition of
of the
the property
in the
of the
Guard
Guard is
satisfactory; whether
organized as
is satisfactory;
whether the
the National
National Guard
Guard is
is organized
as
hereinbefore
the officers
and enlisted
hereinbefore prescribed;
prescribed; whether
whether the
officers and
enlisted men
men possess
possess
the physical
and other
other qualifications
qualifications prescribed;
the organthe
physical and
prescribed; whether
whether the
organization and the officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men thereof
thereof are
are sufficiently
sufficiently armed,
armed,
uniformed,
uniformed, equipped,
equipped, and
and being
being trained
and instructed
trained and
instructed for
for active
active
duty in
duty
in the
field
or coast
defense,
and
whether
the
records are
being
the
field
or
coast
defense,
and
whether
the
records
are
being
Reports.
Reportskept
kept in accordance
accordance with
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
Act. The
The reports
this Act.
reports
of such inspections
inspections shall serve as the basis
basis for
for deciding
deciding as
as to
issue
to the
the issue
by the National Guard
property proproto and retention by.
Guard of the military
military property
vided for by this Act, and for determining
what organizations
and
determining what
organizations and
as constituting
constituting parts
parts of
individuals shall be considered as
the National
of the
National
Guard
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Guard within
Encampments and
ncampmaens and
MANEUVERS.-Under such regulations
regulations
SEC. 94. ENCAMPMENTS
ENCAMPMENTS AND MANEUVERS.—Under
maneuvers.
Participation
in as
,articipation
in
President may
may prescribe
prescribe the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
is authorized
as the
the President
authorized to
to
Army.,
etc.
Pr,pp.
Post,
pp. 22s,s5Z16,645.
provide for the participation of the whole or any part of the National
National
Guard in encampments,
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, or
other exercises,
exercises, including
or other
including
outdoor target practice,
instruction, either
practice, for field or coast-defense
coast-defense instruction,
either
independently or
or in
conjunction with
any part
of the
Regular Army,
Army,
part of
the Regular
with any
in conjunction
for x independently
Alotment
Allotment for exand there
there may
may be
be set
aside from
from the
funds appropriated
that
pea
or
es.
and
set aside
the funds
appropriated for
for that
penses.
to any
purpose and allotted
allotted to
any State,
Territory, or
the District
of
State, Territory,
or the
District of
as may be
be necessary
necessary for
Columbia, such portion of said funds as
for the
the
payment, subsistence
subsistence, transportation,
transportation, and
oth er proper
and other
proper expenses
expenses of
of
such portion of
of the
the National
National Guard of such State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia
encampments,
Columbia as shall participate in such encampments,
maneuvers, or other exercises, including
including outdoor
maneuvers,
outdoor target
target practice,
practice,
for field and coast-defense
coast-defense instruction;
instruction; and
and the
the officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
men of such National Guard while so engaged
engaged shall be entitled
entitled to the
the
Pay, ete.
Pay,
et
same pay,
same
pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation
transportation as officers
officers and enlisted
or hereafter
men of corresponding
corresponding grades
grades of the Regular Army are or
hereafter
may be
may
entitled by
be entitled
by law.
law.
NATIONAL GUARD.
NATIONAL

OUARD.
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FATIMA" GUARD.
SEC. 95. When any part of the National Guard
participates in Command
Guard participates
Co-ando
ob.
to be reencampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, or
encampments,
other exercises,
exercises, including
outdoor tainedbyArmyoffcer.
or other
tained by Army officer.
including outdoor
target practice, for field or
coast-defense instruction at
at a
a United
United
or coast-defense
States military post, or reservation,
reservation, or
conjuction
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, if
if in conjuction
with troops of the United States, the command of
post
of such
such military post
or reservation
reservation and of the officers
officers and
of the
the United
United States
States on
on
and troops of
duty there or elsewhere shall remain
remain with
with the commander
commander of
of the
the
United States troops without
regard to
the rank
the commanding
without regard
to the
rank of
of the
commanding
or other officer of the National Guard
temporarily engaged
engaged in
the
Guard temporarily
in the
encampments, maneuvers,
encampments,
maneuvers, or other exercises.
exercises.
Detail of
Army perSEC.
96. USE
USE OF
REGULAR ARMY
ARMY PERSONNEL.-The
SEC. 96.
OF REGULAR
PERSONNEL.—The Secretary
Secretary of
Detail
of Army
perrof sonnel
sonnel for instruction
War may detail
one or
or more
more officers
War
detail one
officers and
and enlisted
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular at
enlisted men
at camps, etc.
etc.
pp. 226, 645.
Army to
any encampment,
encampment, maneuver,
Army
to attend
attend any
other exercise
for Post,
maneuver, or
or other
exercise for
Po0t,pp.226,645.
field or coast-defense
coast-defense instruction of the
National Guard,
who shall
the National
Guard, who
shall
give such instruction
the officers
men asinstruction and
and information
information to
to the
officers and
and men
assembled
sembled for such encampment, maneuver, or other exercise
may be
exercise as
as may
be
directed
directed by the Secretary
Secretary of War or requested
governor or
requested by
by the governor
or
by the commanding
commanding -officer of
National Guard
there on
of the
the National
Guard there
on duty.
duty.
National Gard
Guard inSEC.
SEC. 97.
such regulations
the President
President may
97. Under
Under such
regulations as
as the
may prescribe
prescribe the
the struction
stiona'
camps. ain
Secretary of War may provide camps for the instruction
Secretary
instruction of officers
officers
camps.
Conduct
on dnct
National Guard.
and enlisted men of the National
Guard. Such camps shall be con- c
. oof.
ducted by officers of the Regular Army detailed
Secretary of
detailed by
by the
the Secretary
of
War for that purpose, and may be located either
within or
either within
or without
without
the State, Territory,
Territory, or District of Columbia
which the
members of
of
Columbia to
to which
the members
the National
National Guard
Guard designated
designated to
attend said
said camps
camps shall
shall belong.
belong.
to attend
Pay,
Officers
and enlisted
attending such
Officers and
enlisted men
men attending
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
such camps
camps shall
to ing
ay, etc.,
etc., for
for attendattend.
pay and transportation,
transportation, and enlisted
subsistence in
enlisted men to subsistence
in addition,
addition,
at the same rates as for encampments
encampments or maneuvers
maneuvers for field or coastcoastdefense
defense instruction.
instruction.
Payment to
made
SEC.
portion of
S
EC. 98.
98. When
When any
any portion
the National
Guard shall
of the
National Guard
shall participate
participate anytimet
tbebe
muae
any time after
muster.
in encampments,
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, or other
outdoor
other exercises,
exercises, including
including outdoor
target practice, for field or coast-defense
coast-defense instruction. under the proprovisions of this Act, it
it may, after being duly mustered,
mustered.
,be paid at
at any
any
time after such muster for the period from. the date of leaving
leaving the
the
home rendezvous
rendezvous to date of return thereto
determined in
advance,
thereto as determined
in advance,
both dates inclusive; and such payment, if otherwise
otherwise correct, shall
pass to the credit of
the same.
of the
the disbursing
disbursing officer making
making the
same.
Instruction
Army
SEC.
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD OFFICERS
MEN AT
AT SERVICE
Instruction at
SEC. 99. NATIONAL
OFFICERS AND
AND MEN
SERVICE SCHOOLS,
SCHOOLS, service
schools.at Army
AND SO FORTH.-Under
regulations as
AND
FORTI1.—Under such
such regulations
the President
may preas the
President may
prescribe, the Secretary of War may, upon the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the
governor of any State or Territory or the commanding
commanding general of
of the
the
National Guard of the District of Columbia, authorize
authorize a
a limited
limited
number of selected officers or enlisted men of the National
National Guard to
to
a regular course of study at any military service
attend and pursue a
school of the United States, except the United States Military
Academy;
or
toofbe
attached
tooranothorganization
At military
miitary p9sts.
psts.
d
Academayp;
eo
rir
od
bfi
eela
d
ttt
a
r
c
a
hed
ing
org
er a
o
niz
utd
ao
tioo
r
nex
oof
ferthe
t
ch
isesame
s; and arm, At
corps, or departm
department
ent to
t
o which
w hi ch such
suc h o
ffic er or enlisted man shall
officer
belong, for routine
r
ou ti ne practical
prac ticalinstruction at or near an Army post
post
etc.
c
uring a period of field training or other outdoor exercises; and such, Pay,
during
Pay, et
officer or enlisted man shall receive, out of any National Guard
allotment of funds available for the purpose, the same travel
travel allowances and quarters,
quarters, or commutation of quarters, and the same pay,
allowances,
allowances, and subsistence to which an officer
officer or enlisted man of
the Regular
Regular Army would be entitled for attending such school,
college, or practical
practical course of instruction under orders from proper
proper
military authority,
authority, while in actual attendance
attendance at such school, col- PProviso.
practical course
lege, or practical
course of
no case
of instruction:
instruction: Provided,
Provided, That
limit.
That in
in no
case shall
shall Pay
Pay limit
the pay and allowances authorized
a
authorized by this section exceed
exceed those of a
captain.
!
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SEC.
SEC. 100.
100. DETAIL
DETAIL OF
OF REGULAR
ARMY TO
TO DUTY
DUTY WITH
WITH
OF OFFICERS
OFFICERS OF
REGULAR ARMY
THE NATIONAL GUARD.—The
Secretary of
War shall
officers
GUARD.-The Secretary
of War
shall detail
detail officers
fficers.
of the active list of
Officers.
Army to
duty with
with the
National Guard
Guard
of the Army
to duty
the National
in each State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and officers
officers so
so
detailed
detailed may accept commisksions
in the
the National
National Guard,
commissions in
Guard, with
with the
the
permission
permission of the
President and
and terminable
his discretion,
the President
terminable in
in his
discretion, without
without
vacating
vacating their commissions
commissions in
in the
Regular AIPiny
being prejudiced
the Regular
Army or
or being
prejudiced
Enlisted
mtn
in their
their relative
Enlisted men,
relative or
standing' therein.
therein. The
The Secretary
of War
War
or lineal
lineal standing
Secretary of
may, upon like application,
detail one or
application,- detair
enlisted men
of the
or more enlisted
men of
the
Regular
Regular Army
each State,
State, Territory,
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
Army with
with each
Territory, or
or District
for
Retired
Retired offcrs.
officers.
duty
connection with
with the
the National
National Guard.
Guard. But
But nothing
nothing in
in this
this
duty in
in connection
section
section shall be so
the detail
of retired
officers
so construed
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent the
detail of
retired officers
as now
by law.
law.
Whinas
now provided
provided by
When
in service
S
EC. 101.
NATIONAL GUARD,
TO LAWS
GOVERNING
ject
to Army
Arlwsand
SEC.
101. NATIONAL
GUARD, WHEN
WHEN SUBJECT
ject
to
laws suband
SUBJECT TO
LAWS GOVERNING
regulations.
REGULAR
ARMY.-The National
regulations.
REGULAR ARMY.—The
National Guard
Guard when
when called
called as
as such
such into
into the
the
the United
service of the
shall, from
from the
United States shall,
the time
time they
they are
are required
required
by the terms
terms of the call to respond thereto,
be subject
the laws
laws
thereto, be
subject to
to the
and regulations
regulations governing
governing the
laws
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, so
so far
far as
as such
such laws
and regulations are applicable
officers and
qnd enlisted
enlisted men
whose
applicable to
to officers
men whose
permanent
permanent retention m the military
military service,
either on
the active
service, either
on the
active
list
the retired
retired list,
is not
contemplated by
existing law.
rtsartia
list or
or on
on the
list, is
not contemplated
by existing
law.
Courts-martial.
Constttitution, aSEC. 102.
102. SYSTEM
Constitution,
auSEC.
SYSTEM OF
OF COURTS-MARTIAL
COURTS-MARTIAL FOR
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.—
GUARD.thority,etc.
Except in
in organizations
organizations in the service of the United
thorny, etc.
Except
United States,
States, courtcourtmartial in the National
National Guard
Guard shall be of three kinds, namely, general
courts-martial, special courts-martial,
courts-martial,
courts-martial, and summary courts-martial.
courts-martial.
They shall be constituted
constituted like, and
same
and have
have cognizance
cognizance of
of the
the same
subjects, and possess
powers, except
punishments, as
as
possess like
like powers,
except as
as to
to punishments,
similar courts provided
by the
provided for by
the laws
laws and
and regulations
regulations governing
governing
the Army
proceedings of courts-martial
Army of the United States, and the proceedings
courts-martial
of the National
National Guard shall follow the
and modes
the forms
forms and
modes of
of procedure
procedure
prescribed for
said similar
courts.
prescribed
for said
similar courts.
Autority
eml.
S
EC. 103.
General courts-martial
courts-martial of
the National
National Guard
not in
for conSEC.
103. General
Gen
uthority
of the
A
Guard not
in the
the
veung.
service
of the
vening,
service of
the United
United States may be convened
convened by orders
orders of the
the
President, or of the governors of
of the
respective States
States and
the respective
and TerriTerritories,
tories, or by the commanding general of
National Guard
of the
of the
the National
Guard of
the
Power, etc.
District
Powers, etc.
District of Columbia, and such courts shall have the
the power
impose
power to
to impose
fines not exceeding
exceeding $200; to sentence
sentence to forfeiture
of pay
and allowforfeiture of
pay and
allowances; to aa reprimand;
reprimand; to dismissal or dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
from
discharge from
the service;
service; to reduction
reduction of noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
to the
ranks;
officers to
the ranks;
or
or any two or more of such punishments
punishments may be combined in
in the
the
sentences
imposed by
by such
such courts.
courts.
Speci,
sentences
imposed
Special.
Authority for
for concon- S
SEC.
In the National Guard, not
Authority
EC. 104. In
not in
service of
in the
the service
of the
the United
United
veng.
States, the
vening.
States,
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of each garrison,
garrison, fort, post, camp, or
or
other place, brigade,
detached
other
brigade, regiment,
regiment, detached
detached battalion, or other detached
command, may appoint special courts-martial
courts-martial for
command,
command; but
for his command;
but
such special courts-martial
courts-martial may in
in any
be appointed
appointed by
by superior
superior
any case
case be
Powrsetc.
authority when by the latter deemed
Powers,
etc.
deemed desirable.
Special courtsdesirable. Special
courtsmartial
martial shall have power to try any person subject
subject to
to military
military law,
law,
except a
a commissioned
commissioned officer,
officer, for any crime or offense made
punishmade punishable by
by the military laws of the United States, and such special
able
special
courts-martial shall
courts-martial
shall have the same powers of
of punishment
punishment as
as do
do
except that fines imposed
general courts-martial,
courts-martial, except
imposed by
courts
by such
such courts
shall not exceed $100.
$100.
Summary.
for conAuthority for
conSEC.
Authority
SEC. 105.
105. In
In the National Guard, not in the service
service of
of the
the United
United
verng.
States, the
the commanding
veiling.
States,
commanding officer
officer of each garrison,
garrison, fort, post, or other
other
place, regiment
or corps,
place,
regiment or
corps, detached
detached battalion,
battalion, company,
company, or other
orsd
etc
etachment of the National Guard may appoint for such place or
detachment
or
oers, et.
command a
a summary court to consist of one officer,
Powers,
etc.
command
officer, who
who shall
shall have
have
power to administer oaths and to try
try- the enlisted men
men of
place
of such
such place
or command for breaches of discipline
or
discipline and violations
violations of
of laws
laws governgoverning
ing such
such organizations;
organizations; and said court,
court, when satisfied of the guilt of
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such soldier,
soldier, may
may impose
impose fines not
not exceeding
exceeding $25
for any
any single
single
such
$25 for

offense;
offense; may sentence noncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
officer to reduction
reduction to the
the
ranks; may sentence to forfeiture
forfeiture of pay and allowances.
allowances. The proceedings of such court shall be informal,
informal, and
minutes thereof
and the
the minutes
thereof
shall be the same as prescribed
prescribed for summary
summary courts
courts of the Army of
of
States.
the United
United States.
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SEC.
courts-martial of
of the
the National
SEC. 106.
106. All courts-martial
National Guard,
Guard, not
not in
in the
the mSntitenliestoofes.
=Mt egiinfin
es. e.
service of the United States, including
including summary
summary courts, shall
shall have
have
power to sentence to
in lieu of
authorized to
be Proiso.
to confinement
confinement in
of fines
fines authorized
to be
Proviso.
Limit.
imposed: Provided,
Provided, That such sentences
sentences of confinement
shall not Limit.
confinement shall
exceed
one day
authorized.
exceed one
day for
for each
each dollar
dollar of
of fine
fine authorized.
Appval
dmi
Approval of
of dismisSEC. 107. NO
No sentence of dismissal
dismissal from
service or
or dishonorable
sal, etc.
etc.
SEC.
from the
the service
dishonorable sal,
a National
discharge, imposed by a
National Guard court-martial,
court-martial, not in the
service
service of the United States, shall
until approved
approved by
by the
the
shall be executed
executed until
governor of
of the
the State
State or
Territory concerned,
concerned, or
or by
by the
the commanding
commanding
governor
or Territory
general of
of the
the National
National Guard
of the
Columbia.
general
Guard of
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Power for arrests,
SEC.
In the
the National
National Guard,
S
EC. 108.
108. In
in the
the service
service of
the United
stibponws, etc.
etc.
Guard, not
not in
of the
United subpoeas,
States, presidents of courts-martial
officers shall
shall
courts-martial and
and summary court officers
have power to issue warrants to arrest accused
accused persons and to bring
thembefore
them
before the court for trial whenever
have
whenever such
such persons
persons shall have
disobeyed
disobeyed an order in writing from the convening
appear
convening authority
authority to
to appear
before
of the
the charge
charge or
or charges
charges having
having been
been delivdelivbefore such court, aacopy
copy of
with such
to issue
subpcenas and
ered to
to the
the accused
accused with
such order,
order, and
and to
issue subpenas
and subsubpoenas
tocum and,
enforce by
by attachment
attachment attendance
attendance of
of
peenas duces tecum
and to enforce
witnesses and the production of
witnesses
paper
s, and to sentence
sentence for
of books and papers,
for
sworn or
or to
as provided
actions before
before civil
civil
aarefusal
refusal to
to be
be sworn
to answer
answer as
provided in
in actions
courts.
Execution of proAll processes
and sentences
courts shall
shall be
be executed
executed by
cm.s,
Execution
etc.of
All
rocesses and
sentences of
of said
said courts
by such
such cess,
etc.
p
civil officers as may be prescribed
prescribed by
several States
and
by the
the laws
laws of the several
States and
Territories, and in any
made
any State where
where no provision
provision shall
shall have
have been
been made
for such action, and
of Columbia,
Columbia,
and in the
the Territories
Territories and the
the District of
executed by aaUnited States
such processes and sentences shall
shall be executed
duly,appointed deputy, and it shall be the duty
marshal or his duly
duty of
of any
United States marshal to execute all such processes
processes and sentences
sentences and
make
return thereof
thereof to
to the
the officer
officer issuing
the same.
same.
make return
issuing or
or imposing,
imposing the
. Pay to
SEC. 109.
AY FOR
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD OFFICERS.-Certain
oFFIcEas.—Uertain COEC1MlScars for sercertain
SEC.
109. P
PAY
FOR NATIONAL
commis- ocersor
srvices.
vices. o
sioned officers on the active list belonging to
organizations of the
to organizations
National Guard of each State, Territory, and the District
Columbia
District of Columbia
participating
apportionment of the
annual appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the
participating in
in the apportionment
the annual
support of the National Guard shall receive
receive compensation
compensation for their
their
Exception.
services, except during periods of service
service for which they may
may become
become ExC pt.
lawfully entitled
same pay
as
officers
of
corresponding
grades
lawfully
entitled to the same
pay as officers of corresponding grades Ratings.
of the Regular Army, as follows, not to include longevity pay: A
A capcaptain $500 per year and the same pay shall be paid to every
every officer of
higher rank than that of captain, aafirst lieutenant
year, and
lieutenant $240 per year,
and Determination of.
o mi
a second lieutenant $200 per year. Regulations
Regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by Dt
a
naton At
the Secretary
Secretary of War shall determine the amount and character
character of
of
service that must be rendered by officers to entitle them to the whole
Proviso.
or specific parts of the maximum pay
hereinbefore authorized:
pay hereinbefore
authorized: ProPro- sfe,
effica
Staff, etc.,
officers.
vided, That all staff officers, aids-de-camp,
aids-de-camp, and
shall receive
receive
and chaplains
chaplains shall
not to exceed one-half of the pay of a
a captain,
captain, except
except that regimental adjutants, and majors and captains
captains in command of machinegun companies, ambulance companies, field hospital companies, or
or
sanitary troops shall receive the pay hereinbefore
authorized for a
a
hereinbefore authorized
captain.
captain.
Eismen
Enlisted men.
SEC.
PAY
ENLISTED MEN..-Each
SEC. 110. P
AY FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD ENLISTED
&.—Each enlisted
enlisted Pay for services.
servc.
man on the active
organization of the National
active list belonging to an organization
National
Guard of aa. State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, participating
participating
appropriation for the support ol
in the apportionment
apportionment of the annual appropriation
of
the National
Guard,
shall
receive
for his
his Berm
emrvioe,
the
National
9189V—voL
Guard,
39--pr
shall
1-14
receive compesation
compensation for
9
1890°-voL 39--T 1-14
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NAo
SA onUABD.
except
except during periods
periods of
of service
for which
which he
lawfully
service for
he may
may become
become lawfully

NATIONAL (KURD.

to the
pay as
an enlisted
enlisted man
man of
of corresponding
grade
entitled to
the same
same pay
as an
corresponding grade
Regular Army,
per centum
centum of
of
in the
the Regular
Army, at
at aarate
rate equal to twenty-five
twenty-five per

the
initial pay
by law
law for
enlisted men
men of
corresponding
the initial
pay now
now provided
provided by
for enlisted
of corresponding
of the Regular
Regular Army:
such enlisted
enlisted man
man shall
at drills, grades
grades of
Army: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
shall
etc.,required.
compensation herein provided if he shall have attended
etc.,
required.
receive the compensation
attended
forty-eight regular
during any
any one
not less
less than forty-eight
regular drills
drills during
one year,
year, and
and aa
proportionate amount
amount for attendance
attendance upon
upon aa lesser
of
proportionate
lesser number
number of
twenty-four; and
and no
no such
such enlisted
enlisted man
man
such drills, not less than
than twenty-four;
shall receive
receive any part of said compensation
compensation except
except as authorized
authorized
following: Provided
Provided
by this _proviso
proviso and the three provisos
provisos next
next following:
p
That the
provided herein
shall be
be computed
Proportional
com' further,
further, That
the compensation
compensation provided
herein shall
computed
putation.
putton.
for
periods, beginning
the first
first day
day of
of January
January and
and the
for semiannual
semiannual periods,
beginning the
the
first day of July of each year, in proportion
number of
of drills
drills
proportion to the
the number
attended;
attended; and no compensation shall be
man
be paid to
to any
any enlisted man
for the first
have
first semiannual
semiannual period of any
any year
year unless he shall have
attended
attended during said period at least twenty-four
twenty-four drills, but
lesser
but any
any lesser
number of drils
drills attended
attended during said period
period shall be reckoned with
with
the drills attended
attended during
the
during the
the second
second semiannual
semiannual period
period in
in computing
computing
Compensation
the compensation, if any, due him for that year: Provided further,
Cpareiostar
part
of first year. for the compensation, if any, due him for that year: Provided further,
That when any man
man enters
enters into
enlistment other
than an
an immeinto an
an enlistment
other than
immediate reenlistment
reenlistment he shall be entitled to proportional
proportional compensation
compensation
for that year if during the remainder
attend a
remainder of the year he shall attend
a
number
number of drills whose ratio to twenty-four
than the
the ratio
twenty-four is not less than
ratio
of the part
part of the year
year so served to the whole year; and when
any
when any
Other duty accepted
enlistment shall expire
compensation, if any, to
which he
he
Otherduty
man's enlistment
accepted man's
expire the compensation,
to which
inlie
drills,
may be entitled shall
determined in like
in lieu of drills.
shall be determined
manner: Provided
Provided further,
further,
like manner:
actual military duty equivalent
That periods of any actual
equivalent to the drills herein
prescribed (except those
members of
the
those periods of service for which
which members
of the
National Guard may become
become lawfully entitled to the same pay as
as
officers and enlisted men of the corresponding
grades in the Regular
Regular
corresponding grades
Army) may be accepted
of such drills
drills when
when so
so
accepted as service in lieu
lieu of
provided by the Secretary of War.
Disbursemnts
Disbursements and provided by the Secretary of War.
accounting.
All amounts appropriated
appropriated for
ose of
of this and the
last
for the
the purp
purpose
the last
preceding
preceding section
section shall be disbursed
disbursed and accounted for by the officers
officers
and agents of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps of the Army, and all disbursedisbursements under the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of this section shall be made
as soon as practicable
practicable after the thirty-first
thirty-first day of December
December and
and the
thirtieth day of June of each year upon pay rolls
rolls prepared
prepared and
and
authenticated in
in the manner
to .
be prescribed by
by the
Secretary of
authenticated
manner to
the Secretary
of
War:
stoppages may
made against
the compensacompensatoppges.
War: Provided,
Provided, That
That stoppages
may be
be made
against the
stoppage&
tion payable
hereunder to cover
payable to any officer or enlisted man hereunder
cover the
cost of public property lost or destroyed by and chargeable to such
such
officer or enlisted
enlisted man.
man.
tersons
not entitled
Except as otherwise
Persons
otherwise specifically
provided herein,
herein, no
no money
money approapprospecifically provided
to
PsY.
priated under the provisions
provisions of this or the last preceding
preceding section shall
be paid to any person
person not on the active list, nor to any person
person over
over
sixty-four
sixty-four years of age, nor to any person who shall fail
fail to qualify
qualify as
to fitness for
military service
service under
under such
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
for military
such regulations
Absence of statutory
of War
War shall
shall prescribe,
nor to
any State,
Territory, or
or District,
District, or
or
pvbseine
provisions,
tuto of
prescribe, nor
to any
State, Territory,
officer or enlisted man in the National
National Guard thereof, unless and until
such State, Territory, or District provides
provides by law that st
aff officers,
offi cers ,
staff
including
officers of the Pay, Inspection, Subsistence, and Medical
including officers
Medical
appointed shall have had previous
Departments, hereafter
hereafter appointed
previous military
experience and shall hold their positions until they shall have reached
experience
reached
retired prior to that time by reason
the age of sixty-four years,
years, unless retired
reason
of resignation,
resignation, disability, or for cause
cause to be determined
determined by a
acourtmartial legally convened for that purpose, and that vacancies
among
vacancies among
said officers
by appointment
from the
officers of
of the
said
officers shall
shall be
be filled
filled by
appointment from
the officers
the
Proviso.
militia
of such State,
That
militia of
State, Territory, or District:
District: Provided
Provided further,
further, That

.
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NATIONAL GUAM
the preceding
the
preceding proviso
proviso shall
shall not
apply to
to any
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or NATION1AL
not apply
oU.
Time allowed for
District until sixty days next after
after the adjournment
adjournment of
of the
next sesthd next
ses- State,
staeet
,allietionr
etc., legislation.

sion of its legislature held after the approval of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC. 111. NATIONAL
GUARD WHEN
WHEN DRAFTED
INTO FEDERAL
FEDERAL SERVwhenservice
drafted
Usemilitary
SEC.
NATIONAL GUARD
DRAFTED INTO
SERV- into
into
Use
when
dratted
in
military
service
in
titre of
ICE.-When Congress
Congress shall
the armed
ICE.—When
shall have
have authorized
authorized the
the use
use of
of the
armed land
land time
of war.
war.
Post,
p.
339.
forces
forces of
of the
United States,
States, for
any purpose
purpose requiring
the use
troops Po s t , p. 339.
the United
for any
requiring the
use of
of troops
President may, under
in excess of those of the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, the President
under
'/
regulations, including
such physical
physical examination,
examination as
he may
may
such regulations,
including such
as he
prescribe, draft
military service
prescribe,
draft into
into the military
service of
of the
the United States, to
to
~ -f
discharged, any
any
serve therein
therein for the period of the war
war unless
unless sooner discharged,
or all members of the National Guard
Guard and
and of the
the National
National Guard
Guard To become part of
pa
Reserve. All
All persons
so drafted
drafted shall,
shall, from
of their
persons so
from the
the date
date of
their draft,
draft, Army.
ArToybecme
rt of
discharged from
stand discharged
from the militia, and shall from said date be
be subject
subject
to such laws and regulations
regulations for the government
government of the Army of the
United States as may be
applicable to members
members of the Volunteer
Volunteer
United
be applicable
Army, and shall be embodied in organizations
corresponding as far
organizations corresponding
as
of the
Army or
or shall
shall be
otherwise Appobitment
as practicable
practicable to
to those
those of
the Regular
Regular Army
be otherwise
Appaoitment of
ofdnOfficers.
assigned as the President
President may direct. The commissioned
officers of
commissioned officers
of cars.
said organizations
members
organizations shall be appointed from among the members
thereof,
thereof, officers
officers with rank not above
above that of colonel to
to be appointed
by
by the
the President
President alone,
alone, and
and all
officers to
to be
be appointed"by
the To
all other
other officers
appointed by the
To receive
Army
e
Army
Pay, etc.
President
President by and
and with the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the Senate.
Senate. Officers
Officers Pay,
et
and enlisted
enlisted men
service of
the terms
men in the
the service
of the United
United States
States under
under the
terms
of this section
section shall have the same pay and allowances
allowances as officers
officers and
enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army
Army of the same grades
grades and the
the same
same
prior service.
Pension laws
laws made,
made,
Pension
SEC.
112. RIGHTS
RIGHTS TO
TO PENSIONS.-When
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man applicable.
applicable.
SEC. 112.
PENsioNs.—When any
any officer
of the National Guard drafted
drafted into the service of the United States
in time of war is disabled by reason of wounds or disability received
or incurred while in the active service of the United States in time
of war, he shall be entitled to all the benefits
benefits of the pension laws
existing at the time of his service, and in case such officer
officer or enlisted
enlisted
man dies in the active service of the United States in
war or
or
in time of
of war
in returning to his place of residence
residence after being mustered
mustered out of such
such
service, or at any other time in consequence
consequence of wounds or disabilities
received
received in such active service, his widow and children,
children, if any, shall
he
entitled to
all the
the benefits
he entitled
to all
benefits of
such pension
pension laws.
of such
laws.
Rifle practice.
SEC.
RIFLE PRACTICE.-The
S
EC. 113. ENCOURAGEMENT
ENCOURAGEMENT OF
OF RIFLE
PRACTICE.—The Secretary
Secretary Annul
Annual estmates
estimates,
;or
tc..,
to be
be submitted
of War shall annually submit to Congress recommendations
recommendations and
and estiesti- etc., to
submitte
maintenance of indoor and outdoor
mates for the establishment
establishment and maintenance
outdoor
ultimately result
result
rifle ranges, under such aacomprehensive
comprehensive plan
plan as
as will ultimately
in providing adequate
adequate facilities for rifle practice
practice in all sections
sections of the For gen.al
general use.
use.
country. And that all ranges
established and all ranges
ranges so established
ranges which
may have already
already been constructed,
constructed, in
in whole
whole or in part, with
with funds
funds
provided by Congress shall be open for use by those in-any
in any branch
branch
of the military
military or naval service of the United
United States and by all ablebodied males capable
capable of bearing arms, under reasonable
reasonable regulations
regulations to
be prescribed
prescribed by the controlling
controlling authorities
authorities and approved
approved by the
Instructors,
arms,
Secretary
War. That
That the
Secretary of War.
the President
President may
may detail
detail capable
capable officers
officers etc.,
ma"ber~.
to be furnished.
and noncommissioned
officers
of
the
Regular
Army and
noncommissioned officers
Regular Army
and National
National
Guard
instructors for the purpose of trainGuard to duty
duty at such ranges as instructors
training the citizenry in the use of the military arm. Where
ranges
Mere rifle ranges
shall have
have been so established
established and instructors
instructors assigned to duty thereat,
the Secretary of War
authorized to provide for the issue of
War shall be authorized
of
aa reasonable
reasonable number
number of standard
standard military rifles and such quantities
quantities
of ammunition
conducting such rifle
ammunition as may be available
available for use in conducting
practice.
SEC.
TEMPORAy VACANCIES
SEC. 114. TEMPORARY
VACANCIES IN
IN REGULAR
RiTr.LA ABMY
ARMY DUE
DUE TO
TO dons
T-hrl
prWm
Temporary
in Ara
l due to
DETAILS TO THE NATIONAL
GuABn.-In
detals to NIU,
NATIONAL GUARD.4 /
1 time of war the temporary
temporary details
Guard.
grade not above that of colonel among the
the ouard
vacancies created in any grade
commissioned personnel
commissioned
personnel of any arm, staff corps,
corps, or
or department
department of
of
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higher
officers thereof to higher
of officers
the Regular
appointments of
through appointments
Army, through
Regular Arlay,
the

rank in
in organizations
taken from
National
the National
from the
members taken
of members
composed of
organizations composed
rank
Guard, shall
shall be
by temporary
according to seniority
seniority
promotions according
temporary promotions
filled by
be filled
Guard,
in rank
rank from
from officers
officers holding
commissions in
grade in
next lower grade
in the
the next
holding commissions
in
said
arm, staff
corps, or
or department,
vacancies created
in any
created in
department, and all vacancies
staff corps,
said arm,
grade
by such
temporary promotions
promotions shall be in like manner filled
filled
such temporary
grade by
from,
vacancies in, the next lower grade,
temprary vacancies
create temporary
and thus create
from, and
and
the vacancies
vacancies that
that shall
shall remain
remain thereafter
arm, staff corps,
in said arm,
thereafter in
and the
or department
promotions,.,as
b temporary promotions
and that
that can not be filled by
or
department and

the temporary
temporary apponitprescribed in
in this
this section,
section, may
filledby
appointby the
be filled
may be
prescribed

ment of
maintain
number and grade or grades as shall mamtain
of such number
of officers
officers of
ment
commissioned strength
said arm, corps, or department
department at the full commissioned
authorized by law: Provided,
corps and departProvided, That in the staff corps
authorized
twenty-six and twentyments subject to the provisions
provisions of sections twenty-six
seven
February second,
second, nineteen
hundred and one,
nineteen hundred
the Act of February
seven of the
and
vacancies that can not be
temporary vacancies
and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof, temporary

Provisos.
Staff d^.

p. 755.
75.
'Fol. 31
31, p.
Vo.

T

ted
s limited.

IMIS

filled by
promotions as
herembefore prescribed
shall be
be
prescribed shall
as hereinbefore
temporary promotions
by temporary
filled

temporary details in the manner prescribed in said sections
filled by temporary
twenty-six
amendatory thereof, and
and twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, and Acts amendatory
twenty-six and
the resulting temporary
vacancies in the branches
branches of the Army from
temporary vacancies
which
details shall
be so
filled as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore in
in •
be filled
shall be
made shall
so made
shal be
the details
which the
temporarily
further, That officers
this section
section prescribed:
Provided further,
officers temporarily
prescribed: Provided
promoted
section shall be proappointed under the terms of this section
promoted or appointed
moted
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
moted or appointed
consent of
extend beyond
beyond the
that shall not extend
the Senate,
Senate, for terms that
consent
of the
emergency for which additional forces were
war or the passing of the emergency
service of the United States, and at the
into the military service
brought into
officers
termination of the war or the passing of the emergency
termination
emergency said officers
their
discharged from the positions held by them under their
shall be discharged
temporary commissions
commissions or appointments,
detailed as
officers detailed
appointments, and officers
temporary
herein
shall be
be relieved
from their
temporary details:
details:
relieved from
their temporary
authorized shall
herein authorized

provided further,
temporarily promoted
promoted under the
further, That officers temporarily
status And provided
commissection shall not vacate their permanent com.misof this section
provisions of
mons nor be prejudiced
relative or lineal standing in the
their relative
prejudiced in .their
sions

woptf

Permanent
not
affected. status

Phsic a

Physical
tions.
ysicas.l

When
W
hen

.
examina-

mustered in.

mustered m

Regular Army.
Army.
Regular
S
EC. 115.
115. PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.—Every
officer and
and enlisted
enlisted
SEC.
EXAMINATION.-Every officer
man of the National Guard who shall be called into the service of the

United
physical fitness
shall be examined as to his physical
United States
States as
as such shall
under
such
regulations
as
the
President
may
prescribe
without
furwithout furmay
prescribe
the
President
as
such
regulations
under
Proviso.
ther commission
commission or
Provided, That
That immediately
precedimmediately precedor enlistment:
enlistment: Provided,
ther
At discharge.
dscharge.
ing the muster out of an officer or enlisted man called into the active
under
service of the United States he shall be physically examined .under
prescribed by the President
President of the United States, and the
rules prescribed
record-thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be filed
filed and
the War
War Department.
Department.
and kept
kept in
in the
record
b
States debarred
from
SEC.
FEDFRAT. Acr.—Whenever
any
AcT.-Whenever any
wrrH FEDERAL
NONCOMPLIANCE WITH
SEC. 116.
116. NONCOMPLIANCE
if faiing
bfitts
enefits
failing
to
comply with requirerequire State shall,
a limit of time to be fixed by the President, have
shall, within a
ments.
ments
failed or
or refused
failed
refused to comply with or enforce any requirement of this
Act, or any regulation
thereof
regulation promulgated
promulgated thereunder
thereunder and in aid thereof
by the President or the Secretary
Secretary of War, the National
National Guard of such
State shall be debarred,
President may direct,
debarred, wholly or in part, as the President
from receiving
United States any pecuniary
receiving from the United
pecuniary or other aid,
benefit, or privilege authorized or provided by this Act or any other
benefit,
law.
law.
Applicable to
to land
land
c,
Aplicable
SEC.
APPLICABLE TO
117. APPLICABLE
TO LAND
ONLY.-The provisions
of
.3EC.
117.
LAND FORCES
FORCES ONLY.—The
provisions of
forces only.
this
Act in
to the
shall be
be applicable
applicable only
only to
militia
this Act
in respect
respect to
the militia
militia shall
to militia
organized
land force
not to
the Naval
organized as
as aaland
force and
and not
to the
Naval Militia,
Militia, which
which shall
shall
consist of such part of the militia as may be prescribed
prescribed by the PresiProviso.
each State,
State, Territory,
State,
That each
each State,
Provided, That
District: Provided,
or District:
Territory, or
for each
red- dent
dent for
aval 'Mlitia
Naval
Militia credited
to
quota.
Territory, or
or District
District maintaining
aNaval
Militia as
prescribed
as herein
herein prescribed
Naval Militia
maintaining a
Territory,
to qo
ped
Post,
593..
may
be credited
credited to
to the
the extent
thereof in
in the
quota that
that
may be
extent of
of the
the number
number thereof
the quota
Ante,
would
otherwise be
198.
would otherwise
te, p. 198.
be required
required by
by section
section sixty-two
sixty-two of
of this
this Act.
Act.
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L
NATIORIL
GUARD.
GUAbD.
1ATO
REGULATIONS.-The President
SEC. 118. NECESSARY
NECESSARY RULES
RULES AND
AND REGULATIONS.—The
President Rules,
SEC.
Roles, etc.,
etc., to be
be
issued.
and issue
such orders
rules and
shall
make all
all necessary
necessary rules
and regulations
regulations and
issue such
orders issued.
shall make
discipline, and
thorough organization,
organization, discipline,
be necessary
necessary for the thorough
as may be
government of the militia provided for in this Act.
government
Annual estimateS restim
of War
War qAuil
Secretary of
REQUIRED.-The Secretary
ESTIMATES REQUIRED.—ThO
SEC. 119.
119. ANNUAL
ANNUAL ESTIMATES
SEC.
quired.
shall
.cause to be estimated
amount necessary
necessary for
for
annually the amount
estimated annually
shall .cause
provisions of so much
much of this Act
Act as relates to the
the provisions
carrying out the
militia, and
no money
expended under
under said
provisions except
except
said provisions
be expended
money shall
shall be
militia,
and no
as
shall from
from time
time to
time be
be appropriated
carrying them
out.
as shall
to time
appropriated for
for carrying
them out.
SEC.
PURCHASE OR
PROCUREMENT OF
OF MILITARY
MILITARY SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES IN
IN Purch
f}f
.
aesu o- ------/
mpumrcViessuPaPu'itTor
50,
44
OR PROCUREMENT
SEC. 120.
120. PURCHASE
fommanufectu.
TIME
OF ACTUAL
ACTUAL OR
in time
of war
war ized
izel from
time of
President, in
WAR.-The President,
IMMINENT wAR.—The
OR IMMINENT
TIME OF
ers
timemanufactur
of war. is empowered,
the head
head of
of any
any er
or when war
war is
is imminent,
imminent, is
empowered, through
through the
f
.
department of
Government, in addition to the present authorized
authorized
of the Government,
department
methods
purchase or
to place
an order
order with any
,
any indior procurement,
procurement, to
place an
methods of
of purchase
v
c
corporation, or organized
vidual.,firm, association, company, corporation
organized manumanuvidual,
facturing
industry for such
material' as may be required,
required,
such product
product or material
facturing industry
and
which is
is of the nature
nature and
capable of
produced or capable
and kind usually produced
and which
being produced
individual, firm,
association,
firm, company, association,
by such
such individual,
produced by
being
corporation, or
or organized
corporation,
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry.
industry.
Orders or,t0
Compliance
such orders
orders for
or material
shall be
be ha,_p8ei,
Compliance with
with all
all such
for products
products or
material shall
obligatory
on any
any individual,
individual, firm,
association, company,
corporacompany, corporafirm, association,
obligatory on
tion
or organized
organized manufacturing
or the
the responsible
responsible head
head Ps
tion, or
manufacturin industry
industry or
t be .
ken
if pians
precedence over all
or
and shall
all other
other orders
orders and
and ken
Plr
pla
icgi
ltsin lf,
e
nt
shall take
take precedence
or heads
heads thereof
thereof and
e
contracts
theretofore placed
rum, company,
ced"
em'u,tor
company, etc.
such individual,
individual, firm,
placed with
with such
contracts theretofore
association
or organized
and pRegur
phl
egaralmnanithi
ts
3
industry, and
manufacturing industry,
organized manufacturing
corporation, or
association, corporation,
organized
any
individual, farm,
association, company, corporation,
corporation, or organized
firm, association,
any individual,
manufacturing
or the
the responsible
responsible head
head or
heads thereof
or heads
industry or
manufacturing industry
owning
or operating
any plant
plant equipped
of arms
arms
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
equipped for
operating any
owning or
or ammunition,
ammunition, or
of ammunition,
or any
any necessary
necessary supplies
parts of
ammunition, or
or parts
or
or
the Army,
and any individual,
individual, firm, association,
Army, and
for the
or equipment
equipment for
company, corporation,
corporation or
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry
industry or the
or organized
company,
responsible
manuor operating
operating any manuowning or
heads thereof
thereof owning
head or
or heads
responsible head
able
shall piaa t
of the
the Secretary
facturing
plant, which,
the opinion
opinion of
Secretary of
of War
War shall
s capable
of
which, in
in the
facturing plant,
be
capable of
into a
plant for
for the
the manumanu- manufacturing
manufn
acturing annm,
arms,
a plant
transformed into
readily transformed
of being
being readily
be capable
necessary et
facture
thereof, or other
other necessary
'
ammunition, or parts thereof
of arms
arms or ammunition
facture of
supplies
equipment, who
who shall
shall refuse
give to
to the United
United States
to give
refuse to
or equipment,
supplies or
execution of orders, or who shall
such
preference in the matter of the execution
such preference
refuse
manufacture the
the kind,
quantity, or
or quality- of arms or
or
kind, quantity,
to manufacture
refuse to
ammunition, or
necessary supplies or equipthereof, or
or any necessary
or the
the parts
parts thereof,
ammunition,
ment,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War, or who shall refuse to
ment, as ordered
ordered by
furnish
ammunition, or other
other
ammunitions, or parts of ammunition,
such arms, ammunitions,
furnish such
supplies
or equipment,
equipment, at
reasonable price
price as
supplies or
at aa reasonable
as determined
determined by
by the
the
o y
Secretary
of War,
War, then,
then, and
in either
such case,
case, the
the President,
orlrantire bDpayr
De=
President, ontance
and in
either such
Secretary of
through the head
department of the Government,
Government, in addition ment head of any department
through
to the
the present
present authorized
or procurement
procurement
methods of
of purchase
purchase or
authorized methods
to
possession
immediate possession
herein provided
provided for, is hereby
hereby authorized to take immediate
Department
through the Ordnance
Ordnance Department
of any such plant or plants, and through
of the United States Army, to manufacture
manufacture therein
therein in time of war,
or
shall be
be imminent,
product or
material as may P
no
mt
or material
imminent, such
such product
war shall
or when
when war
be required,
required, and
association, or comp,
FunPh"m.aii""'
any individual,
individual, firm, company, association,
be
and any
corporation,
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry, or the responsible
responsible
corporation, or organized
head
or heads
heads thereof,
thereof, failing
failing to
to comply with the provisions of this
head or
section shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
afelony, and upon conviction
conviction shall
imprisonment for not more
three years and
and by
by
by imprisonment
more than three
be punished
punished by
a fine not
not exceeding
compensation
a
exceeding $50,000.
Compensation far
fo
company, products,
products, etc.
paid to
firm, company,
The compensation
The
compensation to
to be
be paid
to any
any individual,
individual, firm,
etc.
association, corporation,
corporation, or organized
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry
industry for its
manufacturing plant
plant
products or material, or as
ftS rental
rental for
for use of any
any manufacturing
while used by the United States, shall be fair
fair and just.
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The Secretary of War shall also make, or cause
conm
cause to be made,
made, aa cornplete
list of
of all
all privately
plants in
in the
United States
States equipped
plete list
privately owned
owned plants
the United
equipped
to manufacture
manufacture arms
arms or
ammunition, or
the component
component parts
parts thereof.
thereof.
qInordmation
to
or ammunition,
or the
He
obtain full
full and
complete information
the kind
kind of
of
He shall
shall obtain
and complete
information regarding
regarding the
arms or
ammunition, or
or the
thereof, manufactured
manufactured
arms
or ammunition,
the component
component parts
parts thereof,
or
that can
can be
be manufactured
manufactured by
such plant,
plant, the
the equipment
equipment in
in
or that
by each
each such
Planta
which
maximum capacity
thereof. He
shall also
also preprePlants
hich ot3rn. each
each plant,
plant, and
and the
the maximum
capacity thereof.
He shall
pare, or
to be
be prepared,
privately owned
pare,
or cause
cause to
prepared, aalist
list of
of privately
owned manufacturing
manufacturing
plants in
in the
United-States
being readily
transformed into
plants
the United
States capable
capable of
of being
readily transformed
into
ammunition factories,
capacity of
of the
the plant
plant is
is sufficient
sufficient .to
to
ammunition
factories, where
where the
the capacity
warrant transforming
transforming such
such plant
plants into
into ammunition
ammunition factories
factories
warrant
plant or
or plants
in time
or when
imminent; and
as to
all such
plants
in
time of
of war
war or
when war
war shall
shall be
be imminent;
and as
to all
such plants
the
Secretary of
of War
War shall
complete information
to
the Secretary
shall obtain
obtain full
full and
and complete
information as
as to
- the equipment of each such plant, and he shall prepare comprehensive
Plana kir
o tranahirmand
he
shall
prepare
comprehensive
t,0',torse9'0
n
the
equipment
of
each
such
plant,
ing, etc., t be made.
plans
for transforming
transforming each
such plant
plant into
into an
an ammunition
factory,
plans for
each such
ammunition factory,
or a
which to
to manufacture
manufacture such
such parts
of ammunition
as m
in
or
a factory
factory in
in which
parts of
ammunition as
the opinion
opinion of
of the
Secretary of
of War
such plant
plant is
is best
best adapted.
the
the Secretary
War such
adapted.
UnsMobflittonr
ofIndustries
The President
President is hereby
his discretion,
discretion, to
to appoint
appoint aa
hereby authorized,
authorized, in his
sential
tar
on Mobilization
of Industries
Essential for
for Military
Military PreparedPreparedIndustries Essential
Mobilization of
Board on
feds Militar
Mi t a ryy Board
p
Appointment, etc.
ness,
in character,
character, and
and to
to take
take all
all necessary
necessary steps
steps to
to
Appointment,
ness, nonpartisan
nonpartisan in
provide for
for such
such clerical
clerical assistance
as he
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to
to
provide
assistance as
he may
coordinate the work hereinbefore
hereinbefore described.
described.
Government mann- organize and coordinate
facture
of arms, etc. '
EC. 121.
NVESTIGATION AS
GOVERNMENT MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTURE OF
OF
faeotsns,ca
SEC.
121. I
INVESTTIATION
AS TO
TO GOVERNMENT
Board to investigate ARMS,
ARMS AND
so FORTH.-The
Foirrn.—The Secretaty
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
leasibildtt
AND SO
Secretaty of
of War
War is
feasibility, etc.
appoint
a board
appoint a
board of five
five citizens, two of whom
whom shall
shall be
be civilians
civilians and
and
Details
to be
be
three of
whom shall
of the
the Army,
to investigate
and report
Army, to
investigate and
report
re three
of whom
shall be
be officers
officers of
Details to
ported,
to him
him the
desirability, and
and practicability
of the
Governto
the feasibility,
feasibility, desirability,
practicability of
the Government
ment manufacturing
and equipment,
equipment, showing
showing in
in
manufacturing arms,
arms, munitions,
munitions, and
said report the comparative
comparative prices
of the
the arms,
and equipequipprices of
arms, munitions,
munitions, and
ment manufactured
manufactured in Government
plants and
and those
Government plants
manufactured
those manufactured
in
in private
plants the
amount of
money necessary
to build
build and
and operate
private plants,
the amount
of money
necessary to
operate
Government plants for the
Government
the manufacture
manufacture of
munitions, and
and equipequipof arms,
arms, munitions,
ment; showing
ment;
showing also
Government plants
plants and
and arsenals
arsenals are
are
also what
what the
the Government
now doing in the way of manufacturing
manufacturing arms, munitions,
munitions, and
and equipequipwhat saving has
has accrued
ment, and what
to the
Government by
reason of
of
accrued to
the Government
by reason
having manufactured
manufactured aalarge
of its
its own
arms, munitions,
munitions, and
Report to
Congress its
its having
large part
part of
own arms,
and
Report
to Congress.
equipment for the last four years. And the Secretary
War is
equipment
Secretary of War
is hereby
hereby
to Congress
Congress on
directed to transmit said report to
or before
before January
first,
on or
January first,
M
h
nineteen
seventeen.
and seventeen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
edals of honor,
onor.
Medals
Board
SEC.
inv
Berd authorized
Itutho4edu to
S
EC. 122.
122. I
NVESTIGATION CONCERNING
MEDALS OF
OF HONOR.—A
INVESTIGATION
CONCERNING MEDALS
HONOR.-A
estigateepast
past Iisues,
consist of five
the retired
etc.
's es ' board to consist
five general officers
officers on
on the
retired list
of the
the Army
Army
list of
convened by
by the
shall be convened
the Secretary
Secretary of
War)within
sixty days
the
of War,
within sixty
days after
after the
approval
purpose of
approval of this Act, for the purpose
of investigating
investigating and
and reporting
reporting
issues of the
upon past awards or issues
the so-called
so-called congressional
congressional medal
medal of
of
honorby
honor
by or through the War Department;
Department; this
this with
view to
to ascerascerwith aaview
tain what
if any, have
have been
what medals of honor, if
been awarded
or issued
awarded or
issued for
for
any cause
any
distinguished conduct
conduct by
by an
officer or
enlisted
cause other
other than
than distinguished
an officer
or enlisted
action involving
involving actual
man in action
actual conflict
conffict with
an enemy
enemy by
officer
with an
by such
such officer
Names
to be
be stricken
by troops
troops with
he was
at the
the time
of
Names to
stricken or
or enlisted
enlisted man
man or
or by
with which
which he
was serving
serving at
time of
of
is- such action.
any case
oft iif improperly
improperly isaction. And
And in
in any
case in
in which
which said
said board
board shall
shall find
find and
and
sued,etc.
report that
that said medal was issued for any cause other
other than
sued, etc.
report
than that
that herehereinbefore specified the name of the recipient
recipient of the medal so issued
issued shall
be stricken permanently
It shall
permanently from the official
official medal
medal of honor list. It
be a
a misdemeanor for him to wear
wear or publicly
publicly display said medal, and,
and,
if he shall still be in the Army, he shall be required
required to return said medal
to the War Department
Department for cancellation. Said board shall have
have full
and free access to and use of all records
pertaining to
to the award
records pertaining
award or
or
Expenses,
issue of
of honor
ho nor by
by or
or through
through th
W ar Department.
Department. The
The
of medals
medals of
thee War
issue
Expenses.
actual
expenses of said board
actual and necessary
necessary expenses
board and its members
members shall be
paid out of
of any appropriations
expenses of
of
appropriations available
available for
for contingent
contingent expenses
the Army
the War
War Department.
Department.
the
Army of
of the

Private arms
arm and
irtunititm plants to be
listed.
uisted.
Information required.
re-
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Manufacture of arms,
SEC. 123.
123. PROCUREMENT
PROCUREMENT OF
OF GAUGES,
DIES, JIGS,
AND SO
FORTH, etc.,
SEC.
GAUGES, DIES,
JIGS, AND
SO FORTH,
Manufactureofarms,
for immediate
immediate use.
use.
etc.,
for
Tools, gauges,
NECESSARY
MANUFACTURE OF
ARMS, AND
FORTH.—The SecreSecre- Tools,
gauges, etc.,
etc.,
SO FORTH.-The
NECESSARY FOR
FOR MANUFACTURE
OF ARMS,
AND SO
to be procured.

tary of
of War
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to prepare
or cause
cause to
tary
War be,
be, and
prepare or
to be
be

prepared,
to purchase
procure, such
jigs,
prepared, to
purchase or
or otherwise
otherwise procure,
such gauges,
gauges, dies,
dies, jigs,
tools,
fixtures, and
aids and
and appliances,
appliances, including
speciincluding specitools, fixtures,
and other
other special
special aids
fications
drawings, as
be necessary
for the
the immediate
fications and
and detailed
detailed drawings,
as may
may be
necessary for
immediate
manufacture, by
Government and
by private
manufacturers, of
and by
private manufacturers,
of
manufacture,
by the
the Government
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, and
and special
special equipment
equipment necessary
to arm
arm and
necessary to
and
arms,
equip the
the land
land forces
likely to
be required
by the
States in
in
the United
United States
to be
required by
equip
forces likely
time of
war: Provided,
That in
in the
approtime
of war:
Provided, That
the expenditure
expenditure of
of any
any sums
sums appropriated to
to carry
carry out
this section
section the
laws
the existing
existing laws
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
priated
prescribing competition
competition in
procurement of
of supplies
purchase
supplies by
by purchase
in the
the procurement
prescribing
shall not
not govern,
govern, whenever
opinion of
of the
Secretary of
of War
War
in the
the opinion
the Secretary
shall
whenever in
such action
will be
be for
best interest
the public
of the
public service.
service.
for the
the best
interest of
such
action will
SEC.
is
the United
United States
States is
of the
SUPPLY.-The President
President of
SEC. 124.
124. NITRATE
NITRATE SUPPLY.—The
made, such
such
be made,
make, or
cause to
hereby:
authorized and
empowered to
to make,
or cause
to be
and empowered
hereby authorized
investigation as
necessary to
determine the best,
to determine
as in
in his judgment is
is necessary
investigation
cheapest, and
means for
of nitrates
nitrates
for the
the production
production of
most available
available means
cheapest,
and most
and
products for
and useful
the manufacmanufacuseful in
in the
for munitions
munitions of
of war
war and
and other
other products
ture of
and other
other useful
products by
water power
power or
ture
of fertilizers
fertilizers and
useful products
by water
or any
any
other power
power as
as in
in his
his judgment
the best
and cheapest
cheapest to
to use;
use; and
and
judgment is
is •the
best and
other
is alsohereby
also hereby authorized
empowered to
to designate
designate for
for the
the exclusive
exclusive
authorized and
and empowered
is
use of
the United
United States,
if in
in his
his judgment
judgment such
such means
means is
best and
is best
and
use
of the
States, if
cheapest, such
such site
site or
sites, upon
upon any
any navigable
or nonnavigable
nonnavigable
or-sites,
navigable or
cheapest,
river
rivers or
in his
his opinion
will be
be necesriver or
or rivers
or upon
upon the
the public
public lands,
lands, as
as in
opinion will
necessary for
carrying out
out the
the purposes
of this
and is
is further
further authorauthorpurposes of
this Act;
Act; and
sary
for carrying
ized
operate, at
at or
or on
on any
any site
sites so
so
or sites
site or
maintain, and
and operate,
ized to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
designated,
dams, locks,
locks, improvements
improvements to
to navigation,
power houses,
houses,
navigation, power
designated, dams,
and other
other plants
equipment or
or other
other means
power
water power
means than
than water
and
plants and
and equipment
as in
in his
his judgment
necessary or
or convenient
convenient
judgment is
is the
the best
best and
and cheapest,
cheapest, necessary
as
for
generation of
or other
other power
power and
and for
the production
production
for the
for the
the generation
of electrical
electrical or
of
or other
other products
products needed
needed for
for munitions of
of war
war and useful
of nitrates
nitrates or
in
manufacture of
fertilizers and
other useful
in the
the manufacture
of fertilizers
and other
useful products.
products.
The
President is
authorized to
to lease,
purchase, or
or acquire,
acquire, by
by conconlease, purchase,
The President
is authorized
demnation,
rights of way as
as
such lands
lands and rights
devise, such
demnation, gift,
gift, grant, or devise,
may
necessary for
the construction
operation of such plants,
plants,
and operation
for the
construction and
may be
be necessary
and
take from
of the
United States,
States, or
or to
or
to purchase
purchase or
the United
from any
any lands
lands of
and to
to take
acquire
by condemnation
materials, minerals,
minerals, and
and processes,
processes, patented
patented
condemnation materials,
acquire by
or
for the
and operation
operation of
of such
such
construction and
the construction
otherwise, necessary
necessary for
or otherwise,
plants
for the
manufacture of
of such
such products.
plants and
and for
the manufacture
products.
for
The products
of such
such plants
plants shall
shall be
be used
used by
the President
President for
by the
The
products of
military
and naval
naval purposes
extent that
that he
he may
necessary,
military and
purposes to
to the
the extent
may deem
deem necessary,
and any
not required
shall be
be
determine is
is not
required shall
surplus which
which he
he shall
shall determine
and
any surplus
sold
and disposed
by him
under such
as he
he may
regulations as
may
of by
him under
such regulations
sold and
disposed of
prescribe.
prescribe.
The
authorized and
empowered to employ such
and empowered
is hereby authorized
The President is
or agencies as
as may
may in
in his discretion be necessary .to
officers, agents, or
specified, and to authorize
enable him to carry out the purposes herein specified,
and require
officers, agents,
agents, or
all
or agencies
agencies to
to perform
perform any
any and
and all
and
require such
such officers,
provisions hereof.
upon him
him by
by the
the provisions
hereof.
of the
the duties imposed
imposed upon
The
any moneys
out of
of any
moneys
appropriated, out
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
The sum
sum of
of $20,000,000 is
expended,
in
appropriated, available until expended,
in the
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to enable
enable the
President of
States to
to carry
purposes
to
the President
of the
the United
United States
carry out
out the
the purposes
herein provided
provided for.
herein
for.
The plant
plant or
or plants
plants provided
provided for
for under
under this Act
Act shall
shall be
be conconThe
operated solely by
conjuncstructed and
and operated
by the Government
Government and not in conjuncenterprise carried
carried on by private
tion with any other industry
industry or enterprise
capital.
capital.
appropriated by this Act and necessary
In order to raise the money appropriated
to
carry its
provisions into
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, upon
into effect,
effect, the
the Secretary
to carry
its provisions
the
the President
President of
of the
States, may
sell,
and sell,
United States,
may issue
issue and
request of
of the
the United
the request

to

be pro

ur

Proviso.
PDrsconary
of
Discretionary use of
expenditures.

expenditures.

Nitrate supply.
Investigation to determi'n emeans for production of.

investigato to deo
tdeunmeiOns forpro-

ExciveusothfyExclusive
use of hy-

droelectric sites.
droelectricsites.

Construction
Construction of
of

plants, etc.
etc.
plants,

Acqirement
Acquirement
lands, etc.

ands, etc.

of
of

Minerals,
etc.

processes,
Minetas, proc.seS,

of

Government use of

products.
poducts.

Disposal of surplus.

of srplus.

Officers, employees,
etc., authorized.

etc.auethasd.

Appropriation.

Approprition.

Operation solely b
by

theGovtnnt
the Government.

Use of Panama
bonds for funds.

;e

of

atnsma
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or use
for such
or construction
construction hereinabove
or
use for
such purpose
purpose or
hereinabove authorized,
authorized, any
any

of the
bonds of
available in
of the
the
the Treasury
Treasury of
in the
now available
States now
United States
of tle
the United
the bonds
92, of
United States
the Act
Act of
August fifth,
fifth, nineteen
and
'
United
States under
under the
of August
nineteen hundred
hundred and

Vol.
7, 192,
pp. 117,
Vol. 36,, pp.

1013.
1013.

'

nine, the
the Act
Act of
of February
nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten, and
and the
nine,
February fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
the
Act of
second, nineteen
and eleven,
Act
of March
March second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eleven, relating
relating to
to the
the
issue
of
bonds
for the
construction of
the
Panama Canal,
Canal, to
to a
total
issue
of
bonds
for
the
construction
of
the
Panama
a
total
Proviso.
Redemption
to exceed
exceed $20,000,000:
$20,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
any Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
edmption period
period amount
amount not
not to
That any
modified.
bonds
modified,
bonds issued
and sold
used under
under the
the provisions of
may
issued and
sold or
or used
of this
this section
section may
made payable
pay-able at such time after issue as the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasbe made
ury, in
in his
of fifty
fifty
deem advisable,
advisable, and
and fix,
fix, instead
instead of
ury,
his discretion,
discretion, may
may deem
years
date of
issue, as
as in
in said
said Act
August fifth,
nineteen hunhunyears after
after date
of issue,
Act of
of August
fifth, nineteen

dred
exceeding fifty
fifty years.
years.
dred and
and nine,
nine, not
not exceeding
SEC. 125.
125. PROTECTION
PnarEcTioN OF THE
l'HE UTNFORM.-It
UNIFORM.—It shall be
unlawful for
for
SEC.
be unlawful
any person
person not
not an
officer or
United States
States Army,
C nanthoriaed
anthori d wea,, any
an officer
or enlisted
enlisted man
man of
of the
the United
Army,
frig
of, unlawful.
Navy, or
Marine Corps,
duly prescribed
uniform of
of the
the
nofunlawful.
Navy,
or Marine
Corps, to
to wear
wear the
the duly
prescribed uniform
, Pp 649.
6".
United
States Army,
Army, N
Navy,
Oat,
United States
avy, or
Marine Corps,
Corps, or
or any
an ydistinctive
part
or Marine
distinctive part
of
dis—
of such uniform,
uniform, or
or a
a uniform any
any part of
of which
which is
is similar to aadistinctive
part
of
the
duly
prescribed
uniform
of
the
United
States
tinctive
part
of
the
duly
prescribed
uniform
of
the
United
States
Provisos.
Use of
specified uni- Allny,
or Marine
Corps: Provided,
the foregoing
proviUse
ofspecifiedunArmy, Navy,
Navy, or
Marine Corps:
Provided, That
That the
foregoing provi'etc" permitted sion
be construed
so as
to prevent
prevent officers
officers or
or enlisted
men
enliste men
as to
construed so
shall not
not be
sion shall
afors,
Nationaltca,
Guard.
wearing, in
pursuance of law and regulaof the National Guard from wearing,
m pursuance
tions, the uniform lavvfully
lawfully prescribed
prescribed to be worn by such officers
officers or
or
scouts, Naval
Guard;
to
prevent
members
of
the
Boy Scouts,
Naval enlisted men of the National
National
Guard;
nor
prevent
members
of
the
Militia, etc.
organization
as the
the Boy
Boy Scouts of
organization known as
or the
the Naval
of America,
America, or
Naval
such
other
Militia,
or
organizations
the
Secretary
organizations
as
Secretary
of
War
may
desWar veterans on car- •
emonions occaTsions.
occasions.
ignate, from
from wearing
wearing their
prescribed uniformsuniforms,- nor
prevent pernor to prevent
their prescribed
ignate,
emoniost
sons who in time of war have served
served honorably
honorably as
officers of
as officers
of the
the
United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, Regular
Regular or Volunteer,
and whose most recent service was terminated
terminated by an honorable disdischarge, muster out, or resignation, from wearing,
occasions of
wearing, upon
upon occasions
of
ceremony,
the uniform
uniform of
of the
the highest
grade they
they have
have held
held by
brevet
ceremony, the
highest grade
by brevet
Discharged
commission in
in such
service; nor
turning
home. men re
re-- or
or other
other commission
such Regular
Regular or
or Volunteer
turning
Volunteer service;
nor to
to
prevent any person
honorably discharged
discharged from
the
person who
who has been
been honorably
from the
United States Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, Regular or Volunteer,
Volunteer,
from wearing
wearing his
uniform
from the
place
ofhis
dis
ch
arge t
o hi
home ,
from
his
uniform
from
the
place
of
his
discharge
to
hiss home,
Military societies,
etcilitary
societies, within three months after the date of such discharge;
discharge; nor
etc.
nor to
to prevent
prevent
the members of military
military societies composed entirely
entirely of honorably
honorably discharged officers or enlisted men, or both, of the
the United
United States Army,
Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps, Regular
Regular or Volunteer, from wearing, upon
upon
ceremony, the
the uniform
such societies
societies
Scbhl
in occasions
occasions of
School cadets,
cadets, inof ceremony,
uniform duly
duly prescribed
prescribed by
by such
strnctors, etc.
structors,
to be worn by the members
members thereof;
thereof; nor to prevent the instructors
instructors and
and
members of the duly organized
organized cadet corps of a
aState university, State
college, or public high school offering a
a regular
regular course in military
military
instruction
instruction from wearing the uniform duly prescribed
prescribed by
by the authorithe
ties of such university, college, or public high school for wear by the
instructors
instructors and members of such cadet corps; nor to prevent the instructors and members of the duly organized cadet corps of any other
other
institution
of learning
institution of
learning offering
offering a
regular course
military instruction,
a regular
course in
in military
instruction,
and at which an officer or enlisted man of the United States Army,
Navy, or Marine Corps is lawfully detailed for duty as instructor in
m
military science and tactics, from wearing the uniform
uniform duly
duly preprescribed by the authorities of such institution of learning for wear by
Civiians attening
Civilians
attending
instructors and members
members of such cadet corps; nor to prevent
prevent
instruction
camp , the
. ..
etc.
civilians attendant upon aa course of military or naval instruction
instruction
etc.
civilians
authorized and conducted by the military or naval authorities
the
authorized
authorities of the
United States from wearing, while in
United
attendance upon
upon. such
in attendance
such course
course
of
th ori
ze dan
by such
of instruction, the uniform
uniform au
authorized
anddprescribed
prescribed by
such military
military
Actors, etc., profes
P
or
naval authorities for
for wear
wear during
such course
course of
of instruction;
instruction; nor
sAtors
or naval
during such
nor
sionally.
to prevent any person from wearing
wearing the uniform of
United States
States
of the
the United
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps in any playhouse or theater
in
theater or in

Uniform of Army,
Navy,
and
Marine
arine
Navy, and

forms

permitted

,

etc,

rates-
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moving-picture
moving-picture films while actually engaged in representing
therein aa
representing therein
military or naval character
discredit or
character not tending to
to bring discredit
or reproach
reproach

Distinctive
mark re1
upon the
United States
Army, Navy,
or Marine
Corps: Provided
upon
the United
States Army,
Navy, or
Marine Corps:
Provided quired.
quDi ctivemarrefurther, That the uniforms worn by officers or enlisted
further,
enlisted men of the
National
National Guard, or by the members of the military societies or
or the
the
instructors and members
members of the cadet corps referred to in the preceding proviso shall include some distinctive mark or insignia to be
prescribed by the Secretary of War to distinguish such uniforms from
prescribed
Marine Corps:
Corps:
the uniforms of
of the United
United States Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and
and Marine

And providedfurther, That the members of the military
the instructors and members of the cadet corps hereinbefore menon intioned shall not wear the insignia
insignia of rank prescribed to be worn by sigRestriction
ResiCt
nia of rank. on Io
officers of the United States Army, Navy, or Marine
officers
Corps,
or
any
Marine Corps, or any
societiesmenand
the
Andi
nstructors
provided further,
and members
That theof
members
the cadet
of the
corps
military
herembefore
societies
and

insignia of
thereto.
insignia
of rank
rank similar
similar thereto.
Punishment for
via.
Any person
against the
of this
section shall,
shall, lant
Any
person who
who offends
offends against
the provisions
provisions of
this section
fior v
lotions.

on
punished by
fine not
or by
on conviction,
conviction, be punished
by a
a fine
not exceeding
exceeding $300,
$300, or
by imprisimprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both
both such fine
fine and imprisimprisonment.
Travel allowance to
SEC.
SEC. 126.
126. On
On and
and after
hundred and
and sixteen,
after July
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, discharged
enlisted
discharged enlisted
an enlisted man when discharged
service, except by way of
discharged from the service,
of men
punishment
punishment for an offense,
offense, shall receive 3i
3½rcents per
per mile
mile from
from the
the
discharge to
to the
place of
his acceptance
acceptance for
enlistment,
place of his discharge
the place
of his
for enlistment,
Previte.
enrollment, or original muster into the service, at his option: Proenrollment,
Pro- Sea
ea travel.
travel.
vided, That for sea travel on discharge
discharge transportation
transportation and subsistence
shall be furnished to enlisted men.
only shall
No Army officer disSEC.
in this Act shall be held or
or construed
construed so
SEC. 127. Nothing in
as to
to chharhed
so as
NchoarmtoClsec
charged
or to
comor
to lose
lose cornmission hereby.
discharge any officer from the Regular Army or to deprive him of
discharge
of the mission
hereby.
commission which
now holds
holds therein.
commission
which he
he now
therein.
Conflicting laws
Conflicting laws reSEC.
S
EC. 128. All laws and parts of laws in so far as
as they are inconincon- pealed.
Pealed.
hereby repealed.
repealed.
sistent with this Act
Act are hereby
Approved,
June 3,
Approved, June
3, 1916.
1916.
lime
1916.
lune 5,
5, 1916.
[s.J.
es. 7.l
(S. J. Res.
72.)

135.-Joint Resolution To provide for
CHAP. 1315.—joint
Bicentennial
for holding
holding the
the Texas
Texas Bicentennial
and Pan American
American Exposition in nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.

.
u
[Pub. Res., No. 20.1
20.1

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the United
United Texas Bicentennial
Bicentnnial
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That
That whenever
whenever it
it shall
shall be
be and
andPan
American
Pan
American
shown to the satisfaction
United States
satisfaction of the President of the United
States that
that Exposition.
Expsition
an
Spain and Pan
m
Span
i
countries
a suitable site has been selected
adequate provision
American
countries
a
selected and that adequate
provision has A
i ited to participate
enable the
been made for buildings and
and grounds
grounds that
that will
will enable
the Texas invited to pacipate
Bicentennial
American Exposition
. carry
Bicentennial and Pan American
Exposition to
to inaugurate,
inaugurate,
forward, and
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
and hold an exposition at the
the city
city of
of San
Texas,
on or about the first day of November, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
to celebrate
celebrate the two hundredth
hundredth anniversary of the
the settlement
settlement of
San Antonio, the President
President of the United States be, and he hereby-is,
authorized
requested to invite Spain and all the Pan American
authorized and requested
American
countries and nations to such proposed
proposed exposition, with a
request
a request
that they participate
participate therein.
Approved, June 5, 1916.
Approved,
rcan

ir

and

P

n
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CHAP. 137.-An
CHAP
137.—An Act To alter and amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act granting lands
to
in the
the construction
construction of a
a railroad
telegraph line from the Central
to aid
aid in
railroad and telegraph
Central Pacific
Railroad,
Oregon," approved
approved July
twenty-fifth, eighteen
Railroad, in California, to
to Portland, in Oregon,"
July twenty-fifth,
eighteen
hundred and sixty-six,
sixty-six, as amended by
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight
hundred
by the Acts
Acts of eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-eight
and eighteen
eighteen hundred
and amend
entitled "An
and
hundred and
and sixty-nine,
sixty-nine, and
and to
to alter
alter and
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
"An
Act granting
granting lands to
the construction
railroad and
telegraph line
line from
to aid
aid in the
construction of
of a
a railroad
and telegraph
from
Portland
McMinnville, in the
Oregon," approved May
May fourth,
fourth,
Portland to Astoria and
and McMinnville,
the State
State of
of Oregon,"
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy, and for other
purposes.
other purposes.

Oregon-California
Oregon-California
land grant
grant acts.
acts.

Whereas
by the
the Acts
Acts of
of Congress
approved April
tenth, eighteen
Whereas by
Congress approved
April tenth,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-nine
sixty-nine (Fourteenth
(Fourteenth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page two
hundred
two
47,9
hundred
hundred and
and thirty-nine),
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
thirty-nine), and
and May
May fourth,
and
seventy (Sixteenth
(Sixteenth Statutes
Statutes at
ninety-four), it
was
at Large,
Large, page
page ninety-four),
it was
provided that
provided
that the
granted to
to aid.
in the
of cercerthe lands
lands granted
aid in
the construction
construction of
tain railroads
railroads from
Portland, in
to the
the northnorthfrom Portland,
in the
the State
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, to
ern boundary
boundary of
the State
of California,
California and
and from
from Portland
to
of the
State of
Portland to
Astoria and McMinnville,
McMinnville, in
in the
the State
of Oregon,
be sold
sold to
to
State of
Oregon, should
should be
actual
quantities not
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred and
and
actual settlers
settlers only,
only, in
in quantities
exceeding one
sixty acres to each person and at
at prices
prices not
greater than
than $2.50 per
not greater
per
acre; and
and
acre;
Whereas
Whereas the
California Railroad
Railroad Company,
of
the Oregon
Oregon and
and California
Company, beneficiary
beneficiary of
violated the
the terms
said acts, has violated
terms under
under which
which the
the said
lands were
were
said lands
granted by selling certain of
of said
lands to
persons other
said lands
to persons
other than
than actual
actual
settlers, by
settlers,
by selling
selling in
of more
in quantities
quantities of
more than
than one-quarter
one-quarter section
section
to each
by selling
at prices
in excess
excess of
acre, and
to
each person,
person, by
selling at
prices in
of $2.50
$2.50 per
per acre,
and
sell any further
further portions
by refusing to sell
of such
such lands
lands to
to actual
portions of
actual
price, and
settlers at any price,
doing has
willfully violated
violated the
the terms
terms
and in
in so
so doing
has willfully
by which
which the
of the statutes by
the said
lands were
granted; and
and
said lands
were granted;
Whereas
in the
the suit
Whereas in
suit instituted
instituted by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
of the
United
General of
the United
States, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
authority and
and direction
direction contained
in the
the
the authority
contained in
Vol.
35, p.
Vol.35,
p. 571.
57
joint resolution of April thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eight
eight
(Thirty-fifth Statutes at
at Large
Large, page
page five
seventyfive hundred
hundred and
and seventyone),
the United
one), the Supreme
Supreme Court of the
United States,
States, in
its decision
decision
in its
hundred and
rendered June twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen
fifteen (Two
(Two
hundred
United States,
hundred and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth United
States, page
page th
ree hundred
hundred and
and
three
ninety-three), ordered
ordered that
the Oregon
Oregon and
California Railroad
ninety-three),
that the
and California
Railroad
Company
making further
Company be enjoined from making
further sales
lands in
sales of
of lands
in violaviolation
tion of
of the
the said
railroad company
company be
be further
the law,
law, and
and that
that the
said railroad
further
whatever of
enjoined from making any sales whatever
of either
either the
the land
land or
or the
the
timber
thereon until
until Congress
Congress should
have aareasonable
reasonable opportunity
timber thereon
should have
opportunity
to provide
provide for
for the
the disposition
disposition of
lands in
accordance with
of said
said lands
in accordance
with such
such
policy as Congress might deem fitting under
circumstances and
under the circumstances
and
at the same time
time secure
secure to
the railroad
the value
value
to the
railroad company
company all
all the
conferred by
granting Acts;
Acts; and
by the
the granting
and
conferred
Vol. 2 14,
Vol. 14, p. 242.
Whereas
it was
was expressly
expressly provided
provided by section twelve of the Act of
Whereas it
July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six (Fourteenth
(Fourteenth
and thirty-nine),
thirty-nine), that
Statutes at Large,
Large, page two hundred
hundred and
Conthat Congress might at any time, having due regard for the
the rights
rights of
of the
the
company, add
add to,
to, alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
grantee railroad
railroad company,
or repeal
repeal the
the Act
Act
making the
the grant;
and
making
grant; and
Whereas
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company
Company and
and its
its predWhereas the
the Oregon
Oregon and
predecessors in interest
a large sum of
of money
money from
from sales
interest received
received a
of
sates of
said
land for
for prices
prices in excess of $2.50
$2.50per
acre, and from leases,
said land
per acre,
interest on
on contracts,
contracts, and
and so
interest
so forth;
forth; and
and
Whereas the aforesaid granting Acts
Acts conferred
conferred upon
railroad
upon the
the said
said railroad
company
acre for
company the right to receive not more than $2.50
$2.50 per acre
for each
each
acre
land so
so granted:
granted: Therefore
Therefore
acre of
of land
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
the United
ad
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Oregonreon
and Ci
Califoriagoad
corl- States
States of
Arerica in,
fornia Railroad Comof America
Congress assembled,
That the
the title
title to
of
in Congress
asserbled,That
to so
so much
much of
pany.
pad
the lands
lands granted
granted by
by- the
the Act
of July
July twenty-fifth,
hundred
Act of
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Land grants toy.
to, re- the
vestedin
United States. and sixty-six,
eatedinumtedsates,
sixty-six, entitled
entitled "An
'An Act
lands to
Act granting
granting lands
to aid
the construcin the
aid in
construcVol. 14, p. 239.
P. 9v
tion of a
a railroad and telegraph
Vol.
1,
telegraph line from the Central Pacific Railroad
Railroad
Vol.
15, p. 80; Vol.
15
p.
California
to
Portland,
in Oregon
as amended
amended by
b the
the Acts
Acts of
16, p.
16,
p. 47
47
in California
amended
in
California to Portland, in Oregon."
Oregon." as
of
Preamble.
ol 14,
14ble.
Vol.
p.239.
VoL
16, pp.
Voi6,
pp. 47,94.
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eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight and eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtyor
nine, for
for which patents have been issued
issued by the
the United
United States, or
for which the grantee is entitled to receive patents
patents under
under said grant,
grant,
Vol. 16,
p. 94.
6 p-94and to so much of the lands granted
granted by the Act of May fourth,
fourth, Vol.
eighteen hundred and seventy, entitled "An
"An Act granting
granting lands to
eighteen
aid in the construction of aarailroad and telegraph
telegraph line from Portland
to Astoria and McMinnville,
State of Oregon,"
Oregon," for
which
McMinnville, in the State
for which
patents have
United States,
by the United
States, or
or for
for which
which the
patents
have been
been issued by
entitled to receive patents
patents under said grant, as had not
grantee is entitled
Oregon and
Company prior
been sold by
by the Oregon
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company
prior to
July
is hereby, pro
July first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen, be,
be, and the same ishereby,
Proviso.
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way, etc.,
etc.,
revested
in the
United States:
Provided, That
That the
revested in
the United
States: Provided,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Rights ofof way,
excepted.
Act shall not apply to the right of way to the extent of one hundred excepted.
railroad and
and all
actual use
feet in width on each side of the railroad
all lands
lands in
in actual
by said railroad company
company on December
December ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, for depots,
depots, sidetracks,
sidetracks, wood
wood yards,
and standing
grounds.
fifteen,
yards, and
standing grounds.
classification
Classification of
of rerestored lands.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
Secretary of
the Interior,
in cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the storedlands.
of the
Interior, in
SEC.
the Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture, or otherwise,
otherwise, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
Secretary of Agriculture,
directed,
after due examination
examination in the field, to classify said lands
lands by
by
directed, after
subdivisions thereof
thereof into three
three classes,
classes, as follows:
the smallest legal subdivisions
Power-site lands.
lands.
Class one. Power-site
Power-site lands, which
which shall
shall include
include only such lands as Power-sit
water-power sites, which lands shall be subare chiefly-valuable
valuable for water-power
ject
such use
use and
as has
has been
or may
may
ject to
to withdrawal
withdrawal and
and such
and disposition
disposition as
been or
be
p
rovided by
by law
law for
for other
lands of
like character.
character.
be .
provided
other public
ublic lands
of like
Timberlands.
Timberlands.
growth
Class two. Timberlands,
Timberlands, which
which shall include
include lands bearing a
agrowth
of timber
not less
less than
than three
thousand feet
board measure
feet board
measure
of
timber not
three hundred
hundred thousand
on
each forty-acre
subdivision.
on each
forty-acre subdivision.
Agicultural
Agricultural lands
lands.
Agricultural lands,
include all lands
lands not
not
Class three.
three. Agricultural
lands, which
which shall
shall include
falling within
either of
of the
two other
other classes:
classes:
falling
within either
the two
Provisos
Provisos.
Reclassification.
lands, however
classified, may
be reProvided,
Provided, That
That any
any of
of said
said lands,
however classified,
may be
re- Reclassifcation.
classified, if, because of a
achange of conditions or other reasons, such
such
classified,
action
required to
to denote
denote properly
properly the
the true
true character
and class
class of
of Rights
action is
is required
character and
Rights of
of way,
way, etc.,
etc.,
allowed.
such lands: Providedfurther,
general laws of the United allowed.
Providedfurther, That all the general
States
hereafter enacted
granting of
of
States now
now existing
existing or hereafter
enacted relating to the granting
lands shall
shall be
rights of way over
over or permits
permits for
for the use of public
public lands
applicable to all
revested in the United States
applicable
all lands title to which is
is revested
under the provisions
provisions of this Act. All
All lands
lands disposed
disposed of under the
provisions of this Act shall be subject
subject to all rights of way which
provisions
which the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall at any
any time deem
necessary for the
Secretary
deem necessary
removal
from any
any lands
of class
two.
removal of
of the
the timber
timber from
lands of
class two.
Mineral entries, etc.
SEC.
classification provided
preceding secineentset
S
EC. 3. That the classification
provided for by the preceding
dispoexploration, entry, and dispotion shall not operate to exclude
exclude from exploration,
United States, any of said
sition, under
under the
the mineral-land
mineral-land laws of the United
lands,
chiefly valuable
valuable for the mineral
which are chiefly
mineral
lands, except
except power
power sites, which
deposits contained
general mineral
are hereby
hereby Proiso.
contained therein,
therein, and the general
mineral laws
laws are
Proviso.
Timber reserved.
reserved.
extended to
to all
said lands,
lands, except
That any
any Timber
extended
all of
of said
except power
power sites:
sites: Provided,.
Provided, That
acquire title to
to
person entering
entering mineral lands of class two shall not acquire
hereinafter provided in
the timber thereon, which shall be sold as hereinafter
section four,
timber
use so much
much of the
the timber
four, but he
he shall have
have the
the right
right to
to use
section
thereon
necessary in
development and
thereon as
as may be necessary
in the development
and operation of
of
his mine
such time
his
mine until
until such
time as
as such
such timber
timber is
is sold
sold by
by the
United States.
the United
States. Timber
Timber lands.
lands.
Opened to homeSEC.
That nonmineral
of class
shall not
be disposed
S
EC. 4.
4. That
nonmineral lands
lands of
class two
two shall
not be
disposed opened
stead entry, etc., when
of until
the Secretary
of the
Interior has
of
until the
Secretary of
the Interior
has determined
determined and
and announced
announced Stier
reod we
timber removed_
that the merchantable timber thereon
thereon has been removed,
removed, and thereupon said lands shall fall into class three and be disposed of in the
manner
for the
disposal of
of that
that class.
class.
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for
the disposal
of lands
lands of
Sales
Sales of
of timber
timber by
by
competitive bidding.
bidding.
The
timber on
on lands
for cash
The timber
lands of
of class
cbms two
two shall
shall be
be sold
sold for
cash by
by. the
the competitive
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior , in
in cooperation
Secretary of
of .Agri
Secretary
cooperation with
with the
the Secretary
Agriculture, or
or otherwise,
to citizens
of the
the United
United States,
States, associations
associations of
of
culture,
otherwise, to
citizens of
such citizens,
and corporations
corporations organized
organized under
the laws
laws of
the
under the
of the
citizens, and
such
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United States, or any State, Territory,
thereof, at
such
Territory, or District thereof,
at such

Prota.unsati
ft
r
eject.ion of

unsatis-

actory bids.
factory
saleofsmalunits.
of small units '

Bale

times, in
times
in such
such quantities,
and under
under such
such plan
plan ot
of public
quantities, and
public competitive
competitive
bidding as
as in
in the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior may
prothe judgment
judgment of
of the
may produce the best results: Provided,
Provided, That said Secretary shall have
have the
duce
the
right to reject any
any bid
bid where
where he
has reason
reason to
to believe
that the
the price
price
he has
believe that
offered
reoffer the
the timber
timber until
until a
a satisfacsatisfacoffered is
is inadequate,
inadequate, and
and may
may reoffer
tory bid
bid is
tory
That upon
upon application
application of
is received:
received: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
of aa

qualified purchaser that any
qualified
any legal
suladivision shall
shall be
be separately
legal subdivision
separately
offered
subdivision shall
offered for sale such
such subdivision
be separately
separately offered
offered before
before
shall be
being
included in
any offer
larger unit,
if such
such application
application be
be
being included
in any
offer of
of aalarger
unit, if
Timber sales.
Timber
filed within ninety days prior to such
pronged further,
further,
such offer: And
And provided
That said timber
shall be
timber shall
be sold
sold as
as rapidly
as reasonable
prices can
can be
be
rapidly as
reasonable prices
secured therefor in
in aanormal
normal market.
market.
Issue of timber p
pata
nuet O
The
Secretary of
the Interior
soon as
as the
the purchase
The Secretary
of the
Interior shall
shall as
as soon
ents.
purchase price
price is
is
fully paid by any
any person
person purchasing
purchasing under
provisions of
of this
under the
the provisions
this
section issue to such purchaser aapatent
patent conveying
conveying the
timber and
and
the timber
Cutting, removal,
removal, expressly reserving the land to the United States.
The timber
timber thus
thus
etc.
etc.
purchased may
be cut and removed
purchased
may be
removed by the purchaser,
purchaser, his heirs
heirs or
or
assigns, within such
such period
period as
be fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
as may
may be
by the
of the
Interior, which
which period
period shall be designated
designated in
in the
the patent;
patent; all
all rights
rights
oviso.
under
said
patent
shall
cease
and
terminate
at
the
expiration
of
said
under
said
patent
shall
cease
and
terminate
at
the
expiration
of
said
Proviso.
Termination.
period:
Provided, That
That in
the event
the timber
timber is
removed prior
prior to
to
period: Provided,
in the
event the
is removed
the Secretary
Secretary of
the expiration
expiration of said period the
the Interior
Interior shall
make
of the
shall make
due announcement
announcement thereof, whereupon
whereupon all
rights under
under the
patent
all rights
the patent
shall cease.
cease.
shall
Tax,
etc.
Tax, etc.
No
shall be
be removed
No timber
timber shall
removed until
until the issuance of patent therefor.
All timber
timber sold under this
this Act
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the taxing
power of
of
Act shall
taxing power
the States apart
apart from
from the
land as
soon as
as patents
patents are
are issued
issued as
the land
as soon
as proprovided for
herein.
vided
for herein.
Agricultural lands.
Oning
to entry.
n
SEC.
nonmineral lands
SEC. 5. That
That nonmineral
lands of
of class
class three
be subject
subject to
to
Opening to
entry.
three shall
shall be
entry under the general
general provisions
provisions of
of the
the homestead
homestead laws
of the
the
laws of
United States, except
except as modified
modified herein,
and opened
to entry
entry in
in
herein, and
opened to
Vol. 38, p. 113.
o. 3s, p- 113.
accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of the Act of September
September thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen (Thirty-eighth
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
one hundred
hundred and thirteen).
thirteen). Fifty cents
cents per
acre shall
shall be
be paid
paid at
per acre
at the
the
No commutation,.
commutation,.
time
the original
original entry
entry is
is allowed
allowed and
and $2
per
acre
when
final proof
proof is
is
time the
$2
per
acre
when
final
R. S., sec. 2301, p. 421.
CRisation,
twenty-three hundred
hundred and
and one,
one, ReRemade. The
The provisions
provisions of
of section
section twenty-three
Cultivation, etc.,
etc.,42re- made.
quired.
vised Statutes, shall
hereunder and
vised
shall not apply to any
any entry
entry hereunder
and no
no patent
patent
shall issue until the entryinan
entryman has
has resided
resided upon
and cultivated
cultivated the
the
upon and
land for a
a period
which shall
period of three years, proof of which
be made
shall be
made at
at any
any
time within
date of
within five years from date
entry. The
area cultivated
shall be
be
of entry.
The area
cultivated shall
Secretary of
such as to satisfy the Secretary
Interior that
entry is
is made
made
of the
the Interior
that the
the entry
Prosmos,
Provisos.
in good faith for the purpose
purpose of
and not
not for
speculation:
of settlement
settlement and
for speculation:
Cleared
timberlands. Provided, That
Clearedtimberlads.
payment of
of $2.50 per acre
acre shall
not be
Provided, That the
the payment
shall not
be required
required
from homestead
homestead entrymen
entry men upon lands of
of class
class two
the same
same
two when
when the
Preference to present shall become subject to
Preferencetopresent
to entry
as agricultural
agricultural lands
in
class three:
three:
entry
as
lands
in
class
residents.
residents.
Providedfurther,
during the
period fixed
for the submission of
Provided further, That
that during
the period
fixed for
of
applications to make entry
under this
applications
entry under
any person
person duly
duly qualified
this section
section any
qualified
to enter such lands who has
has resided
resided thereon,
thereon, to
to the
the same
same extent
extent and
and
in
the same
same manner as is required
in the
required under the homestead
homestead laws,
laws, since
since
the first
the
first day of December,
December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and who
who
has improved
improved the land and devoted
devoted some portion thereof
has
thereof to
to agriagricultural use, and who shall have maintained
maintained his
his residence
the date
date
residence to
to the
of such
preferred right
of
such application,
application, shall have the preferred
right to enter
enter the
quarter
the quarter
section upon
upon which he was
whether such lands
section
was so residing whether
lands shall
shall be
be of
of
class two
two or
or class
class three
three and where such quarter section
class
section does not
not
On
timber lands.
ontimberd.
contain more
more than
than one million two
hundred thousand
contain
two hundred
thousand feet
board
feet board
measure of timber, and where the quarter
section contains
measure
quarter section
more than
contains more
than
the
the forty-acre
the said
said quantity
quantity of timber such person may enter the
forty-acre
tract, or
lots containing
tract,
or lot
lot or
or lots
containing approximately
approximately forty acres, upon
upon which
which
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his improvements, or the greater
greater part
part thereof, are situated:
situated: ProProvided further,
further That a
a prior exercise of the
homestead right by any
any aopr
bPri
m..." homesteadnot
the homestead

homestead not

person shall not be a
such person
exercise of such
rights:
a bar to the
the exercise
such preference
preference rights:
6erv
And providedfurther,
described lands which
provided further, That all of the following described
which /
AV'
re!
atki
n
for
tser
vati.n
States by
operation of
of this
Act,
may become
become revested in
in the United
United States
by operation
this Act,
to-wit: Township one
five east,
twenty-three Description.
Description.
to-wit:
one south, range
range five
east, sections
sections twenty-three
and thirty-five;
thirty-five; township one south, range six east, sections three,
five, seven, nine, seventeen, nineteen, twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, thirty-one, and
thirty-three; township two south, range five east, sections one and
five,
three; township two south, range
range six east, sections one, three, five,
seven, nine, and eleven;
eleven •township two south, range seven
seven east, secsection seven;
seven •township three south, range three east, section
section fifteen;
fifteen;
township four
lour south,
south., range four east, sections eleven
eleven and thirteen;
thirteen;
township four south, range five east, sections
twentysections nineteen
nineteen and
and twentynine;
nine •and township twelve south, range seven
fifteen,
seven west,
west, sections fifteen,
twenty-one, twenty-three, twenty-seven,
thirtytwenty-seven, thirty-three, and thirtyfive Willamette
five,
Willamette meridian and base, State
Oregon shall be
withState of Oregon,
be withheld
held from entry or other disposition for a
a period
period. of
of 'two
years after
after
two years
approval hereof.
the approval
hereof.
SEC. 6.
That persons
persons who
who purchase
on lands
of class
class two
two bCommisionsortim5: a . kfils
SEC.
6. That
purchase timber
timber on
lands of
required to pay aacommission
one-fifth of one per
shall be required
commission of one-fifth
per centum
of the purchase
purchase price paid,
paid, to
between the
register
to be divided
divided equally-between
the register
receiver, within the maximum
and receiver,
maximum compensation
compensation allowed
allowed them by
register and receiver shall receive
law; and the
the register
receive no other
other compensacompensawhatever for services rendered
rendered in connection
tion whatever
sales of
connection with the sales
timber under the provisions of section
section four
four of
of this Act.
SEC. 7.
That the
the Attorney
General of
the United
be, and
and he
he detee amWoun
SEC.
7. That
Attorney General
of the
United States
States be,
amoun tdusD
due
authorized and
directed to
institute and
prosecute any
and railroad company.
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
and directed
to institute
and prosecute
any and
all suits in equity and actions at law against
till
against the Oregon
Oregon and Caliparty which
which he
he may
fornia Railroad Company, and any other
other proper party
may
deem appropriate,
determined the amount of moneys which
which
appropriate, to have determined
have been received
received by the
the said railroad
railroad company
company or its predecessors
predecessors
sold or
or
from or on account
account of
of any of said
said granted lands,
lands, whether
whether sold
unsold, patented or unpatented,
unpatented, and which should be charged
charged against
against
grantees under
under said
it as aapart of the "full value"
value" secured
secured to the grantees
said
granting
Acts as
heretofore interpreted
by the
the Supreme
Court. In
Matters to
be concongranting Acts
as heretofore
interpreted by
Supreme Court.
In sidMeed
to be
making
this determination
court shall
shall take
into consideration
consideration
making this
determination the
the court
take into
and give due and proper legal effect to all receipts
receipts of money
money from
contracts, rent,
timber depredations
depredations,
sales of land or
or timber,
timber, forfeited
forfeited contracts,
rent, timber
and
other source
source relating
to said
said
and interest
interest on
on contracts,
contracts, or
or from
from any
any other
relating to
from said
used by
by
lands; also
also to the
the value of timber taken
taken from
said lands
lands and
and used
D eterm ination
said grantees
or their
successor or
successors. In
making this
this aDetermination
said
grantees or
their successor
or successors.
In making
determination
the aforementioned
aforementioned suit
suit or
or suits
the court
court shall
determination in
in the
suits the
shall also
also
determine,
determine, on the application
application of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, the amount of
of
the taxes on said lands paid by
provided in this
by the United
United States
States, as provided
Act, and which should in law have
ave been
been paid by the said Oregon
Oregon and
California
Company, and the amount
determined shall
California Railroad
Railroad Company,
amount thus determined
be treated as monev
company.
money received
received by said railroad
railroad company.
o
Title to
SEC. 8. That the
inToturttlo
moneys
Sze.
the- title to all
all money arising
arising out of said grant
grant lands
lands in
court.now
moneysn
outcome of said
suit commenced
commenced
and now on deposit to await the final outcome
said suit
by the United States
States in pursuance
pursuance of said joint resolution of nineteen
nineteen
hundred and eight is
hereby vested
vested in the United
United States
hundred
is hereby
States, and the
the
United States is subrogated
United
subrogated to all the rights and remedies
remedies of the
obligee or obligees,
especially of Louis
Louis L. Sharp as commissioner,
commissioner,
obligees, and especially
under
purchase of
of timber
timber on
the grant
grant lands.
lands.
under any contract
contract for
for the
the purchase
on the
Payment of acc
SEC.
accrued and now
lands State
rtMyt
acc d
S
EC. 9. That the taxes accrued
now unpaid on the
the lands
taxes.
States, whether
whether situate in the
revested in the United States,
the State of Oregon
Oregon
Treasurer of the United
or State of Washington,
Washington shall be paid by the Treasurer
States, upon the order o
offthe
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior, as soon as
as may
Acts and
such
be after the
the approval
approval of this Act,
and aasum
sum sufficient
sufficint to
to make such
( c'
sa
jn

iiss

for tim-

d'

th

sidered

as to taxes d ue .

rued
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payment
hereby appropriated,
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
payment is
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC.
Receipts from lands
SEC. 10.
10. That
all moneys
received from
from or
or on
on account
of said
said
That all
moneys received
account of
and timber to constiunder the
tute special ftd.t
fund.
lands and timber
timber under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
deposited
shall be
be deposited
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
be designated
designated
States in a
a special
special fund,
fund, to
to be
"The Oregon
Oregon and
and California
California land-grant
land-grant fund,"
fund," which
which fund
fund shall
shall be
be
Dispositionof.
Disposition of.
disposed of in the following
following manner: The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
of the
shall ascertain
ascertain as soon as
the exact
number of
of acres
of said
said
as may be
be the
exact number
acres of
lands, sold or unsold,
unsold, patented
and California
California Railroad
Railroad
patented to
to the Oregon and
Company, or its predecessors,
predecessors, and
number of
of acres
of unpatented
unpatented
and the
the number
acres of
lands which said railroad
railroad company
to receive
receive under
company is entitled to
under the
the
terms of said grants and the value
value of said lands at
at $2.50
$2.50 per
per acre.
acre.
From the sum thus ascertained
ascertained he shall deduct the
amount already
already
the amount
received
received by the said railroad
railroad company
company and its predecessors
in interest
predecessors in
interest
on account
account of said lands and which should be
charged against it
it as
as
be charged
Payment toralIroad
Payment
to railroad determined under
under section seven of this Act; and
equal to
to the
and aasum
sum equal
the
company,
etc.
pany, etc.
balance thus
thus resulting
resulting shall
balance
shall be paid, as herein
herein provided, to the said
said
company, its successors or assigns,
railroad company-,
as.signs, and
having liens
liens
and to those
those having
on the land, as their respective
respective interests may appear. The amount
amount
due lien holders
holders shall be evidenced
in writing,
writing,
evidenced either by the consent, in
of the railroad
railroad company
company or
judgment of
of a
court of
of competent
competent
or by aajudgment
a court
iurisdiction in a
jurisdiction
which the
company and
and the
lien
a suit
smit to
to which
the railroad
railroad company
the lien
holders are parties. Payments shall be made
made from time
time to
to time,
time,
as the fund accumulates, by
Treasurer of
the United
States upon
upon
by the
the Treasurer
of the
United States
Proviso,
the order
order of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior:
Provided, however,
however, That
if,
Pe
receipts the
of the
Secretary of
Balance if receipts
Interior: Provided,
That if,
insufficient.
upon the expiration
the approval
approval of
insufficient,
upon
expiration of ten years
years from
from the
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the
proceeds derived from the sale of
timber are
are not
not sufficient,
of lands and
and timber
sufficient
to pay the full amount
amount which the said railroad company, its
successors
its successors
or assigns, are entitled to receive,
receive, the balance
balance due shall be paid
paid from
from
the general
general funds in the Treasury of the United
United States,
and an
an approapproStates, and
Distribution after
after priation
priation shall
shall be
be made
made therefor.
After the
said railroad
railroad company,
company,
Distribution
therefor. After
the said
pany,
payingetc.
railroad corn- its successors or
the lien
lien holders
shall have
have been
been paid
paid the
or assigns, and
and the
holders shall
the
amount to which they are entitled, as provided
herein, an
an amount
amount
provided herein,
equal to that paid for accumulated
accumulated taxes, as provided in
in section
nine
section nine
hereof, shall be deposited in the Treasury
Treasury to the credit
credit of
the United
United
of the
States, thereafter
thereafter all other
other moneys received
received from
from the sales
sales of
of land
land and
and
timber shall be distributed
distributed as follows:
andom
From
sales
A separate
separate account
account shall
shall be
be kept
kept in
in the
the General
Office of
the
ales of lands
A
General Land
and
timber.
Land Office
of the
sales of land and timber within each
each county
county in which any of
of said
said lands
lands
are situated, and, after deducting
deducting from
amount of
of the
the proceeds
arisfrom the
the amount
proceeds arising from such sales in each county
county a
asum equal to
applied to
to pay
to that
that applied
pay
the accrued taxes
taxes in that county
county- and a
asum
sum equal
equal to $2.50 per acre for
for
each acre of such land therein title to which is
revested in
in the
the United
United
is revested
States under this Act, twenty-five
twenty-five per centum of the remainder
remainder shall
be
shall be
paid to the State treasurer of the Stateinwhich
State inwhich the land
is located,
located, to
be
land is
to be
and become a
a part of the irreducible
irreducible school fund of
twentyof the State; twentyfive per centum
centum shall
shall be paid to the treasurer
treasurer of the county for comcommon schools,
roads, highways,
highways, bridges, and port districts, to be apmon
schools, roads,
apportioned
ortioned by the county courts
courts for the severa
several purposes
purposes above named;
named;
o r ty
vo.
p.33,
orty per centum
centum
paid into,
appropriated as
as a.
be paid
into, reserved,
reserved, and
and appropriated
a
Vol.32,p.388.
part
of the fund shall
created
Vol. 32, p. 388.
part
of
created by the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventeenth,
hundred and two, known as the reclamation
reclamation
Act; ten per centum
centum shall become
become a
apart of the general
general fund in the
rom other
rces. Treasury of the United
From
other sources.
United States; and of
athe balance
remaining in
in said
balance remaining
said
Oregon and California land grant fund from whatsoever
whatsoever source
source dederived twenty-five
twenty-five per centura
centum shahl
shall be paid to the State treasurer
treasurer of
of
the State
the
State in which
which the land is located,
located, to be and become a
apart of the
irreducible
irreducible school fund of the State; twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
centum shall be
paid
paid to the treasurer of the county for common
common schools, roads, highhighways, bridges, and port districts, to be apportioned
apportioned by
county
by the
the county
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remainder shall
shall
courts for the several purposes above named; and the remainder
Treasury of the
United States.
States.
become aapart
part of
of the general fund in
in the
the Treasury
the United
Payments authorpayments herein authorized
treasurers of the ized.
authorized shall be made to the treasurers
The payments
ized.
respectively, by the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
States and comities,
counties, respectively,
States, upon the order of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, as soon as may
during which the moneys were
be after the close of each fiscal year during
received: Provided,
payments to the States and Proviso.
received:
Provided, That none of the payments
Proviso.
Conditions.
counties and to the reclamation
reclamation fund in this section provided for shall Conditions.
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad
be made until the amount due the Oregon
Company, its successors
successors or assigns,
assigns, has been fully paid, and the
the
Company,
reimbursed for all taxes paid pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of
of
Treasury reimbursed
section nine of this Act.
Regulations, etc.
etc.
S
EC. 11. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to Regulations,
SEC.
such rules and regulations
regulations as
perform any and all acts and to make such
necessary and proper for the purpose
purpose of carrying
carrying the promay be necessary
Punishment for false
false
visions of this Act into full force and effect;
person, applicant,
applicant, Punishment
effect; and any person,
swearing.
swearing.
purchaser, entryman,
entryinan, or
or witness
witness who shall swear falsely in any affipurchaser,
proceeding requied
required hereunder
hereunder or under the regulations
issued
regulations issued
davit or proceeding
by
the Interior shall be guilty of
of perjury and liable
Secretary of
of the
by the
the Secretary
prescribed therefor.
therefor.
to the penalties prescribed
Appropriation
Appropriation
for
S
EC. 12.
$100,000 be, arid
hereby, ap- classfication.
ishereby,
and the same is
SEC.
12. That the sum
sum of $100,000
classification.
propriated,
moneys in the Treasury
otherwise approapproTreasury not otherwise
out of any moneys
propriated, out
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior,' in cooperation
cooperation with
the Interior,
priated, to enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
classifithe classificomplete the
otherwise, to complete
or otherwise,
Agriculture, or
of Agriculture,
the
cation of
as herein
shall be
be immeimmeamount shall
which amount
herein provided,
provided, which
the lands
lands as
cation
of the
diately available
and shall
shall remain
remain available
available until
classification
until such classification
available and
diately
shall have been completed.
Approved, June 9, 1916.
CHAP. 139.—An
consent of
of Congress
Congrem to
to conconthe consent
to George
George Fabyan
Fabyan to
CHAP.
139.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
struct
bridge across
across the
the Fox
Fox River.
struct aabridge
River.

1916.
June 12, 1916.

IS.co73.1
[S.
6073.]
[Public,
No. 87.1
[Public, No. 87.]

and House
Representatives of the United
House of
of Representatives
the Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by the
Fox River.
River.
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress Fox
That the
in Congress
States of
America in
George Fabyan
Fabyan may
may
George
is hereby
granted to
George Fabyan,
and his
his successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, bridge,
Geneva, 111.
Ill.
Fabyan, and
bridge, at Geneva,
to George
hereby granted
is
to construct,
operate a
abridge
approaches thereto
thereto
and approaches
bridge and
and operate
maintain, and
to
construct, maintain,
to the
the interests
across the
the Fox
Fox River,
River, at
at aapoint
suitable to
interests of navigation,
navigation,
point suitable
across
Construction.
Illinois, in
at or
Geneva, in
county of
in the
the State
State of
of Illinois,
in Construction.
Kane, in
of Kane,
in the
the county
near Geneva,
at
or near
34, p. 84.
Vol. 34,
Act
to
regu"An
Act
entitled
of
the
accordance with
with the
provisions
reguthe provisions
accordance
late
approved
waters," approved
navigable waters,"
late the
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
March
nineteen hundred
hundred and six.
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
Amendment.
SEC. 2. That
hereby Amendment.
repeal this Act is hereby
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June 12, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP.
140.—An Act
authorize and
and empower
empower officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the
officers and
To authorize
Act To
CHAP. 140.-An
Navy
Marine Corps
to serve
serve under
under the
the Government
the Republic
Republic of
Haiti,
Navy and
and Marine
Corps to
Government of
of the
of Haiti,
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Rine 12, 191i
1916.
June

[
11 .
B.12835.]
[H.
R.
1835.

[Public, No. 8.1
881

Be it
by the
of Rresentatives
the United
United
of the
House of
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of
in Congress
That the
President of
the Deatails
Navy
Deti from Navy
the President
of the
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
Corps aaure
discretion, to aid
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized, in his discretion,
Ithigrizletrlcir
Corps
Treaties, p.
p. 44.
detail to assist the Republic
Republic of Haiti
Haiti such officers and enlisted
enlisted men of Treaties,
Marine Corps as may
the United
United States
and the
the United
United States
States Marine
may
Navy and
the
States Navy
by him and the President
be mutually agreed upon by
be
President of the Republic
Republic of
Proviso,
Haiti:
Provided, That
That the
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
so detailed
detailed be,
be, Compensation
tIon per.
men so
Haiti: Provided,
the officers
per
mit
accept from the Government
and
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to accept
Government of micttt
and they
compensation and emoluments
with compensation
Haiti
employment with
emoluments from
the said
said employment
Haiti the
the
approval of
of the
the President
President
to the
the approval
Haiti, subject
subject to
of Haiti,
said Government
Government of
the said
of the
United States.
of
the United
States.
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SEc.
SEC. 2. That to insure the continuance
continuance of this work during such
such
President may
have the
the power
of subsubtime as may
may be desirable,
desirable, the
the President
may have
power of
stitution in
in the
case of
of the
the detail
of any
any officer
stitution
the case
the termination
termination of
of the
detail of
officer or
or

Substitution.
Substitution.

enlisted man
for any
enlisted
man for
any cause:
Provided, That
That during
during the
the continuance
continuance
cause: Provided,
of such details the officers
officers and enlisted men shall continue to receive
or
the pay and allowances
allowances of
of their
their ranks or ratings
ratings in the Navy
Navy or
Marme Corps.
Corps.
Marine
Cor.i
SEC.
following increase
increase in the United
Marine
Corps.
SEC. 3. That the following
United States Marine
Marine
Increase authorized.
Corps be, and the same is hereby, authorized:
authorized: Two majors, twelve
creas.
Corps
captains,
captains, eighteen
eighteen first lieutenants,
lieutenants, two assistant quartermasters
quartermasters
with the rank of captain, one assistant
paymaster with
with the rank
assistant paymaster
rank of
of
captain, five quartermaster
quartermaster sergeants,
five first
first sergeants, five
five gun.
sergeants, five
gun
nery sergeants, and
and eleven
eleven sergeants.
sergeants.
Navy.
Medical
in.
SEC. 4.
4. That
following increase
United States Navy be,
increase in the United
That the
the following
SEc.
Sedai force
for incr ase d
and the same is hereby, authorized:
creased..
One surgeon,
surgeon, two
two passed
assistauthorized: One
passed assistant surgeons, five hospital
hospital stewards,
apprentices,
stewards, and ten hospital
hospital apprentices,
first class.
Longevity, etc., not
Longevity,
etc., not
SEC. 5.
That officers
and enlisted
men of
of the
the Navy
and Marine
affte
affected
by^ detail
in
in
bdev
SEC.
5. That
officers and
enlisted men
Navy and
Marine
Haiti.
Corps detailed
detailed for duty to assist the Republic
of Haiti
Haiti shall
be entiRepublic of
shall be
entitled to the same credit for such service, for longevity,
retirement,
longevity, retirement,
foreign service, pay, and for all other purposes, that they would
would
receive if they were serving with the Navy
Navy or with the Marine
Maxine Corps.
Corps.
Approved, June 12,
12, 1916.
Approved,
Prov o.a

t

Proviso.
etc
Service pay e
,
.,
continued.

continmued

12, 1916.
1916.
Tune 12
[H. R. i3912.
. No. 894
Public,
[Public,
Merchant
seamen.
Merchant seame.

Life savng
Life
saving regulatons amendedVol. 38, p. 1183,

tVolamn.
s3,

CHAP. 141.—An
141.-An Act
of the seamen's Act of March
CHAP.
Act To amend
amend section fourteen
fourteen of
March
fourth, nineteen
fifteen.
and fifteen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fourth,

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be itit enacted
of America
America in
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That section
fourteen
ess a,ssemb7ed,
section fourteen
of
seamen'ss Act
of March
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen,
of the seamen
Act of
fourth, nineteen
hundred and

be amended by striking
striking out subdivisions
subdivisions third and fourth
fourth of
subof subsection headed "Life
jackets and life buoys,"
of
" Life jackets
buoys," regarding
regarding the number of
navigating the ocean,
life buoys
buoys with which
which steamers
steamers navigating
ocean, or any lake,
bay,
sound of
of the
shall be
equipped, and
and inserting,
inserting,
bay, or sound
the United
United States
States shall
be equipped,
following:
in lieu thereof, the following:
Ifeloys.
"Third. The
Life
buoys.
"Third.
of life
buoys with
with which
vessels
The minimum
minimum number
number of
life buoys
which vessels
are to
be provided
provided is
is fixed
N eu r m
are
to be
fixed as
as follows:
follows:
Number modified ,
luminousadded'
"Vessels
under one
one hundred
feet in
length, minimum
added.
" Vessels under
hundred feet
in length,
minimum number
number of
of
buoys, two; vessels one hundred feet and less than
than two hundred
hundred
feet in length, minimum number
number of buoys, four, of which two shall
be luminous; vessels two hundred
hundred feet and less than three hundred
hundred
feet in length, minimum
minimum number
number of buoys,
buoys, six, of which
which two shall be
luminous; vessels three hundred
hundred feet and less than four hundred
luminous;
hundred
feet in length, minimum
minimum number of buoys, twelve, of which four shall be luminous;
luminous; vessels four hundred
hundred feet and less than
than six hundred
hundred feet
feet
in length, minimum
minimum number
number of buoys, eighteen,
nine shall
eighteen, of which nine
be luminous; vessels six hundred
eight hundred
hundred
hundred feet and less
less than
than eight
feet in length, minimum
minimum number
number of
of buoys,
buoys, twenty-four,
of which
which
twenty-four, of
twelve shall be luminous;
luminous; vessels eight hundred
hundred feet and over in
in
length, minimum number
number of buoys, thirty,
thirty, of
fifteen shall
shall
of which fifteen
be luminous.
luminous.
be
Attachments,
Attachments, etc.
"
fitted with
beckets securely -seized.
seized.
"Fourth. All the buoys shall
"tew
shall be fitted
with beckets
Where two buoys
buoys only are carried,
Where
carried, one shall be fitted with a
alife line
at least fifteen fathoms
buovs
fathoms in length,
length, and where
where more than two buoys
are carried, at least one buoy on each
a life
each side shall be fitted with a
line of at least fifteen
fifteen fathoms in length.
lights shall
shall be
be efficient
length. The
The lights
efficient
self-igniting lights which can not be extinguished
self-igniting
extinguished in water and they
shallbe
shall
be kept near the buoys to which they belong, with the necessary
necessary
means of attachment."
attachment."
Approved, June 12, 1916.

amended.
amended.
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CHAP
Act To
amend section
section six
six of
of an
define and fix the standard
standard
to define
Act to
an Act
To amend
142.-An Act
CHAP. 142.—An
of
value, to
maintain the
all forms
forms of
of money
issued or
or coined
by the
the United
United
coined by
money issued
of all
parity of
the parity
to maintain
of value,
States, to
to refund
for other
approved March
March fourteenth
fourteenth,
purposes, approved
other purposes,
and for
debt and
public debt,
the public
refund the
States,
nineteen
March second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
amended by the Act of March
hundred, as amended
nineteen hundred,
eleven.

225
225
June
June 12
12, 1916.
1916.
[H. R.
R. 13474.]
3474
[H.

[Public, No.
NO. 90.1
90.1
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the Gold certificates.
certat,,.
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
Be it
United
of America
in Congress
That section
section six
six Vol.31,p.
47 ;Vol.34,
vol.31,p.47;Vol.34,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
of an
an Act
Act to
define and
and fix
of value,
to maintain
maintain the
the P.' 1289.
1289.
value, to
standard of
the standard
fix the
to define
of
parity of
of money
money issued
issued or coined
coined by the United
United States,
forms of
all forms
of all
parity
March
approved March
to
public debt,
for other _purpose;
purposes, approved
and for
debt, and
the public
refund the
to refund
Vol. 36,
965,
fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred,
by the
the Act
Act approved
36, P. 965,
Vol.
approved amended.
amended by
as amended
hundred, as
fourteenth,
March second,
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eleven, be, and the same is
March
hereby, further
further amended
amended by
by striking
striking from the last proviso of said
hereby,
section
"one-third" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the
section six the word "one-third"
word "
two-thirds," making
the last
last proviso
proviso of said section six read
making the
"two-thirds,"
word
as
follows:
as follows:
.
isue for stamped
follows:
as
bullion.
"And providedfurther
provided further, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
i
n. for stamped
Treasury may, in littt
the Treasury
Secretary of
"And
his
discretion, receive,
receive, with
Treasurer or any Assistant
Assistant Treasurer
asurer
the Treasurer
with the
his discretion,
of the
the United
United States,
deposits of gold bullion
stamf,
bearing the stamp
bullion bearing
States, deposits
of
of the
the coinage
of the
the United
United States,
the assay
essay office
office in Nlew
New
or the
States, or
mints of
coinage mints
of
not
of
amomit
in
York,
certifying
their
weight
)
fineness,
,
and.
value,
amounts
value,
and,
fiienerss,
weights
their
certifying
York,
oof, the
r theref
less than
than $1,000
and issue
ertificates therefor
go certificates:
isue gold
value, aund
$1,000 in value,
less
description herein
herein authorizedBut . the
amount of
of,,gold
gold bullion
maximum hIcreased•
buion Mam
h ,amount
autOaized. Bu
description
and
foreign coin
coin so
shall nt
not at
exceed tw-thirds
two-thirds of
of
time exceed
at any,
any time
so held
held shall
and foreign
the
amount of
gold -certificates
such time
outstanding
A: kiet 193,' pP'
ing. And I018.e1.
time outstand
certificate aatstuch
ot gold
total amount
the total
section
hundred and ninety-three
ninety-three of the revised
revised Statutes
fifty-one hudred
section fifty-one
of
the United
United States is hereby repealed."
repealed."
of the
Approved, June 12, 1916.
Approved,

eventy-three of an
CHAP. 143.—An
amend section seventy-three
an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
To amend
143.-An Act To
CHAP.
to
codify, revise,
revise, and
and amend
the laws
relating to
to the
the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
approved March
March
laws relating
amend the
to codify,
third,
hundred and eleven,
eleven, and for other purposes.
nineteen hundred
third, nineteen

Jima 12 3916.
1916.
Jun.12

(H.
(11. R.. 137651
i3765.1

(Public, No.
No. 91.1
91.1
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the United
Representativesof
of Representatives
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
0P. ou os.k
tedStest
seventy-three of U
MdAtatescr
section seventy-three
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
States of America
an
Act entitled"
entitled "An
Act to
to codify,
codify, revise
and amend
amend the laws relating
relating amended.
amended.
revise, and
An Act
an Act
hundred and
hineteen hundred
to
the judiciary,"
approved March third, nineteen
judiciary," approved
to the
jdci
Colorado
eleven,
and the
same is hereby,
hereby , amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
the same
be, and
eleven, be,
Col:tra
.do
judicial
district.
"Sze. 73.
the State
shall constitute
constitute one judicial distal
Colorado shall
of Colorado
State of
That the
73. That
"SEC.
district,
Terms of the dis- Tns,
Termsknown as the district of Colorado. Terms
be known
to be
district, to
Tuesday in May
trict court
be held
held at
Denver on the
the first Tuesday
May and
at Denver
shall be
court shall
trict
November;
April; at Grand Junction
Junction
Tuesday in April;
the first Tuesday
Pueblo on the
at Pueblo
November; at
on the
the second
second Tuesday
Tuesday in
in September;
September; at
at Montrose
Montrose on the third
on
Tuesday
and at
at Durango
Durango on
the fourth Tuesday in
on the
September, and
Tuesday inin September,
September.
temberand
Sep

unci and
"
That the
Secretary of
the public
Oland Junctiondand
public D-randJti
constructing the
in constructing
Treasury, in
of the
the Treasury,
the Secretary
'That
buildings heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized to
be constructed
constructed at the
the cities
cities of
of toprovide
Pub
,:vbie..
a
r
t
i
ur
c con
bto
to be
buildings
Grand
authorized and roos,
roomPs, etc.
etc.
he is hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Durango, be,
and Durango,
Junction and
Grand junction'
or
buildings for
empowered to
to provide
provide accommodations
accommodations in
m each of said buildings
empowered
post office,
office, United
United States
court, and other governmental
governmental offices, and
States court,
post
the
authorizations for said buildings be and the same
same are
the existing authorizations
hereby respectively
respectively amended
amended accordingly;
accordingly; and the unexpended
unexpended
hereby
balance of all appropriations
construction
heretofore made for the construction
appropriations heretofore
balance
which may be provided in any
of said
buildings and
any
appropiations which.
and all appropKiations
said buildings
of
pending legislation,
for the construction
construction
madefor
ereafter may be made
that hereafter
or that
leislation, or
pending
of
said buildings,
made available
avaible for the purpose stated in
hereby made
uidin , are hereby
of said
soAdjournml"
this
paragraph:
Provided
/
That
if
at
the time
the holding
the
terms Prcl'as
Adi
uni
i
.ots. aterms
of ofthe
time thehoding
atthe
at
if
Provdd,
thisparagraph
of saad
said court
court in
any year
said cities
of Grand
Grand Junction
Junction and thorises.
ted.
cities of
of said
either of
in in either
year
inany
of
Durango
anscted by said court the term
to he transacted
ain to
is noobusiness
there is
Durango there
0
9189V—vor
,391-p.
39—rr 1-15
1-15
-VOL
91890
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may be adjourned or continued by
of the
the judge
judge of
of said
said court
court in
by order
order of
in
chambers
at Denver,
Denver, Colorado:
provided further,
That the
marchambers at
Colorado: And
And provided
urther, That
the marshal and clerk of said court shall
appoint at
at least
least
shall each respectively
respectively appoint
one deputy to
and who
who shall
an office
office at
at each
each of
of the
the
to reside at
at and
shall maintain
maintain an
four said places where said court is to
by the
the terms
this
to be
be held by
terms of
of this
Act."
Approved,
Approved, June
'lime 12, 1916.

ofices,
Offices, etc.

June 12,
12, 1916.

[H. R. 15005.)
1005.]
[Public No.
92
[Public,
No. 92.)

CHAP. 144.—An
144.-An Act To appropriate
appropriate $200,000
$200,000 for training the Organized
Organized Militia
or
of any
any State,
State, Territory,
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
or National
National Guard
Guard of
Territory, or
or of

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House of
qf Representatives
of the
Rpresentatives of
frd United States of
Congress assembl,
of America in
in Comress
ass, That
for paying
paying the
the
hat for
n Army expenses
of the Organized
Organized Militia or
expenses of
or National
National Guard
Guard of
of any
any.State,
State,
encmpments et.
Territory, or of the District
may be
District of Columbia, which may
be authorized
authorized
by the
by
the Secretary
of War
War to
participate in
in such
such encampments
encampments as
may
Secretary of
to participate
as may
be established
field Instruction
established for the field
instruction of
of the
the troops
troops of
of the
the Regular
Regular
Vol.
p. 777; Vol.
vo 32,
32, p.777;
Vol. Army, as provided by sections
sections fifteen
and twenty-one
twenty-one of
of the
the Act
Act
fifteen and
35, A. 402;
402; V
Vol. 36
36, p. of January twenty-first, nineteen
35p.
of January twenty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and three, entitled
entitled "An
"An
329.
Vol. 32,
32, p.
p.779.
779.
Act to promote
the militia,
militia, and
promote the efficiency
efficiency- of the
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes,"
Ante, p. 206.
as
be authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, to
to be
be immedias amended,
amended, or
or as
as may
may hereafter
hereafter be
immediately available
available and to remain available
the fiscal
available until the end
end of
of the
fiscal
year nineteen hundred and seventeen, $200,000 is hereby approapproProviso.
usefor mfDa en.
Provided, That when
when it
it is
is not
not practicable
to obtain
obtain the
the
practicable to
Use for militia en- priated: Provided, That
campments,
etc.
ampments, etc.
presence of regular
troops for
for a
ajoint
encampment,
the funds
funds herein
herein
regular
troops
joint
encampment,
the
Ante,
Ac'p..p. 207.
appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be available
available for such encampments,
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers,
and field instruction
instruction for
for the
Militia or
or National
National Guard
Guard as
as
the Organized
Organized Militia
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Approved, June
June 12, 1916.
Approved,

National
NatiOnal Guard.
G
Appropriation for
pcrtcipating in Army
participating
encampments, etc.

June 12, 1916.

[H. J. Res. 214.1
[H.
CHAP.
145.-Joint Resolution
Increasing the number
CHAP. 145.—.Joint
Resolution Increasing
number of sheets
sheets of customs stamps
[Pub. Res., No. 21.)
checks, drafts,
and miscellsaaeous
to be
be executed
executed by
the Bureau
Bureau of
of En-En—
21.] and of checks,
drafts, and
miscellaneous work
work to
by the
graving and Printing during the fiscal
hundred
sixteen.
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and sixteen.
Engraving
and
Engraving and
Printing Bureau.
Bureau.
Printing
Number of
of sheets
sheets
Number
for customs
customs stamps,
stamps,
etc.,
etc., 1916,
1916, increased.
increased.
Vol. 38,
34,
Vol.
38, p.
p. 8
834,

amended.
amended.

June
15, 1916.
June 15,
1916.

[H. R. 529.]

[11. R. 529.1
[Public, No. 93.1

Resolved by the Smite
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That the
the limitation
limitation in
in the
the
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen as to the number of
of delivered
of customs
stamps
delivered sheets
sheets of
customs stamps
and of checks, drafts,
miscellaneous work
drafts, and miscellaneous
to be
by the
the
work to
be executed
executed by
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and
increased from two
and Printing is increased
two hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-nine thousand
thousand and
and one
one million
six hundred
thousand five
five
million six
hundred thousand
eighty-nine thousand
hundred to two hundred and eighty-nine
thousand and
and two
million
two million
one hundred and one thousand,
thousand, respectively.
respectively.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 12,
12, 1916.
1916.
47

CHAP. 1147.—An
.- An Act
Act Creating
Creating an additional
CHAP.
additional land district
district in the
the Stateof
State of California,
California,
and
other purposes.
purposes
and for
for other

Be it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
Senate and
and House
House of

Public lands.

Ipemic
of America
America in
assembled, That
That an
an additional
United States
States of
Imperial land ds.d.s- United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
additional

trier, California,
tric,
California,
ated.
Description.
Description.

cre
ere-

land district
district is hereby created
California, to embrace
land
created for the State
State of California,
the lands
lands contained
contained in the following-described
following-described boundaries:
boundaries: BeginBeginning at the intersection
ning
intersection of the range
range line between
between ranges
ranges five
five and
and six
six
east of the San
Bernardino meridian
San Bernardino
meridian with the southern
southern boundary
boundary
of California;
California; thence
of
thence north along the range line, between
between ranges
ranges five
five
and six east, to the northwest
township nine
northwest corner of township
south, range
nine south,
range
six
thence east.
east along
along the
the second standard
standard parallel
six east;
east; thence
parallel south to the
the
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southwest
southwest corner of township eight south, range
range seven east; thence
thence
north along the range line, between
east, to
to the
the
between ranges
ranges six
six and
and seven
seven east,
northwest corner of township two south, range
northwest
range seven
seven east;
thence
east; thence
east along the township line between
between townships
townships one and
and two
two south
south
to its intersection
intersection with the Colorado Riversoutherly along
River;' thence
thence southerly
along
the Colorado River to its intersection
intersection with the south boundary
boundary of
of
California; thence southwesterly
southwesterly along the southern
of
southern boundary - of
intersection with the range line
California to its intersection
between ranges
ranges five
five
line between
office.
and six east, to the
beginning; that
the land
land district
district shall
shall be
be Land
Land °Moe.
the place
place of
of beginning;
that the
known
known as the Imperial
Imperial district, and
and. the Secretary
the Interior
Secretary of the
Interior
shall be authorized to select
select the site of the
the land office.
office.
of plats,
S
EC. 2.
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
plats, Transfer
Transfer of
plats, etc.
etc.
SEC.
2. That
That the
of the
Interior shall
shall cause
cause all
all plats,
maps, records, and papers in the Los Angeles
land
Angeles
office which
which relate
to or form aanecessary
part of
of the
the lands
lands embraced
embraced in
in
necessary part
of the
the records
records of
the district hereby
hereby created to be transferred
transferred to the Imperial
Imperial land
land disdistrict.
Register and re.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That the President is
hereby authorized
appoint, by
by and
ceiRv:Mer
and re.
is hereby
authorized to
to appoint,
and ceiver
for.
with the advice and consent
consent of
receiver for
for
of the
the Senate„
Senate, aaregister
register and
and receiver
said land district, and they shall be subject
subject to the same laws and
and
entitled to
or may
be hereafter
hereafter provided
provided
to the same compensation
compensation as
as is
is or
may be
by law in relation to the existing land
land offices
offices and
and officers
officers in
in said
said
State.
State.
Approved,
15, 1916.
Approved, June
June 15,
1916.
CfAP.
148.-An Act
CHAP 148.—An
Act To incoporate
incorporate the
the Boy
Boy &route
Scouts of
of America,
America, and
for other
other
and for
Purimees•
Purposes.

June 15,
15, I9i6.
I916.
Jle
(
H. B.
R. 755.1
755.)
(H.
[Public,
No. 94.j
[Public, No.
94.1

enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
Be it enacted
of Ipresentatives
the United
United
of the
States of America in
in Congress
at Colin
H. Livingstone
Livingstone
Congress assembled, That
Colin H.
and Ernest P. Bicknell, of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia;
Columbia; Benjamin L. Dulaney, of Bristol,
A. McRae,
McRae, of
of
Bristol, Tennessee;
Tennessee; Milton
Milton A.

District of
of Columba.
Columbia.
District
Boy Scouts
of AmerAmerBoy
Scouts of
ica
incorporated.
ica incorporated.
Incorporators.
Incorporators.

Detroit, Michigan; David Starr Jordan, of Berkeley, CaliforniaCalifornia;

F. L. Seely,
Seely-, of
Asheville North
A. Stamford
Stamford White,
White, of
of
of AsheviUe,
North Carolina;
Carolina; A.
Chicago Illinois; Daniel 'Carter
Carter Beard,
Beard, of Flushing, New York;
Chicago,
York;
George
D. Pratt,
of Brooklyn
Brooklyn, New
York; Franklin
C. Hoyt,
Hoyt, JereJereGeorge D.
Pratt, of
New York;
Franklin C.
miah W. Jenks, Charles
miah.
Charles P. Neill, Frank
Presbrey, Edgar
M. Robinson,
Robinson,
Frank Presbrey,
Edgar M.
Mortimer L.
L. Schiff,
Schiff, and James
James E.
E. West,
West, of
of New
New York,
York, New
New York;
YorkG. Barrett Rich, junior, of
Robert Garrett,
Garrett, of
of
of Buffalo,
Buffalo, New
New York;
York; Robert
Baltimore, Maryland; John
Norwalk, Connecticut;
John Sherman Hoyt, of Norwalk,
Connecticut;
Charles C. Jackson,
Jackson, of Boston, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; John
John H.
H. Nicholson,
Nicholson,
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
Pennsylvania; William
William D. Murray,
of Plainfield,
Plainfield, New
New
Murray, of
Jersey; and George D. Porter,
Porter ' of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, their
their
associates and successors,
successors, are hereby
created a
body corporate
corporate and
and
hereby created
a body
politic of the District of Columbia, where
shill be.
be.
where its
its domicile
domicile shall
General pcwers.
pavers.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the name of
corporation shall
"Boy Scouts
of this corporation
shall be
be "Boy
Scouts General
of America,"
America," and by
it shall
shall have
perpetual succession,
by that
that name
name it
have perpetual
succession,
with power to sue and be sued in courts of law
law and
and equity
equity within the
the
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States; to
real and
and personal
personal
to hold such real
estate as shall be necessary
corporate purposes,
purposes, and to receive
necessary for corporate
real and personal
personal property by gift, devise,
devise, or
or bequest;
bequest; to adopt
adopt aa
seal, and the same to alter and destroy at pleasure;
pleasure; to have offices
offices
and conduct its business and
affairs within
and without
the District
and affairs
within and
without the
District
of Columbia and in the several States and Territories
Territories of the
the United
States-' to
by-laws, rules,
rules and
and regulations
regulations not
not inconinconStates;
to make
make and adopt
adopt by-laws,
sistent with the laws of the United States
States of America,
America, or
or any
any State
State
thereof
thereof, and generally
generally to do all such acts and
and things
(including the
things (including
establishment
establishment of regulations
regulations for
for the
the election
election of
associates and
and sucsucof associates
cessors) as may be
be necessary
necessary to carry into effect the provisions
provisions of
promote the purposes of
of said
this Act and promote
said corporation.
corporation.
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SEC. 3. That the purpose
purpose of this
corporation shall
shall be
be to
to promote,
promote,
SEC.
this corporation
through
organization, and
and cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other agencies,
agencies, the
the ability
through organization,
ability
others, to
to train
train them
them in
in
of boys to do things
things for
for themselves and
and others,
scoutcraft, and
and to
them patriotism,
courage, self-reliance,
self-reliance, and
and
to teach
teach them
patriotism, courage,
kindred virtues, using the methods
methods which
are now
use
which are
now in
in common use
by boy
scouts.
boy scouts.
by
Successor
SEC.
corporation may acquire,
Successor to former
S
EC. 4. That said corporation
acquire, by way
the
way of
of gift, all the
organization.
assets of the existing national
national organization
organization of
Scouts, a
acorporacorporaof Boy
Boy Scouts,
tion under the laws of the District of Columbia, and defray
defray and
and provide for any debts or liabilities
liabilities to the discharge
discharge of which said assets
shall be applicable;
power to issue
applicable; but said corporation
corporation shall have no
no power
certificates of stock or
or pay dividends
dividends, its
object and
purcertificates
or to declare
declare or
its object
and purbenevolent character
character and
and not
not for
for pecuniary
poses being solely
solely of a
a benevolent
pecuniary
profit
to its
members.
profit to
its members.
Executive board.
SEC. 5.
the governing
of the
Scouts of
of America
America
AdiniS
a ve
SEC.
5. That
That the
governing body
body of
the said
said Boy
Boy Scouts
Administrative
powes vested
board composed
composed of
powers
vested in
in.
shall consist of an executive
executive board
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
States. The number, qualifications,
office of members
qualifications, and terms of office
of the executive
executive board shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by the by-laws. The
The perpersons mentioned
mentioned in the first
first section of this Act shall constitute
constitute the frst
first
executive
executive board and shall serve until their successors are
are elected
and
elected and
have qualified.
Vacancies in the
be filled
filled by
qualified. Vacancies
the executive
executive board shall
shall be
by aa
majority vote of the remaining
by-laws may
may
remaining members thereof. The
The by-laws
prescribe
members of the executive
prescribe the number of members
executive board
board necessary
necessary to
constitute
constitute a
aquorum
quorum of the board, which number may be less
less than
than aa
majority of
number of the board.
board. The
The executive
executive board
board
majority
of the whole number
shall have power to make and to amend the by-laws,
by-laws, and, by aatwothirds vote of the .whole
whole board at aameeting
meeting called for this purpose,
purpose,
may authorize
authorize and
and cause
cause to be executed
mortgages and
executed mortgages
and liens upon the
property
of the corporation.
property of
corporation. The
board may,
may, by
by resolution
resolution
The executive
executive board
passed
passed by aamajority
majority of
the whole
whole board,
designate three
three or
or more
of
of the
board, designate
more of
their number
number to constitute
constitute an executive
executive or governing
governing committee,
committee, of
majority shall
constitute a
aquorum,
quorum, which
which committee,
committee, to
to the
the
which a
a majority
shall constitute
extent
provided in said
extent provided
said resolution
resolution or in
the by-laws
by-laws of the
the corporation,
corporation,
m the
shall have and exercise
powers of the executive
executive board in the manexercise the powers
affairs of the corporation,
agement of the business
business affairs
corporation, and may have
authorize the seal
power to authorize
seal of the corporation
corporation to
papers
to be affixed to all papers
which may require it. The executive
executive board,
board, by the affirmative
affirmative vote
of
vote of
a majority
a
majority of the whole board,
board, may appoint any other
other standing
standing committees, and such standing
standing committees
committees shall have
and may exercise
have and
exercise
such powers as shall be conferred
conferred or authorized
authorized by the by-laws. With
the consent in
inwriting
writing and pursuant to an affirmativevoteof
affirmativevote of a
majority
a majority
of the members of said corporation,
corporation, the executive
executive board
board shall have
authority to dispose
dispose in any manner of the whole
property of
whole property
of the
the
corporation.
corporation.
Meetinp.
Meetings.
SEC.
EC. 6.
meeting of
the incorporators,
incorporators, their
asso6. That an annual
annual meeting
of the
their associates and successors,
successors, shall be held once in every
every year after the year
year
of incorporation,
incorporation, at such time and place as shall
shall be prescribed
prescribed in the
by-laws, when
when the
the annual
annual reports
reports of the
the officers
officers and executive
board
executive board
shall be presented
presented and members of the executive
executive board elected
elected for the
corporation may be called upon
ensuing year. Special
Special meetings of the corporation
such notice as may
may be prescribed
prescribed in the by-laws. The number of
annual or special
members which shall constitute aa quorum at any annual
meeting shall be
prescribed in the by-laws.
by-laws. The members
be_prescribed
members and
and executive board shall have
have power
power to
to hold
hold their
meetings and
and keep
keep the
the seal,
their meetings
seal,
books, documents,
documents, and papers of the corporation
corporation within or without the
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Er.insive rght to
Ex-elusive
rightetc.to
SEC. 7.
That said
shall have
the sole
and exclusive
mblems,
badges,
SEC.
7. That
said corporation
corporation shall
have the
sole and
emblems,
badges,
exclusive right
right
to have and to use,
use, in
in carrying
carrying out
out its
all emblems
emblems and
and
its purposes,
purposes, all
badges, descriptive
descriptive or designating marks, and words or phrases
phrases now
Purposes.
PU-ss.
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heretofore used
carrying out its
or heretofore
used by the
the Boy
Boy Scouts of
of America
America in carrying
its
program, it
distinctly and
and definitely
definitely understood,
understood, however,
however, that
program,
it being
being distinctly
that
nothing
conflict with
vested
in this Act shall interfere
interfere or
or conflict
with established
established or vested
nothing in
rights.
rights.
Aunal reportrt to
t be
Annual
SEC. 8.
That on
or before
day of
April of
year the
said
of each
each year
the said
the first
first day
of April
SEC.
8. That
on or
before the

made.

port to be

Boy,Scouts of
transmit to Congress
Congress aareport
report
of America shall
shall make
make and transmit
Boy
of
its proceedings
for the
thirty-first preceding,
preceding,
the year
year ending
ending December
December thirty-first
of its
proceedings for
including
and itemized
itemized report
report of
and expenexpenof receipts
receipts and
including a
a full,
full, complete,
complete, and
ditures, of
kind.
ditures,
of whatever
whatever kind.
Amendmt
Amendment.
SEC. 9.
9. That
That Congress
have the
the right
to repeal,
repeal, alter,
alter, or
amend
or amend
right to
Congress shall
shall have
SEC.

this Act
Act at any time.
Approved, June 15, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 154.-An
154.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend an
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
amend the
the statutes
statutes
CHAP.
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
in
relation to
immediate transportation
of dutiable
dutiable goods,
goods, and
and for
for other
purposes,"
other purposes,"
to immediate
transportation of
in relation
hundred and
and eighty.
approved
eighty.
June tenth,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
approved June

Amendment.

June 16,
18, 1916.
1916.
June
[S. 4506.]
is.
4506.1
(Public, No. 95.)

[Pblic, No. 5-

Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Reresentatives of
of te
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Customs.
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
privileges of
of the
the customs.
the privileges
That the
America in
in Congress
States of America
Jacksonville, F Ia.,
first
of the
Act approved
approved June
and granted
diate
simmediate
June tenth,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
gJacntmed
first section
section of
the Act
transportation faciliranportation falim relation to imme- ties.
eighty, entitled
"An Act
entitled "An
Act to
to amend the statutes in
eighty,
Vol. 21,
21, p.
p. 173.
173.
for other
diate transportation
and for
other -purposes,"
purposes," Vol.
good, and
dutiable goods,
transportation of dutiable
diate
be,
and the same
extended to
of Jacksonville,
to the port of
same are hereby, extended
be, and
Florida.
Florida.
Approved, June 16, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP 155.—An
Act To
approve, and
confirm an
act duly
duly enacted
enacted by
by the
the
CHAP.
155.-An Act
To ratify,
ratify, approve,
and confirm
an act
Legislature
the franchise
held by
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
of Hawaii
Hawaii amending
amending the
franchise held
by the
Legislature of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
Electric
Company (Limited)
to include
of the
the iland
island of
Oahu,
it to
include all
all of
of Oahu,
Electric Company
(Limited) by
by extending
extending it
Territory
Hawaii.
Territory of
of Hawaii.

June 16, 1916.
[S.
[s. 5274.)
5274.

.62
[Public, No. 96.)
[Public, No.96]

Be
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the United
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
act of
of the
Legislature I
A
D
e
s
t
waiii
im
States of
o America
America in
That the
the act
the Legislature
Hawaii.
Act of !eglsiature
the franchise
amending franchise
franchise of
of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
"An Act
franchise amend14
Hawaii entitled
entitled "An
Act amending
amending the
of
of Hawaii
held
by the
Hawaiian Electric
Company (Limited)
(Limited) by
by extending
extending it
it to
to p:wal
ion
Elz
trio
Bwmaira
fiedtetic
held by
the Hawaiian
Electric Company
include
all of
of the
the island
of Oahu,
is hereby
hereby vol.,p.z
Vol.
P.2 2 7 .- '
Territory of
of Hawaii,"
Hawaii," is
island of
Oahu, Territory
include all
ratified,
section one of
of act
act forty-eight
forty-eight
ratified, approved,
approved, and confirmed,
confirmed, and section
of
nineteen hundred and
of nineteen
and three
three of
of the
the Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii
of the
the Laws of
amended and approved
approved by the
approved April
as amended
the Act of Congress
Congress approved
twenty-first, nineteen
and four
section eight hundred
hundred
nineteen hundred
hundred and
four (now
(now section
twenty-first,
Hawaii, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six
thirty-six of the
the Revised
Revised Laws
Laws of
of Hawaii,
fifteen),
amended by striking
striking therefrom
therefrom the following:
following:
is hereby
hereby amended
fifteen), is
Restriction repealed.
repealed.
to, include
include, Retriction
"
(b) 'Honolulu'
'Honolulu' or
Honolulu,' shall
refer to
shall refer
'district of
of Honolulu,'
or 'district
"(b)
and
island of
Oahu included
included in the
portion of the island
of Oahu
and mean all of that
that portion
taxation, educational,
judicial district
now defined
defined by law as
as
and judicial
district now
taxation
educational, and
Honolulu."'
'Honolulu district,' or the 'district
'Honolulu
'district of Honolulu.'
S
EC. 2.
That section
section two
of the
of nineteen
nineteen IzTers
ex r ded to
SEC.
2. That
two of
of act
act forty-eight
forty-eight of
the Laws
Laws of
aPofxtSded
to
hundred
eight hundred
hundred and
and thirtythirty- Vol.
ol. 33, p. m
22
(section eight
three of
of said
said Territory
Territory (section
hundred and
and three
seven
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen),
hundred and fifteen)
seven of the Revised
Revised Laws of Hawaii,
as amended
amended and approved
approved by the Act of Congress approved
approved April
amended
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and four, is hereby
hereby further
further amended
to read as follows:
Extent of franchise.
"Electric power,
sale, and
so forth:
forth: The
The right
right is
is Etet
of frnchse.
and so
power, manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
"Electric
hereby granted
granted to the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Electric
Electric Company
Company (Limited) as aa
company
body
name as the said company
body corporate
corporate under that or such other name
may
hereafter adopt,
adopt, and
and its
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
to manufacture,
manufacture,
may hereafter
sell,
current, or electric
electric
electric current,
electric light, electric
furnish, and
and supply electric
sell, furnish,
ra

,etc
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power on
on the
the island
of Oahu,
Hawaii, for
for lighting
lighting the
power
island of
Oahu, Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
the
streets, roads,
public or
or private
private buildings,
buildings, or
for motive
motive power,
or for
for
streets,
roads, public
or for
power, or
any other
other purpose
p
which.
or they
they may
may deem
deem advisable,
advisable, and
and. from
from
any
which it
it or
time to
timel
,
rro
°
r
sthe
Zhe purposes
mentioned, to
to construct,
construct, mainmaintime
to time,
for
purposes above
above mentioned,
tain, and
and operate
poles, lines,
lines,wires,
lamps, lamp-posts,
tain,
operate suitable
suitable poles,
wires cables,
cables, lamps,
lamp-posts,
conductors,
conduits, and
and such
such other
appliances and
and appurtenanoes
appiutenanoes
conductors, conduits,
other apliances
as may
from time
time to
be necessary
necessary for
for the
transmission, distridistrias
may from
to time
time be
the transmission,
bution,
supply of
of electricity
to the
the consumers
consumers thereof,
under, along,
along,
bution, or
or supply
electricity to
thereof, under,
upon
streets, sidewalks,
roads, squares,
squares, bridges,
bridges, alleys,
alleys,
upon, and
and over
over the
the streets,
sidewalks, roads,
and lanes
said island
island of
of Oahu
Oahu_ and
and to
the said
said lines,
lines, wires,
wires,
and
lanes in
in said
to connect
connect the
manufactoryz private
private or
public bilding,
building,
and conductors
conductors with
with any
any manufactory
or public
lamp, lamp-post,
lamp=post, or
or other
other structure
structure or
object with
with the
place of
of supply."
lamp,
or object
the place
supply.
Buildings
and
SEC.
Buildings
SEC. 3.
3. That section
three of
of Act
forty-eight of
of the
the Laws
Laws of
of nineninesection three
Act forty-eight
grounds.
vo.3
228.
three of said
Vol. 33, p.
p. 228.
teen hundred
hundred and three
said Territory,
by the
of
Territory, as
as approved
approved by
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved April
Twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and four
four
April Twenty-first,
(now section eight hundred
hundred and thirty-eight
thirty-eight of
of the
the Revised
Laws of
Revised Laws
of
Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
so as
as to
to
and fifteen),
fifteen), is
read
as follows:
follows:
read as
Por houses,
houses, etc.
Power
"
Power houses,
forth: Said
company shall
shall also
also have
the
"Power
houses, and
and so
so forth:
Said company
have the
right to maintain
maintain and operate
light and
and power
station on
operate its
its present
present light
power station
on
the
of Halekauwila
Halekauwila and
Streets, in
in Honolulu,
Honolulu, said
said
the corner
corner of
and Alakea
Alakea Streets,
island of Oahu, and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate, at
at
and also to
and operate,
such points as
as may
time to
to time
time be
necessary, light
and power
may from time
be necessary,
light and
power
stations or houses, or
and structures
structures as
as may
may be
be
or such other
other buildings
buildings and
necessary and proper,
necessary
use machinery
machinery therein
for the
the purposes
proper, and
and to
to use
therein for
purposes
subject

to

pubof
public

utilities commission
ntaiitbiesco
nunbi
s as

to ates, etc.

to rates, etc.

Extensios.
Extensions.

p

viso
Subject.to review by
Ilject
Courts
Amendment.

the
the company."
company."
SEC. 4.
4. That
That said
Laws of
of nineteen
hundred
SEC.
said Act
Act forty-eight
forty-eight of
of the
the Laws
nineteen hundred
and three
of said
said Territory,
amended and
and
three of
Territory, as ad.
amended
and approved by
by the
the Act
Act
of Congress approved
approved April
AprifTwenti-first,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Twenty-first, nineteen
and four,
four,
is hereby
further
hereby furth
er amended
amended
amend
by
new section
section thereto
thereto to
by adding a
a new
to be
be
known as section fifteen
A (and
(and to
to be
be known
it own as
section eight
hundred
fifteen A
as section
eight hundred
and fifty A
A of the Revised
Revised Laws
Laws of
Hawaii, nineteen
hundred and
of Hawaii,
nineteen hundred
and
fifteen), and
as follows:
follows:
fifteen),
and reading
reading as
"This franchise, and the person or corporation
corporation holding the
the same,
same,
shall be subject
reasonableness of rates,
subject as to reasonableness
rates, prices,
charges,
prices, and charges
and in all other respects
respects to
provisions of
of chapter
chapt er one hundred
and
to the provisions
hundred and
twenty-eight
twenty-eight of the Revised Laws
Laws of
nineteen hundred
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
hundred and
and
fifteen, creating
a public utilities
utilities commission,
creating a
commission, and
and all
all amendments
amendments
thereof, for the regulation
regulation of the public
public utilities
utilities in
said Territory
Territory,
in said
and all the powers
powers and
and duties
duties expressly
expressly conferred
up
on or
or require
conferred upon
requiredd
of the superintendent
superintendent of public
public works
or the
the courts
courts by
by said
said act
works or
act
franchise are
creating said franchise
conferred upon
required of
of
are hereby
hereby conferred
upon and
and required
said
commission."
said public
public utilities
utilities commission."
SEC.
That the public utilities commission of the Territory
SEC. 5. That
Territory of
of
Hawaii is hereby
hereby granted the power to
the Hawaiian
to order
order the
Hawaiian Electric
Electric
Company
Company (Limite),
(Limited), its
its successors
successors or
or assigns,
to make
make extensions
extensions of
of
assigns, to
its service lines within
within the island of Oahu, whenever
whenever it shall be
be made
made
to appear
appear that said extension
extension is aa public necessity
necessity and
and that
that said
said
extension
extensions can be made to earn aareasonable
extension or extensions
reasonable profit
profit on
on
the cost and maintenance
the
maintenance of
the same:
same: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
orders of
of
of the
all orders
the public utilities
provided for
shall be
be subject
utilities commission
commission herein
herein provided
for shall
subject
to
review by
by the
the courts
courts of
of said
said T
errit ory.
Territory.
to review
SEC.
SEC. 6. That
That Congress, or the Legislature
Legislature of the
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii
Congress, may at any
Hawaii with the approval
approval of Congress,
any time
time alter, amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act.
or
Act.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 16,
16, 1916.
1916.
d

CH. 156.
CONGRESS. SES.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I. Cu.
156.
SIXTY-FOURTH

231

1916.
1916.

an act
duly enacted
and confirm an
CHAP. 156.—An
ratify, approve,
approve, and
act duly
enacted by
by the
Act To
To ratify,
156.-An Act
CHAP.
Legislature
Territory of Hawaii amending the franchise
franchise held by the Honolulu
Honolulu
Legislature of the Territory
Gas
Company, Limited, by extending it to include
the island of Oahu, Terriinclude all of the
Gas Company,
tory of Hawaii.
Hawaii.

16,1916.
June
June 16,
1916.

IS.
18. 5685.]
NO. 97.]
No.

[
Public,
IPublic,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
the Senate
Be
Hawaii.
States
States of
That the
the act
of the
the Legislature
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
act of
Legislature Act
legislature
Act of
of legislature
legislature
amending
gas franchise
of the
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii entitled
"An act
act amending
amending the
the franchise
franchise amendinggasfranchise
entitled "An
of
the Territory
of Honolulu Gas Comheld by
Gas Company,
Company, Limited,
Limited, by
by extending
extending it
it to
to pany°ratnled,
held
by the
the Honolulu
Honolulu Gas
pany
tified, etc.
3, p. 231.
231.
o. 3
33,p.
Hawaii," is hereby
Territory of Hawaii,"
of Oahu,
of the
island of
include all
all of
the island
Oahu, Territory
hereby Voi.
include
of
ratified,
approved,
and
confirmed,
and
section
one
of
act
thirty
of
act
thirty
one
of
and
section
and
confirmed,
approved,
ratified,
three, as
as
and three
nineteen hundred
the Laws
Laws of
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
hundred and
of the
the
April twenty-first,
Act of
amended
approved by
an Act
of Congress
Congress April
twenty-first,
by an
and approved
amended and
five of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
four (section
hundred and
and five
of the
the
(section nine
nine hundred
and four
nineteen
revised laws
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen),
is hereby
hereby
fifteen), is
hundred and
laws of
of Hawaii,
revised
amended to
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
amended
W. W. Dimond.
Dimond.
W. Dimond,
Dimond, of Hono- w.W.
1. Manufacture
"SEcrioN 1.
Manufacture and
and supply:
supply.
:
.W.
W. W.
"SECTION
o manuAuthorized to
fautorizedt
of Hawaii,
Territory of
lulu,
island of
Hawan, his
his associates,
associates, successors, facture
Oahu, Territory
of Oahu,
lulu, island
gas manhu
in the
island
of
Oahu.
and assigns,
such corporation
or the
they shal
shall cause
cause to
to be
be incorincor- island ol hu.
as he
he or
corporation as
or such
and
assigns, or
porated
of the
Territory of
(he or
or they
they being
being
of Hawaii
Hawaii (he
the Territory
under the
the laws
laws of
porated under
ra

authorized and
hereinafter
referred to as
Dimond), are
are hereby
hereby.'autliorized
as W.
W. W.
W. DImond),
hereinafter referred
empowered
manufacture and
and supply
supply ga4
for
fu
fu, for
gas for Ilse asfora fuel,
to manufacture
empowered to
illuminating
purposes, and
otherwise, in
which, .for the
im Honolulu,
Hoolulu, -Which;
and otherwis,
illuminating purposes,
purpose
be held
held to
to inebide
of the
the island
island
Bll of
indde all
shalle
of this
this charter;
charter, shall
purose of
...
.. '
.
;
of
Oahu."
of Oahu."
Subject to public
Sec.
act thirty
thirty of,
the laws
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and utsbj'e
tor pubicas
SE. 2.
2. That
That ,said
said act
of the
laws'ofof nineten
utilities commission
to rates, etc.
etc.
three of
of said
said Territory
Territory' is
'amended and
in Act
of ConCon- torates,
by an
Act of
approved by
and approved
as tamhended
three
and four,
gress approved
April twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
hundred and
four, is
is
nineteen hundred
approved Apri
gress
thereto to
to be
section thereto
new section
hereby further
amended by
adding a
a new
by adding
further amended
hereby
laws
911A, revised
known as
7A (and
to be
be known
as section
section 911A,
revised laws
known as
(and to
as 'section
section 7A
known
of Hawaii,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen),
follows:
as follows:
and reading
reading as
fifteen), and
of
Hawaii, nineteen
"The
and the
person or
corporation holding
holding the
same
the same
or corporation
the person
"The franchise
franchise and
shall be
of rates,
and charges,
charges, and
and
rates, prices
prices and
to reasonableness
reasonableness of
be subject
subject as
as to
shall
in all
other respects
respects to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of chapter
chapter one
and
one hundred
hundred and
in
all other
twenty-eight
laws of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
of the
the revised
revised laws
twenty-eight of
fifteen,
utilities commission
and all
amendments
all amendments
commission and
a public
public utilities
creating a
fifteen, creating
thereof for
for the
Territory, and
and
in said
said Territory,
the public
public utilities
utilities in
regulation of
of the
thereof
the regulation
or required
required of
all
powers an
conferred upon
upon or
of the
the
and duties
duties expressly
expressly conferred
all the
the powers
of said
superintendent of
of public
public works
works or
or the
the courts
courts of
said act
act creating
creating said
said
superintendent
franchise, are
are hereby
upon and
and required
of said
said public
public
required of
hereby conferred
conferred upon
franchise,
utilities
commission and
and any
any commission
commission of
character that
that
of similar
similar character
utilities commission
may
be created
created by
laws of
said Territory."
Territory."
of said
by the
the laws
hereafter be
may hereafter
Extensions.
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Extensions
commission of
utilities commission
public utilities
the public
SEC.
Hawaii
is hereby
granted the
power to
to order
order the
Honolulu Gas
mGas Comthe Honolulu
the power
hereby granted
Hawaii is
to make
make extensions
pany, Limited,
Limited, its
its successors
extensions of
of its
its
or assigns,
assigns, to
successors or
pany,
be made
shall be
Oahu whenever
service
lines within
within the
the island
of Oahu
whenever it
it shall
island of
service lines
necessity and
to appear
said extension
extension is
is a
and that
that said
said
a public
public necessity
that said
to
appear that
profit on
on
a reasonable
extension
extensions can
can be
to earn
earn a
reasonable profit
be made
made to
or extensions
extension or
Proviso.
That all
orders of Rv.ie
same: Provided,
the cost
cost and
of the
the same:
Provided, That
all orders
maintenance of
the
and maintenance
Review by the
courts.
-.
shall be subject
provided for
the public
public utilities
herein provided
for shall
subject
commission herein
utilities commission
the
to review
the courts
of said
said Territory.
Territory.
courts of
to
review by
by the
Amendment.
SEC. 4.
That Congress
Legislature of
of the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
or the
the Legislature
Congress or
SEC.
4. That
or rewith
the approval
of Congress,
Congress, may
at any
any time
amend, or
retime alter,
alter, amend,
may at
approval of
with the
peal
this Act.
Act.
peal this
Approved, June
June 16,
1916.
16, 1916.
Approved,

232
232

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
Sans. L
L CHS.
Cm. 157,
158, 160, 161.
157,158,160,161.

1916.
1916.

CHAP.
For the establishment
CHAP. 167.-An
167.—An Act For
establishment of Winston-Salem,
Winston-Salem, in the

State of

June
June 16,1916.
16, 1916.

State of
North
Carolina, as
of delivery
under the
the Act of June tenth,
North Carolina,
as a port of
delivery under
eighteen hundred
hundred
tenth, eighteen

1- ___
(8. 5708.1

[Public,
[Public, No. 98s.
as.)

and eighty, governing the immediate transportation without appraisement of dutiable

and eighty, governing the immediate transportation without appriusement of dutiable
merchandise.

merchandise.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
House of
lipresentatives of
United
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
N States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
privileges of
the
witms
saet
N.
in Congress
Congress asembled,
That the
the privileges
of the
c., granted
seventh
section of
June tenth,
hundred
rtn imuukiate
Sr°i-t
^seventh. section
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
transportation
privileges.
and eighty, governing the
lege&
and
the immediate
dutiable
immediate transportation
transportation .of
of dutiable
Vol. 2, p.
p. 174.
14.
merchandise without appraisement,
Vol. 21,
merchandise
appraisement, be,
are hereby,
hereby, extended
to
be, and are
extended to
the port of Winston-Salem,
Winston-Salem, in
State of
Carolina.
in the State
of North
North Carolina.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 16,
16, 1916.
1916.
Customs.
Winston-Salem

.

JIme 16*16

CHAP.
amend certain
ertain public-utility
cHLP. 18.--An
158.—An Act
Act To
To amend
public-utility company
company franchises in
the
in the

June 16, 1916.
[8. 5*
57/6.]

[s.

-

Territory of
of Hawaii.

[Public, No.
No. 99.1
994
[Public,

Be it
it enacted.by the
and House
of Representatives
the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
Unite
s ta t e s of America in Congress assem bled, That each and eery publicStates
of America in Congress assembled That each and every publicp
to py tax to utility company
Territory of
Hawaii under
company operating
operating within
within the
the Territory
of Hawaii
under any
any
franchie or charter heretofore approved or
franchise
granted by
the Congress
or granted
by the
Congress
of the United States shall, within one
after the
the expiration
of
one month
month after
expiration of
year, pay to the treasurer
each calendar
calendar year,
treasurer of
in which
said
of the
the county
county in
which said
company
centum of the
company operates
operates such per centwn
receipts of
of said
comthe gross receipts
said company for the preceding
preceding calendar
now requires
requires it
calendar year
year as
as its
its franchise
franchise now
it
mento
to pay to the
of Hawaii.
,
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii.
Amendment.
Amdmt.
SE. 2.
inconsistent'with this
Sze.
2. That
That all
all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent'with
this enactenactment are hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 16,
16, 191&
191&6

Hawaii.
Public
utility eor
compubltality
panies to pay tax to
counties.

June 21, 1916.
21,1916.
[S.4401.1

CAP
may. 160.--An
160.—An Act To
investigations and
and experiments
experiments for
for ameliorating
ameliorating
To conduct
onduct invetigations
-lthe
wrought to
fiseries by
fishes and
and aquatic animals.
the damage
damage wrought
to the
the fisheries
by predacious
predacious fishes

iJs

[Public,
100.1
[Public, No.
No. 1(00.1

Predacious fishes, etc.
nvestigating damInvestigating
ages by.

a

agsby.

Experiments in
lizrg
n for
or food,
ooi,etc.
etc.
lizing

uti-

on

` Appropriation.
Appropriati .

June n, 1916.
.
[S. 377.1

. 161.-An Act Providing for the establishment of a term of the district

CHAP. 161.—An Act Providing for the establishment of a term of the district

ubli, N.

[Public, No.
101.
[Public,
No. 1i.

-court
court for the middle district
Tennessee at
at Winchester,
Winchester, Tennessee.
district of Tennessee
Tennessee.

Winchester,
Winchester, Tenn.
Tenn.

Term of
court at.
at.
of court
Vol. 37,
37,
amended.
amended.

p.
P.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Reresentatives
Representatives of
of.
the
United
it enacted
enacted by
House of
the United
States of America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Commissioner
Commmioner of
of
n Congress
That the
Fisheries be, and he is hereby, authorized and
Fisheries
and directed
to conduct
directed to
conduct
investigations and experiments
investigations
experiments for the purpose of
the
of ameliorating
ameliorating the
damage wrought
damage
wrought to the
the fisheries
fisheries by
predacious
by dogfish
dogfish and
and other
other predacious
fishes
and aquatic
animals.
fishes and
aquatic animals.
SEC.
2. That
That the said investigations
and experiments
experiments shall
S
EC. 2.
investigations and
be such
shall be
such
as to
develop the best and cheapest means
as
to develop
means of taking such
such fishes
fishes and
and
aquatic animals,
of utilizing.
utilizing them for economic
aquatic
animals, of
economic purposes,
purposes, especially
especially
for
food and
and to
to encourage
encourage the
fisheries and markets
for food
the establishment
establishment of fisheries
for them.
them.
SEC.
3. That
of $25,000,
or so much thereof as may be
SEC. 3.
That the
the sum
sum of
825,000, or
necessary,
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the
necessary, is
is hereby
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to enable
enable the Commissioner of Fisheries
Fisheries
to
carry
out
the provisions
of
this
Act,
the
same to
to be
be immediately
to
carry
out
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
the
same
immediately
available.
available.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 21,
21, 1916.
1916.

315,

Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the United
United
of the
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That aa term
States
of America in
term of
of the
the district
district
court
for
the middle
court
middle district of Tennessee shall
be held
shall be
held at
at WinWinchester
chester on the first Monday
Monday in April and the
third Monday
Monday in
Novemthe third
in November.
pproved, June 22, 1916.
Approved,
Approved,
June 22,
22, 1916.
1916.

S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SESS. I
CRS. 162-164.
SESS.
I.. CHS.
162-164.

233

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 162.-An
in said
162.—An Act Granting to the State of Kansas title to
to certain lands
lands in
State
use as
as a
game preserve.
a game
preserve.
State for
for use

June 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
June
[S.s[.1793.1
1793.]

CHAP
ActTo amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "AnAct
Act entitled
entitled
CHAP. 163.—An
163.-An ActTo
an Act
"AnAct to
to amend
amend an
ah Act
'An Act
for the
the withdrawal
from bond
free of
domestic alcohol
alcohol when
when rendered
rendered
'An
Act for
withdrawal from
bond tax
tax free
of domestic
unfit for
for beverage
or liquid
liquid medicinal
uses when
mixed with
with suitable
suitable denaturng
unfit
beverage or
medicinal uses
when mixed
denaturing
materials,'"
nineteen hundred
hundted and
and seven.
seven.
approved March
March second,
second, nineteen
materials,'" approved

[S. 3861.1
3861.]
[.
[Publ No.
No. 1103.]
[Public,

[Public, No.
102.]
[Public,
No. 102.]
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
the K n
o
S
G
Secretary Icans,as1
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
United
assembled, That the Secretary
Gd lendsfor
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
grant to
State of
of Kansas
of
authorized to
to grant
to the
the State
Kansas game
game preserv
preserve.e.
sections twenty-five,
twenty-six, and thirty-five
thirty-five
the public lands in sections
twenty-five, twenty-six,
in
in township
township twenty-four
twenty-four south and sections
sections one and two
two in
in township
township
twenty-five south,
thirty-three west, sixth principal
twenty-five
south, all in
in range
range thirty-three
meridian,
preserve: Provided,
the said
meridian, for use
use as
as a
a game
game preserve:
Provided, That
That if
if the
said Proviso.
Rerion.
Reversion.
granted
State shall at any time
time use
use or permit the said
said lands hereby
hereby granted
contemplated by
to be
be used
used for
for any
any purpose
purpose not contemplated
by this
this Act
Act the said
lands shall revert to the United
United States,
reversion to be declared
declared
States, such
such reversion
by
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Approved, June
June 22,
1916.
22, 1916.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
ofRepresentatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof
of the United
States
assembled, That
the Act
Act entitled"
entitled" An
An
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Conres assembed,
That the
Act to
Act entitled
entitled 'An
Act for
the withdrawal
from bond
bond
for the
withdrawal from
'An Act
an Act
Act
to amend
amend an
tax
free of
of domestic
domestic alcohol
alcohol when
when rendered
beverage or
or
unfit for
for beverage
rendered unfit
tax free
liquid medicinal
with' suitable
denaturing matematesuitable denaturing
medicinal uses
uses when
when mixed
mixed with
liquid
rials,'
approved March
March second,
and seven,
be, and
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven,be,
second, nineteen
ris,' approved
the
hereby, amended
by adding
to section
the
section three
three thereof
thereof the
the same
same is
is hereby,
amended by
adding to
following:
"Provided,
That where
where alcohol
alcohol is
is withdrawn
distillery warewareProvwded, That
withdrawn from
from a
a distillery
house for
for shipment
denaturing bonded
under
bonded warehouse
warehouse under
shipment to
to aacentral
central denaturing
house
the
it shall
under such
such rules,
rules, regularegulaof this
this Act
Act it
shall be
be lawful
lawful under
the provisions
provisions of
tions,
Commissioner of
limitations as shall
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
tions, and limitations
Internal Revenue,
with the
the approval
approval of
Secretary of
of the
the TreasTreasof the
the Secretary
Internal
Revenue, with
ury, for
an allowance
made for
leakage or
loss by
any accident,
accident,
by any
for leakage
or loss
for an
allowance to
to be
be made
ury,
and without
fraud or
or negligence
negligence of
of the
the distiller,
owners carrier,
carrier,
and
without any
any fraud
distiller, owner,
or their
their agents
or employees,
occurring during
during transportation
transportation from
from
agents or
employees, occurring
or
a
distillery warehouse
warehouse to
denaturing bonded
warehouse."
to aacentral
central denaturing
bonded warehouse."
a distillery
Approved, June 22, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting to
Railway
Vancouver and
and Northern
NorthernRailway
CHAP. 164.—An
164.-An Act
to the
the Portland,
Portland, Vancouver
Company
license to
Vancouver Barracks
at Vancouver,
Vancouver,
Company aalicense
to cross
cross the
the Vancouver
Barracks Military
Military Reservation
Reservation at
Washington.
Waahington.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representativesof
Senate and
enacted by
by the
Be
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there is
hereby granted
is hereby
granted
That there
of America
America in,
in Congress
States of
to the
the Portland,
Vancouver and.
Northern Railway
Railway Company,
Company, a
acorcorPortland, Vancouver
and Northern
to
poration
organized under
under the
the laws
of the
State of
of Washington,
Washington, under
under
laws of
the State
poration organized
the conditions
this Act
Act contained,
contained, a
a revocable
revocable
in this
restrictions in
and restrictions
the
conditions and
license
maintain, and operate
operate an electric
railroad, teleelectric railroad,
construct, maintain,
license to construct,
phone,
telegraph, and
and electric-power
electric-power transmission
across the
transmission lines across
hone, telegraph,
Vancouver Barracks
county of
Clarke,
of Clarke,
Reservation in the county
Military Reservation
Barracks Military
Vancouver
Washington. Congress reserves
reserves the right to alter, amend,
State of Washington.
Act.
or repeal
repeal this
this Act.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the work
work herein
herein authorized
authorized shah
shall be
constructed, as
as
be constructed,
2. That
SEC.
near
upon the
following location:
at a
apoint
point
location: Beginning
Beginning at
the following
practicable, upon
near as
as practicable,
on the
the westerly
side of
of Reserve
Street where
where the
same intersects
intersects the
the
the same
Reserve Street
westerly side
on
southerly
of the
city of
Vancouver, Clarke
Clarke County,
County,
of Vancouver,
line of
the city
southerly boundary
boundary line

Jima 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
June

Denatured alcohol.
vrd 34, p. ol.
Vol.
1250,
amended.
amended.

Allowance for leaktam
from distillery.
lo rom
ditIey

age during transports.
aedoWSc
fort

Rme 22, 1916.
1916.
June22
[S.
45501
[s. 45U8.1
[puble,
[Public, No.
No. 10.]
104.)
V_anu :eer Barrvws
Barracks,
Portland,hVancouver
Porntbdvs
and
Northern Railway
Companygrantedright
Corpanygrantedrght
of way across lands of.
Was

otwayB Ddso

Location.

L

Lt
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164.

1916.
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Washington; thence
thence running
running in
in a
northerly direction
along the
the west
west
Washington;
a northerly
direction along
line of
said Reserve
point nine
feet north
north of
of the
south line
line
line
of said
Reserve Street
Street to
to a
a point
nine feet
the south
of
Street where
where the
the same
through the
the United
States miliof Fifth Street
same goes
goes through
United States
military
reservation; thence
easterly on
line parallel
parallel to
center
tary reservation;
thence easterly
on aaline
to and
and the
the center
line nine feet north
north of the southline
south line of
of said
Fifth Street
and south
south of
said Fifth
Street and
of
the
portion of
of said
said street,
street, running
running through
reservation
the macadam
macadanm portion
through said
said reservation
to the
line; thence
thence north
north to
where the
the eastern
eastern boundary
boundary line;
to a
a point
point where
the said
said
eastern
line intersects
East Seventh
Street in
the city
city of
eastern boundary
boundary line
itersects East
Seventh Street
in the
of
Vancouver,
he fixed
fixed by
by the
the Secretary
War.
Vancouver, the
the exact
exact location
location to
to be
Secretary.of
of War.
tai.r
EC. 3.
the work
be begun
begun within
aptie
on. ne for const
"tr rue- S
SEC.
3. That
That the
work shall
shall be
within one
one year
year after
after the
the approval
of this
this Act,
and within
within ninety
after the
the approval
approval of
proval of
Act, and
ninety days
days after
of this
this
Act
said railway
shall furnish
bond to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction
Act the
the said
railway company
company shall
furnish aabond
of
of War
War conditioned
conditioned for
the said
said
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
for the
the completion
completion of
of the
railroad and other works mentioned
mentioned herein
herein across
across said
reservation
said reservation
within two years after the approval of
bond by
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the said
said bond
by the
of War.
War.
r s
tuCOgStC.
g
c°"trneuan'
s, etc. 0 f OIS
SEC. 4. That
the work
authorized shall
be constructed
constructed in
in
c s
SEC.
That the
et
work herein
herein authorized
shall be
such manner, of such character, and
and with such
switches, and
and
such spurs,
spurs, switches,
as may
crossings as
prescribed by
the Secretary
of War,
shall be
may be prescribed
by the
Secretary of
War, and
and shall
be
maintained
maintained and
operated subject
subject to
to such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
and operated
as he
he
at the
said post
may from
from time
time to
to time
the commander
commander at
the said
post may
time prescribe.
prescribe.
Contribution to pub- or the

lic street, etc. to puueCsonutio

SEC. 5.
5. That
licensee shall
bearone-third of
of the
the cost
of macadamSEC.
That the
the licensee
shall bearone-third
cost of
macadam-

izing
izing Fifth Street and the
on the
the eastern
boundary of
the public
public road on
eastern boundary
of
for the distance
the reservation for
said street
street and
and road;
road;
distance they
they occupy
occupy said
macadamizing
macadamizing of said street and
of such
as may
may be
be
and road to
to be
be of
such width
width as
prescribed
Secretary. of War. The
prescribed by the Secretary
oneThe licensee
licensee shall
shall bear
bear onethird of the cost of maintenance
maintenance of
of said
street and
and road
in addition
addition to
said street
road in
to
maintaining
maintaining the space
space between
rails at
at all
all times
in good
condition
between the
the rails
times in
good condition

for vehicle
vehicle traffic.
traffic.
Approval of mainteApprovalo
mait for
nane,eto.,ofiays.
SEC.
nance,eto.,
ofrailways.
S
EC. 6. That the maintenance
maintenance and operation of said railway within
within
the limits of the reservation,
reservation, including_all
road work,
work, lighting
lighting of
track
including all road
of track
on roadway without expense to
to the United
United States,
States, and
and other
other work
work
required to be done by the licensee
accordance with
licensee in accordance
provisions
with the
the provisions
and conditions of this instrument
instrument or
or deemed
or advisable
advisable
deemed necessary
necessary or
by the Secretary of War, shall
to the
and apshall be subject
subject to
the supervision
supervision and
approval of the post commander
commander and
and to
to such
may from
such regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
from
time to time prescribe
prescribe in
the interests
interests of
good order,
police, sanitation
in the
of good
order, police,
sanitation,
discipline, public safety, and the conservation
conservation of
of the
interests of
of the
the
the interests
Government.
Ciao(
tracks by other Government.
Useoftnrcksbyother
ralways.
SEC.
any other
person or
or corporation
corporation having
railways.
S
EC. 7. That any
other person
franchise
having a
a franchise
for operation of
railway in
the city
city of
of aastreet
street railway
in the
of Vancouver,
Vancouver, including
including
any electric railway as may have authority to do
suburban and
and
do aasuburban
interurban
business, may, upon obtainin
obtainingg aa license
interurban business
li cense f
rom the
the SecreSecrefrom
tary of War, use the track
other construction
track and
and other
construction herein
herein authorized
authorized
to be placed upon the reservation upon the payment
of just
payment of
just compencompensation, and if the parties concerned can not agree upon the amount
amount
of such compensation
compensation the sum or sums to be paid for said use shall be
fixed by
Secretary of
War.
of War.
by the
the Secretary
etc.
fixed
Rr, eta.
Reversion,
SEC.
8. That
That if
any portion
S
EC. 8.
if any
portion of
said right
way he
re i
n authorized.
au th orized.
of said
right of
of way
herein
shall cease to be used for the purpose aforesaid
aforesaid the
same shall
shall be
the same
be rerevoked. Any sums which may have to
expended after
the revorevoto be expended
after the
cation of this license, or any portion
premises
portion thereof, in putting
putting any premises
or property herein authorized
authorized to be occupied in as
good condition
condition as
as good
as
it Is
is at this time shall be
licensee, its
its successors,
be paid
paid by
by said
said licensee,
successors, or
or
assigns.
assigns.
Approved, June
June 22,
22, 1916.
Approved,

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. SEss.
I.. CHs.
S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
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CHAP.
of name
CHAP. 165.-An
165.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the change
change of
name of
of the
the steamer
steamer Normania
Normania

to William
to
William F.
F. Stifel.
Stifel.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United

235
235
June
June 22,1916.
22, 1916.
[S. 4760.1
47601
[S.

[Public, No.
No. 105.1
[Public,
105.]

States of America
steamer.
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Commissioner
Commissioner of
in Congress
of "Normania,"
"Normanla,"steamer.
Name may be chan ged
Navigation
is hereby
hereby authorized
Navigation is
authorized and
directed, upon
of to"WilliamF.ti
and directed,
upon application
application of
to "
William F. Stffel."

the owner, the Ottawa Transit
Comp any, o
M en t
or ,Lake
Lake C
ounty,
Transit Company,
offMentor,
County,
Ohio to change
Ohio,
change the
name of
of the
steam er Normania,
Norman i
a,o
ffici
alnum
ber
the name
the steamer
official
number
two hundred
hundred and five thousand
seventeen, to
to the
thousand and
and seventeen,
the William
William F.
F.
Stifel.
Stifel.
Approved,
22, 1916.
Approved, June
June 22,
1916.
CHAP.
166.-An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the county
commissioners of
Walla Walla
CHAP. 166.—An
Act To
county commissioners
of Walla
Walla and
and
Counties, Washington,
the Snake
Snake River
Franklin Counties,
Washington, to
to construct
construct aabridge
bridge across
across the
River between
between
Pasco and
Pasco
and Burbank.
Burbank.

June 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
June
(S. 5310.]
[Pblic No 106
[Public, No. 106.]

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representativesof
it enacted by
by the Senate
(tithe
the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Thatthe
River and
assembled, That
the county
county commiscommis- ws.e Rive
sioners of Walla Walla and Franklin Counties,
Counties, Washington, are hereby Frankli
Franklin Counties,
authorized to
construct, maintain,
e ab
ridge and
andapproaches
approaches Wash.,
bridge.
authorized
to construct,
maintain, and
and operat
operatea
bridge
w sh. may
may bridg.

thereto across the Snake River over the southern end
Strawberry
end of.
of Strawberry
Island about two miles above the confluence
confluence of
the Columbia
of the
Columbia and
and Construction.
volS3p
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Snake Rivers
Rivers,2 at aa point suitable
suitable to the interests
interests of
in
of navigation, in
accordance with the provisions
accordance
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
to regureguAct entitled
"An Act
Act to
late the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
six.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
SEC.
alter, amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter,
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby

expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, June 22,
1916.
22, 1916.

Amendment.
Amendment-

June 22,
22, 1916.
June
1916.
CHAPI
Act Permitting
Permitting the
the Riverview
Ferry Company
CHAP.. 167.-An
187.—An Act
Riverview Ferry
Company to
construct,
to construct,
[S. 5s05.
5805.]
Is.
maintain,
a bridge
across the
River in
maintain, and operate a
bridge across
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River
the State
Montana. .
[Public
No.
in the
State of
of Montana.
-, [ublicNo 107.1
107.1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
11
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress asse
assembled
That the
the Riverview
Ferry' Xrv(r;Ve
Riverview Ferry
ieowvstneni: River.
m bled, That
Company,
Company, aa corporation organized
organi zed under
the State
State of
c
omPany maybridge
bridge,
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
of Comipanyeay
near
Sidney, Mont.
Montana,
Montana is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, m
ai
nt
ai
n ,and
an d o
perat
e a
maintain,
operate
a
approaches thereto
bridge and approaches
thereto across
point
across the
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River
River at
at aapoint
suitable
interests of navigation,
suitable to the interests
navigation, three miles south of Sidney,
Sidney, in
said State, from the west bank thereof
thereof on
section nine,
on lot
lot three, section
nine, in
in the
the
county of Richland,
Richland, State of Montana,
Montana, tothe
bank thereof,
in the
to the east
east bank
thereof, in
the
said county and State aforesaid,
aforesaid, in section sixteen;
sixteen; township twentytwentytwo north,
fifty-nine east, Montana principal
principal meridian,
north, range fifty-nine
meridian, in ac- Construction.
Vcol
VoL 34
34, pp. 84.
cordance
cordance with the provisions
provisions of the
entitled "An
Act to
the act entitled
An Act
to regulate
regulate
the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
SEC. 2. That
That the right
right to
alter, amend,
or repeal
Sze.
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amaedmen t expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 22, 1916.
mJune
22,1916.
June
22,
1916.
CHAP. 168.-An
Act To
the Perdido
Perdido Bay
and Ferry
CHAP
168.—An Act
To authorize
authorize the
Bay Bridge
Bridge and
Ferry Company,
Company,
[5.5841.1
[S.
5841.1
a
corporation existing
under
the
laws
of
the
State
of
Alabama,
to
construct
a
bridge
a corporation
existing under the laws of the State of Alabama to construct a bridge - [Public,
, N.
No. 108.1
over and
and across
Perdido Bay
from Lillian,
Lillian, Baldwin
Baldwin County,
over
across Perdido
Bay from
County, Alabama,
Alabama, to
to Cummings
CUmmings Ipublic No.
108.1
Point, Escambia
County, Florida
Point,
&cambia County,
Fida.
B
F
Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate and House
United ajd'eetlid°
House of Representatives
Representative of
of the United
anld o B7
ay, Pie.
s
in Congress
assembled,,'That
That the
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled
the Perdido
Perdido -Bay
Bay Bridge
Bay
Bridge Perdid0
Perddo BayJ end
nd
corporation existing
and Ferry Company, aa corporation
laws of
the
C*
1344111Ymy
existing under
under the
the laws
of the
cigom

rag
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Location.
Location.

Construction.
construction.

Vol.
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
8.

.

Amendment

Amendment.

Szss.
SEss. I.
I.

Crs. 168-171.
168-171.

CHs.

1916.
1916.

State of Alabama, be, and hereby
construct, operate,
operate,
hereby is,
is authorized
authorized to
to construct
and maintain
maintain a
abridge
approaches thereto
across Perdido
Ba at
at
bridge and approaches
thereto across
Perdido Bay
aapoint
point suitable
interests of navigation
suitable to the interests
navigation from the town of Lillian
Lillian
on the western
western shore
thereof, in
county of
of Baldwin
and State
State of
of
shore thereof,
in the
the county
Baldwin and
Alabama,
Alabama, to Cummings
Point on
the eastern
eastern shore
shore thereof,
Cummings Point
on the
thereof, in
in the
the
county:
of Escambia
State of
Florida, in
accordance with
with the
county of
Escambia and
and State
of Florida,
in accordance
the
provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
construction
the construction
of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved.
March twenty-third,
approved March
twenty-third,
nineteen
and six.
six.
nineteen hundred and
SEC.
2. That the right to alter, amend, or
repeal this
SEC. 2.
or repeal
is hereby
this Act
Act is
hereby

expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
lime 22, 1916.
June
[S.
S. 5861.]
851.1

IPnblie,

[Public, No. 109.1

CHAP.
a bridge across the EastCHAP. 169.-An
169.—An Act To extend the time for constructing a
ern
River in
in Virginia.
Virginia.
er Branch
Branch of
of the
the Elizabeth
Elizabeth River

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of
Congress assembled,
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
for commenet
commencThat the
the time
time for
ing and completing
completing the bridge authorized
by Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
authorized by
dge co January
hundred and fifteen, to
January second,
second, nineteen hundred
across the
to be
be built
built across
the

Eastern Branch of
BirVao
Elisabeth River,
Va.
Time
Tue extended
xteded for
or
bridging,
Norfolkbridging by
by N
orolkBerkley Bridge Corporation.
Vol. 38,p.
38,p. 790,
M0, amendamended.
ed.

EEaSter

Bikley'

pora

p. 79),amend. Eastern
Branch of
Eastern Branch
of the
the Elizabeth
Elizabeth River
the city
city of
Virginia,
River in
in the
of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,

Amendment.
Amendment.

June
Itme 22. 1916.

s. 6041.1
[S.
6041.1
[Public, No.

[Public, No. 110.1

by the Norfolk-Berkley
Corporation, of Virginia,
Norfolk-Berkley Bridge Corporation,
Virginia, is
is hereby
hereby
extended
extended one year and three years, respectively, from date
of approval
approval
date of
hereof.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 22,
1916.
22, 1916.
CHAP. 170.—An
170.-An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Co
to Jackson
Jackson County,
Misto
County, Misissippi, to construct
Eassippi,
construct a
West Pascagoula
Pascagoul:Ver,
at or
or near
near Pascagoula.
a bridge
bridge across
across West
iver, at
Pascagoula.

Mississippi.

Be it
Representativesof the
it enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
United
the United

West Pascgoula
Pascagoula States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
Congress is
is
River.
of America
America in
in Congress
consent of
of Congress
MJakson
Jackson
County, hereby granted
to Jackson
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi and
successors
granted to
Jackson County,
and its
its successors
may bridge,
Pasacgoula.
at and
assigns to construct,
ma i
nt
ai
n ,an
d operate
operate a
bridge and
and apapconstruct, maintain,
and
a bridge

Construction.
ol 34i,
Vol.
34, p. 8.
84.

Amendment.

proaches
River,'at airmt
a point suitable
proaches thereto across the West Pascagoula
Pascagoula River
suitable
to the interests
navigation, at
at or
Pasc agoula, Mississippi,
Mississippi, in
interests of
of navigation,
or nea
nearr Pascagoula,
in
the
county of
Miss i
ss ip pi ,
i
n accordance
accordance with
with
the county
of Jackson,
Jackson, m
m the
the State
State of
of Mississippi,
in
the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
construcAct to
regulate the
the construction of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
approved March
twenty-third,
waters," approved
March twenty-third,

nineteen
and six.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
six.
SEc.
2. That
the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
That the
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, June 22,
22, 1916.

June 22,
22, 1916.
1918.

[S. J.
Res. 47.1
IS.
J. Res.
47.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 22.1

Alaska fur seals.

slaeso?
skesuthor.
Sale of skins
authorized. . 7.
Vol. 37, p. 502.

CHAP. 171.—Joint
171.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
CHAP.
Commerce to sell
skins taken from fur
on the
the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands
Islands for
for food
food purposes
fur seals
seals killed
killed on
purposes

and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of ComComStates of
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
merce be,
e, and
merce
and he is hereby,
to sell
taken from
hereby, authorized
authorized to
sell all
all skins
skins taken
from
seals killed on the Pribilof Islands for food purposes
purposes under
under section
section
eleven of the Act of August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
twelve, in
manner as
twelve,
in such
such market at such times and in such
such manner
as he
he may
may
deem
deem most advantageous,
advantageous, and the proceeds of such sale or
shall
or sales shal
be paid into the Treasury of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
Approved, June 22,
22, 1916.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SEss.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
EM. I.
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174-176.
CiH. 174-176.
CHAP.
174.-An
CHAP 174.—An
Fork of the Arkansas
Arkansas
tion,
tion, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
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1916.

June 26, 1916.
June
1916.
[S. 26,
3423.]

Act To provide
a bridge
provide for the construction
construction of a
bridge across the Salt
River, near White Eagle Agency, in
in the Ponca Indian ReservaReserva-

N

1

[Public,
(Public, No. Ill.]
111.)

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House ofRepresentatives
United
it enacted
Representatives of
of the United

States of
America in
in Congress
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
there is
hereby approis hereby
approTreasury to the credit of the
the Ponca
priated, out of any money in the Treasury
may be
be
Tribe of Indians, the sum of $6,000,
$6,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
necessary,
the
necessary, to be expended
expended under
under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the

Salt Fork
Arkansalt
Fork of Arkansas River.
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for
bridge across, in Ponca
Inidg
Indian
Reservation,
Okla.,
from
tribal
l
from tribal
funds.

herein
expended until
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be expended
until the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Intethe Inte-

Ray and Noble ComiKayand
coun-

of

sacrosserio

Interior,
Interior, for the purpose of paying one-third
one-third of the cost of the construction
a bridge across the Salt Fork of the Arkansas
struction of a
Arkansas River,
between sections three and ten, township
township twenty-four
twenty-four north, range
range
two east, Indian
meridian, near White Eagle Agency, in the Ponca
Indian meridian,
Ponca
Proviso.
Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oklahoma: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the money prutions
Contributions
Contributions

rior shall have obtained from the proper authorities of Kay
rior
Say County
and Noble County,
County, in Oklahoma, satisfactory
satisfactory guaranties
guaranties of the
the paypayment by said counties
counties of at least two-thirds of the cost of such bndge,
bridge,
and that
that the proper
counties assume full
proper authorities of the said counties
responsibility for and will at all times maintain and repair
repair said bridge
responsibility
and the approaches
approaches thereto.
Approved, June 26,
Approved,
26, 1916.
HmAP. 175.—An
175.-An Act To authorize
CHAP.
authorize George H.
H. Hervey, of Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida,
Florida, to
to
construct and operate
operate an electric railway line on the Fort
Fort Barrancas and Fort McRee
Military Reservations,
Reservations, Florida,
for other
other purposes.
Wintery
Florida, and
and for
purposes.

b

by
by

ties.
es

t

aintenane.

Maintenance.

nme 27, 1916.
Jrne
7
16.
(S. 3344.)
2

I(

[Public,
No. 1121
112.]
[Public, No.

Be it
of Representatives
of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
the United
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
the Secretary
Barrancas and
That the
Secretary of
of War
War Filson
Fort Barrancas
and
H. Hervey,
Pensacola, Florida,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to give to George H.
Hervey, of Pensacola,
je`omrcRePe. Hervey
Florida, Freort
his
successors, and
assigns a
apermit
permit to
locate, construct,
construct, maintt4.erigl;t
of way
his heirs,
heirs, successors,
and assigns
to locate,
grone
right of
main- agerr
way
tain,
tam, and operate
operate a
aline of electric railway
railway on the military
military reservations
reservations
of Fort Barrancas
Barrancas and Fort McRee,
McRee, in Escambia
Escambia County, State of
of
Florida, upon such location and under such regulations
regulations and conditions
ditions as shall be approved
approved by the Secretary
War.
Secretary of War.
SEC.
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC. 2. That the right to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
Amendment.
Act is
hereby Amendumt.
reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June 27, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP.
176.-An Act
Act Amending
Amending an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
CHAP 178.—An
"An Act
appropriations
for the
the naval
naval service for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and
year ending
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," relating
relating to
of fleet
fleet submarines.
siteen, and
for other
to the
the authorization
authorization of
submarines.

'IMO
June 27 1916.
VI
13670.]
[H. B.
R. i870.]

[Public, No.
No. 113.]
[Public,
113.

the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of the
Unitedtablishment
Be it
of
That
States of
America in
in Congress
the Act
Act Neagboing
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hat the provision
provision of the
Seagoing subma
subma:
entitled "
An Act making
making appropriations
rims '
"An
appropriations for
for the naval service for the
the riun.
fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year ending
ending June
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, and
for other purposes,"
purposes," which
which reads as follows: "Two
"Two submarines,
submarines, to
to be
a surface speed of twenty-five
twenty-five knots or more
of seagoing
seagoing type, to have a
if possible, but
but not less than twentyinots,
twenty knots, to cost, exclusive
armor
exclusive of armor
and
hereby amended
amended
each," is hereby
and armament,
armament, not exceeding
exceeding $1,500,000
$1,500,000 each,"
to read
"Two
to have
have vsrellinu
svpdlitmodified
read as follows: "
Two submarines,
submarines, to be of seagoing type, to
p. jrifit
speed of
twenty-five knots
possible, but
but not
not less
aasurface
surface speed
of twenty-five
knots or
or more
more if
if possible,
less ad.
ed
than nineteen
nineteen knots, to
to cost, exclusive
exclusive of
of armor and
and armament,
armament, not
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,500,000
$1,500,000 each."
each."
Approved,
1916.
Approved, June 27, 1916.
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CHAP.
CHAP 178.-An
178.—An Act
the Secretary
of War
War to
extend the
the lease
lease
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
to extend
issued
the Act
issued under the
Act of
of August
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
entitled
August twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
twelve, entitled
"An
authorizing the
of War
War to
to the
the Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
and
"An Act
Act authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
to lease
lease to
Puget
Railway Company
Company a
atract
tract of
in the
the Fort
Fort Keogh
Military Reservation
Reservation,
Puget Sound
Sound Railway
of land
land in
Keogh Military
in the
State of
for the
the removal
removal of
of gravel
grave! and
in
the State
of Montana,
Montana, and
and for
for aaright
right of
of way
way thereto
thereto for
and
ballast material."
ballast
material."

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
States
of America
assemb, That
That the
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
be,
and he
hereby, authorized
in his
his discretion
the area
area
toc
flese^ietcu.,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized in
discretion to
to extend
extend the
and Puget
Rail- covered
by the
the lease
under the
the Act
Act approved
twentycovered by
lease issued
issued under
approved August
August twentys- third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing
the Secretary
to lease
to the
Chicago, Milwaukee
and Puget
Puget
37, p. 57' the
Secretary of
of War
War to
lease to
the Chicago,
Milwaukee and
aded.
Sound Railway
Railway Company aatract
tract of land
Fort Keogh
Keogh Military
Military
land in
in the
the Fort
Reservation, in
State of
of Montana,
and for
for a
of way
way for
for the
the
Reservation,
in the
the State
Montana, and
a right
right of
gravel and
and ballast
material," so
as to
to include
include two
two hundred
hundred
removal of gravel
ballast material,"
so as
and forty-one
one-hundredths acres,
necessary
and
forty-one and
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven one-hundredths
acres, with
with necessary
rights of
term of
of ten
ten years
years from
from the
approval of
of this
this Act,
Act;
of way, for
for aaterm
the approval
in
m the name of the Chicago,
Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and Saint
Samt Paul
Paul Railway
Railway
Company, aacorporation
Company,
corporation of
of the
the State
of Wisconsin
(the grantee
grantee and
and
State of
Wisconsin (the
successor in interest of said
said former
former lessee)
purposes and
and under
under
lessee) for
for the
the purposes
the conditions imposed by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said Act
August
Act of
of August
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
twelve.
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
and twelve.
Approved. June
June 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
Approved.

Fort Keogh Military
asrvtI,Mont.
Mont.
Reservation,
Area of lease, etc., on,
to Chicago, Milwaukee
and Puget 'ound
Sound Railway Company increas.yuompnym
ed.
3
Vol. 37, p. 357,
Vol.
amended.

18une
2, 16
rone2s,
ibus.
[8. 3205.1
[

[Public, No. 115.]
(Public,

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the United
by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United

National States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
parain Congress
the following
following paraof prop- graph,
forming part
part of
of section
four of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to
graph, forming
section four
"An Act
4,
protect the
protect
the birds
birds and
and animals
animals in
in Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Park, and
and

Yellowstone National
Ysllowstone
Park.
Protection of property, etc., in.
^i; 28, p. 74, amendamendVol.
ed.

ed.

CHAP.
CHAP 179.-An
179.—An Act
Act To
To amend
amend "An
"An Act
Act to
the birds
and animals
animals in
in
to protect
protect the
birds and
to punish
punish crimes in
Yellowstone National
National Park, and to
in said
said park,
for other
other purposes,"
park, and
and for
purposes,"
approved
May
seventh,
eighteen
hundred and ninety-four.
approved
seventh, eighteen hundred
ninety-four.

to punish crimes in said park, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
May seventh, eighteen hundred
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, to
to wit:
wit:
hundred and
Punishment for vioPunishment for vo
person found
"Any
guilty of
of violating
"Any person
found guilty
violating any
of
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
lations of law, etc.
Former
Forerrovision.
provision.
or any
any rule
rule or
or regu_ation
may be
be promulgated
by the
the
this Act or
regulation that
that may
promulgated by
Secretary of the Interior with
with reference
the management
management and
and
reference to
to the
care of the park, or for
protection of
the property
property therein,
for the
for the protection
of the
therein for
the
preservation from injury or spoliation
preservation
spoliation of
mineral deposits,
deposits,
of timber,
timber, mineral
natural
natural curiosities, or wonderful
wonderful objects within said park, or for the
the
protection
protection of the animals, birds, and
and fish
said park,
park, shall
shall be
be
fish in the
the said
deemed
deemed guilty of
of aa misdemeanor,
shall be
be subjected
subjected to
to a
a fine
fine
misdemeanor, and
and shall
of not more than $1.000 or imprisonment
not exceeding
imprisonment not
exceeding two
two years,
years,
or both, and be adjudged
adjudged to pay all costs of
the proceedings,"
proceedings," be
be
of the
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Punishment
for
viola ' hmntr vio.
"Any
violating any of the provisions
"Any person
person found
found guilty
guilty of violating
provisions of
of
lations of law, etc., in.
regulation that may be promulgated
this Act or any rule or regulation
promulgated by
by the
Secretary of the Interior
reference to the management
management and
Interior with reference
and
care of the park, or for the protection
protection of the property
property therein,
therein, for
for
the preservation
preservation from
from injury
injury or spoliation of timber, mineral
mineral
deposits,
curiosities, or wonderful objects within said park,
deposits, natural curiosities,
protection of the animals, birds,
or for the protection
birds, and fish in
the said
said park,
park,
in the
Penalty
reduced.
Penalty reduce,.
shall be
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and shall
be subjected
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
shall be
subjected to
to aa
fine of not more than
imprisonment not exceeding
than $500
$500 or imprisonment
exceeding six months,
months,
or both, and be adjudged
adjudged to pay
pay all costs of the proceedings."
proceedings."
Approved,
Approved, June
June 28, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP. 180.-An
180.—An Act To provide
provide for the storing and cleansing
cleansing of
Mexiof imported Mexican
"garbanzo."I.
can peas, commonly
commonly called "garbanzo."

June 28,
1916.
June
S 28,1916.
[S.
3536.)
3536.
(Public, No. 116.3
116.)
[Public,

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Customs.
States of America
America in
assembled, That under
in Congress
Congress assembled,
under such regulations
regulations cuaoW
Bonded warehouses
and conditions as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
Mexican peas,
authe Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the TreasTreas- for
for Mexican
peas, au.
ury, bonded warehouses may be established
which imported
imported Mexiestablished in which
Mexi- thorised.
thor ed.
garbanzo may be stored,
can peas, commonly
commonly called garbanzo
cleaned, restored, cleaned,
repacked or otherwise
otherwise changed in condition, but not
not manufactured,
manufactured,
withdrawn for exportation without the payment
and withdrawn
payment of
of duty thereon:
thereon:
Provided,
part of
of such
such imported
Provided, That the whole or any part
imported garbanzo,
garbanzo, Provisos.
Dutyon
wthdrawa
Duty
on withdrawal
for consmption.
consumption.
by-products incident
incident to
and the waste
waste material
material and by-products
to cleaning
or otherother- 'or
cleaning or
wise treating said imported garbanzo,
garbanzo, may
withdrawn for
domay be
be withdrawn
for domestic consumption
consumption upon the payment on the quantity
quantity so withdrawn
withdrawn
of the duty imposed by law on such garbanzo in their condition
as
condition as
Payment for services.
imported: And provided further,
compensation of
of customs
customs Paymetiorservices.
imported:
further, That the compensation
officers and storekeepers
officers
storekeepers for all services in
supervision of
such
in the supervision
of such
warehouses shall be paid from moneys
advanced by
by the
the warehouse
moneys advanced
warehouse
proprietor to the collector
collector of customs and be carried
carried in a
aspecial
special account and disbursed
disbursed for such purposes, and
expenses incurred
and all
all expenses
incurred
warehouse proprietor.
shall be paid by the warehouse
Approved,
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1916.
on the
the coast
coast of
CHAP. 181.-An
18L—An Act To establish
establish& Coast
Coast Guard station on
Louisiana,
of Louisiana,
in the vicinity
in
viriaity of Barataria Bay.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representative,s
of the
United
Representatives of
the United

States of
of America
of the
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
the

Rine
une
28, 1916.
2 28
9
la
,)48
4485.)
[Pubic No. 117.

(Public, No. 117.)

BaratadrtaiaThravalarton
Baast^r
Bay, Lsa

Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to establish a Coast Guard aue
Treasury
station onbe,
theand
coast
he of
is hereby,
Louisiana
authorized
in the vicinity
to establish
of Barata#a
aCoastBay,
Guard
at authorizeddnear.
station on the
coast
of
Louisiana
in the vicinity of Baratabia Bay, at
such point as he may deem best.
Approved,
Approved, June 28, 1916.
1916.

CHAP.
182.-An
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce to
CHAP 18
.
2.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
the
to exchange
exchange the
land
now occupied
occupied by
by the
the Schooner
Schooner ledge
Ledge Range
the mouth
land now
Range Front Light Station at the
of Crum
Creek,
Pennsylvania,
thereto which
which are
Crum
Pennsylvania, for other lands adjacent
adjacent thereto
are intersected
intersected
by the axis
axis of the
the Chester
Chester Range
Range Line
of the
the Delaware
River, and
and authorizing
authorizing the
the
Line of
Delaware River,

June 28, 1916.
1916.
(S. 62444
[s.
it4.
(Public, No.
118.)
(public
No. 118.

Secretary
Commerce to remove said Schooner
Schooner Ledge Range Front
Secretary of Commerce
Front Light Station
after certain conditions
conditions have been complied with.
with.

Be it
enacted.by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Schooner. Ledge
in Congress
That the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of Comthe Secretary
Corn- Light
sLhoonr
Pd
Station, Pa.
merce be,
Exchange
of lands
lands
merce
be , and
and he
he is
directed
to
grant
and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to grant and withxchangeB.of
Johnson
Alba B. Johnson
Johnson and
convey to Alba B. Johnson
and Samuel
Samuel M.
M. Vauclain
that certain
Vauclain all
all that
certain and Samuel
Samuel M.
If. VanVandamn on Delaware
lot or piece or parcel
parcel of land granted
granted and
and conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the United
United .Bron
Delaware
River.
States of America
America by
the president
president and
by the
company of
Philadelphia Lad
Land conveyed
by
and company
of the
the Philadelphia
onveyed by
States.
t
and Reading
Reading Railroad
Railroad Company by deed dated
dated December
December twentytwenty- United
nted
ninth,
hundred and seventy-nine,
Tinicum
ninth, eighteen hundred
seventy-nine, situated in Tinicum
Township,
Township, in the county of Delaware,
Delaware and State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
according to aa recent survey as
described according
at a
as follows: Beginning
Beginning at
a
entrance gate to the basin(for
point in the south side of the entrance
basin(for the storage
storage
of canal boats in winter) on the upper side of the mouth of Crum Creek
Creek
and running thence along the cross bank dividing said basin
basin from
from the
meadow
meadow at the mouth of Crum Creek south
four degrees
west one
one
south four
degrees west
hundred and fifty-seven feet; thence south thirteen degrees
degrees fifty-five
minutes
twenty-six degrees
minutes east one hundred
hundred feet; thence south twenty-six
degrees east
east
three hundred and nineteen
ninPteen feet,
feet, more
less to low-water
low-water line
more or less,
line in
in
the Delaware
Delaware River; thence by the low-water
Delaware
low-water line of
of the
the Delaware
River and Crum
Crum Creek to the place of beginning, containing
containing five
five acres,
acres,
more or less.
less, being part of a
larger tract
parcel of
land which
which
a certain larger
tract or parcel
ofland
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the "president,
managers, and
"president, managers,
and company
company of
the Schuylkill
Schuylkill Navigation
of the
Navigation
Company," by aacertain
Company,"
certain indenture
indenture dated
dated the
the twelfth
day of
July, anno
anno
twelfth day
of July,
Domini eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy, recorded,
recorded, and
so forth
forth,
and so
granted, and conveyed
conveyed unto the
t'hiladelphia and
and Reading
Railroad
the Philadelphia
Reading Railroad
Company, their successors
successors-and
Company,
and assigns,
assigns.,together
together with
with the
the free
free and
and
uninterrupted
uninterrupted use, right, liberty,
liberty, and
and privilege
privilege of
of passage
and along
along
passage in
in and
a certain
sixteen feet wide next to
a
certain roadway
roadway sixteen
line of
of Crum
Crum Creek
to the
the line
Creek
and upon
upon the bank
bank extending
extending along
and following
following the
course of
of the
along and
the course
the
said creek from
from the railroad of the Philadelphia
and Wilmington
Wilmington
Philadelphia and
Railroad Company to
to the
premises as
in use;
the herein-described
herein-described premises
as now
now in
use;
ad
B.ami
. vau.
van for
and
BySamuel
Alba
B.11.
Radom.
tor and in
i
n consideration
consideration of
the said
Alba B.
Johnson and
and Samuel
of the
said Alba
B. Johnson
Samuel M.
M.
'fl
Vauclain granting and conveying
data.
Vanclain
conveying to
the United
United States
States in
fee simple
simple the
the
to the
in fee
following-described
following-described premises
premises and rights
of way
way situated
situated on
rights of
on Crum
Crum
Creek, after its course shall have
of
have been
been changed,
changed, hi
in the
the county
county of
Delaware,
Delaware, State
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, now belonging
belonging to
to them,
them, to
to wit:
wit:
A certain piece
A
piece or parcel
parcel of land whose boundaries
shall form
form a
boundaries shall
a
parallelogram containing one acre,
acre, more
parallelogram
more or
two hundred
hundred
or less,
less, with
with two
feet frontage
frontage on the east side
of the
course of
of Cram
Creek,
side of
the new
new course
Crum Creek,
Pennsylvama, which frontage
frontage shall be
be intersected
Pennsylvania,
intersected by
axis or
by the
the axis
or
a point
point to
center line of Chester Range, at a
to be
be approved
the SecreSecreapproved by
by the
tary
tary of Commerce,
Commerce, together with the full and
and uninterrupted
uninterrupted use,
use,
right, liberty, and privilege of passage for persons and
right,
and vehicles
vehicles over
over
an
accessible, direct, and improved
an accessible,
improved right of way sixteen
wide,
sixteen feet
feet wide
wholly above
above high-water
high-water mark, from the premises above
wholly
above described
described
to the
the right
right of way of the Chester branch of
and
of the
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad Company,
Reading
Company, the said right of way
in comway to
to be
be used
used in
common
mon and
and wholly maintained
maintained by the saidAlba
said-Alba B. Johnson
Samuel
Johnson and
and Samuel
M. Vauclain,
M.
Vauclain, their
their heirs,
heirs, executors, administrators,
administrators, and
assigns, and
and assigns,
and
kept
condition at all times; also
also a
kept in passable
passable condition
and sufficient
sufficient
a suitable
suitable and
right of
of way
right
way for beams of light on the Chester
Chester Range
Line over
all
Range Line
over all
the
the property
property on said range line between
between the proposed
proposed permanent
permanent
front and
of Chester Range, and to the southward
front
and rear
rear lights
lights of
southward and
and westwestP'-i
ofm
Provisos.
ward
of said
light: Provided,
That the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General shall
sh all
e
said front
front light:
Provided, That
Examination of title. ward of
first examine
title of said Alba
first
examine the
the title
Alba B. Johnson
Johnson and Samuel M.
Vauclain
M. Vauclain
to
be conveyed
to premises
premises to
to be
conveyed to the United States as aforesaid
aforesaid and
and shall
shall
furnish
opinion in
in favor
favor of
the validity
thereof: Provided
conveye.
Conveyance.
furnish his
his written
written opinion
of the
validity
thereof:
Provided
further, That the said Alba B. Johnson and
further,
M. Vauclain,
and Samuel
Samuel M.
Vauclain,
within such reasonable
within
reasonable time after the passage
passage of
of this
this Act
as may
Act as
may
be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, shall
shall deed
deed to
the United
to the
United
States
the premises
premises herein
to be
States the
herein described
described to
by them:
And
be conveyed
conveyed by
them: And
provement
providedfurther,
further, That the
land
Improvements
to be conveyed.on
on provided
eyance o
herein-described lot
or
the conv
conveyance
offthe
the herein-described
lot or
parcel of
parcel
a land
land now owned
owned by the United States of
of America
America shall
not
shall not
be
be made
made and
and the
the title
title thereto shall not pass to the said Alba
Alba B.
B.
Johnson
and Samuel M. Vauclain until the following shall
Johnson and
shall have
have
been
done
by
said
persons
without expense to the United States and
been done by said persons without
and
to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary of Commerce:
Commerce: First,
erect a
First, erect
a
bulkhead
bulkhead of permanent construction on
on the
the easterly
easterly s
ide of
ofthe
side
the new
new
course
of Crum
Crum Creek
Creek along
the entire
entire frontage
frontage of the premises to
course of
along the
to be
be
conveyed
United States
America, which shall consist of a
a
conveyed to
to the
the United
States of
of America,
timber
foundation supporting
supporting a
a timber platform and aagravity
timber pile
pile foundation
gravity
section concrete
concrete retaining wall of the
the same
section
as approved
same construction
construction as
approved
by
United States
by the
the United
States Engineer
Engineer office
office and now being erected
erected on
on the
the
southwest
side of
of Crum
Crum Creek;
Creek; second,fill
southwest side
of the
the mouth
mouth of
second, fill the entire
entire plot
plot
of land to
to be
be conveyed
conveyed to
to the
United States
States with sand, earth, or other
of land
the United
other
suitable material
an elevation
elevation of
of twelve
twelve feet above mean low water
suitable
material to
to an
water ;
third,
a channel
channel from
third, dredge
dredge a
from the premises to be conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the United
United
States to
the main
a depth of
States
to the
main channel
channel of the Delaware
Delaware River having a
of
not
less than
than six
feet at
construct
and
not less
six feet
at mean
mean low water;
water '
•fourth, con
st
ruc tan
dmake
ma k
e
available
purposes of
the United States the improved
improved right of
available for
for the
the purposes
of the
of
Etio
t t way for the passage of
persons and
and vehicles
vehicles provided
provided for
of persons
Erection of light
for herein:
herein:
to
h sta- And provided
proidedffurther,
ac.a.
further, That
Thatthe
the conveyance
made by
by the
the
conveyance shall
shall not
not be
be made
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United States until
United States and
and title shall not
not pass
pass from
from the United
the
proposed to
dwelling proposed
to be built by it on the
the
the permanent
permanent tower
tower and dwelling
conveyed to it
it shall be ready for occupancy,
occupancy, nor until all
land to be conveyed
valuable lighthouse property
property is removed by the United States from the
site to
conveyed by
proiide4 further,
That the
the existing
existing
frther, That
by it:
it: And
And provided
site
to be
be conveyed
lights now
interference by
shall continue,
continue, without
without interference
by said .Alba
Alba B.
lights
now in
in use
use shall
Vauclain, until
establishment by
Johnson and Samuel
Samuel M. Vauclain,
until the establishment
by the
the
Chester Range.
Range.
United States
States of permanent
permanent lights on
on Chester
That the
Alba B.
B. Johnson
Johnson and
and Samuel
Samuel M.
Vauclain,
M. Vauclain,
said Alba
SEC. 2. That
the said

passage of this
after the
rendition by the Attorney
the rendition
Attorney
upon the
the passage
this Act, and
and after
General of
of his
his opinion in favor of the validity of the title to be conconveyance to the United States
the United
United States
States and the
the conveyance
veyed to
to the
title ' shall
proceed with
improvements
of such title,
shall have the right to
to proceed
with improvements
upon
United States,
such
conveyed by
by the
the United
States, except
except upon such
upon the
the tract to
to be conveyed
portions
required for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes, under
under
portions as are actually required
conditions
Secretary of Commerce.
conditions to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the Secretary
Commerce.

tilue
xr

EtiE ing

lights

oimptrovment

mCP
°=:n
efs

concon-

ent of

toi be
iroi
SEC.
allIexpenses
expenses
incurred
by the
States in
SEC. 3. That
That all
incurred by
the United
United States
in making
making frLfr
I
n
gt=a..
the
perty herein
herein authorized,
including the cost of
of ice
authorized, including
of property
the exchange
exchange of
0 II
abstracts, official
cial certifications,
certifications, and evidences
evidences oof_ title
tiftle as the
such abstracts,
General may deem necessary,
neceisary,and
inciirred m
in
Attorney General
and all expenses
expenses incurred
removing such
lighthouse property
be
the present
-present site
site as may.,
may ,be
removing
such lighthouse
property
- on the
advantageous to
Government shall be .payable
payable
to the
the interests
interests of
of the
the Government
advantageous
Service,"
ghthouse Service,"
,expenses, -pglathouse
" neralexpenses,
appropriation `!.Cicenerat
from the approption.
for the fiscal years
years in
in which
which such,
sch expenses
expenses are incurred.
incurred.
Approved, June
28,1916.
l :
1916.: •*
Approved,
June 28,
lee

'

CHAP. 183.-An
183.—An Act
Act To
of section
of the
the public
CHAP.
To repeal
repeal paragraph
paragraph four
four of
section twenty-one
twenty-one of
public
and thirteen,
thirteen, providing
fourth, nineteen
buildings Act,
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
providing for
buildings
Act, approved
approved March
the construction
national archives
archives building.
building.
the
construction of
of aanational

Jane 28, 1916.
1918.
Yune

Jp. [S.
es89.1
5839.1

[Public, No. 1191
No. 119.1
[Public,

Be
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of

National
Archives
Na
tonsl Archives
of section
paragraph four
four of
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
that paragraph
section Building,
Congress assembled,
States
D. C.
C.
twenty-one of
buildings Act,
Act, approved
approved March
Inspection, etc.,
etc., in
in
twenty-one
of the
the public
public buildings
March -fourth,
fourth, Binspetion,

not required.
nineteen
huncired and thirteen, which
follows: "
That before
nineteen hundred
which reads
reads as
as follows:
"That
before Europe
.ve7pno8tr.
a amendVol.
37, p.884,
ed.
the
said designs
and estimates
are completed
inspection shall be made ed.
the said
designs and
estimates are
completed inspection
of the.Treasury
the Treasury of
of the
the best modern
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
national
archive buildings
buildings in
in Europe,
Europe, and
and consultations
consultations shall be had
had
national archive
with
in Europe
on the
the construction
and arrangearrangewith the
the best
best authorities
authorities in
Europe on
construction and
buildings," be, and the same is hereby,
hereby.,repealed;
repealed;
ment of archive
archive buildings,"
and the
site for
for a
anational
national archives
archives building,
building; and
and the
the
and
the acquisition
acquisition of
of a
a site
construction
of the
the said
said building according
according to the
the terms of
of said Act of
construction of
March
nineteen hundred and
thirteen, is
is hereby
authorized
and thirteen,
hereby authorized
March fourth, nineteen
without
inspection and consultation
in Europe.
consultation in
without such inspection
Approved,
Approved, June 28,
28, 1916.
.

CHAP.
184.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the sale
of the
lighthouse reservation at
at Scitate,
Scituate,
the lighthouereeervation
saleof
CHAP. 184.-An
Maaschusette.
Mamchusetts.

Rale 28,

1918.
une28, 1916.
[13. 5910.)
is.
91w.]

(Public, No.
No. ro.1
120.)
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Be
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Corn- tPointlightsta.
CedarPointrightst*"
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of Commerce is
to sell
sell and
and saofrerartian
Sale of reservatitm to
to
and directed,
directed, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
merce
Scituate, Mass.
convey to
to the
the town
Scituate, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, for
for the
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,
$1,000, so
M'
town of
of Scituate,
convey
that certain
certain piece
parcel of
pertaining to
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse
to the
of land
land pertaining
piece or
or parcel
that
Service
situate and
on Cedar
Cedar Point,
Scituate, county
of PlymPlymPoint, Scituate,
county.of
Service situate
and lying
lying on
Description.
D'pt
described April fourth,
of Massachusetts,
fa
Massachusetts, described
Commonwealth of
outh, Commonwealth
eighteen
hundred
and
eleven,
by
Seth
Sprague,
Joshua
Thomas,
an
eighteen hundred and eleven, by Seth Sprague, Joshua Thomas, and
Nathan
appornt
edun
der the
act of
of the
the Legsature
Legislature
under
the act
Nathan Rice,
Rice, a
a committee
committee appointed
of
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, ceding
and
ceding jurisdiction
jrisdition and
of the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
91890*--vor.
1-16
39- r 1-16
91890°-voL 39—IT
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Proviso.

ionna

mainterume

toric landma
torie
landmark-

authorizing
the appraisement
of land
at Scituate
Scituate Harbor,
and reauthorizin the
appraisement of
land at
Harbor, and
recorded in Plymouth register
of deeds,
deeds, book
hundred and
register of
book one
one hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen,
pages one
one hundred
and eighty-two
and eighty-three,
pages
hundred and
eighty-two and
and one
one hundred
hundred and
eighty-three,
follows: All
the land
and beach
that lies
lies southeasterly
line
as follows:
All the
land and
beach that
southeasterly of
of aaline
beginning on
Cedar Point
Point at
at a
place that
bears
beginning
on the
the easterly
easterly side
side of
of Cedar
a place
that bears
south forty-nine
degrees west
west from
from the
the 01(1
Sow, so
called,
south
forty-nine and
and a
a half
half degrees
Old Sow,
so called,
and that bears
and
four degrees
from the
bears north
north four
degrees east
east from
the willow
willow tree
tree on
on the
the
first
first cliff, so called,
said place
place running
running south
seventy-four
called, and
and from
from said
south seventy-four
:
degrees west
west across
Cedar Point
Point to
the
degrees
across said
said Cedar
to the
the harbor,
harbor, together
together with
with the
right of
of way
way and
shore privilege,
including the
thereon,
right
and shore
privilege, including
the improvements
improvements thereon,
no longer
longer reuired
required for
for lighthouse
lighthouse pinposes:
That said
s his
his-_no
purposes: Prowled,
Provide, That
said town
town
Sctuate shall maintain
of Scituate
maintain the
and structure
structure thereon
as an
the site
site and
tereon as
an historic
historic
landmark.
landmark.
Approved, June 28,
1916.
Approved,
28, 1916.

me
[H.
i575.j
--121.1
[Public, No. l2
[PublcNo.
30.30, 1916.
1916.
Jima
[H. R. 15775.)

CHAP.
194.—An Act
Making appropriations
for the
the payment
of invalidand
invalidaad other
CHAP. 194.-An
Act 3Making
appropiation for
payment of
other
pensions
of the
the United
States for
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
nineteen hunpensions of
United States
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
huned
and
seventeen,
and
for
other
purpoe.
dred
seventeen, and
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
the Senate
Sente and
House of
Representativesof
of the
United

Pnsi=s appropri- States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
sums are
are

Pensions appropriations.

etc, Panaid, eto.,
pa, -

Invalid,
sions.

Proviso.
PNaoVope<
Navy pensions.

Accounts.

Accounts.

appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise approapproTreasury not otherwise
priated, for the payment
payment of pensions
pensions for
year ending
ending June
June
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and for
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
for other
other purposes,
purposes,
namely:
namely:

For .Army
Army and
Navy pensions,
and Navy
invalids, widows,
pensions, as
as follows:
follows: For
For invalids,
widows,

minor children,
and dependent
children, and
relatives, Army
Army nurses,
other
dependent relatives,
nurses, and
and all
all other
pensioners
pensioners who are now
borne on
on the
rolls, or
who may
may hereafter
be
now borne
the rols,
or who
hereafter be
placed thereon, under the
provisions of any and all
thprovisions
Congress,
all Acts
Acts of
of Congress,
$1581000,000: Provided,
That the
for Navy
Navy
$158,000,000:
Provided, That
the appropriation
appropriation aforesaid
aforesaid for
pensions shall be paid from the
the income
income of
of the
fund, so
the Navy
Navy pension
pension fund,
so
far
the same
same shall
shall be sufficient for that purpose:
Provided further,
far as
as the
purpose: Provided
further
That the amount
expended under
items shall
shall be
amount expended
under each
each of
of the
the above
above items
be

Mf h r
of honorpen- accounted
separately: And
And provided
accounted for separately:
provided further,
That all
allowances
further, That
all allowances
made, or hereafter to be made, to medal
honor pensioners
medal of
of honor
pensioners under
under
the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved April
nineteen hunApril twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
hundred and sixteen, shall be
paid from
from the
the moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated for
be paid
for
the payment
payment of invalid and
and section
section three
of the
the
and other pensions,
pensions,
and
three
of
A nte, p.54, amended. said Act of April twenty-seventh,
An,p.M,amended.
nineteen hundred
said Act of April twenty-seventh, nineteen
hundred and sixteen, is
amended
accordingly.
amended accordingly.
Examiningsurgeons.
Esegsur""
o.
For fees
expenses of
of examining
examining surgeons,
For
fees and
and expenses
surgeons, pensions, for servFees, etc.
ices rendered
and seventeen,
rendered within the fiscal year nineteen hundred and
seventeen,
$65,040.
$65,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 30, 1916.

Medal of honor penfei
sioners.

June
uJne 30, 1916.

[H.
166n.]
[Public,
No. 122.)
[Public, No.
122.)
(H. R.
R. 16677.]

CHEAP.
195.-An Act Extending
appropriations for the necesary
CHAP. 195.—An
Extending appropriations
necessary operations
operations of
the
of the
Government
Government and of the District of Columbia
Columbia and for the payment of pensions
pensions under
under
certain
contingencies.
certain contingencies.

Apropaton
Be
Be itt enacted
Senate and
and House
of the
enacted by the
t Senate
House ofRepresentatives
ofRepresentatives of
the United
United
ist Pismenal
cal
ye
f:r
th- States of America
America in
insl
c
P
ai.year
e
x
Congress assembl,
assembled, That
appropriations
a all appropriations
propriations for
in Congress
for
tenfde
tvough July
rifif the
the necessary operations
operations of the Government
Government and
tended through
and o
of the District
District of
of
1.1e,fr
g:-.1G'
uslY
Columbia
and for
the paym
en t o
ens i
ons under
un d
er ex
i
sting laws,
laws,
'idefor.
Columbia, and
for the
payment
off p
pensions
existing
which shall
unprovided for on
on the
the thirtieth
P oat, p.
p. 431.
sh:111 remain unprovided
of June,
thirtieth day
day of
June,
nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
nineteen hundred
sixteen, are continued
continued and made available for
and
and during the month of July, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, unless
unless
the regular
the
regular appropriations
appropriations provided
provided therefor in bills now pending in
Congress shall
the service of
shall have been previously made for the
of the
the fiscal
fiscal
f°

pro

431.
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nineteen hundred
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and seventeen;
seventeen; and
and a
a
sufficient
appropriated, out
sufficient amount is appropriated,
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury
out of
money in
in the
appropriated, to carry on the same: Provided,
not otherwise appropriated,
no Provisos.
Provided, That
That no
PrOo
ont.
Proportionate
greater amount shall,
shall be expended for such operations
than as
as the
operations than
the amounts.
one-twelfth of the appropriations
sum of one-twelfth
appropriations made
made for
year
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen bears to
whole of
the appropriations
appropriations
to the
the whole
of the
Providedfurther,
expenditures
the total
of said fiscal year: Provided
further, That the
total expenditures
expenditures for
for forTotal
Total
expenditures
the year not to exhundred and
the whole of the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventeen under
under ceed
and seventeen
eed final
fina appropriaappropriations.
appropriations hereby continued,
the several appropriations
continued, and under the
several tions.
the several
appropriation
appropriation bills now pending, shall
not exceed
aggregate
shall not
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
the amounts finally appropriated
appropriated therefor
therefor in the several bills
bills now
now
pending, except in cases where aa change
change is
the annual,
annual, Exceptions.
is made
made in
in the
Exceptions.
monthly, or per diem compensation
compensation or m the
officers,
the numbers
numbers of
of officers,
clerks, or other persons authorized
authorized to be
by the
the several
be employed
employed by
several
appropriations
appropriations hereby continued, in which cases the
amounts authorthe amounts
authorized to be expended
expended shall equal one-twelfth of
of the
the appropriations
appropriations
for the fiscal y
year
ear nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
hundred and sixteen,
and eleven-twelfths
eleven-twelfths
contained in the
of the appropriations contained
several bills
pending when
the several
bills now
now pending
when
the same shall have been finally
finally passed, unless the salary
salar or compencompen
sation of any office shall be
or diminiRhed
without changing
changing
be increased
increased or
diminished without
the grade or the duties thereof, in which case such salary
or coFapfnsalary or
compensation
sation shall relate to the entire fiscal year
beginning
year and
and run
rim from
from the
the beinning
Congressional
session
thereof:
providedfurther,
thesession
thereof: Ad
And provided
further, That the:
session .employees
loyees of
of the SenSena employees
COgraise
continued.
ate and House of Representatives
Representatives now authorized
authorized by
by law
law shall
shall be
be mp l
ontiued
continued upon the rolls until
continued
the end
present session
session of
Conuntil the
end of
of the
the present
of Congress and paid at the rate per diem or
which they
they are
are now
or month
month at
at which
now
a sufficient
sufficient amount
paid; and a
amount is appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in Appropriation.
Appropriation.
the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to pay
pay the
appropriated, to
the same
same
Approved, June
30, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
June 30,
constructing aa bridge across
CHAP. 196.-An
196.—An Act To extend the time for constructing
across the
the
the city
Mississippi River at or near
near the
of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
city of
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.

1916.
June 30, 1916
IS. 3722.)
I8.

322.1

[Public, No.
No. 123.)
123.)
[Public,

enacted by the Senate
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
United
River.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the time
time for
assembled, That
That the
for commenccommenc- Mississippi
TimePendf
ing and completing
completing the bridge authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act of
bridging, by
by Baton
Baton
of Congress
Congress bridgn,.
Rouge Bridge and Ter.
approved
approved July seventeenth
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
to be
be mina!
fourteen, to
minal
Cdopa at
Company,
t Rouge,
Baton
La.
built across the Mississippi kiver
at or
or near
near the
River at
of Baton
the city
city of
Baton Rouge,
Rouge, B
rol 38eg p.
l4
514,

Vol. 38,
Louisiana, is hereby
extended two years
hereby extended
and five
five years,
years, respectively,
years and
respectively, amended.
amended.
from date of approval
approval hereof.

SEC.
2. That the right to alter,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
S
EC. 2.
alter, amend,
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved.
Approved. June 30, 1916.
• CAP.
CHAP. 197.-An
197.—An Act To accept the cession by the State
State of
of exclusive
exclusive
of Washington
Washington of
jurisdiction
embraced within the Mount
National Park, and
jurisdiction over the lands embraced
Mount Rainier National
for other purposes.
purposes.

Amendment.
Amendment.

[P

June
30, 1916.
1916.
June30
6
3s3928.]

S.
is.

.]

. 12]

[Public, No. 1241

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representativesof the United
Be
United
States of America in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the provisions
the act
act tionai
provisions of
of the
tiont

RarWas'N

of
of the
the legislature
State of
approved March
Mount
ju ifs diV on
legislature of
of the
the State
of Washington,
Washington, approved
March sixsix- Sole
Sole
jurisdiction
teenth, nineteen
one, ceding
nineteen hundred and one,
ceding to the
the United
States exclue
f4n to
United States
exclu- Z
ngton
to Juited
nitaed
ed
- b

sive jurisdiction over the
territory embraced
within the
Rainier stat
the territory
embraced within
the Mount
Mount Rainier
National Park, are hereby
hereby accepted
accepted and sole
and exclusive
sole and
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby assumed by the United States over such territory
territory, saving,
saving,
however,
however, to the said State the right to serve civil
civil or criminal
criminal process
process stat
State pea,
process, etc.
within the limits of the aforesaid
aforesaid park in suits
prosecution for
for or
on
suits or
or prosecution
or on
account
obligations incurred, or crimes
account of rights acquired, obligations
mimes committed
committed
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in
said State
but outside
park, and
and saving
saving further
to the
the said
said
further to
of said
said park,
outside of
State but
in said
State the
the right
right to
tax persons
persons and
and
franchises and
their franchises
corporations, their
and corporations,
to tax
State
lawssapDlicable
property, on
the lands
lands included
perk. All
apn licable
A the law
cluded in said park.
on the
property,
to
places under
and exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
States
United States
sole and
the sole
under the
to places
shall
force and
and effect
effect in
said park.
park. All
from justice
justice
fugitives from
All fugitives
in said
have force
shall have
taking refuge
refuge in
in said
said park
subject to
the same
laws as
as refugees
refugees
same laws
to the
be subject
shall be
park shall
taking
from justice
in the
the State
Washington.
of Washington.
State of
found in
justice found
from
I'Vr„tEtWh
r ra
d
t.
Sac.
2. That
said park
shall constitute
constitute a
of the
the United
States
United States
a part
part of
parkshall
That said
SSEa. 2.
J7rcteosa
tnct.
judicial district
district for
district of
of Washington,
and the
disthe disWashington, and
western district
the western
for the
judicial
trict court
court of
and for
have
shall have
district shall
for said
said district
in and
States in
United States
the United
of the
trict
*jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
offenses committed
said boundaries.
boundaries.
within said
committed within
all offenses
of all
Rainier
be committed in the Mount Rainier
WPasinv
hington
.
h
...aunder
"ler SSze.
That if
offense shall be
any offense
if any
3. That
c. 3.
plmishmllt
National
punishment for
for
National Park, which offense is not prohibited or the punishment
ls
Washigtn
which
not specifically
specifically provided
provided for
by any
any law
law of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
for by
is not
which is
the offender
offender shall
to the
same punishment
punishment as
of
laws of
as the
the laws
the same
subject to
be subject
shall be
the
the
State of
Washington in
the time
of the
the
of the
the commission
commission of
time of
at the
m force
force at
of Washington
the State
offense may
for a
like offense
offense in
in said
State; and
and no
no subsequent
subsequent
said State;
a like
may provide
provide for
offense
repeal of
of any
State of
of Washington
shall affect
any
affect any
Washington shall
of the
the State
law of
such law
any such
repeal
prosecution for
said offense
offense committed
committed within
said park.
park.
within said
for said
prosecution
at
Huntin
g,• fishin
SEC.4.
4. That
all hunting
hunting or the killing, wounding, or capturing at
That all
fpshing,g. SE.
Hunting.
et,o., prohibitions.
animal, except dangerous
any time
dangerous animals when
when
.any
time of any wild bird or animal,
it
is necessary
necessary to
them from
destroying human
or ininlives or
human lives
from destroying
prevent them
to prevent
it is
flicting
personal injury,
prohibited within
the limits
said park;
park;
of said
limits of
within the
is prohibited
injury, is
flicting personal
nor
any fish
fish be
out of
the waters
park in
other
in any
any other
of the
the park
of the
waters of
taken out
be taken
nor shall
shall any
way
than by
line, and
then only
at such
such seasons
seasons and
and in
such
m such
only at
and then
and line,
by hook
hook and
way than
times
may be
directed by the
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior,
the Secretary
be directed
as may
manner as
and manner
times and
,
That the Secretary of the Interior shall make and publish such rules
l
'guRU
l
a"*"8-'•
rules
and
as he
may deem
necessary and
and proper
the managefor the
manageproper for
deem necessary
he may
regulations as
and regulations
ment
for the
the protection
protection of the property
the park and for
ment and care of the
preservation from injury or spoliation of all
therein,
therein, especially for the preservation
35
timber, mineral
deposits other
than those
legally located
prior to
to the
the
located prior
those legally
other than
mineral deposits
timber,
p.3365.
Vol. 3,
,p.
passage of
of May
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-seventh, nineteen
passage
of the
the Act
Act of
May twenty-seventh,
eight (Thirty-fifth
Statutes, page
sixty-five),
hundred and sixty-five),
page three hundred
eight
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
or wonderful
wonderful objects
objects within said park, and for the
natural curiosities,
curiosities, or
or
protection
animals and birds
park from capture
capture or
birds in the park
protection of the animals
the
frightened or driven
destruction, and to prevent
destruction,
prevent their being frightened
driven from the
he shall
shall make
make rules
governing the
taking of
of
the taking
and regulations
regulations gverning
rules and
ark- and
and he
Evidace o t
'Ey ,
Idence of
yl°14- fish
m the
in the
park. Possession
Possession within
said
tions
h fom
the streams
streams or
or lakes
lakes in
the park.
within said
tlons.,
park of the dead bodies, or any part thereof, of any wild bird or
vio- animal shall be prima facie evidence that the person or persons having
animal shall be prima facie evidence that the person or persons
Punishment
Punishment torr.
lations.
persons or
lations.
the same are guilty of violating this Act. Any person or persons,
or
stage or express company, or railway company,
company, who knows or has
or killed
contrary to
reason to believe
believe that they
they were
were taken
taken or
killed contrary
to the
the proviprovisions of this Act and who receives
receives for transportation
transportation any of said
taken, or who shall
animals, birds,
birds, or fish so killed, caught,
caught, or taken
shall violate
any of the
of thi
Actor any
anyrule
rule or
or regulation
that
the other provisions
provisions of
thiss Act
regulation that
may
be promulgated
promulgated by
the Secretary
of the
may be
by the
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior with
with reference
reference
to the management and care of the park or for the protection
protection of the
preservation from injury
injury- or spoliation of
property therein,
therein, for the preservation
timber, mineral
mineral deposits
otherthan
than those
legally located
located prior
prior to
to the
the
those legally
deposits other
timber,
p 36.
vi..35,
Vol
35,p.
365.
passage of the Act of May twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eight (Thirty-fifth Statutes, page
sixty-five),
page three hundred
hundred and sixty-five),
natural
natural curiosities, or wonderful
wonderful objects within said park, or for the
protection
protection of the animals, birds, or
or fish in the
park, or
shall
the park,
or who
who shall
within said park commit
within
commit any damage, injury, or spoliation
spoliation to or upon
any building,
building, fence,
fence, hedge,
underwood,
any
hedge, gate, guidepost, tree, wood, underw
ood,
timber, garden,
garden, crops, vegetables,
vegetables, plants, land, springs,
springs, mineral
mineral
the
located prior
prior to
passage of
of the
deposits
other than
than those
deposits other
those legally
legally located
to the
the passage
Act of May twenty-seventh.,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eight
eight (Thirty(Thirtyhundred and
sixty-five),natural
Statutes, page
three hundred
fifth
fifth Statutes,
page three
and sixty-five),
natural curiosities,
curiosities,
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or other
or thing
thing growing
growing or
or being
being thereon
therein,
or situated
situated therein,
thereon or
matter or
or
other matter
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
shall be
a
to a
be subject to
and shall
guilty of
shall
fine of
than $500
or imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding six months,
$500 or
more than
of not
not more
fine
or both,
pay all
proceedings.
all costs of the proceedings.
to pay
be adjudged
adjudged to
and be
or
both, and
S
EC. 5.
That all
all guns,
guns, traps,
traps, teams,
teams, horses,
horses, or
of
trfift
of transportstransporta- tx,YpV,°,17"
or means
means of
5. That
SEC.
tion
nature or
or description
y any person or
or persons
by
used b
description used
every nature
of every
tion of
within
said park
limits when
trapping, ensnaring,
ensnaring,
in killing,
killing, trapping,
when engaged in
park limits
within said
or capturing
beasts, birds
birds, or animal
animals shall be
be forfeited to
wild beasts,
such wild
or
capturing such
the United
States and
seized by
by the
the officers
in said
said park
and
park and
officers in
be seized
and may
may be
United States
the
held
pending the
prosecution of
any person
or persons
arrested under
under
persons arrested
person or
of any
the prosecution
held pending
charge of
this Act,
and upon
conviction
upon conviction
Act, and
of this
provisions of
the provisions
violating the
of violating
charge
under
of such
such person
person or
using said
guns, traps,
traps, teams,
said guns,
or persons
persons using
this Act
Act of
under this
horses
or other
other means
of transportation,
such forfeiture
be
shall be
forfeiture shall
transportation, such
means of
horses, or
adjudicated as
in addition
addition to
to the
the other punishment proa penalty
penalty, in
as a
adjudicated
vided
in this
Act. Such
Such forfeited
forfeited property
property shall
and
of and
be disposed
disposed of
shall be
this Act.
vided in
accounted for
by and
the authority
authority of
of the
the Secretary
the
of the
Secretary of
and under
under the
for by
accounted

Interior.
SEC. 6.
That the
the United
States District
District Court
the Western
Western
for the
Court for
United States
6. That
SEC.
District of
shall appoint
shall
who shall
a commissioner
commissioner who
appoint a
Washington shal
of Washington
District

reside in
the park
park and
and who
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
act
hear and
and act
to hear
who shall
shalIhave
in the
reside
upon all
complaints made
made of
violations of
or of
the rules
and
rules and
of the
of law
law or
of any
any violations
all complaints
upon
regulations made
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior for the governmade by
regulations
ment of
for the
the protection
protection of
of the
the animalsbirds,
animals, birds, and
and
park and
and for
of the
the park
ment
fish, and
and objects
objects of
other purposes
authorized
purposes authorized
for other
and for
therein, and
of interest
interest therm,
fish,
by
:
this Act.
Act.
by this

guns,

missi Z

Appointmt
Appointment,

au.
aU.

thwilY'etc '

thOTty, etc.

c
•
Such
shall have
have power,
sworn information,
information, to
oild
t
r
on
lt orZieZ, et
Z
viotiadoms
to vil
upon sworn
power, upon
commissioner shall
Such commissioner
issue process
process in
in the
the name
name of
the United
United States
for the
of any
any
arrest of
the arrest
States for
of the
issue
person charged
charged with
with the
misdemeanor, or
or charged
charged
of any
any misdemeanor,
the commission
commission of
person
with a
violation of
of the
the rules
rules and
and regulations,
or with
of
violation of
with aa violation
regulations, or
with
a violation
any
the provisions
provisions of
prescribed for
for the
the government
of
government of
Act prescribed
of this
this Act
any of
of the
said park
animals, birds,
in
fish in
birds, and
and fish
the animals,
of the
protection of
for the
the protection
and for
park and
said
said park,
park, and
to try
try the
the person
person so
charged, and,
and, if
to
guilty, to
if found
found guilty,
so charged,
and to
said
impose punishment
prescribed.
adjudge the
the forfeiture
forfeiture prescribed.
&c
impose
punishment and
and to
to adjudge
In all
all cases
cases of
an appeal
appeal shall
lie from
from the
• ent of
Appeals.
of Appasjudgment
the ju
shall lie
of conviction
conviction an
In
said
to the
United States
District Court
Court for
the"astern
Western
for the
States District
the United
commissioner to
said commissioner
District
of Washington,
Washington ' and
said
in said
States district
district court in
United States
the United
and the
District of
district shall
the rules
rules of
of procedure
procedure and
for said
and practice
practice for
prescribe the
shall prescribe
district
commissioner in
the trial of cases and for appeal to said United
in 'the
commissioner
States district
district court.
States
court.
SEC. 7.
7. That
such commissioner
shall also
also have
power to
to nai.
have power
commissioner shall
any such
That any
SEC.
issue
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided for the
person
of any
any person
the arrest
arrest of
issue process
process as
charged with
the commission within said boundaries of any criminal
with the
charged
offense not
covered by
by the
of section four of this Act to
the provisions of
not covered
offense
introduced, and if he is of opinion that probable
hear the evidence introduced,
cause is
is shown
shown for
holding the
so charged
charged for trial shall cause
person so
the person
for holding
cause
such person
to be
be safely
conveyed to
confinement
place of
of confinement
to aasecure
secure place
safely conveyed
person to
such
within the
jurisdiction of
the
Court for
for the
District Court
States District
of the
the United
United States
the .jurisdiction
within
Western District
a transcript of the
Washington, and certify a
of Washington
District of
Western
record of
his proceedings
proceedings
Washington,
and
case to
to said
said court,
court,
the case
in the
the testimony in
and the
of his
record
which
court
shall
have
jurisdiction
the aoto•
Bta That the
Provided, That
case: Provided,
of the
the case:
which court shall have jurisdiction of
said
shall grant
bail in
all cases
bailable under the
cases bailable
in all
grant bail
commissioner shall
said commissioner
laws
United States
of said
State.
o ro
said State.
of the
the United
States or
or of
laws of
SEC. 8.
8. That
all process
be Serviceoro.of pr°cess.
shall be
commissioner shall
the commissioner
by the
issued by
process issued
That all
SEC.
directed
marshal of
the United
States for
for the
district
western district
the western
United States
of the
to the
the marshal
directed to
of
Washington but
but nothing
contained shall
so construed
construed
be so
shall be
herein contained
nothing herein
of Washington,
as to
to prevent
prevent the
by any
officer or employee
employee of
Government
of the
the Government
any officer
the arrest
arrest by
as
or
any person
person employed
the United
States in
in the
of said
said
the policing
policing of
United States
by the
employed by
or any
reservation within
said boundaries
boundaries without
process of
of any
any person
person
without process
within said
reservation
taken
the act
the law
or this
this Act
.Act or
dons
or the regulations
law or
violating the
of violating
act of
in the
taken in
prescribed by said Secretary
Secretary as aforesaid.

nar—dr

crimi.
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SEC. 9.
That the
commissioner provided
in this
this Act
Act shall
be
SE.
9. That
the commissioner
provided for
for in
shall be
paid an
an annual
salary of
payable quarterly:
quarterly: Provided,
Provided, That
paid
annual salary
of $1,500,
$1,500, payable
That
the
reside within
within the
the exterior
exterior boundaries
of
the said
said commissioner
commissioner shall
shall reside
boundaries of
said Mount
Mount Rainier
Park, at
be designated
by
said
Rainier National
National Park,
at aa place
place to
to be
designated by
Disposed of
fees, etc. the
court making
appointment: And
further, That
That al
all
Dioed
offs,t
the court
making such
such appointment:
And provided
providedfirther,
fees,
the commissioner
be
fees, costs,
costs, and
and expenses
expenses collected
collected by
by the
commissioner shall
shall be
dispose
di
of as
in section
section eleven
of this
this Act.
disposed of
as provided
provided in
eleven of
Act.
United States fees,
That all
all fees,
costs, and
expenses arising
arising in
cases under
under
tcnited
statw S, ggs .Q That
fees, costs,
and expenses
in cases
etc.
this
properly chargeable
to the
the United
States shall
certithis Act
Act and
and properly
chargeable to
United States
shall be
be certified,
like fees,
in the
the
fied, approved,
approved, and
and paid
paid as
as are
are like
fees, costs,
costs, and
and expenses
expenses in
courts of
States.
. courts
of the
the United
United States.
Deposit of fines and
Deposito fi
d
Sm,.
Sao. 11. That all fine
fines and costs imposed and collected shall
costs.
shall be
be
deposited
by said
commissioner of
United States,
States, or
the marshal
deposited by
said commissioner
of the
the United
or the
marshal
the same,
of the
of the
the United
United States
States collecbing
collecting the
same, with
with the
the clerk
clerk of
the United
United
States District
District Court
Court for
the Western
Western District
District of
Washington.
States
for the
of
Washington.
Acceptanceof
cession.
Ac
moeotsio
SEG.
SEC. 12. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall notify,
writing,
notify, in
in writing,
the governor
governor of the
of Washington
of the
and approval
approval
the State
State of
Washington of
the passage
passage and
of
this Act.
Act.
of this
Approved, June 30,
30, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
Salary.
sala.

Provisos.
Resident*.

Rsden.

June 30,
30, 1916.
June
1916.

(S.
4476.
(S. 4476.)
(Public, No. 125.]

(Public, No.125.]

CHAP.
commencement and
CHAP. 198.-An
198.—An Act Extending the time for the commencement
completion
and completion
of the
the bridge
or bridges
bridges authorized
by an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
an Act
to
of
bridge or
authorized by
"An Act
to amend
amend an
Act to
authorize the Dauphin
Dauphin Island Railway
and Harbor
Railway and
Harbor Company,
Company, its
its successors
succesors or
or assigns,
asgn,
to construct
construct and maintain
abridge
or bridges,
or viaducts,
viaducts, across
across the
the water
water between
maintain a
bridge or
bridges, or
between
the mainland,
mainland, at
Cedar Point,
Point, and
Island, both
and Big;
also
at or
or near Cedar
and Dauphin Island,
both Little
Little and
Big; also
from the
deep
waters
of
Mobile
Bay
into
Dauphin
Bay,
also to
to dredge
dredge a
a channel
channel from
the deep waters of Mobile Bay into Dauphin Bay; also
to
construct and
docks and
and wharves
wharves along
along both
both Little
andl3ig
Dauphin
Islands,"
construct
and maintain
maintain docks
Little andBig Dauphin Islands,"
approved June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve.
approved
June eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
and twelve.

Be itit enacted
and House
United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
Congress assemb,
assembled, That
States
in Congress
for the
comThat the time for
the comextended fr
bTime nellenere
for mencement
mencement and
and completionof
bridge or
completion of the
the bridge
or bridges
bridges authorized
by the
the
authorizedby
DaUbin island'nd
Dauphin
ulana and Act entitled "An
an Act
Act to
to authorize
Dauphin
"An Act to amend an
authorize the
the Dauphin
Harbor
37Company.
Vol 37,
,p.137,amendIsland Railway
and Harbor
Company, its
or assigns,
assigns, to
Railway and
p. 137,amend- Island
Harbor Company,
its successors
successors or
to
ed.
ed.
construct
a bridge or bridges, or viaducts across the
construct and maintain
maintain a
water between
near Cedar
between the mainland, at or near
and Dauphin
Cedar Point,
Point, and
Dauphin
Island, both Little and
also to
to dredge
dredge a
the deep
deep
and Big;
Big; also
a channel
channel from
from the
waters of Mobile Bay into Dauphin Bay; also
also to construct
construct and
and mainmaintain docks and wharves along
along both Little and Big
Dauphin Islands,"
Islands,"
Big Dauphin
eighteenth, nineteen
approved June
June eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
hereby
twelve, is
is hereby
extended to two years and four years, respectively,
respectively, from and
the
and after
after the
eighteenth
September, nineteen hundred
eighteenth day of September,
hundred and
sixteen.
and sixteen.
Approved, June 30,
Approved,
30, 1916.
1916.
Mobile
Bay,
etc.,
Mobile Bay,
y etc.,

oAla
Ala.

B

g

t.

,

June 30,
5 1916.

IS. 5777.1
Is.
77.
(Public,
(Public, No. 126.
126.)

CHAP.
199.-AnActTo
CHAP. 199.—An
Act To ratify, approve,
approve, and confirm
confirm an
an act
duly enacted
enacted by
act duly
by the
the
Legislature of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, as
as amended
amended by
relating to
r:antLegislature
of the
the Territory
Territory of
by Congress,
Congress, relating
to the
the granting of aafranchise
franchise for the purpose of manufacturing,
manufacturing, maintaining, distributing,
ing
and supdistributing, and
supplying of electric light
ght and power within the
Lihue district
and the
the Koloa
Koloa district,
the Lihue
district and
district,
county of
county
of Kauai,
of Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Kauai, Territory
Territory of

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of the
Hawaii.
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Hlouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
A
L
t
:t of letslature
legislature States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembl,
That
the
act
of
the
Legisact
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
act
of
the
Legistin gelectric power
p
in
Ka
ua i lature
the TerritoryHawaii entitled
entitl ed "An
"An ac
o aut
hori
ze an
d
c
in KU
teo
aU3
lature of
cra richise
of the
Territory of
of Hawaii
acttt
to
authorize
and
County,
etc. provide
manufacture, maintenance,
distribution, and
County, ratified,
ratified, etc.
provide for the manufacture,
maintenance, distribution,
arid supply
supply
of
electric light and_power
andpower within the Lihue district
of electric
district and the Koloa
Koloa
district, county
county of
of Kauai,
Hawaii," approved
district,
Kauai, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,"
approved by the
governor
governor of the Territory April thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirteen, is hereby amended
amended by
by Congress,
Congress, and
is
and as
as thus
thus amended
amended is
hereby
confirmed, as follows:
hereby ratified, approved, and confirmed,
follows:
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"Act 153.
"Act
153.
"An
authorize and provide
provide for
mainte"An act
act to
to authorize
for the
the manufacture,
manufacture, mainteelectric light and power
nance, distribution,
distribution, and
and supply
supply of
of electric
power within
the
the Lihue
Lihue district
district and
and the
the Koloa district, county
county of
of Kauai, Territory
Territory
of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii.
"Be
it enacted
enacted 4
of the
the Territory"
Hawaii, SECTION
SEcrioN
"Be it
by the
the Legislature
Legislatureof
Territory of Hawaii,
1. That
That Hans
Hans Isenberg,
Isenberg, of
of Lihue,
county of
of Kauai,
Kauai, Territory
of Hanssenbeg.
Hans b.enberg•
1.
Lihue, county
Territory of

ted

Hawaii,
his associates,
associates, successors,
plantd
assigns, or
or such
Hawaii, his
successors,i and
and assigns,
such corporacorpora- for electric
electric
pIant:
tion as
or they
they shall
shall cause
cause to
incorporated under
under the
laws of
of the
the Kaua
Kauai County.
County.
the laws
to be
be incorporated
he or
tion
as he
g

Territory of
they being
hereinafter referred
Territory
of Hawaii (he
(he and
and they
being hereinafter
referred to as the
"
association"), be,
vested with the right,
"association"),
be, and hereby
hereby are,
are, vested
right, authority,
authority,
and
privile,o,e
f for
and privilege
for the
the term of fifty
fifty years from
from and
and after the
the date
date of the
approval o
Congress of the United
United States to
approval
of this Act by the
the Congress
to manuelectric light,
electric current, or
facture, sell, furnish,
furnish, and
and supply electric
light, electric
electric power
Koloa district, county
county of
of
electric
power in
in the Lihue
Lihue district
district and the Koloa
Kauai, Territory
of Hawaii,
for lighting
lighting the streets,
streets, roads,
roads, public or
or
Kauai,
Territory of
Hawaii, for
private buildings,
or for
for motive
motive power,
or for
any other
other purpose
which
private
buildings, or
power, or
for any
purpose which
they may
may deem
deem advisable,
advisable, and
and from
time to
to time
said term
of
term of
from time
time for
for said
they
fifty
years, for
to construct,
construct, mainmainpurposes herein
herein mentioned,
mentioned, to
fifty years,
for the
the purposes
tain, and
wires, cables,
cables, lamps,
lamp-posts,
lamps, lamp-posts,
suitable poles,
poles, lines,
lines, wires,
tain,
and operate
operate suitable
conductors, conduits,
other appliances
appurtenances
applances and appurtenances
conduits, and
and such
such other
conductors,
as
may from
be necessary
for the
disthe transmission,
transmission, disnecessary for
time to
to time
time be
as may
from time
tribution, or
of electricity
electricity to
to consumers
under, along,
along,
tribution,
or supply
supply of
consumers thereof
thereof under,
upon, and
and over
over the
roads, squares
upon,
the streets,
streets, sidewalks,
sidewalks, roads,
squares, bridges,
bridges, alleys,
alleys,
and
and lanes
lanes in
in the Lihue
Iihue district
district and the Solos
Koloa district,
district, county
county of
of
Kauai,
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and to
to connect,
said
connect, by
by means
means of
of the
the said
Kauai, Territory
Territory of
line
conductors ' any manufactory,
private or public
public
manufactory, private
wires, and
and conductors,
line, wires,
buildings,
object with the
structure or object
buildings, lamps, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, or other structure
place
place of
of supply.
supply.

"SEc.
poles, lines,
lines, wires,
wires, cables,
cables lamps,
lamps, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, Mainteance, etc.
2. That
That all
all poles,
SEC. 2.
conductors,
appliances constructed,
maintained,
constructed, maintained,
conductors, conduits,
conduits, and
and other appliances
or
operated under,
along, upon,
roads,
upon, or
or over
over the streets,
streets, sidewalks, roads,
under, along,
or operated
squares, bridges, alleys, and lanes in the said Lihue district and the
maintained, and operated
said
district shall be so constructed,
operated
constructed, maintained,
said Koloa district
by
interfere with the use of
unnecessarily interfere
by the
the association
association as to not unnecessarily
such streets, sidewalks, roads, squares,
squares, bridges, alleys, and lanes by
the
the public.
public.
"
SEC. 3.
3. That
said association,
its representatives,
successors, Damages,
D'mags' etc.
representatives, successors,
association, its
That said
"SEC.
and assigns,
assigns, shall
shall be
be responsible
damages either
either to
to person or
responsible for
for an
any damages
and
property
neg l
g nce on its part
part which
which may
of negligence
resulting from
from any act of
property resulting
occur
reason of
of the
the exercise
exercise of
of any
any of
of the
eprivileges
herein granted.
granted.
privileges herein
by reason
occur by
w
"Sac. 4.
That if
Fort:re for viola
viola.
successors, t Fofei'te
its representatives,
representatives, successors,
association, its
if said
said association,
"SEC.
4. That
and
perform or comply with any
'
fail or refuse to do or perform
and assigns, shall fail
of
of this
this Act
Hawaii,
laws of
of the
the Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
Act or
or the
the laws
of the
the provisions
provisions of
and
fail to
to perform
perform or
comply therewith
after
therewith after
or comply
or fail
to refuse
refuse or
and continues
continues to
reasonable
notice given
given by the
Commission of the
Utilities Commission
the Public Utilities
reasonable notice
Territory of
Hawaii to
to comply
comply_ therewith,
Utilities ComComPublic Utilities
said Public
therewith, said
of Hawaii
Territory
mission
of the
the consent
the
of the
consent of
may, with
with the
Territory of
of Hawaii
Hawaii may,
the Territory
mission of
proceedings to be instigovernor
general, cause
cause proceedings
and of the attorney general,
governor and
tuted
franchise hereby
hereby
appropriate tribunal to have the franchise
tuted before any appropriate
granted
privileges accruing
accruing hereunder
hereunder forfeited
forfeited
and all
all rights
rights and privileges
granted and
and
and void,
and in
in case
this franchise
franchise
forfeiture of
of this
case of
of a
a forfeiture
void, and
null and
and declared
declared null
the
Hawaii ' the county
county of Kauai,
Kauai or any political subthe Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
division
thereof shall
to purchase
purchase all
all the
of
property of
the propertyright to
have the
the right
shall have
division thereof
the
association within
district and
and the said Koloa disthe said Lihue
Lihue district
within the
the association
trict
at the
value thereof,
thereof, such
value to
to be
be determined
as provided
provided
such value
determined as
trict at
the value
in section
hereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That notice
of such
such desire
desire and
and Pi
=
";
• by T,
in
section sixteen
sixteen hereof:
notice of
tory,tc.
intention to
to purchase
the association
association by
the Territory
Territory torY,
etc
by the
given to
to the
is given
purchase is
intention
of Hawaii
or any
any political
thereof
political subdivision
subdivision thereof
auai or
county of
of Kauai
Hawaii or
or the
the county
of
within
sixty days
days after
the forfeiture
forfeiture of
franchise.
of this
this franchise.
after the
within sixty
Maintenance, etc.

i
e

P

aI

by

Tani.
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"SEC.
"Sze. 5. That the association
association shall have the right to
maintain,
to maintain,
operate, and
and use
electric meters
meters or
other means
of measuring
operate,
use electric
or other
means of
measuring electric
electric
light, power
power, or
from time
time to
to time
time and
or current
current supply
supply from
and to
to locate
locate the
the
same at
such places
places as
may be
be deemed
necessary for
protection.
same
at such
as may
deemed necessary
for its
its protection.
That
shall have
have the
right to
receive, and
That such
such association
association shall
the right
to charge,
charge, receive,
and
collect from
from all
consumers of
electricity such
prices as
as
collect
all consumers
of electricity
such reasonable
reasonable prices
may
time to
and determined
determined by
the association,
may from
from time
to time
time be
be fixed
fixed and
by the
association, but
but
such charge
charge shall
shall not
time exceed
cents per
per kilowatt
kilowatt hour,
such
not at
at any
any time
exceed 20
20 cents
hour,
or one
thousand watt
hours, nor
nor exceed
or
one thousand
watt hours,
exceed such
such rate
rate or
or rates
rates as
as may
may be
be
fixed from
from time
the Public
fixed
time to
to time
time by
by the
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission
Commission of
of the
the
Provisos.
Territory
of Hawaii:
Hawaii: Pro
Provided,
That the
the association
shall
Territory of
ede, however,
however, That
association shall
Monthly charge.
have
right to
to charge,
charge, receive,
receive, and
collect from
each consumer
have the
the right
and collect
from each
consumer
of electricity
electricity for
for light
the sum
not exceeding
$2 per
of
light the
sum of
of not
exceeding $2
per month,
month, and
and
from each
consumer of
electricity for
power the
the sum
sum of
of not
not exceedfrom
each consumer
of electricity
for power
exceeding $1 per month
connected to
to the
month for one-horsepower
one-horsepower apparatus
apparatus connected
the
Price for
or Territorial
Territorial service
service of
of the
the association:
provided frther,
.
further, That
That should
association: And
And provided
should electricelectricity
required of
of said
association by
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
or the
the
ity be
be required
said association
by the
the Territory
county of Kauai,
county
of either,
either, or
or of
any political
political subsub- •
Kauai, or any successor
successor of
of any
division
public purposes,
said association
association shall
not
division thereof,
thereof, for
for public
purposes, said
shall not
charge
therefor
more
than
10 cents
centl
azr
kilowatt
hour, or
or one
one thouthoucharge
therefor
more
than
10
per
kilowatt
hour,
Subject to public
wmmiWon.
sand watt
watt hours:
hours: And
provided fu
the
uti
nts'o
mio
. sand
And provided
fwler,,That
That this
this franchise
franchise and
and the
.
association
holding the
the same
same shall
shall be
be subject,
as to
to reasonableness
of
association holding
subject, as
reasonableness of
prices and
charges, and
and in
respects, to
rates, prices,
and charges,
in all other
other respects,
to the
the proviprovione hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight
of the
the Revised
sions of chapter
chapter one
twenty-eight of
Revised Laws
Laws
of
and fifteen,
fifteen, creating
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
creating aa public
public utilities
utilities
commission, and all amendments
commission,
for the
the regulation
of the
the
amendments thereof,
thereof, for
regulation of
public
said Territory
reserving., however,
said associapublic utilities
utilities in
in said
Territory;.,reserving,
however, to
to said
association
the right
right of
of appeal
Supreme Curt
every
tion the
appeal to
to the
the Supreme
Court of
of Hawaii
Hawaii from
from every
order
as
provided
of
said
commission
provided
in
chapter.
in
said
chapter.
s
Connections, etc.
Cet
' e'
"SEC.
"
SEC. 6. That said association
association shall have the right to
to charge
charge conconapplicants for
the use
use of
electricity for
one-half of
sumers or applicants
for the
of electricity
for one-half
of the
the cost
cost
and expenses of making connections
connections between
the company's
company's main
main line
between the
line
and the premises where the electricity
to be
be used,
cost and
and
electricity is
is to
used, such
such cost
expenses
expenses to include
include the price
all wire,
poles, insulators,
other
price of
of all
wire, poles,
insulators, and
and other
materials and
necessary to
used in
connecmaterials
and labor
labor necessary
to be
be used
in making
making such
such connections, the reasonableness
reasonableness of
the application
application of
of
of said charges
charges upon
upon the
in interest
any party in
interest to
be subject
to the
the approval
of the
to be
subject to
approval of
the public
public
roi o.
prows&
utilities
commission: Provided,
That the
the association
association shall
shall
utilities commission:
Provided, however,
however, That
Deposit.
Desit.
make, construct, or
not be required
required to make,
maintain said
said connections
as
or maintain
connections as
aforesaid or supply light or
or power
aforesaid
power unless
applicant or
or applicants
applicants
unless the
the applicant
for such light or power, if required, shall deposit in advance
advance with
with the
the
association aasum of money sufficient
sufficient to pay one-half of the
costs
the costs
and expenses
expenses of making and constructing such
connections and
and for
for
such connections
period of one month in advance.
current for a
a_period
advance.
tensions.
"SEC.
the association
shall not be required to extend,
"SEC. 7.
7. That
That the
association shall
extend, construct, or maintain
distance of
maintain its main lines beyond aadistance
hundred
of three
three hundred
feet unless there be an
for each
each three
of extenextenan applicant
applicant for
three hundred
hundred feet
feet of
sion, or fraction thereof,
thereof, and unless each applicant
applicant shall,
in addition
shall, in
addition
to the other requirements
requirements in this Act provided, agree to take
take, install,
and maintain five forty-watt lamps or one
one horsepower
of power
horsepower of
power
apparatus
apparatus for not less than one
one year.
year.
Dicontinuance of
"" S
SEC.
Discontinuance
EC. 8.
That the
association shall
shall have
the right
discontinue
8. That
the association
have the
right to
to discontinue
service.
or cut off the supply of electricity
electricity to any consumer who shall refuse
to pay the amount due for electricity
electricity supplied
supplied by said association
association
within
withi
n such reasonable
reasonable time as said association may fix for
the payfor the
payment of the same, and such discontinuance
discontinuance of service or supply
supply of
electricity shall not be aabar to or prejudice the rights of
of the
the associaassociation
tion in any remedy or remedies now or which may hereafter
hereafter be
be
authorized
recovery and collection of the amount due.
authorized by law for the recovery
Deivry of
oft service.
vice.
Delivery

County
regulations,
etc.
CtC
eL.atins,

C 9. That the board of supervisors of the county of Kauai
. "SEEC.
. 9. lat
the board of supervisors of the county of Kauai
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to make and from time to time change, amend,
is
amend,
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or add to reasonable
wires,
reasonable rules regulating
regulating the
the placing
placing of
of poles
poles and wires
insulation of
electric current, and
apparatus carrying
carrying electric
the insulation
of wires and
and apparatus
the maintenance
maintenance in good repair
repair of all poles, wires, and apparatus,
and generally
the manufacture
and supply
of electricity
electricity
and
generally concerning
concerning the
manufacture and
supply of
which may be necessary
necessary or proper for the public safety and welfare.
welfare.
association, after reasonable
reasonable notice
it
If at any
any time
time the association,
notice given
given to
to it
in writing, shall fail to observe
observe or execute
execute the rules and regulations
regulations
hereinabove provided
provided for relative to
poles and
wires,
hereinabove
to the
the placing
placing of poles
and wires,
insulation of wires and apparatus
apparatus carrying
carrying electric
and
the insulation
electric current, and
appliances, the board
board of supervisors
supervisors of the
the repair of all poles and appliances,
reasonable notice
notice
county of Kauai,
Kauai, after giving the association
association reasonable
thereof in
in writing of
of its
its intention.
intention so to
to do, may proceed
proceed to
to remedy
remedy
such
repairs or charges
charges may
such repair,
repair, and the
the cost
cost of
of such
such repairs
may be
be recovered
recovered
from
from the
the association
association by the county
county of Kauai.
Inspection
"
SEC. 10.
10. That
plant, corporation,
books, and
and accounts
accounts etc.
et,!
1
.
3
°Pbetkr° of
of books,
b°°k°,
"SEC.
That the
the entire
entire plant,
corporation, books,
of the association
association shall at all times be subject
subject to the inspection
inspection of the
Public Utilities Commission of the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii and of the
board
county of Kauai or other officer appointed
of the county
board of
of supervisors
supervisors of
by
that purpose.
by either of them for that
ts.
"Sac.
That the
the association
shall, within
within one
one month
month after
after'the
Yearly stat
statements.
the Yearly
association shall,
"SEC. 11.
11. That
treasurer of the county
expiration
calendar year, file with the treasurer
county
expiration of each calendar
Kauai a
statement showing all of its receipts and expendiexpendia detailed statement
of Kauai
pay
ear
and
shan
,
at
the
time,
during
the
preceding
calendar
tures
tures
to theduring
treasurer
the preceding
of the county
calendar
of Kauai,
yearz and
for than,
and on
at behalf
the time
of said
pay
to the treasurer of the county of Kauai, for and on behalf of said
county,
assocentum of the gross receipts of the assocounty, one-half
one-half of one per centum
ciation
all electric
electric light
light or
or power
consumers during
furnished to consumers
power furnished
from all
ciation from
the preceding
year; and
and all
all its
its books,
books, papers,
records, and accounts
accounts
papers, records,
preceding year;
the
shall at all reasonable
reasonable times be open to inspection
inspection by the treasurer
treasurer
of
said county,
purpose.
such purpose.
appointed for
for such
agents appointed
and his
his respective
respective agents
of said
county, and
"Sac. 12.
That said
said association
have the right to
ProPertY right.
ritibt&
to acquire,
acquire, Property
association shall have
"SEC.
12. That
bold, or
take over,
over, either
either by
purchase or
or lease,
both real,
lease, property,
property both
by purchase
hold,
or take
personal
other property
property as may be deemed
deemed
such other
or mixed,
mixed, and such
personal or
necessary
Said
or essential for the proper conduct of its business. Said
necessary or
association
directors thereof
thereof shall,
the
not have
have the
shall, however, not
and the
the directors
association and
right to
purchase franchises
franchises or
property of
of whatever
whatever nature of, nor
or property
to purchase
right
another company
company or corporation
corporation of
of
of, another
in, nor
nor bonds of,
shares of stock
stock in,
like
nature operating
in the
the Lihue
Lihue district
district and
district, county
and Koloa
Koloa district,
operating in
like nature
Territory of Hawaii.
of Kauai
Kauai, Territory
Isseoof bonds,
etc.
"Sac.13. That
the said
association, whenever
whenever from
time to
to issue
bands, etc.
from time
said association,
That the
"SEC.
it expedient
time it
expedient in the furtherance
furtherance of the objects
objects of the
it shall deem it
association, shall have the power to borrow money and secure the
association
payment thereof,
thereof, with
with interest
by mortgage
mortgage of all
agreed upon,
upon, by
interest agreed
payment
property and the franchise
privilege granted
franchise and privilege
part of its property
or any .part
or obtained
virtue of
advisa'ble, bonds
deemed advisable,
if it
it be deemed
of this
this Act; or, if
by virtue
or
obtained by
may be
be issued,
such property
property as aforesaid,
trust of such
by deed of trust
issued, secured
secured by
may
actual value thereof, together
together
not to exceed sixty per centum of the actual
receipts
with all
income and receipts
acquired property, as well as the income
all future acquired
with
of the
the property
from whatever
whatever sources
sources derived,
derived, and
and in such
such form
of
property from
association may deem
deem advisable:
advisable:
terms as said association
under such
such terms
and under
Provima.
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing in
contained shall
operate to
to prepre- Busmne
Provisos. loans.
shall operate
section contained
in this
this section
Provided,
Business
loms
business credits
credits or
or
from obtaining the usual business
association from
vent said association
provided further, Stock isse
promissory notes without security:
security: And provided
making promissory
issue lb:sited.
limited.
That the
shall not
issue stock
of the
amount paid Stock
the amount
in excess
excess of
stock in
not issue
association shall
That
the association
to
than ninety-per centum
nor shall issue bonds at less than
to it in cash, nor
stock and
and bonds
entire proceeds of its stock
of their par value; and the entire
shall be
be applied
applied to
to capital
expenditures. No member
assomember of the assocapital expenditures.
shal
ciation, or any assignee
assignee or successor
successor of the same, and no stockholder
stockholder
indirectly, in
or
thereof shall
become interested,
interested, directly
directly or indirectly,
shall become
officer thereof
or officer
any
contract made
made by
association, its
or successors,
successors,
its assignees
assignees or
the association,
by the
any contract
in
the works.
of any
any part of the
in the construction
construction of

250
Commencement
Co
enceent
operations, etc.
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"SEC.
"
SEC. 14.
14. ItIt is
is further
further provided
provided that
right hereby
that the
the right
hereby granted
granted
operations hereunder
shall cease and determine
determine if
ifoperations
hereunder are not commenced
commenced
by beginning
beginning the
manuthe construction
construction of
of buildings
buildings or
or other
other works
works for
for manufacturing
or supplying
facturing or
light and
and power,
power.,.or
by placing
plaing poles
poles
supplying electric
electric light
or by
and 'Tag
wiring the same,
same, or
constructing conduits
conduits and
and laying
laying wires
or constructing
wires
therein in any
any of
"
streets, roads,
or other
other places
for the
the purpose
of
of the
the streets,
roads, or
places for
purpose of
conducting
light and
within one
one year
from and
and after
after
conducting electric
electric light
and power,
power, within
year from
the date of approval
approval of
of this
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States,
this Act
Act by
by the
the United
States,
and also
if sufficient
sufficient works
works are
are not
not completed
completed and
and in
operation to
to
also if
in operation
supply electric
electric light and power,
and if
and power
power is
is not
not
power, and
if electric
electric light
light and
supplied within
one year
such commencement.
supiped
within one
year after
after such
commencement.
Adm ent re'SiC.
Amendment
rel'
SF,C. 15. That this franchise may
time be
amended or
may at
at any
any time
be amended
or
served.
repealed by the Congress of the
States or
or by
the Legislature
the United
United States
by the
Legislature
of-the Territory of Hawaii, with
of
the.approval
approval of
the
with the
of the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States
States, and the right, privileges, and powers
powers by
by this
this Act
Act
conferred
conferred shall not
to be
not be construed
construed to
be exclusive.
exclusive.
Proehose by Tanitory,
etc.
the Territory
of Hawaii,
of Kauai,.
Pthae
by Ti rr - "Sec.
"SEC. 16.
16. That
That the
Territory.of
Hawaii, the
the county
county of
Kauai, or
or
any political subdivision thereof, may at
at any
any time
time after
after the
the expiraexpiration
tion of twenty
twenty years
years from
from the
date of
of the
the passage
passage of
this Act
Act by
by the
the date
of this
the
Congress of the United States,
States, and upon six months' notice
notice in
writin writing to the association, given
to proper
proper authority
when so
so
given pursuant
pursuant to
authority.,when
authorized
authorized by the Legislature
Legislature of the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, acquire
Territory of
acquire
by purchase
purchase all the property of
of the
the then
then
the association,
association, subject
subject to
to the
existing charges
thereon.
existing
charges thereon.
. pretminatio
Determination of
n of "The
price.
"The amount to be paid to
associ
ation f
or such
such purchase
purchase shall
shall
to the
the association
for
be determined
determined by a
acommission of three persons, one to
appointed
to be appointed
it should fail
by the association,
association, or, in case it
fail to
to d
o so
so within
do
withm thirty
thirty
days after having been requested to do
by the
the purchaser,
by
do so
so by
purchaser, then
then by
the chief justice of the Supreme Court of Hawaii,
Hawau, one
the purone by
by the
purchaser, and the third by
by the
two so
so appointed;
appointed; or,
or, in
case they
should
the two
in case
they should
fail to agree upon the third
member within
thirty days
then by
by
third member
within thirty
days, then
said chief justice, any such
the chief
chief justice
to;be
be taken
such action
action by
by the
justice to
taken
only af
after
giving to each party notice and an opportunity to be
only
ter giving
be heard;
heard;
but such
such amount
amount shall in no case exceed
but
exceed the actual cost or the actual
value of the tangible property or
the actual
reproducing
or the
actual cost
cost of
of reproducing
or replacing it,
it, less depreciation
depreciation and less
the charges
thereon. The
less the
charges thereon.
The
value of the franchise
franchise or good will or any other intangible
intangible element
element
shall
not be
in determining
determining the
the amount
to be
be paid.
paid.
shall not
be considered
considered in
App.
c
amount to
appa,etc.
t
" Either the association
Appeal,
"
association or the purchaser may appeal to
the Supreme
Supreme
to the
Court of Hawaii from the decision
commission by
decision of such commission
writby filing
filing aawritten
ten notice
notice of appeal
appeal with the commission
commission within five days after the
decision
decision is rendered. It
It shall thereupon be the duty of the commiscommission immediately to certify up to the supreme court
the record
its
court the
record of
of its
proceedings,
proceedings, showing in such certificate
certificate the
the valuation
valuation claimed
by the
claimed by
the
association,
association, the valuation
valuation claimed by the purchaser, and the
the valuavaluation
as determined
tion as
determined by the commission.
commission. Such certificate
certificate shall
be
shall be
accompanied by
copies of
upon
accompanied
by copies
of all
all papers,
papers documents
documents, and
and evidence
evidence upon
which the decision of the
the commission
which
commiss i
on was based
based and
copy of
such
and a
a copy
of such
sdecision. Upon
Terminat
Upon any
the supreme
supreme court may in
in its
oadednceuo
decision.
any such appeal
the
its behalf
take
require further
further evidence to be introduced
introduced by either party.
party
take or
or require
Termination of. fran.
"Within s
i
x months
months after
na tion o
th
e purchase
price
Tertionofra
"Within
six
after the
the determi
determination
offthe
purchase price
ohne
on sale.
as aforesaid the same shall be paid to
the association,
association, and
to the
and thereupon
thereupon
the franchise granted hereby shall cease and determine, and all the
property of said association
association shall become the property
property of such
such purchaser without any further conveyance; but said association shall
shall
make all such further conveyances as may be desired by the purchaser
purchaser
and approved
commiss i
on or said
approved by said
said commission
said court
court on
on appeal.'
appeal.'
Approved,
1916.
Approved, June
June 30,
30, 1916.
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CHAP.
200.-An Act To authorize
CHAP 200.—An
authorize the Terral Bridge Company
Company to construct a
a
bridge across the Red River near Terral, Jefferson
Jefferson County, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.

June
1916.
June 30,
30 1916.
[H. R.
R. 7613.1

[H.

7613.]

(Public, No. 127.1

(Public, No. 1274

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
HOILSe of
of the
United
the United

Red River.
Ter
Terral Bridge Company
a"ny may bridge,
bridge at
Terra, Olds.

States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the
Terral Bridge
Comthe Terral
Bridge Corn-

River
may

pany, a
corporation organized
a corporation
organized and
and existing
existing under
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the

State of Oklahoma, its successors
successors and assigns,
and are
are hereby
assigns, be and
hereby
authorized
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a
a bridge and
and apapproaches thereto across the Red River at a
proaches
the
a point suitable
suitable to the
interests of navigation
navigation at or near Terral, Oklahoma,
in the
the county
Oklahoma, in
county

com

at

of Jefferson,
Oklahoma, in
Jefferson, in the State of Oklahoma,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the propro- Construction.
p. 84.
visions of the Act entitled "An
regulate the construction
"An Act to regulate
construction of
of VoL
VoL 34,
34^,p.

navigable waters,"
bridges over navigable
approved March
twenty-third,
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and six.

SEC.
or repeal
this Act
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is

Amendment.
Amdmt.

hereby expressly reserved.
Approved, June 30, 1916.

CHAP.
201.-An Act To authorize
CHAP 201.—An
authorize the county of Wabash,
Wabash, in
Indiana,
in the
the State
State of
of Indiana,
to construct a
abridge across the Wabash River, at the city of Wabash,
Wabash, Indiana.

-

Inns 30, 1916.
JuneR.0,13669.)
1916.
[H.
(Public, No. 128,1
(Public,
128.1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of Representatives
States of
States
of America
in Congress
That the
the county
Wabash, Wbash
lifabash Ruiver
Rivefir
Amercain
Congress assembled,
assembled That
county of
of Wabash,
State of Indiana,
Indiana, is hereby
authorized to
to construct, maintain
hereby authorized
maintain, and
Wabash,
and bridge,
bridge, at Wabash,
operate a
a bridge and approaches
operate
River,
approaches thereto
thereto across the Wabash
Wabash River,
at aapoint suitable to the interests of
the city
city of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at the
of Wabash,
Wabash,
in the State of Indiana, in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of
of the
Construction,
the provisions
the Construction,
V 34, p. 84.
Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over Vol.
34, p 84
approved March
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
and six.
and
six.
Amendment.
SEC.
amend, or
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
or repeal
repeal this
hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 30, 1916.
1916.
CHAP.
202.-An Act To authorize the board of commissioners
CHAP 202.—An
commissi
oners o
ak
e County,
County,
offL
Lake
in the
the State
Indiana, to construct
construct aabridge across
across the Grand Calumet River, in
State of
of Indiana.
Indiana. -

/141.1eRna946.i
Hun30
1916.
(Public, No. 129.1
[Public,
129.]

Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate and House
of Rresentatives
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
of the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
Grand
Calumet
States
America in
in Congress
consent of
of ConCon- Elver
Riveard
. Calumet
gress
gross is hereby granted to the board of commissioners
commissioners of Lake
Lake County,
bridgei aContymaym
County, brdke
Indiana,
Indiana, and their successors
successors and
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, Ind.
wand assigns,
to construct,
and operate aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across
Grand
across the Grand
Calumet River, at aapoint suitable to the interests of
navigation where
where
of navigation
the same intersects Calumet Avenue, in the
the Construction.
the city
city of
of Hammond, in
in the
the provisions
State of Indiana, in accordance
acccrdance with the
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled Vol.
provisions of
vol. 334, p. 84.
4.
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
waters,"
approved March twenty-third, nineteen
waters," approved
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and six.
six.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right
right to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is Amendment.
Act is
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, June 30,
Approved,
30, 1916.
1916.

CHAP. 203.—An
203.-An Act To authorize
authorize the board of commissioners
CHAP.
commi'asioners of Lake County,
County,
Indiana,
a bridge across the Grand Calumet
Indiana, to construct
construct a
Cabinet River, in the State of Indiana.

rune 30, 1916.
1916
(H. R. 150074

June 30,

-H R. 15007.
[Public, No.
(Public,
No. 130.]
130.1

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
United
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America in
That the
consent of
?rand Camet
Calumet
assembled, That
the consent
of Congress
Congress R
mRi.ed
granted to the board of commissioners
is hereby
hereby granted
may
commissioners of Lake
Lake County,
County, Lek;
Lao county
conty may
at
1East
Indiana, and their successors
Indiana,
construct, maintain,
chicagook
g
successors and assigns to construct,
maintain, bride
cbpi*a
t E.it

252
252

comstrmctin

ConstruntiOn.
Vol.
34, p.
p.s84.
VoLa34,

Amendment.
Amandmunt.
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and
bridge and
approaches thereto
across the
Calumet
the Grand
Grand Calumet
thereto across
and approaches
operate a
a bridge
and operate
River
the interests
of navigation
navigation where
where the
the
interests of
to the
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
River at
same intersects Cline
the city,
of East
East Chicago,
the State
State
Chicago, in
in the
in the
city of
Cline Avenue,
Avenue, in
sameintersects
of
Indiana, in
in accordance
provisions of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled
of an
with the
the provisions
accordance with
of Indiana,
"An Act
Act to
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
navigable
to regulate
regulate the
"An
waters,"
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six.
six.
hundred and
March twenty-third,
approved March
waters," approved
Szci. 2.
2. That
to alter,
alter, amend,
or, repeal
repeal this Act
Act is
amend, or
right to
That the
the right
SEa.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, June
June 30,
1916.
30, 1916.
Approved,

Inly 1, 1916.

IHt.'lii.l
[R. R. 13383.1
tPubtle, No. I3

[Public,
[Plbl~i,No.131.1
No. 131.]

sDiplomlatsndsnlar appropriations.
Diplomatic and

s.
Salarie.

(Tam
, 208.—An
Act Making
Making appropriations
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
for the
appropriations for
208.-An Act
CAIP.
Service
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineten
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
Service for
for the
June thirtieth,
seventeen.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
ofRepresentatie
Representatives of
the Uaited
United
the Senate
of the
Be
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
States of America in
States
in Congress
the following
following sums
sums be,
and they
they are
hereby , severally
severally-appropriated,
appTopriated, in
in full
full compensation
compensation for
for
are hereby,
and
the
Diplomatic
and
'Consular
Service
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
the Diplomatic and Consular Service for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventeen out
any money
in the
the
of any
money-in
out of
hundred and
and seventeen,
thirtieth,
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
seventeen,
for the objects
exobjects hereinafter
hereinafter exfor
not otherwise
Treasury not
pressed,
pressed, namely:
namely:
SALARIES
AND MINISTERS.
MINISTERS.
AMBASSADORS AND
OF AMBASSADORS
SALARIES OF

Ambassadors
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
Ambassadors extraordinary
plenipotentiary to Austria-HunAustria-Hungary,
Argentina,Brazil,
Germany, Great
Britain, Italy,
Italy,
Great Britain,
France, Germany,
Chile, France,
Brazil, Chile,
gary, Argentina,
Japan, Mexico,
Russia, Spain,
Spain, and
Turkey, at
$17,500 each,
each, $227,500;
$227,500;
at $17,500
Mexico, Russia,
and Turkey
Japan,
Envoys
crintoraiEnvoys extraordinary
and
m i
ni
sters
extraordi'nary and
and ministers
to Belgium,
Belgium,
plenipotentiary to
ministers plenipotentiary
Envoys
sser
Envaon
npontiay.
Luxemburg, at $12,000
PierdPotaltfarYChina, Cuba, and the Netherlands
Netherlands and Luxemburg,
$12,000 each,
each,
$48,000;
$48,000;
Envoys
extraordinary and
and ministers
ministers plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to Bolivia,
Bolivia,
Envoys extraordinary
Colombia,
Republic, Ecuador,
Ecuador,
Colombia, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, Denmark,
Denmark, Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Greece
and Montenegro,
Montenegro, Guatemala,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Morocco,
Greece and
Haiti, Honduras,
Honduras, Morocco,
Nicaragua, Norway,
Norway, Panama,
Paraguay, Uruguay,
Peru,
Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Persia,
Persia, Peru,
Portugal, Salvador,
Salvador, Siam,
Siam, Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, and Venezuela,
Venezuela, at
at
$10,000 each,
each, $240,000;
$240,000;
$10,000
Envoy extraordinary
extraordinary and
and minister
minister plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to
to Roumania,
Roumania,
Servia, and
Bulgaria, $10,000;
Servia,
and Bulgaria,
$10,000;
Minister resident
$5,000;
and
general.
Minister resident
resident and
and consul
general to Liberia,
Liberia, $5,000;
consul general
Minister
r
t
consl generl
and consul
Agent, etc., c
Agent and
and consul
consul general
general at
Cairo, $6,500;
$6,500;
at Cairo,
Cairo..
Agent
Proviso.
Provided,
Proviso.
Provided, That no salary herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be paid
paid to any
any
Salary restriction,
ryrestrton
official receiving
receiving any other
other salary from the United States
States GovernGovernment;
C
hares d'affaires.
d'afiaires.
Charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad
$50,000;
Chargs
Charges
ad interim
interim $50,000;
Total, $587,000.
$587,000.
Ambassadors.
Ambassdors.

mry

SALARIES
IN THE
SALARIES OF
OF SECRETARIES
SECRETARIES IN
THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For secretaries
secretaries in the Diplomatic Service
Service as provided
provided in the Act of
of
February
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for
fifteen, entitled
and fifteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fifth, nineteen
February fifth,
the improvement
of the
service," approved
February fifth,
fifth,
the
improvement of
the foreign
foreign service,"
approved February
Provisos.
Provded,That the President
ahor nineteen hundred and fifteen,
Posel
Counselors author- nineteen hundred and fifteen, $186,000: Provided, That the President
ized.
iedl.
advisable so to do, designate and assign
may, whenever he considers it advisable
assign
counselor of
of embassy
embassy or
or legation:
legation: And
And
class one
one as
as counselor
any secretary
secretary of
of class
Officiallydesignatel
Officially designated. any
R.S.,sec.lis74,p.2:3,
R. S., see. 1674, p. 293, provided
provided further,
further, That section
section sixteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four of
amended.
amended.
the
Revised Statutes,
six of
the Revised
Statutes, fifth
fifth paragraph,
paragraph, as amended by section six
of
Vol. as,
38, p.
80.806.
p.
the Act approved
approved February
February fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, enenhundred and
"An Act for the improvement
improvement of the foreign service"
hereby
titled "An
service" is hereby
amended to include
amended
include after the words "charge
"charge d'affaires"
d'affairesi" the word
word
""counselors.'"
cou nselors."
Japanese
secretary of embassy to Japan, $3,600;
Japanese secretary
$3,600;

Secretaries, diplosecretaries,
matic service.
nVola.,
Vol.servi.
38, p. 805.
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$3,600;
Turkey, $3,600;
secretary of embassy to Turkey,
Turkish secretary
secretary of legation to China, $3,600;
$3,600;
Chinese secretary
secretary to the legation to China, to be appointed
Assistant Chinese secretary
$2,000.
interpreters, $2,000.
from
of student interpreters,
the corps of
from the
Assistant Japanese
Japanese secretary
secretary to the embassy to Japan, to be ap..
Assistant
pointed
interpreters, $2,000.
of student interpreters,
the corps of
from the
pointed from
secretary to the embassy
Assistant Turkish secretaryembassy to Turkey, to be apAssistant
pointed
interpreters, $2,000.
the corps of student interpreters,
pointed from the
OFFICERS WHILE
CONSULAR OFFICERS
SALARIES OF
DIPLOMATIC AND
AND CONSULAR
WHILE RECEIVING
RECEIVING
OF DIPLOMATIC
SALARIES
AND MAKINO
INSTRUCTIONS
MAKING TRANSITS.
TRANSITS.
INSTRUCTIONS AND

ra tram.
c ) and
To
pay the
the salaries
sit/as
p:ra
y. ction an
tr
vice-consuls, ^n
consuls, vice-consuls
ministers, consuls,
ambassadors, ministers,
of ambassadors,
salaries of
To pay
and
officers of the United
actually and
United States for the periods actually
and other officers
necessarily occupied
occupied in
and in making transits
instructions and
receivingcr instructions
in receivi
necessarily
to and
from their
their posts,
posts, and
and while
awaiting recognition
recognition and
authority R. S.,.,c.i74,p.309.
while awaiting
and authority
to
and from
seo.1740,p.301).
to
act, in
in pursuance
provisions of
seventeen hundred
hundred
section seventeen
of section
the provisions
pursuance of the
to act,
$65,000, or so much thereof
and forty
forty of the
Statutes, $65,000,
thereof as
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
and
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
may

CLERKS
EMBASSIES AND
LEGATIONS.
AND LEGATIONS.
AT EMBASSIES
CLERKS AT
,
For the
employment of
necessary clerks at
air
di
errkms"
ks"
at the embassies and ac
of necessary
the employment
For
legations, who,
shall be citizens of the
appointed, shcillbe
hereafter appointed,
wheever hereafter
who, whenever
legations,
United
States, $100,000.
$100,000.
United States,
SALARIES
OF INTERPRETERS
TO EMBASSIES
EMBASSIES AND
AND LEGATIONS.
LEGATIONS.
INTERPRETERS TO
SALARIES OF
Interpreters,
etc.
Interpreters, etc.
$1,000.
to Persia,
Interpreter
to legation
legation and
and consulate
general to
Persia, $1,000.
consulate general
Interpreter to
Interpreter
to
legation
and
consulate
general
Bangkok,
Siam,
to
Bangkok,
general
Interpreter to legation and consulate
$1,500.
$1,500.
Student interpre•
nterpre
teudent
For ten
student interpreters
interpreters at
who shall
shall be
be Mrs.
to China,
China, who
legation to
the legation
at the
ten student
For
In
China.
it shall be to study the In china
citizens of
of the
whose duty it
and whose
States, and
United States,
the United
citizens
Chinese
to supplying
to the
the legalega- Provisos.
interpreters to
view to
supplying interpreters
language with
with aa view
Chinese language
Nonpartisan selose I
soNonpertan
Provided, tion.
$10,000: Provided,
$1,000 each,
tion
in China,
each, $10,000:
China, at $1,000
consulates in
and consulates
tion and
That said
shall be
be chosen
chosen in
in such
such manner
manner as
as "".o
student interpreters
interpreters shall
That
said student
Term of service.
ervic
will make
make the
nonpartisan: And
And provided
provided further,
further , That Te
selections nonpartisan:
the selections
will
upon receiving
such appointment
appointment each student
student interpreter
interpreter shall sign
sign
receiving such
upon
service as interpreter to the legaan
agreement to
to continue in the service
an agreement
tion
and consulates
in China
services may
may be
so long
long as his said services
China so
consulates in
tion and
required within
years.
required
within a
a period
period of
of five
five years.
Titin.
Tuition.
For the
the payment
interpreters at
at
cost of tuition of student interpreters
payment of the cost
For
the legation
at the
the rate
annum each,
each, $1,800.
$1,800.
In,
apn.l
per annum
$180 per
rate of
of $180
to China,
China, at
the
legation to
In Japan.
For
six student
Japan, who shall
the embassy to Japan,
interpreters at the
student interpreters
For six
be
citizens of
it shall be to study
and whose duty it
United States, an.d
the United
of the
be citizens
the Japanese
Japanese language
language with
to supplying
supplying interpreters
interpreters to
the
with aaview
view to
to the
the Provisos.
prvn.
Nonpartisan selec
selec
Noaprtis
embassy and
Japan, at
$6,000: Provided,
Provided, tirer.
each, $6,000:
1,000 each,
acot $1,000
ands consulates in Japan,
embassy
That
said
student
interpreters
shall
be
chosen
in
such
manner
as
Trofee.
as
That said student interpreters shall be chosen in such manner
'ream of service.
provided further,
will make
further, That
That
nonpartisan: And provided
selections nonpartisan:
the selections
make the
will
upon receiving
receiving such
such appointment
appointment each
each student
interpreter shall
student interpreter
upon
sign an
to continue
service as
interpreter to the
as interpreter
in the service
continue in
agreement to
an agreement
sign
embassy- and
and consulates
in Japan
so long
long as his said
said services may
Japan so
consulates in
embassy
be
required
within
a
period
of
five
years.
be required within a period of five years.
Tntn.
interpreters at
For the
tuition of student interpreters
of tuition
the cost of
of the
payment of
the payment
For
the
embassy to
at the
the rate
rate of
of $125
$125 per
annum each,
$750.
each, $750.
per annum
Japan, at
to Japan,
the embassy
In Turkey.
For ten
student interpreters
interpreters at
the embassy
Turkey, who
who shall be
be
to Turkey,
embassy to
at the
ten student
For
citizens of
of the
States,and
duty it
shal be to study the
it shall
whose duty
and whose
United States,
the United
citizens
language
Turkey and any other language
language that may be necessary
necessary
language of Turkey
to
them for
for service
service as interpreters
interpreters to the embasy
embassy and concon- Provisos.
to qualify
qualfy them
sulates in
in Turkey,
Turkey, at
at $1,000
each, $10,000:
That
m- said Pr m
Proht
$10,000: Provided,„
$1,000 each,
sulates
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student
chosen in
in such
such manner
manner as
will make
student interpreters
interpreters shall
shall be
be chosen
as will
make
the selections
upon receivreceivproidedfurther,
the
selections nonpartisan:
nonpartisan: And
And provided
further, That
That upon
big
each student
student interpreter
interpreter shall
shall sign
sign an
an agreeagreeing such appointment
appointment each
the service
service as
interpreter to
embassy and
ment to continue
continue in
in the
as interpreter
to the
the embassy
and
consulates
consulates in Turkey so long
long as
his said
said services
services may
may be
be required
required
as his
of five
five years.
years.
within aaperiod of
Tuitio.
For the payment
Tuition.
payment of the cost of tuition
tuition of
student interpreters
interpreters at
at
of student
the
embassy
to
Turkey,
at
the
rate
of
$125
per
annum
each,
$1,250.
Itrn
the
embassy
to
Turkey,
at
the rate of $125 per annum each, $1,250.
Restriction on salar
es.
drawing the
interpreter or
as above
No _person
person drawing
the salary
salary of
of interpreter
or student
student as
above
provided shall be
any part
part of
the salary
salary appropriated
be allowed
allowed any
of the
appropriated for
for
of legation
legation or
other officer.
officer.
any secretary
secretary of
or other
Total,
$32,300.
total, $32,300.

U

Noipartisa sele.
Nonpartisan
roleoon.
Term ai service.

Tmni erim
s

Quarters for
for student
student
Interpreters.
interpters.

QUJARTES
QUARTERS FOR
INTERPRETERS AT EMBASSIES.
FOB THE STUDENT INTErETEB
EMBASSIES.

In
Japan.
In Japan.

For rent of quarters
quartets for the student interpreters
attached to
to the
interpreters attached
the
embassy
embassy to Japan,
Japan, $600.
$600.
For rent of quarters for the student interpreters attached
attached to
to the
the
embassy to
Turkey, $600.
embassy
to Turkey,
$600.
$1,200.
Total, $1,200.

In
In Turkey.
Turkey.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
EXPENSES, FOREIGN

gtraSn=ss

To enable
the President
to provide,
at the
the public
public expense
expense, all
all such
' .To
enable the
President to
provide, at
such
stationery, blanks, records, and
an
books, seals,
seals, presses,
presses ,fags,
flags, and
and other
other books,
and
necessary for the
signs, as he shall think necessary
several embassies
and legalegathe several
embassies and
tions in the transaction
transaction of their business, and
and also
rent, repairs,
also for
for rent,
repairs
postage, telegrams,
telegrams, furniture, typewriters, including
exchange of
including exchange
of
messenger service,
same, messenger
compensation of
service, compensation
of kavasses,
kavasses, guards,
guards,draomans, and porters,
including compensation
interpreters, and
te
porters, including
compensation of
of interpreters,
and the
compensation
compensation of dispatch agents
agents at
at London,
London, New
New York,
York, San
San FranFran-

ecmiting
"
wnses'
foreign
missions.

Disptchagets

Divide& agents.

Prft,g in DepartDepart- cisco,
cisco, and
and New
Orleans, and
for tr
aveling and
an dmiscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
pi
New Orleans,
and for
traveling
expenses

mana

ment of State.

of embassies and legations,
for printing
in the
Department of
of
legations, and
and for
printing in
the Department
State, and for loss on bills of exchange to and
and from
from embassies
embassies and
and
legations, and payment
payment in advance of subscriptions
subscriptions for newspapers
newspapers
(foreign and domestic) under this appropriation
is hereby
hereby authorized,
appropriation is
authorized,
$398,585.
$398,585.

TBRANPORTATION
DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR OFFICERS
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
OFFICERS IN
GOING
IN GOING
TO AND
TO
AND RETURNING
RETURNING FROM THEIR POSTS.
Traveling expenses.
Traveling
expenses.

To pay the cost of the transportation
transportation of
diplomatic and
and consular
of diplomatic
consular
officers
officers in going to and returning
returning from their posts, or when traveling
traveling
under
Secretary of State, at the
under the orders of the Secretary
of 5
5cents
the rate
rate of
cents per
per
mile, but not including any expense
expense incurred
incurred in
connection with
in connection
with
leaves of absence,
absence, $50,000.
$50,000.
STEAM
EMBASSY AT
STEAM LAUNCH FOR EMBASSY
AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
CONSTANTINOPLE.

Steam launch,
launch, Turkey.
Steam
Tarkey.

Hiring
of steam
launch for
use of embassy at Constantinople,
Hiring of
steam launch
for use
of embassy at Constantinople,
$1,800.
$1,800.
GROUND
GROUND RENT
RENT OF
AT TOKYO,
JAPAN.
OF EMBASSY
EMBASSY AT
TOKYO, JAPAN.

Ground rent,
rent, Japan.
Japan.
Ground

Annual
Annual ground rent of the embassy.
Tokyo, Japan,
Japan, for
for the
the year
embassy at Tokyo,
year
ending March fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, $260.
$250.
ANNUAL EXPENSES
CAPE SPARTEL
SPARTEL LIGHT,
ANNUAL
EXPENSES OF
OF CAPE
LIGHT,

Cape Spartel light.

cape Spartel light.

COAST
OF MOROCCO.
MOROCCO.
COAST OF

Annual
proportion of
Annual proportion
expenses of
of Cape
Cape Spartel
Spartel and
of the expenses
and Tangier
Tangier
Light
on the
the coast
coast of Morocco, including loss by exchange,
Light on
exchange, $250.
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BRINGING HOME CRIMINALS.
BRINGING
CRIMINALS.

Actual
expenses incurred in
in bringing
foreign countries
countries
Actual expenses
bringing home from foreign
persons
$5,000.
persons charged
charged with crime, $5,000.

i

.^lfhomecrim

Brfngthomneerim-

RESCUING SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
RESCUING
AMERICAN SE
AlkirN.
SEAMEN.
LB!
saving testimoExpenses which may
may be
be incurred
incurred in
i
i, saving
in the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of the
the nie
testimoservices
of
masters
and
crews
of
foreign
services
masters
foreign vessels
American
vessels in rescuing American
seamen
or citizens
seamen or
citizens from shipwreck, $4,500.
n s

EMERGENCIES
ARISING IN THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR
EMERGENCIES ARISING
CONSULAR SERVICE.

To enable the President
President to meet unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies
To
emergencies arising in Emergencs
Emergencies. •
the Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service and to extend the
the commercial
commercial Neutrality Act
Neutrality
and other
other interests
interests of the United
United States and to meet the
the necessary
necessary penses.
penses.

Act ex-

expenses attendant
upon the execution
the neutrality
neutrality Act, to be
attendant upon
execution of the

R.
R. S., sec. 291, p.
p 49.
, Balanceavailable.

propriated
purpose: Proided,
m
propriated and made available
available for this purpose:
Provided, That in

WashSgtonc.
Washington, etc.

expended pursuant to the

h,

e.

section two
two hundred
hundred and'
and B l aB
expended pursuant to the requirement
requirement of
of section
,
ninety-one of the Revised Statutes, $200,000, together
the
together with the
Vol. 38, p. 119.
unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation made for this
thin object for V
38'P119
Proviso.
the fiscalyear
fiscal year nineteen hundred and
sixteen, •which
andsixteen,
which is
is hereby
hereby reapreap- Pio.
Personal service

his discretion
discretion the President
President may
may employ part of this fend
fund for
for _paypaypersonal services
ment for personal
services in
District of Columbia or
elsewhere,
in the District
or elsewhere,
notwithstanding the provisions of any existing law.

49.

In

Ante, p. 78.
78.
Au,

notwithstanding the provisions of:any existing law.

ALLOWANCE
ALLOWANCE

TO WIDOWS OR HEIRS OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS
OFFICERS WHO
ABROAD.
DIE ABROAD.
Allowance

Ifo offi&

Payment under the provisions
Payment
provisions of section
section seventeen
seventeen hundred and
and

ceitiryirg
abra
r
d. '111.
dying ee
abroad.°

widows
or heirs
diplomatic or consular
consular officers of the United
widows or
heirs at law of diplomatic
United
States dying
dying in
States
of their
in foreign countries in
in the
the discharge
discharge of
their duties,
duties,

R. S. see. 1749, p. 311.

forty-nine
forty-nine of the Revised
Revised Statutes
United States
Statutes of the
the United
States to
to the
the

cO

R.' se'.174,p. 31L

$5,000.
$5,000.

TRANSPORTING
TRANSPORTING

REMAINS
REMAINS OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, CONSULS,
CONSULS,
CONSULAR
ASSISTANTS TO THEIR HOMES FOR
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS
FOR INTERMENT.
INTERMENT.

AND
AND

For defraying
defraying the
expenses of
of transporting
transporting the
the remains of diplodiploFor
the expenses
matic and consular officers of the United States, including consular
assistants, who
who have
have died or
or may die
die abroad
abroad or in
in transit, while in
the discharge
discharge of
the
of their official duties, to their former
former homes in
in this
this
country for
country
for interment, and
and for the
the ordinary
ordinary and necessary
expenses
necessary expenses
of such
such interment,
of
or at
interment, at
at their post
post or
at home,
home, $5,000.
$5,000.

Bringing home
mains
officers,
Brm atginhoae

"

re.

matic and consular officers of the United States, including consular

INTERNATIONAL
MEASURES,
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF WEIGHTS AND
AND MEASURES.
international Bureau
Contribution to the maintenance of the International Bureau
of of Weights,
weights ,Sd.
and MeeBureau of
Weights
with the
the terms of the
Wehts and Measures, in conformity
conformity with
convention
the convention
vVOLo,20,L. p. n4.
of
May twenty-fourth,
of May
twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, the same
to be paid,
paid, under
direction of
of the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, to
under the direction
to said
bureau on
on its
its certificate
certificate of
of apportionment,
apportionment, $2,895.
bureau
Contribution to the maintenance of the International

SUrag.

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLICATION OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS TARIFFS.
TARIFFS.
Intermatiom

CLu

Ta
To meet the share of the United States in the
C
the annual
annual expense
expense for temsTartas
tnInternational
ifts BureauBuresu
the year ending March
March thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
'
seventeen, Vl. 2s'p. i51&
Vol. 28 13. 1518

of sustaining the international bureau at Brussels for the translation

of sustaining the international bureau at Brussels for the translation

and publication of customs tariffs, this appropriation
appropriation to be imme-

diately available, pursuant
pursuant to convention
convention proclaimed
proclaimed December
December
seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and
$1,500.
eighteen hundred
and ninety,
ninety, $1,500.
diately available,
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INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
AND MEXICO.
MEXICO.
UNITED STATES

INTERNATIONAL

Intatuaidans1Borualsry
Commission,
ara Commissien,

To enable
enable the
commission to
work under
under the
treaties
the treaties
its work
to continue
continue its
the commission
To
mexicen.
Vol. 24, p. 1011; v. of eighteen hundred and
ei,ghty-four,
eighteen
hundred
and
eightyeightyand
hundred
Vo 24,p1011; Vo of eighteen hundred and eighty-four, eighteen
:I A=
nine, nineteen
the protocol
of May
May sixth,
sixth,
protocol of
and the
and five,
five, and
hundred and
nineteen hundred
p. nine,
84,i.
15 Vol. 8
.iVoL
eighteen
hundred and
between the
and
States and
United States
the United
ninety-six, between
and ninety-six,
eighteen hundred
Mexico, $22,500.
$22,600.
Mexico,
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY

Bramdary,
and
an,Canada.

LINE,
LINE,

ALASKA
ALASKA

AND CANADA,
AND THE
UNITED STATES
STATES
THE UNITED
CANADA, AND
AND
AND
CANADA.
AND CANADA.

Alaska

To
enable the
the Secretary
of State
to mark
mark the
the boundary
boundary and
and make
make
State to
Secretary of
To enable
thereto between the Territory
incidental thereto
the surveys
surveys incidental
Territory of Alaska and
and
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada,
inconformity
with the
award of
of the
the Alaskan
Alaskan
the award
conformity with
Canada, in
the
Boundary Tribunal
Tribunal and
treaties, including
at
employment at
including employment
existing treaties,
and existing
Boundary
the
of Government
such surveyors,
surveyors, computers,
and
draftsmen, and
computers, draftsmen,
of such
Government of
the seat
seat of
Boundary, United clerks as are
necessary; and
and for
the more
more effective
and
demarcation and
effective demarcation
for the
clerks as are necessary;
Bndarrted
States
and Canada.
mapping,
of April
April eleventh,
nineteen hundred
hundred
eleventh, nineteen
treaty of
Vol.
2003.
to the
the treaty
pursuant to
mapping, pursuant
V"S,35, p. 2M.
and eight,
eight, between
'between the
States and
Great Britain,
Britain, of
the land
land
of the
and Great
United States
the United
and
and
water boundary
boundary,line
line between
between the
United States
States and
Dominion
and the
the Dominion
the United
and water
of
Canada, as
as established
established under
existing treaties,
treaties, to
be expended
expended
to be
under existing
of Canada,
under
direction of
of State,
including the
the salaries
salaries
State, including
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the direction
under the
of
the commissioner
commissioner and
the necessary
necessary engineers,
draftssurveyors, draftsengineers, surveyors,
and the
of the
men,
computers, and
in the
field and
and at
at the
the seat
government,
of government,
seat of
the field
clerks in
and clerks
men, computers,
rental
of offices
offices at
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, expense
expense of
at Washington,
rental of
necessarily
printing and
and necessary
necessary traveling,
trave, for
for payment
payment for timber necessarily
printing
cut
in'determining the
line not
exceed $500,
$500, and
comand comto exceed
not to
boundary-line
the boundarycut indetermining
mutation
to members
of the.
the field
field: force
while on field duty or actual
actual
force while
members of
mutation to
expenses not
not exceeding
exceedi
$2.50 per
per day
day- each, to be expended
expended in accord$2.50
expenses
ance
with regulations
regulations irom
Secretary
prescribed by the Secretary
time prescribed
time to
to time
from time
ance with
of
1
000, together
balance of preunexpended balance
the unexpended
with the
together with
$111,000,
of State,
State, $111
Proviso.
Proow.
Advanced to comappropriations for
for these
objects: Provided,
hereafter
Provided, That hereafter
these objects:
vious appropriations
to com- vious
^AdOB.
missioner.
Alaska
advances
money under
appropriation "Boundary
"Boundary line, Alaska
under the appropriation
of money
advances of
to
and
and the
United States
States and
and Canada,"
Canada," may
may be made to
the United
Canada, and
and Canada,
the
commissioner on
on the
of the
the United States and by his authorthe part
part of
the commissioner
ity
eye bond under such rules and reguchiefs of parties, who shall give
ity to chiefs
lations
and in
in such
such sum
the Secretary
direct, and
of State may direct,
Secretary of
sum as
as the
lations and
accounts arising
arising under
under advances
be rendered
and by
by
through and
rendered through
shall be
advances shall
accounts
the commissioner
part of
of the
Treasury
to the Treasury
the United States to
on the
the part
the
commissioner on
Department
advances heretofore
chiefs of parties.
parties.
heretofore made to chiefs
under advances
Department as
as under

xd

Vol. 32,
32, p. 1.
1961.

o
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INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU
BUREAU

AT

BRUSSELS
BRUSSELS

FOR

REPRESSION
REPRESSION

OF

THB
TUB

TRADE.
AFRICAN
SLAVE TRADE.
AFRICAN SLAVE
Bureau forrepressing
SlavTrep
African
African
Slave
Trade.
Vol. 27, p. 917.
917.

To meet
meet the
share of
of the
the United
United States
in the
the expenses
of the
the
expenses of
States in
the share
To

special
special bureau created by article eighty-two
eighty-two of the general act conhundred and ninety, for
cluded at Brussels, July second, eighteen hundred
the
repression of the African
African slave trade and the restriction
restriction of the
the repression
importation into
into and
and sale in a
zone of
of the
the African
African
defined zone
a certain
certain defined
importation
ammunition, and spirituous
of firearms,
firearms, ammunition,
Continent, of
spirituous liquors, for the
Continent,
year
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, $125.
$125.
year nineteen
hundred and
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION.
INTERNATIONAL PRISON COMMISSION.

is
International Pr
Prison
on
nrti-oa"

For subscription
subscription of
the United
United States
as an
an adhering
adhering member
member of
of
States as
of the
For
a comthe International
International Prison Commission, and the expenses
expenses of a
mission,
reports, $2,550.
$2,550.
mission, including
including preparation
preparation of
of reports,
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PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN UNION.
UNION.
PAN
ri
Pan American
Union.
nUnion.
Provided, That any moneys
Pan
American Union,
Union $85,000: Provided,
moneys PnAme
Pan American
Provisos.
Use
of
moneys
rereceived from
Union,
Use of moneys reRepublics for
support of
of the ceived.
for the
the support
American Republics
other
the other
from the
received
ce
union
shall
be
paid
into
the
Treasury
a
credit,
in
to
the
addition
as
a
the
Treasury
union shall be paid into
appropriation, and
and may
may be
drawn therefrom
therefrom upon
requisitions of the
upon requisitions
be drawn
appropriation,
chairman of
of the
governing board
board of the union for the purpose
purpose of
the governing
chairman
expenses of the union and of carrying
carrying out the orders of
meeting the expenses
Monthly Bulletins.
Bulletins.
Public Printer
said governing
And provided
the Public
Printer Monthly
That the
further, That
providedfurther,
oard: And
governing board:
said
be, and he is hereby,
authorized to print an edition of the monthly
ereby, authorized
be
bulletin
exceed six thousand
thousand copies per month, for distribution
bulletin not to exceed
by
nineteen
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
year ending
during the fiscal year
union during
by the
the union
hundred and seventeen.
hundred

OF ARBITRATION.
COURT OF
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
OF THE
THE PERMANENT
PERMANENT COURT
ARBITRATION.
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL
Internati

Bureau

To meet
meet the
expenses for the permanent
ourt of
oo
maetonalc
the expenses
the United
United States in the
share of
of the
the share
To
1to.
calendar
hundred and
fifteen of the International
International ArTbi
a
tn: 1393.
and fifteen
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
calendar year
Bureau
of the Permanent Court of Arbitration,
Arbitration, created
created under article
Bureau of
twenty-two of
the convention
Hague, July
July twentyconcluded at The Hague,
convention concluded
of the
twenty-two
ninetninine, for the pacific
ninth,
pacific settlement
settlement
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine,
ninth, eighteen
of international
$2,000.
disputes, $2,000.
international disputes,
of
Ar

l
.a
s i

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON
ON ANNUAL
TABLES OF
OF CONSTANTS,
CONSTANTS,
ANNUAL TABLES
INTERNATIONAL
AND 80
FORTH.
SO FORTH.
AND
International Corn.

To the
Commigsion on
on Annual
Annual Tables
of Constants
Constants mission
mins
int on Tables
rabieroof
l
i
Tables of
International Commission
To
the International

and
Chemical, Physical,
Physical, and
and Technological,
cmstants ,etc.
itc•
Technological, as constants,
Data, Chemical,
Numerical Data,
and Numerical
Seventh International
established by the Seventh
International Congress
Congress of Applied Chemestablished
istry
congress in New
New
as continued
continued by the eighth congress
istry in London and as
York,
as a
acontribution
States toward
toward the publication
publication
by the United States
contribution by
York, as
of
annual tables of constants,
chemical, physical,
physical, and
and technological,
technological,
constants, chemical,
of annual
$500.
PROMOTION OF
UNION FOR
BUREAU
INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION
FOR PROMOTION
OF
OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY
BUREAU OF
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION.
ARBITRATION.
INTERNATIONAL

tary
Interparliamentary

Promote ArArPromote
to
For the
the contribution
United States
States toward
maintenance Union
unii
n
ontet
rilmell
the maintenance
toward the
the United
of the
contribution of
For

bltratonL
of
the Interparliamentary
International bit
'
Interparliamentary Union for the Promotion of International
of the
Arbitration
$2,000.
at Brussels,
Brussels, Belgium, $2,000.
Arbitration at
AGRICULTURE.
INTERNATIO NA L INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE.
INTERNATIONAL

rnin
instiInstiInternational

International
Agriculture.
For the
support tute
of the United States for the support
the quota of
the payment
payment of the
For
tu Quota.
te oAgrieltre.
year
calendar
for
the
Agriculture
of
Institute
of the International
Institute
Agriculture
calendar
year
International

nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
$8,000.
nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, $8,000.

Mmbe
Member of
of commit
commit-

For salary
salary- of
member of the permanent
committee of the tee.
permanent committee
of one member
For
International Institute
Agriculture for
nineteen
calendar year nineteen
for the calendar
of Agriculture
Institute of
International
hundred
hundred and seventeen, $3,600.
Translating publicsMats.
For the
States for the cost of ttls.'
quota of the United States
payment of the quota
the payment
For
publications
language the publications
translating into and prnting
printing in the English language
translating
of
the International
Rome, $5,000.
Agriculture at Rome,
International Institute of Agriculture
of the
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU.
SANITARY BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
For the
annual share
share of
of the
maintenance of
the maintenance
for the
States for
United States
the United
the annual
For
the International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau
hundred
nineteen hundred
for the year nineteen
Bureau for
the
$2,830.79.
and seventeen,
seventeen, $2,830.79.
91890
6—voL 39-r
39 —IT 1-17
1-17
91890°-voL

International

y Bureaa

B:rac
I nal
t
Inter

stall-

Scud-
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UnitedStates
States court
United
court
for China.
China.
for
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SALARIES
AND EXPENSES,
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURT
COURT FOR
FOR CHINA.
CHINA.

Salaries,
etc.
sari.s,e-.

Judge, $8,000;
$8,000; district attorney, $4,000; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,000; clerk,
clerk,
$3,000; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800; court
court expenses,
expenses, including
including reference
reference
$3,000;
law books,
books, $9,000;
$9,000; in
$28,800.
in all,
all, $28,800.
Judge and district law
Th
the said
The judge
judge of the
said court and the district
district attorney
attorney shall, when
when
attorney. d district
a
Sessions othe
other th
than
atessas
the sessions of
at other
other cities
cities than
Shanghai,
of the
the court
court are
are held
held at
than Shanghai,
at Shanghai.
haha
receive in
addition to their salaries
receive
in addition
salaries their
their necessary
necessary actual
actual expenses
expenses
sessions, not
exceed $10
per day
day for
for the
the judge
judge and
and $5
during such
such sessions,
not to
to exceed
$10 per
$5
per
and so
much as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary
per day for
for the
the district
district attorney,
attorney, and
so much
or said
during the fiscal
for
said purposes
purposes during
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineJune thirtieth,
nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, is
hereby appropriated.
appropriated.
teen hundred
hundred and
is hereby
n
Rent.
t.
For rent of premises
premises for the
United States
States court
court for
for
the use
use of
of the
the United
China at Shanghai,
Shanghai, $2,400.
$2,400.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
OFFICE OF
PUBLIC HEALTH.
INTERNATIONAL
O' PUBLIC
HEALTH.

of
International
Public Health.
Office
For
payment of
the quota
quota of
the United
United States
States for
for the
the year
year
onteLtui
otee
For the
the payment
of the
of the
Vol. 35,
3, p. 2061.
sixteen toward
2061.
nineteen hundred and sixteen
toward the
the support
support of
of the
the International
International
Vol.
35,
p.
1834.
Vol.35p.1834.
Office
of Public
Public Health, created by the
Office of
the international
international arrangement
arrangement
Rome,/ December
signed at Rome
December ninth, nineteen
hundred and
and seven,
seven, in
in
nineteen hundred
pursuance
and eighty-one
pursuance of article one hundred
hundred and
eighty-one of the International
International
December third,
Sanitary Convention signed at Paris on December
nineteen
third, nineteen
hundred and
and three, $3,015.62.
$3,015.62.
INTERNATIONAL SEISMOLOGICAL
INTERNATIONAL
SEISMOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
ASSOCIATION.
International Sees
mtlogical
ssocia For
defraying the necessary
necessary expenses
the obligations
For defraying
expenses in
in fulfilling
fulfilling the
mological Association.
obligations
of the United States as aamember
International Seismological
member of the International
Association, including
including the
contribution to
to the
expenses of
of the
the annual
annual contribution
the expenses
the
association, $800.

British-American
British-A
me rican
ARBITRATION
puniary
Claims ArAr- ARBITRATION
Pecuniary Claims
bitration.
bitration.
nses.
Ex
penses.
37,
p.162.
1625.
vote7,:

OF
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
CLAIMS BETWEEN
THE
OF OUTSTANDING
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES
AND GREAT
UNITED
STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.

For the
of the
the arbitration
of outstanding
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
For
the expenses
expenses of
arbitration of
claims between the United States and Great Britain, in accordance
accordance
with the special agreement
agreement concluded
concluded for that purpose
purpose August
August
eighteenth, nineteen
eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten,
and the
the schedules
schedules of
of claims
claims
ten, and
thereunder, to be expended
thereunder,
expended under
direction of
the Secretary
of
under the direction
of the
Secretary of
State,
State, as
as follows:
follows:
Agency salaries
Salaries, United
United States
agency: One
salaries and
and
Salaries,
States agency:
One counsel
counsel and
and joint secretary,
secretary,
expenses.
stenographer, at $1,200;
at $2,750; stenographer,
$1,200;
Expenses, United
Expenses
Urn
States agency:
agency: Necessary
Necessary and contingent
contingen t exex penses, $300;
$300; rent of rooms,
rooms, not more than
$1,000;
than $1,000;
In all, $5,250.
$5,250.
Peace
Palace at The
Peace Palaceat
PEACE PALACE
PALACE AT
AT T
THE
HAGUE: For
For the
PEACE
HE HAGUE:
the payment
payment of
of the
the contribucontribuHague.
tion on the part of the United
United States
States toward the expenses
expenses of
of the
Palace of Peace
Peace at The Hague,
Hague, $1,045.25,
$1,045.25, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
may
as may
be
be necessary.
necessary.
International Rd
RadioIteegraphticnal
INTERNATIONAL
For the
the share
I
NTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION:
CONVENTION: For
share
telegraphic
ConyenConvention.
tion.
ofof the United States for the calendar
calendar year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
Vol. 37, p. 150.
Vl71. p
seventeen, as
as aa party
party to
to the
the international
international radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphic convenconventions heretofore
heretofore signed, of the
the expenses
radiotelegraphic service
service
expenses of
of the radiotelegraphic
of the International
International Bureau
Bureau of the Telegraphic
Telegraphic Union
Uruon at Berne,
Switzerland, $2,250.
Switzerland,
$2,250.
Canadian
Canadt
n Fisheries
Fisheries
FISHERIES
BRITAIN:
F
ISHERIES CONVENTION,
CONVENTION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN:
Commission.
Commission.
Vol.
35, p.
2000.
ol. 3,
p.200.
For the payment
and necessary
payment of the actual
actual and
necessary expenses
expenses of
of a
acommiscommissioner on the part of the United States under the convention between
between
the United States and Great
Great Britain concerning
concerning the
fisheries in
in waters
waters
the fisheries
contiguous to the United
United States and the Dominion
Dominion of Canada, signed
signed
at Washington
Washington on April eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eight, while
while
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engaged
in work
including clerical
clerical expenses
under the
the convention, including
engaged in
work under
that may
may be
carrying out
convention during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
in carrying
out the
the convention
that
be incurred
incurred in
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, $1,500,
$1,500,
hundred and
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
or
thereof as
WATERWAYS TREATY,
STATES AND
INTERNABRITAIN: INTERNAAND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN:
UNITED STATES
TREATY, UNITED
WATERWAYS
TIONAL
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
AND GREAT
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
JOINT COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
TIONAL JOINT
Canadian Boundary7
For salaries
expenses, including
including salaries
salaries of
commissioners and
and expenses,
of commissioners
and Waters
WCadBmdFor
salaries and
Commission. '

Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 2448.
2448.
salaries
commissioners Vol.
the commissioners
by the
appointed by
employees appointed
and other
other employees
of clerks
clerks and
salaries of
on the
the part
of the
the United
Secapproval solely
solely of
of the SecStates, with the approval
part of
United States,
on
retary of
of State,
State, including
Washington, District
District of
of
at Washington,
of offices
offices at
including rental of
retary
Columbia, expense
printing, and
necessary traveling
expenses, and
and
traveling expenses,
of printing,
and necessary
expense of
Columbia,
for one-half
necessary joint
expenses of
the Inof the
Injoint expenses
of all
all reasonable
reasonable and
and necessary
for
one-half of
ternational Joint
Joint Commission
Commission incurred
treaty
of the treaty
under the
the terms
terms of
incurred unc_er
ternational
between the
United States
States and
Great Britain
Britain concerning
concerning the
use of
the use
of
between
the United
and Great
boundary waters
between the
the United States and Canada, and for
waters between
boundary
other purposes,
purposes, signed
January eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and
nine,
and nine,
nineteen hundred
other
signed January
Use of balance.
$69,000, together
of the
appropriation ^
$69,000,
together with
with the
the unexpended
unexpended bala,nce
balance of
the appropriation
p.it.
VoL 38, p.1124.
Pod, p. 802.
made
for
this
object
for
the
fiscsd
year
nineteen
hundred
fifteen,
Poi,p. a.
and
nineteen
hundred
made for this object for the fiscal year
said
to be
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of Proviso.
said amounts
amounts to
be disbursed
disbursed under
the Secretary
p",.
when
bsistbaene when
this appropriation
part of
State: Provided,
no part
of this
appropriation shall be ex- Subsistence
That no
Provided, That
State:
Washingpended
for subsistence
of the
commission or
except $8
$8 per
from wasei,nt from
per absent
or secretary,
secretary, except
subsistence of
the commission
pended for
ton.
day
each, when
absent from
Washington on
on official
business.
day each,
when absent
from Washington
official business.
repat of
of cases.
e.
Preparation
For
of services
expenses incurred
incurred under
under the
the
and expenses
rendered and
payment of
services rendered
For payment
direction
the Secretary
State in
in the
examination and
and preparapreparathe examination
of State
of the
Secretary of
direction of
tion of
involving the
diversion, and
use of
of boundary
boundary
and use
the obstruction,
obstruction, diversion,
cases involving
tion
of cases
waters
and all
all other
or matters
matters of
difference covered
covered by
by the
the
of difference
other questions
questions or
waters and
treaty
hundred and
the
between the
and nine,
nine, between
nineteen hundred
eleventh, nineteen
of January
January eleventh,
treaty-of
United States
States and
Britain, and
and in
in appearing
and reprebefore and
appearing before
Great Britain,
and Great
United
senting the
the interests
the United
United States
involved in
in all
all matters
matters or
States involved
of the
senting
interests of
investigations
International Joint Commission
created by
by
Commission created
before the
the International
investigations before
said treaty,
treaty, $6,000.
said
$6,000.
rifh Pan
pan Ameri
Firth
American
_
I
NTERNATIONAL C
ONFERENCE OF
TATES: The
Conference.
STATES:
The Conference.
OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN S
CONFERENCE
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL
Reappropriation
for
hI
"To meet the actual and necessary- ex- R"ppetorn
appropriation
$75,000 "To
appropriation of $75,000
n
.8
s.8s
of.
p. 116.
1125.
penses of
the delegates
delegates of
of the
the United
United States
to the
the Fifth
Fifth International
International eiroi
I3. ,
States to
penses
of the
Pod, p. 1055.
Po ,pl.1
Conference
to be
at the
the citySantiago
city of
of Santiago,
be held
held at
States to
American States
of American
Conference of
Chile,
beginning in
in September,
September , nineteen
hundred and
fourteen, and
and fourteen,
nineteen hundred
Chile, beginning
of
assistants, to
to 'be
expended in
in the
the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
be expended
of their
their clerical
clerical assistants,
Secretary
made in
the Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the
in the
of State,"
State," made
Secretary of
Diplomatic
Service for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Service
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and extended
extended and
and made availand fifteen
fifteen, and
thirtieth, nineteen
able
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirtieth, nineteen
the fiscal
able for
sixteen,
Diplomatic and
Act approved
March fourth,
fourth,
approved March
and Consular
Consular Act
by the
the Diplomatic
sixteen, by
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
is hereby
hereby extended
available
and made
made available
extended and
fifteen, is
hundred and
nineteen
for the
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
and
nineteen hundred and
ending June
June thirtieth,
the fiscal
fiscal year
for
seventeen.
seventeen.
Panama..
PAYMENT TO
OF P
ANAMA: To
To enable
enable the
rknfii payment*
. tn.
the SecreSecre- Annual
PANAMA:
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
PAYMENT
TO THE
tary
of
State
to
pay
to
the
Government
of
Panama
the
fifth
annual
pa
tary of State to pay to the Government of Panama the fifth annual
payment due
due on
on February
sevenhundred and sevennineteen hundred
twenty-sixth, nineteen
February twenty-sixth,
payment
teen,
the United
States to
to the
the Government
Government
of the
United States
from the
the Government
Government of
teen, from
Vol. 33,
33, p.. 2238_
of
Panama under
under article
fourteen of
treaty of
of November
eight- vol.
223
November eightof the
the treaty
article fourteen
of Panama
hundred and three, $250,000.
eenth, nineteen hundred
International
GooINTERNATIONAL GEODETIC
GEODETIC ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION FOR
FOR THE
THE MEASUREMENT
Inten
MEASUREMENT dotie
INTERNATIONAL
Association.(e etonal
or
EARTH: To
To enable
enable the
the Government
Government of
of the
Quota. at
United States
States dio
the United
OF THE
THE EARTH:
to
through the
American Embassy
as an
an adadits quota
quota as
at Berlin,
Berlin, its
Embassy at
the American
to pay,
pay, through
hermg
Association for
the
for the
Geodetic Association
International Geodetic
of the
the International
hering member
member of
Proviso.
Measurement of
Earth, $1,500:
Provided, however,
the sums
Maintenance
et
Mintnane d
sums Ukiah
however, That
That the
$1,500: Provided,
of the
the Earth,
Measurement
latitude obb
expended by
by the
the United
United States
of the
Interna- Ukah
the Internathe maintenance
maintenance of
for the
States for
expended
servatory. attud o tional
Latitude
Observatory
at
Ukiah,
California,
and
for
the
contional Latitude Observatory at Ukiah, California, and for the continuance
of the
the international
work there
until the
the InternaInternsthere until
latitude work
international latitude
tinuance of
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tional
Geodetic Association
Association shall
it possible
to resume
its support
support
resume its
shal find
find it
possible to
tional Geodetic
of
the observatory,
be deducted
deducted from
due from
from the
the
of the
observatory, shall
shall be
from the
the quota
quota due
United States
as such
such adhering
member.
States as
adhering member.
United
The duly
duly appointed
appointed representative
the United
States on
Peron the
the Perof the
United States
representative of
au- The
0tb r:sentative
Vtev.
to vote.
tti=
manent
Commission of
Geodetic Association
is herehereof the
the International
International Geodetic
Association is
manent Commission
by
granted authority
permathe permawith the
the representatives
representatives on
on the
by granted
authority to
to vote
vote with
,nent
commission from
nations on
on all
all matters
coming before
before the
the
matters coming
from other
other nations
nent commission
association, including
subject to
to the
the
the extension
extension of
of its
its existence,
existence, subject
association,
including the
approval of
of Congress.
Congress.
approval
ulaterralamentary
ONFERENCE INTEBPARLIAMENTARY
I
NTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION:
The
NINETEENTH C
CONFERENCE
UNION: The
riamen a NINETEENTH
Appropriation forex- appropriation
appropriation of
of $40,000
$40,000 "For
of defraying
defraying the
expenses
the expenses
purpose of
"For the
the purpose
ApriationforxPeomm•xtended•
Nineteenth Conference
tndexd.
in Washington
Washington City
City.incident
incident to
to the Nineteenth
Conference of the
the InInp Vol. 38,
p. 450.
Post,
terparliamentary
Union to
to be
be held
held in
in Washington
Washington in
in nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
105
l
terparliamentary Union
po, is.
p. 1056.
and
under such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
rules and
as the
the
and fifteen,
fifteen, to
to be
be expended
expended under
Secretary
of State
State may
may prescribe,"
prescribe," made
in the
the Act
Act making
making appropriamade in
appropriaSecretary of
tions
Consular Service for the fiscal year endtions for
for the
the Diplomatic and Consular
ing June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, is hereby extended
extended
and made
made available for the calendar
calendar years
years nineteen hundred and
sixteen and nineteen hundred and seventeen.
FIFTEENTH I
NTERNATIONAL C
ONGRESS AGAINST ALCOHOLIS:
ALCOHOLISM: To
CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL
FIFTEENTH
Ao oIntanatoal
= interns
nAgainst
timal A leinlc complete the arrangements
arrangements and provide
provide for the entertainment of the
m.
Fifteenth International
International Congress
.Against Alcoholism
Alcoholism to
to be
be held
held in
in the
the
Congress Against
V
E
en
urn
p'rit 1im.
Fifteenth
vY3s
Post, p.1056.
United
States, to
expended under
under such
and regulations
regulations as
-Pco,
P.
1i
United States,
to be
be expended
such rules
rules and
as
the
Secretary of
of State
State may
may prescribe,
prescribe, $10,000,
or so
thereof as
as
$10,000, or
so much
much thereof
the Secretary
may
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of previous
balance of
previous
may be
be necessary,
necessary, together
together with
with the
appropriations for
the holding
of said
congress
in
the United
States:
in
the
United
States:
holding
of
said
congress
appropriations
for
the
Provisos.
al expenditures
an itemized
itemized account of all
expenditures shall be re. Provided,
Proded, That an
p'toC
IteporttoCcmgress.
Entertainment reEntertainmnt
Provided.further,
further That no part of the appropriar ported to Congress: Provided
stricted.
tion herein
herein made
made shall
be expended
expended for
for entertainment
tion
shall be
entertainment outside
outside the
the
city of
Washington.
city
of Washington.
BUILDLNG
AT S
HANGHAI, C
HINA: For
For purchase,
alteration, and
and
CHINA:
purchase, alteration,
SHANGHAI,
BUILDING AT
si
consu
T
I=
for consulate
general,etc.
ltegmera.etc.
repair of consular premises or purchase
purchase of aa site and the erection
erection
thereon of
of aasuitable
or buildings,
for the
of the
consulate
thereon
suitable building
building or
buildings, for
the use
use of
the consulate
general
general and the
the United States
States court, jail,
office, marshal's
jail, post office,
marshal's and
other
offices at
Shanghai, including
including the
the residences
residences of
other Government
Government offices
at Shanghai,
of
officers, $355,000.
$355,000.
officers,
International ComINTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION ON
ON PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE
PRIVATE INTEBNAINTERNACI INTERNATIONAL
PUBLIC AND
mintessatrol
mission
on International
tIona Law.
Law.
$15,000 for the payment of comTIONAL LAW: The appropriation
appropriation of $15,000
Iteappropriation.
pensation
and the
expenses of
the representative
or
representative or
of the
the necessary
necessary expenses
to and
pensation to
1l
P"etpppr.
Post, p. 1056.
representatives
of the
the United
on the
the International
Vol 37
representatives of
United States
States on
International Commission
Commission
Vol. 37, p. 1554.
" P3
of Jurists,
under the
the convention
signed at
at the
Third Interof
Jurists, organized
organized under
convention signed
the Third
International American
American Conference
Conference August
August twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
national
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred
and six, approved
approved by the Senate February
hundred
February third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
and ratified
by the
President February
nineteen
and eight, and
ratified by
the President
February eighth,
eighth, nineteen
hundred
eight, for
of preparing
preparing drafts
hundred and
and eight,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
drafts of
of codes
codes of
of
public and
public
law; and
for the
and private
private international
international law;
and for
the payment
payment of
of the
the
quota
of the
United States
the expenses
incident to
the preparation
preparation
quota of
theUmnited
States of
of the
expenses incident
to the
Vol. 37, p. 1556.
vol.37,p. 56W of
Of such drafts, including
compensation of
including the compensation
of experts
experts under
under article
article
Vol. 39, p. 451.
Vol. 3, p. 451.
four of the convention, made in
Act making
for the
in the Act
making appropriations
appropriations for
the
Diplomatic and
Consular Service
the fiscal
fiscal year
Diplomatic
and Consular
Service for
for the
year ending
ending June
June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, and
extended and made
made
and extended
available
available for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen
hundred
Vol. 38, p. 1125.
oL 38, p. 1126.
and sixteen, by
by the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Act approved
approved March
Consular Act
March
fourth,
fifteen, is
extended and
and made
made
fourth, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
is hereby
hereby extended
available for
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
available
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Habana.
ACQUISITION
OF LEGATION
LEGATION PREMISES
PREMISES AT
AT HABANA,
CUBA: For
the
For the
ACQUISITION
OF
HABANA, CUBA:
Hbsna.
13nildingforlegation.
BuildinforlegaL purchase
purchase of a
asite and the erection
erection of a
abuilding thereon, or for the
acquisition
acquisition of suitable premises in the city of Habana,
Habana, Cuba, and for
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such alteration,
alteration, repair,
necessary
repair, and furnishing of the same as may be necessary
such
for
the use
use of
of the
legation to Cuba, both as aaresidence
minister
residence of the minister
the legation
for the
and
$100,000.
legation, $100,000.
the legation,
for the
the offices of the
and for
SALARIES
CONSULAR SERVICE.
SERVICE.
THE CONSULAR
OF THE
SALARIES OF

Consular Service.

Salaries.
For
vice consuls,
consuls, as
and vice
as propro- Vol.
arsp
8o.
For salaries of
of consuls
consuls general,
general, consuls,
consuls, and
38, p. 806.
vided
the act
February fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
approved February
act approved
in the
vided in
fifteen, entitled
entitled "An
improvement of the foreign service,"
service," Restriction on vice
Act for the improvement
"An Act
fifteen,
cosuls.
$1,139,000.
compensation consuls.
shall be paid as compensation
sum shall
of this sum
portion of
No portion
$1,139,000. No
Proviso.
to vice
consuls who
are not
not American
American citizens:
if in
in Proviso.
Provided, That if
citizens: Provided,
who are
vice consuls
to
Temporary service.
ser
to
any
case
the
Secretary
of
State
deems
it
impracticable
immediately
immediately
it
impracticable
deems
of
State
any case the Secretary
secure
competent vice
American citizen, he may
vice consul who is an American
a competent
secure a
a
appoint
as vice
vice consul
consul and
compensate from this fund a
and compensate
retain as
or retain
appoint or
desigAmerican citizen until such time as he is able to designot an American
person not
Citizenship require
requireCitnship
consul ments.
nate a
competent American
citizen for
such post. Every
Every consul
for such
American citizen
a competent
nate
general, consul,
practicable, every
consular agent, men.
every consular
wherever practicable,
and, wherever
consul, and,
general,
shall
American citizen.
be an
an American
shall be
Consular inspctora
inspectors.
consur
at $5,000 each, $25,000.
For
salaries of
consular inspectors,
inspectors, at
$25,000.
five consular
of five
For salaries
EXPENSES
INSPECTORS.
INSPECaTORS.
CONSURA
OF cioNstruat
EXPENSES OF
Tiivaling;. eeta.,
azg' e
"pe
For
the actual
travelinz and
expenses of
of penses.
subsistence expens
and subsistence
neessary traveling
and necessary
actual and
For the
consular
inspectors while
while traveling
and mspectinng
inspecting under instructions Proviso.
traveling and
consular inspectors
from
the Secretary
Secretary of
$15,000: Pro
Prowled,
inspectors shall
Sub,,e.
shall Subsistence.
ed, That
That inspectors
of State,
State, $15,000:
from the
be
actual and
for subsistence,
subsistence, itemized,
itemized,
expenses for
necessary expenses
and necessary
allowed actual
be allowed
not
an average
average of $5
day.
$5 per
per day.
exceeding an
not exceeding
SALARIES
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS.
ASSISTANTS.
OF CONSULAR
SALARIES OF
Consular assistants.
For
forty consular
consular assistants
assistants as
provided for
by law,
$46,600.
stat
consular
law, $46,600.
for by
as provided
For forty
Post allowances. t
P9sr ALLOWANCES
TO CONSULAR
cossmen OFFICERS
enable the President,
President, Special provisims far
OFFICERS:.To enable
POST
ALLOWANCES TO
officers
Inn belligerent,
ntrbellgerent
omcescountries.
may etc.,
as he may
in his
and in
in accordance
accordance with
regulations as
such regulations
with such
discretion and
in
his discretion
cu
compensa-c.,
of
additional
way
prescribe
to
make
special
allowances
by
way
of
compensaby
allowances
special
make
to
prescribe,
tion
officers in belligerent
belligerent countries
countries and
and
and diplomatic officers
consular and
to consular
tion to
countries contiguous
contiguous thereto
thereto in
in order
order to adjust their official income to
countries
the ascertained
which they
they may be asliving at the posts to which
of living
cost of
the
ascertained cost
signed, $150,000.
$150,000.
ALLOWANCE
HIRE AT
UNITED STATES
STATES CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.
AT UNITED
CLERK HIRE
FOR CLERK
ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance for
expended under
under the
to be
be expended
at consulates,
consulates, to
hire at
clerk hire
for clerk
Allowance

direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of State, $493,000.
direction
SALARIES
SALARIES

l a ata consulates.
t. Sa t
cClarks

OF
INTERPRETERS TO
TO CONSULATES
CONSULATES IN
IN CHINA,
CHINA, CHOSEN,
CHOSe8N
OF INTERPRETERS
JAPAN, AND
AND SIBERIA.
SIBERIA.
JAPAN,

Interp.
reters at
t
Interpreters
to be
be employed
employed at
at consulates
consulates in
China, Chosen,
Chosen, Japan,
.
cont."rters
Japan, consulates
in China,
Interpreters to
of
Secretary
the
of
expended under the direction
Siberia, to be expended
direction
Secretary
and Siberia,
148,700.
State, $48,700.
TURKISH
IN TURKISH
EXPENSES OF
OF INTERPRETERS,
GUARDS, AND
SO FORTH,
FORTH, IN
AND SO
INTERPRETERS, GUARDS,
EXPENSES
DOMINIONS, AND
SO FORTH.
FORTH.
AND SO
DOMINIONS,

a*,
'PS, guards'
Interpreters
consulates in the Turkish dominions,
dominions, etrarPrersla"
.
at the consulates
guards at
and guards
Interpreters and
expended
Zanzibar, to be expended
Morocco, northern Africa, and at Zanzibar,
Persia, Morocco,
under
Secretary of State, $30,000.
under the direction of the Secretary
&ALARMS OF
MARSHALS FOR
COURTS.
CONSULAR COURTS.
FOR CONSULAR
OF MARSHALS
SALARIES
Marshals for
in China
China and
and Turkey,
Turkey, $10,000.
$10,000.
courts in
consular courts
for the
the consular
Marshals

Marshal,bOMO

o
larsblas
u.
,
cours

"'maw
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EXPENSES OF PRISONS
FOR AMERICAN
PRISONS FOR
AMERICAN CONVICTS.
CONVICTS.
EXPENSES

Actual expense
Shanghai for
for American
American conconActual
expense of
of renting
renting aaprison
prison at
at Shanghai
victs in
in China,
China, $1,200;
for contingent
$1,800; for
for the
victs
$1,200; for
contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,800;
the wages
wages
of a
akeeper
keeper of
of such
such prison,
and for
the wages
wages of
of an
assistant
of
prison, $1,200;
$1,200; and
for the
an assistant
keeper of
of such
such prison,
'arisen, $800;
keeper
S800; $5,000.
$5,000.
Keeping prso.
prisoners.
Paying
for the
keeping and
and feeding
of prisoners
prisoners in
China, Chosen,
Chosen,
Kspt
Paying for
the keeping
feeding of
in China,
Sian)
and Turkey,
convicted by
by the
the United
States
.
Siam,
and
Turkey, and.
and of
of those
those convicted
United States
PTOViSO.
Courtfor
China, $9,000:
more than
50 cents
cents per
per
i,,itofat.
Court
for China,
$9,000: Provided,
Provided, That
,Llintt
of east.
That no
no more
than 50
day
the keeping
and feeding
of each
each prisoner
while actually
conday for
for the
keeping and
feeding of
prisoner while
actually confined
be allowed
or paid
paid for
for any
any such
such keeping
keeping and
and feeding.
feeding.
fined shall
shall be
allowed or
This
is not
to be
be understood
understood as
as covering
covering cost
cost of
of medical
medical attendance
attendance
This is
not to
and medicines
required by
by such
such prisoners.
prisoners.
and
medicines when
when required
Rent,
etc., Tmuiy.
Turkey.
Bunt etc.,
Rent of prison for American
American convicts
convicts in Smyrna, Turkey, and for
for
wages of
of the
the same,
same, $1,000.
wages
of keepers
keepers of
$1,000.
Rent of
of prison
prison for
for American
convicts in
in Constantinople,
Turkey,
Rent
American convicts
Constantinople, Turkey,
and
wages of
keepers of
of the
same, $1,000.
and for
for wages
of keepers
the same,
$1,000.
Total, $16,000.
Total,
$16,000.
Shanghai
Sbangi.

RELIEF
RELIEF AND
AND
Mid
Rew
11811M4HL

of

A-ran

Amidean

of

PROTECTION
OF AMERTCAN
AMKRICAN SEAMEN.
SF.AMT.N.
PROTECTION OF
.

RAPf
in foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
Relief and protection
protection of American
American seamen
seamen in
and
in the
the Panama.
Canal Zone
and shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
and in
Panama Canal
Zone, and
American seamen
seamen
in the
the Territory
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, in
in the
the Hawaiian
the
Philippine Islands, $40,000.
the Philippine
Islands,
$40,000.

FOREIGN HOSPITAL AT CAPE TOWN.
TOWN.

Foregn hospital,

Foreign hospital,
Cape Town.

°

Town.

Annual contribution
Annual
contribution toward the support of the Somerset Hospital
ital (a foreign hospital),
hospital), at
Cape Town,
$50, to
paid by
the
at Cape
Town, $50,
to be
be paid
by the
Secretary of
of State
upon the
the assurance
and citicitiSecretary
State upon
assurance that
that suffering
suffering seamen
seamen and
zens of the United
will be
admitted to
of said
said
United States
States will
be admitted
to the
the privileges
privileges of
hospital.
hospital.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, UNITED
UNTIED STATES CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.

Contingent expenses,
consulates.
cmsulate.

Contingent expenses,

1916.
July 1, 1916.
[H.
1583.)
EH_ R.
R. 15836.)
[Public, No..132.1
132. I
No

Sundry

civil
civil ex-

ponies
nes appropriations.
appropriations

Expenses
Expenses of providing
blanks, record
record and
providing all
all such
such stationery,
stationery, blanks,
and
other books, seals, presses, flags, signs, rent (so much
much as may be
necessary), repairs
to consular
necessary),
repairs to
owned by
the United
consular buildings
buildings owned
by the
United
including typewriters
States, postage, furniture,
furniture, including
typewriters and
and exchange
of
exchange of
same, statistics, newspapers,
newspapers, freight (foreign
(foreign and domestic),
domestic), teletelemessenger service, traveling
grams, advertising, messenger
traveling expenses
expenses of
of consular
consular
officers
assistants, compensation
compensation of
of Chinese
Chinese writers,
writers,
officers and consular
consular assistants,
loss by exchange, and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
as the
the
and such other
other miscellaneous
President may think necessary
necessary for
several consulates
consulates and
consular
for the several
and consular
agencies in the
agencies
the transaction
transaction of their business,
payment in
in advance
advance
business, and
and payment
of
subscriptions for
for newspapers
(foreign and
domestic) under
under this
this
of subscriptions
newspapers (foreign
and domestic)
appropriation
$597,000.
appropriation is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, $597,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 1,
1, 1916.
1916.
CHAP.
209.-An Act
CHAP. 209.—An
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of the
Government
Government for the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundredand
an dsevenseven teen,
and for
for other
teen, and
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the following
States
following sums are
appropriated, out
out of
of any
approappropriated,
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
no totherwise
otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
seventeen, namely:
namely:
and seventeen,
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Treasury
e
par tDepartTrasury D
ment.
mont.
Public buildings.
buildings.
Public

Elites, construction,
constrction,
public etc'
of public
For
continuation, or
etc.
completion of
or completion
commencement, continuation,
sites, commencement,
For sites,
rent
buildings
within
the
respective
limits
of
authorized
by
law,
authorized
cost
buildings within the respective limits of
remodeling of
and removal
removal expenses
cities pending extension and remodeling
expenses in cities
and
buildings,
follows:
as follows:
severally, as
buildings, severally,
Aberdeen,
Washington, post
For continuation,
continuation, $45,000.
Aberdeen, Wash.
ash.
Aberdeen,
$45,000.
office: For
post office:
Aberdeen, Washington,
Akron, Ohio,
Ohio, post
$5,000.
Akron, Oio.
Ohio.
Akron,
continuation, $5,000.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Akron,
Albion, Michigan,
Michigan, post
post office:
office: For
completion, $16,000.
Albion, Mich.
Albion,Mich
$16,000.
For completion,
Albion,
Alliance, Nebr.
Alliance, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$30,000.
continuation, $30,000.
Alliance,
Okla.
Altus,
Altus, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, post
post office:
Alt us ,Okl
a.
continuation, $500.
For continuation,
office: For
Altus,
Amherst,
Massachusetts, post
post office:
For site
site and
and commencement,
commencement, Amherst,
Amherst, Mss.
Mass.
office: For
Amherst, Massachusetts,
$2,500.
$2,500.
Andalusia,
post office:
$5,000.
Andalusia, Ala.
Ala
Andalusa,
continuation, $5,000.
For continuation,
office: For
Alabama, post
Andalusia, Alabama,
Anoka,
office: For
completion, $25,000.
$25,000.
Anoka,
Minn.
Mns.
Ao,.
For completion,
post office:
Minnesota, post
Anoka, Minnesota,
Antigo,
post office:
continuation, $30,000.
Antigo, Wis.
Wis.
$30,000.
For continuation,
office: For
Wisconsin, post
Antigo, Wisconsin
Ashland,
Kentucky, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation $30,000.
$30,000.
Ashland,
Ey.
I.t
a
Ashland, Kentucky,
Ashland,
post office:
$40,000.
Ashland,
Asand,OOhio.
continuation, $40,000.
For continuation,
office: For
Ohio, post
Ashland, Ohio,
Athens,
Team.
Atna, am.
$5,000.
Athens,
Tennessee, post
continuation, $5,000.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Athens, Tennessee,
Atlanta,
office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
For mail-conveying
mail-conveying Atlanta
Atlanta, Ga.
post office
Georgia, post
Atlanta, Georgia,
.
machinery, $5,000.
$5,000.
machinery,
Attleboro,
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $35,000.
$35,000,
Attleboro, Mass.
AtebtoMaOs.
office: For
Masschusetts, post
Attleboro, Massachusetts,
Nebr.
Aora,
Aurora, Nebraka,
Nebraska, post
post office:
$19,000.
Aurora, Nebr.
completion, $19,000.
For completion,
office: For
Aurora,
Austin Texas,
courthouse and
post office:
office: For
For remodeling
and
Ta
and Austin Tex.
remodeling
post
and
courthouse
Texas,
Austin,
repairs,
Austin, Texas,
repairs, $35,000.Basfi,
Bakersfield, ca
Cal.
Baltore,
Bakersfield,
continuation, $54,000.
$54,000.
Baltimore Md.,Liimoffice: For
For continuation,
post office:
California, post
Bakersfield, California,
mirantstation.
Baltimore,
immigrant station:
station: For
For continuation,
continuation, m
igrant staton.
i
Maryland, immigrant
Baltimore, Maryland,
Barnevi,
$100,000.
Barneevfile, Ga.
Ga.
$100,000.
Barnesville, Georgia,
Georgia, post
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Barto,
post office:
Barnesville,
Bartow, Fa.
Fla.
Basin,
wyo..
Bartow Florida,
For continuation,
$19,000.
Basin ,
Wyo
continuation, $19,000.
post office:
office: For
Bartow,
Florida, post
N.Y.
Batavia
Basin, Wyomin,
Wyoming, post
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Batavia, N.
Y.
post office:
Basin,
Batavia, New
post office:
Bay City,
MYh.
ity, Mich.
Bay
$40,000.
office: For
For completion,
completion, $40,000.
New York,
York, post
Batavia,
Bay
City, Michigan,
courthouse, post
post office,
office, and
customhouse: For
and customhouse:
Michigan, courthouse,
Bay City,
lookouts, $2,000.
$2,000.
lookouts,
Bay City,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$10,000.
Bay cr,
City, Tax.
Tex.
say
continuation, $10,000.
Texas, post
City, Texas
Bay
Bayonne, New
Jersey,. post
office: For
Bayonne, N.
N.I.
J.
Bayonne,
$40,000.
continuation, $40,000.
For continuation,
post office:
New Jersey,
Bayonne,
Beaver
Wisconsin, post
office: For
$500.
Beaver Dam,
Dam, Ws.
Wis.
Beaer
continuation, $500.
For continuation
post office:
Dam, Wisconsin,
Beaver Dam,
Beeville,
Texas, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation'
Beeville,Tex.
Tex.
Beell,
Ta.
$15,000.
continuation, $15,000.
Beeville, Texas,
Belton,
Belton,
Texas post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $23,000.
$23,000.
Bemidji, Mimi.
Benjt<-Belton, Texas,
Bemid, N
Bemidji,
Minnesota, post
continuation, $500.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Bemidji, Minnesota,
Be,
Berlin,
New Hampshire,
office: For
For` continuation,
continuation, $26,000.
Berlin,N.W. H.
$26,000.
post office:
Hampshire, post
Berlin, New
Berwck,
Berwick,
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
Berwick,Pa
Pa.
$500.
continuation, $500.
For continuation
office: For
Berwick, Pennsylvania,
Birmingham
office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: 'For
Birmingham, Ala.
Aa.
continu- Bminngham,
For continupost office
Alabama, post
Birmingham, Alabama,

ation, $175,000.
$175,000.
Blackwell, Okhs.
Blacke, OIa.
Blackwell,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
$10,000.
Oklahoma, post
Blackwell, Oklahoma,
Bluffton, Indiana,
office: For
and commencement,
commencement, Bi
Bluffton, Ind.
site and
For site
post office:
Indiana, post
Bluffton,
$12,500.
Bonne Terre,
Bonne
Tearre, mo.
Mo.
$12,500.
Bonne
Missouri, post
For commencement,
$5,000.
Boone, Iowa.
Iow.
Bon,
commencement, $5,000.
post office:
office: For
Terre, Missouri,
Bonne Terre,
Tax.
Branham,
For lookouts,
lookouts, $1,500.
Boone ' Iowa,
Iowa, post
post office:
office: For
$1,500.
Brenham, Tex.
Boone,
Brenham, Texas,
Texas, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $15,000.
Bridgeport, Coa
Conn.
Bridgport,
$15,000.
post office:
Brenham,
Bridgeport, Connecticut,
remodeling, changes,
such remodeling,
For such
office: For
post office:
Connecticut, post
Bridgeport,
and
improvements as
requirements of the
necessary for the requirements
may be necessary
as may
and improvements
Postal
Service, $10,000.
$10,000.
Postal Service,
Brooklyn N.
N Y
,st - Y.,p Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New
New York,
office: For
For mail-conveying
office.
machinery, post
mail-conveying machinery,
post office:
York, post
Brooklyn,

$10,000.

a
.
$10,000.
Buckhamaon, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, post
post office:
office: For
continuation, $24,000.
Buckhazmon, W. Va.
$24,000. BokhaoW.
For continuation,
Buckhannon,
, V.
Buena Vista,
Vista, Virginia,
post office:
office: For
site, $2,500.
$2,500.Va.
Buena Vista v
B
For site,
Virginia, post
Buena
Bufalo, N. .,Buffalo, New
New York,
customhouse and
post office:
office: For
Buffalo, N.
and
Y., post
pt
and
toBahoN.
con- tomhonse
mail conFor mail
and post
York, customhouse
Buffalo,
veying
machinery, $7,000.
office.
$7.000.
veying machinery,
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Buffalo,
Bualo, Wyo.
Wyo.
Burlington, N.
N. C.
BurlingtBurlingto
cCairo,
Ca IS.L
Calumet,
Mich.
Calbnet, Mich.
Cambridge, Md.

.

Cambridge,

Cameron,
Te.
Cameron, Tex.
Caribou, Me.

1916.

Buffalo, Wyoming,
Wyoming, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
$30,000.
Buffalo,
continuation, $31,000.
n, North
North Carolina,
Burlington,
Carolina, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$
,
.
31

000

iro, Illinois, customhouse and post office: For lookouts, $2,500.
Calumet,
Michigan, post
office: For
Calumet, Michigan,
post office:
For site, $8,000.
office: For continuation,
post offiCe:
Maryland, post
Cambridge, Maryland
Cambridge,
continuation, $500.
$5
.

Cairo, lIlinois, customhouse and post office: For lookouts, $2,500.

'

00

Cameron, Texas,
Texas, post
post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation ' $5,000.
$5,000.
Caribou,
Caribou Maine,
Maine post office:
office: For continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Carlinville,
Illinois, post
For site, $2,000.
Carlinville, Micas,
post office:
office: For
$2,000.

Cameron

Caribou, Me.

'

Carltaville,
CarlinmvleIm.

Carroll, Iowa.
i.
Carrollton, El.
Crmton,

Carroll, Iowa,postoffice:
continuation $500.
$500.
For continuation,
Iowa post office: For
Carroll,
Carrollton, Ilinois,
Illinois, post
site, $2,000.
$2 000.
For site,
post office:
office: For
Carrollton,
Carson City,
Nevada, courthouse,
office, and
For
so forth: For
and so
courthouse, post office,
City, Nevada,
Carson
cantyN.
lookouts,
lookouts, $2,500.
$2,500.
Caruthersville, M.
Ma
Caruthersville,
Caruthersville, Missouri,
Missouri, post
t office: For site,
site,. $250.
$250.
Carthersvfle,
For continuation,
post office:
Cedar Falls,
alls, IowaIowa.
cedar
Cedar Falls,
Cedar
Falls, Iowa,
Iowa post
oji ce: For
continuation, $500.
$500.

CN.y,
Carson City, Nev.

Chadron, Nebr.
Chadron,

Chamberlins.Dak.

ChamberlainA Dak•

chariton, Iowa.
Chariton,
Iowa.
Chals City, Iowa.
Ioa.
Charles
Charleston,
Charleston, Ill.

m

Town, W.
Charle Town,

va.
Charles

,

office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $49,000.
Chadron, Nebraska,
Nebraska, post office:
$49,000.
commencesite and commenceFor site
office: For
Dakota, post
South Dakota,
Chamberlain, South
post office:
$2,000.
ment, $2,000.

Chariton
Chariton, Iowa,
Iowa post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
C
Charles
ihty Iowa,
Iowa, post office:
Charles City
$30,000.
office: For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
Charleston,
Illinois, post
office: For
$500.
Charleston, Illinois,
post office:
For continuation, $500.
office: For
For • continuation
continuation, site
post office:
Virginia, post
Town, West Virginia,
Charles Town,
'

and building, $3,000.

and building, $3,000.

Charlotte, Mich.
Mich.
Charlotte,
Charlotte,
rent.

N. C.,

tCherokee, Iowa.
Cheroee,
Iowa

Chb

Cherryvale,
Kans.
idy,,Ka-m.
Chicago,

m.

Chilliothe, Mo.
Chillicothe,

chicothe, Mo.
Cody, Wyo.
Wyo.

Cohoes, N. Y.
Cohoes,
Columbia, S.. C.
C.
Columbia,
Coshocton, Ohio.
Coshocton,
Oho.
Cuero, Tex.
cuero,
Tex.
Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa.
Iowa.
Decatur,
Decatur, Ala.
Al.
De Funiak Springs,
De unak
Fla.
De
De Land, Fla.

Springs,

Denton, Tex.
Tax.
Moines. Ioa.
Iowa.
Des Moines.

DeS

Dickinson,
Dickinson, N.
N. Dak.
Douglas, Ariz.
Ari.
Dowaglac,
Dowagiac, Mich.

Mih.

Dubois, Pa.
Pa.

Dnbois,

Durango, Coo.
Colo.
Durango,
Durant, Okia.
Okla.
a
N East
Mex. Las
Vegas,

EaN e

Le

Vreas,

$25,000.
For continuation,
post office:
Charlotte, Michigan,
Michigan, post
office: For
continuation, $25,000.
North. Carolina,
Carola rent of buildings:
buildings: For rent of
of temporary
temporary
Charlotte, North

officials and
Government Officials
and moving
moving expenses
expenses incidental
incidental
for Government
quarters for
thereto,
$3,500.
thereto, $3,500.
office: For site and continuation,
$1,900.
Cherokee Iowa, post office:
Cherokee,
continuation, $1,900.
Cherryvale, Kansas,
Cherryvale,
Kansas, post
post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Chicago, Illinois,
mailChicago,
Illinois, post office,
office courthouse,
courthouse, and so forth:
forth: For mailconveying
machinery, $10,000.
$10,0001
conveying machinery,
Chilicothe,
office: For
Chillicothe, Missouri,
Missouri, post office:
For completion,
completion, $20,000.
Cody, Wyoming,
office: For
continuation, $15,000.
Cody,
Wyoming, post
post office:
For continuation,
$15,000.
Cohoes,
York, post
post office:
For continuation,
$500.
Cohoes, New
New York
office: For
continuation, $500.
•
Columbia,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
Columbia, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, post
continuation, $70,000.
$70,000.
Coshocton,
Ohio, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Coshocton, Ohio,
Cuero,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
Cuero, Texas,
Texas, post office:
$10,000.
Davenport,
Iowa, post
post office
office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: For lookouts,
Davenport, Iowa,
lookouts, $1,500.
$1,500.

Decatur, Alabama, post office: For continuation, $5,000.
$1,000.
De Funiak Springs, Florida, post
post office: For site, $1,000.
De Land, Florida,
Florida, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $24,000.
$24,000.
Denton, Texas,
Texas, post office:
Denton,
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Des Moines
Moines, Iowa,
courthouse: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Des
Iowa courthouse:
$500.

Decatur, Alabama, post office: For continuation, $5,000.
De Funiak Springs,TIorida,

'

Dickinson, North Dakota, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $36,000.
$36,000.
Douglas, Arizona,
Arizona, post office
office and
continuation,
Douglas,
and customhouse:
customhouse: For continuation,
Dickinson, North Dakota

$40,000.
Dowagiac, Michigan,
post office:
Dowagiac,
Michigan post
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $22,000.
$22,000.
Dubois, Pennsylvania,
post office:
Dubois,
Pennsylvania, post
office: For continuation,
$35,000.
continuation, $35,000.
Durango, Colorado,
Colorado, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $40,000.
$40,000.
Durant, Oklahoma,
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Oklahoma, post office:
E
t Las
L
V
N
M
i
office and courthouse: For conpostt office
New
Mexico,
Vegas,
East
and courthouse: For con-

$40,000.

/

as

as

egas,

ew

ex

co, pos

tinuation, $500.
$500.
tinuation,
East
East
office: For
East Orange,
Orange, N.
N. J..
East Orange,
Orange, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, post
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $50,000.
$50,000.
EastPittburgh
a. East
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
For completion,
completion,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
East
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,
office:
For

East Saint Louis, Il.
Ill.
Eatonton,
Eatontan, Ga.

Elkhart, Ind.

Elkhart, Ind.
Elkins, W.
Elkins,
W. Va.
Va.
Ellensburg,
Ellensburg, Wash.
wash.

820,000.

20,000.
East St.
St. Louis, Illinois,
Illinois, post
post office
office and
courthouse (extension):
and courthouse
(extension):
For continuation,
continuation, $50,000.
$50,000.
Eatonton,
post office:
site, $750.
Eatonton, Georgia,
Georgia, post
office: For site,
$750.
Elkhart,
lookouts, $1,000.
Elkhart, Indiana,
Indiana, post
post office:
office: For lookouts,
$1,000.
Elkins,
Virginia, post
post office:
continuation, $25,000.
Elkins, West
West Virginia,
office: For
For continuation,
$25,000.
Ellensburg,
Washington, post office:
Ellensburg, Washington,
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
$30,000.
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El Paso, Tex.
ElasoTex
El Paso,
Paso, Texas, post office:
$100,000.
continuation, $100,000.
For continuation,
office: For
El
Elyria, Ohio.
Ohio.
Elyra,
Elyria
Ohio,
post
office:
For
continuation
$35,000.
$35,000.
continuation,
For
office:
post
Elyria, Ohio
Evansville, Ind.
Ind.
Evansville, Indiana,
(extension): For Evansvie
customhouse (extension):
office and customhouse
Indiana, post office
Evansville,
completion, $75,000.

Falls City, Nebr.
Fais City,Nebr.
$30,000.
Falls
City, Nebraska,
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
office: For
Nebraska, post
Falls City,
Farmington, Mo.
Farmington, Mo.
$5,000.
Farmington Missouri,
Missouri, post office: For site,
Farmington,
Mo.
Fayette, Mo.
Fayette,
Missouri, post
post office:
office: For
For site
and commencement,
commencement, $5,300. Fayette,
site and
Fayette, Missouri,
Fitzgerald, Ga.
Fitzgerad, Ga.
continuation, $5,000.
Fitzgerald,
Georgia, post
$5,000.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Fitzgerald, Georgia,
nt
Flint,
Mich.
Fli , Mich.
Flint,
office: For
$3,000.
lookouts, $3,000.
For lookouts,
post office:
Michigan, post
Flint, Michigan,
Fordyce, Ark.
Fordyce,Ark.
$10,000.
Fordyce
Arkansas, post
office: For continuation,
continuation, $10,000.
post office:
Fordyce, Arkansas,
Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Fort Atkinson, Wi.
Fort Atkinson,
Atkinson, Wisconsin,
post office:
office: For
For completion,
completion, $5,000.
$5,000.
Wisconsin, post
Fort
Fort Fairfield, Me.
Fort Fairfield,
Maine, post
post office
office and
and customhouse:
For continuacontinua- Fort Fairfield, Me.
customhouse: For
Fairfield, Maine,
Fort
tion,
tion, $5,000.
$5,000.
Fort Morgan, Colo.
Colo.
FortMorgan,
tion,
$b5,000.
FortMgan,C.
Fort
Morgan, Colorado,
office: For
continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
For continuation,
post office:
Colorado, post
Fort Morgan,
Fort Plain, N. Y.
Fort
office: For site and commencement,
commencement, FortPlainN. Y
post office:
York, post
New York,
Plain, New
Fort Plain,
$2,500.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fort
For mail-conveying
mail-conveying machinery,
machinery, Fort Wane, I doffice: For
post office:
Indiana, post
Wayne, Indiana,
Fort Wayne,
$5,000.
.
rn
Franklin,
Fa.
Ps.
F
Franklin,
For continuation
$5,000.
continuation, $5,000.
office: For
post office:
Pennsylvania, post
Franklin, Pennsylvania,
Franklin, Va.
ln, V'
, Frederick,
Franklin,
$10,000 ,
Virginia, post office: For continuation, $10,000,
Franklin, Virginia,
Md.
Frederick,
post office:
$36j000.
d.
e
continuation, $36,000.
office: For continuation,
Maryland, post
Frederick, Maryland,
Fitment,
oOhio.
h
F
m
.
l ont
Fremont,
post office:
office: For
continuation $40,000.
$40,00a. , ,
i.
For continuation,
Ohio, post
Fremont, Ohio,
Front
Royal,
Va.
ont
, V
F
Front
contilination, $5,000.
office: For continuation,
Virginia, post office:
Front Royal, Virginia,
Fulton,
Mo.
r
g,
Falte M.
$10,000,.
Fulton, Missouri,
Missouri,. post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
post office:
Fulton,
Galesburg,
i Ill.
Galsbm , IM.
Galesburg,
post office:
$2,500.
For lookouts, $2,500.
office: For-lookouts,
Galesburg, Illinois, post
Gardiner, Me.
Gardiner Maine,
Maine,Tost
office: For
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
lago, Ky.
$10,000.
post office:
Gardiner,
$4
Glasgow, Ky.
Glasgow 'Kentuc
office: For
Fur continuation
00.
Glwood
Springs,
continuation, $400.
post office:
Kentucky,y, post
Glasgow,
Springs '
Glenwood Springs,
Springs, Colorado,
$5,000. Colo.
Cob.
continuation, $5,000.
Colorado, post office: For continuation,
Glenwood
Globe,
Arizona, post
post office
office and
and courthouse:
Ariz.
Globe, Ariz.
continuation, Globe,
For continuation,
courthouse: For
Globe, Arizona,
.

.

$40,000.
$40,000.
Gouverneur,
New York,
office: For
in-,. completion, $10,000.
$10,000.
post office:
York,dpost
Gouverneur, New

N. Y.
Juntion,
aGouverneur,
Junction '
Grand
Junction, Colorado,
Colora o, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $45,000. Colo.
Cob.
Grand Junction,
Greensburg,
post office:
For site,
Greensburg, Ind.
nd.
Greensburg,
000.
$12 000.
site, $12
office: For
Indiana, post
Greensburg, Indiana,
Greenwich,
Conn.
re en
wich,Con.
G
completion, $40,000.
Greenwich,
office: For completion,
post office:
Connecticut, post
Greenwich, Connecticut,
Grinnell, Iowa.
Grinnall Iowa.
$36,000.
Grinnell, Iowa,
continuation, $36,000.
office: For continuation,
Iowa, post office:
Grinnell,
Hackensack, N. L
Haekensack N.J.
Hackensack,
office: For continuation,
$40,000.
continuation, $40,000.
post office:
Jersey, post
New Jersey,
Hackensack, New
Hammond, La.
Hammond, La.
Hammond, Louisiana,
Louisiana, post
post office:
For continuation,
$5,000.
continuation, $5,000.
office: For
Hammond,
Pa,
Harrisburg,
temporary regarri
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
rent of
of buildings:
rent of
s burg, Pa',
of temporary
For rent
buildings: For
Pennsylvania, rent
Harrisburg,
incidental
quarters for
incidental
expenses •
and moving expenses
officials and
Government officials
for Government
quarters
thereto
$6 000.
thereto,!$6,000.
Harrisenville, Mo.
ilie, MO.
Harrisoriville, Missouri,
Missouri, post
post office:
office: For
site and commencement,
commencement, Har
For site
Harrisonville,
$2,500.
Hartford, co
Conn.
Hartford, Connecticut,
customhouse and
and post
office: For
mail- Hartford,
For mailpost office:
Connecticut, customhouse
Hartford,
conveying machinery,
machinery, $3,000.
$3,000.
Hastings, Mich.
L
Htin
Hastings, Michigan,
post office:
continuation, $500.
$500.
For continuation,
office: For
Michigan, post
Hastings,
Hiawatha, Kans.
Hiawatha ?Kansas
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
Mis.
HIawatSa,
office: For
Hiawatha,
Kansas, post
Holly Springs, Miss.
Holly.Sprmgs,
Mississippi, post
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Holy SpFalls,
s, N. Y.
MN..
post office:
office: For
Holly
Springs, Mississippi,
Hoosiek
Hoosick Falls,
post office:
office: For
commencement, HoC PaIsN.Y.
For site and commencement,
York, post
New York,
Falls, New
Hoosick
$13,850.
Hornell,
N. Y.
iien,
$13,850.
Hornell, New
New York,
York, post
continuation, $30,000.
N. Mich..
Homel,
$30,000.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Hornell,
Houghton,
Houghton, Michigan,
post office:
continuation, $500.
noughton,
$500.
office: For
For continuation,
Michigan, post
Houghton,
Humboldt, Tbh
Tenn.
Humboldt, Tennessee,
Tennessee, post
post office:
office: For
completion, $20,000.
$20,000.
d.
Huntington,
For completion,
Humboldt,
Huntington, Ind.
Huntington, Indiana,
For continuation,
$30,000.
Hntgton
d.
post office:
office: For
continuation, $30,0000.
Huntington,
Indiana, post
Hunettcin.gton, W. Va.,
re
Hunti
gton West
For rent
quarters of rent,
ec.
temporary quarters
of temporary
rent of
Virginia: For
West Virginia:
Huntington,
na Pa
Government
dficials
and
moving
expenses
incidental
$10,000.
$10,000.
intik/IA.
Pa.
thereto,
incidental
Government officials and moving expenses
Indiana,
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
continuation, $500.
dana
$500.
office: For
For continuation,
Indiana, Pennsylvania,
testeileprilis,
Indianapolis,
Indiana, courthouse
courthouse and
post office:
For mail-conoffice: For
and post
Indianapolis, Indiana,
veying machinery,
machinei:y, $20,000.
Jackson, Mich.
Jackson,
Michigan, post
post office
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
$3,000.
lookouts, $3,000.
For lookouts,
office and
Jackson, Michigan,
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Jacksonvile,
Jacksonville, Florida,
Florida, post office
office and courthouse:
courthouse: For
lookouts,
For lookouts,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Jamestown,
Dalt.
amestown, N. Da
Jamestown,
Jamestown, North
North Dakota, post office:
office: For
$30,000.
For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
Jasper,
Ala.
Jasper, Ala.
Jasper,
Jasper, Alabama, post office: For continuation, $40,000.
Jersey
City, N.
N. J..
JersyCity,
Jersey
Jersey City, New Jersey,
jecsey, post office:
office: Formail-conveying
For mail-conveying machinery,
machinery,
$5,000.
$5,000
Kuspeni, Mont.
Kalispell,
Mn
Kaispel, Montana,
continuation, $35,000.
Kalispell,
Montana, post office:
office: For continuation,
$35,000.
Kendallville,
Ind.
Kendaivld.
Kendallville, Indiana,
office: For continuation,
Kennallville,
Indiana, post
post office:
continuation, $500.
$500.
Keokuk,
Keokuk, Iowa.
Iow.
Keokuk, Iowa, courthouse,
courthouse, post
post office,
Keokuk,
office, and
so forth:
For lookouts,
lookouts,
and so
forth: For
$1,500.
$1,500.
Kirksville, Mo,
Mo.
Kirksville,
temporary quarters
quarters for
Kirksville Missouri:
Missouri: For rent of temporary
Governfor Governrent.
ment officials
officials and
incidental thereto,
thereto, $2,000.
and moving.expenses
moving.expenses incidental
$2,000.
Knoxville, Te
Tenn.
Kolle,
n.
Knoxville,
.Tennessee, post
Knoxville„Tennessee,
post office
office and
and courthouse:
For lookouts,
courthouse: For
lookouts,
$3,500.
$3,500.
Laconia,
N.
H.
Lanc,
N. H.
Laconia,
Laconia, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, post office:
office: For continuation,
continuation, $30,000.
$30,000.
Lakeland,
Lakeand, Pls.
Fa.
Lakeland,
Lakeland, Florida, post
post office:
office: For
continuation, $500.
For continuation,
$500.
Lancaster, Ky.
Lancaster,
Lancaster, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post
post office: For continuation,
$5,000.
continuation, $5,000.
Lancaster,
C.
ancaster, S.
s.c.
Lancaster,
South Carolina,
Lancaster, South
Carolina, post
post office:
office: For
$5,000.
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Las
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
Mex.
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
Mexico, post
post office
office and
courthouse: For
and courthouse:
For continucontinuation
ation, $5,000.
Lewistown, Pa.
Lwist
, .1
Lewistown,
post office:
commenceLewistown, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
office: For site and commencement,
$2,500.
ment,
$2,500.
Lincoln, Nebr.
N br.
Lincoln,
Nebraska, post office and courthouse: For mail-conveying
mail-conveying
Lincoln, Nebraska,
machinery, $5,000.
$5,000.
Rent.
Rent.
For rent
of temporary
temporary quarters
For
rent of
quarters for Government
Government officials and moving
expenses
incidental
thereto, $2,000.
Little
xpenses
incidental
thereto,
$2,000.
Little Palls, Minn.
Lo Haven, .
Little Falls,
Falls, Minnesota,
Minnesota, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation $26,000.
$26,000.
Lock Haven, Pa.
Loak
na
P.
Lock
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania
For continuation,
office: For
continuation, $500.
$500.
Logan, Ohio.
Logan, Ohio.
Logan, Ohio,
Ohio, post office:
For
completion,
$20,000.
Logan,
office:
completion,
$20,000.
Los Ange,
Angeles, Cal.
Los
CaL
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
California, post office
courthouse: For
Los
office and courthouse:
For lookouts,
lookouts,
$4,000.
Y.
Lyons, N.
N.Y.
Lyons, New York, post office: For site, $15,000.
Lyons,
$15,000. Limit
Limit of
of cost,
cost,
$15,000.
McComb,Miss.
McComb, Miss.
$15,000.
McKees
Rocks,p.
McComb, Mississippi,
McComb,
Mississippi, post
post office:
$19,000.
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $19,000.
McKees Rocks,
Pa.
Madison,
McKees Rocks,
Pennsylvania, post
office: For
continuation $500.
McKees
Rocks, Pennsylvania,
post office:
Madison, S.. Dk.
Dak.
For continuation,
$500.
Madionle, Ky.
Madison,
Madison South Dakota,
Dakota, post
postoffice:
continuation, $24,600.
office: For
For continuation,
Madisonville, Ky.
$24,000.
Maquokea,
Madisonville
post
Maquoketa, Iowa.
For site,
Maquoketa,Iowa,
Madisonville Kentucky,
Kentucky,
post office:
post office:
office:
For continuation,
For
site, $5,000.
$5,000.
$24,000.
Marion,
iy.
Maquoketa, Iowa, post office: For continuation, $24.000.
Marion, Ky.
Marion,
.
Marion,
Kentucky,
Kentucky, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Marion, S. C.
Marlin, Tex.
Marion, South
Marion,
South Carolina,
office: For
For continuation,
Carolina, post
post office:
Marlin,
Tex.
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Marquette, Mich
Marlin,
Texas, post
post office: For completion, $5,000.
Marlin, Texas,
$5,000.
Marquette, Mich.
Marrquette,
courthouse and post office:
office: For
Marquette, Michigan,
MiaLigan, courthouse
For lookouts,
lookouts,
$1,500.
$1,500.
Martin, Tenn.
Martin, Tenn.
Martin, Tennessee,
Tennessee, post
Martin,
post office:
office: For continuation, $10,000.
$10,000.
Maryville, Tenn.
MaryMlle, Te.
Maryville,
Tennessee,
office:
Mary
vile,
post
office: For continuation,
continuation, $25,000.
Media, Pa.
Media, a.
Media Pennsylvania, post
Media,
post o
ffice: For
For continuation,
conti
nuation, $25,000.
office:
$25,000.
Memphis, Tenn.
Mep, Tenn.
Memphis, Tennessee,
Memphis
Tennessee, subpost
subp os to
ffi ce: For
For continuation,
continuation, $500.
office:
$500.
Mena, Ark.
Mena, Ark.
Mena, Arkansas,
Mena,
Arkansas, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $15,000.
Merrill, Wis.
Merile, Ws.
Merrill,
Wisconsin, post
post office: For completion,
Merrill, Wisconsin,
completion, $25,000.
Middletown, Conn.
Middletown,
Coni.
Middletown,
Connecticut,
post
Middletown,
Connecticut,
post office: For continuation, $55,000.
Middietcrwn, Ohio.
Middlaet, Ohio.
Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio, post office:
office: For completion,
completion, $40,000.
$40,000.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee,Wis.
Milwaukee,
office, courthouse,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, post
post office,
courthouse, and customhouse:
customhouse:
For lookouts, $10,000.
$10,000.
machinery, $5,000.
For mail-conveying
mail-conveying machinery,
$5,000.
Minden, La.
Yinden, La.
Minden,
Louisiana,
post
office:
For
completion,
Minden,
Louisiana,
post
office:
completion, $30,000.
Missoula, Mont.,
eissoula, Mont.,
Missoula,
Montana: For
rent, etc.
Missoula, Montana:
For rent of temporary quarters for Governnent officials
officials and
and moving
moving expenses incidental
incidenta thereto, $2,000.
nent
$2,000.
Moberly, Mo.
Moberl,
Mo.
Moberly,
Missouri, post
office: For
completion
extension, $5,000.
Moberly,
Missouri,
post
office:
For
completion of
of extension,
$5,000.
Rent,
etc.
Rent, etc.
Rent
of
temporary quarters for
for Government
Rent of temporary quarters
Government officials
officials and moving
expenses
expenses incidental thereto,
thereto, $2,000.
Jackatinvilie, Fla.
JaonMP,
a
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Mones.sen_, Pennsylvania, post office:
Monessen,
office: For
For continuation
continuation, $500.

Moises's, Pa.
Pa.
Monongahela, Pa.

Mondsay

onopahela Pa
$10,000.
Monongahela,
Pennsylvania,' post office: For completion, $10,000.
Monongahela, Pennsylvania
Montclair, N. J.
Montclair, N.J.
Montclair,
New Jersey,
Jersey, post
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
post office:
office: For
Montclair, New
Montevideo, Minn.
Montevideo, M.
Montevideo,
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
post office:
Minnesota, post
Montevideo, Minnesota,
Moultrie, Ga.
Moultrie
office: For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Moultrie, a.
Moultrie, Georgia
Georgia, post office:
Mount Cannel, Ill.
Mount
Carmel, Illinois,
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
Mont Cannel, ll
$5,000.
post office:
Illinois, post
Mount Carmel,
Murray, Ky.
Murray,
office: For
For site,
site, $4,500.
Murray, y.
$4,500.
Murray, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post
post office:
Mich.
Muskegon, m
Muskegon,
Michigan, post office and customhouse
customhouse (extension): For Muskegon,
Muskegon, Michigan,
completion,
$20,000.
completion, $20,000.
Nacogdoches, Tex.
Nacogdoches, Texas,
post office:
completion, $30,000.
NacodochesTex.
$30,000.
office: For
For completion,
Texas, post
Nacogdoches,
Nashville, Tenn.
r .
Nashville,
Tennessee, post
post office
office and customhouse: For continua- NashvilleTe
Nashville, Tennessee,
tion
$100,000;
tion of extension
extension, $100,000;
For mail-conveying
mail-conveying machinery, $3,500.
Naugatuck, Conn.
Nauatuck, Conn.
Naugatuck, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post
$30,000.
For completion,
completion, $30,000.
post office: For
Naugatuck,
Navasota, Tex.
Navasota
post office:
Navsota, Tex.
Navasota, Texas,
Texas, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $20,000..
$20,000.
Neenah, Wis.
Neenah, Wi
Neenah,
Wisconsin post
post office:
continuation, $33,000.
For continuation,
office: For
Neenah, Wisconsin,
Nwl
eA
Albany, Ind.,
New Albany,
Albany, Indiana' In,
t, etc.
the renttc.
For rent of
of temporary
temporary .quarters for the
Indiana: For
New
accommodation.
inciand moving
moving expenses inciofficials and
of Government
Government officials
accommodation- of
dental
thereto, $1,500.
dental thereto,
$1,500.
Newark, N. J.
Newark,
New Jersey,
Jersey, customhouse
customhouse and
post office:
office: For
For mailmail- New N.J.
and post
Newark, New
conveying machinery,
machinery, $10,000.
$10,000.
conveying
New Bratmfes, Tex.
New
Braunfels, Texas,
office: For
completion $10,000.
$10,000.
NewBranfels,
For completion,
Texas, post
post office:
New Braunfels,
Newboryport, Mass.
s
Newburyport, Ma For continuation,
continuation, $28,000.
office: For
Newburyport,
Massachusetts, post
$28,000. Newcastle,
post office:
Newburyport,Massachusett,
Wyo.
Newcastle, Wyoming,
office: For
For site,
Newcaste, Wyo.
$1,400.
site, $1,400.
post office:
Wyoming, post
Newcastle,
New Haven, Conn.
New Haven,
Haven, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation : $100,000.
$100,000. New Haen, Can.
New
New Orleans, La.
New Orleans,
Louisiana, customhouse
customhouse and
and post
post office,
office, (old):
(old): The
The Customhouse
New
Orleans, Louisiana,
Cstohose' lightlighti 613ing
fixtures.
frgxt
year
fiscal
for
the
Act
appropriation
sundry civil appropriation
provision in the sundry
Vol. 38, p. 613.
nineteen hundred
and fifteen.for
improvement
or improvement
fifteen.for remodeling, repair, or
hundred and
nineteen
of
shall include such lighting
post office
office shall
old customhouse
customhouse and post
of the old
fixtures
be necessary.
fixtures as may
may be
necessary.
Newport, R./.
Newport, Rhode
Island, post
post office
customhouse: For
con- NewPOrtR.L
For conand customhouse:
office and
Newport,
Rhode Island,
tinuation,
tinuation, $40,000;
$40,000;
Rent.
Government officials and
ent
rent of temporary quarters for Government
For rent
moving expenses
moving
expenses incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $5,000.
$5,000.
New York, N. Y.,
Y.
assay
office.
New
York, New
New York,
York, assay
$125,000.
assayoffice.
continuation, $125,000.
office: For
For continuation,
assay office:
New York,
Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk,
courthouse and
and post
office: For
mail-conveying Norolk, Va.
For mail-conveying
post office:
Virginia, courthouse
Norfolk, Virginia,
machinery,
$6 000.
machinery, $6,000.
Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma,
post office
office and
Okla.h
con- Okla.
For conand courthouse:
courthouse: For
Oklahoma, post
Oklahoma City,
tinuation of
$49,000.
extension, $49,000.
of extension,
tinuation
Olney, III.
Olney,
post office:
continuation, $500.
Oly, IN
$500.
office: For
For continuation,
Olney, Illinois,
Illinois, post
Omaha, Nebr.
Omaha ' Nebraska,
Nebraska, courthouse, customhouse,
customhouse, and post office: For OmahNb
Omaha,
lookouts, $3,700.
e, N.Y.
lookouts,
$3,700.
Oneida,
N. Y.
Oneida
York, post
office: For
For site,
site, $15,000.
Oneida,:New
New York,
post office:
$15,000.
Oeon,
Oneonta, N.Y.
N. Y.
Oneonta
New York,
post office:
Oneonta,:New
York, post
office: For
For retaining
retaining wall,
wall, $8,000.
$8,000.
Opelk^,
Opelika, Ala.
Ala.
Opelika Alabama,
Alabama, post
For completion,
completion, $15,000.
Opelika,
post office:
office: For
$15,000.
Orang Tex.
Orange,
Tex.
Orange,
post office:
Orange, Texas, post
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
rdo,
Fla
Orlando,
Fla.
Orlando Florida,
post office:
continuation, $24,000.
Orlando
Florida, post
office: For
For continuation,
$24,000.
owAg N.
N.Y.
Owego,
Y.
Owego, New
York, post
post office:
continuation, $500.
Owego,
New York,
office: For
For continuation,
$500.
Patse Ky.
Paintsville,
Ky.
Paintsville,
post office:
site, $4,000.
Paintsville, Kentucky
Kentucky,, post
office: For
For site,
$4,000.
Pamat, Fla.
Fy.
Palatka,
Palatka,
Florida, post
post office:
For completion,
completion, $10,000.
Palatka, Florida,
office: For
$10,000.
Pqa,
11
Peoria,
Ill.
Peoria,
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
For lookouts,
lookouts, $1,000.
$1,000. h Philadelphia,
Peoria, Illinois,
Illinois, post
post office
office and
dph~,
I
a.
Pa.,
Philadelphia
post office
office and courthouse:
test office and court
For mailmail- ptf
courthouse: For
Pennsylvania, post
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
conveying
$50,000;
machinery, $50,000;
conveying machinery,
For
lookouts, mezzanine
mezzanine floors,
floors, remodeling,
so forth,
For lookouts,
remodeling, and
and so
forth, $30,000.
$30,000. pikvie,
Pilrevfile, Ky.
Pikeville
post office
site, $7,000.
Pikeville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post
office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
For site,
$7,000. Phoenixville,
Phoi, Pa.
r
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
post office:
For continuation,
$500.
Phoenixville,
office: For
continuation, $500.
pt
p., post
pst
Pittsburgh,Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, post
For mail-conveying
mail-conveying office.
oBce.
office: For
post office:
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
machinery,
machinery, $7,500.
$7,500.
Pittston, Pa.
Pittston, Pennsylvania,
post office:
office: For continuation,
Pttston, Pa
$500.
continuation, $500.
Pennsylvania, post
Pittston
Porthod, Oreg.
Portland, Oregon,
post office
office and
continuation, Ptl-d, orsg.
For continuation,
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
Oregon, post
Portland,
$425,000.
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Pottstown, Pennsylvania, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $36,000.
$36,000.
For site
Prescott, Arkansas,
Arkansas, post office:
office: For
site and
and commencement,
commencement,
$5,000.
$5,000.
la
Pulaski,
Va.
PulaC
i Va
Pulaski, Virginia,
Virginia, post office: For continuation,
Pulaski,
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Putnam,
Conn.
Putina, Conn
Putnam,
Connecticut, post
post office: For completion,
$10,000.
Putnam, Connecticut,
completion, $10,000.
Quincy,
Ill.
QuitmncyG.
Quincy, Illinois, post office and courthouse:
courthouse: For lookouts, $1,000.
$1,000.
Quitman.
Ca.
Quitman, Ga.
Quitman,
Georgia, post
post office:
Quitman, Georgia,
office: For completion, $5,000.
$5,000.
Raton, N.
Raton,
N. Mex.
e.
Raton, New
Mexico, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Raton,
New Mexico,
$500.
Reading, Mass.
Mass.
Reading,
Reading, Massachusetts,
$5,000.
Reading,
Massachusetts, post
post office: For continuation, $5,000.
Red
Bluff,
Cal.
Red Bluf, Cal.
Red Bluff, California, post office: For continuation,
Red
continuation, $500.
Redfield, S.. Dak.
RedfiBd,
Dak.
Redfield,
Dakota, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $26,000.
$26,000.
Redfield, South
South Dakota,
Rhinelander, Wis.
Rhinelander,
Rhinelander,
Wisconsin, post office: For continuation,
Rhinelander, Wisconsin,
continuation, $1,000.
$1,000.
Richfield,
Richfield, Utah.
Utah.
Richfield,
continuation, $15,000.
Richfield, Utah, post office:
(Ace: For continuation,
$15,000.
Richmond,
Richmond, Va.
Va
Richmond,
Virginia, post
post office,
and customhouse:
customhouse:
Richmond, Virginia,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and
For
For additional
additional land,
land, $450,000:
$450,000.
Ridgway, Pa.
R
idgway, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post office:
Riday,
completion, $35,000.
$35,000.
office: For
For completion,
Rockville, Coon.
Rogkile,
Rockville, Connecticut,
Rockville
Connecticut, post
post office:
office: For
For continuati
on ,
$22,000.
continuation,
$22,000.
Rogers, Ark.
Rogebrs, Are.
Rogers, Arkansas,
Arkansas, post office: For site
site and
and commencement,
commencement, $1,000.
$1,000.
Roseburg, Oreg.
Rosebug, Oreg.
Oregon, post
office: For
Roseburg, Oregon,
post office:
For continuation,
continuation, $40,000.
$40,000.
Rumford, Me.
Rumford
Maine, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $25,000.
$25,000.
Rumfrd,
Rumford,?Maine,
Saco, Me.
.
Saco, Maine, post office: For site and commencement,
commencement,
$10,500.
$10,500.
Saginaw, Mich..
Saginaw,
M
h.
Michigan post office:
For lookouts,
Saginaw, Michigan,
office: For
lookouts, $2,500.
$2,500.
SadntaugustinFla.
Saint
Augustine, Fla.
sin
uSaint
Samt Augustine, Florida, courthouse
courthouse and post
office: For
lookouts,
post office:
For lookouts,
$1,000.
$1,000.
Saint Johns, Oreg.
saintShns, Oreg.
Saint Johns, Oregon,
office: For site,
Oinon, post office:
site, $5,000.
$5,000.
Saint Johnsbury,Vt.
Snt ohnsburyVt.
Saint Johnsbury, Vermont, post office:
and commencement,
office: For site
siteand
commencement,
ph. $9,000.
$9,000.
Saint
Joseph, Ito.
saintsOpho
.
Saint
Joseph, Missouri,
Saint Joseph,
Missouri, post office: For alterations, and
forth,
and so
so forth,
to
the
post-office
workroom,
$2,600.
to
the
post-office
workroom,
$2,600.
Saint Louis, Mo.
Saint Louis,ao.
Saint Louis,
Saint
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, post office: For lookouts, $5,000.
conveyor
te Mail conveyor
d system
abandoned..
So
much of
of the
appropri
ation A
ctfor
f
or t
he fiscal
fiscalyear
m abacdo
So much
the sundry
sundry civil
civil appropriation
Act
the
year
VoL 38p.nineteen
VoL 38, co. 828.
nineteen hundred and sixteen as appropriates
appropriates $25,000
$25,000 for
for mailmailconveyor system connecting
connecting the new
new post-office
at Saint
Saint
post-office building
building at
Louis, Missouri, with the adjacent
and any
any necessary
adjacent railroad
railroad station
station and
necessary
extension of the system into the railroad building and the post-office
extension
post-office
building is repealed.
Saint M
Marys,, O.
Ohio. building is repealed.
Saint i Pal
Saint
Marys, Ohio,
Ohio, post
post office:
$7,500.
Saint Mars,
office: For
For site,
site, $7,500.
Saint Paul, Minn.
Saint Pau..,
Paul, Minnesota,
Minnesota, post office,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and
and customhouse:
customhouse:
mail-conveying machinery,
machinery, $8,000.
eter Minn. For
For mail-conveying
$8,000.
Saint aint
Peter,
aint Peter, Mi
Saint
Peter, Minnesota,
commencement,
Saint Peter,
Minnesota, post office:
office: For site and commencement,
300.
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, $2
I
S2,300.
Fil.
Saint Petersburg,
post office:
Fla.
Petersburg, Florida, post
office: For
For completi
on ,$35,000
completion,
$35,000..
S-la-an, N.Y.
Salamanca,
New York, post office: For
For completion,
Salamanca, N.
Y.
Salamanca, New
completion, $30,000.
$30,000.
Salisbury,
Salisbury, Md.
Md.
Salisbury,
commencement,
Salisbury, Maryland,
Maryland, post
post office:
office: For site and commencement,
$10,500.
San Pedro, Cal.
$10,500.
San
Pedro, California,
San Pedro,
California, post office and customhouse:
customhouse: For continuation,
$500.
Santa Fe, N.
Max.
ation, $500.
N.M
.
Santa
New Mexico,
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
Mexico, post office and courthouse:
courthouse: For
For site
site and
and
commencement, $30,500.
Sarnac Lake,
Lake, N..
Saranac
N. Y. commencement, $30,500.
Saranac Lake,
Lake New
New York,
For continuation,
$500.
savanna, In.
Saranac
York, post
post office:
office: For
Savanna,
Ill.
continuation, $500.
SSa
.
avanna, Illinois, post office: For continuation,
Savanna,
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
Sayre, Pa.
Sayre,
Pennsylvania, post office: For site and commencement,
commencement,
Sayre, Pennsylvania,
$7,500.
$7,500.
Conn.
Seymour, Conn.
Seymour
Seymour,
Seymour, Connecticut,
Connecticut, post
post office:
For completion,
office: For
completion, $25,000.
Seymour. In.
Ind.
$25,000.
Seymour, Indiana,
office: For
For completion,
completion, $15,000.
$15,000.
Shawnee,
Okla.
Seymour,
Indiana, post
Shawnee, Okki.
post office:
Shawnee, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
helby, N. C..
Shawnee,
Shelby,
continuation, $500.
$500.
Shelby, North
North Carolina,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
$20,000.
Shelbyville, Ind.
nd.
Shelby,
Carolina, post
Shelbyville,
Shelbyville,
Shelby vme, Indiana, post office: For site and commencement,
commencement,
$17, 000.
$17,
Shelbyville,
Shelbville, Ky.
Ky.
Shelbyville,
$20,000.
Shelby
ville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, post office: For continuation,
continuation, $20,000.
Sidney, Ohio.
Sidney, Ohio,
Ohio, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $25,000.
Sidney,
post office:
Pottstown, Pa
Pa.
Pottstown
Prescott, Ark.
Prrescott,Ark.
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Skowhegan, Maine,
For continuation,
continuation, $25,000.
office: For
post office:
Maine, post
Skowhegan,
Somersworth,
Hampshire, post
office: For
For site,
$7,500.
site, $7,500.
post office:
New Hampshire,
Somersworth, New

Skowhegan, Me.

skowhegan, Me.

Somersworth, N. H.

omersworth, N. H.
Bethlehem,
Bethlehem,
paSouth
continuation,
For
South
Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania,
post
office:
continuation,
post
Pennsylvania,
South Bethlehem,
$40,000.
South Boston, Va.
Boston, Va.
South
continuation, $20,000.
South Boston,
Boston, _Virginia,
office: For continuation,
Virginia, post office:
South
Southbridge, Mass.
Southbridge, Mass.
Southbridge, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$500.
continuation, $500.
Southbridge,
Spanish Fork, Utah.
Spanish Fork, Utah, post office: For site and commencement,
$5,500.
Springfield, Ohio.
Springfield, Ohio.
Springfield, Ohio,
Ohio, post
For lookouts,
lookouts, $2,500.
$2,500.
office: For
post office:
Springfield,
e
Stamford, T
Tex.
Stamford, x.
Stamford,
Texas, post
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $19,000.
$19,000.
post office:
Stamford, Texas,
State College, Pa.
StateCollege,
$500.
State
College Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
continuation, $500. Statesboro, Ga.Pa.
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
State College,
Statesboro, Ga.
Statesboro,
Georgia,
post
office:
For
continuation,
$10,000.
continuation,
For
office:
post
Georgia,
Statesboro,
Stockton, Cal.
Stockton, Cal.
Stockton,
post office:
For lookouts,
lookouts, $1,000.
office: For
California, post
Stockton, California,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Syracuse,
office: For
continuation, $170,000.
$170,000.
For continuation,
post office:
York, post
New York,
Syracuse, New
Tacoma, Wash.
WashTacoma,
customhouse:
Tacoma, Washington,
office, courthouse,
courthouse, and customhouse:
post office,
Washington, post
Tacoma,
For
mail
conveying
machinery,
$2,200.
For mail conveying machinery,
Tarantum, Pa.
Tarentum, Pa
continuation, $38,000.
Tarentum, Pennsylvania,
office: For continuation
post office:
Pennsylvania, post
Tarentum,
Taylorville, M.
Taylorville, Illinois,
continuation $25,000.
$25,000.
'
Taylorvle, II
For continuation,
office: For
post office:
Illinois, post
Taylorville,
Terre Haute, Ind.
TerreHate, Ind.
Terre
Haute,
Indiana
post
office:
For
lookouts,
14,000.
$4,000.
lookouts,
For
office:
post
Indiana,
Haute,
Terre
ThomasvMe, N. C.
Thomasville, North
North Carolina,
Carolina, post
site and
commence- Thcn e, C.
and commenceFor site
office: For
post office:
ThomasviUe,
ment,
ment, $2,500.
Titusville, Pa.
Pa.
000.
Titusville Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, post
office: For
For completion,
$45,000.
completion, $45
post office:
Titusville
Tomah, Wis.
Wi.
Tomah,
Wisconsin,
post
office:
For
continuation,
site
and
building,
Tom,
uilding,
and
site
continuation,
For
office:
post
Tomah, Wisconsin,
$3,500.
$3,500.
Tullahoma, Tenn.
commencement, TahomaT
Tullahoma, Tennessee,
Tennessee, post
post office:
office: For
For site and commencement,
Tullahoma,
$2,500.
$2,500.
Tulsa, Okla.
continuation, Tulsa, O
For continuation,
Tulsa,
post office
office and
courthouse: For
and courthouse:
Oklahoma, post
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
$85,000.
$85,000.
Twin Falls, Idaho.
Twin Fas Idaho.
Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho,
Idaho, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $35,000.
Twin
Unionville, Mo.
Unionville, Mo.
Unionville, Missouri,
Missouri, post
post office:
For site,
$2,5Q0.
site, $2,500.
office: For
Unionville,
Valley City, N. Dak.
alleyCity, N. Dak.
Valley
City, North
North Dakota,
For completion,
completion, $60,000.
$60,000.
office: For
post office:
Dakota, post
Valley City,
Vancouver, Wash.
Vancouver, Wash.
Vancouver
Washington, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $55,000.
Vancouver,, Washington,
Van Wert, Ohio.
Van Wert, Ohio.
$25,000.
Van
Wert, 'Ohio,
completion, $25,000.
For completion,
office: For
post office:
Ohio, post
Van Wert,
Vermilion, S. Dak.
Dak.
8.
Vermilion,
Vermilion
South Dakota, post
post office: For site, $3,000.
Vermilion, South-Dakota,
Vineland, N. i.
Vineland, N. J.
Vineland,
New Jersey,
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $500.
Jersey, post
Vineland, New
Wahoo, Nebr.
Wahoo, Nebr.
continuation, $10,000.
For continuation,
Wahoo, Nebraska,
post office:
office: For
Nebraska, post
Wahoo,
a
Walden,
N. Y.
Y.
den, N.
W
Walden,
continuation, $5,000.
post office: For continuation,
York, post
New York,
Walden, New
Warrenton, Va.
Va.
Warrnton,
$20,000.
Warrenton,
Virginia,
post
office:
For
continuation,
continuation,
For
office:
post
Warrenton, Virginia,
Washington, D. C.
Washington, . C.
Washington,
District of
Columbia:
of Columbia:
Washington, District
Interior Department
ne
Interior Department
Department offices.
$756,000;
completion, $756,000;
For completion,
offices.riorDepm rtment
offices. For
Interior
Winder
winder Building.
and skylights,
Winder Building.
Building. For
For new
new roof
skylights, $3,500.
roof and
Winder
Washington,
Ind.
alhningtonId.
Washington,
Indiana,
post
office:
For
continuation,
$25,000.
$25,000.
Washington, Indiana, post office: For continuation,
Washington, Iowa.
Washington,
continuation,
For
Washington,
Iowa
office:
continuation,
$30,000.
office:
post
Iowa,
Washington,
Court
Washingto
Washington
Court
post office: For continuation, House,
Washington
'douse, Ohio,
Ohio, post
Court House,
Washington Court
Ohio.
Ohio.
House,
$5,000.
$5,000.
Waterloo, N. Y.
N. Y.
$25,000.terloo,
Waterloo, New
New York,
post office:
completion, $25,000.
For completion,
office: For
York, post
Waterloo,
Waynesboro, Va.
Va
Waynsboro,
Waynesboro,
Virginia,
post
office:
For
continuation,
$5,000.
continuation,
For
Waynesboro, Virginia, post office:
Waynesburg, Pa.
Waynesburg, Pennsylvania,
post office:
For continuation,
WayIsburg, Pa.
continuation, $500.
office: For
Pennsylvania, post
Waynesburg,
Waynesville, N. C.
N. C.
Waynesville, North
North Carolina,
office: For
continuation, $29,000. Waynel
For continuation,
post office:
Carolina, post
Waynesville,
Wellsburg, W. Va.
W. Va.
Welsbrg
$5,000.
Wellsburg, West
Virginia, post
office: For
completion, $5,000.
For completion,
post office:
West Virginia,
Wellsburg,
Wenatchee, Wash.
Wh.
W
$44,000.
Wenatchee ' Washington,
Washington, post
post office:
44 ,
000 .
office: For continuation, $
Wenatchee,
Wheeling, W. Va.
oN.
W. a.
Wheeiing,
and
Wheeling,
West
Virginia,
post
office,
courthouse,
customcourthouse,
office,
post
Virginia,
Wheeling, West
house:
lookout gallery
connect present
present lookout gallery system,
to connect
gallery to
For lookout
house: For
$2,500.
$2,500.
Wilkesboro, N. C.
boro
For cornpost office
Wilkesboro North
office and courthouse:
courthouse: For
com- w
Carolina, post
North Carolina,
Wilkesboro,
pletion, $8,006.
WowCa
pletion,
$8,000.
Willow, Cal.
Willow , California,
California, roost
For completion,
completion, $35,000.
$35 ,
000 .
office: For
post office:
Willow,
Wilmtngtan, N.C.
Ws: W.
Wilmington, NorthCarolina:
North Carolina: Customhouse
appraisers' store:
stares:
and appraises'
Customhouse and
Wilmington,
For
continuation
$85,000.
$85,000.
For continuation,
Post office
office and
$2,500;
customhouse: For lookouts, $2,500;
and customhouse:
Post
South
Pa.
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For rent of temporary quarters
quarters for Government
Government officials
officials and
moving
and moving

Rent.
R
Wilmington, Ohio.

wiminemuca,hio.

Wirummucca, Nev.

WoodnucryNev.
WoodburyfN..
Woodstock, III.
Woodwstoer,.

Woodbury, N. I.

Woodward, Okla.

expenses incidental
thereto, $1,200.
expenses
incidental thereto,
$1,200.
Wilmington,
Ohio, post
office: For
For site
and commencement,
commencement, $1,500.
$1,500.
Wilmington, Ohio,
post office:
site and
Winnemucca, Nevada,
post office:
office: For
continuation, $5,000.
$5,000.
Winnemucca,
Nevada, post
For continuation,
Woodbury, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, post
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
continuation, $25,000.
Woodbury,
$25,000.
Woodstock, Illinois,
post office:
office: For
Woodstock,
Illinois, post
For site,
site, $10,000.
$10,000.

woodward,o Woodward,
Woodward, Oklahoma,
site and
and
Oklahoma, post
post office
office and
and courthouse:
courthouse: For
For site
continuation,
$2,500.
continuation, $2,500.
Worcester, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, post office: For mail-conveying
mail-conveying mama-

Worcester,
Mass.
Worcesters.

chinery,
$1,400.
chinery, $1,400.
Yoakum
post office:
office: For
For continuation,
$25,000.
Yoakum,l Texas,
Texas, post
continuation, $25,000.
Ypsilanti, Michigan,
Michigan, post
office: For
For completion,
completion, $20,000.
Hygunc LaboraYpsilanti,
$20,000.
post office:
Hygienic
Lab or a
tor
Dpropr
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Hygienic Laboratory:
The
Washington,
District of
Columbia, Hygienic
Laboratory: The
Balances reappropri
unexpended balances
balances of
the appropriations
appropriations for
for "Hygenic
"Hygenic LaboraLaboraated.
PPo- -unexpended
of the
ated.
Vol. 36. p. 717.
VoLS6.pn7.
tory,.,Public Health
Health and
and Marine
tory
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service"
(grading, and
and
Service" (grading,
VoL 38, p.25.
retaining
retaining wall),
wall), and "Building,
Laboratory" (additional
"Building, Hygienic Laboratory
(additional
research work, disinfection,
building for research
disinfection, experiments,
experiments, and
and housing
housing
animals),
animals), are reappropriated
reappropriated and made available
available "for
"for buildings,
buildings,
fittings,
grounds."
fittings, and
and grounds."
Tex.
Yoakm,
Yoakum, Tex.

Ypslanti, ieh.

Ypsilanti, Mich.

Quarantine
Quarantine stations.
Boston, Mass- stas.
Boaone
Transfer of station
tromcity.
from
city.

Columbia River.

Mobile,
Mobile, Ala.
New Orleans,
J.
Orleans,La.
New

QUARANTINE STATIONS.
STATIONS.
QUARANTINE
Boston
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Boston Quarantine
Quarantine Station:
Station: The
of the
Treasury is
is auauthorized to accept, at
to the
United States
to exceed
exceed
at a
a cost
cost to
the United
States not
not to
$150,000,
$150,000, the transfer
Boston quarantine
quarantine station
station and
and hereafter
transfer of the
the Boston
hereafter
to operate the same as one of the quarantine
of the
Public
quarantine stations
stations of
the Public
Health Service.
Service.

Columbia River
River Quarantine
Columbia
equipment for
for
Quarantine Station:
Station: For
For repairs
repairs and
and equipment

detention hulk,
hulk, $5,000.
detention
$5,000.

Mobile
Quarantine Station:
and equipment,
Mobile Quarantine
Station: For
For detention
detention hulk
hulk and
equipment, or
or

repairs to detentioirhulk
detentionrhulk,z$10,000.
$10,000.
New Orleans
Orleans Quarantm
Quarantine
Station: For
boarding vessel
vessel atid
New
e Station:
For boarding
and equipequip$25,000; for
ment, $25,000;
fire protection,
protection, $4,000;
$4,000; for
engine,
for fire
for dynamo
dynamo and
and engine,
including installation, for electric light for night
night inspection,
$1,200;
inspection, $1,200;
in all,
all, $30,200.
in
$30,200.
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS, REPAIRS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
REPAIRS, EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, AND
AND GENERAL
EXPENSES.
GENERAL EXPENSES.

Repairs and preserpreserRepairs
For repairs
repairs and
Repairs and preservation:
preservation: For
and preservation
preservation of
comof all
all comvation.
vstion.
pleted
and occupied
occupied public
buildings and the grounds thereof,
pleted and
public buildings
thereof, under
under
Sidra, Alaska.
sitka,
Alaa.

the control of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
and for
wire partitions
and
Department, and
for wire
partitions and
fly
therefor, Government wharves
fly screens
screens therefor,
wharves and piers under the control
control

of the
the Treasury
with the
the necessary
of
Treasury Department, together with
dredging
necessary dredging
adjacent thereto, buildings and wharf at Sitka, Alaska, and
and the
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may, in renting
renting said wharf, require
that
require that
the lessee
lessee shall make all necessary
necessary repairs thereto;
thereto; care of
vacant
of vacant
sites under the control of the Treasury
Treasury Department, such as necessary
necessary
fences, filling dangerous
fences,
dangerous holes, cutting grass and weeds, but
but not
not for
for
any permanent improvements
improvements thereon; repairs and
and preservation
preservation of
of
buildings not reserved by vendors on sites under the control
control of
of the
the
Treasury Department
Department acquired
for public buildings
Treasury
acquired for'
buildings or
the enlargeor the
enlargement of
of public
ment
public buildings,
buildings, the expenditures
expenditures on this account
account for the
Prori.
current
current fiscal year.not to exceed
exceed fifteen per centum of the annual
annual
Prorisos.
Marine hospitals and rentals of such buildings: Provided,
Marinehospitalsand
Provided, That of
the sum
sum herein
herein approapproof the
quarantine stations.
qarantine stions.
priated
not exceeding
exceeding $125,000
and
priated not
$125,000 may be used for marine hospitals
hospitals and
Trasury
quarantine stations,
stations, including
including wire
wire partitions
partitions and
fly screens
screens for
Treasury bilding,
buildings, quarantine
and fly
for same,
same,
D. C.
D.C.
and not exceeding
exceeding $14,000 for the Treasury, Butler, Winder, and AuAuPersonal
at Washington,
Personal service
services rere- ditors
ditors Buildings
Buildings at
Washington, District of Columbia: ProvidedfurProvided furstricted.
stricted.
ther,
this sum
of personal
ther, That
That this
sum shall
shall not be available
available for the payment
payment of
personal
services
temporary job
services except
except for work done by contract or for temporary
labor
job labor
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under
exigency not
$100 at any one
the sum of $100
time the
at one time
exceeding at
not exceeding
under exigency
$800,000.
building, $800,000.
p
eq uirepair of mechanical
Mechanical equipment:
installation and
and repair
mechanical mSl.hnical
For installation
equipment: For
Mechanical
et .
equipment
all completed
completed and
and occupied
public buildings under the
occupied public
in all
equipment in
lighting,
Hea g' lighting
ette!
hoisting, e
control of
of the
Department, including
heating, hoisting,
including heating,
Treasury Department,
the Treasury
control
plumbing,
gas
piping,
ventilating,
vacuum
cleaning,
and
refrigerating
refrigerating
and
cleaning,
vacuum
ventilating,
plumbing, gas piping,
apparatus, electric-light
plants, meters,
meters, interior
interior pneumatic
pneumatic tube and
electric-light plants,
apparatus,
intercommunicating telephone
telephone systems,
systems, conduit,
conduit, wiring, call-bell and
intercommunicating
signal systems,
for maintenance
repair of tower
tower clocks,
clocks; for
for
and repair
maintenance and
and for
systems, and
signal
foremechanical equipment, for any of the foreinstallation
installation and repair of mechanical
going items,
reserved by vendors
vendors on sites under
under the
not reserved
buildings not
in buildings
items, in
going
control
of the
the Treasury
Department acquired
acquired for public buildings or
Treasury Department
control of
the enlargements
of public
expenditures on this
total expenditures
the total
buildings, the
public buildings,
enlargements of
the
account
the current
current fiscal
exceed ten per centum
centum of the
year not to exceed
fiscal year
for the
account for
Provisos.
annual
rentals of
such buildings
That of
of the
sum herein
herein Psronevpitalsand
the sum
Provided, That
buildings: Provided,
of such
annual rentals
Marine hospitals and
quarantine
stations.
buildings, not ex- qarantine stations.
public buildings,
of public
appropriated
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment of
appropriated for
ceeding
may be
for marine
hospitals and quarantine
quarantine
marine hospitals
used for
be used
$40,000 may
ceeding $40,000
Treasury buildings,
buildings,
Butler, Winder,
stations,
and not
the Treasury,
Treasury-,Butler
Winder, DT"sur
for the
$10,000 for
exceeding $10,000
not exceeding
stations, and
D.C.
not
and
Auditors
Buildings
at
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
but
not
and Auditors Buildings at Washington, District of Columbia,
including the
the generating
plant and
maintenance in the Auditors
Auditors
and its maintenance
generating .plant
including
Pneumatic-tubeservBuilding,
and not
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for
for the
the maintenance,
maintenance, changes
changes in,
in, iP
Building, and
not exceeding
Ct.-tbes,
t York City.
fees, New
and repairs
repairs of
of pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube system
the appraisers'
Nw or
.it. .
appraisers'
between the
system between
and
warehouse
at Greenwich,
Greenwich, Christopher,
Christopher Washington,
Washington, and Barrow
warehouse at
Streets and
and the
the new
new customhouse
customhouse in
Green, Borough
Borough of ManManBowling Green,
in Bowling
Streets
hattan, in
in the
the city
of New
York, including
including repairs
repairs to the
street pavethe street
New York,
city of
hattan,
ment and
and subsurface
incident to
to or
or resulting
resulting from such
such
necessarily incident
subsurface necessarily
ment
l eehanical

m

equiP-

eating,

s

further,
repairs:
or
maintenance, changes,,
tim
or ere
t
p
ha
eirs
sum
:Provided
Provided
:00fuartthearn,
anyThat
one this sum

Personal services restricted.

Personal services

shall
not be
available for
the payment
payment of
of personal
personal services
for strited
except
services except
for the
be available
shall not
building,
work
done by
by contract,
under tbhis.
exigency
exigency
job.labor under
temporary job.labor
for temporary
or for
contract, or
work done
ni
no
at
inexceeding
ex
ten
cean
edl
e,gea
h
o
g
n
e: time the sum of $100 at any one building,
at:none
not
$450,000.
$450,000.

Vaults and
safes: For
For vaults
vaults and
and lock-box
lock-box equipments
equipments and
and repairs
repairs
and safes:
Vaults

thereto in
in all
all completed
and occupied
conunder the conbuildings under
public buildmgs
occupied public
completed and
thereto
trol
Treasury Department,
Department, and
necessary safe equipthe necessary
and for the
the Treasury
of the
trol of
ments and
in all
all public
the control
control
under the
builidngs under
public builidngs
thereto in
repairs thereto
and repairs
ments
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department, whether
whether completed
in
complete and occupied or in
of
course
of construction,
exclusive of
services, except
except for
for
of personal
personal services,
construction, exclusive
course of
work
done by
by contract
or for
temporary job labor
exigency not
not
labor under exigency
for temporary
contract or
work done
exceeding
time the
the sum
of $50
$50 at
$110,000.
building, $110,000.
one building,
any one
at any
sum of
at one
one time
exceeding at

Vaults and safes.

altndsae.

General expenses.
General expenses:
expenses: To
enable the
of the
the Treasury_
to Oeneraexpenses.
Treasury to
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
Genera
Vol.35, p. 537.
execute
and give
the provisions
provisions of
theAct of May
May V35p
of theActof
six of
section six
of section
to the
effect to
give effect
execute and
thirtieth, nineteen
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
Statutes page
page Additional pay,
pay, SuSttand eight
eight (Thirty-fifth
hundred and
nineteen hundred
thirtieth,
pervising Architect.
Arhitect.
five
thirty-seven part
For additional
additional salary
salary of
of pervising
one): For
part one):
and thirty-seven,
hundred and
five hundred
'

$1,000 for
Supervising Architect
Architect of
Treasury for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
the Treasury
of the
for the
the Supervising
nineteen
hundred and
seventeen; architectural
architectural designer,
designer, at
at $6,000
$6,000 Technical
serices,
Technial services,
and seventeen;
nineteen hundred
etc.
draftsmen, and ap- etc.
per
foremen draftsmen,
draftsmen, architectural
architectural draftsmen,
annum; foremen
per annum;
prentice
at rates
from $480 to $2,500 per annum;
annum;
of pay
pay from
rates of
draftsmen, at
prentice draftsmen,
structural
and draftsmen,
draftsmen at rates
rates of pay
pay- from
from $840 to
te,
engineers and
structural engineers
per annum;
electrical, heating
heating and
and
sanitary, electrical,
mechanical, sanitary,
annum; mechanical,
$2,200 per
ventilatmg,
and illuminating
illuminating engineers
engineers and
draftsmen at
at rates
rates of pay
pay
and draftsmen,
ventilating, and
from
$1,200 to $2,400 per annum; computers
computers and estimators,
estimators, at rates
from $1,200
of pay from $1,600
$1,600 to $2,500 per annum, the expenditures
expenditures under
under all the
Superintendents.
foregoing
classes for
for which
a minimum
minimum and
maximum rate
corn- Supintendents
of comrate of
and maximum
which a
foregoing classes
pensation
not to
exceed $168,450;
superintendsupervising superintend$168,450; supervising
to exceed
is stated,
stated, not
pensation is
ents, superintendents,
and junior
superintendents of
of construction
construction and
junior superintendents
superintendents, and
ents,
Expenses a
of maininspectors, at
at rates
rates of
from $1,600
to $2,900
per annum,
to ExS&
t mainnot to
annum, not
$2,900 per
$1,600 to
pay from
of pay
inspectors
exceed $278,960;
of superintendence,
expenses oft
of
including expenses
supeintendenc, ie including
expenses of
$278,960; expenses
exceed
all inspectors
inspectors and
and other
employees, on
on duty
duty or
detailed
or detailed
and employees,
officers and
other officers
all
in connection
work on
on public
public buildings
buildings and the furnishing
furnishi'ns and
with work
connection with
in
equipment
and the
Supervising Architects
Architect's
the Supervising
of the
work of
the work
thereof, and
equipment thereof,
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office, under
under orders
from the
rent and
and
office,
orders from
the Treasury
Treasury Department;
Department; office
office rent
expenses of
of superintendents,
superintendents, including
temporary stenographic
stenographic and
and
expenses
including temporary
other
assistance in
the preparation
preparation of
of reports
reports and
and the
the care
care of
of public
public
other assistance
in the
Office
supplies.
property, and
and so
so forth;
office supplies,
drafting
supplies, including
including drafting
property,
forth; advertising;
advertising; office
AOiksat
Ante, p. 114.
materials, specially
specially prepared
prepared paper,
materials,
paper, typewriting
typewriting .machines,
machines, adding
adding
machines, and
and other
labor-saving devices,
exchange
machines,
other mechanical
mechanical labor-saving
devices, and
and exchange
of
furniture, carpets,
light fixtures,
and office
of same;
same; furniture,
carpets, electric
electric light
fixtures, and
office equipequipment; telephone
telephone service;
to exceed
$6,000 for
ment;
service; not
not to
exceed $6,000
for stationery;
stationery; not
not
to exceed $1,000
reference, law
books, technical
period$1,000 for
for books of
of reference,
law books,
technical periodicals and
and journals;
journals; contingencies
of every
description,
contingencies of
every kind
kind and
and description,
traveling expenses
expenses of
site agents,
agents, recording
deeds and
and other
other evidences
evidences
traveling
of site
recording deeds
of title,
and photoof
title, photographic
photographic instruments,
instruments, chemicals,
chemicals, plates
plates, and
photographic materials, and
such other
other articles
and such
and such
articles and.
and supplies
supplies and
such
minor and
and incidental
expenses not
solely with
with
incidental expenses
not enumerated,
enumerated, connected
connected solely
work on public buildings,
buildings, the acquisition
acquisition of
sites, and
and the
the adminisof sites,
administrative work connected
connected with
the annual
the
with the
annual appropriations
appropriations under
under the
Office as
Supervising Architect's
Architect's Office
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
may
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
deem
necessary and
and specially
order or
or approve,
approve, but
but not
deem necessary
specially order
not including
including
heat, light, jamtor
janitor service, awnings,
awnings, curtainst
curtains, or
or any
expenses for
for the
any expenses
the
general maintenance
maintenance of the Treasury
Treasury Building,
Building, or
or surveys,
surveys, plaster
plaster
models, progress photographs, test pit borings, or mill
mill and shop
inspections,
$563,560.
inspections, $563,560.
Arelitectural
camrt.*"eO 4 x com
petiticms.
Architectural competitions:
To enable
Secretary of
of the
Architectural
competitions: To
enable the
the Secretary
the TressTreas-

sPaymentof
omis- ury to
Payment of commisto make
make payment
payment for
for architectural
architectural services
under contracts
services under
contracts
entered
prior to the repeal
entered into prior
of the
"An Act
Act authorizrepeal of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to obtain plans
plans and
and specifications
specifications for
for
public buildings to be erected under
of the
the Treasury
under the
the supervision
supervision of
Treasury
Department,
Department, and providing
providing for local
supervision of
of the
local supervision
the construction
construction
same," approved
of the same"
February twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
approved February
eighteen hundred
and
ninety-three,
ninety-three,including
including additional
certain
additional commission
commission accruing
accruing under
under certain
contracts due to increase
of said contracts
increase in
of cost
of certain
in the
the limits
limits of
cost of
certain buildbuildings, except
except as otherwise
otherwise specifically provided
provided by law,
law, and
and including
including
no Hawaii.
Hawai.
payment
Hilo,
payment for the services from July
hundred and
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
Vol.36,p.1373;
of
the
architect
of
the
Hawaii,
Vol.
36, p. 1373; Vol. twelve,
architect
Hilo,
Hawaii,
specially
building,
specially
37, p. 428.
37,p.4.
the Act
selected under the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth,
nineteen
unexpended balances
nineteen hundred and eleven, the unexpended
balances of
approof the
the appropriations
architectural competitions,
competitions, public
p
riations for architectural
buildings, for
public buildings,
for the
the
fiscal years ending June thirtieth,
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen and
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
nineteen hundred and sixteen, or so much thereof as may be
necesbe necessary, is continued and made available for said
purposes during
the
said purposes
during the
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen.
seventeen.

sions.
Vol 27, p. 468
Vol.
488.

BUILDINGS,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
Operating
Operating force.
Personal services.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.

Operating force:
force: For such personal
services as
the Secretary
of the
personal services
as the
Secretary of
the
Treasury may deem necessary
necessary in
connection with
the care,
in connection
with the
care, maintemaintenance,
under the control of
nance, and repair
repair of all public buildings under
of the
the
Treasury
provided), together
Treasury Department
Department (except
(except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided),
together with
the grounds
grounds thereof
and the
equipment amcl
inthereof and
the equipment
and-furnishings
furnishings therein,
therein, inAssistant cnstodi- cludmg assistant custodians, janitors, watchmen, laborers ,
and charans,ettginte
ans, janitors, emgineers, cluding assistant custodians, janitors, watchmen, laborers, and charetc.
women; engineers, firemen, elevator conductors,
etc.
conductors, coal passers
elecpassers,' electricians, dynamo tenders, lampists, and wiremen;
wiremen; mechanical
mechanical labor
labor
force
connection with said buildings, including
force in connection
including carpenters,
carpenters, plumbplumbers, steam fitters, machinists,
machinists, and painters,
painters, but in no case shall the
rates of compensation
compensation for such mechanical
mechanical labor force be in excess
of
the
rates
current
at the
the time
and in
place where
such services
Amount
avalabe
of
the
rates
current at
time and
in the
the place
where such
services
Amount available
fisca year
for fiscal
year 19.
1916.
are employed,
employed, $3,025,000,
$3,025,000, of
of which
which sum
sum $25,000
available for
for
are
$25,000 shall
shall be
be available
the above-named
purposes for
fiscal year
and
Provio.
the
above-named purposes
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Proviso.
Buildgs for which sixteen:
sixteen: Provided,
Proetied, That
Buildings
foregoing appropri
ation shall
shall be
be availavailThat the
the foregoing
appropriation
avalabie.
able
use in
with all
ail public
public buildings under the control
available,
able for
for use
in connection
connection with
control
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Department, including the customhouse
of the Treasury Department,
customhouse at Washington District of
including any other public
ington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, but not including
public
Columbia, and exclusive
exclusive of marine
building within the District of Columbia,
hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations, mints, branch mints, and assay offices.
etc.
Furniture,etc.
and Furniture,
furniture: For
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
Furniture and
of furniture:
carpets, and
and repairs
repairs of
repairs
completed and
repairs of same,
same, for completed
and occupied
occupied public
public buildings under
Treasury Department, exclusive
exclusive of marine hospitals,
the control of the Treasury
quarantine stations, mints, branch mints, and assay offices, and for
quarantine
gas
fixtures for completed
completed and occupied
occupied public
gas and electric
electric lighting
lighting fixtures
'buildings
control of the Treasury
Treasury Department, including
including
buildings under the control
marine hospitals and quarantine stations, but exclusive of mints,
branch mints, and assay offices, and for furniture and carpets for
for
public buildings and extensions of public buildings in course of construction which are to remain
remain under the custody and control of the
Treasury
hospitals, quarantine
quarantine staTreasury-Department, exclusive of marine hospitals,
tions, mints, branch
branch mints, and assay offices
constructed
offices, and buildings constructed
for other executive
executive departments
departments or establishments
Governestablishments of the Government, $775,000:
$775,000: Provied,
appropriations shall Provisos.
servi
Provided , That the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
Personal services restricted.
except for work done under contract
not be used for personal services
services except
contract stricted.
or for temporary
temporary job labor under exigency,
exigency, and not exceeding at one Li atgflatures for
t

im r

n
time the
of $100
at any
any one
building: And
providedfurther,
time
the sum
sum of
$100 at
one building:
And provided
further, That
That newIhi.fn.
0r1
hereafter
fixtures for the equipment of public
hereafter gas and electric lighting fixtures
construction under the control
buildings and extensions
buildings
extensions in course
course of construction
of the Treasury
Treasury Department, except such gas and electric lighting
fixtures as are under contract or may be otherwise
provided for
for by
otherwise provided
for
law,
respective appropriations
appropriations provided
provided for
law, shall be paid for from the respective
Use of present furniconstruction of such
uildingsor extensions: And provided
sefprlesent fniprovided ture.
such public
public b
buildings
the construction
m other e
y the United States in
further
further,' That all furniture now owned by
public buildings or in buildings rented
rented by the United States shall be
present licAbsisianyd eflic.es in pubused, so far as practicable,
practicable, whether
whether it corresponds with the present
here- licAbSaiodCsip"bregulation plan for
for furniture
not: And
And promdedfurther,
regulation
furniture or not:
provided further, That hereafter the annual appropriations
appropriations for the care, maintenance, and repair
mechanical and vault and safe equipof Federal
Federal buildings and their mechanical
ments, shall be available in the same manner
manner and to the same extent
extent
for assay offices assigned quarters in Federal
Federal buildings
buildings under the
authority contained
contained in chapter five hundred and forty-six of the Act
Act
30, p. 614.
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight (Thirtieth
(Thirtieth Vol.
Vol.30,p.614.
approved July first, eighteen
appropriations are
fourteen), as such appropriations
Statutes, page six hundred and fourteen),
Government service quartered in
available for other branches of the Government
available
such buildings.
buildings.
e
snplis
suppeliaets.
u
steam, gas for
for lighting and
and heating
heating ?peertlUts,
Fuel,
ts,
wat ,
Operating supplies:
supplies: For fuel, steam,
etc.
ice, lighting
lighting etc
ghting supplies, electric current for lighting
purposes, water,
water, ice,li
and power purposes, telephone
telephone service for custodian
custodian forces; removal
weeds, washing
washing
of ashes and rubbish, snow, and ice; cutting grass and weeds
miscellaneous items for the use of the custodian forces
towels, and miscellaneous
maintenance of completed and occupied
occupied public buildin the care and maintenance
ings and
and the
the grounds
under the control
control of the Treasury Departthereof under
grounds thereof
ings
maintenance of the equipment and furment, and in the care and maintenance
supplies, tools, and appliances
appliances
buildings; miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
nishing in such buildings;
mechanical
required
required in the operation
operation (not embracing
embracing repairs)
repairs) of the mechanical
equipment, including
including heating, plumbing, hoisting, gas piping, ventilatequipment,
refrigerating apparatus, electric-light
electric-light plants,
ing, vacuum-cleaning
vacuum-cleaning and refrigerating
interior pneumatic-tube
and intercommunicating
telephone
intercommunicating telephone
pneumatic-tube and
meters, interior
systems, conduit
conduit wiring,
wiring, call-bell
call-bell and
and signal
in such
systems,
signal systems
systems in
such buildings
buildings Buildings
Bags
ecude
excluded.
but
Washington, District of Columbia, but
customhouse at Washington,
(including the customhouse
excluding any other public building
building under the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury
excluding
Department
Department within the District of Columbia, and excluding also
marine hospitals
hospitals and quarantine
quarantine stations, mints, branch
branch mints, and
contract
assay offices,
services 'except for work done by contract
offices, and personal services,
or for temporary
temporary job
exigency not exceeding
exceeding at one time
job labor under exigency

0
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the sum
sum of
building), $1,700,000.
$1,700,000. The
The appropriation
the
of $100
$100 at
at any
any one
one building),
appropriation
made herein
herein for
for gas
gas shall
the rental
of gas
gas governors,
governors,
made
shall include
include the
rental and
and use
use of
Proviso.
when ordered
ordered by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
in writing:
Provided,
writing: Provided,
Treasury in
of the
when
Rental.
Rtal.
That rentals
shall not
not be
be paid
such gas
gas governors
governors greater
than
paid for
for such
greater than
That
rentals shall
thirty-five
per centum
centum of
actual value
gas saved
thirty-five per
of the
the actual
value of
of the
the gas
saved thereby,
thereby,
which
saving shall
be determined
of
which saving
shall be
determined by
by such
such tests
tests as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
the
Treasury shall
shall direct.
direct.
-IsPnenmatitubeervn't1'tu
be'
During the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen the Secretary
Furnishing steam of the Treasury is authorized,
appropriations "Operating
Furnishing
authorized, out of the appropriations
"Operating
for, to postal service.
Gas governors.

Gas governors,

or,

Po

service

salamanca,
Ground rent.

Salamanca, N.
N. Y.
Ground rent.

ings,"
ings," to furnish steam for the
the operation of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes of
of the
the
Postal Service,
production
Service, as heretofore, and to pay employees
empoyees in the production
of
heretofore, the
derived from
sale of
of
of said
said steam, as heretofore,
the proceeds
proceeds derived
from the
the sale
said
steam to
to be
be credited
credited to
to said
in proportion
to the
said steam
said appropriations
appropriations in
proportion to
the
amounts expended
therefrom.
amounts
expended therefrom.
Salamanca
ground rent:
annual ground
ground rent
rent of
of the
the
Salamanca, New
New York,
York, ground
rent: For
For annual
Federal
New York,
Federal building
building site
site at
at Salamanca,
Salamanca, New
York, on
Indian
on account
account of
of Indian
leases,
each year,
in
leases, due
due and payable
payable on
on February
February nineteenth
nineteenth of
of each
year, in
advance, to
to the
Seneca Nation
of Indians,
Indians'beginning
advance,
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the Seneca
Nation of
beginning
February nineteenth,
and fifteen,
February
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, and
and expiring
expiring
February
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-one, $7.50.
$7.50.
February nineteenth, nineteen
and ninety-one,
COAST
GUARD.
COAST GUARD.

Coast Guard.
Expenditures.
Expenditures.
Pay,etc.,oilicersand
e
enlisted m
men.

Pay,etc.,offrsand
enlstd

Rations.
Rations.
CI erks to
Clerks
to superintendents.
tendents.

Fuel.
Fuel.
Outfits, etc.
outfits,
etc.
Stations and houses
stations
and
of refuge.

houses

Traveling expenses.

Travelng expenses.

Death allowance.
allowances.
Death

Vol. 22,p. 57; Vol,35,

p, 46.
4. 22.

supplies
buildings" and "Operating
"Operating force for public
buildsupplies for
for public
public buildings"
public build-

; ol,,

Draft animals.
Telephones.
Telephones.

Special services.
serices.
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
Ante,
An, p. 84.

p. S4.

Repairs
to cutters.
Repairs tocutters.

•

For every
expenditure requisite
For
every expenditure
requisite for
for and
and incident
the authorized
authorized
incident to
to the
work
follows:
work of
of the Coast Guard,
Guard, as follows:
For
For pay
pay and
and allowances
prescribed by
law for
commissioned offiallowances prescribed
by law
for commissioned
officers,
cers, warrant officers, petty officers, and other enlisted men, active
not exceeding
exceeding twentytwentyand retired, temporary and substitute
substitute surfmen,
surfmen, not
one cadets and cadet engineers
engineers who
hereby authorized,
authorized, and
and one
who are
are hereby
one
civilian
civilian instructor, $3,780,000;
$3,780,000;
For rations or commutation
officers, petty
commutation thereof for
for warrant
warrant officers,
petty
officers,
and other
enlisted men,
men, $430,000;
officers, and
other enlisted
$430,000;
superintendents, at such rate as the
For twelve clerks to district superintendents,
Secretary of the Treasury may determine, not to exceed
exceed $900 each,
$10,800;
$10,800;
For fuel and water for vessels, stations, and houses
houses of refuge,
$260,000;
$260,000;
For outfits, ship chandlery,
engineers' stores
stores for
chandlery, and engineers'
for the
the same,
same,
$310,000;
$310,000;
For
and houses
temof refuge,
refuge, temstations and
houses of
For rebuilding
rebuilding and
and repairing
repairing stations
improvements of property for
porary leases, rent, and improvements
for Coast Guard
purposes, including use of additional land where necessary, $175,000;
$175,000;
or actual traveling
of the
the
For
traveling expenses or mileage, in the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of the Treasury, for officers,
officers, and actual
actual traveling expenses
expenses
for other persons traveling on duty under
under orders
Treasury
orders from
from the
the Treasury
Department,
$30,000;
Department, $30,000;
provisions of
of sections
For carrying
carrying out the provisions
sections seven
seven and
and eight
eight of
the
of the
Act
May fourth,
and eighty-two,
eighty-two, $50,000;
Act approved
approved May
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
$50,000;
For
draft animals
their maintenance,
maintenance, $20,000;
$20,000;
For draft
animals and
and their
For telephone
lines and
the same,
For
telephone lines
and care
care of
of the
same, $20,000;
$20,000;
For compensation
compensation for
for special
services, $64,000;
For
special services,
$64,000;
For contingent
contingent expenses, including supplies and provisions
provisions for
for
houses of refuge
persons succored
succored by
refuge and for shipwrecked
shipwrecked persons
the Coast
by the
Coast
Guard, wharfage, towage,
to station
station appatowage, freight, storage,
storage, repairs
repairs to
appaadvertising, surveys,
ratus, advertising.,
medals, stationery,
stationery, labor,
surveys, medals,
labor, newspapers
newspapers
periodicals for
purposes, and
other necessary
necessary
and periodicals
for statistical purposes,
and all
all other
expenses which are not included
$50,000.
included under
under any other heading,
heading, $50,000.
In all,
$5,199,800.
all, $5,199,800.
In
For
Guard cutters,
$175,000.
For repairs
repairs to
to Coast
Coast Guard
cutters, $175,000.
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ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING.
PRINTING.
ENGRAVING AND

and printing,
exclusive of
work,
For the
work of
engraving and
For
the work
of engraving
printing, exclusive
of repay
repay work,

fiscal year
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen of
of not
during the
the fiscal
year nineteen hundred
not exceedexceeding ninety
ninety million
million delivered
delivered sheets of
of United
United States
States currency, fourteen million
seven hundred
fifty thousand
thousand delivered
sheets of
of
teen
million seven
hundred and
and fifty
delivered sheets
national-bank
eighty-four million
million
national-bank notes and Federal
Federal reserve
reserve currency,
currency, eighty-four
nine hundred
hundred and nine thousand one hundred and sixty-six
sixty-six delivered
delivered
sheets
hundred thousand
sheets of
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps,
stamps, one million five hundred
thousand
delivered
emergency revenue
hundred and
delivered sheets of emergency
revenue stamps,
stamps, two
two hundred
and
thousand delivered sheets
million
eighty-nine thousand
sheets of customs stamps, one
one million
six
hundred and fifty
of opium
six hundred
fifty thousand
thousand delivered
delivered sheets of
opium orders
orders and
and

Engraving

Engraving
printing.

and
an

Work
authorised.
Work authoried

38, p.
special
tax stamps
stamps required
under Act
of December
special tax
required under
Act of
December seventeenth,
seventeenth, ninenine- Vol.
vol. 38,
785.
p. 785.
teen hundred
and two
million four
hundred and
and fifty
teen
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, and
two million
four hundred
fifty
thousand delivered
delivered sheets of checks, drafts,
thousand
drafts, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous work,
as follows:
Salaries.
For
employees Ante,
For salaries
salaries of all necessary
necessary employees
employees,' other
other than
than employees
p.83.
required
Bureau of
required for
for the administrative
administrative work
work of the
the Bureau
of the
the class
class pro,p.
vided
vided for and specified in the
the legislative
legislative, executive, and judicial
judicial
appropriation
act for
for the
the fiscal
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
appropriation act
and
printers and
$1,408,000, to be
be
and plate printers' assistants, $1,408,000,
and plate
plate printers
expended
Secretary of the Treasury, and
of the Secretary
and Increase of pay in.
expended under
under the direction
direction of
in the
the stricted.
strite o pri
of services
of pay
without increasing
without
increasing the
the rate
rate. of
pay for
for any class of
services in
Bureau
hundred Provieo.
first, nineteen hundred
the rate paid therefor January
January first,
Bureau beyond
beyond the
Provided, That no portion of this sum shall be expended
expended I'r'otes.
and sixteen: Provide,
Large notes.
for
Treasury notes of larger denomfor printing
printing United States notes or Treasury
ination
than those
may be
retired, except in so far
far
be canceled
canceled or
or retired,
ination than
those that
that may
Vol. 31, p. 45.
as such
be necessary
requirements of
of vol 31,' . 45
may be
necessary in
in executing
executing the
the requirements
as
such printing
printing may
"To define and fix the standard of value, to maintain the
the Act "To
parity of all forms of money issued or coined by the United States,
to refund the public debt, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March
March
nineteen hundred.
fourteenth, nineteen
Congressional poi'.
The
Secretary of
the Treasury
deliver the engraved trait
?lates.
trait
Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
to deliver
The Secretary
of the
plates.
to heirs.
plates of
of portraits
portraits that
or may
be made
made of
e verytoheiri
may hereafter
hereafter be
of Delivery
plates
that have
have been
been or
deceased Senators and Representatives
or
deceased
Representatives in Congress, to their heirs or
legal
on such
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as he
he may
may
legal representatives
representatives on
determine.
determine.
ges.
For wages
wages of
the Wa
wase
rates to
to be
be fixed by the
printers, at piece
piece rates
For
of plate printers,
Secretary
for
usually paid for
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, not
not to
to exceed
exceed the rates usually
such
of printers'
assistants, when
employed
printers' assistants,
when employed,
such work,
work, including
including the
the wages
wages of
61,663,000,
under the
the direction
of the
of Proviso.
$1,653,000, to be
be expended
expended under
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury:
no portion
of this
this sum
sum shall
Large note.
notes.
the
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
portion of
shall be
be expended
expended Larg
for
United States
States notes
notes or
or Treasury
of larger denomiTreasury notes of
for printing
printing United
nations
except in so far
that may
may be canceled
canceled or
or retired, except
nations than
than those that
as such
such printing
may be
necessary in
executing the
of VoL 31, p. 45.
in executing
the requirements
requirements of
as
printing may
be necessary
the Act
Act "To
"To define
define and
and fix
fix the
the standard
of value,
to maintain
maintain the
the V31 4value, to
standard of
the
parity
of all
money issued
by the
States,
United States,
or coined
coined by
the United
of money
issued or
parity of
all forms
forms of
to
debt, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved March
March
the public
public debt
to refund the
fourteenth,
nineteen hundred.
hundred.
fourteenth, nineteen
etc.
For
engravers' and
materials and
other materials
materials except
except Materials,
Mat-eris, etc.
and other
and printers'
printers' materials
For engravers'
distinctive paper,
including paper
paper for
internalexpenses, including
for internaldistinctive
paper, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
revenue
stamps, and
purchase, maintenance,
driving of
of
and driving
and for
for purchase,
maintenance, and
revenue stamps,
necessary
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-car
g vevenecessary motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
hicles,
in writing,
writing, ordered
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of theg
m
easury,
the Treasury,
ordered by
hicles, when
when,,in
$751,500,
direction of
Secretary of
of the
the
of the
the Secretary
under the
the direction
to be
be expended
expended under
$751,500, to
Treasury.
Treasury.
Proceeds from work
During the
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen all
all proceeds
proceeds to rtocSs
During
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen,
nineteen hundred
mtowo
be credited
BoMIL
derived
from
work
performed
by
the
Bureau
of
Engraving
and
Printd
derived from work performed by the Bureau of Engraving and Print- ra.
ing,
direction of
the Secretary
Treasury, not
not covered
covered and
of the
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
ing, by
by direction
embraced in
in the
the appropriation
the said
fiscal
said fiscal
for the
for 'said
'said bureau
bureau for
appropriation for
embraced
year,
miscellaneous
as miscellaneous
the Treasury
Treasury as
of being covered
covered into the
year, instead
instead of
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receipts,
provided by
of August
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
receipts, as
as provided
by the
the Act
Act of
August fourth,
and eighty-six
Statutes, page
page two
two hundred
hundred and
and
and
eighty-six (Twenty-fourth
(Twenty-fourth Statutes,
twenty-seven), shall
when received
to the
the appropriation
appropriation
twenty-seven),
shall be
be credited
credited when
received to
for said
said bureau
for the
the fiscal
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
for
bureau for
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred

VoL 24,
24, P.

VL

S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 209.
209.
SESS.

22'1.
p. ar.

Miscellaneous.
MiMellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS,
OILTECTS, TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
MISCELLANEOUS
DEPARTMENT.

Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to refund money covered
To enable
enable the Secretary
covered
into
internal-revenue collections,
collections, under
the provisions
provisions
into Treasury
Treasury as
as internal-revenue
under the
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved May
May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
of
eig000.
eight,
50,000.
Punishing violations
Punishment for
violations of
internal-revenue laws:
laws: For
For detectdetectof internal-revenue
punishment
for violations
P
of,
laws. ingvtioltions
ing
bringing to
trial and
and punishment
persons guilty
violating
ing and
and bringing
to trial
punishment persons
guilty of
of violating
the
conniving at
at the
the same,
same, including
including paypaythe internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws
laws or
or conniving
ments
information and
of such
such violations,
$175,000.
ments for
for information
and detection
detection of
violations, $175,000.
ing
Rnforcing laws roThe
the Treasury
authorized to
to use
use for,
for and
and in
in
is authorized
of the
Treasury is
The Secretary
Secretary of
_fiSth
ras .
wing to
the Treasury.
Details pexmitted.
hpermit'
t
connection
with, the enforcement
enforcement of
connection with,
the laws
'treasury
of the
laws relating
relating to the Treasury
Department and
branches of
of the
the public
public service
service under
under its
its
Department
and the
the several
several branches
control, not
any one
time four
four persons
persons paid
the
control,
not exceeding
exceeding at
at any
one time
paid from
from the
appropriation for
the collection
collection of
customs, four
four persons
persons paid
paid from
from
of customs,
for the
appropriation
the
appropriation for
for salaries
expenses of
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue
salaries and
and expenses
the appropriation
agents
appropriation for
for the
the foregoing
foregoing purpose,
purpose, and
and
agents or
or from
from the
the appropriation
four persons
the appropriation
for suppressing
suppressing countercounterfour
persons paid
paid from
from the
appropriation for
Limit.
feiting and other
other crimes, but not exceeding
exceeding six
six persons
persons so detailed
detailed
Proviso.
Preio.
shall
employed at
any one
one time
shall be
be employed
at any
time hereunder:
hereunder: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothnothOther details.
Otbe details.
ing herein
herein contained
ing
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to deprive
Secretary of
deprive the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
from making
making any
detail now
now otherwise
the
Treasury from
any detail
otherwise authorized
authorized by
by
existing law.
e ng to
Refunding
two Pr existing law.
Per
Refunding
United States
States bonds:
bonds: For
For expenses
expenses of
of refunding
refunding two
two per
per
Refunding United
dtws o per.
eeat bonds.
Vol.
38, p.
p. 259.
VoL 3,
.
centum bonds of
United States
States into
into one-year
centum
of the
the United
one-year three
per centum
centum
three per
Treasury notes
notes or
thirty-year three
centum United
United States
States bonds,
bonds,
Treasury
or thirty-year
three per
per centum
as authorized
eighteen of
the Federal
Federal reserve
Act, during
during
as
authorized by:
by section
section eighteen
of the
reserve Act,
rete en
rem
hun
endr
tsed
of and seventeen,
-s $15,000.
$
x1
h
5u
,
0
n
00
dr
.
the fiscal year nineteen
hundred
Contingent th
expenses,
erequirements
Independentsevetnhitreteyn,
Treasury:
For contingent
contingent exexIndependent
Treasury: For
expenses,
t 'Treasury:' thefiscuanldyeer
Contingent
CIden
Tifgete
= Treasu
R. .,653,
see. 3653, p.719.
section
RB.
penses
p.719.
under
the
requirements
of a
section thirty-six hundred
ed and fiftypp. 84.
Ante,
e, . 84.
three
Revised Statutes,
transfer, and
three of
of the
the Revised
Statutes, collection,
collection, safe-keeping,
safe-keeping, transfer,
and
disbursement of the public
transportation of notes,
disbursement
public money, transportation
notes, bonds,
bonds,
and
of the
United. States,
States, salaries
salaries of
special agents,
and other
other securities
securities of
the United
of special
agents,
Examinations, eta.
Examinations,
etc.
actual expenses
expenses of
of examiners
examiners detailed to examine
actual
examine the books,
books, accounts,
and money
money on hand at the several
several subtreasuries
subtreasuries and depositories,
including
including national banks acting as depositories
depositories under
requireunder the requireR. S.,see. 3649, p. 71.
71s. ments of section
R.S.,sec.349,p.
ments of section thirty-six hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine of
of the
the Revised
Revised
Statutes, also including
including examinations
examinations of cash accounts
accounts at mints,
mints,
$115,000.
of
gold
$115,000.
Reeoiesee of gold
Recoinage
of gold
gold coins:
For recoinage
recoinage of
of light-weight
light-weiglit gold
coins in
oeag"
e ° gold
coins.
Recoinage of
coins: For
gold coins
in
R. B., see. 3512, p. 696. the Treasury, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
B.s.,sec.3512,p.696.
the Treasury, to be expended under the direction
Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, as required
required by section thirty-five
thirty-five hundred
hundred and twelve
of the
the Revised
Statutes, $5,000.
$5,000.
of
Revised Statutes,
Recoinage
of
minor
m
Recoinage
of minor
coins: To
To enable
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
oi ni age of mior
Recoinage of
minor coins:
coins.
enable the
the Secretary
Treasury
to continue the
the recoinage
recoinage of worn and uncurrent
uncurrent minor coin of the
United
United States now in the Treasury
Treasury or hereafter
hereafter received,
received, and
and to
to
Treasurer of the
reimburse the Treasurer
the United States for the difference
difference
between
between the nominal or face value of such coin
coin and the amount the
same
produce
coin, $10,000.
same
will
produce
in
new
coin,
$10,000.
Money laundry macDnes .
chines.
Money laundry
laundry machines: For all miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in connection
nection with the installation
installation and maintenance
maintenance of
of money
money laundry
laundry
machines,
including repairs and purchase
purchase of supplies, for machines
machines, including
at Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, and in the various
subtreasurv
various subtreasury
offices,
offices, $5,000.
$5,000.
u

Internal
revenue.
ntnalrevn
.

taxes.
Refund of
of taxes.

VoL 36, p. 325.s.
vSL3p.s
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Distinctive mottos
Distinctive
paper for
States securities:
securities: For
For distinctive
distinctive securities,
Dissctivepae
United States
for United
Distinctive paper
etc.
Quantity
authorizedpaper
for
United
States
currency,
not
less
than
seventy-three
athoriad
million
Quantity
paper for United States currency, not less than seventy-three
five hundred
thousand sheets,
national-bank currency
currency and
for national-bank
sheets, and
and for
hundred thousand
five
Federal reserve
reserve bank
bank currency,
currency, not
thirteen million
five
million five
than thirteen
not less
less than
Federal
hundred thousand
sheets, including
including transportation,
transportation, traveling, mill,
hundred
thousand sheets,
and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses, salaries
salaries of
of not
not exceeding
exceeding one register,
two
counters, five
and one skilled
skilled
five watchmen,
watchmen, and
five counters,
registers, five
two assistant
assistant registers,
laborer 'and
and expenses
$415,000.
from the
the Treasury, $415,000.
expenses of
of officer
officer detailed
detailed from
laborer,
nt
Four-year D
"r
-y ccontracts
auFOi
in his discretion, to authorized.
is authorized,
authorized, in
The
Treasury is
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
enter into
the manufacture
manufacture of
distinctive paper
paper for a
a
of distinctive
for the
a contract
contract for
enter
into a
period not
not to
years.
four years.
to exceed
exceed four
period
Custody of dies,
For custody
used at
Bureau of
of EngravEngrav- rollsstdp
late die
the Bureau
plates .used
at the
of dies,
dies, rolls,
and plates
rolls, and
For
custody of
rolls, and plates.
ing
and
Printing
for
printing
Government
securities:
Custodians—
ing and Printing for printing Government securities: Custodianstwo
each; distributors
stock—one $1,600,
two at
at $1,400
$1,400
$1,600, two
of stock-one
$2,000 each;
distributors of
two at
at $2,000
each; in
all, $8,400.
$8,400.
each;
in all,
1
Suppressing counterfippr1'
Suppressing
counterfeiting and other crimes: For expenses incurred
incurred feiting,
Suppressing counterfeiting
etc. e
Ante,
p.
84.
under the
the authority
authority or
of the
Secretary of
the Awep. st
of the
the Secretary
the approval
approval of
or with
with the
under
Treasury in
detecting, arresting,
delivering into
into the
custody of
of
the custody
arresting, and
and delivering
Treasury
in detecting,
the
United States
jurisdiction dealers
dealers and pretended
pretended
havig jurisdiction
States marshal
marshal having
the United
engaged in counterfeiting
dealers
counterfeiting
dealers in
in counterfeit
counterfeit money and persons engaged
Treasury notes,
notes, bonds,
bonds, national-bank
and other
securities of
of
notes, and
other securities
national-bank notes,
Treasury
the
States and
of foreign
Governments, as
as well
well as
as the
the coins
of
coins of
foreign Governments,
and of
the United
United States
the
States and
foreign Governments,
felonies
other felonies
of foreign
Governments, and other
and of
United States
the United
committed
against the
the laws
United States
relating to
to the
the pay
pay
States relating
laws of
of the
the United
committed against
and
bounty laws,
laws, hire
hire and
and operation
operation of
or horsehorseof motor-propelled
motor-propelled or
and bounty
Per diemsubeletencel.
drawn
when necessary,
necessary, per
per diem
in lieu
lieu Vol.
Peordmsubt0.mw
diem in
vehicles when
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
38, p. WO.
of
thirteen of
of the
the Vo 8,0.
pursuant to
to section
section thirteen
subsistence, when
when allowed
allowed pursuant
of subsistence,
sundry
nineteen hunAugust first,
first, nineteen
Act approved
approved August
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
dred
fourteen, and
other purpose
purpose whatever,
whatever, except
in the
the
except in
for no
no other
and fourteen,
and for
dred and
of
''i o
t person
uiProtecting
protection
President and of the person chosen the
of the person of the President
protection of
President.
to be
the United
That no
no Proviso.
rto.
Provded, That
$200,000: Provided,
States, $200,000:
of the
United States,
President of
to
be President
Fees.
part
of this
used in
in defraying
defraying the
expenses of any person
e
the expenses
be used
this amount
amount be
part of
subpcenaed
United States
courts to
attend any
to attend
any trial
trial before
before a
a
subpoenaed by
by the
the United
States courts
United
States court
preliminary examination
United
or preliminary
examination before
before any
any United
United States
court or
p. 314.
States
commissioner, which
expenses shall
be paid
the approappro- PPost,
o, p.314.
paid from
from the
shall be
which expenses
States commissioner,
priation for
courts."
priation
for "Fees
"Fees of
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
States courts."
Payment of rooms.
Appropriations
Act shall
be used
in payment
of combdetos=t*
corn- drJeS
not be
used in
payment of
in this
this Act
shall not
Appropriations in
detailed forbidden.
pensation or expenses
detailed or transferred
transferred from the
of any
any person
person detailed
expenses of
pensation
Secret
the Treasury
or who
may at
who may
at
Department, or
Division of
of the
Treasury Department,
Secret Service
Service Division
any time
time during
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen have
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
any
been
Service Division.
Division.
said Secret
Secret Service
by or
or under
under said
been employed
employed by
n ds do,
t
Lands and
property of
States: For custody, care, LLands,
of the United States:
and other
other property
Lands
protection,
of sales
sales of
of lands
lands and
and other
other property
property of
of the
the
and expenses
expenses of
protection, and
United
States, acquired
and held
thirty-seven hundred
hundred
under sections
sections thirty-seven
acquired and
held under
United States,
R. S.,secs.3741,87150,
8 3 4
and forty-nine
thirth-seven hundred
hundred and
fifty of
of the
the Revised
Revised p.
and
forty-nine and
and thirth-seven
and fifty
p.Rg"c'75
739.
titles, recording
recording of deeds, advertising,
advertising,
examination of titles,
Statutes, the
the examination
and auctioneer's
auctioneer's fees
fees in
connection therewith,
therewith, $300.
and
in connection
$300.

CUSTOMS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
CUSTOMS

including not exceeding
For collecting the revenue from customs, including
exceeding
$200,000
for the
the detection
detection and
and prevention
of frauds
upon the
the customs
customs
frauds upon
prevention of
$200,000 for
revenue,
revenue, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
approScales for
The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
of the
the approservice: The
for customs
customs service:
Scales
construction and installation
priations
heretofore made
made for
for construction
installation of special
priations heretofore
automatic
recording scales for weighing
weighing merchandise,
merchandise, and so
automatic and
and recording
forth, in connection
connection with imports at the various
various ports of entry under
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, are continued
continued and made
available
during the
the fisital
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal year
year nineteen
for expenditure
expenditure during
available for
seventeen, together
together with
with the
the further
$25,000.
further sum
sum of $25,000.
seventeen,

Customs serviee.

Cutos servis.

Collecting revenues.
cc,"p.
Ante, p. 84. e""

Auomatic
Automatic scae.
scales-

Use of balenom.
balances.
Useof
Vol. 38, p
ML
38, p.- 836.
VOL
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Nogales, Ariz.
Bridge
customBridge oon custom-

hoe land.

house land,
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Compensation in
in lieu
compensation in
in lieu
moiCompensation
lieu of
of moieties:
moieties: For
For compensation
lieu of
of moieties
in certain
cases under
the customs
customs revenue
eties in
certain cases
under the
revenue laws,
laws, $30,000.
$30,000.
For
construction of
of a
apermanent
permanent wagon
For the
the construction
wagon and
and foot
foot bridge
bridge across
across
the creek at International Avenue,
Avenue, at Nogales, Arizona,
on land
land reArizona, on
reserved
by the
the United
United States
States for
for customs
customs purposes,
purposes, $7,500.
served by
$7,500.
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For pay, allowance,
allowance, and
and commutation
commutation of
of quarters
quarters for
for commissioned
commissioned
medical
officers and pharmacists,
medical officers
pharmacists, $711,550;
$711,550;
rose,
440.
For
surgeons, $25,000;
Po, p.
p.44.
For additional
additional assistant
assistant surgeons,
$25,000;
gasstatFsurAeth3g
assistant mu'
For pay of acting assistant
assistant surgeons (noncommissioned
(noncommissioned medical
medical
goons.
officers), $200,000;
p'
officers),
$200,000;
Other
employees.
For pay of all other employees (attendants, and so forth),
forth), $517,106;
$517,106;
Other employees '
Freight,etetc.
For freight, transportation,
preight,
transportation, and traveling
traveling expenses,
including the
expenses, including
the
expenses, except
membership fees
of officers
officers when
when officially
officially detailed
detailed
expenses,
except membership
fees,'of
to
attend meetings
of associations
for the
the promotion
public health,
to attend
meetings of
associations for
promotion of
of public
health,
$30,000;
$30,000;
Fudl, etc.
tc.
and water,
Tuel,
For fuel, light, and
$75,000;
water, $75,000;
Fumniture
and repairs
Purniture.
For furniture and
repairs to
to same,
same, $8,000;
$8,000;
Supplies.
For purveying
medical, surgical,
Supplies.
purveying depot, purchase of medical,
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital
supplies, $45,000;
$45,000;
supplies,
ygienic '°''
LaboraFor
Hygienic
l or maintaining
the Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory,
Laboratory, $20,000;
$20,000;
maintaining the
tury.
arine hospitals.
maintenance
of marine
marine
hospitals,
Marine
For
maintenance
of
hospitals,
including
subsistence,
and all
including
subsistence, and
all
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 8
other necessary
miscellaneous exp
expenses
under
other
necessary miscellaneous
enses which are not included
included under
special
heads, $256,000:
$256,000: Provide,
Pr ' ,That
at there
there may
may be
be admitted
admitted into
into
special heads,
aesor study.
said hospitals for study
or other
other diseases
study persons
persons with
with infectious
infectious or
diseases
affecting
affecting the public
health, and
to exceed
exceed ten
ten cases
cases in
in any
any one
one
public health,
and not to
hospital at one
time;
hospital
one time;
Outside treatment,
outsde Uetrment,
medical examinations,
etc.
For medical
care of
of seamen,
seamen, care
care and
examinations, care
and treatment
treatment of
of
all other persons entitled to relief, and miscellaneous
expenses other
miscellaneous expenses
other
than marine hospitals, which are
under special
special heads,
heads,
are not
not included
included under
$170,000;
$170,000;
Books, etc.
et.
For journals
$500;
For
journals and
and scientific
scientific books,
books, $500;
In
all, $2,058,156,
shall include
include the
for the
the
the amount
amount necessary
necessary for
n all,
$2,058,156, which
which shall
Inspecting aliens. liens
VoLp34,
medical
90.
aliens, as
required by
Vol.
34, p.
p. 903.
medical inspection
inspection of
of aliens,
as required
by section
section seventeen
seventeen of
of the
the
seven.
Act approved
approved February
February twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seven.
Quarantine
QuaStine
S service.
iteeof
Quarantine service: For maintenance
Maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance and ordinary expenses,
expenses, exstations.
elusive of
clusive
of pay
pay of
of quarantine
stations at
at
of officers
officers and
and employees,
employees, of
quarantine stations
p
Ante,
A"nt, p. 84..
Eastport and
Maine; Boston,
Massachusetts; Providence,
Eastport
and Portland,
Portland, Maine;
Boston, Massachusetts;
Providence,
Rhode Island; Perth Amboy,
Jersey; Delaware
Delaware Breakwater;
Breakwater;
Amboy, New Jersey;
Reedy
and the
the Delaware
Bay and
and River;
Reedy Island, and
Delaware Bay
River; Alexandria,
Alexandria, Virginia;
Virginia;
Cape Charles and supplemental
supplemental station thereto;
thereto; Cape Fear, Newbern,
and Washington, North Carolina;
Georgetown, Charleston,
Charleston, Beaufort,
Carolina; Georgetown,
Beaufort,
and Port Royal, South Carolina;
Savannah; South Atlantic; Darien;
Carolina; Savannah;
Brunswick;
Brunswick; Cumberland
Cumberland Sound; Saint
River; Biscayne
Saint Johns
Johns River;
Biscayne Bay;
Bay;
Bay; Port
Inglis; Cedar
Key; Punta
Punta
Key West; Boca Grande;
Grande; Tampa
Tampa Bay;
Port Inglis;
Cedar Key;
Rassa; Saint Georges Sound
Sound (East and West
West Pass);
Pass); Saint Joseph;
JosephSaint Andrews and Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida;
Florida; Mobile;
Orleans and
Mobile; New
New Orleans
and
supplemental stations thereto;
supplemental
thereto; Pascagoula; Gulf; Gulfport; Galveston,
Galveston
Laredo, Eagle Pass, and El Paso, Texas; San Diego, San Pedro and
Laredo,
adjoining
adjoining ports, Santa Barbara,
Barbara, San Francisco, Monterey, and Port
Harford,
Harford, California;
California; Fort Bragg,
Bragg, Eureka, Columbia River, Florence,
Newport,
Newport, Coos Bay, and Gardiner,
Gardner, Oregon;
Oregon; Port
supPort Townsend
Townsend and
and supplemental
quarantine systems of Alaska,
plemental stations
stations thereto; quarantine
Alaska, the Hawaiian Islands including the leprosy
leprosy,hospital, and Porto Rico; and
including
including and not exceeding $500 for printing on account
account of the
quarantine
quarantine service at times when the exigencies of that service
service require immediate
immediate action,
action, $170,000.
$170,000.
pay,
ofier.
Pay, altars.

Pra43°
C ams for
.
s

tudy.
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Prevention of
of
of demics.
deivention
Prevention of
of epidemics:
To enable
enable the
the President,
President, in
case only
only of
in case
epidemics: To
Prevention
Ante,
p. 84.
84.
threatened
epidemic of
typhus fever,
fever, yellow
yellow fever, Ante, p.
cholera, typhus
of cholera,
actual epidemic
or actual
threatened or

epiepi-

smallpox,
plague, Chinese
Chinese plague
plague or black death, or trachoma,
bubonic plague,
smallpox, bubonic
to
aid State
and local
local boards,
boards, or
otherwise, in his discretion,
discretion, in preor otherwise,
State and
to aid
venting
suppressing the
of the
such emeremerin such
same, and in
the same,
spread of
the spread
and suppressing
venting and
gency
the execution
any quarantine
may be
be then
then in
in Proviso.
laws which
which may
quarantine laws
of any
in the
execution of
gency m
Report
of expendiexpendiReport of
expenditures tures.
the expenditures
force,
That a
adetailed
detailed report
report of the
Provided, That
$400,000: Provided,
force, $400,000:
Field investigations.
investigations.
Field
hereunder shall
shall annually
annually hereafter
submitted to Congress.
hereafter be submitted
hereunder
Vol. 37, p. 309.
and Vol.37, p.309.
man and
Field investigations:
For investigations
diseases of
of man
of diseases
investigations of
investigations: For
Field
conditions influencing
influencing the
the propagation
including
thereof, including
spread thereof,
and spread
propagation and
conditions
sanitation and
pollution of
of navigable
streams and
and
navigable streams
the pollution
and the
sewage, and
and sewage,
sanitation
lakes of
the United
$250,000.
service, $250,000.
personal service
including personal
States, includmg
United States,
of the
lakes
Interstate
quaranquaranInterstate
with State and tine
Interstate quarantine
service: For
cooperation !
For cooperation
quarantine service:
Interstate
service.
Post, p.
p. 440.
municipal health
in the
the prevention
of the
the spread
spread of
of concon- Post,
prevention of
authorities in
health authorities
municipal
tagious and
interstate traffic,
$15,000.
traffic, $15,000.
in interstate
diseases in
infectious diseases
and infectious
tagious
Rural
sanitation
sanitation
Rural
special studies of, and demonstra- studies.
Studies
of rural
For special
sanitation: For
rural sanitation:
Studies of
tion work
work in,
rural sanitation,
including personal
$25,000.
service, $25,000.
personal service
sanitation, including
in, rural
tion
Pellagra studies.
studies.
Study
of pellagra:
pellagra: For
rental, equipment,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of aa Pellagra
equipment, and
For rental,
Study of
temporary field
hospital and
including pay
pay of
of personnel,
personnel,
laboratory, including
and laboratory,
field hospital
temporary
for special
studies of
pellagra, $40,000.
$40,000.
of pellagra,
for
special studies
serums, etc.
Virus, serums,etc.
propagation and sale of viruses
regulate the propagation
Biologic
products: To
To regulate
viruses, Viruses,
Biologic products:
Regulating sale, etc.,
of.
of.
service,
serums
products, including
including personal
personal service,
analogous products,
and analogous
toins, and
serums, toxins,
$10,000.
$10,000.
District of ColumOF
District
$0,00.
bia.
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.
bia.
DISTRICT
Columbia

Hospital

Hospital
forCuma
Asylum: For repair of nurses cot- for
Columbia
Lying-in Asylum:
and Lying-in
Hospital and
Women.
Columbia Hospital
Repairs,
heat, light,
light,
heat,
Repairs,
and
tages, $2,350;
$2,350; for
purchase and
and installation
installation of
of X-ray
apparatus
X-ray apparatus
for purchase
tages,
etc.
necessary
of heat,
light, and
and tc.
heat, light,
expenses of
for expenses
$2,500; for
therefor, $2,500;
equipment therefor,
necessary equipment
power required
in and
and about
about the
hospital, $11,494;
$11,494;
of the
the hospital,
the operation
operation of
power
required in
m
to be
be expended
of the
the SuperinSuperindirection of
the direction
under the
expended under
$16,344, to
m all,
all, $16,344,
Half from
District
tendent of
the Capitol,
Capitol, and
and paid,
paid, one-half
one-half out
out of
of the
the revenues
revenues of
from District
Half
of the
the revenues.
of the
tendent
revnues
United
District
of
Columbia,
and
one-half
out
of
the
Treasury
of
the
United
of
the
Treasury
the
of
out
one-half
and
District of Columbia,
States.
States.
Equipment. etc.
The
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation for
special equipequip- Equipment
etc.
for special
the appropriation
of the
The unexpended
Use of balance
for.
83sa
vol. 38,
ment
and furnishing
Hospital for
for Women
Women and
and Vol.
38, p. 838.
Columbia Hospital
to complete
complete Columbia
furnishing to
ment and
Lying-in
and material
material and
necessary inciincithe necessary
and the
labor and
including labor
Asylum, including
Lying-in Asylum,
dental
made in
in the
sundry civil
civil approapprothe sundry
therewith, made
connected therewith,
expenses connected
dental expenses
priation
Act for
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen
is hereby
hereby
sixteen, is
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
for the
priation Act
reappropiiated and
made available
available for
fiscal year
year nineteen
hunnineteen hunfor the
the fiscal
and made
reappropriated
dred and
seventeen.
and seventeen.
dred

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
INSTITUTION.
SMITHSONIAN

Smithsonian

Insti-

tuihsonian
tution.

Insti-

International exchanges:
exchanges: For
For the
the system
of international
exchanges c
.
excIneaoal
international exchanges
system of
International
ges
countries, under
between the
the United
foreign countries,
under the direction
direction
and foreign
States and
United States
between
of the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
including necessary
employees and
and
necessary employees
of
purchase of
of necessary
books and
and periodicals,
$32,000.
periodicals, $32,000.
necessary books
purchase
Americanethnology.
American
ethnology: For
For continuing
ethnological researches
among Americanethology.
researches among
continuing ethnological
American ethnology:
the American
Indians and
the natives
natives of
the excaexcaincluding the
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, including
and the
American Indians
the
vation and
and preservation
archzeologic remains,
direction
the direction
under the
remains, under
of archseologic
preservation of
vation
of the
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, including
and
employees and
necessary employees
including necessary
the Smithsonian
of
the purchase
books and
and periodicals,
$42,000.
periodicals, $42,000.
of necessary
necessary books
purchase of
the
International Catalogue
Catalogue of
of Scientific
Scientific Literature:
Literature: For
coopera- gInteniationa
In terrimutl CataCtaFor the
the cooperaInternational
tion of
the United
States in
in the
work of
(:irture.
Catalogue erature.
International Catalogue
the International
of the
the work
United States
of the
tion
of Scientific
the preparation
of a
classified index
index
a classified
preparation of
including the
Literature, including
Scientific Literature,
of
catalogue of
American scientific
scientific publications
publications for
for incorporation
the
in the
incorporation in
of American
catalogue
International Catalogue,
Catalogue, clerk
of necessary
necessary books
and
books and
purchase of
hire, purchase
clerk hire,
International
periodicals, and
$7,500.
expenses, $7,500.
incidental expenses,
other necessary_
necessary incidental
and other
periodicals,
0 bAstrophysical
Observatory: For
of Astrophysical
Astrophysical ObOb:P r
3
ksl 1
'sPta'y
For maintenance
maintenance of
Astrophysical Observatory:
servatory,
under the
direction of
of the
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, includincludthe Smithsonian
the direction
servatory, under
ing assistants,
assistants, purchase
of necessary
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, apparatus,
apparatus,
necessary books
purchase of
ing
Internatimal

tie

ifi

o

Asti
r

.

e
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making necessary
necessary observations
observations in
in high
high altitudes,
alteramaking
altitudes, repairs
repairs and
and alterations
of
buildings,
and
miscellaneous expenses
$13,000.
tions
of
buildings,
and
miscellaneous
expenses,
$13,000.
National Museum.
Salaries,
fixtures,
National
cases, furniture,
fixtures, and
and appliances
sNsrfixtures,
National Museum:
Museum: For
For cases,
furniture, fixtures,
appliances
etc.
required for the exhibition and
safe-keeping of
of collections,
and safe-keeping
collections, including
including
necessary employees, $25,000;
lighting,necessary employees, $25,000;
For heating,
electrical, telegraphic,
telephonic servservlighting For
heating, lighting,
lighting, electrical,
telegraphic, and
and telephonic
ice, $46,000;
$46,000;
collee- ice,
Preservng
ti Prese
, rv.
1ng collecFor continuing
continuing preservation,
exhibition, and
and increase
of collections
collections
tions,
CeOte.ilc
For
preservation, exhibition,
increase of
exploring expeditions
the Government,
Government,
from the
the surveying
surveying and
and exploring
expeditions of
of the
and
all other
and from
from other
other sources,
sources, including
including necessary employees,
employees, all
other
exceeding $5,500
necessary-expenses,
$5,500 for
for drawings
illusexpenses, and
and not
not exceeding
drawings and
and illustrations
for
publications
$300,000;
trations
for
publications,
$300,000;
Books,etc.
s et
Bo
e.
purchase of books, pamphlets, and
For purchase
periodicals for
reference,
and periodicals
for reference,
$2,000;
$2,000;
pa
i
RePOreR.
For repairs of buildings,
buildings shops, and sheds,
all necessary
necessary
sheds, including
including all
labor
material, $10,000;
$10,000;
labor and.
and material,
Postage.
Postage.
postage stamps and foreign
For postage
cards, $500;
$500;
foreign postal cards,
In
all,
National
Museum,
$383,500.
In
all,
National
Museum,
$383,500.
National Zoological
Park,
D. C. Zoological
National
roads, walks,
walks, bridges,
bridges, water
supply,
pN^oda
National Zoological
Zoological Park:
Park: For
For roads,
water supply,
Expenses,
sewerage,
and drainage;
drainage; grading,
grading, planting,
improving
Exnses.
sewerage, and
planting, and
and otherwise
otherwise improving
the grounds;
grounds; erecting
erecting and
and repairing
repairing buildings
care,
buildings and
and inclosures;
inclosures; care,
subsistence,
transportation of
subsistence, purchase, and
and transportation
of animals;
animals; necessary
necessary ememployees; incidental
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, including
including
incidental expenses
expenses not
not otherwise
purchase,
maintenance, and
driving of
horses and
vehicles required
required
purchase, maintenance,
and driving
of horses
and vehicles
for official purposes, not exceeding $100
$100 for the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary
books
and exclusive
exclusive of
fees or
or compensabooks and
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
of architect's
architect's fees
compensaRalftr(un Distziet
$100,000; one
half of
which sum
sum shall
from the
the revenues
renu.
Ditrict tion,
tion, $100,000;
one half
of which
shall be
be paid
paid from
revenues
of the District of
the other
from the
of Columbia and
and the
other half
half from
the Treasury
Treasury of
of
the
the United States.
States.

etcHeating,

Heating,

luterstateCommerce

Commission.
coimtsteCommee
Sa l e s
Salaries.
ari .

INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION.

$10,000 each; secretary, $5,000;
For seven commissioners at 810,000
$5,000; in
in all,
all,
$75,000.
$75,000.
Expenses.
For
all other
other authorized
expenditures necessary
the execution
Per diem subsistence.
Perd
subsistence.
For all
authorized expenditures
necessary in
in the
execution
VoL 38,
38, p.
p. 680.
680.
VoL
of laws to regulate
regulate commerce,
commerce, including per diem in lieu of subsistence when allowed pursuant to section thirteen
thirteen of the sundry-civil
appropriation
appropriation Act approved
first, nineteen
hundred and
and
approved August
August first,
nineteen hundred
Amount for counsel,
of which
which sum
$1,100,000, of
sum there
there may
expended not
not
may be
be expended
etc.Amountfor ounsel, fourteen, $1,100,000,
exceeding $50,000 in the employment of counsel, not exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
$3,000 for necessary
necessary books, reports, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,500 for printing other than that done at
$1,500
Government Printing
at the
the Government
Printing
exceeding $100
$100 in the open market
Office, not exceeding
market for
purchase of
of
for the purchase
office furniture similar in class or lInd
kind to
listed
in
the
general
to
that
listed
in
the
general
Rent.
supply schedule, and not exceeding
exceeding $70,000 for
of buildings
in
for rent
rent of
buildings in
the District of Columbia.
Enforcing account- the District of Columbia.
ingby
railroads.
bEnorlyng
Sao.unt
To further
further enable
enable the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission to enforce
enforce
Vol. 34, p. 593; Vol.
compliance with section
36 p.l.556.
34, . 593; Vol compliance
twenty of
section twenty
of the
the Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate commerce
commerce as
as
36,
amended by the Act approved June twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred
hundred
employment of
and six, including the employment
necessary special
agents or
of necessary
special agents
or
examiners, $300,000.
Railway safety ap- examiners, $300,000.
pRaiaay safety ap- To enable the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
pliances.
to keep informed
Commerce Commission
Conunission to
Vol. 27,
27, p.
531;
Vol. regarding and to enforce compliance
s31
Vol.
p.
Vol.
compliance with Acts
Acts to promote
promote the
the safety
safety
29, p. 85 ; Vol. 32, p.
9,;;Vol.
p01o.
olp.
of employees and travelers
94.3
36,
298.
travelers upon railroads;
railroads; the act requiring
requiring com3 6 p.
Accidents.
to make
reports of
accidents and
and authorizing
authorizing investicarriers to
Accidents.
mon earners
make reports
of accidents
investiVol. 31, p. 446 ; Vol. mon
36,
thereof; and
and to
enable the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission
36 p.p. 350.
3p
Vol. gations
gations thereof;
to enable
Interstate Commerce
Block signal, et.
etc.
Blocksignal,
block-signal and train-control systems
and
systems and
Vol.
34, p. 838 ;Vol. to investigate and test block-signal
35, p.ol.324.
3, p. 83
ol appliances intended
as
intended to promote
promote the safety
safety of railway
railway operation, as
authorized by the joint resolution
resolution approved
approved June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and six, and the provision of
of the sundry civil
approved
civil Act approved
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May twenty-seventh,
hundred and eight, including the
nineteen hundred
twenty-seventh, nineteen
May

employment
and per
per diem
of subsistence
subsistence when
when
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of inspectors,
inspectors, and
employment of
allowed pursuant
to section
of the
sundry civil
appropriacivil appropriathe sundry
thirteen of
section thirteen
pursuant to
allowed
tion Act
approved August first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
Act approved
tion
$245,000.
$245,000.
Valuation of
property of
of carriers:
carriers: To
enable the
the Interstate
To enable
Interstate ComCornValuation
of property
merce
Commission to
of the
entitled "An
"An
the Act
Act entitled
objects of
out the
the objects
to carry
carry out
merce Commission
Act
regulate commerce,'
commerce,' apentitled 'An Act to regulate
Act entitled
amend an Act
to amend
Act to
proved February fourth, eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-seven, and
all
amendatory thereof
thereof by providing for aavaluation of the sevacts amendatory
all acts
eral
classes of
of property
of carriers
subject thereto
securing ininand securing
thereto and
carriers subject
property of
eral classes
formation
concerning their stocks, bonds, and other securities,
formation concerning
approved March
March first,
hundred and
and thirteen,
including per
per
thirteen, including
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
approved
diem
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section thirteen
thirteen
when allowed
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence when
diem in
of
sundry civil appropriation
August first, ninenineapproved August
appropriation Act approved
of the sundry
exceeding $15,000
including not exceeding
$15,000 for
for
and fourteen, and including
teen hundred
hundred and
rent of buildings in the District of Columbia, $3,500,000.
For
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act
the Act
expenditures under
authorized expenditures
For all
all authorized
of
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eleven, "To
"To proproand eleven,
of February
February, seventeenth,
mote
safety of
of employees
travelers upon railroads
railroads by comand travelers
employees and
the safety
mote the
engaged in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce to equip
equip
pelling common carriers engaged
appurtenances
locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances
their locomotives
thereto," and
hundred and
and fifnineteen hundred
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
of March
amendment of
and amendment
thereto,"
teen, extending
extending "the
"the same
same powers
powers and
parts
with respect
respect to all parts
duties with
and duties
teen,
and
appurtenances of the locomotive
locomotive and tender,"
tender," including
including such
such
and appurtenances
inspector and his two
stenographic
clerical help to the chief inspector
stenographic and clerical
assistants
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
deem necesnecesmay deem
Commission may
assistants as
as the
sary, and
and for
for per
in lieu
lieu of
allowed pursuant
pursuant
when allowed
of subsistence
subsistence when
per diem
diem in
sary,
approved
to section thirteen
thirteen of the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act approved
August first, nineteen
hundred and fourteen, $220,000.
nineteen hundred
August

Per diem subsistence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.

volerdiebsistence-

Physical

of railroads.

valu
valuation

valuation

Vol. 37, p. 701.

Vol. 37, p. 701.

Issues of stock, etc.

Issuesofstock,etc.

Per
diem subsistence.
Perdiemsubsistence
Vol. 38, P. 680.

Vl.

38' P 680.

Safe locomotive
boilers, etc.
Vol. 36, p. 913.

sae locomotive
VoL'36,p.913.

Vol. 38, p. 1192.

ol. 38, p. 1192

sst

Per diem subsistence.
Vol. 38, p. 680.
680.

orl.

1
anSBdConci tatMlone
CONCILI- anTM'efiaeliation
UNITED
STATES BOARD
OF MEDIATION
MEDIATION AND CONCILIBOARD OF
UNITED STATES
ATION.
ATION.

For
commissioner, $7,500;
$7,500; assistant
neces- ses
Salari
.
"
salarie
$5,000; necescommissioner, $5,000;
assistant commissioner,
For commissioner,

d expen" P "1.
and

sary and
proper expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
Vol. 38,
p. 108.
10.
38, p.
any arbitraarbitra- Vol.
with any
in connection
connection with
and proper
sary
tion or with
with the carrying
carrying on of the work of mediation and concilianecessary expenses
expenses of members
including traveling and other necessary
tion, including
or
employees of
of boards
boards of
of arbitration,
arbitration, furniture,
furniture, office fixtures and
or employees
necessary
supplies, books, salaries, traveling expenses, and other necessary
members or employees
Mediation and
employees of the Board of Mediation
expenses of members
Conciliation,
approved by the chairman
chairman of said board, $34,680;
$34,680;
Conciliation, to be approved
$50,000.
rent in the District of Columbia, $2,820;
$2,820; in all, $50,000.
Authority
incurring expenses,
including subsistence,
by boards
boards
subsistence, by
expenses, including
for incurring
Authority for
arbitration shall first be obtained from the Board of Mediation
Mediation
of arbitration
and
Conciliation.
and Conciliation.
FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
FEDERAL
five commissioners
$10,000 each;
each; secretary,
$5,000; five
For five
commissioners, at
at $10,000
secretary, $5,000;
five

$2,000; disbursclerk, $2,000;
clerks to
to commissioners,
$1,500 each;
each; chief
chief clerk,
at $1,500
commissioners, at
clerks

Aut
hority
utbority

for
for

e-ex-

Federal
Federal Trade ComT ra d
mission.
e CoD
Salaries.
SiaSL38, p. 717.
Vol.

.

38,

clerks-four
ing clerk, $2,000; clerks
four of class four, five
five of class three, eight
eight
eighteen
of
class two,
one, eighteen at $1,000 each, eighteen
class one,
of class
fifteen of
two, fifteen
of class
at $900
assistant messengers;
messengers; nine messenger
messenger
four assistant
messenger; four
each; messenger;
at
$900 each;
i
boys, at
$480 each;
six charwomen,
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
n all,
$154,580. speca
each; six
charwomen, at
all, $154,580.
Special
boys,
at $480
etc.
expense, and per diem in lieu of sub- etc.
compensation, travel expense,
For compensation,
sistence at the rate of $4, of such special attorneys, special experts,
special
agents, clerks, and other employees
employees as may
special agents,
examiners, special
special examiners,
be
carrying on the work of said compurpose of carrying
the purpose
for the
necessary for
be necessary
mission;
travel expense and per diem in lieu of subsistence to the
mission; the travel

attorneys,
attorneys,
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commissioners and
and other
orders in
in making
commissioners
other employees
employees under
under. their
their orders
making
in any
places than
any investigation
investigation or upon official
official business
business in
any other
other places
than
Salary
limit.
alarylimit.
in the city of Washington;
Washington; no
salary shall
in
no salary
shall be
be paid
hereunder exceeding
paid hereunder
exceeding
the rate
rate of
of $5,000
per annum;
$244,500.
the
$5,000 per
annum; $244,500.
Contingentexpenses.
For contingent
Contingent
expenses.
contingent and miscellaneous
purchase
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the purchase
professional and
and scientific
of reference,
reference,
of professional
scientific books,
books, law
law books,
books, books
books of
pamphlets, maps,
maps, stationery,
stationery, furniture
and repairs
to
periodicals, pamphlets,
furniture and
repairs to
matting, oil
oil cloth,
cloth, filing
filing cases,
towels, ice,
ice, brooms,
brooms,
same, carpets, matting,
cases, towels,
soap, sponges,
and heating,
heating, freight
soap,
sponges, fuel,
fuel, lighting
ligting and
freight and
and express
express charges,
charges,
to foreign
countries, telegraph
street car tickets, postage
postage to
foreign countries,
telegraph and
and teleteletypewriters and
calculating machines,
machines, including
phone service, typewriters
and calculating
including their
their
exchange,
other necessary
miscellaneous supplies
supplies not
exchange, and for all
all other
necessary miscellaneous
not
otherwise
otherwise provided, $15,000.
$15,000.
Rent.
Rent.
For rental of
building or
quarters, $15,000.
of building
or quarters,
Witness fees,
efee,etc.s
Witness
etc.

vol.

a
For witness
mileage, as
nine of
of the
For
witness fees,
fees, and
and mileage,
as provided
provided in
in section
section nine
the

p.722.

Vol. 38,
3, p. 722.

$15,000.
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission Act,
Act, $15,000.

Rock Creek and Potomac Parks, D. C.

tomac Parks, D.P.

ROCK
CREEK AND
COMMISSION.
ROCK CREEK
AND POTOMAC
POTOMAC PARKWAY
PARKWAY COMMISSION.

Lands for cconnecting parkway.

To
commission created
created by
by section
section twenty-two
of the
To enable
enable the
the commission
twenty-two of
the
public
approved March
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
public buildings
buildings Act
Act approved
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
and
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
Statutes at
page eight
eight hundred
hundred and
at Large, page
and
eighty-five), to commence
commence proceedings
eighty-five),
the acquisition
proceedings toward
toward the
acquisition of
of
lands required for a
parkway between
Potomac Park,
Park, the
a connecting
connecting parkway
between Potomac
the
Half
from District Zoological
Half from
Zoological Park,
Rock Creek Park, $50,000, payable
payable one-half out
Park, and Rock
out
revenues.
of the Treasury of the United States and one-half
one-half out of the revenues
revenues
Provisos.
PromO".
of the District of Columbia: Provided,
total area
area of
lands
Provided, That
That the
the total
of lands
Area limited.
Alimited
finally to be acquired for said parkway shall not exceed the area and
finally
parcels
described and
and delineated
in the
map numbered
two, contained
contained
parcels described
delineated in
the map
numbered two,
in
Numbered Eleven
Eleven hundred
and fourteen
of the
the
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
hundred and
fourteen of
Settlement of
of titles.
titles, present
Providedfurther,
hereby
present session: Provided
further, That the said commission is hereby
authorized to settle and compromise
compromise all questions and controversies
between
between the United States and adverse claimants
of titles
titles to
claimants of
to lands
lands
within or adjacent
adjacent to the area desired for said
in accordance
said parkway,
parkway, in
accordance
recommendations of the said report submitted in
with the recommendations
compliance
in compliance
Vol.
38, p.
829.
vol. 3,
p. 8s.
with the
March third,
to
with
the Act
Act of
of March
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen, subject
subject to
the approval of the Attorney General of the United States, who may,
in such settlement and compromise or in
in any
any con
demna ti on procee
dcondemnation
proceedLegal assistance.
ings requested
requested by said commission, exercise
exercise the power in him con384, p. 81.
R. S.,
s., sec.
see. 3i,
1i. ferred by section
three hundred
section three
hundred and
of the
the Revised
and sixty-four
sixty-four of
Revised Statutes
Statutes
nited States,
provision of
of law
law to
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithof the
the T_
United
States, any
any provision
to
the
Added
to
park
systeAdie. to park ss- standing:
further, That
That the said lands when acquired
standina
•Provided
Provided further,
acquired shall
a •
shall
tem.
Vol 30, p. 570.
be a
part of
of the
park system
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, subject
0
be
a part
the park
system of
of the
subject to
to
the provisions
provisions of section two.of the Act of
July
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight
chapter
ninety-eight (Thirtieth
(Thirtieth Statutes, chapter
forty-three).
five hundred
hundred and
and forty-three).
mnakSro

vol. 37,

onnect-

85.

Vol. 37, p. 885.

War
War Department.
Department.
Armories and
nals.rmories and
Benicia,
CaL
Benicia, Ca

arse-

arS43-

WAR DEPARTMENT.
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
ARMORIES AND
ARMORIES
AND ARSENALS.
ARSENALS.

Benicia
Arsenal, Benicia,
Benicia, California:
facilities for
Benicia Arsenal,
California: For increasing
increasing facilities
for
fire
$5,000;
fire protection, $5,000;
For increasing storage facilities, $28,000;
$28,000;
For repairs to wharf, $6,000;
$6,000;
For repairs to shop and other buildings,
$5,000;
buildings, $5,000;
For continuing brick wall in main issue storehouse, making
maldng it
pracit practically a
a fire wall, and for rearrangement
thelbuilding,
rearrangement of the interior
interior of the
building,
including
a loading platform, $2,500;
including the erection
erection of a
$2,500;
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For improving
the water
water suppiy,
$5,000;
supply, $5,000;
improving the
For
In all,
all, $51,500.
$51,500.
In
Frankford
Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania:
Frankford,
Pa.
Frankford, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Frankford Arsenal,
For
general shop building, $106,800;
$106,800;
For aageneral
$33,000;
For
extension of
storehouse, $33,000;
ammunition storehouse,
artillery ammunition
of artillery
For extension
For extension
extension of
instrument department
department building, $22,920;
$22,920;
of instrument
For
For extension
extension of fuse shop building, $132,300;
$132,300;
For
For
extension of
of artillery
artillery case
case shop building, $42,000;
For extension
For
extension of
of lead
shop building,
$12,000;
building, $12,000;
lead shop
For extension
For metal
$25,800;
storehouse, $25,800;
metal storehouse,
For
For a
astorehouse
for current
current manufactures,
$54,000;
manufactures, $54,000;
storehouse for
For
land, $125,000;
For purchase
of additional
additional land,
purchase of
For
For one
one sewer
$9,000;
sewer and connections, $9,000;
For
$12,000;
For garage
garage for motor trucks, $12,000;
For
and sea wall, $11,600;
For
construction or
or repair
repair of
roads, walks,
walks, and
of roads,
For construction
$24,000;
For
protection, $24,000;
facilities for fire protection,
increasing facilities
For increasing
For increasing
increasing the facilities
facilities of the arsenal for the manufacture
manufacture of
For
field
artillery ammunition,
ammunition, $183,750;
$183,750;
field artillery
For five
magazine buildings,
buildings, including
necessary barriers
barriers and fences
fences
including necessary
five magazine
For
lighting mains,
about
buildings, railroad
connections, sewer
lines, lighting
sewer lines,
railroad connections,
the buildings,
about the
and
so forth,
$90,900;
forth, $90,900;
and so
In
all, $885,070.
$885,070.
In all,
HawaiiO
Honolulu,
Shafter Reservation:
Honolulu,
Hawaii,
FortoUrl
Reservation:
Fort Shafter
Depot, Fort
Ordnance Depot
Hawaii, Ordnance
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Fort
Shatter Ordnance
Depot.
For
Depot.
$99,000;
storehouses, $99,000;
For five
five storehouses,
$6,500;
sheds, $6,500;
For
For six gun sheds,
For five magazines
$85,000;
magazines, $85,000;
For
For two
buildings, $35,500;
shop buildings,
two shop
For
For office
building, $12,000;
$12,000;
office building,
For
$12,000;
For
building, $12,000;
barracks building,
For barracks
For
of field
field officer's
officer's quarters,
$6,000;
quarters, $6,000;
set of
For set
For
of company
officer's quarters,
quarters, $5
1
000;
$5,000;
company officer's
set of
For set
$6,000;
For
two sets
sets of
of quarters
for noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers, $6,000;
quarters for
For two
For
$6,000;
For stable, $6,000;
For
$3,000;
garage, $3,000;
and garage,
shed and
wagon shed
For wagon
For
necessary water,
water, sewer,
electrical connections, $5,500;
$5,500;
sewer, and electrical
For necessary
For
facilities, construction
construction of roads, and so forth,
transportation facilities,
For transportation
$18,500;
$18,500;
In
all, $300,000.
P
In all,
$300,000.
Picatinny Arsenal,
Arsenal, Dover,
Dover, New
New Jersey:
Jersey:
Picatinny,
Dover,
N.jcti
N.
J.
Picatinny
$53,000;
powder,
of
For
increasing
facilities
for
manufacture
$53,000;
For increasing facilities for manufacture
For
buildings for
for assembling
assembling powder charges, $25,000;
$25,000;
For buildings
$7,500;
For
the purchase
purchase of additional
additional land, $7,500;
For the
In
all, $85,500.
In all,
$85,500.
Powd factory. •
Powder
te, or.
lant, or the enlarge- Prowdr. csite
a plant,
establishment of a
Powder
factory: For
For the establishment
Powder factory:
ment
of
any
existing
plant
owned
by
.
the
Government,
for
the
struction,
etc.
etc.
strction,
the
for
Government,
the
by
owned
plant
existing
of
any
ment
manufacture
of powder
owned by
Government or to be
the Government
by the
site owned
on aasite
powder on
manufacture of
procured by
by purchase
condemnation, or
the discretion of the
or in
in the
or condemnation,
purchase or
procured
Secretary of
of War
on any
suitable site
tendered without
without
site that may be tendered
any suitable
War on
Secretary
cost to
to the
the United
States which
he is
is authorized
authorized to
to accept,
accept, $500,000.
a,
$500,000.o
which he
United States
cost
Rock
Arsenal, Rock
Rock Island,
Rock Island, Ill.
Illinois:
Island, Illinois:
Island Arsenal,
Rock Island
For high
tank and
and connections,
connections, $20,000;
•
$20,000;
service tank
high service
For
repairs, $13,000;
For
$13,000;
For road repairs,
$24,000;
For bath
and toilet
toilet room
to barracks
building, $24,000;
barracks building,
addition to
room addition
bath and
For
For one
one auto
auto fire
fire engine,
engine, $7,500;
$7,500;
For
manufacturing field artillery
Toward
facilities for manufacturing
providing facilities
Toward providing
a contract
$1,250,000, under a
ammunition at
total cost
cost not exceeding
contract
exceeding $1,250,000,.under
at aatotal
ammunition
or contracts
contracts which
authorized, or
otherwise, in
m the
the discretion
discretion
or otherwise,
are authorized,
which are
or
of the
Secretary of War,
$500,000;
War, $500,000;
of
the Secretary
For
increasing capacity
capacity for
artillery vehicles,
vehicles,
field artillery
manufacture of field
for manufacture
For increasing
$90,000;
$90,000;
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For
for artillery
artillery vehicles,
vehicles, $34,000;
$34,000;
For storehouse
storehouse for
For
concrete retaining
retaining wall
on the
east side
side of
Armstrong
For concrete
wall on
the east
of Fort
Fort Armstrong
Avenue,
Avenue, $4,700;
$4,700;
For two
quarters for
For
two sets
sets of
of quarters
for noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers,
officers, $10,000;
$10,000;
For ice-making
For
ice-making plant,
plant, $16,000;
$16,000;
For
construction of
of coal
installation of
For the
the construction
coal bins,
bins, including
including the
the installation
of aa.
coal-hoisting
apparatus in
boiler house
shop F,
F, $5,500;
coal-hoisting apparatus
in boiler
house of
of shop
$5,500;
For
maintenance and
of power
plant, $12,500;
$12,500;
For maintenance
and operation
operation of
power plant,
Bridges expenses.
of Rock
Rock Island
Island bridges
and
Bridges expenses
For operating,
operating, care, and
and preservation
preservation of
bridges and
viaduct; and
and maintenance
maintenance and
of the
arsenal street
street connecting
connecting
viaduct;
and repair
repair of
the arsenal
the
bridges, $18,000;
the bridges,
$18,000;
In
all, $755,200.
$755,200.
In all,
Sandy Hook,
Hook, N. J.,
J.,
Proving Ground, Sandy Hook, New Jersey:
grormr1
proving
groud.
provingground.
For one
tower, $5,000;
For
one range
range tower,
$5,000;
For a
afireproof
vault in
building, for
for the
the storage
For
fireproof vault
in office
office building,
storage of
of valuable
valuable
records, $1,500;
$1,500;
records,
For a
building to
toilet facilities,
facilities, $1,500;
For
a building
to contain
contain toilet
$1,500;
For a
stable, $8,000;
$8,000;
For
a fireproof
fireproof stable,
For a
tool and
and breechblock
breechblock storage
storage house,
house, $12,000;
For
a tool
$12,000;
For extension
extension of
traverses in
in rear
proof battery,
battery, $10,000;
$10,000;
For
of concrete
concrete traverses
rear of
of proof
In
$38,000.
In all,
all, $38,000.
San
Antonio, Tex.
Tex.
an Antonio,
San Antonio
Antonio Arsenal,
Arsenal, San
Texas:
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas:
storehouse and
$60,000;
For one
one storehouse
and its
its equipment,
equipment, $60,000;
For
improving the
water supply,
$4,200;
For improving
the water
supply, $4,200;
For
rebuilding roads
roads and
and walks,
$3,000;
For rebuilding
walks, $3,000;
In
$67,200.
In all,
all, $67,200.
Springfield,
Springfield, Mass.
Mass.
Springfield Arsenal,
Springfield
Arsenal, Springfield,
Springfield, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
extension of
milling shop,
For extension
of wing
wing of
of milling
shop, $5,500;
$5,500;
increasing facilities
facilities for
fire protection,
protection, $20,000;
For increasing
for fire
$20,000;
repairs to
$7,100;
For repairs
to streets,
streets, $7,100;
In
all, $32,600.
$32,600.
In all,
Watertown, Mass.
atertown, Mass.
Watertown
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
For improving and modernizing
modernizing the smith shop, $52,600;
$52,600;
capacity for
manufacture of
of gun
carriages, $500,000;
For increasing
increasing capacity
for manufacture
gun carriages,
$500,000;
For increasing capacity
capacity for manufacture
manufacture of armor-piercing
armor-piercing proprojectiles, $215,000;
$215,000;
jectiles,
for fire
fire protection,
protection, $11,725;
For increasing
increasing facilities
facilities for
$11,725;
For aabuilding
building for housing electric engine
engine and locomotive crane,
$5,000;
$5,000;
For replacing roof on
containing hardening
hardening plant,
plant, $3,400;
on building containing
$3,400;
For construction
construction and
for
and installation
installation of
of conveying
conveying apparatus
apparatus for
handling coal for
$10,000;
for power
power plant,
plant, $10,000;
For extension
pockets, $2,000;
$2,000;
extension of coal
coal pockets,
In all, $799,725.
$799,725.
Testing machines.
Testing
machines.
Watertown Arsenal,
testing machines:
For necessary
Watertown
Arsenal, testing
machines: For
necessary professional
professional
and skilled labor, purchase of materials,
materials, tools, an
appliances for
for
andd appliances
operating the testing machines, for investigative
investigative test and tests of
material
connection with the manufacturing
manufacturing work of the
material in
m connection
the Ordnance
Ordnance
Department, and
and materials
for operating
the
and for
for instruments and
materials for
operating the
chemical laboratory
laboratory in connection
connection therewith, and for maintenance
maintenance
establishment, $15,000.
$15,000.
of the
the establishment,
Watervliet, N. Y.
Waterliet, N. Y.
Watervliet
Arsenal, West
Watervliet Arsenal,
West Troy,
Troy, New
New York:
York:
For improvement of large gun shop, $680,000;
$680,000;
extension of smith
$12,000;
For extension
smith shop,
shop, $12,000;
For machine-tool
machine-tool equipment
equipment for field and
and siege
siege gun
gun shop,
shop, $37,000;
$37,000;
For increasing facilities for fire protection, $17,700
$17,700;;
For the purchase and installation of an
compressor, $6,000;
$6,000;
an air compressor,
For increasing capacity of water-power
water-power plant, $2,500;
$2,500;
For repairs
repairs to stone and brick wills
arsenal reserwails surrounding
surrounding the
the arsenal
reser$5,000;
vation, $5,000;
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For
extension of
locker room
toilet facilities,
facilities, $23,000;
$23,000;
and toilet
room and
of locker
For extension
For
$5,000;
shed, $5,000;
storage shed,
lumber storage
one lumber
For one
$1,500;
For
of storage
storage platforms
shop, $1,500;
gun shop,
large gun
in large
platforms in
construction of
the construction
For the
fourteen-inch
For
one
railroad
car
for
shipping
sixteen-inch
and
fourteen-inch
and
sixteen-inch
shipping
for
car
railroad
one
For
guns between
Watervliet and
and Watertown
and the Sandy
Arsenals and
Watertown Arsenals
between Watervliet
guns
$14,000;
Idook
Proving
Ground,
$14,000;
Ground,
Proving
Hook
In all,
$803,700.
In
all, $803,700.
Repairs of
arsenals: For
For repairs
arsenals, and
and
at arsenals,
improvement at
and improvement
repairs and
of arsenals:
Repairs
to
such unforeseen
unforeseen expenditures
accidents or other contingencontingenas accidents
expenditures as
meet such
to meet
cies
during the
render necessary,
necessary, including
$150,000, or
or so
so
including $150,000,
may render
year may
the year
cies during
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
manufacturing
for manufacturing
machinery for
for machinery
necessary, for
as may
thereof as
much
purposes in
in the
the arsenals,
$350,000.
arsenals, $350,000.
purposes
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER
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Repairs, etc.

Repas'

etc.

Quartermaster Corps

QuartmasterCorpa

Military posts.
Military
posts: For
and enlargement
enlargement at
at military
military Construction,
Militaryposts.etc.
construction and
Military posts:
For the
the construction
posts
of
such
buildings
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Secretary
of
War
Construction,etc.
War
of
Secretary
the
of
judgment
the
in
as
buildings
such
of
posts
may be
including the
the installation
therein of
of plumbing
installation therein
plumbing and
and Restriction.
may
be necessary,
necessary, including
of
heating
and
lighting
apparatus;
but
no
part
of
this
sum
shall be
be R
tion
sum shall
this
of
part
no
but
apparatus;
of heating and lighting
used
the purchase
of land
for construction
of buildings
at Coast
Coast
buildings at
construction of
land for
purchase of
for the
used for
Artillery posts,
posts, nor
for the
establishment of
any disciplinary
barracks,
disciplinary barracks,
of any
the establishment
nor for
Artillery
$127,000.
$127,000.
Schofield Barracks,
Shoald Barra s
Military Post,
Post, Schofield
Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii:
Toward the construcconstrue- H awau.
Hawaii: Toward
Military
tion under
under aacontract
or contracts
or otherwise,
otherwise,
authorized, or
are authorized,
which are
contracts which
contract or
tion
at
not exceeding
exceeding $2,077,000,
of the
necessary buildings,
buildings,
the necessary
$2,077,000, of
cost not
total cost
at aa total
water and
and so
forth, required
to comcomrequired to
so forth,
walks, and
roads, walks,
systems, roads,
sewer systems,
and sewer
water
plete
permanent accommodations
accommodations not
not already
provided for
for two
regitwo regialready provided
plete permanent
ments
of Infantry,
regiment of
of Cavalry,
and one
of
regiment of
one regiment
Cavalry, and
one regiment
Infantry, one
ments of
Field Artillery,
Field
Artillery, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Barracks and guarBarracks and
and quarters,
quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses:
For construction
and tors,
quarand
Barracks
construction and
seacoast
defenses.
defenses: For
Barracks
enlargement
of
barracks
and
quarters
for
the
Coast
Artillery
and
other
seacoast defenses.
ter,
enlargement of barracks and quarters for the Coast Artillery and other
buildings
in connection
adopted project
project for
for seacoast
defenses
seacoast defenses,
the adopted
with the
connection with
buildings in
including
installation therein
plumbing and
and of
of heating
heating and
and
of plumbing
therein of
the installation
including the
Secretary
the
lighting
apparatus,
to
be
expended
as
in
the
judgment
of
the
Secretary
of
judgment
the
in
as
expended
be
to
apparatus,
lighting
Provisos.
of War
be necessary,
necessary, $420,000:
$420,000: Provided,
That no
no part
of this
ProiSotq
this Officers'
part of
Provided, That
may be
War may
quarters.
of
ce quarte
sum shall
shall be
be used
officers' quarters
to cost
in
cost in
quarters to
of officers'
construction of
the construction
for the
used for
sum
35, p. 383.
excess
of the
limits established
in the
sundry civil
appropriation Act
Act Vol.
Vol- 35 P- 33.
civil appropriation
the sundry
established in
the limits
excess of
San Pedro, Cal.
Cal.
redro
approved
May
twenty-seventh,
nineteen
hundred
and
eight:
Provided
San
Provided
eight:
and
approved May twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred
$383,000,
further, That
of the
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated $
383 ,
000 ,
or as much
much
That of
further
thereof
may be
necessary, shall
be expended
expended for
the necessary
necessary buildbuildfor the
shall be
be necessary,
as may
thereof as
ings, including
heating, lighting,
roads, and
and
systems, roads,
plumbing systems,
and plumbing
lighting, and
including heating,
ings,
walks, water
and sewer
systems, and
and so
so forth,
required for
the accomaccomfor the
forth, required
sewer systems,
water and
walks,
California.
modation of
companies of
of Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery at
at San
San Pedro,
Pedro, California.
four companies
of four
modation
Fort Monroe, Va.
Fort Monroe,Va.
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Virginia,
sewer:
and sewer:
roads, and
wharf, roads,
Virginia, wharf,
Fort
Wharf.
For
including all
necessary labor
labor Wharf.
all necessary
wharf, including
of wharf,
maintenance of
and maintenance
repair and
For repair
and material
therefor, fuel
waiting rooms,
rooms, and
water, brooms,
and
brooms, and
and water,
for waiting
fuel for
material therefor,
and
shovels,
$2,430;
repairs
to
apron
of
wharf,
including
all
necessary
necessary
all
including
wharf,
of
apron
to
shovels, $2,430; repairs
laborers,
labor and
material therefor,
therefor, $3,930;
wharfmger," $900;
$900; four
four laborers,
$3,930; wharfinger,
and material
labor
$1,920;
$9,180; for
one-third of
said sum,
sum, to
to be
supplied by
the
by the
be supplied
of said
for one-third
all, $9,180;
in all,
$1,920; in
United
States, $3,060
$3,060
United States,
Repairs to roads,
For
shovels, and
and brooms;
to roadway,
pavements, tc.
S to roas,
roadway, pavements,
repairs to
brooms; repairs
rakes, shovels,
For 'rakes,
macadam
block; repairs
repairs to
to
crossings; repairs
street crossings;
to street
repairs to
asphalt block;
and asphalt
macadam and
street
drains, $2,170;
six laborers
cle
roads, at
all
in all
each; in
$480 each;
at $480
roads,
laborers cleaning
$2,170; six
street drains,
United
$5,050;
for
two-thirds
of
said
sum,
to
supplied
by
the
the
United
by
supplied
be
to
sum,
said
of
two-thirds
for
$5,050;
States, $3,366.66.
mintnne.
Seer
$3,366.66.
States,
Sewer maintenance.
For
boiler repairs,
sewer pipe,
cement,brick, and
and supplies,
supplies, S
pipe, cement,brick,
repairs, sewer
oil, boiler
waste, oil,
For waste,
$1,400; two
laborers, at
at $500
in
each; in
$500 each;
two laborers,
each; two
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
engineers, at
two engineers,
$1,400;
all,
$4,400;
for
two-thirds
of
said
sum,
to
be
supplied
by
the
United
United
the
by
supplied
be
to
sum,
said
of
all, $4,400; for two-thirds
States, $2,933.33.
$2,933.33.
States,
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For
continuing construction
construction of the
necessary accommodations
accommodations for
for
the necessary
For continuing
in the
the Philippine
and Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and for
for
Philippine Islands
Islands and
Artillery in
Ha the
the Seacoast
Seacoast Artillery
temporary
cantonments for
for over-sea
over-sea garrisons,
garrisons, $69,000.
$69,000.
temporary cantonments
Philippine
at the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
by the
Philippine LegislaLegislathe Philippine
slands
That
Philippine Islands.
Internal revenue and

Seacoast defenses.
defenses.
Seacoast
Philippines and Hawaii.

.

under the
enacted by
by that
that body
on December
twenty-first,
December twenty-first,
body on
law enacted
the law
ture under
totnnt txes laws of, ture

teenage faxes laws of,

nineteen hundred'and
that
hundred' and fifteen, as amended
amended by the law enacted
enacted by that
body
on February
February fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
the
sixteen, and
and the
hundred and
body on
tonnage tax
tax on
engaged in
in foreign
foreign trade
trade enacted
enacted by
by that
that body
tonnage
on vessels
vessels engaged
body
on February
fourth, nineteen
sixteen, are
are- hereby
on
February fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
hereby legallegalCollection, etc.
etc.
ized
and ratified,
the collection
of all
all such
such taxes
taxes heretofore
heretofore or
or
collection,
ized and
ratified, and
and the
collection of
hereafter is
is hereby
all
to all
and confirmed
confirmed as fully to
ratified, and
legalized, ratified,
hereby legalized,
hereafter
intents
and purposes
purposes as
as if
same had
had by
by prior
prior Act
Act of
of Congress been
been
the same
if the
intents and
specifically
and directed.
directed.
specifically authorized
authorized and
Philippine
vselsssels
sels owned by citizens
citizens of the Philippine
Philippine Isl
and
Phil pp
*
Vessels
Islands ands
and documented
documented
Exempted from tonExempted
tonlight dues,
as such
by the
the _government
of said
said islands
islands shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be exempt
exempt
nage and
and light
dues. as
such by
government of
in ports
ports of
athe
United States
payment of tonnage taxes
taxes and
and light
light
States from
from payment
in
the United
dues;
Secretary of
Treasury is
hereby authorized,
upon
is hereby
authorized, upon
dues; and the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Refund
of payments, certification
by the
the Commissioner
of Navigation,
Navigation, to
to refund,
out of
of any
anyRefundofrpayments
certification by
Commissioner of
refund, out
money
Treasury not
appropriated, tonnage
and
taxes and
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
tonnage taxes
money in the Treasury
light
dues imposed
imposed upon
owned and
and documented
documented as aforesaid
aforesaid
vessels owned
upon vessels
light dues
entering
ports of
of the
the United
States since
since August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
entering ports
United States
Proviso,
hundred and
and fourteen:
fourteen: Provided,
That nothing
nothing contained
contained herein
herein
Provided, That
island
sland taxes en- hundred
forced.
exempting said vessels from
forced,
shall be construed
construed as
as exempting
from any taxes or dues
dues
imposed by
government of
Islands.
imposed
by the
the government
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
National
cemeteries.
NATIONAL
CEMETERIES: For
For maintaining
and improving
improving national
national
maintaining and
NATIONAL CEMETEBIES:
Maintnance.tet
Maintenance.
cemeteries, including
including fuel
fuel for
superintendents, pay
of laborers
and
cemeteries,
for superintendents,
pay of
laborers and
other employees,
purchase of
of tools,
tools, and
materials, $120,000.
$120,000.
other
employees, purchase
and materials,
Superintendents.
For pay
of seventy-six
of national
national cemeteries,
For
pay of
seventy-six superintendents
superintendents of
cemeteries,
superintendents
$63,120.
$63,120.
enlisbury, N. C.
For the
addition of
of a
a kitchen
kitchen and
and bathroom
bathroom to
to the
the lodge
in the
the
lodge in
For
the addition
Additions.
be erected
under the
the supervision
supervision of
Salisbury National
National Cemetery, to
to be
erected under
of
the
of War,
War, $1,500.
the Secretary
Secretary of
$1,500.
of durable
He
For continuing
continuing the
the work
work of
of furnishing
furnishing headstones
headstones of
durable stone
stone
For
to
soldierdsgtoes
soldiers'
graves.
or other durable material
material for unmarkedgraves
unmarked graves of Union and ConfedConfederate soldiers, sailors, and marines
marines in national,
national, post, city,
and
city, town, and
village
cemeteries, naval
village cemeteries,
cemeteries at
at navy
navy yards
yards and
and stations
of
naval cemeteries
stations of
17, P. 545; Vol. the United States, and other burial places,
under the
the Acts
Acts of
of March
March
20,
p.
281; Vol.
Vol. 34,
34,o p. the
nited States, and other burial places, under
o,Vol.
. 21;
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-three, February third, eighteen
56.: v.
third, eighteen
eighteen
Civilians,
hundred
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
and March
March ninth,
ninth, nineteen
and
hundred and
civilians.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
5.1 p.
P :i;
396 '°"
six;
continuing the
work of
of furnishing
furnishing headstones
headstones for
for unmarked
unmarked
34,p',i::
1.p.41
six; continuing
the work
34,Vol.
p. 741.
graves
graves of civilians interred
interred in post cemeteries
cemeteries under
Acts of
of
under the
the Acts
Confederate,,.
April
hundred and
and four,
four, an
dJ
une thirtieth,
thi rtieth,
and
June
.nfdlerates.
April twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, nineteen
nineteen hundred
nineteen hundred and six; and
headstones for
the ununand furnishing
furnishing headstones
for the
marked graves of Confederate
Confederate soldiers, sailors, and marines in
in
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, $50,000.
tUo.lw:.'.
Repairs to
For repairs
national cemeteries
have been
been
P.epairs
roadways.
repairs to roadways
roadways to national
cemeteries which
which have
constructed by
authority of
Provided, That
That
of Congress,
Congress, $12,000:
$12,000: Provided,
by special
special authority
E
,hments bv
Encroachments
by constructed
railroads forbidden,
forbidden. no
no railroads
upon the
of way
railroads
railroads shall
shall be
be permitted
permitted upon
the right
right of
which may
have
way-which
may have
been acquired
acquired by the United States to a
a national cemetery,
cemetery, or to
encroach
encroach upon any roads or walks constructed
constructed thereon
thereon and mainmainRestriction.
tamed by
United States:
States: Provided
Provided further,
That no
part .of
this
estrtion
tamed
by the
the United
further, That
no part
of this
sum shall be used
used for repairing
repairing any roadway
the United
United
roadway not owned by the
States within the corporate
corporate limits of any city, town, or village.
Limited to
any appropriation
for national
cemeteries or
or the
the repair
repair
pro.acml
t' one
oe up- No
prawn.
No part
Npart of
of any
appropriation for
national cemeteries
of roadways
roadways thereto shall be expended
expended in the maintenance
maintenance of more
any national
cemetery.
national cemetery.
to any
approach to
single approach
than aasingle
Bri
i Iig- than
soldiers,
For
burying i
n the
the Arlington
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, or
or in
in
soldilrs,
nd.dige,:t
t.
For expenses
expenses of
of bur
in
Arlington National
the cemeteries
cemeteries of the
the District of Columbia, indigent
indigent ex-Union
ex-Union soldiers,
ex-sailors,
ex-marines of the United States service,
ex-sailors, or ex-marines
service, either regular
regular
or volunteer, who have been honorably
honorably discharged
discharged or retired and who

ratiied.
ratified,

i

ine vessels
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die
in the
to be
be disbursed
Secretary of
disbursed by the Secretary
Columbia, to
of Columbia,
District of
the District
die in
War,
for such
such burial
burial expenses
in each
each case,
case, Half ffrom District
expenses in
$45 for
not exceeding
exceeding $45
a cost
cost not
War, at
at a
revenues..
Dict
exclusive
of grave,
grave, $2,000,
one-half of
of which
which sum
shall be
paid revenes..
be paid
sum shall
$2,000, one-half
of cost
cost of
exclusive of
out
of the
revenues of
District of
of Columbia.
out of
the revenues
of the
the District
Columbia.
Antietam
battle
t
nils tam
battle
Antietam
For repair
of monuments,
n Md.
monuments, field,
preservation of
and preservation
repair and
field: For
battle field:
Antietam battle
Preservation, etc.
tablets, observation
observation tower,
tower 'roads,
roads, and fences, and so forth, made and Preservation, etc.
tablets,
constructed by
by the
the United
public lands
within the limits
lands within
upon public
States upon
United States
constructed
of the
the Antietam
battle field,
near Sharpsburg,
Superintendent.
$3,000.
Maryland, $3,000.
Sharpsburg, Maryland,
field, near
Antietam battle
of
For pay
pay of
of superintendent
Antietam battle field,
superintendsaid superintendfield, said
of Antietam
superintendent of
For
ent to
to perform
perform his
his duties
duties under
direction of
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
the direction
under the
ent
Corps and
and to
to be
be selected
selected and
and appointed
Secretary of War, at
by the Secretary
appointed by
Corps
his discretion,
the person
to this
this position
position to
to be
be
appointed to
and appointed
selected and
person selected
discretion, the
his
an
discharged Union
Union soldier,
an honorably
honorably discharged
soldier, $1,500.
$1,500.
Intermentofremins
Interment
of remains
of officers,
etc.
Disposition
of remains
civilian employees,
and of
soldiers,etc.
officers, soldiers,
employees, and
soldiers, civilian
of officers,
officers, soldiers,
remains of
Disposition of
so
forth:
For
interment,
or
of
preparation
and
transportation
to
their
their
to
transportation
and
of
preparation
or
so forth: For interment,
proper
homes
such national
cemeteries as
as may
may be
.
be designated
designated by proper
national cemeteries
to such
or to
homes or
of the remains of
War, of
authority, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
in the
authority,
officers, including
surgeons 1 and
men of
the
of the
enlisted men
and enlisted
assistant surgeons,
acting assistant
including acting
officers,
Army active
active list;
interment, or
preparation and
transportation to
to
and transportation
of preparation
or of
list; interment,
Army
their
homes, of
the remains
remains of
of civil
civil employees
employees of
of the
the Army
in the
the
Army in
of the
their homes,
employ
of the
War Department
die abroad,
the
in the
Alaska, in
in Alaska,
abroad, in
who die
Department who
the War
employ- of
Canal
Zone,
or
on
Army
transports,
or
who
die
while
on
duty
in
in the
the
duty
on
while
die
who
or
transports,
Army
on
Canal Zone, or
field or
at military
military posts
within the
the limits
United States;
States, Removal from abanthe United
of the
limits of
posts within
or at
field
interment
military prisoners
prisoners who
who die
posts; removal
posts,fromabanetc.
removal doned
Removal
of military
die at
at military
militaryposts;
interment of
of remains
abandoned posts
or
posts or
mitary posts
to permanent
permanent military
posts to
from abandoned
of
remains from
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, including
the remains
remains of
soldiers, sailors,
sailors,
Federal soldiers,
of Federal
including the
national
or marines
interred in
or abandoned
private and
and city
city- cemecemeabandoned private
in fields
fields or
marines, interred
or
Reimbursements to
eimuements to
shipment individuals.
teries; and
and in
in any
any case
case where
the expenses
expenses of
of burial
burial or shipment
where the
teries;
the
of the
the remains
remains of
of officers
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Army
Army who
on the
die on
who die
or enlisted
officers or
of
active
list are
borne by
by individuals,
where such
expenses would
would have
have
such expenses
individuals, where
are borne
active list
been lawful
against the
Government, reimbursement
reimbursement to
to such
such
the Government,
claims against
lawful claims
been
individuals may
the amount
amount allowed
Government
the Government
by the
allowed by
of the
made of
be made
may be
individuals
made
for such
services out
of this
shall be made
reimbursement shall
no reimbursement
but no
sum, but
this sum,
out of
such services
for
of
such expenses
expenses incurred
prior to
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
July first,
to July
incurred prior
of such
ten,
$57,500.
$57,500.
ten,
Removal
9sn
remains
To
exhume, transport
to San
Francisco, and
and reinter
reinter in
in the
rmainson
ma Ko
national Orman
the national
San Francisco,
transport to
To exhume,
from
Philippines.
cemetery
at
San
Francisco
the
remains
of
Orman
K.
Osbon,
late
a
Philippines.
from
a
late
Osbon,
K.
Orman
of
remains
the
cemetery at San Francisco
private in
in the
Dakota Infantry,
the
in the
a private
private in
also a
Infantry, also
South Dakota
First South
the First
private
Thirty-sixth Regiment
United States
(Colonel J.
Franklin
J. Franklin
Volunteers (Colonel
States Volunteers
Regiment United
Thirty-sixth
Bell),
and at
his death
teacher in
in the
the United
United States
States
death aa teacher
of his
time of
at the
the time
Bell), and
Philschools
of Bolinao,
Zambales, Luzon,
Luzon, Philof Zambales,
Province of
Bolinao, Province
town of
in the
the town
schools in
ippine
necessary.
be necessary.
as may
may be
thereof as
much thereof
or so
so much
$200, or
Islands, $200,
ippine Islands,
Confederate Mound,
Mound,
Confederate
Cemetery, Chicago:
Chicago: For
For care,
care, propro- Chicago,
coneerte
Oakwood Cemetery,
Mound, Oakwood
III.
Confederate Mound,
"Confederate
tection, and
maintenance of
the plat
ground known
known as "
Confederate
of ground
plat of
of the
and maintenance
tection,
Mound"
Chicago, $500.
$500.
Mound" in
in Oakwood
Oakwood Cemetery,
Cemetery, Chicago,
Confederate
StockFor
protection, and
maintenance of
Confederate Stockade
Stockade ade,
stkcn'fedate
of Confederate
and maintenance
Ohio.
care, protection,
For care,
,
o.
Cemetery, Johnstons
in Sandusky
Sandusky Bay,
Ohio, $250.
Bay, Ohio,
Island in
Johnstons Island
Cemetery,
Confederate burial
Confederte burial
Confederate
burial plats:
For care,
case, protection,
protection, and
and maintenance
maintenance of plats.
plats: For
Confederate burial
Care,
etc.
Confederate burial
burial plats,
plats, owned
States, located
and cre,etc.
located and
United States,
the United
by the
owned by
Confederate
known
by
the
following
designations:
Confederate
cemetery,
North
North
cemetery,
Confederate
designations:
following
the
known by
Alton,
Columbus, Ohio;
Ohio;
Chase, Columbus,
Camp Chase,
cemetery, Camp
Confederate cemetery,
Illinois; Confederate
Alton, Illinois;
Confederate section,
section, Greenlawn
Greenlawn Cemetery,
Cemetery, Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana;
Indiana;
Confederate
Confederate cemetery,
Lookout, Maryland;
Confederate
and Confederate
Maryland; and
Point Lookout,
cemetery, Point
Confederate
cemetery,
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois,
Illinois, $1,250.
cemetery, Rock
$1,250.
Monuments
c c
in Cuba
Monuments or
tablets in
and China:
preser- anM
Cuba
ent
and preserrepairs and
For repairs
China: For
Cuba and
in Cuba
or tablets
Monuments
made and
vation
monuments tablets,
tablets, roads,
roads, fences,
so forth,
forth, made
and
and so
fences, and
of monuments,
vation of
constructed
by the
States in
in Cuba
and China
China to mark the
Cuba and
United States
the United
constructed by
places
where American
„American soldiers
$1,000.
fell, $1,000.
soldiers fell,
places where
e

d

.
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ckArk.
Little Rock,
Ark.
Burial of soldiers dying at Hot
Rot springs
Springs

in at

HaLpia

•

RospitaL

Military
Miitary

par
k
Parks.

Chickamauga
Chttcsgs
Chattanooga.
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Burial of deceased
deceased indigent
indigent patients:
patients: For
For burying
burying in
the Little
in the
Little
Cemetery, including
including transportation
transportation thereto,
thereto,
Rock (Arkansas)
(Arkansas) National
NationalCemetery,
indigent ex-soldiers,
ex-marines of the
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
ex-sailors, or ex-marines
the United
United States
States
service, either
either Regular
Volunteer, who
who have
have been
been honorably
honorably disdisservice,
Regular or
or Volunteer,
charged
or retired
while patients
patients at
at the
the Army
Army and
and Navy
charged or
retired and
and who
who die
die while
Navy
General
Hot Springs,
to be
be disbursed
disbursed at
cost
General Hospital,
Hospital, Hot
Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
at aacost
not
$35 for
burial expenses
expenses in
each case,
case, exclusive
exclusive of
not exceeding
exceeding $35
for such
such burial
in each
of
cost of
grave, $200.
cost
of grave,
$200.
NATIONAL
PABKS.
NATIONAL MILITARY
MPLITARY PARRS.

and
an

Chickamauga and
National Park:
Park: For
For continuing
the
Chickamauga
and Chattanooga
Chattanooga National
continuing the
establishment
park; compensation
and expenses
expenses of
civilian
establishment of
of the park;
compensation and
of civilian
commissioners,
clerical and
and other
other assistance,
including
commissioners, maps,
maps, surveys
surveys, clerical
assistance, including
$300
clerical labor
of the
the chairman
chairman of
of
$300 for
for necessary
necessary clerical
labor under
under direction
direction of
commksion; maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of horse-drawn
the commission;
maintenance, repair,
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
office and
all other
necessary expenses;
expenses;
passenger-carryig vehicle;
vehicle; office
and all
other necessary
foundations for State monuments;
monuments; mowing;
historical tablets,
tablets, iron
iron
mowing; historical
and bronze;
bronze; iron gun carriages;
carriages; roads
and their
their maintenance;
purroads and
maintenance; purchase of small tracts of
lands heretofore
by law,
law, $55,260.
$55,260.
of lands
heretofore authorized
authorized by
shiboh
Shiloh National
National Military
Military Park: For
continuing the
the establishment
establishment
For continuing
the park;
park; compensation
of civilian
secretary and
and
of the
compensation of
civilian commissioners;
commissioners; secretary
superintendent;
superintendent; clerical
clerical and other services;
services; labor;
historical tablets;
tablets;
labor; historical
purchase and
and transportation
transportation of
of supplies
supplies
maps and
and surveys;
surveys; roads;
roads; purchase
and materialsmaterials; foundations
monuments; office
and other
necessary
foundations to
to monuments;
office and
other necessary
expenses, including
including maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
motormaintenance, repair,
of motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, $25,800.
$25,800.
Gettysburg.
Gettysburg.
Gettysburg National
establishment of
Gettysburg
National Park: For continuing the establishment
of
the park; acquisition of lands, surveys, and maps; constructing,
constructing,
maintaining avenues,
improving, and maintaining
avenues, roads,
roads, and
bridges thereon;
thereon;
and bridges
fences and gates
gates; marking
marking the lines of battle
battle with
tablets and
guns,
with tablets
and guns,
each
tablet bearing
legend giving
historic facts
facts and
and compiled
compiled
each tablet
bearng aabrief
brief legend
giving historic
without censure and
and without praise; preserving
preserving the features
features of the
battle field and the monuments
thereon; compensation
of civilian
civilian
monuments thereon;
compensation of
commissioners, clerical and other
commissioners,
other services,
and labor;
labor; purpurservices, expenses,
expenses, and
chase and preparation
preparation of tablets and gun carriages
carriages and
placing them
them
and placing
in position; and all other expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to
the foregoing,
to the
foregoing,
$42,500.
Vicksburg.
Vicksburg.
Vicksburg National
National Military
Vicksburg
Military Park: For continuing
continuing the
the establishestablishment of the park; compensation
compensation of
of civilian
civilian commissioners;
commissioners; engineer
engineer
carriages,
and clerk, labor, iron gun carria
ges, mounting
of siege
siege guns,
guns, memomemomounting of
rials, monuments, markers, and historical
historical tablets giving
giving historical
historical
facts, compiled without
and without
without censure;
censure; maps,
maps, surveys,
surveys,
without praise
praise and
roads, bridges, restoration of earthworks,
roads,
earthworks, purchase
purchase of lands, purchase
purchase
and transportation
transportation of supplies and materials; and other
and
other necessary
necessary
expenses,
expenses, $33,000.
$33,000.
Engineer Departnnee
DertENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER
ment.
Yellowstone.
Yellowstone.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Proviso.
Provio.
Snow restriction.

Snow

restriction.

d

Yellowstone
Yellowstone National Park:
Park: For
For maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair of
of imimprovements,
$152,500, including
$15,000 for mainteprovements, $152,500,
including not to exceed $15,000
nance
the road in the forest reserve
reserve leading out of the park from
nance of the
from
the east
east boundary,
and not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for maintenance
the
boundary, and
maintenance of the
road in the forest reserve
reserve leading
leading out of the park from the south
south
boundary,
including not exceeding
boundary, and including
$5,000 for
f
or purchase,
purc h
ase, operaopera exceeding $5,000
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven and
tion,
horse-drawn,
and horse-drawn,
passenger-carrying vehicles
passenger-carrying
vehicles to be used for inspection
inspection of
roads and
and
of roads
road
to be expended
road work,
work, to
expended by and under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary
appropriation shall be
of War: Provided
Provided,, That no portion of this appropriation
be
expended for
expended
for the
the removal
removal of snow from any of the roads for the
the purpur-

pose of opening them
advance of the time
them in advance
time when they will be cleared
cleared
by seasonal
by
seasonal changes.
changes.
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For widening
widening to
to not
not exceeding
eighteen feet
feet of
of roadway
roadway and
and imFor
exceeding eighteen
im-

l

Roads, bridges,
etc.,
ROBds
bidgsd,
in park.

tc-,

proving surface of
bridges and culverts
culverts from
proving
of roads and for building
building bridges
belt-line road to the western border
the bet-line
border from the
the Thumb
Thumb Station to
the southern border
border,, and from the Lake Hotel
Hotel Station
Station to the
the eastern
border
make such
such roads
roads
border,, all within
within Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park,
Park, to
to make
suitable and safe
sale for animal-drawn
animal-drawn and motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
$38,700.
n forest
or est reserve.
exceeding eighteen feet of road- IIn
For completing the widening to not exceeding
f
improving the surface-of
bridges and
and
way and improving
surface of roads and for
for building
building bridges
culverts
culverts in the forest reserve leading out of the park from the east
east
boundary, to make
boundary,
make such roads suitable
suitable and
and safe
safe for
for animal-drawn
animal-drawn
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, $6,000.
$6,000.
and
Crater Lake
National Park, Oregon:
Lake National
Oregon: For continuation
continuation of a
a wagon
wagon Crater L e
road and the necessary
necessary bridges through the
together with aa
the park, together
system of tanks and water-supply
water-supplypipes
accordance
pipes for
for sprinkling,
sprinkling, in accordance
with the recommendations
recommendations in House
House Document Numbered
Numbered Three
Three
hundred and twenty-eight, Sixty-second
Congress, second session,
Sixty-second Congress,
session,
and for maintenance,
maintenance repair
operation of
horse-drawn pasrepair,' and operation
of two horse-drawn
senger-carrying
vehicles to
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
senger-carrying vehicles,
to be
be expended
expended under
the
SecretarySecretary of War, $50,000.
v/
BBuildings an d
Buildings and grounds
grounds in and around Washington:
imprniv-e- ground,
gk-ounds, W
Wealikigton.
Washington: For improveioa
grounds District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
Improvemen
and
ment and care
care of
of public
public grounds,
folows:r
p""
t t and
For improvement and maintenance
Executive
maintenance of grounds south of Eecuetive
Mansion,
$4,000.
Mansion, $4,000.
greenhouses and nursery, ;$2,000.
For ordinary'
ordinary care of greenhouses
$2,000.
greenhouses at the ninsery,
For repair and reconstruction
reconstruction of the greenhouses
nursery,
$3,000.
For ordinary care of Lafayette
$2,000.
Lafayette Park, $2,000.
For ordinary care of Franklin Park, $1,500.
For improvement
ordinary care of
Lincoln Park, $2,000.
improvement an,d
and ordinary
of Lincoln
$2,000.
Mcmument Grounds,
For care and improvement
improvement of Monument Grounds
Grounds and annex, etc.
$7,000.
$7,000.
For improvement,
maintenance of Garfield Park, $2,500.
improvement, care, and maintenance
For repair
of post-and-chain
post-and-chain fences,
constructing stone
stone coping
coping General
repairs, et.
etc.
For
repair of
fences, constructing
G A l'LeR.,
about reservations,
reservations, painting watchmen's
watchmen's lodges, iron fences, vases,
lamps, and lamp-posts;
lamp-posts '
.repairing and extending water
water pipes,
and
pipes, and
purchase of apparatus
purchase
apparatus for cleaning them; hose, manure, and hauling
the same; removing snow and ice; purchase
purchase and
and repair
seats and
repair of sats
and
tools; trees, tree and plant stakes, labels, lime, whitewashing,
whitewashing, stock
for nursery, flowerpots,
flowerpots, twine, baskets, wire, splints,
splints, and moss, to be
purchased by contract or otherwise,
otherwise, as the
Secretary of War may
may
the Secretary
determine; care, construction, and repair of fountains;
fountains.' abating
abating
nuisances; cleaning statues and repairing
repairing pedestals,
pedestals, $18,550.
nuisances;
$18,550.
improvement, care,
care, and maintenance
various reservations, Rsvato
Reservations.
For improvement,
maintenance of
of various
including
maintenance, repair, exchange,
including maintenance,
exchange, and operation of one horsehorsedrawn
drawn and two motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles to be
used only for official purposes, $30,000.
$30,000.
improvement, care, and maintenance
maintenance of Smithsonian
Smithsonian grounds,
For improvement,
$3,000.
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of Judiciary
Judiciary Park, $2,500.
For laying cement
cement and other walks in various
various reservations,
reservations, $2,000.
For broken-stone
broken-stone road covering for parks, $3,500.
park roads
roads and walks, $2,000.
For curbing, coping, and flagging for park
$2,000.
For
maintenance of
Potomac
Park.
For care and maintenance
of Potomac
Potomac Park, $15,000.
$15,000.
macar
For grading, soiling, seeding, and
and planting that portion of
of Potomac
Park west of the railroad embankment,
embankment, and constructing
constructing paths,
paths,
$25,000.
For oiling or otherwise
otherwise treating macadam
macadam roads, $4,000.
$4,000.
For care and improvement
improvement of the portion of Potomac Park east of
the railroad embankment, $15,000.
$15,000.
Crater Lake.

,
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For continuing
the improvement
of•Montrose
Park, and
for its
its care
care
For
continuing the
improvement of
Montrose Park,
and for
and maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000:
and
Outdoor sports.
and maintaining
maintaining special
of the
parks in
in condicondiOutdoorst.
For placing
special portions
portions of
placing and
the parks
tion
outdoor sports,
sports, $10,000.
tion for
for outdoor
$10,000.
Meridia1Hin Park. . To continue construction
construction of necessary
necessary retaining walls in Meridian
Meridian
Ird1 Park,
Park, and
and grading
incident thereto,
$25,000.
Hill
grading incident
thereto, $25,000.
Old Georgetown
For care
maintenance of Willow Tree Park, $1,500.
Old
care and maintenance
Reservoir.
•
Added to
For
improving the
the site
of the
the old
old high-service
reservoir, at
at the
the
to perk
Tadcd
aypark sysFor improving
site of
high-service reservoir,
team
corer of Wisconsin
tem.
southeast corner
Avenue and
and R
Street northwest,
northwest,
Wisconsin Avenue
R Street
which
is made
part of
the park
park system
District of
Columbia,
which is
made a
a part
of the
system of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
under
Engineers, United
States Army,
Army, $5,000.
under. the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
United States
$5,000.
For replacing
replacing the
fence around
around Rawlins
Rawlins Park
Park with
with
For
the post
post and
and chain
chain fence
a
and for
rearranging the
the walks
walks and
and improving
improving the
the
a cement
cement coping
coping and
for rearranging
planting, $3,000.
planting,
$3000.
o
t,8See wall,
n etc.,
*etc-P
For moving -out
P°-- •
river side
side of
of west
west Potomac
Potomac
out the
the sea
ser -wall:en
wall on Ahe
,the river
tonne Park.
Park, $15,000.
For extending Easbys
in west
Potomac Park,
Park, $12,000.
$12,000.
Easbys Point sewer
sewer in
west Potomac
For
care of
center parking
parking on
on Maryland
northeast,
For car
of the
the center
Maryland Avenue
Avenue northeast,
$1,000.
$1,000.
lodge in
Montrose Park,
Park, $3,500.
$3,500.
For one double
double park lodge
in Montrose
,I,}OO*
Poto-'
For aafield house in East Potomac
Potomac Park, east of
railroad ememof the railroad
ail', Park.
bankment, $50,000.
"
bankment,
$50,000.
a
r
Halt from
istrict
revenue
D
a s.m
.
One
sums under
"Buildings and
and grounds
grounds in
One half
half of
of the foregoing
foregoing sums
under "Buildings
in
and around Washington"
Washington" shall
paid from the
the revenues
of the
the
shall be paid
revenues of
Columbia and the other
other halfDistrict of Columbia
Treasury of the
the
half from
from the
the Treasury
1Juited
United States.
•

Meridien Hill

Mudd

Park-

11°938,

r°t°

Under
appropriations contained
herein no
shall be
be made
made
Under appropriations
contained herein
no contract
contract shall
for making
making or repairing
repairing concrete
or asphalt
asphalt pavements
pavements in
in Washington
concrete or
Washington
City at a
square yard
for a
aquality
equal
a higher price
price than
than $1.80_pe_r
$1.80 per square
yard for
quality equal
to the best laid
laid, in the District of Columbiap
Columbia pnor
eighteen
nor to July first,
first, eighteen
hundred and eighty-six, and with a
base of
of not
not less
less than
than six
six inches
inches in
in
a base
thickness.
thickness.
Grounds
Grounds of execuFor
improv emen t, care,
care, and
and maintenance
of grounds
executive
exeenFor improvement,
maintenance of
grounds of
of executive
Ute dpart«Us.S
tiVd•PartM
departments, $1,000.
$1,000.
departments,
For such trees, shrubs, plants, fertilizers, and skilled
skilled labor for the
grounds of the Library
Library of Congress
be requested
requested by
by the
the
Congress as
as may
may be
superintendent of the Library
superintendent
$1,000.
Library Building
Building, $1,000.
For such trees, shrubs, plants, fertilizers,
fertilizers, and skilled
skilled labor
labor for the
the
grounds of the Capitol and the Senate and House
House Office
Buildings as
Office Buildings
as
may
may be requested
requested by the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol
Capitol Building,
Building,
$4,000.
Executive
For
Executive
grounds
grounds.
Executive Mansion
Mansion
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
maintenance of
ofE
xecu tive Mansion
Mansi
on grounds
(within iron fence),
fence), $5,000.
Engieer.
Engineer.
employment of
of an
an engineer
engineer by
by the
the officer
in charge
charge of
of
For the employment
officer in
public buildings and grounds, $2,400.
$2,400.
For purchase
For
purchase and
and repair of machinery
machinery and tools for shops at
nursery,
and
the
repair
for
repair of shops
shops and storehouses,
storehouses, $1,000.
$1,000.
on
E
xecnt
ive
Eecuti
Mnsiv
.
Executive Mansion:
Mansion: For ordinary care, repair, and
Care, etc.
M nsion.
Executive
and refurnishing
refurnishing
of Executive Mansion, and for purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
driving
and driving
of horses and vehicles
vehicles for official purposes,
purposes, to be expended
expended by concontract or otherwise,
otherwise, as the President may determine,
determine $35,000.
Fuel.
For
fuel for
for the
the E
xe
cu ti ve Mansion
M ansi
on and
and greenhouses,
greenhouses, $6,000.
$6,000.
Fuel.
For fuel
Executive
Greenhouses.
For care
and maintenance
maintenance of greenhouses,
Greenhouses.
For
care and
greenhouses, Executive
Executive Mansion,
$9,000.
$9,000.
For
For repair
repair to greenhouses, Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion, $3,000.
$3,000.
Trh-eling expenses
Traveling
expenses
For traveling
traveling expenses
of the
the President
President of
of the
States, to
to be
be
For
expenses of
the United
United States,
of the President.
Orexpended
in his
his discretion
discretion and
and accounted
certificate solely,
expended in
accounted for on his certificate
$25,000.
$253,000.
Lighting.
For
Executive Mansion,
grounds, and greenhouses,
Lighting.
For lighting
lighting the
the Executive
Mansion, grounds,
greenhouses,
including all
installation, maintenance,
including
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of installation,
maintenance, and
repair, $8,600,
$8,600, or so much thereof
repair,
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.

Unlit
for ce,
°anent°,
t for
etc., pavements.

ent

a
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Lighting and heating
For lighting the public
Llghtingandheating
public grounds,
grounds, public
Lighting the
the public grounds: For
grounds.
watchmen's lodges, offices, and greenhouses
greenhouses at the propagating
propagating
gardens,
including; all necessary
installation, maingardens, including
necessary expenses
expenses of installation,
maintenance, and repair, $21,000;
$21,000;
tenance,
For heating
heating offices,
lodges, and
greenhouses at
at the
the
For
offices, watchmen's
watchmen's lodges,
and greenhouses
propagating
$3,820;
gardens, $3,820;
propagating gardens,
In all,
$24,820, or
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, one
one half
half of
In
all, $24,820,
or so
so much
much thereof
of re
from District
ralf
venues.District
Half
from
which sum shall be paid from the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia
.
Columbia rv
and the other half from the TreasuryUnited States.
Treasury of the United
el
Government tteleGopement
the departments
departments and Govern- graph.
Telegraph
connect the
the Capitol
with the
Telegraph to connect
Capitol with
existing lines,
lines, $500.
$500.
ment Printing Office: For care and repair of existing
Whington
Washington Monument:
Monument: For
For custodian,
custodian $1,200;
$1,200; steam
as
MonuMonuWashington
steam engineer,
engineer, mmWahingon
ent.
$960; assistant steam engineer, $840; fireman
$660; assistant fire- Maintenance.
Maintenance.
fireman, $660;
man,
man $660; conductor
conductor of elevator car, $900; attendants-one
attendants—one on floor
floor
$72d,
night and
$720
$720, one
one on top
top floor
floor $720; three night
and day
day watchmen,
watchmen, at $720
each; in all, $8,820.
pm .
lights, oil, waste
waste,zpacking, tools, matches, paints, brushes, EExpenses
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
screws, lead,
lead electric lights,brooms, lanterns, rope, nails,
nais, screws,
lights, heating
apparatus, oil stoves for elevator
elevator car, *and
and. lower -floors;
and upper and
floors;
repairs of all kinds
repairs to engines, boilers, dynamos, elevator, and repairs
Monument -and
and machinery;
connected with the Monument
machinery; and purha
purchase of all
necessary articles for keeping
Monument, m
machinery,
necessary
keeping the Monument,
hinry, elevator,
and electric
electric plant
plant in good order,
$3,000
- •
order, $3,000.
services of employees'
additional supplies and P°"8°'Y
Sundayrping.
employees and for additional
For extra services
materials,
materials, to provide
provide ,for opening the Monument
Monument to the public on
Sundays and legal holidays, $2,000.
:
Building where
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln died:
died: For
For painting
painting and
and miscelmiscel- ham
Building
Ln, where
e AbraBuand
Buirding
where Abraham
Lincoln
died.
laneous repairs,
repairs, $200.
Birthplace of George Washington,
Wakefield, Virginia: For repairs Wakefield
Wakefield, Va.
Washington, Wakefield,
cleaning up and maintaining
maintaining grounds about the monuto fences and cleaning
ment,
ment, $100.
$100.
C:miss
t n Fine
Commission
Fine Arts:
For expenses
expenses made
made necessary
necessary by
the AA
30,
Fine
Commission of
of Fine
Arts: For
by the
rts."mn
Act approved
approved May seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and ten, entitled Expame.
x 31
'
a Commission of Fine Arts," including
"An
"An Act establishing
establishing a
including the
purchase of periodicals,
purchase
periodicals'maps, and books of reference,
reference, to be disbursed,
disbursed,
on vouchers
of
vouchers approved by the commission, by the officer in charge of
public buildings and gounds,
grounds, who shall be the secretary
secretary and shall
act as the executive officer
officer of said commission,
commission, $6,000.
$6,000.
The appropriation
appropriation of
of $5,000
$5,000 made
made in
in the
Act approved
approved Gmnt
Memorial.
The
the sundry
sundry civil
civil Act
aproiat
on.
Reappropriation.
August
first, nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
unveiling and
and Vol.
33, pp. 636,
636, 847.
Vl.s,
fourteen, for
for unveiling
August first,
nineteen hundred
dedicating the memorial
memorial to General
General Ulysses S. Grant, and for each
each and
including erecting
every purpose connected
connected therewith, including
erecting and taking
down viewing stands and putting the grounds
grounds in sightly condition,
is hereby
hereby made available for said purposes
purposes during
during the fiscal year
year
nineteen
hundred and
seventeen.
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.in
Memoria
Lincoln Memorial.
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial Commission:
For continuing
continuing the
erection of
of the
onstruction.
the Construction.
the erection
Lincoln
Commission: For
accordance with the plans and design and on
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial in accordance
on
every purpose
purpose
the location approved
approved by Congress
Congress and for each and every
connected therewith, to be immediately available, $700,000.
$700,000.
connected
Aqueduct Bridge:
the construction
of the
the bridge
authorized D.Aueduct
Aqueduct
Bridge,
Bridge
bridge authorized
Toward the
construction of
Aqueduct
Bridge: Toward
C.
in section
section one
one of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
for the
removal of
the removal
of Construction
Construction of new.
"An Act
to provide
provide for
in
A
what
as the
the Aqueduct
Bridge, across
across the
the Potomac
3.
Ie, p.
P--1163.
Potomac Ante,
known as
Aqueduct Bridge,
what is
is now
now known
approved
River, and for the building
building of
of a
a bridge in place
place thereof,"
thereof," approved
May
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen $100,000,
to be
be
and sixteen,
$100,000, to
May eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of "VVar,
and authority
authority Ctcts
Contracts authorized.
uthozd.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, and
expended
granted to
contract
to enter into
into aa contract
of War
War to
to the Secretary -of
is hereby granted
completion of
exceedor contracts
contracts for
for the completion
of said bridge in an
an amount not
not exceeding $900,000,
$900,000, exclusive
of the
amount herein
appropriated, one
one half
ing
exclusive of
the amount
herein appropriated,
half Jeigl.f."
e,,n1m.a 31 Dist:aid
lt
any money
of the above
above sums to
to be payable
payable out of
of any
money in the
the Treasury
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ArtlmMemorial
acomT .
s37p.
vlp.
S

Am
Ar=
stel
r
l!emorial

1916.
1916.

not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
the other
half out
revenues
not
and the
other half
out of
of the
the revenues
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the
District of

Arlington
Amphitheater: For completing
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater:
completing the construc-

tion, under
under the
the direction
of a
acommission
consisting of
Secretary
tion,
direction of
commission consisting
of the
the Secretary
of
War, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and Superntendent
Supenntendent of
of War,
the Navy,
Navy, and
of the
the
United States Capitol
Building and
and. Grounds,
Grounds, Ivory
Ivory G.
G. Kimball,
Capitol Building
Kimball,
representing the
the Grand
Grand Army
of the
the Republic,
Republic, the
of
representing
Army of
the commander
commander of
Camp One
One hundred
hundred and
United Confederate
Camp
ahd~ seventy-one,
seventy-one, United
Confederate Veterans
Veterans
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
tholes W.
Newton, representing
of the
the District
District of
and Charles
W. Newton,
representing
the
Spanish War
War Veterans,
memorial amphitheater,
the United
United Spanish
Veterans, of
of aa memorial
amphitheater,
including
including a
the National
National Cemetery
Arlington, Virginia,
Virginia,
a chapel,
chapel, at
at the
Cemetery at
at Arlington,
and in
in accordance
accordance with-the
with the plans
plansof
Carters and
and Hastings,
architects,
and
of Carrere
Hastings, architects,
of New
New York
York Cit,
by thcomaiion
the-commissionheretofore
heretofore appointed,
appointed,
of
City, adopted
adopted by
to be immediatly
immediately available
and to
remain available
expended,
available and
to remain
available until
until expended,
$100,000.
, Rivers
harbors,
River and harbs,
Harbors and rivers, contract
contract work:
work: Toward
Toward the construction
construction of
of
contract v
work.
cett
works
works on harbors
harbors and rivers,
rivers, under
tontract and
and otherwise,
otherwise, and
under contract
and
authorized by
by law,
horse-drawn and
and motorwithin the limits authorized
law, including
including horse-drawn
motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles required
required and
to be
and to
be used
used only
only
for
official business,
business, namely:
for official
namely:
Vol.
34, l0o.
p.
Vol. 3,
p.1098.
For works authorized
authorized by the river and harbor Act of
of nineteen
nineteen hunhundred
and seven,
seven, as
follows:
dred and
as follows:
Saint Mar
Marys Rir,
River,
sait
Improving Saint Marys River, Michigan:
Miehigan• For continuing
continuing improveimproveMick,
Fourth Lock.
ForthtdC&.
thefalls
ment at the
falls by
construction of
of a
afourth
fourth lock,
$500,000.
by the construction
lock, $500,000.
Vol
34, p. 1079.
Vol. 34,
107T.
For work authorized
authorized by the river and harbor Act
For
nineteen hunhunAct of
of nineteen
dred and
and seven,
as follows:
dred
seven, as
follows:
Cold Spring
Inlet,
Ncod
Improving
Cold Spring
New Jersey:
For continuing
improveprng Int,
Improving Cold
Spring Inlet,
Inlet, New
Jersey: For
continuing improveN. J.
to securing
depth of
$20,000. ·
ment, with
with a
a view
view to
securing a
a depth
of twenty-five
twenty-five feet,
feet, $20,000.
For work authorized by
river and
and harbor
Act of
nineteen hunhunby the river
harbor Act
of nineteen
dred
follows: -,
dred and
and thirteen, as
as follows:
Cape
Lookout harbor
harbor
Ca Lookout
Harbor of Refuge, Cape Lookout, North Carolina: For continuing
continuing
rguge, N.
N. C.
of refuge,
Vol.
ol. 37,
37, p.
p.807.
construction in completion of contract authorization
construction
authorization, $600,000.
Providence,
I.
Providence, R. L
Improving
island: For comImproving Providence River and Harbor, Rhode
Rhode Island:
comVol.
802.
VoL 37,
37, p.
p. 802.
pleting
improvement
of
thirty-foot channel,
$327,800.
Tno
'B,.
pleting
improvement
of
thirty-foot
channel,
$327,800.
Tillamook Bay, Oreg.

Completing.
Vol. 35. p. 5411k Vol
882; Vol. 38, p.
948.
3k

Improving Tillamook
Improving
and Bar,
Bar, Oregon:
completing imimTillamook Bay
Bay and
Oregon: For
For completing
provement, subject
conditions specified
in the'river
the river and
and harharsubject to
to the
the conditions
specified in
bor Act of March
March fourth, nineteen
and thirteen,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, $35,000.
$35,000.
Marc.
Maps.
Maps, War
War Department:
For publication
engineer maps for use
Maps,
Department: For
publication of engineer
of the War Department, inclusive
war maps,
$7,500.
inclusive of
of war
maps, $7,500.
Survey of northirn
ans of,oth'n Survey of northern and northwestern
lakes: For
northern
northwestern lakes:
For survey
survey of
of northern
and
L northwestern
lakes..
lake
and northwestern
northwestern lakes, Lake of the Woods, and other boundary
boundary and
connecting
connecting waters between
between said lake and
Superior, Lake
Lake
and Lake
Lake Superior,
Champlain, and the natural navigable
navigable waters embraced
Champlain,
embraced in
in the
the navinavigation system of the New York canals,
all necessary
necessary
canals, including
including all
preparing, correcting, extending,
expenses for preparing,
extending, printing,
printing, binding,
binding, and
and
issuing charts and bulletins, and of investigating
issuing
investigating lake
lake levels with aa
view
regulation, $125,000.
$125,000.
lifrnia Di
view to
to their
their regulation,
California Debris
commisiona
D6bris Commission:
Commission.
the expenses
expenses of
California Debris
Commission: For defraying the
of the
the
Vol. 27, p. 507.
Vol.
o07.
commission in carrying
carrying on
on the
the work
the Act
Act of
of ConConcommission in
work authorized
authorized by
by the
approved March first, eighteen
gress approved
eighteen hundred and ninety-three,
ninety-three,
$15,000.
New York Harbor.
$15,000.
Preventing
injurious
Preventing injurious
injurious
Harbor of New York: For prevention
prevention of
of obstructive
obstructive and
and injurious
deposits.
deposits
the harbor
and adjacent
adjacent waters
of New
City:
deposits within
within the
harbor and
waters of
New York
York City:
For
of inspectors,
inspectors, deputy inspectors, and office force, and
or pay
pay of
expenses of office, $10,260;
expenses
$10,260;
For pay of crews
maintenance of patrol fleet, six steam tugs
crews and maintenance
and
launch, $75,000;
$75,000;
and one launch,
vessel.
Patrol vessl.
For purchase
purchase or
or construction
of one
one patrol
vessel, $75,000;
For
construction of
patrol vessel,
$75,000;
In
In all, $160,260.
$160,260.
p.Bp
;

VTl.,3°
Vol.
37, p. 819.
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Topographic maps.
mps.
TOopogaphe
reimbursin the United
mans, War Department:
Topographic maps,
Topographic
Department: For reimbursing
Payment to
Geolog·
P.
1'
to Geolog.
States Geological
for expenses
special ical
Survey for making
in malking
mang special
icBlaSeytormaking
expenses incurred in
eo'logical Survey for
States
special.
topographic
Department, and 'P"'
topographic surveys of areas selected by the War Department,
for additional
additional expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in securing
securing such extra topographic
data as are requested
requested by the War Department in these or other areas,
and engraving
engraving and printing the same on atlas sheets of the United
United
Provso.
Secretary, of Proviso.
Provided, That the Secretary
States Geological
Geological Survey, $35,000: Provided,
Advances.
War
authorized to advance
advance from
appropriation to the
United Post,
War is
is authorized
from this
this appropriation
the United
PodeSi.
p. 301.
States Geological Survey such sums as the Secretary
Interior
Secretary of the Interior
may request.
request.
may
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-

MedicalDepartment.
MedicalDeprtment.

limbs.
Artifciaimbs.
Artificial limbs: For furnishing artificial
artificial limbs and apparatus, or Artificial
Artificial
commutation
transportation, $65
$65,000.
000.
commutation therefor, and necessary
necessary transportation,
appliances.
Appliances for
for disabled
soldiers: For
For furnishing
furnishing surgical
appliances Surgical
suicalappliances.
surgical appliances
disabled soldiers:
Appliances
disabled in the military
military or naval
naval~ervice
service
of the United
to persons disabled
cfothe
United
States, and not entitled to artificial
artificial limbs or truses
trusses for the same
ame disabilities
$1,000.
abilities, $1,000.
Tr o
entitled thereto
fore
Trusses for disabled soldiers: For trusses
trussesforyersonsentitled
thereto Trusses.
1
R. S.,sec.1178,
p.211.
Rvs20,
p113,53.21
seventy.-tx, .Revised
hundred and seventy4vax.
Revised Statutes of Vol.
under section eleven hundred
20, p. 353.
of: Congress!' amendatory
amendatory thereof
Act .of.Cogresa
the United States, and the Act'
$2,500.
eighteen hundred
approved March third, eighteen
hundred and sevty-nine,
seventy-mne, $2,500.
approved
wHospilta
PD,(,
Providence
and medical treatment of DPrdenm
.
H°sPital.
Providence Hospital: For the support and
medical
surgical patients
svho are
are destitute,
the city
of WashpatientsDestitute patients.
city-of
Wash- Destitute
destitute, in the
patients who
and surgical
medical and
ington,
under a
contract to
be made
made with
Providence Hospital
Hospital by
by
with the
the Providence
a contract
to be
ington, under
the Surgeon
General of
of the
the Army,
one half
of which
ee
al from
from District
Har
which sum
sum shalt
shall revH
$19,000, one
half of
Army, $19,000,
the
Surgeon General
revenues of the District of Columbia and the other half
be paid from revenues
from
of the United States.
States.
Treasury of
from the Treasury
6 ld Hospital,
Garfield
For maintenance,
maintenance, to
to enable
enable it
it to
DGre
ield
Hospital.
to P
Hospital: For
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital:
pay therethere- Destitute patients.
provide
and surgical
treatment to
to persons
persons unable
unable to pay
patients.
surgical treatment
medical and
provide medical
for,
Charities of the
the Board
Board of Charities
to be made
made with
with the
for, under
under a
a contract
contract to
District of
$19,000, one
sum shall
be paid
paid Half
Half
from Dstrot
District
fom
shall be
of which
which sum
one half
half of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $19,000,
District
from
from the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia and the other -half
Treasury of the United States.
from the
the Treasury
rd
For
necessary improvements,
improvements, repairs, and equipment
equipment for isolating Isolating ward.
For necessary
diseases, $5,500,
$5,500, one-half
one-half of which sum
building for minor contagious diseases,
shall be
be paid
paid from the revenues of the District of Columbia and the
other half from the Treasury
Treasury of the United States.
'

NATIONAL
FOR DISABLED
SOLDIERS.
NATIONAL HOME
HOME FOR
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER SOLDIEB8.

ational Home
for
Nationa
Home for
Di
Nsabled Volunteer
Disabled
Volunteer
Soldiers.
Soldiers.

For
National Home
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
For support
support of the National
as follows:
follows:
Dayton, Ohio.
Central Branch,
Branch, Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio:
Current expenses:
officers Current
Csuttexpenses.
oshies.
pay of
of officers
expenses: For
For pay
Ohio: Current
Central
and noncommissioned
exceptions as
noncommissioned officers of the home, with such exceptions
orderlies;
are hereinafter
hereinafter noted, and their clerks, weighmasters,
weighmasters, and orderlies;
chaplains, religious
entertainment for the members
instruction, and entertainment
religious instruction,
chaplains,
telegraph
bookbinders, librarians, musicians,
musicians, telegraph
the home, printers, bookbinders,
of the
and telephone operators,
operators, guards, janitors,
janitors watchmen, fire company,
and property
property and materials
repairs
including repairs
purchased for their use, including
materials purchased
and
not
clone by
articles of
amusement, library
library books,
books,. magamagaof amusement,
home; articles
by the
the home;
not done
zines, papers, pictures,
repairs not
instruments, and repairs
and musical
musical instruments
pictures, and
zines,
done by
the homepayments pr deo.
advertising, legal
legal 'advice,
advice, payments
home; stationery,
stationery, advertising,
done
by the
due heirs
heirs of
of deceased
deceased members:
?That
all receipts
receipts on
on account
account aects
Effects of deceased
Provided,
That all
members: Provided
due
of
deceased members
members during the fiscal year shall also memb-s
members '
of the effects
effects of deceased
be available for such payments; and for such other expenditures
expenditures as
can
properly be included
expenditures,
under other heads of expenditures,
mcluded under
not properly
can not
$60,000;
$60,000;
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Subsistence.
Subsistence.

Household.
Household.

Hospital.

Hospital.

Transportation.
Transportation

Repair.

Repairs.

Prorixo,
Restriction on
buildings.

ricon on

Farm. a

new

.

Milwee
Wi
Milwaukee,
Wis.
current expenses.

Current expense.

Subsistence.

SubFistence.

Househo/d.

Hospital.
Transportation.

.
epars.

Repairs.

1916.
1916.

Subsistence: For pay of commissary
Subsistence:
commissary sergeants,
sergeants, commissary
commissary clerks,
clerks,
porters,
laborers, bakers,
bakers, cooks,
cooks, dishwashers,
dishwashers, waiters,
others
porters, laborers,
waiters, and
and others
employed
in the
except aremployed in
the subsistence
subsistence department;
department; food
food supplies,
supplies, except
artides
special diet
diet for
for the
sick, purchased
purchased for
the subsistence
subsistence of
of the
ticles of
of special
the sick,
for the
the
members
members of the home and civilian
regularly employed
employed
civilian employees
employees regularly
and
residing at
the branch,
branch, their
their freight,
preparation, and
and serving;
and residing
at the
freight, preparation,
serving;
aprons,
jackets for
kitchen and
dining-room employees;
aprons, caps,
caps, and
and jackets
for kitchen
and dining-room
employees;
tobacco;
dining-room and
and kitchen
kitchen furniture
furniture and
utensils, bakers
and
tobacco; dining-room
and utensils,
bakers and
butchers'
tools and
appliances, and
not done
the home,
butchers' tools
and appliances,
and their
their repair
repair not
done by
by the
home,
$250,000;
$250,000;
Household:
furniture for officers'
officers' quarters;
Household: For furniture
quarters; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedding,
bedding
material, and
and all
all other
other articles
articles required
required in
in the
the quarters
of
bedding material,
quarters of
the members,
members, and
civilian employees
employees permanently
permanently employed
and of civilian
employed and
and
residing
at the
branch, and
repair, if
if not
the home;
home;
residing at
the branch,
and their
their repair,
not repaired
repaired by
by the
fuel,
fuel for
for cooking,
cooking, heat,
light; engineers
engineers and
fuel, including
including fuel
heat, and
and light;
and firefiremen,
employees, and
and for
all
men, bathhouse
bathhouse keepers,
keepers, janitors,
janitors, laundry
laundry employees,
for all
labor, materials,
materials, and appliances
required for
household use,
use, and
and
appliances required
for household
repairs,
home, $103,000.
$103,000.
repairs, if
if not repaired
repaired by
by the
the home,
Hospital:
Hospital: For pay
pay of assistant
assistant surgeons, matrons, druggists,
druggists, hospital clerks
clerks and
and stewards,
stewards, ward
ward masters,
masters, nurses,
nurses, cooks,
pital
cooks, waiters,
waiters,
readers,
readers, drivers, funeral
funeral escort,
escort, janitors,
for such
such other
services
janitors, and
and for
other services
as
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the care
care of
of the
burial of
of the
as may
may be
the sick;
sick; burial
the dead;
dead;
surgical instruments
and appliances,
medical books,
books, medicine,
medicine,
surgical
instruments and
appliances, medical
liquors , fruits,
fruits, and
and other
other necessaries
the sick
sick not
not purchased
under
liquors,
necessaries for
for the
purchased under
subsistence;
subsistence; bedsteads,
bedsteads, bedding,
bedding, and bedding materials, and
and all
all
other special
special articles
necessary for
for the
the wards;
inarticles necessary
wards; hospital
hospital furniture,
furniture, including
articles and
and appliances
for hospital
hospital kitchen
kitchen and
dining
cluding special
special articles
appliances for
and dining
room; carriage,
carriage, hearse,
and for
for all
all repairs
repairs to
hearse, stretchers,
stretchers, coffins;
coffins; and
to hoshospital
appliances not
not done
by the
the home,
home, $72,000.
$72,000.
pital furniture
furniture and.
and appliances
done by
Tansportation: For
of members
Transportation:
For transportation
transportation of
members of
the home,
home,
of the
$1.200.
$1,200.
s: For pay
engineer, builders,
'Repairs:
pay of chief
chief engineer,
builders, blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, carpencarpenters,
painters, gas
gas fitters,
fitters ' electrical
workers, plumbers,
plumbers, tinsmiths,
tinsmiths,
ters, painters,
electrical workers,
steam
steam fitters, stone and brick masons, and laborers,
all
laborers, and
and for
for all
appliances and
materials used
head; and
and repairs
repairs of
roads
appliances
and materials
used under
under this
this head;
of roads
and other
improvements of
permanent character,
character, $53,000:
Proand
other improvements
of aa permanent
$53,000: Provided, That no part of the appropriation
appropriation for repairs
of the
the
repairs for any of
branch homes shall be used for the construction
construction of any new
new building;
building;
Farm: For pay of farmer, chief
chief gardener,
gardener, harness
harness makers,
makers, farm
farm
hands,
gardeners, horseshoers,
hands, gardeners,
horseshoers, stablemen,
stablemen, teamsters,
dairymen,
teamsters, dairymen,
herders, and laborers; tools, appliances,
appliances, and
required for
for
and materials
materials required
farm, garden, and dairy
dairy work; grain, and grain products,
products, hay, straw,
fertilizers, seed, carriages,
carriages, wagons,
wagons, carts,
carts, and
and other
other conveyances;
conveyances;
animals purchased
purchased for stock
stock or work (including
(including animals in the park);
park);
gasoline;
gasoline.; materials, tools, and labor for flower
flower garden,
garden, lawn, park,
cemetery; and construction
walks,
and cemetery
construction of roads and wa
lks, and repairs
repai not
not
done by the
home, $23,000;
$23,000;
the home,
In
$562,200.
In all,
all, $562,200.
Northwestern
Branch, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: For
Northwestern Branch,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
For current
current expenses,
expenses,
specified under this head for the Central
Central
including the same
same objects
objects specified
Branch, $45,000.
Branch,
$45,000.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including the same objects
For
objects specified
specified under this
head
Central Branch,
$140,000;
head for
for the
the Central
Branch, $140,000;
household, including
specified under
For household,
including the same objects
objects specified
under this
head
for the
Branch, $58,000;
$58,000;
Central Branch,
the Central
head for
For hospital, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
head
this head
for
the Central
$45,000;
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $45,000;
transportation of members
For transportation
home, $600;
$600;
members of
of the
the home,
For repairs, including
including the same objects
objects specified under
under this
this head
head
for the Central Branch, $36,000;
$36,000;
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For farm,
same objects
specified under this head for
for
objects specified
the same
including the
farm, including
For
the
Central Branch, $9,000;
$9,000;
the Central
$333,600.
In all, $333,600.
Eastern
Togus, Maine: For current expenses, including the
Branch, Togus,
Eastern Branch,
$44,000;
same
under this
for the Central Branch, $44,000;
this head for
specified under
objects specified
same objects
For
including the same objects specified
specified under this
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
head
$112,500;
head for the Central Branch, $112,500;
For
the same
objects specified
under this head
specified under
same objects
including the
household, including
For household,
$68,000;
the Central Branch, $68,000;
for the
For hospital,
same objects specified under this head
including the same
hospital, including
For
for
$38,000;
Central Branch, $38,000;
the Central
for the
For
of members
$800;
members of the home, $800;
transportation of
For transportation
For
including the
the same
specified under this head
objects specified
same objects
repairs, including
For repairs,
for the
$30,000;
the Central Branch, $30,000;
for
for
For
including the
same objects specified under this head for
the same
farm, including
For farm,
the
Central Branch, $16,000;
$16,000;
the Central
$309,300.
In all, $309,300.
Southern Branch,
Hampton., Virginia:
Virginia: For current
current expenses,
Branch, Hampton,
Southern
including the
the same
same objects specified under this head for the Central
including
$45,000;
Branch, $45,000;
For
specified under this
thig
including the same objects specified
subsistence, including
For subsistence,
$160,000;
head
for the
Central Branch, $160,000;
the Central
head for
For
household, including
including the
the same
objects specifiedunder
specified under this head
head
same objects
For household,
for
Branch, $63,000;
$63,000;
for the Central
Central Branch,
For
the same
same objects specified under this head'
including the
hospital, including
For hospital,
for
$43,000;
the Central Branch, $43,000;
for the
For
members of the home, $1,200;
$1,200;
transportation of members
For transportation
For repairs,
including the
specified under this head
objects specified
same objects
the same
repairs, including
For
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $44,000;
for
For farm,
same objects specified under this head for
including the same
farm, including
For
the
$9,000;
Central Branch, $9,000;
the Central
$365,200.
In all, $365,200.
Western Branch,
Branch, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas:
For current expenses
expenses,
Kansas: For
Western
including the same objects specified under
under this head for the Central
including
$48,000;
Branch, $48,000;
For
subsistence, including
under this
the same objects specified under
including the
For subsistence,
head
for the
the Central
$190,000;
Branch, $190,000;
Central Branch,
head for
For
specified under this
the same objects specified
including the
household, including
For household,
$85,000;
head
Branch, $85,000;
head for the Central Branch,
For
including the
same objects specified under this head
the same
hospital including
For hospital,
$52,000;
for the Central Branch, $52,000;
$1,000;
For
transportation of members of the home, $1,000;
For transportation
For
specified under this head
including the same objects specified
repairs, including
For repairs,
$40,000;
Central Branch, $40,000;
for the Central
For
farm, including
including the
the same
objects specified
specified under this head for
same objects
For farm,
the
$17,000;
the Central
Central Branch, $17,000;
In all, $433,000.
Pacific Branch,
Branch, Santa
Monica, California: For current expenses,
Santa Monica,
Pacific
including the
same objects
specified under this head for the Central
objects specified
the same
including
$46,000;
Branch, $46,000;
For
subsistence, including
including the same objects specified under this
For subsistence,
$208,000;
the Central
Central Branch, $208,000;
head for the
For household,
including the same
specified under this head
head
same objects specified
household, including
For
Central Branch, $54,000;
$54,000;
for the Central
For hospital,
specified under this head
head
the same objects specified
including the
hospital, including
For
$53,000;
for the Central Branch, $53,000;
transportation of members
members of the home, $2,500;
For transportation
For repairs,
repairs. including
including the
objects specified
specified under this head
same objects
the same
For
$47,000;
Central Branch, $47,000;
for the Central

Farm.
Farm.

Togas, Me,
Togus,
Current expenses.
Current
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repairs.
Farm.
Farm.

Hampton,
Hampton, Va.
Current
expenses.
Current expenses.

Subsistence.
Subsistnoe.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital
Transportation.
Transportation.
Repairs.
Repair.

Farm.

Leavenworth, Kans.
Kans.
Leavenworth,
Current expenses.
Current

Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
TransportatioL
Repairs.
Repairs.

Farm.

Monica, Cal.
Cal.
Santa Monica,
Current
expenses.
Currnt mqiemses.

Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Household.
Household.
Hospital.
Hospital.
Transportation.
TransportationRepairs.
Repairs.
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For farm,
farm, including
including the
the same
objects specified
under this
head for
for
For
same objects
specified under
this head
the
Branch, $12,000;
the Central
Central Branch,
$12,000;
In all,
$422,500.
In
all, $422,500.
Marion, Ind.
Marion Branch,
Branch, Marion,
including
curmt expenses.
Ipa.
Marion
entreat
Marion Indiana:
Indiana: For
For current
current expenses,
expenses, including
the.same
objects specified
specified under
this head
Central Branch,
the.same objects
under this
head for
for the
the Central
Branch,
$42,000;
$42,000;
Subsistence.
sbasteC.
For
subsistence, including
under this
this
For subsistence,
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
head
for
the
Central
Branch, $120,000;.
$120,000;
head
for
the
Central
Branch,
Household.
Hohold.
For household,
including the
the same
this
household, including
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
head for
the
Central
Branch,
$47,000;
head
for
the
Central
Branch,
$47,000;
Hospital.
ospit
For hospital, including
including the same objects
specified under
under this
this head
head
objects specified
the Central
Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
Central Branch,
for the
Transportato. • for
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of members
of the
$800;
members of
the home,
home, $800;
Repairs.
ep ai
For repairs,
the same
same objects
specified under
head for
for
R
.
For
repairs, including
including the
objects specified
under this
this head
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $38,000;
the
$38,000;
a
Farm.
F
eFor
the same
objects specified
under this
for
For farm,
farm, including
including the
same objects
specified under
this head
head for
the Central
Branch, $12,000;
the
Central Branch,
$12,000;
all, $299,800.
$299,800.
In all,
Danville,
Danville,
S. Ill.
Danville Branch, Danville, Illinois: .For
For current expenses,
expenses, including
including
Current expenses.
specified under
under this
head for
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
the same objects specified
this head
Branch,
$46,000;
$40,000;
Subsistence.
snbsistenee.
subsistence, including
specified under
For subsistence,
including the same
same objects specified
under this
this
head
for the
Branch, $178,090;
head for
the Central
Central Branch,
$178,000;
Household.
Housebold.
For household, including the same objects specified
under this head
For
specified under
head
for4he Central
Central Branch, $68,000;
$68,000;
Hospital.
Hospital.
For
hospital, including
objects spooled
specified under this head
For hospital,
including the same objects
for
for
the
Central
Branch, $42,000;,
.
the
Central Branch,
$42,000, . •
Transportation,
Trasportat,
.For
For transportation
transportation of members
members of
the home,
home;$1,000;
$1,000; ,
of the
Bepais.
For
RePain.
the same
objects specified
For repairs,
repairs, including
including the
same objects
specified under this head for
the Central Branch,
Branch, $28,000;
$28,000;
nn
Farm.
Fa .
For
objects specified
specified under this head for
For farm, including
including the same otjects
for
the
Central Branch,
$10,000;
the Central
Branch, $10,000;
In all, $373,000.
$373,000.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Mountain
City, Tennessee:
Tohnson
Mountain Branch,
Branch, Johnson City,
Tennessee: For
For current
current expenses,
expenses,
Current expenses.
urrent expees.
including
under this
including the same objects specified
specified under
for the
Central
this head for
the Central
Branch, $40,000;
$40,000;
Subsistence.
Subsistene.
subsistence, including the same objects specified
For subsistence,
under this
this
specified under
head
for the
$120,000;
head for
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $120,000;
Household.
Household.
For household, including the same objects
objects specified
specified under this
this head
head
for
the Central
Central Branch,
Branch, $44,000;
$44,000;
for the
Hospital.
Hspital.
under this
For hospital, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
this head
head
for
Central Branch,
Branch, $35,000;
$35,000;
for the
the Central
Tmportation
Transportation.
P.
For transportation
transportation of members of
$1,500;
of the
the home,
home, $1,500;
Repairs.
Repairs.
For repairs,
same objects
objects specified
For
repairs, including
including the same
specified under this head for
for
the Central
Farm.
the
Central Branch,
Branch, $28,000;
$28,000;
Farm.
For farm, including the same objects specified
specified under
this head
under this
head for
for
the Central Branch,
Branch. $16,000;
$16,000;
In
In all,
all, $284,500.
$284,500.
Hot Springs, S. Dak.
,PtpJt"
*k.
Current
expenses.
Battle Mountain Sanitarium, Hot Springs, South Dakota: For current expenses, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
head
under this
this head
for
Branch, $23,000;
for the
the Central
Central Branch,
$23,000;
Subsidence.
Subsitence.
For
For subsistence,
subsistence, including the same objects specified under this head
for the Central Branch, $45,000;
$45,000;
Household.
Household.
For
including the
same objects specified under
For household,
household, including
the same
under this head
head
for the
Branch, $38,000;
the Central Branch,
$38,000;
Hospital.
Hspit.
For hospital,
hospital, including
under this
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head
head
for the
Central Branch,
Branch, $35,000;
rsportatio
for
the Central
$35,000;
Transportation_.
Trso
For transportation
transportation of members
members of the
the home,
$4,000;
home, $4,000;
Repairs.
For
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
For repairs,
repairs, including
specified under this head for
the Central
Central Branch. $13,000;
$13,000;

Farm.
Fa

-
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FWm For
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under this head for '"farm, including
For farm,
the
Branch, $5,000;
the Central Branch,
$163,000.
In all, $163,000.
Cl
e
naL ing for all
for
underclothing, hats, caps,
Clothing
all branches
For clothing,
caps, bnthin.
clothing, underclothing,
branches:•For
for all
Clothing for
boots,
and overalls;
materials, machines, tools,
overalls; labor, materials,
socks, and
shoes, socks,
boots, shoes,
and appliances
knitting
use in the tailor shops, knitting
for use
employed, and for
appliances employed,
and
shops in which
shops,
and
shoe
shops,
which any kind of
of
home
other
or
shops,
shoe
and
shops,
$225,000.
clothing is
is made or repaired, $225,000.
clothing
Board of
managers: President,
President, $4,000;
secretary, $500;
$500; general
managers.
sB of.mansa"e
general Board
$4,000 secretary,
Salaries.
of managers:
Board
treasurer,
who shall
shall not
member of the board of managers, $4,500;
be aamember
not be
treasurer, who
inspector general
general and
and chief
chief surgeon, $4,000;
general treas$4,000; assistant general
inspector
urer and
inspector
general, $3,000; assistant inspector
inspector general,
assistant inspector
and assistant
urer
general, $3,000;
clerical services for the offices of the president,
$3,000; clerical
general,
$14,500;
general
and inspector
general and chief surgeon,
surgeon $14,500;
inspector general
treasurer, and
general treasurer,
clerical services
services for
managers $2,700;
traveling expenses
expenses of the board
$2,700; traveling
for managers,
clerical
officers of branch
of
managers, their
branch
officers, and employees, including officers
their officers,
of managers,
homes
detailed on
inspection work,
outside relief, $100;
$100;
$10,000; outside
work, $10,000;
on inspection
when detailed
homes when
1
al services,
medical examinations,
examinations, stationery, telegrams, and other
services, medical
legal
incidental
expenses, $3,500;
$3,500; in all, $49,800.
incidental expenses,
Oio.
The
headquarters of
of the
the National
Home for
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
t
atC
y
't=tcs
,„,(4
7
a
Volineer toHbe
National Home
The headquarters
Soldiers shall
Central
at-the Central
maintained at
hereafter main.tained
established and hereafter
be established.and
shall be
Soldiers
offioes,
Branch, National
National Military
and.shall oeupy
oampY .
for effieee,
Ohio, sadwshall
Huen, Ohio
Military Home,
Branch,
und building.
without
post fund
building .
gneral or poset
ay.gene;a1
rent, any
for rent,
expenditure for
without expenditure
$,820,900:
In all,
Nationall Home
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers; $1,820;900:
Disabled Volunteer
for Disabled
H o for
all, Nati
In
s
•Provided,
That nos
no part;
of the
foregoing apopritians
appropriations shall be fi
rrtt„ts.
thM fcooring
part of
Provided, That
Home
branch
expended
,
for
purpose
at,any
of
the
,
National
Home
for
at;ny
any
expended
Disabled
Soldiers that
that maintains
maintains or permits
permits to be mainVolunteer Soldiers
Disabled Volunteer
tained
on
its
premises
&bar,
canteen,
or
other
place
where bear,
beer, wine,
or
canteen,
tained on its premises abar,
or
other intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
sold.
are sold.
liquors are
or other
Staet
sa
State or
or Territorial
homes for
for disabled
disabled soldiers
and sailors:
sailors: For
ForTerritorial
h
or Tritorial
hto
soldiers and
Territonal homes
State
continuing aid
to State
State or
homes for
for the support of disabled
Territorial homes
or Territorial
aid to
continuing
p4
25, p.432.
ol. 25,
volunteer
in conformity
conformity with
with the
the Act
Act approved
approved August
August Vol.
soldiers, in
volunteer soldiers,
twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-eight, including
including all
and eighty-eight,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
classes of
of soldiers
admissible to
to the
Home for Disabled
National Home
the National
soldiers admissible
classes
part of this approVolunteer
Soldiers,
$1,125,000:
Provided,
That
no
part
appro- intoxnts.
no
That
Provided,
$1,125,000:
Soldiers,
Volunteer
priation
shall be
apportioned to
Territorial home that
any State or Territorial
to any
be apportioned
priation shall
nimto.
Collectio
maintains a
a bar
or canteen
canteen where
i
from
sold: co
are sold:
liquors are
intoxicating liquors
where intoxicating
bar or
maintains
Provided
further, That
for any
any sum
collected. in any manner mates.
mates .
or sums collected
sum or
That for
Provided further,
from
inmates of
such State
State orTerritorial
or Territorial homes to be used for the supof such
from inmates
port
said homes
herein
amount shall be deducted from the aid herein
like amount
homes aalike
of said
port of
provided
but this
this proviso
proviso shall
shall not
not apply to any State or Terrifor, but
provided for,
torial
soldiers are admitted
the wives or widows of soldiers
which the
into which
home into
torial home
. pty... ' and
and maintained.
b Back. pay
BACK PAY
PAY AND BOUNTY.
BOUNTY.
BACK

For
arrears of
of pay
two and
and three
year volunteers,
vollmteers, for bounty to
three year
of two
pay of
For arrears
volunteers and
their widows
widows and
legal heirs,
bounty under the
for bounty
heirs for
and legal
and their
volunteers
Act
of
July
twenty-eighth,
eighteen
hundred
sixty-six, and for
for
and
eighteenhundred
twenty-eighth,
July
of
Act
amounts
commutation of
of rations
to prisoners
of war
in States
States of
war in
prisoners of
rations to
for commutation
amounts for
may be
the so-called
so-called Confederacy,
Confederacy, and to soldiers on furlough,
furlough, that maybe
the
Treasury during
accounting officers of the Treasury
certified to be due by the accounting
certified
the
hundred and
and. seventeen,
seventeen $50,000.
$50,000.
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
For arrears
arrears of
allowances on account of service of officers
and allowances
pay and
of pay
For
and men
men of
of the
the Army
Army during
during the
the War with
with Spain and in the Philipand
pine
Islands that
that may
may be
be certified
certified to be due by the accounting
accounting
pine Islands
an
officers
of the
Treasury during
during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the Treasury
officers of
seventeen
appropriations that have
the appropriations
to the
chargeable to
are chargeable
that are
and that
seventeen and
been
fund, $2,000.
carried to the surplus fund,
been carried

bounty.
hoante

Payment of.

n
VoL 14, p.. 322.
vofl4
Commutation of ra-

tions.
ti.

n

r ithspaete.

War with Spain, etc.
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DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOR.
OF THE INTERIOR.

Depertment.
IntriorDpdrtBnt.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDENGS.
BUILDINGS.

Public buildings.

Re
airs .of
buildings- For
of Interior
Department and
PenRepairs
of buildings:
For repairs
repairs of
Interior Department
and Pension Buildings,
mon
uddmgs, and
Land Office
Budding, occupied
occupied by
and of the General
General Land
Office Building,
by
the Interior
Department, including preservation
Interior Department,.including
preservation and
repair of
of steamand repair
steamheating and electric-lighting
electric-lighting plants
plants and
and elevators,
elevators, $30,000,
$30,000, of
which
of which
sum not
exceeding $7,500
may be
labor except
except for
for
sum
not exceeding
$7,500 may
be expended
expended for
for day
day labor
work done
by contract.
contract. ,
work
done
by
Court
of
Claims
Court of
of Claims
Claims Building:
For labor
labor and
material and
and for
for general
Building.
Court
Building: For
and material
general
l i
R
.
repairs, Court of Claims Building,
Repairs.
repairs,
expended under
direction
Building, to
to be
be expended
under the
the direction
of
the Superintendent
the Capitol
Capitol Buiding
Building and
of the
Superintendent of
of the
and Grounds,
Grounds, $8,200.
$8,200.
Capitol.
Repairs,,ete.
etc.
Capitol
Building: For work
work at
at Capitol
Capitol and
and for
for general
general repairs
repairs
Capitol Building:
A.
p
10.
Ask, p. 102.
thereof, including flags for
for the
and west
west fronts
fronts of
of the
the cent
erof
of
the east
east and
center
for Senate
the Capitol and for
ate and
and House
Office Buildings;
Buildings; flagstaffs,
House Office
flagstaffs,
halyards, and
wages of
of mechanics
and laborers;
purchase,
and tackle;
tackle; wages
mechanics and
laborers; purchase,
mamtenance,
maintenance, and driving of motor-propelled,
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
passengr-carrying
office vehicle;
vehicle; and not exceeding $100
for the
technical
$100 for
the purchase
purchase of
of technical
and
necessary
and city
$30,000.
and
necessary reference
reference books
books and
city directory,
directory, $30,000.
Works of art.
cleaning and
For continuing the work of cleaning
and repairing
repairing works
of art
in
works of
art in
the Capitol, including repairs to frames, under
under the
direction of
of the
the direction
the
Joint Committee
on the
Library, $1,500.
Improvg Joint
Committee on
the Library
$1,500.
Capitol Grounds:
Grounds: For care and
lailmwtitg grenade. .
of grounds
grounds surroundsurroundand improvement
improvement of
ing the Capitol, Senate
and House
of one
one clerk,
Senate and
House Office
Office Buildings,
Buildings, pay
pay of
clerk
mechanics, gardeners;
gardeners; fertilizers; repairs
repairs to
pavements, walks,
walks, and
to pavements,
and
roadways, $30,000.
$30,000.
•
roadways,
erP.ePairs to
etepais to stables
stabs,
For repairs and-improvements
'
and improvements to
to steam
fire-engine house,
steam fire-engine
house, Senate
Senate
and
House
and repairs
to and
paving of floors
floors and
and courtyards
courtyards
repairs to
and pavingof
sand
House
os. stables,
stables, and
Puzes.•
of same, including personal
PtItebilses
personal services,
$1,500; this
and the
three foreforeservices $1,500;
this and
the three
discretion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior, be
be
going sums
sums may,
may, in
m the
the discretion
of
the
of
the
VoL
53.
expended
without re
Vol. 36,
38, P. SM.
expended for purchases
purchases of
of articles
articles without
f
erence to
to section
section four
reference
four
of the Act approved June seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
hundred and
ten,
nineteen hundred
and ten,
concerning
purchases for
for executive
concerning purchases
executive departments.
departments.
grounds.
groErg
Enlarging
Capitol
The
unexpended balance
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $35,000,
cpitol
The unexpended
balance of
$35,000 made
made in
in
Reappropriation for the
Reoapiroptn
or the general deficiency
removing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act
ed March
fourth,
Act approv
approved
removing
bu buildings,
March fourth,
ildings,
etc.
nineteen
hundred and
thirteen, for
for expenses
of removal
removal of
of the
the buildeto.
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
expenses of
build3,Vol.
or other
other structures
upon the
land acquired
acquired for
for the
the enlargement
p. 837, p. 024; Vol. ings
ings or
structures upon
the land
enlargement
of the Capitol Grounds, for grading, seeding, and
and soiling,
soiling, and
and prepaprepafor permanently
ration of plans for
improving the
same is
reappropriated
permanently improving
the same,
is reappropriated
and contntmued
continued available durin
th e fiscal
fiscal- year
year nineteen
hundred and
and
duringg the
nineteen hundred
Additional
sum.
seventeen together
together with
Additional sum,
seventeen,
with the
the further
further sum
of $35,000.
sum of
$35,000.
Maltb
Building.
So much off the agricultural
agricultural appropriation
appropriation act for
Maltby Building.
So
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
year
Use
by Agricutural
D4
s
li
db
g erA
,
rgZ y0
ul=
1 nineteen hundred
and si
xt
een as authorizes the use of th e M altb y
DIsrte
revoke
nineteen hundred and
sixteen
as authorizes the use of the Maltby
So1.l
3, P.p.1108.
1108.
ol.
38,
Building and the buildings
buildings on the
of New
Jersey Avenue
Avenue
the west
west side
side of
New Jersey
between
B and
and C
C Streets
Streets northwest
northwest in
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of
between B
Columbia, by
by the
the Department
repealed.
othou
Columbia,
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is repealed.
Courthouse,
D.
Courthouse, Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
restoration
Restoration,
etc.C.
RestortioeDt
Courthouse,
District of
For restoration
and reconstruction of the exterior
exterior and interior of the
the courthouse,
courthouse
Washington,
Columbia,
Washington, District of C
ol
umbi a, including
material, personal
personal
including all
all material,
and other services,
services, and for each and every
purpose in
connection
every purpose
in connection
to be
be expended
expended under
direction of
of the
Ha
ftherewith, therewith, to
under the
the direction
the superintendent
superintendent
fccsn
District
of the
and G
roun d
s,$2 00,000, one-half to be paid
revenues.
revelnsm
Ds
of
the Capitol
Capitol Buildings
Buildings and
Grounds,
$200,000, one-haf to be paid
out of the Treasury of the United
United States and one-half
one-half out
out of
of the
the
revenues
revenues of the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Repairs
to
part"
eps
to de
dept
ment
bnalbsgs.

met

Public lands.
PUBLIC
ReistersandreeivRegisters and receir-

LANDS SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Registers
For salaries
salaries and
Registers and receivers: For
commissions of
of registers
and commissions
registers
of district land offices and receivers
of public
receivers of
moneys at
at district
district land
land
public moneys
offices,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000 per annum each, $525,000.
offices, at
$525,000.
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Contingent expenses.
penses.
Contingent
expenses of
hire. rent, and other contit
clerk hire,
of land offices: For cleric
Contingent expenses
incidental expenses
including the
the exchange
exchange
incidental
expenses of the district
district land
land offices, including
diem subsistence.
of
Perdiemsubsistnce
of clerks
clerks detailed
detailed to Per
subsistence, of
in lieu of subsistence,
per diem, in
of typewriters,.
typewriters; per
examine
offices and to
of district
district land offices
management of
the books and
and management
examne the
assist
the operation
offices, and in the
opening of
land
the opening
of new
new land
assist in
in the
operation of said offices,

p. 880.
38, p.
0.
Vol. 38,
offices
reservations, when
when allowed
of Vol.
thirteen of
to section
section thirteen
pursuant to
allowed pursuant
and reservations,
offices and
the Sundry
Civil Appropriation
approved August first,
Appropriation Act
Act approved
first, nineteen
nineteen
the
Sundry Civil
hundred
traveling expenses
expenses of
and fourteen,
fourteen, and
and for actual
actual necessary
necessary traveling
hundred and
said
necessary sleeping-car
sleeping-car fares:
That Proviso.
said clerks,
clerks, including
including necessary
fares: Provided,
Provided, That
Pow.ditnre reExpenditures
stricted.
no
expenses
chargeable
to
the
Government
shall
be
incurred
by strited.
no expenses chargeable to the Government shall be incurred by
registers
and receivers
the conduct
land offices
offices except
upon
of local
local land
except upon
receivers in
in the
conduct of
registers and
previous
authorization by
Commissioner of
of the General
by the
the Commissioner
previous specific
specific authorization
Land
Land Office,
Office, $345,000.
$345,000.
Depositing moneys.
Depositing
of depositing
money Depoiting moneys.
depositing money
expenses of
For expenses
moneys: For
public moneys:
Depositing public
received
of public
lands by registered
bank
registered mail,
mail, bank
disposal of
public lands,
received from
from the
the disposal
exchange, or
directed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
as may be directed
or otherwise,
otherwise as
exchange,
Interior, and
to be
by the Secretary
Secretary of the
be approved
approved by
under .rules
dles to
Interior,
and under
Treasury,
TmbsMdep*
s
Treasury $1,000.
$1,000.
Timber deittedfitions,
Depredations
on public
timber, protecting
protecting public
lands, and
settle- c teteCA
s
Depredations on
public timber,
public lands,
and settletsr, and swamp
ment
of claims
for swamp
and swampland
ment of
claims for
land and
swamp land
swamp-land indemnity:
indemnity: For l Ante,laim8p.102.
protecting timber
timber on
the public
efficient AP
for the more
more efficient
on the
public lands, and for
protecting
execution of
law and
relating to
to the
thereof; of
of proprothe cutting
utingthereof;
and rules
rules reating
execution
of the
the law
tecting
public lands
lands from
from illegal
illegal
relating
and
entry
or appTopriaappropriaentry or
and-iradulent
tecting public
tion,
and of
swamp lands,
and indemnity
indemnity for
for
for swamp
lands, and
of adjusting
adjusting claims
claims for
tion, and
swamp
including not
not exceeding
$15,000 for clerical services in
exceeding $15,000
lands, including
swamp lands,
bringing up
making current the work
General Land Office,
work of
of the General
up and
and makingcurrent
bringing
$476,000,
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 for
for the
purchase of
motor
of motor
the purchase
not exceeding
including not
$475,000, including
cycles
the use
agents and
the field
service
m the
field service
employed in
others employed
and others
use of
of agents
for the
cycles for
Provisos.
and for
same: Provided,
stablihed
of same:
Provided, PP
and exchange
exchange of
Pay established.
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
for operation,
That
the compensation
of the
the chief
field service
hereservice employed
employed hereof field
chief of
compensation of
That the
under shall
not exceed
annum and
and the
all
of all
the compensation
compensation of
$3,500 per
per annum
exceed $3,500
under
shal not
others employed
not exceed
exceed $2,700
$2,700 per
per annum
annum each,
each,
shall not
hereunder shall
others
employed hereunder
except in
a compensation
compensation not to exceed $3,000 per
where a
in Alaska
Alaska where
except
diem subsistence.
Perdiemsubsstence.
others Per
and others
annum
That agents
agents and
further, That
Provided further,
allowed: Provided
be allowed:
may be
annum may
employed under
under this
lieu
be allowed per diem in lieu
may be
appropriation may
this appropriation
employed
38, p.
p. 880.
of subsistence,
section thirteen
thirteen of
the sundry
sundry civil
civil approappro- Vol.
vol. 38,
e8.
of the
to section
pursuant to
of
subsistence, pursuant
priation Act
Act approved
August first,
first, nineteen hundred
fourteen,
and fourteen,
hundred and
approved August
priation
at a
not exceeding
exceeding $3
each and
expenses for
for
necessary expenses
and actual
actual necessary
$3 each
at
a rate
rate not
transportation,
necessary sleeping-car
fares, except
when
except when
sleeping-car fares,
including necessary
transportation, including
e
A las e rservice.
exceeding $5 Alaska
agents
allowed not exceeding
Alaska they may be allowed
in Alaska
employed in
are employed
agents are
per day
day each
each in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence.
subsistence.
and CaliforFor the
the protection
of lands
Cofdrailroadndlands.
ta
Oregon and California
California niaOrern
involved in Oregon
protection of
lands involved
For
Protection, etc.
Railroad forfeiture
of the
the Interior,
Interior, Protctiu, etc.
the Secretary
Secretary of
enable the
suit: To
To enable
forfeiture suit:
Railroad
with the
cooperation of
Secretary of
of Agriculture
or otherwise,
as
otherwise, as
Agriculture or
the Secretary
of the
the cooperation
with
in his
establish and
maintain a
a
and maintain
to establish
advisable, to
most advisable,
may be
be most
his judgment
judgment may
in
patrol to
and to
guard against
against and
and check
check fires
fires upon
upon Ante, p
patrol
to prevent
prevent trespass
trespass and
to guard
.
p. 218.
the
the case
case of
of the
Oregon and
the lands
lands involved
involved in
in the
the United
United States
States versus
versus Oregon
and
California Railroad
Company and
suit numbered
thirty-three
others,'suit
numbered thirty-three
and others
California
Railroad Company
hundred and
and forty,
forty, in
in the
the district
for the
the District
of Oregon,
Oregon,
District of
court for
district court
hundred
now
of the
the United
United States,
in the Supreme Court of
now pending on appeal in
$25,000.
$25,000.
land enHearing's in
in land
land entries:
or other
in land enearins in
held Hearings
proceedings held
other proceedings
hearings or
For hearings
entries: For
Hearings
by
order
of
the
Commissioner
of
the
General
Land
Office
to
determine
by order of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to determine
the
character of lands; whether alleged
fraudulent entries are of that triPesr.oviso.
alleged fraudulent
the character
character
and of hearings
hearings
with lawlaw; and
in compliance
compliance with
made in
have been made
character or have
in
proceedings $35,000:
$35,000: Provided
.Provided, That Where
depositions Fees
depositions.
where depositions
Pr fordepf
in disbarment
disbarment proceedings,
are
in such
such hearings the fees of the officer taking them
for use
use in
are taken for
shall be
folio for
and certifying same and 10 cents
for taking
taking and
per folio
20 cents
cents per
shall
be 20
per
folio for
for each
each copy
copy furnished
to aaparty
on request.
request.
per folio
furnished to
party on
of te
rdii
Reproducing
plats o
ol
Reproducing W
of surveys:
the surveys.
R-duplst
of the
the Commissioner
ommssioner of
enable the
To enable
surveys: To
platso of
Reproducing
General Land
reproduce worn and defaced
defaced
to reproduce
Lan Office to continue to
General
d r
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of, hind&
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Surveying.
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Expenses.
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Preferences.
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official plats of surveys
surveys on file
other plats
part of
of
file, and other
plats constituting
constituting aapart
the records of said office, to frirnish
land offices
offices with
with the
same,
furnish local land
the same,
and for reproducing
reproducing by photolithography
photolithography original
original plats of
of surveys
surveys
prepared in the offices of surveyors
prepared
surveyors general, $5,000.
vam.
. letorataion
reserves: To
Restoration of lands in f6rest
fOrest reserves:
enable the
Secretary of
of
To enable
the Secretary
the Interior
therestoration to
,the
Interior to advertie
adiertise the-restoration
to the
the public
public domain
domain of
of lands
lands
in forest reserves or of lands temporarily
for forest
reserve
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for
forest reserve
purposes,
purposes, $15,000.
$15,000,
Opening Indian
Indian reservations
reservations (reimbursable):
(reimbursable): For
Pu-.
Opening
For expenses
expenses perpertainng to the opening to entry and
tabling
of such
such Indian
and settlement
settlement of
Indian reserreservation lands as
as may
qpen.ed during
during the
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
may be.
be opened
the fiscal
and seventeen:
seventeen: P
Prvided,,, That the expenses
expenses pertaining
pertaining to
the opening
opening
to the
of each of said reservations
reservations and paid for out
this appropriation
appropriation
out of
of this
shal
reimbursed to the United States
shall be reimbursed
States from the
money received
received
the money
from the sale of the lands embraced
embraced in said reservations,
respectively,
reservations, respectively,
$15,000.
$15,000.
'SRVYING
BURVItTING THE
PUBLIC LANDS.
LANDS.
THE PUBLIC

For surveys and resurveys
resurveys of
public lands,
under the
the supervise
— on
of public
lands, under
supervision
of the Commissioner
Comuussioner of the General Land
Office and
of the
the
Land Office
and direction
direction of
Secretary
of the Interior, $700,000:
Provided,That
Secretary of
$700,000: Provided,
That in
in expending
expending this
this
appropriation
appropriation preference
preference shall
be given,
given, first,
fast, in
in favor
favor of
of surveying
surveying
shall be
ol. 25,
p. 616.
616.
townships occupied
occupied in whole or-in
Vol
26, p.
orin part
townships
part by
by actual
actual settlers
settlers and
and of
lands
of lands
21
Vl. 2,
pp. 215,
5, 22.
Vol.
26, pp.
222. granted
gutted to the States by the Act
Act approved
approved February
February twenty-second,
twenky-second,
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine, and the
the Acts
Acts approved
approved July
third
July third
and July tenth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and to
to survey
survey under
under
and ninety,
ninety, and
such other Acts as provide for
grants to
to the
the several
several States
States and
and
for land
land grants
Territories,
Territories, and such indemnity
indexunitV lands as the
the several
several States
States and
and TerTerritories may be entitled
entitled to
to in
of lands
granted them
them for
for educaeducain lieu
lieu of
lands granted
tional and other purp
purposes
oses which
have been sold
sold or
or included
included in
in
which may
may have
some reservation
otherwise disposed of, except
some
reservation or otherwise
railroad land
grants,
except railroad
land grants,
and
other surveys shall include
and other
include lands adapted
adapted to
to agriculture
agriculture and
and lands
lands
deemed
survey on
deemed advisable
advisable to survey
on account
account of
of availability
availability for
for irrigation
irrigation
or dry
dry farming,
or
farming, lines of reservations,
reservations and lands
lands within
within b
oun daries of
of
boundaries
Pay
to surveyors.
aytosunrveyrs.
forest reservations.
reservations. The surveys
resurveys provided
provided for
for in
in this
surveys and
and resurveys
this
appropriation
appropriation to be made by such competent
competent surveyors
surveyors as
as the
the SecSecretary of
retary
of the Interior
Interior may select,
select, at such compensation,
compensation, not
not exceeding
exceeding
$200 per month each,
each, as he may
$200
may prescribe,
prescribe, except
except that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary
Superviso
Supervisors of
sur- of the Interior may appoint
of surof the Interior may appoint not
not to exceed two supervisors
supervisors of
surveys,
veys.
of surveys,
whose
exceed $250 permonth
whose compensation
compensation shall not exceed
per month each,
and, except
each, and,
except
in the District of Alaska,
Alaska, where a
exceeding $10
$10
a compensation
compensation not
not exceeding
Perdiemsubsistence.
Perdaemsbstece. per day may be allowed such surveyors
per day may be allowed
surveyors and
and such
per diem
diem in
in lieu
lieu of
of
such per
subsistence,
$3, when allowed
subsistence, not exceeding
exceeding $3,
allowed pursuant
pursuant to
section
to
section
Vol.
680.
vo 38, .p.s0.
thirteen
of the
the sundry
sundry civil
civi appropriation
appropriation Act approved
thirteen of
approved August
August first,
first,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen, and actual
nineteen
and fourteen,
actual necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for
transportation,
including necessary
sleeping-car fares,
transportation, including
necessary sleeping-car
fares, said
said per
per diem
diem
and
traveling
expenses to be allowed
and traveling expenses
allowed to all surveyors
surveyors employed
employed herehereunder and
and to
to such
under
such clerks who
who are competent
competent surveyors
surveyors who
who may
be
may
be
Resurveys,
etc.
Resurveys, etc.
detailed to
detailed
to make
make surveys, resurveys,
resurveys, or examinations
examinations of
of surveys
surveys hereheretofore
and reportd
tofore made
made and
reported to be defective
defective or fraudulent,
fraudulent, and
and inspecting
inspecting
mineral
mineral deposits,
co alfields,
fields, and
an dtimber
ti
m b
er districts,
districts, and for making, by
deposits, coal
and for making, byr'
such
competent surveyors, fragmentary
such competent surveyors,
fragmentary surveys,
surveys, and such
such other
other
surveys
or examinations
surveys or
examinations as may
may be required for
identification of
of lands
lands
for identification
on=efor
of evidence
evidence in
in any
any suit
in behalf
behalf of
the
purposes of
Monuments
for sec- for purposes
suit or
or proceeding
proceeding in
of the
tione
orUnited
tion
comers.
Providedfurther, That
lThat the
United States: Provided
sum of
of not
ten
the sum
not exceeding
exceeding
ten
per centum
of the
the amount
amount hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated may he
per
centum of
he expended
expended by
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
General Land
the
of the General
Land Office, with the
approval of
of
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
purchase of
the
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for the purchase
of metal or other
other
equally durable
durable monuments
equally
monuments to be used
used for
for public-land
public-land survey
survey corners
corners
wherever practicable.
practicable.
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Abandoned reservations:
reservations: For
For necessary
survey, Absaflosed
militarY
mli
tond
of survey
expenses of
necessary expenses
Abandoned
appraisal,
sale of
abandoned military
reservations transferred
transferred
military reservations
of abandoned
and sale
appraisal, and
to the
control of
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
under the
provisions
the provisions
Interior under
of the
Secretary of
to
the control
l. 2
23 p
p.103.
of
an Act
Act of
eighteen hundred
10
Vol 23
and, Vo
hundred and
fifth, eighteen
July fifth,
approved July
Congress approved
of Congress
of an
Casa
eighty-four,
and any
law prior
thereto, including
of the
can rcade.
theGrande.
custodian of
a custodian
including a
prior thereto,
any law
eighty-four, and
rum of
of Casa
$5,000.
Grande, $5,000.
Casa Grande,
rum
marzn STATES
STATES GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
UNITED

Geological Survey.
Survey.
Geological
g.a

e

Office
Director: Director,
Director, $6,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
ot
1aris,
Director
etc'8lares
chiefDirector,
$6,000; chief
of Director:
Office of
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; librarian,
$2,000; photographer,
$2,000;
photographer, $2,000;
librarian, $2,000;
disbursing
clerks-one of class
assistant photographers—one
$900, one $720; clerks—one
photographers-one $900,
assistant
two,
of class
$1,000, four
each; four copyists,
$900 each;
at $900
four at
one $1,000,
one, one
class one,
three of
two, three
at $720
$720 each;
each; watchmen—one
$840, four
$600;
$720 each; janitor, $600;
four at $720
watchmen-one $840,
at
four messenger
each; in
all, $35,340;
$35,340;entiassist
in all,
$480 each;
at $480
boys, at
messenger boys,
four
Scientific assistants.
Scientific assistants:
$4,000 each,
each, one $3,000,
at $4,000
Geologists-two at
assistants: Geologists—two
Scientific
one $2,700;
each; chemist, $3,000;
$3,000;
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
paleontologists, at
two paleontologists,
$2,700; two
one
geographers—one $2,700,
$2,500; two
two topographers,
$2,000
at $2,000
topographers, at
one $2,500;
$2,700, one
geographers-one
.
each;
in all,
$29,900.
.i
.
all, $29,900.
each; in
General
expenses:
For
requisite for
,p. Trim'
Aie,p.
inci- Ante
. inciand
for and
diture requisite
ex
expenses
every expenditure
For every
seFeral
expen
G
dent
to the
the authorized
authorized work
work of
the Geological
Geoloica Survey, including
of the
dent to
personal
services in
the District
District of
Columbia and
and in
field, per
per Per diem subsistence.
in the fielde,
of Columbia
in the
personal services
diem
for employees
employees eneaged
engaged in
p. 680..
Por
Vol. 88,, p.
work or Vol.
field work
n field
subsistence for
of subsistence
lieu of
in lieu
diem in
tray•ling on
on official
when allowed
to section
section
pursuant to
alowed pursuant
business when
official business,
traveling
thirteen of
of the
the sundry
approved August
August
Act approved
appropriation Act
civil appropriation
sundry civil
thirteen
first,
and fourteen;
for field use
use only
of Vehicles.
only of
purchase forfield
fouren; purchase
hundred
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
geologists, topographers,
not exceeding
motor
ten motor
exceeding ten
of not
enineers, of
and engineers,
topographers, and
geologists,
propelled
passPnger-carrying vehicles
vehicles at
exceeding
not exceeding
cost not
total cost
a total
at a
propelled passenger-carrying
$7,000,
and not
exceeding twenty
twenty horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
not exceeding
$7,000, and
vehicles
$3,000, and maintenance,
maintenance,
exceeding $3,000,
not exceeding
cost not
total cost
a total
at a
vehicles at
repair,
of motor-propelled
psssengerhorse-drawn passengerand horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
operation of
and operation
repair, and
carrying
vehicles not
exceeding $5,300;
$5,300; to
to be
be expended
under the
expended under
not exceeding
carrying vehicles
regulations
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
to time
time to
from time
regulations from
following heads:
heads:
Interior, and under the following
Skilled la
For pay
laborers and
and various
various temporary
Skledlaborrs.
employees, borers.
temporary employees,
skilled laborers
of skilled
pay of
For
$20,000;
$20,000;Topographic
hi
p ° g°
vT.
States,
Unitedshall
the United
of
portions
various portions
inexpending
surveys
For topographic
$350,000:
For
topographic
Provided,surveys
That inin
various
this sum
of preference
the
States,
be ,
f
Topograph
i
;
;"i8°.
ic

$350,000: Provided, That in expending this sum preference shall be

given
special topographic
surveys of
the War
by the
selected by
areas selected
of areas
topographic surveys
given special
Department
and in
in securing
such extra
topographic data
data as are
extra topographic
securing such
Iepartment and
requested by
by the
other areas
areas;;
or other
in these
these or
War Department
Department in
the War
requested
For
the various
portions of
of the
States,
United States,
the Unitd
various portions
in the
surveys in
geologic surveys
For geologic
$350,000;
$350,000;
the
of the
geology
to the
relating
researcheswith
physicalresearches
For
United
For chemical
chemical
States, and
and
including
physical
researches
relating
a view
to
theofgeology
determining
of

United States, including researches with a view of determining

"prOAy'

f
rei
,t.f°2
t
at. rmY*

ftl p.293.

Glo
eo

urv.
vy.

Ge°1°gle sur"Ys.

Chemical and phys-

ica rsarches.

icalbreemsei:raclheasn.d

geological conditions
favorable to
presence of
of deposits of potash
the presence
to the
conditions favorable
geological
Illustrations.
salts, $40,000;
$40,000;
u
Survey,,
For preparation
preparation of the illustrations
Geological Survey
illustrations of the Geological
For
rsoes
Mineral
$18,280;
$18,280;
For preparation
of the
report of
of the
of the
the United
pert'. 1res-lre"
United port.
resources of
mineral resources
the mineral
the report
preparation of
For
States,
$75,000;
States, $75,000;
For vuging
and determining
the water
supply of the
water supply
determining the
streams and
gauging streams
For
artesian
United
tates, the
an artesian
underground currents and
of underground
investigation of
the investigation
United States,
wells,
of reports
upon the best methods of utilizreports upon
preparation of
the preparation
and the
wells, and
ing the
the water
water resources,
$150,000;
resources, $150,000;
ing
For
necessary books for the library, including
including direcdirecof necessary
purchase of
For purchase
tories and
and scientific
periodicals needed
needed for
for statistical
statistical
scientific periodicals
professional and
and professional
tories
purposes,
$2, 000;
purposes, $2,000;

Water supply.
spply.

Library.

Maps.
a
Ntoal ot wr$110,000;
maps,
geologic
printing
and
engraving
For
For engraving
continuation
andofprinting
topographic
geologic
surveys
maps,of$110,000;
the public lands that 'Ms.
National ferrets
For continuation of topographic surveys of the public lands that VrS
have been
or may
hereafter be
be designated
designated as national
national forests,
$75,000;
forests, $75,000;
may hereafter
been or
have
$1,255,520
In
all, United
United States
States Geological
Survey, $1,255,520
Geological Survey,
In all,
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BUREAU .OF
OF MINER.
BUREAU
MINE8.

the director
director and
For general
general expenses, including pay
pay of
of the
and necessary
necessary
assistants,
other employees,
in the
office at
assistants, clerks,
clerks, and
and other
employees, in
the office
at Washington,
Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
field, and
and every
every other
other expense
expense
Ante,
Ante, p.102.
.l .
District
Columbia, and
and in
in the
the field,
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident to
to the
the general
general work
of the
bureau in
in Washrequisite
work of
the bureau
Washmgton,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
the field,
field, to
be expended
ington, District
and in
in the
to be
expended under
under
the direction
Secretary of
of the
Interior, $70,000;
the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
the Interior,
$70,000;
g mine
For
as to
to the
of mine
explosions, methods
methods of
of
qvhtio g cg
For investigation
investigation as
the cause
cause of
mine explosions,
egplOSiOnS, etc.
mining, especially
in relation
relation to
to the
safety of
of mmers,
mmers, the
~
ming,
especially in
the safety
the appliances
appliances
best adapted
adapted to
accidents, the
improvement of
of
best
to prevent
prevent accidents,
the possible
possible improvement
conditions
which mining
operations are
are carried
carried on,
on, the
the use
of
conditions under
under which
mining operations
use of
explosives and
and electricity,
the prevention
and other
other
explosives
electricity, the
prevention of
of accidents,
accidents, and
inquiries
investigations pertinent
the mining
inquiries and
and technologic
technologic investigations
pertinent to
to the
mining
industry,
and including
including all
all equipment,
equipment, supplies,
and expenses
of
industry, and
supplies, and
expenses of
travel and
subsistence, $347,000;
travel
and subsistence,
$347,000;
Testing
mineral
Testn
mineral
investigation of
of mineral
unfinished mineral
mineral products
For investigation
mineral fuels
fuels and
and unfinished
products
fuels, etc.
Economic use
use in
Ecmc
in doto or
the use
use of
States, with
with a
view to
to their
belonging to
de- belonging
or for
for the
of the
the United
United States,
a view
their
partenmost efficient
preparation, treatment,
use, and
to recomrecomefficient mining, preparation,
treatment, and
and use,
and to
mend to various departments
changes in
in selection
and use
use of
departments such changes
selection and
of fuel
fuel
greater economy,
including personal
services in
the
as may
may result
result in
in greater
economy, including
personal services
in the
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, not
in excess
of the
bureau at
at Washington,
not in
excess of
the
number
number and total compensation
employed during
compensation of
of those
those so
so employed
during the
the
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
thirteen, and
all equipequipnineteen hundred
and thirteen,
and including
including all
ment,
of travel
travel and
subsistence,. $135,000;
ment, supplies,
supplies, and
and expenses
expenses of
and subsistence,
$135,000;
Inquiries of ecoFor inquiries
inquiries and
and scientific
scientific and
and technologic
conditics,onetc.
mmicconditions,
For
technologic investigations
investigations concernconcernnomic
etc.,
of mining.
mg.
'
ing the mining, preparation,
preparation, treatment,
ml'
treatment, and
and utilization
utilization of
of ores
ores and
and
other mineral
substances,with a
to improving
health conditions
conditions
mineral substances,with
a view
view to
improving health
and increasing
increasing safety, efficiency,
efficiency, economic
development, and
economic development,
and conconservng resources
serving
resources through the
of waste
in the
the mining,
the prevention
prevention of
waste in
quarrying, metallurgical, and
quarry-lug,
industries; to
inquire
and other
other mineral
mineral industries;
to inquire
Previte).
into
the economic
conditions affecting
rS'tions.
into the
economic conditions
affecting these
these industries:
industries: Provided,
Provided,
Restrictions.
That no part thereof
thereof may
used for
for investigation
investigation in
behalf of
any
may be
be used
in behalf
of any
Jparty, nor shall any
private party,
any part
part thereof
used for
thereof be
be used
for work
work authorized
authorized
or required
required by law to be done and that is being
being done
any other
done by
by any
other
supplies,
branch of the public service; and including
including all equipment, supplies,
expenses of
of travel,
$100,000.
Perasercs in expenses
travel, and
and subsistence,
subsistence, $100,000.
Personal services in
District of Columbia.
Not
exceeding twenty
twenty per
the foregoing
foregoing sum
and not
not
Colmbia.
Not exceeding
per centum
centum of
of the
sum and
exceeding
exceeding ten per centum of the sum for investigation
investigation as
as to
to causes
causes
of mine explosions may be used during the
the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hunhundred and
and seventeen
seventeen for
for personal
in the
dred
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Petroleum and
Petroleum
and natunura ga
For
inquiries and
and investigations
investigations concerning
ral
gas investigations.'
investigations.
For inquiries
concerning the
mining, preparathe mining,
preparation, treatment, and utilization
utilization of
natural gas,
gas, with
with
of petroleum
petroleum and
and natural
aaview to economic development, and
conserving resources
and conserving
resources through
through
the prevention
prevention of waste;
into the
the economic
economic conditions
conditions
waste; to
to inquire
inquire into
affecting
the
industry,
including
equipment,
supplies,
and
expenses
ces
n
the
Di
affecting
the
industry,
including
equipment,
supplies,
and
expenses
Services in the
Disetris
in the D s Of
of which sum not exceeding
of travel,
travel, and subsistence,
subsistence, $70,000,
$70,000, of
exceeding fen
ten
trict.
per centum may be
fiscal year
and
be used during
during the
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen for personal services in the District of Columbia.
Mining experiment
experiment seventeen for personal services in the District of Columbia.
stations.
For the employment of personal
personal services
services and all other expenses
expenses in
in
Vol.
38, p. 8.58.
Vol.38,p.
.5.
connection with the establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of
of
three mining experiment
the act
experiment stations, authorized by the
approved
act approved
March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Pittsburgh Pa
March third,
third, nineteen
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
and fifteen,
fifteen, $75,000;
$75,000;
Equipping,
Equipping etc.,
etc. exexthe plant
of the
the Pittsburgh
Toward dismantling and removal
removal of
of the
plant of
Pittsburgh
perimental
plant.
pertlplnt.
Mining
Experiment
Station
and
installation
in the new buildings iin
Mining
Experiment
Station
installation
Vol.
37, p.
886.
vol. .3,
p. Ss6.
Pittsburgh
under the authority
section
Pittsburgh constructed
constructed under
authority contained in section
twenty-six of the public buildings Act approved March fourth,
fourth, ninenineteen hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, including the employment
employment of
of necessary
necessary
labor; machinery,
machinery, appliances,
appliances, materials and supplies,
labor;
supplies, furniture
furniture and
and
office equipment,
awnings, and all
all other
equipment, cases for apparatus,
apparatus, shades, awnings,
other
to fully equip
articles made necessary by such removal to
furnish
equip and
and furnish

General
ees,
salaries,
etc. expenses,
aistc.

Investi atin

mine
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these new
buildings for
for laboratory
laboratory and
and office
office purposes,
purposes, $42,700,
$42,700,
new buildings
these
together
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation made
balafor Ilse
Use ofof balance.
made for
of the
the appropriation
the unexpended
with the
together with
this
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen;
hundred and sixteen;
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
this purpose
purpose for
services.
Persna services.
For
services as may be necessary for the Personal
personal services
additional personal
such additional
For such

care
and maintenance
Pittsburgh, $4,305;
$4,305;
at Pittsburgh,
new buildings
buildings at
of the
the new
maintenance of
care and
Additional
rescue
For
of three
three additional
additional mine
Adrs.d a
$53,000;
cars.
mine rescue cars, $53,000;
purchase of
For purchase
For equipment
equipment for
three new
$13,500;
rescue cars, $13,500;
new mine
mine rescue
for three
For
For
operating three
three new
new cars,
cars, including
services, traveling
including personal services,
For operating
expenses
subsistence, materials
materials and
and supplies,
supplies, $35,000;
$35,000;
and subsistence,
expenses and
Mine inspector,
Alase. n
For
one mine
Alaska.
$3,000;
Alaska, $3,000;
duty in Alaska,
for duty
inspector for
mine inspector
For one
For
diem, subject
and regulations
regulations as the
Secretary Per diem etc-'
the Secretary
rules and
to such
such rules
subject to
per diem,
For per
of the
the Interior
may prescribe
lieu of
subsistence at
not
rate not
at a
a rate
of subsistence
in lieu
prescribe, in
Interior may
of
exceeding
$4 when
absent on
official business
from his designated headbusiness from
on official
when absent
exceeding $4
quarters,
and contingent
expenses
contingent expenses
traveling and.
necessary traveling
for actual
actual necessary
and for
quarters, and
of
inspector, $2,500;
$2,500;
of said
said inspector,
Clerk.
For
clerk to
For clerk
to mine
mine inspector
inspector of
of Alaska
Alaska,'$1,500;
$1,500;
Clerk.
Library.
For
technical and
and scientific
books and
and publications
publications and books of Lrayscientific books
For technical
reference, $1,500.
He-da:
reference,
$1,500.
(
ter
For
or lease
lease of
land, where
and under
under such
such con'dquar.'s
t
fo
HradQner
con- I
where and
necessary land,
of necessary
purchase or
For purchase
ditions
the Secretary
the Interior
for the
the headheaddirect, for
may direct,
Interior may
of the
Secretary of
as the
ditions as
quarters
of mine
mine rescue
rescue cars
cars and
and construction
of necessary
necessary railway
railway
construction of
quarters of
sidings
site of
air experimental
experimental
of an
the site
or as
as the
the same,
same or
for thei
housing for
and housing
sidings and
of lands,
lands,
mine and
anti a
studying explosives
That the A epn
t
That
$1,000: Prni
xposives, $1,000:
for studying
a plant
plant for
mine
Secretary.of
Interior is
authorited to
to;accept
suitable land
land or
or etc.
etc.
any suitable
accept any
is authorized
the Interior
of the
Secretary
lands,
improvements, that
that may
may be
donated for
said purpurfor said
be donated
or improvements,
buildings, or
lands, buildings,
pose, and
and to
enter into
into leases
leases for
for periods
not exceeding
ten years,
years,
exceeding ten
periods not
to enter
pose,
subject to
annual appropriations
by Congress;
Congress;
subject
to annual
appropriations by
Persons employed
year nineteen
eln
erpr
irjeel
e
.
taa"f
detilsof
Tfemploe
sev- ad
and sevhundred and
nineteen hundred
the fiscal
fiscal year
during the
employed during
Persons
enteen
field work,
work, outside
outside of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, under
the
under the
District of
the District
in field
enteen in
Bureau
Mines, may
detailed temporarily
service in
in WashWashfor service
temporarily for
be detailed
may be
of Mines,
Bureau of
ington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
of preparing
results of their
preparing results
for purposes
purposes of
ington, District
field
persons so
so detailed
shall be
in addition
addition to
to their
their
be paid
paid in
detailed shall
all persons
work; all
field work;
regular
compensation only
their actual
or per
w"
diem pPron,
per diem
expenses or
traveling expenses
actual traveling
only their
regular compensation
inlieu
subsistence in
to and
Payme
t of necesnecePayment
Provided, sary
therefrom: Provided,
and returning
returning therefrom:
going to
in going
of subsistence
in
lieu of
expenses,
etc.
That
herein shall
shall prevent
prevent the
the payment
employees of the
the srexpses, etc.
to employees
payment to
nothing herein
That nothing
Bureau
Mines their
necessary expenses
expenses or
or per
lieu of
of subsubdiem, in
in lieu
per diem
their necessary
of Mines
Bureau of
sistence while
while on
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of Columdetail in
on temporary
temporary detail
sistence
bia,
for purposes
purposes only
consultation or
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
investigations on
or investigations
of consultation
only of
bia, for
United
All details
details made
made hereunder,
each,
of each,
the purposes of
and the
hereunder, and
States. All
United States.
during the
preceding fiscal
shall be
reported in
estiannual estiin the
the annual
be reported
year, shall
fiscal year,
the preceding
during
mates of
appropriations to
beginning of
each regular
regular
of each
at the
the beginning
Congress at
to Congress
of appropriations
mates
session
thereof.
session thereof.
Drer
Hereafter in
in the
the absence
of the
Director of
of the
the Bureau
of Mines
Provrions for ala
ab.
Mines Provisions
Bureau of
the Director
absence of
Hereafter
the assistant
assistant director
shall perform
the duties
duties of
of the
the sax ofetc.
perform the
bureau shall
of said
said bureau
director of
the
director during
during the
latter's absence,
and in
in the
the absence
absence of
of the Director
absence, and
the latter's
director
and of
of the
of the
the Bureau
Secretary
of Mines
Mines the Secretary
Bureau of
Director of
Assistant Director
the Assistant
and
of the
the Interior
may designate
officer of
said bureau
to perform
perform
bureau to
of said
some officer
designate some
Interior may
of
the duties
the director during his absence.
of the
duties of
the
In
$955,005.
of Mines,
Mines, $955,005.
all, Bureau
Bureau of
In all,
Per diem, ere

?mi

ro

.

n

D iree

RECLAMATION
SERVICE.
RECLAMATION SERVICE.

Reclamation ServSer vice.
ce.
i

Payments from recrec
taimsoi
The following
following sums
are appropriated
out of
the special
special fund in the lamation
of the
appropriated out
fund.
sums are
The

U, p. 388.
Treasury
of the
States created
by the
Act of
ol. 32, p. s.
seventeenth, Vol.
of June
June seventeenth,
the Act
created by
United States
the United
Treasury of
nineteen
(Thirty--second Statutes,
hunthree hunpage three
Statutes, page
and two
two (Thirty-second
hundred and
nineteen hundred
dred and
and eighty-eight),
therein designated
designated "
the reclamation
fund ": All expenditures.
reclamationfund":
"the
and therein
eighty-eight), and
dred
.
For
all expenditures
expenditures authorized
of June
JUDO seventeenth,
seventeenth, Au ependitr
the Act
Act of
by the
authorized by
For all
nineteen
hundred and
and two
three hunhun- Vol. IS, p. WO.
page three
Statutes, page
(Thirty-second Statutes,
two (Thirty-second
nineteen hundred
dred and
eighty-eight), and
and Acts
supple- voL"p.".
and supplethereof and
amendatory thereof
Acts amendatory
and eighty-eight),
dred
mentary thereto,
as the
the reclamation
reclamation law,
and all
all other
Acts
other Acts
law, and
known as
thereto, known
mentary
under which
which expenditures
authorized, including
including
fund are authorized,
said fund
from said
expenditures from
under

3(4
304t
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designated. salaries
salaries in
the city
Washington and
elsewhere; rent
of office
office quarObjects d.igted.
in the
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere;
rent of
quarters
in the
the city
Washington, $8,040,
and for
rent elsewhere;
elsewhere; examiexamiters in
city of
of Washington,
$8,040, and
for rent
nation
of estimates
appropriations in
field; printing
bindnation of
estimates for
for appropriations
in the
the field;
printing and
and binding;
staing; law
law books,
books, books
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, engineering
engineering and
and statistical publications,
publications not
tistical
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500;
$1,500; purchase,
urchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
operation of
of horse-drawn
motor-pro
passenger-carrying
and
and operation
horse-drawn or
ormotor-propelled
passenger-carrying
Per dieinsubsistenceper diem
diem in
pursuant to
demsubsistae vehicles;
vehicles; per
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence,
subsistence, when
when allowed,
allowed, pursuant
to
Vol
680.
section
thirteen of
of thesundrycivil
thesimdrycivil appropriation
appropriation Act
approved August
vol.i38, p.
p. 68
section thirteen
Act approved
August
Pymnt
of m'- first, nineteen
PsYmain of
nineteen hundred and fourteen;
payment of
damages caused
caused to
to
fourteen; payment
of damages
Dew.
the owners
owners of
private property
property of
of any
any kind
by reason
the
of lands
lands or
or private
kind by
reason of
of
the operations
operations of
of the
States, its
officers or
or employees,
in the
the
the United
Umted States,
its officers
employees, in
the
survey, construction,
construction, operation,
or maintenance
irrigation works,
survey,
operation, or
maintenance of
of irrigation
works,
and which
may be
be compromised
compromised by
by agreement
the claimant
claimant
and
which may
agreement between
between the
km
and the
of the
and compensation
compensation to
artisans and
Vol.
p. 556.
vSm35,, ps.
' and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior;
Interior; and
to artisans
and
p. 742
Po,
Post, p.742.
laborers for injuries
injuries under the
the Act
May thirtieth,
Act of
of May
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
an d eight
eight (Tlurty-fifth
Statutes, page
five hundred
and
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
page five
hundred and
and fifty-six),
fifty-six),
injwiest"wwknisn.

Aotnt to Pr namely:
namely:
Salt River
River project,
project, Arizona:
maintenance, operation,
operation, continuc,ontinuto prp Salt
Arizona: For
For maintenance,
ation of construction, and incidental operations,
operations, $480,000 together
together
with the
unexpended balance
the sum
sum appropriated
for this
this project
project
with
the unexpended
balance of
of the
appropriated for
c
ii.aitori
r
eon, for-the
for the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen:
That there
Moer-Palnord
Corfiscal year
sixteen: Provided,
Provided,That
there
paw.
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
out of
of said
said sum,
sum, the
the sum
$300 to
to reimburse
wsab.e... t
P
is
appropriated, out
sum of
of $300
reimburse
Reimbursement.
the Moeur-rafford
Moeur-Pafford Company,.
under the
laws
Company, aatorporation
corporation organized
organized under
the laws
of Arizona,
sustamed by
the reason
Arizona, for damages
damages sustained
by the
reason of
of the
the inability,
inability, under
under
existing
States to carry out aa certain agreement
existing law, of the United States
agreement
between
said company
and the
the project
project manager
manager in
connection with
with a
between said
company and
in connection
a
contract
dated November
contract dated
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
November twenty-fifth,
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven,
between
between said company
company .and
project mner
naanager of
of the
the Reclamation
and the project
Reclamation
Service,
Salt River
Service, Salt
River project;
the Director
project Aritonit,
Arion, approve4
aproved b7
by the
Director of
of the
the
Reclamation
Reclamation Service
December twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Service on
of December
hundred and
and
eleven;
eleven;
Yuma, Ariz.-Cal.
Ari.-al.
project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For
Yuma,
Yuma project,
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation,
continuation of construction,
incidental operation, $759,000;
$759,000;
continuation
construction, and incidental
unexpended balance of the sum appropriated
together with the unexpended
appropriated for
for
this project
project for the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen;
or,.
OrladCand project, California: For maintenance,
Orland, Cal.
Orland
maintenance, operation, continucontinuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $33,000,
$33,000, together
together
with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the sum appropriated
appropriated for
this project
project
for this
for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen;
sixteen;
Grand
valley, Colo.
Colo.
Grand
project, Colorado:
maintenance, operation, conGrand Valley,
Grand Valley
Valley project,
Colorado: For maintenance,
tinuation
tinuation of construction, and incidental
incidental operations,
operations, $309,000;
$309,000; together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the sum
appropriated for
sum appropriated
for this
this
project for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen;
sixteen;
Uncompabgre,
Colo.
Uncompahgre project, Colorado:
Uncompahgre, Colo.
Uncompahgre
Colorado: For maintenance, operation, continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental
incidental operations, $288,000;
$288,000;
Boise,
Idaho.
continuation of
Boise, Idaho.
Boise project, Idaho: For maintenance, operation, continuation
construction,
construction, and incidental
incidental operations, $540,000
$540,000 together with the
unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the sum appropriated
appropriated for this project for the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen;
year nineteen
sixteen;
Mindoka, Idaho.
Minidoka project, Idaho: For
Minidoka,
operation, continuation
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
continuation
of construction, and incidental
$302,000;
incidental operations, $302,000;
Jackson
Lake, Idahoackson
Lake,
dahoJackson
Lake enlargement
mainteWyo.
nditions.
Jackson Lake
enlargement work,
work, Idaho-Wyoming:
Id aho-Wyom i
ng: For mainteCnditions.
nance,
continuation of
Co
nanc,e, operation,
operation, continuation
construction ,an
d incidental
operof construction,
and
incidental operations, conditioned
conditioned upon the deposit
deposit of this amount by the Kuhn
Kuhn
Irrigation
Canal Company
Company and
and the Twin
Irrigation and
and Canal
Twin Falls Canal Company to
the credit of the reclamation
reclamation fund,
$241,000;
fund, $241,000;
GardenCity, Kans.
Garden
maintenance, operation,
Garden City, Kans.
Garden City
City project,
project, Kansas:
Kansas: For
For maintenance,
operation, and
incidental
incidental operations, $2,000;
$2,000;
Hnntley, Mont.
Mont.
Huntley
Huntley,
Huntley project,
project, Montana: For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental operations, $160,000:
$160,000:

.otmsnt

All°t1Dant to Pr*
eats.
Salter,River, A.
Salt
Ariz.
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Milk River, Mont.
maintenance, operation, conFor maintenance,
Milk
River project,
project, Montana:
Montana: For
con- Mil Rivr,Mont
Milk River
tinuation
of construction,
construction, and
and incidental
incidental operations,
$696,000;
operations, $696,000;
tinuation of
River, Mont.
Mont.
sunnRiver,
contin-- Sun
Sun
River project,
Montana: For maintenance, operation,
operation, contin
project, Montana:
Sun River
nation
incidental operations
$205,000;
operations, $205,000;
and incidental
construction, and
of construction,
uation of
Lower Yellowstone
Montana-North Dakota:
Dakota: For
o
i
n
r1,11',82
1
°
1
.
wstme,
Yellows
MotweN
mainte- m
For mainteproject, Montana-North
Yellowstone project,
Lower
nance,
construction, and
incidental operaand incidental
of construction,
continuation of
operation, continuation
nance, operation,
tions,
$30,000;
tions, $30,000;
th Platte,e Nebr'North
Platte project,
Nebraska-Wyoming: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, oper- w ilZoth
project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
North Platte
ation,
continuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
ation, continuation of construction, and incidental
$1,100,000,
together with
unexpended balance
approbalance of the sum approthe unexpended
with the
$1,100,000, together
priated
for this
project for
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal year
for the
this project
priated for
sixteen;
Truckee-Carson project,
Nevada: For
maintenance, operation,
operation, concon- Nlvruckee-Carson,
Truckee-Carson,
For maintenance,
project, Nevada:
Truckee-Carson
tinuation
of
construction
and
incidental
operations,
$220,000,
tooperations,
incidental
and
construction,
of
tinuation
gether with
with the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
appropriated for this
the sum appropriated
balance of the
gether
project
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and sixteen;
sixteen;
hundred and
year nineteen
project for
for the
Carbbad, N. Max.
Carlsbad
project, New
Mexico: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, concon- Carlsad, N. e.
New Mexico:
Carlsbad project,
tinuation of
of construction
incidental operations, $323,000 together
together
and incidental
construction,'and
tinuation
with the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
the sum
project
for this
this project
appropriated for
sum appropriated
balance of
with
for the
the fiscal
sixteen;
and sixteen;
hundred and
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
for
Hondo project,
project, New
For maintenance,
N. Max.
M.
Hondo,N.
operation, and Hondo,
maintenance, operation
Mexico: For
New Mexico:
Hondo
incidental operations,
$4,000,
incidental
operations, $4,000
Rio Grande, N. MatRio Grande
Grande project,
maintenance operaopera- T
Tex.
.
iMexico-Texas: For maintenance,
New M.exico-Texas:
project, New
Rio
$595 000,
continuation of construction,
construction, and incidental operations, $g95
tion, continuation
together with
unexpended
balance of
appropriate for
su appropriatea
of the sum
d balace
the
wi the the muexp
together
this project
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
this
project for
for the
fisca year
and sixteen;
sixteen;
North Dakota pomp'*
oth
North
Dakota: For maintenance, Jug.
Mg.
project, North Dakota:
pumping project,
Dakota pumping
North Dakota
operation,
continuation
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations,
operation, continuation of construction, and incidental operations,
$50,000;
$50,000;
Lawton, Okla.
Ok
Lawton
project, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
maintenance, operation, continuconthau- L a
For maintenance,
Lawton project,
$51,000;
ation of
of construction
operations, $51,000;
construction, and incidental operations,
ation
Umatilla, Oreg.
maintenance, operation, continua- Umalia, oreg.
Umatilla project,
Oregon: For maintenance,
project, Oregon;
Umatilla
tion
of
construction,
and
incidental
operations, $235,000;
$235,000;
operations,
incidental
tion of construction, and
Klamath project,
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
Klamath, Oreg.
Oreg.-CaL
operation, Kianth,
Oregon-California: For
project, Oregon-California:
Klamath
$180,000;
continuation of
of construction
incidental operations,
operations, $180,000;
and incidental
construction, and
continuation
together with
of the
appropriated for
sum appropriated
the sum
balance of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
with the
together
this project
for the
the fiscal
hundred and
Fourc
and sixteen;
sixteen;
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
fiscal year
project for
this
Belle Fourche
south Dakota:
For maintenance,
Belle
8. Fourche,
Dat.
operation, Dak.
maintenance, operation,
Dakota: For
project, South
Fourche project,
Belle
continuation
construction, and incidental
incidental operations, $98,000,
of construction,
continuation of
together
with the
unexpended balance
for
appropriated for
the sum appropriated
balance of the
the unexpended
together with
this
for the
fiscal year
hundred and
strawbarry
and sixteen;
sixteen;
nineteen hundred
the fiscal
year nineteen
this project
project for
erry Val,
Strawberry
project, Utah: For maintenance,
UStrawb
tah.
Valley,
maintenance, operation, utah.
Valley project,
Strawberry Valley
continuation
of construction,
$315,000;
and incidental operations, $315,000;
construction, and
continuation of
Okanogan project,
For maintenance,
operation,Wash.
Okanogan,
maintenance, operation,
Washington: For
project, Washington:
Okanogan
continuation
construction, and
operations, $58,000;
$58,000;
continuation of
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations,
Yauma,
ash
Yakima, Wash.
con-maintenance, operation,
Yakima
project, Washington: For maintenance,
operation, con
Yakima project,
tinuation
of construction,
and incidental
incidental operations, $798,000,
construction, and
tinuation of
together with
with the
appropriated for
the sum appropriated
balance of the
unexpended balance
the unexpended
together
this project
project for the fiscal
hundred and sixteen;
sixteen;
nineteen hundred
fiscal year nineteen
this
Shoshone, Wyo.
o q
b
Shoshone project,
project, Wyoming:
operation ' continmaintenance, operation,
For maintenance,
Wyoming: For
Shoshone
together
uation
$762,000 together
incidental operations, $762,000
and incidental
construction, and
of construction,
uation of
with
unexpended balance
of the
the sum
sum appropriated
appropriated for this project
project
balance of
the unexpended
with the
for the
hundred and sixteen;
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
for
Secj
For
and other
other miscellaneous
proects.
pe
(secondary soondary pes.
investigations (secondary
miscellaneous investigations
cooperative and
For cooperative
projects),
$50,400;
projects), $50,000;
E
r
Under
the provisions
of this
this Act
no greater
sum shall
shall be
be expended
expended, sstrited
i
zEx
j
et
rdgr
etallotma
otmarr
itt
greater sum
Act no
provisions of
Under the
nor
shall
the
United
States
be
obligated
to
expend,
during
the
etcetfiscal
the
during
expend,
to
obligated
be
States
nor shall the United
year
seventeen, on
reclamation project
project
any reclamation
on any
and seventeen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
appropriated for
herein an
in excess
the sum
herein approapprosum herein
of the
excess of
amount in
an amount
for herein
appropriated
priated
nor shall
shall the
expenditures or
or obligations
obligations
whole expenditures
the whole
therefor nor
priated therefor,

0
91890°—VOL
1-20
39-PT 1-20
-VOL 39—pr
91890
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incurred for
all of
of such
projects for
tor the
hundred
incurred
for all
such projects
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen
amount in
in the
"reclamation fund"
fund"
and
seventeen exceed
exceed the
the whole
whole amount
the "reclamation
for
fiscal year;
year;
for that
that fiscal
Interchangeable
Interchangeable
foregoing amounts shall be available
Ten per centum of the foregoing
available interamounts. ,
changeably for
expenditure on
on the
the reclamation
reclamation projects
named; but
changeably
for expenditure
projects named;
but
ten per
per centum
eentum shall
to the
appronot more than ten
shall be
be added
added to
the amount
amount appropriated
priated for
for any one
one of said projects;
projects;

refunded except repayments
repayments of construction
construction and opera~SSSd"tordAll
All moneys
moneys refunded
tion
maintenance charges,
charges, under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act shall
of the
shall
and maintenance
tion and

Moeor refunded to
be credited to projects.

r

appropriation for
be a
a credit
credit to the
the appropriation
for the project
project from
from or on
on account
account of
which the
be available
expenditure
which
the collection
collection is made and
and shall
shallbe
available for
for expenditure
in
appropriated for
in like
like manner
manner as
as if said sum had
had been
been specifically
specifically appropriated
for
said project
in this Act;
project-in
Reclamation Service, $8,884,000.
$8,884,000.
In all, for the Reclamation

Miscellaneous.
Misellaneous.
Disbarment
isbarment
ceedings.

TESTIMONY IN DISBARMENT
TESTIMONY
DISEAEMENT
pr
opro-

Alaska
expenses.
Aimska expans.

PROCEEDINGS.
rnocr..nrums.

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to take
take testimony; and
prepare
in connection
connection with
disbarment proceedings
proceedings inprepare the
the same,
same, in
with disbarment
inpersons charged
before the
the
stituted against persons
charged with improper
improper practices
practices before
department, its bureaus and offices, $500, or so much thereof as may
department,
may
be
necessary.
be necessary.
ALASKA, EXPENSES IN.
ALASKA,
IN.

Alaska Engineering
For carrying
the provisions
provisions
carrying out
out the
Alaska
Engineering Coinmission:
Commission: For
CIASa
constructio ot rail of the Act approved March twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fourteen
fourteen
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page three
three hundred
and five),
five), entitled
entitled "An
"An
hundred and
o.
(Thirty-eighth
"vn
Act to authorize
authorize the President of the United
United States
States to locate, construct, and operate railroads
railroads in the Territory of Alaska, and for other
other
purposes,"
purposes," to continue available
available until expended, $6,247,620.
$6,247,620.
Sale
supplies.
sale oof suppUts.
Authority
Authority is
to purchase
purchase during
the fiscal
fiscal year
is granted to
during the
year nineteen
nineteen
hundred and seventeen, from the appropriation
appropration made for the construction and operation
operation of railroads in Alaska, articles and supplies
for
sale to
employees and
contractors, the
to be
be reimreimfor sale
to employees
and contractors,
the appropriation
appropriation to
bursed by
proceeds of
such sales.
sales.
of such
by the
the proceeds
bursed
fm s,
Reit
Receipts from sales,
etc.,
to be credited
During the
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
there shall
shall
etc.,
Etoi
rditSdtto
During
fiscal year
and seventeen,
seventeen, there
construction account.
consruction accunt. be covered
established from time to time under
covered into the appropriation
appropriation established
under
the Act
approved March
Act approved
March twelfth,
twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen,
entitled
to authorize
the President
President of
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
authorize the
of the
the United
United States
States to
to
locate,
construct, and
operate railroads
in the
the Territory
Territory. of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
locate, construct,
and operate
railroads in
and
for other purposes,"
purposes," the proceeds
proceeds of the sale of material
material utilized
utilized for
for
temporary
work and
temporary work
and structures
structures in
in connection
connection with
with the
the operations
operations
as well
well as the
under said Act, as
condemned property
the sales
sales of
of all
all other condemned
property
which has been purchased
under the
provisions thereof,
thereof,
purchased or
or constructed
constructed under
the provisions
also any moneys
moneys refunded
refunded in connection
connection with the
and
the construction
construction and
operations under said Act,
hereunder shall
shall be
be made
made to
to
Act, and
and a
a report hereunder
Congress at
next session.
Congress
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of its
its next
session.
Old Bettis.
Authority is
granted to
to pay
Bettis, a
native of
a native
of Nenana,
Nenana,
Authority
is granted
pay to
to Old
Old Bettis,
Od Bettis.to.
Payment
Alaska, the sum of $343.50, out of the appropriation
Alaska
appropriation for the
the Alaska
Engineering Commission
Commission in
in compensation
compensation for
its contents,
contents,
for a
a cabin
cabin with
with its
consisting of traps, guns, clothing, and other articles,
articles, which were
were
a fire running from
burned as a
aresult of a
from a
a smudge
smudge set
set by parties
parties of
of the
the
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission during
during the
the summer
summer of
of nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and fourteen.
Care of insane.
are of insane.
For care
custody of
of persons
legally adjudged
Insane of Alaska: For
care and
and custody
persons legally
adjudged
insane
insane in Alaska,
Alaska, including
including transportation
transportation and other expenses,
expenses,
$70,000.
$70,000.
Education.
Education.
Education in Alaska: To enable
of the
the Interior,
Interior, in
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
in his
his
and under
discretion and
under his direction,
to provide
for the
education and
and
direction, to
provide for
the education
support of the Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians, and other natives of Alaska;
Alaska;
induserection, repair, and rental of school buildings; textbooks and indusAhtska Engineering
gner'g
Commission.
Coostniction of railroad.s, etc.
3 p.
P, 305.
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trial apparatus;
apparatus; pay
pay and
necessary, traveling
of general
trial
and necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of
general
agent, assistant
assistant agent,
agent, superintendents,
superintendents, teachers,
agent,
teachers, physicians,
physicians, and
and
other employees,
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
which
other
employees, and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses which
are not
not included
included under
under the
the above
above special
heads, $200,000;
much of
of
are
special heads,
$200,000; so
so much
which
for the
the purchase
of supplies
shall be
which sum
sum as
as may
may,be
be necessary
necessarv for
purchase of
supplies shall
be
immediately
no person
hereimmediately available:
available: Provided,
ProiJed, That
That no
person employed
employed hereunder
or to
perform any
special or
or
under as
as special
special agent
agent or
or inspector,
inspector, or
to perform
any special
unusual
herewith, shall
as compensation
unusual duty
duty in
in connection
connection herewith,
shall receive
receive as
compensation
exceeding
$200 per
per month,
in addition
to actual
actual traveling
traveling expenses
exceeding $200
month, in
addition to
expenses
and per
per diem
diem not
not exceeding
exceeding $4
$4 in
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence, when
when absent
on
and
of subsistence,
absent on

307
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Provisos.
Ltofpay.
Limit of nay. '

Service in District of
duty
and actual
actual post
duty: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
duty from
from his
his designated
designated and
post of
of duty:
of Columbia.
csolumbDiactf
said
be expended
for personal
personal services
said sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $7,000
$7,000 may
may be
expended for
services
in
in the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Supervision
8u ervision of
All expenditures
expenditures of
of money
money appropriated
herein for
for school
school purposes
All
appropriated herein
purposes schiSotxSditusof
school expenditures.
in
education 'of
of white
white chilchilin Alaska
Alaska for schools
schools other than those
those for the education
dren
jurisdiction of
governor thereof
under
dren under
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
the governor
thereof shall
shall be
be under
the supervision
and direction
direction of
Commissioner of Education
and
Education and
of the
the Commissioner
the
supervision and
in
regulations as
in conformity
conformity with
with such
such conditions, rules,
rules, and
andregulations
as to
to conconduct
of instruction
expenditure of
may
duet and
and methods
methods of
instruction and.
and- expenditure
of, money
money as
as may
recommerided by' him.
him, and
and approved
from time
time to time
time be
be recommended
approved by ,the
the
;
Secretary
-:•
Secretary of the Interior.'
Interior.; , • , "';
Mediodandsenitsay
'1
Medical relief in
in Alaska:
enable the:Secretary
the Interior,'
Medical
Alaska: .T Te enabl
the Seeretry oftofthe
Interior,t relief
dofML.
of natives.
in his discretion and unider
under his
direction with
the advice and
coophisadirection,
with thedice
and coop
eration of
of the
Health Sertice,
Service, ,
to. provide
provide for
the medical
and
Public Health
to
for the
medical and
eration
the Public
sanitary
Eskimos; Aluts,
Aleuts ;Indians,
of
sanitary relief of
of the Eskimos;
Indis And
and other
other natives of
Alaska;
and equipment
p hase,l repair;
repair, rental;
rent and
uipment of
of hospital
hospital
Alaska; erection,
erection, truIthise
buildings; books
books and
and surgical
pay and
and necessary
buildings;
surgical apparatus;
apparatus; pay
necessary traveling
traveling
expenses of
expenses
of physicians,
physicians, nurses,
nurses, and other employees,
employees, and all
all other
other
necessary miscellaneous
expenses which
the
necessary
miscellaneous expenses
which are
are not
not included
included under
under the
above
above special
special heads,
heads, $50,000.
$50,000.
Reindeer.
Reindeer for Alaska:
reindeer stations
in Alaska
Reindeer
Alaska: For
For support
support of
of reindeer
stations in
Alaska and
and Rn
instruction of Alaskan
in the care
management of reininstruction
Alaskan natives
natives m
care and
and management
deer,
deer, $5,000.
$5,000.
Protection of1game.
Protection
the Act
Protection of
of game
game in
in Alaska:
Alaska: For
For carrying
carrying out
out the
Act approved
approved volt.
p.102.
.
Vol. 35,
35, p.
May eleventh,
hundred and
eight, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
May
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eight,
for the
the
protection of game in
purposes," including
in Alaska, and
and for other purposes,"
salaries,
salaries, traveling
traveling expenses of game wardens,
wardens,_ and
and all other necessary
necessary
expenses, $20,000, to be expended under the direction
direction of the
governor
expenses,
the governor
of Alaska.
affi
Suppressing liquor
Traffic in intoxicating liquors: For suppression of the traffic in trj!Pcw.ng l i q uor
Traffic
intoxicating
liquors
among
the
natives
of
Alaska,
to
be
expended
intoxicating liquors among the natives of Alaska, to be expended
under
$15,000.
under the
the direction of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior, $15,000.

by

NATIONAL PARKS.
PARRS.
NATIONAL

National
Natimal parks.
parks.

protection, Y ll wstoune
Yellowstone
administration and protection,'
Yellowstone National Park: For administration
including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $300 for maintenance
maintenance and
and repair of
of horsehorsedrawn
passenger-carrying vehicles for
superintendent in
drawn passenger-carrying
for use
use of the superintendent
making
inspections of
of the
the park,
park, $5,500.
making inspections
$5,500.
ehi
Motor vehicle for
or anThe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
authorized to
to expend
park perittdenit.
perint
The
the Interior
is authorized
expend from
from park
revenues not
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for the
revenues
not exceeding
the purchase
purchase of aa motor-driven
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle and
maintenance operation,
passener-carrying
and maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
repair
thereof, for use of the
thereof,
the superintendent
superintendent in
in making
making park inspections.
For
procuring feed
feed for
and salaries
of buffalo
keepers, Care
For procuring
for buffalo
buffalo and
salaries of
buffalo keepers,
C of buffalo.
t
$3,000.
$3,000.
O aci.
administration and improve- Glacier.
G
Glacier
Glacier National Park, Montana:
Montana: For administration
construction of roads, trails, bridges, and telephone lines and
ment, construction
the repair thereof, including necessary repairs to the roads from
Glacier
Blackfeet Indian
Reservation to
Glacier Park Station
Station through
through the Blackfeet
Indian Reservation
to
boundary line
not
various points in the boundary
line of the
the Glacier
Glacier National
National Park,
Park, not
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exto exceed
exceed $500
$500 for
for the
the costruction
construction of
and also
not exalso not
warehouse, and
a warehouse,
of a
to

ceeding $10,000
$10,000 to
Northern Railway Company
Company to
the Great Northern
to pay to the
ceeding

reimburse said
corporation for
amounts actually
actually expended
expended by
in
it in
by it
for amounts
said corprstion
reimburse
the
nineteen hundred
hundred and
prior to
the passage
passage of
this
of this
to the
sixteen prior
and sixteen
year nineteen
the year
Act,
thirty-five miles
Indian
Blackfeet Indian
in the
the Blackfeet
of road
road in
miles of
of thirty-five
the repair
repair of
for the
BAct,, for
-.em.
Provisos.
Reservation leading
Glacier National
Park: Prowled,
That
Provided, That
Supervision of work. Reservation
National Park:
to said
said Glacier
eading to
soavsonorvo
said work
shall be
the supervision
supervision of and in
in aa. manner
manner
under the
done under
be done
work shall
said
acmptable
to the
the superintendent
park, who
who shall
to
certify to
shall certify
the park,
of the
superintendent of
acceptable to

the
ecretary of
Interior his approval
approval of the work and the amount
amount
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
of
expenditures
made
by said
for which
which reimbursement
reimbursement
company for
said company
by
made
of
expenditures
Omiditkin.
d
shall
Provided fwther,
further, That
before said
payment
said payment
That before
hereunder: Provied
be made
made hereunder:
shall be
is made
made said
transfer to
to the
States all
all of
of its
its
the United
United States
shall transfer
company shall
said company
is
interest in
in said
road;
in all,
all, $110,000.
$110,000.
road;
i
interest
said
= tme=
i
of doThe Secretary
Secretary of
authorized to
to accept
accept patented
patented
is authorized
Interior is
the Interior
of the
et
do- The
.mia
lands
Glacier National
National
of way over patented lands in the Glacier
or rights of
lands or
park purposes.
that may be donated for _park
Park
.
purposes.
Park that
Yosemite.
Yosemite National
National Park,
Park, California:
protection and
and improveimproveFori:
orprotection
Califonia For
Yosemite
Ym
ment, construction
construction and
repair of
bridges, fences, and trails,
trails, and
of bridges,
and repair
ment,
improvements of
road other than toll roads;
roads; including, not exceeding
exceeding
of road
improvements
$500 for
for maintenance
maintenance and
repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengercarrying
passenger-carrying
and repair
$500
vehicles for
for use
use of
of the
supervisor and
connection with
with
m connection
and employees
employees in
the supervisor
vehicles
Motor vehicle.
general park
park work, not
$1,000 for
passengerfor a
a motor-driven
motor-driven passengernot exceeding
exceeding $1,000
general
Mot'veibi.
supervisor in inspection
carrying vehicle for the use of the supervisor
carrying
inspection and other
other
park work,
operation, and repair thereof, not exmaintenance, operation,
park
work, the maintenance,
ceeding
$75,000 for grading in width not exceeding
exceeding twenty feet, El
ceeding $75,000
Hydroelectric plant. Portal-Yosemite
notexceeding
Portal-Yosemite Road, and not
Hydroeectri
exceeding $150,000 for installation
installation
$250,000.
of aahydroelectric power plant; in all, $250,000.
Acceptance of doaccept patented
Secretary of the:teror
Interior is
ia authorized to accept
patented
The Secretary
of doAetpans.
nated
lands.
other lands in
in the
whether over
over patented
patented or other
lands or rights
rights of
of way whether
Yosemite National
that may
for park
park purposes.
purposes.
Yosemite
National Park
Park that
may be
be donated
donated for
qo
Sequoia.
unproveSequoia National Park, California:
California: For protection
protection and improvement,
construction and
and repair
repair of
bridges, fences,
fences, and
improveof bridges,
and trails,
trails, improvement, construction
ment
other than
than toll
toll roads,
roads, including
including $6,750,
for construction
construction
ment of
of roads
roads other
$6,750, for
of
bridge at
at road
road crossing
crossing of
of Giant
Giant Forest
Road on
on Marble
Fork
Forest Road
Marble Fork
of bridge
of Kaweah
Kaweah River;
$22,300.
all, $22,300.
m all,
River; in
crossing of
do- crossing
Acceptance o
of doAceptane
nated lands.
ands.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to accept patented
patented
patented or other lands
whether over patented
lands
hinds in the
lands or rights of way whether
Sequoia National
Park that
that may
may be
be donated
park purposes.
purposes.
for park
donated for
National Park
of private Sequoia
Purchase of
Purchase
holdings.
holdings.
For the purchase
purchase of
For
in the
National
of such private
private holding's
holdings in
the Sequoia
Sequoia National
Park as
the judgment
Interior are desirable
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Park
as in
in the
for the
better administration
the reservation,
$50,000.
reservation, $50,000.
of the
administration of
the better
for
ra
General Grant.
California: For protection and imGeneral
General Grant
Grant National Park,
Park, California:
provement, construction of fences
fences and trails, and repairing and extension
of
roads,
$2_,000.
$2,000.
roads,
of
tension
Rai
out
Mount Rainier.
oun
M .
Washington: For protection
protection and
Mount Rainier
Rainier National Park, Washington:
improvement, construction of roads, bridges, fences,
fences, and trails, and
and
improvement
of roads,
roads, $30,000.
$30,000.
improvement of
Mesa Verde.
MessaVrde.
lmesa Verde National
National Park, Colorado: For protection
protection and imMesa
provement,
not exceeding
$433 for
and repair
provement, including
including not
exceeding $433
for maintenance
maintenance and
repair
of horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for use
use of the
the superinsuperinof
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
tendent and
employees, $10,000.
tendent
and employees,
$10,000.
Rocky Mountain.
Rocky
Mountain National
For protection
protection and
and imimRocky Mountain
National Park,
Park, Colorado:
Colorado: For
Rocky Mountain.
provement, $10,000.
$10,000.
provement,
craterak,.
Crater Lake.
Crater
Oregon: For
For protection
protection and
improveCrater Lake National
National Park, Oregon:
and improvement,
repairing and
extension of
roads, $8,000.
ment, and
and repairing
and extension
of roads,
$8,000.
Wind Cave
Cave National
National Park,
South Dakota:
Dakota: For
For improvement
and
Wind
Park, South
improvement and
protection,
$2,500.
protection, $2,500.
Pl
t
Platt.
Platt National
National Park, Oklahoma: For improvement and protection,
Platt
$8,000.
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Liional monumenuProtection of national
national monuments:
monuments: For the preservation,
preservation, devlop- mNatinai
Protectfon, etc.
etc.
ment,
administration, and
and protection
protection of
of the
ment, administration,
the national
national monuments,
monuments, to
to Protection,
be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
$3,500.
$3
500.
Srr rinteadent of
of
The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to employ
employ in the Dis- nuperintendent
and pay, during
during the
Authority for,
for, and
and
year nine- AuthofLty
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, and
the fiscal
fiscalyear
assistants.3
teen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, out of the
appropriations for a'S
and seventeen,
the several
several appropriations
s.^535.
Poet, p.
protection,
improvement and management
of the
various national
protection, improvement
management of
the various
national
parks including the Hot Springs Reservation
revenues
Reservation and out of the revenues
from
derived therefrom,
superintendent of
from rentals
rentals and privileges
privileges derived
therefrom, a
a superintendent
of
clerical or
not
national parks
parks and to
to assist him
him such clerical
or other services,
services, not
exceeding four
determine, and also to
to
exceeding
four persons, as
as the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall determine,
necessary expenses
subsistence and travel
travel
pay from said funds all necessary
expenses of
of subsistence
the•District
of said superintendent
superintendent when
when absent
absent on duty outside
outside of the
District of
of
Columbia. A
statement of all expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
Columbia.
A detailed
detailed statement
shall
session.
Congress at its next session.
be made
made to
to Congress
i

m

nat o

.
T1U INSAWL.
INMAIM,.
FORB Tan
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR

,-1

,

t

Government
Hospital
H
ospita
onmet
for the Insane.

Maintenance, etc.
For support,
support, clothing,
treatment in.
the Government
Govermner4 Hospitl
Hospital Manten,
and treatment
rinthe
etc.
For
clothing, and
for
the
Insane
of
the
MSAlle
from
the
Array,.
Navy,
Ifarme
.
.Corps,
for the Insane of the insane from the Army, Navy, Mar
Corps,
for Disbled
.
Service, inmates of the NationalsHome
National.lHo
Revenue-Cutter
Disabled
Revenue-Cutter Service,
chivicted, of crimes
Volunteer
Soldiers, person
Volunteer Soldiers,persons charge
charged, with
with., or Onvieted:
isane, alt'persons
allpersons who have
have become
against the United States who are insane,
1igainst
become
their entry into the military
insane since their
military and naval
naval service
service of the
admitted to the
hospital and who
who are
United States who
who have been
been admitted
the hospital
are
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
indigent, including purchase, exchange,
and
operation
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
for the
the use
use
operation of
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, for
of
purchasing agent,
agent, and
general hospital
hospital busibusiof the
the superintendent,
superintendent, purchasing
and general
ness,
exceeding $1,750;
$1,750; and
for the
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
ness, not
not exceeding
and for
the purchase,
and
operation of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for
sixteen horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
and operation
of sixteen
official use
use of
the general
general hospital
hospital business and
and official
of the
the superintendent,
superintendent,
not
$8,000; $285,250,
$285,250, and
and not
not exceeding
of this
this sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $8,000;
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 of
may
be expended
the removal
of patients
to their
not
may be
expended in
in the
removal of
patients to
their friends,
friends, not
exceeding $1,000
purchase of
periodicals, and
and
exceeding
$1,000 in the
the purchase
of such
such books,
books, periodicals,
purposes of the hospital and for
for
papers as may be required for the purposes
medical library,
library, and not
exceeding $1,500
necesthe medical
not exceeding
$1,500 for actual
actual and
and necesexpenses incurred in the apprehension
sary expenses
apprehension and return
return to the hospital
patients.
of escaped
escaped patients.
pital of
After the
this Act
Act the
Government Hospital
Hospital for
the saint
Name
changed to
to
After
the passage
passage of
of this
the Government
for the
Elan
Insane
shall be
be known
known and
designated as
as Saint
Elizabeths Hospital.
Hospital. prii.
PitalSaint Elizabeths
Saint Elizabeths
Insane shall
and designated
Authority is granted
grunted during the fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
Exchange of
of equipequipnineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, to exchange
exchange typewriting
machines, Exchange
typewriting machines,
ment, etc.
in purchasing
purchasing new
new equipmachinery, and
and other
other equipment
laundry
equipment in
equip- men't,
laundry machinery,
ment
same or
or like
character.
like character.
ment of
of the
the same
Buildings
and
s
For
and grounds,
For the
the buildings
buildings and
grounds, as
as follows:
follows:
grounds.
gXuds.dn
an
For
general
repairs
and
improvements,
$55,000.
For general repairs and improvements, $55,000.
For
$5,000.
For roadways, grading, and walks, $5,000.
For
fence, $14,000.
$14,000.
For a
a new
new fence,
For
$24,755.
and storehouse
storehouse building, $24,755.
For shop and
For
electric elevators,
elevators, $3,675.
$3,675.
For electric
For
enlarging, and
remodeling ice plant and
and for the purFor moving, enlarging,
and remodeling
machinery, $19,000.
chase of additional
additional machinery,
$19,000.
Reimbursement for
To further
reimburse the
the United
States, and
and in
amount cReimbYret
for
further reimburse
United States,
in full,
full, the
the amount
care of
care
of indigent
indigent papatients,
from District
District
due
on account
one-half of
of the
the per
per capita
of tients, from
cost of
of maintenance
maintenance of
due on
account of
of one-half
capita cost
funds.
indigent patients in the Government
Government Hospital for
for the Insane
Insane from d
charged to and paid
Distrnct of Columbia in excess of the number
the District
number charged
for
by said
District during
during the
years eighteen
hundred and
the fiscal years
eighteen hundred
for by
said District
seventy-nine
hundred and twelve,
inclusive, there shall
twelve, inclusive,
nineteen hundred
seventy-nine to nineteen
be transferred
District, of
of Columbia
transferred from
from the revenues of the District
Columbia to the
United States the sum of $282,754.26.
$282,754.26.
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COLUB"A INST1
INSTITUION
FOB
R THE
001:01(BLPt.
ION FOR
THE DEAF.
DEAF.

For support,
support of
of the
institution, includi'
ng salaries
salaries and
incidental
the institution,
including
and incidental
expenses,
and illustrative
illustrative apparatus,
and general
general repairs
repairs and
and
expenses, books
books and
apparatus, and
improvements,
$70,000.
improvements,
$70,000.
Repairs, et.
etc'
Repae,
'For
plumbing and
For repairs
repairs to buildings of the institution, including plumbing
steam fitting,
and for
to pavements
within the
the grounds,
grounds,
steam
fitting, and
for repairs
repairs to
pavements within
$6,000.
$6,000.
For
construction of
new sewer
from farm
West Virginia
Virginia
New sewer'
NW
se, etc.
etc.
For the
the: construction
of a new
sewer from
farm to
to West
Avenue'
twenty-five-horsepower ertgine and
and direct
direct connected
connected
Avenue; for
for aa twenty-five-hosepowerengine
fifteen-kilowatt
generator for
for power
plant; and
and for
for additional
additional mafifteen-kilowatt generator
power plant;
machinerylor
the shop,
$2,400.
'
chinery
for the
shop, $2,400.
wisdat.
w 'met"
kinnital* For the removal of the college
college women's dormitory,
dormitori, and the construction,
and tarmshing
of a
anew
new dormitory,
dormitory, necessary
struction, equipment,
equipment, and
funishing of
necessary
repairs,
or replacement
walks and,
grading of
of grounds
grounds adjacent
adjacent to
to
repirs, or
replacement of
ofalks
an gradin
said
including all
all material,
material; personal,
personal, and
and other
other services,
services,
said dormitory,
dormitory, including
and for
for each
purpose in
in connection
therewith, to
and
each and
and every
every purpose
connection therewith,
to be
be
expended under
the direction,
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of the
the Capitol
Capitol
expended
under the
direction of
Building and
and Grounds,
Grounds, $90,000,
$90,000, not
more than
than $3,000
of which
which may
may
Building
not more
$3,000 of
be used
for providing
providing temporary
quarters, through
through rental
otherbe
used for
temporary quarters,
rental or
or otherwise, for
of students
and officers
of the
institution.
wise,
for the
the rise
use of
students and
officers of
the institution.
Lnd added
Upon
Land
added to.
Upon the paage
passage of this
title to
to all
that parcel
parcel of
of land
land
this Act
Act the title
all that
lying between
between the
boundary of
of West
West Virginia
Avenue, said
said aveavelying
the west
west boundary
Virginia Avenue,
sixty-six feet, and the east
east
nue now
now being laid out
out with
with aa width
width of sixty-six
boluidary
Columbia Institution
Institution for
for the
Deaf,
boundary of
of the grounds
grounds of
of the
the Columbia
the Deaf,
said parcel
parcel of
land fronting
fronting on
on Florida
about ten
ten and
and onesaid
of land
Florida Avenue
Avenue about
onehalf feet and containing
containingone-tenth
one-tenth of an acre,
acre, more or
or less,
and being
less, and
being
formerly part
part of the Baltimore
Baltimore and
Railroad right of
of way,
way, shall
shall
and Ohio Railroad
be
vested in
i
nthe
the Columbia
Deaf, United
States of
of
be vested
Columbia Institution,for
Institution for the
the Deaf,
United States
America, trustee,
trustee, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorauthorAmerica,
and the
of the
ized and
ized
patent for
for the
the said
of land
land to
the
and directed
directed to issue a patent
said parcel
parcel of
to the
said
Columbia Institution
Institution for
the Deaf.
Deaf.
said Columbia
for the

su

cor

Support, etc.

Howard University.
University.
Howard

HowARD
HOWARD UNIVEBRITY.
UNIVERSITY.

For maintenance,
maintenance, to be used in payment
payment of part of
salaries of
of
of the salaries
and other
regular employees
the
the officers, professors,
professors, teachers,
teachers, and
other regular
employees of
of the
university, ice and stationery,
stationery, the balance
balance of which shall be paid from
from
donations and
other sources,
sources, of
which sum
sum not
not less
less than
than $1,500
$1,500 shall
shall
donations
and other
of which
for normal
normal instruction,
$65,000;
be used
used for
instruction, $65,000;
For tools, materials, fuel, wages
wages of instructors, and
other necessary
necessary
and other
expenses
expenses of the department
$12,000;
department of manual
manual arts, $12,000;
For books, shelving,
furniture, and
fixtures for
the libraries,
libraries,
shelving, furniture,
and fixtures
for the
$1,500;
$1,500;
improvement of grounds and
For improvement
repairs of
of buildings,
buildings, $10,000;
and repairs
$10,000;
Medical departmt. ' Medical department:
department: For part cost of needed
needed equipment,
equipment, laboratory
laboratory
and repair
repair of laboratories
supplies, apparatus, and
and buildings,
laboratories and
buildings, $7,000;
$7,000;
For material and apparatus
and naturalapparatus for chemical,
chemical, physical, and
naturalm laboratories
laboratories of the new science hall, includhistory studies and use
use in
shelving, $2,000;
$2,000;
ing cases and
and shelving,
For fuel and light: For
For part
payment for
and light,
light, Freedmen's
part payment
for fuel
fuel and
Freedmen's
Hospital and Howard
Howard University,
University, including
including necessary
necessary labor to care
for and
and operate
$3,500;
for
operate the
the same,
same, $3,500;
In
In all, $101,000.
$101,000.

Maintenance, etc.
et.
Maintenance,

Medical dePartment

Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital.
Hospital.
Salaries, etc.
salaries,
etc.

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
HOSPITAL.
FREEDMEN'S

For
salaries and compensation of the surgeon in chief, not to
For salaries
exceed $3,000,
$3,000, and for all other professional
professional and other services
services that
that
may be required and expressly approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
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Interior
$32,640. A detailed statement
expenditure of this
statement of the expenditure
Interior,, $32,640.
sum
submitted to
Congress;
to Congress;
sum shall be submitted
e,, P exP'For
fuel and
and light,
light, clothing,
medicine, cottc
Contingent
bedding, forage, medicine,
clothing, bedding,
For subsistence,
subsistence, fuel
medical
surgical supplies,
instruments, electric lights,
supplies, surgical instruments,
and surgical
medical and
repairs,
motor-propelled ambulance,
ambulance, and other absolutely
absolutely
repairs, furniture, motor-propelled
necessary expenses, $28,000;
$28,000;
In all, $60,640.
$60,640.
Hereafter
all unclaimed
unclaimed money
money left
the Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital
sP°sal°thnelainled
Hospital by Disposalofuncaimed
at the
left at
Hereafter all
deceased
after a
period of
of three
three years,
years, be
deposited in
moneys.
in moneys
be deposited
a period
patients shall,
shall, after
deceased patients
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
States to the credit of miscellaneous
miscellaneous
United States
of the
the
receipts.
Department
of JusISDepartment of
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT
tice.
tie.
Leavenworth,
For continuing
construction,
continuing construction
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth, Kansas,
until expended,
$50,000,
to remain
remain available
expended, all of which sum shall
available until
$50,000, to
be
expended as to give the maximum
to.
maximum amount of employment to
so expended
be so
penitentiary.
the inmates of said penitentiary.
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
construction
continuing eonstruction,
Penitentiary: For continuing
Atlanta,
$50,000,
to remain
remain available
all of
fgum shall
of -which
which sum
expended, all
until expended,
available until
$50,000, to
f to
be so expended
expended as to give the maximum amount of employment
employment
the
the inmates
inmates of said
said penitentiary.
penitentiary.
Appropriations 'in
this Act
Act under
of Justice
Justice shall
shall
Department of
the Department
under the
in this
Appropriations
not
for b
construction of
of any new or additional
beginning the construction
used for
not be
be used
building
Feleral penitentiary.
building at any Federal
MISCELLANEOUS
OS:IBMS, D
EPARTMENT OF
or mercer.
JSTICE.
DEPABTMENT
MISCELLANEOtS OBJECTS,

it
Penitentiaries.
Leavenworth, Kans.

Penentiaries.

eBworth, Ka

Atlanta, Ga.
a
Atlanta,

biXbi*ebudin.s
ret
i.1>Eladings

i:r
for7

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Conduct
of customs
customs cases:
cases: Assistant
Attorney General,
Conduct of
of customs
ecntoms
.onduct
$8,000; cases.
General, $8,000;
Assistant Attorney
Conduct of
assistant attorney,
$3,000; special
special attorneys
attorneys and
counselors at
at law in
in Assistant
Assistant Attorney
Attorney
and counselors
attorney, $3,000;
assistant
te
the conduct
conduct of
of customs
customs cases,
to be
employed and
their compensation
compensation General,
Genealattorneys,
and their
be employed
cases, to
the
36attorneys,
p.108. etc.
fixed by
General, as
as authorized
authorized by
section thirty
of the
the, Vol.
thirty of
by section
the Attorney
Attorney General,
fixed
by the

Act
.August fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and nine, $36,000;
necessary
$36,000; necessary
fifth, nineteen
Act of
of August
government
clerical assistance and other employees
employees at the seat of government
clerical
compensation fixed by., the
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, to be employed and their compensation
Attorney General;
printing, traveling,
traveling, and
misceland other
other miscelsupplies, printing,
General; supplies,
Attorney
laneous
expenses, to be expended
expended under the direction
laneous and incidental expenses,
of
General, $26,000;
$26,000; in all, $73,000.
$73,000.
Attorney General,
of the
the Attorney
For traveling
of witnesses
witnesses
and mileage
mileage allowance
allowance of
expenses, fees,
fees, and
For
traveling expenses,
$3,000.
General Appraisers,
before the
Board of
United States
States General
Appraisers, $3,000.
of United
the Board
before
suits in claims against
Defending
Defending suits
against the United States: For necessary
necessary
expenses incurred in the examination
examination of witnesses and procuring of
expenses
such
the matter of claims against the United States and such
evidence in the
other expenses
necessary in defending suits in the Court
other
expenses as may be necessary
expended
including not exceeding
exceeding $500 for law books, to be expended
of Claims,
Claims, including
under
direction of
Attorney General,
General, $17,000.
of the Attorney
under the direction
Defense
depredation claims
salaries and expenses
expenses in
claims:-For salaries
in Indian depredation
Defense in
defense of
depredation claims, including not exceeding
exceeamg
of the Indian depredation
defense
$6,000
salaries of
necessary employees
Washington District o
of
in Washington,
employees in
of necessary
for salaries
$6,000 for
Columbia,
expended under
under the direction of the Attorney
to be
be expended
Columbia, to
General,
General, $13,000.
$13,000.
proseDetection
of crimes:
For the
the detection
and prosedetection and
crimes: For
prosecution of
and prosecution
Detection and
cution
against the United States; the investigation
investigation of the
cution of crimes against
official acts, records, and accounts of marshals, attorneys, clerks,
and trustees
referees, anil
trustees of the United States courts and the Territorial
Territorial
courts,
commissioners, for which purpose all the
courts, and United States commissioners,
exception,
official papers, records,
records, and dockets of said officers, wthout
without exception,
shall be examined
examined by the agents of the Attorney
Attorney General
General at any
any
time; for
of the
the person
of the United
President of
person of the President
protection of
for the
the protection
time;
investigations regarding official matters under
States; for such other investigations
under
Department of State
the
control of the
Department of Justice or the Department
the Department
the control

Supplies.
supples.
Witnesses,
Board
of
Board of
Winesses,
General
Appraisers.
Aps.

Defending suits
in
,lt In

Dendding
claims.

Defse.dadDefense,nIr

culetect
notion.and
crimea .Pron-

etectionandSpr.C

priesortre:til
°of
oa the
pt"'
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be directed
as may be
the Attorney
General, per
diem in
lieu of
of
directed by
by the
Attorney General,
per diem
in lieu
subsistence
subsistence when allowed pursuant to section thirteen
sundry
thirteen of the
the sundry
civil
Act approved
approved August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
hundred and
fourteen,
not to
to exceed
necessary ememfourteen, and
and including
including not
exceed $18,500
$18,500 for
for necessary
ployees
at the
the seat
seat of
of government,
government, to
be expended
expended under
the direcdirecployees at
to be
under the
tion of
Attorney General,
General, $485,000.
$485,000.
tion
of the
the Attorney
Inspection of
ons, etc.
Inspection of
of prisons
prisoners: For
For the
inspection of
of United
.ction~of ps- Inspection
prisons and
and prisoners:
the inspection
United
and prisoners,
prisoners, and
and for
for the
the collection,
collection, classification,
classification, and
and
States prisons
prisons and
and their
exchange
preservation of
preservation
of criminal
criminal identification
identification records,
records, and
their exchange
with the
officials of
of State
State and
other institutions,
institutions, including
of
with
the officials
and other
including salary
salary of
the
superintendent of
of prisons
to be
be expended
expended
the assistant
assistant superintendent
prisons, $2,500;
$2,500; in
in all,
all, to
under the
under
the direction
direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $10,000.
$10,000.
Travel,
Traveling
and
miscellaneous
expenses:
Travel, etc.,
etc., -eftmiscellaneous
expenses:
For traveling and other
other
pauses.
Prdiem-bist.
vol.3 p. .

Ferdielneuheiefenee•

Vol. 38, p. 680.

miscellaneous and
and emergency
made by
by
miscellaneous
emergency e
expenses, including
including advances
advances made
the disbursing
clerk, authorized
autho •
and'
approved by
the
disbursing clerk,
and approved
by. the
the Attorney
Attorney
General, to be expended
expended at
at his discretion,
the first
discretion, the provisions of
of the
first
R.S.,sec.3M8,p.718.
of section
E.
-,s .
,P.7 .paragraph
paragraph of
section thirty-six
thirty-six hundred
and forty-eight,
forty-eight, Revised
hundred and
Revised
Statutes, to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
$7,500.
Statutes,
notwithstanding, $7,500.
Enforcing antitrust
Enforcement of
Enforcement
of antitrust
laws: For
of antitrust
antitrust laws:
For the
the enforcement
enforcement of
antitrust
J
AWS.
Vol. 38,
laws,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 for
salaries of
of necessary
necessary
for salaries
38, 1
p..no.
73.
laws, including
Vl.
Provisos.
employees
at the
the seat
however,
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, however,
employees at
seat of
of government,
government, $250,000:
Prow.
Use for prosecuting
That no
no part
part of
this money
money shall
be spent
the prosecution
prosecution of
of any
any
spent in
in the
of this
shall be
las
-aStng
That
labor or
organisations,
etc.,
forbidden
for entering
entering into
into any
combination or
or
atc., forbiddl.
organization or individual
individual for
any, combination
agreement having
view the
wages, shortening
of hours
agreement
having in
in view
the increasing
increasing of
of wages,
shortening of
hours
or bettering
bettering the conditions
labor, or
or for
for any
any act
act done
m furtherance
conditions of
of labor,
done in
furtherance
thereof, not in itself unlawful: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That no
no part
part of
of this
this
appropriation shall
for the
prosecution of
appropriation
shall be
be expended
expended for
the prosecution
of producers
producers of
of
Amociatuaoofarmfarm products
products and
siassaticasoi
ferns farm
and associations
farmers who
who cooperate
organize
associations of
of farmers
cooperate and
and organize
r s ete
•61113,', OZ.
purpose to
to obtain
obtain and
mamtain a
and
in an
an effort
effort to
to and
and for
for the
the purpose
and maintain
a fair
fair and
reasonable price
for their
reasonable
price for
their products.
products.
Suits affecting
W ithdranaoll
"' nds.
Suits
affecting withdrawn
lands: To
To enable
the Attorney
Attorney
withdrawn oil
oil lands:
enable the
txeoS
osui""
leg,,%„pe.n
' 'of
suits a
t
"General
General to
to represent
represent and
the United
United States
and protect
protect the
the interests
interests of
of the
States
matters and
and suits
suits affecting
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn oil
oil lands
lands and
for expenses
in matters
and for
expenses
in connection
connection therewith,
including salaries
salaries of
necessary employees
employees in
therewith, including
of necessary
in
Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, $65,000.
$65,000.
Suits to
of allotted
allotted lands
lands for
for removal
of
Citv
Suits
Fve
to set
aside conveyances
conveyances of
set aside
ci
c4m
vatM'i'rthe's. Fi.
removal of
Suitsto
et aside.
restrictions,
lands, Five
Civilized Tribes:
Suits to set
restrictions, allotted lands,
Five Civilized
Tribes: For
necessary
For necessary
expenses
expenses incident
incident to any suits
brought at
at the
the request
suits brought
request of
of the
the SecreSecreOklahoma, to
tary of the Interior
Interior in the eastern judicial
judicial district of Oklahoma,
to be
exended under
Attorney General,
Eno interstate
te expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Attorney
General, $30,000.
$30,000.
Enforcing
Enforcement of
regulate commerce:
commerce: For
For ex
p enses of
commerce laws.
la.te
Enforcement
of Acts
commerce
Acts to
to regulate
expenses
of reprorepreVol.
p 379; Vo. senting
;34,
Vol. 34,
p.
senting the
the Government
Government in
matters arising
arising under
entitled
in all
all matters
under the
the Act
Act entitled
36, p. 539; Vol. 37, p.
7oi; vol
An Actto
TOL
Vol. 38, p. 219.
" An
Act•to regulate
regulate commerce,"
approved February
fourth, eighteen
commerce," approved
February fourth,
eighteen
hundred
as amended, including
hundred and eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, as
traveling expenses,
expenses,
including traveling
to be expended under the direction
direction of the
the Attorney
General, including
Attorney General,
including
salaries
of
employees
at
Washington,
$10,000.
salaries
of
employees
at
Washington,
$10,000.
Seminole allotments.
Expenses
ofo(
suits
Suits affecting
title to
allotted lands
lands in
in Oklaho
ma: F
or
Expe
s- atSuits
affecting title
to Seminole
Seminole allotted
Oklahoma:
For
fecting.
necessary
expenses incident to any suits brought, including the
fecting,
necessary expenses
salaries
aside illegal
salaries of attorneys specially
specially employed to set aside
illegal conveyconveyances of Seminole allotments,
allotments, to protect
protect the possession
of Seminole
possession of
Seminole
allottees in their allotted
allotted lands, or in the prosecution
prosecution of
criminal
of any
any criminal
proceedings based on frauds perpetrated upon Seminole
Seminole allottees
allottees
with respect to their allotted lands, to be expended
expended under the
direction
of the
the Attorney
$7,500.
eralCt
direction of
Attorney General,
General, $7,500.
Federal
Court ReFederal
and Digests:
Digests: For
For one
eighty
pots
ports
and Digests.
Federal Court
Court Reports
Reports and
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty
copies of continuations
continuations of the Federal Reporter,
Reporter, as issued,
estimated
issued, estimated
at eight volumes per year, to continue sets now furnished
furnished various
various
officials,
officials, at $2 per volume, $2,880, for one hundred
hundred and eighty copies
copies
of Volume Ten, Federal Reporter
Reporter Digest, $900; in all, $3,780.
Advaone
Advances alowed.
*Bowed.

8

69 3848
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lands.
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1
;argi
s
.
; CooperscoopeaFor fifteen
copies of
of the
the Lawyers'
Cooperative tiv,Laers.
Lawyers' Cooperative
sixty of
of volume
volume sixty
fifteen copies
For
..
Volume 0.
Edition
continue sets now in the Volume
Edition of the United States Reports, to continue
hands
hands of certain officers, at $6 per volume, $90.
United States
Restates Repunted
volumes- PortsFor
hundred and
and seventy
four volumes—
copies of each of four
seventy copies
two hundred
For two
Purchase of.
to two
two hundred
namely,
and forty-one
hundred and forty-four Purchase
forty-one to
hundred and
two hundred
namely, two
of
the United
United States
to continue
continue sets now in the hands of
Reports to
States Reports
of the
certain officials,
officials, at
$1.75 per
per volume,
volume, $1,890.
$1,890.
at $1.75
certain
Railroads
ds
Rro
suiPacific
ts.
Protecting
States in suits affecting Pacific suits.
of the
the United States
interests of
Protecting interests
Expenses.
railroads:
To enable
enable the
Attorney General
represent and protect Exss
to represent
General to
the Attorney
railroads: To
the interests
of the
the United
United States
matters and
affecting the
and suits affecting
States in matters
the
interests of
Pacific railroads,
railroads, and
for expenses
therewith, $50,000.
in connection
connection therewith,
expenses in
and for
Pacific

JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.
OOUBTS.
UNITED

Judicial.
Judicial.
United
United
Courts.

States

Marshals.

For salaries,
salaries, fees,
expenses of United
marshals and
and their
ad ex.
i ts ' gaud
their Saha**
States marshals
United States
and expenses
fees, and
For
pauses.
deputies,
including the
the office
expenses of United
United States
States marshals in
in puoffice expenses
deputies, including
the
of Alaska,
Alaska, services
services rendered
rendered-in
of the
United
the =United
in behalf
behalf of
District of
the District
States or
otherwise, services
services in.
in. Alaska
in collecting
cllecting
Oklahoma in
and Oklahoma
Alaska and
or otherwise
States
evidence for
the United
United States
States when
the
bythe
so specially
specially directed by:
when so
for the
evidence
Attorney General,
and maintenancee,
maintenance;
repair, and
ation of
of horse:
horae
and ooperation
mrepair,
General, and
Attorney
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
used m
connection with
the transwith the
m connection
vehicles used
drawn
action
the official
of the
the office
United States
States marshal for
of United
office of
business of
official business
of the
action of
Advances.
the
District of
Columbia $1,580,000.
United States
States Advances
to United
Advances to
$1,580,000. Advances
of Columbia,
the District
marshals, in
Columbia,
existing law,
law, may
be made
the
made from the
may be
with existing
in accordance
accordance
marshals,
proper
appropriations, as
herein provided,
provided, immediately
the
upon the
immediately upon
as herein
proper appropriations,
passage
this Act;
disbursements shall
shall be made
Restrictio
to Restriction.
prior to
made prior
no disbursements
but no
Act; but
of this
passage of
July
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
sixteen,
by
said
disbursing
officers
officers
July first, nineteen hundred and sixteen, by said disbursing
from
be made
disbursements shall be
advanced, and no disbursements
funds thus advanced,
from the funds
therefrom
liquidate expenses
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred
year nineteen
expenses for
to liquidate
therefrom to
and
and sixteen or prior years.
years.
at
District attorneys.
For salaries
of United
States district
salaries andx
expenses of Salaries
attorneys and expenses
district attorneys
and
exUnited States
For
salaries of
penses.
United
States district
regular assistants,
assistants, includ- Pe'es
district attorneys and their regular
United States
ing
United States
States district
attorneys in
Alaska, Services
Svice during va
in Alaska,
district attorneys
of United
office expenses
expenses of
ing the
the office
vacancies.
and
regularly appointed clerks to United States district cancies.
and for
for salaries of regularly
attorneys for services
vacancy in the office of the
rendered during vacancy
services rendered
attorneys
attorney,! $620,000.
United States district attorney
District of Columbia.
For
district attorney for the District of Colum- DitrctofColu
States district
For fees
fees of United
United States
Fees, district attorney.
ney.
bia,
bia, $28,940.
assistants.
Regular assistants.
attorneys who are Regular
For
regular assistants to United States district
district attorneys
For regular
appointed by the
Attorney General at a
annual compensation,
compensation,
a fixed annual
the Attorney
appointed
$350,000.
$350,000.
Assistants in special
For
assistants to
to the
Attorney- General
General and
to United
States
United States
and to
the Attorney
For assistants
district
employed by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
special
General to aid in special
attorneys employed
district attorneys
cases,
for payment
of foreign
foreign counsel
counsel employed
employed by
the Attorney
Attorney
by the
payment of
and for
cases, and
General
special cases
cases (such
(such counsel
shall not
not be
take
be required
required to take
counsel shall
General in
in special
oath
of office
accordance with section three hundred and sixty-six,
in accordance
office in
oath of
Revised Statutes
the United
United States),
$175,000.
States), $175,000:
of the
Statutes of
Revised
For
Provided, That courts of the United
$215,000: Provided,
of clerks, $215,000:
fees of
For fees
States shall
shall be
open to
or prepayprepayfurnishing bonds or
without furnishing
seamen, without
to seamen,
be open
States
ment of
or making
making deposit
secure fees
costs, for the purpose of
fees or costs,
deposit to secure
of or
ment
entering and
or suits
their own
for their
their
and for
name and
own name
in their
suits in
suit or
and prosecuting
prosecuting suit
entering
own benefit
wages or
salvage and
and to
to enforce
enforce laws
laws made
their
for their
made for
or salvage
for wages
benefit for
own
health and
safety.
health
and safety.
For
fees of
and justices
justices of
the peace
peace
of the
commissioners and
States commissioners
of United
United States
For fees
acting,
under section
thousand and
fourteen, Revised
Revised Statutes
of
Statutes of
and fourteen,
one thousand
section one
acting under
United States,
States, $150,000.
the United
$150,000.
For fees
fees of
ofjurors,
$1,150,000.
jurors, $1,150,000.
For

Asstants ISecial

CMOS.

Foreign tVinela.

Foreign onsei.
Oath.
Oath.
S., sec. 366, p. 62.

S

66 p 2

Clerics' fees.
Proviso.l.
Suits by 886111817.

clper'

Suriby smen.

coissionrs
et,
Commissioners', etc.,
fees.
fees.
R.S., SOC. 1014, p.189.
RS.,sec. 1014,

fees.
JJurors'
u

w

189.
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Fees of
of witnesses: For fees of witnesses and for payment of the
as.,
p. 160.
R. B., sec.
sec O,p.
0. actual expenses of witnesses, as provided by section eight hundred and
actual expenses of witnesses, as _provided by section eight hundred and
fifty,
$1,200,000.
fifty, Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States,
States, $1,200,000.
Rent cot mow
rooms." For rent of rooms for the United States courts and judicial officers,
Rent °I c°urt
officers,
$58,000.
$58,000.
Bailiffs,
etc.
Balifsetc.
For
For bailiffs and criers,
three bailiffs
and one
crier in
criers, not
not exceeding
exceeding three
bailiffs and
one crier
in
each
except in
the southern
New York
and the
each court,
court, except
in the
southern district
district of
of New
York and
the
Progroa.
northern
district of
Illinois: Provided,
Provided, That
persons employed
employed
rActual
attendi
northern district
of Illinois:
Actual
attendance.
That all
all persons
section seven
the Revised
Revised Statutes
shall
R. s.,se.,p.
S., sec. 715, p. 136.
i36. under
under section
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen of
of the
Statutes shall
be
deemed to
to be
in actual
actual attendance
the
be deemed
be in
attendance when
when they
they attend
attend upon
upon the
Travel, etc.,
etc., exex- order of the courts: Provided
Travel,
Providedfuyrther,
That
no
such
persons
shall
be
further,
penses of judges.
pens nof .
employed
employed during vacation; expenses of circuit and district judges of
United
the
United States
States and
judges of
courts of the United
of the
the district
district courts
and the
the judges
the United
Vol. 36,
p. 1161.
1161.
Vol.
36, p.
States in Alaska
Alaska and Hawaii, as provided
provided by section two hundred
hundred
and
fifty-nine of
of the
the Act
Act approved
third, nineteen
hundred
and fifty-nine
approved March
March third,
nineteen hundred
and
eleven, entitled,
entitled, "An
"An Act
to codify,
revise, and
and amend
amend the
and eleven,
Act to
codify, revise,
the laws
laws
Jury
expenses.
Jury epnsu.
the judiciary";
relating to the
judiciary"; meals
and lodging
for jurors
meals and
lodging for
jurors,in
in United
United
States
of bailiffs
i in
in attendance
attendance upon
upon the
same when
when ordered
ordered
States cases
cases, and
and of
bailiffs
the same,
In
InAlaska.
laska.
by the court, and meals and lodging for jurors in Alaska,
provided
Alaska, as provided
Vol. 31, p. 363.
vol.
31, p. ~.
June
by section one hundred and ninety-three, Title II,
II, of the Act of June
Jury commissioners.
juy c'mmi".
hundredi and compensation for jury commissioners,
sixth, nineteen hundred
commissioners,
$5
exceeding three days
$5 per
per day, not exceeding
days for any one term
term of court,
court,
$250,000.
$250,000.
Miscellaneous exMiscellaneous
ex- For such miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may be authorized by the
penses.
Ms s
M
Attorney General, for the United
States courts
their officers,
officers,
United States
courts and
and their
including so much
in the
discretion of
of the
much as
as may be necessary
necessary in
the discretion
the
Attorney General
General for
for such
such expenses
the District
District of
Attorney
expenses in
in the
of Alaska,
Alaska, $475,000.
$475,000.
Supplies.
upplies.
For supplies,
typewriting and adding
supplies ' including exchange
exchange of tniewiiting
adding mamachines
chines for the United
States courts
judicial officers,
be exexUnited States
courts and
and judicial
officers, to
to be
pended
pended under
under the
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, $35,000.
$35,000.
the direction
direction of
Support
prisoners.
Support of
ofprisoners.
For support
For
support of United States prisoners, including
including necessary
necessary clothing and medical
medical aid, discharge gratuities
gratuities provided
provided by law
translaw and
and transof conviction
portation to place of
conviction or
of bona
in the
the
or place
place of
bona fide
fide residence
residence in
United
such other
place within
within the
the United
States as
as maybe
United States
States or
or such
other place
United States
may be
authorized
authorized by the Attorney
Support of
of prisoners
becoming
Attorney General;
General; support
prisoners becoming
insane during imprisonment,
imprisonment, and who
insane after
after expiraexpirawho continue
continue insane
tion of sentence
sentence who have no friends to
can be
sent; shipto whom they can
be sent;
shipping remains of deceased prisoners to
to their friends
or relatives
relatives in
in the
friends or
the
United
United States
States and interment
prisoners whose
whose remains
remains
interment of deceased
deceased prisoners
are unclaimed; care and
of guards
guards employed
United
and treatment
treatment of
employed by
by the
the United
States who may be injured by prisoners while
endeavwhile said guards
guards are
are endeavescapes or
or suppress
mutiny; expenses
incurred in
oring to prevent
prevent escapes
suppress mutiny;
expenses incurred
in
identifying
identifying and pursuing
pursuing escaped
and for
for rewards
for their
escaped prisoners
prisoners and
rewards for
their
recapture;
recapture; and not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 for repairs, betterments,
betterments, and
and
improvements
improvements of United States jails, including
sidewalks, $625,000.
including
sidewalks,
$625,000.
Penitentiaries.
Pioentias.
Leavenworth, Kans.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Penitentiary: For
Leavenworth,
Kansas, Penitentiary:
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including
Subsistence.
supplies from
from the
prison stores
stores for
Subsistence.
the prison
for warden,
warden, deputy
deputy warden,
warden, and
and
physician,
for prisoners, kitchen
physician, tobacco for
kitchen and
and dining-room
furniture
dining-room furniture
and utensils, seeds and implements,
implements, and for purchase of ice if necesnecessary, $80,000;
$80,000;
sary,
g 1 q1
C.utLing,transportaor clothing,
clothing, transportation,
including
rtlout"
,U
for
transportation, and
and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
tion,
etc.
materials for making clothing at the penitentiary;
penitentiary; gratuities
materials
gratuities for
for
prisoners at release, provided such
such gratuities
gratuities shall
shall be
be furnished
to
furnished to
imprisonment
prisoners sentenced
sentenced for terms of imp
ri
sonmen tof
ofnot
not less
less than
than six
six
months,
to place
pl ace of
ofconv
i
ct i
on or
or place
pl
ace of
bona
months, and
and transportation
transportation to
conviction
of bona
fide residence
residence in the United States,
or to
uc hother
oth er p
l
ace within
wi
thin the
th
e
States, or
to s
such
place
United
States as
as may
may be
ze d by
by the
the A
ttorney General;
General; exUnited States
be authori
authorized
Attorney
exdeceased
penses of shipping remains of decea
se d prisoners to their
in
their homes
homes in
the United States; expenses
expenses of penitentiary
whil e t
raveli ng
penitentiary officials
officials while
traveling
on
official duty;
duty; expense
ncurre d in
in pursuing
and identifying
id entifying
on official
expensess i
incurred
pursuing and
escaped prisoners, and for reward
rewardss for their
ec apt ure ,
$35
,
000 ;
their r
recapture,
$35,000;
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315
315

For
miscellaneous expenditures
expenditures in
the discretion
Attorney. Miscellaneous.
M"'IBfUM-a
the Attorney
of the
discretion of
in the
For miscellaneous
General, fuel,
forage, hay,
light, water,
water, stationery,
generating
for generating
fuel for
stationery, fuel
hay, light,
fuel, forage,
General,
steam,
heating apparatus,
forage for issue
lime; forage
and lime;
burning bricks and
apparatus, burning
steam, heating
to
and hay
and straw
for bedding; blank books,
straw for
hay and
animals, and
public animals,
to public
blank
forms, typewriting
typewriting supplies, pencils and memorandum
memorandum books
blank forms,
for
books for
in chapel,
chapel, paper,
paper, envelopes,
and postage
envelopes, and
use in
for use
guards, books
for guards,
stamps for
issue to
prisoners; labor
repairing steammaterials for repairing
and materials
labor and
to prisoners;
for issue
stamps
heating
plant and
water circulation,
and drainage;
drainage}
circulation, and
and water
electric plant
plant, electric
heating plant,
labor
and materials
materials for
construction and repair of buildings; general
for construction
labor and
supplies,
machinery, and
and tools
for use
and in shops, brickfarm and
on farm
use on
tools for
supplies, machinery,
yard,
bathrooms, printing
printing office,
photooffice, photolaundry, bathrooms,
limekiln, laundry,
quarry, limekiln,
yard, quarry,
graph gallery,
gallery, stables,
stables, policing
buildings and grounds; purchase
purchase of
of
policing buildings
graph
cows, horses,
horses, mules,
mules, wagons,
wagons, harness,
harness, veterinary
veterinary supplies,
lubrisupplies, lubricows,
cating oils,
office furniture,
furniture, stoves, blankets, bedding, iron bunks,
oils, office
cating
paints and
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and elecelecnewspapers and
books, newspapers
library books,
oils, library
and oils,
paints
trical
supplies;
payment
of
water
supply,
telegrams,
telephone
servtelephone
telegrams,
supply,
of
water
trical supplies; payment
ice, notarial
newspapers;
advertising iin newspapers;
services; advertising
veterinary services;
and veterinary
notarial and
ice,
fees to
to determine
determine mental
conditions
mental eonditions
called to
physicins called
to consulting
consulting physicians
fees
of supposed
supposed insane
for other,
cave
e itnrof:of. emerin Oas-a
other services in
and for
prisoners, and
insane prisoners,
of
gency; pay
employees when
when deemed
deemedaecessary
necessary by
or employes
guards or
extra guards
of extra
pay of
gency;
the
and for
expgmse ofeare
and medical
treatment
medicareatiant
of care-and
fore-se
General, and
Attorey General,
the Attorney
of guards
or employees
bir-injured.
to
endeiawvorng to
wile ,endfiavoring,
b inured while
whem.Ba
employees who,sta7
guards or
of
prevent escapes
escapes or
000;;
-.
.
Hitappe
or suppress
Bupprar mutany,
Utys..s,
m'
QO
prevent

For hospital
supplies; snedichits;
H
Hgpitaappliestc
sanappes c€pItupplie8,etc.
m
mdin"cal andcalsurgical supplies,
dicin
Bsuppies;,
hospital For
and
otherarticles for
aBd treatment of sick prisoners; and
fo the care and
all other'articles
and all
for
expenses of
on the
the penitentiary
penitentiary
prisoners on
deceased prisoners
of deceased
interment of
of interment
for expenses
sa .
reservation,.
Salaries.
reservation, $4,500;
For salaries:
warden, $2,000;
$2,000; chaplainschaplains—
deputy warden,
$4,000; deputy
Warden, $4,000;
salaries: Warden,_
For
one, $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $600;
$1,600; pharmacist
pharmacist and
and physician's
physician's
physician, $1,600;
$600; physician,
one,
assistant,
$1,000; chief
$1,800; stenographer,
stenographer, $900; four clerks,
clerk, $1,800;
chief clerk,
assistant, $1,000;
at
$900 each;
each; head
$1,000; steward
$1,200;
storekeeper, $1,200steward and storekeeper,
cook, $1,000;
head cook,
at $900
superintendent
and transportation,
transportation, $900; three captains of
farm and
of farm
superintendent of
watch,
at $1,000
each; guards,
per month each, $52,080; two
$70 per
at $70
guards, at
$1,000 eachwatch, at
teamsters, at $600 each; engineer and electrician, $1,500;
$1,500; two assistteamsters,
ants, at $1,200
each;
$80,280;
in
all,
$1,200
For
laundrymen, tailor,
tailor, and
printer, when necessary,
necessary,
and printer,
foremen, laundrymen,
For foremen,
$3,300;
$3 300:
In
Atlanta,
in all,
all, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, Penitentiary.,
Penitentiary, $268,080.
Atanta, Cla.
$268,080.
o.
subsistooe.e.
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
For subsistence
subsistence, including the Subsistenc
Penitentiary: For
Atlanta,
same
objects specified
specified under
Leavenpenitentiary at Leavenunder this head for the penitentiary
same objects

worth, Kansas, $70,000;

.

worth,
For
Kansas, $70,000;
transportation
and traveling
traveling expenses,
including the
the tite
Clothing,
expenses, including
transportation, and
clothing,
For clothing,
bj
tion, etc.
same
objects specified
specified. under
under this
this head
head for
penitentiary at LeavenLeaventhe penitentiary
for the
same objects
worth, Kansas, $30,000;
Miscellaneous.
$30,000;
.
For
expenditures, in
in the
the discretion
Attorney
the Attorney
of the
discretion of
miscellaneous expenditures,
For miscellaneous
General, including
specified under this head for the
objects specified
the same objects
including the
General,
penitentiary at
at Leavenworth,
and not
not exceeding
exceeding $25 for
Kansas, and
Leavenworth, Kansas,
penitentiary
maintenance and
passenger-carrying vehicles,
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
of horse-drawn
repair of
and repair
maintenance
$45,000;
$45,000;
For hospital
supplies, including
specified under
,
etc'
piop lbtes
under RegradeuPP
objects specified
same objects
the same
including the
hospital supplies,
For
this
for the
at Leavenworth,
Kansas, $3,500;
$3,500;
this head
head for
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Salare
For salaries:
warden, $2,000;
chaplains—
is.
$2,000; chaplainsdeputy warden,
$4,000; deputy
Warden, $4,000;
salaries: Warden,
For
one
$1,500, one
one $1,200;
$1,800; physician,
$1,600; pharphysician, $1,600;
clerk, $1,800;
chief clerk,
$1,200; chief
one $1,500,
macist
$1,000; bookkeeper
record
bookkeeper and record
assistant, $1,000;
physician's assistant,
and physician's
macist and
clerk,
$1,200; stenographer,
stenographer, $900;
six clerks,
$900 each; engineer
at $900
clerks, at
$900; six
clerk, $1,200;
and electrician,
$1,200 each; steward and
assistants, at $1,200
$1,500; two assistants,
and
electrician, $1,500;
transportation,
storekeeper,
$1,200; superintendent
superintendent of farm and transportation,
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200; two
at $600
each; head
head cook,
$1,000; three capcook, $1,000;
$600 each;
teamsters, at
two teamsters,
$1,200;
tains of
of watch,
guards, at $70
170 per month each,
$1,000 each; guards,
at $1,000
watch, at
tains
$43,000;
$75,100;
$43,000; in all, $75,100;
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McNeil Island,Wash.
McNeilisandWah.
Subsistence.

Clothing, transportaeor
tion, etc.

gtasport-

C

Miscellaneous.

MYis1BeO

-

Hospital supplies, etc.
Hopita
et.

Na Trainingg
National
School
for Boys, D. C.
aSchdOrB
Mario&

s-ri.

.

Maintinanoe, etc.

Department
Department of
of ComCommerca
merce.

For
foremen, tailor,
blacksmith, shoemaker,
For foremen,
tailor, blacksmith,
shoemaker, laundryman,
laundryman, and
and
enter, when
when necessary,
$4,000;
carpenter,
necessary, $4,000;
Iii
Atlanta, Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary,
$227,600.
n all,
all, Atlanta,
Penitentiary, $227,600.
McNeil
Island, Wasington,
Wmgton, Penitentiary:
McNeil Islnd,
Penitentiary:

For
inFor subsistence,
subsistence, in-

cluding the
objects specified
this head
the penitenpeniteneluding
the same objects
specified under
under this
head for
for the

tiary
for supplies
supplies for
guards, $13,000;
$13,000;
tiarat at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, and
and.for
for guards,
For clothing, transportation,
transportation, and
and traveling
expenses, including
including
traveling expenses,
the
objects specified
this head
for the
the penitentiary
the same
same objects
specified under
under this
head for
penitentiary at
at
Leavenworth,
Kansas, $6,500;
$6,500;
Leavenworth Kansas,
For
the same
same objects
speciFor miscellaneous
mlisceianeous expenditures,
expenditures, including
including the
objects specified
this head
head for
for the
the penitentiary
penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas,
fied under
under this
at Leavenworth,
$11,000;
$11
000;
for hosital
including the same objects
objects specified
under
'For
hospital supplies, including
specified under
this
for the
at Leavenworth,
Kansas, $600;
this head
head for
the penitentiary
enitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kansas,
$600;
For salaries: For warden
deputy warden
warden, $2,000;
$2,000; deputy
warden, $1,200; physician,
$1,200; steward
steward and
superintendent of
boats,
cook, $1,000;
$1,000; superintendent
of boats,
cian, $1,200;
and 'cook,
$1,200;
$17,100;
$70 per
per month
month each, $10,500; in all, $17,100;
$1,200 guards, at $70
In
(Washington) Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, $48,200.
in all,
all, McNeil
McNeil Island
Island (Washington)
$48,200.
National.
School for
for Boys:
Boys: Superintendent,
$2,500;
National. Training
Training School
Superintendent, $2,500;
superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; teachers,
teachers, and
assistant superintendent,
and assistant
assistant teachers,
teachers,
$9,120; chief
chief clerk,
lerk, $1,000;
$1,000, storekeeper
storekeeper and
and steward,
steward, matron of
of school,
school,
farmer, baker, tailor, and
at $600
each; parole
officer , $900;
farmer
and nurse,
nurse, at
$600 each;
parole officer,
$900;
$720; assistant
assistant office
clerk, $480;
ilimilies,
office clerk,
clerk, $720;
office clerk,
$480; six
six matrons
matrons of
of families,
at $240 each;
ebah; foremen of, and skilled helpers in, industries,
industries, $3,800;
$3,800;
assistant
farmer and
assistant engineer,
$420 each;
ssistant farmer
and assistant
engineer, at
at $420
each; teamster
teamster and
and
laundress, at $360 each;
florist, engineer, and shoemaker,
shoemaker , at
$540
each; florist,
at $540
each; cook, $480; dining-room
attendants—boys $300,
$300, officers,
officers, $240;
$240;
each;
dining-room attendants-boys
housemaid, $216;
$240; assistant
$300; watchmen,
watchmen,
housemaid,
$216 seamstress,
seamstress, $240;
assistant cook,
cook, $300;
not
to exceed
exceed eight
in number,
$3,360; secretary
treasurer, $900;
$900;
not to
eigat in
number, $3,360;
secretary and
and treasurer,
in all,
all, $34,276;
$34,276;
in
or support of inmates, including
For
including groceries
groceries,' flour, feed,
feed, meats,
dry gc.00ds,
shoes, gas,
gas, fuel,
fuel, hardware,
hardware furniture,
furniture, tableware,
dry
goods leather,
leather, shoes,
tableware,
farm implements,
implements, seeds, harness and repair;
repairs to same, fertilizers,
fertilizers,
books and periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, printing, entertainments, plumbplumbing, painting, glazing,
glazing, medicines and medical
medical attendance, stock,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
vehicles,
maintenance,
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
to buildings,
buildings, and
and other
other necessary
items,
fencing, roads, all
all repairs
repairs to
necessary items,
compensation, not exceeding
$1,500, for additional labor
including compensation,
exceeding $1,500,
labor
or
identifying and
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped inmates,
inmates, for
rewards
or services, for
for identifying
for rewards
not exceeding
$500 for
transportation and
and
for their
their recapture,
recapture, and
and not
exceeding $500
for transportation
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident to securing
securing suitable homes for
discharged
$10,500;
discharged boys,
boys, $10,500;
In all, National Training
'Draining School for
for Boys, $44,776.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.

Lighthouses Bu- LTGHTHOTTSES,
Lighthouses
VESSELS,
LIGHTHOUSES, BEACONS,
BEACONS, FOG SIGNALS,
SIGNALS, LIGHT VESSELS,
a
rent.
u
WORKS
WORKS UNDER THE LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
Aids to navigation.
Point Vincente,Cal.

Pod St

vi^teCa

1916.
1916.

AND OTHER

Point Vincente, California,
California, Light Station: For establishing
establishing a
alight
and fog-signal
fog-signal station at Point Vincente,
California, $80,000.
Vincente, California,
$80,000.

Florida, aids
aids to
navigation: For
Saint Johns River, Florida,
to navigation:
For improving
improving
navigation and establishing
establishing new
the aids to navigation
Johns
new aids on the Saint
Saint Johns
River, Florida, below Jacksonville
Jacksonville, $66,000.
$66,000.
Woods Hole, Mass.
woods
Ms.
Woods
Massachusetts, Lighthouse
Woods Hole,
Hole, Massachusetts,
Lighthouse Depot:
Depot: For
For improvements
improvements
at Woods Hole lighthouse
lighthouse depot, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $50,000.
Detroit River, Mich.
Fighting Island
Channel, Michigan,
navigation: For
For
aids to
to navigation:
Michigan, aids
Island Channel,
Fighting
Fighting Irslaind
Fighting
Island
Channel.
channel.
establishing new aids in the Fightimproving aids to navigation
navigation and establishing
ing Island Channel, Detroit River. Michigan, $25,000.
$25,000.
Saint
River,
Saint Johns River,
Fla.

Johns
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_ aids to navigation: For establishing addiReefs, Florida,
Florida Reefs
lighted aids
Florida Reefs,
tional lighted
aids for
for Florida
Reefs, and repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements
to
aids, $75,000.
$75,000.
to existing
existing aids,
Hudson
navigation: For improving
Hudson River,
River, New York,
York, aids to
to navigation:
improving the
the
aids
on the
aids to navigation
navigation and
and establishing
establishing new -aids
aids on
the Hudson
Hudson River,
River,
New
$100,000.
New York, $100,000.
Mississippi River,
aids to
improving the
the
Mississippi
River, Louisiana
Louisiana, aids
to navigation:
navigation: For
For improving
aids
establishing new aids on the Mississippi
Mississippi River
to navigation
navigation and establishing
aids to
below
Orleans, $50,000.
below New
New Orleans,
$50,000.
Conneaut, Ohio, aids
aids to
to navigation:
navigation: For
For a
a light and fog signal
signal and
improving the
present aids
to navigation
navigation in
in Conneaut
Conneaut Harbor,
Ohio,
improving
the present
aids to
Harbor, Ohio,
$63,500.
$63,500.
Kellett
Bluff, Washington,
Light Station:
For establishing
light
establishing a
a light
Washington, Light
Station: For
Kellett Bluff,
Kellett Bluff,
and fog-signal
fog-signal station
station at or
or near
near Kellett
Bluff, Henry Island,
Island, WashingWashington
Washton, or
or at
at some
some point on the
the west coast of San Juan
Juan Island, Washington, .$40,000.
ington,
$40,000.
Coq/1111e River, Oregon, aids to navigation:
navigation: For improvement
improvement of
Coquille
aids
navigation at
or near
near the
entrance to
to Coquille
aids to
to navigation
at or
the entrance
Coquille River;
iver, Oregon,
Oregon,
$6,000.
Toledo
Harbor, Ohio,
to navigation:
Toledo Harbor,
Ohio, aids
aids to
navigation: For
For improving
improving the
the aids
to
navigation in
•
to navigation
in Toledo
Toledo Harbor, Ohio,
Ohio, $15,000.
$15,000.--.
Dog Island,
Island, Maine,
Light: For
For establishing'
or near
Droi
Dog
Maine, Light:
estbalisngaa light
near Bo
light At
it or
Island entrance
Island
entrance to Saint
Saint Croix River, Maine,
Maine, $3,500.
$3,500.
Delaware River,
Pennsylvania .and
Delaware, aids
aids to
navigation:
Delaware
River, Pennsylvania
nd Delaware,
to navigation:

Florida
Reefs, Pia.
RMY"ast
Hudson Wes', N. Y.
Hna,
.y.

Mississippi /Bier.
Below New Orleans,
La.

LB-

~O ppsr.

o
Conneaut, Ohio.
Conneant1
Ohi -

Kellett Bltdf, Wash.

KellettBluf,Wash.

Coquille River,Oreg.
CoqulRivror

Toledo, Ohio.
Toedo.Ohio
Dog Island, Me.
Dog
ld ue-

Delaware
River..
eaw Riw.

improving the aids to navigation
navigation and establishing
aids on the
the
establishing new
new aids
For improving
Delaware River,
Pennsylvania and
$80;000.
River, Pennsylvania
and Delaware,
Delaware, $80000.Delaware
Eighth district.
Eighth lighthouse
lighthouse district, tender and barge:
constructing or Tender,
barge: For constructing
Eihth
dbO.
etc., for.
for.
-Tender,
etc.,
purchasing,
tender and
for eighth
lightpurchasing, and
and equipping
equipping aasmall
small tender
and barge
barge for
eighth lightand Louisiana,
Louisiana, $20,000.
$20,000.
house district,
district, Texas and
LIGHTHOUSE
SERVICE.
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
General
maintenance, and
General expenses:
expenses: For supplies,
supplies, repairs,
repairs maintenance,
and inciincidental
buoy-age,
dental expenses
expenses of lighthouses
lighthouses and
and other lights, beacons,
beacons, buoyage,
fog
heretofore authorized
authorized to
light
fog signals, lighting
lighting of
of rivers
rivers heretofore
to be
be lighted,
lighted, light
vessels, other aids to navigation,
navigation, and
and lighthouse tenders,
tenders, including the
establishment, repair,
repair, and
beacons and
and day
day marks
marks
establishment,
and improvement
improvement of
of beacons
and purchase
purchase of -land for same; purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of one
one
Hawaiian Islands; establishment
establishment of
motor cycle for service in the Hawaiian
of
post
submarine signals,
establishment
post lights, buoys,
buoys, submarine
signals, and fog
fog signals;
signals; establishment
carbide houses, not to exceed $10
$10,000:
Provided, That any oil
of oil or carbidehouses,
000: Provided,
carbide house
erected hereunder
hereunder shall
or carbide
house erected
shall not exceed
exceed $550 in cost;
cost;
construction of
$200
construction
of necessary
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings at
at aacost
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding $200
year;;improvement
improvement of grounds and
at any one light station in any fiscal year
buildings
stations and depots;
buildings connected with light stations
depots; wages of laborers
attending post lights; tempoemporary
temporary employees
employees and field force
force while
attending
engaged on works of general
repair and
maintenance, and
and laborers
laborers
general repair
and maintenance,
engaged
and mechanics
mechanics at
lighthouse depots;
or comand provisions or
depots; rations and
at lighthouse
and
mutation thereof
thereof for
of
crews of
lighthouses, officers and crews
for keepers
keepers of lighthouses,
mutation
light
authorized persons of
light vessels and tenders, and officials and other authorized
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
Service on duty on board of such tenders or vessels,
commutation for rations and provisions
and money accruing
accruing from commutation
for the
above-named persons
on board
tenders and
light vessels
of tenders
and light
vessels
for
the above-named
persons on
board of
may
proper vouchers
vouchers to the persons having
having charge of
may be paid
paid on proper
reimbursement under
under rules prescribed
prescribed by the
the mess of such vessel; reimbursement
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce of keepers of light stations and masters of
Secretary
light
lighthouse tenders for rations and provisions and
and
light vessels and
and of
of lighthouse
shipwrecked persons who may be temporarily
clothing furnished shipwrecked
temporarily
provided for
for by
by them,
them, not
in any
any fiscal year;
year;
$5,000 m
not exceeding
exceeding in all $5,000
provided
necessary for keepers of lighthouses;
lighthouaes;
where necessary
fuel and rent of
of quarters
quarters where

Lighthouse Service.

g

Srvce.

General expense.
expenses.
General
Objects specified.
specifed.
Objects

Oil
or carbide houses.
Oilorcarbidehouse.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limit
Limit of cost
oost for
to
buildings.

Rations, etc.
Ratios,
etc.
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lands, purchase of land sites for
rent of
of necessary
necessary ground
all
for fog
fog signals; rent
ground for
for all
such
beacons as
are for
for temporary
changesuch lights and beacons
as are
temporary use
use or
or to
to mark
mark changeable channels and
consequence, can
made permanent;
an d which, in consequence,
can not
not be made
permanent;
Per diewsubsistence.
wharves; traveling
Prdimsube.
rent of
of offices,
officesi depots,
depots, and
and wharves;
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including
VoL 38, p. 680.
per diem in lieu of
to section
thirteen
of subsistence
subsistence allowed
allowed pursuant to
section thirteen
of the sundry civil
appropriation Act
approved
August
first, nineteen
nineteen
civil
appropriation
Act
approved
August
first,
Contingent expenses.
contna entses
hundred and fourteen;
fourteen; mileage; library books for light
light stations and
vessels, and technical
books and
not exceeding
$1,000;
technical books
and periodicals
periodicals not
exceeding $1,000;
all other contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of district offices
and not
offices and
and depots;
depots; and
not
exceeding $10,000
the offices
of the
the Bureau
$10,000 for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of the
offices of
Bureau
of
in Washington
of Lighthouses
Lighthouses in
Washington,.,$2,790,000.
$2,790,000.
Keepers.
'eepers.
Keepers of lighthouses:
lighthouses: For salaries not exceeding
exceeding one thousand
eight
ht hundred
hundred lighthouse
keepers and laborers
lighthouse and fog-signal keepers
laborers attending
•hts exclusive
exclusive of
of post
post lights,
lights, $940,000.
$940,000.
other lights
Lighthouse vessels.
hthoV . ~
Lighthouse
use vessels: For salaries and wages of officers
officers and crews
light
of hg
lit vessels and lighthouse tenders, including temporary
employtemporary employment
when
necessary,
$1,070,000.
$1,070,000.
necessary,
ent
when
lerks
Inspectors, clerks,
etc.
.etc.Pcrs
clers
Inspectors,
Inspectors, clerks, and so forth: For salaries
salaries of
of seventeen
seventeen lighthouse inspectors, and of clerks and other authorized permanent
permanent employees in the district offices and depots of the Lighthouse Service,
Service,
exclusive of those regularly employed
Lighthouses,
employed in the
the Bureau of Lighthouses,
Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, $375,000.
$375,000.
Purchase of
o lands,
etc.

Pecha

Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
urvey.
Survey.
Expenses.

Expes.

Prooho.
Advances.
Ado.v
.

COAST AND
AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC SURVEY.
COAST
SURVEY.

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of
of the
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey., including, maintenance, repair, or operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles for
use in
field work,
work,
for use
in field
and including compensation,
compensation, not otherwise appropriated
appropriated for, of persons employed in the field work, and commutation
commutation to
to officers
of the
officers of
the field
field
force while on field duty, at a
a rate not exceeding
exceeding $2.50 per
per day each,
each,
to be expended in accordance
accordance with the regulations relating
the Coast
relating to the
Coast
Geckletic Survey
to time
and Geodetic
Survey from time to
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary

of Commerce
Commerce, and
and under
of
under the
following heads:
heads: Provided,
Provided, That
That advances
advances
the following
appropriation may be made to the Coast and
of money under this appropriation
and
Geodetic Survey and by authority of the
the superintendent
superintendent thereof
thereof to
to
chiefs of parties, who shall give bond under such rules and regulations
and in such sum as the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce may direct, and
and
accounts arising under such advances
accounts
advances shall be
rendered through
be rendered
through and
and
by the disbursing officer of the Coast and Geodetic Survey to the
Department as under
Treasury Department
under advances
heretofore made
made to
chiefs
advances heretofore
to chiefs
of
parties;
of
parties;
Field expenses.
Atlantic and Gulf
and necessary
necessary resurveys
Field expenses:
expenses: For surveys and
resurveys of
of the
the Atlantic
Atlantic
coasts.
-rors,
and Gulf coasts of
of the United
United States,
States, including
of outl
•g
including the
the coasts
coasts of
outlying
Protho.
Island,
etc., restricrestric- islands under the jurisdiction of the United States:
sland, etc.,
Provided That
States: Provided,
That
tions.
tns.
not more than $25,000
expended on the coasts
$25,000 of this amount shall be expended
of said outlying
outlying islands, and the Atlantic entrance
entrance to the Panama
Panama
Canal, $90,000;
$90,000;
Canal,
Pacific
Pacific coasts.
coasts
.
For surveys and necessary
necessary resurveys of coasts on the
Ocean
the Pacific
Pacific Ocean
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States,
$225,000;
Physl hydrog
Physical
hydrog- under the jurisdiction of the United States, $225,000;
raphy.
dro
For continuing
researches in physical hydrography, relating to
continuing researches
harbors and bars, and for tidal and current observations
observations on the
the coasts
of the United States, or other coasts under
under the jurisdiction of
the
of the
United States,
States, $11,720;
$11,720;
United
Offshore soundings,
Coast
cort Pilot,
rot, etc."'.d'
For offshore soundings and examination of reported
reported dangers on the
coasts of the United States, and of coasts under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
United States
States, compilation of the Coast Pilot, special hydrographic
examinations, including the employment of such pilots and nautical
experts in the field and office as may be necessary for the same,
$5,600;
$5,600;
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For
and to
meridian
establish meridian
to establish
observations and
magnetic observations
For continuing
continuing magnetic

States;magconnection therewith in all parts of the United States;
lines in connection
observations in other regions under the jurisdiction of the TJnited
United
netic observations
States;
purchase of additional
magnetic instruments; lease of sites
additional magnetic
States; purchase
where
temporary magnetic buildingsbuildings;
erection of temporary
and erection
where necessary
necessary and
continuing the
line of
levels between the Atlantic,
Atlantic Pacific, and
exact levels
of exact
the line
continuing
Gulf
triangulageographical positions, by trianguladeterminations of geographical
Gulf coasts;
coasts; determinations
tion or
control of
State, boundary,
and
boundary, and
of Federal,
Federal, State,
for the
the control
or traverse
traverse for
tion
other surveys
surveys and
and engineering
engineering works
the United States
in all
all parts of the
works in
other
astronomic positions; and for
field astronomic
of field
determination of
Alaska; determination
and Alaska;
continuing
$80,000;
observations, $80,000;
gravity observations,
continuing gravity

319
319
magr
,c !o
observe-.
M
ag
ti0Observ'

.For
surveys that
may be
required by
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Lightsurveys.
Special surveys.
Light- Special
by the
be required
that may
special surveys
or special
houses
other proper
contingent expenses
expenses incident
incident
and contingent
authority, and
proper authority,
or other
houses or
thereto,
$10,000;
thereto, $10,000;
For objects
not hereinbefore
named that
that may
may be
be deemed
Miscellaneous•
urgent, Msellaneous.
deemed Urgent,
hereinbefore named
For
objects not
including the
or purchase
preliminary plans and
of preliminary
purchase of
the preparation
preparation or
including
specifications
necessary expenses of officers of
of vessels;
vessels; actual necessary
specifications of
the field
temporarily ordered
ti°nal G e
°eoInteational
at Washington
Washington for derma
ordered to
to the
the office
office at
the
field force
force temporarily
exceeding $550 for
consultation
superintendent, and not exceeding,
consultation with the superintendent,
the
expenses of
the attendance
attendance of
the American
delegates at
at the
American delegates
of the
of the
the expenses
meetings
Geodetic Association,
$3,00 0, . ., i
Association, $3,000;;
International Geodetic
meetings of the International
In all,
,
field expenses,
expenses, $425,320.
In
all, field
Vessels: Forrepairs
For repairs and
maintenance
of the
the complencteMka:VeaSela
Vesses:
and maintenani
e of
compleme-r
t
of.yveselse
vaes. etc.
/ Vowels.
R
and
the repars,
inspectin the
inclUding
expenses of persons inspectang
repairs, a
nd
epairs,
including traveling expenses
exclusive of
engineer's, supplies and
and. other
chandlery, $56,000.
$56,000.:
other ship candlery,
of engineer'
exclusive
Officers and
and crews.
crews.
· ofler
including •
For
necessary employees
thevessels iincluding
employees to man and equip the.vessels,
For all
all necessary
professional seamen
vessels of
of the survey, to
as mates on vessels
serving as
seamen serving
professional
execute the
of the
survey herein
authorized
for and authorized
provided for
herein provided
the survey
the work
work of
execute
by
$285,000.
by law, $285,000.
as.
-e
Salaries: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $6,000; assistants, to be employed in the 8upsrintendent,
gah/riesl_
Superintendent,
asassistants, etc.
of whom
whom may be sistants,
may direct, one of
field
as the
the superintendent
superintendent may
or office,
office, as
field or
designated
the Secretary
Commerce to
superinas assistant
assistant superinto act as
of Commerce
Secretary of
by the
designated by
tendent-two
one $3,200,
$3,200, five at $3,000 each, five at
at $4,000
$4,000 each, one
tendent-two at
$2,500
(including one at $2,280 now paid
each (including
at $2,400
$2,400 each
eight at
each, eight
$2,500 each,
from
"offshore soundings"),
soundings"), nine at $2,200 each (inappropriation "offshore
from appropriation
cluding
one at
now paid
paid from
appropriation "
offshore soundsound"offshore
from appropriation
at $2,100
$2,100 now
cluding one
ings"),
$2 1000 each, nine at $1,800
$1,800 each
each (including
(including one now
eight at $2,000
ings"), eight
paid from
from appropriation
"offshore soundings"),
soundings"), nine
$1,600 each
nine at $1,600
appropriation "offshore
paid
(including
one now
now paid
appropriation "offshore
"offshore soundings"),
soundings"),
paid from appropriation
(including one
nine
each (including
$1,320 now paid from appropria(including one at $1,320
at $1,400
$1,400 each
nine at
tion "
offshore soundings"),
soundings"), ten at
each; aids-ten at $1,100
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
"offshore
tion
each,
$184,900.
in all, $184,900.
at $1,000
$1,000 each; in
nineteen at
each, nineteen
Office
force:-Disbursing
$2,500; chief
division of
of library
library Cs,
Office force.
tc
chief of
of division
agent, $2,500Disbursing agent,
Office force:
Clerks,
etc.
and archives,
$1,800; clerks-three
clerks-three at
at
superintendent, $1,800;
clerk to
to superintendent,
$1,800; clerk
archives, $1,800;
and
$1,800
each, three
at $1,650
each, four at $1,400
$1,400 each, eight at $1,200
$1,200
$1,650 each,
three at
$1,800 each,
each,
$1,000 each, ten at $900
$900 each, six at $720 each;
each, five
five at $1,000
t
Topographic and
and hy-drographic
at $2,400
$2,400 each,
Draftsmen.
each, D
Two at
draftsmen: Two
hydrographic draftsmen:
Topographic
three
$2,200 each,
each, thrft;.
$1,800 each, three
at $1,800
three at
$2,000 each, three
three at $2,000
at $2,200
three at
at $1,600
$1,600 each, three
$1,400 each, three
$1,200 each, two at
three at $1,200
at $1,400
three at
at
$1,000
$1,000;
$1,000 each, copyist draftsman, $1,000;
Astronomical,
geodetic, tidal,
computers.
One compntar
computers: One
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous computers:
tidal, and
Astronomical, geodetic,
$2,500, two
two at
$2,200 each,
each, two
$2,100 each,
each, two
$2,000 each,
each,
at $2,000
two at
at $2,100
two at
at $2,200
$2,500,
three
$1,800 each,
each, three
three at $1,600
$1,400 each, five at
each, four at $1,400
$1,600 each,
at $1,800
three at
$1,200;
$1,200;
Copperplate
engravers. One
$2,200 each, three at Engravers.
E-n5ev.
One $2,400, two at $2,200
Copperplate engravers:
$2,000 each,
each, three
three at
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, two
at $1,600
at $1,400
$1,400
$1,600 each, two at
two at
$2,000
each;
$1,200, two at $1,000 each;
each, one $1,200,
Engravers
and apprentices
apprentices at
at not
exceeding $1,000 each, $3,600;
$3,600;
not exceeding
Engravers and
eaCh„j1trtm
.
3
38trument makrs,
Maws'
Instrument makers: One $2,400, one $1,600, two at $1,400 each,
$1,000 each;
one $1,200,
$1,200, three at $1,000
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Carpenters: Three
Three at
$1,200 each,
each, carpenter
$900.
and painter,
painter, $900carpenter and
at $1,200
Carpenters:

photographers, lithographers,
Electrotypers, photographers,
Electrotypers,
lithographers, plate printers
printers and
and

their helpers,
and other
other skilledlaborers:
skilled laborers: One
$2,000, one
one
One $2,000,
engineer, and
their
helpers, engineer,
$1,800,
$4700, one
$1,600, one
$1,400, eight
$1,200 each,
each, two
two
at $1,200
eight at
one $1,400,
one $1,600,
one $1>700,
$1,800, one
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
at $700
$700 each;
each;
five at
at $900
$900 each,
each, five
two at
each, two
at
Watchmen,
firemen messengers,
and laborers:
at $880
$880 each,
each,
Three at
laborers: Three
messengers, and
Watchmen, firemen,
four
at $820
$820 each,
$720 each,
each, four
at $700
$700 each,
at $640
$640
two at
each, two
four at
at $720
three at
each, three
four at
each, three
$630 each,
four at
$550 each;
each;
at $550
each, four
at $630
three at
each,
In all,
all, pay
pay of
of office
force, $213,420.
$213,420.
In
office force,
Office expenses:
of new
new instruments,
instruments, including
their
including their
purchase of
For purchase
expenses: For
Office
exchange,
materials and
and supplies
in the
the instrument
shop
instrument shop
uirequd in
supplies required
exchange, materials
carpenter
and drawing
division, books,
scientific and
technical
and technicai
books, scientific
drawing division,
shop, and
carpenter shop,
books,
, books of
of reference,
reference, maps,
charts, and
and subscriptions;
subscriptions; •
maps, charts,
journalsbooooks
boos, journals
copper plates,
plates, chart
hart paper,
paper'printer's
zinc,
chemicals
ink, and chemicals
copper, zinand
pnter's ink, copper,
copper
for
photographing; engraving,
photoprnting, photoengraving, printing,
and photographing;
electrotyping and
for electrotyping
graphing, and
and electrotyping
supplies; photolithographiug
and
charts and
hotoithographig charts
graphing,
eectroyping supplies;

Allo

re-

wances re
sie.wances
stricted.

Obsolete charts.
to
istribution to
schools, etc.
schools,

Fisheris
Fisheries Bureau.
Commissioner, depdepCommissioner,

uty, etc.
uty,

Clerks, etc.

printing from
copper for
use; including
including the
the
mmediate use;
and copper
for immediate
from stone
stone and
printing
employment in
in the
District of Cousuch
Columbia of such personal services,
the District
employment
other than
clerical, as
be necessary
preparation
prompt preparation
for the
the prompt
necessary for
as may
may be
than clerical,
other
of charts,
stationery-for
for office
office and
and field
parties;
eld parties;
$6,000; stationery
to exceed
exceed $6,000;
not to
of
charts, not
transportation of
charged to
to
when not charged
supplies when
and supplies
of instruments
instruments and
transportation
party expenses;
expenses- office
wagon and
and horses
horses or
or automobile
automobile truck;
truck; heatheatoffice wagon
party
ing,
lighting, and
and power;
power, telephones,
operation of switchincluding operation
telephones, including
g, lighting,
ice, and washing; office furniture, repairs, travelboard; telegrams,
telegrams, ice
board;
ing expenses
assistants and
and others
office sent
the office
sent on
others employed
employed in the
of assistants
ing
expenses of
special duty
of the
office. miscellaneous
expenses,
miscellaneous expenses,
the office;
the service
service of
duty in
in the
special
contingencies of
kinds, and
and not
not exceeding
$3,400 for
for extra
extra labor,
labor,
exceeding $3,400
of all
all kinds,
contingencies
$62,500.
Appropriations
Appropriations herein made for the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
shall
allowance to civilian or other officers for
available for allowance
shall not be available
subsistence
on duty
at Washington
Washington (except
(except as
hereinbefore proas hereinbefore
duty at
subsistence while
while on
vided
ordered to
for short
short
to Washington
Washington for
of the
the field
field force
force ordered
vided for
for officers
officers of
periods
for consultation
the superintendent),
as now
now
with the
superintendent), except
except as
periods for
consultation with
law.
provided
by law.
provided by
Charts
Survey that
that are
obsolete and
and have
have been
been supersuperare obsolete
Coast Survey
the Coast
of the
Charts of
Bede('
advanced information
information based
based on
the
seded by charts containing
containing more
more advanced
on the
most
educational instituinstitumost recent
recent surveys
surveys, may be distributed
distributed free to
to educational
tions, each
each of
ofsurveys,
such charts to have stamped or printed conspicuously
tions,
such
conspicuously
only."
"For school
the words "For
school use only."
thereon the
BUREAU OF
OF FISHERIES.
BUREAU
FISHERIES.

Commissioner's
commisCommissioner's office: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $6,000; deputy commissioner, $3,500;
$3,500; assistants
in charge
of divisions-fish
divisions—fish culture
sioner,
assistants in
charge of
culture $2,700,
$2,700,
inquiry
respecting food
food fishes
fishes $2,700,
$;700, statistics
and methods
methods of
of
inquiry respecting
statistics and
assistants-one, in charge of office, $2,500, one
fisheries $2,500;
$2,500; assistants—one,
fisheries
$2,500, one $2,400, one $2,000, one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,600, two at $1,200
$1,200
each, two at $900 each; fish pathologist
pathologist (to be appointed
appointed by the
Secretary of Commerce),
Commerce), $2,500;
engineer, $2,200; asSecretary
$2,500; architect
architect and
and engineer,
as$1,200; accountant,
$2,100;
sistant architect,
architect, $1,600;
$1,600; draftsman
draftsman,' $1,200;
accountant, $2,100;
librarian,
$1,500; superintendent
car and
messenger service,
service,
librarian, $1,500;
superintendent of
of car
and messenger
$1,600; clerks-three
clerks—three of
of class
class four, four of class
comclass three,
three, one to
to commissioner
four of
of class
class two,
two, six
one, three
missioner $1,600,
$1,600, four
six of
of class
class one,
three at
at $1,000
$1,000
each, fifteen
fifteen at
at $900
$900 each; statistical
each,
statistical agents—two
agents-two at $1,400 each,
two at
two
Boston $300,
$300, one
one at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; local agents—one
agents-one at
at Boston
at GlouGloucester $600, one at Seattle
Seattle $600;
$600; engineer,
$1,080; three firemen
at
engineer, $1,080;
firemen at
$720 each;
each; two watchmen at $720 each; five janitors and messengers
messengers
janitress, $480;
boy, $360;
at $720
$720 each;
each; janitress,
$480; messenger
messenger boy,
$360; four
four charwomen
charwomen
$240 each;
each; m
in all, $106,180.
$106,180.
at $240
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Alaska service.
Alaska
Islands-two agents
agents and
caretakers, at Agents,
Alaska service:
service: Pribilof
Pribilof Islands-two
Alaskaservice
and caretakers,
physicians,
etc.
$2,000 each; two physicians, at $1,500 each; three school teachers, at etc.
$1,200 each; storekeeper, $1,800;
$1,800; agent, $2,500; assistant agents$1,200
agentsone $2,000, one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,500;
$1,500; inspector, $1,800;
$1,800; wardens-one
$1,200,
$900 each;
$1 200, six
six at $900
each; in
in all,
all, $28,600.
$28,600.
Employees at large.
Employees
at large:
large: Two field
station superintendents,
superintendents, at
field station
at $1,800 Employees atlarge
Employees at
each; field assistants-one
assistants-one $1,500,
$1,500, one $1,200; fish-culturists-two
fish-culturists---two at
$900 each; six machinists, at $960 each; two cox$960 each, two at $900
wains,
each; in
in all,
all, $17,220.
$17,220.
$720 each;
wains, at
at $720
Distribution
emDistribution (car)
(car) employees:
Five captains,
$1,200 each;
each; six
Distribution
employees: Five
captains, at
at $1,200
six plDisribution
em
ployeesmessengers, at $1,000 each; five assistant messengers,
me.ssengers, at $900 each;
five apprentice
apprentice messengers
cooks, at $600 each; in
messengers at $720 each; five cooks,
all, $23,100.
$23,100.
all,
Station employees.
Afognak (Alaska)
$1,500; foreman,
$1,200; Afognak,
Afognak
(Alaska) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman, $1,200;
^aogAlaska.
Alaska.
two skilled laborers, at $960
$960 each; three laborers, at $900
$900 each; cook,
$900; in all, $8,220.
Alpena, Mich.
Alpena (Michigan)
Station: Foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900;
$900; Alpena, MLch.
Alpena
(Michigan) Station:
in
all, $2,100.
in all,
$2,100.
Baird and Battle
Baird (California)
al
a
Baird
(California) and
and Battle
Battle Creek
Creek (California)
(California) Stations:
Stations: SuperSuper- Creek,
CraekC
Cal.
intendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman, $1,080;
$1,080; foreman, $900; three laborers, at
$600 each;
each; in all,
all $5,280.
Baker Lake, Wash.
Baker
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish- Bake Lake, as b"
$1,500; fishBaker Lake
Lake (Washington)
(Washington) Station:
culturist,
$900;
two
laborers,
at
$600
each;
in
all,
$3,600.
culturist, $900; two laborers, at $600 each; in all $3,600. N. C.
Beaufort (North
(North Carolina) Biological
Biological Station: Superintendent
Superintendent and Beaufort,
BeNort NC
$1,500; fish-culturist,
in
fish-culturist, $900; two laborers, at $600 each; in
director, $1,500;
all, $3,600.
Boothbay
Harbor,
Boothbay
Harbor,
all,
3,600.
Boothbay
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishar
Boothbay Harbor
Harbor (Maine)
(Maine) Station:
fish- Me.
M°by
culturist, $900; engineer,
laborer, $780; three
firemen,
three firemen,
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; skilled laborer,
culturist,
at
lobster pounds,
pounds, $720; two laborers, at
at
custodian of
of lobster
at $600
$600 each;
each; custodian
$600 each;
all, $8,000.
in all,
each; in
$600
Bozeman, Mont.
Bozeman
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
sh-culturist, Bozman, Mont
$1,500; fi
fish-culturist,
(Montana) Station:
Bozeman (Montana)
$900;
at $600
$600 each;
all, $3,600.$3,600.$900; two
two laborers
laborers, at
each; in
in all,
Byans
Point. Md.
Bryans Point,
Bryans Point
laborers,
Custodian, $360.
(Maryland) Station:
Bryans Point
Station: Custodian,
$360.
Nd.
Ba
inct,
Cape Vincent, N. Y.
Cape
Vincent (New
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
skilled Cainnt,
$1,500; skilled
Y.
Cape Vincent
(New York)
York) Station:
laborer,
$720; fireman,
$720; two
laborers, at
at $600
each; in
in all,
all, $4,140.
$4,140.
laborer, $720;
fireman, $720;
two laborers,
$600 each;
kamas,
Ore
Clackamas, Oreg.
Clackamas (Oregon) Station: Superintendent,
fish-culturist,,
Clackamas
Superintendent $1,500; fish-culttuist,
laborers, at $600
$900; three skilled laborers, at $720 each; two laborers,
$600 each;
each;
$900;
in all, $5,760.
Cold Springs, Ga.
a
Springs (Georgia) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fisholdpr
fishCold Springs
Station: Superintendent,
laborers, at $600 each; in all, $3,600.
culturist, $900; two laborers,
Craig Brook, Me.
Craig
Brook (Maine)
(Maine) Station:
foreman, Cr gBrookMe.
$1,500; foreman,
Craig Brook
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$900; three laborers,
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
all, $4,200.
$900;
laborers, at
in all,
$4,200.
ut Mimi.
Duluth,
Duluth (Minnesota)
Station:
Superintendent,
foreman, D
$1,500; foreman,
h,
Duluth
(Minnesot) Station:
ta)
Superintendent, $1,500;
$900; fish-culturist, $900; two laborers,
laborers, at $600 each; in all, $4,500.
$900Edenton, N. C.
Edenton (North
(North Carolina)
Station:
Superintendent,
$1,500; Edent,
N.C.
Carolina) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
Edenton
fish-culturist, $900; two laborers, at $600 each; in all, $3,600.
fish-culturist,
Erwin, Tam.
Erwin (Tennessee)
(Tennessee) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish-culturist, ErwinTm.
$1,500; fish-culturist,
Erwin
$900; three laborers,
laborers at $600 each; in all, $4,200.
Fairport, Iowa.
Fairport (Iowa) Biological
Biological Station: Director, $1,800;
$1,800; superin- Fairport.o
assistants-one $1,400, one
$1,500; scientific
tendent
culture, $1,500;
scientific assistants-one
tendent of fish culture,
$1,200;
foreman, $1,200; shell expert, $1,200;
$900; engineer,
engineer,
$1,200; clerk, $900;
$1,200; foreman,
$1,000;
$1,000; two firemen,
firemen, at $600 each; two laborers, at $600 each; in
all,
all, $12,600.
$12,600.
Gloucester, Maas.
Ms.
Gloucester
(Massachusetts) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishGloucester (Massachusetts)
fishlaborers, at $600
$600 each; in all,
all,
fireman, $720; three laborers,
culturist, $900; fireman,
$4,920.
Ike, Me
Gre
$4,920.
Green Lake,
Me.
Green Lake
(Maine) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
ren
Green
Lake (Maine)
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
foreman,
$900;
all, $4,500.
$900; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900;
$900, two
two laborers,
laborers, at
Min.
Homer, Minn.
$600 each;
$4,500. Homer,
at $600
each; in all,
Homer (Minnesota)
Superintendent, $1,500;
scientific
$1,500; scientific
Station: Superintendent,
Homer
(Minnesota) Station:
assistants-one $1,400, one $1,200; foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; engineer,
assistants-one
$1,000; two
$600 each;
each; two
$600 each; in all,
at $600
two laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
two firemen,
firemen, at
$1,000;
$8,700.
$8,700.
91890°-voL
39-rr 1-21
1-21
91890°-voL 39-Pr
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Key West
West (Florida)
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500;
Key
(Florida) Biological Station:
to
be employed
not exceeding
exceeding six
six months-engineer
months-engineer at
the rate
rate of
of
to be
employed not
at the
$1,000 per
per annum,
annum, laboratory
laboratory aid
aid at
per month,
fish-culturist at
at
at $75
$75 per
month, fish-culturist
$1,000
$75
month, two
two laborers
laborers at
$60 per
per month
each; in
in all,
$3,620.
all, $3,620.
at $60
month each;
$75 per
per month,
Leadville,
Leadville, Colo.
Leadville
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; foreman,
Leadville (Colorado)
(Colorado) Station: Superintendent,
$1,200; two
fish-culturists, at
each; skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; two
two
two fish-culturists,
at $900
$900 each;
$1,200;
$480; in
in all, $6,900.
laborers, at
at $600 each;
each; cook,
cook, $480;
Louisville,
Louisville (Kentucky)
(Kentucky) Station:
Louisville, Ky.
Louisville
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishfishculturist, $900;
two laborers,
laborers, at
each; in
$3,600.
culturist,
$900; two
at $600
$600 each;
in all,
all, $3,600.
Spring,
Mammoth Spring (Arkansas)
$1,500;
Mammoth
pring, Mammoth
(Arkansas) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
Ark.
Ar •
fish-culturist,
fish-eulturist, $900; three laborers, at $600 each; in all, $4,200.
Manchester, Iowa.
Manchester (Iowa) Station: Superintendent, $1,500; fish-culturist,
Manchester,
Manchester
$900;
laborers, at
at $600
each; in
in all,
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
$600 each;
three laborers,
$900; three
Nashua, N.
E.
Nashua
(New Hampshire)
$1,500; fishN. 1.
Nashua (New
Hampshire) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
fishculturist, $900;
$600 each;
each; in all, $3,600.
two laborers,
laborers, at $600
$900; two
culturist,
Neosho,
Neosho, Mo.
/to.
Neosho (Missouri) Station: Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
foreman, $900;
$900;
skilled
two laborers,
$600 each;
each; in
all $4,320.
laborers, at
at $600
in all
$4,320.
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; two
Northville,
Northville
Superintendent, $1,500;
Mich.
Northville (Michigan)
(Michigan) Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
Northvie, Mich.
foreman,
$960; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; four laborers,
laborers, at $600 each; repair and
improvement of
supply,$2,000;
$2,000; in all, $7,760.
improvement
of water supply,
Orangeburg,
S. C.
Orangeburg KSouth
Carolina) Station
(South Carolina)
Orangeburg
Station:.:Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500;
orangeburgs..
fish-culttuist,
two laborers,
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
all, $3,600.
$900; two
laborers, at
in all,
$3,600.
fish-culturist, $900;
Puget Sound (Washington)
Puget Sound, Wash.
(Washington) Stations: Three foremen, at $1,200
$1,200
each; nine
nine laborers,
each; in
in all,
$9,000.
each;
laborers, at
at $600
$600 each;
all, $9,000.
Put inPutiPByOhio
Bay, Ohio.
Put
in Bay
(Ohio) Station:
$1,500; foreman,
foreman,
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
u t in
Bay (Ohio)
$1,000; machinist,
$960; two
at $600
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $4,660.
$4,660.
$1,000;
machinist, $960;
two laborers,
laborers, at
nSHoantJo"hburnd
i
=?VhtsburY and
Johnsbury (Vermont) .Station and Holden (Vermont) AuxSaint Johnsbury
iliary Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500; foreman,
$1,200; fish-culfish-culforeman, $1,200;
turist, $900; skilled laborer, $720;
turist,
$720; four laborers, at $600
$600 each; in
all,
$6,720.
all, $6,720.
San
Marcos, Tex.
San
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
foreman,
sanMarcosTex.
San Marcos
Marcos (Texas)
(Texas) Station:
Superintendent, $1,500;
fish-culturist, $900; three laborers,
$1,200; fish-culturist,
laborers, at $600 each; in all,
$5,400.
$5,400.
Saratoga,
Saratoga
Saratoga, Wyo.
yo.
Saratoga (Wyoming)
(Wyoming) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; fishfishculturist,
$900; two
laborers,
at
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
$3,600.
all,
$3,600.
two
laborers,
at
$600
culturist,
$900;
Spearfish, S. flak.
Speash, . D.
Spearfish (South Dakota) Station: Superintendent, $1,500; fishculturist,
$900;
$600 each;
all, $3,600.
$3,600.
each; in
in all,
two laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
culturist,
$900; two
Springville, Utah.
Springville (Utah)
(Utah) Station:
Superintendent, 81,500;
be emSprngvule, I ta.
Springville
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; to
to be
employed
ployed not exceeding
exceeding six months-fish-culturist
months-fish-culturist at $75 per month,
apprentice fish-culturist
fish-culturist at $60 per month; in all, $2,310.
one apprentice
$2,310.
Tupelo, Miss.
Tupelo,Ms
Tupelo (Mississippi)
(Mississippi) Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fish-culturist
fish-culturist
Superintendent, $1,500;
$900;
three laborers,
$600 each;
all, $4,200.
$900; three
laborers, at
at $600
each; in
in all,
$4,200.
Washington. D. C.
Central
and
Washington
Columbia) Central
and Aquaria:
Aquaria:
Station and
Central Station
of Columbia)
(District of
Washington (District
Ctral Station
St^tion and
Aquaria.
Superintendent,
A
quaria.
Superintendent, $1,500;
$1,500; two skilled laborers,
laborer,
laborers, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; laborer,
in
$3,540.
$600;
in
all,
$3,540.
White
Sulphur
Springs, W. SuW
Va.
White
Sulphur Springs
Superintendent,
Sprlhgite
White Sulphur
Springs (West
(West Virginia)
Virginia) Station:
Station: Superintendent,
$1,500; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; three laborers, at $600 each; in all,
$4,200.
Woods Hole,
kfass.
$1,500;
woods
ole, Mass.
Woods Hole (Massachusetts) Station;
Station; Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
machinist,
machinist, $960; two fish-culturists,
fish-culturists, at $900 each; three
three firemen,
firemen, at
at
$600 each;
each; four laborers, at $600
$600 each; in all, $8,460.
Wytheville, Va.
Wytheville (Virginia)
$1,500; foreman,
foreman,
Wytheviie~,
va.
(Virginia) Station:
Station: Superintendent, $1,500;
$900; fish-culturist,
fish-culturist, $900; two laborers,
laborers, at $600
8900;
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $4,500.
$4,500.
YesBay,-uasa.
Yes Bay, Allisk-a
Yes Bay (Alaska) Hatchery:
Hatchery: Superintendent,
$1,500; foreman,
Superintendent, $1,500;
foreman,
$1,200;
$900
$1,200; two skilled laborers,
laborers, at $960 each; three laborers, at $900
each;
$900: in all,
$8,220.
ee
.
each; cook,
cook, $900;
all, $8,220.
Vessel service.
Vessel service: Steamer Albatross:
Albatross: Naturalist, $1,800; general
general
$1,200; fishery expert, $1,200;
assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; clerk, $1,000; in all, $5,200.
$5,200.
Steamer Fish Hawk: Cabin boy, $480.
Key West,
West,

Fa
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Steamer Osprey: Master, $1,500; engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; cook, $600;
$600;
two firemen, at $720
$720 each; seaman, $600; in all, $5,240.
$5,240.
Schooner Grampus:
Grampus: Master, $1,500;
$1,080; second
second
$1,500; first mate, $1,080;
mate, $840; engineer,
engineer, $840; cook, $600; three seamen,
seamen, at $600 each;
each;
$7,080.
cabin boy, $420; in all, $7,080.
Steamer Phalarope: Master,
Master, $1,200; engineer,
engineer, $1,100; fireman,
$600; in
$720; two seamen,
seamen, at $600
$600 each; cook,
cook, $600;
in all,
all, $4,820.
Steamer Curlew: Pilot, $1,100; engineer,
fireman, $720;
Steamer
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; fireman,
$720;
cook, $600; in all,
$3,520.
all, $3,520.
Steamer Gannet: Master, $1,200;
$1,200; engineer,
$1,100; fireman, $720;
engineer, $1,100;
$720;
two seamen,
each; in
in all,
two
seamen, at
at $600
$600 each;
all, $4,220.
$4,220.
sei
For
and crew
of vessel
for Alaska
Alaska fisheries
$16,000.v435.
Alaska fisheries-v.
fisheries,
For officers
officers and
crew of
vessel for
fisheries service,
service, $16,000.
elaska
Expenses
For expenses
expenses of
the office
office of
of the
Ademsinistration xExpenses of
of administration:
administration: For
of the
the corncorn- Adminstration
mksioner,
including stationery,
stationery, scientific
reference books,
books, penA
nsnt.,
; p.
missioner, including
scientific and
and reference
peri- Pe
116.
pnSe,
p. 116.
odicals, newspapers,
newspapers, for library, furniture, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
service, repairs to and heating, lighting, and equipment
of buildings,
equipment of
buildings,
compensation of temporary
compensation
temporary employees,
employees, and all other
other necessary
necessary exexpenses connected
therewith, $10,000.
connected therewith,
$10,000.
°
8 .
Propagation of
fishes: For
maintenance, equipment,
and pet
'Paga
mt e"Propagation
of food
food fishes:
For maintenance,
equipment, and
a" ti
operations of fish-cultural
general propagation
propagation of
of food
fish-cultural stations, general
food
distribution, including
fishes and their distribution,
including movement, maintenance,
maintenance, and
equipment and apparatus, contingent
contingent
repairs of cars, purchase of equipment
expenses, temporary labor, propagation and not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000
for distribution
distribution of fresh-water
fresh-water mussels
expenses
mussels and the necessary expenses
connected
$360,000.
connected therewith,
therewith, $360,000.
part, of the appropriations
No part
appropriations herein for
for propagation
propagation of food fishes RpensStS
ae
hatching or planting
eggs in
any State
State
shall be expended
expended for
for hatching
planting fish
fish or
or eggs
in any
judgment of the Secretary of
in which, in the judgment
of Commerce,
Commerce, there are
protection of the fishes, nor
not adequate laws for the protection
nor in any
any State in
in
Commissioner of Fisheries and his
duly
which the United States Commissioner
his duly
authorized agents are not accorded
conduct
authorized
accorded full
full and
and free
free right to
to conduct
fish-cultural
operations necesfish-cultural operations,
operations, and all
all fishing and other operations
necessary therefor, in such manner and at such times as is considered
considered
necessary
said commissioner
commissioner or
or his
his agents.
necessary and proper
proper by the
the said
agents.
Maintenance
For maintenance
of vessels
and launches,
launches ses.nta
rintenance of
vesot vuvessels: For
maintenance of
vessels and
Maintenance of
of vessels:
including purchase
purchase and
and
and repair of boats, apparatus
apparatus, machinery,
machinery, and
other facilities required for use with the same, hire of vessels,
vessels, and
all other necessary expenses in connection
connection therewith, $80,000.
$80,000.
o o ffishes
FFood
Inquiry respecting
food fishes:
fishes: For
For inquiry
inquiry into
theinquiry.
Inquiry
respecting food
into the
the causes
causes of
of the
shes iqury
decrease
decrease of food fishes in the waters of the United States, investigations and experiments
experiments in respect to the aquatic
animals, plants, and
aquatic animals,
and
waters, in the interests of fish culture
culture and the fishery industries,
including
expenses of travel and ppreparation
including expenses
reparation of reports,
reports, $42,000.
t
nq
Statistical inquiry,
Statistical
For collection
collection and
and compilation
of statistics
of
inquiry: For
Statistical inquiry:
compilation of
statistics of
inqui
including
the fisheries and the study of their methods and relations, including
travel and preparation
preparation of reports and all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses
connection therewith, $7,500.
in connection
Sponge fisheries,
Sponge fisheries:
fisheries: For protecting the sponge fisheries, including sPtf9t"
Protection, etc.
2.
employment of
of inspectors,
watchmen, and
and temporary
temporary assistants,
assistants, hire
hire Vol.38,
Vol. 38, p.
p.892.
inspectors, watchmen,
employment
of boats, rental of office and storage, care
care of
of seized sponges
sponges and other
other
property, travel,
expenses necessary
property,
travel, and
and all other expenses
necessary to carry out
out the
hundred and
provisions of the Act of August fifteenth, nineteen hundred
fourteen, to regulate
fisheries, $3,000.
regulate the
the sponge fisheries,
Alaska, General Service: For protecting the seal fisheries of Alaska, IcS.
gener s
"sks
Seal
. fisheries
,general
Preteeincluding the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and other necessities 1
fisheries prote
sel
0
food to natives,.
of
the natives
the Pribilof
Pribilof Islands
of Alaska,
transportation etc
.f.'d to t
of life
life to
to the
natives of
of the
Islands of
Alaska, transportation
et '
6
of
to and
and from
the islands,
of travel
of agents
agents and
p' 32'
of supplies
supplies to
from the
islands, expenses
expenses of
travel of
and V *36,'p.
including
Alaska, the
General
furnishing
Service:
of For
food,
protecting
fuel, clothing,
the seal
and
fisheries
other necessities
of Alaska,

V°1

employees and subsistence
subsistence while on said islands, hire and mainother employees
tenance of vessels, and for all expenses
tenance
expenses necessary
necessary to carry out the
provisions of the Act approved
approved April twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred

36
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and
ten, entitled
Act to
protect the
seal fisheries
fisheries of
Alaska, and
and
of Alaska,
the seal
to protect
"An Act
entitled "An
and ten,
for
purposes," and
and for
of the
the fisheries
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
protection of
the protection
for the
other purposes,"
for other
including travel,
hire of
of boats,
employment of
of temporary
labor, and
and
temporary labor,
boats, employment
travel, hire
including
expenses connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $75,000.
$75,000.
necessary expenses
all other
other necessary
en all
Ps
witty
yme.nts
obligation&
under
For
payments to
be made
Britain and
and Japan under the
Great Britain
to Great
made to
to be
For payments
SJmobntstnd
terms
protection and
and preservaconvention for protection
the convention
eleven of the
Vol.
37,
of article
article eleven
terms of
37 p.
p 1544.
vo 37.
tion
of the
the fur
sea otters
otters in
in lieu
lieu of
of their
share of
of sealskins
sealskins
their share
and sea
seal and
fur seal
tion of
for
the yearly
of nineteen
nineteen hundred
accordsixteen, and in accordand sixteen
hundred and
season of
yearly,season
for the
Vol. 37,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
the Act
ance
ance with the
Act of August
August twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
p. 502.
W.
37. p.
Vol.
twelve to
give effect
to the above-named
above-named convention,
$20,000.
convention, $20,000.
effect to
to give
twelve,
Distributke can.
Distribution cars:
For purchase
construction of
of two steel cars
or construction
purchase or
cars: For
Distribution
Dtribntior.
for the
the distribution
of useful
$40,000.
fishes, $4G,000.
food fishes,
useful food
distribution of
for
1.0bater marInSPkult
Lobster-rearing plant:
plant: For
For construction
construction of
of a
alobster-rearing
plant
lobster-rearing plant
Lobster-rearing
nt
lbserr
to
operated in
in connection
connection with
hatcheries on
on the New
existing hatcheries
the existing
with the
to be
be operated
England
coast, including
equipment, $5,000.
$5,000.
including equipment
England coast,
Rey West Fla.
Marine
station, Key
West, Florida:
Florida: For
For completion
completion of
of
Key West,
biogical station,
Marinoe biological
Marine
wibiological
Station.
the marine
biological
station
Gulf of
of Mexico
point in the
Mexico at aapoint
the Gulf
statio on the
the
marine biological
the
Ottw.
State
including the
construction of
of buildings,
wharves,
buildings, wharves,
the construction
Florida, including
of Florida,
State of
and other
structures and
and work
work as
may
be necessary,
$25,000.
necessary, $25,000.
may be
as
structures
other
and
Motor launches for
Alaska
service: For
For purchase
purchase or
construction of
of two
two motor
motor
or construction
fisheries service:
Alaska fisheries
for
laie
AiaSrservice.
Alaska
launches
for use
with the
the Alaska
Alaska fisheries
fisheries service,
connection with
in connection
use in
launches for
$10,000.
$10,000.
lds.
Pribilof Islands.
Pribi
Fur-seal islands,
Alaska: For
For new
and furnishings
furnishings to
buildings and
new buildings
islands, Alaska:
Fur-seal
New
buildings, etc.
Nbunsetc.
replace those
and insanitary,
insanitary, repair
repair of
of old buildings, and
and
out and
worn out
those worn
replace
all
improvements at
at Pribilof
Islands, $20,000.
$20,000.
Pribilof Islands,
necessary improvements
other necessary
alI other
Duluth,
Duluth,
Minn.
the
Fish-cultural
station, Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota:
improvement of
of the
For improvement
Minnesota: For
Fish-cultural station,
Water suply.
supply. water
water
supply, to
to be
be available
until expended,
expended, $2,000.
$2,000.
available until
supply,
water
Gloucester, Mass.
Fish-cultural station,
station, Gloucester,
Massachusetts: For
For construction
construction
Gloucester, Massachusetts:
Fish-cultural
3roomsgsbasin.
Brooding
of retaining
basin for
$3,000.
brood fish, -$3,000.
for brood
of
retaining basin
Bureau
of Standards.
BureauofStandards.

BUREAU OF
BURDAIT
OF STANDARDS.
STANDARDS.

Testing large
etc.

scales,
tig arge scale,

Testing
of large
large scales:
scales: For
investigation and
testing of
railroad
and testing
of railroad
For investigation
Testing of
track
scales, elevator
elevator scales,
scales used in weighing comand other
other scales
scales, and
track scales,
modities
for interstate
interstate shipments
shipments and to secure
secure equipment
equipment and assismodities for
tance for
the scales
scales used
used by
Government in its
transacits transacthe Government
by the
testing the
for testing
tance
yard, and customhouse
office, navy yard,
customhouse
public, such as post office,
tions with
with the public,
scales, and
purpose of
cooperating with
securing
with the States in securing
of cooperating
for the
the purpose
and for
scales,
uniformity in
weights and
measures laws and in the methods
methods of
and measures
in the weights
uniformity
inspection,
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
inspection, including
d in the field, $40,000.
and
in the field, $40,000.
Radio laboratory
laboratory an
of a
fireproof laboratory
laboratory building
building to
to provide
addibuilding.
For construction
construction of
a fireproof
provide addiconstruction.
costruCtio'n.
research and testing in
communicational space to be used for research
in radio communicaenable the Bureau
Bureau of Standards
Standards to provide
provide space
space and
and
to enable
tion, and to
experimental work
facilities for
research and experimental
work in radio
cooperative research
for cooperative
facilities
communication
Office, Treasury,
Treasury, and other
other
the War, Navy, Post Office,
communication by the
departments, and
suitable aerials, $50,000.
$50,000.
and for
for suitable
departments,
Department
of Labor.
DepartmantofLabor.

LABOR.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT

Immigrant
station.
Immigrant station.

IMMIGRATION
STATIONS.
IMMIGRATION STATIONS.

Ellis Island, N. Y.

Ellis
Island, New
of tiled
tiled floor
in main
main
floor in
installation of
For installation
York: For
New York:
Ellis Island,
inspection hall,
with structural
structural work
inspection
hall, with
work incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $17,000;
$17,000;
northerly
including filling and incidentals,
For
concrete walks, including
or concrete
incidentals, on northerly
side
$20,000;
side of basin, main island, $20,000;
For pipe
between main power
house and baggage
baggage and dorpower house
pipe trench
trench between
For
mitory building,
building, $4,000;
$4,000;
mitory
In
In all, $41,000.

ElisIsland,
Buildings, et.
etc.
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Immi
grationservioe.
Immgrationservie.

atEiningl'oS9S1
For enforcement
enforcement of
the laws
laws regulating
regulating immigration
immigration of aliens into iati
Er r
aTnglia
s
w
s;oritgrs
of the
For
the
United States,
including the contract-labor
contract-labor laws; cost of reports alien States, including
the United
of
decisions of
Federal courts, and digests thereof, for the use of
the Federal
of the
of decisions
the
Commissioner General
of Immigration;
Immigration; salaries and expenses
expenses of all
General of
the Commissioner
officers,
and employees
to enforce
includ-erdimsbt
laws, includsaid laws,
enforce said
appointed to
employees appointed
clerks, and
officers, clerks,
Perdiem subsistent*
38, p.
p. 860.
8e.
voi38,
ing
lieu of
of subsistence
when allowed
allowed pursuant
pursuant to section Vol.
subsistence when
in lieu
diem in
per diem
ing per
Vol. 34, p. 898.
thirteen of
the sundry
civil appropriation
appropriation Act approved
approved August first, Post,
34.p. 874.8
Volptp
sundry civil
of the
thirteen
nineteen
enforcement of the provisions of the
and fourteen; enforcement
hundred and
nineteen hundred
Act
nineteen hundred and seven, entitled
entitled "An
twentieth, nineteen
February twentieth,
of February
Act of
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the immigration
immigration of
States," and
p. 268..
Vo. 36,, p.
and Vol.
the United
United States,"
into the
of aliens
aliens into
Act
Acts
amendatory thereof;
necessary supplies, including exchange of
thereof; necessary
Acts amendatory
typewriting machines,
repairs and for
for all other Chinese exclusion.
and repairs,
alterations, and
machines, alterations,
typewriting
expenses authorized
authorized by
preventing the unlawful entry of Chesexluso
said Act; preventing
by said
expenses
Chinese into
the United
United States, by the appointment of suitable
into the
Chnese
officers
to enforce
enforce the laws in relation thereto; expenses of returnofficers to
ing to
to China
'all Chinese
unlawfully in the
Chinese persons found to be unlawfully
China'all
ing
cost of imprisonment
imprisonment and actual exUnited States, including the cosatof
penses
of Chinese
persons to
the frontier or
seaboard Retuadiag head teL
or seaboard
to the-frontier
Chinese persons
conveyance of
of conveyance
penses of
t'
for deportation;
head tax-upon
tax upon presentation
evidence
presentation of evidence
of head
refunding of
deportation; refunding
for
showing conclusively
that collection
made, through error of
collection was made
conclusively that
showing
exceeding $2,000 for operaGovernment officers;
officers; and
including not
not exceeding
and including
Government
tion,
and repair of .motor-propelled
passenger-carrymotor-propelled passenger-carrymaintenance, and
tion, maintenance,
ing
be expended
expended under
under the
of the
p
th
Secretary Po.
the Secretary
direction of
the direction
to be
all to
vehicles; all
ing vehicles;
of
$2,450,000: Provided,
iereptigx:o.o
f
ogy
main- iivefeisrruse
use, mainpurchase, use,
the purchase,
That the
Proied, That
Labor, $2,450,000:
of Labor,
i oimb
tenancy°,
operation of horses and motor vehicles required in the liuiLiaf.
and operation
tenanee, and
enforcement
immigration and Chinese exclusion laws outside
the immigration
of the
enforcement of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia may be contracted
contracted for and the cost
of
thereof paid
execution of those laws,
the execution
for the
appropriation for
the appropriation
from the
paid from
thereof
and conditions
as the
the Secretary
may Limit, moor
Labor may
Secretary of Labor
11171 er such
suc h terms
conditions as
terms and
under
motor vil•
m
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
not more
more than
$10,000 of
of the
the hicles.
than $10,000
That not
prescribe:
main
Government main.
sum hereby
may be
expended in
the purchase
purchase and Government
in the
be expended
appropriated may
hereby appropriated
sum
tenance of station Firmaintenance of
such motor
motor vehicles:
vehicles: Provided
Provided further,
further That no tenanceofstatlosprvof such
maintenance
lieges forbidden.
p.dd
Sn.
expended for the Po,
part of the
appropriated shall be expended
Pod, p.
894.
the sum hereby appropriated
part
the
maintenance
at any
any United
United States
States immigrant
immigrant station of any of the
maintenance at
ol. 34,
34, p.
as provided
privileges now
disposed of
public competition
provided by Vol.
competition as
p. 907.
907.
of after
after public
now disposed
privileges
the Act
of February
February twentieth,
nineteen hundred and seven, entwentieth, nineteen
Act of
the
titled
"An Act
aliens into the United
of aliens
immigration of
the immigration
regulate the
to regulate
Act to
titled "An
States."
States."
NorthGermanLl
North
German Lloyd
Steamship Line.
For refund
amount stamshipLine.
German Lloyd Steamship Line of amount
the North German
to the
refund to
For
Refund
to.
overpaid
for hospital
hospital treatment
treatment of Zofia Gwizdala at the Ellis Island Refd toverpaid for
immigration hospital
hospital prior to May first, nineteen hundred and
immigration
fifteen,
Cunard
Steamship
Cunard Steamshp
$502.
fifteen, $502.
comr=y.t
For
to the
the Cunard
Steamship Company (Limited) of Company.
Cunard Steamship
refund to
For refund
amount
maintenance of John and Carl Antila
paid for maintenance
erroneously.paid
amount erroneously
between
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen, and
hundred and fourteen,
October nineteenth,
between October
January:
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, at the Ellis
thirty-first, nineteen
January thirty-first,
serv
Refrigeration
Refrigeration serv$63.75.
Island
station, $63.75.
immigration station,
Island immigration
ices.
For
refund of
for refrigeration
refrigeration services
services furnished ices.
overpayment for
of overpayment
For refund
Overpayment
r
t
pa ny
re
en
fg
during the
period from
from August
August first,
nineteen hundred and thirteen, funded.
first, nineteen
the period
during
. GeorrgoJohao
to October
October thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
$75.
ge
Johannes..
hundred and fourteen, $75.
nineteen hundred
to
Credit in
acconnt
in accounts.
The
of the
Treasury are authorized and di- Credit
the Treasury
officers of
accounting officers
The accounting
rected
to credit
Johannes, special disbursGeorge Johannes,
of George
accounts of
the accounts
in the
credit in
rected to
ing agent,
agent, Department
of Labor,
representing
Labor, the sum of $12.90, representing
Department of
ing
Girolami, engineer in
the
amount
reimbursed
by
him to Ettore Girolami,
by
reimbursed
the amount
the
Immigration Service, for expenses
expenses for lodging and meals at
the Immigration
San
Diego,
California,
were
disallowed by the Auditor for
which
California,
San Diego,
the
Departments.
the State and Other Departments.
aliens-

ro

oi.
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Natnudlltion
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NATURAIZATION SEBVICE.
NATURAL/ZATION
SERVICE.

•s
Pecig examblois.
apl
u-amas,

For
compensation, to
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, of
of examexamFor compensation,
to be
fixed by
iners,.
interpreters, clerks,
stenographers, for
the purpose
purpose of
of
iners, interpreters,
clerks, and
and stenographers,
for the
carrymg on
the
work of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Naturalization, provided
for
carryng
on
the
work
Vo
of
Naturalization,
provided
for
Vol. 34, p. 596.
Vol.
37, p. 736.
by
Act approved
June twenty-ninth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six,
six,
VOL7;p:.
5
by the
the Act
approved June
twenty-ninth, nineteen
as
amended by
the Act
approved March
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
as amended
by the
Act approved
March fourth,
hundred
and
at Large,
e, volume
thirty-seven, page
page seven
seven
and thirteen
thirteen (Statutes
(Statutes at
volume thirty-seven,
hundred and
and thirty-six),
and for
or their
actual necessary
traveling
hundred
thirty-six), and
their actual
necessary traveling
expenses
official stations,
street
expenses while
while absent
absent from
from their
their official
stations, including
including street
sbsist- car fare on official
P
dim
Per
Mein subsist'
official business at official
official stations, together
together with per diem
me&i. p. wo.
in
lieu of
when allowed
pursuant to
thirteen of
a .p. a.
in lieu
of subsistence,
subsistence, when
allowed pursuant
to section
section thirteen
of
the
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
approved August
August first,
nineteen
the sundry
sundry civil
Act approved
first, nineteen
hundred and
fourteen, and
and for
for such
such per
per diem
with actual
actual
hundred
and fourteen,
diem together
together with
necessary
of officers
officers and
and employees
Bureau
employees of
of the
the Bureau
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of Naturalization
Washi gton while
on official
duty outoutof
Naturalization m
m Washington
while absent
absent on
official duty
side
of the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; telegrams,
telegrams, verifications
o legal
legal
side of
the District
verifications of
papers, telephone
telephone service
service in
offices outside
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia ;
papers,
in offices
the District
of Columbia;
Bl
Bait.
not to
to exceed
$5,300 for
for rent
rent of
outside of
of the
the District
District of
Co.
not
exceed $5,300
e t.
of offices
offices outside
of CoAss:giant*
where suitable
quarters can
can not
not be
obtained in
in public
public buildbuildbe obtained
suitable quarters
to clerks
des lurabia
lumbia where
a nce to
of
courts.
ings;
carrying into
into effect
effect section
section thirteen
thirteen of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
twentydeos.
ings; carrying
June twentyVol. 34, p. 600.
nmth, tuneteen
hundred and
ancl six
Statutes page
six
page six
six (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
nineteen hundred
pp. 765,830.
7 0. ninth,
Vol.p
Vol. 36, pp.
p
hundred),
the Act
Act approved
hundred), as amended
amended by the
approved June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
ten (Thirty-sixth.
Statutes at
at Large,
page seven
seven
teen hundred
and ten
Thirty-sixth Statutes
Large, page
Provisos.
hundred
and
sixty-five):
Provided,
That
in
no
event
shall
the
whole
A,,i
,
hundred
and
sixty-five):
Provided,
That
in
no
event
shall
the
whole
Allowance limited.
amount
allowed the
assistants from this
amount allowed
the clerk
clerk of
of a
a court and his assistants
appropriation
similar appropriation
appropriation made
exceed
or any
any similar
made hereafter
hereafter exceed
appropriation or
the
one-half of
of the
eceipts of
of said
said clerk
clerk from
from naturalization
the one-half
the gross receipts
naturalization
A
_Par nent
far servicw
fees during
immediately
Provided further,
further,
f
,Pa,
"A
tdts
fees
during the
the fiscal
fisca yearrr
immediately preceding:
preceding: Provided
so June, 1916.
That payment
payment is
is authorized
authorized for
for the
the services
services rendered
rendered dunng
during the
the
That
month
hundred and
and sixteen
month. of June, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen by clerical
clerical assistants
originally
originally authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Labor where
where the
the allowance
allowance
Secretary of Labor
for salaries
salaries exceeds
exceeds the
the one-half
naturalization fees
of the
one-half of the naturalization
fees of
the
Witnesses,
etc.
court
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
and sixteen;
sixteen; and
and for
milewitnM, *t.
court for
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred and
for mileage and fees to witnesses
subpcenaed on behalf
behalf of
States;
witnesses subpoenaed
of the
the United
United States;
from this
this appropriation
shall be
made in
in the
manthe expenditures
expenditures from
appropriation shall
be made
the mansuch regulations
ner and under
under such
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of Labor may
may preprescribe,
scribe, $275,000.
$275,000.
Standardizing
Standardizing
aid
methods.
sid methods.

first
first

Compilation,
of
Compilation, etc.,
etc., of

publication on.
publicetion
on.

State
State Department.
Department.
Ascertainment
Aseertainment
of
electoral
dectoral vote.
Expenses
of printExpenses of
h tol.

Vol. 24, p. 373_
373.

STANDARDIZATION OF
STANDARDIZATION
OF FIRST
METHODS.
FIRST AID
AID METHODS.

To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor to
compile, edit,
edit, and
and prepare
prepare for
for
To
enable the
of Labor
to compile,
publication,
publication, by
by- industries,
industries, the material
material on first aid, in collaboration
collaboration
with the President's
President's Board for Standardization
Standardization of First Aid Methods
Methods
in the United States,
States, including
including the
temporary clerical
the necessary
necessary temporary
clerical
assistance
in the
to be
selected from
civilassistance in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
be selected
from civilservice registers,
registers, and to be paid at the rate of not exceeding
exceeding $75
$75 per
per
month, $2,000.
$2,000.
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.
PRINTING
OF ELECTORS
FOR PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT AND
PRINTING ASCERTAINMENT
ASCERTAINMENT OF
ELECTORS FOR
AND VICE
VICE
PRESIDENT:
the expenses
printing, in
in compliance
with the
the
P
RESIDENT: To pay the
expenses of
of printing,
compliance with
requirements
requirements of the
the Act of
February third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
of February
hundred and
eighty-seven,
certified copies
copies of
the final
of the
the
eighty-seven, the certified
of the
final ascertainment
ascertainment of
President and Vice President
electors for President
the United
United States,
States, as
as
President of the
transmitted by the executive
executive of each
each State to the Secretary of State,
or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, $2,000.
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LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
SENATE: To
Mrs. Laura
Laura J.
Shively, widow
of Honorable
Honorable
widow of
J. Shively,
SENATE:
To pay
pay Mrs.

Legislative.
Legislative.
Senate.
Benain F. Shive.
Benjamin
Shively.
Pay to widow.

Benjamin
F. Shively,
from the
the State
State of
of Indiana,
Indiana, 'lya
Shively, late
late aa Senator
Senator from
Benjamin F.

$7,500.
$7,500.
For folding
folding speeches
at a
exceeding $1
$1
not exceeding
a rate
rate not
pamphlets, at
and pamphlets,
speeches and
For

w.

Pay to do
Folding.
Foldin.g

per
nineteen
year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
thousand, for
per thousand,
hundred
$31000.
and sixteen,
sixteen, $3,000.
hundred and
Statement of approStatement
direc- priations.
ofappropStatmnt
the direcof appropriations:
appropriations: For preparation, under the
Statement of
tion of
Appropriations of the Senate
Senate and House
on Appropriations
Committees on
the Committees
tion
of the
of Representatives,
Representatives, of
of the
the statements
statements for the first session
session of the
of
Sixty-fourth
showing appropriations
offices
made, new offices
appropriations made,
Congress, showing
Sixty-fourth Congress
created, offices
owich.
been, omitted, increased, or
have been
which have
salaries of
the salaries
offices the
created,
reduced, indefinite
together
authorized, together
contracts authorized,
appropriations, and contracts
indefinite appropriations,
reduced,
Vol. 25, p. 587.
with a
a chronological
chronological history
history of
of the
the regular
appropriation bills, as
as Vl.25, p.57.
regular appropriation
with
required by
$4,000, to
paid to
the persons
designated by the
persons designated
to the
to be
be paid
by law,
law, $4,000,
required
chairmen of said committees
committees to do said work.
chairmen
MeMengers of elecC
ONVEYING VOTES
VOTES OF
FOR PRESWDENT
PRESIDENT AND
VICE PRESIPBESI- toMlf
AND VICE
OF ELECTORS
ELECTO8R FOR
CONVEYING
toral votes. s Of eleof mileage
mileage
DENT: For
the payment
the messengers
the respective
respective States
States for to.Payment
Payment o
of the
messengers of
of the
payment of
For the
DENT:
to
said
of
the
conveying
to
the
seat
of
government
votes
electors
of
the
overnment
conveying to the seat of
States
for President
of the United
United States,
States at the
President of
Vice President
President and -Vice
States for
rate
cents for
mile of
distance by the most
most
estimated distance
of the
the estimated
every mile
for every
25 cents
rate of
of 25
usual
roads traveled
the place of meeting of the electors to the
from the
traveled from
usual roads
seat
United States, computed
r,omputed for one distance
distance
of government
government of the United
seat of
only, $14,000.
$14,000.
Botanic Garden.
Garda.
Botanic
Garden: For general
general repairs to buildings, heating appara- Botani
Botanic Garden:
Repairs, etc.
tus, painting,
repairs to
footwalks and
and roadways
general Rep, etc.
roadways,' general
to footwalks
glazing, repairs
painting, glazing,
tus,
repairs to
to packing
packing sheds,
the direction
direction
under the
stables, under
and stables,
storerooms, and
sheds, storerooms,
repairs
of
on the
$9,000.
the library,
Library, $9,000.
Joint Committee
Committee on
of the
the Joint
Removal of fence,
ence
The
the appropriation
appropriation of
of $2,500
made in etc.
$2,500 made
etc.
of the
balance of
unexpended balance
The unexpended
MpAr
,
o13,
eigon.
hundred and twelve
nineteen hundred
the
Act for
fiscal year nineteen
twelve Reappropriation.
the fiscal
for the
civil Act
sundry civil
the sundry
p 878
and
reappropriated for
and wall
wall
fence and
for removing
removing fence
years, for
subsequent years,
for subsequent
and reappropriated
around the
and such
soiling, seeding, and
grading, soiling,
such grading,
Garden and
Botanic Garden
the Botanic
around
sodding
as may
incident thereto,
is reappropriated
reappropriated and made
thereto, is
be incident
may be
sodding as
available for
for the
hundred
purposes for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
same purposes
the same
available
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Senate Office BuildSenate Office
Office Building:
For maintenance,
and ing. nate office Builditems and
miscellaneous items
maintenance, miscellaneous
Building: For
Senate
Maintenance.
supplies, and
for all
personal and
and other
services for
for the
the Maintenance.
other services
necessary personal
all necessary
and for
supplies,
care
direction
under the direction
Office Building, under
Senate Office
of the
the Senate
and operation
operation of
care and
and
the Senate
Senate Committee
Committee on Rules,
$55,000.
Rules, $55,000.
of the
supervision of
and supervision
Furniture, etc.
O
For furniture for
for the
Office Building
and forlabor
and material
material Fnitra etc.
forlabor and
Building and
Senate Office
the Senate
Forfurniture
incident
window shades, awnings, carpets,
repairs thereof, window
thereto and repairs
incident thereto
and bookcases, desk lamps, window ventilators,
windows and
for windows
glass for
and
and so
so forth,
forth, $5,000.
$5,000.
Construction, etc.
Toward the
the construction
of the
the fireproof
fireproof building
for committee
committee vtol
etc
Vol. 33,
481.
3sl
building for
Toward
construction of
rooms
and offices
offices for
United States
States Senate,
provided for
for in the
Senate, provided
the United
for the
rooms and
sundry
Act approved
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred
hundred
April twenty-eighth,
approved April
civil Act
sundry civil
and four, $3,500.
Senate kitchens, etc.
for enate kitchens, etc
For
Capitol: For
repairs, improvements,
and equipment
equipment for
improvements, and
For repairs,
the Capitol:
For the
Senate
kitchens
and
restaurants,
Capitol
Building
Senate
Office
and
Senate kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building
Building, including
including personal
personal and
expended by
and other services, to be expended
Building,
the
Superintendent of
Building and Grounds,
Grounds, under
under the
of the Capitol Building
the Superintendent
$17,500. House Office Buildsupervision of
of the
the Committee
Rules, United States Senate, $17,500.
Committee on Rules,
supervision
House Office
Building: For
For maintenance,
miscellaneous House
ffice Buildincluding miscellaneous
maintenance, including
Office Building:
House
M
inflaintenance.
items, and
for all
all necessary
services, $45,712.
$45,712.
items,
and for
necessary services,
`aCapitol
tenance.
power plant.
Capitol
plant: For
Senate and
and House
House Maintenance.
Capito
epant.
the Capitol,
lighting the
Capitol, Senate
Capitol power
power plant:
For lighting
Office Buildings,
Buildings, and
Congressional Library
the grounds
grounds
and the
Building, and
Library Building,
and Congressional
Office
about
the same,
Botanic Garden,
stables and
and engine
house,
engine house,
Senate stables
Garden, Senate
same, Botanic
about the
House stables,
Maltby Building,
storage rooms
rooms of the
and storage
folding and
and folding
Building, and
stables, Maltby
House
Senate;
meters, at
the rate
rate of
of $1,600
$1,600 per
per
at the
of meters,
superintendent of
pay of
of superintendent
Senate; pay
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annum, who
gas and
electric meters
meters of
of the
the Governannum,
who shall
shall inspect
inspect all
all gas
and electric
Government in
District of
Columbia without
ment
in the
the District
of Columbia
without additional
additional compensation;
compensation;
for necessary
necessary personal
personal and
and for
materials and
and labor
labor
for
and other
other services;
services; and
for materials
in connection
connection with
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of the
the heating,
heating,
in
with the
lighting, and
power plant,
therewith,
lighting,
and power
plant, and
and substations
substations connected
connected therewith,
$90,000.
$90,000.
oi, etc.
Fuel, oil,
For fuel, oil, and
and advertising
for the
plant
and cotton
cotton waste,
waste, and
advertising for
the power
power plant
which
furnishes heat
heat and
and light
for the
Capitol and
congressional
which furnishes
light for
the Capitol
and congressional
Purchases
uildings, $82,924.
the two
two foregoing
foregoing appropriations
shall
urmhases not
not rere- b
buildings,
$82,924. This
This and
and the
appropriations shall
stricted to supply
conunittee
be
expended by
the superintendent
the Capitol
Building and
and
committee,,
be expended
by the
superintendent of
of the
Capitol -Building
Grounds under
supervision and
and direction
the commission
in
Grounds
under the
the supervision
direction of
of the
commission in
Vol.
34, p. 1365.
control of
the House
House Office
Office Building,
Building, appointed under
under the
the Act
Act
ol. 34,.
365.
control
of the
Vol. 36,
p. 531.
V.36,p..

Railroad
siding.
aod
To
be puttnsafe
in safe
condition by Terminal

condition byTermt

company.mp ny

Peaityfor
neglect.
Penalty
for neglect.

approved
March fourth,
hundred and
and seven,
seven, and
and without
without
approved March
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred

reference to
section four
four of
the Act
June seventeenth,
reference
to section
of the
Act approved
approved June
seventeenth,
nineteen hundred
ten, concerning
purchases for
executive
nineteen
hundred and
and ten,
concerning purchases
for executive
departments.
departments.
The
Washington Terminal
is required
required to
place
The Washington
Terminal Railroad
Railroad Company
Company is
to place
Garfield Park
Park siding,
siding, leading
Garfield
the Capitol
Capitol power
power plant,
where it
it
leading to
to the
plant, where
crosses Virginia
Virginia Avenue,
crosses
Avenue, in safe condition,
condition, both for vehicles
vehicles and foot
foot
as
crossing
the same
for failure
failure to
to so
so do
within ninety
ninety
passengers
crossing the
same, and
and for
do within
days after the passage
passage of this Act said
company shall be
be liable
liable to
to aa
said company
penalty of $10 for each day that
that said siding at said
said point remains
remains in
in
unsafe condition for the passage
vehicles and
and foot
foot passengers,
passengers,
passage of
of vehicles
to be
collected in
in any
of competent
at the
the suit
suit of
of
to
be collected
any court
court of
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction at

e in the Uni
Work by Superinted
tendent of Capitol.

tendent oCcap

States.
the United States.

The sum
of $1,000,
$1,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
may be
The
sum of
thereof as
be

necessary, is appropriated
appropriated to
Superintendent of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol,
to enable
enable the Superintendent
in case the Washington
Washington Terminal Railroad
not place
place
Railroad Company
Company does
does not
the siding hereinabove
safe condition
condition for
for the
the purposes
purposes
hereinabove referred
referred to
to in
in safe
above
days after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act,
above mentioned
mentioned within
within ninety
ninety days

pacoect.nfromcom- to place
place said
in safe
said siding
siding in
safe condition
above described,
described, and
and to
to collect
collect
condition as
as above

pan
Cl .
ieet 1°Itirrnri emu-

in the name of the United
United States
States and
and on
behalf any
sum of
of money
on its
its behalf
any sum
money
so expended,
expended, from
Washington Terminal
Railroad Company
Company by
by
from the
the Washington
Terminal Railroad

proper proceedings.
proubler
prceeBuildings.
Pubhc Buildings
Buildings Commission:
With a
view to
to ultimately
ultimately providing
Public
Commission: With
a view
providing
Created to
provide permanent
quarters for
Created
to provide
permanent
for all
all the governmental
governmental activities
activities in
in the
the District
District
Goveadnment
Govekament
owned
,.
owned
quarters
all public of
quarters for all
Cri Columbia
in buildings
owned by:
acommission
commission is
is
Columbia in
buildins owned
by the
the Government,
Government, a
service in Dit
District of
created to
composed of
of the
the chairman
chairman of
the Committee
Committee on
on ApproCsrolbia
of created
to be
be compose
Columbia.
of the
ApproPublic Buildings
Commission.
g
Commission.

priations
priations of the Senate
Senate and two
members of
said committee,
to
two other
other members
of said
committee, to
be appointed
chairman, the chairman of
appointed by said chairman,
of the
the Committee
Committee on
on
Public Buildings and Grounds
Grounds of the Senate and two other members
members
of said committee,
committee, to be
be appointed
appointed by
by said
said chairman,
chairman, the
the chairman
chairman
of the Committee
Appropriations of the House of Representatives
Representatives
Committee on Appropriations
and two
members of said committee,
committee, to be appointed
and
two other
other members
appointed by said
chairman, the chairman
chairman of the Committee
Committee on Public Buildings and
and
Grounds
Grounds of the House of Representatives
Representatives and two
other members
of
two other
members of
said committee,
committee, to be appointed
appointed by
of whom
whom shall
shall
by said
said chairman,
chairman, all
all of
serve
members of Congress, and the
serve thereon only so long as they
they are
are Members
Superintendent of the Capitol
Superintendent
Capitol Building
Building and Grounds, the
the officer
officer in
in
Supervising Architect
charge of public
public buildings and grounds, and
and the Supervising
Architect
or the Acting Supervising
Architect of the Treasury
Supervising Architect
Treasury during any
vacancy in said office.

The said
said commission
commission shall
shall elect
as chairman
chairman of
The
elect one of its members
members as
of
the commission
authorized to employ
the
commission and is authorized
employ such expert
expert clerical
clerical or
or
other services
services as it may deem necessary,
necessary, and
and shall avail itself
itself of the
the
advice
of the
Commission of
of Fine
advice of
the Commission
Fine Arts.
Arts.
of buildings
bidinti,needed ic;;
or
The said commission
of
commission shall investigate
investigate and
and ascertain
ascertain what
what public
public
alloffice, etc.
buildings are
in the
all offices, etc.
buildings
are needed
needed in
the District of Columbia
Columbia to provide
provide suitable
suitable
and adequate
accommodations, with allowances
and
adequate accommodations,
allowances for future expanexpansion, for all of the offices, establishments,
establishments, and public services
services of
of the
Government
Government in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, the proper location of
of such
such
hairman, etc.

Chairman, etc.
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buildings, the probable
probable cost thereof, and the probable
probable cost of such
new sites as they may deem it
it necessary
necessary for the Government
to
Government to
acquire.
acquire.
Any vacancies in said commission
commission shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments were made.
For expenses of said commission, $10,000,
$10,000, to remain available
available
expended and to be paid out on vouchers signed by the chairuntil expended
man of said commission.
Said commission
commission shall make final report to Congress not later
than January first, nineteen hundred and
eighteen.
and eighteen.
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE.
OFFICE.
PUBLIC PRINTING AND
AND

329
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Vacancies.
vacanciesPayment of expenses.

Paymentofexpenses.

Final report.
Finalreport.

Government
Government
ing
Office..
ingOffce

Printrin

BINDING.
BINDING.

Office
Printer: Public
Printer, $5,500;
purchasing agent,
Office of
of Public
Public Printer:
Public Printer,
$5,500; purchasing
agent, ch

$3,600 ;chief clerk, $2,500; accountant,
accountant, $2,500; assistant purchasing
$3,600;
purchasing
agent, $2,500;
paymaster, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk in charge
$2,500; cashier and
and paymaster,
charge of
of
Congressional
private secretary,
Congressional Record at the Capitol, $2,500; private:
secretary,
$2,250; chief
chief timekeeper,
$2,500; assistant accountant,
accountant, $2,250;
timekeeper, $2,000;
$2,000;
paying teller,
teller, $2,000; clerks—two
seven of class
class
clerks-two at $2,000 each, seven
four, thirteen
thirteen of class
class three,
four,
three, eight of class two,
two, five
five of class one,
$900 each, one $840;
$840; paymaster's
ten at $1,000 each, fourteen at
at $900
paymaster's
$1,000; doorkeepers—chief
doorkeepers-cid $1,200, one $1,200, six
assistants
guard, $1,000;
BIX assistants
at $1,000 each; messengers-two
messengers—two at $840
$840 each; delivery men-chief
men—chief
$1,200, five at $950 each; telephone
telephone switchboard
$1,200,
switchboard operator,
operator, $720;
$720;
three assistant
assistant telephone
telephone switchboard
each; six
switchboard operators, at $600 each;
messenger
messenger boys, at $420
$420 each; in all, $130,460.
$130,460.
Office
Deputy Public
Public Printer:
Printer: Deputy
Public Printer,
Printer, $4,500;
$4,500;
Office of
of Deputy
Deputy Public
clerks-two
clerks—two of class one, one $840; chemist, $1,600; one messenger;
messenger;

prres
tc
r,. purpagnte".Pur-

Deputy,
etc.
Deputyetc.

in all,
all, $10,180.
in
$10,180.
Watch force:
$1,200; two
lieutenants, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; and
and Watchforce.
Watch force.
Watch
force: Captain,
Captain, $1,200;
two lieutenants,
sixty-four
watchmen; in all, $49,080.
8110y-four watchmen;
idays.
Public Printer to comply with the provi- Hol
Holidays: To enable the Public
Ho"dys
sions of the law granting holidays and the Executive order granting
granting
half holidays with pay to the employees
employees of the Government
Government Printing
Office,
$180,000.
Office, $180,000.
Leaves
of absence:
absence: To
To enable
to comply
comply with
Leaves of
absence.
Leaves of
enable the
the Public
Public Printer
Printer to
with Le
oavesoabnce.
the provisions of the law granting thirt
thirty days' annual leave to the
employees of the Government
I'ce, $380,000.
$380,000.
employees
Government Printing Office,
Public printing and
For public printing,
printing, public
binding, and paper
for public printing
printing biPdi
public binding,
paper for
binding. printing and
and
cost of
printing the
debates and
Aggregate amount.
and binding,
binding, including
the cost
of printing
including the
and proceedthe debates
proceed- Agggate
ings of Congress in the
Congressional Record,
the Congressional
Record, and
and for lithographing,
lithographing,
mapping, and engraving, for both
both Houses of Congress,
Congress, the Supreme
Supreme
Court of the United
United States,
States, the Supreme Court of the
the District of
Columbia,
Columbia, the Court of Claims, the Library
Library of Congress,
Congress, the SmithInstitution, the Interstate
sonian Institution,
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, the Federal Trade
Commission, the
the International
Bureau of
of American
American Office
Trade Commission,
International Bureau
Offct salaries
sarie and
Republics,
Office, and the departments;
Republics, the Executive Office,
departments; for salaries, expenses.
expenses.
compensation, or wages
necessary employees
compensation,
wages of all necessary
employees additional to
specifically appropriated
appropriated for, including
including the compensation
compensation
those herein specifically
of the foreman of
printing; rents,
fuel, vehi
of binding
binding and the
the foreman
foreman of printing;
rents, fuel,
etc.
Vehicles, etc.
gas, electric
electric current,
current, gas and electric
electric fixtures;
fixtures; bicycles,
bicycles, electrical
electrical
carriage of printing and printing supplies, and the
vehicles for the carriage
maintenance, repair, and operation of the same, to be used only for
maintenance,
for
official purposes,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation
official
purposes, including the maintenance,
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for official use of the
Office when in writing ordered
ordered
officers of the Government
Government Printg
Printing Office
(not exceeding
$1,500); freight, expressage,
by the Public Printer
Printer (not
exceeding $1,500);
expressage,
telegraph
typewritu
and
telegraph and telephone service; furn,
furniture, tyers,
typewriters,
and carpets;
carpets;
traveling expenses. stationery, postage,
postage, and advertising; directories,
directories,
traveling
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technical
books, and
and books
books of
of reference,
exceeding $500;
$500; adding
adding
technical books,
reference, not
not exceeding
and
numbering machines,
machines, time
time stamps,
stamps, and
other machines
mac
es of
similar
and numbering
and other
of similar
ent, etc.
etc.
character; machinery
machinery (not exceeding
meat,
character;
exceeding $100,000);
$100,000); equipment, and for
for
repairs
and for
for minor
repairs to
to machinery,
machinery, implements,
implements, and
and buildings,
buildings, and
minor
alterations
to buildings;
buildings; necessary
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
alterations to
necessary equipment,
and
supplies
for the
emergency room
room for
the use
all employees
in the
the
supplies for
the emergency
for the
use of
of all
employees in
Government
who may
be taken
suddenly
ill
or
recive
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office who
may be
taken suddenly ill or recive
Miscellaneous
items. injury
while on
other necessary
necessary contingent
contingent and
a
items
injury while
on duty;
duty; other
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
items authorized
Public Printer;
and for
items
authorized by
by the
the Public
Printer; and
for all
all the
the necessary
necessary
materials and
and equipment
equipment needed
the prosecution
materials
needed in
in the
prosecution and
and delivery
delivery and
and
of the
mailing of
the work,
work, $4,450,000.
$4,450,000.
Tot.
In
al,
for
public
printing and binding, including salaries of
Total.
,
of office
office
force,
and leaves
leaves of
absence, and
the lastforce, payments
payments for
for holidays
holidays and
of absence,
and the
lastnamed sum, $5,199,720;
named
$5,199,720; and
from the
said sum
sum printing
printing and
binding
and from
the said
and binding
shall
done by
the Public
Printer to
to the
the amounts
amounts following,
following, respecshall be
be done
by the
Public Printer
respectively, namely:
namely:
tively,
e ts
Rot m
. .
Allotments.
For
and binding
binding for
for Congress,
including the
proceedings
For printing
printing and
Congress, including
the proceedings
Congress.
and debates,
Printing and
and binding
for Congress
Congress chargeand
debates, $1,330,520.
$1,330,520. Printing
binding for
chargeable to this amopriation,
recommended to
be done
by, the
appropriation, when
when recommended
to be
done by
the
Committee on Printing
of either House,
Prmting of
be so
in
House, shall
shall be
so recommended
recommended in
a report containing
containing an
a
approximate estimate
estimate of
of the
thereof,
an approximate
the cost
cost thereof,
together with a
a statement from the Public
Printer of
Public Printer
of estimated
estimated
approximate cost of work previously ordered
ordered by
Congress, within
by Congress,
within
the
fiscal year
which this
this appropriation
is made.
made.
the fiscal
year for
for which
appropriation is
D mens,.
For the State Department,
DePartment
3, ''tc•
Department, ,$40,000.
.$40,000.
For the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
medical
For
Department, $405,000.
ll
$405,000.
tieAsr,lny medical bull°.
For the
War Department,
$225,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the sum
sum of
of
tin.
For
the War
Department, $225,000:
That the
$3,000, or so much,
much thereof as may be
be necessary,
necessary, may
may be
be used
used for
for
the publication,
publication, from time to time,
time of
bulletins prepared
prepared under
under the
the
of bulletins
direction of the Surgeon General
General of
the Army,
Army, for
for the
the instruction
instruction of
of
of the
medical officers, when approved by the Secretary
War, and
Secretary of War,
and not
not
exceeding $50,000
exceeding
$50,000 shall
shall be available
available for
and binding
binding under
for printing and
under
the direction
ngi
neers .
of the
of E
direction of
the Chief
Chief of
Enineers.
River and harbor the
reports paid
Section thirteen
reports
paid hereat
hereafter
thirteen of the river
river andharbor
and-harbor approriation
appropriation Act approved
approved
om Detm
et alal-July
twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and twelve,
tweve, which
1=,,„
1
?.°Partila"t
July twenty-fifth,
authorizes
which authorizes
pol
37, P.
, r- the payment
printing of
matter relating
Vol. 37, p. 234, re- the payment for
for printing
of matter
relating.to river and harbor
harbor
pealed.
works
works from river and harbor appropriations,
appropriations, is repealed, and herehereafter such printing shall be done and paid for out of regular annual
appropriations
appropriations for printing and binding for the
Department.
the War Department.
For the Navy Department,
Department, $157,000, including not exceeding
exceeding
For
$25,000
Hydrographic Office,
Office, and
$25,000 for the Hydrographic
and not
exceeding $12,000
not exceeding
$12,000 for
for
special printing and
binding
and binding.
For the Interior
Interior Department,
Department, including not exceeding
exceeding $50,000
$50,000 for
for
the
the Civil Service Commission, and not exceeding
exceeding $25,000 for
for the
the
publication of the Annual Report
publication
Report of the Commissioner of
of EducaEducation, $300,000.
$300,000.
For the
the Patent
Patent Office:
Office: For printing the weekly
For
weekly issue of patents,
designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, and labels, exclusive of illustrations;
illustrations; and for
designs,
for
printing,
printing, engraving
engraving illustrations,
illustrations, and binding
binding the Official
Official Gazette,
Gazette,
ncluding weekly
weekly,-,monthly, bimonthly,
including
bimonthly, and annual indices,
indices, $575,000.
$575,000.
United States
For the United
States Geological
Survey: For
the illusillusGeological Survey:
For engraving
engraving the
trations
trations necessary
necessary for the Annual Report
Report of the Director, and for
the
for the
monographs,
professional papers,
papers, bulletins, water-supply
monographs, professional
water-supply paper,
papers, and
and
the
report on
on mineral
mineral resources,
resources, and for printing
printing and
an binding the
the report
the
same publications,
publications, of which sum not more than $45,000 may be
used
be used
for
for engraving,
engraving, $175,000.
$175,000.
For
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution: For printing
For the
printing and binding the
the
Annual Reports
Reports of the Board of Regents,
Annual
Regents, with general
general appendixes,
appendixes,
the
of which
thousand copies, $10.000;
$10.000;
the editions
editions of
which shall not exceed
exceed ten thousand
under the Smithsonian
Smithsonian In
stitu tion: F
or the
of the
the
Institution:
For
the Annual
Annual Reports
Reports of
Machiney, equipMachinery,
equip-
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National Museum,
appendixes, and for printing labels
general appendixes,
with general
Museum, with
National
Proceedings of the National
and
for the Bulletins and Proceedings
and for
blanks, and
and blanks,
Museum, the
editions of
which shall
shall not exceed four thousand copies,
of which
the editions
Museum,
and
material not more expensive,
expensive' scienand binding, in half morocco or material
pamphlets presented
presented to or acquired by the National
tific books and pamphlets
Museum library,
$37,500; for
Reports and Bulletins of
Annual Reports
the Annual
for the
Library, $37,500;
Museum
the
miscellaneous printing
printing
Ethnology, and for miscellaneous
American Ethnology,
of American
Bureau of
the Bureau
and
binding for
for the
the bureau,
$21,000; for miscellaneous printing and
bureau, $21,000;
and binding
International Exchanges,
Exchanges, $200; the International
International
binding for the International
Catalogue of
Literature, $100; the National Zoological
Scientific Literature,
of Scientific
Catalogue
Park,
Astrophysical Observatory, $200; and for the Annual
Park, $200; the Astrophysical
Report
American Historical
Historical Association, $7,000; in all, $76,200.
$76,200.
the American
of the
Report of
For the Department of Justice, $35,000.
For
United States Court of Customs Appeals, $1,500.
For the United
money-order
For
the Post Office Department, exclusive of the money-order
For the
office, $290,000.
office,
1
4gcutUal Depart
For the
the Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, including
including not
not to
to exceed
Agricultural
Departexceed $47,000 ment.
Department of
For
,
et.,
of
the
for the
the Weather
Weather Bureau,
Bureau, and including
Annual Report
including the .Annual
for
January /
Secretary
required by the Act approved January
Agriculture, as required
Secretary of Agriculture,
pp. 66.
twelfth,
eighteen hundred
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, and
26,
616.
VoL.;
pursuance of the Vol.
in pursuance
and in
hundred and
VoL
34, p.
82.5.
twelfth, eighteen
nineapproved
joint
resolution
numbered
thirteen,
approved
March
thirtieth,
numbered
resolution
joint
n ne
bulet Lns
teen hundred
six, and
and also
including not
rs bulletins.
Fa
$177,500 for Farmers'
exceed $17fi,500
to exceed
not to
also including
and six,
hundred and
teen
farmers'
peobe adapted to the interests of the peowhich shall be
bulletins, which
farmers' bulletins,
proportion of
ple
different sections of the country, an equal proportion
ple of the different
four-fifths
of which
which shall be delivered
delivered to or sent out under the adfour-fifths of
dressed franks
Representatives, and Delegates
Senators, Representatives,
by Senators
furnished by
franks furnished
dressed
in
$600,000.
direct, $600,000.
shall (Erect,
they shall
as they
Congress as
in Congress,
For the D
epartment of Commerce,
Commerce, including
including the Coast and GeoDepartment
For
detic
Survey and
the Bureau
$400,000.
Bureau of the Census, $400,000.
and the
detic Survey
$150,000.
For
Department of Labor, $150,000.
the Department
For the
For the
Federal Trade
Commission, $25,000.
Trade Commission,
the Federal
For
$15,000; and the
For the
Supreme Court of the United States, $15,000;
the Supreme
For
printing for
Court shall be done by the printer it may
Supreme Court
the Supreme
for the
printing
otherwise order.
employ unless it
it shall otherwise
employ
$1,500.
For the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
District of Columbia, $1,500.
Court of the District
For
$25,000.
For the Court of Claims, $25,000.
copyright office and the
For the
the library
including the copyright
Congress, including
Library of Congress,
For
publication
of Title
Title Entries
the copyright office,
Entries of the
Catalogue of
the Catalogue
of the
publication of
and
binding, rebinding, and repairing of library books, and for buildand binding,
ing and grounds,
grounds Library
Library of Congress, $200,000.
Executive Office, $3,000.
For the
the Executive
$3,000.
For the
Commerce Commission,
Commission, $150,000,
$150,000, of which
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
For
sum
available to print and furnish
shall be available
$10,000 shall
exceeding $10,000
not exceeding
sum not
report-form blanks.
to the States at cost report-form
For
the International
Union of
of American
$20,000.
American Republics, $20,000.
International Union
For the
That
no more
more than
of the
the sum
sum hereby
hereby
one-half of
of one-half
allotment of
an allotment
than an
That no
binding
public
for
and
appropriated
for
the
printing
the
shall
public
the
appropriated for
expended in the first two quarters
quarters of the fiscal year, and no more
be expended
than
thereof may
expended in either of the last two
be expended
may be
one-fourth thereof
than one-fourth
quarters
fiscal year, except
thereto, in either
except that, in addition thereto,
the fiscal
of the
quarters of
of
said
last
quarters
the
unexpended
balances
of
allotments for
balances
unexpended
the
quarters
of said last
preceding quarters
quarters may
department or Governexpended; and no department
be expended;
may be
preceding
ment
establishment shall
shall consume
consume in
in any such period a
a greater perment establishment
centage
of its
its allotment
than can be lawfully
expended during the
lawfully expended
allotment than
centage of
same
same period of
of the
the whole
whole appropriation.
appropriation.
be
not be
shall departallotments
the
under
appropriated
Money
expended
Money appropriated
for printing or
under
binding
the foregoing
foregoing
for any ofallotments
the executive
shall
not

expended for printing or binding for any of the executive departments
other Government
except such as shall
Government establishments except
or other
ments or
be
certified in
respective heads
writing to the Public Printer by the respective
in writing
be certified
ordinary
the
or
chiefs
thereof
to
necessary
to
conduct
and routine
necessary
be
to
thereof
chiefs
or

Quarterly allotment
restrictions. allotment

Q.ly.
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business
departments or
or GovernGovernsuch executive
executive departments
by lawlaw of
of such
required by
business required
ment establishments,
establishments, and
except such
reports, monographs,
monographs, bullebullesuch reports,
and except
ment
tins,
or
other
publications as
are
authorized
by
law
or
specifically
or
specifically
by
law
authorized
as
are
otherpublications
tins,
or
Congressional
Congressional authorprovided for
in appropriations
herein; all
printing required
or
required or
all other
other printing
appropriations herein;
ization.
for in
provided
ization.
deemed
necessary or
heads of
of executive
departments
executive departments
by heads
or desirable
desirable by
deemed necessary
or
other Government
or offices
thereof
or bureaus
bureaus thereof
offices or
establishments or
Government establishments
or other
shall
be done
only as
as Congress
Congress shall
authorize.
to time
time authorize.
from time
time to
shall from
done only
shall be
Restriction
on payRestriction on
No part
part of
any
be paid
paid to
to any
Act shall
shall be
in this
this Act
appropriated in
any money
money appropriated
of any
No
ing
detailed employees.
employees.
ing detailed
person employed
in the
the Government
Printing Office
whale detailed
detailed
Office while
overnment Printing
employed in
person
for or
performing service
service in
in any
other executive
executive branch
the public
public
of the
branch of
any other
for
or performing
service
of the
the United
United States
unless such
such detail
be authorized
authorized by
by law.
law.
detail be
unles
Stateses
service of
Apportionment
of
of
Apportionment
All
expenditures from
from appropriations
appropriations made
herein under
under GovernGovernmade herein
All expenditures
expenditures
work
ependitures to work
executed.
executed.
ment Printing
Printing Office,
Office, except
for stores
stores
and for
salaries and
for salaries
appropriations for
except appropriations
ment
and
general expenses
expenses in
for the
the office
office of
superintendent of
of docudocuof superintendent
and for
in and
and general
ments, and
expenses incurred
on account
of heat,
power
and power
heat, light,
lights and
account of
incurred on
and expenses
ments,
furnisked
city post-office
post-office building
District of
of
in Washington,
Washington, District
building in
the city
furnished the
Columbia,
shall be
apportioned and
the Public
Public
by the
and charged
charged by
equitably apportioned
be equitably
Columbia, shall
Printer
to each
each publication
of the
any of
under any
executed under
or work
work executed
publication or
Printer to
foregoing
so that
total charges
charges for work
from
work done from
the total
that the
allotments, so
foregoing allotments,
the appropriations
appropriations aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall not
than the
total amount
amount
the total
less than
not be
be less
the
actnally_expended
all of
of said
appropriations.
said appropriations.
from all
.expended from
actualy
Office of
of Superin
SuperinOffice
of Documents
Documents.
tendent of

DOCUMENTS.
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS.
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT

Superintendent, $3,500;
superintendent, $2,500; clerksclerks—
$3,500; assistant superintendent,
Superintendent,
two
class four,
four, three
three, five
five of
class
eight of class
of class
class two, eight
class three,
three of
of class
two of
of class
one,
nine at
$1,000 each,
eight at $900 each, four at $840 each, twenty
each, eight
at $1,000
one, nine
at
cataloguers--one in
charge $1,800, two at $1,500 each,
in charge
at $720
$720 each;
each; cataloguers-one
three
$1,200 each,
$1,100, seven
each, four at $900
$900
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, one $1,100,
three at $1,200
$1,400;
each; cashier, $1,600;
$1,600; librarian, $1,500; shipper in charge,
charge, $1,400;
stock
$1,100, three at $1,000
each, five at
at $900
$900 each,
each,
$1,000 each,
stock keepers—one
keepers-one $1,100,
assist- •
helpers-one $870, three at $750 each; five assistthree at $720 each; helpers—one
messengers; three
mailers, at
skilled laborers,
laborers,
each; forty-one
forty-one skilled
three mailers
at $840 each;
ant messengers;
laborers, at $626 each;
at $626
$626 each;
each; ten unskilled laborers,
each; janitress, $626;
eleven laborers,
laborers, at
messenger
at $626 each; messenger
two folders,
folders, at
at $626 each; eleven
boys—eleven at $500 each, six at $420
$420 each, eleven at $375 each; labor
labor
boys-eleven
necessary to
to handle
handle current
periodicals, $16,000;
$16,000; in
in all,
all, $178,395.
necessary
current
periodicals,
$178,395.
Contingent expenses
expenses.
Contingent
For furniture
furniture and fixtures, typewriters,
typewriters, carpets, labor-saving
labor-saving machines
and accessories
time stamps,
stamps, adding
machines,
chines and
accessories, time
adding and
and numbering
numbering machines,
awnings,
books, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
awnings, curtains, boas
books of
of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, books,
office
desk supplies;
supplies: paper;
postage, car
car
office and
and desk
paper; twine,
twine, glue,
glue, envelopes,
envelopes, postage,
tickets, soap, towels, disinfectants, and ice; drayage,
express, freight,
drayage, express,
telephone and telegraph service; repairs
repairs to building,
telephone
building, elevators,
elevators, and
machinery; preserving
machinery;
preserving sanitary condition of building, light, heat, and
power; stationery and office printing, including
including blanks, price lists,
lists,
and bibliographies,
bibliographies, $33,000; for catalogues and indexes, not exceeding
exceeding
$16.000: for binding
supplying books to
reserve remainders,
remainders, and for supplying
$16.000:
binding reserve
depository
depository libraries, $80,000;
$80,000; equipment,
equipment, material, and supplies for
$146,000.
distribution
distribution of public documents, $17,000;
$17,000; in all, $146,000.

Superinendent,
Superinendent,
sistant,
sistant, etc.

asas

Panama Canal.

THE PANAMA CANAL.

All expenses.
expenses.
All

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and incident to the construction, maintenance and operation, sanitation, and civil government
government of
the Panama Canal and Canal
Canal Zone, including the following: Compenofficials and employees;
sation of all officials
employees; foreign
foreign and domestic newspapers
and periodicals;
exceeding $500, text books and books
periodicals; law books not exceeding
of reference:
reference: printing and binding,
binding, including printing of annual report,
rents and personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase or
exchange of typewriting, adding, and other machines; purchase or
exchange

Objects
designated.
Objects designated.
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exchange,
operation of
of motor-propelled
and C
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
motor-propelled and
Claims for damages.
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
damages to vespassenger-carrying vehicles; claims for damages
ves- Vol. 37, p. 563.
563.
sels
sels passing
passing through
through the
the locks
locks of the
the Panama
Panama Canal, as
as authorized
authorized by
damages to property
the Panama
Panama Canal Act; claims for losses of or damages
property
arising from the conduct of authorized
authorized business
business operations;
operations; claims for
damages
private lands or private
any
damages caused
caused to owners
owners of private
private property
property of any
33, p. 2234.
kind
by reason
reason of
the grants
in the
treaty between
VoL33, p. 234.
grants contained
contained in
the treaty
between the VoL
kindby
of the
United
States
and
the
Republic
of
Panama,
proclaimed
February
United States and the Republic of Panama, proclaimed February
nineteen hundred
hundred and four, or by reason of the operatwenty-sixth, nineteen
tions of the United States, its agents or employees,
employees, or by reason of the
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, sanitation,
protection of
sanitation, and protection
construction,
the said canal or of the work of sanitation and protection
protection therein
therein profor whether such claims are compromised
compromised bbetween
by agreement between
vided for,
claimants and
Governor of
Panama Canal or allowed by a
a
the claimants
and the
the Governor
of the
the Panama
Payment for land.
as vPm7t
'd.
pfor
joint land
land commission;
commission; acquisition
under water,
water, as
land and
and land
land under
acquisition of
of land
joint
Vol. 37, p.
561.
l unserviceDisposalof
authorized
expenses incurred
in assemDlsps
ofmvi
incurred in
assem- able
in the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal Act;
Act; expenses
authorized in
materials, etc.
bling,
material,
machinery-,
and selling
se
al, ling
m
material,
h
eetc.
bling, assorting,
assorting, storing,
storing, repairing,
repairing and
and
heretofore or
hereafter purchased
the
and equipment
equipment heretofore
or hereafter
purchased or acquired
acquired for the
construction
Panama Canal
are unserviceable
unserviceable or
or no
longer
construction of
of the
the Panama
Canal which
which are
no longer
reimbursed from the proceeds
sales; expenses
expenses
needed, to be
be reimbursed
proceeds of such sales;
incident to conducting hearings and
examining estimates
estimates for
for approapproand examning
incident
priations
emergency arising
incident to
to any
any emergency
priations on
on the
the Isthmus;
Isthmus; expenses incident
because
fire, pestilence,
not
because of calamity
calamity by
by flood,
flood -fire
pestilence, or
or like character
character not
Perdiemsubsistance.
foreseen or
or otherwise
provided for
for heren;
herein; per
per diem
allowance in lieu Vol.
.
diem allowance
vo3,
38,p.
p. 6s
680.
foreseen
otherwise provided
of
Panama Canal,
Governor of the Panama
prescibed by the Governor
of subsistence when prescribed
to
traveling on official
official business
business,'puror traveling
engaged in
m field
field work or
to persons engaged
suant to
section thirteen
thirteen of
of the
appropriation Act apsundry civil appropriation
the sundry
suant
to section
proved
August.first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen, and
and for
for such
such other
other
and fourteen,
proved August
expenses not
m the
United States as
as the
the Governor
Governor of the Panama
Panama
expenses
not in
the United
Canal
construction, mainteCanal may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to
to best
best promote the
the construction,
nance,
and operation,
operation, salutation,
and civil
government of
sanitation, and
civil government
of the
the Panama
Panama
nance, and
expended under the direction
Governor of the
direction of the Governor
all to
to be
be expended
Canal, all
Panama
accounted for as follows:
follows:
and accounted
Panama Canal and
Construction, equip.
For
continuing the
the construction
of the
the Panama
Panama ment,
equip.
Construction
construction and
and equipment
equipment of
For continuing
etc., of Canal.

$1,000 additional compensation to the Auditor for

Canal,
including
Canal,
the War
including
Department
$1,000
foradditional
extra services
compensation
i
n auditing
to accounts
the Auditor
for the
for

m

et,

of

the War Department for extra services in auditing accounts for the
Colliers " Ulysses "
"ulurs"'
aconlies
Achilles with self- and
Ulysses and .Achilles
Panama Canal; equipping of colliers Ulysses
"Achilles."
discharging equipment
equipment at
not exceeding
$125,000 each
each and
and not
not exdischarging
at not
exceeding $125,000
exceeding $50,000
unprotected surfaces
surfaces of said Constructing
covering certain
certain unprotected
ceeding
$50,000 for covering
two
8g two
bitumastic enamel; toward
toward construction
olSi"
construction by contract or colliers.
with bitumastic
colliers with
every detail, including
including self-discharging
self-discharging
complete in every
in navy yards complete
equipment
necessary apparatus,
apparatus, of two
colliers at a
atotal
total
two colliers
and all
all other necessary
equipment and
cost not
$1,300,000 each
under a
a contract
or contracts
contracts
exceeding $1,300,000
each under
contract or
cost
not exceeding
Dock at Cristobal.
hereby authorized
one dock
dock at
at
of one
construction of
also toward
toward construction
authorized therefor;
therefor; also
hereby

Dock at C'l.

(numbered six) at a
a total cost not exceeding
exceeding $1,500,000
$1,500,000
Cristobal (numbered
under a
contracts hereby authorized
$9,750,000_
authorized therefor, $9,750,000.
a contract or contracts
No new quarantine
No
of this
this sum
or of
balance of
of appropriations
appropriations station.
quarant
sN
of any
any unexpended
unexpended balance
No part
part of
sum or
for
Panama Canal
Canal shall
shall be
be exconstruction and equipment
equipment of the
the Panama
for construction
pended
establishment of new
quarantine stations. Maintenance and
pended for construction
construction or
or establishment
new quarantine
operation of
salary of
the sen"anc
ad
For maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal, salary
of -the
0
Governor.
governor,
$10,000; purchase,
inspection, delivery,
and O
governor, $10,000;
purchase, inspection,
delivery, handling,
handling, and
.et etc.
Purchases,

equipment for issue
storing of
of material,
material, supplies,
supplies, and
and equipment
issue to
to all
all departdepartstoring

branches of
Panama Railroad,
Railroad, other
other branches
ments of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, the Panama

the United
States Government,
Government, and
and for
sales, $5,7.50,000,
$5,7.50,000,
the
United States
for authorized
authorized sales,

t
Additional from
receipts.
Adeipts.nl

together with all
arising from
business operaoperaof business
from the conduct
conduct of
together
all moneys
moneys arising
tions
tions authorized
authorized by the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal Act.
Sanitation, etc.
For sanitation,
sanitation, quarantine,
quarantine, hospitals,
hospitals, and
and medical
medical aid and support
support sang o, support of indigent persons
persons
lepers, and aid and support
of the insane and of lepers
legally
within the
lepers,
Zone, including expenses
legally within
the Canal
Canal
expenses of their deportadeportation when practicable,
practicable, $700,000.
$700,040.
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For civil
civil government
of the
the Panama
Canal and
and Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone,
government of
Panama Canal
For
district judge
salaries of district
judge $6,000, district attorney
attorney $5,000,
$5,000, marshal
marshal
$5,000, and
and for
for gratuities
clothing for
indigent disdis$5,000,
gratuities and
and necessary
necessary clothing
for indigent
charged prisoners,
prisoners, $600,000.
$600,000.
charged
Available
Available until exIn all, $16,800,000,
available and to continue
$16,800,000, to be immediately
immediately available
pended.
Provisos,
available until
until expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
all expenditures
expenditures from
from the
the
peoed.
available
Reimbursement
appropriations heretofore,
heretofore, herein, and
hereafter made
from
Reimbursement
sale
bonds.
appropriations
and hereafter
made for the construction
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, including
any portion
portion of
of such
such approapprom seo bonds
truction of
including any
priations which
which may
may be
for the
the construction
construction of
of dry
dry docks,
docks, repair
repair
priations
be used
used for
shops,
storehouses, and
and other
other
shops, yards,
yards, docks,
docks, wharves,
wharves, warehouses,
warehouses, storehouses,
necessary facilities
and appurtenances,
of providing
providing
necessary
facilities and
appurtenances, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
coal and
other materials,
labor, repairs,
and supplies,
for the
concoal
and other
materials, labor,
repairs, and
supplies, for
the construction of
office buildings
buildings and
and quarters,
quarters, ana
other necessary
necessary
struction
of
office
and
other
Exceptions.
"An
buildings:, exclusive
exclusive of
fortifications, colliers,
colliers, dock
six at
at Cristobal,
Cristobal,
dock six
of fortifications,
?on" and
d "Cris"Crid'sbuildings,
,'P~^,'
tobal."
and
of steamships
"Ancon" and
and. "Critobal,"
"Cristobal," which
which
toba."
to
and reboilering
reboierng of
steamships "Ancon"
Transfer to Navy
rescinded.
steamships shal
shall not
not be
be transferred
to the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
as
rainde.
t Navy steamships
transferred to
Secretary of
Navy, as
Vol. 35, p. 3&5.
provided in
in the
the Act
Act of
of May
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
3.
Vol-,ps.
provided
May twenty-seventh,
eight, and
and exclusive
the fair
fair value
the American
American legation
legation
eight,
exclusive of
of the
value of
of the
building in
in Panama_,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
and SecreSecrebuilding
Panama, as
as approved
approved by
War and
Transfer of
Panama tary
tary of
ofState,
Stat
e,
w hich building
is authorized
authorized to
to be
be transferred
transferred without
without
Transfer
of Parma.
which
building is
legation premises.
legationcharge
to the
the jurisdiction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, and exclusive
charge to
of the
amount used
used for
and maintaining
maintaining the
canal, and
of
the amount
for operating
operating and
the canal,
and
exclusive of
of the
the amount
amount expended
kr sanitation
sanitation and
and civil
civil government
government
exclusive
expended for
after
January first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, may
may be
be paid
paid from
from
after January
or
reimbursed to
the Treasury
States out
out of
proceeds
or reimbursed
to the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
of the
the proceeds
Vol. 32,
Vol.
484.
of
of bonds
bonds authorized
authorized in
in section
section eight
of the
the said
said Act
ap32, p.
p. 44.
of the
the sale
sale of
eight of
Act apVol.
proved June
hundred and
and two,
two, and
and section
section
ol. 36,
36, p.
p. 117.
117.
proved
June twenty-eighth;
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirty-nine of
of the
the tariff
tariff Act
August fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
thirty-nine
Act approved
approved August
and
and mne.
nine.
Number of employExcept
cases of
or conditions
conditions arising
subsequent to
to
Except in
in cases
of emergency,
emergency, or
arising subsequent
ees
limited to
to estiunforeseen at
at the
of submitting
submitting the
the annual
mate.ited
osti- and
and unforeseen
the time
time of
annual estimates
estimates to
to
mates.
Congress, and
employed in connection
with the
and except
except for
for those
those employed
connection with
the
construction of permanent
permanent quarters, offices,
necessary
offices, and
and other necessary
buildings, dry docks,
docks, repair shops, yards, docks, wharves, warestorehouses, and other necessary
houses, storehouses,
necessary facilities
facilities and
and appurtenances
appurtenances
for
the purpose
purpose of
of providing
other materials,
materials, labor,
labor, repairs,
repairs,
for the
providing coal
coal and
and other
PermanentorganiaPermanent
organua- and
and supplies,
supplies, and
except for
for the
operating organization
organization
and except
the permanent
permanent operating
lion
under
which the
the compensation
of the
various positions
is limited
by
7wptd.
to"excepted.
under which
compensation of
the various
positions is
limited by
Vol. 37,
561.
section
of the
Act, there
there shall
shall not
not be
be employed
employed
3' p.
P 51
section four
four of
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal Act,
at any time during the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventeen
appropriations for the Panama
under any of the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
Panama Canal,
any greater
of persons
greater number of
persons than are specified
notes subspecified in
in the
the notes
subrespectively in connection
mitted respectively
connection with
with the
the estimates
estimates for
of said
said
for each
each of
Pay restricted.
appropriations
restricted,
appropriations in the annual Book
Book of Estimates for said year, nor
nor
be paid to any
shall there be
person during
fiscal year
year any
any
any such
such person
during that
that fiscal
greater rate of compensation
compensation than
than was
was authorized
authorized to
paid to
to
to be paid
persons occupying
occupying the same or like positions on the first day of July,
nineteen hundred
employments made
hundred and fifteen;
fifteen; and all employments
made or compensation
increased because
pensation increased
because of emergencies
emergencies or conditions
conditions so arising
shall be specifically
specifically set forth, with the reasons
reasons therefor, by the
governor
governor in his report for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen.
seventeen.
Money from de," stoetheensum
a
ated
be
sources
In addition
addition to
to the
the foregoing
foregoing sums
Money
from to
desigIn
there is
is appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the
sums there
nated
sources
to
be
nd
re d an
seventeen, for
f
or expenditure
an d
ap'reotediat
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hu
hundred
andd seventeen,
expenditure and
a
appropriations.
ppr opriatl(! ormnal fiscal
reinvestment under the several
several heads of appropriation
appropriation •aforesaid
reinvestment
aforesaid
Treasury of the United
without being covered
covered into the Treasury
'United States,
States, all
all
moneys received
received by the Panama
Panama Canal from services rendered
rendered or
or
materials and supplies furnished to the
the United States, the Panama
Panama
Railroad Company, the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone government,
government, or to their employees,
employees,
respectively or to the Panama Government,
respectively,
Government, from
from hotel and hospital
supplies and
and services; from
from rentals, wharfage, and like services;
services; from
from
government

Civil government
tcgatatses.
xpens e
s.

of

ered ited

original
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labor, materials,
materials, and
and supplies
supplies and
and other
other services
services furnished
furnished to
vessels
to vessels
labor,
other
than those
those passing
the canal,
canal, and
and to
unable to
to
others unable
to others
passing through
through the
other than
obtain the
same elsewhere;
the sale
sale of
scrap and
byother byand other
of scrap
from the
elsewhere; from
the same
obtain
sale of
products pf
manufacturing and
and shop
from the
the sale
of
shop operations;
operations; from
of manufacturing
products
obsolete
and unserviceable
material, supplies,
and equipment
purequipment pursupplies, and
unserviceable material,
obsolete and
chased or
or acquired
maintenance, protection,
protection,
operation, maintenance,
for the
the operation,
acquired for
chased
and any
any
sanitation,
Zone; and
Canal Zone;
the canal
canal and
and Canal
government of
of the
and government
sanitation, and
er /
esT
de
i
t
nr
i
vr
oo
ttt
esr
r be cov .
net profits
profits accruing
accruing from
such business
business to
the Panama
Panama Canal
Treasry.
net
from such
to the
Canal shall
shall erei
annually be
be covered
the Treasury
of the
United States.
States.
the United
into the
Treasury of
covered into
annually
l.
erwoOrtr
etc., fow
waterwopreting
appropriated for the operation,
In
In addition there is appropriated
operation, maintenance, norks,
etc., for
Panama
Colon.
and extension
of waterworks,
in the
the cities maand Colon.
pavements in
and pavements
sewers, and
waterworks, sewers,
and
extension of
of Panama
Panama and
and Colon,
Colon, during
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred and
and
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
during the
of
be paid as
seventeen, the
the necessary
necessary portions
portions of
such sums
sums as
as shall
shall be
of such
seventeen,
for such
water rentals
rentals or
or directly
by the
the Government
Government of
Panama for
of Panama
directly by
water
expenses.
expenses.
Fortifieation.
Fortifications.
FORTIFICATIONS,
CANAL.
PANAMA CANAL.
FORTIFICATIONS, PANAMA
For
fortifications and
thereof for
for the
Panama Canal,
Canal,
the Panama
and armament
armament thereof
For fortifications
continue available
to
be immediately
and to
to continue
available until expended,
expended,
available and
immediately available
to be
namely:
namely:
For
maintenance of
of clearings
clearings and
and trails,
trails, $30,000.
$30,000.
For maintenance
For
protection, preservation,
preservation, and
ineluding
of fortifications
fortifications, including
repair of
and repair
For protection,
channels
for maintaining
maintaining channels
and for
structures erected
for torpedo
torpedo defense,
defense, and
erected for
structures
for access
to torpedo
torpedo. wharves,
wharves, $15,000.
for
access to
$15,000.
For maintenance
and repair
repair of
and
and electric
electric light and
of searchlights
searchlights and
maintenance and
For
power equipment
equipment for
and for
other
and other
electrical and
for tools,
tools, electrical
for fortifications,
fortifications, and
power
supplies,.and
to be
be used
supplies,
and appliances
appliances to
used in
in their
their operation,
operation, $7,500.
$7,500.
For the
the construction
construction of
of seacoast
seacoast batteries,
$400,000;
batteries, $400,000;
For
cable galleries,
For
the construction
casemates, cable
galleries, torpedo
of mining
mining casemates,
construction of
For the
storehouses,
cable tanks,
the
for the
necessary for
structures necessary
and other
other structures
tanks, and
storehouses, cable
their
and their
operation,
mines and
of submarine
submarine mines
and care
care of
preservation, and
operation, preservation,
accessories
$47,000.
accessories on
on the
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, $47,000.
For purchase
purchase of
mines and
the necessary
necessary appliances to
and the
of submarine
submarine mines
For
operate
to the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal,
leading to
channels leading
for closing
closing channels
them for
operate them
$240,000.
$240,000.
For alteration,
alteration, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of submarine
submarine mine
mine matematemaintenance, and
For
riel,
$2,500;
riel, $2,500;
For operation
operation and
maintenance of
at
installations at
of fire-control
fire-control installations
and maintenance
For
seacoast
defenses, $5,000.
$5,000.
seacoast defenses,
For
and test
test of
for
cannon for
seacoast cannon
of seacoast
manufacture, and
purchase, manufacture,
For the
the purchase,
equipimplements, equipcoast defense,
inclueling their
sights, implements,
carriages, sights,
their carriages,
defense including
coast
ments, and
and the
the machinery
machinery necessary
for their
at the
the
necessary for
their manufacture
manufacture at
ments,
United
of Ordnance, United
Chief of
arsenals,
Provided, That
That the
the Chief
$120,000: Provided,
arsenals, $120,000:
States Army,
is authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
contracts or
otherwise incur
or otherwise
into contracts
Army, is
States
obligations for
for the
to exceed
$180,000
not to
exceed $180,000
mentioned not
purpose above
above mentioned
the purpose
obligations
in addition
herein and
heretofore made.
made.
in
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations herein
and heretofore
For
the purchase,
manufacture, and
test of
for seaof ammunition
ammunition for
and test
purchase, manufacture,
For the
coast
the necessary
necessary-experiments
experiments
including the
cannon, including
land defense
defense cannon,
coast and
and land
necessary for its manuthe machinery
in
connection therewith,
therewith, and
and the
machinery necessary
in connection
facture
arsenals, $1,600,000.
$1,600,000.
facture at
at the
the arsenals,
For
seacoast
maintenance, and installation of the seacoast
the alteration,
alteration, maintenance,
For the
artillery,
including the
the purchase
and manufacture
manufacture of
of machinery,
machinery,
purchase and
artillery, including
tools,
the work,
and expenses
of civilian
civilian
expenses of
for the
work, and
necessary for
and materials
materials necessary
tools, and
men engaged
of enlisted
enlisted men
mechanics,
extra-duty pay
pay of
engaged thereon,
and extra-duty
mechanics, and
$68,000.
$68,000.
For
continuing the
construction of
storehouses,
quarters, storehouses,
of barracks,
barracks, quarters,
the construction
For continuing
for accommodating
other buildings
and other
and
buildings necessary
necessary for
accommodating the mobile army
inchuding water,
there, including
and
Coast Artillery
Artillery troops
to be
be stationed
stationed there
troops to
and Coast
and for reforth, and
walks, and
and so 'forth,
sewer , and
systems, roads,
roads, walks,
and lighting
lighting systems,
sewer,
suitable
pairing
existing buildings
buildings to
to render
render them suitable
and remodeling
remodeling existing
pairing and
for sheltering
sheltering troops,
for
troops, $2,000,000;
$2,000,000;

Available until ex-

peAnebl
pended.

until ex-

learings and trails.
Clearings
r

a

Preservation,
m repair,

etc.7
etc.

tin'repalr'

itance of eleo
Maintenance
eleotrio
plants.
trieplants.
batteries
2eacost
Eeacoast batteries.
Subarine mine

Submarine mine
acm
cessorles.
cessories.

of subma-

Purchase
Purchase of submarine
mines.
rinemines.
Submarine mine
supplies.

supplies.

Firecontrol
Fire-control installa-

tions.
tions.

eacoest cannon.
Seacoast
cannon.

Proiso.
Proriso.
Contracts.

contracts.

Ammnita.

Ammunition.

nstallig, etc,
Installing,
etc.,
coast artillery.
artillerv.
coast

Barracks,
Barracks,
et
etc.
-

sea-

quarters,
quarters,
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In all,
all, specifically
specificAlly for
and armament
armament thereof
thereof for
for the
the
fortifications and
In
for fortifications
Panama Canal,
Canal, $4,535,000.
$4,535,000.
Panama

Proviso.
Provided,
no part
of the
the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
in this
this Act
Act
part of
That no
Provided, That
Pro. nay to
No
to oer
offi cer
using
shall be
available for
the salary
,
galary or
or pay
pay of
of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
manager, supersuperfor the
be available
ie measuring
mesnrmng shall
using rime
device,etc.
device,
etc.
intendent, foreman,
foreman or other person having charge of the work of
of
any employee
of the
the United
United States
while making
causing to
be
to be
making or
or causing
States while
any
employee of
made
time-measunng device,
device, a
a time
time
other time-measuring
watch, or
or other
with a
a stop
stop watch,
made with
study of
of any
between the
the starting
starting and
and
such employee
employee between
job of
any such
study
of any
any job
completion
the movements
such employee
employee while
while
of any
any such
of the
movements of
thereof, or
or of
completion thereof,
engaged
upon such
such works;
nor shall
part of
of the
the appropriations
appropriations
shall any
any part
works; nor
engaged upon
made
this Act
Act be
be available
available to
to pay
any premium
or bonus
bonus or
cash
or cash
premium or
pay any
in this
made in
reward to
to his
wages except
except for
for
his regular
regular wages,
in addition
addition to
to any
any employee
employee in
reward
suggestions resulting
in improvements
improvements or
or economy
economy in
in the
the operation
operation
resulting in
suggestions
oaa
of
plant.
of any
any Government
Government plant.
Iota Land Cmt....
Commission established
established under
2. That
Land Commission
oitLand Cm
SEC.
sae.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the Joint
Joint Land
under article
article
treaty between the United States and the Republic
N°""let
Republic of
the treaty
fifteen of the
Nottoet - P
Ms RIOTORd team, etc.
Vol.
33, p.2238.
Panama, proclaimed
proclaimed February
twenty-sixth, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
February twenty-sixth,
Panama,
p. 2238.
ol. 33,
four, shall
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to adjudicate
adjudicate or
settle any
any claim
or settle
shall not
not have
four,
ting under
or contract
contract for
for occupancy
occupancy heretofore
heretofore
lease or
under any
any lease
originating
or
ereafter made
by the
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company
Company of
of lands
lands or
or
the Panama
made by
or hereafter
property
by said
said Panama
Panama Railroad
in the
the Canal
Canal
Company in
Railroad Company
owned by
property owned
Zone
and no
no part
part of
moneys appropriated
this or
or any
any other
other
by this
appropriated by
the moneys
of the
Zone, and
Act
be used
such claims.
claims.
pay such
used to
to pay
shall be
Act ;than
Amami
appropriations herein
herein and
and hereafter
made for
for printprinthereafter made
That appropriations
Time
for
r
r
e= abing
SEQ• 3.
3- That
SEC.
furnhing
Tie
mate.,
Public ing
ing
and binding
not be
be used
used for
for any
any annual
annual report
report or
or the
the accomaccomshall not
binding shall
mtoand
rP.teye, to Puluo
a. S.
S. am
p. 31,
documents unless
unless the
the copy
copy. therefor
therefor is
to the
the Pubis furnished
furnished to
Pub316
, pftnying documents
R.
se., 108, p.
panying
amende.
lic Printer in the following
following manner: Copies
amended.
Iic
Copies of the documents
documents accomthe fifteenth
panying
panying such
such annual
annual reportson
reports on or beforee
before the
fifteenth day of October
of
copies of
of the
reports on
on or
or before
fifteenth
before the
the fifteenth
of each
each year;
year; copies
the annual
annual reports
day of
November of
each year;
year; complete
complete revised
proofs of
the accomaccomday
of November
of each
revised proofs
of the
panying
documents
and
the
annual
reports
on
the
tenth
and
twenthe
tenth
and
twenannual
reports
on
documents
and
the
.panying
Time
orprtmng
tieth days of November
Te
November of each year, respectively;
respectively; and all of said
annual reports
reports and
accompanying documents
documents shall
shall be
be printed,
made
annual
and accompanying
printed, made
public, and
and available
available for
distribution not
later than
than within
within the
the first
first
public,
for distribution
not later
five days
the assembling
of each
each regular
regular session
of Congress.
Congress.
five
days after
after the
assembling of
session of
Exceptions.
The
provisions of
of this
this section
apply to
Exceptions.
The provisions
section shall
shall not
not apply
to the
the annual
annual reports
reports of
of
the
Commissioner of
of Patents,
Patents, or
or the
the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, the
the Commissioner
Comptroller
the Currency.
of the
Currency.
Comptroller of
Estimates
for lump..
S
EC. 4.
That the
information required
connection with
with estiestiin connection
required in
the information
SEC.
4. That
sum
appropriations.
sum
appropriations.
Vol.
680
mates
general or
or lump-sum
lump-sum appropriations
appropriations by
by section
section ten
ten of
of the
the
for general
mates for
mhods,
Uniform
nformp.methods,
etc., to
prescribed. sundry
civ appropriation
sundry civil
appropriation Act, approved
etc.,
to be
be prescribed.
approved August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hunsubmitted hereafter
dred and fourteen,
fourteen, shall be submitted
hereafter according
according to uniform
and concise methods which shall be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, but
reference to
estimates for
for pay
pay of
of mechanics
the
but with
with reference
to estimates
mechanics
and laborers there shall be submitted
submitted in detail
detail only
ratings and
only the ratings
the rates
per diem
diem paid
or to
to be
be paid.
paid.
paid or
rates per
trades
and the
Outsnnggchecks
Outstandin
checks. trades
„ and
Report
to be
SEC.
5. That hereafter at the termination
Report to
be made
made
SEC. 5.
termination of each
each fiscal year each
each
by Auditors of, unthe Treasury
o"fn- Auditor
of the
report to
by
paidAudito
for three rs
years.
Auditor of
the Treasury
Treasury shall
shall report
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
all checks issued by any disbursing officer of the Government
Government as
shown by his accounts
accounts rendered
rendered to such auditor,
auditor, which
which shall then have
been outstanding
outstanding and unpaid for three years
years or more,
more, stating fully
in
payee, for what purpose
purpose each
each check
check
in such report
report the name
name of the
the payee,
was given, the office on which
which drawn,
drawn, the
the number of the voucher
voucher
received therefor,
therefor, the
the date,
date, the
the number,
number, and
and the
for which
which
the amount
amount for
of received
in lien
lien of
Acepted in
disbursin
officers' re- it
and, when
when known,
th e residence
res id ence of
ofth
payee.
And
it was
was drawn,
drawn, and,
known, the
thee payee.
And
disbursinggofficers'
turns.
such reports
reports shall
shall be
in lieu
the returns
returns required
requ i
re d of
ofdisbursing
disbursing
be in
lieu of
of the
" Rs.,sec.
310 .p. 52..such
.S., sec. 310,
officers by section three hundred and ten of the Revised Statutes.
ms for salaries
Sums
salaries to officers by section three hundred and ten of the Revised Statutes.
beinfull.
SEC.
appropriated by this
for salaries
salaries of
be
in full.
S
EC. 6. That
That all sums appropriated
this Act
Act for
of
officers
such
officers and employees
employees of the Government
Government shall be in full for such
Pana-

Accepted
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salaries for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and all
all
laws or
conflict with
proor parts
parts of
of laws to the
the extent
extent they
they are
are in
in conflict
with the
the provisions
are repealed.
repealed.
visions of
of this
this Act are
Approved, July 1, 1916.
Approved,
1916.

CHAP.
210.—An Act
Act Making
to supply
supply urgent
CHAP. 210.-An
Making appropriations
appropriations to
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in
appropriations
the Military
Military and
and Naval
Naval Establishments
Establishments for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
appropriations for
for the
year ending
June
thirtieth, nineteen
for other
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

July 1
71916.
MLR.
[H.. l6678.)
S16678.
(Public,
No. 133.1
[Public No
1331

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Urgent
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Urgent deficiencies
deficiencies
for Army
appropriatimonor
Army
States
of America
in Congress
sums are
are appropriation
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
and
and Navy.
avy.
appropriated, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appronot otherwise
otherwise approappropriated,
out of
priated, to supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
appropriations for the Milipriated,
deficiencies in appropriations
Military and
Naval Establishments
Establishments for
ending June
June
tary
and Naval
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
for other
other purposes,
purposes,
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
and for
namely:
namely:
Army.
Army.
MILITARY
ESTAIILISHAIENT.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
For the
following to
expenses on
account of
of the
For
the following
to meet
meet expenses
on account
the Military
Military
Establishment, incurred
incurred and
and to
to be
be incurred
the fiscal
years
Establishment,
incurred during
during the
fiscal years
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen
sixteen and
seventeen,
nineteen
and nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
because
incident to,
to, an
emergency demanding
use of
because of,
of, or
or incident
an emergency
demanding the
the use
of troops
troops
in addition
to the
Regular Army,
namely:
in
addition to
the Regular
Army, namely:
OFFICE OF
THE CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICER.
Signal
of the
the Army:
Army: For
For expenses
expenses of
of the
Signal Service
of
Signal Service
Service of
the Signal
Service of
the Army, including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head in
in
the Army
appropriation Act
hundred and
and
Army appropriation
Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and for radio installations,
installations, motorcycles,
motorcycles, and
motor-driven
and motor-driven
vehicles used for technical purposes, $250,000.
8250,000.
Radio installations
installations on the Mexican
Mexican border: For the purchase
purchase and
installation of radio stations on the Mexican
Mexican border
border,, including the
necessary buildings and
erected on
and other accessories,
accessories, to
to be erected
on the milimilitary reservations
reservations at Fort Huachuca,
Huachuca, Arizona, Fort
McIntosh, Texas,
Fort McIntosh,
Texas,
and Fort Bliss, Texas, $60,000.
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
Pay of
Army: For
of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the
Pay
of the
the Army:
For pay
pay of
officers and
of the
National
Guard who
who were
ordered into
the service
of the
the United
United States
States
National Guard
were ordered
into the
service of

by the President, from the date of their arrival
at their
renarrival at
their company
company rendezvous
dezvous to June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen $1,648,000.

Mileage:
of the
Regular Army
Mileage: For
For mileage
mileage to
to officers
officers of
the Regular
Army for
for travel
travel inin-

examination and mustering in to the
service of
cident to the examination
the service
of the
the
United States
States of
National Guard,
United
of the
the National
Guard, $50,000.
$50,000.

Subsistence: For subsistence
Subsistence:
subsistence of the Army, including the same objects specified under this head in the Army appropriation
appropriation Act for
for the
the
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
fiscal year nineteen
sixteen, $623,700.
$623,700.
Regular
supplies: For
supplies, Quartermaster
inRegular supplies:
For regular
regular supplies,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, including the same
same objects
objects specified
under this
the Army
Army apapspecified under
this head
head in
in the
propriation
hundred and sixteen,
propriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
$105,410.
$105,410.
Incidental
Quartermaster Corps:
Corps: For
For incidental
exIncidental expenses,
expenses, Quartermaster
incidental expenses, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, including
specified
including the
the same
same objects
objects specified
under this head in the Army appropriation
year
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $57,620.
$57,620.
Artillery-, Engineers
Horses for Cavalry, Artillery,
Engineers, and
and so forth: For the
the
purchase
.Artillery, Engineers,
Engineers, and so forth,
forth, inpurchase of horses for Cavalry, Artillery,
91890
°—voL 39-rr
39—pr 1-22
1-22
91S90°-voL

Emergency
Emaegency stated.
stated.
Pod,
Pet, p.339.
p.339.

Signal
service.
Signal service.
Expenses.
Expenses.

onRadio

Installations
Radio installations
on ?dexican
Mexican border.
border.

QIIIIrterneetereorps.
QuartermasterCorps.
Pay.
or
National Guard ordered
into service.
deredintoservice.

Nati oauard

Mileage.
u1mg.
Subsistence.
Regular supplies.
Reuar supplies.

Incidental
ncideta expellees.
expses.

Horses.
o"s
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same
under this
the Army
Army apapin the
head in
this head
specified under
objects specified
same objects
Act for
year nineteen
hundred and
sixteen,
and sixteen,
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Act

Barracks
quarters: For
For barracks
quarters, including
including the
barracks and quarters,
and quarters:
Barracks and
same
under this
this head
head in
in the
appropriation
the Army
Army appropriation
specified under
objects specified
same objects
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
sixteen, $35,000.
$35,000.
and sixteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
for the
Act
Transportation.
Transportation:
transportation of the Army and its supplies,
Transportation: For transportation
Transportation.
including the
specified under
under this
head in
apArmy apthe Army
in the
this head
objects specified
same objects
the same
including
propriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
Act for
propriation Act
$9,983,213.83.
$9,983,213.83.
Water and sewers at
at military
posts: For
water and
miliat milisewers at
and sewers
For water
military posts:
sewers at
and sewers
Water and
andsewrs at Water
pote
posts.
tary posts,
posts, including
including the
the same
same objects
specified under
under this
this head
in
head in
objects specified
tary
the
Army appropriation
fiscal year
year nineteen
and
hundred and
nineteen hundred
the fiscal
for the
Act for
appropriation Act
the Army
sixteen,
$70,000.
sixteen, $70,000.
Clothing, and camp
Clothing,
and camp
garrison equipage:
equipage: For
clothing, and
camp
and camp
For clothing,
and garrison
camp and
Clothing, and
and garrison
rrisontequipage.
specified under
and garrison
garrison equipage,
equipage, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
under
the same
and
this head
Act for
for the
the fiscal
nineteen
year nineteen
fiscal year
appropriation Act
Army appropriation
in the
the Army
head in
this
hundred
and sixteen,
$3,791,166.
$3,791,160.
sixteen,
and
hundred
Hospitals.
construction and repair
Construction and repair of hospitals: For construction
Hospitals.
of hospitals,
hospitals, including
the same
under this
this head
head in
in
specified under
objects specified
same objects
including the
of
the Army
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
Act for
appropriation Act
Army appropriation
the
sixteen, $100,000.
$100,000.
sixteen,
Pris.
Proviso.
Provided,. That
That all
the money
money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
the
under the
appropriated under
all the
Combination of
of
Provided,
a
tfunds.
nds.
titles Subsistence
Subsistence of the Army;
Army; Regular
Regular supplies,
supplies Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Transportation of
Corps;
Incidental expenses,
expenses, quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps; Transportation
Corps; Incidental
the Army
.Army and
and its
its supplies;
Water and
military posts, and
at military
and sewers
sewers at
supplies; Water
the
Clothing
camp and
and garrison
garrison equipage, shall be disbursed
disbursed and
and camp
Clothing and
accounted for
for by
by officers
agents of
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps as
of the
and agents
officers and
accounted
Corps," and
"Supplies,
Services, and
and Transportation,
Transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
"Supplies, Services,
for that
that purpose
shall constitute
one fund.
constitute one
purpose shall
for

Barracks
qarand quarBarracks and
ters. t s

.

Medical DepartDepartment.
Supplies,
Supplies, etc.

Engineer DepartEngineer
ment.

DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Medical
Hospital Department:
For medical
medical and hospital
hospital
Department: For
and Hospital
Medical and
department,
the same
under this
in
this head
head in
specified under
objects specified
same objects
including the
department, including
hundred and
the Army
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
Army appropriation
the
sixteen, $1,584,000.
$1,584,000.
sixteen,
ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.

including
Engineer depots:
For incidental
the depots including
for the
expenses for
incidental .expenses
depots: For
Engineer
the
same objects
specified under
under this
appropriation
the Army appropriation
this head
head in the
objects specified
the same
Act for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $10,000.
$10,000.
year nineteen
Engineer equipmen
equipmentt Act
Engineer
of troops.
of
tools, instruEngineer
oftroops:
For pontoon
pontoon material, tools,
troops: For
equipment of
Engineer equipment
ments,
supplies, and
apphances required
required for
for use
use in the
engineer equipthe engineer
and appliances
ments, supplies,
for engineer
ment
of troops,
troops, for
engineer operations
operations m
surveys, and for
for military
military surveys,
ment of
of engineer
the field,
including the
the purchase
engineer manuals
and preparation
preparation of
purchase and
the
field, including
and procurement
special paper for same, $200,000.
of special
and
procurement of
Civilian
assistants.
Civilian assistants.
of surveyors,
surveyors,
Civilian
assistants to
to Engineer
Engineer officers:
services of
officers: For services
Civilian assistants
survey
parties, draftsmen,
draftsmen, photographers,
laborers, and clerks
clerks
master laborers,
photographers, master
survey parties,
and department
to
officers on
staffs of
department
of division,
division, corps, and
the staffs
on the
to Engineer
Engineer officers
$10,000.
commanders, $10,000.
Operations in
in th
thee Commanders,
Operatiors
field.
Engineer
operations in
in the field:
expenses incident
incident to military
For expenses
field: For
Engineer operations
engineer
material and
the purchase
purchase of material
including the
field, including
in the
the field,
operations in
engineer operations
Expenses.
Expenses.
such
as are
are ordinarily
for under
under appropriations
for
appropriations for
provided for
ordinarily provided
such e:fpenses
expenses as
"Engineer depots,"
depots," "Civilian assistants
engineer officers,"
officers," and
assistants to engineer
"Engineer
"Maps, War
War Department,"
Department," and
and including
including temporary
temporary rental
storerental of store"Maps,
house in
in the
Columbia, $600,000.
$600,000.
house
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Depots.
Depots.
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DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

War Department.
Signal Office.
Office.

SIGNAL OFFICE.
SIGNAL
OFFICE.

Amount for technical
The
the services
services of
draftsmen and
such other
other serAmotes
and such
technisc
limitation on
on the
of skilled
skilled draftsmen
The limitation
services increased.
p. 91.
services
Secretary of
of War
War may
necessary to
Ate, p.91.
to be
be employed
employed Ante,
services as
as the
the Secretary
may deem
deem necessary
in the Signal
legislative, executive, and
and judicial
Signal Office, contained
contained in the legislative,
appropriation Act
nineteen hundred
seventeen,
hundred and seventeen,
Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
appropriation
is increased
increased from $30,000 to $53,280.
General's
Adjutant General's
Office.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
OFFICE.
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Expense of commis-

To reimburse
reimburse the Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing for material sioEnerof
nao
sions under national
ns Act.
defense
and labor
commissions as
as are
are required
the de
Act
fe
such commissions
required by
by the
and
labor used
used in
in furnishi
furnishinggsuch
War
approved June
June
War Department
Department for
for officers
officers of
of the Army
Army under the
the Act
Act approved
Ante, p.166.
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, 'For
"For making
further and
more Ae p. 166.
and more
and sixteen,
making further
third,
effectual
provision for the national defense, and for other purposes,"
purposes :"
effectual provision
including
cost of
of engraving
and printing
printing same,
same, $6,000,
to remain
remain
$6 000, to
including cost
engraving and
available
hundred and seventeen.
seventeen.
nineteen hundred
available during the fiscal year nineteen
Navy.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT.

Burea
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine
and Surgery.
Surgery.

BUEbAU
MEICINE
SUBGEBY.
BUREAU OF
OF MED
ICINE AND
AND SUR
GERY.

Surgeons' necessaries,

Set.ugns neos
Medical Department:
Department: For
For surgeons'
for vessels
com- etc.
in comvessels in
surgeon necessaries
neessariesfor
Medical

mission
and for the civil
civil
Marine Corps, and
navy yards,
yards, naval
naval stations,
stations, Marine
mission navy
Fv
o
a
r
lhospitals,
h
t
rans
ospiptaols
rt,
anavy
n
tia
ov
ny
of
:manaval
n
ina
g
v
,
medyards,
medestablishment at the several naval
estTarb:lipmoretnattiaotnthofe
remains:
For School, Washington,
ical
supply depots,
Medical
Washington, and Naval
Medical
ical supply
depots, Naval
al
inelud

$55,000.
Academy, $55,000.
Academy,

s,

Transferring re-

Transferring remains,
Transportation of remains: For transportation of remains, includ- manSerng
ing the same objects
objects specified under this head
head in the naval appropriation
hundred and
sixteen, $6,000.
ation Act for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,

MARINE CORPS.
MARINE
Provisions, Marine
Provisions,
Marine Corps:
Corps: For
For provisions, including
including the same
objects specified
for
objects
specified under this head in the naval appropriation
appropriation Act for
the
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
$100,000.
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
sixteen, $100,000.
Military
Military stores, Marine
Marine Corps: For military stem,
stores, including the
same objects specified
head in the naval appropriation
Act
specified under this head
appropriation Act
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen;
for the fiscal
sixteen, $105,000.
$105,000.
Contingent, Marine Corps: For contingent
including the
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
under this head in the naval appropriation
Act
same objects specified under
appropriation Act
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, $60,000.
for the fiscal
Approved,
1, 1916.
Approved, July 1,

Marine
Marine Corps.
Provisions.

Military steow.
stores.
Military

Contingent.
Contingent.

July 1,
1, 1916.
July

Resolution To authorize
authorize the President to draft members
members of
[H. J. Bes.
Res. 242.1
242.3
CHAP. 211.—Joint
211.-Joint Resolution
[H.
National Guard
Guard and of the Organized
Organized Militia of the
the several States, Territories, and (Pub. Res..
the National
23.3
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
23.1
members of the National
Militia Reserves
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and members
National Guard and
and Militia
into the military service of the United States under certain
certain conditions,
and for other
other
conditions, and
purposes.
purposes.

and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Resolved by
by the Senate and
Congress assembled,
opinion of the Army.
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That in the opinion
President
President authorNational
to draft National
Congress of the United States an emergency
which ized
Congress
emergency now exists which
Guard, etc.,
etc., into servRegular
addition to the I't
ar Army-of the ice.
demands the use of troops in addition
ice.
United States, and that the President
President be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
military
to draft into the in
ilitary service of the United States, under the Alec, p. 211.
Ane, p. 211.
provisions of section
section one hundred and eleven
national defense
defense
eleven of the national
hundred and sixteen,
Act approved
approved June third, nineteen
nineteen hwadred
sixteen, so far
far as the
provisions of said section may be applicable
applicable and
and not inconsistent
inconsistent with
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the
hereof, any
any or
members of
of the
Guard and
of
or all
all members
the National
National Guard
and of
the terms
terms hereof,
the
Organized Militia
Militia of
the several
several States,
States, Territories,
the
of the
Territories, and
and the
the Organized
District
Columbia and
all members
members of
of the
Guard
Tenn.
the National
National Guard
Ter.
District of
of Columbia
and any
any and
and all
and Organized
Reserves; to
to serve
serve for
the period
period of
of the
emerand
Organized Militia
Militia Reserves;
for the
the emerProviso.
D
&maw. gency, not exceeding three years, unless sooner dischared:
Promi.gency, not exceeding three years, unless sooner discharged: ProDebagqod
vid,ed,
all persons
drafted shall,
shall, from
date of
their draft,
draft,
-vided That
That all
persons so
so drafted
from the
the date
Itus.
of their
stand
discharged from
from the
the militia
the period
period of
of their
their service
service
stand discharged
militia during
during the
under
draft.
under said
said draft.
SEC.
provisions of section one hundred
hundred and twelve
Pbsn l
laws
Pansi'm
aws appi°I
)PliS
EC. 2. That the provisions
twelve of
stable.
Ante,
p. 211.
the national
defense Act
Act of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
An,p.
21l
the
national defense
of June
June third,
third, nineteen
sixteen,
shall
any officer
man drafted
drafted into
the
into the
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
to any
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
service of
the United
States pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
of this
this joint
joint
the provisions
service
of the
United States
to the
resolution.
resolution.
cmnbinatims
EC. 3.
3. That
when organizations
organizations the
the members
members of
are
which are
of which
That when
" bit° S
SEC.
tactical bsions
units.
drafted under
under the
the provisions
of this
this resolution
resolution do
do not
not constitute
provisions of
constitute
drafted
complete
tactical units
units the
President may,
may, by
combining such
such organiorganithe President
by combining
complete tactical
zations, organize
battalions, regiments,
regiments, brigades,
brigades, and
and divisions,
divisions, and
and
zations,
organize battalions,
Appointment
offfor
such
units
from
the
A PP°Intment of
°ffi- may appoint officers
officers
such
from
from
the
Regular
Army,
from
the
zers.
VoL 32, p. 77.
779.
members of
organizations, from
from those
those duly
qualified and
and regisregisVoL32,
members
of such
such organizations,
duly qualified
tered
pursuant to
section twenty-three
twenty-three of
of the
the Act
of Congress
Congress
Act of
to section
tered pursuant
approved
January
twenty-first,
nineteen
hundred and
three or
or
approved
January
twenty-first,
nineteen
hundred
and
three,
date, p. 190
members
provided in section
section thirtya~,p. BD
members of the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps as provided
thirtyeight
Act of
third, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
defense Act
of June
June third,
eight of
of the
the national
national defense
sixteen
officers with
not above
t‘bove that
colonel to
to be
be appointed
appointed
sixteen,'officers
with rank
rank not
that of
of colonel
by
officers to
appointed by.the
by the President alone
alone and all
all other officers
to be appointed
Proviso.
lr
111 ing vacancies
President, by
by and
and with
the advice
advice and
consent of
the Senate:
Proof the
Senate: Proand consent
with the
vaancies President,
Ptillig
M
ade b yArmy
officers videel, That vacancies incident to the appointment of officers of the
madby
Armofflois
appointed
in volun- vided, That vacancies incident to the appointment of officers of the
teers.
Regular Army
forces drafted
drafted for
for this
emerteerm.
Regular
Army to
to the
the positions
positions in
in the
the forces
this emerVol. 38,
38, P.. 349.
349.
gency may
be filled
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section eight
eight of
of the
Act
v.
gency
may be
filled under
under the
the Act
of April
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred
and
fourteen.
of
April
twenty-fifth,
nineteen
hundred
and
fourteen.
Assignment of Lofficers
i
n ennun"d.of
SEC. 4.
4. That
time of
of war
war or
or public
public danger
or during
That whenever
whenever in
in time
danger or
during
SEC.
csSingant
emergency declared
section one
this resolution,
resolution, two
or more
more
the emergency
declared in
in section
one of
of this
two or
officers of
of the
the same
same grade
are on
duty in
the same
same field,department,
field;-department, or
or
officers
grade are
on duty
in the
command, or organizations
organizations thereof,
thereof, the President
President may
assign the
may assign
the
such field,
command, or
of
command of the
the forces
forces of
of such
field, department,
department, or
or command,
or of
any
organization thereof,
thereof, without
without regard
regard to
to seniority
seniority of
of rank
rank in
the
any
organization
in
the
Precedence if no asognmeat.
In the
the absence
such assigiament
President,
U no a- same
id een
same grade.
grade. In
absence of
of such
assignment by
by the
the President,
officers of the same grade
grade shall rank and have precedence
precedence in the
following
order without
date of
rank or
commi
ss i
on as
following order
without regard
regard to
to date
of rank
or commission
as
between officers of different
between
different classes, namely:
namely: First, officers of the
Regular Army and officers of the Marine
Marine Corps detached
detached for service
service
with
the
Army
by
order
of
the
President;
second,
officers
of
forces
of
forces
of
the
President;
second,
officers
with
the
Army
by
order
Pr.
Proviso.
Rank
offi. drafted
drafted into
military service
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided,
ank of Army offiinto the
the military
service of
gem
drafted force.
amindratedforce.
in forces
That officers of the Regular
Regular Army
Army holding
holding commissions
commissions in
forces
drafted
the United
drafted into the service of the
United States
and have
States shall
shall rank
rank and
have
precedence under said
said commissions
if they
commissioned
precedence
commissions as
as if
they were
were commissioned
in
but the
the rank
of officers
officers of
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
m the Regular Army;
Army; but
rank of
of the
commissions in
in the forces
under their commissions
forces drafted into
service of the
into the service
the
United
the purpose
of this
be held
United States shall
shall not for
for the
purpose of
this resolution
resolution be
held to
to
antedate
antedate muster or draft into the service
service of the United States.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1916.
July 3, 1916.
[S. 31.)
[s.31.1

[Public, No.
[Public,
No.1341
134.7

No
[Publ,

Public lands.
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Pohn
les.Sevy.
John L.
Exchange
of land
xchange oi
land

With.

CHAP. 212.-An
212.—An Act For the relief of John L. Sevy.

it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
the
the Secretary
States
States of
of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
Interior i
iss hereby authorized
authorized to issue patent
patent to John L. Sevy, for
the following-described
following-described lands: -The
The south half of the northwest
northwest quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section twelve,
twelve, township thirty-six

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

SESS. I
Cns. 21
Z-214.
SESS.
I.. Ciis.
212-214.
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1916.

south, range eight west; the north
of lot
section eighteen,
eighteen,
north half of
lot one,
one, section
township thirty-six south, range seven west; the south half of lot
lot
three, section twelve, township thirty-six south, range
range eight
west;
eight west;
the west half of the southeast quarter
quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section seven, township thirty-six south, range
range seven west;
southwest; the
the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, secsection seven, the west half of the northwest quarter
quarter of the northwest
northwest
quarter and the northwest
northwest quarter of the southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the
northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of section seventeen,
seventeen, township
south,
township thirty-six
thirty-six south,
range seven west of Salt Lake meridian, situate in
in the
the Sevier National
National
Forest, upon the transfer by the said
Sevy to
United
said John L.
L. Sevy
to the
the United
States of a
a valid title to the north half of the northeast
quarter of
of
northeast quarter
the southwest
southwest quarter of section twelve, township thirty-six
thirty-six south,
south,
range eight west; the south half of lot
townlot one
one of section
section thirteen,
thirteen, township thirty-six south, range
range eight west; the
northeast quarter
the northeast
quarter of
of the
the
northeast
northeast quarter of section twenty-five, township thirty-five
thirty-five south,
south,
range four west; the southeast
southeast quarter
southwest quarter
quarter of
of
quarter of the
the southwest
section seventeen,
seventeen, township
township thirty-six south, range
west of
range three west
of
Proviso.
Salt Lake meridian,
meridian, situate
in
situate i
n the Sevier and Powell National
oaf
National For- Addeno
Added to Sevier anad
ests: Provided,
Provided, That upon the reconveyance
reconveyance of the surrendered
surrendered lands
Powell National Forlands Powell
Fora part of the Sevier and Powell National
they will become a
National Forests.
t
s
.
Forests. essts.
Approved, July 3, 1916.

CHAP. 213.-An
Providing for
for patents
patents to
CHAP.
213.--An Act Providing
to homesteads
ceded portion
homesteads on
on the
the ceded
portion of
of
the Wind
Wind River
River Reservation
Reservation in
in Wyoming.
Wyoming.
the

July
1916.
-uly 3,
3, 1916
[S. 733.)
[.7331.

[Public,
135.
[Public, No.
No. 135.1

Be it
it enacted
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Wind River eReserStates of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any
any person,
in Congress
person, who, prior
prior vationdw
rv r RWvation, Wyo.
Patents to hometo the
the passage
passage of
made homestead
entry on
on the
ceded portion
of this
this Act,
Act, made
homestead entry
the ceded
portion steaders
stadt
to hsnde
on ceded
lands
of Wind River
Reservation, in Wyoming,
irrigated.
River Reservation,
Wyoming, who has
has not
not abandoned
abandoned the
the not irrgated.
same
same, whose
is still
still existent
of record,
has been
been
whose entry
entry is
existent and
and of
record, and
and who
who has
unable to
to secure
secure water
for the
the irrigation
covered by
his
water for
irrigation of
of th
thee land
land covered
by his
entry, may secure title to the
the same
same upon
upon the
the submission
submission of
of satisfactory
satisfactory
Residence required.
proof that he has established
maintained actual
established and maintained
actual bona
bona fide
fide resiresi- Rsidenc
requiard
dence
a period of not less
less than
dence upon his land for a
months, and
and
than eight
eight months,
Vol. 33,
33t p. 1019.
upon payment of all sums remaining due on said land, as provided
provided Vol.
p. 1019.
the Act of
of March
for by the
March third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
five.
hundred and
and five.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 3,
3, 1916.

CHAP.
CHAP. 214.-An
214.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing leave of absence to homestead settlers
settles upon

tmsurveyed lands.
unsurveyed
lands.

Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the

Jay
1916.
Ju
y,6, 1918.
[S.
Is. 1066.]
N 6.a]
[Public, No. 13.1
136.3

United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
any qualified
qualified
That any
person who has heretofore
hereafter in
heretofore or shall hereafter
in good
good faith
make settlefaith make
settlement upon
unreserved unappropriated
upon and improve
improve unsurveyed
unsurveyed unreserved
unappropriated pubpub-

Public lands.
Leave of absence
allowed
on tmallowed settlers
settlers on
usurveyed lands.

each year after
after establishment of residence:
residence: Prowled,
ProTrded, That
That he
he shall
shall

Proviso.
Notices, etc., reNoti*es,
quired.

lie
lic lands of the United States with intention, upon
entering
upon survey, of entering
same under the homestead
homestead laws shall be entitled
entitled to a
a leave of absence
in one or two periods not exceeding in the aggregate
aggregate five months in

have plainly marked on the ground the exterior boundaries
boundaries of
of the
lands claimed and have filed in the local land office notice of the
the
approximate
approximate location of the lands settled
upon and
settled upon
and claimed,
claimed, of
of the
the
period of intended absence, and that he shall upon the
terminathe termination of the absence and his return
return to the land file notice thereof in
in
the local land office.
office.
Approved, July 3, 1916.

ee

ab

surveyed nds.

etc. re

quir
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within
CHAP.
215.—An
Act Forthe
For the relief
relief of
of certain
certain homestead
entrymen for land within
homestead entrymen
.- An Act
CH.
A.215
the limits
of the
Glacier National
Park.
National Park.
the Glacier
limits of
the

[Public,
137.1
No. 137.]
(Public, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives of
United
the United
of the
House ofRepresentatives
and House
Be
it enaced
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the homestead
entries
homestead entries
in Congress
States
heretofore made
made by
E. Jones,
Jones, Ernest
Ernest R. Henthorn, Daniel C.
by Howard
Howard E.
on tion des heretofore
Doyle Walter
Doverspike, Ora
Ora Reeves,
Reeves, Louis
Louis N.
Walter E.
Fournier, Pat Doyle,
N. Fournier,
Doverspike,
ditrewtthinn.
Barricklow,
and Frank
Frank Kelly
for lands
Glacier
of the
the Glacier
limits of
the limits
within the
lands within
Kelly for
Barriclow, and
entries
National
Park, in
in the
land district,
district, which entries
Montana, land
the Kalispell,
Kalispell, Montana,
National Park,
Secretary of the Interior on
were
on
the Secretary
issued by the
orders issued
under orders
were allowed
allowed under
May
and twenty-fifth,
t‘Venty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten, based
based
hundred and
twenty-first and
May twenty-first
upon lists
lists approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
prior to
the
to the
Agriculture prior
Secretary of
upon
Vol. 36,
36,p.
p.5354.
vol.
passage
aelage of the Act of May eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen hundred and ten
(Thirty-sixth
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
fifty-four),
hundred and fifty-four),
three hundred
page three
fThirty-sixth Statutes
creating
the said
said Glacier
Glacier National
National -Park,
Park, be,
be, and they
hereby,
they are hereby,
creating the
excepted from
from the
force and
and effect
effect of
Act of
of May
May eleventh,
nineeleventh, nineof said
said Act
the force
excepted
Proviso.
teenhundred
Pro.s.
teen hundred and ten: Provided,
Provided, That should said entries not be perEntries not perfected
fected as
as required
by law
lands embraced
shall revert
revert to
to
therein shall
embraced therein
law the
the lands
required by
toE~t.oP"e
to
revert to Park. d fected
and
become aapart
part of
the said
Glacier National
Park.
National Park.
of the
said Glacier
and become
Approved, July
July 3, 1916.
Approved,
Glacie

N.io

Glacier National
N o
Par.
Park.
Confirmation of deeignated prior homestead entries

July
Iunl 3, 1916.
(S.
18,40.1
l(.1.6
4

Public, No. 138.
(Public,
138.)

CHAP
216.—An Act
entitled "An
"An Act
establish a
a Court
CHAP. 216.-An
Act To amend
amend an Act entitled
Act to establish
Court of
Private Land
Claims and
and to
provide for
for the
of private
private land
land claims
cerin cerclaims in
the settlement
settlement of
to provide
Land Claims
Private
Territories,' approved March
tain States
States and
and Territories,"
tain
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninetyeighteen
one and
the Acts
amendatory thereto,
approved February
February twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
thereto, approved
Acts amendatory
one,
and the
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred
hundred and
hundred and
and ninetyhundred
and ninety-three,
ninety-three, June twenty-seventh,
eight,
eight, and February
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-eixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and nine.

Be
enactedby
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
Private
of an
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
claims.
States
in Congress
That section
section eighteen
eighteen of
an
Claims
Land
Private
of
a
Court
to
establish
Act entitled
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to establish aCourt of Private Land Claims and
and
to
private land
land claims
certain States
States
conlrmatio.
to provide
provide for
for the
the settlement
settlement of
of private
claims in
in certain
approved March
hundred a
n dninetyand
ninety27, p. 4; Vol. 30, p. and
and Territories"
Terrritories," approved
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
45
one,
one as amended
amendedby the Act approved
February twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
approved February
eighteen
hundred and ninety-three, and by the
the Act approved
approved June
June twentytwentyVol. 35, p.
55, seventh,
eighteen hundred
ninety-eight, and by the Act approved
approved
P. 655,
seventh, eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight,
amended.
mended.
February
twenty-sixth, nineteen
be, and
the same
same
February twenty-sixth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine,
nine, be,
and the
is hereby,
hereby, further amended
amended by striking out
out the words
words "before
"before the
the
fourth
clay of
March., nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ten," and
inserting in
in
fourth day
of March,
and ten,"
and inserting
the words
words "before
"before the
the fourth
fourth day of March, nineteen
lieu thereof
thereof the
nineteen
hundred and seventeen,"
seventeen," so that the first clause of said section shall
read
as follows,
follows, namely:
namely:.
read as
Time extended.
Time extended.
"That all
all claims
claims arsing
under either
either of
of the
the two
two next
preceding
"That
arising under
next preceding
sections of this Act shall be filed with the surveyor
surveyor general of the
proper
proper State
State or Territory
Territory before
before the fourth
March, nineteen
fourth day
day of March,
nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
not so
so filed
filed shall
be valid."
valid."
hundred
and no
no claim
claim not
shall be
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the
the extension
extension herein
granted shall
shall not
apply to
to
not apply
herein granted
Provided,
lPadexcluded.
Lands
excluded.
lands within the limits of aa confirmed
confirmed grant or embraced
embraced in
n any
i
completed under
entry completed
under the
public land
land laws
laws prior
prior to
filing of
of a
the public
to filing
a claim
claim
hereunder, nor shall its provision extend
extend to persons
hereunder,
persons holding under
under
nineteen hundred
assignments made after March third, nineteen
hundred and one.
one.
Approved, July 3, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
Court of Private
court
Land Claims.
Filing
ofelasdadverse
pFiing of
possession claims for
confirmation.
;
Vol. 26, p. 862; Vol.
27, p. 471; Vol. 30, P.
495.

July 3,
3,1916.
Judy
1916.
[S.
S. 3132.]
3132.1
[Public, No. 139.1

CHAP. 217.-An
certain lands
State of
of WashCHAP.
217.—An Act
Act Providing
Providing for
for the
the sale
sale of
of certain
lands in
in the
the State
Washington, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assemble1,
Secretary of
of the
the
shall cause
cause the
the lands
in a
ban doned military
military reservations
reservations
abandoned
lands in
Interior shall
ndreyofdesignated Interior
Description.
numbered twenty-three
twenty-three and
described as
as follows:
follows: Lots
numbered
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, described
Lots
one and two in section five and lot three in section
section six, of township

mili Y
Aebantdoed
Abandwled
militar
reservations,
Wash.
Survey of designated
ds in.
lan
Description.
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twenty north; and the southwest quarter, the southwest quarter of
the southeast quarter, and lots three and four of section twenty-one;
twenty-one;
and the northwest quarter, the west half of the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter,
lots one, two, and three, and the northeast quarter of the southwest
southwest
quarter of section twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; and the
the south half of lot three and
and
the southeast
all of
of lots four and five, and
and the northeast quarter of
of the
southeast
quarter of section thirty-one;
thirty-one; the
the south half of the south
south half of the
the
northwest
quarter, the
south half
of the
the northeast
northeast
northwest quarter,
the south
south half
half of
of the south
half of
quarter, and lots
quarter,
lots one
one and two
two and
and the west half
half of
of the
the northwest
northwest
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section
quarter
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter and
and the
thirty-two; and the south half of lot two and all of lot three of section
thirty-two;
section
thirty-three, in
township twenty-one
twenty-one north,
east of
of
thirty-three,
in township
north, all
all in
in range
range two
two east
Willamette meridian,
the Willamette
meridian, in
any part
part
in the
the State
State of Washington,
Washington, or
or any
thereof,
be regularly
surveyed or
or subdivided
into tracts
tracts or
or lots
lots of
thereof, to
to be
regularly surveyed
subdivided into
of
twenty
each, more
more or
or less,
less, to
to conform
conform as
nearly as
as practicable
twenty acres
acres each,
as nearly
practicable
to the existing
existing local
local survey.
S
EC. 2.
That after
said survey
and the
approval thereof
thereof by
by the
the md
naPtt.med to
to settle
settle.
SEC.
2. That
after said
survey and
the approval
Commissioner of the General
Commissioner
General Land
Land Office the plat thereof
thereof shall be
be
filed in the office
receiver in the
office of
of the
the register
register and receiver
the manner provided
provided
by
law , and
settler who
who was
was in
in actual
of c„gg
hts
ts ga,),=2
by law,
and thereafter
thereafter any
any settler
actual occupation
occupation of
o prIt
RighhtS'
any portion
portion of the lands
lands described
described in section one hereof
hereof on the
the first
first
day of January,
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten,
ten, who
who made
made actual
actual settlethereon m good faith ffor thte
ment thereon
the purpose of securing a
ahome, and
who has since
since maintained
maintained his claim thereto,
thereto, or any one who has, since
said date, succeeded to the occupation
occupation and interest of any such prior
prior
settler,
entitled to purchase
purchase the lands
settler, his
his heirs
heirs or assigns,
assigns, shall
shall be entitled
lands so
so
occupied, not exceeding
exceeding twenty acres to each settler, according
occupied,
according to
the
the Government
Government surveys
surveys and subdivisions
subdivisions thereof,
thereof, upon payment
payment to
to
the Government
Government of aasum equal
equal to the amount of the appraised valuation of same; said appraisal to be made under the direction of the
Commissioner
General Land
in accordance
accordance with
regulaCommissioner of
of the
the General
Land Office,
Office, in
with regulaProvided, That in making
tions to be approved by him: Provided,
making such appraisal
Provisos.
appraisal P'
Appraisal
no account shall be taken of roads, wharves, or other
other general improvements in connection
connection with said lands, nor of any improvements
made thereon, but the same shall be
be appraised
appraised as nearly
nearly as may be
as they were at the time when first settled upon: And provided
further
Government may
be made
in one
sum, Psym's.
Payments.
further,, That payment
payment to
to the
the Government
may be
made in
one sum,
or one-tenth
installments,
one-tenth cash and the balance in nine equal annual installments,
with interest
centum per
per annum,
as the
purchaser may
with
interest at
at four
four per
per centum
annum, as
the purchaser
may
Provided, That any purchaser
purchaser under
No homestead
right
elect: Provided,
under the
the provisions of this
this the,,tsed
riht
thereafter.
section shall not thereafter
thereafter have the right to make a
a homestead
homestead entry.
SEC.
a part of abanS
EC. 3. That the following-described
following-described land, being a
doned
reservation numbered
twenty-four, is
hereby granted
doned military
military reservation
numbered twenty-four,
is hereby
Pierce
Cotmty,Wash.
rPsComtyrWah
granted Gra
of land for
to school district numbered
numbered seventy-one,
seventy-one, of Pierce County, State
,e of sch
district.
schoooldict.
Washington,
Washington, to wit: The east half of the northwest quarter of the
southeast quarter of section thirty-two
thirty-two in township twenty-one
twenty-one of
range two east of the Willamette
Willamette meridian, in the State of WashingWashington
payment therefor to the United States of $2.50 per acre.
Payment.
ton, upon payment
acre.
P t
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That if application to purchase
purchase any of
:1r°' d
of
of the lands described IJaSdPb1
OnsoSd
in section one hereof be not filed
filed with the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
within
under the provisions of section two hereof, within
eral Land Office, under
regulations for purchase,
year after the approval
approval of regulations
purchase, then, in that
one year
hereby authorized
of the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
authorized to
to dispose
dispose
event, the Secretary
Secretary of
of such
remaining lands
under the
provisions of
of the
Act of
of Congress
Congressp.103.
Vol.
of
such remaining
lands under
the provisions
the Act
VoL z23, p. 0 a.
of July fifth, eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-four,
entitled
"An
Act
to
eighteen
eighty-four,
provide for the disposal of abandoned
abandoned and useless military
military reservations."
ervations."
Approved,
Approved, July 3, 1916.
nt
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CHAP. 218.—An
Act To
forest lands
lands in
in the
the Florida
National
CHAP.
218.-An Act
To consolidate
consolidate certain
certain forest
Florida National
Forest.
Forest.

[Public, No. 140.]

United
Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
[ublcNo41
That the Secretary of the
assembled,
States of
of America
America in
in
Congress assembled,
Ameria
States
FStasesof
in Congress
Congress
as.emb
Lands added to, by Interior, for the purpose
purpose of consolidating
consolidating the forest lands belonging
belonging
ehangeth
Upnited States within the Florida
Florida National
be, and
and he
to the United
National Forest,
Forest, be,
he
owners.
is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
empowered, upon
of
is hereby,
and empowered,
upon the
the recommendation
recommendation of
the
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, to
exchange lands
belonging to
the Secretary
Secretary of
to exchange
lands belonging
to the
the
United
States which
are part
National Forest
Forest for
which are
part of
of the
the Florida
Florida National
for pripriUnited States
vately owned
owned lands
equal value,
value, as
as determined
determined by
by
vately
lands of
of approximately
approximately equal
the Secretary
Agriculture, .within
the exterior
of said
national
exterior limits
limits of
said national
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
within the
the
forest, which
upon the
the consummation
of the
the exchange
exchange shall
shall
consummation of
forest,
which lands
lands upon
become
the Florida
National Forest.
Forest.
become a
a part
part of
of the
Florida National
Approved,
Approved, July 3, 1916.
Florida National
National
Florida
Forest.
Lands added to, by
exchange with private

July 3, 1916.
[H. R.
R. 393.1
393.)

[Public,
No. 1414
141.)
[Public, No.

CHAP. 219.-An
218.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize an
an exchange
exchange of
with
CHAP.
of lands
lands with
Dakota
for promotion
promotion of
experiments in
dry-land agriculture,
and
agriculture, and
in dry-land
of experiments
Dakota for

the
State of
the State
of North
North
for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other

Be it
Senate and
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of_Representatives
of Representativesof
receipt of
of a
proper
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
upon receipt
a proper
lDands States
America in Congress
deed from the State of North Dakota, executed under authority
authority: of
the
legislative assembly,
assembly,. approved
February fifth,
fifth, ninethe Act of its
its legislative
approved February
nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, reconveying
reconveying to
States title
teen hundred
to the
the United
United States
title to
to
section sixteen, township
section
hundred and
and thirty-eight
township one
one hundred
thirty-eight north,
north,
range eighty-one
west, fifth
principal meridian,
meridian, the
of
range
eighty-one west,
fifth principal
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior is authorized to issue
for such
issue patents
patents to said State for
such
vacant, surveyed,
unreserved, unoccupied,
public lands
vacant,
surveyed, unreserved,
unoccupied, nonmineral
nonmineral public
lands
as may
may be
be selected
selected by
said State
State within
its boundaries,
as
by said
within its
boundaries, not
not exceedexceeding one
one thousand
two hundred
hundred and
eighty acres
acres in
in aggregate
aggregate area,
area,
ing
thousand two
and eighty
Added
to dry-land
and said
be subject
subject to
settleshall not
not be
to settlewhen so
so reconveyed
reconveyed shall
said section
section when
dded to
dry-in and
emmental
station
atandan.
ment,
ment, location, entry, or selection under the public-land laws, but
but
shall
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture in
in
shall be reserved
reserved for
for the use
use of
of the
the Department
carrying
on experiments
dry-land agriculture
agriculture at
at the
carrying on
experiments in
in dry-land
the Northern
Northern
Great
Field Station,
Mandan, North
North Dakota.
Great Plains
Plains Field
Station, Mandan,
Dakota.
Approved, July
3, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
July 3,

North
Dakota.
Ehang'eotf
Exchange
of lands
with.
with,

a

July 3,
3, 1916.
1916.
8
[H.
i[H.R.
R. 8654.1
54
142.]
[Public, No. 142.1

CHAP. 220.-An
entitled "An
enlarged
220.—An Act To amend an Act entitled
"An Act to provide
provide foran
for an enlarged
homestead," approved
February nineteenth,
homestead,"
approved February
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
adding
hundred and
and nine,
nine, by
by adding
a
a new
new section
section to be
be known
known as
as section
section seven.
seven.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in Congress
"An
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act entitled "
An
Act
enlarged homestead,"
homestead," approved
February ninesteads.
Act to
to provide
provide for
for an
an enlarged
approved February
ninenineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine,
by adding
thereto an
p. 640, teenth,
teenth, nineteen
nine, be
be amended
amended by
adding thereto
an
additional section
be known
as section
additional
section to
to be
known as
section seven:
seven:
Noncontiguous lands
"SEC. 7.
7. That
person who
has made
make homestead
shall make
homestead
who has
made or
or shall
That any
any person
ompulede
"SEC.
alnownd to
allowed
to complete
entry.
entry,
entry of less than three hundred and twenty acres of lands of
of the
the
character
submitted final proof
character herein described,
described, and who shall have submittej
thereon, shall have the right to enter public lands subject to
to the
provisions of
contiguous to
to his
first entry,
provisions
of this Act,
Act, not
not contiguous
his first
entry, which
which shall
shall
not with the original entry
entry exceed
exceed three
acres:
three hundred
hundred and twenty acres:
Provided,
the land
land originally
entered and
and that
covered by
the
Provisos.
that covered
by the
Provided, That
That the
originally entered
Proviso.
Condition.
condition.
additional
designated as subject
additional entry shall first have been designated
subject to this
this
Actual residence
and Act
Actuatl
reidenoeand
further, That in no
as provided
provided by section one thereof:
thereof: Provided further,
cultivation required.
case shall patent
patent issue
issue for
for the
land covered
such additional
additional entry
entry
the land
covered by
by such
until the person making
making same shall have
conformity
have actually
actually and in
in conformity
with the
resided upon
the lands
the homestead
homestead laws
laws resided
upon and
and cultivated
cultivated the
lands so
so
additionally
additionally entered,
entered, and otherwise complied
complied with
except
with such laws,
laws, except

Public
lands.
ublic lands.
Enlarged
homesteads.
Vol. 35, p. 640,
aolded3
amended.
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n
Residence
on former
that where
where the
land embraced
embraced in
in the
entry is
not entry
peon
form
Renidene
is located
located not
additional entry
the additional
the land
that
accepted.

exceeding twenty
original entry
from the land embraced in the original
twenty miles from
exceeding
no residence
residence shall
shal be required on
entry if the entryon such
such additional entry
no

entry rights
man
residing on
on his
entry: And
provided further,
That this
Soldiers'entryright
this notSoldiers'
further, That
And provided
his former
former entry:
man is
is residing
affected.
section
not be
be construed
construed as
as affecting
affecting any
any rights
rights as
as to
to location
location not affect
shall not
section shall
soldiers' additional
twenty-three hundred It. B., sec. 2306, p. 422.
homesteads under section twenty-three
additional homesteads
of soldiers'
R.8.sc.2306 p 422
and six
Revised Statutes."
Statutes."
of the
the Revised
and
six of
Approved, July
1916.
3, 1916.
July 3,
Approved,
•
CHAP.
225.—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations for
fortifications and
other works
works of
CHAP. 225.-An
for fortifications
and other
of
defense, for the armament
procurement of heavy ordnance for trial
armament thereof,
thereof, for the procurement
defense,
and service,
service, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

July 6, 1916.
[11. R.614916.
14303.)
[H..
(Public,
No.
143.]
(Public, No. 143.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United F
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
ap
States
Congress assembled,
That the
following sums
sums are
are propriattlons.
prF
oporcations apthe following
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
approotherwise
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
available and to continue available until
immediately available
to be immediately
priated, to
expended,
expended, namely:
FORTIFICATIONS
OTH14,11- WORKS
WORKS OF DEFENSE.
FORTIFICATIONS AND OTHER
IMPACTMENT.
ENoINrEER
ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGORsE
-DEPARTMENr.

For construction
and mortar
mortar batteries, $2,300,000.
guns and
of guns
construction of
For
For modernizing
modernizing older
older emplacements,
$78,500.
emplacements, $78,500.
For

For construction
of fire-control
fire-control stations
and accessories,
accessories, including
including
stations and
construction of
For

purchase of
purchase and
of
installation of
and installation
of way
way,.,purchase
and rights
rights of
of lands
lands and
purchase
necessary lines
lines and
including
communication, including
of electrical
electrical communication,
means of
and means
necessary
telephones,
dial and
instruspecial instruand all special
wiring and
other telegraphs,
telegraphs, wiring
and other
telephones, dial
ments,
apparatus, and
materials, coast
signal apparatus,
apparatus, and
and salaries
salaries
coast signal
and materials,
ments, apparatus,
of
electrical experts,
conof electrical
experts, engineers,
engineers, and
and other
other necessary
necessary employees
employees connected
with the
of coast
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and
the use
use of
nected with
test of
instruments for fire control at the
other instruments
of range finders and other
test
necessary for their manufacture
fortifications,
machinery necessary
manufacture at
fortifications, and the machinery
the arsenals,
arsenals, $600,000.
$600,000.
the
maintenance of
war-instruction materiel at
of Coast Artillery war-instruction
For maintenance
Coast
necessary material
therefor
material and labor therefor
Coast Artillery
Artillery posts, including necessary
and
necessarily employed
employed for periods
and for
for extra-duty
extra-duty pay to soldiers necessarily
not less
than ten
days, $1,250.
$1,250.
less than
ten days,
not
For purchase
installation of searchlights
our
defenses of our
searchlights for the defenses
and installation
For
purchase and
most important harbors,
harbors, $226,700.
$226,700.
For protection,
fortifications for
for which
repair of
of fortifications
protection, preservation,
preservation, and repair
For
there
no special
appropriation available,
structures
and of
of structures
available, and
special appropriation
may be
be no
there may
for the
the torpedo
defense of
of the
the United
maintaining
and for maintaining
United States
States and
torpedo defense
for

Engineer DepartDepartEngineer
inent.
m
ent.
Gun and
and mortar
mortar batbatGun

teries.
teries.
Modernizin g eraemModernizing
placments.
placements.
Fire-controlstations.
Fire-ontrolstations.

Rang finders.
ndes.
Range

Coast Artillery war
instcton.
instruction.

Searchlights.
Sealhi

Preservation, etc.
PBo

etc'

channels
for access
access to
to torpedo
$250,000.
channels for
torpedo wharves,
wharves, $250,000.
Galveston,
Galveston, Tar.
Ter.
Repairing defises,
defenses,
For the
the repair
repair and
and restoration
restoration of
sea walls,
walls, and
and etc.Repairing
retaining walls,
of sea
walls, retaining
For
fill, and for urgent repairs to batteries, in the defenses of Galveston, etcTexas,
$303,500.
Texas, $303,500.
lans
Plans.
For
preparation of
plans for
fortifications and
and other
other works of
of plans
for fortifications
For preparation
defense, $25,000.
defense,
$25,000.
Supplies, etc.,
Supplies,
etc., elecelectric plants.
For
maintenance and
and electric
electric light
light and
plants.
and tric
of searchlights
searchlights and
repair of
and repair
For maintenance
power equipment for seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, and for tools, electrical
appliances to be used in their operation,
operation,
and other supplies, and appliances
including
reserve lights,
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of reserve
lights, $40,000.
$40,000.
Torpedo structure,
structures,
For
of 116
)1
casemates,
cable galleries,
galleries, torpedo
torpedo etc.
etc.
mining
casemates, cable
For construction
construction of
storehouses,
necessary for the
and other structures
structures necessary
storehouses, cable tanks, and
operation,
care of submarine
submarine mines and their
their
operation, preservation, and care
accessories, and
torpedo wharves,
channels for access to torpedo
and for providing channels
accessories,
$200,000.
$200,000.
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Sevee.
Signal Service.

Fireeontrol istalls
Fire-control
installsSons.
U D
ti

.

Armament.
Armament.

Mountain, field,
field, and
Mountain,
and
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For
or reclamation
reclamation of
land, or
or right
right pertaining
thereto,
For procurement
procurement or
of land,
pertaining thereto,
needed for
site, location,
or prosecution
prosecution of
of works
for
needed
for site,
location, construction,
construction, or
works for
fortifications and
coast defenses,
defenses, $1,400,000.
$1,400,000.
fortifications
and coast
UNDER THE CHIEF
UNDER
CHIEF SIGNAL
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.

For operation
operation and
For
of fire-control
at
and maintenance
maintenance of
fire-control installations
installations at
seacoast defenses,
defenses, $130,000.
$130,000.
seacoast
ARMAMENT
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS.

For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
test of
of mountain,
mountain, field,
field, and
and siege
siege
For
and test
cannon,
including their
sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
cannon, including
their carriages,
carriages, sights,
equipments,
and the
the machinery
machl
iznajecessary
for their
manufacture at
at the
arsenals,
and
necessary for
their manufacture
the arsenals,
Proviso
tx„,:tfinithoriz
„
d.$2,821,500:
That the
the Chief
Ordnance,. United
United States
States
authorized
Contts
$2,821,500: P,
Provided, That
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Army,
authorized to
to enter
contracts or
or otherwise
otherwise incur
incur obligaobligaArmy, is
is authorized
enter into
into contracts
tions for
for the
purposes above
above mentioned
not to
to exceed
$3,500,000 in
in
tions
the purposes
mentioned not
exceed $3,500,000
and heretofore
heretofore made.
made.
addition to the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein and
Ammunition.
For
purchase, manufacture,
ammunition for
Ammunition.
For purchase,
manufacture, and
and test
test of
of ammunition
for mountain,
mountain,
field,
siege cannon,
cannon 'including
including the
the necessary
experiments in
in conconfield, and
and siege
necessary experiments
nection
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for
for its
its manufacture
manufacture
nection therewith
therewith and
and the
Proviso,
at the arsenals, $6,000,000: Provided, That the Chief of Ordnance,
Pco-teathried
Contracts
authorized. at the arsenals, $6,000,000: Provided, That the Chief of Ordnance,
a
United States Army,
authorized to enter into contracts
Army, is authorized
contracts or otherwise incur obligations
obligations for
above mentioned
mentioned not
not to
to
for the purppses
purposes above
exceed
exceed $3,000,000
$3,000,000 in
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations herein
in addition
herein and
and hereheretofore made.
tofore
made.
Seacoast cannon.
For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
test of
of seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon for
for coast
coast
and test
defense, including
their carriages,
equipments '
including their
carriages, sights,
sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
machinery necessary
and the machinery
for their
manufacture at
at the
arsenals,
necessary for
their manufacture
the arsenals,
c
P
o
n
r
oPiso. authorized. $1,284,000:
$1,284,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Chief
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, United
United States
Contcsathorized.
States
Army, is authorized
authorized to enter
into contracts
contracts or
or otherwise
otherwise incur
incur obligaobligaenter into
tions for the purposes
purposes above
to exceed
in
above mentioned
mentioned not
not to
exceed $3,000,000
$3,000,000 in
Ammunition.
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations herein
heretofore made.
made.
Ammunition,
addition
herein and
and heretofore
Modernizing propurchase, manufacture,
Modernizing
proFor purchase,
manufacture, and test of ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast
jectiles.
J ti
cannon, and for modernizing projectiles
projectiles on hand, including
including the necesnecesProviso.
sary
experiments in
connection therewith,
and the
the machinery
machinery necesnecesProiso.
sary experiments
in connection
therewith, and
Contractsauthorized. sary
Contsactsauthorized.
sary for
for its
its manufacture
manufacture at
at the
arsenals, $3,000,000:
Provided, That
the arsenals,
$3,000,000: Provided,
That
the Chief of Ordnance, United States Army, is authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter
into contracts or otherwise
otherwise incur obligations
obligations for
for the
the purposes
above
purposes above
mentioned
exceed $3,500,000
mentioned not to exceed
$3,500,000 in
addition to
in addition
to the
the appropriations
appropriations
herein and heretofore
heretofore made.
made.
Ammunition, eetc.,
fApmnEtleo
tc.,
for
practice.
For
manufacture, and
and test
of ammunition,
ammunition, subcaliber
sub
caliber
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
test of
guns, and other accessories for
including
for seacoast
seacoast artillery
artillery practice,
practice, including
the machinery
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture
manufacture at
at the
the arsenals,
necessary for
arsenals,
$490,000.
$490,000.
Altering mobile aarAltering
For alteration and maintenance
tillery,
etc. mobile rmaintenance of the mobile artillery, including
including
the purchase
manufacture of
purchase and manufacture
materials
of machinery, tools,
tools, and
and materials
necessary for the work and the expenses
expenses of the mechanics
mechanics engaged
engaged
$100,000.
thereon, $100,000.
Ammunition, etc.,
For purchase,
test of
for fieetonearte.ry
field, etc.,
etc., artillery
artillery
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
of ammunition,
ammunition, subcaliber
subcaliber
for
field,
practice.
guns, and other accessories
accessories for mountain,
mountain, field, and
siege artillery
artillery
and siege
practice, including the machinery
machinery necessary for
their manufacture
manufacture
for their
at the arsenals, $480,000.
Altering to rapid-fire at the arsenals, $480,000.
field
battetri .
For alteration
inch
field batteries.
alteration of three and
and two-tenths
two-tenths i
nch batteries to rapid-fire
field batteries, including
including sights, implements,
the
implements, equipments,
equipments, and
and the
materials and machinery necessary
necessary for alteration
alteration and
and manufacture
manufacture
at the arsenals, $195,000.
$195,000.
Altering, etc., sea,co't'erCtJ
seaFor
alteration and
and maintenance
coast
artillery.e
For alteration
maintenance of
of seacoast
seacoast artillery,
artillery, including
the
including the
urchase and
and manufacture
purchase
manufacture of machinery, tools, materials
materials necessary
necessary
or the work, and expenses
for
expenses of civilian
civilian mechanics
mechanics and extra-duty pay
pay
engaged thereon,
of enlisted
enlisted men engaged
thereon, $400,000.
$400,000.

gennon

siege cannon.
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Sandy Hook provHook provingSondy
ground.

For
current expenses
expenses of
proving ground,
etc.
Expenses, etc.
Hook, Expenses,
Sandy Hook,
ground, Sandy
ordnance proving
the ordnance
of the
For current
New Jersey,
maintenance of
of rail
water transrail and water
the maintenance
comprising the
Jersey, comprising
New
portation, repairs,
repairs, alterations,
accessories, and
and service
service of
employees
of employees
alterations, accessories,
portation,
incidental
testing and
proving ordnance
ordnance materiel,
materiel, hire of assistants
and proving
to testing
incidental to
for
purchase of
instruments and
articles required
required
and articles
of instruments
Board, purchase
Ordnance Board,
the Ordnance
for the
for
testing and
experimental work,
building and
and repairing
repairing butts
butts and
work, building
and experimental
for testing
targets, clearing
clearing and
and grading
grading ranges,
targets,
ranges, $75,000.
$75,000.
Tem °r empoy
For necessary
expenses of
of officers
officers not
not occupying
occupying public
quarters mentms.
inTenetms.P°mY
employ.
oy
public quarters
necessary expenses
For
at
the proving
ground, while
while employed
on ordnance
thereat,
duty thereat,
ordnance duty
employed on
proving ground,
at the
at
the rate
rate of
of $2.50
$2.50 per
so employed
and the
the compensation
compensation
employed and
while so
diem while
per diem
at the
of
draftsmen while
while employed
employed in
the Army
Army Ordnance
Ordnance Bureau
Bureau on
in the
of draftsmen
ordnance construction,
construction, $35,000.
$35,000.
ordnance
SUBMARINE
MINES.
SUBMARINE MINES.

Submarine
Submarine mines.
Ac
.
c
ccessories

for

For
manufacture, and
and test
materiel, pressories
actfor
s for
practise.
submarine-mine matriel,
of submarine-mine
test of
purchase, manufacture,
For purchase,
and other
for submarine-mine
practice, including
including the
the
submarine-mine practice,
accessories for
other accessories
and
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture
manufacture at
a
$26,000. .PPurchases.
arsenals, $26,000.
the arsenals,
at the
necessary for
machinery
For
purchase of
mines and
and necessary
appliances to
to
necessary appliances
submarine mines
of submarine
For purchase
operate them
them for
dosing the
the channels
channels leading
leading to
our principal
principal seaseato our
for cosing
operate
ports, and
for continuing
continuing torpedo
torpedo experiments,
Maintenance of
123,000.
experiments, $123,000.
and for
ports,
For maintenance
of submarine-mine
submarine-mine materiel
the limits
Maintenance
etc. of
etc
supplies,
of supplies,
limits of
within the
materiel within
maintenance of
For
continental
States, purchase
purchase of
of necessary
necessary machinery,
tools, Fort Totten torpedo
machinery, tools,
United States,
continental United
and
of the
torpedo depot
depot at
at Fort
depot. ' t torpdo
Fort depot.
the torpedo
shop of
repair shop
the repair
for the
implements for
and implements
Totten,
York, extra-duty
employed
necessarily employed
soldiers necessarily
tq soldiers
pay to
extra-duty pay
New York,
Totten, New
for
periods not
not less
than ten
connection with the issue, receipt,
receipt ,
days in connection
ten days
less than
for periods
and
of submarine-mining
at the
the torpedo
and for
for
depot, and
torpedo depot,
materiel at
submarine-mining materiel
care of
and-care
torpedolepot
administration,
$68,000.
torpedo-depot administration, $68,000.
Radiodyamic
torper
otric
ly
tor.
For
of John
Hays HamHam- pedo control.
John Hays
rights of
exclusive rights
the exclusive
of the
procurement of
the procurement
For the
Purchaseofeusive
mond,
and the
the Radio
Engineering Company
Company of
of New
Purchase
of exclusive
York inhts
New. York
Radio Engineering
junior, and
mond, junior,
Hays
of John
(Incorporated)
to
their
discoveries
and
inventions
in
the
art
of
Ta
h
nrragaret
laYs
hbond,
jr.,etl
art
of
the
in
inventions
and
discoveries
to
their
(Incorporated)
control
racliodynamic energy
movement of
of water-borne
water-borne
the movement
of the
energy of
by radiodynamic
control by
carriers of
accordance with
heretofore
a proposal
proposal heretofore
with a
in accordance
explosives, in
high explosives,
of high
carriers
made
said John
John Hays
Hammond, junior,
said company,
and said
junior, and
Hays Hammond,
by said
made by
known as
proposal Z,
sum shall
shall not
not Subjecttoinvesti
said sum
That said
Provided, That
$750,000: Provided,
Z, $750,000:
as proposal
known
be paid except
by the
the President
of a
tion
.and
0:ireport.
report.
to in
and
a tion
report of
of aa report
President of
approval by
the approval
upon the
paid except upon
be
board
of
three
Army
and
three
Navy
officers,
appointed
by
appointed
be
to
officers,
Navy
three
and
Army
three
board of
him,
which report
be favorable
acquisition of
of such
such rights,
rights,
the acquisition
to the
favorable to
shall be
report shall
him, which
such
report
to
be
made
after
a
demonstration
of
the
application
of
of
the
application
of
such report to be made after a demonstration
the said
system to
the control
of torpedoes;
provide for
such Allowance
for tests.
tet.
Aloancefor
for such
to provide
and, to
torpedoes; and,
control of
to the
said system
the
demonstration,
$30,000
of
the
sum
so
appropriated,
so
much
much
or
appropriated,
so
sum
demonstration, $30,000 of the
thereof as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
the purpose,
purpose, may
may be
applied to the
be applied
for the
may be
thereof
expense of
the same
exclusive of
of the
the services of said •
same exclusive
conducting the
of conducting
expense
Hammond,
services shall
free of
amount
the amount
of charge,
charge, the
rendered free
be rendered
shall be
which services
Hammond, which
so
applied and
and which
shall be
available, in the event of
immediately available,
be immediately
which shall
so applied
the
of such
rights, to
considered as
payment of the
part payment
as part
be considered
to be
such rights,
purchase of
the purchase
purchase price of the same.
Issue of patents to
The Commissioner
is authorized
authorized and
directed, in
in the
United States.
to
the vjteDtea
and directed,
Patents is
of Patents
Commissioner of
The
event
of the
the entrance
entrance by
by the
the Government
contract with the
the
a contract
into a
Government into
event of
above-mentioned
parties for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of such
such rights
instances
in all instances
rights in
above-mentioned parties
where it
it would
would grant
patents to
to John
John Hays
to
Hammond, junior, or to
Hays Hammond,
grant patents
where
the
the United
United States
States A
to
Company upon
upon request
request of
of the
t rethe Radio
Radio Engineering
Engineering Company
to
said patents
States, and,
the event
of said
said ma
mailnrerr
ne.t.s
event of
in the
and, in
United States,
the United
to the
patents to
issue said
to issue
contract
Commissioner of Patents
Patents is further authorthe Commissioner
made, the
being made,
contract being
ized
and directed
directed to
to keel
secret
such patents in the secret
for such
applications for
keep applications
ized and
cases
archives of
Ihce, not
disclosure even in eases
not open to disclosure
Patent Office,
the Patent
of the
archives
interferences.
of interferences.
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Radiodynamie
RadioJynic
pedo unit.
Proviso.
Condition.
Condition.

tortr-

Proviso.

Patents.
Patents.
R.
R. S.,
B., see.
see. 4894,
4894, p.
p.

48

CH.
225.
CI. 225.

1916.
1916.

For procurement
procurement and
installation of
anti installation
of one
radiodynamic torpedo
torpedo
one radiodynamic

unit, $417,000:
$417,000: Provided,
Provided, That
of said
sum shall
be so
That no
no part
part of
said sum
shall be
so exexpended
the United
United States
pended unless
unless the
States shall
shall first
first acquire
acquire as
as heretofore
heretofore

provided
provided the rights of the said
John Hays
Hays Hammond,
Hammond, junior,
junior, and
and the
the
said John
Radio Engineering
of New
Engineering Company
Company of
New York.
York.
Section forty-eight
hundred and
forty-eight hundred
and ninety-four
ninety-four of
Statof the
the Revised
Revised Stat-

utes is amended
so as
amended so
as to
read as
as follows:
to read
follows:
"SEc. 4894.
shall be
"SEc.
4894. All
All applications
applications for
for patents
patents shall
completed and
and
be completed
prepared
for examination
prepared for
examination within one
one year
year after
after the
the filing
filing of
of the
the
application, and in default thereof, or upon failure of the
application,
applicant
the applicant
to prosecute the same within one
year after
after any
any action
action therein,
therein, of
one year
of
which notice shall have been
been given
given to
to the
applicant, they
they shall
shall be
be
the applicant,
regarded as abandoned
abandoned by the
thereto, unless
unless it
be shown
shown to
to
the parties
parties thereto,
it be
Provisos.
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
Commissioner of
of Patents
that such
such delay
delay was
of the
the Commissioner
Provisos.
Patents that
was
Extended to three unavoidable:
unavoidable: Provided,
Provided,however,
however, That
no application
shall be
be regarded
regarded
That no
application shall
years if owned by
Govears fwnedn byas
abandoned which
Government.
as abandoned
which has
property of
of the
the Government
of
has become
become the
the property
Government of
the United States and with respect
respect to which the
the head
head of
departof any
any department of the Government
Government shall
shall have
have certified
certified to
to the
Commissioner of
of
the Commissioner
Patents,
Patents, within
within a
aperiod of three years, that the
the invention
invention disclosed
disclosed
Notice
o expat
therein is important to
to the
the armament
of the
the United
armament or
or defense
defense of
United States:
States:
Notice of expiration. therein is important
Notieeofep
Providedfurther,
further, That
Provided
That within
within ninety
ninety days,
days, and
and not
less than
than thirty
thirty
not less
days, before the expiration
expiration of any such
such three-year
three-year period
period the
Comthe Commissioner of Patents shall, in
writing, notify
the head
head of
of the
the departdepartin writing,
notify the
ment interested
ment
interested in any pending application
application for
for patent,
patent, of
of the
apthe approaching expiration
expiration of the three-year
proaching
three-year period within
within which
which any
any
application
application for patent
patent shall have
have been
been pending."
pending."

947, amended.
amended.
Applications to
to be
Appeations
be
completed
one year.
completed in one
year.
voml
29, p.
p. 693
Vol. 29,
693,
amended.
pp.nde,
Port, p. 516.

Insular possessions.

Engineer Depart-

ment.
ment.

Preservation, repair,

Preservation, repair,

etc.
et
te-

Hawaiian Islands.

FORTIFICATIONS
FORTIFICATIONS IN
IN INSULAR
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

For protection,
preservation, and
and repair
For
protection, preservation,
repair of
of fortifications,
fortifications, including
including

structures
erected for
for torpedo
structures erected
torpedo defense,
defense, and for maintaining
maintaining channels
channels
for access to torpedo wharves,
the following
localities:
wharves, at
at the
following localities:

In the Hawaiian
In
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $5,000;
$5,000;
In the Philippine Islands, $10,000;
$10,000;
In
all, $15,000.
In all,
$$15,000.
15 0
Iand
In
Land defenses.
defenses.
Hwaiian
slands.
For land
land defenses
defenses in
Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaiian Islands, including
procureFor
in the
the Hawaiian
including the
the procurement
and installation
installation of searchlights
searchlights and the acquisition
ment and
acquisition of
of land
land and
and
rights
•hts of way, $169,000.
$169,000.
Philippine Islands.
Philippine Islands.
For
Philippine Islands,
including the proproFor land
land defenses
defenses in
in the
the Philippine
Islands, includitT
curement and installation
installation of searchlights
searchlights and the
curement
acquisition of
of land
the acquisition
and
and rights of way, $170,000.
$170,000.
Electric plants.
plants.
For maintenance and repair of searchlights and electric light
For maintenance and repair of searchlights and electric light and
and
power
fortifications and
power equipment
equipment for seacoast
seacoast fortifications
and for
for tools,
electrical
tools, electrical
and other
other supplies,
supplies, and appliances
and
appliances to be
used in
in their
their operation
operation at
be used
at
the following
following localities:
localities:
Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaiian Islands
In
Hawaiian
Islands,
In
the
Hawaiian
Islands,
$2,500;
$2,500;
Philippine Islands.
Philippineslands.
In
Philippine Islands,
In the
the Philippine
Islands, $3,500;
$3,500;
$6,000.
In all,
all, $6,000.
Snbmarine ml
Submarine
nes,
mines,
For construction of mining casements, cable galleries, torpedo
etc.
et
For construction of mining casements, cable galleries, torpedo
Hawaiian
awaiian Islands.
Islands. storehouses,
storehouses, cable
cable tanks,
tanks, an
and other structures
structures necessary
necessary for
the
for the
operation, preservation,
operation,
preservation, and care
care of submarine
submarine mines
mines and
and their
their
accessories
for providing
providing channels
accessories and
and for
channels for access
access to torpedo wharves
wharves
the defenses
defenses of the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
at
$10,000.
Islands, $10,000.
Automobile for HaW:autoslabder
Hawaiian
Islands.
repair, and
For maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and operation
of one
one automobile,
automobile, expenexpenoperation of
ditures are
authorized to an amount not exceeding
ditures
are authorized
exceeding $600
$600 during
dl
the
the
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
an d seventeen,
hundred and
seventeen, from
from funds
fundsduring
available
from appropriations
from
appropriations for
for fortifications
fortifications in
in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
awaiian Islands.

Philippine Islands.

hilippine Islands.
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1916.
Signal
service.
Signal service.

UNDER
THE CHIEF
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
CHIEF SIGNAL
UNDER THE

For
operation and
maintenance of fire-control
fire-control installations
installations at
and maintenance
For operation
seacoast defenses,
$10,000.
defenses, $10,000.

Firecontrol installaFire-amtmlinstana"
Sons.
tions.
Armament.
Armament.

ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

Seacoast cannon.

For
of seacoast
seacoast cannon
cannon for coast Seacoast cannon.
test of
and test
manufacture, and
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
defenses,
including
their
carriages,
sights,
implements,
equipments,
defenses, including their carriages, sights, implements, equipments,
and
machinery necessary
arsenals,
manufacture at the arsenals,
necessary for their manufacture
the machinery
and the
Proviso.
$240,000: Provided,
the Chief
Chief of
United States
States Army,
Army, Contracts
$240,000:
Provided,That
That the
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, United
Contracts authorized.
authorized.
is authorized
otherwise incur
incur obligations
obligations
and otherwise
contracts and
into contracts
to enter
enter into
is
authorized to
mentioned not to exceed $300,000 in addition
addition
above mentioned
purposes above
for the purposes
to
appropriation herein
herein made.
made.
the appropriation
to the
Ammunition.
For
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
ammunition for
for seacoast
seacoast Am u*tion.
of ammunition
and test
test of
For purchase,
cannon,
the necessary
experiments in
in connection
connection therewith,
necessary experiments
including the
cannon, including
and the
machinery necessary
manufacture at
at the
arsenals,
the arsenals,
its manufacture
for its
necessary for
the machinery
and
Proviso.
$1,700,000:
the Chief
Chief of
Ordnance, United
United States
States Contsactsulthorized.
Contracts authorized.
Provided, That
That the
of Ordnance,
$1,700,000: Provided,
Army,
is authorized
authorized to
contracts and otherwise incur oblito enter
enter into contracts
Army, is
gations
for the
mentioned not to exceed $500,000
purposes above mentioned
the purposes
gations for
in
heretofore made.
herein and
and heretofore
appropriations herein
addition to
to the
the appropriations
in addition
seeetc., seacoaatti
mamtenan.ce of the seacoast
seacoast artillery, including coas
Alt
ter
arlte'ry
e.
te "
ry.
and maintenance
alteration and
For alteration
the
of machinery,
tools, and materials
materials
machinery, tools,
and manufacture
manufacture of
purchase and
the purchase
necessary
mechanics and
expenses of the civilian mechanics
the work,
work, and expenses
necessary for the
extra-duty
$60,000.
extra-duty pay
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men engaged thereon,
thereon, $60,000.
Bb
Submarine
mines.
m a ie mines.
to
appliances to
For purchase
purchase of
of submarine
and necessary
necessary appliances
mines and
submarine mines
For
operate
channels leading
leading to seaports
seaports in the
the channels
closing the
operate them for closing
$138,100.
insular possessions, $138,100.
Supplies.
material in the insular Supplies
For
maintenance of
the submarine-mine
submarine-mine material
of the
For maintenance
possessions, $10,000.
$10,000.
ARTILLERY.
UNDER THE CHIEF OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY.
UNDER

Chief of Coast ArArtiery.
tillery.
Fire-control stations

For
fire-control stations and accessories,
accessories, including
For construction
construction of fire-control
purchase
installation of
purchase of lands and rights of way, purchase and installation
necessary
electrical communication,
conununication, including
including
necessary lines and means of electrical
telephones,
telegraphs, wiring and all special instrutelephones, dial and other telegraphs,
apparatus, and salaries
apparatus and materials,
materials, coast signal apparatus,
ments, apparatus
necessary employees
engineers, and other necessary
employees conof electrical
electrical experts, engineers,
nected
with the
the use
coast artillery;
artillery; purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
and Range
Rage finders.
finders.
manufacture, and
nected with
use of
of coast
test of range finders and other instruments for fire control at the forat Proiso.
their manufacture
manufacture at
tifications, and
and the
the machinery
necessary for
for their
machinery necessary
tifications,
Chief made major
Provided, That hereafter
arsenals, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
hereafter the Chief of Coast gr
the arsenals,
general. made major
Ante, p.
p. 180.
180.
Ante,
general.
major
of
a
allowances
and
pay,
rank,
Artillery
have the
the rank,
allowances
a
shall have
Artillery shall
PIMASO.

WAR.
UNDER THE
SECRETARY OF WAR.
THE SECRETARY
UNDER

Secretary
of War.
War.
Secretary of

War

iTools,
Tools, etc.
etc., for imme-

manufacture oof
For the
the procurement
fixtures and diate manufacture
gauges, dies, jigs, tools, fixtures
such gauges,
of such
procurement of
For
arms, etc.
other
appliances, including
such plans,
plans, specifications,
specifications, "art:
including such
aids and
and appliances,
special aids
other special
Ante,p. 21.
215.
and
detailed drawings
drawings as may be necessary
necessary for the immediate
immediate manuand detailed
facture of arms, ammunition, and other material
material necessary
necessary for the
facture
defense
the country,
installation of such
country, and for plans for and the installation
of the
defense of
material in private
private plants in the United States under such conmaterial
tract
and agreement
may be
be made
made by
of War,
War, Po,.
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
agreement as
as may
tract and
Provided, That
That not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-five
per centum
centuna of Purehases
Prerchases from pritwenty-five per
$1,000,000: Provided,
ht
te plants. wi
war Amount
such war
from plants
said sum
without
said,
obtaining from
plants so
so
equipped such
thout
0 equipped
m be used in obtaining
saSum may
further, That not exceeding competition.
material as
may be
desired: Provided
Provided further,
be desired:
as may
material
$50,000 worth
worth of such material .may
may be purchased from any one per$50,000
preexpenditures the laws _preson or company, and in making such expenditures
scribing
in the
procurement of
of supplies
supplies by purchase
purchase
the procurement
competition in
scribing competition
shall not govern.
p

$

1

,000 ,000

:

ro
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350
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BOARD OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION.
FORTIFICATION.
needful and proper purchases,
purchases, experiments,
For all needful
experiments, and tests to
to
ascertain, with
with aa view
by the
Government, the
the
ascertain,
view to
to their
their utilization
utilization by
the Government,
most
effective guns,
small arms,
projectiles, fuses,
fuses, explomost effective
guns, small
arms, cartridges,
cartridges, projectiles,
explosives,
plates, and
and other
implements and
sives, torpedoes,
torpedoes, armor
armor plates,
other implements
and engines
engines of
of
war,
and to
purchase or
or cause
cause to
to be
be manufactured,
under authority
war, and
to purchase
manufactured, under
authority
Secretary of
of War,
War, such
guns, carriages,
carriages, armor
armor plates,
plates, and
and other
other
of the
the Secretary
such guns,
war material
material as
as may,
in the
judgment of
of the
the board,
board, be
be necessary
necessary in
in
war
may, in
the judgment
the proper
the
discharge of
duty devolved
devolved upon
upon it
it by
by the
the Act
approper discharge
of the
the duty
Act approved
twenty-sebond, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eightyproved September
September twenty-second,
eightyeight; salary of the
member of
of the
board and
for his
his necessary
necessary
the civilian member
the board
and for
traveling
traveling expenses when traveling
traveling on
duty as
as provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act
on duty
of February
February twenty-fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one;
ninety-one;
twenty-fourth, eighteen
necessary
necessary expenses of the
rent of
offices in
District
the board,
board, including
including rent
of offices
in the
the District
exceeding $900
and aaper
per diem
diem allowallowof Columbia at not exceeding
$900 per annum,
annum, and

Per diem, etc.

ance to each
each officer
officer detailed
detailed to
to serve
serve thereon,
when employed
employed on
on
thereon, when
duty away
away from
from his
permanent station,
of $2.50;
test of
of experimental
duty
his permanent
station, of
$2.50; test
experimental
guns, carriages,
carriages, and other devices
devices procured
accordance with
with the
the
procured in
in accordance
recommendation
recommendation of the
board, $300,000,
$300,000, the
of• which
which
the board,
the expenditure
expenditure of
shall be made by the
several bureaus
bureaus of
of the
the War
Department hereherethe several
War Department
tofore having
jurisdiction of
same, or
or by
by the
the board
itself, as
as the
the
tofore
having jurisdiction
of the
the same,
board itself,
Proviso.
Right
Secretary of War
may direct:
direct: Provided,
Provided, That
That before
before any
money
inven-Secretary
se inven.
War may
any
money
aRight to use
ti .
shall be expended
expended in the construction
tion.
construction or
of any
gun, gun
gun carriage,
carriage,
or test
test of
any gun,
ammunition, or implements under
supervision of
of the
said board,
board,
under the
the supervision
the said
satisfied, after due
the board shall be satisfied,
due inquiry,
that the
the Government
Government
inquiry, that
of the United
United States
has a
alawful
lawful right
right to
use the
States has
to use
the inventions
inventions involved
involved
in the construction
construction of
such gun,
gun, gun
gun carriage,
or impleof such
carriage, ammunition,
ammunition, or
implements, or that the construction
construction or
test is
is made
made at
at the
the request
request of
of aa
or test
person either having such lawful
lawful right or
or authorized
to convey
convey the
the
authorized to
same
the Government.
Government.
same to the
Material to be of
Amerian tmo
bofa, S
SEC.
American
EC. 2. That all material purchased
purchased under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
ture.
Act shall be of American manufacture,
manufacture, except in
titre.
when, in
in the
the
in cases when,
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of War,
War, it
it is
to the
interest of
of
is to
the manifest
manifest interest
the United
United States to make
make purchases
purchases in
in limited
limited quantities
quantities abroad,
abroad,
which material
material shall be admitted
admitted free
of duty.
free of
duty.
Ordrumce Office.
etc.
Tests, etc

ufa

Additional
Additional
men,
etc.
men, etc.

drafts-

SEC.
3. The
S
EC. 3.
The services
services of
of skilled
skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and such
such other
other services
services

as the Secretary.of War may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, maTo
emplojed in
in
may be employed
the office of the Chief of Ordnance
Ordnance in
in Washington,
istrict of
oluraWashington, District
of Columbia, to carry into effect the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
in this
Act for
for the
this Act
the

armament
fortifications, to
paid f
or f
rom such appropriations
armament of
of fortifications,
to be
be paid
for
from
such appropriations
to the extent of $50,000
addition to
$50,000 in addition
the sum
of $140,000
authorized
to the
sum of
$140,000 authorized
expended for similar purposes
of the
to be expended
purposes in the office of
the Chief
Chief of
of OrdOrdnance by the Act making
appropriations for the legislative,
making appropriations
legislative, executive,
executive,
and judicial expenses of the
Government, approved
approved May
tenth,
the Government,
May tenth,
Prorim,
Proviso.
nineteen hundred
and sixteen:
That the
Secretary of
of War
War
nineteen
hundred and
sixteen: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
Report, etc.
shall report in his annual estimates to Congress
Congress the
number of
persons
the number
of persons
etc., for
draft- employed,
employed, their
their duties,
duties, and
and the
th e amoun
pa id to
eac h.
Rent, etc.,
for dratamounttpaid
to each.
jog
ng force.
force.
SEC.
$10,000 of
SEC. 4. Not to exceed $10,000
ofthe
th e funds
f
un d
s appropriated
appropriated by this
Act for the armament
armament of fortifications
fortifications may
may be expended
expended for
for the
the rental
rental
of suit
suitable
able space in Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or for
for the
the alteralteration or repair of any available
building owned by the
available building
Government,
the Government,
force of
for the use of the drafting force
the office
office of
of the
of Ordnance
Ordnance
of the
the Chief
Chief of
engaged in the design of materiel
mat4riel appropriated
appropriated for
for in
in this
this and
and other
other
Acts.
Acts.
Price for
powder
Pried for powder
SEC.
limited.
S
EC. 5.
5. That appropriations
appropriations in this Act shall
shall not be expended
expended for
for
powder other
other than
powder
than small-arms
small-arms powder at aaprice in excess of 53
cents
53 cents
a
a pound.
C.
Limit on price for
a
onzd.
purchae.
purchases.
S
EC. 6.
otherwise authorized
authorized herein
no
SEC.
6. That except as
as expressly
expressly otherwise
herein no
part
the sums
sums appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be expended
expended in the
part of
of the
A nee, p.
91.
Antc,
p. r1.
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private manufacturers
manufacturers of
purchase from private
of any
an-v material
price in
in
material at
at aa price
excess of twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
centum more than the
the cost
cost of manufacturing
manufacturing
such material by the Government,
Government, or, where such
such material
not
material is not
manufactured by the Government,
or has not been manufactured
Government, at
at aa price
price in
in
excess of twenty-five per centum more than the estimated
estimated cost of
Proviso.
manufacture
however, That
manufacture by the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, however,
That whenever
whenever Profo.
Waived in
in emergenWaived
emergen
in the opinion
opinion of the President
President an
an emergency
emergency exists
affecting the
the cies.
exists affecting
n
rgn
general welfare of the United States, he may
may waive
waive the limitations
limitations
contained
contained in
in this
this section.
section.
Operations of
of arse
arseS
EC. 7.
7. That
expenditures for
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of this
this operations
SEc.
That expenditures
provisions of
nals not toberestricted.
Act shall
shall not
Act
not be
be made
in such
such manner
manner as
as to
to prevent
prevent the
the operation
operation of
made in
of nalsnottoberestricted.
the Government
Government arsenals at their most economical
economical rate
rate of
of producproducwhen a
special exigency
the operation
operation of
of aa
tion, except when
a special
exigency requires the
portion of an arsenal's equipment
adifferent
equipment at
at a
different rate:
rate: Provided,
Provided, That
That Proviso.
No pay to
to oefirs
officers
made in this Act shall
available for
for using
no part of the appropriations
appropriations made
shall be available
using time-measuring
ti-meeasuring
device on work of emthe salary or pay of any officer, manager,
manager, superintendent,
superintendent, foreman,
foreman, ployees.
ployees work of
or other person having
having charge
charge of
of the
of the wok
work of
of any
any employee
employee of
the
United States Government
Government while making or causing
made with
causing to be made
a stop watch or other time-measuring
time-measuring device a
a
a time study of any job
of any such employee
employee between the starting
starting and completion
completion thereof,
thereof,
engaged upon
upon such
or of the movements
movements of any such employee
employee while engaged
such Cash rewards, etc.,
work; nor shall any part of the appropriations
appropriations made
made m
in this Act be
be restricted.
recsrihted"ds' et c
available
available to pay any premium or bonus or cash
cash reward
reward to any ememployee in addition to his regular
regular wages,
wages, except for suggestions resulting in improvements
improvements or economy
m the operation
operation of any GovernGoverneconomy in
ment
ment plant.
Approved, July 6, 1916.

CHAP. 226.-An
226.—An Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
furnish hot
hot
of the
the Interior
Interior to furnish

water
from the
the hot
hot springs
water from
on the
springs on
the
purposes
purposes free
free of
Leo N.
N.
of cost
cost to
to the
the Leo

Hot Springs
Reservation for
and bathing
Hot
Springs Reservation
for drinking
drinking and
bathing
Levi Memorial
Hospital Association.
Association.
Levi
Memorial Hospital

July 8, 1916.
[S. 1388.)

IT

13I."

Public, N-. 144.

(Public, No. 144.)

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
°g Irngs R se "
United States of America in
in Congress
the Secretary
val
t
l
i
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary vto
SAprkSReserof the Interior
Interior be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to supply aasufficient
and he
he is
sufficient tallo:Nb.
Leo N. e.Levi
Hospi1:evfuirnllisorelci
a
t
Wtl
tao
quantity of
of hot
hot water
for five
from the
the hot
springs on
the Hot
Hot wter frebe furalshed
quantity
water for
five tubs
tubs from
hot springs
on the
Springs Reservation
Reservation for drinking and bathing
to the
bathing purposes
purposes to
the Leo
Leo
Memorial Hospital Association
cost or
thereN. Levi Memorial
Association without
without cost
or charge
charge thereW
for, under
wader such rules and regulations as
may prescribe:
Provided, P'O
as he may
prescribe: Provided,
...
reetment of
association shall, upon
That said hospital
hospital association
upon request of the superinsuperin- gency
patients.
eancy patients.
authorized repretendent of the Hot Springs Reservation
Reservation or his duly authorized
sentative, immediately after being notified, send an ambulance
ambulance
or conveyance
without charge
charge therefor
therefor any
any
conveyance for and accept and treat without
emergency patients so sent to the hospital for treatment.
emergency
Approved,
Approved, July 8, 1916.
S
As
iki

CHAP.
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
CHAP. 227.-An
227.—An Act To authorize
Interior to
to acquire
acquire certain
certain
right of
of way
near Engle,
Engle, New
New Mexico.
Mexico.
right
way near

e

r

July 8, 1916.
[S. 1843.]
1843.)

IS.

[Public,
No. 145.]
[Public, No.
M.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted in,
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, that
Secretary glepham
gant, B
Nnfee.r.
That the
the Secretary
Butte
irrl.

of the
the Interior
be, and
to receive
receive on
on behalf
AeeP tenee ef lands
Interior be,
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
behalf toAbodedbi.
to be ooded by.
of the United States from the Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company the conveyance
company's pipe
pipeconveyance of so much of said company's
line right of way from a
a point near Engle, New Mexico,
Mexico, to the Rio
Grande River as will be flooded by the Elephant
Dam '
•and
Elephant Butte
Butte Dam;
and as
as
the consideration
consideration for such conveyance
conveyance the railway company shall be
Water to grantor.
permitted td
to take from the water impounded
impounded above Elephant
Elephant Butte wate
to ator.
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Dam
construction by
by the
which
Dam now under
under construction
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service,
Service, and
and which
will
flood such
right of
of way,
way, such
as the
Secretary
will flood
such right
such quantity
quantity of
of water
water as
the Secretary
may find
find to
be necessary
necessary for
for the
operation of
of said
of the Interior may
to be
the operation
said
company's railway,
not exceeding
million gallons
gallons of
of
company's
railway, but
but not
exceeding thirty
thirty million
Provisos,
water per
per month:
month: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Interior shall
Prooiw.
water
Provided, That
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall
Deiver
etc.
al times
Delivery, etcat all
have authority
authority to
to determine
the times,
times, place,
place, and
times have
determine the
and manmanner in which
said Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka
and Santa
Railway Company
which said
Topeka and
Santa Fe
Fe Railway
Company
shall be permitted
permitted to
from said
and that
to take
take such
such water
water from
said reservoir,
reservoir, and
that
all expense incident
borne by
by said
said railway
railway company:
incident thereto
thereto shall
shall be
be borne
company:
Reves
on
abn- Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
Reversim on
abanThat neither
neither the
the United
United States
States nor
nor its
its successors
successors
donment.
.
in interest shall be
held liable
liable for
for or
obligated to
to supply
water
be held
or obligated
supply the
the water
hereinbefore described,
described, but
in the
United States
States or
or its
its
hereinbefore
but in
the event
event that
that the
the United
successors
successors in interest Fthall
abandon the
the use
of the
land upon
upon which
shall abandon
use of
the land
which
the said the Atchison,
Atchison, Topeka
Topeka and
Santa Fe
Fe Railway
Railway has
has its
and Santa
its said
said
right of way for aareservoir
reservoir site
as herein
herein contemplated,
contemplated, said
of
site as
said right
right of
way, so far as the
may be
conveyed to
to the
United States
the same may
be conveyed
the United
States herehereunder, shall revert
the said
said railway
railway company.
company.
revert to the
Approved,
8, 1916.
Approved, July
July 8,
1916.
July 8, 1916
1916

tn.

22s.f

[H. B.
R. 228.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 146.1
146.1

CHAP. 228.-An
CHAP.
228.—An Act
the United
United States
homestead law
law in
Act To amend
amend the
States homestead
in its
its appliapplication to Alaska, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
Ba.
e it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
entries States
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
person who
who is
assembled, That
That every
every person
is
qualified under existing laws to make homestead
homestead entry of the
the public
public
States who
lands of the United States
settled upon
upon or
who shall
shall hereherewho has
has settled
or who
after settle upon any of the public lands of
the United
situated
of the
United States
States situated
in the District of
Alaska, whether
unsurveyed, with
of Alaska,
whether surveyed
surveyed or
or unsurveyed,
with the
the
Conditions.
von 32,
iop. 102&
2,
Vol.
intention
the same
intention of
of claiming
claiming the
same u
under
homestead laws,
laws, shall,
the the
the homestead
shall,
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March
third, nineteen hundred and three, chapter one thousand and
and two,
two,
United States Statutes at
Large, page
thousand and
and twentytwentyat Large,
page one
one thousand
eight, be entitled
hundred and
entitled to enter one hundred
and sixty
acres or
less
sixty acres
or aa less
Former
entry elsequantity
of unappropriated
unappropriated public
public land
land in
in said
District of
of Alaska,
Alaska,
el
quantity of
Former entry
said District
where not
a bar.
where
notbar.
and
no more, and a
a former homestead
in any
any other
other State
State or
or
and no
homestead entry in
Proviso.
Prior
Prioraims.
claims.
a homestead
homestead entry in Alaska:
Territory shall not be a
a bar to a
ProAlaska: Provided, That nothing herein contained
contained shall
to limit
or
shall be
be construed
construed to
limit or
curtail the
area of
homestead claim heretofore
curtail
the area
of any
any homestead
heretofore lawfully initiated.
Lands excepted.
ds
excepted
SEc.
there shall be excepted
settlement
SEC. 2.
2. That
That there
excepted from homestead settlement
and entry under this Act the lands in Annette and
and Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
Islands,
the islands leased or occupied
occupied for the propagation
propagation of foxes
and such
such
foxes, and
other lands
lands as have been or ma
yb
reserve d or
withdrawn from
from
may
bee reserved
or withdrawn
settlement
entry.
settlement or
or entry.
Approved, July 8, 1916.
1916.
Alaska.
Homestead
allowed
allowed in.

Homsestea

July 8, 61916.
1916.
R. 9'2.1

[H.

[H. R. 6923.1
[Public, No. 147.1
147.]
[Public,

Little Rivsr.

Liue
RircO. County,
Mississippi

Ark., may bridge.
Arkmaypidge.C

Location.
Location.

construction

Construction.
Vo.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

CHAP.

229.-An Act
To authorize
authorize the
construction, maintenance,
CHAP. 229.—An
Act To
the construction,
maintenance, and operation
of abridge
abridge across Little River at a
apoint
point where the line between
between townships
and
townships twelve
twelve and
thirteen north, range eight
eight east,
east, crosses
crosses said
said river.
river.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be it
States of
of America
assembled, That the Osceola
States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Osceola and Little
River road
district numbered
one, of Mississippi
Mississippi
River
road improvement
improvement district
numbered one,
it is hereby,
County, Arkansas, be, and it
authorized to
to construct,
hereby, authorized
construct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge
approaches thereto across
maintain,
bridge and approaches
across Little
River, at
at aapoint
to the
navigation, at aapoint
River,
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of navigation,
point
where the
where
the line
line between
between townships
townships twelve
and thirteen
thirteen north,
north, range
range
twelve and
eight east, crosses said river, in accordance
accordance with the
the Act
Act entitled
"An
entitled "An

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SEas. I.
Suss.
I.

Cus. 229-232.
CrH.
229-232.

353
353

1916.
1916.

Act to regulate the construction
over navigable
navigable waters,"
construction of bridges
bridges over
waters,"
approved March
March twenty-third, nineteen
and six.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
SEC.
2. That the
amend, or
SEC. 2.
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
Act is
hereby
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, July 8,
8, 1916.
1916.

AMendment.
AmldmeIt.

CHAP.
230.-An Act To reimburse certain
CHAP 230.—An
certain Indians for labor done in building a
a
schoolhouae at Queets River, Quiniault
schoolhouse
Quiniault Indian Reservation, in the State
State of
of WashWashington.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Re
presentatives of
United
of the
the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
States
assembled, That,
Secretary of the
Interior, under
such rules and
and regulations
as he
he may
under such
regulations as
may prescribe
is
prescribe, is
hereby authorized
authorized to
his discretion,
not to
xc
ee d $1,800,
hereby
to expend,
expend, in
in his
discretion, not
to e
exceed
$1,800,
which sum is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
out of
of any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for payment to those Indians
Indians who
who
present to him satisfactory
present
satisfactory evidence
evidence in support
their several
several claims
support of
of their
claims
for work performed
performed during the year nineteen
nineteen hundred and twelve
twelve in
in
building a
a schoolhouse
schoolhouse at
building
9ueets River,
River, Quiniault
Reservaat Queets
Quiniault Indian
Indian Reservation, in
State of
of Washington:
Washington: Pro
Provided,
That said
sum shall
shall be
be
tion
in the
the State
vided, That
said sum
reimbursed
reimbursed
bursed out of any
.
now or
or hereafter
hereafter placed
any funds m
m the
the Treasury
Treasury
now
placed
to the credit of said Indians.
Approved,
Approved, July 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 231.-An
CHAP
231.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to
County, Arkanto Ashley
Ashley County,
sa,
EMS, to construct a
abridge across
Bayou Bartholomew.
Bartholomew.
across Bayou

1916.
Yuly 8, 1916

IH-I R.
B-.9615
615.-1
[Public, No. 148.]

[Public, No. 14&1

Qulnaert
Rr
i
ntiljali.an

Indian

Payment
Payment for labor
labor
by Indians on.
byInd
on

Poiw.
RIoi

Pro.
Reimbursement.
i

7148,
1916.
J,8,1916.
EH. R. 10849 .1
(Public, No.
No. 149.1
1491
(Public,

[IH.1. 9.]

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it enacted
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Congress Bayou
l3 ayou
BarthoioStates of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Bartholois hereby granted
county may
may
granted to Ashley County,
County, Arkansas, and its successors
successors and Ashile
Ashl•LCountY
assigns, to
maintain, and
operate a
abridge
and approaches
approaches bridge,
assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
bridge and
br id wilmot,
am t Ark.
k
thereto across
the Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew
point suitable
suitable to
the ininthereto
across the
Bartholomew at
at aapoint
to the
me w .

terests of navigation,
navigation'at
at or
or near
town of
county of
of
near the
the town
of Wilmot,
Wilmot, in
in the
the county
Ashley,
Arkansas, in
in accordance
the provisions
provisions
Ashley, in
in the
the State
State of
of Arkansas,
accordance with
with the
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
of bridges
construction of
bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
and six.
six.
hundred and
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or
repeal this
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, July 8, 1916.
1916.
Authorizing Ashley
Arkansas, to
toconstruct
a bridge
CHAP. 232.-An
232.—An Act Authorizing
Ashley County, Arkansas,
construct a

across
across Bayou Bartholomew.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
Senate and
House of
Representativesof
of the

States of America in
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
of Congress
Congress

Construction.
34, p. 84.
84.

vol.

Am dm

Amendme°t.

1916;1

Illo_

[Public, No.
[Publie,
No. 150.1
l50

B:.you

Bayou

Barthel.).

Bsrthoo-

is hereby granted to Ashley County,
County Arkansas,
Arkansas and its successors
successors and
and 1)11,
AsieontyArk.
may
Ar
assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a'bridge
approaches brid'
bridge and approaches
thereto across Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew at a
apoint suitable
suitable to the interests
of navigation, at or near Wilmot
Wilmot, Arkansas,
Arkansas, on
between
on section line
line between
sections one and twelve,
twelve, township ninefeen,
five, where
ninefeen, range
range five,
where it
it

crosses
bayou in
crosses said bayou
in the
the county
county of
in the
State of
of Ashley
Ashley in
the State
of Arkansas,
Arkansas,
in
accordance with
the Act
Act entitled
Act to
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
to
regulate the construction of bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
over navigable
March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
Sze.
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
SEC. 2.
2. That the right to alter,
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, July 8, 1916.
1916.
9
1890°-voL 39—rr
91890°—voL
1-23
39--r 1-23

construction.
construction.
V l 34, p. 84.
Vol.
3 - P-.

Auteadinont.
It
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f- i2362.
R*
[H.
R. 12362.)
[Public, No. 181.]
(Pubi,
i.]

1916.
1916.

Granting the consent
CHAP. 233.-An
233.—An Act Gauging
consent of
the Dallas
of Congress
Congress 'to
to the
Dallas and
and SouthSouthwestern
Motorway Company to
western Motorway
to construct
River, in
in the
the
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
acros the
the Brazos
Brazos River,
State
Texas.
State of
of Texas.

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the United
States of
That the
consent of
of Congress
States
of America
America in
in Conress assembled,
assembed, That
the consent
Congress
western
2-teat Motorway
rgt07—w_ah;is hereby granted
tTenDallas
trals
as and
Motorway Company
Company
granted to
to the
and Southwestern
Southwestern Motorway
smi
cYbbtI'dgy'
e
f
3
A.LY:Znienla
cr
otri
n
ag:; and
assigns, to
and its successors
successors and
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa
Texm
Tex,
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
Brazos River
bridge
across the
the Brazos
River at
at a
a point
point
suitable to the interests of navigation about
three hundred
hundred feet
about three
feet above
above
the mouth of Georges
in county
Georges Creek in
of Somerville,
Somerville, in
the State
State of
county of
in the
of
Construction.
constructko.
in accordance
Texas,
accordance with the provisions of the Act
"An Act
Act entitled "An
Act
VoL 34,VL
p. 84.
to
the construction
to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable waters,"
waters,"
approved
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
six.
Amendment.
Brazos River.
River.
Brazos

AmII

SEC. 2.
That the
right to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
-Sec.
2. That
the right
alter, amend, or
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 8,
8, 1916.
1916.

tW

July 8, 1916.

CHP.
234.-An Act For the establishment
etablishment of Northport, Chopalca,
=AP. 234.—An
Chopak, and
and Laurier,
Laurier,

[HR^
.
[H. R.129541
N 11
ublic
rpubue, o. 152.)
N
Customs.

NcrS

inmthe
of Washington,
Washington, as
ports of
of entry
entry for
immediate transportation
t
ransp
ort
ation w
ithout
the State
State of
as port
for immediate
without
appraisement of
appraiement
of dutiable
dutiable merchandise.
merchandise.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
the United
United
and House
House ofRepresentatives
of Representatives of
of the

States of America
meria in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the first
first
That the privileges
privileges of
of the

o

urie1
•
, g: h, section
and a
Lturier,
the Act
Act approved
approved June
section of the
June tenth,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighty,
hundred and
and eighty,
g lAtzgl immetr
tprtation priv governing the immediate
immecliate transportation
transportation of
of dutiable
dutiable merchandise
merchandise
without appraisernent,
be, and
hereby, extended
extended to
the ports
oL,21, p.
p 173
without
appraisement, be,
and are
are hereby,
to the
ports
rol.
173.
of Northport, Chopaka, and Laurier,
Laier, in the
the State
State of
of Washington.
Washington.
Approved, July
8, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
July 8,
i'T r

a

Pc

Ch

atka

ka

p

.

le

July
Jly 8,
8, 1916.
1916.

. R. 13715.]
[Public,
(Public, No. 153.]
153.)

CHAP.
Act Granting the
CHAP. 235.-An
235.—An Act
Congress to
to C.
C. M.
M. Simpson,
Simpson, Z.
Z. T.
T.
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Hedges, J.
J. C. Hackney,
Hackney, and
and Mark
const
ruc ta
ridge across
Mark Brown
Brown to
to construct
a b
bridge
across Bayou
Bayou BarBartholomew,
Ashley County,
County, Arkansas.
tholomew, Ashley
Arkansas.

Be it enacted by .the Senate and House oJ
of Representatives
of the
United
Representativesof
the United
B ayou
Bartholotate8 oj America in Congres
Bayou
Bartholo. s
State
of Congress
mew.f
America in Congress assembled
assembled That the consent of
Congress i
iss
C. M.. Simpson,
Simpson, et.,
etc., hereby
Hedges, J
C.H
ack
ney, and
c.
hereby granted
granted to
to C.
C. M.
M. Simpson,
Simpson, Z.
Z. T.
.Hedges,
J..C.
Hackney,
and
may bridge, at Morrell,
Ark.
o
Mark Brown, and their successors
and assigns,
construct, maintain
maintain,
successors and
assigns, to
to construct,
and operate a
a bridge and approaches thereto
across the
the Bayou
Bayou
thereto across
Bartholomew
Bartholomew at aapoint suitable to the interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
or
at or
near the town of Morrell, or about one-half mile
above or
or north
of said
said
mile above
north of
town, in the county of Ashley, in the State of Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
in accordance
accordance
Constructicm.
Con
n
with the
provisions of
entitled "An Act to regulate the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
with
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
the conconstruction of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twentyapproved March
twentythird,
nineteen hundred
third, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
six.
Amendment.
Amendment
SEC.
That the right
alter, amend,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July
1916.
Approved,
July 8,
8, 1916.
July 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
July

[H.
15437.]
[H. R.
R. 154371
[Public,
[public, No.
No. 154.]
1st.]
nternal revenue.

Internal
revenue.
R.
S., sec.
3297, p.

638, mended.

638, amended. 3297, p.

CIAP. 236.—An
236.-An Act To amend
CHAP.
amend existing laws relating to the use
free
use of alcohol,
alcohol, free
of tax, by scientific
scientific institutions or colleges
colleges of
of learning.
learning.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House ofRepresentatives
Be
it enacted
of Representatives o61 the United
States of America
Amerca in
tn Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
"An Act
That an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act
provisions of
to extend
extend the provisions
thirty-two hundred
of section thirty-two
hundred and
and ninetyninetyseven of the Revised Statutes to other i
ns titu ti ons o
•
institutions
offlear
learning,"
approved May third,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-eight,
seventy-ei
g ht, is
i
s hei;6:
y,
third, eighteen
hundred and
herebyy
as follows:
follows:
amended to read
read as

SIXTY-FOURTH
SEss.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
eas. I.
I. CHS.
240, 241.
241.
CHs. 236,
236,240,

1916.
1916.

"That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized to
to .grant
grant perper-

allg
lohol

355
355
free at

,

mits,
nuts, as provided for in section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred
hundred and
tax for
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven tax
for colleges, hoeho

of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States, for the
withdrawal of
of
the withdrawal
alcohol
bond, free of tax to any scientific
alcohol from bond.,
scientific university o
college
orr college
of l
learning
• created
created and constituted
constituted as
State or
Territory
as such by
by any
any State
or Territory
under its
itslaws,
laws, though not incorporated
and to
to any
any
incorporated or
or chartered,
chartered, and
hospital
maintained by endowment
hospital maintained
endowment or
not conconor otherwise,
otherwise, and
and not
ducted for profit, upon the same
terms and
and subject
to the
same restricrestricsame terms
subject to
the same
tions and penalties already provided by
hunby said
said section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred and ninety-seven:
however, That alcohol
ninety-seven: Provided, however
alcohol so
so obtained
obtained
in surgical
operations and,
except as
as a
abevby hospitals
hospitals may
may be
be used
used in
surgical operations
and, except
beverage, in the treatment
treatment of patients, under
under such
reorulations as
as the
the
such regulations
Secretary -of the Treasury
Treasury may
may prescribe:
prescribe: And
And provied_further,
rovided further, That
That
bond required
the bond.
required by said section thirty-two hundred and
and ninetyninetyseven
seven may be executed
executed by an officer
officer of
of such
such hospital
hospital or
or institution
institution
or by any other person for it,
it, and on its behalf,
with two
good and
and
behalf, with
two good
sufficient sureties, upon like conditions,
conditions, and to be approved as by

Pin: Zo
t,ep• .4s,amens.
P's.o
0tcp.
-

d
eed'

Con ditions.
Conditions.

i
Provins.
Prov
,.
Hospital use.

Bond.
Bond-

said
said section
section is
is provided.'
provided.

Approved, July 8, 1916.

CHAP.
240.-An Act Conferring jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to adjudicate
CHAP. 240.—An
adjudicate
the claims of the State
State of Massachusetts.
Massachusetta.

July 11,1916.
11, 1916.
[S.,3646.]

[. 336.]
[Public, No. 15.]

[Public, No. 155.)

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Stales of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
claim' of
of the
the State
of Massachusetts.
assembled, That
That the
the claim
State of
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts for premium
Claims for
for premium,
premium,
Massachusetts
premium paid for coin with which
which it
Claims
it paid
paid the
the etc.
etc., referred
to Court
Court
referred to
interest and principal of its bonds issued in the
hundred of Claims.
the year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one
sixty-one for money borrowed and used to furnish
furnish troops
troops of
of the
the
State for the service
service of the United States during the Civil War, and
and
also its claim for interest and premium
premium paid
paid for
coin used
used in
for coin
in payment
payment
of such interest on bonds issued for money borrowed
expended at
borrowed and
and expended
at
the request,
request, during said war, of the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in
protecting
harbors and fortifying
protecting the harbors
fortifying the coast,
claims were
were
coast, which
which claims
rejected
rejected by the Comptroller
Comptroller of
Department, be,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
be, and
and the
the
same are hereby,
hereby, referred
referred to the Court of Claims
determination
Claims for a
a determination
Evidence admitted.
admitted.
of the law and the facts and report
report to
to Congress.
Congress. The
The evidence
evidence of
of Evidence
the amount of said expenditures
expenditures and
and of the
the computations
computations of
of such
such
premiums made by the accounting officers of the Treasury
on file
Treasury on
file
in said department,
department, as furnished by
may be
be considered
considered by
by
by the
the State,
State, may
the court so as to relieve the State
of the
necessity of
of again
again filing
State of
the necessity
filing
said evidence in
in court.
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, July
July 11,
CHAP. 241.-An
States shall
CHAP
241.—An Act To provide that the United States
shall aid
aid the
States in
the
the States
in the
construction
roads, and
and for
construction of rural post roads,
for other
purposes.
other purposes.

11, 191i.
1916.
July 11,

!H.B.R. 7617.
7617.4
[Publi, No.
No. 156.
[Public,
156.]

Be it eructed
enacted.by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
s
Rural
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriAgri- Cooperation
R post
pti roads.
oadwith
it
culture
authorized to
to cooperate
culture is authorized
cooperate with the
the States,
States, through
through their
their States
States authorized
authorized for
or
construction of.
respective
respective State highway departments,
departments, in the construction of rural costrtiono.
post roads; but no money apportioned
apportioned under this Act to
to any State
State
shall be expended therein until its legislature
legislature shall have assented
assented
to the provisions
provisions of this Act, except that, until the final adjournment
adjournment
of the first regular session of the Iegislature
legislature held after
of
after the
the passage of
this Act, the assent of the governor
governor of the
be sufficient.
sufficient.
the State
State shall
shall be
The Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture and the State highway
department of
of
highway department
constructed therein and
each State shall agree upon the roads to be constructed
and the
the
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character
method of
of construction:
That all
character and
and method
construction: Provided,
Provided, That
all roads
roads
constructed under
Act shall
be free
free from
tolls
under the
the provisions of this Act
shall be
from tolls
of
all kinds.
of all
kinds.
Meaning
ef
That for
for the
the purpose
of this
this Act
the term
term "rural
"rural post
post road
road"
"
Act the
purpose of
2. That
Je.? Sze.
SEC. 2.
ef terms.
MS
"
Rural post
road."
shall be construed to mean any public road over which the United
States
mails now
are or
or may
be transported,
transported, excluding
excluding
States mails
now are
may hereafter
hereafter be
every street
street and
population, as
shown by
every
and road
road in
in aa place
place having
having a
a population,
as shown
by
the latest
Federal census,
census, of
thousand five
five hundred
or
the
latest available
available Federal
of two
two thousand
hundred or
" State
highway demore, except
except that
that portion
portion of
of any
any such
or road
along which
the
such street
street or
road along
which the
de more,
state highway
partment."
houses average more than two hundred
partment."
hundred feet apart; the term
term "State
highway
department" shall
shall be
be censtrued
include any
any department
department
highway department"
construed to
to include
of
or commission,
commission, or
or officials,
officials, of
of a
a State
of another
another name,
name, or
or official
official or
State
„c
. truction. „ empowered,
its laws,
laws, to
the functions
ordinaril7
functions ordinarily
exercise the
to exercise
under its
empowered, under
contruction."
exercised
department; the
exercised by a
a State highway
highway department;
the term
term "construction
"construction '
include reconstruction
reconstruction and
and improvement
improvement of
"Properly
"Properly main- shall
be construed
construed to
shall be
to include
of
tined."
roads; "properly maintained"
maintained" as used herein
herein shall
shall be construed
construed to
the making
m . of needed
needed repairs
the preservation
of a
areasonmean the
repairs and
and the
preservation of
reasonsurFace considering
considering the
the type
road; but
but shall
shall not
ably smooth
smooth surface
type of
of the
the road;
not
be held
held to
include extraordinary
repairs, nor
nor reconstruction;
be
to include
extraordinary repairs,
reconstruction; necesnecesn culverts
ve
inc
i
tid
dr
i. and
sary bridges
shall be
parts of
of the
the respective
respective
indSude
d.
sary
bridges and
and culverts
culverts shall
be deemed
deemed parts
roads covered
covered by
of this
Act.
by the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Appropriation
SEC.
Appropriation.
SEC. 3. That for the purpose
purpose of carrying
this
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act there
appropriated, out
of any
any money
m the
there is hereby appropriated,
out of
money in
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise_ appropriated,
appropriated, for
year ending
June thirtieth.,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
thirtieth,
Annual
increases.
nineteen
Annual increases.
ni
ne t
een hundred
hundr.d and seventeen, the sum of $5,000,000;
$5,000,000; for the fiscal
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the sum
sum
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
of $10,000,000;
$10,000,000; .for
for the
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
hundred and
nineteen, the
the sum
sum of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred
and nineteen,
of $15,000,000;
$15,000,000; for
year
June thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, the
the sum
of
nineteen hundred
sum of
$20,000,000;
and for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
$20,000,000; and
for the
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen
continuation of no- hundred and twenty-one,
the sum
sum of
of $25,000,000.
much of
ofthe
the
So much
$25,000,000. So
expended
balances,
ono hundred and twenty-one the
ontinuation
appropriation apportioned to any State for any fiscal
fiscal year as
as remains
remains
thereof shall be available for expenditure
unexpended at the close thereof
in that State until the close of the succeeding fiscal year, except
that
except that
amounts apportioned
apportioned for
fiscal year
year to
which has
for any fiscal
to any
any State
State which
has not
not
a State highway department shall be available
available for
a
for expenditure
expenditure
nditure in
in
State
until
that Statil
the
close
of
the
third
fiscal
year
succeeding the
the close
that
State
until
the
close
of
the
third
fiscal
year
succeeding
close
Reapportionment of
r•
balances
to States.
fiscal year
year for
for which
such apportionment
apportionment was
made. Any
Any
was made.
which such
Ieoi
of the
the fiscal
ble^Tent
amount apportioned
apportioned under the provisions of this Act unexpended
unexpended
at the end
end of the period during
it is available for expenditure
during which it
under the terms
of this
this section
shall be
be reapportioned,
within sixty
terms of
section shall
reapportioned, within
sixty
days thereafter, to all the States iin the same manner and on the
same basis, and certified to the Secretary of the Treasury and to
the
to the
State highway departments and to the governors
governors of States
States having
no State highway departments in the same way as if it were being
Proviso.
apportioned under
this Act
Act for
the first
That in
in
Appoionment if
Apportionment
if apportioned
under this
for the
time: Provided,
first time:
Provided, That
State
action
prohibited states
State from
engaging
constitution prohibits
prohibits the
the State
States where
actonprhibite
State
by
constitution,
where the constitution
from enga
gi
ng in
in
any work of internal improvements, then the amount of the approapproany
priation under
under this
priation
this Act apportioned to any such State shall be turned
turned
over to the highway
highway department
department of the State
State or
the governor o
or to
to the
off
said State to be expended
expended under
under the provisions of this
and
this Act and
Agriculture,
under the rules and regulations
regulations of the Department
Department of Agriculture,
number of counties in any
when any number
any such.
such State shall
shall appropriate
appropriate
or provide the proportion or share needed
needed to be raised in order to
entitle such State to its part of the appropriation
appropriation apportioned
entitle
apportioned under
this
this Act.
Act.
Admini•dration
perms
OEC
That so
so much,
per centum,
pnsS to be deducted.
dedected.
SEC. 4.
4. That
much, not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three per
centun, of
of the
the
appropriation for any fiscal year made
appropriation
this Act
as the
made by
by or
or under
under this
Act as
the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may estimate to be necessarynecessary for
for adminadministering the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deducted
istering
deducted for that purpose,
Proviso. from
To be free from

rTo

Toconstructed
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b
o
tlacteition of
of State
available until expended. Within sixty days after the close of each alliNotmiiaton
stat
what part, ot
fiscal year the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall determine
determine what
if any,
any, of the sums theretofore
theretofore deducted
deducted for
for administering
administering the proprovisions of this Act
Act will not
not be
be needed for
for that
that purpose
purpose and
and apportion
apportion
such part, if any, for the fiscal year
year then current
manner
current in
in the
the same
same manner
and on the same basis, and certify it
it to the Secretary-of the
the Treasury
Treasury
and to the State highway
highway departments,
departments, and
and to the
the governors
governors of
of
States
having no
in the
States having
no State
State highway
highway departments,
departments, in
the same
same way
way as
as
amounts authorized
this Act
other amounts
authorized by
by this
Act to
be apportioned
among all
to be
apportioned among
all Ratios
apportion
of apportionRatios of
the States for such current
fiscal year. The Secretary
current fiscal
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, ment.
ment.
after making the deduction
deduction authorized
authorized by this
section, shall
this section,
shall apporremainder of the
tion the remainder
the appropriation
appropriation for each fiscal
fiscal year
year among
among
the several States in the following
following manner:
Area.
manner One-third m
in the ratio
ratio Area.
which the area of each State bears to the total area
area of
of all the States;
one-third
Population
one-third in the ratio which the population of each State bears
bears to the Population.
total population
population of all the States,
by the
latest
available
States, as shown
shown by
the latest available
Rural del.ve
delivaery
Federal census; one-third
rural staRs
one-third in the ratio which
which the
the mileage
mileage of
of rural
star
troute
and star
star routes
routes in
in each
each State
bears
to
the
total
delivery routes and
State bears to the total
mileage of rural
delivery routes and star
mileage
rural delivery
star routes in
in all the
the States, at
at
the close of the next preceding
shown by the certificate
preceding fiscal year, as shown
certificate
General, which
which he is
of the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
is directed to make and furnish
furnish
annually to the Secretary
Agriculture.
Secretary of Agriculture.
Cert ification
dStates
tatoof
SEC. 5.
within sixty
sixty days
approval of
of this Act
Act the
Certification
Sze.
5. That
That within
days after
after the
the approval
the Treasury
Treasury
and States to
of
a
apportioned.
Secretary of
of Agriculture
griulture shall
shl certify
ertify to
Secretary
to the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury amount
the Secretary
of the
amount apportioned.
and to each State
State highway department and to the governor
governor of each
State having
having no State highway department the sum
which he
sum which
he has
estimated
deducted for administering
estimated to be deducted
administering the provisions of this Act
Act
and the sum which he has apportioned to each State for the fiscal
year ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and on
on
or before January twentieth next preceding
preceding the commencement
commencement of
each succeeding
succeeding fiscal year shall make like
certificates for such fiscal
fiscal
like certificates
year.
year.
Submission of projSEC.
S
EC. 6. That any State desiring to
benefits of
to avail
avail itself
itself of the
the benefits
of this
this ects.
ects.bmsin of proAct shall, by its State highway
highway department, submit
submit to
to the Secretary
Secretary
forth proposed
proposed construction
of Agriculture
Agriculture project statements
statements setting forth
construction
etc.
Agri- Plans,
PlaS,""
of any rural post road or roads therein. If the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture approve
a
project,
the
State
highway
approve a
hihway department
department shall
shall
furnish to him such surveys, plans, specifications,
specifications, and estimates
estimates Proviso.
powo
Condition of
of apaptherefor as he may require:
require: Provided,
therefor
Provided, Aowever,
however, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary proval.
Condition
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall approve
approve only such projects
projects as may be substantial prova.
in character and the expenditure
expenditure of funds hereby authorized shall
applied only to such improvements. Items
included for
be applied
Items included
for engineerengineering,
inspection, and
and unforeseen
unforeseen contingencies
ing, inspection,
contingencies shall
ten Notification
shall not
not exceed
exceed ten
Notification of
0 ap.
apc
proval, et
etc.
work. If the Secretary
per centum
centum of the total estimated cost of the work
Secretary prova,
of Agriculture
estimates,
Agriculture approve the plans, specifications,
specifications, and estimates,
he shall notify the
highway- department
the State highway
department and
and immediately
immediately
certify
certify the fact to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury shall thereupon
thereupon set aside the share of the United
United
States payable
this Act
Act on
account of
of such
payable under
under this
on account
such project,
project, which
of paypaywhich Conditions
conditions of
at s
ments.
shall not exceed fifty per centum of the total estimated
n
estimated cost thereof. m
No payment
payment of any money
money apportioned
apportioned under this Act shall be
made on any project until such statement
statement of
the
of the
the project,
project, and
and the
plans,
specifications, and estimates
pans, specifications,
estimates therefor, shall have been submitted to and
approved by
by the
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
rayments
and approved
the Secretary
Agriculture.
Payments to
to stata.
States.
When
Agriculture shall fin
find that any
When the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
any project
project so
so
approved by him hasbeen
constructed in compliance
has been constructed
compliance with
with said
said plans
plans
P
and specifications
pecifications he shall cause
came to be paid to the proper
proper authority
authority Proviso.
.
Duringconstruction.
Prov ed That
of said State the amount set aside for said project:
project: Provided,
That Dmgcoost
the
Agriculture may, in his
discretion, from tune
time to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
his discretion,
to
time make payments on said construction
construction as the sme
same progresses,
progresses,
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but these payments
including previous
previous payments,
payments, if
any, shall
shall not
be
payments including
if any,
not be
more than the United
rata part
Dart of
value of
of the
labor
United States
States' pro
pro rata
of the
the value
the labor
and materials
have been
been actually
put into
said construction
construction
materials which
which have
actually put
into said
Lt.
in conformity
Lbnit.
conformity: to said
plans and
spftthcations; nor
nor shall
shall any
said plans
and specifications;
any such
such
payment
be in
excess
of $10,000
$10,000 per mile,
exclusive
of the
the cost
of
nte
per
excess
of
mile,
exclusive
of
cost
of
U
State
bridges of
of more
more than
twenty feet
feet clear
clear span.
The construction
construction
stte
brdgs
than twenty
etc.
span. The
work and labor in each State shall be
accordance with
with its
be done
done in
in accordance
its
laws, and under the
of the
highway departthe direct supervision
supervision of
the State
State highway
department, subject
subject to the insneetion
of the
Secretary of
inspection and
and approval
approval of
the Secretary
of
Agriculture
Agriculture and in accordance
and regulations
regulations made
accordance with
with the
the rules
rules and
made
pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this Act.
Act.
e..aamtP.
'
The
Secretary of
of Agriculture
the State
highway department
The Secretary
griculture and
and the
State highway
department
of each State may jointly determine at
at what
what times
in what
what
times, and.
and in
amounts, payments, as
shall be
'under this
this
as work progresses,
progresses, shall
be made
made under
Act. Such payments shall be made by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Treasury
Treasury,.,
on warrants drawn by the Secretary
Agriculture, to
to such
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
such official,
official,
or officials, or depository, as may be designated by
the State
State highway
by the
highway
department
authorized under the laws of
department and authorized
of the
State to
to receive
receive
the State
public funds
the State
county.
intence b public
funds of
of the
State or
or county.
Maintenance by
s
y
staeatORitiS.
SEC. 7.
I To maintain the
under the
provisions of
of
the roads
roads constructed
State authorities.
constructed under
the provisions
this
Act
shall
be the
States, or
or their
civil
subdivisions,
Action
o
this
Act
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
Action on failure,
the States,
their
civil
subdivisions,
according
according to the laws of the several
several States.
at any
any time
States. If
If at
time the
the
Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any
•
any road
road in
in any
any State
State conconstructed under the provisions of this Act is not
not being
bemg properly
properly
maintained he shall give notice of such fact to the highway
maintained
highway departdepartment of such State and if within four months from
the receipt
from the
receipt of
of said
said
notice said road has not been put in
condition of
in a
a proper
proper condition
of main-.
maintenance
tenance then the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
thereafter refuse
refuse to
to
shall thereafter
approve any project
project for road construction
construction in
or the
the civil
in said
said State,
State, or
civil
subdivision thereof, as the fact may be, whose
maintain
whose duty
duty it
it is
is to
to maintain
said road, until it has
condition of
of proper
proper maintenance.
maintenance.
has been
been put
put in
in aacondition
National forests.
forsts for
National
SEC.
E°• 8.
8.That
and made
made available
That there
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated and
available
t
rforadin, for until
,
expended,
rang and trail,
expended, out
out of
of any
moneys in
in the
the National
National Treasury
any moneys
Treasury not
not
use, etc., of
adjacent
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
$1,000,000 for
year
esaant
vti otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
of $1,000,000
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and
each
and each
fiscal year thereafter, up to and including
fiscal year
ending
including the
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and twenty-six, in
$10,000,000,
in all
all $10,000,000
to be available
available until expended
expended under the supervision
supervision of
Secretary
of
the
Secretary
Requestofsateetc.
Agriculture, upon
Request
of State, etc. of Agriculture,
upon request
the proper
of the
the State,
State,
request from
from the
proper officers
officers of
Territory, or
county for the survey, construction,
Territory,
or county
construction, and
maintenance
and maintenance
of roads
roads and trails within or only partly
partly within
of
within the
the national
forests,
national forests,
when necessary for the use and development
development of resources upon which
which
communities within
within and adjacent
adjacent to the national forests
communities
forests are
are dependdependcPrtionii.
d ent:
Provided, That the State, Territory,
Territory, or
Provisos.
ent: Provided,
enter into
into
Cooperation
required.
or county
county shall
shall enter
a cooperative
agreement with the Secretary
of Agriculture
a
cooperative agreement
Secretary of
for the
the
Agriculture for
survey,
and maintenance of such roads or
survey, construction,
construction, and
trails upon
or trails
upon
Limit
aa basis
basis equitable
equitable to both the State, Territory,
Territory, or county,
and the
county, and
the
Limit of expendiI
ta.t of pd
United
also, That
That the
tures.
United States: And provided also,
the aggregate
aggregate expenditures
expenditures
in any State,
county shall
State, Territory,
Territory, or county
not exceed
exceed ten
centum
shall not
ten per
per centurn
of the
the value,
of
value, as determined
determined by the Secretary of
Agriculture, of
of the
the
of Agriculture,
timber
and forage
forage resources
resources which are or will be available
timber and
available for
for income
income
upon the
the national
national forest
upon
forest lands within the
county or
the respective
respective county
or
counties wherein
counties
wherein the
the roads
roads or
ails w
ill be
be constructed;
and the
the
or tr
trails
will
constructed; and
Report
Report to Conress
Congress. Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
Congress of
of the
shall make
make annual
annual report
report to
to Congress
the
amounts expended hereunder.
Notification
Not if ication of
of amounts expended hereunder.
mout determined
et
n
That immediately
amount
immediately upon
up on the
the execution
executi
on of any cooperative
agreement
cooperative agreement
r4on
h
hereunder
Secretary of
of Agriculture
upon,
hereunder the Secretary
Agriculture shall
the secretary
shall notify
notify the
Secretary
of
the Treasury of the amount to be expended
of the
expended by
by the
the United
United States
States
within
or adjacent
adjacent to
to any
any national
forest thereunder, and beginning
within or
national forest
beginning
sullervisi°14
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Reimbursement
with the
next fiscal
fiscal year
year and
the Secretary
Secretary from
with
the next
and each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year thereafter
thereafter the
Reimbursement
forest revenues.

Treasury shall apply from any and all revenues
revenues from such forest
forest
of the Treasury
ten per centum
centum thereof to reimburse
reimburse the United
United States
States for expenditures made under such agreement
agreement until the whole amount advanced
advanced
returned from the receipts
agreement shall have been returned
under such agreement
national forest.
from such national
S
EC. 9.
That out
out of
of the
the appropriations
made by
by or
or under
under this
this Act,
appropriations made
9. That
SEC.
the Secretary
Agriculture is authorized
authorized to employ such assistants,
Secretary of Agriculture
elsewhere,
Washington and elsewhere,
clerks, and
and other persons in the city of Washington

to
eligible lists
Civil Service
Service Commission,
lists of the Civil
from the eligible
to be
be taken
taken from
to
Washington, to purchase
purchase such
such
of Washington,
of the city of
outside of
to rent buildings outside
equipment, office fixtures,
apparatus, and to
fixtures, and apparatus,
supplies, material, equipment,
expense as he may deem necessary
necessary
incur such travel and other expense
Act.
for carrying out the purposes of this Act.
SEC. 10.
That the
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to make
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
SEC.
10. That
rules and
regulations for carrying
carrying out
out the provisions of this Act.
rules
and regulations
S
EC. 11. That this Act shall be in
passage.
i force from the date of its passage.
SEC.
Approved,
11, 1916.
1916.
July 11,
Approved, July

Employees
mployees
ized.

authorauthor.

Civil service eligibles.

civilserviceeigibls.

Supplies, etc.

Supplies, etc.

Regulations, etc.

Regulatons, etc.

In offset at once.

In e t atonc e

July 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
July

hospital facilities
certain hospital
CHAP. 242.—Joint
Resolution Permitting
use of
of certain
the use
Permitting the
242.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.

belonging
to the
the United
United States.
States.
belonging to

(R. J.
257.)
Res. 257.1
J- Has.
[H
(Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 24.1
24.)
[Pub.

Resolved
House
dfo the United
United Ellis
_
a
immi
an H
use of
of Rvresentatives
Representatives of
Resolved by
by the
the Senate and
Island immigrant station,
station, N.
Y.
until November
N.Y.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That until
in Congress
States of
of America
America in
States
Nov-ember first, grant
of hospital facilisby
ohospital
the Secretary
Secretary of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, the
nineteen
of Labor
Labor be,
be, and
and he
he is
is tiesUse
by New York alw ed
lowed.
hereby,
in his
discretion 'to
utilize the available
available hospital
hospital lo
to utilize
authorized, in
his discretion,
hereby, authorized,
facilities
immigration station at
Harbor,
at Ellis
Ellis Island, New York Harbor,
facilities at the immigration
for
housing and
caring for indisposed
indisposed persons
persons from
and caring
for the
the purpose of housing
such conditions
conditions as the
vicinity, under such
city of
of New
New York and vicinity,
the city
Secretary
prescribe, but without
expense to the GovGovwithout expense
shall prescribe,
Secretary of Labor shall
ernment
United States
State or city of
of New
New York,
York,
States;•and the State
ernment of the United
or
compensate the 'Government
for
Government of the United States for
both, shall
shall compensate
or both,
any
and
the Government
Government in the use and
any and
and all
all losses
losses sustained
sustained by the
occupation of
occupation
of such buildings.
11, 1916.
Approved, July 11,

CHAP. 244.—An
Making an
for the
the relief
and transportation
transportation of
of
an appropriation
appropriation for
relief and
CHAP.
244.-An Act
Act Making
destitute American
in Mexico.
citizens in
Mexico.
destitute
Anmerican citizens

July 14
14, 1916.
Jnly
[H. R.
R. i911.)
16911.)
[H.
Public, No. 157.
[Public, No. 157.1

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Destitute Americans
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
the relief
relief of
States
That for
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
for the
of destitute
destitute inDit
Mexico. Ameio.
Appropriation for reAistppep.tion for r
American citizens
citizens in
Mexico, including
including transportation
transportation to
to their
their homes
homes net,
in Mexico,
American
money-in
out of any money
in the
appropriated, out
in the
the United
United States, there is appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $300,000,
otherwise appropriated,
$300,000, to be
Treasury- not otherwise
expended under the direction
Secrewithin the discretion of the Secreexpended
direction and within
tary
available for
nineteen hunhun- Poo.
tary of
of State, and
and to
to be available
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
years nineteen
Proviso.

and seventeen:
dred
and sixteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
dred and
sixteen and
and nineteen
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

That American
American citizens
citizens to whom relief
relief is extended
extended or transportation
transportation
hereunder shall pay
reimburse the
pay to or reimburse
the United
United States all
is furnished
furnished hereunder
reasonable expenses
expenses so incurred, respectively,
respectively, on their account,
account, if
reasonable
financially
do so.
financially able to do
so.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 14,
14, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP. 246.—An
To provide
create
ORAP.
246.-An Act
Act To
provide capital
capital for
for agricultural
agricultural development,
development, to
to create

standard
standard forms of investmentbased
investment based upon farm mortgage, to equalize
rates of
interest
equalize rates
of interest
upon
furnish a
amarket
bonds, to
create Government
upon farm
farm loans,
loans, to furnish
market for
for United
United States
States bonds,
to create
Government
depositaries
depositaries and financial
the United
States, and
for other
financial agents
agents for
for the
United States,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Admnstao.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
Repre8entative8 of the
Be
enacted by
Senat and
and House
of Repreentatives
oftitle
the
United
of America
assembled, That
the short
short title
United States
States of
America in
in 00nqr588
Congress assembled,
That the
of this Act shall be "The
"The Federal Farm Loan Act."
Its administraadministraAct." Its
tion shall be under the direction and control
of the
Federal Farm
Farm
control of
the Federal
Loan Board hereinafter
hereinafter created.
created.

Definitions.

DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIOS.

Act.
Act

Fedr
F

Farm
m

L
Can

-kdministratkin •

"Firstmortgag"

"First mortgage."

"Farm loan
bonds."
"Farm
loan bonds
Distinction.
Distinction.

Farm Loan
Loan Board.

SEC.
the term
Sze. 2. That wherever
wherever the
term "first
mortgage" is
is used
used in
this
"first mortgage"
in this
Act it
it shall be held to include
include such
such classes
of first
liens on
on farm
classes of
firstliens
farm lands
lands
as shall be approved
approved by the
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board, and
and the
the Federal
the
credit instruments
credit
instruments secured thereby. The term
bonds"
term "farm
"farm loan
loan bonds"
shall be held
include all
collateral deffosited
held to
to include
all bonds
bonds secured
secured by
by collateral
deposited with
with
a farm
loan registrar
a
farm loan
registrar under
under the
the terms
of this
this Act;
they shall
shall be
be disdisterms of
Act; they
tinguished
t''shed by the addition
addition of the words
"Federal," or
stock,"
words "Federal,"
or "joint
"joint stock,"
as
the case
may be.
be.
as the
case may
FEDERAL FARM
LOAN BOARD.
BOARD.
FEDIBAL
FARM LOAN

SEC.
That there
seat o
offgovernmen
governmentt
S
EC. 3. That
there shall
shall be established at the seat
in the Department
Department of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury a
a bureau
bureau charged
charged with
with the
the execuexecution of
tien
Act and
and of
Acts amendatory
to be
be known
of this
this Act
of all
all Acts
amendatory thereof,
thereof, to
known as
as
"the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Bureau, under
the general
supervision of
under the
general supervision
of a
a
Federal Farm
Federal
Board.
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Composition oi
of
Said Federal
Loan Board
Composition
Federal Farm Loan
Board shall
of five
members,
shall consist
consist of
five members,
Board.
including the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Tre asury, w
ho s
hall be
be aa member
member and
the Secretary
of the
who
shall
and
chairman
chairman ex officio,
officio, and four members
members to
appointed by
by the
Presito be
be appointed
the President
of the
States, by
by and
and with
of the
the
dent of
the United
United States,
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
Appointments,
Appoinitments,
qualifications,
etc.
Senate. Of
Of the
rs to
to be
appointed by
by the
the President,
Presid en t, not
not
Senate.
the four
four membe
members
be appointed
more than two shall be appointed
party, and
appointed from
from one
one political
olitical party,
and all
all
four of said members shall be citizens of the United States
four
and shall
shall
States and
devote their entire time to the business of the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan
Farm Loan
Pay,
BoardPay, etc.
Board; they
shall receive
receive an
an annual
annual salary
sal
ary of
of $10,000
$10,000 payable
they shall
payable
monthly, together with actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses.
expenses.
Term of
of service.
service.
Term
One of the members to
to b
bee appointed
app oi
nt
edb
y the
be desigdesigby
the President
President shall
shall be
nated by him to serve for two years, one
for four
four years,
one for
six
one for
years, one
for six
years, and one for eight years, and
and thereafter
each member
member so
so apapthereafter each
Loan
ointed
Commis- p
for aa term
t
erm o
i
ght years,
yea, unless
unless soon
er remove
pointed shall
shall serve
serve for
offe
eight
sooner
removedd
nnoossiieerr,, mLoa Commis- for
icause
causeyears,
by
the President.
Presid en t. One
One o
th e members
shall be
sFi
by the
offthe
members shall
be designated
designated
by
President as the Farm Loan Commissioner,
by the
the President
Commissioner, who shall
shall be
be the
the
active executive
executive officer of said board. Each
member of
Each member
of the
the Federal
Federal
Farm
Loan
Board
shall within fifteen days after notice of his
Farm Loan
his appointappointment take
and subscribe
subscribe to
the oath
oath of
of office.
office.
take and
to the
First
meeting.
The first
Firt-t meeting.
The
first meeting of the Federal Farm
Farm Loan Board shall
be held
held in
in
shall be
Washington
Washington as soon as may be after the passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, at
at a
a
date and place to be fixed
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
fixed by
Secretary of
Other
employment
No
member
of the
forbidden.
Other employrnen
of
the Federal
FederalFarm
Farm Loan
hall, during
during his
Loan Board
Board s
shall,
his concontinuance
in office,
office, be
be an
officer or
tinuance in
an officer
or director
director of any other institution,
institution,
or partnership
association, or
engaged in
in -the
business of
of
partnership engaged
in banking,
banking, or
or in
the business
making land
land mortgage loans or selling land mortgages. Before
making
Before enterentering upon his duties
duties as a
a member of
of the
Loan Board
Board
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
each member shall certify under oath to
to the
that he
he is
is
the President
President that
eligible
this section.
eli'file under this
section.
Filling
ae President
President sh
all h
ave the
th e power,
y and with the advice and
Fling vacancies.
vaancies.
The
shall
have
power, b
by
and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to fill any vacancy occurring
occurring in
in the
the membermembership of
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm Loan lloard;
Board;if such vacancy shall
ship
be filled
shall be
filled
Farm Loan Bureu.

Created
Farm Loan
in Treasury
Bureau.

Department
Department.
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during the recess of
of the Senate
Senate aacommission
commission shall
shall be
be granted
granted which
which
shall expire at the end of the next session.
registrar Farmloanregistrars.
The Federal
Federal Farm
shall appoint
The
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board shall
appoint a
afarm
farm loan
loan registrar
g
*
in each
each land bank
bank district
district to receive
receive applications
applications for
for issues
of farm
issues of
farm
prescribed by
loan bonds and to perform such other services as are prescribed
e
rs
and
xland bank
bank appraisers
appraisers for
for ampBne
appoint one
this
shall also
also appoint
one or
or more
more land
Appraisers
and exthis Act.
Act. It
It shall
each land bank district and as
it shall RRestriction on other
as many land
land bank
bank examiners
examiners as it
deem necessary.
registrars, land
land bank
bank appraisers,
appraisers, and
employment.
deem
necessary. Farm
Farm loan
loan registrars,
and employment.
land bank examiners
examiners appointed
appointed under
under this section
section shall be public
officials
continuance in office,
have no connecofficials and shall,
shall, during their continuance
office, have
connection
tion with or
or interest in any
any other
other institution,
institution, association,
association, or partnerpartnership
in banking
in the
the business
business of
of making
mortgage Proviso.
Proviso.
ship engaged
engaged in
banking or
or in
making land
land mortgage
loans
mortgages: Provided,
Provided, That
limitation shlsl
shall eeTmporar
employloans or
or selling
selling land
land mortgages:
That this
this limitation
eesT.emporary employnot
employed by the
temporarily to do special
special
not apply to
to persons
persons employed
the board
board temporarily
work.
The salaries
expenses of
of the
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board, and
The
salaries and
and expenses
the Federal
Federal Farm
and eyment o salaries
of farm
farm loan
registrars and
and examiners
examiners authorized
authorized under
of
loan registrars
under this
this section,
section / Apprasers
shall be paid by the United
United States..
States. Land bank
bank -appraisers
appraisers shall
receive such
such compensation
as the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board shall
shall
receive
compensation as
banks and the joint stocie
stock"
fix, and
and shall be paid
paid by
by the Federal
Federal land banks
land
serve, in such
proportion and in
manner
such proportion
in such
such manner
land banks
banks which they serve,
Board shall order.
order.
as the Federal Farra
Farm Loan Board
Em0
ployees author
Board shall
empowered iEdmplo
i d
Farm Loan
Loan Board
shall be
be authorized
authorized and empowered
ye authorThe Federal Farm
to
experts, assistants,
assistants, clerks, laborers, and
to employ
employ such attorneys, experts,
other employees
employees as it
conduct the business of
of
it may deem nece-ssary‘to
necessary to conduct
said board.
board. All
fees authonzed
authorized in
in this
not
said
All salaries
salaries and
and fees
this section
section and not
otherwise
provided for
fixed in advance
advance by said
and
otherwise provided
for shall be fixed
said board
board and
shall
Federal Farm
shall be
be paid in
in the
the same manner
manner as
as the salaries
salaries of
of the Federal
Farm
to cciva
Loan
All such
attorneys, experts,
assistants, clerks,
clerks, laborers,
%t
es
i
ttatir tto
Loan Board.
Board. All
such attorneys,
s iv l
laborers, serviceS.t
experts, assistants,
and
other employees,
employees, and
and all
and appraisers
22, p.
p. 43.
401
examiners, and
appraisers Vol. 22,
and other
all registrars,
registrars, examiners,
regard to the provisions
shall be appointed
appointed without regard
provisions of the Act of
hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three (volume
January sixteenth, eighteen hundred
twenty-two, United States Statutes
Statutes at Large, page four hundred
hundred and
twenty-two,
three),
made in
thereto, or any rule
rule or
or regulation
regulation made
three), and amendments
amendments thereto,
pursuance
pursuance thereof:
thereof: Provided,
herein shall
shall prevent
the
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing herein
prevent the
fer to
to classified
classified
President
employees in the classified
service.
service
President from
from placing
placing said employees
classified service.
Every
Federal land
land bank
semiannually submit
submit to
to the
the Federal
salaries.
bank shall
Every Federal
shall semiannually
Federal Report of
ofsalaries.
Farm
Loan Board
or rates
rates of
of compencompenBoard aaschedule
schedule showing
showing the
the salaries
salaries or
Farm Loan
employees.
sation paid to its officers and employees.
The
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board shall
shall annually
make a
afull
full report
report of
of Annual
Annual reports.
reports.
The Federal
annually make
its
the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, who
its operations to the
the Speaker
Speaker of the
shall cause
same to
to be
be printed
the information
information of
banks,
shall
cause the
the same
printed for
for the
of the
the Congress.
Congress. Condition
ondition of
of banks
The
require etc.
Board shall from time to
to time require
The Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board
established
examinations and reports of condition of all land banks established
examinations
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act and
and shal
shall publish
consolidated stateunder
of this
publish consolidated
state- Amot
tabls,
thereof. It
It shall
cause to be made
made appraisals
appraisals of etc.
shall cause
ments of the
the results thereof.
farm lands
provided by
by.this
this Act,
prepare and
and publish
publish
Act, and
and shall
shall prepare
lands as
as provided
farm
amortization
amortization tables which shall be used by national farm loan associaassociaunder this Act.
land banks
banks organized
organized under
tions and land
r
The
Farm Loan
Loan Board
shall prescribe
prescribe a
aform
form for
for the
state- me
Fc
r
rms
for statestatems for
the stateFederal Farm
Board shall
The Federal
associations and land banks
ment of condition
condition of national farm
farm loan
loan associations
under its supervision, which shall be filled
filled out quarterly
quarterly by each
each such
such
association
or bank
and transmitted
transmitted to
to said
said board.
board.
association or
bank and
It
be the
the duty
duty of
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Board
Board to
prepare from
from tio
et c
b:
to prepare
oBn, l"etsof
intfeor
Farm Loan
It shall
shall be
of the
time
to
time
bulletins
setting
forth
the
principal
features
of
this
Act
tributed:
time to time bulletins setting forth the principal features of this Act tribu
t
ds.
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture or otherwise
otherwise to distribute
and through the Department
particularly to the press, to agricultural
agricultural journals,
the same, particularly
journals, and
and to
farmers' organizations;
organizations; to prepare
prepare and distribute
distribute in the same manner
manner
circulars setting
advantages of amortized
farm
the principles
principles and advantages
amortized farm
circulars
setting forth the
loans
Act, instructing
instructing
under this
this Act,
afforded debtors
debtors under
loans and
and the
the protection
protection afforded
Farinl°a11 re istrars

.

et,IaYment of salaries,
Appraisers.

ze

.

Amortization tomes,

rien ts

B
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farmers
farmers how to organize
organize and
loan associations,
associations, and
and
and conduct
conduct farm
farm loan
advising investors of
merits and
and advantages
farm loan
loan bonds;
bonds
of the
the merits
advantages of
of farm
and to disseminate in its discretion
discretion information
information for
for the
the further
instrucfurther instruction
farmers regarding
and principles
principles of
of cooperative
cooperative
tion of
of farmers
regarding the
the methods
methods and
credit and organization.
organization. Said board
authorized to
to use
use aa
board is
is hereby
hereby authorized
reasonable portion
reasonable
portion of the organization
organization fund provided
provided in
in section
thirtysection thirtythree of this Act for the objects specified
specified in
this paragraph,
paragraph, and
and is
is
n this
instructed to lay before
before the
the Congress
at each
each session
session its
recommendaCongress at
its recommendations for further appropriations
to carry
out said
said objects.
objects.
appropriations to
carry out
FEDEAL LAND
FEDERAL
LAND BAKS.
BANKS.

1°off land
"a d

balesra
t
lir s.

SEC.
as soon
S
EC. 4. That as
as practicable
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board
soon as
practicable the
Federal Farm
shall divide the continental
continental United
States, excluding
into
United States,
excluding Alaska,
Alaska, into
known as Federal
twelve districts,
districts, which
which shall be known
land bank districts,
Federal landbank
districts,
tpportionment of
t.pymntet
may be
designated by
number. Said
Said districts
shall be
be apporapporo and
an.d may
be designated
by number.
districts shall
tioned with due regard to the farm loan needs
of the
the country,
country, but
but no
no
needs of
such district shall contain a
a fractional
fractional part
part of any
any State.
State. The
The boundaboundaries thereof may be readjusted
readjusted from tune to time
time in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of
board.
said board.
Bank
The Federal Farm Loan Board shall
Bank for each disestablish in
in each
Federal land
land
shall establish
each Federal
bank district a
trict trt.
Federal land
principal office
office located
in
a Federal
land bank,
bank, with
with its
its principal
located in
such city within the district
district as said board shall
shall designate.
dtsignate. Each
Each
Federal
Federal land bank shall include in its title the name
name of
of the
the city
city in
in
Branches.
Branches.
which it
it is located.
approval of
which
located. Subject to
to the
the approval
of the
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
Loan
Federal land
Loan Board, any Federal
land bank
bank may establish
within the
the
establish branches
branches within
b

- SS

ter

land
land bank
bank district
district
land bank
bank shall
shall be
Each Federal land
be temporarily
temporarily managed
managed by
by five
five
met
directors
directors appointed
appointed by the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
directors
Board. Said
Said directors
shall be citizens of the United
United States and
and residents
residents of
of the
the district.
district.
They
a surety bond, the premium on which shall
They shall
shall each
each give a
shall be
be
paid from the funds of the bank. They
They shall
shall receive
receive such
such compensacompensaPreliminary orgamorgani-• tion as
the Federal
zation.
as the
Federal Farm
Farm L
oan Board
Boardshall
shall fix.
shall choose
choose
Loan
fix. They
They shall
zation.
from their number, by majority
majority vote, a
apresident, a
president, aa
a vice
vice president,
secretary and
and aa treasurer. They are
secretary
are further authorized
emauthorized and
and empowered to employ
powered
employ such attorneys,
attorneys, experts,
assistants, clerks,
clerks,
experts, assistants,
laborers, and other employees
laborers,
employees as they may
deem necessary,
necessary, and
and to
fix
may deem
to fix
their
approval of the Federal Farm
their compensation,
compensation, subject to the approval
Farm Loan
Loan
Board.
Board.
Organization certifiOrganization
certifSaid
their hands,
Said temporary
temporary directors
directors shall, under their
hands, forthwith
forthwith make
make
cate.
ate.
an organization
organization certificate
certificate, which shall.
shall specifically
specifically state:
an
state:
Name.
First.
by such
First. The
The name
name assumed
assumed by
such bank.
bank.
District.
District.
Second.
operations are
Second. The
The district
district within which its
its operations
are to
to be
be carried
carried
on, and
and the
the particular
principal office
on,
particular city in which its principal
office is
is to
be located.
located.
to be
Capital.
Capitrl.
capital stock and the
Third. The amount of capital
the number
number of
of shares
shares into
into
Proviso.
Pnrea allowed
which
the same
same is
which the
is to
to be
be divided:
That every
every Federal
Federal land
divided: Provided,
Provided, That
Increases allowed.
land
bank
bank organized
organized under this
this Act
Act shall
shall by
articles of
of association
association permit
by its
its articles
permit
an
an increase
increase of its capital
capital stock
stock from time to time
time for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
providing for the issu
issuee of
shares
ofs
hares to
to national
farm loan
loan associations
associations and
national farm
and
stockholders who may secure loans through
stockholders
through agents
Federal land
land
agents of
of Federal
banks in accordance
accordance with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Purposes, etc.
Purposes,
Fourth.
The fact
certificate is
persons
Fourth. The
fact that
that the
the certificate
is made
made to enable such
such persons
to
themselves of the advantages
to avail
avail themselves
advantages of this Act. The
The organization
organization
certificate
shall be acknowledged
acknowledged before
certificate shall
before a
ajudge
judge or clerk of
of some
some court
court
of
record or notary public, and shall be, together
of record
together with
with the
the acknowlacknowlit
edgment thereof,
authenticated by
edgment
thereof, authenticated
seal of
of such
such court
court or
by the
the seal
or notary,
notary,
Transmittal to Commisoner, etc.
otransmitted to
to the
the Farm
missioner,
etc.
who shall
shall record
transmitted
Farm Loan Commissioner,
Commissioner, who
record and
and
carefully preserve
preserve the same
it shall
carefully
same in his office, where it
shall be
be at
all times
at all
times
open to public inspection.
inspection.
manage

Temporary
Temporary managemead.
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Changes by
by Board.
Board.
The Federal Farm Loan Board is authorized
authorized to direct such changes
changes Changes
in or additions to any such organization
organization certificate,
certificate, not inconsistent
inconsistent
with this Act, as it
expedient.
it may deem necessary
necessary or
or expedient.
Incorporation.
Upon duly making and filing
filing such organization
organization certificate
certificate the bank
bank Incorporation.
shall become, as from the date of the execution
execution of its organization
organization
certificate,
certificate, a
corporate, and
a body corporate,
and as
as such, and in the
the name designated
designated Corporate powers.
in
or
ation certificate,
in the organization
certificate, it shall
shall have power—
powerCorporate powers.
General.
First. Toniadopt
and use
a corporate
corporate seal.
First.ro
:dopt and
use a
seal.
General.
Second. To have
have succession
it is
dissolved by Act of
Second.
succession until
until it
is dissolved
of Congress
or under the provisions of this
this Act.
Act.
Third.
Third. To make contracts.
contracts.
Fourth. To sue and be sued, complain, interplead,
interplead, and defend,
defend, in
any court of law or equity, as fully as natural persons.
Fifth. To elect or appoint directors, and by its board of directors
to elect aa president and aa vice
secretary and
and a
vice president, appoint
appoint aasecretary
a
treasurer
treasurer and other officers
officers and employees,
employees, define
define their duties, require
bonds of them, and fix the penalty thereof; by action of its board of
directors dismiss
dismiss such
officers and
and employees,
them, at
such officers
employees, or
or any
any of
of them,
at pleaspleasure and appoint others to
to fill
fill their
their places.
places.
board of
directors, subject
subject to
to the
the superSixth. To
To prescribe,
prescribe, by its
its board
of directors,
super- Bylaws.
Br4ss.
Board, by-laws
not
vision and regulation
regulation of the
the Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board,
by-laws not
inconsistent with law, regulating the manner in which
shall
inconsistent
which its
its stock shall
be transferred,
transferred, its directors elected,
elected, its officers elected
elected or appointed,
appointed,
its property transferred,
transferred, its general
conducted, and
general business conducted,
and the privgranted to
and enjoyed.
enjoyed.
ileges granted
to it
it by law exercised
exercised and
powers.
Seventh.
board of directors
Seventh. To exercise,
exercise, by
by its board
directors or duly
duly authorized
authorized Incidental
dentalpor
officers
officers or agents, subject to law,
incidental powers
law, all
all such incidental
powers as
as shall
shall be
necessary to
to carry
business herein
herein described.
described.
necessary
carry on
on the
the business
Permanent organiAfter
the subscriptions
subscriptions to
to stock
in any
any Federal
After the
stock in
Federal land
land bank
bank by
by sPmanent
organi
zation.
national farm loan associations,
associations, hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, shall have
reached
and directors
of said
said land
land
reached the
the sum of $100,000,
$100,000, the
the officers
officers and
directors of
bank shall be chosen as herein
provided and
herein provided
and shall, upon becoming
becoming
duly qualified,
qualified, take over the
management of said land bank
bank from the
the management
the
temporary
officers selected under this
this section.
section.
temporary officers
a of directors.
Board
every Federal
Federal land bank shall
shall be
be selected
rd directors.
The board of directors
directors of every
selected Bo
as hereinafter
hereinafter specified and shall consist of
each holdof nine members,
members, each
holdo ca
Local.
ing office for three years. Six of said directors shall be known
known as local L
directors,
directors, and shall be
be chosen by
by and
and be
be representative
representative of national
national District.
farm loan associations; and
remaining three directors
directors shall
shall be Dtrct
and the
the remaining
known as district directors,
directors, and shall be appointed
appointed by the Federal
Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board and
and represent
represent the
the public interest.
interest.
Local directors.
Commis- Nominations
At least
least two months
months before
before each election
election the
the Farm
Farm Loan CommisNominations for,
from land associations.
sioner shall notify each national farm loan association
association in writing that rOmidasocdtfons
such
number of
directors to-be
to be elected
elected
such election
election is to
to be
be held,
held, giving the
the number
of directors
for its district,
district, and requesting
requesting each
each association
association to
to nominate
nominate one candidate
didate for each director to be elected. Within ten days of the receipt
receipt
of such notice each association shall forward its nominations
nominations to said
Farm Loan Commissioner. Said commissioner shall prepare aalist of
candidates for local directors consisting of the twenty
candidates
twenty persons securassociations
ing the highest number of votes from national
national farm loan associations
making such nominations.
nominations.
Voting and election.
At least one month before said election said Farm
Farm Loan
CoMmis- votng
Loan Cobamisndelection
association the list
of
sioner shall mail
mail to each
each national
national farm loan association
list of
candidates. The
national farm
candidates.
The directors
directors of
of each national
farm loan
loan association
association shall
shall
cast the vote of said association
association for as many candidates
list
candidates on said list
as there are vacancies
vacancies to be filled,
filled, and shall
shall forward
forward said vote to the
fist of
candidates
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner
Commissioner within ten
ten days
days after said list
of candidates
is received
number
received by them. The candidates receiving
receiving the highest number
of votes shall be elected
elected as local directors. In case of a
atie the Farm
Commissioner shall determine
Loan Commissioner
determine the choice.
choice.
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The Federal Farm Loan Board shall designate
designate one
district
one of
of the
the district
directors to
to serve
serve for
three years
years and
to act
act as
as chairman
of the
directors
for three
and to
chairman of
the board
board
of
It shall
designate one
of said
to serve
serve for
of directors.
directors. It
shall designate
one of
said directors
directors to
for a
a
two years
term of two
serve for
for a
aterm
term of
one year.
the
years and
and one
one to
to serve
of one
year. After
After the
first appointments
first
appointments each
each district
district director
shall be
be appointed
for a
director shall
appointed for
a term
term
of
three years.
of three
years.
c l
Terms
lo dlthe first
Terms od ideal
di" At
At the
first regular
regular meeting
of directors
of each
Federal
meeting of
of the
the board
board of
directors of
each Federal
rectors.
land bank
of the
local directors
bank it
it shall
shal be
be the
the duty
duty of
the local
directors to
to designate
designate two
two
whose term
of the local directors whose
shall expire
expire in
in one
term of
of office
office shall
one year
year from
from
the date
date of such
of office
shall expire
in two
such meeting,
meeting, two
two whose
whose term
term of
office shall
expire in
two
years from said date,
date and two
two whose
whose term
term of
three
of office
office shall
shall expire
expire iin three
years from said date. Thereafter
every local
local director
Federal
Thereafter every
director of
of aa Federal
land bank chosen as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided shall hold
office for
for a
term
hold office
a term
of three years.
years. Vacancies that may occur in the board
board of
of directors
directors
shall be filled for the unexpired
unexpired term
term in
the manner
manner provided
provided for
in the
for the
the
original selection
selection of
of such
directors.
original
such directors.
Quafcations.
Directors
Qualifications.
tors of Federal land banks shall have been
been for
least two
two
for at
at least
years residents
residents of the district for
which they
or elected
elected,
for which
they are
are appointed
appointed or
and at least one district
district director
director shall be
experienced in
in practical
practical
be experienced
farming
farming and
actually engaged
engaged at
the time
of his
his appointment
in farmand actually
at the
time of
appointment in
farmOtherrempoymet
employment mg
ingoperations
operations within
the district.
district. No
director of
of a
aFederal
bank
within the
No director
Federal land
land bank
restricted.
shall,
hall, during his continuance
continuance in
in office,
act as
as an
officer, director,
director, or
or
office, act
an officer,
employee
employee of any other institution, association,
association, or
or partnership
engaged
partnership engaged
in banking
business of
banking or in the business
making or
or selling
land mortgage
loans.
of making
selling land
mortgage loans.
Pay, etc.
et.
Directors
of Federal land banks shal
receive,' in additon
Pay,
Directors of
shall receive
addition to
to any
any
compensation otherwise
compensation
otherwise provided,
provided, a
areasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance for
for necesnecessary expenses in attending
meetings of
attending meetings
respective boards,
boards, to
be
of their
their respective
to be
pproval by
by Board,
Bd paid
paid by
the respective
Approval
by the
respective Federal land banks. Any
that
Any compensation
compensation that
may
may be provided by boards of directors of Federal land
land banks
banks for
for
directors,
officers, or employees shall
directors, officers
subject to
shall be
be subject
to the
the approval
approval of
of the.
the
Federal
Farm Loan
Lc:an Board.
Federal Farm
Board.
DitrctEr.directors.
District
Designation
Desi
gnation and
tenand ten-

ure.
nre.

Capital
stock.
Capital stock.

Amount
required.
Amount re
quired.

CAPITAL
CAPITAL STOCK
OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL LAND
STOCK OF
LAND BANKS.
BANKS.

SEC.
Sec. 5. That every Federal land bank shall have,
before beinbeginhave, before
ning business,
a subscribed
subscribed capital
business, a
capital of
of not
less
than
$750,000. The
The
not
less
than
$750,000.
Subscriptions.
Federal
Subscriptions.
Federal Farm Loan Board is authorized
authorized to prescribe the
the times
times and
and
conditions
conditions of the payment
payment of subscriptions to
to capital
capital stock,
stock, to
reject
to reject
any subscription
subscription in its discretion,
discretion, and to
require subscribers
subscribers to
to furnish
furnish
to require
adequate security
security for the
payment thereof.
the payment
thereof.
Par vaie of shares.
The
Par value of
shares.
The capital stock of each Federal land bank shall
shall be
be divided
divided into
into
shares of $5 each, and may be subscribed for
and held
by any
indifor and
held by
any individual, firm, or corporation,
corporation, or by the
Government of
of any
any State
State or
or of
of
the Government
States.
the United States.
Transfers restricted.
restricted.
Transfers
Stock held by national
national farm
farm loan
associations shall
not be
be trans.
transloan associations
shall not
ferred or hypothecated,
ferred
hypothecated, and the certificates therefor shall
shall so
state.
so
state.
DIvidends.
Stock
owned by the Government
Dividends.
Stock owned
Government of the United States
States in
in Federal
Federal
land banks shall receive no dividends,
dividends, but all other
other stock
stock shall
shall share
share
voting power Um'
lim- in dividend
dividend distributions
without preference.
preference. Each
Votrig power
distributions without
Each national
national farm
farm
ited.
loan
association and the
the Government
Government of the United States shall be
loan association
be
entitled
one vote
vote for each share of stock held by it in deciding
deciding
entitled to
to one
all questions
all
questions at meetings
meetings of shareholders,
shareholders, and
no other
other shareholder
shareholder
and no
shall be permitted
permitted to vote. Stock owned
owne d b
y the
the United
States shall
shall
by
United States
be voted
voted by
Farm Loan
Loan Commissioner,
Commissioner, as
directed by
Federal
by the
the Farm
as directed
by the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Board.
ubscriptions
ItIt shall be the duty of the Federal
Federal Farm
Subscriptions.
Farm Loan
Board, as
Loan Board,
as soon
soon as
as
practicable after
after the
passage of this Act, to open books of subscripsubscrippracticable
the passage
tion for the capital
stock of a Federal
capital
Federalland
Federal
land bank
bank in
in each
each Federal
n ct.
rniied
States
to land
land bank district.
dist
If
days after the
the opening
United States to
within thirty days
said
opening of
of said
take =subscribed
stck.r
stock.
I
o
rbooks
of the
the minimum
minimum capitalization
capitsli7ation of
of $750,000
herein
books any
any part of
$750,000 herein
prescribed for
for Federal land banks shall remain
prescribed
remain unsubscribed,
unsubscribed, it shall
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Payment.
Treasury to subscribe
be
duty- of the Secretary
subscribe the balance
balance Payment.
Secretary of the Treasury
be the duty
thereof
subthereof on behalf
behalf of the United States,
States, said subscription
subscription to be subject
call in
in whole
in part
part by
the board
ject to
to call
whole or
or in
by the
board of
of directors
directors of
of said land
bank
upon thirty
thirty days'
days' notice
notice with
the approval
of the
Federal
bank upon
with the
approval of
the Federal
Farm
Board; and
and the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
is hereby
hereby
Secretary of
Treasury is
Farm Loan
Loan Board;
authorized
directed to
shares corresponding
corresponding to
to the
authorized and directed
to take out shares
unsubscribed balance
balance as called, and to
same out
out of any
to pay
pay for
for the
the same
unsubscribed
issues.
moneys
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
Thereafter no
no Subsequent
subsequent isUes.
appropriated. Thereafter
not otherwise
in the
moneys in
stock shall
except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
stock
shall be
be issued except
of origiAfter
capital stock
loan nalRetirement
of
origi.
farm loan
Retirement
national farm
stock by national
subscriptions to
to capital
After the
the subscriptions
issues.
associations
to $750,000
any Federal
Federal land
said
bank, said
es.
$750,000 in
in any
land bank,
associations shall
shall amount
amount to
bank
payment and
retirement of the
to the
the payment
and retirement
bank shall
shall apply
apply semiannually
semiannually to
subscriptions to
to represent
represent the
the subscriptions
to the
shares of
of stock
stock which were
were issued to
original
centum of all sums
sums thereafter
thereafter subcapital twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
original capital
retired
scribed to
to capital
capital stock until all such original capital stock is retired
at par.
par.
rom
Assets required ffrom
At
loAssetorequed
twenty-five per
per centum
centum of that part of the capital of any .loan
At least
least twenty-five
associations.
outstanding in the name
name of
land bank
bank for
for which stock is outstanding
Federal land
national
associations shall be held in quick assets,
assets,. and
and
loan associations
national farm
farm loan
may
cash in
in the
vaults of
of said
said land
land bank,
bank, or
deposits in
or in deposits
may consist
consist of
of cash
the vaults
Federal reserve system,
system'or
marketable
or in
in readily marketable
member bfunicct
banks of the Federal
securities
are approved
under-rules
ancl regulations
regulations of
of the
the Proviso.
securities which
which are
approved under
rules and
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board:
Provided, That
not less
less than
five per
per Investment
Investment in Gov.
GovFederal
Board: Proviled,
That not
than five
ernment bonds.
centum
capital shall
be invested
invested in
in United
States GovernGovern- erment
bond s United States
shall be
of such
such capital
centum of
ment bonds.
Government
deposiDO
overnment deposiGOVERNMENT DEPOSITrABIES.
nEposrmitrEs.
taries.
GOiVERNMENT
taries.
flnd
joint stock
land banks
banks and
all Federal
S
EC. 6.
That all
Federal land
land banks
and joint
stock land
banks baEnos.metos
ba nic
sas .
SEC.
6. That
E nip lo yment of

organized under this Act,
designated for that purpose
purpose by the
Act, when designated
organized
Secretary of
of public
public money,
shall be
be depositaries
depositaries of
of the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
Secretary
except receipts
receipts from
customs, under
under such
such regulations
as may
be
from customs,
regulations as
may be
except
agents.
prescribed by said Secretary;
Secretary; and they
as As
As financial
ialts
may also be employed
employed as
they may
prescribed
financial agents of the Government;
Government; and they shall perform
perform all such
financial
reasonable duties,
depositaries of public money and financial
financial
duties, as depositaries
reasonable

Security required.
ired.
Government, as may be required
required of them. And the sit
agents of the
the Government,

Secretary of the Treasury shall require of the Federal
Federal land banks
Secretary
and joint stock land banks thus designated
designated satisfactory
satisfactory security,
by the deposit of United States bonds or otherwise,
otherwise, for the safekeeping and prompt payment
deposited with
with
payment of the public money deposited
them ' and for the faithful performance
them,
performance of their duties as financial
agents of
of the
funds deposited
under bilZ.a
i.
No Government
Government funds
deposited under
the Government.
Government. No
agents
the provisions of this section shall be invested in mortgage loans
or farm loan bonds.

Government
Govrment

LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
FARM LOAN
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS.
NATIONAL FARM

National farm
loam
farm loan
National
associations.
associations.

SEC.
SEC. 7. That corporations, to be known as national
national farm loan
associations, may be organized by persons desiring to borrow money
associations
money
on farm
mortgage security
security under
the terms
Such perperon
farm mortgage
under the
terms of
of this
this Act.
Act. Such
sons shall enter into articles of association which
which shall specify
specify in
general terms the object for which the association
association is formed
general
formed and the
territory within which its operations
operations are to be carried
territory
carried on, and which
which
inconsistent with law, which
which
may contain any other provision, not inconsistent
the association
regulation of its business
association may see fit to adopt for the regulation
and the conduct of its affairs. Said articles
articles shall be signed by the
persons uniting to form the association,
association, and a
acopy thereof shall
shall be
forwarded to the Federal land bank for the district, to be filed and
preserved in its office.
elect in the manner
Every national farm loan association
association shall elect,
associanational banking associaprescribed for the election of directors of national
prescribed

Organization rere
Organization
quirements.
Articles of a
associaia

torticl
.c
tion.

of

Board of directors.

Baord

fdirnt,.
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than five
five directors,
directors, who
who shall
shall hold
for
tions, a
a board
board of
of not less
less than
hold office
office for

the same period
period as directors of national
national banking associations.
associations. It
It
duty of
of said
board of
of directors
to choose
choose in
in such
such manner
shall be the
the duty
said board
directors to
manner
as
prefer a
a secretary-treasurer,
shall receive
receive such
such
as they
they may
may prefer
secretary-treasurer, who
who shall
compensation
said board
directors shall
The
compensation as
as said
board of
of directors
shall determine.
determine. The
directors shall elect
board of directors
president, a
vice president,
president, and
and a
aloan
loan
elect aapresident,
a vice
committee of three
three members.
members.
The directors and all officers except the secretary-treasurer
shall
secretary-treasurer shall
serve without compensation,
compensation, unless
of salaries
them
unless the
the payment
payment of
salaries to
to them
shall be approved
approved by the Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board.
officers
Board. All
All officers

and directors except the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer shall,
during their
their term
shall, during
term
of office, be bona fide residents of the territory'
territory within which the
association is authorized to do business,
shall be
be shareholders
shareholders
business, and shall
of
association.
of the
the association.
Secretary-treasurer.
Sectary-se
.
ItIt shall be the duty of the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of
of every
every national
national
Duties specified.
farm loan association
custodian of its funds and
association to act as custodian
and to
to deposit
deposit
the same in
bank as
as the
board of
of directors
directors may
may designate,
designate, to
pay
in such
such bank
the board
to pay
over to borrowers
borrowers all sums received
account from
from the
received for
for their
their account
the Federd
Federal
land bank upon first mortgage as in this Act prescribed,
prescribed, and
and to meet
meet
all other obligations of the association, subject to the
the
the orders of the
board of directors
directors and in
accordance with
with the
the associain accordance
the by-laws
by-laws of
of the
association. It
duty of the
It shall be the duty
the secretary-treasurer,
under
secretary-treasurer, acting
acting under
the direction
direction of the national farm loan association,
collect, receipt
receipt
association, to
to collect,
for, and transmit to the Federal
Federal land bank payments
payments of
interest,
of interest,
amortization
amortization installments,
installments, or
or principal
arising out
out of
loans made
principal arising
of loans
made
through
through the association.
association. He shall
shall be
custodian of
be the custodian
of the
the securities,
securities,
records, papers, certificates
certificates of
all documents
relating to
to or
of stock,
stock and
and all
documents relating
or
Surety
surty bond.
bo
bearing upon the conduct of the affairs of
of the association.
shall
association. He
He shall
furnish a
a suitable
suitable surety-bond to be prescribed
prescribed and
and approved
approved by
by the
the
Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board
proper performance
of the
the duties
duties imBoard for
for the
the proper
performance of
imposed upon him under this Act, which shall cover
prompt collection
collection
cover prompt
Reports, information,
eIPorti
bt
and
transmission of funds. He shall make
transmission
quarterly report
report to
make a
a quarterly
to the
etc., to be made by.
the
Federal Farm Loan Board upon forms to
provided for
purpose.
to be
be provided
for that
that purpose.
Upon
Upon, request from said board
board said
secretary-treasurer shalt
furnish
said secretary-treasurer
shall furnish
information
information regarding
regarding the condition
national farm
farm loan
assocondition of
of the
the national
loan association for which he is acting, and he shall
carry out
out all
all duly
shall carry
duly authorauthorized orders of said board. He shall assure himself
himself from
from time
to time
time
time to
that the loans made through the national farm loan association
that
association of
of
which he is an officer are applied to
to the
purposes set
forth in
in the
the
the purposes
set forth
application
application of the borrower as approved,
approved, and
report
and shall
shall forthwith
forthwith report
to the land bank of the district
failure of
district any failure
of any
any borrower
borrower to
to comply
comply
with the terms of his application
application or
or mortgage.
mortgage. He
He shall
shall also
also ascerascertain and report to said bank the amount of any
any delinquent
delinquent taxes
on
taxes on
mortgaged to said bank and the name
land mortgaged
of
the delinquent.
name
of
the
delinquent.
Payment of associaas so c
e
tioen
expenses of
of the
the secretary-treasurer,
loan comcomThe reasonable
reasonable expenses
secretary-treasurer, the
tion expenses.
the loan
mittee, and other officers
officers and
agents of
national farm
loan associaand agents
of national
farm loan
associations, and the salary of the secretary-treasurer,
f
rom th
secretary-treasurer shall
shall be
be paid
paid from
thee
general funds of the association,
anddthe
associ
ati on ,
an
th e board
board of
of directors
is authordirectors is
authorssessment
ed to set aside such sums as it shall deem requisite for
ized
for that purpose
purpose
Assessment.
and for other expenses
expenses of said association. When
When no
such funds
no such
funds are
are
available, the board
available,
board of directors
directors may
an assessment
assessment on
members
may levy
levy an
on members
in proportion
in
proportion to the amount
amount of stock held by each, which may
may be
be
Advances
land repaid as
dvances from
from land
funds are available, or it may secure
repaid as soon
soon as funds
secure an
an advance
banks.
advance
from the
Federal land bank of the district, to be repaid
from
the Federal
repaid with
interest
with interest
at the
at
the rate of six per centum per annum, from dividends
belonging
dividends belonging
to said
said association.
to
association. Said Federal land bank is
hereby authorized
to
is hereby
authorized to
make such advance
advance and to deduct
deduct such
such repayment.
repayment.
Formation of
of assoFormatin
asso
Ten
or more
more natural
natural persons
are the
the owners,
ciations.
Ten or
persons who
who are
owners, or about
about to
Post,
p. 370.
P, p.
370.
become
the
owners,
farm land
land qualified
a mortgage
become the owners, of
of farm
qualified as security for a
loan under
loan
under section
section twelve of this Act, may unite to form a
anational
national
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to the
They shall
shall organize
subject to
the requirerequireThey
organize subject

ments and the conditions
conditions specified
specified in this section
section and in section
section four

Ante,
p. 362.
fcp.862.

tr
age
e.re, etc.
of
this Act,
so far
as the
be applicable:
applicable: Provided,
Provided, That
of this
Act, so
far as
the same
same may
may be
That Poi
o.t

the board of directors may consist of five members only, and instead
instead
of a
a secretary
secretary and aatreasurer there
there shall
shall be aasecretary-treasurer,
secretary-treasurer, who
association.
need not
not be
be aashareholder
shareholder of
of the association.
0
through
association are forwarded
forwarded to the Federal land daPiPlidi
When the articles of association
. lication
dItg
land bank.
bank of the district as provided
section, they shall be accomprovided in this section
panied by the written report of the loan committee
committee as required
required in
Affidavit of qualifiaffidavit stating
of qalifisection ten of this Act, and by an affidavit
stating that each
each of the ctdavt
cation.
subscribers is the owner
is about
about to
the owner,
owner, of
of farm
farm
subscribers
owner,s or is
to become
become the
land qualified
qualified under section
section twelve
twelve of
Act as
of this Act
as the
the basis of aamortgage loan; that the loan desired by each person is not more
more than
than
$10,000, nor less than $100, and that the aggregate of the desired Subscription to bank
loans
$10,000,
is not
not
norless
less
lessthan
than$20,000;
$100, and
thatthat
said
affidavit
aggregate
i
accompanied
of the desired
by stockettc.
loans
is
than
$20,000;
that
saidthe
affidavit
issaccompanied
by
stock, etc.
aa subscription
subscription to stock in the Federal land bank equal
equal to five per
per
centum
desired on mortgage
mortgage loans;
that aa
centum of
of the
the aggregate
aggregate sum
sum desired
loans; and that
organization of
association has
has been
been formed
formed by the
temporary-organization
of said association
a board of directors, a
election of a
secretarya loan committee, and aasecretarytreasurer who subscribes
subscribes to said affidavit, giving his residence
treasurer
residence and
t

post
office address.
address.
post office
d bank.
a
Action of land
Upon receipt of such articles of association,
association, with the accompanying
accompanying A
Federal land
affidavit and stock subscription,
subscription the directors of said Federal
bank
investigate the solvency
bank shall send an appraiser
appraiser to ii;vestiWe
solvency and character
character
of the applicants
applicants and the value of theirlands,
their hnds and shall
shall then
then determine
determine
judgment a
a charter should
whethezm
should be granted
granted to such assowhether m their judgment
Transmittal
to
ciation.
They shall
ciation. They
shall forward
forward such
such articles
association and
and the
the board.
articles of
of association
to
Transmittal
accompanying
affidavit
to
the
Federal
Farm
Loan
Board
with
their
accompanying affidavit to the Federal Farm Loan Board with their
recommendation.
unfavorable, the charter
charter
recommendation. If said
said recommendation
recommendation is
is unfavorable,
refused.
shall be
be refused.
Issue of charter.
recommendation is favorable,
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board Iss oicha rt W
If said recommendation
favorable, the Federal
shall thereupon grant a
applicants therefor
therefor, designatdesignata charter to the applicants
ing the territory in which such association
association may make loans, and
shall forward said charter
charter to said applicants through said Federal
Proviso.
land bank: Provided,
Farm Loan
may for
Provided, That said
said Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Board
Board may
iretonof
for Discretion
of Board.
grant aa charter.
good cause shown in any case refuse to grant
Charter powers.
power
Upon
Upon receipt
receipt of its charter such national farm
farm loan association Charter
shall be authorized
receive from the Federal
authorized and empowered to receive
Federal land
under the terms
terms
the district sums
sums to be
be loaned to
to its members
members under
bank of the
and
of this Act.
Act.
and conditions
conditions of
Subscriptions to
shall desire to secure land
Whenever any national farm loan association
association shall
ndSbsip'ns
tos
bank stock to seloans.
cre los.
for any member a
a loan on first
first mortgage
mortgage from the Federal land bank cure
of its
its district
it shall
shall subscribe
for capital
capital stock
said land
land bank
bank
stock of
of said
of
district it
subscribe for
to
of five
five per
such loan,
loan, such
such subscription
subscription to
of such
per centura
centum of
to the
the amount
amount of
be paid in cash upon the granting of the loan by said land bank.
Held as collateral.
Such capital
capital stock
stock shall
held by
said land
bank as
collateral Held
Such
shall be
be held
by said
land bank
as collateral
acollatea.
shall
be
but
said
association
security for the payment
payment of said loan
loan,
association
security
paid any
stock while
payable on said capital stock
dividends accruing
accruing and
and payable
paid
any dividends
Retirement on payit is outstanding.
of the
directors, mRenri
it
outstanding. Such
Such stock
stock may
may,, in the
the discretion
discretion of
the directors,
t on payment.
Board, be paid off
and with the approval
approval of the Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board,
at par and retired,
retired, and it
retired upon full
it shall be so paid
paid off and retired
full Association stock.
payment
of the
the mortgage
mortgage loan.
In such
farm loan
loan
soca
stck.
loan. In
such case
case the
the national
national farm
payment of
association shall
pay off
off at
at par
par and
and retire
retire the
the corresponding
shares
corresponding .shares
shall pay
association
of
bank stock was issued.
which were issued
issued when
when said
said land bank
of its
its stock
stock which
Reduction of 1bank
Reduction
^sc
The capital
capital stock
of a
land bank
bank shall
shall not
not be
be reduced
The
stock of
aFederal
Federal land
reduced to
to an
an capital
restricted.b
of the
the outstanding
amount
than five
per centum
amount less
less than
five per
c,entum of
of the
the principal
principal of
outstanding capi
farm loan bonds issued by it.
it.
CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK OF
NATIONAL FARM
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
CAPITAL
OF NATIONAL
FARM LOAN
ASSOCIATIONS.

SEC. 8. That the shares in national
national farm loan associations
Sze.
associations shall
shall be
be
of the
the par
value of
of $5
$5 each.
each.
of
par value

Stock of farm 1loon
oek Oam
lo
associations.
Par value.
P
-' "'t
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shareholder shall be entitled to one vote on each share of
Every shareholder
stock held
held by
by him
of directors
and in
in deciding
all
deciding all
directors and
all elections
elections of
him at
at all
stock
P
Proviso.
questions at
shareholders: Provided,
the maximum
maximum
That the
Provided, That
of shareholders:
meetings of
at meetings
questions
i.
maximum.
number
of votes
which may
be cast
shareholder shall
shall be
be
any one
one shareholder
may be
cast by
by any
votes which
number of
twenty.
twenty.
'
but borrowers
borrowers on
on farm
land mortgages
memmortgages shall
shall be
be memfarm land
to borrowpersons but
borrowNo persons
Limited
hers
or
shareholders
of
national
farm
loan
associations.
Any
person
person
Any
associations.
farm
loan
of
national
or
shareholders
bers
Subscriptionreglre.
meats.
desiring
to borrow
borrow on
mortgage through
desiring to
on farm
farm land
metbipts
me.
land mortgage
through a
a national
national farm
farm
loan association
shall make
application for
for membership
membership and
shall
loan
association shall
make application
and shall
subscribe
for shares
stock m
in such
loan association
subscribe for
shares of
of stock
such farm
farm loan
association to
to an
an
amount equal
to five
five per
per centum
of the
the face
face of
of the
desired
loan
said
said
loan,
desired
the
of
centum
to
equal
amount
and
Issue
.
..
..
rssue and rtmap.
tion.
subscription
to be
cash upon
the granting
loan. If
the
tion.
subscription to
be paid
paid in
in cash
upon the
granting of
of the
the loan.
If the
applieation for
membership is
the loan
loan is
granted, the
the
and the
is granted,
for membership
is accepted
accepted and
application
applicant
shall, upon
upon full
of
full payment
payment therefor,
therefor, become
become the
the owner
owner of
applicant shall,
one
of capital
capital stock
for each
of
association for
each $100
$100 of
one share
share of
stock in
m said
said loan
loan association
the
loan, or
or any
part thereof.
Said capital
capital
thereof. Said
any major
major fractional
fractional part
of his
his loan,
the face
face of
stock shall
shall be
par and
full payment
payment of
upon full
of said
said
stock
be paid
paid off
off at
at par
and retired
retired upon
as co ll a t
l for
loan. Said
shall be
be held
association as
collateral
as collateral
held by
by said
said association
Said capital
capital stock
stock shall
e
lo'
loan.
loans.
security
for the
the payment
of said
but said
said borrower
shall be
be
security for
payment of
said loan,
loan, but
borrower shall
paid
dividends accruing
accruing and
and payable
said capital
paid any
any dividends
payable on
on said
capital stock
stock while
while
it
is outstanding.
it is
outstanding.
Every
farm loan
loan association
association formed
formed under
under this
shall
Every national
national farm
this Act
Act shall
Incra.foraddimaola
by its
of association
association provide
provide for
by
its articles
articles of
for an
an increase
increase of
of its
its capital
capital
stock from time to
to time for
for the purpose
stock
purpose of securing
securing additional
additional loans
loans
for the
the issue of shares to
for its members and providing
providing for
to borrowers
borrowers
provisions of
of this Act. Such
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
increases shall
shall
Such increases
to the Federal
be included in the quarterly reports to
Federal Farm Loan Board.
Board.
ri
Voting privileges.

IA tilted

m

Issue

enp.
d
redem

lield as collateral for

Increaselaradditienal

Special provisions.
provisions.
Special

NATIONAL
FARM LOAN
LOAN ASSOCIATION&—SFECTAL
ASSOCIATIONS.-SPECIAL PROVISION&
PEOVISIONS.
NATIONAL FARM

SEC.
S
EC. 9. That any person whose application
application for membership is
accepted by a
shall be
entitled to
to
accepted
a national
national farm
farm loan
loan association
association shall
be entitled
borrow
on farm
upon filing
filing his
application in
borrow money
money on
farm land
land mortgage
mortgage upon
his application
in
accordance
complying with the
accordance with section
section eight and otherwise complying
terms of this Act whenever
of the
has
whenever the
the Federal
Federal land
land bank
bank of
the district
district has
funds available
available for that purpose, unless said
or the
said land
land bank
bank or
the Federal
Federal
Farm Loan Board shall, in its discretion,
discretion, otherwise
otherwise determine.
determine.
Payment for stock
tinclddte
be
n Any person desiring to secure a
a loan through aanational
mayymay
be
included in
national farm loan
loan
loans.
association
loans,
association under the provisions
of this
this Act
at his
his opti
on ,
borrow
provisions of
Act may,
may, at
option,
borrow
from the Federal land bank through
through such
necessuch association
association the
the sum
sum necessary to pay for shares of stock subscribed
subscribed for by him in the national
farm loan association, such sum to
made a
of the
to be
be made
a part
part of
of the
the face
face of
the
cravim.
g

Lci"

ags
ormmortfar"

gages.

rt.

ons

Applications.
ppcat
Supra.

Limit.

Comm ksion on 10anS
allowed land
associ
allowed
land associa-

tipos.
tlow

Loans allowed,
allowed.

amortization payments:
loan and paid off in amortization
payments: Provided,
Provided, however,
Guwever, That
That
such addition to the loan shall not be permitted to
to increase
increase said
said
loan above the limitation imposed in subsection fifth of section
section
twelve.
Federal Farm
Farm
regulations prescribed by the Federal
Subject to rules and regulations
Loan Board, any national farm loan association
be entitled
entitled to
to
association shall
shall be
retain as a
a commission
from each
commission from
payment on
on any
any loan
each interest
interest payment
loan
indorsed
it an amount
indorsed by it
amount to be determined
determined by said
said board not
not to
to
exceed
exceed one-eighth
one-eighth of one per centum semiannually upon the unpaid
unpaid
principal
principal of said loan, any amounts so retained
retained as commissions to
be deducted
deducted from dividends
dividends payable
farm loan
association
payable to
to such
such farm
loan association
by the Federal
make application
Federal land bank, and to make
land bank
application to
to the land
bank
exceeding in the_!ggregate
the aggregate one-fourth of
of the district for loans not exceeding
its total stock
in said land bank. The Federal
Federal land
land banks
banks
stock holdings in
shall have power to nmake
therefor
make such loans to associations applying therefor
and to charge interest at aa rate not exceeding
per
exceeding six per centum per
annum.
annum.
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=nsibility of
Shareholders of
every national
farm loan
shall be
be held
held sm
shRSnblity
of
Shareholders
of every
national farm
loan association
association shall

individually responsible,
equally and ratably, and not one for anindividually
responsible, equallyanother, for all contracts,
contracts, debts, and engagements
engagements of such association
association to
to
the extent of the amount
amount of stock owned
owned by them at the par
par value
thereof,
thereof, in addition to the amount paid
paid in and
and represented
represented by their
their
shares.
ts ofap
Requirements
of apa national farm loan association, plicants
After aacharter
charter has been granted to a
Reqimn
for loans.
any natural
person who
is the
or about
to become
become the
owner, of
of Post,
any
natural person
who is
the owner
owner,'or
about to
the owner,
Po, p. 370.
farm land qualified
qualified under section twelve of this Act as the basis of a
a
mortgage loan, and who desires
borrow on
of such
such
mortgage
desires to
to borrow
on aa mortgage
mortgage of
farmland, may become aamember
association by a
atwo-thirds
member of
of the association
two-thirds
vote of the directors
directors upon subscribing
subscribing for one share of the capital
capital
stock of such association
association for
for each
each $100
$100 of
of the
the face
face of his
his proposed
proposed
loan or any major fractional
fractional part thereof. He shall at
at the same
same
time file with the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer his application for a
amortgage
mortgage
loan, giving the particulars required
required by
this Act.
Act.
by section twelve
twelve of this
APPRAISAL.
APPRAISAL.

SEC.
SEC. 10. That whenever an application
application for a
a mortgage
is
mortgage loan is
association, it
made to a
anational
national farm
farm loan association,
it shall be first referred to
the loan
the
loan committee
for in
seven of
Said
committee provided
provided for
in section
section seven
of this
this Act.
Act. Said
loan committee shall examine
examine the land which is offered as security
security for
for
the desired loan and shall
written report
signed by
by
shall make a
a detailed
detailed written
report signed
all three members, gi-ving
giving the appraisal of said land as determined
determined
by them,
information as may be
required by
rules
them and
and such
such other
other information
be required
by rules
and regulations to be prescribed
Board.
prescribed by
by the Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board.
No loan shall be approved by the directors
committee
directors unless
unless said
said loan committee
favorable report.
agrees upon a
a favorable
written report
report of
of said
said loan
committee shall
shall be
The written
loan committee
submitted to
the
be submitted
to the
Federal
Federal land bank, together with
the
with the
the application
application for the loan, and
and the
directors of
said land bank
report when
they
directors
of said
bank shall examine
examine said
said written
written report
when they
pass upon
application which
accompanies, but
but they
shall
upon the
the loan application
which it
it accompanies,
they shall
not be bound by said
said appraisal.
Before any
any mortgage loan is made
made by any Federal
Federal land bank, or
application and written report
joint stock land bank, it shall refer the application
of the loan committee
committee to
to one
one or
or more
more of
of the
bank appraisers
appraisers
the land
land bank
appointed under
under the
the authority
of section
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and such
appointed
authority of
section three
three of
such
appraiser or appraisers
appraisers shall
report
shall investigate
investigate and
and make
make aa written
written report
upon the land offered
offered as security
security for said loan. No such
such loan
loan shall
shall
be made by said land bank unless said written
written report is favorable.
favorable.
appraisal reports
reports for
Forms for appraisal
for farm
farm loan associations
associations and
and land
banks shall be prescribed by
b the Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Land
bank appraisers
Land bank
appraisers shall
shall make
make such
such examinations
appraisals
examinations and
and appraisals
and conduct such investigations, concerning
concerning farm loan bonds
first
bonds and first
mortgages,
direct.
mortgages, as
as the Federal Farm Loan Board shall
shall direct.
No borrower
borrower under
under this
this Act
Act shall
as an
No
shall be
be eligible
eligible as
an appraiser
appraiser under
under
may act
act as
of aaloan
this section, but borrowers
borrowers may
as members
members of
loan committee
committee
m
case where
in any case
where they are not personally
personally interested
interested in the
the loan under
under
consideration. When any member
consideration.
member of a
a loan committee or
or of aaboard
board
a loan, aamajority
of directors
directors is interested,
interested, directly or indirectly, in a
majority
of the board
board of directors
directors of any national
national farm loan association
association shall
shall
a substitute to act in his place
appoint a
place in passing upon such loan.
loan.
POWERS
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL FARM
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
POWERS OF
FARM LOAN
ASSOCIATIONS.

SEC.
every national
national farm
association shall
SEC. 11.
11. That
That every
farm loan
loan association
shall have
have

Appraisal.
Appatal.
Action of loan commamoou applications
mittee
for loans.
Ante,
A n p. 366.

i
for lm

ep-.

eopp

366

Approval required.

Approval

require

Submission to
Submission
to land
land
bank.

Report, etc., of bank
appraisers.

Repor, etc.,of bank
p
Ante, p.
p. 361.
361.
*s,

Forms.
Duties of appraisers.
DutIsoft
ppraisers

Boisowers disqualidapcp
fied as appraisers.

Bsd

a

.d-

s

Powers
Powers of farm loan
loan
assoeations.
associations.
Designated.

Degnated.

power:
Indorse
mortgages
First. To indorse, and thereby
thereby become liable for the payment
payment of, ofs
aders
of shareholders.
mortgages
mortgages taken from its shareholders
shareholders by
Federal land
of
by the Federal
land bank
bank of
its district.
91890°-VOL 3a—pr
39-Pr 1-24
1-24
91890—voL
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Second. To receive from the Federal land bank of its district funds
funds
advanced
advanced by said land bank, and to deliver
funds to
sharedeliver said
said funds
to its
its sharereceipt of first mortgages
under section
holders on receipt
mortgages qualified
qualified under
section twelve
twelve of
of
this Act.
Third. To acquire
acquire and dispose of such
such property,
or personal,
personal, as
property, real
real or
as

may be necessary
necessary or convenient
business.
convenient for the transaction
transaction of
of its
its business.
of
of

0
"of deposits.

Loan
Loan restrictions.
restrictions.
Specified conditions.
specified
oitis.
Tofirstmortga
Tofirst mortgagee.

-Fourth. To
To issue
issue certificates
certificates against
against deposits
deposits of
of current
current funds
funds

bearing interest for not longer than one year at not
per
not to
to exceed
exceed four
four per
centum per annum
annum after six days from date, convertible
into farm
convertible into
farm loan
loan

bonds when presented
presented at
at the
the Federal
Federal land
land bank
of the
the district
bank of
district in
in the
the
amount of $25
ammmt
$25 or any multiple
multiple thereof. Such deposits, when
when received,
received,
shall be forthwith transmitted
transmitted to said land bank,
be invested
by
bank, and be
invested by
it in the purchase
purchase of farm loan bonds
issued by a
aFederalland
Federal land bank
bank or
or
bondsissued
in first mortgages
mortgages as defined by this
Act
this Act.
RESTRICTONS ON
ON LOANS
LOANS BASED
BASED ON
ON FIRST
RESTRICTIONS
FIRST MORTGAGES.
MORTGAGES.

SE.
no Federal
Federal land
SEC. 12.
12. That
That no
land bank organized
organized under this Act shall

make loans except upon the following terms and
and conditions:
conditions:
First. Said
Said loans
loans shall
shall be
recorded first mortgages
mortgages
First.
be secured
secured by duly recorded
on farm land within the land bank district in
is
in which the
the bank
bank is

situated.
situated.
Amortization
a
greenortmation
Second.
Second. Every
Every such mortgage
mortgage shall contain
contain an
an agreement
agreement providing
providing
ments
required. ag'
Details.
Detais.
for
the repayment
for the
repayment of the loan on an amortization
amortization plan
plan by
by means
of a
a
means of
fixed number
semiannual installments
number of annual or semiannual
to cover,
cover,
installments sufficient
sufficient to
first, a
a charge on the loan, at
not exceeding
exceeding the
the interest
rate in
in
at a
a rate
rate not
interest rate
the last series of farm loan bonds issued by the
bank making
making the
the land bank
the
a charge for administration
loan; second, a
administration and
profits at
and profits
at aa rate
rate not
not
exceeding one per centum
centum per annum on the unpaid principal,
said
principal, said
two rates combined constituting
constituting the interest rate
on the
the mortgag
e;
rate on
mortgage;
and, third, such amounts to be applied on the principal as
extinas will
will extnguish the debt within an agreed
agreed period, not less than five
years nor
five years
nor
Prorisos.
Pro
pm
more than forty years: Provided,
Provided, That
hat after five years
years from
date
from the
the date
Advance payments. more than forty years:
dvance py
s. upon
upon which a
aloan is made additional payments
payments in sums of
of $25 or
or any
any
multiple
multiple thereof
thereof for the reduction
reduction of the
or the_payment
of
the principal,
principal, or
the payment of
the entire
entire principal, may be made on any regular installment
the
installment date
date
under the rules and regulations of the Federal Farm Loan Board:
Board:
Determination of
terminetion o Androidedfurther,
interest.
And_providedfurther, That before the first issue of farm
loan bonds
by
farm loan
bonds by
any land bank the interest rate on mortgages may be determined
in
determined in
the discretion of said land bank subject to
t
o th
and limitathee provisions
provisions and
limitations
of this
this Act.
Act.
tions of
Rate
interest.
Rate of
of interet.
Third. No loan on
on mortgage
under this Act at aarate
Third. No loan
mortgage shall
shall be
be made
made under
of
interest exceeding
of interest
exceeding six per centum
centum per annum, exclusive
exclusive of
of amortiamortization payments.
Purposes.
rurpo-.
Fourth.
following purposes
Fourth. Such
Such loans
loans may be made for the following
purposes and
for
and for
no other:
other:
Purchase
of
land.
PUrhbase of an
(a)
provide for the purchase
agricultural uses.
(a) To
To provide
purchase of land for agricultural
Equipment, live
sttocementc
ive
(b)
stock,
etc.
To provide for the purchase
purchase of equipment, fertilizers
(b) To
fertilizers and
and live
live
stock necessary
stock
necessary for
for the
the proper and reasonable operation of
of the
the mortmortgaged
farm; the term "equipment"
gaged farm;
"equipment" to be defined
defined by
the Federal
Federal
by the
Farm
Board.
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Improvement,
etc.
Improvement,etc.
(C) To provide buildings and for the improvement
(c) To provide buildings and for the improvement of farm
farm lands;
lands;
the term "improvement
"improvement' to
defined by
Federal
Farm
Loan
to be
be defined
by the
the
Federal
Farm
Loan
Board.
Payment
of
existin
g
Payment of stig
(d) To liquidate indebtedness of the owner of the land mortgaged,
debts.
(d) To liquidate indebtedness of the owner of the land mortgaged,
existing
at the
the time of the organization
organization of the first national farm loan
existing at
association
association established in or for the county in which the
the land mortmortgaged is situated, or indebtedness
gaged
indebtedness subsequently
subsequently incurred for
for purposes
purposes
mentioned in this section.
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Fifth. No such loan shall
shall exceed fifty per centum of the value of
pigitItica on value
of ofL
Limit'tion
alue
the land mortgaged
per centum
centum of
of the
value of
of the
the permamortgaged and twenty per
the value
perma- fPP
nent, insured improvements
improvements thereon
ascertained by
by
thereon, said
said value
value to
to be
be ascertained
appraisal,
as provided
an of
this Act.
making said
Basis of
appraisal, as
provided in
in section
section ten
of this
Act. In
In making
said Basis
of appraisal.
apprais.
appraisal the value of the land for
agricultural purposes shall
shall be
be the
the
for agricultural
basis of appraisal and the earning
earning power
be a
a
power of said
said land
land shall
shall be
principal factor.
principal
A
be permitted
at any
in the
discretion of
of the
the dRapprais
dit•Rice=raisal
loans. for
or adA reappraisal
reappraisal may
may be
permitted at
any time
time in
the discretion
ad
am
Federalland
Federalland bank, and such additional
additional loan may be
be granted
granted as
as such
such t
.
reappraisal
reappraisal will warrant
warrant under
provisions of
this paragraph.
under the provisions
of this
paragraph.
Whenever
Whenever the amount
amount of the loan applied for exceeds
exceeds the amount
amount
that may be loaned under the appraisal
appraisal as herein
herein limited,
such loan
limited, such
loan
amount permitted
permitted under
under the
this
may be granted
granted to the
the amount
the terms
terms of
of this
paragraph without
new application
application or
or appraisal.
paragraph
without requiring
requiring a
a new
appraisal.
To mortgaged.
cultivatof
Sixth. No
No such
shall be
be made
made to
any person
is not
at the
the laTdortgagedt
land
ors o
Sixth.
such loan
loan shall
to any
person who
who is
not at
become, engaged
the
cultivation
of
the
farm
time, or shortly to
to become,
engaged in
in the cultivation of the farm
mortgaged.
mortgaged. In case of the sale
sale of the mortgaged
mortgaged land, the
the Federal
Federal
land bank may permit said mortgage
mortgage and the stock interests
interests of
of the
vendor to be assumed by the
In case
case of
of the
the death
death of
of the
the purchaser.
purchaser. In
the
mortgagor,
heir or
or heirs,
legal representative
representative or
or representamortgagor, his heir
heirs, or
or his
his legal
representoption within
days: of
to
tives, shall have the option,
within sixty days
of such
such death,
death, to
assume the mortgage
mortgage and
and stock
sack interests
of the
the -deceased.
assume
interests of
deeeased.
t s limited.
Seventh. The amount
amount of loans
borrower shall
shill in
case AImou
Amotmts
loans to any one borrower
in no
no case
imited.
exceed a
a maximum
maximum of $10,000,
$10,000, nor shall any
less sum
any loan be
be for aaless
sum
$100.
than $100.
s d
Eighth.' Every
Eighth.'
Every applieantfor
loan under
under the
the terms
terms of
this Act
Act shall
l,:
rs , c. t pPftscribed
applicantfor a
a loan
of this
shall to
fom
a form to be prescribed
make application
application on a
prescribed for that purpose by the
FederatFarm
Federal Farm Loan Board, and such applicant
shall state
objects
applicant shall
state the
the objects
loan are
applied, and
shall afford
to which the
the proceeds
proceeds of said loan
are to
to be
be applied,
and shall
afford
such other information
information as may be required.
Pa,
yzn.1tof taxes,
Ninth. Every borrower
on defaulted
defaulted payborrower shall pay
pay simple interest
interest on
pay- liens
1iSIy t of taes,
ments at the rate of eight per centum
centurn per annum, and
and by
by express
express
covenant in his mortgage
covenant
mortgage deed shall undertake
undertake to
all
to pay when
when due
due all
taxes, liens, judgments, or assessments
assessments which
which may
may: be lawfully
lawfully
assessed against
against the land mortgaged.
mortgaged. Taxes, liens, judgments, or
or
assessments not paid when due, and paid by the
assessments
mortgagee, shall
the mortgagee,
shall
become
become aapart of the mortgage debt and shall bear simple interest at
at
an
the rate of eight per centum per annum. Every borrower
borrower shall
Insurance
required.
shall underunder- InsU
ce equi-d.
take to keep insured to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the Federal
Farm
Loan
Federal Farm Loan
Board all buildings the value
value of which was a
a factor in determining
determining
the amount of the loan. Insurance shall be made payable
payable to the
mortgagee as its interest may appear at time of loss, and,
option
and, at
at the
the option
of the mortgagor and subject to general
general regulations
regulations of the Federal
Farm Loan Board, sums so received
received may be used to pay for reconreconstruction of the buildings destroyed.
AgrlerNsa to use.
Tenth. Every
Every borrower
borrower who
who shall
be granted
loan under
under the
the propro- 1.
shall be
granted aaloan
Agrt
tspeo
u
visions of this Act shall enter into an agreement,
agreement, in form and under
under
conditions to be prescribed
conditions
prescribed by the Federal Farm Loan Board, that if
the whole or any portion of his loan shall be expended
expended for purposes
other than those specified in his original application,.
application 1or if the borrower
borrower
shall be in default
default in respect to any condition
condition or covenant
of the
the
covenant of
mortgage, the whole of said loan shall, at the option of the mortgagee,
mortgagee,
become
Provided, That
become due and payable forthwith:
forthwith: Provided,
the borrower
borrower may
i o aswiThat the
may Poymit
assouse part of said loan to pay for his stock in
loan association,
stheic,vtvin the farm
farm loan
association, Mimi
atioustoek,etc.
and the land bank holding such mortgage may permit said
said loan to
to be
be
used for any purpose specified
specified in subsection
subsection fourth of this section.
section.
Eleventh. That no loan or the mortgage
mortgage securing the same
shall be
same shall
be Vdidit
vadityYo("law
lan.
impaired or invalidated
invalidated by reason of
exercise of
of any
any power
by.any
any
of the
the exercise
power by
Federal land bank or national farm loan association in
of the
the
in excess
excess of
powers herein granted or
or any
any limitations
limitations thereon
thereon.
r
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dsg lowlinuted
tamted
Irunds

bp bents.

b

Federal land bank.
banks.
Fedral

transmitted to farm loan associations by Federal
Funds transmitted
Federal land banks
banks
to be loaned to its members shall be in current funds, or farm loan
bonds, at the option of the borrower.
borrower.
POWER8
FIDERAL LAND
LAND BANKS.
POWERS OF
OF FEDERAL
BANKS.

Powers specified.
Pos
sPpc

SE3.
SEC. 13. That every Federal land bank shall
shall have
have power,
power, subject
subject
to the limitations and requirements of
Act—
of this
this ActIssue, etc.,
etc., of
to the
issue,
of bonds.
bonds.
First. To issue,
issue subject
subject to
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
the approval
approval of
of the
the Federal
Board, and to sell
self farm loan bonds of the kinds authorized
authorized in
in this
this Act,
Act,
to buy the same for its own account, and to retire the same
same at
at or
before
or before
maturity,.
maturity.
Pagea
of mort
'
sm.°
. kw°
of
mostSecond. To invest such funds as may
be in its possession
possession in
the
maybe
in the
purchase of qualified
qualified first mortgages
mortgages on farm lands
lands situated
situated within
within
the Federal
Federal land bank district within which it is organized
or for
for which
organized or
which
it
it
is
acting..
acting.
t
GS
ir o
m=eeas
trust with
ow=pr
rgagels. Third. To receive and to deposit in trust
the farm
farm loan
loan regia
reelswith the
e.
SU&
trar for the district, to be by him held as collateral
for farm
farm
collateral security
security for
loan bonds, first mortgages
mortgages upon farm land
land qualified
qualified under
under section
section
twelve of this Act, and to empower national farm
farm loan associations,
associations, or
or
duly authorized
authorized agents,
agents, to collect and immediately
immediately- pay
to said
said
pay over
over to
land banks the dues, interest,
interest, amortization
amortization instalments
installments and other
other
sums payable under the terms, conditions, and
of the
and covenants
covenants of
the mortmortgages and of the bonds secured
secured thereby.
thereby.
F.oneLy
holdings.
PSertyholdnh
Fourth.
To
acquire
and
dispose
dispose of—
ofFor
business
purPO
s
poses..
(a) Such property, real or personal,
be necessary
personal, as may be
necessary or
or conconvenient
business, which, however, may be in
venient for the transaction of its business
in
others for
purposes.
tatt
part leased
leased to others
for revenue
revenue purposes.
Baal estate, temporapo
a
rt5tly.e
"
(b) Parcels of land acquired
rily.
acquired in
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
of debts
debts or
or purchased
purchased at
at
sales under
under judgments,
judgments, decrees, or mortgages
sales
mortgages held
it. But
But no
no such
such
held by
by it.
bank shall hold title and possession of
real estate
estate purchased
of any real
purchased or
or
acquired
it, for a
acquired to secure any debt due to it,
longer period
period than
five
a longer
thanfive
years, except
except with the special approval
approval of
of the
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan
Federal Farm
Board
Board in
in writing.
writing.
Deposit in Federal
etbnabanks.
member
chck
wFifth.
To deposit its securities,
Fifth.
securities, and
its current
funds subject
and its
current funds
subject to
to
check, with any member
check,
member bank of tie
Reserve System,
and to
the Federal
Federal Reserve
System, and
to
receive
the same
same as
as may
agreed.
receive interest
interest on
on the
may be
be agreed.
Accept deposits from
lo.eas.
t
moSSixth. To accept
loan
associations.
accept deposits of
or of
of current
funds from
from
of securities
securities or
current funds
national
associations holding its
national farm loan associations
but to
to pay
pay no
no
its shares,
shares, but
interest
deposits.
interest on such deposits.
Borrow money.
Borrow
money.
Seventh.
To borrow
Seventh. To
borrow money, to give security therefor, and to pay
interest thereon.
thereon.
Deal in bonds.
Deal in bonds
Eighth. To buy and sell United
United States
States bonds.
bonds.
Charge fees, etc., to
bC
ee etc, to
Ninth. To charge applicants for loans and
borrowers.
borrowers, under
under rules
rules
and borrowers
and regulations
regulations promulgated
promul ga t
ed by
the F
ed
eral Farm
by the
Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board,
reasonable fees not exceeding
reasonable
exceeding the actual
actual cost of
of appraisal
appraisal and
and dedetermination of
of title. Legal fees and recording
termination
recording charges
charges imposed
imposed by
by
law
in the State where the land to be mortgaged
law in
mortgaged is
located may
may also
is located
also
be included
included in the preliminary costs of
negotiating mortgage
mortgage loans.
loans.
of negotiating
The
The borrower
borrower may pay such fees and charges or
may arrange
or he
he may
arrange
with
the Federal
Federal land bank making the loan to advance
with the
the same,
advance the
same, in
in
which
said expenses
expenses shall be made aapart of the face
face of
which case
case said
of the
the loan
loan
and paid
paid off
off in
and
in amortization
amortization payments.
payments. Such addition to the loan
shall
shall not be permitted
permitted to increase said loan above
above the
limitations
the limitations
provided in section twelve.
twelve.
Bank restrictions.
rerictions.
Designated.

Desinated

S
Oth

Other
s. rbkmg
banking bolsi
blsi-

ON FEDERAL
FEDERAL LAND
LAND BANKS.
BANKS.
RESTRICTIONS ON

RESTRICTIONS

SEC.
14. That
That no
no Federal
Federal land
land bank
have owerSEC. 14.
bank shall
shall havepower—
First.
accept deposits
payable upon demand
First. To
To accept
deposits of
of current
current funds
funds payable
demand
except
except from
from its own stockholders, or to transact any
banking or
any banking
or
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other business not expressly authorized
provisions of
of this
Act.
authorized by the provisions
this Act.
Loan
Taunt
through
Second.
To loan
first mortgage
Second. To
loan on
on first
mortgage except
except through
farm ...
kit
through national
national farm
smiexPtthrough
loan associations
associatiOns as provided in section
section seven
seven and section
Section eight
eight of
of
this Act, or through
through agents as provided
provided in section fifteen.
fifteen.
Accept
other
than
Third. To accept any mo
mortgSes
on real estate
estate except
rtmes
u
except first
first mortmort- fcLpt
firit
mortg
a
ges. than
oter
created subject
to all
all limitations
tations imposed
section twelve
twelve
gages created
subject to
imposed by
by section
of this Act, and
loans.
and those
those taken
taken as
as additional
additional security
security for
for existing
existing loans.
obligate itself for outstanding
outstanding farm
Fourth. To issue or obligate
farm loan
TredIn
*"!'"
loan bonds
bonds boEn-boEnissue
'im""
in excess of twenty times the
capital and
and surplus,
surplus, or
or
the amount
amount of
of its
its capital
to receive from any national farm loan association
additional mortassociation additional
mortgages when the principal
remaining unpaid
unpaid upon
already
principal remaining
upon mortgages
mortgages already
received
received from such association
association shall exceed
exceed twenty
twenty times the amount
amount
of its capital
capital stock owned
association.
owned by
by such
such association.
Fifth. To
To demand
demand or
or receive
under any
or pretense,
any misso,
nznaukhozed
Fifth.
receive, under
any form
form or
pretense, any
te . coincommission
commission or charge not specifically
specifically authorized
authorized in
in this
Act.
this Act.
AGENTS OF
FEDERAL LAND
LAND BANKS.
BANKS.
AGENTS
OF FEDERAL
Yate.

Land bank agents.

Land bank

Loans throu gh

SEC.
15. That
That whenever,
SEC. 15.
whenever, after
after this Act
effect whom
no tahr
association
Act shall
shall have
have -been
-been in
in effeat
hee no

Board
one year, it
it shall appear
appear to the Federal Farm
Farm Loan Board that t
wined.
fm""
national
associations have ,
not
been formed
formed,; and
national farm loan associations
not :been
and are not
not
likely to
locality, because
because of
peculiar local
likely
to be
be formed,
formed, in
in any
any locality,
of pecliar
local conconditions,' said;
ditions
in its
authorize
land
said board
board may, m
its discretion
discretion,, authorize Federal
Federal land
banks to make loans on farm lands through
agents- approved by
by
through agents
•
• ••
said board.
board.- -- -:
Such loans
shall be subject to the same conditions
leanishall
restrictions burb
i
rintw
j
ellw
u
s
ill
et ishin
conditions and restrictions
kdowby
=r
as if the same were made through
through national
farm loan
loan associations,
associations,
national farm
and each borrower shall contribute
contribute five
per centum
of the
five per
centum of
the amount
amount of
of
his loan to the capital of the Federal land bank, and
and shall become
become the
owner of as much capital stock
bank as
as such
such contribution
contribution
stock of the
the land
land bank
shall warrant.
warrant.
shall

Restrictions.
a duly incorporated
No agent other than a
incorporated bank,
bank, trust
trust company,
company,
mortgage
institution, chartered
mortgage company,
company, or savings institution,
chartered by
by the State
in which it
it has its principal
principal office,
office, shall
shall be
the proprobe employed
employed under
under the
visions of
of this section.
section.
Payment for ap
Payment for ap.
Federal
Federal land banks may pay to such agents the actual
expense of
of Pritisal,
Cr.
actual expense
prais, etc.
appraising the land offered
offered as security for a
examining and
and cercera loan, examining
tifying the title thereof, and making,
executing, and
and recording
recording the
the
making, executing,
mortgage
mortgage papers;
papers; and in addition may
allow said agents
agents not
to exceed
may allow
not to
exceed
one-half
one-half of one per centum per annum
unpaid principal
principal
annum upon
upon the unpaid
of said loan, such commission
commission to
payable
to be deducted
deducted from
from dividends
dividends payable
to the borrower
stock in
in the
the Federal
land bank.
borrower on
on his
his stock
Federal land
bank.
EM
owd
Actual expenses
paid to
to agents
under the
provisions of
this section
section ExPenses allowed.
Actual
expenses paid
agents under
the provisions
of this
shall be added to the face of the loan and paid off in amortization
amortization'
payments
payments subject to the limitations provided
subsection ninth
ninth
provided in subsection
of section thirteen of this Act.
Act.
inter,
Said agents, when required by
banks, shall
shall eset4neeticli
by the Federal
Federal land
land banks,
t,ote.
etc.
oof
collect and forward to such banks without
without charge
charge all
interest and
all interest
amortization
amortization payments
on loans
loans indorsed
indorsed by
by them.ndorsement
them.
payments on
Indorsement of
of
Any agent negotiating any such loan shall
and mort
ga
ges, etc.
etc.
shall indorse
indorse the
the same
same and
mortgaes,
become liable for
and
for
any
default
by
the
for the payment
payment thereof,
thereof, and for any default by the
mortgagor,
mortgagor, on the
the same
as if
if the
the
the same terms and
and under
under the
same penalties
penalties as
loan had been
f3een originally made by
agent as principal
by said agent
principal and
and sold
sold
by said agent
agent to said land bank, but the aggregate
aggregate of the unpaid
unpaidininprinreceived from any
cipal of mortgage
mortgage loans received
any such
not
such agent
agent shall not
its capital
exceed ten times its
capital and surplus.
surplus.
T ermination el
Termination
d
time the
represented by
any agent
under the
the aga-y.
alF047.
If at any
any time
the district
district represented
by any
agent under
provisions of this section shall, in the judgment
judgment of
Federal Farm
of the Federal
Loan Board, be
adequaely served
Lam
he adequately
served by
national farm
associations,
by national
farm loan
loan associations,
further loans shall'
shall be negotiated
no further
negotiated therein by 'agents
under this
agents under
section.
section.
'
" :. '
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land
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thorned.
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Alste
.3W
.
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Direotors.

Rwpwsib illy
Rhspmpbily
shareholders.

an-

,JOINT

1916.
1916.

cTOCK ,fLAND
JOINT iir001C
LAND BANKS.
141(K15.

S. 16.
16. That
That corporations,
to be
be known
known as
as joint
stock land
banks,
SEO.
corporations, to
joint stock
land banks
for carrying on
on the
the business
business of
lending on
security and
and
of leading
on farm
farm mortgage
mortgage security

issuing farm loan bonds, may
be formed by
by any
number of
natural
maybe
any number
of natural
persons not less than ten.
be organized
subject to
ten. They shall
shall be
organized subject
to the
the
requirements
under the
the conditions
in section
four of
of
requirements and
and under
conditions set
set forth
forth in
section four
this .this
Act, so far as the same may be applicable:
applicable: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
board of directors of every joint stook
consist of
of
stock land
land bank
bank shall
shall consist
not less than five members.
Shareholders
stock lend
under this
this
of
Shareholders of
of every
every joint stock
land bank
bank organized
organized under

of

Act
responsible, equally
Act shall be held individually responsible,
and
equally and
and ratably,
ratably, and

another,, for all contracts,
contracts, debts, and engagements
not one for another
engagements of
of
such bank to the extent of the amount
amount of
of stock
owned by
by them
them at
at
stock owned
the par value thereof,
thereof, in addition to the amount paid
paid in and reprerepresented by their shares.
shares.
Gos
powers,
Except as otherwise
otherwise provided, joint
joint stock land
"
P
"' te.'
land banks
banks shall
the
shall have
have the
powers of, and be subject to all the restrictions
restrictions and conditions
conditions imimposed on, Federal land banks by this Act, so far
far as
as such
such restrictions
restrictions
Proviso.
NoGobvernment
No
Governm
and conditions
conditions are
are applicable:
applicable: Provided,
however, That
That the
the Governad
Provided, however,
Governonership in
in.
ownership
ment of the United States shall not
purchase or
subscribe for
for any
not purchase
or subscribe
any of
of
the capital stock of any such bank; and each
of any
each shareholder
shareholder of
any such
such
bank shall have the same voting privileges
privileges as holders of shares
shares in
national
national banking
,
banking associations.
associations.
BondiS
nelmit.
No joint stock land bank shall
shall have
Bond
issue
limit.
have power
to issue
power to
issue or
or obligate
obligate
itself for outstanding
outstanding, farm loan bonds
in exce
ss of
offifteen
fifteen times
times th
bonds in
excess
thee
Business
res rlo- amount of its capitaland surplus,
Business restrictions.
amount of
capital-and surplus, or to receive
receive deposits
de"ts or to transact
transact
any banking or other business not
by the
the pronot expressly
expressly authorized
authorized by
provisions of this Act.
Capital
requined.
No joint
joint stock land bank shall be authorized
Capital q ired'
authorized to
until
to do
do business
business until
capital stock to the amount of at least $250,000
$250,000 has been
been. subscribed,
subscribed,
one-half
one-half thereof paid in cash and the balance
balance subject to
to call
call by
by the
the
board of directors, and aacharter
charter has been issued to it
it by
by the
the Federal
Federal
Farm Loan Board.
0
Issue of bons.
No joint stock land bank shall
bonds.
sue any
any bonds
bonds unt
il after
af
ter the
shall is
issue
until
the
capital stock is entirely paid up.
up.
Farm loan bonds issued
issued by
etcDisincttive
notinctive form,
by joint
joint stock
land banks
banks s
hall b
stock land
shall
bee so
so
engraved
engraved as to be readily distinguished
distmguished in form and color from farm
loan bonds issued by Federal land banks
banks, and shall otherwise bear
bear
such distinguishing
distinguishing marks as
ralFarm
Board shall
as the
the Fede
Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board
shall
direct.
direct.
Exemptions.
Joint stock
land banks
banks shall not be subject to the provisions
Exemptions.
Joint
stock land
provisions of
of
PoA, p. 375.
subsection
Post,
subsection
(b)
of
section seventeen
as to
rates on
(b)
of section
seventeen of
of this
this Act
Act as
to interest
interest rates
on
Ante, pp. 370,371.
mortgage loans or farm loan bonds,
bonds, nor
the provisions
provisions of
nor to
to the
of subsecsubsections first, fourth, sixth, seventh, and tenth of section
section twelve
twelve as
to
as to
Loans
Proviso.
restricted,
restrictions
on mortgage
mortgage loans:
loans: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That n
loans
Proosod.
restrictions on
noo loans
shall be made which are not
not secured
first mortgages
on farm
farm lands
secured by
by first
mortgages on
lands
within the State
State in which
which such
such joint
joint stock
bank has
stock land
land bank
has its
its principal
principal
to such
such State.
office, or within some one State contiguous
contiguous to
State. Such
Such joint
joint
stock land banks shall be subject to
to all
other restrictions
mortgage
all other
restrictions on
on mortgage
loans
loans imposed on Federal land banks in section twelve
twelve of
of this
Act.
this Act.
Interest
allowed.
Joint stock land banks shall in no case charge a
Interest allowed.
a rate of
of interest
interest on
on
farm loans exceeding by more than one per centum the
farm
the rate
rate of
of
interest
interest established
established for the last series of farm loan bonds issued
issued by
by
them.
them.
z d
Unauthorized
na ut hodri e
Joint
shall in
no case
case demand
demand or
charges forbidden.
Joint stock
stock land
land banks
banks shall
in no
orreceive,
receive, under
under
any form
specifically
any
authorized
form or
in pretense,
pretense, any commission
commission or charge
charge not specifically
authorized in this
this Act.
Act.
Authority to issue
bonds.
y o
under this
bonds.
Each joint stock land bank organized
organized under
this Act
Act shall have
have
Requirements
authority to
to issue
bonds based upon mortgages taken by it
it in
Requirements
authority
issue bonds
in accordaccordance with the terms of this Act. Such bonds shall be
be in
ance
in form
preform preMad

ew

re

etc

u

term,
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scribed by the Federal Farm Loan Board, and it
it shall be stated
stated in
in
such bonds that such bank is organized
organized under section sixteen
sixteen of
of this
this
supervision, and operates wider
Act, is under Federal
Federal supervision,
provisions
under the
the provisions
of this Act.
POWERS
POWERS OF FEDERAL
FEDERAL FARM
FARM LOAN
LOAN BOARD.
BOARD.

Loan Board.
Board.
Farm Loan

ow e rs ddesignated.
es
a d
SEC.
power- PPowers
Sm. 17. That the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board shall have power—
.
Charter, etc., land
(a) To organize and charter
Federal
land
banks, and
charter
banks,
to charter
charter banks
and to
bant andeloanasso'
loan assso-

ciations.
national
national farm loan associations and joint stock land banks subject ciations.
to the provisions of this Act, and in its discretion to authorize
authorize them
to increase
increase their capital stock.
stock.
interest rates.
(b) To review and alter at its discretion the rate of interest
interest to be Make
Make interest
rates.
charged
charged by Federal land banks for loans made by them under
under the
provisions
provisions of this Act, said rates to be uniform so far as practicable.
practicable. Determine issue of
(c) To grant or refuse
refuse to Federal land banks,
banks, or joint stock land bonds.e
' isse o
bonds.
banks, authority
authority to make any specific issue of farm
farm loan bonds.

(d) To make rules
Charges to borrowers.
rules and
and regulations
regulations respecting
respecting the
the charges
charges made
made to Chlrgetoborrowers.
borrowers on loans under
borrowers
to
under this Act for expenses
expenses in appraisal, deterdetermination of title,
title ' and recording.
R
(e) To require reports
and to
to make
reports and statements
statements of condition
condition and
make etc.
etReports
" from
from banks,
banks,
associations doing business
examinations of all banks or associations
business under
under the
the
provisions of this Act.
Prescribe forms of
(f) To prescribe the form and terms
(f)
terms of
of farm loan bonds,
bonds, and the bsonsbi
fb of
bonds.
form, terms, and penal sums of allsurety
all surety bonds required
required under this
Act and of such other surety
they shall
shall deem
surety bonds as
as they
deem necessary,
necessary,
such surety bonds to cover financial
financial loss as
as well as faithful performperformance of duty.
by banks.
(g) To require Federal land banks to pay forthwith to any Federal
Federal Payments
aynts by
banks.
land bank their equitable proportion of any sums advanced
advanced by said
said
land bank to pay the coupons
coupons of any other land bank, basing
basing said
said
required payments
payments on the amount of farm
farm loan bonds
each
bonds issued
issued by
by each
land bank and actually outstanding at the time of such requirement.
requirement.
Suspend, etc., offi(h)
uciasPns et offi
(h) To suspend or to remove
remove for cause any district director or any
any cials.
registrar, appraiser, examiner, or other official
official appointed
appointed by said
said
board under authority of section
section three of this Act, the cause of such
such
suspension or removal
removal to be communicated
communicated forthwith
forthwith in
in writing
writing by
by
the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board to the person suspended
or removed,
removed,
suspended or
a district
and in case of a
district director to the proper Federal
Federal land bank.
bank.
it p
.
I
.
upesvisory
author30
a u th
(i) To exercise
exercise general
general supervisory
supervisory authority
authority over the Federal it.U
or
national farm loan associations,
associations, and the joint stock
land banks, the national
land banks herein provided
provided for.
Incidental powers.
(j)
exercise such
(j) To exercise
such incidental
as shall
shall be
or Identlp
incidental powers
powers as
be necessary
necessary or
requisite to fulfill its duties and carry out the purposes
purposes of this Act.
Act.
APPLICATIONS
BONDS.
APPLICATIONS FOR FAM
FARM LOAN BONDS.

Farm loan bonds.
Frm
loan bonds.

Applications
SEC.
land bank,
Sze. 18. That any Federal
Federal land
or joint
land bank,
bank, or
joint stock
stock land
banks for issue of.
bank, bePis

which shall have voted to issue farm loan bonds under this Act, shall
shall
make written application
application to the Federal Farm Loan Board, through
through
the farm loan registrar of the district, for approval of such issue.
issue.

by

by

Collateral required.

With
With said application
application said
said land
bank shall
tender to
to said
land bank
shall tender
said farm
farm loan
loan coatral requdi
collateral security
mortgages on
registrar as collateral
security first mortgages
farm lands qualified
on farm
qualified Ante,
Anre, pp.
pp. 370,
370, 33,
373,
under
twelve, section fifteen,
fifteen, or section
374.
wider the provisions of section
section twelve,
section 374.
sixteen of this Act, or United States Government
in
Government bonds, not
not less
less in
aggregate
aggregate amount than the sum of the
the bonds proposed
to be
he issued.
proposed to
issued.
Said bank shall furnish with such mortgages
mortgages a
containing a
a schedule
schedule containing
a
description
description thereof and such further information as may be
prescribed
be prescribed
by the
the Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Transmittal, etc., by
Upon
of such
such application
application said
Upon receipt of
said farm
shall registrar
farm loan
loan registrar
registrar shall
teSmlttBo
to Board. by
verify said schedule
and
shall
schedule
transmit said application
said
application and
and said
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schedule to the Federal
schedule
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board, giving
iuth further
further inforinforgiving such
mation
thereto as
May possess.
possess. The
The Federal
Federal Farm
mation pertaining
pertaining thereto
as ,he
he may
Farm
Loan Board
Board shall
forthwith cause
cause to
to be
investigation and
and
Loan
shallforthwith
be made
made such
such investigation
appraisement
the securities
it shall
wise, and
and it
it
appraisement of
of the
securities tendered
tendered as
as it
shall deem
deem wise,
shall
grant in
in whole
part, or
or reject
entirely, such
such application.
shIll grant
whole or
or in
in part,
reject entirely,
application.
ete.
Decisien by
The Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board shall
promptly transmit
transmit its
decision
tcD.en
by Board,
Bod, The
shall promptly
its decision
as to any issue of farm
to the
land bank
bank applying
applying for
for the
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds to
the land
the
same
and to the
same and
Said registrar
registrar
the farm
farm loan
loan registrar
registrar of
of the
the district.
district. Said
shall furnish,
such information
regarding any
issue of
furnish, in
in writing,
writing, such
information regarding
any issue
of
the Federal
Farm Loan
may at
at any
any time
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds as
as the
Federal Farm
Loan Board
Board may
time
rerequire.
Wgittes
rittn /W
pprovi.
of farm
farm loan bonds
eevil'
c
ko
. issue
iiinue of
bonds shall be authorized
authorized unless
unless the
the Federal
Federal
approve such
issue in
writing.
Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board shall
shall approve
such issue
in writing.
ISSUE OF FARM LOAN 5BONDS
Delivery
y to banks.

Sc.
whenever any farm loan registrar
S
RC. 19.
19. That whenever
registrar shall
receive from
shall receive
from
the Federal
Federal FarmLoan
Farm Loan Board
it has
approved any
Board notice
notice that
that it
has approved
any issue
issue
of farm loan bonds under the provisions
shall
provisions of
of section
section eighteen
eighteen he
he shall
forthwith
forthwith take such steps as
with
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions of this Act, to
to insure
insure the prompt
execution of
said
prompt execution
of said
bonds and the delivery
delivery of the same to the
applying therefor.
the land
land bank
bank applying
therefor.
m
if ssuedie0d. -"id
Whenever the
Whenever
the Federal
Farm Loan
any
Federal Farm
Loan Board
Board shall
shall reject
reject entirely
entirely any
application for an issue of farm-loan
application
farm loan bonds,
first mortgages
mortgages and
and
bonds, the
the first
bonds tendered to the farm loan registrar
registrar as
collateral security
security therethereas collateral
returned to
to said
bank by
him.
by him.
said land
land bank
be forthwith
forthwith returned
to for
for shall
shall be
Registrar
if approved.
t° regain
Whenever the
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board shall
shall approve
=touL
Whenever
collateral
approved.
the Federal
Loan Board
approve an
an issue
issue
of farm loan bonds, the
the custody
of the
the
the farm
farm loan
loan registrar
registrar having
having the
custody of
bonds tendered as collateral security
first mortgages and bends
security for such
issue
such issue
of bonds shall retain in his custody
mortgages and
bonds
custody those
those first
first mortgages
and bonds
which are to be held as collateral
collateral security, and shall
shall return
bank
return to
to the
the bank
owning the
of said
said mortgages
bonds which
are not
not to
Trust nt owning
te same
same any
any of
mrtgag and
and bonds
which are
to be
be
T
him as
as collateral
The land
land bank
bank which
which i
o issue
i
ssue
c rust
st "sign'' ,held
held by
etc.
by him
collateral security.
securit.
The
iss t
to
said farm loan bonds shall transfer to said registrar, by assignment,
assignment,
in trust, all
in
and bo
nd
s which
which are
to be
by said
all first mortgages
mortgages and
bonds
are to
be held
held by
said
registrar
as collateral
security, said
said assignment
registrar as
collateral security,
assignment providing
providing for
for the
the
ight of redemption
right
redemption at any time by payment as provided in
in this
this Act
Act
and reserving
reserving the
of substitution
of other
mortgages qualified
and
the right
right of
substitution of
other mortgages
qualified
Deposit
a trustee,
trst.
Deposit as
under sections
sections twelve, fifteen, and sixteen of
of this
this Act.
Act. Said
Said mortmortgages and
deposited in
deposit vault
vault or
as
and bonds
bonds shall
shall be
be deposited
in such
such deposit
or bank
bank as
the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board shall approve, subject
to the
the control
control
subject to
of said registrar
registrar and in his name
name as trustee
the bank
issuing the
trustee for
for the
bank issuing
the
farm loan bonds and for the prospective
prospective holders
holders of
of said
said farmloan
farm loan
bonds.
bonds.
Class of
r"quird. mmtgages
required.
No
shall be
be accepted
by a
loan registrar
No mortgage
mortgage shall
accepted by
a farm
farm loan
registrar from
from aaland
land
bank as part of an offering
offering to secure an issue of farm
farm loan bonds, either
either
originally
originally or by substitution,
substitution, except first mortgages made subject
subject
to the conditions prescribed
prescribed in
sections twelve,
and
in said
said sections
twelve, fifteen,
fifteen, and
sixteen.
sixteen.
Sufficiency of
sliiend
C-" ItIt shall
shall be
the duty
lateral
required. ofe°1
be the
duty of
each farm
to see
the farm
farm
of each
farm loan
loan registrar
registrar to
see that
that the
loan bonds
bonds delivered
loan
delivered by him and outstanding
outstanding do not exceed the
amount of collateral security pledged
pledged therefor. Such registrar
registrar may,
may.
,
in his discretion, temporarly
temporarily accept, in place of mortgages withdrawn, United
United States
States Government
Government bonds
bonds or
drawn,
or cash.
cash.
Idditionssecurity..
The Federal
Additional
The
Farm Loan
Board may,
may, at
at any
any time,
any
Federal Farm
Loan Board
time, call
call upon
upon any
land bank for additional
additional security
security to protect the bonds issued by
it.
by it.
DIVY to b

ji 1
1=
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Form
bonds.
Form of
of bonds.

De
stT
S
EC. 20.
20. That
That bonds
bonds provided
provided for
for in
in this
Act s
hall be
be i
ssue d in
in tern,
Ninations,
SEc.
this Act
shall
issued
mDenostinations
denominations of $25, $50, $100,
denominations
$100, $500, and $1,000;
$1,000; they shall run for
specified minimum and maximum
maximum periods, subject to
payment and
to payment
retirement, at the option of the land bank, at any time after
after five
years from the date of their issue.
issue. They
They sh
all h
ave interest
shall
have
interest coupons
coupons
attached,
semiannually, and shall be issued in series of not
attached, payable
payable semiannually,
not
less than $50,000, the amount and
fixed by
the Federal
and terms to be fixed
by the
Federal
Farm Loan Board. They shall bear aarate of interest
interest not to exceed
exceed Intbrest
ntrst rate
ate.
five per centum
centum per
per annum.
annum.
Board shall prescribe
The Federal Farm Loan Board
prescribe rules
regulations Payment,
Payment, etc.
rules and
and regulations
etc.
concerning
circumstances and manner in which farm loan bonds
concerning the circumstances
shall be paid and retired under the provisions
of this
this Act.
provisions of
Act.
Farm
loan bonds
bonds shall
be delivered
through the
the registrar
registrar of
of the
bank.
Farm loan
shall be
delivered through
the Delivery
Delivery to
to bank.
district to the bank applying for the
same.
the same.
In order to furnish farm loan bonds for delivery at the Federal ,
r,P..l.r
,
at
P y. thnB,etctc.,at
land banks and joint stock land banks, the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury
is hereby
hereby authorized
prepare suitable
suitable bonds
form, subjei
subject
authorized to prepare
bonds Mk
in such
such form,
may
to the provisions of
of this Act, as
as the
the Federal
Federal Farm,Loan`Board
Farm Loan Board may
approve, such bonds when prepared
approve,
prepared to be held
hld in the Treasury
Treasury subloct
subject
° d7
r Of plates
at ,,
Custf
delivery upon order
he Federal
Federal Farm 14:ain
Loan Board. The
to delivery
order of the
he eto
ete.
ody o p
engraved
engraved plates,
plates, dies, bed-pieces,
bed-pieces, and so
executed in
conneeso forth;
forth, executed
in connecin the
custody of
the. Secretary
tion therewithnhall
therewith shall remain
rema'inn
the custody
of the
eretary of
of the
the
Expanse
Treasury. Any expenses
expenses incured
incurred in
and Expenees.
Treasury
in the
the preparation
prepaation, custody,
custody, and
deliery
delivery of such farm loan
lean bonds
bends shall be
paid
,
by
the
Secretary
of
the
be paid by the Secretary of the
Treasury from any funds in
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriin the Treasury
Treasury not
ated: Provided,
Secretary shall
Provided, however, That the Secretary
enr .
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed for
for rternti.
imunment.
such expenditures
expenditures by the Federal Farm Loan Board through
through assessassessment upon the farm land banks in
in proportion
proportion to
the work
work executed.
to the
executed.
They may be exchanged
exchanged into registered bonds of any amount, and
E
tl'al=teled!'
and po
pod're&taf
co" reexchanged
reexchanged into coupon bonds, at the option
option of
of the
the holder,
holder, under
under
rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Federal
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
Loan
Board.
Board.
Special bond
bond proviproviSpecial
SPECIAL
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
OF FARM
FARM LOAN
BONDS.
PROVISIONS OF
LOAN BONDS.
sions.
8ions.

SEC.
S
EC. 21.
21. That each land bank shall
in all
all respects
by the
the
shall be
be bound
bound in
respects by
acts of its officers
officers in signing and issuing farm loan
the
loan bonds,
bonds, and by the
acts of the Federal Farm Loan Board in authorizing
authorizing their issue.
issue.
Every Federal
Federal land bank issuing farm loan bonds shall
be prishall be
primarily liable therefor, and shall also be liable, upon presentation
presentation of
farm loan
loan bond coupons, for
payments due
upon any
for interest payments
due upon
any farm
farm
loan bonds issued by other Federal
Federal land banks and remaining unpaid
in consequence
consequence of the default of such other land banks; and
every
and every
such bank shall likewise be liable for such portion of the principal
principal
of farm loan bonds so issued
be paid
paid after
tweets of
issued as shall
shall not
not be
after the
the asmets
of
any such other land banks
banks shall
shall have been liquidated
liquidated and
and distributed:
distributed:
Provided, That such losses, if any, either of
Provided,
principal,
of interest or of principal,
shall be assessed by the Federal Farm Loan Board against solvent
solvent
land banks liable therefor
tierefor in proportion to the amount of
of farm
farm loan
loan
outstanding at
at the
assessbonds which each
each may have outstanding
the time
time of
of such
such assessment.
Every Federal land bank shall
appropriate action
board
shall by appropriate
action of
of its
its board
of directors,
directors, duly recorded in
in its
minutes, obligate
obligate itself
itself to
become
its minutes,
to become
liable on farm loan bonds as provided in this
this section.
section.
Every farm loan bond issued by aa Federal land bank shall be
signed by its president and attested
attested by its secretary, and shall contain
contain
in the face thereof
thereof a
the Farm Loan
gorotnisa certificate
ertificate signed by th
Loan Commisit is isu
sioner to the effect that it
issued under
under the authority of the Federal
Farm Loan Act, has the approval
Federal
approval in form
form and
and issue of
of the Federal

Responsibility
Responsibility of
of
banks.
banks.

Liability of
of issumng
issuing
Liability
banks.

Proviso.
Proieo.
Assesment of
loses.
Assessment
of lasses.

Recordof
obligations.
Recordofobligations.

Farm requisites.
Form
requisites.
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Farm Loan
Loan Board, and islegal
islegal and
regular in
it is
and regular
in all
all respects;
respects; that
that it
is
not taxable by National, State,
State, municipal,
municipal, or
or local
that
local authority;
authority; that
it is issued against collateral
collateral security
of United
security of
United States
States Government
Government
bonds, or indorsed
indorsed first
first mortgages
mortgages on
on farm
lands, at
at least
least equal
equal in
farm lands,
in
amount to the bonds issued;
Federal land
land banks
banks are
are
issued- and
and that
that all
all Federal
liable for the payment
liable
payment of
of each
bond.
each bond.
Amortization
Amortitat
ion and
and

interest
Interest paymets.
payments.

APPIOATION OF AMIOBTZAION
APPLICATION
AMORTIZATION AND
AND INTEREST
INTEREST PAYMENTS.
PAYMENTS.
o

.S
c. 22. That wheneverwhenever any
'
Sze.
Federal land
land bank,
or joint
joint stock
any Federal
bank, or
stock
land bank, shall receive any interest,
amortization or
other payments
interest, amortization
or other
payments
upon any first
first mortgage
mortgage or
bond pledged.
pledged, as
as collateral
security for
for
or bond
collateral security
the issue of farm loan
it shall
shall forthwith
forthwith notify
notify the
the farm
farm loan
loan
loan bonds;
bonds; it
registrar of the items so
so received.
received. Said
registrar shall
Said registrar
shall forthwith
forthwith
cause such payment
payment to
to be
credited upon
mortgage entitled
entitled
be duly
duly credited
upon the
the mortgage
to such
credit. Whenever
Whenever any
any such
such mortgage
mortgage is
paid in
full, said
to
such
credit.
is paid
in full,
said
OannallatI0a, et C., regi
strar
aidn
.'
registrar
whenwhene
pald
in
strar shall cause
cause the
the same
be canceled
canceled and
an4 delivered
the
same to
to be
delivered to
to the
proper land bank, which shall promptly
and discharge
discharge the
the lien
promptly satisfy
satisfy and
lien
of record
record and transmit
transmit such
the original
original maker
such canceled
canceled mortgage
mortgage to
to the
maker
thereof, or
or his
his heirs,
heirs, administrators,
or assigns.
fLinigTIS.
administrators, executors,
executors, or
Substitution
nwritten
by any
any Federal
Federal land
land bank,
bank, or
atsit.f
Upon
lateral
security. of colwritten
eol- application
alan
application by
or joint
joint stock
stock
land bank, to the farm loan
may be
permitted, in
the
loan registrar,
registrar, it
it may
be permitted,
in the
discretion of said registrar,
registrar, to
to withdraw
withdraw any
any mortgages
or bonds
bonds
mortgages or
pledged as collateral
collateral security under
under this
and to
therefor
this Act,
Act, and
to substitute
substitute therefor
other feanilskr
similar mortgages
mortgages or
United States
States Government
Government bonds
bonds not
not less
less
or United
in amount than themortgages
the mortgages or
bonds desired
desired to
withdrawn.
or bonds
to be
be withdrawn.
Bonds,coupons,etc.,
Whenever
any farm
or coupons
interest payments
payments of
sBon
sopos
Whenever any
farm loan
loan bonds,
bnds, or
coupons or
or interest
of
such
bonds, are
are due
due under
under their
terms,,
they
shall
be
payable
bn
by O
such bonds,
their terms, they shall be payable at
at the
the
land bank
by which
issued, in
gold or
money, and
land
bank by
which they
tey were
were issued,
in gold
or lawful
lawful money,
and
othner banks. o upon
upon payment
payment shall
Att other
shall be
be duly
duly canceled
bank. At
At the
the discretion
discretion
canceled by
by 8/1141
sad bank.
of the Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board, _payment
any farm
farm loan
loan bond
or
payment of
of any
bond or
coupon or interest
interest payment may, however, be
be authorized
authorized to
to be
be made
made
at any Federal
Federal land
lamd bank,
stock land
land bank,
bank, or
bank, any
any joint
joint stock
or any
any other
other
bank,
bank, under rules and regulations
regulations to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Federal
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Board.
it hdnry
on deliveryof
witbdraalofse
When
shall surrender
surrender to
the proper
proper farm
farm loan
When any
any land
land bank
curity
on
of
bank shall
to the
loan
bonds
registrar any
bonds.
any farm
farm loan
any series,
canceled or
uncanceled,
loan bonds
bonds of
of any
series, canceled
or uncanceled,
said land
land bank shall be entitled to withdraw
withdraw first mortgages
and bonds
mortgages and
bonds
pledged
pledged as
as collateral security for any of said series of
of farm
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds
to an amount
amount equal to the farm loan bonds
bonds so
surrendered, and
and it
shall
so surrendered,
it shall
be the duty of said registrar
registrar to
to permit
of such
permit and
and direct
direct the
the delivery
delivery of
such
mortgages
mortgages and bonds to
bank.
to such,
such land
land bank.
in t
es
Disposal of
er t
Interest
hypothecated first
Disposal
of interest
Interest payments on hypothecated
be at
at the
the
first mortgages
mortgages shall
shall be
on
mortgages.
disposal
the same,
same, and
on mortgages.
disposal of the land bank pledging the
and shall
shall be
be available
available
for the
the payment
payment of coupons and the interest
for
interest of
farm loan
loan bonds
as
of farm
bonds as
they become
become due.
due.
aer vvalue
ueobonds,
Whenever
Face
of bonds,
Whenever any bond matures,
matures, or
or the
the interest
any registered
bond
interest on
on any
registered bond
etc., to be paid.
is due, or the coupon on any coupon bond
matures, and
shall
bond matures,
and the
the same
same shall
be
presented for payment as provided
be presented
provided in this Act,
full face
value
Act, the
the full
face value
thereof shall be paid to the holder.
holder.
Disp
or amortiamorSi- Amortization
and other
first mortgages
Disposal
of
Amortization and
other payments
payments on the principal
principal of
of first
mortgages
sat ion, etc., payments.
aion, t., paymentsheld
held by aafarm loan registrar
as collateral
security for
issue of
farm
registrar as
collateral security
for the
the issue
of farm
loan bonds
bonds shall
constitute a
a trust fund in the hands
loan
shall constitute
hands of the
Federal
the Federal
land
land bank
bank or
or joint stock land bank receiving the same,
same, and shall
shall be
be
applied or employed
employed as
as follows:
follows:
By
Federal
land
In the
case of
of a
Be' Federal
land
In
the case
aFederal land bankbank—
banks.
(a)
To pay off
farm loan
issued by
(a) To pay
off farm
loan bonds
bonds issued
by said bank as they mature.
(b)
To purchase
(b) To
purchase at or below par farm
farm loan bonds issued
issued by
by said
said
bank or by any other Federal land
land bank.
bank.
Aui aerm

,

All Par nenix end'
ited on mertgageS.
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(c)
To loan
mortgages on farm lands within the land bank
first mortgages
loan on first
(c) To
district,
qualified
under
this Act
collateral security
security for an issue of
as collateral
Act as
this
under
qualified
district,
loan bonds.
farm loan
(d) To
purchase United
United States Government
Government bonds.
To purchase
(d)
l d
st
In
case of
joint stock
stock land
land bank—
ba
ock gland
oint stock
alljoint
banka joint
of a
the case
In the
(a)
pay off
off farm
loan bonds
issued by said bank as theymature.
theymature.
bonds issued
farm loan
To pay
(a) To
(b)
at or
below par
bonds.
farm loan bonds.
par farm
or below
purchase at
To purchase
(b) To
(c)
To loan
loan on
on first
first mortgages
qualified under
sixteen of this
section sixteen
under section
mortgages qualified
(c) To
Act.
Act.
(d)
United States
bonds.
Government bonds.
States Government
purchase United
To purchase
(d) To
The farm
loan bonds,
bonds, first
first mortgages,
Deposit of proceeds.
Government Depotoprd
States Government
United States
mortgages, United
farm loan
The
forthbe
shall
bonds,
or
cash
constituting
the
trust
aforesaid,
aforesaid,
fund
trust
bonds, or cash constituting the
with deposited
with the
substituted collateral
as substituted
registrar as
loan registrar
farm loan
the farm
deposited with
with
security in
in place
place of
of the
sums paid
paid on
principal of indorsed mortthe principal
on the
the sums
security
gages held
held by
him in
trust.
in trust.
yhim
gages
Every
or joint
stock land
land bank,
notify the
the Notc
Noticed dispositio.
disposition.
shall notify
bank, shall
joint stock
bank, or
land bank,
Federal land
Every Federal
farm loan
loan registrar
of the
disposition of all
all payments made on the
the disposition
registrar of
farm
principal
mortgages held
collateral security
for an
an issue
farm
issue of farm
security for
as collateral
held as
of mortgages
principal of
loan bonds,
bonds, and
registrar is
is authorized,
at his
discretion, to order
his discretion,
authorized, at
said registrar
and said
loan
any of
of such
wherever deposited or
or
thereof, wherever
proceeds :thereof,
the proceeds
or the
payments, or
such payments,
any
however
to be
transferred to his account as
immediately transferred
be immediately
invested, to
however invested,
trustee
aforesaid.
trustee aforesaid.
;

RESERVES
BESERVES

BANKS.
LAND BANKS.
AND DIVIDENDS
DIVIDENDS OF LAND
AND

Bank reserves and
dividends.
Reserve

account

rorn earnings. acntunt
S
EC. 23.
That every
every Federal
Federal land
bank, and every
every joint stock land tfresore
land bank,
23. That
SEC.
twenty-five
account
bank,
shall
semiannually
carry
to
reserve
account
twenty-five
per
reserve
to
carry
semiannually
shall
bank,
centum of
its net
net earnings
reserve account
account shall show a
a
said reserve
until said
earnings until
of its
centum
credit
balance
equal
to
twenty
per
centum
of
the
outstanding
capital
capital
outstanding
the
of
centum
per
twenty
to
credit balance equal
Balance to be kept.

stock
,land bank.
bank. Whenever
Whenever said
reserve shall
have been
een Balance tobekept.
shall have
said reserve
saidland
of said
stock of
restored
fully
be
centum
per
impaired,
said
balance
twenty
shall
restored
twenty
of
balance
said
impaired,
Annual additions.
reserve has reached the Annualadditions.
before
any dividends
are paid.
paid. After
said reserve
After said
dividends are
before any
sum of
twenty per
centum of
of the
the outstanding
outstanding capital stock, five per Suspense account.
per centum
of twenty
sum
centum
of the
the net
earnings shall
shall be
annually added
added thereto. For Suspense aount.
be annually
net earnings
centum of
default occurs in the
the
period
of
two
years
from
the
date
any
when
date
the
from
the period of two years
principal on
payment
the interest,
interest, amortization
installments, or principal
amortization installments,
of the
payment of
so
amount 80
y
first
mortgage,
by
both
mortgagor
and
indorser,
the
mortgagor
any first mortgage, by both
defaulted
carried to
to a
account, and at the end of
suspense account,
a suspense
be carried
shall be
defaulted shall
the
period specified,
specified, unless
collected, shall be debited to
unless collected,
two-year period
the two-year
divi.
ayment of diviPayment
reserve
account.
reserve account.
dends.
After deducting
the twenty-five
the five per centum dends.
or the
centum or
per centum
twenty-five per
deducting the
After
hereinbefore
be deducted
deducted for credit
credit to reserve account,
to be
directed to
hereinbefore directed
any Federal
Federal land
land bank
or joint
stock land bank may declare aa divijoint stock
bank or
any
dend to
to shareholders
shareholders of
of the
or any
of the
the balance of its Investment of repart of
any part
whole or
the whole
dend
servestnt of
net earnings.
The reserves
banks shall
invested in
in accord- servss.
be invested
shall be
land banks
of land
reserves of
earnings. The
net
Federal
ance
with
rules
and
regulations
to
be
prescribed
by
the
Federal
Farm
prescribed
be
to
regulations
and
rules
ance with
Loan
Board.
Loan Board.
in
Loan

RESERVE
AND DIVIDENDS
OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL FARM LOAN
LOAN
DIVIDENDS OF
RESEBVE AND

ASSOCIATIONS.
ASSOIATIONS.

association re-

dend
r:
.
servo
serlas and dividends.
dividends.
R
es er
Reserve

.
account

account

earnings.
S
EC. 24.
24. That
every national
national farm
from
farm loan association shall, out of from
That every
SEC.
not
a
its
net
earnings,
semiannually
carry
to
reserve
a
sum
account
reserve
to
carry
its net earnings, semiannually
less than
than ten
ten per
per centum
centum of
net earnings
earnings until said reserve
such net
of such
less
account
shall show
credit balance
balance equal
equal to twenty
twenty per centum of
a credit
show a
account shall
the
outstandin capital
capital stock
Balance
be kept.
kept.
association.
to be
said association.
Balance to
of said
stock of
the outstanding
Whenever
been impaired,
impaired, said credit balance
have been
shall have
reserve shall
said reserve
Whenever said
of twenty
fully restored
restored before
salad
any dividends Annsrl
before any
addiUos.
be fully
shall be
centum shall
per centum
twenty per
of
are
reserve has
reached said
said sum of twenty per
has reached
said reserve
After said
paid. .After
are paid.
centum,
of the
the net
net earnings
earnings shall
annually ad.
added
be anually
shall be
centum of
per centum
two per
centum, two
thereto.
thereto.'
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After
per entum or the two per centum
centum hereinAfter deducting
deducting the ten pereentum
hereinbefore directed to be credited
credited to reserve account,
said association
association
account, said
may, at its discretion, declare a
shareholders of
the whole
whole
a dividend to
to shareholders
of the
or any part of
of said
net earning.
of the
the balance
balance of
said net
vesme de H The reserves of farm
Investment
loan associations
associations shall
be invested
invested in
accordfarm loan
shall be
in accordance with rules and regulations
regulations to
be prescribed
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
to be
prescribed by
by the
Loan Board.
liidati
oz
wid
er bybon.y
bank
Whenever
any farm
farm loan
loan association
association shall
shall be
be voluntarily
voluntarily liquidated
liquidated
Whenever any
aasum equal to its reserve account as
shall be
paid to
to
as herein required
required shall
be paid
and become the property
property of the Federal land bank in which such
such loan
loan
association
association may be a
hareholder.
as
shareholder.
Dividends.
Dividends.

Defaulted loans.
loans.
Defaulted

goodn.

Default to
1400d-

DEFAULTED
DEFAUL-TED LOANS.'"
LOANSB.

That if
if there
shall be
SEC. 25.
25. That
there shall
be default
default under the terms of any
a Federal land bank under the proindorsed first mortgage held by a
visions of this Act, the national
national farm loan association
agent through
through
association or
or agent
which said mortgage was received by said
land bank
bank shall
be
said Federal land
shallbe
notified of
said default.
default. Said
Said association
association or
or agent
agent may
be
be me notified
of said
may thereupon
thereupon be
required, within thirty days after such notice, to
to make
make good
good said
said
default,
default, either by payment of the amount unpaid thereon
cash, or
or
unpaid
thereon in
in cash,
by the substitution of an equal amount of farm loan bonds issued by
by
said land bank, with all unmatured
attached.
nnmatured coupons attached.

Notice toaseociation.
NotietoaUoein

SEC.

be made

Exemption
Exemption

taxationm
taxation.

from
frml

Federal
land banks
banks
aedealand
assocns

and loan associations.
Post, p. 767.
767.
Pot,

Motgags

Mortgages executed
executed
to.
to.

EXEMPTION FROM
TAXATION.
EXEMPTION
FROM TAXATION.

SE.
That every
every Federal
Federal land
Sec. 26.
26. That
land bank
hank and every national farm
loan association, including the capital and reserve
therein
reserve or surplus
surplus therein
and the income derived therefrom,
therefrom shall be
exempt from
from Federal,
-be exempt
Federal,
State, municipal, and local taxation, except
upon real
real estate
except taxes
taxes upon
estate
held, purchased, or taken by said bank or association under the
the proprovisions of section eleven and section
section thirteen
thirteen of
of this
this Act.
Act. First
irst
mortgages
mortgages executed to Federal land banks, or to joint stock land
land
banks, and farm loan bonds issued under the
this Act,
Act,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall be deemed and held to be instrumentalities
instrumentalities of the Government
Government
of the
the United
United States,
States, and as such they and the income derived thereof
therefrom shall
from
shall be exempt
exempt from Federal, State, municipal,
municipal, and local

taxation.
Personal tax on joint
Ps
oint taxation.

stock bank shars
shares
stockbank
Conditions.

Nothing herein shall prevent
prevent the shares in any
land
any joint
joint stock
stock land
bank from being included in
in the
valuation of
of the
the personal
property
the valuation
personal property
of the owner
owner or holder of such shares, in assessing taxes imposed by
of
by
authority of the State within which the bank is located; but
but such
such
R.S.,sec.5219,p.l9.
assessment and taxation shall be
manner and
to the
the conconbe in
in manner
and subject
subject to
R.S.,sec.
9,P•1009. a.ssessment
ditions and limitations contained in section fifty-two hundred
hundred aad
and
nineteen
nineteen of the Revised
Revised Statutes with reference to the
shares of
of
the shares
national banking
Real estate taxable
banking associations.
taxable. national
associations.
Nothing
Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt the
real _property
of
the real
property of
Federal and
and joint stock land banks and national
national farm loan associassociations from either State, county, or municipal
taxes, to the same
ations
municipal taxes
extent, according to its value, as other real property is taxed.
taxed.
Condit.

521

Bonds.

INVESTrMENT
LOAN BONDS.
INVESTMENT IN FARM
FARM LOAN
BONDS.
Acceptable
Acceptable for fidafidu-

T h at
SEC.
SEC. 27. That farm loan bonds issued under the provisions of
of this
this
Act
Act by
by Federal land banks or joint stock
stock land banks shall be a
alawful
investment for all fiduciary and trust funds, and may he
investment
as
be accepted
accepted as
security for all public deposits.
Federal meber
Federal
member security for all publc deposits.
hanks may
bans
may deal
deal in.
Any member bank of the Federal Reserve
Reserve System
System may
and
may buy
buy and
Liitti on Fd
under the
the authority
authority of
of this
bonds issued
issued under
Limitation
Fed- sell farm loan bonds
this Act.
Act.
eral
banks.
eal reserve
reserve banks.
ny Federal
Any
Federal reserve
reserve bank may buy and sel
sell farm loan bonds issued
Vol. 38, p. 26.5.
Vol . 3, .
under
same limitations
under this Act to the same extent and subject to the same
limitations
ciary
ciary investment, etc.
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placed
upon the
sale by
by said
said banks of State, county,
and sale
purchase and
the purchase
placed upon
district,
bonds under
under subsection
subsection (h)
(b) of section fourteen
municipal bonds
and municipal
istrict, and
of the
Federal Reserve
approved December
twenty-third,
December twenty-third,
Act approved
Reserve Act
the Federal
of
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen.
nineteen
EXAMINATIONS.
EXAMINATIONS.

Examinations.
Examinations.
Land
Land

bank ex-

authorized.
nminers authoized.
S
EC. 28.
That the
appoint as many aminers
shall appoint
Board shall
Loan Board
Farm Loan
Federal Farm
the Federal
28. That
SEC.
land
bank
examiners
as
in
its
judgment
required
to
make
be
may
judgment
land bank examiners as in its
careful examinations
of the
associations permitted to do
banks and associations
the banks
examinations of
careful
business under
under this
Act.
this Act.
authority,
business
Duties, authority,
Duties,
etc.
Said examiners
shall be
subject to
requirements, respon- etc.
same requirements,
the same
to the
be subject
examiners shall
Said
sibilities and
penalties as
applicable to national bank examiners
are applicable
as are
and penalties
sibilities
under
the
national
bank
Act,
the
Reserve Act and other
other
Federal Reserve
the Federal
Act,
bank
national
the
under
provisions
Whenever directed
directed by the Federal Farm Loan
law. Whenever
of law.
provisions of
Board,
examiners shall examine
examine the condition of any national
said examiners
Board, said
farm
association and
and report
report the
same to the Farm Loan Comthe same
loan association
farm loan
every
missioner.
They shall
examme and
report the condition of every
and report
shall examine
missioner. They
Federal
and joint
stock land
bank at least
least twice each year. Salaries.
land bank
oint stock
bank and
land bank
Federal land
Federal
Said
examiners shall
fixed by the Federal
receive salaries to be fixed
shall receive
Said examiners
Farm Loan
Board.
Loan Board.
Farm

DISSOLUTION AND
APPOINTMENT OF
OF RECEIVERS.
BECEIVESD.
AND APPOINTMENT
DISSOLUTION

Dissolution of assoassc.
ia utiof
ciations,
etc.

Declaration of inof in,lartation
evidence that any solvency.
Sze.
That upon
receiving satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
upon receiving
29. That
SEC. 29.
national
farm
loan
association
has
failed
to
meet
its
outstanding
meet
to
failed
has
association
loan
farm
national
obligations
of any
any description
description the
Farm Loan
Board may
Loan Board
Federal Farm
the Federal
of
obligationsdeclare
forthwith
such
association
insolvent
and
appoint
receiver Provo
aa receiver
appoint
and
insolvent
association
such
forthwith declare
and require
him such
such bond
bond and
security as
proper: Prodefault
Extent of default
Pro- Extent
deems proper:
it deems
as it
and security
of him
require of
and
vided,
That
no
national
farm
loan
association
shall
be
declared
necessary.
nesry.
declared
be
shall
association
loan
vided, That no national farm
insolvent by
by said
until the
the total
of defaults
current
defaults of current
amount of
total amount
board until
said board
insolvent
by
indorsed
loans
interest
and
amortization
installments
on
national
amortization
interest and
farm loan
loan associations
associations shall
shall amount
amount to
to at
$150,000 in the
least $150,000
at least
farm
Federal
land
bank
district,
unless
such
association
shall
in Duties
Di
been in
have been
of receiver.
Federal land bank district, unless such association shall have
rer
default
for a
years. Such
Such receiver,
under the direction Dti
receiver, under
two years.
of two
period of
a period
default for
of
the
Federal
Farm
Loan
Board,
shall
books,
the
of
possession
take
shall
of the Federal Farm Loan Board,
records,
of every
every- description
association, collect
description of such association,
assets of
and assets
records, and
all
and claims
to it, and, with the approval
belonging to
claims belonging
dues, and
debts, dues,
all debts,
of
the Federal
Federal Farm
Loan Board,
Board, or
the order of aa court of
upon the
or upon
Farm Loan
of the
or
record
jurisdiction, may
may sell
sell or compound all bad or
competent jurisdiction,
of competent
record of
doubtful
debts,
and,
on
a
like
approval
or
order,
may
the
real
all
sell
may
order,
or
approval
like
a
on
and,
doubtful debts,
and personal
personal property
of such
on such
such terms as the
association, on
such association
property of
and
Federal
Farm
Loan
Board
or
said
court
shall
direct.
shall
court
said
or
Board
Loan
Farm
Federal
Deposit of moneys.
Such
receiver shall
all money
collected to the Treasurer Depoit of moneys.
so collected
money so
over all
pay over
shall pay
Such receiver
Loan
of the
the United
United States,
subject to the
order of the Federal Farm Loan
the order
States, subject
of
Board,
and also
to said
said board
board of
of all
pro- Interest
lled.
allowed.
I
and proacts and
his acts
all his
report to
make report
also make
Board, and
ceedings.
The
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
•
shall
authority
to
have
-shall
Treasury
the
of
Secretary
ceedings. The
deposit at
any money
..
=
ion to land
Aplication
. plicat
received.
so received.
money so
interest any
at interest
deposit
Upon
default of
Federal land banks
banks and joint
obligation, Federal
any obligation,
of any
Upon default
land banks
banks may
insolvent and
and placed in the hands
declared insolvent
be declared
may be
stock land
of a
areceiver
by the
Federal Farm
proceedings shall
Loan Board, and proceedings
Farm Loan
the Federal
receiver by
of
thereupon
in accordance
the provisions
of this section
provisions of
with the
accordance with
had in
be had
thereupon be
bank
cancellation of beak
regarding
national
farm
loan
associations.
Cancellation
regarding national farm loan associations.
If
loan association
declared insolvent stock.
stock.
shall be declared
association shall
farm loan
national farm
any national
If any
and
shall be
be appointed
therefor by
by the Federal
Federal Farm Loan
appointed therefor
receiver shall
a receiver
and a
Board,
the
stock held
held by
land bank of its district
district
Federal land
the Federal
in the
it in
by it
the stock
Board,
shall be canceled
without
impairment
of
its
liability
and
all
payments
Application
pOof ray
ma
RtS
arson.of
*ApplcatPtO
payments
all
and
ha be canceled without impairment of its liability
the
of
since
on such
stock,
with
accrued
dividends,
if
any,
since
the
date
dividends,
accrued
with
on such stock,
last
dividend shall
be first
applied to
to all
all debts
debts of
of the insolvent farm
first applied
shall be
dividend
last
loan association
association to
to the
Federal land
land bank
and the
balance, if any,
the balance,
bank and
the Federal
loan
p

rovi
n.

be

-
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Priso.
Proviso.
shall
be paid
paid to
the receiver
of said
said farm
farm loan
association: Provided,
Provided,
shall be
to the
receiver of
loan association:
c
ji
)e ter hit:tin. of
in estimating
by
cDetinSationSf That
That in
estimating said
said debts
debts contingent
contingent liabilities
liabilities incurred
incurred by
national
loan associations
associations under
this Act
Act on
on
national farm
farm loan
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
account of
of default
of principal
principal or
or interest
account
default of
interest of
of indorsed
indorsed mortgages
mortgages
shall be
be estimated
and included
and said
said contingent
shall
estimated and
included as
as aa debt,
debt, and
contingent lialiabilities shall
shall be
be determined
by agreement
between the
the receiver
receiver and
and
bilities
determined by
agreement between
the
of the
the district,
district, subject
to the
the approval
of the
the
the Federal
Federal land
land bank
bank of
subject to
approval of
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
said receiver
receiver and
said land
land bank
bank
Federal
Loan Board,
Board, and
and if
if said
and said
can not
can
not agree,
agree, then
by the
the decision
decision of
of the
the Farm
Farm Loan
then by
Loan Commissioner,
Commissioner,
and the amount thus
thus ascertained
be deducted
accordance
ascertained shall
shall be
deducted in
in accordance
with
the provisions
this section
section from
from the
the amount
with the
provisions of
of this
amount otherwise
otherwise due
due
tion
Certificate
of
bank
of reduecap- sa
i
•
d national
national
t at farm
farm loan
loan association
for said
canceled stock.
Whentio
land bn
of land
cap
said
association for
said canceled
stock. Whent al
iital..
ever the capital stock of a
a Federal
Federal land
bank shall
reduced, the
the
land bank
shall be
be reduced,
board of directors shall
cause to
shall cause
to be
be executed
to the
Federal
executed a
a certificate
certificate to
the Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
of capital
capital stock,
stock, and,
and, if
Board, showing
showing such
such reduction
reduction of
if
said reduction
reduction shall
shall be
be due
the insolvency
of a
anational
farm loan
loan
due to
to the
insolvency of
national farm
association, the
association,
-the amount
repaid to
- 7t
amount repaid
to such
such association.
association.
,Z,°,
1
;:t,t
.7,
7
9suMud
id
.
a
No
farm loan
loan association,
Federal land
joint
tiometn.,^t
No national
national farm
association, Federal
land bank
bank or
or joint
land bank shall
shall go
stock land
into voluntary
vohnitary liquidation
lii uidation without
without the
the writgo into
written consent
ten
consent of
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
:• ard, but
but national
national farm
of the
the Federal
farm
may consolidate
loan associations may
consolidate under
under rules
and regulations
regulations prorules and
promulgated by
mulgated
the Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board.
Board.
by the
l

State legislation.
legislation.

STATE LEGISLATION.

STATE LEGISLATION.

Examination if

loans
Examination
if
on mortgages

oamns on
protected by.
protected by.

t

Declaration
of
ineligibielation
oasieligibility
as basis
of

bond
bond issue.
isgue.

Legal assistance
,al
sit
ascertain.

to

SLitemen
tof requireM,^te
equi
men
t
slaenkto
lack ing.

Penalties.
Penalties.

Fae valuations,
valuation, etc.
False
etc.

S
EC. 30.
30. That
shall be
be the
of the
the Farm
Farm Loan
Commissioner
SEC.
That it
it shall
the duty
duty of
Loan Commissioner
to
to make
make examination
examination of the laws of every State of
the United
United States
States
of the
and to inform the
the, Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board as
as rapidly
rapidly as
as may
be
may be
judgment the
whether in his judgment
the laws
laws of
each State
conof each
State relating
relating to
to the
the conand the
the 'foreclosure
veying and recording of land titles, and
of mortgages
foreclosure of
mortgages
instruments securing
or other instruments
loans as
as well
as providing
providing homestead
securing loans,
well as
homestead
.and
and granting
and other exemptions and
granting the power
power to
such exempexempto waive
waive such
tions as respects first
first mortgages,
mortgages, are
are such
as to
holder
such as
to assure
assure the
the holder
thereof adequate
adequate safeguards
safeguards against loss in
in the
the event
event of
of default
default on
on
loans secured
such mortgages.
loans
secured by
by any
any such
mortgages.
Pending
the making
such examination
case of
of any
any State,
Pending the
making of
of such
examination in
in the
the case
State,

the Federal Farm Loan Board may
may declare
declare first
first mortgages
mortgages on
on farm
farm
lands situated within such State
State ineligible
as the
the basis
for an
an issue
of
ineligible as
basis for
issue of
farm loan bonds;
bonds; and if said examination
examination shall
shall show
show that
the l
aws
that the
laws
of any
any such State afford insufficient
to the
the holder
holder of
insufficient protection to
of first
first
mortgages of the kinds provided
provided in this Act,
Act, said
said Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
Board may declare
declare said
said first
land situated
situated in
in such
State
first mortgages
mortgages on
on land
such State
ineligible
the continuance
continuance of
the laws
laws in
in question.
question. In
ineligible during
during the
of the
In making
making
his examination of the laws of
of the
the several
States and
his
several States
and forming
forming his
conclusions
conclusions thereon said Farm Loan Commissioner may
call upon
may call
upon
the office of the Attorney General
General of
of the
United States
for any
needed
the United
States for
any needed
legal advice
advice or assistance,
counsel in
assistanee, or may employ special counsel
in any
any
State where he considers
considers such
such action
action necessary.
necessary.

At
the request
the Executive
ofany State the Federal Farm
At the
request of
of the
Executive of
any State the Federal Farm
a statement setting
Loan Board shall prepare a
forth in
respects
setting forth
in what
what respects
the requirements
requirements of said board can not be complied with under
the
under the
the
existing laws
laws of
of such
such State.
State.

PENALTIES.
PENALTIES.

SEC.
That any
any applicant
for a
a loan
loan under
SEC. 31. That
applicant for
under this
this Act
who shall
shall
Act who

knowingly
his application
application for
knowingly make
make any false statement in his
such loan,
for such
loan,
and any
any member
member of
and
of aaloan committee
committee or any appraiser
appraiser provided for
for
in
this Act who shall
overvalue any land
land offered
in this
shall willfully overvalue
offered as
as security
security
for loans under this Act, shall be punished
punished by a
fine of
exceeding
a fine
of not
not exceeding
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$5,000, or
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding one
year, or
or both.
both. Any
$5,000,
or by
by imprisonment
one year,
Any
appointed under this Act who shall accept a
aloan or gratuexaminer appointed
ity
any land
or national
examined
ity from
from any
land bank
bank or
national farm
farm loan
loan association
association examined
by him,ior from any person connected
connected with any
any such
such bank
bank or assoassociation
n any capacity,
be punished
by a
afine
fine of
not exceeding
ciation in
capacity, shall
shall be
punished by
of not
exceeding
$5,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding one year,
year, or both,
both, and
and
may
may be fined
fined a
a further
further sum equal
equal to
to the
the money
money so loaned
loaned or
or gratuity
gratuity
given,
forever thereafter
thereafter be
given, and
and shall
shall forever
be disqualified
disqualified from
from holding
holding office
office
as an examiner
examiner under the provisions
provisions of
of this Act. No
No examiner,
examiner, while
holding
for compensation
holding such
such office
office, shall perform
perform any other service
service for
compensation
for any bank or banking or loan
loan association,
association, or for
for any person
person conconnected
nected therewith in
in any capacity.
capacity.
who shall
shall falsely
forge, or
or counterfeit,
counterfeit, or
or cause
cause
falsely make,
Any person who
make, forge,
or procure
willingly
procure to be falsely made,
made, forged,
forged, or
or counterfeited,
counterfeited, or
or willingly
aid
or, counterfeiting
counterfeiting any
bond,
aid or assist
assist in
in falsely
falsely making,
making, forging,
forging, or
any bond,
coupon,
imitation of,
of, or
be in
coupon, or
or paper
paper in
in imitation
or purporting
purporting to
to be
in imitation
imitation of,
of,
loan
the bonds
bonds or coupons
coupons issued
issued by
by any land
land bank
bank or national
national farm
farm loan
association now
hereafter authorized
under the
the laws
association,
now or
or hereafter
authorized and
and acting
acting under
laws
of the
United States;
or any
person who
who shall
or publish
publish,
of
the United
States; or
any person
shall pass,
pass, utter,
utter, or
utter, or publish any false,
orvounterfeited
or attempt to pass,
pass, utter,
false, forged,
forged, orounterfeited
bond, coupon
paper purporting
be issued
by any
such bank
coupon, or
or paper
purporting to
to be
issued by
any such
bank or
or
association, knowin
knowmg the same to be falsely made,
association,
made, forged,
forged, or countercounterfeited;
falsely
feited; or
or whoever shall falsely
falsely alter,
alter, or
or cause or procure
procure to
to be falsely
altered, or
such
falsely altering any
any such
altered,
or shall
shall willingly
willingly aid or
or assist
assist in falsely
bond,
coupon„ or
publish as true
any
bond, coupon
or paper, or
or shall pass,
pass, utter, or
or publish
true any
falsely
spurious bond, coupon,
coupon, or .paper issued,
falsely altered
altered or
or spurious
issued, or
or purportpurportassociation, knowing
knowing
ing to have been issued, by any such
such bank or association
the same to be falsely altered
altered or spurious, shall be punished
punished by a
a
imprisonment not
fine of not
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000 or
or by
by imprisonment
not exceeding
exceeding five
years,
or both.
both.
years, or

383
383
Liabilities of exam-

bon
Counterfeiting,

etc.
Conterfeiting, etc.,

Other than
the usual
usual salary
salary or
or director's
director's fee
to any
any officer
officer/ iz
Receiving
Other
than the
fee paid
paid to
izedfees,
etc., by
by
ed fees, =minoretc.,
director,
employee of
national farm loan association,
association, a
aFederal officialsofficials.
director, or
or employee
of a
a national
a reasonable
a joint stock
land bank, or a
stock land bank, and other than a
reasonable
fee
association or bank to any officer, director, attorney,
fee paid by
by such
such association
or employee
employee for services
services rendered,
rendered, no officer, director, attorney,
attorney or
or
employee of an
employee
an association
association or bank
bank organized
organized under
under this Act shall be
a
commission,
a beneficiary
beneficiary of or receive,
receive, directly-or indirectly, any fee, commission,
gift, or
other consideration
connection with any transaction
gift,
or other
consideration for or in connection
or business of such association
association or bank. No land bank or national
farm loan association
organized under this Act shall charge
association organized
charge or receive
any
fee commission,
herein
consideration not herein
any fee,
commission, bonus, gift, or other consideration
specifica:lly authorizes.
No examiner,
public or
or private,
private, shall
Unauthorized
disspecifically
authorized. No
examiner, public
shall disclose
disclose cloaure
Unauthorized
disof information.
the
names of
of borrowers
borrowers to
than the
proper officers
national c
the names
of ormaton
to other
other than
the proper
officers of a
a national
association or land bank without
obtained exfarm loan
loan association
without first
first having
having obtained
press
Commissioner or
or
press permission
permission in writing from the Farm Loan Commissioner
from the
directors of such
except when
when
or bank, except
such association
association or
the board of
of directors
from
ordered
to do
so by
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction or
by direction
ordered to
do so
by a
a court
court of
or by
direction
of the Congress
Congress of the United
United States, or of either House thereof,
thereof, or
or
any
Congress or of either House duly authorized.
authorized. Any
Any
any committee
committee of
of Congress
person violating
punished
violating any
any provision
provision of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall be
be punished
person
by
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding
y aafine of not exceeding
exceeding $5,000 or by imprisonment
one year,
year, or
or both.
Any person
person connected
connected in
any capacity
any national
national farm
loan b Embebt^mnent
bes
etr
slcns
.
cat
of
Any
in any
capacity with
with any
farm loan
of
stock land
bank, or
or joint
joint stock
association,
association, Federal
Federal land
land bank,
land bank,
bank, who
who embezembezzles, abstracts,
willfully misapplies
any moneys,
funds, or
or credits
credits
zles,
abstracts, or
or willfully
misapplies any
moneys, funds,
directors draws any order,
thereof, or who without authority from the directors
any note,
judgment, or
thereof
assigns any
note, bond,
bond, draft,
draft, mortgage,
mortgage, judgment,
or decree
decree thereof,
or who
makes any
in any
book, report,
report, or
or statement
statement oof
entries, etc.
leentrytc.
any book,
f False
or
who makes
any false
false entry
entry-in
such association
or land
land bank
bank with
with intent
m either
either case
case to
intent in
to defraud
defraud
such
association or
such institution
institution or
or any
other company,
company, body
politic or
corporate, or
any other
body politic
or corporate,
or
such
a national
any individual person,
deceive any officer of a
national farm
person. or to deceive
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loan association
or land
any agent
agent appointed
examine into
loan
association or
land bank
bank or
or any
appointed to
to examine
into
the affairs
of any
association or
or bank,
and every
person who
who
the
affairs of
any such
such association
bank, and
every person
with like
aids or
any officer,
officer , clerk,
clerk, or
or agent
in any
with
like intent
intent aids
or abets
abets any
agent in
any violaviolation of
be punished
punished 'by
by a
a fine
fine of
of not
exceeding
tion
of this
this section,
section, shall
shall be
not exceeding
$5,000
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
exceeding five
years, or
or both.
both.
$5,000 or
not exceeding
five years,
False representAny
or who
representsAny peson
person who shall deceive,
deceive, defraud, or impose upon,
upon, or
tires, etc., of bonds,

at Detection,

,etcDdi,

shall attempt
attempt to deceive,
deceive defraud,
defraud, or
or impose
impose upon,
upon, any
any person,
person, firm,
firm,
or corporation
any false
pretense or
or
corporation by
by making
mnaing any
false pretense
or representation
representation regardregarding
character, issue, security, or
or terms
any farm
bond, or
ing the
the character,
terms of
of any
farm loan
loan bond,
or
pretending
coupon, issued under the terms of this
this Act; or by
by falsely pretending
or
representing that
that any
bond, or
issued under
or representing
any farm
farm loan
loan bond,
or coupon
coupon, issued
under the
the
terms of this Act by one class of
land banks
is a
flirin loan
of land
banks is
a farm
loan bond,
bond, or
or
coupon,
another class of banks; or
or
coupon, issued by another
or by
by falsely pretending
pretending or
representing
the
representing that
that any farm
farm loan
loan bond,
bond, or
or coupon
coupon, issued
issued under
under the
terms of this Act, or anything contained
or
contained in said farm loan bond, or
coupon, is anything
anything other,
from, what it
it purports
coupon,
other than, or different from
coupon, shall be fined
exceeding
to be on the face of said bond or coupon,
ined not eceeding
$500
$500 or imprisoned
imprisoned not exceeding
exceeding one year, or both.
both.
Th
Secretary o
the T
reasury is
authorized to
arrests,
Thee Secretary
offthe
Treasury
is hereby
hereby authorized
to direct
direct and
and
use the Secret Service Division of the T
Treasury Department
Department to detect,
arrest
arrest,?and deliver into custody of the United States marshal having
jurisdiction, any person or persons violating
violating any of
the provisions
of
jurisdiction,
of the
provisions of
this
section.
this section.

Government
Goverrnment deposits.

Tempotsry loan
l o n tto
o
b=TS
y
a
banks.

"tetsyetC.

Integest'
semitY' etc-

Limit.

.r....-t

in
Organization
expellgee.
pensec.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
803.
Post, p.
p. 803.

Court decisions.
decisions.

GOVERNMIRNT DEPOSITS.
DEPOSITS.
GOVERNMEiNT

SEC. 32. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Szo.
Treasury is
authorized, in his
is authorized,

discretion,
discretion, upon the request of the Federal Farm Loan Board,
Board, to
to
make deposits for the temporary
temporary use of any Federal land bank, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
appropriated. Such Federal
land bank shall issue to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury a
acertificate
certificate of

indebtedness for
bearing a
arate
rate of
for any
any such
such deposit,
deposit, bearing
of interest
interest not
not to
to
exceed
charged for other
deposits, to
exceed the current rate charged
other Government
Government deposits,
be secured by farm loan bonds or other collateral,
collateral, to the satisfaction
satisfaction
certificate shall
shall be
be
of the Secretary of the Treasury. Any
Any such certificate
redeemed
bank at the
redeemed and paid by such land bank
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury. The aggregate of all sums
SIIMR so deposited
deposited by the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury shal
shall not exceed
exceed the sum of
$6,000.000 at
of $6.000.000
any
one time.
time.
any one
ORGANIZATION EXPENSES.
ORGANIZATION
EXPENSES.

SEC. 33.
33. That
That the
or so
much thereof
thereof as
be
SEC.
the sum
sum of
of $100,000,
$100,000, or
so much
as may
may be
necessary,
necessary, is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
the Federal Farm Loan Board, for the purpose of carrying
into effect
effect
carrying into
the provisions of this Act, including the rent and equipment
equipment of necesnecessary offices.
offices.
LIMITATION OF
LIMITATION
DECISIONS.
OF COURT
COURT DECISIONS.

Invalidity
Invalidity of
of any
any
clause, etc., not to afclause,
fect
remainder
of
fact re
matnder
not
of Act.
Act.

SEC. 34.
any clause,
clause, sentence,
sentence, paragraph,
paragraph, or
parto
thi s
SEC.
34. That
That if
if any
or part
offthis
Act
any reason be adjudged
K:in shall for any
adjudged by
by any
any court
court of
of competent
competent jurisjurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment
judgment shall not affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder of this Act, but shall be confined in its operation
operation
to the clause, sentence, paragraph, or part thereof directly
directly involved
involved
in the controversy
controversy in which such judgment
judgment shall have been
been rendered.
rendered.

Inconsistent
laws renconsitent laws

SEC.
35. That
That all
or parts
parts of Acts inconsistent
SEC. 35.
all Acts or
inconsistent with this Act
Act
are
hereby
repealed,
and
shall take
effect upon
upon its
are hereby repealed, and this
this Act
Act shall
take effect
its passage.
passage.

REPEALING
REPEALING CLAUSE.
CLAUSE.

Amendment, etc.

The right to amend, alter, or repeal this Act is hereby expressly
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
Approved, July
July 17, 1916.
1916.
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CRAP
248.—An Act
a term of the United States circuit court of
To establish a
Act To
CHAP. 246.-An
appeals
at Asheville,
Asheville, North
North Carolina.
Carolina.
appeals at

July 17, 1916.
[H. R. 3673.]

July 17,1916.
[H. R. 3673.

[Public,
No. 159.]
159.]
[Public, No.

Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United Circuit Court of Apof Representatives
House cl
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Court o ApCt
States
Congress assembled,
the peals.
of the
judges of
the judges
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
at Asheville,
United States
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals for
for the
the Fourth
Circuit shall
at AshWe,
tPm
shall N.Term
Fourth Circuit
Circuit Court
States Circuit
United
C.
132,
p. 1
1132,
36, p.
Ashe- amVol.
annually open
open and
and hold
hold a
term of
of the
at Ashecircuit at
of said
said circuit
court of
the court
a term
annually
ende d
ville, North
time as may be fixed by the amended.
such time
at such
Carolina, at
North Carolina,
ville,
judges thereof.
thereof.
judges
Approved, July
July 17, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

a deed of gift or conveyance
CHAP 247.—An
conveyance from the Lincoln
247.-An Act To accept a
CHAP.
Farm Association,
Association, a
corporation, to the United States of America, of land near the
a corporation,
Farm
town of
of Hodgenville,
county of
of Lame,
embracing the homestead
State of Kentucky, embracing
Larue, State
Hodgenville, county
town
of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln and
and the log cabin in which he was born, together with the memomemoof
rial
hall inclosing
same; and
and further,
further, to
accept an assignment or transfer of an
to accept
the same;
inclosing the
rial hall
endowment
fund of
of $50,000
$50,000 in
in relation
relation thereto.
endowment fund

July 17, 1916.
'6
R.8351.]
[H. R.
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 160.]
160.1
[Public,

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
of the UMied
Representative of
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assemb,
That
the
United
States
of
of ham *" ti,
States
a
United
the
That
assembled,
in
Congress
America
of
States
America
mentioned in
in the
of Acceptance
title
Atoa.C.de ofoftl
the deed
deed of
to the
the lands
lands mentioned
accepts title
title to
hereby accepts
America hereby
Ky.
vmie,
gift
or
conveyance
now
in
possession
of
the
Secretary
of
War,
together
rattrai
,
.
"'
114genpossession
in
now
conveyance
gift or
with
thereon, especially
the log
especially the
appurtenances thereon,
and appurtenances
buildinsgs and
the -buildings
all the
with all
cabin
in
which
Abraham
Lincoln
was
born
and
the
memorial
hail
hal
memorial
the
and
born
was
Lincoln
Abraham
cabin in which
the
inclosing
conveyance was executed on the
of conveyance
deed of
which deed
same, which
the same,
inclosing the
eleventh
Lincoln
the Lincoln
by the
sixteen, by
and sixteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
April, nineteen
of April,
day of
eleventh day
Farm Association,
to the
America,
States of America,
United States
he United
a corporation,
corporation, to
Association a
Farm
describing
lands situated
near the
Hodgenville county
of Hodgenville,
town of
the town
situatednear
certain lands
describing certain
of
of Kentucky
which lands
are more
particularly idenidenmore particularly
lands are
Kentucky,, which
State of
Larue, State
of Larne,
be anat ional
a t ional
tified
and
described
in
said
'deed
or
conveyance.
The
title
to
such
p
such pk.
to
title
The
conveyance.
or
deed
tified and described in said
lands,
appurtenances is
upon the
and
terms and
the terms
accepted upon
is accepted
and appurtenances
buildings, and
lands, buildings,
conditions
stated in
said deed
or conveyance,
conveyance, namely:
namely,:That the land
deed or
in said
conditions stated
therein described,
described, together
together with
the buildings
appurtenances
and appurtenances
buildings and
with the
therein
thereon, shall
shall be
dedicated to
to the
purposes of
of a
national park
park
a national
the purposes
forever dedicated
be forever
thereon,
or reservation,
reservation, the
of America
agreeing to
protect and
to protect
America agreeing
States of
United States
the United
or
preserve
buildings, and
appurtenances, and
especially
and especially
and appurtenances,
lands, buildings,
said lands,
the said
preserve the
the log
log cabin
which Abraham
and the memorial
memorial
born and
was born
Lincoln was
Abraham Lincoln
in which
cabin in
the
hall
same, from
from spoliation,
spoliation, destruction,
disfurther disand further
destruction, and
the same,
inclosing the
hall inclosing
integration,
to
the
end
that
they
may
be
preserved
for
all
time,
so
far
far
so
time,
all
for
preserved
be
may
they
that
end
the
to
integration,
as
and further
further agreeing
agreeing that
that there
shall never
never be
charge
any charge
be any
there shall
be; and
as may
may be;
or fee
the public
public for
for admission
admission to the said park
from the
asked from
or asked
to or
made to
fee made
or
or reservation.
reservation.
mentnd
.
or
Sao. 2.
2. That
the United
States of
of America
also accepts
accepts od,
Rndowment hinder).
hereby also
America hereby
United States
That the
SEc.
title
fund of
of $50,000
$50,000 mentioned
assignment
the assignment
mentioned in the
endowment fund
the endowment
to the
title to
and
in the
the possession
possession of
War, which
which
of War,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
now in
transfer, now
and transfer,
assignment
and transfer
executed on
on the
April,
of April,
day of
eleventh day
the eleventh
was executed
transfer was
assignment and
nineteen
hundred
and
sixteen,
by
the
Lincoln
Farm
Association,
a
cora corAssociation,
Farm
Lincoln
the
by
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
poration,
the United
United States
America transferring
and turn
turning
transferring and
of America,
States of
to the
poration, to
over all
its right,
title, and
and interest
in and
to said
said endowment
endowment fund
fun,
and to
interest in
right, title,
all its
over
heretofore invested
invested in
certain stocks,
bonds, and
securities held
held and
and securities
stocks, bonds,
in certain
heretofore
owned by
by the
the Lincoln
Farm Association,
Association, and
more particularly
c
iden- Conditions.
particularly idenand more
Lincoln Farm
owned
tified
and described
described in
in said
and transfer. The title to said
assignment and
said assignment
tified and
endowment fund
fund is
is accepted
accepted upon
the terms
stated in
and conditions stated
terms and
upon the
endowment
said assignment
assignment and
transfer, namely,
namely, that
States of
Amerof AmerUnited States
the United
that the
and transfer,
said
ica
-forever keep
tract of
described in
deed,
said deed,
in said
of land
land described
said tract
the said
keep the
shall-forever
ica shall
together
the buildings
buildings and
belonging,
thereunto belonging,
appurtenances thereunto
and appurtenances
with the
together with
dedicated
purpose of
reservation, and
that
and that
or reservation,
park or
a national
national park
of a
the purpose
to the
dedicated to
there
shall
never
be
any
charge
or
fee
made
to
from
the pubasked
or
to
made
fee
or
charge
any
be
never
shall
there
lic
for admission
the said
reservation; and
further, shall
and further,
or reservation;
park or
said park
to the
admission to
lic for
forever
protect, preserve,
maintain said
said land,
land, buildings,
appurand appurbuildings, and
andmaintain
preserve, and
foreverprotect,
tenances, and
and especially
the log
cabin in
was
Lincoln was
Abraham Lincoln
which Abraham
in which
log cabin
especially the
tenances,
Birth

ar

0
91890°—VOL
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born
the memorial
hall inclosing
the same,
spoliation, deborn and
and the
memorial hall
inclosing the
same, from
from spoliation,
destruction, and
further disintegration,
disintegration to
to the
the end
that they
they may
may be
be
and further
end that
preserved
time, as
as far
as may
be, as
national park
park or
or reservareservapreserved for
for all
all time,
far as
may be,
as a
a national
tion:
tion.
Exrecutio of
o accept- Sze.
SEC. 3. That the President
Execution
President of the
the United
States of
of America
America and
the
United States
and the
ance.
'ce.
Secretary
authorized to execute,
Secretary of War are hereby
hereby authorized
execute, in the
the name
name of
of the
the
United
United States
States of America,
or instruments
instruments as
may be
be
America, such
such instrument
instrument or
as may
with or
or carry
carry out
the terms
terms and
and
or may
may become
become necessary
necessary to
to comply
comply with
out the
conditions
gifts and to
conditions of such gift or gifts
secure the
full benefit
benefit therefrom.
therefrom.
to secure
the full
Control,
etc., by se
SecSotC~.,b'8
SEC.
the passage
S
EC. 4. That upon the
passage of this Act and
and the
the
the vesting
vesting of
of the
retary
of War.
title to the property
property accepted
in the
the United
States, it
it
accepted thereunder
thereunder in
United States,
shall be under the control
control of
of War
War and
and administered
administered
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
under
under such
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with law
law as
from time
time
such regulations
regulations not
as he
he may
may from
to
time prescribe.
to time
prescribe.
Approved, July
July 17,
Approved,
17, 1916.
1916.

July
1916.
luiy17,
1,916.
(H.
R.17,11878.)
[Pu,
N. 161.]
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 161.]
161.]

MAP
Act To-emend
of the
the Act
Act to
revise,
CHAP. 248.—An
248.-An Act
To amend section
section ninety-nine
ninety-nine of
to codify,
codify, revise,

and amend
the laws
laws relating
relating to
and
amend the
to the
the judiciary.
judiciary.

nitdStatm
t
Be itit enated
enacted by the
the Senate
and -House
of Representatives
the United
Senate atnd
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
United
States courts.
ol. 36, p.
p 1121.
States of
of America
America in
Vol.
1121.
States
assembled, That
That section
section ninety-nine
ninety-nine of
in Congress
Congress assembled
of
vO.
37,
p.
60,
amdthe
Act to
codify, revise,
and amend
"°' amand- the Act
to codify,
revise, and
amend the
the laws relating
relating to the judiciary,
judiciary,
ad.Vol. 37, 1
amended to
be amended
as follows:
to read
read as
follows:
J
North Dakota
Dakota Judiudi"SEC. 99. That the State
"Sze.
State of North
North Dakota
Dakota shall
shall constitute
constitute one
one
cial
district.
dalNorth
district.
judicial district,
Southwestern idifdivi- judicial
to be
as the
of North
North Dakota.
Dakota. The
The
district, to
be known
known as
the district
district of
sioSothestert
the first day
sion.
territory embraced
embraced on the
day of
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
of January,
sixteen, in the counties
of BurIeigh
Burleigh, Logan,
counties of
Logan, McIntosh,
McIntosh, Emmons,
Emmons,
Adams, Bowman, Dunn,
Kidder, McLean, Adams,
Stark,
un, Hettinger,
lettinger, Morton,
Morton, Stark,
Golden Valley, Slope,
Oliver, Mercer,
Mercer, Billings,
Billings, and
and McKenzie
McKenzie
Slope, Sioux,
Sioux, Oliver
Southeastern divi-" shall
shall constitute
southwestern division
division of
Southeastern
constitute the southwestern
of said
said district;
district; and
and the
the
sion.
territory embraced
on the
date last
last mentioned
mentioned in
in the
embraced on
the date
the counties
counties of
of
Cass, Rchland,
Richland, Barnes,
and Steele
Steel
e shall
shall constitute
Northeastern
divi
Cass,
Barnes, Sargent,
Sargent, Ransom,
Ransom, and
constitute
Northeastern
division.
southeastern division;
division; and the territory
sion.
the southeastern
embraced on
on the
date
territory embraced
the date
Northwesn
of Grand
Forks, Train,
Walsh, Fernmentioned in the
the counties
counties of
Grand Forks,
Traill, Walsh,
Northwestern divi- last mentioned
Pemsion.
bina,
Nelson shall constitute
sion.
bma, Cavaer,
Cavalier, and Nelson
constitute the northeastern;
northeastern; and
and
territory embraced
the territory
embraced on
on the
date last
in the
the counties
the date
last mentioned
mentioned in
counties of
of
Ramsey, Benson, Towner,
Towner Rolotte,
Rolette, Bottineau,
Bottineau, Pierce,
Pierce ,and
McHenry
and McHenry
esterdi
shall constitute the nortwestern
northwestern division; and
the territory
emand the
territor emWestern division.
braced
braced on the date last mentioned
mentioned in
in the
counties of
Ward, Williams,
the counties
of Ward
Williams,
Divide, Motmtrail,
Mountrail, Burke, and Renville
Renville shall constitute
constitute the
the western
western
Central division.
t divisio
division;
on the
division; and the territory
territory embraced
embraced on
the date
date last
last mentioned
mentioned in
in
the counties of Griggs, Foster, Eddy,
Wells, Sheridan,
Stutsman,
Eddy, Wells,
Sheridan, Stutsman,
Lamoure,
Lamoure, and Dickey shall
shall constitute
constitute the central division.
division. The
The
several Indian
several
Indian reservations
reservations and parts thereof within
within said State shall
constitute
a part of the
constitute a
the several divisions within which
which they
they are
are
Terms.
Ters
respectively .situated.
respectively
Terms of
of th
district court
court for
for the
situated. Terms
thee district
the southsouthwestern division shall be held at
Bismarck on
on the
the first
at Bismarck
first Tuesday
Tuesday in
in
March;
March; for the southeastern
southeastern division,
division, at
at Fargo
the third
third Tuesday
Tuesday
Fargo on
on the
in
May; for the northeastern
in May;
northeastern division, at Grand Forks, on the second
second
Tuesday
November; for the northwestern
northwestern division,
Tuesday in November;
division, at
at Devils
Devils Lake
Lake
on
the first
first Tuesday
Tuesday in
m July; for the western
division, at Minot
on the
western division
Minot on
the second Tuesday in October;
October; a
n d for
f
or the
the central
central division,
division, at
and
at
Offices.
Jamestown
on the second
Tuesday in April. The
Jamestown on
second Tuesday
The clerk
clerk of the
court
the court
shall maintain
office in
Proviso.
maintain an office
i
n charge of
of himself
himself or
or a
depu t
y at
ateach
eachplace
pl
ace
a deputy
rovso.
court is
at
which
district: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Government
is held in
in his
his district:
Government
No expense for rent,
etc.
of the United States
incur no
expense for
etc.
States shall incur
no expense
for rent,
rent, light,
light, heat
heat,
water, or janitor
janitor service
service for the building
building in
which court
court shall
shall be
be held
held
in which
until such
such time as the Government
Government may erect
until
erect its own court room."
room."
Approved, July
1916.
July 17,
17, 1916.
divi

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.

Szas.
CHs. 249, 250, 252.
SE8s. I
I.. CHS.
252.

CHAP. 249.-An
CHAP.
249.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to the county of Sumter,
or
the county
separately,
Georgia, acting jointly or separately,
the State
State of Georgia,
of Dooly,
Dooly, both of the
county of
or to
to the
and their successors and assigns,
assigns, to construct a
a bridge across the Flint River.

1916.
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July 17, 1916.

July 17,1916.
127.]
H.R.
[H.
R.16287.)
[Public,
[Public, No. 162.)

Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Dooele
That the consent
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America in
States
consent of Congress Fint vor ivor
o
er
r. Dooley
may
is hereby granted to the county
county of Sumter, or to the county of Dooly, counties,
C
)ounties
, Ga., may
y
both
of the
State of
of Georgia,
or separately,
and their
Murra
Fere' Murra,
their Fre4g.e'
separately, and
acting jointly
jointly or
Georgia, acting
the State
both of
a bridge
successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
operate a
maintain, and operate
and
approaches thereto across the Flint River at a
a point suitable to
and approaches
Construction.
Ferry, Georgia,
Murrays Ferry,
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, at
Georgia, in Construction.
at or
or near Murrays
the
interests of
34, p.
84
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
Act to regu- Vol.
the Act
accordance
provisions of
of the
Act entitled "An
"An Act
with the
the provisions
accordance with
late
construction of bridges over navigable
approved
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
late the construction
March
nineteen hundred and six.
March twenty-third, nineteen
Ammedmet.
is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. That
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
or repeal
Act is
hereby Amendment.
this Act
repeal this
amend, or
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July 17, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
July 17, 1916.

1.7916.
A.G.
to Julian B. McCurry, A.
Congress toJulian
Granting the consent of Congress
CHAP. 250.—An
Act Granting
G.
250.-An Act
McCurry, P. W. Walton,
construct a
abridge across
across the Savannah Waltpn, and J.. J. Fretwell to construct
McCurry,
River.
[Public,
No.
163.]
[Public, No. 163.]
River.

pv... h

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Svasnh
Riva.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent of Congress Julian
t
.
V
e
vjr•
States of America
America in
B.
McCurry.
%
is hereby
B. McCurry
McCuru and
t- etc.,
u
d
et., may bri
bril
of--Har_
artMcCurry, of
and A. G.
G. McCurry,
Julian B.
granted to
to Julian
is
hereby planted
Wand and south
well,
Georgia; P.
P. W. Walton,
J. J.
J. Fret- 8=
Sou th
Madison, Georgia; and J.
Walton, of Madison
wel, Geoigia;
well,
their successors and assigns,
South Carolina,
Carolina, and their
of Anderson,
Anderson, South
well, of
approaches thereto
maintain, and operate
operate aa bridge and approaches
to construct, maintain,
across
Savannah River
River at a
suitable to the interests of navia point suitable
across the Savannah
gation
between McDonalds Shoals and
and
gation, at or near McDonalds Shoals, between
Hanks' Ferry, in the county
county of Hart,-State
Hart,'State of Georgia, on the west,
Hanks
and the
the county
Anderson, State
State of
South Carolina,
Carolina on
on the
the east,
east,
of South
of Anderson,
and
county of
Act to
to regu"An Act
the Act
Act entitled
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of the
entitled "An
provisions of
in
accordance with

approved
navigable waters,"
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
waters," approved
late the construction
March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six.
March twenty-third,
hereby
this Act
Act is hereby
or repeal
repeal this
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC.
That the
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, July 17, 1916.
Approved,

memberCHAP.
252.--Jaint Resolution Creating a
ajoint subcommittee
subcommittee from the memberCHAP. 252.-Joint
ship
of the Senate
Committee on Interstate
Commerce and
Interstate Commerce
and the
the House Committee
Committee on
ship of
Senate Committee
Interstate
relating to interstate
to investigate the conditions relating
Commerce to
Foreign Commerce
Interstate and Foreign
commerce, and the necessity
legislation relating
relating thereto,
thereto, and
necessity of further legislation
and foreign
foreign commerce,
powers and duties of such subcommittee.
subcommittee.
defining the powers

Construction.
ol. 34, p. 84.

Construction.

Amendment.

July
1916.
July 20,
20, 1916.
[.[S. Res. 604

Ies. 60.1
[Pub.
No. 25.)
25.1
Rob. RL.,
Res., No.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
the United
Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United interstate
r
-d
and forthe Interstate
assembled, That the
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
Interstate Commerce
Commerce einommee
in Congress
of America
States
tvestigation of oonCommittee
Senate and
the Committee
Committee of
House of
of RepreRepre- e
dtions
et., by
by jont
of the
the House
the Senate
and the
Committee of
of the
ditions,
etc.,
joint
ngressional cornornCongressional
a joint sub- Co
Commerce, through a
Foreign Commerce,
sentatives
on Interstate
and Foreign
Interstate and
sentatives on
designated.
Subjects desigited.
committee to
to consist
and five
Representatives, who iniSublects
five Representatives,
five Senators
Senators and
consist of
of five
committee

shall
committees, respectively,
respectively, be, and they hereby
by said committees,
shall be selected by:
Government control
investigate the subject of the Government
are, appointed
appointed to investigate
transportation, the efficiency
regulation of interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign transportation,
efficiency
and regulation
of the existing system in protecting the rights of shippers and carriers
carriers
and
in promoting the public interest, the incorporation
incorporation or control of
and in
the incorporation
incorporation of carriers, and all proposed changes
changes in the organizaorganization
Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Act to regulate
regulate
Com
of the
the Interstate
tion of
commerce, also
Government ownership of all public
also the subject of Government
commerce,
utilities, such
such as
wireless, cable,
cable, telephone,
telephone, express comcomas telegraph,
telegraph, wireless,
utilities,
panies, and railroads engaged
engaged in interstate
interstate and foreign commerce
commerce and
panies,

6
Post,
P.8See.
po* p.
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Report.
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•
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SESS. I.

Yulw
1918.
[sl.21,21 19!6.

equal
equsl area.
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report as
as to
wisdom or
of Government
Government ownership
ownership of
report
to the
the wisdom
or feasibility
feasibility of
of
such utilities
as to
the comparative
and efficiency
such
utilities and
and as
to the
comparative worth
worth and
efficiency of
of
Government regulation
regulation and
control as
compared with
Government
Government
and control
as compared
with Government
ownership and operation,
operation, with
to sit
sit during
during the
the recess
recess of
with authority
authority to
of
Congress
and with
with power
witnesses, to
administer oaths,
oaths,
Congress and
power to
to summon
summon witnesses,
to administer
and to
to require
require the
departments, commissions,
commissions and
and other
and
the various
various departments,
other
Government agencies
of the
to furnish
furnish such
such information
information
Government
agencies of
the United
United States
States to
and
such assistance
assistance as
as may,
judgment of
of the
and render
render such
may, in
in the
the judgment
the joint
joint subsubcommittee, be
committee,
be deemed
desirable, to
experts, clerks,
deemed desirable,
to appoint
appoint necessary
necessary experts,
clerks,
and
stenographers, and
and to
do whatever
whatever is
necessary for
for a
and stenographers,
to do
is necessary
a full
full and
and corncomprehensive examination
preliensive
examination and
and study
study of
the subject
subject and
and report
report to
of the
to ConCongress on
before the
the second
gress
on or
or before
second Monday
Monday in
in January,
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
seventeen; that the sum of $24,000,
$24,000, or
and seventeen;
much thereof
thereof as
as is
necor so
so much
is necessary to
to carry
carry out
purposes of
this resolution
and to
the
out the
the purposes
of this
resolution and
to pay
pay the
necessary
necessary e
xpenses of
of the
its members,
members, is
is hereby
hereby
expenses
the subcommittee
subcommittee and
and its
appropriated
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwiseapprootherwise approappropriated out
money in
pnated. Said
Said appropriation
appropriation shall
priated.
shall be
be immediately
immediately available
available and
shall
and-shall
be paid out
be
out on
and order
of the
the chairman
or acting
chairman
on the
the audit
audit and
order of
chairman or
acting chairman
of said subcommittee,
of
subcommittee, which
audit and
and order
order shall
shall be
be conclusive
conclusive and
and
which audit
binding upon all
as to
to the
the correctness
of the
the accounts
all departments
departments as
correctness of
accounts
of
such subcommittee.
subcommittee.
of such
Approved,
1916.
Approved, July
July 20,
20, 1916.

[ii.
Re's. 1M.
150.1 •
18-sRes.
CHAP.
CHAP. 253.-Joint
253.--loint Resolution
To authorize
authorize the
the
Resolution To
of Pittsburgh
[Pub. Rs.,
aceelpt from
(Pub.
Res., No.
No. 26
281 accept
from the
the city
city of
Pittaburgh certain
certain lands
lands in
in

itsbrgh Pa.
Pa
Pittsburgh,
Exchange
zebange of
of lands
with, for mining experimental station.

252, 253.
253.
CHS. 252,

CHs.

Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury
Secretary of
of the
exchange for
for other
lands
exchange
other lands

to
to
of
of

Resolved by
by the
of the
the United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate awl
and House
House of
of Representatives
Repreentatives of
United

1ds States of Ameria
Cogress assembled
America in congress
assembled, That
of the
That the Secretary
Secretary of
the

Lancb
from
aityfaaccepted
aeptedfrom
city.

Lands transferred to
ctid
trsferre :o
city.

Treasury
be, and
and he
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
accept from
from the
the city
city
is hereby
to accept
of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, that certain
Pittsburgh, State of Pennsylvania,
certain lot
lot or
or parcel
parcel of
of
and described
land bounded and
described as
as follows:
follows:
Beginning
on the
Beginning at a
apoint on
the line dividing the
the properties
properties owned
owned by
by
United States
the city of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh and the United
occupied by
by
States of
of America,
America, occupied
a point north
the Bureau
Bureau of Mines, at a
seventy-six degrees
degrees forty-five
forty-five
north seventy-six
minutes west forty-two
forty-two and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet
feet from
the southeast
from the
southeast
corner of the said property
of America;
corner
property of the United States of
America; thence
thence
south fifteen
twenty-four minutes
fifteen degrees twenty-four
minutes fifty-five
west
fifty-five seconds
seconds west
eighteen
eighteen and forty-four
forty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to aapoint;
point; thence
thence north
north
seventy-four degrees thirty-six minutes fifty-five
fifty-five seconds
four
seconds west
west four
hundred and fifty-seven and six one-hundredths
hundred
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to aa point;
point;
thence south fifteen
fifteen degrees
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes
forty-five seconds
minutes forty-five
seconds
west thirty-seven and eighty-seven
eighty-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths feet
feet to
point;
to aa point;
thence north seventy-four
seventy-four degrees thirty-six
thirty-six minutes
minutes fifty-five
fifty-five
seconds west four hundred and
and forty-nine
forty-nine and
and sixty-six
sixty-six one-hunone-hundredths feet to aa point; thence
thence north
north fifteen
fifteen degrees
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight
minutes
forty-five seconds
minutes forty-five
seconds east twenty-one
twenty-one and
and seven
hundred and
seven hundred
and
twenty-seven one-thousandths
one-thousandths feet to a
a point on the said line
line dividing
twenty-seven
dividing
the properties of the city of Pittsburgh and
and the
the United
States of
of
United States
America;
America; thence
thence south seventy-six degrees
forty-five minutes
east
degrees forty-five
minutes east
nine hundred
one-hundredths feet
nine
hundred and seven
seven and thirty-nine
thirty-nine one-hundredths
feet to
to the
the
eighteen thousand
place of beginning, containing eighteen
square feet,
more
thousand square
feet, more
or
less, for the use of the Bureau of Mines of the Department
or less,
Department of
the
of the
Interior,
and to
to transfer
transfer to the city of Pittsburgh in exchange
exchange therefor
Interior, and
therefor
that certain
constituting aapart
that
certain lot or parcel of land now constituting
part of
of the
grounds
the grounds
of the
the Bureau
of Mines of the Department of the Interior bounded
of
Bureau of
bounded
and described
described as follows:
follows:
Beginning
Beginning at aapoint on the line
line dividing
dividing the
the properties
owned by
properties owned
by
the
city of
the city
of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh and the United States of America, occupied
occupied
by the
by
the Bureau
Bureau of Mines,
Mmes, at aapoint north seventy-six degrees fortyforty-
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five minutes west forty-two
forty-two and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet from the
the southeast
southeast
corner of said property of the United
United States of America; thence
twenty-four minutes
three
north fifteen
fifteen degrees
degrees twenty-four
minutes fifty-five
fifty-five seconds
seconds east
east three
hundred and forty-seven
hundred
forty-seven and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet to a
a point on
on the
dividing
between the properties
properties of the United
dividing line between
United States of America
America
and the Carnegie Institute
Institute of Technology,
corporaTechnology, aa Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania corporation; thence
thence along said dividing line south fifty degrees forty-one
minutes fifteen seconds east forty-seven
forty-seven and eighteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths
feet to aa point; thence along the line dividing the property of the
United States of America from the property
property of
of the said Carnegie
Institute
Institute of Technology and the city of Pittsburgh
fifteen
Pittsburgh south fifteen
degrees
twenty-eight minutes
minutes forty-five
forty-five seconds west three
hundred
degrees twenty-eight
three hundred
one-hundredths feet
and twenty-seven
twenty-seven and
and eight
eight one-hundredths
feet to aa point;
point; thence
north seventy-six
seventy-six degrees forty-five
forty-two and
forty-five minutes west forty-two
eight-tenths feet to
eight-tenths
to the
the place of beginning;
beginning; together
together with that part
part
above-described tract of land
circular tract lying west of the above-described
land
of a
a circular
and included within an arc struck with a
aradius
radius of fifty-one
fifty-one feet
feet from
a
five feet east
a point five
east of
of aapoint
point on
on the westerly
westerly line two
two 'hundred
hundred and
fifty-seven
corner of the ,abOve.described
fifty-seven feet from
from the southwest
southwest corner
above-described
tract; said lot or parcel
parcel of ground comprising eighteen
eighteen thousand
square feet, more or less.
square
Approved,
Approved, July 21, 1916,
CHAP.
254.-An Act To authorize the Secretary of
CHAP 254,—An
of the
Interior to belie
the Interior
issue patents
lauds to the town of
of Myton,
Utah.
.
Myton, Utah.
for certain landto

July
26, 1916.
1916.
July 26,

[8.
[S. 35.
35.3
[P
, N.
164.3
[Public, No. 164.]

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
States
of America
That the
the Secretary
of the
the r
ublicla
ads.
States of
America in
in Congress
Conress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
PaUbCt
'dyto
s
Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
the payment
of $1.25
public us
uses.
Interior be,
and he
Utah, for
for publie
authorized, upon
upon the
payment of
$1.25 Utah,
per acre, to issue patents to the town of Myton, Utah,
Utah, for the followingfollowingdescribed lands, as
records on file with the
described
as shown by
by the plats
plats and records
the
Commissioner of the General
Commissioner
General Land Office,
Office, for
for the
the use and benefit
benefit of
e
the inhabitants
town: The
The southwest
southwest quarter
of the
southwest D
Description.
the
inhabitants of
of said
said town:
quarter of
the southwest
Ac'ptSin.
township three south, ran_
ge one west, to
nineteen, township
range
to be
quarter, section nineteen,
used as the site of aapumping station; the south half
half of
of the northwest
northwest
township_ three south, range
quarter, section
section thirty,
thirty, township
range one west for
for
cemetery
cemetery purposes;
purposes; the north half
nail of the northwest quarter, section
section
south, range
range one
thirty, township three south,
one west,
west, Uinta
Uinta base
base and memepurposes incidental
incidental
ridian, to be
be used
used as
as aareservoir
reservoir site and for other purposes
thereto in the distribution
town;
thereto
distribution of water to the inhabitants
inhabitants of said townblocks thirty-six
thirty-six and
Myton, to be used and
and forty-six
forty-six of
of town
town site
site of
of Myton,
blocks
schools of
of said
said town;
town; all
all that
that portion
portion
held for the benefit of the public schools
unsubdivided block one which
to
of unsubdivided
which lies
lies west
west of
of the
the Duchesne River,
River, to
common; and all those portions of blocks one,
be used as
as a
a public
public common;
three, four,
five, seven,
eight, nine,
nine, and
and ten
which lie
he east
east and
and north
three,
four, five,
seven, eight,
ten which
north Previae.,
of
Duchesne River,
to be
be used
public park:
Provided, That
That if
if Esvensiou.
eveaon
park: Provided,
of the
the Duchesne
River, to
used as
as aapublic
the said town shall at any time permit the said lands hereby
hereby granted
granted
contemplated by this Act
Act the said
to be used for any purposes
purposes not contemplated
lands shall revert to the United States.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 26, 1916.
i

t

to

m

July 26, 1916.
1916.
Jly2,

CHAP. 255.—An
Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue patent
patent
255.-An Act
for
certain lands
the.town of
of Duchesne,
Duchesne, Utah.
Utah.
for certain
lands to
to the.town

of the United
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it enacted
ofRepresentatives of
United
States of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States
of America in
in Congress assemted,
assembl.e22 That
the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
Interior
authorized to issue patent to the town
of Duchesne,
Duchesne, Utah,
Utah, for
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast guarof
for the
the southeast
quar-

lI8-.1.

[Public,
165.1
[Publuc, No. M15.

Public
Public an
Wads.

h, toho

t.

Utar
tnar mastery.
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ter,
range five
west, Uinta
special
ter, section
section two,
two, township
township four
four south,
south, range
five west,
Uinta special
meridian, for
for cemetery
the payment
payment of
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre:
acre:
meridian,
cemetery purposes
purposes upon
upon the
Provided, That
if the
the said
town shall
shall at
any time
time permit
permit the
the said
Provided,
That if
said town
at any
said
lands
granted to
to be
be used
for any
not contemplated
contemplated
lands hereby
hereby granted
used for
any purpose
purpose not
by this
this Act
revert to
to the
the United
by
Act the
the said
said lands
lands shall
shall revert
United States.
States.
Approved,
July 26,
26, 1916.
1916.
Approved, July

Prooise.
Seversice.
Bsion.

J*Iy26, l

6.

ligri28.45.]

26,1
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[Public,
166.]
[Public, No. 166.1
Cleveland, Ohio.
crand,

Marine hospital at
at,

tobesold.hsi
to be sold.

CHAP.
256.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the sale of the marine-hospital
CRAP. 256.—An
reservation in
in
marine-hospital reservation
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio.

Be
Be'it
it enacted
enacted by the
of ReØesentatives
the United
United
Senate and House
the Senate
House of
Repesentatives of
of the
States
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States
e
of America
That the
the

Appraisement, etc.
etc. Treasury
Appraiaeent,
Treasury be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to have the present marine-

hospital reservation
Ohio, and
and the
hospital
reservation in
in Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
the improvements
improvements
thereon,
except so
much of
of said
the improvements
improvements
thereon, except
so much
said reservation
reservation and
and the
thereon
may deem
deem it
it advisable
advisable to
to retain
retain for
for the
the use
of any
any
thereon as
as he
he may
use of
branch
the public
appraised' by
'competent appraisers,
appraisers,
branch of
of the
public service;
service, appraised
by competent
paying
the customary
customary-rate
rate of
of compensation
compensation for
for such
paying therefor
therefor the
such service,
service,
and then, in his
discretion and after
die advertisement,
advertisement, to
to sell
said
his discretion
after due
sell said
appraised land
land and
improvements, or
any portion
portion thereof,
thereof, to
to the
the
appraised
and improvements,
or any
highest
therefor, upon
upon such
terms and
at such
such times
times as
the
highest bidder
bidder therefor,
such terms
and at
as the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may
may deem
for the
the best
best interests
the
deem for
interests of
of the
aggregate price of
United States, for an aggregate
of not
not less
than what
what he
he deems
deems
less than
the value of
of said property
property after
after considering
considering said
said appraisements,
appraisements, and
and
at not less than the appraised
appraised value,
value, or the appropriate
proportionate
appropriate proportionate
part of said value
improvements as
value for such part of said land or improvements
as may
may
be sold
and to
to convey
conveY said
said land
and improvements,
improvements, or
or
sold separately;
separately; and
land and
thereof, to the
any part thereof,
the respective
respective purchasers
purchasers thereof
thereof by
by the
the usual
usual
quitclaim deed.
deed.
e
quitcaim
Proceeds appropriated
That
sale of
so much
much of
of said
said reservation
reservation and
and
for new
noew building,
bP=
That the
the proceeds
ated
for
proceeds of
of the
the sale
of so
etc
Mc..
the improvements
improvements thereon as is sold under the foregoing
foregoing authorizaauthorization are hereby
appropriated and made immediately
hereby appropriated
available for
immediately available
for
the provision
provision of aanew marine hospital at Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio, including
including
and the
suitable site
site therefor,
within aa
overedi in. furnishing
Baancecovered
furnishing and
acquisition of
the acquisition
of aa suitable
therefor, within
Balance
balance of the proceeds
limit of cost of S400,000;
$400,000; and
and the bala,neA
proceeds of the sale
shall be paid into the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
Appropriation for
for
Approprtion
That
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated and made
That $1,000
$1,000 is
made immediately
immediately availappraisal expenses, etc.
able
for the compensation
compensation of the appraisers
able for
appraisers above mentioned
mentioned and
and
such other expenses
expenses incident to the said sale as the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the
Treasury
specially order
Treasury may deem proper and specially
order in
in writing.
writing.
Approved,
July 26,
26, 1916.
1916.
Approved, July

idly
26, 1916.
iy ~-M
191.
IN. P.. 6057.1
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[Public, No.
167.1
(Public,
No. 167.1

CIAP.
257.-An Act To amend section fourteen
fourteen of
CITA P. 257.—An Act To amend section
of the
the reclamation
reclamation extension
extension Act
Act
approved August thirteenth,
approved
thirteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen.
fourteen.

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representativesof
States of
of America
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section fourteen
fourteen of
of an
an
States
Act entitled "An
"An Act extending
extending the period of
payment under
under reclareclaof payment
mation projects,
purposes," approved
projects, and for other purposes,"
approved August thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, be amended
amended so as
as to
read as
as
to read
follows:
follows:
E
Acceptance of exten^ccptanceo"
en"S
14. That
c. 14.
That any
"SEc.
person whose
or entry
entry has
has heretofore
heretofore
any person
whose land
land or
Mon
of times of payment by presnt
present ownmet
own- become subject to the reclamation
reclamation law, who desires to secure
secure the
ere.
*
benefits
benefits of the extension
extension of the period
period of
of payments
payments provided
provided by
by this
this
Act, shall, within
within six months
months after the issuance of
of the first public
notice hereunder affecting
affecting his land or entry, notify the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior, in the manner to
prescribed by
by said
said Secretary,
Secretary, of
of
to be prescribed
his acceptance
acceptance of all the terms and conditions
conditions of this Act, and therethere-

lamt
vol. as, p.

Reclamation Act.
Vol. 36, p. 890,
69o,
amended.
amended.
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after
lands or
or entry
entry shall
shall be
provisions of
all of the provisions
to all
be subject to
his lands
after his
Timeoflng
this Act:
Act: Provided,
That upon
sufficient showing
showing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
oifiling notice.
notice.
the Time
upon sufficient
Provided, That
this
Interior may,
may, in
in his
his discretion,
permit notice
of acceptance
acceptance of all the
notice of
discretion, permit
Interior
terms and
conditions of
to be filed at any time after the time
this Act to
of this
and conditions
terms
limit
acceptance shall
shall have expired,
expired,
for filing such acceptance
fixed for
hereinbefore fixed
limit hereinbefore
conditioned, however,
where the
the applicant
acceptance.
such acceptance
applicant for such
that where
however, that
conditioned,
is
on construction
shall at
at the
of acceptmen
Paty
si
.
nent ofof
installi
accept- mtenYnt
time of
the time
he shall
charges, he
construction charges,
arrears on
in arrears
is in
anee pay
installments of
construction charge
charge as he would
of the
the construction
such installments
pay such
ance
have been
required to
to pay
pay had
had he
he accepted
accepted this Act within the time
been required
have
limit hereinabove
fixed, plus
penalties that would have accrued
the penalties
plus the
hereinabove fixed,
limit
had
such applicant
applicant shall
thereafter be
the
be upon the
shall thereafter
and such
so accepted,
accepted, and
he so
had he
same status
he would
have been
been had
had he
accepted the provisions
he accepted
would have
that he
status that
same
of
Act within
the time
time limit
limit hereinabove
thereafter
fixed, and thereafter
hereinabove fixed,
within the
this Act
of this
the
lands or
entry of
of any
any such
persons so
acceptso filing such notice of acceptsuch persons
or entry
the lands
ance shall
be subject
to all
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act."
Act."
all the
subject to
shall be
ance
Approved,
1916.
26, 1916.
July 26,
Approved, July

CHAP.
construction, repair, and
the construction,
for the
appropriations for
Making appropriations
Act *Making
260.-An Act
CHAP. 260.—Au
preservation
public works
works on
on rivers
and harbors,
for other
other purposes.
purpose..
and for
harbors, and
rivers and
of certain
certain public
preservation of

July 27, 1916.
1918.
July

P. . 12.)
12193 .1
No. 168.1
[Publc,
(Public, i.
188.)

Be
it enacted
the senate
Representatives
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
ouse of
ofReprese
ives of
the United
United River 4nd lirbor
a
States of
in Congress
That the
the followig
following sums
sums of
of apRopiv nd hrbo
assemblS, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
the
n
money
are hereby,
ny money in
out of 'any
appropriated, out
hereby, iipprotoriated,
and ~are
be, .and
money -be,
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
immediately available,
available,
be immediately
to be
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
and
to be
under the
direction of
Secretary of War and
of the
the Secretary
the direction
be ,Xpianded
expimded -under
and to
the
of the
the Chief
Chief of
for the
construction, comthe construction,
of Engineers,
Engineers, for
supervision of
the supervision
pletion, repair,
repair, and
and preservation
of the public
hereinafter
public works hereinafter
preservation of
pletion,
named:
Thomaston, Me.
e.
Georges
River (Thomaston
Maine: For
For maintenance, Thomaston,L
Harbor), Maine:
(Thomaston Harbor),
Georges River
$10,000.
$10,000.
Vt.
Harbor
at Burlington,
Burlington, Vermont:
For maintenance
repair of
of Burlington,
BurlingtonVt.
and repair
maintenance and
Vermont: For
Harbor at
breakwater,
$22,000.
breakwater, $22,000.
Newburyport, Mass.
appropri

ions .

Harbor
at Newburyport,
Newburyport, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For
For maintenance,
$20,000. Newburyport Mass.
maintenance, $20,000.
Harbor at
Boston, MASS.
Harbor
Boston, Massachusetts:
$100,000.
Boston, Mas.
maintenance, $100,000.
For maintenance,
Massachusetts: For
at Boston,
Harbor at
Nantucket, Mass.
Harbor
at Nantucket,
Nantucket, Massachusetts:
Confirming improvement
improvement Nantucket, Mass.
Massachusetts: Continuing
Harbor at
and for
$10,000.
maintenance, $10,000.
for maintenance,
and
Rip Chang. Rip
Pollock Rip
Rip Channel,
Channel, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Continuing
improvement, r
ChaPolock
Continuing improvement
Pollock
neiroviro.
$150,000:
Provided,
That,
upon
the
recommendation
of
the
Chief
of
$150,000: Provided, That, upon the recommendation of the Chief of nem:
Use of dredge.
Engineers, the
War is
is authorized
authorized to
to temporarily
temporarily transfer
transfer Ue ofdred.
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
Engineers,
to
this work
any Government
Government dredge
dredge which
may be available,
available, without
without
which may
work any
to this
compensation
to the
appropriation for
for the
which said
project to which
the project
the appropriation
compensation to
dredge
dredge belongs.
belongs.
'
Mrrimack
Merrimack River,
Mass.
Mras.
Merrimack River,
River, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000:
Merrimack
Weymouth Fore
Weymouth Fore
Fore River,
River, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $15,000.
115,000. River,
For.
luth
weym
Mass.
Weymouth
Weymouth
Fore River
Massachusetts: Completing
Completing improvement,
improvement v,
River, Massachusetts:
Weymouth Fore
including the
shoal south of the west end of
small shoal
the small
of the
removal of
the removal
including
Peddocks
in accordance
accordance with
the report
printed in
in Senate
Senate
report printed
with the
Island, in
Peddocks Island,
Committee Document
Document Numbered
Thirteen, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
Numbered Thirteen,
Committee
third
session, and
conditions set forth
forth in said document,
the conditions
to the
subject to
and subject
third session,
$200,000.
Tra
ant
d.
uck Riv er,
Pawcatuck River,
Rhode Island
For maintemainte- B.
.doRiver
R.P
Connecticut: For
and Connecticut:
Island and
River, Rhode
Pawcatuck
nance, $1,000.
$1,000.
nance,
Norwalk, Conn.
Norwalk Harbor
$5,000.
Norlk,Conn
maintenance, $5,000.
For maintenance,
Connecticut: For
Harbor, Connecticut:
Norwalk
New Lillifinn, Conn_
Improving
harbor at
London Connecticut,
Connecticut, in
accordance Ne Lndon,Con.
in accordance
New London,
at New
Improving harbor
with the
the report
report submitted
in House
Document Numbered
Numbered Six hunHouse Document
submitted in
with
dred
and thirteen,
ty-third Congress,
Congress, second
second session,
subject
session, and subject
Sixty-third
thirteen, Six
dred and
TbamesRiver,Conn.
ThamsRirCoaMn
to the
the conditions
conditions set
said document,
$170,000.
document, $170,000.
in said
forth in
set forth
to
Thames River,
Rive,r , Connecticut:
Connecticut: For
maintenance, $9,000.
Connecticut
c tict River.r.
$9,000.
For maintenance,
Thames
.
caAbove Hertford.
Connecticut River
Connecticut: Of
authorized Conn.
appropriation authorized
Of the appropriation
River, Connecticut:
Connecticut
in
and harbor
Act approved
approved July
July twenty-fifth,
nineteen Above Hrtford.
twenty-fifth, nineteen
harbor Act
river and
the river
in the

ock
o
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hundred and twelve, so much as may
may be
necessary may,
may, in
in the
disbe necessary
the discretion
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, be
be expended
for maintenance
maintenance
cretion of
expended for
dredging
in said
river above
Hartford.
dredging in
said river
above Hartford.
Connecticut
Conneeticut: For
maintenance below
below Hartford,
Hartford,
Below Hartford.
Hartford.
Connecticut River,
River, Connecticut:
For maintenance
$15,000.
$15,000.
Housatonc River,.
Housatonic
Connecticut: Continuing improvement
improvement and for
for
Housatonic River, Connecticut
corm.
maintenance, $12,000.
$12,000.:
,maintenance,
Thick
Island, Co
Harbor
refuge at
Duck Island,
Connecticut: For
For restoring
depth
DcHak
rbolnd
Harbor of
of refuge
at Duck
Island, Connecticut:
restoring depth
Harbor of refuge.
behind
Duck Island
Island breakwater,
breakwater, $71,000.
$71,000.
behind Duck
Port Chester, N. Y
Harbor
Port Chester,
Y.
Harbor at Port
Chester, New York: Continuing
Qmtinuing improvement,
improvement,
$27,500.
2

2.

p.
Vol. 37, p.202.

Ratimtenie

River ,

Conn.,

Harbor at Mamaroneck,
Mamaroneck, New York:
Harbor
York: Completing
Completing improvement
improvement and
and
for
maintenance, $7,000.
$7,000.
for maintenance,
PortJeflerson,
Pert
Ieffereen' N.Y.
N.Y.
Harbor
at Port
Jefferson, New
New York:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
Harbor at
Port Jefferaon,
York: For
Sagerties, N.Y.
N. Y.
Harbor
Saugerties,
Harbor at
at Saugerties,
Saugerties, New
New York:
York: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $11,250.
$11,250.
Rondout,N.Y.
Harbor at Rondout,
Rondout,
N.Y.
Harbor
Rondout, New
New York:
York: For
For maintenance,
$4,250.
maintenance, $4,250.
Peekski,
N. Y.
Harbor
York: For
Peekskill, N.
Y.
Harbor at Peekskill, New York:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
$1,000.
Tarrytown,
Harbor at
at Tarrytown
New York:
Completing improvement
Tarrytow, N.Y.
Harbor
Tarrytown, New
York: Completing
improvement and
and
for maintenance,
$10,000.
maintenance, $10,0013..
Hbor. for
New York Harbor.
New York
Harbor, New
York: For
For maintenance,
including AmAmAmbrose Channel.
New
York Harbor,
New York:
maintenance, including
brose Channel,
brose
Channel, $40,000.
$40,000.
oM Baychan
nerv"
Bay Chan'
Channel
New York:
Continuing improvement
improvement of
Channel in Gowanus
Gowanus Bay,
Bay, New
York: Continuing
of
Red
$150,000.
Red Hook
Hook Channel,
Channel, $150,000.
,HUdonl.
RiverC
nej! udmil River
ChanHudson River
Channel, New
New York
New York:
York: Continuing
Hudson
River Channel,
York Harbor,
Harbor, New
Continuing
imfavement,
$450,000.
$450,000.
improvement,
Y
Bnalo, N
Buffalo,
N.Y.
bor
Buffalo, New
New York:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $140,000.
Black
Rok Harbor,
HarrHrbor
a att Buffalo,
York: For
$140,000.
Black Rock
N.Y.
N.
Y.
Improving
Black Rock
Rock Harbor,
Harbor, New
New IYork:
unexpended balImproving Black
York: The
The unexpended
balUn
i
=ed
. bal- ances
ances of
heretofore made
authorized for
for the
the
Unavxabnde
of appropriations
appropriations heretofore
made and
and authorized
improvement
of Black
Rock Harbor
and Channel,
New York,
and
improvement of
Black Rock
Harbor and
Channel, New
York, and
Tonawanda Harbor and Niagara
Niagara River,
River, New
New York,
York, are
art hereby
hereby- conconsolidated and
solidated
for completing
completing improvement
Black
and made
made available
available for
improvement of
of Black
Harbor and Channel and Tonawanda
Rock Harbor
Tonawanda Harbor
Harbor in
in accordance
accordance
with the report submitted
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered Six
Six hundred
submitted in
hundred
and fifty-eight, Sixty-third Congress, second session, and
to
and subject to
the conditions
conditions set
set forth
in said
said document.
the
forth in
document.
Cbarlotte, N.Y.
Ct
otted
Harbor at
BN.Y. Harbor
at Charlotte,
Charlotte, New
York: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $12,000.
$12,000.
New York:
Great
this Bay,
N.
dus
ay
Harbor at Great Sodus
N. Y..
York: For
maintenance, $19,000.
$19,000.
Sodus Bay, New
New York:
For maintenance,
Oswego, N. Y.
Harbor at
at Oswego
Continuing improvement
improvemen tin
i
n accor
dOswego,
Y.
Harbor
Oswego, New
New York:
York: Continuing
accordance
with
plan
A,
$100,000.
with
plan
A,
$100,000.
ance
ap
Vincent
N
Cape Vincent, N Y.
Harbor at
Cape Vincent,
Vincent, New
New York:
York: For
For maintenance,
Plattsburg N.
N. Y.Y
Harbor
at Cape
maintenance, $20,000.
$20,000.
Plattsburg,
Harbor
Plattsburg:, New
For maintenance,
maintenance, $11,000.
$11,000.
Harbor at
Bronx
ir N.Y.
at Plattsburg,
New York:
York: For
Bronx River,
N. y.
Bronx River,
River, New
New York:
Continuing improvement,
improvement, $250,000.
$250,000.
East Chester Crek,
Bronx
York: Continuing
East Chester Creek,
N. Y.
East Chester
Creek, New
New York:
Continuing improvement
and for
for
N.Y.
East
Chester Creek,
York: Continuing
improvement and
maintenance,
$6,000.
Eat
R,
N.
maintenance,
$6,000.
East River, Nnay
.Y. y
ChbaVl
Channel to navy
East
York: For
East River,
River, New
New York:
For improvement
improvement with
with a
to providprovida view
view to
ing a
a channel
yard.
channel thirty-five feet
feet deep
from deep
deep water
New York
York HarHardeep from
water in
in New
bor to the Brooklyn Navy Yard
Yard in accordance
with so
so much
much of
of the
the
accordance with
report published in
m House Document Numbered
Numbered One
hundred and
One hundred
and
eighty-eight,
as applies
applies to
pr
eighty-eight, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
Congress, first
first session,
session, as
to the
the
Prorisos,
cotractis,
channel
channel west
west of the
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the SecreSecrethe navy
navy yard, $200,000:
That the
tary of War may enter into aacontract
contract or contracts
contracts for such materials
materials
and work as may
necessary to prosecute
prosecute the said
may be necessary
said project, to be
be
paid for as appropriations
appropriations may from time to time be made by
by law,
law,
not
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
exclusive of
the amount
amount
not to
to exceed
aggregate $500,000,
$500,000, exclusive
of the
Restrictions
Restrictiims.
herein and heretofore
heretofore appropriated:
appropriated: Provided
Provided jurther,
farther, That
That nothing
nothing
contained shall be construed as adopting
herein contained
adopting the said project
project
beyond the
to the
the extent
extent and
and in
in the
the manner
manner specified.
specified.
H RIver,
N
I
1Y beyond
the work
work to
Harlem
N. Y.
Harlem
River, New
Con tinui
ng improvement,
i
mprovement, $250,000.
$250,000.
Nertown
Newtown
Creek,
Creek,
Harlem River,
New York:
York: Continuing
Newtown
N.. Y.
V.
Newtown Creek, New
New York: For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
maroneck N.*

Mamaroneck, N

Y
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Hudson River, N.Y.

N.Y.
Hudson
River New
New York:
York: Continuing
improvement and for HUdsonRiver,
Continuing improvement
Proviso.
Hudson River,
Contracts.
maintenance, $6i0,000:
War may contracts.
That the Secretary.of War
Provided, That
$640,000: Provided,
maintenance,
enter
or contracts
contracts for
materials and work as may
such materials
for such
contract or
into aacontract
enter into
be
necessary
to
prosecute
the
said
project,
to
to be paid for as approproject,
said
the
prosecute
to
be necessary
the
priations may
from time
time to
to time
exceed in the
not to exceed
made by law, not
be made
time be
may from
priations
aggregate
$610,000,
exclusive
of
the
amounts
herein
heretofore
and
herein
amounts
the
of
exclusive
aggregate $610,000,
Wappinger
wappnger Creek,
appropriated.
appropriated.
N. Y.
N.Y.
Wappinger
Creek, New
York: For
maintenance, $3,500.
For maintenance,
New York:
Wappinger Creek,
StatenIsland Sound,
Staten
Island Sound,
Jersey: Continuing
im- N.
N. Y. and N.r
N. J..
Continuing imNew Jersey:
and New
York and
New York
Sound, New
Staten Island
Raritan Bay,
Bay, N. J.
S.
Raritan
provement, $500,000.
$500,000.
provement,
J.
Absecon Inlet, N. J.
Absecon
Raritan Bay,
Bay, New
New Jersey:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $20,000.
$20,000.
Jersey: For
Raritan
Cold
Spring
Inlet,
Spring Inlet,
cold
Absecon
Jersey: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $25, 000.
New Jersey:
Inlet, New
Absecon lnlet,
N. J.
Cold
Spring Inlet,
Inlet, New
Jersey: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $40,000.
Newk
$40,000.
Newark Bay
Bay and
and
New Jersey:
Cold Spring
River, N.
N. J.
J.
Newark Bay
Bay and
Passaic River,
Jersey: Continuing
Continuing improveimprove- Passaic
Passaic River,
New Jersey:
River, New
and Passaic
Newark
ment
for maintenance,
Hackensack
River,
Hakensack
$175,000.
maintenance, $175,000.
and for
ment and
.J.
$6,000.
Hackensack River,
River New
For maintenance,
maintenance' $6,000.
N Woodbridge
reek,
Woodbridge Creek,
Jersey: For
New Jersey:
Hackensack
NJ. .
Woodbridge Creek,
Creek, New
Jersey: For
maintenace, $3,000.
For raaintenace,
New Jersey:
Woodbridge
Keyport Harbor,
Harbor, Matawan
Matawan Creek,
Creek, Raritan,
South, and
Elizabeth N.J.
and Elizabeth
Raritan, South,
Keyport
Rivers,
Shoal
Harbor
and
Compton
Creek,
New
Jersey:
mainFor
Jersey:
New
Creek,
Compton
and
Harbor
Shoal
Rivers,
River,
River,
-ambmy
i
NShrewsbury
tenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
tenance,
.J..
Shr10rNe0.
:
Shrewsbury
River,
New
Jersey;
For
maintenance
$10,000.
Cooper
River,
J.
ooper River, N. J.
Shrewsbury River, New Jersey: For maintenance, $10,000.
Cooper River, New Jersey:
For
maintenance,
$5,600.
N.Woodbury
J.
Creek,
Crek,
NWodbury
$5,000.
River, New Jersey: For maintenance,
Cooper
Woodbury Creek,
Creek, New
NewJersey:
Jersey;&For
Formaintenance,
maintenance,
$6,000.
J
N J.J.
maintenance, $6,000.
Woodbury
Mantua
Creek, N.
N.
M6,ntmua
Creek,
For
Mantua
Creek, New
Jersey: Formainteance,
For maintenance, $10,000.
Creek,
Ro
$10,000.
New Jersey:
Racoon
Creek, N.
N. jJ.
Mantua Creek,
Raccoon
New Jersey:
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
saem River, N. J.
Salem
For maintenance,
Jersey: For
Creek, New
Raccoon Creek,
Salem
River, New
New Jersey:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
ric R
Maurice
River, N.J.
N. J.
Jersey: For
Salem River,
Maurice River,
improvement and for mainContinuing improvement
Jersey: Continuing
New Jersey:
River, New
Maurice
Toms River,
River, N. J.
j.
tenance,
$10,000.
tenance, $10,000.
Toms River,
River, New
For maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000.
reek, N.
Absecon Creek,
$2,000.
Jersey: For
New Jersey:
Toms
N. J.
Absecon
Creek, New
New Jersey:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,600.
$1,600.
Jersey: For
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Absecon Creek,
Harbor at
at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For
For maintenance,
maintenance $2,500.
Pa.
E,
$2,500.
Harbor
Erie,
Pa.
Allegheny
Harbor at
$10 ,
000 .
maintenance, $10,000.
Pennsylvania: For maintenance,
Erie, Pennsylvania:
at Erie,
Harbor
Allegheny River,
River, ra
Pa.
Allegheny
Pennsylvania: For
For maintenance
maintenance by open-channel
open-channel
River, Pennsylvania:
Allegheny River,
Monongahela
work, $15,000.
Monongahela River,
$15,000.
work,
Monongahela
River, Pennsylvania:
Completing the reconstruction
reconstruction Pa.
Pennsylvania: Completing
Monongahela River,
River, Pa
Chester River,
of
and Dam
Dam Numbered
Six '$29,460.
Chester
Pa.
$29,460.
Numbered Six,
Lock and
of Lock
Chester River,
River, Pennsylvania:
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
Crum
River.
of chanDiversion
rmDiver
For maintenance,
Pennsylvania: For
Chester
John
rwl,by
That Alba
Alba B.
B. Johnson
Johnson and
and Samuel
M. Vauclain
the Baldwin
by Aa
Alba B. Sohn
Baldwin nel,
and the
Vauclain and
Samuel M.
That
Locomotive
Works, abutting
abutting property
property owners
Crum River where
""' tc.
where so'
upon Crum
owners upon
Locomotive Works,
the
same empties
Delaware River, be, and they
they,are hereby,
the Delaware
into the
empties into
the same
authorized to
and divert
divert the
the present
present course
course and
channel of
of
and channel
change and
to change
authorized
Crum
River and
to straighten
same, under
under the direction and superstraighten same,
and to
Crum River
vision of
ol War, from the right of way of the PhilaSecretary of
the Secretary
of the
vision
delphia and
Reading Railway
Company to
to the
low-water line in the
the low-water
Railway Company
and Reading
delphia
Delaware
and that
river shall be of the width of not
the said river
that the
River, and
Delaware River,
less than
feet at
at mean
mean low
water; and that hereafter
hereafter
low water;
hundred feet
one hundred
than one
less
the said
said Crum
Crum River,
as so
so straightened,
shall be
public' navigable
navigable old
banhennl abanOld channel
be aapublic
straightened, shall
River, as
the
doed.
stream,
and the
and channel
channel of
said river from the doned.
the said
of the
course and
present course
the present
stream, and
to
right
of way
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia and
and Reading
Reading Railway
Railway Company
Company to
of the
way of
right of
the low-water
low-water line
in the
the Delaware
Delaware River
River shall
shall be
abandoned and
be abandoned
line in
the
vacated when
channel shall
shall have
been comcomhave been
new channel
above-mentioned new
the above-mentioned
when the
vacated
pleted to
depth of four feet
feet at mean low water, with aa bottom
a depth
to a
pleted
of new
new
e of
oblic :-mean low- Prms°8
width
y -two feet
and width
one hundred
feet at mean
hundred feet
of one
width of
feet and
sixty-two
of sixt
width of
water level:
Provided, That
That the
the Government
Government shall
shall have
have such
such right,
channel.
right, channel.
level: Provided,
water
title,
interest in
and to
channel as will assure
to the bed of said new channel
in and
and interest
title, and
the
public the
the right
to the
the perpetual
perpetual use
use of
of said
channel for
the Bridge
regalia&
ridgeresqu
all the
for all
said channel
right to
the public
purposes
o
n
f
,
n
a
a
n
vAg
s
at
a
ion
n
A
nd
co_
v
mm
annl
re
:
e:
Pr
d
ovide
e
d
ita
r
i
a
the
said
Alba
said
the
That
Provided,
purposes of navigation and commerce:
win Locomotive
Locomotive
to
M. Vauclain and the Baldwin
B. Johnson, and Samuel M.
Works
shall
construct
and
maintain
at
their
expense
a
satisbridge,
a
Works shall construct and maintain at their expense
factory
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War and
Secretary of
Commerce, over
of Commerce,
the Secretary
and the
factory to
the new
available for the passage
passage of persons
persona
Creek, available
Crum Creek,
of Crum
course of
new course
the
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and vehicles
vehicles for
purposes of
of the
United States,
States, said
said bridge
bridge to
to take
take the
the
and
for purposes
the United
direction of
the present
of the
the United
States at
at the
the place
place
direction
of the
present right
right of
of way
way of
United States
where the
the same
by the
the proposed
proposed new
new course
where
same is
is to
to be
be cut
cut by
course of
of Crum
Crum
Creek, and
maintained so
long as
as title
title to
to the
property now
now
Creek,
and to
to be
be maintained
so long
the property
owned
by the
the United
the mouth
of Crum
Crum Creek
remains in
owned by
United States
States at
at the
mouth of
Creek remains
in
said United
said
United States.
States.

Delaware
Delaware River,
River, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, New
and Delaware:
Delaware: ConConNew Jersey,
Jersey, and
tinuin
g improvement
for maintenance
from Allegheny
Allegheny Avenue,
Avenue,
tinuing
improvement and
and for
maintenance from
Philadelphia,
Phi
elphm, to
the sea,
sea, $2,100,000$2,100,000; for
for maintenance
maintenance of
improvement
to the
of improvement
To
To Trenton.
Trenton.
from Allegheny
Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, to Lalor
Street, Trenton,
Trenton,
Lalor Street,
At Trnton.
Trenton.
At
$25,000; and completing improvement
improvement above Lalor Street,
Trenton,
Street,
Trenton,
Proviso.
$40,000;
$2,165,000: _Provided,
That the
the Secretary
of War
Ct$.
40,000; in
Contracts.
in all,
all, $2,165,000:
Provided, That
Secretary of
War
contract or
contracts for
for such
such materials
materials and
and work
may enter into
into a
a contrt
or contracts
work
to prosecute
prosecute the
project, from
from Allegheny
Allegheny Avenue,
Avenue,
as may
may be necessary
necessary to
the project,
Philadelphia, to
to the
sea, to
be paid
paid for
as appropriations
appropriations may
may from
Philadelphia,
the sea,
to be
or as
from
time to time
by law,
law, not
not to
exceed in
the aggregate
$800,000,
time be
be made by
to exceed
inthe
aggregate $600,000,
exclusive of
exclusive
of the
the amounts
amounts herein
herein and
and heretofore
heretofore appropriated.
appropriated.
Marcashook,
Pa.
Marcshook, Pa
Ice
Harbor at Marcushook,
Ice ITs.rbor
Marcushook, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
$1,000.
Wilmington,
Wimnington, Del.
DeL
Harbor
Harbor at
maintenance, $30,000.
$30,000.
at Wilmington,
Wilmington, Delaware:
Delaware: For
For maintenance,
Appo inininkt., Appoquiniminl,
Appoquinimink, Murderkill,
Miirderkill, and Mispillion
Rivers, Delaware:
Delaware: For
For
Mispillion Rivers,
maintenance,
maintenance, $15,000.
$15,000.
.
Little
DeL
Litte River,
River,eL.
Little
Little River,
River, Delaware:
Delaware: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
Smyrna River.
iner.
Smyrna
improvement, $10,000:
Smyrna River, Delaware: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
$10,000: ProProProviso.
Tio etoeut-oft.
uded,.
vided, That
no part
part of
of said
amount shall
shall be
expended until
satisfactory
That no
said amount
be expended
until satisfactory
Title to
required for the necessary
necessary cut-offs
title to the land
land required
cut-offs shall
shall have
have 'been
been
transferred
to the
States free
free of
of cost.
cost.
Lep
iver De
transferred to
the United
United States
Leipsic River,
Del.
River, Delaware:
Delaware: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
Waterway, RehoWaterway
ILeipsic
i River,
both and Delaware
Delaare
Inland
waterway between
Rehoboth Bay
Inland waterway
between Rehoboth
Bay and
Bay,
and Delaware
Delaware Bay,
Bays.
Bays.
Delaware:
Continuing improvement and for
Delaware: Continuing
for maintenance,
maintenance, $50,000.
$50,000.
Lewes,
Del.
Leves, Del.
Government
iron pier
pier m
Government iron
in Delaware
Delaware Bay near
near Lewes,
Lewes, Delaware:
Delaware:
Maintenance of iron For
Maintenance
maintenance
in
accordance
For
maintenance
in
accordance with the
the report
report printed
printed in
House
in House
pier.
pier.
Document
Numbered Ten
Ten hundred
hundred and
Document Numbered
and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
Provisos.
Congress,
first session,
session, $10,000:
$10,000: Provided,
That hereafter
hereafter said
said pier
Psrouse.
Congress, first
Provided, That
Public use.
pier
shall be open to public use under regulations
replations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the
Secretary of
the provision
provision of
of the
the Act
Act of
of
Treasury Secretary
Transfer to Treasury
of War:
War: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
revoked.
revoked.
March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one, authorizing
authorizing the
Vol. 26, p. 969.
transfer of said pier to the Treasury
Department is
transfer
Treasury Department
is hereby
hereby r
ep
ea l
ed.
repealed.
Broad
Broad Creek
Creek River,
River,
Broad
maintenance, $1,500.
Broad Creek
Creek River, Delaware:
Delaware: For maintenance,
$1,500.
Del.
Eastern Shore harhaHarbors
Harbors at Rockhall,
Rockhall, Queenstown,
Queenstown, Claiborne,
Claiborne, and
and Cambridge,
Cambridge,
bors,
bors, etc.,
etc., Md.
Md.
and
Chester, Choptank,
Wicomico, Pocomoke,
and Chester,
Choptank, Warwick,
Warwick, Wicomico,
Pocomoke, La Trappe,
Trappe,
and Manokin Rivers, and Tyaskin
Tyaskin Creek, Maryland:
Maryland: For
For maintemaintenance,
nance, $12,500.
$12,500.
Elk and Little Elk
ive ad
up to
Elk and Little Elk Rivers, up
to the
the Bridge
Bridge Street
bridge, Elkton,
Elkton,
Street bridge,
Rivers,
Md. Little Elk
Maryland: For maintenance,
$8,500.
maintenance, $8,500.
Nanticoke Rive
r,
DNantSoke
Ri er,
Nanticoke River,
River, Delaware
Delaware and
and Maryland:
maintenance of
Nanticoke
Maryland: For
For maintenance
Del. and Md.
improvement of
improvement
of Nanticoke
Nanticoke River
River and
and Northwest
Northwest Fork of Nanticoke
Nanticoke
River (Marshyhope
Maryland, $5,000.
$5,000.
River
(Mlarshyhope Creek),
Creek), Maryland,
Potomac
River, D.C.
D.C.
otomac Rver,
Potomac
For maintenance
maintenance of
Potomac River:
River: For
of improvement
improvement at Washington,
Washington,
$32,000.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $32,000.
hiattaponi River,
River,
tMaaponi
Mattaponi
Mattaponi and Pamunkey
Pamnnkey Rivers,
Rivers, and
and Occoquan
Occoquan and
and Aquia
Aquia
.
etc., Va.
irginia: For
For maintenance,
Creeks, Virginia:
maintenance, $15,000.
$15,000.
Rappahannock
Rivarppahannock RvRappahannock
River, Virginia:
Rappahannock River,
Virginia: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $30,000.
$30,000.
er, Va.
James River, Va.
James River, Virginia:
Virginia: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement and
and for maintemaintenance, $190,000.
$190,00(L
ateway Va. nance,
Coast waterway, Va.
Waterway
on the
the coast
$1 000
Waterway on
coast of
of Virginia:
Virginia: For maintenance
maintenance, $1,000.
Inland
waterway,
Nornla.nd
wteay,
Inland
from Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
North
Inland Waterway
Waterway from
Virginia, to
to Beaufort'Inlet,
Beaufort Tnl.et, North
Norfolk. Va., to BeNuBeau-.
Norfolk.
fort, N. C.
fort,
Carolina: Continuing
$1,000,000.
Contimung improvement,
improvement, $1,000,000.
Shallowbag
Bay.
Shallowbag
Bay,
Shallowbag Bay,
Carolina: For maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000.
$2,000
Shallowbag
Bay, North Carolina:
N. C.
Beaufort
Beaufort Inlet. N. C.
C.
Beaufort Inlet, North Carolina:
Carolina: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
Morehead City, N. C.
MorhedCity,N.C.
Harbor at
Morehead City,
North Carolina:
Harbor
at Morehead
City, North
Carolina: For maintenance,
maintenance,
$2,600.
$2,600.
Delaware River, N.
Deaw"areerr,
N.
J. and Del.
Philadelphia to the
the
Philadelphiato
sea.
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Meherrin
North Carolina:
maintenance, $2,500.
c..Meherrin
hieherrin River,
River, N.
Carolina: For maintenance,
River, North
Meherrin River,
Fishing
Fishing Creek,
Creek, North
North Carolina:
Carolina: For
maintenance, $1,000.
$1,000.
Fishing Creek, N.
N. C.
For maintenance,
Fishing
Pamlico and
and Tar
Rivers, North
North Carolina:
Carolina: For
maintenance, $4,500.
$4,500. Rivers,
Yanilico
and Tar
cand
RainPo
For maintenance,
Tar Rivers,
Pamlico
N. C.
C.
BayRiver,
Bay
North Carolina:
Carolina: For
$1,000.
Bay River, N. C.
maintenance, $1,000.
For maintenance,
River, North
Bay River,
Nense and Trent
Trent
ise
Neuse and
and Trent
Trent Rivers,
Rivers, North
North Carolina:
Carolina: For
For maintenance
$2,000. Rivers,
N.and
C.
maintenance,,$2,000.
Neuse
creek, N. C.
swift Creek,
Swift Creek,
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
Swift
C.
$1,000.
Carolina: For
North Carolina:
Creek, North
Swift
lpot
Waterway
Pamlico Sound
to Beaufort
water"Y' Pamlico
swroBye,
Inlet, North Carolina: Sound
Beaufort Inlet,
Sound to
from Pamlico
Waterway from
to Beaufort In.
let,
For
let, N.
N. C.
$6,500.
maintenance, $6,500.
For maintenance,
Waterway
connecting Core
Core Sound
Sound and
Beaufort Harbor,
Harbor, North
Core
Sound
and
Sound and
North Core
and Beaufort
Waterway connecting
o, N.
way of Taylors
by way
Carolina:
For maintenance
maintenance of
channel by
Taylors Creek, Beaufort'
N. C.
of channel
Carolina: For
$2,000.
w
New
to Beaufort,
Beaufort, North
Carolina: For
For c .NNew
River, etc., N.
N.
River,etc.,
North Carolina:
waterways to
River and
and waterways
New River
maintenance of
of New River and
inland waterways
between Beaufort
Beaufort
waterways between
and of
of inland
maintenance
Harbor
between New River and Swansboro,
Swansboro,
Harbor and New River and between
$6,000.
_
$6,000.
Northeast, Black,
Black, and
Cape Fear
Rivers, North
North Carolina:
ce!st, etc,
etc., Riv
RivNorthast,
Carolina: For Nor
Fear Rivers,
and Cape
Northeast,
eN.C
Northeast and Black
maintenance of improvement
Black Rivers and of ers'
improvement of Northeast
maintenance
Wilmington, $8,500.
$8,500.
River above Wilmington,
Cape Fear River
Cape
Fear River
River above
above Wilmington,
Wilmington, North
Completing c,
Cape Fear
River, N.
rRm
N.
North Carolina:
Carolina: Completing
Cape Fear
C.aWYeWilmington.
improvement
maintenance, $83,000.
$83,000.'
for maintenance,
and for
improvement and
Cape
Fear River
below Wilmington,
North Carolina:
Carolina: low.
wilmingwa
b
mingtn and beWilmington, North
at and
and below
River at
Cape Fear
Completing improvement
improvement and for maintenance
$135,000.
'
maintenance,! $135,000.
Completing
Wmyah Bay,
South Carolina:
Carolina: Continuing
improvement and
and for
for Wh
lYah Bay,
Bay ,S.C.
8 -C•
Wnyah
Continuing improvement
Bay, South
Winyah
maintenance;
$100,000.
maintenance, $100,000.
Waterways between
Charleston and
and Alligator
Alligator Creek
Creek (opposite
Waterways,Ciar
Charles.
(opposite woaysr
between Charleston
Waterways
ad
gIcA.Iligator
South Carolina:
maintenance, including
branch ton
creek, s.c.
including branch
For maintenance,
Carolina: For
McClenanville) South
to
MOTTiSOIIS" Landing, $15,000.
.
$15,000.
to Morrisons
Charleston
Harbor, South
South Carolina:
Carolina: Completing
Charleston, S.
S. C.
C.
of Charleton,
improvement of
Completing improvement
Charleston Harbor,
the twenty-eight-foot
maintenance
sea, $70,000; for maintenance
the sea,
channel to the
twenty-eight-foot channel
the
$80,000.
$10,000; in all, $80,000.
of
improvement of Ashley River, $10,000;
of improvement
Waccamaw River,
River, North
Carolina and
and South
South Carolina:
Complet- Waccamaw
Waccamaw
River,
River,
Carolina: CompletNorth Carolina
Waccamaw
N. C. and S. C.
ing
and for
for maintenance,
Great Pedee
Pedee River,
maintenance, $8,500.
$8,500.
Great
River,
ing improvement
improvement and
Great
Carolina: For
S. C.
$5,000. s.c.
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
South Carolina:
River, South
Great Pedee
Pedee River,
Santee, Wateree,
Wateree, and
and Congaree
South Carolina:
Carolina: For
For mainSantee, etc.,
etc., Rivers,
Rivers,
main- Santee,
Rivers, South
Congaree Rivers,
Santee,
tenance of
mcluding the Estherville-Minim
Estherville-Minim Creek sS. c.
C.
improvement, including
of improvement,
tenance
Canal
Congaree River as far up as the Gervais
Gervais Street Bridge,
Canal and the Congaree
Columbia,
Columbia, $55,000.
SaInland waterway
between Savannah, Georgia,
Georgia, and
and Beaufort,
Waterway, SavanWaterway,
Beaufort, nah,
waterway between
Inland
nah, Ga.,
Ga., and BeauBeau.
fort,
South
For maintenance,
fort, S..C.
C.
maintenance, $2,500.
Carolina: For
South Carolina:
Harbor
improvement and
for Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.
and for
Completing improvement
Georgia: Completing
at Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia:
Harbor at
maintenance, $545,000.
maintenance,
Improving
Savannah River
at Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia:
Georgia: Completing
Savannah River at
Completing Augas,
River at
Improving Savannah
Augusta, GaI
improvement in accordance
accordance with the report of the Board of Engineers
EngineersGa.
improvement
for Rivers
Rivers and
submitted in Rivers
Rivers and Harbors Committee
and Harbors submitted
for
Document Numbered
Numbered Four,
Four, Sixty-fourth
first session,
session,
Congress, first
Sixty-fourth Congress,
Document
$33,000.
Harbor
Darien, Georgia:
$4,000.
Darien, Ga.
DarienGa
maintenance, $4,000.
For maintenance,
Georgia: For
at Darien,
Harbor at
Harbor
Brunswick, Geor
gia: For
$36,250.
Brunswick, Ga.
Brunswick,
For maintenance,
maintenance, $36,250.
Georgia:
at Brunswick,
Harbor at
Ra'hm-rbes Savannah
Savannah River,
Augusta, low
maintenance below Augusta,
Georgia: For maintenance
River, Georgia:
Savannah
Augusta.River he$29,000.
$29,000.
Altamaha, Oconee,
and Ocmulgee
Ocmulgee Rivers,
Rivers, Georgia:
Georgia: Continuing
Continuing era,Altamaha
,etc, ItiV
Biv
etc,
tmCa,
Oconee, and
Altamaha,
Ga.
improvement
and for
maintenance, $60,000.
$60,000.
e
.
for maintenance,
improvement and
Flint River,
River, Georgia:
improvement and
and for
for mahiteFlint River s"
mainte- Flntlve,.
Continuing improvement
Georgia: Continuing
Flint
nance,
nance, $60,000.
.Wan
Georgia, and Fernandina,
Waterway
Waterway between
between Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia,
Fernandina, Florida:
Florida: nab
W i
a
tit:17' y ' Be
dira n
.Continuing improvement
improvement and
$40,000.
and for maintenance,
maintenance, $40,000.
Continuing
eCh.^^athOe^
Alabama: Continuing
Chattahoochee River, Georgia and
Chattahoochee
and Alabama:
Continuing improveimprove ere Ga. and Aahla
e.
e aivr a.
'Co
ment
below Columbus,
and for
maintenance, $120,000.
$120,000.
for maintenance,
Georgia, and
Columbus, Georgia,
ment below
oo
Coosa
Georgia and
and Alabama:
Alabama: Continuing
Continuing improvement
River, Ga.
and
and
aBSO
and ,Alcra
improvement and
River, Georgia
Coosa River,
for
maintenance
between
Rome,
Georgia,
and
Dam
Numbered
Four,
Lodi:sand
dams.
and du.
for maintenance between Rome, Georgia, and Dam Numbered Four, iL
NumAlabama,
$68 000;
000; completing
completing construction
construction of the lock in Dam NumAlabama, $68
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sarasotaBay,
Fa
Sarasota
Bay, Fla.

Tampa Bay, Fla.
PFa.
sait
Saint

Petersbug,
Petersburg,
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bered Four
Dam Numbered
Numbered Five,
in
Four and
and completing
completing construction
construction of
of Dam
Five, in
the State
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama, $30,000;
in all,
$98,000.
the
$30,000; in
all,
$98,000.
Harbor
Harbor at
at Miami (Biscayne Bay), Florida:
Florida: Continuing
Continuing improveimprovement,
That the
the project
project
ment, $140,000:
$140,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the work
work proposed
proposed under
under the
adopted by the river
river and harbor
harbor Act
July twenty-fifth,
Act of
of July
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen
may be done
hundred and twelve, may
done by
reasonable prices
prices
by contract
contract if
if reasonable
can be
can
be obtained.
obtained.
Sarasota Bay, Florida: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $2,500.
$2,500.
Tampa Bay,
Bay, Florida:
Florida: For
For maintenance,
$6,000.
Tampa
maintenance, $6,000.
Harbor at
Completing improvement
improvement
at Saint
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Florida:
Florida: Completing
and
and for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $14,500.
$14,500.

HfsbomroBay,
Fa.
HIillboro Bay, Florida: Continuing improvement
Rilisbar°
Bay, ria*
'Millsboro
improvement and
and for
for mainmaintenance, $325,000.
tenance,
$325,000.
Aplacieola
Bay,
Aplachicola
Apalachicola
A*achicola Bay, Florida
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
Florida::For
For maintenance,
Fla.
pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.
Mrbor
Pensacola, Florida:
For maintenance,
$20,000.
Fi.
Harbor at
at Pensacola,
Florida: For
maintenance, $20,000.
Saint
Johns River,
RBr,
Saint Johns River, Florida: Completing
Saint Iehne
Saint
Completing improvement
improvement and
for
and for
Fla.
maintenance
maintenance from
from -Jacksonville
Jacksonville to
to the
ocean, $300,000;from JackJackthe ocean,
$300,000; from
sonville to Palatka, $16,000;
$16,000; from Palatka
Palatka to
to Lake
Lake Harney,
Harney, $16,000;
$16,000;
in all,
all, $332,000.
$332,000.
in
Olawaha
Piver,
Oklawaha
Oklawaha
River,
Oklavraha River,
River, Florida:
Florida: Continuing
Continuing improvement
and for
mainimprovement and
Fla.
for mainPo
.
Kyle tenance,
Provisos.
tenance, $10,000:
That there
there shal
shall be
be conveyed
conveyed to
to the
the
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, That
and
aa,
etc.e United States, free of cost,
an
C
doYog
lveYan(
3
:
e
aan,Kell
title to
to the
the land
land occupied
occupied by
by what
what is
cost, title
is
known as the "Kyle
"Kyle and
and Young
Young Canal"
Canal" and
and the
the "Morrison
"Morrison Landing
Landing
extension"
extension" of the same, on
the Oklawaha
Oklawaha River,
River, in
State of
o
on the
in the
the State
Florida, together
to a
of land
land on
the east
east side
side of
said
together with
with title
title to
a strip
strip of
on the
of said
canal of such
such width as in the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Secretary
of War
War may
may
Secretary of
be required for the
the future
future widening
of said
said canal
and extension
extension by
by.the
the
widening of
canal and
United
United States; and
and the Secretary
of War
is hereby
Secretary of
War is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
accept said land
land and navigation
navigation improvements
Improvements as
the property
property of
of the
as the
the
United States upon the delivery
delivery to him
him ..by
by the
the owners
owners ofa
of a clear
and
clear and
indefeasible title; and the said canal and
indefeasible
extension shall
and extension
shall thereupon
thereupon
become
a
public waterway
the United
in place
of the
Exteion by
a free
free public
waterway of
of the
United States
Extension
by J. D. become
. .
States in
place of
the
Young authori.
Young
authorized, D. existing
exist ingnatural
natural bed of the
the river:
Provided further,
further, That
the Secretary
Secretary
river: Proided
That the
isshereby authorized
of War i
authorized to permit J.
J. D.
D. Young,
Young, or
or his
his assigns,
assigns, to
to
construct an extension of the foregoing
construct
foregoing improvements
from Morrison
Morrison
improvements from
Landing to Starks
Starks Ferry
Ferry or
or Lake
Lake Griffin
Griffin in
in accordance
with plans
plans
accordance with
conditions.
recommended by
by the
Conditions,
recommended
the Chief
Chief of Engineers: And providedfurther,
provided further, That
hat
said J.
J. D. Young, or assigns, convey to
United States,
States, free
free of
of cost,
to the
the United
cost,
title to the land
land to be occupied
occupied by said proposed
proposed extension,
extension, together
together
with any lands immediately
immediately adjoining
adjoining the
the same
same on
on the
the west
west side,
side,
which may be needed for further
further improvement
improvement by
by the
the United
States.
United
States.
Indian Rver,Fa.
Indian
River, Florida:
Indian River, Fla.
Indian River,
Florida: Continuing improvement
improvement and
and for
for mainmaintenance, $20,000.
$20,000.
Kissimmee
River, tenance,
Kissimrnee
Ri-or,
Fala
h
Kissimmee River, Florida:
Fla.
For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
Florida: For
$3,000.
Caloosaha tch seR Kissimmee River,
Caloosahatchee
River, Fia.
Fla.
Caloosahatchee River,
Caloosahatchee
Florida: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
River, Florida:
orange
River, ra.
Orange River,
River, Florida:
Florida: For
maintenance,
$1,000.
Orange River, Tta.
Orange
For
maintenance,
$1,000.
Manatee River, 7:a.
Manatee
River, :a.
Manatee River,
mouth to Mitchellsville
Mitchellsville Bridge,
Manatee
River, mouth
Bridge, Florida: For
mainFor maintenance,
$5,000.
$5,000.
,tenance,
H
o
R
.
Millsboro River, F's.
IAnsoro iver. F,.
Hillsboro
River, Florida: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $6,500.
$6,500.
Anelote River, Fit.
An .
0
Vithlacooc hee
Anclote
te River,
Florida: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
River, Florida:
Withiacoochee
River. Fla.
Fta.
Withlacoochee River,
River.
Withlacoochee
River, Florida:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
Florida: For
aervhi,
onm Removing
W
Removing,
ater hyacinth.
fro
Removing the water
hya ci
n th, Florida:
Florida: For
e remova
of t
he
water hyacinth,
For th
the
removallof
the
Forida waters.
water
from the
Florida waters.
water hyacinth
hyacinth from
the navigable
navigable waters in the State
State of
of Florida,
Florida, so
so
Rivr far
it is or may
may,become
become an obstruction
obstruction t
$10,000.
too navigation,
navigation, $10,000.
Apalachicola River, far as it
~.'
Apalachicola
Fla.
Apalachicola River, Florida:
Florida: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement and
and for
for
maintenance, including
maintenance,
cut-off, L
ee Slough,
Slough, lower
River,
including the
the cut-off,
Lee
lower Chipola
Chipola River,
ChanTnelantJohs
Marianna to
to its
its mouth,
$6,000.
River from
Channel,
Saint Job as and upper Chipola River
from Marianna
mouth, $6,000.
Rier
CumberChannel between
River and CumberChannel
Johns River
River and
and Cumberland
Cumberland Sound,
between Saint
Saint Johns
Sound,
land Sound, Fla. ad
Gad.
Ga.
Florida
Fl0
rids and Georgia:
Georgia: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
$1,000.
CBlera
ertamChannel
Harbor through
Clearwater
te Tampa
Channel from Clearwater
Clearwater Harbor
through Boca
Boca Ceiga
Ceiga Bay
Bay to
Bay,
Fla.
to
Tampa Bay, Florida: For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
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Apalachicola River
River
Channel from Apalachicola River to
to Saint
Saint Andrews
Andrews Bay,iFlorida:
Florida: tPalashi.la
to Saint Andrews Bay,
For maintenance, $10,000;
Secretary of War iss hereby Fla,
FinA
$10,000; and the Secretary
Calhoun
County,
authorized to
to pay
pay to
the treasurer
County 'Florida,
Florida out
of Fla.
authorized
to the
treasurer of
of Calhoun
Calhoun County,
out of
Calhoun
County,
Payment for
for damany
any funds
funds heretofore
heretofore or
appropriated for
improving channel
Channel laymant
or herein
herein appropriated
for improving
ages, etc.
etc.
Andrews Bay, the sum of $400 as ages,
from Apalachicola
Apalachicola River to Saint Andrews
full compensation
compensation for
for damage done public
public highways of said county
county
channel intersect
intersect said
at points where the adopted line of said channel
highways.
highways.
Choc tawhatchee
Choctawhatchee
Fla. and Ala.
Choctawhatchee River,
River, Florida
and Alabama:
Alabama: For
For maintenance
River, Fla.and
Ala.
of River,
Florida and
maintenance of
Choctawhatchee
$20,000.
improvement, including Cypress Top
Top Outlet, $20,000.
Mobile, Ala.
la.
Mobile Harbor
Harbor and
and Bar,
Bar, Alabama:
Alabama: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $155,000.
$155,000.
Mobile,
Alabama River, Ala.
Alabama River,
River, Alabama:
Continuing improvement
for mainmain- AlabamaRiver, Ala
and for
improvement and
Alabama: Continuing
Alabama
tenance, including
including the
the Alabama
Rivers between
Montgomtenance,
Alabama and
and Coosa
Coosa Rivers
between Montgoma, $100,000.
Wetumpka,
$100,000.
ery and
and Wetump
Tombigbee
River,
bg
ATIaoand
df Miss.
bS. River,
maintenance of Ala.
Alabama and Mississippi:
Tombigbee River,
River, Alabama
Mississippi: For maintenance
Tombigbce
improvement from the mouth
Demopolis, $25,000,
improvement
mouth to
to Demopolis,
$25,000, and
and from
from Demopolis,
Bridge, Mississippi,
$10;000; in
all,
to Walkers
Walkers Bridge,
Mississippi, $10,000;
in all,
mopolis, Alabama,
Alabama, to
$35,000.
Channel,Mobile
Channel connecting
and Mississippi
Sound: For
Main- Bay
Channel
connecting Mobile
Mobile Bay
Bay and
Maissisppi Sound:
For mainad' Mississippi
By and
Mibilpp
Sound.
tenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
tenance,
HarborS
Pascagoula
Harbor,
0
Pascagoula Harbor,
Harbor Mississippi:
improvement and for Mi.p
arbr,
Mississippi: Continuing improvement
Miss.
Channels.
Sound, Channels.
maintenance
of channels
channels through
Horn Island
through Horn
Island Pass,
Pass, Mississippi
Mississippi Sound,
maintenance of
Pascagoula River,
River, and
and Dog
Dog River, $80,000.
$80,000. •
Bilai,
Miss.
Biloxi, Miss.
Harbor
at Biloxi,
Mississippi: For
For maintenance,
$5,000.
Harbor at
Biloxi, Missisippi:
maintenance, $5,000.
Gulfport, Miss.
Harbor at Gulfport, Mississippi:
Mississippi: Continuing improvement
improvement and for Ofpo'rt ss maintenance
Ship Island
Island
of Gulfport Harbor, and
and for maintenance
maintenance of Ship
maintenance of
Pass
Pass,'$85,000.
$85,000.
Pgo
etc.,
Pascagoula, et.,
Rivers, Mis.
Miss.
Pascagoula, Leaf,
Leaf, and
Chickasahay Rivers,
Mississippi: For
main- Rivers,
Rivers, Mississippi:
For mainPascagoula,
and Chickasahay
tenance,
$10,000.
Wolf and Jordan
Woll
tenance, $10,000.
Jordan
Rivers, Miss.
Jordan Rivers,
Mississippi: For
For maintenance,
Wolf and Jordan
Rivers, Mississippi:
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
Ri'erS,
East MiSS.
Pearl River,
Miss.
Miss.
East Pearl River, Mississippi: For maintenance,
maintenance, $6,000.
$6,000.
Pearl River, Miss.
Pearl
River,
Mississippi:
Continuing
improvement
and
for
maintePearl River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement and for mainte- Pearl River, Miss.
nance below
Rockport, $35,000.
nance
below Rockport,
$35,000.
Yaoo
Yazoo River and
tributaries, Miss.
Miss.
Yazoo
River and
tributaries, Mississippi:
Mississippi: For
For maintenance
maintenance of
of imim- tributaries,
Yazoo River
and tributaries,
including Yazoo, Tallahatchie,
Tallahatchie, Coldwater, and Big Sunprovement, including
flower Rivers,
Rivers, Tchula
Tchula Lake,
Lake, Steele
Steele and
Washington Bayous,
Bayous, Lake
Lake Proviso.
and Washington
flower
Washington,
and Bear
Bear Creek, $45,000:
That the
sums herein
Diretn ofexpendWashington, and
$45,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the sums
herein Direction
of expendGuru.
improvement of mouth itUe.
hereafter appropriated
and hereafter
appropriated for maintenance
maintenance of improvement
of
Yazoo River,
River, together
with any
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriof appropritogether with
any unexpended
of Yazoo
ations
heretofore made therefor, ;hall
under the direcshall be expended
expended under
ations heretofore
Snor
War.
tion
of War.
tion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Sunfio war
River, Miss.
Miss.
Big Sunflower River, Mississippi: Continuing improvement, $50,- RiBv,
000.
000. ou
maintenan ce,
impirnocvluemdienngt,G$r5an0,d- Mississippi River
Sunflower
Plaquemine,
River,
R
r
Louisiana:
Mississippi:
a: p:
FiorContinuing
passes.
Big
B
Bayou at the mouth of the
th eMississippi
River: Continuing improve- ps.ipp
River
Mississippi
River:
Passes
$1,
ment and for maintenance,
$1,000,000.
maintenance, $1,000,000.

Bayou Plaquemine, Louisiana: For maintenance, including Grand

Bayou Plaquemine,
Bayou Plaquemin,
La.

River and Pigeon Bayous,
. $20,000.
$20,000.
Bayou
Bayou Teche, La.
Ls.
Bayou
Louisiana: For
maintenance, $10,000.
Bayou Teche,
Teche, Louisiana:
For maintenance,
$10,000.
watery, LoisiWaterway,
Louisiana coast,
coast, Franklin
Inland
Louisiana: For
For maintenance
from aa
Frakin
coast of
of Louisiana:
maintenance from
Inland waterway
waterway on
on the
the coast
to Sabine River.
Franklin
Mermentau, $10,000,
River to
to SaSa- to Sabme River.
and from
from Mermentau
Mermentau River
$10,000, and
to Mermentau,
Franklin to
bine
River, Louisiana
and Texas,
all, $20,000.
bine River,
Louisiana and
Texas, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in all,
$20,000.
Cacasieu
and
Calcasieu River
River and
La.
Calcasieu River
Pass, Louisiana:
Louisiana: For
For maintenance
of improveimprove- Pass, La.
maintenance of
River and
and Pass,
Calcasieu
Calcasieu River, $2,500.
Bogue Flia,
ment of mouth and passes of Calcasieu
Bogue
Faha, etc.
etc.
Riv-Chefuncte, and Tickfaw Riv
Bosoue
Bogue Faia,
Faint, Bayou
Bayou Manchac,
Manchac, Amite, Chefuncte,
ers:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
ers: For
Bayous Vermilion
Vermilion
and Plaquemine
Plaquemine
Bayous Vermilion
Plaquemine Brule,
Brule, and
and Mermentau
River, and
Mermentau River,
Bayous
Vermilion and
and Plaquemine
Brule, and Mermantau
aMermenau
Biver;,
channel, bay,
maintenance, including
Louisiana: For maintenance,
Louisiana:
including channel,
bay, and passes of River,
La.
Promo.
Bavou Vermilion, and tributaries
Mermentau River, $13,000:
o off dam..
Bayou
tributaries of Merruentau
$13,000: ProPro- Pro
Removal
vided, That of the amount herein appropriated
$1,500,or
or
appropriated the sum of $1,500,
so
expended in removing
removing
necessary, may be expended
so much
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
the wrecked
wrecked lock
lock and
dam near
near the
the mouth
mouthof
the Mermentau
River.
of the
Mermentau River.
and dam
the
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Water hyacinth.
Watrhyainth.
Removing
the water hyacinth,
Mississippi, Louisiana,
Remo
hyacinth, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana,
bama, Mississippi,
and Texas:
Texas: For
the removal
of the
the water
water hyacinth
hyacinth from
from the
the naviganayigabma,
s'issipp^, and
For the
removal of
Loiana,
it is
is or may become
L
'Ithw and
and Teas. ble waters
waters in the States named in so far as it
become an
an
obstruction
navigation, $20,000.
obstruction to
to navigation,
$20,000.
Louisiana: For
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
LBayu Terrebone, ' Bayou
Bayou Terrebonne,
Terrebonne, Louisiana:
For maintenance,
La.
Atchaalaya River,
River,
Atchafalaya River,
Atchafalaya
Atchafalaya
River, Louisiana:
Louisiana: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $50,000.
$50,000.
La.
Removing,

Ala-

a,

Bayou

Texas.

7"Imame

Bayou Grossetete,
Louisiana: Completing
Completing improvement
improvement and
and for
for
Bayou
Grossetete, Louisiana:
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
dmaintenance,
Bayou Queue de Tortue, Louisiana:
Louisiana: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
Bayou,' Johnsons
Louisiana: For maintenance,
L Jnson
a
Johnsons Bayou, Louisiana:
maintenance, $2,500.
$2,500.
Red
,
Ark.' Red
Red River,
River, Arkansas
Arkansas and
R ver,
and Louisiana:
Louisiana: Continuing
improvement and
and
Continuing improvement
and La.
and
Arkansas, $55,000.
for maintenance
maintenance below Fulton, Arkansas,
Bayous
BartholoD'Arbonne, and
Rayo
Bert
:r"
-Bayous Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, Macon,
Macon, D'Arbonne,
and Corney,
Corney, and
and Boeuf
Boeuf
mew, etc., La
La.
mew,etc.,
and Tensas
Rivers, Louisiana:
maintenance, $10,000.
and
Tensas Rivers,
Louisiana: For
For maintenance,
$10,000.
olveston, Tae.
Galveston,
Tex.
Harbor at Galveston, Texas:
$325,000.
Texas: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $325,000.
oalveston
Galveston Channel,
Galveston
Continui' ng improvement
channel,
Galveston Channel,
Channel, Texas:
Texas: Continuing
improvement by
by ,construcconstrucewaextension.
of sea-wall
sea-wall extension
extension in
ToEfea-wan
extension. tion of
in accordance
accordance with
with the
report submitted
submitted
the report
in
Document Numbered
hundred and
ninety, Sixtyin House
House Document
Numbered Thirteen
Thirteen hundred
and ninety,
Sixtysecond
Congress, third
session subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
therein
ro
second Congress,
third session,
conditions therein
l
i
iwitilonanasby
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
herein approapproDonation
oflandsby named,
named, $200,000:
$200,000: Provided,
of the
the amount
amount herein
Ga t.n,, etc,' re-" priated shal
Galvestan
shall be expended
expended and no contract
contract shall
shall be
be entered
entered into
into under
under
(inked.
appropriation until
until the
the county
county or
or city
city of
Galveston and
and other
this appropriation
of Galveston
other
local mterests
interests shall
shall have
donated the
the United
States, as
as set
set
have donated
the lands
lands to
to the
United States,
forth in
in said
Numbered Thirteen
Thirteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety,
ninety, and
and
said Document
Document Numbered
quieted all
to the
San Jacinto
Reservation,
Construction of sea shall
shall have
have quieted
all claims
claims to
the present
present San
Jacinto Reservation,
wall by Galveston.
Galveston.
nor
nor until
said county
or city
city of
of Galveston
shall have
have obtained
until the
the said
county or
Galveston shall
obtained aa
right of way
way and made
made provision
to the
the SecSecprovision in
in aamanner
manner satisfactory
satisfactory to
retary
War for
retary of War
cost of
constructing at
least three
for paying the
the cost
of constructing
at least
three thouthousand three
three hundred
hundred feet
feet of
of similar
similar sea-wall
extension in
in addition
to
sea-wall extension
addition to
Direction
that herein
appropriated for:
for: Provided
further, That
That the
entire work
strction,
etoc
° con-- that
herein appropriated
struction,
etc. of
Providedfurther.
the entire
work
of construction
construction shall be done
done under the
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the direction
of the
War, and the funds appropriated
by Congress
Congress and
and those
those furnished
furnished by
appropriated by
by
the
city of
Galveston shall
shall be
be expended
expended by
him.
the county
county or
or city
of Galveston
by him.
ochanGalveston Channel,
Maintenance of
chal . Galveston
Texas: For
For maintenance,
$100,000.
Channel, Texas:
maintenance, $100,000.
nel.
Channel to
to Texas
Channel
Galveston Harbor
Channel
Texas
Channel from Galveston
Harbor to Texas
Texas City, Texas:
Texas: For
For mainmainCity.
City.
tenance, $185,000.
$185,000.
tenance,
Channel to Port tne
$185,000.
Bolivar.
Port
Port Bolivar,
Bolivar, Texas:
Bolivar.
Channel to Port
Texas: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $50,000.
$50,000.
PortAranss
Tex.
Port
Aransas,
Continuing improvement
Port Aransas, Tex.
Aransas, Texas:
Texas: Continuing
improvement and
and for
for maintemaintenance,
$100,000.
nance, S100,000.
Sabine Pass and Port nance, $100,000.
SablnePassand
Arthur Canal,
Canal, Tex.
Sabine
Sabine Pass,
Pass, Texas:
for maintenance
maintenance
Texas: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement and
and for
Pass and
and Port
Arthur CanaI,
Canal, $590,000.
han- of
of Sabine
Sabine Pass
Port Arthur
$590,000.
Houston
ship ChanHouston Ship
nel
,Tex.
Houston Ship
Ship Channel,
Channel, Texas:
Texas: For
For maintenance,
$250,000.
nel,Tex.
Houston
maintenance, $250,000.
Anahuac
Channel,
Channel, Trinity
River, Oyster
Creek, and
and Cedar,
Choco.ex^
Anahuac
Channel, Anahuac
Anahuc Channel,
etc.,
Tex.
Trinity River,
Oyster Creek,
Cedar, ChocoDickinson, Double,
late, Turtle, Bastrop, Dickinson,
Double, and East Bay Bayous:
For maintenance, $30,000.
waterTexas inland water For maintenance, $30,000.
•
ways.
ways.
Inland waterway on the coast
coast of Texas:
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the
Texas: For
West Galveston Bay-Brazos
Bay-Brazos River
River section,
section, $15,000;
$15,000; for maintenance
maintenance
River-Matagorda Bay section,
of the Brazos River:Matagorda
section, $30,000; for
maintenance
for maintenance
of the Aransas Pass-Pass Cavallo section,
section, $30,000;
$30,000; for
maintenance
for maintenance
Proviso.
Guadalupe River
to Victoria,
Victoria, $23,500;
$23,500; in
in all,
all, $98,500:
$98,500: Provided,
Trafer
ofGuadalupe
Transfer of allot- of
River up
up to
Provided,
ments.
That any
any portion of the amount
ments.
That
amount hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for a
a given
given secsection of said waterway
recommendation of the Chief
waterway may, upon recommendation
of
Chief of
Engineers, be transferred
transferred by the Secretary
Secretary of War
made available
War and
and made
available
for maintenance of improvement
improvement in
any other
other section.
in any
section.
Mouth
of Brazos
River Texas:
For maintenance,
maintenance ,$175,000.
$175 ,000.
moth.
AtrarzaTurer,
Mouth of
Brazos River,
Texas: For
Distribution
Brazos River, Texas:
improvement from
Distribution.
Brazos
Texas: Continuing
Continuing improvement
from Old
Old WashingWashington to Waco by the
the construction
construction of locks and dams
dams heretofore
heretofore
authorized, $200,000;
authorized,
8200,000; continuing
continuing improvement
improvement and for maintenance
maintenance
by open-channel
open-channel work from Velasco
Velasco to Old Washington,
Washington, $15,000;
$15,000;
in all, $215,000.
$215,000.

Bayou

Bayou Grossetete,
La.
Bayou
de
ue
ayou Queue
de —
I.o
Tortue, La.
"
a
j hasma
Red

Bayou

iver,

ns

Ark

hs d

etc ,

construction

of

re

sea

Tex.
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Channel
Channel, Aransas
Christi, Texas:
Channel from Aransas Pass to Corpus
Corpus Christi,
Texas: For
mainte- PasntoCo
For mainteChannel,
Arasti,
Aransas
Pass to Corpus Christi,
nance,
nance, $15,000.
$15,000.
x.t,to
Tex,
Sabine-Neches
Sabine-Neches Canal, Texas: For maintenance
maintenance of
that portion
from sabine-Neches
of that
portion from
Sabine-Neches
Tex.
the mouth of the Neches River to the junction
Port Arthur Canal,
canal , Tex
junction with the Port
$20,000.
Ship Canal, $20,000.
Trinity
improvement and
Trinity River, Texas:
Texas: Continuing
Continuing improvement
and for
mainte- Trinity
for mainteTrinity River.
River.
nance by open-channel
open-channel work, $50,000;
$50,000; for improvement
improvement by
by the
the
construction of Locks
construction
Locks and Dams numbered
numbered Three
Three and
Five, $250,000:
and Five,
$250,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of the latter amount
Provided,
amount shall be expended
expended until cPbuionbyDaContribution by Dalthe city of Dallas or other local interests
interests shall have
contributed las,
etc.
have contributed
s,etc.
the sum of $50,000 toward the improvement.
.
improvement.
Cypress Bayou,
etc.,
Bayou and waterway
waterway between Jefferson,
Cypress Bayou
Jefferson, Texas,
Texas, and
and ShreveShreve- Tex.pis
o11 etc
.
Tex. and La.
port, Louisiana: For maintenance,
port,Louisiana:
$5,000.
maintenance, $5,000.
Red
Ark. and
and
Continuing improvement
improvement and for Okla.
Red River,
River, Arkansas and Texas: Continuing
River, Ark
ed River,
maintenance
maintenance and repair of levees destroyed
destroyed by overflows
overflows in nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fifteen and nineteen hundred and sixteen betweeen
betweeen Fulton,
ton Arkansas,
Arkansas, and Washita River,
River, Oklahoma,
$50,000.
Oklahoma, $50,000.
Ouachita
t River, Ark.
Ouachita
River,, Arkansas
duachita River
Louisiana: Continuing
Continuing improveimprove- ad
Arkansas and
and Louisiana:
Ar.
and La.
ment by the construction
construction of locks
locks and dams heretofore
heretofore authorized,
authorized,
$474,000; for maintenance
maintenance of improvement
open-channel Work
work
improvement by open-channel
Camden, $25,000;
$25,000. in all, $499,000.
up to Camden,
$499,000.
Arkansas River-Ark.
Arkansas River,
River, Arkansas
Arkansas and Oklahoma:
Arkansas
Oklahoma: For maintenance
maintenance of
of anS
verArk
and oSr
Okla.
improvement, including bank protection
protection at Pine Bluff
Bluff and Little Rock
and vicinity and the operation of dredging plant,
plant, $234,700.
$234,700.
White River, Arkansas:
Arkansas: For maintenance,
preventing cut- White River, Ark.
maintenance, and for preventing
off at De Vall's Bluff, in accordance
accordance with House
House Document
'cumDocument NumUse of balance.
bered Twelve
Twelve hundred
hundred and fifty-nine,
fifty-nine, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Congress,
Congress, third uVol.
. p. 814.
37,
session, $30,500.
$30,500. In addition thereto
the
sum
thereto
of $8,000,
$8,000, appropriated by the river and harbor Act approved
approved March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen is
made available
available unconditionally.
unconditionally.
is made
Cache River, Ark.
Cache River,
River, in Arkansas:
Arkansas: That
That the
Cache River
in the
the State
State of
of Declared
the Cache
River in
Dclnednovia
nonnavigae
re m
hie
Arkansas be, and the same is hereby, declared
declared to
to be
be a
nonnavigable blo sstream.
anonnavigable
a
stream within the meaning of the Constitution
Constitution and laws of
of the
the
Conditions.
United States. This provision
become void after one year from Conditios.
provision shall become
the date of the approval of this Act unless
unless within
within said period the
Legislature of Arkansas
Arkansas shall pass an act expressly
approving this
expressly approving
this
declaration.
declaration. The right of the Congress to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal
this paragraph
paragraph is
is hereby
expressly reserved.lac
reserved.
this
hereby expressly
and urrent
Black and Current
Black and Current Rivers, Arkansas
Arkansas and
Missouri: For
For mainteand Missouri:
mainte- Rivers,
ivers, Ark.
Ark.
and
Mo.
and
Co.
nance
$18,000.
nance, $18,000.
Saint Francis River,
Saint Francis River and tributaries,
tributaries, Arkansas:
Arkansas: For maintenance
maintenance of
of etFaLt
River,
etc., Ark. cs
improvement
improvement of Saint Francis
Francis and L'Anguille
L'Anguille Rivers
Rivers and
Blackfish
and Blackfish
Bayou
$9,500.
Bayou, $9,500.
Cumberland River,
River,
Cumberland
CTeumbnd
Kentucky: For maintenance
Cumberland River, Tennessee
Tennessee and Kentucky:
maintenance Tenn.
and Ky.
above Nashville, $5,000;
$5,000; continuing
improvement
below
continuing improvement below Nashville,
Nashville,
$705,000; in
in all,
all, $710,000.
$710,000.
T Tennessee
'Nunez:a River,
R
di
i
ty
er,
Tennessee
Tennessee River, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama, and
and Kentucky:
Kentucky: For
For mainmain- Tenn.,Aa. andKy.
Dian-bud:.
tenance
improvement by open-channel
tenance and continuing
continuing improvement
open-channel work above
above DitutLon
Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Tennessee, $300,000,
Chattanooga,
$300,000, and of this amount not to exceed
exceed
expended, in the discretion of the Chief
$5,000 may
may be expended,
Chief of Engineers
and Secretary
Secretary of War, for the maintenance
maintenance of the Clinch and Holston
Holston
Rivers at or near the mouth of said rivers; for maintenance
maintenance and
Rivers
continuing improvement
improvement by open-channel
open-channel work
work between
between Florence
Florence
and Riverton,
Riverton, Alabama, $120,000;
$120,000; for continuing improvement
improvement
by the construction
construction of locks and dams
dams between
between Chattanooga,
TennesChattanooga, Tennessee, and Browns Island,
Island, Alabama,
Alabama, in accordance
accordance with the report
submitted
Document Numbered
submitted in House
House Document
hundred and sixty,
Numbered Three
Three hundred
Sixty-second
Sixty-second Congress,
Congress, second session,
session, as modified
modified by
of
by the
the report of
the Board of Engineers
Engineers for Rivers
Rivers and Harbors
printed in
in -Rivers
Harbors printed
and Harbors
Document Numbered
Harbors Committee
Committee Document
Numbered One, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
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Congress,
session, $500,000:
Provided, That
That no
no contract
contract shall
be
shall be
$500,000: Provided,
first session,
Congress, first
entered into
for the
the construction
construction thereof
thereof until
the local
local interests
interests shall
shall
entered
into for
until the
assume and
and pay
pay all
all claims
claims for
for flowage
flowage damage
damage or
or arrange
arrange to
assume
to do
do so
so
in manner
manner satisfactory
to the
Secretary of
War: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of War:
the Secretary
satisfactory to
in
ams
That one high dam or two low
Danis antimized.
constructed according
according as
as
low dams may
may be
be constructed
the
local interests
interests may
contribute the
the cost
cost of
of all
claims for
the local
may contribute
all claims
for flowage
flowage
arising from
from either
type of
of dams,
And provided
provided
etrmnatio. damage
damage arising
either type
dams respectively:
respectively: And
Determination
of
type.
further,
the Secretary
of War
shall ultimately
ultimately determine
the
of type
further, That
That the
Secretary of
War shall
determine the
to be
be constructed;
for continuing
continuing improvement
improvement and
and
type of
of dams
dams to
constructed; for
for
below Riverton,
Riverton, Alabama,
Alabama, $24,000;
m all,
$944,000.
maintenance below
for maintenance
Toldo, Ohio.
$24,000; m
all, $944,000.
Toledo,
Ohio.
Harbor at
at Toledo
Toledo, Ohio:
Ohio: For
For maintenance,
Harbor
maintenance, $20,000.
$20,000.
Ohi
Port C
Clinton,
Ohio.
Harbor
at Port
Clinton, Ohio:
Ohio: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
$1,000.
P
ntoOhho.
Harbor at
Port Cinton,
Sandusky,
Ohio.
Harbor
Ohio: For
For maintenance,
Sandus, Ohio.
Harbor at
at Sandusky,
Sandusky, Ohio:
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
Huron, Ohio.
Harbor
Ohio: For
For maintenance,
$2,500.
VHron, Ohio.
Harbor at
at Huron,
Huron, Ohio:
maintenance, $2,500.
Vermilion, Ohio.
Harbor
at
Vermilion,
Ohio:
For
maintenance,
$4,500.
CVeriion,
Harbor
Ohio.
at
Vermilion,
Ohio:
For
maintenance,
$4,500.
Cleveland, Ohio.
rClvemanOhio.
Proviso.
Cleveland, Ohio:
Ohio: For
maintenance, $65,000:
$65,000: Provided,
Harbor at
at Cleveland,
For maintenance,
Provided,
Loatanopirhead
I-4catima Pierhead• That the pierhead
pierhead for marking
marking the
the east
east end
of the
the east
east breakwater
breakwater
end of
extension provided
provided for in the
the existing project
project shall
shall be
located at
the
be located
at the
east extremity
extremity of
breakwater as
built, said
said pierhead
pierhead to
be
of the
the breakwater
as now
now built,
to be
constructed
heretofore appropriated
constructed with funds heretofore
appropriated for
the construction
construction
for the
of said
said breakwater.
of
breakwater.
Ohio
River.
Ohio River:
River: Continuing
improvement and
for maintenance
maintenance by
by
hio
it
rk.
Ohio
Continuing improvement
and for
Open
channel
work.
open-channel work,
work, $509,500.
open-channel
$509,500.
Locks and dam.
dams.
Ohio River:
River: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement by
by the
the construction
construction of
of locks
locks
Locks
and dams with a
view to
depth of
of nine
nine feet,
a view
to securing
securing aa navigable
navigable depth
feet,
$5,000,000.
$5 000,000.
OntODam,
Harbor at-Ontonagon,
Ontonagon, Mich.
Mich.
Harbor
Michigan: For
maintenance, $9,000.
$9,000.
at Ontonagon, Michigan:
For maintenance,
Grand
iarai, Meh.
Harbor of refuge at Grand Marais,
Marais, Michigan:
Grand Marais,
Mich.
Harbor
For maintenance,
Michigan: For
maintenance,
$10,000.
$10,000.
Manisa:me,
Mich.
Harbor
lklanistique, Michigan:
Miclitan: Completing
Completing improvement
improvement and
and
Manist'iq.e
Harbor at
at Manistique,
maintenance, $14,000.
for maintenanc_e,
$14,000.
Menominee
Harbor
Menominee Harbor
Harbor and
River Michigan
Michigan and
Wisconsin: For
and
River,
and
anxd
teier Mich.
chand
Menominee
and River,
and Wisconsin
For
W
maintenance,
400: Provided,
Provided, That
of this
this amount
amount $3,400
$3,400 may
may be
be
wisls..
maintenance, $20
$20,400:
That of
expended
for dredging
dr4i above
Ogden Street
Street Bridge.
Bridge.
above Ogden
expended for
aint foseph,
eph,Mh.
Saint Joseph
Joseph Harbor
Saint
Mich.
ar r and River, Michigan:
Michigan: For
For maintenance,
maintenance,
500.
South Haven,
Haven, Mich.
ich. $36
$36,500.
soagatuckHanedK.KaHarbor at South Haven,
maintenance, $10,900.
$10,900.
garbor
Haven, Michigan: For maintenance,
Saugatuek
Saugatuck and Kahl.
ouzo()
mo
River, Mich.
Saugatuck
and Kalamazoo
Saugatuck Harbor
Harbor and
River, Michigan:
Michigan: For
For mainmainKalamazoo River,
tenance, $4,000.
tenance,
$4,000.
llandch
Holland,
Mich.
Harbor at
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
and Haven,Mc.
Harbor
at Holland,
Holland, Michigan:
Michigan: For
$5,000.
Grand Haven,
Mich.
Harbor at
at Grand
Haven, Michigan:
Michigan: For
maintenance, $71,750.
Mud
avegon
Mich.
Harbor
Grand Haven,
For maintenance,
$71,750.
Muskegon, Mich.
Harbor at
at Muskegon,
Michigan: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $7,500.
Ludgton,
Mich.
Harbor
$7,500.
Muskegon, Michigan:
Harbor at Ludington,
Ludington,Llinton
Mich..
Completing improvement
improvement and
for
Ludington, Michigan:
Michigan: Completing
and for
maintenance ' $250,000.
maintenance,
$250,000.
Frankfort,
Harbor at
at Frankfort,
Michigan: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
hFrarlort,Mich.
ich.
Harbor
Frankfort, Michigan:
Charlevoix,
Harbor
at Charlevoix
to Pine
For
Ch.rlevoix etc.,
etc.
Mich.
Harbor at
Charlevoix and
and entrance
entrance to
Pine Lake,
Lake, Michigan:
Michigan: For
maintenance
maintenance, $3,500.
$3,500.
Alpena,
For maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000.
$2,000.
Apena, Mich. Michk Harbor
Harbor at
at "Alpena,
Alpena, Michigan:
Michigan: For
arbr Beach,
Beach, Mich.
ach. Harbor
Harbor
at Harbor
Harbor Beach,
For repairs
to breakHarbor of
of refuge
refuge at
Beach, Michigan:
Michigan: For
repairs to
breakwater
and
for
mamtenance,
$125,000.
$125,000.
maintenance,
Grand River, Mich. water and for
Grand
Michigan: For
$5,800.
Lake Saint Clair,
Cair,
Grand River,
River, Michigan:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $5,800.
Lake
Mich.
Mich.
Ship channel connecting
connecting waters
waters of the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes between
between
Chicago, Duluth, and Buffalo:
Buffalo: For
For maintenance
maintenance of
of improvement
improvement
Proriro.
C
hannel at Port
through Lake Saint
$108,325 : Provided,
That of
of this
this amount
am oun tthe
th e
Channet
Pot thrughLake
Saint Clair,
Clair, $108,325:
Provided,That
Husum of $83,325
$83,3 may be expended
Huron,
sum
expended for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of securing
securing a
achanchannel in Saint
water front of Port
Saint Clair River
River along the water
Port Huron, MichiMichigan, in accordance
accordance with
gan,
the report
report printed
House Document
Document NumNumwith the
printed in
in House
gered Seven hundred
eighty-two, Sixty-fourth Congress,
bered
hundred and eighty-two,
Congress, first
first
Marys River, Session
session.
Saint Marys
Mich.
Saint
Marys River
River at
the falls,
Continuing improvement
lock.
Saint Marvs
at the
falls, Michigan:
Michigan: Continuing
improvement
New lock.
$800,000.
lock, $800,000.
fourth lock,
of aafourth
construction of
the construction
by
e lby the
Provisos-

Payment
pyimt

dama.
damage&

of ffowage

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SEss. I.
Sess.

Cu. 260.
CH.

401
401
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Completing improvement
Black River at Port Huron, Michigan: Completing
improvement
and for maintenance,
maintenance, $25,000.
Clinton
Michigan: For
maintenance, $1,500. Mich.
Clinton River, Michigan:
For maintenance,
Harbor at
at Green
maintenance, $18,000.
$18,000.
Harbor
Green Bay,
Bay, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: For
For maintenance,
Harbor at Two
Two Rivers
Rivers, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: For
Harbor
For maintenance,
maintenance $3,500.
Wisconsin: For maintenance, $2,500.
Washington, Wisconsin:
Harbor at Port Washington,
Harbor at Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, including harbor of refuge:
refuge: For
maintenance ' $11,000.
maintenance,
$11,000.
Harbor at
at Racine, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
improvement, $200,000.
Continuing improvement,
$200,000.
Fox River,
River, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
improvement from
from Depere
Depere
Fox
Continuing improvement
up to Portage, including maintenance
maintenance of improvement
improvement of Wolf River
River
and of the harbors heretofore
heretofore improved on Lake Winnebago,
$30,000.
Winnebago, $30,000.
And the Secretary
authorized to
to convey,
convey, by
by quitSecretary- of War is hereby
hereby authorized
quit-

Black
River,
Mih.
2
t
1
aitrn
v
i
er '
mick
At Port

uro

Clinton
Clinton River,
River, mic.
Green
Bay, Wis.
Green Bay,
Wis.
Two
Rivers, Wis.
Wis.
Two Rivers,
Port
r
tWashington,
Washington,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wis.
Racine, Wis.
Racine,
Fox
Wis.
Fox River,
River, Wis.

Conveyance of
of
conveyance

claim deed,
to the
State
of Wisconsin,
or
to
the
city of Portage,
autort
free to
of
cost,
claim all
deed,
thetoright,
the State
title,of
Wisconsin,
interest or
of to
thethe
United
city ofStates
Portage,
in and
free
of a"u
P
t11
1
3
;113a Levee
Levee',
cost, all
the right,
title, and
and interest of the United States in and to
"Portage Levee,"
Levee," including the right of way on which
the "Portage
which it
it is built,
whenever
whenever the proper authorities of said State, or of said city, shall
satisfy
Secretary of War that they are empowered
satisfy the Secretary
empowered by law to
accept the
the same.
accept
Duluth-Superior Harbor, Minnesota
Duluth-Superior
Minnesota and Wisconsin
or mainDulnthand Superior.
Wisconsin: F
For
Duluthandupor.
tenance,
$43,000.
tenance, $43,000.

inn. and Wis.
Minn'
Wis.

Duluth-Superior
Duluth-Superior Harbor
Minnesota and Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Continuing
Enlar gin g basin,
basin,
Harbor,' Minnesota
Continuing Enlarging

improvement
enlarging the
the Superior
Harbor basin
n accordance
accordance Superio1.
improvement by
by enlarging
Superior Harbor
basin i
in
uperior.

pnnted in H
OILSO Document
Six hundred and
with report printed
House
Document Numbered
Numbered Six'hundred

fifty-one,
fifty-one, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress,
Congress, first
first session,
$180,000: Provided,
Proviso.
session, $180,000:
Prdd,
Provio.
t
That
the Secretary
War may
may enter
enter into
contracts Contract&
That the
Secretary of
of War
into aa contract
contract or
or contracts
cona ct
for such materials
materials or work as may be necessary
complete said
necessary to complete
project,
project, to be paid for as appropriations
appropriations may from time to time be
made by law, not to exceed in the aggregate
aggregate $180,000,
$180,000, exclusive
exclusive of the
the
amounts herein and heretofore
heretofore appropriated.
amounts
appropriated.
Warroad
River, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000.
Mich.
Warroad Harbor
Harbor and
and River,
$2,000. Warroad,
Warroad, Mich.
Zippel Bay, Lake of the Woods, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For maintenance,
Bay, Minn.
maintenance, Zippel
ippelBay,
Minn.
$1,000.
$1,000.
maintenance, $6,000.
$6,000.
Grand Marais, Minn.
Harbor at Grand Marais,
Marais, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For
GrandMaraLs,Minn
For maintenance,
Indiana Harbor, Indiana:
Continuing improvement
improvement and
Indiana: Continuing
for IndianaHarbor,ind.
Indiana Harbor, Ind.
and for
maintenance
maintenance,'$400,000.
Harbor at Michigan
City,- Indiana: For maintenance,
Ind.
Michigan City
maintenance, $20,000.
$20,000.
Michigan City, Ind.
I!1.
Harbor
Waukegan, Illinois:
maintenance, $16,000.
$16,000.
Waukegan, Ill.
For maintenance,
Waukegan,
Harbor at Waukegan,
Illinois: For
Continuing improvement,
Illinois: Continuing
Harbor at Chicago,
Harbor
Chicago, Illinois:
improvement, by the Chicago,
Chicago, m.
Ili.
Calumet,
construction of aabreakwater
breakwater to form an outer harbor,
harbor , $714,300.
$714,300.
Calumet, IR.
Harbor at Calumet, Illinois: For maintenance,
maintenance, $25,000.
$25,000.
Chicago River,
Chicago
River, Ill.
I.
Chicago River, Illinois: For maintenance,
maintenance, $30,000.
C
et River,
Calumet
River, Dl.
l.
and l
Ind.
maintenance, $20,000: aniP
Calumet River, Illinois and Indiana:
Indiana- For maintenance,
a
Provided,
Provided, That the upper limit of said project shall be at the intersecintersec- LimLO.

tion of the Grand Calumet River and the Indiana Harbor Canal.
Rive '
ino River
IS.
River, Illinois: Continuing improvement and for main- nunois
n0ver
l
tenance below Copperas
Copperas Creek,
Creek, $55,000.
$55,000.
issii River
Mississippi River:
River: Government
Government diket
dike, in Illinois,
Illinois directly opposite Die
I
fbolo
Ze-at Luisina,
Mississippi
Louisiana, Missouri, for raising dike at least seven feet, Mothe city of Louisiana,
m°$15,000, or
or as
as much
thereof as
as may
be necessary.
$15,000,
much thereof
may be
necessary.
M:isssippi River
issWippi
River
Mississippi
Mississippi River from Head of Passes
Passes to the mouth of the Ohio Commission.
conmssion.
River, including salaries, clerical, office, traveling, and miscellaneous l^rorsp
ses
expenses
River,
includinc
of the
thet'
,Mississippi
salaries, clerical,
River
Commission:
traveling,
Continuing
and miscellaneous
improve- to the Ohio.
expenses
of
Mississippi
River office,
Commission:
Continuing
improve- to!he Ohio. nine-foot
ment with a
securing a
permanent channel depth of nine channel.
a view to securing
a permanent
feet, $6,000,000,
$6,000,000, which sum shall be expended under the direction
direction
of the Secretary
accordance with the plans, specifications,
specifications,
Secretary of War in accordance
and recommendations
Commission, as
recommendations of the Mississippi
Mississippi River Conamission,
approved
approved by the Chief of Engineers, for the general improvement
iraprovement of
of
the river, for the building of -levees
levees, and which
done, in the
which may be done,.
discretion
War, by hired labor or otherwise,
discretion of the Secretary.of War,'
otherwise, besu N>
Girardeau, Missouri,
Missouri, and for
tween Head of Passes
Passes and Cape
Cape Girardeau,
for surveys, Surveys.
tion
Illinois
of the River,
Grand Calumet
Illinois: Continuing
River and the
improvement
Indiana Harbor
and Canal_
for mainIllinois

91890°—voi, 39-Pr
39—er 1-26
91890°-voL
1-28
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Provisos:
t
Dredgebats
Dredge boats, etc.

Connecting
Connecting
harbors, etc.

harbo,

waters,
waters,

1916.
1916.

including the
from Head
Passes to
the headwaters
headwaters of
of the
the
including
the survey
survey from
Head of
of Passes
to the
river,
such manner
manner as
their opinion
opinion shall
shall best
best improve
improve naviganavigariver, in
in such
as in
in their
tion
commerce at
all stages
stages of
river:
tion and
and promote
promote the
the interests
interests of
of commerce
at all
of the
the river:
Provided,
the money
money hereby
appropriated so
so much
much as
as may
be
may be
hereby appropriated
of the
Provided,That
That of
necessaery shall
shall be
be expended
in the
the construction
of suitable
suitable and
and necesnecessary
expended in
construction of
necesand in
maintesary dredge
andovided
appliances and
in the
the maintesary
ge boats and
and other devices
devices Pr
nance
further,
nance and operation
operation of the same: Proided
P
further, That
That the
the waterwater-

courses connected
river and
upon it,
connected with
with said
said river
and the
the harbors
harbors upon
it, now
under
now under

e.

Jurisdiction over
vurisdietinoed
Vicksburg harbor and
mouth of
of
the Ohio to month
Cache River.

Cache

Cu.
CH. 260.
260.

ver.

the control
River Commission
Commission and
and under
under improveimprovethe
control of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
the harbor
ment, together with the
harbor at
at Vicksburg,
Mississippi, and
the Ohio
Ohio
Vicksburg, Mississippi,
and the
River from its
its mouth
mouth to
to the
the mouth
mouth of
the Cache
Raver, which
which are
are
of the
Cache River,
hereby transferred
transferred to and placed
placed under
under the control and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of such
suh
c commission,
i
nthe
the discretion
of said
said commission,
commission, upon
upon
of
commission, may;
may, in
discretion of
approval by
by the
Chief of
of Engineers
receive allotments
allotments for
for improveapproval
the Chief
Engineers,'receive
improvements now under
ments
under way
way.or
or hereafter
to be
undertaken, to
to be
be paid
hereafter to
be undertaken,
paid for
for

Canal at Vicksburg.
Canaat
vicksburg. from
from the
appropriated: Provided
Providedfurther,
the rerethe amount
amount herein
herein appropriated:
further, That
That the

Locks and dams of
Ohio River not in-

Ohos
o eid

cluded.
ci
da

dams of

Atchafalaya River.
r.
Survey, etc.

Arkansas River.

ikansoRr.
butsdiction of Com-

mission extended
mission
to
extende to
Jefferson County.

Jefferon County

Levees,
mLea,
ments.

etc.,

etc.,

allot-

uot

Expenditures
for
penditredfor
levees I
rom Head of
Passes
to Rock
Pasesto
Rock Island,
sland.

m.

Improvements, etc.

Impro0mep
From thet Ohio
Ohietc.to
the Missouri.
the
Missouri.

port
the Mississippi
River Commission,
Commission, contained
contained in
Docuport of
of the
Mississippi River
in House
House Document Numbered Six
Six hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
Congress,
second
session, shall
be construed
as a
a project
requiring special
special
project requiring
construed as
shall not
not be
second session,
congressional
action: Providedfurther,
Provided further That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the improveimprovecongressional action:
ment of the Ohio River, with a
a view to the construction
construction of
of locks
locks and
and
darns,
shall be
considered as
as transferred
or placed
placed under
under the
dams, shall
be considered
transferred to
to or
the
control
and jurisdiction
of the
Mississippi River
River Commission:
Procontrol and
jurisdiction of
the Mississippi
Commission: Providedfurther,
vided
further, That
survey with
report shall
shall be
be made
made by
by the
the MissisThat aasurvey
with aareport
MissisAtchafalaya River
sippi River Commission of the
the Atchafalaya
River in
in accordance
accordance
for the
with the general plan of said commission for
the improvement
improvement of
of the
the
Misssippi River, and
Mississippi
in making
and report,
and in
making such
such survey
survey and
report, if
if in
in their
their
opinion the improvement
improvement of the Atchafalaya
Atchafalaya is
is desirabre,
desirable, consideration
consideration
shall be
be given
given and
shall
and recommendation
made as
as to
to any
any plans
plans for
for cooperacooperarecommendation made
tion on
part of
interests.
tion
on the
the part
of local
local interests.
The
jurisdiction of
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
Commission is
is hereby
hereby
The jurisdiction
of the
River Commission
extended so
so as
to include
that part
part of
Arkansas River
extended
as to
include that
of the
the Arkansas
River between
between
its
its mouth
mouth and
and the
with the
line between
between
the intersection
intersection thereof
thereof with
the division
division line
are herein
Lincoln and Jefferson
Jefferson Counties, and any funds
funds which
which are
herein or
or
may
hereafter appropriated
appropriated by
by Congress
Congress for
for imp
rovi
ng the
may be
be hereafter
improving
the MissisMississippl River between
between Head
sippi
Head of
of Passes
Passes and
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio
and the
River,
may be
to levees
River, and
and which
which may
be allotted
allotted to
levees and
and bank
bank revetment,
revetment,
may
be expended
expended within
within the
the limits
limits of
said extended
under
may be
of said
extended jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
the
direction of
the Secretary
War, in
in accordance
with the
the plans,
plans,
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of War,
accordance with
specifications, and
and recommendations
recommendation s of
ofthe
the Mississippi
m specifications,
Mississippi River
River Co
Commission,
as approved
the Chief
Chief of
and upon
upon like
terms
mission, as
approved by
by the
of Engineers,
Engineers, and
like terms
and conditions
for levees
and bank
bank revetment
upon any
any part
part of
of the
the
and
conditions for
levees and
revetment upon
Mississippi
of said commission,
commission, and
Mississippi River
River now under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
and
in such manner as
as will
will best
best promote
accomplish the
for
promote and
and accomplish
the purposes
purposes for
which commission was created,
the territory
created, in so far as the
territory hereby
hereby
added
to its
its said
said jurisdiction
added to
jurisdiction may
involved.
may be
be involved.
Any funds
which are
herein, or
by
Any
funds which
are herein,
or may
may: hereafter
hereafter be,
be appropriated
appropriated by
Congress for improving
Mississippi River
Congress
improving the Mississippi
River between
between Head
Head of
of
Passes and
and the mouth of the Ohio River, and which
Passes
which may be allotted
to
levees, may be expended,
expended, under the direction of the Secretary
to levees,
Secretary of
of
accordance with the plans,
War, in accordance
plans, specifications,
specifications, and
and recommendarecommendations of the
the Missssippi
Mississippi River
River Commission,
Commission, as
approved by
the
as approved
by the
Chief of Engineers, for
forlevees
levees upon
upon. any part
i of said river
riv er between
bet
ween Head
Hea d
of Passes
llinois, in
of
Passes and Rock Island, Illinois,
n such manner
manner as, in their
their
opinion, shall
of
opinion,
shall best improve navigation and promote the interest
interest of
commerce
commerce at all stages of the river.
Mississippi
Riverfrom
the mouth
Mississippi
mouth of
of the
the Ohio
Ohio River
River to
to and
and includincludMisste
out River
of from the
ing the
Missouri River:
River: Continuing
ing
the mouth of the Missouri
Continuing improvement
improvement and
and
for maintenance,
maintenance, $350,000.
for
$350,000.
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From the
the Missour
Missouri
Mississippi
Mississippi River from the mouth of the Missouri River to MinneMinne- toFrom
Minneapolis.
apolis, Minnesota:
Minnesota: Continuing improvement
maintenance, t"
improvement and for
for maintenance,
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
Experiments in
That the Chief of Engineers, or such board as the Secretary
Secretary of War traEpeients
in
transporting
theavy
7
ypo
htlnb
t
ltween speeifreightbetweenspeimay appoint, shall,
shall, within
within two
two years
after the
the passage
passage of this Act, ki
may
years after
heavy freights
make such experiments in the transportation
transportation of heavy
between the mouth of the Ohio River
River and
on said Mississippi River between
Saint Louis and between Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa, and Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, at all stages of water in said river, with
experimental
with the experimental
tows and barges described
Numbered Eight
Eight
described in House Document Numbered
hundred and fifty-seven,
fifty-seven, Sixty-third
Congress, second
session, as will
hundred
Sixty-third Congress,
second session,
transportafully demonstrate
demonstrate the economy or
or lack
lack of economy
economy in the transportation of such heavy freights, and particularly
particularly upstream
upstream in parts of
of
improvement has been completed
said river in which said improvement
completed or practically completed,
completed, and for the making of such experiments
experiments said Chief of
cally
Engineers or board is hereby
authorized to use not to exceed $50,000 Vol.
Engineers
hereby authorized
ol. 36,
36, p.
p. 65.
659.
of the unexpended
appropriated by the Act
Act
unexpended balance of the $500,000 appropriated
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
designing and
of June twenty-fifth,
hundred and ten, for designing
constructing
in-Unconstructing experimental
experimental towboats and barges and loading
loading and
loading facilities for towing and delivering
delivering supplies
supplies along
along the MissisMississippiiRiver
sip
River and its tributaries.
Saint Paul to MinneMississippi River
Paul to
Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Minnesota: aplint
River from
Mississippi
from Saint
Saint Paul
to Minneapolis,
ultoMineapobs.
Completing
$170,000.
Completing improvement,
improvement, $170,000.
Brainerd
Grand
Brainerd to
to Grand
Mississippi
River between
Rapids, Minnesota: Rapids,
Brapids Minn.
into rand
Mississippi River
between Brainerd
Brainerd and
and Grand Rapids.,
For maintenance,
maintenance $2,000.
$2,000.
For
Mississi
Mississippi and
and
Mississippi and Leech Rivers,
Minnesota: Continuing
Continuing improvement,
improvement, Leech
Misissippi
Rivers, Minnesota:
ech Rivers.
iive
$60,000.
$60,000.
ad
Reservoirs at headHEADWATERS OF
RESERVOIRS AT
RIVER.-That SSO Reservoirs
at hes
RESERVOIRS
AT HEADWATERS
OF MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI RIVER.—That
abandoned.
much of
of the
the adopted
adopted project
project for the construction
construction of a
a low reservoir
Project abandoned.
much
reservoir waters.
dam at Gull Lake, Minnesota,
Minnesota, as provides
d
of ditches
ditches
provides for the
the digging
of
between Gull Lake and Round Lake
Lake and between
l
i
t
g
o
g
t
iiTil Lake
Lake and
between Round
hereby
Long Lake, is hereby abandoned; and the Secretary
Secretary of War is hereby
authorized to surrender
surrender to the parties entitled thereto
thereto the flowage
flowage
authorized
granted the United
United States for the
rights on Long Lake heretofore
heretofore granted
aforesaid work.
aforesaid
Osage River, Mo.
Osage River,
Continuing improvement
improvement and
and for
for mainOsage
River, Missouri:
Missouri: Continuing
main- Osage
River, Mo.
tenance,
tenance, $15,000.
$15,000.
Gasconade River,
Gasconade
River, Missouri:
improvement and
for Mo.
Gasconade River,
Missouri: Continuing
Continuing improvement
and for
M ao n a< River
Proviso.
maintenance,
$10,000: Provided,
maintenance, $10,000:
Provided, That the dam
dam near
near Heckman's
Heckman's Mill,
Mill, Proviso
Removal of
of dams.
dams.
Removal
at Pryor's Bend, and any other obstruction
obstruction to the flow of water at or
or
near that point, may, in the discretion
Secretary of War, be
discretion of the Secretary
removed,
appropriation as necessary
necessary may be
much of
of this appropriation
removed, and so
so much
expended
purpose.
expended for that purpose.
Continuing improvement
improvement and
for maintenance,
maintenance, Ka
Missouri River: Continuing
and for
M
issouriR
nsas Rive
ti34 to
to
Massos
mouth.
with
securing a
between Kansas
Kansas mouth.
channel between
to securing
a permanent
permanent six-foot
six-foot channel
with a
a view
view to
City and the mouth of the river, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
ansas
.
City to Sioux
Missouri River:
For improvement
from Kansas
Kansas; CifyaCsasCitytoSioux
improvement and
and maintenance
maintenance from
Missouri
River: For
City to Sioux City, $50,000,
which amount at least $25,000
$25,000 may be
$50,000, of which
expended
judgment of the Chief of
revetment as in the judgment
expended for such bank revetment
Sioux City to Fort
Engineers
may be
in the
the interest
of navigation;
navigation; continuing
continuing improveimprove- Benton.
Engineers may
be in
interest of
soux
City to Fort
ment and for maintenance
maintenance from Sioux
Sioux City to Fort Benton, $125,000,
$125,000,
of which
which amount
amount at
least $50,000
$50,000 may
such bank
bank
expended for such
may be expended
at least
of
judgment of the Chief
Engineers may be in
revetment as in the judgment
Chief of Engineers
in
revetment
the interest
of navigation;
navigation; in
all, $175,000.
in all,
$175,000.
the
interest of
Vermilion, S. Dak.
In
the interest
of navigation
navigation and
and in
the existing
existing emergency
emergency Revetment.
Reveten t.
in view
view of
of the
In the
interest of
and to prevent further loss and destruction of property, the sum of
$75,000,
necessary, for bank revet$75,000, or
or so much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
ment work or other improvement at or near
near the city of Vermilion, Proviso.
Clay County,
Dakota: Provided,
That before
before this
Clay
County, South
South Dakota:
Provided, however
however, That
this Local
aeontribun.
contribution.
appropriation
become available
or any
is undertaken
undertaken by
by
any wok
work is
available or
shall become
appropriation shall
the
assurances satisfactory
to the
the SecreSecresatisfactory to
thereunder assurances
States thereunder
the United
United States
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tary of
of War
shall be
that the
the said
said city
city of
Vermilion, or
or county
county
tary
War shall
be given
given that
of Vermilion,
of Clay,
other agencies,
will provide
provide and
and contribute
contribute in
in money,
money, labor,
labor,
of
Clay, or
or other
agencies, will
or materials,
materials, an
amount equal
to thirty-three
thirty-three and
and one-third
one-third per
per
or
an amount
equal to
centum
of the
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated for
improvement.
centum of
the amount
for such
such improvement.
Saint
Jeeeph, Mo.
Missouri
River at
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Missouri:
Missouri: For
For improvement,
aintoseph,
Mo.
Missouri River
at Saint
improvement,
Contribution
$75,000: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of this
this amount
amount shall
contribution by
by $75,000:
That no
part of
shall be
be expended
expended
Saint Joseph,
etc.
until the
the city
Joseph or
or other
other agency
agency shall
shall have
have deposited
deposited to
to
Joseph, ae.
saint
until
city of
of Saint
Saint Joseph
the
Secretary of
of War
War in
in some
some duly
duly recognized
recognized depositary
depositary
the credit
credit ot
of the
the Secretary
of
to be
by him
such sum
sum as
as may
may be
be
of the
the United
United States
States to
be designated
designated by
him such
satisfactory
be expended
together with
with an
an equal
equal amount
amount
satisfactory to
to him
him to
to be
expended together
Proportion.
of
the funds
appropriated: Provided,
That the
the amount
amount required
required
of the
funds herein
herein appropriated:
Proided,That
roportion,
to
the city
city of
of Saint
Joseph or
or other
other agency
agency shall
shall not
not be
be in
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
Saint Joseph
in
excess
of two-fifths
two-fifths of
the total
total amount
expended and
and in.
no event
event to
to
excess of
of the
amount expended
in no
exceed
exceed $50,000.
caorado
Aria.
Colorado
River, Arizona:
Arizona: For
For improvement
improvement and
and maintenance
by
Colorado River,
Riv,Ari.
Colorado River,
maintenance by
the repair,
repair, enlargement,
and protection
protection of
of the
the Government
Government levee
levee on
on
the
enlargement, and
the Gila
Gila River
its junction
with the
the Colorado
Colorado River
the
River near
near its
junction with
River at
at Yuma,
Yuma,
$14,000.
Los Angeles, Cal.
LamgeICal. $14,000.
Los Angeles
Angeles Harbor,
Harbor, California:
Continuing improvements
improvements by
by the
the
California: Continuing
Diverting dam.
construction of
diverting dam
dam for
the protection
Los Angeles
and
construction
of aadiverting
for the
protection of
of Los
Angeles and
Long Beach
Harbors in
in accordance
accordance with
the report
report printed
printed m
in House
Long
Beach Harbors
with the
House
Document Numbered
Numbered Four
Four hundred
and sixty-two
Sixty-fourth
Document
hundred and
sixty-two, Sixty-fourth
Congress, first
first session,
session, and
and subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
set forth
forth in
Congress,
conditions set
in said
said
document,
$500,000.
document, $500,000.
Maintenance.
Angeles Harbor,
Harbor, California:
California: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $75,000.
-Maintenance Los
Los Angeles
$75,000.
San Diego,
San Diego Harbor, California:
Diego, Cal.
Cal.
For improvement
maintenance,
California: For
improvement and
and maintenance,
$220,000, m
in accordance
accordance with .House
Document Numbered
Numbered Six
Six hunhimHouse Document
Provio.
Proviso.
dred
Sixty-fourth Congress,
Congress, first
session: Provided,
Provided,
dred and forty-eight, Sixty-fourth
first session:
Donation of
This appropriation
ap_propriation is
on the
that the
Donation
o lands.. This
is made
made on
the condition
condition precedent
precedent that
the city
city
of San Diego shall donate
donate to the
Government five
five hunhunthe United States
States Government
dred acres
acres of
tide lands
lands known
known as
as Dutch
Dutch Flats.
Flats.
dred
of tide
San Francisco,
Cal
. Harbor
at San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California:
California: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $15,000.
$15,000.
at
SOaan,
F
al.
Harbor
Oakland, Cal.a n
oa
Harbor at Oakland, California:
California: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement and for
for
a
Pr
ovio.
maintenance,
$106,500:
Provided,
That
if
the
judgment
of
the
SecProvieo.
maintenance,
$106,500:
Provided,
in
judgment
SeeDredging plant.
Dredging plant
retary of War
War the prices received in response
response to advertisement
for
advertisement for
bids for dredging
dredging are
reasonable, so
so much
much of
the amount
amount herein
are not
not reasonable,
of the
herein
appropriated as
shall be
be necessary
may be
for the
the purchase
purchase
appropriated
as shall
necessary may
be expended
expended for
or construction
construction of
of a
asuitable
dredging plant.
or
suitable dredging
plant.
san Pablo Bsay.ca.
Bay, California: For maintenance,
San
Bay, Cal.
San Pablo Buy,
maintenance, $105,500.
$105,500.
i
!
ut
nbcc:dal!
Humboldt Harbor
Harbor and Bay, California:
California: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement
uban
,b8t
,rbr
Humboldt
and
and for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $450,000.
$450,000.
San
Redwn'd
Creek,
River,
Cal.
Redwood Creek,
Creek, California:
California: For
$10,250.
maintenance, $10,250.
For maintenance,
Redwood
River,
San Joaquin
oquin
Cal.
Joaquin River,
California: For maintenance,
San Joaquin
River, California:
maintenance, including
including McLeod
McLeod
Lake
and Fremont
Fremont Channel,
Lake and
Channel, $11,000.
$11,000.
sn t liay

Harbor

Stockton
andCal.
Stockton
Channels, California:
California: For
For maintenance,
mockhtonelasn1Mo
- MorStockton and
and Mormon
Mormon Channels,
maintenance,
moo
Channels,
$10,000.
$10,000.
Mokelumne
River,
Afi
:
,
Caokelume
River,
Mokelumne
California: For
For maintenance,
mmne River,
River, California:
maintenance, $500.
$500.
Cal.
Petaluma Creek and
Petaluma Creek
Creek and
Napa River,
maintenance,
Nrtalum"("'rk
and
Petaluma
and Napa
River, California:
California: For
For maintenance,
Napa River, (al.
$30,500.
Sac
ramento and
Californi
a: Continuing
Continu i
ng improvei
mproveraives,
Sacramento
and Feather
Feather Rivers,
Rivers, California:
Feather
Rivers, Cal.
at.
ment
maintenance, including
including above
Sacramento to
to Red
Red Bluff,
Bluff,
Proai,
Prot
?toq.
meent and
and for
for maintenance,
above Sacramento
Con
tri hution by
$10,000 of this amount
amount shall
Contribution
by $115,000:
$115,000: Provided,
Provided, That $10,000
shall be
be expended
expended
local interests.
for improvement
improvement on the Feather
Feather River, subject to the condition
condition
precedent that
precedent
interests contribute
contribute aa like
like sum
toward the
the
that local
local interests
sum toward
Provision penle
for
Provided.further,
That so
much of
of the
the river
river and
and harbor
harbor
so much
further, That
Provided
Improvement:
p
or enei- improvement:
nroardion
nevlori:.91:12led.
Act
June third,
eigjh teen hundred
ety-si
x,
as
au thori
zes the
the
vol. 2:, p.232.
Act of
of June
third, eighteen
hundred and
and nin
ninety-six,
as authorizes
appointment of a
a board of engineers
appointment
engineers to have charge
charge of the examinaexamination, survey, and
Sacramento and Feather
and improvement
improvement of Sacramento
Feather Rivers,
California,
is hereby
repealed.
Controlg db
California,
is
hereby
repealed.
eb
d
s
and
Controlling debris
Sacramento
and Feather
Feather Ri
vers,California:
Californi
a •Continuing improveri
anMtltls!
Sacramento and
Rivers,
Continuing improvehoods.
ment
with the
recommendations of
of the
the California
California
ment in
in accordance
accordance with
the recommendations
Sacranlento
f

and
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Debris Commission in its report dated June
D6bris
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seven (printed in the Annual
Annual Report
Report of the Chief of EnginUnited States Army, for nineteen
eers, United
hundred and
and seven,
seven, _pages
nineteen hundred
pages
twenty-two
to twenty-two
twenty-two hundred
hun dred and
and
twenty-two hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two
sixty-two to
Proviso.
sixty-nine,
sixty-nine, inclusive),
inclusive), $75,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this
this sum Pro.i
Contribution by
State.
shall
expended until the State of California
shall be expended
California shall have
have deposited
deposited state.
Treasurer of
United States
States to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
with the Treasurer
of the United
said
of War a
a sum which, together with
with that
that heretofore
heretofore furnished
furnished by said
State, shall equal
total amount
amount appropriated
by the
United
equal the
the total
appropriated by
the United
States for
for said work.
work.
Coos Bay,
Bay, Ore.
Oreg.
Harbor at
Bay, Oregon:
Oregon: Continuing
Continuing improvement
and for
Harbor
at Coos
Coos Bay,
improvement and
for coo
maintenance of the channels
channels in Coos
$70,000.
maintenance
Coos Bay,
Bay, $70,000.
Tillamook Bay and
Bay and
Bar, Oregon:
Tillamook Bay
and Bar,
For maintenance
of the
the channel
channel Bailook
Oregon: For
maintenance of
Bar, Oreg. Bay and
from'Bay
from ,Bay City to Tillamook City, $5,000.
$5,000.
Coquille River, Ore
Coquille River,
River, Oregon:
$6,000.
Coquile
Oregon: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $6,000.
coquileiver,
reg.g.
cCoos
River, Ore.
Oreg.
Coos River, Oregon: For maintenance,
maintenance, $3,000.
o River,
Siuslaw River,
River, one
Orcg.
Siuslaw
River, Oregon: For
Siuslaw River,Oregon:
maintenance, $5,000.
$5,000.
For maintenance,
Stushw
RSeI
ahd Idaho:
r, o. ,
Oregon, Washington,
Snake River,
River, Oregon,
Washington, and
Idaho: Continuing
Continuing improveimprove- Wash °Xi
Landing
"
ment and for
for maintenance
maintenance from
from the
the mouth
mouth to
to Pittsburg
Pittsburg Landing,
Idaho, $25,000.
Columbia River and
and tributaries
tributaries above
Columbia
above Celilo
Cello Falls
Falls to
to the
mouth of
of CoimbBaP.iTr,
CAllumbia R'ver,ete.
etc'
the mouth
improvethe Snake River, Oregon and Washington: Completing
Completing improve$38;000.
ment and for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $38,000.
Willamette and
and
improve- Yamhill
Willamette
Willamette and Yamhill Rivers
On on: Continuing improveRivers, Oregon:
Wiiamette
Rivers, Oreg.
iver above
Portland and
maintenance of
of Wiilamette
above Portland
and
hl R
,
ment and for maintenance
Willamette River
g.
of Yamhill River,
River $47,000.
?tl
e
t vis an.d
WillaColumbia and Lower
Willamette Rivers
Columbia
LowerWillamette
Rivers below
below Vancouver,
Vancouver, WashWash- rar
OtmhtiRb.ad Wil`
Below
Vancouver
ington, and
and Portland,
Portland, Oregon:
Oregon: Continuing
improvement and
and for
and
Portland.
BelowVancouver
for and
ington,
Continuing improvement
Portland.
maintenance '$360,000.
$360,000.
maintenance,
Mouth of Columbia River, Oregon
moculf bia River
River, at
Oregon and Washington:
Washington: Continuing mouth.b
at
improvement and
and for
for maintenance,
maintenance, $1,200,000.
improvement
$1,200,000.
Clatskanie
$1,000.
Oreg.River,
Clatskanie River
Clatskanie River,
River, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, $1,000.
Oratskanie
rGrIajrs
a
Grays
Chehalis River,
Washington: For
maintenance cChe
HarborWa.sh.
and
River, Washington:
For maintenance
ys Harbor,
and
Grays Harbor
Harbor and
and Chehalis
of
improvement
of
inner
portion
of
Grays
Harbor
and
of
Chehalis
River,
of improvement of inner portion of Grays Harbor and of Chehalis
Montesano, $30,000.
$30,000.
River up
up to Montesano,
ve l!ara
Niar
.bor and
Willapa Harbor
and River,
River, Washington:
For improvement
improvement in
inr
Rr l asH'bornd
Willapa
Harbor and
Washington: For
RiWei
accordance with the report submitted
accordance
submitted in House Document Numbered Seven
Seven hundred and six, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
Congress, second
second session,
session,
bered
and subject to
conditions, set forth in said document,
$100,000: Proiso.
and
to the
the conditions
document, $100,000:
Proviso.
Contracts.
Provided, That
may enter
into a
or contracts.
Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
enter into
a contract
contract or
materials and work as may
necessary to comcontracts for such materials
may be necessary
complete the said project, to be paid for as appropriations
from
appropriations may from
exceed in the aggregate
aggregate $247,950,
time to time be made by law, not to exceed
$247,950,
exclusive
appropriated.
exclusive of the
the amount
amount herein
herein and heretofore
heretofore appropriated.
Waterway
Waterway connecting Puget
Puget Sound with Lakes Union
Union and
and Wash- sWaow'h
so'wn
a
n
tecirwa
wii'hPLaest
infet
ington, Washington:
Washington: Continuing
Continuing. improvement,
improvement, $348,000.
$348,000.
Union
and washi.gWasa
hine
g
s
nionWash.
and
ington,
ton,
Cowlitz
Washington: Continuing
Lewis
Continuing improvement
owlitz and Lewis
I.Rwis Rivers, Washington:
improvement cowlitS
Cowlitz and Lewi
and for
River and
and the
North and
and East
East Forks
of Rivers,
It's, Wash.
Wash.
the North
Forks of
of Lewis
Lewis River
and
for maintenance
maintenance of
Lewis River,
and for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of Cowlitz
Cowlitz River,
River, $17,500.
$17,500.
Lewis
River, and
Grys
Grays River
River, Wash.
Wash.
Grays River,
For maintenance
$500.
Grays
River, Washington:
Washington: For
maintenance,z $500.nol
Honolulu, Ha
Hawaii.
for
Harbor at Honolulu, Hawaii: Continuing
Continuing improvement
improvement and for
maintenance,
maintenance, $106,800.
$106,800.
Kahun,
Kahului, Haaii.
Hawaii.
Harbor at
at Kahului,
Kahului, Hawaii:
For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
Harbor
Hawaii: For
And for
Kahului Harbor,
breakwater, Kahului
And
for the
the construction
construction of the west breakwater,
in accordance
accordance with the report published
published in House Document NumNumbered Thirteen hundred
hundred and thirty, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Congress,
Congress, third Proo
Proviso.
Contracts.
session,
session, $100,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of War may
may enter contracts.
contracts for such materials
work as may be
materials and work
into a
a contract
contract or contracts
necessary to prosecute
appropriaprosecute the
the said project, to be paid for as approprianecessary
tions may from time to time be made by law, not to exced
exceed in
in the
aggregate
herein and heretofore
$150,000, exclusive of the amount herein
aggregate $150,000,
appropriated.
appropriated.
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Harbor at San Juan, Porto Rico: For maintenance,
maintenance, $10,000.
$10,000.
SEC.
for
S
EC. 2. That for examinations,
examinations, surveys, and contingencies
contingencies for
Provisos.
rivers
and harbors
harbors for
for which
may be
be no
no special
special appropriation,
appropriation,
which there
there may
rivers and
70V'.'d
specicauthorityfor
Specific
authority for the sum of $350,000
$350,000 is hereby appropriated:
Provided, That no
no preappropriated: Provided,
prenw
or
is.
liminary examination,
examination, survey, project, or estimate
new works.
liminary
estimate for new works
other than
than those
designated in
in this
or some
some prior
Act or
resoluother
those designated
this or
prior Act
or joint
joint resolurEps=
ntalrorts tion shall be made: Provided
Providedfurther,
That after
suPP'ementa'rewts
further, That
regular or
after the regular
or formal
restricted.
reports made
made as
as required
law on
on any
reports
required by
by law
any examination,
examination, survey,
survey, project,
project,
or work
way or
proposed are
are submitted
no supplemental
supplemental or
or
work under
under way
or proposed
submitted no
or
additional
report or
or estimate
estimate shall
shall be
be made
made unless
unless ordered
ordered by
by aa
additional report
Special authority re" concurrent resolution of Congress: And provided further, That the
q=.albahoritoo.
quired to begin work. concurrent resolution of Congress: And provided further, That the
Government
be deemed
deemed to
have entered
entered upon
upon any
any project
project
Government shall
shall not
not be
to have
for
improvement of
of any
any waterway
waterway or
or harbor
harbor mentioned
mentioned in
in this
for the
the improvement
this
Act until funds for the commencement
of the
the proposed
proposed work
work shall
shall
commencement of
have been
been actually
actually appropriated
appropriated by
by law.
have
law.
Aotment
Allotment of preprelimThe Secretary of "War
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to cause
cause
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
Wary examinations,
surveys,
to be
be made
made at
at the
followingsreys, etc.
tC"S. preliminaryexaminations
preliminary examinations and
and surveys
surveys to
the followingnamed localities,
sufficient sum
to pay
pay the
the cost
cost thereof
thereof may
be
named
localities, and
and aasufficient
sum to
may be
allotted
from the
the amount
provided in
this section:
allotted from
amount provided
in this
section:
uaim.
Androscoggin
Mane.
Androscoggin River,
River, Maine,
Maine, between
between Merrymeeting
Meilynieeting Bay
and LewisLewisBay and
ton
ton and
and Auburn.
Auburn.
Channel west of Swan Island,
Kennebec River,
River, Maine,
Maine, near
the
Island, Kennebec
near the
town
town of
of Richmond.
Richmond.
Kennebec River, Maine,
Kennebec
Parker Head
Head Harbor
and Channel.
Maine, Parker
Harbor and
Channel.
Maichsetts.
Island End
Massachusetts.
Tsland
River, Massachusetts.
End River,
Massachusetts.
Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, at
end, with
view to
to proproat its
its upper
upper end,
with a
a view
viding additional
area and
and improving
the approaches
approaches to
viding
additional anchorage
anchorage area
improving the
to
the Cape Cod Canal, in so far as it
be the
the duty
of the
the United
it may
may be
duty of
United
States to
improve the
States
to improve
the same.
same.
Cnnecticut
Quinnipiac
Connecticut
Quinnipiac River, Connecticut, from New Haven
Haven Harbor
Harbor to Meriden.
den.
Naugatuck
Naugatuck River, Connecticut,
between the
the head
of navigation
navigation at
Connecticut, between
head of
at
Derby and Waterbury, Connecticut,
with aaview to
Connecticut, with
to the
the construction
construction
of a
abarge
barge canal.
canal.
of
ahodesland.
Preliminary
Rhode Island.
Preliminary examination,
examination, report, and
estimate for
for the
the removal
removal of
of
and estimate
shoal spots in the westerly entrance
entrance of the Point Judith
of
Judith Harbor
Harbor of
Refuge, Rhode
Refuge,
Island, and
in the
the harbor
Rhode Island,
and in
harbor itself.
itself.
Nw
York.
New York, from
New York.
Bronx (Harlem) Kills, New
lower end
end of
of Harlem
Harlem
from the
the lower
to Long
Long Island
Island Sound.
Sound.
River to
York, with a
New York Harbor, New York,
an increase
increase
a view
view to
to securing
securing an
in depth up to forty
forty feet and suitable
suitable widths
widths in
i
n the
the North
North or
or Hudson
Hudson
River Channel from deep water
water in the upper
upper bay as far north
north as
as
Spuyten
Duyvil Creek.
Spuyten Duyvil
Creek.
Great
Staten Island,
Island, New
Great Kills,
Kills, Staten
New York.
York.
Lemon Creek,
Creek, Staten Island,
York.
Island, New
New York.
Harbor
New York.
Harbor at
at Classon
Classon Point,
Point, New
York.
Sea Gate, Coney Island, New
New York, and
connecting waters
waters from
and connecting
from
Gravesend Bay to Ambrose
Ambrose Channel.
Channel.
Sheepshead Bay, New
Sheepshead
York.
New York.
Shore front from Jones Inlet to Rockaway
Rockaway Inlet, New
New York,
York, with
with a
a
view to obtaining data as to tide, current,
current, drift, and
and depth
depth of
of water
water
with aaview to determining
whether or not the interests
determining whether
interests of navigation
navigation
are being endangered
endangered by
by the
erosion thereof.
the erosion
thereof.
Shinnecock Bay, New
Shinnecock
York.
New York.
Cape Vincent
Vincent Harbor,
Harbor, New
New York.
York.
p channel
channel Lake
Waterway
along the most practicable
Ship
Waterway
or
ship
channel
practicable route between
between
Erie to Lake Ontario.
Lake Erie
and Lake
Lake Ontario
sufficient capacity
Lake
Erie and
Ontario of sufficient
capacity to admit the largest.
largest,
vessels now in use on the Great Lakes.
Lakes.
Buffalo Harbor, Buffalo
Buffalo Creek
Creek and Buffalo
Ship Canal,
Canal, New
York,
Buffalo Ship
New York,
with aaview to increasing the dimensions
dimensions thereof
thereof to
to meet
the demands
demands
meet the
and prospective
of present and
prospective commerce.
commerce.
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Charlotte
New York,
York, including
including the portions of Lake
Harbor, New
Charlotte Harbor,
New ersey
Ontario
and
Genesee
River
adjacent
thereto.
thereto.
adjacent
River
Ontario and Genesee
New Jersey.
Greenwood
New Jersey,
Jersey, with
with a
channel at
dredging channel
view to dredging
a view
Lake, New
Greenwood Lake,
the southern
southern end.
the
Hackensack
River, New
the New
Susquehanna
York, Susquehanna
New York,
from the
Jersey, from
New Jersey,
Hackensack River,
and
Western
Railroad
Bridge
to
the
Hackensack
Water Company
Water
Hackensack
the
to
Bridge
and Western Railroad
Dam at New Milford.
a depth of
Hackensack
River, New
Jersey, with
obtaining_a
of obtaining
with aaview of
New Jersey,
Hackensack River,
sixteen feet
feet up
up to
to• the
the Central
Railroad Company
Company of New Jersey
Central Railroad
sixteen
bridge.
bridge.
Overpeck Creek,
New Jersey,
Ferry to Leonia.
Leonia.
Jersey, from Little Ferry
Creek, New
Overpeck
Jersey
Inland waterway
waterway on
Atlantic coast
coast of the State of New Jersey
the Atlantic
on the
Inland
between
Cape May
May.and
York Bay,
Bay, New
York and New Jersey.
New York
New York
and New
between Cape
Hereford
Cape May
County, New
New Jersey.
May County,
Inlet, Cape
Hereford Inlet,
Newton
Creek,
Camden
County,
New
Jersey,
Delaware
Jersey, from the Delaware
New
County,
Camden
Creek,
Newton
River to
Mount Ephriam
on the north and south branches,
branches,
Turnpike on
Ephriam Turnpike
to Mount
River
respectively, and
Avenue, Collingswood,
Collingswood, on the main
Cuthbert Avenue,
to Cuthbert
and to
respectively,
stream.
Delaware.
Ddaware.
Indian River
Delaware.
Inlet, Delaware.
River Inlet,
Indian
Maryland.
Marynd.
Harbor at
at Havre
Havre de
de Grace,
Grace, Maryland.
Maryland.
Harbor
Virgini
Elk River,
River, Maryland.
Maryland.
Virginia.
Elk
present project. v
Aquia
Creek, Virginia,
Virginia, with
extending the
the present
to extending
view to
a view
with a
Aquia Creek,
Channel connecting
connecting York
River, Virginia,
Back Creek to
with )Back
Virginia, with
York River,
Channel
Sleight's
Wharf, with
with a
aview
view to
to securing
securing a
adepth
depth of ten feet
feet and widths
Slaight's Wharf,
respectively.
of
two
hundred
and
one
hundred
feet,
respectively.
hundred
one
and
of two hundred
Northwest River,
Virginia and
and North
Carolina, with aaview to its
North Carolina,
River, Virginia
Northwest
improvement
from
its
mouth
as
far
up
practicable.
may be practicable.
as
up
far
as
mouth
its
improvement from
Willis
Willis River, Virginia.
Beach
view to
to increasing
increasing the dimensions
dimensions of
with aaview
Virginia, with
Creek, Virginia,
Beach Creek,
the
channel to
to aadepth
depth of
of six
width of sixty feet.
feet and aawidth
six feet
the channel
removing the bars and
Mattitponi
Virginia, with
with a
a view
view to removing
River, Virginia,
Mattaponi River,
securing increased
increased depth
depth of water
water at the mouth.
securing
Queens
Creek, Virginia,
view to
securing increased
increased depth of
of
to securing
with aaview
Virginia, with
Queens Creek,
Carolia.
North Carolina.
water
mouth.
at the
the mouth.
water at
Pamlico
and Tar
Tar Rivers,
Carolina, with
view to
to providing
providing
with aaview
North Carolina,
Rivers, North
Pamlico and
depth of
eleven or
or twelve
twelve feet, respectively,
respectively.,with adequate
adequate
of eleven
channel depth
aachannel
widths at
and below
Washington, and
and
such additional depth and
and such
below Washington,
at and
widths
width
as
may
be
tidvisable
up
to
Tarboro.
advisable
be
may
as
width
Channel
leading into
Beach Pier,
Pier, Cape Fear River, in
Carolina Beach
into Carolina
Channel leading
Carolina.
New
Hanover
County,
North
Hanover
New
Caro
oth Carolina.
Town Creek,
Carolina.
North Carolina.
County, North
Brunswick County,
South
Creek, Brunswick
Town
Little
River,
South
Carolina.
South
Little River,
Winyah Bay,
South Carolina,
Carolina, with
view to
securing a
achannel
channel of
to securing
a view
with a
Bay, South
Winyah
River
the
on
a
increased
depth
and
adequate
width
a
point
Sampit
from
width
adequate
and
increased depth
one mile
the limits
limits of
entrance of
Georgetown to the entrance
city of Georgetown
the city
of the
above the
mile above
one
Winyah Bay.
Winyah
Georgia,
Georpi
Ashley River,
River, South
Carolina.
South Carolina.
Ashley
Harbor.
Sapelo
Front
River,
Georgia,
dock,
Sapelo
Clark's
near
Georgia,
Front River,
Tugaloo River,
River, Georgia.
Tugaloo
practicable
Flint
Georgia, from
to the limit of practicable
Albany to
from Albany
River, Georgia,
Flint River,
city.,.
navigation
above said city
navigation above
Kings
County, Georgia.
Georgia.
Cambden County,
Creek, Cambden
Kings Creek,
Savannah River
South Carolina,
Carolina, with a
i? view
Augustus, South
North Augustus,
at North
River at
Savannah
in
to
ascertaining
what,
if
any,
revetment
work
necessary
m the
the
necessary
is
work
to ascertaining what, if any, revetment
interest of navigation.
navigation.
interest
Island to aapoint
Savannah
River, Georgia,
from the foot of Kings 'island
point
Georgia, from
Savannah River,
Florida.
five miles above.
Northwest
Key West,
view to
securing aa
to securing
a view
with a
Florida, with
West, Florida,
Channel, Key
Northwest Channel,
channel
in depth
sufficient width
width from the harbor to
of sufficient
and of
depth and
feet in
thirty feet
channel thirty
Mexico.
deep
water in the Gulf of Mexico.
deep water
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on Pine
Pine Island,
Island, Lee
Lee County,
County, Florida,
Florida,
Channel from
from Pineland,
Pineland, on
running
runningwesterly
deep water
water at
in Pine
Pine Island
Sound about
about
westerly to deep
at aapoint
point in
Island Sound
one mile
mi ein
length, such
channel to
to be
be not
not less
than five
five feet
feet deep
deep and
and
one
in length,
such channel
less than
of sufficient
width.
of
sufficient width.
Silver Springs
Springs to
Florida with
to the
the construction
construction of
of
Silver
to Ocala
Ocala, Florida,
with a
a view
view to
a
waterway of
of such
width and
depth as
as will
will meet
meet the
the demands
of
a waterway
such width
and depth
demands of
commerce.
commerce.
docks at
Apalachicola, Florida,
Florida, through
George's
From the
the docks
at Apalachicola,
through Saint
Saint George's
Sound to the Gulf of Mexico,
Mexico, on such
route as may
may be
be most
most desirable
such route
desirable
for the
the demands
demands of
for
of commerce.
commerce.
Caloosahatchee River,
River, Florida,
from the
mouth to
to Fort
Fort Myers.
Myers.
Caloosahatchee
Florida, from
the mouth
Manatee River,
River Florida
at Palma
Palma Sola.
Manatee
Florida, at
Sola.
Waterway
between Sarasota
Bay, near
Venice, and
Miakka
Waterway between
Sarasota Bay,
near Venice,
and Miakka
River, Florida,
River,
Flonda, with
with a
a view
giving such
such channel
channel dimensions
dimensions as
as
view to
to giving
commerce may
may demand.
demand.
commerce
Inland waterway
waterway on
the Gulf
of Florida,
Florida, connecting
connecting Saint
Saint
Inland
on the
Gulf coast
coast of
George
Tampa Bay.
George Sound
Sound with
with Tampa
Bay.
Channel from
Gulf through
Johns Pass
to Boca
Ciega Bay,
Bay,
from the
the Gulf
through Johns
Pass to
Boca Ciega
Florida.
Florida.
Escambia River,
River Florida.
Florida.
Escambia
Key West
West Harbor,
to removing
removing the
the middle
Harbor, Florida,
Florida, with
with aa view
view to
middle
ground.
Onosohatchee
Florida.
Onosohatchee River,
River, Florida.
Alabama.
Alabma.

14ississippi.
Mississippi.

Louisiana.

Louisiana.

Texas.
Tenas.

The
The Mulberry
Mulberry Fork
Fork of
of the
the Warrior
Warrior River
River above
above Sanders
Shoals.
Sanders Shoals.

One Mile Creek and
Marmotte, Alabama.
Alabama.
and Bayou
Bayou Marmotte,
Valley Creek,
Alabama.
Valley
Creek, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, Alabama.

Tchula Lake,
Tchula
Lake, Mississippi.
Mississippi.
Indian
Indian Bayou,
Bayou, from
from Sunflower
River, Mississippi,
Indianola,
Sunflower River,
Mississippi, to
to Indianola,
including
including consideration
proposition for
cooperation by
l
ocal
consideration of
of any
any proposition
for cooperation
by local
interests.
interests.
Pearl River, Mississippi, between Jackson
Jackson and Edinburg.
Edinburg.
Kelso
Kelso Bayou,
Bayou, Cameron
Cameron Parish,
Parish, Louisiana.
Louisiana.
Queue de
Louisiana.
Bayou Queue
de Tortue,
Tortue, Louisiana.
and Nezpique,
Nezpique, Louisiana.
Bayous des
des Cannes
Cannes and
Louisiana.
Bayou des Glaizes
Glaizes from
Louisiana to
to the
the junction
junction
from Simmesport,
Simmesport Louisiana,
of Bayou des Glaizes with Bayou du Lac
one
Lac and Bayou
Bayou Rouge,
Rouge, one
mile east
east of
of Cottonport.
mile
Cottonport.
Tangipahoa
Louisiana.
Tangipahoa River,
River, Louisiana.
Neches
a view to making aacut-off
Neches River, Texas, with a
cut-off or
or cut-offs
cut-offs
at lower end of Harbor Island in order
order to facilitate
facilitate the navigation
navigation of
of
said stream.
stream.
Harbor Island
Channel from Harbor
and the
Port of
of Aransas,
Aransas, Texas,
Texas, to
to
Island and
the Port
the San Antonio
Wharf at Rockport,
Antonio and Aransas
Aransas Pass Railway
Railway Wharf
Rockport,
Texas, with a
a view to securing
securing aaleast
least depth of twelve
twelve feet.
feet.
Houston Ship Channel, Texas,
a view
Texas, with a
view to securing such
such
increased width and depth as may be advisable,
advisable, by using
the two
two
using the
dredges provided for this project
or otherwise.
otherwise.
project or
Buffalo
Buffalo Bayou,
Bayou, Texas, with aa view to improving
channel to
to
improving the
the channel
accommodate commerce
accommodate
commerce between
between the ship channel
channel turning
and
turning basin
basin and
White Oak
Bayou.
mouth of
of White
Oak Bayou.
Bernard River,
Texas.
San Bernard
River, Texas.
Cove Channel,
Port Aransas,
Turtle Cove
Channel, Port
Aransas, Texas.
Texas.
TrinityRiver, near
Liberty, Texas.
Texas.
Trinity River,
near Liberty,
Texas City Harbor, Texas, with
to enlargement
enlargement and
and proprowith a
a view
view to
tection.
Brazos River,
River, San Antonio River, Colorado
Colorado River, Trinity River,
and the tributaries of these
these rivers, all in
Red River
River and
and its
its
in Texas; Red
tributaries,
tributaries, Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
and Louisiana, with
with a
view
a view
to devising plans for flood
flood protection
protection and determining
determining the extent to
to
cooperate with the States
which the United States should cooperate
States and other
other
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communities and
interests in
plans, its
its share
share being
Arkansas.
being Ar
such plans,
out such
carrying out
in carrying
and interests
communities
based on
on the
the value
value of
protection to
to navigation.
navigation.
of protection
based
Sulphur
River, Texas
Texas and
and Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Sulphur River,
Sulphur
Days Creek, Texas
Arkansas.
and Arkansas.
Texas and
and Days
River and
Sulphur River
San
River.
Antonio River.
San Antonio
Saint Francis
River, Arkansas
and Missouri,
Missouri, commencing
commencing at the
Arkansas and
Francis River,
Saint
head of
of what
known as
the "sunk
"sunk lands,"
lands," at
near the
the town
town of
of
at or
or near
is known
as the
head
what is
Saint Francis,
Francis, Clay
County, Arkansas,
extending to
to the foot of
and extending
Arkansas, and
Clay County,
Saint
said "sunk
lands" at
town of
Marked Tree,
Poimsett
Tree, Poinsett
of Marked
the town
at or
or near
near the
said
"sunk lands"
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, and
in making
such examination
examination and survey
survey, which
which
making such
and in
County,
shall be
thorough and
the engineer
or engineers
engineers having
having
engineer or
and complete,
complete, the
be thorough
shall
the same
same in
in charge
charge shall
shall also
also prepare
specifications, and
and make
plans, specifications,
prepare plans,
the
estimates
of the
the cost
cost of
said improvement,
and define
define the
the channel
channel or
improvement, and
of said
estimates of
course of
canal, and
and shall take into account
account and make report
said canal,
of said
course
upon any
proposition by
by local
local interests
interests for
the
in the
participation in
for participation
upon
any proposition
expense of
of said
said project
project in
in connection
with the
the reclamation
reclamation of
conof conconnection with
expense
tiguous lands
other lands
subject to
overflow by
by said
said stream.
to overflow
lands subject
or other
lands or
tiguous
.Arkansas
Little Rock
Rock to
to its
its mouth,
mouth, an
an instrumental
instrumental
from Little
River, from
Arkansas River,
survey with
with a
aview
view to
determining if
if a
depth at all seasons
seaSons
minimum depth
a miniinum
to determining
survey
of
four and
and one-half
can be
be maintained,
so, aa detailed
and if so,
maintained, and
feet can
one-half feet
of four
estimate of the cost thereof.
estimate
view to providing
White
Arkansas, above
above Batesville,
Batesville, with aaview
River, Arkansas,
White River,
year-round navigation
navigation by
by the
the ,construction
additional locks
locks and
of additional
construction of
year-round
dams.
dams.
L
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Obed River,
River, Tennessee,
its mouth
mouth to
to its
its fork
fork at
at Eastport,
Eastport, or
Tnnes.*
or Tennessee.
from its
Tennessee, from
Obed
Spurner,
Tennessee.
Spurrier, Tennessee.
Forked
Deer River,
River, Tennessee,
from Dyersburg
to its
Forked Deer
Tennessee, from
Dyersburg to
its month.
month.
Ohio River
Uniontown, Kentucky,
Kentucky, with
removing the
the Kentucky.
Kntuc.
to removing
view to
with aaview
at Uniontown,
River at
Ohio
sand bar
front of
of the
the wharf
landing, and
to determine
determine whether
whether
and to
or landing,
wharf or
in front
bar in
sand
a
levee should
be constructed
constructed in
in front
of said town
interest of
town in the interest
front of
should be
a levee
navigation.
navigation.
Rouge
Michi
gan.
ichigan.
Michigan.
Rouge River,
River, Michigan.
Thunder
Michigan, with
improving the
view to improving
a view
with a
River, Michigan,
Bay River,
Thunder Bay
mouth.
Livingstone
Detroit River,
Michigan, with
with aa view
to
view to
River, Michigan,
Channel Detroit
Livingstone Channel,
securing increased
increased width.
width.
securing
Thunder
view of
clearing the channel
channel
of clearing
a view
with a
Michigan, with
River, Michigan,
Bay River,
Thunder Bay
and
providing suitable
breakwater to
the same.
same.
to protect
protect the
suitable breakwater
and providing
Harbor atMackinac
at -Mackinac Island,
Island, Michigan,
Michigan, with
of extending
extending
view of
a view
with a
Harbor
the
breakwater a
hundred feet.
four hundred
of four
distance of
a distance
east breakwater
the east
Black Lake
Harbor, on
Macatawa Bay,
from piers
piers to
Michigan, from
Bay, Michigan,
on Macatawa
Lake Harbor,
Black
point
feet east
east of
of Graham
Morton dock, sixteen
and Morton
Graham and
hundred feet
two hundred
point two
feet,
view to
to establishing
car-service ferry.
establishing car-service
with aaview
feet, with
The Les
Channels, Michigan,
Michigan, with
view of
of deepening
deepening
with a
a view
Les Cheneaux
Cheneaux Channels,
The
and widening
widening the
same on
on the
side of
of La
La Salle
Island from
Salle Island
northeast side
the northeast
the same
and
opposite Reibers
Reibers Point
to Cedarville,
on the southsouth on
Cedarville, thence south
Point to
point opposite
aapoint
west side
side of
to Rocky
channel on the
Reef; also the channel
Rocky Reef;
Island to
Salle Island
La Salle
of La
west
northeasterly side
Marquette Island
Island between
between said
said island
island and
and the
of Marquette
side of
northeasterly
mainland;
leading into
into Hessel
Hessel between Grover
Grover
channel leading
the channel
also the
mainland; also
and
Wheeler Island
Island and
and Haven
Haven Island.
Island.
and Wheeler
Red Lake,
Lake, Minnesota,
and Red
Red Lake
Lake River
River from
from its
its outlet
at Red
Red Minnesota.
sO
outlet at
Minnesota, and
Red
Lake
to its
the Red
Grand Forks,
North at Grand
of the North
River of
Red River
with the
junction with
its junction
Lake to
North
view to
devising plans
regulating works
plans for regulating
to devising
a view
with a
Dakota, with
North Dakota,
whereby
said lake and the flow of said stream
stream may be
of said
level of
the level
whereby the
controlled
in the
interest of
of navigation,
and in
examinasuch examinain making
making such
navigation, and
the interest
controlled in
tion
and survey
by local
interests for
for participation
participation
local interests
any proposition
proposition by
survey any
tion and
in
said project
project shall
shall be
be taken
taken into
consideration.
into consideration.
of said
the expense
expense of
in the
Saint Paul
Paul (Minnesota)
(Minnesota) Harbor,
Harbor, with
of determining
2,bstrIft:
s
p
ustql,c:
Ritve
Mississippi
determining 1
a view
view of
with a
Saint
whether
the channel
channel of
can be
changed to
to or
or Saint
4ln.
Pl,Paul, Minen.
aint
be changed
River can
Mississippi River
the Mississippi
of the
whether the
near
bluffs on
on the
the west
west side
thereof. As
a part
part of the examinaAs a
side thereof.
the bluffs
near the
tion which
which the
Secretary of
War is
is hereby
to make,
be is
is
make, he
required to
hereby required
of War
the Secretary
tion
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directed
to report
whether access
to the
the river
at St.
by
harbor, by
river at
St. Paul
Paul harbor,
access to
directed to
report whether
persons
and shippers
shippers desiring
desiring to
to use
use the
same for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
the same
persons and
transportation or
or travel
thereon, is
by
dominated by
is so
so completely
completely dominated
travel thereon,
transportation
private control
control as
as to
to materially
materially impede
or burden
originating or
or
burden traffic
traffic originating
impede or
private
terminating
and, if
if he
he shall
shall so
further directed
to
directed to
he is
is further
so find,
find, he
there; and,
terminating there;
report
what steps
steps are
are necessary
landing place
place from
from such
such
said landing
necessary to
to free
free said
report what
improper control
or obstruction,
and also
in his
opinion, it
it is
is advisadvisif, in
his opinion,
also if,
control or
obstruction, and
improper
able for
for the
to acquire
acquire the
the fee
to the
the said
said landing
landing
simple to
fee simple
United States
States to
able
the United
place and
the approach
approach thereto,
condemnation or
or otherwise.
otherwise.
by condemnation
thereto, by
place
and the
Traverse
and Big
Big Stone
Lakes, on
on the
the boundary
boundary between
between MinneMinneStone Lakes,
Traverse and
sota and
view to
flood control
control and
connecting
and to
to connecting
to flood
Dakota, with
with aaview
sota
and South
South Dakota,
and extending
navigation on
on and
and between
between said
said lakes.
lakes.
extending navigation
and
Mississippi River,
River, near
near Deer
River, Minnesota,
Minnesota, with
with view
to the
the
view to
Deer River,
Mississippi
construction
channel the
the termini
termini and
course of
said channel
channel
of said
and course
of a
a new
new channel
construction of
to be
be determined
greater particularity
particularity by
by the
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers,
the Chief
determined with
with greater
to
United
Army, the
said new
new channel
channel being
being to
to improve
improve
of said
the purpose
purpose of
United States
States Army,
navigation,
more perfect
perfect control
of waters
waters by
by Pokegama
Pokegama
control of
a more
to enable
enable a
navigation, to
Dam.
Dam.
Harbor
niHis.
arbor of
of refuge
refuge at
at Evanston,
Evanston, Illinois.
Illinois.
Nebraska.
Missouri River
city of
to the
northern
Nebraska.
Missouri
River from
from the
the city
of Florence,
Florence, Nebraska,
Nebraska, to
the northern
limits of
of Decatur,
Decatur, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
limits
Kansas.
State
in: Investigate
periods of
of the
the
the flood
flood periods
Investigate the
floods in:
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, floods
-sS.
hood
and its
its tributaries,
tributaries, the
the Cottonwood
Neosho Rivers
Rivers
Floed investigation.
vigation Kansas
Kansas River
River and
Cottonwood and
and Neosho
in
Kansas by
by an
of the
and from
from
territory and
an examination
examination of
the territory
in the
the State
State of
of Kansas
data
already gathered
gathered by
governmental, State,
State, private
efforts, and
and
private efforts,
by governmental,
data already
by
the Board
Board of
Engineers of
of the
Department, and
and to
to devise
devise
the War
War Department,
of Engineers
by the
some
plan which
will best
best guard
against the
the recurrence
of
guard against
recurrence of
which will
some general
general plan
floods and
and diminish
diminish their
their damaging
damaging effects
effects upon
upon the
lower valleys
of
the lower
valleys of
floods
the K
ansas ,
Arkansas, Missouri,
Missouri, and
and the
the Mississippi
Mississippi Rivers.
Rivers.
the
Kansas,
Arkansas,
aifo iaSan
California.
San Joaquin
River and
and Stockton
Joaquin River
Stockton Channel,
Channel, California.
California.
Black John
Joint Slough,
California.
Slough, California.
Black
Playa del
and Basin,
Venice, California.
California.
Playa
del Rey
Rey Inlet
Inlet and
Basin, Venice,
Eel River,
River, California.
California.
Eel
Oregon.
Oregon.
Channel from
Helens, Oregon,
to deep
Channel
from the
the town of
of Saint
Saint Helens,
Oregon, to
deep water
water in
in
Columbia River.
River.
Columbia
Um
p qua River
bar and
entrance, Or
t.:on.
Oregon.
Umpqua
River bar
and entrance,
Siuslaw River,
River, Oregon,
from Acme
Acme to
to the
Siuslaw
Oregon from
the entrance.
entrance.
Harbor
channei from the town of Rainier,
Harbor at and channel
Rainier, Oregon, to deep
deep
Columbia River.
water in the Columbia
Yaquina Bay and Harbor,
including consideration
consideration of
of any
Harbor, Oregon, including
any
proposition for
for cooperation
cooperation of
of local
local interests.
proposition
interests.
Hoquarton
Slough, Oregon,
Oregon, from
from Tillamook
t
o h
ea d of
ofnaviHoquarton Slough,
Tillamook City
City to
head
navigation on
Tillamook Bay,
Bay, to
to provide
provide for
for aastraight
straight channel.
gation
on Tillamook
channel.
ash
Washington.
Columbia River
River from
The Dalles,
Danes, Oregon,
to Vancouver,
Columbia
from The
Oregon, to
Vancouver, WashWashon.
ington.
Willamette
illamette River from Corvallis to Eugene, Oregon.
Washougal
Washougal Slough, Washington.
Washington.
Everett Harbor,
Washington.
Everett
Harbor, Washington.
Lake River,
Lake
River, Washington.
Washington.
Channel
Columbia
Channel of Bakers
lakers Bay from the main ship channel of the Columbia
at Ilwaco,
Ilwaco, Washington.
River to
to the docks
docks at
Washington.
Channel
Channel of Youngs Bay from the main ship
ship' channel
Columchannel of
of the
the Columbia
River to
point one
above County
Road Bridge.
bia River
to a
a point
one mile
mile above
County Road
Bridge.
d
Saint Marys
Idaho.
Marys and
Joe Rivers,
Rivers, Idaho.
and Saint
Saint Joe
Idaho.
Columbia River
:liver from the mouth of the Snake to Priest Rapids
Rapids with
with
a view to improving
a
improving open-river
navigation.
open-river navigation.
Columbia River from Celilo Falls, Oregon, to the mouth of the
Snake River; Snake River to Pittsburg Landing, Idaho, with a
a view
construction of locks and dams for navigation; Clearwater
to the construction
Clearwater
River from its mouth to Orofino; and in making such examination
examination
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and survey the engineer or engineers having same in charge shall take
participation in
into
account any proposition
proposition by local interests for participation
into account
the expense
with the development
development of
connection with
project in connection
expense of said project
the
hydroelectric power.
power.
hydroelectric
A as a.
Tolovano Raver,
Alaska. Alaska.
River, Alaska.
Tolovano
Virgin
River,
Nevada,
between
its
intersection
line
Nevada.
Nev da .
line
the
east
with
intersection
its
between
Virgin River, Nevada,
view to conand the Colorado River, with aaview
Nevada and
of the
the State
State of Nevada
fining such
within its
channel and the protecting
protecting of the banks
its channel
such river
river within
fining
against erosion.
erosion.
against
er atLLakes
Harbors
and connecting
view to et
02'
harbors
rbors
akes ha
a view
with a
Lakes, with
the Great
Great Lakes,
of the
waters of
connecting waters
Harbors and
in
necessary in
improvements would be necessary
determining what
what additional improvements
determining
order to permit those
accommodate vessels
vessels able to
those waterways
waterways to accommodate
order
pass
Dominion of
enlarged by the Dominion
Canal when enlarged
Welland Canal
through the Welland
pass through
including report as to the character
character and drafts of vessels
vessels
of Canada, including
which may be expected to use the canal when so enlarged.t
enlarged.
Newport, Cal.
=Hrbor 1s,
is hereby
War is
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
Secretary of
of War
hereby authorized
authorized and Harbor
lines,tc.
etc.
the Secretary
SEC.
lines, either or
bulkhead lines
pierhead and bnlkhead
directed
directed to fix and establish prerhead
both,
Harbor California
in accordance
with
lines,
plan dated
accordance with
California, in
Newport Harbor,
both, at
at Newport
California, March
United
Angeles, California,
March twentyEngineer Office, Los Angeles,
States Engineer
United States
fifth,
thirteen, and entitled
entitled Newport
Newport Bay,
and thirteen,
nineteen hundred and
fifth nineteen
California,
beyond which
which no piers, wharfs, bulkharbor lines, beyond
showing harbor
California, showing
heads,
or other
shall be
or deposit
deposit made,
made, except
except under
under
extended or
be extended
works shall
other works
heads, or
such
regulations as
as shall
prescribed from time to time by the
be prescribed
shall be
such regulations
Secretary of War.
Secretary
Index to Engineer
reports1866
186 to
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That there
there shall
shall be
be printed
printed one
one thousand
thousand five
five hundred
hundred reports
to 1917.
1917.
SEC.
copies
the index
to the
the annual
reports of
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, ordntng
or'd'rl ting, etc.,
etc.,
of the
annual reports
index to
of the
copies of
United
Army, from
from eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six to nineStates Army,
United States
teen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen ' inclusive,
inclusive, to
to include
include the
reprinting of
the reprinting
hundred and
teen
Sixty-third
House Document
hundred and forty, Sixty-third
Seven hundred
Numbered Seven
Document Numbered
House
Congress,
session, covering
covering the
eighteen hundred
hundred
from eighteen
the period
period from
second session,
Congress, second
and sixty-six
to nineteen
and twelve,
twelve, inclusive,
inclusive, authorized
authorized
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and
sixty-six to
by
of the
river and
harbor Act
July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth,
approved July
Act approved
and harbor
the river
six of
by section
section six
nineteen
hundred and
additional information
information covering
covering the
the additional
twelve, the
and twelve,
nineteen hundred
period
from nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve to
to nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve
period from
seventeen, inclusive,
inclusive, to
be furnished
furnished by
Secretary of
of War.
War.
the Secretary
by the
to be
seventeen,
Statue of Liberty,,
SEC. 5.
of War
War be,
he is
New York Harbor.
Harbor.
authorized Now
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
5. That
SEC.
to accept
accept for
and on
on behalf
with thanks
to the
the donated
Acceptance,
of
planto
,ionEtaelectric
thanks to
States, with
United States
of the
the United
behalf of
for and
to
electricetc.,
plant
donors, funds
funds raised
be raised
the New
New York
York World
by popupopu- for
for lighting.
lighting.
World by
by the
raised by
to be
or to
raised or
donors,
lar
subscription for
the construction
construction of an
electric lighting plant
an electric
for the
lar subscription
adequate for
for the
illumination of
Liberty on Bedloes
Statue of Liberty
the Statue
of the
the illumination
adequate
Island, New
York Harbor,
Harbor, with
with the
understanding that the funds
the understanding
New York
Island,
will be
applied to
to the
purpose for
donated, and
lightthat the lightand that
for which
which donated,
the purpose
be applied
will
construction, will be maintained at the expense o
of the
after construction,
plant, after
ing plant,
United States.
United
SEC. 6.
6.
States.
That
the funds
appropriated shall
be used
used
shall be
herein appropriated
funds herein
of the
no part
part of
That no
SEC.
to pay
for any
any work
contract price
the contract
contract if the
private contract
by private
done by
work done
pay for
to
is more
more than twenty-five
centum in excess
excess of the estimated
estimated cost
twenty-five per centum
is
of doing the
Government plant.
the work by Government
of
Approved
July 27,
27, 1916.
Approved July

triction on pri
work.
tecotract work.

vats
Restriction
contract on
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CHAP. 281.—An
Act Making
Making appropriations
for the
the service
service of
the Post
Post Office
261.-An Act
appropriations for
of the
Office
nineteen hundred
Department for the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and seventeen,
teen, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

July 28,1916.
28, 1916.
Jnly
[H. R. 10684.1

[H.

1048.1
[Public,
[Publie, No.
No. 169.]
169.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives

Postal service appro-

in Congress
Congress assembled,
the following
sums be,
be,
pri
priations.
seiappro States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
following sums
Vol. 5, p. 80.
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated
appropriated for
service of
of the
the Post
Office
VoL,
. 80
and
for the
the service
Post Office

Department, in
in conformity
conformity with
with the
the Act
Act of
of July
July second,
second, eighteen
eighteen
Department,
hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six,
thirty-six, as
as follows:
follows:
OFFICE
OF THE
OFFICE OF
THE POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General

Repair shops
shops and
and
equipment div ision.

eqRint dvsion.

Building for equip-

mBntdiisi
ment division.
n

equip

For rent of suitable buildings for the use
Post Office
use of the Post
Office DepartDepart-

ment, including the
lock-repair shop,
shop, and
and the
the
the mail-bag-repair
mail-bag-repair shop,
shop, lock-repair

Division of
of -Equipment,
Division
Equipment, $32,000.
$32,000.
The Postmaster
General is
is hereby
authorized to
to have
have prepared
prepared the
the
The
Postmaster General
hereby authorized

necessary
plans and
necessary plans
and specifications
specifications and
and to
to enter
enter into
into a
or
a contract
contract or
contracts for the construction of a
a reinforced
reinforced concrete
concrete and all-glass
all-glass
factory-type fireproof
building for
for the
use of
of the
the Post
Office DepartDepartfactory-type
fireproof building
the use
Post Office
ment
shops, such
building
to contain
contain approximately
ment equipment
equipment shops,
such
building
to
approximately
Site by purchase or
seventy thousand
feet of
and sufficient
land in
in
conte
atonha
or seventy
thousand square
square feet
of floor
floor space;
space; and
sufficient land
condemnation.
the
city of
of Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, may
may be
be acquired,
acquired, if
if
the city
Washington, District
District of
necessary, by
by the
Postmaster General,
by purchase
condemnation,
necessary,
the Postmaster
General, by
purchase or
or condemnation,
Appropriation.
Appropriation
uupon which to erect
erect such buildingpurpose of the purbuilding; and for
for the purpose
chase of said land and the construction
construction of said
building $200,000
$200,000 is
said building
hereby appropriated
and made
made available
available out
out of
any money
money in
in the
the
hereby
appropriated and
of any
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not otherwise
otherwise approppated.
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
appropriated.
Power, etc.
ower,t.
power and light, and
For gas, electric
electric power
and the
the repair
of machinery,
machinery,
repair of
Construction
authorCoust
rutonauthor-

$4,000.

FOR
INSPECTORS: For salaries
FOR SALABIES
SALARIES OF
or POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS:
salaries of fifteen
fifteen
inspectors in charge
$3,000 each;
each; thirty
charge of divisions,
divisions, at
at $3,000
thirty inspectors,
inspectors,
at $2,400 each; twenty inspectors,
inspectors, at
each; thirty-two
inspecat $2,250 each;
thirty-two inspectors, at $2,100 each; twenty
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; thirty
thirty
twenty inspectors, at
inspectors,
ninety .inspectors,
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; sixty
inspectors, at
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
each; ninety
inspectors, at
sixty
inspectors
each; sixty
sixty inspectors,
$1,600 each;
each; and
inspectors, at
at $1,700 each;
inspectors, at
at $1,600
and
inspectors, at
$1,500 each;
each; in
all, $783,700.
$783,700.
sixty-five inspectors,
at
$1,500
in
all,
l
Per diem.
Per iem.
For
per diem
diem allowance
For per
in the
the field
field while
while actually
allowance of
of inspectors
inspectors in
actually
traveling
traveling on official business
their homes,
homes, their
their official
business away
away from
from their
official
domiciles,
and their
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the PostPostdomiciles, and
their headquarters,
headquarters, at
at aarate
rate to
Prnviens
General, not
not to
exceed $3
day: Provided,
That the
the PostPostmaster General,
to exceed
$3 per
per day:
Provided, That
Teorary allowTemporary
allow- master
ances.
ances.
discretion allow
master General
General may, in his discretion,
allow inspectors
inspectors per diem
diem while
while
temporarily located
temporarily
at any
any place
on business
business away
away from
their homes
homes
located at
place on
from their
designated domiciles
or their designated
domiciles for
for a
aperiod
twenty conconperiod not
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
secutive days
any one
place, and
and make
and regulations
govdays at
at any
one place,
make rules
rules and
regulations governing
erning the
provisions relating
to per
per diem:
diem: And
And proovded
provided
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
relating to
Limit.
Limit.
Jurther,
further, That no per
per diem shall be paid
paid to inspectors
inspectors receiving annual
salaries of $2,000 or more, except the
the thirty-two
thirty-two inspectors
inspectors receiving
receiving
$2,100
each, $262,860.
$2,100
each,
$262,860.
Clerks at division
For
of clerks
clerks at
division headquarters:
headquarters: Fifteen,
Fifteen at
at
he(adqrter
ivisi.
For compensation
compensation of
at division
headquarters.
$1,800 each;
each; fifteen,
$1,600 each;
each; twenty,
twenty, at
$1,400 each;
thirty,
fifteen, at
at $1,600
at $1,400
each; thirty,
at $1,200
$1,200 each; ten, at $1,000 each;
each; and ten, at $900 eah;
eadh; in all,
Post
tors.

Travel

pensve
penses.

office

inspecnspec-

etc.,

etc

ex -

e

-

$134,000.
$134,000.
For traveling
traveling expenses
of inspectors
without per
diem allowance,
allowance,
For
expenses of
inspectors without
per diem
charge, and the chief post-office
inspectors in charge,
post-office inspector,
inspector, and
and expenses
expenses
incurred by inspectors
allowance, unusual
inspectors not covered by per diem allowance,
unusual and
and
extraordinary
incurred for maintenance
extraordinary expenses necessarily
necessarily incurred
maintenance by inspectors
allowance while
spectors over and above
above per diem allowance
while traveling on official
official
business
business in connection
connection with the postal service
service of Alaska, and for the
expenses of four clerks
performing stenographic
stenographic and clerical
traveling expenses
clerks performing
clerical
assistance to post-office
post-office inspectors in the investigation
investigation of important
important
eases, $43,850.
fraud cases,
$43,850.
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per
their per
by their
not covered
For livery
hire incurred
by inspectors
covered by
inspectors not
incurred by
livery hire
For

Livery hire
hire.
Livery

diem
including livery
connection with
instalwith the
the instalhire in
in connection
livery hire
diem allowance,
allowance, including
lation
of rural
rural routes, $45,000.
and inspection
inspection of
lation and
For necessary
miscellaneous expenses
headquarters, Miscellaneous.
Misellaneous.
expenses at division headquarters,
necessary miscellaneous
For
87,500.
$7,500.
Rewards, etc.
etc.
conviction Rewards,
For
payment of
rewards for
for the
and conviction
arrest, and
detection, arrest,
the detection,
of rewards
For payment
Provisos.
of
post-office
burglars,
robbers,
and
highway
mail
robbers:
Provided,
of post-office burglars, robbers, and highway mail robbers: Provided, dPr
Death of ofenders.
offenders.
That
Postmaster Genthe Postmaster
discretion of the
in the
the discretion
be paid,
paid, in
may be
That rewards
rewards may
eral,
when an
an offender
of the
the class
was killed
the act of
of
killed in the
class mentioned
mentioned was
offender of
eral, when
committing
or in
resisting lawful
lawful arrest:
And provided
provided
arrest: And
in resisting
crime or
the crime
committing the
Collecting informaintormaCollecting
further, That
That of
amount herein
appropriated not
not to
to exceed
exceed tion,
herein appropriated
the amount
of the
further,
etc.
$5,000 may
may be
expended, in
in the
Postmaster General,
General tion, etc.
the Postmaster
of the
discretion of
the discretion
be expended,
$5,000
for
information concerning
of the
the
concerning violations of
of securing
securing information
the purpose
purpose of
for the
postal
and for
for services
and information
information looking
toward the
the
looking toward
services and
laws and
postal laws
apprehension of
criminals, $25,000.
$25,000.
of criminals,
apprehension
Acting employees
That
Postmaster General
General shall
authority to
to allowed
aucti
emforptoee
That hereafter
hereafter the
the Postmaster
shall have
have authority
for those injured.
employ
acting
employees
in
place
of
all
employees
or
substitutes
jured.
employ acting employees in place of all employees or substitutes
hereinafter
who are
are injured
injured while
on duty,
duty, who
who shall
shall be
be
while on
mentioned who
hereinafter mentioned
Leaves of absence.
t a b
granted
leave of
absence with
the period of disability, w L
pay during the
full pay
with full
of absence
granted leave
but
not exceeding
year, then
the rate
rate of
per centum
centura of
of the
the
of fifty
fifty per
at the
then at
oneyear,
exceeding one
but not
employee's
the period
disabilty exceeding
exceeding one
year, but
but Payment
of
in
case of
ay
one year,
period off disabilty
for te
salary for
employee's salary
in case
not
exceeding twelve
and the
deathm
General death.
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
additional, and
months additional,
twelve months
not exceeding
is
authorized to
which shall be exempt from
of $2,000, which
the SUM
sum of
pay the
to pay
is authorized
payment
of debts
of the
the deceased,
to the
legal representatives
representatives,• for
the legal
deceased, to
debts of
payment of
Employees Included.
the
benefit• of
children, or
or dependent
dependent relatives,
any railway
railway, EmpLoyeinclded.
of any
relatives, of
of wife
wife, children,
the benefit
postal
clerk, substitute
postal clerk,
supervisory official
official of
clerk, supervisory
railway postal
substitute railway
postal clerk,
the
Mail Service,
Service, post-office
inspector, letter
in the
the
carrier in
letter carrier
post-office inspector,
the Railway
Railway Mail
City Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, rural
rural letter
post-office clerk,
clerk, specialspecialcarrier, post-office
letter carrier,
City
delivery messenger,
laborer or any classified civil-service
civil-service
post-office laborer
messenger, post-office
delivery
employee
in post
of the
the first
and second
second classes
be
classes who shall be
first and
offices of
post offices
employee in
killed
while on
on duty,
duty, or
who, being
being injured
while on
on duty,
duty, shall
shall die
die Prso.
injured while
or who,
killed while
for
Nooviallowance
alowance for
within
thereafter as
as the
the result
of such
injury: Provided
:That
That No
Provided,
such injury:
result of
year thereafter
one year
within one
negigence
no
compensation shall
such employee
injury negligence.
any injury
for any
employee for
any such
paid any
be paid
shall be
no compensation
occasioned by
by his
negligence. To
To enable
Lenenable the Postmaster Genown negligence.
his own
occasioned
eral
out the
the provisions
of the
above, $234,000.
eral to
to carry
carry out
provisions of
the above,
$234,000.
Dharge
if sick
sick less
le
Discharge if
year forbidThat the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
or continue
continue any
any than one year
approve or
not approve
shall not
That
den.
rule
or regulation
terminates the
any employee den.
employment of any
the employment
which terminates
regulation which
rule or
by reason
a period of less than one
account of illness for a
absence on account
of absence
reason of
by
year,
any postal
the military
entered the
has entered
who has
employee who
postal employee
that any
and that
year, and
service
hereafter enter it shall, upon
shall hereafter
who shall
States or who
United States
of the
the United
service of
Reinstatement after
mRe^staement
the military
resume the
being
honorably discharged
therefrom, be
permitted to
to resume
be permitted
discharged therefrom,
service. after
being honorably
position in
the postal
postal department
which he
he left
such military
enter such
left to enter
department which
in the
position
service.
Special attorney
service.
attorney in
For
special assistant
assistant to
to the
oases.
General to postal case.
the Attorney General
of aaspecial
compensation of
For compensation
assist in
the defense
against the
the United
arising out
of
out of
United States
States arising
of cases
cases against
in the
defense of
assist
the transportation
transportation of
and in
in other cases and matters
mails, and
the mails,
of the
the
affecting the
employment of such
and the employment
revenues, $6,000, and
postal revenues,
the postal
affecting
authorized.
officer hereafter
hereafter is
is authorized.
Travel, etc.
For
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in
the Postal
Service, office
office Travel, etc.
Postal Service,
in the
and miscellaneous
travel and
For travel
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
$1,000.
General, $1,000.
of
OFFICE
OFFICE

OF THE
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
THE FIRST
OF

Provided, That for
$31,000,000: Provided,
For
postmasters, $31,000,000:
to postmasters,
compensation to
For compensation
year beginning
beginning July first, nineteen
the
fiscal year
the fiscal
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
and thereafter
respective compensation
postmasters of the
compensation of postmasters
the respective
thereafter the
and
first,
and third
shall be
be annual
annual salaries, graded in even
classes shall
third classes
first, second,
second, and
hundreds of
dollars, and
and payable
payable in
semimonthly payments,
payments, to
to be
be
in semimonthly
of dollars,
hundreds
ascertained
by the
Postmaster General
from their
respective
their respective
General from
the Postmaster
fixed by
and fixed
ascertained and
quarterly
to the
Post Office
or
Department, or
Office Department,
for the
the Post
Auditor for
the Auditor
returns to
quarterly returns

First
Assistant PostFirst Assistant
master
General.
masier General.
Po stmasters.
1
os
Proviso.
Quarterly grading of
Quarterly
salaries fromgrditof
receipts.

"ser.-
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copies or
or duplicates
duplicates thereof
the First
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
First Assistant
thereof to
to the
copies
for the
calendar year
year immediately
preceding
the adjustment.
for
the
calendar
immediately
preceding
the
adjustment.
Assistant
floatAssistant
postmasters.
For
compensation to
assistant postmasters
postmasters at first and second class
For compensation
to assistant
masters
post offices,
five, at
at not
$4,000 each;
forty-two, at
at not
not exexeach; forty-two,
not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
post
offices, five,
ceeding
$3,000 each;
ten at
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; five,
at not
five, at
not
each; ten,
at not
not exceeding
ceeding $3,000
exceeding
$2,000 each;
twenty, at
at not
$1,900 each;
each; fifty,
fifty,
each; twenty,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,900
exceeding $2,000
at not
$1,800 each;
each; one
hundred, at
$1,700
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,700
one hundred,
exceeding $1,800
at
not exceeding
each; one
himdred and
and sixty,
sixty, at
each; one
one hunhun$1,600 each;
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,600
each;
one hundred
dred and
not exceeding
$1,500 each;
each; one
one hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-five, at
at not
exceeding $1,500
dred
and seventy-five,
ninety, at
$1,400 each;
each; three
three hundred
hundred and
fifty-,at
at
and fifty,
exceeding $1,400
ninety,
at not
not exceeding
not exceeding
exceeding $1,300
$1,300 each;
each; six
hundred and
and sixty,
sixty, at
at not
exceeding
not exceeding
six hundred
not
$1,200
each; five
five hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,100
$1,100
twenty-five, at
$1,200 each
each;
hundred and
at not
$1,000 each;
each;
exceeding $1,000
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, at
not exceeding
each, three
three hundred
one
hundred and
thirty, at
at not
hundred,
$900 each;
each; one
one hundred,
not exceeding
exceeding $900
one hundred
and thirty,
Appoint ments
ments at not exceeding $800 each; in all, $3,500,000.
Appoint
And the
appointment
the appointment
at not exceeding $800 each; in all, $3,500,000. And
restricted,
restricted.
and
of assistant
postmasters' hereunder
shall be
be so
so made
made
hereunder shall
assignment of
assistant postmasters
and assignment
during
the fiscal
year as
greater aggregate
aggregate expenditure
as not
not to
to involve
involve a
a greater
expenditure
during the
fiscal year
than
this sum.
than this
first and
Employees,
second
Employees, first
and
For compensation
compensation to
and employees
at first
second class
class
employees at
first and
and second
For
to clerks
clerks and
class offices.
offices.
second class
post offices:
offices:
post
At
3,200.
At 83,200.
Superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
of mails,
superinsuperintendents of
mails, superinSuperintendents
tendents of
order , and
and superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
fifteen, at
at
of money
money order,
registry, fifteen,
tendents
not exceeding
not
exceeding $3,200
$3,200 each;
each;
At
$3,000.
At 63,000.
eAuditors, and
superintendents of
of mails,
ten, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
tAuditors,
and superintendents
mails, ten,
$3,000
each;
each;
At
32,700.
At 82,700.
ARcliStant superintendents
of mmails,
ails, superintendents
of delivery,
Assistant
superintendents of
superintendents of
delivery, and
and
superintendents
of
mails,
twenty,
at
not
exceeding $2,700
each.'
superintendents
of
mails,
twenty,
at
not
exceeding
$2,700
each;
At 82,600.
At
$2,600.
.Assistant
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails, cashiers,
cashiers, superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, and
superintendents of
of mails,
thirty, at
exceeding $2,600
delivery,
and superintendents
mails, thirty,
at not
not exceeding
$2,600
each;
each;
At
At $2,500.
$2,500.
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails, cashiers,
cashiers, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
and superintendents
delivery, superintendents
of mails,
mails, and
superintendents of
of stations,
stations,
thirty, at
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
each;
at
not
$2,500
each;
thirty,
At
At $2,400.
$2,400.
Assistant superintendents
of
superintendents of delivery, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
mails,
money order,
order, assistant
assistant superinmails, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of money
superintendents of
bookkeepers, cashiers,
clerks, stenogratendents
of registry,
registry, bookkeepers,
cashiers, finance
finance clerks,
stenographers, superintendents
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superof delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of money order,
and superintendents
registry, forty,
forty, at
at
mtendents
order, and
superintendents of
of registry,
not exceeding
each;
not
exceeding $2,400
$2,400 each;
At
$2,200.
At $2,200.
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails,
mails, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
chief
Assistant
cashiers, chief
finance clerks,
clerks, superintendents
of
mailing clerks, chief stamp
stamp clerks, finance
superintendents of
delivery,
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
of moneydelivery, superintendents
superintendents of
money order,
order,
superintendents
superintendents of registry, and superintendents
superintendents of stations, fifty, at
not exceeding
exceeding $2,200
$2,200 each;
At
$2,000.
At $2,000.
Assistant cashiers,
of delivery,
assistant
Assistant
cashiers, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, assistant
superintendents
superintendents of money order,
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
order,
assistant superintendents
of registry,
registry, bookkeepers,
cashiers, examisuperintendents of
bookkeepers, cashiers,
examiners of stations, finance clerks, superintendents
superintendents of carriers,
carriers, superinsuperindelivery, superintendents
of
tendents of
of delivery,
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of registry,
registry, superintendents
money order, superintendents
superintendents of secondclass
superintendents of
of inquiry,
inquiry, and
and superintendents
superintendents of
class matter,
matter, superintendents
of
stations,
and thirty,
thirty, at
at not
not exceeding
$2,000 each;
stations, one
one hundred
hundred and
exceeding $2,000
each;
At
81,800.
At $1,800.
Assistant cashiers, assistant superintendents
superintendents of delivery, assistant
assistant
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
superintendents of money order,
superintendents
assistant superintendents
superintendents of registry,
registry, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers. cashiers,
cashiers, chief mailing clerks, chief stamp
stamp
clerks, examiners
examiners of stations, finance clerks, stenographers,
superinstenographers, superintendents
superintendents of
tendents of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
money order,
order, superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
of money
registry,
superintendents
second-class matter,
superintendents of second-class
matter, and superintendents
superintendents of
stations, one hundred
exceeding $1.800
$1,800 each;
hundred and forty, at not exceeding
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of delivery, assistant
Assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
cashiers, assistant
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents
mails, assistant
superintendents of
order,
money order,
of money
assistant superintendents
of mails,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
of registry, assistant superintendents
assistant
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers chief
chief mailing
clerks chief
chief stamp
mailing clerks,
stations,
clerks, examiners
of stations,
superinstenographers, superinclerks, stenographers,
finance clerks,
stations, finance
examiners of
clerks,
tendents
of carriers,
superintendents of
delivery, superintendents
of
superintendents of
of delivery,
carriers, superintendents
tendents of
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
of money
of registry,
superintendents of
order, superintendents
money order,
mails,
superintendents of
of second-class
matter, and
and superintendents
stasuperintendents of stasecond-class matter,
superintendents
$1,700 each;
tions
hundred and sixty-five, at not exceeding $1,700
tions, one hundred
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
of delivery,
assistant
delivery, assistant
superintendents of
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
of money order,
superintendents of
of mails,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
registry, assistant
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
assistant
stations,
chief stamp
stamp
clerks, chief
mailing clerks,
chief mailing
cashiers, chief
bookkeepers, cashiers,
stations, bookkeepers,
clerks, examiners
examiners of
crews, stenogforemen of crews,
clerks, foremen
finance clerks,
stations, finance
of stations,
clerks,
raphers, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
delivery,
of delivery,
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
raphers,
superintendents of
mails, superintendents
superintendents of money
superinorder,, superinmoney order
of mails,
superintendents
tendents of
of registry,
registry, superintendents
superintendents of
second-class matter, and
of second-class
tendents
superintendents of
of stations, two
exceeding
hundred and fifty, at not exceeding
two hundred
superintendents
$1,600
each;
$1,600 each;
Assistant cashiers,
assistant superintendents
assistant
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
superintendents of
cashiers, assistant
Assistant
superintendents of
superintendents' of
money order,
order,
of money
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
of mails,
superintendents
assistant
superintendents of
registry, assistant
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
of registry,
assistant superintendents
stations, bookkeepers
stamp
clerks, chief stamp
chief mailing clerks,
cashiers,' chief
bookkeepers, cashiers
stations,
clerks, examinels
of stations,
finance clerks,
clerks, foremen
foremen of
stenogof crews,
crews, stenogstations, finance
examiners of
clerks,
raphers, superintendents
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
of delivery,
delivery,
superintendents of
superintendents of
raphers,
superintendents
of mails,
money order
supennorder,, superinof money
superintendents of
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
tendents
second-class matter, and
of second-class
superintendents of
registry, superintendents
of registry,
*tendents of
superintendents of
of stations,
$1,500
stations, nine hundred, at not exceeding $1,500
superintendents
each;
each;
Assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, assistant
assistant
of delivery,
cashiers, assistant
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents
of mails,
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of money
money order,
order,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
registry, assistant
of
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
assistant
stations,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers, chief
chief mailing
clerks, chief stamp
mailing clerks,
stations, bookkeepers,
clerks, special
special clerks,
foremen
stations, finance clerks, foremen
examiners of stations,
clerks, examiners
clerks,
of crews,
stenographers superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents
of carriers, superintendents
of
crews, stenographers,
of delivery,
superintendents of money
superintendents of mails, superintendents
of
delivery, superintendents
order, superintendents
registry, superintendents
superintendents of second-class
second-class
of registry,
superintendents of
order,
matter,
superintendents of
stations, one thousand five hundred
hundred
of stations,
and superintendents
matter, and
and
sixty, at
at not
and sixty,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,400
$1,400 each;
each;
Assistant cashiers,
cashiers, assistant
assistant
delivery, assistant
of delivery,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
Assistant
superintendents of mails,
superintendents of money order, assistant superintendents
superintendents
superintendents of
assistant
superintendents of registry, assistant
assistant superintendents
assistant superintendents
stations, bookkeepers,
clerks chief stamp
cashiers, chief mailing clerks,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
stations,
clerks,
clerks, foremen
special
crews, special
of crews,
foremen of
finance clerks,
of stations,
stations, finance
examiners of
clerks, examiners
superintendents
clerks,
superintendents of carriers, superintendents
stenographers, superintendents
clerks, stenographers,
of delivery,
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, superintendents
money
superintendents of money
delivery, superintendents
of
order,
superintendents of
of registry,
second-class
superintendents of second-class
registry, superintendents
order, superintendents
matter,
and superintendents
superintendents of
of stations,
thousand eight hundred,
two thousand
stations, two
matter, and
at not exceeding
exceeding $1,300
$1,300 each;
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
delivery, assistant
assistant
of delivery,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
Assistant cashiers,
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, assistant
of money
money order,
order,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
assistant
assistant superintendents of registry, a.ssistant
stations,
clerks, clerks, finance clerks, forebookkeepers, chief stamp clerks,
stations, bookkeepers,
men
of crews,
crews, stenographers,
superintendents of carriers, superinstenographers, superintendents
men of
tendents
of second-class
matter' and
superintendents of stations,
and superintendents
second-class matter,
tendents of
eighteen
hundred, at
each;
at not exceeding
exceeding $1,200 each;
eighteen thousand
thousand six hundred,
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers supersuperstations, clerks,
of stations,
Assistant
intendents
second-class matter, and
superintendents of second-class
intendents of carriers, superintendents
exceeding $1,100
superintendents of
nine thousand, at not exceeding
of stations,
stations, nine
superintendents
each;

At $1,700.
$1,700.
At

At $1,600.

At $,600.

At 81,500.
At$1500

At $1,400.

At1,40

At tI^
$1,300,,

At $1,200;

At 1

At $1,100.

-

$1,
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Assistant
of stations,
stations, clerks,
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of
clerks in
clerks, clerks
in charge
charge of
of
stations,
superintendents of
superintendstations, stenographers,
stenographers, superintendents
of carriers,
carriers, and
and superintendents
second-clacks matter,
four thousand,
thousand, at
ents of
of second-class
matter, four
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000
each;
each;
At0. $900.
Clerks, clerks in charge of stations, and
and stenographers,
At
stenographers, two
two thouthousand two
two hundred,
hundred, at
at not
not exceeding
$900
each;
.
sand
exceeding
$900
each;
At
At ssm
Clerks
and clerks
in charge
charge of
stations, one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred
..80
Clerks and
clerks in
of stations,
nine hundred
and
sixty-seven,
at
not exceeding
exceeding $800
each;
and
.
sixty-seven,
at
not
$800
each;
Substitutes.
Substitutes for
for clerks
and employees
employees absent
absent without
without pay;
pay;
suPrtitutes. proSubstitutes
clerks and
Promotions
vided for.
And to
to provide
the promotion
promotion of
of seventy-five
seventy-five per
centum of
pro
provide for
for the
per centum
of the
the
And
vided
for.as
First-class offices. a
clerks in first-class post offices from the fifth to the sixth grade, and
f~isesofe
"
Special clerks " au- clerks in first-class post offices from the fifth to the sixth grade, and
thorid
for the
thorised.
centum of
the clerks
the sixth
sixth grade
the promotion of five per
per centum
of the
clerks in
in the
grade to
to
the
designation of
of ""Special
grade, and
and for
for the
prothe designation
Special clerk"
clerk" in
in the
the $1,300
$1,300 grade,
the promotion
centum of
of the
deswated
.
"Special clerks"
clerks" in
in the
the
"Special
per centum
the designated
motion of
of five
five per
$1,300 grade
grade to
to the
the designation
clerk" in
in the
the $1,400
$1,400
of "Special
"Special clerk"
designation of
$1,300
Second class °traces.
offices. grade, and to
Second
provide for
seventy-five per
per centum
centum
to provide
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of seventy-five
of the
clerks in
offices from
the fourth
fourth to
to the
grade,
of
the clerks
in second-class
second-class offices
from the
the fifth
fifth grade,
and
five per
per centum
of the
in second-class
and for
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of five
centum of
the clerks
clerks in
second-class
Provisos.
offices from
the fifth
to the
the sixth
further, That
That
Provio.
offices
from the
fifth to
sixth grade:
grade: And
And provided
providedfurther,
Foremeatandstenozruphers.
employed at
at first-class
first-class post
offices foremen
foremen and
and
post offices
rbe"rsend tenog- there
there may
may also
also be
be employed
stenographers at
of $1,300
or more
more per
stenographers
at aa salary
salary of
$1,300 or
per annum:
annum: Provided,
Provided,
pecial clerks.
That
section five
five of
the Act
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen
of the
Act approved
approved August
August twenty-fourth,
sffhorkwokday
That section
for.
for.
hundred and twelve
twelve, entitled
'An Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
entitled "An
P
the Post
Department for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
amended. ' "
amended.'
'' service
of the
service of
Post Office
Office Department
ending June
June
thirteen ' and
and for
other purposes,"
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
for other
purposes,"
be, and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to include
employees of
of first
and
be,
and the
same is
include employees
first and
second class
class post
post offices
"Special clerks."
clerks."
second
offices designated
designated as
as "Special
Appointments,
etc.,
In
and assignment
resAtrPid.c
etc.,
In all,
all, $47,900,000,
$47,900,000, and
and hereafter
"
hereafter the
the appointment
appointment and
assignment
restricted.
Inrease
clers off clerks
erks hereunder shall
shal be
be so
made during
to
Increase in clerks
so made
during each
each fiscal
fiscal year
year as not
not to
nol.
i2.
p..1200.
a3,
involve
expenditure than
than the
V c5 .
g ,p
involve aagreater
greater aggregate
aggregate expenditure
the sum
appropriatedsum appropriated;
and to enable the Postmaster
Postmaster General
the provisions
of
General to carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
the
of March
second, nineteen
and seven,
the Act of
March second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven, classifying
classifying
first and
clerks and city letter carriers
carriers in first
offices, he
and second
second class
class post
post offices,
he
may hereafter
exceed the
the number
number of
of clerks
for for
for
may
hereafter exceed
clerks appropriated
appropriated for
Proviso.
Aggregate.
particular
Provided, That
number of
of clerks
derks in
the aggrein the
aggrethe number
That the
grades: Provided,
particular grades:
Aggrite.
gate
as herein
authorized be
be not
exceeded.
gate
as
herein
authorized
not
exceeded.
Printers, mechanics,
etc.
For compensation
compensation to
mechanics and
skilled laborers,
trinters, echanics,
For
to printers,
printers, mechanics
and skilled
laborers,
twenty-two, at $1,200
$1,200 each, four at $1,100
$1,100 each; three at
at $1,000
$1,000
each
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight at
at $900
each; in
in all,
all, $59,000.
each
and
$900
each;
$59,000.
Watchmen, MNitiengprS, etc.
For compensation
to watchmen
and laborers,
one
tc.
m .FFor
compensation to
watchmen, messengers,
messengers, and
laborers, one
geecr,
thousand
eight hundred,
hundred, at
at $840
each;
in
all,
$1,512,000.
thousand
eight
$840
each;
in
all,
$1,512,000.
Contract
station
clerk
.
For compensation
compensation to
clerks in
in chaive
of contract
contract stations,
le(r'trat
station
For
to clerks
charge of
stations,
$1,160,000.
$1,160,000.
Temporary,
auxiliary
For
and auxiliary
clerk hire
hire and
and for
for substitute
clerk
iaey and
and substitute
sut'itute
For temporary
temporary and
auxiliary clerk
substitute clerk
clerks.
hire for clerks
cicrks.
clerks and employees absent with
and second
second
with pay
pay at
at first
first and
class post
post offices
offices and
auxiliary clerk
at summer
class
and temporary
temporary and
and auxiliary
clerk hire
hire at
summer
Provisos.
and winter
winter resort
post offices,
offices, $2,120,000:
$2,120,000: Provided,
That hereafter
ompesnsatory time and
resort post
Compensatory
Provided, That
hereafter
to- working
working holidaysholidays, when
when the
the needs
of the
the Postal
for
needs of
Postal Service
Service require
the employment
on
require the
employment on
and letter carholidays of clerks
clerks in first and second class post offices and
carCity Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, the
the employees
who are
are required
required
riers in the
the City
employees who
and ordered
ordered to
work shall
allowed compensatory
compensatory
to perform
perform holiday
holiday work
shall be
be allowed
time on one of the thirty days
on which
which they
days following the
the holiday
holiday on
they
Ho!ilays speciied.
Hoiidaya
specifiedperform such service: Provided,
Provided, That for
for the purpose of this
Act
this Act
holidays
holidays shall be New
New Year's Day (January
(January first);
first); Washington's
Washington's
Birthday-(February
twenty-second); Memorial
(February twenty-second);
Day (Maythirtieth);
Memorial Day
(May thirtieth);
Independence Day
the first
first Monday
Monday- in
in September,
September,
Independence
Day (July
(July 'fourth);
fourth); the
known as
Day; Christmas
Christmas (December
such
known
as Labor
Labor Day;
(December twenty-fifth);
twenty-fifth); and
and such
other days
days as
the President
as
other
as the
President of
of the
the United
United States
States may
may set
set apart
apart as
fast
or thanksgiving
thanksgiving days.
days.
fast or
separatisg
rnm3s
For separating
class post
post offices,
offices, $710,000.
Separating mirk
separating mails at third and fourth class
$710,000,
vnUuaL
For
unusua l conditions
post offices,
t
fisual coiions.
th`
For unusual
conditions at
at post
offices, $130,000.
$130,000.
t

ight_haar workday
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of
cover the cost of
For
to third-class
post offices
offices to cover
thirdclass post
For allowances
allowances to
clerical services
Provided, That
That no
no allowance
in excess
excess
$1,775,000: Provded,
clerical
services, $1,775,000:
allowance in

417
417
Third-class offices.
ffies.
Third-css
Provisos.
cler
roV.r
Allowance for clerks.

be made where
postmaster is
$1,000,
of $300
$300 shall
shall be
where the
the salary of
of the
the postmaster
is $1,000,
$1,100, or
$1,200; nor
nor in
in excess
where the
salary of
post$1,100,
or $1,200;
excess of
of $400
$400 where
the salary
of the
the post$1,400, or
$1,500; and that
allowance in excess
master is $1,300,
$1,300, $1,400,
or $1,500;
that no
no allowance
of $500 shall
shall be made
made where
the salary
salary of
of the
is $1,600
$1,600
where the
the postmaster
postmaster is
or $1,700;
excess of
the salary
of the
the postmaster
postmaster
or
$1,700; nor
nor in
in excess
of $800
$800 where
where the
salary of
posbmas5sissn
$1,800 or $1,900:
$1,900: And provided
provided further,
further, That the Postmaster
Postmaster tem.
t Assistant
patSl as
is $1,800
General may, in
disbursement of this
General
in the disbursement
this appropriation,
appropriation, expend not
exceeding $400,000
exceeding
$400,000 for
for the
the employment,
employment, at
at aa maximum
maximum salary
salary of
of
$600 per
postmasters at
at post
post offices
offices of
of the
the third
$600
per annum,
annum, of
of assistant
assistant postmasters
third
postmaster is $1,800
per
class where
where the
the salary of
of the
the postmaster
$1,800 or $1,900
$1,900 per
8.1:111111211.
annum.

Rent, light, and fuel.
For
light, and
and fuel
fuel for
for first,
second, and
and third
class post
third class
post Rent,light,andfuel.
first, second,
For rent,
rent, light,
offices
$5,500,000:
Provided,
That
the
Postmaster
General
may
,
in
offices,
$5,500,000:
Provided,
That
the
Postmaster
General may, in Ten-year
Te-ear lass.
leases.
offices,
the
such purposes,
the disbursement of
of the appropriation
appropriation for
fodr such
purposes, appli
apply a
a
part thereof to the purpose of leasing
la—w. aing premis
premises for the use of
post
of post
offices
first, second,
and third classes
&reasonable
annual
offices of the
the firsttheirst,
secd
classes at
at &
reasonablle annual
rental,
quarterly for
exceeding te
Putty-ears
rental, to
to be
be paid
paid quarterly
for ate=
a term not exceeding
and Limit, third class
eaars;;.‘and
that there
not be
use,
outity
pot ts
that
there shall
shall not
be allowed3en
allowsdfo the
the use
a y ,,tkixd-ekwpost
tCitsea
.
Maas.
office
for rent
sum in
in excess
excess 'of
fuel.
io 1500,-nor-merethan,
office for
rent a
a sum
$50;, -aor more tan $1031for
$100,for fael
and
in any
year.
.
and light,
light, in
any one
oe.year,
. : ... . . '
.•.0,,
Miscellaneous Items.
miscellaneous items neoesawy
Offices of
neoe ry and inCidenital.
incidental to
to post offices
For miscellaneous
classeso$350,000.
,the first
first and
and second
second classesi.$3pql,00..;-d
.· ii -t. - -l
City
rttelivery.
establiklied, including
including arriers.
For pay of
of letter
letter carriers
carriers at
at. illleen
ffies already
ablready establihed,
substitutes. fox,
pay;- and
ro- Fromotion.s.
substitutes
for letter carriers,
camera absent
Asent,without payand for the promotion of
per centum
centum of
carriers in
firs
um
the letter
letter carriers
in firstldass
of the
motion
of seventy-five
seventy-five per
post
offices from the fifth to the sixth grade
post offices
grade and for
for the promotion
promotion
of seventy-five
letter carriers in second-ciass
second-,elass offices
offices i 4-1
seventy-five per centum of the letter
from the fourth to the fifth grade and for the promotion of five per
per
centum of the letter carriers
carriers in second-class
to
second-class offices from the fifth to
the sixth grade
Service, $39,116,700:
grade,' City Delivery Service,
$39,116,700: Provided,
Provided, That
PtRiver
That D
'relro.ios
it •River srrvservthe
marine letter
carriers assigned
assigned to
Detroit Rive_r
postal service
the marine
letter carriers
to the
the Detroit
River postal
service ice.
ice.
i
t
4o
ween
pa C
co
' el
llections
l
e
gt
c
li
t
ilit
31;
$1,500 per
Provided further,
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter be
betwnPoll
ectlons
shall be
be paid
paid $1,500
per annum: Provided
and deliveries.
there
shall be
be no
made between
carriers and deliver.
between letter
letter carriers
no distinction
distinction in
in salary
salary made
there shall
assigned
delivery
and letter carriers
carriers assigned to delivery
assirned to collection
collection duty and
e
Reduced salaries
salaries r
reduty:
provided further,
whose salaries
have stored.
Reduced
salaries have
letter carriers
carriers whose
further, That
That letter
duty: And
And provided
reduced as the result
Department stoed
any order
order of the Post Office Department,
result of any
been reduced
$1,000 to be paid letter carriers assigned
making the maximum salary $1,000
to collection
collection duty,
duty, shall be
be restored
restored to their former
former grades.
s
uts
grades.
Substitute.
carriers absent
with pay, and of
of
absent with
For pay
pay of
of substitutes
substitutes for letter carriers
auxiliary and temporary
temporary letter carriers at offices where city delivery
$4,100,000.
is already established,
established, $4,100,000.
arrin new offices.
of .
Carriers,
For
substitute and
auxiliary letter
carriers
letter carriers
and auxiliary
carriers, substitute
pay of
of letter
letter carriers,
For pay
at offices where
where City Delivery
Delivery Service is established
established during
durim the year, Provisos.
bti
prst
es
$75,000: Provided,
substitute clerks
in first
first and
bstes
seond rarz ooff substitutes
and second
clerks in
That hereafter
hereafter substitute
Provided,That
$75,000:
class post offices, or substitute letter carriers in the City Delivery
Service shall
be paid
paid at
at the
the rate
cents an
an hour
hour for
for vacation
vacation
35 cents
rate of
of 35
shall be
Service
service,
auxiliary service or for temporary service, or for temservice, or for auxiliary
porary
service or temporary
service of
of any
any other designadesignatemporary service
porary regular service,
For employees off
tion:
tion: Provided
further, hat
substitute clerks
clerks in
in first
first and
and second
class duty
Providedfurther,
That substitute
second class
dForwithout
emplypay. opy
post
offices
or
substitute
letter
carriers
in
the
City
Delivery
Service
t
post offices or substitute letter carriers in the City Delivery Service ty
when
are off
off duty
duty withemployees who are
in places
places of regular
regular employees
when working in
out pay, shall be paid at the rate of 40 cents an hour.
Vehicle allowance.
For vehicle allowance,
allowance, the
of vehicles, vehiclealloanee.
the rental
rental of
the hiring
hiring of
of drivers, the
For
including stable
and
purchase and exchange
exchange and maintenance,
maintenance, including
and the purchase
and
garage facilities,
facilities, of
wagons or
operation
for, and the
the operation
or automobiles for,
of wagons
and garage
of,
screen-wagon andcity
and city delivery
delivery and
and collection
services, $5,565,000:
$5,595,000: pr
of, screen-wagon
collection services,
Provisos.
Garage kisses.
Provided,
General may,
disbursement of Gaaiess.
may, in his disbursement
Postmaster General
That the
the Postmaster
Proided,That
this
apply a
apart
quarters for
to the leasing of quarters
part thereof
thereof to
this appropriation,
appropriation, apply
the housing
housing of
of Government-owned
Government-owned automobiles
automobiles at
reasonable annual
annual
at a
a reasonable
the

91890
°—voi, 39—Pr
39-Pr 1-27
1-27
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rental for
term not
exceeding ten
years: Provided
further, That
secThat secten years:
Providedfurther,
rental
for a
a tem
not exceeding
tion
thirty—nine hundred
and forty-four,
ta thirty-nne
hundred and
orty-four, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, is
is hereby
hereby
amendedIby
of the words "or
amended
by the
the elimination
elimination of
"or the Second Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General,"
the Act of
of May
76, 'aended.
. Postmaster
General," and
and theAct
May seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hunhuno.2,p.6.
seventy-eight, is hereby amended
dred and seventy-eight,
amended by the substitution
substitution of
the
"Postmaster General"
the words
words "Second
the words
words "Postmaster
General" for
for the
"Second Assistant
Assistant
Postmaster General"
wherever they
they occur.
occur.
Postmaster
General"
wherever
•Messenger service.
For
service, $2,193,000:
Provided, That
Mrge
serVe
For mai-messenger
mail-messenger service,
$2,193,000: Provided,
That postProviso.'.
Payments
Payments by
by postost- masters may be designated
designated by the Postmaster
Postmaster General as disbursing
masters.
ntrs
officers
or
officers for the
of mail
messengers and
and others
others engaged
engaged under
under
the payment
payment of
mailmessengers
Contracts for, by
their
transporting the
Provided furter,
further, That,
in
postmasters,
etc.
their supervision
the mails:
mails: Provided
That, in
potmasotersc'
supervision in
m transporting
the
the Postmaster
General, postmasters,
postmasters, assistant
the discretion
discretion of
of the
Postmaster General,
assistant
postmasters, and
and clerks
at post
post offices
offices of
and fourth
classes
postmasters,
clerks at
of the
the third
third and
fourth classes
may enter
into contract's
for the
the performance
performance of
of mail
mail messenger
messenger servmay
enter into
contracts for
services,
and
allowances
may
be' made
made therefor
from this
this appropriation:
ices,
and
allowances
may
be/
therefor
from
appropriation:
Allowances restrictProvided further,
That the
tote/ amount
amount payable
under such
such conconthe total
payable under
furtier, That
duowanes
strict- Provided
ed.
tract
to any
any postmaster,
postmaster, assistant
or clerk
extract to
assistant postmaster;
postmaster, or
clerk shall
shall not
not exceed
$300 in
year. ; .1,
,
any one
one year.
in any
ceed $300
Peumatic
P
ic tubes.
For the transmisson
transraission of
tubes or
other similar
of mail
mail by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes
or other
similar
Proviso,
Continuance
$976,000: Provided,
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
contincance until
until devices,
devices, $976,000:
Provided, That
General is
is hereby
hereby
March
authorized and
March 4,1917.
4, 1917.
authorized
and' directed to extend existing
existing contracts
contracts for pneumaticpneumatictube
service until
fourth, nineteen
anti seventeen.
seventeen.
tube mail
mail service
until March
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
car br
".te
For ear
car fare andbicycle
e' .
For
ancLbicycle allowance, $625,000.
Street
ar (
collection.
s
' tear
!°11' 1"For street car collection service,
service, $10,000.
$10,000.
lee,
River postal
postal service,
ice.
FRm
- For
or Detroit
Detroit River
service, $7,250.
$7,250.
Y'
- For
in emergency
SceadelveryFor car
car fare
fare for
for speciakleliveaT
special-delivery messengers
messengers in
emergency cases,
cases,
Car
fare.
$13,000.
.
$13,000.
Fees.
.For
messengers
/. $2,000,000.
Trvel
For fees
fees to,
to special•deliker3r
specialdeliverymemene
,
2,000,000.
e.
Travel,
etc.
For
miscellaneous expenses
expensesin
the Postal
Posta). Service,
Service) office
v,etc.
For travel
travel and
and miscellaneous
m the
office
of
the
First
Afisi
. tont Postmaster
Postmaster
General,
$1,000.
ofthe
First
Assistant
General,
$1,000.
Fourth-els ass poststmasters.
sixteen of
of the
entitled "An
the Act
Act
mastr
That section
section sixteen
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to amend
amend the
Immediate assignapproved
twenty-fifth, nineteen
and ten,
ten, authorizing
authorizing
nineteen hundred
hundred and
June twenty-fifth,
ment tod
approved June
hiercl.
ment
to higher
class.
Postal Savings
Savings System,
System, and
purposes," approved
May
Ant
the Postal
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved May
Ante, p. 163, amend
amend- the
ed.
eighteenth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, be, and the same is, amended
amended
Ante, p
p. 162.
A'nt
by striking out the words "on
hundred
"on and after
after July
July first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,"
sixteen," and that section
the said
said Act
Act be
be amended
amended by
by
section ten
ten of the
inserting after
the first
said section,
the word
inserting
after the
first word
word of
of said
section, "That,"
"That," the
words
"section
one hundred
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight of
of the."
the.'.
'
".section one
hundred and
Dead letters.
That
section thirty-nine
thirty-nine hundred
It. S.,
., sec. 3935,
39' p.
Rt.
That section
hundred and
and thirty-eight
thirty-eight of
of the
the Revised
Revised
764, amended.
amended.
7,6,
Statutes is hereby amended to read as follows:
Domet
lc, braising
Inclosing
Dometlic.
"All
of domestic
which can
be delivered
delivered by
"All letters
letters of
domestic origin which
can not
not be
valuables,
v~luables, to be held.
bell.
e by
postmasters
postmasters shall be sent
to the
the Post
Office Department
or to
to a,
post
sent to
Post Office
Department or
a post
office designated
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General and
as contain
contain
office
designated by
by the
and such
such as
inclosures
correspondence, shall be
inclosures of value, other than correspondence,
If
be recorded.
recorded. If
the
sender or
or addressee
addressee can
can not
be identified,
identified, such
held
the sender
not be
such letters
letters shall
shall be
be held
for
awaiting reclamation.
reclamation. If
If within
within one
one year
for aa period
period of
of one
one year
year awaiting
year
they
have
not
been
claimed,
they
shall
be
disposed
of
as
the
Postof
as
the
PostDisposal
they
have
not
been
claimed,
they
shall
be
disposed
o
oths.
Disposal of others.
master General may direct. All other
other undeliverable
shall be
undeliverable letters
letters shall
be
disposed
disposed of without record and
not held
held for
for reclamation."
reclamation."
and not

Maillettings.
erai
Postmaster General
substituted
bstimtued for Second
econd
Assistant.
Asseist nt
R. S., sec. 3944, p.
765, amended.
'
Vol. 20, p. 61.

os tstin
for

neumat

se".

SPecialdeliver

Second Assistant
Second Assiteeea
Postmaster
General.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE

POSTMASTER GENERAL.
THE
flik, SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL.

For inland transportation by star routes in Alaska,
Alaska, $306,000:
$306,000:
Provided, That out of this appropriation the Postmaster General
Provided,
General is
authorized
authorized to provide difficult
difficult or emergency mail service in Alaska,
including
the establishment
relay stations,
in such
including the
establishment and
and equipment
equipment of
of relay
stations, in
such
manner
without advertising
advertising therefor.
therefor.
manner as
as he
he may
may think
think advisable,
advisable, without
Steamboat,
etc.,
Steamboat, etc.,
For inland transportation
transportation by steamboat or other
other power-boat
power-boat
mutts,
aeroplanes.
route, or
oraeroplanes.
routes or by aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, $1,060,000.
$1,060,000.
Mail transportation.
transportation.
Mail
Star routes, Alaska.
pstroro.,
Proti$0.
Aaska
Emergency serve.
service.
Emergency
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Pro- Railroadrontes.
For inland transportation
transportation by railroad
railroad routes, $59,185,000:
$59,185,000: ProProvisos.
ard routes.
carrying the mails
vided, That hereafter
hereafter every
every railroad
railroad company
company carrying
mails Free cariageof
carriage of off
offi•
l
s
shall carry
carry on any train it
it operates and without extra
extra charge therefor
therefor cI '
of the mails and
the persons in
in charge of
on duty
and traveling
and when
when on
duty and
traveling
to and from duty, and all duly accredited
accredited agents and officers
officers of
of the
the
Office Department
the Railway
Mail Service
and Post
Post
Post Office
Department and
and the
Railway Mail
Service and
Office inspectors
traveling on
Office
inspectors while
while traveling
on official
official business,
business, upon
upon the
the exhiexhi- Mississippi B ridge,
bition of their credentials:
credentials: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
past of
of this
this siSSissi
That no
no part
L
ridge,.
Saint Louis,
Mo.
appropriation shall
for carrying
the mail
mail over
over the
the bridge
bridge
appropriation
shall be
be paid
paid for
carrying the
across the Mississippi River
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri, other
other than
River at
at Saint
Saint Louis,
than Transfers, etc., Saint
upon
mileage basis:
basis: But
But provided
provided further,
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster Louts,
upon aa mileage
further, That
Louis, Met.
Mo.
General may
may m
his discretion
discretion pay
the present
law a
afair
General
in his
pay within
within the
present law
fair and
and
reasonable price
price for
transfer and
terminal service
reasonable
for the
the special
special transfer
and terminal
service at
at the
the
Union Station
Station at
Louis, Illinois,
Tllinois, and
and at
the Union
at East
East Saint
Saint Louis,
at the
Union Station
Station
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
use, lighting,
at Saint
Missouri, including
including the
the use,
lighting, and
and heating
heating of
of
and transfer
service at
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri,
the mail
mail building,
building, and
transfer service
at Saint
Saint Louis,
provided
amount so
exceed $35,000.ight
$35,000.
provided the
the amount
so paid
paid shall
shall not
not exceed
on postal
Freight on postal
For
or expressage
expressage on postal
postal cards,
cards, stamped
envelopes, cards,
For pay of
of freight
freight or
cards, etc.
stamped envelopes,
newspaper wrappers
wrappers, and
newspaper
and, empty
__
empty mail
mail bags,
bags, $645,000.
$645,000.
to
Post office car servFor railway
railway post-office
post-Office car service, $4,397,000: Provied,
Provided, That
That no ice.
.ic.
car which is not
part of this amount
amount shall be paid for the use of any car
not rr
So'nand
satar
iind sanitary
cars.
sound
material and
construction, and
and which
not equipped
equipped with
with cars.
which is
is not
sound in
in material
and construction,
Post, p. 427.
sanitary
drinking-water containers
containers and
and toilet
toilet facilities,
facilities, nor
nor unless
unless Pot,p. 42.
sanitary drinking-water
such ear
car is
is regularly
regularly and thoroughly
thoroughly cleaned.
Railway
Mail Son,
Ra
y
RAILWAY
MAIL SEnvioE:
division superintendents,
at ice
RAILWAY MAIL
SERVICE: For
For fifteen division
superintendents, at
MailSeraice.
$3,250 each; two assistant superintendents,
superintendents, at $2,350 each;
each; fifteen
fifteen anDivision
Divisionnand
assistc
t
t
:nddentr
assistant division superintendents,
superintendents, at $2,250 each;
each; one
one hundred
hundred and ant sperintendents.
eighteen
chief clerks,
each; four
hundred and
and
eighteen chief
clerks, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,100
$2,100 each;
four hundred
Clerks.
fifty-nine clerks, grade ten, at not exceeding
fifty-nine
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; one thou- carkssand
eight hundred
hundred and eighty-six
eighty-six clerks,
clerks, grade
nine, at
at not
exceeding
sand eight
grade nine,
not exceeding
$1,700
each; five
hundred and
forty-nine clerks,
at not
not
$1,700 each;
five hundred
and forty-nine
clerks, grade
grade eight, at
exceeding
exceeding $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; seven
seven thousand
eight hundred
thousand eight
hundred and
and seventyseventyseven, at
at not
not exceeding
each; one
one thousand
thousand
six clerks, grade seven,
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 each;
and three clerks, grade six
six, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,400 each; one thouthousand eight hundred and ninety-two clerks, grade five, at not exceeding
exceeding
$1,300
each; four
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
clerks,
$1,300 each;
four thousand
ninety-three clerks,
exceeding $1,200
grade four, at not exceeding
$1,200 each; nine hundred and twentythree, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,100 each; one hundred
six clerks, grade
grade throe,
hundred
at not
$1,000 each;
and ninety-three
ninety-three clerks,
clerks, grade
grade two
two, at
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
each;
three
four hundred
hundred and
ninety-six clerks,
clerks, grade
grade one,
three thousand
thousand four
and ninety-six
one, at
at not
not Pro„o.
Clerks
Provisos.
i
n charge of
exceeding $900 each;
each; in all, $28,825,050:
exceeding
$28,825,050: Provided,
Provided, That clerks
clerks (lerks
charge of
in
re s
assigned
clerks in charge
assigned as derks
charge of crews consisting of more
more than
than one ccrews.
.
clerk shall be clerks of
grades five
five to ten,
of grades
ten, inclusive,
inclusive, and may
may be
be propromoted
only after
three years'
faithful Full
moted one grade only
after three
years' satisfactory
satisfactory and,
and faithful
Fulltimeowhendeadtime when deadheading.
capacity: Provided
service in such capacity:
Provided further,
further, That railway postal clerks heading.
shall be credited with full time when deadheading
deadheading under
under orders of the
department.
department.
Appointment, etc.,
And the appointment and assignment of clerks hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be so
so rtPpis.ment,
etc.,
restricted.
made
the fiscal
fiscal year
as not
not to
to involve
involve a
agreater
greater aggregate
aggregate exmade during
during the
year as
expenditure than this sum; and to enable the Postmaster
penditure
Postmaster General
General to
reclassify the salaries of railway
reclassify
railway postal clerks and
and make necessary
necessary
appointments and
he may
the number
number of
of clerks
clerks in
in Proviso.
and promotions
promotions he
may exceed
exceed the
appointments
such of the
Provided, That
the grades
grades as may
may be
be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
That the
the number
number Limit.
such
of
in the
the aggregate
as herein
herein authorized
be not
exceeded.
of. clerks
clerks in
aggregate as
authorized be
not exceeded.
Travel allowances..
allowanesTravel
For
to railway
railway postal
clerks, acting
acting railway
railway postal
postal
For travel
travel allowances
allowances to
postal clerks,
clerks, and substitute railway
railway postal
postal clerks, including substitute railrailway postal
on
postal clerks
clerks granted
granted leave with pay on
way postal clerks
clerks for
for railway
account
of sickness,
account of
sickness, $1,488,336.
$1,488,336.
Temporary clerks..
For
temporary clerk
$60,000.
TemporaryderksFor temporary
clerk hire
hire for
for emergency
emergency service,
service, $60,000.
Substitutes.
Provided, That the Sustittte s.
For substitutes
substitutes for clerks on vacation,
vacation, $893,900: Provided,
nineteen hundred and one (Thirty-first
(Thirty-first Statutes,
Act of March third, nineteen
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;age eleven
and five),
five), be
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "
page
eleven hundred
hundred and
be amended
amended to
" The
The
ostmaster
may allow railway
railway postal
clerks an
an annual
postal clerks
annual vacavacastmaster General
P0o
General may:allow
ed.
substitut
8
liV
tion of
fifteen days,
with pay": And
further, That
That the
the Act
ridin.
substt.
tvig"
tion
of fifteen
days, witipay":
And pved
ovd fwrther,
of
Act of
VoL37,p.7TO,andMarch fourth, runeteen
"
hundred and
(Thirty-seventh StatStatnineteen hundred
and thirteen
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
utes, page seven hundred
hundred .and
be amended
amended to
as
and ninety-eight),
itinety-eight), be
to read
read as
Postmaster General
follows: "That
That hereafter the Poatmaster
General may, in his
his discrediscretion, under such regulations
tion,
r:,tions as he may provide, allow
posallow any
any railway
railway postal clerk leave of
aince with
with pay
exceeding thirty
of absence
pay for
for a
a period
period not
not exceeding
thirty
days, with the understanding
understanding that his
be performed
his duties
duties will
will be
performed without
without
expense to the
during 'the
the period
period for
the Government
Government during
for which
which leave
leave is
is
granted, he to provide
provide aasubstitute
substitute at
at his
his own
own expense."
expense."
Tulng xpe. ' For
For actual
actual and
and necessary expenses, general
general superintendent
Traveling
superintendent and
and
assistant general
superintendents, assistant
assistant
general superintendent7 division
ision superintendents,
division
superintendmits, and
aid clerks,
Mail Service,
Service, and
and
division superintendents,
andaef
clerks, Radway
Railway Mail
railway
postal clerks,
clerks, while
actually traveling
business of
Post
railway postal
while actually
traveing on.
on business
of the
the Post
Office
Department and away from their several
Office Department
designated headquarheadquarseveral designated
ters,
$55,000.
$55,000.
~ters,
O
M
Miscellaneous.
For rent, light, heat, fuel, telegraph,
miscellaneous and office
telegraph, miscellaneous
office exexpenses, schedules of mail trains,
trais, telephone service, and badges
badges for
for
railway postal
postal clerks, including rental
of offices
division headquarrental of
offices for
for division
headquarters and
chief clerk,
Railway Mail
in Washingt
on ,District
ters,
and chief
clerk, Railway
Mail Service,
Service, in
Washington,
District
Rent t
onion. f
or
offB.
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
of spade
for terminal
post offices
offices for
for
of
and rental
rental of
spade for
terminal railway
railway post
the distribution of mails when the furnishing
furishing of space
such disspace for
for such
disRegulations properly
tribution can not under the Postal
Postal Laws and Regulations
properly
be required of railroad companies
companies without
without additional
compensation,
additional compensation,
micellaneous items
and for equipment and miscellaneous
incidental
items necessary
necessary and
and incidental
to
terminal railway
$606,723.
to terminal
railway post
post officea,
offiCe, $606,723.
For per
per diem
diem allowance
allowance of
two-asSiatalit superintendents
while actusoperintendisnts.
sstant. For
d .iP
oftwo-asistant
superintendents while
actubusiness away
their official
official
ally traveling
traveling on
on official
official business
away from
from their
their home,
home, their
domicle, and
and their headquarters,
domicile,
at a
arate
rate to
by the
the PostmasPostmasheadquarters, at
to be
be fixed
fixed by
ter General, not to
exceed $3
$3 per
per day,
their necessary
official
to exceed
day, and
and for
for their
necessary official
expenses not covered by their per diem allowance,
allowance, not
not exceeding
exceeding $500;
$500;
in
in all,
all, $2,660.
$2,660.
and cable
For inland transportation of mail by electric and cable cars,
carElectric
serheand
car
sery
cabl®
For inland transportation of mail by electric and cable cars,
Prios
pa.
Provisos.
$660,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the rate
rate of
of compensation
compensation to
be paid
mile
to be
paid per
per mile
Rates of pay.
shall not exceed
shall
exceed the
rate now
now paid
t
o compan
i
es performing
performing such
servthe rate
paid to
companies
such service, except that the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
cases where
where the
quantity of
of
General, in
in cases
the quantity
mail is large and the number
mail
numerous, may,
number of
of exchange
exchange points
points numerous,
may, in
in his
his
payment for
discretion, authorize payment
closed-pouch service
rate per
for closed-pouch
service at
at aarate
per
mile not to exceed one-third above
per rnile
now paid
paid for
for
above the
the rate
rate per
mile now
closed-pouch
closed-pouch service; and for mail
mail cars
and apartments
apartments carrying
carrying the
cars and
the
mails
1 cent
mails, not to exceed
exceed the rate of 1
per linear
linear foot
foot per
of
cent per
per car-mile
car-mile of
Outsid of cities.
Provided further,
Outside
travel: Provided
further, That
That the
rates for
for electric
car service
service on
on
the rates
electric car
routes over twenty miles in length
length outside
outside of
of cities
exceed
cities shall
shall not
not exceed
nusual condition..
onditions, the rates paid for service on steam railroads:
unusual
That
railroads: Provided,
Provided, however,
uoweere, That
not
to exceed
of the
may be
be exexnot to
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
the sum
sum hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated may
aSbstttion
Substitution
of
the discretion
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
unusual
of pended,
pended, in
in the
discretion of
wagon
service.
of the
General, where
where unusual
conditions
conditions exist or where
where such service
service will
more expeditious
expeditious and
and
will be
be more
efficient and at no greater cost than otherwise, and not to exceed
efficient
exceed
appropriation may
$100,000 of this appropriation
be expended
regulation screen
screen
may be
expended for
for regulation
wagon service
or motor screen wagon
be authorized
of
service which
which may
may be
authorized in
in lieu
lieu of
electric
service.
electric or cable
cable car
car service.
Foreign
mails.
For transportation
transportation of
of foreign
foreign mails,
mails, $3,800
,
000 : Provided,
Fmeign mail.
For
$3,800,000:
Provided,That
That the
the
Promos.
Postmaster General
General shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
as may
may
Claim
onsteamships.
cro
eahi
Postmaster
to expend
expend such
such sums
sums as
be necessary, not exceeding
exceeding $103,000,
$103,000, to cover the cost
the United
cost to
to the
United
States of maintaining
maintaining sea post service
on steamships
conveying the
service on
steamships conveying
the
Pi
mails,
Pier transfers
transfers.
mails, and
and not
not exceeding
the foreign
foreign mail
exceeding $79,100
$79,100 for
for transferring
transferring the
mail
from incoming
incoming steamships in
in New
New York
Bay to
the steamship
and
York Bay
to the
steamship and
railway piers, for transferring
transferring the
from incoming
the foreign
foreign mail
mail from
incoming steamsteamships in
m San Francisco Bay to the piers, and for
transporting the
the
for transporting
f

Wn

g

veL

when

1

es
Pr°-

98,amend-

"Pans"

terminal

Per diem,

ice.

assistant
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ac
foreign mail
steamships at
at Honolulu
Honolulu from
mall transtras
contr t mail
quarantine fersContract
from quarantine
incoming steamships
mail from
from incoming
foreign
to the
the piers;
mail from
from steamships
steamships performperformthe mail
for transferring
transferring the
also for
to
piers; also
States mail.
jug service
service under
under contract
contract for
for transporting
transporting United States
ing
superAssistant super.
or assistant
assistant superintendent,
Foreign Mails,
with head.sfeisten
n
t
intendenant.
head- injtten
Mails, with
of Foreign
Division of
superintendent, Division
For
quarters in
New York,
York, $2,500.
$2,500.
York, New
in New
New York,
quarters
Balances due foreign
or.e
countries
$681,700.
For
balances due
foreign countries,
countries, $681,700.
countries.
due foreign
For balances
etc.
For
travel
and
miscellaneous
expenses
in
the
Postal
Service,
office
Travel, etc.
Travel,
office
Service,
the
Postal
in
expenses
For travel and miscellaneous
of the
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
Second Assistant
of
the Second

GENERAL.
OFFICE
OF THE
THE THIRD
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
THIRD ASSISTANT
OFFICE OF

For
of adhesive
special-delivery
stamps, special-delivery
postage stamps,
adhesive postage
For manufacture
manufacture of
stamps, books
stamps, and
and for
coiling of
of stamps,
stamps, $806,000.
stamps,
books of
of stamps,
for coiling
$806,000.
For
of stamped
envelopes and
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
and newspaper
stamped envelopes
manufacture of
For manufacture
$1,516,000.
$1,516,000.
For
pay of
examine and distribute
distribute stamped
and assistants to examine
agent and
of agent
For pay
envelopes
and newspaper
expenses of
of agency,
$15,500.
agency, $15,500.
and expenses
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, and
envelopes and
For manufacture
of postal
postal cards,
cards, $360,000.
$360,000.
For
manufacture of
For ship,
steamboat, and
and way
letters $150.
$150.
way letters,
For
ship, steamboat,
For payment
limited indemnity
indemnity for
the injury
injury or
or loss
of pieces
pieces
loss of
for the
of limited
payment of
For
of
domestic registered
collect-on-delivery mail,
registered matter, insured, and collect-on-delivery
of domestic
$200,000.
For payment
registered articles
indemnity for the loss of registered
payment of limited indemnity
For
in
the international
convention stipulations,
accordance with convention
international mails, in accordance
in the
$10,000.
$10,000.
office
For
travel and
and miscellaneous
expenses in
in the
the Postal
Service, office
Postal Service,
miscellaneous expenses
For travel
$1,000.
General, $1,000.
of the Third Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
For travel
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the service of the Postal
travel and
For
Savings System,
office of the director,
director, $500.
System, office
Savings
OFFICE OF
FOURTH
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
For
OFFICE
OF THE
THE F
OURTH ASSISTANT
GENERAL: For
stationery
Postal Service,
Service, including
including blanks, books, printed and
the Postal
for the
stationery for
engraved
binding and
and carbon
carbon paper,
paper, and
and other
miscellaneous
other miscellaneous
matter, binding
engraved matter,
preparation,
items
for the
and registry
registry systems; also the preparation,
money-order and
the money-order
items for
publication, and
and free
free distribution
distribution by
by postmasters
postmasters to
to the public of
publication,
pamphlet containing
information, $260,000.
$260,000.
general postal
postal information,
pamphlet
containing general
including pay of one envelope
For
official and
registry envelopes,
envelopes, including
and registry
For official
inspector at
annum, and
and one
assistant at $900 per annum,
one assistant
per annum,
at $1,800
$1,800 per
inspector
$72,700.
POSTAL SAVINGS
SYSTEM.
SAVINGS SYSTEM.
POSTAL

Third Assistant
Assistant
Third
Postmaster GeneraL
GeneraL
Stamps.

Stanps

Stamped
envelopes
and
tampepers
p
d envelop
es
and wrappers.

Distribution.

ostalards.
Postal
cards.
Ship, etc., letters.

Ship,etc.,

letters.

Indemnity for lost
registered matter,
matter, etc.
etc.

Travel, etc.

Travel, etc

Postal

Savings

Pos tal savings
System.
Fourth Assistant
Fourth General.
Assistant
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
Stationery, etc.
etc.
stationery,

Otfielat and registry
envelopes.

envemlopes

Supplies,

Postal

For
purchase of
of supplies
supplies for
for the
the Postal
Postal Savings
sas
viniPgs
Pisystem.
s
yle
sie'ra.P°8tal
includ- Savings
System, includSavings System
purchase
the For the
devices,
canceling devices
forms, pamphlets,
ing blank
blank books, forms,
pamphlets, rubber stamps,
stamps, canceling
ing
certificates and
cards and
and stamps
stamps for
use in
certificates
and cards
for use
in evidencing
evidencing deposits,
deposits, and
and Bond exen
expenses.
s.
36,p.
p. 817.
Secretary Vol.36,
free penalty
penalty envelopes;
envelopes; and
and for
for the reimbursement
reimbursement of the Secretary
free
of the
the Treasury
Treasury for
expenses incident
preparation, issue, and
incident to the preparation,
for expenses
of
registration
of the
bonds authorized
by the
the Act
twenty-fifth,
Act of June twenty-fifth,
authorized by
the bonds
registration of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten,
nineteen
ten, $75,000.
$75,000.
delivery equip.
City delivery
equip.
For equipment
equipment for
for City
Delivery Service,
Service, including letter boxes, ment.
City Delivery
For
letter-box fasteners,
fasteners, package
package boxes,
boxes, posts,
posts, furniture, and the erectletter-box
ing
and painting
painting of
also trucks,
trucks, baskets,
baskets, satchels,
satchels, straps, time
of same,
same, also
ing and
cards
and time-card
time-card frames,
and the
repairing of such equipment, Protiso.
Proviso.
the repairing
frames, and
cards, and
Letter box dies.
box dies.
hereby Letter
amount hereby
of
8225,400:
not exceeding
$6,000 o'f
. the
the amount
exceeding $6,000
That not
Provided, That
S225.000: Provided,
appropriated
may be
expended for
purchase of dies for letter
the purchase
for the
be expended
appropriated may
boxes.
boxes.
Post marking, etc.,
etc.,
post
stamps.
For postmarking,
postmarking, rating,
electrotype stamps.
money-order stamps, and electrotype
rating, money-order
For
plates,
and repairs
repairs to
same, metal
rubber, and
combination type,
and combination
metal, rubber,
to same,
plates, and
dates
figures, type
type holders,
holders, ink and pads for canceling
canceling and
and figures,
dates and
stamping
purposes, $30,000.
stamping purposes,
Letter balances.
For letter
letter balances,
balances, scales,
scales, test
test weights,
weights, and
and repairs
to same,
same, Ittblnce.
repairs to
For
$50,000.
$50,000.
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For wrapping
paper, $15,000.
For
wrapping paper,
$15,000.
For wrapping
wrapping twine
and tying
tying devices,
$250,000.
twine and
devices, $250,000.
facing slips,
For facing
plain and
and printed,
printed, card
slide labels,
shps, plain
card slide
labels, intaglio
intaglio seals,
seals,

tags, linen
labels, blanks,
blanks, and
of an
urgent nature,
nature, $120,000.
tags,
linen labels,
and books
books of
an urgent
$120,000.
eter.oirgums:zahna:toguei
the purchase,
exchange, and
repair of
of typewriting
machines,
and repair
typewriting machines,
purchase, exchange,
For the
*tcns,exchane, For
struck&
envelope-opening machine's,
rtidc.
envelope-opening
machines, and
and computing
computing machines,
machines, copying
copying
presses, numbering
machines, 2time
recorders, and
and miscellaneous
presses,
numbering machines,
Atime recorders,
miscellaneous
articles
purchased and
and furnished
furnished directly
to the
the Postal
articles purchased
directly to
Postal Service,
Service,

$135,000.
$135,000.
For
equipment for
for the
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
including the
the purpurFor equipment
the Rural
Service, including
chase
and collection
collection boxes
boxes
chase and
and repair
repair of
of furniture,
furniture, satchels
satchels and
and straps,
straps, and
erection and
of such
boxes, $12,000.
$12,000.
and the
the erection
and painting
painting of
such boxes,
hippig supplies.
For defraying expenses
expenses incident
shipment of
supplies, inBlipping
supplies.
incident to the shipment
of supplies,
inhardware, boxing,
packing, cartage,
cartage, freight,
and the
the pay
cluding hardware,
boxing, packing,
freight, and
pay
carpenter at
annum and
requisition fillers,
fillers,
of one
one carpenter
at $1,200
$1,200 per
per annum
and nine
nine requisition
annum, for
for assignment
assignment in
at $8,40
$840 each
each per annum,
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith,
$125,000.
$125,000.
aut
route maps,etc. For miscellaneous
Pest
miscellaneous expenses
in the
the preparation
publication of
of
expenses in
preparation and
and .publication
post-route maps
maps and
or blue
blue prints,
prints, including
post-route
and rural-delivery
rural-delivery maps
maps or
including
tracing for photolithographic
photolithographic reproduction,
and the
reproduction, $25,000;
$25,000; and
the PostPosta e tc
5Si5,OtC
master General
may authorize
authorize the
sale to
public of
.
master
General may
the sale
to the
the public
of post-route
post-route
maps and rural-delivery
of printing
rural-delivery maps or
or blue prints at
at the
the cost
cost of
printing
and ten per centum
thereof added, the
centura thereof
such sale
be
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
sale to
to be
used as aa further
further appropriation for the preparation
publication
preparation and .publication
of post-route maps and rural-delivery
of this
this
rural-delivery maps or blue
blue prints;
prints; of
amount $500 may
expended in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
geomay be
be expended
of atlases
atlases and
and geographical and
and technical
graphical
technical works.
works.
ptOianes
lies.
Miscellaneous u-snpf
or miscellaneous
supplies, including
including directories,
directories, maps,
cleaning
For
miscellaneous supplies,
maps, cleaning
p
supplies, and ice, necessary
necessary and incidental to post offices of the first
first
and second classes (except labor incident
incident to cleaning
post offices,
offices,
cleaning post
telephone rental, water rental, laundering
laundering and towel service, drayage , and
miscellaneous service
items), $70,000.
$70,000.
age,
and miscellaneous
service items),
o nan"
equipos equ
Misce
i
p
for post
post offices
offices of
first and
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous equipment
equipment for
mow.
of the
the first
and
second classes, including the expenditure
exceeding $25,000
expenditure of
of not
not exceeding
$25,000
for post-office
post-office furniture,
furniture, $40,000.
for
$40,000.
canling
For
purchase of canceling machines,
Canceling machnes.
machines.
Vor rental and purchase
machines, including
cost of
of
including cost
power
motors, repairs
repairs to
to motors,
and miscelpower in rented buildings,
buildings, motors,
motors, and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
of installation
installation and
and operation,
operation, $300,000.
$300,000.
Labor savingdevices. laneous
borsagdevices.
maintenance of
For the purchase, rental, repair, exchange, and maintenance
of
mechanical
apparatus and other
mechanical mail-handling
mail-handling apparatus
devices,
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
$75,000.
$75,000.
Mail
bags, locks, etc.
For the purchase,
of mail
and other
other
ailbgs,locksetc.
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and repair
repair of
mail bags
bags and
mail containers,
contamers, and attachments, mail
tools,
mail locks, keys,
keys, chains, tools,
machinery, and material necessary for same, and for
for incidental
incidental
Bbopsuppliesm
expenses
pertaining thereto; also material, machinery, and tools
Shop supplies.
expenses pertaining
necessary
manufacture and
the equipment
equipment shops
shops
necessary for the manufacture
and repair
repair in
in the
at
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
of
such
other
equipment
for
at
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
of
such
other
equipment
for
Proviso.
the Postal
ed expedient,
expedient, $480,000:
$480,000: ProProDis ti ne t
ive equipe
quip- the
Distinctive
Postal Service
Service as
as may
may be
be deem
deemed
mentsfordepartments
vided,
appropriation the Postmaster General is
ments
ioretc.
departments, v
ided, That out of this appropriation
Alaska,
authorized to use as much of the sum, not exceeding
exceeding $5,000, as may
may
be deemed necessary
necessary for the purchase
and the
the manupurchase of material
material and
manufacture in the equipment
equipment shops of
of distincdistincof such
such small quantities
quantities of
tive equipments
equipments as may
may' be required by other
other executive
executive departdepartments; and for service
service in Alaska,
Alaska. Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, Philippine Islands,
Islands,
Hawaii, or other
possessions.
other island
island possessions.
Labor in
in equipment
For
compensation to labor employed in the equipment
Labor
equipment
For compensation
equipment shops at
at
shops.
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
$155,000.
District
of
Columbia,
e
t
Washington,
$155,000.
Stop
t
1
.
3
t
t
i
t
,
u
w.
,route tninsparRural

delivery

ops4sment.
Ruraltdeli.te

tarton

rp-

For inland
inland transportation
For
transportation by
by star
routes (excepting
(excepting service
star routes
service in
in

Alaska),
Alaska), including temporary service to newly established
established offices,
offices,
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Proviso.

$8,675,000: Provided,
no part
.
shall
if
Dcntinued
shall be
be Discontinued
appropriation
part of
of this
this appropriation
That no
Provided, That
$8,675,000:
served
delivrural delivby rural
served by
expended for
any star-route
star-route service
service the patronage ery.
of any
continuance of
for continuance
expended
of which
shall be
served entirely
extension of Rural Delivery
Delivery ery.
by, the extension
entirely by
be served
which shall
of

Service, nor
shall any
any of
of said
said sum
sum be
for the
the establishment
establishment
expended for
be expended
nor shall
Service,
of new
star-route service
service for
for aa patronage
entirely
which is already entirely
patronage which
new star-route
of
served by
Rural Delivery Service.
Service.
by Rural
served

New routes restricted.
Newroutesrestricted.

Rural delivery.
Rurl delivery.
For
pay of
of rural
on annual
annual Carriers,
carriers on
rural carriers
for rural
substitutes for
carriers, substitutes
rural carriers,
For pay
etc.
leave,
in charge
rural stations,
and tolls
tolls and
Rural
ferriage, Rural
and ferriage,
stations, and
of rural
charge of
clerks in
leave, clerks
$53,000,000.
Delivery
Service and
and for
thereof, $53,000,000.
incidental expenses thereof,
for the incidental
Delivery Service,
Lake Winnipesaukee.
That
maximum yearly
carrier Lakewinnipesaukee.
salary shall be paid to the rural carrier
yearly salary
the maximum
That the
Provisos.
Station clerks.
Pro- Station
on Lake
Lake Winnipesaukee,
Winnipesaukee, who
who furnishes
equipment: Proown equipment:
his own
furnishes his
on
vided,
That not
to exceed
$20,000 of
appropriated
of the amount hereby appropriated
exceed $20,000
not to
vided, That
may
the compensation
of clerks
clerks in
of rural
stations:
rural stations:
charge of
in charge
compensation of
for the
be used
used for
may be
Extension of service.
And
That rural
rural mail
delivery shall be extended
extended so as Extensin of service
mail delivery
further, That
providedfurther,
And provided
to serve,
serve, as
nearly as
as practicable,
practicable, the
population of the
the entire rural population
as nearly
to
United States.
States.
United
Classificationof standHereafter
all rural
delivery routes
routes shall
shall be
divided into
into two
two adsositionstndbe divided
ard routes.
mail delivery
rural mail
Hereafter all
as—
known asclasses to be known
vehicle.
Horsdrawn vehicle.
shall be twenty-four
Standard
horse-drawn vehicle
which shall
twenty-four Horse-drawn
routes, which
vehicle routes,
Standard horse-drawn
miles
length, and
miles in length,
vehicle.
Standard motor-vehicle
routes, which
which shall
shall be
be fifty
miles in
in length,
Motor vehicle.
length, Motor
fifty miles
motor-vehicle routes,
Standard
Petition required.
and
be established
when aa majority
the propro- Petitionrequired
of the
majority of
hereafter when
established hereafter
only be
shall only
and shall
posed patrons
patrons who
who are
are heads
of families
residing upon
ugi. such proposed
proposed
families residing
heads of
posed
Post
the
ask
rouNt
o
eso shall
s
in
hgall
heb
re
y
inwritten
wii
con
tte
tan
inep:t
s
i
h
tiall
on bas
e c
kons
thte
ruP
ed
os: Office
prohi
o cebiDepartment
D
te
t
p
ha
ert
em
st e
an:
petition
by
routes
to
the same.
to establish the
Lesser horse-drawn
horse-drawn
routes.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prohibit the estab- roue
lishment of
horse-drawn vehicle
vehicle routes
of less
less length than the standard Provisos.
routes of
of horse-drawn
lishment
length.
Icread length.
of
miles: Provided,
the discretion of the Increased
in the
if, in
That if,
Provided, That
twenty-four miles:
of twenty-four
Postmaster
in order
order to render more complete service, it
General, in
Postmaster General,
should be
necessary to
so the
Postmaster General
General is hereby
herebythe Postmaster
do so
to do
be necessary
should
authorized
increase the
not to
to exceed
fifty per Pay.
pay
exceed fifty
routes not
of routes
length of
the length
to increase
authorized to
centum
standards herein prescribed, and in such cases the
the standards
centum above the
compensation
on such
such horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle routes shall
carrier on
the carrier
of the
compensation of
be increased
increased above
heretofore fixed by law for
above the maximum pay heretofore
be
rural
at the
the rate
per annum
annum for
for each
each mile of said
$24 per
of $24
rate of
carriers at
rural carriers
thirty miles, and any major fraction of aa mile Vehicles, etc., by carroutes
in excess
of thirty
excess of
routes in
riVeiclesetc.,,ycarcarriers in rural riers.
That carriers
shall be
counted as
a mile:
further, That
Providedfurther,
mile: Provided
as a
be counted
shall
own
at
maintain
and
furnish
mail-delivery
service
shall
furnish
maintain
their
expense
shall
service
mail-delivery
all necessary
necessary vehicle
vehicle equipment
equipment for
for prompt
prompt handling
handling of
mr
the mail:
mail: I'se of motor
of the
all
for
horse-drawn.
herein shall be construed, and horse-drawn.
And provided
provided further
nothing herein
That nothing
further,, That
And
no
order shall
issued, to prevent the use of motor vehicles on
be issued,
shall be
no order
Adequate equipment.
further, The Postmaster General Adequateequipment.
horse-drawn
vehicle routes:
routes: Provided
Providedfurther,
horse-drawn vehicle
sufficient equipmay, require all carriers to furnish sufficient
discretion may
his discretion
in his
Extra pay for pouch
pay for pouch
Extra
provided service.
on their routes: And provided
ment
properly handle
postal business
business on
handle postal
to properly
ment to
allow service
further, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may,
his discretion,
discretion, allow
in his
may, in
further,
and
additional compensation
compensation to rural letter carriers
carriers who are
pay additional
and pay
required to
carry pouch
intermediate post
post offices,
offices, or for
to intermediate
mail to
pouch mail
to carry
required
in all cases where it
intersecting loop
it appears that the carriage
carriage
routes, in
loop routes,
intersecting
the
required by the
of
pouches increases
increases the
the expense
expense of
of the
equipment required
the equipment
such pouches
of such
of labor performed
carrier
materially increases
performed by
increases the amount of
or materially
carrier or
$12 per annum for
him, such
such compensation
exceed the sum of $12
compensation not to exceed
him,
each
mile such
carrier is
required to
carry such
such pouch
pouch or
pouches.
of
adjustment of
or pouches.
to carry
is required
such carrier
each mile
Readjustment
service.
The Postmaster
General is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to serrvice.
is hereby
Postmaster General
The
reorganize
and readjust
existing rural
delivery service where Prorisos.
mail delivery
rural mail
readjust existing
reorganize and
Preference on new
necessary
to conform
conform to
to the
the standards
standards herein
prescribed: Provided
Provided Preference
herein prescribed:
necessary to
routes to former carcaron rriers.
further,
making appointments
appointments of
of rural
service on
for service
carriers for
rural carriers
in making
That in
9 utes to former
further, That
herein
new
routes,
which
may
be
created
by
the
reorganization
herein
reorganization
the
by
created
be
may
which
new routes,
carriers who were formerly-emordered,
be given
to carriers
given to
shall be
preference shall
ordered, preference
who were separated
ployed in
in rural-delivery
separated therefrom
therefrom
and who
service and
rural-delivery-service
ployed
on or
nineteen hundred
fifteen, by reason of
and fifteen,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
after June
or after
on
any previous
of the
service and
and without
without charges
charges
the service
reorganization of
previous reorganization
any
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to Csagainst
against them:
them: And
d provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
elawnrstoringpsy. is
authorized and directed
is authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
the appropriations
appropriations already
of the
already
made
made and still available and
and unexpended
unexpended for
rural
free-delivery
for rural free-delivery
service for the fiscal year ending
hundred
ending June
June thirtieth;
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen, to all letter carriers
carriers in the Rural
Service
Rural Free
Free Delivery
Delivery Service
during
during the fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
and
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, their executors
executors or administrators,
adminiatrators, the
difference between
the difference
between
what they received
received for their said services and
and the
that would
would
the amount
amount that
vol.
3, . 1227.
been paid
have been
paid to
to them
with the
the proviso
in
them in
in accordance
accordance with
Vol. 38,
1227.
proviso contained
contained
in
joint resolution
appropriations for
joint
resolution making appropriations
for the
service of
Post
the service
of the
the Post
Department for
Office Department
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, approved
approved March
March fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and
No
yhundred hundred and
fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and
NO pay to .attorneys,
That
no
part
of
the
money
paid
under
this
proNtc
'pa
' fifteen:
fiteen: provided,
Provided, That no part of the money paid under this provision shall be paid to any
any agent
agent or
directly or
or attorney,
attorney, directly
or indirectly,
indirectly,
Parcelpost.
for any alleged
Parcel
post.
alleged services
in connection
with this
this appropriation.
services in
connection with
appropriation.
T
h
ExPeriment3
exThe
Postmaster General
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
conduct experis inprodexe Postmaster
General is
for fann
to conduct
etEdperMn
experiutending,
d
d
ments in three or more communities
communities for
ucts.
ments
purpose of
for the
the purpose
of determming
determining
the most practical means of extending the
the operations
operations of
of the
the parcel
parcel
post in the direction of promoting
promoting the
of farm
the marketing
marketing of
farm products
products
and furthering direct transactions between
and
producers and
between producers
and consumers.
consumers.
lectvy
serm
de' Such investigation
Effect
investigation will
will further
further include
include the
consideration of
livery
service.
the consideration
of the
the effects
effects
on
the Rural
Ruraf Free Delivery
on the
Delivery Service
Service such extension
extension of
of the
the Parcel
Parcel Post
Post
System will have, and report of
of conclusions
reached shall
shall be
made to
conclusions reached
be
made
to
Congress.
For the
purpose of .pursuing
Congress. For
the purpose
pursuing such exp
eri
men t
s and
an d
experiments
investigations
investigations the sum of $10,000
$10,000 is
i
s hereby
hereby appropriated,
be paid
appropriated, to
to be
paid
other apropriations
appropriations in
Vg delivery
aaa other
in this
this Act.
Act.
Village delivery.
For
in towns and villages
For village-delivery
vi
e-delivery service in.
post
villages having
having post
offices of the
or third
the second
second or
third class,
class, $250,000.
$250,000.
avel, etc.
For
travel and
miscellaneous expenses
Travel, etc.
For travel
and miscellaneous
expenses in the Postal
Service, office
Postal Service,
office
of the Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
Trsury
toi
meetfrom
deThat if
Appropriation
That
if the
the revenues
revenues of
the Post
Office Department
be insuffiof the
to meet
dePost Office
Department shall
shall be
insuffiflciencies.
cient to meet the appropriations
ficiencies.
appropriations made by
this Act,
Act, aasum
sum equal
to
by this
equal to
such
deficiency of the revenue
such deficiency
revenue of said department
department is
is hereby
hereby approappropriated,
money in
priated, to be paid out of any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
in the
not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, to supply said
said deficiencies
in the
the revenues
deficiencies in
revenues for
for th
thee
Post
Office Department
Post Office
Department for the year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, and the sum needed may
advanced to
to the
the
may be
be advanced
econd
s
ma
Post
Department
Office
Department upon requisition
requisition of
of the
the Postmaster
General.
Second <gags mail.
Postmaster
General.
Restriction on sendSEC.
Restriction on sendSEC. 2. That so much of section one of
of the "Act
making appro"Act making
pproigaeds fgh
pealed.
ing'
g ' re
priations for the service of the
Post Office
for
the fiscal
fiscal
the Post
Office Department
Department
for
the
vol.
37,
p.
547.
year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
Vol. 37,
547.
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and for
for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
twenty-fourth, nineteen
other
approved August twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
and twelve,
and
twelve, which provides that the Post
Post Office
Department shall
shall
Office Department
Unfair
disriminapresent policy of
Unfair diserimina- not extend or enlarge its present
sending
second-class matter
matter
of
sendin
second-class
tion forbdden
by
ton forbidden,
by freight trains, is hereby
hereby repealed,
repealed, but no
no publication
publication shall
shall be
be sent
sent
ps.
such method
of transportation
in unfair
discrimiby freight
freight if
if such
Proviso.
method of
transportation results
results
in
unfair
discrimiSubmission of comThatwhenever
SubmissMn or
coin- nation: Proided,
Provided, That
whenever the owner
owner of
publication required
of any
any publicationrequired
plaints
to Department. b
plaintto
Department. by an order of the Post Office Department
an order of the
Office Department to
be transmitted
to be
transmitted by
by
freight
that he is unfairly discriminated
freight believes
believes that
discriminated against,
against, he
he may
may
apply to
Post Office Department
apply
to the
the Post
Department for an
opportunity to
be heardheard;
an opportunity
to be
that
at upon such application
application being
duly filed
in writing,
writing, the
owner
of
being
duly
filed
in
the
owner
of
Hearing, etc.
such
publication shall have opportunity
Hearings, etc.
such publication
opportunity for
full and
for aafull
and fair
fair hearing
hearing
before
ending final
before said department,
department, and pending
final determination
determination no
no change
change
shall
the method of transportation
shall be
be made
made in the
transportation of
of such
such publication
publication
as
by the
department. The testimony in any
as ordered
ordered by
the department.
any such
hearing
such hearing
or
shall be reduced to writing
or proceedings
proceedings shall
'writing and filed in
in the
the Post
Post Office
Office
dpoeaI
tro
Cadoeof
.Appeal
from
adverse
Department
prior
to
ent
er
i
ng
an
or
d
er
upon
such
hearing.
That
upon
Department
prior to entering an order upon such hearing. That upon
decision to Court of
.
Appeals, D. C.
such hearing
hearing if the Post Office
Ofice Department
Appeals, D. C.
such
Department decides
adversely
to
the
decides adversely to the
conention of
contention of the
the publisher,
publisher, suchpublisher
such publisher shall have the right,
within
of twenty days
within the
the period
period of
days after the date of the order
of the
the
order of
Post
Office Department
made upon
Post Office
Department made
upon such hearing, to appeal to the
for

taI91S,
carriers
forParneat
service in
unticriswresterlugPsY.

P.

in

on

rural

de

Treasury

se

frei
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etc.
Procedure, etc.
United States
States court
of appeals
appeals of
of Columbia,
a Procedure,
for a
Columbia, for
District of
the District
of the
court of
United

review of
of such
such order
by said
of appeals,
by filing in the
court
the court
appeals, by
court of
said court
order by
review
a
Office Department
Department
of the Post Office
the order
order of
that the
praying that
petition praying
a written
written petition
be set
aside. A
A copy
petition shall be forthwith
forthwith served
upon
served upon
such petition
copy of
of such
set aside.
be
the
Post Office
Office Department
Department and
department
the said department
thereupon the
and thereupon
the Post
forthwith shall
shall certify
certify and
a transcript of the record
court a
in the
the court
and file in
forthwith
and
filing of
of such
transcript the
the court
have
court shall have
such transcript
Upon the
the filing
and testimony.
testimony. Upon
jurisdiction
the order of the department.
or modify the
aside or
affirm, set aside
to affirm,
jurisdiction to
Jurisdiction
court
of court
Jurisdiction of
The
court of
appeals of
of the
of Columbia exclusive.
District of
the District
of appeals
the court
of the
jurisdiction of
The jurisdiction
to
set aside
aside or
such orders
orders of
of the
the Post
Post Office
DepartOffice Departmodify such
or modify
affirm, set
to affirm,

ment shall be exclusive.

Such
court of
of appeals
appeals of
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
of the
the District
in the
the court
proceedings in
Such proceedings
shall be
be given
other cases
pending therein and shall
cases pending
over other
precedence over
given precedence
shall
be
in every
be in
every way
way expedited.
expedited.
S
EC. 3.
account of
of the
increased weight
weight of mails resulting
the increased
on account
That on
3. That
SEC.
from Postmaster
Postmaster General's
General's order
seventy-seven hundred
numbered seventy-seven
order numbered
from
thirteen,
and thirteen,
and
eighteenth, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
of December
December eighteenth,
twenty, of
and twenty,
respecting
weight of
of parcel-post
parcel-post packages,
packages,
of weight
limit of
upon and
and limit
rates upon
respecting rates
effective
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, the
the
first, nineteen
January first,
from January
effective from
Postmaster
to the
the compensation
for
paid for
compensation paid
to add
add to
is authorized
authorized to
General is
Postmaster General
transportation on
railroad routes
routes on
on and
and after
January first,
nineteen
first, nineteen
after January
on railroad
transportation
hundred
fourteen for
the remainder
remainder of
the contract
not
terms, not
contract terms,
of the
for the
and fourteen,
hundred and
exceeding
one per
per centum
centum thereof
annum.
per annum.
thereof per
exceeding one
resulting
SEC. 4.
4. That
on account
the increased
of mails
mails resulting
weight of
increased weight
of the
account of
That on
SEC.
from
Postmaster General's
order numbered
numbered seventy-three
seventy-three hundred
hundred
General's order
from Postmaster
and forty-nine,
forty-nine, of
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen,
and thirteen,
hundred and
July twenty-fifth,
of July
and
respecting
of weight
weight of
packages in
in
of parcel-post
parcel-post packages
the limit
limit of
upon the
rates upon
respecting rates
the local,
local, first,
first, and
zones, and
and effective
effective from
August fifteenth,
fifteenth
from August
second zones,
and second
the
authorized
nineteen
hundred and thirteen, the Postmaster General is authorized
nineteen hundred
to add
the compensation
railroad routes
routes
on railroad
transportation on
for transportation
paid for
compensation paid
to the
to
add to
on and
after August
August fifteenth,
nineteen hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, for
fifteenth, nineteen
on
and after
the remainder
remainder of
contract terms,
not exceeding
of one
one
one-half of
exceeding one-half
terms, not
of the contract
the
per
annum.
thereof per annum.
per centura
centum thereof
authorized and
and directed
directed
SEC. 5.
5. That
the per
is authorized
General is
Postmaster General
That the
SEC.
to
readjust
the
compensation
to
be
paid
to
railroad
companies
companies
to
railroad
be
paid
to
the
compensation
to readjust
from and
day of
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
of June,
June, nineteen
thirtieth day
the thirtieth
after the
and after
from
sixteen,
practicable, for the transsoon thereafter
thereafter as may be practicable,
as soon
sixteen, or as
portation and
and handling
handling of
of the mails and
facilities and
and furnishing facilities
portation
services in
connection tlerewith
therewith upon
the conditions and at the rates
upon the
in connection
services
hereinafter provided.
provided.
hereinafter
and
routes and
The Postmaster
General may
may state
state railroad
mail routes
railroad mail
Postmaster General
The
authorize
mail service
namely:
service thereon of the following four classes, namely:
authorize mail
Full
apartment railway
post-office
railway post-office
service, apartment
car service,
post-office car
railway post-office
Full railway
car
service, and
service.
closed-pouch service.
and closed-pouch
storage-car service,
service, storage-car
car service,
Full railway
post-office car
mail service
shall be
be service
service by
by cars
cars
service shall
car mail
railway post-office
Full
forty
feet or
or more
in length,
constructed, fitted
and maintained
maintained
up, and
fitted up,
length, constructed,
more in
forty feet
for
on trains.
The authorizations
of full
full
authorizations of
trains. The
mails on
of mails
distribution of
the distribution
for the
railway
cars shall
standard-sized cars
cars sixty
in
feet in
sixty feet
for standard-sized
be for
shall be
post-office cars
railway post-office
length,
except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
measurement, except
length, inside
inside measurement,
Apartment railway
railway post-office
post-office car
service by
by
be service
shall be
service shall
mail service
car mail
Apartment
apartments less
in length
length in
in cars
fitted
constructed, fitted
cars constructed,
feet in
forty feet
than forty
less than
apartments
up, and
and maintained
for the
distribution of
of mails
mails on
Two
on trains.
trains. Two
the distribution
maintained for
up,
standard
of apartment
railway post-office
post-office cars
may be
be authorauthorcars may
apartment railway
sizes of
standard sizes
ized and
for, namely,
namely, apartments
apartments fifteen
and thirty
thirty feet
feet
feet and
fifteen feet
paid for,
end paid
ized
in length,
length, inside
except as
provided.
in
inside measurement,
measurement, except
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
Storage-car
be service
service by
for the
the
used for
cars used
by cars
shall be
service shall
mail service
Storage-car mail
stora geand
mails in
than by
by full
full and
and apartapartother than
in transit
transit other
of mails
carriage of
and carriage
storage
mentrailway
The authorizations
for storage
storage cars
cars
authorizations for
cars. The
post-office cars.
railway post-office
ment
shall be
be for
cars sixty
sixty feet
feet in
inside measurement,
measurement, except
except as
as
in length,
length, inside
for cars
shall
in units of three
hereinafter
That storage
space in
storage space
Provided, That
provided: Provided,
hereinafter provided:
feet, seven
feet, fifteen
and thirty
feet, both
both sides
may
of car,
car, may
sides of
thirty feet,
feet, and
fifteen feet,
seven feet,
feet,

exclusive.

Precedence, etc.
etc.
Precedence,
Railroad transportation.lroad transporta
Allowance for
infor inAllowance
creased weight of paref par eigst
eeapost
cel

Allowance
for
infor
inllowance
speccreased
wei
ght in
in specweight
creased
ified
parcel
post
zones,
ones,
post
eparcel
fied
August 15, 1913.
AugUst 5, 9.

Readjustment of pay
pay
toRoadustnentof
railroads.
Post,
p. 431.
431.
Jot, p.

Service classified.
classified.
Service

Pull car service.

Fulrice.

Apartment car service.
ice. a t t Ser

Storagecar service.
Storag"carsec.

.
Proviso.
Space unts.
units.
sppae
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be authorized
baggage cars
cars at
at not
exceeding pro
the rates
rates
be
authorized in
in bagge
not exceeding
pro rata
rata of
of the
hereinafter named
sixty-foot storage
hereinafter
named fororaixyfoot
storage cars.
' etc., to be'
by ful
full and
and apartment
railway postoffioe
post-office cars
storage
and storage
cars and
apartment railway
Service by
1Tes,
, : Service
ereetce.,
tobe car- oars
the carriage
ars shall
shall include
include the
carriage therein
herein oof all
all mail
mail matter,
matter, equipment,
equipment,
and
for the
mail service
the Postal
Postal
ad supplies
supplies for
the mail
service and
and the
the employees
employees of
of the
Service
or Post
Post Office
Mice Department,
shall be
be directed
(Erected by
the PostService or
Department, as.
a shall
by the
PostMan equiPment ern-

master
General to-be
so carried.
master General
t be so
cari. . :
shal b.e
handling
,Closed-pouch
Closed-pouel mai
mail service
service shall
be the transportation
transportation and
and handling
Jo,
railroad em
yeas of
of mails
on which
full or
or apartment
apartment
trains on
which full
by railroad
employees
mails on
on trains
railway
ears are
not authorized
authorized, except
except as
railway _pest-o
pot-offie cars
are not
as herembefore
hereinbefore
provi
ed. The
authorizations for
closed-pouch service
for
shall be for
service shall
for closed-pouch
The authorizations
provided
pe
units
of seven
seven feet
feet and
feet in
in length,
length, both
sides of
of car.
Vi
D
it of
and three
three feet
both sides
car.
Rates,
etc..
of payment
payment for
for the
the services,
authorized in
in accordance
accordance
; 'This,
The
i rates
services authorized
ates of
as,etc
with this
this section
section shall
shall be
follows, namely:.
namely: with
be as
as follows,
Pul"'"'gdpik . . For
full railway
railway post-office
car mail
mall service
For full
pbst-office car
service .at,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding 21
21
cents
each mile
mile of
car.:
a sixty-foot
sixty-foot car.
by a
of service
service by
for each
cents for
, In
In addition
thereto he
may allow
glow notexceedieg
$4.25 as
as a
addition thereto
hemay
notexceedi $4.25
a combined
combined
initial
and terminal
for each
each one-way
sixty-foot cu.!
initial and
terminal rate
at for
onway trip
trip ota
a sixtfot
car .
Apartment
For apartment-railw
apartment railway post-office
car mail
mail service
service at
at not
partmtcar
For
ar epost-office car
not exceeding
exceeding
11
cents for
each mile
thirty-foot apartment
car and
A-*
11 cents
for each
mile of
of service
service by
by aathirty-foot
apartment car
and 66
cents
for each
each mile
miles.'
fifteen-foot apartment
apartment car.
car.
cents for
of service
service 15
by afifteen-foot
In
thereto he
may allow
allow not
not exceeding
$2.75 as
In addition
addition thereto
he may
exceeding $2.75
as aacombined
combined
initial
one-way trip
trip of
apartrate for
for each
each one-way
of a
a thirty-foot
thirty-foot apartinitial and
and terminal
terminal rate
ment
initial and
and terminal
ment,car
car and
and $2
$2 as
as aacombined
combined initial
terminal rate
rate for
for each
each oneonea fifteen-foot
fifteen-foot apartment
apartment car.
way trip
trip of a
,war
ear.
swags
cavtick . .icor
storage-cat mail
service at
exceeding 21
each mile
mile
stoge car
F storage-car
mail service
at net
not exceding
21.cents
cents for
for each
car.
.
of service
ervice by
by a
a sutty,fixit
sixty-foot car.
In,
addition thereto
he may
allow not
not exceeding
exceeding $4,25
In addition
thereto he
may, allow
$4.25 as
as a
a comcombined initial
and terminal
terminal, rate
one-way trip
bined
initial ad
rate for
for each
each one-way
trip of
of aasixty-foot
sixty-foot
car.
car.
Deduction
Where authorizations
authorizations are
made for
for cars
cars of
Deduction it
i length
Where
are made
of the
the standard
standard lengths
lengths of
of
sixty, thirty,
thirty, and
section, and
and the
below standard'
sixty,
and fifteen
fifteen feet,
feet, as
as provided
provided by
by this
this section
the
railroad company
company is
is unable
unable to
furnish such
such cars
ears of
the length
length authorrailroad
to furnish
of the
authorized, but
but furnishes
cars of
lesser length
than those
authorized, but
but
ized,
furnishes cars
of lesser
length than
those authorized,
which are
are determined
determined by
by the
the department
be sufficient
for the
which
department to
to be
sufficient for
the
service, the
may accept
only
service,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may
accept the
the same
same and
and pay
pay only
for
for the
the actual
space furnished
furnished and
and used,
the compensation
be not
actual space
used, the
compensation to
to be
not
exceeding pro
pro rata
rata of
of that
exceeding
provided by
this section
the standard
that provided
by this
section for
for the
standard
Proviso.
length so authorized: Provided, That the Postmaster General may
No^wc
No allowance fr
for length so authorized: Provided, That the Postmaster General may
greeter lengths.
accept cars
and apartments
of greater
greater length
those of
the
lengts.
geter
accept
cars and
apartments of
length than
than those
of the
standard requested,
standard
requested, but
compensation shall
shall be
be allowed
for such
such
but no
no compensation
allowed for
excess
excess lengths.
lengths.
Closed
service.
pouch service.
For closed-pouch service, at not exceeding
exceeding 1½
Closed Pouch
1.-4- cents for each mile of
service when
service
three-foot unit
authorized, and
and 33cents
cents for
for each
each mile
mile
when aathree-foot
unit is
is authorized,
of
service when
when a
of service
a seven-foot
seven-foot unit
unit is
is authorized.
authorized.
In addition thereto he may allow
allow not exceeding
exceeding 25
25 cents
as the
the
cents as
combined
and terminal
rate for
for each
combined initial and
terminal rate
each one-way
one-way trip
trip of
of a
a threethreefoot
unit of
initial and
terminal
foot unit
of service
service and
and 50
50 cents
cents as
as a
a combined
combined initial
and terminal
rate
of aaseven-foot
seven-foot unit
i
ce .
And t
rate for
for each
each one-way
one-way trip
trip of
unit o
offserv
service.
Land grant
.
Vol.
Railroad
companies whose
whose railroads
constructed in
whole or
vol. 19 .; vol.
Railroad companies
railroads were
were constructed
in whole
or
P.
ip. 1212;
1212; Vol.
ol. 36,
s3,p.
a land grant made by Congress,
on the
the condition
the
362in part by a
Congress, on
condition that
that the
mails should be transported
over their
transported over
roads at
such price
as Congress
their roads
at such
price as
Congress
should by law direct, shall receive only eighty
eighty per
centum of
of the
the
per centum
compensation
by this
this section.
compensation otherwise authorized
authorized by
section.
nitial and terminal
The initial
Initial
The
and terminal
rates provided
for herein
shall cover
cover
initial and
terminal rates
provided for
herein shall
rates.
Expenses included
included expenses
expenses
of
loading
and
unloading
mails,
switching,
lighting,
heating,
of
loading
and
unloading
mails,
switching,
lighting,
heating,
M
in.
i.
cleaning
cleaning mail cars, and all other expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to station
service and
service
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
with
and required
required by
General in
in connection
connection with
variationspermitted. the mails that are not included
varianonspermitted.
included in the car-mile rate. The allowance
for full railway post-office
post-office cars,
cars, apartment
apartment railway
railway post-office
post-office cars,
cars,
may be
and storage cars may
in accordance
accordance with
the approximate
approximate
be varied
varied in
with the
difference m their
their respective
difference
of construction
respective cost
cost of
construction and
and maintenance.
maintenance.

poch rie
Cled
cesseeseaservietx

below standard

roeds
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In
computing the
the car
car miles
full railway
railway post-office
post-office cars
cars and
and t MSleage computathe full
of the
miles of
In computing
authorized icFull
apartment
space authorized
ns
al and
and apartment
apartment
cars, the maximum space
post-office cars,
railway post-office
apartment railway
cars
run shall
car run
in either
direction of
of a
round-trip car
shall be regarded
regarded as the cars.
a round-trip
either direction
in
mutually
unless otherwise
space
to be
computed in
in both
directions, unless
otherwise m
utually
both directions,
be computed
space to
agreed upon.
upon.
agreed
cars.
Storage cars.
maximum space
cars, the
In
computing the
the car
car miles
miles of
the maximum
space Storage
storage cars,
of storage
In computing
regarded
be
shall
run
car
authorized
either direction
direction of
of aaround-trip
round-trip
shall
regarded
in either
authorized in
unless the car be
as the
the space
to be
be computed
in both
both directions,
directions, unless
computed in
space to
as
used by
the company
company in
in the
the return
otherwise mutually
mutually
or otherwise
movement, or
return movement,
by the
used
upon.
agreed
agreed upon.
Changes of
service.
of service.
New service
service and
service may be authorized at not Changes
additional service
and additional
New
exceeding
provided, and service
service may be reduced or
herein provided,
rates herein
the rates
exceeding the
discontinued
rata reductions
reductions in
in pay,
pay, as
as the needs of the
pro rata
with pro
discontinued with
Postal
may require:
That no
no additional
pay shall
shall Zd
Additinal
gliTcmal pay readditional pay
Provided, That
require: Provided,
Service may
Postal Service
stricted.
be
allowed for
specifically authorized
authorized by the stricted.
unless specifically
service unless
additional service
for additional
be allowed
Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General.
Special contracts for
contracts for
sgeci1
The Postmaster
General is
is authorized
to make
make special
contracts higher
special contracts
authorized to
Postmaster General
The
rates.
rrat
with
railroad companies
companies for
mails
transportation of the mails
the transportation
for the
the railroad
with the
warrant the application of
where in
in his
his judgment
judgment the
conditions warrant
the conditions
where
Report to Congress.
to Congress.
Vgher
rates
than
those
herein
specified,
and
make
to Congress
Congress Report
report to
make report
and
specified,
herein
those
than
rates
higher
and
terms
of
cases where
where such
such special
special contracts
contracts are
and the
made and
are made
all cases
of all
reasons therefor.
therefor.
reasons
Post office cars.
and
Construction
an d
Railway Mail Service
All cars
cars or
parts of
for the
the Railway
Service shall construction
used for
cars used
of cars
or parts
All
maintenance.
maintnpcei
furnished
and
be
of
such
construction,
style,
length,
and
character
,
and
furnished
character,
and
length,
style,
construction,
Vol. 36, p. 1335.
be of such
Postmaster General, and
in
such manner
be required
required by
by the
the Postmaster
shall be
as shall
manner as
in such
lighted, and
shall
be
constructed,
fitted
up,
maintained,
heated, lighted,
heated,
maintained,
up,
fitted
constructed,
be
shall
Sound and sanitary
and sanitary
Sound
companies. No
cleaned
and at
expense of
No pay
pay cars.
railroad companies.
the railroad
of the
the expense
at the
by and
cleaned by
Vol. 36,
363.
p. 33.
36,
vol.
is
shall
be
allowed
for
service
by
any
railway
post-office
car
which
is
which
car
post-office
railway
any
by
service
for
allowed
be
shall
not sound
sound in
in material
construction and
and which
equipped
not equipped
is not
which is
and construction
material and
not
with
containers and
and toilet
toilet facilities,
facilities, nor
nor Restrictions
drinking-water containers
Restrictions on
on
sanitary drinking-water
with sanitary
wooden cars.
cars.
shall be
pay shall
unless such
such car
car is
is regularly
and thoroughly
thoroughly cleaned.
cleaned. No
No pay
be wooden
regularly and
unless
allowed for
for service
wooden full
full railway
post-office car unless
railway post-office
any wooden
by any
service by
allowed
constructed substantiallyin accordance
accordance with
the most
approved
most approved
with the
substantially in
constructed
plans and
specifications of
of the
Department for
for such type
type
Office Department
Post Office
the Post
and specifications
plans
post-office car
railway post-office
of cars,
nor for
service by
wooden full railway
any wooden
by any
for service
cars, nor
of
or between
run in
in any
between the engine
cars, or
steel cars,
adjoining steel
between adjoining
train between
any train
run
Steel required
ater
reuired after
JStel
of July,
and a
asteel
steel car
car adjoining.
After the
the first
first of
July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred July
adjoining. After
and
1, 1917.
allow
or
approve
not
and
seventeen,
the
Postmaster
General
shall
not
approve
or
allow
shall
General
and seventeen, the Postmaster
to
by, any
railway postoffice
postoffice car not
full railway
any full
service by,
for service
pay for
or pay
used, or
be used,
to be
constructed of
of steel
steel underframe
or equally
equally indestructible
underframe or
or steel
steel or
constructed
material; and
and all
all full
railway post-office
cars accepted
for this
this service
service
accepted for
post-office cars
full railway
material;
hereafter shall be
and contracted
contracted for
for by
by the
railroad companies
companies hereafter
the railroad
and
Emergency cases,
cases,
hundred and sevenconstructed
of steel.
steel. Until
Until July
July. first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
seven- etc.Emergency
constructed of
et
the
of
teen,
in
cases
of
emergency
and
in
cases
where
the
necessities
necessities
the
where
cases
in
teen, in cases of emergency and
service require
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
may provide
provide for service
service
General may
it, the
require it,
service
by
railway post-office
post-office cars
other than
than steel
steel or steel underof other
cars of
full railway
by full
frame
fix therefor
of compensation
compensation within
within
rate of
such rate
therefor such
and fix
construction, and
frame construction,
consideration to the
the maximum
herein provided
provided as shall give consideration
maximum herein
the
inferior character
construction, and
and the
the railroad
railroad companies
companies shall
of construction,
character of
inferior
furnish
service by
cars at
at such
such rates
rates so
so fixed.
fixed.
such cars
by such
furnish service
Service
over other
other
e over
ro
or aaroads.
Service over
over property
owned or
or controlled
controlled by
by another
another company
company or
property owned
Service
company
terminal
company
shall
be
considered
service
of
the
railroad
company
railroad
the
of
terminal company shall be considered service
of the other or terminal company:
that of
using
and not
company:
not that
property and
such property
using such
Prwiso.
Protided,
land-grant road
shall be
be paid
paid for
for as
as herein PLgrant
Land grant rads.
roads.
road shall
over land-grant
service over
That service
Provided,That
provided.
provided.
Facilities to be furRailroad
furnish all
all necessary
necessary nished
obe fur.
FilitiSraies
shall furnish
mails shall
the mails
by railroads.
carrying the
companies carrying
Railroad companies
in their custody.
facilities for
for caring
for and
and handling
while in
them while
handling them
caring for
facilities
transportation
in the
They shall
cars or
of cars
used in
the transportation
cars used
parts of
or parts
all cars
furnish all
shall furnish
They
provided,
otherwise provided,
and
distribution of
the mails,
mails, except
except as herein otherwise
of the
and distribution
and
place them
stations before
before the
departure of
of trains
trains at
at such
such Station rooms,
, etc.
r
the departure
in stations
them in
and place
ms .
tn
times
when required
do so.
They shall
station space
space
provide station
shall provide
so. They
to do
required to
and when
times and
Mileage

o

.
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and rooms
rooms for
for handling,atoring,
transfer of
of mails
mails in
in transit,
transit,
id transfer
handlingf storing, and
and
including
the separation
by.packages
for connecting
lines;
connecting lines;
packages for
thereof by
separation thereof,
including the
and
distribution of
of registered
in transit
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
transit as
mailn
registered mad
such distribution
and such
arid for
for offices
the.Railwity
engaged
Service engaged
Railway Mail
Mail Service
of the
the employees
employees of
offices for
for the
and
in such
such station
work when
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
in
General, in
required by
when required
station work
in
which mail
station boxes
may we
he distributed
distributed if
if it
it does
not
does not
boxes may
from station
which
mail from
reóuireadditiona.lapace.
ueire additional space.
' 1
".5("14r°-I¶f anr
company carrying
carrying the
shall 'fail
fail or
to
or refuse
refuse to
mailsshall
the mails
any railroad
railroad company
f5els,
.din
*riding.
provide eam
cam or
apartments inin Cit1V
purposes when
when
distribution purposes
cars; for
or distribution
or apartments
ptovidie
required
by the
the Postmaster
General, or
or shall
shall fail
fail or
or refuse
refuse to
to conconPostmaster General,
required by
struct,
up, maintain,
maintain, heat,
and ,cleadn
clean' such
and provide
vide
ears and
uch ,ears
ight, ad
heat, light,
fit up,
struct, fit
suelrappliances for
for use
case-of
as may
may be
req
'by
the
be required
by the
of accident
aeid2et as
us in
icase
suciappliances
Postmaster General,
shall be
be fianed
fined sucltreasonable
sum as
may, in
in
as may,
si
reasonable sum
it shall
General, it
Postmaster
re rdre _the
discretion of
of the
the PostmasterGenetalJ
Postmaster General, be
deemed proper.
proper.
be deemed
he
discretion
t
,ee
le
mats.
ct
shall in
all cases
decide upen
uponrwhat
:what trains
trains
in all
es -decideo
General sha
- ' ' The
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
meo5.
and in
in what
what manner
manner the
the mails
be conveyed.
conveyed. Every
Every railroad
railroad
mails shall
shall be
and
company carrying
the mails
on anytrain
any tram it
it o
operates,
and
hall carry
arry on
ates and
company
carrying.the
mailsshall
equipment, and supplies
with
speed all
mailable matter,
matter, equipment,
supplies directed
directed
all mailable
with due
due speed,
Pineal"
to be
earned thereon.
;hereon. If
If any
any such
railroad company
shall fail
fail or
or
such railroad
company shall
be carried
po
tr no- to
pilaw*.
refuse to
transport the
and supplies
supplies when
required
when required
equipment, and
mails, equipment,
the mails,
to transport
refuse
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General on
or trams
trains it
it operates,
operates, such
such
on any
any train
train or
by
company shall
shall be
fined such
such reasonable
reasonable amount
amount as
as may,
in the
the disdiscompany
be fined
may, in
cretion
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
be deemed
proper.
deemed proper.
General, be
cretion of
Deductions for
ill.
The Postmaster
General may
make deductions
the pay
of railrailpay of
deductions from
from the
may make
The
Postmaster General
Dmsd
minishod
service.:,~ a
road, companies
companies carrying
carrying the
the mails
this section
section
under the provisions of th's
mails under
road
for ,reduction.
in service
or infrequeney
infueney of
of service
service where,
his judgjudgfor
reduction in
service or
whepe, in
in his
ment,
of the
withdrawn or
requires
or reduced
reduced requires
the facilities
facilitieswithdrawn
the importance
importance of
ment, the
it, and impose
for delinquencies.
delinquencies. He
He may
it,
impose fines
fines upon
upon them
themfor
may deduct
deduct the
price
the value
of the
the servicein
eases where
where it
is not
not performed,
and
price of
of the
value-of
servicein eases
it is
performed, and
not
its value
if the
failure be
be occasioned
occasioned by
not exceeding
exceeding three
three times
times its
value if
the failure
by the
the
fault
of the
the railroad
railroad company.
company.
fault of
S
by
Rail
and water servof this
this section
shall apply
apply to
operated by
to service
service operated
section shall
- The
The provisions
provisions of
Rae
incidsed
ice
included.
railroad
companies
_partly
by
railroad and
and partly
by steamboats.
railroad
companies
partly
by
railroad
partly
by
steamboats.
Rates for mails on
freight trains.
The
section respecting
respecting the rates of compensation
trains.
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
compensation
arrangement in
shall not apply to mails conveyed
conveyed under special arrangement
freight
freight trains,
rates not
exceeding the
usual and
just freight
trains, for which
which rates
not exceeding
the usual
and just
freight
rates may
be paid,
paid, in
in accordance
tariffs
rates
may be
accordance with
with the
the classifications
classifications and
and tariffs
Interstate Commerce
approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
Commission.
Railroad companies
companies carrying,
carrying the mails shall submit, under oath,
Swornrtaednts
Sworn statements °of
Railroad
service required.
General,s
Postmaster General
required by the Postmaster
such form
in such
form as
as may be required
when and in
evidence as
as to
performance of
of service.
evidence
to the
the performance
service.
Carriage at express
The Postmaster
-General shall, from time to time, request informainformsPostmasterGeneral
thexpfrss, The
cratesther
rates
of
'411" than firs ' tion
the Interstate
Commiss i
on as
t
o th
class
mail.
cassmnt.
tion from
from the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
as to
thee revenue
revenue
received
received by railroad companies
companies from
express companies
for services
services
from express
companies for
rendered
rendered in the transportation
transportation of express
express matter, and may, in his
discretion, arrange for the transportation
transportation of mail matter other than
of the first class at rates not exceeding those so
so ascertained
ascertained and
and
reported
to him,
him, and
and it
it shall
be the
the duty
of the
reported to
shall be
duty of
the railroad
railroad companies
companies
to carry
carry such mail matter at such rates fixed by the Postmaster
Postmaster
General.
General.
an
Faperiodicals.
The
Postmaster General
General is
is auth
ori
zed, i
n his
his discretion,
di screti
on, to petition
pet i
ti
on
in
authorized,
The Postmaster
matte
,aFdorthass
d arth class matter
Car load,
rates the Interstate
load, etc.,
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
for the
determination of
of aapostal
postal
Car
etc., rates
Commission for
the determination
for.
transportation of mail matter
carload or less-than-carload
less-than-carload rate for transportation
matter
periodicals, and may provide
of the fourth class and periodicals,
provide for and authorize
such transportation, when practicable,
practicable, at such rates, and it shall be
be the
the
duty of the railroad
railroad companies to provide and perform such service
at such rates and on the conditions prescribed
prescribed by the Postmaster
General.
between
discretion, distinguish
his
may, in
The
t
Dipatch of s third
Dispatch
Th ePostmaster
Postmaster General
General may,
in and
his discretion,
distinguish
between
and
fourth class mail,
dis
less frequent
provide for
matter
mai,lclasses
classes of
e
several
th
and
periodicur
periodicals.
and
the
several
of
mail
matter
and
provide
for
less
frequent
and periodicals.
the several
provide for less frequent disdis-
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patches of mail
fourth classes and periodicals
periodicals
the third
third and fourth
matter of
of the
mail matter
patches
when
for transportation
economies may be seother economies
transportation or other
rates for
lower rates
when lower
thereby without material detriment to the service.
cured thereby

The Postmaster
General is
is authorized
to return
return to
to the
mails, when
when caRT
l
pg
of
postal
the mails,
authorized to
The
Postmaster General
the utilization
of car
car space
paid for
and not
not needed
maii&uusp.p
crs.
needed mail
for and
space paid
utilization of
for the
practicable for
e

deturn
s s

Ves ec

t

loracticable

newspaper wrappers,
envelopes, newspaper
the mails, postal cards, stamped envelopes,
for the
empty
mail bags,
equipment, and other supplies for the
furniture, equipment,
bags, furniture,
empty mail
Postal Service.

The Postmaster
in cases
cases of
of emergency
October empty
et T.mp t
y mail
mal. bags,
bgs,
between October
emergency between
General, in
The
Postmaster General,
first
and April
April first
first of
year, may
may hereafter
hereafter return
to the
the mails
mails of,Return
to the
mails
to
the mails
Return
return to
of any
any year,
first and
in emergency cases.
empty
bags and
other equipment
theretofore withdrawn
there- o, inemergecyse
withdrawn thereequipment theretofore
and other
mail bags
empty mail
from
as required
and, where
such return requires
requires additional
additional
where such
law, and,
by law,
required by
from as
authorization
car space
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
section, to
pay
to pay
this section,
space under
of car
authorization of
for the
provided for
for herein
herein out of the approthereof as provided
transportation thereof
for
the transportation
nation for
transportation by
by railroad
inland transportation
railroad routes.
routes.
.t
priation
for inland
periods at
The
may have
have the
weights of
mail taken
taken on
on dotreitinofprosma
discretion of Postmasof mail
the weights
General may
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
ter General.
railroad mail
and computations
computations of
of the
loads of
of the
the ter Gneral.
the average
average loads
routes, and
mail routes,
railroad
several classes
classes of
and other
computations for
for statistical and
and
other computations
cars and
of cars
several
administrative
purposes made
at such
such times
times as
pay
as he
he may elect, and pay
made at
administrative purposes
the
expense thereof
of the
the appropriation
for inland
transportation Expanses.
Expenses.
inland transportation
appropriation for
out of
thereof out
the expense
by
railroad routes.
routes.
by railroad
Existing rates conPending
decision of
the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
Commission, as
as tinued
until decision of
Pending the
the decision
of the
Interstate Commerce
Extin
ednteaSionf
Interstate Commerce
hereinafter
provided
for,
the
existing
method
and
rates
of
railway
mail
commerce
Interstate
mail
of
railway
rates
and
hereinafter provided for, the existing method
Commission.
pay
effect, except
except on
on such
routes or
or systems
systems as
as the
the commsson
shall remain
remaiinin effect,
such routes
pay shall
Selection for space
system.
Postmaster General
select, and
and to
the extent
find it
it syte
o
he may
may find
extent he
to the
shall select,
General shall
Postmaster
practicable
the space
the
space system of pay in the
upon the
to place
place upon
necessary to
and necessary
practicable and
manner
at the
rates provided
consent
section, with the consent
in this section,
provided in
the rates
and at
manner and
and
approval of
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
order to
to
in order
Commission, in
of the
and approval
properly
present to
Commerce Commission
Commission the matters Proviso.
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
to the
properly present
Redjustment if dodehereinafter referred
Provided, That
That if
if the
the final
decision of
of the Readjustment
final decision
thereto: Provided,
referred thereto:
hereinafter
cision adverse to space
Interstate
shall be
to the
the space
space syssys- cision
be adverse
adverse to
Commission shall
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
rates. adverse tospace
tem,
if the
rates established
it under
whatever method or rt
under whatever
by it
established by
the rates
and if
tem, and
system is
is adopted
shall be
be greater
greater or
less than
rates under
under this
this
the rates
than the
or less
adopted shall
system
section, the
compensation of
shall readjust the compensation
General shall
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
section,
the
carriers on
such selected
systems in
in accordance
accordance thereand systems
routes and
selected routes
on such
the carriers
with,
the dates
this section
section became
became
in this
rates named
named in
the rates
on which
which the
dates on
from the
with, from
effective.
Railroads requlred
Railroads
required
effective.
to transport
transport mail.
mail.
All
railway common
carriers are
hereby required
to transport
such to
transport such
required to
are hereby
common carriers
All railway
mail matter
matter as
as may
be offered
offered for
for transportation
by the
the United
United Fair
Fair compensation,
may be
transportation by
compensation,
mail
etc.
States in
the manner,
the conditions,
and with
the service
service etc.
with the
conditions, and
under the
manner, under
in the
States
prescribed by the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General and shall be entitled
entitled to receive
prescribed
fair
reasonable compensation
compensation for
for such
transportation and for the
such transportation
and reasonable
fair and
InterstateCommerce
connected therewith.
therewith.
service connected
Interstate Commerce
The
Commission is
is hereby
hereby empowered
empowered and
and Commission.
Commission.
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
The Interstate
Rates, etc., for mail
directed
soon as
practicable to
fix and
and determine
time to
to time
time transportation
be
transportatio to be
from time
determine from
to fix
as practicable
as soon
directed as
fixed y.
the
reasonable rates
and compensation
compensation for
the transportatransporta- fied y.
for the
rates and
and reasonable
fair and
the fair
tion
matter by
railway common
common carriers
carriers and the service
service
by railway
mail matter
of such
such mail
tion of
connected
prescribing the
methods by weight,
or methods
method or
the method
therewith, prescribing
connected therewith,
or
rate or compencompensuch rate
ascertaining such
for ascertaining
otherwise, for
or otherwise,
or both,
both, or
space, or
or space,
sation,
and to
publish the
same, and
orders so
published
and published
so made
made and
and orders
the same,
to publish
sation, and
shall
in force
force until
until changed
the commission
commission after
after due
by the
changed by
continue in
shall continue
notice
notice and
and hearing.
hearing.
et
Basis fr
for determinfor determ
determining the fair and reasonable
and determining
fixing and
reasonable rates for such ing.
In fixing
service
between the
relation existing between
commission shall consider the relation
service the commission
the
om
t
eh
re
e
tb.Government,
exa, tdrs t n t ora
nn
,dfs
from
the
and
Government,
and
the
railroads as public service corporations
l aitfhntdhere
raitlroads
n
nature
a
e oefr
esuch
ss
u petheurb
service
lic service
y
asbdistinguished,
distinguished,
epi
cporrpaoctriactaibonles, if there be a distinction, from
as
service
of a
nature
the
ordinary transpiness
of the
the railroads.
transportation
the ordinary
transportation bus
business of
railroads.
odre
The
or the
compensarates and compensasaid rates
ascertainment of said
the ascertainment
procedure for
The procedure
tion
ion shall
shall be
be as
follows:
tion
as follows:
Statement oreqireal or
Within three
three months
months
from
and after
of this
this Act,
Act,
or as
as mets to be iled by
approval of
the approval
after the
from and
Within
as
s
too

soon thereafter as may be praoticable, the Postmaster General shall

Postmsr General.
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file
the transportation
transportation
file with
with the commissioncommiission a,a statement
statement -showing
showing the
required of all railway
railway COMMPTh
Carriers; including
including the
the number,
number, equipequipcommn.carriers,
ment, size, and construction,
ment;
constructiouof
for the
the transaction
transaction
o the
the cars.necessary for
, ... -of the business; the
thecharacter
trains which
which are
to
chaater and-speed
and speed of
of the
the trains
are to
carry thevarious
tlievarions kindofmail;theservice,both
kinds, of mail;the serrice,both terminal
terminal and
en route,
route,
and en
which the carriers are-to,
reeder; and
all -other information
information which
which
are- to render;
and all-other
may be material
material to the inquiry,
inquiry, but such other information
may be
be
information may
fite
filed at any
any time
time in
in the
the discretion
the commission.
commission.
discretion of
of the
rreparing
E44"re
. t 's --,,The
The Postmaster
General is
is authorized
to employ
employ such
such clerical
clerical and
'EfS^S
Postmaster General
authorized to
and
.etuar.asaistance
other assistance as shall be neceasery
necewsary to carry out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
this section,
section, and
and, to rent quarters
miWashington,
District of
of ColumColumquarters in
Washington, District
bia *:if
if necessary,
hia
necessary, for
for the clerical
clerical force
force.ngaged
engaged thereon,.
to pay
pay
thereon, and
and to
for
paints out
inland transportation
by
for the
the same
out DIA°
of the appropriation:for
appropriation'for inland
transportation by
ubmin of plan'
pl, railroad routes
Submission
Postmaster Genralhall
General shall file
file with
the commiscommisroutes. .,The
The Postmaster
with the
etc.
sion aacomprehensive
comprehensive plan for the triap
transportation.
of the
math on
on said
said
totion
of
the mails
railways
and shall embody
emtiy therein
therein what
whatlitibelitriesto
be the
reasonha believse to-be
the reason.
able rate or compensation
Barriere should receive.
compensation the said railway Carriers
receive..
Notice
Thereupon
Notice to
to eanri.
carries&
Thereupon the
givenotice of
of not
not lees
less than
than thirty
thirty
the COMMilEii.031
commission shall
shall give.notiee
days to each carrier so recLuired
required .to
mail and
and render
service*
to transport mail
render
service,
Answer.
answr.
.
and upon a
a day to
by. tbo
the commission;
to. be
he fixed by
than thirty
thirty
eomission; not later
later than
days after the expiration
expiration of the notice
required, each
each of
of said
said
notice herein
herein required,
:1
carriers
ma ansWer
answer and.the
commission shall proceed
earners shall make
and--the Commission
proceed with
. 'the
the healing
earing as
hearing's between
caras now
now provided by law
law for
for other
other hearings
between carr- riers and
,'r"riers
and shippers
.
o
shippers or
or associations.
associations.
eetc. a
:;the provisions
All :the
provisions of the law for taking testimony,
securing, evitestimony, securmgevidence; penalties,
de;'s
alties, andpromdure
are herebymade
applicable.
and rocedure .are
hereby
made
applicable.
E
rieC
i
tstratkoa.a
For
tepurpose oZdete
of- and
compensation
Cirsasd
o' Car" •
or tiaing
theipurpose
and fixmg
fixing rates
rates .or
or compensation
hereuder the commiSsirm
commission is authorized
hereunder
authorized to
to make
make such
such classificationclassification
of: carriers as may
be just and reasonableand;where
of
maybe-just.and
just and
and equitaequitareasonable and. where just
ble,' fix
_ ble
fix- general
general rates applicable
applicable to
to' all '.carriers
the same
same classiclassicamrers in the
fication.
fication.
Additional
weigh.
Adnweigh.
Pending such hearings, and the final determination
of the
lag
sauthorised.
Pending
determination of
the question,
question,
Commerce Commission shall determine
if the
the Interstate Commerce
determine that
that it
it is
is
necessary
necessary or advisable, in order to carry
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
carry out
section, to have additional and more frequent
the mails
mails
frequent weighing of
of the
Postmaster General,
for statistical purposes, the Postmaster
General, upon
request of
of the
the
upon request
commission 'shall
provide therefor
in th
manner now
now prescribed
prescribedb
y
commission,
shall provide
therefor in
thee manner
by
•
but such
not be
be for
for more
m o
re than
than thirty
thirty days.
,law
law, but
such weighing need
need not
days.
Rates established
by
the conclusion
of the
the commission
sh
all establish b
Commissionbhd
At the
conclusion of
Cmmission
the hearing
hearing the
commission shal
o
.
y
establish by
order aafair, reasonable
reasonable rate or compensation
compensation to be received, at
at such
such
ayment
times as may be
Payment,
stated times
the order,
order, for
transportation of
of
be named
named in
in the
for the
the transportation
mail matter
matter and the service
service connected
connected therewith,
therewith, and
and during
during the
the
continuance
the order the Postmaster General shall
carrier
continuance of the
shall pay the carrier
from the appro_priation
appropriation herein
herein made
such rate
rate or
or compensation.
compensation.
made such
Ioewa&ftio
al- Either
Reexaminations alEither the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General or
or any
such carrier
carrier may
may at
at any
any
any such
lowed.
time after the lapse of six months
the entry
entry of
months from the
of the
order assailed
the order
assailed
apply for a
areexamination,
reexamination, and
and. thereupon
thereupon substantially
substantially similar
similar proproceedings shall be had with
with respect
respect to the rate or
or rates
for service
service covcovrates for
ered by said application,
application, provided
provided said
said carrier
carrier or
have an
an
or carriers
carriers have
interest therein.
interest
therein.
Authority
vested
in
ommission
ed in
For
purposes of this section the Interstate
Commission.
For the
the purposes
Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommission is hereby vested
sion
vested with all the powers
powers which it
it is
is now
now authorized
authorized
exercise in the investigation
investigation and
by law to exercise
ascertainment of
of the
the justjustand ascertainment
ness and reasonableness
and express
reasonableness of freight,
freight, passenger, and
rates to
express rates
to be
be
paid by
by private
paid
private shippers.
shippers.
anDmnished
llo-t
The Interstate Commerce
Diminished
eallowto land g,rant
Commerce Commission
Commission shall
allow to
to railroad
shall allow
railroad comcomroads.
panies whose railroads
constructed
roads.
parties
railroads were
were cons
t
ruc t
ed i
n whole
wh
ol
e or
or in
part by
by a
a
in
in part
land grant made by Congress
Congress on condition that
that the
the mails
mails should
should be
be
transported over
transported
over their roads at such price
as Congress
should by
by law
law
price as
Congress should
direct only eighty per centum of the
the compensation
direct
compensation paid
paid other
other railrail-
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roads
for transporting
all service
service by
by the
the railroads
railroads in
roads for
transporting the
the mails
mails and
and all
in
connection
therewith.
connection therewith.
Existing la
law concontinuSting
except as herein
determination of mail pay, except
The existing law for the determination
herein tinued
until action
action of
Commission.
Com- Commission.
Commerce Commodified,
continue in
effect until
until the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
in effect
modified, shall
shall continue
mission
under the
the provisions
the fair,
fair, reasonable
reasonable rate
rate or
mission under
provisions hereof
hereof fixes
fixes the
or
compensation
for such
and service.
service.
such transportation
transportation and
compensation for
Current appropriaappropri
Ciurnt
by railroad routes tions
inland transportation
transportation by
That
for inland
the appropriations
appropriations for
That the
available.
,and
for railway
service for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June
post-office car
car service
fiscal year
,and for
railway post-office
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, are
are hereby
hereby made
made available
available
and seventeen,
thirtieth,
for
the purposes
purposes of
section.
for the
of this
this section.
for refusal
That
it shall
shall be
for any
any railroad
railroad company
to refuse
to perThat it
be unlawful
unlawful for
company to
refuse to
for rviefus
per- toPenalty
Penalty
perform service,
eta
form
mail service
service at
methods of
compensation provided
provided b
by to erfsre,
at the
the rates
rates or
or methods
of compensation
form mail
law
Postmaster General
General so
to do,
for such
do, and
and for
such
the Postmaster
so to
law when
when required
rurequired by
by the
offense
shall be
be fined.
Each day
day of
of refusal
refusal shall
shall constitute
constitute a
a
$1,000. Each
offense shall
fined $1,000.
separate
separate offense.
offense.
t post service.
Parcel
vic.
on experience
"ar
S
EC. 6.
If the
Postmaster General
General shall
shall find on
experience that the Authority
6. If
the Postmaster
SEC.
tosero
re-form
classification,
etc.
classification
of articles
articles mailable,
mailable, as
as the
the classisation.etc
limit, or
or the
the weight
weight limit,
as well
well as
classification of
Vol. 37, p.557.
rates
of postage,
zone or
or zones,
other conditions
of mailability,
zones, and
and other
conditions of
mailability, Vo37p 7
rates of
postage, zone
under
of the
the Act
Act approved
August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, ninenineapproved August
under section
section eight
eight of
teen
hundred and
twelve, or
them, are
such as
as to
to prevent
prevent the
the
are such
any of
of them,
or any
and twelve,
teen hundred
render the
the cost of
shipment of
desirable, or
or to
to permanently
permanently render
of articles
articles desirable,
shipment
of the
the
greater than
the receipts
receipts of
the revenue
revenue therefrom,
therefrom, he is
than the
the service
service greater
hereby authorized
to re-form
time such
such classification,
classification,
time to
to time
re-form from
from time
hereby
authorized to
weight limit,
zone or
or zones,
or conditions,
conditions, or
in order
order
or either,
either, in
zones, or
limit, rates,
rates, zone
weight
to promote
service to
or to
the receipt
receipt of
Pr
revenue Proviso.
of revenue
to insure,
insure the
the public
public or
the service
to the
to
promote the
from such
such service
adequate to
to pay
pay the
the cost
cost thereof:
however, Approval
Approval by InterProvided, however
thereof: Provided,
service adequate
from
state Commerce ComCom-y
of mission
m
ecommece
weight limit,
limit, rates of
That before
any change
change is
in weight
made in
is hereafter
hereafter made
before any
That
necessary.
postage, or
zone or
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, the
the proposed
proposed
or zones,
zones, by
by the
or zone
postage,
change
shill be
Commission
Commerce Commission
by the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
be approved
approved by
change shall
after
thorough and
consideration by
body in
in such
such
by that
that body
and independent
independent consideration
after thorough
manner as
may determine.
determine.
as it
it may
manner
Approved,
28, 1916.
July 28,
1916.
Approved, July
28, 1916.
1916.
July 28,

(II. J.
Res. 2181
CHAP. 282.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
the acceptance
gift of
li.]
[H.
J. ites.
of the
the BerkBerkof the
the gift
acceptance of
Authorizing the
262.-Joint Resolution
CHAP.
shire Trout
Trout Hatchery,
BerkFhire County,
Massachusetts.
shire
Hatchery, BerkFhire
County, Massachusetts.
[Iub. Res.,
[rub.
Res., No.
No. 2;7.
27.1

Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Berkhire
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
louse of
Representatives oJ
Trout
l3 er
ksh irli
T rout
States
That the
the United
States of
of natchey. Mass.
United States
Conqress assembled,
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
States of
of America
Gift o7Dirs. Mary E.
America
hereby accepts
Mrs. Mary
as a
a memorial
memorial scllyatMcpted.
Scully, as
from Mrs.
Mary E.
E. Scully,
accepts from
America hereby
Scully accepted.
to
to the
and to
to be
as the
the
be known
known as
the lands
lands known
known and
her husband,
husband, title
title to
to her
Berkshire Trout
Hatchery, located
County, MassaMassain Berkshire
Berkshire County,
located in
Trout Hatchery,
Berkshire
chusetts, together
together with
ponds, and
and other
other improveimprovebuildings, ponds,
with the
the buildings,
chusetts,
pertaining
and other rights pertaining
ments
and the
the water
water and
located thereon
thereon and
ments located
thereto,
and the
Secretary- of
of Commerce
is hereby
authorized to
to
Commerce is
hereby authorized
the Secretary
thereto, and
receive
from Mrs.
Mary E.
deed for
for the
the said
said property.
property.
a deed
E. Scully
Scully a
Mrs. Mary
receive from
The title
title to
to said
property is
the terms
conditions
terms and
and conditions
upon the
is accepted
accepted upon
said property
The
prescribed by
by the
namely, that
that it
it shall
shall be
be used
by the
the United
United
used by
the donor,
donor, namely,
prescribed
States Bureau
Fisheries, Department
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, as
fish
as a
a fish
Bureau of
of Fisheries,
States
experimental work in fish culture.
hatchery and for experimental
Approved,
July 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
Approved, July
at cii e

CHAP.
Act Further
extending appropriations
for the
the necessary
necessary operaoperaCHAP. 283.—An
263.-An Act
Further extending
appropriations for
turns
ot the
Government and
and of
the District
District of
contingencies.
of Columbia
Columbia under
under certain
certain contingencies
tions of
the Government
of the

fass

July
July 31,
31, 1916.
1916.
[11.
17172.1
H. R.
R. 17172.1
[Public, No. 170

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United Extension
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
E
ionof apprappro•tions not
not provided
provided
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
of the
the pations
provisions of
That the
the provisions
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States
,through August.
Act
entitled "An
appropriations for
Ante,
p. 242.
hrpg24st
the necessary
necessary "oi,
for the
extending appropriations
Act extending
"An Act
Act entitled
operations of
of the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia and
and
of Columbia
and of
the Government
Government and
operations
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for the payment
payment of
pensions under
under certain
of pensions
certain contingencies,"
contingencies," approved
approved
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
and sixteen,
sixteen, are
are extended
extended and
continued
continued in full force and effect
effect for
for and
and during
during the
the month
of August,
August,
month of
nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen.
hundred and
and sixteen.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, July
July 31,
31, 1916.
Aust 1,,1916.
Augu
.
1
9'525
191
.16.
I st.9
525.1
[Public, No. 171.]

.[Pubc,
n

No.

errAr.
QA P.

264.—An Act
Act To
To establish
establish a
national park
park in
Territory of
of Hawaii.
24.-An
a national
in the
the Territory
Hawaii.

Be itit enacted
Representatives of
United
Be
enaced by
the Senate
Senate and
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Sta8e
America in
in Congress
Conress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America
tracts of
of land
on
That the
the tracts
land on
the island of Hawaii and on the
the island
island of
of Maui,
Maui, in
Territory of
in the
the Territory
of
Hawaii,
Hawaii, hereinafter
hereinafter described,
described, shall
shall be
perpetually dedicated
be perpetually
dedicated and
and
set apart as aa public park or
set
for the
benefit and
or pleasure
pleasure ground
ground for
the benefit
and
enjoyment of
enjoyment
the people
people of
of the
United States,
States, to
known as
of the
the United
to be
be known
as Hawaii
Hawaii
National Park. Said tracts of land
land are
are described
described as
as follows:
follows:
First. All
Al that tract of land comprising
comprising portions
the lands
of
portions of
of the
lands of
Kapapala and Keauhou,
in the district of Kau, and Kahaualea,
Kapapala
Keauhou, ha
Kahaualea,
Panaunui,
Panmmui, and Apua, in the district of
on the
island of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
of Puna,
Puna, on
the island
containing approximately
containing
approximately thirty-five
thousand eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-five thousand
sixty-five acres, bounded as follows: Beginning
at a
a point
Beginning at
point on
on the
the
west edge of the Keamoku Aa
Aa Flow
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
Flow (lava
(lava flow
flow of
twenty-three), from which point
and twenty-three),
point the
the true
true azimuth
azimuth and
and distance
distance
to Government
Government survey
trigonometrical station
is one
hunstrvey trigonometrical
station Ohaikea
Ohaikea is
one hundred and sixty-six degrees twentytwenty minutes, six
dred
three hunhunsix thousand
thousand three
dred and fifty feet, and running
running by
azimuths: (First)
(First) Along
Along the
the
by true
true azimuths:
west edge
bdge of theKeamokni
the-Keamckti lava flow
in a
a northeasterly
flow in
northeasterly and
and northnorth-

Hawaii National
N
Sationl
Park.
Established
Estabsed on
on isislands of Hawaii and
Mani.

waii

nde' Ha

Description.
D
On Hawaii.

oSet
On

westerly
direction,: the direct azimuth and distance
westerly direction
being one
hundistance bemg
one hun-

dred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight degrees
ten minutes,
fourteen thousand
seven
degrees ten
minutes, fourteen
thousand seven
hundred feet; (second)
(second) two hundred and fifty-six
degrees, eleven
eleven
fifty-six degrees,
thousand.four
thousand lour hundred feet, more
or l
ess ,
land of
of Kapapala
more or
less,
across th
thee land
KaDapala
and Keauhou
a marked point
Keauhou to a
point on
Humuula trail;
trail; (third)
three
on the
the Humnuula
(third three
hundred and twenty-eight
degrees fifteen
twenty-eight degrees
fifteen minutes,
minutes, eight
eight thousand
thousand
twenty-five feet,
seven hundred and twenty-five
feet, across
across the
of Keauhou
to
the land
land of
Keauhou to
the top of the fault north of the Kau
Kau road;
road; (fourth)
along the
fault
(fourth) along
the fault
in a
a northeasterly direction,
direction, the
azimuth and
and distance
being
the direction
direction azimuth
distance being
two hundred and fifty-one degrees and thirty
thirty minutes,
minutes, four
four thousand
thousand
three hundred and thirty feet;
feet; (fifth)
(fifth) two
two hundred
hundred and
and forty-five
forty-five
degrees, six thousand
thousand feet, to
degrees,
near the
boundary
to a
a point
point near
the southwest
southwest boundary
of the
of Olaa; (sixth) three hundred
thirty-seven degrees
of
the land
land of
hundred and thirty-seven
degrees
ten minutes, eight thousand six hundred
and fifty
feet, more
more or
or
hundred and
fifty feet,
less,
less, to the junction
junction of the Hilo and Keauhou
Keauhou roads;
roads; (seventh)
(seventh) three
three
hundred
hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three degrees
degrees and
and twenty
twenty minutes,
minutes, three
thouthree thousand
three hundred
sand three
hundred feet, more or less, to the
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of
the land of Keaau;
Keaau; (eighth) three
and thirty-two
thirty-two degrees
three hundred
hundred and
degrees
and ten minutes, seven thousand feet, along
the land
land of
of Kahaualea•
along the
Kahaualea;

(ninth) two hundred
hundred and
eighty-one d
egrees, thirty
three
and eighty-one
degrees,
thirty thousand
thousand three
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five feet,
land of
of Kafeet, more
more or
or less,
less, across
across the
the land
Kahaualea, passing through the north corner
Panaunui,
corner of
of the
the land
land of
of Panaunui,
to
the
north corner
Laeapuki; (tenth)
to the north
corner of the land of Laeapuki;
(tenth) thirty-one
thirty-one
degrees thirty minutes, thirteen thousand two hundred feet, more
orless,
or
less, along the land of
Panaunui;
ofLaeapuki
Laeapuki and
and across
across the
the land
land of
of Panaunuil
(eleventh)
eghty-nine
degrees
(eleventh) eightyni
ne d
egrees and
minutes, thirty-t
wo th
ousan d
and ten
ten minutes,
thirty-two
thousand
nine hundred
hundred feet, more or less, across the
the land
of Panaunui,
Panaunui, Apua,
land of
Apua,
eauhou to "Palilele-o-Kalihipaa,"
"Palilele-o-Kalihipaa," the
and Keauhou
the boundary
point ofthe
of the
boundary point
Keauhou-Kapapala boundary; (twelfth) fifty-one
Keauhou-Kapapala
fifty-one degrees
degrees and
thirty
and thirty
minutes five thousand
tousand and
minutes,
feet, across
land of
and five
five hundred
hundred feet,
across the
the land
of
Kapapala; (thirteenth)
(thirteenth) one hundred
Kapapala;
hundred and two degrees
degrees and
fifty minutes,
andfiftyminutes,
nineteen thousand
acrossl the
land of
nineteen
thousand one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet,
feet, across
the land
of
Kapapala to aa small cone about one thousand
Kapapala
thousand five
feet
five hundred
hundred feet
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southwest of
Puu Koae
station; (fourteenth) one
trigonometrical station;
Koae trigonometrical
of Puu
southwest
hundred and
and sixty-six
twenty minutes,
thousand
twenty-one thousand
minutes, twenty-one
degrees twenty
sixty-six degrees
hundred
feet, across
across the
Kapapala to
the point
point of
beginning.
of beginning.
to the
of Kapapala
land of
the land
feet,
of the lands of
Second.
comprising portions
portions of
land comprising
of land
tract of
that tract
All that
Second. All
island of Hawaii;
Kapapala and
the district
district of
of Kau,
Hawaii;
Kau, island
in the
and Kahuku,
Kahuku, in
Kapapala
the
and Kaohe,
Kona; and
Keauhou
second, in
of North
Kaohe, in the
North Kona;
district of
in the
the district
Keauhou second,
nine hundred
district
of Hamak
ua, containing
thousand nine
seventeen thousand
containing seventeen
Hamakua,
district of
and
twenty acres,
bounded as
as follows:
uHanalei
at Pohak
Pohaku
Beginning at
follows: Beginning
acres, bounded
and twenty
of
Humuula, a
of Mauna
Loa, and
at the
the comand at
Mauna Loa,
brow of
the brow
on the
cone on
a small
small cone
of Humuula,
and
Kapapala, and
mon
of the
the lands
lands of
of Humuula,
Humuula, Kapapala,
points of
boundary points
mon boundary
Kaohe,
the true
azimuth and
to Government
Government
distance to
and distance
true azimuth
which the
from which
Kaohe, from
hundred and ninetysurvey
trigonometrical station
station Omaokoili
Onaaokoili is
is one
one hundred
survey trigonometrical
thousand
five
eighteen seconds,
seconds, seventy-eight
seventy-eight thousand
minutes eighteen
twelve minutes
degrees twelve
five degrees
by true azimuths:
two hundred
and eighty-six
running by
azimuths:
and running
feet, and
eighty-six feet,
hundred and
two
thousand two
five thousand
First, two
two hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight degrees,
degrees, five
First,
hundred and
feet; second,
twenty-eight degrees,
thirty-six
degrees, thirty-six
second, twenty-eight
forty feet;
and forty
hundred
hundred and
thousand nine
hundred and
sixty feet;
one hundred
third, one
feet; third,
and sixty
nine hundred
thousand
and twenty
eighteen
degrees, twenty-one
twenty-one thousand
one hundred
hundred and
one
thousand •
eighteen degrees,
nine
feet;
fourth, two
two hundred
thirty-six thousand
thousand nine
degrees, thirty-six
eight degrees,
and eight
hundred and
feet; fourth,
ninety-eight degrees,
hundred
and sixty
sixty feet;
feet; fifth,
two hundred and ninety-eight
degrees,
fifth, twhunundred
hundred and
of
fifteen
thousand eight
and
feet, to
to the
the point
point of
eighty feet,
nd mighty
hundreand
eight hundred
fifteen thousand

beginning.
beginning.

the
connect the
Third.
A strip
land of
for aaroad
to connect
road to
width for
sufficient width
of sufficient
of land
strip of
Third. A
the
two tracts
land on
the island
Hawaii above
described, the
above described,
of Hawaii
island of
on the
of land
tracts of
two
width and
and location
which strip
strip shall
shall be
be determined
Secretary
the Secretary
by the
determined by
of which
location of
width
of
the Interior.
of the
Maui.
lands of On Mani.
.Fourth.
of land
comprising portions
of the
the lands
portions of
land comprising
tract of
that tract
All that
Fourth. All
Kipahulu,
Honuaula
and
Kula,
in
the
district
of
Ma
kawao,
and
Kipahulu,
and
Honuaula and Kula, in the district of Makawao,
Kaupo, and
and Kahikinui,
in the
the district
on the
the island
island of
Hana, on
of Hans,
district of
Kahikinui, in
Kaupo,
Maui,
containing approximately
twenty-one thousand
hundred
thousand one hundred
approximately twenty-one
Maul, containing
and fifty
bounded as
as follows:
Beginning at
at a
a point
called
point called
follows: Beginning
acres, bounded
fifty acres,
and
Kolekole, on
on the
the summit
summit near
the most
most western
western point
of the
rim of
of
the rim
point of
near the
Kolekole,
azimuths and
the crater
Haleakala, and
approximate azimuths
by approximate
running by
and running
of Haleakala,
crater of
the
distances: First,
First, hundred
hundred and
and ninety-three
ninety-three degrees
forty-five minutes
minutes
degrees forty-five
distances:
slope
west slope
nineteen thousand
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
slong_the
the west
feet along
three hundred
thousand three
nineteen
Puu-o-fli; second, two
of the
crater of
called Puu-o-B.i,•
point called
a point
to a
Haleakala to
of Haleakala
the crater
of
feet up the
hundred
and sixty-eight
thousand feet
twenty-three thousand
degrees twenty-three
sixty-eight degrees
hundred and
southwestern slope
slope and
Koolau Gap
Gap to
to the
the point
where the southpoint where
across Koolau
and across
western
east rim of
west boundary
of Koolau
Koolau Forest
Reserve crosses
crosses the
the east
Forest Reserve
boundary of
west
Koolau
Gap; third,
three hundred
hundred and
and six
six degrees
degrees thirty
minutes
thirty minutes
third, three
Koolau Gap;
and fifty feet along the southwest
seventeen thousand
one hundred
hundred and
southwest
thousand one
seventeen
Palalia, on the
boundary
Reserve to
to a
apoint
point called
called Palalia,
Forest Reserve
Koolau Forest
of Koolau
boundary of
east rim
crater of
of Haleakala;
the
of the
rim of
east rim
the east
along the
fourth, along
Haleakala; fourth,
the crater
of the
rim of
east
crater
Haleakala, the
the direct
distance being
being three
and distance
azimuth and
direct azimuth
of Haleakala,
crater of
thousand
hundred
fifty-four degrees
degrees fifteen
fifteen minutes eighteen
eighteen thousand
and fifty-four
hundred and
shown
three hundred
to a
point on
on the
rim of
of Kaupo
Kaupo Gap,
Gap, shown
east rim
the east
a point
feet to
hundred feet
three
on
survey maps
maps at
at an
four thouthouof four
elevation of
an elevation
Government survey
Hawaiian Government
on Hawaiian
eighty-eight degrees forty-five
sand
two hundred
fifth, eighty-eight
feet; fifth,
eight feet;
and eight
hundred and
sand two
minutes
three hundred
hundred feet across Kaupo Gap to aa
thousand three
three thousand
minutes three
lands of
oint called
called Kaumikaohu,
boundary line
line between
the lands
of
between the
the boundary
on the
Kaumikaohu, on
point
and two degrees and
pahulu and
Kahikinui; sixth,
hundred and
one hundred
sixth, one
and Kahikinui;
Kipahulu
and fifty feet along the
thirty minutes
minutes forty
thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
forty thousand
thirty
beginning.
of beginning.
south
slope of
to the
the point
point of
Haleakala to
of Haleakala
crater of
the crater
of the
south slope
Emisting land clims
claims
Existing
any valid not
S
EC. 2.
That nothing
herein contained
shall affect
affect any
contained shall
nothing herein
affected.
2. That
SEC.
not affected.
United
the
of
laws
existing
claim,
location,
or
entry
under
the
land
laws
the
United
existing claim, location, or entry under the land
right of way, or any other
States, whether
for homestead,
homestead, mineral,
mineral, right
other
whether for
States,
purpose whatsoever,
whatsoever, or
or shall
shall affect
affect the rights of any such claimant, Rights
purpose
Rights of
of way.
way.
enjoyment of his land. When- Vol.
use and enjoyment
locator,
entryman to
to the
the full
full use
730.
or entryman
Vol. 31, p. 790.
locator, or
park the Act of
the park
ever consistent
the primary
purposes of
of the
primary purposes
with the
consistent with
ever
February
fifteenth, nineteen
hundred- and
and one,
one, applicable
applicable to the
nineteen hundred
February fifteenth,
national
the national
location of
of way
way in
in certain
national parks
and the
parks and
certain national
rights of
of rights
location
1--28
39-PT 1-28
91890°-voL 39—yr
91890°---voL
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forests
for irrigation
irrigation sand
and other
purposes, shall
be and
and remain
remain appliapplishall.be
other purposes,
forests for
cable to
the.lands.included
within the
park. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
inclded within
the park.
cable
to thelands
Interior
his.discretionsndnpon
conditions as
as he
he may
may
dis ret and upon such,
such conditions
Interior may,
may, in
in his
deem wise,
orrights
of way
way for
for steam,
electric, or
or
rights of
steam, electric,
grant easements
easemeant-or.
deem
wise, grant
similar
tranA3ortation upon
upon or
or across
across the
the park.
park.
imilar transportation
Private
ownership
3. That
That no
located within
the park
park boundaries
now
boundaries now
lands late
within the
SEC. 3.
no lands
Private
ownirship - Sze.
not affecte&
held in
shall be
be affected
affected by
by or
subject
ipshall
or subject
held
in private
private or
or minicipalownership
municipaower
notffected
to the
provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act. to
the provisions
AdMinistration ent.
etcSzo.
4. That
perk shall
be under
executive control
control of
of
under the
the executive
That the
the said
said park
shall be
Admnietatitu
Sa. -4.
the
the Interior
Interior-whose
itlutY it
it shallbe,
shall be, as
as soon
soon as
as practipractiwhose duty
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
cable,
to make
make and
and publish
publish such
and regulations
regulations as
as he
may deem
deem
he may
rule and
such rules
cable, to
neeesaary
or proper
for the
management of
of the
the !ape.
Such
same. Such
and management
proper for
the care
care and
nesryor
regulations shall
thepMeritlitiOn
from injury
injury of
of all
all
from
provide for
for the
prn
regulations
hall provide
timber,
deposits, a
natural curiosities
curiosities or
or wonders
wonders
ard natural
birds, mineral
mineral deposits,
timber, birds,
within
park, and
retention in
their natural
natural condition
as
in their
condition as
and their
their retention
within said
said park,
14"ses.t
1
ac°
. 12131°
-nearly
as possible.
Secretary may
in his
his discretion
discretion grant leases
The Secretary
may in
nearly as
possible. The
.datigvisto°a
for
exceeding twenty
twenty years,
such annual
annual rental
as he may
may
rental as
atsach
years, at
not exceeding
for terms
terms not
determine, of
of parcels
of land
land in
in said
said park
not more
more than
twenty
than twenty
park of
of not
determine,
parcels of
corporation, or company
person, corporation,
company for the
acres in all to any one person,
erection and
and maintenance
maintenance of
buildings for
the accommodation
of
accommodation of
for the
of buildings
erection
visitors; but
but no
no such
lease shall include any of the objects
objects of curiosity
curiosity
such leaseshall
visitors;
park or exclude the
from free
free and consaid park
the public from
or interest in said
approach thereto or convey,
convey, either
expressly or by implicaimplicaeither expressly
venient approach
tion,
any exclusive
privilege within
premises
the premises
park except upon the
within the park
exclusive privilege
tion, any
held
granted therein;
therein; and every such lease
for the time granted
held thereunder
thereunder and for
shall require the lessee to observe and obey each and every provision
provision
regulation of the
every rule, order, or regulation
in any Act
Act of Congress and every
Secretary of the Interior
concerning the use,
management, or
Secretary
Interior concerning
use, care, management,
government of
under pengovernment
of the
the park, or
or any object
object or property therein, under
lease. The Secretary
Secretary may in his discretion
alty of forfeiture
forfeiture of such lease.
discretion
persons or
corporations now holding
grant to persons
or corporations
holding leases
leases of land in the
the
surrender thereof,new
thereof, new leases
leases hereunder, upon
terms
park, upon
upon the
the surrender
upon the terms
and stipulations contained
contained in their present
with such modifies..
present leases, with
modificae eeeds for park
reservations as
he may
may prescribe.
prescribe. All
All of
of the
the
.roceds
par tions,
tions, restrictions,
restrictions, and
and reservations
as he
proceeds
proceeds of said leases and other
other revenues
derived from
revenues that may be derived
any source connected with the
the park shall be expended
expended under
under the direction of the Secretary, in the management
management and protection
protection of
of the
same and the construction
construction of roads and paths therein. The SecreSecretary may also, in his discretion, permit
permit the erection and maintenance
maintenance
Prothro,.
Limit
on expenses.
of
buildings in
in said
said park
park for
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
expnse.
of buildings
for scientific
scientific purposes:
Limiton
appropriation
the maintenance,
and im
provement of
of
appropriation for
for the
maintenance, supervision,
supervision, and
improvement
Conveyances of
of easesaid. park
park in
excess of
of $10,000
$10,000 annually
annually shall
be made
mad e unless
the same
unless the
same
shall be
in excess
e- said
Conveyances
ments
from private
expressly
ments from
private shall have first been e
xpressly authorized
authorized by law: And
And provided
provided
OWILEICS.
further,
appropriation shall be
be made
the improvement
improvement or
further, That no appropriation
made for
for the
or
maintenance
maintenance of said park until proper
proper conveyances
conveyances shall be made
to the United States of such perpetual
perpetual easements
easements and rights of way
over private
private lands within the exterior boundaries
boundaries of said park as the
Secretary of the Interior
to make
make said
said park
park
Secretary
Interior shall
shall find necessary
necessary to
reasonably
in all
and said
said Secretary
shall when
when
reasonably accessible
accessible in
all its
its parts,
parts, and
Secretary shall
such easements and rights of way
way have
have been conveyed
United
conveyed to the United
States report
to Congress.
States
report the
the same
same to
Congress.
,

Approved, August 1, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
August 3, 1916.
Aiust
s3,s1l.1
CHAP.
267.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Appropriating
CHAP. 267.—Joint
Appropriating $540,000
for the
the relief
relief of
of flood
flood
$540,000 for
[S.
J. Res.
160.1
sufferers in
in the
the States
of North
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Alabama,
Alabama, Florida,
Florida,
North Carolina,
States of
1sufferers
Res. No.
No. 2.
[Pub.
[Pub.
Res.,
28.]
rubn. Res.,
No.
2s.1
Tennessee,
and
Mississippi,
and
for
other
purposes.
Tennessee,
Mim' s!ippi, and for other

Souther

Floods in
Floods
in Southern
States.
States.
Appropriation for relief of sufferers by.
Post, p.
p. 534.

epfrotPfrelrt y"
Pot,

3.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
Resolved by
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
States of America in
in Conress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That the
the sum
sum of
of $540,000
$540,000
is hereby
out of
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherotherappropriated, out
of any
any money
money in
in the
is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, for the relief
persons suffering and in
wise appropriated,
relief of persons
in destitudestitu-
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tion
tioia by reason of recent floods in the States
States of North Carolina,
Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Alabama, Florida, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and Mississippi;
Mississippi;
regulations as
and the Secretary of War under such regulations
as he may preprescribe is authorized to expend so much of the aforesaid
aforesaid sum as he may
supplymg such seeds as may be suitable to produce
deem necessary in supplying
quick growing
growing crops to provide
provide food for the population
population and animals
of the flood areas; and to supply
supply the destitute with some form of
employment at a
under
employment
a moderate
moderate rate
rate of
of pay,
pay, said
said employment
employment to be under
supervision of
cooperation with local
officials;
the supervision
of Army
Army officers
officers and in cooperation
local officials;
and the Secretary of War is also authorized to furnish such
such supplies
supplies phiIssue
of
a the Quartermaster and Medical Departments
Departments as he may deem
deem pl es.
proper,
to
those
who
are
destitute
and
unable
to
a
and
unable
to
work,
but
for
a
proper, to those who are destitute
period not exceeding
passage of this resolution.
resolution.
exceeding ninety days from the passage
Approved, August 3, 1916.
Approved,

of
of

Army soyArmy
sup.

°S.
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uguis
t
t

CHAP. 268.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Secretary
of the
Interior to
to subdivide
subdivide aa
CHAP.
268.-An Act
Secretary of
the Interior
part of
the town
town site
of Plummer,
Plummer, Idaho,
for other
purposes.
site of
Idaho, and
and for
other purposes.
part
of the

191.1.

August 4,6.
Pub,. 172.
-[Pnbic,
[Public, No.
No. 172.]
172.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representativesof the United
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
the Plummer
s' er daho
'Pl
o
unlin
wn:fi!
subdivided.
authorized and
and directed
directed to cause to be vided.
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
subdivided that part of the town
town site of Plummer, Coeur d'Alene
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 337.
337.
of Vol.
site was created
Reservation,
Idaho (which town site
Reservation, Idaho
created under the Act of

June twenty-one, nineteen hundred and six; Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Statutes
Large pages three hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
three hundred
twenty-five and three
at Large,
and thirty-seven),
as the
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section •
the southeast
described as
and
thirty-seven), described
eighteen, township
or
four west, into
into streets or
township forty-six north,
north, range four
eighteen,
tracts.
roads and
and into
of not
exceeding five
five acres
acres each,
and to
to cause
cause Sale
each, and
al ofof tracts.
into tracts
tracts of
not exceeding
roads
appraised, except
except such as are hereinafter
hereinafter reserved
reserved for
for
the tracts to be appraised,
the
and sold
sold at
not less
than their
appraised value.
the town
town of
of Plummer,
Plummer, and
at not
less than
their appraised
value. Lands granted to
S
EC. 2.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
is also
also authorized
authorized and
SEC.
2. That
That the
the Interior
and towndfopug
sea.
town for public uses.
directed to
cause aa patent to be issued to the town of Plummer for
for
to cause
directed
purpose of a
areservoir site for
for
so subdivided
subdivided for the purpose
five acres
acres of land
land so
the Plummer water-works
water-works system, described
described as the east half of the
northeast quarter
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of the
of
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
quarter of
of the
northeast
section eighteen
eighteen, township forty-six
forty-six north, range four west, as well as
ten acres of the land
subdivided for the purpose
purpose of aa public park,
land so subdivided
described as the
northwest quarter
quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
described
the northwest
eighteen, same township and range as
southeast quarter of section eighteen,
southeast
above.
Payments.
SEC. 3.
3. That
That the
purchase price
of the
tracts authorized
to be
sold Payments.
the tracts
authorized to
be sold
SEC.
the purchase
price of
shall
installments and upon such
such Use for public buildshall be
be paid
paid at
at such times
times and
and in
in such installments
u
terms
as the
said Secretary
direct, and
shall cause
cause twenty
twenty inse
and he
he shal
may direct,
the said
Secretary may
terms as
ings. frp blic
per
proceeds arising
arising from
sale to be set apart
apart
from said
said sale
per centum of
of the
the net proceeds
and expended
expended under
his direction
in the
the construction
construction of
of schoolhouses
schoolhouses
under his
direction in
and
buildings or improvements
improvements within
within said town site.
or other public buildings
Approved, August 4, 1916.
Approved,
August 7,1916.
7, 1916.
AugUst

[S..5645.1
s. 5645.1
[Public, No. 173.1

Noyes. in
in the State of Minnesota,
CHAP. 270.-An
270.—An Act
For the
the establishment
Minnesota,
of Noyes.
establishment of
Act For
CHAP.
as
of entry
for immediate
transportation without
as aa port
port of
entry and
and delivery
delivery for
immediate transportation
without appraisement
appraisement
of dutiable
dutiable merchandise.
merchandise.
of

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by
the Senate
Be it
States
of the
the Goted bnmedte
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the privileges
privileges of
first
seventh sections
tenth, eighteen
Portatin
privi
trsportation
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June tenth,
eighteen frans
first and
and seventh
sections of the
hundred
governing the
immediate transportation
transportation of
of le.21,
ro. 21, pp.
173,174.
pp. 173,174.
the immediate
and eighty,
eighty, governing
hundred and
appraisement be, and are hereby
dutiable merchandise
merchandise without appraisement
hereby,
Minnesota.
extended to the port of Noyes,
Noyes, in the State
State of Minnesota.
extended
Approved, August 7, 1916.
1016.
Approved,
.l

e
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CRAP. 271.—An
Act Autho4aing
the counties
Nassau, Floida,
Florida, and
awl Charlton,
Charlton,
of Nama,
the
clnties of
uthorisa
871.-An Act
CAP.
Georgia,
to construct
construct a
the
Marys River
between Florida
Florida and
and
iver between
Saint Marys
a5
the Saint
a bridge
brdge across
Ge4rgia, to
Georgia.
Geogi.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate awl
House of
Representatives ofthe
of the United
United
of Repreentaives
adHouse
b the
Be it

America in
n Congress assembled,
tates of America
Rive.
.
1k . States
assembled, That the consent of Congress

R
h

ani
—
Chiston
— cuty,
dobntri ié
hereby granted
the dounties
Nassau, Florida,
and Chariton,
Charlton,
Florida, and
of Nassau,
counties of
to the
granted to
is hereby
anda
atigna,,,r
idge.a Georgia, to
operate a
bridge across
waters
across the
the waters
a bridge
maintain, and
and operate
to build,
build, maintain,
'y
map.,
of the
Saint Marys
at E.
point suitable
suitable to
the interests
neviof naviinterests of
to the
s point
River at
Marys River
of
the Saint
lion, at
at or
or near
near Kolar
Kolars Ferry,
about two
Atlantic
the Atlantic
miles below
below the
two miles
Ferry, about
gtion,
Coast
between the
the States
of Florida
and
Florida and
States of
bridge, between
Railway bridge,
Coast Line
Line Railway
Georgia,
accordance with
provisions of
an Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
of an
the provisions
with the
Construction.
in accordance
Georgia, in
costruction.
Vol. 34, p.84.
Act
to regulate
regulate the
waters,"
over navigable
navigable waters,"
of bridges
bridges over
the construction
construction of
Act to
VOL34, p.4.
hundred and six.
nineteen hundred
approved
twenty-third, nineteen
approvedMarchhtwenty-third,
Amendment.
Amindaint.
-SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
August 7,
7, 1916.
Approved, August
s.1.
"r6lism

e.

CHAP. 272.—An
Act To
the changing
the name
of the
the steamship
steamship
of the
name of
authorize the
chaning of
To authorize
CHAP.
272.-An Act

Arwline.
X
Arlie.
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of.the
te United
Senate and House of Representaties
by the
it enacted
Be
'!Aroline,"
Steam"Arol"
SStates of
States
of America in
assembled That
the Commissioner
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Commissioner of
ar
ofI name an- Navigation
directed, upon the
the application
and dillected,
authorized and
Navigation is
is hereby
hereby authorized
application
d
Company, of Pacific Alaska
of the owner, the Pacific
Alaska Navigation
Navigation Company,
PPortland,
ortland,
Aroline, official number
Maine,
steamhip Aroline,
change the name of the steamship
Maine, to change
two hundred
twenty-six.
hundred and
and twenty-six.
hundred and
and eleven thousand four hundred
two
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 7, 1916.
[Public,
175.)
(Public, No. 17.

'

August 7,1916.

1]
[EL7R. 3032.1
A3s.
[Pbc.
No 1761
[Public, No. 176.1

[Publi, No. I7o.i

Saint
sant Louis
Louis River.
Saint Louis Coun,
Minn., may bridgety
at

Saint Louis to construct aabridge
county of Saint
CHAP.
273.—An Act
Authorizing the
the county
Act Authorizing
273.-An
CHAP.
r
across
the Saint
Louis River
between Minnesota
Minnesota and
and Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Saint Louis
River between
across the

enacted by
Representatives of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enaced
assembled, That
That the
consent of
of Congress
Congress
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent

Minnein the State of MmneLouis, in
ishe
reby granted
to the
the county
county of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
granted to
hereby
t^ny brid t is
sots,
corporation organized
existing under
under and
and purpurorganized and
and existing
municipal corporation
sota, a
a municipal
suant
to the
the laws
laws of
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
to build,
build, maintain,
maintain, and
and
suant to
of the
the State
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to
operate
bridge across
across the
the Saint
Louis River,
River, at
at a
Saint Louis
operate aabridge
the interests
interests of
and the
the
of navigation,
navigation, between
between the
the State
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota and
the
State of
of Wisconsin,
at or
or near
near the
Cherthe intersection
intersection of
of Chercommencing at
State
Wisconsin, commencing
okee Street
Street and
One hundred
thirty-fifth Avenue
Avenue west,
in the
the
and One
hundred and
and thirty-fifth
west, in
okee
city of
of Duluth, Minnesota,
city
the suburban
suburban village
village known
known as
as Fond
Minnesota, at
at the
Fond
du
crossing the
Saint Louis
Louis River
River in
line at
at right
right angles
angles
du 'Jac,
Lac, thence
thence crossing
the Saint
in a
aine
to
the channel
channel of
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin shore
shore about
to the
of said
said river
river to
to aapoint
point on
on the
about
one
westerly from
from the
the mouth
mouth of
Dubray Creek,
Creek, in
in accordaccordone hundred
hundred feet
feet westerly
of Dubray
Construction.
Costrpion.
ance with the
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An
ance
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
construction of bridges over navigable waters,"
construction
waters," approved
approved March
March
nineteen hundred
twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
hereby
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
reserved.
reserved.
Approved, August
August 7,
1916.
Approved,
7, 1916.

Duluth.

August 7,1916.
7, 1916.
Augst
[H.
4767.1
fr. R. 4767.
177.
(Public No.
No. 177.1
[Public,

Cottonseed.
d
ottonseed.
Statistics of, and
productstoi
to be pub.
lished
monthly.
Bshedmonthly.

psdtti

CHAP.
Act Authorizing
of the
the Census
Census to
pubCHAP. 274.—An
274.-An Act
Authorizing the
the Director
Director of
to collect
collect and
and pubi
of cotton
cotton seed
seed and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
products, and
and cottonseed
cottonseed products,
statistics of
llish
sh statistics

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United

States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Director of the

to collect
collect and
authorized and
and directed
Census be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
and
b pub- Census
be, and
and he
he is
publish
statistics concerning
of cotton
cotton seed
seed
publish monthly
monthly statistics
concerning the quantity
quantity of

CH. 274.
SESS.
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received
at oil
quantity of
of seed
seed crushed
crushed in
in such
mills, the
the Subjects
Subjects specified.
specified.
such mills,
the quantity
mills, the
oil mills,
received at
quantity
of crude
crude cottonseed
refined oil produced,
produced, the
co tonseed products and refined
quantity of
quantities
of these
shipped out of the mills and the quanthese products shipped
quantities of
quantities of
tities
these products and of cotton
cotton seed on hand, the quantities
of these
tities of
manufacturers
crude and
refiners, by manufacturers
cottonseed oil held by refiners,
and refined
refined cottonseed
crude
of compound
compound lard, butterine,
brooleomargarine, and soap, and by brobutterine, oleomargarine,
of
kers
warehousemen, engaged
engaged in handling crude and
kers, exporters, and warehousemen,
refined cottonseed
oil, and
and the
the quantity
quantity of
of cotton
cotton seed
and cottoncotton- Proio.
Proviso.
seed and
cottonseed oil,
refined
Expenses limited.
cost of Expenses
seed products
imported and
That the
the cost
Provided, That
exported: Provided,
and exported:
products imported
seed
publication of the statistics
the
statistics herein
herein provided for
collection and publication
the collection
shall not
$10,000 per
annum.
per annum.nfoton
not exceed
exceed $10,000
shall
SEC. 2.
2. That
any individual
individual estabestab- dentaiS.
delnittrn. iation
confiby any
furnished by
the information
information furnished
SEC.
That the
lishment under
the provisions
provisions of
shall be considered
considered as
Act shall
this Act
of this
under the
lishment
strictly confidential
and shall
shall be
be used
used only
the statistical
statistical purpurf
only for
for the
confidential and
strictly
divulging
the Bureau
pose for
it is
Bureau of the
the authorized
authorii
s
zed eliv
iciu
r
I
ging
of the
employee of
Any employee
is supplied.
supplied. Any
for which
which it
pose
OL
Census who,
who, without
without the
authority of the Director of the
the °L
written authority
the written
Census
Census, shall
communicate any
information given into
any information
or communicate
publish or
shall publish
Census,
his possession
possession by
employment under the provisions
provisions of
of his employment
by reason of
his
this
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
convicand shall, upon convicmisdemeanor and
be guilty
shall be
Act shall
this .Act
imprisoned not more
tion
thereof, be
not more than $1,000, or imprisoned
be fined not
tion thereof,
re
than one
one year,
or both.f
both.
year, or
than
S
EC. 3.
3. That
shall be
be the
the duty
duty of
every owner,
president, treasi
=trndli
oi mills;
treas- qu
quirnf
of tt
owner, president,
of every
it shall
SEC.
That it
urer,
or other
officer or
or agent
agent of
any cottonseedetc.
manusatories,etc.
cottonseed- manulactories,
of any
other officer
director, or
secretary, director,
urer, secretary,
oil
warehouse, where
or warehouse,
refinery, or
establishment, refinery,
manufacturing establishment,
mill, manufacturing
oil mill,
cottonseed
products are
are produced,
produced, manufactured,
or stored,
stored, when
manufactured, or
cottonseed products
requested by
Director of
of the
special agent or
or
the Census
Census or by any special
the Director
by the
requested
other
employee of
the Census
mnstrucunder the mstrucacting under
Census acting
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
other employee
tions of
of said
completely and correctly, to the
director, to furnish completely
said director,
tions
best of
all of
information concerning
concerning the quantity
of the
the information
knowledge, all
of his
his knowledge,
best
of
of cotton
cotton seed
quantity of
hand, and the quantity
consumed, or on hand,
received, consumed,
seed received,
of
crude and
and refined
oil, cake
cake and
hulls and
and linters
produced,
linters produced,
meal, hulls
and meal,
refined oil,
crude
and
quantity of
of these
shipped and on hand. The
products shipped
these products
the quantity
and the
request
of the
of the
the Census
Census for
for information
concerning the
information concerning
Director of
the Director
request of
quantity of
of cotton
cotton seed
consumed, and on hand, the quanreceived, consumed,
seed received,
quantity
tity of
crude oil
oil shipped,
the quantity
of crude
oil consumed
consumed
crude oil
quantity of
and the
shipped, and
of crude
tity
and stocks
stocks on
visiting reprewriting or by aa visitingrepremade in writing
may be made
on hand
hand may
and
sentative,
forwarded by registered
registered
writing shall be forwarded
if made in writing
and if
sentative, and
mail, and
and the
of the
Post Office
Office Department
shall Punshmnt for reDepartment shall
the Post
receipt of
the registry
registry receipt
mail,
fusing
to furnish,
be accepted
prima facie
such demand.
demand. Any
Any owner,
owner, fusing
Punishment
foretc.
retolurnish,etc.
of such
facie evidence
evidence of
as prima
be
accepted as
president,
director, or
or other
other officer
officer or
agent
or agent
secretary, director,
treasurer, secretary,
president, treasurer,
or
of any
any cottonseed
cottonseed oil
oil or manufacturing
manufacturing establishment,
establishment, refinery, or
of
warehouse, where
products are manucottonseed products
and cottonseed
seed and
where cotton seed
warehouse,
factured or
stored, who,
who, under
under the
h.ereinbefore stated,
conditions hereinbefore
the conditions
or stored,
factured
herein
information herein
shall refuse
neglect to furnish any of the information
refuse or willfully neglect
shall
provided for
for or
or shall
shall willfully give answers
answers that are false shall be
provided
guilty
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
of a
guilty of
not
more than
mediGuncotton
not more
than $1,000.
$1,000.
,ed cotton,etc.
hereby, ated
is hereby,
and he is
SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
of the
Census be,
be, and
the Census
the Director
Director of
SEC.
oQuttonly
statistics of raw
raw and
to collect
and publish
authorized and
authorized,
and directed
directed to
collect and
publish statistics
and o
c
a
ftttoei
nlY sedastics
d for
istit
e:
prepared cotton
hull fiber
fiber consumed
pubbshed.
in be
be published.
consumed in
and hull
waste, and
cotton waste,
linters, cotton
and linters,
cotton and
prepared
the manufacture
of guncotton
explosives of all kinds, and of
and explosives
guncotton and
manufacture of
the
absorbent and
medicated cotton, during
during the calendar
calendar year
year nineteen
nineteen
and medicated
absorbent
hundred
quarterly thereafter,
thereafter, and the quantity
quantity
fifteen, and quarterly
and fifteen,
hundred and
quarter. The statiseach quarter.
held in
in such
establishments at the end of each
such establishments
held
tics
provided for
for are
in addition
to those
in
collected in
those now
now collected
addition to
are in
tics herein
herein provided
compliance with
Congress approved
approved July
July twenty-second,
twenty-second, oVol. 37,.
37, p. l98198.
of Congress
Act of
the Act
with the
compliance
nineteen
hundred and
and twelve,
provisions of that Act being made
the provisions
twelve, the
nineteen hundred
publication of the
applicable to
governing the
collection and
and publication
the collection
and governing
to and
applicable
data.
7, 1916.
Approved, August 7,
Approved,
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a franchise
"An Act
entitled "An
27.-An Act To amend
C.
CAP.
CRAP.
275.—An
amend an Act entitled
Act granting a
franchise for
for
a street railway system
the
maintenance, and operation
operation of a
system in the district
district
the construction,
construction, maintenance,
of
Hilo, county
county of
Territory of
approved August
August first,
first, ninenineHawaii," approved
of Hawaii,"
Hawaii, Territory
of Hawaii,
South Hilo,
of South
teen
hundred and
branAct
approved July
July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen
anAct approved
amended by
as amended
and twelve,
twelve, as
teen hundred
hundred
fourteen.
hundred and fourteen.

,
Be
enacted by
and House
Hous_e of
o Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
the Senate
Senateand
by the
it enaed
&Beit
Congress assembled,
assembled That
section one
one of
of an
Act
an Act
That section
in Congress
Amnerca in
of America
States of
rawy xa States
entitled
"An Act
Act granting
franchise for
for the
the construction,
construction, maintemaintegranting aafrancise
entitled "An
nance,
and operationof
operationof a
astreet
railway:ystem
in the
the district
district of
of South
South
systemin
street railway
nance, and

lr itwala rn-

Vol. 37,
p. 243,
24
Vo
37, p.
amended.

Hilo, county
county of
of Hawaii,
14 waii," as amended
amended by an Act
Act
of Hawai"
Hawaii, Territory of
Hilo,

approved
July twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
is hereby
hereby
fourteen, is
and fourteen,
hundred and
approved July
amended
striking out
(b), (c)
(c), and
and (f)
(f) thereof,
thereof, and
and
subsections (b),
out subsections
by striking
amended by
inserting
subsections (b)
(b) and
which shall
follows:
as follows:
read as
shall read
(c), which
and (c),
new subsections
inserting new
utilities commission
public utilities
shal mean the public
'Com
mision' shall
" ()
riming
"
(6) rCommission.'
commission of
of the
the
wrds.
YMati of words.
yy
<.c-oinic"
Territory of
of Hawaii.
Territory
Hawaii.
"County ef Halwaii"
Hama"
"
(c) 'County
'County of
the present
county of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
present county
shall mean
mean the
Hawaii' shall
of Hawaii'
" (c)
"Contyr
or such
such political
political division
as the
the legislature
shall from
from time
to time
time
time to
legislature shall
division as
or
designate,
the district
district hereafter
hereafter defined."
defined."
including the
designate, including
the words
Powers
es ted in
EC. 2.
words "board"
"board" or "governor"
"governor" or
That wherever
wherever - the
n S
SEC.
2. That
vested
Pows v
commission.
"
board with
of the
governor" are
are contained
contained in
in said
said Act,
Act,
the governor"
approval of
the approval
with the
"board
" m ~m "
to
there
substituted "commission,"
it being
intention to
the intention
being the
"commission, it
be substituted
shall be
there shall
the
grant
original Act
Act to
to said
and the
board and
said board
in said
said original
granted in
powers granted
the powers
grant the
the
governor
said commisson,
commission excepting,
excepting, however
however, that
that where
where the
to said
governor, to
section four
word
board" is
is used
subsections (a),
(a), (f),
(f), and
and (h)
(h) of section
four
in subsections
used in
"board"
word "
of
the said
word "board"
"board" shall
shall refer
to and
and mean
mean
refer to
said word
Act,:the
said original
original Act,
of said
the board
board of
supervisors of
county of
of Hawaii.
Hawaii.
of the
the county
the
of supervisors
So. 3.
3. That
section four
of said
said Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so that
that
four of
That section
SEaC
subsection
shall read
read as
as follows:
follows:
thereof shall
(e) thereof
subsection (e)
roconstruestroc
Time of
"(e)
"
(e) The construction
construction of the railway
railway shall be commenced and
and at
at
tion, extended.
contracted to
Vol. 38,
least the
of $20,000 shall
shall have
have been
been expended
expended or contracted
to
the sum
sum of
38, p. 555, least
vol.
amended.
be expended
on or
or before
first, nineteen
hundred and
eighteen,
and eighteen,
nineteen hundred
August first,
before August
expended on
be
and
at least
shall be
be completed,
and ready
ready for the
equipped and
completed, equipped
two miles
miles shall
least two
and at
transportation
two years
years after
after such
commencesuch commencewithin two
passengers within
of passengers
transportation of
ment.
ment.
be completed,
completed,
Additional construe"At least
least two
the railway
shall be
railway shall
miles of
of the
additional miles
two additional
"At
ownstruAddition
tics.
equipped and
within six
six years
years from
from the
the passage
passage
for operation
operation within
and ready
ready for
equipped
of the
amendatory Act
Act by
by the
the Congress
Congress of
the United
United States,
States, and
and in
m
of the
the amendatory
of
case
of failure
comply with
with such
such requirements
requirements the
the privileges
privilegesgranted
granted
to comply
failure to
case of
by section
this .Act
shall cease
as to
any streets,
roads, thorthorstreets, roads,
to any
cease as
Act shall
of this
two of
by
section two
oughfares,
places not
not then
occupied:
then occupied:
or places
oughfares, or
Proviso.
" Provided, That
any period
during which
which work
work shall
be
shall be
period during
That if
if there
there is
is any
Proia.
"Proided,
Unavoidable delays. suspended
reason of
of bona
actions, suits,
suits, or
or injunctions,
injunctions,
bona fide
fide actions,
by reason
suspended by
Uodabl
instituted
of the
the association,
association, but
causing delay
in
delay in
but causing
no fault
fault of
through no
instituted through
the construction
commencement of
of said
said railway,
railway,
operations of
of operations
or commencement
construction or
the
as part of the periods of limitation
the time
be counted
counted as
limitation
shall not
not be
so lost
lost shall
the
time so
above specified.
specified.
above
Extensicass,
"
Additions and
extensions of
of the
railway shall
shall be
be constructed
constructed by
by
the railway
and extensions
"Additions
tensins,.etc.
the association,
so constructed,
constructed, or
constructed by
by others,
others,
or constructed
when so
and when
the
association, and
shall
thereafter be
operated by
by it
whenever, after
after
it whenever,
and operated
be maintained
maintained and
shall thereafter
it shall be directed so to do
be heard,
heard, it
notice and
an opportunity
opportunity to be
notice
and an
Proviso.
by the
utilities commission
of said
said Territory:
Territory: Provided,
That
Prio.
by
the public
public utilities
commission of
Provided, That
ma
of mainExpenses of
the commission
shall not
not so
in its
its opinion,
the earnings
earnings
opinion, the
unless, in
direct unless,
so direct
commission shall
"' the
tenance.
tetman
of
the association
operating such
additions and
and extensions,
extensions,
such additions
when operating
association when
of the
together
existing railway
system, will
will be
sufficient
be sufficient
railway system,
its previously
previously existing
with its
together with
for
reasonable expenses
and operation,
interest,
operation, interest,
maintenance and
expenses of
of maintenance
its reasonable
for its
and sinking
dividends of
eight per
and
sinking fund
fund on
on its
its indebtedness,
indebtedness, and
and dividends
of eight
per
and the commission
issued stock;
eentura per
per annum
on its
its issued
stock; and
commission may hlkelikeannum on
centum
wise permit
to cease
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation
cease the
association to
wise
permit the
the association
whenever in its opinion condisystem whenever
portion of the
the railway
of
any portion
of any
railway system
conditions so
so warrant
warrant or
or require."
require.'
tions
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S
EC. 4.
4. That
striking out the
amended by striking
hereby amended
eight is hereby
That section
section eight
SEC.
second paragraph
paragraph in said section relating
relating to a
public utility
board.
a public
utilityboard.
second

Public utility board.
board.

amended by Condemnation
Act is hereby
of said Act
SEC. 5.
5. That
section twelve
twelve of
hereby amended
Condemnation
That section
SEC.

striking ,out
out the
words "
chapter sixty-four
Laws of
of autty
authority .
of the
the Revised
Revised Laws
sixty-four of
"chapter
the words
striking
Hawaii' in lines
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
eleven thereof, and inserting
lines ten
ten and
and eleven
Hawaii,"
chapter fifty-two
fifty-two of the Revised
nineteen
Revised Laws of Hawaii, nineteen
the words ""chapter
fifteen."
hundred and fifteen."
S
EC. 6. That section fifteen of said Act is hereby amended
amended so that
SEC.
the same shall read as follows:
follows:

Indefinitegrant.
"SEc. 15.
15. That
the rights,
privileges, and
and franchises
grant.
franchises hereby Indefinite
rights, privileges,
That the
"SEC.
granted
during the pleasure
pleasure of the
granted to the association
association shall continue during
Legislature
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii with the approval of the
Legislature of the Territory
Congress
of the
United States,
States, subject
subject only to the
the limitations
limitations in this
the United
Congress of
Act contained."
contained."
SEC. 7.
section sixteen
sixteen of said Act is hereby
hereby amended so that
SEC.
7. That section
the
follows:
the same
same shall read as follows:
"SEC. 16.
That all
all property
of every
kind and
forming or
Tax exemption for
for
or teaxexemption
and nature
nature forming
every kind
property of
16. That
"SEC.
used as
of the
railway and
and power
power system
the association,
ten
of the
association, years.
system of
the railway
used
as aa part
part of
including this
exempt from any and all taxation
taxation
franchise, shall be exempt
including
this franchise,
Hawaii until the expiration
expiration of ten
the laws
laws of the Territory of Hawaii
under the
amendatory Act."
Act."
and after the passage of this amendatory
years from
from and
S
EC. 8.
seventeen of this Act
Act is hereby
hereby amended
amended as
section seventeen
8. That section
SEC.
paragraph two and insert in lieu thereof
follows: Strike out all after paragraph
following:
the following:
Payment
"The association
shall pay
pay to
the county
county of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, within
within one County
Payment to Hawaii
to the
association shall
"The
month after
after the
of each
each year,
year, two
and one-half
one-half per
from
per centum
centum receipts. gross
two and
the expiration
expiration of
month
preceding
transportation during the preceding
receipts derived from transportation
of the
the gross receipts
calendar year.
year.
calendar
h
Stockholders
not to
to
etdes innot
"No member of the association, or of any assignee
assignee or successor
successor of hasShaote
e interest
conthe same,
same, and
and no
no stockholder
stockholder or
or officer
of any
corporation securing
securing tracts
tracts.
any corporation
officer of
the
shall become
the association
any or
of the
to the
association shall
become
granted to
herein granted
the rights
rights herein
all of
any
or all
made by the assocontract made
in any
any contract
interested, directly
directly or
indirectly, in
assoor indirectly,
interested,
ciation,
assignees or
for the
construction of
of any
any part
part
the construction
successors, for
or successors,
its assignees
ciation, its
stock."
its rolling stock."
the supply
of the
railway or
or for
for the
supply of its
the railway
of
S
EC. 9.
9. That
Act is
amended so
so
hereby amended
is hereby
said Act
of said
nineteen of
section nineteen
That section
SEC.
that the
the same
same shall
shall read
as follows:
follows:
read as
that
byTerent
"SEC.
"
SEC. 19. The Territory
Territory of Hawaii, the county of Hawaii,
Hawaii, or any
an tOrrehas
tory, etc ,after
twenty
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
or including
including the
the district
district of
of South
South years,
years,
Purchase
permitted.
by
permitted.
within or
thereof, within
political
of twenty
twenty years from the
the expiration
Hilo, may
may at
at any
any time
time after
after the
expiration of
Hilo,
passage of this Act by the Congress
Congress of the United
United States,
date of the passage
and upon six months' notice in writing to the association, given purso authorized
suant
to proper
proper authority,
when so
authorized by the
the Legislature
Legislature of
authority, when
suant to
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii, acquire
acquire by
property of the
by purchase
purchase all the property
of Hawaii,
the
association, subject
to the
the then
then. existing
charges thereon.
thereon.
existing charges
subject to
association,
of
"The
to be
be paid
to the
the association
such purchase
shall amount,
amount,
Determination
etc.of tn
purchase shall
association for such
paid to
amount to
"The amount
be
determined by
by a
commission of three
three persons, one to be appointed
appointed
a commission
be determined
by
association, or,
in case
case it
should fail
to do
within thirty
days
thirty days
so within
do so
fail to
it should
or, in
by the
the association,
after having
been requested
requested to do so by the purchaser, then by
by the
having been
after
chief
of the
the supreme
supreme court
Hawaii, one
one by
by the
the purchaser,
purchaser,
court of
of Hawaii,
iustice of
chief justice
and the
the third
third by
by the
two so
so appointed;
or, in
they should
fail to
to
should fail
case they
in case
appointed; or,
the two
and
agree
the third
thirty days,
days, then
then by
by said
said chief
chief
within thirty
member within
third member
upon the
agree upon
chief justice
justice,
such action
action by the chief
justice to be taken
taken only after
after
any such
justice, any
heard; but such
giving
to each
each party
party notice
and an
an opportunity
opportunity to be heard;
such
notice and
giving to
the actual
exceed the
amount shall
shall in
actual cost or the actual value of
no case
case exceed
in no
amount
replacing
the actual
the
property or
or the
actual cost of reproducing
reproducing or replacing
tangible property
the tangible
it,
less depreciation
of the
the
The value
value of
thereon. The
the charges
charges thereon.
less the
and loss
depreciation and
it, less
franchise
or good
will or
or any
any other
gible element
shall not be
element shall
intangible
other into
good will
franchise or
considered
amount to
be paid.
considered in
in determining
determining the
the amount
to be
paid.
ppel tto snpreme
Appeal
supreme
"Either
the association
or the
supreme court.
to the supreme
appeal to
the purchaser
purchaser may appeal
association or
' Either the
court
commission by filing aawritthe decision of such commission
from the
of Hawaii
Hawaii from
court of
ten
notice of
commission within five days after the
with the commission
of appeal
appeal with
ten notice
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decision
is rendered.
rendered. It
thereupon be
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
the commiscommisIt shall
shall thereupon
decision is
sion
to certify
up to
to 'the
supreme court
court the
the record
record of
its
of its
the supreme
certify up
immediately to
sion immediately
proceedings, showing
the valuation
valuation claimed
claimed by
by
eertificate the
in such
such certificate
showing in
proceedings,
the association,
the valuation
valuation claimed
claimed by
the purchaser,
and the
the
purchaser, and
by the
associatioi, the
the
valuation as
as determined
determined by
by the
Such certificate
certificate shall
be
shall be
commission. Such
the commission.
valuation
accompanied
by: copies
of all
documents, and
and evidence
upon
evidence upon
all -paper,
papers, documents,
copies of
accompanied by
which
the decision
of the
commission was
based and
and a
such
of such
a copy
copy of
was based
the commission
decision of
which the
decision.
any such
such appeal
appeal the
supreme court
court may
behalf
in its behalf
may in
the supreme
Upon any
decision. Upon
take or
introduced by either party.
to be introduced
evidence to
further evidence
require further
or require
take
Terr,in
, a1
0
4alma::
"Within six
six months after
after -the
of the
purchase price,
price,
the purchase
the determination
determination of
"Within
Tcdm
Tnattolfnt
chbe,te.,a*ymt.
shall be
be paid
paid to
and thereupon
as:aforesaid,
t sam
" Ymen as
aforesaid, the
sameshall
to the
the association?
associationzand
thereupon
the
franchise granted
shall cease
cease and
determine, and
and all the
and determine,
hereby shal
granted hereby
the franchise
property
said association
shall become the
property of
of such
such purpurthe property
associationshallbecome
of sad
prdperty of
chaser without
any further
further conveyance;
shall
association shall
said association
conveyance; but said
without any
chaser
make all
conveyances as
as may be desired by the purfurther conveyances
all such
such further
make
chaser and
by said
said commission
said court
court on appea."
appeal.'
or said
commission or
approved by
and approved
chaser
Approved, August 7, 1916.
August
7,1916.
1918.
Aust 7
R. 1703.1
17053.1
[H. B.
[Public,
179.I
[Public, No. 1791

additional appropriations
appropriations for the Public
CHAP. 278.—An
Act Making
Making additional
Public Health
Health
276.-An Act
CHAP.
Service for
fiscal year
year nineteen
and seventeen.
seventeen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
for the
the fiscal
Service

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
se- States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
following addiof America
in. Congress
assembled, That
That the
the following
addiapproriated, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury,not
not
Addaional appro- tional sums are apropriated,
the fiscal
otherwise approprad,
appropriated' for
for the
the Public)
Service for the
H Health
ealth Service
Public
otherwise
p.
year nineteen
namely:
and seventeen,
seenteen, namely:
hundred and
ineteen hundred
year
Assistant surgeons.
additional assistant surgeons,
surgeons,_ $50,000.
$50,000.
For additional
Aistant sueo
interstate quaranState and
Interstate
cooperation with State
or cooperation
Service: For
Quarantine Service:
Interstate Quarantine
n.
tine serviqrrl
A
nts,p.
279.
municipal
Ax,
p. 279.
municipal health authorities
authorities in the prevention
prevention of the spread of contagious
and infectious
infectious diseases
diseases in interstate
traffic, $85,000.
$85,000.
interstate traffic,
tagious and
August 7, 1916.
Approved, August
Approved,

Public
ubie Health
Heath Service.
Additional appropriations.
Ante,
278.
A, p. 278.

tin

August 8, 1916.
[H. o108i.]
R. 10668.]
IH.

1801
[Public,
Publc No. 180.1

approved June
the Act
Act of Congress
Congess approved
CHAP.
295.—An Act
four of the
To repeal
repeal section
section four
Act To
C
P. 295.-An
eleventh, nineteen
and six,
known as
as the
forest homestead
Act, and
and for
other
for other
homestead Act,
the forest
six, known
hundred and
nineteen hundred
eleventh,
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
House off Representatives
Be
the
four
section
That
assembled,
Congress
States
of
America
in
Congress
section
four
of
in
America
of
States
Restrictions n agriapproved June eleventh,
oes
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six,
in Act
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved
entries
cultural entri
1
Blacvk
edHills,
S.
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
entry of
of agricultural
agricultural lands
within
lands within
for the
the entry
provide for
"An Act
8. D.,
D., entitled
kedH'
rB^o
forest reserves,"
amended by
nineby the Act of February, eighth, nineforest
reserves," as
as amended
Vol. 34, pp.234,883.
teen
(Statutes at
at Large,
volume thirty-four,
thirty-four, page
teen hundred
hundred and
and seven
seven (Statutes
Large, volume
Vo.34,pp.234,883.
eight hundred
hundred and
eighty-three), and
third, nineand by the Act of July third,
and eighty-three),
eight
Vol.37,
p.188.
Vol.37,p.188
teen hundred and twelve
twelve (Statutes at Large, volume thirty-seven,
thirty-seven,
page
hundred and
and eighty-eight),
eighty-eight), be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
page one hundred
repealed.
lands within
in Lawrence
Lawrence and
and PenPenrepealed. All
All lands
within national
national forests
forests in
nington Counties,
in South
South Dakota,
remain subject
subject to
to
Dakota, shall
shall be
be and remain
Counties, in
nington
all
of the
the said
of June
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
all other
other provisions
provisions of
said Act
Act of
and six, and
and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
and
thereof and supplementary
supplementary thereto.
thereto.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
National
forest .
N
"t"nlforests.

August 8, 1916.
1H. R. 16068.]
[H.
606gl

[Public, No.
NO. 181.1
181.1
[Public,

Black River.
ca.
County,
Ark.
BlaS
Riey Ark.,
bidge, Awnetts
Bnetts
m hridge,
may
Ferry.

ry

CHAP 296.-An
296.—An Act
Act To
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation
CHRAP.
To authorize
authorize the
the construction,
of a
abridge
the Black
at or
Ferry, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
of
bridge across
across the
Black River
River at
or near
near Bennetts
Bennetta Ferry,

Be
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
States
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the county
county of
of Clay,
Clay,
.
in Congress
of America
America in
States
in the
Arkansas, be, and it is hereby,
the State of Arkansas.,
hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct,
a bridge
maintain, and operate a
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the
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CHS. 296,
297, 301.
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place where the public
Black River
near Bennetts
Bennetts Ferry
at aa place
Ferry at
at or
or near
River at
Black
highway leading
from Corning
Piggott crosses
crosses said
said river,
point
at aapoint
river, at
to Piggott
Corning to
leading from
highway
suitable
the interests
of navigation,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
prosuitable to
to the
interests of
navigation, in
the proregulate the construction
Act to
to regulate
"An Act
visions of
of the
Act entitled
construction of
entitled "An
the Act
visions
bridges over
navigable waters,"
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
waters," approved
over navigable
bridges
and six.
six.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
to alter,
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, August
8, 1916.
1916.
August 8,
Approved,
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Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
Vol 34,
p. 84.
.
84

Amendment.
Amendment.

Au gust 8,8, 1916.
1916.
August
[H. R.
Act To
To give
give the
consent of
to the
the construction
construction of
of aa
[11.
R. 16185.1
16185.1
the Congress
Congress to
of the
the consent
297.-An Act
CHAP. 297.—An
182.]
No. 182.]
bridge across
across the
the Mississippi
River near
and above
above the
the city
Orleans, Louisiana,
[Public, No.
Louisiana, [Public,
of New
New Orleans,
city of
near and
Mississippi River
bridge
and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.
and
Be
House of
_Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
La.,
River
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
consent of
of Congress
Congress Nesw'sri R
the consent
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
is
hereby granted
granted to
the city
of New
New Orleans,
Orleans, a
corporation may
maY bridge.
bridge*
municipal corporation
a municipal
city of
to the
is hereby
existing
laws of
of the
the State
Louisiana, its successors
successors and
of Louisiana,
State of
the laws
under the
existing under
assigns,
when authorized
State of
of Louisiana,
Louisiana, to construct,
the State
by tha
authorized by
assigns, when
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
bridge and
and operate
maintain,
Mississippi River,
River, at
at a
to the
navigation,
interests of navigation,
the interests
suitable to
a point
point suitable
Mississippi
near and
above the
city, in
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
said city,
the said
and above
near
of an
to regulate
regulate the
construction of bridges
the construction
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
of
over navigable
waters," approved
nineteen huntwenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
approved March
navigable waters,"
over
provao.
dred
six: Provided,
That subject
to the
provisions of this
this Act Proviiso.
the provisions
subject to
Provided, That
and six:
dred and
the Secretary
of War
War may
may permit
permit the
said city
of New
Orleans to
to ne
S
i
ubstitution of
of tum
tunnebstution
New Orleans
city of
the said
Secretary of
the
construct
tunnel or
tunnels under
said river
in lieu
of the
the bridge
bridge
lieu of
river in
under said
or tunnels
a tunnel
construct a
Act approved
herein
authorized in
the foregoing
approved March
March
foregoing Act
accordancewith the
in accordancewith
herein authorized
may be
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
six, so
so far
the same may
as the
far as
and six,
hundred and
twenty-third,
ap licable.
Time
or construcapplicable.
Time for
construeEC. 2.
Act shall
null and
void unless
unless the
the construction
tion.
construction tioTme
and void
be null
shall be
this Act
2. That
That this
SEC.
of
said bridge
bridge or
or tunnels
commenced within
two years
years and
and completed
completed
within two
is commenced
tunnels is
of said
Amendment
within five
years from
from the
the date
of approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
date of
within
five years
Amendment.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That the
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
the right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
8, 1916.
1916.
August 8,
Approved, August

CHAP.
Act To
To amend
amend
301.-An Act
CHAP. 301.—An

amend an
an
Act entitled
Act to
to amend
an Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act
entitled "An
an Act
'An Act
Act to
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
regulate commerce,"
commerce," approved
approved February
February
"An Act
an Act
Act entitled
to amend
amend an
'An
fourth,
eighteen hundred
eighty-seven, and
and all
all Acts
amendatory thereof,
thereof, and
and to
to
Acts amendatory
and eighty-seven,
hundred and
fourth, eighteen
March fourth,
enlarge
the powers
of the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission,'
Commission,' "approved
"approved March
fourth,
Interstate Commerce
powers of
enlarge the
nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
nineteen hundred

August 9,9, 1916.
1916.
August
IS. 3069.1
3069.]
[S.
183.1
[Public,
No. 1831
[Public, No.

Representatives of the United Interstate
House of Representatives
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
commerce
Interstate commerce
regulations.
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That so much of an Act to regulations.
America in
States of
Issue
of
bills
of ladladof
of bills
Issue
amend an
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act
Act
Act entitled
amend
1197,
p.
12
Tol.
38,
p.
1
197,
38,
m;ol.
to regulate
regulate commerce,'
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred amended.
February fourth,
approved February
commerce,' approved
to
amended.
and
eighty-seven, and
and all
thereof, and to enlarge
amendatory thereof,
al Acts
Acts amendatory
and eighty-seven,
approved
the
of the
Commerce Commission,"
Commission," approved
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
powers of
the powers
to wit:
follows, to
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, as
as reads
reads as
as follows,
hundred and
fourth, nineteen
March
if the
the goods
are hidden
hidden from
from view
view by wrapwrapgoods are
That if
however, That
""Provided,
Pro'ided,however,
as to the
ping, boxing,
other means,
means, and
the carrier
carrier is
notified as
not notified
is not
and the
or other
boxing, or
ping,
character of
the carrier
carrier may require
require the shipper to specifithe goods,
goods, the
of the
character
cally state
state in
in writing
the value
the carrier
carrier shall
shall not
not
and the
of the
the goo,
goods, and
value of
writing the
cally
in which
be
liable beyond
beyond the
amount so
which case the
stated, in
specificaly stated,
so specifically
the amount
be liable
Interstate
Commission may establish
establish and maintain rates
Commerce Commission
Interstate Commerce
for transportation,
the value
of the
the property
shipped
property shipped
value of
upon the
dependent upon
transportation, dependent
for
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as
ifically stated
stated in
writing by
by the
shipper. Such
rates shall
be
as spec
specifically
in writing
the shipper.
Such rates
shall be
nublished as
as are
are other
rate schedules,"
schedules,"
published
other rate
be,
and the
the same
same is
to read
follows, to
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
read as
as follows,
to wit:
wit:
"Provided,
hereof respecting liability
owever That the provisions hereof
Liability r actua
"Provided, however,
for full
full actual
actual loss,
loss, damage,
notwithstanding any
any limitalimitafor
damage, or
or injury,
mjury, notwithstanding
tion
recovery or
or representation
representation or
agreement or
or release
release
tion of
of liability
liability or
or recovery
or agreement
,:r d.
to value,
declaring any
any such
to be
baggage as
asto
value, and
and declaring
such limitation
limitation to
be unlawful
unlawful and
and
Ppadtg
void,
shall not
not apply,
first, to
to baggage
baggage carried
carried on
on passenger
passenger trains
or
void, shall
apply, first,
trains or
o tt'i •
c
i
r
i
a
r
ge boats,
or trains
boats carrying
second, to
property,
to property,
passengers; second,
carrying passengers;
or boats
boats, or
trains or
idfeila
red
bsZeTm
valuta,
except ordinary
ordinary live
live stock,
concernmg
va _l
except
stock, receivedfor
received for transportation
transportation concerning
which the
carrier shall
shall have
been or
shall hereafter
expressly
which
the carrier
have been
or shall
hereafter be
be expressly
authorized
by order
order of
the Interstate
Commerce CommisCommisauthorized or
or required
required by
of the
Interstate Commerce
sion
to establish
and maintain
rates dependent
sion to
establish and
maintain rates
dependent upon
upon the
the value
value
declared in
writing by
agreed upon
in writing
as the
declared
in writing
by the
the shipper
shipper or
or agreed
upon in
writing as
the
released value
the property,
property, in
in which
which case
case such
such declaration
declaration or
or
released
value of
-of the
agreement shall
shall have
have no
than to
to limit
limit liability
liability and
and
no other
other effect
effect than
agreement
recovery to
an amount
not exceeding
exceeding the
the value
re
recovery
to an
amount not
value so
so declared
declared or
or released,
and
shall not,
so far
values, be
be held
to be
and shall
not, so
far as
as relates
relates to
to values,
held to
be aaviolation
violation of
of
vol. 36, p. 5s.
section
as amended;
and any
Vol.
549.
section ten of this Act to regulate
regulate commerce, as
amended; and
any
tariff
schedule which
be filed
filed with
pursuant to
tariff schedule
which may
may be
with the
the commission
commission pursuant
to
such order
contain specific
reference thereto
such
order shall
shall contain
specific reference
thereto and
and may
may establish
establish
Rates to
with the
the value
value so
so declared
declared or
and the
the comcorniats
to bbe estab'
estab- rates
rates varying
varying with
or agreed
agreed upon;
upon; and
mission
is hereby
order in
where
mission is
hereby empowered
empowered to
to make
make such
such order
in cases
cases where
rates
dependent upon
upon and
and varying
varying with
with declared
declared or
agreed values
rates dependent
or agreed
values
would,
in its
its opinion,
opinion, be
be just
and reasonable
would, in
just and
reasonable under
under the
the circumstances
circumstances
Ordinary liv
live stock and
and conditions
conditions surrounding
transportation. The
The term
term 'ordinary
'ordinary
ordary
surrounding the
the transportation.
excepted.
live
all cattle
cattle, swine,
sheep, goats,
goats, horses,
live stock'
stock' shall
shall include
include all
swine, sheep,
horses, and
and
mules, except
except such
such as
as are
chiefly valuable
valuable for
for breeding,
breeding, racing,
racing,
mules,
are chiefly
show
purposes, or
other special
special uses."
show purposes,
or other
uses."
Approved,
August 9,
Approved, August
9, 1916.
1916
LiabilitY 12r

exc
P

actual

en ger bag gag e

AJu r

9, 1916

August 9, 1916.
[H. R. 3481

. 34.]
[Public, No. 184.i
(Public,
184.1

National Park in the Sierra
Sierra
CHAP. 302.—An
302.-An Act To establish the Lassen Volcanic National
Nevada
Mountains in
in the
the State
California, and
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and for
of California,
State of
Nevada Mountains

Be it
it enacted
evaded by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
by the
Senate and
and Rouse
Representatives of
of the

Lateen Volcanic.
Volcanic. NaTo
Na- States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That all those certain tracts,
tional Park, Cal.
tEtablied.
pieces, or
or parcels
parcels of
of land
land lying
lying and
Established.
pieces,
and being
State of
Calibeing situate
situate in
in the
the State
of CaliDescription.
Descriptuo.

fornia
described as
as follows,
follows, to
fornia and
and within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries particularly
particularly described
to
at the northeast
northeast corner
wit: Beginning
Beginning at
section three,
three, township
corner of
of section
township
thirty-one,
Mount Diablo
Diablo meridian,
meridian, California;
thirty-one, range six east, Mount
California; thence
thence
southerly to the
the southeast corner
southerly
of said
said section;
corner of
section; thence
thence easterly
easterly
to the northeast corner
corner of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
eleven,
quarter of section
section eleven,
said township;
township; thence
thence southerly
said
southerly to the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
the southsouthof the
west
of section
section fourteen,
to
west quarter
quarter of
fourteen, said
said township;
township; thence
thence easterly
easterly to
the northeast
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
twenty-four,
the
northeast corner
corner of
section twenty-four,
township; thence southerly
southerly to the
the southeast
southeast corner
corer of the
southsaid township;
the souththence westerly
west quarter
quarter of section
section twenty-five, said township; thence
westerly
corer of section twenty-six, said township;
to the southwest corner
township; thence
thence
southerly
the southeast
corner of
of section
section thirty-four,
townsoutherly to
to the
southeast corner
thirty-four, said
said township;
sixth standard
north, allowing
ship; thence
thence westerly
westerly along
along the
the sixth
standard parallel
parallel north,
allowing
for the
the proper
proper offsets,
for
the northeast
corner of
section three,
offsets, to
to the
northeast corner
of section
three,
township
township thirty
range six
six east;
thence southerly
southerly to
thirty north,
north, range
east; thence
to the
the
southeast corner
corner of
of section
section twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, said
thence
said township;
township; thence
westerly
westerly to
to the
the southwest
corner of
of the
section
southwest corner
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
twenty-eight,
township; thence
northwest
twenty-eight, said
said township;
thence northerly
northerly to
to the
the northwest
corner
of the
the southeast
of said
said section;
westerly to
to the
corner of
southeast quarter
quarter of
section; thence
thence westerly
the
southwest
of the northwest
northwest quarter
southwest corner of
quarter of
of said
section; thence
said section;
thence
northerly
northerly to the northwest corer
corner of said section;
section; thence
thence westerly
westerly to
to
the southwest corner of the southeast
of section twenty, said
said
southeast quarter of
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township;
southeast
northwest corner of the southeast
to the northwest
northerly to
thence northerly
township; thence
quarter
between
westerly to the range line between
thence westerly
section; thence
said section;
of said
quarter of
ranges five
southerly along said range line to the
thence southerly
and six east; thence
five and
ranges
southeast corner
of township thirty
thirty north, range five east; thence
corner of
southeast
twenty-nine and
westerly along
the township line between townships twenty-nine
along the
westerly
thirty
north to the southwest corner of section thirty-three, township
thirty north
thirty
five east; thence northerly to the northwest corrange five
north, range
thirty-north,
ner
of said
said section;
thence westerly
westerly to the southwest corner of the
section; thence
ner of
southeast
quarter of section twenty-nine, said township; thence
southeast quarter
northerly
northwest corner of the southeast quarter of said
the northwest
northerly to the
northwest
section;
southwest corner of the northwest
westerly to the southwest
thence westerly
section; thence
quarter
section; thence
thence northerly to the northwest
northwest corner of
said section;
quarter of said
said
westerly to the southwest corner of the souththence westerly
section; thence
said section;
east quarter
of section
section twenty, township thirty north, range four
quarter of
east
east; thence
thence northerly
northerly to the northwest
northwest corner of the southeast quarter
quarter
east;
of section
section eight,
township; thence
thence easterly to the northeast corsaid township;
eight, said
of
ner of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section nine, said townshiptownship; thence
ner
northerly to
to the
the township
line between townships thirty and thirtytownship line
northerly
one north;
standard parallel north,
thence easterly- along the sixth standard
north; thence
one
allowing
for the proper offsets, to the southwest corner of section
allowing for
thirty-three, township
township thirty-one north, range four east; thence
thirty-three,
northerly to
to the
the northwest
corner of
twenty-one, said townsection twenty-one,
of section
northwest corner
northerly
ship;
thence easterly
easterly to the
range line between ranges four and five
the range
ship; thence
east; thence
northerly along said range line to the northwest corner of
thence northerly
east;
fractional section
eighteen, township thirty-one north, range five east;
section eighteen,
fractional
thence
to the
corner of section twelve, said towntownthe southwest corner
easterly to
thence easterly
ship; thence
thence northerly
northwest corner
of section one, said
corner of
the northwest
to the
northerly to
ship;
townships
township;
easterly along
between townships
the township line between
along the
thence easterly
township; thence
thirty-one
thirty-two north
north to the northeast
northeast corner of section
and thirty-two
thirty-one and
three,
township thirty-one
thirty-one north, range six east, the place of beginbeginthree, township
ning, are
are hereby
hereby reserved
and withdrawn
settlement, occupancy,
occupancy,
from settlement,
withdrawn from
reserved and
ning,
disposal,
or sale,
sale, under
under the
the laws
laws of
United States, and said tracts
of the United
disposal, or
are dedicated
dedicated and
and set
pleasuring ground for
park or pleasuring
apart as aapublic park
set apart
are
the
benefit and
enjoyment of the people of the United States under
under
and enjoyment
the benefit
the name
name and
to be
be known
the Lassen
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic Trespassing
forb,Trespassing forbidas the
designated as
and designated
known and
and to
the
National
and all persons
persons who shall locate or settle upon or den.
Park; and
National Park;
occupy the
any part
except as
as hereinafter
provided, Provisos.
hereinafter provided,
thereof, except
part thereof,
or any
same, or
the same,
occupy
notafProvided, Valid claims not
afremoved
shall
be
considered
trespassers
and
be
removed
thereform:
Provided,
be
and
trespassers
considered
shall be
fected.
That
nothing herein
contained shall affect any valid existing claim, fected.
herein contained
That nothing
location,
or entry
entry under
laws of
of the United
United States or the
land laws
the land
under the
location, or
rights
of any
any such
locator, or
man to
the full
use and
and
full use
to the
or entry
entryman
claimant, locator,
such claimant,
rights of
Rights of way.
steam Rights of
for steam
enjoyment of
of way
way for
rights of
That rights
further, That
Providedfurther,
land: Provided
his land:
of his
enjoyment
acquired
or electric
automobiles, or
or wagon roads may be acquired
railways, automobiles,
electric railways,
or
within said
said Lassen
filings or proceedPark under filings
National Park
Volcanic National
Lassen Volcanic
within
ings hereafter
hereafter made
made or
under the laws applicable to the
instituted under
or instituted
ings
acquisition
of such
rights over or upon the national forest lands of
such rights
acquisition of
the
United States
the construction
such roads
eric
inter- Reclin
not interwill not
roads will
of such
construction of
when the
States when
the United
Reclamation Service
use.
fere with
with the
objects of
of the
the national
national park,
park, and that the United States use.
the objects
fere
Reclamation
Service may
may enter
other
enter upon and utilize for flowage or other
Reclamation Service
purposes
any area
said park
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the
which may
park which
within said
area within
purposes any
Present
ownership
ownership
development
maintenance of
reclamation project;
project; Present
Government reclamation
of aaGovernment
and maintenance
development and
not affected.
afftednot
that
no
lands
located
within
the,park
boundaries
now
held
in
private,
private,
in
that no lands located within the.park boundaries now held
municipal,
or State
State ownership
be affected
affected by
by or
to the
the Indemity
subject to
or subject
Indemnity selecshall be
ownership shall
municipal, or
tions.
within tions.
provisions of
of this
.
further, That
no lands within
That no
provided further,
And provided
Act: And
this Act:
provisions
the limits
limits of
of said
said park
created belonging
belonging to or claimed by
hereby-created
park hereby
the
any railroad
railroad or
corporation now
having or
right
claiming the right
or claiming
now having
other corporation
or other
any
of
indemnity
selection
by
virtue
of
any
law
or
contract
whatsoever
whatsoever
contract
or
law
any
of
virtue
by
selection
of indemnity
shall be
used as
as a
abasis
basis for
for indemnity
indemnity selection
selection in any State or Terribe used
shall
tory whatsoever
any loss
loss sustained
by reason of the creation of
sustained by
for any
whatsoever for
tory
said
park.
said park.
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the
Sac. 2.
exclusive control of the
park shal be under the exclusive
2. That said parkshall
SEC
Secretary of
of the
whose duty
it shall be, as soon as practipractiduty-it
Interior, whose
the Interior,
Secretary
cable, to
make and
and publish
publish such
rules and
regulations not
inconnot inconand regulations
such rules
to make
cable,
sistent with
laws of
of the
the United
United States
as he
may deem
necessary
deem necessary
he may
States as
the laws
with the
sistent
or
proper for
protection;mansgement,
improvement
management, and improvement
care, protection
the care,
or the
or proper
offihe
the same.
Such regulations
regulations being
primarily aimed
freest
aimed at the freest
being primarily
same. Such
use of
of the
the said
said park
for recreation
the
and for the
the public and
recreation purposes by the
park for
use
preservation from
from injury
injury or
spoliation of
of all
deposits,
mineral deposits,
timber mineral
all timber,
or spoliation
preservation
and
natural curiosities
or wonders
said park and their retenwithin said
wonders -within
curiosities or
and natural
tion
natural condition
condition as
far as
practicable and
for the
the
and for
as practicable
as far
in their
their natural
tion in
reservation
of the
state of nature so far as is consistent
the park
park in aastate
preservation of
with
purposes of this
wanton
hal provide against the wanton
this Act. •He shall
the purposes
wih the
destruction of
game found within said park and against
against
and game
the fish
fish and
of the
destruction
their
or destruction
destruction for
purposes of
of merchandise
merchandise or profit,
for purposes
capture or
their capture
and generally
generally shall
such measures
measres as shall
all-such
take all
be authorized to take
shall be
and
be necessary
carry out
the objects and purposes of this Act.
out the
to fully
fully carry
necessary to
be
dat
i
rZit,17:17'
Secretary may,
may, in
execute leases
lses to parcels of
in his discretion, execute
Said Secretary
,to.U' Said
vda
exceeding ten acres in extent at any one place to any one
ground not exceeding
person or
or persons
or company
not to exceed
exceed twenty years when
for not
comany for
persons or
person
erection of buildings for the accomaccomnecessary for the erection
ground is necessary
such ground
modation
parcels of ground not exceeding one acre
visitors and to parcels
of visitors
modation of
in
twenty years to persons who have
not to
to exceed twenty
for not
and for
extent and
in extent

Regulations
Regulations
trol. etc.
t

trl.

a elm
of
oo

*

heretofore
he may
hereafter authorize
authorize to erect,
may hereafter
whom he
or whom
erected, or
heretofore erected,
summer
cottages. Such leases or privileges may be resummer homes or cottages.
newed or
or extended
extended at
at the
of the
thereof. No
No excluexcluterms thereof.
the terms
expiration of
the expiration
newed
sive
granted within the park except
except
shal be granted
however, shall
privilege, however,
sive privilege,
shall
regulations governing the park shall
upon the
ground leased.
leased'. The
The regulations
the groand
upon
include provisions
provisions for the use of automobiles
automobiles therein
therein and the reasoninclude
Timb
able
of
stock.
of stock.
able
er ds
disposaL
Timber
p graz
Sze.
rhat the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may also sell and permit
permit
3. That
SE.
the
removal of
of such
matured or dead or down timber as he may deem
such matured
the removal
improvement of the
necessary or
advisable for
protection or improvement
for the protection
or advisable
necessary
park.
park.
Cbargee.
S
EC. 4.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
exact such
charges
such charges
Interior may
may exact
the Interior
4. That
SEC.
c haures
as
leases and
and all
all other
privileges granted herehereother privileges
for leases
proper for
deems proper
as he
he deems
under.
rrunder.
Lt
Llmft n appropria.
dom.
Sao. 5.
no appropriation
appropriation for
the maintenance
supervision,
maintenance, supervision,
for the
5. That
That no
SwE.
ont on pprop.
of $5,000
or improvement
said park in
$5,000 annually shall be
in excess of
of said
or
improvement of
made
authorized by
same shall
shall have first been expressly authorized
the same
unless the
made unless
law.
Approved,
9, 1916.
1916.
August 9,
Approved, August
9, 1918.
August 9,1916.
111. R.
R.
1i.486.)
4ise.
(Public No. 1186.)
[Public,
York, Pa.
a

CHAP.
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to sell the old
old
Act Authorizing
303.-An Act
CHAP. 303.—An

poet-office building
at York,
Pennsylvania.
York, Pennsylvania.
thereof at
site thereof
and site
building and
post-office

Be it
it enacted
and House
of the
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be

That the Secretary
old
public States
States of
America in
in Congress
Secretary of the
Congress assembled, That
of America
old pubhc
SYeofofP
buidingat.
Treasury
building
at.
Treasury be, and is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to sell the
sale

Provito.
M in

Uim.mn price.

present
post-office building
building and
corner
at the corner
the site thereof, situate at
and the
present post-office
of
Beaver Streets, in the city of York and State
of Philadelphia
Philadelphia and Beaver
of
private sale,
after proper
proper adveradverby public
public or
or private
sale, after
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, either
either by
tisement, at
at such
such time
and on
terms as
as he may deem
deem to
to be
be
tisement,
time and
on such
such terms
a quitto the best interest of the United States, and to execute
execute a
deposit the proceeds of
thereof, and
and to
to deposit
claim deed to
to the
the purchaser
purchaser thereof,
a miscellaneous
miscellaneous
said sale
the Treasury
Treasury of
States as a
United States
of the
the United
in the
sale in
said
shall not be sold for less
property shall
the said
said property
That the
Provided, That
receipt: Provided,
receipt:
than
than $10,000.
$10,000.
Approved,
9, 1916.
1916.
August 9,
Approved, August
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CHAP.
304.—An Act
in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
Indian lands
landsin
Act To provide for the sale of certain Indian
CHAP. 304.-An

and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and

Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed,
directed, upon
application therethereupon application
authorized and
Interior
per
$1.25 per
at $1.25
for,
to sell
county of
of Tillman,
State of
of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, at
Tillman, State
to the
the county
sell to
for, to
acre,
exceeding one
hundred and
sixty acres,
acres, for county farm
and sixty
one hundred
not exceeding
acre, not
exceeding
not exceeding
Oklahoma, not
purposes, and
and to
the town
town of
of Grandfield,
Grandfield, Oklahoma,
to the
purposes,
forty acres,
acres for cemetery
cemetery purposes, of vacant undisposed
undisposed of lands
forty
within
the
the State
Oklahoma, withdrawn
withdrawn by
of Oklahoma,
State of
in the
reserves in
the town-site reserves
withinacres,
nineteen huntwentieth, nineteen
Executive
under the Act of March twentieth,
orders under
Executive orders
dred and
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
eighty), the
the
page eighty),
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
six (Thirty-fourth
and six
dred
in
the
to
lands
of
said
money
received
from
the
sale
to
be
deposited
the
sale
the
from
received
money
to draw interest at the
Kiowa Indian
Indian Agency
Fund, and to
Hospital Fund,
Agency Hospital
Kiowa
centum per annum.
per centum
rate
four per
of four
rate of
9, 1916.
Approved,
August
August
Approved,

a bridge
CHAP. 305.-An
305.—An Act
Authorizing Ashley County, Arkansas, to construct a
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
across Bayou
Bartholomew.
Bayou Bartholomew.
across

August
1916.
9,1916.
Augst 9,
[H. R.
11958.]
R. 11958.]
[H.
[Public,
No. 186.1
186.]
[Public, No.
e
reres
reserv's'
sale
TiB
b
ale of lands
lands i,
in, to
Orandseld.
Gran
intfin
elT, unty, and

Tonsite
01
1
:". ite

p.80,
80.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
inP
airo
ans
ceeds
. tocredit
credit

InedSto

of

August
9, 1916.
August 9,1916.
R. 12197.]
[H.
[H. R.12197.]
187.1
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 187.]

United Bayou
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
Bayou BartholoBartholomew.
States
of America
tn Congress
C'ongress assembled,
That the consent of Congress mew.
assembted, That
America in
States of
Ashley
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
AshleyCounty,
is
hereby granted
granted to Ashley-County, Arkansas, to construct, maintain, may bridge.
is hereby
and
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Bayou Location.
and operate
Bartholomew
to the
the interests of navigation at or Lo4utio
suitable to
point suitable
at aapoint
Bartholomew at
near
the section
hue between
between section
section nineteen, township sixteen,
section line
near the
range four
west, and
section twenty-four,
twenty-four, township
township sixteen south,
and section
four west,
range
range five
five west,
west, in
in the
the county of
Arkansas, Construction.
Construction.
Ashley, in the State of Arkansas,
of Ashley,
range
84.
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
to Vol.
Act to
the Act
of the
accordance with
in
waters," approved
regulate
the construction
construction of bridges
navigable waters,"
bridges over navigable
regulate the
March
hundred and six.
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
That the
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
hereby Amendment.
is hereby
repeal this Act is
or repeal
right to
the right
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 9, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 306.-An
306.—An Act
Act To
construction of a
abridge across the Missouri
authorize the construction
To authorize
CHAP.

River at
the city
city of
Williston, North
Dakota.
North Dakota.
of Williston,
or near
near the
at or
River

August 9,
1916.
9,1916.
August

[H. It.. 14483.]
14483.1
[u.
No. 188.]
(Public, No.
[Public,
188.]

oui
7United
of the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representativesof
House of
and House
Be
M
is s
ou
lI
t
i
iverRiver
itiver
Missouri
assembled, Thatt the Missouri River Bridge
States of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States
C
N7im
i
estu
o
y
n,m
1
4
3
,
Ny
Comany
of the
the Bridge
Bridge
Company, a
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the laws
laws of
bn
a corporation
Bridge Company,
State
of
North
Dakota,
its
successors
and
assigns,
be,
and
they
are
Da
d
k
g
.
a
'
.
Da.
are
they
and
be,
assigns,
and
State of North Dakota, its successors
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to construct,
and operate
operate a
and
bridge and
a bridge
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
hereby,
approaches
thereto across
the Missouri
Missouri River
River at
at a
a point
to
s
suitable to
point suitable
across the
approaches thereto
the
of navigation,
near the
the city
city of
Williston, North
Vl. 34, p. 84
North Construction.
of Williston,
at or
or near
navigation, at
interest of
the interest
"An
Act entitled "An
Dakota,
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
of the
with the
accordance with
in accordance
Dakota, in
Act
to regulate
regulate the
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters,"
bridges over
of bridges
the construction
Act to
six.
approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six.
approved-March
S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
or repeal
this Act
hereby A
mendmmt.
Amendm3nt.
is hereby
Act is
repeal this
amend, or
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
2. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August
1916.
9, 1916.
August 9,
Approved,
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August
1916.
Aui
st99 M6.
[H.
1866L)
IH!.R... 1655

[Public, No. 189.]
180.1

SESS. I
Cm. 307,
307, 313.
SESS.
I.. CHs.
313.

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 307.-An
307.-An Act
To extend
time of
the Hudson
Connecting Railroad
Railroad
CIAP.
Act To
extend the
the time
of the
Hudson River
River Connecting
Corporation for
commencement and
completion of
of its
its bridge
Hudson
Corporation
for the
the commencement
and completion
bridge across
across the
the Hudson
River,
State of
of New
York.
River, in
in the
the State
New York.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
House of
Congress asembled
assembkd,
That the
tune for
for the
cornOJ America
.OLMerita in
ill, Congress
,That
States of
the time
the comt,bY
by.Hudson
mencement
briSf
brideng
,
Rads'm
completion of
of• the bridge of the Hudson River
River
River Connecting
Rail- mencement and completion
adCorpation.
Connecting
road
CorPoraHooConnecting_ Railroad
Railroad Corporation,
Corporation, under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
approved
approved March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
March thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
fourteen, be
be
extended to
to the
the thirtieth
thirtieth day
of Marc.h,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteightVol . 38
308 extended
day of
March, nineteen
een, and the thirteenth day
amended. '
eon,
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty,
day of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
respectively.
•'
respectively.
ASien. '
Szo. 2. That
That the
right to
to alter,
Act is
hereby
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August
August 9,
9, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
r Y.

Hudson River, N.Y.
Time
extended for
TimeOtd~'ftor

Vol.

38,

p.

A

a

308,

Anleadnient

August 11,1916.
11, 1916.
&ugust

[H.
[ff.

12717.1
R.. 127173

[Public,
No. 190.]
1901
[Public, No.

Agricultural
epartgricltral Department
appropriat
D ions.
mnt approprations.

CHAP. 313.-An
313.-An Act
Act Maing
Making appropriations
for the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
tHAP.
appropriations for
for
the fiscal
the
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, and
fiscal year
year ending
thirteth, nineteen
and seventeen,
and for
for other
other
purposes.
PwPoses•

Be
it enacted.by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
States of America
in Congress
States
Ameri
ca in
Congress assembled, That the following sums be,
and they
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
and
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
in the
Treasury
appropriated, in
compensation
of the United States not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in full
full compensation
for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and sevensevenfor the
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred and
teen, for the purposes and objects
objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, namely:
namely:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY.
THE SECRETARY.
Pay of
of
Pay
Assistant,

Secretary,
Secretr

SALARIES,
OFFICE or
OF 1.14k.
THE SECRETARY
Secretary
AGRICULTURE: SecretaryS
ALARIES, OFFICE
SECRETARY OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
Agriculture, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
of Agriculture,
of Agricuhure,
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, $5,000;
$5,000;
Solicitor, $5,000;
chief clerk,
$3,000, and
as custodian
custodian
$5,000; chief
clerk, $3,000,
and $500
$500 additional
additional as
of buildings; private secretary
Secretary of
secretary to
to the Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture $2,500;
$2,500;
executive clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; executive clerk, $2,100; stenographer
stenographer and
and
executive clerk to the Secretary
executive
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $2,250;
private secresecre$2,250; private
tary to the Assistant Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $2,250;
$2,250; one
appointone appointment
clerk,
$2,000;
one
assistant
in
charge
of
information,
$3,000;
one
$3,000;
one
ipecors,
w
ment
clerk,
$2,000;
one
assistant
in
charge
of
information,
Inspectors, law
clernksrks,
officer
etl
in charge
supplies, $2,000;
clerks,
clerks, etc.
officer in
charge of
of supplies,
one assistant,
$2,000; one
one inspec$2,000; one
assistant, $2,000;
inspector, $2,750;
$2,750; one inspector, $2,250; one law
law
law clerk,
clerk, $3,250;
$3,250; one
one law
clerk, $3,000; one
at $2,500
each;
one law
law clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; four
four law
law clerks,
clerks, at
$2,500 each;
eight law clerks,
clerks, at $2,250
each; one
one law
law clerk,
$2,200 ;six
si
x law
l
aw clerks,
cl
erk
s,
$2,250 each;
clerk, $2,200;
at $2,000 each; three law clerks, at $1,800
$1,800 each; three law
law clerks, at
at
$1,600 each; one expert on exhibits, $3,000; one telegraph
telegraph and
teleand telephone operator, $1,600; one assistant chief
and captain
captain of
chief clerk
clerk and
of the
the
watch, $1,800;
$1,800; four clerks, class
twelve clerks,
class three;
nineclass four; twelve
clerks, class
three; nineteen clerks, class two; twenty-three
twenty-three clerks, class one; one
one auditor,
$2,000; one accountant
accountant and bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk,
one
clerk, $1,440;
$1,440; one
clerk, $1,020; seven clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
$900 each;
each;
each; twelve
twelve clerks,
clerks, at
at $900
one
one clerk, $840; fifteen
fifteen messengers
messengers or laborers,
laborers, at
at $840
twelve
$840 each;
each; twelve
assistant
messengers or laborers, at $720 each; one messenger or
assistant messengers
or
laborer, $660; one mechanical superintendent, $2,500; one engineer,
engineer,
$1,400;
one assistant engineer, $1,200;
engineers, at
$1,400; one
$1,200; two assistant engineers,
at
$1,000 each; eight firemen, at $720
$720 each; eleven elevator
elevator conductors,
at $720
elevator conductors, at $600 each; one superin$720 each; three elevator
superintendent
tendent of shops, $1,400; one cabinet-shop
cabinet-shop foreman,
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200; four
cabinetmakers or carpenters
carpenters,.,at $1,200
cabinetmakers
$1,200 e
ac h; three
each;
three cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or
or
carpenters, at $1,100 each; nine cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
at $1,020
$1,020
carpenters, at
each: three cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
carpenters, at $900 each;
each; one
one electrician,
electrician,
etc.
ett,

Solicitor,
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$1,1001 one
one electrical
electrical wireman,
electrical wireman,
$900;
wireman, $900;
$1,000; one
one electrical
wireman, $1,000;
$1,100;

three
three electrician's helpers, at $720 each; one painter, $1,000; five
painters,
$900 each; five plumbers
each;
plumbers or steam fitters, at $1,020 each;
painters, at $900
one plumber's helper, $840; two plumber's helpers, at $720 each; one
laborers,
blacksmith,
helper, $720; one
one lieutenant
lieutenant of the eWatchmen
f'atchmen, laborers,
tinner's helper,
one tinner's
$900; one
blacksmith, $900;
watch,
lieutenants of the watch, at $960 each; fifty
watch, $1,000; two lieutenants
watchmen,
$1,200 each; one skilled
watchmen, at $720 each; four mechanics, at $1,200
laborer, $1,000; two skilled laborers, at $960 each; two skilled laborers,
at
$840 each;
laborer, $720; one janitor, $900; twenty-two
skilled laborer,
one skilled
each; one
at $840
assistant
boys, or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
each; one
$600 each;
messenger boys,
messengers, messenger
assistant messengers,
carriage
$600; twenty-one
or messenger boys, at $480
twenty-one laborers or
driver, $600;
carriage driver,
each;
one messenger
messenger or
$360; one charwoman,
$540;
charwoman, $540;
boy, $360;
messenger boy,
or messenger
each; one
fifteen charwomen,
two
at $480 each; fifteen
charwomen, at $240
$240 each; for
charwomen, at
two charwomen,
extra
labor and
and emergency
employments, $12,000;
$12,000; in all, $402,350.
$402,350.
emergency employments,
extra labor
Management
SALARIES, OFFICE
OFt ICE OF
OF FARM
of
t
Management
One chief of office, ofl
MANAGEMENT: One
FARM MANAGEMENT:
SALARIES,
$4,000;
executive assistant,
Salaries.
assistant, $2,250; two clerks, class three; salaries.
$4,000; one executive
three clerks, class two; six clerks, class one; two clerks, at $1,100
$1,100
each; one clerk, $1,080; one clerk or photographer, $1,020;
$1,020; eight
clerks,
$1,000 each; ten clerks, at $900 each; four clerks or map
clerks, at $1,000
tracers,
tracers at $720 each; one
at $840 each; three clerks or map tracers,
tracers, at
lantern-slide
messenger or laborer, $720; one
lantern-slide colorist, $720; one messenger
messengers,
messenger
messenger,, messenger boy, or laborer, $660; three messengers,
messenger'
four
messenger boys, or laborers, at $480 each; one laborer, $360; four
charwomen,
$1,440; one photoglibrary assistant, $1,440;
charwomen, at $240 each; one library
rapher
$1,400; one photographer, $1,000; one draftsman, $1,440;
$1,440;
rapher,, $1,400;
one
$1,200; two
draftsmen, at
$900 each; in all, $60,810.
at $900
two draftsmen,
draftsman, $1,200;
one draftsman,
General expenses.
Ge"ar pas.
For the
GENERAL
EXPENSES, OFFICE
FARM MANAGEMENT:
the emem—
MANAGEMENT: For
OF FAR
OFFICE OF
GENERAL EXPENSES,
ployment of persons in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
ployment
furniture, supplies, traveling expenses,
expenses, rent outside of the District of
furniture,
Columbia, and
and all
other expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
in carrying
out the work
carrying out
all other
Columbia,
herein authorized,
authorized, as follows:
To
investigate and
and encourage
adoption of
methods Farm
mandmagement
rm Management
improved methods
of improved
the adoption
encourage the
To investigate
of farm
and farm
farm practice,
$220,000;practice.
and
practice, $220,000;
management and
of
farm management
er
l
edO-' timb
a lakred
For studying
off "logged-off"
timber
"logged-off" lands with a
methods of clearing off
studying methods
For
purposes; for
utilization for agricultural
agricultural and dairying purposes;
their utilization
view to their
etctheir irrigation;
powders in
in clearing
them; and
for the
"y-produt"i etc.
the By-products,
and for
clearing theom;
testing powders
for testing
irrigation; for
their
clearing; in coutilization
of by-products
by-products arising in the process of clearing;
utilization of
operation with
the States,
States, companies,
companies, or individuals,
individuals, or otherwise,
with the
operation
$5,000;
000;
$5
in
general expenses, $225,000.
in all, for general
Secretary of Agriculture, $688,160.
Total for Office of the Secretary

re7

BUREAU.
WEATHER
WEATHER BUREAU.

S
ALARIES, WEATHER
W EATHER BUREAU:
BUREAU: One
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
$5,000; one
One chief
SALARIES,

assistant chief
bureau, $3,250;
clerk, $2,500; one chief of
one chief clerk,
$3,250; one
of bureau,
chief of
assistant

division of
and accounts,
chief of printing division,
one chief
$2,750; one
accounts, $2,750;
stations and
of stations
division

$2,500;
chiefs of division, at $2,000 each; eight clerks, class four;
$2,500; three chiefs
eleven clerks,
class three;
thirty-one
clerks, class two; thirty-one
twenty-three clerks,
three; twenty-three
clerks, class
eleven
clerks, class
class one;
$1,000 each;
each; ten clerks, at
clerks, at $1,000
twenty-two clerks,
one; twenty-two
clerks,
$900
foreman of printing,
$1,600; one lithographer, $1,500;
$1,500;
printing, $1,600;
one foreman
each; one
$900 each;

three
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
$1,200; one printer
printer
pressman, $1,200;
one pressman,
each; one
lithographers, at
three lithographers,

or compositor,
$1,440; five
compositors, at $1,350
$1,350 each;
printers or compositors,
five printers
or
compositor, $1,440;

fourteen
printers or comeach six printers
at $1,300
$1,300 each;
compositors, at
or compositors,
printers or
fourteen printers
positors,
$1,080 each;
compositors, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
or compositors,
printers or
five printers
each; five
at $1,080
positors, at
four
and feeders,
feeders, at $720 each; one chief instrument
instrument maker,
folders and
four folders
$1,440; three
instrument
$1,300 each; one instrument
makers, at $1,300
instrument makers,
three instrument
$1,440;
maker,
$1,200; two
each; five skilled
skilled'
mechanics, at $1,200 each;
two skilled mechanics,
maker, $1,200;
mechanics,
mechanic, $840; one skilled
skilled
each; one skilled mechanic,
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
mechanics, at
mechanic,
$720; six
artisans, at $840 each; one engineer,
engineer,
six skilled artisans,
mechanic, $720;
$1,300; one
fireman and
steam fitter,
fitter, $840;
at $720
each;
$720 each;
firemen, at
four firemen,
$840; four
and steam
one fireman
$1,300;

Weather BurmaBureaL.
Weather
PaTloehis
ggig
Prep
e

e.of

bu
bu-
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one
the watch,
$1,000;, one
gardener,
one captain
captain of
of the
watch, $1,000
one electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; one
one gardener,
$1,000; four
$840 each;
six repairmen,
repairmen, at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
$1,000;
four repairmen,
repairmen, at
at $840
each; six
Resategera, etc.
four
watchmen, at
at $720
each; seventeen
messengers, messenger
boys,
MYngMar,
et&
four watchmen,
$720 each;
seventeen messengers,
messenger boys,
or laborers,
laborers at
.$720 each;
each; six
six messengers,
or
at $720
messe rs, messenger
messenger boys,
boys, or
or laborers,
laborers,
at
$660 each;
messenger boys,
or laborers,
at
at $660
each; thirty-one
thirty-one messengers,
messengers, messenger
boys, or
laborers, at
$600
each; eighty-eight
eighty-eight messengers,
messenger boys,
boys, or
or laborers,
$600 each;
messengers, messenger
laborers, at
at
$480 each;
each; five
five messengers,
messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
boys, or
or laborers,
at $450
$450 each;
$480
laborers, at
each;
thirty-seven messenger
boys, at
$360 each;
charwoman, $360;
thirty-seven
messenger boys,
at $360
each; one
one charwoman,
$360;
three charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
$336;060.
three
all, $336,060.
General eximmom
Grainatia. EXPENSES,
BUREAU: For
carrying into
effect
GENEBA
eapi
uxXPEBN8BS, Wzanuca
WzAT
Buea.u:
For carrying
into effect
chissffic"'
a
"
)
"in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere
United States,
States, in
in the
the
ets.
the District
elsewhere in
in the
the United
ieets•
West
the Panama
Canal, the
Caribbean Sea
adjaWest Indies,
Indies, in
in the
Panama Canal,
the Caribbean
Sea,t and
and on
on adjacent coasts,
coasts, in
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands in
in Bermuda,
and in
in Alaska,
Alaska, the
the
cent
Bermuda, and
Vol.
653.
provisions of
of an
Act approved
approved October
first, eighteen
and
VoL 26, p.65
provisions
an Act
October first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety, so
as they
to the
thereby
ninety,
so far
far as
they relate
relate to
the weather
weather service
service transferred
transferred thereby
to
the Department
Department of
Agriculture, for
for the
employment of
professors
to the
of Agriculture,
the employment
of professors
of
of meteorology,
meteorology, district
district forecasters,
forecasters, local
local forecasters,
forecasters, meteorologists,
meteorologists,
section
directors, observers,
observers, apprentices,
mechanics,
section directors,
apprentices, operators,
operators, skilled
skilled mechanics,
instrument
foremen, assistant
assistant foremen,
readers, comcominstrument makers,
makers, foremen,
foremen, proof
proof readers,
positors,
lithographers, folders
folders and
repairmen, stastapositors, pressmen,
pressmen, lithographers,
and feeders,
feeders, repairmen,
tion agents,
agents, messenges,
messengers, messenger
boys, laborers,
laborers, special
special observers,
tion
meaenger boys,
observers,
displaymen 'and
employees; for
for fuel,
gas, electricity,
electricity,
displaymen,
and other
other necessary
necessary employees;
fuel, gas,
freight
charges, furniture
ice, dry
dry goods,
goods,
freight and
and express
express charges,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, ice,
twine,
mats, oil,
lumber,
furniture,
and washing
washing towels;
towels;
twine, mats,
oil, paints,
paints, glass,
glass, lumber,
hardware, and
purchase, subsistence
subsistence and
care of
of horses
horses and
vehifor advertising; for purchase,
and care
and vehicles
the purchase
purchase and
and repair
repair of
harness, for
official purposes
purposes only;
les,.,the
of harness,
for official
only;
for instruments,
instruments, shelters, apparatus,
apparatus, storm-warning
repairs
storm-warning towers and
and repairs
thereto;
of offices;
offices; for
for repairs
improvements to
to existing
thereto; for
for rent
rent of
repairs and
and improvements
existing
buildings
preservation of grounds, including
buildings and care and preservation
conincluding the
the construction
of necessary
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings and
and sidewalks
sidewalks on
streets
struction of
on public
public streets
abutting Weather
Weather Bureau
the erection
erection of
Bureau grounds;
grounds; and
and the
of temporary
temporary
buildings
for living
official traveling
buildings for
living quarters
quarters of
of observers;
observers; for
for official
traveling exexpenses; for telephone
telephone rentals
rentals and
and for telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, and
and
cabling reports and messages,
messages, rates
rates to
fixed by
of
to be
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
Agriculture by agreements
agreements with
a_nies performing
the servservwith the
the comp
companies
performing the
maintenance and
ice; for the maintenance
Weather Bureau
and repair
repair of
of Weather
Bureau telegrsph,
telegraph,
telephone,
cable lines;
lines; and
for every
every other
other expenditur
telephone, and
and cable
and for
expendituree required
required
establishment, equipment,
maintenance of
meteorological
for the establishment,
equipment, and
and maintenance
of meteorological
offices
offices and stations
stations and for the
forecasts and
and warnwarnthe issuing of weather forecasts
ings of
storms, cold
and heavy
snows, the
and
ings
of storms,
cold waves
waves,zfrosts,
frosts, and
heavy snows,
the gauging
gauging and
measuring
flow of
and the
issuing of
measuring of
of the
the flow
of rivers
rivers and
the issuing
of river
river forecasts
forecasts and
and
warnings; for
observations and
relating to
to crops
crops and
other
for observations
and reports
reports relating
and for
for other
Coopertion with necessary
necessary observations
reports, including
cooperation
observations and reports,
including cooperation
cooperation with
with other
other
or etc.'rea bureaus of the Government
other bureaus,
institutions of
Government and
and societies
societies and
and institutions
of learning
learning
for the dissemination of meteorological
meteorological information, as follows:
follows:
xnnses in WashFor necessary
Expenses
Wash"
necessary expenses in
city of
Washington incident
in the chty
of Washington
incident to
to colcollecting
disseminating meteorological,
lecting and disseminating
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and
and marine
marine
information, and
and for
investigations in
meteorology, climatology,
information,
for investigations
in meteorology,
climatology,
seismology, evaporation,
evaporation, and
$109,250;
seismology,
and aerology,
aerology, $109,250;
pintnoff.
For the
Printing
office.
printing office
office in
city of
of Washington
Washington
the maintenance
maintenance of
of a
a printing
in the
the city
for the printing of weather maps, bulletins, circulars,
and
circulars, forms,
forms, and
other publications, including
including the pay of additional employees, when
Proviso. onon0wortk necessary,
$12,800: Provided, That no printing shall be done by the
Pr
Limitation
on work. necessary, $12,800: Provided, That no printing shall be done by the
Weather
Weather Bureau that, in the judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture, can be done at
at the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office without
without
impairing
the service
of said
said bureau;
impairing the
service of
bureau;
Expenses outside of
or necessary
necessary expenses
outside of
of the
city of
WhatS"'id"
For
expenses outside
the city
of Washington
Washington incident
incident
Washingtonto collecting
disseminating meteorological,
collecting and disseminating
meteorological, climatological, and
marine information,
information, and forinvestigations
forinvestiaations in meteorology,
climatology,
meteorology, climatology,
evaporation, and aerology,
aerology, $1,242,650,
seismology, evaporation,
to
$1,242,650, including
including not
not to
observations and
exceed $626,720
$626,720 for salaries, $130,040 for special
special observations
reports. and $292,150 for telegraphing
telegraphing and telephoning;
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For
official traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, $24,000;
For official
For
purchase of
and the
building at
at Cape
Cape
the erection
erection of
of aa. building
of a
a sit()
sitq and
For the
the purchase
Henry, Virginia,
under the supervision of the Chief
constructed under
Virginia, to be constructed
Henry,
specifications to be approved by
plans and specifications
Bureau, plans
Weather Bureau,
of the
the Weather
the Secretary
necessary labor, materials,
and for all necessary
Agriculture, and
Secretary of Agriculture,
the
and
expenses connected
connected with this work, $22,500;
and expenses
In
for general
general expenses, $1,411,200.
In all,
al, for
Total
Weather Bureau, $1,747,260.
$1,747,260.
for Weather
Total for
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.
BUREAU

449
449

1916.

Traveling expenses.
expeses.

Traveling

Cape Henry, Va.
Ilbservatory build-

cOetr

, Vbald-

g-

Animal
BuAnimal Industry Bureau.
reau.

SALARIES,
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL I
INDUSTRY:
One chief
bureau, Pay
of
chief
of bubuS
ALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
NDUSTRY: One
chief of
of bureau,
P:Yd
c:,1
„
k
c
s
big
e.°'
etc.
clerks,
reau,
and compiler, $2,250; one
$5,000; one
one chief
one editor
editor and
'$2,500; one
clerk, $2,500;
chief clerk,
$5,000;
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,000; one executive
executive clerk, $1,920; five clerks, class
executive
three- two clerks, at
four;
$1,680; thirteen clerks, class three;
four; one clerk, $1,680;
twenty-three clerks, class two; two clerks, at $1,380
$1,500 each; twenty-three
each; three clerks, at $1,320
$1,320 each; one clerk, $1,300; one clerk, $1,260;
$1,260;
each;
fifty$1,080; ,fiftylerk, $1,080;
$1,100; one clerk,
forty-five clerks,
class one; one clerk, $1,100;
clerks, -class
forty-five
six
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
each; two
clerks, at $960_each;
ninety-fou
$960 each; ninety-four
two clerks,
at $1,000
six clerks,
$,400;
$2,000; one illustrator, $1,400;
architect, $2,000;
clerks, at $900 each; one architect,
One laboratory
laboratory helper,
helper, $1,200;
helpers, at $1,020
$1,200; two laboratory ,helpers,
one
each; one
helper, $840;
$720; two
helper, $720;
laboratory helper,
one laboratory
$840; one
laboratory helper,
one laboratory
each;
laboratory helpers,
helpers, at
$600 each;
each; one
laboratory helper,
$480; one
helper, $480;
one laboratory
at $600
laboratory
instrument maker,
$1,200; one carpenter,
carpenter ' $1,140; two carpenters, at
at
maker, $1,200;
instrument
$1,000
messengers and custodians, at $1,200 each; one
two messengers
$1,000 each; two
skilled laborer,
thirty-two skilled laborers, at $900 each;
each;
$1,000; thirty-two
laborer, $1,000;
skilled
eleven
laborers, or
or laborers, at $840 each; fourskilled laborers,
messengers, skilled
eleven messengers,
teen
or laborers,
laborers, at
$720 each; four
at $720
laborers, or
skilled laborers,
messengers, skilled
teen messengers,
laborers,
$660 each;
each; eight
eight laborers,
laborers, at $600 each; three laborers,
at $660
laborers, at
at
$540 each;
each; thirty laborers, at $480 each; one laborer, $240; three
at $540
messenger boys,
at $600
each; nine messenger
each;
messenger boys, at $480 each;
$600 each;
boys, at
messenger
eight messenger
boys_, at $360
watchman, $720; one chareach; one watchman,
$360 each;
messenger boys,
eight
woman $600;
$480
charwomen, at $480
thirteen charwomen,
$540; thirteen
charwoman, $540;
one charwoman,
$600; one
woman,
charwomen, at $300 each;
each; five
each;
charwomen, at $360 each; two charwomen,
five charwomen,
each;
five charwomen,
at $240
all, $398,470.
$240 each; in all,
charwomen, at
five
expenses.
Generl expens.
carrying General
For carrying
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
INDUSTRY: For
OF ANIMAL
BUREAU OF
GENERAL EXPENSES,
Vol.
23,
p. 31..
23,
p.
Vol.
eighteen
twenty-ninth,
out
the
provisions
of
the
approved
May
May
twenty-ninth,
eighteen
approved
the
Act
of
out the provisions
hundred
Industry,
establishing aa Bureau of Animal Industry
eighty-four, establishing
and eighty-four,
hundred and
Vol. 25, p. 833.
and the
the provisions
provisions of the Act approved
approved March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred Vol. ,p. 833
and
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, providing
providing for
for the safe transport and humane treatand
countries,
ment of
of export
export cattle
from the United States to foreign countries
cattle from
ment
p. 414.
414
26. p.
August thirtieth, eighteen
and
for other
other purposes;
the Act
eighteen vo.Vol. 26,
approved August
Act approved
purposes; the
and for
hundred
and
ninety,
providing
for
the
importation
of
animals
into
animals
importation
the
for
hundred and ninety, providing
the
the
United States,
States, and
provisions of the
purposes; and the provisions
other purposes;
for other
and for
the United
32, p. 1193.
Vol- 32 p- 3.
inspec- Vol.
Act of
of May
May ninth,
nineteen hundred
and two.
two, extending
extending the
the inspechundred and
ninth, nineteen
Act
tion
inspection
process butter, and providing for the inspection
meats to process
of meats
tion of
of
factories, marking
marking of
of. packages,
packages, and
and so forth; and the proviof factories,
Vol. 32, p. 791.
32, p. 91.
February second, nineteen hundred and vol.
sions of
of the
the Act approved
approved-February
sions
effectually
more
three,
to
enable
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to
effectually
Agriculture
three, to enable the Secretary
suppress and
and prevent
the spread
spread of contagious and infectious diseases
prevent the
suppress
of live
live stock,
stock, and
other purposes;
and also
provisions of
of the
the Vol. 33, p.
of
and for
for other
purposes; and
also the
the provisions
p 1264.
Cattle quarantine.
quarantine.
nineteen hundred
Act
approved March
third, nineteen
hundred and five, to enable the Cattle
March third,
Act approved
Secretary
Agriculture to
establish and maintain
quarantine dismaintain quarantine
to establish
of Agriculture
Secretary of
tricts,
regulate the
movement of cattle and other live
the movement
and regulate
permit and
to permit
tricts, to
stock therefrom,
for other
other purposes;
purposes; and for carrying out the
and for
therefrom, and
stock
Vol. 34, p. 607.
p. 607. houi
3,
twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred and Vol.
provisions
of June twenty-ninth,
Act of
of the
the Act
provisions of
Twenty-eight
law.
law.
transit
in
"An. Act to prevent cruelty to animals while
entitled "An
six, entitled
out
carrying out
by
railroad or
or other
transportation;" and for carrying
means of transportation;
other means
by railroad
37, p. 832.
8S.
o, 3n.p.
nineteen hundred
the
provisions of
of the
fourth, nineteen
hundred Vol.
March fourth,
approved March
Act approved
the Act
the provisions
and
regulating the
preparation, sale, barter, exchange,
exchange, or
the preparation,
thirteen, regulating
and thirteen,
91890*--voi,
39 "r1-29
1-29
91890°-vol 39-
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450
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shipment
any virus,
toxin, or
or analogous
products manumanuanalogous products
serum, toxin,
virus, serum,
of any
shipment of
factured
in the
the iinportation
products
of such
such products
ipiportation of
and the
States, and
United States,
the United
factured in
Collecting
°Mb' intended
for use
use in
in the
the treatment
treatment of
of domestic
to enable
and to
animals; and
domestic animals;
intended for
io™
Codctc
t etc. 1171
tion,
t
information
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to collect and disseminate information
of Agriculture
the
*
Employees.
concerning
other animal
products; to prepare
animal products;
and other
dairy, and
stock, dairy,
live stock,
oncerning Ave
Employe.
and disseminate
reports on
on animal
industry; to
pay from
from
and pay
employ and
to employ
animal industry;
disseminate reports
and
the
appropriation herein
herein made
in the
the city
Washcity of Washpersons in
many persons
as many
made as
the appropriation
purchase in the
ms, ington
ington or elsewhere
Tubcall, terms,
Tuberculin,
elsewhere as he may deem necessary; to purchase
etc. t
open
antitoxins, or
or analoopen market
market samples
samples of
of all
all tuberculin,
tuberculin, serums,
serums, antitoxins,
analogous
products, of
of foreign
foreign or
or domestic
domestic manufacture,
which are sold in
manufacture, which
gous products,
the
United States,
States, for
for the
treatment, or cure
prevention, treatment,
detection, prevention,
the detection,
the United
of diseass
diseases of domestic
domestic animals,
animals. to test the same, and to disseminate
of
tioi4
Pw.r,.
01 "drue.the
the results
of said
said tests
tests in such manner as he may deem best; to
results of
ti.SS
,P
purchase and
animals or quarantine
quarantine the
exposed animals
diseased or exposed
destroy diseased
and destroy
purchase
same wheneverl
in his judgment
judgment essential
essential to prevent the spread of
wheneverin
same
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis,
animnal from one
or other
other diseases of animals
tuberculosis, or
pleuropneumonia,
State to
another, as
follows:
as follows:
to another,
State
and quarantine
quarantine work, including al
a
lr
z
rettandquar- For
For inspection
inspection and
all necessary
necessary
tnspeeticnfdqurexpenses
in sheep and cattle, the inspecthe eradication
eradication of scabies in
expenses for the
tion
of southern
cattle, the supervision
supervision of the transportation
live
transportation of live
southern cattle,
tion of
twenty-eightstock
inspection of
of vessels, the execution of the twenty-eightthe inspection
and the
stock and
hour
the inspection
quarantine of imported animals, includincludinspection and quarantine
hour law,
law, the
quarantine stations and
maintenance of quarantine
establishment and maintenance
ing the
the establishment
the
building's thereon; the inspection work relative to the
the alteration
alteration of buildings
i3xistence of
of contagious
diseases, and
and the tuberculin
tuberculin and mallein testcontagious diseases,
existence
$532,780;
ing
in of animals, $532,780;
eradication of southern cattle
southerneattleticka.
expnses for the eradication
lor
Baniharnuattletlahs•
For all necessay
necessary expenses
Demonstrationwork.
rt
s U
may be used for live
live stock and
which sum $50,000
$50,000 may
tl onwo
ticks,
ticks, $632,400,
$632,400, of which
Demi
demonstration work, in cooperation with the States Relations
Relations
dairy demonstration
Service,
areas freed of ticks, and of this amount no part shall be
Service, in areas
Proviso.
purchase of animals
urposes: Provided,
Provided,
Proviso.
used in the purchase
animals for breeding purposes
1ere: however, That
purappropriation shall be used in the pourh
e
t
atwa
part of
of this
this appropriation
no part
-terrals,P
iati,
cm~
chase
of
materials,
etc. however, That no
materials for or in the construction
Land
construction of dipping vats upon land
chase of materials
not owned
owned solely
United States,
States, except
except at
fairs or
or expositions
not
solely by
by the
the United
at fairs
expositions
Department of Agriculture
exhibits ordemonstraor demonstrawhere the Department
Agriculture makes exhibits
tions;
appropriation be used in
tions; nor shall any
any part of this appropriation
in the purchase of materials or mixtures for use in dipping vats except
except in
experimental or demonstration
carried on by
by the
the officials
officials or
demonstration work carried
experimental
agents of the Bureau of Animal Industry.
Dairy
ndustry.
Dairy Industry.
For
expenses for
for investigations
investigations and
and experiments
experiments in
in
For all
all necessary
necessary expenses
investigations of the
dairy industry,
industry, cooperative
cooperative investigations
the dairy
dairy industry in
in the
various
States, inspection
of renovated-butter
various States,
inspection of
renovated-butter factories
factories and
and markets,
markets,
Proiso.
Provided, That $5,000 of this sum shall be used for invesCh
e
r
ese
"' marketing $277,470: Provided,
etc.
experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations in connection with the
chse
ma. etig,,tigations, experiments,
manufacture and marketing of cheese.
manufacture
Anial
husbandry.
For all necessary
expenses for
Animal husbandry.
necessary expenses
for investigations
investigations and
and experiments
experiments in
in
Feeding,breeding, animal
animal husbandry;
for experiments
in animal
feeding and
and breeding,
breeding,
husbandry; for
experiments in
animal feeding
etc.,iexperimnt.
including cooperation
cooperation with the State agricultural
experiment staagricultural experiment
staerection of
of buildings
buildings
tions, including repairs
repairs and additions
additions to and erection
absolutely
necessary to carry on the experiments,
absolutely necessary
experiments, including the employment
ployment of labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent
rent outoutside
the District
District of
and all
all other
other necessary
expenses,
side of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
necessary expenses,
appropriated $25,000 may
208,320: Provided,
military $208,320:
Hrooes f military
Pr"iim4.or
Provided, That of the sum thus appropriated
may
Horses
purposes.
be used for experiments
purposes,
experiments in the breeding and maintenance
maintenance of horses
horses
Providedfurther,
further,That
Poultry, ostriches.
ostriches. for military purposes:
Poultry,
purposes: Provided
That of the sum thus approappropriated, $37,000 may be used for experiments
experiments in poultry feeding and
and
breeding, including
including the feeding and breeding of ostriches
ostriches and investiindustry;
gations and experiments
experiments in the study of the ostrich industry;
Anial diseases.
dismaes.
necessary expenses
Animal
For all necessary
for scientific
scientific investigations
investigations in
in diseases
diseases
expenses for
of animals, including
including the maintenance
maintenance and
improvement of
of the
and improvement
the
experiment station at Bethesda, Maryland,
bureau experiment
Maryland, and the necessary
necessary
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alterations
thereon, and the necessary expenses for invesalterations of buildings thereon,
antitoxins, and analogous
analogous products,
tuberculin, serums, antitoxins,
tigations of tuberculin,
Proviso.
$138,020:
That of
of said
$50,000 may
may be
for con
$138,020: Provided,
Provided, That
said sum
sum $50,000
be used
used for
Contagiouss aPorti
abortion
animals.
otanimals.
researches
methods of of
the cause
cause, modes of spread, and methods
concerning the
researches concerning
treatment and prevention
prevention of the disease of contagious abortion of
treatment
annuals;
animals;
annuals;
Experiment
EXimiri
station
T
s
,
e
utstation
and arm buildings.
For construction
construction of buildings
buildings at bureau experiment station at an
Bethesda,
experiment farm at Beltsville,
Maryland, and bureau experiment
Bethesda, Maryland,
Maryland, $23,600;
$23,600;
Maryland,
Hogcholera.
For investigating
investigating the disease of hog cholera, and for its control or Eradiaing, etc.
eradication
demonstraby such means as may be necessary, including demonstraeradication by
either indeorganizations, and other methods, either
the formation
formation of organizations,
tions, the
pendently
associations, State or county
county p,,.
pendently or
or in cooperation
cooperation with farmers, associations,
Provisos.
Regulating trade
in
authorities,
$360,000: Provided,
of said
$175,000 shall
be Beguatin
trade in
shall be
said sum
sum $175,000
That of
Provided, That
authorities, $360,000:
viruses,
s etc.
available
expenditures in carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act UVn a '*
available for expenditures
approved
hundred and thirteen, regulating
regulating the
the
fourth, nineteen hundred
March fourth,
approved March
serum
preparation,
exchange, or shipment
shipment of any virus, serum.,
preparation, sale, barter, exchange
toxin or
or analogous
product manufactured
manufactured in the United States and
analogous product
toxin,
P
ethological rereP athologicl
treatment of searches.
the importation
of such
products intended
use in the treatment
for use
intended for
such products
importation of
the
domestic animals:
$35,000 wa he.
further, That of said sum $35,000
provided further,
And provided
animals: And
domestic
of
spread,
a
ev
n era
ailalb
a
le
dministra
forresea:r
vees
w concerning
c
oo
rn
kc
,er
in
ning
cludithe
th
ng
eca
tra
us
ve
e
l
,
i
m
n&
od
ees
xpo
ef
ns
s
es
prean
aci
d,
modes
cause,
for
researches
shall begavailable
and
of treatment
disease;
prevention of this disease;
and prevention
treatment and
and methods
methods of
Dandles..
rug
necessary: expenses for the investigation,
investigation, treatment, and Aradisatisg,
For all necessary
eradication
dourme, $75,000.
$75,000.
eradication of dourine,
Administrative'.
Forbegeneral administrative work, including traveling expenses and wkmi.ist
shall
work.
salaries of employees
employees engaged
engaged in such work, rent outside of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, office fixtures and supplies, express,
express, freight, teletaleexpenses, $30,186;
graph, telephone,
telephone, and other necessary
necessary expenses,
graph,
In all, for general
general expenses,
$2,277,776.
expenses, $2,277,776.
MEAT
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
INDUSTRY: For
A~ddtiInspection.
.
For additional
additional Meat
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
MEAT INSPECTION,
INSPECTION, BUREAU
Additional
expenses.
expenses in carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the meat-inspection act of
34, p.
Vol -4,
p- 674
(Thirty-fourth Statutes
and six (Thirty-fourth
June thirtieth,
hundred and
Statutes at Vol.
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
June
appropriseventy-four), there is hereby appropriLarge
Large, page six hundred and seventy-four),
ated for
f
or the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen,
seventeen, the sum of $344,500.
8344,500.
Industry, $3,020,746.
$3,020,745.
Total for Bureau of Animal Industry,
BRInductr ResPlant Industry
Plant
rMU
INDUSTRY.
PLANT INDUSTRY.
BUREAU OF
ream
OF PLANT
BUREAU

,
reyo:d
physiologist and ret
PLANT
INDUSTRY:
SALARIES,
SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF P
LANT I
NDUSTRY: One physiologist
Z, egks,eic.
i

pathologist, who shall be chief of bureau, $5,000; one chief clerk,
pathologist,
distribution, $2,500$3,000; one executive
executive assistant in seed distribution,
$2,500; one
gardener,
landscape gardener,
officer in charge of publications,
publications, $2,250; one landscape
$1,800; one officer in charge
charge of records, $2,250; one superintendent
superintendent
of seed weighing and mailing, $2,000; two executive
executive clerks, at $1,980
$1,980
superintendent of seed warehouse, $1,400; one
each; one assistant superintendent
each;
warehouseman, $1,400; one seed
seed inspector, $1,000; one seed warehouseman,
warehouseman, $1,000; one seed
warehouseman, $1,020;
$1,020; one seed warehouseman,
warehouseman,
warehouseman, $840; six clerks, class four; twelve clerks, class three;
warehouseman,
clerks, at $1,500
$1,500 each; twenty clerks, class two; forty-seven
forty-seven
three clerks,
$1,080;
$1,200; one clerk, $1,080;
clerks, class one; one clerk or draftsman,
draftsman, ;1,200;
twenty-three clerks, at $1,000
eight clerks,
clerks, at $1,020
$1,020 each; twenty-three
$1,000 each;
forty-five clerks, at $900 each; one clerk or draftsman,
draftsman, $900; nineteen
forty-five
$780;
$720 each; one laborer, $780;
clerks, at $840 each; two clerks, at $720
forty-one messengers
messengers or laborers, at $720
$720 each; eleven messengers,
messengers,
forty-one
messengers,
messenger boys, or laborers,
laborers, at $660 each; twenty-six
twenty-six messengers,
messenger boys, or laborers, at $600 each; one artist, $1,620; one
messenger
$1,200 each; one
clerk or artist, $1,400; two clerks or artists, at $1,200
laboratory aid,
$1,200; one photographer,
photographer, $840; one laboratory
photographer, $1,200;
$1,440; one laboratory
laboratory aid, $1,380;
$1,380; three laboratory
laboratory aids or clerks,
each; one laboratory
laboratory aid, clerk, or skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,080;
111,080;
at $1,200 each;

Y
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aids, et*.
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two
clerks, or
or skilled
skilled laborers,
at $1,020
three
two laboratory
laboratory aids,
aids, clerks,
laborers, at
$1,020 each;
each; three
laboratory
laboratory aid,
aid, $900;
$900; five
five laboratory
laboratory
laboratory aids,
aids, at
at $960
$960 each;
each; one
one laboratory
aids,
laboratory
laboratory aids,
aids, at $720
$720 each;
each; one laboratory
;
aids, at
at $840 each; six laboratory
viittleners,
apprentice, $720;
$720; one
one map
tracer, $600;
$600; two
two gardeners,
at $1,440
$1,440
*auas et*.
apprentice,
map tracer,
gardeners, at
each;
gardeners, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
each; four
four gardeners,
each; eight
eight gardeners,
gardeners, at
at $1,100
$1,100 each;
fifteen
fifteen gardeners
gardeners, at
at $900 each; nineteen
nineteen gardeners,
gardeners, at $780 each;
each; one
skilled
laborer , $960;
$960; two skilled laborers
skilled laborer,
laborers,? at $900 each;
each; three skilled
skilled
laborers,
at 440
one assistant
in technology,
$1,400; one
laborers, at
$840 .each;
.each; one
assistant in
technology, $1,400;
one
assistant
$1,080; one
assistant in
in technology,
technology, $1,380;
$1,380; one mechanician,
mechanician, $1,080;
one
mechanical assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; one blacksmith,
blacksmith, $900; one carpenter,
mechanical
$900; one painter, $900; one teamster, $840; one teamster, $600;
-twmity-one
at $540
twenty-four laborers,
laborers, messengers,
-twenty-one-laborers,
laborers, at
$540 each;
each; twenty-four
messengers,
or messenger boys, at $480 each;
each; two
two laborers
laborers or
or charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $480
$480
each; two laborers or messenger boys, at
at. $420 each; twenty charwomen, at $240 each;
each; eleven
eleven messenger
messenger boys, at $360 each; four
messenger boys,
at $300
$300 each;
in all,
•
.messenger
boys, at
each; in
all, $418,240.
$418,240.
General "Pe"
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUrEAu
BUREAU OF
OP PLANT
PLANT INDusTer:
all necesnecesFor all
INDUSTRY: For
GmENEiL ExPENesS,
,
''
expenses in the investigation
frees, grain, cotton,
sary expenses
investigation of fruits, fruit trees,
tobacco, vegetables, grasses,
tobacco,
grsses, forage, drug, medicinal, poisonous, fiber,
and other plants and plant industries,
other
industries, in cooperation
cooperation with other
branches of the department,
department, the State experiment stations, .
and
and
practical farmers, and for the erection
erection of necessary
necessary farm buildings:
practical
sasiusrimilds.
s.Provided,
erected shall not exceed
-'t/fas
-Provided, That the cost of any building erected
exceed
$1,500;
Post,,p.
p. 4.
464.
$1,500; for field and station expenses, including fences, drains, and
improvements; for repairs in the District of Columbia
other farm improvements;
Columbia
elsewhere; for rent outside of
and elsewhere;
of the District of Columbia; and for
lav6tgto
etc. the employment
i
nvesuPti"'"
employment of all
all investigators,
investigators,. local and
and special
agents, agrispecial agents,
agricultural explorers, experts, clerks, illustrators, assistants, and all
labor and other necessary expenses
expenses in the city
eityof
Washington and
of Washington
elsewhere required for the investigations, experiments,
experiments, and demonstrations herein
herein authorized,
authorized, as
as follows:
follows:
Plnt diseases,
dibsmet.
For investigations
investigations of plant diseases and pathological
pathological collections,
Plant
etc.
$38,500;
$38,500;
rchard, ete
etc.,ruits.
For the investigation
Orchard '
"fruits'
investigation of diseases of orchard and other fruits,
$63,615;
$63,615;
Cltrusnkar.
investigations of the nature
Citrus canker.
For conducting
conducting such investigations
nature and means of
of
communication
the disease
communication of the
disease of citrus
citrus canker,
canker,
citrus trees known
known as
as citrus
and by applying such methods of eradication
disease
eradication or control of the
the disease
as
as in
in the
Agriculture may
the judgment
judgment of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
Expenditures, etc.
$250,000;
and the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
is authorized
pay such
iEspen<tus.ete.
$250,000; and
the Secretary
Agriculture is
authorized to
to pay
such
expense and employ such persons and means, in the city of WashWashington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and to cooperate
cooperate with such authorities
authorities of the
States
concerned, organizations
or individuals
may
States concerned,
organizations of
of growers,
growers, or
individuals as
as he
he may
Provisos.
deem necessary
no part
part
Provided, That
That no
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish such
such purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Rejsioti
Restriction.
deem
of the money herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used to pay the cost or
value
of trees
or other
property injured
or destroyed:
Provided
destroyed: Provided
injured or
trees or
other property
value of
flalee mPPofurther,
reappro. further, That
of the
the appropriation
pBaelance
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
appropriation of
of $300,000
$300,000
P
AP'p.
24.
Ante,
p. 24.
for the emergency
emergency caused
caused by the infectious
infectious nature and continued
continued
spread of the destructive
destructive disease of citrus trees known as citrus
deficiency Act
canker, made in the further urgent deficiency
Act approved
approved February
February
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
hundred and sixteen, is
reappropriated
and made
made available
available for
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sevenfor the
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred and
seventeen;
teen;
Tras
shrui.
For the investigation
of forest
forest and
Trees and shrubs.
investigation of diseases of
ornamental trees
trees and
and
and ornamental
shrubs, including aa study of the nature
nature and habits of the parasitic
white-pine blister
fungi causing the chestnut-tree
chestnut-tree bark disease, the white-pine
rust, and other epidemic
epidemic tree
tree diseases, for
for the
the purpose of discovering
discovering
new methods of control and applying
applying methods of eradication
eradication or conconProviso.
trol already
That the
the unexpended
balunexpended bal$87,175: Provided,
Provided,That
already discovered,
discovered, $87,175:
Balance
es/awe for white
white- trol
pie
rust
reapof
$20,000
the
pine blister rust
reap- ance of the appropriation
appropriation
for
emergency
caused
by
the
the
propriated.
infectious nature
nature and continued
continued spread of the destructive
destructive disease of
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white-pine blister rust, by conducting
conducting such
known as the white-pine
pine trees known
investigations
communication of the disand means
means of communication
the nature and
investigations of the
ease,
and by
eradication or control of the
methods of eradication
such methods
by applying such
ease, and
disease as in the .judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture may be

deficiency Act approved
urgent deficiency
necessary, made
m the
further urgent
approved Febthe further
made in
necessary,

Ante,

An,

p.
24.
p. 24.

ruary
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
hereby reapsixteen, is hereby
twenty-eighth, nineteen
ruary .twenty-eighth,
pr.opriated and
available for the same purposes for the fiscal year
and made
made available
propriated

nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen;
and seventeen;
nineteen
1
Cotton, etc.
potatoes,
tctctrops'
crops, truck
truck crops,
For the
the investigation
investigation of
diseases of
cotton, potatoes,
potatoes, truck
of cotton,
of diseases
For
crops, etc.
forage
drug and
related plants,
$59,000;
plants, $59,000;
and related
crops, drug
forage crops,
Crop plant
plant physiphysiooP
For investigating
of crop
plants and
testing and
and olo
for testing
and for
crop plants
physiology of
the physiology
investigating the
For
gy.
breeding
varieties thereof,
$49,540;
thereof, $49,540;
breeding varieties
bacteriology
andoSoil
nutritioln
For
soil-bacteriology and
and plant-nutrition
plant-nutrition investigations
including and
investigations,'including
nutrition.
For soil-bacteriology
for
the
testing of
of samples,
samples, procured
procured in
in the
cultures for
market, of cultures
open market,
the open
the testing
tests
Publishing
inoculating
legumes, and
and if
if any
any such
such samples
are found
be impure,
impure, etePublish
to be
found to
samples are
inoculating legumes,
Mg tests
nonviable,
or misbranded,
the results
the tests may be published, etc.
of the
results of
misbranded, the
nonviable, or
together with
with the
of the
manufacturers and
of the
the persons
persons by
and of
the manufacturers
the names
names of
together
whom the
the cultures
were offered
for sale,
sale, $42,000;
$42,000;
whom
eultures were
offered for
Soil fertility.
infertility and
of infertility
For
investigations into
into organic
causes of
organic causes
soil-fertility investigations
For soil-fertility
remedial
measures, maintenance
maintenance of
of productivity,
productivity, properties
properties and comremedial measures,
position
humus, and
transformation and
and formation
formation of soil
the transformation
and the
soil humus,
of soil
position of
humus
by
soil
organisms,
$35,200;
•
humus by soil organisms, $35,200;
tropi.
Acclimatizing
Acclimatizing tropiplants, etc.
etc.
cal plants,
For acclimatization
acclimatization and
and adaptation
investigations of
of cotton,
cotton corn,
corn, cal
adaptation investigations
For
and
other crops
introduced from tropical regions,
regions and for the imcrops introduced
and other
methods, breeding, and selection,
provement
of cotton
cultural methods,
by cultural
cotton by
provement of
$42,580;
plants,etc.
Drg
$42,580;
Drugplants,
g ptt
For
testing, and
and improvement
improvement of plants yielding
investigation, testing,
the investigation,
For the
and related products
drugs, spices,
spices, poisons
oils, and
products and by-products,
by-products,
poisons, oils,
drugs,
and. for
general physiological
and fermentation
investigations,
fermentation investigations,
physiological and
for general
and
nema"
Fiber plants,
plants, llama$53,820;
$53,820;
Fiber
nema
et
For crop
crop technological
technological and
and fiber
plant investigations,
including the todes, etc.
investigations, including
fiber plant
For
etc.
Grain handling,
study
of plant-infesting
$25,770;
nematodes, $25,770;
plant-infesting nematodes,
study of
Grain
handling,
For
investigating the
transportation of
grading, and transportation
handling, grading,
the handling,
For investigating
the fixing of definite grades
grain,
sorghums, and
and the
grain sorghums,
the grain
including the
grain, including
thereof, $88,770;Biophysical
$88,770;
or
thereof,
Biophysical work.
l o
For
biophysical investigations
investigations in
connection with the various lines Blo
in connection
For biophysical
of work
herein authorized,
authorized, $32,500;
Commercial
$32,500;
work herein
Commercial seeds,
seeds,
grasses etc.
etc.
For
and testing
testing commercial
seeds, including the testing grasse,
commercial seeds,
studying and
For studying
Testing samples, etc.
c
or alfalfa,
of samples
samples of
of seeds
alfalfa, and lawn-grass
lawn-grass seeds
seeds Test gsamples, et
clover, or
grasses, clover,
of grasses,
seeds of
of
such samples are found to be
secured
in the
the open
market, and
and where
where such
open market,
secured in
the tests shall be published,
adulterated or
or misbranded
misbranded the
of the
published,
results of
the results
adulterated
together
with the
the names
names of
of the
the persons
persons by
by whom
were Preventin
Pr
igg aadmiswhom the
the seeds
seeds were
together with
sion or
of adulterated
adulterated
offered for
sale ' and
and for
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of the Act ap- sion
out the
for sale,
offered
seed grain, etc.
proved August
and twelve,
twelve entitled
37, p. 506..
S Vol.
vdO^p.t0
entitled
hundred and
nineteen hundred
twenty-fourth, nineteen
August twenty-fourth,
proved
admission
"An
Act to
regulate foreign
commerce by prohibiting
prohibiting the admission
foreign commerce
to regulate
"An Act
into the
the United
United States
States of
of certain
adulterated grain
and seeds
unfit for
for
seeds unfit
grain and
certain adulteratea
into
seeding purposes"
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
hun- incV
page five
five hunseeding
purposes" (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
b
e
i
trd. and ryegrass
dred
six), $31,700;
provisions of
of said
said Act
Act apap- included.
the provisions
hereafter, the
and, hereafter,
$31,700; and,
and six),
dred and
of foreign
shall be
proved
-be Proportion
and twelve,
twelve, shall
hundred and
nineteen hundred
twenty-fourth, nineteen
proved August
August twenty-fourth,
Prop
eoarutionedf.
foreign
allowed
matter
applied
to seed
seed of
hereafter, when any kind mat
and, hereafter,
ryegrass; and,
and ryegrass;
vetch and
of vetch
applied to
or
variety or
or mixture
of the
the seeds
subject to the provisions of said Act
Act
seeds subject
mixture of
or variety
nineteen hundred
of August
August twenty-fourth,
hundred and twelve, as hereby
hereby
twenty-fourth, nineteen
of
amended, shall
than sixty-five
per centum
centum of live pure
sixty-five per
less than
contain less
shall contain
amended,
seed as
as distinguished
from dead
dead seed,
chaff, dirt,
dirt, other
or forforseeds, or
other seeds,
seed, chaff,
distinguished from
seed
eign matter,
matter, such
seeds or
deemed unfit
unfit for
for
be deemed
shall be
thereof shall
mixtures thereof
or mixtures
such seeds
eign
August
approved August
meaning of said Act approved
seeding purposes
within the me
purposes within
seeding
twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
importation of
of Blue
uegrass seed.
and the
the importation
an twelve, and
twenty-fourth, nineteen
however, That
such seed
seed or
thereof is
Provided, however
That
prohibited: Provided,
is prohibited:
mixture thereof
or mixture
such
seed of
of Kentucky
Kentucky.blue
blue grass
seed of
not
Canada blue grass shall not
of Canada
and seed
grass and
seed
be
when they
they contain
per
contain fifty per
purposes when
seeding purposes
for seeding
unfit for
considered unfit
be considered
pure seed:
centum
or more
of live
live pure
seed:
more of
centum or
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For
investigation and
of cereals
cereals and
and methods
of
For the
the investigation
and improvement
improvement of
methods of
cereal
production, and
the study
cereal diseases,
diseases, and
for the
incereal production,
and the
study of
of cereal
and for
the inFlax*
Mucci vestigation
cultivation and
and breeding
breeding of
of flax
purposes,
the cultivation
Fla, and brom
vestigation of the
flax for
for seed
seed purposes,
COM
including
study of
flax diseases,
diseases, and
and for
investigation and
and
including a
a study
of flax
for the
the investigation
improvement
of
broom corn
and
methods of
of broom
corn
production,
improvement
of
broom
corn
and
methods
broom
corn
production,
Provisoe.
Corn imprvent.
improvement. $164,505:
$164,505: Provided,
$40,000 shall
be set
aside for
for the
study of
corn
Provided, That
That $40,000
shall be
set aside
the study
of
Black and
and stripe
production: Provided,
also,
Black
stripe corn
corn improvement
improvement and methods
methods of
of corn production:
Provided, also,
ust.
That $20,000 shall be set aside for the investigation of the diseases of
rust.
wheat, oats,
known as
as black
rust and
stripe rust;
wheat,
oats, and
and barley
barley known
black rust
and stripe
rust;
TobTcbaPecOdm tio, ' For the
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
Thbace°13n)daetkm
improvement of
of tobacco
methods
tobacco and
and the
the methods
etc.
of tobacco
$27,500;
of
tobacco production
production and
and handling,
handling, $27,500;
Papermakingplants.
For testing
breeding fibrous plants,
plants, including
of
PoPer making plants.
testing and breeding
including the testing of
flax straw,
straw, in
in cooperation
North Dakota
Dakota Agricultural
Agricultural
flax
cooperation with
with the
the North
College, .
840.;
College,
which may be used for paper making, $10 L840;
Arid land
land crops.
For the
the breeding
physiological study
study of
of alkali-resistant
and
ps.
For
breeding and
and physioloical
alkali-resistant and
drought-resistant crops,
crops. $22,280;
$22,280;.
drought-resitant
Sugar-beet culture
For
sugar-beet investigations,
investigations including studies of
diseases and
and the
spar-eet
For sugar-beet
culture,,
of diseases
the
improvement of
improvement
of the
the beet and beet seed, and
and methods
methods of
of culture, and
and
to determine for
agricultural operations
for each sugar-beet
sugar-beet area the agricultural
operations
Provisos. i
im.oving Ameia stable agriculture,
Provided, That
Improving
Ameri- required
required to insure a
agriculture, $51,495: Provided,
That not
not
elm strains."
less than
than $10,000
$10,000 of
of this
this sum
be used
used for
the development
and
less
sum shall
shall be
for the
development and
improvement
American strains of
seed and
and for
for the
the
improvement of
of American
of sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed
establishment of aapermanent
permanent sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed industry in
the
establishment
in
the
United
CtusesugarprodUetS. et
•
further,
That
$10,000 may
for
c O
States: Provided,
Provided,
urther,
That of this sum
sum $10,000
may be used for
investigations
in
connection
the production
of table
table sirup,
sirup,
investigations in connection with
with the
production of
including
including the breeding, culture, and diseases of cane, and the methods
of
standardization, and marketing
of sirup,
the
of manufacture,
manufacture, standardization,
marketing of
sirup, and
and the
of
cane
by-products;
utilization
Gasing nd
Gracing
lands,*m,
For
by-products;
investigations
of cane
in
economic and
systematic botany
' eta utilization
For
investigations
i economic
and systematic
botany and
and the
the
improvement and utilization
improvement
utilization of
of wild
wild plants
plants and grazing
grazmg lands,

ceels.

CeresLs.

Dryland,
ete.,
rops
Dryland, eta
'
,cm
"'

$24,000;
$24,000;
For the investigation
investigation and
of methods
and improvement
improvement of
methods of
of crop
crop producproduc-

tion under
under subhumid,
subhumid, semiarid,
semiarid, or
dry-land conditions,
conditions, $160,000:
$160,000:
or dry-land
tion
Provided,
That the
the limitation
limitation in this
as to
to the
of farm
farm buildProvided That
this Aet
Aet as
the cast
cost of
buildings shal
Provided,further,
further That no
shall not apply to this paragraph: Provided,
no
Free tree
distribu
part of
this appropriation
shall be
in the
free distribution,
or
b - part
uroe
trie dl
of this
appropriation shall
be used
used in
the free
distribution, or
Um
restricted.
distribution, except within the district now
propagation for free distribution
covered thereby, in accordance
accordance with Bulletin numbered
numbered two
two, issued
issued
by the superintendent
superintendent of the Northern
Northern Great Forest Section, Mandan,
North Dakota, October
October twelfth, nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, of
of
cuttings,
trees of
of willow,
willow, boxelder
caragana, or
cuttings, seedlings
seedlingstt or
or trees
boxelder,, ash,
ash, caragana,
or
other common varieties
varieties of fruit, ornamental, or ehelter-belt
shelter-belt trees
trees in
experimental or demonthe Northern
Northern Great Plains area, except for experimental
stration purposes;
tling
For investigations
investigations in
in connection
nd
Ut
s.
ilising reclaimed
reclaimed
connection with
irrigation agriculwith western
western irrigation
ture, the utilization
utilization of
the reclamation
reclamation Act,
Act,
of lands reclaimed under the
and other areas in the arid and semiarid
semiarid regions, $75,380;
$75,380;
pFruit
groin,
For the investigation
and the
the methods
ping,
Fruit
etc.
growing, shishipinvestigation and improvement
improvement of fruits, and
methods
of
of fruit
fruit growing,
packing 'storing,
storing, handling,
handling, and
and shipping,
shipping,
growing, harvesting,
harvesting, packing,
and
for experimental
experimental shipments
shipments of
within the
the United
and for
of fruits
fruits within
United States
States
and to
and
foreign countries,
countries, $105,060;
to foreign
$105,060;
Experimental gard.rmdet
and care
care for
for the
the gardens
grounds of
of the
dens and grounds. gwTo cultivate
cultivate and
gardens and
and grounds
the DepartDepartment of Agriculture
ment
Agriculture in
in the
city of
the keep
keep and
and
the city
of Washington,
Washington, including
including the
lighting of
of the
Iightin
grounds and
and the
surfacing, and
the grounds
the construction,
construction, surfacing,
and repairing
repairing
of
roadways and walks; and
and to erect,
erect, manage, and
and maintain
ot roadways
conmaintain conservatories,
houses on
servatories, greenhouses,
greenhouses, and plant and fruit propagating
propagating houses
on
the grounds of the Department of Agriculture in the
the city
city of
of WashWashington,
$11,690;
ington, $11,690;
Horticultural inresHticultural
ivesFor
study of
of producing,
producing,
Itatinot
or horticultural
horticultural investigations,
investigations, including
including the
the study
handling, and shipping truck and related crops, including potatoes,
potatoes,
P"oV,~.
Provisos.

Buildings.
Bldings.
ASu, P.
p. 452.
42.
date,
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and the
and vegetable
vegetable gardening, floriculture,
floriculture, and
landscape and
of landscape
study of
the study
and
$56,080;
related subjects, $56,080;
related
expert.
Art
ureir
n B
For
the necessary
necessary improvements
improvements to establish and main- mt =°. xperrcontinuing the
For continuing
Arthe
tam
experiment farm
agricultural station on
farm and agricultural
general experiment
tain aa general
vo. 31,,p. 135..
lington
in the
the State
accordance with the pro- Volin accordance
Virginia, in
of Virginia,
State of
estate, in
lington estate,
visions
Act of
of Congress
approved April
April eighteenth,
nineteen pPro.*"
eighteenth, nineteen
Congress approved
of the
the Act
visions of
Budn;s
the Ante,
to the
Act as
in this
limitation
the limitation
That
Provided,
$15,000:
hundred,
hundred,
cost
of farm
$15,000:
buildings
Provided
shall not
That
apply
the
to this paragraph;
in
this Act
as to
p. 454.
eed
A
cost of farm buildings shall not apply to this paragraph;
For investigations
eedand
and plant
plant introduction,
t
i
nlintroduction
giii
pat
including ph
introduction, including
seed
foreign s
in foreign
investigations in
For
the study,
study, collection,
propagation, and distributesting, propagation,
purchase, testing,
collection, purchase
the
tion
of
rare
and
valuable
seeds,
shrubs, vines, cuttings,
trees,
bulbs,
seeds,
tion of rare and valuable
and
from foreign
foreign countries
and from our possessions,
possessions, and for
or
countries and
plants from
and plants
experiments
with
reference
to
their
introduction
cultivation in
and cultivation
introduction
their
to
experiments with reference
31

p. 135

rof

seed

and

Nw and rae seeds,
this
country, $70,400;
$70,400;
this country,
For the
the purchase,
distribution of new and etc.
etr. ew and rare seeds
and distribution
testing, and
propagation, testing,
purchase,ipropagation,
For
'
alfalfa,
rare
for the
the investigation
improvement of grasses, alfalfa,
and improvement
investigation and
seeds; for
rare seeds;
investigation of the
clover, and
other forage
forage crops,
including the investigation
crops, including
and other
clover,
utilization of
cacti and
dry-land plants;
plants; and
to conduct investiand to
other dry-land
and other
of cacti
utilization
gations to
determine the
most effective
effective methods
methods of
of eradicating
eradicating weeds,
weeds,
the most
to determine
gations
Dibtribout.
$140,920:
Provided,
That
of
this
amount
not
to
exceed
$60,000
may
im
lie;ation.
may P
$60,00
exceed
to
not
amount
this
of
That
Provied,
$140,920:
be used
the purchase
distribution of
of such
such new
new and
and rare
rare seeds;
see; - and distribution
purchase and
for the
used for
be
For general
general administratve
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connected with the aboveAujmniuv. x"above-, B.
For
of
f
off
office
mentioned
lines
of
investigation,
including,
the
of
the
chief
the
ding
inc;
mentioned lines of n 'i l
in.
bureau, the
the assistant
assistant chief
the
' chief clerk,
officers 111.
clerk, the officers
rhief the
oof bureiu,
ch of
bureau,
charge
Supplies and property, and for misrecords, sppies,
publications, records,
of publications,
charge of
cellaneous
expenses incident
thereto, $31,020;
incident thereto,
cellaneous expenses
In
for general
expenses, $1,866,340.
$1,866,340.
Seeds ete.
general expenses,
all, for
In all,
Puncmasin
AND DISuTBUlTION
DISTRIBUTION OF
Or VALUABLE
SEEDS:
Arcam
purchase, rwecong.$.
For purchase,
BEED8s: For
VALUABLE
AND
PUBcHA
o. al
propagation, testing,
and congressional
valuable seeds, gr
.___
distribution of valuable
congressional distribution
testing, and
propagation,
bulbs, trees,
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
plants; all
office
necessary office
all necessary
and plants;
cuttings, and
vines, cuttings,
bulbs,
fixtures and
and supplies,
paper, twine,
gum, postal
twine, gum
transportation, paper,
fuel, transportation,
supplies, fuel,
fixtures
Columbia,
cards,
gas,
electric
current,
rent
outside
District
of
Columbia,
the
of
outside
rent
current,
electric
gas,
cards,
for
official traveling
expenses, and
and all
necessary material
material and
repairs for
and repairs
all necessary
traveling expenses,
official
employment
putting
up
and
distributing
the
same;
for
repairs
the
employment
and
repairs
for
same;
the
distributing
and
up
putting
of local
and special
special agents,
agents, clerks,
clerks, assistants,
be
et., to be
s.ds ,etc.,
re- Seeds
labor reother labor
and other
assistants and
local and
of
quired,
in
the
city
of
Wash
ington
and
elsewhere,
$252,540.
And
adaP"
a to IsoeUtiee.
dtOIUt_.
And
$252,540.
elsewhere,
and
Washington
quired, in the city of
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
directed to expend
expend the said
hereby directed
Agriculture is
of Agriculture
the
sum,
as
nearly
as
practicable,
in
the
purchase,
testing,
and distributesting,
purchase,
the
in
practicable,
as
nearly
sum, as
tion
valuable seeds,
seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants,
such valuable
of such
tion of
such as shall be
the
can obtain
obtain at
or private
private sale,
sale 'and such
public or
at public
he can
best he
the best
suitable
for the
the respective
the same are to be
which the
to which
localities to
respective localities
suitable for
apportioned,
and in
in which
which same
are to
be distributed
distributed as hereinafter
hereinafter
to be
same are
apportioned, and
stated,
and such
so purchased
shall include
vegeinclude aavariety of vegepurchased shall
seeds so
such seeds
stated, and
.table
and
flower
seeds
suitable
for
planting
and
culture
in
the
various
_P
thevarious
in
culture
and
planting
for
suitable
seeds
table and flower
- srpc' - ,
sections of
of the
the United
United States:
the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriAgri- ConizactsaePacksts
ori:,g,
That the
Proided, That
States: Provided,
sections
competitive bids, is authorculture, after
after due
advertisement and on competitive
due advertisement
culture,
ized
to award
award the
contract for
supplying of printed packets
the supplying
for the
the contract
ized to
and
and the
the packeting,
assembling, and mailing of the
packeting, assembling,
envelopes and
and envelopes
seeds,
bulbs, shrubs,
vines cuttings,
cuttings, and
and plants,
or any
any part thereof,
plants, or
shrubs, vines,
seeds, bulbs,
one year, if by
than
less
for
a
period
of
not
more
than
five
years
nor
nor
years
five
than
for a period of not more
such
action he
he can
protect the
interests of
the United
United States.
di
ditr
_c
States. cond,„.1
of the
the interests
best protect
can best
such action
An
equal
proportion
of
five-sixths
of
all
seeds,
bulbs,
shrubs,
vines,
button.
shrubs,
bulbs,
seeds,
all
of
five-sixths
of
An equal proportion
notification
cuttings, and
and plants,
their request,
request, after
after due notification
upon their
shall, upon
plants, shall,
cuttings,
by
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
that
the
allotment
their
respective
to
allotment
the
that
by the Secretary of Agriculture
districts
ready for
for distribution,
supplied to Senators, Reprebe supplied
distribution, be
is ready
districts is
sentatives and
in Congress for distribution among their
their
Delegates in
and Delegates
sentatives,
constituents,
or mailed
mailed by
the department
upon the
the receipt
receipt
of of their
department upon
by the
constituents, or
addressed
franks, in
in packages
packages of
of such
weight as
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
as the
such weight
addressed franks,
determine:
Agriculture
Postmaster General
may jointly
determine:
jointy
General may
the Postmaster
and the
Agriculture and
Provided,
each envelope
envelope or
containing
wrapper containing
or wrapper
upon each
That upon
noever, That
Provided, however,
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plainly indicated, and
packages of seeds the contents thereof
ctas to be
thereof
to shall be
a:i k
S
a
fce
re
ata
a ry
seeds
shal
TenaX, Representative,
Reypres
in t:atiir'e, or
or
distribute to any aSenator,
notcontents
shalltor
the
Secretary
= Xidp' a&fli
Delegate
seeds entirely
unfit for
and locality
locality he
he reprereprethe climate
climate and
for the
entirely unfit
Delegate seeds
sents,
but shall
distribute the
the same
so that
each Member
may have
have
Member may
that each
same so
shall distribute
sents, but
seeds of equal value, as near as may be, and the best adapted to
to the
the
Early distribution seeds of equal value, as near as may be, and the best adapted
locality
he represents:
Provided, aso,
also, That
That the
the seeds
to
seeds allotted to
for
southern sestion.
represents: Prvided,
locality he
saoit
Senators and
and Representatie
Representatives for
in the
the districts
emdistricts emfor distribution
distribution in
Senators
braced
of latitude
latitude
parallels of
ndthirty-fourth parallels
twenty-fifth and-thirty-fourth
the twenty-fifth
within the
braced within
January:
shall be
be ready
for
delivery not
than the tenth day of January:
later than
not later
for delivery
ready
shall
Distribution of unProvided,
also,
to Senators,
Senators,
of the
the allotments to
an . **don
portion,,of
That any
alo, That
P
t&allotments. Pvidm
Ded for
called
Representatives, and
uncalled for
for
in Congress
Congress remaining uncalled
Delegates in
and Delegates
Representatives,
on
of April
-shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
distributed by the
shl be
be distributed
Aprild
day of
fist 'day
on the
th first
persons whose-names
eto
Agriculture,
giving prefe
preference
to those persons
whose -names and
griculture, giving
addresses,
been furnished
Representatives in
Senators and Representatives
by Senators
furnished by
have been
addrees have
Coneress and
and who
have not
before during
during the
season been
been
the same
same season
ot before
who -hate
rh., Cogr
. ofrt,
Report
purchases,
etc.
sup'erl
provided, a so, That the Secretary
And proided
the department:
department: And
spo
uplip by the
· t.
shall report,
report, as
as provided
provided in
coantity, and
and price
the place,
place, quantity
*n this
this Act,
Act, the
shi

Contents to be indicated on wrapper, selection, etc.

thi
but nothing
of seeds
seeds purchased,
and the
nothing in
in this
of purchase;
purcase; but
the date
date of
purcaed and
of

Diversion of apprer
psiatIsnarbkidan.

f

Secretary of
paragraph shall
be construed
construed to
prevent the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture
to pr'eent
hall be
paragrap
from sending
sending seeds
to -those
those Who
apply for
same. And
And the
the
for the
the same.
wo apply
seeds to
from
not be diverted
ropriatd shall not
amount
herein ap
appropriated
diverted or used for any
amount herei
other
purpose butor
but -fm the
the purchase,
purchase, testing,
testing, propagation,
distrioagation, and distriother purpose
bution
'mulberry and other
other rare
rare and valuable
valuable
of valuable
valable seediOulbs,
seedbulbs,
rouIberry
bution of

trs,

shrubs,
vines, enttnigii,
and plnts.
plants.
cing, and
shrvu, vines,

Totl for Bureau
flat Industry,
Industry, $2,537,120.
Bureau of
of mot
$2 537 120.

Total

'FOPB,
ST ,SERVICE.
fBVIE.
"FORM

Forsat Svio .

OREST
s-S.M BALAkintai Fow

Rangers,
ate.
IImIgS
a

cotas,

Mein, eta.

Draftsmen,
Dsmm,

teetc.

,SiORYlett
One
Forester, who
who shall
shall ,be
chief of
of
be chief
On Forester,
SBvi
$2,500;
ff f of accounts
ccunts and fiscal agent,
chief ofofoffice
bureau, $5,000; onede
agent, $2,500;
agents, at $2,000 each;
each; one forest supervisor,
seven district fiscal agents;
$2,800; one
supervisor,
forestt supe
supervisors ! at
at
$2,800;
one forest
forest supervisors,
superv r, $2,700;
2,00; eight
eight fo
$2,400 each;
each; twenty
supervisors at
$2,200 each;
each; forty-eight
forty-eight
$2,400
twenty forest
forest supervisors,
at $2,200
forest
$2,000 each;
each; sixty-six
forest supervisors,
at
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at
at $2,000
sixty-six forest
supervisors, at
$1,800 each;
each; five
five forest
forest supervisors,
each; one
deputy forforsupervisors at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
one deputy
$1,800
est supervisor, $1,800;
$1,800; four deputy forest supervisors, at $1,700
$1,700 each;
each;
twenty-eight
deputy forest
forest
.supervisors,
thirty-ono
twenty-eight deputy
supervisors at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; thirty-one
deputy
deputy forest
forest supervisors
supervisors, at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; eighteen deputy forest susupervisors, at $1,400
pervisors
$1,400 each;
$1,500 each;
each; ten forest rangers,
rangers, at $1,500
each; twentytwentytwo
ranger_s, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
seventy-eight forest
forest rangers,
rangers, at
two forest
forest rangers,
each; seventy-eight
at
$1,300
hundred and
rangers, at
at $1,200
each; two
two hundred
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven forest rangers,
$1,300 each;
each;
rangers, at $1
$1,100
each; six
six hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty forest
forest rangers,
100 each;
each; eighty
eighty forforexceeding six months
est guards, at $1,100 each, for periods
periods not exceeding
m the
months in
the
aggregate;
aggregate; one clerk, $2,100; four clerks, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; nineteen
nineteen
clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each; twenty-one
$1,600 each;
each; nine
twenty-one clerks,
clerks, at $1,600
nine clerks,
clerks,
at
$1,500 each;
each; twenty-one
clerks, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each; nine
at
at $1,500
twenty-one clerks,
nine clerks,
clerks, at
$1,300
one hundred
hundred and
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
$1,300 each;
each; one
and fourteen
fourteen clerks,
clerks, at
each; eightyeightynine clerks, at $1,100
$1,100 each; fifty-one clerks, at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; thirty
thirty
clerks,
at $960
$960 each;
each; one
six clerks,
clerks, at
at $900
$900 each;
clerks, at
one hundred
hundred and
and six
each; two
two
clerks, at $840
$840 each; one clerk
clerk or
clerk or
or
or proof
proof reader,
reader, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one clerk
one compiler,
$1,800; one
$2,000; three
translator, $1,400;
$1,400; one
compiler, $1,800;
one draftsman
draftsman $2,000;
three
w draftsmen, at $1,600
$1,600; one drafts$1,600 each; one clerk or compositor, $1,600;
man or surveyor,
$1,400 each;
surveyor, $1,500;
$1,500; two draftsmen
draftsmen or surveyors,
surveyors, at $1,400
each;
two draftsmen,
draftsmen' at
$1,500 each;
each; six
at $1,400
each;f
our
two
at $1,500
six draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
$1,400 each;
four
draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
eleven draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
$1,200 each;
each; two
at $1,300
$1,300 each;
each; eleven
at $1,200
two
draftsmen, at $1,100
$1,100 each;
draftsmen, at $1,020
each.; three draftsmen,
$1,020 each;
each; one
one
draftsman, $1,000;
draftsman, $960; eight draftsmen
draftsmen or
or map
map
$1,000; one draftsman,
colorists,
colorists, at $900
$900 each; one draftsman
draftsman or artist,
draftsartist, $1,200;
$1,200; one draftsnegative cutter, $1,200;
man or negative
$1,200; one artist, $1,600;
$1,600; one artist, $1,000;
$1,000;
one
photographer, $1,600;
$1,600; one
photographer,$1,400
photograone photographer,
one photographer,
$1,400-;one photographotographer, $1,100; one lithographer,
pher, $1,200; one photographer,
lithographer, $1,200; one
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Machinists, etc.
lithographer's
helper, $780;
blue-printer, $720;
$720; one
one machinist,
machinist, Machinists,
one blue-printer,
$780; one
lithographer's helper,
$1,260;
carpenters, at $1,000
$1,000 each,each;
two carpenters,
each; two
$1,200 each;
at $1,200
carpenters, at
two carpenters,
$1,260; two
one
one electrician,
electrician, $1,020
laboratory aid and
one laboratory
$1,020; one
$960; one
carpenter, $960;
one carpenter,
engineer, $1,000;
laboratory aids
engineers, at $900 each; two
and engineers,
aids and
six laboratory
$1,000; six
engineer,
laboratory
laboratory helper,
engineers, at $800 each; one laboratory
and engineers,
aids and
laboratory aids
$720; one
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
$1,000; one packer,
one packer, $1,000;
helper, $600; one
$720;
Watchmen, laborers,
$780; four
four watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $840
$840 each;
each; one
laborer, $960;
$960; ewatch.'n'"v
or laborer,
messenger or
one messenger
tc.
$780;
three
messengers or lafour messengers
at $900
$900 each; four
or laborers,
laborers, at
messengers or
three messengers
borers,
at $840
three messengers
$780 each; four
or laborers,
laborers, at $780
messengers or
each; three
$840 each;
borers, at
messengers or
$720 each;
messengers or laborers, at
each; six messengers
at $720
or laborers,
laborers, at
messengers
$660 each;
each; five
five messengers,
laborers, at $600 each;
or laborers,
messenger boys, or
messengers, messenger
$660
two messengers,
messenger boys,
boys, or
or laborers,
laborers, at
three meseach; three
$540 each;
at $540
messengers, messenger
two
sengers
messenger boys,
messengers or mesboys, at $480 each; three messengers
or messenger
sengers or
senger
boys, at
at $420
messengers or messenger boys, at
eleven messengers
each; eleven
$420 each;
senger boys,
$360 each;
charwoman, $540;
$540; one charwoman
charwoman,' $480; one charone charwoman,
each; one
$360
woman, $300;
$300; eleven
eleven charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each; in all, $2,361,320.
woman,
expenses.
Genera eI-.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, FOREST
FOREST SERVICE:
SERVICE: To
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary General
enable the
GENERAL EXPENSES,

of
and to
and continue investigato make and
experiment and
to experiment
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
tions
report on
forestry, national
forest fires,
i
refires, and
and lumhim- /nzseti—ptions
tions and
and report
on forestry,
national forests,
forests, forest
r0stricted to United
bering, but
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
for any
any exUnited
ex- stricteto
used for
of this
no part
part of
but no
bering,
States.
periment
or test
test made
outside the
jurisdiction of
of the United States;
the jurisdiction
made outside
periment or
to advise
owners of
of woodlands
as to
same;
proper care of the same;
the proper
to the
woodlands as
the owners
advise the
to
their
to investigate
investigate and
and test
.Americart timber
and timber
trees and their
timber trees
timber and
test American
to
uses
methods for
the preservative
preservative treatment
treatment of
timber; to
seek ,
to seek,
of timber;
for the
and methods
uses, and
through investigations'
and the
the planting
and foreign species,
planting of native and
investigations and
through
necessary buildings:
suitable
regions; to erect necessary
buildings:
treeless regions;
the treeleaS
for the
trees for
suitable trees
Proviso.
Provided,
That the
the cost
building erected
not exceed
$650 P
.
exceed $650
erected shall
shall not
of any
any building
cost of
Proided,That
Cost of buildings.
P te
of nato
expenses necessary
to protect,
administer, and
improve Protection
na.
ro ion of
and improve
protect, administer,
necessary to
pay all
all expenses
to pay
tional forests.
the
forests; to
to ascertain
the naurconditions
natural
and
upon and
national conditions upon
the
aserta
fthe
national forests;
the national
utilize the
the national
national forests;
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may, in
of Agriculture
forests; and
utilize

his discretion,
permit timber
other forest
products cut or reforest products
and other
timber and
discretion, permit
his
or
moved from
from the national
national forests to
exported from the State or
be exported
to be
moved

tionfores.

Sale of timber.

Sale of timber.

Care of
fish, Mc.
to.
offsh,
Territory
in which
forests are
situated; to
trans- Care
to transrespectively situated;
are respectively
said forests
which said
Territory in
port and
anc. care
care for
fish and
and game
supplied to
stock the
the national
national forfor- Agents,
e.
Aets etc.
to stock
game supplied
for fish
port
ests or
to employ
assistants, and
and
clerks, assistants,
agents, clerks,
employ agents,
therein; to
waters therein;
the waters
or the
ests
other labor
in practical
practical forestry
forestry and in the administration
administration
required in
labor required
other
of national
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; to
city of
the city
in the
forests in
national forests
of
collate, digest,
report, and
experiments and
the results of experiments
illustrate the
and illustrate
digest, report
collate,
Suppnes, etc.
investigations made
made by the
the Forest
Forest Service;
purchase necessary suppres,etc.
Service; to purchase
investigations
techand
books
technical
and
fixtures,
supplies,
ap
a
%ar
f
a
o
t
r
us
o
,
ffi
an
c
e
d
rs
offi
of
ce
th
fix
e
tures
office
and
apparatus,
supplies,
orest
,arer
t
v
e
fce stationed
stationed outside
outside
techof
Service
Forest
nical
nicl journals for officers of the F
Washington,
and for
medical supplies
services and
assistand other asistand services
supplies and
for medical
Washington, and
ance
necessary for
relief of
laborers, and other
artisans, laborers,
of artisans,
immediate relief
for immediate
ance necessary
employees
any hazardous
hazardous work under
Service;
under the Forest Service;
in any
engaged in
employees engaged
to pay
pay freight,
express, telephone,
telephone, and
and telegraph
electric
charges; for electric
telegraph charges;
freight, express,
to
light
and power,
power, fuel,
fuel, gas,
washing towels,
towels, and
offical traveling
and official
ice, washing
gas, ice,
light and

and other
other necessary
expenses, including
expenses for legal
travelingg expenses
including traveli
necessary expenses,
and
Service work;
and fiscal
fiscal officers
performing Forest Service
work; and for rent
officers while performing
and
outside, of the District of Columbia, as follows:
outside

National forests.

For
salaries and
and station
station expenses,
expenses, including
the mainteincluding the
mainte- Maintenance,
Nat
orss.
and field
field and
For salaries
Mc.
necessary for the
nance of
of nurseries,
nurseries, collecting
seed, and
and planting necessary
collecting seed,
nance
use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
protection of the national forand protection
improvement, and
use,
Mat.
Aroka, Mont.
ests
below:
Absaroka,
named below:
ests named
Absaroka
National Forest,
a.
Almo,N.
$7,425;
Alamo, N. Max.
Montana, $7,425;
Forest, Montana,
Absaroka National
Alamo
New Mexico,
Mexico, $4,222;
$4,222;
CL
Agbse
Angeles,
CaL
Forest, New
National Forest,
Alamo National
Angeles
National Forest,
California, $9,510;
Apace,
Apache, Ar
Ariz.
.
$9,510;
Forest, California,
Angeles National
Apache
Arapahoe, Colo.
Aap«h,oo
Arizona, $9,279;
$9,279;
Forest, Arizona
National Forest,
Apache National
Arkansas,, Ark.
Ar.
Ark
Arapahoe National
National Forest,
$5,736;
Colorado, $5,736;
Forest, Colorado,
Arapahoe
Ashley,
Utah and
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas,
Arkansas, $11,930;
,hy,Utah
$11,930;
Arkansas
Wyo.
Ashley National
National Forest,
and Wyoming,
Wyoming, $3,865;
yBattlement, Colo.
$3,865;
Utah and
Forest, Utah
Ashley
Battlement
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $4,916;
$4,916;
Colo
Cttt,
B
National Forest,
Battlement National
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Beartooth,
Mont.
Beartooth, Mont.
Beaverhead, Mont.
Mont.
and Idaho.
Bighorn,
Bighorn, Wyo.
Wyo.
Bitterroot,
Bitterroot, Mont.
Mont.
Blackfoot,
Mont.
Blackleet, Mont.
Black Hills,
Hills, S. Dak.
Boise, Idaho.
Boise,
Bridger, Wyo.
Cabinet,
Cabinet, Mont.
Mont.
Car.he,
Cache, Utah
Utah and
and
ca
l
ornis,
Cal.
Idaho.

Callorn,

Cal.

Caribou, Idaho and
Wyo.
N. Mar.

.son, N. Mex.

Cascade, Oreg.
Ore
Challis, Idaho.
Challs,
Chelan, Wash.
Wah.
Chiricahua, Ariz.
Chiricahna,
Ariz.
and N.
Max.
N. M .
Chugach, Alaska.
Chuogah,
Alaska.
Clearwater, Idaho.
Clearwater,
Cleveland,
leveland, cal.
Ca
Coehetopa,
oCoaatopa, Colo.
cao.
Coconino, Aris.
Aria.
Coconlno,
C000rd'Alene,Idabo.
Coemrd'Altmedaho.
Colorado, Colo.
Coad.
Columbia, Wash.
Columbia,
Wash.
Colville,
Wash,
Collle,Wash.
Coronado,
Comrado, Aria.
AAL
Crater,
Oreg.andCal.
tar,.Org.adCl.
Crook, Ark.
CroX
Aria.
Custer,
Custe, Mont.
Datil,
Max.
Datn, N.
N. Mer.
Deerlodge, Mont.
Mont.
Deerlodge,
Deschutes, Oreg.
Deschutes,
Dixie,
and
Dixie, Utah
Utah and
Ariz.
Ari.
Durango,
Durango, Colo.
Eldorado,
Eldorado, Cal. and

Nev.
Fillmore,
Fillmor, Utah.
Fishlake,
Utah.
Fihlake, Utah.

'Flathead,
Mont.
FIathead, Mont.

Florida, Fla.
Fla
Fremont, Oreg.
Fremont,
Oreg.
Gallatin, Mont.
Gallatin,
N. Mex.
Max.
Gila, N.
Gunison,
Gunnison, Colo,
Colo.
Harney, S. flak.
Harney,
Dak.
Hayden, Wyo.
Hayden,
Wyo. and
and
Colo.
Helena,
Mont.
Helena, Mont.
Holy Cross, Colo.
Humboldt,
Hmnboldt, Nev.
Idaho, Idaho.
Inyo, Cal. and Nwv.
Nev.
Jefferson,
efferson, Moat.
Mont.
Kaibab,
Kaibab, Ariz.
Kamksu,
Idaho and
Kanikau, Idaho
Wash.
Klamath,
Klamath, Cal.
Kootenai,
Kootenai, Mont.
Mont.
La Sal, Utah and
and
Colo.
Lassen, Cal.
CaL
Leadville,
Leadville, Colo.
Lembi,
Lemhi, Idaho.
Lewis and Clark,
Clark,
Mont.
Mont.

1916.
1916.

Beartooth National
Montana, $5,060;
Beartooth
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
$5,060;
Beaverhead National
National Forest,
and Idaho,
Idaho, $7,800;
$7,800;
Beaverhead
Forest, Montana
Montana and
$5,399;
Bighorn National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $5,399;
Bitterroot National
Bitterroot
National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $12,919;
$12,919;
Blaekfeet National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
$12,369;
Blackfeet
MontanaD$12,369;
Black
Hills National
akota, $12,668;
$12,668;
BlIackHills
National Forest,
Forest, South
South Dakota,
$5,247;
Boise National Forest, Idaho,
Idaho, $5,247;
Bridger National
$2,779;
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $2,779;
Cabinet
National Forest,
Forest Montana,
Montana, S8,333;
$8,333;
Cabinet National
Cache National Forest, Utah and Idaho,
Idaho, $4,749;
$4,749;
California National Forest,
Forest, California
California$18,114
$18,114;;
National Forest, Idaho and Wyoming, $4,300;
Caribou National
$4,300;
Mexico, $7,834;
Carson National Forest,
Forest, New
New Mexico,
$7,834;
Cascade National Forest
Oregon, $7,835;
$7,835;
Cascade
Forest, Oregon,
National Forest, Idaho
Challis National
Idaho,! $3,668;
$3,668;
Chelan National
Forest, Washington,.
$6,260;
NationalForest,
Washington,.$6,260;
Chiricahua National Forest, Arizona
Chiiicahua
Arizona and New
Mexico, $2,558;
New Mexico,
$2,558;
Chugach National
National
$9
al Forest, Alaska, $9,418;
$,
1
421
,
8
665
;;
Idaho, $12,665;
Clearwater National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Cleveland National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $9,633;
$9,633;
Cochetopa National Forest, Colorado,
$5,931;
Colorado, $5,931;
Coconino National
National Forest,
Arizona $12,107;
Forest, Arizona,
$12,107;
Coeur d'Alene
d'Alene National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho, $24,459;
$24,459;
Colorado National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,929;
$5,929;
Columbia National
National Forest,
Forest Washington,
Washington, $8,758;
$8,758;
Foret, Washington,
Colville National
National Forest,
Washington, $6,883;
$6883;
Coronado NatinalFort,
National Forest,
Arizona, $6,486;
Fr, Arizonal
S6,486;
Crater National
National Forest, Oregon and California,
$14,893
Cliforia, $14,83;
Crook National Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $3,735;
3,735;
Custer National Forest Montana, $2,830;
$2,830;
Datil National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $13,229;
13,229;
Deerlodge
Deerlodge National Forest, Montana,
Montana, $15,040;
$15,040;
Deschutes National Forest, Oregon,
$8,259;
Oregon, $8,259;
Dixie National
National Forest, Utah and Arizona,
Arizona, $1,596;
Durango National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado, $6,873;
$6,873;
Eldorado
Eldorado National Forest, California and Nevada,
$13,238;
evada, $13,238;
Fillmore
National Forest, Utah, $3,374;
Fillmore National
$3,374;
Fishlake National
National Forest, Utah,
Utah, $4,060;
$4,060;
Flathead National Forest
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $22,000;
$22,000;
Florida National
National Forest, Florida, $4,927;
$4,927;
Fremont National Forest, Oregon, $7,985;
$7,985;
Gallatin National Forest, Montana, $4,810;
$4,810;
Gila National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,175;
$10,175;
Gunnison National
Colorado, $5,371;
National Forest,
Fo rest, Colorado,
$5,371;
Harney National
National Forest, South Dakota, $7,435;
7,435;
Hayden National Forest, Wyoming and Colorado, $7,358;
$7,358;
Helena National
National Forest, Montana,
$4,012;
Montana, $4,012;
Holy Cross National Forest, Colorado, $6,394;
$6,394;

Humboldt National
National Forest,
Forest, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,509;
$3,509;

Idaho National
National Forest, Idaho, $7,450;
$7,450;

Inyo National Forest, California and
and Nevada,
Nevada, $3,076;
$3,076;
Jefferson
Jefferson National
National Forest,
$8,469;
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $8,469;
Kaibab National Forest,
$4,288;
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $4,288;
Kaniksu National Forest, Idaho and
and Washington,
Washington, $19,146;
$19,146;
Klamath
Klamath National Forest, California,
California, $23,076;
$23,076;
Kootenai
Kootenai National Forest,
Forest, Montana,
Montana, $16,861;
$16,861;
La Sal National
National Forest, Utah and
and Colorado,
Colorado, $2,754;
$2,754;
Lassen National
National Forest, California,
California, $15,381;
$15,381;
Leadville National
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,524;
$5,524;
National Forest,
Lemhi National Forest,
Idaho, $2,490;
Forest, Idaho,
$2,490;
Lewis
Lewis and Clark National
National Forest, Montana, $5,700;
$5,700;
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Lincoln, N. Mex.
Lincoln,
$3,845;
Lincoln National Forest, New Mexico, $3,845;
Loin, Mont.
Lolo,
Lobo National
National Forest, Montana, $16,638;
$16,638;
Lolo
Luquillo, P. R.
$2,500;
Luquillo National Forest, Porto Rico, $2,500;
Madison,
Mont.
Madison, Mont.
$3,930;
Madison National Forest, Montana, $3,930;
Malheur,
Malheur, Oreg.
$7,591;
Malheur
National
Forest,
Oregon,
$7,591;
Malheur
Manti,
Utah.
Manti, Utah.
$4,890;
Manti National Forest, Utah, $4,890;
Manzano,
Mex.
N. Max.
Manrano, N.
$4,230;
Mexico,
New
Manzano
National
Mexico,
$4,230;
Forest,
Manzano
Medicine
Medicine Bow, Wyo.
$7,944;
Medicine Bow National
National Forest, Wyoming, $7,944;
Medicine
Michigan,
Michigan, Mich.
Michigan, $3,081;
Michigan National
National Forest, Michigan,
$3,081;
Michigan
Minam, Oreg.
Oreg.
Minare,
$6,476;
Minam National
National Forest, Oregon, $6,476;
Minam
Minidoka, Idahoand
Idahoand
Minidoka,
Utah.
$3,384;
Utah,
and
Minidoka
National
Idaho
$3,384;
Idaho
Forest,
Minidoka
Minnesota, Minn.
Mimi.
Minnesota,
$2,970;
Minnesota National
Minnesota, $2,970;
National Forest, Minnesota,
Minnesota
Missoula, Mont.
Missoula
National
Forest,
Montana,
$8,380;
$8,380;
Forest,
Missoula National
Modoc,
Modoc, Cal.
Modoc National
California, $7,388;
National Forest, California,
Modoc
Mono,
Nev. and
Cal.
and Cal.
Mono, Nev.
$2,847;
Mono
National
Forest,
Nevada
and
California,
$2,847;
California,
Nevada
Mono National Forest,
Monterey,
Cal.
Montery, Cal.
Monterey National
National Forest,
$3,050;
California, $3,050;
Forest, California
Monterey
Montezuma,
Monteauma, Colo.
Montezuma
Forest, Colorado,
$4,670;
Colorado, $4,670;
National Forest,
Montezuma National
Nebraska,
Nebraska, Nebr.
Nebraska
Nebraska, $2,365; and to extend the Proviso.
National Forest, Nebraska
Nebraska National
Proevo.
Provided, That from Young
work
to the
the Niobrara
Niobrara division
Yar.w tees
trees to arid
division thereof, $5,000: Provided,
work to
land resident
residents.
the nurseries
on said
said forest
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
such
Agriculture, under such
forest the
nurseries on
the
furnish young trees Vol. 33,
prescribe, may furnish
rules and
and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
rules
547.
cov-- Vol. 33, p.p. 647.
spare, to residents of the territory
free, so far as they may be spared,
territory cov
free
ered
by
"An
Act
increasing
the
area
of
homesteads
in
a
portion
of
portion
a
ered by "An Act increasing the area of homesteads
Nebraska," approved
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
April tweaty-eighth,
approved April
Nebraska,"
four, $7,365;
$7,365;
Nevada, Nev.
Nov.
Nevada,
$3,244;
Nevada
Nevada,' $3,244;
Nevada National Forest, Nevada
Nee
Perce, Idaho.
Nm Peres,
$10,120;
Idaho,
Nez Perce National Forest, Idaho, $10,120;
Ochre°,
Ochoco, Oreg.
Ochoco National Forest, Oregon
$6,451;
Oregon, $6,451;
Ochoco
Okanogan, Wash.
Okanegan,
$9,994;
Washington, $9,994;
Okanogan
National Forest, Washington,
Okanogan National
Olympic, Wash.
Olympic,
$16,598;
Olympic
Forest, Washington, $16,598;
National ForestWashi,
Olympic National
Oregon, Oreg.
Oregon,
Oregon National
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $12,560;
$12,560;
National Forest,
Oregon
Ozark, Ark.
Ozark,
$9,030;
Ozark National
Arkansas, $9,030;
Forestrkan,
National Forest,
Ozark
Palisade, Idaho and
and
Palisade,
Palisade National
$4,235;
W°.
Forest, Idaho and Wyoming, $4,235;
National Forest,
Palisade
Fayette,
Idaho.
Payette, Idaho.
Payette National
National Forest, Idaho, $10,537;
$10,537;
Payette
Pend
Oreille, Idaho.
Pend Oreille,
$10,320;
Pend Oreille
Forest, Idaho, $10,320;
National Forest,
Oreille National
Pend
Pike,
Pike, Colo.
Pike National
Colorado, $10,165;
$10,165;
National Forest, Colorado,
Pike
Plumas,
Plumas, Cal.
California, $20,594;
Plumas National
National Forest, California,
$20,594;
Plumas
Powell,
Powell, Utah.
$1,010;
National Forest, Utah, $1,010;
Powell National
Prescott,
Ariz.
Prescott, Arts.
Prescott
$6,255;
National Forest, Arizona, $6,255;
Prescott National
Rainier,
Wash.
Rainier, Wash.
$12,035;
Rainier National Forest, Washington,
Washington, $12,035;
Rainier
Grande, Colo.
Rio Grande,
Rio
National Forest,
$7,157;
Forest, Colorado, $7,157;
Grande National
Rio Grande
Cola
•
Routt, Colo.
$6,585;
Routt
Colorado, $6,585;
National Forest, Colorado,
Routt National
Ruby, Nev.
$2,570;
Nevada, $2,570;
Ruby
National Forest, Nevada,
Ruby National
Idaho.
Joe, Idaho.
Saint Toe,
Saint
Joe National
Idaho, $16,700;
$16,700;
National Forest, Idaho,
Salmon, Idaho.
Saint Joe
Salmon,
Salmon
Idaho, $7,784;
$7,784;
National Forest, Idaho
Salmon National
Isabel, Colo.
San Isabel,
National Forest, Colorado, $3,924;
San Isabel National
Colo.
San Juan, Colo.
San Juan
National Forest,
$5,534;
Forest, Colorado, $5,534;
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Juan National
San
Santa
$9,774;
Santa Barbara
National Forest, California, $9,774;
Barbara National
Santa Fe,
Santa
N. Max.
Mel
Fe, N.
Santa
$14,673;
Santa Fe
National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $14,673;
Fe National
Santa
Santa
Rosa, Nev.
Santa Rosa,
$1,643;
Santa
National Forest, Nevada, $1,643;
Rosa National
Santa Rosa
Santbim,
Oreg.
Santiam, Oreg.
$9,052;
Santiam
Oregon, $9,052;
National Forest, Oregon,
Santiam National
Sawtooth,
Sawtooth, Idaho.
Sawtooth
National Forest,
$4,953;
Forest, Idaho, $4,953;
Solway,
Sawtooth National
Selway, Idaho.
Selway
$12,659;
Forest, Idaho, $12,659;
National Forest,
Sequoia,
Selway National
Sequoia, CaL
Sequoia
$17,366;
Forest, California, $17,366;
Sevier, Utah.
Utah.
National Forest,
Sequoia National
$1,496;
Sevier National
Shasta, CaL
Shasta,
National Forest, Utah, $1,496;
Sevier
Shasta National
National Forest,
$17,425;
Wyo.
Forest, California, $17,425;
Shoshone, Wyo.
Shasta
Shoshone National
National Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $4,200;
$4,200;
Sierra, Cal.
Cal.
Sierra,
Shoshone
Sierra National
$15,750;
California, $15,750;
Sioux, S. Dak. and
National Forest, California,
Sierra
Mont.
Mont.
Sioux
Forest, South
South Dakota
Montana, $2,640;
and Montana,
Dakota and
National Forest,
Siskiyou, Oreg. and
and
Sioux National
Stslyou,
Cal.
Siskiyou National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon
Oregon and
California, $10,660;
$10,660;
and California,
Siskiyou
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Sitgreaves
Forest, Arizona,
$6,941;
Arizona, $6,941;
National Forest,
Sitgreaves National
Sivalaw National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $6,042;
$6,042;
Siuslaw
Snoqutdmie, Wash
Wash.
Snoqulmle,
Snoctualmie National
National Forest,
$14,416;
Washington, $14,416;
Forest, Washington,
Snoqualmie
Sopris, Colo.
coin.
Sopris,
Sopris
lorado, $7,911;
Colorado,
Forest, Co
National Forest,
Soprs National
St...04410o%
Cal.
Stanislans, Ca.
Stapislaus
National Forest,
$17,822;
California, $17,822;
Forest California,
Stanislaus National
Superior,
Superior, Minn.
Mtnn.
Superior
National Forest,
Forest, Minnesota,
Minnesota, $8,054;
$8,054;
Superior National
Tahoe,
CaL and
Ne v
nd Nev.
Tahoe,Cal.
Tahoe
National Forest,
California and
Nevada, $17,537;
$17,537;
and Nevada,
Forest, California
Tahoe National
Targltee,
an .
Targhe, Idaho
Idaho and
Targhee
Forest,Idaho and
$5,956;
Wyoming, $5,956;
and Wyoming,
National Forest,
Targhee National
Wyo.
Wyo.
Teton,
Teton, Wyo.
Wyo.
Teton National
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
$4,033;
Wyoming, $4,033;
Teton
Toiyabe,
Nev.
Toiyhbe, Nov.
Toiyabe National
Forest, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,694;
$3,694;
National Forest,
Toiyabe
Tongass, Alaska.
Tongass,
Tongass National
Forest, Alaska,
Alaska, $13,724;
$13,724;
National Forest,
Tongass
Tonto, Ariz.
Ariz.
Tnto,
Tonto
Arizona, $4,525;
$4,525;
Forest, Arizona,
National Forest,
Tonto National
Trinity, Cal.
Trnity,
Cal.
Trinity
National Forest,
$20,484;
California, $20,484;
Forest, California,
Trinity National
Tusayen, Cal.
Cal.
Tusayan,
Tusayan National
$9,541;
Arizona, $9,541;
Forest, Arizona,
National Forest,
Tusayan
libsta,
Utita, Utah.
Uinta National
National Forest,
Utah, $6,327;
$6,327;
Forest, Utah,
Uinta
Umatilla, Oreg.
Umatilla
National Forest,
Oregon, $5,162;
$5,162;
Forest, Oregon,
Umatilla National
Umpqua, Org.
OrtS.
Umpqua
National Forest,
$10,309;
Oregon, $10,309;
Forest, Oregon
Umpqua National
Uncompahgre, C010„
Coo.
Unonnpahgre,
Uncompahgre
National Forest,
Colorado, $6,690;
$6,690;
Forest, Colorado,
Uncompahgre National
Wallowa, Oreg.
Oreg.
Wallowa,
$8,217;
Wallowa National
Oregon, $8,217;
National Forest, Oregon,
Wallowa
Wasatch, Utah.
Wasateh,
Wasatch National
National Forest,
Utah, $5,585;
$5,585;
Forest, Utah,
Wasatch
Washakie, Wyo.
Washakie,
Washakie
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $11,725;
$11,725;
National Forest,
Washakie National
Washington,
Wash.
Washlngton, Wa
Washington
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $7,642;
$7,642; ,
National Forest,
Washington National
Weiser,
Idaho.
WeBser, Idaho.
Weiser National
National Forest,
Idaho,
$9,708;
Forest,
Idaho
$9,708;
dWeiser
Wenaha,
Wash. aand
Wenaha, Wash.
Wenaha
Forest, Washington
Washington and
and Oregon,
$5,420;
Oregon, $5,420;
Wenaha National
National Forest,
°r
Ainatchee, Wash
Wash.
Wenathee,
Wenatchee National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $10,384;
$10,384;
Wenatchee
hWhite River,
River, Colo.
Col D.
White
White River
River National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $7,172;
$7,172;
White
'Whitman, Oreg.
Whitman,
Oreg.
Whitman
Forest, Oregon,
$9,667;
Oregon, $9,667;
National Forest,
Whitman National
Wichita, Okla.
Olda.
Wichita,
Wichita
Oklahoma $2,416;
$2,416;
Forest, Oklahoma,
Wichita National Forest,
Wyoming, Wyo.
Wyoming,
Wyoming
National Forest,'
Wyornink, $4,739;
$4,739;
Forest;
Wyoming,
Wyoming National
Additional
forests
Additional fores
Additional
forests created
created or to be
created wider
section
under section
be created
national forests
Additional national
under
nnder conservation
conservat it
Act.
(Thirtyeleven,
of
of the
the Act of
of March
March first, nineteen hundred and eleven
eleven (Thirty-eleven,
Vol. 36,
36, p.
p. 963.
963.
sixth
at Large,
hundred and
and sixty-three),
sixty-three), and
and
page nine
nine hundred
sixth Statute
Statute at
Large, page
lands
under contract
contract for
which
acquisition of
of which
lands under
for purchase
purchase or for the acquisition
condemnation proceedings
instituted for
for the
the purposes
of
purposes of
condemnation
proceedings have
have been
been instituted
said
Act, $67,000;
$67,000;
said Act,
Miscellaneous a
Miscellaneous
a dFor necessary
necessary miscellaneous
expenses incident
incident to
to the
general
the general
miscellaneous expenses
For
ministration expenses.
expen dministration
forests
administration
administration of
of the Forest
Forest Service and
and of the
the national
national forests
specified
above:
specified above:
In
$64,100;
In National
National Forest
Forest District
District One,
One, $64,100;
in
National Forest
District Two,
Two, $48,400;
Tn National
Forest District
$48,400;
In
$55,200;
Forest District Three,
Three, $55,200;
In National
National Forest
In National
National Forest District
Four, $50,400;
$50,400;
District Four,
In
In
District Five, $70,100;
$70,100;
National Forest
Forest District
In National
In National
District Six, $61,400;
$61,400;
National Forest
Forest District
In
In National
$14,900;
Forest District
District Seven, $14,900;
In
National Forest
In the
the District
of Columbia,
$127,730;
In
District of
Columbia, $127,730;
Total.
In
all, for
for the
the use,
protection, and
genIn all,
use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, protection,
and general administration
specified national forests, $1,800,307:
administration of the specified,
$1,800,307:
Provisos.
Proisos.
Provided,
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts appropriated
Provided, That
That the
appropriated for
for such
such purposes
purposes
Interchangeable apInterchangeable
interchangeably in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
propriations.
shall be
be available
available interchangeably
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
P shall
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
the necessary
expenditures for
for fire
and
of
for the
necessary expenditures
fire protection
protection and
Limit.
Limit.
other
Provided further,
That the
so
other unforeseen
unforeseen exigencies:
exigencies: Provided
further, That
the amounts
amounts so
interchanged
aggregate ten per centum of all
interchanged shall not exceed in the aggregate
the
so appropriated;
the amounts
amounts so
appropriated;
Selecting
for
Selectein lands for
For
the
selection,
classification,
selection,
classification, and segregation
segregation of lands within the
homestead entries.
homestad
entries.
boundaries of
boundaries
of national
national forests
forests that may be
be opened
opened to homestead
homestead
settlement and
and entry
under the
the homestead
homestead laws
applicable to
the
settlement
entry under
laws applicable
to the
national
national forests,
forests, $100,000;
$100,000;
Survey, etc., of a
agrigiFor the survey
survey and platting
platting of certain
certain lands,
lands, chiefly valuable for
cultural
cultural lands.
Vol.
233.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 233.
agriculture, now listed or to be listed within the
the national
national forests,
agriculture,
Sitgreaves,
Ars.
Sitgraves, Ariz.
Sinslaw,
Oreg.
Sislaw, Oreg.
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0, p.
vo. 30,
under
the Act
Act of
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
p. 105.
1095.
hundred and six (Thirty- Vol.
nineteen hundred
of June
under the
of
Act
the
and
thirty-three),
fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page two
two hundred and thirty-three),
fourth
37'p.842.
VOL 37,
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine (Thirtieth Statutes, Vol.
P. 842.
hundred and
March
March
Act
the
by
page
ten
hundred
and
ninety-five),
as
provided
of
March
page ten hundred and ninety-five), as provided
nded b alfourth,
thirteen $85,000: Provided,
Provided, That any Pr
and thirteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
umVso. ded ba1ancecontinued.
unexpended
balance of
an appropriation
expended ance
continued.
appropriation of $85,000 to be expended
of an
unexpended balance
p.09.
38,,
valuable for Vol.
lands, chiefly _valuable
"for the
the survey
and platting
platting of
v°"
certain lands,
of certain
survey and
"for
fourth,
March
agriculture,"
and
so
forth,
provided
by
the
Act
of
March
agriculture," and so forth, provided by
nineteen hundred
hundred and
appropriaAct making appropria"An Act
entitled "An
fifteen, entitled
and fifteen,
nineteen
ending
tions for
for the
year ending
Agriculture for the fiscal year
Department of Agriculture
the Department
tions
sixteen," be, and the same is
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and sixteen,"
thirtieth, nineteen
June
hereby, continued
and made
made available
available for and during the fiscal year
year
continued and
hereby,
purending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, for the purthirtieth, nineteen
ending
pose of
appropriation;
of this appropriation;
pose
Emergencies, fightunforeseen Emergencies,
for other unforeseen
For fighting
preventing forest
fires and
and for
tightforest fires
and preventing
fighting and
For
emergencies,
$150,000;
lug fires, etc.
emergencies, $150,000;
For the
purchase and
and maintenance
necessary field, office,
office, and Supplies, etc.
etc.
of necessary
maintenance of
the purchase
For
$150,400;
laboratory supplies,
equipments, $150,400;
,
supplies, instruments, and equipments,
laboratory
wood
Ivetigating t
For
investigations of methods
methods for wood distillation
distillation and for the distillation
dilnvestt,lepig
wood
For investigations
prodforet
et
ucits,
preservative
treatment
of
timber,
for
timber
testing,
and
the
testing
nets,
etc.
,
ores
pro
testing
the
and
preservative treatment of timber, for timber testing,
of such
such woods
woods as
as may
may require
test to
ascertain if they be suitable for
to ascertain
require test
of
making
investigations and tests within the United States
paper,, for investigations
making paper
of foreign
industries in the United
United
importance to industries
commercial impertanc,e
of commercial
woods of
foreign woods
of
States, and
and for
other investigations
investigations and
experiments to promote
promote
and experiments
for other
States,
economy in
$135,200;
forest products, $135,200;
of forest
use of
the use
in the
economy
coditions.
For
experiments and
and investigations
investigations of
of range
range conditions within Rnge
Range conditions.
For experiments
methods
of
national
forests
or
elsewhere
on
public
range,
and
methods
for
range,
public
the
on
elsewhere
or
forests
national
improving
by reseeding,
other
regulation of grazing, and other
reseeding, regulation
range by
the range
improving the
means,
$30,000;
tc
means
Tree planting, etc.
ee plnting etc.
stock, for seeding
For 'the
purchase of
seed, cones,
cones, and
and nursery
seedin5
nursery stock,
tree seed,
of tree
the purchase
For
national forests, and for experiments
and tree
planting within national
experiments and
an
tree planting
and
investigations necessary
such seeding
seeding and tree planting, $165,640;
$165,640;
for such
necessary,for
investigations
oitorest
m
ttofforet
I Mjusl cuttent
For silvicultural,
silvicultural, denclrological,
and other experiments
experiments and investi- lan
dendrological, and
For
the
of
branches
gations independently
independently or
cooperation with other
or in cooperation
gations
Federal Government,
with States
individuals, to determine
with individuals,
States and with
Government, with
Federal
the best
best methods
for the
the conservative
management of forests and
conservative management
methods for
the
forest lands,
$78,728
lands, $78,728;
forest
etc.
sales, etc.
For estimating
and other
resources on
on the
the Timber sales,
other resources
timber and
appraising timber
and appraising
estimating and
For
issue
the
to
or
sale
by
national
forests
preliminary
to
of
disposal
to
national forests preliminary
occupancy
permits, and
and for
expenses incident
incident to their
emergency expenses
for emergency
occupancy permits,
sale
$60,000;
sale or use, $60,000;
reet, re-t.
For
miscellaneous forest
a in&
etc.,
investigations, and for collating, irarolating,
forest investigations,
other miscellaneous
For other
digesting, recording,
distributing the results
results of the
and distributing
illustrating, and
recording, illustrating,
digesting,
experiments and
and investigations
investigations herein
$33,140;
herein provided for, $33,140;
experiments
Imp"V- Pmemannt
or the
the construction
maintenance or
roads, trails,
s
n
.
lanentimprove
trails, bridges, turg
of'roads,
and maintenance
construction and
For
improvements
fire
lanes,
telephone
lines,
cabins,
fences,
and
other
improvements
fences,
cabins,
lines,
telephone
lanes,
fire
necessary for
for the
administration, protection,
economical administration
and economical
proper and
the proper
necessary
and
of the
the national
forests, $400,000:
Prof7.*ig
Provided, That TP
$400,000: Provided,
national forests,
development of
and development
no part
part of
of the
herein appropriated
shall be
be used
used to
rrtrited. expenses
the restricted.
pay the
to pay
appropriated shall
money herein
the money
no
transportation or
of any forest
agent
forest officer or agent
expenses of
traveling expenses
or traveling
transportation
with the
connected with.
except he
he be
be traveling
traveling on
on business
business directly connected
except
aims, and objects
Forest Service
Service and in furtherance
furtherance of the works, aims
Forest
pelodii
provded Articles
specified
and authorized
authorized in
this appropriation:
for periodiAnd provided
appropriation: 'And
by this
and by
in and
specified and
also, That
That no
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall be paid or used for the ci-.
eats.
part of
no part
ato,
purpose of
for, in
in whole
whole or
preparation or publipublior in part, the preparation
paying for,
of paying
purpose
cation of
of any
any newspaper
newspaper or
magazine article
not
article, but this shall not
or magazine
cation
prevent
the giving
out to
persons without
without discrimination,
discrimination, including
all persons
to all
giving out
prevent the
newspaper
and magazine
magazine writers
publishers, of any facts or
writers and publishers,
newspaper and
public;
the
to
official
information of value
value
public;
official information
In
all, for
$3,188,415.
expenses, $3,188,415.
general expenses,
for general
In all,
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That in
to carry
carry out
section three
conserationotvi- That
in order
order to
out the
the purposes
purposes mentioned
mentioned in
in section
three
of the
the Act
first, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and eleven,
eleven, entitled
entitled
v.,tP.S'9s
of
Act of
of March
March first,
"An Act
State to
with any
any other
State or
or
other State
to cooperate
cooperate with
any State
"An
Act to
to enable
enable any
States,
the United
for the
of the
the waterwaterthe protection
protection of
United States,
States, for
or with
with the
States, or
sheds
of navigable
navigable streams,
the
for the
commission for
to appoint
appoint a
a .commission
and to
streams, and
sheds of
acquisition
of lands
the purpose
purpose of
navigability
the navigability
of conserving
conserving the
for the
lands for
acquisition of
of
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
nine
page nine
at Large,
rivers" (Thirty-sixth
of navigable
navigable rivers"
Additional appropri- hundred-and sixty-one), as
amended, there
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
there is
r- hundred and sixty-one), as amended,
Addtainai
Miensos
for
out of
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
availappropriated, availnot otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
et acout
of any
any money
atS
for l'lands,
able until
until expended,
the sum
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
for the
sum of
of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 for
able
expended, the
on the
the thirtieth
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and
hundred and
day of
of June,
June, nineteen
on
thirtieth day
$2,000,000 for
for the
fiscal year
on the
the thirtieth
day of
of June,
thirtieth day
year ending
ending on
the fiscal
$2,000,000
,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen.
and eighteen.
m . nineteen
eee
zz
errsaofIempoam' .
To
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture more
more effectively
effectively to
carry
to carry
Secretary, of
To enable
m~s
V ip.t"L
Act of March first, nineteen
and
out the provisions
provisions of the .Act
nineteen hundred and
eleven
Statutes, page
page nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one),
sixty-one),
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
eleven (Thirty-sixth
entitled
Act to
to enable
enable any
to cooperate
with any
any other
other
cooperate with
any State
State to
"An Act
entitled "An
State
States, or
or with
the United
United States,
States, for
for the
the protection
protection of
of
with the
or States,
State or
watersheds
of navigable
navigable streams,
and to
appoint a
commission for
for
a commission
to appoint
streams, and
watersheds of
the acquisition
acquisition of
of lands
lands for
purpose of
of conserving
the navigability
navigability
conserving the
the purpose
for the
the
of
navigable rivers,"
rivers," $15,000
$15,000 of
of the
moneys appropriated
appropriated therein
therein
the moneys
of navigable
shall
available for
the employment
agents, clerks,
clerks, assistants,
assistants,
of agents,
for the
employment of
shall be
be available
and other
other labor
and for
the purchase
purchase of
of supplies
supplies and
equipment
for the
and equipment
and
labor and
re4uired for
for the
said Act
Act in
the city
city of
of Washington.
Washington.
of said
in the
required
the purpose
purpose of
Timb saes.
That
Timber
sales.
Th
at hereafter
purchasers
hereafter deposits may
may be received from timber purchasers
or
dob
rr far
in such
Secretary of
of Agriculture
may require
require to
cover
to cover
Agriculture may
sums as
as the
the Secretary
doi.
in
such sums
the
to the
the United
of disposing
disposing of
of brush
brush and
and other
other debris
the cost
cost to
United States
States of
debris
resulting
from cutting
cutting operations
sales of
resulting from
operations in
in sales
of national
national forest
forest timber;
timber;
such
deposits shall
shall be
be covered
into the
the Treasury
shall constitute
constitute
such deposits
covered into
Treasury and
and shall
aspecial
which is
hereby appropriated
appropriated and
and made
made available
available until
until
a
special fund,
fund, which
is hereby
expended,
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
to pay
pay the
the cost
cost
expended, as
of Agriculture
Agiculture may
may direct,
direct, to
of such
work and
and to
to make
make refunds
refunds to
to the
the depositors
amounts
of
such work
depositors of
of amounts
deposited by
excess of
of such
such cost.
cost.
deposited
by,them
them in
in excess
Total for
for Forest
Service, $8,549,735.
Total
Forest Service,
$8,549,735.
Mining,
etc., on lands
The
general regularegulaunder general
authorized, under
is authorized,
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
The Secretary
Secretary of
·acquired
,eciundlrdsunder conserAct.
ion Act
tions to be prescribed
prospecting, development,
development,
vation
prescribed by him, to permit
permit the prospecting,
and
resources of
the lands acquire
acquired under
and utilization
utilization of
of the
the mineral
mineral resources
of thelands
under
Vol. 36, p-.
p. 961..
the Act
Act of
of March
March first,
and eleven
(Thirty-sixth
Vol.
the
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eleven (Thirty-sixth
Statutes, page nine
hundred and sixty-one),
sixty-one), known
Weeks
nine hundred
known as the
the Weeks
law, upon
such terms
terms and
and for
for specified
specified periods
otherwise 'as
law,
upon such
periods or
or otherwise,
as he
he may
may
deem
to
moneys
Disposal of receipts.
receipts, d
eem t
o be for
f
orthe best interests of the United States; and all moneys
received on
on account
charges, if
this Act
received
account of
of charges,
if any,
any, made
made under
under this
Act shall
shall be
be
disposed
is provided
by existing
existing law
law for
for the
disposition of
of
disposed of
of as
as is
provided by
the disposition
receipts from
from nationalforests.
national, forests.
receipts

Conservation of istorlgable waters
Vol. 36, p.'9c1. '

4(11. 341) 1"61.

"In6ving

Chemistry
Chemistry Bureau.
Bureau.
Pay of
chief of
bucha
rem, clerks,
etc. of bu-

'y of

Insactors, etela.
torSsetc.b
pers,

tory

BUREAU OF
OF CHEMISTRY.
BUREAU
CHEMISTRY.

SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU Or
OF CiEMIsTRY:
CHEMISTRY: One
One Chemist,
who shall
SALARmES,
Chemist, who
shall be
be
of bureau,
bureau, $5,000;
$5,000;.. one
three executive
executive
chief of
one chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; three
clerks, at $2,000 each; eight clerks,
clerks, class fourfour; eleven clerks,
clerks, class
three; one
$1,440; twelve
$1,300;
one clerk, $1,440;
twelve clerks,
clerks, class
class tv;o;
two; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
twenty-three
clerks, class one; twelve clerks, at
$1,020 each;
each; thirteen
twenty-three clerks,
at $1,020
thirteen
clerks,
each; one
one clerk
clerk $960;
clerksz at
at $900
$900
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
$960; thirty-four
thirty-four clerks,
each;
one clerk,
clerk, $840;
$840; one
one food
inspector,
and drug
drug inspector,
6720; one
food and
one clerk,
clerk, $720;
each; one
$2,500;
and drug
drug inspectors,
inspectors, at
$2,250 each;
each; twelve
$2,500; two food
food and
at $2,250
twelve food
food
and drug inspectors, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; thirteen
food and
inthirteen food
and drug
drug inspectors,
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; one
one food
food and
drug inspector,
inspector '$1,620;
eleven
spectors, at
and drug
$1,620; eleven
food and drug
inspectors, at $1,600
six food
food and
drug inspectors,
drug inspectors,
$1,600 each;
each; six
and drug
inspectors,
$1,400 each;
each; one
one assistant,
$1,600; four
laboratory hel
p ers, at
at $1,400
assistant, $1,600;
four laboratory
helpers,
at
$1,200
$1,200 each;
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
laboratory helpers,
helper, $1,020;
$1,020; four laboratoryhelpers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; three
laborseach; four
four laboratory
laboratory helpers,
helpers, at
at $960
$960 each;
three labora-
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tory
helpers, at
$900 each;
each; six
$840 each; two
helpers, at $840
six laboratory
laboratory helpers,
at $900
tory helpers,
laboratory helpers,
laboratory helpers,
twenty-one laboratory
each; twenty-one
at $780
$780 each;
helpers, at
laboratory'
messenger
laboratory helpers,
laborers, at $720 each; two laboratory
messenger boys, or laborers,
twenty-eight laboratory
messenger
boys, or
laborers, at $660 each; twenty-eight
or laborers,
messenger boys,
helpers,
or laborers,
laboratory
one laboratory
each; one
at $600
$600 each;
laborers, at
boys, or
messenger boys,
helpers, messenger
assistant,
toolmaker, $1,200;
$1,200; one
$1,200; one
one sampler, $1,200;
one toolmaker,
$1,200; one
assistant, $1,200;
janitor,
$1,020; one
one mechanic,
mechanic, $1,400;
one mechanic,
$1,200; one
one
mechanic, $1,200;
$1,400; one
janitor, $1,020;
mechanic,
$1,020; one
one mechanic,
mechanic, $900; two
one mechanic,
$960; one
mechanic, $960;
mechanic, $1,020;
student
assistants, at
at $300
two messengers,
messengers, at $840 each; one
each; two
$300 each;
student assistants,
messenger
skilled
$1,050; one skilled laborer, $840; two messenger
laborer, $1,050;
skilled laborer,
boys
eleven messenger
at
laborers, at
or laborers,
boys or
messenger boys
each; eleven
at $540
$540 each;
or laborers,
laborers, at
boys or
$480
three messenger
laborers, at
at $420
$420 each;
each; two
or laborers,
boys or
messenger boys
each; three
$480 each;
messenger
boys or
each; nine
$240
at $240
charwomen, at
nine charwomen,
$360 each;
at $360
laborers, at
or laborers,
messenger boys
each; in
all, $315,590.
each;
in all,
$315,590.
Gel
General expenses.
supplies,
GENERAL EXPENSES,
OF C
HEMISTRY: For
For all
all necessary
necessary Apparatus,
Apparatus,sppUis,
CHEMISTRY:
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
etc.
expenses, for
chemical apparatus,
apparatus, chemicals
chemicals and
and supplies,
supplies, repairs
repairs to
to te for chemical
expenses,
apparatus,
current, official
traveling expenses,
expenses, telegraph
telegraph
official traveling
electric current,
gas, electric
apparatus, gas,
and telephone
telephone service,
service, express
charges, for
the employemployfor the
and freight
freight charges,
express and
and
ment of
and other
other persons
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
as the
persons as
clerks, and
assistants, clerks,
of such
such assistants"
ment
Agriculture may
the
in the
named, in
purposes named,
for the
the purposes
necessary for
consider necessary
may consider
Agriculture
city
of Washington
Washington and
in conducting
conducting investigations,
investigations,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, in
city of
collecting,
illustrating the
of sucn
investigasucn investigaresults of
the results
and illustrating
reporting, and
collecting, reporting,
tions;
and for
rent outside
District of Columbia, for carrying
of the District
outside of
for rent
tions; and
out
the investigations
investigations and
and work
work herein
authorized, as
as follows:
out the
herein authorized,
follows:
General isubjeets.
For conducting
contemplated by
the Act
Act of
of May
VOL 12,
p.387.
12, p.
May VoL
by the
investigations contemplated
the investigations
conducting the
For
fifteenth,
and sixty-two,
to the
the application
application
relating to
sixty-two, relating
hundred and
eighteen hundred
fifteenth, eighteen
of chemistry
chemistry to
to agneulture,
of
agriculture, $42,400;
$42,400
Collaboration with
departments, etc.
For collaboration
with other
other departments
otherdepartmentsatc.
Government other
of the Government
departments of
collaboration with
For
desiring chemical
chemical investigations
request the Secreand whose heads request
investigations and
desiring
tary of
Agriculture for
assistance, and for other miscellaneous
for such assistance,
of Agriculture
tary
work,
work, $14,000;
$14,000;
Eaning foreig
foregnn
Examining
food products.
For
character of
of the
chemical and
and physical
physical tests
tests tests
tests ofofoodproucts.
the chemical
the character
investigating the
For investigating
which
applied to
to American
foreign countries
countries,
products in foreign
food products
American food
are applied
which are
and for
for inspecting
the same
before shipment
shi
pment when
by the
the
desired by
when desired
same before
inspecting the
and
shippers
products intended
for countries
countries where
intended for
these products
of these
or owners
owners of
shippers or
chemical
testa are
the said
said products
are
products are
before the
required before
are required
and physical
physical tests
chemical and
allowed to
sold therein;
therein; and
connecexpenses in connecnecessary expenses
all necessary
for all
and for
be sold
to be
allowed
tion
with such
such inspection
and studies
studies of
of analysis
in
analysis in
methods of
of methods
inspection and
tion with
foreign
countries,
$4,280;
o andd egs
nforeign countries, $4,280;
Poultry
eggs investigations.
For
investigating the
preparation for
for market,
handling, grading, vestigrt=daO
market, handling,
the preparation
For investigating
packing' freezing,
storing, transportation,
transportation, and
preservation
and preservation
drying, storing,
freezing, drying,
packing,
of poultry
shipments of poultry
poultry and
for experimental
experimental shipments
and for
eggs, and
and eggs,
of
poultry and
eggs within
United States,
with the
Office of
the Office
in cooperation
cooperation with
States, in
the United
within the
eggs
Markets and
Organization and
and the
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry,
the Bureau
Rural Organization
and Rural
Markets
F Inv
$40,000;
$40,000;
Fish
investigations.
For
handling, grading,
canning, freezing,
freezing,
packing, canning,
grading, packing,.
the handling,
investigating the
For investigating
storing, and
of fish,
and for
for experimental
experimental shipments
shipments
fish, and
and transportation
transportation of
storing,
of
the u
tilization of
development of
and the development
of waste products, and
utilization
for the
of fish,
fish, for
new sources
of food,
new
sources of
food, $14,000;
$14,000;
ShIPPingoIstes,ste.
For investigating
packing, handling
of smppr
shipping of
and shipping
storing, and
handling, storing,
the packing,
investigating the
For
oysters
and other
other shellfish
United States and the waters
waters borin the
the United
shellfish in
oysters and
dering on the United
United States, $5,000;
Biological and physiPhexami
a examinations.
biological investigation of food and drug products and cal
the biological
For the
substances
m the manufacture
manufacture thereof,
thereof, including investigations
investigations
used m
substances used
of
physiological effects of such products on the human organism,
of the physiological
$10.000;
$10.000;i
Citrus fruits by-prodFor the
the study
study and
Iltilixing by-products
by-products Cruitsby-rodof utilizing
methods of
improvement of methods
and improvement
For
of
of citrus fruits,
fruits, $8,080;
U
mate.
For investigation
coloring Ails
xraw mt^"gtfor colorL
in the utilization, for coloring
and experiment
experiment in
investigation and
For
purposes,
grown or produced
produced in
in the United States,
materials grown
raw materials
of raw
purposes, of
0,000;
S50,000;
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Traveling ab
Traveing

For the
the jourchase
equipment of
of a
traveling laboratory,
laboratory, $7,500;
For
purchase and
and equipment
a traveling
$7,500;
For
enabling the
the Secretary
Agriculture to
For enabling
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the
provisions
of the
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
provisions of
the Act
Act of
of June
thirtieth, nineteen
and six,
six,
entitled
Act for
for preventing
preventing the
sale,_ or
or transportaentitled "An
"An Act
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
transportation
or poisonous,
poisonous, or
deleterious foods,
tion of
of adulterated,
adulterated,. or
or misbranded,
misbranded, or
or deleterious
foods,
drugs,
and liquors,
liquors, and
and for
regulating traffic
and
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and
for regulating
traffic therein,
therein, and
for
other purposes,"
in the
the city
city.of
elsewhere, including
including
for other
purposes," in
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
chemical apparatus,
chemicals and
and supplies,
supplies, repairs
to apparatus,
apparatus,
chemical
apparatus, chemicals
repairs to
gas, electrical
official traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, telegraph
telegraph and
and telegas,
electrical current,
current, official
telephone service,
service, express
and freight
all other
other expenses,
expenses,
phone
express and
freight charges,
charges, and
and all
employing such
such assistants,
clerks and
and other
may be
be conconemploying
assistants, clerks
other persons
persons as
as-may
sidered,
named,. and
rent outside
of the
sidered necessary
necessary for
for the
the purposes
purposes named,
and rent
outside of
the
District of
of Columbia;
and to
to cooperate
with associations
associations and
visintrict
Columbia; and
cooperate with
and scienscienRevision of Phartific societies
societies in
revision of
of the
the United
Pharmacopoeia
macopoeia.. o,
mpa
°-l r tific
in the
the revision
United States
States Pharmacopoeia
development of methods
analysis, $632,951;
$632,951;
and developmentof
methods of
of analysis,
Naval stores InvestiNasl
ste"stos
For investigating
weighing, b.amiling
transportainvestigating the grading, weighing,
handling and transportagations,
etc. "
tion
of navalstores,
navaLstores, the
the preparation
preparation of
of definite
samples thereof,
tion of
definite type
type samples
thereof,
and
for the
the demonstration
improved methods
or processes
processes ,of
and for
demonstration of
of improved
methods or
of prepreparing naval
individuals and
paring
naval stores,
stores, in cooperation
cooperation with
with individuals
and companies,
companies,
cludingthe
mcluding
the employment
means in
the
employment of
of necessary
necessary persons
persons and
and means
in the
city
Washington ad
and elsewhere
$10,000;
city of
of Washington
elsewhere, $10,000;
In
all, for
general expenses,
expenses, $838,211.
$838,211..
In all,
for.general
Total
Chemistry, $1,153,801.
Total for
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Chemistry,
$1,153,801.

labotatcrry.
Pure food inspection,
etc.
Vol.
768.
ol 34, p. 76.

ta. ood in

Soils Bureau.
8dls
Bura.

BUREAU OF
OF SOILS.
BUREAU
SOILS.

SAT.AurlS,
BUWEAU OF
S-ALARIES, Bunis.0
OF SonIL:
Sous: One
One soil
soil physicist,
physicist, who
who shall
shall be
be chief
chief
of bureau,
bureau, $4,000;
$4,01)0; one
ODO chief
clerk, $2,000;
assistant,
chief -clrk,
$2 000; one
one executive
executive assistant,
$2,000;
clerics,' class
four; two
two .eerl,
clerks, class
class three;
three; five
five clerks,
clerks,
$2,000; four
four clerks,
class four;
class two; one clerk,
clerk, $1,260;
$1,260; eight clerks, class
five clerks,
clerks, at
at
class one;
one; five
$1,000 each; five clerks,
clerks, at $900 each;
$1,000
soil cartographer,
each; one
one soil
cartographer, $1,800;
$1,800;
. one chief
chid draftsman,
draftsman, $1,600;
$1,600; one
soil bibliographer
draftsman,
one soil
bibliographer or
or draftsman,
$1,400; one
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
one photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
$1,200; five
five draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
each;
one clerk-draftsman,
clerk-draftsman, $1,200; two draftsmen,
$1,000 each;
one
draftsmen, at
at $1,000
each; one
laboratory helper,
helperlpers,
$1,000; two laboratory helpers, at $840 each; one
maker, $1,200;
instrument rattler,
one machinist's
$900; one
messen$1,200; one
machinist's helper,
helper, $900;
one messenger, $840;
$840; three
messengers mesenger
messenger boy,
boys, or
or laborerers,
laborers, at
$480
ger
three messengers,
at $480
each,
each; two laborers,
laborers, at
laborer, $300;
$300; one
charwoman
at $600
$600 ;lath;
each; one
one laborer,
one charwoman
or laborer,
all, $70,000.
$70,000.
or
laborer, $480;
$480; in
in all,
PG8
SGENERAL EXPENSES,
SOILS: For
General On
"P
eas"'
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BURBAU
BUREAU OF Sous:
all necessary
necessary expenses
For all
expenses
connected
connected with the investigations and experiments
auexperiments hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
thorized, including
including the employment
employment of
investigators local
of investigators,
local and
and special
special
agents, assistants, experts, clerks,
clerics, draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and labor
city
labor in
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere;
e
lsewhere; official
official traveling expenses,
expenses : materials,
materials,
tools, instruments,
instruments, apparatus,
apparatus, repairs
chemicals, furnirepairs to
to apparatus,
apparatus, chemicals,
furniture,
office fixtures,
current, telegraph
and
ture, office
fixtures, stationery,
stationery, gas,
gas, electric
electnc current,
telegraph and
telephone service, express and freight
outside of
freight charges,
chsrges, rent outside
of the
District of Columbia,
necessary supplies
Columbia, and for all other necessary
supplies and
and exex,as follows:
penses Cmial
cal iti
1nvestI8a- penses, as follows:
tons
talons of sous.Vt
soils.
For chemical
chemical investigations
investigations of soil types, soil composition
composition and soil
minerals,
minerals, the soil solution, solubility
solubility of soil and all chemical properties of soils in their relation
relation to soil formation,
formation, soil
soil texture,
and soil
texture, and
soil
productivity, including
productivity,
including all routine chemical
chemical work in connection
connection with
soil survey,
survey $20,610;
$20,610;
the soil
M-ti the
pia
Phys
ical investigatonoiprodeuctiti.
tion
of productivity.
For physical investigations
investigations of the
the important
properties of
of soil
important properties
soil
which determine productivity, such as moisture
moisture relations, aerations,
aerations,
the
heat conductivity, texture, and other physical
physical investigations of the
tural
varrious soil classes and soil types
types, $12,225;
vicious
$12,225;
a
Natural
fertilizers.
N turll.
For exploration and investigation
investigation within
n ited St
at
es to
to
within the
the U
United
States
determine possible sources
supply of
potash, nitrates,
nitrates, and
and other
sources of
of supply
of potash,
other
natural fertilizers, $35,600;
$35,600;

aaycheft
ra7clerks,
d
Chief
roan,
etc.°I

bt

ba.-
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Potash.
For
and demonstration
demonstration within
within the
States Po
htrat manUnited States
the United
the investigation
investigation and
For the
Demonstrating
ufacture
of.
to
determine the
the best
method of
obtaining potash
commercial uactureof.
a commercial
on a
potash on
of obtaining
best method
to determine
Pod, p. 1153.
or Po P115'
plant or
scale
including the
the establishment and equipment of such That
scale, including
Proviso.
plants as
$175,000: Provided,
That the
the Proo.ct
Provided, That
therefor, $175,000:
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary therefor,
plants
Sale of product.
product
obtained
from
such
experimentation
maybe
sold
at
the
market
market
at
the
sold
maybe
experimentation
product obtained from such
price
amount obtained from
from the sale thereof
the amount
and the
product, and
such product,
of such
price of
shall
be covered
receipts;
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
the Treasury
Treasury as
into the
covered into
shall be
Cooperative investigation of
soils, mopFor
of soils,
cooperation with
mapof sos,
other branches gatio.
with other
in cooperation
soils, in
investigation of
For the
the investigation
ing, etc.
of the
Department of
of Agriculture,
other departments
Govern- Pping, etc.
of the
the Governdepartments of
Agriculture, other
of
the Department
ment, State
State agricultural
agricultural experiment
stations and other State instiexperiment stations,
ment,
tutions, and
and for
for indicating
indicating upon
maps and
plats, by
by coloring
otheror othercoloring or
and plats,
upon maps
tutions,
wise, the
results of
of such
such investigations,
Agritura lands in
$168,200;
investigations, $168,200;
wise,
the results
Agricultural
in
For
the examination
examination and
and classification
of agricultural
agricultural lands
lands in
in nationalforests.
national forests.
classification of
For the
forest reserves,
cooperation with
with the
forest
reserves, in
in cooperation
the Forest
Forest Service,.
Service, $18,100;
$18,100;
Admtrativ ex-Administrative
For general
connected with
with the
pss.
the above- penses.
expenses connected
administrative expenses
general administrative
For
mentioned
investigation, $4,000;
$4,000;
mentioned lines of investigation,
In all,
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $433,735.
$433,735.
In
Total for
for Bureau
Soils, $503,735.
$503,735.
of Soils,
Bureau of
Total
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOIOGY.

Btnven
of EntomlEntomolOeau of
off-

SALARIES, BUREAU
One entomologist,
shalll
ebre.of babu.
hef.of
who shaXl
entomologist, who
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
EToMooG Y:: One
BURAu or
SALARIS,
be
one chief
clerk
and executive
assistant,
executive assistant,
clerk and
c
$4,500; onechie
bureau, $4,500;
of bureau,
be chief
chief of
$2,250; one
financial clerk,
clerk,
one financial
$2,250; one
assistant, $2,250;
administrative assistant,
one administrative
$2,250;
$1,800; three
clerks, class
class four;
four; three
three clerks,
clerks, class
three; nine clerks,
lass three;
three clerks,
$1,800;
Oasts two;
one; ten
ten clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; four
class one;
clerks, class
nine clerks,
two; nine
class
entomological
clerks,
at $900
$900 each;
clerks, at $840 each; two entomological
five clerks,
each; five
clerks, at
$1,080;four
draftsmen, at
$1,400 each;
Jour
entomological draftsman, $1,080
each; one entomological
at $1,400
draftsmen,
foremen, at
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
one entomological
$1,000; four
preparator, $1,000;
entomological preparator,
each; one
foremen,
entomological preparators,
at $840
$840 each;
eight entomological
preparaentomological prepareeach; eight
preparators, at
entomological
tors,
seven entomological
$600 each;
at $600
preparators, at
entomological preparators,
each; seven
at $720
$720 each;
tors, at
two
or laborers,
at $900
$900 each;
each; two
two messengers
laborers,
or laborers,
messengers or
laborers, at
messengers or
two messengers
at $840
messengers or
$720 each;
each; one
messenone messenat $720
laborers, at
or laborers,
three messengers
each; three
at
$840 each;
ger
$480; five
messenger boys,
mechanic,
boys, at $360 each; one mechanic,
five messenger
boy, $480;
ger boy,
$1,080;
$900; one
one mechanic,
mechanic, $840;
laborer, $600;
$600;
one laborer,
$840; one
mechanic, $900;
one mechanic,
$1,080; one
one
laborer, $540;
$540; one
three char$420; three
laborer,, $420;
one laborer
$480; one
laborer, $480;
one laborer,
one laborer,
women,
$240; in
in a
ll, $99,180.
$99,180.
eneralexpenses.
all,
each; one
one charwoman,
charwoman, $240;
women, at
at $480
$480 each;
General
expenses.
GENERAL
ENTOMOLOGY: For
Investigations of IninInvestigations
promotion sects,
the promotion
For the
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
etc.
of
entomology; for investigating
investigating the history and the habits ects, ete.
economic entomology;
of economic
of insects
injurious and
to agriculture,
agriculture, horticulture, arboriarboribeneficial to
and beneficial
insects injurious
of
culture, and
and the
the study
affecting the health of man and doinsects affecting
study of insects
culture,
mestic
animals, and ascertaining the best means of destroying those
mestic animals,
found
be injurious;
for collating,
and illusreporting,and
digesting, reporting,
collating, digesting,
injurious; for
to be
found to
trating
the results
of such
investigations; for salaries and the emsuch investigations;
results of
trating the
ployment of
of labor
in the
elsewhere, rent
Washington and elsewhere
of 'Washington
city of
the city
labor in
ployment
outside of
of the
Columbia, freight,
freight, express
express elsewhere,
charges, official
charges,
of Columbia,
District of
the District
outside
fixtures supplies,
telegraph and
apparatus, telegraph
supplies, apparatus,
office fixtures,
expenses, office
traveling expenses,
telephone
service, gas, and electric current, in connection with the
telephone service,
following
investigations:
following investigations:itan
ite.
Fruit and fruit
trees.
For investigations
investigations of
orchards, rtandittre
deciduous fruits, orchards,
affecting deciduous
insects affecting
of insects
For
vineyards, and
and nuts,
and forage
forage
nuts, $60,780;
$60,780;erl
vineyards,
Cereal and
d S-a
c
For
investigations of
affecting cereal and forage crops, crops.
of insects affecting_
For investigations
including a
a special
investigation of
of the
the Hessian
Hessian fly
chinch
and the chinch
fly and
special investigation
including
bu,
crops.
bug, $114,660;
$114,660;-outhern
Southern field
field crops.
or invest4igations
investigations of
insects affecting
crops, includinclud- Sonth flfidp
field crops,
southern field
affecting southern
of insects
or
ing
rice, sugar cane, and so forth,
tobacco, rice,
cotton, tobacco
aecting cotton,
insects affecting
ing insects
and
$64,400;
orests.
and the cigarette beetle and Argentine ant, $64,400;
Forests.
For
insects affecting
affecting forests,
$50,770;
For investigations
investigations of
of insects
forests, $50,770;
rck crops,
cps, ststored
Truck
products, e
etc. st
For investigations
investigations of
insects affecting
truck crops,
including insects products,
crops, including
affecting truck
of insects
For
affecting
the
potato,
sugar
beet,
cabbage,
onion,
beans,
peas,
beans,
tomato,
onion,
cabbage
beet,
sugar
potato,
affecting the
and so
and insects
affecting stored
products, $42,760;
$42,760;
stored products,
insects affecting
forth, and
and
so forth,
°
1-30
91890°—voi.
39—rr 1-30
-- voL 39-P
91890
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Bee culture.
Bscnutau

1916.
1916.

$20,000;
For investigations and demonstrations
demonstrations in bee culture, $20,000;
For investigations
affecting tropical
tropical and
and subtropical
For
investigations of
of insects
insects affecting
subtropical
fruits, including
including insects
grapefruit,
fruits,
insects affecting
affecting the
the orange,
orange, lemon,
lemon, grapefruit,
mango, and so forth, $17,100;
mango,
Forinvestigations
and so forth, $17,100;
and control,
control, in
in cooperation
with the Federal
For investigations
and
cooperation with
the Federal
Horticultural
Board,
of
,
the
Mediterranean
and
other fruit
fruit flies,
Horticultural Board, of the Mediterranean and other
flies,
$3_3 ,200;
$33,200;
For investigations,
investigations, identification,
systematic classification
of
f.
For
identification, and
and systematic
classification of
miscellaneous
insects, including
of insects
the
miscellaneous insects,
including the
the study
study of
insects affecting
affecting the
health of
of man
domestic animal,
animals, household
household insects,
imhealth
man and
and domestic
insects, and
and the
the importation and
exchange
of useful
useful insects,
insects, $57,980;
portation
and
exchange
of
$57,980;
exFor
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connected with
lines of
of
ex
For general
general administrative
with above
above lines
investigation,
expenses incident
incident thereto,
investigation, and
and for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
thereto,
$3,000;
$3 000.
In.;Iail,
all; for
for general
expenses, $464,650.
general expenses,
$464,650.

Tropical and
Tropial
d suba
tropical fruits.
tPiC'a
-

Frnuit

.

Fruit flies.

a
Miscellaneous
'
sUcs
u
sects.

Administrative
Admiinti
penses.

ta i
rothsand
.
tanBmothS

mwd

Controlling, etc
etc.
controllng,

Cooperative !numtine against, etc

t.cm

Biological
Survey
Biologial Survey
Bureau.
Bureau
Pay of
Pay
of chief
chief of bureau, clerks,
clerks, etc.
rau,

General expenses.
expenses.

Preventing shipPreventing
ship.
ments of prohibited
birds, etc.
Vol. 35, pp.
pp.1137,
1138.
1137,1138.

Carrying
Carrying illegally
illegally
killed game.
killed
Vol. 31,
31, p.
187.
p. 187.

PREVENTING SPREAD
SPREAD OF
OF MOTHS,
MOTHS, BURBAU
or ENTOMOLOGY:
PREVENTONG
BuIt&u OFr
ENToMOLOGY: To
To

enable the Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
emergency caused
to meet
meet the
the emergency
caused
by the
of the
brown tail
moths by
by
the continued
continued spread
spread of
the gipsy
gipsy and
and brown
tail moths
by conconducting such
experiments as
be necessary
to determine
determine the
ducting
such experiments
as may
may be
necessary to
the best
best
methods of
insects; by
by introducing
and establishmethods
of controlling
controlling thew
these insects;
introducing and
establishing the
parasites and
natural enemies
enemies of
of these
insects and
colonizing
ing
the parasites
and natural
these insects
and colonizing
them within
infested “territory;
and maintaining
them
within the
the.infested
trritor; by
by establishing
establishing and
maintaining
aAiniiioitinUagainit
such manner
manner as
as he
shall deem
quaantine agast further
further spread
spread in
in such
he shall
deem
best, in
cooperation with
with thie
the authorities
of the
the different
conbest,
in cooperation
authorities of
different Stites
States concerned
and with
with the
cerned .
and
the several
several .Stitt
Stte experiment
experiment stations,
stations, including
including
rent outside
of the
outside of
the. District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, the
employment of
labor
the employment
of labor
City of
of Washington
Washington and
and for,
in the
the city
and elsewhere
elsewhere, and
for medical
medical supplies
supplies
and'
anitservicee
ies and
and othedr
other asitac
siasiatande necessary
for the
the inmmediae
immediate relief
relief
necessary for
scouts and
of foremen,
foremen, scouts
avid 'Other
employees injured
and laborers,
laborers, and
other employees
injured while
while
engaged
engaged in
in hazardous'
work
item of
of appropriation,
and
hazardous 'wo
r under
under this
this item
appropriation, and
all
other necessary
necessary expenses,
all other
expenses, $305,050.
305,050.
Total for Bureau
Bureau of Entomology,
Entomology, $868,880.
$868,880.
BVaEAU
OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
BUREAU OF
SURVEY.

S
ALARIES, BUREAU OF
or ,BIOLOGIcAL
BIOLOGICAL SunvEY:
biologist, who
SALArIEs,
SuavE: One
One biologist,
who
shall be chief of bureau, $3,500; one chief clerk and executive
executive assistant, $1,800; one administrative
administrative assistant,
assistant, $2,250;
2,250; one financial clerk,
$1,600; three clerks, class three; five clerks,
one clerk,
clerks, class two;
two; one
clerk,
$1,260; five clerks, class one; one clerk, $1,080; three
clerks, at
three clerks,
at $1,000
$1,000
each; two clerks, at $900 each; one clerk, $840; one clerk, $720;
$720; one
one
preparator, $1,200;
$1,200; one preparator, $900; one messenger, $720; one
photographer,
photographer, $1,300;
warden; $1,200;
$1,300; one game warden;
$1,200; one 'draftsman,
draftsman,
$900; two messengers,
messengers, messenger boys, or laborers
laborers, at $480
$480 each;
each;
one messenger
messenger boy, $360; one laborer,
laborer, $600; one charwoman,
charwoman, $240;
$240;
in all, $44,030.
GENEBRA
OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BURKEAU
BUREAU or
SURVEY: For
For salaries
salaries
and employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere,
and elsewhere,
furniture,
furniture supplies, traveling, and all
necessary in
all other
other expenses necessary
in
conducting investigations
investigations and carrying out the work
work of
of the bureau,
bureau,
as
follows:
as follows:
enforcement of sections two hundred and forty-one, two
For the enforcement
hundred and forty-two, two hundred
hundred and forty-three,
forty-three, and two hundred and forty-four
forty-four of
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
of the
the Act
nineteen
hundred and nine, entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise, and
and amend
amend
United States,"
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
the penal laws of the United
States," and
and for
of
section one of the Act approved May twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred,
nineteen hundred,
entitled "An
"An Act to enlarge the powers of the Department
Department of Agriculture, prohibit the transportation
commerce of
game
transportation by interstate commerce
of game
killed in violation of local laws, and for other purposes,"
purposes," including
including
all necessary
necessary investigations
connection therewith,
$14,600:
investigations in connection
therewith, $14,600;
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Reservations for
For
Montana National
National Bison
and game
for
Reservations
Range and
Bison Range
the Montana
of the
the maintenance
maintenance of
For the
. animals and
birds
. animals and
other reservations
reservations and
introduced into
the maintenance
maintenance of game introduced
for the
and for
other
Maintenance.
suitable localities
public lands,
the Biological
Biological Mintenance
of the
supervision of
under supervision
lands, under
on public
localities on
suitable
Survey:,
of fencing,
quarters, shelters
wardens' quarters,
fencing, wardens'
construction of
including construction
Survey, including
for animals,
trails, bridges,
bridges, ditches,
telephone lines,
ditches, telephone
roads, trails,
landings, roads,
for
animals, landings,
the
rockwork,
improvements necessary
necessary for the
other improvements
bulkheads, and other
rockwork, bulkheads,
Protection
of bird
bird
economical
of the
and for
for preserves.
Protection of
reservations, and
the reservations,
and protection
protection of
administration and
economical administration
the
enforcement of
Act approved
approved March
e335, p. 11104.
March P.rvVol.
of the
the Act
eighty-four of
of section
section eighty-four
the enforcement
10.
fourth,
"An Act to codify, revise,
and nine, entitled "An
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
and amend
amend the
of the
which Purchase
of game.
game
Purhase of
of which
$25,000, of
States," $25,000,
the United
United States,"
laws of
penal laws
the penal
and
sum
$2,500
may
be
used
for
the
purchase,
capture,
and
transportation
transportation
and
capture,
purchase,
the
sum $2,500 may be used for
of
game for
national reservations;
reservations;
for national
of game
11
Sullys Hill National
l Nationa
HN. Dak.
SUys
National Park,
For
the improvement
the game
game preserve
Sullys Hill
Hill National
in Sullys
preserve in
of the
improvement of
For the
Dak.
Park, N.
preserve.
Park, in
in the
State of
Dakota, including
including the
the construction
of all
Game presere.
all Game
construction of
of North
North Dakota,
the State
Park,
fences,
other structures
structures which
which
and other
roads, and
corrals, roads,
buildings, corrals,
sheds, building's,
fences, sheds,
may be
in addition
the amount
appropriated,
heretofore appropriated,
amount heretofore
to the
addition to
necessary, in
may
be necessary,
$5,000, the
same to
to be
available until expended;
expended;
be available
the same
$5,000,
Food habits of birds
For
of North
birds and
and and
bids
aFdbitso
North American
American birds
habits of
food habits
the food
animals.
investigating the
For investigating
mammals
in
relation
to
agriculture,
horticulture
and
forestry,
forestry,
and
mammals in relation to agriculture, horticulture,
including experiments
experiments and
and demonstrations
wolves,i
destroying wolves
demonstrations in destroying
including
coyotes,
animals injurious
injurious to
and
to agriculture
agricultureand
and- other
other animals
dogs, and
prairie dogs,
coyotes, prairie
animal
for investigations
i.
"-r""
con- Fur-bearinganiroaLs
in conexeriments in
and experiments
investigations and
and for
husbandry, and
animmal husbandry,
nection with
with rearing
animals, including
including mink
mink and
and Provisos
Pro,. :
of fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals,
rearing of
nection
Destroymg
marten,
this sum
ground
troying ground
be used
used squirrels.
shall be
$15,000 shall
of this
sum $15,000
, That
That of
Pr
$400,540: Provided,
marten, $400,540:
for
the
destruction
of
ground
squirrels
on
the
national
forests,
sq"is
and
forests,
national
for the destruction of ground squirrels on the
other
public lands:
more than
dsse
not more
than Wild dl
That of
of this
this sum
sum not
Prowde _further
furter, That
other public
lands: Provided
duck disease,
Utah.
$5
2
000 may be
investigating the disease of wild ducks in the utan.
be used in investigating
5,000
et e
l
3estroying wolves,
Salt
Lake Valley
Valley region
And provided
also, That
That of
of this
this sum
sum etcDesog wolv s
provided also,
of Utah:
Utah: And
region of
Salt Lake
not less than $125,000
$125,000 shall be used on the national forests and the
public domain
in destroying
wolves, coyotes,
animals Protecting
public
domain in
destroying wolves,
coyotes, and
and other
rotecting domest
other animals
domestic
injurious
agriculture and
further, animals from
rabies.
from rabes.
And provided
provideddfurther,
husbandry: And
animal husbandry:
and animal
to agriculture
injurious to
That
of this
this sum
$125,000 shall be used on the public
than $125,000
more than
not more
sum not
That of
lands,
national forests,
forests, and
and elsewhere
in the
Northelsewhere in
the Western
Western and
and Northlands, national
western
domestic animals
for the protection of stock and other domestic
States for
western States
through
of rabies
wolves,
destruction of wolves,
rabies by the destruction
suppression of
the suppression
through the
coyotes,
predatory wild animals;
and other
other predatory
coyotes, and
Biological investigaBiolgal investigageo- tions.
relations, habits, geoFor
the relations,
including the
investigations, including
biological investigations,
For biological
graphic
distribution, and migrations
animals and plants, and the
migrations of animals
graphic distribution,
preparation
maps of
of the
life zones,
zones, $26,500;
$26,500;
the life
of maps
preparation of
Migratory
birds.
For
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for enforcing
gt ory bds.
provisions of the Act Enforcing
enforcing the provisions
For all
law far
approved
March
fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and
thirteen
(Thirty
,
approved March fourth, nineteen hundred and thirteen (Thirty- protecting.
poteting law o
Vol. 37,
p. 847.
37, p.
847.
seventh
pages eight
eight hundred
hundred and
forty-seven and vol
and forty-seven
Large, pages
at Large,
Statutes at
seventh Statutes
pp. 1702, 1792.
17021 79
Po0, p.
eight hundred
and forty-eight),
forty-eight), relating
to the
the protection
protection of
of migra- Post,
relating to
hundred and
eight
tory
and insectivorous
insectivorous birds,
cooperation with local
birds, and for cooperation
game and
tory, game
authorities
the protection
protection of
migratory birds,
birds, and
necessary
and for necessary
of migratory
in the
authorities in
investigations connected
connected therewith,
Administre ex-investigations
therewith, $50,000;
$50,000;
Administrative
penses.
For general
general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connected with
with the
the aboveabove- penses.
For
Federal
mentioned lines
cooperation with other Federal
lines of work, including cooperation
mentioned
bureaus,
boards, and commissions, on request from
departments, boards,
bureaus, departments,
them, $12,560;
$12,560;
In all,
all, for general
general expenses,
$534,200.
expenses, $534,200.
In
$578,230
Biological Survey, $578,230
of Biological
Total for Bureau of

DIVISION
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
ACCOUNTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS.
DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS

Accounts
and DisDb.
Accounts and
bursements
Division.
bursents Dlvion.

One chief
S
ALARIES, DIVISION
ACCOUNTS AND
.
I: One
DISBURSEMENTS:
AND DISBURSEMENTI
OF ACCOUNTS
DIVISION OF
SALARIES,
of division
division -and
and disbursing
$4,000; one supervising
supervising auditor,
disbursing clerk, $4,000;
of
$2,250;
chief clerk,
disbursing
deputy disbursing
one deputy
$2,250; one
clerk, $2,250;
and chief
cashier and
one cashier
$2,250; one
clerk,
$2,000; one
one accountant
bookkeeper, $2,000;
clerks,
$2,000; two
two clerks,
and bookkeeper,
accountant and
clerk, $2,000;
class
clerks, class two;
two; five clerks,
class four;
four; four clerks, class three; five clerks,
class
four clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
three clerks,
clerks, at
$900 each;
each;
at $900
each; three
at $1,000
class one;
one; four

Pay of chief of divivi
sion, yclerks, etc.of di -
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one custodian
custodian of
records and
one messenger,
$720;
messenger, $720;
files, $1,400;
$1,400; one
and files,
of records
one
one messenger
messengar boy,
boy, $600.
$600.
or messenger
messenger or
one
Total for
Division of
of Accounts
and Disbursements,
$44,920,
Disbursements, $44,920.
Accounts and
forDivision
Total
Publications
Publications DiviCo iv DIVISION OF
OF PUBLICATIONS.
PUBLICATIONS.
DIVISION
sten.
sion.
Pay of
of chi
chief of diviPay
OALA.RIES,
PUBLICATIONS: One
who shall
don,
editors,
efetc
ate. divibe
shall be
Editor, who
One Editor,
OF PUBLICATIONS:
DIVISION or
SALARIES, "'VISION
on, editors,
chief ,of
of division,
division, $3,500;
$3,500; one
one editor,
editor, who
shall be
be assistant
assistant chief
chief of
of
who shall
chief
division, $2,500;
one chief
clerk, $2,000;
at
editors, at
assistant editors,
two assistant
$2,000; two
chief clerk,
$2,500; one
division,
$2,000 each;
$1,800 each;
edione assistant
assistant edieach; one
at $1,800
editors, at
four assistant
assistant editors,
each; four
$2,000
tor
$1,600; one
assistant editor,
editor, $1,400;
$1,400; one
assistant editor
editor in
charge
in charge
one assistant
one assistant
tor,?$1,600;
of
indexer, $1,400;
in charge
of
charge of
assistant in
$1,400; one
one assistant
one indexer,
$2,000; one
of mdeving,
indexing, $2,000;
illustrations $2,100;
$2,100; two
two draftsmen
or photographers,
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
photographers, at
draftsmen or
illustrations,
two draftsmen
draftsmen or
or photographers,
$1,500 each;
two draftsmen
or
draftsmen or
each; two
at $1,500
photographers, at
two
photographer, $1,300;
photographers, at
each; one
one draftsman
or photographer,
draftsman or
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
photographers,
seven draftsmen
draftsmen or
or photographers,
photographers, at
assistant phophoone assistant
each; one
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
seven
tographer,
assistant in
in charge
charge of
section, $2,000;
$2,000;
of document
document section,
$900; one
one assistant
tographer, $900;
Clerks, at_
one
in document
document section,
$1,800; one
one foreman,
miscellaforeman, miscellasection, $1,800;
assistant in
one assistant
neous
$1,500; one
one forewoman,
class
clerk, class
$1,400; one
one clerk,
forewoman, $1,400;
neous distribution,
distribution $1,500;
three;
clerk, class
two; nine
nine clerks,
clerks, class
one; sixteen
at
sixteen clerks, at
class one;
class two;
one clerk,
three; one
$1,000 each;
each; forty
forty clerks,
$900 each;
each; eighteen
clerks, at
$840 each;
each;
at $840
eighteen clerks,
at $900
clerks, at
$1,000
two skilled
$900 each;
each; eight
each;
at $840
840 each;
laborers, at
eight skilled
skilled laborers,
at $900
laborers, at
two
skilled laborers,
four
skilled laborers,
at $780
$780 each;
$1,200; sixteen
sixteen
each, one
one chief folder, $1,200;
laborers, at
four skilled
skilled
each; one
one folder,
folder, $1,000;
$900
two folders,
folders, at $900
$1,000; two
at $720
$720 each;
skilled laborers,
laborers, at
each; two
laborers'at
at $1,100
$1,100 each;
each; one
laborer , $1,000;
$1,000;
one skilled
skilled laborer,
skilled laborers,
each;
two skilled
messengers, at $720 each; three
two
messengers, at $840 each;
each; two messengers,
two messengers,
messengers or
bop, at $600 each; two messengers
messengers or mesor messenger
messenger boys,
messengers
senger
$480 each;
messengers or
at
boys, at
or messenger
messenger bop,
two messengers
at $480
each; two
senger boys,
boys, at
$420 each;
each; two
or messenger
boys, at
at $360
$360 each.;
each; one
one
two messengers
messengers or
messenger boys,
$420
laborer, $840;
$840; two
two laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
each; four
four charwomen,
at $480
$480
charwomen, at
$600 each;
laborer
each; three
charwomen, at
at $240
each; in
all, $177,400.
$177,400.
$240 each;
in all,
each;
three charwomen,
General expenses.
expenses.
Gnral
GENERAL EXPENSES,
OF PUBLICATIONS:
miscellaneous
DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS: For
For miscellaneous
EXPENSES, DIVISION
GENERAL
objects of
expenditure in
in connection
the publication,
publication, indexing,
with the
indexing,
of expenditure
connection with
objects
illustration,
distribution of
documents, and
as
bulletins, documents,
and reports,
reports, as
and distribution
of bulletins,
illustration, and
follows:
follows:
snpple,
&wiles, etc.
For labor-saving
For
labor-saving machinery,
machinery, including
including necessary
necessary supplies,
supplies, $3,000;
$3,000;
For
envelopes, stationery,
For envelopes,
stationery, and materials,
materials, $6,500;
$6,500;
For
fixtures, $1,000;
$1,000;
and fixtures,
For office
office furniture
furniture and
For
equipment and
and for
photographic materials
materials and
and
for photographic
For photographic
photographic equipment
artists'
supplies, $6,000;
$6,000;
artists' tools
tools and
and supplies,
telegraph service
For
service and freight and express
express charges,
For telephone
telephone and
and telegraph
$250;
$250;
For
bicycles, horses,
harness, and
maintenance of
For wagons, bicycles,
horses, harness,
and maintenance
of the same,
$500;
$500;
For purchase of
traveling expenses,
of manuscripts,
manuscripts, traveling
expenses, electrotypes,
electrotypes,
illustrations,
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
illustrations, and
and other expenses
provided for, $3,000;
$3,000;
In
all, for
general expenses,
In all,
for general
expenses, $20,250;
$20,250;
Total for
for Division
Division of
of Publications,
Publications, $197,650.
Total
$197,650.
Crop Estimates
Estimates BuCrop
Bureau.
reau.

Pay of
of chief
chief of
of buau, clerks,
etc.
reau,
clerks, etc.

BUREAU
BUREAU- OF
OF CROP
CROP ESTIMATES.
ESTIMATES.

au.Anrss,
BUREAU OF
OF CROP
CROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES: One statistician
SALARIES, BUREAU
statistician, who shall

be chief
of bureau,
one chief
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800 ; s
i
x clerks,
clerks, class
class
be
chief of
bureau, $4,000;
$4,000; one
chief clerk,
six
four; nine clerks, class three; fifteen
fifteen clerks, class
$1,300;
class two; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,300;
nineteen clerks,
clerks, class
class one;
one; nineteen
nineteen clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
each; twentynineteen
at $1,000
twentyfour clerks, at $900 each;
messeneach; two messengers,
messengers, at $840 each; two messengers or laborers,
laborers at
each; two
messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
at $720
$720 each;
two messengers,
boys, or
or
laborers, at $660
each; one messenger, messenger
$66deach;
$480;
messenger boy, or
or laborer,
laborer, $480;
one
charwoman, messenger,
$540; two
mesone charwoman,
messenger, or
or laborer,
laborer, $540;
two charwomen,
charwomen, messenger boys, or laborers, at $360 each; in all, $122,880.
$122,880.
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expenses.
General expenses.
neces- General
GENF.R AT, EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF C
ROP ESTIMATES:
For all necesESTIMATES: For
CROP
GENERAL
sary expenses
expenses for
collecting, compiling,
analyzing, sumcompiling, abstracting, analyzing,
for collecting,
sary
marizing and
and interpreting
interpreting data
relating to
agriculture; for making
to agriculture;
data relating
marizing,
and publishing
and live stock estimates, including
periodically crop and
publishing periodically
and
acreage,
yield, and
follows:
of farm products, as follows:
value of
and value
acreage, yield,
Administrative
exAdministrative exSalaries
and employment
Washington and penses.
in the city of Washington
employment of labor in
Salaries and
penses.
In
Washin
gton, etc.
etc.
Washington,
In
freight
elsewhere,
supplies,
telegraph
and
telephone
service,
and
extelephone
and
elsewhere, supplies, telegraph
press charges,
charges ' and
and all
miscellaneous administrative
necessary miscellaneous
all other
other necessary
press
expenses, $24,700;
$24,700;
expenses,
Out of
Out
of Washington.
WashingtonSalaries, travel,
travel, and
expenses of employees
employees out of
other necessary expenses
and other
Salaries,
the
city of
of Washington
Washington engaged
engaged in
in field investigations,
investigations, $168,856;
$168,856;
the city
In
$193,556.
In all,
all, for general expenses, $193,556.
Total for
for Bureau
Bureau of Crop
Crop Estimates, $316,436.
Total
Library.
Library.

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.
OF AGRICULTURE.
LIBRARY,

Pay of librarian,

S
ALARIES, LIBRARY,
One Librarian,
V ibrarisn'
lerbs, etc.
Librarian, Mall,
AGRICULTURE: One
OF AGRICULTURE:
DEPARTMENT OF
LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
$2,000; one
class two; five clerks, class
three; one clerk, class
class three;
clerk, class
one clerk,
$2,000;
clerks, at $1,020
three clerks,
one; three
three clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,080
$1,080 each;
each; three
$1,020 each; three
oneclerks,
$1,000 each; six
six clerks, at $900 each; one clerk, $840; one
at $1,000
clerks, at
junior
junior library
library assistant,
assistant, messenger,
boy, $720; one junior
or messenger
messenger boy,
messenger, or
junior
library
assistant or
boy, $660;
three junior
junior library
assitlibrary assist$660; three
or messenger
messenger boy,
library assistant
ants, orr messenger
boys,
at
each; one
one m,
messenger, messenger
boy,
messenger boy,
messenger
at $600 each
or at
boys,
messes,
ant,
or
laborer, $480;
one messenger,
boy, or
or laborer, $360;
messenger boy,
messemessenger messenger
$480; one
or laborer,
charwomen, at
at $480
$480 each; in all, $31,520.
two charwomen,
General expenses..
GENERAL
LIBRARY: For books of reference,
reference, technical
technical General epesXPENSES, LIBRARY:
GENuBRAL EXPENSES,
and scientific
books, papers
papers and
periodicals, and
and for
expenses incurred
incurred
for expenses
and periodicals,
scientific books,
and
in completing
imperfect series;
for the
the employment
employment of
of additional
additional
series; for
in
completing imperfect
assistants
in the
city of
of Washington
elsewhere; for official travWashington and elsewhere;
the city
assistants in
eling
and for
library fixtures,
fixtures, library
library cards,
cards, supplies,
supplies, and
and
for library
expenses, and
eling expenses,
for
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses, $18,000.
$18,000.
for all
Total for library, $49,520.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
MISCELLANEOUS

Misoellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

For
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE: For
OF AGRICULTURE:
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
goods,1soap, brushes,
stationery, blank books, twine, paper, gum, dry goods
stationery,
brooms, mats, oils, paints, glass, lumber, hardware, ice, fuel, water
and
heating apparatus,
apparatus, furniture,
furniture, carpets, and matting;
pipes, heating
gas pipes,
and gas
for
lights, freight,
express charges,
telegraphing, telecharges, advertising, telegraphing,
freight, express
for lights,
phoning,
necessary repairs and improveimprovepostage, washing towels, and necessary
phoning, postage,
ments to buildings
heating apparatus;
apparatus; for the purchase,
purchase, subbuildings and heating
ments
sistence
purchase and repair of harness
care of horses and the purchase
and care
sistence, and
payment of duties on
the payment
and vehicles,
vehicles, for
for official
official purposes
purposes only;
only; for
for the
and
imported
articles, and
and the
the Department
Department of Agriculture's
Agricultures proportionate
proportionate
imported articles,
share
expense of
dispatch agent m New York; for official
the dispatch
of the
the expense
of the
share of
expenses
and expenses
traveling expenses;
expenses; and
supplies and
miscellaneous supplies
other miscellaneous
for other
and for
traveling
not otherwise
provided for,
the practical and
for the
necessary for
and necessary
for, and
otherwise provided
not
efficient work
work of the department,
department, $122,500.
efficient

Contingent ex penses.
Contingentexpenses

Rent.
Rant.

OF COLUMBIA.
RENT IN
1kiI DISTRICT
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF
IN THE
RENT

Buildings in District

AGRICULTURE:

For rent of of Columbia.

OF
DEPARTMENT
BUILDINGS,
RENT
buildings
RENT OF
OF
and
BUILDINGS,
parts of buildings
DEPARTMENT
in theOF
District
AGRICULTURE:
of Columbia
For rent
for use
of ofi
gutinain District

buildings and parts of buildings in the District of Columbia, for use

of the
the various
various bureaus,
bureaus ' divisions
and offices
Department of Proo.
of the
the Department
offices of
divisions,' and
of
qarof guar.
Agriculture, $123,689:
the Secretaryof Agriculture
Agriculture statement
sta=t
Prm
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
$123,689: Provided,
Agriculture,
rented
trs
shall
submit
annually
to
Congress
in
his
estimates
of
appropriations
mutedappropriations
of
estimates
his
in
Congress
to
annually
shall submit
ters

appropriation is paid
a
statement showing
showing what proportion of this appropriation
a statement
for the
quarters occupied
occupied by the
various branches
department.
branches of the department.
the various
the quarters
for
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SEBVICE.
RELATIONS SERVICE.
STATES RELATIONS
STATES

director $4,500;
S
ATARIES, S
TATES RELATIONS S
ERVICE: One director,
$4,500; one
SEBVXCE:
STATES
SALARIES,
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one
one financial
financial clerk,
or proof
proof
clerk or
one clerk
$2,000; one
clerk, $2,000;
chief
$1,800; three
three clerks,
four '
- three
three clerks,
class three;
three; one
one
reader,
clerks, class
class four;
clerks, class
reader, $1,800;
clerk, $1,500;
nine clerks
two; twenty-two
one;
class one;
clerks, class
twenty-two clerks,
class two;
clerks, class
$1,500; nine
clerk,
twenty-one
$1,000 each;
each; twenty-four
clerks, at
$900 each;
each;
at $900
twenty-four clerks,
at $1,000
clerks, at
twenty-one clerks,
seven
each; five
five clerks,
at $720
$720 each;
one library
library
each; one
clerks, at
$840 each;
at $840
clerks, at
seven clerks,
cataloguer,
or photographer
photographer, $720;
three messengers,
messengers,
$720; three
one clerk
clerk or
$900; one
cataloguer, $900;
messenger
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $600
$600 each;
messengers, mesmesten messengers,
each; ten
boys, or
messenger boys,
senger -boys,
boys, or
or laborers
at $480
each; one
one messenger,
messenger
messenger, messenger
$480 each;
laborers, at
senger
boy, or
or laborer,
laborer, $360;
$360; three
three messengers,
messengers messenger
boys ' or
laborers,
or laborers,
messenger boys,
boy,
at $300
$300 each;
each; one
skilled laborer,
laborer, $900;
four laborers
laborers or
or, charwomen,
charwomen,
$900; ,four
one skiled
at
at $480
$480 each;
or charwomen,
at $240
all,
i all,
each; in
$240 each;
charwomen, at
laborers or
nine laborers
each; nine
at
$127,540.
ZPort
of salmi'- $127,540.
GENERAL
EXPENSES, STATES
STATES HELATIONS
OE RTICE :T
10
o carry
carry into
into
To
RELATIONS SERVICE:
GENERAL EXPENSES,
Suprt ot
experiment etat t
'
enact the
the provisions
of an
a roved March
March second,
second, eighteen
eighteen
an Act
Act approved
provisions of
effect
'
tions.
Vol. 24, p. 440.
agricultural
hundred and
An Act to establish agricultural
entitled "An
eighty-seven, entitled
and eighty-seven;
hundred
v L 2is
Vol.
12, P.
p. 503..
experiment stations
in connection
connection with
with the
the colleges
colleges established
established in
stations in
experiment
the
under the
the provisions
provisions of
an Act
approved July
July
Act approved
of an
States under
several States
the several
second,
hundred and sixty-two, and of the Acts suppleeighteen hundred
second, eighteen
mentary
the sums
several States and
apportioned to the several
sums apportioned
thereto," the
mentary thereto,"
Territories, to
to be
be paid
in advance,
$720,000;
advance, $720,000;
quarterly m
paid quarterly
Territories,
Allotment of
of inin.To carry
into efect
effect the
the provisions
March sixAct approved
approved March
of an
an Act
provisions of
carry into
.To
Allotment
crdPn.iUr"
;72
a
4,Pralatilms*teenth,
nineteen hundred
"An Act
Act to
for an
an
provide for
to provide
entitled "An
six, entitled
and six,
hundred and
teenth, nineteen
. 13
increased
appropriation for
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
for agricultural
annual appropriation
increased annual
and regulating
the sums apportioned
to
apportioned to
thereof," the
expenditure thereof,"
the expenditure
regulating the
and
the several
States and
and. Terri
Territories, tories,
to be
be paid
quarterly
advance,
in
advance,
quarterly
paid
to
States
several
the
Proviso.
Limit.
$720,000:
Provided, That
That not
ncit to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
shall be
paid to. each
each
be paidto
$1,000 shall
$s720,000:Provided,
Lft.'
State
Territory under
under this Act;
..
and Territory
State and
1
Cooperative agriculTo enable
enforce the provisions of
Agriculture to enforce
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To
'k.
1veSwork.
,Ct
tural
extension
Vol. 38, p. 372.
the above
above Acts and the
approved May eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
the Act
Act approved
the
vol
and
fourteen, entitled
provide for
cooperative agriculfor cooperative
to provide
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
and fourteen,
tural extension
extension work
between the
colleges in
in the
several
the several
agricultural colleges
the agricultural
work between
tural
States receiving
receiving the
approved July
July
an Act of Congress approved
benefits of an
the benefits
States
second, eighteen
and sixty-two,
and of
of Acts
Acts supplementary
supplementary
sixty-two, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
second,
thereto,
and the
the United
Department of
of Agriculture,"
Agriculture," relative
relative
States Department
United States
thereto, and
e
Clerical, et c. , ax.
to their
administration, including
including the
clerks, assistemployment of clerks,
the employment
their administration,
etc., e- to
pen.
penses.
ants,
other persons in
in the
the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
and other
ants, and
fixtures,
freight and
express charges,
charges, official
office fixtures,
expenses, office
traveling expenses,
official traveling
and express
freight
supplies, apparatus,
service, gas, electric
electric
telephone service,
and telephone
telegraph and
apparatus, telegraph
supplies,
current,
and rent
outside of
the District
Columbia, $58,500;
and
$58,500; and
of Columbia,
District of
of the
rent outside
current, and
Annual
statement.
Annualstatement.
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall prescribe
prescribe the form of the annual
financial
statement required
above Acts,
whether
Acts, ascertain whether
the above
under the
required under
financial statement
the
are in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions, coordinate
coordinate
their provisions,
with their
expenditures are
the expenditures
the work
of the
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture with that of the State
the Department
work of
the
agricultural colleges
colleges and
stations in
lines authorized
authorized
the lines
in the
experiment stations
and experiment
agricultural
in
said Acts,
Acts, and
report thereon
to Congress;
Congress;
thereon to
make report
and make
in said
Demonstration work
For farmers'
farmers' cooperative
demonstration work
outside of
of the
the cotton
cotton
work outside
cooperative demonstration
For
outidemnosttotio
outside
cotton belt.
Washington
belt,
including the
employment of labor in the
the city of Washington
the employment
belt, including
$478,240;
and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $478,240;
supplies, and all other necessary
and elsewhere, supplies,
Cooperative demonfarmers' cooperative
For farmers'
Cooperative
cooperative demonstrations
demonstrations and for the study and
and
strations, cotton
boll
tt
meeting the ravages
demonstration
of the
the best
methods of
ravages of the
of meeting
best methods
demonstration of
weevil.
weevil'
cotton-boll
including the employment of labor in the city of
cotton-boll weevil, including
Washington
and
elsewhere,
supplies, and
necessary expenses,
expenses,
all other
other necessary
supplies,
and all
and
elsewhere,
Washington
Vonr
Proviso.
service shall be defrayed
defrayed
of such service
the expense of
That the
Provided, That
Voluntary
contribu- $661,300:
$661,300: Provided,
oontribuvoltar
tions aeepted.
accepted.
tions
from this appropriation
appropriation and such cooperative funds as may be voluntarily contributed
contributed by
by State,
county, and municipal
agencies, assomunicipal agencies,
State, county,
tarily
colleges,
universities, colleges,
ciations
farmers, and individual farmers, universities,
ciations of farmers,
boards
of trade,
other local
local associations
associations of
of commerce,
commerce, other
trade, chambers
chambers of
boards of
business men,
men, business
business organizations,
individuals within the
and individuals
organizations, and
business
State;
State;

clerks,
Pay etc.
of
of director,
PJ

director,
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To enable
the
Secretary-of
to investigate
report alrers
;Joni
' tituts
icS
Far a
and report
investigate and
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
the Secretary
enable
To
upon
of farmers
institutes and
schools. g
agri- schools.
and agrifarmers' institutes
progress of
and progress
organization and
the organization
upon the
cultural schools
in the
and Territories,
Territories, and
111:
e
e
t
s
c
t_
i,ting Pmg"
upon resetc,ot.
and upon
States and
several States
the several.
schools in
cultural
similar organizations in
foreign countries,
countries, with
special suggestions
of
suggestions of
with special
organizations in foreign
similar
plans and
and methods
methods for
making such
organizations more
more effective
effective for
for
such organizations
for making
plans
the
the results
results of
of the
the work
work of
Department of
the Department
of the
of the
dissemination of
the dissemination
Agriculture
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, and of imthe agricultural
and the
Agriculture and
proved methods
methods of
employment
including the employment
practice, including
agricultural practice,
of a,:,cultural
proved
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
and
all
other necesall
and
elsewhere,
and
ofWashington
city
the
of labor in
n aska,
sary
expenses, $20,600;
$20,600;tatons
sary expenses,
To enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
establish and
maintain
g taaii,
rrgt.
13
AlRico,
itro;
Porto
Ha
maintain
and
establish
to
To enable
agricultural experiment stations
Hawaii, Porto
d and
and Guam.
Guam
and
Rico, an
Porto Rico,
Alaska, Hawaii,
in Alaska,
agricultural experiment stations in
the
the erection
erection of
of buildings,
the prepabuildings, the
including the
Guam, including
of Guam,
island of
the island
ration, illustration, and
and distribution
distribution of
reports and
and bulletins,
and all
all
bulletins, and
of reports
illustration,
ration,
other necessary
expenses,
$143,000,
as
follows:
Alaska,
$48,000;
000;
$48
Alaska,
follows:
as
$143,000,
other necessary expenses,
Hawaii,
$40,000; Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, $40,000;
and Guam,
Guam $15,000;
the s
d
and the
$15,000; and•
$40,000 and
Hawaii, $40,000;
as
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
to
products
are
Ba
l
"P
r°'
such
sell
to
authorize
is
Agriculture
of
Secretary
obtained on the land
belonging to
the agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment sta.sta- a
to the
on the land belonging
obtained
tions in Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto
Rico,.
and
the
island
of
Guam:
Proftx
r
"teiwilon work,
work,
Extnsion
r
ProGuam:
of
island
the
and
Rico,
tions in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto
vided, That
That of
of the
herein appropriated
appropriated for
experiment station
station Na"-i
small!
the experiment
for the
sum herein
the sum
vided,
in Hawaii $5,000
may be
be used
agricultural extension
work in
extension work
in agricultural
used in
Hawaii $5,000 may
in
of agriti
ntton
Hawaii;
.'
Hawaii;
To enable the Secretary of
Agriculture
to
inirestigate
the
relative
cuirs
roLgs.
agri.
prodcts.
cultral
relative
the
investigate
to
Agrcitre
of
To enable the Secretary
utility and economy
of
agricultural
products
for
food,
clothing,
and
and
utility and economy of agricultural products for food, clothing,
other uses
uses in
in the
s
.
pecial suggestions
suggestions of
plans and methods
methods
of plans
with special
home, with
the home
other
of such
such products
for
the
more
effective
borne,utilization of
purposes,
these purposes,
for these
products for
effective
more
the
for
with the cooperation of
of other
other bureaus
the department,
and to
to
department, and
of the
bureaus of
with the cooperation
disseminate useful
useful information
information on
this subject,
subject, including'
employthe employincluding the
on this
disseminate
ment
of labor
labor in
the city
of Washington
Washington: and
supplies, and
elsewhere, supplies,
and elsewhere,
city of
in the
ment of
Aminstrative eex.
all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $24,220;
Administrative
$24,220;
all
For general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
the
lines
of Pensm
pens
of
lines
the
with
connected
expenses
For general
work of
States Relations
Service including
the offices of the
including the
Relations Service,
the States
of the
work
director,
the
chief
clerk,
the
officers
in
Charge
of
publications,
library,
publications,
of
charge
in
officers
the
clerk,
director, the chief
accounts,
supplies, and
and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
property, and
and property,
records,' supplies,
accounts, records
e
nsesincident
$16,280;
thereto, $16,280;
incident thereto,
expenses
In
all, for
for general
$2,842,140.
expenses A$2,842,140.
general expenses,
tn al,
Total
States Relations
$2,969,680.
Service, $2,969,680.
Relations Service,
for States
Total for
Public Roads
Roads and
and
public
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS AND
AND RURAL
RURAL ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.
Rural Engineering
Oilloe.
Engineering
ofal
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS

SALARIES, OFFICE OF
PUBLIC ROADS AND Rum ENGINEERING: iraz,ao
t
.director,
SALARIES, OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS AND RURAL ENGINEERING: a^ ofi director,
One director, who
shall
be
a
scientist
and
have
charge
of
all
scientific
scientific
all
of
One director, who shall be a scientist and have charge
and technical
technical work,
$4,500; one
one draftsman
or clerk,
clerk, $1,920;
$1,920; one
draftsman or
work, $4,500;
and
chief clerk, $1,900;
one model
maker, $1,800;
$1,800; two
class four;
four;
clerks, class
two clerks,
model maker,
clerk, $1,900; one
chief
five
clerks,
class
three'
•
one
clerk
or
editorial
$1,600;
•one
$1,600;
clerk,
editorial
or
clerk
one
five clerks, class three;
clerk,
$1,500; one
clerk or
or photographer,
$1,440; one clerk or
photographer, $1,440;
one clerk
clerk, $1,500;
instrument
$1,440; one
tabulator, $1,440;
$1,440; one
or tabulator,
clerk or
one clerk
maker, $1,440;
instrument maker,
clerk, class two; one
clerk, $1,380;
at $1,320
four
each. four
$1,320 each;
clerks, at
two clerks,
$1,380; two
clerk, class two; one clerk,
clerks, at
at $1,260
$1,260 each;
each; six
six clerks,
clerks, class
class one;
one; one
one clerk
or editorial
or
clerk
clerks,
draftsman,
$1,320;
clerk, $1,200;
draftsman, $1,
320 ;one clerk or drafts
man, $1,200;
$1,200 ;
$1,200; one draftsman,
clerk,
one
clerk
or
draftsman,
$900;
one
clerk
or
photographer,
$
1,
200 ;
$1,200;
photographer,
or
clerk
one
$900;
or draftsman
clerk
one
one clerk or photographer,
$1,000;
$1,140 each;
two
each; two
at $1,140
clerks, at
two clerks,
000; two
clerk or photographer, $1
one
$1,000
clerks,
clerks,
at
$1,080
each;
one
clerk,
$1,020;
at
$1,000
seven
$1,020;
clerk,
one
each;
$1080
at
clerks,
each; one
or skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,000;
$1,000; three
three clerks,
clerks, at
at $900
$900
clerk or
each; one clerk
each;
one
mechanician,
$1,680;
one
clerk
or
instrument
maker,
instrument
or
clerk
one
$1,680;
each; one mechanician,
$1,200;
one lantern
mechanic' $1,200; one
one mechanic,
$1,320; one
colorist, $1,320;
slide colorist,
lantern slide
$1,200; one
helper, $840:
laboratory
carpenter,
$1,200;
one
messenger,
laborer,
laboratoryhelper,
or
laborer,
messenger,
one
carpenter, $1,200;
one messenger or
laborer, $840;
$840; two
two messengers,
messengers, laborers,
laborers, or
laboraor laboraone messenger or laborer,
laborers,
tory
helpers,
at
$720
each;
two
messengers
or
laborers,
at $660
messengers
two
each;
tory helpers, at $720
each;
messenger boys,
boys, at
$600 each;
at $600
or messenger
aborers, or
messengers, laborers,
five messengers,
each; five
seven
laborers,
messenger
boys,
or
charwomen,
at
$480
each;
each; five
$480
at
charwomen,
or
seven laborers, messenger boys,
charwomen,
at $240
88,380.
all, $88,380.
each; in all,
240 each;
charwomen, at
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GNEBRAL EXPEN8EL
GENERAL
EXITZN81123,, OFFICE
or PUBLIC
ROADS AND
RURAL ENOFFICB OF
PUBLIO ROADS
AND RURAL
ENGINZRRING: For salaries.
salaries and
in the
the city
of
GINEEINO:
and the
the employment
employment of
of labor
labor in
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, office
office fixtures,
fixtures, apparatus,
Washington
apparatus,
traveling and all other
necessary expenses,
expenses, for
for conducting
conducting investiinvestiother necessary
gations and
experiments, and
collating, reporting,
illustrating
gations
and experiments
and for
for collating,
reporting, and
and illustrating
the results of same
and, for
for preparing,
preparing, publishing,
distributing
same, and
publishing, and
and distributing
r
e
l
yt
tr t
i
on °
.4.bulletins
bulletins and
and reports,
reports, as
PratMed, That
That no
of these
SSotricon
on r.
as fellows:
follows: Proved,
no part
part of
these
aproproiations
maaki
k ing machy
ma°Ilin
linr•
app
ropriations s
hall be
for the
rent or
purchase of
shall
be expended
expended for
the rent
or purchase
of roadroadmachinery, except
except such
as may
may be
necessary for
experim
machinery,
such as
be necessary
for field
field experimental
work as
hereinafter provided
provided for:
for:
as hereinafter
mental work
o inm"at
' . : For
-Forinquiries
inquiries in regard to systems
Ikea
management throughout
systems of road
road management
throughout
the United States and for giving expert
subject,
expert advice
advice on
on this
this subject,
$39,540;
'
$39,540;
Road-making
maof the
best methods
methods of
making, especially
especially
Roads-nking ma
investigations of
For investigations
the best
of read
road making,
facials, etc.
ordnary
ordinary sand-clay
san&clay and dirt roads, and the best kinds of
of road-making
road-making
for furnishing
on road
road building
materials, and for
furishing expert
expet advice
advice on
building and
and
maintenance, $142,780;
maintenance,
$142,780;
Chemtoal invediting
hnastg
Chemical
For investigations
investigations of
of the
the chemical
chemical and
physical character
ofroad
road
and physical
haracter of
tions.
materials,
$37,780;
,
$37,780;
materials,
a ,"' For conducting field experiments and various methods of road
jield
experiments,
tld. exp.t
For conducting field experiments and various methods of road
construction
construction and maintenance,
mainteiance, and investigations
investigations concerning
concerning various
various
and _preparations;
for investigating
investigating and
developing
road materials
materials and
preparations; for
and developing
equipment intended
intended for
preparation and
and application
of bituminous
for the
the preparation
application of
bituminous
and other
for the
the purchase
materials and
and equipment;
for
other binders;
binders; for
purchase of
of materials
equipment; for
the employment
employment of
labor; for
of buildings;
buildings;
of assistants
assistants and
and labor;
for the
the erection
erection of
such experimental
experimental work to be confined as
to one
as nearly
nearly as possible
possible to
one
point during the
year, $60,000;
$60,000;
fiscal year,
the fiscal
point-during
Farm
investigating and
and reporting
the utilization
of water
in
.bt frrigatkm
' _ in-n- : For
sadigations.
For investigating
reporting upon
upon the
utilization of
water in
farm irrigation
to a
pply i
n p
rac tice;
farm,
imgation, including
including the
the best
best methods
methods to
apply
in
practice;
the different
different kinds of power and appliances,
appliances, and
development of
of
and the
the development
equipment for farm
farm irrigation; the flow
pipes and
low of
of water in
in ditches, pipes,
and
other conduits;
apportionment, an
conduits; the duty, apportionment,
measurement of
of irriandd measurement
irrigation water;
the customs
customs, regulations,
regulations, and
laws affecting
gation
water; the
and laws
affecting irrigation;
irrigation;
for the purchase and installation
instllation of equipment for experimental purfor
poses; for the giving of expert advice and assistance
for the
prepaassistance;ifor
the preparation and illustration of reports and bulletins
bulletins on irrigation;
irrigation; for
the
for the
employment of assistants
assistants and labor in the city of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere; for rent outside of the District of Columbia; and for
for
supplies
necessary expenses,
expenses, $103,400;
$103,400;
supplies and
and all
all necessary
tion
Drainage,
inv
estiga" or investigating
investigating and
and rporting
reporting upon
geand
an d upon
he
Dtnage
Itnvet
For
ol swamp
lands
upon farm
farm draina
drainage
upon t
the
etc.
drainage
of swamp
otherwet
wetl
an d
s w
hich may
may b
made availet.
drainage of
swamp and
and other
lands
which
bee made
available for agricultural
agricultural purposes; for
the removal
for preparing
preparing plans
plans for
for the
removal
dramage, and for
of surplus water by drainage,
ass i
st
ance by
by
for giving expert
expert assistance
advice or otherwise
otherwise i
n the
the drainage
of suchlands;
such lands; for
in
drainage of
for conducting
conducting
field experiments
experiments and investigations concerning the construction
construction and
and
maintenance
maintenance of farm drainage work; for investigating
investigating and
developand developing equipment
equipment intended
intended for the construction and maintenance
maintenance of
farm drainage
drainage structures;
structures; for the purchase of materials and equipequippreparing and illustrating
illustrating reports and bulletins on
ment; and for preparing
on
drainage; and for the employment
employment of assistants and labor in the city
of Washington and elsewhere; for rent outside the District of
of ColumColumbia, and for supplies and all necessary expenses, $94,720:
Farin domestic water bia, and for supplies and aU necessary expenses, $94,720:
supply,
etc.
domestic water
supply and
and drainage
drainage dissnpplyetic.
For investigating
investigating farm
farm domestic
water supply
disposal, the construction of farm buildings, and other rural engineering
engineering
mechanical principles, including the employment
problems involving mechanical
employment
of "labor
labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all
of
Administrative
eanecessary expenses,
expenses, $20,000;
$20,000;
other necessary
e other
Adminstative
ses
ppenses..
For general administrative
a inistrative expenses
connected with the aboveexpenses connected
mentioned lines of investigations
experiments, $12,600;
$12,600;
investigations and experiments,
In all, for general
$510,820.
g,eneral expenses,
expenses, $510,820.
Total for Office of Public Roads and Rural Engineering, $599,200.
GOnml
xp-.
General expenses.
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OFFICE
OF MARKETS
MARKETS AND
OFFICE OF
AND RURAL
RURAL ORGANIZATION.
ORGANIZATION.
One
OF MARKETS
AND RUAL
S
ALARIES, Okt
ICE OF
MARKETS AND
RURAL ORGANIZATION:
ORGANIZATION: One
SALARIES,
OFFICE
chief
administrative
chief of office, $4,500; one chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000; one
one administrative
assistant,
$1,980; five clerks, class four; eight clerks, class three;
assistant, $1,980;
$1,320;
fourteen clerks, class two; one clerk, $1,380,•
$1,380; one clerk, $1,320;
twenty clerks,
clerks, class one; one clerk, $1,140; ten clerks,
$1,000 each;
each;
cerks, at $1,000
one clerk, $1,080;
$1,080; ten
ten clerks,
clerks, at $900 each; one
one clerk,
clerk, $840;
$840; two
clerks, at $720 each; one mechanical
mechanical assistant, $1,800;
$1,800; one mechanical assistant, $1,380;
$1,380; three laboratory
laboratory aids, at $900 each; four labo$600 each; one
ratory aids, at $720 each; two laboratory
laboratory aids, at $600
photographer, $1,400;
$1,400; one photographer,
telegraph
photographer, $1,200; one telegraph
photographer,
operator, $1,400;
$1,400; one
telegraph operator, $1,200; one
operator,
one telegraph
one map
map tracer,
$900; one map tracer, $720; one map tracer, $600; one map tracer,
$900;
$480; one laborer,
laborer, $720; one laborer,
laborer, $660; four messenger
messenger boys
boys or
or
messenger boys or laborers, at $540 each;
each;
laborers, at $600 each; four messenger
eight messenger
messenger boys or laborers,
laborers, at $480 each; one messenger
messenger boy,
$420; two charwomen,
charwomen, at $480 each;
charwoman, $300; two
each; one
one charwoman,
charwomen,
.
„
91880.
charwomen, at $240 each; in all, $12
$129
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF MARKETS AND
,RURAL
RURAL OOANORGANIAND
AMRUETrs
GENERAL
zATiox:
salaries and
and the
the employment
employment of
of labor
in the
city of
ZATION: For
For salaries
labor in
the eity
of
Washington
elsewherc, furniture,
furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
Washington and
and elsewhere,
rent
the District
and all
other• expenses
expensep
all other
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
rent outside of the

Markets and Rural
Rural

Organization Office.
Office.
Organization
Pay of
clerks,

of office,
Payofchiefoffce,'

w

t.

General expenses.

pns.
Gnpal
G

necessary in conducting
investigations,, experiments, and demonstranecessary
conductig investigations,
tions,
as follows:
follows:
tions, as
Diffusing
n pSintonesFor acquiring
diffinngamong the
acquiring and •diffusi'
the peopleof
people•of the United States
States tifDfia
tion of farm
products,
supplies,
etc.
useful
useful information
information on subjects connected
connected with the marketing and supplies,
distributing
and nonmanufactured
and the
purdistributing of
of farm and
nonmanufactured food products and
the purchasing
chasing of farm
farm supplies,
supplies, independently
independently and in cooperation
cooperation with other
other
branches
department, State agencies,
the department,
agencies, purchasing and consumbranches of the
ing
engaged in the
transportation, marmaring organizations_,
organizations, and
and persons engaged
the transportation,
keting
and distributing
distributing of
food products,
keting and
of farm
farm and
and food
products, $285,000;
$285,000;
Dtribt
Distributing market
m
by telegraph,
mail, and
otherwise, prices,
collecting and
distributing, by
telegraph, mail,
and otherwise,
For collecting
and distributing,
prices, etc.
etc.
the supply,
supply, commercial
commercial movement,
movement, disposition,
disposition,
timely information
information on the
and
prices of
fruits and
and vegetables,
vegetables, $136,600;
$136,600;
of fruits
and market
market prices
Live stook,nand prop
duct,.
'
To eaable
esable the Secretary of Agriculture
Aviculture to gather from stockmen, ducts.
dislive-stock
live-stock associations,
associations, State
and agricultural
agricultural boards,
boards, tri
State live-stock
live-stock and
tritoings
di in
l
i
tl t
irf
g s,
specific
nformation of
of raising,
common carriers,
carriers, stockyards,
firms, live-stock
exchanges, formation
live-stock exchanges,
rasin,
common
stockyards, commission
commission firms,
marketing, etc.
slaughtering and meat-packing
information
e
companies, and others
others informationket,
slaughtering
meat-packing companies,
marketable
and grades
grades of
of marketable
relative to
to the
the number of different classes and
principal liveand sheep
sheep in the principal
especially cattle,
cattle, hogs, and
live stock, especially
feeding districts
districts and growing sections; prices, receipts, and
stock feeding
sheep
shipments of the different
different classes
classes and grades
grades of cattle, hogs, and sheep
shipments
at
centers; prices of meats
products
market centers;
meats and meat
meat food
food products
at live-stock market
and
the amounts
of such
such products
storage; to
publish
to compile
compile and publish
products in
in storage;
and the
amounts of
information at
effectively to
intervals as
as most effectively
such information
at such
such frequent
frequent intervals
guide producers,
consumers, and
purin the
the sale and
and purproducers, consumers,
and distributors in
guide
chase of live stock, meats, and other animal .products;
pro ducts; and to gather
chase
and
any related
related information
information perta
i
ni
ng to
to marketing
and
marketing and
and publish
publish any
pertaining
distribution of live stock, meats, and animal by-products, the sum
sum
of $65,000;
of
$65,000;
Cotton standar ds,
promoting the
the use
of standstand- gnicng,
investigating, demonstrating,
and promoting
use of
For investigating,
demonstrating, and
ginning, etc.
qualities, and conditions
conditions of cotton, and
ards for the different
different grades, qualities,
and
C n iaetingan

investigating the gnning,
gmning, grading, stapling,
stapliTT, baling, marking, comfor investigating
Proviso.
sum Testing
lo spinnin
pressing, and tare of cotton, $48,000: Provied,
Prowled, That of the sum
spinning
value, etc.
thus
appropriated
$28,620
may
be
used
for
testing
the
waste,
tensile
vaine
e
thus appropriated $28,620 may be used for testing the waste, tensile
strength
bleaching qualities
qualities of
different grades and classes
classes
of the different
strength and bleaching
of cotton
cotton in order to determine
demondetermine their spinning value and for demonstrating
the results
such tests;
strating the
results of
of such
tests;
Ruladledts.
Rural credits, ett
uoi
Study of,
To
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to make
make studies
studies of
of coopercooper- stuy
To enable
the Secretary
,ci

ation among
among farmers
farmers in
United States
matters of
of rural
rural credits
Asia, p.
credits ~SA
p.st
States in
in matters
in the
the United
ation

et
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and
other forms
of cooperation
cooperation in
rural communities;
communities; to
to diffuse
diffuse
and of
of other
forms of
in rural
among the
the people
of the
useful information
growing
among
people of
the United
United States
States useful
information growing
out
order to
to provide
basis for
broeder utilizautilizaout of
of these
these studies,
studies, in
in order
provide aabasis
for a
a broader
tion
the research,
research, experimental,
experimental, and
and demontion of
of results
results secured
secured by
by the
demonstration
of Agriculture,
colleges,
stration work
work of
of the
the Department
Department of
Agriculture, agricultural
agricultural colleges,
$32,860;
experiment stations,
stations, $32,860;
and State experiment
Cooperative
To enable
of Agriculture
to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
the several
several
Agriculture to
the Secretary
Secretary of
enable the
e distridistri- To
tb of information.
balm
States in
the employment
employment of
of agents
to acqure
acquire and
and diffuse
diffuse useful
useful
agents to
States
in the
information connected
connected with
marketing of farm
farm
information
with the distribution
distribution and marketing
products
through investigational,
investigational, demonstrational,
demonstrational, or
extension
products through
or extension
Adminimethods,
$35,000;
Administrative
ex- methods, $35,000;
anai
X- For genera'
adMinistrative expenses
expenses in connection
connection with the lines
general admnistrative
penses.
of investtgation,
investigation experiment,
experiment, and demonstration
demonstration conducted
conducted in
in the
Office
Ofice of Markets
Markets and Rural Organization,119,500;
Organization, S19,500;
general expenses, $621,960.
In all, for generalexpenses,
$621,960.
Cotton
Cottmn futures
tAtre Act.
A
EMPOfcaESM
o0' Ims
TIf UNITED
UrrTED Srarrsoarroz-raramts
bTATS OOTTON-rvTimRS ACT:
To
Ezroterssztorr or
Aar: To
Expenses
of
entersExp oses of
o enable
enable the Sesretary
Seretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
early into effect the provisions
provisions
iniztost,
Pd, p.
p. 476.
476
of
cotton-futures Act, including
of the United States cotton-futures
including all expenses
expenses necequipment and supplies;
supplies; for travel; for
for
essary for the purchase of .equipment
persons in
m the city of Washington
the employment of persons
Washingt
and elsewhere;
elsewhere
an other expealSSE,
outside of the
District of
and for
fo all
expenses, including
including rent outside
the ,District
Columbia, that may be necessary
executing the provisions
provisions of
necessary in
in-executing
of this
Act, S120,750.
$120,750.
: ..
Total for Office of Markets
Iff.sa.kets and Rural Organization,
Organization, $872,590.
$872,590.
Total
Inseeticide
ftcid
Aet:

.

;:

:,:

-fBOIT'OF
THE iNZZOTICIDZ,ACT.
INSECTOICDE ACT.
;
ZNIfORCE3F
ENT OF THE

Salaries, enforceenf or ceSaars,
ment of.

SCA IS, AXAI
]rEM
Or
SoSoIs
IOcX(IDE ACT:
executive
Saws:Ms,
mortmezttiorr
or mum
ttiszarierms
Acr: One
One executive
officer, $2,750; one eecutive
exectitive asistant,
assistant; $2,000; oneclerk,
one clerk, chum
three;
class three;
one clerk; class two;.
two; one clerk, class one;
one two clerks, at $1,40
$1,140 each;
each;
two clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
inspectors,
each; three insecticide
insecticide and fungicide inspectors,
collectors, at $1,000
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; two clerks and sample collectors,
$1,000 each; one
one
laboratory helper, $840; one laboratory
laboratory helper, $720; one laboratory
laboratory
helper, $600; one unskilled laborer, $600; one unskilled
unskilled laborer, $480;
$480;
one messenger
messenger boy, $480; one messenger
messenger boy, $360; one charwoman,
charwoman,
$480; in all, $24,590.
$24,590.
General
Golu expenses.
SXPme.
GENERAL EXPE
EXPFNSEF,
ENFOBRCMIrT
GBNF)IAT.
NSES ?,
ENFORCEMENT OF
or Tm
THE
Aar: For
HIE nazariornz
n
IDE ATr:
For
salaries and the employment
employment of labor in the city
Washington
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent outside
of the District of Columbia, and for all necessary
necessary expenses, as follows:
follows:
supplies,
rile,
To enable the Secretary
Agriculture to
tcSalaries,
pplies,
Secretary of Agriculture
to carry
carry into effect the
etc.
the proproVol. 3,
36, p.
p. 331.
331.
Vol.
twenty-sixth, nineteen hundred
visions of the Act of April twenty-sixth,
hundred and ten,
ten,
entitled "An Act for preventing
preventing the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, or transportranspormisbranded Paris
greens, lead
lead arsenates,
tation of adulterated or
or misbranded
Paris greens,
arsenates, and
and
other insecticides,
insecticides, and also fungicides,
fungicides, and for
regulating traffic
t
raffic
for regulating
therein, and for other purposes,:
$80,410.
therein
purposes," $80,410.
Total for enforcement
enforcement of
of the insecticide
Act, $105,000.
insecticide Act,
$105,000.
Federal HorticulFederal
Morticultural Board.
Board.
tural
Salaries.
aaes.

pHDFRAT.
HORTICULTURAL BOARD.
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
BOARD.

SALAIES,
HOBTICULTURBAL BOARD:
Simmuns FEDEBAL
FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
BOARD: One secretary
secretary of
board, $2,280; two clerks, at $1,440
clerks, class
$1,440 each; two clerks,
class two;
two clerks, at $1,260 each; one clerk, $1,080;
$1,080; one clerk, $1,000;
$1,000;
one messenger
messenger boy, $480; one messenger boy, $360; one charwoman,
charwoman,
$240; in
in all,
$13,640.
al, $13,640.
$240;
General expenses.
en
axp
GENERAL EXPENSES,
FEDERAL
BOAnD: For salaGENERAL
EXPENSES, F
EDP.R AL HORTICULTUBAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD:
ries and the employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere, furniture, supplies,
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent outside
the
outside of
of the
District of Columbia
other necessary
necessary expen
se
s,
as
follows:
Columbia, and for all
all other
expenses,
as follows:
Enforcing
plant
To ena
enable
Enforcing
bl e the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect
the propro- •
effect the
quarantine
Act.Plant
vol.
37, pp.
3s, 854.
84. visions of the Act of August twentieth,
Vol. 37,
pp. 315,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
twelve,
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as
March fourth,
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, entitled
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
amended March
as amended
stock and other
"An
Act
to
regulate
the
importation
nursery
other
of
importation
the
regulate
to
"An Act
plants and
and plant
plant products;
products; to
to enable
enable the
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
plants
to
maintain quarantine
quarantine districts
districts for plant diseases and
and maintain
establish and
to establish
insect pests;
pests; to
to permit
regulate the
the movement
plants,
fruits, plants,
of fruits,
movement of
and regulate
permit and
insect
and
vegetables
therefrom
and
other
purposes,"
$61,360.
purposes,"
other
for
and
therefrom,
and vegetables
Total for
Board, $75,000.
$75,000.
Interchangeabl
Interchangeable apapHorticultural Board,
for Federal
Federal Horticultural
Total
And
exceed ten
ten per
centum of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
i
ations.
prrintion.
amounts for propr
per centum
to exceed
not to
And not
the miscellaneous
expenses of
of any
bureau, division, or
any bureau,
work of
the work
of the
miscellaneous expenses
the
for
office
herein
provided
for
shall
be
available
interchangeably
for
interchangeably
available
be
shall
for
office herein provided
expenditures on
objects included
general expenses of
the general
within the
included within
the objects
on the
expenditures
such bureau,
bureau, division,
division, or
or office,
no more than ten per centum
but no
office, but
such
shall be
to any
one item
item of
in cases
cases of
except in
appropriation except
of appropriation
any one
added to
be added
shall
order
extraordinary
emergency,
and
then
only
the
of
written
upon
only
then
and
extraordinary emergency,
the
Secretary of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
the Secretary
and ordinary
ordinary work,
work,
Total,
routine and
for routine
Agriculture, for
of Agriculture,
Department of
Total, Department
$25,123,852.
Miscellaneous.
Mscellaneous.
$25,123,852.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Reclamation

proj-

DEMONSTRATIONS ON
RECLAMATION PROJECTS:
To enable
.
t
i
c' _Otn
Pro
praoT
See- ectledain*
the Secenable the
PROJECTS: To
DEMONSTRATIONS ON RECLAMATION
retary of Agriculture to encourage and
and aid
aid in
the agricultural
agricultural develdevel- development
An
agricultural
agriculturalo
a.
Av,
the
in
encourage
to
Agriculture
retary ofof the Government reclamation projects; to assist, through
opment
opment of the Government reclamation projects; to assist,
demonstrations, advice,
advice, and
other ways,
ways, settlers
settlers on the projects;
in other
and in
demonstrations,
and
for
the
employment
of
persons
and
means
necessary
in the city
city
necessary in
means
and
persons
of
and for the employment
of
Washington and
$40,000.
Farm
Intnational
$40,000.
elsewhere,
and elsewhere,
of Washington
CONGRESS AND sourpRoDucrs Exposi _cln:
r
zatZm
nal Farm
I
NTERNATIONAL F
ARM C
CONwGESS AND SOIL-IPOD CT EXPOSI- coe onal
FARx
INTErNATIONAL
won: To enable the secretary
of
Agriculture to
with and
and Exhibit
to
made
be made
tobe
=p
cooperate with
to cooperate
of Agriculture
enable the Secretary of
TroN:
make To
an exhibit illustrative
the
investigations,
products,
and
at El Pa"' Tex'
and
products,
investigations,
the
of
make an exhibit illustrative
processes relating
in the
arid and
and semiarid
semiarid
subhumnd, and,
the subhunud,
farming in
to farming
relating to
processes
regions
of
the
Umted
States
at
the
International
Soil-Products
ExpoSoil-Products
regions of the Umted States at the International
Inter-sition,
be held
held at
Texas, in
conjunction with the Inter
in conjunction
Paso, Texas,
El Paso
at El
to be
sition, to
national Farm
Congress,
during
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
thirtieth,
June
ending
year
national Farm Congress, during the fiscal
nineteen
hundred and
seventeen including
and all
al expenses in
labor and
including labor
and seventeen,
nineteen hundred
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere,
here
$20,000.
and elsewhere, $20,000.
of Washington
cityPresident
theThe
is hereby authorized'to extend invitations to other vZeign
innations inr nations
President is hereby authorized to extend invitations to other
The
nations to appoint delegates
or
representatives
to
the
International
International
the
nations to appoint delegates or representatives to
said rovso
with said
Farm
Congress to
be held
El Paso,
Paso, Texas,
connectionn with
Texas, in connectio
at El
held at
to be
Farm Congress,
International Soil-Products
Exposition: Provided,
no appropriNo apa
p
a
iopriation.
appropri- Noappropriaton.
That no
Provided, That
International Soil-Products Exposition:
ation shall be
be granted
or
used
for
the expenses
expenses of
delegates.
Na .
tIonal Dairy
Dairy
National
delegates.
of
the
for
used
or
granted
ation shall
and make show.
with and
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture to co
op
erate with
sliow
cooperate
of
Secretary
To
an exhibit at the next annual meeting of the National Dairy Show stEsrrin
it,A
i
rdtbemde
mnde
gfita.
an exhibit at the next annual meeting of the National Dairy Show atEpra
Association to
to be
held
at
Springfield,
Massachusetts,
during
the
fiscal
fiscal
the
during
be held at Springfield, Massachusetts,
Association
year
ending June
June thirtieth"
hundred and
and seventeen,
illusseventeen, illusnineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
ending
year
the
trative of
the boys'
boys' and
and girls'
club work
work and other features of the
girls' club
of the
trative
cooperative
agricultural
extension
work
carried
on
in
North
the
in
on
carried
work
extension
cooperative agricultural
Atlantic
States, including
labor and
and all
expenses in the city of Washall expenses
including labor
Atlantic States,
Imga$15,000.
ington
and
elsewhere,
$15,000.
elsewhere,
and
ington
The President is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to extend
invitations to
other titontc
j=n
O rrto other
extend invitations
is hereby
President
he
nations to appoint deleg, ates or representatives to the International v4odr
.
eign nations innations to appoint delegates or representatives to the International Foreign nations inIrrigation
Congress,
to
be
held
at
El
Paso,
Texas,
during
the
fiscal
Congress, to be held at El Paso Texas, during the fiscal P7Orti110.
Irrigation
No appropriatim
year ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and seventeen:
seventeen: ProPro- Nopapprpition
hundred and
June thirtieth, nineteen
ending
year
vided,
That
no
appropriation
shall
be
asked
or
used
for
the
expenses
expenses
the
for
vided That no appropriation shall be asked or used
nayConservation of
--FB Conservation
of navof
delegates.
delegates.
of C
gable waters, etc.
OOPERATIVE FIRE PROTECTION OF FORESTED WATERSHEDS OF i
wateet with
COOPEBATIVE FIRE PROTECTION OF FORBETED WATERSHEDS OF i Cooperation
NAVIGABLE STREAMS:
STREAMS: For
For cooperation
any State
for lire ritrh
protecCooperation
of States
group of
or group
State or
with any
cooperation with
NAVIGABLE
tion,. etc.
States in the protection from fire
fire of
the
forested
watersheds
of
naviVol. 38, p.G
p. 981.
of the forested watersheds of nai- o.,
from
protection
the
in
States
gable streams under
the provisions of section two of the Act of March
gable streams under the provisions of section two of the Act of March Vo 3
first,
nineteen
hundred and
"An Act
Act to
to enable
enable any
any
entitled "An
eleven, entitled
and eleven,
nineteen hundred
irst,
State
to
cooperate
with
any
other
State
or
States,
or
with
the United
United
the
with
or
States,
or
State
other
any
to cooperate with
State
States, for
protection of
the watersheds
watersheds of
of navigable
and
streams, and
nvigable streams,
of the
the protection
for the
States,
p

rovi
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to
for the
acquisition of
of lands
lands for
for the
the purpose
to appoint
appoint a
a commission
commission for
the acquisition
purpose
of conserving
the navigability
of navigable
of
conserving the
navigability of
navigable rivers,"
rivers," $100,000.
$100,000.

That the
of the
United States
States is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
That
the President
President of
the United
is hereby
designate
such areas
any lands
been, or
which may
designate such
areas on
on any
lands which
which have
have been,
or which
may
hereafter
by the
the United
States under
the provisions
provisions
hereafter be,
be, purchased
purchased by
United States
under the
of
Act of
first, nineteen
eleven (Thirty-sixth
of the
the Act
of March
March first,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven
(Thirty-sixth
Statutes
at Large,
nine hundred
hundred and
sixty-one), entitled
entitled "An
"An
Statutes at
Large, page
page nine
and sixty-one),
Act
enable any
any State
State to
cooperate with
other State
State or
Act to
to enable
to cooperate
with any
any other
or States,
States,
or
for the
protection of
watersheds of
of navior with
with the
the United
United States,
States, for
the protection
of watersheds
navigable
able streams, and to appoint a
a commission for the acquisition of
of
lands
the purpose of
of conser
conserving the
navigability of
an for
or thepurpose
the
vingnagability
of navigable
navigable
streams,"
.Acts supplementary
thereto and
amendatory thereof,
thereof,
streams
" and
and Acts
supplementary thereto
and amendatory
as
should,
in his
his opinion,
be
set
aside for
for the
protection of
of game
game anias
should,
in
opinion,
be
set
aside
the
protection
anikw
::,t,r
1 tit f.etc.
erZ mals,
mals, birds
birds, or
and whoever
whoever shall
shall hunt,
hunt, catch,
catch, trap,
trap, willfully
willfully
or fish;
fish; and
yhun
h =,'
in.
disturb
any kind
of game
animal, game
in
disturb or
or kill
kill any
kind of
game animal,
game or
or nongame
nongame bird,
bird, or
or
fish, or take the eggs of any such
bird on
set aside,
aside or
or in
in
such bird
on any
any lands
lands so
so set
or
under such
and regureguor on
on the
the waters
waters thereof,
thereof, except
except under
such general
general rules
rules and
lations
time to
to time
lations as the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may from
from time
time preprescribe, shall be fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $500 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more than
than
six months,
both.
six
months, or
or both.
Pear A.
PAr
A.

Gamepresevs,tc.,
GamePreserves, etc.,
in.
authorized
Vol. 36, p. 961.

v.36, p.9sl.

Cotton
futures Act.
cottnfuturs
Act.

Title
declared.
TitHledi

.

Construct
ion
Construetion
terms.

.

cotton futures
That this Part, to be known as the United States cotton
futures
enacted to
Act, be, and
and hereby
hereby is,
is, enacted
to read and
and be
be effective
effective hereafter
hereafter as
as
follows:
follows:
"That
"That this Act shall be known by the short title of the 'United
'United
States cat&
cotton futures Act.'
of
of
"SEC. 2. That, for the'
the ppurposes
'iposesof
'contract of
"SEo.
of' this Act, the term 'contract
sale' shall be held to kelt&
include Wee,
aes, agreements of sale, and agreesale'
ments to sell.
'person,' wherever
this Act,
Act,
sell. That
That the word 'person,'
wherever used
used in
in this
shall
to import
import the
the plural
or singular,
deshall be
be construed
construed to
plural or
singular, as
as the
the case
case de-

shall include
include individuals,
individuals, associations,
associations, partnerships,
and
bl mands,
mands, and
and shall
partnerships, and
corporations. When
When construing
construing and
the provisions
this
o officialsetc. corporations.
and enforcing
enforcing the
provisions of
of this
Act, the act,
or failure
failure of
any official,
official, agent,
or other
other person
person
act, omission,
omission, or
of any
agent, or
acting for or employed
corporaacting
employed by
by any association, partnership,
partnership, or
or corporation within the
or office,
office, shall,
shall, in
in every
every
the scope
scope of his
his employment
employment or
case, also be deemed
deemed the act,
of such
such association,
act, omission,
omission, or
or failure
failure of
association,
partnership,
or corporation
of the
partnership, or
corporation as
as well
well as
as that
that of
the person.
person.
Tax on contracts at
"
SEC. 3.
3. That
upon each
of sale
sale of
for future
future
contract of
of any
any cotton
cotton for
" SEc.
That upon
each contract
exchaes, etctfor
exchanges,
etc., for future
tore delivery.
d lvery.
exchange board of trade, or similar
delivery made at, on,
on, or in any exchange,
similar
institution or place of business, there is hereby levied a
a tax in the
nature of an excise
excise of 22cents for each pound of the cotton involved
involved
in
any
such contract.
in
any
such
contract.
Written
contracts
contracts
ritten
"SEc. 4. That each contract
contract of sale of cotton for future
future delivery
required.
Contents.
ontents.
mentioned in
section three
three of
of this
shall be
be in writing
mentioned
in section
this Act
Act shall
writing plainly
stating,
evidenced by
by written
showing, the
the terms
terms of
of
stating, or
or evidenced
written memorandum
memorandum showing,
including the quantity
and the
such contract,
contract. including
quantity of
of the
the cotton involved and
the
names and addresses
addresses of the seller and buyer in such
contract, and
and
such contract,
shall be signed by the
the
party
to be charged, or by his agent in his
his
Weight of bales.
Weight of ba
behalf. IfIf the
or memorandum
memorandum specify
specify in
in bales
the quantity
behalf.
the contract
contract or
bales the
quantity
of the cotton involved, without giving the weight,
weight, each bale shall,
shall,
for the
the purposes
of this
deemed to
to weigh
hundred pounds.
for
purposes of
this Act,
Act, be
be deemed
weigh five
five hundred
pounds.
Conditions relieving
"
SEC. 5.
5. That
no tax
shall be
levied under
under this
on any
contract
conaditirno
"retIg"
" SEC.
That no
tax shall
be levied
this Act
Act on
any contract
contracts
from tax.
of sale mentioned in section three hereof if the contract
contract comply with
each
of the
each of
the following
following conditions:
conditions:
Conforming to legal
Ceorsg to legal
"First.
Conform to
requirements of
of section
section four
four of,
of, and
and the
the
"First. Conform
to the
the requirements
requirements.
rules
this Act.
rules and
and regulations
regulations made
made pursuant
pursuant to,
to, this
Act.
ii;iTgegf(
r
e
u:si
,
g
pr .
aut 1
1(i
r
"Second. Specify the
oasis grade
for the
the cotton
involved in
in the
the
izeidgradesiprlaicesd
"Second.
the basis
grade for
cotton involved
dates
of making
dates
i of
aing and
and contract,
shall be
be one
one of
grades for
contract, which
which shall
of the
the grades
for which
which standards
stanciards are
are
of delivery.
established
Secretary of
established by the Secretary
Agriculture, except
of Agriculture,
except grades
grades prohibited
prohibited
from being delivered on aa contract made under this section by the

, Corporations liable
for acts
cts of officials, etc.

,,iid
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fifth subdivision of this section, the price per pound at which
which the cotton of such basis grade is contracted
contracted to be bought
bought or sold,
sold, the date
when the purchase or sale was made, and the month or months in P o o.
which the contract
contract is
is to
to be
be fulfilled
fulfilled or
or settled:
settled: Provided,
Provided, Th
atmiddling
middling Middling
Middlin g accepted
accepted
That
shall be deemed
deemed the
the basis
basis grade
the contract
not specified.
contract if
gde not
specfied.
grade incorporated
incorporated into the
if no
no iff grade
other basis grade be specified either in the contract or in the memomemorandum evidencing
randum
evidencing the
the same.
same.
"Third.
dealt with
with therein
st.Fodrargelivese.ry
of
"Third. Provide that the cotton dealt
delivered stanodarddedV
of
es
therein or delivered
thereunder
which standards
standards are
grad
thereunder shall
shall be of or
or within
within the grades
grades for which
are
established by the Secretary
Agriculture except grades
prohibited
established
Secretary of Agriculture
grades prohibited
from being delivered on a
under this section
a contract
contract made under
section by the
fifth
of this
this section
n.o other
other grade
grades.
fifth subdivision
subdivision of
section and
and no
grade or
or grades.
"Fourth. Provide that in case
case cotton
the basis
basis ent
grade
cond
"Fourth.
cotton of grade
grade other
other than
than the
enAllowance
t from g
ra
if
de *col:
grade be
be tendered
or delivered
delivered in
in settlement
grade
tendered or
settlement of such contract,
contract, the
thOtractedfor
tracted for .
differences above or below the contract
contract price which the receiver
receiver shall
shall
differences
pay for such grades
grades other than
shall be the actual
actual
than the basis
basis .grade
grade shall
commercial
determined as hereinafter
provided.
commercial differences,
differences, determined
hereinafter provided.
"Fifth. Provide
cotton that,
a the
the presence
of hiNot
tott
eto
dto
co l
ieliver
ton.
proProvide that
that cotton
"Fifth.
that, because
because of
presence of
dever
pro.
character or irregularities
extraneous matter of any character
irregularities or defects,
defects, is Detaiexclusion.
Details of exclusion.
reduced
reduced in value below
below that of Good
Ordinary, or cotton that is below
Good Ordinary,
the grade of Good Ordinary, or, if tinged, cotton that is below the grade
grade
of Low Middling,
Middling, or, if stained, cotton that is below the grade
grade of
Middling, the grades
grades mentioned
mentioned being.of the official cotton standards
Middling,
of the United States,
States, or cotton that is less than seven-eighths
seven-eighths of an
inch in length of staple, or cotton of perished
perished staple or of immature
staple, or cotton that is 'gin cut'
cut' or reginned,
reginned, or cotton that is
'repacked'
'false packed'
packed' or 'mixed packed'
packed' or 'water
packed,'
'repacked' or 'false
'water packed,'
shall not be delivered
delivered on, under, or in settlement
settlement of such contract.
"Sixth.
Provide that
tenders of
of cotton
cotton under
under such
such contractbeFts
contract bertaldw
ere
ert,
etc., to
ht, et.,to
"Sixth. Provide
that all
all tenders
therein, except that such ten
shall be the full number of bales involved therein,
variations of the number of bales may be permitted
permitted as is necessary
necessary to
bring the total weight of the cotton tendered
tendered within
within the provisions
of
the contract
as to
to weight;
on the
fifth business
business day
prior to
Notice of tender.
tender.
of the
contract as
weight; that,
that, on
the fifth
day prior
to Notice
delivery,
person making
making the
the tender
shall give
the person
person
give to
to the
tender shall
delivery, the
the person
receiving
same written
notice of
date of
and that,
on C
Certificate
of identity.
receiving the
the same
written notice
of the
the date
of delivery,
delivery, and
that, on
ateoidentity.
or prior to the date so fixed for delivery, and in advance of final settlement
person making
making the tender shall furnish
tlement of the contract,
contract, the person
certificate stating
to the person
person receiving
receiving the same
same a
awritten notice
notice or certificate
the grade of each individual
individual bale to be delivered
and, by means
means of
delivered and,
marks or
numbers, identifying
identifying each
bale with
with its
its grade.
grade.
marks
or numbers,
each bale
"Seventh.
case a
adispute
between the
the person
person .
13t
Vi
mniss
"Seventh. Provide
Provide that,
that, in
in case
dispute arises
arises between
tubmissionoif
. tr of 'KZ
making the
and the
the person
receiving the
same, as
the classitoa
f
i
llecret:ry of Agperson receiving
the same,
as to
to the
classi- Lion
i ontosetyA
making
the tender
tender and
fication of
under the
the contract,
either party
party may
may riu
rimat
fication
of any
any cotton
cotton tendered
tendered under
contract, either
Secreclassification of said cotton to the Secrerefer the question of the true classification
tary of Agriculture
determination, and that such dispute shall be
Agriculture for determination,
referred and
fixed, assessed,
assessed, colthereof fixed,
referred
and determined,
determined, and
and the costs thereof
lected, and paid in such manner and in accordance
accordance with such rules
prescribed by the
Secretary of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
as may be
be prescribed
the Secretary
and regulations
regulations as
"The provisions
provisions of
the third,
fourth, fifth,
ti 'fi
r
a
lfr
pi
Ziondi
Ccadi"The
of the
third, fourth,
fifth, sixth,
sixth, and
and seventh
seventh subsub- tia
divisions of this section
section shall be deemed
any
incorporated into any
deemed fully incorporated
such contract if there be written or printed thereon,
thereon, or on the memorandum
randum evidencing
evidencing the same, at or prior to the time the same is
signed, the
'Subject to United States
futures Act,
phrase 'Subject
States cotton futures
signed,
the phrase
section five.'
section
five.'
Rues for determ"The Secretary
of Agriculture
is authorized
rules and
and 1:
1
1
1
.
e
s
p
s
uts.
detwmin.
ing disputes.
"The
Secretary of
authorized to
to prescribe
prescribe rules
Agriculture is
regulations for
out the
the purposes
purposes of
the seventh
seventh subdivision
Effect of
findings, in
regulations
for carrying
carrying out
of the
subdivision Effect
of finding,
in
suits
referred to him under snits.
c,f this section, and his findings, upon
upon any dispute referred
of
seventh subdivision, made after the parties
parties in interest
interest have had
said seventh
opportunity to be heard by him or such officer,
officer, officers,
officers, *agent,
an opportunity
or agents of the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture as he
he may designate,
accepted in the
in all
all suits
suits bebeshall be
be accepted
the courts
courts of
of the United
United States
States in
p

•
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tween
such parties
their privies
the
tween such
parties, or
or their
privies, as
as prima
prima fade
facie evidence
evidence of
of the
true
of the
involved.
true classification
classification of
the cotton
cotton involved.
Determination
of dif"
SEC. 6.
6. That
purposes of
of section
section five
this Act
the
for the
the purposes
five of
of this
Act the
That for
"SEO.
Deteminationofdifterce in
differences
ferea"
lfl pri
Price&
differences above or below the contract
contract price which the receiver
receiver
From spot cotton
sales
at market
of de. shall
shall pay
pay for
for cotton
cotton of
of grades
grades above
grade in
above or
or below
below the
the basis
basis grade
in the
the
mns at
mrt oftde,
liverY
settlement of
of a
acontract
of sale
delivery of
of cotton
"i'v.
settlement
contract of
sale for
for the
the future
future delivery
cotton shall
shall
be determined
determined by
by the
the actual
actual commercial
commercial differences
differences in
be
m value
value thereof
thereof
upon the
sixth business
business day
day prior
prior to
day fixed,
upon
the sixth
to the
the day
fixed, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the
section five
delivery of
the
the sixth
sixth subdivision
subdivision of
of section
five, for
for the
the delivery
of cotton
cotton on
on the
contract, established
by: the
spot cotton
cotton in
where
contract,
established by
the sale
sale of
of spot
in the
the market
market where
the future
future transaction
involved occurs
and is
is consummated
if such
occurs and
consummated if
such
the
transaction involved
spicr agrar at five market
market be
spot market;
in the
event there
be no
no
there be
and in
the event
market; and
bona fide
fide spot
be aa bona
spotmSarets.
bona fide
at or
or in
the place
future transactransacbona
fide spot
spot market
market at
in the
place in
in which
which such
such future
tion
that case,
the said
said differences
or
tion occurs,
occurs, then,
then, and
and in
in that
case, the
differences above
above or
below
pay for cotton
below the contract
contract price
price which the
the receiver
receiver shall payfor
cotton above
or
determined by the
the average
average actual
or below the basis
basis grade
grade shall
shall be determined
commercial differences
differences in
value thereof,
thereof, upon
sixth business
business day
day
upon the
the sixth
commercial
in value
prior to
to the
the day
the sixth
subdivision of
prior
day fixed,
fixed, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
sixth subdivision
of
section five,
five, for
for the
the contract,
contract, in
in the
the spot
section
the delivery
delivery of
of cotton
cotton on
on the
spot
markets
of not
not less
places designated
designated for
the purpose
markets of
less than
than five
five places
for the
purpose from
from
time
to time
time by
by the
Secretary of
Agriculture as
such values
were
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
as such
values were
time to
established by
by the
the sales
of spot
spot cotton,
such designated five
established
sales of
cotton, in
in such
five or
or
preeigos.
markets: Provided,
Provided, That
That for
such
section such
this section
of this
purposes of
for the
the purposes
n more
more markets:
asd
Vales' based
Values,
on
stanard grades.
gras.
values in the
the said
said spot
spot markets
standard
markets be
based upon
for grades
be based
upon the
the standards
standards for
grades
of totteri
established by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture:
And provided
provided
Agriculture: And
by the
of
cotton established
if basedf onnd
That whenever
the value
of one
to be
determined
o another farther,
gade.
fArtther, That
whenever the
value of
one grade
grade is
is to
be determined
from the sale
sale or
or sales of
of spot cotton of
of another
another grade or
or grades,
grades, such
which
value shall be
be fixed in.
in accordance
accordance with rules and
and regulations
regulations which
shall be
prescribed for
for the
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
shall
be prescribed
the purpose
purpose by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
b N°ptoties
bloptrzesontrntract:
"
SEC. 6A.
6A. That
That no
no tax
tax shal
shall be
be levied
levied under
Act on
on any
"SEC.
under this
this Act
any conconoter
than spcied
tract of
mentioned in
Zier than
specified tract
of sale
sale mentioned
three hereof
provide
in section
section three
hereof if
if the
the contract
contract provide
grade, etc.
case cotton of grade or grades other than the basis
grade,
that,
basis ,grade
grade specispecied iin
fied in the contract shall be tendered
tendered in performance
performance of the contract,
the parties to such contract may agree, at
tender , as to
at the time
time of the
the tender,
not
the price of the grade or grades so tendered, and that
that if they shall
shall not
said
then agree as
as to
to such
such price, then
then, and in that event,
event, the buyer
buyer of
of said
contract shall have the right to demand the specific fulfillment of such
contract
such
contract by the actual delivery of cotton of the basis grade
grade named
named
therein and at the price specified
specified for such basis grade in said contract,
and
if the
contract also
comply with
with all
the terms
and conditions
of
conditions of
terms and
all the
also comply
the contract
and if
o.
Provito.
Exemption
section five
five hereof
hereof not
inconsistent with
with this
That
not sp.
Rxtn
a- section
not inconsistent
this section:
section: Provided,
Provided, That
Cpabmin specified
peed nothing in this section shall be so construed
Plicable
construed as to relieve from the tax
CMOS.
levied by section three of this Act any contract in which, or in the setsettlement of or in respect to which, any
arrangement whatever
whatever
any device
device or
or'arrangement
agreement is made, for the determination
is resorted to, or any agreement
determination or adjustment of the price of the grade or grades tendered
tendered other than the
specified in the contract by any 'fixed difference'
basis grade specified
difference' system,
or by arbitration, or by any other method not provided for by this
Act.
Designation of conContracts
Designation
Contracts made in compliance with this section shall be known as
tracts.
Com
m ons implied.
i
mp lied. 'Section
six A
Contracts.' The
The provisions
provisions of
of this
be
'Section six
onditions
A Contracts.'
this section
section shall
shall. be
deemed fully incorporated
there be
be written
written
incorporated into any such contract if
if there
or printed thereon, or on the memorandum
memorandum evidencing
evidencing the
the same, at
at or
or
'Subject to United
prior to the time the same is signed,
signed, the phrase 'Subject
United
futures Act,
Act, section
section six
A.'
six A.'
cotton futures
Contracts
excluded States
States cotton
ontacts excluded.
Section
of this
be construed
apply to
any conconnot be
construed to
to apply
to any
Section ten
ten of
this Act
Act shall
shall not
pod, p.
Po,
p. 479..
tract of sale made in compliance with section six A
A hereof.
pot markets
mets to be "
"SEc.
of this
Spot
SEC. 7. That for the purposes
purposes of
the only
markets which
this Act
Act the
only markets
which
deagnated.
dmated
shall be considered
considered bona fide spot markets shall be those which the
Secretary
Agriculture shall, from time to time, after investigation,
Secretary of Agriculture
investigation,
determine
determine and designate to be such, and of which he shall give public
notice.
notice.
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"SEC. 8.
in determining,
determining,_ pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
this k .rBona
us
marspotmaride spot
of this
That in
8. That
"SEC.
deterof deterMethods of
of Vthods
Act,
markets are
are bona
bona fide
de spot
the Secretary
Secretary of
markets, the
spot markets,
what markets
Act, what
Agriculture
is directed
directed to
to consider
consider only
only markets
m.
cotton mlfllflg.
spot cotton
which spot
in which
markets in
Agriculture is
customarily to
is sold
volume and
and under
as customarily
to
conditions as
such conditions
under such
such volume
in such
sold in
is
reflect accurately
accurately the
the value
value of
of middling
middling cotton
the differences
differences
and the
cotton and
reflect
between
the
prices
or
values
of
middling
cotton
and
of
other
grades
grades
other
of
and
cotton
middling
of
values
or
prices
the
between
by the
of cotton
for which
standards shall
shall have
have been
been established
established by
the
which standards
cotton for
of
Secretary
of
Agriculture:
Provided,
That
if
there
be
not
sufficient
FPg gradevaes
sufficient
be
not
there
if
That
Provided,
of
Agriculture:
Secretary
places, in
are made
bona fide
sales of
of spot
cot- if spot
markets not
O
spot maet
spot cotfide sales
made bona
which are
of which
markets of
in the
the markets
places,
designated *
ton
for which
are established
established by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of desigaated
standards are
which standards
grades for
of grades
ton of
Agriculture, to
to enable
designate at
at least
least five
markets in
in
spot markets
five spot
to designate
him to
enable him
Agriculture,
spot
accordance
with
section
six
of
this
Act,
he
shall,
from
data
as
to
spot
to
as
data
from
shall,
he
Act,
this
of
six
section
with
accordance
sales collected
collected by
by him,
him, make
make rules
and regulations
determining
for determining
regulations for
rules and
sales
cotton of the
the
differences in
in the
the value
of spot
spot cotton
value of
commercial differences
actual commercial
the actual
grades
established by
him as
as reflected
fide sales
sales of
cotton
spot cotton,
of spot
bona fide
by bona
reflected by
by him
grades established
of
the
same
or
different
grades,
in
the
markets
selected
and
designated
designated
and
selected
markets
the
in
grades,
different
of the same or
by
from time
time to
purpose,. and
and in
that event,
event,
in that
that purpose,
for that
time, for
to time,
him, from
by him,
differences
in
value
of
cotton
of
various
grades
involved
in
contracts
contracts
in
involved
grades
various
of
cotton
of
value
in
differences
omin commade
pursuant to
Act shall
determined in
be determined
shall be
this Act
of this
five of
section five
to section
made pursuant
pliance
with
such
rules
and
regulations.
,
•
st
.cotto
regulations.
and
rules
such
with
pliance
"
SEC. 9.
the Secretary
of Agriculture
is authorized,
from 41°Sbul
Establishment
standards
and
'
and
Establishment
authorized, from
Agriculture is
Secretary of
That the
9. That
"SEC.
time
to
time,
to
establish
and
,promulgate standards
of
cotton
by
Promulgation of.
of.
proigaton
by
cotton
of
standards
promulgate
and
time to time, to establish
which
quality or
or value
or determined,
including
determined, including
judged or
may bee judged
value may
its quality
which its
its
grade,
length
of
staple,
strength
:of
staple,
color,
and
such
other
other
such
and
color,
staple,
of
strength
staple,
of
its grade, length
qualities, properties;
pracin pracstandardized in
be standardized
may be
as may
conditionss as
and conditions
properties, and
qualities,
tical
which, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
shall be
known as
, ,re of
as the.
the
be known
Act, shall
this Act,
form, which,
tical form,
'Official
standards of
of the
the 'United
States,' and
and to
to adopt,
adopt, presentstandard
pres
eVirtilnes.
a
t
id
e. "
United States,'
cotton standards
'Official cotton
change,
or
replace
the
standard
for
any
grade
of
cotton
established
established
cotton
of
any
grade
for
change, or replace the standard
under the Act making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
Department of
of AgriAgri- 3
zg.
3
i
s
:P. 256; Vol.
o
p. 4222
as,
the Department
under the Act making
culture
for
the
fiscal
year
ending_
June
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
hundred
nineteen
thirtieth,
June
ending
year
fiscal
the
culture for
and nine
nine (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
page two
and fiftyfifty.
- Proo.
hundred and
two hundred
atLarge,
and
standard Future change s
any
That
Promided,
thereto:
supplementary
Acts
and
one),
of
one),
anyand
cotton
Acts established
supplementary
and thereto:
promulgated
Provided,
under
That
thisany
Actstandard
by the stristscL
Futugs.changes
p

ro d

s

of any cotton established and promulgated under this Act by the tr
a
Secretary of
Agriculture shall
or replaced
withn a
replaced within
changed or
be changed
not be
shall not
of Agriculture
Secretary
period less
than one
and after
date of
ange effective
feve
chg
o ch
promulgation No
the promulgation
of the
the date
after the
from and
year from
one year
less than
period
thereof by the Secretary
of
Agriculture:
Provided
further,
That,
subuntil after
one yars
year's
oce
t
until
subThat,
further
Provided
thereof by the Secretary of Agriculture:
sequent to
to six
months after
the date
notice.
becomes not'l
Act becomes
this Act
of this
three of
section three
date section
after the
six months
sequent
effective,
no change
change or
or replacement
replacement of
standard of
cotton
any cotton
of any
any, standard
of any
effective, no
established
promulgated under
this Act
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Act by
under this
and promulgated
established and
Agriculture
shall
become
effective
until
after
one
year's
public
notice
notice
public
year's
one
after
until
Agriculture shall become effective
thereof, which
notice shall
shall specify
the date
when the
the same
is to
Official standards.
to Omlcandardas
same is
date when
specify the
which notice
thereof,
become effective. The Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized
and
Preparation,
etc., of
of
w.
1calal-,
forms for.
p
and
become effective. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized
standards
directed to
to prepare
practical forms
forms of
of the
the official
cotton standards
official cotton
prepare practical
directed
uh practical
which
be established
established by
him, and
furnish such
practical
to furnishsh
and to
by him,
shall be
which shall
forms
time to
to time,
time upon
upon request,
any person,
the cost
thereof,
ost theof,
persontthern, the
to any
request, to
from time
forms from
the
by the
as
determined by
by the
of Agriculture,
paid by
be paid
to be
Agriculture, to
Secretary of
the Secretary
as determined
person requesting
same, and
and to
to certify
certify such
such prctical
practical forms
under
forms under
the same,
requesting the
person
the seal
seal of
the Department
signature of
of
the signature
under the
and under
Agriculture and
of Agriculture
Department of
of the
the
the said
said Secretary,
thereto affixed
affixed by
by himself
by some
official or
or
some official
or by
himself or
Secretary, thereto
the
employee
Department of
Agriculture thereunto
duly authorized
authorized
thereunto duly
of Agriculture
the Department
of the
employee of
tcts t
by the
the said
Secretary.
said Secretary.
by
"SEC. 10.
10. That
That no
be levied
levied under
this Act
con- jict
jecetlloblet.s
not subto
any conon any
Act on
under this
shall be
tax shall
no tax
"SEc.
if the contract
hereof, if
tract of
of sale
sale mentioned
in section
section three
contract comply
three hereof,
mentioned in
tract
with
the following
following conditions:
to re,
cfor
conditions:
of the
with each
each of
"First. Conform to
to the
the rules
rules and
and regulations
pursuant to
to et,c..'f'xiaing t
.
°rules,
made pursuant
regulations made
"First. Conform
ed
s
this
this Act.ving
Act.
"Second. Specify
Specify the
the grade,
grade, type,
type, sample,
sample, or
or description
of the
the 4
= .0.ec
1
ul'xireqnent
of
description
"Second.
such
cotton involved
in the
the contract,
contract, the
per pound
pound at
at which
which such
price per
the price
involved in
cotton
cotton
is
contracted
to
be
bought
or
sold
7the
date
of
the
purchase
or
or
purchase
the
of
date
the
sold
or
bought
be
to
contracted
is
cotton
7
sale, and
and the
the time
shipment or
or delivery
be
to be
is to
cotton is
such cotton
of such
delivery of
when shipment
time when
sale

made.
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"Third. Provide
that cotton
cotton of
or within
within the
grade or
"Third.
Provide that
of or
the grade
of the
or of
the type,
type,
or according
the sample
sample or
description, specified
specified in
the contract
contract
or
according to
to the
or description,
in the
shall
delivered thereunder,
that no
not
shall be
be delivered
thereunder, and
and that
no cotton
cotton which
which does
does not
conform to
the type,
type, sample,
sample or
or description,
description, or
is not
of or
or
conform
to the
or which
which is
not of
within
grade specified
be tendered
tendered or
or delivered
delivered
within the
the grade
specified in
in the
the contractshall
contractshall be
thereunder.
thereunder.
"Fourth.
Provide that
the contract
contract
under the
actnal
"
'"Fourth. Provide
that the
the delivery
delivery of
of cotton
cotton under
shall not
not be
be effected
by means
means of
`set-off' or
or 'ring'
settlement, but
shall
effected by
of 'set-off'
'ring' settlement,
but
only
by the
transfer of
the specified
in the
the
only by
the actual
actual transfer
of the
specified cotton
cotton mentioned
mentioned in

Pr°Tiding hit. dilly"

Poiding fr ddiv-

&O
ra

fore.
°ttcel
carf.

u
tx=er
ui.
rhIg

.

cce-

actual

,
ditlLeePitmanpred,
dtapUimpd

Sales el spot
taxed.
not
taxed.

Con-

contract.
contract.,
"The
of the
the first
third , and.
fourth subdivisions
subdivisions of
this
The provisions
provisins of
first
and fourth
of this
i , third,
section
shall be
deemed fully
incorporated into
into any
contract if
if
section sall
be deemed
fully incorporated
any such
such contract
there be
thereon, or
or on
on the
the document
document or
or memothere
be written
written or printed thereon,
randum
evidencing the
the same,
or prior
to thetime
the time the
same is
entered
randum.evidencing
same, at
at or
prior to
thesame
isentered
into, the
the words
to United
cotton futures
Act, section
into,
words 'Subject
Subject to
United States
States cotton
futures Act,
section
ten.'

ott

ecitten

Not applicable
to exNogapp
etble,
torexchange,
etc.,
contracts.
Ante, p. 476.

An',p 476.
.stainpe.
f ,,ofdfx
th by
Y

"This
shall not
not be
to impose
impose a
atax
tax on
on any
any sale
"This Act
Act shall
be construed
construed to
sale of
of

cotton.
spot cotton.
"This
not be
be construed
to apply
apply to
any contract
of
"This section
section shall
shall not
construed to
to any
contract of
sale
made in
in compliance
compliance with
with section
five of
this Act.
sale made
section five
of this
Act.

"SEC.
11. That the tax
"
SEC. n.
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
section three
of this
this Act
Act shall
three of
shall
be
paid by
the seller
seller of
cotton involved
involved in
in the
sale, by
be paid
by the
of the
the cotton
the contract
contract of
of sale,
by
means of
contracts or
or to
to the
the
means:
of stamps
stamps which
which shall be
be affixed to such contracts,
memoranda evidencing
canceled in compliance
compliance with
with •
memoranda
evidencing the same, and canceled
regulations which
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
rules and regulations
which shall
shall be prescribed
prescribed by
the Treasury.
Treastny.
the
contracts not
fotbwebm
-s Ire "S'C.
forceable
tmless
"SEC. 12. That no contract of sale of cotton for future delivery
delivery
compled with.
mentioned in
complied
with,
mentioned
settion three of
this Act
conform to
to the
in section
of this
Act which
which does
does not conform
the
re
uirements of section
section four hereof and has not the
stamps
requirements
the necessary
necessary stamps
affixed
aflixed thereto as required
required by sectioneleven
section eleven hereof shall be enforceenforcebehalf of, any
able in any court of the United States
States by,
by, or on behalf
any party
to such
such contract
his privies.
privies.
to
contract or
or his
Ceto"
of tax.
t
Collection
"SEC.
Ste. 13. That the Secretary of the Treasury is
is authorized
authorized to
to make
and promulgate
promulgate such rules and regulations
reulations as he
he may deem
deem necessary
necessary
to collect
collect the
the tax
imposed by
by this
this Act
and otherwise
otherwise to
enforce its
its
to
tax imposed
Act and
to enforce
etc.
ktsPecti°11
of rectirds . provisions.
Further to
to effect
this 'impose,
he shall
specionocords,
provisions. Further
effect this
purpose, he
shall require
require all
all
Sworn
statements persons
within its
to keep
such records
stateSworn
statements
persons coming
its provisions
provisions to
coming within
keep such
records and
and staterquled.
ments of
of account,
account, and
required.
and may
may require
require such
ns to
to make
make such
returns
such persons
such returns
verified under oath or otherwise,
otherwise, as will
will fully
fully and
and correctly
correctly disclose
all transactions
mentioned in
in section
three of
Act, including
the
including the
this Act,
of this
section three
all
transactions mentioned
h
ceh
Clearing
ports.
helm
re- making,
execution, settlement,
fulfillment thereof;
may
pnorts.
making, execution,
settlement, and fulfillment
thereof; he may
require
require all persons who act in the capacity
capacity of
of a
a clearing
clearing house,
clearing association,
association, or similar institution for the purpose of clearing,
settling, or adjusting
adjusting transactions
transactions mentioned
mentioned in
in section
section three
three of
of this
Act to keep such records and to make such
such returns as will fully
fully and
and
correctly disclose
disclose all
facts
in their
their possession
possession relating
to
such
transcorrectly
all
facts
in
relating
to
such
transpoiAngtecnats to
to
poi.S
be ap
be
aP* actions; and he may appoint
appoint agents to conduct the inspection necesnecessary to collect said tax and otherwise to enforce
enforce this Act and
and all
rules and regulations made by him in_pursuance hereof, and may fix
e,
Internal
intePnal revenue
laws rules and regulations made by him inpursuance hereof, and may fix
applicable.
applicable.
the
the compensation
compensation of
of such
such agents.
provisions of
agents. The provisions
of the
the internalinternalR.
laws of the
the United
United States, so
so far as applicable,
including
it. S.,.,secs.31733175,
secs. 3173-3175, revenue laws
applicable, including
PP4
.a:,7,:
9 po:
178 .
sections
thirty-one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-three
seventy-three, thirty-one
thirty-one hundred
vo s,
m.
sections thirty-one
hundred
seventy-four, and thirty-one
and seventy-four,
thirty-one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five of the
Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, are hereby extended, and made to
apply, to
this Act.
Act.
this
to
vi apply,
for vioPnihment for
Punishment
o
Lami.
"SEC.
person liable
liable to
latioos.
SEC. 14. That any person
to the
of any
any tax
tax imimthe payment of
posed by this Act who fails to pay, or evades
evades or attempts
attempts to evade
the payment
payment of such tax, and any person who otherwise
otherwise violates
violates any
any
provision of this Act, or any rule or regulation made in pursuance
pursuance
a misdemeanor,
hereof, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
be fined
fined not
not less
less than
than $100
nor more
more than
$100 nor
than $20.000,
$20.000,
Pir ilwat
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in
the discretion
discretion of
in case of natural persons, may,
and, in
court; and,
of the
the court;
in the
in addition,
be punished
imprisonment for not less than sixty
by imprisonment
punished by
addition, be
in
days
nor more
more than three years,
m the discretion of the court.
years, in
days nor
Additional penalty.
pelty.
"SEc.
That in
addition to
to the foregoing punishment there is Additn
in addition
15. That
"SEC. 15.
penalty
hereby
imposed,
on
account
of
each
violation
of
this
Act,
a
penalty
a
hereby imposed, on account of each violation
inOne-half tto inof
$2,000, to
founded on this Act in the One-half
an action founded
in an
recovered in
be recovered
to be
of $2,000,
former.
name
the United
United States
recovered one- former.
plaintiff, and when so recovered
as plaintiff,
States as
of the
name of
Pscutios
half
over to the person giving the in- Prosecutions.
be paid over
shall be
amount shall
said amount
of said
half of
the
formation
upon which
which such
recovery was
It shall be the
was based. It
such recovery
formation upon
evidence of
duty
of United
satisfactory evidence
States attorneys, to whom satisfactory
United States
duty of
violations of this Act
prosecute actions
is furnished, to institute and prosecute
Act is
violations
prescribed by this section.
penalties prescribed
the recovery of the penalties
for the
o'
r
r
y stimony compulsory.
"SEc.
16. That
That no
person whose
is deemed
deemed material
material by s
evidence is
whose evidence
no person
"SEc. 16.
the
prosecuting on behalf
behalf of the United States in any case
officer prosecuting
the officer
brought
under any provision
provision of this Act shall withhold his testimony
brought under
because
complicity by
by him
him in
in any
violation of
of any Criminal immunity.
or of
of this Act or
any violation
of complicity
because of
such person called riminal
regulation
made pursuant
this Act,
but any
any such
Act, but
to this
pursuant to
regulation made
by
such officer
who testifies
testifies in
such easee
from prosecase shall be exempt from
in such
officer who
by such
ls nt i
cution
any offense
to which
relates.
testimony relates.e
his testimony
which his
offense to
for any
cution for
State laws not fin.
paired, etc.
"SEc.
the paym
paymentt of
tax levied
by this
Act shall pairdtc.
this Act
evied by
any tax
of any
hat the
17. That
"SEC. 17.
or
now or
puhent
not
from any penalty
penalty or punishment
person from
any person,
exempt any
not exempt
State, for entering into conhereafter
provided by
by the laws of any State
hereafter provided
tracts of
of sale
cotton for
for future
future delivery,a
delivery, nor
shall the payment
payment of
or shall
of cotton
sale of
tracts
or muany
tax
impose!'
by
this
Act
be
held
to
prohibit
any
State
prohibit
to
held
be
Act
this
by
imposed
any tax
nicipality
from imposing a
atax on the
the same transaction.
transaction.
nicipality from
fr
Anprrietion
F.c. 18.
is hereby
appropriated, out of any moneys in inttrpgarrrriotcnle
hereby appropriated,
thereis
Tht there
18. That
'"SE.
f or
creappropria.
penses; reppropria.
the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending penses;
appropriated, for
Treasury not
the Treasury
tion.
p.1017.
balance ti"o.Vol. 3,
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, the
the unexpended
38, p.
1017.
unexpended balance
and sixteen,
thirtieth, nineteen
June
Ante,
e,p. 96.
p.86.
hunnineteen
fourth,
March
of
of
the sum
Act
nineteen
the Act
by the
appropriated by
sum appropriated
of the
dred
and fifteen
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
thousand
at Large, page one thousand
Statutes at
fifteen (Thirty-eighth
dred and
tax' or so much
and
seventeen), for
for 'collecting
much
'collecting the cotton futures tax,'
and seventeen),
Secretary of the Treasury
thereof
as may be necessary,
necessary, to enable the Secretary
Treasury
thereof as
to carry
carry out
this Act and any duties remaining to be Vol. 38, p.693.
of this
provisions of
the provisions
out the
to
performed
by
him
under
the
United States
States cotton
cotton futures Act of Voi.38,p.3.
United
the
under
him
by
performed
August
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen (Thirty-eight
(Thirty-eight
and fourteen
August eighteenth,
Statutes at
page six
hundred and
ninety-three).
and ninety-three).r
six hundred
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes
"
SEC. 19.
19. That
That there
are hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
any moneys
in detApmiati
marmarr.
dei
tZarrid g
a"
Pt gr
spot
moneys in
of any
out of
there arehereby
SEC.
kets stannards,
standards, etc.;
etc.;
the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, available
available until expended,
expended, the kets,
the Treasury
re
Vor
38,
p.
98
n
.
eVo.3,p.s
unexpended
of the
the sum
sum of
of $150,000
$150,000 appropriated
appropriated by section
section
balance of
unexpended balance
twenty of
of the
the said
said Act
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
August eighteenth,
of August
Act of
twenty
fourteen,
year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
and for
fourteen, and
$75,000
hundred
sixteen, the unexpended
unexpended balance of the sum of $75,000
and sixteen,
hundred and
2
appropriated for
for the'
Enforcement of
States cotton
futures Vol.
vol. 38, p.
p.11
1112.
cotton futures
United States
of the
the United
the' Enforcement
appropriated
Agriof
Department
the
Act'
by
the
Act
making
appropriations
for
Department
appropriations
making
Act' by the Act
culture for
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
year enaing
fiscal year
for the
culture
sixteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes at Large, page one thousand and
sixteen
eighty-six),
much of each of said unexpended balances as may
or so much
eighty-six), or
be
necessary, to
be used
used by
by the
the Secretary -of Agriculture for the same
to be
be necessary,
purposes,
in carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of this Act, as those for which
which
out the
purposes, in
said
respectively, were
were originally
originally appropriated, and to enable
sums, respectively,
said sums,
the
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to carry out any duties remaining to be
of Agriculture
the Secretary
of invesperformed
by
him
under
the
of August
eighteenth, nineteen
nmeteen Publication
Pmbu.to ofinves
August eighteenth,
Act of
said Act
performed by him under the said
tigations.
of Agriculture
hundred and
The Secretary
Agriculture is hereby di- tigtions.
Secretary of
fourteen. The
and fourteen.
hundred
Receipts to be covof hill
investigations
rected to
to time
results of
estigations made Reepts
the results
time the
time to
from time
publish from
to publish
rected
ered into the Tressinto the Treascollected by the Secretary of eed
in
pursuance of
of this
All sums
sums collected
Act. An
this Act.
in pursuance
urY.
practical
furnishing
or
five,
Agriculture
as
costs
under
section
for
furnishing
practical
section
Agriculture as costs under
covered
forms
Act, shall be deposited and covered
this Act,
section nine, of this
under section
forms under
Time of
into
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Time
of taking
taking
the Treasury
into the
effect.
"SEc. 20.
20. That
That sections
sections nine,
eighteen, and nineteen of this Act effat.
nine, eighteen,
"SEC.
and
all provisions
provisions of
regulations to be
authorizing rules and regulations
Act authorizing
this Act
of this
and all
prescribed
be effective
effective immediately.
All other sections of
of this
immediately. A1
shall be
prescribed shall
0
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Act
become and
and after
after the
first day
the
day of
of the
the first
effective on
on and
and be
be effective
Act shall
shallbecome
calendar month
next
succeeding the
the date
date of
of the
the passage
of this
this
. Act:
passage
of
Act:
month
next
succeeding
calendar
Previa,.
Provided, That
nothing in
this Act
Act shall
be construed
construed to
apply to
any
to any
to apply
shall be
in this
That nothing
Provided,
otatas.
rPrior contrasts.
contract of
of sale
sale of
future delivery
delivery mentioned
in
mentioned in
for future
cotton for
of any
any cotton
contract
section
of this
shall have been
prior to the
made prior
been made
Act which
which shall
this Act
three of
ection three
first day
month next
next succeeding
succeeding the
the date
of the
the
date of
calendar month
of the
the calendar
day of
first
passage
of this
this Act.
Att.
'
passage of
Former
Actrepealed.
FrAe
pBtd. i"SC.
21. That the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
the privilege
"S. 21.
`An Act to tax
tax the
privilege of
of
Vol. 38, p.696.
dealing on
on exchanges,
exchanges, boards
boards of trade,
places in conand similar
similar tlaces
trade, and
dealing
tracts of
of sale
of cotton
cotton for
for future
future deliver3r,
and-lor
other purposes,'
for other
purposes,'
delivery and
tracts
sale of
approved August
nineteert hundred
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen (Thirty:(Thirtyapproved
August eighteenth,
eihteeth, nineteen
eighth Statutes
Large, page
sit hundred
and ninety-three),
ninety-three), is
page sit
hundred and
at Large,
Statutes at
eighth
hereby repealed,
repealed, effective
effective on
and after
first day
day of
of the
calendar
hereby
on and
after the
the first
the calendar
Proviso.
month
next
succeeding the
of the
this act:
Provided,
act: Provided,
of this
passage of
the passage
the date
date of
Status
succeeding
next
month
tatus of
of rights,etc.,
rghts,,tc,
s
under.
That nothing in this Act shal
shall be cnstued
cons
to'
or
ne.
to affect any right or
privilege
any penalty
penalty or
incurred-, or
any proproor any
or liability
liability incurred:
privilege accrued;
accrued, any
ceeding commenced
commenced under said Act of August eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
fOurteen, or to diminish
authority conferred
conferred by
by
hundred and fourteen
diminish any authority
said
United States necessary
necessary to
said Act
Act on
on any
any official of the United
to enable
enable him
him
to carry
any dirties
duties remaining
remaining to be performed
performed by him under the
to
carry out
out any
findings of the
said Act,
Act, or to
to impair
impair the
the effect of
of the findings
the Secretary of
referred to him under
under said Act, or to
any dispute
dipute referred
Agriculture upon
pon any
affect
respect to, or arising out of, any contract menaect any right in respect
tioned in section three
three of said Act, made on or subsequent to FebFeb..
tioned
nary eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen
and prior
prior to
to the
the first
ruary
nineteen hundred
fifteen, and
first
calendar month
next succeeding the date of the passage of
day of the calendar
month next
this Act, but
concerns any such
such contract said
of August
August
this
but so far as concerns
said Act
Act of
eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
eighteenth, nineteen
hundred and fourteen, shall remain in force with
same effect
effect as if this
this Act
Act had
had' not been
been passed.
the same
this
ei=e
11,
lle
d
i
e
j
t
.Tnti tJ
tri:
"
SEC. 22.
22. That
That if
clause, sentence,
sentence, paragraph,
of this
or part
part of
paragraph, or
if any
any clause,
"SEc.
sn
ialstodino
rmanderof
act
Ac. Act shall
be adjudged
Sect remainder
aAct.
shall• for any reason
reason be
adjudged by
by any
any court
competent
court of
of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or
invalidate the remainder
confined in
invalidate
remainder thereof,
thereof, but
but shall be
be confined
in its
its operaparagraph, or part thereof directly
tion to the clause, sentence, paragraph,
directly incontroversy in which
which such judgment shall
shall have
have been
volved in
in the
the controversy
been
rendered."
rendered."
PArB
Rant B.

That this Part, to be known as the
the United
United States
States grain
rain standards
standards
Act, be and is hereby enacted, to read and
and be effective
effective hereafter
hereafter as
as
follows:
nt
"That this Act shall be known by the short
the 'United
Title declared.
declared.
"That
short title of the
'United
"IPaon,"construed'person,' wherever
used in
in
"Person,"
colsIllued* States
States grain standards
standards Act.'
Act.' The word 'person,'
wherever used
this Act, shall be construed
construed to import the plural
plural or singular, as
as the
case demands, and shall include individuals,
individuals, associations,
associations, partnerpartnercom'in interstate or foreign cornand corporations;
""In nterstate
interstate or ships,
shim
ps
corporations; the words 'in
foreign commerce."
merce,'
wherever used
'from any
State, Territory,
merce,' wherever
used in this Act,
Act, mean
mean 'from
any State
Territory,
or District to or through
through any other
other State, Territory, or District,
District or
or
to or
through any
any foreign
country, or
within any
any Territory
or Diserritory or
or within
foreign country,
to
or through
i
orotos liable
Corporations
I • the
for action
trict.' When construin
construing and
and enfor&
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
action of officials,
oi
trict.'
enforcing
Act,
etc.
the act, omission, or failure
failure of any
any official,
o cial, agent, or other person
person
acting for or employed by any association,
association, partnership,
partnership, or corporacorporam'every case,
tion within the scope of his employment or office shall, m'every
case
also be deemed the act, omission, or failure of such association,
association, partparenership, or
corporation as
well as
as that
of the
the person.
person.
that of
as well
or corporation
nership,
Investigating and
"SEc. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
adetntstandard
Agriculture is hereby authorized
authorized
s "SEC.
determining standards
for grain.
for
grain
to investigate
investigate the handling, grading, and transportation of grain
and to fix and establish as soon as may be after the enactment hereof
standards
quality and condition for corn (maize)
standards of quality(maize), wheat, rye, oats,
barley, flaxseed, and such other gra
grains
in
i
ns as i
n his judgment the usages
of the trade may warrant
Agriculwarrant and permit, and the Secretary
Secretary of .AgriculGrin Standards
Standards

Grain
Act.

.
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ture
to alter
or modify
modify: such
whenever
such standards
standards whenever
power to
alter or
ture shall
shall have
have power
Promulgation of
o
In promulgating
the
the trade may
may require. In
promulgating the ePermnedation
of the
necessities of
the necessities
effective dates.
standards,
or
any
alteration
or
modification
of
such
standards,
the
standards, or any alteration or modification of such standards,
Secretary
dates when
when the
the same
same shall become
Secretary shall
shall specify
specify the
the date or dates
in
effective, and shall give public notice, not less than
than ninety days in
advance
means as
advance of
of such
such date
date or
or dates, by
by,such means
as he
he deems proper.
Official grain standstnd
ilebin
Ofiar
and established
so fixed and
"
SEC. 3.
3. That
standards so
established shall
shall be known ards
the standards
That the
"SEC.
established.
as
States.
United States.
as the official grain standards of the United
Interstate or foreign
orooeitd
shintestate prohibited
"
SEC. 4.
whenever standards
have been fixed and estab- shipments
standards shall have
4. That whenever
"SEC.
unless
inspected and of
lished under
under this
this Act
grain no
thereafter shall
shall ship
ship or
or standard
ursinsproedandof
person thereafter
no person
for any
any grain
Act for
lished
grades.
deliver
for shipment
in interstate
foreign commerce
such grai
grain
any such
commerce any
or foreign
interstate or
shipment in
deliver for
which is sold,
sale or consigned
nnless
consigned for sale by grade unless
for sale,
offered for
sold, offered
which
the
inspected and graded by an inspector
inspector
shall have
have been inspected
the grain
grain shall
offered for
for
Act and the grade by which it is sold, offered
under this
this Act
licensed under
sale, or
or consigned
therefor in the
grades fixed therefor
of the grades
consigned for sale be one of
sale,
Provisos.
official grain
grain standards
United States:
Provided, That
any Sales
samples
sl
That any
States: Provded,
of the
the United
by samples,
standards of
official
e permitted.
etc.,
et
-,permitted.
for
deliver
or
person may
sell, offer
offer for
or consign
consign for
ship, or deliver
for sale,
sale, ship,
sale, or
for sale
may sell,
person
commerce any such grain by sample
in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce
shipment in
designation which is
name, description, or designation
any name,
under any
or by type, or under
designation
name' description,
description, or designation
not false
false or misleading, and which name,
official grain
does not
not include in whole or in part the terms of any official
ofildlrve:r etc.,
at plane
perstandard of
further, That
any such
such grain
pegrain of
e
ete.,
Providedfurther,
That any
standard
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
mt
sold, offered
by grade
grade may be shipped ua
sale, or
or consigned for sale by
offered for
for sale,
sold,
delivered for
foreign commerce
commerce without
in interstate or foreign
for shipment in
or delivered
inspector licensed under this
inspection at
shipment by an inspector
at point
point of shipment
inspection
Act,
to or
or through
which an inspector
inspector licensed
licensed under
at which
place at
any place
through any
Act, to
this Act
Act is
is located,_
subject to
inspected by
inspector at
licensed inspector
by aalicensed
to be
be inspected
located, subject
this
the
convenient point through
shipped or at some convenient
which shipped
the place to which
which shipped
inspection, which
under such
inspection shall be under
which inspection
for inspection,
shipped for
which
of Agriculture
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture shall
shall prescribe,
rules and regulations
and subject
subject further
right of
of appeal
appeal from
such inspection,
inspection, as
as Ii no insctor
at
from such
the right
to the
further to
and
inspector at
of shpmnt
shipment or
or
ae of
provided in
in section
section six
six of
of this
further, That any place
providedfurther,
Act: And
And provided
this Act:
provided
delivery.
such grain
grain sold,
or consigned
consigned for
for sale
by any
any of
the "rmnination
of
such
sold, offered
offered for
for sale,
sale, or
sale by
of the
Determination of
grade.
grades fixed
in the
the official
official grain
standards may,
upon corncom- grade.
may, upon
grain standards
fixed therefor
therefor in
grades
pliance with
with the
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
regulations prescribed
and regulations
the rules
rules and
pliance
of Agriculture,
be shipped
interstate or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce without
without
in interstate
shipped in
of
Agriculture, be
inspection from
place at
is no
no inspector
inspector licensed
licensed under
under
there is
which there
at which
from aaplace
inspection
this
to a
there is
is no
no such
such inspector
subject to
to the
the
inspector, subject
at which
which there
a place
place at
Act to
this Act
right of
of either
transaction to refer
refer any dispute as to the
to the
the transaction
party to
either party
right
grade of
of the
grain to
to the
may detergrade
the grain
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, who
who may
deter- Certifying
Cer
pet
shipment
to be other
other than
than o
of
mine the
the true
true grade
thereof. No
in any
any certificate
certificate or
or tobe
shall in
person shall
No person
grade thereof.
mine
alleged standard, forin
or agreement
agreement of
of sale
sale or
or agreement
agreement to
to sell
sell by
by grade,
grade, bidden. standard, orcontract or
in any
any contract
either oral
oral or
invoice or bill of lading or
any invoice
in any
involving, or in
written, involving,
or written,
either
other shipping
relating to, the
delivery for
shipment or delivery
the shipment
document relating
shipping document
other
shipment, in
interstate or
foreign commerce
commerce, of
which
grain for which
of any grain
or foreign
m interstate
shipment,
standards shall
Act
under this Act
established under
fixed and established
been fixed
have been
shall have
standards
describe,
way refer
refer to,
to, any
any of
such grain
grain as
as being
being of
any
of any
of such
in any
any way
or in
describe, or
grade
other than
than a
grade fixed
fixed therefor
in the
official grain
grain standards
standards
the official
therefor in
a grade
grade other
Re
of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
Representing g
grain
be of standard
ddthother
tobftan
"
SEC. 5.
. on,
except
as permitted
section four, shall
shall to
permitted in section
except as
person,
no pers
That no
5 That
"SEc.
than shown by certifirepresent
grain shipped
for shipment
shipment in
in interinter- cate,
forbidden.
yi t:SforOb
or delivered
delivered for
shipped or
any grain
that any
represent that
state or
or foreign
commerce is
of a
a grade
grade fixed
grain
official grain
in the
the official
fixed in
is of
foreign commerce
state
standards other
other than
than as
by a
certificate therefor
in corncom- Eam
Evarritn4P-ms
s auissued in
therefor issued
a certificate
shown by
as shown
standards
thorised.
pliance with
with this
this Act;
Act; and
the Secretary
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized thorized.
of Agriculture
Secretary of
and the
pliance
to
cause examinations
examinations to
to be
made of
of any
gram for
which standards
standards
for which
any gram
be made
to cause
shall have
have been
been fixed
fixed and
and established
this Act,
Act, and
and which
which has
has
under this
established under
shall
been certified
conform to
to any
any grade
grade fixed
therefor in
such official
official
in such
fixed therefor
to conform
certified to
been
grain standards,
standards, or
s ped or
or delivered
delivered for
for shipment
shipment Publication
of findndu
been shipped
has been
which has
or which
grain
in interstate
commerce. Whenever,
after opportunity
for ings.
t.
opportunity,for
Whenever, after
foreign commerce.
or foreign
interstate or
m
and
involved,
the grain
grain involved,
of inspected,
or shipper
to theif owner
is given
hearing
theinspector
thereof
the same
or
shipper
has been
of
the
it is determined
and to
to

the inspector thereof if the same has been inspected, it is determined
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by the
the Secretary
Secretary that
of grain
grain has
has been
incorrectly
been incorrectly
quntity of
any quantity
that any
by

certified to
specified gradei
grade, or
or has
has been
been sold,
sold, offered
offered for
for
to aaspefied
conform to
to conform
certified
sale,
or consigned
sale under
description 'or designation
designation
name, description,
any name,
inder any
for sale
consigned for
8ale, or
indings. _
publih his findingsmay publish
trnr
which is
false or
ho may
misleading, he
or misleading,
is fale
which
shll
standards
whenever
"Sze.
6. That whenever
shall havebeen
have been fixed and estab6.
"Sc.
from grade
Appeals
spec
de
mod
fr om
bygrade
ned
by
inlihed
nder this
Act for
for any
ny grain
gamand
of such
such grain
lished under
this Act
and any
any quantity
quantity of
grain
shipped,
sold,
offered
for
sale,
or
for sale,
sale, or
or which
which has
has been
been shipped,
consigned for
sold, -ffered for sale, or consigned
or
shipment in
interstate or
or foreign
commerce shall
have
shall have
ioreig commerce
in interstate
for shipment
or delivered
delivered for
been
inspected and
and a
arises as
to whether
whether the
the grade
grade as
deteras deteras to
dispute arises
a dispute
been inspected
in"

mined
by such
such inspection
of any
grain in
to the
the
onforms to
h grain
in fact
fact conforms
ny such
ed by
inspectin of
mini

' -:

11 .Ler: 1.

of the
the specified
party may,
either
may, either
nterested party
any: interested
grade, any
pecified grade,
sta dard of
Secretary of
question to the Secretary
with or
or without
without remspection,
remspection, appeal
appeal the question
with
cause
Secsetary of
of Agriceuiture
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to cause
and the
the Secetay
grii tre, and
Dutis o seretary, Agriculture,
such investigation
to be
be made
made and
and such
such, tests
be applied
applied as
as he
he may
may
to be
tests to
investigation to
such
oo
Proviso.
That
grade; Provided,
Place ainspection.
necessary and
determine the
true. grade:
Provided, That
the true
to determine
and to
deem necessary
inspection. deem
Plaof
Duties of secretary.

•

to theSecretary
appeal from
inspection and gradiag
grading to
the Secretary of
from such ispection
any appeal

Agriculture shall
be taken
taken before
before the
the gram
grain leavesthe
leaves, the place
place where
the
where the
shall be
Agricuture
the
the identity of the
inspection appealed
appealed from
from was
and.before the
made and,before
was made
inspection
grain has
has been
been lost
lost, under
under such
rules and
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
reguations as
and regulations
such rules
gram
of
Agriculture shal
shall preribe.
preseribe. ; :Whenever
appeal'shall
shall be
taken
be taken
Whenever ana appeal
of Agriculture

Fees allOW
aow ed.

or
referred to
Agricuture under this Act,
to the
the Secretary of Agriculturee
or a
a dispute
dispute referred
he shall
charge and assess,
collected; aareasonable
reasonable fee,
cause to be collected,
and cause
assess, and
he
shall charge
appeal, shall be
in
be fixed
him, which fee,
fee, in case of an appeal,
fixed by himn,
in amount to be
refunded
fees, not so refunded,
refunded,
is sustained.
sustained. All such fees,
appeal is
if the appeal
refunded if

•

Eff tofffi
di
i
be ,deposited
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous
Treasury as
and covered into the Treasury
aited and
i shall
shall bede
findigs
Effect
rTceipts.
suits.
Secretary of Agriculture
receipts. The findings of the Secretary
Agriculture as to grade,
ec

o

n

ncs

n

suits:

signed
agents, of the
officers, agent or agents
or by
by such officer or officers,
by him or
signed by
deignat made after the
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture as he may designate,
,Department
hard, shall be accepted
opportity to be
be heard,
accepted
parties in interest have had opportunity
in
prima facie evidence of the true
n the courts
courts of the United States as prima.
grade of
of the
the grain
specified
time and
and place specified
at the time
by him at
determined by
grain determined
grade

Inspection
Inspection

i ceses.

licenses.

m the
findings.
the findings.
m
7. The Secretary
Agriculture may
ggs
Secretary of Agriculture
alicense to
to any
permay issue
issue alicense
any perEo.

person
son,
upon presentation to him of satisfactory
satisfactory evidence that such person
son,upon
is competent, to inspect and grade grain and to certificate
certificate the grade
delivery for shipment in interstate or:foreign
thereof for shipment or delivery
or foreign
comraeroe under
under thisAct
this Act and
and regulations
regulations prescribed
preseribed therethereand therules
therules and
commerce
C e of
Certificate
ofthan
inspec.
A__
No
person authorized
or employed
any State,
State, county,
city,
county, city,
by any
employed by
authorized or
No person
1 under.
thasn
by other
other
tion
Um
ll.
ulitver.
ce"sed
town, board
board of
trade, chamber
chamber of
of commerce,
commerce, corporation,
corporation, society,
society, partpartof trade,
bedn, inspeetos for" town,
nership, or
to inspect
grade grain
gram shall
shall certify,
certify, or
nership,
or association
association to
inspect or
or grade
or otherotherindicate in writing,
writing, that any
shipment or delivwise state or
or indicate
any grain
grain for shipment
ery for shipment in interstate or foreign
which has been
foreign commerce,
commerce, which
been
inspected or graded by him, or by any person
person acting
acting under
under his
inspected
his authorauthorofficial grain
standards of the
United
ity, is
is of
of one of
of the grades of the
the official
grain standards
the United
States, unless
unless he
he holds
an
unsuspended and
nnrevoked license
issued
issued
unrevoked
license
and
holds
an
unsuspended
States,
Provisos.
State which
in any State
Preference
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: Provided,
which
Provided, That in
Secretary of
to inspectinspect by
Pfrenc to
ors under state
State laws.
laws,
has, or which may hereafter
hereafter have a
aState grain inspection department
department
established
of such
State, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
shall
by the
the laws
laws of
such State,
Agriculture shall
established by
issue licenses
issue
to the
persons duly
duly authorized
authorized and
to inspect
inspect
licenses to
the persons
and employed
employed to
• of licenses.
and grade
grade grain
grain under
laws of
such State.
State. The
The Secretary
of AgriSecretary of
Agriof such
under the
the laws
and
aioSofinS.es.
canon
culture
or revoke
revoke any
license issued
by him
him under
culture may
may suspend
suspend or
any license
issued by
under this
this
Act
whenever, after
hearing has
has been
been given
given to
to the
the
Act whenever,
after opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing
licensee,
the Secretary
Secretary shall
that such
incompeis incompelicensee, the
shall determine
determine that
such licensee
licensee is
tent or
or has
has knowingly
knowingly or
carelessly graded
or by
by any
tent
or carelessly
graded grain
grain .improperly
improperly or
any
than is authorized
other standard
standard than
authorized under
under this Act, or has issued any
any
'false
accepted any money or other consid'false certificate of grade, or has accepted
eration,
eration, directly
or indirectly,
indirectly, for
for any
any neglect
neglect or
or improper
improper performance
performance
directly or
of
or has
has violated
violated any
of this
this Act
or of
rules and
of duty;
duty; or
any provision
provision of
Act or
of the
the rules
and
sp
Temporary sn Pen- regulations
regulations made
made hereunder.
hereunder. Pending
Secretary of
of
oTemporrp
Pending investigation
investigation the
the Secretary
sion.
Agriculture,
whenever he deems necessary,
license terntemAgriculture, whenever
necessary, may suspend
suspend a
alicense
Inspectors

for

S tisPensim' "II"-
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en-
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no person licensed by ,inerste by nslev
That no
hearing: Providedfurther,
without
porarily
porarily
the Secretary
without
of Agriculture
hearing: Provided
to inspect
further,
or grade
That grain
person
or employed
licensed by orIn.teraesatm•
ete.: prohibited .
the Secretary of Agriculture to inspect or grade grain or employed by etc., prohibited.
n

ev

him
in carrying
carrying out
out any
any of
provisions of
of this Act shall, during the
the provisions
of the
him in
or
term
of such
license or
employment, be
interested, financially
financially or
be interested,
or employment,
such -license
term of
otherwise,
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly,.,in any grain elevator or warehouse,
otherwise, directly
employment
or
merchandising of grain, nor shall he be in the employment
the merchandising
in the
or in
of
any
person
or
corporation
owning
or
operating
any
grain
elevator
elevator
grain
any
operating
or
owning
corporation
of any person or
or
or warehouse.
Records etc to be
Or... s.
"The
shall require
every inspector
licensed k ptbnspectos
inspector licensed
require every
Agriculture shall
of Agriculture
Secretary of
'The Secretary
grain
all
of
under
to keep
complete and correct records
keep complete
Act to
this Act
under this
graded
and inspected
by him,
him, and
and to
to make
to the Secretary
reports to
make reports
inspected by
graded and
of Agriculture,
in such
such times
require, Des
he may
may require,
as he
times as
at such
and at
such forms
forms and
of
Agriculture, in
showing
the
place
of
inspection,
the
date
of
inspection,
of Details.
name of
the name
inspection,
of
date
the
inspection,
of
place
showing the
the elevator
or warehouse,
the grain
grain was
was delivered
delivered
which the
to which
any, to
if any,
warehouse, if
elevator or
the
or from
from which
was shipped,
each
the kind of grain, the quantity of each
shipped, the
it was
which it
or
kind, the
the grade
thereof, and
and such
other information
information as
Secretary P
o
as the
the Secretary
such other
grade thereof,
kind,
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
deem necessary.
necessary. The
The Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, usi:lcibs.licatka
of statitics.
Secretary of
may deem
of
on each
each first
Tuesday in
in January
January and
and each
each first
m July of
Tuesday in
first Tuesday
first Tuesday
on
each year
year shall
publication of
such facts
facts as are
of such
a summary
summary of
of a
make publication
shall make
each
ascertained,
showing in
as great
possible all the facts, includas possible
detail as
great detail
in as
ascertained, showing
ing a
asummary
the amount
to the
the
delivered to
grain delivered
of grain
grade of
and grade
amount and
to the
as to
summary as
ing
elevator or
or warehouse
the amount
grade of
delivered
grain delivered
of grain
and grade
amount and
and the
warehouse and
elevator
from such
elevator or
or warehouse,
estimated amount
amount received
the estimated
and the
warehouse, and
such elevator
from
on
sample
or
type
by
such
elevator
or
warehouse,
and
the
estimated
the estimated
and
warehouse,
or
elevator
such
by
type
or
on sample
amount delivered
therefrom on
on sample
tto be
type.as
or type.
sample or
delivered therefrom
Reegla
.
amount
"SEc.
That the
.Agriculture shall,
from time
time to
utions t
to madetins
shall, from
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
8. That
"SEC. 8.
necessary
time,
such rules
rules and
regulations as he may deem necessary
and regulations
make such
time make
for
efficient execution
execution of
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this .Act.
Act.
of the
the efficient
for the
"SEc. 9.
9. That
lmowingly violate
uni,slaent for
r vi°viothe Punishment"
of the
any of
violate any
shall knowingly
who shall
person who
any person
That any
"SEC.
provisions
sections four
or seven
of this
this Act,
Act, or
any inspector
inspector
or any
seven of
four or
of sections
provisions of
licensed
Act who
shall knowingly
knowingly inspect
inspect or grade imwho shall
this Act
under this
licensed under

kept byb'spectors.

shipment
for shipment
deliveredgive
or
has been
which
grain
any or
properly
ininterstate
foreign
which
commerce,
has
been shipped
shipped
or shall or
knowingly
delivered
for
any false
in interstate or foreign commerce, or shall knowingly give any false
certificate
of grade,
or shall
shall accept
accept money
money or
or other
other consideration,
grade, or
certificate of
directly
or indirectly,
for any
any neglect
improper performance
performance of
or improper
neglect or
indirectly, for
directly or
duty,
and
any
person
who
shall
improperly
influence
or
or attempt to
influence
improperly
shall
who
person
any
duty, and
improperly
inspector in
performance of his
the performance
in the
such inspector
any such
influence any
improperly influence
duty,
misdemeanor, and
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
of aamisdemeanor,
guilty of
be guilty
shall be
duty, shall
shall
be fined
not more
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more than
or be
$1,000, or
than $1,000,
more than
fined not
shall be

one year,
both.
or both.
year, or
one
"SEc.
That every
every person
who forcibly
forcibly assaults,
imresists, imassaults, resists,
person who
10. That
"SEC. 10.

Punishment for a-

sa
LiZon
getj:'
saultingofficials.

pedes, or
interferes with
employee of
of the
States
United States
the United
or employee
officer or
any officer
with any
or interferes
Dedes,
Department of
execution of
duties authorized
authorized
any duties
of any
the execution
in the
Agriculture in
of Agriculture
Department
to
be performed
by this
Act or
the rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations made
heremade hereor the
this Act
performed by
to be
under shall,
shall, upon
thereof, be
fined not
not more
more than $1,000,
be fined
conviction thereof,
upon conviction
under
or
be imprisoned
more than
nvlidity of n
both.
or both.
year, or
one year,
than one
not more
imprisoned not
or "SEc.
be
11. That if any clause, sentence, paragraph,
part of
this dars:,'It
Y
,:: to
trto t
cuse, etc.,not
of this
or part
if any clause, sentence, paragraph, or
That
11.
"SEc.
Act shall, for any.reason, be adjudged by any court of competent feett remainder
of Act.
madr of At.
Act shall, for any reason, be adjudged by any court of competent
jurisdiction
be invalid,
judgment shall
not affect,
impair, or
or
affect, impair,
shall not
such judgment
invalid, such
to be
jurisdiction to
invalidate
the
remainder
thereof,
but
shall
be
confined
in
its operaoperas
in
confined
be
shall
but
thereof,
remainder
the
invalidate
tion to
to the
the clause,
clause, sentence,
sentence, paragraph,
paragraph, or part thereof, directly
directly
tion
involved
in
the
controversy
in
which
such
judgment
shall
have
been
been
shall
judgment
such
which
in
involved in the controversy
m i

rendered.
rendered.

"SEC. 12.
12. That
any money in
appropriated, out of any
hereby appropriated,
is hereby
there is
That there
"SEC.
the Treasury
appropriated, the
sum of
$250,000,
of $250,000,
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
which
shall
be
available
until
expended,.
for
the
expenses
of
carrying
of carrying
expenses
the
for
expended,
which shall be available until
into effect
the
and the
rent and
such rent
including such
Act, including
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the provisions
effect the
into
employment
of
such
persons
and
means
as
the
secretary
of
AgriculAgcul
of
ecretary
employment of such persons and means as the
ture
may deem
deem necessary
in the
city of
of Washington
and elsewhere.
elsewhere."
Washington and
the city
necessary in
ture may

Appropriation
Appropriation for
or

expensppt
expenses.
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PART C
C..
PAET

Act,
That this
this part,
part, to
to be
the United
United States
States warehouse
warehouse Act,
as the
be known
known as
That
•
be and
is hereby
to read
and be
effective hereafter
hereafter as
follows:
as follows:
be effective
read and
hereby enacted,
enacted,,to
be
and is
C"That this
"That
this Act
Act shal
shall be
be known
short title of
of 'United
'United States
known by
by the
the short
warehouse
warehouse Act.'
Act.'
2. That
term 'warehouse' as
used in
this Act
be
Act shall
shall be
in this
as.used
the term'warehouse'
That the
"
-"Sem
S8oa2.

Warehouse
Act.
arehouse Act

'nue
declared.
Titdeclared.

deemed to
mean every
building, structure,
structure, or
or other
inprotected inother lirotected
every building,
to mean
deemed
for
be stored
stored for
closure in
which any
any agricultural
agricultural product
is or
or may be
product is
in which
cosure

Terms construed.
ostrued.
Terms
"Warehouse."
"w
arehoue."

interstate or
foreign commerce, or,
or, if
located within
any place
under
place under
within any
if located
or foreign-commerce,
interstate
the
j
urisdiction of
in which
agriculany agriculUnited States,
States, in
which any
of the
the United
the exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
Pro tural product is or may be stored.
The term
term 'agricultural
agricultural product
product'
turali product is or may be stored. The
duAictmal prod:etren'
wherever used
used in
this Act
shall be
deemed to
to mean
mean cotton,
cotton, wool,
in this
Act shall
be deemed
wherever
in this Act,
them. As used in,
or any
any of
of them.
tobacco, and flaxseed, or
grains, tobacco,
person' includes
includes a
acorporation
or partnership
or two
or more
more persons
persons
two or
'..."
person'
corporation or
parership or
"Person."
having ajoint
joint or
common interest;
'warehouseman.'
means a
aperson
p
.
havinga
or
common
interest;
'warehouseman'
means
person
"Warehousemim."
agricultural products;
oo.-"- lawfuny
,wma
lawfully engaged
engaged in
in the business
business of storing agricultural
R i "
'receipt' means awarehouse
wazahouse receipt.
and 'receipt'
"Rert."
"Sec. 3.
3 That
That the
Secretary of.
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorized
to inauthorized to
the
Secretary
"SEC.
t vestigate the storage
Investigation,
etc.,
according to
to grade
Invstiat , etc,
vestigate ihe storage, warehousing, classifying according
grade
of warehouses.
proucts;
agricultural products;
certfication off agricultural
weihing, and certification
otherwise, weighing,
and otherwise,
upon
conapplication to
to him
him by
by any person
person applying
applying for
for license
license to conupon application
duct
Act, to
such warehouse
warehouse or
cause
warehouse under
under this
this Act,
to inspect
inspect such
or cause
duct aawarehouse
it to
to be
inspected; at
at any
without application
application to
to him,
it
be inspected;
any time,
time, with
with or
or without
warehouses licensed
licensed under
inspected all warehouses
under this
to inspect or cause to be inspected
determine whether
warehouses for
Act; to
to determine
whether warehouses
for which
which licenses
licenses are applied
wider this
this Act
Act are
for or have been issued
issued under
are suitable
suitable for
for the
the proper
proper
Classification.
storage of
any agricultural product
preducts; to
cmla
at
store
o agefricultural
product or products;
to classify
classify warelicensed or applying
accordance with their
houses licensed
applying -for aa license in accordance
ownership,
capacity, conditions,
and other
ownership, location,
location, surroundings,
surroundings, capacity,
conditions, and
other
qualities, and as to the kinds
kinds of licenses issued
issued or that may be issued
issued
Duties of warehouse- for them ioursuant
Dutiesofwarehousepursuant to this Act,
Act; and to prescribe, within the limitamen.
tions of this Act, the duties of
warehousemen conducting wareof the warehousemen
houses licensed
licensed under
under this Act with respect to their care of and reagricultural products
sponsibility for agricultural
products stored therein.
Licensee to
wareto ware"Sac.
authorized, upon
Icses
Sec. 4. That the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized,
housemen.
application
warehouseman a
a license for the
application to him, to issue to any warehouseman
a
warehouse
or
warehouses in
accordance with
this
Act and
and
conduct
of
a
warehouse
or
warehouses
in
accordance
with
this Act
Proviso.
and regulations
may be
be made
made hereunder:
hereunder: Provided,
Provided, That
That
rules and
regulations as
as may
Contionsof
Conditions
of issuesuch
issue. such rules
warehouse be found suitable for the
each such warehouse
the proper storage of the
the
particular agricultural
agricultural product
license is
particular
product or products
products for
for which
which a
a license
is
applied for, and that such warehouseman
warehouseman agree,
agree, as aa condition to
to
the
the granting
granting of the license, to comply with and
and abide
abide by all
all the
the terms
terms
of this Act and
and the rules and regulations
prescribed hereunder.
hereunder.
regulations prescribed
Period otlIcLse.
of license.
Period
"SEC. 5. That each
"Sec.
each license
license issued under sections four and nine of
this Act shall be issued for a
a period not exceeding
shall
exceeding one year and shall
specify the date upon which it is to terminate, and upon showing
showing
satisfactory to the secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
satisfactory
Agriculture may from
from time
time to
to time
time be
be
renewed
a written
renewed or extended
extended by a
written instrument,
instrument, which shall specify the
date of its termination.
-

ece pt.

ued.

Bond
Bond to
to be
be filed.

Conditions.
Conditions

Sureties,
surties, terms, etc.
etc.

trms,

"SEC.
warehouseman applying
"Sec. 6. That each warehouseman
applying for
for aalicense
license to
to conconduct a
awarehouse
accordance with
warehouse in accordance
with this Act shall, as a
a condition
condition to
to
the granting
grantin g thereof, execute and file with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculture
sufficient
security to the
other than personal securitybond other
sufficient bond
ture aagood
United
Statesand
to secure
faithful performance
performance of
of his
obligations as
a
United States to secure the
the faithful
his obligations
as a
warehouseman
warehouseman under the laws of the St
a
t
e
,
Di
s
t
r
i
ct
,
Territory in
in
State, District, or Territory
which he is conducting such warehouse,
warehouse, as well as under the terms
terms of
this Act and the rules and regulations prescribed
prescribed hereunder,
of
hereunder, and
and of
such additional obligations as aawarehouseman
be assumed
assumed by
by
warehouseman as
as may
may be
him under contracts with the respective
respective depositors of agricultural
agricultural
products
such warehouse.
warehouse. Said bond shall be in such form and
products in such
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amount,
shall have
surety or
or sureties,
proof proto service
service of
subject to
sureties, subject
such surety
have such
amount, shall
cess
in suits
suits on
on the
the State,
State, District,
Territory in
District, or Territory
within the
bond within
the bond
cess in
which
and shall
shall contain
such terms and concontain such
is located,
located, and
warehouse is
the warehouse
which the
ditions
Secretary of
Agriculture may
carry-out the
prescribe to carry
may prescribe
of Agriculture
as the
the Secretary
ditions as
purposes
including the requirements of fire insurance.
Act, including
this Act,
purposes of this
Additional bond.
bod.
Whenever
Secretary of
shall determine
determine that
bond Additional
that aabond
Agriculture shall
of Agriculture
the Secretary
Whenever the
approved by
for any
become, insufficient,
may
he may
insufficient, he
has become,
cause has
any cause
or for
is, or
him is,
by him
approved
require an
additional bond
or bonds to be given by the warehouseman
warehouseman
bond or
an additional
require
concerned, conforming
the requirements
requirements of
section, and
and ununthis section,
of this
with the
conforming with
concerned,
less the
given within
time fixed
demand
a written
written demand
by a
fixed by
the time
within the
be given
same be
the same
less
therefor the
the license
or
suspended or
be suspended
may be
warehouseman may
of such
such warehouseman
license of
therefor
revoked.
revoked.
on bonds.
Suit on bonds.
"
SEC. 7.
That any
injured by
by the
the breach
breach of
of any
any obligation
obligation Suit
person injured
any person
7. That
"SEC.
to
secure
which
a
bond
is
given,
under
the
provisions
of
six
sections
of
provisions
the
under
is
given,
bond
to secure which a
or
nine, shall
shall be
be entitled
on the
name in any
his own name
in his
bond in
the bond
sue on
to sue
entitled to
or nine,
court
jurisdiction to
recover the
the damages
may have
he may
damages he
to recover
competent jurisdiction
of competent
court of
sustained
by such
breach.
such breach.
sustained by
warehouses.
"
SEc. 8.
That upon
upon the
with and
the Secretary
Bonded waeh
Secretary Bonded
by the
approval by
and approval
filing with
the filing
Designation.
8. That
"SEC.
of
Agriculture of
of a
abond, in
with this
for the
conduct
the conduct
At, for
this Act,
compliance with
in compliance
bond,
of Agriculture
of
warehouse, such
be designated
bonded herehereas bonded
designated as
shall be
warehouse 'shall
such warehouse
a warehouse,
of a
under;
but no
no warehouse
warehouse shall
shall be
bonded under
nditions ath
this Conditions
as bonded
under this
be designated
designated as
under; but
authorizAct,
and no
no name
description conveying
conveying the
that it
it is
is ing.
ing.
impression that
the impression
or description
name or
Act, and
so
bonded, shall
shall be
used, until
bond, such
as provided
provided for in section
section
such as
until aabond,
be used,
so bonded,
six,
been filed
with and
approved by
by the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
the Secretary
and approved
filed with
has been
six, has
nor
unless the
the license
this Act
of such
conduct of
the conduct
for the
Act for
under this
issued under
license issued
nor unless
warehouse
remains unsuspended
unsuspended and
unrevoked.
and unrevoked.
warehouse remains
for storage
"SEc. 9.
That the
the Secretary
may, under
such byLicenses
LlsfotSr
under such
persons not wareof Agriculture
Agriculture may,
Secretary of
9. That
"SEC.
housemen.
rules and
regulations as
he shall
prescribe, issue
issue aa license
license to
to any
any housemen.
shall prescribe,
as he
and regulations
rules
person not
not a
warehouseman to
to accept
accept the
agricultural
custody of agricultural
the custody
a warehouseman
person
products
and to
to store
the same
same in
warehouse or
warehouses owned,
o
owned, Conditions.
or warehouses
in aawarehouse
store the
products and
operated,
or leased
leased by
by any
any State,
person
such person
that such
condition that
upon condition
State, upon
operated, or
agree
to comply
and abide
by,the
this Act
Act and
the rules
rules R
and the
terms of
of this
the terms
abide by
with and
comply with
agree to
Receipts and bond
and
regulations prescribed
Each person
person so
R tS and bond
so licensed
licensed shall required.
hereunder. Each
prescribed hereunder.
and regulations
issue
for the
the agricultural
custody, and
in his custody,
placed in
products placed
agricultural products
receipts for
issue receipts
shall
in accordance
provisions of this Act and
the provisions
with the
accordance with
bond, in
give bond,
shall give
licensed
the rules
rules and
affecting warehousemen
warehousemen licensed
hereunder affecting
regulations hereunder
and regulations
the
under
this Act,
Act, and
such
subject to this Act and such
otherwise be subject
shall otherwise
and shall
under this
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
to the
the same
extent as
is provided
warehouseprovided for warehouseas is
same extent
rules
men
licensed hereunder.
men licensed
Examination and in"
SEc. 10.
10. That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
charge, liSslitGIS,
charges.
assess, spection
spxoetionbandIshall charge,
"SEC.
That the
and
to be
collected a
a reasonable
reasonable fee for every examination or
be collected
cause to
and cause
inspection
of a
warehouse under
examination or
such examination
when such
Act when
this Act
under this
a warehouse
inspection of
a fee
inspection
made upon
upon application
of a
warehouseman, and a
a warehouseman,
application of
is made
inspection is
not
$2 per
each license
license or
thereof issued
or renewal thereof
for each
annum for
per annum
exceeding $2
not exceeding
of fees.
Depoet"
to a
warehouseman under
this Act.
All such
fees shall
shall be
deposited Deposit
be deposited
such fees
Act. All
under this
a warehouseman
to
and
covered
into
the
Treasury
as
miscellaneous
receipts.
toss
and covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
Licenses to classifiers
of prod"SEc. 11.
11. That
That the
the Secretary
Agriculture may,
may, upon
gi of.
prdpresen- and weighers
upon presenof Agriculture
Secretary of
"SEC.
tation of
proof of
competency, issue to any person a
aucts.
of competency,
satisfactory proof
of satisfactory
tation
license to
to classify
product or
or products,
or to
stored or
products, stored
agricultural product
any agricultural
classify any
license
be stored
stored in
in a
licensed under
according to grade
this Act, according
under this
warehouse licensed
a warehouse
be
or
grade or
or other class thereof, or to
the grade
certificate the
to certificate
and to
otherwise and
or otherwise
weigh the
same and
certificate the
the weight
weight thereof,
thereof, or
or both to
classify
to classify
and certificate
the same
weigh
and weigh
weigh the
same and
and to
certificate the
the grade
or other
other class and
grade or
to certificate
the same
and
Conditions.
the weight
thereof, upon
upon condition
condition that
person agree
agree to
to comply
comply conditis.
such person
that such
weight thereof,
the
with
and abide
abide by
the terms
of this
of the rules and regulaand of
Act and
this Act
terms of
by the
with and
tions prescribed
far as
as the
him.
to him.
the same
same relate
relate to
so far
prescribed hereunder
hereunder so
tions
Suspension or revo"SEc.
12. That
any license
any person
to classify
of licenses.
ca~ttsoads
or to
to cation
classify or
person to
to any
issued to
license issued
That any
"SEC. 12.
weigh
any agricultural
product or
under this
Act may
be
may be
this Act
products under
or products
agricultural product
weigh any
suspended or
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
he
whenever he
Agriculture whenever
revoked by
or revoked
suspended
is satisfied,
satisfied, after
licensee concerned for
to the licensee
afforded to
opportunity afforded
after opportunity
is
weig any
a
hearing, that
licensee has
failed to
classify or to weigh
to classify
has failed
such licensee
that such
a hearing,
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agricultural product
or prodts
products correctly,
correctly, or
,has violated
any of
agricultural
product oF
orhas
violated any
of
the
Act or
rules and
and regulations
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
or off the
the rules
regulations prescribed
prescribed
hereunder,
same
may relate
relate to
to him,
him, or
used his
his
hereunder, so
so far
far as
as the same
inmy
or that
that he
he has
has used
or allowed
be used
for an
any improper
purpose whatsoever.
whatsoever.
license or
allowed it
it to
to be
used fo
improper purpose
Pending investigation,
investigation, the
of Agriculture,
whenever he
Pending
the Secretary'
Secretary ofi
griculture, whenever
he
deems
necessary,
'
may
license temporarily without
without hearing.
deems necessar,
may suspend
suspend alienetenporarly
hearing.
Discriminaticms
by
"SEC. 13.
13. That
every warelitaikeiniart
DTiom'8"
"SEC.
That ee'
wad h^nah conducting
eonducting aa warehouse
warehouse
licensed
warebousemen forbidden.
frbldde.
licensed 'under
111011
licensed
under this
this Act
therein, so
as its
its
c shall
shall rective'refStOriage
reeeivefor storage therein
so far
far as
capacity
any agricltualproduct
agricultural /product of
the kind
capacity permits,
permts, any
of the
kin customarily
customarily
stored
therein by
hire which
may be
tendered to
to him
him in
in a
asuitable
suitable
stred therein
by •
him
which may
ie tendered
for warehousing,
in the
ordinary and
and
condition fot
earehousi
in the Usual
isual Manner
nnner in
the ordinary
usual course
course of
of business,
making any
discrimination between
usual
business without
without making
any discrimination
between
persons des
to avai
avail themselves
facilities.
person
es . gto
themselve of
of warehouse
arouse facilities.
DePtoinsets.ubject
'Sae. 14.
14. That
'Cultural products
epi subject to
to NuSEC.
That any
a'iy 'Person
person Wiin'
agricultural
no d:o
products
for storage
storage in
m
in Et' Warehouse
warehouse licenied"under
for
this Act shall
shall be
deemed
licensed i er this
be deemed
• to have deposited the
HOMO subject
the terms
this Act
and the
the
tie sasin
subfect to
to the
'ters"off this
Act and
rules
regulations Fm2ribed
hereunder. "
rules and
and regulations
prescribed hereunder.
"Sac. 15.
That grain, flaxseed,
fiatseed,' or any
fungible agricultural
agricultural
.,'p, '
"SEc.
15. That-gian,
any other fungible
product
or foreign
cenamerce, or
in any
any place
product stored for interstate
interste or
foreign commerce,
or .in
place
under the exclusive jurisdiction '
of the United States,
States in
in aawarehouse
warehouse
licensed under this Act shallbe
shall be inspected
by ait person
inspected and graded by
person
duly-licensed
licensed to
to grade
under this
this Act.
Act.
,
duly
grade the
the same
same under
separation of de.
'"SEc.
16. That
That every
Separation
de- ,.'"‘
SEC. .16.
conducting "a
every WarehoUsemiin
warehouseman conducting
a Warehouse
warehouse
posits.
licensed under this Act shall keep the
agricultural products
the agricultural
products therein
therein
depositor so far
from agricultural
agricultural products
products of
ether
of One
one depositr
far separate
separatefrom
of other
other agricultural
products of
same depositor
depositor
depositors, and
and from
from other
agricultura products
of the
the same
for
has beenissued,
been issued, as
as to
to permit
permit at
at an
for which
which a
a separate
separate receipt
receipthas
all times
times
identification and
of the
the agriculturalproducts
agrieultural products deposited;
the identification
and redelivery
redeveryof
deposited;
l
gin'g of ftmgdb
Mingling
le but if authorized
by agreement'
by custom,
custom, hp
ble
athorized 'by
eee or
or by
a warehouseman
warehouseman rti
may
products permitted
minle
produts with other agricultural
mingle fungible agricultural
ag,riculturalproducts
agricultural products
products
samee kind
kind andgrade,
of th
the same
and grade, and
shall be
severally liable
to each
and shall
be severally
liable to
each
care and redelvery
depositor for the care
redelivery of his share of
of such
such mass, to
to
the
same extent
extent and
under the
as if
if the
the agrithe same
and under
the SaDle
same circumstances
circumstances as
agriparation ofrdes.
cultural
products had
geparation
of grade's. cu
lturalproducts
been kept
separate, but
but he
he shall
shall at
no time
had been
kept separate,
at no
time
products of
while they are in his
his custody
custody mix
mix fungible
fungible agricultural
agricultural products
of
different
different grades.
grades.
Issue ot receipts
for
Sac. 17.
17. That
for all
products stored
for interstate
products
actually
ptsX,
peSoduco,
"SEc.
That for
all agricultural
agricultural products
stored for
interstate
stored.
stored,
or
commerce, or
or m
exclusive j
uri
sdi cti on
or foreign
foreign commerce,
in any
any place
place under
under the
the exclusive
jurisdiction
a warehouse
of the United
"United States, in a
warehouse licensed
licensed under this
this Act original
receipts shall be issued by the warehouseman
warehouseman conducting the
the same,
same,
but no receipts shall be issued except
except for agricultural
products
agricultural products
actually stored in the warehouse at the time of the issuance
issuance thereof.
Form of receipts.
reeeipts.
"" S
SE.
Form
EC. 18.
18. That
That every
for agricultural
products stored
every receipt
receipt issued
issued for
agricultural products
stored
in
warehouse licensed
under this
Act
shall
embody within its
its written
D
sr
.
in a
a warehouse
licensed
under
this
Act
shall
embody
written
Details required.
or printed terms (a) the location of the warehouse in which the agrior printed terms (a) the location of the warehouse in
tms

.

"

which the agri-

cultural products are stored; (b) the date of issue of the
the receipt; (c)
(c)
the consecutive
consecutive number of the receipt; (d) aastatement
the
statement whether the
agricultural products
products received will be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the bearer,
bearer, to
to aa
Description,
specified person,
or to
to a
aspecified
per
son or
hi s order;
ord
er; (
e)t
he rate
of
Description.
specified
person, or
specified person
or his
(e)
the
rate of
(f) a
the agr
i
culturalproducts
pro d
ucts rere storage chargescharges;' (f)
a description
description of
of the
agricultural
ceived, showing the quantity thereof, or, in case of agricultural
agricultural products customarily
customarily put up in bales or packages,
description of
such
packages, a
a description
of such
Gr
bales
s,
num
bers ,or
or ot h
er means of
dent i
ication
f
Grade or cla
bales or
or packages
packages by
by mark
marks,
numbers,
other
means of i
identification
de or class.
of such
bales or
or packages;
the grade
other class
and the weight
weight of
such bales
packages; (g)
(g) the
grade or
or other
class
of the agricultural
agricultural products received
received and the standard or description
description
Provisos.
in accordance
with which
such classification
has been
Provi so
d to in
accordance with
which such
classification has
been made:
made: Provided,
Provided
Official
standard
begiven.
given.
That such grade or other class
according to
be
cl
ass shall be stated according
to the
the official
official
standard of the United States applicable to such agricultural products
products
as the same may be fixed and promulgated
promulgated under
under authority of law:
law:
use
official standards
standards of
of the
socogruzed
r- TemPurarY
-d standards.
ofsds. Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That until
until such
such official
the United
United
agricultural product or products have
States for any agricultural
have been
been fixed and
Of
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promulgated,
grade or
or other
class thereof may be stated in
other class
the grade
promulgated, the
accordance
or in
in accordance
accordance with such
standard or
recognized standard
any recognized
with any
accordance with
rules and
and regulations
as may
be prescribed
prescribed Conditions, etc.
may be
herewith as
mconsistent herewith
not mconsistent
regulations not
rules
Co.io,.
by the
the Secretary
Agriculture; (h)
receipt is
statement that the receipt
(h) aastatement
of Agriculture;
Secretary of
by
issued subject
to the
United States
States warehouse Act and the rules and
the United
subject to
issued
regulations prescribed
thereunder; (i)
(i) if the receipt be issued for
prescribed thereunder;
regulations
either
agricultural
warehouseman is owner, either
the warehouseman
which the
of which
products of
agricultural products
Statement of adsolely
or
jointly
or
in
common
with
others,
the
fact
of
such
ownerStatement of adownersuch
of
fact
VaneeS.
the
others,
with
common
in
or
jointly
or
solely
liaship; (j)
statement of
amount of
and of liamade and
advances made
of advances
the amount
of the
(j) aa statement
ship;
Provided,
bilities
for which
warehouseman claims a
a lien: Provided,
the warehouseman
which the
incurred for
bilties incurred
amount unknown.
unknown.
That
if the
the precise
such advances
advances made
made or of such liabili- IfIfamount
of such
amount of
precise amount
That if
ties
be at
the time
time of
of the
unknown to
receipt unknown
the receipt
of the
issue of
the issue
at the
incurred be
ties incurred
the
or his
his agent
agent who
issues it,
statement of
fact
the fact
of the
a statement
it, a
who issues
warehouseman or
the warehouseman
that
advances
have
been
made
or
liabilities
incurred
and
the
purpose
the
and
incurred
liabilities
or
made
been
have
advances
that
thereof
be sufficient;
sufficient; (k)
terms and
conditions
and conditions
other terms
such other
(k) such
shall be
thereof shall
within the
limitations of
Act as
as may
be required
the Secretary
Secretary i.
by the
gnature
required by
may be
this Act
of this
the limitations
within
of Agriculture;
of the
warehouseman, whie
reoti ble rewhich N oegontabe
the warehouseman,
signature of
(1) the
the signature
and (1)
Agriculture; and
of
may be
made by
agent: Provided,
unless othera
d.
cepts allowed.
other- ceipTirowe
That unless
Provided That
authorized agent:
his authorized
by his
be made
may
wise required
required by
of the
State in
which the
warehouse is
the warehouseis
in which
the State
law of
the law
by the
wise
located,
by the
fimgible
than fungible
other than
of other
depositor of
the depositor
requested by
when requested
located, when
agricultural
receipt omitting
with subdivision
subdivision
eompliance with
omittng compliance
products, aareceipt
agricultural products,
(g)
may be
issued if
if it
conspicuously
and conspicuously
plainly and
have plainly
it have
be iaied
section may
this section
of this
(g) of
embodied
in
its
written
or
printed
terms
a
provision
receipt
that such receipt
provision
a
tn
embodied in its written or printed
Established
dstandEstablished sten
is
negotiable.
not negotiable.
is not
ards to bepromulgated.
"Sze.
19.
That
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is
authorized,
ardstobepromulgated.
from
authorized,
is
Agriculture
of
Secretary
"SEC. 19. That the
time to
to time,
establish and
agricultural
for agricultural
standards for
promulgate standards
and promulgate
to establish
time, to
time
products
in
this
Act
defined
by
which
their
quality
or
value
may
Psvas
be Proviso,
may be
value
or
quality
their
which
by
products in this Act defined
Official standards esjudged
Offiialstandardse
agnr- tablished
any agrifor any
standards for
the standards
That the
Provided, That
determined: Provided,
or determined;
judged or
by Congress,
by
cultural
products
which
have
been,
or
which
in
future
may
be,
confirmed.
ongress
coh
be,
may
future
in
which
or
been,
have
cultural products which
established by
or under
Act of
shall
Congress shall
of Congress
other Act
any other
of any
authority of
under authority
by or
established
be, and
are hereby,
hereby, adopted
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this Act
Act as the
official
the official
for the
adopted for
and are
be,
standards of
the United
United States
States for
for the
the agricultural
agricultural products
products to
to which
of the
standards
than
other than
of other
Issue of
Issue
.
they relate.
relate.
they
gins! receipts, forfor"SEC. 20.
an original
original receipt
receipt issued
issued under
under this
Act is
,receipts,
orgi
is ori
this Act
bidden.
while an
That while
20. That
"SEc.
bin
same
issuing
outstanding
and
uncanceled
by
warehouseman
the
warehouseman
the
by
uncanceled
and
outstanding
no other
other or
further receipt
issued for
for the
product
agricultural product
the agricultural
be issued
shall be
receipt shall
or further
no
covered
thereby
or
for
any
part
thereof,
except
that
in
the
case
of
or dest royed eeostordestroyed
of aa Lost
case
covered thereby or for any part thereof, except that in the
lost
receipt a
"cel.ontobdiue
and ceipts.
terms and
same terms
the same
upon the
receipt, upon
a new
new receipt,
destroyed receipt
or destroyed
lost or
New ones to be issued
incompontoewthssaw.
subject to
on its
number incompliance
withlaw.
the number
face the
its face
bearing on
and bearing
conditions and
same conditions
the same
to the
subject
and
date of
it is issued, may be issued
lieu of which it
in lieu
receipt in
the receipt
of the
and date
upon
compliance with
applicable
the United States applicable
of the
statutes of
the statutes
with the
upon compliance
thereto
in places
under the
jurisdiction of
United
the United
of the
exclusive jurisdiction
the exclusive
places under
thereto in
States
with the
laws of
of any
any State
State applicable
applicable
the laws
compliance with
upon compliance
or upon
States or
thereto in
in any
under the
the Pmo.
of the
jurisdiction of
exclusive jurisdiction
the exclusive
not under
place not
any place
thereto
no law
law
eurity iffno
United
States:
Provided,
That
if
there
be
in
such
no
statute
statute
no
case
such
m
be
there
if
That
United States: Provided,
of the United States
States or
law
of
a
State
applicable
thereto
such
new
applicable.
applicabl.
or law of a State applicable thereto such new
of the United
receipts may
be issued
upon the
giving of satisfactory
satisfactory security in
the giving
issued upon
may be
receipts
compliance
with the
regulations made pursuant to this
and regulations
rules and
the rules
compliance with
to
products to
Delery products
Act.
Delivery
Act.
"Sro. 21.
conducting a
a. warehouse
warehouse licensed
licensed holder
of receipt.
receipt.
holder of
warehouseman conducting
a warehouseman
That a
"SEC. 21. That
under
this Act,
in the
lawful excuse,
excuse, shall,
without
shall, without
some lawful
of some
absence of
the absence
Act, in
under this
unnecessary
the agricultural
agricultural products
products stored
therein
stored therein
deliver the
delay, deliver
unnecessary delay,
upon
either by
for such
receipt for
a receipt
of a
holder of
the holder
by the
made either
demand made
upon aa demand
agricultural
the depositor
thereof if
such demand
co
be Conditions.
demand be
if such
depositor thereof
by the
or by
products or
agricultural products
accompanied
with
(a)
an
offer
to
satisfy
the
warehouseman's
lien;
lien;
warehousemans
the
satisfy
to
accompanied with (a) an offer
(b)
the receipt,
receipt, if
if negotiable,
negotiable, with
with such
such insurrender the
to surrender
offer to
an offer
(b) an
dorsem.ents as
would be
be necessary
necessary for
the negotiation
negotiation of the receipt;
for the
as would
dorsements
and (c)
(c) a
willingness to
the products
ar
products are
when the
sign, when
to sign,
and willingness
readiness and
a readiness
and
delivered,
an
acknowledgment
that
they
have
been
delivered
if
if such
delivered
been
have
they
that
delivered, an acknowledgment
signature is
is requested
requested by
warehouseman.
the warehouseman.
by the
signature
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•"See
22. That
That a
warehouseman conducting
warehouse licensed
"SMO. 22.
a warehouaean
conducting aawarehouse
licensed
under this
this Act
shall plainly
plainly cancel
the face
each receipt
under
Act shall
cancel upon
upon the
face thereof
thereof each
receipt
returned to
upon the
the delivery
by him
him of
of the
the agricultural
agricultural products
returned
to him
him upon
delivrry by
products
for
was issued.
issued.
for which
which the
the receipt
receipt was
Records,
receipts, S "Sze.
23. That
That every
warehouseman
warehouse
etWSs',,
"Sc.23.
every
warehouseman conducting
conducting aa warehouse
etc., to be preserved.
under this
shall keep
in aaplace
complete and
t. t. e libenps licensed
ionned under
this Act
Act shall
keep in
plact of
of safety
safety complete
and
correct records
all agricultural
stored therein
correct
records of,
of; all
ariculturm produets
products stored
therein and
and withwithdrawn therefrom,
therefrom, of
of all
issued by
by him,
him, and
of the
the
drawn
all warehouse-receipts
warehouse receipts issued
and of
of business receipts returned to and canceled by him, shall make reports to the
, Reports ofb
.m~reeipts returned toand canceled by hm, shall make reports to the
operations,
etc.
Secretary
Agriculture concerning
and the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
conerning such
such warehouse
warehouse and
the condition,
condition,
contents,
in such
form and
such form
and at
at such
such
contets, operation,
operation, and
and business
business thereof
therof in
times
he may
shall conduct
warehouse in
in all
other
times as
as he
may require,
requir, and
and shall
conduct said
said warehouse
all other
respects
in compliance
Act and
rules and
respects in
compliance with
with this
ti Act
and the
the rules
and regulations
regulations
made hereimder.
made
hereunder.
·.
,
Examinationsof
"SSc. 24. That the Secretary of Agriculture
is authorized
Agricult
Examinations
of
-"Sam
is
authorized to
to cause
stored
products.
st o
"l s
examinations to
to be
any agrcultural
agricultural product
stored in
in any
examinations
be made
made of
of any
product stored
any
warehouse licensed
licensed .under
this Act.
for
warehouse
under this
Act. Whenever,
Whenever, after
after opportunity
opportunity for
hearing is
to the
such warehouse,
hearing
is given
given to
the warehouseman
warehouseman conducting
conducting such
warehouse, it
it is
is
determined
that he
not performing
fully the
determined that
he is
is not
performing fully
the duties
duties imposed,on
imposedon him
him
by
the rules
regulations made
made herunder,
hereunder, the
the SecreSecreby this
this Act
Act and
and the
rules and
and regulations
tary
may publish
his findings.
tary-may
publish his
findings.
or snro
smpSnp
SBo. 25. That
That the
the Secretary
Secrtary of
of Agriculture
may, after
opportunity
P
"'
" Sao.
Agriculture may,
after opportunity
cation of license's for
violations, etc.
for
has been
e,oncerned,.suspend
or
vbtios,
for hearing
hearing has
been afforded.,
afforded to
to the
the licensee
licensee concerned,
suspend or
revoke any
issued to
conducting a
a warerevoke
any license
license issued
to any
any warehouseman
warehouseman conducting
warehouse under
under this
of or
or failure
failure to
house
this Act,
Act, for
for any
any violation
violation of
to comply
comply with
with
any
this Act
of the
rules and
and regulations
any provision
provision of
of this
Act or
or of
the rules
regulations made
made herehereunder or
upon the
the ground
ground that
that imreas'onable
exorbitant c
harges
under
or upon
unreasonable or
or exorbitant
charges
have been
been made
made for
for services
rendered. Fending
investigation, t
he
have
services.rendered.
lending investigation,
the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture, whenever
ha deems
deems necessary,
necessary, may
whenever he
may suspend
suspend a
a
license temporarily
without hearing.
hearing.
temporarily without
license
Publication of lavesu
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list of
of WftTeoSzo. 26. That the Secretary
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from time
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time may
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time to
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investigations made under section three of
houses, licenses,
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publish the results of any investigations
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the names
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locations of
warehouses
this Act;
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of warehouses
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licensed and
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bonded and
and the
names and
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persons licensed
licensed
under
under this Act
Act and
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all licenses
terminated under
this Act
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of all
licenses terminated
under this
Act and
and
the
causes therefor.
therefor.
the causes
a
Official
records
examinations
,
ew.
SEC. 27.
the Secretary
of Agriculture
is authorized
authorized through
ofm
re'"^ordls
"SEC.
27. That
That the
Secretary of
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through
officials,
agents of
the Department
officials, employees,
employees, or
or agents
of the
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture doingdesignated by
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examine all books, records,
papers, and
nated
records, papers,
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accounts of
of
warehouses
and of
the warehousemen
conwarehouses licensed
licensed under
under this
this Act
Act and
of the
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ducting such
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warehouses relating
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"
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as he
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execution of
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the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
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"SEC. 29.
That nothing
this Act
aet '
laws not i- " "SEc.
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construed to
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paired.
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or in
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impair or
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in any
any way
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operation of
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the effect
effect or
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the laws
laws of
i
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h houses,
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the Secbut the
Secgraders, or
Rith
Staeauthies. w
warehousemen, weighers,
retary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
as
retary
is authorized
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to cooperate
cooperate with
with such
such officials
officials as
are
charged with
the enforcement
enforcement of
such State
in such
States
are charged
with the
of such
State laws
laws in
such States
and
through such
cooperation to
to secure
enforcement of
of the
the proproand through
such cooperation
secure the
the enforcement
Operation
of peet visions
this Act
Act be
construed so
to limit
limit the
visions of this
this Act;
Act; nor
.etonao""
nor shall
shall this
be construed
so as
as to
the
operation
any statute
statute of
the United
relating to
to warehouses
warehouses
operation of
of any
of the
United States
States relating
or warehousemen,
weighers, graders,
or classifiers
classifiers now
now in
in the
or
warehousemen, weighers,
graders, or
in force
force in
the
District of
Columbia or
or in
or other
under the
District
of Columbia
in any
any Territory
Territory or
other place
place under
the
exclusive jurisdiction
of the
United States.
States.
exclusive
jurisdiction of
the United
iatPiunishtimc.at
for vi
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"SEC. 30.
That every
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shall forge,
forge, alter,
alter, counterfeit,
counterfeit,
who shal
person who
30. That
"SEC
for
ons, e
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simulate,
simulate, or falsely represent, or shall without
without proper authority
authority use,
any license
license issued
issued by
by the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Agriculture under
under this
this Act,
Act,
of Agriculture
or who shall
shall violate
or fail
to comply
with any
any provision
section
violate or
fail to
comply with
provision of
of section
ei .ht of
Act, or
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shall issue
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eight
of this
this Act,
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receipt
or certificate,
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
be deemed
certificate, shall
receipt or
upon
conviction thereof
be fined
fined not
not more
impristhan $500 or imprismore than
shall be
thereof shall
upon conviction
oned
more than
discretion of the court.
the discretion
in the
both, in
or both,
months, or
six months,
than six
not more
oned not
for
"
SEC. 31.
That there
is hereby
appropriated, out
any money
Approp.riation
f
in xperP.Iation
money in
of any
out of
hereby appropriated,
there is
31. That
"SEC.
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
$50,000, available
available
of $50,000,
sum of
appropriated, the
not otherwise
Treasury not
the
until expended
expended, for
the expenses
expenses of
of carrying
carrying into
the provisions
provisions
effect the
into effect
for the
until
of this
the payment
such rent
rent and
and the
employment
the employment
of such
payment of
including the
Act, including
this Act,
of
of such
such persons
persons and
and means
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
deem
may deem
Agriculture may
of Agriculture
means as
of
necessary
the city
of Washington
Washington and
authoris authorhe is
and he
elsewhere, and
and elsewhere,
city of
in the
necessary in
ized, in
his discretion,
to employ
employ qualified
not regularly
regularly in
in
persons not
qualified persons
discretion, to
in his
ized,
the service
of the
United States
States for
for temporary
assistance in carrying
carrying
temporary assistance
the United
service of
the
out the
purposes of
of this
out of
by
appropriated by
moneys appropriated
the moneys
of the
and out
Act, and
this Act,
the purposes
out
this
Act
to
pay
the
salaries
and
expenses
thereof.
any
ty of
of any
thereof.
salaries
and
expenses
to
pay
the
Invalidity
this Act
etc., not
not to
a
"
SEC. 32.
paragraph, or
or part
part of
to afclas, etc.,
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of this
sentence, paragraph,
clause, sentence,
if any
any clause
That if
32. That
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fect remainder of Act.
Act
shall,
for
any
reason,
be
adjudged
by
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court
of
competent
fect
rmderoAct.
competent
of
court
any
by
adjudged
be
reason,
any
Act shall, for
jurisdiction
not affect,
impair , or
or
affect, impair,
shall not
judgment shall
such judgment
invalid, such
be invalid,
to be
jurisdiction to
operation
invalidate
the
remainder
thereof,
but
shall
be
confined
in
its
confined
be
shall
but
thereof,
remainder
invalidate the
to
the clause,
clause, sentence,
sentence paragraph,
part thereof
involved
directly involved
thereof directly
or part
paragraph, or
to the
in
in winch
such judgment
have been
rendered. Amendment,
tc.
ne,
been rendered.
shall have
judgment shall
etc.
which sch
controversy in
in the
the controversy
"
SEC. 33.
33. That
That the
this Act
is
Act is
repeal this
or repeal
alter, or
amend, alter,.
to amend,
right to
the right
"SEC.
hereby
reserved."
hereby expressly
expressly reserved."
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to exceed
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herein lump-sum
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That
appropriaappropri
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the Department
Department of
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Agriculture shall
be available
available for
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the t
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made
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operation of
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motor
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of the
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for the
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the
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pristion
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a
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in the
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animals affected
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by or
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any such
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owner has
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Prois.
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with all
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regulations: Provided,
Provided, That
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values,
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appraisement based
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breeding value,
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no appraisement
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breeding value
value no
appraisement of
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or dairy
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value, and
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except in
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emergency
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Secretary of
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Government forany
not exceed
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l. 38,
of the appropriation of
of $2,500,000
$2,500,000 made
made by
by the
the agricultural
agricultural approappropriation
and fifteen
fifteen, for
priation Act
Act of March
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
for the
the
fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth,
een hundred
hundred and
sixteen, for
fiscal year
ending June
thirtieth, ninet
nineteen
and sixteen,
for
of foot-and-mouth
the arrest
arrest and eradication
eradication of
foot-and-mouth disease,
disease, rinderpest,
rinderpest,
contagious pleuropneumonia,
other contagious
contagious or
contagious
pleuropneumonia, or other
or infectious
infectious disdisease of animals, as remains unexpended
unexpended at the close of
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said fiscal
fiscal year,
year,
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and made available for expenditure
expenditure during
hundred and
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the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
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in said
mentioned in
appro p
riation Act,
said appropriation
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diseases have
necessary
investigations to
determine whether
whether said
said diseases
to determine
necessary investigations
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completely
eradicated
in
districts
where
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previously
previously
they
where
districts
in
eradicated
been completely
existed.
existed.
Total carried
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by this
this bill
bill for
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
the Department
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Total
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$26,948,852.
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any officer Pporrl:viei.ss
For pay
seven 'professors:„
That any
0.1t-8;on
Os
etc .
Provided -That
$27,000- ,Provid4
professor .$27,000:
of seven
pay of
For
t
ti n
olPoe
permanent
of
position
the
of
the
United
States
Army
now
holding
position.of
permanent
holding
now
of the United States Army
pr.ofessor
the United
United States
States Military.
Academy who
July first,
on July
who on
Military Academy
at the
professor at
thirtynineteen
and sixteen;
served not
less than
than thirtynot less
have served
should have
sixteen, should
hundred and
nineteen hundred
three years
years in
the Army, One-third
of which
service shall
shall have been
which service
one-third of
in .thewArmy,
three
as
professor and
and instructor
Military Academy,
Academy, shall
shall on that
the Military
at the
instructor at
as professor
daterhave
the rank,
rank,Tay,
and allowances
the Army:
Army:
in the
colonel in
of aa colonel
allowances of
pay, and
date have the
Provided
present manager
manager of
the cadet
cadet store
w
astrIZ
e
ednia
.'`
be retinred
may
shall, inF
store shall,
of the
the present
That the
further, That
Providedfurther,
on
own application,
application, after
years' service
service as
superinclerk, superinas clerk,
forty years'
after forty
his own
on his
tendent, and
of said
be placed on the
to be
entitled to
be entitled
store, be
said store,
manager of
and manager
tendent,
retired
of the
with the
pay clerk,
Quarterclerk, Quarterretired pay
of aaretired
pay of
the pay
Army with
the Army
list of
retired list
master
of the
the same
period of
service;
of service;
same period
Corps, of
master Corps,
For pay
pay of
of one
chaplain, $2,400;
$2,400;
one chaplain,
For
$2,400;
sword, $2,400;
the sword,
For pay
pay of
of the
master of
of the
the master
For
For pay
of cadets,
cadets, $462,000:
$462,000: Provided,
'
Cadets.
shall yadets.
cadet shall
whenever aacadet
That whenever
Provided, That
pay of
For
examinaSecond
one
any
in
deficient
because
fail
to pass
any required
required examination
examination
deficient
s0.1.0 11 — examinapass any
fail to
tions"lowe
subject
of instruction
shall have
have the
the right
apply for
second lions
allowed, etc.
for aasecond
to apply
right to
he shall
instruction he
subject of
examination
such subject
by making
application
making written application
subject by
regarding such
examination regarding
therefor to
to the
Academic Board
Board within
days after
officially
being officially
after being
ten days
within ten
the Academic
therefor
notified
failure. The
The examination
examination demanded
demanded shall be held
held
such failure.
of such
notified of
within
days from
date of
such application,
cadet
application, and if the cadet
of such
the date
from the
sixty days
within sixty
being otherwise
qualified shall
the same
same by
by compliance
compliance with the
pass the
shall pass
otherwise qualified
being
Ap/licabie to former
first examination,
requirements existing
existing at
at the
the tftne
Mae of
of the
examination, he shall caPtiabietoformer
the first
requirements
proviso
this
That
further,
be readmitted
to the
Provided
academy: Provided
the academy:
readmitted to
be
shall apply
apply to
those former
former cadets
cadets who
who failed
in not
not more
more than two
failed in
to those
shall
such
subjects
the current
who shall
make application
application for
for such
shall make
year who
current year
during the
subjects during
approval of this Act: Restriction.
examination
days after
the approval
after the
twenty days
within twenty
examination within
Provided
further, That
cadet who
fails to
required Restriction
any required
pass any
to pass
who fails
any cadet
That any
Provided further,
Eligibility for
presfor presexamination
shall have
no more
more than
And propro- Eligibility
reexamination: And
one reexamination:
than one
have no
examination shall
ent vacancies in secacanientin secoieutlieutenants.
vided
That nothing
nothing contained
hundred and ond
in section thirteen hundred
contained in
further, That
wvied further,
R. 3.,sec. 1325, p.227.
ineligible any former
twenty-five of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall
shall render
former R.S.,sec.1325;p.227.
render ineligible
twenty-five
deficiency
cadet
honorably
discharged
from
the
Military
Academy
for
deficiency
Academy
cadet honorably discharged from the Military
in studies,
qualified, as
as a
candidate for
appoint- Ante, p. 132.
for appointcivilian candidate
a civilian
if otherwise
otherwise qualified,
studies, if
in
ntp.lS2.
ment to
vacancy in
the grade
of second
second lieutenant
under class
class
lieutenant under
grade of
in the
any vacancy
to any
ment
nineteen hundred
six
the national-defense
national-defense Act
Act approved
approved June
hundred
third, nineteen
June third,
of the
six of
and sixteen;
sixteen;
and
Filipino cadets.
Vol. 35, p.
441.
cad4ts.
the Act of vlipno
Provided,
That the
the four
authorized by the
cadets authorized
Filipino cadets
four Filipino
Provided, That
Post, p. 552.
May
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
eight, to
designated by Post, p. 5.
be designated
to be
and eight,
nineteen hundred
May twenty-eighth,
the Philippine
Philippine Commission
instructions at
at the
United
the United
receive instructions
to receive
Commission to
the
States Military
Military Academy,
shall hereafter
by the
Govthe Govdesignated by
be designated
hereafter be
Academy, shall
States
the Philippine Islands.
of the
ernor General
General of
ernor
mi
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Etnpa
ofma
Eztomaner
emcee&

For fritza
extra pay of officers of the Amy
Army on
detached service
service at
the
on detached
at the
:;
Military Academy:
_
MilitaryAcademy:
I i,
For
pay of
(lieutenant colonel),
in
For pay
of one
one commandant
commandant of
of cadets
cadets (lieutenant
colonel), in
ad;clition to
to pay
as captain, $1,100; ;
addition
pay ascaptain,$1,100;
For
of one
professor of
gunnery
For pay
pay of
one professor
of ordnance
ordnance and
and science
science of
of gunnery
(lieutenant colonel),
addition to
acme*,
(lieutenant
colonel), in
m addition
to pay
pay as
major, $500;
$500;
For pay
pay.of
one professor
professor of
law (lieutenant
colonel), in
For
of one
of law
(ieutenant colonel),
in addition
addition to
to
pay
$500;
pay as major,
major, $500;
practical military
military engineering
(lieuFor pay
pa of
of one
one professor
professor of
of practical
engineering (lieu-

tenant
.
), in
addition to.
major, $500;
Fnt enel
oriel),
in addition
to pay
paysas ma
500;.
1POr
tvielve 'aiiiistant
professors (captains),
in addition
For
pty1114 of
of twelve
asistt profeors
(captains), in
addition to
to
pay
as &et
and second
second lieutenants,
$4,800;
pay as
first and
lieutenants, $4,800;
For
battalion commanders
commanders (majors);
in addition
addition to
or pay
pay of
of two battalion
(majors), in
to pay
pay
captains,;$1,200;
ascaptains,
$1,200;
For
assistant', instrutor
instructor of
of artilery
artillery tactics
For pax
pay of
of one senior
senior assistant
tactics
(cajatain), im addition
$400;
(captan),
addition to pay
pay as
as first lieutenant,
lieutenant, $400;
•
For pay
papa
'cavalry, artillery
artillery, and
infantry tactics
of nine instructors
instructors of cavalry,
and infantry
tactics
(captains), in addition to
second lieutenants,
lieutenants, $4,900;
(catains),
to pay
pay.as first
first and second
$4,900;
For pay of
m addition
as captain
or lieulieuof one adiatant,
adjutant, in
addition to pay
pay as
captain or
• tenant,
tenant, $600;
$600;
•
and commissary
commissary of
of cadets
cadets and
and
For pay of
of one quartermaster
quartermaster and
treasurer,
in addition
pay •
as captain,
,
teasurer, in
addition to
topay
as
captain, $600;
$600;
For pay of one line
duty in
in; quartermasters'
quartermasters' department
department
line officer, on
on dty
•
first lieutenant,'
at ma
academy, in
in addition
addition to
to pay as
as first
lieutenant, $400;
$400;
I 1feaster of mathematics
- ;•For
IForpay
pay of one associate
associate- profesarr
of mathematics (major), in
in
addition
as captain,;
addition tto
to pay
pay as
captain, $600;
. .
>;
:.I;Fot pay of one
one associate
associate profesatkr
profeir otimoclern
o moden :languages
languages (major),
(major),
in addition
captain, 4600;
..•
; . i,
additin to pay
pay as captain,$6"0;
G;...
For pay
one constructing
onstructing aparterroestery
quatermaster, in addition
pay of one
addition to
to his
his
$1,000;
;
regular pay, $1,000;
Logewty.
Longevity.
or additional pay
of professors
and officers
For
pay of
professors and
officers (and
(and officers
officers on
on
increased rank) for length of service, $12,000;
$12,000;
increased
Ensted men,
m.
musicians, general
Enlisted
For pay of the Military
Military Academy
Academy band, ield
field musicians
general
Army service, Cavalry
and Engineering
and
Cavalry,.,Artilleg,
Artillery, and
Engineering detachment,
detachment, and
enlisted men on detached
detached service,
service, and extra
extra pay
men on
pay for enlisted men
on
special duty:
duty:.
special
dn
bd.
For
pay
Modem:sr band.
For
of one band sergeant ad
and assistant leader, $900;
$900;
45 each per month,
Twelve enlisted
enlisted musicians, at $45
month, $6,480;
Twelve enlisted
enlisted musicians, at $36 each per month, $5,184;
$5,184;
Sixteen enlisted musicians, at $30 each per month, $5,760;
$5,760;
Additional
service, $5,124;
$5,124;
Additional pay
pay- for length of service.,
Frid
musics.
For pay of field musicians:
musicians: One sergeant, $600;
Fled =swans.
'
Two corporals, $504;
Twenty-two
Twenty-two privates, at $180 each, $3,960;
$3,960;
Additional pay for length of service, $664;
$664;
Additional
Oe.^a
Anny 5detachment: One first sergeant,
G
Army
seri'
For pay of general Army service
service detachment:
sergeant,
$540;
•
$540;
Forty sergeants, $14,400;
$14,400;
Twenty corporals, $5,040;
$5,040;
Three cooks, $1,080;
$1,080;
One hundred and eighty privates,
privates, $32,400;
$32,400;
Additional
for length
length of
of service,
service, $23,275;
$23,275;
pay for
Additional pay
Quter r duty.
Extra pay of the enlisted
enlisted men of the Army
Quartermaster
Army service
service detachment,
detachment,
Quartermaster's
d
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, on extra duty at West Point, $28,000;
$28,000;
avlry detachnt.' For pay of Cavalry detachment:
detachment:
One first sergeant, $540;
$540;
One stable sergeant, $360;
$360;
Five sergeants, 11,800;
$1,800;
Three cooks, $1,080;
$1,080;
Eleven corporals,
corporals, $2,772;
$2,772;
Eleven
Two trumpeters, $360:
$360;
•

a

ice .eneral

C"alrY

etachment
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One farrier,
farrier, $252;
$252;
One
Two
$504;
Two saddlers,
saddlers, $504;
One
$252;
wagoner, $252;
One wagoner,
One
(Cavalry), $18,000;
One hundred
hundred privates
privates (Cavalry),
$18,000
For
of one
one sergeant
in charge
of mess,
mess, at
per
at $6
$6 per
charge of
sergeant in
pay of
For additional
additional pay
month, $72;
month,
$72;
Additional
pay for
$13,408;
service, $13,408;
for length
length of
of service,
Additional pay
Artillery detachdetachArtmy
For
of Artillery
detachment:
Artillery detachment:
pay of
For pay
ment.
t
One first
sergeant, $540;
$540;
One
first sergeant,
One
sergeant, $360;
$360;
One quartermaster
quartermaster sergeant,
One
$360;
sergeant, $360;
stable sergeant,
One stable
One chief
chief mechanic,
$288;
mechanic, $288;
One
Nine sergeants,
$3,240;
Nine
sergeants, $3,240;
Three
$1,080;
cooks, $1,080;
Three cooks,
Sixteen
$4,032;
corporals, $4,032;
Sixteen corporals,
Five-mechanics
horseshoers, and
and two
two
two horseshoers,
one saddler,
saddler, two
comprising one
Five-mechanics, comprising
mechanics, $1,476;
$1,476;
mechanics,
Two
trumpeters, $360;
$360;
Two trumpeters,
One
hundred and
and two
two privates,
privates, $18,360;
$18,360;
One hundred
One electrician
electrician sergeant,
$540;
sergeant, $540;
One
One electrician
electrician sergeant,
$432;
clas, $432;
second classy
sergeant, second
One
One master
master gunner
$480;
gunner,'$480;
One
For additional
for first
and second
$3,600;
gunners, $3,600;
second class gunners,
first and
pay for
additional pay
For
For additional
additional pay
pay of
one sergeant
mess,
of detachment
detachment mess,
in charge
charge of
sergeant in
of one
For
at
per month,
$72;
month, $72;
$6 per
at $.3
Additional pay for length of service,
service, $8,932;
$8,932;
Additional
Engineer detachAme detachFor
engineer detachment:
detachment:
of engineer
pay of
For pay
ment.
One
first sergeant,
at $45
$45 per
per month,
$540;
month, $540;
sergeant, at
One first
One
sergeant, at
at $36
$36 per
per month,
$432;
month, $432;
One quartermaster
quartermaster sergeant,
Eight sergeants,
sergeants, at
$36 each
each per
month, $3,456;
$3,456;
per month,
at $36
Eight
each per month, $2,880;
Ten corporals,
$2,880;
$24 each
corporals, at $24
Ten
$720;
Two cooks,
cooks, at
each per month,
month, $720;
$30 each
at $30
Two
per month, $360;
Two musicians,
at $15
$15 each per
musicians, at
Two
$8,208;
Thirty-eight
first class, at $18
$18 each per month, $8,208;
privates, first
Thirty-eight privates,
$6,840;
$15 each per month, $6,840;
Thirty-eight
second class, at $15
Thirty-eight privates, second
For
one sergeant
of detachment
detachment mess,
charge of
in charge
sergeant in
of one
pay of
additional pay
For additional
at
month, $72;
$72;
at $6
$6 per
per month,
Additional pay
for length
length of
service, $8,604;
$8,604;
of service,
pay for
Additional
etc.
smen, etc.
riflemen, Marksmen,
Additional pay
of marksmen,
marksmen, sharpshooters,
sharpshooters, and expert
expert riflemen,
pay of
Additional
$2,280;
$2,280;
Travel, etc., on dieetc., on dB
Te.
Travel
enlisted men
men on
$1,390;
discharge, $1,390;
on discharge,
to enlisted
allowances to
Travel allowances
Clothing
drawn due
discharge, $9,051.60;
$9,051.60;
enlisted men on discharge,
due enlisted
not drawn
Clothing not
Interest
deposits due
$950.16;
men, $950.16;
due enlisted
enlisted men,
on deposits
Interest on
Extra pay, enlisted
P. ened
men.
For
extra pay
clerks in the office n
employed as clerks
men employed
enlisted men
four enlisted
of four
pay of
For extra
at 50 cents each
of the
the adjutant,
adjutant, United
United States
Military Academy,
.Academy, at
States Military
of
included, $730;
holidays included,
per
day, Sundays
and legal holidays
Sundays and
per day,
For extra
extra pay
pay of
two enlisted
employed as
in the office
clerks in
as clerks
men employed
enlisted men
of two
For
of
at 50
50 cents
cents each
Sundays and
and
day, Sundays
per day,
each per
cadets, at
of cadets,
commandant of
the commandant
of the
legal
legal holidays included, $365;
For
extra pay
pay of
of five
men, at
Headquarters United States
at Headquarters
enlisted men,
five enlisted
For extra
Military
Military Academy, four as printers and one as assistant to book$782.50;
binder,
each per day, $782.50;
at 50 cents each
binder, at
as watchman,
For extra
one enlisted
man employed
watchman, at 35
employed as
enlisted man
of one
pay of
extra pay
For
cents per
day, $191.63;
per day,
$191.63;
cents
For extra
of one
enlisted man
man employed
as trumpeter
trumpeter at the
employed as
one enlisted
pay of
extra pay
For
cadet barracks,
35 cents
$159.80;
per day, $159.80;
cents per
at 35
barracks, at
cadet
department of
For
enlisted men
employed in the department
men employed
of two
two enlisted
pay of
extra pay
For extra
philosophy, at
at 50
50 cents
$313;
day, $313;
per day,
each per
cents each
philosophy,
For extra
extra pay
enlisted men
employed in
in the
the chemical
chemical departmen employed
two enlisted
of two
pay of
For
at 50
50 cents each per day, $313;
ment, at
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For extra pay of one enlisted man
in the
the department
of
man employed
employed in
department of
per day,
day, $156.50;
drawing, at 50 cents
cents per
$156.50;
employed in
in the
For extra pay of one enlisted
enlisted man
man employed
the mathematical
mathematical
de artment 'at
per day,
_
department,
at 50 cents per
day, $156.50;
$156.50;
or extra pay of
Soldiers* employed
employed one
one as
draftsman
For
of five ordnance
ordiame soldiers
as draftsman

Battalion
Battalion
maior.

Pay, etc.

sergeant
sgnt

i charge of museum,in.charge
aeumehinist, ono
clerk, one
one in
the departdepartnmuseum one
one asatghislt
o as
asseclerk,
in the
ment of ordnance and gunnery, and one as skilled attendant
in the
the
attendant in
museum, at 50
payday, $82.50;
50 cents
cents each.
each peoday,
$82.50-;
For extra pay of seven enlisted„men:(eava
n) employed
employed, two
enlisted mn (eavalrymen)
two
when performing
mchanicaflabor,
as saddler,
performing especially skilled
skilled mechanical
labor, one
one as
saddler,
one in charge o
saddle equipment
riding
of property and sadle
equipment pertaining
pertaining to
to riding
and equitation other than military,
military-, one
one sergeant
sergeant m
m charge
chare of
of stables
stables
and horses, one clerk, and one in charge
charge of new
new riding
riding hall
hall and
and propproperty, and property contained therein
therein,' $1,173.50;
$1,173.50;
For extra pay of thirteen
thirteen enlisted
enlisted men
(caralrymen)—,two teamteammen (cavlrymen)-two
sters, nine laborers
laborers employed
equipment used
by
employed in keeping
keeping clean
clean the equipment
used by
adets in riding
'cadets
than military,
and two
laborers
riding ami
and equitation.other
eqtatii other tan
military, and
two labters
for harrowing, sprinkling, and assisting in caring for the riding halltut
ha4l*t
_
35 cents each per day, $1,460.48;
$1,460.48;
For extra pay of one enlisted
enlisted' man
man on
charge of
engineer
on duty
duty in charge
of engineer
property and fatigue,
$156.50;
fatigue, at 50 cents petr:day,
per day, $156.50;
.:iFor extra pay of five.
five enlisted men as
aasassistants
assistants and attendants
attendants at
at
the library, at 50 cents each per day,:
legal holidays
holidays
day, Sundays
Sundays and legal
included, $912.50;
$912.50;
'
included,
,For extra pay of one enlisted,
-Pl'or
manes clerk
of
enlisted manas
clerk in the department
department of
practical
practical military engineering
officer in
waterengineering and
and to
to the
the officer
in charge
charge of
of waterworks
work; and works of constraction.
at 50
50
construction at the
the ,Military
Military. Academy,
Academy, at
cents per day, $156.50;
$156.50;
":.1!
tr:.:::
For extra pay of eight
eight' enlistifed
eidistndmen4k
.
tilierymen),
three performmen '(Bterym
en) three
performing extra mechiacal
mechanical. labor,
horses,
labor, oneesergeaut.m.
one sergeant in charge
charge of
of stables,
stables, horses,
and mules, one enlisted man employed
employed as clerk and stenographer
stenographer to
to
senior assistant instructor of artillery tactics,
tactics, and three enlisted
enlisted men
men
performing
performing the duty of mechanics
meclutnim in the batteries, at 50
each
50 cents.
cents each
per day, $1,304;
$1,304;
For extra
extra payof
three teamsters
teamsters (artillerymen),
For
pay of 'three
(artillerymen), at 35 cents each,
each per
day, $383.25;
.
dayS,
383.25;
.
For extra pay of eight laborers
laborers (artillerymen),
(artillerymen), employed
employed in
keeping
in keeping
cean
clean the equipment used by cadets, at 35 cents each
day, $87&
$876-.40;
each per
per day
40;
For extra pay of one enlisted man as
in the
the ofice
office of
as messenger
messenger in
of the
the
adjutant,
adjutant, United States Military Academy,
Academy, at 35
per day,
35 cents
cents per
day,
$109.55;
$109.55;
For extra pay of three enlisted men employed as clerks
the office
clerks in
in the
office
of the quartermaster
quartermaster and one as clerk in charge of clothing
in
clothing room in
quartermaster's
quartermaster's storehouse,
storehouse, at 50
$678;
50 cents per
per day,
day, $678;
For extra paypay of one enlisted man employed
employed in the department
department of
of
civil and military engineering,
engineering, at 50 cents per day,
$156.50;
day, $156.50;
For extra pay of one enlisted
enlisted man employed as janitor and
and subsubstitute teacher m
in the children's school, at 50 cents per day, $156.50;
$156.50;
For extra pay of one teamster
teamster (engineer soldier) employed
employed in
in the
the
department
department of practical
practical military engineering,
with the
engineering, in connection
connection with
the
watersupply
water supply and on works of construction, at 35 cents perday,
per day, $127.75;
$127.75;
For extra pay of one enlisted man employed in the department
of
department of
modern
languages, at 50 cents per day, $156.50;
modern languages,
$156.50;
For extra
man employed
employed in the department
For
extra pay of one enlisted man
department of
of
English
day $156.50;
English and history,
at 50 cents per day„
$156.50;
For pay of one battalion sergeant major
major,, Infantry,
Infantry, $768;
$768;
Provided,
man i
Provided, That the enlisted
enlisted man
in
n the headquarters,
States
headquarters, United
United States
Corps
Cadets, performing
rpay,
~^a~,'
-^
Corps of
of Cadets,
performing that duty has the rank, pay,
allowand allowance of that
that grade.
grade.
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PAY
OF CIVILIANS.
CIVILIANS.
PAY OF
Pay
For
pay of
of one
teacher of
$1,700;
Pay of
of civilian,.
civilians.
of music,
music, $1,700;
one teacher
For pay
For
pay of
four clerks
quartermaster, as follows:
follows:
office of the quartermaster,
in the office
clerks in
of four
For pay
One clerk,
at $1,400
each; and
and one
one clerk
clerk and stenogstenog$1,400 each;
two, at
$1,500; two,
at $1,500;
clerk, at
One
rapher, at
$1,200, $5,500;
$5,500;
at $1,200,
rapher,
headquarters,
For
nine clerks
employed at headquarters,
stenographers employed
and stenographers
clerks and
of nine
pay of
For pay
United States
superintendent
the superintendent
the offices of the
in the
Academy, m
Military Academy,
States Military
United
and
as follows:
follows: One chief clerk,
at
$1,500; one clerk, at
clerk, at $1,500;
adjutant, as
and adjutant,
$1,500; two
at $1,400 each;
each; one clerk, at $1,200; and four
clerks, at
two clerks,
$1,500;
clerks,
$11,000;
each, $11,000;
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
clerks, at
For pay
$1,800;
one clerk to treasurer, $1,800;
pay of one
For
For pay
clerk and
in the
office of the commanthe office
stenographer in
and stenographer
of one
one clerk
pay of
For
dant
of cadets,
cadets, $1,200;
$1,200;
dant of
For pay
pay of
instructors in
to be
be employed
employed under
French, to
in French,
civilian instructors
two civilian
of two
For
$4,000;
rules
the Secretary
War, $2,000 per year each, $4,000;
Secretary of War,
by the
prescribed by
rules prescribed
For pay
of two
civilian instructors
in Spanish,
at $2,000
$2,000 per year
year
Spanish, at
instructors in
two civilian
pay of
For
each,
be employed
Secretary of War,
employed under rules prescribed by the Secretary
to be
each, to
$4,000;
$4,000;
For pay
two expert
expert civilian
civilian instructors
in fencing, broad-sword
broad-sword
instructors in
of two
pay of
For
exercises, and
gymnastics as may be required
required to perother military gymnastics
and other
exercises,
fect
$3,000;
the training of cadets, $3,000;
part of the
this part
fect this
For
of one
professional civilian
civilian instructor in gymnastics,
one professional
pay of
For pay
athletics,
swimmmg, $1,500;
$1,500;
athletics, and swimming,
For
$3,000;
one librarian, $3,000;
For pay of one
For
$1,200;
pay of assistant librarian, $1,200;
For pay
$1,200;
For
pay of custodian of gymnasium, $1,200;
For pay
For
of one
superintendent of gas works, $1,500;
one superintendent
pay of
For pay
For
engineer of
ventilating apparatus
apparatus for the
and ventilating
heating and
of heating
of engineer
pay of
For pay
academic
cadet
barracks and office building, cadet
cadet barracks
the cadet
building, the
academic building,
hospital,
hospital, chapel, and library, $1,800;
$1,000;
For
assistant engineer
engineer of same, $1,000;
pay of assistant
For pay
$7,920;
For pay of eleven
eleven firemen,
firemen,i
$7,920 ;
For
pay of
of one
engidepartment of civil and military engidraftsman inn department
one draftsman
For pay
neering,
$1,200;
neering, $1,200;
For
of mechanic
technical prepamechanic and attendant skilled in the technical
pay of
For pay
rations necessary
necessary to
chemical and electrical lectures and to the
to chemical
rations
$1,200;
instruction in mineralogy
mineralogy and geology, $1,200;
instruction
For
of mechanic
mechanic assistant
department of natural
natural and experiassistant in department
pay of
For pay
mental philosophy, $1,000;
$1,000;
academy building, $1,000;
$1,000;
pay of one custodian of academy
For pay
$1,500;
For pay
electrician, $1,500;
of one electrician
pay of
For
$1,500;
of one chief plumber, $1,500;
pay of
For pay
For pay
assistant plumber, $900;
of assistant
pay of
For
For pay
helper, $600;
plumber's helper,
of one plumber's
pay of
For
Chapel organit.
For pay
one scavenger,
month, $720;
Chapel
organi.A.
$720;
$60 aamonth,
at $60
scavenger, at
of one
pay of
For
For pay
of chapel
Provided, Provio.
l
A
triso.
$1,200: Provided,
organist and choirmaster, $1,200:
chapel organist
pay of
For
Allowances.
That
the chapel
choirmaster shall be entitled
' lees '
chapel organist and choirmaster
hereafter the
That hereafter
to public
quarters when
when available
available and
allowances with
and to the same allowances
public quarters
to
respect to
fuel and
and light
of a
lieutenant when occua second
second lieutenant
those of
as those
light as
to fuel
respect
pying public
public quarters;
pying
$1,200;
For
pay of superintendent
superintendent of post cemetery, $1,200;
For pay
Memorial Hall, $900;
For
pay of
of engineer
engineer and janitor for Memorial
For pay
For
of printer
at headquarters,
Military Academy,
United States Military
headquarters, United
printer at
pay of
For pay
$1,500;
$1
500;
For
of one
headquarters, United States
at headquarters,
printer at
assistant printer
one assistant
pay of
For pay
Academy, $1,000;
Military Academy,
For
pay of
of one
Memorial Hall, $600;
janitress, Memorial
one janitress,
For pay
For
mechanic, $1,800;
$1,800;
master mechanic,
one master
For pay of one
For
pay of
attendant and
and skilled
skilled photographer
photographer in
department
in the department
of attendant
For pay
of drawing, $1,200;
$1,200;
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For pay of one stenographer,
typewriter, and
and attendant
attendant in
charge
stenographer, typewriter,
in charge
of
in the
department of
of law,
to be
appointed by
of the library
library in
the department
law, to
be appointed
by the
the
Superintendent of the
Military Academy,
Academy, $840;
$840;
Superintendent
the United
nited States
States Military
For pay of .
one overseer
overseer of
the waterworks,
F-or
of the
waterworks, $720;
$720;
For pay of one engineer
engineer of steam,
electric, and
refrigerating appasteam, electric,
and refrigerating
apparatus for
for the
the cadets'
cadets' mess,
mess, $840;
ratus
$840;
For pay
pay .of
copyist, stenographer,
librarian, typewriter,
typewriter, and
and
For
of one
one copyist,
st
per,
librarian,
attendant /in the department
of modrn
modern lanuages,
languages, to
appointed
attendant
department of
to be
be appointed
by the
theSuperintndent
Superintendent of the UtJited
United States
Academy, $840;
States Military
ilitary Academy,
$840;
.'••' For pay of one mechanic and attendant
attendant skilled
skilled in the
the operation
opertion
necessary for the preparation
preparation of lectures
in the
the
lectuhis and of material in
department of
of drawing,
drawing, $720;'
$720; ' '• '
department
For pay of janitor for bachelor (Afters"
quarters, $600;
officers' quarters,
600;
For pay of one chief engineer of power plant,
plant, -$2;400;
$2,400;
For pay
pay of
of three
three engineers
engineers for
for power
Power plant,
plant, $3,600;
$3,600;
'
For
pay of
two oilers
for -power
river plant;
For pay
of two
oilers for
plant, $1,440;
$1,440;
'
For pay of one attendant
attendant in
for the
the
m the department
department of
of philosophy
pilosophy for
handling
models and
and materials
materials used
used in
in the
the instruction
instruction of
handling of
of models
of 'c
$480;
$480;
For pay of one
one copyist,
copyist, typewriter,
typewriter, and
and attendant
in the
the departdepartattendant in
ment of English and history, to be
the Superintendent
be appointed
appointed by
by the
Superintendent
of the United States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, $840;
$840;
For pay of one bookbinder at headquarters,
headquarters, United
United States
States MiliMilitary Academy,
Academy, $1,200;
$1,200;
For pay of two book
in bindery,
$960;
book sewers
sewers in
bindery, $960;
For pay of one skilled pressman
pressman in
in the
the printing
printing office,
headquaroffice, headquarters, United States
$1,000;i
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, $1,000;
For pay of one charwoman,
charwoman;:Iteadquarters
United
States Military
headquarte
United States
Military
Academy, $480;
$480;
Academy,
messenger for
For pay of one messenger
for the
Superintendent of
of the
the United
United
the Superintendent
States
Academy, $720;
$720; .
States Military
Military Academy,
For pay of one skilled copyist,
copy's!, confidential
confidential stenographer,
stenographer, libralibra- rian, typewriter,
typewriter ' and
and attendant
department of
attendant in
in the
the department
of 'mathematics,
mathematics,
to be appointed by the Superintendent
Superintendent of
the United
of the
United States
States Military
Military
Academy,
Academy, $840;
$840;
Aocomsting.
Aaxcmonng.
Al
the money
pay of the
the MiliAll the
money hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated for the _pay
Milidisbursed and
tary Academy
Academy shall be disbursed
accounted for
by officers
officers of
and accounted
for by
of the
the
Quartermaster Corps as
as pay
pay of
Quartermaster
of the
Military Academy
Academy and
and for
for that
that
the Military
purpose shall
purse
shall constitute
constitute one
one fund.
fund.
Current expenses.
expenses.
Curent
For
current and ordinary
follows:
or current
ordinary expenses as follows:
Board of Visitors.
Board
visitors.
For the
of the
the Board
Board of Visitors, $750, or
or
For
the expenses
expenses of
the members
members of
of the
so much thereof as may be
be necessary;
necessary;
Superintendent.
uperintendent.
Contingencies
superintendent of the academy,
academy, $3,000;
Contingencies for superintendent
$3,000;
Repairs
and imprO^ aend
mRepairs
i
mprovements, namely:
Timber, p
planks,
boards
Repairs and
and
improvements
namely: Timber,
lanks, boards
provements.
wall strips,
strips, laths,
joists, wall
shingles, slate,
slate, tin,
tip, sheet
sheet lead,
clad, zinc,
zinc nails,
laths, shingles,
I
nails,
screws,
glass, paints,
paints, turpentine,
screws 'locks, hinges, glass,
oil
s,
varnish, brushes,
bi' nshes,
turpentine, oils,
varnish,
stone,
stone brick, flag
flag, lime,
lime, cement,
cement, plaster
plaster hair,
drai
n p
i
pe,
hair, sewer
sewer and
and drain
pipe,
blasting
blasting powder,
powder'fuse,
fuse, iron,
tools, machi
nery, mantels,
man t
el
s, and
an dother
other
iron, steel,
steel, tools,
machinery,
similar materials,
materials, renewing
renewing roofs,
for pay
pay of
roofs, and
and for
of architect
architect overseer
overseer
and
repairs and
and citizen
citizen mechanics,
mechanics, and labor employed
employed upon repairs
and improveimprovements that
that can
can not
be done
by enlisted
enlisted men,
men, $40,
'
000;
ments
not b
done by
$40,000;
Fuel, F
lighting, etc.
Fuelhtietc-.
For fuel and apparatus, namely,:
namely: Coal,
Coal, wood
For
stove
s
wood, charcoal,
charcoal, stoves,
grates, heaters, furnaces,
furnaces, ranges
and fixtures,
fixtures, firebricks,
clay, sand,
sand,
ranges and
fire bricks, clay,
and for repairs of steam-heating
steam-heating and
coal-conveying apparatus,
grates,
and coal-conveying
apparatus, grates,
stoves, heaters, ranges, furnaces, and mica,
mica, and
and repair,
improvement,
repair, improvement,
and maintenance
and
of power
power plant,
maintenance of
plant, $45,000;
$45,000;
For ga
electric fixtures,
gas pipes,
pipes, gas
as and electric
fixtures electric
electric lamps,
lamps, telepho
ne
telephone
and lighting
gasometers and
lighting supplies, lamp-posts, gasometers
retorts, and
annual
and retorts,
and annual
repairs of
repairs
same, $6,500;
$6,500;
of the
the same,
For installing electric light and fixtures in buildings
(officers' quarbuildings (officers'
without such
ters, hotel,
hotel, and so forth) now without
fixtures, $11,800;
$11,800;
such fixtures,
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For fuel
for cadets'
cadets' mess
mess hall,
$10,000;
laundry, $10,000;
and laundry,
shops, and
hall, shops,
fuel for
For

Pa

Postage

d

and

tel
tele-

grams
grams.
For postage
and telegrams, $375;
postage and
For
stationery.
For stationery,
stationery, namely,
books, paper
paper, envelopes,
envelopes, steel pens, Stationery.
blank books,
namely, blank
For
rubbers
pencils, mucilage,
mucilage, wax
wafers, folders,
fasteners,
folders, fasteners,
wax,' wafers,
erasers, pencils,
rubbers, erasers,,
rules,
ink, i
nkstands, typewriters,
typewriting
supplies, office
writing supplies,
t
ewri
typewrte,
inkstands,
files, ink,
rules, files,
furniture,
tape, desk knives, blotting pads, and rubber
penholders, tap!),
furniture, penholders,
bands,
and for
for contingencies
$2,500;
provided for, $2,500;
otherwise provided
not otherwise
contingencies not
bands, and
Transportation.
For transportation
transportation of
discharged cadets,
cadets, including
including Pull- Ts tan.
materials, discharged
of materials,
For
man
accommodations, and
and $3
fraction thereof for subsistor fraction
day or
$3 per day
man accommodations,
ence
and other
expenses for
for the
necessary number of days'
days' travel over
over
the necessary
other expenses
ence and
the
shortest
usually
traveled
route,
ferriages
for hire of camp
ferriages;
for
and
route,
traveled
usually
the shortest
sites
cadets on
on practice
practice marches
transportation of first class
class
for transportation
marches, for
for cadets
sites for
of
cadets
to
and
from
Gettysburg
battle
field, for transportation
transportation of
battle
Gettysburg
from
and
to
of cadets
Arsenal and Sandy Hook
first
and second
class to
Hook
from Watervliet Arsenal
and from
to and
second class
first and
a visit
Proving
Ground
or
other
ordnance
establishments,
including a
visit
establishments,
ordnance
other
or
Ground
Proving
accompany
to
mill, and
for expenses
expenses of
officers detailed to accompany
of officers
and for
steel mill,
a steel
to a
rin
cadets
on these
these trips,
trips, $7,000;
cadets on
Printing,
Printing: For
For printing
and binding,
materials for office,
office,
type, materials
binding, type,
printing and
Printing:
including
to motors
motors and
and machinery,
graduates,
diplomas for graduates,
machinery, diplomas
repairs to
including repairs
annual
reports to parents
parents of cadets,
monthly reports
and monthly
blanks, and
registers, blanks,
annual registers,
Department
cavDepartment of cav
and
contingencies, $2,000;
$2,000;
and contingencies,
alry, artillery, and inFor department
of cavalry,
cavalry, artillery,
artillery, and
and infantry
infantry tactics:
tactics: Tanbark
Tanbark airy,
atltactics.
department of
For
fantry
or
other proper
hall, to
market
purchased in open market
to be purchased
riding hall,
for riding
cover for
proper cover
or other
upon
written order
order of
$1,200;
superintendent, $1,200;
of the superintendent,
upon written
For
camp and
and office
office furniture,
for
repairs to same; for
furniture, and repairs
stools, camp
camp stools,
For camp
doormats
barracks, sinks,
and cadet
headquarters; for
for
cadet headquarters;
sinks, and
cadet barracks,
for cadet
doormats for
stationery,
typewriting supplies and repairs,
repairs, for use of instructor
instructor and
stationery, typewriting
assistantinstructors
of tactics; for books and maps, binding books,
instructors of
assistant
cadet
and
mounting
maps;
silk and
and worsted
worsted sashes
sashes for cadet
plumes, silk
for plumes
and mounting maps; for
cadet
officers and
officers; for
niture, curtains,
curtains, and rugs for cadet
furniture,
for fur
acting officers;
and acting
officers
reception room;
room; and
and contingencies
$1,750;
contingencies, $1,750;
reception
$500;
For
the upkeep
upkeep of
athletic grounds, $500;
of athletic
For the
Gymnasium
athletic supplies:
supplies: For
new machines,
repairs, new
For repairs,
and athletic
Gymnasium and
athletic
and fixtures
fixtures for
for gymnasium;
foils, masks, belts,
gymnasium; for foils,
supplies, and
athletic supplies,
fencing gloves,
gloves, fencing
repairs; for repairs
sabers, and repairs;
gaiters, sabers,
jackets, gaiters,
fencing jackets,
fencing
and
improvements to
to dressing
dressing rooms,
and swimming tank,
platform, and
rooms, platform,
and improvements
$3 500;;
For repairs
repairs to
to saddles,
bridles, purchase
purchase of leather, curb
curb chains,
saddles, bridles,
For
bits,
stirrups, and
so forth,
to keep
$250;
keep the same in repair, $250;
and to
forth, and
and so
bits, stirrups,
For purchase
purchase of
maintenance of searchand maintenance
repairs and
for repairs
and for
carbons and
of carbons
For
light
for Coast
Coast Artillery
night practice
for miscellaneous
expenses
miscellaneous expenses
and for
practice and
Artillery night
light for
$125;
connected
with
Coast
Artillery
fire-control
stations,
$125;
fire-control
Artillery
Coast
with
connected
For repair
repair of
of mattresses,
machines, and
worn-out
and for replacing worn-out
mattresses, machines,
For
$100;
barracks,
Cavalry
articles
in
gymnasium
Cavalry
barracks,
$100;
of
gymnasium
in
articles
For
hall: Providing
Providing material
material for hurdles, and upkeep of
riding hall:
For riding
wings,
head
posts,
and
so
forth;
repairing
maintaining electric
electric
and maintaining
repairing and
forth;
so
and
posts,
wings, head
t s and
lights
and providing
painting knee-guard,
knee-guard,
for painting
and for
same; and
for same;
reflectors for
providing reflectors
lgh
$600;
$600;
For general
general repairs
repairs to
to cadet
cadet camp,
camp, including
including camp grounds,
grounds, repairs
repairs
For
to
tent
platforms,
painting,
shower
baths,
and
underground
sinks,
siks,
underground
and
baths,
shower
to tent platforms, painting,
and
immediately available,
available, $1,000;
$1,000;
be immediately
to be
forth, to
so forth,
and so
For two
new tent
floors for
for cadet camp, $3,000, to be
tent floors
hundred new
two hundred
For
immediately
available;
immediately available;
For the
the purchase
of thread,
thread, wax,
wax, needles
needles for
sharpening
blades, sharpening
new blades,
for new
purchase of
For
old
blades, and
accessories for
clipping mapower clipping
for power
andaccessores
parts and
spare parts
and spare
old blades,
chines
and saddler's
saddler's sewing
sewing machines
machines iin Cavalry
Artillery
Cavalry and Artillery
chines and
stables, $150;
$150;
For repairs
to mattresses,
mattresses, machines,
machines, and
and for
for replacing
replaci'n g worn-out
worn-out
repairs to
For
articles
in
the
drill
hall
and
gymnasium
of
Artillery
barracks,
and
for
and for
barracks,
Artillery
of
gymnasium
and
hall
articles in the drill
miscellaneous
connected therewith,
therewith, $100;
$100;
expenses connected
miscellaneous expenses
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For repair
repair of
mattresses, machines,
and replacing
replacing worn-out
For
of mattresses,
machines, and
worn-out articles
articles
in the
in
the drill
pertaining to
Engineer barracks,
barracks, and
dri hall
hall and
and gymnasium
gymnasium pertaining
to Engineer
and
for
miscellaneous expenses
connected therewith,
$190;
for miscellaneous
expenses connected
therewith, $100;
Department
of iI
civil
For
of civil
civil and
and military
military engineering:
models,
For models,
engineering: For
department of
For department
ry engineernt
.DrS
and
military
ing.
* mans
maps, purchase
purchase and repair
of instruments,
ing.
repair of
apparatus; drawing
boards,
instruments, apparatus;
drawing boards,
chairs, shelves,
for books
books and
and instruments,
textbooks,
s chairs
shelves, and
and cases
cases for
instruments, textbooks,
ooks of reerence,
hooks
reference, and stationery
stationery for the use of instructors,
instructors, and
and
contingencies,
$1,200;
,
coatingeecies, $1,200;
Department
For department
natural and
Dep
t
toxof natuFor
epartment of
of natural
andeexperimental
ental philosophy:
philosophy: Additions
Additions
rid
and experimental
philosophy.
to
to illustrate
illustrate the
the principles
acoustics,
podphy.
to apparatus
apparatus to
pinciples of
of mechanics,
mechanics, acoustics,
optics i and astronomy;
astronomy; books
optics,
books of
of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific periodicals,
periodicals, texttextbooks,
stationery, materials,
and for
to the
books, stationery,
materials, and
and repairs;
repairs; and
for repairs
repairs to
the obobservatory
and repairs
repairs to
to clocks,
and for
contingent expenses
expenses
srvatory buildings
buildings and
oks, and
for contingent
notherwise
not
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $1,850;
$1,850;
,
DD=meat
rnto.tnimathFor department
of mathdepartment of
of instruction
in mathematics:
Textbooks, books
instruction in
mathemtics: Textbooks,
books
of reference,
reference, binding, and stationery;
stationery; for
tables of
of logarithms;
logarithms; for
for tables
for
rulers and triangles;for
triangles; for purchase
of geometrical
drawings and
and mods
models;
purchaseof
geometricaldrawings
for cases
for
cases for
for geometrical
geometrical models;
for desks,
bookcases, and
models; for
desks, chairs,
chairs, baookcases,
office fittings;
contingencies, $1,900;
$1,000;
for contingencies,
and for
office
fittings; and
Departmeit
of chemd.
For
department of
mineralogy,
.and
and geology:
geology: ChemiChemiFor department
of chemistry,
chemistry mineralogy,
gi DpitmatohSd
w minetalogy,
an
grfi.
cals, chemical
chemical apparatus,
apparatus, glass
glass and
and porcelain
ware, paper,
paper, wire,
porcelain ware,
wire,
sheet metal, ores, photographic
photographic apparatus
apparatus and
and materials;
materials; rough
rough
specimens, fossils,
fossils, and
for apparatus
and materials
used in
in the
the
specimens,
and for
apparatus and
materials to
to be
be used
practical
practical determination
determination of
mineralogical and
geological specimens;
of mineralogical
and geological
specimens
pencils and
for practical
practical instruetion
instruction in
pencils
and paper
paper for
in the
the same
same branches,
branches, and
and
for gradual
radual increase
mcrease and
and improvement
cabinet; for
improvement of
of the
the cabinet;
for repairs
repairs and
and
additions
to electric,
electric, magnet,
magnetic, pneumatic,
pneumatic) thermio,
and optical
optical ap
ap-,
adition to
thermio, and
paratus; for
purchase of
of laboratory
and power-room
power-room machinery
machinery and
and
for purchase
laboratory and
apparatus
and installation
installation of
of same;
same; for
for models,
models, maps,
maps diagrams,
diagrams,
apparatus and
books of reference,
and stationery
reference, textbooks,
textbooks, and
stationery for
for use
instructors;
use of
of '
instructors;
and
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses not
otherwise provided
for, $2,500;
$2,500;
and for
not otherwise
provided for,
Department
of draw.
For
department of
drawing: Drawing
material, instruments,
instruments, and
ePartmentofdrw
For department
of drawing:
Drawing material,
and
stationery
of instructors;
instructors; repairs
repairsto
stationery for
for use
use of
to models
models and
and purchase
purchase of
of
new models; desks, stretchers,
stretchers, drawing
stands;
drawing boards,
boards, racks,
racks, and
and stands;
framing
framing drawings;
drawings. books and periodicals
periodicals on
rchitec t
ure ,
on art,
art, a
architecture,
topography,
drawings;
and technology;
topography,
and
binding maps,
maps, books, and so forth;
repairs to stereopticon
stereopticon and purchase
purchase of
of lantern
slides; photographic
lantern slides;
photographie
apparatus
apparatus and
and material;
purchase of
new instruments
and repair
repair of
material; purchase
of new
instruments and
of
cadets; and
and for
old ones, for use of cadets;
for contingent
contingent expenses,
$1,530;
expenses, $1,530;
For the purchase of the latest model
model sketching
sketching apparatus
apparatus to
to comcomplete
equipment of
of the
the drawing
necessary for
for the
plete the
the equipment
drawing department
department necessary
the
nstruction of cadets in the course of topography,
instruction
topography, $1,000;
$1,000;
textbooks
Drtm,.
mod- For department
Issertmest
department of modern languages: For stationery, textbooks,
ern
languages. of modand books
and
books of
of reference
reference for
use of
of instructors,
i
nst
ruc t
ors ,
f
or repairs
repai
rs of
of books
and
for use
for
books and
for printing
apparatus and for office furniture, and for
printing examination
examination
parrs, and
necessary papers, and
for contingencies,
contingencies $1,000;
$1,000;
papers,
and other
other necessarypapers,
and for
Department
of law.
or department
of law:
law: For
For s
t
ati onery ,textbooks,
textbooks, arid
patmentol.
For
department of
stationery,
and books
books of
of
reference for the use of instructors, maps,
reference
maps, map
map fixtures
fixtures, furniture,
furniture
and for repairs
repairs to
the same,
or rebinding
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
to the
same, f
for
rebinding books
books and
and
for
$850;
contingencies, $850;
for contingencies,
practical military engineering:
Department of
praeFor d
epartment of practical
engineering: For models,
model
s,
department
For
a~renginftSDea-tmnofp
tlarinmltary
ticalmnitary
engineerg.
?books
reference, scientific
scientific periodicals,
/ma.
books
of reference,
and stationery;
stationery; for
for purchase
periodicals, and
purchase
and repair of
of instruments,
instruments, materials,
materials, and
and apparatus
apparatus for
in instructfor use
use in
nstructmg
cadets in
in surveying,
signaling and
field telegraphy,
ingcadets
surveying,.reconnoissance,
reconnoissance signaling
and field
telegraphy,
mitary field engineering, and
and field
military
field fortification;
fortification; for
for photographic
photogaphic
and lithographic
and
and materials
materials f
or field
field photograDy
photography and
and
lithographic apparatus
apparatus and
for
map reduction; tools and materials
materials for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
batteries
the batteries
of the academy;
extra-duty pay
pay of
of
academy; transportation
transportation of field parties;
parties; for extra-duty
of
engineer
50 cents per day each when employed
as assistants
engineer soldiers at
at,50
employed as
assistants
in
in the
the
in photographic
photographic laboratory or as special skilled mechanics in
department,
not otherwise
provided for,
for,
department, and
and for
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses not
otherwise provided
o

ity

log,

$2,000;
$2,000;
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Depart
and
ment of o
.
rdFor
of ordnance
ordnance and
gunnery: For
purchase, manumenu- nen
gunnery
of oryanpndt
For purchase,
and gunnery:
department of
For department
apparatus;
facture, and
repair of
of instruments,
models, machinery,
machinery, and apparatus;
instruments, models,
and repair
facture,
for purchase
samples of
arms and accouterments
accouterments other than those
of arms
of samples
purchase of
for
supplied to
to the
military serviceservice,. for books of reference, textbooks,
the military
supplied
stationery, office
office furniture
and supplies;
for services of skilled
supplies; for
furniture and
stationery,
merchamc
(civilian) employed
department of ordnance and
employed in the department
merchamc (civilian)
$1,800;
science
gunnery, and
and for contingencies, $1,800;
of gunnery,
science of
For
purchase of
of machines,
tools, and
and material
material for practical instrucmachines, tools,
For purchase
tion of
cadets in
wood and
$500;
working, $500;
metal working,
and metal
in wood
of cadets
tion
Dete=e
t:t of millof miltextbooks,teagi
For department
department of
of military
military hygiene:
For stationery, textbooks
buy
hygiene: For
For
of
for
and
books
of
reference
for
of
instructors;
the
preparation
of
instructors;
use
and books of reference for
plates, purchase
purchase of
of paper,
paper, and
and other
expenses incidental
incidental to the printing
other expenses
plates
of syllabuses
of lectures
lectures on
on parts
covered by the
the subject not covered
parts of the
syllabuses of
of
regular
textbooks; for
purchase of charts, photographs, and picthe purchase
for the
regular textbooks;
tures for
the purchase
instruments and
purchase of instruments
for the
demonstration; for
in demonstration.
use in
for use
tures
models;
cases for
books, instruments,
instruments, and models
models and
for books,
and cases
shelves and
for shelves
models; for
records;
and for
provided for,
contingent expenses not otherwise provided
for contingent
records; and
$500;
En
$500;
dDeparment
For department
English and
and history:
purchase of stationery,
stationery,
•
ibh
andst
history.fEng'
purcase
For °p
history: For
of English
department of
For
textbooks, books
books of
office furniture
furniture maps,
, ma p fixtrs,
reference office
of reference,
textbooks,
for
and for
same, for
periodic als, and for
books and periodicals,
rebinding books
for rebinding
to same,
repairs to
for repairs
and
$1,100;
contingent expenses
provided for, $1,100;
not otherwise provided
expenses not
contingent
C usm
For
of lectures
complete instruction of cadets, I Lectures
*
more complete
the more
for the
lectures for
course of
For aacourse
ce

$1,200;
$1,200;

AND
ITEMS AND
MISCELLANEOUS
MISOETLANEOUS TrKKS

INCIDENTAL
ruCynmuvrAL ERXPENES.
iwpaplom

Miscellaneous
and
and
ineidtaneous
incidental
expenses.

ofice.
For commercial
furniture and
and supplies,
supplies, Treasurer's
office.
Ti.rer's
office furniture
stationery, office
periodicals, stationery,
commercial periodicals,
For
office
for
so
and
for
binding
orders,
circulars
'
forth,
the
office
of
the
and
and for binding orders, circulars,
treasurer, United
Academy, $210;
$210;
Military Academy,
States Military
United States
treasurer,
For
gas-coal, oil,
candles, lanterns,
matches, chimneys,
wicking and Lighting,
Lighting, plumbing,
plumbing,
chimneys wicking
lanterns, matches,
oil, candles,
For gas-coal,
etc.
$10,000;
plant,
electric
lamps
and
supplies;
and
for
operating
gas
the
operating
for
and
supplies;
and
electric lamps
For
plumbing, and
and repairs,
$7,000;
repairs, $7,000;
pipe, plumbing,
water pipe,
For water
For
material
and
labor
for
cleaning
and
policing
buildings
policing public buildings
and
cleaning
for
labor
and
For material
quarters), $4,050;
(not quarters),
For supplies
recitation rooms
otherwise provided
provided for and for
not otherwise
rooms not
for recitation
supplies for
For
$600;
renewing
and repairing
repairing furniture in same, $600;
renewing and
Ibry.
Increase
and expense
Library.
namely:
library, namely:
of library,
expense of
Increase and
For
preservation ' care,
repair of
care, storage, binding and repair
purchase,' preservation,
For purchase
books, periodicals,
periodicals, pamphlets,
maps, pictures,
manuscripts i
•
and manuscripts,
pictures, and
pamphlets, maps,
books,
purchase
furniture cases,
stationery, and
and fittings
fittings;i for expenses of
cases, stationery,
of furniture,
purchase of
making
copies of
of military
libraries and for
other libraries,
manuscripts in other
military manuscripts
making copies
to
contingent expenses
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
obe made
provided for; purchases t
contingent
$7,200;
in
open
market
on
the
written
order
of
the
superintendent,
$7,200;
superintendent,
of
order
in open market on the written
a emic
dacB
conllin
For
contingent funds,
the direction of the ete
.gellt, acad
under the
expended under
be expended
to be
funds, to
For contingent
academic
board:
For
instruments,
books,
apparatus,
and
to
repairs
books,
instruments,
For
academic board:
$500
other
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided for, $500;
incidental expenses
other incidental
supplies.
Technispplie
Provided, That
technical and
supplies for the depart- Techniall
scientific supplies
and scientific
all technical
That all
Provided,
ments
of instruction
instruction of
of the Military Academy shall be purchased
purchased by
ments of
contract
Secretary of War may deem best.
the Secretary
as the
otherwise, as
or otherwise,
contract or
MiusiIsuppie.
Purchase
of instruments
for band
band and
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
same; for
supplies.
purchase musied
for purchase
instruments for
Purchase of
for
of
reeds,
pads,
strings,
and
other
materials
necessary
brass,
wood,
necessary
materials
other
and
of reeds, pads, strings,
wind, and
string instruments;
instruments; for
for purchase
purchase of music stands and other
and string
wind,
equipments;
for
purchase
of
music
for military
military band and orchestra
for
music
of
equipments; for purchase
and
extra parts;
and for
contingent expenses
otherwise proexpenses not otherwise
for contingent
parts; and
for extra
and for
of superinorder
market
vided
for;
all
to
be
purchased
market
on
order
superinopen
in
purchased
be
vided for; all to
$1,500;
tendent, $1,500;
kitchen*
audy, , kit
_Repairs
to the
the laundry
machinery and
and apparatus
apparatus ete.LaundrY
laundry machinery
improvements to
and improvements
Repairs and
in the
the cadet
laundry, and
purchase of new material, adding
the purchase
and the
cadet laundry,
in
machine, tools,
tools, and
and so
expended without advertising,
be expended
forth, to be
so forth,
machine,
$2,500;
ete.
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e

fdetsbaas.

Cadets' barracks.
Children's school.
chfldra'sah

Repair
and, purchase
cooking utensils,
other
Repair and
purchase of
of coong
utensils, chairs,
chairs, tables,
tables, and
and other
furniture
the cadet
mess, and
the replacement
replacement of
be
furniture in the
cadet mess,
and the
of same,
same, to
to be
expended without
advertising, tq
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
expended
without advertising,
available, $2,600;
$2,600;
For
of barracks
barracks and
or the policing of
bathhouses, $11,260;
$11,260;
and bathhouses,
suppyi.
ight and plain
For supplying
light
furniture to
to cadets'
barracks, $5,000;
plai fumiture
cadets' barracks,
$50;
For maintaining_
maintaining the chldren's
children's sdol,
school, the
Superintendent of
the Superintendent
of the
the
employ the
the necessary
necessary teachers,
teachers,
Military Academy
Aademy being
being authorized to
to employ

$4,320; -

.. ..

.. ..

or purchase
chase and repairof
o1,000;
xapprtus,
i"or
of fire,:ext=iing
apparatus, $1,000;
Provided,
That section
section thirty-six
and forty-eight, Revised
Protde4, That
thirtyx h
hn
andforty-eght,
Revised
Statutes, shall
shal not apply to
to subscriptions
subsiption for
for foreign,
fa . ,
professional, and
and
profssional,
and periodicals,
periodicals, to
to be
from any
the foreforeother newspapers
newspapers and
be paid
paid for
forfrom
any of
of the
going aPlooknatinnBi
appropriations;

Fire
protection.
Fieprotectio.
Precise.
Periodicals.

Piedgat
aB..,s.3,p.s

Buildings
Buildings
grounds.
grouads.

1916.
1916.

and
and

Ordnance museum,
laboistory,
I abtory, etc.

itIIILDINGS
AID GEO'
BUILDINGS AND
GROUS.

tc.usm rears.
For
cases, materials,
materials, fit
fittings,- fixtures,
fixtures, and
and othr
other appliances
appliances and
and
For cases,
repairs
for ordnance
repairs for
ordnance museum
museum in
in headquarters
headquarters building,
building, $1,500;
1,500; . .';
F
or repairs to ordnance laboratory
For
laboratory and other buidings
buildings pertaM41,6
petii
the department
department of ordnance
ordnance and
and gunnery,
and materials
materials for
for road
roads and
gunnery, and
and
walks, and for repairs
repairs to machinery
machinery, and
and tools,
tools, $150;
$150;
For general repairs
repairs to the cadet
for emercadet laundry
laundry building,
building, and
and for.emergency incidental expenses about
about building, to
be expended
expended without
to be
without
advertising,
advertising, $400;
$400;
For general
incidental repairs and improvements
general incidental
improvements to
to the
the cadet
cadet store
store
building, including
storeroms office,
including, storeromna,
shops, and
and shoe-repairing
office, tailor
tailor shops,
shoe-repairing
shops, $500;
shos,
500;
Soldiers'
hospital.
Sodis hospita
forepa,
alterations, and additions
For, materials
materials and labor for
repairs, -alterations,
neede
hospital, as fllows:
nieded at the soldiers'
soldiers' hospital
fellows:
'
Purchase
incandescent lights,
dropdroihts, tubing, man'
Purchase of suitable incandescent
lights, droplights,
tels, and so forth;
paraffin and
and trpentine
turpentine for
for waxing
floors; for
forth; for
for paraffin
waxing floors;
for
brushes,
brushes, paints,
paints, glass, putty,
repairs; for
for materials
materials
putty, and
and for
for general
general repairs;
for rebronzing radiators.
radiators; and for
purchase of
flowers, fruit
trees,
for purchase
of flowers,
fruit trees
shrubs, plants, and so forth,
f
orth, for
grounds, $165;
$165;
for hospital
hospital grounds
For general repairs to the building,
and so
$1,192.20;
building, and
so forth,
forth, $1,192.20;
For the repair and upkeep of
of the
the sergeant,
sergeantzfirst
first class,
class,
of quarters
quarters of
Hospital
Hospital Corps, at soldiers' hospital: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous minor
minor repairs
repairs
and general upkeep of quarters, and
forth, and
putting on
and so
so forth,
and putting
on new
new tin
tin
roof,
roof, $590.40;
$590.40;
Waterworbs.
W
w
For waterworks: For the maintenance
operation of
the filter
For
maintenance and operation
of the
filter
beds, reservoirs, and pipe lines, including
the tools,
including the
tools, implements,
implements, and
and
materials
therefor; and
materials required therefor;
and for
for policing
policing the
the grounds
grounds and
and repairrepairing the roads in the vicinity of the reservoirs,
reservoirs, filters,
filters, and
and intake
intake dam,
dam,
and for the protection
protection and enforcement
the water
water
enforcement of
of rules
rules to
to protect
protect the
supply, $2,500;
$2,500;
Cadet mess.
For necessary repairs and replacements
steam-heating system
replacements in steam-heating
system
and steam lines and cooking apparatus, cadet
$300;
cadet mess,
mess, $300;
For repairs to cadet mess building
building, $2,000;
$2,000; For repairs and improvements
to the
the West
West Point
mess buildbuildimprovements to
Point Army
Army mess
ing inclucdi
including supplying
renewing furniture,
$1,029;
Cadet
supplying and
and renewing
furniture, $1,029;
Cadet hospitaL
hospital.
anc neoessary
or repairs
repairs and
necessary alterations
alterations and
to the
and additions
additions to
the cadet
cadet
follows:
hospital, as
as follows:
For materials for rebronzing radiators and piping;
piping; material for
waxfor waxpolishingfloors;
suitableincandescentligts,
ing and polishing
floors; suitable
incandescent lights, droplights,
droplights, manmantels, tubes;
appliances; for repairs
tubes- for carpets,
carpets, furniture, and appliances;
of
repairs of
damaged a
rticles, and
eous expenses,
damaged
articles,
and for
for miscellan
miscellaneous
expenses $120;
$120;
For repainting the entire
buiding, and repairing
entire metal roof of the building,
repairing
and rebuilding chimneys, $325;
purchase of flowers and shrubs for hospital grounds, $100;
For purchase
$100;
For installing fire escape at
cadet hospital,
$350;
at cadet
hospital, $350;
brnatoy,e
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For
upkeep of
quarters of
of the
sergeant, first
first class,
class,
the sergeant,
of quarters
For the
the repair
repair and
and upkeep
Hospital
the cadet
cadet hospital,
$50;
hospital, $50;
Hospital Corps,.at
Corps,at the
cadet barracks.
Repairs to
barracks:
barracs.
cadet
cadet barracks:
to cadet
Repairs
For
repairing
and
renewing
plastering,
painting,
and
calcimining,
For repairing and renewing plastering, painting, and
repairs
woodwork, reflooring,
refloormg, rearranging
increasing sinks,
rearranging rooms, increasing
to woodwork,
repairs to
baths,
repairs to
immediately
building, to be immediately
the building,
to the
incidental repairs
other incidental
and other
baths, and
available,
available, $15,000;
$15,000;
School building.
For
children's school
building, $1,470;ol
$1,470;
building.
school building,
to the
the children's
For repairs
repairs to
Cemetery.
For
improving the grounds of the post cemetery, Cnetr
and improving
maintaining and
For maintaining
$1,500;
$1,500;
Wall, roads, etc.
For continuing
continuing the
oonstruction of
of breast-high
breast-high wall
wall in
dangerous Wal rods etc
in dangerous
the construction
For
places,
$1,000;
places, $1,000;
For broken
stone and
roads, and
sidewalks,
for repairing sidewalks,
and for
for roads,
gravel for
and gravel
broken stone
For
roads,
paths, and
and bridges
bridges on
on the
the reservation,
reservation, $10,000;
roads, paths,
$10,000;
Machinery
etc.
Machinery, etc.
For
and supplies
supplies of
engines, dynamos
motors,
dynamos, motors,
of boilers,
boilers, engines,
repair and
For repair
refrigerating and
and other
in the
cadet mess,
the replaceand the
mess, and
the cadet
machinery in
other machinery
refrigerating
ment of
of same,
expended without advertising,
advertising, $500;
to be
be expended
ment
same, to
For
repairs to
be expended
expended withto be
mess, to
cadet mess,
quarters, cadet
steward's quarters,
to steward's
For repairs
out
$150;
available, $150;
be immediately
immediately available,
to be
advertising, to
out advertising,
For the repair,
of the
cadet polofield,
polo field,
thecadet
maintenanoeof
an maintenance
improvement, and
repair, improvement,
Forthe
and
for the
the purchase
necessary
other necessary
and other
gongs, and
blackboards, gongs,
of blackboards;
purchase of
and for
material
' .
for same,
same $600,;
$6000;
material for
For
waterpmofing the
headquarters and bachelor buildings,
post headquarter
the post
For watero
$2,000
$2,000;
Automatic stokers.
Automatic
For
under four
and
hundred and
four hundred
four four
stokers under
automatic stokers
of automatic
installation of
For installation
forty horsepower
in the
plant, $15,000;
$15,000;
forty
horsepower boilers
boilers in
the power
power plant,
offceurnitoe.
Office
furniture.
For steel
steel furniture,
shelving, and
cabinets for
offices of
of
for offices
filing cabinets
and filing
furniture, shelving,
For
quartermaster
disbursing officer,
officer, $7,172.75;
Retainigwa
$7,172.75;
and disbursing
quartermaster and
Retaining
wall.
For
slope behind
behind officers'
officers
earth slope
for earth
wall for
retaining wall
of retaining
construction of
For construction
quarters numbered
sixty-one, sixty-three,
sixty-three sixty-five, sixty-seven,
sixty-seven,
numbered sixty-one,
quarters
sixty-nine,
seventy-one, seventy-three,
seventy-three, and
seventy-five, near cemeand seventy-five,
sixty-nine, seventy-one,
tery, $3,443;
$3,443;
Reconstructing arRconstructing
artillery stable, etc.
For
reconstruction of
of Artillery
practically destroyed by fire tillery
stable, practically
Artillery stable,
For reconstruction
August
hundred and
be immediately
immediately
to be
fourteen, to
and fourteen,
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
August first,
available,
$40,000;
$40,000;
available,
For
and repairs
$760.60;
repairs to quarters forty-one, $760.60;
alterations and
For alterations
For
one pneumatic
flusher, $900;
For purchase
purchase of
of one
pneumatic flusher,
$900;
Road roller.
Road
For one
arner house.
For
one eight-ton
eight-ton road
road roller,
roller, $2,850;
$2,850;
Warner
For steel
steel cases
Warner house
house on Constitution Island, to
the Warner
for the
cases for
For
secure articles
there by
by Miss
Miss Warner
Warner for
benefit of
cadets in
of cadets
the benefit
for the
left there
articles left
secure
the
$636;
ing target..
academy, $636;
the academy,
Moving
et
For
material and
construction of moving target on Cro'
for construction
labor for
and labor
For material
Nest
Mountain for
the instruction
Artillery
cadets and for Field Artillery
instruction of cadets
for the
Nest Mountain
service
of Field Artillery
officers stationed at West
West
Artillery officers
practice of
target practice
service target
Point, New
New York,
York, to
to be
available, $1,100;
$1,100;
mprovin grods
immediately available,
be immediately
Point,
Improving
grounds.
For
carrying on the development
improvedevelopment of the general plan for improveFor carrying
ments
grounds on
on the
reservation of
West
ofWest
the military
military reservation
and grounds
roads and
ments to
to roads
Point,
under contract
authority of the Secretary of War,
by authority
contract by
designed under
Point, designed
$3,000;
For the
the care
of organ
organ in
in the
the cadet
$250; Bord
plaa
chapel, $250;
cadet chapel,
maintenance of
For
care and
and maintenance
Board to report plan
etc.
etension, ete.
The Secretary
of War
War is
authorized and
to appoint
ior extension,
three for
appoint three
directed to
and directed
is authorized
Secretary of
The
officers of
it shall
to
investigate and to
to investigate
shall be to
duty it
whose duty
the Army,
Army, whose
of the
officers
nineteen
make report
report to
to Congress
Congress on
December, nineteen
Monday in December,
on the first Monday
make
hundred
sixteen, what is
necessary to be done in the way of
is necessary
and sixteen,
hundred and
buildings and
and other
other improvements
accommodate and care for the
to accommodate
improvements to
buildings
p. 62.
increased
Cadets, as
as provided
May fourth,
fourth, Ante,
A, p. 62.
of May
Act of
by the
the Act
provided by
of Cadets,
Corps of
increased Corps
nineteen
and sixteen,
together with
the probable
probable cost
cost thereof.
thereof. Provisos.
Pro
with the
sixteen, together
hundred and
nineteen hundred
Funds accounted as
Provided,
funds hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
under the
the titles
titles "Maintenance."
Fndsaounted as
appropriated under
all funds
That all
Provided, That
"Current
expenses" "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous items and inciordinary- expenses,"
and ordinary
"Current and
disbursed
grounds" shall be disbursed
dental
"Building; and grounds"
expenses," and "Buildings
dental expenses,"
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and accounted
accounted for
for by
by the
the disbrsg
disbursing officer,
United States
and
officer, United
States Military
Military
Academy," and
Academy, as "Maintenance;
"Maintenane, United States Military
MilitaryAcademy,"
and
for that puriose
one fund.
fund.
purpose shall constitute
constitute one
Settlement
of asAnd pi
prm•
Thal heretfter in
settling transactions
Settlement ofa
And
f w edefrfarther, theTat
re-tfter.
in settling
transactions between
between
e rbuttli
oml
.ms.
Academy
eftu
s,ri~?
e
e
.
l
.`
3d"appropriations
appropriations for the supplrt
support of
of the United
United States Military Academy

40 other
bureaus of
the War
or between
between the
United
aniu
other bureaus
of the
War Department,
Departmant, or
the United
Military Academy
Academy and
and any
any other
other executive
department of
States Military
executive department
of the
the

usq.
caoton•
i. B.inTT.acemmta.
Credit

Government, payment
therefor shall be
made by the disbursing
disbursing officer
Government,
payment therefor
bemade
officer
Academy or of the office, bureau, or
of the United States Military Aademy
or
department
concerned.
department concerned.

And
provided further, That
That the
accounting officers
the TreSSIWY
:iS
And providelfrter,
te accounting
officers of
of the
Treasury
are hereby authorized
directed to allow and credit in the
accounts
authorized and directed
the accounts
of Major B.
IL T. Clayton, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, the sum
sum of $19.09,
$19.09, disdisallowed on voucher five B, September,
September, nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
fiscal year nineteen hundred ad
and thirteen, of his money accounts and
now standing &phut
of the Treasury.
against him on the books
books of
Treasury.
2-,Ricardode
B.,=
That
&mystery
"a etary of
of War
authorized to
.Rcrdo a as
That the
the S
War be,
be, and
and he
he hereby
reby is,
is, authorized
frnstrutr
rrtliir71:t
ia72. —
permit Mr. J. Ricardo
Ricardo de Borja,
Boris, a
citizen of Ecuador,
to* receive
a citizen
Ecuador, to
receive
instruction
instruction at the United States Military Academy
Academy at
at West
West Pella':
Poiit.
Proviros.*
Provided,
no expense
shall be
States
PN
Povided, That
e.
That no
expense shall
be caused
caused to
to the
the United
United States
No
expense, etc.
thereby, and that the said J. Ricardo
Ricardo de Borja shall agree
agree to
to comply
comply
with all regulations
regulations for the police and discipline of the academy, to
'be
tobe
studious, and to give his utmost efforts to accomp
lish the course
nthe
accomplish
course in
i
various departments
departments of instruction,
said J.
J. Ricardo
Ricardo de
instruction, and that the said
de
Borja shall not be admitted
admitted to the Academy
Academy until he shall have
have
passed the mental and physical
litaminations
candle.
phy
eaminations prescribed for candidat from the United States, and
dates
andAbat
iminediately withthat he shall he
be immediately
withdrawn if
if deficient
deficient in
in. studies
studies orcoas
ofcenduct;
so recommended
by the
the
drawn
et and
and so
recommended by
th. aml
Iad
r7
32(
1,321,academic
academic board: And provided
provided float?,
That in
in the
the case
of the
said
fr r, That
case of
the said
11. 2227.
4
J. Ricardo de Borja the provisions of sections thirteen hundred
hundred and
and
and twenty-on
ofthe
the Revised
Revi
se dSt
at
ut
es
twenty and thirteen hundred and
twenty-onee of
Statutes
shall be suspended.
Approved, August 11, 1916.
August 11,
1918.
Augst
11, 1916.

t8.
26.!
8. 2500.)
(Public,
No. 192.1
[Public, No.
192.1
MNl'I

d

CH
. CRAP.
AP. 815.-An
of rightsof
815.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the adjustment
adjuatment of
rights of settlers
settle on
on aapatof
prtof
the
Indian Reeervati
on i
n th
e State
Stat
e of
of
Ari
zona.
the Navajo
Navajo Indian
Reservation
in
the
Ariona.

Be
the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
R« States
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
ofRepresetives
the United
s. of America
Amerca in Senate
States
Congress
Congress assemb,
assembled, That all
all lands
lands which
which were
were

tv.ation
R ResRet
v
iOnie Lull"
Prior ')Inescre.,1;
trirohemt"edta
ithdrawn for.
withdrawn
for.

occupied
by settlers
settlers or
or persons
persons who
who were
were entitled
entitl ed t
o ma
ke entries
entri
es
occupied by
to
make
thereof, and submit final proof under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the general
general
homestead law of the United States prior to the hereinafter
homestead
hereinafter menmentioned Executive
Executive order and upon the making and approval of the
public surveys of such lands, said Executive order being
of date
being of
date
January eighth, nineteen hundred, and withdrawing
withdrawing from
from sale
sale and
and
settlement a
a tract of country lying west of the Navajo and Moqui
Reservations in Arizona, and which lands were included in the said
Reservations
Executive order, are hereby excepted
Executive
excepted from the operations thereof,
and such settlers are hereby granted authority at any
any time
time within
within
ninety days from the approval
approval hereof to make homestead entry of
not to exceed one hundred
not
hundred and sixty acres of such land, and submit
submit
final proof of the existence
existence of their rights at the date of such Executive
extension, and patents therefor shall issue upon
order of extension
en t
upon paym
payment
to the United States of the legal fees and purchase price.
Approved, August 11, 1916.
1916.
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CHAP.
Act To validate
declarations of intention to become
validate certain declarations
316.-An Act
CHAP. 316.—An
citizens
States.
of the
the United
United States.
citizens of

505
August 11,
1916
1,1918
August
(S. 4591.1
I [ 494.]

[Public,
[Public, No. 193.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
by the
Be it
Naturalisation
of
Natlization of
That declarations
States
of America
Congress assembled,
declarations of inten- aliens.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
Declarations
of ininof
tion
to
become
citizens
of
the
United
States
filed
prior
to
the
passage
Deaations
passage
the
to
prior
filed
States
United
the
of
citizens
tion to become
n
uZte
4 to
cedai
nta:,
of
Act in
of Cascade,
T-Ii11, -Blaine, tceo
olin
ertana
of
ount'
o a rd
Teton, HiUl,Blame,
Chouteau, Teton,
Cascade, Chouteau,
counties of
the counties
in the
this Act
of this
and
State of
vadtd
30
twenty- validated.
approved June twentythe Act approved
of Montana,
Montana, under the
and Valley,
Valley, State
V7ol. it; p. No2; Vol.
, p.112; yol.
Act to establish aa141vol.
ninth,
entitled "An
"An Act
six, entitled
and six,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
ninth, nineteen
.
p.
p
P 831; Vol. 37, p.
Vo 37
3;
.
.
a
for
Bureau
of
Immigration
and
Naturalization
and
to
provide
a
provide
to
and
Naturalization
and
Bureau of Immigration
United
the
uniform
for the
the naturalization
naturalization of aliens
aliens throughout
rule for
uniform rule
States
!" as
as amended
amended by
the Acts
Acts of March
nineteen hundred
March fourth, nineteen
by the
States,"
and nine,
nine, June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten,
ten, and
March
and March
June twenty-fifth,
and
fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and
thirteen,
are
hereby
declared
to
to be as
declared
hereby
are
thirteen,
and
fourth, nineteen hundred
legal
intention had been filed in
of intention
declarations of
such dpclarations
if such
as if
valid as
and valid
legal and
the
judicial
district
in
which
the
declarants
resided, as
as required
by
required by
resided,
declarants
the
the judicial district in which
section four
of June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-ninth nineteen
June twenty-ninth,
Act of
said Act
of said
four of
section
six, and
naturalization dismissed
dismissed on
Rar.
on account
account of Rehearings.
for naturalization
petitions for
the petitions
that the
and that
six,
such
in the
intention shall
a reheargiven a
be given
shall be
of intention
declaration of
the declaration
invalidity in
such invalidity
ing
application therefor by
informal application
upon informal
cost, upon
additional cost,
without additional
ing without
Provisos.
the
of court
upon notice
notice to the pt
court upon
clerk of
the clerk
to the
citizenship to
for citizenship
candidate for
the candidate
Applicable only to
Bureau
of
Naturalization:
Provided,
That
such
declarations
of
intenAppcab only to
intenof
entrymen.
declarations
such
Bureau of Naturalization: Prvied, That
tion
shall
not
be
by
this
Act
further
validated
or
legalized
and
that
tion shall not be by this Act further validated or legalized and that
this Act
only to
those persons
have heretofore
heretofore made
who have
persons who
to those
apply only
shall apply
Act shall
this
homestead,
desert land
land or
or timber and stone entries.
homestead, desert
Approved,
Approved, August 11, 1916.
CHAP. 317.—An
To grant
grant certain
lands to
the State
as a
public
a public
Oregon as
of Oregon
State of
to the
certain lands
Act To
317.-An Act
CHAP.

people.
park,
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of the
the people.
benefit and
the benefit
for the
park, for

August
11, 1916.
August 1,
[R. R. 103054

. R. .1030
(Public, No. 194.)
194.)
(Public,

Public lands.
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United Publiclands.
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Granted to Oregon
to Oregon
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
all
those
certain
tracts,
I
,
or
public park.
frnted
tracts,
certain
those
States of America in Congress assembled, That all
Description.
pieces,
or
parcels
of
land
lying
and
being
situate
in
the
State
of
' Descripton.
of
State
the
in
situate
being
and
lying
land
of
parcels
or
pieces,
Oregon described
as follows,
wit: The south half and the northfollows, to wit:
described as
Oregon
east quarter
southeast
the west half and the southeast
seven, and the
section seven,
of section
quarter of
east
quarter of
section eight,
eight, and
and the
quarter of section nine,
southwest quarter
the southwest
of section
quarter
in
township five
five north,
north, range
range eight
eight west
west of
Willamette meridian;
meridian;
the Willamette
of the
in township
twenty-seven,
southwest quarter of section twenty
-seven, and
and the
the southsouththe southwest
and the
east
quarter and
section twenty-eight, and the north half
half of section
west half
and west
east quarter
of
thirty-three, and
section thirtyand the northwest quarter of section
section thirty-three,
of section
four,
and
the
northeast
quarter
and
the
southeast
quarter
section
of section
quarter
southeast
the
and
quarter
northeast
four, and the
twenty-nine, in
township six
north, range
range eight
west of the Willamette
eight west
six north,
in township
twenty-nine,
meridian, are
are hereby
hereby granted
Oregon as a
apublic park
the State of Oregon
to the
granted to
meridian,
people:
or pleasuring
ground for the benefit
benefit and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of the
the p
eop
le:
pleasuring ground
or
Provided,
That
the
patent
to
be
issued
for
said
lands
shall
contain
the Provisos.
Reversion
m for nonParov
the
contain
shall
lands
said
for
Provided, That the patent to be issued
provision
that the
land shall
shall revert
to the
the United
United States
States whenever
whenever user.
am.
revert to
the land
provision that
it
shall not
not be
be used
used for
in this
Act: Provided
Provided Telegraph,
this Act:
mentioned in
purposes mentioned
the p
for the
hretettc., line
t shall
further,
the Government
GovernmentuTresUnited
States of
of America
reserves rigTelegraph, etc, ine
America reserves
of the United States
That the
further, That
the right
right to
to operate
operate and
maintain any
or telephone line
telegraph or
any telegraph
and maintain
the
over
land which
which is
in operation
operation at the
the passage of this
is in
said land
upon said
and upon
over and
Valid
claim exceptVald claims
Act,
or which
which it
may see
see fit
fit to
to establish
establish thereafter.
thereafter.
it may
Act, or
ed.
made ed.
herebyy made
SEC. 2.
shall be excepted
excepted from the grant
gr ant hereb
there shall
That there
2. That
SEC.
any lands
which at
of the
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
date of
the date
at the
lands which
any
Proviso.
covered by avalid, existing, bona fide right or claim initiated under Condition.
the laws of the United States: Provided, That this exception shall not
continue to apply to any particular tract of land unless the claimant
continues to comply with the law under which the claim or right was
initiated.
initiated.
1916..
Approved, August 11,
11, 1916
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CHs. 318,
318, 319.
319.
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GP AV. 318.—An
Act To
authorize the
Secretary of
to came
cause to
to be
be
Interior to
of the
the Interior
the Searetry
To authorize
318.-An Act
M*CAP.
?iLUM
appraised
and to sell the Boise and Arrowroc
Arrowrock Railroad,
purposes.
Railroad, and
and for
for other
other purposes.

Ai

Ag

i
ttISS.)

[Public,
Paebio,No.
NO. 1116.]
U61

Bo
Sale of
of r

Be ittenacted by
by the
House o
fRepresentatives
of the
the United
United
te Senate and
and Hoe
of
preentatiesof

Congress assembled,
whenever in
$States of America
d i St.tes
Amaeica in
in Conet
asseabd,That
That whenever
in the
the opinion
opinion

usuo,

the Secretary
of the
the Boise
Boise and
and Arrowrock
Railroad,
Arrowrock Railroad,
Interior the
the Interior
Secretary of
of -the
idh, of
constaucted
by the
the Reclamation
Reclamation Service
provisions of
of the
the
cco.t t ted by
Service under
uder the
the provisions
Act of Congress of June
June seventeenth,
himdred and
and two
two
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
t),
(Thirty-second Statutes,
Statutes, page
page three hundred
and eighty-e
eighty-eght),
for use in connection
eonnection withihes
the construction
construction of
of the
the Arrowrock
Arrowrock Dam,
Boise
is no
longer needed
needed for
said construction
purpose,
Boise project,
project, is
no longer
for said
construction purpose,
Property inctuded.
dthe said
saai Secretary
Secretary of ,the Interior may cause
cause said
said railroad,
railroad, together
together
with the right of way on which
such part
part of
which the same is
is located,
located, and
and such
of
the
equipment and apprtenances
the'equipment
urtenances used in
therewith as
as
in connection
connection therewith
h deem
he shall
deem most pritable
table or economical
sell in
with
economical to sell
in connection
connection with
said
railroad,
to be
appraised by
by three
three disinterested
poisons, to
to be
Auctiosaid
ri
o
d, to
be appraised
disinterested persons,
be
Auction sale.
appointed by him, and thereafter
thereafter to sell the
the same for not less than the
the
appraised value,
to the
highest bidder, after
giving
appraised
value, at
at public
public auction,
auction, to
the highest.bidder,
after giving
pulic
public notice of the time
and place
posting upon
premtie and
place of
of sale by
by posting
upon the
the premises and by publication once a
a week for not
net less than four weeks
weekls in
in A
newspaper
circulation in the city,
newspaper of general circulation
and
in
city of Boise, Idaho,
Idahoa,
and in
three
as may, in the judgment
three other publications such
such-as
judguient of the
th.e SecreSeembay of
of the
Interior, give
give adequate
to the
tary
the Interior,
adequate publicity
publicity to
the proposals
proposals of
Proceeds to e
of the
the
Son
Government,
of such
such sale
be covered
covered into
reclamation pproject.
t. t
overnment, the
the proceeds
proceeds of
sale to
tobe
into the
the reclama.
tion fund and credited to the Boise project, and such credit applied
applied
upon the features of said project against which the cost of the conconProvisos.
Rejection
of bide.
Bejectdi o
btM
struction
struction of said railroad
railroad was
was charged:
charged: Provided,
Provided, That said
Secretary
said
Secretary
Private sale.
Priate
sal
may
reject any
any or all bids: Providedfurtar,
may reject
Provided further, That after said
said railroad
railroad
has once been offered for sale at _public
public auction and not sold the
the
Secretary
discretion, sell said railroad,
Secretary may, in his discretion,
together with
with the
rilroad, together
tie
equipment and appurtenances
appurtenances aforesaid, at private
private sale on such terms
terms
Terms, e
eta. , .t
and conditions,
conditions, and at such price as he may
the best
best inmay deem to
to be
be to
to the
interest of the Government. Any sale hereunder
be subject
subject to
hereunder shall
shall be
to
the terms and conditions of two certain agreements, one dated
March
dated March
second,
second, nineteen hundred and eleven, between the United States
and the Barber Lumber Company, and the other dated November
November
eighteenth,
between the Oregon Short
eighteenth, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, between
Short
Line Railroad Company and the United States.
Approved, August
August 11, 1916.
1916.

so

p"vl,

V61.41)11*

T

it,
11

1916.

[1l.R. 96.

(Public, No. 198.1

CHAP.
CHAP. 819.-An
319.—An Act To promote the reclamation of arid lands.
lands.

B ouse of Representatives of the United
Be itit enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
and House
f Representativesof the United
states
in Congress
assembled, That
State of
of
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That when
when in
in any
any State
Publlandswitin,
under the
tric
Atic lands within, the United States under
district laws
of said
said State
the irrigation district
laws of
State
bttoStts.
organized
hereafter
"bieett
o' laws. there has heretofore
heretofore been organiz
ed and created or shall hereafter
be organized
organized and created any irrigation district for the purpose of
irrigatig
irrigating the lands situated withi
n said irrigation district,
district, and
within
and in
in
which irrigation district so created or to be created there shall be
included any of the public lands of the United States, such
public
such public
lands so situated in said irrigation
irrigation district,
subject to
to entry,
district, when
when subject
entry
and entered
entered lands within said
dist
ri
ct
, for
f
or which
whi
ch no
said irrigation
irrigation district,
no final
certificates have been issued, which may be designated
designated by the Secrecertificates
taryby
Inteapor in the
theapproval
the
bplat
im of the
t map and
andval
tary
of the Interior
by him
him
plat off an
irrigation
district as
as providt
provided in section
section three,
igion
distrct
three, are
are hereby
hereby made
made and
and
declared to be subject
to au
all the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the laws
laws of
subject to
of the
the State
State in
in
which such lands shall
shal be situated relating to the organization,
organization,
government, and regulation of irrigtion
irrigation districts for the reclamation
reclamation
and irrigation
irrigation of arid lands for agricultural
agricultural purposes, to the same
extent
and in
in the
manner in which
which the lands of a
a like character
extent and
the same
same manner
character
PtubLe

tState

No. 1961a

irrigation
rieati died

S
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I.. CH.
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held under
are or
or may
may be
subject to
said laws:
laws:
to said
be subject
ownership are
private ownership
under private
held
Provided,
United States
and all
all persons
legally- holding
holding PTVoo.
" " *
persons legally
States and
the United
That the
Provided, That
unpatented lands
public land
land laws
nghts, etc., of ownw
of ersi.ihtet.
laws oi
the public
under the
made under
entry made
under entry
lands under
unpatented
the
all the
the rights,
benefits,
privileges, benefits,
rights, privileges,
accorded all
are accorded
States are
United States
the United
and
exemptions given
said State
persons holding
lands of
holding lands
to persons
laws to
State laws
by said
given by
and exemptions
a
private ownership,
otherhereinafter other..
as hereinafter
except as
ownership, except
under private
character under
like character
a like
wise
any Lndseepted *
to any
apply to
not apply
shall not
Act shall
this Act
That this
further, That
Providedfurther,
provided: Provided
wise provided:
irrijation
comprising a
unentered land.
t.
c to
to be
be
charges, etc.,
lad. charm
of unentered
acreage of
majority acreage
a majority
district compsing
irrigation district
EC.
2.
That
the
cost
of
constructing,
acquiring,
purchasing,
or
1
Portion‘de•
apportioned.
or
purchasing,
acquiring,
constructing,
of
cost
the
SEC. 2. That
maintaining
the canals,
reservoirs, reservoir
sites, water,
water,
reservoir sites,
ditches, reservoirs,
canals, ditches,
maintaining the
water
right,
rights
of
way,
or
other
property
incurred
in
connection
connection
in
incurred
property
other
or
way,
of
rights
water right,
with any
any irrigation
irrigation district
district laws
shall be
be
laws shall
said irrigation
under said
project under
irrigation project
with
equitably
private ownership,
ownership,
under private
held under
lands held
among lands
apportioned among
equitably apportioned
lands legally
public Lists
Lsts to
tolandoffces.
and unentered
unentered publc
entries,' and
unpatented entries
byiunpatented
covered by
legally covered
lands
land offices.
lists
certified
lands
included
in
said
i
rrigation
,
certified
Officially
district.
irrigation
said
in
included
lands
of
of charges
assessed against
the smallest
sublegal subsmallest legal
against the
charges assessed
amounts of
of the
the amounts
division
of
said
lands
shall
be
furnished
to
the
register
receiver
and
register
the
to
furnished
be
shall
lands
said
of
division
not
States not
ted states
of
the land
district within
the lantls
affected are located united
lands affected
which the
within which
land district
of the
as soon
as such
such charges
but nothing
be liable.
shall be
Act shall
this Act
in this
nothing in
assessed; but
are assessed;
charges are
soon as
as
construed as
the United
States to pay
United States
against the
obligation against
any obligation
creating any
as creating
construed
any
of
said
charges
assessments,
or
debts
incurred.
Liens for charges.
any of said charges, assessments, or debts incurred.
'that
all charges'
be a
a lien
unentered LS
s.
upon unentered
hen upon
aall be
assessed shall
legally assessed
charges legally
That all
lands and
and upon
lands covered
by unpatented
in said
included in
said Enrement on nnunpatented entries
entries included
covered by
lands
upon lands
irrigation
district, and
upon said
said land
land covered
coveredhy
unpatented p
i= nn
pateteddlands.
by unpatented
len upon
said lien
and said
irrigation district;
entries
may
be.
enforced
upon
said
impatentecl
lands
by
the
sale
sale
the
by
lands
npatented
said
upon
enforced
be
entries may
thereof
in the
same manner
and under
same proceeding
whereby
proceeding whereby
the same
under the
manner and
the same
thereof in
said
assessments
are
enforced
against
lands
held
under
private
owner- prow
pr .o.
ownerprivate
under
held
lands
against
said assessments are enforced
ship: Provided,
That in
the case
case of
entered unpatented
unpatented lands
tax
of tax
Conditions of
the Conditions
lands the
of entered
in the
Provided, That
ship:
title
such irrigation
irrigation district
sale, tit'es.
tax sale,
by tax
convey by
may convey
district may
which such
interest which
or interest
title or
tax
or as
of any
any tax
proceeding shall
to the
the Lands
d ii irrigation
ii i
subject to
be subject
shall be
tax proceeding
a result
result of
as a
deed, or
tax deed,
following
limitations: If
If such
be propcts.
projets.
land be
unpatented land
such unpatented
and limitations:
conditions and
following conditions
withdrawn
under the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
of June
June seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen N°L32 '"83'
Congress of
withdrawn under
hundred
and
two
(Thirty-second
Statutes,
page
three
hundred
and
and
hundred
three
page
Statutes,
(Thirty-second
hundred and two
eighty-eight), known
as the
the proproto the
subject to
or subject
Act, or
reclamation Act,
the reclamation
known as
eighty-eight),
visions of
of said
Act, then
interest which
which the
the district
district may convey
the interest
then the
said Act,
visions
by
such tax
be subject
subject to
lien
prior lien
to aaprior
shall be
fleed shall
tax "deed
or tax
proceedings or
tax proceedings
by such
reserved
to
the
United
States
for
all
the
unpaid
charges
authorized
authorized
charges
unpaid
the
all
for
States
United
reserved to the
by
the said
Act of
of June
June seventeenth,
and two,
two, Rght
hundred and
said Act
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Rights as assignee.
by the
dissuch
resulting
but
the
holder
of
such
tax
deed
or
tax
title
from
disbut the holder of such
trict
tax shall
be entitled
entitled to
to all
all the
rights and
and privileges
in the
the land
land
privileges in
the rights
shall be
trict tax
included
such tax
tax title
title or
tax deed
of an
an assignee
under the
36, p.592.
VoL.B,p.52.
pro- Vol.
the proassignee under
deed of
or tax
in such
included in
visions of
of the
Act of
of Congress
June twenty-third,
hundred
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
of June
Congress of
the Act
visions
and ten
Statutes, page
page five
hundred and
and ninety-two),
ninety-two),
five hundred
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
ten (Thirty-sixth
and
and upon
the United
States land
land office
of the
district
the district
office of
United States
to the
submission to
upon submission
and
the
title, the
in
which
the
land
is
located
of
satisfactory
tax
such
of
proof
in which the land is located of satisfactory
name
of the
thereof shall
be indorsed
indorsed upon the records of such
shall be
holder thereof
the holder
name of
land
entitled to
the rights
rights of
of one
complete and
and valid
a complete
holding a
one holding
to the
as entitled
office as
land office
assignment under
of June
hundred
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
June twenty-third,
Act of
said Act
the said
under the
assignment
and ten,
ten, and
and such
person may
may at
at any
time thereafter
of patent.
patent.
Issuof
patent Issue
receive patent
thereafter receive
any time
such person
and
upon
satisfactory proof
proof of
of the
the reclamation
and irrigation
irrigation
reclamation and
submitting satisfactory
upon submitting
required by
the said
of Congress
Congress of
of June
nineteen
seventeenth, nineteen
June seventeenth,
Act of
said Act
by the
required
hundred
Acts amendatory
making the
amendatory thereto, and making
and Acts
two, and
and two,
hundred and
payments required
by said
said Acts.
payments
required by
Acts.
subject toapproval
-rpr
SEC. 3.
That no
lands and
entered lands
lands for
Plans
- ogpPasto,
no tion
which no
for which
no entered
and no
unentered lands
no unentered
3. That
SEC.
the
final certificates
subject to
to the
or liens of
Secretry of the
the Secretary
of the
lien or
the lien
be subject
shall be
issued shall
been issued
have been
certificates have
final
herein
contemplated until
shall have
been submitted
submitted by
by said
said t
have been
there shall
until there
herein contemplated
irrigation
to the
the Secretary
of the
by
approved by
and approved
Interior, and
the Interior,
Secretary of
district to
irrigation district
him,
map or
plat of
of said
and sufficient
sufficient detailed
detailed engmeering
engineering
district and
said district
or plat
him, aamap
data to
demonstrate to
to the
satisfaction of
Secretary of the Inthe Secretary
of the
the satisfaction
to demonstrate
data
terior the
the sufficiency
of the
the water
water supply
supply and
feasibility: of the
the feasibility
and the
sufficiency of
terior
project, and
and which
explain the
plan or
or mode
irrigation in those
of irrigation
mode of
the plan
shall explain
which shall
project,
Pr(

4

8

Lands excePted

83

'
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s

n
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irrigation
districts where
where the
have not
conirrigation districts
the irrigation
irigation works
works have
not been
been con-

struted, and which plan shall
structed,
shall be sufficient to
thoroughly irrigate
to thoroughly
irrigate and
and
reclaim said land and
and prepare
it to
to ra
i
se ordinary
prepareit
raise
ordinary agricultural
agricultural crops,
crops,
and which shall also
source of
water to
to be
be used
used for
for irrigairrigaalso show
show the
thesource
of water
P1"4"-'ofof lien ii tion
tion of
of land
included in
in said
Secretary of
land included
said district:
distritt Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
of
woek
constructed the Interior may, upon the expiration
work not
not constructed,
ten years
from the
of
expiation of
of ten
years from
the date
date of
his approval
approval of said map and Olen
irrigation district,
release
plan of
of any
any irrigation
district, release
from the hen
lien authorized
authorized by thisAiet
or lands
lands upon
upon
this Act anytnenteredland
anynmentered land or
which final certificate
certificate has not issued, for which irrigation
have
irrigation works
works have
not been constructed and water
such district
made available
for
water of
of
such
district
made
available
for
Lands subject to
•"'".""••• provi
ded feu:titer
taxes
on approval
of the land: Provided fiarthi, That
in
:those
irrigation
districts
already
taes
pn tof
That
in
those
irigation
districts
already
plas, etc.
tc.
organized
plans,
o
rganizedand
whose irrigation
irrigation works
works have
have ben
been constructed
and are
and whose
constructed and
are
in operation
map,. plat,
and plan
operation as
as soon
soon as
as a
a satisfactory
satisfactory map,
plat, and
plan shall
shall have
have
been approved by the Secretary
been
Secretary of
as in
in this
of the
the bterior,
Interior, as
this Act
Act pro‘
pr6
vided, such entered and unentered
subject to
all disunentee lands
lands shall
shall be
be subject
to all
district taxes and assessments
theretofore actually
levied against
against thi
the
assessments theretofore
actually levied
lands in said district and in the same manner
which land
lands of
aMut
manne in which
of alike
character held under privateownership
private ownership are subject
to liens
hens and
and
subject to
assessments.
assessments.
- '.i
Record of approval
iiin
Mard
war,e
,„a.PPmval
Sac.
That upon
upon the
of the
the district
map or
land offi.
SEC. 4.
4. That
the approval
approval of
district map
or plat
plat as
as her&
here,
inbefore provided by the Socretaiy
Interior the
the register
etary of
of the
the Interior
register and
and
receiver will note said approval
approval upon their records
where any
any unentered
recordswhere
unentered
u
entered and
and unpatented
Unintv
. hiaf or
or entered
unpatented lands
lands are
are affected.
affected.
TaX a continuhig
Sao.
no public
which were
were unentered
unentered at
Tax
aotin-n
Szo. 5.
5. That
That no
public lands
lands which
at the
the time
time any
any
lien,
tax or assessment was levied against same by such
such irrigation
district
irrigation district
shall be
such taxes
taxes or
or ase
assessments,
such tax
be sold
sold for
for such
ents, but
but such
tax or
or assessment
assessment
shall be
lien upon
upon such
and not
one
be and continue aalien
such lands,
lands, and
not more
more than
than one
hundred
and sixty
acres of
of such
Such land
shall be
be centered
by any
any on6
one
hundred Uand
sixty acres
land shall
entered by
m
ii i
Arill entry"~t7
person
lands shall
be applied
for, after
appro val
person;'• and
and when
when such
such lands
shall be
applied for,
after said
said approval
by the
the Secretary
by
Secretary of the Interior, under the homestead
homestead or
desert-land
or desert-land
laws of the United
Umted States the application shall
shall be suspended
suspended for
for a
a
period of
days to enable
enable the applicant to present a
a certificate
certificate
period
of thirty
thirty days
from the proper district or
or county
that no
unpaid
county officer
officer showing
showing that
no unpaid
district
charms
are
due
and
delinquent
against
said
land.
Tnpatted
lands
district
charges
due
are
and
delinquent
against
said
land.
Unpatented lands
S
ac. o. h an
SE
not
in
n irrigation
. 6. T
That
notIrrigation
at any
y entered but empatented
lands not
re/Yea to
to the
the
unpatented lands
not subject
PrOleefsiLssne ofopatents.
pats. reclamation Act of
nineteen
hundred
and
two
of June seventeenth,
seventeenth,
nineteen
hundred
and
two
vol.
is, p. its.
Vol.,p.
a
(Thirty-second Statutes
Statutes, page three
ei
ghtyei
ght)
,
three hundred
hundred and
and eighty-eight),
sold in
the manner
manner and for
sold
in the
or the purposes
p
mentioned in this Act m
ay
may
be patented to the purchaser thereof or his assignee at any
any time
time after
after
the expiration of the period of redemption allowed
the
allowed by
by law
law under
under
which it may have been sold (no redemption having
having been
been made)
made)
upon the payment to the receiver of the local land
land office
office of
of the
the miniminimum price of $1.25
$1.25 per acre, or such other
other price
as may
fixed by
price as
may be
be fixed
by
ualifcations, etc. law for such
Qualifications,
such lands, to
ge th er with
w ith the
commissions
together
the usual
usual fees
fees and
and commissions
charged in entries of like
like lands under the
ehared
the homestead
laws, and
and upon
homestead laws,
upon
a satisfactory
a
satisfactory showing that the irrigation works have been constructed
constructed
and that
water of the district is available for such land; but
and
that water
but the
the
purchaser
purchaser or his assignee shall, at the time of application
application for
for patent,
patent
have the qualification of a
a homestead
homestead entryman or
or desert-land
desert-land
entryman,
entryman and not more than one
hundred a
n d sixty
si
xt
y acres
one hundred
and
acres of
of said
said
land
shad
be
patented
to
any
one
purchaser
under
the
provisions
of
land
shal
be
patented
to
any
one
purchaser
under
the
provisions
of
this Act.
Application.
These
limitations shall
shall not apply to sales to irrigation districts, but
Application.
These limitations
but
shall apply to purchasers
urchasers from such irrigation districts of such land
land
bid in
said district.
district.
bid
in by
'y said
jjen

jf

$

.m2=by
zy .y

Subsequent purebaseif
ntpaid.
Pachase
if feese not

That unless the purchaser
purchaser or his assignee
lands shall,
shall, within
assignee of
of such
such lands
within
ninety days after the time for redemption
redemption has
to the
the
has expired,
expired, pay
pay to
proper receiver
receiver all fees and commissions
commissions and the purchase price to
to
which the United States shall be entitled as provided for in this
thi
sAct,
Act,
any
person having
having the
the qualification
a homestead
any person
qualification of a
homestead entryman or a
a
desert-land
desert-land entryman
entryman may pay to the proper receiver, for not more
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than
and sixty
acres of
lands, for which
payment
which payment
said lands,
of said
sixty acres
hundred and
one hundred
than one
commissions
has not
been made,
made, the
the unpaid
unpaid purchase
price, fees, and commissions
purchase price,
not been
has
ent of irrigsto
the United
United States
States may
satisfactory tionagestc.
r 7
and upon satisfactory
be entitled; and
may be
which the
to which
proof
that he
he has
to the purchaser at the tax sale, or his assignee,
paid to
has paid
proof that
or
to.the
the proper
proper officer
officer of
the district
such purchaser
purchaser or for the
for such
district for
of the
or to
district, as
case may
be, the
the sum for which the land was sold at
may be,
the case
as .the
district,
sale
for irrigation
irrigation district
district charges
charges or
by the district at such
bid in by
or bid
sale for
sale,
and in
thereto the
the interest
and penalties
penalties on the
the amount
interest and
addition thereto
in addition
sale, and
bid at
the rate
law, shall
shall be
subrogated to the rights of such
such
be subrogated
bylaw,
allowed by
rate allowed
at the
bid
purchaser to
to receive
land.
for said
said land.
patent for
receive patent
purchaser
In
where any
tract of
of entered
entred 1L
Z
nt
lands
such entere
within such
lying within
land lying
entered land
any tract
case where
any case
In any
approved
shall become
become vacant
relinquishment
by relinquishment
vacant by
district shall
irrigation district
approved irrigation
or
for any
any cause,
cause, any
any subsequent
applicant therefor
therefor shall
subsequent applicant
cancellation for
or cancellation
be
addition to
requirements otherqualifications and requirements
the qualifications
to the
in addition
required, in
be required,
the
wise provided,
provided, to
satisfactory proof
by certificate from the
proof by
furnish satisfactory
to furnish
wise
proper
officer that
he has paid
all charges then due
paid all
that hehas
county officer
or county
district or
proper district
to
upon said
district
proper district
to the proper
paid to
has paid
also has
and also
land and
said land
district upon
the district
to the
certificates,
or county
officer for
for the
the holder
holders of any tax certificates,
or holders
holder or
county officer
or
delinquency certificates,
or other
other proper
proper evidence
tax
at tax
of purchase
purchase at
evidence of
certificates, or
delinquency
sale
the
amount
for
which
the
said
land
was
sold
at
tax
sale,
together
together
sale,
tax
at
sold
was
land
said
the
which
for
amount
the
sale
with
the interest
interest and
penalties thereon
provided by
law.
by law_.
oti.
and penalties
thereon provided
with the
S
EC.
7.
That
all
notices
requiredby
the
irrigation
district
laws is
sue of 'tl"B'
district laws
irrigation
the
by
required
notices
all
That
SEC. 7.
mentioned
act shall,
shall, as
notices are issued, be
such notices
as such
soon as
as soon
this act
in this
mentioned in
delivered
to
the
register
and
receiver
of
the
proper
land
office in cases
land office
proper
the
of
receiver
and
register
the
to
delivered
where =patented.
lands are
are affected
affected thereby,
thereby, and
entryman
the entryman
to the
and to
unpatented lands
where
whose unpatented
unpatented lands
lands are
are included
therein, and
AppeB1SetC
States, APPeabiet°United States,
the United
and the
included therein,
whose
and
such entryman
given the
same rights
rights to
to be
by
heard by
be heard
the same
be given
shall be
entryman shall
and such
petition,
answer, remonstrance,
appeal, or
are given
given
as are
otherwise as
or otherwise
remonstrance, appeal,
petition, answer,
to persons
persons holding
holding lands
lands in
private ownership,
ownership, and
entrymen
all entrymen
and all
in private
to
shall
rights of
given to
the
to the
are given
as are
redemption as
of redemption
same rights
the same
given the
be given
shah be
owners
of lands
Disposal oreip.
ownership.
held in
in private
private ownership.
owners of
lands held
tk na0
33
1
a
lr

ia Pas I

SEC. 8.
8. That
That all
moneys derived
derived by
United States
States from
from the
sale
the sale
the United
by the
all moneys
SEC.

,etc.

vacant

DialInsalarracciPta.

of public
public lands
lands herein
referred to
be paid
paid into
funds and
such funds
into such
shall be
to shall
herein referred
of
applied
as
provided
by
law
for
the
disposal
of
the
from the
proceeds
the
of
disposal
the
for
law
by
provided
as
applied
sale of
of public lands.
sale
Approved,
August 11, 1916.
Approved, August
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
of the
make pa
yments
payments
to make
the Interior
Interior to
the Secretary
Authorizing the
320.-An Act
CHAP. 320.—An
to certain
certain Indians
of the
the Rosebud Sioux Reservation,
Reservation, in the State of South Dakota,
Indians of
to
who were
were enrolled
enrolled and
decisions of the United States district and cirunder decisions
allotted under
and allotted
who
cuit courts for the district of South Dakota.

August 11, 1916.
(R. R.
11.'
AVuR.i

isaisa

[Public, No.197.1

[Public, No. 197.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
United
the United
of Representatives
Representativesof
Senate and
by the
Be it
•
Rosebud
Plaid
of
States
of America
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
tosebud
of
. sow(
Indbms,
S.
the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
Dak.
S. Dsk.
Indians,sans
Sioux
Interior
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay,
out
of
any
funds
m
Payments
to
certain
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to pay out of any funds in Payents tortaini.
the Treasury
the Rosebud
Rosebud Rand
of Sioux
Sioux Indians
ad "'of en'
Indians of
gand of
of the
credit of
the credit
to the
Treasury to
the
the
such sums
sums as
as may
may be
found by
be
to be
him to
by him
be found
Dakota, such
of South
South Dakota,
State of
the State
due those Indians
enrolled and
in
Reservationm
Rosebud Reservation
the Rosebud
on the
allotted on
and allotted
Indians enrolled
duethose
South
Dakota, under
decisions of
district and
and circirStates district
United States
of the
the United
the decisions
under the
South Dakota,
"Mary
cuit courts
courts for
for the
district of
of South
cases entitled "Mary
South Dakota, in the casesentitled
the district
cuit
Sully and
others against
United States
States and
Scriven, allotJohn H. Scriven,
and John
The United
against The
and others
Sully
ting
and "Narcisus
Drapeau and
others against The United
and others
'Narcisus Drapeau
agent," and
ting agent,"
States
and John
allotting agent,"
agent," and
and each
Indian who
who Amoun.
Amount
each Indian
Scriven, allotting
H. Scriven,
John H.
States and
was
enrolled
and
allotted
under
said
decisions
shall
entitled
to
entitled
be
shall
decisions
said
under
allotted
was enrolled and
and
sum of
capita and
and
per capita
all per
to all
in amount
amount to
equal in
money equal
of money
receive aasum
and receive
other
to individual
members of the Rosebud Band
individual members
made to
payments made
other payments
of Sioux
Indians from
eighteen hundred and
thirty-first, eighteen
December thirty-first,
from December
Sioux Indians
of
ninety-six,
or from
of the
of such
such Indian
subsequent
if subsequent
Indian if
birth of
the birth
date of
the date
from the
ninety-six, or
to
thirty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-six,
to the
the
ninety-six, to
hundred and
December thirty-first,
to December
date
of
the
enrollment
and
allotment
of
said
Indians
under
said
under
Indians
said
of
date of the enrollment and allotment
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[Public, N.
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decisions:
the Secretary
is authorized
authorized
of the
the Interior
Interior is
Secretary of
That the
Provided, That
decisions: Provided,
to determine
to
determine what
what attorney
or attorneys
rendered
attorney or
attorneys have
have actually
actually rendered
services of value
Indians hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
m connecconnecvalue to the Indians
described in
tion
for, and
all compensation
compensation
tion with
with the
the _payments
payments herein
herein provided
provided for,
and all
therefor
of quantum
quantum meruit
meruit in
amounts as
therefor on
on a
a basis of
in such
such amounts
as he
he may
may
deem
so fixed
fixed and
and found
found to
to be
be due,
deem proper,
proper, and
and pay
pay -the
the amount
amount so
due,
less any counter
counter claims,
attorney or
or attorneys,
deduct
claims, to
to such
such attorney
attorneys, and
and deduct
the same from the amount
Indians hereinbefore
deamount paid
'paid
to the
the Indians
hereinbefore described, upon receipt
receipt in
full -by
by, ouch
attorneys of
of all
in full
sch attorney
attorney or
or attorneys
all
claims
demands against
said Indians.
.
claims and
and demands
against said!
Indians.
August 11,
Approved, August
11, 1916.
1916.

. 3CHP
Sg1.-An Act Permitting
MiOi
viWeTransportation
Tr
CRAP.
SAL—An
Permitting the Mias'
ouri River
Company to
ortatien Company
to
construct,
maintain, and
bridge scream
the Miaeuri
Missouri River
in the
the State
State of
of
c[Pubc, maintain,
and operaten
operate a bridge
ae the
River in
Montana.
,Montana.

Be
enacted by
Senate
Howe of
Representativ
. es of
the UMW
Unite
of te
ofRepresentative
by the Seeand
ethae and Hoe
Be itit enate
Misouri
iver
Missouri River.
of America
Colima assembled,
That
the
consent of
Congresit
Missouri
issour River States.
Statesof
Ameriea in
in
Cness
assembled,
That
the
consent
of
Congres
Transportation Comto the
the Missouri
Missouri River
River Transportation
and
hereby granted
s hereby
granted to
Transportation Company
Company and
Traspmay iotsnri
pany
bridge, is
Sheridan
County
e
Cunty to
to its successors and'
and
assigns,
to
construct,
maintain,
operate
maintain
and
operate
aa
Richland County,
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
the Missouri
Missouri River
River at
Mot.
County, bridge
bridge and
Mont.
across the
at a
a point
point
suitable
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
the north
north bank
bank thereof
thereof
suitable to the
navigation, from
from the
in the county of Sheridant
Sheridanz State
State of Montana,
to the
the south
Montana, to
south bank
bank
Richland, State
thereof in the county of Richland,
State of
Montana, all
all in
of Montana,
in section
section
twenty-three,
twenty-seven, range
Montana
twenty-three, township
township twenty-seven,
range fifty
fifty. east,
east, Montana
principal meridian; in accordance
'ivith the
provisions
of
the Act
Act
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
the
Construction.
entitled
"An Act
to regulate
aonstruction of
of bridges
bridges over
naviVol. 34,
vol
3s,.p. 84.
Act to
regulate the
entitled "An
the construction
over navigable
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
gable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
hundred
and
six.
and
six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
menenSE.
2. That
That the
the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEO. 2.
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August 11,
August
August 11,
II, 1916.
1916
111. R. 14823.3
1.l

A1.B.Jit
IPublic,
[Public, No. 199i
199.3

CHAP.
322.—An Act To authorize
the Svage
Savage Bridge
Bridge Company
Company to
construct, mainmainCan P. 82a2-An
authorie the
to contruct,
tain,
across the
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River
River in
the State
ta in, and
and operate
operate aabridge
bridge acrow
in the
State of
of Montana.
Montana.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
house ellekresentatives
ofte
the United
Be it
it enaded
by the
and House
of Represetatives of
United
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
States of
of America
America in
Congres assembied,
the Savage
Savage Bridge
Bridge
Raail
e
ighlnr
o
rgf;: Company,
Company, a
a corporation
organized under
the l
aws ofth e State of
yn ccb
ountdt;
corporation organized
under the
laws
of the State of
aon t
Montana,
are hereby, authorized
Mont.
Montana, its successors and assigns, be, and are
authorized
to construct,
construct maintain, and operate
operate a
abridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
bridge and
Location.
Location,
across the Yellowstone River at a
a point
point suitable to the interests of
thereof in
navigation from the northwest
northwest bank thereof
in section
section twenty-eight,
twenty-eight
township twenty north, range fifty-eight
eas t, Montana
Mont
ana principal
fifty-eight east,
principa
meridian,
the southeast
southeast bank
bank thereof,
thereof, landing
lan ding on
ear I
sl
and in
i
n
meridian, to
to the
on B
Bear
Island
section thirty-three, township twenty north, range fifty-eight
fifty-eight east,
Montana principal meridian, and from the northeast
northeast bank
bank of
of Bear
Bear
Island to the southwest
southwest bank thereof, all in section thirty-four, towntownship twenty north,
fifty-eight east,
Montana principal
meridian,
north, range fifty-eght
east, Montana
principal meridian,
all m
in the
county
of
Richland,
State
of
M
on t
ana, m
accor
dance with
all
the
county
of
Richland,
State
of
Montana,
m
accordance
with
Constriction.
the provisions
the Act
An Act
regulate the
construcVo 34,r34
pio.
the
provisions of
Vol.
p.
84. .
Act entitled
of the
entitled "
"An
Act to
to regulate
the construction of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
approved March
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
Yenowtone Rve
laamvsiride:i'
l
ar
z;i.
SaaeBridge
Cor-
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CHAP.
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the village
village and township
323.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 323.—An
Trail
River, Traill
of Hendrum,
Hendrum, Norman
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and the township of Elm River
Norman County,
of
County, North Dakota, to construct a
Nord; on the
a bridge across the Red River of the North
County,
boundary
between said States.
boundary line between

August 11,
11, 1916.
1016.
Agust
(H.
15318.)
[H. R.
R. 15318.]
[Public,
No. 200.]
200.1
[Public, No.

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be it
Red River of the
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
R
rg .River
assembled, That the consent of No
of America
America in
United
North.
Hendrum Minn.,
Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
Hendrum, Hendrum,
village and township of Hendrum,
the village
granted to
Congress is
and Elm River, N.
Norman
Minnesota, and
and the
the township
township of
of Elm
Traall
• Dak.,
bridge.
River, Traill
Elm River,
may bridge.
Dak., may
County, Minnesota,
Norman County,
County,
Dakota, and their successors
successors and assigns, to construct,
North Dakota,
County, North
maintain,
and operate
bridge and
approaches thereto across the Red
and approaches
a bridge
operate a
maintain, and
River of
of the
the North
at a
apoint
point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation,
North at
River
at or
or near
the section
line between
between sections
sections twenty-three
twenty-three and twentysection line
near the
at
six, township
township one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-four north
range forty-nine
forty-nine
north, range
and forty-four
six,
west, fifth
principal meridian,
meridian, on
line between Minneboundary line
the boundary
on the
fifth principal
west,
sota and
North Dakota,
accordance with the provisions of the Act
Act Constrution.
Dakota, in accordance
and North
sota
Construction.
Vol. 34,
84.
34, p. 84.
entitled
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges over navi- Vol.
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
gable
hun.dred and
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
March twenty-third,
approved March
waters," approved
gable waters,"
of

and

six.

Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
That the
to alter, amend, or repeal,this
repeal this Adis
right to
the right
2. That
SEC.
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
1916.
August 11, 1916;
Approved, August
CHAP.324.—A
Act Granting
the consent
consent of
Trail/ County, North
CongreB to Trail
of Congress
Granting the
324.-AnnAct
CHAP.
Dakota, to
bridge across
the Red
Red River
River of
of the
North.
the North.
across the
a bridge
to construct
construct a
Dakota,
Beit enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
and House
enacted .by
Beit
States
in Congress
That the
of Congress
Congress
consent of
the consent
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of Amertca
is
Traill County, North Dakota, and its successors
to Trail!
granted to
hereby granted
is hereby
and assigns,
assigns, to
to construct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and apconstruct, maintain,
and
proaches thereto
the Red River of the North, at aapoint suitacross the
thereto across
proaches
able to
navigation, at
at or
near the village of Caledonia,
or near
of navigation,
interests of
the interests
to the
able
in
County of
of Train,
in the
the State
North Dakota,
accordance
Dakota, in accordance
of North
State of
Traill, in
the County
in the
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
to regulate
regulate the
the conconAct to
"An Act
entitled "An
with
struction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March twentyover navigable
of bridges
struction
third,
hundred and
and six.
six.
nineteen hundred
third, nineteen
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, August 11,
11, 1916.
Approved,

0.

a bridge
constructing a
CHAP. 325.—An
Act To
extend the time for constructing
bridge across
across theMistheMis.
To extend
325.-An Act
CHAP.
9011ri River
River near
Kansas City,
City, Missouri,
approved June sevenAct approved
by an
an Act
authorized by
Missouri, authorized
near Kansas
souri
teenth,
hundred and fourteen.
fourteen.
teenth, nineteen hundred

Elm

the

Myer,

N

Amendment.
Amendment.

August 11,1916.
11 1916.
Augst

(H. R. 1i.322.
li322.)
AL.S.
[ublic,
(Public, No. 201.1
2014
Red River
of the
the
River of
Red
North.
Dak.,
bridge,
ao..y may bridge,
Caledonia.

ont y ,N.
Traill County,
N.
NTrll

onsttn.
Construction.
Vol.
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
Vol. 3,
Amendment.
t
n

Ame

August 11,1916.
11, 1916.
August

[H.
R. 16097.
16097.3
H.R.
2.1
No. 2024
[Public,
(Public, No.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
Rir.
iss
United Missouri
the United
River.
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
Time extended for
States
assembled, That
for
extended
Time ,
for comcothe time
time for
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
by Missouri
g
ertridgeand Iron
Vaieridgeandro
mencing
completing the
authorized by rtg
a bridge authorized
construction of a
the construction
and completing
mencing and
Company, at Kansas
Compy,
hundred and City,
the Act
of Congress
approved June
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
June seventeenth,
mo. at Kansas
Congress approved
Act of
the
8 pp. 386,
vol.
, pp. 38
l.s 38,
fourteen,
built across
across the
the Missouri River near
near Kansas
Kansas City, is C
be built
to be
fourteen, to
1186, amended.
hereby extended
extended to
one year
respectively, from the 1 amende
years, respectively,
three years,
and three
year and
to one
hereby
seventeenth day
day of
of June,
June, nineteen
and sixteen.
sixteen.
A dmt
hundred and
nineteen hundred
seventeenth
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, August 11, 1916.
Approved,
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SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

A-,nt I191.
Ar
13
.1. 183801
11 191

(Pane, No.
No. 203.1
2
[Publis,

d e
High g M

R.
Red Late River.
inuY
llWO dlet
n ing

Minn"

Construction.
Vol, 34, p. 84.

o.4, p..

Amkenbnent.

Amendmt.

&Els.
I.
SEss. I.

Cns.
326-328.
CaH. 326-328.

1916.
1916.

(*AP. 326.—Aa
to the Board of Supervisors
CEAP.
326.-An Act Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent of
o Congress
Congreto
Supervisors
of Righlanding
ighlanding Township, Pennington
Pennington County, Minnesota,
Minneota, to construct aabridge across
acro
Red
Lake River.
Lake
Rive.
ed

Be
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United
the United
of the
ofRepreentaties
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States
America in
Congress
of Congress
the consent
consent of
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
States of
is hereby
hereby granted
to the
the Board
Board of
of Highlanding
Highlanding TownTownof Supervisors
Supervisors of
granted to
dis
ship,
Pennington
County, Minnesota,
their successors
successors and
hip, Penm
ngton County,
Minnesota, and
and their
and
assigns,
to construct,
operate a
and approaches
Asigns, to
construct, maintain
maintains ?and
and operate
a bridge
bridge and
approaches
thereto across
across the
the
Red Lake
Lake River
River at
at aapoint
suitable to
to the
the interests
interests
thereto
Red
point suitable
of navigation,
near the
section line
line between
sections twentyof
navigation, at
at or
or near
the section
between sections
twentyeight and
and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine, township
eight
township one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty-three
ifty-three north,
north,
range forty
the fifth
fifth principal
meridian, in
in the
the county
county of
range
forty west
west of
of the
principal meridian,
of
Pennington,
in the
State of
Wmnesotit,inin accordance
accordance with
with the
the
Pnconington, in
the State
of Minnesota,
povisions of the Act entitled "An
late the
construction
provisions
"An Act
Act to rregulate
thenonstruction
of bridg
over navigabl
of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
approved March
March twentyr-third,
aters," approve
twenty-third,
nineteen
andsix.
six.
• . ;
nineteen hundred
hundred and
i,
,
SEc.
to alter, amend, or
or repeal
S
EC. 2. That the right
rightto
repeal this
this Act
Act, is
is heraib7
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
.. ,•
Approved, August
August 11,
11, 1916.
Approved,

August
Augst 11,
11, 1916.
B.R. 16534-1
(IL

;916.

[. 16534.1
CAP. 327.—An
327.-An Act To authorize
CHAP.
authorize the
the commissioners of Lycoming
Lycoming County, Pennsylvania, their
office, to
to construct
construct a
abridge
across the
the West
Branch of
of the
(Public,
204.) sylvania,
West Branch
the
bridge across
their successors
uccesors in
in office,
[Public, No. 204.1

Susquehanna
from the foot of Arch
Street, in
Williamsport, Lycoming
Siasquehanna River
River from
Arch Street,
in the
the city
city of Wiliamsport,
Lycoaing
County,
Pennsylvania, to
Duboistown,
Pennsy ,
County, Pennsylvania,
to the borough
borough of D
town, Lyconung
Lycoming County,
County, Pennsyl

vania.
vama.

enacted by
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
presenttives of
seRof
and Haute
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
a oi. - Be
r
i
u
N
e=.rtiim.
eh
m!c""*.States
(y.America
Congress assembled,
That the
commissioners off
, Tt
the commisioners
America in
in Congress
as
va
States of
LyconlIn,g,,Coma
County.
,Pennsylvania,
successors iin office
office be,
be,
their successors
and their
Pennsylvania, and
Lycommng County,
, · Cf M Lycommg
pi,
i
t
maintain, and
and operate
operate
ran"ciport to Dubois
ub.o. is. and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
ttown.
ow
aabridge
approaches thereto across the West Branch of the Susbridge and approaches
quehanna River at aa point
quehanna
point suitable to the
the interests
interests of
navigation
of navigation
where Arch
Arch Street,
where
city of
County,
Street, in
in the
the city
of Williamsport,
Williamsport, Lycoming
Lycoming County,
Pennsylvania, would
proonged southwardly,
southwardly, to a
a
Paanylvania,
would reach said river,
river, if prolonged
point on
on the
the south side
side of
of said
said river
river about
about twenty
twenty- rods
rods west
west of
of the
the
confluence
confluence of Mosquito Creek
Creek and
and the
river in
in the
the borough
borough of
the said
said river
of
Duboistown,
Lycoming County, Pennsylvania,
Duboistown, Lycoming
Pennsylvania, said
said point
point being
being near
near
where a
a small sawmill
sawmill formerly
formerly stood,
and where
High Street,
m the
stood, and
where High
Street, m
the
borough
Lycoming County,
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, if proborough of Duboistown, Lycoming
proc rti
longed
longed northwardly,
northwardly, would
river, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
would reach
reach said
said river,
the
Construction.
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
vo
provisions
34,p.s4.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
"An Act
of bridges over navigable
approved March
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
nineteen
hundred and
six.
and six.
nineteen hundred
mendment
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2.
the right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
2. That
That the
alter, amend,
Act is
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
a

m'IY ' ''

August111,1916.
August
1916.
(R. R.1O.
16604.1

[H.

No. 205.1

(Public,
-Public, No. 205,1

Ml.)

CHAP. 828.
(IIVAP
— An Act To authorize
authorize the
the commissioners
commissioners of
of Lycoming
Lycoming County,
828.-An
County, PennPennzlvania,
and their
in office,
office, to
bridge across
across the
West Branch
Branch of
lvania, and
their successors
succsors in
to construct
construct a
a bridge
the
West
of
theeSusquehanna
River,
borough of Montgomery,
MontgomeryLycoming
Susquehanna River, from the borough
Lycoming County, Pennsylvaia, to Muncy Creek Township, Lycoming
sylvania,
Lycombag County,
County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Reresentativesof
of the
the United
United
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
commissioners of
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Tat the
the commissioners
of
LYT"inin&
and their
their successors
succ essors i
n o
ffice,be,
be,
pa.,m
dg,County,
o Lycoming
Lycomung County,
County, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania,, and
Pa.,
mayyma
bridge,
Montin
office,
omery
Fora
ery to Money
they are
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
kunne and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
construct, maintain,
operate
a bridge
a
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the West Branch of the Susquehanna River, at aapoint suitable to the interests of
of navigation,
navigation,
at or
where the
at
or about
about where
the public
public road or highway known as Second

usWest Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
quehanna River.
River.
k

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CRS.
CHS. 328-330.
SIXTY-FOURTH

513
513

1916.
1916.

Street
reaches said
the residence
residence formerly owned by John
near the
said river, near
Street reaches
Knorr,
borough of Montgomery,
Harvey Smith, in the borough
by Harvey
owned by
Knorr, now owned
to
on the east side of said river about four hunin public
public road on
to aapoint in
dred
feet northeast
formerly owned by S. B. Menges,
of the residence formerly
northeast of
dred feet
now
where said public road reaches
and where
now occupied
occupied by A. B. Koons, and
said
said river in the township of Muncy Creek, county of Lycoming, in
Pennsylvania, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the State of Pennsylvania,
construction of bridges over
the construction
Act
entitled "An
to regulate
regulate the
Act to
"An Act
Act entitled
navigable
waters," approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
March twenty-third,
navigable waters,"
and
six.
and six.
SEC. 2.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
alter amend,
right to alter
That the right
SEC.
2. That
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, August
August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 329.-An
329.—An Act
Act To
To authorize
Northumberland and
commissioners of Northumberland
the commissioners
authorize the
CHAP.
lJnion
in Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, their
their successors
in office,
construct aa bridge
bridge
to construct
office, to
successors in
Counties, in
Union Counties,
across the
the West
of the
the Susquehanna
Watsontown,
borough of Watsontown,
from the
the borough
Susquehanna River from
Branch of
West Branch
across
Northumberland County,
County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, to White Deer Township, Union
Union County,
County,
Northumberland
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

of the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it

of
commissioners
That the
assembled,
in
Congress
of America
Americaand
States
States
Northumberland
of
in Congress
Union Counties,
assembled,
Pemisylvania,
That
the commissioners
and their sucof
Northumberland and Union Counties, Pennsylvania, and their successors
office, be,
be, and
heieby, authorized
authorized to construct
construct and
are hereby,
and they are
in office,
cessors in
maintain a
abridge
bridge and
approaches thereto across the West
Branch of
West Branch
and approaches
maintain

the Susquehanna
a poirit
point suitable to the interests of navigaSusquehanna River at a
tion at or about
about where Second Street in the borough of WatsonNorthumberland County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, would reach said river
town, Northumberland
if
a point on the westerly side of
a westerly
westerly direction to a
if prolonged
prolonged in a
said river near where the White Deer Creek discharges into the said
West
of the
Susquehanna River in White -Deer Township,
the Susquehanna
Branch of
West Branch
Union County, Pennsylvania, in accordance
provisions of
accordance with the provisions
of 'bridges
bridges over
the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction of
navigable waters,"
waters," approved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
amend, or
repeal this Act is hereby
or repeal
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
the right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 11, 1916.
Approved,

consmction.
Construction.

Vol. 34, p. 84.
84.
Vol.34,p.
Amendment.
Amendment.

August
Annst 11,
1, 1916.
676.
H R
111.
R. 16784.]
[Public, No. 206.)
206.1

quetB

River.-

eitZatiaraRlevhe:.f
uN°rth=dr
ad

Nchumberdand
atson.
bridge,tWtson
may briace
may
town
Deer.
to to"bitee Deer.

Construction.
constroction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84
64.

Amendment.
Amendment.

A%ust
August 11,1818.
111916

Congres to Crisp County,
County, Georgia
Georgia,
330.-An Act Granting the consent of Congress
CHAP. 330.—An
to construct
bridge across
Flint River,
Counties.
between Crisp and Sumter Countee.
River, Georgia, between
across Flint
a bridge
construct a
to

I
tt '
R.

165111

207.
[Public, No. 207.3

Be it enacted
Flint River
River..
the United Flint
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Crisp. County,
County, Ga.,
C.a.,
the consent of Congress Crisp
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
is
hereby granted
to C
risp County,
County, Georgia
to construct,
maintain, fay
b.ridge,Hugueulns
ayridgeHu
construct, maintain,
Georgia, to
Crsp
granted to
is hereby
and
approaches thereto across the Flint River,
a bridge and approaches
and operate a
at
suitable to
the interests of navigation, at or near Huguenins
Huguenins
to the
at a
a point
point suitable
Ferry, in
in the
the county
county of
Georgia, in accordance
accordance Construction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.
volSt3p.
of Georgia,
State of
of Sumter,
Sumter, in the State
Ferry,
with
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate the conwith the
approved March
navigable waters,"
March twentytwentywaters," approved
struction of bridges over navigable
third, nineteen
Amndm
nineteen hundred and six.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
mn
hereby Amendment.
is hereby
repeal this
right to
2. That
SEC.
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 11, 1916.
Approved,
91890°—vol. 39—Pr
1-33
39-T 1-33
91890°-VOL
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SIXTYFOURTH CONXGRESS.
CONGRESS. S-ss.
Stss. L'
L ..CHB.
331-333, 342.
342.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CHs. 331-333,

11, 1916.
August 11,1916.

[H. R. 168914
[*.
R.16891.1
[Public, No. 208.]
2081
(Pblic,

iv
th
North.
of the
e
er of
Nd RRiver
Traill County, N.
N
ndcolk
D^al
Dak
and
Polk CoontY, /Ann-,
ty.
i , may
ay bridge,

Bellmont,
Dak.
mon,N.
N Da

1916.
1916.

CHA.P. sal.—m,-.41.
•
ting,the
cement of,Congress
Congrefr to
CHAP.
331.--A Act miting
th cense
to Trail!
Traill County,
County, North
North
Dakota,
to Polk
County,tmneeota,
to constnict
across the
the Red
Red Rivet
Rivet
Dakota, and
and to
Polk Cmounty,
ni-esota, to
contruct aabridge
bridge across
of the North.
'

Be
enacted by
by the
theSeno4e
Hose of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
andJ Howse
Senat and
of Representatives
Representativesof
States of America
America in
i4 Canressassembled,
That the
consent of
of Congress
Congress
the consent
on
gea sembled, That
States

i
shereby
hereby granted
granted to`Traill
County,
and Polk
Polk County,
Dakota, and
North Dakota,
Couty,; North
to'Traill Coutity;
is
Minnesota, and their
their successrs
silecessors and assigns,
construct, maintain,
Minnesota,
assigns, to construct,
maintain,
and
operate a
abridge
and approachi
approaches thereto
Red River
River
and operate
bridge and
thereto across
across the
the Red
of
North, at
suitable to
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
of the
the North,
at aapoint
point suitable
to tle
interests of
or
near
in the
the State
of
near the
the village
village of
of Belmont,
Bellmont, in
the county
county ofof Train,
Traill, in
in the
State of

Werth Dakota,
with thelprovisions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
the'provisions of
aceordance with
in iiftordance
Dakota, in
Noth
"An
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
iaavigable
"An Act to regulate the construction
of bridges
waters,"
nineteen hundred
hundred, and
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
and six.
six.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this
hereby
this Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, August
August 41,
1916.
Approved,
11, 1916.
.
..

onstruction.
vol 34,p.s.

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Amendment,

ndment.

August 11, 1916.
13224
pl.
R. 13224.1
R134.]-

[Public, No. 209.]

War Risk Insurance
n
c
u
Bureau.n
Time for suspension

aB
'
Time rsuspeai, a
vol. 38,
p. 712,
eit7ed
Vol.
a8, p.
712,
amended.
lmende d. L
Poe, p. 1131.
P
Po4
Premiums
and salsalPrtims and
vage to credit of appropriation
for
losses.
propraton r loses.

August
11, 1916.
1916.
August11,
[II.
184.1
(H. J.
J. Res. I1.

(Pub.
29.1
[Pub. Res., No. 29.]

ublic
ld

Public lands.
Settlers
etters on former
Fort Niobrara Riaservation, Nebr., allowed
extension of time for
payments.
Vol. 37, p. 651.

CHAP. 332.—An
332.-An Act
"AnAct
authorize the estabestabCHAP.
Act To amend
amend an Act entitled "An
Act to authorize
Insurance in
Department," approved
lishment of aaBureau
Bureau of
of War Risk Insurance
in the Treasury
Treasury Department,"
approved
September second,
second, nineteen hundred and fuiteen.
fourteen.
September
.

it enacted
enacted .by
by the
'the Senate
'Senate and'House
and House ojfRepresentaives
o Representatives' of
the United
Be it
of the
nite
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembfed,
assembled, That
section nine
of an
an Act
Act
States of
America in
That section
nine of
establishing a
of. War
Risk. insurance
approved September
September
establishing
a Bureau
Bureau of
War Risk
Insurance, approved
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen, be,
hereby, amended
second,
hundred and
and fourteen,
and i
be, and
itt.is
is hereby
amended
so -as to require the suspension
Operations ,
of
ActtwitJp
within
suspension of the
the operations
of the A
years from
from the
date Said
said Act-.wa
approved.
three years
tho.dato
Aet(*vio, apprnved.
SEC.
moneys received
rereceied from
from premiums
p
iums and
and from
from salvage
S
EC. 2.
2. That all 'moneys
salvage
shall
the Treasury
shall be covered
covered into the
Treasury to
to the credit
credit of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
made
made for the payment of losses and
the purposes
purposes
and be
be available
available for
for the
thereof.
thereof.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.

CHA P. 333.-Joint
CHAP
333.—Ioint Resolution
Resolution Providing for one year's extension of time to make
make
installment payments
payments for the land of the former Fort Niobrara Military Reaervation
Reservation,
Nebraska.

Resolved by
Senate and
Representatives of
United
the United
House of
of Representatives
of the
by the
the Senate
and House
Resolved

in Congress
the Secretary
the
States of
former States
of America
America in
Congress assembled
assembled,! That
That the
Secretary of
of the
Fort Niobrarja ls- Interior
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
be, and
he is
to allow
directed to
allow
,exion
otime for entry
men of
of such
lands of
of the
former Fort
Fort Niobrara
Niobrara Military
Military ReservaReservaentrymen
such lands
the former
o

7,p. 651.

August 15, 1916.
August
1511
[S. 51721
[S. 5172.-

[Public,
210.]
[Public, No. 210.1
District

bia.

of

tion, Nebraska,
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
subject lands
made under
under the
Act entitled
to subject
lands
tion,
Nebraska, made
of the former Fort Niobrara
Niobrara Military
Military Reservation
Reservation and
to
and other
other lands
lands to
homestead
entry," approved
homestead entry,"
nineteen hunapproved January
January twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
hundred and thirteen, as are required to be paid for at
appraised
at their appraised
values, one year extension of time in which to
to make each
each of the two
remaining
remaining unpaid installments of the purchase
purchase price.
price.
Approved,
11, 1916.
Approved, August
August 11,
1916.

CH"AP.
342.-An Act To exempt
Daughters
CHAP. 342.—An
exempt from taxation certain property of the Daughters
of the American
Washington. District
American Revolution
Revolution in Washington,
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
the United
m
America
assembled, That
That the
the property
property situated
situated
olm- States
States oof A
erca in
in Congress
Congress assembled,

Colum-

Daughters of Amercan
Revolution exestate tax.

orAime- in
in square
square one
seventy-three in
in the
city of
Washington,
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-three
the city
of Washington,
s- District
District of
of Columbia,
twenty-three, twenty-four,
twenty-four,
Columbia,. described
described as lots twenty-three,
Pop.
100.
twenty-five, twenty-six,
twenty-seven, and
twenty-eight,
Post, g.
1009.
twenty-five,
twenty-six, twenty-seven,
twenty-eight, inclusive,
Pod,
p. low.
adtet-ihiiiie
aegs

l
empted Irom
from re
real
smpted

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
I.
SESS. I.

Cns. 342,
342, 345.
345.
CHS.

515
515

1916.
1916.

occupied by
Daughters of
Revolution, be, and the
American Revolution,
the American
of the
the Daughters
by the
occupied
nineteen
same is
is hereby,
exempt from
from and
May twenty-third, nineteen
after May
and after
hereby, exempt
same
hundred and
from all
as the
the same
same is
so Vol. 19,
p.399.
is so
19, p.
long as
so long
taxation so
all taxation
fourteen, from
and 'fourteen,
hundred
occupied
and
used,
subject
to
the
provisions
of
section
eight
of
the
the
of
eight
section
of
provisions
the
to
subject
used,
and
occupied
Act
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-seven,
and seventy-seven,
third, eighteen
March third,
Act approved
rectories,
Church -rectories,
providinc
exemptions of
of church
and school
school property, and Acts Church
church and
for exemptions
providing, for
exempted.
amendatory thereof.
So, also,
every rectory,
parsonage, glebe
etc., exempted.
glebe etc.,
rectory, parsonage,
shall every
also, shall
thereof. So,
amendatory
by the
house,
and pastoral
which is
occupied as
as a
aresidence
residence by
is occupied
residence which
pastoral residence
house, and
pastor, rector,
or rabbi
be so
taxation in the Provisos.
from taxation
exempt from
so exempt
rabbi be
minister, or
rector, minister,
pastor,
District of
of Columbia:
such rectory,
glebe Ownership.
owershp.
parsonage, glebe
rectory, parsonage,
That such
Provided, That
Columbia: Provided,
District
house, or
or pastoral
pastoral residence
residence be
be owned
by the
church or
or congregation
congregation
the church
owned by
house,
for which
the said
pastor, rector,
minister, or
or rabbi
rabbi officiates:
officiates: And
And Limitation,
rector, minister,
said pastor,
which the
for
tato
provided further,
more than
than one
one such
rectory, parsonage,
parsonage,
such rectory,
not more
That not
further, That
provided
one
glebe
house,
or
pastoral
residence
shall
be
so
exempt
for
any
one
any
for
exempt
so
be
shall
residence
pastoral
or
house,
glebe
congregation.
congregation.
Approved,
1916.
15, 1916.
August 15,
Approved, August
August 16,191.
16 1916.
August

CHAP. 345.—An
certain lands
lands to
to the
Teton National
Forest, *Wyoming
Wyoming.
National Forest,
the Teton
Adding certain
Act Addiep
345.-An Act
CHAP.

[H.

28.!

Be it enacted by the
Senate and
Rernsentatires of
of the
the United
[Public, No.
211.1
No. 211.]
nite [Public,
of Representatives
Hose of
adl House
by the Senate
Be it enaeted
ForNational ForTeton National
States
assembled, That
following described
described Tton
the following
That the
Conress assembd,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
to.
sudsadded
the
part
a
areas
be
and
the
same
are
hereby
included
in
an
d
a
p
art
of
the
Langidded
to.
made
areas be and the same are hereby included in and
Teton
Forest, subject
subject to
prior adverse
adverse rights,
rights, and
and that
that
all prior
to all
National Forest
Teton National
said
lands shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
national
affecting national
laws affecting
all laws
to all
subject to
be subject
said lands
forests:
forests:
All
four; east
half; east
half northwest
northwest quarter;
Description.
east Description.
quarter; east
east half
east half;
section four;
of section
All of
half southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
section five;
east half;
northhalf northeast half
half; east
five; east
of section
half
west quarter;
east half
section eight;
eight; all
all of
of secsecof section
quarter of
southwest quarter
half southwest
quarter; east
west
tion
of section
sixteen; the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
section
of section
section sixteen;
all of
nine; all
tion nine;
seventeen; the
the east
north half
northeast
quarter; northeast
northwest quarter;
half northwest
half; north
east half;
seventeen;
quarter
southwest quarter;
southeast quarter
quarter of
of
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
quarter; southeast
quarter southwest
section twentv-one;
twenty-one; all
twenty-six; east
east half;
half; north
half
north half
section twenty-six;
of section
all of
section
northwest
southeast quarter
northwest quarter;
northeast
quarter; northeast
quarter northwest
quarter; southeast
northwest quarter;
quarter
southwest
quarter
of
section
twenty-seven,
all
in
township
township
in
all
twenty-seven,
section
quarter southwest quarter of
forty
range one
hundred and
the sixth
principal
sixth principal
of the
west of
sixteen west
and sixteen
one hundred
north, range
forty north,
meridian, State
of Wyoming.
Wyoming.
State of
meridian,
The
half northeast
northeast quarter;
quarter; southeast
southeast quarter
quarter
south half
half; south
south half;
The south
northwest
quarter of
all of
section sixteen;
sixteen; southeast
of section
nine; all
section nine;
of section
northwest quarter
quarter;
quarter northeast
quarter; southeast
southeast quarter
northeast quarter;
southeast quarter
quarter; southeast
southwest
quarter of
of section
half; south
northhalf northsouth half
south halfseventeen; south
section seventeen;
southwest quarter
west
half northeast
quarter of
of section
nineteen, all in
section nineteen,
northeast quarter
south half
quarter; south
west quarter;
township forty-one
fifteen west
west of
of the
the
and fifteen
hundred and
one hundred
range one
north, range
forty-one north,
township
sixth prmcipal
State of
Wyoming.
of Wyoming.
meridian, State
principal meridian,
sixth
southeast
The
half northeast
northeast quarter;
quarter; southeast
south half
quarter; south
southeast quarter;
The southeast
quarter
southwest quarter of section
section
half southwest
east half
quarter; east
northwest quarter;
quarter northwest
twenty-four;
all of
twenty-five; the
east
quarter- east
southeast quarter;
the southeast
section twenty-five;
of section
twenty-four; all
south half southwest
half northeast
the south
southwest
twenty-six; the
section twenty-six;
of section
quarter of
northeast quarter
half
quarter; south
south half
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
thirty-three; the
section thirty-three;
of section
quarter;
section
quarter of section
south
half southwest
south half
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter; south
southwest quarter;
south half
thirty-four;
all
of
section
thirty-five;
all
of
section
thirty-six,
all in
thirty-six,
section
of
all
thirty-five;
section
of
all
thirtv-four:
township
north, range
and sixteen
of the
the
west of
sixteen west
hundred and
one hundred
range one
forty-one north,
township forty-one
Wyoming.
of
sixth
principal
meridian,
State
of
Wyoming.
State
meridian,
principal
sixth
east half; east half
"Fhe
quarter of
section one;
one; east
of section
southeast quarter
half southeast
east half
The east
northwest
quarter;
east
half
southwest
quarter
of
section
section twelve; all
of
quarter
southwest
half
east
quarter;
northwest
quarter
of
quarter; southeast
southeast quarter
southeast quarter;
half southeast
east half
thirteen; east
section thirteen;
of section
twenty-four;
northeast
quarter
of
section
twenty-three;
all
of
section
twenty-four;
section
of
all
twenty-three;
section
of
quarter
northeast
all of
section twenty-five;
southwest quarter
section
of section
quarter of
half; southwest
east half;
twentv-five; east
of section
all
twenty-six;
all
of
section
thirty-five:
all
of
section
thirty-six
' all
in
al in
thirty-six,
section
of
all
thirty-five;
section
twenty-six: all of
township
north, range
range one
and fifteen
west of the
fifteen west
hundred and
one hundred
forty-two north,
township forty-two
sixth principal
principal meridian,
State of
of,Wyoming
Wyoming.
meridian, State
sixth
es
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SIXTY-FOURTH

S
EM. I.I. Cas.
345,349,350, 359.
SESS.
CH. 345,349,350,359.

1916.
1916.

'fronting
Sze.
2. That
any lands
lands within
within the
following-described areas
found
wroing National
Naiona'
SE. 2.
That any
the following-described
areas found
by
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
producfor the
the .producto be
be chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
dse added
tion
the protection
protection of
of stream
be included
flow may
may be
included
of timber
timber or
or the
stream flow
tion of
within and
and made
made a
apart
National Forest
by proclawithin
part of
of the
the Wyoming
Wyoming National
Forest by
proclamation of
of the
said lands
lands to
be thereafter
thereafter subject
all laws
laws
President, said
to be
subject to
to all
mation
the President,
affecting
national forests:
Sections nine
fifteen, inclusive,
inclusive, and
and secsecnine to
to fifteen,
affecting national
forests: Sections
tions
twenty-three, and
twenty-four, all
in township
all in
township
tions twenty-two,
twenty-two, twenty-three,
and twenty-four,
twenty-five
hundred and
sixth princitwenty-five north,
north, range
range one
one hundred
and sixteen
sixteen west,
west, sixth
principal
pal meridian.
meridian.
Approved,
August 16,
16, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

FOreit.
Lands added to.
to.

avvist
1816.
Slaogt 17,
17, 1816.
VH.
10116.3
A[..U. 10116.1

(Public, No.
2121
No. 212.
[publi,
irrigation
Yula irrigation
Yuma

proleot, Ariz.
pro)lt,
Arit
Settlers within,

lowed credit
redit for
los

alreal-

denmetc..onfarmunit
dB.otc..ol
tit
atty.

VoL. 32, p.888.
VodL32A,.
8.

Ark1Z
491
8941.
Aa1
?,1

13982.1
(Public,
No. 213.1
[Public, No.

*•MAP.
CtrAP. 349.—An
349.-An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
the relief
certain settlers
projects
of certain
settlers under
under reclamation
reclamation projects.

Be
enacted by
and House
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be itit enacted
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
hereStates of
of America
America in
in Congress
That any
any person
person who
who has
has heretofore established
improved any
any tract
of land
land
tract of
upon and
and improved
residence upon
established residence
tofore
within
the Irrigable
irrigable area
area of
the Yuma
Yuma reclamation
reclamation project
project in
in Arizona
Arizona
within the
of the
withdrawn
the provisions
provisions of
reclamation law
withdrawn from
from entry
entry under
under the
of the
the reclamation
law
and Acts
Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto
thereto and
amendatory thereof,
and who
who
and
and amendatory
thereof, and
shall
made valuable
such lands,
lands, and
and who
who
shal have
have made
valuable improvements
improvements upon
upon such
has resided
resided thereon
thereon in
good faith
faith for
for two
prior to
has
in good
two years
years prior
to the
the passage
passage
of this Act,
make entry for
Act, may
may
make
for the
the farm
farm unit upon
upon which
which his
his resiresidence is
is established,
established, and
and that
such residence
residence and
improvements
denee
that such
and improvements
heretofore made
made shall
his final
final proof.
proof.
heretofore
shall be
be credited
credited upon
upon his
Approved, August
1916.
17, 1916.
August 17,
Approved,
CHAP.
To extend
extend temporarily
CHAP. S50.-An
350.—An Act
Act To
the time
time for
for filing
temporarily the
filing applications
applications and
and
fees
the United
United States
Patent Office
Office in
in favor
favor of
of nations
nations granting
fees and
and taking action in
in the
States Patent
granting
reciprocal
United States
citizens.
reciprocal rights
rights to United
States citizens.

the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
'United
it enacted
enacted byin

Patents, etc.
States of
C,ongress assembled,
assembled, That
That any
applicant for
for letters
letters
any applicant
of America
America innCongress
Time extended for States
Tmeexteded
filing
apN. tions,etc.,
luasppytaos
etc,lte patent or
or for the registration of
print, or
being
of any trade-mark,
trade-mark, print,
or label,
label, being
delayed
war.

by

existing

within the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
on account
account of
of the
the existing
exists
within
of this
Act if
if unable
unable on
and continuing
continuing state
war to
to file
file any
or pay
pay any
any ,officál
offcia
any application
application or
state of
of war
and
disk, p 34&
848.
Ant,
fee
or take
any required
the period
period now
by law,
fee or
take any
required action
action within
within the
now limited
limited by
shall
shall be
be granted
nine months
beyond the
the expiration
expiration
granted an
an extension
extension of
of nine
months beyond
of
said period.
of said
period.
Beeroisal extension
C 2. That the provisions of this Act shall be limited to citizens
S
. 2. That the provisions of this Act shall be limited to citizens
S EEC.
tbroSitistens
to citizens
required.
quied.
extend substantially
or subjects
subjects of countries which extend
substantially similar
similar privileges
privileges
Restriction.
ostr
to the
the citizens
citizens of
the United
United States,
extension shall
shall be
be granted
of the
States, and
and no
no extension
granted
under this
this Act
Act to
under
to the
subjects of
of any
any country
country while
said
the citizens
citizens or
or subjects
while said
country
at war
war with
United States.
States.
country is
is at
with the
the United
Limitation.
imitati.
SEc.
from default
default
SEC. 3.
3. That this Act shall be operative to relieve from
under existing
existing law
law occurring
since August
August first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
under
occurring since
hundred
and
fourteen, and
and before
the first
first day
and fourteen,
before the
day of
of January,
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eighteen,
and all
registrations
and
eighteen, and
all applications
applications and
and letters
letters patent
patent and
and registrations
in
or prosecution
prosecution whereof
whereof default
in the
the filing
filing or
default has
has occurred
occurred for
for which
which
this Act grants
grants relief
this
relief shall
shall have
have the
effect as
as if
the same
same force
force and
and effect
if said
said
default
default had
had not
not occurred.
occurred.
Approved,
Approved, August 17, 1916.

r

9s.
voL.
OidNe,ssi
,P. 6
9
3!'
i

s

4 9

sbroa

August 21,
21,1916.
1616.

[S. 1159.1
115S.l
(8.

(Public,
214.3
[Public, No.
No. 214.]

ory

Ccitle
Reservation,
reg.
cs HeadOIiiilLarY

H.

CHAP.
359.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
to grant
grant the
use of
CHAP. 359.-An
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
the use
of the
the
Coos
Military Reservation,
Reservation, in
the State
State of
to the
of Marshfield
Coos Head
Head Military
in the
of Oregon,
Oregon, to
the cities
cities of
Maahfield
and North Bend, Oregon,
Oregon, both
both being
being municipal
municipal corporations,
corporations, for
for park
park purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Represent
atives of
o
fth
e United
United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
States
America in
Congress assembled,
is
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
hereby
directed to
grant permission
to and
and to
to authorize
authorize
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to grant
permission to

SIXTY-FOURTH
ESS. I
359.
CH. 359.
I.. CH.
SEES.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

1916.
1916.

517
517

ntedN
a
cor- BBSed
the cities
cities of
of Marshfield
and North
Bend, each
each being a
amunicipal
Marshfield
and Norit
municipal carNorth Bend,
Marshfield and
the
prk.
publicsp:ir.
for puIr
poration
of and
and within
Oregon, to
to use and occupy all of for
t
use
of Oregon,
State of
the State
within the
poration of
those tracts
tracts or
parcels of
of land
land known
known as
Coos Head Military Resthe Coos
as the
or parcels
those
ervation, and
described as
as lots
lots one,
one, two, and three, and the
also described
and also
ervation,
southwest quarter
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of section two, township
quarter of
southwest
twenty-six
south, range
range fourteen
fourteen west
west of the Willamette meridian,
twenty-six south,
and lots
two, and
and four
northeast
quarter of the northeast
southeast quarter
the southeast
and the
four,, and
one, two,
lots one,
and
quarter
section three,
three, township
twenty-six south, range fourteen
fourteen
township twenty-six
of section
quarter of
west
the Willamette
Willamette meridian,
meridian, situated
the south shore of the
on the
situated on
of the
west of
entrance to
to Coos
Coos Bay,
Oregon,
County, State of Oregon
in Coos County,
Head, in
Coos Head,
at Coos
Bay, at
entrance
for
park purposes,
purposes, and
exercise such use and occupation
occupation by and
and to exercise
for park
through a
acommission
consisting of
of three
persons, two of whom shall
three persons,
commission consisting
through
be named
named and
appointed by
by the
the said
city of Marshfield
Marshfield from among
said city
and appointed
be
its resident
one to
and appointed
appointed by the
named and
be named
to be
and one
citizenship, and
resident citizenship,
its
said city
city of
of North
North Bend
resident citizenship;
jalPir17 ents 'S
ete"
citizenship; and for aatrivements.'
its resident
among its
from among
Bend from
said
the
enabling said
said cities
cities more
to promote
promote the
effectually to
more effectually
of enabling
purpose of
the purpose
purposes herein
said commission
hereby granted the
is hereby
commission is
the said
defined, the
herein defined,
purposes
privilege--privilegeDesignatedsaid parcels D
(a)
To fell
trees and
and underbrush
underbrush from
'dg
nated *
from said
remove trees
to remove
and to
fell and
(a)To
of
and to
clear and improve the same.
otherwise clear
to otherwise
land, and
of land,
(b) To
erect temporary
temporary buildings
buildings upon
parcels of land
land for the
said parcels
upon said
To erect
(b)
accommodation and
convenience of
of the public.
and convenience
accommodation
(c) To
to private
parties and
privilege of erectothers the privilege
to others
and to
private parties
grant to
To grant
(c)
ing
temporary buildings
upon said
said parcels
land for the accommodaaccommodaof land
parcels of
buildings upon
ing temporary
tion
of_pnvate
persons
and
public.
the
and
tion of private persons
(d) To
survey and
plat said
land, or any part thereof, for
parcels of land,
said parcels
and plat
To survey
(d)
the
impose
of
enabling
said
commission
to
to indicate and define the
commission
said
the purpose of enabling
particular
tract or
granted for
for such privileges to any
land granted
of land
tracts of
or tracts
particular tract
person
or
persons.
person or persons.
(e)
said parcel
parcel or
parcels of
of land
land while
while the same or any
or parcels
police said
To police
(e) To
part
thereof
is
being
used
or
occupied
as
a
park
or for
for parking
purparking puror
park
a
as
occupied
or
part thereof is being used
poses, or
while the
the same
same or
part thereof
thereof is
is used
used or occupied under
under
any part
or any
or while
poses,
any privilege
privilege granted
granted by
said commission
accordance herewith.
commission in accordance
by said
any
(1)
enforce reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, restrictions,
restrictions, rules,
and enforce
provide and
To provide
(f) To
and
regulations
for
the
use
of
property
and
conduct
of persons
conduct
the
and
property
of
use
and regulations for the
while
parcels of
of land
land or
any part
while being
thereof while
part thereof
upon any
or upon
said parcels
upon said
while upon
purposes; subject,
used
in whole
or in
subject, oovernment
Government user
uses re.
park purposes;
for park
part, for
in part,
whole or
occupied, in
or occupied,
used or
servel.
however,
at all
an times
to the
the rights
United States
States in
in any manner served.
the United
of the
rights of
times to
however, at
to assume
of, hold,
hold, use,
and occupy,
occupy, without
without leave
leave or consent
use, and
control of,
assume control
to
from any
from said
cities of
Marshfield or North Bend, or from
of Marshfield
said cities
or from
one or
any one
from
said commission,
or all
all of
said parcels
land for any and all
of land
parcels of
of said
any or
commission, any
said
military,
life-saving station,
lighthouse, and any and all other
station, lighthouse,
naval, life-saving
military, naval,
grants conveyances.
Government purposes,
freed from
conveyances,
from any and all grants,
purposes, freed
Government
iens, matured
privileges,
charges, encumbrances,
matured
encumbrances, improvements, or liens,
privileges, charges,
thereon, by
sanctioned thereon,
or
unmatured, made,
created, permitted,
permitted, or sanctioned
made, created,
or unmatured,
said
North Bend
or said commission, or either
Bend or
and North
Marshfield and
of Marshfield
cities of
said cities
•
Umted state
Stat
of
them,
under
and
by
virtue
of
this
Act:
Provided,
Provided, That the United NootUte
Act:
this
of
virtue
by
of them, under and
States shall not be or become liable to any person or persons for any PocuniarYlisbnitY.
States shall not be or become liable to any person or persons for any pecuilability.
Marshfield
damages
or compensation
compensation whatever
to the
the said cities of Marshfield
whatever to
damages or
and
North Bend
Bend or
commission or to either of them, for any
or to said commission,
and North
future
use by
by the
the said
said Government of any and all of the abovefuture use
described
parcels of
of land
land for
for any
any of
of the
the above-named
above-named Government
Government Grant temporary
described parcels
tmpo
occupaall of the uses, occupaeach
purposes:
Provided
further,
That
and
That
purposes: Provided further,
a temporary
tions, and
and privileges
shall be of a
and shall
are and
granted are
hereby granted
privileges hereby
tions,
is hereby authorized
character only,
said Secretary
Secretary of
of War
authorized
War is
the said
and the
only, and
character
to
revoke the
his discretion.
discretion.
at his
same at
the same
to revoke
Approved,
August 21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
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August 21,
21, 1916.
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[S.
S. 13514
1351.1
[Public, No.215.]
No.215.1
(Public,
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S
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360, 361.
SESS.
CHS. 360,
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CUHAP.
development, and protection
CHAP. 300.-An
300.—Ao Act Providing .for the discovery,
discovery, development,
protection
of streams,
in the desert and arid public
of
streams, springs,
spring!, and
and water
water holes m
public lands of the United
States,
more readily
readily accessible,
for the
establishment of
States, for
for rendering
rendering the
the same
same more
accessible, and
and for
the establishment
of
and maintenance
maintenance of
monuments locating
locating the
the same.
same.
of signboards
ignboards and
and monuments

Be*
the Senate
Senate and
House.
sI of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
the United
States
of America
America in
in Congress
as
;That
the
Secretary
of
States of
Congress assembed,
That the Secretary of the
the
authorized and empowered,
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
empowered, in his disin so
so far
as the
the authorization
authorization made
herein will
to
cretion in
far as
made herein
will permit,
permit, •
to
discover, develop, protect, and
accessible for
for the
benefit
and render
render more
more accessible
the benefit
of the
public, springs,
springs, streams,
streams, and
holes on
of
the general
general public,
and -water
water holes
on arid
arid public
public
Erection of ssignlands of
the United
and in
in connection
connection therewith
egn o
boardst etc.
lands
o the
United States;
boards,
States; and
therewith to
to erect
erect and
and
maintain
niaintain suitable
durable monuments
and signboards
proper
suitable and
and durable
monuments and
signboards at
at proper
places amd
and intervals
near the
the accustomed
accustomed lines
lines of
of travel
places
intervals along
along and
and near
travel
and
the general
of said
said desert
lands, containinc
and over
over the
general area
area of
desert lands,
containing information
information
and
to the
and directions
directions as
as to
the location
location and
and nature
nature of
of said
said springs,
sprigs, streams,streams,
and wider
holes, to
to the
that the
same may
may be
be more
more readily
readily traced
water holes,
the end
end that
the same
traced
Means
utilizing.
Means of
oftilitng.
and found
fmmd by persons in search
search or need thereof; also to provide concon.;
venient and
venient
means, apparatus,
by which
which water
and ready means,
apparatus, and
and appliances
appliances by
watei
may be
be brought
to the
the earth's
said water
water holes
holes for
for the
the
brought to
earth's surface
surface at
at said
Distribution of inuse of such
persons; also
prepare and
and distribute
distribute suitable
mapi;
striobutio etc.o
-se
of
such persons;
also to
to prepare
suitable maps
formation,
reports, and general
general information relating
to said
said springs,
streams,
relating to
springs, streams,
and water
water holes, and their
specific location
location with
with reference
reference to
their specific
to lines
lines
of travel.
of
travel.
Expenditureauthord.pedit
uthoSEC.
the purposes
Sze. 2. That to carry out the
of this
this Act
expenditure
purposes of
bed.
Act the
the expenditure
of $10
$10,000,
1000, or so much thereof as may
be necessary,
is hereby
hereby
may be
necessary, is
authorized.
authorized.
Punishment for maPunishment
Sr°.
whoever shall willfully
willfully or maliciously
maliciously injure
SEe. 3. That whoever
injure, destroy;
destroy;
licious
injuries,for
etc. naany of
of said
said monunients
or signposts,
shall willdeface, or
or remove
remove any
monuments or
signposts, or
or shall
wiltfill up,
up, render
or in
in a
nywise destroy
destroy- or
fully .or
or maliciously
maliciously fill
render foul,
foul, or
anywise
or
impair the utility .of said
streams, or
holes, or
or shall
shall
said springs,
springs, streams,
or water
water holes,
willfully or maliciously
maliciously interfere
interfere with said
said monuments,
monuments, signposts,
signposts,
streams, srings,
springs, or
which they
or water
water holes,
holes, or
or the
the purposes
purposes for
for which
they are
are
maintained
maintained and used, shall be fined not more than $1,000
impris$1,000 or
or impristhree years,
years or
both.
oned not
not more
more than
than three
or both.
Itegulations, etc.
Reghations,
SEC.
4. That
of the Interior
SEC. 4.
That the Secretary of
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized to
to
perform any and all acts and
such rules
rules and
as
and make
make such
and regulations
regulations as
may .be necessary
necessary for the purpose
purpose of
of carrying
the provisions
carrying the
provisions of
of this
this
Act into full force and effect.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Public
Development
lands.

of
of
water
holes, etc.,
etc., on
wter holes,
on
arid lands.

Development

August
21, 1916.
August 21.
1916.
1

[S. 5466.)
"l.
546.
[Public
N.
iPublic, No.216.1

[Public, No. 216.1

Abandoned
Abandoned militay
military

CHAP. 361.—An
reservations in
the State
State of
of
361.-An Act
Act To open abandoned
abandoned military
military reservations
in the
Nevada to homestead
desert-land entry, and to amend an Act entitled
homestead entry and desert-land
entitled
An Act to open abandoned
"In
abandoned military reservations in the State of Nevada
Nevada to homestead entry,"
entry," approved October first, eighteen hundred and ninety.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the

reservations, Nevada.
reserv
Nevada
ationsStates of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That all the agricultural
agricultural
Agricultural lands
embraced within
lands embraced
within the
the military
reservations in
military reservations
in the
the State
State of
of
in,Agricultuentral
opened to entry. s lands

Proviso.
Proio. to desert
dt
Restricted

la-nd.
lands.

Vol. 19, p. 377.

ol.

19, P. 377.

Nevada
placed under the control of the Secretary
Nevada which have been placed
Secretary
of the Interior for disposition
disposition be disposed of under the
homestead
the homestead
and
laws, and
That this
this Act
Act
and desert-land
desert-land laws,
and not
not otherwise:
otherwise: Provided,
Provided, That
is intended
to make
make applicable
intended to
applicable to
laws only
only such
such
to the
the desert-land
desert-land laws

lands
of March
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
lands as were included under the Act of
March third,
hundred
and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, providing
for the
disposition of
of public
public lands
lands
providing for
the disposition
under the desert-land laws.
Approved,
August 21,
1916.
Approved, August
21, 1916.
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1916.
1916.

August 21, 1916.

21,1916.
August
CHAP. 362.—An Act
Act approved
approved May
May twenty-ninth,
nineteen
twenty-ninth, nineteen
[S. 59761
an Act
amend an
To amend
CHAP. 362.-An Act To
S. 5976.]
hundred
and eight,
Act to
to authorize
the Baltimore authorize the
an Act
amend an
to amend
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
eight, entitled
hundred and
[Public,
2171
[Public, No. 217.]
Columbia,"
and Washington
Transit Company,
Maryland, to
the District
District of Columbia,"
enter the
to enter
of Maryland,
Company, of
Washington Transit
and
approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-six.
and ninety-sx.
eighth, eighteen
June eighth,
approved June

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
tofomb
3
nsar
t
i
fin
tofoc
rol
euma
b
n
iaci
United 1
the United
of the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
section
two
of
an
Act
and
Baltimre
Act
an
of
two
section
That
assembled,
Congress
z
.
'
America
of
States
approved May
hundred and
eight , entitled
yashin gton
WashingtonTransit
entitled Transit
and eight,
nineteen hundred
twenty-ninth, nineteen
May twenty-ninth,
approved
"An Act to
to amend
an Act
Act to
authorize the
Washington vol.
0
1
L29,p.
29p. 264.
and Washington
Baltimore and
the Baltimore
to authorize
amend an
"An Act
Transit Company,
Company, of
Maryland,
to
enter
the
District
of
Columbia,
Columbia,
of
District
the
enter
to
of Maryland,
Transit
approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and
amended
be amended
ninety-six," be
and ninety-six,"
eighth, eighteen
June eighth,
approved June
to
read
as
follows:
Construction
a nd
to read as follows:
and
power.
Construction
to motive
empowered
said transit company shall be
"SEc.
SEC. 2.
That the
be em
powered to
the said
2. That
construct, maintain, equip, and operate a single or double track vol. 35, p. 473,
construct, maintain, equip, and operate a single or double track Vol- a5,
street railway over said line, with all necessary buildings, switches, a
street railway over said line, with all necessary buildings, switches,
machinery, appliances,
appurtenances, and
other devices
devices necessary
necessary
and other
appliances, appurtenances,
machinery,
to operate the same by electricity, compressed air,
storage battery,
same by electricity, compressed air, storage battery,
the
operate
to
or other motive
to be
approved by
Publie Utilities
ComUtilities Comthe Public
by the
be approved
power, to
other motive power,
or
mission of
of said
Fonr
r ae restriction
Former
District.
said District.
mission
st
That section
section four
of the
the Act
"An Act
authorize the rrepale.
to authorize
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
four of
V oL 29, p. 264.
That
Baltimore and Washington Transit
Transit Company,
Company, of
of Maryland,
to
enter
26
p.
29
Maryland, to enter
and Washington
Baltimore
pithe
eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred Proviso.
June eighth,
approved June
Columbia," approved
of Columbia,"
District of
the District
Construction,
etc.,
and ninety-six, be,
and
the
same
is
hereby,
repealed:
Provided,
how- subject
ic Utiletec,
r construction
l
ge to iubfiiUtiland ninety-six, be, and the same is hereby, repealed: Provided, ho- W
etc.
ion,
CommiUb
ever That said
railway
shall
be
constructed
of
good
material,
with
wities
ever, That said railway shall be constructed of good material,
rails of approved pattern, and
and in
in a
a neat
neat and
substantial
manner,
and substantial manner,
rails of approved pattern,
subject to
and approval
approval of
the Public
Public Utilities
ComUtilities Comof the
supervision and
the supervision
to the
subject
mission of
District of
of Columbia;
standard gauge
gauge to
be used,
used,
to be
the standard
Columbia; the
the District
mission of the
and the surfaces of
the
tracks
to
conform
to
the
grades
of
the
streets
streets
the
of
grades
the
to
conform
to
tracks
the
of
and the surfaces
established
by the
the Coramissioners
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
District of
of the
Commissioners of
established by
where the tracks lie
within
the
streets of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
the
Columbia the
of
streets
the
within
lie
tracks
the
where
said transit company shall
shall comply
comply with
with the
the laws
and
regulations
regulations
and
laws
company
transit
said
relating to the paving and
repairing of
streets in
in the
the District
District of
of
of streets
and repairing
mended.

ed .

e

i.

a

g

o

relating to the paving

Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

August 21,
21, 1916.
August

CHAP. 383.—An Act To
To authorize
the Secretary
Interior to
to lease,
lease, for
profor prothe Interior
of the
Secretary of
authorize the
CHAP. 363.-An Act
duction of oil and gas, ceded lands of the Shoshone
Wind River
Reservation
Indian Reservation
River Indian
or Wind
Shoshone or

duction of oil and gas, ceded lands of the
in the
State of
of Wyoming.
Wyoming.
the State
in

(S. 63081
638.1
Is.

[Public,
218.1
No. 2181
[Public, No.

Be it' enacted by
the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Shoshone
oshone Indian
Be it'enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the nited Reservation,
Wyo.
Wyo.
States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Reservation,
Oil
and
gas leases on
asleases
Oilad
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the ceded
lands
of, auauof,
Interior
is
hereby
authorized
and
empowered
to
lease,
for
the
prola
ceod
prothe
for
lease,
to
empowered
and
Interior is hereby authorized
thorized.
duction of
of oil
and
gas
therefrom,
lands
within
the
ceded
portion
of
thoriaed.
of
portion
oil and gas therefrom, lands within the ceded
duction
the Shoshone or Wind River
Reservation in
in the
the State
State of
of
Indian Reservation
or Wind River Indian
Shoshone
the
Wyoming, under such terms and
and conditions
as
shall
be
by
him
preconditions as shall be by him pre- Proceeds to Indians.
Wyoming, under such terms
scribed; and
arising from
such leases
leases ProceedstoIndans.
any such
from any
royalties arising
or royalties
proceeds or
the proceeds
and the
scribed;
shall be first applied to
the extinguishment of any indebtedness of
shall be first applied to the extinguishment of any indebtedness of
the Shoshone Indian Tribe to
the United States and thereafter shall
Shoshone Indian Tribe to the United States and thereafter shall
the
be applied
and benefit
in the
the same
manner Vol. 33, p. 1020.
same manner
tribe in
said tribe
of said
benefit of
use and
the use
to the
applied to
be
as though secured
from
the
sale
of
said
lands
as
provided
by
the
ol. 33, p. 1020.
Act
the Act
by
provided
as
lands
said
of
sale
as though secured from the
of Congress approved March third, nineteen hundred and five, entientifive,
and
hundred
nineteen
third,
Congress
of
tled
"An Actapproved
to ratify March
and amend
amend an
agreement with
reIndians rethe Indians
with the
an agreement
Act to ratify and
tled "An
siding
on the Shoshone
or Wind River Indian Reservation in the
on the Shoshone or Wind River Indian Reservation in the Proviso.
siding
State of Wyoming, and
to make appropriations for
the same
Prov rights not
same Prior
catrrying the
for carrying
State of Wyoming, and to make appropriations contained
into effect": Provided, hovever , That nothing
in
this
Act affected.
Prior rights no,
Act
this
in
contained
nothing
That
however,
Provided,
into effect':
shall
abridge or
rights pafoted
initiated rights
or initiated
asserted or
any asserted
enlarge any
or enlarge
to abridge
construed to
be construed
shall be
Royalties.
or claims
under
United States.
the United
of the
law of
any law
under any
claims
or
S
EC. 2. That the leases granted under this Act
shall
be
conditioned
Roalt
conditioned
be
shall
Act
leases granted under this
That theby
2. payment
SEc.the
upon
the lessee of such royalty
as
may
be
fixed
in the
the
in
fixed
be
may
as
royalty
such
of
lessee
the
by
payment
upon the
lease,
which
shall not be less than one-tenth in amount or
of the
the
value of
or value
in amount
one-tenth
be less than
notpayment
shallthe
lease, whichand
production
in advance
of
less than
than
not less
of not
rental of
of aarental

production and the payment in advance
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONORESS.

'1'erms, etc.
Terms,
et

August 21,
21 '1916.
August
1916.
[S. 6372.]
[i.
6372.]
Public, No.
[Public,
No. 219.
219.]

Spanish River.
Badwin and Mobile
Mobile
Baldwin
Counties,
Ala., may
Ctis,
Ala.,
may
bridge.
Location.
Lomation.
Construction.
onstruction.
Vol.
34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.
dment.

August 21,
August
21 1916.

H R
1
a.
20
IH.
R.. 20.]
[Public,
No.
220.
[Public, No. 220.]

Public lands.
to GunniGOrnted
son
County,toC.unniColo., for
on
uCounbt~
Coto.,

Granted

public

par.
public park.

D

p

Snss. I.
I. CHs.
SESS.
CHS. 363-365.
363-365.

1916.
1916.

$1
$1 per acre per annum during the continuance
continuance of
of the
the lease.
lease. The
The
rental paid for any one year to be credited
credited against
as
against the
the royalties
royalties as
they accrue
accrue for that year. Leases
Leases shall
shall be
be for
period of
of twenty
twenty
for aa period
years with the preferential
preferential right in the lessee to renew
renew the same
same for
for
successive periods of ten years each upon such
reasonable terms
terms and
and
such reasonable
conditions as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Interior,
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
unless otherwise provided
provided by law at the time of expiration
of any
expiration of
any
such period; said lease
leases shall be irrevocable
irrevocable except for
for the
the breach
breach of
of
the terms and conditions
conditions of the
and may
may be
canthe same
same and
be forfeited
forfeited and
and canceled by an approprite
appropriate pro
:United States
States District
proceeding in
in the
the:Uited
District
Court for the District of
whenever the
the lessee
to comply
comply
of Wyoming
Wyoming whenever
lessee fails
fails to
with their terms and conditions.
conditions.
Approved August 21, 1916.
Approved
C
P. 384.-An
authorize the.counties
CRAP.
384.—An Act To authorize
emultiee of
of Baldwin
Mobile, Alabama,
Alabama,
Baldwin and
and Mobile,
their successors
their
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
abridge
successors and
assigns, to
bridge across
acros Spanish
Spaih
River at or near the junction of
Raft and
of Raft
and Spanish
Spanish Rivers.
Rivers.

Be it
enactedby tthee Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
United
of Representaties
of the
the United

States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the counties
of Baldwin
Baldwin
Ameria in
That the
counties of

and Mobile, in the
successors and
and assigns,
be,
the State
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama, their
their successors
assigns, be,
and they are hereby, authorized
to construct,
and operate
operate
authorized to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
aabridge
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Spanish
at or
or near
Spanish River
River at
near
the junction of Raft
Spanish Rivers,
Raft and Spanish
Rivers, at
at a
apoint
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the
navigation,'in
interests of navigation
accordance with
provisions of
the Act
Act
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of the
entitled "An
"An Act to
of bridges
over navito regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
six.
six.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 21,
21, 1916.
1916,
MUCLP. 365.-An
CHAP
3f35.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the county
county of
Gunnison, Colorado,
of Gunnison,
Colorado, to
to purchase
purchase
certain public
certain
public lands
for public
public park
lands for
park purposes.
purposes.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
the Senate
United
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States
in
Congress assembled,
America
in Congress
assemf blead, Th
at t
hefienro
county
That
the
county of
of GunniGunniso
n oof Amenca
.
o
son, Colorado,
authorized for
Colorado, is hereby authorized
for a
from and
and
a period
period of
of five
five years
years from
after
after the passage
passage of this Act, to purchase, and
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the
Interior is hereby
Interior
hereby directed
directed to convey to
for public
public park
park
to said county
county for
purposes, for the use and benefit of
purposes,
county, the
of said
said county,
the following
following

description.
bed lands,
or so
so much
the said county may desire,
desire,
described
lands, or
much thereof
thereof as
as the
to wit:
wit: The
The southeast
to
southeast quarter of southwest
southwest quarter, section
section eleven,
eleven,
the
east half of the northwest quarter,
the east
quarter, the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter,, and
and
the southwest quarter
quarter of the southeast quarter
of sec
ti on fourteen;
quarter of
section
fourteen;
the west
of the northeast quarter, the northwest
the
west half
half of
northwest quarter,
quarter, the
the
northeast quarter
quarter of the southeast
the west half
northeast
southeast quarter, the
the southsouthhalf of
of the
east quarter,
east
quarter'and the southwest
southwest quarter
quart
er of
twenty-three; an
of section
section twenty-three;
andd
the southeast
the
southeast quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter,
the northeast
quarter
quarter, the
northeast quarter
of the
southeast quarter and west half of
of
the southeast
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
of
section twenty-two,
in township
forty-eight north, range five
section
twenty-two, all
all in
township forty-eight
west,
five west,
New
exico
meridian, in
Gunnison County,
containing one
New Mexico principal
principal meridian,
m Gunnison
County, containing
one
thousand acres,
thousand
acres 'more
more or
or less.
less..
Payment.
SEC.
2. That the said
said conveyance
conveyance shall
be made
made of
said lands
SEC. 2. That the
shall be
of the said
to the
county by the Secretary
to
the said
said county
Secretary of the Interior
Interior upon
payment
upon the
the payment
by
by said county for the said land or such portions thereof
as they
they may
may
thereof as
select,
of $1.25
$1.25 per
per acre, and patent issued to said county
select, at
at the
the rate
rate of
county
rior rigts not a for the said land selected
selected to
to have and
to hold
for public
and to
hold for
public park
park purposes,
purposes,
%Med.
Prior rights not at.
fc.d
but the
hereby made shall not include
but
the grant
grant hereby
include any lands which at the
the
Description.
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I. CHS.
Cns. 365-368.
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SEss.

521
521

1916.
1916.

date of
of the
the issuance
issuance of
shall be
covered by a
a valid, existing,
be covered
patent shall
of patent
date
the laws of the United
bona
claim initiated
United States:
under the
initiated under
or claim
right or
fide right
bona fide

all oil,
States
the
to the
be
shall
there
Provided,
Provided,
coal, and That
That
other there
mineral
shall
deposits
be reserved
reserved
that may
to
be United
United
found in
States
the land
all
oil,
so

coal, and other mineral deposits that may be found in the land so
granted, and
all necessary
necessary use
the land
land for
extracting the same:
for extracting
of the
use of
and all
granted,
have the right to
And provided
said county
shall not have
county shall
That said
further, That
provided further,
And
sell or
convey the
the land
part thereof,
thereof, or to
to
any part
or any
granted, or
herein granted,
land herein
or convey
sell
devote the
same to
other purpose
purpose than
described;
hereinbefore described;
as herembefore
than as
any other
to any
the same
devote
and
that if
if the
the said
said land
not be
be used
public park, the same,
as aapublic
used as
shall not
land shall
and that
or such
such parts
so used,
shall revert
to the
United States.
the United
revert to
used, shall
not so
thereof not
parts thereof
or
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

ou°,e
grif,

servedetc
' 8
.;

served.

CHAP.
appropriate money to build
build and maintain
maintain roads on the
To appropriate
Act To
366.-An Act
CHAP. 366.—An
Spokane Indian
Reservation.
Indian Reservation.
Spokane

depositsre-

deposits

Use
restricted.
te
serest

Reversion.
on

R

August 21, 1916.
[H. R.12123.]

. R. 12123.]

221.]
[Pnblic No. 221.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
House of
and House
Senate and
Be it
Spokane Indian
wIdn
Epokatne
States
of America
America in
appro- Reservation,
hereby approis hereby
there is
That there
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Wash.
States of
Appropriation
1
or
for
approprition
priated,
out of
of any
any funds
funds in
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United
United States
States to the roads
of the
in the
priated, out
in, from tribal
t
m
funds.
othercredit
of
the
Spokane
Indians
in
the
State
of
Washington,
not
othercredit of the Spokane Indians in the State of Washington, not
wise
the sum
for the
building and maintethe building
$2,000 for
of $2,000
sum of
appropriated, the
wise appropriated,
nance
on the
the Spokane
Spokane Indian
Reservation, in Stevens
Stevens County,
Indian Reservation,
roads on
of roads
nance of
proo.
of the Proviso.
Washington,
spent under
under the
direction of
the direction
be spent
to be
amount to
said amount
Washington, said
Contribution by
by
Contribution
Secretary
of the
Interior': Provided
That said
$2,000 shall
shall not be Stevens
said $2,000
Provided, That
the Interior.
County.
Secretary of
vCoty
$1,000
available until
Stevens County,
County, 'Washington,
appropriates $1,000
Washington, appropriates
until Stevens
available
for
the building
building and
roads on
on the
Spokane Indian
Indian
the Spokane
of roads
maintenance of
and maintenance
for the
Reservation.
Reservation.
1916.
Approved, August
August 21, 1916.
Approved,
August 21,1916.
21, 1916.
August

appropriations
CHAP.
367.—An Act
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act making appropriations
amend an
To amend
Act To
CHAP. 367.-An
to
provide for
for the
the expenses
of the
the government
government of
the District of Columbia for the fiscal
of the
expenses of
to provide
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
for other
purposes."
other purposes."
and for
fourteen, and
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
year

[H. R. 12712.]
12712.1
Ill.
[R. i712

[Public, No.
No. 222.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United Districtof Columbia,
of the
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
enacted by
by the
Be it
CornJ
(
)
1.11=T7
o
l lt
Utilities
Publicceti
paragraph Ribli
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section eight, paragraph
That section
assembled, That
of America
States of
mission.
companies
to provide
one, of
Act entitled
entitled "An
provide miss
appropriations to
making appropriations
Act making
"An Act
an Act
of an
one,
from jurisdicexcludedfromjurisdicfor the
the expenses
of the
the government
government of
of the
District of
of Columbia
for erclgied
Columbia for
the District
expenses of
for
ti Tr
i
o
of
f.
37,
p. 975,
975,
Vol. 37, p.
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
nineteen hundred and fourteen, amended.
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
year ending
the
amended.
nineteen
and
for
other
purposes,"
approved
March
fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and for other purposes," approved March fourth,
and
thirteen, relating
relating to
to the
the Public
Public Utilities
Commission of the DisUtilities Commission
and thirteen,
trict
of Columbia
Columbia (Thirty-seventh
Statutes at Large, page nine hun(Tirty-seventh Statutes
trict of
dred
seventy-five), be
adding to the names of the
by adding
amended by
be amended
and seventy-five),
dred and
companies
excluded from
from the
the operation
of said
section, after
after the
said section,
operation of
companies excluded
third
words
"steam
railroads,"
in
the
subdivision
of
the
last
parathe
in
railroads,"
"steam
words
graph
page nine
nine hundred
and seventy-five,
the following:
following: "express
"express
seventy-five, the
hundred and
on page
graph on
companies subject
subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
companies
Commission."
Commission."
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
August 21,
1916.
21,1916.
August

CHAP.
Act
accept
the cession
exclusive
by the State of Oregon of exclusive
cession by
accept the
Toembraced
Act To
368.-An
CHAP. 368.—An
jurisdiction over the
the lands
lands embraced
within
the Crater
Crater Lake
Park, and
and for
for
National Park,
Lake National
within the

jurisdiction over
other
purposes.
other purposes.

[H. R. 14868.]
.

14868.]

[Public, No.
NO. =.1
223.]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
the United
United crate
eNaio
of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
provisions
of
the
is;r
l
iZ
teo
r
re
Lak
g.
eNatianal
og.
r
arki,
the
of
provisions
the
That
assembled
Congress
in
America
of
States
act of
of the
Legislature
of
the
State
of
Oregon,
approved
January
solez
e
r
d
i
t
dic
vion
Otegon
eiedsby
o
January
approved
the Legislature of the State of Oregon,
act
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, ceding
the United
United to
enited Sta
Y
tes.reg<mi
tates.
to tnited
to the
ceding to
hundred and
twenty-fifth,
within
embraced
States
exclusive
jurisdiction
over
the
territory
embraced
the
States exclusive jurisdiction over the territory
Crater Lake
Park, are
hereby accepted
accepted and
and sole
excluand exclusole and
are hereby
National Park,
Lake National
Crater
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sive
hereby assumed
sive jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
is hereby
assumed by
by the
the United
United States
States over
over such
such
territory,
however, to the sai
territory, saving, however,
said State the right to serve
serve civil
civil
or
criminal process
process within
within the
of the
the aforesaid
or
or crimnal
the limits
limits of
aforesaid park
park in
in suits
suits or
prosecution for
rights acquired,
acquired, obligations
incurred,
prosecution
for or
or on
on account
account of
of rights
obligations incurred,
or crimes
State but
but outside
saying
or
crimes committed
committed in
in said
said State
outside of
of said
said park,
park, and
and saving
further
to the
the right
right to
persons and
corporations,
further to
the said
said State
State the
to tax
tax persons
and corporations,
their franchises
franchises and
and property,
property, on
on the
the lands
included in
in said
their
lands included
said park.
park.
All the
the laws
laws applicable
to places
under the
the sole
sole and
and exclusive
exclusive jurnis
pried
All
applicable to
places under
diction of
the United
States shall
and effect
effect in
in said
diction
of the
United States
shall have
have force
force and
said park.
park.
All fugitives
from justice
justice taking
taking refuge
in said park
be subject
subject
All
fugitives from
refge insaid
park shall
shall be
to the
same laws
laws as
refugees from
found in
the State
of Oregon.
to
the same
as refugees
from justice
justice found
in the
State of
Oregon.
Jurisdiction of OreS
EC. 2.
2. That
That said
said park
park shall
shall constitute
the United
SEC.
gmJudiiSld.sar°&
gon judicial district.
constitute a
a part
part of
of the
United States
States
judicial district
district for
Oregon, and
and the-district
tire-district court
United States
judicial
for Oregon,
court of
of the
the United
States
in and
for Oregon
jurisdiction of
of all
all offenses,
committed
in
and for
Oregon shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
offensescommitted
within said
said boundaries.
immft under
un~dr within
boundaries.
Ptmishments
Oregon laws.
oregon
S
EC. 3.
any offense
shall be
be committed
committed in
the Crater
SEC.
3. That
That if
if any
offense shall
in the
Crater Lake
Lake
National-Park,
Park, which
offense is
is not
not prohibited
prohibited or
for
National
which offense
or the
the punishment
punishment for
which is
is not
specifically provided
for by
by any
any law
United State,
States',
which
not specifically
provided for
law of
of the
the United
the
shall be
to the
the same
as the
of
the offender
offender shall
be subject
subject to
same punishment
punishment as
the laws
laws of
the
State of
of Oregon
at the
the time
the commission
of the
the State
Oregon in
in force
force at
time of
of the
commission of
the
offense may
provide for
for a
alike
like offense
in said
said State;
and no
no subsequent
offense
may provide
offense in
State; and
subsequent
repeal of
of any
the State
State of
of Oregon
Oregon shall
shall affect
affect any
any prosem
repeal
any such
such law
law of
of the
prosecu-,
tion for
for said
said offense
offense committed
committed within
park.
Hnntion
within said
said park.
Hunt ing,
fishing,
etc., proibi
prohibitions.
etc,
SEC.
' S
EC. 4. That all hunting or
killing, wounding,
wounding, or
capturing at
at
or the
the killing,
or capturing
any
any time
bird or
animal, except
except dangerous
dangerous animals
annuals when
when
time of any
any wild
wild bird
or animal,
it
prevent them
it is necessary
necessary to prevent
lives or
or in-,
them from
from destroying
destroying human
human lives
infficting injury
prohibited within
the limits
limits of
of said
said park;
nor shall
shalt
flicting
injury,.,is
is prohibited
within the
park; nor
of the
the waters
of the
in any
any other
way than
than
any fish
fish be taken
taken out
out of
waters of
the park
park in
other way
then only
only at
at such
such seasons
such times
by hook
hook and line,
line, and
and then
seasons and
and in
in such
times
and
be directed
directed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
Bnatet etc.
and manner
manner as
as may
may be
by the
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Regulations,
That the
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall
shall make
make and
publish such
That
the Secretary
the Interior
and publish
such rules
rules
and
regulations as
he may
deem necessary
necessary and
proper for
and regulations
as he
may deem
and proper
for the
the manmanagement
agement and care of the park and for the protection
protection of the property
property
preservation from injury
therein, especially
especially for the preservation
of
injury or
or spohation
spoliation of
all timber, mineral deposits
those legally
located prior
prior to
deposits other than
than those
legally located
to
the passage of this Act,
Act, natural curiosities,
curiosities, or
wonderful objects
objects
or wonderful
within said park, and for
protection of
of the
birds in
in
for the
the protection
the animals
animals and
and birds
the park from
capture or
destruction, and
to prevent
prevent their
from capture
or destruction,
and to
their being
being
frightened or driven from the park; and he shall make
and regumake rules and
regugoverning the
from the
lakes in
in the
the
lations governing
the taking
taking of
of fish
fish from
the streams
streams or
or lakes
Evidence o
vioa- lations
Evidence
of violations.
ions.
park. Possession within said .park of the
or any
any part
part
the dead bodies, or
thereof, of any wild bird or animal
be prima
facie evidence
that
animal shall be
prima facie
evidence that
the person
or persons
having the
same are
guilty of
of violating
violating this
unishmnt for
orvioperson or
persons having
the same
are guilty
this
Punishment
vio- the
lations.
railway
Act. Any person or persons, or stage or express company, or railway
company, who knows or has reason to believe
believe that they were
were taken
taken
or killed contrary to the provisions
provisions of this Act and who receives for
for
transportation any of said
transportation
birds, or
fish so
killed, caught,
or
said animals, birds,
or fish
so killed,
caught, or
taken,
shall violate
violate any
any of
of the
provisions of
of this
Act or
or
taken, or
or who
who shall
the other
other provisions
this Act
any
regulation that
promulgated by
by the
the Secretary
any rule
rule or
or regulation
that may
may be
be promulgated
Secretary of
of
the Interior
Interior with
reference to
to the
and care
care of
of th
park
with reference
the management
management and
thee park
or for the protection of the property
property therein, for
for the
the preservation
preservation
from injury or spoliation
spoliation of timber, mineral deposits other
other than those
those
legally
legally located prior to the passage of this Act,
natural curiosities,
curiosities, or
or
Act, natural
protection of
wonderful objects
objects within said park,
park. or for the protection
of the
anithe anicommit
mals, birds, or fish in the park, or who shall within said park commit
any damage, iniury,
injury, or
spoliation to
or upon
upon any
any building,
fence,
or spoliation
to or
building, fence,
hedge, gate, guidepost, tree, wood, underwood,
underwood, timber, garden,
garden, crops,
vegetables, plants, land,
land, springs, mineral
vegetables,
mineral deposits
deposits other than those
legally located prior to the passage
passage of
natural curiosities,
curiosities, or
or
of this
this Act, natural
other matter or thing growing or being thereon or situate therein,
shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor, and
shall be
be subject
subject to
to a
and shall
a
State
tate process, etc.
et.
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fine
than $500
exceeding six months,
not exceeding
imprisonment not
or imprisonment
$500 or
more than
not more
of not
fine of
or
both,
and
be
adjudged
to
pay
all
costs
of
the
proceedings.
Forfeiture of guns
proceedings.
the
of
costs
all
pay
to
adjudged
or both, and be
etc.
traps,
SEC. 5.
all guns,
guns, traps,
traps, teams,
means of
transpor- tra
Fps
°r,
fe
e
i
t
t
c
ur
.° of gum '
of transporor means
horses, or
teams, horses,
That all
5. That
SEC.
or
person
tation
of
every
nature
or
!description
used
by
any
person
persons
any
by
used
description
or
nature
every
of
tation
ensnaring,
within
said park
limits when
engaged in
in killing,
trapping, ensnaring,
killing, trapping,
when engaged
park limits
within said
to
or capturing
capturing such
such wild
wild beasts,
beasts, birds,
birds, or
shall be forfeited to
animals shall
or animals
or
in said park and
the United
United States
be seized
seized by
by the
the officers
officers in
may be
and may
States and
the
under
held pendirT
any person
person or
or persons
arrested under
persons arrested
of any
prosecution of
the prosecution
pending the
held
conviction
charge
violating the
the provisions
provisions of this Act, and upon conviction
of violating
charge of
uncle'''. this
Act of
of such
such person
person or
said guns, traps, teams,
using said
persons using
or persons
this Act
under
horses, or
or other
other means
means of
of transportation,
forfeiture shall be
such forfeiture
transportation, such
horses,
adjudicated
as a
a penalty
penalty in
in addition
to the
other punishment
punishment prothe other
addition to
adjudicated as
vided
Act. Such
shall be
be disposed
disposed of and
and
property shall
forfeited property
Such forfeited
this Act.
in this
vided in
Secretary of the
accounted for
for by
and under
under the
the authority
authority of the Secretary
by and
accounted
Interior.
Commissioner
Interior.
S
EC. 6.
That the
United States
shall CApointment,
APTZnit
s
m
iTtr
; auOregon shall
for Oregon
Court for
District Court
States District
the United
6. That
SEC.
etcshall
appoint
a
commissioner
who
shall
reside
in
the
park
and
who
shall
thority,
etc.
who
and
park
the
in
reside
appoint a commissioner who shall
have
jurisdiction to
all complaints
made of any
complaints made
upon all
act upon
and act
hear and
to hear
have jurisdiction
violations of
of law
law or
of the
the rules
and regulations
regulations made
made by the Secrerules and
or of
violations
park and for the
tary of
of the
the Interior
the government
government of
of the
the park
for the
Interior for
tary
fish, and objects of interest
protection
of the
the animals,
birds, and fish,
animals, birds,
protection of
er in
therein,
and for
authorized by
by this
Act.
Judicial power
in
this Act.dia
purposes authorized
other purposes
for other
therein, and
etc.
ofrues,
violations
Such
commissioner
shall.
have
power,
upon
sworn
information,
violations
ofrules,
etc,
information,
sworn
upon
power,
Such commissioner shall have
for the arrest
to
issue process
process in
in the
the name
name of
of the
the United
arrest of
of
States for
United States
to issue
or
of
any
person
charged
with
the
commission
any
misdemeanor,
or
commission
the
with
any person charged
a
charged
violation of
of the
the rules
regulations, or with a
and regulations,
rules and
with aa violation
charged with
prescribed
Act
violation
of
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
prescribed
for
the
this
of
provisions
violation of any of the
animals,
government
of said
park and
and for
for the
the protection
protection of
the animals,
of the
said park
government of
charged,
person
birds,
and
fish
in
said
park,
and
to
try
the
person
so
and if
the
try
to
and
park,
birds, and fish in said
found guilty,
and to
adjudge the forfeiture
to adjudge
punishment and
impose punishment
to impose
guilty, to
found
Appeals.
prescribed.
Appeals.
prescribed.
the judgment of
In all
all cases
of conviction
conviction an
appeal shall
shall lie
from the
lie from
an appeal
cases of
In
said commissioner
commissioner to
the United
States District
District Court for Oregon,
United States
to the
said
and
the United
States court
shall prescribe
prescribe the rules
district shall
said district
in said
court in
United States
and the
the trial of cases
of
procedure
and
practice
for
said
commissioner
in
commissioner
said
for
of procedure and practice
and for
for appeal
United States
States District
Court.roedure
District Court.
said United
to said
Procedure in cri
appeal to
and
nai cases. in cca.
also have
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That any
any such
such commissioner
commissioner shall
have power to nal
crimlshall also
SEC.
arrest of any person
issue process
hereinbefore provided
provided for
the arrest
person
for the
as hereinbefore
process as
issue
boundaries of any criminal
charged with
within said
said boundaries
criminal
commission within
the commission
with the
charged
offense not
covered by
of section four of this Act to
provisions of
the provisions
by the
not covered
offense
opinion that probable
of opinion
hear the
the evidence
evidence introduced,
introduced, and
and if
if he
he is
is of
hear
charged for trial shall cause
cause
shown for
the person
so charged
person so
holding the
for holding
is shown
cause is
confinement
secure place
such
be safely
safely conveyed
to a
a secure
place of confinement
conveyed to
to be
person to
such person
within
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States
States District
District Court for Oregon,
within the
and certify
of the
his proceedings
proceedings and the
of his
record of
the record
transcript of
a transcript
certify a
and
testimony
the case
to said
said court,
which court
jurisdichave jurisdicshall have
court shall
court, which
case to
in the
testimony in
-°
commissioner
said
the
tion
of
ale
case:
Provided,
That
commissioner
shall grant
grant Psr,
sail.
ovis .
That
tion of the case: Provided,
of
or
States
the United
bail
bailable under
under the
laws of
of the
the laws
cases bailable
all cases
in all
bail in
State.
said
said State.
pro
of process.
SEC. 8.
8. That
issued by
by the
the commissioner
commissioner shall
s
be Service
shall be
process issued
all process
That all
SEC.
of
district
the
for
directed
to
the
marshal
of
the
United
States
for
OreStates
United
the
of
directed to the marshal
so construed
gon, but
herein contained
contained shall
be so
construed as to preshall be
nothing herein
but nothing
gon,
vent
the
arrest
by
any
officer
or
employee
of
the Government
Government or
or
the
of
employee
or
officer
vent the arrest by any
any person
employed by
by the
the United
in the
policing of said
the policing
States in
United States
person employed
any
reservation within
within said
boundaries without
without process of any person
said boundaries
reservation
or the regulations
taken in
in the
act of
of violating
law or
Act or
this Act
or this
the law
violating the
the act
taken
prescribed
by said
Secretary as
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
said Secretary
Salary.
prescribed by
shall be
SEC. 9.
9. That
That the
the commissioner
commissioner provided
provided for
in this
be 5sary.
Act shall
this Act
for in
SEC.
de
Ra
Residence.
paid an annual salary
salary of
of $1,500,
quarterly: Provided,
Provided, That
That Provisos.
si ne.
payable quarterly:
$1,500, payable
paid an annual
the
said
commissioner
shall
reside
within
the
exterior
boundaries
of
of
the said commissioner shall reside within the exterior boundaries
said
Crater Lake
National Park,
Park, at
at aplace
aplace to
be designated
the court
court
by the
designated by
to be
Lake National
said Crater

°
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Disposal of
of fee,e
making such
appointment: Provde
DisPosa
fele,etc- making
such appointment:
Provided further,
further, That
fees, costs,
That all
all fees,
costs,
and expenses
collected by
the commissioner
as
and
expenses collected
by the
commissioner shall
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
of as
provided in
this Act.
Act.
provided
in section
section eleven
eleven of
of this
Uanited
fes,
SE.
United States
States few,
Site. 10. That all fees,
fees' costs, and expenses
in cases
under
expenses arising
arising in
cases under
etc.
this
and properly
to the
shall be
this Act and
properly chargeable
chargeable to
the United
United States
States shall
be
certified, approved,
approved-,and
fees, costs,
and expenses
certified,
and paid
paid as
as are
are like
like fees,
costs, and
expenses in
in
States.
the courts of
of the
the United
United States.
Deposit
fes and
and
SEC.
11. That
all fines
and costs
Deposit of fines
SEC. 11.
That all
fines and
costs imposed
imposed and
and collected
collected shall
shall be
be
costs.
deposited
marshal
deposited by said commissioner
commissioner of the United States, or the marshal
of
States collecting
the same,
with the
of the
the United
of the
the United
United States
collecting the
same, with
the clerk
clerk of
United
States
District Court
for Oregon.
States
District
Court
for
Oregon.
Acceptance of
lion.
S
EC. 12.
12. That
That the
the Secretary
of the
writ3,optZ
C eve.
SEc.
Secretary of
the interior
Interior shall
shall notify,
notify, in
in writing, the governor of the State
the passage
passage and
approval
State of Oregon
Oregon of
of the
and approval
of
this Act.
Act.
of this
Approved,
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
August
1916.
August 21,
21, 1916.
[H. a.
14944.1
(H.
H. 14944.)
[Public,
[Publi, No.
No. 224.1

Authorizing the Secretary
CHAP. 369.-An
369.—An Act Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to tranfer
transfer on certam n conditions the south half of lot fourteen of the southeast quarter
quarter of section twentytain
twenty-

one, township one hundred
hundred and seven, range forty-eight, Moody
Moody County, South
South
Dakota, to the city of Flandreau,
Flandreau, to be used as a
a public park or playgrounds.

Be it
,by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
it enacted
Be
nBds.
public
Public lands.
Flandrean,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
Fndrean S.
s. Dak., States
States of
of America
America in
assembled That
the Secretary
the
grated
lot for
or public
pub
Interior be
be, and he is
directed to
transfer to
rated
fr4
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to transfer
to
par
k.
the
city
be,
of
the city of Flandreau, in Moody
Moody County,
Dakota the
the followCounty, South
South Dakota,
followDescription.
ing-described real
property.situated
the city
Dpcription.
ing-described
real property
situated hi
in the
city of
of Flandi.eau,
Flandreau, Moody
Moody
County, South Dakota, viz: The south half
half of
fourteen of
of lot fourteen
of the
the
southeast quarter of section twenty-one, township
township one
and
one hundred
hundred and
seven, range
which shall
used as
range forty-eight,
forty-eight, which
shall be
be permanently
permanently used
as a
a public
public
park
for the
Indian and
white school
school children
children of
park or
or playground for
the Indian
and white
of the
the
vicinity on equal terms,
park or
or playground
be mainterms, which
which park
playground shall
shall be
maintained
by the
without expense
expense to
to the
United States.
tainedby
the city
city of
of Flandrean
Flandreau without
the United
States.
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
Aug. oat 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
August

[i. R. 15777.1.
[IL
15777.1.
[public ,No.
[Public,
No. 225.1

CHAP. 370.-An
370.—An Act To ratify, approve, and confirm an Act duly
enacted by
the
CHAP.
duly enacted
by the
Legislature
t
he Territory
of Hawaii,
as amended
Congress, relating
relating t
o the
th e gran
ting
Legislature of
of the
Territory of
Hawaii, as
amended by
by Congress,
to
granting
manufacturing and supplying gas in the diltrict
of a
a franchise for the purpose of manufacturing
of
district of
South Hilo, county of Hawaii, Territory of Hawaii.

South Hilo, county of Hawaii, Territory of Hawaii.

Be
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Act of legislature States
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Act of
of the
the Legislature
Legislature
the Act
grant
franehlse
the Territory
granting a
for
rantifed,'of
of the
Territory of
souathin
of Hawaii
Hawaii entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act granting
a franchise
franchise for
South
ratified,
etc.
the purpose of manufacturing
manufacturing and supplying
supplying_ gas in the district
district of
of
South Hilo, county of Hawaii, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,"
Hawaii," approved
approved by
by
the governor
of the
the Territory
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
governor of
Territory April
April thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
thirteen, is hereby amended
Congress, and
amended by Congress,
is
and as
as thus
thus amended
amended is
hereby ratified,
approved, and
confirmed, as
as follows:
follows:
ratified, approved,
and confirmed,
"Act
a franchise
franchise for the purpose of manu"Act 152. An Act .granting a
facturino and supplying
supplying gas in
in the district
facturing
South Hilo,
district of
of South
Hilo, county
county of
of
Hawaii,: -Territory of Hawaii: Be it
Hawaii,
by the
the Legislature
the
it enacted
enacted by
Legislature of
of the
Territory of
Territory
of Hawaii."
Hawaii."
John T. Baker.
Baker.
SECTION
SECTION
1.
MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY
GAS. — John T.
1. MAN-TFACTURE
SUPPLY or
OF GAs.-John
T. Baker,
Baker, of
of
comity
forFranchise
manufacture
granted. H ilo,
gas
. Hilo,
1-1
ryof
of
H
awa ii, his
successors,
for
ma
gai
fatue
county oi
of Hawaii,
Hawai, Territo
Territory
Hawaii,
his associates,
associates, successors,
and assigns, or such corporation as he or they shall cause
incorcause to
to be
be incorand its successors
porated under the laws of the Territory
Territory of Hawaii, and
and assigns (he and they being hereinafter
hereinafter referred
as the
th e assoc
i
areferred to
to as
association), are
hereby authorized
authorized -and
empowered to
to manufacture
manufacture and
and
tion),
are hereby
and empowered
a fuel, for illuminating purposes,
supply gas for use as a
purposes, and otherwise,
in the district of South Hilo, county of Hawaii, for
of fifty
fifty
for the term
term of

Hawaii
Hawaii.

Act of legislature
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ESS. I.
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370.
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years
date of
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act
Act by
by the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the date
from the
years from
the
United
States,
subject
to
the
limitations
in
this
Act
contained.
contained. Bldings, etc.
Act
this
in
States, subject to the limitations
United
theSEC.
2. ERECTION OF BUILDINGS, AND SO FORTH. — The association Buildings, etc.
SEC. 2. ERECTION OF BUILDINGS, AND SO FORTH.-The association
shall
the right
right to
to erect
maintain at
at such
places, within
within the
such places,
and maintain
erect and
have the
shall have
limits mentioned
one, as
as the
board of
of supervisors
supervisors of
of the
the board
section one,
in section
limits mentioned in
and
county
of
Hawaii
shall
approve,
such
buildings,
machinery,
machinery,
buildings,
such
approve,
county of Hawaii shall
appurtenances as
as may
may be
be necessary
for
the production,
production, manufacture,
manufacture,
the
for
necessary
appurtenancesof such gas, together with its various by-products, as
and storage
and storage of such gas, together with its various by-products,
may
be required
required from
during the
existence of the rights
the existence
time during
to time
time to
from time
may be
hereby
granted.
Laying pipes, etc.
Layingpipes,etc.
hereby granted.
association,
STREETS.-The
IN
S
EC.
3.
LAYING
PIPES, AND
SO
FORTH ,IN
STREETS.—The
association,
FORTH,
SO
AND
PIPES,
LAYING
3.
SEC.
right from
for the
the purpose
of distributing
distributing such
such gas,
shall have
have the
the right
gas, shall
purpose of
for
time to time to lay
lay pipes
or other
other conduits
conduits in
or
under
the streets,
streets,
the
under
or
in
or
pipes
to
time
time to
and
roads,
and
places
in
the
said
district
of
South
Elio,
and
whenever
Hilo,
South
of
district
said
roads, and places in the
supply pipes and
and mains
shall be
any block
block connections
shall
connections shall
in any
laid in
be laid
mains shall
supply pipes
of
be made and
pipes
shall
be
laid
from
said
main
to
the
curb
line
line
curb
the
to
main
said
from
laid
be made and pipes shall be
the street for
the purpose
purpose of
of supplying
gas to
to the
the property
property holders
holders
gas
supplying
the
for
street
the
adjoining such street,
and each
of such
such connections
connections shall
provided
be provided
shall be
each of
and
such street,
adjoining
Additions, etc.
with
stopcocks inside
inside of
of such
eurb line:
Provided,
That nothing
Provisos.
nothing Additis,etc.
That
Proided
line:
eurb
such
stopcocks
with
conbranches
additional
herein
shall
prevent
the
laying
down
of
additional
branches
or
of
down
laying
the
herein shall prevent
nections at any time when
when future
render the
same
the same
requirements render
future requirements
at any time
nections
necessary. But
But the
methods
by
which
such
streets,
roaas,
and
places
places
and
roads,
streets,
such
which
the methodsby
necessary.
are to be used shall
shall be
be subject
consent and
of the
approval of
and approval
prior consent
to prior
subject to
used
be
to
are
board of supervisors, and
and all
instructions
and
directions
made
by
by
made
directions
and
all instructions
of supervisors,
board
said board
shall be strictly
followed
to the
end
that the
general
general
the
that
end
the
to
followed
strictly
be
shall
said board
public
shall be inconvenienced as
as possible:
possible: And
provided Repcingstreets,
And, pr
as
little
as little
inconvenienced
bewhenever
public shall
likewise
That
any street,
road,.
or
other
place shall
R
.eplacing streets,
streets
be etcete
shall be
place
other
or
road,
street,
any
whenever
That
Zikeeise,
excavated and
holes
or
trenches
made
therein
for
laying,
maintaining,
maintaining
laying,
for
therein
made
and holes or trenches
excavated
such
replacing, or repairing such pipes, conduits or connections, such
replacing, or repairing such pipes, conduits, or connections,
possible,
as
soon
refilled
holes
or
trenches
shall
be
safeguarde
d
a
nd
as
possible
and
safeguarded
holes or trenches shalle
road, or other place shall
and
the pavement,
if any,
such street,
street, road,
andsuch
any, and
pavement, if
the
and
be replaced in
good
order
and
like
condition
by
the association:
association:
by the
condition
like
be replaced in good order and
be
Provided, That
if such
repair or
or restoration
restorat ion shall
shall not
be
made to the Condition.
not
repair
such
if
That
Provided,
satisfaction of the board of supervisors within a reasonable time,
satisfaction of the board of supervisors within a reasonable time,
whereof
judge, they
it to
be done
the Bond.d
at the
done at
to be
cause it
may cause
they may
the judge,
be the
shall be
they shall
whereof they
association
the
That
expense
of
the
association:
And
provided
further,
association
provdedfurther,
And
expense of the association:
may be required to furnish to
board of
of supervisors,
before making
making
supervisors, before
the board
to furnish to the
be required
may
any street
excavations
or
alterations,
a
good
and
sufficient
bond
bond
sufficient
and
good
a
street excavations or alterations,
any
for a sum to be fixed
by
the board
of supervisors
to
insure prompt
prompt
insure
to
supervisors
of
board
the
by
fixed
a sum toofbesuch portions of the streets and pavements therefor.
for
replacement
Meters,
charges, etc.
Metrs, charges,
of such portions of the streets and pavements therefor.
replacement
right
the
SEC. 4. METERS, RATES. — The association
shall
also
have
the
right
have
also
shall
association
RATES.-The
METERS,
4.
SEC.
to maintain and
and use
gas meters
meters or
measuring the
the
for measuring
means for
other means
or other
use gas
to maintain
be
amount
of
gas
used
from
time
to
time
and
in
such
places
as
may
places
such
in
and
time
to
time
from
used
gas
amount of
deemed necessary, and
to operate
operate the
for all
all purposes
conpurposes consame for
the same
necessary, and to
deemed
nected with the use of
right to
to
the right
have the
also have
shall also
and shall
gas, and
such gas,
the use of such
nected with
charge,
receive, and collect
from
all
consumers
of
gas
reasonable
reasonable
collect from all consumers of gas
and
receive,
charge,
prices as it may from time to time fix and determine, but not at
but not at
determine
andfeet,
to time fix
from
as it
prices
any time
to may
exceed
$2 time
per thousand
cubic
with a
a discount
of
discount of
to exceed $2 per thousand cubic feet, with
time
any
ten per
centum on all payments made within ten
days
after
due
and
Provisos.
and
due
after
days
ten
within
made
on all payments
ten per centum
demanded:
Provided, however,
prices charged
con- Prime,
Pre etc.
all conto all
charged to
the prices
That the
Provided, however, That
demanded:
sumers substantially under the same
conditions
and
circumstances
circumstances
and
conditions
under the same
sumers
or
shall
be substantially
equal, and shall also have the right to charge consumers or
shall be equal, and shall also have the right to charge consumers
intended consumers of
of gas
for
the
cost
and
expense
of
making
conconmaking
of
expense
and
cost
the
gas for
consumers
intended
nections between
the mains and
and premises
premises where
such gas
gas is
used,
be used,
to be
is to
where such
the mains
nections
and maybetween
also include
the price
for
all
connection pipe,
gas fixtures.
Regulation by public
fixtures.
gas
pipe,
connection
all
for
price
the
include
and may
and
otheralso
material
nemssary: Provided, That
the association
shall
ut
ili ti
es immu
uss i
en.
bypUbic
Ruguti
shall
association
the
That
necessary: Provided,
other material
andsubject
be
as to reasonableness
reasonableness of
rates,
prices,
and
charges
.
,
and
in
rates prices, and charges, and in
be subject as tothe provisions ofofact
all respects to
eighty-nine of the session laws
all respects to the provisions of act eigihty-nine of the session
a publiccreating a
of nineteen
hundred
and
thirteen
of
said.
Territory, creating
Territory,
said
of
thirteen
and
hundred
nineteen
of
utilities
commission, and
all
amendments
thereof
for
the
regulation
regulation
the
for
thereof
commission, and all amendments
utilities
of public utilities in said Territory, and
hundred and
thirtyand thirtyone hundred
act one
of act
and of

of public utilities in said Territory,
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CH.
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five of the session laws of nineteen hundred
of said
said
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen of
Territory, as amended'and
amended and approved
approved by
by an
Act of
of Congress
approved
an Act
Congress approved
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen.
March twenty-eighth,
hundred and
sixteen.
Cutting
of service.
serice.
SEC.
CUTTING OFrF
ERVrICE.-The association
Cutting oil
SEC. 5. CuTriNo
ons. SERVICE.—The
association shall
the
shall also
also have
have the
right to cut off
supply of
of gas
refuse
off the supply
gas from
from any
any consumer
consumer who
who shall
shall refuse
or fail to pay amounts
due for
gas so
by the,
the, association
amounts due
for gas
so supplied
supplied by
association
within such reasonable
reasonable time
be fixed
fixed for
time as
as may
may be
for payment
payment of
of the
the same;
same;
but such cutting off
off shall not
prevent the
from using
not prevent
the association
association from
using any
any
remedies
remedies now or which may
may hereafter
authorized by
by law
for
hereafter be
be authorized
law for
collecting debts.
collecting
debts.
erai restrictions.
retrion
SEC.
General
SEC. 6. The rights and powers
powers hereby
in
hereby granted
granted shall
shall be
be exercised
exercised in
such manner as to cause the
and
the least-inconvenience
least inconvenience to
to the
the public;
public; and
the association
association shall
shall provide
of the
the best
best quality
quality obtainable,
which
provide gas
gas of
obtainable, which
quality shall be subject to the
the control
such reasonablei
reasonable rulesand
rules- and
control of
of such
regulations
regulations as the board of supervisors
supervisors shall
time to time
deem
shall from
from timeto
time.deem
necessary, and the buildings
buildings and
and machinery,
machinery, with
with all.appurtenaance
all, appurtimanceS
to be erected,
erected, and
to be
and generale
general.plant
maintained.in eonnection theret
o ctsnt to
bomaintained.inconneetion,there
with, together with the-offices,
the
,books,
accounts ofthe
ofthe association,
books, and
and aecounts
asociatioa,
shall be open to
to examination
examination and
and inspection
inspection at
at .all
all times
times by
board
by the
the board
of
or some
some one
duly authorized
authorized by
by them
purpose.
of supervisors
supervisors or
one duly
them for
for that
that purpose.
commenement
SEC.
completion,
Commencement ad
and
S
EC. 7.
7. TIME
Timm or
COMMENCING WORM. —It is
is further
that
OF COMMENCING'WObX.-It
further provided
provided that
the rights hereby granted
shall cease
cease and
determine if
if operationsheregranted shall
and determine
operationsahreunder are not commenced
commenced by beginning
beginning the ,
construction of
of buildings
construction
buildings
or other works for manufacturing'
manufacturing or
or supplying
Supplying such
such gas,
gas, or
by .
laying
or by
laying
pipes or conduits in any of the streets, roads,
roads,.or
places, tvitain
two
or places,
within two
years from and after the date of approval of this Act by
years
by the
the Congress
Congress
of the United States; and also if sufficient
sufficient works
works nre
completed
are not
not completed
and in operation to supply
gas, and if
supply gas
ismet supplied
n two
two
if gas
gas isnot
splied withi
within
years after
commencement.,....
. - _
after such
such commencement..
p
,
,
Mortgages,
etc.
SEC.
8. MORTGAGES,,
MORTGAGES, BONDS.—The
BONDS.-The association
association shall have
Mortgages, ete•
SEC. 8.
have power
power to
to
mortgage the franchise
conferred to
mortgage
franchise hereby conferred
secure 'the
payment of
of
to; secure
the payment
bonds or other monetary
monetary obligations
obligations incurred in
in the
of
the construction
construction of
buildings, machinery,
machinery, pipes, conduits,
and appurtenances
appurtenances and
the
conduits, and
and the
manufacturing
manufacturing
and supplying of gas as provided
provided
by
this Act.
Act.
by tthis
Exemption
from
9
Al
Territorial
taxes.
Exemp t
n
from oE SEC. 9.
EXEM1PTION FROM
TAXATION.—All property
every , kind
kind
9. EXEMPTION
FROM TAXATION.--Al
property of
of every
and nature, forming or used as part of
gas system,
system, including
including this
of such
such gas
this
franchise, shall be exempt from any and all taxes under the Territory
franchise,
of
until
be
the
Territory
exempt
expiration
from
of
any
seven
and
years
all
taxes
from
und
and
erafter
th
e the data
of Hawaii
Hawaii shall
until the expiration of seven years from and after the date
of the
the approval
Act by the Congress of
of
approval of this ,Act
United States.
States,
of the
the United
Payment
to county.
Ate,
38
Ante, p.
p. 38.

tioaxes.

Payment to county.

SEC.
after the
SEC. 10. One month
month after
the expiration
expiration of
of each
each calendar
calendar year
year there
there

shall
shall be payable to the treasurer
treasurer of the county of
of Hawaii,
for and
Hawaii, for
and on
on
behalf of
of said county, two per centura
centum of the gross receipts
behalf
receipts of
of the
the
association for all gas furnished.to
association
furnished.to consumers
consumers under
under the
the terms
terms of
of this
this
Act during the preceding
preceding twelve
months.
twelve calendar
calendar months.
required.
SEC.
Annual statements
S
EC. 11.
11. The
association shall,
after the
expireThe association
shall, within
within one
one month
month after
the expiration of each calendar
calendar year, file with
with, the
the board
board of
of supervisors
supervisors a
a detailed
detailed
statement showing all of its
receipts and
and expenditures
expenditures during
preits receipts
during the
the preceding calendar
calendar year; and all of its books, papers,
ceding
papers, records,
records, and
and acaccounts shall, at all reasonable
reasonable times, be open to
counts
to inspection
inspection by
by the
the
public utilities
utilities commission,
public
commission, the board, anid
and their
agents
their respective
respective agents
boIs
setock
Issue of
stock End
and appointed for such purpose.
The association
not issue
purpose. The
bonds.
association shall
shall not
issue stock
stock in
in
excess of
the amount paid to it
excess
of the
it therefor in cash, nor
shall it
it issue
nor shall
issue bonds
bonds
at
less than ninety
at less
ninety per centuin
centum of their par value;
value; and
and the
the entire
proentire protoclds forbi- ceeds of its stock and bonds shall be
be applied
applied to
capital expenditure
expenditure .
to capital
Stockholders forbidco- No member
den construction
Construction con
member of
of the
the association,
associ
ati on, or
or any
or successor
the
any assignee
assignee or
successor of
of the
tractons.ruccsso
tr
same, and no stockholder
tracts.
same,
stockholder or officer thereof
thereof shall
shall become
become interested,
ofth
interested,
directly or
or indirectly,
directly
indirectly, in any contract made by the
the association,
its
association, its
assignees or successors, for the construction
assignees
construction of any part
of the
the work.
art of
work.
Amendment,
etc.
SEC.
Amendment, etc.
SEC. 12. This franchise
franchise may at
at any
be amended
amended or
or repealed
any time
time be
repealed by
by
the Congress
Congress of the United States
States or by the Legislature
Idegislature of
of the
the TerriTerritory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, with
the approval
approval of
of the Congress.
Congress of the United States;
tory of
with the
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shall not
and the
privileges, and
and powers
by this
Act conferred
not
conferred shall
this Act
powers by
rights, privileges,
the rights,
and
be construed
to be
130 exclusive.
exclusive.
construed to
be

Purchase by
by TerriPurchase
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370, 371.
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any tory,etc.
SEC. 13.
Hawaii, the
the county
county of
of Hawaii,
or any
tory, etc.
Hawaii, or
of Hawaii,
Territory of
The Tenitory
13. The
SEC.
political subdivision
thereof, within
within or
of South
South
district of
the district
including the
or including
subdivision thereof,
political
Hilo,
at any
any time
the expiration
of twenty
twenty years from the
expiration of
after the
time after
may at
Hilo, may
United States,
date
the passage
this Act
of the
the United
Congress of
the Congress
by the
Act by
of this
passage of
of the
date of
association, given purthe association,
and
months' notice
notice in
writing to
to the
in writing
six months'
upon six
and upon
suant to
proper authority,
when so
Legislature of
the Legislature
by the
authorized by
so authorized
authority, when
to proper
suant
the
of the
the
Territory
of
Hawaii,
acquire
by
purchase
all
the
property
property
the
all
purchase
by
acquire
Hawaii,
of
the Territory
Determination
association,
subject to
the then
thereon.
charges thereon.
existing charges
then existing
to the
association, subject
Determination
amount.
amount.
shall
The
amount
to
be
paid
to
the
association
for
such
purchase
be
purchase
such
for
association
the
to
paid
be
to
The amount
determined by
by a
acommission
commission of
persons, one
to be
appointed by
be appointed
one to
three persons,
of three
determined
within
the
association,
or,
in
case
it
should
fail
to
do
so
within
thirty days
so
do
to
fail
should
it
case
in
or,
the association,
after
requested to
to do
so by
by the
the purchaser,
purchaser, then by the
do so
been requested
having been
after having
chief
justice of
Hawaii, one by the purchaser,
of Hawaii,
Court of
Supreme Court
the Supreme
of the
chief justice
should fail to
and
by the
appointed; or
to
they should
case they
in case
or, in
so appointed;
two so
the two
third by
the third
and the
by
days,
thirty
agree
upon
the
third
member
within
thirty
then
said
chief
within
member
third
the
upon
agree
be taken only after
justice,
any such
the chief
justice to
to be
chief justice
by the
action by
such action
justice, any
such
giving
to
each
party
notice
and
an
opportunity
to
be heard;
heard; but
but such
be
to
opportunity
an
and
notice
party
each
to
giving
amount
no case
case exceed
exceed the
actual cost
cost or
or the
the actual
actual value of
the actual
in no
shall in
amount shall
the
tangible property
or the
the actual
actual cost
cost of
reproducing or replacing
of reproducing
property or
the tangible
the
it,
depreciation and
the charges
charges thereon.
The value of the
thereon. The
less the
and less
less depreciation
it, less
franchise
or
good
will
or
any
other
intangible
element
shall
not
be
be
not
shall
element
intangible
other
any
or
will
franchise or good
tc
considered
in determining
the amount
paid.
be paid.ppea,
to be
amount ,to
determining the
considered in
Appeal, etc.
Supreme
the
Either
the
association
or
the
purchaser
may
appeal
to
the
Su
.
reme
to
appeal
may
purchaser
the
or
association
the
Either
a
filing a
Court
Hawaii from
the decision
decision .of
such commission
commission by
by filing
of. such
from the
of Hawaii
Court of
ater
days
five
written
notice
of
appeal
with
the
commission
within
five
after
within
commission
the
with
appeal
of
notice
written
the decision
decision is
is rendered.
rendered. It
the duty of the combe the
thereupon be
shall thereupon
It shall
the
court the record of
mission immediately
to certify
certify up
to the
the supreme
supreme court
up to
immediately to
mission
certificate the valuation claimed
its proceedings,
claimed by
such certificate
in such
showing in
proceedings, showing
its
the valuaand
purchaser,
the
tho
association,
the
valuation
claimed
by
the
purchaser,
by
claimed
valuation
the
association,
the
tion as
as determined
determined by
by the
the commission.
Such certificate
certificate shall be
commission. Such
tion
accompanied by
by copies
of all
papers, documents,
documents, and
and evidence
upon
evidence upon
all papers,
copies of
accompanied
which the
the decision
of the
the commission
commission was
was based
based and
copy of such
and aacopy
decision of
which
behalf
its behalf
decision. Upon
Upon any
any such
such appeal
appeal the
supreme court
court may
in its
may in
the supreme
decision.
take or
or require
evidence to
to be
be introduced
introduced by
by either
Franchise
party.
either party.
further evidence
require further
take
Franchise to
to
purchase.
Within six
six months
months after
after the
the determination
determination of
purchase price as on purchase.
the purchase
of the
Within
the
aforesaid
the same
shall be
and thereupon
thereupon tho
association, and
the association,
to the
paid to
be paid
same shall
aforesaid the
all
and
franchise
granted
hereby
shall
cease
and
determine,
the
propdetermine,
and
cease
shall
hereby
granted
franchise
erty
of said
association shall
shall become
the property
property of
such purchaser
.
on
purchaser Conveyances.
of such
become the
said association
erty of
shall make all onece
without
any
further
conveyance;
but
said
association
association
said
but
conveyance;
further
any
without
be desired by the purchaser
may be
such
conveyances as
as may
purchaser and
further conveyances
such further
on
approved
by
said
commission
or
said
court
on
appeal.
court
said
or
commission
said
by
approved
Approved, August
August 21, 1916.
Approved,

o

at

ce
cease

August
1916.
21, 1916.
August 21,

CHAP. 371.-An
371.—An Act
certain privileges
privileges of
other
to other
employees to
canal employees
of canal
Extending certain
Act Extending
CHAP.

the Canal
Canal Zone
the President
make rules
rules and regulations
regulations
to make
President to
authorizing the
and authorizing
Zone and
on the
officials on
affecting health,
taxation, public
public roads,
self-propelled vehicles,
roads, self-propelled
quarantine, taxation,
sanitation, quarantine,
health, sanitation,
affecting
as
provision
and police
on the
Zone, and
for other
other purposes,
including
purposes, including
and for
Canal Zone,
the Canal
powers on
police powers
and

Officials

[H.. R.15965.1
. 1595.]
[Public, No. 226.]

to certain
interest deposits.
fees, money orders, and interest
certain fees,
to

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
That, until
otherwise propro- Zi
aazoncree
o
n
nt.te
Ca j
until otherwise
in Congress
America in
States of
vided
by
Congress,
the
President
is
authorized
to
make
rules
and
!aborts subject
t'o
ae
the
to fl
subject
andatons
rules
make
to
authorized
is
President
the
vided by Congress,
red.
regulations in
of sanitation,
sanitation, health,
health, and
and quarantine
quarantine for the
matters of
in matters
regulations
Canal
or to
change existing
existing rules
and regulations
regulations and
and Punis
rules and
or change
modify or
to modify
Zone or
Canal Zone
h
f
uionts
those
hereafter made
made from
Violations of any quarantine volationhsm.ents
for
time. Violations
to time.
time to
from time
those hereafter
to
not
punished
regulations
provided
for
herein
shall
be
punished
by
fine
be
shall
herein
for
regulations provided
exceed $500
$500 or
by imprisonment
imprisonment in
in jail
not to
to exceed
days,
ninety days,
exceed ninety
jail not
or by
exceed
and
discretion;
or
by
both
such
fine
and
imprisonment,
in
the
court's
discretion;
court's
the
in
imprisonment,
and
or by both such fine
re

president.

i
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regulations hereunder
hereunder shall
be punished
aaviolation
violation of
of any
any sanitary
sanitary regulations
shall be
punished
by a
to exceed
or by
imprisonment in
in jail
jail not
exceed
a fine not to
exceed $25
$25 or
by imprisonment
not to
to exceed
thirty days, or by both such
fine and
such fine
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
in the
the court's
court's
discretion. Each day such violation
violation may
may continue
continue shall
constitute
shall constitute
a separate offense.
a
separate offense.
SEC. 2. That, until otherwise
Sec.
otherwise provided
by Congress,
Congress, the
provided by
the PresiPresident is hereby authorized
authorized to make
from time
to time
time change
change
make and
and from
time to
rules and regulations
regulations for levying, assessing, and
collecting ad
valorem,
and collecting
ad valorem,
excise,
and franchise
the Canal
Canal Zone,
to modify
modify
excise, license
license, and
franchise taxes
taxes in
in the
Zone, or
or to
or change existing
for that
Ad valorem
existing rules or regulations for
that purpose.
purpose. Ad
valorem
taxes imposed shall not exceed
exceed one
centum of
of the
the value
one per
per centum
value of
of the
the
property, nor
franchise or
excise taxes
taxes exceed
exceed two
centum of
property,
nor shall
shall franchise
or excise
two per
per centum
of
gross earnings.
earnings.
SEC.
provided by
Sac."3. That, until otherwise provided
by Congress
shall be
Congress, it
it shall
be
lawful
the President
President to make, publish, and enforce 'all rules and
lawful for
for the
to make publish, and enforce

Taxs.

Taxes.

Limit.

Pubtlicrds.
Public
roads.
Regulations,
etc.
Regs,
et.

allrules and

regulations
regulations for the use of the public roads
in the
roads and highways
highways in
the Canal
Canal
Zone, and also for regulating,
licensing, and
and taxing
taxing the
the .use
regulatmg, licensing,
use and
and
vehicles using
public highways,
highways
operation of
of all
all sell-propelled
self-propelle vehicles
using the
the public
including speed limit, signals, tags, license fees,
fees, and all
all detail
detaile

regulations
which may
maybe
time deemed
deemed necessary
necessary in
the
regulations which
be from
from time
time to
to time
in the
exercise of the authority hereby conferred. The
The taxes
automotaxes on
on automobiles may be graded according to the value
power of
the
value or the
the power
of the
machine, and such rules and regulations
regulations as
now exist
exist may
may be
as now
be changed
changed
by such order from timeto
time to time,
be hereafter
hereafter made
time, and
and any
any that
that may
may be
made
Agreement
With
her changed
changed from.
The President
ay mak
panama.
. o.
with may
may be
from time
time to
to time.
time. The
President m
may
makee
agreements with
mutual agreements
with the Republic of
of, Panama
Panama touching
the
touching the
reciprocaluse of the highways
reciprocal-use
thoCartal
Zone and
and the
the Republic
Republic of
of
highways of the
Canal Zone
Panama by self-propelled
self-propelled vehicles
Panama'
taxes and
vehiles touching
touching .
taxes
and license
license fees,
fees,
and any other matterof
matter of regulation
establish comity
comity for
for the
the conregulation to
to establish
convenience of
of the
the two
Enfor nt ofvenience
the residents
residents of
of the
two jurisdictions.
urisdictions ,
polce
power."
Enforcement
"
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That it
it shall
commit any
any breach
SEC.
shall be
pollee
power.
be unlawful
unlawful to
to commit
breach of
of the
the
peace or engage
disorderly, indecent, or
engage in or permit any disorderly:,
immoral
or immoral
conduct in the Canal Zone. The President
enforce
President is
is authorized
authorized to
to enforce
this provision by making rules and
regulations to
assert and
and regulations
to assert
and exercise
exercise
the police power in the Canal Zone, or
or for
for any
any portion
portion or
or division
division
thereof, and he may amend or change any such regulation
regulation now
now
ex
i
stin g or hereafter
made.
existing
hereafter made.
C
tPraShmnt
vio
SiEEC.
5. That
That any
Punishment for
for vlo.
S
person who
any act
or who
on
any person
who commits
commits any
act or
who carries
carries on
Wing regulations, etc.
business,'trade,
any business
or occupation
occupation in
in the
CanalZone
Zone without
without complytrade, or
the Canal
complying with the rules and regulations established by
the President
for
by the
President for
the levying, assessing, and collecting of
violates any
anyof taxes,
taxes, or
or who
who violates
rules or regulations
regulations for the use of the public roads
or
roads and
and highways,
highways, or
who
who violates
violates any rules and regulations touching the licensing,
licensmg, taxes,
taxes,
operation,
operation, and use of self-propelled
self-propelled vehicles, or who
any of
the
who violates
violates any
of the
regulations authorized
police regulations
authorized hereunder,
hereunder, shall
shall be
ed by
by fine
fine
be punish
punished
not to exceed $25 or by imp
imprisonment
ri
sonmen ti
n jail not
in
not to exceed
exceed thirty
thirty
Dit mone or-das,
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
days, or by both such fine and
in the
the court's
discretion.
court's discretion.
S-EC.
P
l
S
deposit money
money orders
orders issued
issued in
Canal Zone
in
c. 6. That deposit
in the
the Canal
Zone in
lieu of postal savings certificates in
rules and
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the rules
and
regulations heretofore established by the President, or
regulations
may
or that may
hereafter be established by him, shall bear interest at a
a rate not
hereafter
exceeding two per centum per annum.
Paymnt
interest.
Sc.
the interest
interest received
received from the Canal Zone moneyPayment of interestS
EC. 7.
7. That
That the
moneyorder funds deposited in banks under
under Canal Zone
regulations shall
shall be
Zone regulations
be
available
pay
available recec
to t
.
ay
n
the interest on d
ep
osit money
deposit
money orders
orders authorized
authorized
by the preceding
section.
shall also b
p
section. Such interest shalt
bee available
available to
to
pay
any
losses which
are chargeable
to the Canal Zone postal service.
pay
any
losses
which
.
chargeable
service.
customs
fsc
SEC.
whenever aa customs officer of the Canal Zone
Customs fees, etc.
S
EC. 8.
8. That
That whenever
Zone shall
shal
certify an invoice,
certify
invoice, landing
landing certificate, or other similar document,
document, or
or
shal register a
a marine note of protest,
protest, or shall perform any notarial
shall
notarial
services, he shall be authorized
authorized to collect a
a fee equivalent to the
the fee
fee

t
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prescribed
the United
United States
regulations for the same act
act
consular regulations
States consular
by the
prescribed by
or
service when
performed by
consular officials.
officials.
by consular
when performed
or service
regulations.
Seamen regulations.
States Seamen
S
EC. 9.
to seamen
of vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
United States
seamen of
relating to
laws relating
The laws
9. The
SEC.
United
the
of
vessels
all
on
foreign
voyages
shall
apply
to
seamen
of
United
on foreign voyages shall
registered
States
Panama Canal
Zone, whether such vessels be registered
Canal Zone,
the Panama
at the
States at
or
enrolled and
licensed, and
the powers
seamen
powers in respect of such seamen
and the
and licensed,
or enrolled
of
vessels bestowed
bestowed by
by law upon
consular officers of the United
upon consular
of such
such vessels
States
foreign ports
ports and
shipping commissioners
commissioners in ports of
upon shipping
and upon
in foreign
States in
the
hereby bestowed
the shipping
shipping commiscommisupon the
bestowed upon
are hereby
States are
the United
United States
sioner
deputy shipping
shipping commissioners
commissioners on the Panama
Panama Canal
and deputy
sioner and
Zone.
Zone.
Immigration, etc.,
etc.,
retJrcttiost.
S
EC. 10.
The President
is hereby
authorized to make rules and restrictions.
hereby authorized
President is
10. The
SEC.
regulations,
to alter
or amend
same from time
time to time, touchthe same
amend the
alter or
and to
regulations, and
ing
the right
any person
person to
to enter
enter or
or remain
remain upon
any
upon or pass over any
of any
right of
ing the
Deportations.
part
of the
the Canal
Zone; for
the detention
of an
person entering
entering the
the Deportations.
any person
detention of
for the
Canal Zone;
part of
and
Canal
Zone
in
violation
of
such
rules
and
re
ations,
return
of
regulations,
Canal Zone in violation of such rules
such
to the
the country
came, on the vessel
or she
she came,
he or
whence he
country whence
person to
such person
bfinging,
person to
to the
Zone,'or any other vessel belonging
Canal Zone
the Canal
such person
bringing such
to
the same
the expense
of such owner or
expense of
at the
and at
interest, and
or interest,
owner or
same owner
to the
Withholding clearclearWithholding
interest;
punishment prescribed
prescribed by this section ances.
the punishment
to the
addition to
in addition
and in
interest; and
for
violation of
of any
regulations, the authorities of the a. es
and regulations,
rules and
such rules
any such
for violation
Canal
the clearance
of such vessel from any port
clearance of
withhold the
may withhold
Zone may
Canal Zone
in
any fine
fine imposed
imposed and
the cost
cost of
of maintenance
maintenance
and the
until any
Zone until
Canal Zone
the Canal
in the
Punishment for vioof
such person
person are
are paid.
Any person
person violating
of such
rules or
or lations.
Puishment for viosuch rules
any of
violating any
paid. Any
of such
regulations
shall be
misdemeanor, and
on conviction
in 7tioSconviction in
and on
a misdemeanor,
of a
guilty of
be guilty
regulations shall
the
of the
Canal Zone
be punished
punished by
fine not
not
by aafine
shall be
Zone shall
the Canal
court of
district court
the district
exceeding $500
$500 or
or by
not exceeding
or both
both in
year, or
a year,
exceeding a
imprisonment not
by imprisonment
exceeding
the
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person,
by juring
Ptmishment
inPunishment
person, by
for any
court. It
the court.
of the
discretion of
the discretion
Panama for nany
means or
or in
injure or obstruct or attempt to injure etc.
etc.Canal,
to injure
way, to
any way,
in any
any means
the
or
any part
the Panama
Canal or
or the locks thereof or the
Panama Canal
of the
part of
obstruct, any
or obstruct,
approaches
thereto. Any
Any person
person violating
this provision
be
shall be
provision shall
violating this
approaches thereto.
guilty
of a
a felony,
and on
on conviction
in the district court of the
conviction in
felony, and
guilty of
Canal
shall be
by aafine
not exceeding
$10,000 or by
exceeding $10,000
fine not
punished by
be punished
Zone shall
Canal Zone
imprisonment
exceeding twenty
twenty years,
years, or
or both,
discretion
the discretion
in the
both, in
not exceeding
imprisonment not
Causing death.
of
the court.
court. If
the death
death of
of any
any person
person within
within Causing death.
cause the
shall cause
act shall
the act
If the
of the
a
year
and
a
day
thereafter
,
the
person
so
convictedshall
be
guilty
guilty
be
shall
a year and a day thereafter, the person so convicted
of murder
punished accordingly.onfictin
accordingly.
s reshall be
be punished
of
murder and
and shall
S
EC. 11.
That all
orders, or
in conflict
this p
arting laws
l
pcle
with this
conflict with
ordinances in
or ordinances
laws, orders,
all laws,
11. That
SEC.
Act
repealed.
hereby repealed.
are hereby
Act are
Approved,
21, 1916.
August 21,
Approved, August
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CHAP. 372.-An
372.—An Act
consent of
County, Ohio,
to Trumbull
Trumbull County,
Congress to
of Congress
the consent
Granting the
Act Granting
CHAP.
to construct
across the
Mahoning River
River in
Ohio.
State of
of Ohio.
in the
the State
the Mahoning
a bridge
bridge across
construct a
to

Anewt 21 1916.

ld12.l
^.R
tff. -a. dm.'

(Public, No. 227.1

[Public. No. 227.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United Mahoning River.
R
Trumbull
County
States
of America
That the
the consent
consent of
R
vouenty
mhnbnU
Con- may
of Conassembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
bridge, Warren,
a bridge, Warren,
gress
granted to
to Trumbull
Ohio, its
its successors
successors and Ohio.
County, Ohio,
Trumbull County,
hereby granted
is hereby
gress is
assigns,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and approaches
approaches
a bridge
bridge and
operate a
and operate
assigns, to
thereto
Mahoning River
at a
apoint
point suitable
suitable to
to the
interests
the interests
River at
the Mahoning
across the
thereto across
of
at or
or near
the city
of Warren,
of TrumTrum- Construction.
county of
in the
the county
Warren, in
city of
near the
navigation, at
of navigation,
bull,
the State
State of
of Ohio,
accordance with
the provisions
of the
4.
ot sep
the Vol.
provisions of
34, p. 84.
with the
in accordance
Ohio, in
in the
bull, in
Act
Act to
to regulate
construction of
bridges over
of bridges
the construction
regulate the
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
navigable
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
approved March
navigable waters,"
Amendment.
Amendment.
and
and six.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
amend, or
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
to alter,
alter, amend,
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
August 21,
1916.
21, 1916.
Approved, August
91890°—vor, 39-Pr
39—rr 1-34
1-34
91890°-voL
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CHAP.
373.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the Postmaster
General to
provide the
CHAP. 373.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Postmaster General
to provide
the
postmaster
of Newark,
Jersey, with
with a
special canceling
canceling die
die for
for the
the Newark
poetmaster of
Newark, New
New Jerey,
a special
Newark two
two
[Pub.
Res.,
No.
304
hundred
and
armiversary
celebration.
a
fiftieth
anniversary
[Pub. Res., No. 30.]
August 21, 1916.
Angust
[H. J. Res. 193.1
193.]

Whereas
Whereas the city of Newark, New Jersey, is making extensive
preparations
celebrate the
the two
two hundred
and fiftieth
preparations to
to celebrate
hundred and
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary
of
foundin, the
the celebration
celebration to
on May
of its
its founding,
to begin
begin on
May first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
and sixteen,
and to
continue until
until October
October first,
first, nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, and
to continue
nineteen
hundred
and sixteen;
sixteen; and
hundred and
and ,
Whereas the
projected celebration
celebration in
said city
will include
include industrial
industrial
Whereas
the projected
in said
city will
and other
other exhibitions,
pageants, national
national athletic
athletic games,
tournaand
exhibitions, pageants,
games, tournaments, parades,
parades, conventions,
conventions, and
and many
features
ments,
many other
other interesting
interesting features
that
will attract
attract visitors
visitors from
all parts
States; and
and
that win
from all
parts of
of the
the United
United States;
Whereas the
the citizens'
citizens' committee
of one
one hundred
hundred having
having the
the celebracelebraWhereas
committee of
tion
widely advertised
advertised the
events,
tion in
in charge
charge have
have widely
the approaching
approaching events,
with the
the result
result that
that a
a great
great increase
of incoming
with
increase of
incomming and
and outgoing
outgoing
mail
is now
being handled
by the
Newark post
post office;
and
mail matter
matter is
now being
handled by
the Newark
office; and
Whereas
the size
size and
and importance
of the
the city
of Newark,
Newark, New
Whereas the
importance of
city.of
New Jersey,
Jersey,
and the
the extensive
extensive preparations
made by
by its
and
preparations being
being made
its citizens
citizens for
for the
the
celebration
hundred and
and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
of its
celebration of
of the two hundred
anniversary of
its
founding give
give to
said celebration
character and
founding
to said
celebration a
a national
national character
and signifisignificance: Therefore
be it
it
cance:
Therefore be
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Resolved
of Representatives
the United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
Newark
ling States
Postal cance
of America
America in
NPta
Ncancel.in
General
samo
t'o
gtam
P
fir i
l
t
r hnred
h&V
of the United States
to prepare
prepare and
and
States be,
be, and he hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
gars
celebration,
- deliver to the
of Newark
Newark a
a special
die to
be
sy ,oelebratio
the postmaster
postmaster of
special canceling
canceling die
to be
used in
in the cancellation
cancellation of
matter in
the post
post office
office of
of that
of mail
mail matter
in the
that
city from May first,
nineteen 'hundred
to October
first, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, to
October first,
first,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
of such
such design
as may
may
nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, said
said die
die to
to be
be of
design as
be agreed
agreed upon
Postmaster General
General and
and the
the Newark
upon by
by the Postmaster
Newark citizens
citizens'
committee of
committee
of one
one hundred.
hundred.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
Preamble.
Preamble.

August 23, 1916.
1916.
[S. M25.1
642.5.1
[S.

(Public,
No. 228.1
[Public, No.
228.1

CHAP. 396.-An
398.—An Act
Act To standardize
standardize lime barrels.
barrels.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
by the
States
in
Congress
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby
hereby established.
lished.
a small barrel
lished a
alarge and a
barrel of lime, the large barrel to consist
consist of
of
two hundred
hundred and
pounds and
the small
small barrel
one
and eighty
eighty pounds
and the
barrel to
to consist
consist of
of one
hundred and
hundred
eighty pounds,
net weight.
and eighty
pounds, net
weight.
Sales in interstate
SEC. 2.
That it
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
offer for
for
sell or
or offer
person to
to sell
any person
unlawful for
2. That
SEC.
in commerce
intertate
andlre
and
foreign
without
specified
without
ecified
imported
in
from
a
foreign
or
sell
or
sale
lime
barrels
a
forei
gn country, or
to
marking, unwrnui.
rom any State
offer for sale lime in barrels for shipment
shipmen tfrom
or TerriState or
Territory or the District
Columbia, to
to any
Territory or
or
District of
of Columbia,
any other
other State
State or
or Territory
the District
of Columbia,
unless there
shall be
or otherotherthe
District of
Columbia, unless
there shall
be stencilled
stencilled or
or both heads of the
wise clearly marked on one or
the small
small barrel
barrel the
the
"180 lbs.
Ibs. net"
net" and
figures "180
lbs.
and of
of the
the large
large barrel
barrel the
the figures
figures "280
"280 lbs.
net"
the importation
importation or
or shipment,
shipment, and
either barrel
barrel in
in
net" before
before the
and on
on either
addition the name
the lime
lime and
and where
where manumanuname of the manufacturer
manufacturer of
of the
factured, and, if imported,
imported, the name of the country from which it is
imported.
imported.
Marking required if
SEC. 3.
interstate or
or foreign
SEC.
3. When lime is
reire
is sold
sold in
in interstate
fracttag
iozrl
rae
arts of
foreign commerce
commerce in
in
sniat
containers
than the
the standard
standard small
barrel, it
shall be
small
containers of
of less
less capacity
capacity than
small barrel,
it shall
be
of said standard
sold in fractional parts of
standard small barrel,
and the
the net
barrel, and
net
weight of lime contained in such container
container shall by stencil
stencil or
or otherotherwise be clearly marked
marked thereon, together with the name of the manufacturer thereof, and the name of the brand,
it is
brand, if any, under which it
name of the country
sold, and,
and, if imported,
imported, the name
from which
is
country from
which it
it is
imported.
imported.
Lime ba
barrels.
ls.
Lime

Standard sizes estabStandardsizesestab.
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Regulations, etc.,
SEC. 4.
That rules
rules and
regulations for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this
etc., to
to
SEC.
4. That
and regulations
this Act,
Act, beRegulations,
made.
not inconsistent
with the
the Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be made
made by
not
inconsistent with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
by the
the
Director of
Bureau of
of Standards
and approved
the Secretary
Director
of the
the Bureau
Standards and
approved by
by the
Secretary Variations
allowed
Variations allowed.
of
rules and
regulations shall
shall include
include reasonreasonof Commerce,
Commerce, and
and that
that such
such rules
and regulations
able
variations or
or tolerances
tolerances which
may be
able variations
which may
be allowed.
allowed.
Interstate shipments
Interstateshipments
SEC.
S
EC. 5. That it shall be unlawful to pack, sell, or offer for sale for unmarked,
etc., unColumbia to lawful.
shipment
from any
any State
State or
or Territory
Territory or
or the
the District
District of Columbia
shipment from
any
or Territory
Territory or
District of
of Columbia,
barrels
any other
other State
State or
or the
the District
Columbia, any
any barrels
or other
containers of
or
other containers
lime which
not marked
marked as
sec- When less than
of lime
which are
are not
as provided
provided in
in secWhen less than
tions
and three
Act, or
charge for,
for, or
or purport
to stanhard.
purport to
or to
to sell,
sell, charge
three of
of this
this Act,
tions two
two and
standard.
deliver
from any
any State
State or
Territory or
District of
of Columbia
to
deliver from
or Territory
or the
the District
Columbia to
any other
any
other State
State or
Territory or
or the
as a
large or
or
or Territory
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
a large
small
barrel or
or a
fractional part
part of
said small
small barrel
barrel of
of lime,
less
small barrel
a fractional
of said
lime, any
any less
Penalty.
weight
lime than
is established
the provisions
established by
by the
provisions of
of this
this Act;
Act; and Penalty.
weight of
of lime
than is
any
violation of
of the
the provisions
this Act
any person
person guilty
guilty of
of aaviolation
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall be
be
deemed
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and be
fine not
not exceeding
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
be liable
liable to
to a
a fine
exceeding
$100.
$100.
to whom
whom Prosecutions.
Prostions.
of each
6. That
it shall
shall be
be the
duty of
S
EC. 6.
That it
the duty
each district
district attorney, to
SEC.
satisfactory evidence
any violation
violation of
of this
Act is
is presented,
to
satisfactory
evidence of
of any
this Act
presented, to
cause
be commenced
and prosecuted
prosecuted in
cause appropriate
appropriate proceedings
proceedings to
to be
commenced and
in
the
States court
court having
jurisdiction of
offense: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
the United
United States
having jurisdiction
of such
such offense:
Pos
eect
Penalities effective
however, That
penal provisions
provisions of
Act shall
not take
January 1,
1,1917.
effect Ianuary
1917.
shall not
take effect
of this
this Act
That the
the penal
however,
until January
January first,
seventeen.
hundred and
and seventeen.
until
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Effect.
after its Effect.
and effect from and after
7. That
Act shall
S
EC. 7.
That this
this Act
shall be in force
force and
SEC.
passage.
passage.
Approved, August
1916.
23, 1916.
Approved,
August 23,

CHAP. 397.—An
To repeal
an Act
Act approved
eighteen hundred
CHAP.
397.-An Act
Act To
repeal an
approved March
March second,
second, eighteen
hundred
and ninety-five,
entitled "An
to amend
amend section
An Act
Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
section three
three of
of An
"An Act
Act to
and
ninety-five, entitled
to regulate
the liens
judgments and
decrees of
the courts
courts of
the United
States,'
of the
United States,'
of judgments
and decrees
of the
to
regulate the
liens of

August 23, 1916.
August
[U.
11416.1
[H. R. 11416.]
[Public, No. 229.1
229.1

approved August first,
eighty-eight."
first, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight."

United United
Representativesof the United
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
courts.
United States
Statescourts.
Exemption of
of dockExemption
March eting
approved March
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That an Act approved
America in
States of America
liens, etc.,
in
etc., of, in

to amend
amend
second,
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, entitled
"An Act
Act to
entitled "An
eighteen hundred
hundred and
second, eighteen
section
liens of judgjudgto regulate
regulate the
the liens
of an
an Act entitled 'An Act to
section three of
United States,'
States,' approved
approved
decrees of the courts of the United
ments and decrees
hundred and eighty-eight,"
eighty-eight," be, and the same
August first, eighteen hundred
is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
after January
on and
S
EC. 2.
That this
this Act
take effect
effect on
and after
January first,
first,
Act shall
shall take
2. That
SEC.
nineteen hundred
seventeen.
nineteen
hundred and seventeen.
23, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
August 23,
Approved, August

state
courts, repealed.
State courts,
repealed.

Vol.
813, reVol. 28,
28, p.
p. 813,
repealed.

In
In effect January 1,
1,
1917.

Aug.
ust 23,
1918.
August
3,1916

CHAP. 398.-An
398.—An Act
of Philadelphia,
in the
State of
of PennsylPennsylPhiladelphia, in
the State
Granting to
to the
the city
city of
CIAP.
Act Granting
vania, a
of way
way through
the United
States military
military reservation
reservation at
Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin,
at Fort
United States
a right
right of
through the
vania,
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

[H.
B. 13984.
iH. R.
13984.1
[Public, No. 230.]
230.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Minin, Pa.
Pa.
Fort Mifflin,
of the United Fort
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
Be
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of War
tet
dof t
w
oaythr:eut
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
War Righ
Rightofwythrough,
!)e,
he is
hereby, authorized
of Philadelphia,
phi.
city of
Philadelphia, phis.
grant to
to the
the city
to grant
authorized to
and he
is hereby,
be, and
in the
the State
State of
of a
aright
right of
way for
PurPc6es, etc.
etc '
for municmunic- PurPoes,
of way
an easement
easement of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, an
in
ipal purposes
one hundred
feet wide,
extending
wide, extending
hundred feet
of land
land one
over aa strip
strip of
ipal
purposes over
from Back
to the
Delaware River,
through and
and over
the
over the
River, through
Channel to
the Delaware
from
Back Channel
United States
States military
reservation located
located in
in the
said city
city of
of PhilaPhilathe said
military reservation
United
delphia, county
Philadelphia, State
of Pennsylvania,
known
and known
State of
Pennsylvania, and
of Philadelphia,
county of
delphia,
as
the Fort
Fort Mifflin
(Pennsylvania) Military
Military Reservation;
Reservation; the
the said
said
Mifflin (Pennsylvania)
as the
city
Philadelphia to
to have
have a
over said
land,
of land,
said strip
strip of
right of
of way
way over
a right
of Philadelphia
city of
and as
well authority
authority-to
construct a
apaved
paved roadway
roadway and
and an
an industrial
industrial
to construct
as well
and
railway
thereon for
for the
the use
of the
the sewage
sewage treatment
treatment works
works of
of the
said
the said
use of
railway thereon
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city of
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, and
and as
well to
to construct
construct upon
upon the
end of
said
city
as well
the end
of said
right
wharf or
pier, and
and as
well to
right of
of way
way at
at the
the Delaware
Delaware River
River a
a wharf
or pier,
as well
to
construct and
and maintain
construct
maintain under
under said
said right
right of
of way
way conduits
conduits from
from the
the
Provisos.
Loottion,
etc.
said
treatment works
Delaware River:
ton,etc.
said sewage
sewage treatment
works to
to the
the Delaware
River: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the exact
location of
way and
wharf shall
be fixed
fixed by
the
exact location
of the
the said
said right
right of
of way
and wharf
shall be
by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy;
conthe
Secretary of
of War
War and
and the
the Secretary
Navy; that
that the
the construction
be under
that the
the city
struction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
under their
their supervision;
supervision; and
and that
city
of Philadelphia
shall remove
level the
the
of
Philadelphia shall
remove the
the old
old earth
earth battery
battery and
and level
Conditions.
entire portion
the reservation
of the
the old
old fort:
fort: Provided
canditons.
entire
portion of
of the
reservation west
west of
Providedfurther,
further,
That no
or property
whatever to
said strip
of land
That
no title
title or
property right
right whatever
to said
strip of
land or
or ininof said
said conveyance,
is to
pass to
the city
city of
of
terest therein, by reason
reason of
conveyance, is
to pass
to the
Philadelphia, excepting
excepting the
right of
use as
above set
forth; that
that the
the
Philadelphia,
the right
of use
as above
set forth;
use by
the city
of Philadelphia
of the
the said
said strip
strip of
of land
for any
use
by the
city of
Philadelphia of
land for
any other
other
purpose than
than herein
herein set
set forth
forth or
or the
failure to
to maintain
and to
purpose
the failure
maintain and
to operate
operate
directed by
by the
the Secretary
or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy shall
shall
as directed
Secretary of
of War
War or
the Navy
forfeiture of
the above-recited
above-recited right;
work a
a forfeiture
of the
right, that
that the
the said
said right
right of
of
city of Philadelphia
easement of the city
may be
be declared
and
Philadelphia may
declared terminated
terminated and
ended
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War of
the United
United States
States at
at any
time and
and
ended by
of the
any time
he
thereupon resume
complete possession
such strip
of land
land
he may
may thereupon
resume complete
possession of
of such
strip of
Gove
rnment use
re'and
all right
right hereunder
hereunder shall
overnment
and all
shall cease
se re
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
And provided
provided
served.
further,
further, That the right is reserved
reserved to the United
United States to
to occupy
occupy the
the
said right of way for military or
governmental purposes.
purposes.
or other governmental
Amendment.
Amindment.
SEC.
hereby
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
August 23,
23, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
August
Ahgust 23,
23, 1916.
1916.
[H.
(EL. B.. 14299.]
(Public,
Public, No. 2314
231.1

JudicalCode.
Code
Judicial
Vol. 36, p.
vol.
amended.

36,

.14299.1
CHAP.
399.-An Act To a.
end section
section thirty-three
thirty-three of
CHAP. 399.—An
aztend
of an
Act to
to codify,
revise,
an Act
codify, revise,
and
the laws
the judi
ci
ary, a
pprove dMarch
hundred
and amend
amend the
laws relating
relating to
to the
judiciary,
approved
March third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eleven.
eleven.
and

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of

1097, United
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
thirtyCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section thirty-

three of an Act to codify, revise, and
the l
aws relating
relating to
to the
the
and amend the
laws
judiciary, approved March third, nineteen hundred
be,
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, be,
amended to read
read as follows:
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
Removal of muses
"SEc.
suit or
criminal prosecution
fmtate
"SEC. 33. That when
when any
from
State conrt.
courts.
any civil
civil suit
or criminal
rosecution is
is
Suits or prosecutions commenced in any court of a State against any officer appointed
commenced in any court of a State against any officer appointed
ofsutstorprnsecutotns
revenue °dicers.
under or acting by authority
of any
of the
authority of
any revenue
revenue law
law of
the United
United
States now or
hereafter enacted,
or against
against any
or hereafter
enacted, or
any person
person acting
acting under
under
of any
any such
such officer,
officer, on
on account
of any
done under
under
or by authority
authority of
account of
any act
act done
color of his office or of any such law, or on account of any right, title,
or authority claimed
claimed by such officer
officer or other person under
under any such
such
law, or is commenced
commenced against any person holding
holding property or
or estate
by title
title derived
derived from
from any
any such
validity of
any
by
such officer
officer and
and affects
affects the
the validity
of any
Federal court officers.
moaded.

Fedcourtas. such
such revenue
revenue law,
law, or
any officer
officer of
of the courts of the United
or against
against any
United
States
for
or on
on account
of
any act
actd
one under
un d
er co
l
or of
ofhis
hi
s office
off
i ce or
or
Offirs
o
States
for
or
account
of
any
done
color
Officers of Cong.
in the
in
the performance
performance of his duties as such officer, or when any civil
is commenced
suit or criminal
criminal prosecution is
against any
for
commenced against
any person
person for
or on account
account of anything done by him while an
of either
either
an officer
officer of
discharge of his official duty in
House of Congress in the discharge
in executing
executing
any
any order of such House, the said suit or prosecution may at any
time before the trial or final hearing
hearing thereof
trial into
thereof be
be removed
removed for
for trial
into
the district court next .to be holden in the district where
where the same is
pending upon the petition of such defendant
defendant to said district court
Petition, etc.
Petition,tc.
and
in the
following manner: Said petition shall set forth the nature
and in
the following
of the suit or prosecution
together
prosecution and be verified
verified by affidavit and, together
with a
a certificate
signed by
an attorney
or counselor
law of
with
certificate signed
by an
attorney or
counselor at law
of some
court of
of the
the State
State where
where such
such suit
suit or
court
of record
record of
or prosecution is commenced
petimenced or of the United States stating that, as counsel for the petiproceedings against him and carefully
tioner, he has examined the proceedings
carefully
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CHS. 399,
399, 400.
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inquired into all the matters
matters set
inquired
set forth in the petition,
petition, and
and that he
he
believes
believes them
them to
to be
be true, shall be
be presented
presented to
to the
the said
said district court,
court,
thereof at his office,
if in session, or if
if it
it be
be not, to
to the clerk thereof
office, and
and shall
be filed
filed in
in said office.
office. The cause
cause shall thereupon
thereupon be
be entered
entered on
on the
cause originally
originally
district court and
and shall proceed as
as aa cause
docket of
of the district
commenced
all bail and other
other security-given
given upon
upon
commenced in
in that
that court;
court; but
but all
such
shall continue
continue in like
effect as if
like force
force and effect
such suit
suit or
or prosecution
prosecution shall

the same
same had
proceeded to
final judgment
judgment and
execution in
in the
Stabs
the
had proceeded
to final
and execution
the Certiorari
ertiorari to
to stat
State
court. When
the suit
suit is
by court for
etc.
record, etc.
for record,
State court
court by
in the
the State
is commenced
commenced in
When the
State court.
summons,
subpcena, petition,
except capias,
capias,
or any other
other process
process except
petition, or
summons, subpoena,
a writ of certiorari to the
shall issue
issue a
district court shall
the clerk of the district
State
court requiring
it to
send to
the district
district court
the record
proceedings.
State court
requiring it
to send
to the
court the
record and
and Capias
capias proceedigs,
the proceedings
proceedings in
in the
it is commenced
commenced by capias or
When it
the cause.
cause. When
the
by
any other
other similar
proceeding by which a
personal arrest
arrest
a personal
similar form
form of
of proceeding
by any
is ordered,
shall issue
issue a
of habeas
duplicum causa
causa, aaduplia writ
writ of
habeas corpus
corpus cum
is
ordered, he
he shall
left
to the clerk of the State court or left
delivered to
shall be delivered
cate of which shall
at his
his office
office by
or by
by some
some
or his
his deputy
deputy or
the district
district or
by the marshal
marshal of the
at
other person duly
authorized thereto
it shall
shall be the
thereto;•and
and thereupon it
duly authorized
other
duty of
in the cause,
further proceedings
proceedings in
to stay
stay all further
the State
State court to
duty
of the
and
upon delivery
delivery of
such process,
or -leaving
leaving
process, or
of such
or prosecution,
prosecution, upon
and the
the suit
suit or
the same
removed to the district
be removed
be held to
to be
same as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall be
the
court,
and any
any further
proceedings trial,
therein in
the Duty
Duty of
of marshal.
court, and
further proceedings,
trial, or
or judgment
judgment therein
in the
marsha.
State
court shall
be void.
void. If
prosecution
or prosecution
in the
the suit or
defendant in
If the defendant
shall be
State court
be
in actual
custody on
on mesne
it shall
shall be
be the duty
therein, it
process therein,
mesne proms
be in
actual custody
of
marshal, by
of the
the writ
causa,
of habeas corpus cum causa,
writ of
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the marshal
to take
take the
the body
of the
the defendant
into his
his custody,
dealt with
with
custody, to
to be
be dealt
body of
defendant into
to
in the
cause according
and the
the order
district court,
court, or
in
the cause
according to
to law
law and
order of
of the
the district
or,
.
,D
Duty of lain
in vacation,
of any
judge thereof;
thereof; and
and if,
if, upon
upon the
the removal
of such
such Dutp
removal of
any judge
in
vacation, of
suit
is made
made to
appear to
that no
no
court that
to the
the district court
to appear
it is
prosecution, it
suit or
or prosecution,
copy
and proceedings
therein in
in the State
can be
State court can
proceedings therein
record and
of the
the record
copy of
obtained,
may allow
allow and
require the
the plaintiff
to
plaintiff to
and require
district court
court may
the district
obtained, the
proceed de
do novo
and to
declaration of
his cause
and
of action,
action, and
of his
cause of
a declaration
to file
file a
novo and
proceed
the
may thereupon
thereupon proceed
proceed as
as in
in actions
originally brought
brought
actions originally
parties may
the parties
in said
said district
court. On
On failure
of the
so to
to proceed,
proceed,
the plaintiff
plaintiff so
failure of
district court.
in
judgment of
of non
him, with
against him,
rendered against
may be rendered
non prosequitur
prosequitur may
judgment
costs
defendant.'
for the defendant."
costs for
Approved, August 23, 1916.

CHAP. 400.-An
400.—An Act
Act Permitting
Permitting the
Needles and
Oatman Bridge
Bridge Company
to
Company to
and Oatman
the Needles
CHAP.
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
the Colorado
Colorado River
the
construct,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across
across the
River between
between the
States of California
California and Arizona.

Aug
2 1916.L
AngwE
21,
1916.

114.]
R[H.
I. A.. 16914.3
[Public, No.
No. 232.]
[Public,
2324

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
United
the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress colorsao
Rtver.
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
Colorado
Rh.
cIles r d 0311;
is
granted to
Needles and
Bridge Company,
Compaq, and
and Bgs
g3 Corany mry
Bridge
Oatman Bridge
and Oatman
to the
the Needles
is hereby
hereby granted
eeaiea, Cal.
its
assigns, to
and operate
abridge
ridge bridge
"dge, ,14
N l es,Ca
operate a
maintain, and
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and assigns,
its successors
successors and
and approaches
thereto across
the Colorado
River at
at a
apoint
suitable
point suitable
across the
Colorado River
and
approaches thereto
to the
the interests
mterests of
of navigation
navigation at
at or
of Needles,
BerSan Bercity of
Needles, San
or near
near the
the city
to
nardino
State of
of California,
about ten
north of
of the
the exexmiles north
ten miles
California, about
County, State
nardino County,
isting
bridge of
of the
the Atchison,
Topeka and
Santa Fe
Company
Fe Railway
Railway Company
and Santa
Atchison, Topeka
isting bridge
in that
that vicinity,
vicinity, in
accordance with
with the
of the
in
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled constction
Construction.
ol. 34, p.
bridges over navigable
"An Act
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
navigable
to regulate
Act to
"An
waters," approved
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
waters,"
March twenty-third,
six. ,.kmendment...
mendt
S
EC. 2.
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
Act is
hereby
this Act
repeal this
the right
right to
2. That
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
August 23,
1916.
23, 1916.
Approved, August
i co

e

i
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August
23, 1918.
August 23,1916.
[H. B.
R. 161
16996.]
[H.

CHAP. 401.-An
401.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to A.
A. N.
Alford to
construct
CHAP.
theconsent
N. Alford
to construct
a bridge across
across the Savannah
a
Savannah River.
River.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 233.]
233.1

Be
and House
House of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States
in Congress
the consent
Congress
consent of
of Congress
hat the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
A. N.
N. Alford,
Georgia, and
and his
bidge Bros Fry, is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to A.
Alford, of
of Georgia,
his successors
successors and
and
assigns,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
bridge and
assigns, to
to construct,
and operate
a bridge
and approaches
approaches
Savannah River
the interests
interests
thereto across the Savannah
River at
at aapoint suitable to the
at or
or near
near Browns
Browns Ferry
between mouth
of Lightwood
Lightwood
of navigation,
navigation, at
Ferry between
mouth of
Log
one-half mile
mile south
of Crafts
Crafts Ferry,
in the
the county
county of
of
Log Creek
Creek and one-half
south of
Ferry, in
Hart,
State of
on the
the west,
west, and
the county
county of
Hart, State
of Georgia,
Georgia, on
and the
of Anderson,
Anderson,
State of
State
of South Carolina,
Carolina, on the east,
east, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions
Constructkes.
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
bridges
Vol.
p. 84.
construction of
of bridges
entitled "An
of
d.,34, p.
waters," approved
twenty-third, nineteen
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March twenty-third,
nineteen
hundred and
and six.
six.
hundred
Amendment.
S
EC. 2. That
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
Aendmt
SEc.
That the
the right
right to
to -alter,
alter, amend,
this Act
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 23,
23, 1916.

Savannah River.
A. N.
N. Alford
Alford may
A.
bridge, Browns Ferry,
Oa.

Auust 24, 1916.

August 24, 1916.
[H.
298.)
29]
H.t.I. Res.
B

Bes,
[Pub.
Res., No.
No. 313
[Pub.Pub.
Res.,
No.
3L.]

CHAP.
the relief
of flood
sufferers in
for the
flood sufferers
CHAP. 404.—Joint
404.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Providing
Providing for
relief of
in the
the
State
West Virginia.
Virginia
of West
State of

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Reyresentatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Resolved
in-odr
sma e rsw
Flood
sufferers,
Watt
Virghsia.
VtWLo
'
States of
Americaiin
of America,
in Congress assembled,
Thatthe
the appropriation
appropriation of
of
assembled, That
Relief oL

$540,000 made
the joint
resolution approved
August third,
$540,000
made by
by the
joint resolution
approved August
third, ninenineteen hundred
for the
the relief
of flood
flood sufferers
sufferers in
in the
the States
teen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, for
relief of
States
of North
Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Alabama,
Tenof
North Carolina,
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Alabama, Florida,
Florida, Ten-

Aep.43.
42tep p.434.

nessee,
availahle for the same purposes
purposes and
nessee, and Mississippi, is made available
to the
the same
of relief
for good
in the
the State
State of
West
to
same extent
extent of
relief for
flood sufferers
sufferers in
of West
Virginia.
Virginia.
Approved, August
August 24,
24, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
August 25, 1918.
August
2s196.
[S. 5202.)

(S. Si.][Public, No. 234.]
[Public,

ECHAP. 407.-An
authorize the maintenance
maintenance and operation
CHAP
407.—An Act To authorize
operation of dams arrow
acros
the Saint Croix River at Baileyville
Baileyville and Grand
Grand Falls, Maine.

Be itit enacted
enacte,d by
the Senate
and House
Representatives ejthe
United
Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the consent
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
consent of
of Congress
Congress
across 13 1
y1eN ille and
=,Basesi,"1and
is hereby
hereby, given to
to the maintenance,
use, and
maintenance, use,
operation by
the Saint
and operation
by the
Saint
Croix Water
and the
Croix
Water Power
Power Company
Company of
of the
the State
State of
of Maine
Maine and
the Spragues
Spragues
Falls
Company (Limited)
Falls Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company
(Limited) of
of the
the Dominion
Dominion of
of Canada
Canada
of
dams built
built by
the said
said companies,
companies ' jointly,
the
of the
the two
two dams
by the
jointly, across
across the
Saint Croix
River at
Balleyville and
Grand
Falls,
Maine;
and
the
Saint
Croix
River
at
Baileyville
and
Grand
Falls,
Maine;
and
the
Proviso..
hereby declared
structures: Provided,
Approval
Aprol by Inter- said
said dams
dams are
are hereby
declared to
to be
be lawful
lawful structures:
Provided,
national
Joint Comntial Jot
Com- That the construction,
maintenance, and
operation of
of the
said dams,
dams,
construction, maintenance,
and operation
the said
mission.
and
diversion thereby
river, shall
and the
the diversion
thereby of
of the
the waters
waters of
of said
said river,
shall have
have
received the
the approval
approval of
of the
Commission, so
received
the International
International Joint
Joint Commission,
so far
far
VoL
24.50.
Vol 36, p. 245.
as such
approval may be required
under the
as
such approval
required under
the provisions
provisions of
Boundof the
the Boundary
between the
the United
United States
and Great
Great Britain
Britain
ary Waters
Waters Treaty
Treaty between
States and
ratified
ratified May
fifth, nineteen
proclaimed by
by the
May fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten,
ten, and
and proclaimed
the
President of
the United
States May
thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
President
of the
United States
May thirteenth,
hundred
Pians etc., to be ap- and ten: And provided also, That the plans and locations of said
tobepof and ten: And yrovided also, That the plans and locations of said
oaySe
r ved
y Secretary
roved ydams
shall receive
receive the
of the
Chief of
damis shall
the approval
approval of
the Chief
of Engineers
Engineers and
and the
the
Secretary of
War.
Secretary
of
War.
Subject to laws regusbjettol
g S
SEC.
That the
the dams
dams herein authorized,
maintenance
EC. 2.
2. That
authorized, and their
their maintenance
lating dams.
Vol.
36, p. 593.
A36,p.s.
and operation
operation, shall be subject to
to and in
i
n accordance
accord
ance with
all the
the
with all
pertinent
of the
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States now
now in
force,
pertinent provisions
provisions of
in force,
or
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be enacted
enacted by
Congress to
regulate and
and govern
or which
by Congress
to regulate
govern
the construction
the
construction of
of dams
dams across
waters.
across navigable
navigable waters.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
the right
to alter,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
S
EC. 3. That
That the
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
August 25,
1916.
Approved, August
25, 1916.
Croix River.
nt Croix
Saint
Dams authorized
Dams
.
1

t

ar

s

e.
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CHAP. 408.-An
408.—An Act To establish aaNational Park Service,
Service, and for other purposes.
CHAP.
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(R. R. 15522.]
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[Public, No. 23.5.]
235.1
United [Public,
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
House of
by the
Be
enacted by
lv
National Pr
Park Se
Seiv
assembled, That there is hereby
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
hereby- created
created iceNational
of America in
States of
established.
etc.,
be
etc.,
to
Director,
National
the National
m the
the Interior
service to be called the
of the
Interior aaservice
in
the Department
Department of
ppointed.
a director, who shall appointed.
the charge
Park Service,
be under
under the
charge of a
shall be
which shall
Service, which
Park
be
appointed by the
be appointed
the Secretary
Secretary and
and who
who shall
shall receive
receive a
a salary
salary of $4,500
per annum. There shall also be appointed by the Secretary the foldesignated: One
lowing assistants and other employees at the salaries designated:
assistant director,
$2,500 per annum; one chief clerk, at $2,000per
$2,000 per
at $2,500
director, at
assistant
draftsman, at $1,800 per
messenger, at $600
per annum; one messenger,
annum; one draftsman,
per annum; and, in addition thereto, such other employees as the Proviso.
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall
shall deem
deem necessary:
Provided, That not Limitfor
necessary: Provided,
Secretary of
Limit for experts,
etc.
more
more than $8,100 annually shall be expended for salaries of experts, etc.
assistants, and
employees within
of Columbia
Columbia not
not herein
herein Purpose defined.
the District
District of
within the
and employees
assistants,
The Purponed
law. The
specifically
enumerated unless
previously authorized
authorized by law.
unless previously
specifically enumerated
regulate the use of the
established shall promote and regulate
service thus established
areas known
monuments, and reservations
reservations
known as
as national
national parks, monuments,
Federal areas
hereinafter specified
specified by such means and measures as conform to the
hereinafter
fundamental purpose
purpose of the said parks,
reservations,
parks, monuments,
monuments, and reservations,
fundamental
conserve the scenery and the natural and historic
which purpose
purpose is to conserve
enjoyment of
objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment
objects
the same
same in
and by such means
means as will leave them unimmanner and
in such
such manner
the
paired for the enjoyment of future generations.
Director.
SEC. 2.
2. That
shall, under
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary Control
SEC.
That the
the director
director shall,
under the
national
coDtorf
of the
of national
parks,
monuments,
monuments,
arks,
of the etc.
of the
the Interior,
have the
the supervision,
supervision, management,
and control
control of
management, and
Interior, have
of
pp. 23,
23,30o
Ant, pp.
several
national parks
parks and
national monuments
monuments which
which are now
now under
under e Ante,
309.
and national
several national
the jurisdiction
Interior, and of the Hot
of the Interior,
Department of
jurisdiction of the Department
the
Springs Reservation
in the
the State
State of
Arkansas, and of such other
of Arkansas,
Reservation in
Springs
national parks and reservations
charaoter as may be hereafter Proviso.
reservations of like charaoter
national
created by
by Congress:
supervision, management,
management, Nationalmonuments
Nationalmonuments
in the
the supervision,
Provided, That
That in
Congress: Provided,
created
to national
to national
contiguous
contiguous to national forests the contiguous
and
control of
of national
monuments contiguous
national monuments
and control
forests.
Secretary
of
Agriculture
may
cooperate
with
said
National
Park
Secretary of Agriculture may cooperate with said National Park
Service to
to such
such extent
extent as may be requested
requested by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Service
Interior.
Interior.
Regulations for management, etc.,
to be
eL., to
shall make
make and publish ageRent,
S
EC. 3.
That the
the Secretary
Interior shall
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
3. That
SEC.
made.
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
necessary or proper for made
as he
he may deem necessary
rules and
such
the
management of the parks, monuments,
monuments, and reservations
reservations
use and management
the use
Punishment for
viofor vfoPtiisent
and any viola- lations.
Service, and
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the National
National Park
Park Service,
of the
under
Vol. 36, p.
p. 857.
ss7.
tions
of any
authorized by this Act shall vol.
regulations authorized
of the rules and regulations
any of
tions of
"An
be punished as provided for in section fifty of the Act entitled "
An
States," apto codify
codify and amend the penal laws of the United States,"
Act to
proved March
hundred and nine, as amended by
nineteen hundred
March fourth, nineteen
proved
section
twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and ten
of June twenty-fifth,
Act of
of the Act
section six of
(Thirty-sixth
United States
Large, page
eight hundred
and Dispol
hundred and
page eight
Statutes at
at Large,
States Statutes
(Thirty-sixth United
Disposal of
of timber.
fifty-seven).
may also,
upon terms and
conditions to be fixed
fixed
and conditions
also, upon
He may
fifty-seven). He
judgment
by
him, sell or dispose of timber in those cases where in his judgment
byh;m,
the
of such timber is required in order to control the attacks
cutting of
the cutting
of
insects or
diseases or otherwise
conserve the scenery or the natural
otherwise conserve
or diseases
of insects
or
historic objects
reservation. He
park, monument, or reservation.
such park,
in any
any such
objects in
or historic
may
also provide
provide in
destruction of such animals
his discretion
discretion for the destruction
in his
may also
and of
life as
be detrimental
detrimental to
eses et.,for
of any of said Leases,
to the
the use of
as may
may be
plant life
such plant
and
of such
etc., for acvisitors.
parks,
monuments ' or
He may
grant privileges,
privileges, commodating
commodating visitors
also grant
may also
or reservations.
reservations. He
parks, monuments,
leases,
the use
use of
of land for the accommodation
accommodation of
for the
permits for
and permits
leases, and
visitors
in the
the various
various parks,
parks, monuments,
monuments, or
reservations herein
or other reservations
visitors in
exceeding twenty years; and no
provided
provided for, but for periods not exceeding
natural
curiosities, wonders, or objects of interest shall be leased,
natural curiosities,
rented,
or granted to
to anyone
such terms
to interferewith
free access
interferewith free
access Proo
onsuch
terms as
as to
Proviso.
anyone on
rented, orgranted
Grazing permits.
to
them by
by the
the public:
That the
the Secretary
of the
permits
the InIn- Graing
Secretary of
however, That
Provided, however,
public: Provided,
to them
terior
may,
under
such
rules
and
regulations
and
on
such
terms
as
he
as
ms
regulatns
and
rulesterior
rules
such
uner
under
terior may,
may
prescribe, grant
grant the
the privilege
any
within any
stock within
live stock
graze live
to graze
privilege to
may prescribe,
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national park,
park, monument,
or reservation
herein referred
referred to
in
national
monument, or
reservation herein
to when
when in
his
judgment such
such use
is not
detrimental to
to the
the primary
purpose for
for
his judgment
use is
not detrimental
primary purpose
which
such park,
monument, or
reservation was
was created,
that
which such
park, monument,
or reservation
created, except
except that
Jes
tfe,d
w:stone Park
this provision
shall not
not apply
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park.
Park.
apply to
to the
provision shall
Ydlowstoe
P a r k this
eBa
of
not SEC.
affIte411"
of way
waY not
SEC. 4.
in this
shall affect
affect or
modify
4. That
That nothing
nothing m
this Act
Act contained
contained shall
or modify
VoL
ected.
31 p. 790. ' the provisions of the Act approved February fifteenth, nineteen
VoL
i,p.79. 9
te provisions of the Act approved February fifteenth, nineteen
hundred
"An Act
to rights
way through
through
hundred and
and one,
one, entitled
entitled "An
Act relating
relating to
rights of
of way
certain parks,
parks reservations,
reservations, and
lands."
certain
and other
other public
public lands."
Approved,
25, 1916.
Approved, August
August 25,
1916.
August 25, 1916.
[H..R.i.17398.)
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 236.1
236.

CHRAP. 409.-An
CHAP.
409.—An Act Granting the consent
consent of Congress to the board of county comcommigioners
of the
the Commonwealth
Massachusetts, to
mioioners of
the county
county of
of Eampden,
Hampden, in
in the
Commonwealth of
of Massachusetts,
to
construct
bridge across
and West
West SpringSpringconstruct a
a bridge
across the
the Connecticut
Connecticut River
River between
between Springfield
Springfield and
field,
Commonwetdth.
field, in said
said county and
and Commonwealth.

Be
enacted by
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Connecticut
River.
by theSenate
Be it
it enaed
connecticnt Rfr.
Hampden
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
consent
of
Congress
the
consent
of
Congress
That
in
Conress
assembled,
ampden County
County States
States
of
America
and Springfield, Mass.,
is hereby
to the
board of
county commissioners
may brdged
bridge.
Say
.. is
hereby granted
granted to
the board
of county
commissioners of
of the
the county
county
of Hampden,
Hampden, in
the Commonwealth
Massachusetts, and
and the
city
of
in the
Commonwealth of
of Massachusetts,
the city
of Springfield,
Springfield, in
said county,
and their
their successors
to
of
in said
county, and
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and approaches
construct,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto
across the
at a.
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of
across
the Connecticut
Connecticut River
River at
a. point
point suitable
to the
navigation between
the city
. of
of Springfield
and
the town
town of
of West
West
navigation
between
the
city
Springfield
and
the
Constractkm.
Springfield, in
the county
Hampden m
m the
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
the State
State of
of Hampden,
Vol.
in the
county of
Springfield,
Vol. 84,
3, p.
p. 84.
in. accordance
the provisions
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act U.:
in
accordance with
with the
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
regulate
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
01X.
Amendment.
Amendment.
March
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
SEC. 2..
That the
the right
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
SaC.
2. That
right to
alter, amend,
this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved..
Approved,
August 25,
Approved, August
25, 1916.
1916.
August 26
1916.
Aust
26,1916.
111. U. 14700.]
IHn.
16700.1

[Public, Nao
No. 237.1
237.}
[ublc,
District of Columbia.
DistrictofColumbia.
Washington and Old
Dominion,
and WashDominion, and
washinngto-vgin
gton-Virginia Railway
Companies.RailPublic II tifi ties Commpubitikliu
imission
excluded from
control
of, outside
control o,
outsid the
th
District.
Distri,
p. 975
975,
amVol. 37,
amended.
ended.
3
Ante,
p. 113.
Asn, p.

August 28, 1916.

A.st
191._
[H. R. 214338.1

-Publi,

[Public, No. 238.1

Aids to
navigation.
to navi
g
ation.

CHAP.
CITA P. 412.—An
relating to the Public
Public Utilities Commission
Commission
412.-An Act To amend an Act relating
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
approved March
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen.
thirteen.
nineteen hundred
March fourth,
Columbia, approved
of

Be it
it enaed
and HOWSE
House of
Representativsofof
enacted by the Senate and
ofRepresentatives
of the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congre
Congressss
assembled,
That section
section eight,
States
embled, That
eight, paragraph
paragraph
one, of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled ".An
provide for
one,
of an
"An Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations to
to provide
for
the expenses
of the government
Columbia for
for the
expenses of
government of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
hundred and
fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen and
and
for other
purposes," approved
approved March
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hund
red and
hundred
March fourth,
for
other purposes,"
of the
thirteen, relating to the Public Utilities
Utilities Commission of
District
the District
of Columbia
and
of
Columbia (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes at Large, page nine hundred and
seventy-five), as
amended by
by an
Act approved
approved Februarytwentyseventy-five),
as amended
an Act
February twentyfifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, be
amended by
hundred and
be amended
by adding
adding to
to the
the
names of the companies
companies excluded
excluded from
from the
the op
erati on of
ofsaid
said section,
operation
section,
the words, "
"and
after the
and the Washington
Washington and
and Old
Old Dominion
Dominion Railway,
Railway,
excepting
to the
the regulation
excepting as to
regulation of
of its
inside of
of the
the District
District
its operation
operation inside
of Columbia,"
Columbia," in the third subdivision of said paragraph,
on page
page nine
nine
p aragraph, on
hundred
hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, the following: "An
"And the
the WashingtonWashingtonVirginia Railway
Company, excepting
excepting as
as to
the regulation
Virginia
Railway Company,
to the
regulation of
of its
its operaoperation inside of
of the
the District of
don
Columbia."
of Columbia."
Approved, August
August 26, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
CCAP. 414.—An
414.-An Act To authorize
in the
CHAP.
authorize aids to navigation and for other works in
Lighthouse Service,
Service, and
and for
for other
Lighthouse
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of Comassembled, That
Secretary of
Commerce
authorized to establish, provide,
merce is hereby authorized
provide, or improve
improve the
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CONGRESS.
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414.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 414.
SESS.
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following
other works in the Lighthouse
and other
navigation and
to navigation
aids to
following aids
with the
Service, under
under the
the Department
Department of
of Commerce,
accordance with
in accordance
Commerce, in
Service,
respective limits
of costs
costs hereinafter
hereinafter respectively
forth, which
which
set forth,
respectively set
limits of
respective

shall in
no case
Kers'
dwellings
be exceeded:
exceeded:
in no
case be
shall
Keepers' dwellings,
d
etc.
Light keepers'
and appurtenant
appurtenant structures,
structures, including
including sites etc.
dwellings and
keepers' dwellings
Light
Vol. 34, p. 996.
therefor,
within the
of cost
cost fixed
the Act
approved February
February vol. 34 p. 996.
Act approved
by the
fixed by
limit of
the limit
therefor, within
twenty-sixth,
hundred and
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes,
seven (Thirty-fourth
and seven
nineteen hundred
twenty-sixth, nineteen
page
hundred and
ninety-six), $75,000.
Light vessels.
$75,000.
and ninety-six),
nine hundred
page nine
Light vessels.
s.
Constructing and
equipping light
vessels for
for general
service on the L
general service
light vessels
and equipping
Constructing
Great
or for
for general
general service,
$150,000.
service, $150,000.
Lakes, or
Great Lakes,
DISTRICT.
SECOND
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
SECOND LIGHTHOUSE

for the second
depot for
Constructing and
lighthouse depot
a lighthouse
equipping a
and equipping
Constructing
lighthouse
district, $85,000.
$85,000.
lighthouse district,
THIRD
THIRD

LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
LIGHTIOUSE

Second
district.
Second district.
Depot.

DlOt'

Third
Third district.
Tender.

Constructing,
purchasing, and
and .equipping
equipping a
lighthouse tender to Tender
a lighthouse
or purchasing,
Constructing, or
replace tenders
in service
service in
in the
lighthouse district, or
or
third lighthouse
the third
out in
worn out
tenders worn
replace
in the
the Lighthouse
Service generally,
generally, $150,000.
$150,000.
t Pond,
Pon
in
Lighthouse Service
Great Salt
R. I..
signal, and constructImproving
light station,
station , moving
moving the
the fog signal,
construct- R.
the light
Improving the
ing a
Great Salt
Light Station,
Station, Rhode
Pond Light
Salt Pond.
at Great
dwelling at
a keeper's
keeper's dwelling
ing
Island,
$25,000.
Island,
Tompkinsville,
Is and, $25,000.
Tompkinsville, N. Y.,
depot.
Improvement
the offices
offices and
laboratory at the general lighthouse depomet.Y
and laboratory
of the
Improvement of
East
River, N.
N. Y.
Y.
East River,
depot at
Tompkinsville, Staten
New York,
York, $21,000.
Island, New
Staten Island,
at Tompkinsville,
depot
New York,
Improving
the aids
aids to
to navigation
navigation on
on the
the East
River, New
East River,
Improving the
Fifth district.
district.
$16,000.
$16,000.
Fifth
FEFTH
LIGHTHOUSE
FIFTH LIGHTHOUSE

DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

Constructing
and equipping
for station
Cape
off Cape
station off
vessel for
light vessel
a light
equipping a
Constructing and
Charles, Virginia,
for general
general service,
$130,000.
service, $130,000.
or for
Virginia, or
Charles,
Improving
and fog
Cape Charles
Charles City,
to Cape
leading to
signals leading
fog signals
lights and
Improving lights
Virginia, $12,800.
$12,800.
Virginia,
the
Improving aids
aids to
navigation and
new aids
aids on the
establishing new
and establishing
to navigation
Improving
aryland and Vireastern shore
shore of
of Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay
Bay and
and tributaries,
tributaries, Maryland
eastern
ginia, $29,000.
$29,000.
ginia,
NINTH
NINTH

LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
LIGHTHOUSE

Removal and
on another
another site
site of
of the
the light station and
rebuilding on
and rebuilding
Removal
dwelling
at or
or near
Point Borinquen,
Borinquen, Porto Rico,
Rico, $85,000.
near Point
dwelling at
TENTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
TENTH

Aids to
to navigation
at Huron
Ohio, $4,500.
Harbor, Ohio,
Huron Harbor,
navigation at
Aids
Improving the
the aids
navigation at
Harbor, Ohio,
Fairport Harbor,
at Fairport
to navigation
aids to
Improving
$42,000.
$42,000.
ELEVENTH
ELEVENTH

Vessel, Cape
Charles,
Cape Charles,
Vessel,
Va.
Va.

Cape Charles City,
Va.
Chesapeake Bay,
B a y,
eastern shore.
eastern

Ninth district.
Point
P. R.
P.R.

Ilorinquen,
Borinquen,

Tenth district.
Huron,
Huron, Ohio.
Fairport,
Fairport, Ohio.
Eleventh district.

LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.
LIGHTHOUSE
Keweenaw

Harbor

Improving
to navigation
navigation and
establishing new
new aids
aids at
at or
or near
eug^ichbr
near of Refuge,
Mich.
and establishing
aids to
Improving aids
the
Harbor of
Refuge, Portage
of Refuge,
Waterway Harbor
Keweenaw Waterway
to Keweenaw
entrance to
the entrance
Mich., deDetroit, Mich.,
River,
$110,000.
Michigan, $110,000.
River, Michigan,
pot.
pot.
$53,000.
Improvement at
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, lighthouse depot, $53,000.
at Detroit,
Improvement
Sand Hills, Mich.
Light station
signal at
or near
Sand Hills,
Michigan, Sand HllsMichHills, Michigan,
near Sand
at or
fog signal
and fog
station and
Light
$75,000.
Twelfth
Twelfth district.
district.
$75,000.
TWELFTH
TWELFTH

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE

DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

station at Manitowoc
Improving
the light
light and
and fog-signal
fog-signal station
Manitowoc North
Improving the
Breakwater, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, $21,000.
$21,000.
Breakwater,
Removing
rebuilding Chicago
Harbor Light
Light Station,
Illinois,
Station, Illinois,
Chicago Harbor
and rebuilding
Removing and
Harbor,
and establishing
establishing lights
the new
new breakwater
Chicago Harbor,
in Chicago
breakwater in
on the
lights on
and
$142.000.
$142.000.
Indiana Harbor,
at Indiana
Establishing
and improving
improving aids
aids to
navigation at
to navigation
Establishing and
Indiana,
$100,000.
Indiana, $100,000.

Manitowoc,
Wis.
Manitowoc, Wis.

W.
ii
Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Indiana Harbor, Ind.

InaiHarbInd
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Sixteenth
Sixteenth district.
district.

Al a
Alaska.
ask .
Eieventeenth
Seveltaanth district
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SIXTEENTH LIGHTHOUSE
DISTRICT.
SIXTEENTH
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.

Aids to navigation
navigation and improvement
improvement of
of existing
existing aids
aids in
in Alaska,
Alaska,
$60,000.
$60,000.
SEVENTEENTH
SEVENTEENTH LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DI8TRICT.

Additional aids,
etc.
Additional
dsetc.

and improvement
For the establishment
establishment of aids to navigation and
improvement of
of
existing
in Washington
Washington and
Oregon, seventeenth
seventeenth lighthouse
lighthouse
existing aids
aids in
and Oregon,
district,
district, $35,000.
$35,000.

Nineteenth district.
district.
Nineteenth

NINETEENTH LIGHTHOUSE
NINETEENTH
LIGHTHOUSE DISTRICT.
DISTRICT.

Honolulu. Hawaii.
HnoHaydepu.
Temporary
depot.

Constructing and
and equipping
equipping a
lighthouse depot
depot at
at
a temporary
temporary lighthouse
Constructing
Honolulu, Territory
Allman, pending
the establishment
establishment of
Honolulu,
Territory of
of -awaii,
pending the
of aaperpermanent depot,
depot, $5,000;
$5,000; and
to erect
erect
manent
and authority
authority is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
such temporary
depot on
on land
to
be leased.
such
temporary
depot
land
to
be
leased.
Depot.
Depot.
Construction
and equipment of aa lighthouse depot for the
the ninenineConstruction and
Proviso.
district, $90,000:
$90,000: Provided,
the purposes
purposes
Use
naval lL
lands. teenth
use of mval
teenth lighthouse
lighthouse district,
Provided, That
That for
for the
herein lands and
and property
belonging to
to the
the United
United States
States and
property now
now belonging
and
being used
used by
by the Navy
Navy for
naval purposes
purposes shall
shall be
be utilized
utilized for
for this
this
for naval
purpose.
Exchang
purpose.
tway authorised.
oft g
SEC. 2. That
Secretary of
Commerce is
is authorized,
authorized,
That hereafter
hereafter the
the Secretary
of Commerce
or xigss
a y d
whenever
he shall
shall deem
whenever he
deem it
it advisable,
exchange any
any right
right of
of way
advisable, to
to exchange
way
of the United
United States
connection with
with lands
lands pertaining
pertaining to
the LightLightStates in
in connection
to the
house Service
Service for
for such
such other
as may
may be
be advantageous
advantageous to
to
other right
right of
of way
way as
the
service, under
under such
and conditions
conditions as
he may
may deem
deem to
to be
the service,
such terms
terms and
as he
be
Expenses.
'Expens
for the best interests of the Government;
Government; and
and in
in case
any expenses,
case any
expenses,
not exceeding
exceeding the
are incurred
incurred by
United States
the sum
sum of
of $500,
$500, are
by the
the United
States in
in
making
the same
maid g such exchange, the
from the
the approapprosame shall
shall be
be payable
payable from
priation
priation "
General expenses,
Lighthouse Service,"
Service," for
for the
fiscal year
year
"General
expenses, Lighthouse
the fiscal
d
uring which
which such
such exchange
exchange shall
effected.
during
shall be
be
effected.
ts
Pest lantern ligh
lights
SEC. 3.
post lantern
and other
naviauthorized
SEC.
3. That
authorized.
That hereafter
hereafter post
lantern lights
lights and
other aids
aids to
to navigation may be established
established and maintained,
maintained, in
the discretion
discretion of
the
in the
of the
Commissioner of
Commissioner
of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, out
out of
of the
annual appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the annual
the
Lighthouse
on the
Lighthouse Service on
the Mobile,
Mobile, Tombigbee,
Tombigbee, Warrior,
Warrior, and
ac k
and Bl
Black
Rivers, Alabama,
Alabama, and
Lake Tahoe,
Tahoe ' California
and Nevada.
r Warrior
arrior Rivers,
and Lake
California and
Nevada.
es a

ri

hts

Qv:4
4. That
That the
expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse
SEC. 4.
the appropriation
appropriation "General
"General expenses,
Service"" shall be
Service
available for
rc h
ase and
and necessary
necessary equipequipbe available
for the
the pu
purchase
ment of one motor cycle and
and the repair
meet
and operation
same for
for
repair and
operation of
of the
the same
use
of the
the Lighthouse
Service in
Keepers
use of
Lighthouse Service
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
Keepers, etc.
m
a
Treatment
Trlestmt att maSEC.
assistant light
S
EC. 5. That hereafter
hereafter light keepers
keepers and
and assistant
light keepers
of
keepers of
rine hospitals, etc.
rine hpPta,
the Lighthouse
be entitled
to medical
medical relief
relief without
the
Lighthouse Service
Service shall be
entitled to
without
charge at hospitals
hospitals and other stations of
Public Health
Health Service
of the
the Public
Service
under
the
rules and
and regulations
care of
seamen of
of the
under
the
rules
regulations governing
governing the
the care
of seamen
the
Proviso.
Physical
Physical examinaexamina merchant
merchant marine:
marine: Provided,
That
this
benefit
shall not
not apply
apply to
any
Provided,
That
this
benefit
shall
to
any
tion of new appointtion
ofrequired.
nsrewppdnt- keeper
receives an
keeper or assistant
assistant keeper
keeper who
who receives
an original
original appointment
appointment after
after
ments
the passage
passes a
passage of this Act, unless the applicant passes
exama physical
physical examination in accordance
accordance with rules approved
approved by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of ComComby the
merce and the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
Radio equipment for
seRadiogVnt
or
SEC.
in the
Service
S
EC. 6.
6. Furnishing all seagoing
seagoing vessels
vessels in
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
seagoing
vessels.
with radio equipment and auxiliary power for the operation thereof,
thereof,
with
$60,000.
$60,000.
August 28,
Approved, August
1916.
28, 1916.
MotorIslands
cycle authorfor Haslas
waiian

a
ted.

auitor-

lied.

August 29, 1916.

AugSt

196.

[Public,
(Public, No.
No. 239.]

23.

Bills of lading.

Issut
iatin.te
Issued in
interstate

and foreign commerce
dfor hereby.
ymerce
governed

Ovmn.heb

C
AP. 415.-An
CHAP.
415.—An Act Relating to bills of
of lading
interstate and
and foreign
foreign commerce.
lading in
in interstate
commerce.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United

States of America
merica in
issued by
in Congress
Congress assembled,That
assembled ,That bills of lading issued
by
any
any common
common carrier
for the
transportation
of goods
goods in
any Territory
carrier for
the transpor
tation of
in any
Territory

of
the United
United States,
District of
of Columbia,
or from
in
of the
States, or
or the
the District
Columbia, or
from aaplace
place in
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a
place in
in a
aforeign
country, or
State
a place in one State
or from a
foreign country,
a State
State to
to aaplace
to
in another
a place
from aaplace in one State to a
another State, or from
to a
a place
place in
in the
the same
same State
State through another
foreign country, shall be
another State or foreign
in
governed by
by this
Act.
this Act.
governed
Straight bills deS
EC. 2.
2. That
in which
stated that
that the
the goods
goods are
consigned fined.
fiedight bills deare consigned
it is
is stated
which it
a bill
bill in
SEC.
That a
or
destined to
specified person
bill.
is a
a straight
straight bill.
person is
a specified
to a
or destined
Order
er bills defined.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
in which
stated that the goods
consigned
are consigned
goods are
it is
is stated
which it
a bill
bill in
That a
SEC.
or
to the
the order
any person
in such
bill is
is an
an order
order
such bill
named in
person named
of any
order of
destined to
or destined
Negotiability.
bill.
Any provision
bill or
or in
in any
any notice,
notice, contract,
rule, Negotiability.
contract, rule,
a bill
in such
such a
provision in
bill. Any
regulation, or
it is
is nonnegotiable
nonnegotiable shall be null and void
or tariff that it
regulation,
and
shall not
not affect
affect its
negotiability within the meaning of this Act
its negotiability
and shall
unless upon
and in
agreed to
the shipper.
shipper.
unless
upon its
its face
face and
in writing
writing agreed
to by
by the
Issues in part for
continental use
forS
EC. 4.
4. That
That order
order bills
of continental
the transportation
transportation of
for the
State for
m aaState
issued in
bills issued
SEC.
bidden.
goods to
place in
the United
on the Continent
of North bidden Continent of
States on
United States
in the
to any
any place
goods
America, except
shall not
not be
be issued
issued in
in parts
Panama, shall
and Panama,
Alaska and
except Alaska
America,
the carrier issuing them shall be liable for
issued, the
or sets. If so issued,
failure
to deliver
the goods
therein to
who puranyone who
to anyone
described therein
goods described
deliver the
failure to
chases a
in good faith, even though the purchase be
value in
a part
part for value
chases
after the
dt
e
e
l
i
r
v
pe
r
r
e
y
te
of
th
the
Proo
of
one
of
toeaa
holder
the
carrier
by
delivery
of the
shall
or e
ogoods
g
oo
no
eds
tiub
ed
yt
t
h
oe
f
c
oani
rbid
erth
isel
o
i
l
i
d
ne
gr
o
o
f
fo
o
r
n
d
e
er
ofbt
i
h
lle
s
after
the n
Proviso.
insular, etc.,
etc., ue
use
other?
e
arts: Provided,
d however,
however,That
contained in
this section
section For
Iaroinar,
in this
nothing contained
That nothing
Provided,
parts:
other
permitted.

shall be interpreted or construed to forbid the issuing of order bills mtted
in
of goods
goods to
to Alaska,
Alaska, Panama,
transportation of
for such
such transportation
or sets
sets for
in parts
parts or
Porto Rico,
Philippines, Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
foreign countries,
countries, or to
tO
or foreign
the Philippines,
Rico, the
Porto
impose
forth in
in this
section for
so
doing.
Impose the
the liabilities
liabilities set
set forth
this section
for so doing.
Dplictes
Duplicates.
SEc.
5. That
That when
when more
more than
order bill
bill is
issued m
for
State for
m aaState
is issued
one order
than one
SEC. 5.

Character to be

Character to be

ote d
the same
goods to
to be
in the
the United
States nnoted.
United States
place in
any place
to any
transported to
be transported
same goods
the
on
the
Continent
of
North
America,
except
Alaska
and
Panama,
the
on the Continent of North America, except Alaska and Panama, the
the
word
"duplicate," or
other word or words indicating that the
or some other
word "duplicate,"

document is
an original
shall be
the Liability for failure.
upon the
plainly upon
be placed
placed plainly
bill, shall
original bill,
not an
is not
document
be Liabiity for alure
face
such bill
except the
the one
issued. A
A carrier
carrier shall be
first issued.
one first
bill except
of every
every such
face of
liable
dama gecaused by his failure so to do to anyone who has
for the damage
liable for
purchased
the bill
as an
an original,
original, even though
faith as
good faith
in good
for value
value in
bill for
purchased the
the _purchase
delivery of
the carrier
the Proviso.
Pov,0.
to the
carrier to
by the
goods by
of the
the goods
the delivery
be after
after the
the
purchase be
Not applicable to In.
holder
the original
bill: Provided,
however, That
NotapplicabletoinThat nothing con- War,
Provided, however,
original bill:
of the
holder of
etc., use.
tained in
in such
case for
transportation of
suIa, et, use.
of s
such transportation
for such
such case
shall in
section shall
in this
this section
tained
goods
to Alaska,
Philippines, Hawaii, or
Panama, Porto Rico, the Philippines,
Alaska, Panama,
goods to
foreign
countries be
construed so as to require the
or construed
interpreted or
be interpreted
foreign countries
placing
of the
to impose
liabilities
the liabilities
impose the
or to
thereon, or
"duplicate" thereon,
the word
word "duplicate"
placing of
set
forth in
this section
section for
to do.
do.
so to
failure so
for failure
in this
set forth
Straight bills.
Nonnegotiability to
SEC. 6.
6. That
bill shall
shall have placed plainly upon its Nonnetabiiity
a straight
straight bill
That a
SEC.
be marked.
be marked.
face
by the
negotiable."
"not negotiable."
or "not
"nonnegotiable" or
it "nonnegotiable"
issuing it
carrier issuing
the carrier
face by
This section
section shall
apply, however,
however, to
acknowlor acknowlmemoranda or
to memoranda
not apply,
shall not
This
edgments of
an informal
informal character.
rder bills.
bills.
character.
of an
edgments
Order
request
SEC. 7.
7. That
That the
the insertion
insertion in
an order
order bill
bill of
of a
aperson
Notification request
person notNotification
name of
of the
the name
in an
SEC.
to affect.
to
be notified
the arrival
arrival of
of the
goods shall
shall not
not limit
limit the
the negotianegotia- nottoaffect.
the goods
of the
notified of
to be
bility of
of the
the bill
bill or constitute notice
purchaser thereof of any
notice to aa purchaser
bility
person in the goods.
of such
such person
equities of
rights or equities
Delivery of goods by
S
EC. 8.
That a
the absence
absence of
of some
lawful excuse,
excuse, is
is carrier.
some lawful
in the
carrier, in
a carrier,
8. That
SEC.
bound to
goods upon
upon a
a demand made
made either by the conto deliver
deliver goods
bound
signee named
in the
bill for
for the
the goods
if the
the bill is an order bill,
goods or, if
the bill
named in
signee
by the
the holder
holder thereof,
if such
demandis
accompanied by—
by
thereof, if
such a
a demand
is accompanied
byOffer to pay charges.
carge
(a)
An offer
offer in
in good
good faith
faith to
to satisfy
hen upon
upon
lawful lien
carrier's lawful
the carrier's
satisfy the
(a) An
the
goods;
the goods;
S-adr of
of bill
Surrender
bilL
to
faith to
(b)
bill of
in good
good faith
offer in
an offer
and an
lading and
of lading
the bill
of the
Possession of
(b) Possession
surrender,
properly indorsed,
indorsed, the
the bill
bill which
was issued
issued for
the
for the
which was
surrender, properly
an
order
bill;
and
goods, if the
the bill is
is an order bill; and
Receipt for delivery.
(c)
to sign,
sign, when
goods are
de- Receiptordeivery
are dethe goods
when the
willingness to
and willingness
readiness and
(c) A
A readiness
livered, an
an acknowledgment
acknowledgment that
they have
have been
been delivered,
delivered, if such
such
that they
livered,
signature is
is requested
requested by
Effect
Effect of refusal.
carrier.
by the
the earner.
signature
In
carrier refuses
refuses or
to deliver
deliver the
the goods,
goods, in comfails to
or fails
the carrier
case the
In case
pliance
demand by
the consignee
or holder
holder so
accompanied,
so accompanied,
consignee or
by the
a demand
with a
pliance with
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the burden
burden shall
be upon
the carrier
carrier to
establish the
of a
shall be
upon the
to establish
the existence
existence of
a
lawful excuse
excuse for
such
refusal
or
failure.
for
such
refusal
or
failure.
Person entitled to
dereo
entitled to
SEC.
a carrier is
is justified,
SEC. 9. That a
justified, subject
the provisions
of the
the
subject to
to the
provisions of
delivery.
delivery.
three
sections,
in delivering
delivering goods
to one
who
is—
three following
following
sections,
in
goods
to
one
who
isOwner.
OWner.
(a)
person lawfully entitled to the possession
possession of
(a) A
A person
goods, or
of the
the goods,
or
Consignee.
Consignee.
(b) The consignee named in aastraight bill for the goods,
or
goods, or
Legal possessor of
iordLel.PS'
r Of
(c) A person in
m possession of
an order
of an
bill for
the goods,
by the
order bill
for the
goods, by
the
order
bill.
terms of which the goods
goods are
to his
his order;
are deliverable
deliverable to
order; or
or which
which has
has
been
been indorsed to him, or
in blank
by the
or by
by the
or in
blank by
the consignee,
consignee, or
the mediate
mediate
or
indorsee of
of the
the consignee.
consignee.
or immediate
immediate indorsee
Liability for unauithored
dVEryt
SEC
1. That
That where
S
EC. 10.
where a
delivers goods
goods to
to one
one who
who is
not
a carrier
carrier delivers
thorized
delivery.
is not
lawfully
to the
the possessidn
lawfully entitled to
of them,
them the
the carrier
carrier shall
possession of
shall be
be liable
liable
to anyone
having aaright
anyone having
right of
of property
in the
goods if
property or
or possession
possession in
the goods
if he
he
delivered the goods otherwise
otherwise than
as authorized
authorized by
by. subdivisions
subdivisions (b)
(h)
than
as
Delivery
afternotice. and (c)
Delveryternoti.
and (c) of the preceding section;
section; and, though he
he delivered
the goods
delivered the
goods
as authorized
authorized by
by either
said subdivisions,
liable if
either of
of said
subdivisions, he
he shall
shall be
be so
so liable
if
prior
such delivery
prior to
to such
delivery he—
heBy
person.
By pes.
(a) Had been requested, by
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf of
of aaperson
person having
having a
a rightt
or possession
of property
property or
in the
goods,
not
to make
make such
such delivery,
or
possession in
the
goods,
not
to
delivery,
or
information
against.
ation
against.
(b) Had information at
at the
the time
of the
the delivery
delivery that
it was
was to
to a
time of
that it
a
t
person not
entitled to
of the
the goods.
goods.
person
not lawfully
lawfully entitled
to the
the possession
possession of
Notice requirements.
Noticerequaments.
Such request
request or
or information,
information, to be effective
the meaning
Such
effective within the
meaning of
of
this section, must be given to an officer
officer or
agent of
the carrier,
carrier, the
or agent
of the
the
apparent scope
actual or apparent
scope of
of whose
duties includes
includes action
such aa
whose duties
action upon
upon such
request
information, and must be given
request or information,
given in
in time
to enable
the officer
officer
time to
enable the
'

or agent to whom it
it is given, acting with
reasonable diligence,
to stop
stop
with reasonable
diligence, to

delivery of
the goods.
ity if bil n delivery
of the
goods.
taken
up and anieled.
except as
t
altIZIM,U
n
lirdt
. SEC.
SEC. 11. That except
provided in
section
as provided
in section
Pot. P.
p. 542.
54
when compelled by legal process, if a carrier

twenty-six, and
twenty-six,
and except
except
delivers goods
when compelled by legal process, if acarrier delivers
goods for
for which
which
an order bill had been issued, the negotiation
negotiation of
transfer
of which
which would
would transfer
the right to the possession of
goods, and
to take
take up
of the
the goods,
and fails
fails to
up and
and
cancel
shall be
cancer the bill, such carrier
carrier shall
be liable
liable for
failure to
deliver the
for failure
to deliver
the
goods to anyone who for value
good faith
purchases such
bill,
value and
and in
in good
faith purchases
such bill,
whether such purchaser
purchaser acquired
acquired title
to the
or after
the
title to
the bill
bill before
before or
after the
delivery of
of the
the goods
goods by
by the
notwithstanding delivery
the carrier
carrier and
and notwithstanding
delivery
was made
made to
entitled thereto
was
to the
the person
person entitled
thereto.
Partial delivery.
rtiae delivery.
SEC.
12. That except as provided
S
EC.
provided in section twenty-six, and
except
and except
Requirements.
Rrements.
when compelled
if aacarrier delivers
compelled by legal
legal process, if
delivers part
the goods
part of
of the
goods
for which an
an order
order bill
bill had
had been
issued and
and fails
fails eithereither—
been issued
Canceling bill.
Cancelng bi
ar
(a) To
To take up and cancel
(a)
cancel the bill, or
or
Statement of Part
delivetd
of part
(b) To place plainly
delivered.
a statement that
plainly upon it a
goods
that aaportion
portion of
of the
the goods
has been delivered
a description
description which
delivered with a
he in
which may
maybe
in general
general terms
terms
either
packages that have been
either of the goods or packages
so delivered
of the
the
been so
delivered or
or of
goods or
Liability for failure. goods
packages which
whi ch still
still remain
remai
n i
n the
the carrier's
carri
er '
s possession,
possession, he
or packages
in
he
Liablity for ftai. shall be liable for failure to deliver all the
goods specified
shall be liable for failure to
specified in
in the
the bill
bill
to anyone who for value and in good
good faith
faith purchases
it, whether
whether such
such
purchases it,
purchaser acquired title to it
purchaser
it before or after the
the delivery
any pordelivery of
of any
portion of
of the
tion
the goods by the carrier,
carrier, and notwithstanding
notwithstanding such
such delivery
delivery
was made to the person entitled thereto.
thereto.
Alterations,
Alterations,
etc.,
SEC.
That any
void.
etc.,
S
EC. 13.
13. That
any alteration,
alteration ,addition,
additi on, or erasure in a
abill after its
void.
issue
without authority from the carrier issuing the
issue without
the same,
same, either
either in
in
writing
or noted
writing or
noted on the bill, shall be void, whatever
whatever be
be the
the nature
nature
and purpose of the change,
change, and
and the
the bill
bill shall
enforceable according
according
shall be
be enforceable
to its
to
its original
original tenor.
tenor.
Lost,
etc., order bls.
bills.
SEC. 14.
LOSetc..order
SEC
That where
where an
an ord
order
has been
Delivery
goods on
14. That
er bill
bill has
been lost, stolen,
st
ol
en ,
or destroyed
destroye d
Delivery of
of goods
on
order of
court.
order
of court
aacourt
of competent
competent jurisdiction may
court of
may order the
the goods
goods
the delivery
delivery of
of the
upon satisfactory
loss, theft,
satisfactory proof of such loss,
or destruction
destruction and
upon
theft, or
and upon
the giving
the
giving of
of aabond,
bond, with
with sufficient surety, to be approved
approved by
by the
the
court, to
court,
to protect
protect the carrier
carrier or any person injured
by such
such deivery
delivery
injured by
from
any liability
reason of
from any
liability or loss incurred by reason
of the
b'
the original
original bill
remaining
court may also in
in its
its discretion
remaining outstanding. The count
discretion order
order
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oary indemnifees: Prothe payment
payment of
of the
the carrier's
reasonable costs
Pro- Pnwis°.
and counsel
counsel fees:
costs and
carrier's reasonable
the
yoita
demnilying bond.
vided,
voluntary indemnifying
bond without
order of
of court
court shall
shall be tying
without order
indemnifying bond
vided, aavoluntary
binding
the parties
parties thereto.
thereto.
on the
binding on
kp
e7th
c
aser
.
without
provided wAt
The delivery
delivery of
of the
the goods
under an
an order
of the
the court,
court, as provided
h
utsnotficp,
no°I et
order of
goods under
The
in
this
section,
shall
not
relieve
the
carrier
from
liability
to
a
person
to
a
person
liability
from
the
carrier
not
relieve
shall
in this section,
to whom
whom the
order bill
shall be
be negotiated
for value
value
negotiated for
or shall
has been
been or
bill has
the order
to
without
of the
of the
delivery of
for dupli
of the
the goods.
goods.
the delivery
or of
the proceedings
proceedings or
notice of
without notice
caLiability
Liabb
u
SEC. 15.
15. That
bill, upon
word "duplicate"
"duplicate" cate bills.
tty for duplithe word
which the
face of
of which
the face
upon the
a bill,
That a
SEC.
or some
some other
other word
word or
indicating that
the document
document is
an
is not
not an
that the
or words
words indicating
or
issuing
original
bill is
upon the
the carrier
carrier issuing
impose upon
shall impose
plainly shall
is placed,
placed, plainly
original bill
the
one who
represents and
and warrants
that such
such
warrants that
who represents
of one
the liability
liability of
same the
the same
bill
is an
accurate copy
of an
an original
original bill
bill properly
but no
no
issued, but
properly issued,
copy of
an accurate
bill is
Liability.orreusing
other liability.
abili
other
del
l
v
i
a
e
b
ry ar g
for refusing
S
EC. 16.
That no
no title
title to
to goods
goods or
or right
their possession
possess ion asserted
asserted delivery of goodsi
to their
right to
16. That
SEC.
by
a carrier
benefit shall
him from
liability for
for
from liability
excuse him
shall excuse
his own
own benefit
for his
carrier for
by a
for
refusing to
to deliver
to the
terms of
issued for
bill issued
of aabill
the terms
according to
goods according
the goods
deliver the
refusing
them,
unless such
such title
or right
right is
derived directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly from
from
is derived
title or
them, unless
shipment,
a
made by
by the
the consignor
the shipment,
after the
or consignee
consignee after
consignor or
a transfer
transfer made
or from
the carrier's
carrier's lien.
Proteton adverse
lien.
or
from the
claims
made. 1f adverse
S
EC. 17.
That if
more than
than one
person claim
the title
title or
ori
possession
P
as=.
possession cia
claim the
one person
if more
17. That
SEC.
claimants to interplead,
known claimants
of goods,
carrier may
may require
require all
all known
nterplead,
the carrier
of
goods, the
for nondelivery
either as
to an
an action
action brought
nondelivery
against him for
brought against
defense to
as a
a defense
either
of the
the goods
or as
as an
original suit,
suit, whichever
allowed to asappropriate.
whichever is
is appropriate.
an original
of
goods or
a
S
EC. 18.
That if
some one
one other
consignee or
or the
person in certain owner. to sthe person
the consignee
than the
other than
if some
18. That
SEC.
possession of
of the
the bill
bill has
claim to
title or
of the
goods,
the goods,
or possession
possession of
to the
the title
has aaclaim
possession
shall be
and
carrier has
information of
such claim,
claim, the
carrier shall
the carrier
of such
has information
the carrier
and the
the
to the
excused
liability for
for refusing
to deliver
deliver the
the goods,
goods, either
either to
refusing to
from liability
excused from
adverse claimant,
to the
the adverse
consignee
or person
person in
possession of
bill or
or to
the bill
of the
in possession
consignee or
until
had a
ascertain the
validity
the validity
to ascertain
time to
reasonable time
a reasonable
has had
carrier has
the carrier
until the
all
compel all
of the
the adverse
adverse claim
claim or
or to
legal proceedings
to compel
proceedings to
bring legal
to bring
of
claimants
interplead.
claimants to
to interplead.
nfo
pe
rcci
cng
a as rights
hts of
Enforcing
of
as provided in the two preceding
S
EC. 19.
That except
except as
preceding sectionstuthird persons.
19. That
SEC.
and in
in section
section nine,
right or
title of
of a
third person,
enforced
unless enforced
person, unless
a third
or title
no right
nine, no
and
by the conby
process, shall
be a
an action
brought by
action brought
to an
defense to
a defense
shall be
legal process,
by legal
signee of-a
of astraight
straight bill
by the
the holder
holder of
of an
order bill
bill against
the
against the
an order
or by
bill or
signee
for
carrier for
for failure
failure to
deliver the
goods on
on demand.
Responsibility
Responsibility for
demand.
the goods
to deliver
carrier
carrier such carrier
S
EC. 20.
20. That
That when
when goods
goods are
are loaded
by a
a carrier
carrier goodls
good
loaded by
SEC.
carrier.
shall count
packages of
of goods,
goods, if
package freight,
and ascertain
wiehr
e
.
4 1°3'10(1 by
ascertain carr
freight, and
if package
the packages
count the
shall
the
and quantity
bulk freight,
freight, and
and such
carrier shall
not, in
shall not,
such carrier
if bulk
quantity if
kind and
the kind
such cases,
insert in
in the
the bill
bill of
lading or
in any
notice, receipt, conconany notice,
or in
of lading
cases, insert
such
and count,"
tract, rule,
rule, regulation,
or tariff,
tariff, "Shipper's
weight, load,
load and
count,"
"Shipper's weight,
regulation, or
tract,
or other
like purport,
that the
loaded
were loaded
goods were
the good;
indicating that
purport, indicating
of like
words of
other words
or
by the
shipper and
the description
of them
them made
in case
case of
or in
him or
by him
made by
description of
and the
the shipper
by
concealed by packages the description
and freight
bulk
ght and
freight not concealed
description
freight
bulk frei
made
If so
so inserted,
inserted, contrary
contrary to the provisions of
of this
him. If
by him.
made by
void and as if not
section,
said words
words shall
be treated
treated as
as null
null and
and void
shall be
section, said
Loaded by
inserted
Loaded
by shpper
shioper
therein.
inserted therein.
S
EC. 21.
21. That
That when
when package
package freight
is loaded
by a
in packages
or bulk.
b
package or
a in
loaded by
freight is
bulk freight
or bulk
freight or
SEC.
of lading
lading merely
shipper and
and the
goods are
are described
described in
in a
abill of
merely by aa
the goods
shipper
statement
of marks
or labels
labels upon
or upon
packages containing
containing
upon packages
them or
upon them
marks or
statement of
a certhem, or
by a
astatement
statement that
that the
the goods
goods are
are said
said to
of a
goods of
to be
be goods
or by
them,
it is stated in the
or it
condition, or
tain
quantity, or
in aacertain
certain condition,
or in
or quantity,
kind or
tain kind
a certain
goods of a
bill
lading that
packages are
to contain
contain goods
said to
are said
that packages
of lading
bill of
that the contents
or that
kind or
or quantity
quantity or
contents or
condition, or
certain condition
a certain
or in
in a
kind
of like
like
condition of
contents of
of packages
condition,
are
words of
are unknown, or words
packages
of the
the contents
condition
statements,'if true,
purport are
contained in
bill of
of lading,
lading, such
such statements
the bill
in the
are contained
purport
lading, although
of lading,
shall not
the carrier
issuing the
bill of
the bill
carrier issuing
liable the
make liable
not make
shall
the
not of
the kind
or quantity
quantity or
the condition
condition which
which
in the
or in
kind or
of the
are not
goods are
the goods
the
marks or
labels upon
upon them
them indicate,
indicate, or
of the
or quantity
et oof "Shipper
quantity Effect
kind or
the kind
or of
or labels
the marks
"Shi
's
and
reight, load,
or
in the
the condition
condition they
they. were
were said
said to
by the
load,Prnd
the consignor. The weight,
to be
be by
or in
coun."
carrier may
may also
by inserting
inserting in
in the
the bill
bill of
of lading
lading the
words "Shipper's
Shipper's e"unt."
the words
also by
caarier
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weight,
count," or
other words
words of
of like
like purport
purport indicate
that
weight, load,
load, and
and count,"
or other
indicate that
the goods
goods were
shipper and
and the
the description
of them
them
the
were loaded
loaded by
by the
the shipper
description of
made
him; and
and if
if such
such statement
true, the
the carrier
carrier shall
shall not
not be
be
made by
by him;
statement be
be true,
liable
for damages
caused by
the improper
improper loading
loading or
or by
the ponnonliable for
damages caused
by the
by the
receipt or
or by
misdescription of
of the
goods described
described in
in the
of
Proso.
receipt
by the
the misdescription
the goods
the bill
bill of
Proviso.
Besponsibifity
when lading:
lading: Provided,
however, Where
Where the
shipper of
of bulk
freight installs
installs
esponsibilitywhen
Provided, however
the shipper
bulk freight
shipper alkirds weighweigh- and
maintains adequate
facilities for
weighing such
such freight,
freight, and
and the
the
for weighing
adequate facilities
and maintains
spSdfds
ing
same are
available to
to the
carrier, then
then the
carrier, upon
upon written
same
are available
the carrier,
the carrier,
written
request of
opportunity so
so to
request
of such
such shipper
shipper and
and whengiven
when given aayeasonable
reasonable opportunity
to
do, shall
shall ascertain
kind and
quantity of
of bulk
bulk freight
within a
a
do,
ascertain the
the kind
and quantity
freight within
reasonable time
time after
after such
and the
the carriers
carriers shall
shall not
not in
in
reasonable
such written
written request,
request, and
such cases
insert
in the
the words
words "Shipper's
such
cases inse
inin
the bill
bill of
of lading
lading the
Shippes weight,"
weight,"
or
other words
like purport,
if so
so inserted
contrary to
proto the
the proor other
words of
of like
purport, and
and if
inserted contrary
visions
of this
this section,
words shall
be treated
treated as
as null
and void
void
visions of
section, said
said words
shall be
null and
and as
as if
if not
inserted therein.
and
not inserted
therein.
Liability of carrier
for
acts of
agents.
S
EC. 22.
22. That
That if
of lading
issued by
by a
carrier or
or on
on his
his
bLbits
of
aIgts.r
SEC.
if a
a bill
bill of
lading has
has been
been issued
a carrier
behalf
or employee
scope of
of whose
whose actual
actual or
or apparent
apparent
behalf by
by an
an agent
agent or
employee the
the scope
authority
includes the
the rem-if
m
- g of
goods and
issuing bills
bills of
of lading
lading
authority includes
receiving
of goods
and issuing
therefor
transportation in
m commerce
commerce among
among the
the several
several States
States
therefor for
for transportation
and
foreign nations,
carrier shall
be liable
to (a)
(a) the
the owner
owner
and with
with foreign
nations, the
the carrier
shall be
liable to
of
covered by
by a
astraight
straight bill
to existing
stopof goods
goods covered
bill subject
subject to
existing right
right of
of stoppage
the holder
of an
order bill,
bill, who
who has
has given
given
page in
in transitu
transitu or
or (b)
(b) the
holder of
an order
value
good faith,
faith, relying
relying upon
upon the
description therein
of the
the goods,
goods,
value in
in good
the description
therein of
for damages
damages caused by
n.omeceipt by
carrier of
of all
of the
the
by the
the nonreceipt
by the
the carrier
all or
or part
part of
goods
failure to
correspond with
with the
the description
description thereof
in the
the
goods or
or their
their failure
to correspond
thereof in
bill
bill at
at the
the time of its
its issue.
Protection against
sEc 23. That if goods are delivered
delivered to a
by
attachment..
a carrier by the owner or by
SEC.
PatlhmetCtiT against
a person whose act in conveying
conveying the title to them
a
them to a
apurchaser
purchaser for
value
value in good faith would bind the
and an
an order
order bill
bill is
is issued
the owner,
owner, and
issued
for them, they can not thereafter,
thereafter, while in the possession
possession of the carrier,
be attached
attached by garnishment
garnishment or otherwise
otherwise or be levied upon under
under an
an
execution unless the bill be first surrendered
surrendered to the carrier
or its
its negonegocarrier or
tiation
The carrier
carrier shall
no such
such case
case be
be compelled
compelled to
to
tiation enjoined.
enjoined. The
shall in
in no
deliver the actual
actual possession of the goods until the bill is surrendered
surrendered
to him
or impounded
to
him or
impounded by
by the
the court.
court.
Legal rights
of
S
EC. 24.
24. That
whose debtor
debtor is
is the
owner of
order
creditors.
eLegacl
rights of
SEC.
That aa creditor
creditor whose
the owner
of an
an order
bill shall be entitled to such aid from courts of appropriate
appropriate jurisdiction by in
injunction
junction and
in attaching
such bill
in satisfying
satisfying
and otherwise
otherwise in
attaching such
bill or
or in
the claim by means thereof as is allowed
allowed at law or in equity in regard
regard
to property which can
can not readily
readily be
attached or
or levied
by
be attached
levied upon
upon by
legal process.
process.
imit of arrier's ordinary
ordinary legal
Limit of carrier's
S
EC. 25.
25. That
if an
an order
bill is
is issued
issued the
the carrier
carrier shall
shall have
Hen.
liern.
SEC.
That if
order bill
have a
a
lien on the goods therein mentioned
mentioned for all charges
charges on those
those goods
goods
for freight, storage, demurrage
demurrage and terminal
expenses
terminal charges,
charges, and
and expenses
necessary
necessary for the preservation
preservation of the goods or incident to their transportation
portation subsequent
subsequent to the date of
of the bill and all other charges
incurred
transportation and delivery, unless
incurred in transportation
bill expressly
expressly
unless the bill
enumerates
enumerates other
other charges
charges for which
alien
lien is
is claimed.
claimed. In
In such
such case
case
which a
there
a lien for the charges enumerated
there shall also be a
enumerated so far as they
are allowed
allowed by law and the contract
contract between
between the consignor
consignor and
and
the
carrier.
the carrier.
Carrier not liable if
at
L
-goods
rawfully
solde
SEC.
That after
Carrier
not liable
S
EC. 26.
26. That
after goods
goods have
been lawfully
lawfully sold
sold to
to satisfy
satisfy a
have been
a
goods
lawfully
sold. if
because they have not been claimed,
carrier's lien, or because
claimed, or because
because they
are perishable or hazardous,
thereafter be liable
hazardous, the carrier shall
shall not thereafter
liable
for failure to deliver the goods themselves
themselves to the
the consignee
consignee or owner
owner
of the goods, or to a
a holder
holder of the bill given for the goods when they
were shipped,
shipped, even
such bill
bill be
ea
were
of
even if
if such
be an
an order
order bill.
bill.
Negotiation
27. That
That an
an order
bill may
may be
be ne
go ti at
edby
by deliverywhere,
bills.
egtiatin of order
ord
SEC. 27.
order bill
negotiated
delivery where,
Blank indorsement.
ndorsement. by
by the terms of the bill, the earner
carrier undertakes
deliver the
Bl%rdt
undertakes to deliver
the goods
goods
to the order of a
a specified person,
a subsequent
person, and such person or a
subsequent
indorsee of the bill has
has indorsed it in blank.
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be negotiated
S
EC. 28.
28. That
That an
order bill
may be
negotiated by the indorsement
indorsement
bill may
an order
SEC.
tenor
of the
person to
whose order
the goods
by the tenor
are deliverable
deliverable by
goods are
order the
to whose
of
the person
of
Such indorsement
may be in blank or to a
a specified
specified
indorsement may
the bill.
bill. Such
of the
it may
a specified
person.
If indorsed to a
specified person, it
may be negotiated
negotiated again
again
person. If
specified
13y
person in blank or to another specified
by the indorsement
indorsement of such person
person.
Subsequent negotiation
negotiation may
may be
made in
in like
like manner.
manner.
be made
person. Subsequent
S
EC. 29.
That a
bill may
be transferred
by the
by delivery,
the holder
holder by
transferred by
a bill
may be
SEC.
29. That
accompanied
with an
agreement, express
express or
implied, to
transfer the
to transfer
or implied,
an agreement,
accompanied with
title
represented thereby.
thereby. A
A straight bill
or to the
the goods represented
the bill
bill or
title to the
indorsement
can
be negotiated
from existing
existing equities, and the indorsement
free from
not be
negotiated free
can not
of
a bill
bill gives
the transferee
no additional
right.
additional right.
transferee no
gives the
such a
of such
S
EC. 30.
an order
order bill may be negotiated
negotiated by any person
person in
That an
SEC.
30. That
possession of
of the
the same,
been
may have been
however such
such possession
possession may
possession
same, however
undertakes to deliver
acquired, if
carrier undertakes
deliver
acquired,
if by the terms of the bill the carrier
the goods
order of
person, or
time of
of negotiation
negotiation
or if
if at
at the time
of such
such person,
to the
the order
the
goods to
the
bill is
in such
it may be
negotiated by delivery.
delivery,.
be negotiated
is in
such form that it
the bill
SEC. 31.
31. That
to whom
negohas been duly negoorder bill
bill has
an order
whom an
a person
person to
That a
SEC.
tiated
acquires thereby—
tiated acquires
therebyperson negotiating
(a) Such
title to
the goods
negotiating the bill to him
as the person
goods as
to the
Such title
(a)
had or
or had
had ability
ability to
convey to
good faith for value,
value,
purchaser in good
to a
a purchaser
to convey
had
and also
also such
title to
the goods
and consignor
consignor had or
as the
the consignee
consignee and
goods as
to the
such title
and
had power
power to
convey to
purchaser in
for value;
value; and
faith for
in good
good faith
to a
a purchaser
to convey
had
(b)
The direct
obligation of
of the
carrier to hold possession
possession of the
the carrier
direct obligation
(b) The
carrier
goods for
for him
him according
according to the terms
the bill as fully as if the carrier
terms of the
goods
had contracted
directly with
him.
contracted directly
with him.
had
SEe.
32. That
That a
whom a
transferred, but not
been transferred,
to whom
a bill
bill has been
a person
person to
SEC. 32.
negotiated, acquires
acquires thereby
the
transferor the title to the
the transferor
as against
against the
thereby as
negotiated,
goods, subject
subject to
any agreement
transferor. If
with the transferor.
agreement with
terms of
of any
to the
the terms
goods,
the
is a
bill such
person also
also acquires
the right
right to notify
notify
acquires the
such person
a straight
straight bill
bill is
the bill
become
thereby to become
the carrier
the transfer
such bill and thereby
transfer to him of such
of the
carrier of
the
the direct
direct obligee
obligee of whatever
the carrier
carrier owed to the
whatever obligations the
the
transferor of
the bill
before the
notification.
transferor
of the
bill immediately
immediately before
the notification.
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Indorsement
ordersement
order.

to
to

Transfer of lbill.
bm.
Transferof

bills
Straight
Straight bills

equities.
to equities.
ject to

subsub-

Negotiation of bills
of bills
oss
by
by possessor.

Rights of purchaser.

Rights of purchaser

too.

Title to goods.

e

ds

Obligation of carrier.

Obligationofcarrier.

transferee

Rights of transferee
if bill not negotiated.

bingnot negotiated.
Notification

to

to
carifieation
carrier.

Attachment,
etc.,
Attachment, e
tc

before notice.
notice.
Prior
transferor or transferee before
by the transferor
carrier by
of the
the carrier
notification of
to the
the notification
Prior to
of
a
straight
bill
the
title
of
the
transferee
to
the
goods
and
the
right
right
and
the
the
goods
to
the
transferee
of
the
title
bill
of a straight
to acquire
the obligation
obligation of
carrier may
may be defeated
defeated by garnishgarnishof the carrier
to
acquire the
ment or
by attachment
attachment or
or execution
execution upon
upon the
the goods
goods by a
creditor of
a creditor
or by
ment
the transferor,
transferor, or
notification to the carrier by the transferor
transferor or aa
or by aanotification
the
subsequent purchaser
from the
the transferor
subsequent sale
sale of the
of a
a subsequent
transferor of
purchaser from
subsequent
goods by
the transferor.
transferor.
goods
by the
Notification required.
A carrier
carrier has
not received
within the meaning
meaning of this Notificationrequired.
notification within
received notification
has not
A
section unless
unless an
the carrier,
the actual
actual or apparent
apparent
carrier, the
of the
or agent
agent of
an officer
officer or
section
scope of
duties includes
includes action
upon such
such a
a notification,
notification, has
action upon
of whose
whose duties
scope
been
effective until
until the officer
officer or
notification shall be effective
and no
no notification
notified; and
been notified;
agent
whom it
given has
reasonable
time, with the exercise of reasonable
has had
had time,
it is
is given
to whom
agent to
the agent
diligence, to
communicate with
with the
agent or agents having
having actual
actual
to communicate
dilgence,
possession or
of the
the goods.
goods.
control of
or control
possession
Order bills.
S
EC. 33.
That where
where an
an order
transferred for value by Order bills
is transferred
bill is
order bill
SEC.
33. That
Indorsement.
In
dorsementdelivery,
and
the
indorsement
of
the
transferor
is
essential
for
for
negotianegotiais
essential
delivery, and the indorsement of the transferor
tion,
the transferee
acquires a
aright against
transferor to compel
com el
against the transferor
transferee acquires
tion, the
him to
indorse the
the bill,
bill, unless
intention appears.
appears. The
Ihe
contrary intention
unless aa contrary
him
to indorse
indorsement is
as of the time when the indorsement
negotiation shall
shall take
effect as
take effect
negotiation
actually
This obligation
enforced.
may be
be specifically
specifically enforced.
made. This
obligation may
actually made.
Warrant of transS
EC. 34.
negotiates or
transfers for
value a
abill
bill fer,,
tns
t
for value
feror.
or transfers
who negotiates
That aaperson
person who
SEC.
34. That
by indorsement
or delivery,
delivery, unless
appears,
intention appears,
contrary intention
unless aa contrary
indorsement or
by
warrantswarrants—
(a)
That the
bill is
genuine;
is genuine;
the bill
(a) That
(b)
he has
has a
alegal
it;
transfer it;
to transfer
right to
legal right
That he
(b) That
(c)
That he
knowledge of
of no
which would
would impair the
the
fact which
no fact
he has
has knowledge
(c) That
validityworth of
bill;
of the bill;
or worth
validity or
(d) That
That he
right to
transfer the
the title
to the
the goods,
and that
that
goods, and
title to
to transfer
has aaright
he has
(d)
the goods
goods are
or fit
purpose whenever
whenever
particular purpose
fit for
for aa particular
merchantable or
are merchantable
the
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such
iniplied if
if the
the contract
contract of
the parties
such warranties
warranties would
would have
have been
been implied
of the
parties
had
been
to
transfer without
a
bill the
the goods
goods represented
thereby.
had
been
to
transfer
without
a
bill
represented
thereby.
Limit of indorser's
of aabill
bill shall
shall not
not make the
SEC. 35.
35. That
That the
the indorsement
indorsement of
the indorser
indorser
LtUtY of "ndosers
SEC.
liable for
for any
on the
part of
of the
or previous
previous indorsers
liable
any failure
failure on
the part
the carrier
carrier or
indorsers
the bill
to fulfill
obligations.
y of of
of the
bill to
fulfill their
their respective
respective obligations.
Responsibility
of
S
EC. 36.
36. That
amortgagee
or
pledgee
or other
of aabill
bill for
holder
o bill for
SEC.
That
a
mortgagee
or
pledgee
or
other holder
holder of
for
sec
t
et c
,security,
m
etc..
security who in go_od
demands- or receives
receives payment
payment of
of the
good faith
faith demands
the debt
debt
for which such bill
whether from
draft drawn
bll is
is security,
security, whether
from a
a party
party to
to aadraft
drawn
for such debt or from any
person, shall
not be
be deemed
deemed by
by so
so
any other person,
shall not
represent or
or warrant
warrant the
the genuineness
genuineness of
of such
such bill
bill or
or the
the quanquandoing to represent
tity
the goods
therein described.
described.
tity or quality
quality of the
goods therein
it of negotiaValidity
SEc.
the validity
validity of
of a
abill
bill is
is not
urntion
by
o f
S EC . 37.
37. That
That the
of the
the negotiation
negotiation of
not imum'
by
,purchaser
etc.
f°r paired
aired
y the fact
• cl b
negotiation was
was aabreach
breach of
of duty
duty on
on the
the
tvalue,
etc , of bill
bill
value
by
fact that
that such negotiation
wrongfully
part
the negotiation,
negotiation, or
or by
the fact
fact that
that the
the
wys sold..
part of the person
person making
making the
by the
owner of the bill was deprived of the
possession of
of the
the same
same by
fraud,
the possession
by fraud,
if the
to
accident, ynigtake,
mistake, duress,
duress, loss, theft,
theft, or
or conversion,
conversion, if
the person
person to
whom the bill was negotiated, or a
aperson to
whom the
the billwas
bill was subsubto whom
sequently negotiated, gave value therefor in good
sequently
without
good faith, without
notice of the breach
breach of duty, or fraud, accident,
accident, mistake, duress,
loss,
duress, loss,
theft,
or
conversion.
alidity
of
negotitheft,
or conversion.
tion
vaubtry negotiation
porchaser for SEC. 38.
tion by purchaser
38. That
That where
where aaperson,
sold, mortgaged,
mortgaged, or
or pledged
pledged
person, having
having sold,
ds
value,
etc.,
if
goods
sion and
and for
for which
which an
!Dill
svase,
et.'
g
goods
which are in
in aacarrier's
mortgaged, etcor
carrier's possession
an order
order bill
has been issued, or having soll:
has
171:18-tgaged, or pledged
pledged the order
order bill
bill
sold,°mortgaged,
representing such goods, continues in possession
order bill,
the
possession of the
the order
bill, the
su'
bsequent negotiation
that person
person under
under any
sale, pledge,
subsequent
negotiation thereof
thereof by
by that
any sale,
pledge,
to any
any person
m good
good
or other
other disposition
disposition thereof
thereof to
person receiving
receiving the
the same
same in
faith, for value and
and without notice of the
shall have
have
the previous
previous sale, shall
the same effect as if the first
bill had
exfirst purchaser of the
the goods
goods or
or bill
had expressly authorized the subsequent negotiation.
prhasefor
pressly
authorized
the
subsequent
negotiation.
vaue,
Purchaser for value,
exempt from
etc.,
se
SEC. 39. That where
etc., exempt
from selloEc.
where an order bill
has been
for goods
goods no
no
bil[ has
been issued for
er's liens, etc., on seuer.
s
es
iens, etc., on seller's lien or
right of
shall defeat
defeat the
rights of
of
or right
of stoppage
stoppage in transitu
transitu shall
the rights
goods.
any purchaser
purchaser for
value m
good faith
faith to
to whom
such bill
bill has
has been
been
for value
m good
whom such
negotiated, whether such negotiation be prior or subsequent
subsequent to
to the
the
notification
notification to the carrier
carrier who issued such bill
the seller's
seller's claim
claim to
to
bill of the
a lien or right of stoppage in transitu. Nor shall the
a
be
the carrier be
obliged to deliver or
delivering the
the goods
to an
an unpaid
unpaid
or justified
justified in.
in delivering
goods to
seller unless
such bill
bill is
first
surrendered for
for cancellation.
cancellation.
Rights of mort
seller
unless
such
is
first surrendered
holders.
ightsoigag—
and
ien holders.
anRights
SEC. 40. That,
provided in
in section
section thirty-nine,
That, except
except as
as provided
thirty-nine, nothing
nothing
Act shall limit
in this Act
the rights
and remedies
remedies of
of a
mortgagee or
or lien
lien
limit the
rights and
a mortgagee
holder
lien on goods
holder whose mortgage or hen
goods would
would be valid, apart
apart from
from
who for
for value
this Act, as against one who
and in
in good
good faith
faith purchased
purchased
value and
from the owner, immediately
prior to
immediately prior
the time
of their
deliver'
, to
to the
the
to the
time of
their delivery
subject to the mortgage
mortgage or
carrier, the goods which are
are subject
or hen
lien and
and
obtained possession
of them.
them.
Punishment for obtained
Punishment
possession of
countereiting,
etc.,
SEC.
counterfeiting,
et
c.,
S
EC. 41. That any
any person who, knowingly
knowingly or with intent to
to defraud,
falsely makes,
forges, counterfeits,
counterfeits, prints
prints or
any
bllsfalsely
makes, alters,
alters, forges,
or photographs
photographs any
bill of lading purporting
purporting to
to represent
goods received
received for
for shipment
represent goods
shipment
among
States or
or with foreign nations,
among the several States
or with
with like
like intent
intent
nations, or
utters or publishes as true and
and genuine
any such
altered, forged,
forged,
genuine any
such falsely
falsely altered,
counterfeited, falsely printed or photographed
bill of
counterfeited,
photou, raphed bill
of lading,
lading, knowing
knowing
it to be falsely altered, forged, counterfeited,
counterfeited, falsely printed
printed or
or photophotoor aids
forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, printing
printing
Issuing
esuing false
ta state, graphed,
graphed, or
aids in
in making,
making, altering,
altering, forging
mnts.
photographing, or uttering
utterng or
or photographing,
or publishing
publishing the
the same,
issues or
or aids
aid s
same, or
or issues
in issuing
in
issuing or
the issue
issue of,
of, or
or negotiates
or transfers
transfers for
for value
or procuring
procuring the
negotiates or
value
Violating prvisions
bill which
which contains
abill
contains aafalse
false statement
as to
to the
the receipt
receipt of
goods,
statement as
of the
the goods,
Violating
provisions a
otithis
Act.
or as to any other matter, o
orr who,
who, with
of this Act,
to defraud,
defraud, violates,
with intent
intent to
violates,
or fails
to comply
in any violation of, or
or
fails to
comply with, or aids in
or failure to comply
with any provision
be guilty
provision of this Act, shall
shall be
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor,
and,
misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction,
upon
for each
each offense
by imprisonment
imprisonment
conviction, shall
shall be
be punished
punished for
offense by
not exceeding
a fine
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000, or
exceedi gfive years,
years, or by a
fine not exceeding
both.
or both.
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en g
context of subject M
SEC. 42.
That in
this Act,
Act, unless
unless the context
meaning9 of
et words
in this
First. That
42. First.
SEC.
matter
otherwise requires—
requiresmatter otherwise
"
Action" includes
includes counterclaim,
set-off, and
suit in
equity.
in equity.
and suit
counterclaim, set-off,
"Action"
"Bill"
means bill
bill of
lading governed
governed by
by this
Act.
this Act.
of lading
"Bill" means
to
"Consignee"
means the
the person
person named
named in
in the
the bill
bill as
the person
person to
as the
"Consignee" means
whom
delivery of
of the
the goods
goods is
is to
be made.
made.
to be
whom delivery
"Consignor
means the
the person
bill as
as the person
person
the bill
in the
named in
person named
"Consignor" means
from whom
been received
received for
shipment.
for shipment.
have been
goods have
the goods
whom the
from
"Goods"
means merchandise
merchandise or
in course
course of
transportaof transportachattels in
or chattels
"Goods" means
tion
been or
are about
to be
transported.
be transported.
about to
or are
have been
which have
or which
tion or
"Holder"
of a
abill
means a
aperson
who has
both actual
actual possession
possession of
has both
person who
bill means
"Holder" of
such bill
bill and
right of
property therein.
therein.
of property
and a
a right
such
"Order" means
an order
by indorsement
on the
the bill.
bill.
indorsement on
order by
means an
"Order"
more
two or more
"Person"
includes aa corporation
corporation- or
or partnership,
or two
partnership, or
"Person" includes
persons having
joint or
interest.
common interest.
or common
a joint
having a
persons
to take as pledgee.
and to
To
purchase" includes
includes to
as mortgagee
mortgagee and
pledgee.
take as
to take
To "
"purchase"
"State" includes
insular possession,
or
possession, or
District, insular
Territory, District,
any Territory,
includes any
"State"
isthmian
possession.
isthmian possession.
r
S
EC. 43.
43. That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
do not
apply to
to bills
bills made
made Prr.
bills not
not
bills
Prt
not apply
Act do
this Act
SEC.
any
nvalty of
and
delivered prior
to the
the taking
taking effect
thereof.
Invalidity
of any
effect thereof.
prior to
and delivered
S
EC. 44.
44. That
That the
the provisions
thereof and
and the
the sections
sections part,etc.,
part, ete., not
not to
to affect
afeet
part thereof
and each
each part
provisions and
SEC.
Act.
and
part thereof
thereof of
of this
Act are
severable, and
remain
der oo
fA
c
t
'
and remainder
and severable,
independent and
are independent
this Act
each part
and each
the
declaring of
any provision
provision or
or part
or provisions
part
or part
provisions or
thereof, or
part thereof,
of any
the declaring
thereof,
part thereof,
sections or
or part
thereof, unconunconpart thereof,
or sections
thereof, or
or part
section or
or section
thereof, or
stitutional shall
shall not
not impair
any other
other proprounconstitutional any
or render
render unconstitutional
impair or
stitutional
vision
part thereof
section or
or part
thereof.
vision or
or part
thereof or
or section
part thereof.
st
as l
.nuarfiret
SEC. 45.
That this
take effect
effect and
and be
be in
force on
and after
after aft
i
r'n.ualY
aatre
on and
in force
shall take
Act shall
this Act
45. That
SE.
the
first
day
of
January
next
after
its
passage.
the first day of January next after its passage.
Approved,
29, 1916.
1916.
August 29,
Approved, August

States
CHAP
418.—An Act
To declare
declare the
purpose of
of the
people of
United States
of the
the United
the people
the purpose
Act To
CHAP. 416.-An
as
the future
status of
of the
people of
Islands, and
and to
provide
as to
to the
future political
political status
the people
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
to provide
a
autonomous government
those islands.
islands.
for those
government for
a more
more autonomous

August 29, 1916.
1916.
August
[8.
381.1
[l. 3811

[ublic, No. 240.1
240.1
[Public,

Whereas it
never the
intention of
of the
the people
people of
the United
States mePnTUPPIne
GovemmPjt pp' e GovernUnited States
of the
the intention
was never
it was
Whereas
in the
incipiency of
the War
War with
Spain to
to make
make it
war of
of conquest
conquest Preamble.
Preamble.
it a
a war
with Spain
of the
in
the incipiency
or
for territorial
and
aggrandizement; and
territorial aggrandizement;
or for
Whereas it
is, as
as it
has always
the purpose
of the
the people
people of
of the
the
purpose of
been, the
always been,
it has
it is,
Whereas
United
States to
sovereignty over
over the Philippine
their sovereignty
withdraw their
to withdraw
United States
Islands and
their independence
soon as
as a
stable
a stable
as soon
independence as
recognize their
to recognize
and to
Islands
and
government
can be
established therein;
therein; and
be established
government can
Whereas
accomplishment of
of such
purpose it
desirable
it is
is desirable
such purpose
speedy accomplishment
the speedy
for the
Whereas for
to place
place in
in the
the hands
hands of
the people
people of
the Philippines
as large
large a
aconconPhilippines as
of the
of the
to
trol of
of their
domestic affairs
can be
them without,
the
in the
without, in
given them
be given
as can
affairs as
their domestic
trol
meantime, impairing
exercise of
of the
the rights
of sovereignty
sovereignty by
by
rights of
the exercise
impairing the
meantime,
by the use and exerthe people
States, in
order that,
that, by
in order
United States,
the United
of the
people of
the
cise of
of popular
franchise and
powers, they
they may
may be
be
governmental powers,
and governmental
popular franchise
cise
the better
fully assume
assume the
the responsibilities
responsibilities and
and enjoy
enjoy
to fully
prepared to
better prepared
the
all the
the privileges
of complete
complete independence:
independence: Therefore
privileges of
all
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives 4
the United
United Philippine Islands.
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
qf the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
this TiptosLnds.
Territory included as.
of this
in Congress
America in
States
Act
"The Philippines"
Philippines" as
this Act
apply Vol.
30, p. 1755.
Vol 30,p.1755.
shall apply
Act shall
in this
used in
as used
name "The
the name
and the
Act and
to
and
include
the
Philippine
Islands
ceded
to
the
United
States
States
United
the
to and include the Philippine Islands ceded to
Government by
the treaty
peace concluded
concluded between
the United
United
between the
of peace
treaty of
by the
Government
States and
Spain on
on the
the eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of April,
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
and Spain
States
ninety-nine, the
the boundaries
which are
are set
set forth
forth in
in Article
of Vol
1942.
ol 31,
31, p.. 12.
III of
Article III
of which
boundaries of
ninety-nine,
said treaty,
with those
the treaty
treaty
in the
embraced in
islands embraced
those islands
together with
treaty, together
said
between Spain
the United
on
Washington on
at Washington
concluded at
States concluded
United States
and the
Spain and
between
the seventh
day of
hundred.
nineteen hundred.
November, nineteen
of November,
seventh day
the
91890°—vor.
39—rr 1-3
1-35
5
91890°-VOL 39-PT
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SEC.
2. That all inhabitants of the
S
EC. 2.
Islands who
who were
were
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Spanish subjects
subjects on
eleventh day
day of
of April,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Spanish
on the
the eleventh
April, eighteen
ninety-nine, and
then resided
islands, and
and their
their children
children born
born
ninety-nine,
and then
resided in
in said
said islands,
be deemed
deemed and
and held
held to
to be
citizens of
of the
subsequent thereto,
thereto, shall
shall be
be citizens
the
Philippine Islands,
Islands except
except such
shall have
elected to
to preserve
preserve their
their
Philippine
such as
as shall
have elected
allegiance to
to the
Crown of
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
allegiance
the Crown
of Spain
Spain in
with the
provisions
Vol.
30, P
.
1754.
off the
of peace
peace between
and Spain,
Spain, signed
signed
Vol.30,
p.17
the treaty
treaty of
between the
the United
United States
States and
at
tenth, eighteen
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and
at Paris
Paris December
December tenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
except such
become citizens
citizens of
of some
some other
other
Proiexcept
such others
others as
as have
have since
since become
Proviso.
susequent
Subsequent acquisi.
acquisi- country:
That the
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
Legislature, herein
herein provided
country: Provided,
Provided,That
provided
tionbylaw.
for, i
iss hereby authorized
authorized to provide
tion
by law,
for,
law for
for the
the acquisition
of
provide by
by law
acquisition of
Philippine citizenship
Philippine
by those
natives of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Elands who
who
citizenship by
those natives
do
within the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions,
provisions, the
the natives
natives of
of the
do not come
come within
the
insular
possessions of
the United
United States,
and such
such other
insular possessions
of the
States, and
other persons
persons
residing in the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands who are citizens of
Viiited
of the
the United
could become
citizens of
of the
United Stateslmnderthe
States under the
States, or who
who could
become citizens
the United
laws of
of the
United States
if residing
residing therein.
therein.
laws
the United
States if
Declaration of rights.
SEC. 3. That
That no
no law
shall be
be enacted
enacted in
in said
islands which
which shall
rotectionoflife,
SEC.
law shall
said islands
shall
Protection
of life,
liberty, and property. deprive any person
person of life, liberty, or property
property without due
due process
process
of law, or deny
the equal
equal protection
protection of
of the
deny to
to any person
person therein
therein the
the
laws.
Private property
property shall
not be
be taken
public use
without
laws. Private
shall not
taken for
for public
use without
just
compensation.
just compensation.
s ec
Crimimd
prosecucrimnal
p"
nThat
all criminal
That in
in all
criminal prosecutions
prosecutions the
accused shall
shall enjoy
enjoy the
right
the accused
the right
tions.
to be heard by himself and counsel,
counsel, to demand
the nature
and cause
cause
demand the
nature and
of
to have
speedy and
public trial,
trial, to
to
of the accusation
accusation against
against him,
him, to
have a
a speedy
and public
meet the witnesses face to face,
face, and to have compulsory
process to
to
compulsory process
compel the attendance
compel
his behalf.
attendance of
of witnesses
witnesses in
in his
behalf.
Trials.
Tri.
That no person
person shall
be held
held to
answer for
criminal offense
offense withshal be
to answer
for a
a criminal
without due process of law; and
person for
the same
same offense
offense shall
shall be
and no
no person
for the
be
twice put in jeopardy
jeopardy of punishment,
punishment, nor
nor shall
be compelled
compelled in
in any
shall be
any
criminal case to
criminal
to be
witness against
against himself.
be aawitness
himself.
Dail,
exceptions.
Bail, exceptions.
That all
all persons
shall before
before conviction be bailable
That
persons shall
bailable by sufficient
sufficient
sureties,
except for
for capital
capital offenses.
sureties, except
offenses.
Contracts.
ontracts.
That
no law
impairing the
obligation of contracts shall be
That no
law impairing
the obligation
be enacted.
enacted.
Imprisonment
mprisonment for
That no
person shall
shall be
be imprisoned
imprisoned for
for debt.
That
no person
debt.
debt.
Writs of habeas
habeas corrThat the privilege
privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus
corpus shall
shall not
not be
be sussusof habeas
pus.
pus.
pended,
rebellion, insurrection,
pended, unless when in cases of rebellion,
insurrection, or
invasion
or invasion
the public safety may require
it,1 in either of
require it
which events
the same
same
of which
events the
may be suspended by the President,
President, or by the Governor
Governor General,
General,
wherever during such period the
wherever
such suspension
suspension shall
the necessity
necessity for
for such
shall
exist.
Ex post
facto laws,
l
exist.
post facto
etc.
etc.
t to ws
That no ex post
law or
bill of
attainder shall
shall be
be enacted
enacted nor
nor
post facto
facto law
or bill
of attainder
shall the law of primogeniture
primogeniture ever
in force
in the
the Philippines.
Philippines.
ever be
be in
force in
Titles of nobility,
n li
eTitl
of ob ty, That no law granting
granting a
nobility shall
shall be
be enacted,
enacted, and
and no
no
a title of nobility
etc.
person holding any office of
of profit
or trust
said islands
islands shall,
shall, without
without
profit or
trust in
in said
the consent
consent of the Congress
Congress of the United States,
accept any
present,
States, accept
any present,
emolument, office, or title of any kind whatever
whatever from any
any king,
king,
queen,
foreign State.
queen, prince,
prince, or
or foreign
State.
Excessive
bail,
etc.
Excessivebai, etc.
That
bait shall not be required,
required, nor
That excessive
excessive bail
nor excessive
excessive fines
fines
imposed,
nor
cruel
unusual punishment
inflicted.
eizures, etc.
imposed, nor cruel and
and unusual
punishment inflicted.
Seizures,
That the
That
the right
right to be secure
secure against
agamst unreasonable
unreasonable searches and seizures
shall
not
be
violated.
Slave
prhibite
ures
shall
not
be
violated.
Slavery prohibited.
shall not
That slavery
slavery shall
not exist
exist in
in said
said islands;
islands; nor
nor shall
shall involuntary
involuntary
servitude
servitude exist therein except
except as a
for crime
crime whereof
whereof the
the
a punishment
punishment for
party shall
shall have
have been
Freedom of speech,
speech party
convicted.
been duly
duly convicted.
e7C.
e.
'That
That no law shall be passed
passed abridging the freedom of speech
speech or of
of
the
press, or
of the people
the press,
or the
the right
right of
people peaceably
peaceably to assemble
assemble and petition the Government
Government for redress of grievances.
Religious freedom,
etcRg
That no law shall be made
respecting an
etc.
made respecting
an establishment
establishment of
of religion
religion
or prohibiting,
prohibiting the free exercise
exercise thereo
f
' and
and that
that the
the fr
ee exercise
exerc i
se
thereof,
free
and
enjoyment of religious
anti enjoyment
religious profession
prof
ess i
on and
and worship,
worship, without
without discrimidiscrimi-

Philippine
citizenPhilippine
ship.
Requisite's for.

Requisites
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forever be allowed;
nation or preference,
preference, shall forever
allowed; and
and no
test
no religious
religious test
required for the exercise of civil
civil or
shall be required
or political
political rights.
rights,. No
No
shall ever be
be appropriated,
public money or property
property shall
appropriated, applied,
applied, donated,
donated,
or used,
used, directly or indirectly, for the use,
use, benefit,
or support
support of
of any
any
benefit, or
sect, church, denomination,
denomination, sectarian
sectarian institution,
institution, or
or system
system of
of religion,
religion,
or for the use, benefit,
benefit, or support of any priest, preacher,
preacher, minister,
minister, or
or
other
other religious
religious teacher
teacher or
or dignitary
dignitary as
such. Contracting
Contracting of
of polygaas such.
polyga- Polygamy.
Polygamy.
is prohibited.
prohibited. That
mous or plural marriages
marriages hereafter
hereafter is
That no
law shall
no law
shall
be construed
construed to
be
permit polygamous
to permit
polygamous or
or plural
plural marriages.
marriages.
Appropriations.
That no
shall be
paid out
out of
That
no money
money shall
be paid
of the treasury
treasury except
except in
in pursupursu- Appropriatins.
ance
of an
by law.
law.
ance of
an appropriation
appropriation by
Uniform taxation.
That
rule of
of taxation
taxation in
in said
said islands
islands shall
That the
the rule
uniform.
shall be
be uniform.
uniorm taxation.
Enactment of laws.
which may
be enacted
into law
law shall
shall embrace
o laws.
That no bill
bill which
may be
enacted into
embrace more
more Enactment
be expressed
expressed in
than one subject, and that subject shall be
in the
the title
title of
of
the
bill.
the bill.
Search warrants.
That no
no warrant
issue but
but upon
That
warrant shall
shall issue
upon probable
probable cause,
cause, supported
supported Search
waants
by oath
oath or
by
or affirmation,
affirmation, and
the place
to be
be
and particularly
particularly describing
describing the
place to
searched
and the
the person
things to
to be
be seized.
searched and
person or
or things
seized.
Special taxes.
That all
all money
collected on
tax levied
levied or
taes.
That
money collected
on any
any tax
or assessed
assessed for
for aaspecial
special Specal
shall be
be treated
treated as
purpose shall
as a
a special
fund in
the, treasury
treasury and
paid
special fund
in the
and paid
out
purpose only.
out for
for such
such purpose
only.
of expenSEC.
that may
S
EC. 4. That all expenses that
may be
be incurred
of the
the sesPayment
incurred on
on account
account of
PsePyopito
by Philippine GovGovernment of the Philippines
officials and
Government
Philippines for salaries
salaries of officials
and the
the concon- ernment.
emnent.
duct of their
their offices
offices and
and departments,
and all
all expenses
expenses and
and obligations
obligations
departments, and
contracted for
the internal
contracted
for the
internal improvement
improvement or
of the
the
or development
development of
Exception_
islands, not, however, including
including defenses,
defenses, barracks,
barracks, and
other works
works Exception.
and other
undertaken
undertaken by the United
United States,
States, shall,
shall, except
except as
otherwise specifias otherwise
specifioally
by the
cally provided
providec_ by the Congress, be paid by
the Government
Government of
the
of the
Philippines.
Philippines.
General laws of the
SEC.
5. That
That the
the statutory
statutory laws
of the
United States
States hereafter
S
EC. 5.
laws of
the United
hereafter United
w States
Itted
h s not
e
not applicable.
enacted shall not
not apply
apply to
enacted
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
except when
they plicable.
to the
Islands, except
when they
specifically
specifically so
so provide,
it is
is so
so provided
provided in
in this
this Act.
Act.
provide, or
or it
Present Philippine
SEC.
S
EC. 6.
That the
laws now
now in
in force
in the
shall concon- lawnscontinu"d.
6. That
the laws
force in
the Philippines
Philippines shall
laws continued.
tinue in
in force
as altered,
altered, amended,
amended, or
or modified
tinue
force and
and effect,
effect, except
except as
modified
herein, until altered, amended,
amended, or repealed
repealed by
the legislative
authority
by the
legislative authority
herein
provided or
by Act
of Congress
Congress of
the United
herein provided
or bv
Act of
of the
United States.
States.
te
Amendments, etc.,
SEC.
herein provided
shall have
SEC. 7. That the legislative authority
authority herein
provided shall
have bytv'mendment','
,
legislature.
power, when
when not
power,
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
this Act,
Act, by
by due
due enactment
enactment to
with this
to
amend, alter,
alter, modify,
repeal any
any law,
law, civil
civil or
or criminal,
criminal, continued
continued
modify, or
or repeal
in
Act as
as it
it may
to time
time see
see fit.
fit.
in force
force by
by this
this Act
may from
from time
time to
Revenue and
This power shall
shall specifically
extend with
specifically extend
with the
the limitation
limitation herein
herein laws.
laR""e
an d tax
ta
provided as
provided
as to
to the
to all
relating to
revenue
and
taxation
the tariff
tariff to
al laws
laws relating
to revenue and taxation
in
effect in
in the
the Philippines.
Philippines.
in effect
Philippine LegislaS
EC. 8.
8. That
power, except
except as
as otherwise
otherwise herein
SEC.
That general
general legislative
legislative power,
herein turhinp'
Lgis
ture.
powers.
provided, is
provided,
is hereby
granted to
Philippine Legislature,
Legislature, authorized
authorized General
hereby granted
to the
the Philippine
eneral powers.
by
y this
this Act.
Act.
United States propSEC.
rights which
may have
have been
been ertyd
S
EC. 9. That all the property and rights
which may
erty risghtsstfem
rights transferred.
acquired in
in the
the Philippine
acquired
Philippine Islands
Islands by
by the
the United
States
under
the
United States under the
Vol. 30, p. 1755.
treaty of
with Spain,
December tenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred Vol.
treaty
of peace
peace with
Spain, signed
signed December
tenth, eighteen
30, p 1755.
Exceptions.
and
ninety-eight, except
and ninety-eight,
except such
such land
land or
other property
as has
has been
or Exceptionsor other
property as
been or
designated by the
the President
President of
shall be designated
of the
the United
military
United States
States for
for military
and other
Government of
of the
United States,
States, and
and
and
other reservations
reservations of
of the
the Government
the United
Lands from religious
n
all
lands
which
may
have
been
subsequently
acquired
by
the
govp
h
ave
ine
I
b
sl
e
a
e
n
n
subsequently
h
nehe
acquir
etc.
'
orders, etc.
e
all lae
n
n
d
t
sowfhtihceh Philippine
deredthbeyprtohveistov- orders,
ns vl.
ermient of the Philippine Islands by purchase under the provisions
Vol. 32, p. 70.
706.
of sections
of
sections sixty-three
sixty-three and
sixty-four of
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
and sixty-four
of the
Act of
July first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
except such
as may
have heretoand two,
two, except
such as
may have
heretofore been
been sold
and disposed
disposed of
the provisions
fore
sold and
of in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions
of
said Act
of said
Act of
of Congress,
are hereby
hereby placed
of the
the
Congress, are
placed under
under the
the control
control of
government of
of said
said islands
administered or
disposed of
of for
for the
the
government
islands to
to be
be administered
or disposed
benefit of
inhabitants thereof,
and the
the Philippine
Legislature
benefit
of the
the inhabitants
thereof, and
Philippine Legislature
shall have
have power
power to
to legislate
legislate with
with respect
to all
all such
such matters
matters as
as
shall
respect to
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advisable; but acts of the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
Legislature with
it may deem advisable;
reference
of the
the public
public domain,
domain, timber,
timber, and
and mining,
milling, herehereto land
land of
reference to
after
not have
the force
force of
of law
until approved
approved by
by
after enacted,
enacted, shall
shall not
have the
law until
Provisos.
the President
United States:
Provided, That
That upon
upon the
the approval
approval
States: Provided,
of the
the United
President of
by the the
Approvi
Approval
President.
Pr
sdent.
of such an act by the Governor
Governor General,
General, it shall be by him forthwith
forthwith
transmitted to
to the
the President
President of
the United
United States,
States, and
and he
he shall
shall
of the
transmitted
approve
or disapprove
disapprove the
six months
from and
approve or
the same
same within
within six
months from
and after
after
its
and submission
for his
his approval,
approval, and
and if
if not
not disapproved
disapproved
submission for
its enactment
enactment and
within
it shall
shall become
become a
the same
if it
it had
had been
as if
been
a law
law the
same as
such time
time it
within such
Subsequent transspecifically approved:
approved: Provided
Provided further,
further, That where lands in the
soqeuedn
lees
of reservedtrand
lands. specifically
Philippine
or may
may be reserved
reserved for any public
been or
have been
Islands have
Philippine Islands
purpose
of the
the United
United States,
and, being
longer required
required for
the
for the
States, and,
being no
no longer
purpose of
purpose for
reserved, have
have been
or may
may be,
be, by
by order
order of
of the
Presithe Presibeen or
purpose
for which
which reserved,
dent, placed
the control
the government
of said
to
said- islands
islands to
of the
government of
under the
control of
dent,
placed under
be administered
for the
the ihabitants
inhabitants thereof,
order
the order
thereof, the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
be
administered for
of
the President
President shall
effectual to
to give
give the
the government
government
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
as effectual
of the
of
said islands
control and
to administer
admimster and
and dispose
dispose of
of
and power
power to
of said
islands full
full control
such
lands for
the
benefit
of
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
said islands.
islands.
said
of
the
of
benefit
the
for
lands
such
ubrelations
radl
'Fred° relations subSEC. 10.
10. That
that the
Philippine gbverngbvemthe Philippine
Act provides
provides that
while this
this Act
iect to United
That while
state
SEC.
nitedtStates
ictto
laws. WC
ment shall have the
the authority
authority to enact aatariff law the trade relations
between
the islands
and the
the United
United States
States shall
shall continue to be
be govgovislands and
between the
erned exclusively
of the
of the
United States:
States:
the United
the Congress
Congress of
laws of
by laws
exclusively by
erned
t
Proa.
Provisos.
Approval of tariff, Provided,
amendatory to the tariff of the
Provided, That tariff acts or acts amendatory
Apprval
immigration,
etc„
imigration, etc,,
Philippine Islands shall
shall not become law until they
they shall receive the
laws.
approval of
of the
President of
the United
States, nor
nor shall
shall any
act of
approval
the President
of the
United States,
any act
of
the Philippine
affecting immigration
the currency
currency or
or
tie
Philippine Legislature
Legislature affecting
immigration or
or the
coinage laws
laws of
of the
Philippines become
until it
has been
coinage
the Philippines
become aa law
law until
it has
been
Action of the Presiapproved by
by the
of the
States: Provided
Provided further
further,
President of
the United
United States:
tb Presi- approved
the President
,etin
dent.
That the
President shall
shall approve
or disapprove
any act
act mentioned
mentioned
disapprove any
approve or
the President
,That
in the
foregoing proviso
within six
six months
from and
and after
after its
its enactenactin
the foregoing
proviso within
months from
ment and submission
submission for his approval,
approval, and if
within
if not disapproved
disapproved within
such time
same as
as if
it had
had been
specifically
such
time it
it shall
shall become
become aalaw
law the
the same
if it
been specifically
approved.
approved.
tax.
No export tax.
S
EC. 11.
11. That
no export
export duties
be levied
levied or
or collected
collected on
on
shall be
duties shall
That no
otht
er
SEC.
NIporsit off other
Imposition
taxes, etc.
ts,
etc.
exports from the Philippine
Islands, but taxes and assessments
exports
Philippine Islands,
assessments on
and license
license fees
fees for
franchises, and
and privileges,
privileges, and
and internal
internal
property and
for franchises,
taxes,
or indirect,
for the
the purposes
purposes of
taxes, airect
direct or
indirect, may
may be
be imposed
imposed for
of the
the
Philippine government
government and
and municipal
municipal governgovernand the provincial and
ments thereof,
thereof, respectively,
respectively, as
may be
by acts
ments
as may
be provided
provided and
and defined
defined by
acts
Bonds, etc., author- o
Bonds,
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature,
where necessary
necessary to
to anticipate
anticipate
off the
Legislature, and, where
bed.
d
taxes and revenues,
revenues, bonds and
obligations may
by
and other obligations
may be issued by
the Philippine
or any
any provincial
provincial or
or municipal
governthe
Philippine government
government or
municipal government therein,
as may
may be
be provided
provided by
by law
law and
and to
protect the
the public
publio
ment
therein, as
to protect
Proviso.
credit:
however, That
That the
the entire
entire indebtedness
indebtedness of
of the
the PhilipLimitations.
Lmtatons.
credit: Provided,
Provided, however,
Philippine government
government created
conferred herein
shall not
not
created by the
the authority
authority conferred
herein shall
exceed
at any
sum of
of $15,000,000,
$15,000,000, exclusive
of those
exceed at
any one
one time
time the
the sum
exclusive of
those
obligations
known as
as friar
friar land
land bonds,
bonds, nor
nor that
of any
any Province
obligations known
that of
Province or
or
municipality a
a sum in excess of seven per centum
municiality
centinn of the aggregate
tax v
aluati
on o
any one
one time.
time.
offits
its property
property at
at any
Philippine LegislaIgisla- tax
valuation
ture.
S
EC.
12.
That
getter
legislative
wers
the Philippines,
Philippines, except
except
in the
Constitution of.
SEC. 12. That general legislative powers in
o.
tstitntion
as herein otherwise provided,
shall beevested
vested in
provided, shall
in a
a legislature
legislature which
houses, one the senate and the other the
shall consist of two houses,
house
the house
of representatives,
representatives, and
houses shall
be designated
designated "The
"The
shall be
two houses
and the
the two
of
Proiso
Proviso.
Temporary
cantina- Philippine
Temporary continuLegislature": Provided,
Philippine Legislature":
Provided, That
That until
until the
Philippine Lenthe
Philippine
Legisaneeof present authoriateofprntautholature as herein
provided shall
shall have
organized the
the existing
existing PilP lature
herein provided
have been
been organized
ties.
ippine Legislature
have all
legislative authority
authority herein
granted
ippine
Legislature shall
shall have
all legislative
herein granted
to
such as
as may
may now
now
to the
the government
government of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, except
except such
be within the exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Phihppine
Philippine Commission,
Commission,
which is so continued
continued until the organization
organization of the legislature
legislature herein
herein
provided for
Philippines. When
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
Legislature shall
shall
for the Philippines.
When the

Disposal
Dispsal
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1Jurisdiction, etc., of
rd'ictotnto cease.
etc'., o
jurisdiction and author- cJ
organized, the exclusive
have
exclusive legislative
legislative jurisdiction
have been organized,
Commission
ity exercised
exercised by the Philippine Commission
Commission shall thereafter
thereafter be exercised
by the
Legislature.
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature.
cised by
Senate.
SEC.
SEC. 13. That the members of the senate
senate of the Philippines, Tenrmteo.f
Term of
members,
Term
of members,
except as herein provided, shall be elected for terms
terms of six and three etc.
provided, by the qualified
qualified electors
years, as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
electors of the
the Philippines. Each
Each of
the senatorial
districts defined
as hereinafter
hereinafter prosenatorial districts
defined as
pro- Qualifications.
ippines.
of the
elect two senators. No person shall Qualifiatios.
vided shall
shall have
right to elect
have the right
vided
be an
an elective
elective member
of the
senate of
of the
the Philippines
Philippines who
who is
is not
not
be
member of
the senate
qualified elector
age, and who
who is not
not able
able
elector and over
over thirty years of age,
aaqualified
language, and who
to
and write
or English
English language,
the Spanish or
write either the
to read
read and
has
not been
been a
aresident
resident of
ewo consecuconsecufor at least
least two
of the Philippines
Philippines for
has not
tive years
years and an
actual resident
senatorial district from
from
the senatorial
an actual
resident of the
tive
which chosen
chosen for a
period of at least
year immediately
immediately prior to
least one year
a period
which
his election.
election.
his
House of representarepre sentrepresentatives shall, tives'
SEC. 14.
14. That
That the members of the house of representatives
SEC.
tives.
Term of members,
by the
except as
as herein
herein provided,
provided, be
elected triennially
triennially by
the qualified
qualified etc.Term of members
be elected
except
electors of
Philippines. Each
of the
districts
the representative
representative districts
Each of
of the
the Philippines.
electors
hereinafter
provided for
shall have
right to
elect one
represen- Qualifcations.
hereinafter provided
for shall
have the
the right
to elect
one represenQualifications.
elective member of the house of
tative. No
be an elective
No person
person shall be
tative.
twenty-five
representatives who
is not
elector and over twenty-five
qualified elector
not aa qualified
who is
representatives
years
of age,
age, and
read and
and write
write either the Spanable to read
is not
not able
and who is
years of
has not been an actual
ish
English language,
actual resident of
and who has
language, and.
ish or
or English
the district
district from
from which
elected for
least one
one year
year immediately
immediately Proviso.
roviso.
which elected
for at
at least
the

Term of
of members
members of
of
prior
to his
election: Provided,
Provided, That
members of
of the
the present
present present
Term
the members
That the
his election:
prior to
assembly.
in June,
June, nineteen
first Tuesday
the first
assembly elected
elected on
on the
Tuesday in
nineteen hundred
hundred present assembly.
assembly
and sixteen,
sixteen, shall
shall be
be the
the members
of the
house of
representatives
of representatives
the house
members of
and
from
term expiring
nineteen hunhunin nineteen
expiring in
for the
the term
districts for
respective districts
from their
their respective
dred and
dred
and nineteen.
nineteen.
Qualification
Qualification of
voters.
S
EC. 15.
15. That
at the
the first
held pursuant
to this
this act,
act, the voters.
pursuant to
election held
first election
That at
SEC.
First election.
qualified
electors shall
shall be
those having
having the
qualifications of
voters subseent.
of voters
be those
the qualifications
qualified electors
Subsequent.
under
thereafter and
provided bv
by
until otherwise
otherwise provided
and until
law; thereafter
present law;
under the
the present
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
Legislature herein
for the
the qualifications
of
qualifications of
provided for
herein provided
the
voters
and representatives
representatives in
in the
Philippines and
and all
all
the Philippines
senators and
voters for
for senators
officers
elected by
by the
the people
people shall
shall be
be as
follows:
as follows:
officers elected
Citizenship and resi8
i
Every
who is
not a
foreign decitlesh.ipanre
a citizen
citizen or subject of aa foreign
is not
person who
male person
Every male
dence.
power twenty-one
twenty-one years
of age
or over
over (except
(except insane
feebleinsane and feel)eage or
years of
power
minded persons
convicted in
in a
a court
court of
competent jurisof competent
those convicted
and those
persons and
minded
diction of
an infamous
infamous offense
offense since
the thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of August,
since the
of an
diction
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight),
have been
resident
been aa resident
shall have
who shall
ninety-eight), who
eighteen
of the
the Philippines
Philippines for
for one
year and
and of
municipality in which he
the municipality
of the
one year
of
for six
six months
shall offer
months next preceding
preceding the day
any of voting,
to vote
vote for
offer to
shall
and
comprised within
one of
the following
classes:
following classes:
of the
within one
is comprised
who is
and who
Present voters.
voters.
(a)
Those who
are legal
voters and have
have exer- Present
legal voters
law are
existing law
under existing
who under
(a) Those
cised
of suffrage.
suffrage.
cised the right of
Property, etc.
etc.
500 pesos,
pesos, or Property,
property to
own real
real property
(b)
who own
to the
the value
value of
of 500
Those who
(b) Those
established taxes
who
more of the established
or more
30 pesos
pesos or
pay 30
who annually
annually pay
Literacy.
(c)
Those who
are able
able to
to read
read and
and write
write either
either Spanish,
Spanish, English, Litera
who are
(c) Those
or a
anative
Senate ditrict
or
native lancruage.
language.
Senate districts.
enatett
S
EC. 16.
16. That
Tha7t the
Philippine Islands
shall be
divided into twelve
twelve
be divided
Islands shall
the Philippine
SEC.
senate districts,
follows:
senate
districts, as
as follows:
First district:
district: Batanes,
Batanes, Cagayan,
Isabela, Ilocos
Norte, and flocos
Tlocos
Norte,
nocos
Cagayan, Isabela,
First
Sur.
Sur.
Second district:
district: La
and Zambales.
Zambales.
Pangasinan, and
Union, Pangasinan,
La Union,
Second
Nueva Ecija, Pampanga, and
Third district: Tarlac, Nueva
and Bulacan.
Bulacan.
Third
Fourth district:
district: Bataan,
Bataan, Rizal,
Manila, and Laguna.
Rizal, Manila,
Fourth
Fifth district:
district: Batangas,
Mindoro, Tayabas,
Tayabas, and
and Cavite.
Cavite.
Batangas, Mindoro,
Fifth
Sixth
Ambos Camarines.
Camarines.
and Ambos
Albay, and
Sorsoron, Albay,
district: Sorsogon,
Sixth district:
Seventh district:
Iloilo and
Capiz.
and Capiz.
district: Iloio
Seventh
Eighth district:
Negros Occidental,
Occidental, Negros
Oriental, Antique,
and
Antique, and
Negros Oriental,
district: Negros
Eighth
Palawan.
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Ninth district:
district: Leyte
and Samar.
Samar.
Ninth
Leyte and
Tenth .district :Cebu.
Tenth.district:
Cebu.
Eleventh
Eleventh district:
district: Surigao,
Surigao, Misamis,
Misamis, and
and Bohol.
Bohol.
Twelfth district: The
The Mountain
Mountain Province,
Baguio, Nueva
Nueva Vizcaya,
Vizcaya,
Province, Baguio,
and
Department of
of Mindanao
and Sulu.
and the Department
Mindanao and
Sulu.

The representative
representative districts
shall be
districts shall
be the
the eighty-one
eighty-one now
now provided
provided by
by

law, and
and three
in the
Mountain Province,
one in
in Nueva
Nueva Vizcaya,
Vizcaya, and
three in
the Mountain
Province, one
and

five in
Department of
and Sulu.
Sulu.
of Mindanao
Mindanao and
in the
the Department
five
The first
first election
provisions of
this Act
shall be
be held
held on
election under
under the
the provisions
of this
Act shall
on
the first Tuesday of
October, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, unless
of October,
unless
the Governor General in
in his discretion
discretion shall
shall fix
fix another
another date
date not
not
earlier
later than
than sixty
sixty days
days after
the passage
passage of
of this
this
provis
earlier than
than thirty
thirty nor
nor later
after the
Provisos.
Term of
senators. Act: Provided,
of senators.
Provided, That
the Governor
Governor General's
General's proclamation
That the
proclamation shall
shall be
be
published at least thirty days prior to the
date fixed
fixed for
for the
the election,
the date
election,
and there shall be chosen at
at such
one senator
senator" from
from each
each
such election
election one
senate district for a
aterm of three
and one
one for
six years.
years. ThereTherethree years
years and
for six
after one senator
each district
shall be
be elected
from each
each senate
senate
senator from
from each
district shall
elected from
district for
term of
of six
years: Provided,
That the
the Governor
Governor General
General
Provided, That
six years:
for a
a term
A ive mommm-district
Appoint
b.pontive
mer- of the Philippine
tars.
Philippine Islands
Islands shall
shall appoint, without
the consent
of the
without the
consent of
the
senate and without
without restriction
as to
senators and
reprerestriction as
to residence,
residence, senators
and representatives who will, in his opinion, best
best represent
represent the
the senate
district
senate district
and
representative districts
districts which
which may
be included
included in
in the
Elections
hereafter and those
those representative
may be
the
Elections hereafter.
territory-not now represented
the Philippine Assembly:
represented in the
Assembly: Provided
Provided
further, That thereafter
further,
thereafter elections
elections shall
be held
only on
such days
days and
and
shall be
held only
on such
under such
as to
to ballots,
ballots, voting,
and qualifications
qualifications of
of
such regulations
regulations as
voting, and
electors
electors as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Philippine Legislature, to
to which
which
is hereby given authority to redistrict
redistrict the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands and
and
modify, amend, or repeat
repeal any provision
provision of
of this
section, except
such
this section,
except such
Terms
elective as
refer to
to appointive
appointive senators
senators and
and representatives.
represent
ati ves .
Terms of
of eecive
as refer
mmbe r
SEC.
members..
SEC. 17. That
That the terms of office
office of elective
elective senators
and represenators and
representatives shall be six and three
three years, respectively,
respectively, and
and shall
shall begin
begin
on the date of their election. In
In case
case of
of vacancy
vacancy among
the elective
elective
among the
representatives, special
members of the senate or in the house of representatives,
special
elections may
districts wherein
may be held in the districts
wherein such
such vacancy
vacancy occurred
occurred
prescribed by
under such regulations as may
may be prescribed
but senators
senators or
or
by law,
law, but
representatives elected
cases shall
representatives
elected in such cases
shall hold
hold office
only for
for the
the
office only
unexpired portion
portion of
term wherein
the vacancy
vacancy occurred.
occurred.
beAppointive
t
T
7.pointive mom--unexpired
of the
the term
wherein the
ban.
Senators and representatives
representatives appointed
appointed by
Governor General
General
by the
the Governor
shall hold
General.
Rights of member- shall
hold office
office until
until removed
removed by
by the
the Governor
Governor General.
ship,
SEC.
representatives, respectively,
ship, etc.
etc.
S
EC. 18.
18. That
That the senate
senate and
and house
house of representatives
respectively,
shall be the sole
ges of
ofth
l
ec ti ons, returns,
qualifications of
of
sole jud
judges
thee e
elections,
returns, and
and qualifications
their elective members,
members, and each
each house may determine
the rules
determine the
rules of
of
its proceedings, punish its
its members
members for
for disorderly
behavior, and,
and, with
with
disorderly behavior,
Mation.m"doranithe
concurrence of
Meetings
"
the concurrence
of two-thirds,
two-thirds, expel
an elective
elective member.
member. Both
Both
expel an
=Um,
houses shall convene
convene at the capital on the sixteenth
sixteenth day
of October
day of
October
next following
following the election and organize by the election of
speaker
of aaspeaker
or a
a presiding
presiding officer, a
a clerk, and aasergeant at arms for each house,
assistants asmay
and such other officers
officers and assistantsas
may be required.
required. A
A majority
majority
a quorum to do business, but a
of each house shall constitute
constitute a
smaller
a smaller
sion
number
day to
to day,
compel the
the attendattendnumber may meet, adjourn
adjourn from
from day
day, and
and compel
Sessions.
Annual.
Annua.
ance pf absent
absent members.
shall hold annual sessions,
ance
members. The legislature
legislature shall
commencing on the sixteenth
sixteenth day of October, or, if the sixteenth
sixteenth
be a
day of October be
holiday, then
on the
the first
first day
day following
a legal holiday,
then on
following
Special,
which is not a
holiday, in
in each
year. The
The legislature
legislature may
may, be
be
a legal
legal holiday,
each year.
called in special session at any time
time by
by the
the Governor
Governor General
for
General for
it
Lm
general legislation,
for action
action on
on such
such specific
subjects as
he may
may
general
legislation, or
or for
specific subject
s he
Ldesignate.
Limit.
desivnate. No special
special session shall
shall continue
continue longer
longer than
th an thirty
thirt
y days,
days,
and no regular session
session shall continue longer than one hundred
hundred days,
exclusive
exclusive of Sundays.
Sundays. The
The legislature
legislature is hereby
hereby given
given the power
power and
and
authority
to change
the date
of
the commencement
of its
its annual
annual
authority
to
change
the
date
of
the
commencement
of
sessions.
i election.
First

and
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compenrepresentatives shall receive
The senators and representatives
receive an annual compensation for
for their
their services,
be ascertained
out of
the
sation
services, to
to be
ascertained by
by law,
law, and
and paid
paid out
of the
and representatreasury of
The senators
representaIslands. The
senators and
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands.
treasury
tives shall, in
in all cases except
except treason,
treason, felony,
and breach
of the
the peace,
peace,
felony, and
breach of
be privileged
from arrest
during their
attendance at
at the
the session
session of
of
be
privileged from
arrest during
their attendance
their respective
in going
to and
and returning
from the
the same;
same;
their
respective houses
houses and
and in
going to
returning from
and for
for any
speech or
in either
either house
quesand
any speech
or debate
debate in
house they
they shall
shall not
not be
be questioned in
in any
other place.
tioned
any other
place.
the time for which he
shall, during
during the
No senator
senator or
or representative
representative shall,
No
may have
have been
been elected,
elected, be eligible to any
any office the election
may
election to which
which
is
vested in
legislature, nor
nor shall
shall be
appointed to
to any
office of
of
is vested
in the
the legislature,
be appointed
any office
trust
or profit
profit which
which shall
shall have
have been
created or
or the
of
trust or
been created
the emoluments
emoluments of
which shall have
have been
been increased
such term.
which
increased during such

551
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Pay of
of members.
members.
Pay
Immunity from arnity from at
mreetc.
rest,

Ineligibility for createdoeibiity
ated office, etc. for cre-

Legislative proceedproceed
.Legislative
journal of
of ings.
shall keep
keep aajournal
house of
SEC. 19.
each house
of the
the legislature
legislature shall
That each
SEC.
19. That
its proceedings
and, from time
time to
to time,
time, publish the
the same; and the
proceedings and,
yeas and
and nays
of the
either house,
on any
shall,
yeas
nays of
the members
members of
of either
house, on
any question,
question, shall,
upon demand
of one-fifth
of those
present, be
be entered
entered on
the journal,
journal,
upon
demand of
one-fifth of
those present,
on the
and every
every bill
joint resolution
shall have
have passed
passed both
and
bill and
and joint
resolution which
which shall
both
houses shall,
shall, before
before it
be presented
the Governor
Governor
houses
it becomes
becomes aa law,
law, be
presented to
to the
Consideration or veGeneral. If
the same,
same, he
he shall
shall sign
it; but
but if
if not,
not, he
o Te
cosidation
he toed
sign it;
If he
he approve
approve the
General.
measure.
shall return
return it
it with
with his
his objections
objections to
house m
m which
which it
it shall
have
shall have
to that
that house
shall
large on
its journal
originated, which
at large
on its
journal
objections at
shall enter
enter the
the objections
which shall
originated,
and proceed
to reconsider
after such
twosuch reconsideration,
reconsideration, tworeconsider it.
it. If,
If, after
and
proceed to
thirds of
the members
members elected
elected to
house shall
agree to
to pass
pass the
the
to that
that house
shall agree
thirds
of the
to the
the other
the objections,
same,
it shall
shall be
be sent,
sent, together
together with the
objections, to
other
same, it
approved by
house,
Ntuhich it
it shall
be reconsidered,
reconsidered, and if approved
by
by which
shall likewise
likewise be
house, by
two-thirds of
members elected
elected to
to that
that house
it shall
be sent
sent
shall be
house it
all the
the members
two-thirds
of all
to the
Governor General,
in case
case he
he shall
not approve,
approve,
shall then
then not
who in
General, who,
to
the Governor
Transmittal to the
to the
shall
transmit the
the same
the President
of the
the United
States. The
The Prdt
United States.
to the
President of
same to
shall transmit
President.
names of
of
nays, and
vote
house shall
by the
yeas and
and nays,
and the
the names
the yeas
shall be
be by
vote of
of each
each house
on the
journal.
the members
members voting
voting for
against shall
be entered
the journal.
entered on
shall be
and against
for and
the
If
the President
of the
States approve
approve the
the same,
he shall
shall
same, he
the United
United States
If the
President of
sign
it shall
shall become
become aalaw.
law. If
If he
shall not
approve same, he
not approve
he shall
it and
and it
sign it
shall not
shall return
it to
Governor General,
stating, and
and it
it shall
not
so stating,
General, so
to the
the Governor
shall
return it
i
Provisos.
become
law: Provided,
That if
if any
bill or
resolution shall
shall not
not Pvro
r .
become a.a law:
Provided, That
any,bill
or joint
joint resolution
Bills, etc, not reby Governor
be
returned by
the Governor
herein provided
provided within
turnedfby'Govern.or
within turned
as herein
Governor General
General as
by the
be returned
er
twenty
after it
it shall
been presented
presented General.
GeIl
l.
have been
shall have
(Sundays excepted)
excepted) after
days (Sundays
twenty days
to him
him the
the same
shall become
become a
alaw
law in
in like
like manner
manner as
as if
if he
he had
had signed
signed
same shall
to
it, unless
unless the
legislature by
adjournment prevent
prevent its
its return,
which
in which
return, in
by adjournment
the legislature
it,
case it
it shall
shall become
law unless
unless vetoed
Governor General
General Action
become aa law
vetoed by
by. the
the Governor
A
o
case
of the Presiwithin thirty
days after
after adjournment:
Provided further,
further, That
the dent.
the res
That the
adjournment: Provided
within
thirty days
President of
of the
United States
States shall
shall approve
or disapprove
an act
act
disapprove an
approve or
the United
President
of this
this section
the provisions
provisions of
under the
submitted to
to him
him under
section within
within six
submitted
approval;
and after
after its enactment
months from
from and
enactment and submission
submission for his approval;
months
same
and if
within such
time, it
shall become
become aalaw
law the
the same
it shall
such time,
approved within
and
if not
not approved
of separate items
as if
it had
had been
been specifically
specifically approved.
Governor General
General shall
shall inVeto
as
if it
approved. The
The Governor
Vetoofsrep.totetesS
appropriation Uills.
of an
an approhave the
the power
power to
veto any
any particular
or items
items of
item or
particular item
to veto
have
priation bill,
bill, but
shall not
not affect
or items
items to
to which
which
the item
item or
affect the
the veto
veto shall
but the
priation
he does
does not
object. The
item or
items objected
objected to
not take
take
to shall
shall not
or items
The item
not object.
he
effect except
the manner
heretofore provided
provided .in
in this
this section
as to
to
section as
manner heretofore
except in
in the
effect
without his
the legislature
bills and
and joint
joint resolutions
resolutions returned
to the
legislature without
returned to
bills
Laws to be reported
approval.
approval.
Laws to be reported
reported to to Congress. r ep r ted
All
the Philippine
Legislature shall
shall be reported
Philippine Legislature
by the
A1l laws
laws enacted
enacted by
and
power and
hereby reserves
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States,
States, which
which hereby
reserves the power
the United
the
Appropriations
for
authority to
annul the
at the
the termination
of any
any fiscal
fiscal year
year government
Appropriations
for
authority
to annul
the same.
same. If
If at
termination of
expenses,
the appropriations
necessary for
for the
support of
the continued.
continued
for the
of government
government for
the support
appropriations necessary
the
ensuing fiscal
shall not
been made,
made, the
the several
sums
several sums
not have
have been
fiscal year
year shall
ensuing
appropriated in
last appropriation
for the
the objects
objects and
and purpurbills for
appropriation bills
the last
in the
appropriated
be done, shall be
poses
therein specified,
so far
as the
the same
may be
same may
far as
specified, so
poses therein
deemed to
be reappropriated
several objects
objects and
and purposes
purposes
the several
for the
reappropriated for
to be
deemed
specified
appropriation bill;
bill; and
legislature shall
shall
the legislature
and until
until the
last appropriation
in said
said last
specified in
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act
such behalf
the treasurer
shall, when
so directed
directed by
Govthe Govby the
when so
treasurer shall,
behalf the
in such
act in
ernor
necessary for
for the
the purposes
aforepurposes aforemake the
the payments
payments necessary
General, make
ernor General,
said.
said.
Resident CommisSEC.
Rside"tth
SEC. 20. That at the first meeting
meeting of the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
Legislature
United
to theCommissione.s
sioners
States.
created
States.
created by this Act and trienially thereafter
thereafter there
there shall
shall be chosen by
by
the legislature
legislature two
Resident
Commissioners
to the United States,
to
Commissioners
two
Resident
the
Election and recognetion
andrecog- who shall hold their office for a
years beginning with the
aterm of three years
nition.
election, and who shall be entitled
March following
following their election,
fourth day of March
to
an official
by all
departments upon presentapresentaall departments
as such
such by
recognition as
to an
official recognition
tion
to the
President of a
Governor
of election
election by
by the
the Governor
a certificate
certificate of
tion to
the President
Pay
and aowanes.
allowances. General
Payand
islands. Each of said Resident
Resident Commissioners
General of said islands.
Commissioners shall,
shall,
in addition
addition to
to the
salary and
and the
the sum
sum in
in lieu
lieu of
of mileage
mileage now allowed
allowed
the salary
in
by
be allowed
same sum
for stationery
stationery and
and for
for the
the pay
pay of
of
the same
sum for
by law,
law, be
allowed the
•
necessary
Members of the House of
is now allowed
allowed to the Members
necessary clerk hire as is
Representatives
United States,
States, to be paid
paid out of the Treasury
Treasury
Representatives of the United
of the
United States,
States, and
privilege allowed
allowed by
by law
law to
franking privilege
the franking
and the
the United
of
Elibility
Eligibility, etc.
etc.
Members
Congress. No person
Members of Congress.
person shall be digible
eligible to election
election as
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner who is not a
elector of said
said islands
a bona fide elector
Resident
and who
who does
does not
not owe
owe allegiance
to the United
United States
States and
and who is not
not
allegiance to
and
more
than
thirty
years
of
age
and
who
does
not
read
and
write
the
o
Trm
r-est
more
than
thirty
years
of
age
and
who
does
not
read
and
write
the
Term
of
present
Commissioners.
English language.
Rekdent Commissioners
shall
Commissioners shall
present two
two Resident
language. The
The present
English
commissionrs
hold office
until the
the fourth
of March,
March, nineteen
and seventeen.
seventeen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fourth of
office until
hold
aancies
Vacancies.
position of Resident
Commissioner caused
In ease
case of vacancy
vacancy in the position
Resident Commissioner
caused
by
resignation
or
otherwise_, the
Governor General
General may
make
tempoby
resignation
or
otherwise,
the
Governor
may
make
temporary
temporary
Philippine Legisrary appointments
appointments until
until the
the next
next meeting
meeting of the Philippine
Legislature,
which
shall
then
fill
such
vacancy;
but
the
Resident
Commislature,
vacancy;
Resident
sioner thus elected shall
shall hold office
only for the unexpired portion of
office only
of
wherein the
occurred.
the term
term wherein
the vacancy
vacancy occurred.
Governor General.
power shall be vested in an
supreme executive
SEC. 21. That the supreme
GovernorGceper
SEc.
executivIpower
Executive power
vested
in.
executive officer,
vested in.
executive
officer, whose
whose official title sh
"The Governor
Governor General
shall be "The
General
Appointment, et.
etc.
of the
the Philippine
He shall
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the President,
President,
of
Appointment,
Philippine Islands."
Islands." He
shall be
by and
with the
the advice
and consent
Senate of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
by
and with
advice and
consent of
of the
the Senate
and
hold
his
office
at
the
pleasure
and
his
office
the
pleasure
of
the
President
and
until
his
sucof
the
President
and
until
his
sucResidence.
Resdence.
cessor is
is chosen
and qualified.
qualified. The
The Governor
General shall
reside in
chosen and
Governor General
shall reside
in
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
the
Islands during
official incumbency,
incumbency, and
and maintain
maintain
during his
his official
seat of
shall, unless otherwise
otherwise herein
herein
A Doitmts
his office at the seat
of government.
government. He
He shall,
thorized by.
provided,
by and
with the
consent of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Senate,
Senate,
appoint, by
and with
the consent
thorind
by.
provided, appoint,
such officers
officers as
as may
may now
by the
the Governor
Governor General,
General, or
or
now be
be appointed
appointed by
such as he is authorized
authorized by
by this
such
this Act
appoint, or
or whom
whom he
he may
may
Act to
to appoint,
hereafter be authorized
authorized by law to appoint;
appoint; but appointments
hereafter
appointments made
made
while the senate is not in session shall be effective
effective either
either until disGeneral powers.
enera powes
approval or until
until the next
next adjournment
senate. He
He shall
approval
adjournment of
of the
the senate.
shall have
have
general
departments and bureaus
general supervision
supervision and control
control of all of the departments
bureaus
Philippine Islands
Islands as
of the government
government in the Philippine
as far
far as
as is
is not
not inconinconsistent
sistent with
with the
the provisions
of this
shall be
be commander
commander in
in
provisions of
this Act,
Act, and
and shall
chief of all locally created
and militia.
created armed
armed forces and
militia. He
He is
is hereby
hereby
vested with the exclusive power to grant pardons
pardons and reprieves and
remit fines and
and forfeitures
may veto
veto any
forfeitures, and may
any l
egi
sl
ati on enacted
enacted as
as
legislation
herein provided.
shall submit
submit within
within ten
ten days
days of
of the
opening of
herein
provided. He
He shall
the opening
of
each regular
regular session
session of
of the
Legislature aabudget
budget of
ofreceipts
receipts
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature
ion of
and
which shall
be the
the basis
of the
annual appropriation
appropriation
and expenditures,
expenditures, which
shall be
basis of
the annual
authorized to
lencet
lr,Pert7sk'n off v
f
°' bill. Hee shall commission all officers
officers that he may be authorized
to
appoint. He shall be responsible
of the
responsible for the faithful
faithful execution
execution of
laws of the Philippine
Philippine Islands and of the United States operative
within the Philippine Islands, and whenever
necessary he
whenever it
it becomes
becomes necessary
call upon the
may call
commanders of
of the
military and
and naval
naval forces
forces of
of the
the commanders
the military
the
United
States in
in the
the islands, or
or summon
United States
summon the posse comitatus,
cornitatus, or call
out the militia or other locally
created armed
armed forces,
locally created
forces, to
to prevent
prevent or
or
suppress lawless violence,
insurrection, or rebellion;
violence, invasion,
invasion, insurrection,
rebellion; and he
may, in case of rebellion
rebellion or invasion, or imminent
imminent danger thereof,
thereof, when
when
requires it, suspend
the public safety requires
suspend the privileges of the writ of
Appointmonts
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thereof, under martial Proviso.
part thereof,
habeas
or place
place the
any part
or any
islands, or
the islands,
corpus, or
habeas corpus,
exercise Notification
law:
the Governor
Governor General
General shall
shall exercise
Notification to the
whenever the
That whenever
Protided, That
law: Provided,
President, etc.
etc.
President,
the
of
the
notify
this
authority,
he
shall
at
once
notify
President
United
once
at
shall
he
this authority,
States
thereof, together
with the
circumstances,
facts and circumstances,
attending facts
the attending
together with
States thereof,
vacate the
to modify or vacate
and the
shall have
power to
the action
action of
have power
President shall
the President
and
Annual report.
the Governor
Governor General.
General. He
other times as Annual report
annually and at such other
shall annually
He shall
the
the
he
may
be
required
make
such
official
report
of
the
transactions
of
transactions
the
of
report
official
such
make
he may be required
government
Philippine Islands
an executive
executive department
department of
to an
Islands to
the Philippine
of the
government of
the United
United States
States to
to be
be designated
designated by
by the
President, and his said
the President,
the
Congress of the
annual report
report shall
shall be
the United
United
transmitted to the Congress
be transmitted
annual
duties and
States;
and he
he shall
perform such
additional duties
and functions as
such additional
shall perform
States; and
may in
pursuance of
law be
be delegated
assigned to him by the
or assigned
delegated or
of law
in pursuance
may
President.
President.
Executive
departments continued.
continued.
SEC. 22.
That, except
otherwise in
th's Act,
Act, the
the execuexecu- ments
in this
provided otherwise
as provided
except as
22. That,
SEC.
tive departments
departments of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine government
continue as
government shall continue
tive
Phiby the Philippine
now
by law
until otherwise
Philippine Terinationof
provided by
otherwise provided
law until
authorized by
now authorized
Termination of PhilCommission.
commission.
ippine
provided
Legislature.
When
the
Philippine
Legislature
herein
provided
herein
Legislature
Philippine
the
When
Legislature.
shall
convene and
and organize,
organize, the
the Philippine
Philippine Commission,
Commission, as such,
such,
shall convene
Pr
shall
cease
and
determine,
and
the
members
thereof shall
shall vacate
vacate Provisos.
thereof
members
the
and
determine,
and
cease
shall
Continuance of presProvided, That
their offices
offices as
said commission:
commission: Provided,
That the
the continuanceofpresof said
members of
as members
their
ent officials, etc.
continue to
heads
shall continue
to exercise
exercise their
their entoficial, etc.
departments shall
executive departments
of executive
heads of
the
by
executive
the heads
of departments
provided
departments provided
heads of
until the
functions until
executive functions
Philippine
Legislature pursuant
the provisions
provisions of this Act are
to the
pursuant to
Philippine Legislature
Legislature may thereafter
appointed and
and qualified
qualified
The Philippine
thereafter
Philippine Legislature
The
appointed
by
appropriate
legislation
increase
the
number
or abolish
abolish any
any of
of the
the
or
number
the
increase
by appropriate legislation
executive departments,
make such
such changes
changes in the names and
or make
departments, or
executive
appointduties
thereof as
and shall
shall provide
for the
the appointprovide for
fit, and
see fit,
may see
it may
as it
duties thereof
ment and
and removal
of the
the heads
of the
executive departments
departments by the
the executive
heads of
removal of
ment
Supervision, etc.
Governor General:
That all
executive functions
of the
the Supervision,etc.
functions of
all executive
Provided, That
General: Provided,
Governor
within
or
government
must
be
directly
under
the
Governor
General
General
government must be directly under the Governor
Bur e au of
of NonNonone of
departments under
under the
the supervision
and control
control Bureau
supervision and
executive departments
the executive
of the
one
Christian Tribes estabof the
established aabureau,
to ChristianTribesestabbureau, to
hereby established
is hereby
There is
General. There
Governor General.
the Governor
of
lished.
be known
the Bureau
Tribes,which said bureau
bureau lished
Non-Christian Tribes,which
of Non-Christian
Bureau of
as the
known as
be
shall be
be embraced
embraced in
departments to be desigdesigexecutive departments
the executive
of the
one of
in one
shall
supervision
general
have
nated
by
the
Governor
General,
and
shall
general
supervision
shall
and
General,
Governor
the
nated by
over the
the public
public affairs
of the
the inhabitants
of the
the territory
territory represented
represented
inhabitants of
affairs of
over
vice
Vice governor.
governor.
in
the
legislature
by
appointive
senators
and
representatives.
representatives.
and
senators
in the legislature by appointive
Appointment
ppoitment aanis dd
by and
President, by
S
EC. 23.
That there
appointed by
and duties.
the President,
by the
be appointed
shall be
there shall
23. That
SEC.
United States, aa dt
with the
and consent
the Senate
of the
the United
Senate of
of the
consent of
advice and
the advice
with
al' of the
vice
of the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, who
who shall
shall have air
the Philippine
governor of
vice governor
tempoor
vacancy
a
of
case
the
in
powers
of
the
Governor
General
in
a
vacancy
tempoGeneral
Governor
powers of the
Department of pubrary
removal, resignation,
resignation, or
or disability
disability of
of the
General, or
or licDepartmenbof
Governor General,
the Governor
rary removal,
instruction under.
instruction unde.
"e
shall
governor
vice
said
the
in
case
of
his
temporary
absence;
and
the
said
vice
governor
and
absence;
temporary
his
in case of
he
the
head
of
the
executive
department,
known
as
the
department
department
be the head of the executive department, known as the
of
instruction ' which
shall include
the bureau
of education
education
bureau of
include the
which shall
public instruction,
of public
and the
he may
be assigned
assigned such
such other execuexecumay be
and he
health, and
of health,
bureau of
the bureau
and
Department
Department of
of the
tive duties
the Governor
Governor General
may designate.
designate.
General may
as the
duties as
tive
nteror.
Other bureaus
now included
in the
the department
public instruc- Interior.
department of public
included in
bureaus now
Other
tion shall,
shall, until
until otherwise
Philippine Legislature,
Legislature,
the Philippine
by the
provided by
otherwise provided
tion
Temporary Governor
be included
included in
the department
of the
the interior.
interior.
department of
in the
be
General.
General.
department
executive
an
The
President
may
designate
the
head
of
an
executive
department
of
head
the
designate
may
The President
of the
the Philippine
act as
as Governor
General in
the case
case
in the
Governor General
to act
government to
Philippine government
of
of
of
a
vacancy,
the
temporary
removal,
resignation,
or
disability
of
disability
or
resignation,
removal,
temporary
the
of a vacancy,
the
General and
and the
vice governor,
governor, or
their temporary
temporary
or their
the vice
Governor General
the Governor
absence,
the head
head of
of the
the department
thus designated
designated shall exerdepartment thus
and the
absence, and
the Governor
cise
all the
the powers
and perform
the duties
Governor General
General
of the
duties of
all the
perform all
powers and
cise all
during
such
vacancy,
disability,
or
absence.
Auditor.
or
absence.
Auditor.
disability,
vacancy,
during such
Appointment bythe
by the
Appoitmet
S
EC. 24.
4. That
That there
there shall
shall be
appointed by
by the
the President
auditor, President.
President an auditor,
be appointed
SEC
General duties.
duties.
who
examine, audit,
and settle
pertaining to
to the
the P.G
accounts pertaining
all accounts
settle all
audit, and
shall examine,
who shall
revenues
and receipts
receipts from
source of
the Philippine
governPhilippine governof the
whatever source
from whatever
revenues and
ment
of the
and municipal
municipal governments
governments of
the PhilipPhilipof the
provincial and
the provincial
and of
ment and
9
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pines,
funds and
funds derived
from bond
bond issues;
issues;
pines, including
including trust
trust funds
and funds
derived from
and audit,
accordance with
with law
law and
and administrative
administrative regulations,
regulations, all
all
and
audit, in
in accordance
expenditures
funds or
or property
property pertaining
pertaining; to
to or
by
expenditures of
of funds
or held
held in
in trust
trust by
the
government or
the Provinces
Provinces or
municipalities thereof.
thereof. He
He shall
shall
the government
or the
or municipalities
perform
a
like duty
with
respect to
all government
branches.
Preatin of
perform
a
like
duty
with
respect
to
all
government
branches.
Preservation of acPreservation
of
general accounts
accounts of
of the
the government
government and
and preserve
He shall
shall keep
keep the
the general
preserve
counts.
the vouchers
pertaining thereto.
the
vouchers
pertaining
thereto.
Notices of irregular,
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
of the
the auditor
auditor to
to bring
to the
the attention
attention of
of the
the
eties
of rregul"ar
It
duty of
bring to
etc.,
expenses.
proper administrative
administrative officer
expenditures of
of funds
funds or
property which,
proper
officer expenditures
or property
which,
m his
opinion, are
unnecessary, excessive,
excessive, or
or extravagant.
extravagant.
m
his opinion,
are irregular,
irregular, unnecessary,
Deputy auditor.
There
shall be
in the
the same
same manner
manner
Deputy adtor.
There shall
be a
a deputy
deputy auditor
auditor appointed
appointed in
as
shall sign
sign such
such official
official papers
papers
as the
the auditor.
auditor. The
The deputy
deputy auditor
auditor shall
as
the auditor
and perform
other duties
as the
the
as the
auditor may
may designate
designate and
perform such
such other
duties as
auditor
may prescribe,
and in
in case
case of
of the
resignation, sickness,
sickness,
auditor may
prescribe, and
the death,
death, resignation,
or
the auditor
from his
his office,
office, from
from any
any cause,
cause, the
the
or other
other absence
absence of
of the
auditor from
deputy auditor
auditor shall
shall have
have charge
of such
such office.
office. In
In case
case of
of the
deputy
charge of
the
absence from
from duty,
duty, from
any cause,
cause' of
of both
auditor and
and the
the
absence
from any
both the
the auditor
deputy auditor,
Governor General
may designate
designate an
an assistant,
assistant,
deputy
auditor, the
the Governor
General may
who
shall have
charge of
who shall
have charge
of the
the office.
office.
Administrative inThe administrative
jurisdiction of
of the
auditor over
over accounts,
accounts,
The
risdtio^,d
itadministrative jurisdiction
the auditor
risdiction of auditor
over accounts.
accots.
or property,
whether of funds or
and records
records pertainpertainproperty, and all
all vouchers
vouchers and
ing
be exclusive.
exclusive. With
With the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Governor
ing thereto,
thereto, shall
shall be
Governor
General
to time
time makb
make and
and promulgate
promulgate general
general or
or
General he shall
shall from
from time
time to
special
regulations not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
covering the
the
special rules
rules and
and regulations
with law
law covering
method
funds and
and property,
property, and
and funds
funds and
and
method of
of accounting
accounting for
for public
public funds
property
government or
or any
any of
of its
branches:
property held
held in
in trust
trust by
by the
the government
its
branches:
Proviso.
That any
officer accountable
accountable for
funds or
or property
property
for public
public funds
any officer
Additioa
Prtided, That
Additional reports Provided,
from officers.
officers.
from
nay require such additional
additional reports or returns
rday
returns from
from his
his subordinates
subordinates
or
others as
as he
he may
may deem
necessary for
for his
his own
own information
information and
and
or others
deem necessary
protection.
protection.
Effect of
decisions.
Effect
of decisions.
The
shall be final and conclusive
conclusive upon the
the
The decisions
decisions of
of the
the auditor
auditor shall
executive
executive branches
branches of the
the government,
that appeal
government, except
except that
appeal therefrom
therefrom
may be taken
taken by the party
the head
head of
of the
the department
department
party aggrieved
aggrieved or
or the
concerned within
within one
year,
in
the manner
manner hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed.
prescribed.
concerned
one
year,
m
the
Direct settlement of
shall, except
except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided, have
have like
like authority
authority
claiectttlement
o The
The auditor
auditor shall
claims,
etc.
conferred by law
law upon
as that conferred
upon the
several auditors
of the
the United
United
the several
auditors of
States
States and
of the
States Treasury
Treasury and
and is
is
and the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
the United
United States
authorized to communicate
authorized
communicate directly with
any person
person having
with any
having claims
claims
before 14im
with any
department, officer,
person
before
him for
for settlement,
settlement, or
or with
any department,
officer, or
or person
.
having official
official relations
his office.
office.
with his
relations with
having
Annual
Annual report.
As soon after the close of each
each fiscal year as the accounts
accounts of
said
of said
year may be examined
examined and adjusted
adjusted the
auditor shall
submit to
the auditor
shall submit
to the
the
Governor General and
Governor
and the Secretary
Secretary of War
War an
annual report
of the
the
an annual
report of
fiscal concerns of the government,
government, showing
the receipts
receipts and
and disbursedisburseshowing the
ments of the
ments
and bureaus
bureaus of
of the
the government
government and
and
the various departments
departments and
Provinces and municipalities,
of the various Provinces
municipalities, and
and make
make such
such other
other
reports as may
may be required
required of him by the Governor
Governor General
General or
or the
the
Secretary of
War.
Secretary
of War.
Administration of
oatdmchs,
the execution
their duties
duties the
auditor and
and the
the deputy
deputy auditor
auditor
oe In
In the
execution of
of their
the auditor
oaths, etc. tti
are authorized
authorized to
summon witnesses,
witnesses, administer
administer oaths,
oaths, and
to summon
and to
to take
take
evidence, and, in the pursuance
pursuance of these
issue subsubthese provisions,
provisions, may
may issue
pcenas
and
enforce
the
attendance
of
witnesses,
as
now
provided
.enas and enforce the attendance of witnesses, as now provided by
by
law.
Office supervision,
supervision, aw
Office
etc.
U
n,
The office of the auditor
auditor shall be under
under the general
supervision of
general supervision
of
the Governor
Governor General
General and shall consist of the auditor
auditor and deputy
deputy
auditor and such necessary assistants
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by law.
law.
assistants as
Appeals from audi- auditor and such necessary
tors
SEC.
That any
tor's decisions, etc.
SEC. 25.
25. That
any person
person aggrieved
aggrieved by
by the
action or
of
the action
or decision
decision of
the auditor in the settlement
settlement of
of his
his account
account or
or claim
claim may,
may, within
within
one year,
year, take an appeal
appeal in
to the
Governor General,
General, which
which
in writing
writing to
the Governor
appeal
particular
appeal shall specifically
specifically set forth the particular action of the auditor
auditor
to which exception
exception is taken, with the reason
reason and authorities
authorities relied
relied
on for reversing
such decision.
decision.
reversing such
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If the
Governor General
confirm the
action of
of the
auditor, Actiononappeal.
Action on appeal.
the auditor,
the action
shall confirm
General shall
If
the Governor
the
he
so indorse
appeal and
and transmit
to the
the auditor
and the
auditor,, and
transmit it
it to
the appeal
he shall
shall so
indorse the
action
be final
Governor
the Governor
and conclusive.
conclusive. Should
Should the
thereupon be
final and
action shall
shall thereupon
General
fail to
the action
of the
auditor, he
shall forthwith
he shall
forthwith
action of
the auditor,
General fail
to sustain
sustain the
transmit
grounds of
of disapproval
the Secretary
of War,
War, together
together
to the
Secretary of
disapproval to
his grounds
transmit his
with
the appeal
appeal and
the papers
proper understanding
understanding Fnl
decision by
to a
a proper
papers necessary
necessary to
and the
with the
Final decision by
of the
War in
such case
case Secretary
secretary of War.
War.
of War
in such
the Secretary
Secretary of
decision of the
of
the matter.
matter. The decision
final and conclusive.
conclusive.
shall be final
shall
coJu
wisdict ion of
of
26. That the supreme court and the courts of first instance
S
EC. 26.
instance Courts
SEC.
4Juriisdiction
.
of
the Philippine
Islands shall
possess and
jurisdiction as
as
shall possess
and exercise
exercise jurisdiction
of the
Philippine Islands
heretofore
and such
such additional
additional jurisdiction
jurisdiction as
as shall
hereafter
shall hereafter
heretofore provided
provided and
be
The municipal
shall Muniipl
Municipal courts.
courts.
said islands
islands shall
courts of
of said
municipal courts
by law.
law. The
prescribed by
be prescribed
in'
possess
now provided
provided by
subject in
by law,
law, subject
as now
jurisdiction as
and exercise
exercise jurisdiction
possess and
all
as may
be hereafter
hereafter
may be
alteration and
and amendment
amendment as
all matters
matters to
to such
such alteration
enacted
by law;
chief justice
justice and
associate justices
justices of
of the
the ASuppproeimntem
court.
ents.
Suppr'tmecort.
and associate
enacted by
law; and
and the
the chief
supreme court
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be appointed
appointed by
by and
and
the President,
President, by
by the
court shall
supreme
with
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate
Senate of
the United
United States.
States. •
The First instance
instance
*The
of the
with the
judges
instance shall
shall be
by the
Governor courts.
the Governor
be appointed
appointed by
court of
of first
first instance
judges of
of the
the court
General,
by and
the advice
consent of
the Philippine
Senate: Proo.
of the
Philippine Senate:
with the
advice and
and consent
General, by
and with
r
.
Provided,
court and
and Admiralty jurisdicjurisdithe supreme
supreme court
of the
jurisdiction of
admiralty jurisdiction
That the
the admiralty
Provided, That
n.
courts of
not be
be changed
except by
by .Act
of Congress.
Congress. tioPending
ding cases
Act of
shall not
changed except
of first
first instance
instance shall
courts
That in
cases pending
pending under
existing laws,
both
laws, both
of existing
operation of
under the
the operation
all cases
That
in all
criminal and
shall continue
continue until
until final
judgment
final judgment
jurisdiction shall
the jurisdiction
and civil,
civil, the
criminal
and determination.
determination.
and
S
EC. 27.
That the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the United
shall have
have the
ths
eUnited
l= st
e
:tu
esft.of
Staes.
States shall
United States
Supreme Court
27. That
SEC.
speciurisdiction
the final judgjurisdiction to
to review,
review, revise,
reverse, modify,
ju -fiZriscli
.
stk'si s
P
'
affirm the
or affirm
modify, or
revise, reverse,
jurisdiction
all Pos,
ments and
and decrees
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
thePhilippineIslands
iniill
Post, p.
p. m.
727.
PhilippineIslands in
of the
Court of
decrees of
ments
now pending
pendi g therein
therein or
or herehereproceedings now
actions, cases, causes, and in
after
n which
any statute,
statute,
or any
Constitution or
the Constitution
which the
thereby in
determined thereby
after determined
treaty,
right, or
privilege of
is involved,
involved, or
or in
in
States is
United States
of the
the United
or privilege
title, right,
treaty, title,
causes in
in which
the value
exceeds $25,000,
$25,000, or
or in
in which
which
in controversy
controversy exceeds
value in
which the
causes
in value
the title
or possession
of real
real estate
estate exceeding
exceeding in
value the sum of
of
possession of
the
title or
$25,000,
to be
be ascertained
of other
other comcomor of
party or
either party
of either
the oath
oath of
by the
ascertained by
$25,000, to
petent
witnesses, is
involved or
or brought
brought in
and such
final
such final
in question;
question; and
is involved
petent witnesses,
judgments or
decrees may
may and
reversed,
revised, reversed,
be reviewed,
reviewed, revised,
can be
and can
or decrees
judgments
modified, or
affirmed by
by said
the United
United States
on
States on
of the
Court of
Supreme Court
said Supreme
or affirmed
modified,
appeal
or writ
the party
within the
the same
same time,
time,
aggrieved within
party aggrieved
error by
by the
of error
writ of
appeal or
in the
same manner,
the same
same regulations,
and by
by the
the same
same
regulations, and
under the
manner, under
the same
in
as the final judgments
procedure, as
applicable, as
judgments and decrees
decrees of
far applicable,
as far
procedure,
the
courts of
of the
United States.
States.
utilities.
the district
district courts
the United
Public utilities.
SEC. 28.
28. That
That the
the government
of the
Islands may
Grant of
franchises,
of franchises,
may grant
grant crant
Philippine Islands
the Philippine
government of
SEC.
franchises and
and rights,
including the
authority to
to exercise
exercise the
the right
rioh t of
of etc., authorized
the authority
rights, including
franchises
eminent domain,
the construction
of works
was of
of
and operation
operation of
construction and
for the
domain, for
eminent
public
utility and
service, and
and may
said works
works to
to be
conbe conauthorize said
may authorize
and service,
public utility
structed
and maintained
and across
across the
public property
of the
the
property of
the public
over and
maintained over
structed and
United
including streets,
streets, highways,
and reservations,
reservations,
squares, and
highways, squares,
States, including
United States,
and over
property of
of the
the government
government of
of said
and
said islands,
islands, and
similar property
and
over similar
may
rules and
and regulations
under which
and
provincial and
the provincial
which the
regulations under
may adopt
adopt rules
municipal
a the
the islands
islands may
may grant
grant the
the right
right to
use
to use
governments of
municipa governments
and
such public
property belonging
belonging to
or Pr,,
Provisos.
to said
said Provinces
Provinces or
public property
and occupy
occupy such
municipalities:
That no
no private
property shall
shall be
be damaged
General rstrictions.
nstrictions.
damaged General
private property
Provided, That
municipalities: Provided,
comjust
without
or
taken
for
any
pur
p
ose
under
this
section
without
com
this
section
under
purpose
for
any
taken
or
pensation, and
and that
such authority
authority to
take and
and occupy
occupy land
shall
land shall
to take
that such
pensation,
not
authorize
the
taking,
use,
or
occupation
of
any
land
except
except
any
land
of
or
occupation
use,
not authorize the taking,
such as
required for
the actual
actual necessary
necessarypurposes
which
for which
purposes for
for the
as is
is required
such
the
franchise is
is granted,
granted, and
or right
right shall
shall be
be
no franchise
franchise or
that no
and that
the franchise
granted to
to any
any individual,
individual, firm,
firm, or
except under
under the
the
corporation except
or corporation
granted
conditions that
it shall
be subject
subject to
Subject to action by
or Subjeettoactionby
alteration, or
to amendment,
amendment, alteration,
shall be
that it
conditions
repeal
by the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
and that
that lands
or Congres
usligress•
lands or
States, and
United States,
repeal by
right of
and occupation
of lands
lands thus
thus granted
granted shall
shall revert
revert to
to
occupation of
of use
use and
right
the governments
governments by
which they
they were
were respectively
respectively granted
upon the
the
granted upon
by which
the
p

pe

eel

etc., authorized.
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of the
the franchises
termination of
and rights
rights under
under which
which they
they were
franchises and
were
revocation or
granted or upon their revocation
or repeal.
repeal. That
That all
all franchises
franchises or
or
mitatons, etc.
lights granted under this Act
Act shall forbid
forbid the issue of stock or
or bonds
bonds
except in
in exchange
exchange for
or for
for property
property. at
at a
valuation
for actual
actual cash
cash or
a fair
fair valuation
value of the
equal to the par value
the stock
or bonds
bonds so
so issued;
issued; shall
shall forbid
stock or
forbid
the declaring of stock or bond dividends, and, in the case of
of publicpublicservice corporations, shall provide for the effective
effective regulation
of the
the
regulation of
charges thereof, for the official
official inspection
inspection and regulation
books
regulation of
of the
the books
and accounts
accounts of such corporations, and for
for the
the payment
of aareasonreason.payment of
able percentage
percentage of gross earnings
earnings into
the treasury
treasury of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
into the
Islands or
or of
of the
Province or
which such
such franfranLbor conditions
Islands
the Province
or municipality
municipality within
within which
Labor
conditions.
chises are granted and exercised:
exercised: PYoided
Pcovided further,
That it
be
further, That
it shall
shall be
corporation organized
unlawful for any corporation
organized under
under this
this Act,
any
Act, or
or for
for any
corporation receiving any grant,
person, company, or corporation
grant, franchise,
franchise, or
or
concession from the government
concession
government of
said islands,
islands to
to use,
use, employ,
employ, or
or
of said
Penalty
for violat
rac tfor
f
or th
l
ab
or of
ofpersons
persons held
involuntary servitude;
servitude; and
and
rtinaty for
viola con
contract
thee labor
held in
in involuntary
Lions.
any person,
person, company, or corporation
corporation so violating
violating the provisions
of
provisions of
this Act shall forfeit
forfeit all charters, grants, or franchises
franchises for doing
busidoing business in said islands, in
action or
brought for
for that
that
in an
an action
or proceeding
proceeding brought
purposeein any court of competent jurisdiction
by any
any officer
ofth
e
jurisdiction by
officer of
the
Philippine
complaint of
pine government, or on the complaint
of any
any citizen
of the
citizen of
the
Philippines,
Philippines under such
such regulations
regulations and
and rules
rules as
the Philippine
Philippine LegisLegisas the
lature shad
shall prescribe,
prescribe, and in
in addition
shall be
of an
addition shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
an
offense, and
Salaries.
punished by
afine
of not
not more
more than
than $10,000.
$10,000.
and shall be
be punished
by a
fine of
DetemidbylegisSEC.
That, except
Detenninedbylegis.
SEC. 29.
29. That,
this Act
the salsalexcept as
as in
in this
Act otherwise
otherwise .provided,
provided, the
l
tion.
aries of all
lation.
officials of
not appointed
appointed by
by the
Presiall the officials
of the
the Philippines
Philippines not
the President, including
deputies assistants,
assistants, and
and other
other employees,
employ
ees ,s
hall be
be
including deputies,
shall
such and be so paid out
revenues of
of the
out of the revenues
as shall
shall
the Philippines
Philippines as
from time to time
be. determined
determined by
by the
the Philippine
Philippine Legislature;
and
time be.
Legislature; and
if
appropriation for
if the
the legislature
legislature shall fail to make an appropriation
for such
such salaries,
salaries,
officers, etc,
etc, apOfficers,
an- the salaries
so fixed
shall be
necessity of
of further
further
salaries so
fixed shall
be paid
paid without
without the
the necessity
cr.ed by ther
the Presi- appropriations
appropriations therefor.
therefor. The
of all
officers and
ex p
enses
romted
The salaries
salaries of
all officers
and all
all expenses
of the offices of the various
officials of
of
various officials
of the
Philippines appointed
appointed as
as
the Philippines
Specified,
Specified.
herein provided by the President
President shall
also be
be paid
paid out
of the
revenues
shall also
out of
the revenues
of the Philippines.
Philippines. The
of the
following-named
The annual
annual salaries
salaries of
the following-named
officials appointed
appoited by the President and so
to be
be paid
paid shall
shall be:
so to
be: The
The
Governor
Governor General,
General, $18,000;
$18,000; in
in addition
addition thereto
thereto he
he shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled
to the occupancy
occupancy of the buildings heretofore
heretofore used
used by
by the
the chief
chief execuexecutive of the Philippines, with
and effects
effects therein,
therein, free
free
with the
the furniture
furniture and
$10,000; chief
of rental; vice governor, $10,000;
justice of
of the
chief justice
the supreme
supreme court,
court,
$8,000; associate
justices of the supreme
associate justices
supreme court,
court, $7,500
$7,500 each;
auditor,
each; auditor,
$6,000; deputy
$3,000...
$6,000;
deputy auditor,
auditor, $3,000..
Provincial and municipal officials.
oicial
mSEC.
the provisions
the foregoing
nicipal
SEc. 30. That the
provisions of
of the
foregoing section
section shall
shall not
not apply
apply
to provincial and municipal
municipal officials;
th eir salaries
salaries and
the compenofficials; their
and the
compensation of their deputies, assiita.nts,
assistants, and other
as well
all other
other help,
help, as
well as
as all
other
expenses incurred by the Provinces and
and municipalities,
municipalities, shall
shall be
paid
be paid
out of
provincial and municipal revenues
out
of the
the provincial
revenues in such
such manner
manner as
the
as the
laws not
Philippine Legislature
Legislature shall
shall provide.
provide.
conflicting Philippine
not conflicting
Laws
continued.
SEC.
That all laws
laws or
continued.
SEC. 31.
31. That
or parts
part
s o
laws applicable
to the
the Philippines
Philippines
offlaws
applicable to
not in conflict with any of
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act are
are hereby
hereby conconof the
the provisions
tinued in force and effect.
effect.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 29,
29, 1916.
1916.
Stock and bond
Stock
limitations, etc.

=s

August 29,
August
29, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 1.5947.]

[ i. R. 5947.]

CH
A P. 417.—An
417.-An Act Making
CHAP.
Making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year
ending
nineteen hundred
seventeen, and for other
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and seventeen,
other purposes.
purposes.

Naval service approNaal
service appropriations.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
sums
following sums
be, and they are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, to be paid
of any
any money
moneypaid out
out of
in the Treasury not otherwise
the naval
in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the
service of
of
naval service

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 2411
241.]
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nineteen hunthirtieth, nineteen
the
the year
year ending
June thirtieth,
ending June
for the
Government for
the Government
purposes:
dred and
seventeen, and
other purposes:
for other
and for
and seventeen,
dred
PAY,
MISCELLANEOUS.
PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.

Pay,
miscellaneous.
Pay, miscellaneous.

Schedule of all pay
ibto be
o f alo
to Congress
The
Secretary of
send to
Congress at the beginning
beginning anShedule
shall send
Navy shall
the Navy
of the
The Secretary
and allowances
sent
to Congress.
Congress.
complete schedule
of
its next
next regular
schedule or list showing
showing the sentto
session aa complete
regular session
of its
for each grade
amount of
pay and
allowances for
grade of
all allowances
for all
and for
of all
all pay
of money
money of
amount
all officers
for all
officers
in the
the Navy,
Navy, including
officers inand for
officers, and
retired officers,
including retired
officers in
included.
Act and for all enlisted men so included.
cluded
in this
this Act
cluded in
Miscellaneous exexpMisellaneous
exchange; penses.
transportation of funds; exchange;
For commissions
interests; transportation
and interests;
commissions and
For
United
the
mileage
to
officers
while
traveling
under
orders
in
the
United
States,
mileage to officers while traveling under orders in
while traveling
and
personal expenses
expenses of officers
officers while
traveling abroad
abroad
actual personal
for actual
and for
under
orders, and
for traveling
traveling expenses
of civilian
civilian employees,
employees,
expenses of
and for
under orders,
and for
for actual
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
midshipmen while
of midshipmen
expenses of
and necessary
actual and
and
for examinaproceeding
from their
to the
the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy for
examinahomes to
their homes
proceeding from
expenses
tion
as midshipmen;
actual traveling
traveling expenses
for actual
midshipmen; for
appointment as
and appointment
tion and
of female
actual expenses
of officers
officers while
while on shore
shore patrol
expenses of
nurses; actual
female nurses;
of
for
waters; for
Asiatic waters;
duty; hire
or other
boats in
in Asiatic
small boats
other small
launches or
of launches
hire of
duty;
rent of
not in
in navy
yards, including the rental
rental
navy yards,
offices not
and offices
buildings and
of buildings
rent
of offices
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia;
expenses of
of courts-martial,
courts-martial,
Columbia; expenses
offices in
of
of inspection,
boards of
prisoners and
prisons, and
courts of
inspection,
inquiry, boards
of inquiry,
and courts
and prisons,
prisoners
examining
fees, and
and traveling
traveling
witnesses' fees,
and witnesses'
clerks' and
with clerks'
boards, with
examining boards,
districts; stationery and
expenses
and costs;
expenses of
of naval
defense districts;
and
naval defense
costs; expenses
expenses and
naval
the naval
recording;
religious books;
books; newspapers
newspapers and
for the
periodicals for
and periodicals
recording; religious
service;
all advertising
advertising for
for the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and its bureaus
service; all
(except
recruits for
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation);
Navigation); copycopyfor recruits
advertising for
(except advertising
diplomas,
ing;
ferriage; tolls;
costs of
of suits;
commissions, warrants,
warrants, diplomas,
suits; commissions,
tolls; costs
ing; ferriage;
of valuables
and
discharges; relief
relief of
of vessels
in distress;
distress; recovery
recovery of
vessels in
and discharges;
from
shipwrecks; quarantine
quarantine expenses;
expenses; reports;
reports; professional
investiprofessional investifrom shipwrecks;
gation;
of special
home and
and abroad,
abroad, including
including Ination
fom
at home
instruction at
special instruction
cost of
gation; cost
Information from
maintenance of
students and
information from
abroad and
and abroad, etc.
from abroad
attaches; information
and attaches;
of students
maintenance
collection and classification
at home,
and the
classification
the collection
$50,000, and
exceeding $50,000,
not exceeding
home, not
at
thereof; all
all chargespertaining
charges pertaining to
and its
its bureaus
bureaus
Navy Department and
the NavyDepartment
to the
thereof;
on shore
for
the cooling
of drinking
shore (except at naval
naval
water on
drinking water
cooling of
for the
ice for
for ice
hospitals), telephone
telephone rentals
rentals and
tolls, telegrams,
cable grams, and
telegrams, cablegrams,
and tolls,
hospitals),
o.
other PProvisos.
postage, foreign
foreign and
domestic, and
and post-office
and other
rentals; and
box rentals;
post-office box
and domestic,
postage,
cleriAllowance for clerlnecessary and
and incidental
incidental expenses:
expenses: Provided,
That the
the sum
sum to
to le
be paid Allowance
Provided, That
necessary
cal, etc., services at
et.etc. servcs at
yards,
out
the appropriation,
appropriation, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the C^a,
of the
out of
service in navy
Navy,
and messenger
navy yards,
messenger service
inspection, and
clerical, inspection,
for clerical
Navy, for
naval
purchasing pay
offices for the fiscal year ending
pay offices
and purchasing
stations, arid
naval stations,
June
thirtieth, nineteen
seventeen, shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed Intered
and seventeen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
Interned persous,
pets o
etc.
the interned persons
for the
$190,000, and
and for
for necessary
persons and etc.
expenses for
necessary expenses
$190,000,
the Navy
of the
prisoners
of war
war under
the jurisdiction
Navy Department,
Department,
jurisdiction of
under the
prisoners of
including
funeral expenses
such interned
interned persons
persons or
or prisoners
prisoners of
for such
expenses for
including funeral
war
as may
die while
while under
in all,
thot
Pro- Accountingg without
$915,000: Proall, $915,000:
jurisdiction; in
such jurisdiction;
under such
may die
war as
vouchers for
informafor infonaappropriation for obtainvided, That
expenditures from the
the appropriation
obtain- vouchers
hereafter expenditures
That hereafter
vided,
tion from abroad.
be accounted
shall be
ing information
information from
and at
at home
home shall
accounted for tionomabroad.
abroad and
from abroad
ing
the Secretary
specifically, if,
in the
the judgment
of the
Secretary of the Navy, they
judgment of
if, in
specifically,
a certificate
may
be made
made public,
and he
shall make a
certificate of the amount
amount
he shall
public, and
may be
may think it
he may
of
such expenditures
as he
it advisable
advisable not to specify, and
expenditures as
of such
every
deemed a
a sufficient
sufficient voucher
for the
the Leaves of absence to
voucher for
be deemed
shall be
certificate shall
such certificate
every such
sum therein
therein expressed
expressed to
to have
Providedfurther, That
That ciiieanemployees
civilian employees outexpended: Providedfurther,
been expended:
have been
sum
side continental limcontinental limhereafter any
any civilian
the Navy
Navy Department
Department who is aaside
of the
employee of
civilian employee
hereafter
station outside the ts
citizen
of the
the United
at any
any station
employed at
and employed
States and
United States
citizen of
continental
limits of
of the
the United
United States
in the
the discretion
discretion of the
may, in
States may,
continental limits
Secretary
of the
Navy, after
continuous, faithful,
faithful,
years' continuous,
two years'
least two
at least
after at
the Navy,
Secretary of
and satisfactory
satisfactory service
service abroad,
and subject
subject to the interests of the
abroad, and
and
public
granted accrued
leave of
of absence,
absence, with
for Cumulation
Cumulation permitpermitwith pay, for
accrued leave
be granted
service, be
public service,
ted.
each
year of
and if
elect to postpone the
the ted.
should elect
employee should
an employee
if an
service, and
of service,
each year
entitled in purtaking of
of any
any or
all of
of the
which he
he may
may be
be entitled
to which
leave to
the leave
or all
taking
its.
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suance
hereof such
be allowed
suance hereof
such leave may
may be
allowed to
to accumulate
accumulate for
for a
aperiod
period
of not exceeding
exceeding four years, the rate
rate of
of
pay for
for accrued
accrued leave
to be
be the
of pay
leave to
the
obtaining at
rate obtaining
at the
time the
the leave
leave is
is granted.
granted.
the time

Hereafter interned
interned persons and prisoners
prisoners of
of war,
war, under
Hereafter
under the
juristhe juris'
diction of the Navy Department,
Department, who are
are or
or may
may become
become insane,
insane, shall
shall
be
entitled to admission
admission for treatment
treatment to
be entitled
to the
the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital
for the
the Insane.
for
Insane.
Chief of Naval Op.
aratio
Naval P
Hereafter
arations.
Hereafter the Chief of Naval Operations,
Operations, while
while so
so serving
serving as
as such
such
To rank "
as admiral.
mrank
d
l. Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Operations shall have
have the
the rank
and title
of admi
ral,
rank and
title of
admiral,
to take rank next after The Admiral
of the
the Navy,
and shall,
Admiral of
Navy, and
shall, while
while so
so
ectoserving
serving as Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Operations, receive
receive the
the pay
of $10,000
per
pay of
$10,000
per
Effect of orders from. annum
annum and no allowances.
allowances. All
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval
All orders
orders issued
issued by
by the
Operations
Operations in performing
performing the duties assigned
assigned him
performed
him shall
shall be
be performed
under
the authority of the Secretary
of the
under the
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, and
and his
orders shall
shall
his orders
Details
for duty
duty be considered
as emanating
Details for
considered as
emanat.ng from
from the
and shall
shall have
full
the Secretary,
Secretary,
and
have
full
with.
with,
force and effect as such. To
To assist
assist the
the Chief
of Naval
Naval Operations
in
Chief of
Operations in
performing the duties of his office
office there
performing
assigned for
for this
this
there shall
shall be
be assigned
exclusive duty
exclusive
uty not less than fifteen officers
the rank
of
officers of
of and
and above
above the
rank of
lieutenant commander
commander of
of the
the Navy
or
major
of
the Marine
Corps:
Navy
or
major
of
the
Marine
Corps:
Provisos.
Rank if
Provided, That if
Rank
if appointed
appointed Provided,
if an
officer of
of the
grade of
of captain
be appointed
an officer
the grade
captain be
appointed Chief
Chief
from
captain.
of Naval Operations he shall have
have the
from captain.
of
the rank
rank and
title
of admiral,
and
title
of
admiral, as
as .
Retirement.
Retrment.
above
provided,
while holding
holding that position: Provided
Providedfurther,
above provided, while
further, That
That
should an officer, while serving
serving as
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Operations be
be
as Chief
Chief of
retired from active
active service
he shall
sh
all be
be retired
re tired with
wi
th t
he lineal
lineal rank
rank
service he
the
and
the retired
retired pay-to which
and the
which he would
would be
be entitled
he not
not been
been
entitled had
had he
serving as Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations.
Operations.
Assistant
chiefs
for
spefitaedt
ch
for
Hereafter
specified bureaus.
Hereafter an officer of the Corps of Civil Engineers
may be
detailed
Engineers may
be detailed
as assistant to the Chief of the Bureau
as
of Yards
and an
an
Bureau of
Yards and
and Docks
Docks and
officer
of the
the Corps
Naval Constructors
assistant to
officer of
Corps of
of Naval
Constructors as assistant
the Chief
of
to the
Chief of
Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair;
Repair; and,
in case
case of
death,
resignaand, in
of
death,
resignaOther designation
by the President.
d ton tion,
IthesI
absence, or sickness of the chief
by
tion, absence,
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, shall,
unless othershall, unless
otherR. S.,
179,p. 28.
28. wise directed by the
., sec. 179,p.
wise directed by the President,
President, as provided by section
section one
one hundred
hundred
and seventy-nine
seventy-nine of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
duties of
of such
such
Statutes, perform
perform the
the duties
chief
chief until his successor
successor is appointed
or sickness
sickness shall
appointed or
or such
such absence
absence or
shall
Assistant to Judge
Advocate General.
General
Advocate
cease; and hereafter an officer
of the
the Navy
Navy or
Marine
officer of
of the
the line
line of
or Marine
Corps
may be detailed
Corps may
detailed as assistant
assistantto
Advocate General
General of
to the
the Judge
Judge Advocate
of
the
Navy, who
shall, under
under similar conditions, perform the
the Navy,
who shall,
the duties
duties of
of
the Judge
Advocate General.
General.
Dr
technical the
Judge Advocate
Drafting, technical
and
fore.
Hereafter such amount
and insip.tion
inspection force.
Hereafter
amount may.be expended
expended annually
annually for
for pay
pay of
of draftdraftinc, technical,
and inspection
force
rom the
the several
several lump
sum approapproiolvances ffrro
Allownces
om
m ing,
technical,
and
inspection
force
from
lump
sum
Imp sum appropria- priations in which specific authority
priations in which
authority for
for such
such expenditure
is given,
given, as
as
expenditure is
lions.
tiens.
the
Secretary of the
may deem
deem necessary
necessary within
within the limitation
limitation
the Secretary of the Navy
Navy may
of appropriation
appropriation provided
provided for such service
of
service in
lump sum
sum approin said
said lump
appropriations at such rates of compensation
compensation as
priations
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy
may prescribe;
may
prescribe; and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy shall
shall each
each year,
year, in
in the
the
annual
number of
annual estimates,
estimates, report
report to Congress the number
of persons
persons so
emso emcontingent,
ployed, their duties, and the amount
each.
amount paid
Contingent.
paid to
to each.
CONTINGENT,
NAVY:
CONTINGENT, N
AVY: For all emergencies
emergencies and
and extraordinary
extraordinary
expenses,
exclusive of
expenses, exclusive
of personal services in the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, or
or
any
of its subordinate bureaus
Washington, District of
any of its subordinate
bureaus or
or offices
offices at
at Washington,
Columbia,
Columbia arising at home
home or abroad,
ab
roa d
,b
ut i
mpossible ,to
,to be
anticibut
impossible
be anticipated
expended on the approval
pated or
or classified,
C
lassified, to
to be
be expended
approval and
and authority
of
authority of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, and for
for such
the
such purposes
as he
he may
purposes as
may deem
deem
proper,
roper, $46,000.
Treatment of
terned
ter.ed insane.
insane.

in-

3'

'i

a

itriVp

slun

mira

app rop ri a.

Civilian Naval Consuting Board.
sulting

For
expenses incurred
For actual
actual expenses
incurred by and in connection with the
the civilian
civilian
Naval Consulting Board,
Board, $25,000.
$25,000.
Fuel
gasouel oil and
and
FUEL
O: For an
of fuel
fuel oil and gasoline adapted to
line.
FuEL on..: For
an investigation
investigation of
lnetigation
Investigation aand
n
n d naval
requirements, including
ayssl requirements,
including the question
question of supply
supply and
and storage
storage and
adaptation of.
and
the
availability-economically
and otherwise of such supply
supply as
he availability
economically and
as may
may be
be
afforded by
by the
naval reserves
domain, and
afforded
the naval
reserves on the public domain,
for the
the
and for
purchase of
necessary instruments
appliances and
purchase
of necessary
instruments and appliances
and the
the extension
extension
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Equipment plant,
equipment plant at the navy
of the naval fuel-oil equipment
navy yard, Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania, and
temporary employment
civilian fuel-oi
Pennsylvania,
and the
the temporary
employment of
of civilian
fuel-oi et. •
$60,000.
experts and assistants,
assistants, $60,000.
Avtion.
AVIATION:
AVIATION: For aviation,
aviation, to be expended
expended under the direction of the Aviation.
General expenses.
Secretary
for procuring,
procuring, producing,
constructing, operatSecretary of the
the Navy
Navy for
producing, constructing,
operating,
preserving, storing,
storing, and
handling aircraft,
aircraft, including
including rigid
rigid dirigiing, preserving,
and handling
bles,
and appurtenances,
appurtenances, maintenance
maintenance of
of aircraft
aircraft stations
stations and
and experiexperibles, and
mental
of aviation
aviation for
naval purposes,
mental work
work in
in development
development of
for naval
purposes,
$3,500,000: Provided,
$3,500,000:
Provided, That the sum
appropria- Prcnn"
sum to be
be paid
paid out of this appropriao
etc.
Tee
, et. ,
services.
tion under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy for drafting,
drafting, services.
clerical, inspection
messenger service
service for
aircraft stations
stations shall
clerical,
inspection, and
and messenger
for aircraft
shall
not exceed
exceed $25,00d.
not
$25,000.
2 etcEqui pment

plant,

l

ADVISORY
FOR AERONAUTICS:
For traveling
traveling expenses
expense; of
of fAsor
forAadevriosmoriurjom.mittee
onamittees
y
AERONAUTICS: For
COMMITTEE FOR
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

members and
employees, $2,000;
technical assistants,
assistants, at $2,500 Expenses,
Expenses, employtwo technical
$2,000; two
members
and employees,
ees.
each; one
at $1,000;
draftsman at
at Poep.
i
,
each;
one clerk,
clerk, at
at $1,500;
$1,500; one
one clerk,
clerk, at
$1,000; one
one draftsman,
117.
me.
$2,000;
one draftsman,
draftsman, at
$1,000; two
laborers at
$660 each;
each; three
three
$2,000; one
at $1,000;
two laborers,
at $660
mechanics, at
$1,200 each;
rent of
$1,200; supplies,
supplies, $7,800;
$7,800;
mechanics,
at $1,200
each; rent
of office,
office, $1,200;
special
reports, $5,000;
special reports,
combination field office,
office, machine
$5,000; Movable
movable combination
shop,
power plant,
$15,000; dynadynashop, dynamometer
dynamometer shed, hangar, and
and power
plant, $15,000;
mometer carriage
carriage and
and truck,
$18,000; aeroplane,
including motor,
motor,
mometer
truck, $18,000;
aeroplane, including
$10,000; transmission
transmission dynamometer,
dynamometer, $1,000;
$1,000; ripograph,
ripograph, $1,000;
$1,000;
$10,000;
stabilizer
$1,500; anemometers,
anemometers barographs,
barographs, inclinometers
inclinometers, inciincistabilizer,, $1,500;
for
dence
supplies, spare
indicators, $1,500;
$1,500; miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
spare parts
parts for
dence indicators,
operation
field plant,
$5,580; in
in all,
all, $85,000.
$85,000.
operation of
of field
plant, $5,580;
Militia.
ARMING AND
QUIPPING NAVAL
NAVAL MILITIA:
MILITIA: For the
ARMING
AND E
EQUIPPING
the pay,
pay, subsistence, Naval
Narig,
Arming, iptina
equipping,
pay,
etc.
and
portion of
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia as
as shall
shall par,etc
and transportation
transportation of
of such
such portion
of the
Vol. 38, p. 286.
engage in
actual service
service or
or instruction
afloat or
or on
on shore,
shore, and
p. 595.
engage
in actual
instruction afloat
and for
for pay,
pay, Pod,
s.
Post, p.
transportation,
subsistence of any
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia as
any part of the
and subsistence
transportation, and
instruction, or
participate in any
maneuvers, field instruction,
or
any cruise,
cruise, maneuvers,
shall participate
encampment of
afloat or
Poet, p.
600.
the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy afloat
or on shore;
shore; for
for Post,
p.6oo.
encampment
of any
any part of the
exercises and
and
prizes ' trophies,
excellence in gunnery
gunnery exercises
for excellence
trophies, and
and badges for
prizes,
target
of the
providing
purpose of providing
Militia; for
for the purpose
the Naval
Naval Militia;
target practice
practice of
for issue
.to the
Naval Militia
Militia any
any stores
publications
stores and supplies
supplies or publications
for
issue.to
the Naval
which are
department for the actual
actual
by any
any department
the Navy
Navy by
which
are supplied
supplied to the
and necessary
with a
a per
per diem
to
diem not
not to
expenses, together
together with
and
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
exceed
to be
be established
established by
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, of
of the
the Naval
exceed $10
$10 to
by the
of the
Naval Milit
Brd.
Militia Board.
Naval
appointed by
by the
of the
Navy; and
and for
for Nav
Militia Affai
Naval Militia
Militia Board
Board appointed
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy;
Naval Militia Affairs
the necessary
necessary clerical
and office
office expenses
the Division
Division of
of Naval
Naval Division.
of the
expenses of
clerical and
the
A rale, p. 98.
p. 98
the Navy, and for Ante,
Militia Affairs
the office
office of
of the
the Secretary of the
in the
Affairs in
Militia
Retainer pay„
retainer
officers and
traveling and other Reta"er
retainer pay
pay of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and traveling'
Post, p. 593.
necessary
expenses of the Naval
necessary expenses
Naval Militia
Militia and National Naval Volunteers
herein authorized,
authorized, $1,270,737.73.
$1,270,737.73.
herein
Ships
llinois and
and
Ships for Illinois
Minnesota.
For the
purchase, repair,
and alteration
alteration of
for the
Naval Minnesota.
ship for
the Naval
of aa ship
repair, and
For
the purchase,
Militia of
of Illinois,
$125,000; for
the repair
repair of the
United States
States ship
ship
the United
for the
Illinois, $125,000;
Militia
Topeka for
for the
Naval Militia
of Minnesota,
$165,000; in
all, $290,000.
$290,000.
in all,
Minnesota, $165,000;
Militia of
the Naval
Topeka
State marine schools.
S
TATE MARINE
MARINE sonoors:
To reimburse
reimburse the
State and
city of
of RtatebrsinNech'ls
STATE
SCHOOLS: To
the State
and the
the city
Reimbursing New
and MassachuMassachuNew York,
York, $125,000,
$125,000, and
and the
State of
Massachusetts, $125,000,
York and
for York
$125,000, for
of Massachusetts,
the State
New
expenses
incurred in
and support
support of
of marine
marine schools
schools svi.
Nol. 36
36, p.
1353.
p. 15.
in the
the maintenance
maintenance and
expenses incurred
in those
those States
in accordance
accordance with
with section
two of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
of the
the Act
section two
States in
in
purposes,"
marine schools, and for other Act for
establishment of
purposes,"
of marine
for the
the establishment
Act
approved March
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eleven; in
in all,
all, $250,000.
$250,000. Leper
approved
March fourth,
and eleven;
Lepers.
etc., Culion,
Culion,
C
ARE OF
OF LEPERS,
GUAM AND
AND CULION:
station, Care,
cae, etc.,
Naval station
CULION: Naval
OF GUAM
ISLANDS OF
LEPERS, ISLANDS
CARE
P. I.
island
Guam: Maintenance
of lepers,
lepers, special
patients, and r.
special patients.
care of
and care
Maintenance and
island of
of Guam:
for other
other purposes,
purposes, including
including cost of
transfer of
of lepers
lepers from
from Guam to
to
of transfer
for
the island
island of
the Philippines,
and their
maintenance,
their maintenance,
Philippines, and
of Culion,
Culion, in
in the
the
$14,000.
Naval lands.
Leases of unused, auLEASE OF
NAVAL LANDS:
LANDS: That
That authority
be, and
hereby, given
Leesof unused, an
given thorized.
and is
is hereby,
authority be,
LEASE
OF NAVAL
to the
of the
when in
in his
his discretion
discretion it
it will be for the thozed
the Navy
Navy,-,when
Secretary, of
to
the Secretary
public good,
good, tolease
to lease for
for periods
periods not
and revocable
revocable
five years
years and
exceeding five
not exceeding
public
at any
any time,
time, such
property of
of the
the United
United States
under his
control as
as
his control
States under
such property
at
may not
not for
time being
being be
required for
for public
public use
use and
and for
for the
the
be required
the tune
for the
may
sett:s
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leasing of
is no
existing law,
law, and
and such
such
of which there
there is
no authority
authority under
under existing
leases shall be reported
reported annually
annually to
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
to Congress:
authority
herein granted
granted shall not be held to apply to oil, mineral,
authority herein
mineral,
or phosphate
lands: Providedfurther,
or
phosphate lancsProvided
further, That all moneys received
received from
from
such leases
leases shall be covered
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous
covered into
into the
receipts.
receipts.
BUREAU
OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.
BUREAU OF

Transportation:
travel allowance
Transportation: For
For travel
allowance of enlisted
enlisted men discharged
discharged
on account
account of expiration
expiration of
enlistment; transportation
transportation of
of enlisted
of enlistment;
enlisted
men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
applicants for
enlistment at
home
seamen and
and applicants
for enlistment
at home
and abroad,
and
abroad with
and transfers
transfers en
route, or
or cash
cash in
in lieu
lieu
with subsistence
subsistence and
en route,
transportation
thereof; tra
nsportation to their
their homes,
residents of
of the
the United
homes, if residents
United
States, of enlisted
enlisted men
men and
apprentice seamen
seamen discharged
discharged on
medical
and apprentice
on medical
survey, with
subsistence and transfers
with subsistence
en route,
route, or
cash m
in lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof;
transfers en
or cash
transportation of sick or insane enlisted
transportation
enlisted men
men and
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen
to hospitals, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers
transfers en
or cash
cash in
lieu
en route,
route, or
in lieu
thereof;-apprehension
apprehension and
thereof
of deserters
and stragglers,
stragglers, and
and
and delivery
delivery of
deserters and
for railway guides and other
other expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to transportation,
transportation,

$1,010,524.
$1
010,524.
Recruiting: Expenses
Expenses of recruiting
Recruiting:
recruiting for the
naval service;
service; rent
rent of
of
the naval
rendezvous
expenses of maintaining
maintaining the same;
rendezvous and expenses
same; advertising
advertising for
for
apprentice seamen;
and obtaining men and
and apprentice
seamen; actual
and necessary
necessary
actual and
p .
of mileage
Provisos.
expenses in lieu of
officers on
on duty
recruitmileage to
to officers
duty with
with traveling
traveling recruiting parties,
parties, $244,228.84:
Provided, That
any person
person who
who may
may hereDia .
one
raing
$244,228.84: Provided,
That any
hereyer 'ssav.
year's
sea tarok*. oe after enlist in the Navy for
the first
shall, in
in time
time of
of peace,
if he
he
for the
first time
time shall,
peace, if
po,
p. 1171.
m7.
so elects,
You, p.
el
ects, rece
i
ve
di
scharge
therefrom
without
cost
to
himself
during
receive discharge therefrom without cost to himself during
ronal status.
tas
Personal
the month
June or
or December,
v ely, following
following the
complemonth of June
December, respecti
respectively,
the completion of one year's service at
discharge may
may be
be
at sea.
sea. An
An honorable
honorable discharge
granted
granted shall not
granted under this -provision; but when so granted
entitle
not entitle
the holder,
holder, in
case of
to the
benefits of
of an
an honorable
honorable
ondition
in case
of reenlistment,
reenlistment, to
the benefits
Condition.
discharge granted
granted upon completion of an enlistment:
discharge
enlistment: And
Art4 provided
provided
further,That,
he is
un der charges,
charges ,or undergoing
further
That, at
at the
the time,
time, he
is not
not under
or undergoing
P°stmasters
Pftid for punishment,
punishment, or
in debt
debt to
to the
the Government:
Government: Pr
ovid edfurther,
further ,That
mistit^mga.if
en
lisg
or in
tin recruits.
Provided
That
he President
authorized in
the
President is authorized
to utilize
utilize the
in his
his discretion
discretion to
the services
services of
of
postmasters of the second,
second, third, and fourth
classes in
in procuring
procuring the
the
fourth classes
enlistment of recruits
recruits for the Navy
Navy and the Marine
Marine Corps, and
and for
for
accepted for enlistment
each recruit
recruit accepted
enlistment in
in the
or the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
the Navy
Navy or
t
postmaster rocuring his enlistment
the postmaster_procuring
enlistment shall
receive the
sum of
shall receive
the sum
of $5.
$5.
contacan
isatt.
Contingent: Ferriage,
Ferriage, continuous-service
continuous-service certificates,
Contingent:
certificates, discharges
discharges,
good-conduct
good-conduct badges, and
and medals for
for men
men and
and boys;
boys; purchase
purchase of
of
gymnastic
apparatus; transportation
gymnastic apparatus;
transportation of
of effects
effects of
of deceased
officers
deceased officers
and enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy;
Navy; books
books for training
training apprentice
apprentice seaseamen and landsmen; maintenance
maintenance of
and other
other training
training
of gunnery - and
classes, packing
materials; books
packing boxes and materials;
books and
and models;
models; stationery;
stationery;
and other contingent
contingent expenses
expenses and emergencies
emergencies arising
arising under
under cogcognizance of the Bureau of Navigation,
unforeseen and impossible to
Navigation, unforeseen
to
Gunnery
unnery and
and engiengi- classify,
classify, $10,000.
$10,000.
neering exercises.
neeringexercses.
GUNNEBY AND ENGLNEERING EXEBCISES: Prizes, trophies, and
itig
R
Recruiting.

Direleuge after

outfits

tele

badges for excellence in gunnery, target practice, engineering exercises and for economy in co
colconsumption to be awarded under such
rules as the Secretary of the Navy may formulate; for the purposes of
printing, recording, classifying, compiling, and publishing tfe rules
and results; for the establishment and maintenance of shooting galleries, target houses, targets and ranges; for hiring established ranges,
and for transporting the civilian assistants and equipment to and from
ranges, $135,000.
OLrTFTS ON FIRST ENLISTMENT: Outfits for all enlisted men and

apprentice seamen of the Navy on first enlistment, at not to exceed
$60 each, $2,065,920.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I. CH.
Cyr. 417.
417.
MAINTENANCE
OF NAVAL
AUXILIARIES:
MAINTENANCE OF
NAVAL AUXILIARIES:

1916.
1916.

Pay,
Pa
dy, transportation,
transportation, shipshit-

ping, and subsistence of civilian offi
cers an
auxi *officers
and crews of naval auxiliaries, and.all expenses
expenses connected
with naval auxiliaries
in
connected with
auxiliaries employed
employed in
emergencies
emergencies which can not be paid from other appropriations,
appropriations,

561
561
Naval auxiliaries.
Naval
auxiliaries'

$1,069,460.
$1,069,460.
Equipment supplies,
Instruments
seamen's quarters;
Instruments and supplies: Supplies for seamen's
quarters; and for
for Intrumentsetc.
instruments, etc.

purchase of all other articles of equipage at home and
the purchase
abroad;
and abroad;
equipping vessels
and for the payment of labor in equipping
vessels therewith
therewith and
and
manufacture
manufacture of such articles in the several
several navy yards; all pilotage
and towage of ships of war; canal tolls, wharfage, dock and port
charges, and other necessary incidental
a similar nature;
incidental expenses of a
services and materials in repairing,
repairing, correcting,
correcting, adjusting,
adjusting, and testing compasses on shore and on board ship; nautical
nautical and astronomical
astronomical
instruments
libraries for ships of war, profesinstruments and repairs to same; libraries
professional
onal .books, schoolbooks,
schoolbooks, and papers;
papers; compasses,
compasses, compass fittings,
including binnacles, tripods, and other
other appendaes
appendages of ship's comcomincluding
passes; logs and other appliances
appliances for measuring
ship's way, and
and
measuring the ship's
leads and other appliances for sounding;
sounding; photographs,
photographs, photographic
photographic
instruments
instruments and materials, printing
printing outfit and
and materials,
materials, $350,000.
$350,000.
Ocean and
lake surOCEAN
AND LAKE
LAKE SURVEYS:
O
CEAN AND
SURVEYS: Hydrographic
Hydrographic surveys,
surveys, including
including the
the veys
ocean
and lake
sr.
pay of the necessary
necessary hydrographic
hydrographic surveyors, cartographic
cartographic drafts- v ys
men and recorders,
recorders, and for the purchase
printing of nautical
purchase and printing
Proviso.
$105,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the P-ri
books, charts, and sailing directions,
directions, $105,000:
Details to
to Hydro.
graphic o
Office. yice.
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to detail
officers not
not graphic
detail such naval officers
exceeding four
four as
be necessary
necessary to
to the
Hyd_rographic Office.
Office.
exceeding
as may
may be
the Hydrographic
Training stations.
NAVAL
ALIFORNIA: Maintenance
of naval
naval YeraBue'na'lslnd,
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, C
CALIFORNIA:
Maintenance of
Yerba Buena Island,
training station,
Island, California:
California: Labor
and material;
material; Cal.
station, Yerba
Yerba Buena
Buena Island,
Labor and
caL
wharves,- general
general care,
repairs, and
improvements of
of
buildings and
and wharves:
care, repairs,
and improvements
grounds, buildings,
and wharves;
ferriage, and
and street
grounds,
buildings, and
wharves; wharfage,
wharfage, ferriage,
street car
car
purchase and
live stock,
stock, and
and attendance
attendance on
on
fare; purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of
of live
same; wagons,
carts, implements,
tools, and
and repairs
same;
wagons, carts,
implements, and
and tools,
repairs to
to same,
same,
including
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
of one
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn
including the
the maintenance,
operation of
passenger-carrying vehicle
passenger-carrying
to be
official purposes;
fire
vehicle to
be used
used only
only for
for official
purposes; fire
engines
implements, models
other
engines and
and extinguishers,
extinguishers; gymnastic
gymnastic implements,
models and
and other
needed in instruction of
articles needed
of apprentice
apprentice seamen;
outfit
seamen; printing
printing outfit
and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of same;
and lighting;
lighting; stastaand materials,
materials, and
same; heating
heating and
d
ttionery,
iront
e
i
ry
n ,
books, schoolbooks,
and periodicals;
fresh water,
water, and
and washbooks,
schoolbooks, and
periodicals; fresT
washing;
packing boxes and materials; and all other contingent
expenses;
ing; packing boxes and materials; and all other contingent
only
expenses;
maintenance of
dispensary building;
building; lectures
entertainmaintenance
of dispensary
lectures and
and suitable
suitable entertainments for
seamen; in
in all,
$70,000.
for apprentice
apprentice seamen;
all, $70,000.
Coasters Harbor IsNAVAL TRAINING
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, RHODE
sLAND: 'Maintenance
Maintenance of naval
naval land,
RHODE I
ISLAND:
I
R. .arb.or
I.
training station, Coasters
Island, Rhode
and
Coasters Harbor
Harbor Island,
Rhode Island:
Island: Labor
Labor and
material; buildings and wharves;
dredging
yhaarnvdeas;e a
dredat ;iggechannels;
c
n
hearr
ri els
e ;extending
e
,
x
r
t:pnad
i
i
r
z . sea
sel
wall
walls;
a
re;pb
airs
uil to
t
.ngs
o cau
as
ne
d
wa and sea wall; general care, repairs, and
walls;
repairs
causeway
improvements
improvements of grounds,
building's, and
wharves; wharf
age, ferriage,
ferriage,
grounds, buildings,
and wharves;
wharfage,
and
and maintenance
maintenance of
live stock,
stock, and
and
and street
street car fare;
fare; purchase
purchase and
of live
attendance
implements, and
and tools,
tools, and
and repairs
attendance on
on same; wagons, carts, implements,
repairs
to same, including the
and operation
operation of
of two
two
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only for official
purposes;
fire
engines
and
,-. gymnastic
gymnastic
implements;
purposes;
fire and
engines
and extinguishers
extinguishers;
tionery, outfit
materials,
and maintenance
of same; implements;
heating and
other articles needed
apprentice seamen}
s
.
eamen;
models and other
needed in
in instruction
instruction of
of apprentice
printing outfit and materials, and maintenance of same; heating and
lighting; stationery, books, schoolbooks,
fresh water,
schoolbooks, and
and periodicals;
periodicals; fresh
water,
and washing; packing
packing boxes and materials; and all other
other contingent
contingent
expenses; lectures
lectures and
and suitable
suitable entertainments
apprentice.seamen;
expenses;
entertainments for
for apprentice
seamen; Proviso.
in all, $85,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appro- cileri,
C cal, etc., servpriation under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy for clerical, ices.
'.
g, inspection,
messenger service
for the
year ending
ending
drafting,
inspection, and
and messenger
service for
the fiscal
fiscal year
June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
shall not
exceed
June thirtieth,
and seventeen,
seventeen, shall
not exceed
$5,701.60.
°

91890
1-36
91890°—vot
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TRAINING STATION,
LAKES: Maintenance
NAVAL TRAINING
STATION, GREAT LAKES:
Maintenance of
naval
of naval
training station:
station: Labor
and material;
material; general
general care,
training
Labor and
care, repairs,
repairs, and
and
improvements of grounds,
improvements
buildings, and
and piers;
street car
car fare;
purgrounds, buildings,
piers; street
fare; purmaintenance of
chase and maintenance
of live
live stock,
stock, and
and attendance
attendance on
on same;
motorsame; motorpropelled vehicles,
carts, implements,
and tools,
tools, and
vehicles, wagons,
wagons, carts,
implements, and
and repairs
repairs
to same,
same, including
including the
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
one
to
the maintenance,
operation of
of one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, and
and one
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicle
passenger-carrying
vehicle to
to be
be used
used only
for official
official purposes;
purposes; fire
fire
only .for
apparatus
apparatus and extinguishers;
extinguishers; gymnastic
implements; models
models and
and
gymnastic implements;
other articles
articles needed in instruction
instruction of
apprentice seamen;
seamen; printing
of apprentice
printing
outfit and
maintenance of
of same;
same; heating
heating and
lighting,
and material,
material, and
and maintenance
and lighting,
and repairs to power-plant
power-plant equipment,
equipment, distributing
distributing mains
mains, tunnel,
tunnel,
and conduits; stationery,
stationery, books, schoolbooks,
schoolbooks, and periodicals;
washperiodicals; washing; packing boxes and materials;
materials; lectures
and suitable
suitable entertainentertainlectures and
ments for apprentice
apprentice seamen;
and all
all other
other contingent
contingent expenses:
expenses:
seamen; and
Proeisto.
Provided,That
Proviso.
Provided,
That the
the sum
sum to
paid out
out of
of this
appropriation under
the'
to be
be paid
this
appropriation
under
the
Clerical, Set.,
etc., servClerical,
T
lees.
direction of the
ices.
the Navy
Navy
for
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspecthe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
for clerical,
inspection,
tion and messenger
service for
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
messenger service
for the
fiscal year
year ending
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, shall not
exceed $1,500;
$1,500; in
in all,
all,
not exceed
naval
training station,
Lakes, $80,000.
$80,000.
naval training
station, Great
Great Lakes
SaintHelma,
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
Saint Helena, Va.
Va.
N
AVAL TRAINING
STATION, SAINT
SAINT HELENA:
HELENA:
'
Maintenance
of naval
naval
Maintenance of
training station; labor and material, general
general care,
care, repairs,
repairs, and
and imimprovements: schoolbooks;
provements;
schoolbooks; and
and allother
all other incidental
expenses, $25,000.
$25,000.
incidental expenses,
Navai War CoUe,
NAVAL W
WAR
COLLEGE,
Canna
NAVAL
AR C
OLLEGE, RHODE ISLAND:
ISLAND: For maintenance
maintenance of the:
the
R.Naval
I.
.
Naval War College on
Harbor Island,
including the
mainon Coasters
Coasters Harbor
Island, including
the maintenance,
operation of
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
tenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
of one
passenger-carrying
vehicle to be used
used only for
and care
care of
of grounds
grounds for
for
for official
official purposes;
purposes; and
same, $35,250; services of a
a lecturer
lecturer on
on international
law, $2,000;
$2,000;
international law,
rendered at the War
services of civilian lecturers,
lecturers, rendered
War College,
College, $300;
$300; care
care
and preservation
preservation of the
the purchase,
purchase, binding,
binding, and
and
the library,
library, including
including the
Proviso.
et
serv- repair of books of reference and periodic al
s,$1,300
: Provided,
Provided, That
Cical
etc.,
servrepair
of
books
of
reference
and
Clerical,
c.,
periodicals,
$1,300:
That
im
es
the sum to be paid out
out of this appropriation
ices.
appropriation under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the
Secretary of the Navy
Navy for clerical,
Secretary
drafting, and
and messenger
messenger
clerical, inspection,
inspection, drafting,
year ending
service for the fiscal year
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
June thirtieth,
hundred and
seventeen, shall not exceed
exceed $22,500;
$22,500; in all,
seventeen
all, Naval
Naval War
War College,
College,
Rhode Island,
Island, $38,850.
Rhode
$38,850.
Great Lakes.
ak.
Great

"Iv-

War

8

,

me, , Phha:dNaal
a"'
lila H
Llama
Phil'

Payoi
o employees.

Maintenance

Maintenance.

NAVAL HOME,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA,
PENNSYLVANIA, PAY
EMPLOYEES:
NAVAL
HOME, PHILADELPHIA,
PAY OF
OF EMPLOYEES:
One secretary,
secretary, $1,600;
$1,600; one
one foreman
foreman mechanic,
mechanic, $1,500;
$1,500; one
one superinsuperintendent
tendent of grounds,
grounds, at
$720; one
one steward,
steward, at
at $720;
$720; one
one store
store
at $720;
laborer, at $480; one matron,
one beneficiaries'
matron, at $420;
$420; one
beneficiaries' attendant,
attendant,
at $300; one chief
assistant cook,
cook, at
$360;
chief cook,
cook, at
at $480;
$480; one
one assistant
at $360;
one assistant cook, at $300; one chief
chief laundress,
laundress, at
at $240;
$240; five
five
laundresses,
laundresses, at $192
$192 each; four scrubbers, at $192 each;
each; one head
head
waitress, at $300; eight waitresses, at
$192 each;
kitchen
at $192
each; one
one kitchen
servant, at $360; eight
at $360
$360 each;
each; one
keeper
eight laborers,
laborers, at
one stable
stable keeper
and driver, at $480;
at $720;
$720; two
two house
house corcor$480; one
one master-at-arms
master-at-arms, at
one carpenter, at
porals, at $300 each; one barber,
barber, at
at$360;
$360; one
at $846;
$846;
one painter
at $846;
painter, at
$720 ; one
f
or e
l
evator
painter,, at
$846; one
one painter,
at $720;
one engineer
engineer for
elevator
and machinery, $720; five laborers, at $540
$540 each;
each; one
laborer, at
at
one laborer,
$420; one laborer,
laborer' at
for employees,
$22,696 .
at $360;
$360; total
total for
employees, $22,696.
MAINTENANCE: Water rent, heating, and lighting; cemetery,
MAINTENANCE: Water rent, heating, and lighting;
burial expenses and headstones;
headstones; general
general care
care and
and improvements
of
improvements of
uildings, walls, and fences;
grounds, buildings,
fences; repairs
repairs to
to power
power plant
equipplant equipment,
ment, implements, tools, and furniture,
and purchase
of the
furniture, and
purchase of
the same;
same;
music in chapel
entertainments for beneficiaries;
chapel and entertainments
beneficiaries; stationery,
stationery,
books, and periodicals;
periodicals; transportation
transportation of
of indigent
indigent and
and destitute
destitute
beneficiaries
Naval Home,
msane beneficiaz
beneficiaries,
beneficiaries to
to the
the Naval
Home, and of sick
sick and insane
ies,
their attendants
subsistence for both, to and from other
their
attendants and necessary subsistence
other
Government hospitals; employment
employment of such
Government
such beneficiaries
beneficiaries in and
about
and about
the Naval Home as may
may be authorized
authorized by the
Secretary,of
the Navy,
Navy,
the Secretary
of the
on the recommendation
recommendation of the governor;
governor; support of
of beneficiaries,
beneficiaries,

S
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L
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and all
all other
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
including the
other contingent
and
from
naval
and operation
three horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying_ vehicles, to Payable
of three
operation of
and
from naval
n fund.
petty:Me
$54,421; in all, for Naval Home, pensonfund.
be used
only for
purposes, $54,421;
official purposes,
for official
used only
be
$77,117, which
which sum
sum shall
paid out
out of
of the
the income
income from
the naval
naval Potiso.
from the
be paid
shall be
$77,117,
Proviso.
Return
fund of
of
Return to fund
pension fund:
Provided, That all moneys
moneys derived from the sale of moneys
fund: Provided,
pension
received, etc.
was originally
material at
Naval Home,
Home, which
originally purchased
purchased from moneyseeivea,et.
which was
at the
the Naval
material
money's appropriated
from the
naval pension fund,
from the naval
income from
the income
appropriated from
moneys
Home property,
and
all moneys
moneys derived
rental of
of Naval
Naval Home
the rental
from the
derived from,
and all
shall be
be turned
pension fund.
the naval
naval pension
turned into the
shall
BUREAU
ORDNANCE.
OF ORDNANCE.
BUREAU OF

of Ordnance.
Ordnance.
Bureau of

Ordnance and
Ordand OrdOrdnance
Dance stores.
ORDNANCE
AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES:
STORES: For
producing, nancestores.
For procuring, producing,
ORDNANCE AND
preserving, and
and handling
handling ordnance
material; for
armament of
for the armament
ordnance material;
preserving,
ships; for
for fuel,
fuel, material,
material, and labor to be used in the general work
work
ships;
of
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department;
for furniture
furniture at naval
naval magazines, torDepartment; for
of the
pedo
proving grounds;
of the
the proving
proving Passenger
vehici,
Png vehicles,
for maintenance
maintenance of
grounds; for
stations, and
and proving
pedo stations,
etc.
crround
and for target
target practice;
practice; for the mainteniainte- etc.
powder factory and
ground and powder
t,
nance, repair,
repair, or
or operation
operation of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
of horse-drawn
nance,
and
vehicle, to be used only
only
passenger-carrying vehicle,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
one motor-propelled
and one
for
official purposes
purposes at naval
magazines, the
the naval proving ground,
ground,
naval magazines,
for official
Indianhead,
Maryland, and
for pay of
stations, and for
torpedo stations,
naval torpedo
and naval
Indianhead, Maryland,
chemists,
inspection, and
and messenger
messenger service in Proso.
Proviso.
drafting, inspection,
clerical, drafting,
chemists, clerical,
Chemical, eat
etc.,
tc., servChemical,
Provided, That ices.
magazines: Provided,
navy
yards, naval
naval stations,
stations, and naval magazines:
navy yards,
the sum
be paid
paid out
of this
appropriation under
under the
direction of es
the direction
this appropriation
out of
to be
sum to
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy for
inspection,
chemists, clerical, drafting, inspection,
for chemists,
the Navy
the
watchmen,
navy-yards,
yards, naval stations, and
in navy
service in
messenger service
and messenger
watchmen, and
naval
for the
the fiscal
year ending
nineteen
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
fiscal year
magazines for
naval magazines
hundred and
and seventeen,
exceed $505,000;
$505,000; in all,
all, $6,402,485.
$6,402,485. Smokeless
powder
not exceed
shall not
seventeen, shall
Smokeless powder.
hundred
Purchase and
and manufacture
of smokeless
$1,800,000:
powder, $1,800,000:
smokeless powder,
manufacture of
Purchase
Provisos.
Provided, That
no part
of any
appropriated by this Act shall Provio.
money appropriated
any money
part of
That no
Provided,
Price limited.
ed
limit be expended
purchase of
of powder
other than
small arms pow- Pre
than small
powder other
the purchase
for the
expended for
be
der
in excess
of 53
53 cents
cents a
apound:
further, That in
Providedfurther,
pound: Provided
excess of
a price
price in
at a
der at
expenditures
of this
appropriation, or
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, for
for powder,
urchasesubjectto
powder, Purcb
this appropriation,
expenditures of
•
cse subject to
at
l
full
Indiio of
oIn-d
op
fu operation
no powder
powder shall
at any
time be
be purchased
factory anhead
powder factory
unless the powder
purchased unless
any time
shall at
no
factory.
hadO
less
of
not
basis
at
Indianhead,
Maryland,
shall
be
operated
on
a
at Indianhead, Maryland, shall be operated on a
Naval
Cun Factory,
than
Naval Gun
Factory,
capacity.
maximum capacity.
its full
full maximum
than its
D. C.
FOR NAVAL
GUN FACTORY,
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
COLUMBIA: D.C.
OF COLUMBIA:
DISTRICT OF
WASHINGTON,
FACTORY, W
NAVAL GUN
FOR
Machinery.
Machinery.
Puget
New
improved machinery
for existing
shops, $150,000.
$150,000.
existing shops,
machinery for
and improved
New and
Puget SoundWash.,
Sound,Wash.,
magazine.
the purchase
For the
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
PUGET SOUND,
SOUND, W
ASHINGTON: For
purchase magazine.
WASHINGTON:
MAGAZINE, PUGET
NAVAL
of
for carrying
carrying passengers,
passengers, to be used only for
automobile for
light automobile
of a
a light
plant.
official
purposes, $600.
$600.
Projectile
official purposes,
Projectile plant.
Erection and
e
quipErection
PROJECTILE PLANT:
the erection
erection and
and equipment
lant ment
of aaplant
equipment of
Toward the
PLANT: Toward
PROJECTILE
of. and equipfor
the
manufacture
of
projectiles,
on
a
site
to
be
selected
by
the
Presil7L
Post, p. 1175.
for the manufacture of projectiles, on a site to be selected by the Presi- mPtap.
dent,
including the
the employment
employment of
all necessary
drafting, and
necessary expert, drafting,
of all
dent, including
completed not exceeding
clerical
assistance (to
cost when completed
exceeding $1,411,222),
$1,411,222),
(to cost
clerical assistance
Armor plant.
Armorplant.
expended.
until expended.
$705,611, to
to be
available until
be available
$705,611,
Erection or purchase
alth""purhel
ARMOR PLANT:
of the
the Navy
Navy is hereby
hereby authorized and authorized.
Secretary of
The Secretary
PLANT: The
ARMOR
directed to
to provide,
provide, either
either by the
erection of aafactory or by the purpurthe erection
directed
chase of
factory, or
both, for
for the
manufacture of armor for the
the
the manufacture
or both,
of a
a factory,
chase
1.,r,ntion
vessels
factory or
factories to have an annual Locati
or factories
said factory
the Navy;
Navy; said
of the
vessels of
a place
capacity of
not less
less than
than 20,000
tons of armor; to be located
located at a
20,000 tons
of not
capacity
or places
approved by
by the
General Board
Board of
of the
the Navy,
with especial
pprop
especial Appropriation.
Navy, with
the General
places approved
or
reference to
considerations of
safety in time
time of war; and the sum of
of safety
to considerations
reference
811,000,000
appropriated, out
money in
Treasury
the Treasury
in the
any money
of any
out of
hereby appropriated,
is hereby
811,000,000 is
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to be
be immediately
available, for
for the
the purcequirement ofsite.
pur- Acquirement
immediately available,
not
otherwise appropriated,
of site.
States owns no suitable
poses of
of this
this paragraph.
paragraph. -And
if the
the United
suitable
United States
And if
poses
site or
or sites,
authority is
to acquire
purchase, concon- Technical, etc., servby purchase,
given to
acquire by
is hereby
hereby given
site
sites, authority
"h
,t t e
Tels '*c
demnation,
or gift
gift such
such site
may be
be necessary.
The ices.
necessary. The
as may
sites as
or sites
site or
demnation, or
assistance
and
expenditures
for
drafting,
tecimical,
expert,
and
clerical
assistance
expert,
expenditures for drafting, technical,
necessary shall
from the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made.
paid from
be paid
shall be
necessary

564
564
ton of
c^to bereStoaof
pd-.
net
reported
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The
of the
accurate and
and itemized
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy shall
shall keep
keep accurate
itemized
account
of
the
cost
per
ton
of the product
product
of
factory or
factories
account
and report
of the
the cost
sameper
to ton
Congress
of the i
nhis annual
of such
such
report.
factory
or factories

and report the same to Congress in his annual report.
NEW
NEW BATTERIES
BA'FFERIES FOR
FOR SHIPS
OF THE
THE NAVY:
NAVY: For
for eroded
eroded
SHIPS OF
For liners
liners for
guns, to be
be available
available until
until June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
$100,000.
Batteries
for
merelteen,
$100,000.
eighteen,
ttes or
chant auviliaries.
auiaries.
BATTERIES
ATTERIES FOR
FOR MERCHANT
For batteries
batteries for
merMERCHANT AUXILIARIES:
AUXILIARIES: For
chant
for merLiners for
or eroded
oded

gns.
gun&

chant auxiliaries (to cost not exceeding $3,300,000), to be available

Ammunition for
Ammunition
for until expended, $1,650,000..
shmmunition
AmmUUNrrTON FOR SHIPS OF THE NAVY: For procuring, producing,
shiPs.

preserving, and handling ammunition for issue to ships, $13,720,000,

and apap to be available until expended.
Torpedoes and
pliances.
plianes.
TORPEDOES AND APPLIANCES: For the purchase and manufacture

of torpedoes and appliances, to be available until June thirtieth,

or nineteen hundred and nineteen, $800,000.
AirAircpreors
compressors for
destroyers.
dastyers.
AI COMPRESSORS FOR DESTROYERS: For the purchase and manuT
or facture of air compressors and equipment for destroyers, $195,000.
Torpedoo nets for
battleships.
bttleships.
TORPEDO NETS FOR BATTLESHIPS: For the purchase and manufacReserve
Reserve ordnance
ordnance ture of torpedo nets and equipment, $480,000.
supplies.
RESERVE ORDNANCE SUPPLIES: For a reserve of ordnance supplies
to be available until June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen,

Torpedo station,
station, $4,503,524.
Torpedo
Newport,
R. I..
Newport R.
TORPEDO STATION, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND: For labor and
General
expenses.
lawexpmes
material; general care of and repairs to grounds, buildings, and

^ag, etc.
etc.
Machhwry,

wharves; boats, instruction, instruments, tools, experiments, and
general torpedo outfits, $100,000.
For new and improved machinery and tools for torpedo factory,

Experimental
Experimntal work.
work. $100,000.
EXPERIMrrE

s, BUREAU OF ORDNANCE: For experimental work in

the development of armor-piercing and torpedo shell and other projectiles, fuses, powders, and high explosives, in connection with problems of the attack of armor with direct and inclined fire at various
ranges, including the purchase of armor, powder, projectiles, and fuses
for the above purposes and of all necessary material and labor in connection therewith; and for other experimental work under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance in connection with the development

coatot
Contin
gent bilding
building of ordnance material for the Navy, $100,000.
CONTINGENT BUILDING FUND: For minor extensions and improve-

fund.
fund.

Repeais
Repairs.
Contingent.
Contin
gent.

Bureau
of Yards
Bureau of
Yards and
and

Docks.
Docks.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

ments of public works under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance, $10,000.
REPAIRS BUREAU OF ORDNANCE: For necessary repairs to ordnance buildings, magazines, wharves, machinery, and other items of
like character, $30,000.
CONTINGENT, BUREAU OF ORDNANCE: For miscellaneous items,
namely, cartage, expenses of light and water at magazines and stations,
tolls, ferriage, technical books, and incidental expenses attending
inspection of ordnance material, $9,500.
BUREAU

OF YARDS AND DOCKS.

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS: For general maintenance of yards and docks, namely: For books, maps, models, and

drawings; purchase and repair of fire engines; fire apparatus and
plants; machinery; operation or repair, purchase, maintenance of
horses and driving teams; carts, timber wheels, and all vehicles,
including motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only for official purposes, and including motor-propelled vehicles for freight-carrying purposes only for use in the navy
yards; tools and repair of the same; stationery; furniture for Government houses and offices in navy yards and naval stations; coal and
other fuel; candles, oil, and gas; attendance on light and power plants;
cleaning and clearing up yards and care of buildings; attendance on
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fires,
fire engines,
apparatus and
incidental
fires, lights,
lights, fire
engines, and
and fire
fire apparatus
and plants;
plants; incidental
labor at
at navy
navy yards;
yards; water
tax, tolls,
tolls, and
and ferriage;
pay of
of watchmen
watchmen
water tax,
ferriage; pay
in
awnings and
and packing
packing boxes;
and for
of employees
employees Provisos.
in navy yards;
yards; awnings
boxes; and
for pay
pay of
Provisos
on leave,
$1,774,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
sum to
to be
paid out
out of
clerical, etc.,
etc., serrseon
leave, $1,774,000:
the sum
be paid
of this
this Clerical,
ices.
appropriation
under the
direction of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy for
for ces
Secretary of
of the
the direction
appropriation under
clerical,
inspection, drafting,
classified work
work in
in
clerical, inspection,
drafting, messenger,
messenger, and
and other
other classified
yards and
and naval
naval stations
ending June
June
the navy
navy yards
stations for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $625,000:
thirtieth, nineteen
$625,000: Ex h
f wc
Provided further,
That hereafter
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles out
outExc
hang veb-icles.
e
Provided
further, That
hereafter worn-out
worn-out motor-propelled
motorehiclesfor the
the Naval
Naval Establishment
Establishment may
part of
of the
purmay be
be exchanged
exchanged as
as aapart
the purfor
chase
price of
new ones.
chase price
of new
ones.
Contingent.
Contingent.
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
YARDS AND
CONTINGENT,
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS:
DOCKS: For contingent
contingent
improvements of public
expenses and minor extensions and improvements
public works at
at
navy
$50,000.
navy yards
yards and
and stations, $50,000.
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
YARDS AND
DOCKS.
PUBLIC
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS.

Public work
works.
Publc

Portsmouth, N.
NAVY YARD,
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
N.. H.
NAVY
YARD, PORTSMOUTH,
PORTSMOUTH, NEW
HAMPSHIRE: Toilet
Toilet and
and locker
locker Portsmouth,
facilities, $3,000.
facilities,
Boston,aMass.
, mu
NAVY YARD,
YARD, BOSTON,
Additional air-compressor
NAVY
BOSTON, MASACHUSETTS:
MASSACHUSETTS: Additional
air-compressor Bosto
plant, $37,500;
$37,500; dredging,
dredging, to
continue, $10,000;
$10,000; ventilating
ventilating system,
system,.
plant,
to continue,
12,000; in all,
$64,500.
$5,000;
$5,000; toilet and locker
locker facilities, $12,000;
all, $64,500.
NAVY
YARD, NEW YORK, NEW
NEW YORK:
continue, New
New York,
York, N.Y
YORK:
YORK, Dredging,
Dredging, to
to continue,
NAVY YARD,
$50,000; general
general distributing
distributing systems, $15,000;
$15,000; paving
paving to continue,
continue,
$50,000;
$10,000;
system, $11,000;
$11,000; toilet
toilet and
and locker
facilities,
$10,000; ventilating
ventilating system,
locker facilities,
$7,000; improvements
improvements to heating
$8,000; improvements
to
$7,000;
heating system,
system, $8,000;
improvements to
$7,900; in
in all,
foundry, $7,900;
all, $108,900.
$108,900.
brass foundry,
Pa.
NAVY
an, PHILAD
PHILADELPmA,
PENNSYLVANIA: Ventilating
Ventilating system,
NAVY YARD,
LPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
system, Philadelphia,
PideOphb', PR.
$9,000;
toilet and
facilities, $4,000;
$4,000; dredging,
dredging, to
to continue,
continue,
$9,000; toilet
and locker
locker facilities,
$25,000;
exceeding $3,500,000),
$3,500,000), $500,000;
$500,000;
$25,000; dry
dry dock (limit of
of cost,
cost, not
not exceeding
in
all, $538,000.
$538,000.
in all,
Post, p. 1177.
For the
purchase of
of ground
ground adjoining
Quartermaster's Depot,
Depot, Pt
p-. 117
For
the purchase
adjoining Quartermaster's
Marine
Philadelphia, Pennsyslvania,
Peniasyslvania, and
and the
erection thereon
thereon
Marine Corps, Philadelphia,
the erection
of
and building,
building, not
to
of an
an addition to
to said
said depot,
depot, to
to cost,
cost, ground
ground and
not to
exceed
exceed $175,000.
$175,000.
Washington, D. C.
NAVY YARD,
YARD, W
WASHINGTON,
Additional gun
D. C.
NAVY
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: Additional
gun Washington,
shop
of equipment
not exceeding
exceeding $600,000),
$600,000), $200,$200,shop (to
(to cost
cost exclusive
exclusive of
equipment not
000;
fireproof model
$65,000; fuel-oil
fuel-oil storage,
storage, $18,000;
$18,000; toilet
toilet
000; fireproof
model storage, $65,000;
and
and locker
locker facilities,
facilities, $2,000;
$2,000; in all,
all, $285,000.
$285,000.
Additional
lands dihr
For
purchase or
condemnation of
Additioa'
1 kids
For the
the acquisition
acquisition by
by purchase
or condemnation
of such
such lands
lands in
in navy
yard.
Purchase,
etc.
the
of the
the navy
Washington, District
as Purchase, etc
navy yard,
yard, Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
the vicinity
vicinity of
in
Secretary of
it shall
deemed
of the
the Navy
Navy it
shall be deemed
in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
necessary or
to acquire
for additions
additions to
navy yard,
yard, Balancs re
necessary
or expedient
expedient to
acquire for
to said
said navy
Balances reeppro$331,000, and
in addition
of printed,
$331,000,
and in
addition to
to said
said sum
sum the
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
priated,
the appropriation
Act of
of March
March third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the
appropriation in
in the
the Act
and Vol. 34, p. USE.
seven
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
eleven hundred
hundred and
and eightyeighty- v"o.p.
page eleven
seven (Thirty-fourth
seven),
for a
arailroad
railroad bridge
track at
the Washington
Navy Yard,
seven), for
bridge and
and track
at the
Washington Navy
Yard, VoL 36, pp.61.5...
and
of the
in the
the Act
of June
nineteen
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
and of
the appropriation
appropriation in
Act of
hundred
ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes, pages
pages six
hundred and
and fiffifhundred and
and ten
six hundred
teen
hundred and sixteen),
sixteen), authorizing
Secretary of
Navy
teen to six
six hundred
authorizing the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
to enter into an agreement
agreement with the
Philadelphia, Baltimore
Baltimore and
and
the Philadelphia,
Washington Railroad
Washington
Railroad Company
Company for the
the construction
construction of aa track conconnection
Navy Yard,
nection to the Washington
Washington Navy
Yard, and the
of land
land
the acquisition
acquisition of
property necessary
necessary in
connection therewith,
or property
in connection
therewith, are hereby
hereby reapproreappropriated
priated and made available
available for the acquisition of such
such additional
additional
of said
Act of
of June
twenty-fourth,
lands, and
and the several
several provisions
provisions of
said Act
June twenty-fourth,
nineteen
hundred and
authorizing the
Secretary of the
the Navy
nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten, so
so authorizing
the Secretary
Navy
to
into said
said agreement,
to read
as follows:
follows:
to enter
enter into
agreement, are
are hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
siding to
to
of the
the Navy
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to enter
enter into
into an
yy lrm'
yarl sidin
"The Secretary
Secretary of
Navy is
an „„„Rat
Ra~'oad
agreement or
or agreements
agreements with
such railroad
railroad company
company or
or companies
companies vol.. 36
agreement
with such
3, p.
p.
as he
deem proper
purpose of
establishing, maintaining,
maintaining, mendedamended.
may deem
proper for
for the
the purpose
of establishing,
as
he may
and
operating a
a sufficient
sufficient and
satisfactory track
con- Loction
Lwlti°11or conand operating
and satisfactory
track connection
connection or

615
615.,
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nections with
with the
the railroad
track system
of the
Washington Navy
nections
railroad track
system of
the Washington
Navy
Yard
system is
or may
may be
be hereafter
hereafter established:
established: Provided,
Provided,
Yard as said system
is now
now or
That
much of
track connection
as can
can not
not be
That so
so much
of said
said track
connection or
or connections
connections as
be
constructed
right of
property now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter owned
owned
constructed over
over any
any right
of way
way or
or property
or
occupied by
such railroad
railroad company
company or
conor occupied
by such
or companies
companies shall
shall be
be constructed
wholly upon
upon aasuitable
suitable and
and satisfactory
right of
of way
way to
to be
be
satisfactory right
structed wholly
Title,
provided
the United
United States,
the title
which at
all times
times remain
remain
Title.
provided by
by the
States, the
title to
to which
at all
aLcto ove pnb- in
m the United States: Provided
further, That so far as may
Provided further,
may be conlie grounds.
sistent
with the
the public
interests said
track connection
connection or
connecsistent with
public interests
said track
or connections, with
with appurtenant
turnouts and
may be
be located
located and
tions,
appurtenant turnouts
and sidings
sidings, may
and
constructed in,
in upon,
public grounds,
space, and
constructed
upon, over,
over, and
and through
through public
grounds, space,
and
streets of
States as
are now
now or
or may
be hereafter
streets
of the
thein,
United States
as the
the same
same are
may be
hereafter
Purchase or
or c°n
con- ascertained
ascertained and
established: Provided-further,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Providedfurther That
and established:
Psurchase
damnation
of right
of
way.
the
Navy is
hereby- authorized
to acquire
any part
part of
of the
or
way.
the Navy
is hereby
authorized to
acquire any
the land
land or
property,necessary
for said
of way
by purchase
purchase or
condemnaproperty
necessary for
said right
right of
way by
or condemnation,
to secure
construction of
the connections,
connections, sidetracks,
sidetracks,
tion, and
and to
secure the
the construction
of the
turnouts,
so forth,
forth, necessary
to the
the proper
operation
turnouts, switches,
switches, and
and so
necessary to
proper operation
of the
the yard
in connection
connection with
said track
track connection
connection or
or
of
yard system
system in
with the
the said
PP P
'connections,
connections, and
and for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
acquiring said
right of
of way
such
Ueofapprat"ns.
of acquiring
said right
way such
part of
of the
sums herein
for additions
to said
said navy
navy yard
yard
part
the sums
herein appropriated
appropriated for
additions to
Provisos.
t
I ho"of way.
'tight

Leeatfea

ifseefa

ever

re

rlattees

Construction of

available: Provided
Provided further,
as may be necessary
necessary, are hereby- made available:
further,

s -That
b
us
r
idriv'er. s A
An's

is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
to the
the railroad
company or
or comcomrailroad company
That authority
authority is
panies, and
its or
or their
and assigns,
assigns, entering
entering into
into the
the
panies,
and its
their successors
successors and
agreement
aforesaid, to
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
a bridge
agreement aforesaid,
to construct,
maintain, and
bridge
and
thereto for
such track
connection across
across the
the Anacostia
Anacostia
for such
track connection
and approaches
approaches thereto
River
District of
at aa point
point suitable
suitable to
interests of
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, at
to the
the interests
River, District
navigltion
to an
available point
point within
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
the said
navigation to
an available
within or
or in
of the
said
Vol.
navy
'An
VOl. 34,
4, p. 84.
SC
navy yard, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act entitled 'An
Act
regulate the
the construction
over navigable
Act to
to regulate
construction of
of bridges
bridges over
navigable waters'
waters,'
Usep-s
of present
track approved March
hundred and
Provided
t tkrac
ds.os
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six:
six: Provided
during construction of
new,
further,
completion of
of the
track connection
connection hereinmer.
further, That
That pending
pending the
the completion
the track
herein'before
and provided
the Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Baltimore
Baku:nom? and
and
before authorized
authorized and
provided for
for the
Washington Railroad
is hereby
authorized to
to maintain
maintain its
its
Washington
Railroad Company
Company is
hereby authorized
track
connection with
with the
navy yard
yard as
as at
at present
track connection
the said
said navy
present existing
existing and
and
to continue the operation
operation thereof
thereof under
under such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations
as may
established by
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of ColColas
may be
be established
by the
of the
the District
paovrat
governance thereof:
R•tnoval tr com-"umbia for the governance
Provided, That within thirty
thirty days
days
thereof: Provided,
after
the completion
of the
the new
track connection
connection with
with the
after the
completion of
new track
the said
said
navy
herembefore authorized
provided for
for said
said Philadelphia,
navy yard hereibefore
authorized and
and provided
Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington
Washington Railroad
Railroad Company
Company shall, at
at its
its own
own
expense,
said existing
existing track
connection east
east of
of the
expense, remove
remove said
track connection
the west
west
budding
Street east
and restore
make the
the surface
surface
building line
line of
of Second
Second Street
east and
restore and
and make
of the streets over and through
through which the same is
is laid
laid satisfactory
satisfactory to
to
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
the
of the
further,
Rht to amed,etc. That Congress reserves
reserves the right to alter, amend, or repeal this
Right
Act":
Provided
Provided
further,
further,
event that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
That in
in the
the event
of the
Condemnation pro.dims ,t,if necessary.
T e ro Navy shall be unable to acquire the land or lands, or any parcel
or
ceedings
parcel or
parcels thereof, necessary
necessary or expedient
expedient in his
judgment for
for the
the purpurhis judgment
poses aforesaid
aforesaid at a
aprice
price deemed
deemed by
by him
him to
to be
be reasonable,
reasonable, then
then and
and
authorized and directed to acquire the
in that event he is hereby authorized
same by condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in the Superme
the
Superme Court of the
District of Columbia, to be instituted
instituted upon
upon his request by the Attorney
Attorney
412
General of
States, and
to be
be conducted
in substantial
substantial
conducted in
and to
of the
the United
United States,
General
Va26,
VoL
26, p. 412..
accord with the provisions
provisions of the Act of Congress approved
approved August
August
twenty-third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
twenty
,
-third, eighteen
ninety (Twenty-sixth
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
Statutes,
and ninety
hundred and thirteen),
pages four hundred
hundred and
and twelve to four hundred
thirteen), providing a
a site for the enlargement
enlargement of the
the Government
Government Printing Ofice,
Office,
which provisions
provisions are hereby made
made applicable
applicable to the
proceedings for
the proceedings
for
this purpose, and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine the
same is
the same
is
hereby-conferred
Supreme Court
Court of
of the
District of
of Columbia:
conferred upon
upon the
the Supreme
the District
Columbia:
That the
power and.
authority to
to acquire
acquire by
pasta
?of eevetraetares.
occu- Provided
cwha`.mo
tt uProvidedfurther,
further, That
the power
and authority
by purpants iass u.
pants
chase or condemnation,
condemnation, as the case may be, lands for the purposes
purposes

.s

after eere

to mead, etc.
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aforesaid
the power
and authority
authority to purchase, condemn,
power and
include the
shall include
aforesaid shall
or other
or
compensate for
for any
any wharves,
wharves, bulkheads,
structures, or
bulkheads, structures,
or compensate
improvements
any land,
land, as
as well
well as
as any
outstanding privately
any outstanding
upon any
improvements upon
owned
the same,
vicinity of
the said
navy yard
said navy
of the
the vicinity
in the
same, in
m the
interests m
owned interests
deemed expedient
expedient for
for said
area designated
designated by
the area
within tne
additions within
said additions
deemed
the
Navy that,
owned or claimed
claimed by the
though owned
that, though
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
United
States, is
is in
the occupancy
of private
private individuals,
individuals, and the
occupancy of
in the
United States,
sums herein
are hereby
hereby made
made available
available for
suchpurpurfor such
for are
appropriated for
sums
herein appropriated
astreea
etc.,
0itho
poses: Provided
That upon
the additional
additional et.
laViih/adarea
streesots '
acquisition of the
the acquisition
upon the
further, That
Providedfurther,
poses:
quid-.
lands hereby
acquired all
public streets
streets qui;ed•
all portions
portions of public
be acquired
to be
authorized to
hereby authorized
lands
on which
any squares
squares acquired
acquired so
abut and lying between the same,
so abut
which any
on
and all
all public
public alleys
within said
squares, together
together with such porsaid squares,
alleys within
and
tions
and public
public alleys
as lie
lie between
between the present
present navy yard
alleys as
streets and
of streets
tions of
naval
and the
the lands,
or any
any part
part thereof,
so acquired,
abandoned Reserved
for naval
Reserved for
hereby abandoned
are hereby
acquired, are
thereof, so
lands, or
and
and
of said
public alleys,
together PUr'OBPurix'ses•
alleys, together
and public
streets and
said streets
portions of
said portions
and said
closed, and
and closed,
with
the Government-owned
land lying south
south of the north line of
Government-owned land
with the
Potomac
Avenue between
boundary of the navy yard ,and
west boundary
the west
between the
Potomac Avenue
the east
line of
of Second
Second Street
prolonged in aa southerly
southerly direodireceast prolonged
Street east
east line
the
tion,
such other
Government-owned land along the
the water front
other Government-owned
and such
tion, and
of the
the Anacostia
River lying
lying between
of the said navy
navy
line of
east line
the east
between the
Anacostia River
of
a southerly
yard and
and the
the west
west line
of Eleventh
Street east
prolonged in
in'a
southerly
east prolonged
Eleventh Street
line of
yard
direction,
shall be
be regardedregarded- as
set apart
reserved for
for naval
naval purtsalances.
Use of balancs.
pur- Use
and reserved
apart and
as set
direction, shall
poses: Provided
Provided _further,
That any
balance not
expended in said
said
not expended
any balance
further, That
poses:
purchase or
or condemnation
may be
be used
used toward
lands
the lands
improving the
toward improving
condemnation may
purchase
so added
added to
toward the
the extending
extending ,of the
and toward
yard and
navy yard
said navy
to the
the said
so
Leset
Provided Lease
railroad-track system
thereof and
of water front
front
connections thereto: Provided
and connections
system thereof
railroad-track
further
That the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia
are to
to LE.
Lewis E. Sfmoot.
Smoot.
Columbia are
of the
further,t That
authorized
to lease,
lease, for
for periods
periods not
not exceeding
ten years, such porexceeding ten
authorized to
tions
of Potomac
Potomac Avenue
and P
P Street
One-half Street
Street and
and
between One-half
Street between
Avenue and
tions of
First
southeast, together
together with
with public
public reservation
reservation numbered
numbered
Street, southeast,
First Street,
two
hundred and
and forty-seven,
of First
First Street,
Street,
portion of
such portion
and such
forty-seven, and
two hundred
southeast,
their judgment
not needed
needed for
for public use,
be not
judgment be
in their
may in
as may
southeast, as
together with
with aawater
water frontage
frontage of
Potomac Avenue
portion
and said portion
Avenue and
of Potomac
together
of First
Street, east, as abuts
Anacostia River and all the land
abuts the Anacostia
of
First Street,
and avenue
of the
the United
the area
streets and
between said streets
lying between
area lying
in the
States in
United States
of
Washington, District
and
the Anacostia
Anacostia River,
E. Smoot,
District
Smoot, of Washington,
Lewis E.
to Lewis
River, to
and the
by hm
urrender
of
Columbia, at
by said
said commissioners:
commissioners: Provided
Provided present
Surrender
hira of
be fixed
fixed by
to be
rental to
at aarental
of Columbia,
lease.by
.
to the
further,
the said
said Lewis
Lewis E.
E. Smoot
surrender to
the GovernGovern- pr
shall surrender
Smoot shall
That the
further, That
ment
the United
United States
States his
his present leasehold
leasehold on wharf property
of the
ment of
now held
which is
is included
in the
the land
land proposed
proposed to be
be added
included in
him which
by him
held by
now
provisions of this Act.
to
navy yard under the provisions
the navy
to the
V
NAVY YARD,
YARD, NORFOLK,
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Ventilating system,
system, $15,000
• Norfolk,
Norolk Va..
$15,000;
VIRGINIA:: Ventilating
NAVY
and
toilet and
locker facilities,
facilities, $12,000;
complete one hundred
hundred ami
$12,000; to complete
and locker
toilet
fifty
$265,000; dry dock (limit of cost, not exceeding
exceeding
crane, $265,000;
fifty ton crane
structural shop (cost not to exceed
$500,000; one structural
$3,500,000),
exceed
$3,500,000), $g00,000;
$1,000,000), $400,000;
$50,000; in
all, $1,242,000.
Leese for storage.
$1,000,000),
$400,000; salvage
salvage and
and tools,
tools, $50,000;
in all,
$1,242,000. Lafora
a period not to
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is authorized
to lease for
for a
to
authorized to
Navy is
the Navy
The
exceed three
facilities in
yard,
the navy yard,
the vicinity
vicinity of the
in the
storage facilities
years storage
three years
exceed
Norfolk,
annual rental
rental of
not exceeding
$16,000, to be paid out
exceeding $16,000,
of not
an annual
at an
Norfolk, at
of the
the appropriation
appropriation ""Pay,
Naval Academy.
Academy.
of
Pay, miscellaneous."
miscellaneous."
Naval
BUILDINGS
wall, $70,000.
$70,000.
Port
C.
Sea wall,
GROUNDS, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
ACADEMY: Sea
Port Royal,
Royal, S.. C.
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS,
MARINE RECRUITING
RECRUITING STATION,
STATION, PORT
ROYAL, SOUTH
SOUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLINA:
PORT ROYAL,
MARINE
For a
anew
hospital and for necessary changes
changes in
in'
new building for the naval hospital
For
existing buildings
equipment, $15,000.
Charleston,
C.
existing
buildings and
and equipment,
$15,000.
Chareston, S.. C.
NAVY
CHARLESTON, S
OUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLINA: Dredging, to conConSOUmT
YARD, CHARLESTON,
NAVY YARD,
$8,000; in all, $20,000.
tinue, $12,000;
$12,000; toilet
toilet and
$20,000.
facilities, $8,000;
locker facilities,
and locker
tinue,
Dredging Cooper
approach to navy yard, Charleston,
Charleston, South
River, approach
Cooper River,
Dredging
Carolina, ,$175,000.
Carolina,
$175,000.
Pensacola, Yau
Fla.
FLORIDA: To repair
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA:
AERONAUTIC STATION,
NAVY AERONAUTIC
STATION, PENSACOLA,
repair and Pacoa,
aeronautic
NAVY
station.
of
storm
by
damaged
reconstruct, where
public works
works damaged
storm
station.
necessary, public
where necessary,
reconstruct,
July, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
$420,000.
sixteen, $420,000.
nineteen hundred
July,
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New Orleans, La.

I.
New
Orleans,
Repairing
hurricane

damages.
damages.
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Never. STATION,
STATION, N
EW O
RLEANS, LOUISIANA:
LOUISIANA: To
repair and
and reconreconTo repair
ORLEANS,
NEW
NAVAL
struct where
necessary-public
damaged in
in September,
September, nineteen
nineteen
where necessary
public works
works damaged
hundred and fifteen, by
hurricane, $150,000,
$150,000, and
and the
the accounting
accounting offiby hurricane,
officers of
the Treasury
hereby authorized
authorized to
to transfer
transfer from
this
cers
of the
Treasury are
are hereby
from this
appropriation
to the appropriation "Naval
"Naval station,
station, New
ppropriati appropriaappropriation
New Orleans,
Orleans,

Louisiana," made by joint
Louisiana,"
_joint resolution approved
twenty-fifth,
approved April twenty-fifth
nineteen hundred and
and fourteen, the amount heretofore
heretofore expended
therefrom
for such
such repairs
reconstruction.
therefrom for
repairs and
and reconstruction.
Mare Island, Cal.
IBl- '
NAVY YARD,
YARD, MARE
CALIEORNI
Ktnir. ISLAND,
ISLAND, C
ALIFORNIA:: Maintenance
of dikes
dikes and
and
Maintenance of
dredging $50,000; erecting shop, $25,000; toilet and locker facilities,
dredging,
facilities,
$9,000; floating
revolving, type
(to cost
$600,foating crane, revolving
type (to
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding $600,000),
$300,000;
in
all,
$384,000.
Land for
or aviation 000), $300,000; in all, $384,000.
Land
base, et.rsan
etc., San Diago
Diego
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
purchase two
two hunhunbase,
The
theNavyis
to purchase
County,
county. Cal.
dred and thirty-two
thirty.two acres of land on or near the Bay of
San Diego,
Diego,
of San
San
County, California,
California, to
used for
for advance
advance base,
base, expediexpediprovm
San Diego
Diego County,
to be
be used
Proviso.
Donation
from sn
San tionary
tionary- and
aviation
purposes,
to cost
cost not
not exceeding
exceeding $250,000:
$250,000: ProProDonation fom
and
aviation
purposes,
to
Diego.
Diego
vied, That at the same time the city of San Diego,
vided,
Diego, San
San Diego
Diego
County, California,
County-,
California., donates,
donates, free
free of
of encumbrance,
encumbrance, to
the United
United
to the
States Government
Government a
a parcel
parcel of five hundred acres
acres of adjoining tide
known as
as Dutch
Dutch Flat,
without cost
cost
lands of the Bay of
of San Diego,
Diego, known
Flat, without
to the United States Government for the purpose
establishing a
a
purpose of establishing
naval base thereon.
Putg8od
Puget Sound, Wash. naval base thereon.
NAvY YARD,
YARD, PUGET
PuGrET S
SOUND,
NAVY
OUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Dredging,
Dredging, to
to continue,
continue,
$15,000; toilet
locker facilities,
facilities, $3,000;
all, $18,000.
$18,000.
$15,000;
toilet and
and locker
$3,000; in
in all,
Pearl Harbor, HaPea Harbor, H
NAAL
STATION, PEABL
NAVAL STATION,
PEARL HARBOR,
dock, to
to continue,
HARBOR, HAWAII:
HAWAII: Dry
Dry dock,
continue,
waii.
$700,000.
.
$700,000.
cCOW,
a
p.it.
it
P.
Part of Army barThe following-described
following-described part
the military
military reservation
reservation of
of Henry
Henry
Partf
'my bar- The
part of
of the
racks, transferred to
NaCs.
Barracks, at
Porto Rico,
hereby transferred
transferred to
to and
and placed
placed
Navy.
Barracks,
at Cayey,
Cayey, Porto
Rico, is
is hereby
under the control
of the Navy
control and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Navy Department
Department for
for use
use for
for
. naval purposes:
Description.
naval
purposes:
Description.
That part of the military
military reservation
reservation of
Barracks known
known as
of Henry
Henry Barracks
as
Magazine Hill, comprising
comprising that portion of said
said reservation
reservation lying
lying
westerly
westerly of Las
Lleras (quebrada)
(quebrada) and
and south
south and
and east
east of
the Caguas
Caguas
Las Lleras
of the
and Guayama
Guayama Roads, excepting
excepting a
rectangular area.
in the
the northern
northern
a rectangular
area in
extremity of said tract
tract marked
Work" on
on the
the map
map of
marked "Board
"Board Public
Public Work"
,
of
Henry Barracks
prepared under the direction
Barracks prepared
of Major
H. C.
C. Price
Price,
direction of
Major H.
Porto Rico Regiment
of Infantry,
Infantry, by
M. Lopez,
Lopez
Regiment of
by Lieutenant
Lieutenant Carlos
Carlos M.
Porto Rico Regiment
Regiment of Infantry, April
.April twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fifteen, which
which land
transferred to
the Navy
Navy Department
Department
land transferred
to the
on photostat copy
is shown in red on
copy of
of map
bearing the
the legend
legend "Henry
"Henry
map bearing
Barracks, Cayey, Porto Rico. Map
Map showing
showing boundary
boundary lines
lines of
of the
the
original Spanish reservation
reservation and
and the
the present
present reservation
reservation as
as described
described
in General
Order Numbered
Numbered Ninety-seven,
in
General Order
Ninety-seven, War
War Department, July
July
seventh,
nineteen hundred
seventh, nineteen
hundred and three, and General
General Order Numbered
Thirty-one, War Department,
Department, February
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and five. Compiled and corrected
corrected from
from existing
existing maps
maps
under direction of Major
Major H. C.
C. Price,
Porto Rico
Rico Regiment
Regiment of
of InfanInfanPrice, Porto
Lieutenant Carios
try, by Lieutenant
Carlos M. Lopez,
Rico Regiment
Regiment of
Lopez, Porto
Porto Rico
of Infantry,
Infantry,
April twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen," on
file in
in the
the
hundred and
and fifteen,"
on file
Navy
Department; containing
c,ontaini g approximately
approximately fifty-nine
fifty-nine acres,
acres, more
more
Navy
sDepartment;
or less.
Oahu, Hawaii.
Naval reservation on
Naafrestionon
The following-described
following-described part
part of
naval reservation
reservation on
on Fords
Fords
of the
the naval
Fords Island transFord to
Island
tra- in (Mokuumeume)
(Mokumeume) Island, island of Oahu, Territory
Territory of Hawaii, as shown
ferred
Army,
Partpedart.
r
on brown print
bearing the
"Military and
and Naval
Naval Reservations
Reservations
print bearing
the legend
legend "Military
Harbor, Office
adjacent to Honolulu Harbor,
Office Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, DecemDecember,
ber , nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,"
file i
n the
the Navy
fifteen," on
on file
in
Navy Department,
Department,
is
transferred to and
is hereby transferred
and placed
placed under
the control
control and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction
under the
of
of the
the War
War Department
Department for use for military
military purposes:
Description.
pon.
Beginning at
at aa point
point marked
marked by aa concrete monument
monument at the
Beginning
southeast corner of the land auirethe
Ss
the from
southeast
acquired by the United
Unitedd States
States
from
the
f
John Ii estate through
through condemnation
condemnation proceedings,
proceedings, which
point has
has the
which point
the
l

..a,
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569
569

one-tenth feet south
coordinates two
south and
hundred and thirty and one-tenth
two hundred
coordinates
5" (Ford No.
"Ford No. 5"
eighty-seven and
and two-tenths
two-tenths feet
west from
from "Ford
feet west
eighty-seven
being marked
by aagalvanized
concrete monument
monument stamped
stamped
a concrete
in a
pipe in
galvanized pipe
marked by
55being
engineer office,
"U. S.
established by
United States district engineer
the United
by the
1911,' established
S. 1911,"
"U.
hundred and seventy
and having
having coordinates
eight thousand
thousand five hundred
coordinates eight
and
thousand and eightyand
feet south and ten thousand
hundredths feet
ninety-nine hundredths
and ninety-nine
seven and
hundredths feet
feet east
Territorial
east from the Ewa Territorial
sixty-four hundredths
and sixty-four
seven
trigonometric
station); thence
thence north
north twenty-three
twelve mintwenty-three degrees twelve
trigonometric station);
seventy-seven feet,
utes
east one
one hundred
feet, more or less; thence
hundred and seventy-seven
utes east
north sixteen
sixteen degrees
no minutes
sixty-six feet,
more or
less,
or less,
feet, more
east sixty-six
minutes east
degrees no
north
to
the shore
line at
at high-water
southerly
high-water mark; thence southerly
shore line
on the
point on
a point
to a
along high-water
high-water mark
marked by
by a
a concrete
concrete monument
monument
point marked
to aa point
mark to
along
that is,
point of
fifty-one debeginning, south fifty-one
of beginning,
the point
to the
reference to
with reference
is, with
that
less, the southwesterly
grees
east seventy
seventy feet,
feet, more
more or less
southwesterly
minutes east
no minutes
grees no
boundary of
of the
being formed
the line joining said lastby the
formed by
tract being
said tract
the said
boundary
ri.
mentioned
the high-water
the point
beginning: provisos.
of beginning;
pont of
with the
line with
high-water line
on the
point on
mentioned point
the right Naval rights rewith
interfere
to interfere
manner
in no
this transfer
That
Provided,
Provided,
of the Navy
That
Department
this
transfertois
ismake
in
no manner
such usetoof
the shoals
withand
the islets
right s
erv
Naval
ed ' ri ghts r
ed
of the Navy Department to make such use of the shoals and islets

y to
Rtght of way
Fords Island
extending
in a
from Fords
Island as
as the
the needs
needs Ri
to re
res.
direction from
northeasterly direction
a northeasterly
extending in
of
naval service
Provided further, That there
there may
may ervatio
ervation.
require: Providedfurther
may require:
service may
the naval
of the
place as ma
be
established over
said military
reservation, at such
such place
may be
military reservation,
over said
be established
Secretary of War,
agreed upon
upon by
Secretary-of
the Navy
Navy and the Secretary
of the
the Secretary
by the
agreed
he remaining
right of
of way
the use
remaining portion
portion
from the
Navy from
the Navy
of the
use of
for the
way for
aaright
of the
naval reservation
Island to the said shoals and
Fords Island
on Fords
reservation on
the naval
of
islets.
islets.
la
, Samoa.
Tntui
NAVAL
TUTUHA, S
AMOA: Officers'
Officers' quarters,
quarters, $4,000.
$4,000.
Tutuila,
Samoa.
SAMOA:
sTATION, TUTUILA,
NAVAL STATION,
Guam.
NAVAL
STATION,
GUAM:
Water-front
improvements,
$1,000.
Guam.
$1,000.
improvements,
Water-front
GUAM:
STATION,
NAVAL
atnd mnitin
GUNS AND
For the
storage of
of munitions
munitions of
of stoG
ra
uns
ge ae
the storage
STORAOE: For
MUNrrTNS STORAGE:
AN)D muNrrioNs
GUNS
yards,etc.
war
at
naval
magazines,
navy
yards,
and
stations;
Navy
Yard,
Washyards,
etc.
WashYard,
Navy
stations;
and
yards,
navy
magazines,
war at naval
ington, District
District of
gun storage,
storage, $23,000;
Magazine,
$23,000; Naval Magazine,
Columbia, gun
of Columbia,
ington,
Fort Mifflin,
one magazine
magazine building,
building, $25,000; mine
Pelmsylvania, one
Mifflin, Pennsylvania
Fort
storage, $25,000;
Hingham, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, one
Magazine, Hingham,
Naval Magazine,
$25,000; Naval
storage,
magazine
building
,
$21,600;
one
shell
house,
$21,600;
Naval Magazine,
$21,600;
house,
shell
one
$21,600;
building,
magazine
Iona Island,
Island, New
York, detonating
detonating fuze
house, $2,000;
subsurface
$2,000; two subsurface
fuze house,
New York,
Iona
magazines,
Naval Powder
Denmark, New JerLake Denmark,
Depot, Lake
Powder Depot,
$4,000; Naval
magazines, $4,000;
Kuahua,
magazine, Kuahua,
sey, four
magazines, $6,000;
naval magazine,
$6,000; naval
subsurface magazines,
four subsurface
sey,
magazine, Mare
Hawaii, magazine
magazine for
for explosive
explosive "D,"
"D," $3,000;
$3,000; naval
naval magazine,
Hawaii,
California, shell
magazine, Puget
Puget
naval magazine,
$19,200; naval
house, 819,200;
shell house,
Island, California,
$2,500;
Sound,
Washington,
extension
of
fuze
and
primer
house,
$2,500;
house,
primer
and
fuze
of
extension
Washington,
Sound,
Naval
Creek, Virginia,
$16,000;
Virginia, storehouse, $16,000;
Juliens Creek,
Saint Juliens
Magazine, Saint
Naval Magazine,
Naval
Proving Ground,
Ground, Indianhead,
Maryland, soda storehouses,
storehouses,
Indianhead, Maryland,
Naval Proving
$69,000;
$19,000;
storehouses,,$19,000;
cotton storehouses
$18,500; cotton
storehouses, $18,500;
sulphur storehouses,
$69,000; sulphur
Pacific Coast
Torpedo Station,
lieyport, Washington,
Washington, magazine
magazine for
Station, Keyport,
Coast Torpedo
Pacific
war
heads, $5,000;
$5,000; in
in all,
Hingham, Mass.,
Mass,
Hingham,
$280,400.
all, $280,400.
war heads,
NAVAL
IIINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS:
M ASSACHUSETTS: Smokeless
powder navalmagazine.
naval magazine.
*
Smokeless powder
MAGAZINE, HINGHAM,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
test
$1,300; quarters
quarters for
$5,000; in
all, $6,300.
$6,300.
Indianhead, Md.,
M
Indianhead,
in all,
guards, $5,000;
for guards,
building, $1,300;
test building,
NAVAL
PROVING GROUND, INDIANFIEAD, MARYLAND: Three powder provingground.
NAVAL PROVING GROUND, INDIANHEAD, MARYLAND: Three powder provinggromd.
dry
houses,
$15,000; fire
fire protection,
construction of
of Passengerbridge
Passenger bridgethe construction
for the
$38,000; for
protection, $38,000;
dry houses, $15,000;
bridge over
Charles County,
Creek, Charles
Mattawoman Creek,
over Mattawoman
foot-passenger bridge
as foot-passenger
ProJ
Maryland,
for the
the exclusive
exclusive use
use of
the Government
Government of the United PrOVIZO.
of the
Maryland, for
Consbo
the
States
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
may
be
prescribed
by
the
ct'istructimby
prescribed
be
may
as
regulations
and
rules
such
under
States
Secretary of
the Navy,
Provided, That
bridge shall
shall
said bridge
the said
That the
$25,000: Provided,
Navy, $25,000:
of the
Secretary
be so
so constructed
constructed as
to interfere
interfere with
with the
the navigation
of the said
navigation of
not to
as not
be
creek;
fence around
powder factory,
factory, $28,000;
$106,000.
Fort
Pa.,
Miffin, Pa.
Frt Mifflin,
all, $106,000.
in all,
$28,000; in.
around powder
creek; fence
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
ORT Mimi:NI,
Office building,
naval magazine.
building, navalmagazine.
PENNSYLVANIA: Office
MIFLIN, PENNSYLVANIA:
FORT
MAGAZINE, F
NAVAL
Iona sland, N. Y.,
$5,000.
$5,000.
naval
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
IONA ISLAND,
ISLAND, NEW
NEW YORK:
YORK: Quarters
Quarters for
for guards,
guards, na
i
Za
lmagazine.
Y ''
MAGAZINE, IONA
NAVAL
N.
Lake
$5,000.
Lake Denark,
Denmark, N.
$5,000.
NAVAL
AKE DEN1MAkU,
DENMAR.K, NEW
JERSEY: Quarters
Quarters for
for J.,
j., naval
gazine.
magazine.
naval ma
NEW JEBSEY:
LAKE
MAGAZINE, T
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
guards, $10,000.
$10,000.
guards,

570
570
, Wash.,
portWash.,
lma
. sh. ,
naval
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NAVAL
STATION, KEYPORT,
NAVAL TORPEDO STATION,
KEYPORT, W
ASHINGTON: Railroad
Railroad syssysWASHINGTON:
tem, $5,000; one
one officer's
officer's quarters,
$6,000; in
in all,
all, $11,000.
$11,000
quarters, $6,000;
Kuahua,
Hawaii,
ahua, Hawaii,
NAVAL
KUAHIA, HAWAII:
HAWAII: Surveillance
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, KITATICA,
Surveillance test
test house,
house,
naval magazine.
maz
$3,000;
filling
for
explosive
house
explosive
D, $2,000;
in all,
all, $5,000.
$5,000.
$2,000; in
L
Mare
Cal.,
Mare Island,
Iad,
Ca , NAVAL
ISLAND,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, MARE I
SLAND, CALIFORNIA:
CALIFORNIA: Laboratory
Laboratory and
and
naval magazine.
testing
tasting building,
building, $3,000.
$3,000.
Newport.
R.
I.,
torpNewortR. I., tor- NAVAL TORPEDO
NEWPORT, RHODE
RHODE ISLAND:
TORPEDO STATION,
STATION, NEWPORT,
ISLAND: Seaman
Seaman gungunpedo station.
pedstn.
ners' quarters, $105,000;
ners'
$105,000; sea wall and filling,
filling, $36,000; in all,
all, $141,000.
$141,000.
Saint Julians Creek,
NAVALMAGAZINE,
AINT J
ULIENS CREEK,
CREEK, VIRGINIA:
Filling house,
house,
a.intnaval
Julies
eek,
NAVAL
MAGAZIE, S
SAINT
JULIENS
VIRGINIA: Filling
Va.,
magazine.
$2,000; railroad
railroad system,
system, $12,500;
locomotive house,
house, $3,500;
eighty$12,500; locomotive
$3,500; for
for eightyeight acres
additional land
acres of additional
land to
be secured
secured by
by purchase
purchase or
or condemnacondemnato be
tion or otherwise,
otherwise, as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
may direct,
$60,000,
Navy may
direct, $60,000,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary;
in
all,
$78,000:
pgetsodash
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary;
in
all,
$78,000.
Puget Soiind,Wash.,
avam
.
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
AGAZINE, PUGET S
SOUND,
NAVAL
OUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Two
TWO filling
filling
naval
magazme.
houses, $3,000;
$3,000; guardhouse,
guardhoute, $4,000;
$4,000; in
in all
$7,000.
all, $7,000.
Fuel depots.
DEPOTS
FOI COAL
COAL AND
AND OTHER
For fuel storage
DEPOTS FOR
OTHER: PURL:
FUEL:" -lor
storage at GuantaGuanta
namo Bay, -Cuba,
Cuba, Pearl Harbor,
narao
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii,. and
Guam, $460,000;
$460,000; fBr
fit
and Guam
petroleum reserves,
custody and care of naval petroleum
$10,000; contingeit,
contingent
reserves, $10,060;
in all,
ail, $500,000.
$500,000.
•
M e R.
R.oal$30,000; in
Melville,
L, coal- $30,000;
ingBtation.
L
NAVAL COALING
COALING STATION,
in
gstation_
NAVAL
STATION, MELVIILE,
MELVILLE, RHODE
ISLAND: ImproveImproveRHODE ISLAND:
to
water supply,
supply, including
including purchase
purchase of
of land,
$15,000.
ments
to
water
land,
$15,000.
Torpedo storage.
The appropriation
approyitiation contained
the naval
appropriation Act
Act apap
rf5
app-priaFormer
appropriaThle
contained in
m the
naval appropriation
tion available.
tion
vailabe
proved
proved March third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen of
of $20,000
$20,000 for
for th
the
Vol. 38, p. 835.
.
construction
construction of a
a-building for the storage
storage of torpedoes
at the
naval
torpedoes at
the naval
torpedo station,
Rhod e Island,
Isl
an d, is
is hereby
hereby made
ma d
e available
ava il abl e f
o
torpedo
station, Newport,
Newport, Rhode
for.
expenditure
alike purpose
expenditure for a•hke
purpe4e at
at the
station ,Melville,
Melville
the naval
naval coaling
coaling station,
Rhode Island.
Island.
Rhode
htal.
Navl
Naval baaF.II.
CaUo..
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
NAVAL
HOSPITAL, CANACAO,
CANACAO, PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS:
ISLAND/3: Six 'contagiouscontagiousdisease
liras,
$3,600..
a
disease
units,
$3,600.,
CheLsa, Mass.
Chbisa,.
NAVAL
HOSPITAL, C
CHELSEA,
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HETEEA, MASSACHUSETTS:
MASSAtintIEETT8: Sea
wall, $14,700.
$14,700
Sea wall,
Cal.
Mare Island,
sland, Cal
NAVAL
ISLAND,
CALIFORNIA:
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, MAREV
M ARE I
SLAND ,C
ALIFORNIA: Mess
Mess hall,
hall, extenexten
sion,
$15,000.
sion; $15,000.
Newport,
R. II,
Newport, R.
NAVAL HOSPITAL, NEWPORT,
NEWPORT, RHODE
ISLAND:
Three contagious
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
RHODE I
SLAND:
contagious
wards,
$18,000.
marin
wards,
$18,000.
Guam, marine barrGu,
ma
racks.
MARINE BARRACKS,
MARINE
BARRACKS, GUAM:
GUAM: Th
ree officers'
officers' quarters
$10,0%).
Three
quarters) $10,000
Experimental and
reperhlamar
EXPERIMENTAL
RESEARcil LABORATORY:
For laboratory
and
atr
EXPERMENTAL AND
AND RESEARCH
research
laboratory.
LABORATORY: For
aboratory and
Equipment,
Equipment, opera- research
research work on the subject of gun
gun erosion,
erosion, torpedo
torpedo motive
motive power
power,
tion,
etc.
tion, tc.
the gyroscope,
submarine guns,
the
gyroscope, submarine
gun s,protection against submarine,
submarinettorpedo
torpedo
and mine attack,
attack, impr
ovemen ti
n submarine
attachment
s,improveimprovement
in
submarine attachments,
improvement
ment and
bmari
ne engines,
engi
nes, storage batteries and
and development
development in
in su
submarine
storage batteries and
propulsion,
aircraft,
propulsion, aeroplanes
aeroplanes and
and a
i
rcraft, improvement
i
n radio
radio installainstallaimprovement in
tions, and such other necessary
necessary work
for the
the benefit
ofthe
th e GovernGovernwork for
benefit of
ment service,
service, including
cons t
ruct i
on, equ
i
pment, and operation
including th
thee construction,
equipment,
and operation
of
laboratory, th
thee employment
of a
a laboratory,
employment of scientific civilian
civili an assistants
assi
st
ants as
as
may become
become necessary,
necessary, to be
under the
the direction
directi on of
ofthe
th e
be expended
expended under
prSecretary
Secretary of
of the
(limit of
of cost
cos t not
no t t
o exceed
exceed $1,500,000),
the Navy
Nav (limit
to
$1,500,000),
Provisos.
Continuanc oofother
$1,000,000: Pr
Continuance
other $1,000,000:
Promded,
that
herein
ovided, That
nothing
herein
shall
be
construed as
preshall
be
construed
as preexperiments.
experhnents.
venting
or
interfering
with
the
continuation
venting or
th e conti
nuati
on or undertaking
undertaking of
necesof necessary experimental
experimental work during
sary
duri
ng the
th e fi
sca lyear
year ending
June thirtieth,
fiscal
ending June
thirtieth,
Statement
ex.- nineteen hundred
hundred and se
ven t
een ,
as
heretofore conducted
conducted under
under other
other
seventeen,
as heretofore
Statement off expenditures,
penditurI.
appropriations: Proided
appropriations:
Providedfurther,
further, That the Secretary
Secretaryof
Navy
of the
the Navy
shall make detailed reports
reports to the
Congress not later
later than
June thirthe Congress
than June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
tieth,.
hundred and seventeen,
seven t
een, and
and annually
annually thereafter,
thereafter,
showing
manner
in
showing the m
anner i
n which all expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder have
have b
ee
n
been
made.
California
California training
training made
station.
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION
STATION,: S
SAN
FRANCISCO,
NAVAL TRALNENG
AN F
RANCISCO, CALIFORNIA:
CALIFORNIA: Water
Water
supply
improvements,
to
bee immediately
sup2ly
improvements,
t
o b
immediately available,
available, $32,475.
$32,475.
New York naval hosNePwYorknalnoNAVAL
pital.
_
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, NEW YORK,
YORK,NEW
NEW YORK:
YORK: Remodeling
Remodeling house
house
numbered four, $10,000.
numbered
$10,000.
Repairs and preserRtion.
REPAIRS
vation.
PRESERVATION
AT NAVY
NAVY YARDS
YARDS AND
REPAIRS AND
AND PRE
SERVATION AT
AND STATIONSSTATIONS: For
For
repairs
ati on at
at navy
navy yards,
yards, coaling
depots, coaling
repairs and
and preserv
preservation
coaling depots,
coaling
plants, and stations,
stations, $1,100,000
$1,100,000..
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Total
public works,
works, $8,350,875,
the amounts
herein appropriappropri- urrieuntsepSdeaidble
aunts deay.ailable
amounts herein
and the
$8,350,875, and
Total public
ated
therefor
,
except
for
repairs
and
preservation
at
navy
yards
and
"
Pend
yards
navy
at
ated therefor, except for repairs and preservation
expended.
stations,
be available
available until
until expended.
shall be
stations, shall
The President
President is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint a
commission of
of five
five Commission
Commission, to
toyc:a commission
is hereby
The
yard
oraddionai
officers of
of the
Navy not
not below
below the
acommander
to investigate F:r
acti
l
t
l
ional
l
y
Y
ttird on
commander to
rank of
the rank
the Navy
officers
Pacific
coast
Pacfic
if
and
report
at
the
beginning
of
the
next
regular
session
of
Congress
if
coast.
Congress
of
session
and report at the beginning of the next regular
practicable,
if not,
not, as
as soon
thereafter as
as to
to the
the
practicable, as
as practicable,
soon thereafter
and if
practicable, and
necessity,
establishing an
an additional
additional
of establishing
advisability of
and advisability
desirability, and
necessity, desirability,
navy
naval station
on the
the Pacific
Pacific coast
United States.
of the United
coast of
station on
or naval
yard or
navy yard
And if
such
a
navy
yard
or
naval
station
be
recommended
as necesneces- Designation
Designation of
of site,
site,
as
recommended
And if such a navy yard or naval station be
sary and
and advisable,
designate the
the most
suitable site
site e
t
c
.
etc.
most suitable
shall designate
report shall
said report
advisable, said
sary
statement of
and
estimated cost
cost thereof,
with a
adetailed
detailed statement
together with
thereof, together
the estimated
and the
the
reasons for
designation and
the nature
nature and
scope of
of the
the activiactivi- oB
and scope
and the
such designation
for such
the reasons
nas
.is
ties
for naval
naval purposes
purposes of
or station.
at such
considerasuch ti Basi s ofof considersarriving at
In arriving
station. hi
yard or
such yard
of such
ties for
strategical
designation
the commission
commission shall
shall take
take into
consideration all
all strategical
into consideration
designation the
industrial elements
and other
military considerations
considerations as
all industrial
as all
well as
as well
other military
and
necessary
the economical
and successful
successful operation
of such
such a
ayard
yards,. Estimates, etc.
operation of
economical and
for the
necessary for
etc
tiates,
Said
and
or
station
including
local
conditions
as
to
.
labor
and
material.
labor
to
as
conditions
or station, including local
report
an estimated
estimated cost
cost of
building's,
necessary buildings,
the necessary
of the
contain an
also contain
shall also
report shall
shops,
and equipment
of said
said yard
or station
together
station together
yard or
equipment of
walls, and
sea walls,
piers, sea
shops, piers
with the
est:imated
annual
cost
thereof.
maintenance thereof.
of maintenance
cost of
annual
estimated
the
with
Said commission shall also investigate and report upon the neces- ts Necessyaiti
y
ds foronatt
Said commission shall also investigate and report upon the neces- tNeestydsfor addMexico
of Mexico
sity,
desirability,
and
advisability
of
improving
existing
or
setab12ntic,
Gulf
of
Gulf
lantic,
estabor
sity, desirability, and advisability of improving existing Xifalte atand and tsCaribbean
Sea
fishing
an
additional
navy
yard
or
naval
station
on
the
Atlantic
coast
Sea
Caribbean
catas.
coast
Atcantic
the
on
station
naval
or
yard
navy
lishmf an additional
south of
of Cape
Hatteras or
or near
United States
of the
the
coast of
States coast
the United
near the
on or
or on.
Cape Hatters
south
Gulf
of
Mexico
or
in
the
Caribbean.
Sea
of
a
character
adequate
for
the
the
for
adequate
character
a
of
Sea
Caribbean
Gulf of Mexieo or in the
proper naval
naval defense
of the
the country.
country. Said
report
Said report
portion of
that portion
of that
defense of
proper
shall
contain
all
the
information
of
like
character
as
directed
in the
the
in
directed
as
character
like
of
information
the
shall contain all
preceding
paragraph relating
relating to
the investigation
and report
as to
to
report as
investigation and
to the
preceding paragraph
.

Submarineandvia-

coast.
Pacific
the
the
Said
Pacific
commission
coast.
shall also investigate and report as to the neces- tion
Submarin
.e
and
Said commission shall also investigate and report as to the neces- ton bases.
sity,
desirability,
and
advisability
of
establishing
submarine
and
and
submarine
establishing
of
advisability
and
sity, desirability,
aviation
the Atlantic,
Gulf of
coasts and
and
Pacific coasts
and Pacific
Mexico, and
of Mexico
Atlantic, Gulf
on the
bases on
aviation bases
the cost
and location
location
other
possessions
of
the
United
States,
Mexico,
and
as
and
cost
the
to
as
and
States,
United
the
of
other possessions
exAmount for
Amount
for exthereof:
thereof:
thereof:
penses.
Provided,
the sum
sum of
of $10,000
$10,000 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
defray peAns
to defray
appropriated to
That the
Provided, That
the expenses of
said commission,
g ,technical
and •
technical and
drafting,
including draftin
commission, including
expenses of said
the
clerical
assistance
in
the
Navy
Department
or
elsewhere.
elsewnere.
or
Department
clerical assistance in the Navy
Advisability of abolabiSaid commission
shall also
also investigate
investigate and
and report
the necesneces- ishin
AdISbilitY
to the
g present oft
yards,
as to
report as
commission shall
Said
etc.
sity,
desirability,
and
advisability
of
abolishing
any
existing
navy
etc.
navy
existing
any
abolishing
of
advisability
and
desirability,
sity
yard or
naval station,
and if
such action
action is
to report
report
recommended, to
is recommended,
if such
station, and
or naval
vard
fully
the
reasons
therefor
and
the
advantages
to
be
obtained
thereby.
thereby.
obtained
be
to
advantages
the
and
therefor
fully the reasons
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine
Bureau
urgery.
and
Sur
gery.
and
BtrREAU
OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY.
SURGEBY.
AND
MEDICINE
BUREAU OF
Surgeons' necessaries.
Civil establishment.s'
MEDICAL
For surgeons'
vessels in
insugeoBCSs
for vessels
necessaries for
surgeons' necessaries
DEPARTMENT: For
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:
commission,
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and for
for the
the
stations, Marine
naval stations,
yards, naval
navy yards,
commission, navy
civil
establishment at
several naval
hospitals, navy
yards, naval
naval
navy yards,
naval hospitals,
the several
at the
civil establishment
medical supply
supply depots,
depots, Naval
Medical School,
and
Washington, and
School, Washington,
Naval Medical
medical
Naval Academy,
toward the
the accumulation
accumulation o
reserve supply
supply of
of
offaareserve
and toward
Academy, and
Naval
medical
stores,
$921,740.
Contingent.
medical stores, $921,740.
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
MEDICETE AND
AND S
URGERY: For
For tolls
tolls and
and Cfgmnt.
SURGERY:
OF MEDICINE
BUREAU OF
CONTINGENT,
ferriages;
care, transportation,
and burial
burial of
of
purchase of
dead; purchase
the dead;
of the
transportation, and
ferriages; care,
books,
books
binding of
medical records,
unbound books,
records, unbound
of medical
stationery, binding
and stationery,
books and
and pamphlets;
pamphlets; hygienic
and sanitary
sanitary investigation
investigation and
illustration;
and illustration;
hygienic and
and
sanitary
hygienic instruction;
instruction; purchase
and repairs
of nonnonrepairs of
purchase and
and hygienic
sanitary and
passenger-carrying
wagons,
automobile
ambulances,
and
harness;
harness;
and
ambulances,
automobile
passenger-carrymg wagons,
purchase
feed for
and cows;
cows; purchase
maintenance,
purchase,' maintenance,
horses and
for horses
andfeed
of and
purchase of
repair
,
and
operation
of
two
pa.ssenger-carrying
motor
vehicles for
for
vehicles
motor
repair, and operation of two passengercarrying
naval 'dispensary,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
be used
used only
to be
District of
dispensary, Washington,
naval
for official
plants, care
care of
of grounds,
grounds, garden
garden tools,
and
tools, and
trees, plants,
purposes; trees,
official purposes;
for
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seeds;
incidental articles
seeds; incidental
articles for the Naval Medical School
School and
naval
and naval
dispensary,
Washington; naval medical supply
dispensary, Washingtonsick quarters
quarters
supply depots, sick
at Naval Academy
Academy and marine barracks;
barracks; washing
for medical
medical
washing for
department
department at Naval
Naval Medical
Medical School and naval
naval dispensary,
dispensary, WashingWashington; naval medical
medical supply
supply depots,
depots, sick
quarters at
at Naval
Naval Academy
Academyand
and
sick quarters
marine
marine barracks,
at navy
and naval
navalstations,
st
ati ons ,an
barracks, dispensaries
dispensaries at
navy yards
yards and
andd
ships; and.
and for minor repairs
buildings and
and grounds
grounds of
the United
United
repairs on
on buildings
of the
States Naval
Naval Medical
Medical School
naval medical
medical supply
School and nava
supply depots;
depots; rent
rent
of rooms for naval dispensary,
dispensary, Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia
District of
not to exceed $1,200;
$1,200; for the
care, maintenan
ce, and
an d treatment
t
rea t
men t
the care,
maintenance
of the
the insane
insane of the Navy
Navy and Marine Corps on the Pacific coast
coast,

including supernumeraries
transfer to.
supernumeraries held for transfer
the Government
Government
to the
Hospitalfor
for dental
Hospitalfor the
the Insane;
Insane; for
dental outfits
outfits and dental
dental material, not to
to
exceed
exceed $38,000,
$38,000, and all other necessay
necessary contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses; in
all,
in all,
Proviso.
$241,080: Provided,
of the
the Navy,
Navy, in
in. his
dis
Pro
io.herd, Las Ani- $241,080:
Proided, That
That the
the Secretary_
Dairy
Secretary of
his dismas, c.,
cretion,
mas,
Colo., ho
hospital..
cretion'may
may expend
expend $25,000
of s
aid a
ppropriation for
for the
the purchase
of
$25,000of
said
appropriation
purchase of
aadairy
dary herd
land for
herd, land
anderection
erecti on of
ofnecessary
necessary buildings
buildings
for pasturage,
pasturage, and
for the naval
naval hospital
hospital at Las
Las Animas,
Animas, Colorado.
Colorado.
Transferring remabrs
TRANSPORTATION OF
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secre t
ary of th
TRANSPORTATION
OF REMAINS:
REMAINS: To
ofTrmsfrings
officers, etc.
of thee
to their
Navy, in his discretion,
discretion 'to cause to be transferred
transferred to
their homes
homes the
the
remains
of officers
remains of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps
who
and also
who die or are killed in
in. action ashore
ashore or afloat, and
also to
to enable
enable the
the
Secretary
in his
Secretary of the Navy, in
his discretion,
to cause
cause to
to be
be transported
transported to
to
discretion, to
Po
their homes
Provisos.
homes the remains
remains of civilian
civilian employees
employees who
who die
outside of
of the
the
die outside
Not
dedutr
continental limits
limits of the United
United States,
Not deducted
from continental
States, $24,908:
$24,908: Provided,
Provided, That
That
gratuity' pay.
VoL
37, p.329.
no
deduction shall
be made
made from
from the
i
x months'
months'
gratui
ty
tous.
3
no deduction
shall hereafter
hereafter be
the s
six
gratuity
pay allowed
pay
allowed under the naval
naval Act of August twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
and twelve,
hundred.
twelve, on
on account
for funeral,
funeral, interment,
account of
of expenses
expenses for
interment,
epenses of preparation
preparation and
and transportation
or for expenses
transportation of
of the
the remains:
remains:
Appuation of
oif randd Provided
Providedfurther,
urther, That the sum herein
herein appropriated,
Application
be available
appropriated shall
shall be
available
outfits.
Dental outfts

for payment
transportation of the remains of officers
payment for transportation
officers and men
who
men who
have
duty at
have died while on duty
at any
time since
April twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen
any time
since April
hundred
hundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight, and shall be
be available
available until
until June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen.
hundred and
and eighteen.
In all, Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery, $1,187,728.
In
$1,187,728.

Hospital Corps.,
Corps
llospital

OfAuthod

tgth
of.Authorized strength

HOSPITAL
CORPS.
nosarrAL C
ORPS.

Hereafter the
the authorized
Hereafter
of the
the Hospital
Corps of
of the
the
authorized strength
strength of
Hospital Corps

Navy shall
hall equal three and one-half
one-half per centum of the authorized
authorized
enlisted strength of the
the Navy
Marine Corps,
shall be
be in
in
Navy and
and Marine
Corps, and
and shall

the necessary
addition thereto, and
and as soon as the
transfers or
or appointappointnecessary transfers
effected the Hospital
Hospital Corps
ments may be effected
Corps o
the United
Uni
te d States
offthe
aand
Navy shall
shaU consist of the following
following grades
Chief pharphargrades and
and ratings:
ratings: Chief
macists, pharmacists
pharmacists, and enlist
enlisted
men classified
ed men
cl
ass ifi ed as
chief pharas chief
pharmacists'
macists' mates;
mates; pharmacists'
pharmacists' mates, first class; pharmacists' mates
mates,
second class;
mates, third class;
second
class; pharmacists'
pharmacists' mates,
class; hospital apprentices,
apprentices,
first class; and hospital apprentices,
apprentices, second class; such classifications
in enlisted
ratings to correspond
tions in
enlisted ratings
correspond resectively
respectively to the ensted
enlisted
ratings,
seamen branch,
branch, of chief
offcers; petty officers,
officers, first
ratings, seamen
chief petty officers;
first
Proviro.
Preoo.
class; petty officers, second class; petty
petty
offices, thud
thi class; seamen
officers
seamen,
Transfers
allowed
to
Trandf
ll. d
seamen,
first class; and seam
en, second
second class:
class: Provided,
That enlisted
of
Provided, That
and from.
enliste men
men of
other ratings in the Navy
Marine Corps
Navy and in the Marine
Corps shall be eligible
eligible
for
to the
the Hospital
and men
other
for transfer
transfer to
Hospital Corps,
Corps, and
men of
of that
that oorps
corps to
to other
ratings in the Navy and the
Marine Corps.
the Marine
Pharmacists.
Pharmaists.
The President may hereafter,
as many
m any
Examination, etc.,
The President may
hereafter, from
from time
time to
to time,
time, appoint
appoint as
for rating.
for
rating.
pharmacists
as
may
be
deemed
necessary,
rating of
pharmacists
may be
necessary, from the rating
chief
of chief
pharmacist's mate,
mate, subject to such moral, physical, and professional
pharmacist's
professional
examinations
requirements as to
to length
len ofie
examinations and requirements
of service as the SecreProviso.
Ropay,,petc.
Rank,
tary
prescribe Provi&d
d, That
That the pharmacists
tary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
may prescribe:
now in the Hospital Corps
orps
of th
thee United
U nited States Navy or hereafter
now
Grand

Grades and ratings.
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appointed therein in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
have the same rank, pay, and allowances
allowances as are now or may hereafter
hereafter
be allowed other warrant
warrant officers.
officers.
Chief pharmacists.
warrant, be CRankhpa,
Pharmacists shall,
years from
date of warrant,
from the
the date
six years
shall, after
after six
Pharmacists
Rank, pay,etc.st
etc.
commissioned
satisfactorily such expharmacists after passing satisfactorily
commissioned chief pharmacists
prescribe, and shall,
aminations as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may prescribe,
when so commissioned,
commissioned, have the same rank, pay, and allowances
allowances as
other commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers:
officers:
hereafter be allowed other
now or
or may
may hereafter
Provided, That
the pharmacists
pharmacists at
at present
in the
the service
who have
have Proviso.
Provided,
That the
present in
service who
romoons f
frrom
Promotions
pharmacists.
served or
or may
hereafter serve
or more
years in that grade
grade shall pharmacists.
more years
six or
serve six
may hereafter
served
be
eligible for
promotion to the
chief pharmacist
pharmacist upon
upon
grade of chief
the grade
for promotion
be eligible
satisfactorily
examinations provided
provided for in this Act.
passing the examinations
satisfactorily passing
L imi
t
empowered to limit and fix the Limit.
The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby empowered
numbers
in the
various ratings.
ratings.
Formerratinetc
numbers in
the various
repFormer
ealed. ratings, etc.,
Section three
of an
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act
to organize
organize a
a Hospital
tigsc.
Hospital realed.
Act to
entitled "An
three of
Section
V 30, p.475.
30p47
the United
United States;
Corps of
States; to define its duties and regureguof the
the Navy
Navy of
of the
Corps
late its pay," approved
approved June seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and
and
ninety-eight,
hereby, repealed
repealed,'and the pay, allowninety-eight, be, and the same is hereby,
ances,
emoluments of the enlisted men of the Hospital Corps shall
ances, and emoluments
be
allowed for respective
respective
hereafter be, allowed
may hereafter
same as
as are now, or may
be the same
corresponding ratings,
except the
the rating
rating of
of turret
p
o.
turret captain
captain of the first Proviso.
corresponding
ratings, except
Chieft pharmacist's
pharmacist's
Chi
That the pay of mate.
class In
in the
seaman branch
branch of
the Navy:
Navy: Provided,
Provided, Mat
of the
the seaman
class
now
that
same
be
the
shall
the
rating
of
the
chief
pharmacist's
mate
shall
the
as
that
mate
pharmacist's
the
chief
of
the rating
allowed
of hospital
hospital steward.
steward.
allowed for
for the
the existing
existing rating
rating of
Hospital and ambuHospital
service.
ceservice
at
ambulance
thsuch
Hospital and
service
with such commandsannd
commands and at
such lance
servicand
and ambulance service
Hospital
the Secretary
places
as may
may be
prescribed by
by the
Secretary of the Navy, shall be
be prescribed
places as
status.
shall be aa conperformed
by members
corps, and
the corps
corps shall
con- Status.
and the
of said
said corps,
members of
performed by
stituent
of the
the Medical
enlisted
the Navy:
Navy; and the enlisted
of the
Department of
Medical Department
part of
stituent part
men thereof
be a
part of
of the
enlisted force
provided by
by law
for
law for
force provided
the enlisted
a part
shall be
thereof shall
men
the Navy.
the
Navy.ervic
w
a
Service when atOfficers
men of
of the
the Medical
Medical Department
Department of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, tached
enlisted men
Officers and
and enlisted
tached to Army with
with
marines.
serving
of marines
detached for
service with
the Army
Army in
in marines.
with the
for service
marines detached
a body
body of
serving with
with a
R. S., sec. 1621, p.274.
11 p4
accordance with
the provisions
sixteen hundred
hundred and
and twentytwenty- R S.
of section
section sixteen
provisions of
with the
accordance
one of
the Revised
subject to the
shall, while so serving, be subject
Statutes, shall,
Revised Statutes,
of the
one
the Army
rules and
articles of
of the
Army
the government
government of
for the
prescribed for
war prescribed
of war
and articles
rules
Marine Corps
in
the same
manner as
the officers
officers and
and men
men of
the Marine
Corps while
of the
as the
same manner
in the
so serving.
serving.
,,Naval .,,,
so
Dental Corps.
NAVAL
CORPS.
DENTAL CORPS.
NAVAL DENTAL
Dental
surgeons.
Dental surgeons.
President of the United
United States is hereby authorized
authorized to Appointments a
u-the President
That the
au
thorized.
thorized.
the
of
appoint
and commission,
commission, by
advice and consent
consent
by and
ard with the advice
appoint and
Senate,
each one
the Navy
Navy at the rate of one for each
dental surgeons in the
Senate, dental
thousand
authorized enlisted
enlisted strength of the Navy and Marine
of the authorized
thousand of
a
Corps, who shall constitute the Naval Dental Corps, and shall be a
Original probationpart
Medical Department
Department of the
Original appoint- ary
the Navy. Original
of the Medical
part of
periods.
ary periods.
period
ments to
to the
shall be probationary
probationary for aaperiod
Corps shall
Dental Corps
Naval Dental
the Naval
ments
of two
two years
years and
and may
may be
revoked at
at any
any time
time during
the probationary
probationary Provisos.
during the
be revoked
of
among themthem.
period
the President:
Provided, That
officers of Rank among
such officers
rank of such
That the rank
President: Provided,
by the
period by
selves.
selves.
the
themselves at the end of said
appointment among themselves
the same date of appointment
probationary
determined by the recommendations
recommendations of
probationary period shall be determined
an
Secretary of the Navy, which
appointed by the Secretary
board appointed
examining board
an examining
conduct a
examination, based upon both
both
a competitive
competitive examination,
shall conduct
board shall
accordance with such
attainments, in accordance
professional attainments,
service .record and professional
regulations as
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, and
be prescribed
may be
as may
regulations
original
the
rank of
of such
such officers
officers so determined
determined shall be as of date of original
the rank
appointment with reference
reference to other
other appointments
appointments to the naval
naval Qualifications.
appointment
dental
service:
appointees to the grade of dental
all appointees
That all
further, That
Provided,further,
service: Provided
twenty-four
surgeon
United States between
between twenty-four
of the United
citizens of
shall be citizens
surgeon shall
and thirty
thirty years
of age,
graduates of standard medical
age, and shall be graduates
years of
and
branches of dentistry,
several branches
colleges and trained in the several
dental colleges
or dental
and who
who shall,
appointment, have successfully
successfully passed
passed moral,
shall, before appointment,
and
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physical, and professional
professional examinations
before medical
medical and
examinations before
and profesprofessional examining boards appointed by the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy,
Secretary of
of the
recommended for appomtment
and have been recommended
by such
boards.
appointment by
such boards.
Rank,pay,andalDental surgeons shall have the rank, pay,
Rank, pay,andalpay, and
and allowances
allowances of
of
lowanoes.
.
lieutenants (junior
lieutenants
(junior grade) until they shall
have completed
completed five
five years'
years'
shall have
service. Dental surgeons of more than five but
but-ess
less than twenty
twentyyears' service shall, subject to such examinations
years'
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
examinations as
the Navy may prescribe,
prescribe, have the rank, pay,
of
pay, and allowances
allowances of
lieutenant. Dental surgeons of more
more than twenty years'
years' service
service
shall, subject to such
such examinations
examinations as the
of the
Navy
the Secretary
Secretary-of
the Navy
rovo.
may
have
prescribe,
have
the
rank,
pay,
and
allowances
of
lieutenant
comthe
rank,
pay
and
allowances
of
lieutenant
comProviso.
Limitaion.
mander:
That the
number of
dental surgeons
with
mander: Provided,
Limitation.
Provided, That
the total
total number
of dental
surgeons with
the rank, pay, and
and. allowances
allowances of lieutenant
commander shall
not at
at
lieutenant commander
shall not
any time exceed
exceed ten.
ten.
Present
offi
may
be
appot without
thouy
A
ll officers now in the
be appointed cers
All
the Dental
Dental Corps (including
(ineluding the
the officers
officers appointed
appointed
examnatn,
examination, etc.
etc.
for temporary
temporary service) appointed under
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
of
provisions
of
V
p3.
'o
'
',3.
August twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
Va. 37, Pi. 344 '9°3 '
August
nineteen hundred
hundred and
azni twelve,
twelve, entitled
entitled "An
"An
appropriations for the
Act making appropriations
the Naval Service
Service for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
other
hundred and
and for
for other
purposes," and all officers now
purposes,"
now in active service
service appointed
appointed under
under the
the
provisions of the Act
Act of March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirhundred and
thirteen, who were eligible for appointment
appointment to the Dental Corps under
under
the provisions of said Act, shall be appointed
appointed dental
surgeons in
the
dental surgeons
in the
Dental Corps without further examination
without regard
to
the
examination
and
without
regard
to
the
Provisos.
Notbet
to pro- age
Provided, That
That the
the officers
so
prescribed: Provided,
Not subject to pre- a
ge qualifications
All alifications herein prescribed:
officers so
btryservice.
subject to the provisions
aationary service.
appointed shall not be subject
provisions herein
prescribed for
for
herein prescribed
probationary
probationary service
service for a period
period of two years: Provided
further,
Provided further
To rank from original That
Torankfromoiginal
That such officers shall, after aointmen.t
appomi
appointment.
iirescribed, rank
rank
nt as
as herein
herein prescribed,
from date
date of
of commission
take seniority among tmselves
from
commission and take
tlTiemselves in
in the
the
order of
their original appointment
appointment by the
Retirement re- order
of their
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy as
as
the Secretary
Rtifrement re- shown
shown on
the Navy
Nav list on the date of approval
of this Act:
striated.
on the
approval of
Act: And
And
proided further,
provided
further , That no
dental surgeon
surgeon appointed
appointed in
in accordance
no dental
accordance
with
with the
the provisions
provisions of this Act who on original
original appointment
to the
appointment to
the
Dental Corps was over
over forty
years of
age shall
be eligible
eligible for
for retireretireforty years
of age
sall be
ment before he has reached the age of
seventy years,
for physiphysiof seventy
years, except
except for
cal
disability
incurred
in
the
line
of
duty.
L
o
numr
on
cal
disability
incurred
in
the
line
of
duty.
Loss of numbers on
NaLystoatmbesonDental surgeons who
Navy
list to affect Ionwho shall
shall have
have lost
lost numbers
numbers on
on the
the Navy
Navy list
list by
by
gevity.
gVty.
sentence
of court-martial
sentence of
court-martial or by failure upon examination for promopromotion shall
shall be considered
considered to have lost service accordingly
tion
accordingly for
for purposes
purposes
of advancement
of
advancement in rank with increased pay
and allowances.
allowances.
pay and
Dental
Den tal
Corps.

Reserve
Rese rve

Organized as pai
Organized
part off
Medical Department.
Departmonnt
Vol. 37, p. 344.

DENTAL RESERVE
DENTAL
RESERVE CORPS.
CORPS.

That
a Navy
Navy Dental
hereby authorized
That a
Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps is hereby
authorized to
to be
be
organized and operated
operated under the provisions of
Act approved
of the Act
approved
August twenty-second,
August
twenty-second, nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
providing for
for
twelve, provng
the organization
orga zatlon and operation
operation of aa Navy Medical
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Medical Reserve
Qualifications,
Qualifications, etc.
et
t' and
and differing
diering therefrom
therefrom in no respect
respect other than that the qualificaqualification
requirements of the appointees
tion requirements
appointees shall be dental surgeons
surgeons and
and
graduates
graduates of reputable
reputable schools
schools of medicine or dentistry
instead of
of
dentistr instead
"reputable schools of medicine," and so many of sa
said appointees
appointees
Temporary
active - reputable schools of medicine,"
act
ie may
be ordered
service.
may be
ordered to temporary
temporary active
active service
service as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Navy
necessary to the health
Navy may
may deem
deem necessary
health and efficiencyof the
he perperefficiency of
sonnel of
of the Navy and Marine Corps, provided
provided the whole number
sonnel
of
number of
both Naval Dental.
Dental Corps and Naval Dental Reserve
both
Reserve Corps
Corps officers
officers
in
active service
shall not exceed in time of ,peace
peace one to one
thouin active
service shall
one th
ou sand
of the
officers and
enlisted
men
of
the
Navy
and Marine
Corps:
sand
of
the
officers
and
enlisted
men
of
th
e
Navy
Marine Corps:
Proviso.
Proviso.
ofof Provited,
Recommissions
Recommissions
officers now
Provided, That all officers
now in the Navy Dental
Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
present officers.
officers.
shall
shall be
be recommissioned
recommissioned in the Navy Dental
Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps provided
provided
Podt,
Post, p. 1182.
in
this Act,
Act, in the
order
offttheir
in this
the or
der o
hei
r original
original appointment
appointment in
in said
said Corps
Corps,
and
when ordered
active duty officers
and hereafter
hereafter when
ordered to active
officers of the Medical
Medical
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Reserve Corps and officers of the Dental Reserve
receive
Reserve
Reserve Corps shall receive

Promotions.
promotion
promotion in
Reserve Corps
Corps under the same Promotions.
in rank in the respective
respective Reserve

relative conditions and provisions of active service as is provided
provided
in this Act for the Naval Dental
Dental Corps.
ACCOUNTS.
BUREAU OF
OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
BUREAU
AND ACCOUNTS.

Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies
Bureau
and Accounts.
Accounts.

Pay of
PAY
P
AY OF THE NAVY:
NAVY: Pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by law
law of officers
officers A
l of the Navy.
Allotment
on sea duty
duty and
and other
other duty,
duty, $12,927,735.36;
$12,927,735.36; officers
officers on waiting
waiting amounts.

retired list, $3,124,527;
$3,124,527; commutacommutaorders, $175,000;
$175,000; officers on the retired
tion of quarters for officers on shore not occupying
quarters,
occupying public quarters,
including boatswains, gunners,
gunners, carpenters,
carpenters, sailmakers, machinists,
including
machinists,
pharmacists, pay clerks, and mates, naval constructors
constructors, and assistant
assistant
constructors, $510,000; and also members of
of Nurse
Nurse Corps
Corps
naval constructors,
(female),
$1,000; for hire of quarters for officers
officers serving
serving with troops
(female), $1,000;
belonging to the Government,
Government,
where there are no public quarters
quarters belonging
sufficient quarters
and where there are not sufficient
quarters possessed
possessed by the United
United
States to accommodate
quarters not to
accommodate them.,
them, or commutation
commutation of quarters
exceed the amount which an officer would receive
receive were he not serving
with troops, and hire of quarters for officers and enlisted men on sea
sea
duty
at such
such times
times as they
they may
may be
be deprived of their quarters on board
duty at
ship due to repairs or other conditions which may
may render them unin-

of

of

Enlisted men.
men.
list, $443,134;
habitable, $3,000;
retired list,
$443,134; Eisted
$3,000; paypay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men on the
the retired
habitable,
under honorable
extra
reenlisting under
honorable discharge,
discharge, $1,016,000;
$1,016,000;
extra pay
pay to men reenlisting
interest
men, $12,000;
$12,000; pay
pay of
of petty
petty officers,
officers, seaseaby men,
interest on
on deposits
deposits by
men,
apprentice seamen,
men in
the engiengiin the
seamen, including
including men
and apprentice
men, landsmen,
landsmen, and
neers'
force and men detailed
with the Fish Commission,
Commission,
neers' force
detailed for duty with
Increase authorized.
sixty-eight
thousand seven
hundred men,
men, and
here- Inrae
athorized
and the
the President
President is
is hereseven hundred
sixty-eight thousand
after authorized,
authorized, whenever
in his
his judgment
judgment a
a sufficient
sufficient national
national
whenever in
after
emergency exists, to increase
authorized enlisted
emergency
increase the
the authorized
enlisted strength
strength of
of the Maximum
strength.
Ma""um strength.
Navy to
to eighty-seven
thousand men;
men; and
and pay
pay of
of enlisted
men of
the
enlisted men
of the
Navy
eighty-seven thousand
Hospital Corps,
and for
of enlisted
men detailed
pay of
enlisted men
detailed for duty
Hospital
Corps, and
for the
the pay
with
Naval Militia,
Militia, $30,655,704.29;
$30,655,704.29; pay
pay of
of enlisted
men underunderenlisted men
with the
the Naval
going sentence
sentence of
of court-martial,
court-martial, $225,000,
and hereafter
hereafter the
the number
number
$225,000, and
going
of enlisted
enlisted men
exclusive of those sentenced
sentenced
men of the Navy shall
shall be exclusive
of
by
and as
as many
many machinists
the PresiPresito discharge;
discharge; and
machinists as
as the
by court-martial
court-martial to
Additional appren.
dent
may from
time to
to time
necessary to
and six
six tiee
Additial
time deem
deem necessary
to appoint;
appoint; and
dent may
from time
seamen. appren
thousand apprentice
stations, and
and
seamen under
under training
training at
at training
training stations,
thousand
apprentice seamen
on
board training
training ships, at the pay
pay prescribed
pay
on board
prescribed by
by law,
law, $999,630;
$999,630; pay
of
Nurse Corps,
$119,182; rent
rent of
for members
members of
of the
the
of quarters
quarters for
of the
the Nurse
Corps, $119,182;
Nurse Corps,
and the
the money
money herein
herein
Nurse
Corps, $15,000;
$15,000; in
in all
all $50,226,912.65;
$50,226,912.65; and
specifically
appropriated for "Pay
shall be disbursed
"Pay of the
the Navy"
Navy" shall
disbursed
specifically appropriated
and accounted
accounted for
in accordance
law as
as "Pay
of the
the
for in
accordance with
with existing
existing law
"Pay of
and
Navy,"
Navy," and for that purpose
constitute one
one fund:
fund: Provided,
purpose shall constitute
Provided Provisos.
P'o
s during
Enlistments
year.
That
strength of
Navy authorized
alendar year.
That the
the enlisted
enlisted strength
of the Navy
authorized in this
this Act
Act shall calendar
made during this
this
be
be deemed
deemed to include
include all enlistments
enlistments heretofore
heretofore made
calendar year
which may
may have
been in
in excess
of the
the number
number authorcalendar
year which
have been
excess of
author- Ratings changed.
of the
the Rategscha
ized by law at
at the time:
time: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
the designation
designation of
changed to fireman,
fireman, third class,
class, and that
that of
of
rating of coal passer be changed
ordinary
to seaman, second
ordinary seaman to
second class,
class, without
pay;
without change
change of pay;
and
that the
Navigation be
be authorized
authorized under
under rules
rules estaband that
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation
established
advancement of
other enlisted men
advance printers
lished for
for the
the advancement
of other
men, to advance
to
the ratings
ratings of
first class,
class, and
and chief
men,
ratings
to the
of printer,
printer, first
chief
printer, which
which ratings
are hereby
authorized with
with same pay
pay and
increases allowed
hereby authorized
and increases
;Mowed to veoyeoStorekeepers, artifiart ' f
further, cer's
steSrbr=
respectively: And
men, first class, and chief yeomen,
yeomen, respectively:
And providedfurther,
branch.
Ratings
for.
hereby established in the artificer Ratigs for.
That the
the rating of storekeeper
storekeeper is hereby
branch with the
Chief petty
branch
the following
following rates of
of pay
pay per
per month:
month: Chief
officer, $50;
$50; petty
officer, first
first class,
petty officer,
officer, second
second class,
class,
$40; petty
officer,
petty officer,
class, $40;
$35; petty
petty officer,
officer, third
to such
such increases
increases of
pay
of pay
subject to
third class,
class, $30,
$30, subject
$35;
and
allowances as
as are
are or
law for
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be authorized
authorized by
by law
for the
and allowances
Navy.
enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy.
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Midshipmen.
Midshipmen.

Hereafter in addition
addition to the appointment
appointment of
of midshipmen
midshipmen to
to the
the
United States Naval
Academy,
as
now prescribed
pre5cribed by
by law,
law, the
the PresiPresiNaval
Academy,
as
now
By the President.
By
the President.
dent is hereby
dent
hereby allowed fifteen
fifteen appointments
appointments annually
annually instead of
ten
of ten
By Secretary of the
Navy from enlisted as now prescribed
Navy
prescribed by
law , and
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
allowed
by law,
the
Secretary
is
allowed
men.
men,
twenty-five appointments
twenty-five
appointments annually,
annually, instead
instead of
of fifteen
fifteen as
as now
now preAnte, p..
p. 9.
prePost,
p. Ils
1182.
Po, p.
scribed by law, the latter to
from the
the enlisted
enlisted men
of the
the
to be
be appointed
appointed from
men of
Navy who are citizens of the United States,
States, and
and not
more than
than twenty
twenty
not more
years of age on
date of
of entrance
entrance to
to the
the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, and
and who
on the date
who
shall have served not less
less than
as enlisted
enlisted men
men on
than one year
year as
on the
the date
date
Proviso.
Provio.
of entrance:
Provided, That such
entrance: Provided,
such appointments
shall be
be made
made in
in the
the
appointments shall
Competitive examaCoetqiiredem
order of merit from candidates
candidates who
who have
have in
each
inations
required.
in competition
competition with
with each
examination now
other passed the mental examination
now or
or hereafter
hereafter required
by
required by
law for entrance
entrance to the Naval
Naval Academy, and
and who
passed the
the physical
who passed
physical
examinations required
before entrance
under existing
existing laws.
examinations
required before
entrance under
laws.
Admission of Filiinssin
o FThat hereafter the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is authorized
authorized to
to permit
permit
pincs.
the Navy
Navy is
not exceeding
exceeding four
Filipinos, to
to be
designated, one
one for
each class,
class, by
by
four Filipinos,
be designated,
for each
Designation by GovenSirGene
r b
the Governor
Governor General
Islands, to
to receive
receive instruction
instruction
General of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
ernor General.
at the United States Naval Academy
Academy at
Annapolis, Maryland:
Maryland:
at Annapolis,
Proviso.
'aliowances,etc.
Provided, That the
as herein
herein
the Filipinos
Filipinos undergoing
undergoing instruction,
Pay,
allowances, etc. Provided,
instruction, as
authorized, shall receive the same pay, allowances
allowances, and
and emoluments,
emoluments,
to be paid out of the same
same appropriations,
and shall
be subject
to the
appropriations, and
shall be
subject to
the
same rules and regulations governing
governing admission,
admission, attendance,
attendance, disdiscipline, resignation,
dismissal, and
and graduation
as are
are
resignation, discharge,
discharge, dismissal,
graduation as
authorized by
by law
and
regulation
for midshipmen
midshipmen appointed
from
authorized
law
and
regulation
for
appointed
from
Not entitled to appoTtiitd
Naty the Uthe
United States, but the
herein authorized
authorized
the Filipino
Filipino midshipmen
midshipmen herem
pointment
in Navy
entitled to appointment
appointment to
shall not be entitled
any commissioned
commissioned office
office in
in
to any
the United States
States Navy
Navy by
reason of
of their
their graduation
from the
the
by reason
graduation from
Naval
Naval Academy.
Academy.
Additional appoint-

ments.

:

commissioned
Commissioned
sonnel.
Seonnel.

Mriper-

s
Percentage
Officers
'
Percentage of offl
of the line.

m

Provisos.
ProvisO.
Distribution of
Distribution
grades.

COMMISSIONED
COMMISSIONED PEBSONNEL.
PERSONNEL.

Hereafter
Hereafter the total number of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of
of the
the active
active
list of the line of the Navy, exclusive
exclusive of
of commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant
officers shall be four
officers,
per centum
of th
total authorized
enlisted
four per
centun of
thee total
authorized enlisted
strength of the
ct
stexcsive
exe
ofthe
strength
the active
list,
exclusive of
of the
the Hospital
prisoners
Hospital Corps,
Corps, prisoners
undergoing
undergoing sentence
sentence of
discharge, enlisted
enlisted men
men detailed
for duty
of discharge,
detailed for
duty

of with the Naval Militia,
Militia and the Flying
s: Provided
Provided, That
That the
the
Flying Corp
Corps:

total number of commissioned
commissioned line
line officers
officers on
on the
the active
active list
list at
at any
any
one time,
commissioned warrant
warrant officers,
one
time, exclusive of commissioned
officers shall
be disdisshall be
tributed
proportion of one of
tributed in the proportion
ofthe
the grade
grade of
rear admiral
to four
four
of rear
admiral to
in the grade of captain,
captain, to seven in the
the grade
of commander,
commander, to
fourgrade of
to fourteen
the grade of lieutenant
teen in the
lieutenant commander, to
thirty-two and
one-.
to thirty-two
and onehalf
in the
the grade
of lieutenant, to forty-one
half in
grade of
forty-one and one-half in
in the
the
grades of lieutenant
and ensign,
ensign, inclusive: Provided
Provided
Service of lieut
lieuten- grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
ants (junior grade).
further,
lieutenants (junior
further, That lieutenants
grade) shall
have had
had not
not less
(junior grade)
shall have
less than
than
three years'
years service
service in that
before being
eligible for
for promotion
promotion
that grade
grade before
being eligible
to the grade of lieutenant.
lieutenant.
3taff corps.
corps.
The
authorized number
number of commissioned officers
The total
total authorized
officers of
of the
active
the active
list of the following
following staff
staff corps, exclusive
exclusive of
of commissioned
warrant
commissioned warrant
officers, shall
officers,
shall be based on percentages
percentages of the total
tot alnumber
number of
of comcommissioned officers
officers of
of the
the active li
list
offthe line of the Navy
missioned
sto
Navy as follows:
follows:
Percentages.
Percentages.
Pay
Corps, twelvez;
twelveper.centum;
centum; Construction
Corps,
per cenPay Corps,
Construction C
orps, five the
centurn; Corps
tum;
Civil Engineers,
Corps of
of Civil
centum;
'leers, two per ce
nt
um; an
d that
that the total
total
and
authorized
number
of
commissioned
authorized number
commissioned officers
officers of the Medical
Medical Corps
Corps
shall
shall be sixty-five
sixty-five one
one hundredths
hundredths of
of one
per centum
centum of
of the
the total
one per
total
authorized number
number of the
authorized
the officers and enlisted men
men of the Navy
Navy and
and
Marine
Corps,
including midshipmen,
Marine Corps, including
midshipmen, Hospital Corps, prisoners
prisoners
undergoing
undergoing sentence o
isc harge, en
li sted men
men detailed
for duty
with
offd
discharge,
enlisted
detailed for
duty with
Promotions.
the
lilitia, and the
Officers of
the Naval
Naval Militia,
the Flying Corps. Officers
of the
the lower
lower grades
grades
of
the Medical
Medical Corps, Pay Corps,
of the
Corps, Construction Corps, and Corps of
Civil Engineers
be advanced
Civil
Engineers shall
shill he
advanced in rank
including the
the
rank up
up to
to and
and including
rank
lieutenant commander
rank of
of lieutenant
commander with
with the officers of the line with whom
whom
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Provisos.
law: Proor next
next after
after whom
they take
wristinglaw:
Pro- Prois.s.
under existing
precedence under
take precedence
whom they
or
Assistant surgeons.
original
date
from
surgeons
vided,
That
all
assistant
surgeons
shall
of
their
original
vided, That all assistant

lieutenants (junior
appomtment take
precedence with lieutenants
(junior
take rank and precedence
appointment

Semiannual
'u""'ualcomputo determine
That to
grade): Providedfurther,
determine the
the authorized
authorized number
number tS
Providedfurther,That
grade):
tation of.
of
the various
grades and ranks of the line and of the staff
staff t
various grades
in the
of officers
officers in

corps
herein provided,
provided, computations
computations shall be made by.the
by the SecreSecreas herein
corps as
tary
semianmially, as of July first and January
January first of
Navy semiannually,
tary of the Navy
b*
Authorised nm
number
inAu`d'."
grades and ranks, in
each
year, and
various grades
numbers in the various
resulting numbers
the resulting
and the
each year,
grades.
as
computed, shall be held
considered for all purposes
purposes as the
held and considered
as so
so computed,
authorized
officers in such various
various grades and ranks and
of officers
number of
authorized number
between such
such dates.
dates.
shall not be varied between
Grades distributed
distributed.
officers of the
The
total number
the active
active list of the Grades
commissioned officers
of commissioned
number of
The total
following
exclusive of comcorps at any one time, exclusive
staff corps
mentioned staff
following mentioned
missioned
distributed in the various grades
shall be distribnted
officers, shall
warrant officers,
missioned warrant
of
follows:
respective corps as follows:
of the respective
Medical Corps.
orps.
with the rank of rear
MEDICAL C
ORPS: One-half
One-half medical
directors with.
rear Medical
medical directors
COBPS:
MEDICAL
'admiral
medical directors
directors with the rank of captain,
captain ' to eight
eight
to four medical
admiral to
medical
inspectors with rank of commander,
commander, to eighty-seven
eighty-seven and onemedical inspectors
Proviso.
half
in the
the grades
inspector: Provided
That hereafter
hereafter A
Prowved,,That
medical inspector:
below medical
grades below
half in
Age ofppte.
of appointees.
between the
hall be'
appointees to the grade
grade of assistant surgeon shall
be ,between
appointees
ages of
of twenty-one
appointment. •
thirty-two at the time of appointment.
twenty-one and thirty-two
ages
Pay Corps.
rear admiral
PAY CORPS:
emirs: One-half
rank of rear
admiral Pay COPS
pay directors with the ran.
One-half pay
PAY
to four
four pay
pay directors
directors wit
with the rank
captain, to eight pay inspectors
of captn,
rank of
to
eighty-seven and one-half
with
commander, to eighty-seven
one-half in the
with the rank of commander,
grades
below pay inspector.
grades below
Construction cok.
Corps.
constructors with the rank cow
naval constructors
CONSTRUCTION COBPs:
CORES: One-half
Oe-half naval
CONSTmUCTION
rank
the
with
of rear
rear admiral
naval constructors
constructors
admiral to eight and one-half naval
of
of captain,
captain, to
fourteen naval
with the rank of comconstructors with
naval constructors
to fourteen
of
mander, to
to seventy-seven
constructors and assistant naval Provisos.
naval constructors
seventy-seven naval
mander,
vaa
origna vacancies.
constructors with
rank below
vacancies Original
Provided, That vacancies
commander: Provided,
below commander:
with rank
constructors
in the
Construction Corps
manner now prescribed
the manner
be filled in the
shall be
Corps shall
in
the Construction
by law,
law , at
rate as
Secretary of
of the
Navy may
may prepre- T
by
at such
such annual
annual rate
as the
the Secretary
the Navy
Oaat magasTransfers
scribe: 'Provided
That hereafter
hereafter ensigns
less than one T
not less
of not
ensigns of
further, That
Providedfurther,
scribe:
year's
service as
be eligible for transfer to the Construction
such shall be
as such
year's service
Corns.
Corps.
Civil Engineer Corps.
C
ORPS OF
OF CIVIL
CIVIL ENGINEERS:
civil engineers
engineers with the rank civlEngiercorps.
One-half civil
ENOIIEES: One-half
CORPS
of
rank
the
of
rear
admiral
to
five
and
one-half
civil
engineers
of
with
engineers
of rear admiral to five and one-half civil
captain, to fourteen
commander , to
fourteen civil engineers with the rank of commander,
captain,
eighty
engineers with the rank
civil engineers
assistant civil
and assistant
engineers and
civil engineers
eighty civil
below commander.
commander.
Prohlsore of
of mathe
maths.
below
·
]Profnor
ae.
made to the Corps of mutics
Hereafter
no further
appointments shall
shall be
be made
=tics to
commie.
further appointments
Hereafter no
Professors of
of Mathematics,
Mathematics and
that corps
shall cease
cease to
to exist
exist upon
upon R.B.,se.14s8,p..7.
R. S., sec. 1489, p. 257.
corps shall
and that
Professors
the
death, resignation,
resignation, or
or dismissal
dismissal of
of the
the officers
officers now carried
carried in that
that
the death,
retired lists of the Navy.
Navy.
corps on the active and retired
When
there is
odd number
number of
of officers
officers in
grade or
or rank
rank of
rear numo
nuPrariaLsi°n
odd
n for odd
of rear
the grade
in the
is an
an odd
When there
admiral in
in each
each corps,
corps, the
lower division thereof shal
shall
the lower
or in
line or
the line
in the
admiral
include the
except
i where there is but one.
in number,
number, except
the excess in
include
Frac:Muni number.
Whenever a
afinal
final fraction
fraction occurs
ncomputing
num- Fryua ".
authorized numthe authorized
computing the
occurs in
Whenever
whole
ber
of
any
corps,
grade
or
rank
in
the
naval
service,
nearest
the
ber of any corps, grade or rank in the naval
Proviso.
m .
number
as the authorized
authorized number: Provided,
Provided, That Minimum.
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
number shall
at
least
one
officer
shall
be
allowed
in
each
grade
or
rank.
at least one officer shall be allowed in each grade or rankl
authorofficers excldedirm
authorized number
the authorized
For
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
determining the
number of officers
.11itrhitmnum
auttr
i!
For the
l
ed streth.
in
grade or
of the
the line
of the
the staff
corps, there shall be iized
streng
th *
staff corps,
or of
line or
rank of
or rank
any grade
in any
excluded
consideration those officers
officers carried by law as addifrom consideration
excluded from
com-tional
numbers ' including
heretofore permanently
permanently com
officers heretofore
including staff officers
tional numbers,
missioned with
of rear
rear admiral,
and nothing
herein
contained herein
nothing contained
admiral, and
rank of
the rank
with the
missioned
shall be
reduce below
below that
that heretofore
authorized by law the
heretofore authorized
to reduce
held to
be held
shall
tadra Rear admirals.
number of officers
officers in
staff corps.
corps.
in any
any grade or rank in the staff
number
Hereafter pay
and allowances
allowances of
of officers
in the
the upper
upper half
of the Rynd
Fay and allan
allowances.
half ofte
offices in
pay and
Hereafter
grade or
admiral, including
the staff
staff corps
and including
including
corps ad
including the
rear admiral,
of rear
rank of
or rank
grade
staff officers heretofore
heretofore permanently
permanently „commissioned
commissioned with the rank oof

staff officers
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rear admiral, shah be that now
by law
law for
the first
first nine
nine rear
now allowed
allowed by
for the
rear
admirals, and the pay and allowances
of officers
officers in
lower hall
allowances of
in the
the lower
half of
of
Pro.
the grade or rank of rear
rear admiral, including
staff corps,
shall be
be
including the
the staff
corps, shall
Proviso,
Rankin
taf corps
nme rear
rear admirals:
admirals: Provided,
Provided,
Rank in staff
corps. that now allowed by
by law
law for
for the
the second
second nine
That officers shall take rank in each
each staff corps according
according to
to the
the dates
dates
of commission
commission in the several
several grades, excepting
excepting in cases
where they
they
cases where
have gained or
numbers.
or lost
lost numbers.
Chief warrant officehrs wamt oeHereafter
Hereafter chief boatswains, chief
chief machinists,
machinists, chief
chief
chief gunners, chief
cers.
Pay, etc.,
after six
six carpenters, chief sail
Pay,
etc.,
after
makers, chief pharmacists, and chief
carpenters,
makers,
chief pay
pay clerks,
clerks,
years.
on the active list with creditable records, shall,
six years
from
shall, after
after six
years from
commission receive
receive the pay and allowances
date of commission,
now or
allowances that are
are now
or
may hereafter
hereafter be allowed
allowed aalieutenant
lieutenant (junior
(junior grade),
grade), United
United States
States
Proviso.
After twelve years.
years. Navy: Provided,
Provided, That chief boatswains,
chief machinmachinboatswains, chief gunners, chief
ists, chief
thief carpenters, chief sail makers,
makers, chief
chief pharmacists,
and chief
pharmacists, and
chief
pay clerks, on the active list with creditable
creditable •
records,
shall, after
after
records, shall,
twelve years
years from date of commission,
commission' receive
receive the
the pay
pay and
and allowallowances that are now or may hereafter
hereafter be
be allowed
allowed aalieutenant,
United
lieutenant, United

States
Navy.
States Navy.
Warrant officers shall receive
Warrant
receive the same allowances
allowances of
of heat
heat and
and light
light
as are now or may hereafter
hereafter be allowed
allowed an ensign, United
United States
States
Navy.
Navy.
Leaves of absence
absence.
arrant officers
such leave
absence, with
Warrant
officers shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed such
leave of
of absence,
with full
pay, as is now or may hereafter
hereafter be allowed
allowed other officers of the
the United
United
Navy.
States Navy.
Promotions to comPrmmotnruoa
to to- Hereafter
Hereafter all
promotions to
to the
grades of
captain and
and
all promotions
mander,
and above,
the grades
of commander,
commander, captain,
be by adman y.
only.
bebyp
rear admiral of the line of the Navy,
i
ncludin g th
promot
captain,
i
on of
Navy, including
thee promotion
of those
Post, p.
Pt, P.I
captains, commanders,
commanders, and
and lieutenant
lieutenan tcommanders
comman d
ers w h
or may
captains,
whoo are,
are, or
may
be, carried
carried on the Navy
Navy list as
as additional
additional to the numbers
numbers of
of such
such
grades, shall be by selection
selection only from the next lower
lower respective
respective grade
grade
upon the recommendation
recommendation of aa board of
upon
of naval
officers as
as herein
naval officers
herein
provided.
provided.
Board for recom- pve.
mending.
mending.
consist of
The board
board shall consist
rear admirals
admirals on
on the
the active
active list
list of
of nine
nine rear
of
Composition.
Composition
the line
line of
not restricted
the
of the
the Navy
Navy -not
restricted by law to the performance
performance of
of
shore
duty
and shall
shbo
allbe
appointed by the Secretary of the
be appointed
sho:h
dumtyemonly,
o
b
n
e
ly
r,
ofansdaidard
Navy
convened during
during the
the m
on th of
ofDecember
December of
ofeach year and
Navy and
and convened
month
each year and
soon
as soon
after the
first day.
of
the month
month as
as p
rac ti cable.
after
the
first
day
of
the
practicable.
required.
Oath rired.
Each member of said board shallswear,
shall swear,by
or
affirm,
that
or th
aff
eirm
Seci
,.
th
eta
a.t
ryhe
ofwill,
will
the,
without
prejudice or partiality:,
partiality, and having
without prejudice
having in view solely
special
solely the
the special
fitness of officers and the
the efficiency
efficiency of
the naval
naval service,
service, perform
perform the
the
of the
duties imposed upon him as
as herein
herein provided.
provided.
List of vacancies and
elistlo vto
andb The
The board
board shall
shall be
be furnished
by the
eligibles
be
of the
furnished by
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the
the
the Navy
eligibles
Navy with
toancis
be submitted
ntted to.
number of
vacancies in the grades of cutnumber
of vacancies
rear admiral,
admiral, captain,
and.
captain, and.
commander to
filled during
during the
commander
to be
be filled
the following
following calendar
calendar year,
year , including
including
the vacancies
vacancies existing
exsting at the
time of
the
the time
of the
the convening
conveni
ng of
ofthe
the 'board
and
board and
those that will occur
occurby
by operation
operation of
from the
the date
of convenng
convening
of law
law from
date of
until the end of the next calendar
calendar year,
with the
the names
names of
all
year, and
and with
of atl
officers who
who are
are eligible
consideration for
selection as
as herein
herein
eligible for
for consideration
for selection
Pntoisos.
ommunication to
to authorized,
together with
Communication
the record
authorized, together
with the
record of
of each
each officer:
officer: Provided,
Provided, That
That
board allowed
allowed from
from any
officer eligible
eligible for
consideration for
for selection
any officer
for consideration
selection shall
have the
shall have
the
eligibles.
eligibles
right to
to forward
forward through official
channels at
right
official channels
at any
any: time
time not
not later
later than
than
ten
days after
after the
the convening
convening of said board a
a written
ten days
written communication
communication
inviting.attention
inviting
attention to any matter of record
record in
in the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department
concerning himself
himself which
concerning
which he
deems
important
in the
the consideration
he
deems
important
in
consideration
Restriction.
Restrtion.
of his
case: Provied,
That such
such communication
communication shall
shall not
of
his case:
Provided, That
not contain
contain
any reflection
reflection
upon
the
character,
character
'conduct,
conduct,
or
moti
ves of
criticism
or
motives
of or
or criticism
Service In grade reService in grade
of any
officer: Provided
Provided_further,
further, That
quired.
of
any officer:
That no captains,
captains, commanders,
commanders, or
or
lieutenant commanders
commanders who shall have had
lieutenant
h less than
than four
four years'
years'
service
service in the grade in which he is serving on'
on November
November the
thirtieth
the thirtieth
of the
the year
of the convening
of
the
board
shall
of
year
convening
board
shall
be
eligible
for conbe
eligible
for
conRecommendations
foRehorendation
by
Proide
for
shore and engineer- sideration
further That
sideration
by a thei board:
Provided
further,
the recommenda
recommendaThat the
g
duty
oranly.
i
f
t
t
a
f
i
ing duty
only.
dut ony.
tion of
of the
board in
the case
case of
tion
the board
in the
of officers
officers of
of the
the former Engineer
Engineer Corps
Heat and
and
Heat
allowances.

light
light
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who are restricted
restricted by law to the performance
performance of shore duty only and
in that of officers who may hereafter be assined
assigned to engineering
engineering duty
only
only shall
shall be
be based
based upon
upon their
comparative fitness
fitness for
duties prepretheir comparative
for the
the duties
Status.
scribed for them
them by
by law.
law. Upon
carried status
Upon promotion
promotion they shall
shall be carried
as
additional
numbers
in
grade.
as additional numbers in grade.
Recommends
ti on s
The board shall recommend
for promotion
promotion a
a number
number of
recommend for
of officers
officers in
in for
next caetia
for next
calendar year.s
each
grade equal
equal to
to the
number of
be filled
filled in
in the
the next
next
each grade
the number
of vacancies
vacancies to
to be
Provisos.
higher
following calendar
no Concurrence
higher grade
grade during
during the
the following
calendar year:
year: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
on'u;rrenoe req
uired.
officer
shall
be
recommended
for
promotion
unless
he
shall
have
unless
he
shall
have
quired.
offcer shall be recommended for promotion
of said
received
of not
less than
said
received the
the recommendation
recommendation of
not less
than six
six members
members of
Captains limited.
board:
Provided further,
the increase
increase in
the number
number of
of captains
captains Cptalns
board: Provided
further, That
That the
in the
herein
authorized shall
shall be
made at
at the
rate of
of not
more than
than ten
ten
the rate
not more
herein authorized
be made
captains
in any
captains in
any one
one year.
year.
Report.
The report
of the
the board
shall be
by all
the RepoThe
report of
board shall
be in
in writing
writing signed
signed by
all of
of the
members and
and shall
certify .that
the board
board has
carefully considered
members
shall certify
that the
has carefully
considered
the case
of every
officer e
ligible for
consideration under
the proviunder the
provi- Recommendations
case of
every officer
eligible
for consideration
the
°
1
sions
of this
law, and
and that
that in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of at
six of
sions of
this law,
tesd .
at least
least six
of the
the members,
members, to
at' n
bestai
to be
stated.
the officers
therein recommended
recommended are
are the
of all
those under
the
officers therein
the best
best fitted
fitted of
all those
under
consideration to
assume the
the duties
consideration
to assume
duties of
next higher
grade, except
of the
the next
higher grade,
except
that the
the board
board in
of officers
officers of
of the
the
the case
case of
that
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
in the
restricted by
by law
law to
to the performance
former Engineer
former
Engineer Corps who are restricted
performance
of
duty only,
only, and
and in
that of
of officers
officers who
who may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be
of shore
shore duty
in that
only, shall
shall be
be based
based upon
upon their comparaassigned
to engineering
assigned to
engineering duty only,
comparative fitness
fitness for
for the
the duties
duties prescribed
them by
law.
prescribed for
for them
by law.
The report
report of
of the
board shall
be submitted
to the
for Sbdeon
Subdmern to the
the
the '-President
President for
The
the board
shall be
submitted to
approval or
or disapproval.
disapproval. In
case any
officer or
or officers
Substitution for
for ununapproval
In case
any officer
officers recommended
recommended Substitution
by
the board
are not
not acceptable
acceptable to
President, the
the board
board shall
shall be
be acceptable&
to the
the President,
eptabk
by the
board are
informed
of the
the name
of such
such officer
officer or
or officers,
officers, and
and shall
shall recommend
informed of
name of
recommend
number of
officers equal
to the
the number
number of
of those
those found
found not
aanumber
of officers
equal to
not acceptable
acceptable
to the President and if necessary
reconvened for this purpose. Elig
necessary shall
shall be reconvened
i
ble af m
tter
e410,,,x.
When the report
the board
board shall
have been
re I rt of the
shall have
been approved
approved by
by the
the PresiP'resi- pro,
prZZ to proteOr Pdent,
oIt cers recommended
therein shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed eligible
for
dent, the
the officers
recommended therein
eligible for
selection,
selection, and
and if
if promoted
shall take
take rank
with one
one another
in accordaccordpromoted shall
rank with
another in
ance with
with their seniority
seniority in
in the
the grade
grade from
from which promoted:
ance
promoted: Provided
Provided, PEtinatose.
l
E' r
xa na thins reThat any
any officers
selected shall
shall prior
to promotion
promotion be
be subject
all quired
quired, etc.
That
officers so
so selected
prior to
subject in
in all
etc
respects to
the examinations
prescribed by
promoted Effect.
respects
to the
examinations prescribed
by law
law for
for officers
officers promoted
E
by seniority,
seniority, and
and in
case of
of failure
failure to
pass the
required professional
professional
by
in case
to pass
the required
officer shall thereafter
examination such
such officer
thereafter be ineligible
ineligible for selection
selection
examination
and promotion.
promotion. And
And should
should any
any such
such officer
officer fail
pass the
the required
required
fail to
to pass
and
physical examination
examination he
shall not
not be
considered, in
in the
event of
physical
he shall
be considered,
the event
of
retirement,
to the
the rank
rank of
of the
next higher
grade.
retirement, entitled
entitled to
the next
higher grade.
On
and after
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, no
no quired
atta
ual
iasn June
r
a
v
ate3,
r:
On and
after June
thirtieth, nineteen
aftr
captain,
commander, or
or lieutenant
commander shall
be.promoted
promoted 121
'9
captain, commander,
lieutenant commander
shall be
unless he has had not
not less than two years'
unless
years' actual
actual sea service
service on seaseagoing
in the
the grade
in which
which serving
serving or
or who
who is
is more
than fiftyfifty- Aelm't
Age hunt.
going ships
ships in
grade in
more than
six,
or forty-five
forty-five years
years of
of age,
age, respectively:
respectively: Provided,
That the
the PE
Er°v-"'"'rng
rtngdntynvi
six, fifty,
fifty, or
Provided, That
no
i d
qualification
of sea
sea service
service shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
to officers
officers restricted
restricted to
to the
the finei
qualification of
performance of
of engineering
performance
engineering duty
duty only:
only: Provided
Provided further,
That cafurther, That
cap- prootion
onascnte
43m
inotionino
a
n
kigi
ace
brut
tains, commanders,
lieutenant commanders
commanders who
who become
inch- of
a
ge
to be retired.
become ineliofagetoberetired.
tains,
commanders, and
and lieutenant
gible
promotion on
on account
age shall
be retired
on aapercentage
percentage
shall be
retired on
gible for
for promotion
account of
of age
of
pay equal
equal to
to two
two and
centum of
shore-duty
one-half per
per centum
of their
their shore-duty
of pay
and one-half
8 r
pay
each year
Provided further,
That the
the total
retired Payr
Pay "st
i
'dtedfurther, That
total retired
pay for
for each
year of
of service:
service: Provided
pay
shall not
exceed seventy-five
seventy-five per
of the
the shore-duty
shore-duty pay
pay shall
not exceed
per centum
centum of
pay
they were
were entitled
on the
active list.
list.
receive while
while on
the active
they
entitled to
to receive
1 sec
Except as
as herein
age for
for retireretire- R
rtrig
ag.e'a
Except
herein otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, hereafter
hereafter the
the age
^5^A
c 6, .p.
of the
Navy shall
sixty-four years
years instead
ment
officers of
the Navy
shall be
be sixty-four
instead of
of 253,amended.
253, emended.
ment of
of all
all officers
sixty-two years
years as
prescribed by
by law.
law.
now prescribed
as now
sixty-two
Nothing
contained in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
to reduce
the pt"n
No i
r
ial
e
ces
0.1
Nothing contained
in this
be construed
construed to
reduce the
auetieti
rank,
pay, or
allowances of
of any
any officer
officer of
Navy or
Corps
of the
the Navy
or Marine
Marine Corps
rank, pay,
or allowances
as now provided
provided by law.
pro

p

.
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for engineerOftfers
engineering duty
duty only.
only.
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OFFICEBS FOR
ENGINEERING DUTY
OFFICERS
FOR ENGINEERING
DUTY ONLY.
ONLY.

lieutenant
Officers of the line of the Navy not below the grade
grade of lieutenant
may, upon
upon application,
application, and
and with
with the
the approval
may,
approval of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Navy,
be assigned
assigned to
duty only,
and that
that when
when so
assigned
Navy, be
to engineering
engineering duty
only, and
so assigned
Duties.
and until
until they
reach tse
the grade
grade of
commakder, they
they shall
shall perform
perform
VoL
100
and
they reach
of commander,
l. 30,, p.p.1005.
duty as prescribed
section four
Personnel Act
Act approved
prescribed in
in section
four of the Personnel
approved
March third, eighteen hundred
thereafter shore
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, and thereafter
shore
prescribed for
officers transferred
transferred to the
duty only as now prescribed
for officers
the line from
the former engineer corps, except
except that commanders
assigned
commanders may be
be assigned
duty as fleet
squadron engineers:
engineers: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
when so
ine.line re- to .duty
rProvisos.
fleet and
and squadron
so
Status In
in line
tainedtind.
assigned
assigned they shall retain their
their place with respect
respect to other line officers
officers
in the grades
hereafter occupy,
grades they
they now or may
may hereafter
occupy, and also the.right
right
to succession
accordance with their semonty,
succession to command
command on shore in accordance
seniority,
and shall be promoted
promoted as vacancies
occur subject to physical
physical examiexamivacancies occur
nation and
to
such
examination in
engineering as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
nation
and
to
such
examination
in
engineering
.Number of assignthe Navy
Navy may
prescribe: Provided
That the
the number
number of
of officer
officers
further, That
Providedfurther,
may prescribe:
yois
ments
in any
year.igs the
NmneT
so assigned in any one year shall be in accordance
accordance with the requiredetermined by the Secretary
ments of the service
service as determined
Navy:
Secretary of the Navy:
Acting ensigns for
And yrovidedfurther,
That the
the Secretary
the Navy
is hereby
authorhereby authorNavy is
Secretary of
of the
for And
proidedfurther,That
cting ensigns
engineering
duty only,
authorized
from civil
authleied from
civii ized to appoint annually
annually in the line
line of the Navy for a
aperiod
period of
of ten
ten.
life.
years
years following
following the passage
the order
merit deterdeterpassage of this Act, in the
order of
of merit
mined by such competitive examination
prescribe, thirty
thirty
examination as he may prescribe,
Qualifications,
etc.
Quatfications.etc.
acting
acting ensigns for the performance
performance of engineering
engineering duties
duties only. Persons so appointed must have received
received aa degree of
mechanical or
or
of mechanical
electrical engineer from
froma
electrical
a college or university
university of high standing
standing or
or be
technical schools
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy,
graduates of technical
schools approved
approved by the Secretary
must have been found physically
physically qualified
qualified by a
a board of medical
medical
officers of
of the
the Navy
performance of
of the
the duties
duties required,
and
officers
Navy for
for the
the performance
required, and
appointment be
twenty nor
nor more
more
must at the time of
of appointment
be not
not less
less than twenty
Probationaryperiod.
Probationarypriod. than twenty-six years
a
years of age. Such appointments
appointments shall be for a
probationary
probationary period of three years, and may
may be revoked at any time
Secretary of
by the Secretary
of the Navy.
Service
requketL
servicrequnhi&
Such
Such acting ensigns
ensigns shall, upon the completion
completion of the probationary
probationary
period of three years
years, of which two years shall have been spent on
on
board cruising
cruising vessels and one year pursuing aacourse of instruction
instruction
Commission
on terAcademy prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, be
Comission on
ter- at the ..Naval Academy
ruination
commissioned
the grade
grade of
lieutenant of
of the
the junior
junior grade
grade after
after
mhnation.
commissioned in
in the
of lieutenant
satisfactorily passing such examination
examination as
by the
as may be prescribed by
the
Examination,etc.
Secretary of the Navy, and having
having been
Examination, etc.
Secretary
recommended for
for promobeen recommended
promotion by the examining board
board and found
found physically
physically qualified by
by a
a
board
board of medical officers
officers of the Navy.
Duties restricted.
Dutis
restricted.
Such officers
officers shall thereafter
be required
to perform
thereafter be
required to
perform engineering
engineering
duties only, and shall be eligible
eligible for advancement
advancement to the higher grades
in the manner herein provided for line officers assigned to engineering
engineering
duty only.
only.
duty
No pay if absent on
Hereafter no officer or enlisted
ent on
Hereafter
enlisted man in the Navy or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
o yof personal
account
misconduct.
misnct.
in active service who shall be absent from duty on
on account
account of
of sickness
sickness
or
disease resulting
his own
drugs or
or alcoor disease
resulting from
from his
own intemperate
intemperate use
use of
of drugs
alcoreceive pay for the period
holic liquors, or other misconduct,
misconduct, shall receive
period of
of
such absence, the time so absent and the cause
cause thereof to be ascertained under
such procedure
and r
egulations as
as may
may be
prescribed
prio.
tained
under such
procedure and
regulations
be prescribed
Proviso.
Enlistment
period
not
by the Secretary of
of the
Enlistment
peod by
PrT dd, That
the Navy:
Navy: Provd,
That an
an enlistment
enlistment shall not
continued until abs made
m
amd
ggood.
gn
b be regarded
as complete
complete until
regarded as
the enlisted
enlisted man
shall have
made good
until the
sence
man shall
have made
good
any time
m excess of one day
day lost
lost on
on account
time in
account of
sickness or
of sickness
or disease
disease
resulting
intemperate use
drugs or
or alcoholic
alcoholic liquors,
liquors,
resultmg from
from his
hs own
own itemperate
use of
of drugs
or
orother
other misconduct.
misconduct.
Furlis !cf unexPi
dt.
The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized
authorized to grant furlough
furlough
a period covering
without pay to enlisted men for a
covering the unexpired
unexpired porProviso.
Conditions.
condis.
tion of their enlistment:
enlistment: Provided,
Provided That
That such
such furlough
be granted
gran t
ed
furlough be
discharge by purchase
under the same conditions
conditions and
and in lieu of discharge
purchase or
or by
by
Assignments
from
Assments from
the
line on application.
theonappation.
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in
w.
ecltimeofw
shall Recall
special
time ofar
furloughed shall
so furloughed
men so
Enlisted men
department. Enlisted
the department.
of the
order of
special order
be
subject
to
recall
in
time
of
war
or
national
emergency
to
complete
.
3?
FO,
p
=
complete
to
emergency
national
be subject to recall in timune of war or
the
their enlistment, and shall be in addition
of their
portion of
unexpired portion
the unexpired
to
the authorized
authorized number
of enlisted
Navy.
the Navy.
of the
men of
enlisted men
number of
to the
Hereafter the
the authorized
authorized number
of surgeons
b one.
u
oir
3e. ns increased
United States by
the United
in the
surgeons in
number of
Hereafter
ss
Navy be,
letaell for Red
Cross
RedCro
the EDetaifor
is hereby,
hereafter the
that hereafter
and that
one; and
by one;
increased by
hereby, increased
it is
and it
Navy be, and
one
Secretary
Navy be,
and he
hereby, authorized
detail
to detail
authorized to
is hereby,
he is
be, and
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
States Navy for
or
officers of
of the
the United
for
United States
Corps of
Medical Corps
the Medical
of the
more officers
or more
duty
Military Relief
American National
National Red
the American
of the
Division of
Relief Division
the Military
with the
duty with
Cross.
Sophia Gompers.
Payment to.
The Secretary
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to cause
cause to
paid payment
be paid
to be
of the
Secretary of
The
seaman,
Gompers,
to
Mrs.
Sophia
Gompers,
mother
of
the
late
William
seaman,
William
late
the
of
mother
Gompers,
Sophia
to Mrs.
United
equal to six months'
amount equal
the amount
being the
$176.40, being
Navy, $176.40,
States Navy,
United States
of his death, less
pay
at
the
rate
received
by
that
seaman
at
the
date
of
date
the
at
seaman
that
by
received
rate
pay at the
expenses of
of interment.
expenses
Eliza Orr.
interment.
That the
the Secretary
of the
Navy is
is hereby
and directed
Payment to.
directed payment
authorized and
hereby authorized
the Navy
Secretary of
That
to cause
be paid
William Orr,
mother of the late William
Orr, mother
Eliza Orr,
Mrs. Eliza
to Mrs.
paid to
to be
cause to
to
months' pay
fireman,
United
States
Navy,
an
amount
equal
to
six
months'
six
to
equal
amount
an
Navy,
States
United
fireman,
expenses of
death, less expenses
at the
the rate
date of
his death,
of his
the date
at the
him at
by him
received by
rate received
at
interment.
General Board.
interment.
elneralBor
etc.
officer
of officer
etc.,
ay,
cornNo
who, after
fleet in
in active
active coma fleet
commanded a
having commanded
after having
officer who,
No officer
eias1 c e inna.ntaimateneof
mission, has
retired for
for age
whom in
in the
the judgment
the ser
e ving:tha
t40:
of the
judgment of
and whom,
age and
been retired
has been
mission,
Secretary of
of the
public interests'
make it
necessary to
to when retired.
retired.
it necessary
interests make
the public
Navy, the
the Navy,
Secretary
retain for
time after
retirement and
performing active
is performing
who is
and who
said retirement
after said
a time
for a
retain
duty as
chairman of
of the
the General
General Board,
committee of
executive committee
the executive
of the
as chairman
duty
reduction in the emolushall for
for the
the period
suffer any
any reduction
retained, suffer
so retained,
period so
shall,
pay,
etc.,of retired
pay, etc.,
ment's
of his
his retirement:
That Pr"im
Proidled,That
retirement: Provided,
time of
the time
at the
receiving at
was receiving
he was
ments he
or
deted ffor
acti
hereafter any
any retired
service who shall be detailed acacticveersciudtyet.ailed
naval service
the naval
of the
officer of
retired officer
hereafter
on
active duty pay
the active
receive the
serving, receive
so serving,
while so
shall, while
duty shall,
active duty
on active
commander
and
allowances of
of the
the grade,
grade, not
not above
above that
lieutenant commander
of lieutenant
that of
and allowances
in
Navy or
of major
would have
he would
that he
Corps, that
Marine Corps,
the Marine
in the
major in
or of
the Navy
in the
attained
due course
of promotion
if he
active
the active
on the
remained on
had remained
he had
promotion if
course of
in due
attained in
list
period beyond
the date
his retirement
the total
total
to the
equal to
retirement equal
of his
date of
beyond the
for aaperiod
list for
amount
of time
time during
which he
reduction of pay.
pay.
Noreductionof
duty No
active duty
on active
detailed on
been detailed
he has
has been
during which
amount of
since his
shall be
be conconherein shall
nothing herein
That nothing
Provided, That
retirement: Provided,
his retirement:
since
whose
strued to
reduce the
duty whose
active duty
on active
officer on
retired officer
any retired
of any
pay of
the pay
to reduce
strued
retired pay
duty pay
pay and
allowances for
the grade
grade
for the
and allowances
active duty
the active
exceeds the
pay exceeds
retired
of
Pay of officers on accommander.
of lieutenant
lieutenant commander.
Navy tiveflt.
Hereafter
commissioned officers
the active
tivPe
ariso
t
f
.officers on se'
list of the Navy
active list
of the
officers of
all commissioned
Hereafter all
shall receive
receive the
the same
same pay
allowances according,
to rank
and pAo.
rank and
according to
and allowances
pay and
shall
Commissioned warlength of
Provuled, That
That this
warprovision shall not be con- Commissioned
this provision
service: Provdled,
of service:
length
ors.'
rant
warrant '
strued to
reduce the
pay and
commissioned warrant
tali
of commissioned
allowances of
and allowances
the pay
to reduce
strued
in govTelephones in
officers as
as herein
Telephones
authorized.
herein authorized.
officers
i
ers.
Ternment
States Treasury are ernment
That
the accounting
accounting officers
United States
quarters.
the United
of the
officers of
That the
Accounts
for, alal
for,u
AThath
lwed,
disbursing
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
allow
in
the
accounts
of
disbursing
lowed.
of
accounts
the
in
allow
to
hereby authorized and directed
officers
telephones in
Government
in Government
for telephones
payments for
all payments
Navy all
the Navy
of the
officers of
quarters
which
have
been
disallowed
under
section
seven
of the
the Act
Act
of
seven
section
under
disallowed
quarters which have been
of
hundred and
twelve (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh
and twelve
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
August twenty-third,
of August
Statutes,
and four
and fourteen),
fourteen), by
decision of
by decision
hundred and
four hundred
one and
pages one
Statutes, pages
Paymaster George
the Comptroller.
Comptroller.
George
the
That
the
accounting
officers
of
the
United
States
Treasury
are
R.
Crapo.
R.crapo.'
are
That the accounting officers of the United States Treasury
hereby authorized
to the
Paymaster George
fl:t
Credit inn accounts.
R. Credit
George It.
of Paymaster
account of
the account
credit to
to credit
hereby authorized to
paid
Crapo,
United
States
Navy,
the
sum
of
$360,
which
amount
was
paid
was
amount
which
$360,
of
sum
the
Navy,
States
Crapo, United
by
vehicle for
for
passenger-carrying vehicle
a passenger-carrying
for a
Crapo for
Paymaster erapo
said Paymaster
the said
by the
official
use
at
the
Naval
Station,
Key
West,
Florida,
on
September
September
on
Florida,
West,
Key
Station,
Naval
the
at
official use
twenty-second,
nineteen hundred
mistake
under aa mistake
fourteen, under
and fourteen,
hundred and
twenty-second, nineteen
of
law.
Passed
Assistant
Passed Assistant
law.
of The
of the
hereby authorized
directed to
to fity
t
l
o
tristerr James
C.
James c.
jamste
and directed
authorized and
is hereby
Treasury is
the Treasury
Secretary of
The Secretary
credit in the accounts
of
Passed
Assistant Paymaster
James
C. Creit
Credit inaccounts.
in accounts.
C.
James
Paymaster
Assistant
Passed
of
accounts
credit in the
Hilton
United States
States Navy,
Navy, the
the sum
the amount
amount
being the
$6,033.61, being
of $6,033.61,
sum of
Hilton, United
stolen
'from
United
States
funds
by
a
person
or
persons
unknown
unknown
persons
or
person
a
by
funds
States
United
stolen from
•
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and charged
charged against the accounts of the
passed
the said
said James
James C.
C. Hilton,
Hilton, passed
assistant paymaster, on
Department.
on the books of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department.

Paymaster
Harris.

T. D.
ayaster T. D. The accounting
accounting officers
officers of
Treasury are
hereby authorized
and
of the
the Treasury
are hereby
authorized and
Cret
inaconts.
directed
Credit in
accounts
directed to allow in the accounts of
of Paymaster
Paymaster T.
Harris, United
T. D.
D. Harris,
United
,

States Navy, credit for the full payment
payment of
made
of the contract price
price made
by him to James
James Morrow under contract of May
twenty-ninth, ninenineMay twenty-ninth,
teen hundred and nine, and to Carson,
Carson Pine,
and Company,
Company,
Pirie, Scott
Scott and
James Corse, N. H. Dow
Dow Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company,
The Snead
Snead and
and
Company, The
Company Iron Works, and Original
Original Cabinet Company
under conconCompany under
tracts of
of March, nineteen hundred
hundred and eleven, pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the naval
naval
training station, Great
training
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Illinois.
Illinois.
Ensign Herold Hal'
That the
the United
States is
authorized to
Har- That
the President
President of
of the
United States
is hereby
hereby authorized
to
risenEtHarold
Little.
Promoti
author- cause
Promotion
cause Ensign Harold
Harold Harrison
Little, United
Navy, to
be
Harrison Little,
United States
States Navy,
to be
ised.
examined for
romotion to
grade of
(junior grade),
grade),
Ied.
examined
for p
promotion
to the
the grade
of lieutenant
lieutenant (junior
successfully passing
passing such
reUnited States Navy,
Navy, and
and subject to
to his
his successfully
such reexamination
examination to promote him to the grade
grade of
grade),
of lieutenant
lieutenant (junior
(junior grade),
to take place on the Navy list in such grade next after
after Lieutenant
Lieutenant
(Junior Grade)
Grade) William
William G. Greenman,
Greenman, United
United States
who was
was
States Navy,
Navy, who
the officer immediately
immediately above the said
Little in
in the
said Harold Harrison
Harrison Little
the
list of lieutenants
lieutenants (junior
(junior grade) at the date said Harold
Harrison
Harold Harrison
Little
,promotion to
to the
grade of
Little became
became due
due for
forpromotion
the grade
of lieutenant
lieutenant (junior
(junior
Proviso.
grade),
United States
Provided, That
no back
No
back pay, etc.
Nokpayetc.
grade), United
States Navy:
Navy: Provided,
That no
back pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances,
or
the passage
of this
Act.
A..
or emoluments
emoluments shall accrue
accrue by reason
reason of
of the
passage of
this Act.
'
Assistant
PaYmwter
Hereafter Assistant
Paymaster John
Hodapp, United
John
D. P. Hodapp.
jAt
HosPayap.te
- Hereafter
Assistant Paymaster
John D.
D. P.
P. Hodapp,
United States
States
Datfeafpointment Navy,
shall be
as having
appointed as
assistant
D^bpointment
Navy, shall
be retarded
regarded as
having been
been appointe
as an
an assistant
este
paymastermin the United
the same
same date
date as
as the
officer
United States
States Navy
Navy on
on the
the officer
Zgzi
now next
above him
him in
in grade:
nothing herein
No
k pyt etc. now
next above
grade: Provided,
Provied,That
That nothing
herein shall
shall be
be
construed to entitle the said Assistant
Assistant Paymaster John D.
construed
Hoda3p,
D. P.
P. Hodapp,
United
Navy, to any back pay, allowances,
United States Navy,.
allowances, or other
emo uother emolu'Bents.
ments.
Doable pay
ohibiDouble
yprohibin.
of
twDon=
d yro.b
Section six of an Act entitled "An Act making appropriations
tions
modMed.
pr
appropiations for
for
- 120, amendAuk, pP.
thee Government
120, amend- the legislative, executive, and judicial
dc.
ed.
judicial expenses of th
Governmen t
for the fiscal
nineteen hundred and sevenfiscal year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,nmeteen
teen, namely:"
approved May tenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
namely:" approved
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen,
is hereby amended
amended so as to read
read as follows:
follows:
t
Double salaries r
"SEc.
Double
salaries reestricted.
"SEC. 6. That unless otherwise
otherwise specially authorized
authorized by law, no
money appropriated
appropriated by this
this or any other Act shall be available
available for
for
money
payment to any person
person receiving
receiving more than one salary when the
combined
combined amount of said salaries exceeds the sum of $2,000
$2,000 per
Exceptions exExed.ptions
ex- annum
annum, but this shall not apply to retired
tended.
retired officers
of
officers or enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the Army, Navy, Marine
the
Marine Corps,
Corm or Coast Guard, or to officers and
ro.
enlisted men of the Organi
Organized
several
Proviso.
zedMilitia and Naval Militia in the sever
al
Excepted
and
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
rxceptedclasses
classes States, Territories,
Territories,
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
not deprived of salary, su
notepvd o salary, such
officer, officer,
etc.
eh retired officer,
enli st
edman s
hall be
be denied
or deprived
deprived
officer, or enlisted
shall
denied or
of any of his pay, salary
compensation as such,
other
salary, or compensation
such, or of any other
salary or compensation
compensation for services heretofore
heretofore rendered,
rendered, by reason
reason
of any decision or construction of said section six."
six."
pity ,

Naval Flying
Naval
Flying Corps.
Corps.
Composition of.
of.
Composition

NAVAL
NAVAL FLYING
PLYING CORPS.
CORPS.

The Naval
Corps shall
be composed
of one
one hundred and
The
Naval Flvinr
Flying Corps
shall be
composed of
fifty
three hundred and fifty enlisted men, detailed,
detailed,
fifty officers
officers and three
appointed, commissioned, enlisted, and distributed in the various
appointed,
grades, ranks,
and ratings
Navy and
Corps as
Aogrades,
ranks, and
ratin of
of the
the Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps
as hereafter
hereafter
Additional
to naval
stn
t n
provided. The said number
strength.
of officers,
officers, student
number of
student flyers,
flyers, and
and enlisted
enlisted
men shall be in addition to the total number of officers and enlisted
men
is now
now or
hereafter be
be provided
by law
law for
other
men which
which is
or may
may hereafter
provided by
for the other
branches of the naval service.
Yearly detail of offir
of fT,.- The
The number
of officers
officers detailed
cers. ydetail
number of
detailed to duty in aircraft
aircraft involving actual
actual
flying in any one year shall be in accordance with the requirements
requirements of
of
Proviso&
Maxim.
Maximum.
the Air Service as determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy: Provided,
Provided,
That
the officers
officers so
from the line of the Navy and from the
That the
so detailed
detailed from
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Marine Corps shall not exceed
the total
total number
exceed the
number herein
herein prescribed
for
prescribed for
the Naval
Providedfurther,
the
Naval Flying Corps: Pro
vid ed
further, That the proportion of line

o0 of
roPert
of lne

officers.
Proportion

officers of the Navy and of the Marine Corps thus
thus detailed
detailed shall
shall be
be the
the Student
same
st
ablishedfor
f
or the
th e regu
l
ar serv
i
ces: And
Andpropro- addition.
same as
as the
the proportion
proportion e
established
regular
services:
additon in

line

flyers
fyers

videdfurther,
student flyers
vided
further, That the
the student
shall be
flyers hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided for
for shalf
be
and enlisted
enlisted men
in addition to the officers and
men comprising
comprising the
the Naval
Naval
flying Corps.
Corps.
Flying
,theofficers
and allowances.
The
men
thee Naval
Naval Flying
officers detailed
detailed and the enlisted me
n of
ofth
Flying Cors
Cores Pay
ay and
alowane.
shall
and allowances
allowances that
th atare
are now
now provided
provi ded by
y
shall receive
receive the
the same
same pay
pay and
of the
same grade
law for officers and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the same
rating
grade or
or rank
rank and
and rating
in the Navy
Marine Corps
Navy and
and Marine
with aircraft
aircraft involving
Corps detailed
detailed to
to duty
duty with
involving
actual
flying.
actual flying.
Acting ensigns
or
The Secretary
the Navy
is hereby
hereby auth
Secretary of the
Navy is
ori
ze dto
t
o appoint
annually second
lieutenants
for
authorized
appoint annually
AseAdeu
Ses
ifr
in
the line
line of
of the
the Navy
in the
and the
the Marine
for a
aperiod
period of
of two
two years
years aeronauti
aeronautic duty
duty only.
only.
Navy and
Marine Corps
Corps for
following the passage of
this Act,
Act, in
of this
in order
of merit
as determined
determined by
order of
merit as
by
such competitive examinations
examinations as
as he
he may
prescribe, fifteen
fifteen acting
may prescribe,
acting
ensigns or acting
for the
the performance
of aeronautic
acting second
second lieutenants
lieutenants for
performance of
Qualifications.
aeronautic Qu
t'
duties
only. Persons
duties only.
so appointed
appointed must
Persons so
must be
be citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
'
States, and
and may
may.be
States,
be appointed
appointed from
warrant officers
officers or
or enlisted
men
from warrant
enlisted men
of the
the naval
naval service
of
service or
from civil
must, at
the time
time of
of appointor from
civil life,
life, and
and must,
at the
appointment,.,be
be not
not less
ment
or more
than twenty
twenty-four
years of
age: p
less than
than eighteen
eighteen or
more than
-four years
of age:
Prowled,
no person
person shall
shall be
be so
appointed until
he has been
found Medical
Proviso.
Proided,That no
Medical examinesoappointed
until hehas
been found
examina
physically qualified
physically
board of
officers of
the Navy
for the
qualified by
by a
a board
of medical
meical officers
of the
Navy for
the proportion.
roortion,
performance
of the
the duties required:
required: Providedfurth,
performance of
Providedfurther, That
number
That the
the number
of such appointments
appointments to
to the
theline
line of
Corps Probationary
period.
of the
the Navy
Navy and
and of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Probtinar-pw
shall be m
in the
the proportion
proportion decided
decided for
for the
regular services.
services. Such
the regular
Such
appointments shall
appointments
be for
for a
probationary period
of three
three years
shall be
a probationary
period of
years Sand
and
may be
be revoked
revoked at
any time
at any
time by
by the
of the
Navy.
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy.
's
f act.a
Details for actnal
acting second
second lieutenants
lieutenants shall
Such acting ensigns and acting
be detailed
detailed flying.
flying,
shall be
in aircraft
aircraft involving
involving actual
to duty in the Naval Flying Corps in
actual flying.
flying. Promotions
cornPromotiononnomSuch acting ensigns
ensigns of
Navy and
of the Navy
and acting
lieutenants of
plating probation.
acting second
second lieutenants
of pietng
probation.
the Marine
shall, upon
Marine Corps shall,
upon completion
completion of
of the
the probationary
probationary period
of
period of
years, be appointed
three years
appointed acting
acting lieutenants
lieutenants of
of the
the junior
grade, or
junior grade,
or
acting first 'lieutenants,
lieutenants, respectively,
respectively, by
by the
the Secretary
etc.
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy ExaminationS,
Examntions,etc.
for the
performance of
for
the performance
only, after
of aeronautic
aeronautic duties
duties only,
after satisfactorily
satisfactorily
passing such
such examinations
passing
examinations as
as he
he may
after having
having been
may,prescribe,
prescribe, and
and after
been
recommended
recommended for promotion
promotion by
by the
the examining
examining board
found Additional prob
aboard and
and found
probaphysically qualified
of medical
qualified by
by aaboard
board of
of the
the Navy.
Such tion.
medical officers
officers of
Navy. Such
tion
appointments
be for
appointments shall
shall be
for a
probationary period
of four
years and
and may
may
a probationary
period of
four years
be revoked at any time by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy.
Choke of
of the
the Navy.
choce
of duties.
duties
Such acting
acting lieutenants
Such
lieutenants (junior
grade) and
and acting
acting first
first lieutenants
lieutenants
(junior grade)
may
may elect
elect to
to qualify
aeronautic duty
or to
the
qualify for
for aeronautic
duty only
only or
to qualify
qualify for
for all
all the
officers of
of the
same grade
grade in
duties of officers
the same
the Navy
navy and
the Marine
Duty with
Flying
in the
and in
in the
Marine Duty
with Flying
Corps,
respectively. Those
Corps, respectively.
elect to
for aeronautic
Those officers
officers who
who elect
to qualify
qualify for
aeronautic corpa-"
duty only
only shall
duty
shall be
be detailed
detailed to
to duty
duty in
Naval Flying
l
in the
the Naval
Fying Corps
Corps involving
involving Regular
service
actual
aircraft. Those
officers who
to q
.
ualify for
the duty.
actual flying
flying in
in aircraft.
Those officers
who elect
elect to
qualify
for the
dnty.
regular
duties of
regular duties
of their
their grade
grade shall
be detailed
in the
the regular
regular
shall be
detailed to
to duty
duty m
service
service for
for at
at least
least two
years to
them to
such qualitwo years
to allow
allow them
to prepare
prepare for
for such
qualification.
fication.
Commissions
for
Commissions for
Such acting
acting lieutenants
grade) and
and acting
duty only.
lieutenants (junior
(junior grade)
acting first
first lieutenants
lieutenants aeronautk
eonautadyon.
Grade fa Navy dr
who have
have elected
to qualify
who
elected to
qualify for
for aeronautic
aeronautic duty
duty only
only shall,
shall, upon
upon coincorn- Marine Corps.
pletion
pletion of
the probationary
probationary period
period of
commissioned in
in
of the
of four
four years,
years, be
be commissioned
the
grade of
of lieutenant
the grade
lieutenant of
of the
the line
line of
of the
of the
the
the Navy
Navy or
or captain
captain of
Marine Corps
Marine
for aeronautic
satisfactorily passing
Corps for
aeronautic duties
duties only,
only, after
after satisfactorily
passing
such
such competitive
competitive examination
examination as
as may
be precribed
precribed by
by the
may be
the Secret
Secretary of
of
the
Navy to
determine their
and professional
gualth
the Navy
to determine
their moral,
moral, physical,
physical, and
professional qualifications
order of
cations for such commissions
commissions and
and the
the order
of rank
in which
they
rank in
which they
, be extra
a num.
commissioned. Such lieutenants
shall be commissioned.
lieutenants for
for aeronautic
aeronautic duty
duty only
only bers
ben.
xt
nou,
shall
be borne
borne on
on the
list as
taking rank
rank with
with and
and
shall be
the list
as extra
extra numbers,
numbers, taking
next after
next
of the
same date
date of
commission.
after officers
officers of
the same
of commission.
C°1-16
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Such acting lieutenants (junior grade) and acting first lieutenants
lieutenants
who
elected to
for the
the regular
regular duties
of the
the line
line of
who have
have elected
to qualify
qualify for
duties of
of the
the
Navy and
the Marine
Marine Corps,
respectively, shall,
upon completion
Navy
and of
of the
Corps, respectively,
shall, upon
completion of
of
the probationary
period of
of four
four years,
years, two
have
the
probationary period
two years
years of
of which
which shall
shall have
been on
be commissioned
commissioner' in
in the
the grade
the line
line
been
on such
such regular
regular duties,
duties, be
grade of
of the
of the
the Navy
to his
of service,
service, after
Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps according
according to
his length
length of
after
Eaminations,
Examinations, etc.
et.
passing
passing, satisfactorily
satisfactorily such
such competitive
competitive examinations
be preexaminations as
as may
may be
prescribed
scribed by the
Secretary of
Navy to
determine their
their moral,
moral,
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
to determine
physical,
and professional
qualifications for
for such
commissions and
physical, and
professional qualifications
such commissions
and to
to
determine the order of
of rank
rank in
in which
which they
they shall
be commissioned.
determine
shall
be
commissioned.
To be extra numto be tra num- Such officers
officers of
the Navy
Navy and
Marine Corps
will be
be borne
borne
of the
the line of
of the
bers.
and Marine
Corps will
upon the
respective corps
corps as
as extra
extra numbers,
numbers, taking
upon
the lists
lists of
of their
their respective
taking rank
rank
of the
the same
of
with and next after
after officers
officers of the
the regular
regular services
services of
same date
date of
commissions.
Transfers to Reserve
Flyrcnspso
Acting
lieutenants (junior
the line
the Navyfor
Reserve
Acting lieutenants
(junior grade)
grade) of
of the
line of
of the
Navy for aeroaeroFlYillfl Corps.
nautic
only and
nautic duties
duties only
lieutenants of
of the
for
and acting
acting first
first lieutenants
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps for
aeronautic duty
duty only
only who
who have
have completed
the probationary
probationary period
of
mmaeronautic
completed
the
period
of
Commissions.
four years may, upon examination
examination for
to the
for commissions
commissions to
the next
next higher
higher
grade
recommended by
the board
board of
of examination,
be transferred
transferred
grade,' if recommended
by the
examination, be
to the Naval Reserve Flying Corps
sam e
Corps and
and commissioned
commissioned in
in the
the same
next higher
grade as
may be
be recommended
recommended in
in accordance
accordance
grade or the next
higher grade
as may
as determined
determined by
the examination:
examination: P
rovid ed,
Tansiers darig with
with their
their qualifications
qualifications as
Transfers
by the
Provided,
probation.
probation.
That at
That
at any
time during
probationary period
period any
any such
such officer
can,
any time
during such
such probationary
officer can,
upon
nsf
erre d t
the
upon his
his own
own request,
request, if
if his
his record
record warrants
warrants it,
it, be
be tra
transferred
too the
Naval Reserve Flying Corps and commissioned
commissioned in
the
acting grade
grade he
in
the
acting
he
Discharge if found
notCg
= ." fonnd then holds. Any officer of the
the Naval
Naval Flying
Flying Corps
Corps holding
holding an
an appointappointnot qualified.
ment of student flyer or acting
lieutenant, lieutenant
acting ensign, second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant
(junior grade),
(junior
upon examination
examination for
for promopromograde), or first lieutenant,who,
lieutenant, who, upon
tion, is found not qualified shall, if not recommended
the examinexaminrecommended by
by the
ing board for transfer to the Naval Reserve Flying Corps,
Corps, be
be honorhonorably discharged from the
the naval
naval service.
service.
Promotions
of
offircemotionsa
f of
Officers
aeronautic duty
duty only
Officers
commissioned
for
only shall
shall be
for
bein eligible
eligible
for
cers
. commissioned
for aeronautic
aeronautic
.
h......aeronautic
the
duty only.
dutyiony.
advancement
the
higher grades,
grades, not
not above
above captain
in
th e Navy
Navy
advancement to
to
the
higher
captain
in
the
Grade limited, etc.
Gr
or colonel in the Marine Corps, in
in the
as other
the same
same manner
manner as
other officers
officers
that they
they sh
all be
be elieli• whose employment is not so restricted, except that
shall
gible to promotion without restriction
restriction as
duty, and
their proproas t
too sea duty,
and their
fessional examinations
examinations shall be restricted to
to which
to the
the 'duty
duty to
which
Proviso.
servie
required.
That any
officer must
se
rve at
at
personally assigned:
assigned: Provided,
Provded, That
any such
such officer
Service required.
must serve
least three years in any grade before being eligible
to promotion
promotion to
to
eligible to
Detail from
rom other the
the next
next higher
higher grade.
grade.
Detail
branches
branches as student
student
Nothing
Nothing m
in this
Act shall
be so
so construed
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent the
the detail
detail
this Act
shall be
aviators or
or airmen.
airmen.
officers and
enlisted men
of other
other branches of the Navy as student
student
off officers
and enlisted
men of
aviators or student airmen in such numbers as the needs of the s
er
vi
ce
service
may require.
require.
Payand
allonc
may
Pay
and allowances.
uch officers and enlisted
Such
enlisted men,
men' while detailed as
student aviators
as student
aviators
and student airmen involving actually
actually flying in aircraft, shall receive
receive
allowances that are now provid
the same pay and allowances
ed by
l
aw f
or offioffiprovided
by law
for
a
me grade
gra d
e or
k an
d rating
rati
ng in
the
cers and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the s
same
or ran
rank
and
in the
Navy detailed
for duty
duty with
with air
craft.
Student flyers
flyers from
Am Navy
Student
detailed for
aircraft.
enisted men
Amn
or civil
ciil
Secretary of the Navy i8
is hereby authori
authorized
enlisted
The Secretary
zedt
annually
too appoint annually
a period of four years,
life,
for a
years from enlisted me
ofth
navalserv
i
ce,
menn of
thee naval
service,
or from citizens
citizens of the United States in civil life, not to exceed thirty
thirty
student
flyers for
for instruction
instructi on an
t
rai
ni
ng i
ay, etc.
student flyers
Pay,
etc.
andd training
inn aeronautics
aeronautics who
who shall
shall
proo.
receive the same pay and allowances
midshipmen at
atthe
the United
allowances as midshipmen
Provisos.
United
Age.
A-.
States Naval Academy: Provided,
Provided, That persons
persons so appointed
must,
appointed must,
at
time of
appointmen t, b
notl
ess than
th
an seventeen
or more
acnmtintions.
at the
the time
of appointment,
bee not
less
Eyrim
inat cms
seventeen or
more than
than
twenty-one years of age:
Provided
further, That no person
age : P
rovidedfurther
person shall
shall be
be
appointed aa student fly
flyer
appointed
er until he shall have
Lye qualified
qualified therefor
therefor by
such examination
examination as may
bee prescribed
may b
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Navy.
csmiJaasforme

Commissions for line
duty.
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Term of appointment.
The
of student
student flyers
shall continue
continue in force for two Tenofappointment
flyers shall
appointment of
The appointment
years,
Secretary of the Navy, in his
the Secretary
by the
sooner revoked
revoked by
unless sooner
years, unless
discretion, and at the end of such period student flyers shall be exP-ion
Prowied, That if Proviso.
aviators: Provided,
qualified aviators:
as qualified
amined
for qualification
qualification as
amined for
Revocation
Revocation or trans& to Reserve
orps.
esarve Corps.
be far
such
student
flyers
are
not
qualified,
their
appointment
will be
r
such student flyers are not qualified, their appointment will
revoked,
or if
examining board, they shall
by the examining
recommended by
if recommended
revoked, or,
be
transferred to
the Naval
Reserve Flying Corps and commissioned
commissioned
Naval Reserve
to the
be transferred
as
as ensigns
ensigns therein.
Qualified aviator.
aviators.
Student
shall, after
certificate of qualification Qualiid
receiving aa certificate
after receiving
flyers shall,
Student flyers
as
an aviator
for actual
actual flying
flying in
in aircraft,
and
midshipmen and
rank with midshipmen
aircraft, rank
as an
aviator for
and pay.
pay.
ank and
as midshipmen,
shall
same pay
allowances as
midshipmen, plus Rank
and allowances
pay and
the same
receive the
shall receive
fifty
per centuni
thereof: Provided,
nafter three
th
Pro
That student
student flyers
flyers who
who have
have PP
fifty per
centum thereof:
Provided, That
romotion
years,
shall be com- years.
qualified
provisions of
of this
this Act shall
the provisions
aviators under the
as aviators
qualified as
missioned
ensigns for
for aeronautic
aeronautic duties
xa
after three Examinations.
only, after
duties only,
acting ensigns
missioned acting
years'
, That
shall have
have been
m
examined
been examined
they shall
That they
Providedfurther,
service: Providedfurther
years' service:
by
board of
determine by a
a
Flying Corps to determine
Naval Flying
of the
the Naval
of officers of
by aaboard
competitive
examination prescribed
prescribed by
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
competitive examination
their
professional fitness and the order of rank Transfer on request
and professional
moral, physical, and
their moral,
in which
which they
And pmroided
provided farther,
That to
onreque
,TraReeesve Corps.
figrter, That
be commissioned:
commissioned: And
in
they shall
shall be
any student
flyer qualified
as an
an aviator
aviator may
may at
at any
the
in the
time, in
any time,
qualified as
any
student flyer
it,
discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, if his record warrants it,
Commissions.
at
his own
own request,
request z be
Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying Commisions.
he Naval
to the
tranferred to
be transferred
at his
Corps and
and be
as ensign
provided further,
And pridedfrtr,
therein: And
ensign therein:
commissioned as
be commissioned
Corps
transfers.
That student
student flyers
flyers not
considered qualified
as Other
thertransfers.
for commissions
commsson as
qualified for
not considered
That
acting
ensigns for
only may,
recommendamay, upon recommendaduties only
aeronautic duties
for aeronautic
acting ensigns
tion
of the
the examining
board, be
to the
the Naval
Reserve
Naval Reserve
be transferred
transferred to
examining board,
tion of
Flying
commissioned as ensigns therein.
Corps and be commissioned
Flying Corps
Aeronautic training
The
aero- schools
Acro,^uticorainin
establish aeroauthorized to
to establish
is hereby
hereby authorized
of the
the Navy
Navy is
The Secretary
Secretar of
authorized.
nautic
schools for
for the
and training
training of
of student
flyers and
and
student flyers
instruction and
the instruction
nautic schools
prescribe
course of instruction and qualifications for certificate
the course
prescribe the
of graduation as a
a qualified aviator.
Temporary details
Nothing
this or
be so
to preNothing in
in this
or any
any.other
other Act
Act shall
shall be
so construed
construed as
as to
pre- foi
or aircraft detai
duty
trat
allowed.
vent the
the temporary
temporary detail
detail of
of officers
officers and
enlisted men
men of
of any
branch allowed.
any branch
and enlisted
vent
.
of the
the Navy
Navy for
duty with
with aircraft.
aircraft.
for duty
of
Gratuity accidents.
for
_h
In
event of
of the
the death
death of
of an
an officer
or enlisted
student Aviation
for deth
Gratuity
or student
man or
enlisted man
officer or
In the
the event
flyer
of the
the Naval
Corps from
disease, the
from
result from.
the result
or disease,
wounds or
from wounds
Flying Corps
Naval Flying
fiyer of
of
the result
result of
of his
his own
own misconduct,
misconduct, rerenot the
accident, not
an aviation
aviation accident,
of an
ceived
actual flying
flying in
or in
the
aircraft, the
handling aircraft,
in handling
in or
in actual
engaged in
while engaged
ceived while
gratuity to
to be
be paid
under the
provisions of the Act approved August
the provisions
paid under
gratuity
twenty-second,
nineteen hundred
Act Vol. 38, p. 939,
entitled "An Act
twelve, entitled
hundred and twelve,
twenty-second, nineteen
Vol. 38, p. 939,
making
appropriations for
service for the fiscal year end- amended.
naval service
the naval
for the
making appropriations
37, p. WS.
p.a8.
Vol.37,
ing
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen, and
for other
other Vol.
and for
and thirteen,
hundred and
June thirtieth,
ing June
purposes,"
at the rate
year's pay
pay at
to one
one year's
equal to
an amount
amount equal
be an
shall be
purposes" shall
received
such officer
man or
at the
the time
time Double
received by
by such
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
flyer at
or student
student flyer
e pension
pon
for
D
death or
or disability.
of
resulting in
his death.
death. In
In all
cases where
disabty.
an officer
officer deth
where an
all cases
in his
accident resulting
of the
the accident
or
enlisted man
man or
flyer of
of the
the Navy
Marine CorT
es,
n
dies,
Corpssat
or Marine
Navy or
student flyer
or student
or enlisted
or
where a
a student flyer or an enlisted man of the Navy or Marine
or where
Corps
is disabled
disabled by
by reason
reason of
of any
received or
or disease coninjury received
any injury
Corps is
tracted in
line of
an aviation
aviation accident,
received
accident, received
of an
result of
duty, the
the result
of duty,
in line
tracted
while employed
employed in
actual flying
in or
in handling
amount
aircraft, the amount
handling aircraft,
or in
flying in
in actual
while
of pension
shall be
be double
double that
authorized to
to be
paid should
should
be paid
that authorized
allowed shall
of
pension allowed
death or
or the
disability have
occurred by
reason of
of an
injury received
received
an injury
by reason
have occurred
the disability
death
or disease
disease contracted
contracted in
in line
duty not
aviation
the result of an aviation
not the
of duty
ine of
or
accident.
accident.
Navy laws, etc., aps
plicable.
Student flyers
flyers and
acting lieutenants
'e
lieutenants plae
the acting
acting ensigns and acting
and the
Student
(junior
grade)
and
acting
second
and
first
lieutenants
for
aeronautic
aeronautic
for
(junior grade) and acting second and first lieutenants
duties
only provided
provided forherein
for herein shall
shall be
be subject
to the
the laws
laws and
and reguregusubject to
duties only
tions
orders for
for the
the government
government of
Navy, but shall not
be
not be
the Navy,
of the
and orders
tions and
entitled to retirement
entitled
retirement or
or retired
retired pay.
pay.
Rng of
Ratings
of enis
enlisted
The enlisted
Naval Flying
i
Corps
.
be disdis- men.S
shall be
Flying
Corps shall
of the
the Naval
personnel of
enlisted personnel
The
tributed
the Secretary
the Navy
the various
various ratings
ratings as
as
Navy inn the
of the
Secretary of
by the
tributed by
f
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now obtain in the Navy in
ratings are
are applicable
to
in so
so far as
as such
such ratings
applicable to
duties connected
aircraft.
connected with
with aircraft.
Transfers of enlisted
Tmsfs
nisted
Within the
first two
approval of
this Act
Act enlisted
enlisted
the first
two years
years after
after the
men
within of
two
years.
the approval
of this
men may be transferred from other
other branches
of the
branches of
the Naval
Naval Service
Service
to the Naval Flying
Flying Corps, under regulations
regulations established
by the
established by
the
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy governing such
transfer and
and the
the qualifications
qualifications
such transfer
Proviso.
PLmit
for this corps: Provided
That the
the number
number so
so transferred
transferred shall
shall not
Provided, That'
not
exceed one-half the total number of enlisted
enlisted men
men allowed
by this
Act.
allowed by
this Act.
Regulations
to
be
mIulatio
to be The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall establish
governing
made.
establish regulations
regulations governing
the term of enlistment, the qualifications,
qualifications, and
advancement of
the
and advancement
of the
enlisted men
Flying Corps.
Corps.
men of
of the
the Flying
Enlisted m
men may
Enlsted
my
Any enlisted
satisfactorily the
Any
enlisted man who passes satisfactorily
prescribed examiexamithe prescribed
become student tires.
om studet
s- nation and is recommended by a
a board of officers
officers may
may be
be appointed
appointed
aastudent flyer as herein provided.
provided.
Adlministration
Administration
justice.
justice.

of

ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

OF JUSTICE.
OF
JUSTIOE.

Hereafter
officers of
Hereafter all officers
Navy and
and Marine
Corps who
who are
are authorof the
the Navy
Marine Corps
author.
R_-S. see..
sec. 1624,
2 pp.
ized
to
a.
pp,
ized
order
general
or
summary
courts-martial
may
order
either
general
or
summary
courts-martial
may
order
281-284.
VoL 35, p. 624
62, deck courts
courts upon
Vol.
enlisted men
under th
eir command,
command, and
shall have
have
upon enlisted
men under
their
and
shall
amended.
amended.
the same authority to inflict minor
minor punishments
as is
is conferred
conferred by
punishments as
by
law upon the commander
commander of
naval vessel.
of aanaval
vessel.
Summary
courtsSummary courts-martial
Sum mary courtscourts-martial may
ordered upon
men in
in the
the
may b
bee ordered
upon enlisted
enlisted men
martia
naval service under
under his
naval service
his command
command by the commanding
commanding officer of any
brigade,
brigade ' regiment, or separate or detached
other sepadetached battalion
battalion,' or
or other
sepacommand, and, when empowered
rate or detached
detached command,
empoweredby
the Secretary
Secretary
by the
of the Navy, by the commanding
Proviso.
commanding officer
officer or
or officer
ofcer in
in charge
charge of
of any
any
Nwavalho
pa or
or command not
Naval
hospitals
not specifically
mentioned in
the
foregoing: Fronded,
That
specifically mentioned
in
the
foregoing:
Provded
That
ships.
when so
when
so empowered
empowered by the Secretary of the Navy to
order summary
to order
summary
courtsmartial, the commanding officer of aanaval hospital
courts-martial,
hospital or
or hospital
hospital
ship
I
empowered
ship shall be em
wered to order such courts and
and
and deck
deck courts,
courts, and
inflict the punis
I II ents which the commander of a naval vessel is
punishments
commander of a naval vessel is
authorized by
by law to inflict, upon all enlisted men of the
authorized
naval servthe naval
service attached thereto, whether
whether for
duty or
as patients.
for duty
or as
patients.
Ap
t
a summary court-martial
APPravmotaIntea"
No sentence
sentence of a
shall be
be carried
carried into
into execourt-martial shall
execution until the proceedings
proceedings and sentence
cution
sentence have
have been
approved by
been approved
by
Proviso.
the
officer
ordering
the court,
or his
succ
essor in office, and by his
Prroo.
the
officer
ordering
the
court,
or
his
successor
in
office,
and
by
his
By officer ordering
ordering immediate
immediate superior in
eri
n
in command:
command: Provided,
Proided,That
That if
if the
the officer
officer ord
ordering
g
onrt.
the court,
the
court, or
or his
his successor in office, be the senior officer present, such
eneral
courts-marGeneral courts-mar- sentence
sentence may
may be carried into
execution upon
upon his
approval thereof.
thereof.
into execution
his approval
officern
When
empowered
Officers who may
may
empowered
by
th
e Secretary
S
ecre t
ary o
f
the
Navy,
general
courtsby
the
of
the
Navy,
general
courtsconvene.
convene.
martial
may be convened
martial may
convened by the commanding
commanding officer
of a
asquadron,
officer of
squadron,
of aadivision, of a
a flotilla, or
larger naval
afl oa t, and
an d ofa
or of
of a
a larger
naval forc
forcee afloat,
of a
brigade
force
brigade or larger for
ce of
ofthe naval-service
service on
on shore
shore beyond
beyond the
the
In time of
o war satt continental limits of the United St
fro=
at
es: Provided,
in
time of
of
States:
Providd, That
That
in
time
yards,etc.
war, if then so empowered by the
yards, etc.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
general
Navy,
general
courts-martial may be convened
courts-martial
convened by the commandant
commandant of
any navy
navy
of any
yard
or
naval
yard
naval station, and by the commanding
conamandmg
.
officer
of a
brigade
officer of
a
brigade
or larger
larger force
force of the Navy or Marine
on. shore
shore not
not attached
attached
Marine Corps
Corps on
to
navy yard
or naval
station.
Courts of inquiry
to aanavy
yard or
naval station.
Courts
inquiry.
Courts
inquiry may
Courts of
of inquiry
may be convened by any officer of the naval
naval
service
authorized by law
service authorized
courts-martial.
law to
to convene
convene general
general courts-martial
Marines as a separte oranization
When aaforce of marines
embarked on aanaval vessel, or vessels,
rate organization.
When
marines is embarked
vessels,
as a
a separate organization,
organization, not aapart of the
authorized complement
the authorized
complement
thereo,
thereof, the authority and powers of the officers
separate
officers of
of such separate
organization
of
marines
shall
be
the
same
as
though
such
organization
Authorty of corn- were
serving
yard on
on sho
shore,
but
nothing
Authority
of corn- were servi
ng at
at a
anavy
navy yard
re ,b
u tnot
hing herein
herein shall be
mander
mender
of vessel
vessel
not
impaired
construed as
as impairing
paramount authority
impaired.
construed
impairing the paramount
authority of
the common ding
of thecommandin
officer
officer of
of any naval vessel over the vessel under his command
command and
and all
persons embarked thereon.
thereon.
dOBemswomay or-

°Soma
who may order
deck courts.
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Naval
Naval
Force.
Foree.

Reserve
Reserve

Established.
of the
the Navy,
Navy, Established.
There
is hereby
hereby established,
established, under
under the
the Department
Department of
There is
a
a Naval Reserve Force, to consist of six classes, designated as follows
fo'lows
Classes.
classes.
and
hereinafter described:
described:
as hereinafter
and as
First. The Fleet Naval Reserve.
Second. The Naval Reserve.
Second.
Auxiliary Reserve.
Reserve.
Third. The Naval Auxiliary
Fourth.
Naval Coast Defense Reserve.
Fourth. The Naval
Reserve.
Fifth. The Volunteer Naval Reserve.
Sixth. Naval
Flying Corps.
Corps.
Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying
Sixth.
Composition.
The Naval
Naval Reserve
be composed
composed of
citizens of
the For
The
Reserve Force
Force shall
shall be
of citizens
of the
CFormeitcein
time
Mae
service
of
et
in
United States
by enrolling
enrolling under
regulations prescribed
by the
the of war,
war etc.
prescribed by
under regulations
United
States who,
who, by
Secretary
Navy or
as in
this Act
thereto as
in this
Act provided,
provided,
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
or by
by transfer
transfer thereto
obligate
in time
or during
of war
war or
during
to serve
serve in
in the
the Navy
Navy in
time of
obligate themselves
themselves to
the existence
of a
national emergency,
emergency, declared
the President:
the
existence of
a national
declared by
by the
President: Prosiso.
Provided,
the United
Provided, That
That citizens
citizens of
of the
the insular
insular possessions
possessions of
of the
United States
States Insular
Insuar Minns.
may enroll
Reserve. to
may
enroll in
in the
the Naval
Naval Auxiliary
Auxiliary Reserve.
Regulations to be
The Secretary
Secretary. of
made.
of the
the Navy
Navy shall make
make all
all necessary
necessary and
and proper
proper mam.
b
regulations
inconsistent with law for the administration of the
regulations not inconsistent
provisions
of this
Act which
the Naval
Naval Reserve Force. ,‘ Order for active
which relate
relate to the
this Act
provisions of
Members
the Naval
may be
be ordered
othered into
Order r active
active service.
into active
Force may
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
of the
Members of
service in
by the
the President
in time
time of-war
in his
his
or when, in
of war or
President in
in the
the Navy
Navy by
service
opinion,
national emergency
exists.
.
emergency exists.
opinion, aanational
grades, etc.
There
allowed in
the various
various Ranks,
Ransgradsetc.
Force the
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
in the
the Naval
be allowed
shall be
There shall
comrat',
and ranks,
ranks, not above the rank of lieutenant
grades, ,and
ratings, grades,
, Deck orr engineering
ngineerin
Officers of the line may dus
mander, .cerresponding
corresponding to those in the Navy. Officers
duties.
be
appointed
for
deck
or
engineering
duties,
may
elect.
as
they
be appointed for deck or engineering
PrC
es
o
ic
r
iaeTtilson
i: ns b
Members of
of the
Naval Reserve
to commissioned
Reserve Force
Force appointed
appointed to
commissioned pCommidion by
Members
the Naval
grades
shall
be
commissioned
by
the
President
alone,
and
members
grades shall be commissioned by the President alone, and members Warrant
nt aone.
grades.
of such
such force
force appointed
warrant grades
grades shall
shall be
warranted by
by Warntes.
be warranted
to warrant
appointed to
of
Proviso.
the
Navy: Provided,
That officers
so warranted
warranted or
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy:
Provided,That
officers so
or Retainer
ro pay.
pay.
allowances,
pa, allowances,
commksioned shall not be deprived
deprived of the retainer
retainer pay,
commissioned
Rank of officers.
or gratuities
gratuities to
which they
otherwise be
Officers of
of Rank f officers.
entitled. Officers
be entitled.
they would
would otherwise
to which
or
the Naval
rank with but after officers of correForce shall rank
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
the
sponding
sponding rank in the Navy.
Tenn of service.
Enrollment
shall be
of four
four years,
years, but
but Term
of ervice.
terms of
be for
for terms
and reenrollment
reenrollment shall
Enrollment and
members
shall
in
time
of
peace,
when
no
national
emergencyexists,
exists,
no
national
emergency
members shall in time of peace, when
be
upon their own request
reimbursing the
the GovernGovernrequest upon
upon reimbursing
be discharged
discharged upon
ment
for any
gratuity that
them
have been furnished them
that may have
clothing gratuity
any clothing
ment for
during
current enrollment.
during their current
Oath of allegiance.
Persons
shall be
the oath
allegiance Oath o allegiane.
oath of
of allegiance
required to
to take
take the
enrolling shall
be required
Persons enrolling
to the United States.
grade,
When first
members of
of the
grade,
P.r"ISn
except etc.Provisional
Reserve Force,
Force, except
the Naval
Naval Reserve
first enrolled
enrolled members
When
those in
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, shall
provisional grade,
shall be
be given
given aaprovisional
in the
the Fleet Naval
those
rank
or rating
rating in
in accordance
accordance with
with their
their qualifications
determined by
rank or
quaifications determined
by Instruction
Instruction service
service
appLication.
examination.
may thereafter,
thereafter, upon
upon application,
application be
be assigned
assigned on
on application.
They may
examination. They
periods of instruction and
to active service in the Navy for such periods
confirmed in such
qoalify for and be confirmed
may enable them to qualify
training as may
grade,
grade, rank or rating.
Service for confirmaNo
member shall
shall be
be confirmed
in his
provisional grade,
or tion
tionoIgrad'ete
his provisional
grade, rank
rank or
confirmed in
No member
of grade, etc.
rating
until he
shall have
active
amount of
of active
the minimum
minimum amount
he shall
have performed
performed the
rating until
service
required for
the class
class in
he is
enrolled, nor
nor until
he has
has
until he
in which
which he
is enrolled,
for the
service required
duly
qualified by
under regulaby examination for such rank or rating under
duly qualified
the Secretary
tions prescribed
prescribed by the
Secretary of the Navy.
tions
Examinations, etc.,
No
shall be
be appointed
appointed or
or commissioned
commissioned as
an officer
any ofafftos
S, etc,
officer in
in any
as an
person shall
No person
of officers.
rank
in
any
class
of
the
Naval
Reserve
Force,
or
promoted
to
a
rank in any class of the Naval Reserve Force, or promoted to a
higher rank
rank therein,
therein, unless
unless he
recombeen examined and recomhe shall
shal have been
higher
mended for
appointment, commission,
commission, or
board
a board
or promotion
promotion by
by a
for such
such appointment,
mended
of three naval officers not below the rank of lieutenant
lieutenant commander,
nor until
shall have
physically qualified
qualified by
board of
of
by aaboard
have been
been found
found physically
until he
he shall
nor
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medical
medical officers to perform the duties
duties requi'
redin
in time
time of
war, except
required
of war,
except
Former oficers and that former officers and midshipmen
midshipmen of
of the
Navy, who
have left
left
the Navy,
who shall
shall have
dsim exp
the service
service under
under honorable conditions and who
the
shall have
have enrolled
enrolled
who shall
in the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, may
grade and
rank
may be
be appointed
appointed in
in the
the grade
and rank
last held by them without examination
the physical
examination other
other than
than the
physical
examination
examination above
above prescribed.
prescribed.
ORstaner
pyt
The retainer pay of all members
Retainer
pay.
the Naval
Reserve Force,
Force, except
except
members of
of the
Naval Reserve
On
enrollment.
the
the Volunteer
Volunteer Naval Reserve,
Reserve; while enrolled
enrolled in
provisional rank
in a
a provisional
rank
or rating,
time as
rating, and until such time
have been
been confirmed
confirmed in
as they
they shall
shall have
in
such rank
such
rank or rating, shall be $12
$12 per annum.
annum. Thereafter,
the retainer
retainer
Thereafter, the
Additia to tive pay shall be
be that
prescribed for
in the
classes.
that prescribed
for members
members in
the various
various classes.
padt
Retainer
Additional to active
Retainer pay
shall be
pay to
to which
which a
member
pay shall
pay.
be in
in addition
addition to
to any
any pay
a member
. ...
may
entitled by
reason of
of active
active service.
may be
be entitled
by reason
service.
monitio
pay- Retainer
Conditions of
of paytamer pay shall
be paid
to members
members of
the Naval
shall only
only be
ment.
paid to
of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Force upon
Force
upon their makin
making such reports concerning
concerning their
their movements
movements
and occupations as may be required
required by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
finr,
pay,
etc.
Members of the
IRnecermea-soelldinesi
pat
y.
, etc
Members
NavalR
eserve Force
who reenroll
reenroll for
for a
term of
the Naval
Reserve
Force who
a term
of
for.
four
years
within
for.
" four years
four months from the
date of
of the
the termination
termination of
the date
of
their last term of enrollment,
enrollment, and who
who shall
shall have
have performed
performed the
the
minimum
amount
of
active service required
minimum
required during
during the
the preceding
preceding
term
term of enrollment,
enrollment, shall, for
for each
reenrollment, receive
receive an
each such
such reenrollment,
Proviso.
an
Retirement
after increase of twenty-five
Retirement after
twenty-five per centum
eentum of
of their
their base
retainer pay:
pay: Probase retainer
Protwenty years.
ided,
That
enrolled
twenty years.
vided, That enrolled members
members who
shall have
completed twenty
twenty years
who shall
have completed
years
of service
service in the Naval Reserve Force,
and who
shall have
performed
Force, and
who shall
have
performed
the
minimum
the 'minimum amount of active service required
required in
class for
for
in their
their class
maintaining
maintaining efficiency
efficiency during each
each term
shall, upon
upon
term of
of enrollment,
enrollment, shall,
application, be
be retired
retired with
rank or rating held by
Cash
ratuity in lien
n
their own
own application,
Cash gratuity
with the
the rank
or rating held by
f pay.
them at the time,
tune, and shall
of pay.
in lieu
pay, a
cash. gratuity
shall receive
receive in
lieu of
of any
any pay,
a cash
gratuity
eual
to
the
total
amount
equal
of their retainer pay
during the
the last
last term
term
pay duing
ayt
Payment of retainer atheir
their enrollment.
enrollment.
pay.
Retainer
annually or
Retainer pay shall
shall be paid annually
or at
at shorter
shorter intervals,
as the
the
intervals, as
Oth
bli service Secretary
a
the
Navy-, in
in his
discretion, may
direct.
Secretary of
the
Navy,
Other public?
his
discretion,
may
direct.
than
miitary alLwe
No
than military
allowed.
No existing law shall be construed to
to prevent
prevent any
any member
member of
of the
the
Naval Reserve
Force from accepting employment
Naval
Reserve Force
employment m
branch
of
in any
any
branch
of
the
public service,
the public
service, except as an officer
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man
in any
any branch
man
in
branch
of the military .service of the
y State
Stat
e th
ereof,
the United
United States
States o
orr an
any
thereof,
nor
allowances incident
nor from
from receiving
receiving the pay and allowances
incident to
to su
ch employempl
oysuch
Navallawapplieable
addition to
to his
retainer pav.
pay.
ment in
in addition
Navallaws applicable ment
his
retainer
when
inacti service.
Enrolled
when in active service.
Enrolled members of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force shall
be subject
shall be
subject to
to
the
regulations, and orders for the government
the laws,
laws, regulations,
of the
the Regular
Regular
government of
Navy
only
during
Navy only during such time as they may
law be
be required
to serve
serve
may by
by law
required to
in
in accordance
accordance with their obligations, and
in the
the Navy,
Navy, in
on active
active
and when
when
on
service
at their own request as
as herein provided,
service at
provided, and
and when
employed
when employed
ge or
or buttn,
authorized travel to
ro m such
such active
service in
in the
the Navy.
Badge
button, to in authorized
to and
and f
from
active
service
avy.
issue.
Members
Reserve Force
issue.
Members of
of the
the Naval Reserve
Force shall be
distinctive
be issued
issued aa distinctive
Punishment
fot
unbadge
or
button
which
may be worn with civilian dress,
authorized
use, for tin- badge or button
Punishment
dress, and
and whoever,
whoever,
not being
being
aamember
member of the
Reserve Force
not
the Naval
Naval Reserve
of the
the United
United States
States
Force of
and not entitled
entitled under
the law
and not
under the
law to wear the same, willfully wears
or
wears
or
uses
the badge
or button or who
uses the
badge or
who uses or wears
wears the
to obtain
aid
the same
same
to
obtain
aid
or
assistance
thereby,
shall
be
or assistance thereby, shall be punished by a
afine of not ro.
ore than
than
more
$20 or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for not more than thirty
thirty days
$20 or
by both
days or
or by
both
and imprisonment.
such fine
and
imprisonment
Payeetc., forctive such
Allfine
members
of the Naval Reserve Force
sery
PL., ,etc., for active
All members of the Naval Reserve
Force shall, when actively
actively
employed as set forth in this Act, be entitled
employed as set forth in this Act,
entitled to the same pay,
pay, allowallowances, gratuities,
emoluments as officers
ances, gratuities, and
and other
other emoluments
officers and enlisted
enlisted men
men
At other times.
tim
of
Atother
active duty of corresponding
of the naval service
service on active
rank or
rating
corresponding
rank
or
rating
and of
the same
same length
length of service. When not
and
of the
not actively
employed in
in
actively employed
the
Navy, members
of the
the Naval
Reserve Force shall
the Navy,
members of
Naval Reserve
shall not
be entitled
entitled
not
be
to
pay, bounty,
gratuity, or pension
to any
any pay,
bounty, gratuity,
pension except
except as expressly
expressly provided
provided
S-einin timeofar,
of
the
Service
timeof war, for members
Naval
members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force by the provisions of this Act.
Act.
Setc.
Enrolled
members of the Naval
etc.
Enrolled members
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
may, in
in time
of war
Force may,
time of
war
or
national
emergency,
required to perform
or national emergency, be
be required
perform active
active service
the
service in
in the
Former officers
and
midshipmen
excepted.
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Navy throughout
throughout the war or until the national
national emergency
emergency ceases
Navy
to
exist.
to exist.

traininor
Members
of the
Reserve Force
an gratuitY
shall, upon first reporting =t
Force shall,
Naval Reserve
the Naval
Members of
be
enrollment,
for
active
service
for
trainin
during
each
period
of
enrollment,
be•
of
period
each
during
training
for active service for
credited
gratuity of
$50 for
ro,. servi
ce
time a
officers and of $30 for men. Forserviaeinteof
for officers
of $50
uniform gratmty
with aauniform
credited with
war.
war or national emer- war.
Upon
active service
service in
in time
of war
time of
for active
reporting for
Upon reporting
gency the
gratuity shall
shall be
$150 for
for officers
officers and $60 for men,
be $150
uniform gratuity
the uniform
gency
or
the
difference
between
these
amounts
and
any amounts
amounts that may
any
and
amounts
these
between
or the difference
have
been credited
credited as
as a
the current
current enrollenrollduring the
gratuity during
uniform gratuity
a uniform
have been
vounment:
Provided, That
That should
member of
the Naval
Naval Reserve Deduotin
DedUct
rovso .
'on on
onv
olunof the
any member
should any
ment: Provided,
tory wd
tarywithdrawal
Force
sever his
without compulsion onithrawaL
service without
the service
with the
connection with
his connection
Force sever
part of
of the
expiration of his term of enrollthe expiration
before the
Government before
the Government
part
deducted from any money that
ment, the
the amount
credited shall
shall be
be deducted
so credited
amount so
ment,
him.
due
become
may
may
be
or
may
become
. Auxiliary vessels.
or
be
may
to
prr
Hereafter,
in shipping
shipping officers
officers and
and men
service on board United PreferencetoReserve
for service
men for
Hereafter, in
, f
States
auxiliary
vessels,
preference
shall
be
given
to
members
of
the
FmeRos
Fotre
the
of
members
to
given
be
shall
preference
vessels,
States auxiliary
Naval Reserve
Force, and,
and after
years from
dateS of
approval two
years.
to, alter
twoyaesd
of approval
the date
from the
two years
after two
Reserve Force,
Naval
a
not
who
service
of
this
Act,
no
person
shall
be
shipped
for
such
is
a
such
for
shipped
be
shall
person
no
Act,
of this
member of
of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
herein provided
provided..
sfs to oth.r
Force herein
the Naval
member
Transfers to other
permitted.
cTasse permitted.
b classes
application, bø
Members of
Reserve Force
may, upon application,
Force may,
Naval Reserve
the Naval
of the
Members
transferred
oboist- to
to another
another class
class for
for which
which qlified
qualified under
mider
one class
from one
transferred from
and
the
provisions of
Act; and
and may
in time
time of
war volunteer.for
volunteer.for,and
of war
mayin
this Act;
of this
the provisions
be
be
assigned. to
duties prescribed
prescribed for
for. any
which tlikty,,
may, be
they may
class which
any class
to duties
be assigned
puttobe
: ptFger
deemed
competent to
;;
. -:
:ol:ribe
gor t
rainanttobe
to perform.
perform.
deemed competent
suitabl flag, or pen-tp4e=inns
The Secretary
Navy shall
prescribe aasuitable
shall prescribe
.,•
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
The
nant,that
may be
on
vessels
or vessels
vessels or
private vessels
on private
insigi
an insiv!ia,
as an
flown as
he flown
nant, that may
of
the merchant
service commanded
commanded by
by officers
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Proviso.
pmoi
officers of
merchant service
of the
condition.
Force: Provded,
Provided, That
it shall
not be
be flown
of the
National Condition.
the National
lieu of
in lieu
flown in
shall not
That it
Force:
instrue.
ensi.
Schools of instruo.
ensign.
is
tion, etc.
The
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to establish schools tion,
Navy is
T Secretary
he
or
camps
of
instruction
at
such
times
and
in
such
localities
as
may
localities
such
in
or camps of instruction at such times and
Admissions.
deem
for the
purpose of
of instructing
instructing members
and applicants
applicants Admissions.
members and
the purpose
advisable for
deem advisable
No applicant
for
the Naval
Reserve Force.
applicant shall
Force. No
Naval Reserve
in the
membership in
for membership
be accepted
accepted for
for instruction
unless he
to abide
the regulations
regulations
by the
abide by
agrees to
he agrees
instruction unless
be
on comcertificates on
of the Certificates
of the
the school
and pursue
course prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
by the
the course
pursue the
school and
of
pleting course.
course.
Navy.
Persons who
complete the
the course
be given
given plting
will be
course will
satisfactorily complete
who satisfactorily
Navy. Persons
for which duly
certificates
of qualification
rank or
or rating
rating for
the rank
for the
qualification for
certificates of
for
for
qualified,
and
may
be
permitted
to
enroll
in
the
proper
class
of the
the Appropriation
Appropriation
class of
proper
the
in
enroll
to
permitted
be
may
and
qualified,
expense's.
expe-.
carrying
reserve
in
such
rank
or
rating.
For
the
purpose
of
carrying
into
of
purpose
reserve in such rank or rating. For the
effect
the Act
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of
Act there
of the
paragraph of
this paragraph
effect this
$30,000,
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,.
appropriated, $30,000,
not otherwise
any
which
is
hereby
made
available
to
be
expended
as
the
Secretary
of
of
Secretary
the
as
expended
be
to
available
made
hereby
is
which
mantenance
and maintenance
the
Navy may
direct in
equipment and
necessary equipment
the necessary
in the
may direct
the Navy
camps.
of
and camps.
schools and
such schools
of such
RESEEBVE.
FLEET
NAVAL RESERVE.
FLEET NAVAL

Fleet Naval
Reserve
Naval Reserve.
Fleet

etc.,feibDior.a1
AU former
former officers
of the
naval service,
service, including
.eels'
including etr.,=-Xifr
States naval
United States
the United
officers of
All
midshipmen,
who
have
left
that
service
under
honorable
conditions
conditions,
honorable
under
service
that
left
have
midshipmen, who
be
the United
and those
of the
United States who have been,
been? or may be
citizens of
those citizens
and
after
entitled
to
be,
honorably
discharged
the
naval
service
not
from
discharged
honorably
be,
to
entitled
less than
than one
one four-year
four-year term
or after
term of
of enlistenlista term
after a
enlistment or
of enlistment
term of
less
ment during
during minority,
and who
who shall
shall have
the Naval
Naval
in the
enrolled in
have enrolled
minority, and
ment
Reserve Force
shall be
for membership
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval
in the
membership in
eligible for
be eligible
Force shall
Reserve
Transfers
Reserve.
Transfers of enlisted
enlisted
Reserve.
Reserve above men to.
Naval Reserve
In
addition to
to the
the enrollments
in the
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
enrollments in
In addition
the
provided,
the Navy
Navy-is
authorized to transfer to the
is authorized
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
provided, the
Fleet
Naval Reserve
at any
any time
his discretion
any,enlisted
enlisted Service rn
discretion any
rectdred.
within his
time within
Reserve at
Fleet Naval
man
of the
with twenty
naval service,
service, s
years' naval
more years'
or more
twenty or
service with
naval service
the naval
man of
a term of enlistment who
expiration of a
and
man, at
at the expiration
win;
enlisted man,
any enlisted
and any
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P.
may be
be then
entitled to
to an
an honorable
honorable discharge,
then entitled
discharge, after
after sixteen
sixteen years'
Proviao.
years'
on
vo ,ppi-appal- naval service:
On voluntary
Provided, That
That such
transfers
shall only
only be
be made
made upon
service: Provided,
such
transfers
shall
upon
cation,
etc.
voluntary
cation, etc.
voluntary application and in
in the
the rating
which then
then serving,
serving, and
and
rating in
in which

the men so transferred shall be continued
in the
the Fleet
Reserve
continued in
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve

•

3SId.

Training
board.

on
en

until discharged
discharged by
by competent
competent authority.
authority.
The Secretary
Navy is
is authorized
any member
member of
The
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
authorized to
to assign
assign any
of
the Fleet Naval

hip.
shit
)"

the Fleet Naval Reserve
Reserve to active duty for
board ship,
ship,
for training on
on board
upon the application
upon
application of such member, but
but any
any member
who has
has
member who
failed to perform
perform three months' active
service with
in any
any
active service
with the
the Navy
Navy in
term
term of enrollment
enrollment shall, on the next reenrollment,
receive retainer
retainer
reenrollment, receive
pay at the
the rate of $12
$12 per annum until
until such
such time
shall have
time as
as he
he shall
have
completed
months' active service.
completed three
three months'
service. The
The three
months' active
active
three months'
service
with
the
Navy
service
may be taken in one or
more periods,
or more
periods, at
at the
the
Previa°.
Travel
once
election of the member:
Provided, That
Travel
ce election of the
member: Provided,
no member
member shall
shall be
be entitled
That no
A
entitled
taed
to
travel allowance
period of
limtted.
to travel
allowance unless the period
active service
for not
not less
less
of such
such active
service is
is for
than
month, or unless specifically
than one month,
specifically provided for by
by such
such regulations
regulations
as
by the
as may be prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy.
of the
the Navy.
Retainer pay.
Ratngs.
RatingsMen enrolled in
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
less than
in the
Fleet Naval
Reserve with
with less
than eight
eight
years
years' naval service shall be paid at the
rate of
$50 per
annum; those
the rate
of $50
per annum;
those
with
eight
or
more years and less than twelve
with
twelve years'
years' naval
service
naval service
shall be paid at the rate of $72 per annum;
those with
twelve
or
annum; and
and those
with
twelve
or
more years'
more
years' naval
naval service shall be paid at the rate
rate of
of $100
$100 per
per annum,
annum,
lation incurred such
such pay to be considered as retainer
Obligation incurred
pay for
the
retainer pay
for the
by.
the obligation
obligation on
on the
part
such members to serve in the Navy
Proviso.
part of
of such
in
time
of
war or
national
Navy
in
time
of
war
or
national
Enlistmntpiod. emergency:
emergency: Proied,
En listment
Provided, That for
for all
all purposes
this Act
et
e
purposes of
of this
Act a
a compl
complete
enlistment during
minority and any enlistment
enlistment
dining minority
enlistment terminated
within
terminated within
three months pnor
three
prior to the expiration of
of enlistment
enlistment by
by
of the
the term
term of
c
ret
pecial order
ecretary of
special
order of the Secretary
the Navy
Ntiv3r shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
as four
four
of the
p Officers'
' rnr
rs service.
retainer years'
service. The annual
retainer pay
of the
annual retainer
ray.
pay of
of officers
officers of
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval
Reserve
shall be two months'
Reserve shall
months' base pay of the corresponding
corresponding rank
rank in
in
the Navy.
Reenrollments1
ainer
Retainer
inReenrollments
Reenrollments.
Re°nrolhnents in
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall
shall be
for f
our y
ears .
Ret
pay inin the
Fleet Naval
be for
four
years
rease
Officers and men enrolling
creased.
Officers
enrolling in
in the
Fleet Naval
Reserve within
four
the Fleet
Naval Reserve
within
four
months of the
the date
date of
the termination
termination of their last naval service
months of
of the
service or
or
reenrolling
reenrolling within four months of the
date of
of the
the termination
of their
their
the date
termination of
proi.
'last term of enrollment
enrollment shall receive an increase of
Proviso.
last
of twenty-five
twenty-five pe
pet
Additional
if rere- cetitum
etum of their retainer pay for each such increase
Additional pay
pay if
enrollment:
Provadedy That
enrollment:
Pwovded
',tat
s
Sgular men who have
service.
enlisting
in re
have enrolled in the Fleet Naval
Reserve
within
four
months
Naval Reserve within four months
of
the date
of the
date of
of their discharge from the regular naval
shall,
naval service
service shall,
upon
reenlistment in the regular
upon reenlistment
regular naval service within
four
months of
of
within
four
months
the
of discharge
discharge from the Fleet Naval Reserve,
the date
date of
Reserve, be entitled
entitled to
the
to
the
same gratuity
gratuity and additional
same
additional pay as if they had reenlisted
reenlisted in
in the
the
c
.oeIty in
re lar naval
Longevity in
regular
naval service within four
months of
of discharge
discharge therefrom.
therefrom.
four
months
of
retanr
ar.
embers of the Fleet
of retainer pay.
Members
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve who
who h
ave ,w h
en transferred
have,
when
transferred
to the
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
to
Reserve completed naval service of
of sixteen
sixteen or
or
twenty
more ye
years
retainer at
twenty or
or more
ars shall be paid a
aretainer
at the
rate
of one-third
the
rate
of
one-third
and one-half,
and
one-half, respectively,
respectively, of
of the base pay
_pay they were
were receiving
receiving at the
Provibo
close
of
their
last
naval
service
plus
all
permanent
close
of
their
last
naval
service
additions
thereto:
additions
Credit
thereto:
Proviso for
Creodit
for heroism
heroism Provided,
Provided, That
Th
the pay authorized
authorized in this paragraph
That the
as a
retainer
paragraph as
a retainer
ont.
or good conduct.
shall be increased
increased ten
centum for
all men
may be
credited
ten per
per centum
for all
men who
who
may
be
credited
with
heroism
the line of duty or
with extraordinary
extraordinaryheroism
whose average
average
whose
marks
in conduct for
twentyinyears
or more shall ornot
not be
less than
than
marks in conduct for twenty years or more shall
be less
ninety-five
per
cent
um ofthe maximum.
Forfeiture if not rereninety-five
per
centmn
Forfeiture if not
Anyof
the
maximum.
porting for inspeetin.
inspection.
Any pay
pay which may be
be due
due any member of the
Naval Reserve
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Reserve
shall
e
shall be forfeited when
when so ordered
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
upon
ordered by
the Secretary
Navy
upon
the failure,
under such
such conditions
the
failure, under
conditions as may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the
by
the
Isu
Secretary of
Navy, of
ofsuch
suc hman
man to
to report
report for
in
sp
ecti on.
of the
Issue ofwarran is or Secretary
the Navy,
for
inspection.
coms
commissions on
on examexamMembers
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve who
who have
Members of
of the
established their
their
have established
inaton,
ee.n o qualifications
examexamination
ination, etc.
qualifications by
examination to
to the
the satisfaction
Secretary of
of
satisfaction of
of the
the Secretary
the
Navy may
may be given warrants
the Navy
warrants or commissions
commissions in
in the
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval
Reserve
inte grades
gunner,
ofboatswain,
carpenter,
Reserve in the grades of boatswain,
gunner,
carpenter, machinist,
machinist,
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pharmacist, pay clerk, ensign for deck or engineering
engineering duties, or in
the lowest
lowest grades of the staff corps: Provided
Provided further
further, That
That those
the
those PRetier
pay, etc.
'
t. :inner pay,
etc.,
affected.
so warranted
warranted or
commissioned shall
not be
deprived of
of the
retainer not
so
or commissioned
shall not
be deprived
the retainer'
notafectd.
pay, allowances,
allowances, or gratuities to which they would be otherwise
entitled.
Discharges restricted.
Men transferred
to the
be governed
by the
Reserve shall
shall be
governed by
the Dischargesrstricted.
Men
transferred to
the Fleet
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve
laws and regulations
regulations for the government of the Navy and
and shall
shall not
not
be discharged
discharged from
from the
the Naval
Reserve Force
consent,
be
NavafReserve
Force without
without their
their consent,
rement
except by
by sentence
of a
court-martial. They
They may,
may, upon
their own
except
sentence of
a court-martial.
after specified
upon thei
ow afterspecille
rtservice
service!
request, upon completing thirty years' service, including naval and
fleet naval reserve service, be placed
placed on the retired list of the Navy
allowances to
which
with the pay they were then receiving plus the
the allowances
to which
enlisted men of the same rating are entitled on retirement after Uniform to be kept.
niform to be kept.
thirty
naval service.
required to
on hand
hand
be required
to keep
keep on
service. They
They shall
shall be
thirty years'
years' naval
prescribed by the
such part of the uniform-clothing
uniform-clothing outfit as may be prescribed
the
Secretary of
of the
Navy.
Secretary
the Navy.
Active service In
The Secretary
of the
the Navy
in time
time of
war or
The
Secretary of
Navy is
is authorized
authorized in
of war
or when
when aatime of war.
national emergency
national
emergency exists to call any enlisted man on the retired
list into active service for such duty as he may be able to perform. Pay, etc.
While so employed such enlisted men shall receive the same pay and P',ce
a
allowances
receiving when
when placed
placed on
on the
the retired
list.,
retired list.
they were
were receiving
allowances they
NAVAL
RESERVE..
NAVAL RESERVE.

Naval
Naval Reserve.

' R: -

Qualifications torenoren.
Me ohQualifieatiisw
milment in.
Members of
of the
Naval Reserve
Force who
have been
may be
be roiumntin.
been or
or may
who have
the Naval
Reserve Force
Members

engaged in the
profession, and
have enrolled
enrolled for
the seagoing
seagoing profession,
and who have
for general
general
/
service,
be elgible
eligible for
for membership
the Naval
Naval Reserve.
service, shall
shall be
membership in
in the
Reserve. No
No
'- f
person
in this
this class
class who
person shall
shall be
be first
first enrolled
enrolled in
who is
is less
less than
than eighteen
eighteen
? v7
'
or more than thirty-five years
years of age, nor unless he furnishes satisa~
factory evidence as to his ability and character;
character, nor shall any person
factory
appointed an officer
officer in this class unless he shall have had not less
be appointed
than
experience as an
on board of
of lake or
or ocean
ocean
years' experience
an officer on
than two years'
going vessels.
going
vessels.
Active
ervice for
Active service
for
rank, etc.
members to qualify for ranc,
required of members
The minimum
active service
The
minimum active
service required
confirmation in
in their
their rank
or rating
rating in
this class
class shall
three months.
confirmation
rank or
in this
shall be
be three
months. service
Service during
during term.
required for maintaining the efficiency
efficiency
The minimum active service required
is three
three months
months during each term of enrollof this class is
of aamember
member of
•
service may be in one period
period or in periods of not
ment. This active service
leas than
three weeks
less
than three
weeks each
each year.
year.
a
Retainer pay.
The annual
annual retainer
retainer pay of members
confirmation Reas py.
after confirmation
members in
in this class after
The
corresponding
base pay of the corresponding
in rank
rank or
or rating
rating shall
shall be
be two
two months' base
rank or
or rating
rating in
Navy.
rank
in the
the Navy.
NavalAuxiliary
Re
Naval
Auxiliary Reserve.
serve.

NAVAL
AUXILIARY RESERVE.
S EBEVE.
NAVAL AUXILIARY
Members
of the
the Naval
Reserve Force
Force of
of the
profession
the seagoing profession
Naval Reserve
Members of
American vessels of the
who shall have been or may be employed on American
merchant marine
marine of
use as
naval auxiliaries
auxiliaries and
and
as naval
of suitable
suitable type
type for
for use
merchant
which shall
been listed as such by the Navy Department for
for
which
shall have been
membership in the Naval Auxiliary
Auxiliary
use in war, shall be eligible for membership
Reserve.
Reserve.
In
time of
of war
war or
during the
existence of
national emergency,
of aa national
emergency,
or during
the existence
In time
persons in
in this
this class
class shall
be required
required to
serve only
only in
the
in vessels
vessels of
of the
shall be
to serve
persons
merchant ship type, except
except in
to be determined
determined
in cases
cases of emergency, to
merchant
by the
the senior
when said
said officer
may, in
his discretion,
discretion,
officer may,
in his
officr present,
present, when
by
senior officer
detail them
for temporary
the exigencies
exigencies of
the
of the
temporary duty
duty elsewhere
elsewhere as
as the
detail
them for
service may
may require.
require.
service
The
qualifications of
officers and
conand men
men for
for conas to
to qualifications
of officers
The requirement
requirement as
firmation
rank or
rating, and
to the
the maintenance
maintenance of
efficiency in
in
of efficiency
and as
as to
or rating,
firmation in
m rank
rank or
rating, shall
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
of the
Navy and
and
rank
or rating,
shal be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
shall
be limited
to the
the requirements
requirements for
proper organization
organization,
for the
the proper
shall be
limited to

be=b111ty
.

EtP

b

for num-

rmm-

Tosrvon
To serve on mohamt
merchant
type of ships in
in time
time
of
war.
O

type of hips

W.

Qualifcatons Im-

Qualifications limited to merchant servited
ice, etc.metae-

to

'.

>
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discipline maneuv,
m euvering, navigation,
discipline,
navigation, and
and operation
operation of
of the
of vessels
vessels of
the
merchant ship type while performing
service to
the fleet
performing auxiliary
au ary service
to the
fleet
in time of war, and length of
of employment
employment on
of time of
on board
board such
such
vessels
vessels in,
in the merchant
merchant service.
service.
Commandofofaes.
Officers
Command of officers.
Officers in the Naval Auxiliary
Auxiliary Reserve
Reserve shall exercise
exercise military
military
command
command only on board.
board the ships to
attached and
to which
which they
they ariS
are attached
and in
in
naval auxiliary
the naval
auxiliary service
.
service..
Retainer pay,
Reainer
pay.
The annual retainer
of members
retainer pay of
members in
in this
this class
after confirmation
class after
confirmation
in rank or rating shall be
be for
for officers,
officers, one
month's base
pay of
the
one month's
base pay
of the
corresponding
rank in
corresponding rank
in the
the Navy,
men, two
months' base
base pay
pay
Navy and
and for
for men,
two months'
of the corresponding
corresponding rating
rating in.
in, the
the Navy.
Navy.
•
,
Naval Coast
Coast DNaval
De'·
fense Reserve.
faise
Reserve.
NAVAL
COAST DEFENSE
DEFENSE RESERVE.
NAVAL COAST
RESERVE.
Eligibility for memb=
bership
"
of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Members
i
Force who
who may
may be
capable of
Reserve Force
be capable
of perperforming
special useful
forming special
service in
in the
the Navy
in connection
with the
the
useful service
Navy or
or in
connection with
Navy in
n defense
defense of
of the
the coast,
coast, shall
shall be
be eligible
eligible for
membership in
for membership
in the
the
Naval Coast
Coast Defense
Defense Reserve.
Reserve.
Clase of
Classes
service
to
of
service
to
betenroedtfor.
Persons
be enrolled for.
Persons may enroll
enroll in this class for
for service
in connection
with the
the
service in
connection with
naval defense of the coast,
as service
service with
coast-defense vessels,
coast, such
such as
with coast-defense
vessels,
torpedo craft, mining vessels,
vessels, patrol
patrol vessels
or as
as radio
radio operators,
operators,
vessels or
in various ranks or ratings corresponding
in
corresponding to
Navy for
to those
those of
of the
the Navy
for
which
under
which they shall have qualified under
regulations
prescribed by
the
regulations
prescribed
by the
Proviso..
ycht
Secretary
Provided, That the Secretary
the Navy
Navy may
may
Secretary of
of the
Owners of yachts Secretary of the Navy: .Provided,
and
muter beets.
antZrbotr
permit
permit the enrollment in this class of
operators of
yachts
of owners
owners and
and operators
of yachts
and
motor power boats suitable for naval
and InOtor
purposes in
in the
the naval
naval purposes
naval
b^cmct
Contmeta for
for usin
Asgg defense
of the coast;
coast; and
and is
is hereby
authorized to enter into contract
defense of the
hereby authorized
contract
boats, etc.
with
the owners
such power
power -boats
with the
owners of
of such
and other
other craft
boats and
craft suitable
suitable for
for
war purposes
war
purposes to take over the same
tame in time of
war or
of war
or national
national emeremerSvce
nd gency
gency upon payment
iC13 for rank and
payment of
illdfilThlity.
of aareasonable
reasonable indemnity.
ratin.
service required
rating.
The amount of active Service
required for
confirmation in
in rank
rank and
for confirmation
and
rating and for maintaining
efficiency in
rating
maintaining efficiency
in rank
shall be
be the
the
rank and
and rating
rating shall
same as
as that
required for
members of
Naval Reserve.
BRetainar
same
that required
Retainer py
pay.
for members
of the
the Naval
Reserve.
The annual
The
annual retainer pay of members
members of this
this class
class shall
be the
the same
same
shall be
as that of members of the
Naval Reserve.
the Naval
Reserve.
Volunteer
Volunteer Naval
Naval ReI*Berm
VOLUNTEER NAVAL
serve.
VOLUNTEER
RESERVE.
NAVAL RESERVE.
Gratuitous
Gratuitous odla
offers of
of
v to
toT
nstitte.
The Volunteer
shall be
service
constitute.
The
Volunteer Naval Reserve
Reserve shall
of those
those members
members
be composed
composed of
of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force who are
eligible for
membership in
in any
are eligible
for membership
any
one
of the
other classes
classes of
of the
the Naval Reserve
who obligate
one of
the other
Reserve Force, and who
obligate
themselves
one of
themselves to
to serve in the Navy in any one
said classes
classes without
of said
without
retainer pay and uniform gratuity
retainer
gratuity in
in time
of peace.
peace.
time of
Naval
Reserve Fly
Naval Reserve
Flying
Corps.
NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE FLYING
Mg CorpsNAVAL
FLYING CORPS.
CORPS.
Compaied
of transComposed of
ransle
rom Flyingop
The Naval
Naval Reserve Flying Corps shall
fers from
Flyiug Gyp&
The
officers and
and
shall be
be composed
composed of
of officers
student
flyers who have been
student flyers
been transferred
transferred from
the Naval
Flying
from the
Naval Flying
Corps to
the Naval Reserve
Corps and
Corps
to the
Reserve Flying Corps
men who
and of
of enlisted
enlisted men
who
sha have
transferred under the same conditions as those proshall
have been so transferred
proProiso.
Proviso.
vided by law for enlisted men
the Fleet
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy transferred
transferred to
to the
Fleet
sts
da
of Naval Reserve: Provided,
Provided, That surpl
surplus
graduates of
SurPlus graduates
us graduates
aeronautic
of the
the aeronautic
aeronautic
school. a Naval Reserve:
sschool
school may
may be
be commissioned
commissioned as ensigns in
in the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying
Flying
dCorps
Corps and promoted
promoted therein
therein under
such regulations
regulations as
as may
under such
may be
be preprenersetc.,o(
.
sceried
by
the President. Members
skilu
„L'
.tr
d .,„f
a
„,,,„
t
's'afdt. scniked
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Members of
Reserve Force
Force
skilled
the flying
flyg of
of aircraft or in their design,building,
design, building, or
skilled in
in the
or operaopera6
.tion,
shall be
be eligible
eligi
le for membership
membership in the Naval
tion, shall
Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying
Service required.
Flying
Corps. The
The amount
required for
Corps.
amount of active
active service required
confirmation in
in
for confirmation
Retaierpay.
wade,
maintaining efficiency
efficiency therein,
therein, shall
de, rank,
rank, or
or rating,
rating, and
Retainer pay.
and for
for maintaining
shall
Rtethe
tesame
as that required
members of
be
same as
required for members
of the
the Naval
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
The
retainer
pay
of
members
The retainer pay
members of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Flying Corps
Reserve Flying
Corps
shall
the same
members of the Naval
shall be
be the
same as
as that
that of
of members
Naval Reserve.
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RESERVE.
MARINE
MARINE CORPS
CORPS RESERVE.

Marine Corps
Corps
Marine
serve.
serve.

ReRe-

Established as ppart

rt
A United
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, to
be a
constituent part of ofIMmecorp
a constituent
to be
Marine Corps.
A
the
and in
in addition
addition to the authorized
thereof,
authorized strength thereof,
Corps and
Marine Corps
the Marine
is
hereby established
established under
provisions in all respects
respects (except
(except
under the same provisions
is hereby
Marine Corps)
as may
may be
be necessary
adapt the said provisions to the Marine
to adapt
necessary to
as
Proviso.
roi
as those
those providing
for the
the Naval Reserve Force in this Act: Provided, Classes.
providing for
as
That
Marine Corps
Reserve may consist
five
consist of not more than five
Corps Reserve
the Marine
That the
classes, corresponding,
as near
Reserve,
be, to the Fleet Naval Reserve,
may be,
as may
near as
corresponding, as
classes,
the Naval
Naval Coast
Volunteer
Reserve, the Volunteer
Coast Defense Reserve,
the Naval
Reserve, the
Naval Reserve,
the
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, and
and the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Flying Corps, respectively.
respectively.
the Naval
Naval
laws
rerenconsistent laws
Naval Reserve which are Inconsistent
All Acts
Acts or
or parts
parts of Acts
Acts relating to the _Naval
All
paled
Naval
the
inconsistent
with
the
provisions
this
Act
relating
to
Naval
of
inconsistent with the provisions
Reserve
Force are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Reserve Force
Appropriation
for
for
Appropriationval
organiing 0rgamzing
NAVAL
RESERVE FORCE:
FORCE: For the authorized
authorized expenses
expenses of organizing
Naval ReNAVAL RESERVE
erve
Force.
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Force, $130,000,
8 Force.
unexpended balance of serve
$130,000, and the unexpended
Reserve Force,
the
Use of balances.
the
ca
into effect
effect the
the provisions
of the
the Act of o.38, p^s.
provisions of
into
for carrying
appropriation for
the appropriation
March third,
third, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen, relating to aaNaval Reserve,
nineteen hundred
March
effect Retainer pay.
be and
made immediately
immediately available to carry into effect
hereby, made
is hereby,
it is
and it
be,
y
the
provisions relating
relating to
Reserve Force. The Rterpa
Naval Reserve
a Naval
to a
foregoing provisions
the foregoing
Anis,
p.
575.
p
c' - 57retainer pay
pay and
and active
members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve
service pay of members
active service
retainer

Force
shall be paid
from the
the appropriation
Pay—the Navy,"
Navy," and the
" Pay-the
appropriation "
paid from
Force shallbe
Manne Corps Reserve
retainer
active servicepay
service-p,adr of the Marine
Reserve shall
and active
pay and
retainer pay
Corps.
be
the appropriation
appropriation" Pay, Marine Corps."
from the
paid from
be paid
N
AVAL IULITIA
AND NATIONAL
NAVAL VOLUNTEERS.
VOLUNTEERS.
NATIONAL NAVAL
MILTIA AND
NAVAL

Post, P
p. 611.
611.
Po,

Naval

Militia
MiUa

Volunteers.
Volunteers.

and

Naval Militia.

ofo
pay of
offiRetinerpay
Each commissioned
commissioned and
warrant officer on the active list of the Retainer
and warrant
Each
<
w0613.
E
to
referred
Naval
Militia
shall
receive
compensation
for
his
services
services,
compensation
receive
shall
Militia
Naval
hereinafter as
retainer pay,
service for which
which
except during periods of service
pay, except
as retainer
hereinafter
he
may
:become
lawfully
entitled
same
as
an officer
officer of corpay
the
to
entitled
lawfully
become
he may
responding
grade of
Marine Corps, at the
United States Navy or Marine
the United
of the
responding grade
.atgs
following rates
namely:
annum, namely:
per annum,
rates per
following
Ratings.
To officers
officers of
above the
the naval
naval rank
equivalent rank of lieu- Ra
rank or equivalent
or above
of or
To
$500;
tenant, $500;
To
officers of
of the
equivalent rank
rank of lieutenant
lieutenant
or equivalent
rank or
naval rank
the naval
To officers
(junior
grade),
$240;
$240;
(junior grade),
To
naval rank
or equivalent
equivalent rank
of ensign,
$200;
ensign, $200;
rank of
rank or
the naval
of the
officers of
To officers
provo.
To
warrant
officers,
$120:
Proviso.
$120:
officers,
warrant
To
Attendance at drills

at dris
Provided,
no commissioned
officer of the Naval reqAttendance
warrant officer
or warrant
commissioned or
That no
Provided That
7l..
uired
p.
288.
p.
28.
oL3
during
Militia
shall
be
entitled
to
any
retainer
any
period
during
period
for
pay
retainer
any
to
entitled
be
shall
Militia
which he
prescribed
not attended the minimum number of drills prescribed
has not
he has
which
promote the efficiency
in
section
fifteen
of an
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act to promote
efficiency
Act entitled
of
fifteen
in section
of the
the Naval
Militia, and
purposes," a
pproved February
duty
February Eqvt
approved
Equivalent duty.
other purposes,
for other
and for
Naval Militia,
of
sixteenth, nineteen
equivalent official
official duty
nineteen hundred and fourteen, or equivalent
sixteenth,
duly
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof in
accordance with such
regulations as
such regulations
in accordance
authorized in
duly authorized
Enlisted
Enlsted men.
may
be
issued
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy.
Navy.
the
of
Secretary
the
by
issued
mav be
Retainer pay.
list of the Naval
That each
each enlisted
on the
the active
activii'list
Naval Militia shall Retamer pay.
man on
enlisted man
that
receive
compensation for
for his
his services,
referred to hereinafter
hereinafter as
services, referred
receive compensation
retainer
pay, except
except during
during periods
periods of
of service
service for which he may
retainer pay,
become
lawfully entitled
the same pay as an enlisted man of corto the
entitled to
become lawfully
responding
or rank
of the
the United
States Navy or Marine Corps,
United States
rank of
rate or
responding rate
at a
arate
rate equal
to twenty-five
twenty-five per centum of the base pay now, or as
equal to
at
correspondenlisted man of correspondmay be
by law for an enlisted
hereafter, provided bylaw
be hereafter,
may
ing
rate
or
rank
in
the
United
States
Navy
or
Marine
Corps,
not Pro
but not
Proviso.
Corps,
Marine
or
Navy
States
United
the
in
rank
or
rate
ing
Attendance at drills,
to exceed
per annum:
annum- Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such enlisted
Attendaatadrl
shall etc.,
man shall
enlisted man
$120 per
exceed $120
to
required.
receive the
the full
full retainer
represented by
twenty-five per e.,qi
said twenty-five
by said
pay represented
retainer pay
receive
centum of
said base
if he
he shall
have attended,
attended, during any one
shall have
only if
pay only
base pay
of said
centum
instruction, and
drill, instruction,
year,
the
maximum
number
of
assemblies
for
assemblies
of
number
maximum
the
year,
exceed
pay not to exceed
target
practice, but
of computing
computing paypurpose of
the purpose
for the
but for
target practice,
duly
forty-eight
(or
equivalent
official
duty),
which
he
s'hall
have
been
have
shall
he
which
duty),
official
equivalent
(or
forty-eight
91890°—vor,
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required to attend,
and a
aproportionate
proportionate amount
for attendance
attendance at
at a
a
required
attend, and
amount for
lesser number
number of the same,
in no
no case
case less
less than
than fifty
centum
same, being
being in
fifty per
per centum
of said maximum
less than
the minimum
minimum total
total number
number of
assemmaximum, nor
nor less
than the
of assemfor drill,
target practice
provided for
by
section
blies for
drill, instruction,
instruction, and
and target
practice provided
for by section
"An Act to promote the efficiency
fifteen of an Act entitled "An
efficiency of
of the
the
Naval
Militia, and
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved February
sixteenth,
Naval Militia,
and for
for other
February sixteenth,

nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, or
duly authorized
equivalent
nineteen
hundred and
or duly
authorized equivalent
official
duty.
t
duty.
a
Qualficats
official
s
Qualifications.
Q
aimati .
That no member
member of the Naval Militia shall be
be entitled to
to the
the
retainer pay herein provided for until he
qualified,
he has
has been found
found qualified,
Eqivatdty

physically and
professionally, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the standard
rollment both
both physically
and professionally,
standard
utmterI. vo prescribed
prescribed by
the Secretary
until he
he has
enrolled
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, and
and until
has enrolled
ot, p.
m the National
National Naval
Naval Volunteers
hereinafter provided
for.
Volunteers hereinafter
provided for.
ti
yment&s.
That the
the compensation
compensation provided
for herein
for
That
provided for
herein shall
shall be
be computed
computed for

Enrollment in Volunteers.
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Quarterly computation ofpa
of payments.

Attendance required.

quarterly periods
periods under
under such
as the
Secretary of
of the
such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
the
Navy
Navy may prescribe,
prescribe, beginning
beginning the first days of January,
January, April,
April,
July, and October, respectively,
respectively, of
of each
each year,
in proportion
July,
year, in
proportion to
to the
the

Provisos.

n g th
rs tsemiannual
sem i
annua lperiod
peri
od o
paid to any
any enlisted man
man duri
during
thee fi
first
offany
any
year unless he shall have attended
attended during
period at
at least
fifty
during said
said period
least fifty
per
cr., centum of said minimum of
but attendance
attendance at
at any
any
of assemblies;
assemblies; but
lesser number
lesser
umber of said assemblies during said period shall be reckoned
reckoned
with the said assemblies attended
attended during the second,
second, third,
and
third, and
fourth quarterly
quarterly periods in computing the
any,
the compensation,
compensation, if
if any,

ttdreq.

number
n of said assemblies attended,
attended, and
an.d no
no compensation
shall be
compensation shall
be

due him for that year: Provided,
Provided, That when
when any
any enlisted
enlisted man
man
enters into an enlistment
enlistment he shall be
be entitled
entitled to
proportional comto fproportional
compensation for that year if during,
o the
he shall
shall
during the remainder
remainder of
the year
year he
attend a
anumber of said assemblies
assemblies whose ratio
said minimum
minimum is
ratio to
to said
is
not less than the ratio of the part of the year so
whole
so served
served to
to the
the whole
year; and when the enlistment
enlistment of any man
expire the
the comman shall expire
comther
service
pensation,
pensation,
if any,
to which
which he
he may
be entitled
be determined
if
any, to
may be
entitled shall
shall be
determined
Other service in
place oi
drils
place
of drills.
minlike
like manner:
d further,
further, That periods
periods of
m
manner: And pro
provided
of any
actual
any actual
military
duty
equivalent
equivalent
assemblies hereinabove
heremabove particularly
to
the
assemblies
particularly
•
referred
referred to, except those periods of service for which, under
under existing
existing
or future laws, members of the Naval Militia
Militia may
entitled
may become
become entitled
to the same pay as officers and enlisted men
of the
men of
the corresponding
corresponding
ranks, grades, or rates in the
United States
States Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Corps,
the United
Marine Corps,
may be accepted
may
accepted as service in lieu of such drills, when
by
when approved
approved by
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
overnment mne-the
the Secretary
Navy.
Government
Whenever
member of
of the
Naval Militia
who is
under a
Pcm ycontinued
ntinu dhle
Whenever aamember
the Naval
Militia who
is employed
employed under
while
a
attendngdrillstc.
department of the Government
attending drills, etc.
department
Government of the United
United States
States attends
attends drills,
drills,
cruises, or other ordered
ordered duty of the Naval Militia, he
receive
he shall
shall receive
the amount of the salary or wages he would have
earned when
when so
have earned
so
Effcin ecter
ratngs,
Efficienj
da.
tings, employed,
for by
by
law
employed, in addition
addition to the amount provided
provided for
law as
as a
mema
memetc., not
eto.t
n a
ber
of the
the said
Militia: Provided,
Provided, however, That such attendattendber of
said Naval
Naval Militia:
ance shall not affect his efficiency
efficiency rating in said department,
department, nor
nor
shall he suffer demotion or lops
loss of position during
shall
during or
or at
at the
the terminatermination of any naval or military service when
special or
or
when ordered
ordered upon
upon special
active duty of any kind.
P
Payments
to be active duty of any kind.
mde
Stat
made (th-ogh
through State,
That
the retainer
retainer pay provided above shall be
be paid
That the
paid quarterly,
quarterly,
etc., disbursing °MV
og - except as otherwise
OWS.
otherwise above
above provided,
provided, to officers
and
enlisted men
men of
officers
and
enlisted
of
VoL
38,
p.
288.
VoL 38,p. 2sa
the
Militia through
through the disbursing officer provided for under
the Naval
Naval Militia
under
section
eleven of
of an
the Naval
section eleven
an Act to promote the efficiency
efficiency .of the
Naval
Militia, and
for other
Militia,
and for
other purposes, approved February
February sixteenth,
sixteenth, nineninemomnt to
to disbursdsbus teen hundred
hundred and fourteen
who shall
shall be
th e p
ay cor
ps
fourteen, who
Amount
be an
an officer
officer of
of the
pay
corps
ing
officer.
Ingofier.
of the Naval
Naval Militia.fourteen
,
of the
Navy is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
The Secretary
of
the Navy
to pay to
to such
such disbursing
the amount
appropriated
disbursing officer
officer so
so much
much of
of the
amount appropriated
Rvel allowance.
o
to carry
carry out
Travel
be necessary
necessary for
to
out the
the provisions
provisions of this Act as shall be
for the
the
above purposes.
above
purposes. When disbursing
disbursing officers
officers are traveling
traveling in
in the
the perperormance of
formance
of their
their official
official duties under
under orders issued by the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Navy
of the
Navy they shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for their actual
necessary
actual and
and necessary
Paet
Paymentofrpartof
for part of

nst
first yt.
year.
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From
Frm general
al fund.
fnd.
same to
be made
charge against
against the
the approappro- Ante,
traveling,
expenses, the
the same
to be
made aacharge
traveling
expenses,
p. 559.
priation "Arming
'Arming and
equipping Naval
Militia."
Naval Militia."
priation
and equipping
Appointment of disThe
of each
each State and
and Territory,
and the
The governor
governor of
Territory, and
the commanding
commanding bursing
binoleftmt
drs officers.
general
general of
of the
the District
District of
appoint either
either the
the
of Columbia
Columbia Militia,
Militia, shall
shall appoint
above-described disbursing
or such
officer of
of the
the pay
pay
above-described
disbursing officer
officer or
such other
other officer
corps of
of the
Militia as
may elect
as accounting
accounting officer
corps
the Naval
Naval Militia
as he
he may
elect as
officer for
for
each battalion
thereof, or,
each
battalion thereof,
or, at
at his
his option,
option, for
for each
each larger
larger unit
unit or
or comcombination of units of
of the
the same,
same, who
who shall
shall be
the proper
proper
be responsible
responsible for
for the
accounting for
for all
the United
United States
States issued
accounting
all property
property belonging
belonging to
to the
issued to
to
and for
for the
the use
such battalion,
larger unit
unit or
of
and
use of
of such
battalion, or
or larger
or combination
combination of
units.
units.
officers.
Accounting officers shall render accounts
Accountingofficers.
Accounting
accounts as prescribed
prescribed by the
the Accounting
Bond.
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy and
be required
required to
to give
give good
sufficient Bond.
Secretary
of the
and shall
shall be
good and
and sufficient
bonds
to the
United States
States in
sums as
Secretary of
of the
the
bonds to
the United
in such
such sums
as the
the Secretary
Navy may
may direct,
direct, conditioned
conditioned upon
upon the
faithful accounting
for all
Navy
the faithful
accounting for
all,
property belonging
belonging to
States and
and for
for the
safekeeping of
of
property
to the
the United
United States
the safekeeping
such
part thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
in the
personal custody
of such
such officer.
officer.
such part
be in
the personal
custody of
of property by.
Accounting officers
issue any
all such
such property
property to
to other
Accounting
officers may
may issue
any or
or all
other Issue
Issueoropertyby.
officers
or
enlisted
men
of
the
Naval
Militia
under
such
rules
and
officers or enlisted men of the Naval Militia under such rules and
Proviso.
regulations
as may
regulations as
nyky be
prescribed: And
And provided
provided further,
the Yearly
be prescribed:
further, That
That the
spectin.
a inspection.
Secretary
of the
the Nav
y
shall
cause
an
inspection
of
the
accounts
and
Secretary of
Navy shall cause an inspection of the accounts and
records
the accounting
accounting officers
to be
made by
by• an
an officer
of the
the
records of
of the
officers to
be made
officer of
Navy
at least
least once
each year.
year.
Navy at
once each
Travel expens.
expenses.
When accounting
are traveling
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
their Travel
traveling in
When
accounting officers
officers are
official
duties under
issued by
the
Navy
they
official duties
under orders
orders issued
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy they
reimbursed for their
actual and
and necessary
necessary traveling
shall be reimbursed
their actual
traveling exexFrom general fund.
"d.
appropriation FCtn"m0a.
penses, the same to be made
penses
made aa charge
charge against
against the appropriation
Ante, p. 559.
"Arming and
equipping Naval
Naval Militia."
Militia."
"Arming
and equipping
Responsibility
Responsibility for
or
That officers
officers and enlisted men of the Naval Militia to whom property
received.
property has been
been issued as herein provided
provided for shall be responsible p o tyreev
Stoppages, iiff lost,
for
safe-keeping and
return thereof.
Stoppages may
made ets.tPPges,
for the
the safe-keeping
and return
thereof. Stoppages
may be
be made
lost,
etc.
compensation payable
payable to any
against the compensation
any officer
officer or
of
or enlisted
enlisted man
man of
the
Militia to
the cost
lost or
the Naval
Naval Militia
to cover
cover the
cost of
of public
public property
property lost
or destroyed
destroyed
by
and chargeable
chargeable to
such officer
man.
by and
to such
officer or
or enlisted
enlisted man.
That no
no part
part of
of the
Militia which
is entitled
entitled to
That
the Naval
Naval Militia
which is
to compensacompensa- ourt)is:1rsedn47,,t
out Presidents withcon.
conforbidden.
tion under
under the
the provisions of this Act shall
shall be
be disbanded
without the sent,
sent, forbidden
tion
disbanded without
consent of
the President.
President.
consent
of the
na Nv
National Naval VolThat
force for
use in
in any
any emergency
emergency, including
including that
That to
to provide
provide aaforce
for use
that unte.s.
Created for emer .of actual or imminent
created
for emerimminent war, requiring the use of naval forces in addiaddi- gency
use.
tion to
to those
the Regular
Navy, of
President
tion
those of
of the
Regular Navy,
of which
which emergency
emergency the
the President
shall be,
for the
the purposes
this Act,
the sole
sole judge,
judge, there
shall
be, for
purposes of
of this
Act, the
there is
is hereby
hereby
created a
a force,
known as
as the
the "National
Naval Volunteers,'
created
force to
to be
be known
"National Naval
Volunteers,
Enrollment
romNaEnrollment from
NaMilitia.
into which
which the
alone is
under such
regulations val
into
the President
President alone
is authorized,
authorized, under
VWutexainatsuch regulations
Without examinaas he
he may
to at
any time
enroll, by
warrant, tion.
as
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
at any
time enroll,
by commission,
commission, warrant,
tioa
and enlistment,
and without
examination, such
such number
number
and
enlistment, respectively,
respectively, and
without examination,
of the
the officers
men of
various branches
Militia
of
officers and
and men
of the
the various
branches of
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
as he
he may
enroll from
Naval Militia
may decide
decide to
to so
so enroll
from among
among those
those of
of the
the Naval
Militia
as
Qualifications.
1
who have
have theretofore
the standard
and Q'"'f
theretofore conformed
conformed to the
standard of professional
professional and
officers and men
men under
physical examination
examination prescribed
prescribed for such officers
under
Vol. 38, p. 284.
section five of an Act entitled "An Act to promote the efficiency
efficiency of Vol. 38 p. 284.
the Naval
Militia, and
and for other purposes,"
Naval Militia,
purposes," approved
approved February
fourteen, and who
who may
may volunteer
volunteer
sixteenth, nineteen
sixteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
for
enrollment; and
and may
may also
similarly enroll,
enroll, immediately
for such
such enrollment;
also similarly
immediately subje
to examinaeasmnSubject to
upon
the occurrence
(subject to
to their
their first
or tion.
first or
tion.
upon the
occurrence of
of any
any such
such emergency
emergency (subject
subsequently
satisfactory to
to him,
or may,
may, if
if
him, or
subsequently passing
passing examinations
examinations satisfactory
he
shall think
any examination),
such further
further
he shall
think best,
best, enroll
enroll without
without any
examination), such
number
of the
the officers
the Naval
Militia as
as may
may so
volunso volunnumber of
officers and
and men
men of
of the
Naval Militia
teer
who have
have not
not theretofore
theretofore
teer from
from among
among those
those of
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia who
Liable for immediate
conformed
said standards.
men, so
so enrolled
conformed to
to said
standards. Such
Such officers
officers and
and men,
enrolled by
by service.
Lia>ei
commission warrant,
or enlistment,
and liable
liable for
warrant, or
enlistment, shall
shall be
be e"ble
eligible and
for
commission,
call for
for immediate
in the
the event
any such
such emergency.
emergency.
service in
event of
of any
call
immediate service
un
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President may
That the President
also, in
the event
event of
of such
such emergency,
emergency,
may also,
in the
draft into the naval service of the United
United States and
and enroll
enroll as members
members
the said Volunteers
of the
men of
of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
Volunteers as
as many
many officers
officers and
and men
Militia
as
best, and
with or
without examination,
examination, as
as he
he may
as he
he may
may think
think best,
and with
or without
may
decide, from
among those
the Naval
Militia who
who shall
shall not
not theretheredecide,
from among
those of
of the
Naval Militia
Provisos.
an andd grade.
tofore have
Rank
grade.
have :volunteered
been enrolled
enrolled in
in said
said Volunteers:
Pro-.
volunteered and
and been
Volunteers: Provided, That no commissioned
vided,
or warrant
officer drafted
or otherwise
otherwise
commissioned or
warrant officer
drafted or
enrolled shall be
compelled to
to serve
said Volunteers
Volunteers in
lower
be compelled
serve in
in said
in aa lower
grade than that
rank or grade
which he
he held
in the
the Naval
Naval Militia
at the
the
that which
held in
Militia at
Commisions, etc.,
Commissions,
etc- , time of being drafted
drafted or otherwise
enrolled: Provided
That
otherwise enrolled:
Providedfurther,
further, That
authorized.
uthorized
the
warrant, or
rate in
the President may commission,
commission, warrant,
or rate
in said
said Volunteers
Volunteers
any person
person who
so enrolled
enrolled as
as above.
above.
any
who shall
shall be
be so
Subject to Nals
Navylaws,
That when
the National
National Naval
Naval Volunteers
are ordered
ordered by the
etcb.,
That
when the
etc., while in
service.
Volunteers are
by the
President into the active
service they
the date
date such
such orders
orders
active service
they will,
will, from
from the
, are issued until such
such time
*
as they
they may
may be
be discharged
discharged from
from such
such
time as
service, be subject
subject to the
laws for
the government
government of
the Navy
Navy in
in
the laws
for the
of the
so far
fax as those laws may properly
properly be
be applied
applied to
persons not
not in
in the
to persons
the
regular
permanent
service.
naval service.
regular
permanent naval
Te of
of service.
.
Term
That
at all persons
persons so enrolled shall be held to service in
in said
said VolunVolunteers during the continuance
continuance of
of any
such emergency
emergency and
and during
the
any such
during the
period of any existing
existing or
or thereafter
thereafter ensung
ensuing war,
war, unless
unless sooner
sooner
Agelimit.
Age
limit,
relieved by
by order
President or
or until
until reaching
reaching the
the age
age of
of sixtyorder of
of the
the President
sixtyin the naval
two years for those in
naval branch
of sixty-four
sixty-four
branch and
and the
the age
age of
years for those in
Corps branch,
branch, upon
upon attaining
attaining which
which
in the
the Marine
Marine Corps
pr
f.
such
ages
persons,
respectively,
shall
be
relieved
from
such
enrollrespectively,
shall
be
relieved
from
such enrollProviso
onisoment
or faila- ment: Provided,
Provided, That
Punishment for
That during
the continuance
of any
any such
such emeremerduring the
continuance of
oobe.
gency
or
war
any
enrolled
we to obey call.
geng
fail to
to obey
the call
person who
who shall
shall fail
obey the
call to
to
service
service of the President may be arrested and
and compelled
serve,
compelled to
to serve,
and, in addition
addition thereto, may
may be tried
by court-martial
court-martial as
as aadeserter
deserter
tried by
and punished
punished as such m
in such
manner as
as said
said court-martial
court-martial may
such manner
may
lawfully direct.
direct.
lawfully
Resignations,
etc.
Resignations, etc.
That any person so enrolled
enrolled may
tender his
his resignation
resignation to
or
may tender
to, or
request
request his discharge from,
from, the
the P
res id en t, w
ho may,
may, in
in his
discrePresident,
who
his discreresignation or
tion, accept such resignation
or grant
grant such
such discharge
discharge and
and disenroll
disenroll
such
such person, and any person so enrolled may
be disenrolled
disenrolled by
by the
the
may be
rvepod.
President
Proviso.period.
President for
any cause:
Provided, That
That no
no person
so enrolled
enrolled shall
shall
for any
cause: Provided,
Service
person so
be held against his will to such enrollment
enrollment for
for a
continuous
a longer
longer continuous
period than three years,
years, except during
the pendency
pendency or
or durati
on of
of
during
the
duration
Reenroliment
thee emergency
emergency or
hereinabove referred
Reenrollment att th
or of
of war
war hereinabove
referred to. Any
Any person
person
qualified
qualMed
Naval MlIitA
Militia
rating. ,,
enrolled may subsequently,
rating.
subsequently, upon
upon his
appli ca ti on while
while so
so enrolled
enrolled
his own
own application
and if still a
a member of
and
ofthe
th e Naval Militia,
Militia, be reenrolled
in any
any rank,
rank,
reenrolled in
grade,
grade, or rating for which he shall have
found qualified
qualified under
under
have been
been found
Vol. 38, p.284.
the provisions
Vol. 38, p. 284.
the
provisions of section five of an Act entitled "An
"An Act
to promote
promote
Act to
the
efficiency
the efficiency of the Naval Militia, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
February
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
February sixteenth,
sixteenth, nineteen
fourteen, and
and for
for which
which
he
shall also
also have
have been
been duly
commissioned, warranted,
he shall
duly commissioned,
warranted, enlisted,
enlisted, or
or
rated, as the case
case may
may be, in the
the Naval Militia.
fVoluntees
rlied
That every person enrolled in
Volunteers
relieved
Volunteers shall,
shall, from
from the
in said
from
Naval Militia
said Volunteers
the date
date
duty.
of the cal
during the
duty ,
call of the President, and during
the continuance
active
continuance of
of his
his active
service under
under said call, stand relieved
service
relieved from all duty
as a
member of
of
duty as
a member
SubjeettoNavylaws, the Naval
Naval Militia,
Subject to Navy laws, the
Militia, and shall, during
during said period, have in
in said VolunVoluna
riod,
per son of
teers
etc.
teers all the authority
authority an
d obligations
ope a
of similar
similar rank,
rank,
and
obligations of
person
grade,
or
rate
in
the
United
States
Navy
grade, or
United
Navy or Marine
Marine Corps,
shall be
be
Corps, shall
governed by the laws and regulations
governed.
regulations for
for the government
government of
of the
the
Regularpay, etc.
Navy,
service, be entitled
Regular pay, etc.
Navy, and
and shall, during
during his time of active service
entitled to
t
o the
same pay
and allowances
allowances as are, or may
may be hereafter,
same
pay and
provided by
by
hereafter, provided
law for a
aperson of similar rank,
ran k, grade,
gra d
e, or
the United
United States
States
or rate
rate in
in the
Navy and
Marine Corps,
andIfarine
respectively.
Corps respectively.
or Marine
rina Ch
Nay
That the members of the said Volimteers
Volunteers may be ordered
orService
Corps.
with Navy
ordered to
to duty
duty
with the Navy or separately,
separtely, and either
either within
within or
without the
the
or without
territorial limits
limits of
of the
territorial
the United
United States, and when so serving
serving shall
shall
Dft
authe of
Draft authorized
those not volunteering.
thoot
voltg.
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rank
with but
those of
of corresponding
corresponding rank,
rank, grades,
or rates
rates in
in
grades, or
but after
after those
rank with
comthe United
United States
States Navy
or Marine
Marine Corps,
except that
that for
for the
the purpur- Command
Corps, except
Navy or
the
Command of combined forces.
pose of determining
determining who
command over
over a
a combined
combined bm'idforsermer.
who shall
shall exercise
exercise command
pose
Volunteer officers.
oleer
f
orce, composed
vessels commanded
commanded by
said Volunteers,
Volunteers,
of said
by officers
officers of
of vessels
composed of
force,
and of
of vessels
officers of
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
of the
by officers
commanded by
vessels commanded
and
acting in
in conjunction,
conjunction, and
for the
purpose of
of determining
determining who
shall
who shall
the purpose
and for
acting
exercise command
shore over
over a
composed of
miliof miliforce composed
a combined
combined force
command on
on shore
exercise
tary units
units commanded
officers of
said Volunteers
and officers
officers
Volunteers and
of said
by officers
commanded by
tary
of the
United States
States Navy
Marine Corps,
in conjunction,
conjunction, Rank and precedence
acting in
or Marine
Corps, acting
Navy or
of
the United
arine
lieutenant withNavyand'l
officers of
of said
of or
or above
the rank
rank of
of lieutenant
above the
Volunteers of
said Volunteers
all officers
with Navy and Marine
Corps.
will Corps.
commander
branch) or
or major
branch) will
Corps branch)
(Marine Corps
major (Marine
(naval branch)
commander (naval
be
as junior
the Navy
and Among
Among themselves.
themselves
Navy and
of the
lieutenant commanders
commanders of
junior to
to lieutenant
be regarded
regarded as
majors
of the
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
respectively, and
and proproCorps, respectively,
the United
majors of
vided
between themselves
themselves officers
officers of
of the
the said
Volunteers
said Volunteers
as between
that as
vided that
shall
take rank
rank and
as of
the dates
of the
commissions
the commissions
dates of
of the
precedence as
and precedence
shall take
of offirs on
in
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia under
under which
which enrolled
enrolled in
said Volunteers.e
Volunteers.
in said
in the
Service of officers on
That when
serving under
call of
of the
President, officers
officers of
of said
said courts-martiai.
courts-martial.
the President,
the call
under the
when serving
That
Volunteers
on courts-martial
courts-martial for
the trial
trial of
of officers
officers and
and
for the
may serve
serve on
Volunteers may
men
the United
United States
States naval
or Naval
Naval Militia
service, or
or of
of said
Militia service,
naval or
men of
of the
Volunteers,
but in
in the
the cases
cases of
of courts-martial
courts-martial convened
convened for
for the
trial
the trial
Volunteers, but
of
officers or
or enlisted
men of
of the
the United
States Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Marine
United States
enlisted men
of officers
Corps, the
the majority
of the
the members
officers of
of the
the regular
regular
be officers
shall be
members shall
majority of
Corps,
the said Volunteers
naval service
men of
of the
Volunteers
enlisted men
and enlisted
officers and
and officers
service, and
naval
may
members of
which are
are members
members
of which
the members
courts-martial, the
by courts-martial,
be tried
tried by
may be
of
of
service, or
or of
of said
said Volunteers,
Volunteers, or
or any
any or
or all of
naval service,
regular naval
of the
the regular
the
same.
the same.
ension laws applllaws appP
said Volunteers
That when
the said
Volunteers is caleon
of the
man of
or enlisted
enlisted man
officer or
any officer
when any
That
disabled
wounds or
or disabilities
received in the active
disabilities received
of wounds
by reason
reason of
disabled by
the provisions
service of
of the
States, when
when called
to duty
duty under
under the
called to
the United
United States,
service
of
this Act,
shall be
be entitled
to all
all the
of the
the pension
pension laws
laws
benefits of
the benefits
entitled to
Act, he
he shall
of this
of members of the
existing at
at the
the time
time of
of his
his service
service for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
existing
United States
or Marine
Marine Corps,
such
case such
and in
in case
respectively, and
Corps, respectively,
Navy or
States Navy
United
United States,
of the
officer or'enlisted
or' enlisted man
the active
active service
the United
service of
in the
dies in
man dies
officer
being relieved from
after being
or in
in returning
his place
residence after
from
of residence
place of
to his
returning to
or
such active
service, or
at any
time in
consequence of
of wounds
wounds or
or disin consequence
any time
or at
active service,
such
abilities received
in such
such active
his widow
and children,
children, or
or
widow and
service, his
active service,
received in
abilities
previously
any, shall
shall be entitled
entitled
if any,
relative, if
dependent relative,
designated dependent
previously, designated
to all
the benefits
such pension
laws.
of such
pension laws.
benefits of
to
all the
Termination of tte.
That the
all persons
persons in
the National
o ac
veserie
service.
in the
National tive
and all
any and
may relieve
relieve any
President may
That
the President
Naval
Volunteers from
active service
service when
their services
services are
no longer
longer
are no
when their
from active
Naval Volunteers
needed.
needed.
Recognition of disoI d
That no
distinction shall
made between
the regular
naval service
service tiRoneticon
regular naval
tinguished conduct,
between the
be made
shall be
no distinction
That
t
etc.
and the
the National
National Naval
Volunteers when
in active
active service
service under
under the when in
Naval Volunteers
and
valorous
rewards for valorous
call
the President,
respect to
promotions or rewards
to promotions
in respect
President, in
of the
call of
conduct,
or to
to the
conferring upon
upon officers
officers or
enlisted men
men of
of brevet
brevet
or enlisted
the conferring
conduct, or
rank, medals
medals of
of honor,
or other
other rewards
rewards for
for distinguished
conduct.
N
distinguished conduct.
honor, or
rank,
Naval Militia.
That
shall consist
regularly enlisted
enlisted militia
Composition.
militia Compoitio.
the regularly
of the
consist of
Naval Militia
Militia shall
the Naval
That the
Age limit, officers.
r.
Ago,
as prebetween the
of eighteen
eighteen and
and forty-five
years, organized
organized as
pre- date,
forty-five years,
ages of
the ages
between
p. 579.
5
scribed for
Militia by
by law,
law, and
and commissioned
officers At
commissioned officers
the Naval
Naval-Militia
for the
scribed
between
ages of
twenty-one and
and sixty-two
years (naval
(naval branch),
Proviso.
branch), proio.
sixty-two years
of twenty-one
the ages
between the
rv
Coniinued service
se ie of
,Codn~ued
(Marine Corps branch):
and
and sixty-four
sixty-four years
years (Marine
branch): ProPro- enlisted
twenty-one and
and twenty-one
men.
service after the
in service
vided, however,
however, That
enlisted men
men may
continue in
may continue
That enlisted
vided,
age
years, and
and until
the age
years (naval
(naval
of sixty-two
sixty-two years
age of
until the
of forty-five
forty-five years,
age of
branch), or
years (Marine
(Marine Corps
branch), provided
the
provided the
Corps branch),
or sixty-four
sixty-four years
branch),
service
is continuous.
continuous.
istment period.
ped.
service is
Enlistment
That
in the
the Naval
shall REnlistments
Militia shall
Naval Militia
enlistment in
period of
of enlistment
the period
Reenlistments.
That hereafter
hereafter the
be
three years.
years. An
An enlisted
has served
for the
the
honorably for
served honorably
who has
man who
enlisted man
be three
full
of his
may reenlist
reenlist for
for a
a term
of one,
two, or
or
one, two,
term of
enlistment may
his enlistment
term of
full term
three years,
as he
may elect.
When a
reenlists within
within thirty
thirty
a man
man reenlists
elect. When
he may
years, as
three
days
the date
expiration of
of his
term
his term
enlistment his
his prior
prior enlistment
of the
the expiration
date of
from the
days from
of
service shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
continuous, and
and shall
shall be
so dated.
dated.
be so
as continuous,
of service
caCle.
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That
the Naval
of the
the several
several States
and
That courts-martial
courts-martial in
in the
Naval Militia
Militia of
States and
Territories and
Territories
and in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
except when
Columbia shall,
shall, except
when the
the
have been
Naval Militia shall have
been called
called into
the service
of' the
the United
United
into the
service of
general courts-martial,
States, consist of general
courts-martial, summary
summary courts-martial,
courts-martial,
and
and deck
deck courts.
courts.
o
al
Gn.
.
That general courts-martial
General.
shall consist
consist of
of not
not less
less than
three nor
nor
courts-martial shall
than three
thirteen officers,
more than thirteen
officers, and
and may
may be
be convened
convened by
by order
order of
of the
the
governor
a State or
or Territory,
governor of a
or the
the commanding
commanding general
general of
of the
the
Territory, or
District
of Columbia
Columbia Militia.
Militia.
District of
summary.
That
courts-martial may
may be
Summary.
That summary
summary courts-martial
ordered by
'the governor
governor of
of
be ordered
by the
a State, or Territory
Terntory or by
by the
a
the commanding
general of
the District
Mstrict
commanding general
of the
of Columbia
Columbia Militia, or by the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of a
Naval Militia
Militia
a Naval
battalion or
battalion
or brigade.
brigade.
Deck
cor
That deck courts may be ordered
Deck courts.
ordered by
by the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of a
a
Naval Militia
Militia battalion
battalion or
brigade, or
or by
Naval Militia
Militia officer
or brigade,
by aa Naval
officer in
in
command of Naval Militia
Militia forces
forces on
on shore
shore or
or on
on any
any vessel
vessel loaned
loaned to
to
a State, Territory,
or the
the District
a
Territory, or
Columbia, or
or on
on any
vessel on
on
District of
of Columbia,
any vessel
which said
be serving.
serving.
which
said forces
forces may
may be
'Poetso,
od',
etl.,
to aim?
rooedu
With'
That the
the above
above courts-martia
courts-martial and
and deck
n provided
for
deck courts
courts herei
herein
provided for
Navy.
shall be constituted
Navy.
constituted and have cognizance
cognizance of
same subjects
subjects and
of the
the same
and
possess like
like powers,
powers except
as to
punishments, as
as s
i
m il ar courts
court
sp
ro-.
except as
to punishments,
similar
provided for in the Navy
Navy of
the United
United States,
the proceedings
proceedings of
of the
States, and
and the
of
courts-martial
courts-martial of the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia shall
shall follow
follow the
the forms
and modes
forms and
modes
of procedure
prescribed for
for such
such courts
procedure prescribed
courts in
in the
the Navy
Navy of
of the
the United
United
States.
States.
Place of meeting.
That
precept or order for the convening
That every precept
convening of
of any
such court
court
any such
may authorize
authorize said
said court
court to
to sit
any place
place or
or places
places within
within the
the
sit at
at any
territoriallimits
territorial limits of the
the State,
State; Territory,
Territory, or
or District
District where
where such
such Naval
Naval
be located,
located, or
Militia may be
or organized,
organized, as
as the
convening authority
authority may
may
the convening
designate, and may further
provide that
that any
any such
court may
may be
be confurther provide
such court
convened and sit on board any
any such
naval or
or other
other vessel,
wherever the
the
such naval
vessel, wherever
same may from time
time to
to time
time happen
to be,
or at
at such
such plae
place or
or
places
happen to
be, or
rce
places
ashore,
ashore, outside the
the territorial
territorial lmits
limits referred
referred to
to above,
above, as,
ag, m
in the
the
judgment of the said convening
judgment
convening authority,
authority, may
may be
be convenient
or
convenient or
desirable for the purposes
purposes of
of such
courts-martial.
such courts-martial.
That general courts-martial
Powers.
power to
impose fines
fines not
not
courts-martial shall
shall have
have power
General.
to impose
exceeding $200,
$200, to sentence
sentence to
to forfeiture
forfeiture of
pay and
and allowances,
allowances, to
to aa
of pay
reprimand, to dismissal
dismissal or dishonorable
reprimand,
dishonorable discharge
service,
discharge from
from the
the service,
to
to reduction
reduction in rank or rating;
rating; or any
two or
more of
such punishpunishany two
or more
of such
ments may
in the
sentences imposed
by such
such courts.
courts.
ments
may be
be combined
combined in
the sentences
imposed by
u
r
me - i
summary.
That summary
summary courts-martial
the same
same powers
powers of
of punishpunishThat
courts-martial shall
shall have
have the
ment as
as general
general courts-martial, except
ment
except that fines
fines imposed
summary
imposed by
by summary
courts-martial
not exceed
courts-martial shall not
exceed $100.
$100.
Deck corts.
That deck courts may impose fines
Deck courts.
That
fines not
not exceeding
exceeding $50
$50 for
for any
any single
single
offense, may sentence
offense,
sentence enlisted men
men to reduction
reduction in
in rank
rank or
rating, to
to
or rating,
forfeiture
allowances, to
forfeiture of pay and allowances,
reprimand, to
to discharge
discharge with
with
to aareprimand,
other
than dishonorable
dishonorable discharge,
discharge, or
or to
to a
afine
addition to
to any
any one
other than
fine in
in addition
one
of the other sentences specified.
specified.
m Ueu
nement
That
all
courts-martial
l
finement in lieu
That
courts-martial of the Naval
including deck
deck cour
t
s,
Naval Militia
aietht
num.
Militia, including
courts,
shall
the power
power to
to sentence
sentence to
t
o confinement
confinement in
lieu of
of fines
shall have
have the
in lieu
fines
L '
authorized
be imposed:
Proviso.
authorized to be
That such
such sentences
shall not
not
imposed: Provided,
Provided, That
sentences shall
exceed one day for each
each dollar of
fine authorized.
of fine
authorized.
Approvail
o dismisThat no
no sentence
sentence of dismissal
sal.
A pproval °"lainilThat
dismissal or dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
dischargefrom
from the
the
Naval Militia
Miltia shall, except when
when the
the Naval
NavalMilitia
Militi
a shall
have been
been
shalf have
called
into the
the service
the United States, be executed
called into
service of
of the
executed without
without the
the
approval
of the
the governor
governor of the State or Territory
approval of
Territory or
or the
the commanding
commanding
general
of Columbia
Columbia Militia.
general of
of the
the District
District of
Militia.
Oower f" arre
ts sts ,etcet.
That presidents
P
That
presidents of
general courts-martial
courts-martial, senior
members of
of sumof general
senior members
summar
mary courtsmartial,
courts-martial, and
and deck-court
deck-court officers
officers of
of the
Naval
Militia
the Naval Militia
shall have the power to issue warrants
warrants to
to arrest
arrest accused
accused persons
persons
and
bring them
the court
for trial
and to
to bring
them before
before the
court for
trial whenever
whenever such persons
persons
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have
convening authority
authority to
an order in writing
writing from the convening
have disobeyed
disobeyed an
charge or charges
appear
charges having
a "eopy
copy of the charge
before such court, a
appear before
accused with such order, and to issue subpoenas
subpcenas
delivered to the accused
been delivered
and
attachment attendenforce by attachment
and to
to enforce
tecum, and
duces tecum,
subpoenas duces
and subpcenas
ance of
and the
the production
of books
books and papers, and to
production of
of witnesses
witnesses and
ance
sentence
answer, all as authorized for
sworn or to answer,
for aarefusal to be sworn
sentence for
similar
proceedings for
courts-martial in
in the
of the United
United
the Navy of
for courts-martial
similar proceedings
States.
States.
That
processes and
xecutka°f Pre"
3" 4
courts-martial shall be eZetcutteot'P
sentences of said courts-martial
and sentences
all processes
That all
executed by
prescribed by the
as may
may be prescribed
officers as
or other
other officers
such civil or
by such
executed
laws
of the
and Territories,
hereinafter alteralteras hereinafter
except as
Territories, except
States and
the several
several States
laws of
natively provided,
and in
in any
any State
State where
been
have been
provisions have
where no provisions
provided, and
natively
made for
such action
and in
in the
the Territories
Territories and the District of Columaction and
for such
made
bia the
the same
same shall
shall be
United States marshal, or by
a United
be executed
executed by a
bia
his
and it
further be
duty in any
be the duty
it shall
shall further
deputy, and
appointed deputy,
duly appointed
his duly
case of
of any
United States
States marshal,
marshal, when
when so
so required
by the convenrequired by
any -United
case
ing authority
court-martial, to execute all
processes
all such processes
any such
such court-martial,
of any
authority of
ing
and
to the
the officer
imor imissuing or
officer issuing
thereof to
return thereof
make return
and make
sentences and
and sentences
posing the same.
That
autoce
. uNew
the Naval
Naval Militia
be subject
to the
the system
.stem of
of discipline
discipline math
CoNav^ f.
CSbct
shall be
subject to
Militia shall
That the
prescribed for
the United
United States
States Navy
and Marine
Corps, and
and the
the pune.
rPs
P"eMarine Corps,
Navy and
for the
prescribed
commanding
Militia battalion
or brigade,
brigade, and
and the
the
battalion or
Naval Militia
of aaNaval
officer of
commanding officer
Naval Militia
Militia officer
in command
command of
of Naval
Naval Militia
or
forces on shore or
Militia forces
officer in
Naval
on
any vessel
vessel of
of the
the Navy
Navy loaned
loaned to
and the
the
Territories, and
States, Territories,
to the
the States,
on any
District
of Columbia,
or on
vessel on
on which
such forces
forces are
which such
on any
any vessel
Columbia, or
District of
training,
shall have
have the
the power,
power , without
trial by
by courts-martial,
courts-martial, to
o" fPuni811fomai
4
,' nents
without trial
to bbiltin
ts.
training, shall
impose
upon members
of the
the Naval
the punishments
punishments which
which
Militia the
Naval Militia
members of
impose upon
the commanding
commanding officer
vessel of
Navy is
is authorized
authorized by law
of the
the Navy
of aavessel
officer of
the
to impose.
ction
That
amount of
any fine
imposed under
under sentence
sentence of
of the
the courts
Colle
of
.
00°"'
courtsIkea.
fine imposed
of any
the amount
That the
heretofore
named on
on any
any member
member of the Naval Militia may be colheretofore named
lected
from him,
him, or
may be
be deducted
deducted from any amount due said
or may
lected from
member
as accrued
retainer pay under
provisions of this
under the provisions
or retainer
pay or
accrued pay
member as
Act,
otherwise.
Act, or
or otherwise.
of
Dp
That
assessed under
under the
of this
collected Disposal
of linos.
D
and collected
Act and
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
fines assessed
all fines
That all
or withheld
shall be
be paid
paid to
commanding officer
the Naval
Naval
of the
officer of
the commanding
to the
withheld shall
or
Militia
or separate
unassigned unit
of which
which the
the
unit of
separate unassigned
battalion, or
brigade, battalion,
Militia brigade,
person
against whom
whom such
fine shall
shall have
have been
member,
a member
assessed is a
been assessed
such fine
person against
to
be used
used by
to replace
lost or
damaged
or damaged
replace lost
officer to
commanding officer
said commanding
by said
to be
property
organizapurposes of his Naval Militia orgaoizaother purposes
for such other
property, or for
tion as
subject to
regulations as
as may be presuch regulations
to such
decide, subject
may decide,
as he
he may
tion
scribed
by the
the Secretary
Navy. Upon
Upon the
the receipt
receipt of
of aa cercerof the
the Navy.
Secretary of
scribed by
tificate from
the authority
authority convening
convening the court as to any fine assessed
from the
tificate
by it,
States disbursing
officer concerned
concerned shall
shall pay
pay over
over
disbursing officer
United States
any United
by
it, any
any funds
due the
not exceeding
amount of such
such
exceeding the amount
member not
said member
the said
funds due
any
fine to
upon the
sole receipt
receipt of
of said
said comcomthe sole
officer upon
commanding officer
to said
said commanding
fine
manding
manding officer.
officer.
That
courts of
Naval Militia
Militia shall
shall be
be instituted,
Courts
of inrof.
inquiry.
Institution,
etc., of.
of
instituted, ctI
of inquiry
inquiry in
in the
the Naval
That courts
constituted, and
manner and
have like
shall have
and shall
same manner
the same
in the
conducted in
and conducted
constituted,
powers and
and duties
as similar
similar courts
courts in
the Navy
Navy of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
in the
duties as
powers
except that
that in
in the
Naval Militia
Militia courts
of inquiry
be ordered
by
ordered by
shall be
inquiry shall
courts of
the Naval
except
the
governor of
State or
or Territory,
Territory, the
commanding general
general of
of
the commanding
the State
of the
the governor
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Militia,
or the
officer of aa
commanding officer
the commanding
Militia, or
the District
Naval Militia
or battalion.
battalion.
Naval
Militia brigade
brigade or
That officers
officers of
of the
States Navy
and Marine
NavYotact may
may, corpsfts
Corps may,
Marine Cos
Navy and
the United
United States
That
In 1(1with
approval of
Navy, be
be eeleted
elected or
ap- comatMd
2Traissiound i Mi
or apof the
the Navy,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the approval
with the
pointed and
as officers
without I
the Naval
Naval Militia
Militia without
officers of
of the
and commissioned
commissioned as
pointed
prejudice
or status
status in
regular service:
service: Provided,
Provided, •Prot•
R
.Ztion.
.Ro'an.
in the
the regular
position or
to their
their position
prejudice to
That such
such officers
so commissioned
commissioned shall,
the SecSecby the
directed by
when directed
shall, when
officers so
That
retary of
of the
the Navy,
tender their
their resignations
of such
such State
State comcornresignations of
Navy, tender
retary
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tAutori
of
proided further,
frter, That nothing herein
Authority
of &ere- missions:
miSiii011S: And provided
contained shall
shall
herein contained
tory
of the Navy.
Dutesoflinoes

Duties of line officers.

nstructat
lastruction
at Nay
Navy
orMatneCopetse9

or Marine Corps service

chb.

schools.

Trav, etc,
Travel,
etc.,
emcee.

nee.

Prowo.
Proviso.
Pay
limit.
Paylimit.

be

limit
Secretary of the
limit the
the authority
authority of the Secretary
Navy over
over such
officers
the Navy
such officers
so
commissioned.
so That
commissioned.
line officers of the
the Naval
Naval Militia
may be for line duties
That line officers of
Militia may
duties only,
only,
for engineering
engineering duties
only, or
only.
for
duties only,
or for
for aeronautic
aeronautic duties
duties
only.
That, under such
regulations as
That,
such regulations
as the
President may
may prescribe,
prescribe, the
the President
the
Secretary
the Navy may, upon the recommendation
Secretary of
of the
recommendation of
of the
the govgov-

ernor
any State
ernor of
of any
State or Territory,
Territory, or the commanding
commanding general
general of
of the
the
National
Guard of the District of Columbia,
National Guard
Columbia authorize
limited
authorize a
a limited
number
officers or enlisted
number of selected
selected officers
enlist
ed men o
the Naval
Naval Militia
offthe
Militia to
to
attend and pursue aaregular course of study
attend
at any
any Navy.
or Marine
Marine
study at
Navy or
Corps service school of the United States,
States, except
except the
the United
United States
States
allowallow- Naval
Naval Academy;
Academy; or to be
ached to
t
o an
y Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Corps
be att
attached
any
Marine Corps
command for routine practical
practical instruction;
instruction- and
such officer
officer or
or enenand
such
listed man
shall receive,
outofany
instruction;
Naval
listed
man shall
receive, out
of any
Naval Militia allotment
allotment of funds
available for the purpose, the same travel allowances
available
and quarters,
quarters
allowances and
or
commutation of
of quarters,
quarters, and the same pay, allowances,
or commutation
allowances, and
and subsub:.
sistence to
which an officer
officer or enlisted
sistence
to which
enlisted man of the
naval service
service
the naval
would be entitled for attending such school,
school, college,
college, or
practical
or practical
course
course of
of instruction
instruction under orders
orders from proper naval authority,
authority, while
while
in actual attendance
attendance at
such school,
college, or
or practical
practical course
of
at such
school, college,
course
of
instruction:
Provided, That
no case
instruction: Provided,
That in no
pay and
allowances
case shall
shall the
the pay
and
allowances
authorized
authorized by this section exceed those of a
alieutenant
in the
the Navy.
lieutenant in
Navy.
" to
That the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy shall
cause to
to be
estimated annuof the
shall cause
be estimated
annually the amount necessary for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provi
si
ons of this
out the
of
this
Act,
money
Act, and no mo
n ey shal
shall be expended
said provisions,
provisions, except
except
expended under
under said

beAnnual
made. estims
estimat

t°

as shall, from time to time,be appropriated for carrying them out.
That
the Navy
wavy is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
t
o sell at
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
sell at
soline cost
lubricating oil
OU and
cost and issue
issue lubricating
oil and
to vessels
vessels of
of the
Volunteer
issUed
to. gasoline
and gasoline
gasoline to
the
Volunteer
Pop.
im
Patrol
Squadrons
duly enrolled
Pod, p. 1T72.
Squadrons duly
in the
the several
several naval
naval districts;
districts; and
and
enrolled in
that during
maneuvers or
or practice
during maneuvers
practice drills
of the
the vessels
vessels of
drills when
when any
any of
of
said Patrol
Squadrons shall
said
Patrol Boat Squadrons
shall be acting
acting singly
singly or
or as
as squadrons
squadrons
under
the
direct
under the direct command
command or control of an officer or officers
officers of
of the
the
United States
States Navy, gasoline fuel shall be supplied to
United
to them
them free
free of
of
charge.
charge.
Vohmteer Patrol

vdts
Sq
u_adrons.

soina

Coast Guard.

COAST GUARD.
COAST
GUARD.

Personnel subject
subject to
to
Navy
laws, etc., when
N
etc.,
operating
therewith.
1 38, p. 800.

,/

E-0.6 417
_)37

c(

q"oinp.
p74 nt
Provisos.

/ Punishment
enses
fenses.

Whenever, in
in time
time of
war,
Whenever,
of war,
th
accordance with
w ith
theeNavy
Navy in
in accordance

,t

)

for of-

the Coast
Coas tG
uard operates as a part of
the
Guard
operates
as a part of
l
aw th
law
thee personnel
personnel of
of that service shall

that service shall
be subject to the laws prescribed for the government
of the Navy:
l.ro.ided,
That in
Provided, That
the initiation,
pros ecuti on, and
an d completion of
n the
initiatin, prosecution,
completion of
disciplinary action, including remission and mitigation of punish-

ments for any offense committed by any officer or enlisted man of
the Coast Guard, the

jurisdiction shall hereafter depend upon and
be in accordance with the laws and regulations of the department
hav-

ing jurisdiction of the person of suc offender at the various stages
of such action: Protidedfurier, That any punishment imposed and

Limitation.
Limitatian

executed in accordance with the provisions of this

e
rsement
Reimbursement
expenses.

of

of

shall
not exceed that to which the offender was liable at thesection
time of the
commission of his offense.
Hereafter whenever, in accordance with law, the expenses
of the

exensesCoast
Guard are paid by the Navy Department, any
naval appropriations

from which payments are so made shall
rom available appropriations made by Congress forbe reimbursed
the expenses
of the Coast Guard.
Precedence
of
officers.
Precedenceofoffers.
Whenever the personnel of the Coast Guard, or any part thereof,
is operating with the personnel of the Navy in accordance
with law,

precedence between commissioned officers of corresponding

grades
m the two services sha be determined by the date of commissions
mn those grades.
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601
601

per.
commissioned or warrant officer, petty officer, or other
Any commissioned
Any
other en- sonnesodunt
Assen
lto d t of per
listed
man in
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard may
may be
be assigned
assigned to
which s(mnee utY.
to any
any duty
duty which
in the
listed man
may
proper conduct
conduct of
the Coast
Coast Guard;
Guard; and
and
of the
for the
the proper
may be
be necessary
necessary for
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and the
the maint
enance of
the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in time
time of
of peace
peace and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Maintenane
of stastaNavy in
of war
war may,
may, i
n his
his discretion,
discretion, man
man any Coast Guard tions.
Sons.
in
time of
in time
Navy
station
the entire
entire year,
or any
portion thereof,
any
maintain any
any portion
thereof, maintain
station during
during the
year, or
house
of refuge
station, and
and change,
and
establish, and
as aaCoast
Coast Guard
Guard station,
change, establish,
house of
refuge as
fix
the limits
limits of
Guard districts
divisions.
and divisions.
of Coast
Coast Guard
districts and
fix the
authorized and terse °0au.toried.
hereby authorized
That the
the Treasury
Treasury is hereby
5t
tg
po
l
c
rised
thn
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
That
P..1185:
1185 of cutfor Pod,
directed
and equip
equip two
two steam
steam Coast
Guard cutters
cutters for
p
Coast Guard
to construct
construct and
directed to
service on
on the
the Pacific
coast and
and in
in Alaskan
Alaskan waters,
at a
total cost
cost not
not
a total
waters, at
Pacific coast
service
cutter for
for
to
exceed the
the sum
$700,000; one
Guard cutter
one steam
steam Coast Guard
of $700,000;
sum of
to exceed
at aa cost
cost
Harbor, at
service as
as an
an anchorage
York Harbor,
boat in
in New
New York
anchorage patrol
patrol boat
service
be especially
such vessel
vessel to be
$125,000, such
not to
to exceed
exceed the
sum of
especially conthe sum
of $125,000,
not
two or
or construct
structed
ice breaking;
breaking.;to
to purchase
construct and equip two
purchase or
for ice
structed for
more cutters
for service
service in
in harbors
harbors and
shoal waters,
waters, at
cost For
more
cutters for
and shoal
at aatotal
total cost
For river
river ood seretc.
iee, etc.
three light- lee,
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,000;
to purchase
purchase or
equip three
flood servand equip
or construct
construct and
$50,000; to
not
and such other life-saving
draft river
river steamboats,
steamboats, including
including lifeboats
life-saving
lifeboats and
draft
to be
be used in rescuing
be necessary, to
appliances and
as may
rescuing
may be
and equipment
equipment as
appliances
marooned
lives
and property
property and
in distributing
food and
clothing to
to marooned
and clothing
distributing food
and in
lives and
people
during flood
flood times
on the Mississippi
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers
Rivers and their
their
times on
people during
of naviganavigaenforcement of
tributaries, for
patrolling said
said waters
waters for
for the
the enforcement
for patrolling
tributaries,
tion and
and motor-boat
for rendering
rendering aid
aid to
in distress,
distress, Apprrin
tion
motor-boat laws
laws, and
and for
to vessels
vessels in
at
cost not
exceed $240,000.
On account
of Coast
Coast Guard
ppprti
Guard AppropriatIon.
account of
$240,000. On
to exceed
not to
total cost
at aa total
vessels
authorized, to
to be
available until
$400,000: "wow.
expended, $400,000:
until expended,
be available
herein authorized,
vessels herein
at the
the request
of the Navy,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Navyz at
request of the Building at navy
Secretary of
Provided,
ya ds
authorized to build the vessels Y's•
Secre
tary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, is
hereby authorized
is hereby
Secretary
authorized,
herein
hereafter
vessels hereafter
Guard vessels
any Coast
Coast Guard
or any
authorized, or
herein authorized,
at such
navy yards
yards as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy may
Aviation
at
such navy
of the
Avaton stations.
statons.
may designate.
designate.
That for
of saving
life and
property along
the coasts
and
coasts Establishment
along the
and property
saving life
purpose of
the purpose
for the
That
gd
e
ment of coast, anequi
r
a
u
and to assist in throa5.
thereto, and
of
States and
and at
at sea
sea contiguous
tho. °oast,
contiguous thereto,
the United
United States
of the
to
is
authorized
the
Treasury
the
defense, the
Secretary of
of
to
the Secretary
national defense,
the national
exceeding ten
establish,
and maintain
maintain aviation
not exceeding
stations, not
aviation stations,
equip, and
establish, equip,
to.
in
on the
Atlantic and
and Pacific
coasts, the
the .Details to.
Pacific coasts,
points on
the Atlantic
at such
such points
in number,
number, at
as he may deem advisable,
Lakes as
Gulf
and the
the Great
Great Lakes
advisable, and
Mexico, and
of Mexico,
Gulf of
to
for aviation
duty in
connection therewith
officers and
school.
to detail
detail for
aviation duty
in connection
therewith officers
and Aeronautic
Ant
hool
one of
of these
Guard. At one
enlisted men
of the
Coast Guard.
States Coast
United States
the United
men of
enlisted
of special
special
stations there
purpose of
for the purpose
school for
instituted aa school
be instituted
may be
there may
stations
Treasury is
instruction in
of the
the Treasury
the Secretary
Secretary of
and the
aeronautics, and
in aeronautics,
instruction
instructor in aeronautics, at
expert instructor
hereby authorized
authorized to
to employ
employ one
one expert
hereby
assistant instructor,
one assistant
and one
a
salary of
of $4,000
$4,000 per
per annum,
instructor, also
annum, and
a salary
skilled
at a
annum.
tr
t Arm
per annum.
aeronautics, at
a salary
salary of
of $3,000
$3,000 per
in aeronautics,
skilled in
At the
of the
the Secretary
the Secretaries
Secretaries of
of and Navy aviats
the Treasury
Treasury the
of the
Secretary of
the request
request of
At
ml
achoo
.
War and
and Navy
authorized to
officers and
enlisted men
men of '°"°°'
and enlisted
receive officers
to receive
are authorized
Navy are
War
aviation school
any aviation
the
Coast Guard
Guard for
at any
school
aviation at
in aviation
instruction in
for instruction
the Coast
maintained by
the Army
and Navy,
Navy, and
and such
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
such officers
Army and
by the
maintained
men shall
the regulations
regulations governing
schools.
Increased
men
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
governing such
such schools.
sd may,. etc.,
dy.
aviation &fir.
Guard, when
Coast Guard,
Hereafter
officers and
men of
of the
the e,okst
when forr aviation
enlisted men
and enlisted
Hereafter officers
detailed for
aviation duty,
shall receive
the same
same percentages
percentages of
receive the
duty, shall
for aviation
detailed
increases in
in pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances as
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be preprenow or
are now
as are
increases
scribed by
by law
officers and
and men
men of
the Navy
Na' detailed
for aviation
Provisos.
aviation po~
of the
detailed for
for officers
scribed
law for
deduty: Provided,
That no
no more
more than
than a
of fifteen Number
Nmber to be deaverage of
a yearly
yearly average
Provided, That
duty:
commissioned
forty warrant
officers and
tA
enlisted tailed.
and enlisted
warrant officers
of forty
total of
and aatotal
officers and
commissioned officers
men
Coast Guard
Guard detailed
detailed for
for duty
involving actual
flying in
in
actual flying
duty involving
of the
the Coast
men of

einthdue
by
or allowances
in pay
any
increase
shall
receive
aircraft
aircraft
of such detail
shall receive
or duty:
any
Provided
increase
further,
in
payThat
or
allowances
the number
byofreason
reason
third tenants.
Increase in third
of such detail or duty: Provided further, That the number of third tenants.
lieutenants
and third
lieutenants of
engineers now
authorized by
by law
now authorized
of engineers
third lieutenants
lieutenants and
for
the Coast
Guard is
is hereby
increased ten
ten and
five, respectively,
peaed.
BRsitra repealed.
respectively, Restriction
and five,
hereby increased
Coast Guard
for the
and such
portion of
of the
approved August
nine- Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. 429.
49.
twenty-fourth, nineAugust twenty-fourth,
Act approved
the Act
such portion
and
teen hundred
twelve, which
that no
additional appointappointno additional
provides that
which provides
and twelve.
hundred and
teen

a
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ments as cadets or cadet
cadet engineers
made in
in the
Revenueengineers shall
shall be
be made
the Revenuehereafter authorized
authorized by
Cutter Service unless hereafter
by Congress
Congress is
is hereby
hereby
revoked.
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.
SERVICE.
IGHTIHOUSIE

trasfer
ofo vessels,
The
Transfer
of
Thp President
President is hereby
hereby authorized,
in his
authorized, whenever
whenever in
his judgment
judgment a
a
etc.,
to Army
orvSla
Navy
emeorNiesa.
in emer
g
encies ,
sufficient national
national emergency
emergency exists,
exists, to
to the
service and
to transfer
transfer to
the service
and
a_~
jurisdiction of the Navy Department,
.I•ZY
Department, or of the War Department,
Department,
such vessels, equipment, stations,
stations and personnel
of the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse
personnel of
Service as he may deem to the best interest of
country, and
and after
after
of the
the country,
7f
such transfer all expenses
expenses connected
connected therewith shall be defrayed
defrayed out
out
a propriations for
the department
department to
to which
transfer is
is made:
made:
s
of the
the appropriations
for the
which transfer
Provisos.
Return on
tennhia- Provided,
P • ,That
That such
such vessels,
vessels, equipment,
and personnel
shall
Return
on termnnaequipment, stations,
stations, and
personnel shall
tion.
be
returned to
to the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service when such national
tion.
be returned
national emergency
emergency
ceases
ceases in the opinion of the President, and nothing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
be construed
construed as transferring the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service
its
Service or
or any
any of
of its
functions
functions from the Department of Commerce
Commerce except
of naexcept in
in time
time of
national emergency
emergency and
and to
to the
the extent
extent herein
Personnel
Personnel subjectto
subject to tional
herein provided:
provided: Provided
Provided
Army or Navy
Navy re
Army
rules fuher,
urther, That
That any
any of
of the
personnel of
of the
Lighthouse Service
Service who
the personnel
the Lighthouse
who may
may
during
trer.
be
transferred
as
herein
provided
during trensfer.
e
shall,
while under
jurisdiction
shall, while
under the
the jurisdiction
of the Navy Department or War
be subject
to the
the laws,
War Department,
Department, be
subject to
laws,
regulations, and orders for the government of
regulations,
or Army,
as
of the
the Navy
Navy or
Army, as
the case may be, in so far as the same may
applicable to
may be
be applicable
to persons
persons
whose retention permanently
permanently in the military
military service of
of the
the united
United
States
not contemplated
contemplated by
law.
Prepeatin
of
SStates is
is not
by law.
Preparation
lations,
etc., k
of
ir cgopcooprega.
The
Th Secretary
Secretary of
Secretary o
ar,
an dthe S
ecretary
:m, etc.,
or
The
of the
the Navy,
Navy, the
the Secretary
offW
War,
and
the Secretary
prescribe
nation.
of Commerce
Commerce shall jointly ipo
r
esc
r
i
be regulations
the duties
duties
regulations governing
governing the
to be performed
ighthouse
performed by the Ligh
thouse Service in time of war,
war, and
for the
the
and for
cooperation of that service with
cooperation
'with the Navy and
War Departments
Departments in
and War
in
time of peace in preparation for its duties
m war,
war, and
and this
duties in
this may
may include
include
arrangements
a direct line of communication
arrangements for a
communication between
between the
officers
the officers
or bureaus of the Navy and War Departments
and the
Departments and
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
Lighthouses
provide for immediate
Lighthouses to provide
immediate action on all communications
communications
from
departments.
Retired ofce
from these
these departments.
stored
to a
active
That the President be, and he
stored
Retired
to
cti
officers
ve list:
ye
list:
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
appoint the
the
he is
to appoint
following-named
following-named officers now on
retired list
of the
the United
on the
the retired
list of
United States
States
Navy to the grade
grade and rank on the active list of the United States
States
Navy,
Navy, as heremafter
hereinafter provided:
provided:
vTrEyck
De Witt
Wtt Commodore Ten Eyck De
Ten Eyck De
retired, to
be aarear
rear admiral
admiral
De Witt
Witt Veeder,
Veeder, retired,
Veeder.
to be
on
the active
Rear
on the
active list, to take rank next after Rear
Admiral
Austin M.
M.
Admiral
Austin
pTempln
United States
States Navy;
Morris Potts,
Templin Morrs
Morris Knight,
Knight, United
Navy; Captain Templin Morris
retired,
Potts, retired,
Potts.
to be aarear admiral on the active list, to take rank next
next after
after Rear
Rear
n· Henry
Hry
Ga
Admiral William B. Caperton,
John
Gib"
Admiral
Caperton, United States
States Navy;
Navy; Captain
Captain John
boas.
John
Henry Gibbons, retired, to be aa captain on the active
to take
take
active list,
list, to
rank next after Captain Frank M. Bennett, United States
rank
States Navy;
Navy;
n
Frank
K sey Hill.
Hill. Captain Frank Kinsey Hill, retired,
Frank Kinsey
retired, to be
captain on
on the
the active
be a
a captain
active list,
list
to take rank next after Captain
Captain Clarence S. Williams,
William s,United States
States
rmia Rust
Rust.
Navy; Captain Armistead
Ahnistead Rust,
Arnalatead
red, t
o b
active
Rust, reti
retired,
to
bee a
a captain
captain on
on the
the active
list, to take rank next ater
after Captain
Captain Robert
Robert L.
United States
L. Russell,
Russell, United
States
ohardner
Gardner Qum
Navy; Captain
Captain John
be a
rear ad
m i
ral
Qu - Navy;
byJohn
John Gardner
Gardner Quinby,
Quinby, retired,
retired, to
to be
a rear
admiral
on
on the active list, to take rank next after Rear
Rear Admiral
Admiral Thomas
Thomas S.
S.
Ms
Ecott.
JohnJohn
Morris
Ellicott. Rodgers,
Rodgers, United
United States Navy; Captain
John Morris
Morris Ellicott,
retired,
Captain John
Ellicott, retired,
to be aa captain
take rank next
captain on the active list, to take
next after
after Captain
Cata;in
B. Higgins,
Frank W. Kellogg. Robert B
Higgins, United
United States
States Navy;
Navy; Captain
Captain Frank
Frank W.
W. Kellogg,
Kelogg,
retired,
captain on the active list to take rank next
retired, to
to be
be aa captain
next after
after
AlenM.
Captain Thomas
Allen
M.C"O.
Cook.
Thomas Snowden, United
United States
Navy; Commander
Allen
States Navy;
Commander Allen
M. Cook,
Cook, retired,
to be
be aacommander
and to
M.
retired, to
commander on the active
active list and
to take
take
rank
next
after
Commander
States Navy;
rank
next
after
Commander
John R. Brady,
Brady, United States
Navy ;
imnetR. Pollock. Commander Emmet R. Pollock,
retired,
to
be
a
Emmet R. Pollock. Commander Emmet R. Pollock, retired,
a commander
commander on the
active
list, to
Commander Andre Morton
to take
take rank
ranknext
next after
after Commander
Mort
on Procter,
Proct
er ,
Washington Irving active
• list,
C=bhgt"
Chambers.
I
United States Navy; Captain
Washington Irving
chambers.
united
Captain Washington
Irving Chambers,
Chambers, retired,
retired,
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Rear
after Rear
to
be a
rear admiral
the active
active list,
list, to
to take
rank next
next after
take rank
on the
admiral on
a rear
to be

George N. Hayward.
Commander George CorgeN-Hay ardAdmiral Walter
McLean, United States Navy; Commander
Walter McLean,
Admiral
N.
Hayward, retired,
retired, to be
captain on the active list to take rank
a captain
be a
N. Hayward,

piations
next
after Captain
H. Chandler,
Chandler, United
r
=tions rereProvided, q uc
Navy: Provided,
States Navy:
United States
Lloyd H.
Captain Lloyd
next after
i ed
That
officers shall establish to the satisfaction of the quit.ed.*
aforesaid officers
the aforesaid
That the
examination prescribed by law,
Secretary
Navy, by the usual examination
of the Navy,
Secretary of
their
mental, moral,
and professional fitness to perform the
moral, and
physical, mental,
their physical,
restored: To be additional
duties
the grade
grade on
the active
active list
which they
they are
are hereby
hereby restored:
to which
list to
on the
of the
duties of
Provided
That the
the aforesaid
numbers.
aforesaid officers shall be carried as addi- numbers.
further, That
Providedfurther,
tional numbers
n the
the grade
grade to
which they
they may
under No
No back pay, etc.
be appointed
appointed under
may be
to which
in
tional
numbers i
this Act,
or at
at any
any time
further, That
Providedfurther,
promoted: Provided
thereafter promoted:
time thereafter
Act, or
this
the aforesaid
aforesaid officers
shall not
passage of this Act be entitled
the passage
by the
not by
officers shall
the
to
any kind.
or allowances
allowances of any
pay or
to back
back pay
si
P
Provisions.
rovi ons.
PROVISIONS, NAVY:
NAVY: For
For provisions
commuted rations for the
and commuted
provisions and
PROVISIONS,
seamen
and marines,
commuted rations
be paid to caterers
rations may bepaid
which commuted
marines, which
seamen and
of messes,
messes, in
case of
of death
desertion, upon orders of the commandcommandor desertion,
death or
in case
of
ing
rations for
for officers
officers on
sea duty (other than
on sea
commuted rations
officers, commuted
ing officers,
chaplains,
commissioned officers
officers of
of the
the line,
Medical and
and Pay Corps, chaplains,
line, Medical
commissioned
chief
boatswains,
chief
gunners
carpenters
chief
machinists,
carpenters,
chief
gunners,
chief
chief boatswains,
chief
pay clerks,
sailmakers) and midshipmen, and comand chief saanakers)
clerks, and
chief pay
muted rations
credited at
hospital and credited
sick in hospital
of sick
account of
on account
stopped on
rations stopped
muted
the
of 50
ration to
the naval
hospital fund;
subsistence
fund; subsistence
naval hospital
to the
per ration
cents per
50 cents
rate of
the rate
of
officers and
unavoidably detained
to
from vessels to
absent from
or absent
detained or
men unavoidably
and men
of officers
which attached
which subsistence
subsistence rations to be
(during which
orders (during
under orders
attached under
which
stopped
on board
no credit
commutation therefor to be
for commutation
credit for
and no
ship and
board ship
stopped on
given);
and for
for subsistence
subsistence of female
female nurses, and Navy and Marine
given); and
general courts-martial
prisoners undergoing
undergoing imprisonment
imprisonment
courts-martial prisoners
Corps general
discharge from
service at the
from the serviee
dishonorable discharge
of dishonorable
sentences of
with sentences
expiration of
confinement: Provided,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the comutation
iatk„, o
of r
the Secretary
Proided, That
such confinement:
of such
expiration
Navy is
is authorized
authorized to
commute rations
general courtstkals to
prisoners.
to uprisoners.
courts- time
such general
for such
rations for
to commute
Navy
martial prisoners
such amounts
seem to
him proper,
may
which may
proper, which
to him
as seem
amounts as
in such
prisoners in
martial
vary in
accordance with
with the
the location
prison, but which
naval pnson,
location of the naval
in accordance
vary
shall
in no
no case
exceed 30
commuted;
30 cents per diem for each ration so commuted;
case exceed
shall in
raand
for the
the purchase
of United
United States
emergency rations
as titY
Ar1.
11 Y emer
genc Y raemergency
rations as
Army emergency
States Army
purchase of
and for
required
in all,
all, $9,820,900.25,
be available
available until the close of the
to be
$9,820,900.25, to
required;;in
fiscal year
year ending
eighteen.
and eighteen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
June thirtieth,
fiscal
For the
purchase of
of necessary
necessary additional
cattle, and
and work
Naval
Academy
var. . Academy
work dNya
land, cattle,
additional land,
the purchase
For
animals,
machinery
and
implements,
erection
of
new
buildings,
Installation,
etc.
Intalation,
buildings,
new
of
erection
animals, machinery and implements,
repairs and
and alterations
alterations of
on the
farm for
and
clearing and
for clearing
the farm
now on
buildings now
of buildings
repairs
improving the
the land
and for
for all
purposes necessary
necessary for the comother purposes
all other
land and
improving
plete installation
of the
Academy dairy
dairy and
farm located
located at
p
at Poi.
and farm,
Naval'Academy
the Naval
installation of
plete
Gambrills, Maryland,
Maryland, $100,000:
That the
of said
Lima eiceet.
ocost.
land Limit
said land
cost of
the cost
Provided, That
$100,000: Provided,
Gambrills,
store
shall not
$15,000: Provided
That the
the amount
amount appro- Advance
Advance to store
further, That
Providedfurther,
exceed $15,000:
not exceed
shall
fud.
printed
for
this
purpose
shall
be
treated
as
an
advance
midfund
'
the
to
advance
an
priated for this purpose shall be treated as
shipmen's store
Report, etc.
etc.
returned Rp,
ultimately returned
be ultimately
to be
Academy, to
Naval Academy,
at the
the Naval
fund at
store fund
shipmen's
to the
the United
States: Provided
further, That
expenditures hereunder
hereunder
That expenditures
Providedfurther,
United States:
to
shall
by, the
of the
Supplies and
Accounts
and Accounts
of Supplies
the Bureau
Bureau of
Chief of
the Chief
reported by
be reported
shall be
to the
the Navy
the same
same manner
manner as
as now
now preseribed
preseribed
in the
Navy in
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
to
by
law for
Maintan.
Maintenance.
fund.
store fund.
midshipmen's store
the midshipmen's
for the
by law
MAINTENANCE,
BUREA.0 or
IMPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS: For fuel; the
AND ACCOUNTS:
SUPPLIES
Or S
MAINTrENANCE, BUBEAU
removal and
transportation of
of ashes
ashes and
from ships
of war;
ships of
garbage from
and garbage
and transportation
removal
books,
blanks,
and
stationery,
including
stationery
for
commanding
commanding
for
stationery
including
books, blanks, and stationery,
and navigating
navigating officers
officers of
of ships,
ships, chaplams
shore and
and afloat,
afloat, and
on shore
chaplains on
and
for
the
use
of
courts-martial
on
board
ship;
purchase,
repair,
and
repair,
purchase,
ship;
board
on
for the use of eourts-martial
exchange of
ships; packing
materials;
and materials;
boxes and
packing boxes
for ships;
typewriters for
of typewriters
exchange
interior fittings
general storehouses,
storehouses, pay
accounting
and accounting
offices, and
pay offices,
for general
fittings for
interior
offices in
in navy
yards; expenses
of disbursing
disbursing officers;
mills and
and
coffee mills
officers; coffee
expenses of
navy yards;
offices
repairs
thereto;
expenses
of
naval
clothing
factory
and
machinery
qu
repairs thereto; expenses of naval clothing factory and machinery Equipment
supplies.
for the
equipment; purchase
purchase of
of articles
articles of
equipage Eqpt
sulie
of equipage
laboratory equipment;
same; laboratory
the same;
for
at
abroad under
cognizance of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies
of Supplies
the cognizance
under the
and abroad
home and
at home
and Accounts,
Accounts, and
and for
for the
payment of
equipping vessels
vessels
in equipping
labor in
of labor
the payment
and

wir

f
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therewith,
therewith, and the manufacture
such articles
articles in
the several
several navy
navy
manufacture of
of such
in the
yards; musical
instruments and
musical instruments
mess outfits;
outfits; soap
soap on
on board
and music;
music; mess
board
naval vessels;
vessels; athletic outfits; tolls,
tolls, ferriages,
yeomen's stores,
stores, safes,
safes,
ferriages, yeomen's
and other incidental
incidental expenses;
expenses; labor
labor in
general storehouses,
storehouses, paypayin general
masters'
masters' offices, and accounting
accounting offices
offices in
navy yards
yards and
and naval
naval stain navy
sta-

tions, including naval
naval stations maintained
maintained in
island possessions
possessions under
under
in island
the control of the United States,
States, and
and expenses
expenses in
in handling
stores
handling stores
Food
eto
manufactured under
purchased and manufactured
"General account
of advances";
under "General
account of
advances";
Od inspection.
sp
and reimbursement
Food
reimbursement to
to appropriations
of the
of Agriculappropriations of
the Department
Department of
AgriculP.
ture of cost
cost.of
of meats
and meat
meat food
food products
products for
for the
the
of inspection
inspection of
meats and
cercaletc.,services
Provided, That
Si
r
er
1;s
s°
1;ete., services- Navy Department:
Department: Provided,
That the
the sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of this
this
sum to
appropriation,
appropriation, under the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
of the
for
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, for
chemists
chemists and for clerical,
clerical, inspection,
inspection, storeman,
storeman, store
laborer, and
and
store laborer,
messenger
messenger service in the general
general storehouses,
storehouses, paymasters'
paymasters' offices,
offices, and
and
accounting offices of the navy yards
naval stations
stations and
and disbursdisbursyards and
and naval
ing offices
offices for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred
seventeen shall
exceed $1,183,000;
$1,183,000; in
in all,
$2,623,640.
rt,.Dr
t and
and seventeen,
shall not
not exceed
all,
$2,623,640.
and
burDeaus
FBEIOHT,
and
l
a
itins.
DePartment
F
REIGHT, BUREAU
BP
ITREAU OF
AND AACCOUNTS:
ACCOUNTS: All
All freight
and
OF Surruzs
SUPPLIEBs A
freight and
express charges
charges pertaining to the
the Navy
Department and
and its
Navy Department
its bureaus,
bureaus,
except
except the transportation
transportation of coal
coal for
for the
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
and
the Bureau
Accounts, $725,000.
IntsatecommrceAccounts,
$725,000.
iUtr
tnmspo:
Military
transportaof an
Inte
' t'
mer" . Section
Section six of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate commerce,"
an Act
commerce,"
tion
in tune
„„roved February
een hundred and eighty-seven ,as
vol.
34, oofp.
February fourth,
Vol.
34,
p.war.587,, approved
,1"1"
fourth, eight
eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-seven,
as
aended,
amended March
amended.
amended
March second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and eighty-nine,
e" ty-nine, and
and
hundred and
June twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and
and six,
six, which
which reads:
reads:
nineteen hundred
Foi
provsn.
" That in
in time
time of war or threatened
threatened war
war preference
Former provision.
" That
preference and
and precedence
precedence
shall, upon
upon demand
shall,
demand of the President
President of the
the United
United States,
States, be
be given
given
over
over all
all other
other traffic for the transportation
transportation of
troops and
of
of troops
and material
material of
war
every
war, and
and carriers shall adopt e
very means
means within
within their
their control
to
control to
facilitate
facilitate and expedite
expedite the military
military traffic,"
traffic,"
be amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Preerencetobegiven
" That in time of war or threatened
Preference to be given
"
threatened war
war preference
preference and
and precedence
precedence
troops,
etc.
troops, etc.
shall, upon demand of the President of the United States,
be given
shall, upon demand of
the President of the United
given
over all other traffic for the transportation
over
transportation of
of troops
troops and
material
and material
Prompt
carriers shall
of war, and
and carriers
shall adopt
adopt every
means withn
within their
control
eve
means
their control
time
of peace
y In
n to facilitate and
Prompt
delivery
and expedite
expedite the
the military
military traffic.
in time
time of
peace
time
of
peace.
traffic. And
And in
of
peace
shipments consigned
shipments
consigned to agents
agents of the United
United States
States for
for its
its use
use shall
shall
be
delivered by the carriers
earrers as promptly
promptly as
be delivered
as possible
_possible and
without
and without
i ted
nb
Embar
goes Prabib- regard
any embargo
that may
may have
have been
been declared,
declared, and
and no
no such
regard to an
Ito&
embargo that
such
shal
apply
embargo
shall
to
shipments
so
consigned."
to
shipments
so
consigned."
tFuel and tmnportaFUUEL
AND
TRANSPORTATION: Coal and
Fuel and transportsFUEL AND TRANSPORTATION:
and other
other fuel
for steamers'
steamers' and
and
tlon,
fuel for
ships'
expenses of
ships' use, including
including expenses
of' transportation,
transportation, storage,
storage, and
and hanhandling the
maintenance and general operation
dling
the same;
same; mamtenance
of machinery
of
operation of
machinery of
naval
coaling depots
depots and
and coaling
coaling plants; water
naval coaling
water for
for all
all purposes
purposes on
on
board
board naval
naval vessels;
vessels; and
and ice for the
cooling of
including the
the
the cooling
of water
water,, including
expense of transportation
transportation and
expense
and storage
st
orage of
of both,
both, $5,000,000.
$5,600,000.
Bueau of Construe-

Bureau
of Construetion
and
Son
and Repair.
Repair.

Constmetion and e

pair
of vessels,
Construction

ami

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND

REPAIR.
REPAIR.

NSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF VESSELS: For preservation
CoNsTnucTioN AND
REPAIR OF VESSELS:
. preservation and
completion
of vessels on the stocks
completion of
stocks and
an d in
in ordinary;
ordinary; purchase
purchase of
of
materials and
stores of
all kinds;
kinds; steam
steam steerers,
materials
and stores
of all
steerers, pneumatic
pneumatic steerers,
steerers,
steam
capstans, steam
steam windlasses,
windlasses, and all other auxiliaries;
auxiliaries; labor
steam capstans,
labor
in
navy
yards
and
foreign stations;
stations; purchase
purchase of machinery
in navy yards and on
on foreign
machinery and
iand
tools
for use
in shops;
shops; carrying
work of experimental
tools for
use in
carrying on
on work
experimental model tank
tank
and wind tunnel; designing naval
naval vessels;
construction and
and repair
repair of
vessels; construction
of
yard craft,
craft, lighters,
barges; wear,
wear, tear,
tear, and
and repair
repair of
of vessels
vessels
lighters, and
and barges;
afloat;
increase, and
afloat; genera
general care, increase,
and protection of the Navy
Navy in
the line
line
in the
of construction
of
construction and
and repair;
repair; incidental
incidental expenses
expenses for vessels
vessels and
and navy
navy
yards,
such as
yards, inspectors'
inspectors' offices,
offices, such
as photographing,
photographing, books,
books, professional
professional
magazines,
plans, stationery,
stationery, and instruments
for drafting
magazines, plans,
instruments for
drafting room,
room,
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supplies.
Equipment supplies.
and for pay of classified force under the bureau; for hemp, wire, iron, Equipment
materials for the manufacture
manufacture of cordage, anchors,cables,
anchors cables,
and other materials
specifications for purchase thereof shall
shah be so
galleys, and chains; specifications
prepared as shall give
give fair and free competition; canvas for the
manufacture of sails, awnings, hammocks,
hammocks, and
and other work; interior
interior
manufacture
manufacturing purposes
purposes in navy yards
appliances and tools for manufacturing
and naval stations; and for the purchase
purchase of
of all other articles of
equipage at home and abroad;
abroad; and for the payment of labor in
equipage
equipping vessels therewith and manufacture
manufacture of such articles in
equipping
several navy yards; naval signals and apparatus,
apparatus, other than
the several
electric, namely, signals,
signals, lights, lanterns, rockets, running lights,
appendages for general use on board
lanterns, and lamps and their appendages
ship for illuminating
illuminating purposes, and oil and candles used in connection therewith; bunting and other materials for making and repairing
repairing
flags of all kinds; for
permanent galley
for all permanent
galley fittings
fittings andequipage;
and equipage; Colliers
,s , "Ulysses"
and "Achilles."
Acilles."
rugs,
and hangings on
naval vessels, installing
installing and
on board navalvessels,
curtains, and
carpets, curtains,
rugs, carpets,
foundations on Panama Canal colliers Ulysses
Ulysses and Achilles,
gun foundations
Provisos.

$10,071,069.16:
part of
this sum
be applied
applied Repairs.
RSps
sum shall
shall be
of this
That no
no part
Provided, That
$10,071,069.16: Provided,
Wooden ships.
to
repair of
sips.
cost of
of such
such Wooden
when the
the estimated
estimated cost
of any
any wooden
wooden ship
ship when
to the
the repair
repairs, to be appraised by a
acompetent
competent board of naval officers,
officers, shall
appraised in like manner,
exceed ten per centum of the estimated cost, appraised
of a
a new ship of the same size and like material: Provided
Providedfurther,
furter, Other ships.
That no
sum shall be applied to the repair of any other Other sh
of this sum
That
no part of
appraised by a
a
ship when the estimated cost of such repairs, to be appraised
exceed twenty per centum
naval officers,
officers, shall exceed
board of
of naval
competent board
of the
like manner,
manner, of
of a
new ship
the Inognatersetc.
of
the estimated
estimated cost,
cost appraised
appraised in
in like
a new
ship of
of the
In foreign waters, etc.
That nothing herein
fuirher,_That
Proviedfurther,
and like material:
material: Provided
same size
size and
authority
contained
Secretary of the Navy of the authoritK
contained shall deprive the Secretary
to
order repairs
damaged in
waters or
on the
the big
to order
repairs of
of ships
ships damaged
in foreign
foreign waters
or on
high Specified
ped vessels..
seas so
so far
be necessary
them home.
home. And
And the
the
bring them
may be
necessary to
to bring
seas,
far as
as may
Secretary of
expenditures
authorized to make expenditures
Navy is
is hereby authorized
Secretary
of the Navy
from appropriate
appropriate funds
funds under
under the
the various
various bureaus
bureaus for repairs
repairs and
from
changes on the vessels herein named, in an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed
changes
the
specified for each
each vessel,
vessel, respectively, as follows: North
sum specified
the sum
$525,000; Salem,
Dakota' $730,000;
$730,000; Georgia,
Georgia $525,000; Virginia, $525,000;
Dakota,'
$430,00b; Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, $285,000;
Saratoga, $335,000;
$150,000;
Henley, $150,000;
$335,000; Henley,
$285,000: Saratoga,
$430,000;
$150,000; F-1,
$205,000; F-3, $205,000;
F-i, $205,000; F-2, $205,000;
Mayrant, $150,000;
Pontiac $20,000;
$20,000; Constitution,
Constitution, $150,000;
$150,000; in
all, $3,915,000:
$3,915,000: ProPontiac,
in all,
Pro- Clerical,
,
etc.,., servvided
That the
the sum
sum to be
obes.
this appropriation,
appropriation, under ioes.
be paid
paid out of this
vided further,
furtler, That
the
of the
the Secretary
of the
for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting,
the direction
direction of
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, for
inspection, watchmen
(ship keepers),
keepers), and
messenger service
in
service in
and messenger
watchmen (ship
inspection,
navy
naval stations,
officers of
superintending naval
naval conof superintending
and officers
stations, and
yards, naval
navy yards,
structors
nineteen hundred
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
structors for
and seventeen,
shall not
exceed $1,300,000.
and
seventeen, shall
not exceed
$1,300,000.mit
of repars
to
Limit of
repairs to
capital skips
increased.
ships inrd
The
statutory limit
of $200,000
for repairs
repairs and
changes to capital
capital ciitai
and changes
$200,000 for
limit of
The statutory
119
p. "966,'
eo34m P.
ships
the Navy,
Navy, as
provided in
.Act making appropriations
appropriations amllended.
in the
the Act
as provided
of the
ships of
for the
the naval
service for
year ending
June thirtieth,
nineteen
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
naval service
for
hundred and eight, approved
approved March second, nineteen hundred and
hundred
seven, is
changed to
seven,
is hereby
hereby changed
to $300,000.
$300,000.
Naval auxiliaries.
auxilaries.
Naval
of unserceable.
unserviceable.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
authorized to
to sell
or all
sae of
all Sale
sell any
any or
hereby authorized
is hereby
the Navy
The
of
the auxiliary
auxiliary ships
Navy classified
classified as colliers,
colliers, transports,
ships of the
the Navy
of the
tenders,
supply ships,
types, and
and hospital
hospital ships,
ships, which
which are
are
special types,
ships, special
tenders, supply
to present
present
eighteen years
years and
over in
age, which he deems unsuited to
in age,
and over
eighteen
needs of
the Navy
which can
can be
disposed of
at an
an advantageous
advantageous
of at
be disposed
and which
of the
Navy and
needs
price,
shall not
not be
less than
than fifty
fifty per
per centum
of their
their original
original
centum of
be less
price, which
which shall
cost,
the money
money obtained
obtained from
from such
be covered
covered into
the
into the
to be
such sale
sale to
cost, the
T
reas ury as
as miscellaneous
Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Conructon
plants
Construction plants
IMPROVEMENT OF
iMpTOVeand improveFor repairs
repairs and
PLANTS: For
CONSTRUCTION PLANTS:
OF CONSTRUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
ment
at navy
Portsnavy yard,
yard, Portsat plant
plant at
and implements
implements at
of machinery
machinery and
ment of
mouth, New
New Hampshire,
$10,000.
Hampshire, $10,000.
mouth,
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For repairs and improvement
improvement of machinery
machinery and
and implements
implements
Massachusetts, $25,000.
$25,000.
plant at navy yard, Boston, Massachusetts,
For repairs and improvement
improvement of machinery
machinery and
implements
and implements
plant at navy yard, New
$35,000.
New York,
York, New
New York,
York, $35,000.
For repairs and improvement
improvement of
and implements
implements
of machinery
machinery and
plant at navy yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $25,000.
$25,000.
For repairs and improvement of machinery and implements
implements
plant at navy yard, Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, $35,000.
$35,000.
For repairs and improvement
improvement of
implements
of machinery
machinery and
and implements
plant at navy yard, Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina,
Carolina, $10,000.
$10,000.
For repairs and improvement
improvement of
of machinery
implements
machinery and
and implements
plant at navy yard, Mare Island, California, $35,000.
$35,000.
For repairs and improvement
improvement of machinery and
implements
and implements
plant at navy yard, Puget Sound, Washington,
Washington, $25,000.
$25,000.
Bureau of Steam EnBureau

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.

gineering.

minerIy,
ebtc
m achinery,
e
tc.
En4ineering
rePairs '

ENGINEERING:
ENGINEERING: For
For repairs,
preservation, and
and renewal
of machinery,
machinery.
,
repairs, preservation,
renewal of

auxiliary machinery, and boilers of naval vessels,
craft, and
and
vessels, yard
yard craft,
ships' boats, distilling and refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus;
apparatus; repairs,
repairs, preservapreservation, and renewal
renewal of electric interior and exterior signal communicacommunications and all electrical
electrical appliances of whatsoever
whatsoever nature
nature on
on board
board
naval vessels, except range finders, battle
range trans-.
battle order
order and
and range
transmitters and indicators, and motors and their controlling
controlling apparatus
apparatus
used to operate machinery
machinery belonging
belonging to other bureaus; maintenance
maintenance
and operation
operation of coast signal service, including
of office
office of
of
including expenses
expenses of

superintendent
of radio
service and
the purchase
of land
superintendent of
radio service
and the
purchase of
land as
as necessary
necessary
for sites for radio shore stations; equipage,
and materials
materials
equipage, supplies,
supplies, and
under the cognizance
cognizance of the bureau required
required for
the maintenance
for the
maintenance
and operation of naval vessels, yard craft, and
boats; purchase,
and ships'
ships' boats;
purchase,
installation, repair, and preservation
tools, and
and applipreservation of
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
appliances in navy yards and stations; pay of
classified force
force under
of classified
under the
the
bureau; incidental expenses for naval vessels, navy yards
yards and stations,
inspectors' .
the engineering
engineering experiment
experi
ment station,
st
ati
on,
suc h as
inspectors'
offices, the
such
as
and periodicals,
periodical
s, st
ation e
ry, an d
Radiotelegraphic r
photographing,
technical books,
Radiotelegraphic
hotograplung, technical
books, and
stationery,
and
work.
work.
instruments; instruments and apparatus, supplies, and
technical
and technical
Provisos.
books
and periodicals
periodicals necessary
carry on
on experimental
and research
Provsos
books and
necessary to
to carry
experimental and
research
erical,
etc.,., set
ervradiotelegraphy at
clerk
,
* etc
,. work in radiotelegraphy
radio laboratory:
laboratory: Provided
Provided,
at the
the naval
naval radio
es.
That the sum to be
be paid out of this
ices.
direction
this appropriation,
appropriation, under the direction
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, for clerical, drafting, inspection,
inspection, and
and
messenger
messenger service in navy yards, naval stations,
stations, and
offices of
of United
United
and offices
States
States inspectors
inspectors of machinery
machinery and engineering material for the
the fiscal
fiscal
Radio
year ending
hundred and
venteen ,shall
shall
Rdio shore station
ation year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and se
seventeen,
sites.
Rsites
not exceed $801,876.28:
That the
sum to
to be
be paid
$801,876.28: Provided
Providedfurther,
frther, That
the sum
paid
out of this appropriation for the purchase
land for sites
purchase of land
sites for
for radio
radio
Transfer
of lands
from
other
depart- shore
other depart
hore stations shall not
not exceed
exceed $10,000:
$10,000: Provided
That such
such
Providedfurther,
further, That
ments.
mens
land of the United States under the control
of aaparticular
particular department
control of
department
or other branch of the Government
or
Government that has been or
hereafter
or may hereafter
be mutually
mutually selected
selected as a
a site for aa naval radio
by
radio station
station may,
may, by
direction of
of the
the President, be transferred
transferred to and placed under the
direction
control and jurisdiction of the Navy Department for
use as
as aanaval
for use
naval
Radio laboratory.
Raolabooray. radio
station or
or other
purposes: Provided
further, That
radio station
other naval
naval purposes:
Provided further,
That the
the
total expenditures
expenditures under this appropriation at the
the
total
naval
radio
naval
radio
Machinery for "MauMahineryfor"Mau- laboratory
laboratory shall not exceed $5,000: Provided
mee."
further, That so much
much
Provided further,
of the
may be necessary
of
the foregoing and of current appropriations
appropriations as may
necessary
may be
used to
the construction
construction of
of the
the machinery
the
be used
to complete
complete the
machinery, of
of the
Radio aerials, State, ma
etRadioaerIials
State fueship
etc.,
Department
Provided further,
further, That
That an
an expenditure
this
fuel ship Maumee: Provided
expenditure under
under this
Building.
appropriation
not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for
for the purchase
appropriation of
of not
purchase and conconstruction
of
antennae
and supports
for the
State, War,
War, and Navy
struction of antennw and
supports for
the State,
hereby
Department Buildings for the use of the naval
naval radio service
service is hereby
authorized; in all, engineering, $9,056,376.28:
further,
authorized;
$9,056,376.28: Provided
Provided further,
Equip
nt supplis.
supp
Equipment
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Pneumatic tube from
That an expenditure under this appropriation
appropriation of not exceeding
exceeding Pneuatictue
Department to Navy
authorized for the installation of a
n
a pneumatic
between Annex.
t to Navy
$4,500 is authorized
pneumatic tube between
the communication
communication office in the State, War, and Navy Building,
Building,
and the branch communication
communication office in the Navy annex.
High-power radio staHigh-power
1th-powerradiosaHigh-power radio stations:
stations: For the completion
completion of high-power
high-power tions.
radio stations (cost not to exceed $1,500,000),
Completion.
$1,500,000), to be located
located as fol- completion.
lows: One in the Isthmian Canal Zone,
Zone one on the California
California coast,
Hawaiian Islands, one
one in the Hawaiian
one in American
American Samoa,
Samoa one on the
the
$300,000, to be
island of Guam, and one in the Philippine
Philippine Islands, $300,000,
available
available until expended.
specified
construction of
engines for the North Dakota, veyzines
For the construction
of propelling
propelling engines
rse for
for specified
Salem Mayrant,
Mayrant, and Henley, to be available
expended,
Salem,
available until expended,
$1,000:000.
$1,000,000.
Engineering
experistation, United
United States
ngineerng experEngineering experiment
experiment station,
States Naval
Naval Academy
Academy, ment
station.
Annapolis„ Maryland—Experimental
and research
work: For
For original
original Exmental,
Annapolis,
Maryland-Experimental and
research work:
Experimental, etc.,
etc.,
work.
investigation and extended experimentation
experimentation of naval appliances;
appliances; and work
investigation
for the purchase
purchase of such machines and auxiliaries
auxiliaries considered
considered appliservice, and for maintenance
maintenance of
cable for test and use in the naval service,
buildings
buildings and grounds, $85,000.
Equipping building.
Equipment of building:
Equipment
building: For
For extension
extension of steam, air, and water Equipping
building
lines, and electric
machinery; for:purelectric circuits;
circuits; for foundations
foundations for machinery;
chase and installation
installation of additional
additional testing instruments and apparaapparatus $20,000.
tus,
Machinery plants.
piants
MACmHIEr
repairs and improvements
iminnizur PLANTrs:
maws: For repairs
improvements of
of machinery
machinery Machiery
plants at navy
navy yards at Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, $25,000;
$25,000; Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $35,000; New York, New York, $25,000; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $25,000;
$25,000; Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia
CharlesVirginia, $25,000;
$25,000; Charlesdelphia,
Mare Island, California,
ton, South Carolina, $20,000; Mare
California, $25,000; and
Washington, $20,000; in all, $200,000.
Puget Sound, Washington,
$200,000.
ro m

NAVAL
ACADEMY.
NAVAL ACADEMY.

Naval Academy.
Academy.
Naval

Pay of professors, etc.
PAY
OTHERS, NAVAL
ACADEMY: Pay
Pay of
of propro- Payofprofessors,
OF PROFESSORS
PROFESSORS AND
NAVAL ACADEMY:
PAY OF
AND OTHERS,
etc.
Provisos.
instructors, $175,000:
$175,000: Provided,
Provided, That the
Prorent of professors and instructors,
the Secretary
Secretary of Employment
fessors, etc.,autborked.
Academy such
such number
number fessorsetc.,authoried.
the Navy
Navy is authorized
authorized to employ-at
at the
the Naval
Naval Academy
of professors
professors and
instructors, including
including one professor
professor as librarian,
librarian, as,
of
and instructors,
in his
his opinion,
may be
necessary for
instruction of the
for the proper
proper instruction
opinion, may
be necessary
in
midshipmen; and
and that
and instructors
instructors so
so employed
employed shall
shall
professors and
midshipmen;
that professors
receive such
their services
services as
prescribed by
by
as may
may be
be prescribed
receive
such compensation
compensation for
for their
Total pay limited.
the
Secretary of the Navy:
Navy: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
the total amount Totalpaylimitedthe Secretary
$175,000 annually:
provided further,
further,
And provided
so paid shall not
not exceed
exceed $175,000
annually: And
Annual report.
That the
the Secretary
report to
Congress each
each year
year Anepo-t.
the Navy
Navy shall
shall report
to Congress
That
Secretary of
of the
the
professors and
and instructors
amount
employed and the
the amount
instructors so employed
the number
number of professors
of compensation
compensation prescribed
for each.
each.
of
prescribed for
No pay to officers
No
part of
sum in
in this
this Act
shall be
expended in
in perfortobg
No part
of any
any sum
Act appropriated
appropriated shall
be expended
of cipNiot duty
duty of
vilians.
the
pay or
or allowances
of any
commissioned officer
officer of
the Navy
Navy dede- s.
of the
the pay
allowances of
any commissioned
at the
the United
tailed
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy
Academy
for duty
duty as an
an instructor
instructor at
tailed for
to
civilian instructors
instructors on
on
performed by civilian
to perform
perform duties which were performed
January first,
nineteen hundred
thirteen.
first, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen.
January
One
one assistant,
two assistassist- Insirtgstors,
One swordmlister,
swordmaster, $1,600;
$1,600; one
assistant, $1,200;
$1,200; and
and two
nItrtsecetc.
ants,
$1,000 each;
instructors in
in physical
physical training,
$1,500
training, at
at $1,500
two instructors
ants, at
at $1,000
each; two
each; and
instructor in
physical training,
training, at
at $1,000;
$1,000;
in physical
each;
and one
one assistant
assistant instructor
and
one instructor
one assistant
assistant librarian,
librarian,
in gymnastics,
gymnastics, $1,200;
$1,200; one
and one
instructor in
$2,160; one
cataloguer, $1,200;
$900 each;
each;
$2,160;
one cataloguer,
$1,200; and
and two
two shelf
shelf assistants,
assistants, at
at $900
one secretary
Naval Academy,
clerks, at
at $1,500
$1,500
of the
the Naval
Academy, $2,400;
$2,400; two
two clerks,
one
secretary of
each; four
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; four
four clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; four
four
clerks, at
each;
four c_erks,
clerks,
at $900
each; four
four clerks,
clerks, at
at $840
each; one
stenographer at
at
one stenographer
$840 each;
$900 each;
clerks, at
$840;
one draftsman,
$1,200; one
one surveyor,
services of
surveyor, $1,200;
$1,200; services
of
$840; one
draftsman, $1,200;
organist
one captain
captain of
of the
the watch,
$1,100; one
one
watch, $1,100;
at chapel,
chapel, $300;
$300; one
organist at
second
captain of
watch, $1,000;
$1,000; twenty-two
at $900
$900
twenty-two watchmen,
watchmen, at
second captain
of the
the watch,
each;
three telephone
operators, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; one
one
each; three
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators,
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attendant at
pay of
at $300.
$300. In
In all,
al, pay
of professors
professors and
and others,
others, Naval
Naval
Academy,
Academy, $238,860.
$238,860.
Department
DEPARTMENT OF
ORDNANCE AND
AND GUNNERY:
ordnanceDepartennt
of ordDEPARTMENT
OF ORDNANCE
GUNNERY: One
One leading
leading ordnancenance
and gunnery.
man, $960; one ordnanceman
ordnanceraan at
at $750;
$750; one
at $660;
one at
at $540;
one at
$660; one
$540;
two ordnance helpers, at
each; and
one writer,
$600; in
in all,
all,
at $480
$480 each;
and one
writer, $600;
$4,470.
$4,470.
trcatmsents
inel-nd
o eted. DEPARTMENTS
n
& aertmenta4
DEPARTMENTS OF
OF ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING AND
PHYSICS: One
AND PHYSICS:
One
physics.
physics.
electrical machinist, at
$1,180; one
$1,180;
at $1,180;
one electrical
electrical machinist,
machinist, at
at $1,180;
two mechanics,
mechanics, at $1,180
all, $4,720.
$1,180 each;
each; in
in all,
$4,720.
Deartment of
seDEPARTMENT
OF SEAMANSHIP:
SEAMANSHIP: One
clerk at $840;
Department
of sea"
DEPARTMENT OF
One clerk
$840; one
one cockswain,
cockswain,
manship.
at $420
each; in
in all,
all, $2,580.
$480; three
three seamen,
seamen, at
$420
each;
$2,580.
Department of 1111tri
n
„
•wing
DEPARTMENT OF
or MARINE
MARINE ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING AND
CONSTRUCTION:
Department
of and
m DEPARTMENT
AND NAVAL
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION:
naval
constructon.
One master machinist, $1,900,
navid construction.
$1,900, and
and one
one assistant,
assistant, $1,300;
one pattern
pattern
$1,300; one
maker, $1,300;
$1,300; one boiler maker, one blacksmith,
blacksmith, three
three machinists,
machinists,
one molder and one coppersmith, at $1,180
$1,180 each; one
in
one instructor
instructor in
mechanical drawing, $2,000; machinists and
mechanical
and other
other employees,
employees,
$7,731.92;
$22,491.92.
$7,731.92; in
in all,
all, $22,491.92.
Conminary
COMMISSARY
C7missarY departdepartCOMMISSARY DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: One chief cook, $1,200;
six cooks,
$1,200; six
cooks, at
at
Ine
$600
ten assistants,
at $360
$360 each;
each; one
steward, $1,200,
$1,200, and
and
$600 each,
each, and
and ten
assistants, at
one steward,
one assistant, $1,080;
$1,080; one head waiter,
and two
at
waiter, $840,
$840, and
two assistants,
assistants, at
$480
at $420
$420 each;
one chief
chief baker,
baker, at
at
$480 each;
each; four
four pantry
pantry men,
men, at
each; one
$1,200;
bakers, $600
$600 each;
two assistants,
assistants, at
at $540
and
$1,200; five
five bakers,
each; two
$540 each,
each, and
three assistants, $480; four baker
$300 each;
fifty waiters,
baker helpers, at
at $300
each; fifty
waiters,
at $20 per month each, and fifty waiters,
at $16
$16 per
per month
month each,
each,
waiters, at
$21,600; one messenger to the
twenty-nine
the superintendent,
superintendent, $600;
$600; twenty-nine
attendants, at $400 each, $11,600;
$11,600; three
three coffeemen,
at $300
$300 each;
each;
coffeemen, at
pantrymen, at $300 each;
three dish pantryaien,
three firemen,
at $300
$300 each;
each;
each; three
firemen, at
two utility men, at $300
one lineman,
at $300'
$300; two
two seam$300 each;
each; one
lineman, at
seamstresses, at
at $420 each; three clerks,
stresses,
clerks, at $360 each; in all,
$61,400.
all, $61,400.
In
In all, civil establishment,
establishment, $334,521.92.
$334,521.92.
Contgentexpenses.
CURRENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
Contingent
ex Penses •
CURRENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
Text
ACADEMY: Text
reference books for use of
and reference
instructors; stationery,
stationery, blank
blank books
books
of instructors;
and forms, models, maps,
periodicals; apparatus
apparatus and
maps, and
and periodicals;
and materials
materials
for instruction in physical
physical training and athletics;
expenses of
of leclecathletics; expenses
tures and entertainments
entertainments not exceeding
$1,000, including
including pay
pay and
and
exceeding $1,000,
expenses
expenses of lecturer;
lecturer; chemicals, philosophical
philosophical apparatus
apparatus and
instruand instruments, stores, machinery, tools, fittings,
fittings, apparatus,
apparatus, and
and materials
materials
for instruction purposes,
purposes, $29,585.
$29,585.
Library.
Purchase, binding, and repair
Library.
for the
the library
(to be
be purrepair of
of books
books for
library (to
purchased in the open market on the written
written order
of the
the superintendsuperintendorder of
ent),
$2,500.
ent), $2,500.
Board
of Visitors. of,
From and
the passage
of this
this Act
°o'arofVs
From
and after
after the
passage of
Act there
chC
aio
lgtrosition
of,
there shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed
change
every year, in the following
following manner, a
of Visitors,
to visit
a Board
Board of
Visitors, to
visit the
the
academy, the date of the annual visit of the board
board aforesaid
to be
aforesaid
to
be
Appointments..
Appoint
fixed by
by the Secretary
Navy:
Vol.
37,
p.
907
fixed
Secretary of the Na
vy: Seven persons shall
shall be
appointed
be appointed
Vamended',
p
by the President and four Senators and
amended,
Members of
of the
and five
five Members
the House
House
of
Representatives shall be designated
of Representatives
designated as visitors by
Presiby the
the Vice
Vice President or President
President pro tempore of the Senate and
the Speaker
of the
and the
Speaker of
the
House of Representatives,
House
Representatives, respectively, in the
the month
month of
of January
January of
of
each year. The chairman
chairman of the Committee
Committee on
on Nayll
NavM Affairs
Affairs of
of the
the
Senate and chairman
chairman of the Committee on
Naval Affairs
of the
the House
on Naval
Affairs of
House
of
Representatives shall
shall be
members of
said board.
of Representatives
be ex
ex officio
officio members
of said
board.
Per diem. ete
Per diem. etc.. alalEach
member of said
said board
board shall receive
receive while engaged upon duties
lowed.
Each member
as a
a member of the bo
board
ardnot
no tto exceed $5
aday and
ac t
ua l
expenses
$5 a
and actual
expenses
of travel by the shortest mail routes.
Expense
For
expenses of
Board of Visitors to the Naval
Expenses
For expenses
of the
the Board
Naval Academy,
5:3,000.
8$3,000.
i
Supitendet.
For contingencies
contingencies for the superintendent
superintendent of
superintendent.
For
the academy,
be
of the
academy, to
to be
expended
discretion, $2,500.
eApended in his discretion,
$2,500.
In
current and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, $37,585.
In all,
all, current
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MAINTENANCE
REPAIRS, NAVAL
mainMAINTENANCE AND
AND REPAIRS,
NAVAL ACADEMY:
ACADEMY: For general
general main-

aitnae and rre-

31.
1ahlinnanoe

tenance
Academy, namely:
tenance and repairs at the Naval Academy,
namely: For necessary
necessary
repairs of public buildings,
wharves, and walls inclosing
buildings, wharves,
inclosing the grounds
grounds
of the Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, improvements
fixtures; for
for
improvements, repairs, and fixtures;
periodicals, maps, models, and drawings;
books, periodicals,
drawings; purchase and repair
repair
machinery; purchase
of fire engines;
engines; fire apparatus
apparatus and plants; machinery;
and
purchase and

maintenance of
of all
horses and
and vehicles
use at
at the
th e academy,
academ y, includi
ncl
u dmaintenance
all horses
vehicles for
for use

PPassenger
as g r vehicles.
vwhide

ing the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of three horse-drawn
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only
for official
official purposes;
only for
purposes; seeds
seeds
and plants;
plants; tools and repairs of the
the same;
same; stationery;
stationery; furniture
furniture for
for
Government buildings and offices
Government
offices at the academy;
other
academy; coal and other
plants;
fuel; candles, oil, and gas; attendance
attendance on light and power plants;
cleaning and clearing up station and care of
of buildings;
cleaning
buildings; attendance
attendance
on fires,
plants and
telefires, lights, fire engines,
engines, fire apparatus,
apparatus, and
and plants,
and telephone
incidental labor;
labor; advertising,
advertising,
phone,' telegraph,
telegraph, and clock systems; incidental
water tax, postage,
postage, telephones,
telephones, telegrams,
telegrams, tolls, and ferriage;
ferriage; flags
and awnings;
packing boxes;
*boxes; fuel
bandsawnings; packing
fuel for
for heating
heating and
and lighting .bandsquarters; pay of inspectors
draftsmen; music,
music, musical
musical and
men's quarters;
inspectors and
and draftsmen;
and
astronomical instruments;
instruments; and for
employees on
leave,
astronomical
for the pay
pay of
of employees
on leave,
$327,724.
$327,724.
t
Rent of buildings for the use
academy, and
commutation of ReD
Rent.Rent
use of
of the academy,
and commutation
rent for bandsmen,
each, $4,116.
bandsmen, at $8 per month each,
In all, Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, $703,946.92.
$703,946.92..
CORPS.
MArDNEs CORPS.
MARINR

Marine
Corps.
Marine Corps.

PAY, 'MarrnZ
PAY,
MARrtfE CORPs:
Conrs: Pay of officers,
officers, active list: For .pay
pay and
allowances
including
allowances prescribed by law of officers on the active list,
in
list, including
clerks for assistant
assistant paymasters,
paymasters nine, and for the following additional
additional
officers
authorized, $1,4:21,849.
officers hereby
hereby authorized,
$1,421,849.

P- atilst
active list.
a

t.

p
Hereafter the total number
Hereafter
number of commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of the active sonnelherrd
cc=ai
miel e Per"
list of the line and staff of the Marine
Marine Corps, exclusive
officers borne Proportionate
r P"
ate distri
exclusive of officers
on the Navy list as additional numbers,
numbers shall
centum of bution.
shall be four per centum
the total authorized
authorized enlisted strength of
of the active list of the Marine
Marine
Corps, exclusive of the Marine Band, and of men under sentence of
discharge by court-martial,
distributed in the proportion
proportion of one
discharge
court-martial, distributed
officer with rank senior to colonel
colonel to four with the rank of colonel,
to five with the rank of lieutenant colonel, to fourteen
fourteen with the rank of
captain, to thirty-one
thirty-one with the
major, to thirty-seven with.
with the rank
rank of
of captain,
thirty.-one with the rank of second
second lieutenlieutenrank of first lieutenant, to thirty-one
ant: Provided
further, That brigadier
Provided further,
brigadier generals shall be appointed Briadier
Brigadier generals.
genera's.
from officers
officers of
the Marine
Corps senior
senior in
colonel: Promotion
from
of the
Marine Corps
m rank
rank to
to lieutenant
lieutenant colonel:
to a
Promotion to vaesnProvided
brigadier cies
genProvided further, That the promotion
promotion to the grade of brigadier
gen_ cies.
eral of any officer now or hereafter carried
carried as an additional
additional number
number
vacancy
in the grade
grade or with the rank of colonel shall be held to fill aavacancy
Seniority.
in the grade of brigadier
brigadier general: Provided
Provided further, That in deter- sei ority.
mining the officers with rank senior to colonel thereshall
shall be included
included
the officer serving
commandant: And pod
serving as major
major general
general commandant:
provided furfur- mar
1131431Ciant.
cornot.ther
appointments hereafter
th
er, That appointments
hereafter made to the position of Matar
gen-Arointments
Appointments her
heremajor gen,
eral commandant
the provisions
the Act approved
era!
commandant under
under the
provisions of
of the
ft'era - ftvo.
Vol. 37,
37, p. 241.
241.
approved December nineteenth,
thirteen, entitled
her
nineteenth, nineteen hundred and thirteen
entitled "An
"An Act to
office of the major general
make the tenure of office
general commandant
commandant of the
Marine
years," shall be made
Marine Corps for a
a term of four years,"
made from officers
officers
of
the active
active list of
Marine Corps
Corps not
not below
the rank
rank of
of colonel:
colonel:
star officers
of the
of the
the Marine
below the
enior staff
ofies
Provided
the officers
the senior
Provided further, That the
officers serving
serving in the
senior grade
grade of
the made
'nad r jrigadier
genesof the
brigadier geerAdjutant and Inspector's,
Inspector's, Quartermaster's,
Quartermaster's, and Paymaster's
Paymaster's DepartDepart- a `l
ments shall, while
while serving
therein, have
the rank,
pay, and
and allowolonels to
serving therein,
have the
rank, pay,
allow- Rans
Rankas colonels
to
a,nces
further, That
compute ratio.
ances of aabrigadier general:
general: And provided
providedfurther,
That for the pur- comprteratio.
determining the
various ranks as
pose of determining
the number
number of
of officers
officers in
in the
the various
as
herein
such staff
staff officers
officers shall
shall be
as being
being of
the
herein provided
provided such
be counted
counted as
of the
bur
t

tian

e.

moor

i

als-

91890°—voL 39-r
39
rr 1-39
1--39
91890--voL
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Permanent sstaf
officers holding
aff ofa*rank of colonel:
colonel: And provided further, That officers
nent appointments
departments shall
shall not
be
nent
appointments in
in the
the staff
staff departments
not be
for appointment
general of
of the
for
appointment to
to the
the grade
grade of
of brigadier
brigadier general
the
hereinbefore provided.
hereinbefore
provided.

Pe
rmanent

t

411

cers ineligible for
eers
for line

brigadiergeera

brigadier general.

permapermiteligible
eligible
line as
as
line

personnel of
The total commissioned
commissioned personnel
of the
the active
active list
of the
the staff
staff
list of
permanent appointdepartments, whether serving
serving therein under permanent
appointments or
detail, as
provided, shall
shall be
be eight
ments
or under
under temporary
temporary detail,
as herein
herein provided,
eight
per
of the
authorized commissioned
commissioned strength
strength of
of the
the Maxine
per centum
centum of
the authorized
Marine
Division.
Division.
Corps,
Corps and of this total one-fifth
one-fifth shall
constitute the
shall constitute
the adjutant
adjutant and
and
inspector's
one-fifth the
the paymaster's
paymaster's department,
department, and
and
inspector's department,
department, one-fifth
three-fifths the
department.
three-fifths
the quartermaster's
quartermaster's department.
Detailshereafter.
No further permanent
Details
hereafter.
permanent appointments
appointments shall
shall be
be made
made in
in any
any grade
grade
In
lower grade
any staff
staff department.
Any vacancy
vacancy hereafter
hereafter occurring
occurring in
in the
the
department. Any
from iin any
grade from
inoe
the
line,
lower grade
shall be
be filled
filled by
by the
the detail
detail of
of
grade of
of any
any staff
staff department
department shall
an,
period of
four years
unless sooner
an officer
officer of the
the line
line for
for aaperiod
of four
years unless
sooner relieved;
relieved;
Upper grade.
hereafter occurring
grade.
any vacancy hereafter
occurring in
in the
the upper
upper grade
grade of
of any
any staff
staff
department
department shall
the appointment
appointment of
of an
with the
shall be
be filled
filled by
by the
an officer
officer with
the
of colonel
colonel holding
holding a
apermanent
permanent appointment
appointment in
in the
the staff
staff departrank of
depart- ,
ment
which the
the vacancy
vacancy exists,
exists, or
or of
of some
officer holding
ment in
in which
some other
other officer
holding aa
permanent
permanent appointment
appointment in
in such
such staff
staff department
department in
in case
case there
there be
be no
no
permanent staff,
officer with
with the
the rank
of colonel
colonel in
in that
that department,
permanent
staff officer
rank of
department,
or
colonel of
or of
of aacolonel
line in
there be
be no
no officer
officer holding
holding aapermaiperma-.
of the
the lie
in case
case there
Tour of detail, et.
etc.
nent
such staff
staff department.
department. Such
appointments
Tonofdetan,
nent appointment
appointment in
in such
Such appointments
shall be made by the President and be for a
a term of
of four years,
and the officer
officer so appointed
appointed shall
shall be
the grade
grade to
to
be recommissioned
recommissioned in
in the
which appointed.
Permanent staff ofe- which appointed.
rermmaanyeatitaff
That
prior to
thirtieth,. nineteen
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, an
an
ermant
f
That prior
to June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
poted
m the
the line,
line.
officer
permanent appointment
appointment in any
Anted in
officer holding a
apermanent
any staff department may,
upon his own application,
application, with the
approval of the
the President,
President, be
be
the approval
reappointed in
reappointed
in the
the line
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps in
in the
grade and
and with
with the
the
line of
of the
the grade
rank he would hold on the date of his reappointment
rereappointment if he had
had reProviso!.
Rank
limited.
mained continuously
line: Provided,
officer holding
ovimted.
mained
continuously in
in the
the line:
Provided, That
That no
no officer
holding aa
permanent appointment in any staff
permanent
staff department
department shall
shall be recommisrecommisProbationary
line
in the
ne with
with the
the ran
of colonel
or lieutenant
lieutenant colo
n el : P
rorank of
colonel or
colonel:
Proservobeo,
Ii
n e smiled
sioned in
the line
line
etc.
service,
videdfurther,
such staff
staff officer
officer shall,
shall, before
before being
being reappointed
in
videdfurther, That
That such
reappointed in
the line of the Marine
Marine Corps as above provided, perform
duties for
for
perform line
line duties
one year, at the expiration
expiration of which time
tune he
he shall
shall as
as a
aprerequisite',
prerequisite to
to
reappointment in the line be required
reappointment
required to establish to the satisfaction
of an examining board consisting of line officers
officers of
of the
the Marine
Mari neCorps
Corps
his
professional fitness
for the
performance of
his physical,
physical, mental,
mental, and
and professional
fitness for
the performance
of
line
duty.
line duty.
Egualization of proo
mEorozation of pr '
That for the purpose of advancement
motions.
advancement in rank to and including the
grade of colonel, all commissioned officers of the line
and staff
of the
the
line and
staff of
Marine
shall be
be placed
on a
acommon
list in
in the
the order
order of
of seniority
seniority
Marine Corps
Corps shall
placed on
common list
Examations, et.
each would
Examinations,
ets.
would hold had he remained
remained continuously in the line.
line. All adadcaptain,
vancements in rank to ca
ptain, major, lieutenant colonel, and
and colonel
colonel
shall, subject to the usual
examinations, be made
usu alexaminations,
made from officers
officers with
with
the next junior respective rank, whether
whether of the line or staff, in the
order in
which their
their names
said list.
list.
names appear
appear on
on said
order
in which
Second lieutenants.
lieutenant, if appointed
to the grade of second lieutenant,
sApo utmentfm
Appointees
Appointments
from
Appointees to
appointed from
from civil
civillile.
life, shall be between
civil
life,
oft
wen t
y and
an d twenty-five
twenty-f
ive years, and
and
between th
thee ages
ages of
twenty
before
appointee
before receiving
receiving a
a commission
commission in the Marine
Marine Corps, each
each appointee
shall establish
to the
the satisfaction
shall
establish to
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy his
physical,
mental,
moral,
and professional qualifications
qualifications for such
such comcornFroths,.
Former
officers diPresid ent o
th
e United
States be,
be and
and hereby
hereby
Frmer officers
mission: Provided,
el- mission:
Provided, Th
Thee President
offthe
United States
gibe.
is,,authorized,
gible,
j
authorized, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
the Senate,
Senate, to
to
of the
appoint as
appoint
lieutenants on
on the
in the
the United
United States
as second
second lieutenants
the active
active list
list in
States
Marine Corps, to take
take rank at the
the foot of the list of second lieutenants
it stands at the date
reinstatement, former
as it
date of reinstatement,
former officers
officers of the Marine
Marine
Qualifications.
Corps
who resigned
the naval
service in
in good
sanding: Provided,
Q fi.
tCorps who
resigned from
from the
naval service
good standing:
Provided,
That they shall establish their moral, physical, mental, and profesStaff officers.
officers.
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Proportionateratio.
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sional
to perform
perform the
the duties
that grade
grade to
to the
satisfacthe satisfacof that
duties of
qualifications to
sional qualifications
Age limit waived.
tion of
of the
Secretary of
the Navy:
further, That the SecreSecre- Agelimitwaved.
Priedfuarter,
Navy: Provided
of the
the Secretary
tion
tary of
of the
Navy, in
in his
his discretion,
may waive
the age
limit in
favor
in favor
age limit
waive the
discretion, may
the Navy,
tary
e
e
rv a
of the
former officers
of the
Corps: Providedfurther,
Providedfurther, sService.
Marine Corps:
the Marine
officers of
aforesaid former
of
the aforesaid
That the
the prior
officers and
the service
service after
after reinstatereinstateand the
such officers
of such
service of
prior service
That
ment shall
thirty years
years before
age of
of retirement.
retirement.
the age
before the
less than
than thirty
not less
be not
shall be
ment
Probationary period
civillie
That appointments
appointments from
from noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps ofof
That
civil life,Setepd
etc., appointees.
and from
civil life
shall be
for a
of two
two years
and pointees.
years and
period of
a probationary
probationary period
be for
life shall
and
from civil
may be
revoked at
any time
during that
that period
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Determination
by,the
period by
time during
at any
be revoked
may
of
the
Navy: Provided
That the
the rank
of such
such officers
of the
the same
Dterminatkon of
same rank.
officers of
rank of
further, That
Providedfurther,
the Navy:
date
of
appointment
among
themselves
at
the
end
of
said
probationsaid
probationdate of appointment among themselves at the end of
ary period
approval of
of the
Navy, be
be
the Navy,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the approval
with the
shall, with
ary
period shall,
titive examieammi
determined by
by the
the report
report of
of a
board of
of Marine
Marine officers
who shall
shall con- oaC im petltive
officers who
a board
determined
as may
duct a
competitive professional
examination under
under such
rules as
may
such rules
professional examination
a competitive
duct
be prescribed
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
rank of
of such
offisuch offithe rank
and the
Navy and
the Secretary
be
prescribed by
cers so
so determined
determined shall
shall be
date of
appointment with
with
original appointment
of original
of date
as of
be as
cers
reference to
Corps: Provided
fur- yes
reference
to other
other appointments
appointments to
to the
the Marine
Marine Corps:
ProvidedfurRestrictionastomidt
ri ctiongs to M lt
ther,
no midshipman
States. Naval
Naval Academy
or spmen and adets
Academy or
United States
at the
the United
midshipman at
That no
ther, That
falling to graduate.
cadet at
States Military
Academy who
who fails
fills to
to graduate
graduate fu
gadte.
gto
Military Academy
United States
at the
the United
cadet
therefrom
eligible for
appomtment as
as aacommissioned
commissioned officer
offieei
for appointment
be eligible
shall be
therefrom shall
in the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps until
of the
the class
which he
he
of which
class of
graduation of
after-the graduation
until afterthe
in
was a
amember.
was
member.
Marine gunner and
That the
grades of
marine gunner
quartermaster clerk
quartermaster
clerk.nd
gnera
clerk qine
gunner and
and quartermaster
of marine
That
the warrant
warrant grades
i!f ax:r grades esare hereby
established, and
the appointment
appointment as
as herein
herein prescribed
proscribed of
of Warrant grades esand the
are
hereby established,
twenty
marine gunners
gunners and
clerks is
hereby Appointments, etc.
is hereby
quartermaster clerks
twenty quartermaster
and twenty
twenty marine
authorized.
those grades
grades shall
the rank
and receive
receive Appointment, etc.
rank and
shall have
have the
in those
Officers in
authorized. Officers
the
allowances and
of warrant
officers in
in
warrant officers
of retirement
retirement of
and privileges
privileges of
pay, allowances
the pay,
the
Navy. They
be appointed
offithe noncommissioned
noncommissioned offifrom the
appointed from
shall be
They shall
the Navy.
cers
of the
Corps and
and clerks
to quartermasters
now serving
serving as
as
quartermasters now
clerks to
Marine Corps
the Marine
cers of
such
and who
who have
performed field
service.
field service.
have performed
such and
That
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps with
with the
rank of
of colonel
who shall
shall oilnRetiarm
e
s
tirasenblia
ajladjo
er
fgecolOfer
colonel who
the rank
of the
officers of
That officers
nat ons !

list shall,
the
active
years
forty-fivegeneral;
have served
retired,
have
served
havefaithfully
faithfully
the rank for
for
of brigadier
forty-five
years on
onand
thesuch
active
officers
list
shall,
whowhen
when
shall

sh

m en

ta

i

e s

erals.
orals.
service.

retired, have the rank of brigadier general; and such officers who shall SerVice.
hereafter
be retired
the age
sixty-four years
years before
before having
having served
served
age of
of sixty-four
at the
retired at
hereafter be
for
forty-five years,
years, but
but who
served faithfully
on the
the active
active
faithfully on
have served
shall have
who shall
for forty-five
list
on the
completion of
of forty
forty years
years from
their
from their
the completion
shall, on
retired, shall,
until retired,
list until
entry
in the
the naval
have the
of brigadier
brigadier general.
general.
rank of
the rank
service, have
naval service,
entry in
The President
President is
two years
after the
ap- lisRsotlrtoreatidb
lisltes;ra
e
li°nret
t
ci,Z,7
the apyears after
within two
authorized within
hereby authorized.,
is hereby
The
prove'
of this
this Act,
Act, by
by and
with the
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, board
ba;rot for physical
physical disand with
proval of
to
to the
the active
active list
of the
the Marine
Corps or
or Navy
Navy Pay
Pay Corps
Corps abiity
ability.
Marine Corps
list of
transfer to
to transfer
any
officer under
fifty years
who may
may have
transferred
been transferred
have been
age who
of age
years of
under fifty
any officer
from the
the active
active list
retired list of the MarineCorpsorNavy
Marine Corps or Navy Pay
Pay
theretiredlistofthe
to the
list to
from
Corps
the action
action of
of any
any retiring
retiring board
indisability inphysical disability
for physical
board for
by the
Corps by
curred in
of duty:
Provided, That
That such
such officer
shall be
be transtrans- l
i
n: additional
ad
officer shall
P"^t
duty: Provide,
curred
in the
the line
line of
ferred
to the
list which
would have
had if
if he
number.
he number.
have had
he would
which he
active list
on the
the active
place on
the place
ferred to
had not
been retired,
and shall
shall be
as an
number in
in
additional number
an additional
be carried
carried as
retired, and
not been
had
the
which he
may be
at any
thereafter
o.
any tune
time thereafter
or at
be transferred
transferred or
to which
he may
the grade
grade to
promoted:
such officer
shall establish
establish to
to the
the Conditions.
Co
officer shall
That such
further, That
Provided further,
promoted: Provided
satisfaction
the Secretary
his mental,
moral, profesprofesmental, moral,
Navy his
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
of the
satisfaction of
i
hysi
t
erform the
on the
the active
active Examinations
s
ona Iand
and p
ca1qualifications
op
sional,
physical
qualifications to
perform
the duties
duties on
reEamition
requir
list
which he
The provisions
of sections
sections quired.
provisions of
transferred. The
is transferred.
he is
to which
grade to
of the grade
list of
R. S., secs. 1493, 1494,
49
S, see.s i4,,
ninety- p.R
hundred and
fourteen hundred
258.
ninety-three and fourteen
and ninety-three
fourteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyfourteen
four
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
shall apply
apply to the
States shal
United States
Statutes of
four of
Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
Officers falling in expromoIn
suspension from
from promotion
promotion of
of any
any officer
of the
the Marine
Marine aminations
minnatons for
for promoofficer of
of suspension
lieu of
In lieu
Corps
hereafter fails
satisfactory professional
professional examinaexamina- tit
in lieu
files in
lien o
tiono of She
a satisfactory
fails to
to pass
pass a
Corps who
who hereafter
tion for
for promotion,
is now
now under
suspension from
from promotion
suspension.
promotion suspension.
under suspension
or who
who is
promotion, or
tion
by reason
such failure,
shall suffer
of numbers,
numbers, upon
upon
loss of
suffer loss
officer shall
such officer
failure, such
of such
by
reason of
approval of
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the examining
board, in
in the
rethe reexamining board,
of the
approval
spective
ranks,
as
follows:
Lieutenant
colonel,
one;
major,
two;
capcaptwo;
major,
one;
colonel,
Lieutenant
follows:
as
ranks,
spective
ss

of
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first lieutenant,
lieutenant, five;
five; second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, eight:
eight: Provided,
Provided,
a. tam,
tain, three;
three; first

ea.minas aofficer shall be reexamined
a
l- That any such officer
reexamined as soon as may be
be expedient
expedient

after the expiration
expiration of six
months if
if he
he in
in the
the meantime
becomes
six months
meantime again
again becomes
due for promotion, and
in the
the meantime
meantime again
again become
and if he
he does
does not
not in
become
due for promotion
promotion he shall
be reexamined
at such
anterior to
to
shall be
reexamined at
such time
time anterior
becoming due
due for
for promotion
promotion as
as may
may be
be for
best interests
of
again becoming
for the
the best
interests of
Hoombi dicharge
Providedfrther, That
Honorahhi
macaws° the service:
service: Providedfurther,
if any
such officer
officer fails
fails to
pass aa
That if
any,such
to pass
ntar'f.
satisfactory professional
"in
f
a
l
'•
satisfactory
professional reexamination
reexamination he
be honorably
honorably disdishe shall be
charged with one year's pay from
charged
Corps.
from the Marine
Marine Corps.
prescribed by law, on
l
'ayde. ICWSflson re
For pay of officers
officers _prescribed
retired list:
list: For
For two
on the retired
two
major generals,
generals, four brigadier generals,
generals, six colonels,
colonels, four
four lieutenant
lieutenant
colonels, ten majors, nineteen
captains, twelve
nineteen captains,
twelve first
lieutenants, three
three
first lieutenants,
second lieutenants,
lieutenants, and one paymaster's
who
paymaster's clerk, and for officers who
may be placed
placed thereon
thereon during tIie
including such
increased pay
pay
the year,
year, including
such increased
as is now or may hereafter
hereafter be provided
provided for retired officers
officers regularly
regularly
assigned
assigned to active duty, $180,872.50.
$180,872.50.
Pay, eted
enlisted mn,
men,
Pay of
active list:
Pay and
and allowances
of noncomPav,
Pay
of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, active
list: Pay
allowances of
noncomactive
list,
missioned
officers, musicians, and privates, as prescribed
misstoned officers,
law,
prescribed by
by law,
nIBfs hthaid
Increase
authorial& and
and for
for the
additional enlisted
men hereby
authorized:
the following
following additional
enlisted men
hereby authorized:
Twenty-eight sergeants
Twenty-eight
sergeants major, one hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen quarterquartermaster sergeants,
sergeants, one hundred
hundred and seven
first sergeants,
one hunhunseven first
sergeants, one
dred and
seven gunnery
hundred sergeants,
sergeants, eight
eight hunhundred
and seven
gunnery sergeants,
sergeants, five
five hundred
dred and thirty-five
thirty-five corporals, fifty
fifty drummers, fifty trumpeters,
trumpeters,
three thousand
thousand two hundred and thirty-five
thirty-five privates; and hereafter
hereafter
the number of enlisted
enlisted men of the Manne
Marine Corps shall be exclusive of
of
sentenced by
discharge, and
for the
the expenses
expenses of
those sentenced
by court-martial
court-martial to discharge,
and for
of
clerks of the United States Marine Corps traveling
traveling under
under orders,
orders, and
and
compensation for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the Marine Corps
including additional
additional compensation
of theMarine
Corps
regularly detailed
detailed as gun captains, gun pointers,
regularly
mess sergeants,
serpents, cooks,
cooks,
pointers, mess
messmen, signalmen, or holding good-conduct
messrnen,
good-conduct medals,
pins, or
bars,
medals, pins,
or bars,
including interest
interest on deposits
enlisted men,
post-exchange debts
debts
deposits by enisted
men, post-exchange
deserters, under such rules as the Secretary of the
of deserters,
Navy may
may preprethe Navy
scribe, and the
ttae authorized travel allowance of discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted
men and for prizes for excellence
excellence inall;
gunnery exercise
exercise and target
men
target
practice
afloat
and ashore.
I
n all,
$3,665,942.52.
practice, both
both
afloat
and
ashore.
In
al,,
$3,665,942.52.
in
o
Further increase
The President
President is
authorized, when,
in his
judgment, it
becomes
thh
cease aunThe
is authorized,
when, in
his judgment,
it becomes
thorned.
necessary to
necessary
to place
the country
country in
complete state
state of
of preparedness,
preparedness,
place the
in a
a complete
to further increase
increase the enlisted strength
strength of the Marine Corps to
to sevsevProviso.
among enteen thousand four hundred: And provided, That the distribution
d rLin.on am.g enteen thousand four hundred: And provided, That the distribution
gran s.
in the various grades shall be in
the same
grades.
in the
same proportion
proportion as
as that
authorthat authorized at the time when the President
President avails himself
himself of the authority
authority
herein granted.
Band.
That the
of the
the United
Marine Corps
Corps shall
shall consist
consist of
Beaed pay
pay and
and That
the band
band of
United States
States Marine
of
Increased
llwances.
one leader, whose pay and
and allowances
allowances.
allowances shall
shall be
be those
captain in
in
those of
of aacaptain
VoL
the Marine
Corps,- one
one second
second leader,
se p
ay s
hall be
be $150
voL 30,
30, p.
p. 11009.
the
Marine Corpsleader, who
whose
pay
shall
$150 per
per
month and who shall have the allowances
allowances of a
asergeant
sergeant major; ten
ten
musicians, whose pay shall be $125
principal musicians,.
$125 per month; twentytwentyfve first-class
first-class musicians, whose pay shall be $100
five
$100 per month; twenty
twenty
second-class musicians, whose pay shall be $85 per month;
ten
month; and
and ten
third-class
third-class musicians, whose pay shall be $70
$70 per month; such musicians of the band to have
have the allowances
allowances of a
asergeant and to have
?maim.
no
increase
the rates
pay on
on account
account of
of length
service: ProProRdi
IF°eno
increase in
in the
rates of
of pa
Individual
engagelength of
of service:
i. ed, That a
a member of the said band shall not, as an individual,
ments restricted.
vided,
individual,
accept an engageme
furnish music, or accept
n tto
t
o f
urni
sh music,
mus i
c, when
wh
en such
such
engagement
furnish
furnishing of music places
furnishing
places him
hin in competition
competition with any civilian
civilian
musician or musicians,
musicians, and
or receive
and shall
shall not
not accept
accept or
receive remuneration
remuneration
for furnishinp,
music except
except under
under special
special circumstances
circumstances when
when authorauthorfor
furnishing music
ized by the President.
Pay,
retred enlisted
enlisted
prescribed by law of enlisted
Pay, retired
For pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
enlisted men
men on
on the
the
men.
retired list:
For seven
retired
list: For
seven sergeants major, one drum major, twentytwenty-seven quartermaster
quartermaster sergeants,
three gunnery sergeants, twenty-seven
re-
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forty
first sergeants,
sergeants, sixty-four
sergeants, seventeen
corporals, nineseventeen corporals,
sixty-four sergeants,
forty first
teen first-class
first-class musicians,
musicians, one
drummer, one
one fifer,
fifer, and
and twenty-two
twenty-two
one drummer,
teen
privates,
for those
thosp who
retired during
during the
the fiscal year,
be retired
who may
may be
and for
privates, and
$152,091.
$152,091.
Undrawn clothing.
dcothg.
Undrawn
clothing: For
payment to discharged
discharged enlisted men for Undrawn
For payment
Undrawn clothing:
clothing
$100,000.
undrawn, $100,000.
clothing undrawn,
Mileage.
Mileage: For mileage
traveling under orders
orders without "'e
mileage to officers traveling
Mileage:
troops,
$58,000.
c
comzutfton of
troops, $58,000.
Commutation
For
commutation of
quarters of
duty without
without troops
troops quarters.
quarters.
officers on
on duty
of quarters
of officers
For commutation
where
quarters, $61,000.
$61,000.
public quarters,
no public
are no
there are
where there
Civil force.
PAY
In the
the office
office of the major
major general
general corncom- civlf
FORCE: In
OF crirth
CIVIL FORCE:
PAY OF
mandant:
chief clerk,
clerk, at
$2,000; one
clerk, at
at $1,800;
$1,800; one
one mesmesone clerk,
at $2,000;
One chief
mandant: One
senger,
at $971.28.
senger, at
$971.28.
In
office of
of the
the paymaster:
paymaster: One chief
clerk, at $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk,
chief clerk,
In the
the office
at
$1,500; one
$1,200.
at $1,200.
clerk, at
one clerk,
at $1,500;
In the
and inspector:
inspector: One
One chief clerk, at
at
the adjutant
adjutant and
office of
of the
In
the office
$1,400;
$2,000;
one clerk,
clerk, at
at $1,800;
$1,800; one
clerk, at
at $1,500;
$1,500; one
one clerk, at $1,400;
one clerk,
$2,000; one
one
clerk, at
at $1,200.
$1,200.
one clerk,
In the
of the
chief clerk,
clerk, at
$2,000; one
one
at $2,000;
One chief
quartermaster: One
the quartermaster:
the office
office of
In
clerk,
one clerk,
clerks, at
$1,400 each;
at $1,400
$1,500; two clerks,
clerk, at $1,500;
at $1,800;
$1,800; one
clerk, at
two
clerks, at
$1,200 each;
each; one
one draftsman,
at $1,800.
$1,800. draftsman, at
at $1,200
two clerks,
Francisco, CaliIn the
the assistant
quartermaster, San Francisco,
assistant quartermaster,
of the
office of
the office
In
fornia: One
One chief
chief clerk,
$1,800.
clerk, at $1,800.
fornia:
In the
the office
office of
the assistant
assistant quartermaster,
quartermaster, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennof the
In
sylvania: One
One chief
chief clerk,
at $1,800;
$1,800; one
one messenger,
messenger, at $840.
$840.
clerk, at
sylvania:
In
civil force,
force, $34,111.28,
$34,111.28, and
the money
herein
money herein
and the
of civil
pay of
all, for
for pay
In all
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for pay
pay of
Marine Corps shall be disthe Marine
of the
specifically
law as pay of
bursed
and accounted
accounted for
in accordance
accordance with
existing law
with existing
for in
bursed and
the
for that
purpose shall
shall constitute
one fund.
constitute one
that purpose
and for
Corps, and
Marine Corps,
the Marine
In
all, pay,
$5,673,866.30.
Corps, $5,673,866.30.
Marine Corps,
pay, Marine
In all,
Quartermaster's's D.
Do.
mQartmSea
partment.
PProvisions.
rov lo ns
PROVISIONS, MARINE
MARINE C
ORPS: For noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers,
officers musiCORPS:
PROVISIONS,
cians, and
serving ashore;
ashore; subsistence
subsistence and
lodging of
of enlisted
and lodging
privates serving
and privates
cians,
men when
on duty,
duty, or
or cash
cash in
in lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof; commutation
commutation of
of
traveling on
when traveling
men
messengersrations to
to enlisted
regularly detailed
detailed as clerks and messengers;
men regularly
enlisted men
rations
held
payments
of board
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while hell
of applicants
lodging of
and lodging,
board and
payments of
under
and recruiting
or in
in lieu
lieu of
board,
of board,
parties, or
recruiting parties,
recruits, and
observation, recruits,
under observation,
commutation of
of rations
rations to
recruiting parties;
transportation of proparties; transportation
to recruiting
commutation
visions, and
of necessary
labor connected
therewith;
connected therewith;
necessary labor
employment of
the employment
and the
visions,
ice
and their
their maintenance
required for the health
where required
maintenance where
machines and
ice machines
and comfort
comfort of
of the
the troops
troops and
storage; ice
ice for
for offices
offices and
and Shore
..
cold storage;
and for
for cold
and
Shore duty rations.
preservation of
rations, $1,491,621.90.
No law
construed
law shall be construed
$1,491,621.90. No
of rations,
preservation
to entitle
enlisted men
men on
shore duty
to any
any rations
or commutation
commutation
rations or
duty to
on shore
entitle enlisted
to
therefor other
other than
as are
now or
hereafter be
be allowed
allowed en- PProvisos.
or may
may hereafter
are now
than such
such as
therefor
Navy ratio
realest instead
instead
impracticable or ofNavy
listed
the Army:
Altay: Provided,
it is impracticable
That when it
Provided, That
in the
men in
listed men
Army.
r
the expense
expense is
found greater
greater to
to supply marines
marines serving
serving on shore
shore o A my.
is found
the
duty in
the island
island possessions
possessions and
and on foreign
stations with the
the Army
Army
foreign stations
in the
duty
sale to
ration, such
may be
be allowed
the Navy
ration or
or commutacommuta- Aicles
Navy ration
allowed the
marines may
such marines
ration,
Articles for sale
officers, etc.
tion therefor:
therefor: Provided
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter so much of this officers,etc
Provided further,
tion
appropriation
as may
be necessary
necessary may
applied for
for the
the purchase,
purchase,
be applied
may be
may be
appropriation as
for
sale to
to officers,
men, and
and civilian
employees, of
of such
such
civilian employees,
enlisted men,
officers, enlisted
for sale
articles
subsistence stores
stores as
as may
from time
time to
to time
time be
be designated
designated
may from
of subsistence
articles of
and
under such
may be
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary
by the
be prescribed
as may
regulations as
such regulations
and under
of the
of
the Navy.
Navy.
Cothing
Clothing.
CLOTHING,
MARINE C
ORPS: For
For noncommissioned
officers, musinoncommissioned officers,
CORPS:
CLOTHING, MARINE
cians
law, $1,158,058.50.
$1,158,058.50.
Fue lilightetc
by law,
authorized by
and privates,
privates, authorized
cians,I and
Fuel,
ght, etc.
FUEL, MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For
and commutation
commutation thereof
thereof
light, and
heat, light,
For heat,
FCEL,
for the
of quarters
quarters for
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
for officers
allowance of
authorized allowance
the authorized
for
and
buildings and
and grounds
grounds pertaining
Marine Corps;
Corps;
to the
the Marine
pertaining to
other buildings
and other
MAINTENANCE, QUARTERMASTER'S
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT,
MARINE CORPS.
CORPS.
DEPARTMENT, MARINE
MAINTENANCE,
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fuel, electricity, and
and oil
oil for
for cooking,
power, and
and other
other purposes;
cooking, power,
purposes; and
and
sales
$243,561.92.
sales to
to officers,
officers, $243,561.92.
Military stores..
miiSttaSry
MmITrrY
STSTRES, MARINE
of chief
chief armorer,
MILITARY STORES,
MARINE COEPS:
CORPS: Pay of
armorer, at
at $4
per
$4 per
Pay.
Py
diem; one mechanic,
two mechanics,
mechanic, at $3 per diem; two
at $2.50
each
mechanics, at
$2.50 each
per diem; one chief electrician,
electrician, at $4 per diem,
and one
one assistant
assistant
diem, and
electrician,
at $3.50
$3.50 per
diem; per
per diem
enlisted men
employed
on
am
nt
electrician, at
Armored
per diem;
diem of
of enlisted
men employed on
bMs.
lbRes.
constant labor for periods of not less than
days; purchase
of two
two
than ten
ten days;
purchase of
armored automobiles,
automobiles, to cost not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 each,
military
each, military
-Equipments, ete.
qmts~, eq.
equipments,
equipments, such as rifles, revolvers,
revolvers, cartridge
cartridge boxes,
scabboxes, bayonet
bayonet scabbards,
blanket bags, canteens,
canteens, rifle
bards, haversacks,
haversacks, blanket
rifle slings,
slings, swords,
swords, drums,
drums,
trumpets, flags, waistbelts, waist
plates, cartridge
spare parts
waist plates,
cartridge belts,
belts, spare
parts
for
for repairing
repairing rifles, machetes;
machetes; purchase
purchase and repair of tents, field
field cots,
cots,
field ovens, and stoves for tents; purchase and
repair of
of instruments
instruments
and repair
for bands; purchase
purchase of music and musical
musical accessories; purchase
purchase and
and
marking of prizes
prizes for excellence
excellence in gunnery and
rifle practice;
practice; goodand rifle
goodconduct
conduct badges; medals awarded
to officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men by
awarded to
by the
the
Government for
Government
gallant, and
and special
special service;
service; incidental
incidental
for conspicuous,
conspicuous, gallant,
expenses
expenses of schools of application; construction, equipment,
equipment, and
and
maintenance of school, library, and amusement
and gymnamaintenance
amusement rooms and
gymnasiums for enlisted
siums
enlisted men, and the purchase
purchase and repair
repair of
of all
all articles
articles
of field sports for enlisted
enlisted men; purchase and repair
of signal
signal equipequiprepair of
ment and stores;
maintenance of targets
stores; establishment
establishment and maintenance
targets and
ranges,
and ranges
renting
ranges construction
renting ranges,
construction of buildings for temporary
temporary shelter
shelter and
and
preservation
preservation of stores, and entrance
entrance fees in competitions;
competitions; procuring,
procuring,
Ammunition,
etc.
Ammnniten,etc.
preserving,
preserving, and handling
handling ammunition and other necessary
necessary military
military
supplies,
m including
cluding aa reserve
reserve supply of
supplies,
small-arms ammunition;
ammunition; in
of small-arms
in
all, $1,657,021.74.
all,
$1,657,021.74.
Instruction
stirio camps.
.
CAMPS
ON: The
C
AMPS OF
OF INSTRUCM
INSTRUCTION:
Secretary of
Navy is
is hereby
The Secretary
of the
the Navy
hereby
Regulations
for, etc.
Reglatioor,
etc. authorized to establish and maintain at such places as he may desigauthorized to establish and maintain at such places as he may designate, and prescribe
prescribe regulations
for the
the government
government thereof, Marine
nate, and
regulations for
Marine
Corps
camps for
for the instruction
Corps training
training camps
instruction of citizens of the United
United
)States
States who make
make application
application and are designated
designated for such
such training;
training;
!no such
C
no camps
camps to
be in
in existence
period longer than six weeks
such
to be
existence for
for a
aperiod
weeks
in
each
fiscal
year,
except
in
time
of actual or threatened
in each fiscal year,
threatened war;
war; to
to use
use
Marine
Government property,as he may
Marine Corps and such other Government
deem
may deem
necessary
necessary for the military training of such citizens
citizens while
in attendance
while in
attendance
Bale of uniforms to.
Saleofunmionsto.
at such,
such camps.
camps. The
The Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
States
at
Department, United
United States
Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, is authorized
authorized to sell such
uniform clothing
such articles
articles of
of uniform
clothing
as may be prescribed
prescribed at cost price to the volunteer
volunteer citizens
as
citizens who
who are
are
Proviso.
sportto etc.,
., designated
designated to
participate
in
to
participate
in
these
instructions:
Provided,
That
these
these
instructions:
Provided,
That
these
Transportation,
a
by citizens. en.
bycitiz
to furnish
their own
citizens shall be required
required to
furnish at
at their
expense transporown expense
transportation and subsistence
subsistence to and from these camps,
camps, and
and subsistence
subsistence
Appropriation.
apppa
while undergoing
undergoing training therein.
therein. The
The sum
sum of
of $31,000
$31,000 is
is hereby
hereby
appropriated
to
carry into
into effect
the
foregoing
provisions.
appropriated
to
carry
effect
the
foregoing
provisions.
Transportation and
portation
and
TRANSPORTATION
AND RECR
TRANSPORTATION AND
RECRUITING,
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For
transporN,
MARINE
recruiting.
For transportation of troops, and of applicants for
enlistment between
for enlistment
between recruiting
recruiting
stations
stations and recruit depots or posts, including ferriage
ferriage and
and transfers
transfers
en route,
or cash
lieu thereof;
thereof; toilet
en
route, or
cash in
in lieu
toilet kits
kits for issue to recruits
recruits upon
upon
their first
enlistment and the expense of the recruiting
recruiting
their
first
enlistment
service,
service,
Proviso.
A
ng.
$549,630.65: Provided,
$549,630.65:
Provided, That authority
authority is
hereby granted
to employ
is hereby
Advertising.
granted to
employ
the services
services of advertising agencies
the
agencies in advertising
advertising for
for recruits
recruits under
under
such
advantageous to the Governsuch terms
terms and conditions
conditions as are most advantageous
Government.
Repairs
Repatir of
o bnrrcks,
REPAIRS OF
OF BARRACKS,
BARRACKS MARINE
barracks ,
REPAIRS
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Repairs
Repairs and
and improvements
improvements
etc.
to
barracks, quarters,
quarters, and
other public
to barracks,
and other
public buildings
buildings at posts and stations;
for
the renting,
renting, leasing,
improvement, and
and erection of buildings in
in
for the
leasing, improvement,
the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and at
at such
such other places as the public
the District
District of
exigencies require;
exigencies
require; and for per diem to enlisted
enlisted men
men employed
under
employed under
the direction
Department on the repair
the
direction of
of the
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
repair of
barracks, quarters,
barracks,
quarters, and
and other public buildings
buildings on constant labor for
for
periods
periods of not less than ten days, $220,000.
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F
ORAGE, MARINE
ORPS: For
For forage
forage in
kind and
and stabling
stabling for public Forage.
F"age*
in kind
CORPS:
MARINE C
FORAGE,
animals
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department
authorized
Department and the authorized
of the
animals of
number of
officers' horses,
horses, $80,306.
$80,306.
commutation
of officers'
number
CORPS:
C
OMMUTATION or
UARTERS, MARINE
ORPS: Commutation
Commutation of quartes.
(B"I"
MARINE C
QUARTERS,
OF Q
COMMUTATION
quarters
for enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on recruiting
recruiting duty, for officers
officers and enlisted
quarters for
men
there are
quarters belonging
belonging
public quarters
no public
are no
where there
troops where
with troops
serving with
men serving
quarters
to
the
Government,
and
where
there
sufficient
quarters
sufficient
not
are
there
where
and
to the Government,
possessed
the United
United States
to accommodate
accommodate them; commutation
commutation
States to
by the
possessed by
messengers in
of quarters
for enlisted
enlisted men
employed as clerks and messengers
men employed
quarters for
of
paymaster
the offices
the commandant,
commandant, adjutant
and inspector,
inspector, paymaster,
adjutant and
of the
offices of
the
and
of
offices
and
quartermaster,
the
the
assistant
adjutant
and
and quartermaster,
inspectors, assistant
$21
quartermasters, at $21
assistant quartermasters,
paymasters, assistant
assistant paymasters
inspectors,
in
as
each
per
month,
and
for
enlisted
men
employed
messengers
in
employed
men
enlisted
for
and
month,
each per
said
offices, at
at $10
each per
month, $111,928.
$111,928.
per month,
$10 each
said offices,
CONTINGENT, MARINE
(
ARM For
FOP freight,
freight, expressage, tolls, cartage, contigt.
Contingent
MARINE CORPS:
CONTINGENT,
pillowcases,
advertising,
washing
of
bed
sacks,
mattress covers, pillowcases,
advertising, washing of bed sacks, mattress
towels, and
and sheets,
expenses of
of officers
and
and enlisted men and
officers and
funeral expenses
sheets, funeral
towels,
retired enlisted
men of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, including
transportation
including the transportation
enlisted men
retired
of
bodies and
and wearing
wearing apparel
place of
apparel from the place
arms and
their arms
and their
of bodies
stationery
demise
to the
the homes
homes of
of the
United States; stationery
the United
in the
deceased in
the deceased
demise to
and other
printing and
telephones;
telegraphing, rent of telephones;
binding; telegraphing,
and binding;
paper, printing
other paper,
and
purchase,
and exchange
of typewriters; apprehension
apprehension of
exchange of
repair, and
purchase, repair,
stragglers
and deserters;
deserters; per
diem of
enlisted men employed on
on
of enlisted
per diem
stragglers and
of
days, employment
constant
labor
for
periods
of
not
ten days;
employment of
than
less
constant labor for periods of not
maintenance of
civilian labor;
purchase, repair,
and installation and mamtenance
repair, and
labor; purchase,
civilian
gas,electric,
electric, sewer,
sewer, and
and water
water pipes
pipes and
barracks
fixtures; office and barracks
and fixtures;
gas,
furniture, camp
and garrison
garrison equipage
equipage and
implements; mess utensils
and implements;
camp and
furniture,
for enlisted
enlisted men;
men; packing
wrapping paper, oilcloth, crash,
boxes, wrapping
packing boxes,
for
rope,
twine,
quarantine
fees,
camphor
and carbolized
carbolized paper, carand
camphor
fees,
quarantine
twine,
rope,
penters'
tools,
tools
for
police
purposes,
safes;
purchase, hire, repair
repair,
purchase,
safes;
purposes,
police
penters' tools, tools for
and
harness, wagons,
wagons, armored
armored
motor wagons,
wagons, motor
such harness,
of such
maintenance of
and maintenance
automobiles,
drays, motor-propelled
horse-drawn
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
carts, drays,
automobiles, carts,
official purposes,
passenger-carrying
vehicles, to
to be
be used
for official
only for
used only
passenger-carrying vehicles,
transportation of troops
and
other vehicles
vehicles as
as are
required for the transportation
are required
and other
and supplies
supplies and
and for
for official
official military
military and
garrison purposes; purchase
and garrison
and
surgeons, and
of
services of veterinary
veterinary surgeons
and
and mules; services
horses and
ublic horses
of public
officers'
number
medicines
authorized number of
of officers'
for public animals, and the authorized
medicines for
horses;
purchase of
of mounts
mounts and
and horse
equipment for
officers
for all officers
horse equipment
horses; purchase
below the
the grade
of major
required to
to be
be mounted;
mounted; shoeing
shoeing for public
major required
grade of
below
animals and
and the
the authorized
authorized number
of officers'
officers' horses;
horses; purchase
purchase and
and
number of
animals
repair
fire extinguishers,
wheelbarrows
carts, wheelbarrows,
grenades, carts,
hand grenades,
extinguishers, hand
hose, fire
of hose,
repair of
and lawn
lawn mowers;
and repair of cooking and
installation, and
purchase, installation,
mowers; purchase,
and
heating stoves
stoves and
and furnaces;
furnaces; purchase
purchase of
of towels, soap, combs, and
heating
brushes for
postage stamps
stamps for
for foreign
postage;
registered postage;
and registered
foreign and
offices; postage
for offices;
brushes
books,
and periodicals;
improving parade
parade grouns;
grounds;
periodicals; improving
newspapers, an
books, newspapers,
repair of
pumps and
and wharves;
wharves; water;
mattresses;
straw for bedding, mattresses;
water; straw
of pumps
repair
mattress covers,
pillows, sheets;
furniture for Government
Government quarters
sheets; furniture
covers, pillows,
mattress
and
same; packing
packing and
and crating
officers' allowance
allowance of baggage
crating officers'
of same;
repair of
and repair
on change
of station;
station; deodorizers,
lubricants, disinfectants;
disinfectants; and for
deodorizers, lubricants,
change of
on
all emergencies
arising at home and
expenses arising
extraordinary expenses
and extraordinary
emergencies and
all
abroad, but
impossible to
to anticipate
or classify,
$846,385.
classify, $846,385.
anticipate or
Disbursement
but impossible
abroad,
In
all,
for
the
maintenance
of
Quartermaster's
Department, oDisbumsnt
Quartermaster's
of
maintenance
the
In all, for
Marine Corps,
Carps, $6,389,513.
71 ; and
and the
ey herein
specifically accounting.
herein specifically
money
the mon
$6,389,513.71;
Marine
appropriated for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
Quartermaster's
Department,
Department,
Quartermaster's
the
appropriated
Marine Corps,
Corps, shall
shall be
be disbursed
and accounted
for in
in accordance
accordance
accounted for
disbursed and
Marine
with
existing
law
as
maintenance,
Quartermaster's
Department,
Department,
Quartermaster's
maintenance,
as
law
with existing
Marine Corps,
and for
that purpose
purpose shall
one fund.
fund.
Marine
Corps
ard"e Carp
constitute one
shall constitute
for that
Corps, and
Marine
sere.
For
the
authorized
expenses
of
the
Marine
Corps
Reserve,
$25,000.
e'r
$25,000.
Reserve,
Corps
Marine
the
of
expenses
authorized
For the
Ane,
Total Marine
Marine Corps,
$12,088,380.01.
serv
.ist.e, p,
p, 593.
works, $12,088,380.01.
public works,
of public
exclusive of
Corps, exclusive
Total

oi
of

and
and

Ree.
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Increase of the Navy,
IncreaseoftheNavy,

INCfBEASE
INCREASE OF THE NAVY.
NAVY.

Construction authorfstruction
ath-

For the
of further
further increasing
increasing the Naval Establishment
For
the purpose
purpose of
Establishment of
of
the United States, the President
President of the United States
is hereby
hereby
States is

ized
1,
ized prior to July 1,
1919.

authorized to
first, nineteen hundred
authorized
to undertake
undertake prior to July first,
hundred and
and
nineteen,
nineteen
construction
the vessels
vessels enumerated
below:
the
construction of
of
the
enumerated
below:
hs
b
t
t
'Fen
battleTen first-class
fias
s a
Ten

Post, p.
p. 1191.
Pog,
119L

battleships, carrying
carrying as heavy armor and as
Ten first-class
first-class battleships,
as powerful
powerful
Eal
armanent as any
of their
their class,
to have
have the
practicable
any vessels
vessels of
class, to
the highest
highest
practicable
Early construction. armanent as
Early const
speed and greatest
greatest desirable
desirable radius of action; four of
of these
at a
acost,
cost,
these at
exclusive of armor and armament,
armament, not
to exceed
exceed $11,500,000
not to
$11,500,000 each,
each,
to be begun as
soon as
practicable.
as soon
as practicable.
Sixbattlecruisers.
Six
battle cruisers.
Six battle cruisers,
cruisers, carryig
carrying suitable
suitable armor and as
as powerful
powerful
armament
as
theirclass,
armament
any
vessels
of
then-class,
to
have
the
highest
practicable
to
have
the
highest
practicable
Early construction.
Earlyct
speed and greatest desirable radius
radius of
of action;
action-' four
four of
of these
these to
to cost,
cost,
exclusive of armor and armament,
to exceed
each,
armament, not
not to
exceed $16„500,000
$16,500,000 each,
to be begun as soon practicable.
practicable.
Ten scout crses.
cruisers.
Ten
Ten scout
scout cruisers, carrying
carrying suitable protection
protection and
armament
and armament
suited
suited to their size and type, to have the
practicable speed
the highest
highest practicable
speed
Early construction.
construction.
and greatest
desirable radius of action; four to cost, exclusive of
and
greatest desirable
armor and armament, not to exceed $5,000,000
$5,000,000 each,
begun
each, to
to be
be begun
as soon as
as practicable.
Fifty
torpedo-boat
d
y tpedo-boat
Fifty torpedo-boat
torpedo-boat destroyers
destroyers,; to have
Fifty
have the
the highest
practicable
highest practicable
destroyers.
speed and greatest desirable radius of
twenty to
to cost,
exclusive
of action;
action; twenty
cost,
exclusive
Early construction.
cntruction. of
of armor
armor and armament, not to exceed $1,200,000
$1,200,000 each,
be begun
each, to
to be
begun
pa
as soon
as
soon as
as practicable:
racticable: Provided,
Provided, That not less than
than four
four of
of these
these
Fc7ur
on Paridccoast. shall be b
Foonacffcast.
buit
•ton the Pacific coast: Provided
further, That
That the
the cost
cost of
of
Povidedfurther,
ost restriction.
Cost
construction on the Pacific coast does not exceed the
construction
of conconthe cost
cost of
struction on the Atlantic
Atlantic coast,
plus the
the cost
coast, plus
cost of
of transportation
transportation from
from
the Atlantic to the
the Pacific.
Pacific.
Nine
fleet submasubmaNfre leet
Nine fleet submarines.
rines.
Fifty-eight
coast subsubFifty-eight coast
coast submarines,
Fifty-eight
submarines, of
of which
which number
have aa
number three
three to
to have
marines.
arines.
surface displacement
displacement of about
tons each,
about eight
eight hundred
hundred tons
Cost.
each, to
to cost,
cost,
construction. exclusive
exclusive of
of armor
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,200,000
$1,200,000 each
each.,
armor and
and armament,
armament, not
Early construction.
Earlyonstructonand
twenty-seven, which
and twenty-seven,
which shall
best and
st d
esi
rable an d
shall be
be the
the best
and mo
most
desirable
and
useful type of submarine
submarine which can
procured at
cost, exclusive
exclusive
can be
be procured
at a
a cost,
of armor and
of
and armament,
armament, not
not to
$700,000 each,
each, shall
be begun
begun
to exceed
exceed $700,000
shall be
Appropriation.
Appropriation,
as
practicable; and the sum of $8,217,000 is hereby
as soon
soon as
as practicable;
hereby appro.
appro
Twel-e on
on rfc
priated for
for the
the construction
construction of
of said
submarines to
to be
available until
said submarines,
Twelve
Pacific priated
be available
until
coast.
coast.
ex
nded. Not
less than
t
we l
ve of
ofth
herei authorized
expended.
Not less
than twelve
thee submarines
submarines herein
n authorized
to be begun as soon as
tot
as practicable
practicable shall
shall be
built on
on the
th e Pacific
Pac ific coast:
coast:
be built
Proviso.
cost
restriction
Provided,
Cost
restriction.
Provided, That the cost of construction
the Pacific
Pacific coast
does not
not
construction on
on the
coast does
exceed the cost of construction
construction on
on the
the Atlantic
coast, plus
plus the
cost
Atlantic coast,
the cost
of transportation
transportation from the Atlantic
to the
the Pacific.
Atlantic to
Pacific.
epropusion subOne submarine,
Nel propulsion subsubmarine,. equipped with
Neff system
of submarine
with the
the Neff
system of
marme.
submarine
Prriso.
Pronsos.
propulsion,
exclusive
armor and armament, $250,000:
;ropulsion,
:t
exclusive of
of armor
$250,000: Provided,
Provided
Construction
by
ownat
the
o
entrct
t ionby
- That the owners of the Neff system of submarine propulsion will
erofsystem.
will
construct, in
ers of system.
construct,
accordance with
with drawings,
plans, and
and specifications
in accordance
drawings, so
plans,
specifications
i
f
lar
theanNdeeffgusayIstteomthoaft
u
f
bm
tha
e
rin
"e
c,,
pro
c
pulsion
lass of
coast-defense submarine
provided by them, one coast-defense
of
about
one
hunsubmarine of about one hunred and
displacement when submerged,
1red
and fifty tons displacement
submerged, carrying
carrying armor
armor
and armament
armamw
ent
ners
simo
similar
and equal to that of the "C" class of subof
submarines, with fittings, equipment, machinery,
marines,
machinery, devices,
appliances,
devices, appliances,
and
every kind with latest improvements, complete
and appurtenances
appurtenances of
of every
complete
Payment on aeptin all
all respects,
purposes: Provided
Payment on accept- in
respects, and suitable for naval
naval purposes:
Provided further,
further
That the
money appropriated
appropriated for this purpose
That
the money
purpose shall
be paid
paid to
shall not
not be
to
the builders
builders of said boat until the same has been
the
been completed,
completed, passed
passed
satisfactory
satisfactory service
service tests, and been accepted
accepted by
the Secretary
the
by the
Secretary of
of the
Navy; but upon such completion,
completion, tests,
tests and
acceptance by
Secand acceptance
by the
the
Secretary
the Navy
the sum
sum appropriated
appropriated shall
retary of
of the
Navy the
shall be paid.
ships.
Three him!
fuel sips
Three
ships, one
one at
$1,500,000, to be begun
Three fuel
fuel ships,
at a
acost not to exceed
exceed $1,500,000,
begun as
as
soon as practicable.
practicable.
Repair
ship.
Repairship.
One repair ship.
ships.
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Transport.
Transport.
One transport.
transport.
Hospital ship.
ship.
One
hospital ship
at a
a cost
to exceed
exceed $2,350,000,
$2,350,000, to be
be begun Hospita
not to
cost not
ship, at
One hospital
as soon
soon as
as practicable.
as
practicable.
Two destroyer tenders.
de
srer ten
Two destroyer
destroyer tenders.
Fleet submarine tendeenOne
fleet submarine
submarine tender
tender.
One fleet
der.
Two
ammunition
ammunition
To
exclusive of armor and arma- ships.
Two
ammunition ships,
at aacost,
cost, exclusive
one at
ships, one
Two ammunition
ment, not
to exceed
$2,350,000, to
be begun
begun as
as soon
soon as
practicable.
Tnbots
as practicable.
to be
ment,
not to
exceed $2,350,000,
Two gunboats.
Two gunboats, one at a
a cost, exclusive,
exclusive of armor and armament,
armament,
Proviso.
onso
Pro- Pr
not to exceed $860,000,
$860,000, to be begun as soon as practicable:
practicable: ProEarly construction
contractetcn.
etc.
vided, That the sixty-six vessels directed herein to be begun as soon contracts,
vided,
contracted for or shall be begun in navy yards
practicable shall be contracted
as practicable
within
from the
date of
of this
this Act.
Act.
within six
six months
months from
the date
of the
the approval
approval of
Vessels to be built at
to be
at
The
herein co
enaVsr
build any of the
the vessels herein
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall build
The Secretary
Secretary of
nagg
ie
ards
if built
bidders
it reasonauthorized
such navy
designate should it
reason- com ine.
yards as
as he may designate
navy yards
in such
authorized in
ably
corporations, or
or the agents
agents
persons, firms,
firms, or corporations,
ably appear
appear that
that the persons,
thereof
bidding for
for the
of said
said vessels
have
the construction
construction of
of any
any of
vessels have
thereof,, bidding
entered.
agreement, or
understanding the
or understanding
any combination,
combination, agreement,
entered into
into any
Government of
effect, object,
deprive the Government
purpose of
of which
which is to deprive
effect,
object, or purpose
fair, open,
unrestricted competition
contracts for the
competition in letting contracts
and unrestricted
fair,
open, and
ton
of nav
Secretary of Proviso.
said vessels:
vessels: Provided,
construction of any
Provided, That the Secretary
any of
of said
construction
Designation of navy
yards.
the
authorized to
to build
build any
herein yards.
the vessels
vessels herein
any of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
Navy is
the Navy
authorized in
in such
such navy
he may
may designate.
designate.
authorized
navy yards
yards as
as he
Ne vessels.
vesels.
New
Constructionand
maConstructionandmaof hulls and outfits of chinery.
account of
MACHIERY: On
AND MACHINERY:
C
ONSTRUCTION AND
On account
CONSTRUCTION
ry
vessels
vessels and machinery of vessels
vessels heretofore and herein authorized,
authorized, to chi
be available
available until
until expended,
$59,000,194.
expended, $59,000,194.
be
boats.
Torpedo boats
sub- Torpedo
of subaccount of
BOATS: On
INCREASE 01'
NAVY, TORPEDO
TORPEDO BOATS:
On account
Or THE
TIrE NAVY,
INCReASE
marine
torpedo
boats
heretofore
authorized,
be
available
until
available
to
be
marine torpedo boats heretofore authorized,
expended, $5,282,593.
$5,282,593.
expended,
Armor and armaand arms
armor mArnto
Toward the
ARMOR AND
INCREASE OF
THE NAVY,
AND ARMAMENT:
ARMAMENT Toward
the armor
NAVY, ARMOR
OF THE
INCREASE
ment.
authorized, to be
and armament
armament for
for vessels
vessels heretofore
heretofore and
and herein authorized,
and
available until
until expended,
$47,110,000.
expended, $47,110,000.
available
Ammunition.
ammunition for
INCREASE OF
OF THE
NAVY, AMMUNITION:
Toward ammunition
for Ammunition.
AMMUNITION: Toward
THE NAVY,
INCREASE
expended,
the
vessels
herein
authorized,
to
available
expended,
until
available
be
to
authorized,
herein
vessels
the
$19,485,500.
$19,485,500.
Total increase
the Navy
and herein
herein authorized,
authorized,
heretofore and
Navy heretofore
of the
increase of
Total
$139,345,287.
$139,345,287.
Increased
el.
spetcost concn.
construction of the vessels herein author- loTnerer
To
speedy construction
To provide
provide for the speedy
lowed for
for speedy
speedy con1owed
sit
uction.
ized
and for
for the
the additional
additional cost
including the stuction.
cost incident thereto, including
ized and
In navy yards.
employment
more than
one shift
of labor
overtime work, In Da vy yards.
labor per
per day, overtime
shift of
than one
of more
employment of
in his
and
speedy delivery
of material,
material, the
Secretary of
of the Navy in
the Secretary
delivery of
the speedy
and the
cost of each
discretion
to increase
each of
total cost
increase the total
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
discretion is
said vessels,
vessels, including
armament, not to exceed twenty
and armament,
armor and
including armor
said
per
centum thereof
thereof if
constructed in
in GovernGovernbe constructed
vessels be
of said
said vessels
if any
any of
per centum
By private
contractprivate contractment
ment navy yards; and if any of said vessels or the armor or arma- By
Secretary of o
constructed by private contract, the Secretary
ment for
same be constructed
for same
ment
the
Navy in
in his
his discretion
discretion is
is hereby
authorized to prescribe
prescribe in the
hereby authorized
the Navy
contracts
same provisions
for the
payment of premiums over and
the payment
provisions for
for same
contracts for
per centum thereof,
above
the contract
to exceed twenty-per
not to
price, not
contract price,
above the
for the
most expeditious
of same,
same, and
provisions for
for
further provisions
and further
delivery of
expeditious delivery
the most
for
penalties
for delavs
delays and
failure to
to complete
complete within
contract time:
time: pao.
the contract
within the
and failure
penalties for
Provisos.
Contracts att actual
actual
Contracts
Provided, That
in the
the judgment
judgment of
of the
the Navy, the cost
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
if, in
That if,
Provided,
plus profit.
most rapid
rapid and
and economical
construction of
of the
author- Ost plus prot.
cruisers authorbattle cruisers
the battle
economical construction
most
ized
can be
be obtained
obtained thereby,
thereby, he may contract for the conized herein
herein can
a Leaves of absence to
struction of
of any
all of
of them
them upon
cost, plus a
actual cost,
the basis
basis of actual
upon the
any or
or all
struction
to
reasonable
profit to
him. That
each and
and every
every allpSyOees."
That each
by him.
determined by
to be
be determined
reasonable profit
all employees.
employee
of
the
navy
yards,
gun
factories,
naval
stations
and
arseemployee of the navy yards, gun factories, naval stations, and arsenals
States Government
Government is
hereby granted
granted thirty
thirty days'
is hereby
United States
of the
the United
nals of
leave
each year,
without forfeiture
forfeiture of
pay during
such Pro
during such
P rata leave.
of pay
year, without
leave of
of absence
absence each
leave:
Provided further,
further, That
That it
be lawful
allow pro
pro rata
le
leave Pr
rata leave
to allow
lawful to
shall be
it shall
leave: Provided
to time.
only
to those
consecutive months
months or
more: And
astotime.
Dsreton as
And Discretion
or more:
twelve consecutive
serving twelve
those -serving
only to
provided
cases the
the heads
of divisions
divisions shall
shall
heads of
all cases
in all
That in
further, That
provided further,
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when the
have discretion
discretion as to the time when
the leave
leave can
can best
best be
be allowed:
allowed:
And providfedurther,
provided further, That not more
more than
with pay
pay
than thirty
thirty days'
days' leave
leave with
shall be
130 allowed any
any such
such employee
one year:
further,
employee in
in one
year: Provided
Provided further,
Sick leae nd haol
Sisk leave add
h&j' That this provision
provision shall not be construed to deprive employees of any
days not affected.
daot
aected
they may
sick leave or legal holidays to which they
be entitled
entitled under
may now
now be
under
existing law.
existing
law.
Equipmet of digThe Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy
Equipment
desigNavy is
authorized to
improve and
is authorized
to improve
and equip
equip the
the
naW navy yards for
building
new shiPsships. navy yards at Puget Sound, Philadelphia,
building new
Philadelphia, Norfolk,
Norfolk, New
New York,
York, Boston,
Boston,
Portsmouth, Charleston, and New
of
New Orleans
Orleans for
for the
the construction
construction of
such ships herein or
oras
may be
as may
be hereafter
may be
be assigned
assigned
hereafter authorized
authorized as
as may
to such yards for construction,
construction, and
$6,000,000, or
or so
so much
much
and the
the sum
sum of
of $6,000,000,
piroti.
thereof as may be necessary,
Proviso.
necessary, is hereby
this purpose:
purpose:
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for this
For
capital ships.
ship.
Proided,
For capital
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to
the
to equip
equip the
navy yards at Norfolk, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Boston,
Sound for
Boston, and
and Puget
Puget Sound
for
the construction
construction of
of capital
capital ships.
ships.
Hareor
dfense.
The Secretary
Harbor
defense.
The
of War
the Secretary
Navy are
are authorized
authorized
Secretary of
War and
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Report on.
and directed
practicable date:
and
directed to report
report to Congress
Congress at the earliest
earliest practicable
date:
frlans
prnoving,
Plans fr
for
improving,
First. Specific
Specific plans for
for improvement
improvement of
of the
the harbors
harbors and
and canals
canals
for fleet operations.
connecting channels
in their judgment,
and connecting
channels which, in.
provide
judgment, will
will best
best provide
adequate facilities
facilities for operations of the fleet for
defense of
of the
for defense
the harbors
harbors
on the Atlantic, Gulf, and
States.
and Pacific coasts
coasts of
of the
the United
United States.
ng
pExtading
existi
Second. The
approved
Extending
existing
Second.
The feasible
feasible extensions
extensions requisite
requisite to make existing approved
Prefect&
projects
for
improvement
harbors, canals,
projects
improvement of the aforementioned
aforementioned harbors,
canals, and
and
channels available for the purposes
purposes stated in the foregoing paragraph.
paragraph.
C
Cast. u
Third. The cost
of each
each such
such several
calculated upon
upon
cost of
several improvements
improvements calculated
Polcy
oe
the
basis
of
completion
thereof
under
contract
within
five
years.
basis
of
completion
thereof
under
contract
within
five
years.
Policy for peaceful
-.- •
settlemet of pterta
It is hereby.declared to be the policy
settlement of
interimit
policy of
States to
adjust
of the
the United
United States
to adjust
tiona
disputes deinternational disputes
tional
disputes
de- and settle its international
disputes through
or arbitration,
through mediation
mediation or
arbitration,
dared.
to the end that war may be honorably
to
honorably avoided.
avoided. It
It looks
looks with
with appreapprehension and
and disfavor
upon
ageneral
increase of
of armament
throughout
Inttio
- hension
disfavor
upon
a
general
increase
armament
throughout
International
disarmnternateiadsarmthe world, but it
realizes that no single
ament,
etc.
the
it realizes
single nation
disarm, andthat
and that
nation can
can disarm,
without a
a common
common agreement
without
agreement upon the subject every considerable
considerable
power must maintain a
arelative standing
military strength.
standing in
in military
strength.
Conference Invited
conferenc
nvte to
to
In view
of the premises, the President is authorized
plan tribunal for peaceIn
view of
requested
authorized and
and requested
uPlttent
- to invite, at an appropriate
appropriate time,
lid
settlement ofoldf
dietime, not
not later
than the
the close
close of
the war
later than
of
the
war
putes
in
the great
Governments of the world to send represents,representaputes.
in Europe,
Europe, all
all the
great Governments
tives
to aaconference
tives to
conference which shall be charged
charged with the
formuthe duty
duty of
of formulating a
a plan for aa court of arbitration or other tribunal,
lating
tribunal, to
which
to which
disputed questions between nations shall
referred for
for adjudication
adjudication
shall be
be referred
and peaceful
peaceful settlement,
settlement, and to
question of
disarmament
to consider
consider the
the question
of disarmament
and submit their recommendation
recommendation to their
their respective
respective Governments
Governments
snited
Staties rr
for approval.
approval. The President
hereby authorized
authorized to
United States
repro- for
President is hereby
to appoint
nine
appoint nine
sentatives
authorized.
citizens of
of the United States, who, in his judgment, shall be
citizens
be qualified
qualified
for the
by eminence
for
the mission
mission by
eminence in the law and by devotion to
to the
cause
the cause
of
to be representatives
of peace,
peace, to
representatives of the United States
in such
such a
States in
a conferconference. The President shall fix the compensation
compensation of
of said
said representarepresentatives, and
and such
such secretaries
employees as
tives
secretaries and other employees
may be
needed.
as may
be needed.
Appropriation.
Two
hundred thousand
Appropriation.
Two 'hundred
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
be necesnecessary,
sary, is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated and set aside
the disposal
disposal
aside and
and .placed
placed at
at the
Suspension of new of
of the President to carry into effect
effect the provisions
provisions of
this paragraph.
of this
paragraph.
Sosensi
onew
If
at any
construction if tribunal
If at
any time before
before the construction authorized
authorized by
Act shall
shall
by this
this Act
establised,
etc.
been contracted
established, etc.
have been
contracted for
there shall
shall have
have been
established, with
with the
for there
been established,
the
cooperation
of the
United States of America,
international tribunal
cooperation of
the United
America, an international
tribunal
or tribunals
competent to secure peaceful determinations
or
tribunals competent
determinations of
of all
all interinternational
national disputes,
disputes, and which shall render unnecessary
unnecessary the
the maintemaintenance
of competitive
competitive armaments,
armaments, then and in that case such naval
naval
nance of
expenditures
as may
may be inconsistent
expenditures as
inconsistent with the engagements
engagements made
made in
in
the
of such
such tribunal or tribunals
the establishment
establishment of
tribunals may be suspended,
suspended,
when so
so ordered
when
ordered by-the President of the United
United States.
States.
Restriction on purOf
each
of the
the sums
amounts
Restriction
on
purOf
each
of
sums appropriated
appropriated by this Act, except
except such amounts
chases,
etc.,
chases, etc., which can
can
besupdbyGovaem
as may be required to meet obligations authorized
be supplied by Govern- as
authorized in
m previous
Acts
previous Acts
metnts.
and for
for which
which contracts
contracts have
no part
shall be
mein plants.
and
have been made, no
part shall
be used
used to
to
Limit.
Limit.
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procure

artithrough purchase
or contract
vessels, armament,
armament, artiany vessels,
contract any
purchase or
procure through
cles, or
or materials,
materials, which
which the
navy yards,
yards, gun
gun factories,
or other
other
factories, or
the navy
cles,
are equipped
industrial
plants operated
operated by
by the
Department are
equipped
the Navy
Navy Department
industrial plants
to supply,
unless such
such Government
Government plants
plants are
are operated
operated approxito
supply, unless
one regular
regular shift each
not less
less than one
capacity for
for not
mately
at their
each
their full
full capacity
mately at
in said
said
working
day, except
except when
when contract
costs are
are less
than costs
costs in
less than
contract costs
working day,
are
Government plants
Government
plants, and
said Government
plants are
except when
when said
and except
Government plants,
unable-to
the work
work within
within the
the time
time required,
required, and
and except
except in
in
unable-to complete
complete the
of the appropriations
no part
cases
That no
part of
appropriations
Provided, That
emergency: Provided,
of emergency:
cases of

pay of
of any
salary or
made
in this
this Act
be available
for the
the salary
or pay
any officer,
officer,
available for
Act shall
shall be
made in
having charge
manager,
other person
person having
charge
or other
foreman, or
superintendent, foreman,
manager, superintendent,
while
of the
work of
of any
of the
United States
States Government
Government while
the United
any employee
employee of
the work
of
timeor other
other timemaking or
or causing
to be
made with
stop watch
watch or
with aa stop
be made
causing to
making
such employee
of any
measuring
of any
job of
any such
employee
any job
study of
a time
time study
device a
measuring device
between
starting and
and completion
completion thereof,
thereof, or
or of
of the
of
movements of
the movements
the starting
between the
engaged upon such work; nor shall any
any such
employee while
while engaged
such employee
any
part
of the
appropriations made
n this
Act be
pay any
any
available to
to pay
this Act
be available
made i
in
part of
the appropriations
addition to his
employee in addition
premium
or bonus
bonus or
or cash
cash reward
to any
any employee
reward to
premium or
regular
wages, except
for suggestions
in improvements
improvements or
resulting in
suggestions resulting
except for
regular wages,
economy in
operation of
of any
any Government
Government plant.
plant.
.
economy
in the
the operation
appropriated shall be expended
That
sum herein
herein appropriated
expended
any sum
of any
no part of
That no
armor, armament,
for
of structural
steel, ship
ship plates,
plates, armor,
armament, or
structural steel,
purchase of
for the
the purchase
corporations who are parties
firms, or corporations
machinery
any persons, firms,
from any
machinery from
interto any
any existing
existing combination
combination or
conspiracy to
monopolize the
the interto monopolize
or conspiracy
to
state
or foreign
the United
United States,
or the
the comcomStates, or
of the
trade of
or trade
commerce or
foreign commerce
state or
District
or the District
merce
or trade
the States
States and
Territory or
and any
any Territory
between the
trade between
merce or
of
Columbia, in
of the
articles aforesaid,
aforesaid, and no purchase
purchase of
the articles
any of
in any
of Columbia,
a price
or machinery
machinery shal
structural
ship plates,
plates, or
shalt be made at a
steel, ship
structural steel,
in excess
of aareasonable
above the
cost of
of manufacture.
manufacture.
the actual
actual cost
profit above
reasonable profit
in
excess of
But
limitation shall
. apply to
to any
But this
this limitation
shall in
in no
no case
case.apply
any existing
existing contract.
contract.
The
the Navy
Navy is
directed to
to submit
the ConConto the
submit to
is hereby
hereby directed
of the
The Secretary
Secretary of
gress
during its
next regular
session a
a report
report on the largest
largest battleship
regular session
its next
gress during
of
which
can be
the present
present state of
in the
States in
the United
United States
in the
be undertaken
undertaken in
which can
giving due conand arts, giving
the
shipbuilding and
and engineering
engineering sciences
sciences and
the shipbuilding
limiting
sideration
prospective depths
depths and
and other
other limiting
and prospective
present and
the present
to the
sideration to
dimensions
of the
the docks
States and
dimensions of
docks and
and harbors
harbors of
of the
the United
United States
and its
its
possessions
and of
of the
the locks
Canal, and he shall further
further
Panama Canal,
of the
the Panama
locks of
possessions and
report the
principal characteristics
characteristics of
of such
such a
a vessel,
the disdisgiving the
vessel, giving
the principal
report
placement,
cost, number
number and
and size
size of
of armor,
armor, speed
speed
thickness of
guns, thickness
of guns,
placement, cost,
and
he shall
report on
on the
desirability
the desirability
further report
shall further
and he
radius, and
cruising radius,
and cruising
of
one or
vessels.
such vessels.
or more
more such
building one
of building
of
"Increase
appropriated under
That no part of any sum herein appropriated
under "
Increase of
clerical, drafting,
any clerical,
the Navy"
Navy" shall
shall be
be used
payment of
of any
the payment
for the
used for
the
the other
inspection,
or for
for the
any of
other
of the
of any
pay of
the pay
service, or
or messenger
messenger service,
inspection or
the Navy
Navy Department,
classified
the various
various bureaus
of the
bureaus of
under the
force under
classified force
Columbia.
of Columbia.
Washington, District
District of
Washington,
That no
no part
part of
any sum
appropriated by
by this
Act shall
shall be
used
be used
this Act
sum appropriated
of any
That
for
the Navy
Department at
"Washington, District
District of
of
at Washington,
Navy Department
of the
expense of
any expense
for any
expendigiven by law for such expendiis given
Columbia, unless
authority is
specific authority
unless specific
Columbia,
ture.
ture.
Approved,
August 29, 1916.
Approved, August
CHAP. 418.—An
appropriations for the support of the Army
Army for the
Making appropriations
Act Making
418.-An Act
CHAP.
fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and for
for other
other
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
fiscal year

purposes.

Proviso.
ay
No pay
No

officer
to
to officer,
usn t.
etc.,
tcme-me
eutrin"glidevf
device on work of

urimf device on work of

employee.

employee.

Cash rewards, etc.,
limited.

iCats rewards, et.,

trust
Purchases from trust
combinations, etc., forbidden.

combinations,etc,or

bidden.

Restriction on prices.

Retr

""iononpr'

Present contracts not
affected.

afPetednt'cntractsnot

Baeptn-construeIt
airol
rt on'. construction of the largest
largest practicable.
e

tion of the

prac-

ticabl

Furhe
Further details.

Appropriations
Apprpriations not
to be
for clerical,
be used
used for
cla,
to

etc., services
services in Departetc.,
ment.
ment.

specific autority
authority for
for
use us Department.

S
smDept.

August is,
29, 1916.
[H.
17498.]
R. 17,48.]
[H. R.

[Public, No.
No. 242.
(Public,
242.)

Be
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
appropriations.
Aryappropriatin
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following sums
sums be,
be, Army
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
the Treasury
and they
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
any money
in the
money in
of any
are hereby,
they are
and
support of the Army for the
not
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the support
appropriated, for
not otherwise
year
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
June thirtieth,
year ending
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contingencies.

Contingencies.

Emedrgenes.
Emergencies.

Perdlemsubsistenea
Perdiem subsistence.

Office, Chief of Staff.
Sta.

Amy War College.
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CONTInGENCIES
C
ONTINGENCIES OF
or THE
ME ARMY: For all
contingent expenses
expenses of
the
all contingent
of the
Army not otherwise
otherwise provided for
embracing all
all branches
branches of
of the
the
for and
and embracing
military service, including the
office of
of the
the Chief
for all
the office
Chief of
of Staff;
Staff- for
all
emergencies and extraordinary
employment
extraordinary expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the employment
of translators
translators and exclusive
exclusive of
all other
other personal
personal services
of all
services in
in the
the War
War
Department, or any of its subordinate
or offices
offices at
at Washsubordinate bureaus
bureaus or
Washington, District of Columbia,
Columbia, or in
the Army
in the
Army at
at large
large, but
but impossible
impossible
to be anticipated
anticipated or classified; to
be expended
expended on
to be
on the
the approval
approval and
and
authority of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, and
and for
such purposes
as he
he may
may
of War,
for such
purposes as
deem proper, including the payment
payment of
per diem
diem allowance
of a
a per
allowance not
not
to exceed $4,
$4, in lieu of subsistence, to
to employees
employees of
of the
the War
War DepartDepartment traveling
traveling on official business
outside of
of Columbia
business outside
of the
the District
District of
Columbia
and away from
from their
their designated
designated posts,
$50,000.
posts, $50,000.
OFFrCE
CHiEF OF
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE CHIEF
OF STAFF.
STAFF.

AIr
ARMY WAR
W AR COLLEGE:
COLLEGE: For expenses
expenses of the Army War
College,
War College,
being for the purchase
purchase of the necessary
necessary stationery;
typewriters and
and
stationery; typewriters
exchange of same; office, toilet, and
exchange
furniture; textbooks;
textbooks;
and desk
desk furniture;
books of reference;
reference; scientific and professional
periodicals;
professional papers
papers and
and periodicals;
printing
printing and binding; maps; police utensils;
utensils;employment
employment of
of temporary,
temporary,
technical,
technical, or special services;
services; and for
for all
other absolutely
all other
absolutely necessary
necessary
expenses, including
expenses
including $25 per
month additi
onalto
t
o regu
l
ar compensaper month
additional
regular
compensation
tion to chief clerk of division
division for superintendence
superintendence of
War College
College
of the
the War
building, $9,000.
Contingencies, miliCtarst
S
e-mil- CONTINGENCIES,
tary
information
seoCONTINGENCIES, MILITARY
MILITARY I
NFORMATION S
ECTION, GENERAL
GENERAL S
TAFF
INFORMATION
SECTION,
STAFF
tion.
COnPS:
expenses of the
tion.
C
ORPS: For contingent expenses
the military
military information
information secsection, General Staff Corps, including
including the
purchase of
of law
law books,
books,
the purchase
professional
professional books of reference;
reference; periodicals and
and newspapers;
newspapers; draftdraftmg and messenger
messenger service;
service; and
of the
military-attaches
attaches at
at the
the United
United
and of
the military
States embassies and legations abroad;
States
abroad; and
and of
of the
the branch
branch office
office of
of
the military
the
military information section at
Manila; the
the cost
cost of
special instrucat Manila;
of special
instruction
tion at home and abroad and in maintenance of
of students
students and
and attaches;
attaches;
and for such other purposes
purposes as the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
may deem
War may
deem
proper;
proper; to be expended under the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
War:
Proiso.
Provided,
Proviso.
Periodicals.
Provided, That section thirty-six
hundred an
df
ortyei
ght, Revised
thirty-six hundred
and
forty-eight,
Revised
l. S.,
s.,smc.
34p,
7PP.Statutes, shall not
not apply
R.
sec. 3648,
p. 7ts.
apply to
to subscriptions
subscriptions for
professional
for foreign
foreign and
and-professional
newspapers
and periodicals
periodicals to be paid for from this
newspapers and
this appropriation,
appropriation,
$11,000.
Observing war
01
tObserinogar
""eraEXPENSES
OBSERVERS ABROAD:
ABROAD: For
For the actual and
abroad.
and
tions abroad.
- EXPENSES OF
OF MILITARY
MILITARY OBSERVERS
necessary expenses
necessary
expenses of officers of the Army on
duty abroad
abroad for
for the
the
on duty
purpose
purpose of observing operations
operations of
armies of
of foreign
foreign States
war,
of armies
States at
at war,
to be
to
be paid
paid upon certificates
certificates of the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War that
that the
the expendiexpenditures
were necessary
Service schools.
tures
neces
sary for
f
or obtaining
obt ai
ni
ng military information,
information,
$15,000.
Serviceschools.
UNITED STATES SERVICE SCHOOLS: To provide means$15,000.the
UNITED STATES SERVICE SCHOOLS: To provide means for
Fort
and practical
rmy serv i
ce schools
Fort Leavenworth,
Lnworth theoretical
heoretical and
practical instruction
instruction at
at th
thee A
Army
service
schools
Kans.
ans
(including the
the Army Staff College, the Army
(including
of the
the Line,
the
Army School
School of
Line,
the
Army
Engineer School, the Army Field
Army Field
Field Engineer
Field Service
Service and
and CorreCorrespondence
spondence School
School, for Medical Officers, and the
the Army
Army Signal
Signal School)
School)
at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Mounted Service School, at Fort
Fort Riley, Kans.
at
Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, the
the Mounted
Fort Riley, Kans.
Riley, Kansas,
and
thee S
School
Fire
Fort Sill, Okla.
Riley,
Kansas, a
n d th
ch
oolof
ofFi
re for Field
Field Artillery
Artillery and
for the
and for
the
Fort Sill, Oa.
School
of Musketry, at
Fort Sill,
Sill, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, by the purchase
School of Musketry,
at Fort
purchase of
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and professional
professional papers,
textbooks,
books of
papers,
the
instruments and material
material for theoretical
the purchase
purchase of
of modern
modern instruments
theoretical
and practical instruction,
instruction ,employment
emp l
oyment of
technical, or
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
or
special services, a
and
all
Pay of translator,
n dfor
f
or a
ll other
ot her absolutely
ab
solutely necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, to
to
Payoftrnslator.
be allotted
be
allotted in such proportion
proportion as ma,
may, in the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of War, be
be for
best interests
interests of
the military service. Not exceedexceedof War,
for the
the best
of the
ing
$100
per
may be
be used for the pay
payment
ing $100 per month
month may
ment of one translator,
translator,
to be
appointed by
commandant of the Army service
to
be appointed
by the
the commandant
schools
service schools
Army War College.
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Proviso.
Provided, That
with the approval of the Secretary of War, $35,350: Provided,
That Pfoo.
s
11
Field Artillery
secsecond lieutenant
the Field Artillery
officers in the grade of second
lieutenant in
in the
may
ond
lieutenants.
Artillery
ondlieutenants.
Instruction details.
be assigned,
for the
be
assigned, for
the period
one year,
year, to
to batteries
batteries stationed
at Intructiondetails
period of
of one
stationed at
the School
School of Fire for Field
Field Artillery
Artillery at Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for the
purpose
courses of practical instruction
purpose of pursuing courses
instruction in field artillery

THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
THE
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT.

C
ONTINGENCIES,
CONTINGENCIES,

HEADQUARTERS
HEADQUARTERS

OF
OF MILITARY
MILITARY

Adjutant General's
Adjutant
General's
Department.
Department.
b Lo
ki
nting s
encies

DEPARTMENTS ,
atheadquarters.
DEPARTMENTS,

Contingencies at

DISTRICTS,
AND TACTICAL
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses at
Dimmers, AND
TACTICAL COMMANDS:
COMMANDS: For
at the
the
headquarters of the several
territorial departments,
departments, territorial
disheadquarters
several territorial
territorial disdivisions and
and brigades,
brigades, including
tricts, tactical
tactical divisions
the Staff
Staff Corps
Corps
including the
serving thereat, being for the purchase
purchase of
of the
the necessary
necessary articles
articles of
of
office,
office, toilet, and desk furniture, stationery, ice,
ice, and
and potable
potable water
water
when necessary,
necessary, binding,
binding, maps,
for office
office use when
maps, technical
of
technical books
books of
reference, professional
professional and
reference,
and technical
technical newspapers
periodicals,
newspapers and
and periodicals,
payment for which
may be made in advance,
advance, and
and police
police utensils
payment
which may
utensils to
to
be allotted
allotted by
be
by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, and
and to
to be
the disdisthe Secretary
be expended
expended in
in the
cretion
of the
of the
the several
several military
military departcretion of
the commanding
commanding officers
officers of
departdistricts, and
and tactical
ments, districts,
tactical commands,
commands, $7,500.
$7,500.
CHIEF OF
CHIEF
OF COAST
COAST ARTI:LLERY.
ARTILLERY.

lery.
Chief of
of CoastArtilCoast ArtilChief
lery.

Coast Artillery
COAST ABTLcEyRY SCHOOL, LOR
FORT
MONROE,
;
Tc031
s0NROE,
VIRGINIA:
bad--School
VIDINiA: For incisot
Fr Monroe,
ller
.
School, Fort
Va.
dental
chemicals, stationery, printing
dental expenses
expenses of the school, including chemicals,
printing ¥a.
ane°
d "bin
TA s
1 hardw
Y are
ScR materials;
MILte
r
of special
instruction of
and
binding;
hardware;
costt of
special instruction
of
employment of
of temporary,
temporary, technical,
officers de'ed
detailed as
as instructors;
instructors; employment
technical
or
services; extra-duty
extra-duty pay
soldiers necessarily
or special
special services;
pay to
to soldiers
necessarily employed
employed
for periods
periods not less
less than
than ten
ten days
addition to
to
days as
as artificers
artificers on
on work
work in
in addition
and not strictly in line with their military duties, as carpenters,
carpenters,
blacksmiths, draftsmen,
draftsmen, printers,
blacksmiths,
printers, lithographers,
lithographers, photographers,
photographers, engine
engine
drivers, telegraph
drivers,
telegraph operators,
teamsters, wheelwrights,
wheelwrights, masons,
masons,
operators, teamsters,
machinists,
painters, overseers,
overseers, laborers;
machinists, painters,
laborers; for
office furniture
furniture and
for office
and fixfixtures, machinery,
machinery, and
and unforeseen
expenses, $10,000;
unforeseen expenses,
$10,000;
sSpeciall apparatus,
l s
For purchase
purchase of engines, generators, motors,
motors, machines,
machines, measuring
measuring etc
apprat
,
etc. eCia
instruments, special
instruments,
special apparatus
and materials
the division
division of
of the
apparatus and
materials for
for the
the
enlisted
specialists, $7,000;
$7,000;
enlisted specialists,
For purchase
For
purchase of
special apparatus
materials and
and for
experiof special
apparatus and
and materials
for experimental purposes
mental
purposes for
of artillery
defense,
for the
the department
department of
artillery and
and land
land defense,
$3,000;
$3.000;
Engineering
and
For purchase
purchase of
of engines,
engines, generators,
generators, motors,
machines, measuring
For
motors, machines,
measuring m
nedefnse
n
mine
defense.
instruments, special
instruments,
special apparatus
and materials
materials for
for the
the department
department of
of
apparatus and
enneering.and
and mine
mine defense,
defense, $5,500;
engineering
$5,500;
For purchase
binding of
of professional
professional books
books treating
treating of
military
For
purchase and
and binding
of military
and scientific subjects
subjects for library, for use of school, and for temporary
temporary
use in coast defenses, $2,500.
$2,500.
Provided, That section thirty-six
hundred and
and forty-eight,
forty-eight, Revised
Provided,
thirty-six hundred
Revised Provisos.
Perias.
Periodicals.
R. S., sec. 381,p. 718.
Statutes, shall not apply to subscriptions for foreign
foreign and
and professional
professional R.8.,sec.3m,p.718
newspapers and periodicals to be paid
paid for from
from this
this appropriation.
appropriation.
newspapers
iters.
Prowled further,
That purchase
purchase of
of typewriting
Provided
further, That
typewriting machines,
machines, to
to be
be paid
paid Ty
sye price
Special
allowed.
for from this
this appropriation,
may be
be made
for
appropriation, may
made at
the special
special price
allowed
at the
price allowed
teaching stenography
typewriting without
to schools teaching
stenography and typewriting
without obligating
obligating
typewriter companies to
to supply these machines
machines to
to all
all departments
departments of
of
the Government
Government at
at the
same price.
the
the same
price.

OFFICE OF THE
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
THE CHIEF
CHIEF SIGNAL

SIGNAL
SERVICE
S
IGNAL S
ERVICE OF
OF THE
THE ARrY:
ARMY: For
of the
Signal Servioe
For expenses
expenses of
the Signal
Service

Army, as follows: Purchase,
of the Army,
Purchase, equipment,
equipment, and repair of
of field elecelectric
installations, signal
signal equipments
stores,
tric telegraphs,
telegraphs, radio
radio installations,
equipments and
and stores,

binocular glasses,
glasses, telescopes.
telescopes. heliostats,
heliostats, and
other necessary
necessary instruuistritbinocular
and other

Signal Service.

Sal

Serice.

Expenses.

EXp-

622
622
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meats,
meteorological instruments
for use
ments, including
including necessary
necessary meteorological
instruments for
use on
on
target ranges; motorcycles
vehicles used
for techmotorcycles and
and motor-driven
motor-driven vehicles
used for
technical
official purposes;
purposes- professional
and scientific
scientific books
books of
of referrefernical and
and official
professional and
ence, pamphlets,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, and
in the
the
pamphlets, perodicals,
and maps,
maps, for
for use
use in
of
War balloos,
balloons, air- office
office of
the Chief Signal Officer;
Officer; war
war balloons
and
airships and
accesballoons
and
airships
and
accesships, etc.
ps esories,
sories, including
including their maintenance
maintenance and repair;
repair; telephone
apparatus
telephone apparatus
(exclusive
exchange service) and maintenance
(exclusive of exchange
same; elecelecmaintenance of
of the
the same;
installations and maintenance
maintenance at
trical installations
at military
military posts;
posts; fire-control
fire-control and
and
direction apparatus
direction
apparatus and material
material for
maintenance and
and
for Field
Field Artillery;
Artillery;.maintenance
repair of
lines and
and cables,
including salaries
civilian emof military lines
cables, including
salaries of
of civilian
employees, supplies, general
general repairs, reserved
reserved supplies,
supplies, and
and other
other expenexpenses
with the
the duty
duty of
collecting and
and transmitting
transmitting informainformases connected
connected with
of collecting
Provisos.
tion
for the
by telegraph
otherwise, $14,281,766:
$14,281,766: Provided,
Paton.section
tion for
the Army
Army by
telegraph or
or otherwise,
Provided,
Aviation
section.
urchae, etc.
hoever, That
Purchases,
etc., un- however,
That not
not more
more than
than $13,281,666
$13,281,666 of
the foregoing
foregoing appropriaappropriaof
the
er.
tion
for the
purchase, manufacture,
tier.
tion shall
shall be
be used
used for
the purchase,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, operaoperation, and repair of
of airships
other aerial
machines and
and accessories
accessories
airships and other
aerial machines
necessary in the aviation section; and for the
necessary
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
repair, and
of motor-propelled,
passenger-carrying vehicles
Payig
r
repair,
and operation
operation of
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
vehicles
service.
which may be
necessary for
for the
section: Provided
Provided further,
be necessary
the aviation
aviation section:
further,
That of the sum last above mentioned
mentioned $900,000,
much thereof
$900,000, or
or so
so much
thereof
as may be necessary, will be available for
and otherwise
otherwise proprofor paying
paying and
viding for such officers of the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
the Officers'
Corps of
of the
the Aviation
Aviation
Section of the Signal
and such
such enlisted
men of
the Enlisted
Enlisted
Signal Corps and
enlisted men
of the
Reserve
Corps
of the
the Aviation
Aviation Section
Section of
of the
the Signal
Corps
as may
may be
be
a
Re
eserve
Corps
of
Signal
Corps
as
1
DevelVing
motor.
"taviation called into active service: Provided
motor.
Provied further,
That not
further, That
not to
to exceed
exceed
$50,000 of the above
above sum
$50,000
of all
sum will
will be
be available
available for
for the
the payment
payment of
all
expenses in connection with the
of a
type of
of
the development
development of
a suitable
suitable type
aviation motor, under such regulations
regulations as the
the Secretary
of War
War may
may
Secretary of
prescribe.
prescribe.
Avationistruction.
Provided further,
further, That not more than $500 of the foregoing
Aviation instruction.
Provided
foregoing shall
shall
be used for the cost of special
technical instruction
special technical
of officers
officers of
of said
said
instruction of
section.
section.
aonting
with
Provided further,
further, That hereafter
Accounting
with
Provided
hereafter in the settlement of
of transactions
transactions
other
offices,
between appropriations
appropriations under
under the
or between
the Signal
Signal
the Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, or
between the
Corps and another office or
or bureau of
the War
War Department,
Department, or
or of
of any
of the
any
department of the
other executive
executive department
the Government,
Government, payment
payment therefor
therefor
shall be made by the proper disbursing officer of the Signal
or
Signal Corps,
Corps, or
of the office,
office, bureau,
department concerned.
concerned.
bureau, or
or department
e
ui
Contract requiremetr'ct
req
Providedfurther,
ments.
Provided
further, That
That hereafter
hereafter whenever
whenever contracts
contracts which
which are
are not
not
to be performed
performed within sixty days are made on
behalf of
of the
the GovernGovernon behalf
ment by the Chief Signal Officer,
or by
Signal Corps
Corps
Officer, or
by officers
officers of
of the
the Signal
authorized to make them, and are in excess
authorized
of $500
such
excess of
$500 in
in amount,
amount, such
contracts
contracts shall be reduced
reduced to writing and signed by the contracting
contracting
parties. In
In all other cases contracts
contracts shall
be entered
entered into
into under
such
shall be
under such
Site
regulations as
may be
by th
Chi efSignal
SignalOfficer.
Officer.
ite for aviation relations
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
thee Chief
p

in

a

school, etMr
etc.
school,
c.

aURCHASE
aviation

CRCHASE OF
OF LAND
LAND IN
IN THE
THE

Aviation field
etvtion
ield

sites,
ites,

etc.
on
Acceptance of
of donad -

^Aceptance

tions for.

to
fo aviarvoment rl,

Acquirement of land
for aviation purpos,
if no
o reservation
resetion available.

S
TATE OF
CALIFORNIA
STATE
OF CALIFORNIA

FOR AVIATION
FOR
AVIATION

PURPOSES:
PURPOSES: For the acquisition, by purchase or by condemnacondemnation, of a
a site or sites in the State
State of California for
for an
an aviation
school
aviation school
and training
training grounds of the Signal Corps of
United States
States Army,
Army,
of the
the United
not to exceed
exceed $300,000.
$300,000.
The
of War is
is hereby authorized
authorized to accept for the United
The Secretary
Secretary of
United
States
from
any
citizen
of
the United States aa donation of a
a tract or
States from any
or
tracts of land suitable and desirable in his
for the
the purposes
his judgment for
purposes
of an
an aviation
of
aviation field and remount station, the terms of the
donation
the donation
also to
to authorize
authorize the use of the property
property donated
also
donated for any other service
service
of the United States
which may
hereafter appear
appear desirable.
States which
may hereafter
desirable.
The Secretary
Secretary of War is directed to investigate
The
investigate the suitability
suitability of
of
the various
reservations for
aviation purposes,
purposes, and should
the
various military
military reservations
for aviation
any of
reservations be found not suitable
not available
any
of the
the reservations
suitable and not
available for
for
aviation he is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to
acquire by
purchase,
to acquire,
by purchase,
condemnation,
for
condemnation, or otherwise,
otherwise,f
or the United States
of America,
'America, such
States of
such
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
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land as
as may
may be
necessary for
aviation purposes,
hereby
purposes, and
and there
there is
is hereby
land
be necessary
for aviation
appropriated, out
the Treasury
otherwise approappronot otherwise
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
appropriated,
out of
priated, the
the sum
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
priated,
sum of
of $300,000,
$300,000, or
for
purpose.
for said
said purpose.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
accept for the
United stato"b'iZon
st:fitnsi.zation,
the United
to accept
authorized to
The

and desirStates from
from any
any person
land suitable
suitable and
desirof land
tract or
or tracts
tracts of
person such
such tract
States
permanent mobilization,
judgment for permanent
mobilization, training, and supply
able in
in his judgment
stations;
and he
he is
to Congress
as
Congress as
and report
report to
investigate and
directed to
to investigate
is directed
stations; and
soon
practicable what
tracts are necessary
what additional
additional tracts
necessary for
for said
said pursoon as practicable
poses
by the
the National
National Guard
and by
the Regular
Army and
and
poses for
for use
use by
Guard and
by the
Regular Army
the probable
of the
the same.
same.
cost of
the
robable cost

f

etc.,
etc.,

Acceptance
Acceptance of land

ort
".
n Rel"t,
neResory

eliie
n.

tr ac ts

tracts

WASHINGTON-ALASKA MILITARY
MILITARY CABLE
CABLE AND
SYSTEM: caleshitonAlaska
carle
'
s, 4%g:ton-Alaska
TELEGRAPH SYSTEM:
AND TELEGRAPH
WASHINGTON-ALASKA

For defraying
defraying the
the cost
of such
mainte- Extension, etc.
extensions, betterments, and maintesuch extensions,
cost of
For
nance of the Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System as
may be
approved by
the Secretary
War, to
to be
available
of War,
be available
be approved
by the
Secretary of
tem
as may
until
close of
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
and eighteen, from
of the
nineteen hundred
until the
the close
Telegraph
receipts of the
Washington-Alaska Military
Military Cable and Telegraph
the receipts
the Washington-Alaska
System which
United
into the Treasury
Treasury of the United
which have been
been covered
covered into
System
extensions and betterments
States,
extent of
betterments and the cost
of such
such extensions
States, the extent
thereof to
to be
be reported
Congress by
by the
War, $50,000.
of War,
$50,000.
the Secretary
Secretary of
to Congress
thereof
reported to
ARTILLERY POSTS:
COMMERCIAL TELEPHONE
COAST ARTILLERY
TELEPHONE SERVICE AT COAST

Telegmservi
y.
ce for
for
co^'neryeic
For
For c
o,
ast

official purposes
purposes at Coast
providing commercial
commercial telephone
service for official
telephone service
providing
Artillery
posts, $8,500.
$8,500.
Artillery posts,
PAY
OFFICERS OF
LINE.
OF THE
THE LINE.
OF OFFICERS
PAY OF

Pay.
Pay.

Officers of the lne.
line.
Offirofthe
$10,000,000: Provide,
For
officers of
of the
Provided, That
That in
in Provisos.
the line,
line, $10,000,000:
of officers
For pay
pay of
n t to D
A s
Assits
applying
twenty-five of
of the
the national
defense Act
approved
sgu s to De.
Act approved
national defense
section twenty-five
applying section
tached Officers'
List.
8
June third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, the
the President
S
Lt.
i
At p. 183.
shall assign Ante
President shall
and sixteen,
third, nineteen
June
to
of the
such constructive
constructive dates
dates of
original commission,
commission,
of original
the Army
Army such
to officers
officers of
Determination
of
of
Determination
from which
of commissioned
commissioned service
service shall
shall be
computed, as
as commissions.
be computed,
lengths of
which lengths
from
will preserve
rights to
in accordance
accordance with their rela- c ommion.
to promotion
promotion in
their rights
preserve their
will
tive
order on
on the
lists of
of their
their arms
arms and
effect losses
losses
in effect
and continue
continue in
the lineal
lineal lists
tive order
of files
files occasioned
occasioned by
of courts-martial
or failures
failures to
pass
to pass
courts-martial or
sentences of
by sentences
of
required examinations
said constructive
dates of
of
constructive dates
promotion, said
for promotion,
examinations for
required
original commission
be subject
subject to
whenever aachange
change thereof
change whenever
to change
to be
commission to
original
may be
necessary in
to carry
carry into
files hereafter
hereafter
of files
losses of
into effect
effect losses
order to
in order
be necessary
may
incurred
by any
officer through
through a
court-martial or aafailure
of court-martial
a sentence
sentence of
any officer
incurred by
Filling vacancies.
or
That sillitTaiancde
Proidedfurther,
promotion: Provided
examination for
to
for promotion:
further, That
a required
required examination
to pass
pass a
Seniority in grade or
arm.
in
determining
the
arm
from
which
a
detail
is
to
be
made
to
a
vacancy
arm·
in determining the arm from which a detail is to be made to a vacancy
in
detached officers'
list, as
as provided
in the
the third
proviso of
of section
section
third proviso
provided in
officers' list,
the detached
in the
twenty-five
of the
national defense
defense Act
Act approved
approved June
June third,
third, nineteen
nineteen
the national
twenty-five of
hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, the
the officer
the senior
in that
that
senior in
who is
is the
grade who
of any
any grade
officer of
hundred and
grade
according to
to the
the constructive
constructive dates
dates of
procommission prooriginal commission
of original
grade according
in
vided
the preceding
shall be
be considered
the senior in
considered the
proviso shall
preceding proviso
in the
for in
vided for
length
all officers
of that
grade: Provided
Provided
service of
of all
officers of
that grade:
length of
of commissioned
commissioned service
ArStatus
ry officers.
.
further, That
in determining
determining the
rights of
of officers
officers in
in the
the last
proviso tiuetrytofafers.
last proviso
the rights
That in
further,
taA rite, p. 183.
of
section twenty-four
of said
retired Ant,p.la3.
officers retired
Act, officers
defense Act,
said national
national defense
twenty-four of
of section
before
the separation
separation of
of the
the Field
Field Artillery
Artillery from
from the
Artillery
the Coast
Coast Artillery
before the
shall be
be regarded
having belonged
belonged to
Artillery: Provided
Provided Allowance for loss of
to the
the Field
Field Artillery:
shall
regarded as
as having
o
increase
icee inoin
arm,
or branch
further,
when by
by reason
increase in
in the
the arm,
arm, corps,
corps, or
branch files byolesby
of increase
reason of
That when
further, That
etc.
of
the service
an officer
officer is
is commissioned
his loss
of files
files in
in etc.
loss of
commissioned his
in which
which an
service in
of the
lineal
rank due
due to
to suspension
promotion on
on account of failure
from promotion
suspension from
lineal rank
to pass
pass the
required examination
loss he
would
he would
the loss
exceeds the
therefor exceeds
examination therefor
the required
to
have
had occurred,
promoted
shall, if promoted
occurred, he shall,
such increase
increase had
if no
no such
sustained if
have sustained
upon
be advanced
advanced to
to the
he would
would have occuposition he
the position
reexamination, be
upon reexamination,
pied
the grade
grade to
which promoted
promoted had
And sta
had no
no increase
increase occurred:
occurred: And
pied in
Status of gnerals
generals of
of
in the
to which
line advanced for
provided
further,_ That
the general
general officers
officers of
the line
line who
the
advanced
for
were the
line
of the
who were
That the
proigded further,
Panama
Canal
service.
Vol. 38, p. 1191.
1ce9.
appointed as
as such
such pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the Act
of March
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hun- Prvo.13,cp,.
Act of
appointed
dred
and fifteen
fifteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
at Large,
page eleven
hundred
eleven hundred
Large, page
Statutes at
dred and
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and ninety-one),
take rank
rank in
their present
present grades
all officers
and
ninety-one), shall
shall take
in their
grades over
over all
officers
hereafter
appointed to
to like
hereafter appointed
like grades.
grades.
Longevity.
Longevity.
service, $2,225,000.
Additional pay to officers for length of service,
Officers' Reserve
For
pay of
members of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps
when ordered
ordered to
to
orpfcers'
Reserve
For
of
members
of
the
Reserve
Corps when
pay
corps.
o, p.
p.189.
18.
Ante,
temporary duty,
duty, $10,000.
$10,000.
For
pay of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps when
when ordered
ordered to
to
For pay
of members
members of
of the
Reserve Corps
duty
with troops
troops or
or at
at field
exercises,
or
for instruction,
instruction, $25,000.
$25,000.
duty
with
field
exercises,
or
for
Ante, p. 194.
A or pay of members
For
appointed temmembers of
of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps appointed
temsecond lieutenants
per month,
National Guard o
fli- porary
National
ofiporary second
lieutenants at
at $100
$100 per
month, $5,000.
$5,000.
ers.
Pay
Guard, $9,000,000.
Pay of
of officers,
officers, National
National Guard,
$9,000,000. "
Enlisted
Enlisted men.
men.

PAY OF
OF ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN.
MEN.

Pay.
Pay.
Proviso.
ma
Sergeant major
recruit
recrt depots.
depots.
Vol. 34, p. 242.

nt

Vol 34,

at

p

Longevity.
Longevity.
Regular Army
Reguar
serve.
Ante,
p.188.
Antep.

Amy
18.

B

Re.

Ante,
p. 187.
An,p.
187.

Ante, p. 188.

Ante, p.

.

Ante,
Ant, p. 188.

p. 188.

For pay of enlisted men of all grades,
wades including recruits, $23,000,000:
Provied,
Provi
'That hereafter
hereafter one of the enlisted
enlisted men detached from the
Army at large for duty at each of the recruit depots under the provisions of
Act of
June twelfth, nineteen hundred and six, shall,
visions
of the
the Act
of June
while
detached, have
have the
the rank,
rank, pay,
pay, and
allowances of
while so
so detached,
and allowances
of aaregimental
regimental
sergeant
major.
sergeant major.
Additional
Additional pay for length of service of enlisted men
of the
the line,
line,
men of
$2,300,000.
$2,300,000.
For
enlisted men
the Regular
Regular Army
at $24
$24 per
For pay
pay of
of enlisted
men of
of the
Army Reserves,
Reserves, at
per
year,
year, $10,000.
$10,000.
For pay of enlisted men of
Regular Army
Army Reserves
Reserves while
while
of the Regular
engaged in
training for
period not
not exceeding
exceeding fifteen
each
engaged
in field
field training
for a
a period
fifteen days
days each
year, $7,500.
year,
$7,500.
For bounty at the rate of $3
$3 per month to enlisted
enlisted men
men of the
the
Regular Army
Army Reserves
order of
the President,
$1,000.
Regular
Reserves mobilized
mobilized by
by order
of the
President, $1,000.
For bounty
for reenlistments
For
bounty for
reenlistixtents in time of war, $10,000.

For pay of members
members of the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps when called into
actual
service, $25,000.
$25,000.
actual service,
For
For pay
members of
of the
Corps when
when called
called out
pay of
of members
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
out
or training
for periods
periods not
exceeding fifteen
fifteen days
in
for instruction
instruction or
training for
not exceeding
days in
any
000.
any one
one calendar
calendar year,
year, $5
$5,000.
National
Guard.
National
Guard.
Pay
of all
grades, National
National Guard,
Guard, $18,000,000:
$18,000,000:
National
yayof
of enlisted
enlisted men
men of
all grades,
inpI y- Provided,
all officers
men of
of the
National Guard
Governmentemploygovern
• ;lent e
Provided, That
That all
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
the National
Guard
ees to
be
to
the Medical
Medical Reserve
Reserve Corps
the Army
who are
are Government
Government
Army who
Corps of
of the
of the
and of
o and
to positions.
berorestores to
^es
former
Ante,
Ant, p.
p. 211.
211.
employees and who respond to the call of the President
employees
President for service
shall, at
expiration of the
the military
military service
which they
they are
at the
the expiration
service to
to which
are
called, be restored to the positions occupied by them at the time of
to
aymnt
Payment
to men en- called, be restored to the positions occupied by them at the time of
States, up to
That nothing
in this
this Act
or previous
listed by States,
to the
the call:
call: Provided
Provided.further,
further, That
nothing m
Act or
previous Acts
Acts
time
muster.
time of
of muster,
of Congress shall be construed to prohibit the paying of men enlisted
enlisted
by
State authorities
of any
for militia
militia organization
for the
purby State
authorities of
any State
State for
organization for
the purpose
of bringing
bringing said
said organization
organization up
the minimum
minimum necessary
necessary to
to
pose of
up to
to the
permit of the muster in of said
said organization,
organization,
i
dat
e o
from the
the date
offsuch
such
enlistments to
muster in
n or
from date
date of
of enlistment
enlistment to
to
to the date
date of
of muster
or from
date of
of rejection,
rejection, after
date
after physical
physical examination.
examination.

eser
Ante, p
p. 196.
196.
COM,
Ante,
p. 195.
Ant, p.
195.

Enlisted
ve
Enlisted Reser
R
ve

Engineer Corps.

CORPS

ENGINEERS.
OF ENGINEERS.

Pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men, $700,000.
$700,000.
Additional
service, $73,000.
Additional pay for length of service,
Ordnance Corps.
Corps.
Ordnance
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Pay of enlisted men, $300,000.
$300,000.
$150,000.
Additional pay for length of service, $150,000.
QuartermasterCorps.
QuartermasterCorps.
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.

Pay
men, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
Pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men,
Additional pay for length of service, $325,000.
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SIGNAL
CORPS.
SIGNAL CORPS.

Signal
Corps.
Signal Corps.

Pay of enlisted men, $800,000.
Additional pay for length of service, $90,000.
$90,000.
Additional
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL
Pay
$1,500,000.
of enlisted men, $1,500,000.
Pay of
Additional pay
service, $220,000.
$220,000.
pay for length of service,
Additional
For
pay of
rated as dispensary assistants,
first class, when rated
privates, first
of privates,
For pay
nurses,
or surgical
surgical assistants,
assistants, $5,000:
Provided, That hereafter the
$5,000: Provided,
nurses, or
proportion
privates first class to privates in the Signal Corps and
of privates
proportion of
m
Medical Department
Department shall
proportion of
shall be the same as the proportion
i the
the Medical
privates
class to
now authorized
authorized by law in the Quarterprivates now
to privates
first class
privates first
master
Corps.
master Corps.
OF
CLERKS,
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF
LABORERS, OFFICE
AND LABORERS,
MESSENGERS, AND
CLERKS, MESSENGERS,
STAFF.
STAFF.

One chief
chief clerk,
annum, $2,250;
$2,250;
$2,250 per annum,
clerk, at $2,250
One
$8,000;
clerks, at $2,000 each per annum, $8,000;
Four clerks,
Six clerks,
at $1,800 each per
$10,800;
per annum, $10,800;
clerks, at
Six
Eleven clerks,
$1,600 each
annum, $17,600;
$17,600;
per annum,
each per
at $1,600
clerks, at
Eleven
Fifteen clerks,
clerks, at
annum, $21,000;
$21,000;
each per annum,
$1,400 each
at $1,400
Fifteen
Twenty-one clerks,
$1,200 each per annum, $25,200;
$25,200;
at $1,200
clerks, at
Twenty-one
Thirteen clerks,
$1,000 each
$13,000;
each per annum, $13,000;
at $1,000
clerks, at
Thirteen
One captain
captain of
the watch,
watch, at
per annum, $900;
$900 per
at $900
of the
One
Three watchmen,
at $720
$720 each
each per
per annum,
annum, $2,160;
$2,160;
watchmen, at
Three
One
gardener, at
at $720
$720;
per annum, $720;
$720 per
One gardener,
One packer,
packer, at
at $840
$840;
annum, $840;
$840 per annum,
One
One chief
$1,000;
$1,000 per annum, $1,000;
at $1,000
messenger, at
chief messenger,
One
One messenger,
messenger, at
at $840 per
$840;
per annum, $840;
One
Twenty messengers,
messengers, at
$14,400;
$720 each per annum, $14,400;
at $720
Twenty
One laborer,
laborer, at
$660 per
annum, $660;
$660;
per annum,
at $660
One
Two laborers,
laborers, at
each per annum, $1,200;
$1,200;
$600 each
at $600
Two
$1,200;
Five
at $240
$240 each
each per annum, $1,200;
charwomen, at
Five charwomen,
In all,
$121,770.
all, $121,770.
In

Medical
Department.
Medical Department.

assis t
Dispensary
assists8
Digpen
ants,
etc.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Proportion of priwtportion
vates, first class.of pri-

Office
of Chief
Chief of
of
Office of
Staff.
Staff.
measmger,
Clerks,
Clerks, messengers,
etc.
etc

of do.
deo
Headquarters of

CLERKS AND
HEADQUARTERS OF
SEVERAL TERpal
le
t
renr e
tr.
s
etc.
TER- partments,
THE SEVERAL
OF THE
FOR HEADQUARTERS
MESSENGERS FOR
AND MESSENGERS
CLERKS
BRIGADES, AND
RITORIAL
DISTRICTS, DIVISIONS
AND BRIGADES,
AND
DIVISIONS AND
DEPARTMENTS, DISTRICTS,
RITORIAL DEPARTMENTS,
SERVICE
SCHOOLS.
SERVICE SCHOOLS.

darts
messenand meeCleric and
gerS.
m
ges
Seven
at $2,000
$2,000 each
each per
$14,000;
per annum, $14,000;
clerks, at
Seven clerks,
Eleven clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,800
each per
per annum,
$19,800;
annum, $19,800;
$1,800 each
Eleven
$22,400;
Fourteen clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,600
each per
annum, $22,400;
per annum,
$1,600 each
Fourteen
$44,800;
Thirty-two
$1,400 each per annum, $44,800;
at $1,400
clerks, at
Thirty-two clerks,
Fifty-seven clerks,
each per annum, $68,400;.
$1,200 each
at $1,200
clerks, at
Fifty-seven
Forty-nine clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each
$49,000;
annum, $49,000;
per annum,
each per
at $1,000
Forty-nine
Thirty-nine
each per
per annum,
$28,080;
annum, $28,080;
$720 each
at $720
messengers, at
Thirty-nine messengers,
service pay.
pay.
In
$246,480.
orein service
all, $246,480.
In all,
Forei
Additional pay
while on
on foreign
service, $9,000.
gn
of
Commutation
foreign service,
pay while
Additional
Co
uarters,
uettcation
.of
quarters,
$53,742.
For commutation
quarters and of heat and light, $53,7
42 .
q
mm etc.
of quarters
commutation of
For
Hereafter
headquarters clerks
known as
as Army
clerks z
e
i
a
nreid cis
ertrks
Hea^qurerdclerks
field clerks
Army field
be known
shall be
clerks shall
Hereafter headquarters
and
shall
receive
pay
-at the
the
rates
herein
provided,
and
after
twelve
to
be
'mown
as
;pay,
pay,
as;
known
be
to
twelve
after
and
provided,
rates herein
and shall receive pay at
years of
service, at
at least
least three
three years
of which
shall have
e
tc.
have been on etc.
which shall
years of
of service,
years
detached duty
duty away
away from
from permanent
permanent station,
beyond the
duty beyond
on duty
or on
station, or
detached
continental limits
both, shall
receive the
shall receive
or both,
States, or
United States,
the United
of the
limits of
continental
same allowances,
allowances, except
except retirement,
as heretofore
heretofore allowed
allowed by
by law to
to
retirement, as
same
pay clerks,
Corps, and
and shall
be subject
the rules
rules
to the
subject to
shal be
Quartermaster Corps,
clerks, Quartermaster
pay
and articles
of war.
war.
Quartermaster Corp
articles of
and
Hereafter
two hundred
hundred clerks,
clerks, Quartermaster
field clerks.
e°rP5
clerks.
Corps;tfeld
Quartermaster Corps
exceed two
to exceed
not to
Hereafter not
who
shall
have
had
twelve
years
of
service,
at
least
three
years
of
of
years
three
who shall have had twelve years of service, at least
91890°
—VOL 39--Pr
39-pr 1---40
1---0
91890°-VOL
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which
shall have
detached duty
duty away
away from
permanent stastawhich shall
have been
been on
on detached
from permanent
tion,
duty beyond
beyond the
the continental
continental limits
of the
tion, or
or on
on duty
limits of
the United
United States,
States,
as field
clerks, Quartermaster
or both, shall
shall be
be known
known as
field clerks,
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, and
and
shall receive
receive the same
as heretofore
same allowances,
allowances, except
except retirement,
retirement, as
heretofore
allowed
by law
law to
to pay
pay clerks,
clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, and
and shall
be subsuballowed by
shall be
ject
to the
rules and
and articles
war.
ject to
the rules
articles of
of war.
Commutation.
commutation.
For commutation of quarters
quarters and of heat
light, $67,600.
$67,600.
heat and
and light,
Provisos.
Provided,
That
said
clerks,
messengers,
and
laborers
shall be
P"vi.
t
Provided,
That
said
clerks,
messengers,
and
laborers
shall
be
Service assignment.
Secretary of
employed and assigned
assigned by the Secretary
offices and
of War
War to
to the
the offices
and
forDb=tg
Duty in Departmnt
Department positions in which they are to serve: Provided,
Provided,That no
no clerk,
clerk, messenmessenbidden.
ger, or laborer
laborer at
of tactical
tactical divisions,
military departdepartat headquarters
headquarters of
divisions, military
ments,
brigades, service schools, and office
ments, brigades,
of the
Chief of
shall
office of
the Chief
of Staff
Staff shall
be assigned to
in any
bureau in
to duty
duty in
any bureau
in the
the War
War Department.
Department.

.,Pay,

iisheri

etc.,
etc,

estabestab-

Staff
Staff officers.
officers.
Adjutant General's
Atant
Geral's
Department.
Department.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT.
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

pay of
officers of
The Adjutant
Adjutant General's
$100,000.
For pay
of officers
of The
General's Department,
Department, $100,000.
Additional pay
pay for
Additional
for length
length of
of service,
service, $26,000.
$26,000.
Inspector General's
Di=e
Gtonmal's
Department.

INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT.
INSPECTOR
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

For pay of officers of the
General's Department,
Department, $69,500.
the Inspector
Inspector General's
$69,500.
Additional pay for length of
Additional
$17,500.
of service,
service, $17,500.
Corps
Crps of
of Engineers.
Engins.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS.
ENGINEERS.

Pay of officers of the Corps of Engineers, $675,000.
$675,000.
Additional pay for length of service, $150,000.
$150,000.

Ordnance
mOent
ment.

DepartDepat

.
Quartermaster
Corps.
QuartermasterCorps.

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

of officers
For pay of
officers of
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, $280,000.
of the
$280,000.
Additional pay
Additional
of service,
pay for
for length
length of
service, $60,000.
$60,000.
QUARTERMASTER
CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.

Provisos.

For
of officers
the Quartermaster
$700,000: Provided,
Fort pay
pay
of
officers of
of the
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, $700,000:
Provided
h
h
mitary That
at the
e President of
United States,
States, in
in his
discretion, be,
and he
of the
the United
his discretion,
be, and
he
is hereby,
authorized to appoint Charles
hereby, authorized
Charles P. Daly, chief clerk,
office of
clerk, office
of
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, United
United States Army,
storeArmy, aa military
military storeGrade
revived
keeper in the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United
United States
with the
the
keeper
States Army,
Army, with
Grade revived.
R.S.,sec.
R. S., sec. 1132,
1132, p.26.
p.206. rank, pay, and allowances of a
mounted; and
and the
grade of
of
a captain,
captain, mounted;
the grade
military
storekeeper is
hereby revived
military storekeeper
is hereby
revived in
in the
the Army
Army of
of the
the United
United
Bond of officers may
bend
of officers may States for this
this purpose
purpose only:
only: Provided
That hereafter
Providedfurther,
further, That
be waived,
hereafter the
the
R. S., sec. 1191,
R.S.,sec.
1191, p.212.
p.212. provisions
rovisions of section eleven hundred
hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one of
of the
the Revised
Revised
Statutes of the United States may, in the discretion of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of War, be waived in the cases of
of officers of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps
who are not accountable
accountable for public funds or public property.
property.
Additional pay for length of
Additional
of service,
service, $160,000.
$160,000.
Daly.
Charles P. Daiy.

Appointed
storekeeper.

Apote

military

Medical Department.
Department.

MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

For pay
pay of
officers of the Medical
For
of officers
Medical Department, $1,800,000.
Additional pay for length of service, $250,800.
Additional
Contract surgeons.
surgeons.
Contract
Contract surgeons, at
$150 each
Contract surgeons,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $150
each per month, $20,000
$20,000.
Superintendent,
Superintendent,
Nuperieorps
e
One
Nurse
Corps.
One superntendent,
superintendent, Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, at $1,800
per annum,
$1,800.
1,800 per
annum $1,800.
Proviso.
Prorsoe.
Provided,
superintendent shall receive
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter the superintendent
receive such
such
Allowances, etc.
Allowac,
allowances of
of quarters,
quarters, subsistence,
allowances
subsistence, and medical
medical care during
during illness
illness
as
be prescribed
prescribed in
regulations by the Secretary of War.
as may
may be
in regulations
Nurses.
(female), $141,000.
Nurses (female),
$141,000.
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JUDGE
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ADVOCATE GENERAL'S
JUDGE ADVOCATE

627
627
eSwl
Jeadoa
IndAe
GeneraPs
.
Department
eral's
rot.

For pay of officers in the Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Department,
Department,
$60,000.

Additional pay
length of
service, $12,320.
$12,320.
Additional
pay for
for length
of service,
That the Secretary of War is hereby directed to cause to be pre- Codistian
redfficattZ
litarY i

etc.,

sac.,

di

pared, with as much expedition
expedition as may be consistent
thorough- reetedre oted.
consistent with thoroughness
finished within two years, a
arevision
revision and
and codification
codification of
ness, to be finished
United States, which shall conform in scope
the i7ailitary
military laws of the United
and character
codification of the laws of the United VoL
character to the revision
revision and codification
Vol. 31,
31, p.. n8L
1131.
States of a
a permanent and general nature directed
directed by the Act of
CEg
_er-n.to
March third, nineteen hundred
hundred and one. The Secretary
Secretary of War etc
etr
to CA:Ingres;
Congress a
a report of progress of the revision and
shall submit to Congress
codification herein directed
directed upon the first day of the second session
session
codification
Sixty-fourth Congress, and, when the revision and codification
codification
of the Sixty-fourth
is completed,
completed, he shall cause aacopy of the same, in print, to be submitted to Congress, that the statutes so revised and codified
codified may be
reenacted
determine.
reenacted if Congress shall so determine.
a
Expenses.
For paying
the expenses
expenses of
hire and
other ExPme
and other
and printing
printing and
of clerical
clerical hire
paying the
For
expenses incident
revision and codification
codification
incident to the making of the revision
herein directed, not to exceed
$5,000, to be expended
certificates
exceed $5,000,
expended upon certificates
of the Secretary
necessary therefor.
Secretary of War that the expenditures
expenditures were necessary
SIGNAL
CORPS.
SIGNAL CORPS.

Signal CorPr.
Signl
orps.

For
officers of
Signal Corps, $375,000.
of the Signal
pay of
of officers
For pay
Additional pay for length of service, $50,000.
A~,at
For pay of thirty aviators,
$1,800 each per annum,
annum, Aviators.
aviators, Signal Corps, at $1,800
$54,000.
$54,000.
Bureau of Insular
BUREAU
OF INSULAR
AFFAIRS.
BUREAU OF
INSULBA
AFFAIRS.
Affairs.
Affairs.
For
of officers
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Insular
Insular Affairs, $13,000.
$13,000.
officers of
pay of
For pay
Additional pay for length of service, $2,000.
Additional
RETIRED
RETIRED OFFICERS.
OFFICERS.
For pay of officers on the retired
retired list and for officers
officers who may be

Retired offiers.
officers.
Retired
Retredoers.
PaY*

ray.

comthereon during
current year,
$2,700,000: Provided,
Provided, That Tempary
4:e
year, $2,700,000:
placed thereon
during the current
T
mporary
c
om when
reason of
is temporarily
temporarily left
left mad
mand of
of post
post without
without
post is
troops a
a post
of troops
the movement
movement of
of the
by reason
when by
without
g ular garrison
garrison and
officer except
except garr
with no
no commissioned
commissioned officer
and with
regular
its re
without its
garr

Secretary of War
War
on duty
duty thereat, the Secretary
Reserve Corps on
Medical Reserve
of the
the Medical
may
officer of the Army, with his consent,
consent, to active
assign a
a retired
retired officer
may assign
duty- in
such post.
post. The
officer so
so assigned
perform
shall perform
assigned shall
The officer
charge of
of such
duty
in charge
the duties
duties of
of commanding
and also any necessary
necessary staff duties
officer and
commanding officer
the

Duties.

at such
such post,
and shall,
shall, while
while in
performance of
of such
duties, Pay,
etc.
ay, etc
such duties,
in the
the performance
post, and
at
receive the full payallowances of his grade,
grade subject
subject to the limitapay and allowances
s
tions imposed
the Act
Act of
March second,
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
34Vp
o.
1.22, p
O; Vol.
voL
five, ,34VpL
of March
by the
tions
imposed by
4 p. 831;
and
the
Act
of
June
twelfth,
nineteen
hundred
and
six,
which
limitaand the Act of June twelfth, nineteen hundred and six, which limita- Gre ncuded
tions
shall include
the grades
general, major
and Grades included.
major general, and
brigadier general,
grades of
of brigadier
include the
tions shall
lieutenant general.
lieutenant
Additional pay for
Additional
Veterinarians.
for length of service, $467,000.
$467,000.
Veterinarians.
Four retired veterinarians, $7,140.
$7,140.
Pay
ay clerks.
clerks.
Thirteen retired pay clerks, $21,750.
$21,750.
Thirteen
Active
duty pay.
Active duty
pay.
Increased
$57,275.
to retired
retired officers on active duty, $57,275.
Increased pay to
Additional
length of
$19,137.
Jackson.
Col. James Jackson.
of service,
service, $19,137.
pay for
for length
Additional pay
That
be, and
and he
appoint general,
Promoted
brigadier
Promoted
brigdie
to appoint
authorized to
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
President be,
That the
the President
retired.
Colonel
to the
the position
rt
position
(retired), to
Army (retired),
United States
States Army
Jackson, United
James Jackson,
Colonel James
and rank
rank of
brigadier general
general on
retired list.
and
of brigadier
on the
the retired
list.
A
nmnt of
A poiniment
ofr reas brig
tireddcolonellas
That the
President be,
13C, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized to appoint tire
brigs.
hereby, authorized
and he
That
the President
any colonel
of the
the Army
the retired
retired list
before retirement
retirement 'lie
flier g
e:rajA
l
rideitedt-.
t
t
irot.
Army on
on the
list who
who before
any
colonel of
served
more than
years and
and six
including sixteen
sixteen Service
six months,
months, including
than forty-five
forty-five years
served more
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years
in the
the Army,
who held
held command
command in
in the
or staff
staff
years in
the line
line of
of the
Army, who
the line
line or
over nine
nine and
half years,
who received
badges for
over
and a
a half
years, who
received campaign
campaign badges
for service
service
in four
campaigns and
and in
the War
with Spain
Spain and
and the
in
four Indian
Indian campaigns
in the
War with
the PhilipPhilippine insurrection,
insurrection, and
who was
was recommended
the commanding
commanding
pine
and who
recommended by
by the
general in
of war
appointment to
grade
to the grade
war or insurrection for
for appointment
general
in time
time of
of general officer in the Volunteer
Army, to the grade of brigadier
brigadier
Volunteer
pr
Proviso.
general
on the
the retired
list: Provided,
did not
not receive
receive
ordn
general on
retired list:
Prmvided, That
That such
such officer
officer did
No prior advance.
advanced
grade upon
upon retirement
has since
received any
any advance
advance
advanced grade
retirement nor
nor has
since received
over
the date of
of retirement.
retirement.
over the grade held at the
That
the President
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
to appoint
appoint to
to
authorized to
be,
is
hereby,
That
the
President
er
ttired
gPrirgi
brigadier general
of major general on
the retired
retired list
list of
Army any
any brigabrigaas major
the grade
grade of
on the
of the
the Army
major general,
general , rere the
dier
on said
who served
the
Service
conditions.
list who
served with
with credit
credit in
in the
dier general
general now
now borne
borne on
said list
Sriotios
Army throughout both the Civil War and the War with Spain, as
well as
as during
the interval
said wars,
and who,
who, being
being a
well
during the
interval between
between said
wars, and
a
general officer, exercised with
efficiency and
gallantry the command
command
and gallantry
with efficiency
general
brigade or
operations
actual operations
higher unit
unit in action
action or in actual
of aa brigade
or of
of a
a higher
against
consideration of services so rendered
rendered
against an
an enemy,
enemy, and who in consideration
Volunteers,
was recommended
recommended to be aamajor general, United States Volunteers,
general of the Army, as shown
shown by
by the records
records
by the commanding
commanding general
Proviso.
of the
the War
brigadier general
general on
on
any brigadier
That any
Provided, That
Department: Provided,
War Department:
imar promooOther similar
promo- of
*thi
the retiled
retired list who as senior colonel commanded with credit a
a brigade
recommended may
may be
or higher unit in the Civil War, though not so recommended
advanced in grade as authorized
authorized by this paragraph
paragraph if he fulfills the
advanced
other requirements
requirements thereof.
Major generalretired.
That
President be,
be, and
he is
to appoint
appoint
authorized to
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
That the
the President
spnsmensetoreany
Appointment
of any
retired officer_ as, havand
place
the
retired
the
Army
with
of major
rank
the
of
list
the
retired
on
place
and
,fc
hoe
ing specified Civil War
recce* etc.
etc.
general,
officer on the retired
retired list
zcc,
general, any
any officer
list who
who served
served not
not less than
than one
Regular or Volunteer forces of the United
year in the Regular
United States during
the Civil War prior to April ninth, eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-five,
and who was honorably discharged
discharged therefrom, who has since served
served
commissioned officer
not less than forty years as a
a commissioned
officer of the Regular
Regular
Army, and who was the last Civil War veteran
veteran on the active list of
of
the Army for over two years before retirement
retirement and had ranked every
every
general officer on the active list in length of service
service when he retired.
Retired
enlisted men.
RttiredenUstedmn.

For pay of four thousand three hundred retired enlisted men,
men
$3,100,000.
$3,100,000.
MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Miscellaneous.
Lscellaneous.
Hospital
matrons.
ospital matrons.
Courts
martial, etc.
etc.
Courts martl,

bdusil,d Distict
District
ings
and groilds,

anti

oof Columbia.
Columbia.

Commutation
Commutation
quarters, etc.

RETIRED
MEN.
IIETIRED ENLISTED MEN.

of
of

Interest
on deposits.
Interest on
deposits
Translator.
Translator.
Expert
Expert accoimtant.
accoutant
Extra
pay, seacoast
seacoast
xtr pay,
fortifications.
Axtikcationa.

Thirty hospital matrons, at $120 each per annum,
annum, $3,600.
$3,600.
For expenses
expenses of courts-martial, courts of inquiry, military commissions, retiring boards, and compensation
compensation of reporters
reporters and witattending same, and expenses of taking depositions and
nesses attending
securing
other evidence
same, $60,000.
securing other
evidence for
for use
use before
before the
the same,
$60,000.
For additional
additional pay to officer in charge of public
public buildings and
and
grounds at Washington, District
of Columbia,
District of
Columbia, $500.
$500.
For commutation of quarters
quarters and of heat and light to commiscommissioned officers, members
members of the Nurse Corps, and enlisted men on
on
duty at places where no public quarters are available, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
For interest on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits, $150,000.
For pay of translator and librarian of the military information
information
section, General Staff Corps, at $1,800 per annum, $1,800.
$1,800.
For
pay of
of expert
accountant for
for the
Inspector General's
DepartFor pay
expert accountant
the Inspector
General's Department, $2,500.
For extra pay to enlisted men employed on extra duty for periods
of not less than ten days in the offices of coast defense
defense artillery
artillery engidefense ordnance
neers and coast defense
ordnance officers,
officers, and as switchboard
switchboard operators at
ators
seacoast fortifications,
fortifications, $14,803.
$14,803.
at seacoast
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For extra
extra pay
pay to
to enlisted
men employed
employed on
extra duty as switch- Switchboard
s
witchbc'ard opea-o
oPera-on extra
enlisted men
For
board
operators at
at each
interior post
the Army,
tors '
interior pests.
$12,519.
Army, $12,519.
of the
post of
each interior
board operators
For extra
to enlisted
enlisted men
the line of the Army and to Alaska cable,
cable, etc,
etc.
of the
men of
pay to
extra pay
For
Quartermaster Corps and of the Signal Corps
enlisted
enlisted men of the Quartermaster
Washington-Alaska cable
employed
Alaska on the Washington-Alaska
employed in the Territory of Alaska
telegraph system for periods of not less than ten days at the
and telegraph
rate
$30,660.
per day, $30,660.
of 35 cents per
rate of
Mileage to oSffice
For mileage
to commissioned
officers, contract
expert Mileage
afloat;
surgeons, and expert
contract surgeons,
commissioned officers,
mileage to
For
accountant, Inspector
Inspector General's
General's Department,
e
t
c
.
Department, when authorized by etc
accountant,
law,
$712,500.
law, $712,500.
Additional pay, for$712,500.
law,
serice.
For
additional ten
ten per
per centum
centum increase
increase of
of pay
pay of
officers on
foreign eign
Cl•
Additi
SerVo
Inal pay, foron foreign
of officers
For additional
Officers.Ce.
service,
$250,000.
grl
Officers.
service, $250,000.
For
twenty per
per centum
c,entum increase
men Enlisted men.
men.
increase of pay of enlisted men
additional twenty
For additional
on foreign
service, $800,000.
$800,000.
foreign service,
on
For
of one
one computer
Artillery Board,
Board, $2,500.
$2,500.
Computer.
Computer
for Artillery
computer for
pay of
For pay
L s b e
y bchage'
O by
For
payment of
by acting
quartermasters serving
serving in Loss
acting quartermasters
exchange by
of exchange
For payment
Secretary
foreign
countries and when
when specially
specially authorized
authorized by the Secretary
foreign countries
of
disbursing funds pertaining
pertaining to the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
officers disbursing
by officers
of War by
Corps when
$600.
- •
when serving in Alaska, $600.
Corps
&tl=ment.
For
three months'
months' additional
additional pay-to enlisted
enlisted men reenlisting
pay.
reenlisting within Additional
For three
the
period of
months from
date of
from first
first enlistenlist- First reenlistment.
discharge from
of ,discharge
from date
three months
of three
the period
ment, $150,500.
$150,500.
ment,
For six
six months'
months' pay
officers and
and enlisted men
men
of officers
benefiiaries of
to beneficiaries
pay to
For

who die
die while
service from
wounds or disease not the
from wounds
on active service
while on
who
$75,000.
misconduct, $75,000.
result of their own misconduct,
For
one year's
beneficiaries of
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men
of officers
to beneficiaries
pay to
year's pay
For one
who
as the
of aviation
accidents, $10,000.
$10,000.
aviation accidents,
result of
die as
the result
who die

De a t h

ds

ro m w o

t3eath
from
c.

wounds,

e

Aviation accidents.
AviationaccidentS.

fmin

For additional
below the
of major
mafnlifse.rs
furmahing.
required mofntes
major required
grade of
the grade
officers below
to officers
pay to
additional pay
For
to be
be mounted
mounted and
and who
who furnish
furnish their
their own
own mounts,
mounts, $225,000.
$225,000.
Carroll
to
For
to make
to Jennie
Jennie Carroll,
Carroll, vol.
Jennie
p.1325.
35,Carrollpayments to
monthly-payments
make monthly
required to
amount required
For amount
widow of
James
Carroll,
late
major,
United
States
Army,
$1,500.
Vol.
35, p.Lazear.
bleH.
$1,500.
Army,
States
widow of James Carroll, late major, United
For
required to
monthly payments
payments to
to Mable
Mable
azea.r.
35,H.
p. 1325.
35,p.
Mable H.. Vol.
make monthly
to make
amount required
For amount
L1325

surgeon,
Lazear,
widow of
of Jesse
W. Lazear,
acting assistant surgeon,
Lazear, late acting
Jesse W.
Lazear, widow
United
$1,500.ohn
Army, $1,500.
States Army,
United States
For
required to
make monthly
of $100
John
to John
$100 to
payments of
monthly payments
to make
amount required
For amount

R.
fifty-seventh
R. Kissinger, late of Company D, One hundred and fifty-seventh
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, also
United
also late of the Hospital Corps, United
Indiana Volunteer
States
$1,200.
Army, $1,200.
States Army,
That
the Secretary
War shall
list of
the
officers of the
all officers
of all
make aalist
shall make
of War
Secretary of
That the
Army who
have been
placed on
on the
the retired
retired list
list for
for disability
and shall
shall
disability and
been placed
who have
Army
cause
such officers
officers to
intervals as may be advisable,
examined at intervals
to be examined
cause such
recovered from such disand such
such officers
officers as shall be found to have recovered
and
abilities
or to
able to perform service of value to the Government
Government
be able
to be
abilities or
sufficient to
to warrant
shall be assigned
assigned to such duty as
action shall
such action
warrant such
sufficient
the
War may
may approve.
approve.
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
For temporary
temporary employment,
under the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
the direction
employment, under
For
of
War,
of
additional
clerks
in
the
field
on
account
of
the
induction
induction
the
of
account
on
field
the
in
clerks
of War, of additional
of
forces into the service
service of the United States, $50,000.
additional forces
of additional

. Kissger

John
R.p.Kissinger.
Vol. 36,
36,
1919.
vol.

Retiredofficer;
Retired officers.

reEaminations
Examinations for re;

1
00
dulitf
yonthS
th
tfo10 dutyIon
tn

Temporary

field

clerks,
mustering
addl.Temporary
fi
el d
clerks

msterg addtimal forces.
tionaifors.
Philippine Scouts.
Scouts,
Philippine

PHILIPPINE SCOUTS.
SCOUTS.
PHILIPPINE

Fifty-two captains,
$124,800;
each per annum, $124,800;
$2,400 each
at $2,400
captains, at
Fifty-two
Sixty-five first
first lieutenants,
each per annum,
$130,000;
annum, $130,000;
lieutenants, at $2,000 each
Sixty-five

Officers.
Officers.

Sixty-five second
second lieutenants,
lieutenants, at
at $1,700
per annum, $110,500;
$110,500;
each per
$1,700 each
Sixty-five
For pay
majors in
in addition
addition to
to pay
as captain,
captain, at
at $600
pay as
thirteen majors
of thirteen
pay of
For
each
annum, $7,800;
$7,800;
per annum,
each per
Enlisted men.
Additional pay
pay for
for length
$93,783.
service, $93,783.
of service,
length of
Additional
For pay
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men, $601,028.
$601,028.
For
Additional
pay for
for length
$40,766.
account
of service,
service, $40,766.ay
length of
Additional pay
All
appropriated for
for pay
pay of
of the
Army fielr'
account
o
ied
the Army
hereinbefore appropriated
money hereinbefore
the money
All the
and
miscellaneous,
except
the
appropriation
for
mileage
of
officers,
officers,
of
mileage
for
appropriation
the
except
miscellaneous,
and

Enlisted men.

s

speed-
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contract
accountant, Inspector
General's Decontract surgeons,
surgeons, and
and expert
expert accountant,
Inspector General's
Department, when authorized
disbursed and
and accounted
authorized by law
law,, shall
shall be
be disbursed
accounted
for by officers
officers of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps as
as pay
pay of
of the
the Army,
Army, and
and
for
constitute one
one fund.
for that
that purpose
purpose shall
shall constitute
fund.
Subsidence.
SUBSIST'ENGE OF
ARMY: Purchase
subsistence supplies:
supplies:
of subsistence
OF THE
TIH AKMr:
Purchase of
ime
SUBsISTENOE
.Subsibae
i3upplies, purchase,
etc.
thereto,
et.s p
usO ' For issue as rations
rations to troops, civil employees
employees when entitled
entitled thereto,
nurses, applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
while held
held under
hospital matrons, nurses,
enlistment while
under
observation,.
prisoners of war (including Indians
Indians held
held by
observation, general prisoners
by the
the
Army as prisoners, but for whose subsistence
subsistence appropriation
appropriation is
not
Army
is not
otherwise made), Indians employed
Army as
employed with the Army
as guides and
scouts,
and general
general prisoners
prisoners at
posts; for
subsistence of
scouts, and
at posts;
for the
the subsistence
of the
the
masters,
officers, crews,
employees of
vessels of
of the
the Aigny
masters, officers,
crews, and
and employees
of the
the vessels
Army
transport
transport service; hot coffee for troops traveling
traveling when
when supplied
supplied
with cooked
cooked or travel rations; meals for recruiting
parties and applirecruiting parties
cants for enlistment while under observation;
observation; for sales to officers
officers
Provisos
and enlisted men of the Army: Provided, That the sum of $12,000
fle match.
mat
National
rifle
match, and enlisted men of the Army: Provided, That the sum of $12,000
is authorized
authorized to be expended
expended for supplying
supplying meals or furnishing
furnishing commutation of rations to enlisted men of the Regular Army and the
National Guard
Guard who may be competitors in the national rifle match:
match:
Earrtited
Providedfurther,
further, That no competitor
Emeassreatgleted•
Provided
competitor shall be entitled
entitled to
to commutacommutaexcess of $1.50
$1.50 per day, and
tion of rations in excess
and when meals are
are furnished no greater expense
expense than that sum per man per day for the
Payments.
eriod
f
the
m progress
payments:
,
"=Mion
period
ofo ra- g
the contest
contest is
is in
progress shall
shall be
be incurred.
incurred. For
For payments:
Commutation
etc.
ions, etc.
Of commutation of rations to the cadets of the United States Military
tions,
Military
Academy in lieu of the regular established
established ration, at the rate of
of 40
40
ration; of
cents per rationallowances of
of the
the regulation
regulation allowances
of commutation
commutation in
in
lieu
men on
furlough, enlisted
men and
lieu of
of rations
rations to
to enlisted
enlisted men
on furlough,
enlisted men
and male
male
and female nurses when stationed at places where rations in
in kind
kind
can not be economically
economically issued, and when traveling
traveling on
on detached
detached
duty where it is impracticable
impracticable to carry rations of any kind, enlisted
men selected
prizes in
selected to contest for places or prizes
in departments
departments and
and
competitions while
Army rifle competitions
traveling to
and from
while traveling
to and
from places
places of
of contest,
contest,
male and female
female nurses on leaves of absence, applicants
applicants for
for enlistenlistment, and
prisoners while
while traveling
orders; of
of commument,
and general
general prisoners
traveling under
under orders;
commutation of rations in lieu of the regular
regular established
established ration
ration for
for members
members
of the Nurse Corps (female) while on duty in hospital, at 40 cents
cents
per ration, and for enlisted men,
men, applicants
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment while
while
held under observation,
observation, and general prisoners
prisoners sick
the
sick therein,
therein, at
at the
rate of 30 cents per ration (except
(except that
hospital at
at
that at the
the general
general hospital
Fort Bayard,
New Mexico,
Mexico, 50
cents
per ration
and
at other
other general
general
at
and
ration
per
50
cents
New
Bayard,
Fort
a r and hospitals 40 cents per ration are authorized for enlisted patients
Prises rarba
bakers
d
Poors,
hospitals 40 cents per ration are authorized for enlisted patients
cooks.
therein),
therein), to be paid to the surgeon
surgeon in charge;
charge; advertising; for providprovidestablished by the Secretary
ing prizes to be established
Secretary of War for enlisted men
of the Army who graduate from the Army
Ariny schools for bakers and
cooks, the total amount
prizes at the various schools not to
amount of such jorizes
Preservation
so'
annum; for other
necessary expenses
to
a - exceed $900 per
per annum;
Prsvation,
other necessary
expenses incident
incident to
counting,
etc. ,
the purchase,
purchase, testing,
tasting, care,
care, preservation,
preservation, issue,
issue sale,
and accounting
accounting
sale, and
a the
stNa
Sales
y and
supplies for
for the
Army, $20,000,000:
Provided further,
further,
SalesCorps.
tto Nav
avy
and for
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
Marine
the Army,
$20,000,000: Provided
That hereafter the officers
officers and enlisted men of the Navy and the
Marine Corps shall be permitted to purchase
purchase subsistence
subsistence supplies
at
supplies at
the same price as is charged the officers and the enlisted
enlisted men of the
Purehasesfrom
Navy Army;
Army; and
the officers
enlisted men
the Army
Army shall
shall be
be
of the
men of
the enlisted
and the
officers and
and the
and
Marine Corps
Corps.
anPduace
permitted
permitted to purchase
purchase subsistence
subsistence supplies from the Navy and
Marine Corps at the same price as is charged the officers and the
Marine
enlisted
enlisted men of
and Marine
of the
the Navy and
Marine Corp.
Corps.
Regular
REGULAR SUPPLIES,
QUARTERMASTER U
ORPS: Regular
Regular
smterPies
REGULAR
SUPPLIES, QUARTERMASTER
CORPS:
Quad
ermastersupplies,
Corps.
supplies of
Regular supplies
of
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, including their care
care and protection, consisting of stoves and heating
heating apparatus
apparatus required for heating offices,
offices,
hospitals, barracks and
and recruiting
recruiting stations,
United
and quarters,
quarters, and
stations, and
and United
States disciplinary
disciplinary barracks; also ranges,
ranges, stoves,
stoves, coffee
coffee roasters,
roasters; and
and
appliances
appliances for cooking
cooking and serving food at posts, in the field, and
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traveling, and repair
repair and maintenance
maintenance of such heating and
when traveling,

ghtet
necessary power for the operation of Heat
cooking
appliances; and the necessary
cooking appliances;
Heat, light,
etc.

moving-picture mac
es; authorized
authorized issues of candles and matches;
matches;
machines;
moving-picture
furnishing heat and light for the authorized
authorized allowance
quarters
allowance of quarters
for furnishing
contract surgeons when stationed at and
for officers and enlisted men; contract
occupying public quarters
quarters at military posts; for officers of the National
National
occupying

Guard attending
service and
garrison schools,
schools, and
guards,
for recruits,
recruits, guards,
and for
and garrison
attending service
Guard
cost,
h. ospitals, storehouses,
offices, the
at private
private cost,
erected at
buildings erected
the buildings
storehouses, offices,
hospitals,

approved May thirty-first,
operation of the Act approved
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hunin the operation
officers, and including
including also fuel and engine
and two; for sale to officers,
dred and
batteries at estabmodern batteries
supplies
required in the operation
operation of modern
estabsupplies required
lished posts;
including bake ovens and apparatus
apparatus
bakeries, including
posts; for post bakeries,
lished
repair thereof;
thereof; for ice machines
their
machines and their
and the repair
thereto, and
pertaining thereto,
comfort of the troops
maintenance
where required
required for the health
health and comfort
troops
maintenance where
organizations of enlisted men
men
and for cold storage; ice for issue to organizations
determine,
and officers
officers at such places as the Secretary
Secretary of War may determine,
and
and for
for preservation
preservation of stores; for
operation, and
construction, operation,
for the construction,
and
maintenance
and
maintenance of laundries at military posts in the United States and
its
possessions; for the authorized
authorized issues of laundry
laundry materials
materials
island possessions;
its island
for use
use of
confined at military posts without pay
of general prisoners confined
for

Rereatinbdn

Recreation buildings.
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or
for applicants
held under
under
et
while held
enlistment while
for enlistment
applicants for
and for
or allowances,
allowances, and
observation;
authorized issues
issues of
soap; for
for hire
employees; for
the Poutshol
schools, etc.
for the
of employees;
hire of
of soap;
observation; authorized
equipment for the post
necessary furniture, textbooks, paper, and equipment
necessary
schools and
and libraries;
libraries; for the purchase
office
purchase and issue of instruments, office
schools
furniture, stationery,
stationery, and other authorized
articles for
for the use of
authorized articles
furniture,
officers'
commercial newspapers,
military posts; commercial
several military
at the several
schools at
officers' schools
market reports,
so forth;
tableware and mess furniture
furniture for
the tableware
for the
forth; for
and so
reports, and
market
, ra e.,
including p orage,
for the enlisted men, includin5
kitchens
and mess
all for
and all
each and
mess halls,
halls, each
kitchens and
etc., for animas.
vinegar for the horses, mules, oxen, and
recruits
an 'nab.
forage, salt, and vinegar
recruits;;of forage,
Quartermaster Corps at the
other
draft and riding animals of the Quartermaster
other draft
several
posts and
stations and
and for
for
armies in the field, and
the armies
and with the
and stations
several posts
the
of the
several regiments
batteries of
Cavalry, and batteries
of Cavalry,
regiments of
the several
horses of
the horses
Artillery, and
such companies
Infantry and Scouts as may be
companies of Infantry
and such
Artillery,
mounted;
for remounts
remounts and
and for
officers'
authorized number of officers'
the authorized
for the
mounted; for
horses,
implements
the animals; for seeds and implements
bedding for the
including bedding
horses, including
required
remount depots and on military
of forage at remount
the raising of
required for the
reservations in
Philippine Islands and for labor
Hawaiian and Philippine
the Hawaiian
in the
reservations
and
incident thereto,
including, when
when specifically
author- ppo i
specifically authorthereto, including,
expenses incident
and expenses
ized by
by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, the
cost of
of irrigation:
irrigation: Provided,
Provided, That
That LeCaptain
C
ea
rptain
Sam
van
sam van
the cost
the Secretary
ized
in air
suspension
the
accounting officers
officers of
are hereby
authorized and Suspe
.
nsion in
hereby authorized
Treasury are
of the
the Treasury
the accounting
u n ts em o e d
directed
suspensions or
disallowances in
the accounts
°cam's
rremoved.
accounts co
in the
or disallowances
any suspensions
remove any
to remove
directed to
of Captain
Sam Van
Leer, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, United
States Army,
United States
Van Leer,
Captain Sam
of
for expenditures
expenditures made
with the
the establishment
establishment of an
connection with
in connection
made in
for
irrigation system
system at
at the
the Fort
Fort Keogh
Keogh Remount
Remount Depot,
Montana; for
Depot, Montana;
irrigation
straw for
soldiers' bedding,
stationery-, typewriters
typewriters and exchange of
bedding, stationery,
for soldiers'
straw
same, including
blank forms for the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
and blank
books and
blank books
including blank
same,
Corps, certificates
certificates for
printing departrinting restriction.
depart- Printing
for printing
and for
soldiers, and
for discharged
discharged soldiers,
Corps,
restriction.
ment orders
reports, ;11,000,000:
Provided, That no part of the
$11,000,000: Provided,
and reports,
orders and
ment
on
appropriations
Quartermaster Corps shall be expended
expended .
the Quartermaster
for the
appropriations for
Government Printing
printing
unless the
be done at the Government
same shall be
the same
printing unless
Office, or
by contract
contract after
notice and
competition, except
except in
and competition,
due notice
after due
or by
Office,
such cases
emergency will
will not
admit of
of the
giving notice
notice of
the gving
not admit
as the
the emergency
cases as
such
competition,
and in
in cases
where it
it is
is impracticable
to have
necesthe necesave the
impracticable to
cases where
competition, and
sary printing
printing done
by contract
done with the
be done
may be
same may
the same
contract the
done by
sarv
approval
War, by
by the
of material
material and
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
the purchase
purchase of
and ee machin et.
hire
necessary labor
For the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending Disposal
Disposal of
of tenpins
arptu
year ending
purpose. For
the purpose.
for the
labor for
of the
the necessary
hire of
pmducts
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, whenever
the ice
ice P
duts.'
whenever the
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
June
machines,
steam laundries,
laundries, and
plants shall
shall not
come in
rn. comcomnot come
electric plants
and electric
machines, steam
petition
private enterprise
for sale
the public,
public, and
and in
the
in the
to the
sale to
enterprise for
with private
petition with
opinion
the Secretary
Secretary of
War it
it becomes
necessary to
ecothe ecoto the
becomes necessary
of War
of the
opinion of
nomical use
administration of
of such
such ice
ice machines,
machines, steam
steam laundries,
laundries.
and administration
use and
nomical
rov sa.
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and electric plants as have been
may hereafter
hereafter be
established in
in
been or
or may
be established
pursuance of law, surplus ice may be disposed of, laundry
laundry work
work may
may
be done for other branches of the Government,
Government, and
surplus electrio
electrio
and surplus
light and power may
be sold
on such
such terms
terms and
and in
accordance with
with
may be
sold on
in accordance
such regulations
as may
may be
prescribed
by
the
Secretary
of
War:
such
regulations as
be prescribed by the Secretary of War:
Provided That the funds received
Provide1,
received from
from such
such sales
sales and
in payment
payment
and in
for such laundry
laundry work shall
shall be used to defray
defray- the
of operation
operation of
of
the cost of
said ice, laundry, and electric
and the
sales and
expenditures
electric plants,
plants, and
the sales
and expenditures
herein provided for shall be accounted
accounted for in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
law,1 and any sums remaining after
methods prescribed
prescribed by law
after such
such cost
cost
of maintenance and operation have been defrayed
be deposited
deposited
defrayed shall be

Use of Proceeds-

in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
credit of
the appropriation
appropriation from
from which the
q d in
the credit
of the

which the
d c
~N.
cost of operation of such plant is
paid: Provided,
Provided, That
That $250,000
$250,000 of
of
is paid:
appropriation provided
provided for in this paragraph
the appropriation
paragraph shall
shall be
expended
be expended
in the purchase
purchase of material
material and the
of tent
tent floors,
floors, framframthe construction
construction of
ing for screens, and screens, to
be added
added to
to the
of the
the
to be
the equipment
equipment of
tents
being used
the Army
Army of
the United
States.
tents now
now being
used by
by the
of the
United
States.
INCIDENTAL
EXPENSES, QUARTERMASTER
QUARTEFMASTEB CORPS:
' d"tsi
' expses '
I
NCIDENTAL EXPENSES,
Coups: Postage;
Postage; cost
cost of
of
telegrams on official business received
telegrams
and sent
sent by
by officers
officers of
the
received and
of the
Army;
pay
employed on extra duty,
duty, under
under the
the
Army; extrat
h
e to soldiers employed
direction of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, in
erection of
in the erection
of barracks,
barracks,
quarters,' and storehouses
storehouses, in the construction
quarters
construction of
roads, and
and other
other
of roads,
periods of not less than ten days;
constant labor for period;
days; as
as additional
additional
school-teachers during the school
school-teachers
school term
term at post schools, and as
as clerks
clerks
quartermasters at
at military
military- posts,
and for
for overseers
overseers of
genfor post quartermasters
posts, and
of gendesignated
eral prisoners
prisoners at posts designat
ed by
b3r the
War Department
Department for
for the
the
the
War
c onfinement
so.
Proviso.
confinement of general prisoners
the United
United States
States disciprisoners, and
and for
for the
disci-

'
,.naq-te

tioEnal
quI
PP
erUs
b ior tsl.d

newel"

exPeneen

Pay orguard.
f disciplinary
r
barracks

b,~

plinary barracks
barracks guard:
guard: Provided,
Provided,' That
the extra-duty
pay
plinary
That hereafter
hereafter the
extra-duty pay

to the United States disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
barracks guard
guard shall
shall be
at the
be at
the
following rates per day: Sergeants,
Sergeants, 35
cents; corporals,
corporals, 30
cents;
35 cents;
30 cents;
and privates, 20 cents; of
extra-duty pay
pay at
atrates
rates to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
the
of extra-duty
by the
Secretary of War for mess stewards and cooks
cooks at
at recruit
depots, who
who
recruit depots,
are graduates of the schools for bakers
bakers and cooks, and
and instructor
instructor cooks
cooks
at the schools for bakers and cooks; for expenses of
expresses to
to and
and
of expresses
posts and armies
from frontier posts
armies in the field;
fier ,no
es
escorts to
to officers
officers or
or
ofsf
escorts

agents
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps to train where
agents of the
where military
military escorts
escorts can
can
furnished authorized
authorized office
not be furnished;
office furniture,
furniture, authorized
authorized issue
of
issue of
towels;
laborers in the Quartermaster
towels; hire of laborers
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps,including
including the
the
when the
ame are
are furnished
furnished by
by the
the GovernGoverncare of
of officers' mounts
mounts when
the s
same
ment, and the hire of interpreters,
interpreters, spies, or guides
guides for
for the
the Army;
comArmy; compensation of clerks and other
other employees
to the
of the
the QuarterQuarteremployees to
the officers
officers of
master
clerks, foremen,
foremen, watchmen,
watchmen, and
organist for
the
master Corps, and
and clerks,
and organist
for the
United States disciplinary
barracks, and
and incidental
expenses of
of recruitrecruitdisciplinary barracks,
incidental expenses
ing; for the apprehension,
apprehension, securing, and
of deserters,
includand delivering
delivering of
deserters, including escaped
escaped military
ing
military prisoners
prisoners, and the expenses incident
to their
their
incident to
pursuit, and no greater
greater sum than $50 for
for each
each deserter
or escaped
escaped
deserter or
military prisoner shall, in the discretion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, be
be
of the
paid to
any civil officer
paid
to any
officer or citizen
Citizen for such services and
and expenses;
expenses; for
for
a
$5 to
to each
each dishonorably
dishonorably discharged
adonation
donation of
of $5
discharged prisoner
prisoner upon his
Horeexpendituaes.
g
em exp
enditurrs.
release from confinement
confinement under
under court-martial
court-martial sentence
sentence involving
involving disdishonorable
honorable discharge;
discharge; for the following expenditures
required for
the
expenditures required
for the
several
regiments of Cavalry, the batteries
batteries of
several regiments
Artillery, and
and such
such
of Field Artllery,
companies of Infantry
Infantry and Scouts as may be
the authorized
authorized
be mounted, the
number
officers' horses,
number of officers'
horses, and
and for the trains,
trams, to wit, hire
veterinary
hire of
of veterinary
surgeons,
purchase of medicines
surgeons, _purchase
medicines for horses
horses and mules
picket ropes,
ropes,
mules, picket
blacksmith's
tools and
materials, h
orsesh
oes and
blacksmith's tools
blacksmith's tools
and materials,
horseshoes
and blacksmith's
tools
for the Cavalry service, and for
the shoeing
shoeing of
of horses
horses and
and mules;
for the
mules; chests
chests
and
issue
outfits;
and such
such additional
and issue
additional expenditures
expenditures as are necessary
necessary
and authorized
authorized by law in the movements
movements and operations of the Army,
Army,
and at military
military posts, and
other departand not expressly
expressly assigned
assigned to
to any
any other
department, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
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TRANSPORTATIOX
ARMY AND
T
RANSPORTATION OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ITS SUPPLIES:
SITPPLIES: For
For transtrans- Transportation.
AND ITS
Transportation.
including transportation
portation of the Army and its supplies, including
of
transportation of
the troops
troops when moving either by land or water, and of their baggage,
the
baggage,
including
transportation of
including the cost of packing
packing and
and crating; for transportation
of rerecruits and recruiting parties;
of applicants
parties; of
applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment between
between
recruiting stations and recruiting
depots; for travel
Post, p. 811.
811.
travel allowance
recruiting
recruiting depots;
allowance to
to Pot,
enlisted men on discharge, and members of the National Guard
Guard who
who
have been mustered into the service of the
the United
United States
States and
and are
are
?roams.
discharged
hereafter when
discharged for physical disabilities: Provided,
Provided, That hereafter
when Pro"o-.
an
man having
having ten or more
years' service in the Army is
is men
an enlisted
enlisted man
more incurred
engosargedford
.
starged r rdiidischarged
disability incurred in
discharged on account
account of disabilityin the
of duty,
duty, ability.
the line
line of
ability
transportation
of his
transportation of
his authorized
change of
allowance of
authorized change
of station
station allowance
of
baggage from his last duty
duty station
station to
addition to
to other
other
to his
his home
home in
in addition
travel allowances
allowances fixed
fixed by
by law
law may
may be
the Secretary
Secretary
be authorized
authorized by
by the
further, That when
Mustered out
out enenof the
of War: Provided
Provided further,
when members
members of
National mustered
the National.
listed men from MexiGuard, who have been mustered into
into the
the service
the United
United States,
service of
of the
States, can
Mexi
can bordesrm
border?
have been
the order
order of
the War
War Department
Department which
have
been discharged
discharged under
under the
of the
which
provides that members of the National
National Guard
Guard with
with dependent
dependent
families may be mustered
transportation from
mustered out, transportation
their position
position on
on
from their
the Mexican
may be
Mexican border to their homes may
authorized by
Seere
be authorized
by the
the Secretary of
of War;
War; of
of persons
persons on
on their
the United
United States
States
their discharge
discharge from
from the
disciplinary barracks
disciplinary
or from
which they
they have
been
barracks or
from any
any place
place in
in which
have been
held under
held
under a
asentence
discharge and
confinement for
for
sentence of
of dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
and confinement
more than
months, or
or from
rnment Hovital
f
or the
the
more
than six
six months,
from the
the Gove
Government
Hospital for
Insane
transfer thereto
insane after transfer
thereto from
from such
such barracks
barracks or
place, to
to their
their
or place,
homes (or elsewhere
as they
elsewhere as
the cost
cost in
each
they may
may elect),
elect), provided
provided the
in each
case shall not
not be
than to
last enlistment;
enlistment; of
of supsupbe greater
greater than
to the
the place
place of
of last
plies furnished
militia for
furnished to the militia
permanent equipment
equipment thereof;
thereof;
for the
the permanent
Per diem subsistence.
of
of the
agents and
and other
other employees,
including per
the necessary
necessary agents
employees, including
per diem Pediem
rer
subsistence.
allowances in lieu
lieu of subsistence
subsistence not
allowances
exceeding
$4
for
those
authorized
not exceeding $4 for those authorized
to receive the per diem
diem allowance;
allowance; of
clothing and
equipage and
and other
other
of clothing
and equipage
quartermaster stores
quartermaster
stores from
from Army
depots or
places of
of purchase
or delivdelivArmy depots
or places
purchase or
ery
ery to
to the
the several
several posts
and Army
Army depots
depots and
those depots
depots to
to the
the
posts and
and from
from those
in the field;
field; of
troops in
horse equipment;
of ordnance
ordnance and
and ordnance
ordnance
of horse
equipment; of
small arms
stores, and small
arms from
from the
and armories
to the
the arsearsethe foundries
foundries and
armories to
frontier posts,
nals, fortifications, frontier
posts, and
for payment
payment of
of
and Army
Army depots;
depots; for
wharfage,
and ferriages;
wharfage, tolls, and
ferriage,s; for
of funds
funds of
of the
the
for transportation
transportation of
n to
to landlandP atytmeos.
Army; for
for the
the hire
employees; for
for the
of Army
trans- rlPaynt
Army;
hire of
of employees;
the payment
payment of
Army transportation lawfully
due such
such land-grant
land-grant railroads
railroads as
have not
not received
portation
lawfully due
as have
received .ra" r
aid
aid in
in Government
Government bonds
in accordance
accordance with
with the
bonds (to
(to be
be adjusted
adjusted in
the
decisions of
of the
the Supreme
cases decided
decided under
under such
such landlandSupreme Court
Court in
in cases
grant
but in
in no
no case
more than
fifty per
per centum
grant acts),
acts), but
case shall
shall more
than fifty
centum of
of full
full Basis of computation.
amount
service be
amount of
of service
be paid:
paid: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
compensation shall
such compensation
shall B"isofcomptation.
be computed
computed upon
be
basis of
tariff or
lower special
special rates
rates for
upon the
the basis
of the
the tariff
or lower
for
like transportation
performed for
transportation performed
for the
the public
public at
large and
and shall
be
at large
shall be
accepted as
accepted
as in
full for
such service:
Provided furtker, rolTimtpbeLdceatiedth.
in full
for all
all demands
demands for
for such
service: Providedfurther,
ri.ftnot pbendrde
That in expending
expending the
the money
money appropriated
appropriated by
by this
railroad
this Act
Act a
a railroad
company
not received
company which has not
received aid
in bonds
the United
States,
aid in
bonds of
of the
United States,
and which
which obtained
grant of
public land
land to
to aid
in the
the construction
obtained a
a grant
of public
aid in
construction
of its
its railroad
of
railroad on
on condition
that such
railroad should
condition that
such railroad
should be
be aapost
post route
route
subject to
and military road, subject
to the
the use
use of
the United
States for
for postal,
postal,
of the
United States
military, naval,
naval, and
and other
other Government
Government services,
services/ and
and also
also subject
subject to
to
such regulation
regulation as
as Congress
may impose
impose restricting
the charge
charge for
Congress may
restricting the
for
such
such Government
Government transportation,
having claims
claims against
against the
transportation, having
the United
United
States for transportation
transportation of
of troops
and munitions
munitions of
of war
war and
and military
military
troops and
supplies and
supplies
and property
property over
railroads, shall
shall be
be paid
out
over such
such aided
aided railroads,
paid out
of the
the moneys appropriated
of
appropriated by
by the
foregoing provision
provision only
only on
on the
the
the foregoing
for the
the transportation
basis of such rate for
transportation of
of such
and munisuch troops
troops and
munitions
of war
and military
and property
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
tions of
war and
military supplies
supplies and
property as
of
of War
War shall
reasonable under
foregoing provision,
provision,
shall deem
deem just
just and
and reasonable
under the
the foregoing
such rate
not to
fifty per
centum of
of the
the compensation
such
rate not
to exceed
exceed fifty
per centum
compensation for
for
B a

a4

of e

al

gran

st
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such Government transportation
transportation as
as shall
shall at
that time
be charged
at that
time be
charged
to and paid by private
private parties
to any
any such
company for
parties to
such company
for like
like and
and
proapaytoepted
PaY
excePted similar transportation;
transportation; and
the amount
amount so
so fixed
shall
and the
fixed to
to be
be paid
paid shall
roads.
be accepted
accepted as in full for all
all demands
such service:
service: And
demands for
for such
And provided
provided
further, That nothing
nothing in
further,
precedi o provisos
provisos shall
shall be
construed
in the
the preceding
be construed
to prevent
prevent the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
the Government
from making
making
of the
Government from
full payment to land-grant
land-grant railroads
for transportation
transportation of
of property
railroads for
property
or persons where the courts of
United States
held that
that such
of the
the United
States have
have held
such
or persons
persons do
property or
not come
scope of
deductions
do not
come within
within the
the scope
of the
the deductions
Draft
Dra and
and pack an- provided for in the land-grant
land-grant Acts; for the
purchase and
hire of
of
the purchase
and hire
waft, etc.
e.
draft and pack
pack animals
animals in such
such numbers
are actually
actually required
numbers as
as. are
required
for the service,
service, including
including reasonable
reasonable provision
unserviceprovision for
for replacing
replacing unserviceable animals; for the purchase, hire
hire, operation,
maintenance, and
and
operation, maintenance,
repair of such harness, wagons,
wagons, carts,
drays, other
other vehicles,
vehicles, and
carts, drays,
and
motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, as
as are
are
reuired
of troops
required for the transportation
transportation of
troops and
for official,
official,
and supplies,
supplies, and
and for
ilitary, and garrison
garrison purposes;
military,
for drayage
drayage and
the
prposes; for
and cartage
cartage at
at the
shattc.
several depots; for
Ships, boats, etc
for the
the him
of teamsters
employees; for
for
hire of
teamsters and
and other
other employees;
the purchase and repair
repair of
and other
other vessels
vessels required
required for
for
of ships,
ships, boats,
boats, and
the transportation
transportation of
of troops
and for
for official,
military,
troops and
and supplies
supplies and
official, military
T
~and
Transports.
and garrison
garrison purposes; for
public t
rans p
ort
s an
d
for expenses
expenses of
of sailing
sailing public
transports
and
other vessels on the various
various rivers,
Mexico, and
and the
rivers, the
the Gulf
Gulf of
of Mexico,
the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,
$23,000,000.
Oceans, $23,000,000.
ployeesonharbor
Provided
$75,000 of
flIP
I°Y
ees on harbor
Provided further, That $75,000
the, appropriation
appropriation hereby
hereby made
of the
boats.
made
available for
for additional
shall be available
additional pay
pay of
employees on
on harbor
harbor boats,
of employees
boats,
pSalo
ede^ansd
quartermaster service,
Sale If
r
i
ea
fd trans - quartermaster
service, in
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence:
subsistence: Providedjurther,
Providedfurther, That
That
authority
granted the Secretary of
e'el
rs
ok,"
authority is hereby
hereby granted
sell or
or otherwise
otherwise
of War
War to
to sell
dispose of, in accordance
accordance with
and regulations,
regulations, the
the United
United States
States
with law
law and
Army transports Meade
Crook.
Meade and
and
Crook.
sewers, etc.
Water, sewers,
etc.
WATER AND SEWERS AT MILITARY POSTS: For procuring
WATER AND SEWERS AT MILITARY rosrs: For
and introducing
at such military
ducing water
water to buildings and premises at
military posts
posts and
and
stations as from their situation
situation require
to be
require it
it to
be brought
brought from
from aa
distance;
of plumbing
distance; for the installation
installation and extension of
plumbing within
within
buildings where the same is not
for in
other
not specifically
specifically provided
provided for
m other
appropriations;
appropriations; for the purchase
purchase and repair of fire
fire apparatus,
includapparatus, including fire-alarm
fire-alarm systems; for the disposal
disposal of
of sewage
and expenses
sewage, and
expenses
incident thereto, including
issue of
toilet paper;
including the
the authorized
authorized issue
of toilet
paper; for
for
repairs
repairs to water and sewer
sewer system
an d pl
umbing within
buildings;
systemss and
plumbing
within buildings;
m
retrarsea
&='
for
of employees;
employees; and
preparation of
eter.r,eroarrtrungiftea
for hire
hire of
and the preparation
of camp
camp sites,
sites, including
including
into
into service.
service.
the procurement
procurement of
water installation
of water,
of water
water and
er s
yst
ems ,
installation of
and sew
sewer
systems,
construction
of roads
and the construction
construction of
roads and
construction of temporary
temporary kitchens,
kitchens,
mess shelters, latrines, bath houses and
and storehouses
storage
storehouses for
for the
the storage
and safe
safe keeping
and
keeping of supplies
supplies at mobilization
mobilization camps
in the
the several
several
camps in
States
forces called
called or drafted into the service
service of the United
States for
for the
the forces
United
isab
from Jne
and to
Available Irons
June States,
States, and
to be
be available
available from
eighteenth, nineteen
from June
June eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $4,000,000.
$4,000,000.
Clothing
camp
Clothing and
and camp
CLOTHING
CAMP AND
AND GARRISON
and garrison equipage.
C
LOTHING AND
AND CAMP
GARRISO N EQUIPAGE: For
For c
l
oth, woolens,
woo l
ens,
cloth,
materials,
and for
clothing for
materials, and
for the
the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of clothing
the
for the
Army, for
for issue
Army,
issue and for sale at cost price according
according to
Army
to the
the Army
Regulations;
not drawn
Regulations; for payment for clothing not
drawn due
due to
enlisted men
men
to enlisted
on discharge;
and washing
washing and
on
discharge; for
for altering and fitting clothing and
cleanand cleanig when
when necessary;
for equipage,
ing
necessary; for
equipage, including authorized
authorized issues
of
issues of
toilet
articles, barbers'
barbers' and tailors' materials, for use of
toilet articles,
of general
general
prisoners
without pay
prisoners confined
confined at military
military posts without
pay or
or allowances
allowances and
and
applicants
applicants for enlistment
enlistment while held under observation;
observation; issue
of
issue of
toilet
kits to
to recruits
toilet kits
recruits upon their first enlistment, and
of househouseand issue
issue of
wives to
the Army;
wives
to the
Army; for
for expenses
expenses of packing and handling, and
similar
and similar
necessaries; for
for a
a suit
of citizen's outer clothing, to
to cost
necessaries;
suit of
cost not
not exceedexceeding
ing. $10, to be issued upon release
release from
from confinement
confinement to
to each
each prisoner
prisoner
wndemniyho
has
sentence involving
who
has been
been confined
confined under a
a court-martial
court-martial sentence
involving
,etc.
gmordcaira
reyed
,etc.de- dishonorable
l'idPm
e=g
rff
dishonorable discharge;
discharge; for indemnity
indemnity to officers and
and men
of the
the
men of
Army for
and bedding,
bedding, and so forth, destroyed
Army
for clothing
clothing and
destroyed since
since April
April
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twenty-second,
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight, by order of
twenty-second, eighteen
medical officers of the Army for sanitary reasons,
reasons, $20,280,000.
proceeds derived
Provided,
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter the proceeds
derived from the sale of
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Prov
?.i

Provisos.
Sale of cloth cuttings,
et.allothcuttgs
etc.

manufactured by the
surplus cuttings of material for clothing manufactured
Quartermaster
deposited to the credit
credit of
Quartermaster Corps of the Army shall be deposited
ma
Erxchae of
ofma.
etc.
material was purchased:
that
appropriation out of which the material
purchased: ProPro- ehyntericies,
that appropriation
vided further,
further, That hereafter
hereafter sewing
sewing machines
machines and other laborsaving machinery
machinery used in the manufacture
manufacture of clothing and equipage,
equipage,
passenger-carrying vehicles, and
and band instruments,
motor trucks and passenger-carrying
vehicles, and
may be exchanged in part payment
payment for new machines, instruments used for the same purpose
purpose as those•
those proposed
proposed to be
instruments
exchanged.
Regulation
,Ou' etc. oof ofacthe accounting
accounting for Army
Provided
Army supplies counting,
hereafter the
further, That hereafter
Provdedfurther,
responsibility therefor
or property and the fixing of responsibility
therefor shall be according
to
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
to such regulations
Supplies,
Services,
Provided further
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated and
Provided
further That
That all
all the
the money
money hereinbefore
SertatiS,
sanupri
Transportation.
supplies, QuarterRegular supplies
under
Subsistence of the Army; Regular
Quarter- Combination fund
under the
the titles Subsistence
constituted of.
master
Corps; Incidental
Incidental expenses,
Transporta- constitutedof
Quartermaster Corps; Transportaexpenses, Quartermaster
master Corps;
tion of
of the
and its
its supplies;
sewers at military
military posts,
posts,
and sewers
supplies; Water
Water and
the Army
Army and
tion
be disbursed
and Clothing
Clothing and
and garrison
garrison equipage,
equipage, shall be
disbursed
camp and
and
and camp
and accounted
by officers
Quartermaster Corps
the Quartermaster
and agents
agents of the
for by
officers and
accounted for
and
as "Supplies,
and Transportation,
Transportation Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,"
Corps,
Services, and
as
"Supplies, Services,
and for
that purpose
constitute one
one fund.
fund.
shall constitute
purpose shall
and
for that
Horses.
HORSES FOR
AVALRY, ARTILLERY,
FORTH: For
HORSES
FOR C
CAVALRY,
ATTLLEBYr, ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS, AND
AND SO
SO FORTH:
For Purchase
Purchases of,
of, etc.
the
purchase of
horses of
of ages,
ages, sex,
sex, and
and size as may
prescribed by
be prescribed
may be
of horses
the purchase
officers entitled to public
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
remounts, for officers
War for
for remounts,
the
Engineers, the
Signal Corps,
mounts
Corps, and
and Engineers,
Artillery, Signal
the Cavalry,
Cavalry, Artillery,
mounts for
for the
United
States Military
Military Academy,
schools, and
and staff
staff colleges,
colleges,
service schools,
Academy, service
United States
and for
for the
the Indian
and for
such Infantry
of the
the
and members
members of
Infantry and
for such
scouts, and
Indian scouts,
and
required to be mounted,
Hospital
Corps in
campaigns as may
may be
be required
in field
field campaigns
Hospital Corps
employees:
and the
the expenses
expenses incident
incident thereto,
thereto, and
and for the hire
hire of employees:
and
Provisos.
Provided, That
the number
of horses
horses purchased
appropria- Limitation.
Provo,.
Provided,
That the
number of
purchased under
under this
this appropriation,
to the
shall be
be limited to the actual Limitation.
on hand,
hand, shall
now on
number now
the number
added to
tion, added
needs
of the
mounted service,
service, including
including reasonable
reasonable provisions
provisions for
for
the mounted
needs of
remounts,
and, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise ordered
ordered by the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
remounts, and,
no
appropriation shall be paid out for horses not purno part
part of this appropriation
chased by
by contract
contract after
after competition
invited by
by the
the Quarterduly invited
competition ioluly
chased
master Corps
Corps and
under the
the direction
direction and authority
authority of
an inspection
inspection under
and an
master
market purpurOpen market
the
War. W
hen practicable,
horses shall
shall be
be purchased
purchased open
practicable, horses
When
of War.
the Secretary
Secretary of
a chases.
needed, at a
in open
at all military
stations when needed,
military posts or stations,
market at
open market
in
Standard required.
required.
Providedfurther,
maximum price
price to
to be
be fixed
fixed by
Secretary of War:
War: Provided
further, Standard
the Secretary
by the
maximum
That no
part of
of this
this appropriation
expended for the purchase
shall be expended
appropriation shall
no part
That
of any
horse below
standard set
Regulations for
for Cavalry
Cavalry
by Army
Army Regulations
set by
the standard
below the
any horse
of
and
Artillery horses,
horses, except
for
as remounts
remounts or for
purchased as
when purchased
except when
and Artillery
Polo prates.
instruction of
of cadets
cadets at
at the
United States
States MilitaryAcademy: And Poloponas.
Military Academy:
the United
instruction
providedfurther,
further, That
That no
no part
part of
shall be
be expended
expended
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
provided
for polo
ponies except
except for
for West
West Point
and such
such
Academy, and
Military Academy,
Point Military
for
polo ponies
ponies
shall not
at any
place, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
pomes shall
not be
be used
used at
any other
other place,
Ba
and gust.
Barracks
and
BARRACKS AND
quarters, stables,
stables, store-B
store- term
and qabarracks, quarters,
For barracks,
QUABRTES: For
AND QUARTERS:
BARRACKS
houses,
administration and
and office
'buildings, sheds, shops,
office buildings,
magazines, administration
houses, magazines,
and other
necessary- for
shelter of
of troops,
troops, public
ampublic anithe shelter
for the
buildings necessary
other buildings
and
mals,
stores, and
and for
except those
those perpurposes, except
for administration
administration purposes,
and stores,
mals, and
taining to
to the
the Coast
constructing and
and repairing
repairing public
public
for constructing
Artillery; for
Coast Artillery;
taining
buildings
at military
military posts;
for hire
rental of
of the
the
for rental
employees; for
hire of
of employees;
posts; for
buildings at
authorized allowance
allowance of
quarters for
for officers
officers and
and acting
acting dental
surdental surof quarters
authorized
geons
duty with
posts and
and stations
stations where
where no
no public
public
at posts
troops at
the troops
with the
on duty
geons on
quarters are
available; of
of barracks
barracks or
allowance of
of quarquaror authorized
authorized allowance
are available;
quarters
ters
noncommissioned officers
enlisted men
men on
on duty
where
duty where
and enlisted
officers and
for noncommissioned
ters for
public
quarters are
are not
not available;
available; of
of grounds
for cantonments,
cantonments, camp
camp
grounds for
public quarters
sites,
military purposes,
purposes, and
or portions
portions of
of
buildings or
of buildings
and of
other military
and other
ites, and
buildings
occupation by
by troops,
troops, for
for use
use as
as stables,
stables, storehouses,
storehouses,
for occupation
buildings for
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and offices,
offices, and
and for
for other
other military
for the
the hire
military purposes;
purposes; for
hire of
of recruiting
recruiting
stations and
and lodgings
for recruits;
for such
for the
the public
public
stations
lodgings for
recruits; for
such furniture
furniture for
rooms of
messes and
and for
for officers'
officers' quarters
quarters at
posts as
rooms
of officers'
officers messes
at military
military posts
as
may be approved
approved by
the Secretary
Secretary of
War; for
wall lockers
lockers m
m permapermaby the
of War;
for wall
nent barracks,
barracks, and
barracks and
and quarters;
quarters; for
for screen
screen
and refrigerators
refrigerators in
in barracks
doors, window
window screens,
screens, storm
storm doors
doors and
and sash,
sash, and
and window
shades for
for
window shades
barracks, offices,
offices, and
and quarters,
quarters, and
and framing
framing for
for tents,
tents,
barracks,
and for
for flooring
flooring and
National Guard
Guard when
drafted into
into the
the service
service
Fin For
and for
for the
the National
when called
called or
or drafted
service. tional Guard and
Provisoso
Provisos,
of the United
United States, $3,146,000:
$3,146,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
That
the
Fort Sam Houston,
Houston,
b
h
X
re
e
Tex.
War be,
be, and
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to acquire,
by
'War
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
acquire,
by
Additional land,
budinastl
fr sup- purchase
t c., for
buildines. etc.,
vrchase or condemnation,
condemnation, such additional
additional land
land at
at Fort
Sam Houston,
Houston,
Fort Sam
National

Guard

Texas,
adequate supply depots
exas, as may be suitable for adequate
depots and
terminal
and terminal

ply dePOlsplydepots.

Switch tracks,
tracks, etc.
etc.
Switch

facilities
facilities for Fort Sam
Sam Houston
Southern Department,
Department, conHouston and
and the
the Southern
considering
sidering: present
present and future
future needs; and
further authorized
authorized and
and he
he is
is further
and
directed
commence at
directed to commence
date the
conat the
the earliest
earliest practicable
practicable date
the construction at Fort Sam Houston,
Houston, Texas,
suitable buildings,
buildings, storestoreTexas, of
of suitable
all necessary
houses, shops, yards, and
and all
necessary appliances
appliances and
appurtenances
and appurtenances
establishment of
for the establishment
supply depots
depots of
of the
the Quartermaster
Corps,
of supply
Quartermaster Corps
the Medical Department,
Department, the
he Corps
Engineers, and
and the
the Signal
Signal
Corps of
of Engineers,
Corps, together with all facilities
facilities and
and utilities
utilities necessary
for the
the operaoperanecessary for
tions of said depots, including
including such switch tracks, sidings, loading, and
and
entraining
platforms, and devices
entraining platforms,
may be
said switch
switch
devices as
as may
be necessary,
necessary, said
tracks and sidings to
connected, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the
to be
be connected,
as the
Secretary of War may prescribe,
prescribe, with
Secretary
with such
such main
main lines
lines of
of railroads
railroads as
as

available and with
are available
with which
which arrangement
arrangement for
such connections
can be
be
for such
connections can

satisfactorily
satisfactorily effected,
effected, equal
opportunities to
make such
arrangements
equalopportunities
to make
such arrangements
Appropiati.
extended to all competing
Appropriation.
to be extended
competing railroads;
and for
for the
the purposes
of this
this
railroads; and
purposes of
proviso
$750,000 is
proviso the sum of $750,000
appropriated and
and authorized
authorized
is hereby
hereby appropriated
to be expended, out of any moneys in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
Treasury not
canal Zone,
Zone.
appropriated, under the direction of
Canal
appropriated,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War:
War: Provided
Provided
Temporary
y
for
troops
further,
Secretary of War
for
troops.
further, That the Secretary
War is
is authorized
authorized to
to expend
expend from
from the
the
above
exceed $110,000
above amount not to exceed
$110,000 for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of providing
providing
temporary shelter on the Canal
temporary
Canal Zone
for one
one regiment
regiment of
of Infantry
Zone for
Infantry
and one company
company of
of Engineers.
Engineers.
Commutation restricted.
Provided
further, That
the moneys
shall
Commutation
re
Providedfurther,
That no
no part
part of
of the
moneys so
so appropriated
appropriated shall
be paid
paid for commutation
commutation of fuel or quarters
be
quarters to officers
officers or
enlisted
or enlisted
Civilian
Civilian employees.
employees.
men: And providedfurther,
provided further, That
the number
and total
total sum
sum paid
That the
number of
of and
paid
for civilian
civilian employees
employees in the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
Corps shall
shall be
be limited
limited
to the actual requirements
requirements of
service, and
and that
that no
employee
of the service,
no employee
receive a
a salary of more
therein shall receive
month, except
except
more than
than $150
$150 per
per month,
upon the approval of
of the
the Secretary
of War.
War.
Secretary of
Do:vsett
Company
Do.sett
CompanY.
ProvidedJurther,
Dowsett
May
buildProvided
further, That the D
owse tt Company
Company (Limited),
(Limited), a
acorporacorpora-May remove
remnove1ildlls
erritory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, assignee
Inca from
from^"holicld
S^holield tion of the Territory
of the
leasehold
assignee of
the thirty-year
thirty-year leasehold
awa
Barracks,
ii
interest granted
Barracks, H
Hawaii,
Whitney, by
by lease
lease dated
January
granted to
to Harvey
Harvey E.
E. Whitney,
dated January
fourteenth, eighteen
fourteenth
eighteen hundred
and eighty-two,
eighty-two ,in
i
n lands
l
an d
s now
hundred and
now comcomprised within the military
military reservation of Schofield
Schoield Barracks,
Barracks, in
the
in the
Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, and its sublessees,
Territory
sublessees, be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby,
given permission
permission to remove,
given
remove, within such time after
after the passage
passage of
of
this Act as the Secretary
Secretary of War
designate, all
War may designate,
all buildings
buildings erected
erected
by them, restely,
respectively, on said
said lands
lands during
during the
term of
of the
the said
said origiorigithe term
nal
nal lease
lease to
to Harvey E. Whitney, but not including
including
or
other
fences
or
other
Forfeiture on failure. improvements:
Forfeiture on failure. improvements: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That in the event
event of their
their failure
failure to
to
remove
remove the same within such time as the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
may
War mav
designate,
designate, said buildings shall become
become the property
property of the United
United
States
States as provided
provided in said
lease.
said original
original
lease.
Repairing forts, etc.
dneii by fos,
et.erbuildings, wharves, roads, and replacement
damaged
Gulf hocFor repairs to buildings,
replacement of
of boats
boats
riaane.
ricane.
at Forts Barrancas,
Florida, and
and Fort
Fort Morgan,
Morgan,
arrancas, McRee,
McRee, and
and Pickens,
Pickens, Florida,
Alabama, damaged by the hurricane
Alabama
hurricane of
fifth, ninet
een hundred
hun dre d
of July
July fifth,
nineteen
and
$50,000.
and sixteen,
sixteen, $50,000.
Pot exchanges.
Post
MITrray POST EXCHANGES: For continuing the construction,
MruTARY- POST EXCHANGES: For continuing the construction,
equipment,
equipment, and maintenance
maintenance of suitable
suitable buildings
buildings at
military posts
posts
at military
shelter
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and stations for the conduct of the post exchange,
exchange, school,
school, library,

reading,
Recreation buildings.
rea, lunch, amusement
amusement rooms, and gymnasium,
gymnasium, including
including repairs
repairs Retionbdngs.

Vol. 32, p. 282.
to buildings erected
operation of the Act
erected at private cost, in the operation
Act
approved
May
thirty-first,
nineteen
approved May
hundred and two, for the rental
rental
of films,
purchase
slides, supplies
01
nuns, pure
ase of slides,
supplies for and making
making repairs to movingexpended in the discretion and under
picture outfits, to be expended
under the
the direcdirec$48,592.
tion of the Secretary
Secretary of War, $48,592.
Military posts.
ROADS,
WALKS, WHARVES,
AND DRAINAGE:
DRAINAGE: For
ROADS, WALKS,
WHARVES, AND
For the construction
construction Militaraposts.
Roads, walks

the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps
and repair
repair by the
Corps of
walks, and
and wharves;
of roads,
roads, walks,
wharves; wharves, etc.
for the pay of employees;
employees; for the disposal of drainage;
drainage; for
for dredging
dredging
channels; and for care and improvement
channels;
improvement of grounds at military
military posts
Provieo
and stations, $860,534:
$860,534: Provded,
Prowled, That $6,000 of this sum
sum may be Provisos
Arlington
gt Cemetery.
eme ry
used for repairing
repairing the military
military road in front of the east side of ArlingArlington Cemetery.
Piosidio
Provided, That
Provided,
That not to exceed $30,000
$30.,000 thereof
thereof shall
shall be expended
expended in Francisco,
Picd Cal.ofof San
an
Francisco California,
the Presidio of San Francisco,
Cahfornia, for the construction
construction of a
a Connectigroad.
Connecting road.
road connecting
with the road
connecting Fort Winfield
Winfield Scott with
road constructed
constructed by
the city and county of San Francisco
said
Francisco leading
leading to Fort Miley,
Miley, in
in said
city and county.
county.
Abandonment
of
That
consents to the closing
dosing and
Abandonment
of
That the United States hereby consents
and abandon- streets,
etc., consented
ing of such public streets or parts of public streets in the city and to,
for normal school
San
a Francisco,
county of San Francisco
lying north of Tonquin
Francisco lying
Tonquin Street therein and site,
Fra n sco,
Cal.' s
east of the eastern
boundary ofthe
of the Presidio of
&.n Francisco
witheastern boundary
of San
Francisco and within the site heretofore
heretofore selected by
by the
the trustees of the
the California State
accordance with an act of the
Normal School of San Francisco in
in accordance
the
Legislature of California,
Legislature
California, and the United
Unitcd1 States
States hereby
hereby waives claim
claim
to said streets within said site and hereby
hereby grantsto the State of California for the uses and purposes
purposes of said State Normal
Normal School all
all title Condemnation pro.
of the United
United States thereto; and to effect
effect the purposes hereof
hereof the AtAt- ceedings.
ccdega .,on pr
torney General
United States
States is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
General of the United
requested to cause appearance
appearance to be made in the name and on behalf
behalf
of the United States in any suit to condemn
condemn the property within said
said
site for the uses and purposes of said State Normal School
School in
in the
the
courts of the State of California
California wherein
wherein the State of California
California is
is
plaintiff, and in said suit, upon request of the attorney
plaintiff,
attorney general
general of the
State of California, to file on behalf of the United
United States a
adisclaimer
disclaimer
on its part of any interest in said streets
streets or the land embraced
embraced
Proviso.
i
within said portions of said streets and
Provided, PReversion
and within
within said site: Provided
'o
if site not
closed and in the event said used.elin
That in the event said streets
streets shall not be dosed
site
used.
site so selected is not used for the purposes
purposes of said State Normal
School all rights of the United States shall be and remain as they are
at
time of
of this
Act.
at the
the time
of the
the passage
passage of
this Act.
Panama-Pacifi
ExPanama-Pacific ExThat the Secretary of War is hereby authorized
position Company.
authorized to grant to the positioncompany.
Panama-Pacific
Permiothe
Panama-Pacific International
International Exposition
Exposition Company
Company and its successors
successors portion
toPPresidio,
oes
o
tf
the
Presidio,
portion
the
of
for Palace of Fine Arts
Arts.
in interest aapermit
permit to occupy
occupy such
such portion
portion of
of the Presidio of San
San forPaceoFine
Reservation as may
Francisco Military Reservation
may be designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary
hereinafter set forth, subject
subject to the said privof War for the purpose hereinafter
ilege
ilege being revoked
revoked at any
any time when,
when, in
in the opinion
opinion of the Secretary
Secretary
of War, the
the military necessities
necessities of the United States
States shall require
require the
said portion of said Presidio of San Francisco
use of said
Francisco Military
Military Reservation,
purpose of maintaining
maintaining thereon,
making repairs upon,
vation, for the purpose
thereon, making
Palace of Fine
alterations in said Palace
Fine Arts and its appurtenances,
appurtenances,
or alterations
approaches, and planting
planting about the same for the use of said Panamaapproaches,
PanamaPacific International
Pacific
International Exposition
Exposition Company
in interCompany and its
its successors
successors in
inter- Jurisdiction ceded to
est; and the United States hereby cedes to the State
State of
of California
California California.
Californ
edat
such jurisdiction
jurisdiction over said portion
reservation as the
portion of said military reservation
said
elsewhere within
said State now
now possesses
possesses elsewhere
within its territory, such
such cession
cession
to be coextensive
territorially with the lands, the use whereof
coextensive territorially
whereof may be
granted
International Exposition
Company
granted to
to the Panama-Pacific
Panama-Pacific International
Exposition Company
and its successors by the SecretarySecretary of War in accordance
accordance herewith
herewith
action on the part
of
and to terminate without further action
part of the State of
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California upon
the revocation
revocation or
or termination
of the
the privilege:
privilege:
California
upon the
termination of
tided, That
cession of
jurisdiction made
by this
this .Act
shall
vided,
That the
the cession
of jurisdiction
made by
Act shall

ProProtake
take

termination of the cession
effect upon the termination
of jurisdiction
by the
the
cession of
jurisdiction made
made by
joint resolution
resolution of Congress
approved October
October twenty-second,
joint
Congress approved
twenty-second, ninenineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen, on the condition
the same
same is
is accepted
condition that
that the
accepted
by the Legislature
Legislature of the State of California
California at its first
session after
after the
the
first session
passage
passage of this Act, this cession
cession to be without prejudice
prejudice to
to the
the jurisjurisdiction of the United States to try and punish
crimes committed
committed
punish all crimes
within said portion
portion of said military
military reservation
reservation prior
prior to
the date
to the
date
jurisdiction
jurisdiction vested in the State under said
said joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
approved
October twenty-second,
October
and fourteen:
fourteen: ProvidedfurProvided furtwenty-second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ther
ther, That when the United
United States
States shall resume
of said
said
resume .possession of
lands, or any part thereof,
jurisdiction herein
herein ceded
over said
said
thereof, the jurisdiction
ceded over
lands so repossessed
repossessed shall revest in
United States:
States: And
And provided
m the
the United
provided
further, That
That in
further,
in the
of said
said Exposition
the event
event of
of the
the failure
failure of
Exposition Company-,
Company,
or its successors,
successors, on the revocation
revocation of this
this privilege,
to remove
remove the
the
privilege, to
buildings and improvements
improvements thereon,
they shall
shall then
then vest
vest in
in and
and
thereon, they
become the
the property
the United
United States:
And provided
provided further,
further,
property of
of the
States: And
That the •privileges herein
herein granted
granted shall only apply
the
apply so long
long as
as the
building in question is used as an art
museum, and
and for
for no
no other
other
art museum,
puaose.
purpose.
ONSTRUCTION,
NSTRIICTION, REPAIR AND
MILTTARY AND
AND MA/NTENANCE,
MAINTENANCE, MILITARY
AND POST
POST

ROADS,
BRDGES, Ain
AND TRAILS, ALASKA:
ROADS
BRIDGES
ALLSKA : Construction,
Construction repair
repair and
and

maintenance of military
maintenance
Military and post roads,
roads, bridges,
bridges, and trails,
Territory
trails, Territory
of Alaska, $500,000.
$500,000.
Barraca
quarBARRAcKS
AND QUARTERS,
ragaPetleand
allancitrBARRACKS AND
QUARTERS, PHILINE
PstuPPINE IsLeitns:
Continuing the
the
ISLANDS: Continuing
ta
work
providing for the proper
tem.
work of
of providing
proper shelter
shelter and protection
protection of
of officers
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men of the ArmyStates lawfully
lawfully on
Army of the United
United States
on duty
duty
repairs and
in the Philippine
Philippine Islands, including
including repairs
and payment
payment of
of rents,
rents,
the acquisition
acquisition of title to building sites, and
and such
such additions
additions to
existing
to existing
military reservations
reservations as may
may be
be necessary,
and including
including also
also shelter
shelter
necessary, and
for the animals and supplies, and all other
other buildings necessary
necessary for
for
post
purposes, $790,000.
$790,000.
ro
post administration
administration purposes,
Proviso.
ff
Restriction
o - Provided,
Restriction o
on offiProvided, That
said sum
shall be
be expended
expended for
for the
the conconThat no
no part of
of said
sum shall
cr' quarters.
struction of quarters
cars' quarters.
struction
quarters for officers
officers of the Army the
cost of
of which,
which,
the total cost
including the heating
heating and plumbing apparatus,
apparatus, wiring
wiring and
and fixtures
fixtures,
shall
of quarters
a general
shall exceed in the case of
quarters of a
general officer
officer the
the sum
of
sum of
$8,000; of a
a colonel or officer
officer above
above the
the rank
rank of
of captain,
captain, $6,000;
$6,000; and
and
of an officer of and below the rank
rank of captain,
captain, $4,000.
$4,000.
Hospitals.
Coosatcto,
Construction, etc.
etc.
CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR
C
ONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR OF
OF HOSPITALS:
HOSPITALS: For
construction and
arid
For construction
repair of hospitals at military posts
posts already
already established
established and
and occupied,
occupied,
including the extra-duty
enlisted men
including
extra-duty pay of enlisted
men employed
employed on
the same,
on the
same,
Hot Springs,
pringsArk
and including also all
all expenditures
expenditures for
construction and
and repairs
repairs rerefor construction
Hot
Ark.
Navy Hospital
quired at the Army
Army and Navy
at Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Hospital at
and for the construction
construction and repair
of general
and
repair of
general hospitals
hospitals and
and expenses
expenses
Temporary
rc _incident
incident thereto,
thereto, and
strue
and for
additions needed
needed to
to meet
meet the
the requirements
requirements
for additions
Temporary
tures.
of increased
of
increased garrisons,
garrisons, and for temporary
temporary hospitals in standing
standing camps
camps
and
and cantonments,
cantonments, $409,963.
$409,963.
Quarters
QUARTERS FOR
For construction
construction and
repair
ste
wards. ffor hospital
stewards.
ital
QUARTERS
FOR HosPrrAL
HOsrrrTAL STEWARDS:
STEWARDS: For
and repair
of quarters
stewards at military
of
quarters for hospital stewards
military posts
already established
established
posts already
occupied, including
the extra-duty
and occupied,
including the
extra-duty pay
of enlisted
enlisted men
men employed
employed
pay of
on the
same,
$14,043.
on
the
same,
$14,043.
Shooting
ndShong
galeries
SHOOTING
GALLERIES AND
AND RANGES:
RANGES: For shelter, shooting galleries,
and
ranges.
galleries
S
HOOTECG GALLERIES
galleries,
ranges
for small
small arms target practice, machine-gun
ranges for
machine-gun practice,
practice, fieldfieldartllery
repairs, and expenses
artillery practice,
practice, repairs,
expenses incident thereto,
thereto, including
including
flour
or paste
flour or
paste for marking targets, hire of employees,
employees, such
such ranges
ranges and
and
galleries
galleries to be open as far as practicable
practicable to
to the
and
the National
National Guard
Guard and
organized
organi7ed rifle
clubs under
under regulations
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Secrerie clubs
regulations to
to be
the Secretaryr of
tary
of War,
$49,000.
War,
$49,000.
Vancouver Barracks,
ascouverB arra
aret range, Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks,
Wash.
Target
Barracks, Washington:
Washington: For
For the
the acquisiacquisiargetrangends. tion o approximately five hundred and four
situated
Target range lands. tion
of approximately
hundred
acres of land situated
p
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Washington, to provide
provide suitable
suitable target
target
near the city of Vancouver, Washington,
service stationed
stationed at Vancouver
Vancouver
ranges for each arm of the military service
construction thereon of suitable
Barracks, Washington, and for the construction
Barracks,

$100,000.
target
buildings, water
water supply, and so forth,
forth, $100,000.
target butts,
butts, range
range buildings,
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of
holdings now
embraced in
the Fort
Fortget
Bliss,
Tex.
For
of private
private holdings
now embraced
in the
Fort Tar
TrgsBtrs'gends.
rangelands.
Ana County, New Mexico,
Bliss target range, situated in Dona Ana.
Mexico, by
tersupplyet
condemnation or by purchase, $7,120.
condemnation
Water
supply, etc.
For sinking additional wells to augment
present insufficient
augment the present
insufficient
water supply
the construction
construction of
of new
new ranges,
ranges, $28,000.
$28,000.
for the
water
supply and
and for
g
WAR
MAINTENANCE, ARMY
ARMY W
AR COLLEGE:
COLLEGE: For supplying the necessary
necessary Army War College.
MAINTENANCE,
at
Washington
fuel for heating
heating the Army War College building
Washington
Barracks and for lighting the building and grounds; also for pay of a
a
Barracks
engineer, at $900;
$900;
$1,400 per annum; and assistant engineer,
chief engineer, at $1,400
four firemen,
firemen, at
each; one
elevator conductor,
at $720;
$720; $10,700.
conductor, at
$10,700.
at $720
$720 each;
one elevator
four
D.C.s
RENT
BUILDINGS, QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS:
CORPS: For
rent of buildings
buildings wsfington,
w Rent o
on
t,lnings
. ,
For rent
OF BUILDINGS,
RENT OF
and parts
the District of Columbiaformilitarypurposes,
Columbiaformilitary purposes, Pon,
811.
Poe, p.
p. si.
and
parts of
of buildings
buildings in
in theDistrict
seventeen, as follows:
follows:
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
Field
medical supply
supply depot,
depot, $7,967.10;
$7,967.10;
Field medical
$2,100;
test rooms,
rooms, $2,100;
Signal Corps test
Quartermaster stable, $2,700;
$2,700;
Quartermaster
Quartermaster stable and
$4,938;
and storehouse, $4,938;
Quartermaster
Quartermaster
stable and
warehouse, $3,600;
$3,600;
and warehouse,
Quartermaster stable
Medical School,
School, $8,680;
$8,680;
Army Medical
For Army
For attending
attending surgeon
surgeon and
$3,000;
board, $3,000;
retiring board,
and retiring
For
Depot
$2,500;
office, $2,500;
quartermaster office,
Depot quartermaster
$1,500;
Quartermaster Corps, $1,500;
Garage,
Garage, Quartermaster
One
One room
room for
for storage
storage purposes,
purposes, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, $54.
$54.
et
Target practice, etc.,
CLAIMS
DAMAGES TO
TO AND
AND LOSS
LOSS OF
PROPERTY: For
For dsatcBcf.
damageclaims. e
OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE PROPERTY:
FOR DAMAGES
CLAIMS FOR
payment of
for damages
to and
private property
property
and loss
loss of private
damages to
claims for
payment
of claims
incident to
to the
the training, practice,
practice, and operations
that
operations of the Army that
incident
have accrued,
accrue, from
from time to time, to be
hereafter accrue,
or may
may hereafter
accrued, or
have
immediately available
available and
available until expended:
expended:
and to
to remain
remain available
immediately
Provided,
of such
such claims
claims shall
shall be
be made
made by
by the
the Settlenient
AudiProvided, That
That settlement of
Selement by Audi.
Auditor
for the
the War
War Department,
Department, upon
torapproval and recom- tor.
upon the approval
Auditor for
mendation
where the amount of damages
Secretary of War, where
mendation of the Secretary
has
been ascertained
ascertained by
by the
the War
and payment
payment thereof
Department, and
War Department,
has been
accepted by the owners of the property in full satisfaction
satisfaction
will be accepted
of such damages,
damages, $5,000.
$5,000.
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

MedicalDepartment.
MedicalDepartment.

MEDICAL AND
DEPARTMENT: For
For the
the purchase
medical Supplies,
etc.
npplies,etc.
of medical
purchase of
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT:
AND HOSPITAL
MEDICAL
and hospital supplies, including motor ambulances,
ambulances, and motorcycles
motorcycles
for
repair, and
and operation,
and
operation and
their maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
service, their
medical service,
for medical
disinfectants, and
exchange of typewriting
typewriting machines,
machines, for military
military
and the
the exchange
disinfectants,
posts, camps,
supplies Msqnito
Mosquito destrocdestrucand transports,
transports, and supplies
ships and
hospital ships
hospitals, hospital
camps, hospitals,
posts,
required for
destruction in
and about
about the
posts in
in tin. required
for mosquito
mosquito destruction
in and
the military
military posts
the Canal
Canal Zone:
Zone: Provide,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
may in
motorambulancesin his
his Motorambulances.
the
discretion select
of motor
motor ambulances
for the
the Army
Army
ambulances for
and makes
makes of
select types
types and
discretion
and authorize
their purchase
purchase without
the laws
prescribing
to the
laws prescribing
regard to
without regard
authorize their
and
advertisement for
proposals for
for supplies
for the
the Army:
Army:
advertisement
for proposals
supplies and
and material
material for
Provided further,
further, That
contracts which
which are
are not
ntr act requirenot ciltract
whenever contracts
hereafter, whenever
hat hereafter,
Provided
to
be
performed
within
sixty
days
are
made
on
behalf
of
the
Governto be performed within sixty days are made on behalf of the Government
by the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
or by
by officers
officers of
the Medical
Department
Medical Department
of the
General or
ment by
authorized
to make
make them,
them, and
and are
are in.
of $500
in amount,
amount,
$500 in
in excess
excess of
authorized to
such
contracts shall
be reduced
signed by
by the
the contractcontractand signed
to writing
writing and
reduced to
shall be
such contracts
ing
in all
cases contracts
contracts shall
be prepared
prepared under
under
shall be
all other
other cases
but in
ing parties,
parties, but
such
as may
be prescribed
by the
Surgeon General;
General;
the Surgeon
prescribed by
may be
regulations as
such regulations
for
expenses of
medical supply
supply depots;
depots; for
for medical
care and
and treattreatmedical care
of medical
for expenses
ment
provided for
for,. including
care and
subsistence
and subsistence
including care
not otherwise
otherwise provided
ment not
in
private hospitals,
hospitals, of
of officers,
officers, enlisted
men and
and civilian
employees
civilian employees
enlisted men
in private
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of the
the Army,
applicants for
for enlistment,
enlistment, and
and of
of prisoners
prisoners of
of war
war and
of
Army, of
of applicants
and
other persons
in military
military custody
or confinement,
when entitled
entitled
other
persons in
custody or
confinement, when
Provisos.
Private
treatment thereto
thereto by
by law,
regulation or
contract: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this shall
shall not
Prvate treatment
law, regulation,
or contract:
not
exete-d.
men who
who are
excepted.
apply to officers and
and enlisted men
are treated
treated in
in private
private hospitals
hospitals
ontfa
disads or
or by
cent:gig!'"
diseases
on furlough;
for the
care and
by civilian
civilian physicians
physicians while
while on
furlough; for
the proper
proper care
and
expenses.
treatment
treatment of
epidemic and
and contagious
diseases in
in the
the Army
Artily or
at
of epidemic
contagious diseases
or at
military posts
posts or
including measures
to prevent
prevent the
the spread
spread
or stations,
stations, including
measures to
thereof, and
payment of
reasonable damages
damages not
not otherwise
prothereof,
and the
the payment
of reasonable
otherwise provided for, for bedding
bedding and
and clothing
clothing injured
or destroyed
destroyed in
in such
such prepreinjured or
vention; for
ventionfor the
the pay
of male
male and
and female
nurses, not
including the
pay of
female nurses,
not including
the
Nurse
Corps (female),
(female), and
and of
of cooks
cooks and
and other
other civilians
civilians employed
employed for
for
Nurse Corps
the proper
proper care
care of
sick officers
officers and
soldiers, under
under such
such regulations
regulations
the
of sick
and soldiers,
fixing their
fixing
their number,
qualifications, assignment,
assignment, pay,
pay, and
allowances
number, qualifications,
and allowances
as shall
as
shall have
been. or
or shall
shall be
by the
the Secretary
of War;
have been
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of
War;
civilian physicians
for the pay of civilian
physicians employed
employed to
to examine
examine physically
physically
applicants for
applicants
and enlisted
men, and
and to
to render
render other
other profor enlistment
enlistment and
enlisted men,
professional services
services from
from time
to time
time under
under proper
proper authority;
authority; for
for
time to
the pay of other
employees of
other employees
of the
Department; for
for the
the Medical
Medical Department;
the
payment
express companies
payment of express
and local
transfers employed
directly
companies and
local transfers
employed directly
by the
by
the Medical
Medical Department
of medical
Department for
for the
the transportation
transportation of
medical and
and
hospital supplies,
hospital
supplies, including
including bidders'
and water
water for
for analysis;
analysis;
bidders' samples
samples and
supplies for
teaching the
the art
art of
of cooking
to the
the Hospital
Hot si
Ho for
for supplies
for use
use in
in teaching
cooking to
Hospital
Hot Springs
tw,
s- i- Corps;
Corps; for
tal, Ar.r'
Ark.
E "P
for the
the Army
and Navy
at Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs,
the supply
supply of
of the
Army and
Navy Hospital
Hospital at
Arkansas; for advertising,
Arkansas;
advertising, printing,.
binding, laundry,
and all
other
priting, binding,
laundry, and
all other
necessary
expenses of
of the
the Medical
Medical Department,
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
Department,
'emprhbita. $4,500,000,
TemP°1.9"31116Pitals.
$4,500,000, of which sum
sum $500,000
$500,000 may
may be
used under
under the
the direction
be used
direction
Age
limit of
of appointthe Secretary
in the
erection or
or rental
rental of
of temporary
temporary hospitals
hospitals
Age limit
t- of
of the
Secretary of
of War
War in
the erection
me
ctresick and
mots In
in prior
Priar Aet
re" for the care and shelter of the sick
and iniured:
injured: Provided,
Provided That
That so
so
pealed.
,ite,p.. in..
Ante,
much of the Act of
third, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, as
as
of June
June third,
nineteen hundred
for eligibility
relates to the age limit for
eligibility to
appointment of
of first
to appointment
first lieutenlieutenants in
Medical Deartment
Department of
of the
the Army
be, and
and the
the same
same is
is
mit for
for first
frst lieulieu- ants
in the
the Medical
Army be,
Limit
tents
tenants made tshirtythirty- hereby,
repealed:
Provided
further,
That
after
January
first,
nineteen
hereby,
repealed:
Provided
furter,
That
after
January
first,
nineteen
an
y
l aafter
ter rJJarlaar
u Y 1,
hundred and eighteen,
IQ
1, hundred
eighteen, the
the maximum age
age limit
limit for
for eligibility
eligibility to
to
appointment
lieutenants in
appointment of first lieutenants
the Medical
Medical Department
of the
the
in the
Department of
Army
shall be
be thirty-two
years.
Army shall
thirty-two years.
Canal Zane.
CPayen^tfrhopit
HoPrrAL CARE,
ZONE GARRISONS:
Payment
for hospital
HOSPITAL
CARE, CANAL
CANAL ZONE
For paying
paying the
the Panama
Panama
GARRISONS: For
care, etc.,
et., at
at garrison
garrisons. Canal such reasonable
reasonable charges,
charges, exclusive
exclusive of
of subsistence,
subsistenc e,as may
may b
bee
approved
approved by the Secretary of War
War for
for caring
caring in
in its
its hospitals
hospitals for
for
officers,
officers, enlisted men,
men, military
military prisoners,
and civilian
civilian employees
employees of
of
prisoners, and
the Army admitted
admitted thereto
thereto upon the
the request
request of
of proper
proper military
military
authority:
the subsistence
subsistence of
authority: Provided,
Provided, That the
of the
the said
patients,
said patients,
except
except commissioned
and acting
acting dental
dental surgeons,
surgeons, shall
shall be
be
commissioned officers
officers and
paid to said hospitals out
out of
of the
the appropriation
for subsistence
subsistence of
the
appropriation for
of the
Army at the rates provided therein
therein for
for commutation
commutation of
rations for
for
of rations
enlisted patients
patients in
general hospitals,
hospitals, $45,000.
enlisted
in general
45,000.
Museum.
AMuseum.
AM .MEDICAL
.sIrEiD
For Army
Arun
MEinem. M
MUSEUM
AND LIBRARY:
LIBRARY: For
Army Medical
Medical Museum,
Museum,
preservation
preservation of specimens,
specimens, and the preparation
preparation and purchase
purchase of
new
of new
specimens, $5,000;
$5,000;
specimens,
Library.
ibrary.
For the library
library of the Surgeon
Surgeon Ge
General's
neral' s office,
office ,including
including the
the purpurchase
chase of the necessary
necessary books of reference
reference and
and periodicals,
$10,000.
periodicals, $10,000.
Bureau
Bureau
Bairl
Affai'rs.

of

Insular
Insular

BUREAU
INSULAR AFFAIRS.
BEIREAIT OF
OF DISITIAJI
AFFAIRS.
Cldiers in the Philip
CARE
OF
rNSANE F
FLIPIrNo
CARY: or INSANE
ILIPpro SOLDIERS:
SOLDIERS: For
care, maintenance,
and
For care,
maintenance, and
pines.
in the Philippine
Philippine Islands
pines ,
treatment at asylums in
Islands of
of insane
insane natives
natives of
of
the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands cared for in such institutions
institutions conformable
conformable to
to
the Act of ConTress
Con-ress approved
approved May eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen hundred and
and
eight
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
eight (Thirty-fifth
Statutes, page one hundred
hundred and twenty-two),
twenty-two),
$1,500.
$1,500.
InPorto
Rio.
CARE
OF LNSANE
SOLDIERS, P
PORTO
REGIMENT OF
In Porto Rico.
CARE OF
INSANE SOLDIERS,
ORTO RICO
RICO REGIMENT
I
NFANTRY:
OF INFANTRY:
For care, maintenance,
maintenance, and treatment
treatment at asylums
asylums in
in Porto
of
Porto Rico
Rico of
insane soldiers
soldiers of the Porto
Infantry, $300.
insane
Porto Rico
Rico Regiment
Regiment of Infantry,
I

Care of insane
Insane sscldiers in the Philip-
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ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.

For incidental
ENGINEER DEPOTS: For
incidental expenses
expenses for the depots, includmachinery, pay of
hardware, machinery,
ing fuel, lights, chemicals, stationery, hardware,
mechanics, laborers, and other employees,
employees, extra-duty
civilian clerks, mechanics,
pay to
to soldiers
soldiers necessarily
necessarily employed for
for periods
periods not
not less than
than ten
days as artificers on work in addition to and not strictly in the line
of their military duties, such as carpenters,
carpenters, blacksmiths, draftsmen,
lithographers, photographers,
photographers, engine drivers, telegraph
telegraph operaprinters, lithographers,
tors, teamsters, wheelwrights, masons, machinists, painters, overseers,
laborers; for lumber and materials and for labor
labor for packing and
and
crating engineer supplies; repairs
repairs of, and for materials
materials to repair,
public
machinery, and
and for
unforeseen
instruments, and
for unforeseen
buildings, machinery,
and instruments,
public buildings,

Engineer DepartEngineer
ment.

atdepots
atid
ne•ts.

xe

exmlises

P°

expenses,
E
expenses, $27,500.
$27,500.
ENGINEER SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, W
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: EquipEr- WItli
Wshingtn,
g
e
gn, D.C.o
D.r. 4
WASHINGTON,
ENGINEER
e.
ment and
and maintenance
of the
the Engineer
School at
at Washington
Washington Barar- EEquipment,
quipment, *cEngineer School
maintenance of
ment
racks, District
District of
purchase and repair
repair of instruof Columbia,
Columbia, including purchase
racks,
mode, and materials,
materials, for the use of
ments, machinery, implements, models,
special duties
engineer troops in their special
the school and for instruction of engineer
pontoniering, and
and siling;
signli
for land mining,
mining pooniering,
as sappers and miners; for
for purchase and binding of professional
professional works and periodicals of
recent date treating on military and
and civil
iaginaering
!
kindred
civil e
engineein
g and kindred
scientific
library of the
School;
the United
United States
States Engineer School;
subjects for
for the library
scientific subjects
for
incidental expenses
of the
school, inelnaing
chemicals, stationery,
expenses.
ncidentaexpenses.
stationery, Incidental
including chemicals,
expenses of
the school,
for incidental
hardware,
civilian darks,
draftsmen,
clerks, draftsmen,
hardware, machinery, and boats; for pay of civilian
electricians,
compensation of
leccivilian leeof civilian
laborers; compensation
mechanics, and laborers;
electricians, mechanics,
turers
and payment
payment of
student officers
officers at civil technical
technical
of student
tuition fees
fees of
of tuition
turers and
institutions;
for unforeseen
for travel
expenses of
of officers
expenses.
officers Travel expeses.
travel expenses
expenses; for
unforeseen expenses;
institutions; for
on
the Secretary
made for the purof War and made
Secretary of
by the
approved by
on journeys
journeys approved
pose of
That the
the traveling
expenses herein
pro- In
lieu af mileage.
mileage.
nlieo
herein proProvided, That
traveling expenses
pose
of instruction:
instruction: Provided,
vided for
for shall
shall be in
allowances; and to
to
other allowances;
of mileage
mileage and other
in lieu
lieu of
vided
provide means
the theoretical
theoretical and
instruction at
at the
the
for the
and practical
practical instruction
provide
means for
tc
Engineer School
School by
the purchase
purchase of
of textbooks,
books of
of reference,
reference, Textbooks
Textbooks, etc.
textbooks, books
by the
Engineer
scientific
and
professional
papers,
and
for
other
absolutely
necessary
scientific and professional papers, and for other absolutely necessary
expenses, $25,000.
$25,000.
,it hograph lc press.
l.ithographic
For one
one power
power lithographic
lithographic press for
the Engineer
Engineer School,
School, $6,000.
for the
$6,000.
thographic pres.
For
of material
materiaf to
to be
of a
atrade
trade inde
n Trade school buildh buldconstruction of
in the
the construction
be used
used in
purchase of
For the
the purchase
school buiding
building at
at the
School, to
to remain
until
available until
remain available
the Engineer
Engineer School,
school
exp.
ended, $9,000.
, Equipment
of troops.
expended,
$9,000.
Equipmentoftroops.
ENGINEER
EQUIPMENT OF
or TROOPS:
pontoon material,
material, tools,
tools,
For pontoon
TROOPS: For
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
instruments, supplies,
and appliances
for use
use in
in the
engineer
the engineer
required for
appliances required
supplies, and
instruments,
equipment
troops, for
engineer operations
operations
for engineer
and for
surveys, and
for military
military surveys,
of troops,
equipment of
in the
including the
the purchase
purchase and
and preparation
preparation of
of engineer
engineer manmanin
the field,
field, including
uals and
special paper
paper for
for same,
same, and
for a
a reserve
reserve
and for
of special
and procurement
procurement of
uals
supply of
of above
to be
$1,000,000. pPo.
•
available, $1,0000,00.
be immediately
immediately available,
above equipment,
equipment, to
supply
TOVided,
That authority
is granted
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
authorotor cycles
cycles athormaintenance, .ellotor
granted for
authority-is
rovided, That
and repair
repair and
operation from
this appropriation
of not to
to exceed d
appropriation of
from this
and operation
and
thirty-eight motorcycles,
motorcycles, including
including those
those on
hand.
Civilian
assistants.
ivilianasstants.
on hand.
thirty-eight
CIVILIAN ASSISTANTS
ASSISTANTS TO
ENGINEER OFFICERS:
services of
surof surFor services
OrrCERS: For
TO ENGINEER
CIVILIAN
veyors,
draftsmen, photographers,
photographers, master laborers, and
survey parties, draftsmen,
veyors, survey
clerks
to Engineer
on the
of division,
division, corps, and departthe staffs
staffs of
officers on
Engineer officers
clerks to
ment
commanders, $75,000.
Field operatios
operations exF
$75,000.
ment commanders,
ENGINEER OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS IN
ME FIELD:
expenses incident to pense
Fds. oerat. o
For expenses
FIELD: For
IN THE1
ENGINEER
military
engineer operations
operations in
including the purchase
purchase of
the field,
field, including
in the
military engineer
material and a
areserve
operations, the purchase,
material for such operations,
reserve of material
material
operation, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and
maintenance, and
operation,
such expenses
as are
provided for
under appropriations
appropriations
for under
ordinarily provided
are ordinarily
expenses as
such
for ""Engineer
Engineer depots,"
"Civilian assistants
to Engineer
Engineer officers,"
officers," and
and
assistants to
depots," "Civilian
for
"Maps,
War Department,"
$100,000.
Contingencies, Philcntingencies,
Department," $100,000.
"Maps, War
ONTINGECIES,
ENGUMER DEPARTMENT,
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS:
I
SLANDS: ippine
Wands,
ippine Iands.
PHILIPPE
DEPARENT,
ENINEE
CONTINGEIES,
C
N
For contingent
contingent expenses
of the
the -Engineer
Engineer
the operations
operations of
to the
incident to
expenses incident
For
91890°—voL 39--r
39 rr 1-41
1--41
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Department
Islands, to
to be
be expended
expended at
at the
the discretion
discretion
Department in
in the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
War, $4,000.
$4,000.
of the
of War,
Pardo* Reservation,
The
tract of
land on
on the
the island
island of
of Oahu,
Hawaii,
Oahu, Hawaii,
following-described tract
of land
Ou.a"
R,'
The following-described
Oahu,
Hawaii.
Tre
Transferred
to the known
as the
the Puuloa Military
Reservation,
is
hereby transferred
transferred to
to
known
as
Military
Reservation,
is
hereby
Navy.
Navy.
and placed
under the
control and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Navy
and
placed under
the control
Navy Department
Department
Description.
for use
use for
for naval
Beginning at
at a
aconcrete
concrete monument
monument on
the
Decerption.
for
naval purposes:
purposes: Beginning
on the
entrance to
to Pearl
Harbor situated
situated about
beach on the west side of the
the entrance
Pearl Harbor
about
ninety
south of
the small
and one
one hundred
twenty-two
ninety feet
feet south
of the
small pier
pier and
hundred and
and twenty-two
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
from the
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
of storehouse
storehouse (from
(from
and
feet from
which
concrete monument
Lake triangulation
station bears
bears
which said
said concrete
monument Salt
Salt Lake
triangulation station
by true
two hundred
hundred and
thirty-eight degrees
degrees twenty-two
by
true azimuth
azimuth two
and thirty-eight
twenty-two
the spire
Puuloa Church
Church two
two hundred
and forty-seven
forty-seven
minutes and the
spire of
of Puuloa
hundred and
degrees
the boundary
runs by
by true
true bearings
bearings as
as follows:
follows:
degrees two
two minutes)
minutes) the
boundary runs
Southwesterly along
the shore
high-water mark
mark to
similar
Southwesterly
along the
shore at
at high-water
to aa similar
concrete monument
the ocean
ocean beach;
thence north
north fourteen
fourteen
concrete
monument on
on the
beach; thence
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
minutes west
one thousand
thousand one
one hundred
and fifty
fifty
degrees
west one
hundred and
feet to
concrete monument,
monument; north
sixty-two degrees
degrees ten
minutes
feet
to a
a concrete
north sixty-two
ten minutes
east seven
nine hundred
hundred and
forty-five feet
feet to
to the
the point
point of
of
east
seven thousand
thousand nine
and forty-five
beginning; containing
and twenty-two
twenty-two and
and thirty..
beginning;
containing three
three hundred
hundred and
thirtythree one
one hundredths
hundredths acres,
acres, more
less.
three
more or
or less.
Per ndiOem
t
diem
of District
subsistof
Where the
expenses of
persons engaged
engaged in
Pero
the expenses
sb
of persons
in field
field work
work or
or traveling
traveling
ence
ou of District
eice
out
oftWhere
Columbia.
on official
official business
business outside
of the
of Columbia
Columbia and
and away
away
Columbi
on
outside of
the District
District of
from
chargeable to
appropriations
from their
their designated
designated posts of
of duty are chargeable
to appropriations
of the
the Engineer
Department contained
in the
the Army
Army appropriation
of
Engineer Department
contained in
appropriation
Act for the fiscal year nineteen
diem
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, aaper diem
rate
subsistence.
rate of
of $4 may
may be allowed
allowed in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence.
Ordnance
Ordae
ment.
nnML

Depart-

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

ORDNANCE
For the
the current
ORDNANCE SEBVICE:
SERVICE: For
current expenses
expenses of
of the
the Ordnance
Ordnance
Department in connection
connection with purchasing,
Department
purchasing, receiving,
receiving,. storing, and
and
police and
and office
office
issuing ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores, comprising police
duties, rents, tolls, fuel, light, water, and advertising,
advertising, stationery
stationery,
typewriters, and adding machines,
machines, including
including their
exchange, and
and
their exchange,
office furniture,
furniture tools,
service; for
for incidental
incidental
tools, and
and instruments
instruments of
of service;
expensesof
expenses of the Ordnance
Ordnance Service
Service and
and those attending practical
practical
tials and tests of
arms, and
and other
ordnance stores;
of ordnance,
ordnance, small
small arms,
other ordnance
stores;
Ordnance Department,
for publications for libraries
libraries of
of the
the Ordnance
Department, including
including
subscriptions to
to periodicals,
periodicals, which
may be
be
the Ordnance
Ordnance Office; subscriptions
which may
paid for in advance;
advance; and payment
payment for mechanical
labor in the
office
mechanical labor
the office
and for
for purchase
maintenance, repair,
repair,
of the Chief of
of Ordnance;
Ordnance; and
purchase, maintenance,
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
and operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
$475,000.
vehicles, $475,000.
Ammunition
for
ORDNANCE STOP.E8,
and purchase
purchase of
of
ORDNANCE
AMMUNITON: Manufacture
Amlltirmn
or
STORES ammurrrrioN:
Manufacture and
small
arms.
Manufacture
and ammunition
Manufacture
and
ammunition for small arms and for hand use for reserve
reserve supply,
supply,
purchase of.
ammunition for burials at the National
ammunition
National Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home in
in WashWashington, District
for firing
morni
ng and
an d
ington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, ammunition
ammunition for
firing th
thee morning
evenng gun at military posts prescribed
prescribed by General
evening
General Orders,
Orders, NumNumbered Seventy,
Seventy, Headquarters
Headquarters of
of the
the Army,
dated July
twenty-third,
bered
Army, dated
July twenty-third,
hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, and at National
eighteen hundred
National Home for
Disfor Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers and its several
several branches,
including National
branches, including
National
Soldiers' Home in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and
and soliders'
Soldiers'
soliders'
and sailors'
State homes,
homes, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
and
sailors' State
Provisos. for
Provided, That
That not
not more
more than
$5,000,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
Amount
for purProvided,
than $5,000,000
n
chases.
chs.ps.
may
of ammunition.
ammunition.
may be used iin
the purchase
purchase of
Tools,of
etc.,
for manuProvided further, That
this appropriation
be used
facture
ammunition.
ctrosesformanu-i.
ProvidedJfrther,
That $250,000
$250,000 of
of this
appropriation may
may be
used
Ante,p.
to procure gauges, dies, jigs, tools, fixtures, and other special
Ante,
p. 215.
special aids
and
drawings
and appliances,
appliances, including specifications
specifications and detailed
detailed drawings
necessary for the manufacture
manufacture by the Government
Government and
necessary
and by
by private
private
manufacturers of ammunition
ammunition necessary
the use
manufacturers
necessary for the
use of
of the
the land
land
forces of the United States in time of war, and in
in the
the purchase
purchase of
of
Cuaent
expes.
Current expenses.
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Competition modithe existing fcompetition
modilots of ammunition to complete
complete the object
object of this proviso the
fied.
laws prescribing
prescribing competition in the procurement
procurement of supplies by
purchase shall not govern in orders
orders not to exceed
exceed $50,000 in any
one case.

Tar
get practice. and
SMALL-ARMS
manufacture and purchase
SMALL-ARMS TARGET PRACTICE:
PRACTICE: For manufacture
purchase of
of Manufacture
Tage
an d
accessories for
for small-arms,
ammunition, targets, and other
other accessories
small-arms, hand,
hand, purchase
purchase of ammuni
ammunition.
tar
gets, etc., for.
and
machine-gun target
practice
and
instruction;
marksmen's
and machine-gun
target practice and instruction; marksmen's tion.targetsetc., or.
medals, prize arms, and insignia for all arms of the service; and
and
ammunition,
ammunition, targets, target
target materials, and other accessories
accessories may
be issued for small-arms
practice and instruction
small-arms target practice
instruction of ableat the
educational instituinstitubodied males capable of bearing
bearing arms and
and at
the educational
tions and State soldiers'
soldiers' and sailors'
sailors' orphans'
orphans' homes to which issues
under such
regulations as
as the
the
of small arms are
are lawfully made, under
such regulations
Secretary
may prescribe,
prescribe, provided
provided the
total value
of the
the
Secretary of
of War
War may
the total
value of
stores so issued to the
educational institutions
homes does
does not
the educational
institutions and
and homes
not
exceed
exceed $30,000,
$30,000, $3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not more
of this
appropriation may
may Amount
more than
than $1,500,000
$1,500,000 of
this appropriation
pur
t for
for purchases.
be used for the purchase of articles
articles not manufactured
manufactured by the Gov- chases.
ernment
necessary for
small-arms target
practice.
ernment and
and necessary
for small-arms
target practice.f
,
Manufacturing,etc.,
MANUFACTURE OF
OF ARMS:
ARMS: For
MANUFACTURE
manufacturing, repairing,
For manufacturing,
repairing, procuring,
procuring, armS."c'
et.,
and
and issuing
issuing arms
arms at the national armories,
armories, $5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
Proviso.
Provided, That
That $200,000
this appropriation
Provided,
$200,000 of
of this
appropriation may
may be
be used
to Toolst.,formused to
Tools, etc., for manuof arms
by priprocure gauges,
dies jigs,
jigs, tools,
fixtures, and
special aids
aids and
and facture
procure
gauges, dies,
tools, fixtures,
and other
other special
faeture of
arms byprivate parties.
appliances,
incluctini specifications
specifications and
detailed
drawings,
necessary
appliances, including
and detailed drawings, necessary Awep
Ante, p. 215.
manufacturers, of arms necessary
necessary
for the manufacture by private •
manufacturers,
to arm the land forces likely to be required by the United
United States in
mp
Competition
moditime
of war,
war . and
the purchase
purchase of lots
lots of
of arms
arms to
complete the
the fied.
time of
and in
in the
to complete
fico
mdi
et`t
object of this proviso the existing
existing laws prescribing
prescribing competition
competition
i
in
the procurement
purchase shall
n orders
procurement of supplies by purchase
shall not govern
govern in
orders
not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 in
m any one case.
Target
practice.
The Secretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized to issue,
issue, under
under such
such Issues
s to
rlrifle clubs,
etc., for.
for.
rules and
and regulations
as he
may prescribe,
prescribe, for
use in
in target
target practice,
practice etc.,
rules
regulations as
he may
for use
targets, target
target materials, and other
other necessary
accessories, to rifle
necessary accessories,
clubs organized
organized under the rules of the National Board for
for the Prohaving aauniformed
uniformed corps of
of
motion of Rifle Practice and to schools
schools having
cadets and carrying on
on military
military training, in
in sufficient
sufficient number for
for
proper conduct
conduct of
the proper
of target practice.
practice.
Preserving, etc., ordet., ordORDNANCE
SUPPLIES: For
For overhauling,
ORDNANCE STORES
STORES AND
AND SUPPLIES:
overhauling, cleaning, nPsvg,
nance.
repairing,
preserving ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
in the hands
hands
repairing, and
and preserving
ordnance stores m
of troops and at the arsenals, posts, and
purchase and
of
and depots;
depots; for
for purchase
manufacture
ordnance stores
to fill
fill requisitions
troops; for
for
manufacture of
of ordnance
stores to
requisitions of
of troops;
Infantry,
Artillery equipments,
equipments, including
including horse
Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery
horse equipments for Cavalry and Artillery,
$9,500,000.
Artillery, $9,500,000.
Proviso.
Provided,
not more
more than
of this
appropriation Amount
Provided, That
That not
than $5,600,000
$5,600,000 of
this appropriation
rot
or purfor
purchases.
may
be
used
for
the
purchase
of
ordnance
stores.
mav be used for the purchase of ordnance stores.
chses.
Cuba.
The Secretary
authorized to
sell, at
at the
prices Sale
The
Secretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to sell,
the prices
ub of ordnance
rdnae to,
to
authorized.
fixed and
published by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
Ordnance, to
to the
the Government
Government of
fixed
and published
of Ordnance,
of authorized.
articles and
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores
Cuba such
such articles
and quantities
quantities of
of ordnance
stores
Government for the equipment
equipment of its troops
as may be desired by that Government
and
may be
approved by
by the
the United
United States.
States.
and as
as may
be approved
the President
President of
of the
R
Rifle contests.
NATIONAL TROPHY
TROPHY AND
RIFLE CONTESTS:
CONTESTS: For
NATIONAL
AND MEDALS
MEDALS FOR
FOR RIFLE
Trophy, medals,
medals,
For the
the purpur- Trophy,
prizes, etc., for.
pose
furnishing a
national trophy
trophy and
and medals
medals and
and other
other prizes
prizes to
to prrs,est,for.
pose of
of furnishing
a national
provided and
and contested
such regulations
regulations as
may
as may
be provided
contested for
for annually,
annually, under
under such
prescribed by
Secretary of War, said contest to
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
to be open to the
the
Organized
Army, Navy, Maxine
Marine Corps, and the
the National
National Guard or Organized
Militia of the
the several
several States,
States, Territories,
Territories, and of
of the District
District of Columbia, members
and civilians,
and for
the cost
cost of
of the
the
bia,
members of
of rifle
rifle clubs,
clubs, and
civilians, and
for the
trophy, prizes,
prizes, and
herein provided
promotion
and medals herein
provided for, and
and for the promotion
trophy,
throughout the United
'hafted States, including
reimof rifle
rifle practice
practice throughout
including the reimbursement of
of necessary
necessary expenses
of members
members of
of the
the National
Board
expenses of
National Board
bursement
for
the Promotion
Rifle Practice,
Practice, to
for the
the purposes
purposes
for the
Promotion of
of Rifle
to be
be expended
expended for
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hereinbefore
prescribed under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of War,
War,
hereinbefore prescribed
the Secretary
$10,000.
$10,000.
Automatic
mahine
AUTOArTIom
Automatic znachine
Am:imam
MACH/NE
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and
M SCH
E RIFLES:
mFLEz: For
rifles.
rifles.
Purchase,
Purchase, manufo
merelfae- test of automatic
automatic machine
machine rifles,
rifles, including
including their
their sights
sights and
and equipequipture, ete.
ture,et.
ments, to be available
the close
tare,
etc.
available until the
close of
of the
the -fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June
ending June
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, $6,000,000.
$6,000,000.
thirtieth, nineteen
For National
National Guard.
AUTroATI
MACHmNm RIFLES:
Pot
Guard.
AUTOMATIC MACHINE
For the
the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
BRui: For
and
test
automatic machine
including their
their sights
sights and
and equipments,
equipments,
test of
of automatic
machine rifles,
rifles, including
National Guard,
Guard, to
to be
available until
until the
of the
fiscal
for the
the National
be available
the close
close of
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, $6,000,000.
year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
$6,000,000.
Arm
tor carscar
AaB
mED moTOR
MOTOr CABS:
Arn"red mo
motor
Arnsoursa
CARS: For
and manufacture
manufacture of
For the
the purchase
purchase and
of
armored
motor cars,
sNrmoed motor
cars, $500,000.
$500,000.
Nat
Manufacture
t al
etarr
I
FiRLII
ARTILLERY
Guam): For
For the
of manmanManuacture
offield
FLD
ARBILUkY FOR
NATIONAL GuIAm:
FOE NATIONAL
the purpose
purpose of
lery material
ufacturing
artillery
material fcc •
ufacturing field artillery material
material for
for the
the National
National Guard
Guard of
of the
the several
several
States, Territories, and
Columbia, but
but to
to remain
remain the
the
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
property' of
and to
to be
be accounted
accounted for
for in
in the
the manner
manner
property
of the
the United
United States and
by law,
Secretary of
of War
War is
now prescribed
prescribed by
law, the
the Secretary
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
prescribe, ,on
on the
requisitions of
of
under such regulations
regulations as
as he
he may prescribe,
the requisitions
the governors of the several
and Territories
or the
several States
States and
Territories or
the commandcommanding general
general of the National
National Guard of the District of Columbia,
to
Columbia, to
issue said artillery material to the National Guard;
sum of
of
Guard; and the
the sum
$10,000,000
$10,000,000 is hereby
hereby appropriated
made immediately
immediately available
appropriated and made
and to remain
available until the end of the fiscal
remain available
nineteen
fiscal year nineteen
hundred
eighteen,
for
the
manufacture
and
issue
of
the
articles
hundred
and
eighteen,
for
the
manufacture
and
issue
of
the
articles
Proviso.
Amount
not more
more than
than $5,000,000
$5,000,000 of
of
Amot for
or purpr constituting
constituting the
the same:
same: Provided,
Proided, That
That not
theses.
this
appropriation may
may be
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of field
field artillery
artillery
s
his appropriation
be used
used for
Illate/M,L
materiaL )Ammmitikn, field
AMmWUNIIOwN
O FIELD
Ammunition,
field.
AmmnirrioN 'on
FtELD ARBTLLE.Y
.
ARTILLERY FOB
FOR THE
TnE NATIONAL
GUARD:
NATIONAL GuARD:
artillery.
Manuactrini
g rre- For
Manufacturing
the
pnepose
of
manufacturing reserve
ammunition for
for Field
Field
For
the
purpose
of
manufacturing
reserve
ammunition
serve.
Artillery for the National Guard of the
and
te several States, Territories,
Territories, and
the District of Columbia, the funds to be immediately
immediately available,
available, and
and
to remain available until
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
until the
the end of
of the
thirtieth,
and eighteen,
eighteen, $10,000,000.
pro.
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
$10,000,000.
Provisos.
AmoI
or purpur
Provided,
Amountt for
Provided, That not
not more
than $5,000,000
$5,000,000 of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation
more than
chases.
may be
be used
in the
the purchase
of Field
ammunition.
chToo
etc. forrmenu- may
used mi
Field Artillery
purchase of
Artillery reserve
reserve ammunition.
Tool; etc.
aetury
pvte parpr- Provided
Provided further,
facture
bypr
That not
not more
than $200,000
$200,000 of
of thi
fhrer,That
more than
thiss appropriation
appropriation
ties.nt
may
procure gauges,
gauges, dies,
dies, jigs,
tools, fixtures,
fixtures, and
ther
21.
may be
be used
used to
to prcure
jigs, tools,
and o
other
Ante, p. 215.
special
aids and
and app'iances,
appliances, including
including specifications
specifications and
and detailed
detailed
special aids
drawings
arawings necessary
necessary for
for'the
by private
manufacturers of
the manufacture
manufacture by
private manufacturers
of
for the
use of
land forces
forces of
d Field
ield Artillery
Artillery ammunition
ammunition necessary
necessary for
the use
of the
the land
of
Competition mot
a' the
time of
war, and
and in
the purchase
of lots
lots of
of ammuammufied.ti
the United
United States
States in
in time
of war,
in the
purchase of
nition to complete the object of
the existing
existinc, laws
laws _preof this proviso
proviso the
precompetition in
procuremen t of
of supplies
by purchase
purchase
scribing competition
in the procurement
supplies by
shall not
not govern
orders not
not to
to exceed
any one
case.
govern in
in orders
exceed $50,000
$50,000 m
m any
one case.
Perdiemsubtene.
Provided
further, That
That the
appropriations hereinbefore
made under
r erdiam subsistence '
Provided further,
the appropriations
hereinbefore made
under
the heading "Ordnance
"Ordnance Department"
be available
available for
for the
the paypayDepartment" shall
shall be
ment of an allowance not'to
not•to exceed $4 per day in lieu of subsistence
subsistence
to civilian employees
employees of the
the Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department traveling
traveling on
on
official business
business outside of the District of Columbia and away from
from
designated posts
their designated
posts of duty.
Pay
clerk.
That
the President
President is
authorized to
appoint, and, by
by and
with the
the
Paypcinrk.
That
the
is authorized
Appointment
of, a3
to appoint,-and,
and with
Qu
t, Quar-- advice and
and consent
consent of
firstrt lieutenant.
Senate, to
to commission
to the
the grade
of first
first
of the
the Senate,
commission to
grade of
termaster Corps,
termater Crp
lieutenant in the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, United States
States Army, a
a pay
pay
years' service, now in active service, and who
clerk of over thirty-one years'
has been recommended
recommended by the then Secretary
Secretary of
appointof War for such
such appointment.
ment.
Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans.
Tha A
a
Replacing
for the
the replacement
Rep- m' brinz
ulme
d ee That
That for
replacement of aabridge across the Republican
Republican River
River
across
Fort Riley,
Riley, Kansas,
Kansas, under
under the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
Rivess n
epublican near
near Fort
the direction
River,
near.Republican
$30,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary, and the
the Treasurer
Treasurer
of the
te United States is hereby
hereby directed
directed and authorized
authorized to retain, out
out
of any moneys due or that may become due
due from the Government
Government of
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the United States to the State of
Kansas,a
sum equal
equal to
to the
amount
of Kansas,
a sum
the amount
expended for the replacement
replacement of said
said bridge.
bridge.
The
President, in
in time
the Secretary
Secretary t~asportation
Transr.athn
of
The President,
time of
of war,
war, is
is empowered,
empowered, through
through the
of
of War,
War to
to take possession
and assume
assume control
controlo
anysystem
s
yst
em or
sys- Exclusive
°
control
possession and
offany
or sysErcusiv
aontrol of
Of
tems
of transportation,
any part
thereof, and
and to
to utilize
utilize the
the same,
same,systems
tune of
of war
ystems in time
or any
part thereof,
tems of
transportation, or
to the exclusion as far as may be necessary
necessary of all other traffic
traffic thereon,
for the transfer or transportation
transportation of
of troops,
troops, war
war material
material and
and equipequipment, or for such other purposes
purposes connected
connected with
emergency as
as
with the emergency
may be
be needful
needful or desirable.
desirable.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD.
GUARD.

National Guard.
Guard.
National

ARE{ING,
EQUIPPING, AND
AND TRAINING
TRAINING THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUAND:
GUARD: To
To Horses.
ARMBNG, EQUIPPING,
se etc.or
Purchase, etc., for.
provide
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
provide for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, under
under such
such regulations
of Ante,
Lat,4 P.20-.
War may prescribe,
prescribe of
conforming to
to the
the Regula
Alloy standof horses
horses conforming
Regularr Army
standards for the use of Field Artillery, Cavalry, signal
engineer
signal companies,
companies, engineer
companies, ambulance
other mounted
units of
of the
ambulance companies,
companies, and
and other
mounted units
the
National Guard, said horses to remain the property
of the
United
property of
the United
States and
and to
to be
be used
used solely
solely for
military,purposes.
purposes. Horsesso
Horses so purpm'- Regulation
for use.
use.
States
for military
Regulation for
chased may be issued not to exceed
exceed thirty-two to any one battery,
battery,
troop, or company,
company, or four to a
abattalion or regimental
regimental headquarters
headquarters,
under such regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may prescribe,
prescribe,
$50,000.
oprovide
for the
procurement of
forage, bedding,
bedding, shoeing,
shoeing, veterveter- Forage,
Forage, care,
care, etc.
To
provide for
l
'
the procurement
of forage,
etc.
inary service, and
that may
may be
owned by,
or issued
inaryservice,
and supplies for horses that
be owned
by, or
issued
to
Guard, $25,000.
to organizations
organizations of
of the
the National
National Guard,
$25,000.
men
for the
the compensation
compensation of
competent help
help for
et.
To provide
provide for
of competent
for the
the care
care of
of forfe,
fc„r" 0Visted
men
To
matenrel,
animals, and
and equipment
materiel, animals
wider such
such regulations
as Proviso.
Provo.
equipment thereof,
thereof, under
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may
That the
the men
men to
to be
Details, et.
etc.
the
of War
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
be Deta
compensated, not to exceed five for each battery, troop, or company,
compensated,
shall be duly enlisted therein and shall be detailed
detailed by the battery,
troop, or company
company commander
commander under
under such regulations
regulations as the SecreSecreprescribe,, and shall be paid
tary of War may prescribe
paid by the United States
disbursing officer
officer in
m each
each State, Territory, and the
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia,
$25,000.
bia, $25,000.
To provide for the participation of the whole or any part of the Army
Airrgtic encampments,
rsas
tmnpmest:,
National
encampments, maneuvers,
National Guard
Guard in encampments,
maneuvers, or other exercises,
exercises, inin- inanetivers
gote
maneuvserc'
.'
Ante ,P.
,cludin
practice and
and field
field and
and coast-defense
coast-defense instrucinstruccluding outdoor target
target practice
'tion,
tion, either independently
independently or in conjunction
conjunction with any part
part of the
Regular Army, and there
there may
may be
be set
set aside
aside from
the funds
from the
funds apportioned
apportioned
for that purpose and allotted to any State, Territory, or the District
District
of Columbia such portion of said funds as may be necessary
necessary for the
the
payment, subsistence,
subsistence, transportation,
transportation, and other
of
payment,
other preper
proper expenses
expenses of
National Guard of
of said State, Territory, or
or the
such portion of the National
the
participate in such encampments,
District of Columbia as shall participate
encampments, mamas
neuvers,
neuvers, or other exercises,
exercises, including
including outdoor
outdoor target
target practice and Pay,
Pay, etc.,
etc., allowed.
allowed.
field and coast-defense
coast-defense instruction;
instruction; and the officers
officers and enlisted
men
enlisted men
of such National Guard while so engaged
engaged shall be entitled to the same
pay, subsistence, and transportation
officers and enlisted men of
of
transportation as officers
corresponding grades
grades of
Regular Army
Army are
are or
or hereafter
be National
corresponding
of the Regular
hereafter may
may be
ational Guard
Guard ininentitled to
to by
by law:
law: To
provide for
camps of
of instruction
instruction for
for The
in- struction
camps.
entitled
To provide
for camps
the instructonamps.
ArmyoBfierstoconstruction of officers
enlisted men of the National
officers and enlisted
National Guard. Such
Such duct.
camps
be conducted
conducted by
by officers
officers of
Army detailed
Ix 207.
207 .
camps shall
shall be
of the
the Regular
At, p.
Regular Army
detailed Ante,
Secretary of War for the purpose,
may be located
located either
either
by the
the Secretary
purpose, and
and may
within or without the State, Territory,
Territory, or District
District of Columbia to
to
which the
Guard designated
designated to
to attend
attend said
for .
which
the members
members of
of the
the National
National Guard
said ppa_03te„
etc, for
atteedcamps shall belong. Officers
Officers and enlisted
enlisted men attending such camps
camps anoe
mace
shall be entitled to pay and
transportation, and enlisted
eithsted men to suband transportation,
sistence in
rates as
as for
for encampments
or maneumaneusistence
in addition
addition at the
the same
same rates
encampments or
coast-defense instruction.
vers for field and coast-defense
instruction. To be immediately
immediately availavailProvided, That of this sum $100,000,
$100,000, or as much Provios
able, $500,000: Provided,
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as may
necessary, is
is authorized
authorized to
to be
be expended
expended for
for the
the
of thereof
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
payment of transportation of troops
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army in
in connecconnectroops of
Reduced rates
by tion with joint camps of instruction of the National Guard: Provided
Reduced
r i l rates by tion with joint camps of instruction of the National Guard: Provided
w
s allowed.
owe.
further, That hereafter
hereafter nothing in the Act of February
carriers
further,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen
February fourth,
Vol. W. P• 378.
vo
2,p..
--hundred
eighty-seven, known as the Act to regulate commerce,
hundred and eighty-seven
commerce,
thereto, shall
prohibit any
any comcomor any amendments
amendments thereto,
shall be
be construed
construed to
to prohibit
rates for
for members
members of
National Guard
mon carrier from giving reduced
reduced rates
of National
Guard
organizations
organizations traveling
traveling to and from joint encampments
with the
the RegRegencampments with
ular Army.
ular
Army.
mistrcti at Army
To provide for the attendance
Instruction
Army
of selected
selected officers
officers or
enlisted men
men
attendance of
or enlisted
schools.

Transportat

Transportation
Army troops.

°f

of
pursue a
aregular
regular course
course of
of study
study at
at any
any
of the
the National
National Guard
Guard who
who pursue
military service school of the United
States except
except the
United States
the United
United States
States
Military Academy;
Military
Academy; or to be attached
attached to an organization
organization of
of the
same
the same
arm, corps,
corps,, or department, to which
enlisted men
men
which such
such officers
officers or
or enlisted
sha
shall belong,
routine practical
practical instruction
instruction at
an Army
Army post
post
belong, for
for proutine
at or
or near
near an
Allotment for pay,
e_.
durig a
a period
etc.
during
period of field training
outdoor exercises;
exercises; and
and such
training or
or other
other outdoor
such
officer or enlisted men shall receive
receive out of any National
National Guard
allot-%
Guard allot-.
ment of funds available
available for the purpose,
purpose, the
the same
same travel
travel allowance
allowance
and quarters
quarters or commutation
commutation of quarters,
pay, allowquarters, and the same
same pay,
allowance, and subsistence
to which
which officers
officers or
enlist
edmen
ofthe
the Regular
Regular
subsistence to
or enlisted
men of
Army would be entitled for attending
attending such
such school,
school, college,
college, or
or pracpractical course of instruction
instruction under orders
proper military
military authority
orders from proper
authority
Pro.
while in actual attendance
attendance at such
such school,college,
practical course
course
schoolcollege, or
or practical
Proviso.
Pay
limit.
of instruction,
instruction, $50,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Thati
n no
no case
case shall
shall the
the pay
pay and
and
Paylimit.
of
in
allowances
allowances authorized
authorized herein exceed those
those of a
a captain.
captain.
Militia
meitia Bureau
Bra. . to
to To provide
for pay
pay and
provide for
and allowances
of officers
officers of
of the
the National
allowances of
National Guard
Guard
assigned to duty m the Militia Bureau,
Bureau ? $12,000.
$12,000.
Pt
aand diais TO
Propetz
TOprovide
provide for pay of
property and
disbursing officers
officers of
of the
the several
several
of property
and disbursing
barging omms.
Ac,
Ante, p. 200.
States, Territories,
Territories, and
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $44,150.
and District
$44,150.
pitemiitary
For providing arms,
Y sp"
arms, ordnance
ordnance stores,
stores quartermaster
store_s__, cam
camp
pike, etc.
quartermaster stores,
n, pp.
pp. 92,2,199.
equipage,
otherr military supplies for issue to the National
Ante,
199.
equipage, and all othe
Nationsil
Guard; for the promotion of rifle practice, including the acquisition,
acquisition
construction,
construction, maintenance
maintenance and equipment
equipment of shooting
shooting galleries
galleries and
and
suitable target ranges;;for the hire of horses
horses and
and draft
draft animals
animals for
for
the use of moun
mounted
rttn
le
t:oops,
forage for
for the
the
troops, batteries,
batteries, and
and wagons;
wagons; for
for forage
same; and for such other incidental
incidental expenses m
in connection
lawconnection with
with lawfully authorized
authorized encampments,
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, and
and field
field instruction
instruction as
as
the Secretary
Secretary of War may deem necessary;
necessary; and
for such
such other
other exand for
exProviso.
penses
pertaining to
to the
National Guard
Guard as
as are
now or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter
rov tc.
pev
enses pertaining
the National
are now
olatbity
or"propert
authorized by
"
by law,
law, $1,000,000:
$1,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That tthe
Secretary of
of
liability
for
property be authorized
he Secretary
of
De
st, etc.,
tc. vprior
lost,,
prior to
to De-- War is hereby authorized
authorized to
to relieve
any State,
State,
Territory, or
the Dis19relieve any
any
or
the
State, Territory,
TerritorL
comber 31,'to
1911.
or
th
1911.
trict
further accountability
accountability for all United States
States
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia from
from further
property issued thereto for the use
the Organized
Organized Militia
Militia thereof
thereof
use of the
which the records of the War Department
which
Department show to have
have been
been lost
lost or
or
Miitia Bureau,
Bureau.
destroyed
Militia
destroyed prior to
thirty-first, nineteen
hundre dand
and eleven.
eleven.
to December
December thirty-first,
nineteen hundred
clencl,
etc.,
e- " To
To provide
provide for the necessary
necessary clerical
Clerical,
etc.,
clerical and
and office
office expenses
expenses of
of the
the
wises.
Ante, p. 23.
Militia Bureau
Bureau authorized
authorized by section sixty-seven
Ante, P.
.
Militia
sixty-seven of the
the Act
Act approved
approved
June
hundred and sixteen: Chief
June third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Chief clerk,
$2,000;
clerk, $2,000;
clerks-two
clerks—two of class four,
four' three
three of
class three,
three ,seven
two,
of class
seven o
offclass
class two,
fifteen
of class
messenger; two
fifteen of
class one, eight
eight at $1,000
$1,000 each; messenger;
assistant
two assistant
Miellano.
messengers;
two laborers,
at $660
$660 each
each per
annum;
messengers; two
laborers, at
per annum;
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, including stationery,
stationery, furniture,
telefurniture, telegraph
and telephone
necessary printing
graph and
telephone service,
service, and necessary
printing and binding,
binding,
Travel of
of Federal
Travel
Federal $4,000;
$4,000;
officers for
for inspection,
inspection,
Travel of Federal
carrying .out
officers
Federal officers
officers in carrying
out the
the provisions
provisi
ons of
ofsection
sec ti on
At, pg. 206.
ninety-three
Ante,
205.
etc.
ninety-three of the Act of June
June third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
Ase,
p.a7.
Ante,p.711
7.

At posts.
pots.

.

Anne,

Stet

muitar

, etc

e°13

relieved

ex

203

A

Armory instruction.
PTOVSSO.

'Await

$17,500;
$17,500;
Travel
inspector-instructors and sergeant-instructors,
Travel of
of inspector-instructors
sergeant-instructors, joining
joining at
at

State stations
stations for
for duty
duty and
and returning
returning to
to duty
duty with
$7,500;
with regiments,
regiments, $7,500;
Travel of
of inspector-instructors
making visits
instctin to
Travel
inspector-instructors iin making
visits o
of instruction
to
armories, $30,000:
armories,
$30,000: Provided,
Provided, That
said inspector-instructors
travelThat said
inspector-instructors travel-
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lug shall not
receive more than their actual expenses
expenses out of these
not receive
ing
appropriations
appropriations;;
istructon
te instruction
instruc- Stst aate
Travel
officers in connection
connection with State camps
camps of i'nstrucFederal officers
of Federal
Travel of
tion
and
joint
camps,
$30,000;
Camps.
tion and joint camps, $30,000;
t
inpcon,
Inspection
target ranges
ranges and
and mobilization
e.
Target
inspection,
camps for use of the dTarge
mobilization camps
of target
Inspection of
National
$1,000;
National Guard, $1,000;
nspecting mteril.
Inspection
material pertaining
Field Artillery
and Signal
Signal Inspecting
material.
Artillery and
to Field
pertaining to
of material
Inspection of
Corps
$2,000;
the hands of the National Guard, $2,000;
in the
Corps in
Transporting
supsa
Transportation of supplies (including
(including transportation
transportation of animals prLn"porting
plies.
Transportation
bought
use of
of Cavalry,
companies,
Artillery, signal companies
Field _Artillery,
Cavalry, Field
the use
for the
bought for
Engineer
mounted
ambulance companies, and other mounted
Engineer companies, ambulance
units)
of the National
$75,000;
National Guard, $75,000;
units) of
S-instructors.
Expenses
on duty
duty with the National
ergeant
p. 189.
stgjt.~s"National Guard, Ante,
of sergeant-instructors
sergeant-instructors on
Expenses of
attendance,
mcludmg
quarters,
fuel,
light,
medicines,
and
medical
attendance,
including quarters, fuel, light, medicines, and medical
$50,000:
Proviso.
Prooo
$50,000:
omfc
Provided,
That whenever
inspector-instructors shall Offices.
practicable inspector-instructors
whenever practicable
Provided, That
use the
armories for
offices;
for offices;
State armories
the State
use
Office
Office
rent of
of inspector-instructors,
$12,600.rent.
offcerent.
inspector-instructors, $12,500.
Office rent
All the
the money
money herembef
ore appropriated
for arming,
Accounting.
arming, equipping, Acotng.
appropriated for
hereinbefore
All
and
National Guard
Guard shall
shall be
be disbursed and accounted
accounted
the National
training the
and training
constitute one fund.
for
as such
such and
and for
purpose shall constitute
that purpose
for that
for as
t c.
Arms, eetc.,
, for field
i
ARMS, UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
w SO
FORTH, NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD:
GUARD: „rvim
field
So FORTH,
qIPMENT, AND
EQORM,
ARMS,
Ante,
p.
215.
p.
from time
To
purchase or
manufacture and
issue from
time to time at,. 215.
and issue
or manufacture
by purchase
procure by
To procure
to the
National Guard
Guard upon requisition
governors of the several
requisition of the governors
the National
to
States
or the
general, National
National Guard
commanding general,
the commanding
Territories, or
and Territories,
States and
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
such number
States service
service
number of United States
Columbia, such
of
arms with
with all
all accessories,
Field Artillery
Artillery material,
material,
Artillery and Coast Artillery
accessories, Field
arms
engineer,
signal, and
sanitary material,
material, accouterments,
accouterments, field uniforms,
and sanitary
engineer, signal,
clothing,
equipage, publications,
military stores of all kinds,
and military
publications, and
clothing, equipage,
including
public animals,
animals, as
are necessary
necessary to arm, uniform,
equip
uniform, and equip
as are
including public
for
the National
National Guard
the several
several States, Territories,
Territories,
in the
Guard in
service the
field service
for field
and
of Columbia:
Provided, That of the sum herein Provio.
Proviso.
Columbia: Provided,
District of
the District
and the
appropriated
$76,000, or
so much
thereof as
may be
be required,
may,instruction.
Aviation itction
required, may,vation
as may
much thereof
or so
appropriated $76,000,
in the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
available for the
War, be made available
discretion of
the discretion
in
purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of
and equipment
equipment necessary for
material and
of material
purchase and
the
proper instruction
instruction in
in military
military aviation
aviation of such officers and
the proper
the
enlisted men
of the
the National
authorized by the
Guard as may be authorized
National Guard
men of
enlisted
War
Department to
attend the
the United
United States Aviation School,
to attend
War Department
$2,000,000.
RANGES FOR
FIELD ARTILLERY
TARGET PRACTICE:
For the
the acquisiacquisi- Field
FiT
ma
d
rgeirtilery
rtwery pra
PRACTICE: For
ARTILLERY TARGET
FOR FELDT
RANGES
tion
by purchase
or condemnation
of the
necessary land for suitable
suitable tictics.
the necessary
condemnation of
purchase or
tion by
ranges
for Field
land to be of such genpractice, the land
target practice,
Artillery target
Field Artillery
ranges for
eral character
permit of
of use
other
of troops of other
instruction of
for instruction
use for
to permit
as to
character as
eral
arms
to be
be located
located within
the eastern
eastern and western military departwithin the
arms to
ments,
incident to locating and acquiring
acquiring
expenses incident
the expenses
defray the
to defray
and to
ments, and
title
thereto, $300,000.
$300,000.
Isue ofnew nfantry
title thereto,
SUPPLYING AND
AND EXCHANGING
INFANTRY EQUIPMENT,
EQUIPMENT, NATIONAL
equipmen
en i
,
e
eTc.Intantri
NATIONAL equipment,etc.
EXCHANGING INFANTRY
SUPPLYING
GUARD:
For the
manufacturing, procuring,
procuring, exchanging,
exchanging, A't',p.
Ante,P. 204.
2of manufacturing,
purpose of
the purpose
GUARD: For
and
model of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
equipment to the
and ten equipment
of nineteen
issuing model
and issuing
National Guard Prom
Infantry and
other dismounted
dismounted organizations
organizations of
the National
of the
and other
Infantry
Provisos.
or, etc.
of
the
several
States,
Territories,
and
the
District
of
Columbia: ProPro- Requiion
Requisition.s for,
Columbia:
of
District
the
and
Territories,
States,
of the several
vided,
That whenever
whenever in
opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of War a
asuffithe opinion
in the
vided, That
cient number
number of
of Infantry
Infantry equipment,
equipment, model
model of nneteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
cient
and ten,
been procured
procured and
shall be
be available
available for the purand shall
have been
shall have
ten, shall
and
pose the
hereby authorized
authorized to
requito issue on the requiis hereby
War is
of War
Secretary of
the Secretary
pose
sition
the governors
of the
Territories or the
several States and Territories,
the several
governors of
of the
sition of
National 'Guard,
commanding
general of
of the
the District of Columbia National
commanding general
such
equipping the National
National
required for equipping
thereof as are required
numbers thereof
such numbers
Guard in
said States,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, withthe District
and the
Territories, and
States, Territories,
in said
Guard
out charging
charging the
the cost
value thereof
expenses connected
connected
any expenses
or any
thereof or
or value
cost or
out
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therewith against
against any
any allotments
to said
said States,
States, Territories,
Territories, or
or the
the
therewith
allotments to
District of Columbia:
Provided,That the equipment
Columbia: Provided,
equipment thus issued shall

be receipted for and
of the
the United
United States
and shall
shall remain
remain the property
property of
States
and be annually accounted
several States,
States,
accounted for
for by
by the
the governors of the several
Territories, and
commanding general
general of
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
Territories,
and the
the commanding
of the
District of
etc., of
b Return,
ure,etc.,
i
o prior
National Guard
Guard as
as now
now required
required by law,
law , and that each
each State, TerriTerriissues.
tory, and the District of Columbia
Golumbia shall,
shall; upon receipt
equipreceipt of new
new equipOrdnance Department
of the
the United
United States
States
ment, turn in to
to the Ordnance
Department of
therefor and
and without
Army, without receiving
receiving any money
money credit
credit therefor
without
expense for
for transportation
transportation of
of Infantry
now in
in its
its possesexpense
hIfantry equipment
equipment now
possesStates, and
replaced by
of
sion, the propIrty
property of
of the
the United
United States,
and replaced
by articles
articles of
the moderof
model of nineteen
nineteen hundred
and ten
equipment, $400,000.
$400,000.
hundred and
ten equipment,
Ranges fi
for
civil rifle
Rang
dev
rife To establish and
d maintain indoor
indoor and outdoor
outdoor rifle ranges
ranges for
for the
the
practice.
use of
able-bodied males
males capable
of bearing
arms, under
reasonp.21u.
use
of all
all able-bodied
capable of
bearing arms,
under reasonAnte, p. 2 able regulations to
for PromoPromoto be prescribed by the National Board
Board for
Arms, ammunition,
tion of
Rifle Practice
by the
Secretary of
of War;
Way; to
to proproetc.,
the Secretary
and approved
approved by
of Rifle
Practice and
tiS,.for. am"-io, tion
vide standard military
military arms
ammunition, indoor
in41o0r gallery
gallery rfles
rifles
arms and ammunition,
and ammunition; for the employment
employment of labor in connection
connection with
with the
the
establishment
establishment of outdoor and indoor
including labor
labor in
in
indoor rifle
rifle ranges,
ranges, including
operating targets; for the em
ploent of instructors;
instructors; for
tlerical
employment
for clerical
services; for prizes, trophies,
trophies,. badges,
ba4es, and
other insignia;
for the
and other
insignia; for
the
transportation
transportation of employees,
instructors, and
and civilians
civilians to
engage in
in
employees, instructors,
to engage
practice; for the purchase
purchase of
materials, supplies,
supplies, and
services, and
and
practice;
of materials,
and services,
for expenses
expenses incidental to instruction of citizens
States
citizens of the
the United
United States
to be expended
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
in marksmanship,
marksmanship, tobe
Proviso.
and to
to remain
remain available
available until
$300,000: Provided,
Provided,
irts ofo Civilian of
of War
War and
until expended,
expended, $300,000:
Director
marksmanship.
Marksmanship.
That the President be, and
and he is hereby,
hereb, authorized,
authorized, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion,
to appoint, as Director of Civilian Marksmanship,
Mar
.
p, under
under the
the direction
direction
Secretary of War, an officer
of the Secretary
officer of the
or of
of the
the Marine
Marine
the Army
Army or
11

Citizen
mps.itizen
camps.

training
training

Maintenance.
aintenance.

AntC, p. 194.
Ante,
194.

provide
for the
reservaoprovide for
the expense
expense of maintaining, upon
upon military reservainstruction and
tions or elsewhere,
elsewhere, camps
camps for the military
military instruction
and training
training of
of
such citizens
citizens as
as may be selected for such
instruction and training
training,
such instruction
under such regulations as may be
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
be prescribed
prescribed by
of
War,, and to furnish to said citizens
War
citizens the subsistence,
subsistence, transportation
transportation,

and
;Iniforms authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
Jime third
third ,
promo.
and uniforms
by the
approved June
Proviso.
Subsistence, etc.,
for nineteen
Subsistence,
etc., for
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $2,000,000:
$2,000,000: Provded,
Proinded, That
That so
much
hundred and
so
much
attending in 1915.
attendLnginl9l
of
this appropriation
shall be available
of this
appropriation as may be necessary
necessary shall
available for
the
for the

persons between
subsistence and transportation
transportation of all persons
between the ages of
eighteen and forty-five
forty-five years who have attended
eighteen
attended any camp authorized by
by, the Secretary
Secretary of War during
during the calendar
nineteen
calendar year
year nineteen
hundred and sixteen.
Transporting
rfle
Transporting
rifle hundred and sixteen.
teams
matches.
'II
teams to
tomatches.
For the pa
payment
ent of transportation
transportation of teams
authorized by
by the
teams authorized
the
71'
oSecretary Secretary o
of War
participate in the national
national matches,
ar to participate
matches, $60,000:
$60,000:
Provisos.
Apportionment
Apportionment
off Provided,
Provied,That this amount shall
proportioned among
among the
the several
several
shall be proportioned
amount.
amonmt.
Territories, and
States, Territories,
and the District
District of
of Columbia,
according to
to the
the
Columbia, according
distance
seat of
government to the
the place
distance from
from the
the seat
of government
place where
where the
the national
Selecono. ' matches
providedfurther,
matches are to be held: And _provided
further, That
That the
the governors
governors of
of
the States or Territories or the Board of Commissioners of the DisDistrict of Columbia may designate
designate which team or teams shall attend
to officer,
offier from their respective Stat
ay to
N
States,
Territories,
No pay
es ,T
erritories, or District of Columbia.
Col
um bi a.
a t no
etc., using
Provided,
time-s
Th
of
the
appropriations
using
time-messThat
part
appropriations made in this Act
Act
using
jobofemployee.e'
of employee.
shall be available
available for the salary or pay of any officer
' "'
officer,, manager,
manager,
superintendent, foreman,
having charge
superintendent,
foreman, or other
oth er person
person having
charge of
of the
the work
work
of any employee
employee of the United
United States while making or causing
causing to be
made with aa stop wat
watch,
ch, or
ther time-measuring
device, a
a time
time
or oother
time-measuring device,
study
study of any job of any such employee
employee between
between the starting
starting and
and
completion
thereof, or
the movements
of any such employee
employee while
completion thereof,
or of
of the
movements of
engaged
upon such
such work;
engaged upon
work; nor shall any part of the appropriations
appropriations
made
pay any premium
made in this Act be available to pay
premium or bonus
or cash
bonus or
cash
reward
employee in addition to his regular
reward to any employee
regular wages,
wages, except for
for
o

Selectian of teams

ling device etc

over
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suggestions resulting
resulting in improvements
improvements or
the operation
operation
or economy
economy in the
of any
any Government
Government plant.
plant.
That the sum
sum of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 is hereby appropriated
ofamiies
of
f
appropriated out of any en]sp men
·eisd
·..
men Ca1led or
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
be expended
expended drafted
drafted into
:se
t: ea
metag
to be
mitary
of the
the Secretary
under the direction
direction of
Secretary of
of War,
War, and
and under
under such
8
,
01 .
such rules
rules "rpt4.
~;'e, 801.
and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe, for the support
support of, at a
acost of
of
not more than $50 per month, or so much of said amount as the Secretary of War may deem necessary,
necessary, and not more than such enlisted
enlisted
contributing monthly
to the
support of
of his
his family
family at
at
man has been
been contributing
monthly to
the support
the time of his being called or drafted
of the
the United
United
drafted into
into the
the service
service of
States or during
during his enlistment
period in the Regular
Regular Army
Army at the time
enlistment period
time
of such call or draft of the Organized
Organized Militia
National Guard,
Militia or National
Guard, the
family of each enlisted man of the Organized
Organized Militia
Militia or National
Guard
Guard called or drafted into the service of the United
United States until
his discharge
enlisted man
discharge from such
such service,
service, and the family of each
each enlisted
man of
°f r until' Nati
enHam
of the
the Regular
his discharge
aispharge from
from active
therein Guard
Guard discharged.
of
Regular Army
Army until
until his
active service
service therein
discharged.
or
discharge of
the Organized
Militia or
National Guard
Guard
or until the discharge
of the
Organized Militia
or National
from such service
service if such
such enlisted
enlisted man is at that time in active service
in
Regular Army,
which family
family during
during the
term of
of service
of
in the Regular
Army, which
the term
service of
such or:dieted
such enlisted
enlisted man has no other income, except
except the pay
pay of such
enlisted
adequate for the su
support
P-roied,,That the
of secrtary
man, adevate
Irt of said
said family:
family: Provided,
s
action
Secretary of
'ar in
in all
all cases
CASSIS provided
provided for
in this
this para.
ofarWar final,
etc.
action of
of the
the Secretary
of War
for in
p
of
nal,etc.
graph shall
shall be
final, and
and no
snit in
in the
the Court
Court of
of
graph
be final,
no right
right to
to prosecute
prosecute aasuit
Claims or
any other
other court
of the United
against the
the GovernGovernor in
Claims
in any
cout ohe
Uited States
States against
ment of the
the Unted
United States
States shall
shall accrue
accrue to
to such
such enlisted
enlisted man,
man, or
to any
or to
any
member
the family
family of
member of the
of any
any.such
such enlisted
enlisted man,
man, by
virtue of
of the
the
by virtue
M
i a restriction,
e
Marriage
passage
of this
Act: Ad
And povided
prowled further,
further, That
That this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall etc.
passage of
this Act:
iarr e retri
cton,
not apply to any such enlisted man who shall
shall marry after
after the fifteenth
fifteenth
day
of July,
July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen; and
the word
word "family"
"family"
day.of
and sixteen;
and the
shall include
include only
children, and
dependent mothers.
mothers.
shall
only wife,
wife, children,
and dependent
ip
That
no part
of the
the appropriations
made in
in this
this Act
shall be
be availzenshi O Amy
That no
part of
appropriations made
Act shall
avail- CRef
uired p o
.f Army
Req
officers
appointed
in
able
for the
pay of
any
person
hereafter
z
in
time
of
peace
able for
the salary
salary or
or pay
of any person hereafter in time of peace, officers
appointed in
time of peace.
appointed an
an officer
in the
Army who
is not
of the
appointed
officer in
the Army
United timeofpeace.
who is
not aacitizen
citizen of
the United
States.
States.
Coast Guard.
That section
section one
and twenty-five
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Coast
That
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five of
Act entitled
GuardUse of
uniform reAct for
for further and
provision for
for the
the national
stricted.
Act
and more
more effectual
effectual provision
national defense,
defense, stricted.
Ante, p
p. 216.
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved ,June
June third, nineteen
nineteen hundred and "' - 216.
and
sixteen, shall
apply.to
oast Guard
Guard in
the same
same manner
manner as
to the
the
sixteen,
shall apply
to the
the Coast
in the
as to
Pensions.
Army, Navy,
and Marine
Marine Corps.
Perfrons.
i
Army,
Navy, and
Corps.
Civil War
restriction
Civil
War restriction
That section
section forty-seven
forty-seven hundred
and sixteen
of the
the Revised
hundred and
sixteen of
Revised repealed.
That
rer dE'esc. 4716, p. 919,
p
Statutes
the same
is hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
e.
Statutes be, and the
same is
'
repealed.
of National
National
SEC.
2. That
That aaCouncil
Council of
of National
National Defense
established, Defense.
sol of
SEC. 2.
Defense is
is hereby
hereby established,
Composition.
coordination of
of industries
industries and resources
resources for
the national
for the coordination
for the
national Composition.
security
security and
welfare, to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, the
Secreand welfare,
to consist
consist of
of the
the Secretary
of the
Navy, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
tary of
the Navv,
of the
Interior, the
Agriculture, the
the Secretary
Commerce, and
the Secretary
of Labror.
Labor. A
Agriculture,
Secretary of
of Commerce,
and the
Secretary of
mnisAdvisory
12011111*National Defense
nominate to the PresiPresi- don
ion to be appointed.
That the Council of National
Defense shall
shall nominate
appointed.
i
Special qualificaadvisory commission,
Special
qualifdadent, and the President shall appoint, an advisory
commission, concon- tions.
sisting of not more than seven persons, each of whom shall have special
of
public utility,
utility, or the
the development
development of
knowledge
knowledge of
of some
some industry, public
some
or be
otherwise specially
qualified, in
the
be otherwise
specially qualified,
in the
some natural
natural resource,
resource, or
opinion
of the
the council,
council, for
the performance
performance of
of the
the duties
duties hereinafter
hereinafter Expenses allowed.
opinion of
for the
ow
provided.
the advisory
commission shall
shall serve
serve
advisory commission
The members
members of
of the
provided. The
expenses of
without
be allowed
allowed actual
actual expenses
of travel
travel
but shall
shall be
without compensation,
compensation, but
meetings of the commission
commission or
and subsistence
subsistence when
when attending
attending meetings
or
Meetings.
engaged in
in investigations
pertaining to
its activities.
activities. The
The advisory
advisory Meerting
to its
engaged
investigations pertaiing
commission
shall
hold
such
meetings
as
shall
be
called
by
the
council
commission shall hold such meetings as shall be called by the council
or be
be provided
the rules
rules and
and regulations
by the
council
adopted by
the council
regulations adopted
or
provided by
by the
for
the conduct
of its
work.
for the
conduct of
its work.
Subjects for investiThat it
shall be
be the
duty of
Council of
of National
National Defense
Defense to
to gation,
That
it shall
the duty
of the
the Council
sgnJ etc. fs n
make recommendations
supervise and
direct investigations
investigations and
and make
recommendations to
to
supervise
and direct
Ztr

8.
o

f

ecretary
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the President
heads of
of executive
as to
the
executive departments
departments as
to the
President and
and the
the heads
location
railroads with
with reference
to the
the frontier
United
the United
frontier of the
reference to
location of
of railroads
States
as to
render possible
expeditious concentration
concentration of
of troops
troops
possible expeditious
so as
to render
States so
Highways,
etc.
and supplies
points of
of defense;
coordination of
military,
ihways, etc.
and
supplies to
to points
defense; the
the coordination
of military,
industrial,
commercial p
in the location of extensive
purposes in.
and commercial
industrial, and
highways and
and branch
branch lines
lines of
of =c
s
):1; the
of waterways;
highways
railroad;
the utilization
utilization of
waterways;
Mobiliaing I090011103.
mobilization of
naval resources
resources for
for defense;
defense; the
the
and naval
of military
military and
the mobilization
oesc the
ob
Increase
of domestic
production.
increase
of domestic
domestic production
production of
of articles
and materials
materials essential
essential to
ioducton.
articles and
to
increase of
the
armies and
people during
during the interruption
interruption of
of
of armies
and of the
the people
the support
support of
se
a
g
oingt
thinsPc'rtaof seagoing
seagomg transportation;
transportation; data
development of
commerce; the development
in
- foreign
foreign commerce;
tion.
" Imes o mntry
militarY as
as to
amounts, location,
method and
means of
of production,
production, and
and
and means
location, method
to amounts,
MpSres
supplies,
etc.
availability of
information to producers
pe,
availability
of military
military supplies;
supplies; the giving
giving of information
producers
and
manufacturers as
to the
class of
needed by
by the
the military
military
of supplies
supplies needed
as to
the class
and manufacturers
and other services of the Government,
Government, the requirements
requirements relating
relating
thereto,
and the
the creation
creation of
relations which
will render
render possible
possible in
in
which wil
of relations
thereto, and
immediate concentration
concentration and utilization
utilization of the
time of need the immediate
resources
resources of the Nation.
coindnt
nvetiConduct of
of 111°
°°uThat the
Council of
of National
Defense shall
shall adopt
rules and
and regularegulaThat
the Council
National Defense
adopt rules
tions for
the conduct
its work,
which rules
and regulations
regulations shall
sh1l be
be
rules and
of its
work, which
tions
for the
conduct of
subject
shall provide
provide for the
subject to the
the approval
approval of the
the President,
President, and
and shall
work
work of the advisory
advisory .commission
commission to
to the
the end
end that the special knowledge of such commission may be developed
investigation
developed by suitable
suitable investigation,
research, and inquiry and made
available
conference and
report
research,
made availa
le in conference
and report
organize
subordinate
and
the
council
may
Bubmtunata
b°cues
for
the
use
of
the
council;
and
the
council
may
organize
the
use
of
the
council;
sfiab__s_
bodi for
for special work, etc.
bodies for
assistance in
investigations, either
either by
by the
the
bodies
"e'w
for its
its assistance
in special
special investigations,
employment of experts
experts or
specially
employment
or by the creation of
of committees
committees of specially
qualified
serve without
but to
to direct
direct the
the
qualified persons
persons to
to serve
without compensation,
compensation, but
investigations
of experts
employed.
investigations of
experts so
so employed.
eg=
T
c
r,
That
sum of
of $200,000,
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
much thereof
$200,000, or
or so
so much
That the
the sum
S tiicin rfor,
etc.
is hereby
appropriated, out
out of
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otheretc
' is
hereby appropriated,
of any
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
immediately available
appropriated, to be immediately
available for experimental
experimental work
work
and investigations
investigations undertaken
undertaken by the council, by the advisory
advisory comcommission,
for the employment
employment of
mission, or subordinate
subordinate bodies, for
of aa director,
director,
expert and clerical expenses
expenses and supplies,
supplies, and for the necessaryexpenses of members
members of the advisory
commission or
subordinate
expenses
advisory commission
or subordinate
bodies going
and attending
attending meetings
meetings of
of the
the commission
commission or
or subordisubordigoing to
to and
. bodies
of reSubmisso of
Sabath:don
por,
natebodies.
poets, etc.
etc.
nate
bodies. Reports
Reports shall
shall be
be submitted
by all
subordinate bodies
submitted by
allsubordinate
bodies and
and
by the advisory commission
commission to the council, and from
from time to time the
President or to the heads of executive
council shall report
report to the President
executive
departments
departments upon
upon special inquiries
inquiries or subjects appropriate
appropriate thereto,
and an annual report to the
shall be
be submitted
submitted through
the
the Congress shall
through the
President,
President, including
including as full aastatement
statement of the activities
activities of the council
council
and the agencies
agencies subordinate
subordinate to it as is consistent with
with the public
Detail of expenses.
expense.
interest, including
including, an
an itemized
itemized account
account of
of the
the expenditures
expenditures made
made by
by
or authorized
authorized by it,
as full detail
the council or
it, in as
detail as
as the
the public
interest
public interest
Proviso. wao.
without will
permit: Provided,
however, That
That when
deemed proper
proper the
Presiwill permit:
Provided, however,
when deemed
the PresiAmounts
items.
dent may
authorize, in
amounts stipulat
ed by
him ,unvouchered
unvouc here d
temtm.
i
dent
may authorize,
in amounts
stipulated
by him,
expenditures
report the
gross sums
so authorized
authorized not
not itemized.
itemized.
expenditures and
and report
the gross
sums so
Articles
War.
hundred and
and forty-two
forty-two of
of the
the Revised
Article of war.
S. EC. 3.
3. That
That section
section thirteen
thirteen hundred
Revised
the United
United States
States be, and
and the same
Statutes of the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended
same is
to read
read as
as follows:
to
follows:
Title and effect.
"SEc. 1342.
1342. The articles included
it.
sec.
"SEc.
included in this section shall be known
known as
set1342, pp.
Tt S.,and
z2-,amded,
the Articles of
of War and shall
230-242, amended.
shall at
at all
all times
times and
and in
in all
all places
places govern
govern
the
of the
United States.
States.
the mines
armies of
the United
Frontier
railroads.
Frontierralrods

Preliminary
Preliminary
sion.
sions.
Definitions.
Deinitins.

Officer.
officer.

proviprovi-

I.
"I.
L

POVISIOS.
PROVISIONS.
PREMUNARY PROVISIONS.

PBELM
BY
PRELnfivARY

"ARBTICLE
DEFINT-Ios.-Thefollowingwords
"
ARTICLE 1.
1. DErnarioNs.—The
followin.g words when
when used
in these
these
usedin
articles shall be construed in the sense
in this Article,
sense indicated
indicated in
Article,
unless the context
context shows that
that a
adifferent
different sense
sense is
is intended,
intended, namely:
namely:
"(a)
The word
word 'officer'
'officer' shall be construed
a commis"(a) The
construed to refer
refer to a
commissioned
sioned officer;
officer;
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"(b) The word 'soldier'
'soldier' shall be construed as including
including aa nonnoncommissioned
a private, or any other enlisted
commissioned officer, a
enlisted man;
man;

Soldier.
Solier.

"(c)
word'company'
including aatroop
"
(c) The word'
company' shall be understood
understood as including
troop Company.
or
battery; and
and
or battery;
Battalion.
"(d)
'battalion' shall be understood
understood as including aa Battalion.
"(d) The word 'battalion'
squadron.
"ART.
2. PERSONS
TO MILITARY
MILITARY LAW.-The
following hePer s ons
"
ART. 2.
PERSONS SUBJECT
SUBJECT TO
LAW.—The following
°
s subject
subject
persons are subject to these articles and shall be understood
as
understood as
included in the term '
mcluded
any person subject
subject to military
military law,'
law,' or
or 'persons
'persons
'any
P o so
subject
subject to military law,'
whenever used
used in
in these
these articles:
Provided, Proviso.
law,' whenever
articles: Provided,
r v i.si
Naval jurisdiction.
That nothing contained in this Act, except as specifically
specifically provided
provided
in Article two, subparagraph
shall be
subparagraph (c), shall
be construed
to apply
to any
any
construed to
apply to
person under
under the
the United
States naval
jurisdiction, unless
unless otherwise
United States
naval jurisdiction,
otherwise
specifically
provided by
law.
specifically provided
by law.
Army, VolVol.
"(a)
officers and soldiers
soldiers belonging
belonging to
"
(a) All officers
of unRu
Rt
tel
ui
,
ar
ete. r"
to the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army of
the United States; all volunteers,
the dates
of
their
muster
or
volunteers, from the
dates of their muster or
acceptance into the military service of
acceptance
United States;
and all
all
of the
the United
States; and
other persons lawfully called
or to
to duty
or
called,.,drafted or
or ordered into,
into, or
duty or
for training
training in, the said service
are required
required by
service, from the
the dates
dates they
they are
by
the terms
of the
draft or
to obey
obey the
same;
the
terms of
the call,
call, draft
or order
order to
the same;
"
(b) Cadets;
Cadets.
"(b)
Cadets;ets
"" (c) Officers and
and soldiers
Marine Corps
Corps when
when detached
for a Marine
Corps
soldiers of
of the
the Marine
detached for
Marie C
rps when
when
tracked to oArmy.
service
d to Army.
service with the armies of the United States by order of the President:
Proviso.
Provided
officer or
or soldier
Provided, That an officer
soldier of
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps when
when so
so Nav
Naval ofensesetc.
offenses, etc.
of the
detached may be tried by military
an offense
detached
military court-martial
court-martial for
for an
offense comcommitted against the laws for the government
the naval
naval service
service prior
prior
government of
of the
to
his detachment,
detachment, and
and for
against these
these articles
to his
for an
an offense
offense committed
committed against
articles
he may be tried by aa naval court-martial
court-martial after such detachment
detachment
ceases;
ceases;
Retainers
and follow.
follow.
"(d)
accompanying or ersRetainers
"
(d) All retainers to the camp and all persons accompanying
abroad. and
serving with the armies of the United
United States without
without the territorial
territorial
ab.
jurisdiction of
of the
United States,
States, and
time of
of war
all such
such retainers
retainers
jurisdiction
the United
and in
in time
war all
and persons
persons accompanying
accompanying or
or serving
serving with
the armies
armies of
United
and
with the
of the
the United
the field,
field, both within and
States in the
territorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction
and without
without the
the territorial
of the United
United States,
of
though not
not otherwise
subject to
to these
articles;
States, though
otherwise subject
these articles;
"
(e) All
sentence adjudged
courts-martial;,
onCourts-martial
pris"(e)
All persons
persons under
under sentence
adjudged by
by courts-martial;
oners,
ers, ec.
etc.
"(f)
Regular Army
"(f) All persons admitted into the Regular
Army Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Rona) inHome Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
mates.
at Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
mates.
P
re

"II.
"II. COURTS-MARTIAL.
COURTS-MARTIAL.
"ART. 3. COURTS-MARTIAL
"ART.
COURTS-MARTIAL CLASSIFIED.-Courts-martial
CLASSIFIED.—Courts—martial shall
shall be
be of
of
three kinds,
three
kinds, namely:
namely:
"First,
"First, general
general courts-martial;
courts-martial;
"Second, special
special courts-martial;
courts-martial; and
and
"Second,
"Third, summary
courts-martial.
"Third,
summary courts-martial.
""A
A.

O
COMPOSITION.
OSO.

n

Courts-martial.

Courts-martal.
Classification.
Vol. 37, p. 721.
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Composition.

Composition.

Officers
competent
"Arr.
W HO MAY
SERVE ON
officers in
in for.Offcers
"ART. 4.
4. WHO
MAY SERVE
ON COURTS-MARTIAL.—All
COURTS-MARTIAL.-AJl officers
competent
the military
the
military service
and officers
officers of
the Marine
Marine
service of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
of the
Corps when
when detached
detached for
Corps
service with
with the
the Army
Army by
by order
order of
of the
the
for service
President, shall
President,
shall be
be competent
on courts-martial
courts-martial for
for the
the trial
competent to
to serve
serve on
trial
persons who
who may
may lawfully
of any persons
lawfully be
courts for
for
be brought
brought before
before such
such courts
trial.
trial.
Ge ral
"ART.
COURTS-MARTIAL.--General courts-martial
"
ART. 5. GENERAL
GENERAL courrs-MARTIAL.--General
courts-martial may
may General.
n .
consist
of any
any number
number of
officers from
from five
thirteen inclusive;
but
consist of
of officers
five to
to thirteen,
inclusive; but
they shall
shall not
not consist
consist of
of less
when that
number can
can
they
less than
than thirteen,
thirteen, when
that number
convened without manifest injury
be convened
injury to the service.
Special.
"
ART. 6.
6. SPECIAL
C017RTS-MARTIAL.—Special courts-martial
courts-martial may
may spcial.
"ART.
SPECIAL COURTS-MARTIAL.-Special
consist of
any number
number of
of officers
officers from
inclusive.
consist
of any
from three
three to
to five,
five, inclusive.
"
ART. 7.
summary court-martial
court-martial Summary.
"ART.
7. SUM:Ali-ART
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.—A
COURTS-MARTIAL.-A summary
Sumaushall
shall consist
consist of
of one
one officer.
officer.
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"B.
WHOM APPOINTED.
APPOINTED.
"B. BY
BY WHOM
"
ART. 8.
President of
United
"ART.
8. GENERAL
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.--The
COuJTS-MARTIAL.-The President
of the
the United

General.
General.

States, the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of a
aterritorial
territorial division
division or
department,
States,
or department,
the
of tIle
Military Academy,
Academy, the
commanding officer
officer
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
the Military
the commanding
division, or
separate brigade,
brigade, and,
and,
of an army,
army, an
an army
army corps, a
a division,
or aaseparate
when
the -President, the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of any
any
when empowered
empowered by
by thePresident,
body of
troops may
appoint general
general courtscourtsdistrict or of any force or
or body
of troops
may appoint
commander is
is the
or the
the proseprosemartial; but
but when
when any
any such
such commander
the accuser
accuser or
cutor
the court
appointed
cutor of the person or persons
persons to
to be
be tried, the
court shall
shall be
be appointed
shall be
be eligible
eligible to
to sit
sit
by superior competent
competent authority, and no officer
officer shall
accuser or a
as aamember of such court when he is
is the accuser
a witness
witness for the
prosecution.

SPettiallSpecial

"
ART. 9.
9. SPECIAL
SPECIAL COUTRTS-MARTIAL.-The
COURTS-MARTIAL.—The commanding
commanding officer
of aa
"ART.
officer of

district, garrison, fort,
other Jilitee
where troops
troops are
are on
duty,
district,
fort, camp,
camp, or
or other
place where
on duty,
and the commanding
commanding officer
regiment, detached
detached batbatofficer of
of aa brigade,
brigade, regiment,
command may appoint special
talion, or other detached
detached command
special courtscourtscommanding officer
officer is the accuser
or
martial; but when any such
such commanding
accuser or
the prosecutor
person or persons to be tried, the court
prosecutor of the person
court shall be
appointed by superior
and may
in any
any case
case be
appointed
superior authority,
authority, and
may in
be appointed
by
deemed desirable;
desirable; and
no
by superior authority when
when by
by the
the latter deemed
and no
officer shall be eligible to sit as
as a
amember
member of
of such
court when
when he
he is
is
such court
the accuser
accuser or aawitness for the
the prosecution.
prosecution.
"
ART. 10. Sl7MMARY
counTs-mARTIAL—The commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of
"ART.
SUMMARY COUBTS-MABTIAL.-The
a
place where troops
troops are
are on
on duty,
and
a garrison, fort, camp, or other place
duty, and
regiment, detachedbattalion,
detached battalion detached
detached
the commanding officer of aaregiment,

Summary.
SUmmry.

detachment may
may appoint
appoint summary
summary.courts-martial;
courts-martial;
company, or
or other
other detachment

Proviso.
Provio.
with
Sin
gle (dicer,
Single
ofcer, with

command.

commadvoat

Judge
Judge advocates.
advocat S
O

Jurisdictio.
Jurisdiction.

ra
Genera/.
Gen
l.

Proviso.
Military
restriction.
restriction.

Miim

Academy

Academy

summary courts-martial
case be
be appointed
appointed by
by
but such summary
courts-martial may in any case
superior
by the
the latter
latter deemed
deemed desirable:
desirable: Provided,
Provided
superior authority
authority when
when by
command he shall be
be the
That when but one officer is present
present with aacommand
the
summary court-martial
court-martial of that command
command and shall hear and deterdetermine cases brought before him.

"ART.
APPOINTMENT OF
"ART. 11. APPOINTMENT
OF JUDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATEs.-For
ADVOCATES.—For each
general
each general

or special court-martial
authority appointing
court shall
shall
court-martial the authority
appointing the court
advocate, and
court-martial one
one or
or
appoint a
a judge advocate,
and for
for each general court-martial
necessary.
more assistant judge advocates
advocates when necessary.
" c.
"
C. JURISDICTION.
JURISDICTION.

"ART.
"ART. 12. GENERAL
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.--General
COURTS-MARTIAL.--General courts-martial
courts-martial shall
have
have power to try any person
person subject to military
law for
for any
any crime
military law
crime
or
punishable by
these articles
articles and
and any
any other
other person
person
or offense
offense made
made punishable
by these
is subject
trial by
military tribunals:
Prowho by
the law
law of
of war
war is
subject to
to trial
by.military
tribunals: Prowho
That

officer shall be brought
vided, That no officer
brought to trial before aageneral
general courtcourtmartial appointed
martial
by the
the Superintendent
of the
the Military
Military Academy.
Academy.
appointed
by
Superintendent
of
pecia
Special.
"ART
courts-martial shall
"ART 13. SPECIAL COUTS-RT-IAL.-Special
couRTs-MARTIAL.--Special courts-martial
shall
have power to try any
subject to
military law,
law, except
except an
an
any person
person subject
to military
officer, for any crime or offense not capital made punishable
punishable by
by these
these
Proviso.
articles: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
President may,
regulations, which
which he
ation.
articles:
the President
may, by
by regulations,
he
Modification.
may modify from
from time to time, except from
from the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of special
special
courts-martial
courts-martial any class or classes
classes of persons subject
to military
military law.
subject to
law.
Punishment
"Special courts-martial
adjudge
stricted.
Punishment recourts-martial shall not have power to a
dj u dge disdishonorable discharge,
discharge, nor confinement
confinement in excess of six months, nor to
to
adjudge
forfeiture of
of more than six months'
adjudge forfeiture
months' pay.
pay.
Summary
summary.
"ART.
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.-Summary
courts-martial
"ART. 14. SUMMARY
COURTS-MARTIAL.--Summary courts-martial
shall
shall have
have power to try any person
person subject
subject to military law, except
except
an officer, aa cadet, or a
a soldier
certificate
an
solaier holding the privileges
privileges of aa certificate
of eligibility
of
any crime
crime or
or offense
offense not
not capital
capital made
made
eligibility to promotion,
promotion, for
for any
Provisos.
by these
articles: Provided,
Provided, That
That noncommissioned
officers
Nonommissioned
Noncommissi
oned puniable
n
these articles:
noncommissioned officers
=unishable by
officers.
offica
shall not, if they object thereto, be brought to trial before
before a
asummary
court-martial
court-martial without
without the authority of the officer
officer competent
competent to
to bring

«
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court-martial: Provided
Providedfurther,
them to trial before
before aa general court-martial:
further, That Modiations.
Modilleations.
the President may,
may, by
by regulations,
regulations, which
which he
may modify
modify from
he may
from time
time
to time, except
except from
from the
the jurisdiction
summary courts-martial
courts-martial any
any
jurisdiction of
of summary
class
or classes
classes of persons
to military
military law.
law.
class or
persons subject
subject to
Punishment
Punishment re"
Sumnrry courts-martial
not have
have power
to adjud
ge con
striew"Summary
courts-martial shall
shall not
power to
adjudge
con--stricted.
three months,
nor to
finement in excess of three
months, nor
to adjudge
forfeiture of
proviso.
adjudge the
the forfeiture
of P,.W
more than three months' pay: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
when the
the summary
summary Approval
Approval required.
required.
court officer
officer is
also the
of such
such sumsumcourt
is also
the commanding
commanding officer
officer no
no sentence
sentence of
mary court-marital
court-marital adjudging
adjudgingconfmement
hard labor
labor or
or forfeiture
confinement at
at hard
forfeiture
of pay,
or both,
for a
aperiodin
month shall
be carried
carried
of
pay, or
both, for
period in excess
excess of
of one
one month
shall be
into execution
execution until
until the
the same
same shall
shall have
approved by
by superior
superior
have been
been approved
authority.
authority.
"ART. 15.
15. NTr
Nor ETCLUSIVE.—The
of these
these articles
articles contrviection not
not ex"ART.
EXCLUSIVE.-The provisions
xprovisions of
con- cliJusdictio
ferring jurisdiction
courts-martial shall
ferring
jurisdiction upon
upon courts-martial
shall not
construed as
not be
be construed
as
depriving military
depriving
military commissions,
provost courts,
courts, or
other military
military
commissions, provost
or other
tribunals of concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
respect of
of offenders
offenders or
or offenses
offenses
in respect
that
the law
of war
war may
be lawfully
lawfully triable
by such
such military
military
that by
by the
law of
may be
triable by
commissions,
provost courts,
other military
mihtary tribunals.
tribunals.
commissions, provost
courts, or
or other
ofcs
Trial of officecs.
"ART. 16.
16. OkirFICERSi
OFFICERS; HOW
".ART.
How TRLABLE.-Officers
TRLABLE.—Officers shall
shall be
be triable
triable only
only
by general
and in
in no
no case
case shall
shall an
an officer,
when it
can
by
general courts-martial,
courts-martial, and
officer, when
it can
be avoided,
avoided, be
tried by
by officers
inferior to
him in
rank.
be
be tried
officers inferior
to him
in rank
"
D. PROCEDURE.
PROCEDURE.
" D.

Procedure.

Prcedure.

O
"Arm
17. JuDGE
JUDGE ADVOCATE
judge advocate
advocate Prc
Prosecutions.
"ART. 17.
ADVOCATE TO
TO PROSECUTE.—The
PROSECtTE.-The judge
utMSof a
court-martial shall
prosecute in
in the
the name
of
a general
general or
or special
special court-martial
shall prosecute
name of
of
the United
United States,
shall, under
under the
the direction
of the
court, prepare
prepare
the
States, and
and shall,
direction of
the court,
the
its proceedings.
The accused
shall have
have the
the right
right to
to cCounsel for
for acued
accused.
the record
record of
of its
proceedings. The
accused shall
be represented
before the
by counsel
his own
for
be
represented before
the court
court by
counsel of
of his
own selection
selection for
his
defense, if
if such
such counsel
be reasonably
available, but
but should_
he
his defense,
counsel be
reasonably available,
should he
for any
reason, be
unrepresented by
by counsel,
counsel, the
judge advocate
advocate shall
shall
for
any reason,
be unrepresented
the judge
from time
time to
throughout the
proceedings advise
advise the
accused of
of
from
to time
time throughout
the proceedings
the accused
his
his legal
legal rights.
rights.
chauvages.
"ART. 18.
18. CHALLENOES.—Members
of a
a general
general or
or special
special courtcourt"ART.
CHALLE.NOES.-Members of
martial
may
be
challenged
by
the
accused,
but
only
for
cause
stated
martial may be challenged by the accused, but only for cause stated
to the
the court.
The court
shall determine
the relevancy
court shall
determine the
relevancy and
and validity
validity
to
court. The
thereof, and
shall not
receive a
to more
than one
member
thereof,
and shall
not receive
a challenge
challenge to
more than
one member
at a
at
a time.
time.
Oat hs to be adminis.
"
ART. 19.
OATHS.—The judge
judge advocate
advocate of
of a
a general
general or
or special
special tete.hstohe adinls
"ART.
19. OATHS.-The
court-martial
shall administer
the members
members of
the court,
court, before
before Membso
e eso ourt.
° •
administer to
to the
of the
court-martial shall
they proceed
upon any
any trial,
trial, the
the following
oath or
or affirmation:
affirmation:
they
proceed upon
following oath
'You, A.
A. B.,
do swear
swear (or
affirm) that
that you
truly try
try
B., do
(or affirm)
you will
will well
well and
and truly
'You,
and
determine, according
according to
the evidence,
now before
evidence, the
the matter
matter now
before
and determine,
to the
you,
between the
of America
America and
the person
person to
to be
and the
be
the United
United States
States of
you, between
tried, and
and that
that you
you will
will duly
duly administer
without partiality,
partiality,
administer justice,
justice, without
tried,
favor,
or affection,
according to
to the
the provisions
of the
the rules
rules and
and artiartiprovisions of
favor, or
affection, according
cles
for the
of the
the armies
armies of
of the
the United
States, and
and if
if
United States,
cles for
the government
government of
any doubt
doubt should
arise, not
not explained
articles, then
accordany
shlould arise,
explained by
by said
said articles,
then accordthe
ing
to your
the best
and the
your conscience,
conscience, the
best of
of your
your understanding,
understanding, and
ing to
custom
in like
like cases;
swear (or
(or affirm)
affirm)
and you
you do
do further
further swear
custom of
of war
war in
cases; and
that you
divulge the
the findings
sentence of
of the
court until
until
will not
not divulge
findings or
or sentence
the court
that
you will
they shall
shall be
be published
except to
to the
the judge
judge
the proper
proper authority,
authority, except
published by
by the
they
advocate
and assistant
assistant judge
advocate; neither
disclose or
or
advocate and
judge advocate;
neither will
will you
you disclose
discover
vote or
or opinion
of any
any particular
particular member
member of
of the
the courtcourtdiscover the
the vote
opinion of
martial,
unless required
required to
give evidence
evidence thereof
as a
awitness
witness by
by aa
thereof as
to give
martial, unless
court
of justice
justice in
of law.
law. So
So help
God.'
help you
you God.'
in due
due course
course of
court of
"When the
the oath
oath or
or affirmation
has been
been administered
administered to
to the
the memmem- Jdg
Ymileaocate
ad vocate and
and
"When
affirmation has
of the
the court
hers of
of a
court-martial, the
the president
president of
court 'Is
special court-martial,
or special
a general
general or
bers
shall administer
the judge
judge advocate
advocate and
each assistant
assistant judge
judge
and to
to each
shall
administer to
to the
advocate, if
an oath
or affirmation
in the
following form:
form: 'You,
You,
affirmation in
the following
if any,
any, an
oath or
advocate,
A. B.,
B., do
swear (or
(or affirm)
affirm) that
will not
not divulge
the findings
findings or
or
divulge the
that you
you will
do swear
A.
re
m

.
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sentence of
court to
to any
but the
proper authority
they shall
shall
sentence
of the
the court
any but
the proper
authority until
until they
be
God.'
be duly disclosed
disclosed by the same. So help
help you God.'

"All persons
"All
persons who give evidence
evidence before
before a
a court-martial
shall be
be
court-martial shall

or affirmation
affirmation in
the following
following form:
You swear
examined on
on oath
oath or
in the
form: '
'You
swear
(or affirm)
that the
the evidence
you shall
shall give
in the
now in
(or
affirm) that
evidence you
give in
the case
case now
in hearing
hearing
shall
truth, the
the whole
whole truth,
and nothing
nothing but
the truth.
shall be
be the
the truth,
truth, and
but the
truth. So
So

help
help you
ou God.'
God.'
"Every
the proceedings
court-martial shall,
shall, before
before
"Every reporter
reporter of
of the
proceedings of
of aacourt-martial
entering upon his duties,
make oath
oath or
affirmation in
in the
the following
following
entering
duties, make
or affirmation
form: 'You
swear (or
affirm) that
that you
you will
will faithfully
faithfully perform
perform the
the
form:
'You swear
(or affirm)
duties of reporter
reporter to this court. So help
help you God.'
God.'
Interpreter.
Interpreter.
"Every
"Every interpreter
interpreter in the trial of any case before
before aa court-martial
court-martial
shall,
his duties
duties, make
oath or
or affirmation
affirmation in
shall, before
before entering
entering upon
upon his
make oath
in
the
You swear
(or affrm)
affirm) that
you will
truly interinterthe following
following form:
form: '
'You
swear (or
that you
will truly
pret
help you
God.'
pret in the
the case
case now
now in
in hearing.
hearing. So
So help
you God.'
Affirmations.
Affirmations.
"In case of affirmation the closing sentence of adjuration will be
be
omitted.
Continuances.
contintances
"ART. 20. CONTINUANCES.-A
"Arr.
CorrrialuAncrs.—A court-martial
court-martial may,
may, for
for reasonable
reasonable
cause, grant
grant a
to either
either party
for such
such time
time and
and as
as often
often
cause,
a continuance
continuance to
party for
as may
may appear
appear to
be just.
just.
as
to be
Refusal
Refusal to
to plead.
plead.
"ART.
21. REFUSAL
PLEAD.-When
"
ART. 21.
REFUSAL TO
TO PLEAD
—When the
the accused, arraigned
arraigned
before
obstinancy and
and deliberate
design stands
stands
before aacourt-martial,
court-martial, from
from obstinancy
deliberate design
foreign to the purpose, the court may proceed
mute or answers foreign
proceed to
I
trial
ent as
as if
he had
had pleaded
not guilty.
trial and
and ju
judgment
if he
pleaded not
guilty.
traatcompel
"ART.
TO OBTAIN
tenP(Meeses. compel atat'
"
ART. 22.
22. PROCESS
ROCESS TO
OBTAIN WITNESSES.--Every
WITNESSES.— very judge advoadvocate of
of a
general or
or special
special court-martial
court-martial and
and every
every summary
summary courtcourtcate
a general
martial shall
shall have
issue the
the like
like process
to compel
compel witwitmartial
have power
power to
to issue
process to
nesses to
nesses
to appear
which courts
courts of
of the
appear and
and testify
testify which
the United
United States,
States,
having
crimmal jurisdiction,
jurisdiction may
lawfully issue;
issue; but
but such
such process
process
having'criminal
may lawfully
shall
to any
any part
part of
of the
the United
States, its
its Territories,
Territories, and
and posposshall run
run to
United States,
sessions.
sessions.
Refusal to appear or
"
ART. -23.
REFUSAL TO
TO A
PPEAR OR
TEmirt.—Every person
person not
not
OR TESTIFY.-Every
APPEAR
23. REFUSAL
"ART.
or
estRfuylaisdea
estifY '
amisdemeanor *
subject
to military
a 'tary law
who, being
being duly
duly subpcenaed
to appear
appear as
as a
subject to
law who,
subpoenaed to
a
witness
before any
any military
military court,
court, commission,
commission court
of inquiry,
inquiry, or
or
witness before
court of
board,
or before
any officer,
officer, military
military or
or civil,
civil:designated
to take
board, or
before any
designated to
take aa
deposition to
read in
in evidence
evidence before
before such
such court,
court, commission,
commission,
deposition
to be
be read
court of
court
of inquiry,
inquiry, or
or board,
board, willfully
or refuses
refuses to
to appear,
willfully neglects
neglects or
appear, or
or
as aawitness,
witness, or
refuses to qualify as
or to
to testify,
or produce
documentary
testify, or
roduce documentary
evidence
evidence which
such person
may have
been legally
legally subpoenaed
subpoenaed to
to
which such
person may
have been
u
sa tnited
rt.ln
of aamisdemeanor,
f
"
.
.
in produce, shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor, for
for which
such
which such
person shall be punished on information
information in
the district
district court
court of
of the
the
in the
United States or in a
original criminal
in any
any
a court of original
criminal jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
Territorial possessions
jurisdiction being
of the Territorial
possessions of the United States, jurisdiction
being
upon such
such courts
courts for
hereby conferred
conferred upon
for such
purpose; and
and it
shall be
such purpose;
it shall
be
the duty of the United
United States
States district
district attorney
or the
officer proseattorney or
the officer
prosecuting
in any
any such
such court
court of
of original
original criminal
criminal
cutin for
for the
the Government
Government in
jurisdiction, on the
the certification
jurisdiction,
certification of
of the
facts to
to him
him by
by the
the military
military
the facts
commission, court of inquiry, or board,
board, to
court, commission,
to file
file an
an information
information
the person
against and prosecute the
person so
so offending,
offending and
and the
the punishment
punishment
of such
such person,
be
offending,
a
fine of not more than $500
of
person, on
on conviction
conviction, shall
shall be
a fine
or imprisonment
imprisonment not to
to exceed
exceed six
six monthsor
months, or
both, at
at the
the discretion
discretion
r both,
Proviso.
Witness
of
Provided, That
the fees
of such
witness and
his mileage,
mileage,
and his
such witness
That the
fees of
of the
the court:
court: Provided,
Pwi s.fees.
at the rates
witnesses attending the courts of the United
rates allowed to witnesses
United
States, shall be duly paid or tendered
amounts to
tendered said witness,
witness, such
such amounts
to
be paid out of the appropriation
appropriation for the
the compensation
compensation of
of witnesses.
witnesses.
Compulsory
"
ART. 24.
24. C
OMPULSORY SELF-LNCRIMINATION
SELF-INCRI3fIN.ATION PROHIBITED
.—No
PROHIBITED.-NO
COMPULSORY
"ART.
pslriberimination
prohibComplnation
ed
itited.
.
witness
commission, court of inquiry,
witness before a
a military court, commission
inquiry, or
board,
board, or before
before any officer,
officer, military or civil, designated
designated to take aa
deposition
deposition to be read in evidence
evidence before
before aa military
military court,
court, commiscommission, court of inquiry,
incriminate
sion
inquiry, or board,
board, shall be
be compelled
compelled to incriminate
to incriminate
incriminate
himself or to answer
answer any questions which
which may tend to
or
or degrade
degrade him.
him.
Reporter.
Reprer.
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Depositions.
"ART. 25.
25. DEPOITIONS-WHEN
DEPOSITIONS--WHEN ADMISSIBLE.-A
ADMISSIBLE.—A duly
duly authenauthen- Admissibility.
seitmY.
"ART.
ticated
deposition
taken
upon
reasonable
notice
to
the
opposite
opposite
the
to
notice
ticated deposition taken upon reasonable
party
may be
be read
read in
in evidence
any military
court or
or commiscommismilitary court
before any
evidence before
party may
of
sion in
case not
capital, or
in any
before a
acourt
court of
any proceeding
proceeding before
or in
not capital,
any case
sion
in any
inquiry
or a
a military
military board,
if such
such deposition
deposition be
when the
the
taken when
be taken
board, if
inquiry or
witness
is found,
found, or
or is
is about
to go
beyond the
the State,
State, TerriTerrigo beyond
about to
resides, is
witness resides,
tory,
district in
in which
commission, or
board is
is ordered
ordered
or board
court, commission,
the court,
which the
or district
tory, or
to
sit, or
or beyond
beyond the
hundred miles
miles from
from the
the place
of
place of
one hundred
of one
distance of
the distance
to sit,
trial
hearing, or
it appears
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the court,
court,
to the
appears to
or when
when it
or hearing,
trial or
commission,
that the
the witness
by
witness, by
authority that
appointing authority
or appointing
board, or
commission, board,
reason
of age,
'bodily infirmity,
imprisonment,
witness,
or other
or
infirmity, imprisonment,
sickness, bodily
age, sickness,
reason of
cause, is
is unable
unable to
to appear
appear and
at the Proviso.
person at
in person
testify in
and testify
reasonable cause,
place
or hearing:
That testimony
deposition Iniaases.
by deposition
capital cases.
testimony by
Provided, That
hearing: Provided,
trial or
place of
of trial
may be
be adduced
cases.
in capital
capital cases.
defense in
the defense
for the
adduced for
may
"ART. 26.
26. DEPOSITIONS-BEFORE
DEPOSITIONS—BEFORE WHOM
WHOM TAKEN.—Depositions
to auDtatedt
auDesliPa
th ,te,d,officials
oflils
TAKEN.-Depositions to
"ART.
of ---- —t
be read
in evidence
before military
commissions, courts
courts of
courts, commissions,
military courts,
evidence before
read in
be
inquiry,
military boards,
for other
other use
military administraadministra- •
use in
in military
or for
boards, or
or military
inquiry, or
tion, may
may be
before and
and authenticated
authenticated by any
military
any officer, military
be taken
taken before
tion,
or civil,
civil, authorized
laws of
of the
the United
United States
States or
or by
by the
laws
the laws
the laws
by the
authorized by
or
of
the place
place where
deposition is
to administer
administer oaths.
oaths.
is taken
taken to
the deposition
where the
of the
"
ART. 27.
OURTS OF
INQUIRY—RECORDS OF,
OF, WHEN
r
d
Zsaln:',ofrecrds
11;ii
rY"
Adssion
ADMISSIBLE.WHEN A_DMD3SIBLE.—
OF INQUIRY-RECORDS
COURTS
27. C
"ART.
The
record of
the proceedings
proceedings of
of a
a court
maybe
evidence.
be read
read in asasevience.
inquiry may
court of inquiry
of the
The record
evidence before
or military
military commission
commission in
in any
an y
court-martial or
any court-martial
before any
evidence
case not
not capital
officer , and
and
dismissal of an officer,
the dismissal
to the
extendingito
nor extending
capital nor
case
may .also
also be
read in
n any
proceeding before
catirt of
of
before aa court
any proceeding
evidence in
in evidence
be read
may
inquiry
military board:
such evidence
evidence may
may be irla
im.
S'ense
That such
Provided, That
board: Provided,
or aa military
inquiry or
adduced by
the defense
defense in
the
extending to the
cases extending
cases or cases
capital cases
in capital
by the
adduced
dismissal of
without
an officer.
officer.
of an
dismissal
" ART. 28.
ACCEPTANCE DOES
DOES NOT
NOT RELEASE
RELEASE acceptance
Res
pti
ggica
nc
i
t
t
o
Mrere
a
t
.
notjto
WITHOUT ACCEPTANCE
RESIGNATION WITHOUT
28. RESIGNATION
"ART.
oFricRR.—Any officer
officer who,
who, having
his resignation
°lacerlosefier.
and lease
resignation and
tendered his
having tendered
OFFICER.-Any
prior to
to due
due notice
notice of
of the
the acceptance
acceptance of
the same,
his post
post or
or
quits his
same, quits
of the
prior
proper
without leave
leave and
and with
intent to
to absent
absent himself
himself perperwith intent
duties without
proper duties
manently therefrom
therefrom shall
shall be
be deemed
utt
t erw
deserter.
deemed aadeserter.
manently
Emsg
t
m
e
lt
t
i
i
t
ohou
n.
"ART. 29.
29. ENLISTMENT
ENLISTMENT WITHOUT
DISCHARGE.—Arty soldier
disc
desertion.
soldier who, discharge,
WITHOUT DISCHARGE.-Any
"ART.
without having
first received
regular discharge,
enlists in the
again enlists
discharge, again
a regular
received a
having first
without
Army, or
militia when
the service
service of
United
States, or
or
nited States,
of the
theJ
in the
when in
the militia
in the
or in
Army,
in
Navy or
or Marine
Corps of
of the
the United
States, or
or in
in any
any foreign
foreign
United States,
Marine Corps
the Navy
in the
army,
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
have deserted
deserted the
the service
service of
of the
the United
United
to have
army, shall
States;
the enlistment
of the
of the
the United
United
forces of
the forces
in one
one of
is in
enlistment is
where the
and, where
States; and,
States
above, to
to have
fraudulently enlisted
enlisted therein.
ssios o
therein.
have fraudulently
States mentioned
mentioned above,
"ART.
CLOSED SESSIONS.-Whenever
SESSIONS.—Whenever a
a general
general or
or special
special courts.
„
o
a'
ts .
d
30. CLOSED
"ART. 30.
court-martial
sit in
closed session,
judge advocate
advocate and
and the
the
the judge
session, the
in closed
shall sit
court-martial shall
assistant
any, shall
shall withdraw;
withdraw; and
and when
their
when their
if any,
advocate, if
judge advocate,
assistant judge
legal
advice or
or their
their assistance
referring to
to the
the recorded
evidence
recorded evidence
in referring
assistance in
legal advice
is
required, it
it shall
shall be
be obtained
obtained in
court, and
and in
the presence
presence of
of
in the
open court,
in open
is required,
the accused
accused and
and of
of his
his counsel
counsel if
there be
any.
rdr of otin.
be any.
if there
the
"
ART. 31.
ORDER OF
of a
a general
or special
special °r
de"'"mung.
general or
vOTING.-Members of
OF VOTING.—Members
31. ORDEB
"ABT.
court-martial, in
votes, shall
shall begin
with the
the junior
junior
begin with
their votes,
giving their
in giving
court-martial,
in
rank.
Ptmisbment of coneonPanishment
in rank.
"
ART. 32.
32. CONTE1PTrs.-A
CoNTEmrrs.—A court-martial
court-martial may
may punish
punish at
at discretion,
discretion, tempts.
"ART.
subject
the limitations
limitations contained
contained in
any person
fourteen, any
Article fourteen,
in Article
to the
subject to
who
uses any
any menacing
menacing words,
words, signs,
gestures in
in its
presence, or
or
its presence,
or gestures
signs, or
who uses
who
disturbs
its
proceedings
by
any
riot
or
disorder.
Records of
courts.
of courts
or
disorder.
riot
any
by
its
proceedings
who disturbs
"ART.
COURTS-MARTIAL.—Each general
martial.
generl martial.
RECORDS-GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.-Each
33. RECORDS—GENERAL
"ART. 33.
court-martial
shall keep
keep a
a separate
of its
its proceedings
c'en'L
in G
proceedings in
record of
separate record
court-martial shall
the
trial of
and such
be
shall be
record shall
such record
it, and
before it,
brought before
case brought
each case
of each
the trial
authenticated by
signature of
the president
president and
and the
the judge
judge
of the
the signature
by the
authenticated
advocate;
but in
be authenticated
authenticated by
by the
the
not be
can not
record can
the record
case the
in case
advocate; but
judge
advocate,
by
reason
of
his
death,
disability,.
or
absence,
it
it
or
absence,
disability,
his
death,
of
reason
by
judge advocate,
shall be
signed by
by the
assistant judge
judge advocate,
advocate,
an assistant
and an
president and
the president
be signed
shal
if any;
no assistant
assistant judge
judge advocate,
advocate, or
or in
in case
case of
of his
his
be no
there be
if there
and if
if
any; and
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death,
or absence,
the president
president and
and one
one other
other
by the
then by
absence, then
disability, or
death, disability,
member
of the
court.
the court.
member of
Special
RECORDS--SPECIAL AND
AND SUMMARY
pecial and
and sum"ART.
"
ART. 34.
34. RECORDS--SPECIAL
SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL.COURTS-MARTIAL. —
rnary.
Each
special court-martial
and each
summary court-martial
shall
court-martial shall
each summary
court-martial and
Each special
keep a
arecord
record of
its proceedings,
separate for
for each
each case,
which record
record
case, which
proceedings, separate
of its
keep
shall contain
contain such
be authenticated
authenticated in
in such
such manner
manner as
as
and be
such matter
matter and
shall
may
be required
the president
president may
from time
time
may from
which the
by regulations
regulations which
required by
may be
to
time prescribe.
prescribe.
to time
Disposition of.
"
ART. 35.
DISPOSITION OF
OF RECORDS—GENERAL
-COURTS-MARTIAL.BECORDs-GENBAL COITRTS-MARTIAL.
35. DiSPOSmbON
"ART.
P Oslm
General..
The
of each
general court-martial
shall, with
with such
such
court-martial shall,
each general
advocate of
The judge
judge advocate
expedition as
permit, forward
forward to
appointing
to the
the appointing
may permit,
as circumstances
circumstances may
expedition
authority
successor in
in command
command the
the original
original record
the
of the
record of
to his
his successor
or to
authority or
proceedings
such court
the trial
trial of
of each
each case.
All records
records of
of
case. All
in the
court in
of such
proceedings of
such proceedings
proceedings shall,
been finally
finally acted
acted upon,
upon, be
be
having been
shal, after
after having
such
transmitted
the Judge
General of
the Army.
Army.
of the
Advocate General
Judge Advocate
to the
transmitted to
Special and an'"ART. 36.
SUMMARY
A"D SUMMARY
BREORDS-SPECIAL AND
36. MsPosrriort
DISPOaTIOoN OF P.zooans—SPEciam
"ART.
Special
man!.
mry
COURTS-MARTIAL
—
After having
acted upon
upon by
by the
officer
the officer
been acted
having been
CouvTs-MARTIAL-After
appointing the
court, or
or by
by the
the officer
commanding for
the time
time
for the
officer commanding
the court,
appointing
bemg,
of each
special court-martial
court-martial and
and a
report
a report
trial by
by special
each trial
record of
being, the
the record
of
each trial
trial by
shall be
to such
such
be transmitted
transmitted to
court-martial shall
by summary
summary court-martial
of each
general headquarters
as the
the President
designate in
in regulations,
regs.tions,.
may designate
President may
headquarters as
general
there to
be filed
in the
the office
office of
of the
the judge
judge advocate.
advocate. When
When no
no
led in
to be
there
longer of
of special
special and
and summary
summary courts-martial
courts-martial may
may
records of
of use,
use, records
longer
be destroyed.
destroyed.
be
Irreiniarities.
"ART. 37.
37. IBREoGLARrrIES-EFFECT
IRREGULARITIES—EFFECT or.-The
OF.—The proceedings
proceedings of
of aa
"ArB.
Irrcianrites.
Errors not invalidating
proceedings.
shall not
not be
nor the
findingsor
sentence
or sentence
the findings
invalid, nor
be held
held invalid,
court-martial shall
vaidat- court-martial
igEnpo
disapproved,
in any
any case
case on
on the
the ground
ground of
of improper
or
admission or
improper admission
disapproved, in
rejection
of evidence
evidence or
for any
error as
as to
to any
matter of
of pleading
pleading
any matter
any error
or for
rejection of
or procedure
procedure unless
unless in
in the
the opinion
of the
the reviewing
reviewing or
or confirming
confirming
opinion of
or
N " Injuring
rights
authority, after
after an
an examination
of the
entire proceedings,
shall
proceedings, itit shafl
the entire
examination of
ingrh
ts ' authority,
Nor
Provisos
appear
error complained
has injuriously
injuriously affected
affected the
the
of has
complained of
the error
that the
appear that
pramise.
Nature
oteses.
substantial
Nature of offenses.
substantial rights
rights of
of an
accused: Provided,
That the
the act
act or
or omission
omission
an accused:
Provided, That
upon which
been tried
tried constitutes
an offense
offense
constitutes an
accused has
has been
which the
the accused
upon
of "
denounced
and
made
punishable
by
one
or
more
of
these
articles:
articles:
these
of
more
or
one
by
punishable
made
and
denounced
"hard
o
omissio
omission
bard
the omission
omission of the words 'hard
labor."
Provided further,
further, That the
labor."
Provided
'hard labor'
labor' in
any sentence
sentence of
of a
adjudging imprisonment
imprisonment or
or conconcourt-martial adjudging
a court-martial
any
finement
not be
be construed
as depriving
depriving the
the authorities
authorities
construed as
finement shall
shall not
executing such
sentence of
confinement of
of the
the
or confinement
of imprisonment
imprisonment or
such sentence
executing
power to
require hard
labor as
as a
of the
the punishment
punishment in
in any
any
power
to require
hard labor
a part
part of
case where
where it
it is
authorized by
the Executive
Executive order
order prescribing
prescribing
is authorized
by the
case
maximum punishments.
punishments.
maximum
MAY PRESCRIBE
RULES.-The President
"AAT.
PRESIDENT
President may pre"ART. 38. P
RESIDENT MAY
PRESCRIBE RULES.—The
President may
may
scribe rules.
by
regulations, which
he may
may modify
modify from
from time
to time,
time, prescribe
prescribe
by regulations,
which he
time to
the
procedure, including
including modes
in cases
cases before
courtsthe procedure,
modes of
of proof,
proof, in
before courtsother military
Prori4o.T.
martial,
courts of
of inquiry,
military commissions,
military
commissions, and other
inquiry, military
martial, courts
Proiso.
Lmitatio.
That nothing
Limitaticea.
tribunals: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing contrary
contrary to
to or
or inconsistent
inconsistent with
with
Providedfurther,
Presentation to ConCon- these articles shall be so prescribed:
prescribed: Provided
further, That
That all rules
gress•
made in
in pursuance
pursuance of this
this article
article shall be laid
laid before
the Congress
made
before the
Congress
annually.
annually.
Limitations
Limitations
prosecutions.
prosecutions.

upon

"E.
LIMITATIONS
PROSECUTIONS.
"E.
LIMITATIONS UPON
UPON PROSECUTIONS.

"ART.
TO TIME.-Except
"ART. 39. As TO
TrmE.—Except for desertion
desertion committed
committed in
in time
time
of war,
for mutiny
or murder,
subject to
to military
military law
law
of
war, or
or for
mutiny or
murder, no
no person
person subject
shall be
be liable to be tried
tried or punished by aa court-martial
any
shall
court-martial for any
crime
committed more
more than
two years
years before
before the
the arraignarraigncrime or
or offense
offense committed
than two
Prorisos.
D
ti
i
such person:
person: Provided,
for desertion
in time
time of
or
Desertion
in ti
time of
o ment
ment of
of such
Provided, That
That for
desertion in
of peace
peace or
ipeceetc.
for any crime or offense
peace, etc.
offense punishable
punishable under articles ninety-three
ninety-three and
and
ninety-four of this code the period of limitations upon trial and unfomninety-four of this code the period of limitations upon trial and punAbce
Absence
United
States.
°
islunent by
by court-martial
shall be
further, That
That
Provided further,
three years:
years: Provided
be three
court-martial shall
ishment
utd soes.
the
of any
any absence
absence of
from the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the period
period of
of the
the accused
accused from
of the
the
United States, and also any period during which
which by reason
reason of some
Time.

eser

on

n

me

r

m
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manifest impediment
impediment the
the accused
accused shall
shall not have been amenable
amenable to
to
manifest
military justice,
justice, shall
excluded in
aforesaid periods
the aforesaid
computing the
in computing
be excluded
shall be
military
barred.
rimebarre
not-have
of limitation:
limitation: And
provided further,
That this
shall nothave Crimes
this article shall
frther, That
And provided
of
the
to authorize
the trial
or punishment
punishment for any crime
crime or offense
trial or
authorize the
effect to
the effect
barred by
provisions of
existing law.
law.
of existing
the provisions
by the
barred
same oof.
Once for
for same
oCe
"Aim 40.
TO NUMBER.-No
NUMBER.—No person
person shall be tried aasecond time fense.
As TO
40. As
"ART.
for
the
same
offense.
offense.
for the same
"F.
PUNISHMENTS.
"F. PUNISHMENTS.

Punishments.
Punishmets.

ds
K
in prbhit
"
ART. 41.
KINDS PROHIBITED.—Pimishment
PraibitedPROHIBITED.-Punishment by flogging, Kinds
CERTAIN KINDS
41. CERTAIN
"ART.
or by
by branding,
branding, marking,
marking, or
the body
prohibited.
is prohibited.
body is
on the
tattooing on
or tattooing
or
ss
e
n
Penitentiary
"
ART. 42.
PLACES OF
LAWFUL .—Except for
for tenitentiar
CONFINEMENT-WHEN LAWFUL.-Except
OF CONFINEMENT—WHEN
42. PLACES
tenon.
"ART.
civil
Restricted
to
Resticted to ciil
of peace, and offenses,
desertion in
in time
of war,
war, repeated
repeated desertion
desertion in
in time
time of
time of
desertion
etc.
court-martial be pun- oenses etc
a court-martial
mutiny, no
no person
shall under
sentence of a
the sentence
under the
person shall
mutiny,
ished by
confinement in
an act
act or omission of
unless an
penitentiary unless
a penitentiary
in a
by confinement
ished
which he
is recognized
an offense
civil nature
nature by
of aacivil
offense of
as an
recognized as
convicted is
is convicted
he is
which
as
law
some
statute
of
the
United
States,
or
at
the
common
law
the same
common
the
at
or
States,
United
the
of
statute
some
exists in
District of
of Columbia
or by
of commutation
commutation of aa
way of
by way
Columbia,' or
the District
in the
exists
authorized Provi.
death sentence,
sentence, and
unless, also,
period of confinement
confinement authorized
the period
also, the
and unless,
death
and adjudged
adjudged by
by such
such court-martial
is one
one year
year or
or more:
more: Provided,
Provided, More
t
han one o.n
of.
aesostbhan
court-martial is
and
s
cen
court-martial
a
That
when
a
sentence
of
confinement
is
adjudged
by
a
court-martiallenseby
adjudged
is
confinement
of
a
sentence
when
That
upon
conviction of
of two
or more
more acts
acts or
any one of which is
omissions any
or omissions
two or
upon conviction
punishable under
these articles
articles by
by confinement
in a
penitentiary, the
a penitentiary
confinement in
under these
punishable
entire
sentence of
confinement may
executed in
in a
penitentiary.: Place.
a penitentiary:
be executed
may be
of confinement
entire sentence
Provided
further, That penitentiary
penitentiary confinement
confinement hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
Provided further,
indirectly under
may
served i
n any
any penitentiary
penitentiary directly
under the
or indirectly
directly or
in
be served
may be
jurisdiction of
the United
States: Prvided
Provided further,
persons sensenfurther, That persons
United States:
of the
jurisdiction
tenced to
to dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
discharge and
to confinement
peniconfinement not in aapeniand to
tenced
At
Disciplinary BarBarAt Discipliary
tentiary, shall
shall be
confined in
United States
States Disciplinary
Barracks racks,
Disciplinary Barracks
the United
in the
be confined
tentiary,
eta.
et.
r
may
authority
reviewing
the
or
elsewhere
as
the
Secretaryof
War
or
the
reviewing
authority
or
War
or elsewhere as the Secretary of
direct, but
but not
not in
Death sentence.
sentence.
Death
penitentiary.
in aapenitentiary.
direct,
Restriction.
"ART. 43.
43. DEATH
DEATH SENTENCE—WHEN
LANSTFUL.—No person
person shall,
shall, Restriction.
SENTENCE--WHEN LAWFUL.-No
"ART.
for which
by
general court-martial,
court-martial, be
be convicted
convicted of
of an
offense for
which the
an offense
by general
to suffer
sentenced
death
penalty
is
made
mandatory
by
law,
nor
sentenced
suffer
nor
law,
by
death penalty is made mandatory
of
death, except
except by
concurrence of
of two-thirds
two-thirds of
the members
members of
of the
the concurrence
by the
death,
made
expressly
said
court-martial
and
for
an
offense
in
these
articles
expressly
made
articles
these
in
offense
said court-martial and for an
whether
punishable by
by death.
All other
and sentences,
sentences, whether
convictions and
other convictions
death. All
punishable
determined by aamajority
by
special court-martial,
may be determined
court-martial, may
or special
general or
by general
Cowardie
of the
the members
members present.
present.
Cowardice ortraud.
or fraud.
of
"ART. 44.
44., COWARDICE;
When an
an Publication
Publication of
of disdia.
PENALTY.--When
FRAUD-ACCESSORY PENALTY.—
COWARDICE; FRAUD—ACCESSORY
"ART.
'i
officer
is dismissed
dismissed from
from the
service for
cowardice or
or fraud,
fraud, the crime,
crime, nl
ssal.
for cowardice
the service
officer is
punishment,
name, and
and place
place of
of abode
abode of
of the
the delinquent
pubdelinquent shall be pubpunishment, name,
lished
in the
newspapers in
m and
and about
about the
camp and
State from
in the State
and in
the camp
the newspapers
lished in
Accessory penalty.
penalty.
and after such Accessory
which
the offender
or where
he usually
resides; and
usually resides;
where he
came or
offender came
which the
publication
to associate
associate with
with him.
m limits.
lmits
him. Mavirnom
officer to
an officer
for an
scandalous for
be scandalous
shall be
it shall
publication it
"ART.
MAximum LIMITS.
the punishment
for aa
punishment for
Whenever the
LIMITS.-— Whenever
45. MAXIMUM
"ART. 45.
crime
or offense
offense made
by these
these articles
is left
left to
to the disdisarticles is
punishable by
made punishable
crime or
time of
i
not
shall
cretion
of
the
court-martial,
the
punishment
shall
not,
in
punishment
the
cretion of the court-martial,
the President
as the
peace, exceed
such limit
President may from time to
limits as
or limits
limit or
exceed such
peace,
time prescribe.
prescribe.
time
Action of
of authority.
authority.
Action
"G.
ACTION BY
BY APPOIN'TING
SUPERIOR AUTHORITY.
AUTHORITY.
OR SUPERIOR
APPOINTING OR
tG. ACTION

"
ART. 46.
46. APPROVAL
APPROVAL AND
sentence ,
Approval
and exec(mem.
Approvaland
SENTENCE.-No sentence
OF SENTENCE.—No
EXECUTION or
AND EXECUTION
"ART.
.
of
a
court-martial
shall
be
carried
into
execution
until
the
same
shall
tionof
sentence.
tn
shall
same
the
until
execution
into
of a court-martial shall be carried
the
have
the officer
officer appointing
appointing the
the court
court or
or by
by the
by the
approved by
been approved
have been
officer
commanding
for
the
time
being.
officer commanding for the time being.
Incidental powers.
P
"ART.
47. POWERS
TO APPROVE.—The
powerT
powers.
i
AF ROVE.-The power
POWEB TO
TO POWER
INCIDENT TO
POWERS INCIDENT
"ART. 47.
to approve
the sentence
of a
court-martial shall
shall be
be held
held to
to include:
include: Findings.
a court-martial
sentence of
approve the
to
"
The power
power to
disapprove a
and to
to approve
approve
finding and
a finding
or disapprove
approve or
to approve
(a) The
" (a)
only
so
much
of
a
finding
of
guilty
of
a
particular
offense
as
involves
involves
as
offense
particular
a
of
guilty
of
only so much of a finding
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guilty of
of a
alesser
lesser included
included offense
offense when,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of
aafinding
finding of
of guilty
when, in
the authority
of record
record
the
authority having
having power
power to
to approve,
approve, the
the evidence
evidence of
requires
finding of
only the
the lesser
of guilt;
guilt; and
and
requires aafinding
of only
lesser degree
degree of

to approve
approve or
"(b) The power to
or disapprove
disapprove the
or any
of
the whole
whole or
any part
part of
the
the sentence.
sentence.
Continuation
re.
"
ART. 48.
CONFIRMATION—W HEN REQUIRED.-In
REQUIRED.-111 addition
addition to
to the
the
Confirmatin
"tART.
re
48. CONFlIMATION-WHEN
(paired.
By
article forty-six,
forty-six, confirmation
confirmation by
by the
the President
President
y the President.
resdent. approval
approval required
required by
by article
required in
before the
of a
court-maris required
in the
the following cases before
the sentence
sentence of
a court-martial is
is carried
into execution,
tial
carried into
execution, namely:
namely:
specified cases.
"(a) Any
sentence respecting
respecting aageneral
general officer:
officer:
"(a)
Any sentence
"(b) Any
sentence extending
the dismissal
dismissal of
of an
officer, except
except
"(b)
Any sentence
extending to
to the
an officer,
to the
the dismissal
dismissal of
of an
an officer
that in
in time
time of war
war a
a sentence
sentence extendi
extendinggto
officer
below the
the grade
brigadier general
general may
may be
be carried
carried into
execution
below
grade of
of brigadier
into execution
confirmation by
by the
commanding general
general of
of the
the Army
Army in
in the
upon confirmation
the commanding
the
field
or by
by the
commanding general
of the
the territorial
territorial department
department or
or
field or
the commanding
general of
division;
division;
"
(c) Any sentence
sentence extending
extending to
suspension or
or dismissal
dismissal of
of a
a
"(c)
to the
the suspension
cadet; and
cadet;
and
,ieptonsin time
"(d)
ExeePtimle
time
"
(d) Any sentence
sentence of death, except
except in
in the
the cases
of persons
persons conconcases of
of war.
of war
of murder,
murder, rape,
rape, mutiny,
victed in time of
war of
mutiny, desertion,
or as
as spies;
spies;
desertion, or
and in such excepted
excepted cases a
a. sentence
sentence of death
death may be
mto
be carried
carried into
execution upon confirmation
confirmation by the
commanding general
general of
of the
the commanding
the
the field
field or
by the
the commanding
of the
Territorial
Army in
in the
or by
commanding general
general of
the Territorial
department
division.
department or
or division.
11,41="
1 ,flot~.e
b
-Y
"When
authority competent
confirm the
the sentence
sentence has
has
'When the authority
competent to confirm
authority.
already acted as the approving
approving authority
authority no
no additional confirmation
confirmation
by him
him is
is necessary.
necessary.
en-by
t
en
Ccatirming
ees .
43
"
ART. 49.
OWERS INCDENT
INCIDENT TO
TO POWER
POWER TO
TO CONFIRM.-The
CONFIRM.—The power
power
Utenes.
Sen"ART.
49. P
POWERS
Incidntapower
a court-martial
Incidental
Wwers• to confirm the sentence
sentence of a
court-martial shall be
be held
include:
held to
to include:
ta" (a) The power to confirm or
Pliuthigs•
"
disapprove a
afinding,
finding, and
to conor disapprove
and to
confirm so much only of a
a finding of guilty of aa particular
offense as
particular offense
as
involves aafinding of guilty of aalesser
included offense
offense when,
when in
lesser included
in the
the
authority having
having power
the evidence
evidence of
opinion of the authority
power to
to confirm,
confirm, the
of
record requires
record
finding of
only the
the lesser
lesser degree
degree of
of guilt;
guilt; and
and
requires aafinding
of only
st e
Sentences.
"
(b) The power
power to
to confirm
confirm or
or disapprove
disapprove the
the whole
or any
part
" (b)
whole or
any part
of
the sentence.
of the
sentence.
motmn
l
t
o at
m or
i
kr
en
l .reints"
"ART. 50.
MITIGATION OR
OR REMISSION
OF 8ENTENCES.-The
SENTEN CES .—The power
power
SS
"ART.
50. MITIGATION
REMISSION OF
of the
sentence adjudged
adjudged by
court-martial
to order the
the execution
execution of
the sentence
by aacourt-martial
shall be
be held
held to
to include,
include, inter
alia, the
the power
power to
to mitigate
mitigate or
or remit
remit
shall
Restriction
inter alia,
Restriction,
the whole or any part of the sentence, but no sentence
sentence of dismissal
dismissal
of an officer and no sentence of death
death shall be mitigated
or remitted
remitted
mitigated or
by any
any authority
authority inferior
inferior to
to the
President.
by
the
President.
17nexecnted
tioexecuted
por" Any unexecuted
unexecuted portion
tions.
p
or
of a
adjudged by
by aacourt-martial
portion of
a sentence
sentence adjudged
court-martial
may be mitigated or remitted by the
military authority
authority competent
competent
the military
command, exclusive
of penitentiaries
penitentiaries and
the
to appoint, for
for the
the command,
exclusive of
and the
Disciplinary Barracks, in which
United States Disciplinary
which the
the person
under
person under
a court of the kind that imposed
sentence is held, a
imposed the sentence, and
and
the same power may be
be exercised
exercised by
military authority;
authority;
by superior
superior military
sentence extending
but no sentence
extending to the dismissal of an officer
officer or
or loss
loss of
of
files, no sentence of death, and no sentence
sentence approved
approved or confirmed
confirmed
remitted or mitigated
by the President shall be remitted
mitigated by any other authority-.
authority
Uncollected
Unconeted fortei"The
power of
and mitigation
mitigation shall extend to all uncoltares.
'The power
of remission
remission and
lected forfeitures
adjudged by
sentence of
of aacourt-martial.
court-marti al.
uspension of senen- lected
forfeitures adjudged
by sentence
t e Suspension
es
'ABT.
51. SUSPENSION
OF SENTENCES
tenets..
"
ART. 51.
SUSPENSION OF
SENTENCES OF
DISMISSAL OR
DEATH.—
OF DISMISSAL
OR DEATH.Dis ic,s.1 or death.
competent to order
execution
Dicrn
dps+th
The authority competent
order the e
xecu ti on of
ofa
a sentence
of
sentence of
dismissal of an officer or a
a sentence
sentence of death may suspend
suspend such
sentence
President be known, and in case
sentence until the pleasure
pleasure of the President
of such suspension
a copy of the order of suspension,
suspension a
suspension together
together with
with
aa copy of the record
of trial,
shall i
mmediat
el
y be
be 'transmitted
to
record of
trial, shall
immediately
transmitted to
the President.
President.
sentence
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"ABT.
52. S
SUSPENSION
OF SENTENCE
SENTENCE OF
OF DISHONORABLE
DISHONORABLE DIS"
ART. 52.
USPENSION OF
Dishonorable disDIS- Dishloorable
CHARGE.-The
competent to order
the execution
CHARGE.—The authority competent
order the
execution of a
acbarge
charge'
sentence,
sentence, including dishonorable
dishonorable discharge,
discharge, may suspend the
the exeexedishonorable discharge
cution of the dishonorable
discharge until the soldier's
soldier's release from
confinement; but the order of
of suspension
suspension may
be vacated
vacated at
at any
any time
time
confinement;
may be
and the execution
execution of the dishonorable
dishonorable discharge
discharge directed
directed by the
jurisdiction over the command,
officer having general court-martial
court-martial jurisdiction
command,
exclusive
penitentiaries and the United
exclusive of penitentiaries
United States
States Disciplinary
Disciplinary BarBarracks, in which the soldier is held or by the Secretary of War.
"ART.
53. SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OF
OF SENTENCES
SENTENCES OF
OF FORFEITURE
FORFEITURE OR
OR CON
Forfeiture or c.
"ART. 53.
CON--finemen
Forfeiture
cea
FINEMENT.-The authority
competent to order the execution
FirrEmragT.—The
authority competent
execution of aa
sentence
sentence adjudged
adjudged by a
a court-martial
court-martial may, if the sentence
sentence involve
involve
nor dishonorable
discharge, suspend
suspend the
the execution
execution
neither dismissal
dismissal nor
dishonorable discharge,
sentence in
of the
the sentence
in so far
far as
as it
it relates to the forfeiture
forfeiture of pay or to
confinement, or to both; and the person
person under
under sentence
sentence may
may be
be
confinement,
confinement. At
any
restored to
to duty during the
the suspension of
of confinement.
At any
of suspension
suspension such
such
time within
within one
one year
year after the
the date
date of
of the
the order
order of
sufficient cause,
execution of the
order may, for sufficient
cause be vacated and the execution
directed by
military authority
authority competent to
'order
sentence directed
by the
the military
to'order
the execution
execution of
like sentences
sentences in
command, exclusive
exclusive of
of penithe
of like
in the
the command,
penitentiaries and the United
Barracks, to which the
the
tentiaries
United States
States Disciplinary
Disciplinary Barracks,
person under sentence belongs or in which
which he may be found; but if
if
vacated within one year after
the order of suspension be not vacated
after the
date thereof
thereof the suspended
suspended sentence
sentence shall be
be held
held to
to have
have been
been
remitted.
"
III.PUNITIVE
Pimitive articles.
"III.
PUNITIVE ARTICLES.
ARTICLES.
Punitive
articles.

"A. ENLISTMENT;
ENLISTMENT; MUSTER;
RETURNS.
"A.
MUSTER; RETURNS.
peon
who shall
shall Fraudulent
Fraudulent
t
enlist.
"ART.
"
ART. 54. FRAUDULENT
FRAUDULENT ENLISTMENT.—Any
ENLISTMENT.-Any person
person who
enlistprocure himself
to be
enlisted in
in the
service of
the United
procure
himself to
be enlisted
the military
military service
of the
United m

misrepresentation or concealment
concealment as to
States by means of willful misrepresentation
his
qualifications for enlistment, and
and shall
allowances
his qualifications
shall receive
receive pay
pay or
or allowances
under such enlistment,
punished as
court-martial may
may
enlistment, shall
shall be
be punished
as aa court-martial
direct.
"
ART. 55.
UNLAWFUL ENLISTMENT.—Any
officer Officer
"Icerniistmen
e making
makinf un"ART.
55. OFFICER
OFFICER MAKING
MAKING UNLAWFUL
ENLISTMENT.-Any officer
who knowingly
knowingly enlists
enlists or
musters into
military service
any.person
person lawful
who
or musters
into the
the military
service any
whose enlistment
or muster
muster in
is prohibited
law, regulations,
regulations, or
whose
enlistment or
in is
prohibited by
by law,
or
orders shall
be dismissed
dismissed from
from the
or suffer
suffer such
orders
shall be
the service
service or
such other
other punishpunishment as
as a
court-martial may
may direct.
ment
a court-martial
direct.
"
ART. 56.
MUSTER ROLLS—FALSE
MUSTER.—At every
muster of
of aa Muster
required.
"ART.
ROLLS-FALSE MUSTER.-At
Muster requred.
56. MUSTER
every muster
regiment, troop,
troop, battery,
or company
company the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer thereof
regiment,
battery, or
thereof
shall give
to the
mustering officer
officer certificates,
certificates, signed
by himself,
shall
give to
the mustering
signed by
himself
stating how
how long
long absent
absent officers
absent and
and the
reasons of
of
the reasons
stating
officers have
have been
been absent
their absence.
absence. And
the commanding
commanding officer
every troop,
troop, battery,
battery,
their
And the
officer of
of every
stating how
or company
give like
how long
long absent
absent nonshall give
like certificates,
certificates, stating
or
company shall
commissioned officers
and private
private soldiers
been absent
absent and
and the
the
commissioned
officers and
soldiers have
have been
reasons
their absence.
time of
of absence
absence shall
shall
reasons of
of their
absence. Such
Such reasons
reasons and
and time
be inserted
inserted in
in the
names of
the respective
respective
the names
of the
be
the muster
muster rolls
rolls opposite
opposite the
absent officers
soldiers, and
and the
certificates, together
together with
with the
the
absent
officers and
and soldiers,
the certificates,
by the
officer to
muster
be transmitted
the mustering
mustering officer
to the
the
muster rolls,
rolls, shall
shall be
transmitted by
Department
of War
speedily as
distance of
of the
the place
place and
and muster
Department of
War as
as speedily
as the
the distance
muster
f aPunishment for olnwill admit.
officer who knowingly
false muster
of man
man cer
en
gisreetc.
c
t
will
admit. Any
Any officer
knowingly makes
makes a
a false
mmakilase,
muster of
cerP=
or animal,
animal, or
or who
who signs
allows the
the signing
signing of
of any
any muster
muster
or
signs or
or directs
directs or
or allows
roll
to contain
false muster
muster or
or false
false statement
statement
roll knowing
knowing the
the same
same to
contain aafalse
as
to the
the absence
absence or
or pay
pay of
or who
as to
of an
an officer
officer or
or soldier,
soldier, or
who wrongfully
wrongfully
takes
money or
consideration on
in aa regiment,
regiment,
or other
other consideration
on mustering
mustering in
takes money
signing muster
muster rolls,
company, or
or other
rolls, or who
or on
on signing
other organization,
organization, or
company,
knowingly musters
an officer
officer or
who is not such
or soldier
soldier aa person
person who
knowingly
musters as
as an
service and suffer
soldier, shall
shall be dismissed
dismissed from the service
suffer such
officer or soldier,
punishment as
court-martial may direct
direct.
as aacourt-martial
other punishment
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"ART.
57. FALSE
FALSE
RTURNS---OMISSION
"ART. 57.
RETURNS—OMISSION TO
RENDER RETURNS.RETURNS.—
TO RENDER

Every officer
an independent
independent troop,
Every
officer commanding
commanding a
a regiment,
regiment, an
troop, battery,
battery,
or company,
company, or
or a
shall, in
in the
beginning of
of every
every month,
mont,
or
a garrison,
garrison, shall,
the beginning
transmit
through the
transmit through
the proper
channels, to
the Department
Department of
of War,
an
proper channels,
to the
War an
exact
specifying the
the names
the officers
officers then
exact return
return of
of the
the same,
same, specifying
names of
of the
then
absent from their
absent
posts, with
with the
the reasons
for and
and the
time of
of their
their
their pots,
reasons for
the time
Punishment for
fee o-e
ea' absence.
officer whose
duty it
it is
is to
to render
render to
to the
the War
War DepartDepartwhose duty
Every officer
absence. Every
ePmsnt
o
ment
or other superior
mentor
superior authority
authority a
return of
of the
the state
of the
troops
a return
state of
the troops
under his
his command,
command, or
or of
arms, ammunitions,
ammunitions, clothing,
funds, or
or
of the
the arms,
clothing, funds,
other property
property thereunto
belonging, who
who knowingly
makes a
false
thereunto belonging,
knowingly makes
a false
return thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be dismissed
from the
the service
service and
such other
dismissed from
and suffer
suffer such
other
punishment
a court-martial
punishment as a
court-martial may
may direct.
direct And
And any
any officer
officer who,
who,
design, omits
render such
through neglect or design,
omits to render
shall be
be punpunsuch return
return shall
a court-martial
court-martial may
ished as a
may direct.
direct.
"B. DESERTION—ABSENCE
DESERTION-ABSENCE WITHOUT
"B.
WITHOUT LEAVE.
LEAVE.

Denertkes.
Dao°_

"ART. 58.
person subject
subject to
to military
military law
law who
who
"ArT.
58. DEsERTum.r.—Any
DESEB
TION.-Any person
deserts or attempts to desert the service
service of
of the
the United
United States
shall,
States shall,
if the offense
offense be
in time
time of
war, suffer
suffer death
death or
or such
such other
other
be committed
committed in
of war,
punishment as
punishment
as a
acourt-martial
may direct,
direct, and,
and, if
the offense
offense be
be comcomcourt-martial may
if the
mitted at
at any
any other
mitted
other time,
time, any
punishment, excepting
excepting death,
that aa
any punishment,
death, that
court-martial may
may direct.
court-martial
direct.
Advising or
or aiding
"ART.
59. ADVIING
ADVISING OR
AIDING ANOTHER
ANOTHER TO
TO DESERT.-Any
DESERT.—Any person
dervg
aiding
"ART. 59.
OR AIDING
deserter.
person
subject
to military
advises or
or persuades
or knowingly
knowingly assists
assists
subject to
military law
law who
who advises
persuades or
another to
to desert
desert the
the service
of the
the United
States shall,
the offense
offense
service of
United States
shall, if
if the
be committed
committed in
be
of war,
war, suffer
suffer death,
death, or
such other
other punishment
punishment
in time
time of
or such
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
may direct,
and, if
if the
the offense
committed at
any
direct, and,
offense be
be committed
at any
other time, any punishment,
punishment, excepting
excepting death,
death, that
that a
court-martial
a court-martial
may direct.
may
direct.
tXnon
enter'"ART.
ENTERTAINING A
KnewinglY
'ART. 60.
60. ENTERTAINING
officer who,
who, after
hayA DESERTER.—Any
DESERTER.-Any officer
after havtaining
deserter. entering
a soldier in his
his command
ing discovered
discovered that a
command is
deserter from
from the
the
is aadeserter
military or naval service
service or from the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, retains
retains such
such
deserter in
command without
without informing
informing superior
superior authority
authority or
or the
the
deserter
in his
his command
commander
organization to
to which the deserter belongs,
commander of the organization
belongs, shall
shall be
be
punished
a court-martial
court-martial may
punished as a
may direct.
direct.
Ablates without
with
ou t "ART. 61. ABSENCE WTOUT LEAVE.-Any person
witht
eAbvene
leave.
"ART. 61. ABSENCE WirHOUT LEATE.—Any person subject
subject to
to milimilitary law who fails to repair
repair at the
the fixed
fixed time to the
the properly
properly appointed
appointed
place of duty
from the
leave, or absents
absents
duty, or goes from
the same without
without proper
proper leave,
himself from his command,
command, guard,
camp without
guard, quarters,
quarters, station, or camp
without
proper
court-martial may direct.
proper leave, shall be punished as aacourt-martial
direct.
"
C. DISRESPECT—INSUBORDINATION—MUTINY.
DISRESPECT-INSUBORDINATION-MUTINY.
"C.

Disrespect to
resi.
to Presideisrect
dent,
etc.

"A
RT. 62 . DISRESPECT TOWARD
THE PRESIDENT,
PRESIDENT, VICE
VICE PRESIDENT,
PRESIDENT,
62. DISRESPECT TOWARD THE
"ART.
CONGRESS, SECRETARY
OF WAR,
WAR, GOVERNORS,
CONGRESS,
SECRETARY OF
GOVERNORS, LEGISLATUREs.-Any
LEGISLATURES.--Any
officer who uses contemptuous
disrespectful words
contemptuous or disrespectful
words against
the PresiPresiagainst the
the United
United States,
dent, Vice President, the Congress
Congress of the
the Secretary
Secretary
States, the
of War, or the governor or legislature
legislature of any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or other
other
possession
shall be
possession of the United
United States in which he is quartered shall
be disdismissed from the service
service or suffer such other punishment
punishment as a
a courtmartial may direct. Any other person subject to military law who
who so
so
offends
offends shall be punished
punished as
as a
court-martial may
direcf.
a court-martial
may
direct.
Toward superior
Tord
"ART
DISRESPECT TOWARD
TOWARD SUPERIOR
officer.
superior
"
ART. 63.
63. DLSRESPECT
SUPERIOR OFFICER.-Any
OFFICER.—Any person
person
subject to military
military law
law who behaves
behaves himself
himself with
with disrespect
disrespect toward
toward
his superior
superior officer
officer shall be punished
punished as
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
direct.
may direct.
Assaulting, etc., suOR WILLFULLY
ASSAULTING OR
"ART. 64.
etc., su- "ART.
fg,
periortiofficer.
64. ASSAULTING
WILLFULLY DISOBEYING
DISOBEYING SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR OFFIOFFICER.-Any person subject
CER.—Any
subject to military
military law
law who,
who, on
an ypretense
pret
ense whatw hat on any
soever, strikes
soever,
strikes his superior
superior officer or draws
draws or lifts up any weapon
weapon or
or
ofers any
offers
any violence
violence against him, being in the execution
execution of his office,
willfuly disobeys any lawful command of his superior
or willfully
superior officer,
officer, shall
shall
suffer
such other
punishment as
a court-martial
suffer death
death or
or such
other punishment
as a
court-martial may
may direct.
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"ART. 65.
"ART.
65. INSUBORDINATE
INSUBORDINATE CONDUCT
CONDUCT TOWARD
TOWARD NONCOMMISSIONED
NONCOMMISSIONED
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Assulting,
etc., non
Assaulting, etc,
mm.

oom
OFFICER.-Any
offcer. '
OFFICER.—Any soldier who strikes or assaults, or who attempts
attempts or
or ' isned
Issi' dameer
threatens
disobeys the
the lawful
threatens to strike or assault, or willfully
willfully disobeys
order of
of
lawful order
aanoncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
in the
execution of
of his
office, or
or uses
uses
officer while
while in
the execution
his office,
threatening
threatening or insulting
insulting language,
language, or
or behaves
behaves in
in an
an insubordinate
insubordinate or
or
disrespectful manner toward
a noncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
disrespectful
toward a
officer while
in the
the
while in
execution
be punished
punished as
execution of his office, shall be
direct.
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
military seInciting
"ART.
SEDITION.—Any person
subject to
to military
"ART. 66.
66. MUTINY
MuTINY on
OR SEDITION.-Any
person subject
lncitig mutiny
mut ny or
.
t
di ion.
or joins m
in
law who attempts to create
create or who begins, excites, causes, or
any
or sedition
any company,
company, party,
party, post,
post, camp,
camp, detachany mutiny
mutiny or
sedition in
in any
detachshall suffer death
ment, guard, or other command shall
death or
such other
other punpunor such
ishment
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
ishment as
may direct.
direct.

Failure to suppress
"ART.
AILURE TO
MUTINY OR SEDITION
.—An yofficer
mutiny
or sednti
sedition.
"ART. 67.
FAILURE
67. F
TO SUPPRESS
SUPPRESS MUTINY
SEDITION.-Any
officer mutiny
or
soldier who,
who, being present
or soldier
mutiny or
sedition, does
present at
at any
any mutiny
or sedition,
does not
not use
use
his utmost endeavor
endeavor to suppress the same, or
or knowing
knowing or
or having
having reareason to believe that aamutiny
mutiny or sedition
sedition is
is to
take place,
does not
not withto take
place, does
without delay give
information thereof
to his commanding
give information
thereof to
commanding officer
officer shall
shall
suffer death or such other punishment
punishment as
as a
court-martial may
direct. Q eis f
and
a court-martial
may direct.
FRAYS; nusoRDBRs.---A.11
DISORDERS.-All officers
officers and nons ' rraYsa'
"ART. 68. QUARRELS;
QUARRELS; FRAYS;
non- diAso
disorders.'
commissioned
commissioned officers
officers have
have power
power to
to part
part and
all quarrels,
quarrels, frays,
and quell
quell all
frays,
and disorders
persons subject
disorders among persons
subject to
to military
and to
order offioffimilitary law
law and
to order
cers who take part m the same into arrest,
other persons
arrest, and
and other
persons subject
subject
to military
military law
law who
take part
in the
same into
arrest or
or confinement,
to
who take
part in
the same
into arrest
confinement,
as circumstances
circumstances may require,
require until
until their
their proper
officer is
is
proper superior
superior officer
acquainted therewith.
acquainted
therewith. And
being so
so ordered,
ordered, refuses
refuses to
And Whosoever
whosoever, being
to
obey such
or noncommissioned
dficer
,
or
draws aaweapon
weapon upon
obey
such officer
officer or
noncommissioned officer
or draws
upon
or otherwise
otherwise threatens
threatens or
or does
him shall
shall be
be punished
punished as
or
does violence
violence to
to him
as aa
court-martial
court-martial may direct.

"D. ARREST;
"D.
ARREST; CONFINEMENT.
CONFINEMENT.

"ART.
"
ART. 69.
69. ARREST
ARREST OR
OF ACCUSED
PERSONS.—An
OB CONFINEMENT
CONFINEMENT OF
ACCUSED PERSONS.-An

Arrest and
z
.t. 1.
1d_ confine.
.
Arrest
confine

officer charged
charged with crime or with aa serious
serious offense
offense under
under these
men
ns,to'flice.g7u
per.
these so
smot
of csused pe
articles
shall be
be placed
articles shall
in arrest
by the
the commanding
commanding officer,
officer, and
and in
in
placed in
arrest by
exceptional cases
officer so
so charged
charged may
be placed
placed in
in confinement
exceptional
cases an
an officer
may be
confinement
soldiers.
by the same authority. A
A soldier
soldier charged
charged with crime or with aa Soldiers.
serious offense under these articles
shall be
placed in
articles shall
be placed
in confinement,
confinement,
and when
when charged
charged with a
aminor
minor offense
may be
placed in
arrest.
offense he
he may
be placed
in arrest.
Any other
other person
person subject
subject to
law charged
charged with
or with
with O'her
Other per.
Any
to military
military law
with crime
crime or
pa
a serious offense under
articles shall be
be placed
a
under these articles
placed in
in confinement
confinement
or
or in
in arrest,
circumstances may
may require;
require; and
and when
when charged
with
arrest, as
as circumstances
charged with
aa minor
minor offense
offense such
such person
may: be
be placed
placed in
Any person
person Restricton.
Restriction.
person may
in arrest.
arrest. Any
this article shall
shall thereby-be
be
placed in arrest under
under the provisions
provisions of this
restricted
to his
or tent,
tent, unless
limits shall
shall
restricted to
his barracks,
barracks, quarters
quarters,' or
unless such
such limits
be
enlarged by
by proper
proper authority.
Any officer
officer who
who breaks
breaks his
his arrest
arrest Ptmishment
for
be enlarged
authority. Any
Prinaht
for
or who escapes
escapes from confinement before he is set at liberty by proper
proper b
authority
shall be
be dismissed
dismissed from
the service
service or
or suffer
suffer such
such other
other
authority shall
from the
punishment as
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
may direct;
any other
punishment
direct; and any
other person
person
subject
law who
who escapes
escapes from confinement
subject to military-law
confinement or who
who breaks
breaks
his arrest
he is
set at
at liberty
shall be
be
is set
liberty by
by proper
proper authority
authority shall
his
arrest before
before he
punished as
as a
acourt-martial
direct.
punished
court-martial may
may direct.

d
4'
ART. 70.
70. INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION OF
ACTION UPON
(14an
and
"ART.
OF AND
AND ACTION
UPON CHARGES.—No
CHARGES.-No actL.avesr,
Iaest.mkt,of
confinement more than
than
person put in arrest shall be continued
continued in confinement
eight
days, or
or until
until such
such time
e
ht days,
time as
can be
be assembled.
assembled.
as aa court-martial
court-martial can
en any
in arrest
arrest for
for the
of trial,
trial, except
except at
at Right
of accused.
When
any person
person is
is put
put in
the purpose
purpose of
Rightofaccused.
remote military
or stations,
the officer
whose order
order he
he is
is
remote
military posts
posts or
stations, the
officer by
by whose
arrested
see that
that a
of the
the charges
he is
to be
be
arrested shall
shall see
a copy
copy of
charges on
on which
which he
is to
tried is
is served
served upon
upon him
him within
eight days
days after
arrest, and
and that
that
tried
within eight
after his
his arrest,
he
brought to
trial within
within ten
days thereafter,
the necesneceshe is
is brought
to trial
ten days
thereafter, unless
unless the
sities
of the
the service
service prevent
such trial;
and then
he shall
shall be
be brought
sities of
prevent such
trial; and
then he
brought
to
trial within
within thirty
the expiration
of said
ten days.
days. If
If
to trial
thirty days
days after
after the
expiration of
said ten
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a
copy of
charges be
not served,
served, or
or the
the arrested
arrested person
be not
not
a copy
of the
the charges
be not
person be
to trial,
trial, as
the arrest
arrest shall
shall cease.
cease. But
But perbrought to
as herein
herein required,
required, the
perunder the
the provisions
provisions of
this article,
may
sons released from
from arrest, under
of this
article, may

be tried,
tried, whenever
the exigencies
of the
the service
service shall
shall permit,
permit, within
within
be
whenever the
exigencies of
release from
from arrest:
in time
time
in twelve
twelve months
months after
after such
such release
arrest: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
of peace no person shall, against his objection,
objection, be brought to trial
general court-martial
of five
days subsequent
subsequent
before aageneral
court-martial within
within aaperiod
period of
five days
to the
service of
to
the service
of charges
charges upon
upon him.
him.
Refusal
to
keep
prisRefusalto spp ri. •"AT.
REFUSAL TO
TO RECEIVE
"ART. 71.
71. REFUSAL
RECEIVE AND
AND KEEP
PRISONERS.—No
KEEP PBRINERS.-No
oners.
provost
commander of
of a
aguard
guard shall
shall refuse
or
provost marshal or commander
refuse to
to receive
receive or
keep
prisoner committed
committed to
charge by
an officer
officer belonging
belonging to
to
eep any
any prisoner
to his
his charge
by an
the
of the
the United
United States,
States, provided
the officer
officer committing
committing shall,
shall,
the forces
forces of
provided the
at the time, deliver
an account
account in
m writing,
signed by
himself, of
of the
the
at
deliver an
writing, signed
by himself,
charged against
against the
the prisoner.
prisoner. Any
Any officer
officer or
or soldier
soldier
crime or offense charged
so
refusing shall
shall be
as a
acourt-martial
so refusing
be punished
punished as
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
of r
"
ART. n.
or PRISONE
PRISONERS RECEIrED.-Every
RECEIVED.---EVXI
commander
eRePort tof
oPris°ners
p"ART.
REPORT OF
72. REPORT
received.
commander
of
is committed
committ
shall, within
within
of a
a guard
guard to whose
whose charge
charge a
a prisoner
prisoner is
shall,
twenty-four
hours after
after such
such confinement,
or as
as soon
he is
is relieved
relieved
twenty-four hours
confinement, or
soon as
as he
from
guard, report
writing to
to the
commanding officer
officer the
the name
name
from his
his guard,
report in
in writing
the commanding
of
prisoner, the
the offense
offense charged
charged against
against him,
him, and
name of
of
of such
such prisoner,
and the
the name
the
officer committing
committing him;
him; and
and if
if he
make such
such report
report he
he
the officer
he fails
fails to
to make
shall be
as a
acourt-martial
may direct.
direct.
be punished
punished as
court-martial may
Una
ntharized rel."'
"
ART
73.
RELEASING
PRISONER
WITHOUT
PROPER AUTHORITY.—
gsOthpSSriSzree"ART
RELEASING
PRISONER
73.
AUTHORITY.-WITHOUT
PROPER
logof priscsers.
Any person
person subject
Any
subject to
to military
without proper
proper authority,
authority,
military law
law who
who, without
releases
any prisoner
duly committed
to
releases any
prisoner duly
committedwho,
to his charge,
charge, or
or who
who through
through
neglect or
neglect
any prisoner
prisoner so
committed to
to escape,
or design
design suffers
suffers any
so committed
escape, shall
shall
be punished
punished as
be
as a
may direct.
direct.
a court-martial
court-martial may
DegrerY
°f °genders
"ART.
ART. 74.
74. DELIVERY
DELIVERY OF
OFFENDERS TO
TO CIVIL
CIVIL AUTHORrrIES.--When
AtrmonrrrEs.--When
toaiUt^Oiri".
"
OF OFFENDERS
to
civil authorities.
law, except
except one
any person subject to military
military law,
one who
held by
by the
the
who is
is held
military authorities to answer,
answer, or
or who
who is
is awaiting
trial or
or result
result of
of
awaiting trial
trial, or who is undergoing
undergoing sentence
sentence for
crime or
or offense
punishable
for aacrime
offense punishable
under
under these
of aa crime
crime or
or offense
offense committed
committed
these articles,
articles, is
is accused
accused of
within the geographical
geographical limits
limits of
of the
States of
of the
Union and
and the
the
the States
the Union
District of
of Columbia,
and punishable
punishable by
by the
the laws
laws of
the l
and, th
e
District
Columbia, and
of the
land,
the
issrequired, except
commanding officer i
except m
m time
of war,
war, upon
upon appliapplitime of
cation duly
cation
duly made
to use
his utmost
endeavor to
deliver over
over such.
made,' to
use his
utmost endeavor
to deliver
such.
accused
accused person
person to
to the
civil authorities,
to aid
the officers
officers of
of justice
justice
the civil
authorities, or
or to
aid the
in
apprehending and
and securing
securing him,
him, in
in order
order that
that he
he may
may be
be brought
in apprehending
brought
Pon.ialmient rfor r
udt.
howl
re. to trial.
Any commanding
commanding officer who upon
upon such
such application
application refuses
refuses
or willfully neglects, except
except in time of war, to
to deliver
deriver over
over such
such
accused person to the civil authorities
authorities or
or to
to aid
aid the
the officers
officers of
of justice
justice
in apprehending
apprehending and securing him shall be
dismissed from
from the
the service
service
be dismissed
such other
or suffer such
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
other punishment
punishment as
direct.
Coli
n
ayletioin
of court"When ,un
der th
provi
si
ons ofthis article, delivery is made to
Comiletioen
oort ence
"When,
under
thee provisions
of this article, delivery is made to
Civiu.
civil.
mart
the
civil authorities
authorities of
of an
undergoing sentence
sentence of
courtthe civil
an offender
offender undergoing
of aa courtmartial, such delivery, if followed by conviction, shall
shall be
be held
held to
to
interrupt
interrupt the execution of the sentence
sentence of the court-martial,
court-martial, and
and the
the
offender shall be returned
military custody,
returned to military
custody, after
answered
after having
having answered
to the civil authorities
his offense, for
authorities for his
for the
the completion
completion of
of the
said
the said
court-martial sentence.
sentence.
court-martial
Proviso.
cus-Martial
Courts-martial
time
of peace.
timeof
eace.

"E. WAR
WAR OFFENSES.
"E.
OFFENSES.

War
War offenses.
ofenses.
Misbehavior
Misbehavior
the enemy.

before
before

"ART.
75. MISBEHAVIOR
"Aril% 75.
MISBEHAVIOR

BEFORE THE
BEFORE
THE ENEMY.-Any
ENEMY.—Any officer
officer or
or

soldier
who misbehaves
soldier who
misbehaves himself
himself before
before the enemy,
enemy, runs away
away, or
or
up any
any fort,
shamefully abandons
abandons or delivers up
fort, post,
po st, camp,
camp, guard,
guard,or
or
other command
command which
other
is his
duty to
t
o d
ef
en d
, or
or speaks
speaks w
which it
it is
his duty
defend,
words
inducing others to do
inducingdo the
the like,
like, or
or casts
casts away
away his
his arms
arms or ammunition,
ammunition,
or quitsis
quits his post
post or colors to plunder
plunder or
or pillage,
or by
by any
any means
means whatwhatpillage, or
soever
soever occasions false alarms in camp,
camp, garrison,
garrison, or
or quarters,
quarters, shall
shall
suffer death
suffer
death or
or such
such other
other punishment
punishment as aacourt-martial
court-martial may direct.
direct.
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c om SUBORDINATES COMPELLING
"ART. 76.
76. SUBORDINATES
"ART.
COMPELLING COMMANDER
COMMANDER TO
TO SURRENSURREN- Subordinates
Subordinates corn
ner to
to
rn ecrwimander
commander of any garrison, fort, post, camp, guard, or Pelling
any commander
other command
command is compelled,
compelled, by the officers
under his
officers or soldiers under
his
command, to give it up to the enemy or to abandon
officers or
abandon it, the officers
soldiers so offending shall suffer death or such
such other punishment
punishment as
aacourt-martial may direct.
of
Iproper
"ART.
COUNTERSIGN. —Any person
person subject
subject COImproper
O
use
of
OF COUNTERSIGN.-Any
USE OF
IMPROPER USE
77. IMPROPER
"ART. 77.
to military law who makes
makes known the parole or countersign
countersign to any -person
the rules
rules and discipline
it according
according to the
person not
not entitled
entitled to receive it
of war, or gives a
different from
from that which he
a parole or countersign
countersign different
received,
committed in time
suffer
received, shall,
shall, if the
the offense
offense be committed
time of
of war, suffer
death
or such
such other
other punishment
punishment as
as aacourt-martial
death or
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
"ART. 78.
78. FORCING
person subject
subject to
to milimili- Forcing
guard.
Forcinga asafeguard.
SAFEGUARD.-Any person
A SAFEGUARD.—Any
FORCING A
"ART.
tary law who, in time of war, forces a
safeguard shall suffer death
death
a safeguard
punishment as
court-martial may
direct.
or such
such other
other punishment
as aacourt-martial
may direct.
ap
reNrotSenp
tu t.Nct
FOR PUBLIC
BE SECURED
"ART. 79.
CAPTURED PROPERTY
SECURED FOR
PUBLIC
securing cap"
TO BE
PROPERTY TO
79. CAPTURED
'ART.
BERVICE.—All
public property
property taken
taken from
from the
enemy is
is the
the property
property
the enemy
SERVICE.-All public
of the United States and shall be secured for the service of the United
United
States,
military- law who
who neglects to
person subject to -military
States, and any
any person
secure
property or is guilty of
wrongful appropriation
appropriation thereof
of wrongful
secure such
such property
shall
be punished
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
may -direct.
direct.
pumshed as
shall be
Dealing in captured
property.
"ART. 80.
80. DEALING
DEALING IN
CAPTURED OR
OR ABANDONIED
ABANDONED PROPERTY.PROPERTY.— orab=and
or abandoned pr
operty.
I CAPTURED
"ART.
person subject to militarymilitary law who buys, sells, trades, or in
Any person
any way
deals in
in or
captured or abandoned
abandoned property,
property,
or disposes
disposes of captured
any
way deals
whereby he
benefit, or advantage
expect any profit, benefit,
he shall
shall receive or expect
whereby
to himself or to any other person directly or indirectly connected
connected
property comes into his
whenever such property
or who
who fails whenever
with himself, or
possession or
or custody
custody or
within his control to give
give notice thereof
or within
possession
to
the proper
proper authority and to turn
property- to the proper
proper
turn over such property
to the
authority without
delay, shall,
shall, on
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be punished
punished
on conviction
without delay,
authority
by
imprisonment, or
punishment as a
a courtor by such other punishment
or imprisonment,
by fine
fine or
martial,
commission, or
or other
other military tribunal
tribunal may
may adjudge,
military commission,
martial, military
or by
any or
all of
of said
said penalties.
penalties.
or all
by any
or
Aiding, etc., enemy.
etc.,enemy.
THE Aidng,
"ART. 81.
CORRESPONDING WITH,
WITH, OR
OR AIDING
AIDING THE
81. RELIEVING,.
RELIEVING, CORRESPONDING
"ART.
ENEMY
.—Whosoever
relieves
the
enemywith
arms,
ammunition,
ENEMY.-Whosoever relieves the enemy with arms, ammunition,
supplies,
or other
thing, or
knowingly harbors
or protects
protects
harbors or
or knowingly
other thing,
money, or
supplies, money,
or
to the
enemy,
the enemy,
intelligence to
or gives
gives intelligence
with or
holds correspondence
correspondence with
or holds
either
suffer death,
such other
other punishpunishdeath, or
or such
shall suffer
indirectly, shall
or indirectly,
directly or
either directly
ment as
as a
military commission
direct.
may direct.
commission may
or military
court-martial or
a court-martial
ment
spies.
war shall be found s.
in time of war
who in
"ART. 82.
SPIES.—Any i
person who
person
82. SPIEs.-Any
"ART.
lurking or
acting as
as a
aspy
n or
the fortifications,
posts,
fortifications, posts,
any of
of the
or about
about any
spy in
or acting
lurking
quarters, or
or encampments
encampments of
any of
of the
the armies
of the
United States,
States,
the United
armies of
of any
quarters,
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, shall
be tried
by a
ageneral
general court-martial
court-martial or
or by
by a
amilimilitried by
shallbe
or
tary
shall, on
on conviction
death.
suffer death.
thereof, suffer
conviction thereof,
and shall,
commission, and
tary commission,

DER.-If
DER.—If

CRIMES AND
OFFENSES.
AND OFFENSES.
"F. MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS CRIMES

Miscellaneous crimes
crimes
Miscellaneoas

offenses.
and offeses.

"ART.
MILITARY PROPERTY-WILLFUL
PROPERTY—WILLFUL OR
OR NEGLIGENT
LOSS, w
mWiliNls,
-ni
illful
tarYlopp
ss
rc:Pgejtmeage
.,
NEGLIGENT LOSS,
"ART. 83.
83. MILITARY
DAMAGE, OR
WRONGFUL DISPOSITION
OF.—Any- person
to etc.
etc.
subject to
person subject
DISPOSITION OF.-Any
OR WRONGFUL
DAMAGE,

military
law who
willfully, or
or through
suffers to
lost,
to be
be lost,
neglect, suffers
through neglect,
who willfully,
military law
military property
spoiled,
damaged, or
of, any
any military
disposed of,
or wrongfully
wrongfully disposed
spoiled, damaged,
good the loss or damage
belonging to
to the
the United
States shall
shall make
make good
United States
belonging
and suffer
such punishment
direct.
and
suffer such
punishment as
as a
a court-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
Waste or uawf
Waste
unlawful
"ART. 84.
WASTE OR
DISPOSITION OF
OF MILITARY
MILITARY PROPdisposition by
soldier.
bysoldier.
PROP- disposition
UNLAWFUL DISPOSITION
OR UNLAWFUL
84. WASTE
"ART.
ERTY ISSUED
soldier who
or wrongfully
wrongfully
sells or
who sells
SOLDIERS.-Any soldier
TO SOLDIERS.—Any
ISSUED TO
ERTY
disposes of
of or
or willfully
willfully or
neglect injures
injures or
any horse,
horse,
loses any
or loses
or through
through neglect
disposes
other
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, accouterments,
accouterments, equipment,
or other
clothing, or
equipment, clothing,
arms,
property
military service,
shall be
as
be punished
punished as
service, shall
in the
the military
use in
for use
issued for
property issued
a
court-martial may
direct.
Drunk onduty.
on duty.
Dmn
may direct.
a court-martial
DUTY.-Any
ON DUTY.
85. DRUNK
DRUNI
"ART. 85.
ON
—
Any officer who is found drunk
drunk on
on
"ATr.
duty shall,
shall, if
the offense
be committed
in time
be dismissed
dismissed
war, be
of war,
time of
committed in
offense be
if the
duty
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from the
service and
suffer such
such other
other punishment
punishment as
as a
acourt-martial
court-martial
from
the service
and suffer
may direct;
direct; and
in time
of peace,
peace, he
may
and if
if the
the offense
offense be
be committed
committed in
time of
he shall
shall
be punished
court-martial may
person subject
subject
be
punished as
as aa court-martial
may direct.
direct. Any
Any person
to
law, except
except an
an officer,
who is
is found
drunk on
on duty
duty shall
to military
military law,
officer, who
found drunk
shall

be
punished as
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
be punished
as aacourt-martial
"ART.
MISBEHAVIOR OF
OF sENTncEs...—Any
"ART. 86. MISBEHAVIOR
sentinel who
who is
is
SENTINEL.-Any sentinel
found
drunk or
sleeping upon,
or who
who leaves
before he
is
found drunk
or sleeping
upon his
his post,
post, or
leaves it
it before
he is
regularly
shall, if
if the
the offense
offense be
be committed
committed in
in time
time of
war,
regularly relieved,
relieved, shall,
of war,
suer
such other
punishment as
as a
may direct;
direct;
suffer death
death or
or such
other punishment
a court-martial
court-martial may
and
the offense
committed in
in time
of peace,
peace, he
he shall
shall suffer
suffer any
any
and if
if the
offense be
be committed
time of
punishment, except
that aa court-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
punishment,
except death,
death, that
"ABT. 87. PERSONAL
PERSONAL INTEREST
Personal interest in
"ART.
INTEREST IN
IN SALE
OF PROVISIONS.-Any
PROVISIONS.—Any
SALE OF
sale of provisions.
saeoprovisions.
offier
officer commanding in any garrison, fort, barracks, camp,
camp, or
or other
other
place
where troops
troops of
of :theUnited
theUmted States
States may
be serving
serving who,
who, for
for his
his
place where
may be
private advantage,
advantage, lays
lays any
duty or
or imposition
is interested
interested
private
any duty
imposition upon
upon or
or is
m
sale of
any victuals
other necessaries
necessmies of
of life
life brought
into
in the
the sale
of any
victuals or
or other
brought into
such garrison,
garrison, fort,
camp, or
or other
place for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
such
fort, barracks,
barracks, camp,
other place
troops,
be dismissed
dismissed from
from the
the service
service and
and suffer
suffer such
such other
other
troops, shall
shall be
punishment
as a
court-martial may
may direct.
punishment as
a court-martial
direct.
ntmidating
"ART.
88. INTIMIDATION
baimidar
islizriss
``Airr. 88.
INTIMIDATION OF
OF PERSONS
PERSONS BRINGING
BRINGING PROVISIONS.—
PROVISIONS.p
hrlughig
Pr
Any person
to military
military- law
who abuses,
abuses, intimidates,
intimidates, does
bnging
Any
person subject
subject to
law who
does
violence to,
wrongfully interferes
interferes with
any person
person bringing
proviolence
to, or
or wrongfully
with any
bringing provisions,
other necessaries
necessaries to
to the
the camp,
garrison, or
or
visions, supplies,
supplies, or
or other
camp, garrison,
quarters
of the
the forces
forces of
United States
States shall
shall suffer
quarters of
of the
the United
suffer such
such punishpunishment as
as aacourt-martial
may direct.
direct.
ment
court-martial may
Maintenance of
"ART. 89.
Maintenance
of
"ART.
89. GoOD
GOOD ORDER
BE MAINTAINED
REORDER TO
TO BE
MAINTAINED AND
AND WRONGS
WRONGS REgood order and redress of wrongs
persons subject
to military
law are
to behave
behave themwrongs reussED.-All persons
a DREssruu.—All
subject to
military law
are to
themquird.
quired.
selves orderly
orderly m
in quarters
garrison, camp,
camp, and
march; and
and
selves
quarters, garrison,
and on
on the
the march;
any
person subject
to military
waste or
spoil,
any person
subject to
military law
law who
who commits
commits any
any .waste
or spoil
or willfully
willfully destroys
destroys any
any property
whatsoever (unless
(unless by
by order
order of
of
or
property.whatsoever
his
his commanding
commanding officer),
commits any
any kind
kind of
of depredation
depredation or
riot
officer), or
or commits
or riot
shall be
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
may direct.
direct. Any
Any commanding
commanding
shall
be punished
punished as
officer
who, upon
officer who,
upon complaint
complaint made
made to
him, refuses
or omits
omits to
to see
see
to him,
refuses or
reparation
reparation made
made to
the party
party injured,
injured, in
in so
so far
far as
as the
the offender's
to the
offender's
pay shall
shall go
toward such
reparation as
as provided
provided for
for in
article one
one
pay
go toward
such reparation,
in article
hundred
and five, shall
shall be
hundred and
dismissed' from
service, or
or otherwise
be dismissed
from the
the service,
otherwise
punished, as
punished,
as a
court-martial may
may direct.
direct.
a court-martial
Provoking
speeches
"ART.
PROVOKING
OR GESTURES.-NO
Provoking speeches
"ART. 90.
90. P
ROVOKING SPEECHES
SPEECHES OR
GESTURES.—No person
person subject
subject
or gestures.
orgestures.
to military law shall
reproachful or provoking
shall use any reproachful
provoking speeches
speeches or
or
gestures to
to another;
person subject
to military
military law
who
gestures
another; and
and any
any person
subject to
law who
offends against
against the
provisions of
of this
this article
article shall
shall be
punished as
as aa
the provisions
be punished
court-martial
may
direct.
court-martial
may
direct.
g
Dolin
"ART.
91. Dui.mallo.—Any
DUELLING.-Any person subject
Dueling"
ART. 91.
subject to military
military law who
or is
is concerned
fights or promotes or
concerned in
in or
or connives
connives at
at fighting
fighting aaduel,
duel,
or who having knowledge
or about
about to
knowledge of aa challenge
challenge sent or
to be
be sent
sent
fails to report the fact promptly
promptly to the proper
proper authority
authority shall,
shall, if
an
if an
officer,
service or
officer, be dismissed from
from the service
or suffer
suffer such
such other
other punishpunishment as aacourt-martial
any other
court-martial may direct; and if any
other person
person subject
subject
suffer such
such punishment
to military law, shall
shall suffer
punishment as
as aacourt-martial
court-martial may
may
direct.
direct.
Murderor
"ART.
Murder or rape.
rape.
"
ART. 92.
92. MURDER-RAPE.-Any
MURDER—RAPE.—Any person
person subject
subject to
to military
military law
law
who commits murder or rape shall suffer
suffer death or imprisonment
imprisonment for
for
a court-martial
life, as a
court-martial may
may be direct;
direct; but no person shall be tried
by court-martial
court-martial for murder or rape committed
committed within the geographgeographof the
the Union
Union and
ical limits of the States of
and the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
in
peace.
in time
time of
of peace.
D
tedcries.
"ART.
subject to
Designated
crimes.
" ART. 93. VARIOUS
VARIOUS CRIMES.-Any
CRIMES.—Any person
person subject
to military
military law
law
who commits manslaughter,
manslaughter, mayhem,
mayhem, arson,
arson, burglary
robbery, larlarburglary,, robbery,
ceny, embezzlement,
embezzlement, perjury,
perjury, assault with intent to:commit
commit any
any
felony,
felony, or assault with intent to do bodily harm, shall be punished
a court-martial
court-martial may direct.
as a
Misbehavior of sentinel.isbeavior of sen
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the
agast the
Frauds against
"ART. 94.
94. FRAUDS
THE GOVERNMENT.-Any
GovERrarENT.—Any person
person subsub- Frauds
AGAINST THE
FRAUDS AGAINST
"ART.
Falseclms.
ject
law who
to be
be made
made any
claim Governme
nt.
any claim
causes to
or causes
makes or
who makes
military, law
to military
ject to
against
United States,
officer thereof,
thereof, knowing
knowing such
such claim
claim
any officer
or any
States, or
the United
against the
to
be false
false or
or
fraudulent; or
or fraudulent;
to be
ms
"Who
or causes
to be
to any
any person
person in
in the
the forBform
B=g
af
i
itise
. claims
prova
presented to
be presented
causes to
presents or
"Who presents
civil
or military
military service
service thereof,
thereof, for
for approval
approval or
or payment,
claim
any claim
payment, any
civil or
thereof, knowing
against
or any
any officer
officer thereof,
knowing such claim
States, or
United States,
the United
against the
to
be false
or fraudulent;
or
fraudulent; or
false or
to be
oftfalseclwam.
"W
into any
any agreement
agreement or
f̀alse
Pta
i
n
i
ng all°""
defraud the o
to defraud
conspiracy to
or conspiracy
claim.
enters into
"W oo enters
United
others to obtain, the allowaiding others
or aiding
obtaining, or
by obtaining,
States by
United States
ance
payment of
of any
any false
false or
or fraudulent
fraudulent claim;
claim; or
or
se of false papers
or payment
ance or
"Who, for
the purpose
obtaining, or
aiding others
others to
to obtain,
obtain, etc.
etc.Use of false papers,
or aiding
of obtaining,
purpose of
for the
"Who,
the approval,
any claim
claim against
against the
the United
United
of any
payment of
or payment
allowance, or
approval, allowance
the
or procures,
uses, or
States or
or against
any officer
makes or
procures, or
or uses,
thereof, makes
officer thereof,
against any
States
paper, knowing
advises
making or
of, any
or other
other paper,
writing or
any writing
use of,
or use
the making
advises the
seoseoth
or
the
to contam
any false
statements; or
fraudulent statements;
or fraudulent
false or
contain any
same to
the same
Use
of false oatbs,etc.
"Who, for
the purpose
of obtaining,
obtaining, or
aiding others
others to
to obtain
obtain, Us
eoae
or aiding
purpose of
for the
"Who,
the approval,
approval, allowance
allowance, or
payment of
of any
against the
the United
United
claim against
any claim
or payment
the
States or
officer thereof,
procures, or advises the
or procures,
makes, or
thereof, makes
any officer
or any
States
other paper
making of,
of, any
any oath
oath to
any. fact
or to
to any
any writing
writing or other
paper
fact or
to any
making
knowing such
such oath
be false;
false; or
or
to be
oath to
knowing
"Who,
the purpose
or aiding
to obtain
obtain, et.
e
j'.°11Ing signatures
'
sat,
others to
aiding others
of obtaining,
obtaining, or
purpose of
for the
"Who, for
the
approval,
allowance_,
or
payment
of
any
claim
against
the
United
United
the
against
claim
any
of
or
payment
the approval, allowance,
States or
any officer
officer thereof,
thereof, forges
forges or
counterfeits, or
or
or procures,
procures, or
or counterfeits,
or any
States
advises
the forging
forging or
or counterfeiting
counterfeiting of
of any
signature upon
upon any
any
any signature
advises the
writing or
or other
uses, or
or procures,
procures, or
or advises
the use
of
use of
advises the
or uses,
paper,, or
other paper
writing
any
signature, knowing
knowing the
the same
to be
be forged
forged or
or counterfeited;
counterfeited;
same to
such signature,
any such
lpets a
=vegorlrf
or
ecelv
or
"Who,
having charge,
charge, possession
or control
of any
any am
pall
ounvt
e
gan° less
aouan1rf
control of
custody, or
possession, custody,
"Who, having
money or
or other
other property
of the
the United
United States
or intended
intended
furnished or
States, furnished
property of
money
to be
for.
the military
military service
service thereof,
thereof, knowingly
delivers, or
or causes
causes to
knowingly delivers,
for the
delivered,
having authority
authority, to
receive the
the same,
same, any
any
to receive
person having
any person
to any
delivered, to
amount
thereof less
than that
that for
for which
certificate or
receives aa certificate
he receives
which he
less than
amount thereof

receipt; or
receg
o, being
authorized to
to make
or deliver
deliver any
any paper
paper certifying
certifying
make or
being authorized
"Who,
or

.

cei
cirrYillg
g false
cpter

1

re''

the receipt
receipt of
any property
of the
the United
United States
States furnished
or intended
intended
furnished or
property of
of any
the
for the
military service
makes or
or delivers
person
delivers to any person
thereof, makes
service thereof,
the military
for
such writing,
having full
knowledge of
of the
the truth
truth of
of the
the
full knowledge
without having
writing, without
such
statements
therein
contained
and
with
intent
to
defraud
the
United
United
the
defraud
to
intent
with
and
contained
therein
statements
etc., mill
States
or
Stealing, etc.,
mill.tealing,
States;•or
steals, embezzles,
embezzles, knowingly
knowingly and
property.
taryproptmy.
misappro- tary
willfully misapproand willfully
"Whoo steals,
priates,
to his
his own
or benefit,
benefit, or
wrongfully or
knowor knowor wrongfully
use or
own use
applies to
priates, applies
i Wil

ingly sells
or disposes
of any
any ordnance,
ordnance, arms,
equipments, ammuniammuniarms, equipments,
disposes of
sells or
ingly
tion, clothing,
clothing, subsistence
stores, money,
other property
property of the
or other
money, or
subsistence stores,
tion,
United States
States furnished
intended for
for the
the military
service thereof;
thereof;
military service
or intended
furnished or
United
or
or

.

Pmnbasing, etc., railPhsgetc,mil-

itary property wrong"Who
knowingly purchases
purchases or
or receives
for any
propy
obligation itfully sold,
any obligation
pledge for
in pledge
etc. wrmgreceives in
" Who knowingly
t
or
indebtedness
from
any
soldier,
officer,
or
other
person
who
a
lly
a
is
or indebtedness from any soldier, officer, or other person who
part
of or
or employed
employed in
in. said
said forces
forces or
service, any
any ordnance,
ordnance, arms,
arms,
or service,
part of
equipment, ammunition,
ammunition, clothing,
clothing, subsistence
stores, or
or other
propother propsubsistence stores,
equipment,
erty
of the
the United States,
not
States, such soldier, officer, or other person not
erty.of
having
lawful right
right to
to sell
or pledge
the same;
Ptmisbment.
ishmt.
same;
pledge the
sell or
having lawful
"Shall,
be punished
punished by
fine or
imprisonor imprisonby fine
thereof, be
conviction thereof,
on conviction
"Shall, on
ment, or
by such
other punishment
punishment as
as a
adjudge,
may adjudge,
a court-martial
court-martial may
such other
or by
ment,
or
by any
or all
all of
And if
if any
any person,
being guilty
guilty
person, being
penalties. And
said penalties.
of said.
any or
or by
of
any, of
the offenses
the military
military service
service of
of the
the
in the
while in
aforesaid while
offenses aforesaid
of the
of any
United.
from the
the service
service,
dismissed from
is dismissed
or is
discharge or
his discharge
receives his
States, receives
United States,
he
be liable
be arrested
arrested and
and held for trial and
and
to be
liable to
to be
continue to
shall continue
he shall
sentence
court-martial in
in. the
the same
and to
to the
the same
same
manner and
same manner
by aa court-martial
sentence by
extent as
if he
he had
had not
discharge nor
been dismissed.
dismissed.
nor been
such discharge
received such
not received
as if
extent
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Conduct
"Am%
95. CONDUCT
CONDUCT UNBECOMING
UNBECOMING AN
AN OFFICER
OFFICER AND
GENTLEMAN.—
unbecom"ART. 95.
Conduct unbecomAND GENTLEMAN.inngan offeerand
officer and g
geen- Any officer or cadet who is convicted of
of conduct
conduct unbecoming
unbecoming an
an
tleman.
officer and
gentleman shall be
dismissed from
from the
the service.
service.
and a
a gentleman
be dismissed
otherdisodersetc.,
Other
disorders, etc.,
"ART.
96. GENERAL
GENERAL AirricLE.—Though
not mentioned
mentioned in these
"ART. 96.
ARTICLE.-Though not
cognizable
by courtsable by
all disorders
and neglects
to the
the prejudice
prejudice of
good order
c s articles,
articles, all
disorders and
neglects to
of good
order
military discipline, all conduct of
of a
a nature
nature to
to bring
discredit
and military
bring discredit
service and
of
upon the military service,
and all
all crimes
crimes or offenses not capital,
capital, of
which persons subject to
'military law
guilty, shall
be taken
taken
to military
law may
may be
be guilty,
shall be
cognizance of by a
a general
general or
summary court-martial
court-martial,
cognizance
or special or
or summary
according to the nature and
degree of the offense,
offense, and
and punished
punished
and degree
at the discretion of such
such court.
court.

Courts
of Inquiry.
Courtsofnqury.
Authority for
orderAuthority
for order-

"IV.
COURTS OF
OF I
NQUIRY.
"IV. COURTS
INQUIRY.

"ART.
WHEN
AND BY
"ART. 97. W
HEN AND
BY WHOM
witait ORDEBED.-A
oRDERED.—A court of
of inquiry
inquiry
to examine into the nature of any transaction
transaction of
or
of or accusation
accusation or
imputation
officer or
soldier may
may be
ordered by
by the
imputation against
against any
any officer
or soldier
be ordered
the
President
commanding officer;
officer; but
of inquiry
inquiry
President or
or by
by any
any commanding
but aa court
court of
Reequest
quest to
to be
be made.
made. shall not be ordered
ordered by any commanding
commanding officer
except upon
upon the
the
officer except
request of the officer
or soldier
soldier whose
whose conduct
conduct is
be inquired
inquired into.
into.
officer or
is to
to be
Composition..
cpo
'ART.
'ART. 98. COMPosImoN.-A
Com_PosrrioN.—A court of inquiry shall
shall consist
consist of
of three
three
or more officers.
officers. For each
each court
the authority
authority appointcourt of
of inquiry
inquiry the
appointcr
ed
ne
d
r
u
.
ct
ing
a reco
recorder.
all the court shall appoint ha.
Challenges.
challngs
7''ABRT.
CHALLENGES.-Members of
'ART. 99. CHALLENGES.—Members
court of
of inquiry
inquiry may
may be
be
of aa court
party whose
ch
in5
alleneged by
b
t
yshth
challenged
theeparty
whose conduct is to be inquired into, but
but
only for cause
pause stated to the court. The court
shall determine
determine the
court shall
relevancy and validity
validity of any challenge, and shall
shall not receive
receive aa
challenge to more than one member at aa, time. The party
party whose
whose
conduct is being inquired
inquired into
shall have
the right
right to
to be
be represented
into shall
have the
represented
before
before the court by counsel
counsel of his own selection, if such counsel be
reasonably
available.
reasonably available.
o
a
hs
Oaths.
"ART.
100. OATH
RECORDER.-The recorder
"ART. 100.
OATH OF MEMBERS AND RECORDER.—The
recorder of
of aS.
court
court of inquiry shall administer to the members the following
following oath:
oath:
'You, A. B., do swear (or affirm)
affirm) that you will well
well'and
and truly examine
according to the evidence, into the matter
and inquire, according
matter now
before you,
you,
now before
without
without partiality,
partiality, favor, affection,
affection, prejudice,
prejudice, or hope of reward.
So
reward. So
help you, God.' After which the president
president of the court shall
shall administer to the recorder the following
following oath: 'You, A. B.,
B., do swear (or affirm)
affirm)
that you will, according
best abilities,
accurately and
and imparimparaccording to your best
abilities, accurately
tially record the proceedings
proceedings of the
the court
court and
and the
evidence to
given
the evidence
to be
be given
in the case in hearing.
So help
help you,
God.'
hearing. So
you, God.'
Affirmation.
Affirmatin.
"In case of affirmation
affirmation the closing sentence
sentence of adjuration
adjuration will
"In
will be
be
omitted.
Powers,
pet,·ers, procedure
procedure,, "
"ART.
PROCEDURE.-A court of inquiry
ART. 101. POWERS;
POWERS; PriocEnunE.—A
inquiry- and
the
and the
etc.
recorder thereof shall have the same
power to
to summon
summon and
examine
same power
and examine
witnesses as is given to courts-martial
courts-martial and the
advocate thereof.
thereof.
the judge
judge advocate
Such witnesses shall take the
the same oath
oath or affirmation
affirmation that
that is
is taken
taken by
by
witnesses before courts-martial.
A reporter
courts-martial. A
or an
an interpreter
interpreter for
for aa
reporter or
court of inquiry
inquiry shall, before
entering upon
his duties,
take the
the oath
oath
before entering
upon his
duties, take
affirmation required of a
a reporter
or affirmation
reporter or an
an interpreter
for aa courtcourtinterpreter for
martial. The party whose
whose conduct
conduct is being inquired
inquired into or
his
or his
counsel, if any, shall be permitted
permitted to examine
examine and
and cross-examine
cross-examine
witnesses
witnesses so as fully to investigate
investigate the
the circumstances
circumstances in
in question.
question.
Opinion
on merits reOiononmenrtsre"ART.
OPINION ON
MERITS OF
stricted.
" -A-11T. 102.
10.2. OPINION
ON MERITS
OF CASE.-A
CASE.—A court
court of inquiry
shall
inquiry shall
not
not give
give an
an opinion on the merits
merits of the case inquired into unless
specially
specially ordered
ordered to
to do
do so.
so.
Records
to be kept.
"ART.
RECORD or
OF PROCEEDINGS--HOW
Records to be kept.
'Aar. 103.
103. RECORD
PROCEEDINGS—How AUTHENTICATED.AUTHENTICATED.—
Authentcation.
Each
a record
Authentication.
Each court of inquiry shall keep.a
record of its
proceedings, which
which
its proceedings,
shall be authenticated
signature of the president
authenticated by
130E- the
the signature
president and
and the
the
recorder thereof, and be forwarded
forwarded to the convening
convening .authority.
In
authority. In
case the
record can
can not
be authenticated
reason
case
the record
not be
authenticated by the recorder, by reason
of his death, disability, or absence,
absence, it
it shall
shall be signed by the president
president
and by one other member
member of the
the court.
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MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

DISCIPLINARY POWERS OF COMMANDING
"ART.
"ART. 104.
104. DISCIPLINARY
COMMANDING OFFICERS.OFFICERS.—

Disciplinary
powers
irs,
Di,.„=P
sci
„
nrers

m
regulations as the
e
° :
Under such regulations
the President
President may prescribe
prescribe, and which he crs.
may from time to time revoke,
revoke, alter,
officer
alter, or add to, the commanding
commanding officer
higher command
minor
of any detachment,
detachment, company,
company, or higher
command may, for minor
offenses
offenses not denied
denied by the accused, impose
punishments
impose disciplinary
disciplinary punishments
courtupon persons
persons of
of his
his command
command without
without the
the intervention
intervention of aa courtunless the
court-martial.
martial, unless
the accused
accused demands
demands trial
trial by
by court-martial.
Disciplinary
"The disciplinary punishments
punishments authorized
authorized by this article
article may
"The
Dis pnary
ments.
ts
include admonition, reprimand, withholding of privileges,
privileges, extramen
extra
fatigue, and restriction to certain
specified limits, but shall not include
include
certain specified
forfeiture of pay or confinement
punished
forfeiture
confinement under guard. A
A person punished
under authority of this article, who deems his punishment
or
punishment unjust or
disproportionate to the offense may,
proper channel,
disproportionate
may, through
through the proper
appeal
appeal to the next superior authority, but may in the meantime
meantime be
required to undergo
undergo the punishment
commanding
required
punishment adjudged. The commanding
officer who imposes the punishment,
punishment, his successor in command, and
officer
and
superior authority
remit any
any unexesuperior
authority shall have power to mitigate
mitigate or remit
punishment.
The imposition
cuted portion of the punishment.
The
imposition and enforcement
enforcement of
of
disciplinary punishment under
authority of this article for any act or
disciplinary
under authority
or
omission shall not be a
a bar to trial by
by court-martial
or
omission
court-martial for
for aa crime
crime or
offense growing
growing out of the same act
or omission;
omission; but the
offense
act or
the fact that
that a
a
disciplinary punishment
punishment has
has been
been enforced
may be
be shown
shown by
the
disciplinary
enforced may
by the
accused
accused upon trial, and when
when so shown
shown shall be considered
considered in determining
adjudged in
the event
event of
mining the measure
measure of punishment
punishment to be adjudged
in the
of aa
finding
finding of guilty. '
Under

f-

,

punishp.sh.

.

"ART. 105.
105. INJLTRIES
INJURIES TO PERSON
PERSON OR PROPERTY-REDRESS
PROPERTY— REDRESS OF.OF.—
"ART.

Whenever
complaint is made to any
any commanding
commanding officer
officer that damage
damage
Whenever complaint

has been done to the property of any person or that his property has
been wrongfully taken by persons subject to military law, such cominvestigated by a
of
plaint shall be investigated
a board consisting of any number
number of
officers from one to three, which board shall
shall be convened
comconvened by the commanding officer and
shall have,
manding
and shall
have, for the
the purpose
purpose of such investigation,
investigation,
power to summon witnesses
them upon oath or affirmaaffirmapower
witnesses and examine
examine them
depositions or other documentary
evidence, and
and to
tion, to.I receive
depositions
documentary
evidence,
,
irh
,
.L
·
·
*
·
~

Recla6s
injuriesto
Redressof
or of injuriesto
person
ProPoriY•

PerS O"PPerty.

has been done to the property of any.person or that his property has

been wrongfully- taken by persons subject to military. law, such com.

assess the damages
damages sustained
against the responsible
responsible parties.
parties.
assess
sustained against

ASSeSS em
of damAssessment

The
The aeonoffeaders.
ages on offenders.

assessment of damages made by such board
board shall be
be subject to the
assessment
by
commanding officer, and in the amount
amount approved
approved by
approval of the commanding
him
against the pay of the offenders.
order
offenders. And the order
stopped against
him shall be stopped
of
commanding officer
officer directing
stoppages herein authorized
authorized shall
directing stoppages
of such
such commanding
be conclusive
disbursing officer
officer for the payment
payment by him to
to
conclusive on any disbursing
the
stoppages so ordered.
the injured
injured parties of the stoppages

t.

tion or

t
n °
" Where the offenders
organization detachnm
de?
a
",hmig niza
"Where
offenders can not be ascertained, but the organization

or

or detachment to which they belong is known, stoppages to the amount
assessed m
damages inflicted
of damages
inflicted may be made and assessed
m such proportion
proportion as
as
deemed just upon the individual
members thereof
thereof who
who are
individual members
may be deemed
detachment at
at
organization or detachment
present with such organization
shown to
to have been present
the time the damages
determined by
by
were inflicted
inflicted as determined
complained of were
damages complained
the approved
approved findings of the board.
board.
,„ Arrest
of deserters by
Arrestofdesertersby
or detachment to which they belong is known, stoppages to the amount

"ART. 106.
106. ARREST
OF DESERTERS
DESERTERS BY
BY CIVIL
CIVIL OFFICIALS.
—
It shall
civil authontim.
shall civilauthorities.
OFFICIALS.-It
"ART.
ARREST OF
be
the
authority under the laws of the
having authority
for any civil officer having
be lawful for

United States, or of any State, Territory, District, or possession of the
United States, to arrest offenders, summarily to arrest a deserter from
the
service of the United States and deliver
deliver him into the
military service
the military

United States, or of any State, Territory, District, or possession of the

United States, to arrest offenders, summarily to arrest a deserter from

authorities of the
the United States.
custody of the military authorities
Soldiers to make
"ART. 107.
SOLDIERS TO
TO MAKE
— Every soldier
good time lost .
soldier goodtimelost.
LOST.-Every
MAXE GOOD
GOOD TIME
TIME LOST.
107. SOLDIERS
"ART.

who in an existing or subsequent enlistment deserts the service of the
United States
or without
proper authority
authority absents
absents himself
from his
his
himself from
without proper
States or
United
organization, station, or duty for more than one day, or who is concon
organization,
fined for more
more than one day under sentence, or while awaiting trial and
who in an existing or subsequent enlistment deserts the service

of the

-
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results in
conviction, or
or through
the
disposition of
of his
his case,
case, if
if the
the trial
trial results
in conviction,
through the
intemperate
of drugs
or alcoholic
liquor, or
or through
through disease
disease or
or
intemperate use
use of
drugs or
alcoholic liquor,
injury the
result of
own misconduct,
misconduct, renders
renders himself
himself unable
unable for
for
injury
the result
of his
his own
more
day to
shall be
be liable
liable to
serve, after
after his
his
more than
than one
one day
to perform
perform duty,
duty, shall
to serve,
return
to aafull-duty
status, for
for such
such period
as shall,
with the
the time
time he
return to
full-duty.status,
period as
shall, with
he
may
served prior
to such
unauthorized absence,
absence, conconmay have
have served
prior to
such desertion,
desertion, unauthorized
finement,
or inability
to perform
perform duty,
amount to
the full
full term
term of
of that
finement, or
inability to
duty, amount
to the
that
part
his enlistment
enlistment period
period which
which he
is required
required to
serve with
with his
his
part of
of his
he is
to serve
orfanization before
before being
furloughed to
the Army
yreserve.
reserve.
organization
being furloughed
to the
Ms:charges.
Disha-ges.
"ART.
FROM THE
'
ART. 108. SOLDIERS-SEPARATION
SOLDLERS--SEPARATION FROM
THE SERVICE.-NO
SERVICE.—No enenlisted
man, lawfully
lawfully inducted
inducted into
into the
the United
United
listed man,
the military
military service
service of
of the
States, shall
States,
be discharged
discharged from
said service
service without
certificate of
of
shall be
from said
without aacertificate
discharge,
discharge signed
by a
afield
officer of
of the
the regiment
signed by
field officer
regiment or
or other
other organizaorganization to
tion
to which
which the
enlisted man
or by
the commanding
commanding officer
officer
the enlisted
man belongs
belongs or
by the
when no such field officer
officer is
is present;
present; and
man shall
shall be
be
and no
no enlisted
enlisted man
from said
said service
discharged from
service before
his term
term of
of service
service has
has expired,
expired,
before his
except by
order of
the President,
President, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, the
comexcept
by order
of the
the commanding
manding officer
by sentence
sentence of
of aageneral
general courtcourtofficer of
of a
a department,
department, or
or by
martial.
martial.
Oathofenlistment.
"ART.
Oath of enlistment ,
"
ART. 109.
109. OATH
OATH OF ENLISTMENT.-At
Eraisismrr.—At the
the time
time of
of his
his enlistment
enlistment
every soldier
soldier shall
take the
the following
oath or
or affirmation:
affirmation: 'I,
'I f
every
shall take
following oath
do solemnly
solemnly swear (or affirm)
affirm) that
that I
bear true
true faith
and allegiance
I will
will bear
faith and
allegiance
to the
the United
States of
United States
America; that
will serve
serve them
them honestly
honestly and
and
of America;
that IIwill
faithfully
against all
their enemies
enemies whomsoever;
whomsoever; and
that I
will obey
obey
faithfully against
all their
and that
I will
the orders of
President of
States and
the orders
orders of
of the
of the
the President
of the
the United
United States
and the
the
officers appointed
appointed over
over me,
me, according
to the
the Rules
Rules and
of
according to
and Articles
Articles of
War.' This
War.'
This oath
or affirmation
affirmation may
may be
be taken
any officer.
officer.
oath or
taken before
before any
Articles
"ART.
CERTAIN
Articles to be read
"ART. 110.
110. C
ERTAIN ARTICLES
ARTICLES TO BE READ
AND EXPLAINED.EXPLAINED.—
READ AND
and explained.
add.
Articles one,
Articles
one, two,
two, and
and twenty-nine,
fifty-four to
to ninety-six,
ninety-six, inclusive
twenty-nine, fifty-four
inclusive,
and
and one
and four
four to
to one
one hundred
hundred and
and nine
inclusive, shall
one hundred
hundred and
nine, inclusive,
shall
be read
read and
be
and explained
explained to
every soldier
soldier at
at the
of his
his enlistment
to every
the time
time of
enlistment
or muster
muster in, or
or within
within six
six days
days thereafter,
and shall
shall be
be read
read and
and
thereafter, and
explained
six mont
months
explained once every
every six
hsto
to the
the soldiers
soldiers of
garrison,
of every
every garrison,
regiment,
regiment, or
service of
of the
United States.
or company
company in
in the
the service
the United
States.
topy of record of
"ABT.
Copy
'
ART. 111.
111. C
OPY OF
OF RECORD
RECORD OF
OF TRIAL.-Every
TRIAL. — Every person
person tried
tried by
COPY
by a
a
trial.
general court-martial
court-martial shall,
on demand
demand therefor,
made by
by himself
himself or
or
general
shall, on
therefor, made
by any person in
in his behalf,
behalf, be
to a
acopy
copy of
the record
record of
be entitled
entitled to
of the
of the
the
trial.
trial.
Efects of
of decased
"ART.
Effects
deceased
"ART. 112.
112. EFFECTS
EFFECTS OF
OF DECEASED
DECEASED PERSONS
—
DISPOSITION oF.-In
OF.—In
PERSONS--DISPOTrrION
persons.
of, by
by corn- case
the death
death of
Dosan
case of
of the
any person
person subject
subject to
to military
military law,
law, the
the commandof any
commanddg officer
ofr
ing officer
mending
ing
officer of
of the
the place
or command
command will
will permit
permit the
legal representarepresentaplace or
the legal
tive or widow
widow of the deceased,
deceased, if
present, to
take possession
all his
if present,
to take
possession of
of all
his
if no legal representative
effects then in camp
camp or quarters,
quarters, and if
representative or
or
be present,
present, the
widow be
the commanding
commanding officer
officer shall
summary
shall direct
direct aa summary
and said
court to secure all such effects;
effects; and
said summary
summary court
shall have
have
court shall
authority to convert
cash, by
by public
convert such
such effects into cash,
private sale,
sale
public or
or private
not earlier
earlier than thirty days after the
death of
of the
the deceased,
and to
tsr;
the death
deceased, and
collect and receive
receive any
any debts
decedent's estate
estate by
by local
local debtors;
debtors;
debts due
due decedent's
and as soon as practicable
practicable after
after converting
such effects
effects into
into cash
cash said
converting such
said
summary
the proper
proper officer,
summary court shall
shall deposit with the
officer, to
to be
be designated
designated
estate, and
in regulations, any cash belonging to decedents
decedent's estate,
shall
and shall
transmit aa receipt for such
such deposit,
deposit, accompanied
by any
will or
or
accompanied by
any will
belonging to the
the deceased,
other papers
papers of value belonging
deceased, an
an inventory
inventory of
of the
the
effects secured by said summary court, and aa full account
account of his
transactions
transmission to
to the
the Auditor
transactions to the War
War Department for transmission
Auditor
for
for the War Department for
or action as authorized
authorized by law
law in
in the
the
settlement
settlement of the accounts
accounts of deceased
deceased officers
officers or
or enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the
Army; but if in the meantime
meantime the
representative, or
or widow,
the legal
legal representative,
widow,
shall
decedent's estate
shall present himself or herself to take possession
possession of decedent's
estate
the said
not
the
said summary
summary court shall turn over to him
him or her all effects
effects not
sold and cash belonging
together with
belonging to said estate,
estate, together
with an
an inventory
inventory
and account,
account, and make
make to the War Department
Department aafull
full report
report of
of his
his
transactions.
transactions.
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"The
applicable to inmates of the sodiers'
Home in"The provisions of this article shall be applicable
sekliers'
inttr
iin
og
ut
mate
dying
at
......
o
United
States Soldiers'
Home
who
United States
military hospital
h
mg
asp
United States
Soldiers'
Home
who die
die in
in any
any United
States military
hospital
outside of
of the
District of
Columbia where sent
from the
the home
of Columbia.
home triet
trictofColumba.
sent from
of Columbia
the District
hospital outside
for
treatment.
for treatment.
"ART. 113.
at any
any post,
post, fort,
camp, or
other Inquests
''"or other
fort, camp,
"ART.
113. INQUESTS.—When
INQUESTS.-When at
place
garrisoned by
place garrisoned
by the
the military
military forces
forces of
the United
States and
and under
under
of the
United States
the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States, any person shall have
been found dead under circumstances which appear to require invesofficer will designate
commanding officer
tigation, the commanding
designate and
and direct a
asummary
summary
tigation,
court-martial to
circumstances attending
the death;
death;
court-martial
to investigate
investigate the
the circumstances
attending the
and, for this purpose, such summary court-martial
court-martial shall have
have power
to summon
witnesses and
affirmation.
and examine
examine them
them upon
upon oath
oath or
or affirmation.
to
summon witnesses
He
He shall
shall promptly
promptly transmit
transmit to
to the
the post
other commander
commander a
report
post or
or other
a report
of
his investigation
investigation and
of his
to the
the cause
cause of
of the
the death.
death.
of his
and of
his findings
findings as
as to
Officers authorized
"ART. 114.
114. AUTmORITY
AumORITY TO ADMINISTER
OATHS.—Any judge
t
o adm i
ni
ster „Abs.
judge advoadvo- to^i^steartht'sd
ADMINISTER OATHS.-Any
"ART.
cate
or acting
acting judge
judge advocate,
advocate, the
cats or
the president
of aageneral
general or
special
president of
or special
court-martial, any
any summary
court-martial, the
advocate or
or any
any
court-martial,
summary court-martial,
the judge
judge advocate
assistant judge
or special
special court-martial,
court-martial, the
assistant
judge advocate
advocate of
of a
a general
general or
the
president
or the
the recorder
recorder of
court of
or of
military board,
board,
president or
of a
a court
of inquiry
inquiry or
of aamilitary
any officer
officer designated
designated to
to take
any officer
detailed ,to
any
take a
a deposition,
deposition, any
officer detailed
to
conduct
adjutant of
any command
command shall
and the
the adjutant
of any
shall
conduct an.
an investiga.tion,
investigation, and
have power
administer oaths
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of the
administration
the administration
to administer
oaths for
have
power to
of military
military justice
for other
purposes of
administration;
military administration;
other purposes
of military
of
justice and
and for
and
in foreign
the Army
may be
shall have
have the
the
serving shall
Army may
be serving
places where
where the
and in
foreign places
general powers
of a
public or
or of
of a
consul of
United States
States in
in
the United
a consul
of the
notary public
powers of
a notary
general
the administration
of oaths,
the
execution and
and acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
hexecution
oaththe
administration of
the
legal
instruments, the
the attestation
of documents,
documents, and
and all
all other
other forms
forms
attestation of
legal instruments,
of notarial acts
to be
executed by
by persons
persons subject
subject to
to military
military law.
law.
be executed
acts to
ofnotarial
Reporters.
REPORTERS AND INTERPRETERS."ART.
OF REPORTERS
INTERPRETERS.—
APPOINTMENT OF
115. APPOINTMENT
"ART. 115.
Under
such
regulations
as
the
Secretary
of
War
May
from
time
to
to
from
time
Under such regulations as the Secretary of War may
time
prescribe, the
or military
military commiscommiscourt-martial or
president of
of aacourt-martial
the president
time prescribe,
power to appoint aareporter,
sion ' or
of inquiry
inquiry shall
shall have
have power
or aa court
court of
sion,
who shall
the proceedings
of and
testimony taken
taken before
before such
such
and testimony
proceedings of
shall record
record the
who
court or
commission and
may set
set down
the same,
the first
first instance,
instance, Interpreters.
nterpreters
court
or commission
and may
down the
same, in
m the
in shorthand.
court-martial
of aacourt-martial
the president
president of
regulations the
like regulations
Under like
in
shorthand. Under
or military
military commission,
or court
court of
inquiry, or
summary court,
court, may
may
a summary
or a
of inquiry,
commission, or
or
app oint an
an interpreter,
interpreter, who
shall interpret
interpret for
for the
court or
or commission.
commission.
the court
who shall
appoint
`ART.
ADVOCATES.—An assistJudge ad.
ad.
Assistant judge
assist- v Assistant
JUDGE ADVOCATES.-An
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT JUDGE
POWERS OF
116. POWERS
ART. 116.
ant
general court-martial
court-martial shall
competent to
to
shall be
be competent
a general
of a
advocate of
ant judge
judge advocate
perform
law, regulation,
regulation, or
the custom
custom of
of the
the
or the
by law,
devolved by
any duty
duty devolved
perform any
service upon
upon the
the judge
advocate of
court.
service
judge advocate
of the
the court.
agnislrgogivatr
iitt:
"ART. 117.
117. REmovAL
crvil.. SUITs.-When
SUITS. — When any
suit or
crimi- from State to district
any civil
civil suit
or crimiREMOVAL OF CIVIL
"ART.
nal prosecution
prosecution is
in any
court of
of aa State
State against
against any
m ulls*
any courtsany court
commenced in
is commenced
nal
officer, soldier,
other person
person in
in the
the military
military service
service of
of the
the United
United
or other
soldier, or
officer,
States
on account
of any
any act
act done
color of
of his
office or
status, or
or
or status,
his office
under color
done under
account of
States on
in respect
respect to
which he
he claims
claims any
right, title,
title, or
authority under
under any
any
or authority
any right,
to which
in
law of
of the
the United
States respecting
respecting the
military forces
forces thereof,
or
thereof, or
the military
United States
law
under
the law
war, such
suit or
or prosecution
any time
time before
before
may at
at any
prosecution may
such suit
law of
of war,
under the
the trial
or final
final hearing
hearing thereof
be removed
for trial
trial into
into the
the district
district
removed for
thereof be
the
trial or
court of
of the
the United
district where
where the
the same
pending
same is
is pending
in the
the district
States in
United States
court
1 7
in the
manner prescribed
thirty-three of
the Act
entitled 'An
`An vol
Vol. 36
36, p.
p-1097.-.
Act entitled
of the
section thirty-three
in section
prescribed in
the manner
in
Act to
codify, revise,
the laws
to the
the judiciary,'
judiciary,'
relating to
laws relating
and amend
amend the
revise, and
to codify,
Act
approved
March third,
third, nineteen
hundred and
eleven, and
and the
the cause
cause
and eleven,
nineteen hundred
approved March
shall
thereupon be
be entered
entered on
on the
the docket
docket of
of said
said district
district court
court and
and
shall thereupon
shall
proceed therein
therein as
as if
if the
the cause
originally commenced
commenced
been originally
had been
cause had
shall proceed
in said
said district
district court
court and
the same
same .proceedings
proceedings had
had been
been taken
taken in
in
and the
in
such suit
or prosecution
in said
court as
as shall
have been
had
been had
shall have
said district
district court
prosecution in
suit or
such
therein in
in said
State court
prior to
to its
and said
said district
district
removal, and
its removal,
court prior
said State
therein
court shall
shall have
full power
and determine
said cause.
cause.
determine said
hear and
to hear
power to
have full
court
"
ART. 118.
118. OFFICERS--SEPARATION
FROM SERVICE.-NO
SERVICE.—NO officer
officer sal
Dcroh
ca
r
ir
ge or dismisdismisaDscharge
OFFICERS-SEPARATION FROM
"ART.
shall
be
discharged
or
dismissed
from
the
service
except
by
order
of
of
o
order
o
by
except
shall be discharged or dismissed from the service

670
670
Dropped for
for absence,
absence,
Dropped

I
migirr
6, p.
enB
at'
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the President
President or
or by
general court-martial;
court-martial; and
in time
time of
of
and in
of aageneral
sentence of
by sentence
the
peace
no
officer
shall
be
dismissed
except
in
pursuance
of
the
sentence
sentence
the
of
in
pursuance
except
dismissed
be
shall
peace no officer
of a
acourt-martial
thereof ;13ut
the President
at
may at
President may
but the
in mitigation
mitigation thereof;
or in
of
court-martial or
any time
of the
the Army
been
has been
who has
officer who
any officer
Army any
rolls of
the rolls
from the
drop from
time drop
any
absent from
duty three
without leave
leave or
who has
has been
been absent
absent
or who
months without
three months
from duty
absent
in
confinement in
prison or
penitentiary for
three months
months after
after final
final
for three
or penitentiary
in aaprison
in confinement
conviction by
jurisdiction.
competent jurisdiction.
of competent
a court
court of
by a
conviction

Rank
and precedence "ART.
"ART. 119.
119. RANK
AND PRECEDENCE
PRECEDENCE AMONG
MILITIA, AND
AND
REGULARS, MILITIA,
AMONG REGULARS,
RANK AND
Rankandprecedence
or
when
lia
lti
c
a
and
g
R45
P
l
ars'
VOLUNTEERS.—That
in
time
of
war
or
public
danger,
two
danger,
public
or
war
of
vOLUNTEERs.-That in time
Volunteers.
se
amton Regundv
Assitnymentt odf
oen^mI
i
^
s
: more
more officers
officers of
grade are
on duty
duty in
in the
same field,
departfield, departthe same
are on
same grade
of the
the same
conmAsin
ment, or
command, or
or of
of organizations
thereof, the
the President
President may
may
organizations thereof
or command,
ment,
assign the
the command
command of
the forces
forces of
of such
such field,
field, department,
department, or
comor comof the
assign
mand,
or of
of any
any organization
organization thereof,
thereof, without
without regard
regard to
to seniority
seniority of
of
mand, or
rank
same grade.
grade. In
the absence
such assignment
by the
the
assignment by
of such
absence of
Order
otherwise.
In the
in the
the same
rank in
Order otherwise,
President,
officers of
the same
same grade
grade shall
shall rank
rank and
have precedence
precedence
and have
of the
President, officers
in
following order,
order, without
regard to
to date
date of
of rank
rank or
or commission
commission
without regard
in the
the following
as between
officers of
of different
different classes,
namely: First,
First, officers
officers of
of the
the
classes, namely:
between officers
as
Regular
Army and
and officers
officers of
Corps detached
detached for
for service
service
the Marine
Marine Corps
of the
Regular Army
with the
the Army
Army by
by order
second, officers of forces
the President;
President; second,
of the
order of
with
drafted
or called
called into
service of
of the
the United
United States
and, third,
third, officers
officers
States;'• and,
into service
drafted or
o.
Po
PTOVISO.
That officers
Provided, That
forces: Provided,
Precedence
volunteer forces:
officers of the Regular
Regular Army
the volunteer
oof Army
Amy of the
recede
officer
other holding
holding commissions
in forces
forces drafted
or called
called into
into the service of the
drafted or
commissions in
ig other
mis holding
United States
in the
vounteer forces
shall rank
rank and
and have precepreceforces shall
the vounteer
or in
States or
United
were commissions
if they
they were
dence under
as if
commissions in the
commissions as
said commissions
under said
dence
Regular Army;
officers of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army under
under coincomof officers
rank of
the rank
Army; the
Regular
missions
Guard as
as such
such shall
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of
not, for
shall not,
National Guard
the National
in the
missions in
this article,
article, be
be held
to antedate
acceptance of
of such
such officers
officers into
the acceptance
antedate the
held to
this
commissions.
said commissions.
the service
service of
of the
the United
States under
under said
United States
the
Command
cm'
"
ART. 120.
COMMAND WHEN
DIFFERENT CORPS
OR COMMANDS
COMMANDS HAPHAPCORPS OR
WHEN DIFFERENT
"ART.
120. COMMAND
dlowhr
command
ferent
corps when
or commands
happen to join.
PEN TO
TO JoiN.-When
Jorrr.—When different
different corps or commands
military
commands of the military
oin. PEN
mnds happento
duty together the
or do dutyjoin or
forces of
of the
the United
United States
States happen
to join
happen to
forces
Corps,
officer highest
rank of
of the
the line
line of
Army.,Marine
Marine Corps,
Regular Army,
of the
the Regular
in rank
highest in
officer
forces drafted
drafted or
into the
of the
the United
States or VolVolUnited States
service of
the service
or called
called into
forces
of the last
provisions of
unteers, there
there on
shall, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
last
on duty,
duty, shall,
unteers,
the whole
preceding article,
article, command
command the
whole and give orders
orders for what is
preceding
directed by the President.
needful in
in the
the service,
unless otherwise
otherwise directed
President.
service, unless
needful
en
Com
laints to
gensoldier
OF
WRONGS.-Any
"
ART.
121.
C
OMPLAINTS
OF
WRONGS.—Any
officer
or
soldier who
COMPLAINTS
121.
"ART.
g
to
cIalbts
esal
believes
himself wronged
by his
his commanding
commanding officer,
officer, and,
and, upon
upon due
wronged by
believes himself
application to
commander, is
is refused
refused redress,
redress, may complain
complain to
to
to such
such commander,
application
the
general commanding
commanding, in
in the
the locality
where the
the officer
officer against
against
locality where
the general
shall examine
is stationed.
stationed. The general
whom
the complaint
complaint is
is made
made is
general shall
whom the
into said
proper measures
measures for
for redressing
the
redressing the
take proper
and take
into
said complaint
complaint and
possible, transmit
transmit to the
wrong complained
complained of;
shall, as
as soon
soon as possible,
of; and
and he
he shall,
wrong
Department of
of such
such complaint,
complaint, with
with the
statement of
of War
War a
a true
true statement
Department
proceedings had
had thereon."
thereon."
proceedings
Articles of War in
three of this Act shall take effect
of section
S
EC. 4.
section three
effect
provisions of
4. The
The provisions
SEC.
War in
chf4, 1917.
effticer
effect March
and
be in
in force
force on
the first
first day
day- of
of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
after the
on and
and after
and be
Prociso.
Proriso.
Specified
Provided, That articles
articles in
in and seventeen:
specified articles
seventeen: Provided,
articles four, thirteen,
thirteen, fourteen, fiffifforce at once.
orce
once
teen, twenty-nine,
teen,
twenty--nine, forty-seven,
forty-seven, forty-nine,
forty-nine, and ninety-two
ninety-two shall take
effect
upon the
the approval
approval of
Act.
of this
this Act.
effect immediately
immediately upon
Prior offenses, etc.,
penalties, forfeitures,
S
EC. 5.
5. That
and all penalties,
forfeitures,
committed and
offenses committed
all offenses
That all
SEC.
etc.,
oSps,previous
SurOro to
subject
llaw.
aw
.
fines or liabilities
fines,
liabilities incurred prior to the taking effect
effect of this Act, under
under
in or
or modified,
modified, changed, or repealed
law embraced
embraced in
any
any law
repealed by this Act
Act,
may be
prosecuted, punished,
punished, and
and enforced
enforced in
the same
same manner
m a
nnerand
and
may
be prosecuted,
in the
passed.
not
been
had
with
the same
same effect
as
if
this
Act had
this
Act
as
if
effect
the
re
with
las
Inconsistent
ncstent laws
reppealed.
led.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. All laws and parts of laws in so far as they are inconsistent
inconsistent
with this
repealed
Act are
are hereby
hereby repealed
with
this Act
Approved,
August 29,
29, 1916.
Approved, August
1916.
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CHAP. 419.—An
provide for
for the
maintenance of
camp on the
of aatraining camp
the maintenance
To provide
Act To
419.-An Act
CHAP.
military reservation
Fort Douglas,
Douglas, Utah.
Utah.
of Fort
reservation of
military

1916.
1916. 671
August 29,1916.
29, 1916.
Augst
[S. 6924.1
6924.1
[S.
243.1
[Public, No. 243.]

United
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
of the United
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
Citizen training
traini
pit ien
War ccamp.
That the
assembled, That
States of
of America
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
Congress assembled
America in
States
Appropriation mai
mainAP1ropriation
resermilitary
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
maintain
upon
the
upon
maintain
to
authorized
hereby,
is
he
be, and
taining, at Fort Douglas,
Utah.
Utagh.
year
fiscal
the
period within
such period.
Douglas, Utah, for such
within the fiscal year
vation of Fort Douglas,
p.194.
194.
nt,p.
may Ante,
as he
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, as
he may
and seventeen,
thirtieth, nineteen
ending
of
training
and
instruction
deem advisable,
camp for the
training of
military instruction
the military
advisable, a camp
deem
training
s
uch citizens
and training
instruction and
such instruction
for such
selected for
as may be selected
citizens as
such
to furnish
im
der such
as he
he may
may prescribe,
furnish to said
prescribe, and to
regulations as
such regulations
under
citizens
subsistence, transportation,
transportation and uniforms
uniforms authorized
authorized by
the subsistence,
citizens the
the
Congress approved
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixthird, nineteen
June third,
approved June
of Congress
Act of
the Act
appropriated
hereby appropriated
teen; and
for the purposes
there is hereby
of this Act there
purposes of
and for
teen;
not
the
sum of
of $30,000,
out of
money in the
Treasury not
the Treasury
of any money
paid out
be paid
to be
$30,000, to
the sum
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
otherwise
29, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, August 29,
.

•

CHAP.
CHAP.
sixteenth,
sixteenth,

August 29, 1916.
247.
[H.
the ActapprovedJune
of the
420.--Joint Resolution
Extending the
provisions of
Act approvedJune
O .
VA
I. Rt.. 1
2
9
4
1
7
6
.i
the provisions
Resolution Extending
420.-Joint
N32.
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-eight.
eighteen hundred and ninety-eight.b.
No. 32.
32.]
Res.,., No.
[Pub. Res.,

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
cl_Bew•esentatives
of the
United Public
d.
the United
Pt
ip tc tts
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
Resolved
alHome-teaers
States of
of America
Congress assembkd,
provisions of the
assembled, That the provisions
in Congress
Ameica in
States
ablow
g. credit for
for ablowed
military servninety-eight, se inincliryaAct approved
hundred and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
sixteenth, eighteen
June sixteenth,
approved June
Act
ice.
chapter four hundred and
and fifty-eight
fifty-eight (Thirtieth
(Thirtieth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large 'ce.30,
Vol.30,
p. 4
473.
chapter four hundred
page four
hundred and
and seventy-three),
applicable in all
ali
be applicable
shall be
seventy-three), shall
four hundred
page
in
cases of
of military
rendered in
in connection
connection with operations
operations in
service rendered
military service
cases
in mobilization
Mexico, or
or along
borders thereof, or in
mobilization camps
camps
the borders
along the
Mexico,
elsewhere, whether
such service
be in
naval organiorganiin the military or naval
service be
elsewhere, whether such
zation
the United
United States
several
National Guard of the several
or the National
States or
of the
zation of
States
now or
or hereafter
service of the United
United States.
States.
the service
in the
hereafter in
States now
Approved,
August 29, 1916.
Approved, August
1iia

ste

;

a

a

CHAP. 422.—An
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
to the
the ci
c.iyof
of Youngstown,
Youngstown,
city
Congress to
the consent
Act Granting
422.-An Act
CHAP.
Ohio,
to construct
bridge across
lklaboning River
in the
the State
State of Ohio.
Ohio.
River in
the Mahoning
across the
construct aabridge
Ohio, to

August 30, 1916.
August

IH. R. 17501.1
la.
17501.)
[Public,
[Public, No. 244.]
244.)

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
ahg
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
Ohio,
Yoahutown,
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the consent
consent of Conif
art libio,
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
bgeOhio, to construct,
city of Youngstown,
gross is
granted to the
Youngsto
construct, ma
pla;'141e•
the city
is hereby granted
gress
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and approaches
thereto across
across the
the
approaches thereto
operate a bridge
maintain,
of navigation,
Mahoning River
at a
navigation,
the interests of
suitable to the
point suitable
a point
River at
Mahoning
c.
at
or near
near the
the city
of Youngstown,
Youngstown, in
county of Mahoning,
Mahoning, in
in the county
city of
at or
Vol.34, p. 8.
the State of Ohio, in accordance with
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
Construction.
vol.34,
the provisions
the State of Ohio, in accordance with the
"An Act
regulate the
the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
to regulate
"An Act to
waters,
hundred and
six.
Amenam
and six.
nineteen hundred
Amendment.
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
approved March
waters," approved
Sac. 2. That
That the
right
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal
Act is hereby
hereby
this
repeal
or
amend,
to
right
the
SEC. 2.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, August 30, 1916.
ahmh

i

wn, Ohio, to

-

"

August 31,
31, 1916.
1916.
August

H. R.
R. 54]1
tH.
[Public, No. 245.]
2451
,[Public,
Pub N 24

CHAP. 423.—An
erecting a
memorial to John Ericsson.
Ericsson.
suitable memorial
a suitable
For erecting
Act For
423.-An Act
CHAP.

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
AppronriEtiS
ipgratit for
or
the sum of $35,000, A
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
to, in Disor so much thereof
as may
necessary, is
authorized for mer
hereby authorized
is hereby
be necessary,
may be
fllet of Columbia. D
or so much thereof as
a.
the
in the
of Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia, of a
a tctofCou
of Columbia,
District of
city of
the city
erection, in
the erection,
suitable memorial
memorial to
the inventor
constructor
inventor and constructor
Ericsson, the
John Ericsson,
to John
suitable
purposes herein
of
the Monitor,
Monitor , said
expended for the purposes
be expended
to be
said sum to
of the
named by
consisting of
of the
chairman of
of the Committee
the chairman
commission consisting
named by aa commission
lc

i

herein

Er

ia.
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SEss. I.
I. Cris.
423, 424.
424.
CHS. 423,
SEss.

1916.
1916

on the
the Senate,
Senate, the
chairman of
of the
the Committee
on the
the
Committee on
of the
the chairman
on
the Library
Library of
Library
of the
the House
House of.Representatives,
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Library of
of,Representatives, and
of the
Proviso.
Approval of corn- Navy:
Provided,
That
the
design
and
location
of
said
memorial
Aproa o Cor- Navy: Provided, That the design and location of said memorial
alkeionoilineArts•
and
the plan
plan for
for the
the treatment
its
grounds connected
connected with
with its
treatment of
of the
the grounds
eArt.
-mot1and the
site shall
approved by
by the
Commission of
Fine Arts.
Arts.
of Fine
the Commission
site
shallbeeapproved
Approved, August
31, 1916.
1916.
August 31,
Approved,
August 31
31, 1916.
1916.
August
[H.
M75.]
[H. B.
B. 1
157S]
[Public,
246.1
ublic, No.246.

Ind

R-

Colville Indian Reservaticsi, Wash.
Wash.

evati,

CHAP. 424.—An
Act To amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
of March
March twenty-second,
twenty-second, ninteen
ninteen hundred
CHAP.
424.-An Act
and
six, entitled
entitled "An
to authorize
the sale
sale and
and disposition
or unalunalsurplus or
of surplus
disposition of
authorize the
"An Act
Act to
and six,
lotted
the diminished
diminished Colville
Colville Indian
Reservation, in
State of
of WashingWashingin the
the State
lands of
of the
Indian Reservation,
lotted lands
ton, and
for other
purposes.'
ton,
and for
other purposes."

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Rep esentatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enated 1nj
by the
and House
House of
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ass
led, That
section seven
seven
That section
United
States of

Sale, etc., of unallot- of the Act of March twenty-second, nineteen hundred and six (Thirtyted lands in.
Vol.
34,
p.
8
2,fourth Statutes at Large, page eighty), entitled "An Act to author34,
p.
82,
amended.
a ae

:da,Vol-

otF-naot- of the Act of March twenty-second, nineteen hundred and six (Thirtyfourth Statutes at Large, page eighty), entitled "An Act to author-

ize
and disposition
disposition of
surplus unallotted
lands of
of the
diminize the
the sale
sale and
of surplus
unallotted lands
the diminished
Indian Reservation,
in the
State of
of Washington,
Washington, and
and
the State
Reservation, in
ished Colville
Colville Indian
for
other purposes,"
be, and
and the
same is
hereby, amended
amended to
read as
as
to read
the same
is hereby,
for other
purposes," be,
provided
herein, and
and that
section, numbered
numbered thirteen,
thirteen, as
as hereinhereinthat one
one section,
provided herein,
after provided,
be,and
the same
is added
added to
to the
the said
Act.
after
provided, be,
and the
same hereby
hereby is,
said Act.
Lands reserved
fel.
"
S
EC.
7.
That
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
may
reserve
from
from
may
reserve
of
the
Interior
Secretary
7.
That
the
"SEc.
etcP.p
agicy,
agency, etc., PurPcneeallotment or
disposition and
set apart
apart such
such lands
lands of
the ColColof the
and set
allotment
or other
othei disposition
vi]le Reservation
his judgment
jug is ent may
may be
necessary, said
said lands
lands
be necessary,
as in
in his
ville
Reservation as
not to
to exceed
exceed four
sections in
:I for
for school,
agency, sawmill,
sawmill, gristschool, agency,
gristfour sections
m all,
not
purposes, said lands to remain
administrative purposes,
Mission
uses.
mill, and
mill or
or administrative
remain
other mill
mill,
and other
Mi
nses.
reserved so
long as
as needed
the
respective purposes.
purposes. And
And the
reserved
so long
needed for
for such
such respective
Secretary of
the Interior
may also
also set
set apart
for temporary
temporary use
use and
and
Secretary
of the
Interior may
apart for
occupancy
lands as
he may
may deem
for mission
mission purposes
occupancy-such
such lands
as he
deem necessary
necessary for
purposes
among said
said Indians,
not to
to exceed
any instance,
instance,
*
except as
as hereamong
Indians, not
exceed in
in any
except
hereinafter
provided, forty
acres of
of land
land lying
lying at
at any
any one
one
inafter specifically
specifically provided,
forty acres
point,
not included
included m
any town
town site
heretofore provided
provided for,
for, said
said
point, not
in any
site heretofore
lands
reserved as
as long
as actually
actually required
and used
used
lands to
to remain
remain so
so reserved
long as
required and
exclusively for
for mission
purposes, subject,
however, to
such regulaexclusively
mission purposes,
subject, however,
to such
regulaProve°.
as the
the said
Secretary may
may deem
deem proper
make: Provided,
Provided,
proper to
to make:
said Secretary
tions as
SatMBar's
Saint
Mary's School tions
andirion.
That the
and
Mission.
That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
further authorized
authorized to
issue aa
Secretary of
is further
to issue
ppatent
tent patent in fee simple to the properly designated missionary
Fee
simple
board
patent in fee simple to the properly designated missionary board
forla"dsp
for
lands.
or corporation
now maintains
corporation which now
maintains the Saint
Saint Mary's School
School and
and
Mission for
for Colville
Colville Indians,
Indians, for
for the
the sixty
sixty acres
acres of
of land
township
Mission
land in
in township
thirty-three
north, range
range twenty-seven
thirty-three north,
twenty-seven east of the Willamette
Willamette
meridian, which is the site of said Saint Mary's
Mary's School and Mission
Mission
plant; and
and in
plant;
in addition
addition thereto
the said
board or
or corporation
corporation shall
shall have
have
thereto the
said board
the privilege
privilege of
of using
for training
purposes and
and support-of
support-of said
said school
school
the
using for
training purposes
and mission
already formally set apart
such purposes,
mission the lands
lands already
apart for such
purposes,
together with
with those
several tracts
tracts selected
selected and
and used
for school
school or
or
those several
used for
mission purposes
mission
purposes which
mission authorities,
authorities, prior
prior to
to nineteen
which the
the mission
nineteen
hundred
and fourteen,
described and
and requested
to have
have set
set apart,
apart,
hundred and
fourteen, described
requested to
Centstaties.
such privilege
privilege to
continue so
so long
long as
as the
the lands
lands are
required and
and used
used
are required
to continue
such
ceies
exclusively for
Indian mission
exclusively
or Indian
school purposes.
The Secretary
Secretary
mission and
and school
purposes. The
of
Interior is
is further
further authorized
reserve as
as an
an Indian
Indian cemetery
cemetery
of the
the Interior
authorized to
to reserve
or
cemeteries any
lands within
within said
said reservation,
not to
to exceed
exceed fifty
fifty
or cemeteries
any lands
reservation, not
acres
acres in
in all,
all, and
formally or
or officially
officially appropriated,
and not
not otherwise
otherwise formally
appropriated,
which have
which
heretofore been
or are
bei
ng use
by the
the Indians
have heretofore
been or
are now
now being
usedd by
Indians
for
burial purposes."
for burial
purposes."
hi l
to"ats pro
b"
"SEC.
That the
lands allotted,
allotted, those
i
ted.
Intoxicants
prohib4 SEC. 13.
That
the lands
those retained
retained or
and
or reserved,
reserved, and
the surplus lands sold, set
set aside
aside for
for town-site
town-site purposes,
purposes, or
granted
or granted
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the State or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of, shall
to the
the laws
laws of
of
the United States prohibiting the introduction
introduction of intoxicants
intoxicants into
until otherwise
the Indian country
country until
otherwise provided
provided by
by Congress."
Congress."
Approved, August
31, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
August 31,
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425, 426.
426.,
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673
673

oCAP. 425.-An
"An Act to provide
COIAP.
425.—An Act To amend an Act entitled "An
provide for the payin Oklahoma."
on Indian
Indian lands
lands in
ment
drainage asesments
assessments on
Oklahoma."
ment of
of drainage

August 31,
31, 1916.
19!16.

[H. B. 16093.1
(Public, No. 247.]
247.]
[Public,

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Rq)re,sentatives
Reesentatives of the United
Be it enacted
United Oklahoma.
States of America
America in
Doassessment
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That an Act entitled "An
"An Drainageassessments
Indian lands.
onInia
-d.
drainage assessments
assessments on Indian
Indian on
Act to provide for the payment of drainage
Vol. 37,
p.
194,
nineteen hundred
amended. '
lands in
in Oklahoma,"
Oklahoma," approved July
July nineteenth, nineteen
hundred amVde.
and twelve
at Large,
Large, page
page one
one hundred
hundred and
and
twelve (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Statutes at
and Government
lad
Government
lands
Included.
ninety-four), be,
so as
as to
confer included.
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended so
to confer
ninety-four),
be, and
and the
subject Government
upon the Secretary of the Interior authority
authority to subject
Government
lands of
of the
Sao and
and Fox
Agency or
the lands
the Sao
Sao and
lands
the Sao
Fox Indian
Indian Agency
or the
lands of
of the
and
Fox Indian School or Agency
Sac and Fox Agency of Lincoln
Agency in the Sac
Lincoln
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, to
to all
all of the
the provisions touching
touching the organization
organization
of drainage
drainage districts and
and the construction
construction of
of drain
drain ditches
ditches and canals
across said
lands, or
or assessment
assessment for
for benefits
conferred by
the construcconstrucbenefits conferred
by the
across
said lands,
tion
district of
tion of
of said canals or ditches
ditches of
of the
the Deep Fork drainage
drainage district
of
Lincoln County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
and that
the provisions
of said
Act shall
shall
that the
provisions of
said Act
apply in
particulars to
Fox Indian School
School lands and
the Sao
Sac and
and Fox
to the
in all particulars
apply
the
the lands
lands of the
the Sao
Sac and
and Fox
Fox Indian
Indian Agency
Agency of
of said Lincoln
Lincoln County,
Oklahoma.
Approved, August 31, 1916.
Approved,
August 31,
31, 1916.
1918.
Agst:
R. 17058.1
17058.
[.[H. R.
[Public
[Public, No. 248.]

and other
for grapes
CHAP. 426.-An
426.—An Act
Climax baskets
baskets for
grapes and
for Climax
standards for
To fix
fix standards
Act To
CHAP.
fruits
and vegetables,
for baskets
baskets and
for small
small
fruits and
vegetables, and
and to
to fix
fix standards
standards for
and other
other containers
containers for
fruits,
and vegetables,
vegetables, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
berries, and
fruits, berries,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
United C
glimax fruit
fruit baset
baskets,
States of
of America
assembled, That
for Climax
Climax etc.
frtbSe
That standards
standards for
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
baskets
and other
fruits and
vegetables shall
shall be
the isaedrds
•
estabbe the
other fruits
and vegetables
baskets for
for grapes
grapes and
et

.

Standards

estab"

two-quart
four-quart basket, and twelve-quart
twelve-quart basket,
basket,
two-quart basket, four-quart
quat
respectively:
respectively:
Two-quart baskets.
(a) The
Climax basket
basket shall
shall be
be of the following
two-quart Climax
(a)
The standard
standard two-quart
dimensions:
bottom piece,
piece, nine
and one-half
one-half inches;
inches;
of bottom
nine and
dimensions: Length
Length of
width
of bottom
bottom piece,
piece, three
and one-half
one-half inches;
inches; thickness
thickness of
of botbotthree and
width of
tom
three-eighths of
an inch;
of .basket,
basket, three
three and
and
of an
inch; height
height of
tom piece,
piece, three-eighths
seven-eighths inches,
inches, outside
top of
of basket,
basket, length
length
measurement; top
seven-eighths
outside measurement;
eleven
measurement. Basket
Basket
inches, outside
outside measurement.
eleven inches
inches and
and width
width five
five inches,
to have
have a
acover
five by
by eleven
inches, when
when a
cover is
is used.
used.
to
cover five
eleven inches,
a cover
baskets.
(b)
four-quart Climax
Climax basket
of the
FourQouat baskets.
shall be
be of
the following
following Four-quart
basket shall
The standard
standard four-quart
(b) The
dimensions: Length of
piece, twelve
twelve inches;
inches; width of bottom
bottom
dimensions:
of bottom
bottom piece,
piece four
threepiece, threebottom piece
one-half inches;
inches- thickness of bottom
four and
and one-half
piece,
eighths of an inch; heightof
height of
eleven-sixteenths
f basket, four and eleven-sixteenths
inches,
measurement; top
basket, length
length fourteen
fourteen inches,
top of basket,
inches, outside
outside measurement;
width
six and
one-fourth inches,
inches, outside
measurement. Basket to
to
outside measurement.
and one-fourth
width six
have
cover
inches, when
when cover
inches by
by fourteen
fourteen inches,
have cover six
six and one-fourth inches
is used.
is
used.
basbT>eqrt
(c) The standard twelve-quart
twelve-quart Climax basket shal
shall be of the kor
elv" ttart
(c)
sixteen inches;
inches; width
width
following dimensions:
dimensions: Length of bottom piece, sixteen
bottom piece,
thickness of bottom
of bottom piece, six and one-half inches; thickness
seven-sixteenths
one-sixteenth
basket, seven and
and one-sixteenth
seven-sixteenths of an
an inch;
inch; height of basket,
inches, outside
of basket,
basket, length
length nineteen
nineteen inches,
measurement; top
top of
inches,
outside measurement;
width nine
inches, outside
outside measurement.
Basket to have
have cover nine
measurement. Basket
width
nine inches,
inches
by nineteen
nineteen inches,
inches, when
is used.
inches by
when cover
cover is
used.
SEC.
container for small fritn
foar
SEC. 2. That the standard basket or other container
srerberes,
ba.
skets
,
fruits,
and vegetables
vegetables shall
shall be
be of
capacities, vegetbles
vegetables.
of the
the following
following capacities,
fruits, berries,
berries, and
namely, dry
dry pint, dry quart,
or multiples
multiples of the
quart, or
dry one-half
one-half pint, dry
namely,
dry quart.
(a)
The dry
dry half
contain sixteen
sixteen and
eight-tenths cubic
cubic caPad"'
capCti-E
and eight-tenths
shall contain
(a) The
half pint
pint shall
inches.
(b) The dry pint shall contain
and six-tenths
six-tenths cubic
contain thirty-three
thirty-three and
inches.
inches.
91890—voL
91890°--voL 39—Pr
39-P 1-43
1-43
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(c) The
The dry
quart shall
sixty-seven and
and two-tenths
cubic
(c)
dry quart
shall contain
contain sixty-seven
two-tenths cubic
inches.
inches.
intrstateshmients, SEC.
Interstateshipments,
SEC. 3.
3. That it shall be unlawful
manufacture for
shipment, or
or
unlawful to
to manufacture
for shipment,
etc., not cenformkg to
to sell
sell for
or to
ship from
any State
or Territory
of the
standards,
unlawful.
etc.,
motto to
for shipment,
shipment, or
to ship
from any
State or
Territory of
the
United States or the District
District of Columbia to any
other State or
or Terriany other
Territory of the United States or the District of Columbia,
Columbia, any
any Climax
Climax
baskets or other containers
containers for
fruits berries,
berries, or
or vegetables,
vegetables,
for small fruits,
whether
whether filled or unfilled,
provisions
unfilled, which do not
not conform to the provisions
of
of aawillful
of any
of the
the
enamly.
renalt9of this Act; and
and any
any person guilty
guilty of
willful violation
violation of
any of
provisions of this Act shall
of a
amisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and
shall be
be deemed guilty
guilty of
upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $25:
$25:
pio.
upon conviction
shall be
fined in
ProVilt0.
Foreign shipments
Frei
shipments
Provided,
Provided, That nothing herein contained
contained shall apply
apply to
the
manufacto
the
manufacnot affected.
not a d.
ture, sale, or shipment of Climax
Climax baskets,
baskets, baskets, or
or other
other containers
containers
for small fruits, berries,
berries, and
when intended
for export
export to
to
and vegetables
vegetables when
intended for
foreign countries when such Climax baskets, baskets,
or other
conbaskets, or
other containers for small fruits, berries,
berries, and
and vegetables
vegetables accord
with the
accord with
the specispecifications of the foreign
foreign purchasers or
comply with the
the law
law of
of the
the counor comply
country to
to which
is made
made or
or to
be made.
try
which shipment
shipment is
to be
made.
Tests% etS, Agriculb Y DeS
EC. 4. That
That the
the examination
and test
test of
of Climax
yTmte,
&£?
=talent
SEC.
examination and
Climax baskets,
baskets, baskets,
baskets,
o e nand vegetables,
vegetables, for
the
or other containers for small fruits, berries,
berries, and
for the
purpose of determining
determining whether
baskets or
other containers
whether such baskets
or other
containers
comply with
Act, shall
shall be
made by
by the
the DepartDepartcomply
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
be made
Rules, etc.
se
ment of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture shall establish
establish
regulations allowing
such reasonable
reasonable toland promulgate
promulgate rules
rules and regulations
allowng such
tolerances and
and variations
variations as
as may
may be
erances
be found
found necessary.
necessary.
tkcsa oivio.
SEc.
vi°18SEC. 5.
5. That
That it
shall be
duty of
of each
district attorney,
to
it shall
tfons.
be the
the duty
each district
attorney, to
whom satisfactory evidence
evidence of
of any
any violation
violation of
the Act
is presented,
presented,
of the
Act is
to cause appropriate
appropriate proceedings to be
commenced and
and prosecuted
prosecuted
be commenced
in the proper
proper court of the United States
States for
for the
enforcement of
of the
the
the enforcement
penalties
penalties as in such case herein provided.
provided.
iminunit
Y cd guar-'
S
EC. 6.
That no
be prosecuted
the provisions
provisions
a~aixS~rY
SEC.
6. That
no dealer shall
shallbe
prosecuted under
under the
anty
from purchaser.
of this Act when he can
a guaranty signed
can establish a
signed by the
manufacthe manufacturer
wholesaler, jobber,
jobber, or
or other
party residing
resi d
ing w
ithin the
the United
Uni
te d
turer,' wholesaler,
other party
within
States from whom such Climax baskets, baskets,
baskets, or
or other
containother containers as defined in this
as
ed, to
t
o the
the effect
effect that
that said
said
ers,
this Act,
Act, were
were purch
purchased,
are correct
within the
the
Climax baskets,
baskets, baskets, or other
other containers
containers are
correct within
Cmtntsooguaty.
Ccetents of guamnty. meaning of this Act.
protection 'shall
shall conconSaid guaranty, to afford
afford protection,
tain the name and address of the party
or parties
parties making
the sale
sale of
of
party or
making the
Climax baskets, baskets, or other containers
containers to
to such
such dealer,
dealer, and
and in
in
such case said party
party or parties shall be amenable
prosecutions,
amenable to
to the prosecutions,
fines, and other penalties which would
would attach in due course
to the
the
course to
dealer under the provisions of this
this Act.
Act.
In effect from
o"
S
EC. 7.
That this
shall be
be in
in force
and effect
effect from
after
Iveere1, 1917.
from NNO
SEC.
7. That
this Act
Act shall
force and
from and
and after
vember
the first day of November,
November, nineteen
hundred and
seventeen.
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
Approved, August 31,
Approved,
31, 1916.
1916.
August 31,
31, 1916.
1916.
August
(S.
J. Res.
Res. 1291
s. J.
129.]

(Pub. Res.,
Rs. N.
(Pub.
No. 33
33.]

CHAP. 427.—Joint
427.-Joint Resolution Extending
CRAP.
Extending until
until April
April fifteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
fifteenth, nineteen
and
seventeen, the
the effective
date of
ten of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to suppleand seventeen,
effective date
of section
section ten
of the
supplement eisting
restraints and monopolies, and for other purment
existing laws against unlawful restraints
pose," approved
poses,"
approved October
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
October fifteenth,
and fourteen.
fourteen.

Resolved by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the effective
effective date
date on
mdtltrA, States
States of
Ameria in
That the
on
and
which the
provisions of
of section
of the
the Act
entitled "An
mithorpotio
and after
after which
the provisions
section ten
ten of
Act entitled
"An
eted. OA
ter- Act to supplement
supplement existing
existing laws
laws against
against unlawful
res t
rai
nt
s and
an d
unlawful restraints
Effective time exAntitrust Act 1914.
Common
carrier dealAn
ing with corporation in
n
which officer inter-

Effectve time e- monopolies, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved October
October fifteenth,
fifteenth,

tended.
Vol.
38,
p.
Vol 38,
p.
amended.
Post, p. L301.

poset
p.i.

nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen, shall become
become and be effective
effective is
hereby
hereby deferred and extended
extended to April fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
Approved, August 31,
31, 1916.
1916.

734,
734,
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SESS. I
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432.
SEss.
I.. CH.

675

1916.
1916.

commerce in the products
CHAP. 432.—An
interstate commerce
products of child
432.-An Act To prevent interstate
labor,
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
labor, and

September 1,, 1916.
1916.
September

[H.

. 8234.1

[Public,
No. 249.]
249.]
[Public, No.

c lab. .
of the United
United Child
Be it
it enacted
of
Reresentatives
of
Senate and House of Repesentatives
enacted by the Senate
States
assembled, That
at no
producer , manu- interstate
Interstateor and forno producer,
America in
in OCeongress
Obngress -'assembled,
States of America
facturer,
or dealer
shall ship
ship or
shipment in
interstate °LT:Tat
d
sg probdaen-'
.
prodi
f9,om
in interstate
deliver for
for shipment
or deliver
dealer shall
facturer, or
or
foreign commerce
commerce any
commodity the product
product of any mine
any article or commodity
or foreign
or
within thirty
thirty days
in which
which within
the United
United States, in
situated in the
or .quarry,
quarry, situated
d ag e
prior
the time
time of
of the
the removal
product therefrom
therefrom children
children bit
bi=lied a g
e prohiW ahlsuch product
of such
removal of
to the
prior to
under the
permitted to
to
employed or permitted
have been
been employed
sixteen years
years have
the age of
of sixteen
under
work,
cannery,
the product
product of any mill, cannery,
any article
article or
or commodity,the
work, or
or any
workshop,
or manufacturing
establishment, situated in
in the
manufacturing establishment,
factory, or
workshop, factory,
United
removal of
to the removal
days prior to
within thirty days
in which within
United States,
States, in
such product
therefrom children
fourteen years
years have
the age
age of fourteen
children under
under the
product therefrom
such
been employed
or permitted
to work,
or children
between the
the ages
ages
children between
work, or
permitted to
employed or
been
of fourteen
employed or permitted
years have
have been employed
sixteen years
years and
and sixteen
fourteen years
of
to
more than
than eight
hours in
in any
any day,
day, or
more than
than six days in
or more
eight hours
to work
work more
postmeridian, or before
the hour of seven o'clock postmeridian,
or after the
any week, or
the hour
hour of
six o'clock
o'clock antemeridian:
antemeridian: Provided,
prosecution Proviso.
on prose
R
a prosecution
That a
Provided, That
of six
the
and
conviction of
for the
M Restricticm
UMS.on
delivery for ship- cotions.
the shipment
shipment or delivery
defendant for
of aa defendant
and conviction
ment of
of any
article or
or commodity
commodity,under
under the
conditions herein prothe conditions
any article
ment
hibited
shall be
bar to
further prosecution
against the same
same
prosecution against
any further
to any
be a
a bar
hibited shall
defendant for
for shipments
for shipment
shipment of
of any such article
deliveries for
or deliveries
shipments or
defendant
or
before the
the beginning
of said
said prosecution.
prosecution.
beginning of
or commodity
commodity before
e
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
Attorney General,
General, the
the Secretary
Sftretary of
of Commerce,
Commerce, nlatns,
irj, et
„
t
f
e.'"r55"
the Attorney
SEC.
and the
the Secretary
of Labor
Labor shall
shall constitute
board to make
and
make and
constitute aa board
Secretary of
and
publish
from time
to time
time uniform
uniform rules
rules and
carrying
for carrying
and regulations
regulations for
time to
publish from
nspections., anout the provisions of this Act.
out
S
EC.
the 3.
provisions
That forofthe
thispurposc
Act.
of securing
enforcement of
Inspections,
to emforce.
etc.,
thoried,
to enforce.
of thorized,
proper enforcement
of securing proper
purpose
That
for the
SEC.
3.

this Act
Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor, or
or any
any person
person duly
by him,
him,
duly authorized
authorized by
of Labor,
this
shall
have authority
authority to
to enter
quarries,
enter and inspect at any time mines, quarries,
shall have
mills, canneries,
workshops, factories,
factories, manufacturing
establishments,
manufacturing establishments,
canneries, workshops,
mills,
and other
places in
in which
which goods
are produced
produced or
or held
for interstate
interstate Employee.
Employees.
and
other places
goods are
held for
commerce; and the
have authority to employ
employ
Secretary of Labor shall have
the Secretary
commerce;
such
assistance for
for the
purposes of
this Act
as may
may from
from time
time to time
Act as
of this
the purposes
such assistance
be authorized
other law.
Proscutlon for vio
law.
appropriation or other
authorized by appropriation
be
SEC. 4.
it shall
shall be
be the
the duty
of each
to lation.
id; rme. euW I for vieattorney to
each district
district attorney
duty of
4. That
That it
SEC.
whom
shall report
violation of this .Act,
Act,
report any violation
of Labor
Labor shall
the Secretary
Secretary of
whom the
or
quarry inspector
inspector,, comfactory or mining or quarry
any State factory
to whom
whom any
or to
missioner
school-attendance
inspector or school-attendance
labor, State medical inspector,
missioner of labor,
officer, or
person shall
shall present
evidence of any
any
satisfactory evidence
present satisfactory
other person
or any
any other
officer,
such violation
violation to
cause appropriate
commenced
proceedings to be commenced
appropriate proceedings
to cause
such
and prosecuted
in the
the United
United States
States without delay
delay
of the
courts of
proper courts
the proper
prosecuted in
and
for the
enforcement of
of the
in such
such cases
herein provided:
the penalties
penalties in
cases herein
provided: Prov.
the enforcement
for
Provided, That
in this
Act shall
shall be
construed to
to apply
Boys' andgirs'canand girls' =Provided,
That nothing
nothing in
this Act
be construed
apply to
to Boys
bona fide boys'
and girls'
canning clubs
by the
the Agricultural
fling dubs excepted.
clubsexepted
Agricultural nng
recognized by
clubs recognized
girls' canning
bona
fide boys' and
Department of
the several
States and
States.
Department
of the
several States
and of
of the
the United
United States.
Punishment for vievioPunishment
S
EC. 5.
5. That
any person
person who
any of
the provisions
of secsec- lations.
lotions.
provisions of
of the
violates any
who violates
That any
SEC.
tion
obstructs entry or inspection
inspection
this Act,
Act, or who refuses or obstructs
one of
of this
tion one
authorized
section three
each offense
offense prior to
this Act, shall for each
of this
three of
by section
authorized by
the first
of such
such person
under the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act,
person under
conviction of
first conviction
the
be punished
by a
afine
of not
for each
each offense
offense
shall for
and shall
$200, and
than $200,
not more
more than
fine of
be
punished by
subsequent to
such conviction
conviction be
be punished
punished by
fine of not more
by aa fine
to such
subsequent
than $1,000,
nor less
less than
than $100,
$100, or
or by
by imprisonment
not more
more
for not
imprisonment for
than
$1,000, nor
than three
both such
fine and
imprisonment, in
in the
and imprisonment,
such fine
or by
by both
months, or
three months,
than
discretion of
of the
the court:
no dealer
shall be
prosecuted
es with guarbe prosecuted
dealer shall
That no
Provided, That
court: Provided,
discretion
hi
under the
of this
this Act
for a
a shipment,
for shipship- antdom
anty .
trom shipper
s pper e-exdelivery for
shipment, delivery
Act for
the provisions
provisions of
under
ceptea.
ment,
transportation who establishes
establishes a
aguaranty
guaranty issued by the perperment, or transportation
son by
goods shipped
shipped or
or delivered
delivered for
for shipment
shipment or
transor transthe goods
whom the
by, whom
son
rtation were
manufactured or
or produced,
produced, resident
resident in
in the
United
the United
were manufactured
portation
tate:4 zto
to the
effect that
were produced
or manufactured
manufactured Ctyoonditions
ndi
.
dons of
of guargUar
produced or
goods were
that such
such goods
the effect
States,
in
mine or
which within
days prior
prior to
to their
removal
their removal
thirty days
within thirty
in which
or quarry
quarry in
in aamine
p
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therefrom
children under
under the
the age
sixteen years
years were
were employed
therefrom no
no children
age of
of sixteen
employed
or
permitted to
to work,
in a
a mill,
mill, cannery,
cannery,
.workshop,
workshop, factory,
factory, or
or
or permitted
work, or
or in
manufacturing establishment,
prior to
to
manufacturing
establishment, in
in which within thirty days
days prior
therefrom no
no children
children under
under the
the age
the removal of such goods therefrom
age of
of
fourteen
employed or
or permitted
to work,
work, nor
nor children
children
fourteen years were
were employed
permitted to
between
the ages
fourteen years
sixteen years
years employed
employed or
or
between the
ages of fourteen
years and
and sixteen
work more
more than six
six
permitted to work
more than eight hours
hours in any day
day or more
days in any week or
o'clock postmeridian
postmeridian
days
or after the hour of seven o'clock
Purkishment for false
Statements
in. fo,
or before
before the
of six
six o'clock
and in
in such
such event,
event,
antemeridian and
hour of
o'clock antemeridian,.
or
the hour
snnet
if the guaranty
guaranty contains any false statement of a
amaterial
material fact,
fact, the
guarantor shall
prosecution and to
guarantor
shall be amenable
amenable to
to prosecution
to the fine
fine or imprisonment provided by this
violation of the provisions
provisions of
this section for violation
of this
Act. Said
above provided,
provided, shall
shall
Said guaranty,
guaranty, to afford
afford the protection
protection above
contain the
the name
name and
address of
of the
the person
giving the
same: And
And
the same:
person giving
and address
ha contain
Pro
r, etc., hayProducer,
ti o off e r. proi
ed furter,
ing c_ertificate
provided
further, That no producer
producer, manufacturer,
manufacturer, or
or dealer
dealer shall
be
shall be
for the shipment,
n'''"'bie age,'exepe •prosecuted
prosecuted under this Act
Act for
shipment, delivery
delivery for
for shipment, or
or
transportation
product of
of any
any mme,
mine, quarry,
mill, cannery,
cannery, workworktransportation of
of a
a product
quarry, mill,
shop, factory, or manufacturing
manufacturing establishment,
establishment, if the
the only
only employtherein within thirty days
to the
the removal
of such
such product
product
ment therein,
days prior
prior to
removal of
therefrom, of
under the age
has been
of a
a
of a
a child under
age of
of sixteen years has
been that
that of
child as to whom
whom the producer
in good
good faith
faith
producer or manufacturer
manufacturer has
has in
procured,
employing such child, and has since in good
procured, at the time of employing
good
certificate, issued
issued in
form,
faith relied upon and kept on file aacertificate,
in such form,
under such conditions
conditions, and by such persons
persons as may be prescribed
prescribed by
the board, showing the child to
the shipment,
to be of such an age that the
shipment,
delivery
,
for
shipment,
or
transportation
was
not
prohibited
by
this
Pimhment
o
fa
deliver
for
shipment,
or
transportation
was
not
prohibited
by this
Punishment for false
statements in
erti- Act. Any person who knowing
statements
in arta.
knowingly
makes a
afalse statement
presents
y makes
statement or presents
c
ate.
false evidence in or iin relation to any
cate.
any such certificate or
or application therefor shall be amenable
amenable to prosecution
prosecution and to the fine or
or
provided by
by this
this section
section for
for violations
violations of
of this
this Act.
Act. I
State certificates
ad- imprisonment
state
crticates adimprisonment provided
Inn
mitted
any State designated
employment certificate
mitted.
designated by the board, an employment
certificate or
or
other similar
as to
to the
the age
age of
of the
child, issued
under the
the laws
similar paper
paper as
the child,
issued under
laws
inconsistent with the provisions
of that State and not inconsistent
provisions of this Act, shall
certificate herein
provided for.
force and
and effect as
as aacertificate
herein provided
i
o have
have the
the same force
terons.
SEC. 6. That the word "
person" as used in this
SEC.
"person
this Act shall
shall be construed to include any individual
individual or corporation
corporation or the members
members of any
partnership or other unincorporated
unincorporated association.
"ship
association. The term "ship
or deliver for shipment
shipment in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce"
commerce" as used
used in
this Act means
means to transport
transport or to ship or deliver for
from
for shipment
shipment from
any State or Territory
Territory or the District of Columbia to or through
any other State or Territory or the District of Columbia
Columbia or to any
dealer means
means only
only' to
transport
foreign country; and in the case
case of a
a dealer
to transport
or
the State,
Territory, or
or district
district
or to
to ship
ship or deliver for shipment
shipment from
from the
State, Territory,
of
or production.
production.
manufacture or
of manufacture
etfect iin one
in
year.
SEC.
In effect
one year.
S
EC. 7. That this Act shall take effect from and after
after one year
from the date of its passage.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 1, 1916.
age

exeeP

Construction

of

September
September .1,
1, 1918.
1916.

[H. R. 1774.]

250.
[Public, No. 250.]

CHAP.
provide for
CHAP 433.-An
433.—An Act
Act Making
Ifalring appropriations
appropriations to provide
for the expenses
expenses of
the
of the
government
of Columbia
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
government of
of the
the District
District of
Columbia for
thirtieth,
nineteen
seventeen, and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
for other
purposes.
and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted
by the Senate and
Represent
a tives of
o
fthe
the United
United
enacted.ly
and House
House of
ofRepresentatives
Stat
es o
f America
Congress assembled,
That one
one half
half of
of the
the followfollowStates
of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
ap"irom
Distriing
respectively, is appropriated,
aPErar-Distriot
ing sums, respectively,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the
revues.
Treasury
revenues.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and the oth
er h
alf ou
ofthe
the
other
half
outtof
revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia, in full for the following expenses
of the government
government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal
year
isca year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, namely:
District
District of
of Columbia
Cobia
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1916.
1916.

GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
GENERAL
ExEctrrivE OFFICE: Two commissioners,
commissioners, at $5,000
$5,000 each; Engineer
Engineer
EXECUTIVE
commissioner, so much as may be necessary
commissioner,
necessary (to make salary $5,000);
$5,000);
assistant secretaries
commissioners-three at
secretaries to commissioners—three
secretary, $2,400; assistant
$1,600
clerks—one $1,500,
$1,400 each, two at $1,200
$1,500, two at $1,400
each; clerks-one
$1,600 each;
each,
stenographer and typewriter) $1,200, one
(who shall be aastenographer
each, one (who
messengers-two at $600 each;
$840, two at $720 each; messengers—two
each; stenographer
stenographer
and typewriter, $840;
Veterinary division:
Veterinary surgeon
the
surgeon for all horses in the
division: Veterinary
Veterinary
departments of the District government,
$1,200;
government, $1,200;
departments
Medicines
$1,000;
Medicines, surgical and hospital supplies, $1,000;
officer, $3,000; deputy purchasing
Purchasing
division: Purchasing
Purchasing officer,
purchasing
Purchasing division:
officer
$1,600; computer,
$1,440; clerks-two
clerks—two at $1,500
$1„500 each; six at
computer, $1,440;
officer,, $1,600;
$1,200
$1,200 each, three at $900 each, six at $720 each, inspector of fuel,
$1,500;
inspector of fuel, $1,100; storekeeper
storekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,500; assistant inspector
messenger,
inspectors—one of materials
materials $1,200,
driver,, $600; inspectors-one
$600; driver
messenger, $600;
two
laborers, at $600 each;
property-yard
each; two
two property-yard
$900 each;
each; two laborers,
at $900
two at
keepers,
$150;
temporary labor, $150;
at $1,000
$1,000 each; temporary
keepers, at
inspection division: Inspector
of buildings, $3,000;assistant
$3,000; assistant
Inspectorof
Building inspection
inspectors
$1,800, one $1,500, one $1,400, ten
buildings-principal $1,800,
inspectors of buildings—principal
at
temporary employment
employment
at $1,200
$1,200 each; fire-escape inspector, $1,400; temporary
of
inspectors for
for such
time as their services
services may
may
such time
assistant inspectors
additional assistant
of additional
be necessary, $1,500;
$1,500; civil
civil engineers or computers-one
computers—one $1,800, one
$1,500;
clerbl—chief $1,500, one $1,050, one $1,000,
$1,000, one (who shall
shall
$1,500; clerks-chief
be
stenographer and
$1,000, one
one $900; messenger,
messenger, $600;
typewriter) $1,000,
and typewriter)
be a
a stenographer
$1,500;
assistant Inspector,
inspector, $1,500;
assistant
To
inspectors for
provision and maintenfor provision
elevator inspectors
two elevator
reimburse two
To reimburse
use in
in their official
ance by
by themselves
themselves of
motor cycles
cycles for
official inspecinspecfor use
two motor
of two
ance
tion of
of elevators,
month each,
each, $288;
$288;
per month
$12 per
elevators, $12
tion
For
transportation) means
means of transportation,
and maintenance
maintenance of
transportation, and
For transportation,
means
allowances to inspectors
inspectors for autotransportation, including allowances
of transportation,
means of
mobiles
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per month
month each and
horse and buggy
and for
for horse
rate of
at the
mobiles at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
$1,000.
per month, $1,000.
the rate
at
$2,000;
Plumbing inspection
inspection division: Inspector
plumbing, $2,000;
Inspector of plumbing,
Plumbing
$1,550, six at $1,200
$1,200
plumbing-principal $1,550,
assistant inspectors of plumbing—principal
each;
employment of addi$1,200, one $900; temporary employment
clerks-one $1,200,
each; clerks—one
tional
laborers for such time as
plumbing and laborers
inspectors of plumbing
assistant inspectors
tional assistant
their
$2,400; draftsman,
draftsman, $1,350;
$1,350; sewer
sewer
may be necessary, $2,400;
services may
their services
tapper,
$1,000; three
members of plumbing board, at $150 each;
three members
tapper, $1,000;
o reimburse
three assistant
assistant inspectors
of plumbing
plumbing for provision
provision
inspectors of
To
reimburse three
and
maintenance by
by themselves
themselves of
of three motor
cycles for use in their
motor cycles
and maintenance
official
the District
Columbia, $12 per month each,
District of Columbia,
m the
inspections in
official inspections
$432.
In all,
Office, $119,450.
In
all, Executive
Executive Office,
$119,450.e
CARE or
stenographer , $2,000; chief
and stenographer,
BUILDING: Clerk and
DISTRICT BUILDING:
OF DISTRICT
CARE
engineer, $1,400;
assistant engineers,
electrician,
$1,000 each; electrician,
engineers, at $1,000
three assistant
$1,400; three
engineer,
$1,200; two
two dynamo
tenders, at
at $875
$875 each;
each; three
$720
firemen, at $720
three firemen,,
dynamo tenders,
$1,200;
each; three
passers, at $600 each; electrician's
$840;
electrician's helper, $840;
coal passers,
three coal
each;
eight elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, at $600 each;
each; laborers-two
laborers—two at $660 each,
eight
two
cleaners (who shall also have charge of
at $500
$500 each; two chief cleaners
two at
the
at $500
each; thirty
cleaners, at $240 each;
each; chief
chief
thirty cleaners,
$500 each;
lavatories), at
the lavatories),
watchman,
watchman $660; eight watchmen,
watchmen,
$1,000; assistant chief watchman,
watchman, $1,000;
at
pneumatic-tube operator
operator, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all, $36,530.
$36,530.
$600 each;
each; pneumatic-tube
at $600
For
fuel, light,
power, repairs,
laundry, mechanics
mechanics and labor, not
repairs, laundry,
light, power,
For fuel,
to
exceed $3,500,
miscellaneous supplies,
$17,000.
supplies, $17,000.
and miscellaneous
$3,500, and
to exceed
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: ASSeSSOT,
assistant assessors-three
assessors—three at
at
$3,500; assistant
Assessor, $3,500;
ASSESSOR'S
$3,000 each,
each, two
at $2,000
record clerks-one
clerks—one $1,500,
$1,500, one
one
each; record
$2,000 each;
two at
$3,000
$1,200; clerks-four
clerks—four (including
at $1,400
$1,400
division) at
arrears division)
in arrears
one in
(including one
$1,200;
each,
four at
each, eight
one in
in charge
charge of
of records)
records)
(including one
eight (including
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, four
at $1,000
two at
at $900
$900 each.
each. two
two at
at $720
$720 each;
each; draftsmen—one
draftsmen-one
each, two
at
$1,000 each,
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General expenses.
epemes.
Executive
office.
xecutiveofice
Salaries,
commis-

sione,
sioners. etc.
etc.

Veterinary division

Veterinary division.

purchasing
division.
Purcbasing division

c ti
Building in
inspection
on
division.

dui

pe

ele.
le

to
vaMortoinrcspyecclets
ors.
vatMort'Sleor

Transportation.
a
potio
Tr

di 2u
inXing

inspection

divisinspecttio

Motorcycles.
Motorcycles.

o
W it:114.
Building.

District

3 °f
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Maintenance.

a
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Assessor's
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$1,200;
or clerk,.
clerk, $1,200;
inspector of
$1,200; assistant
assistant or
clerk, $900;
$900; license
license clerk,
$1,200; inspector
of
licenses,
$1,200; assistant
inspector of
of licenses,
$1,000; messengersmessengerslicenses, $1,200;
assistant inspector
licenses, $1,000;
two at
at $600
$600 each;
each; board
assistant assessors-clerk
assessors-clerk $1,500,
$1,500, messenger
two
board of
of assistant
messenger
and driver
clerk hire
$500; in
in all
all1 $50,140.
$50,140.
hire $500;
temporary clerk
and
driver $600;
$600; temporary
aeasmts bien131
bieMmi-" Hereafter
Assessments
Hereafter assessments
assessments of
of real
estate in
the District
District of
for
real estate
in the
of Columbia
Columbia for
ally hereafter.
purposes
taxation shall
biennially in
the same
same manner
manner as
as
in the
be made
made biennially
of taxation
shall be
purposes of
is now
required by
by law
triennial assessments
assessments of
of real
real estate
estate in
in said
said
is
now required
law for
for triennial
completion,
and the time for the completion
C4'112146/3°11, appeals,
appeals, District;
completion of each biennial assessment,
etc.
be taken
and the time in which appeals
appeals from such
such assessments may be
taken
to
equalization and
review shall
shall be
be the
the same
as is
is now
now
to the
the board
board of
of equalization
and review
same as
provided for
for the
assessment of
of real
real property
property which
subprovided
the assessment
which has
has become
become subject
taxation and
been taxed,
taxed, and
and for
for the
assessment,
the assessment,
which has
has not
not been
]ect to
to taxation
and which
VoL2,
Vol.
28,p.
p.2284.
of new structures,
structures, as set forth in section
the Act
Act approved
approved
section eleven
eleven of the
August
ninety-four, entitled
"An
August fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-four,
entitled "An
Act to
an immediate
immediate revision
and equalization
equalization of
of real
real estate
estate
Act
to provide
provide an
revision and
values in
i
n the
District of
Columbia; and
and also
also to
an assessment
assessment
values
the District
of Columbia;
to provide
provide an
of real
real estate
in said
said District
in the
year eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyof
estate in
District in
the year
hundred and
Proviso.
six, and
and every
third year
for other
other purposes":
purposes": ProProAdditional
employ_
and for
eploy- six,
every third
year thereafter,
thereafter, and
Oem
vided,
vidal, That
That in order
order to enable
enable the assessor
assessor of the District of
of Columbia
Columbia
to make the biennial
realproperty
herein provided,
provided,
biennial assessments
assessments of
of real
property as
as herein
there
appropriated the
the following
following sums for
for the
the employment
employment
there are hereby
hereby appropriated
of personal
services 'namely,
namely, record
record clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, record
record clerk
$1,500,
of
personal services,
clerk $1,500,
draftsman $1,600,
$1,600, two
two stenographers
and typewriters,
typewriters, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each,
draftsman
stenographers and
five field
field men,
$2,000 each;
each; m
all, $17,300.
n all,
$17,300.
five
men, at
at $2,000
Persoal
board.
PERSONAL
BOARD: Two
personal taxes,
Personal tax
tax boardPERSONAL TAX
TAX BOARD:
Two assistant
assistant assessors
assessors of personal
taxes,
at
of personal
personal property,
property, $1,800;
$1,800; clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400;
at $3,000
$3,000 each; appraiser
appraiser of
$1,000; three
$1,200 each; extra clerk
assistant clerk, $1,000;
three inspectors, at $1,200
clerk
hire,
in all,
hire, $2,000;
$2,000; in
all, $15,800.
$15,800.
Excseboard.
EXCIsE BOARD: Three
Three members, at
Exciseboard.
EXCISE
at $2,400
each; clerk,
clerk, $1,500;
$1,500;
$2,400 each;
inspector, $1,500;
messenger, $600;
hire of
of means
$1,500; messenger,
$600; hire
means of
of transportation,
transportation,
Provuo.
$800;
in all,
all, $11,600:
$11,600: Provided,
Provided, That
term of
of office
office of
of any
any member
member
mo.
jc
$800; in
That the
the term
No paY to r
nominee.
of
the excise
excise board
or may
may be
be rejected
rejec t
edby
by
no pain o rejected
of the
e
board whose
whose nomination
nomination has
has been
been or
the Senate shall be terminated by such
such rejection
rejection and no part of this
appropriation
shall be
used to
any member
of the
the
appropriation shall
be used
to pay
pay the
the salary
salary of
of any
member of
board whose nomination
nomination has been rejected by the Senate.
Senate.
oleto's office.
Collector's
office.
ComzczoR's
Collector, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
collector, $2,000;
CoLLECTOR's OFFICE:
OFFICE: Collector,
deputy collector,
$2,000;
cashier, $1,800;
$1,500;bookkeeper,
$1,800; assistant cashier, $1,500;
bookkeeper, $1,600;
$1,600; clerksclerksthree at $1,400
$1,400 each,
$1,000, three
three at
$900 each;
each;
each, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $1,000,
at $900
clerk and bank messenger,
messenger, $1,200;
$1,200; messenger, $600;
$600; in
in all,
all, $21,800.
$21,800.
Tax sale certificates.
certlficates. For extra labor
Tax
labor in preparation
preparation of tax-sale
tax-sale certiicates
certificates, and data
data
which the law requires
requires this
to furnish
furnish the
the recorder
recorder of
of deeds
this office
office to
deeds and
and
the assessor, with authority to employ typewriters
clerks, $800.
$800.
typewriters and clerks,
Auditor's ofice.
AUDITOR's
OFFICE: Auditor, $4,000;
$4,000; chief clerk, $2,250;
Auditor's
office.
AuDrroR's OFFICE:
$2,250; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper,
$1,800; accountant, $1,500;
•
$1,800;
$1,500; clerks-three
$1,600 each,
each, three
at
clerks-three at
at $1,600
three at
$1,400
$1,350, four at $1,200
$1,400 each, one $1,350,
$1,200 each, seven
seven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
one $936,
$936, two at $900 each, two at $720
$720 each;
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600;
property
officer'$1,800;
disbursing officer,
$3,000 ;deputy
depu ty disdisroperty survey
survey officer,
$1,800; disbursing
officer, $3,000;
ursing officer, $1,600;
clerks-two at $1,200
bursmg
$1,600; clerks-two
each, two
two at
$1,000
$1,200 each,
at $1,000
each, one $900;
messenger, $600;
$600; in
$900; messenger,
in all,
all, $48,776.
$48,776.
of
korrxIsticacc`unsers
OrrICE
CORPORATION COUNSEL:
COUNSEL: Corporation
COrpOriai011 counsel,
counsel, $4,500;
$4,500; 8,3offclpationcounsel's
OFFICE OF CORPORATION
assistants-first
$2,500, second $2,000,
$1,800, fourth $1,500,
sistants--first $2,500,
$2,000, third $1,800,
$1,500, fifth
fifth
$1,500; stenographers-one
$1,200, one $840,
stenographers-one $1,200,
$840, one $720;
$720; clerk,
clerk, $720;
$720;
Proviso.
in
all,
$17,280:
Provided,
That
hereafter no
attorney for
for the
the District
District
f
ro
eo.
in
all,
$17,280:
Provided,
That
hereafter
no attorney
Retention of fees forbiddenm
of Columbia shall retain
bidd
en.
retain any attorney-fees taxed as
as costs
costs in any litigation to which the District of Columbia is a
aparty.
partz.
Sinking-fnd office.
SiI
G-FUND OFFICE, UNDER
UNDER CONTROL
Sinking-tund
SMEDIG-FUND
CONTROL OF
OF THE
CELL TREASURER
TREASURER OF
OF THE
THE
UNrITED
UNITED STATES:
STATES: For additional
additional compensation
compensation to
the office
office
to the clerk in
in the
of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
designated by
by the
the Treasurer
to
United States,
States, designated
Treasurer to
perform the necessary
perform
necessary clerical
service in
connection with
with the
the sinking
sinking
clerical service
in connection
fund and payment
fund
payment of interest on the debt of the District
District of Columbia,
bia, $500.
500.
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office.
CORONER'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: Coroner,
Coroner, $1,800;
$1,800; morgue
morgue master, $720;
$720; assistassist- Coroner's office.
CORONER'S
ant
$480; in
$600; hostler and janitor, $480;
janitor, $600;
master and janitor,
ant morgue
morgue master
all, $3,600.
MARKET MASTERS:
Two market
$1,200 each;
Market masters.
assistant masters.
each; assistant
at $1,200
masters, at
market masters,
MASTERS: Two
MARKET
market
masters ' who
necessary labor in cleanthe necessary
perfrom the
also perfrom
who shall also
market masters,
ing
the markets,
markets, and
laborer for
duty at Eastern
Eastern Market, $2,520;
$2,520;
for duty
and one
one laborer
ing the
in
all, $4,920.
$4,920.
in all,
FARMERS' PRODUCE
Market master,
assistant mar- Produce
Produce market.
market.
master, $900; assistant
MARKET:•Market
PRODUCE MARKET
FARMERS'
ket master,
master, who
who shall
shall also
watchman,
watchman, $600; watchman,
as night
night watchman,
act as
also act
ket
$600; laborer
laborer for
sidewalks on
and Tenth and
B, and
Little B,
B, Little
on B,
sweeping sidewalks
for sweeping
$600;
Twelfth Streets
Streets Northwest,
Northwest, and
and the
the Farmers' Procenter walk of the
the center
Twelfth
duce Market
Square, and raking
space used
purposes,
used for market purposes,
up space
raking up
Market Square,
duce
$480; laborer
remove market
from streets
sideand from sidestreets and
refuse from
market refuse
to remove
laborer to
$480;
walks
around Farmers' Produce
Produce Market
Market and to assist in the care of
walks around
the
of the
the market,
market, $480;
$480; hauling
hauling refuse
refuse (street
(street sweepings),
sweepings),
the interior
interior of
$3,660.
$600; in all, $3,660.
EASTERN MARKET:
MARKET: Laborer
Laborer for
sidewalk and
and street
street where
where Eastrn
Eastern market.
market.
cleaning sidewalk
for cleaning
EASTERN
used for
for market
market purposes (farmers'
(farmers' market),
market), $300.
$300.
used
WESTERN MARKET:
Laborer for
cleaning sidewalk
and street where
sidewalk and
for cleaning
MARKET: Laborer
WESTERN
western
used
(farmers' market),
market), $300.
$300.
Western market.
purposes (farmers'
market purposes
for market
used for
FISH WHARF
WHARF AND
wharfinger, who
who ke
t's11 wharf and mu'
keFiwharandmar
and wharfinger,
master and
Market master
MARKET: Market
AND MARKET
FISH
shall
collection of wharfage
wharfage
landing of vessels, the collection
the landing
charge of the
have charge
shall have
and dockage
dockage rentals, and
collection of rents for fish houses at the
and the collection
and
municipal
assistant market master, who
market, $900; assistant
and market,
wharf and
fish wharf
municipal fish
shall
also act
be employed
exceeding
not exceeding
employed not
to be
laborer, to
600; laborer,
as laborer,
laborer, $600;
act as
shall also
six
the busy
$240; in all,
month, $240;
at $40
$40 per month,
seasons, at
busy seasons,
during the
months, during
six months,
SSu rntendent of
$1,740.
$1,740.
Olk
ICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
EAsuRES, AND MAR- 41437 ntendens
,anoj
and
measures,t
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND MAR- we,
marts.
two
each,
at
$1,200
inspectors-three
NETS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $2,500;
— three
$1,
200
ma& s
.
$2,500; inspectors
KETS:
at $1,000
in all,
$9,900.
all, $9,900.
$600; in
laborer, $600;
$1,200; laborer,
clerk, $1,200;
each; clerk,
$1,000 each;
at

For
of small
of groceries,
g
P
arbeses for
groceries, meats, provisions, titgauor
quantities of
small quantities
For purchase
purchase of
and so
so forth,
including personal
investiwith investiin connection
connection with
services, in
personal services,
forth, including
and

fil "
33-

gation
and detection
of sales
sales of
of short
short weight
measure, $100.
$100.
and measure,
weight and
detection of
gation and
ENGINEER
Engineer of
$3,000; sionren
stoles offce.
ofir
lee. emints.
highways, $3,000;
of highways,
OFFICE: Engineer
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE:
ENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
engineer of
bridges, $2,250;
superintendents—one of
of streets
$2,000, Engineers, superb.
superstreets $2,000
$2,250; superintendents-one
of bridges,
engineer
one of
one of
of sewers
and tendentset
t
endents
,
e
t
°
.
asphalts and
$3,300; asphalts
sewers $3,300;
$2,000, one
roads $2,000,
suburban roads
of suburban
one
cements—inspector $2,400:
$2,400: Provided,
That hereafter
hereafter the
the inspector
i
smri
soltuspeetor,rere
inspector Asphaltspetor,
Proided, That
cements-inspector
of
and cements
shall not
not receive
receive or
or accept
accept compensation
compensation of
strictionof stricto
cements shall
of asphalts
asphalts and
any kind
or perform
perform any
any work
work or
render any
a charany services of a
or render
from or
kind from
any
acter
Columbia to any
any,
of Columbia
District of
the District
by the
him officially
officially by
of him
required of
acter required
person,
firm, corporation,
corporation, or
municipality other than the
District of
the District
or municipality
person, firm,
Columbia,
inspector $1,500;
trees and
and parkings—superinenineers
parkings-superin$1,500; trees
assistant inspector
Columbia, assistant
tendent
$2,000, assistant
$1,350; assistant
engineers— ete.
tc.
assistant engineersassistant superintendent
superintendent $1,350;
tendent $2,000,
two at
each, four
four at
at $1,600
each, four
at
rent engineers
four at
$1,600 each,
two at
each, two
at $1,800
$1,800 each,
at $2,200
$2,200 each,
two
$1,500
each,
two
at
$1,350
each,
one
$1,200;
transitmen—two
at
at
transitmen-two
$1,200;
one
each,
at
$1,350
$1,500 each, two
$1,200 each,
each, one
$1,050; rodmen—four
each, eight at $780
$780
$900 each,
at $900
rodmen-four at
one $1,050;
$1,200
each; twelve
chainmen, at
at $650
draftsmen—one $1,500,
$1,500, two at
at
each; draftsmen-one
$650 each;
twelve chainmen,
each;
$1,200 each,
one $1,050;
$1,050; general
of sewers,
inspec- InSpeFtretc.
Inspectors, etc.
$1,300; inspecsewers, $1,300;
inspector of
general inspector
each, one
$1,200
tor
of sewers,
sewers, $1,200;
inspector, $1,200;
at
inspectors-two at
$1,200; inspectors—two
bridge inspector,
$1,200; bridge
tor of
$1,500 each,
each, five
(including two
two of
of streets)
at $1,200 each,
each, one $1,000,
$1,000,
streets) at
five (including
$1,500
one $900;
transitman, $1,200;
$1,200; foremen-twelve
foremen—twelve at $1,200
$1,200 each, one
one
$900; transitman,
one
$1,050, ten
foreman, Rock
Park, $1,200;
three
$1,200; three
Creek Park,
Rock Creek
each; foreman,
$900 each;
at $900
ten at
$1,050,
subforemen, at
at $1,050
each; bridgekeepers
one $650,
three at $600
$650, three
bridgekeepers-one
$1,050 each;
subforemen,
each; chief
clerk, $2,250;
clerk, $1,500;
assistant permit
permitetc.Clerks,
Clerks,etc.
$1,500; assistant
permit clerk,
$2,250; permit
chief clerk,
each;
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; index
and typewriter,
typewriter, $900;
$900; clerks-one
clerks—one at
at
clerk and
index clerk
clerk,
$1,800, three
three at
$1,500 each,
$1,350 (now paid from
$1,400, one $1,350
each, one $1,400,
at $1,500
$1,800,
lump-sum
each (including two now
$1,200 each
at $1,200
seven at
appropriations), seven
lump-sum appropriations),
paid from
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one $900,
$900,
each, one
appropriations), two
lump-sum appropriations),
from lump-sum
paid
one $840,
at $750
messengers-seven
$600; messengers--seven
one $600;
$720, one
one $720,
each, one
$750 each,
two at
$840, two
one
at
each; skilled
skilled laborers—one
at $600
$600 each;
each; janitor,
janitor,
two at
$625, two
laborers-one $625,
$600 each;
at $600
$720; steam
engineers—principal $1,800.
each, three
$1,200 each,
three at $1,200
$1,800. three
steam engineers-principal
$720;
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assistants at $1,050 each;
oilers, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; six
firemen, at
at $875
each; six oilers,
six firemen,
$875
each; inspector, $1,400;
$1,400; storekeeper,
storekeeper, $900;
superintendent of
of stables,
stables,
$900; superintendent
$1,500;
$1,500; blacksmith,
blacksmith, $975;
$975; two
watchmen, at
at $630
$630 each;
two drivers,
two watchmen,
each; two
drivers,
at $630
in all,
$178,690.
at
$630 each;
each; in
all, $178,690.
,onicipalarchiteet's' MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S OFFICE: Municipal
$3,600; engiengiMunicipal architect,
architect, $3,600;
ffice. P
neering
o
neering assistant,
$2,400; superintendent
of construction,
construction, $2,000;
$2,000;
assistant, $2,400;
superintendent of
draftsman,'$1,800;
chief draftsman
$1,300; heating,
heating,
$1,800; draftsmen-one
draftsmen-one $1,400,
$1,400, one
one $1.300;
ventilating, and sanitary
sanitarf engineer,
engineer, $2,000;
$2,000; superintendent
superintendent of
of repairs,
repairs,
$1,800; assistant superintendent
superintendent of repairs,
repairs, $1,200;
$1,200; boss
boss carpenter,
carpenter,
boss tinner,
painter, boss plumber, boss
timer, boss 'minter,
boss steam
steam fitter,
five in
in all,
all,
fitter, five
at $1,200 each; boss grader,
$1,000; machinist,
machinist, $1,200;
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks-one
grader, $1,000;
$1,200 (including one now paid
paid from
from lump
lump sum appropriations),
appropriations), one
one
$1,050, one (office of
of repairs)
$1,000 (now
(now paid
paid from
of superintendent
superintendent of
repairs) $1,000
from
lump.sum
Itunp.sum appropriations),
appropriations), one
one $720;
copyist, $840;
$840; driver,
driver, $600;
$600; in
in
$720; copyist,
all,
all, $31,110.
Public
Utilities
ComPublictilities ComPuBc UTITIE'ms
COMIssION: For salaries
mission.
PUBLIC)
UnarrrEs Commrssiox:
salaries (including inspector
inspector of
of
gas and meters, $2,000;
assistant inspectors
of gas
and. meters-one
meters-one
$2,000- assistant
inspectors of
gas and
$1,000, two at $900 each;
each; messenger,
messenger, $600,
transferred from
$600, transferred
from engineer
engineer
commissioner's office);
in all,
$34,000;
office); in
all, $34,000;
For incidental
incidental and all other general
general necessary
authorized
necessary expenses
expenses authorized
by law, including the employment
employment of
of expert
services where
where necessary,
necessary,
expert services
$10,000;
$10,000;
In all, Public Utilities
In
Utilities Commission,
Commission, $44,000.
$44,000.
seCal
SPECIAL
ASSESSMENT OFFICE: Special
je
t
Zeial a sesment
S
PECIAL ASSESSMENT
Special assessment
assessment clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-seven at $1,200
$1,200 each, two at $900
$900 each,
each, one
one $750;
$750; in
in all,
$12,950.
$12,950.
a
d
treett clean gg iSTREET-CLEANING
DIISION: Superintendent,
tre
S
TREET-CLEANING, DIVISION:
Superintendent, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant
assistant susuperintendent and clerk,
$1,800; chief clerk,
perintendent
clerk, $1,800;
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and
and
clerk, $1,000;
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,000; clerks-one
$1,200, one $1,100,
$1,100, one
one $1,000,
two at
at $720
$720
$1,000, two
each;
$1,300; inspectors-four
inspectors-four at $1,200
each; chief inspector, $1,300;
$1,200 each,
each, two
at
two at
$1,100 each; foreman of repairs,
repairs, $1,200;
$1,200; foremen-one
four
foremen-one $1,300
$1,300,1 four
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
at $1
$1,100
one $1,000,
one $900;
$900 ;assistant
assis t
an t
each, eight
eight at
100 each,
each, one
$1,000, one
foremen-three
foremen-three at $900 each, two at
$720 each;
messenger and
and driver,
driver,
at $720
each; messenger
$600;
in all,
$42,980.
$600; in
all, $42,980.
Examiners,
steam
Examiners, steam
BOARD
EXAMINERS, STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERS:
engineers.
BOARD OF
OF EXAMINERS,
ENGINEERS: Three
Three members,
members, at $300
i
each, $900.
Automobile board.
board.
AUTOMOBILE BOARD:
Automobile
Atrromosux
BOARD: Secretary
Secretary or acting secretary,
secretary, $300.
$300.
Insurance
Inranee cleP
departDEPARTMENT
Superintendent
art
DEPARTMENT OF
or INSURANCE:
INSURANCE: Superi
nt
en den tof
$3,500;
of insurance,
insurance,
ment.
$3,500;
ment.
deputy and
statistician, $1,700; clerk, $1,200;
deputy
and examiner,
examiner, $2,000;
$2,000; statistician,
$1,200; two
clerks, at $900
$900 each; stenographer,
stenographer, $840; temporary
temporary clerk
clerk hire,
hire, $300;
$300;
in all, $11,340.
$11,340.
surveyor's
otice.
SURVEYOR'S
$3,000; assistant
irve,i. or's office.
S
URVEYOR'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: Surveyor, $3,000;
assistant surveyor,
surveyor, $2,000;
$2,000;
clerks-one
$1,225, one $975,
clerks-one $1,225,
$975, one $675; three assistant engineers,
engineers, at
at
$1,500 each; computer, $1,200; record
record clerk,
81,050; inspector,
inspector , $1,275;
clerk, $1,050;
$1,275;
draftsmen-one $1,225,
draftsmen-one
$1,225, one
$900; assistant
a
ss i
st
an t computer,
computer, $90b;
one $900;
$900; three
three
rodmen,
rodmen, at $825 each; chainmen-three
chainmen-three at $700 each, two
two at
at $650
$650
each; computer and transitman,
transitman $1,200; in
in all,
all, $26,000;
$26,000 ;
Temporary services.
Temporaryseces.
For services
draftsmen, computers,
For
services of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
computers, labor
ers ,a
ddilaborers,
additional field party when
purchase of
when required,
required„purchase
supplies, care
care or
hire of
of
of supplies,
or hire
teams,
teams, $5,575,
$5,575, all expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder to be
only on
be made
made only
on the
the
written authority of the commissioners;
commissioners;
In
In all,
all, $31,575.
$31,575.
Female
employment
emale eployment
EMPLOYMENT
carry out
ins
ors.
EMPLOYMENT OF
or FEMALES:
FEMALES: To
To carry
out the
the Act
Act to regulate
regulate the
lgunici alarchitect s

assessment

s

e

cleanin

di-

-

ol.

, p. 291.
291.

Free public library

and
lind Tf
Take= iba
Park
baac.
branch.

hours of employment
hours
employment and safeguard
safeguard the
the health
of females
females employed
employed
health of
in the
in
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, ninenineteen
hundred and fourteen, namely:
namely: For three inspectors
teen hundred
inspectors (two
(two of
of
whom shall
shall be women) at $1,200
stenographer and clerk,
whom
$1,200 each; stenographer
$900;
clerk, $900;
in
$4,500.
in all,
all, $4,500.
FREE PUBLIC
PUBLIC LIBRARY,
LIBRARY, DTCLUDDIG
TAKOMA PARK
PARK BRANCH:
BRA NCH: LibraLib raINCLUDING TAKOMA
rian, $3,500;
$3,500; assistant
assistant librarian,
$1,500; chief
chief circulating
circulating departdepartrian,
ibrarian, $1,500;
ment,
director of children's work, $1,500;
ment, $1,200;
$1,200; director
$1,500; children'slibrarian,
children's-librarian,
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$1,000; assistant
in charge
work, $1,000;
$1,000; librarian's
librarian's secresecreschool work,
of school
charge of
assistant in
$1,000;
tary, $1,000;
librarian, $1,000;
$1,000; reference librabranch librarian,
Park branch
Takoma Park
$1,000; Takoma
tary,
rian $1,000;
$1,000, one
periodicals $1,000,
$1,000,
charge of periodicals
one in charge
assistants-one $1,000,
$1,000; assistants—one
rian
one $900,
$900, six
$840 each,
each, six (including
(including one for the Takoma
Takoma Park
at $840
six at
one
branch)
at $720
each, three
three at
at $600 each,
each,, three
three (including one for
for
$720 each,
branch) at
$540; classifier, $900,
Takoma
branch) at
at $540
each; copyist, $540;
$900;
$540 each;
Park branch)
Takoma Park
cataloguers—one $840,
$840, one
one $720,
each; stenographer
stenographer and
two at $600 each;
$720, two
cataloguers-one
typewrite_r , $720;
$720; attendants--one
attendants—one $720,
six at
at $600
$600 each, five at $540
$720, six
typewriter,
$600 each; ten pages, at
each; collator,
$540; three
messengers, at $600
at
three messengers,
collator, $540;
each;
$420 each;
janitors, at
$480 each,
each, one
one of
of whom
whom shall act as
at $480
three janitors,
each; three
$420
night watchman;
watchman; janitor
janitor of
of Takoma
Takoma Park
Park branch,
$360; engineer,
engineer,
branch, $360;
night
$1,200;
fireman, $720;
$720; workman,
library guard,
$720; two cloakcloakguard, $720;
$600; library
workman, $600;
$1,200; fireman,
room attendants,
attendants, at
$360 each;
each; six
at $240
$240 each; in all,
charwomen, at
six charwomen,
at $360
room
$54,060.
$54,060.
Substitutes.
For substitutes
special and
and temporary
service, at theSubstitutes:
temporary service,
other special
and other
substitutes and
For
discretion
of the
the librarian,
$1,000.
librarian, $1,000.
discretion of
Sunday, etc., openFor extra
on Sundays,
holidays, and Saturday
half ing.
inrdaY' etc., openSaturday half
Sundays, holidays,
services on
extra services
For
holidays, $2,000.
$2,000.
holidays,
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS,
TAKOMA PARK
PARK BRANCH:
BRANCH: For
For books,
books,
INCLUDING TAKOMA
MISCELLANEOUS, INCLUDING

misca an's .

periodicals, and
and newspapers,
including payment in advance
advance for subnewspapers, including
periodicals,
scriptions to
periodicals, newspapers,
subscription books,
and
books, and
newspapers, subscription
to periodicals,
scriptions
society publications,
$8,500;
publications, $8,500;
society
For binding,
or otherwise,
including necessary
necessary personal
personal
otherwise, including
contract or
by contract
binding, by
For
services, $4,500;
services,
$4,500;
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, fuel,
fuel, lighting,
lighting, fitting up buildings,
buildings,
For
lunch-room equipment;
and maintenance
mamtenance of
exchange, and
purchase, exchange,
equipment; purchase,
lunch-room
bicycles and
motor delivery
delivery vehicles;
contingent expenses,
and other contingent
vehicles; and
and motor
bicycles
$9,000;
$9,000;
In all,
all, $22,000.
$22,000.
In
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT AND
Contingent expenses.
expenses.

For printing,
printing, checks,
checks, books,
of reference,
reference, periodperiod- Contingent
books of
books, books
law books,
books, law
For
revenue; surveying
icals, stationery;
stationery; detection
of frauds
frauds on the revenue;
surveying
detection of
icals,
instruments and
and implements;
rebindbinding, rebindmaterials; binding,
drawing materials;
implements; drawing
instruments
records; maintaining and keeping
ing, repairing,
repairing, and
and preservation
preservation of records;
keeping
ing,
in good
the laboratory
laboratory and
apparatus in
office of the inthe office
in the
and apparatus
order the
good order
in
care
spector of
asphalt and
and cement;
damages; livery,
purchase, and care
livery, purchase,
cement; damages;
of asphalt
spector
of horses
horses and
and carriages
or buggies
and bicycles
otherwise provided
provided
not otherwise
bicycles not
buggies and
carriages or
of
for; horseshoeing:
horseshoeing: ice;
bicycles
vehicles; use of bicycles
and vehicles;
pound and
to pound
repairs to
ice; repairs
for;
exceed $800; and
by inspectors
in the
the engineer
department not
and
not to exceed
engineer department
inspectors in
by
other general
general necessary
District offices,
including the
offices, including
of District
expenses of
necessary expenses
other
sinking-fund
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, including
an allowance
allowance to
including an
office, Board
sinking-fund office,
the purchasing
the secretary
secretary of
Board of Charities
the Board
of the
to the
and to
officer and
purchasing officer
the
maintenance of vehicle
of not
per annum
vehicle
annum for maintenance
each per
$300 each
exceeding $300
not exceeding
of
board, personalfor
use in
in the
of their
their official
official duties,
personalexcise board,
duties, excise
discharge of
the discharge
for use
tax 'board,
board, harbor
master, health
department, surveyor's
surveyor's office,
health department,
harbor master,
tax
superintendent of
of weights,
and markets
markets office,
office, and
and departdepartmeasures, and
weights, measures,
superintendent
ment of
purchase of new
new apparatus
apparatus and laboratory
laboratory
insurance, and purchase
of insurance,
ment
equipment
in office
office of
and cement,
$36,900;
cement, $36,900;
asphalt and
of asphalt
inspector of
of inspector
equipment in
prevent aa
and
the commissioners
shall so
apportion this
this sum as to prevent
so apportion
commissioners shall
and the
deficiency therein.
therein.
deficiency
vehicles.
Motor
Motor vehicles.
Maintenance, etc.
etc.
For maintenance,
maintenance, care,
automobiles, motor cycles, Maintenance,
repair of automobiles,
and repair
care, and
For
are
that
Columbia,
and
motor
trucks,
acquired
for
the
District
of
Columbia,
District
the
and motor trucks, acquired for
not otherwise
otherwise herein
herein provided
provided for,
including such
such personal services
for, including
not
in connection
otherwise herein
herein authorized,
authorized, as the
not otherwise
therewith not
connection therewith
in
commissoners shall
in writing
writing specially
order; and for
purchase
for the purchase
specially order;
shall in
commissoners
of three
three new
of seven
seven motor
motor vehicles
vehicles herein
specified,
herein specified,
exchange of
and exchange
new and
of
namely:
namely:
Automobiles
Automobiles
Automobiles for
for the
the offices
of the
commissioners, includincludcivilian commissioners,
the civilian
offices of
Automobiles
ing the
the assessor's
assessor's office
Guardians,
of Board of Children's Guardians,
office of
and office
office and
ing
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and
the assistants
to the
the
and the
the engineer
engineer commissioner
commissioner,: including
including the
assistants to
engineer commissioner,
commissioner, building-inspection
building-inspection and
and street-cleaning
street-cleaning diviengineer
divisions,
office, electrical
department, the
the superintendent
superintendent of
of
sions, surveyor's
surveyor's office,
electrical department,
construction,
all, including
to be
be purchased
purchased new
new
construction, eighteen
eighteen in
in all,
including three,
three, to
and
be purchased
of old
ones to
to be
be exchanged
exchanged hereand four
four to
to be
purchased in
in lieu
lieu of
old ones
hereas follows:
follows:
under, as
For
one automobile
to be
be purchased
purchased new;
new;
For the
the assessor's
assessor's office,
office, one
automobile to
for
the Board
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, one
automobile to
to be
for the
Board of
of Children's
one automobile
be purpurchased
for the
to be
chased new;
new; for
the surface
surface division,
division, one
one automobile
automobile to
be purpurchased in lieu
automobile to
to be
exchanged; for
for the
lieu of
of one
one automobile
be exchanged;
the streetstreetautomobiles to be purchased
in lieu
lieu of
of two
two
cleaning division, two
two automobiles
purchased in
automobiles
to be
be exchanged;
exchanged; and
and for
the surveyor's
surveyor's office,
office, two
two
automobiles to
for the
'automobiles
exchanged;
automobiles in lieu of
of one to
to be exchanged;
Motorcycles.
Motor
plumbing-inspection division,
division five
five for
for
Motorcyes.
Motor cycles:
cycles: One
One for
for the
the plumbing-inspection
the
two to
to be
purchased in
in lieu
lieu
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning division,
division, including
including two
be purchased
three for
for the
the electrical
electrical
of two motor cycles to
to be exchanged,
exchanged, and three
department, nine
department,
nine in
in all;
Motortrucks
Motor trucks: One for the municipal
Motortruck&
architect's office,
two for
municipal architect's
office, two
for
the electrical
electrical department, one
one for
for the
street-cleaning division
be
the street-cleaning
division to
to be
purchased in
lieu of
automobile to
to be
be exchanged,
and one
one for
purchased
in lieu
of one
one automobile
exchanged, and
for
the
parking commission,
commission five
five in
all;
the parking
in all;
stU S° of
vetles
r
all,
for
a
"
bides re.
In
all;
motor
vehicles,
$20,000.
motor vehicles
vehicles
$20,000.
All of said motor
stricted.
and all other motor vehicles
vehicles provided
provided for
this Act
Act and
and all
all horsehorsefor in
in this
drawn
owned by
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall
drawn carriages
carriages and buggies
buggies owned
by the
be used only for purposes
purposes directly
directly pertaining
pertaining to
to the
public services
services
the public
of said District, and shall
under the
the direction
direction and
and control
control of
of the
the
shall be
be under
commissioners,
comeriissioners, who may from tune
alter or
or change
change the
the
time to time alter
assignment
assignment for use thereof
thereof or direct
direct the joint or interchangeable
interchangeable use
use
Pao,
of any of the same by officials and employees
Provisos,.
employees of the
District: ProProthe District:
Limits
tided, That
That no
no automobile
automobile shall
purchase
Lts off0coed.
vided,
shall be
be acquired
acquired hereunder,
hereunder, by
by purchase
value of
of a
avehicle
vehicle exchanged,
exchanged,
or exchange,
exchange, at aa cost,
cost, including the
the value
exceeding $700 for one
than two
two persons
persons except
except the
the
exceeding
one seating more
more than
automobile herein provided
provided for
assessor's office
office for
for which
which a
limiautomobile
for the
the assessor's
a limitation of $1,200
$1,200 is hereby
hereby authorized;
authorized; $500 for one seating
seating not more
titvecolo
than two
persons,
or
forhorse-drawn
a motor
Provided
mstthative"I'rand That
than two
all motor
persons,
vehicles
or $2,000
$2,000
and all
for
a
motor truck:
truck:
carriages
Provided
and further,
buggies
further,

u

Mlnge
red.nd
!narking
required.

That all motor vehicles and all horse-drawn carriages and buggies

owned by the District of Columbia
Columbia shall be of uniform
uniform color and
conspicuously thereon, in letters not less
have painted
painted conspicuously
less than
than three
three
inches high and markedly,contrasting
contrasting in color
color with
the body
color
with the
body color
of the vehicle, the words, "District
"District of Columbia."
Columbia."
Restriction on use of
Appropriations
Appropriations in this Act shall not be expended
expended for the purpurhorses,
etc.
onres,etc.
chase
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles for the
chase or
or maintenance
maintenance of
of horses
horses or
or horse-drawn
the use
of the commissioners,
commissioners, or for the purchase
purchase or maintenance
maintenance of
horses
of horses
horse-drawn vehicles for inspection
or horse-drawn
inspection or other purposes
purposes for
for those
officials or employees
employees provided with motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Centralgarage.
For the purchase or condemnation
condemnation of aa site to contain
Central garage.
contain not less
than five thousand
thousand four hundred
cost not
not exceeding
hundred square
square feet
feet (at aacost
exceeding
$20,000),
$20,000), and for the erection of a
acentral garage thereon
thereon,'$35,000.
Limiton
Appropriations in this
Limit onepensesfor
expenses for
Appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the militia,
this Act, except
except appropriations
militia,
hores
shall not be used for the purchase,
horse&
purchase, livery,
livery, or maintenance
maintenance of
of horses,
horses,
or for the purchase,
maintenance, or
repair of
buggies or
or carriages
carriages
purchase, maintenance,
or repair
of buggies
and harness,
harness, except
except as provided
provided for in the appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses or unless the
from which
which
the appropriation
appropriation from
the same is proposed to be paid shall specifically
specifically authorize
such
authorize such
maintenance, and repair, and except also
purchase, livery, maintenance,
herealso as
as hereinafter
mafter authorized.
Fiinsurance
pro- Appropriations
Appropriations in this Act
Act shall
Fire
insurance proshall not
be used
used for
for the
the payment
of
not be
payment of
hibited.
premiums
premiums or
or other
cost of
of fire
insurance.
other cost
fire insurance.
ecifed residence
Telephones may be maintained
Specified
residence
Telephones
maintained in the residences
residences of the supertelephones allowed.
•
intendent of the water
mtendent
water department,
department, superintendent
superintendent of sewers,
sewers, chief
chief
inspector
street-cleaning division,
inspector of the street-cleaning
division, secretary
secretary of the Board of
of
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Charities,
department, superofficer, chief engineer of the fire department,
Charities, health
health officer,
intendent
inspector in charge
fire-alarm
charge of the fire-alarm
electrical inspector
police, electrical
intendent of police,
system,
operator , and two fire-alarm
fire-alarm repair men under
under
fire-alarm operator,
system, one fire-alarm
Connections wit h
,appropriations
of the
the Chesapeake
conesections
Act. The
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
contained in
in this
this Act.
appropriations contained
andwiPoTelephone ComComthese telephones
all of these
District of
Columbia may
any or
or all
telephones to tomac Telephone
connect any
may connect
of Columbia
District
ppany, etc.
either the
Telephone Com- any, etc.
and Potomac
Potomac Telephone
the Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
of the
the system
system of
either
pany or
maintained by
District of Columbia,
by the District
or the
the telephone
telephone system maintained
pany
Postage.
Postage.
District.
to the
the District.
as
judgment may
economical to
be most
most economical
may be
in their
their judgment
as in
For
$11,500.
matter, $11,500.
for strictly
strictly official mail matter,
For postage
postage for
Official
use
of street
street
Offcial
use of
The
authorized, in their discretion, to furnish
furnish car
The commissioners
commissioners are authorized,
tickets.
necessary transportation
in connection
with strictly
official business
business
strictly official
connection with
transportation in
necessary
of the
the District
District of
by the
the purchase
purchase of
car tickets from appro- Proviso.a.
of car
Columbia by
of Columbia
of
priations contained
contained in this Act:
.Provided, That the expenditures
expenditures Limt.
Act: Provided,
priations
Limit.
herein authorized
shall be
be so
apportioned as
to exceed
exceed aa total
total Fire
Fire and
not to
as not
so apportioned
herein
authorized shall
and police not
not
included.
of $5,000:
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph included.
That the
the provisions
further, That
Provided further,
$5,000: Provided
of
shall
include the
the appropriations
fire and
for the
the fire
made for
herein made
appropriations herein
not include
shall not
police
departments.
police departments.
street car rides
de
Hereafter the
the several
several street
railway companies
companies in
the District
of forFree
Foe
street
District of
in the
street railway
Hereafter
police
andcar
firemen.
Columbia
are
authorized
and
required
to
transport
free
of
charge
all
Columbia are authorized and required to transport
members of
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police, crossing police, park police, and
and
of the
members
fire department
department of
of the
of Columbia
Columbia when
in
in uniform
uniform and in
when in
the District
District of
fire
the
performance of
duties.
of their
their duties.
the performance
Collecting personal
For
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
services of
of collectors
collectors or
or bailiffs,
bailiffs, taCestn
persnal
including services
For necessary
taxes.
in collection
personal taxes
sale and otherby distraint
distraint and sale
taxes by
overdue personal
of overdue
collection of
in
wise and
items, $4,000.
necessary items,
for other necessary
and for
wise,
Judicial expenses.
For
judicial expenses,
expenses, including
including procurement
procurement of
of title,
title, Judicialexpenses.
chains of
of chains
For judicial
the
printing
of
briefs
in
the
Court
of
Appeals
of
the
District
of
Columof
ColumDistrict
of
the
of
Appeals
the
Court
briefs
in
of
the printing
bia, witness
fees, and
services in District cases before
before the
the
expert services
and expert
bia,
witness fees,
Supreme Court
said District, $5,000.
of said
Court of
Supreme
expenses.
For purchase
and maintenance,
maintenance, hire
hire or
orer's expenses.
of means of transpor- Coroner's
or livery, of
For
purchase and
tation
the morgue,
jurors' fees
witness
fees, witness
morgue, jurors'
and the
office and
coroner's office
for the
the coroner's
tation for
fees, removal
of deceased
deceased persons,
ice, d
isinfectdisinfectautopsies ice,
making autopsies,
persons, making
fees,
removal of
ants, telephone
telephone service,
service, and
and other
other necessary
supplies for the morgue,
morgue,
necessary supplies
ants,
and the
of holding
inquests, including
including stenographic
stenographic
holding inquests,
expenses of
the necessary
necessary expenses
and
services in
in taking
testimony, and
bodies,
unidentified bodies,
photographing unidentified
and photographing
taking testimony,
services
$4,400.
For
advertising, authorized
.
A
leerl
by law, and for Advertising,
authorized and required
For general
general advertising,
General.
tax
and
school
notices
and
notices
of
changes
in
regulations,
$5,000.
tax and school notices and notices of changes in regulations, $5,000.
In arrears.
Taxesnrrears.
For
advertising notice
notice of
arrears July
July first,
nineteen Taxes
first, nineteen
of taxes
taxes in arrears
For advertising
Vol. 26, p. 24.
hundred
and
sixteen
as
required
to
be
given
by
Act
March
2
p
Vol
nineof
March
hundred and sixteen, as required to be given by Act
teenth,
and ninety,
ninety, 33,500,
reimbursed by a
a
be reimbursed
to be
$3,500, to
hundred and
eighteen hundred
teenth, eighteen
charge
50 cents
for each
property advertised.
advertised.
each lot or piece of property
cents for
of 50
charge of
Game and fish laws.
For enforcement
enforcement of
game and
laws, to
to be
be expended
expended under
the Game
and fish laws
under the
and fish laws,
of game
For
direction
of
the
commissioners,
$200.
direction of the commissioners, $200.
Removing dangerous
of the Act approved
For
carrying out
provisions of
approved March
March first, bemogdasro
the provisions
out the
For carrying
budding&
Vol. 30, p. 923.
v.p.3
authorize
to
"An
entitled
eighteen
hundred
ninety-nine,
entitled
"An
Act
authorize
and
ninety-nine,
eighteen hundred
the
District of Columbia
Columbia to remove
remove dangerous
dangerous
Commissioners of the District
the Commissioners
or unsafe buildin
gs and parts thereof, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
buildings
provided for therein,
therein, other
other
of the board of survey provided
pay members
members a
to pay
than
the inspector
exceed
compensation of not to exceed
buildings, at aacompensation
inspector of buildings,
than the
$10 for
survey, and
and to
to pay
the cost
cost of
making safe or removing
removing
of making
pay the
for each
each survey,
$10
such
refusal or
of the
the owners
to do,
p.
do, Reappropriation.
neglect of
owners so
so to
upon the
the refusal
or neglect
such buildings
buildings upon
Vol.3
38, p.
p. 961.
the unexpended
balance of
1.
purpose vol.
this purpose
made for this
appropriation made
the appropriation
of the
unexpended balance
the
reappropriated
thirteen is reappropriated
for
fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen
for the
the fiscal
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
seventeen.
hundred and
for the
Historical tablets.
For
erection of
to mark
historical places
in the
the RseaptpprIiaato.
Reappropriation.
places in
mark historical
tablets to
suitable tablets
of suitable
For erection
Vol. 38, p. 901.
District
Columbia, to
to be
under the
direction of
of the
the Vo38,
p. 0.
the direction
be expended
expended under
of Columbia,
District of
Joint Committee
Committee on
Library not
$500 of
not exceeding
exceeding the sum of $500
the Library
on the
Joint
the unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of the
appropriations made for this purpose
purpose
the appropriations
the
by
the Acts
six.
,and
and
nineteen hundred and six,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
of June
June twenty-seventh,
Acts of
by the
subsequent District
District of
appropriation Acts,
is continued
continued
Acts, is
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
subsequent
available
year nineteen
and seventeen.
seventeen.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
available for
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Office of register
register of wills: For furnishing
furnishing to the office
of the
the assessor
office of
assessor
copies of
will, petitions,
petitions, and
necessary papers wherein
copies
of wifl,
and all necessary
wherein title to
to
real estate
estate is
involved, $900.
real
is involved,
$900.
Vehicle
tags.
Vehicle tags.
For purchase of enamel metal or other metal identification
identification number
number
tags for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles used for
business purposes
motor
for business
purposes and
and motor
vehicles in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $1,350.
$1,350.
vehicles
the District
injuRepairing fire
fire inurepairing
For repair of buildings owned and used by the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
District of
ries.
when injured by fire, the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation
of $10,000
$10,000 made for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and
and ten
is
nineteen hundred
ten is
reappropriated
reappropriated and continued
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineninecontinued available
available during the
teen hundred and seventeen.
seventeen.
Markets, repairs.
repairs.
Markets
For maintenance
maintenance and repairs
repairs to
to markets,
markets, $3,400.
Fish market,
Fish
market, etc.
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of fish wharf
market, $500.
wharf and
and market,
$500.
New buildings,
buildings, eta,
etc.,
completing the
New
For completing
of market
buildings on
on the
the site
site
the construction
construction of
market buildings
on fish wharf.
on fish
of the present municipal
municipal fish wharf
wharf and market, including
refrigeratincluding refrigerating and cold-storage
cold-storage plant, which shall be equipped
equipped for
for the
the accommoaccommodation of such retail business
business as may obtain
that point
point and
shall
obtain at that
and shall
serve as the wholesale
wholesale receiving
distributing point
point for
marine
receiving and distributing
for marine
and other products
products to be retailed
retailed elsewhere in the District, within
within
the
authorized limit
cost, $60,000.
$60,000.
the authorized
limit of
of cost,
Produce
market.
produce market
For
the erection
a third steel shelter at the Farmers'
For the
erection of a
Farmers' Produce
Produce
Market, $15,000.
$15,000.
Market,
Autotruck,etc.
Autotro
te.
For
auto truck for office
For auto
office of superintendent
superintendent of weights, measures,
measures, and
and
markets, with nonremovable
nonremovable body equipped with test weights,
balweights, balances, measures, and so forth, for testing work up to
to five hundred
hundred
pounds to be used on the lighter work of the inspectors
inspectors of weights
weights and
and
measures, $600.
$600.
For maintenance
and repairs
to auto
auto truck,
$250.
maintenance and
repairs to
truck, $250.
ancMotor vehicle
vehcle allowalowallowance to the superintendent
ance.
For allowance
superintendent of
of weights,
weights, measures,
measures, and
and
markets for maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicle used -in the
performance
the performance
of official duties, at not to exceed $25 per
per month,
month, $300.
$300.
Repair shop.
Rpairvemts
.
For alterations
alterations and improvements
Improvements,
etc.
improvements at
at the
the repair
repair shop,
sixteen hunshop, sixteen
hundred and seventeen
seventeen U Street Northwest:
Northwest:
For changes
changes to provide
provide for more orderly
orderly and
and systematic
systematic arrangearrangement and distribution
distribution of materials and labor
ment
labor at the repair shop,
$4,800;
$4,800;
For construction
construction of shed in yard in rear of repair
repair shop for protection
protection
of perishable and bulky material, $1,600,•
$1,600For machines for repair work in machine
shop—one twenty-four
machine shop-one
twenty-four
inch
machine, and one drill press, $3,500; in all,
inch lathe, one milling machine,
all,
$9,900.
$9,900.
Copies
Copies
assessor,
assessor

of wills
wills to

Improvements
mreIovements
repairs.

and
and

Assessment and perand permit sscwssent
work.
Work
orks on
on streets and
avenues.

IMPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS.
IMPROVEMENTS
REPAIRS.
ASSESSMENT AND
ASSESSMENT
AND PERMIT
PERMIT WORK:
WORK:

For
For assessment
assessment and permit
permit work,

including
maintenance of one
including purchase and maintenance
one motor
motor truck,
truck, $240,000.
$240,000.
WORK ON STREETS AND AVENUES: For work on streets and
W ORK ON STREETS AND
AVENUES: For work on streets and avenues
avenues

named in Appendix
Appendix L, Book of Estimates,
Estimates, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
seventeen, $196,600,
seventeen,
$196,600, to be expended
expended in
the discretion
comin the
discretion of
of the
the commissioners
avenues specified
schedules named
missioners upon streets and avenues
specified in the schedules
named
in
aggregate for each schedule
in said appendix
appendix and in the aggregate
schedule as
as stated
herein, namely:
namely:
Schedules.
Schedules
NORTHWEST
SCHEDULE: $34,300.
NOR
1.11 W EST SECTION
SECTION SCHEDULE:
$34,300.
SOUTHWEST
SECTION SCHEDULE:
SCHEDULE: $34,000.
$34,000.
S
OUTHWEST SECTION
SOUTHEAST
SCHEDULE: $57,300.
S
OUTHEAST SECTION
SECTION SCHEDULE:
$57,300.
NORTHEAST SECTION
SECTION SCHEDULE:
SCHEDULE: $71,000.
$71,000.
Proviso.
NORTHEAST
Streetsblock,
Streets
paved
th
ed
PProvided,
ed, That streets
streets an
anddavenues
Belgian
etc.wiith
avenues named
named in
in said
said schedules
schedules already
already
eWan blok, etc.
paved
with Belgian
paved with
Belgian block or
or granite shall
shall not be paved or otherwise
otherwise
improved under this appropriation,
appropriation, and
and the
the remaining
remaining streets
streets and
and
avenues,
hereim specified,
avenues, except
except as herein
specified, shall be contracted
contracted for
for in
the
in the
order in
they appear
m said schedules,
completed in
order
in which
which they
appear in
schedules, and be completed
in
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tion
commissioners, instead
of being
being graded
graded and
regulated.
tion of
of the
the commissioners,
instead of
and regulated.
.
opriations contained in this Act no contract
contract shall be paLvet
paL
v imit
asphalt
Under appr
appropriations
f taf.or asphalt
relaying asphalt
pavement at aahigher
than
made for making or relaying
asphalt pavement
higher price than
$1.80 per square yard for aaquality
quality equal to the best laid
laid in the District of Columbia during the years nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen,
nineteen hundred and
sixteen, and
and
and fifteen,
fifteen, or
or nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
with same depth of base, nor more
more than $1.80
square yard
for
$1.80 per
per square
yard for
laying
standard asphalt-block
asphalt-block pavement
pavement equal
to the
the best
best laid
laid in
in the
the •
laying standard
equal to
District of Columbia
Columbia during the years nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen,
Proviso. lo.
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, or nineteen
nineteen hundred
Pro- Increase
hundred and sixteen: Proallowed.
vided,
price and depth
depth of base
shall not
vided, That these
these conditions as
as to price
base shall
not
apply
on which,
the judgment
of the
apply to
to those
those streets
streets on
which, in
in the
judgment of
the commissioners,
commissioners,
by reason of heavy traffic,
traffic, poor
poor foundation,
foundation, or other
other causes, aapavement of more than
than ordinary strength
strength is required,
required, in
in which
which case
case the
the
limit of price may be increased
increased to $2 per
per square yard.
yard.
Repave
of Twelfth
Twelfth Street
northwest, from
from Repa
Repaag
Twelfth
Repave with
with asphalt
asphalt the
the roadway
roadway of
Street northwest,
Twelfth
E
F Streets, forty-five feet wide, and this width of roadway
roadway or less street
stree t'
E to F
w.
is authorized
authorized for
other portions
for use hereafter
hereafter on
on other
portions of
of this street in conconnection with their resurfacing,
resurfacing, $6,600.
$6,600.
Repave with
with asphalt
of Third
northwest, from
from stRepa
Repam Third
Repave
asphalt the
the roadway
roadway of
Third Street
Street northwest,
Third
Street,
.
Pennsylvania Avenue to B
$13,800.
Pennsylvania
B Street south, $13,800.trt
Repave
block roadway
of Seventh
Seventh Street
Street Street
Repaving
granite block
roadway of
Repave with asphalt
asphalt the
the granite
Repaving
Seventh
NW.
Seventh
northwest,
R Street
Street to
Florida Avenue,
Avenue, $15,000.
$15,000.
Sreet
northwest, from
from R
to Florida
B Street
For
roadway of
of B
Street northwest,
northwest, from
ReP
aving B Street
For repaving
repaving the
the roadway
B Street
from Ninth
Ninth Street
Street N.epa^in
to Twelfth
Twelfth Street,
Street, on
plans to
to be
be approved
Commissioners of
of
to
on plans
approved by
by the
the Commissioners
the District
District of
of Columbia,
$28,000.
the
Columbia, $28,000.
Fo.
0rRepave
asphalt the
the roadway
of Fourteenth
Street northwest,
northwest, tee
ttrafiet Nw
Repave with
with asphalt
roadway of
Fourteenth Street
tReipagSt
Fwo rfrom
from Pennsylvania Avenue to F
F Street, seventy feet
feet wide, $7,500.
$7,500.
Repaving
First
First
SRepavng
Repave with
with asphalt
of First
southwest, from Street
First Street southwest,
the roadway
roadway of
asphalt the
Repave
SW.
Maryland Avenue
to Canal
$6,700.
Maryland
Avenue to
Canal Street,
Street, $6,700.
For repaving
repaving the
roadway of
of B
B Street
northwest, from
Seventh N3t,,elxiving
B
Street
from Seventh
B Street
Repavi
For
the roadway
Street northwest,
Street
Street, on
on plans
approved by
Street to
to Ninth
Ninth Street,
plans to
to be
be approved
by the
the commissioners:
commissioners: NW.
Provided,
the one-half
cost of
said roadway
roEidway between
between the
the LAImscMitagainst
Provided, That
That the
one-half cost
of paving
paving said
Pment
rnst
north side
side thereof
and a
line twenty
twenty feet
therefrom and
and parallel
parallel thereto
VashIn g!on Market
rket
thereto Washington
feet therefrom
a line
thereof and
north
between the
the west
building line
line of
of Seventh
Seventh Street
the east
east buildbuild- Company.
mnPaa> '
between
west building
Street and
and the
ing line of Ninth Street shall be assessed against the Washington
Washington
Market
Company and
collected as provided herein
herein for assessments for
Market Company
and collected
paving
roadways on
paving roadways
on streets
streets herein
herein authorized
authorized to
to be
be paved or
or repaved,
$22,000.
$22,000.
g.
GRADING
AND ROADS:
ROADS: For
For labor,
purchase and
and Gradin
raing
STREETS, ALLEYS,
GRADING STREETS,
ALLEYS, AND
labor, purchase
repair
of
cars,
carts,
tools,
or
hire
of
and
horses;
tools,
or
hire
of
same,
and
horses;
and
labor
of
repair of cars, carts,
the
inmates of
of the
Asylum and
and Jail
used in
conin conJail may
may be
be used
the Washington
Washington Asylum
the inmates
nection with
nection
with this
this work,
work, $25,000.
$25,000.
Condemnation.
C
ONDEMNATION OF
STREETS, ROADS,
ROADS, AND
AND ALLEYS:
For purchase
or Condemnation.
ALLEYS: For
purchase or
OF STREETS,
CONDEMNATION
condemnation
of
streets,
roads,
and
alleys,
$1,000.
condemnation of streets, roads, and alleys, $1,000.
CONSTRUCTION OF
For construction
of suburban
rban rods
roads and
and
OF SUBURBAN
CONSTRUCTION
SUBURBAN ROADS:
ROADS: For
construction of
Suretban
suburban stmSteu.
roads
suburban streets,
streets, to
to be
accounted for
as
for as
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
roads and
and suburban
"Construction
of surburban
surburban roads
and suburban
and for
for
streets," and
suburban streets,"
roads and
"Construction of
that
shall constitute
constitute one
one fund,
follows:
fund, as
as follows:
it shall
that purpose
purpose it
Avenue to
to
Northeast.
Island Avenue,
Avenue, South
South Dakota
Dakota Avenue
Northeast. Rhode
Rhode Island
District line
grade and
and improve
000;
District
line, grade
improve, $17
$17,000;
Nichols Avenue SE.
Southeast.
Nichols Avenue,
l'ourth Street
Street to
Upsal Street,
Street, grade
grade NictosAvene S
to Upsal
Avenue, Fourth
Southeast. Nichols
and improve,
improve, $11,800;
$11,800;
Transferr from GovThe Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
is authorized
and directed
directed to
to transfer
ement reservation
authorized and
transfer ernment
The
the Interior
reservation for
for
to
use as
as a
a public
public highway
highway so
so much
much of
of the
the opening.
opening.
the commissioners
commissioners for
for use
to the
United
Avenue, and
and designated
designated as
as
on Nichols
Nichols Avenue,
reservation on
States reservation
United States
parcel two
and forty-three,
forty-three, one
one as
be necessary
to
necessary to
as may
may be
hundred and
parcel
two hundred
open Nichols
Nichols Avenue
with a
width of
one hundred
hundred and
and ten
feet from
from
ten feet
a width
of one
open
Avenue with
its westerly
as now
established;
line as
now established;
its
westerly line
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Northwest. Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, Cathedral
Cathedral Avenue
Avenue to
to Klingle
Klingle
Northwest.
$8,300;
Road, pave, $8,300;
grade,
Northeast. Todd Place, Lincoln
Lincoln Road to Second Street, grade,
$2,500;
$2,500;

Northeast.
pave, $2,000;
Northeast. First
First Street, U Street
Street to Todd
Todd Place, pave,
$2,000;
Northwest.
Montague Street
to Georgia
Georgia Avenue,
Avenue,
Northwest. Colorado Avenue, Montague
Street to
grade and
improve $7,000;
$7,000;
and improve,
Eleventh Street
Street to
Thirteenth Street,
Street,
Northwest. Clifton Street,
Street, Eleventh
to Thirteenth
pave, $5,500;
$5,500;
Northwest.
Northwest. Eleventh
Eleventh Street, Florida Avenue to Clifton Street,
Street,
pave, $4,400;
$4,400;
pave,
Northwest. Thirteenth
Florida Avenue
to Clifton
Clifton Street,
Street,
Thirteenth Street, Florida
Avenue to
pave, $6,700;
pave,
Champlain Street,
Street, Florida
Avenue to
to Kalorama
Kalorama
Northwest. Champlain
Florida Avenue
Road, pave,
pave, $10,500;
$10,500;
Northwest.
Northwest. Twelfth
Twelfth Street, Clifton
Clifton Street to Euclid
Euclid Street, pave,
$2,200;
$2 200;
Northwest. Hobart
Hobart Street, west of Mount
Northwest.
Mount Pleasant Street,
Street, pave,
pave,
$3,600;
$3,600;
Northwest. Twenty-seventh
Northwest.
Twenty-seventh Street,
Street, Woodley
to Cathedral
Cathedral
Woodley Road
Road to
Avenue, pave, $4,000;
$4,000;
Avenue,
Northwest. Perry Place, Holmead Place to Spring Place,
pave,
Place, pave,
$6,900;
Northwest. Hall Place,
Northwest.
Place, north
north of W
pave,$2,800;
$2 ,800;
W Place, pave,
W Place, Wisconsin
Northwest. W
Avenue to Hall
Hall Place, pave,
Wisconsin Avenue
$1,700;
$1,700;
Northeast. Quarles Street, Kenilworth
Minnesota
Kenilworth Avenue to Minnesota
Avenue, grade and improve,
improve, $3,400;
$3,400;
Northeast.
Northeast. Olive Street, Polk Street to Eastern Avenue,
Avenue, grade
and improve, $3,600;
$3,600;
Northeast. Ord Street, Kenilworth
Kenilworth Road to Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Street,
grade and improve, $2,900;
$2,900;
Southeast. Portland Street, Nichols Avenue
Avenue to Fourth
Fourth Street,
Street,
grade, $10,500;
$10,500;
Northwest.
Northwest. Illinois Avenue,
Avenue, Ingraham
Ingraham Street toHamiltonStreet,
to Hamilton Street,
grade and improve, $1,700;
$1,700;
EUicott Street, Belt Road to Wisconsin
Northwest. Ellicott
Wisconsin Avenue,
Avenue,
grade and improve, $4,400;
$4,400;
Northwest. Sixth Street, Aspen Street to Butternut Street, grade
and improve, $2_,_400;
$2 400;
Northwest. Kennedy
Northwest.
Street, grade
Kennedy Street, Eighth Street to Ninth Street,
grade
and improve, $3,600;
$3,600;
Northwest. W
W Street, Fourth Street
Street to Fifth Street, pave, $2,100;
$2,100;
Northwest.
Northwest. Parkwood
Park-wood Place, Holmead
liolmead Place to Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Street, pave, $3,600;
$3,600;
Canal Road NW.
NW.
Northwest. Canal
Canal Road, south side retaining
retaining wall,
wall, reconstruct,
reconstruct,
$25,000;
$25,000;
Southeast. U Street, Nichols Avenue
Avenue to Shannon
Shannon Place, pave,
$1,300;
$1,300;
Southeast. Shannon
Southeast
Shannon Place, U Street to W Street, pave,
pave, $3,300;
$3 300;
Northwest. Forty-first
Forty-first Street, Davenport Street to Ellicott
'Ellicott
Street, grade and improve,
improve, $2,300;
$2,300;
Princeton Place,
Northwest. Princeton
Place, Georgia
Avenue to
to Rock
Rock Creek
Creek
Georgia Avenue
pave, $4,100;
Church Road,
Road, pave,
$4,100;
Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Street
Northwest.
Street
Northwest. Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street, Irving Street
Street to Kenyon
Street,
Kenyon Street,
NW.
grade,
grade, $500;
$500;
Condemning
lands
lauds
Under
and in
accordance with
provisions of
of subchapter
one of
of
Under and
in accordance
with the
the provisions
subchapter one
for extending.
VoL 34,
15L
chapter fifteen
vol.
34, p.
p.i5L
chapter
fifteen of
the Code
Code of
the District
of the
of Law
Law for
for the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
within six months after the passage
passage of
the commissioners
commissioners
of this Act,
Act, the
are authorized
directed to institute in the Supreme
authorized and directed
Court of
the
Supreme Court
of the
District
a proceeding
proceeding in rem to condemn
District of Columbia
Columbia a
condemn the land
land that
that

for
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Seventeenth Street northwest,
may be necessary
necessary for the extension of Seventeenth
northwest,
from Kenyon Street to Irving Street, with a
a width of ninety-feet,
fine with Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street as it
said extension to be in direct line
it now
entire Pro.
exists north of Kenyon Street: Provided,
Provided, h7iwever,
hinvever, That the 'entire
Proviso.
se
a
proceeding be
benDrits.ages assessed
as
amount found to be due and awarded by aa jury in said proceeding
as
damages
for
and
in
respect
of
the
land
to
he
condemned
for
said
as damages for and in respect of the land to be condemned
extension, plus the costs and expenses
expenses of the proceeding
proceeding hereunder,
hereunder,

Aproprian
or
shall be assessed by the jury as benefits;
benefits;
Appropriation for
expenses.
There
appropriated out of
District of Colum- expenses.
of the revenues of the District
is appropriated
There is
bin
sufficient to
bia an amount sufficient
to pay
pay the necessary
necessary costs
costs and
and expenses
expenses of
Pa.
the
condemnation proceeding
proceeding taken
taken pursuant
pursuant hereto
hereto and
for the
theawards
yment oi
Paymentotaards.
and for
the condemnation
payment
be repaid
repaid to
the
to the
the amounts
amounts awarded
awarded as
as damages,
damages, to
to be
payment of
of the
District
assessments for
benefits and covered
covered
Columbia from
from the assessments
for benefits
District of Columbia
into
Treasury to the credit of the revenues
revenues of the District of
into the
the Treasury
Columbia;
Columbia;
Northwest. Twentieth
Twentieth Street, Kalorama
Street,
Kalorama Road to Belmont Street,
pave, $3,750;
$3,750;
Northeast. Lawrence
Seventeenth Street to TwentyStreet, Seventeenth
Lawrence Street,
Northeast.
Second
and improve,
$7,000;
grade and
improve, $7,000;
Second Street,
Street, grade
Northwest.
Street to
to Seventh Street, grade
Dahlia Street, Fifth Street
Northwest. Dahlia
and improve, $5,000;
Northwest.
Varnum Street,
Seventh Street
Street to
to Eighth Street,
Street, Seventh
Northwest. Varnum
pave, $2,800;
$2,800;
Northwest.
Street,
Street to Upshur Street,
Varnum Street
Street, Varnum
Seventh Street,
Northwest. Seventh
pave, $2,200;
$2,200;
Northwest.
Butternut Street, grade
Aspen Street to Butternut
Fifth Street,
Street, Aspen
Northwest. Fifth
$2,500;
improve, $2,500;
and improve,
Northeast.
Sixteenth Street,
Street, Brentwood
Brentwood Road
Irving Street,
Road to Irving
Northeast. Sixteenth
improve $4,600;
$4,600;
grade and improve,
Northwest.
Otis Street
Street to
to Spring Road, grade
Place, Otis
Holmead Place,
Northwest. Hoimead
$5,000;
improve, $5,000;
and improve,
Northeast.
Sixteenth Place,
Place, Rhode
Island Avenue
Avenue to Franklin
Rhode Island
Northeast. Sixteenth
Street, grade
improve, $1,100;
$1,100;
and improve,
grade and
Street,
Northeast.
to Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Place to
Sixteenth Place
Street, Sixteenth
Franklin Street,
Northeast. Franklin
Street, and
Seventeenth Street,
Street, Franklin
Street to Douglas Street,
Franklin Street
and Seventeenth
Street,
grade, $3,200;
Northeast. South
Carlton Avenue to Vista
Avenue, Carlton
Dakota Avenue,
South Dakota
Northeast.
Street,
grade and
and improve,
$2,200;
improve, $2,200;
Street, grade
Southeast. Naylor
Naylor Road,
east of
Hope Road,
Road, to
to District
District Nsylr RodSE.
Good Hope
Road, east
of Good
Southeast.
line, grade
improve, $5,500;
$5,500; and
and the
the appropriation
appropriation of $8,000 concon- tinmuPtla
tinuP
erPria
and improve,
grade and
line,
Vol.Y13
"
8,:t
7727
tained in
in the
District appropriation
appropriation Act
year nineteen
nineteen Vol. 38 a,.
fiscal year
the fiscal
Act for the
the District
tained
hundred
and
sixteen
is
hereby
continued
available
for
expenditure
hundred and sixteen is hereby continued available for expenditure
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
hundred and
and for
for that
seventeen, and
and seventeen,
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
during
hereby reappropriated;
reappropriated;
purpose is hereby
Northwest.
from Fourteenth
Colorado
Fourteenth Street to Colorado
Street, from
Madison Street,
Northwest. Madison
$1,000;
macadam, $1,000;
Avenue, grade and macadam,
Northwest. Park
Park Road,
Road, New
Hampshire Avenue
Fourteenth
Avenue to Fourteenth
New Hampshire
Northwest.
$17,500;
Street, pave, $17,500;
Northwest.
Street to Columbia
Columbia Road,
Road,
Kenyon Street
Street, Kenyon
Warder Street,
Northwest. Warder
pave $4,500;
pave,
$4,500;
Northeast.
of macadam
to Central
Central Avenue,
Avenue,
macadam to
end of
Road, end
Benning Road,
Northeast. Benning
improve, $4,500;
$4,500;
grade and improve,
Northwest.
Keokuk Street,
Street, Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue
to Thirty-sevThirty-sevAvenue to
Northwest. Keokuk
enth Street,
improve, $3,800;
$3,800;
and improve,
Street, grade and
enth
Northeast.
Queens Chapel
Road, Bunker
Hill Road
to District
District
Road to
Bunker Hill
Chapel Road,
Northeast. Queens
line,
$5,200;
improve, $5,200;
and improve
grade and
line grade
Northwest. Lament
Lamont'Street,
Sixth Street
Street to
to Park
pave,
Place, pave,
Park Place,
Street, Sixth
Northwest.

$5 300;

$5,300;
Northwest. Sixteenth
to Alaska
Alaska
Street to
Montague Street
from Montague
Street, from
Sixteenth Street,
Northwest.
Avenue,
grade and
and improve,
improve, including
including viaduct
across Military
Military Road,
Road,
viaduct across
Avenue, grade
$90,000;
$90,000;

six.teenth
sNirtth

Street
Street
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Northwest.
Massachusetts Avenue, from the intersection
Northwest. Massachusetts
intersection of Nebraska Avenue to the District
line, grade and macadamize,
$40,000;
braska
District line,
macadamize, $40,000;
Portland Steet
Street SE.
Portland Street,
Street, from
from the intersection of Nichols
E.
Southeast. Portland
Pand
Avenue
to Fourth
Street southwest,
southwest, grade
and macadammacadamgrade and
Fourth Street
southeast to
Avenue southeast
ize,
$30,000;
ize, $30,000;
Northwest.
from Sixteenth
Street to
to Lamont
Lamont
Sixteenth Street
Street, from
Fifteenth Street,
Northwest. Fifteenth
Street, macadamize,
$760;
Street,
macadamize, $760;
Northwest. New
Hampshire Avenue
from Grant
Grant
Northwest, from
Avenue Northwest,
New Hampshire
Northwest.
Circle.to Oregon
Avenue, grade
grade and
and improve,
improve, $16,000;
$16,000;
Oregon Avenue,
Circle.to
co
Je°lintmgeliirtvoi
Northwest.
Seventeenth Street to Mount
Mount
Street, from Seventeenth
Kenyon Street,
Northwest. Kenyon
ndW.or
Comnintret
Under and in accordance
Street, grade,
extendbg.
Pleasant
grade, $500.
$500. Under
accordance with
with the
Pleasant Street,
xtending
Vol.
34, p. 151.
Vo34,p.5
provisions of subchapter
subchapter one of chapter
fifteen of the
chapter fifteen
the Code
Code of Law
for
District of
Columbia, within
six months
months after
after the
the passage
of
passage of
of Columbia,
within six
for the
the District
this Act
Act the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
Columbia be, and
and they
of Columbia
of the
the District
this
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to institute
institute in the Supreme
are
Court
of the
of Columbia
Columbia aa proceeding
rem to
to condemn
condemn
in rem
proceeding in
the District
District of
Court of
the
land that
that may
may be
be necessary
for the
the extension
extension of
of Kenyon
Kenyon Street
Street
necessary for
the land
northwest,
from Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street
Street to
Mount Pleasant
Pleasant Street,
Street, with
with
to Mount
northwest, from
Provided, however, That the entire
feet: Provided,
Provis°width of
of eighty
entire amount
amount
eighty feet:
aeas assessedsas a width
benefits.
found to
due and
and awarded
awarded by a
proceeding as
as dama jury in
in said
said proceeding
beeits.
found
to be
be due
ages for
and in
the land
land to
to be
be condemned
said extenextenfor said
of the
condemned for
ages
for and
in respect
respect of
sion, plus
plus the
the costs
costs and
and expenses
expenses of
hereunder, shall
of the
the proceedings
proceedings hereunder,
sion,
Appopriation
forr be assessed
benefits. There is hereby appropriated
appropriated
Appropriation fo
assessed by the jury as benefits.
expenses.
sufficient
epensesout
out of the revenues
revenues of the District of Columbia
Columbia an amount
amount sufficient
c
t
o
oemy
:
the necessary
costs and
of the
the condemnation
procondemnation pronecessary costs
and expenses
expenses of
to
paya.s
the
Payment of
pursuant hereto
Paymnt
of awards.
awards. ceedings taken pursuant
hereto and for the payment
payment of the amounts
awarded
damages to
repaid to
to the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia from
from
to be
be repaid
the District
awarded as
as damages,
the assessments
assessments for benefits
benefits and
covered into the
the Treasury
Treasury to the
the
and covered
the
credit of
the revenues
of Columbia;
Columbia ;
credit
of the
revenues of
of the
the District
District of
Northwest. Thirty-sixth
Macomb Street
Woodley
Northwest.
Thirty-sixth Street,
Street, from Macomb
Street to Woodley
grade and
Road, grade
and improve,
improve, $4,000;
$4,000;
Street, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Street to Thayer
Northeast. Woodridge
Woodridge Street,
Thayer
Northeast.
Street,
and improve,
improve, $650;
$650;
Street, grade
grade and
$440,160.
In all,
all, $440,160.
Permanent
of
To carry
out the
th
e prov
i
si
ons contained
cont
ai
ned in
i
n the
th
e Di
stri
ct of
of Columbia
Columbia
Pemaent system
system of
To
carry out
provisions
District
blex
vtencling streets
streets to appropriation
appropriation Act for
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
EtaenYdin
for the fiscal year
fourteen,
confonn with.
Vol. 3,
37, p.
p. 90.
950.
Nvhich authorizes
authorizes the
to open, extend,
extend, or widen any
any
the commissioners
commissioners to
VoL
whch
street,
conform with
with the
the plan
plan of
of the
the
street, avenue,
avenue, road, or
or highway
highway to
to conform
permanent
system of
of highways
highways in
in that
portion of
of the
the District
District of
permanent system
that portion
of
solely from
outside
of the
cities of Washington
and Georgetown,
there
o from Columbia
Columbia
outside
of
the
cities
Washington
and
Georgetown,
there
District
D st ri t
is
payable entirely
entirely from
from the
revenues of
District of
of
the revenues
of the
the District
appropriated, payable
is appropriated,
a leve,,n
rrevenues.
Columbia,
such sum
sum as
as is
is necessary
necessary for
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
Columbia, such
for said
said purpose
purpose during
seventeen.
nineteen hundred and seventeen.
year nineteen
year
Repairs of
of streets.
REPAIRS--STREETS,
AVENUES, AND
Repairs
streets,
REPAIRS—STREETS, AVENUES,
AND ALLEYS:
ALLEYS: For
For current
current work of
of
etc.
et.
resurfacing and
repairs of streets, avenues,
avenues, and alleys,
allcys, including
including resurfacing
repairs
to asphalt
asphalt pavements
pavements with
the same
same or
other not
not inferior
inferior
repairs to
with the
or other
Street railway pa
pavements.
material, $315,000.
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be available
available for
repairway ve- material,
$315,000. This
for repairment
s
ing pavements
pavements of street
railways when
the amounts
amounts thus
thus
street railways
when necessary;
necessary; the
expended shall
be
collected from
from such
such railroad
railroad companies
as proproexpended
shall
be
collected
companies
as
Vol. 20,p. 101
p..
vided
five of "An
vi
ed by section five
"An Act providing aa permanent
permanent form of
of
government for
for the
the District
of Columbia,"
June eleventh,
government
District of
Columbia," approved
approved June
eleventh,
eighteen
hundred and
and shall
shall be
be deposited
the
eighteen hundred
and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, and
deposited to
to the
credit
of the
appropriation for
for the
fiscal year
year in
in which
which they
are colcolcredit of
the appropriation
the fiscal
they are
lected.
lected.
contracts
wok
Hereafter, where
Contracts for work,
Hereafter,
contracts with
with bonds
bonds are
are required
required
where formal
formal written
written contracts
etc.
to be made by the District of Columbia for work, material, or supplies,
Bond from
from surety
surety good
sufficient bonds to the District
Columbia
good and sufficient
Distri
ctof
of
Columbia shall be required
company, etc., re
quired.
contractors in
penal sum
otl
ess th
an t
wen t
y -fi ve per
per
com
, etc
from the
the contractors
in a
a penal
sum n
not
less
than
twenty-five
centum of the amount of the contract, with sureties
sureties or aasurety
surety comcorn—
Termofguarantee.
Term
of guarantee.
pany to be approved
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District
District of Columbia
guaranteeing
guaranteeing that the terms of the contract
contract shall be strictly and
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Ave-

nue NW.
nuNW.
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faithfully
performed to the satisfaction
faithfully performed
satisfaction of said commissioners;
that
commissioners; that
make payments
to all
persons supplysupplythe contractors
contractors shall promptly
promptly make
payments to
all persons
ing them labor and materials
materials in the prosecution
prosecution of
of the
the work provided
provided
contracts as now provided
for in such contracts
provided by law; and
and that such work
shall be kept in repair as now provided
provided by law for a
aperiod
period of one year
year
from the date of completion of said work;
work; but no cash retent
retent to guar-

Repeal of cash ratan".
Repealofcashretent

antee such repair shall be held or required
required on such
such contracts;
contracts; and all
laws and parts of laws contrary
hereby
contrary to the provisions
provisions hereof
hereof are hereby
repealed:
Provided further,
further, That this provision
rI'oontracts
repealed: .Provided
provision shall also apply to ar
t
f,ig,..fracts i
Th.
contracts heretofore
either-completed
process of exe- eluded.
chidedheretofore executed,
executed, either
completed or in process
contracts
cution.
cution.,
Changing curbs, e
etc.
1
.
The authority given the commissioners
commissioners in the District
District of Columbia VoL
VoL 34, p..34p.I
1130.
appropriation Act approved March second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven, to make such changes
changes in the lines
lines of the curb
curb-of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue and its intersecting
intersecting streets
streets in connection
resurfacing
connection with their resurfacing
as they may consider necessary
advisable is made
made applicable'to
applicable"to
necessary and advisable
such other streets and avenues
avenues as may be improved
improved under appropria- Proviso.
tions contained in this Act: Provided,
That no
Provided, That
such change
change shall
be condition.
no such
shall be
Condition.
made unless there shall result therefrom
therefrom a
a decrease
decrease in the cost
cost of the
the
improvement.
improvement.
.
eenth
Street
authorized in svpurt
Street
Fourteeth
The Commissioners of the District a
of Columbia are authorized
connection with the resurfacing
resurfacing of the roadway
roadway.of Fourteenth
Street
Width
increased.
Fourteenth Street width increased.
southwest, from
B Street to Water Street, to increase
width of
from B
increase the width
said roadway
roadway to not exceeding
exceeding fifty-five
fifty-five feet.
Sidewalks and curbs.
For replacing
and repairing
.
sidewalks and
curbs around
public sidewas
For
replacing and
repairing
sidewalks
and curbs
around public
andcurb
reservations
municipal
and
United
States
buildings,
$25,000.
reservations and
and municipal and United States buildings, $25,000.
path
.urban roads, reREPAIRS TO
ROADS: For
For current
current work
of repairs
repairs to
to pSu
roads
SUBBBAN BORADS:
work of
TO SUBURBAN
REPAIRS
suburban roads and suburban
suburban streets, including the purchase
purchase of four
four
suburban
motor cycles,
cycles, and one truck at aaprice not exceeding
exceeding $2,000,
$2,000 in
in lieu of
exchanged, and including
mainfour motor cycles and one truck to be exchanged,
including maintenance of motor vehicles, $150,000.
$150,000.
BRIDGES: For construction
construction and repairs,
including not exceeding Construction
ontrctio anderepairs, including
and re$23,000 for replacement
replacement of two trusses
trusses and floor
floor of the
M Street
Street Bridge
Bridge Ppairs.
theM
rt B
M Street
Bridge.
Street bridges orr
over
across Rock
Rock Creek,
Creek, $45,000.
$45,000. This
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
across
be available
available for
for railroads.
street
repairing
.
when necessary
any bridge
bridge carrying
carrying aapublic
public street
street over the railr
repairing
when
necessary any
right of way or property
property of any railway company, and the amounts
amounts
expended shall be
company in
the Vo.
thus expended
be collected
collected from such railway
railway company
in the
p.l,.
Vol.2,
20, p.
105.
manner provided
provided in section five
five of an Act providing
providing a
permanent form
manner
a permanent
of government
goverrunent for the District of Columbia, approved
approved June
June eleventh,
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
shall be deposited in the
eighteen
seventy-eight, and shall
Treasury to the
credit of the United States
District of ColumColumStates and the District
Treasury
the credit
bia in equal
equal parts.
Highway Bridge.
Highway Bridge across Potomac River:
River: Draw operators-two
operators—two at Highay
Highway
Bridg
$1,020
watchmen, at
$720 each; labor
labor,
$1,020 each
each, two
two at
at $720
$720 each;
each; four
four watchmen,
at $720
$1,500;
lighting, powers
power, and
and miscellaneous
supplies, and
and expenses
expenses of
of
$1,.500 lighting,
miscellaneous supplies,
every
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
to the operation
ncident to
kind necessarily
necessarily mcident
every kind
$16,480.
approaches $8,620; in all,
all $16,480.
the imidge
bridge and approaches,
ironwork and repairing
fenders of the bridge,
bridge,
repairing the fenders
the ironwork
For painting the
$10,000.
$10,000.
Anacostia Bridge.
Operation
Anacostia River
employees, miscellanemiscellane- Anacostia
Operation of Anacostia
River Bridge: For employees,
Bridge.
necessary to
to operation and
ous supplies, and expenses of every kind necessary
maintenance of
bridge, $4,500.
maintenance
of the bridge,
$4,500.
erttreetBrdg
Calvert
Street Bridge_
Calvert Street Bridge: For preparation
preparation of plans for
construction of pianstfnedw.
Plans for new.
for construction
a
to take
take the
the place
of the
the existing
Calvert Street
crossing
Bridge crossing
existing Calvert
Street Bridge
place of
a bridge
bridge to
Rock Creek, $6,000.
$6,000.
Rock Creek and
Rock Creek and Potomac
Rkay
cre
antd
Potomac Parkway
Parkway Commission: The
The parcel
parcel of Parkway
Parkway
CommiRsion.
Cormlo.sion.
Addition to
to conectconnectground
of Ashmead
it and
and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek and
and the
the ingAddition
ground west
west of
Ashmead Place
Place and
and between
between it
parkway.
parcel
ground west
Street northwest,
between it
parcel of ground
west of Twentieth
Twentieth Street
northwest, and between
it 'ngpa""Y
Rock Creek,
Creek, and the parcel
parcel of ground
ground northwest
northwest of Belmont Road
and Rock
and
northeast of Massachusetts
Avenue and adjoining
adjoining Rock Creek
Creek
and northeast
Massachusetts Avenue
Parkway
the southeast,
numbered twentyportion of
of block numbered
southeast, being
being aaportion
Parkway on
on the
91890
°—voi, 39—PT
39-Pr 1-44
1-44
91890°-voL
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five hundred
one, which
which parcels
of ground
ground were
were included
included in
in the
five
hundred and
and one,
parcels of
the
first official
excluded by
by the
Parkfirst
official map
map and
and excluded
the Rock
Rock Creek
Creek and
and Potomac
Potomac Parkway Commission
Commission from
from the
the area
area and
parcel described
and delineated
way
and parcel
described and
delineated
in the
map numbered
two, contained
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
in
the map
numbered two,
contained in
Numbered
Eleven hundred
hundred and
of the
the present
session, be,
be, and
and are
are
Eleven
and fourteen
fourteen of
present session,
hereby, reincluded
as a
a part
the connecting
connecting parkway
parkway between
between
hereby,
reincluded as
part of
of the
Potomac Park,
Park, the
Zoological Park,
Park, and
and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Park.
Park.
Potomac
the Zoological
SEWERS.
SEWERS.

Sewers.
Sewera

and repairing
and basins,
$68,000.
For cleaning
cleaning and
repairing sewers
sewers and
basins, $68,000.
For operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
sewage pumping
pumping service,
service,
the sewage

Cleaning, etc.

Punpingstaton.
Pumping station.

including repairs
to boilers,
machinery, and
and pumping
pumpmg stations,
stations and
including
repairs to
boilers machinery,
and
employment
of mechanics,
mechanics, laborers,
and two
two watchmen,
watchmen, purchase
purchase of
of
employment of
laborers, and
coal,
waste, and
and other
other supplies,
supplies, and
for maintenance
maintenance of
coal oils,
oils, waste,
and for
of motor
motor

trucks,
46,500.
trucks, $46,500.
For
and pipe
pipe sewers
sewers and
and receiving
receiving basins,
basins ;$100,000.
$100,000.
For main
main and
For
suburban
sewers, $200,000.
For
suburban
sewers,
$200,000.
pera per
For
assessment and
and permit
work, sewers,
sewers, $125,000.
$125,000.
mit.
For assessment
permit work,
Rightsof
purchase or
Rights of way.
For purchase
or condemnation
condemnation of
of rights
of way
way for
construction,
rights of
for construction,
maintenance,
repair of
$2,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
maintenance, and
and repair
of public
public sewers,
sewers, $2,000,
as may
may be
be necessary.
as
necessary.
Anacostia inter rePtor•
Anacostia
interceptor: For
For completing
construction of
of the
the
Anacostia main
ceator
intermain interceptor:
completing construction
Anacostia main
Anacostia
main interceptor
interceptor along
along the
the Anacostia
River between
between the
the
Anacostia River
outfall
sewer , sewage-disposal
system, at
at Poplar
Point, and
and Benning,
Benning,
outfall sewer,
sewage-disposal system,
Poplar Point,
District
of Columbia,.
$39,500.
District of
Columbia, $39,500.
Rock
Creek interRoe Creek
Rock Creek
interceptor: For
For completing
ceptor.
InterCreek main interceptor:
completa construction
of the
the
construction of
Rock Creek
main interceptor
interceptor from
from P
P Street
Street to
to Military
'"tary Road,
Road, $50,000.
$50,000.
ptor.
Rock
Creek main
Ueerr
in- Upper Potomac
Potomac interceptor:
interceptor: For
Upper Potomac inthe
construction of
of the
the
For beginning
beginning
the construction
terceptor.
_ n
upper
Potomac interceptor
upper Potomac
between Twenty-seventh
Streets
interceptor between
Twenty-seventh and
and K
K Streets
and the
the Chain
Bridge, $30,000.
and
Chain Bridge,
$30,000.

ain and pipe.
Main
Submrban.
Suburban.
Assesstand
Assessment
and

STREETS.
STREETS.

Streets.
Cleaning, etc.
etc.
Removing
moving ice

now.
stow.

and

DUST PREWENTION,
AND SNOW
preDUST
PREVENTION, CLEANING,
CLEANING, AND
SNOW REMOVAL:
REMOVAL: For dust prevention, sweeping,
and cleaning
streets, avenues,
avenues, alleys,
alleys tand
and suburban
suburban
vention,
sweeping, and
cleaning streets,

streets, under the immediate
commissioners, and
and for
for
immediate direction
irection of
of the commissioners,
cleaning snow and ice from streets, sidewalks,
cleaning
sidewalks, crosswalks,
gutters
crosswalks, and
and gutters
in the discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, including
including services
services and purchase
purchase
maintenance of equipment, rent
and maintenance
g erooms;
r
oom s; maintenance
rent of
of stora
storage
maintenance
and repairs of stables;
purchase, and maintenance
stables; hire, purchase,
maintenance of horses;
purchase, maintenance,
hire, purchase,
maintenance, and repair of wagons, harness,
harness and other
other
allowance to inspectors and foremen for maintenance
equipment; allowance
maintenance of
of
vehicles used
horses and vehicles or motor vehicles
used in the performance
performance of
of
official duties, not to exceed for each inspector or foreman
foreman $20 per
per
month for aahorse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle,
vehicle, $25 per month for an automobile
automobile,
and $12 per month for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
for a
a motor
motor cycle;
cycle; purchase,
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles necessary
necessary in cleaning streets:
streets;
purchase,
bicycles; and necessary
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of bicycles;
necessary incidental expenses,
expenses, $310,000,
$310,000, and the commissioners
commissioners shall so apportion
apportion
this appropriation
appropriation as to prevent
prevent a
therein.
a deficiency
deficiency therein.
table improve
improve-- For paving yard, the construction
Stable
construction of
sheds for
for equip
men tand
and addiof sheds
equipment
additional storerooms,
storerooms, and
other necessary
necessary work
and other
work at
at the
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning
stables,
stables, $5,000.
$5,000.
Disposal of
of city
city
DISPOSAL or
REitISE: For
of garbage
respoal
DISPOSAL
OF crrr
CITr REFUSE:
For collection
collection and
and disposal
disposal of
garbage
refuse.
and dead animals; miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse and ashes
ashes from private
private residences
city of
dences in the city
of Washington
Washington and
and the
more densely
densely populated
the more
populated
suburbs; collection
collection and
and disposal
of night
night soil
in the
the District
District of
of ColumColumdisposal of
soil in
bia; payment of necessary
necessary inspection,
inspection, allowance
allowance to
to inspectors
inspectors for
for
maintenance
maintenance of horses
horses and
and vehicles or motor vehicles
vehicles used in the perperformance of official duties, not
formance
not to exceed
exceed $20 per
per month for each
each
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inspector for
for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles, $25 per month for automobiles,
automobiles
inspector
and
for motor
'cycles; fencing of public and private
motorcycles;
per month frotor
and $12 per
property designated
designated by the commissioners
commissioners as public dumps, and
property
incidental expenses,
expenses, $191,620.
$191,620.
incidental
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expenses, including laborers,
PARKING COMMISSION:
COMMISSION: For
laborers, Parking
Parking cmmisson
commission.
contingent expenses,
For contingent
PAING
trimmers,
nurserymen, repairmen,
teamsters, cart hire, trees,
repairmen, and teamsters
trimmers, nurserymen,
tree
boxes, tree
tree stakes
straps, tree
tree labels, planting
planting and care of
tree straps,
stakes, tree
tree boxes,
trees
city and
and suburban
ban streets, care of trees, tree spaces, and
and
suburban
on city
trees on
miscellaneous
items, $55,000.
miscellaneous items
BATHING BEACH:
BEACH : 7Superintendent,
$600; one
one watchman
watchman at
at $480; Bathnggbech.
Bathing beach.
Superintendent, $600;
BATHING
repairs
for
temporary
services,
supplies,
maintenance,
$2,250;
maintenance,
and
temporary services, supplies,
to
buildings, pools, and
upkeep of grounds, $1,400; in al,
all, $4,730.
$4,730.
and upkeep
to buildings,
aYgrunds.
PLAYGROUNDS:
maintenance, equipment,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, tools, con- Maintenance.
Playgrounds.
For maintenance,
PLAYOBomNS: For
telephones
installation of telephones
struction
toilet facilities,
wading pools, installation
facilities, wading
of toilet
struction of
and
telephone service
grading, and
including labor
repairs, including
and repairs,
fencing, grading,
service, fencing,
and telephone
and
materials, and
of materials,
materials, maintenance
maintenance and
transportation of
and transportation
and materials,
repair of
storehouse, and
and necessary
necessary incidental
contingent exincidental and contingent
of storehouse,
repair
penses for
for all playgrounds,
supervision of the
playgrounds, under the direction and supervision
penses
commissioners, $18,000;
$18,000;
commissioners,
For
salaries: Clerk
typewriter), $900; super- salarie
Salaries.
and typewriter),
(stenographer and
Clerk (stenographer
For salaries:
visor,
$2,500;
to
be
employed
not
exceeding
months—thirteen
ten months-thirteen
exceeding
not
employed
be
to
$2,500visor,
directors
of playgrounds
centers at $65
$65 per month each,
recreation centers
or recreation
playgrounds or
directors of
employed
be
assistant
director
at
$60
pet
month;
to
employed
not exceeding
exceeding
per
director
assistant
seven
assistant directors
directors at $60 per month each,
each, assistassistmonths-two assistant
seven months—two
three
ant
director
at
$50
per
month;
employed
exceeding
three
exceeding
not
employed
be
to
month;
per
$50
at
director
ant
months—assistant
at $60
$60 per
per month, thirteen
thirteen assistants
assistants at
director at
months-assistant director
$45 per
per month
month each;
watchmen to
employed twelve monthsmonths—
to be employed
each; watchmen
$45
fifteen
at $50
month each; general utility man at $60 per month
per month
$50 per
fifteen at
for
$24,995;
all, $24,995;
in all,
months; in
seven months;
for seven
For
supplies, repairs,
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
operating three
three swimmingpools
Swimming pools.
of operating
repairs, and
For supplies,
swimming
pools already
and for
additional swimming
swimming
for two additional
provided and
already provided
swimming pools
pools,
purchase of
$1,500;
of bathing suits, $1,500;
and purchase
pools, and
guards or
or swimming
swimming teachers
four months
$60 per
per Guards.
Guards.
at $60
months at
or four
teachers for
Five guards
--Five
month
$1,200;
month each,
each, $1,200;
oo
Ni
e swimming
shower baths,
baths, appurteappurte- pw
New swi m mi n g
pools, shower
swimming pools,
two swimming
of two
construction of
For construction
commissioners,
the
by
selected
be
to
sites
nances,
selected
commissioners ,P
nances, and equipment on
t10,000;
$10,000;
In all,
all, for
for playgrounds,
$55,695.
playgrounds, $55,695.
In
suil
tliblic convenience
ce
co
maintenance of public conPUBLIC CONVENIENCE
con- sttio,,,
STATIONS: For maintenance
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
PUBLIC
employees,
venience
stations,
including
compensation
necessary
necessary
of
compensation
venience stations, including
insaiCondemning insani$13,000.
$13,000.
BOARD FOR
OF INSANITARY
BUILDINGS: For al„ toy
tary bynat
builiings.
INSANITARY BUILDINGS:
CONDEMNATION OF
FOR CONDEMNATION
BOARD
expenses
incident to
the enforcement
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled Vail, p
p.157.
167
enforcement of
to the
and incident
necessary and
expenses necessary
build"An
Act
to
create
a
board
for
the
condemnation
insanitary
buildinsanitary
of
condemnation
the
for
"Ain Act to create a board
purposes," approved
ings
Columbia and for other purposes,"
District of Columbia,
the District
in the
ings in
May
first, nineteen
services,
personal services,
six, including personal
and six,
hundred arid
nineteen hundred
May first,
when
the commissioners,
commissioners, $2,500.
by the
authorized by
when authorized
Electrical departdepartElectrical
ment.
ELFAA1
LICAL DEPARTMENT.
meat.
DEPARTMENT.
ELECTRICAL
Salaries.
a e
Electrical engineer,
$2,500; assistant
assistant electrical
electrical engineer,
engineer, $2,000; s al
engineer, $2,500;
Electrical
inspectors
one $1,000,
$1,000, four
four at
at $900
$900 each;
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; two
each; electrician,
inspectors-one
draftsmen,
$1,000 each;
three telegraph
at $1,000
each;
$1,000 each;
operators, at
telegraph operators,
each; three
at $1,000
draftsmen, at
repairmen—expert
$1,200,
three
at
$900
each;
telephone
operators—
operatorstelephone
each;
$900
at
three
$1,200,
repairmen-expert
three at
at $720
each, five
five at
each, one
one $450; electrical
electrical inspetorsinspectors—
a0 $540 each
$720 each,
three
each;
one
$2,000,
one
$1,800,
$1,350,
four
at
$1,200
each; cable
cable splicer,
$1,200
$1,350,
one
$1,800,
one
one $2,000,
$1,200; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,400,
$1,200, two
two at
each, one
$1,125 each,
at $1,125
one $1,200,
$1,400, one
$1,200;
at
two
each,
$620
$1,050,
one
$750;
assistant
repairmen
—
two
at
$
620
each
,
t
wo
at $540
$540
repairmen-two
assistant
$1,050 one $750;
each; laborers—one
$630, three
at $600
$540 each;
each;
at $540
two at
each, two
$600 each,
three at
aborers-one $630,
each;
storekeeper,
$49,015.
storekeeper, $875; in all, $49,015.
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For
general supplies,
supplies, repairs,
repairs, new
new batteries
battery su
t plies,
supplies
batteries and
and battery
For general
telephone
telephone rental
rental and
and purchase,
purchase, wire
wire for
for extension
extension of
of telegraph
telegrap and
and

telephone
service repairs
lines and instruments,
purchase ot
of poles,
instruments, purchase
repairs of lines
telephone service,
tools, insulators,
insulators: brackets,
brackets, pins,
pins, hardware
cross arms,
ice, record
record
arms, ice,
hardware, cross
tools,
books, stationery,
livery, washing,
washing, blacksmithing,
extra
blacksmithing, extra
printing, livery,
books,
stationery, printing,
labor,
necessary items,
items $11,050.
$111050.
and other
other necessary
labor, new
new boxes,
boxes;and
Placing wires
For p
l
aci
ng wires
wires o
:patrol, and
and teleteleunderwires underFor
placing
offfire-alarm,
fire-alarm, telegraph',
telegraph, pohce
police-patrol,
Phrg
service underground
including cost of
phone service
underground in existing conduits,
conduits, including
cables,
and posts,
posts, connections
to and between
between existconnections to
cables, terminal
terminal boxes
boxes,'and
ing conduits,
conduits, manholes,
handholes, posts
fire-alarm and police
police
posts for fire-alarm
manholes, handholes,
ing
boxes, extra
extra labor,
labor, and
and other
other necessary
necessary items
$7,000.
boxes,
items, $7,000.
Police-patrolsystem.
For
relocation of
police-patrol system,
system, including
including
of police-patrol
and relocation
For extension
extension and
Polic-atrosyste.
purchase
boxes,. purchase
and erection
erection of
necessary poles,
of necessary
purchase a.d
of new
new boxes,
purchase of
cross arms,
arms, insulators,
pins; braces,
braces, wire,
cable, conduit
conduit connections,
wire, cable,
insulators, pins,
cross
labor, and
and other
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $2,500.
extra labor,
Ninth
teleFor
police-patrol signaling
signaling system
system with
telephone system
system
with telephone
replacing police-patrol
For replacing
precint tele
inth precinct
phone system.
in tin
the ninth
ninth precinct,
including the
the purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
the
of the
the
precinct, including
phie
necessary boxes, instruments,
connections, extra
wire, cable, conduit connections,
instruments, wire,
necessary
items, $6,324.
$6,324.
labor, and
and other items,
Lighting
L
IGHTING: For
For purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation and
maintenance of
of public
public
Lightln
LIGHTNG:
and maintenance
lamps,
designations, 'lanterns,
fixtures of
lanterns, and fixtures
of all
lamps, lamp-posts,
lamp-posts, 'street
street designations,
kinds on streets,
streets, avenues,
alleys, and public spaces,
spaces, and for
for
avenues, roads,
roads, alleys,
kinds
necessary expenses
therewith, including
including rental
rental of
of
expenses in connection therewith,
all necessary
accordance with
expended in accordance
stables and storerooms, this sum to be expended
Vol.
1008,
the provisions
provisions of
and eight
eight of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
of sections
sections seven
seven and
District of
vol. 36, p. 100i
the
18L
appropriation
Act for
for the fiscal
Vol. 37, p. 181.
appropriation Act
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve
twelve
year nineteen
provisions of the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
and with the provisions
appropriation
Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, and other
other laws
applicable thereto, livery
extra labor,
labor, $405,000.
$405,000.
applicable
livery and
and extra
Shorter
ing au=des
for
Hereafter the commissioners are authorized in their discretion to
the commissioners are authorized in their discretion to
.d. for
Hereafter
h
ltght
maintain part of the lamps on any street,
street, avenue,
avenue alley, road, or
public space, or portion thereof, for aashorter period
period 'each
after
each night after
the hour of one o'clock antemeridian
antemeridian than that required
required by the provisions of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Acts, at such reduced
reduced rates for said
commissioners
lamps as may be agreed upon by .and between said commissioners
and the lighting companies
companies maintaining
maintaining them.
Fire-alarm boxe.
boxes.
For purchase
purchase and
and installation
purchase
fire-alarm boxes, and purchase
installation of ten fire-alarm
For
Flrelarm
and erection of necessary
necessary poles,
poles, cross arms, insulators,
insulators, pins, braces,
braces,
wire, cable,
connections, posts,
posts, extra
extra labor,
labor, and
and other
other neceswire,
cable, conduit
conduit connections,
necessary items,
sary
items, $2,000.
$2,000.
For the
the purchase
truck, $2,000.
$2,000.
Motor truck.
For
purchase of
of one
one motor
motor truck,
quaref5.
Square
857.
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia are
arc hereby
hereby authorSale of lands in old •
Baltimore
alld
Med and
directed to
to sell
convey the
the land
land contained
contained in the
the old
old
io ized
and directed
sell and
and convey
O Ohio
Batimore and
right
way.
right of way.
right of way of the Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Railroad Company
within the
the
Company within
limits of square eight hundred
fifty-seven in the city of Washinghundred and fifty-seven
ton, bounded by Sixth and Seventh, IIand K
$ Streets northeast,
northeast, for
for
cash, at aa price to be fixed by said commissioners
commissioners based upon the
true value of said land
land as determined
determined by the board
board of assistant
assistant
designated
assessors of the District of Columbia, to
to aaperson or persons designated
by the owners
square, and the
the
owners of
of the
the majority
majority of
of the property in
in said square,
money derived from the sale herein authorized
authorized shall be deposited in
the Treasury,
Treasury, one
one half
credit of
the United
United States
States andthe
amf the other
other
the credit
of the
half to
to the
the
po.
PleVi808.
Openingalles.
half to the credit of the District of
Opening alleys.
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
before
Provided, That
That before
the sale herein authorized
authorized is made
made there shall be set aside so much of
said land as said commissioners
commissioners may deem necessary
necessary to complete
complete the
land thus
thus reserved
reserved
system of public alleys in
in said square, and
and the land
shall not
the sale
sale herein
authorized: And
provided furAnd providedfurherein authorized:
m the
included in
be included
not be
sha
time.
Limit of time
ther,
a period of two
ther, That such sale shall be consummated
consummated within a
years from and after the date of the approval of this Act.
Act.
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WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
AQUEDUCT.

Washington

Washington

duct.

Aque-

Traffic regulations for
The
Chief of
of Engineers
Department is authorized
and prcao
authorized and
of the War Department
The Chief
Engineers of
rotection of roads,esfr
etc.
empowered to enforce the following
following regulations
proempowered
regulations of traffic for the proFiltration Plant and their
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and Filtration
tection of the Washington
accessories, including Conduit Road: No vehicle shall, on the ConConaccessories,
duit Road, exceed a
within the Disa speed of twenty miles per hour within
trict of Columbia, and in the State of Maryland
laws of
Maryland the speed laws
that State. No reckless or careless driving
driving shall be permitted, and
drivers
all vehicles
shall conform
conform to
to the
accepted rules
rules
the generally
generally accepted
of all
vehicles shall
drivers of
for the use of public roads as to passing to the right, signaling
signing desire
to
pass, and
so forth,
vehicles using
using this
this road
to pass,
and so
forth, and
and all
all vehicles
road shall
shall carry
carry and
and
display the
lights specified
specified by
municipal regulations
regulations for
for vehicles
vehicles
display
the lights
by municipal
within the District of Columbia, and all such
such lights shall
shall be so dimmed
dimmed
within
obviate an
any blinding effect
travelers on the
effect upon travelers
or masked
masked as to obviate
road, and
and any
any violation
violation of
of the
the above
regulations shall
shall constitute
constitute an Fine
ne for violating.
vioaurn
above regulations
road,
offense upon conviction
which the party or parties
parties offending
offending shall Proviso.
offense
conviction for which
be punished
of not
not less
than $1
$1 or more
$40: Providedl,
Provided, JuldUonooOrt.
more than $40:
fine of
less than
be
punished by
by aafine
Jurisdiction of courts.
That
District
committed within the District
violation of said regulations committed
That for violation
nitedStates
of
Columbia prosecutions
prosecutions shall
shill be maintainable
maintainable in the United
States
of Columbia
branch
of the
the police
police court of
such
District' -off Columbia and for such
of the
the District'
branch of
violations
committed in the
M yland osecutions shall be
the State of Marylendiptosecutions
violations committed
maintainable
United States
Stites commissioner
cornmksioner for the
the nearest United
maintainable before the
commissioner are
District
court and said commissioner
police court
Maryland; and said .police
District of Maryland;
severally vestedwith
vested"with jurisdiction
jurisdiction for this purpose.
severally
Additional commis.
ilayland die.
" Maryland
is siodd
The United
United States
Court for
for the
District of
of Maryland
Maryland is
sioners,
the District
District Court
States District
The
ct court, anthorhed.
directed
to appoint
appoint such
such additional
additional United
United States
States commissioner
commissioner or trictconrt,athorLeda
tri
directed to
commissioners,
for service
service at
Conconvenient points adjacent to the Conat convenient
commissioners, for
duit
be requisite
requisite to
carry out
the above
provisions of Fe.
above provisions
to carry
out the
as may
may be
duit Road,
Road, as
Fees.
this
of fees
for such
services to
to be
fixed by
by said
said court.
this Act;
Act; schedule
schedule of
fees for
such services
be fixed
arlesetc.
court.
Paroles,
etc.
Officers authorized
authorized to
make arrests under
provisions of this
under the provisions
to make
Officers
Act are
are also
also authorized,
discretion, to parole
exercise of aasound discretion,
in the
the exercise
authorized, in
Act
the
person or
arrested for
attendance at
at trial.
trial.
for attendance
so arrested
or persons
persons so
the person
p

ROCK CREEK
CREEK PARK.
PARK.
ROCK
For
improvement of
of Rock
Creek Park
and the
the PineyPiney
Park and
Rock Creek
and improvement
care and
For care
Branch Parkway,
superintendent's resifor superintendent's
building for
exclusive of building
Parkway, exclusive
Branch
dence, to
to be
expended under
the direction
of the
the board
board of control
control of
direction of
under the
be expended
dence,
said park
park in
in the
the manner
manner now
now provided
provided by
by law
law for
other expenditures
expenditures
for other
said
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
$22,000.
Columbia, $22,000.
of
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Rock Creek
Park.
Rock
Creek Park.
Care,
Care, etc.

Public
Public schools
schools.
Salaries.

OFFICERS: Superintendent,
assistant superintendsuperintend- Officers.
Officers.
two assistant
$6,000; two
Superintendent, $6,000;
OFFICERS:
ents, one
one at
intermediate instruction,
instruction,
of intermediate
director of
$3,000; director
at $3,000;
$3,500, one
at $3,500,
one at
ents,
training, and
thirteen
supervising .principals,
manual training,
supervisor of manual
principals, supervisor
thirteen supervising
director of
all, at
at aaminimum
salary
minimum salary
in all,
sixteen in
instruction, sixteen
of primary
primary instruction,
director
of $2,200
$2,200 each;
each; secretary,
secretary, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks—one $1
1
600, one $1,400,
$1,400,
$1,600,
of
three
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
the provisions
provisions of the childchildout the
carry out
one to
to carry
each, one
three at
labor law,
law , $900;
$720 ;
stenographers, at $840 each; messenger, $720;
$900; two stenographers,
labor
in all, $59,000.
$54,000.
Attendance
officers.
Attendance officers
ATTENDANCE OFFICEBS:
orricians: Attendance
officers—one $900,
$900, two
two at
at
Attendance officers-one
ATTENDACE

$600 each;
in all,
all, $2,100.
$600
each; in
$2,100.
Tzacuans
For one
thousand eight
and forty-six
teachers
forty-six teachers
hundred and
eight hundred
one thousand
TEACHERS::For
at
follows:
at minimum salaries as follows:
Principal
of the
Central High
School, $3p00:
Provided, That the
$3,000: Provided,
High School,
the Central
Principal of
salary of
of the
the principal
Central High
High School now in the service
of the Central
principal of
salary
of the
schools or
or hereafter
shall be at the
be appointed shall
to be
hereafter to
public schools
of
the public
rate of
of $3,000
$3,000 per
per annum;
annum;
rate

Teachers.
Teachers.
Central High.
Proviso.
Proifo.
Salary of
of principal.
principal.
Salary
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Principals of normal, high, and manual-training
high, schools,
schools,
manual-training high
eight
of the
the principals
That the
the salaries
salaries of
principals
eight at
at $2,500
$2,500 each:
each: Provided,
Provied, That
of
the normal,
high, and
and manual-training
schools, other
other than
than
of the
normal, high,
manual-training high
high schools,
the
&hail, now
now in
public schools
schools or
or
the Central
Central high
High School,
in the
the service
service of
of the
the public
hereafter to
to be
be appointed,
shall
be at
the rate
of
$2,500 per
per annum;
annum;
hereafter
appointed,
shall
be
at
the
rate
of
$2,500
Assistant principal.
Assistantprincia.
Assistant
be dean
girls of
the Central
High
Assistant principal,
principal, who
who shall
shall be
dean of
of girls
of the
Central High
Proviso.
School,
That said
assistant principal,
hereafter
principal, hereafter
said assistant
Provided, That
$1,800: Provided,
School, $1,800:
'ivry
Salary.
be placed
placed at
at a
abasic
salary of
of $1,800
to be appointed,
appointed, shall
shall be
basic salary
$1,800 per
per annum,
annum,
and sha
shall be
be entitled
an increase
increase of
of $100
$100 per
five years;
years;
Directors
and
entitled to
to an
Directors.
per annum
annum for
for five
culture, domestic
domestic science,
science,
Directors of music, drawing,
drawing, physical culture,
domestic art,
art, kindergartens
penmanship, seven,
domestic
kindergartens, and
and penmanship,
seven, at
at $1,500
$1,500
Proviso.
each: Provided,
Provided, That
the director
penmanship, who
who shall
shall be
Penmanship.
Prlonaship.
each:
That the
director of
of penmanship,
be an
an
instructor in the
the normal
normal school and
and a
a director
director in
in the grades,
grades, shall
shall
be placed
per annum,
and shall
shall be
entitled
be
placed at
at a
a basic
basic salary
salary of
of $1,500
$1,500 per
annum, and
be entitled
to
an increase
of $100
per
annum for
five years;
to
an
increase
of
$100
per
annum
for
five
years;
Primary instruction
Assistant director
director of
of primary
arir
Assistant
primary instruction,
instruction, $1,400:
Provided,
$1,400: Provided,
assistant. instrmction
i
Proviso.
the
assistant
director
of
primary
instruction
now
in the
the service
service
9
o.
.
That
the
assistant
director
of
primary
instruction
now
in
Salary.
S.
of the public schools or hereafter
hereafter to be
appointed shall
shall be
be appointed
be placed
placed
$1,400 per
at the
the basic
basic salary of $1,400
per annum,
annum, and
and shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to an
an
increase of
of $50
per
annum
for five
years;
increase
$50
per
annum
for
five
years;
Assistants.
Assistants. Assistant
ssistant directors
directors of music, drawing, physical
physical culture, domestic
science, domestic
penmanship, seven at
domestic art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and penmanship,
at
PT0v00.
$1,300
each:
Provided,
That
the
assistant
director
of
penmanship,
penmanship,
of
director
assistant
the
That
Provided,
each:
1,300
as$t
r°nshipa
penmortship, assistant director.
who
instructor in the
normal school
and an
assistant
antdirector.
who shall
shall be an instructor
the normal
school and
an assistant
director
placed at
at a
abasic
salary of
$1,300 per
per
director in
in the
the grades, shall
shall be
be placed
basic salary
of $1,300
annum and shall
shill be entitled to an increase of $50 per annum for
for
five years;
years;
Assistant supervisor,
Assistant
of manual
manual training,
$1,300: Provided,
Provided, That
That
training, $1,300:
istant supervisor
supervisor of
ma
ttin
al
'
manual
training.
Proviso.
hereafter
the
assistant
supervisor
of
manual
traini
g
shall
receive
Paso.
hereafter
the
assistant
supervisor
of
manual
training
shall
receive
Salary.
a
$50 per
annum
a salary of $1,300
$1,300 per
per annum,
annum, with an
an increase
increase of
of $50
per annum
for five
five years;
for
yearsOther teachers.
Other techers.
Heads of departments
in high and
departments in
manual-training high
high schools
schools
and manual-training
B of class six, twelve at $1,900 each;
in group B
Normal,
manual-training high
schools, promoted
promoted for
for
Normal, high, and
and manual-training
high schools,
each;
superior work, group .B
B of class six,
six, fourteen
fourteen at $1,900
$1,900 each;
Group A
principals of
manualGroup
A of class six
six,' including three
three principals
of grade
grade manualtraining schools, three hundred
hundred and
and four at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
Class five, one hundred and twenty-four, including vocational
vocational
each;
and trade instructors,
instructors, at
at $950 each;
Class four, four hundred
forty-one at $800 each;
hundred and folly-one
each;
Class three,
three, four
hundred and
ninety-eight at
$650 each;
each;
four hundred
and ninety-eight
at $650
Class two, three hundred
hundred and forty-six at $600
$600 each;
Class one, eighty at $500
$500 each;
Special beginning teacher
teacher in
in the normal school,
school, $800;
$800;
In all
for teachers,
teachers, $1,443,200.
In
all
for
$1,443,200.
Vacation schools and
VACATION
SCHOOLS AND
PLAYGROUNDS: For
proper care,
For the
the proper
care
Playgrounds,
AND PLAYGROUNDS:
aSd
VACATION SCHOOLS
pVatyion"shoo.'
instruction, and
and supervision
supervision of
instruction,
of children
children in
the vacation
and
in the
vacation schools
schools and
playgrounds, and
supervisors, teachers,
teachers, and
and janitors
of
playgrounds,
and directors,
directors, supervisors,
janitors of
vacation schools
schools and
and playgrounds
playgrounds may
vacation
may also
also be
be directors,
directors, supervisors,
supervisors,
teachers
janitors of
day schools,
schools, $7,000.
$7,000.
teachers, and
and janitors
of day
Librarians
and
Librarians
and
Librarians and clerks at minimum salaries as follows:
follows:
clerks.
clerks.
Librarian
clerks-thirteen
Librarian in class four-one
four—one $800; librarians and clerks—thirteen
in class three at $650 each, six in class two at $600
each, nine
in
$600 each,
nine in
class
one
at
$500
each;
in
all,
$17,350.
in
all,
$17,350.
$500
each;
one
at
class
LongevitypPayy
Leit
LONGEVITr
pay for
LONGEVITY PAY: For longevity pay
for director
director of
of intermediate
intermediate
instruction,
supervisor, and
and assistant
instruction, supervising
supervising principals,
principals, supervisor,
assistant supersupertrainng, principals
principals of
visor of manual trairung,,
of normal
high, and
normal high,
and manual
manual
training high
high schools,
schools, the
the assistant
assistant principal
principal who
who shall
of
training
shall be
be dean
dean of
girls
of the
the Central
Central High
High School,
principals of
of grade
manual training
girls of
School, principals
grade manual
training
heads of
schools, heads
of departments,
and assistant
director of
of
departments, director
director and
assistant director
instruction, directors
primary instruction,
directors and
and assistant
assistant directors
of drawing,
drawing,
directors of
Other principals.
OtherprinipaS.
Proviso.
Salaries.
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physical
culture, music,
music, domestic
science, domestic art, kinderdomestic science,
physical culture,
gartens,
clerks, librarians and clerks,
teachers, clerks,
penmanship, teachers,
and penmanship,
gartens, and
and
librarians to
conformity with the provisions
be paid
paid in strict conformity
to be
and librarians
VOL 34,
30
34, p.
p. 320.
of
entitled "
and regulate
regulate the salaries of teachers, VoL
fix and
to fix
Act to
An Act
" An
Act entitled
the Act
of the
school
officers, and
and other
other employees
employees of the
education of
board of education
the board
school officers,
the
of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
nineteen
approved June twentieth, nineteen
District of
the District
Vol.
35, p.
289.
hundred and
and six,
as amended
amended by
by the
the Acts
approved May
p 393.
28.
Vl35
twenty- Vol.
May twentyActs approved
six, as
hundred
36, p.
Vol.
37, p.
p. 156.
56.
voL37
sixth,
nineteen
hundred
and
eight,
May
eighteenth,
nineteen
hundred
nineteenhundred
eighteenth,
May
eight,
and
sixth, nineteen hundred
and
ten and
and June
hundred and twelve,
nineteen hundred
June twenty-sixth, nineteen
and ten,
$475,000.
$475,000.
Principals.
pay,
Additinal
p
ay,
principals of grade Additional
ALLOWANCE
To PRINCIPAa:
PRrNcIPALs: For allowance to principals
ALTOWANCE TO
grade schools.
to their gradeschools.
school
for services
as such,
addition to
such, in addition
rendered as
services rendered
buildings for
school buildings
grade
salary, to
to be
be paid
paid in
strict conformity
the provisions
of Vol. 34, p. 320.
provisions of
with the
conformity with
in strict
grade salary,
the
entitled "An
"An Act
regulate the salaries of teachers, VoL.3420.
and regulate
to fix and
Act to
Act entitled
the Act
school officers,
officers, and
employees of
of
the board of education of
of the
other employees
and other
school
the
District of
twentieth, nineteen
June twentieth,
approved June
Columbia," approved
of Columbia,"
the District
hundred and
and six,
No
$35,000.
six, $35,000.
hundred
io
N
n ? se
sex dmnadiscriminaHereafter in
salaries to
to teachers
of public
public schools
in the
the t
tiuo
schools in
teachers of
assigning salaries
in assigning
Hereafter
male
District of
of Columbia
Columbia no
no discrimination
shall be made between „male
discrimination shall
District
and
female teachers
and performing
like
perfrmig aalike
grade and
same grade
the same
in the
employed in
teachers employed
and female
class
nor shall
authrize or require to
to pay, or authorize
lawful *pay,
it be lawful
shall it
duties; nor
of duties;
class of
be paid,
any of
any portion
portion or per.teachers,any
such teachers
of such
salaries of
the salaries,
of the
from any
paid, from
be
centage
for the
the purpose
of adding
adding to
of higher
or lower
lower Restriction,
Restriction, clerks,
salariesof
higher or
to salaries
purpose of
centage thereof
thereof for
grades; and
and no
shall be
to disdis- etc.
eto.
or required
required to
as, or
employed as,
be employed
teacher shall
such-teacher
no snail
grades;
charge the
clerk or
librarian.. ....
ight schools.
orlibrara
duties of,
f, a
a clerk
charge
the duties
Night
Nioirr SCHOOLS:
sonoms: For
includgschl
janitors of night
night schools,
scools, includFor teachers.and
teachers and iantiors'of
NIwHr
ing teachers
teachers of
industrial, commercial,
instruction, .and
trade instruction
and trade
commercial, and
of industrial,
ing
janiand janiteachers and
janitors of
night schoolsmay
teachers and
also be teachers
schools may also
of night
and janitors
teachers
tors of
of day
day schools,
Equipment.
schools, $27,000.
$27,000.
tors
For
other necessary
including equipment
equipment
expenses, including
necessary expenses,
and other
contingent and
For contingent
and purchase
of all
all necessary
and supplies
for classes
classes m
in indusindussupplies for
articles and
necessary articles
purchase of
and
Kindergarten
Kindergarten sup.
trial, commercial,
and trade
trade instruction,
$3,000.
instruction, $3,000.
commercial, and
trial,
lies.
KINDERGARTEN
For kindergarten
supplies, $3,000.
P
plies.
$3,000.
kindergarten supplies,
SUPPLIES: For
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES:
t
J
ai
anitors and
and care
of
care of
Janitors
Sd
JANITORS AND
BUILDINGS AND
an
bald
Superintendent b
GROUNDS: Superintendent
AND GROUNDS:
OF BUILDINGS
CARE OF
AND CARE
JANIrORS
of janitors,
janitors $1,500;
$1 500;
of
Central
School (New):
(New): Engineer
assistant engi$1,500; two assistant
Engineer,, $1,500;
High School
Central High
neers, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; electrician,
at $600
$600 each;
each;
firemen, at
three firemen,
$1,000; 'three
electrician, $1,000;
neers,
one coal
passer, $540;
assistant janitors,
$900
at $900
janitors, at
two assistant
$1,100; two
janitor, $1,100;
$540; janitor,
coal passer,
one
$720; two charwomen,
each; gardener
$840; night
charwomen, at
night watchman, $720;
gardener,, $840;
each;
$480 each;
each; fourteen
laborers, at
at $360
$360 each;
each; in
$17,100;
in all,
all, $17,100;
fourteen laborers,
$480
M
Street
High
School
(New):
Engineer,
$1,200;
assistant
engineer,
engineer,
assistant
$1,200;
M Street High School (New): Engineer,
$1,000; two
firemen at
at $600
passer, $540;
$540; janitor,
janitor, $1,000;
$1,000;
coal passer,
each; coal
$600 each;
two firemen,
$1,000;
assistant
janitor
.
,
$900;
nine
laborers
at
$360
each;
two
charwomen,
charwomen,
two
each;
$360
at
laborers,
nine
$900;
assistant janitor,
at
night watchman,
$10,760;
all, $10,760;
in all,
$720; in
watchman, $720;
each; night
$480 each;
at $480
Central
High
School
(Old)
and
annex:
Janitor,
$1,000; laborerslaborers$1,000;
Janitor,
annex:
and
(Old)
School
Central High
two at
at $480
at $360
in all,
$2,680;
all, $2,680;
each; in
$360 each;
two at
each, two
$480 each,
two
Business High
High School:
$480 each,
at $480
laborers-two at
$1,000; laborers-two
Janitor, $1,000;
School: Janitor,
Business
$360 each;
each; in
all, $2,680;
two at
at $360
in all,
$2,680;
J. Ormond
Wilson Normal
and Ross
Ross School:
School: Engineer,
School and
Normal School
Ormond Wilson
J.
$1,000;
at $420
$420 each,
each, two
two at
at $360
each;
$360 each;
laborers-two at
$800; laborers-two
janitor, $800;
$1,000; janitor,
in
in all $3,360;
$3,360;
Je
erson School:
$1,000; two
two laborers,
at $420
$420 each;
in
each; in
laborers, at
Janitor, $1,000;
School: Janitor,
Jefferson
$1,840;
all, $1,840;
Western
High School:
School: Janitor,
at $480
$480 each,
each,
laborers-two at
$1,100; laborers-two
Janitor, $1,100;
Western High
$360 each;
$2,780;
two at
at $360
each; in
in all,
all, $2,780;
Franklin
Janitor, $1,000;
at $360
$360
two at
$420, two
laborers-one $420,
$1,000; laborers-one
School: Janitor,
Franklin School:
each; in
in all,
all, $2,140;
$2,140;
each;
Myrtilla
School: Janitor,
$480,
laborers-one $480,
$900; laborers-one
Janitor, $900;
Normal School:
Miner Normal
Myrtilla Miner
two
$2,100;
each; in all, $2,100;
at $360 each;
two at
Eastern
High School:
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$420, one
one
laborers-one $420,
$1,000; laborers-one
Eastern High
$360; in
$1,780;
in all, $1,780;
$360;
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Stevens
$1,000; two
laborers, at
in all,
all,
Stevens School:
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
two laborers,
at $420
$420 each;
each; in
$1,840;
$1,840;
McKinley.Manual
McKinley
Training School:
Manual Training
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; engineer
engineer and
and
instructor in
instructor
engineering, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant
assistant engineer,
m steam
steam engineering,
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000;
assistant janitor
$720; night
night watchman,
watchman, $600;
laborjanitor,, $720;
$600; fireman,
fireman, $600;
$600; laborers—two at
$366 each;
in all,
all, $6,140;
$6,140;
ers-two
at $360
each; in
Armstrong
Manual Training
Armstrong Manual
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
assistant janTraining School:
$1,000; assistant
janitor, $720;
engineer and
$720; engineer
instructor in
in steam
steam engineering,
and instructor
engineering, $1,200;
$1,200;
assistant engineer, $720;
$720; two
laborers at
two laborers,
at $360
$360 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $4,360;
$4,360;
M Street
Street feflg
. h School
School (Old)
(Old) awl
Douglass and
and Simmons
Simmons Schools:
M
High
and Douglass
Schools:
Engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; janitor,
janitor, $900;
at $360
$360
Engineer,
$900; laborers—one
laborers-one $420,
$420, three
three at
eac; in
in all,
each;
all, $3,400;
$3,400;
Birney
annex, Emery,
Emery, New
New Mott,
Henry D.
age ,
Bir'ey and
and annex,
Mott, Henry
D. Cooke,
Cooke, G
Gage,
Powell,
Van Buren,
Buren and
and Wallach
Wallach Schools,
Powell, Van
Schools, and
and sixteen-room
sixteen-room building
building
on the site purchased
purchased west
west of
Soldiers' Home
Grounds, south
south of
Rock
of Soldiers'
Home Grounds,
of Rock
Creek
Church Road:
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
nine laborers,
laborers, at
at
Creek Church
Road: Nine
Nine janitors,
janitors, at
each; nine
$480 each;
each; in
all, $13,320;
$13,320;
$480
in all,
Brookland,
Bryan, Congress
Brookland, Bryan,
Curtis, Dennison,
Dennison, Force,
Force,
Congress Heights,
Heights, Curtis,
Garfield, Garnet,
Gales, Garfield,
Garnet, Grant,
Grant, Grover
Cleveland, Henry,
Johnson
Grover Cleveland,
Henry, Johnson
and annex, Langdon, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Lovejoy,
and addition,
PeaLovejoy, Monroe
Monroe and
addition, Pea-

body, Seaton, Sumner, Webster, and Strong John Thomson Schools:
Twenty-twojanitors,
body, Seaton, Sumner, at
Webster,
$840 each;
and Strong
twenty-two
John Thomson
laborers, Schools:
at $300
Twenty-two janitors, at $840 each; twenty-two laborers, at $300

each;
each; m
m all,
all, $25,080;
$25,080;
Abbot, Benning,
Benning, Berret,
Berret, Sayles
J. Bowen,
Bowen, Brightwood,
John F.
Sayles J.
Brightwood, John
F.
Cook, Cranch,
Cranch, Dent, Randall, Syphax, and
Tenley Schools:
Eleven
and Tenley
Schools: Eleven
janitors, at
janitors,
at $840
each; in
in all,
all, $9,240;
$840 each;
$9,240;
Adams, Addison,
Anthony Bowen,
Arthur,
Addison, Ambush
Ambush,: Atnidon
Amidon, Anthony
Bowen, Arthur,
Banneker, Belli
Bell, Blair,
Blair, Blake,
Blake; Blow,Bradley,
Bilidley, Brent,
Brent, Briggs,
Briggs, ElizaElizabeth V. Brown, Bruce,
Bruce, Buchanan,
Buchanan, Carbery,
Carbery, Cardozo,
pardozo, Cardozo
Cardozo Manual
Manual
Training, Corcoran, Eaton, Edmonds, Eclangton,
Eckington, Fillmore
Fillmore, French,
French,
Garrison, Giddings, Greenleaf,
Greenleaf, Harrison,
Hilton, Hubbard,
Harrison, Hayes,
Hayes, Hilton,
Hubbard,
Hyde, Isaac Fairbrother, Jackson, Jones,
Jones, Ketcham,
Ketcham, Langston,
Langston, Lenox,
Lenox,
Logan, Ludlow, Madison,
Madison, Magruder,
Morgan,
Magruder, Maury,
Maury, Montgomery,
Montgomery, Morgan,
Morse, 0
O Street Manual
Manual Training,
atterson , Payne,
Payne, Petworth,
Training, P
Patterson,
Petworth,
Pierce, Polk,
Phelps, Phillips, Pierce,
Polk, Randle
Randle Highlands,
Highlands, Slater,
Slater Smallwood,
Smallwood,
Takoma, Taylor, Toner, Towers, Twining,
Twining, Tyler,
Tyler, Van
Van Ness,
Ness, Webb,
Webb,
Weightman,
Weightman, Wheatly, Wilson, Woodbum,
Woodburn, Wormley,
Wormley, and
and West
West
Schools:
Seventy-three janitors,
Schools: Seventy-three
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
janitors, at
at $720
all $52,560;
$52,560;
Brightwood Park, Crummell School,
School, Kenilworth,
Avenue
Kenilworth, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Avenue
Manual
janitors, at
Manual Training School:
School: Four janitors,
at $600
each; in
in all,
$600 each;
all, $2,400;
$2,400;
Bunker Hill, Deanwood, Hamilton,
Reno, ReserReserHamilton, McCormick,
McCormick, Orr,
Orr, Reno,
voir, Smothers, Stanton,
Stanton, Threlkeld, Military
Military Road,
and Burrville
Burrville
Road, and
Schools:
Schools: Twelve janitors, at $480
$480 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $5,760;
$5,760;
Conduit Road, Chain
Ch ai
n Bridge
Bridge Road,
Road, and
and Fort
Slocum Schools:
Fort Slocum
Schools:
Three
$450;
Three janitors,
janitors, at
at $150
$150 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $450;
Nght watchmen.
watchmen.
For night
Night
For
in the
the McKinley
Training School
School and
and
night watchmen
watchmen in
McKinley Manual
Manual Training
the Armstrong
Training School,
School, two,
two, at
each; in
all,
the
Armstrong Manual
Manual Training
at $600
$600 each;
in all.
$1,200;
81,200;
In
$174,47b.
In all,
all, $174,470.
ans
dn
i
= roobbildiooms
u"dings
.
For care
and rented
rented rooms,
including cooking
cooking
Smander
For
care of
of smaller
smaller buildings
buildings and
rooms, including
and manual-training
manual-training schools,
schools, wherever
located, at
wherever located,
at a
a rate
rate not
not to
to
exceed $72
$72 per
per annum
annum for
the
care
of
each schoolroom,
$10,000.
exceed
for
the
care
of
each
schoolroom,
$10,000.
Medical inspectors.
P
'
MEDICAL
INSPECTORS: Chief
Chief medical
and sanitary
sanitary inspector,
who
M E D IC L INSPECTORS:
medical and
inspector, who
Chief, authorized,
etc.
stall,
the direction
direc tion o
eal
th Officer
Offi cer of
of the
etC.h
shall, under
under the
offth
thee H
He.alth
the District
District of
of
Columbia, give his whole time to, and exercise
exercise the
and
the direction
direction and
control of, the medical inspection and sanitary conditions
conditions of
control
of the
the
public
public schools of the District of Columbia, $2,500; thirteen
thirteen medical
medical
inspectors of public schools, one of whom shall be a
a woman,
inspectors
woman, two
two
8
shall be dentists, and four shall
shall be
be of
of the
colored race,
race, at
the colored
at $500
500 each;
each;
in
$9,000.
in all,
all, $9,000.
raduat nurses.
nurses.
shall be
Graduate
For five
five graduate
graduate nurses, one of whom
whom shall
be colored,
colored, who
shall
who shall
act as public-school
public-school nurses, at
at $900
each, $4,500.
$4,500.
$900 each,
Medical les ectars
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school buildings, repair
MISCELLANEOUS:
rent of
repair shop, storage
of school
For rent
MISCELLANEOUS: For
and
stock rooms,
rooms, $16,500.
$16,500.
and stock
rooms for classes above the second
For
of temporary
temporary rooms
equipment of
For equipment
grade
now on
half time,
time, and
increased
for estimated
estimated increased
to provide
provide for
and to
on half
grade, now
enrollment that
by operation of the compulsory
be caused
caused by
that may
may be
enrollment
education
purchase of all necessary articles and supplies
education law, and for purchase
to
of instruction which may be provided for
in the course of
to be
be used in
atypical
ungraded classes, $5,000.
atypical and ungraded
For
repairs and
to school
school buildings
and
grounds and
buildings and grounds
improvements to
and improvements
For repairs
for
repairing and
renewing heating,
heating, plumbing,
plumbing, and
and ventilating
ventilating
and renewing
for repairing
apparatus,
build
drinking fountains
fountains in buildapparatus, and installation
installation of
of sanitary
sanitary drinking
mg not
not supplied
supplied with same, $150,000.
$150,000.
mgs
For
and reerection
reerection of
$3,000.
schools, $3,000.
portable schools,
of portable
removal and
or removal

Misceneous
isceminoccs•
Rent.

Equipping
ms

c

tempo
tempo.

rary rooms, etc.

Repairs, etc.
Repairs

Portable schools.
training exManual training
and books, and apparatus to be used in connection with instruction pose
material,
machinery,
tools, machinery
ofbe
furniture,
repair toof
and
purchase
For
and
For
books,
purchase
and apparatus
and repair
furniture,
used in connection
tools,
with instruction
.
,material,

Penses.
Manual

in
connected therewith,
in manual
manual training, and incidental expenses connected
$30,000.
$30,000.
Fuel ,lights, etc.
ights, etc.
Fuel,
For
electric light
light and
$85 I000.
power,, $85,000.
and power
and electric
gas, and
For fuel,
fuel, gas,
e
For
furniture, including
clocks, pianos, and
Furniture..
and window shades for Fu-ur
including clocks,
For furniture,
additions to
buildings and also
and
kindergartens; -nd
equipment for kindergartens;
also equipment
to buildings
additions
also tools
and furnishings
furnishings for manual-training, cooking, and sewing
tools and
also
schools,
Eight rooms
rooms and
i
/witted bun
build ingsand assembly hall addition to the 8Spriled
follows: Eight
as follows:
schools, as
$1,020; one sewing
kindergartens, $1,020;•
$3,500; three kindergartens,
School, "$3,509;
Powell School,
school,.
manual-training shops,
two manual-training
schools, $600; two
two cooking
cooking schools,
$150; two
school, $150;
$600; in all, $5,870.
Contingent expenses.
expenses including
including' furniture
and repairs
of same,
same, COtnogtexpenses.
repairs of
furniture and
For contingent
contingent expenses,
· For
highhighstationer3r,
printing,
ice,
pinthase
repair
of
equipment
for
and
repair
stationery, printing, ice, purchase
school
otherwise provided for,
items not otherwise
necessary items
other necessary
cadets, and other
school cadets,
including an
allowance of not exceeding
exceeding $240 per annum for livery
an allowance
including
of horse
or not
$300 per
the
for each the
for garage for
annum for
per annum
exceeding $300
not exceeding
of
horse or
superintendent
the superintendent
and
of janitors
janitors and
superintendent of
and the
schools, and
of schools,
superintendent of
the
and including
including not
exceeding
not exceeding
superintendents, and
assistant superintendents,
two assistant
the two
periodicals, $50,000.
reference, and periodicals,
$2,000 for books, books of reference,
a n os
For purchase
purchase of
of pianos
pianos for
for school
school buildings
and kindergarten
.
kindergarten PiPianos.
buildings and
For
$1,500.
schools,
at
an
average
cost
to
exceed
$1,500.
each,
$300
to
not
cost
average
schools, at an
For textbooks
textbooks and
and school
school supplies
supplies for
use of
pupils of
of the
the first
first Supplies
to pupil
pupils.
S"plies to
of pupils
for use
For
eight
grades,
who
at
the
time
are
not
supplied
with
the
same,
be
to
same,
the
with
supplied
not
are
time
at
the
who
eight grades,
distributed by
superintendent of
public schools
schools under regulaof public
the superintendent
by the
distributed
tions
be made
the board of education,
necessary
education, and for the necessary
by the
made by
to be
tions to
expenses of
of purchase,
distribution, and
and preservation
preservation of
said texttextof said
purchase, distribution,
expenses
books and
and supplies,
supplies, necessary
necessary labor
labor not
to exceed
including
exceed $600, including
not to
books
one bookkeeper
bookkeeper and
custodian of
at $1,200
$1,200 Proviso.
supplies, at
and supplies,
of textbooks
textbooks and
and custodian
one
and one
one assistant,
assistant, at
at $800,
Provided, That the board of Exchans.
Exchanges.
$66,000: Provided
$800, $66,000:
and
education, in
in its
its discretion,
authorized to make
make exchanges
exchanges of such
discretion, is authorized
education
books and
educational publications
not
may not
hand as may
on hand
now on
publications now
other educational
and other
books
be desirable
desirable for use.
nags.
For purchase
purchase of
of United
States flags,
For
United States
flags, $800.
$800.
ayg
Playgrotmds.
For equipment,
equipment, grading,
grading, and
school playadditional 'school
six additional
and improving
improving six
For
grounds,
$900.
grounds, $900.
For
repairing sixty
estabnow estabplaygrounds now
sixty playgrounds
and repairing
maintenance and
For maintenance
lished, $3,000.
For
utensils, material,
material, and
and labor,
labor, for
for establishment
and maintegardens.
Schoolgards.
mainte- School
establishment and
For utensils,
nance
$2,000.
nance of school gardens, $2,000.
For
purchase of
of apparatus
and technical
technical books
books and
and extend
M
- g the
departments
hscsdeetments
the PhYsias
extending
apparatus and
For purchase
equipment and
for maintenance
maintenance of
physics departments
departments in
in the
the R
of the
the physics
and for
equipment
Business,
Eastern, Western,
Schools,
High Schools,
M Street
Street High
and M
Western, and
Central, Eastern,
Business, Central,
$3,000.
i
For
purchase of
of fixtures,
apparatus, specimens,
cbristry
and biolbo
lbtd
and Cgy
materials and
and materials
specimens, and
fixtures, apparatus,
For purchase
technical
books,
for
laboratories
of
the
departments
of
chemistry'
technical books, for laboratories of the departments of chemistry
and biology
the Central,
Eastern, Western,
Western, Business,
Business, and
M Street
Street
and M
Central Eastern,
in the
and
biology in
High Schools,
Ormond Wilson
Wilson Normal
Normal School,
School, and
and Myrtilla
Myrtilla Miner
Miner
J. Ormond
Schools, J.
High
Normal School,
and installation
installation of
$2,500.
of same,
same, $2,500.
School, and
Normal
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For cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker for repairing
repairing school furniture
furniture, $1,000.
$1,000.
For
camp for
high-school cadets,
food
For an
an instruction
instruction camp
for the
the high-school
cadets, including
including food
and labor
labor,'and expenses involved
involved in preparation
of the
same, and
preparation of
the same,
and all
all
Proviso.Gov
incidental expenses, $3,000: Provided That the Secretary- of War is
Pi
Use of Government incidental expenses, $3,000: Provide, That the Secretary of War is
reservation,
authorized to permit the conducting
reserration, etc.
authorized
conducting of
'of said
said camp
camp on
on aaGovernment
Government
reservation in the vicinity of the city
Washington; to
to loan
reservation
city of Washigton;
loan all
all
tents and other equipment
equipment necessary, and to
to furnish
furnish competent
competent
Extendinz
tele
supervision and
and instruction.
instruction.
te e-- supervision
Extending
phones.
For extending
telephone system
system to
extending the telephone
to the
new Central
the new
Central High
High
School
Thirteenth and Clifton Streets northwest, the
School, Thirteenth
the new
new Colored
Colored
High School, First and O
0 Streets
Park
Streets northwest,
northwest, and
and the
the new
new Park
View School, Warder and Newton Streets
Streets northwest, including
the
including the
cost of the necessary wire, cable, poles, cross-arms,
conduits,
cross-arms, braces,
braces, conduits,
extra labor, and other necessary
necessary items, to be expended
expended under the
electrical department,
department, $1,000.
electrical
$1,000.
Bul
dings
BumLDINGS AND
GROUNDS: For
For an
Buildings
and
BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS:
eight-room addition,
including
an eight-room
addition, including
grounds.
Elizabeth
Elizabeth V. Brown
Brown an assembly hall, to the Elizabeth V. Brown
Brown School (Chevy Chase),
Chase),
School.
$80,000.
$80,000.
SCbooL
Petworth School.
FOr
addition, including
including an
an assembly
hall, to
to the
PetworthSchooL
For an
an eight-room
eight-room addition,
assembly hall,
the
Petworth School,
School, $72
$72,000.
Petworth
000.
EasternHighShool.
The unexpended
Eastern
High School.
The
of the
the sum
sum
unexpended balance,
balance, not
not exceeding
exceeding $40,000,
$40,000, of
Use of unexpesite balance
blane for nded
purchase of a
a site
site for aa new
con. appropriated
appropriated for
for the purchase
new Eastern
High
Eastern High
stnction
available toward the
struction.
School is made available
of the
the construction
construction of
the building
building on
on
the site acquired
therefor; said
acquired therefor;
building shall
be constructed
constructed to
said building
shall be
to
accommodate
accommodate not
less than
than one
one thousand
thousand five
pupils and
and at
not less
five hundred
hundred pupils
at
coat;comtct.
aa total cost, not
Cost; ccmtract.
exceeding $700,000,
$700,000, including
including its
equipnot exceeding
its complete
complete equipm
ment,
under a
or contracts
cl
ent, under
a contract
contract or
contracts hereby
hereby authorized
authorized therefor
therefor,, and
and
Closhtg streets and
alleys
within du, anid the
the commissioners
commissioners are
to close
all public
and alleys
alleys
aimy
tnsti
are authorized
authorized to
close all
public streets
streets and
Eastern High School,
included within the site acquired
acquired for said Eastern
School,
bounded by East Capitol Street, B
Seventeenth
B Street north, and Seventeenth
and Nineteenth
Nineteenth Streets east, when the title to all of the land included
included
within
said site
site has
has been
been acquired
acquired for
for said
said purpose.
within said
purpose.
Burrtille School.
For a
four-room addition to
to the
the Burrville
of the
a four-room
Burrville School
School and
and grading
grading of
the
site, $40,000.
$40,000.
site,
McKinley Manual
Training
SchooL
For construction
construction and equipment
equipment of a
a foundry
foundry at the McKinley
McKinley
1 r scyolnual
Manual Training
Training School,
School, $5,000.
$5,000.
Manual
Beaning
School
Beaming School
construction of aa. building to furnish toilet facilities
For the construction
facilities for the
Benning School, including the cost of plumbing and toilet fixtures
fixtures
N
and all
all necessary
necessary connections
system, $6,000.
$6,000.
Neew building,
buiding, fith
connections with
with sewer
sewer system,
fifth and
division.
the erection
&on.
For the
erection of
building on
site purchased
of an
an eight-room
eight-room building
on the
the site
purchased
for the purpose in the fifth division, between Eighteenth and TwenTwentieth Streets and Monroe and Newton Streets northeast,
northeast, said building
building
to be so constructed
constructed as to make it easily possible to extend the same
same
Additional
ground
sixteen-room building
at a
Addtional
gmnd to
to aasixteen-room
building at
a later
later date,
date, $90,000.
$90,000.
for designated
for
designated schools.
schools.
For the purchase
purchase of additional
additional ground
ground immediately in the rear of
of
Armstrong
fronting on
Armstrong Manual
Manual Training School, and fronting
on 0
northO Street
Street northwest, $21,509.
west,
$21,509.
For the purchase of additional ground adjoining the
the Blake School,
School,
$2,500.
$2,500.
For the erection
a greenhouse
Normal
erection of a
greenhouse at the J.
J. Ormond Wilson Normal
School,
$2,000.
School, $2,000.
For the purchase
purchase of additional ground adjoining the Bradley
Bradley
School
the south,
south, $3,000.
School on
on the
$3,000.
For the purchase of additional ground adjoining
adjoining the
the Lovejoy
Lovejoy School,
School,
cabinetmaker.
Cabinetmaker.
Instruction camp for
Instruction
cadets

$1,200.
For
adjoining the
'For the purchase
purchase of additional ground adjoining
the Langdon
Langdon
School,
$3,000.
School, $3,000.
For the purchase
purchase of additional
adjoining the
additional ground adjoining
the Addison
Addison
School, $6,000.
School,
$6,000.

For the purchase of additional ground adjoining the Eckington
Eckington
School, $4,500.
School,
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For
adjoining the Brent School
of additional ground adjoining
For the purchase of
on the east, $5,000.
For
Garrison
purchase of additional ground adjoining the Garrison
For the
the purchase
School, $7,000.
For
of additional
Syphax
adjoining the Syphax
additional ground adjoining
the purchase
purchase of
For the
School, $4,500.
For
purchase of
of additional
additional ground adjoining
adjoining the
the Weightman
Weightman
For the
the purchase
School,
$1,250.
School, $1,250.
For
ground recently purchased
purchased
For grading, resurfacing, and fencing ground
School, $3,000.
F. Cooke
Cooke School,
John F.
for the John
For
purchase of
ground adjoining
the Tyler
Tyler School,
School,
adjoining the
additional ground
of additional
the purchase
For the
$6,000.
$6,000.
For the
purchase of
ground adjoining
Madison
the Madison
adjoining the
of additional
additional ground
the purchase
For
School, $4,200.
$4,200.
t bal
School,
Hereafter
so much
of any
balance remaining
the purchase
purchase of
of for cleaning, etc.,
efr,
after the
much of
any balance
remaiining after
Hereafter so
sites for
authorized by
by this
Act as
as is
necessary to
to clean
clean up, ggrouds.•
is necessary
this Act
buildings authorized
for buildings
sites
grade, drain,
in, and
and place
the sites
suitable condisafe and suitable
sites in safe
place the
fence in,
drain, fence
grade,
tion for
may be
for such
such purpose.
purpose.
be used
used for
intended may
the purposes
purposes intended
tion
for the
fors° elf s
ning
ite ,balan
munds

The
the sites
of the
and respective
build- ajdivitolmstforsites
rsites
anitofstfo
respective buildseveral and
the several
and of
sites and
of the
cost of
total cost
The total

ings herein
herein provided
provided for, when
completed upon plans and specificaspecificawhen completed
ings
tions
to be
be previously
made and
and approved,
approved, shall not exceed
the
exceed the
previously made
tions to
several and
respective sums of money herein,
respectively approherein respectively
and respective
several
priated
priated or
or authorized
authorized for such purposes.

Appropriations
in this
Act shall
not be
paid to
to any
em- tisca,IttgiorticideniP.
o
sUitingb
sucrip.
Appropriations in
this Act
shall not
be paid
any person
person employed
connection with
District
the public schools of the District
with the
in connection
or in
under or
ployed under
of Columbia
or receive,
receive, or
or permit
to be
be solicited
solicited or
or
permit to
solicit or
shall solicit
who shall
of
Columbia who
received, on
subscription or donation
public-shool premises, any , subscription
on any
any public-schod_premises,
received,
of
or other
thing of
of value
pupils enrolled
such public
public
of money
money or
other thing
value from
from pupils
enrolled in
in such
schools
of testimonials
or for
Exceptions.
other Eetions
purposes other
for any
any purposes
testimonials or
presentation of
for presentation
schools for
than
for the
promotion of
school athletics,
athletics, including
including school playof school
the promotion
than for
grounds,
school publications,
publications, and
schools, school gardens, school
vocation schools,
grounds, vocation
commencement
exercises of
schools.
high schools.
of high
commencement exercises
The
for all
provided for
of plans.
PrepSrtionofplan
in this
this Preparation
for in
buildings provided
all buildings
and specifications
specifications for
plans and
The plans
Act
shall
be
prepared
under
the
supervision
of
the
municipal
architect
architect
municipal
of
the
the
supervision
Act shall be prepared under
and shall
be approved
approved by
by the
constructed
and shall be constructed
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
shall be
and
in conformity
conformity thereto.
wan
rd
(
): 0
1 .
0
The school
and appropriated
appropriated for
for herein
herein shall
open ot
shallout,rS tcopen
authorized and
buildings authorized
school building's
The
be constructed
all doors
doors intended
intended to be used as exits or entrances
entrances
with all
constructed with
be
opening
outward, and
and each
said buildings
buildings having
an excess
eight
of eight
excess of
having an
of said
each of
opening outward,
rooms shall
shall have
at least
four exits.
exits. Appropriations
Appropriations carried
carried in this
least four
have at
rooms
Act
not be
used for
maintenance of school in any building
for the maintenance
be used
shal not
Act shall
unless
all outside
outside doors
doors thereto
exits or entrances
open
shall open
entrances shall
as exits
used as
thereto used
unless all
outward
unlocked every
from one-half
one-half hour
hour
day from
school day
every school
kept unlocked
be kept
and be
outward and
one-half hour after school hours.
before until one-hall
,
Bf and
COLUMBIA I
NSTITUTION FOaB
FOB '1
FHB DIE:A:
DEAF: For expenses
expenses attending
plis
Deat
and dumb
dumb p
puattending pl
INTTrrUTION
COLUMBIA
the instruction
instruction of
deaf and
dumb persons
persons admitted
Columbia
admitted to the Columbia
and dumb
of deaf
the
Institution
for the
the Deaf
from the
the District
District of
under section
section
of Columbia
Columbia,'under
Deaf from
Institution for
forty-eight
and sixty-four
sixty-four of
of the
the Revised
Statutes, and
as B-s-sec.4864p.g1
R. S., sec. 4864, p.
and as
Revised Statutes,
hundred and
forty-eight hundred
provided
for
in
the
Act
approved
March
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
31,
844.
p.844.
Vol.
31, p.
and
hundred
nineteen
first,
March
provided for in the Act approved
one, and
to be
be entered
entered into
into with
the said institution
with the
a contract
contract to
under a
and under
one,
by the
commissioners, $13,200,
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
be necmay be
thereof as
$13,200, or
the commissioners,
by
essary.
For
and tuition
deaf-mutes of
deaf mutes.
oloreddeafmute&
teachable Colored
of teachable
of colored
colored deaf-mutes
tuition of
maintenance and
For maintenance
age belonging
Columbiazin
in Maryland,
Maryland, or
or some
some other
other
of Columbia,
District of
to the
the District
belonging to
age
State, under
into by
by the
commissioners,
the commissioners,
entered into
be entered
to be
contract to
a contract
under a
State,
$2,400,
thereof as
may be
necessary.
$2,400, or
or so
so much
much thereof
as may
be necessary.
Bnd
childr
Blind children.
For instruction
children of
of the
the District
of ColumColum- Blind cildren
District of
blind children
indigent blind
of indigent
instruction of
For
bia
or some
under a
to be
be entered
entered
a contract
contract to
State, under
other State,
some other
Maryland, or
bia, in
in Maryland,
into;
by the
$7,350, or
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be
so much
or so
commissioners, $7,350,
the commissioners,
into by
necessary.
necessary.

700
700
Polie.
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METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLIC
E.
POLICE.

Major
Major and superintendent, $4,000;
superintendent, with
$4,000; assistant
assistant superintendent,
with
rank of inspector,
inspector , $2,500;
three inspectors,
inspectors, at
$2,000 each;
$2,500; three
at $2,000
each; eleven
eleven
captains, at $2,000
$2,006 each; chief clerk, who shall
shall also
also be
be property
clerk,
property clerk,
$2,000; clerks and stenographers
one $1,500;
clerk, who
who shall
stenographers,' one
$1,500; clerk,
shall be
be
assistant property
property clerk,
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; three
$1,000 each;
each; four
four
three clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
surgeons of
the police
and fire
fire departments,
departments, at
$720 each;
of the
police and
at $720
each; additional
additional
for twenty-four
compensation for
special service
in
twenty-four privates
privates detailed
detailed for
for special
service in
the detection
detection and
and prevention
prevention of
$11,520, or
or so
so much
of crime
crime, $11,520,
much thereof
thereof as
as
may be necessary;
necessary; thirteen lieutenants, one of whom shall
be harbor
shall be
harbor
master
at $1,600
each; forty-six
sergeants, one
hom may
may be
be
master,, at
$1,600 each;
forty-six sergeants,
one of
of w
whom
detailed
detailed for duty in the harbor
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
harbor patrol,
patrol, at
each; five
five hundred
hundred
and eight privates
privates of
at $1,200
ninety-one privates
privates
of class
class three,
three, at
$1,200 each;
each; ninety-one
of class two, at $1,080 each; forty-one
forty-one privates
class one,
$900
privates of
of class
one, at
at $900
each; amount required to pay salaries
of privates
privates of
class two
salaries of
of class
two who
who
will be promoted to class three
three and
of class
one who
wlio will
will be
be
and privates
privates of
class one
promoted to class
during the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
class two
two during
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
and
seventeen, $2,731.34;
$2,731.34; six
operators, at
fourteen
six telephone
telephone operators,
at $720
$720 each;
each;.fourteen
janitors, at $600
janitors
$600 each;
clerk, $700;
$700; messengers—on
$600; inspector,
each; clerk,
messengers-onee $600;
inspector,
mounted on
or motor
motor vehicle,
captains, lieutenmounted
on horse
horse or
vehicle, $240;
$240; fifty-five
fifty-five captains,
lieutenants, sergeants,
sergeants, and privates, mounted on horses
horses or
or for
for motor
motor vehicle
vehicle
allowances, at $240 each;
allowances,
lieutenants, sergeants,
sergeants, and
prieach; sixty-four
sixty-four lieutenants,
and privates, mounted
mounted on bicycles, at
$50 each;
twenty-four drivers,
at $50
each; twenty-four
drivers, at
at $840
$840
'
each; five police
police matrons, at $600
each, to
to possess
police power
power of
$600 each,
possess police
of
arrest;
arrest; two
at $900
each; in
all $944,931.34.
$944,931.34.
two policewomen,
policewomen, at
$900
each;
in
all,
I
tifon
e identUica*
To aid in support
tgn.riBu
rnal
To
support of
of the
National Bureau
briminal Identification,
the National
Bureau of
of Criminal
Identification,
to
be expended under the direction of the
tote
commissioners, provided
provided the
the commissioners,
the
several departments
departments of the
'several
the General
GOvernment may
may be
be entitled
General Government
entitled to
to
like information
information from time to time as
police departments
as is
is accorded
accorded police
departments
of various
various municipalities
municipalities privileged
privileged to
$500.
to membership
membership therein,
therein, $500.
Fuel.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Fuel.
MISCELLANEOUS: For
fuel, $4,000;
$4,000;
For fuel,
Repairs.
For repairs
repairs and improvements to police stations
Repairs.
For
grounds,
stations and
and grounds,
$6,500;
$6 500;
peiscUaneous
eor miscellaneous
contingent expenses, including
Miscellaneous
ex
miscellaneous and contingent
of
including .purchase
purchase of
posses.
new wagons, rewards for fugitives, modern
maintenance of
modern revolvers,
revolvers, maintenance
of
card system, stationery, city directories,
directories, books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
ng ,binding,
bin ding,gas,
gas, i
ce,
telephoning, photographs,
photographs, printi
printing,
ice
washing, meals for prisoners, furniture
washmg,
furniture and
thereto, beds
and
and repairs
repairs thereto,
beds and
bed clothing, insignia of office, purchase
purchase of
and vehicle
of horses,
horses, horse
horse and
vehicle
superintendent bicycles, motor cycles, police
for superintendent,
police equipments
equipments and
and
repairs to same, harness, forage, repairs to
repairs
van, patrol
to vehicles, van,
patrol
mounted equipments,
wagons, motor patrol, and saddles, mounted
equipments, and
and expenses
expenses
etction ore.
incurred in prevention
prevention and detection
detection of
crime, and
of crime,
and other
other necessary
necessary
Detection of crime.
expenses,
$32,500; of
of which
exceeding $500
$500 may
may
expenses, $32,500which amount
amount a
a sum
sum not
not exceeding
be expended by the major and
of police
police for
and superintendent
superintendent of
for prevenprevention and detection of crime, under his
approved by
by the
his certificate,
certificate, approved
the
commissioners,
commissioners, and every such certificate
certificate shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed aasufficient
sufficient
voucher
therein expressed
expressed to have been expended:
voucher for
for the sum therein
expended: ProProrMnted eqpment.
Mounuid
Department m
equipment. vided, That the War Department
ay, in
its discretion,
discretion, furnish
furnish the
may,
in its
the
commissioners,
commissioners, for use of the police, upon
upon requisition,
such worn
worn
requisition, such
equipment as
mounted equipment
be required;
as may
may be
required;
gs
Fla
Flags.
For flags and halyards,
halyards, $100;
$100;
Motor vehicle
For maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles,
$7,500, or so much thereof
Motor vehicles
For
of motor
vehicles, $7,500,
thereof as
as
may be
necessary;
be necessary;
For
vehicle for the use of the major and superintendent,
For motor
motor vehicle
superintendent,
$1,200, or so much thereof as may be necessary;
iteforsuburbanstaSae
for suburban a- $1,200, or so much thereof as may be necessary;
tio,
For
erection of
tion house. rbta'or purchase
purchase of a
a site for the erection
house in
of aa station
station house
in the
the
suburban
suburban section of the District
District between
between the
and tenth
tenth prethe ninth
ninth and
precincts,
cincts, $2,500;
$2,500;
salaries.
Salaries.
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Second precinct
For reconstruction
reconstruction of
of cell
cell corridors
corridors and
the making,
making, erecting,
erecting, and
precinct stastaand the
and Second
For
tion.
placing
modern locking
locking devices
in the
second precinct
precinct station
station tion.
devices in
the second
placing therein
therein modern
house,
$4,500;
house, $4,500;
In all,
$58,800.
In
all, $58,800.
House of
of detention.
IlousE OF
oF DETENTION:
DETENTION: To
enable the
the commissioners
commissioners to
to provide
provide House
To enable
HOUSE
transportation, including
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of necessary
necessary
transportation,
including purchase
place for the reception,
horses,
reception,
harness, and aa suitable place
horses, wagons,
wagons, and harness,
transportation, and
of children
under seventeen
years of
of
children under
seventeen years
and detention
detention of
transportation,
age, and,
the discretion
of the
the commissioners,
commissioners, of
of girls
and women
girls and
women
in the
discretion of
age,
and, in
over
seventeen years
of age,
age, arrested
arrested by
the police
police on
on charge
charge of
of offense
offense
by the
years of
over seventeen
against
any law
n force
force in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
held as witColumbia, or
or held
in
against any
law i
nesses,
held pending
pending final
or otheror examination,
examination, or
final investigation
investigation or
nesses, or
or held
wise,
$1,000 each;
each; four
four drivers,
drivers, at
$600 each;
at $600
each;
at $1,000
including two
two clerks,
clerks, at
wise, including
hostler, $600;
$600; six
guards, at
at $600
each; three
three matrons,
matrons, at
at $600
each,
$600 each,
$600 each;
six guards,
hostler,
to
police powers
powers of
of arrest;
arrest; miscellaneous
expenses including
including
miscellaneous expenses,
to possess
possess police
rent, forage,
gas, horseshoeing,
laundry, meals,
meals, horses,
ice, laundry,
horseshoeing, ice,
fuel, gas,
forage, fuel,
rent,
wagons and
and harness
harness and
repairs to
to same,
same, and other necessary
necessary exand repairs
wagons
penses
$3,930; in
all, $14,330,
$14,330.,or
so much
thereof as
be necessary.
necessary.
as may be
or so
much thereof
in all,
penses, $3,930;
patrol.
Harbor patrol.
HARBOR PATROL:
engineers, at
$1,000 each;
two firemen,
firemen, one
one Harbor
each; two
at $1,000
Two engineers,
PATROL: Two
HARBOR
watchman,
and
two
deck
hands,
at
$600
each;
in
all,
s5;000;
$5,000;
in
all,
each;
at
$600
watchman, and two deck hands,
For
fuel, construction,
maintenance, repairs,
and incidentals,
incidentals, $2,000;
repairs, and
construction, maintenance,
For fuel,
In all,
all, $7,000.
In

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
FIRE

Fire department.
department.
Fire

ri Chief
$3,500; deputichief
battalion Salaries.
engineer, $2,500; four battalion
deputy chief engineer,
engineer, $3,500;
Chief engineer,
chief
marshal, $2,000;
$2,000; deputy fire
fire marshal,
each; fire
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
engineers, at.
chief engineers,
marshal, $1,400;
$1,400; two
inspectors, at
clerk, $2,000;
chief clerk,
each; chief
$1,080 each;
at $1,080
two inspectors,
marshal,
clerk,
captains, at
at $1,400
each; forty
lieutenforty lieuten$1,400 each;
thirty-eight captains,
$1,400; thirty-eight
clerk, $1,400;
ants,
at $1,200
each; superintendent
$2,000; assistant
assistant
of machinery,
machinery, $2,000;
superintendent of
$1,200 each;
ants, at
at
superintendent of
machinery, $1,200;
engineers, at
twenty-seven engineers,
$1,200; twenty-seven
of machinery,
superintendent
$1,200
each; twenty-seven
$1,100 each; two
twenty-seven assistant engineers, at $1,100
$1,200 each;
pilots, at
$1,150 each;
each; two
two marine
marine engineers,
engineers, at
$1,200 each;
each; two
at $1,200
at $1,150
pilots,
assistant
firemen, at
at
two marine firemen,
each; two
at $1,100
$1,100 each;
engineers, at
marine engineers,
assistant marine
$720
81,150 each;
each; forty assistant drivers, at
at $1,150
drivers, at
forty drivers,
each; forty
$720 each;
$1,100 each;
two hundred
hundred and
and twenty-three
privates of class two, at
twenty-three privates
each; two
$1,100
$1,080 each;
each; forty-four
forty-four privates
privates of
of class one, at $960 each; hostler,
$1,080
$600; laborer,
laborer, $600;
in all,
$572,080.
all, $572,080.
$600; in
$600;
Miscellaneous.
MISCELLANEOUS:
improvements to engine houses Mrscelaneous.
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
MISCELLANEOUS: For
and
$13,500;
grounds, $13,500;
and grounds,
Repairs, etc.
etc
motor-driven Repairs,
For
repairs to
to apparatus
apparatus and
and motor vehicles
vehicles and other motor-driven
For repairs
apparatus, and
new apparatus,
motor vehicles,
new applivehicles, new
new motor
apparatus, new
for new
and for
apparatus,
ances, employment
employment of
of mechanics,
helpers, and
firethe &ein the
laborers in
and laborers
mechanics, helpers,
ances,
supplies,
department repair
repair shop,
shop, and
and for
for the
purchase of
of necessary
necessary supplies,
the purchase
department
materials,
tools: Provided,
the commissioners
ta
and tools:
Provted, That
That the
commissioners Proviso.
Pi.oa.
materials, equipment,
equipment, and
are authorized,
authorized, in
their discretion,
to build
build or
construct, in
in whole
c
0101,)
shop.
rats inrepair
or ra=
whole or
or construct,
discretion, to
in their
are
in part,
part, fire-fighting
fire-fighting apparatus
the fire-department
fire-department repair
shop,
repair shop,
in the
apparatus in
in
$15,000;
$15,000;
sunpples,etc.
Supplies, ete.
For
$12,000;
For hose, $12,000;
For
fuel, $15,000;
$15,000;
For fuel,
For
of horses, $8,000;
For purchase
purchase of
For
forage, $25,000;
$25,000;
For forage,
For repairs
and improvements
improvements of
fire boat,
boat, $1,000;
Contingentexpenses.
of fire
$1,000;
repairs and
For
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
furniture, fixtures,
oil,
fixtures, oil,
horseshoeing, furniture,
expenses, horseshoeing,
For
medical
and stable
stable supplies,
gas and
and electric
electric
blacksmithing, gas
harness, blacksmithing,
supplies, harness,
medical and
lighting,
and halyards,
halyards, and
and other
$25,000.
items, $25,000.
necessary items,
other necessary
flags and
lighting, flags
In all,
all,$114,500.
In
$114,500.
...
.
,
aratan
New apparatus.
PERMANENT DIPROVEMENTS:
engine, motor
motor driven,
ppu
driven,
fire engine,
one fire
For one
IMPROVEMENTS: For
PERMA-NENT
$8,500;
$8,500;
For four
and hose
hose wagons,
driven, at
wagons, motor driven,
chemical and
combination chemical
four combination
For
43,500
$22,000;
each, $22,000;
$9,500 each,
s ala es
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702
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For three tractors
driven, $13,500;
$13,500;
tractors, motor
motor driven,
truck, motor
For one aerial hook and
and ladder truck,
motor driven,
driven, $12,500;
$12,500;
For installing steam heat in engine and truck houses, $3,000;
$3,000;
In all, $59,500.
'HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT
HEALTH

Health department.

Health officer,
officer, $4,000; assistant
chief clerk
assistant health
health officer,
officer, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
clerk

salaries.
Salaries.

dairy in-

and dairy
Milk and
SOection.

in-

dle
t spread
spread of
of
Preventh3g
dLseases.

, p. e.is.
ap,p.
voL
3p. 8
voi.34,p.ses.

Vol.
VoL

and deputy health officer, $2,500; clerks—one
five at
at $1,200
$1,200
clerks-one $1,600,
$1,600, five
each.
one $900,
$900, one
$720; sanitary
sanitary inspectorsinspectors—
each four at $1,000 each,
each, one
one $720;
chief $1,800; assistant
assistant chief, $1,400, seven at $1,200
each, two
$1,200 each,
two at
at
$1,000
$1,000 each, two at $900 each; food inspectors-chief
inspectors—chief $1,800,
$1,800,
assistant chief, $1,400,
$1,400, five at $1,200
$1,200 each,
$1,000 each,
each, five
at
each, six at $1,000
five at
$900 each; chemist, $2,000;
assistant chemist, $1,200;
$1,200; assistant
assistant
$2,000;assistant
bacteriologist,
aborers-one $720, one $600,
bacteriologist, $1,200;
$1,200; skilled laborers—one
$600, messenger
messenger
and janitor, $600; driver, $600; poundmaster,
poundraaster, $1,400;
$1,400; laborers,
laborers, at
at
not exceeding
exceeding $50 per month
in all,
$68,040.
month each,
each, $2,400; in
all, $68,040.
Not less than twelve of
of the
the sanitary
sanitary and
food inspectors
inspectors above
above
and food

provided
provided for shall be employed
employed in enforcement
enforcement of
milk and
pure-food
of milk
and pure-food
laws and regulations
regulations relating thereto and in
in the
the inspection
inspection of
of dairies
dairies
and dairy farms.

enforcement of the provisions
For enforcement
provisions of
of an
to prevent
the spread
spread
an Act
Act to
prevent the
of contagious
contagious diseases in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved March
March
third, eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven, and
and an
Act for
for the
the preprean Act

vention of scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles,
whooping cough,
cough,
measles, whooping
chicken
pox, epidemic
chicken _pox,
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal meningitis,
fever
meningitis, and
and typhoid
typhoid fever
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
approved
February
ninth,
nineteen
in
thes
District
of
Columbia,
approved
February
ninth,
nineteen
Tuberculosis
tration, etc.
hundred and
and seven,
an Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for registration
of all
cases
traTtnetc.
hundred
seven, and
and an
registration of
all cases
Vol.35, p. a6
of
Vol. 35, p. no.
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis in the District of Columbia, for free examination
examination of
of
sputum in suspected cases, and for
the spread
spread of
tuberfor preventing
preventing the
of tuberculosis in said District, approved
approved May thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
and eight, under the direction of
officer of
of said
District,
of the
the health
health officer
said District,
manufacture
manufacture of serums including their
in indigent
their use
use in
indigent cases,
cases, and
and for
for
the prevention of other communicable
communicable diseases,
diseases, including
including salaries
salaries
or compensation
compensation for personal services
not exceeding
exceeding $12,000,
$12,000, when
when
services,z not
ordered in writing by the commissioners
necessary for
commissioners and
and necessary
for the
the
enforcement
execution of said Acts,
enforcement and execution
the prevention
of
Acts, and
and for
for the
prevention of
o, ,"ems
s,
etc.' such other communicable
communicable diseases as
Rom'
,
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
purchase
provided, purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of necessaryhorses, wagons,
wagons, and
harness, purchase
purchase
necessary horses,
and harness,
of reference
reference books and medical
medical journals,
journals, and
maintenance of
quaranand maintenance
of quaranPro-rim
Bacterioll exex- tine station and smallpox hospital, $30,000:
Bacteriolog4cal
$30,000: Proided,
Provic/ed, That any
any
amtaionof
arnination
of mik,etc.
milk, etc. bacteriologist
bacteriologist employed
employed under this appropriation
appropriation shall not be
be paid
$7 per day and may be assigned by the health officer
more than $7
officer to
to
the bacteriological
bacteriological examination
examination of milk and other
dairy products
other dairy
products
and of the water supplies of dairy farms, and to such other sanitary
sanitary
work as in the judgment of the health officer will
will promote
promote the public
public
health, whether
examinations be or be not directly related
health,
whether such examinations
related to
contagious
contagious diseases.
Repas to
to buildings
For repairs
Repairs
buildings
repairs to buildings
by health
department on
reserbuildings occupied
occupied by
health department
on reservation numbered thirteen,
thirteen, $2,500.
$2,500.
SmaipoxhospitaL
For
refuse incinerator
the quaransmaupox hospitaL
For refuse
incinerator for the smallpox hospital and the
quarantine station, 8500.
$500.
regis.

etc

Disifectngsernce.

Disinfecting serv ice-

etc.

Drainage of lots, etc.
vgelot.
VoL 29, p. 125.s, e.

nu

Abating
ataing nuisances.
.

o.3,p.1.

For
maintenance of
of disinfecting
disinfecting service,
service, including salaries or comFor maintenance
compensation for personal
pensation
personal services when ordered
ordered in writing by
comby the
the commissioners
missioners and necessary for maintenance
maintenance of said service
service, and for
for
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
necessary horses, wagons, and
and harness,
harness,
86,000.
$6,000.

For enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of an Act
for the
Act to
to provide
provide for
the
drainage
of lots
lots in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
ninedrainage of
approved May
May nineteenth eighteen
an
a ninety-ix,
nin
nd
anan
teenth,
eighteen hundred and
ninety-six,
and an Act to provide
provide for
for
the abatement
the
abatement of nuisances in the District of Columbia by the comcorn-
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rnissioners
and for
for other
other purposes,
approved April
April fourteenth, ninepurposes, approved
missioners, and
teen
$1,000.
teen hundred
hundred and six, $1,000.
nltera
d etc.,
Food,
adulteraetc., ad
tiF
For
special services
services in
detection of the adul- tions.
in connection
connection with the detection
For special
teration
drugs and
milk, $100;
$100;
including candy and milk?
and of foods
foods including
teration of
of drugs
Bacteriological labo0 abs
Bacteriological
maintaining and keeping in good ra*Bm
For maintaining
laboratory: For
Bacteriological laboratory:
ratory.
order,
the purchase
purchase of reference
reference books and scientific periodifor the
and for
order, and
cals,
cals $500;
$500;
Chemical laboratory.
Chemical
maintaining and keeping in good order, ceialabolatory.
laboratory: For maintaining
Chemical laboratory:
and
for
the
purchase
of
reference
books
and
scientific
periodicals,
$500.
periodicals,
and
books
reference
of
and for the purchase
la
nforcing milk regaFor
incident to enforcement
enforcement of an Act to lstioa.
expenses incident
contingent expenses
For contingent
Vol. 28, p. 709.
and for other Vol.28,p.709.
regulate
milk in
in the
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
District of
the District
of milk
sale of
the sale
regulate the
purposes,
approved March
March second,
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-five;
ninety-five;
purposes, approved
Adulterations of
of
oAdulterations
adulteration of foods and drugs in the District ooci,
an
Act relating
to the
the adulteration
relating to
an Act
candy, etc.
30,
pp.
246,
398.
39
246,
30,
pp.
Vol.
and
hundred
eighteen
of
Columbia, approved
February seventeenth,
seventeenth, eighteen
approved February
of Columbia,
in the
ninety-eight;
adulteration of candy in
Act to prevent the adulteration
ninety-eight; an Act
District
Columbia, approved
approved May
May, fifth,
hundred and Pure food law.
fifth, eighteen hundred
of Columbia,
District of
ninety-eight; an
an Act
for preventing
768
sale, or trans- vPf34p.
the manufacture, sale,
preventing the
Act for
ninety-eight;
VoL 34, p. 768.
portation
adulterated or
misbranded or
or poisonous
deleterious
or deleterious
poisonous or
or misbranded
of adulterated
portation of
foods, drugs,
medicines, and
and liquors,
for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic therein
therein,
and for
liquors, and
drugs, medicines,
foods,
and
purposes, approved
approved June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen htmdred
hundred
other purposes,
and for
for other
and
and six,
six, $1,000.
$1,000.
Inspecting dairy
For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
inspection of
farms, including
dairy
p etc.t'
including farms,
dairy farms,
of dairy
of inspection
For
e
amounts that
that may
allowed the health officer, assistant health
be allowed
may be
amounts
officer,
medical inspector
charge of
of contagious-disease
service, and
contagious-disease service,
in charge
inspector in
officer, medical
inspectors
inspection of
of dairy
for maintenance
maintenance
farms, for
dairy farms,
the inspection
to the
assigned to
inspectors assigned
by each
and vehicle
to exceed
per month, or
$20 per
exceed $20
not to
at not
vehicle at
horse and
of aa horse
each of
by
motor vehicle
to exceed
exceed $25 per month,
disehar
month, for use in the discharge
not to
at not
vehicle at
motor
of his
his official
duties, and
and allowances
inspectors in the
t
other inspectors
allowances for such other
official duties,
of
service of
the health
commissioners may deterthe commissioners
department as the
health department
of the
service
a motor
mine, of
not to
to exceed
maintenance of a
month for maintenance
per month
$12 per
exceed $12
of not
mine,
cycle
each, or
or of
exceeding $25
maintenance of
for the maintenance
$25 per annum for
not exceeding
of not
cycle each,
duties, and
a
a bicycle
bicycle each, for use in the discharge of their official duties
other necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses, $6,000,
them
'fas
$6,000, or so much thereof
other
may be necessary.
Isolating wards at
ards at
Isoig
for minor hospitals.
wards for
Garfield
isolating wards
For isolating
Hospitals: For
Providence Hospitals:
and Providence
Garfield and
contagious diseases
Garfield Memorial
Providence Hospitals, hopi
Memorial and Providence
at Garfield
diseases at
contagious
maintenance, $7,000
respectively, or so much thereof as
$5,000, respectively,
and $5,000,
$7,000 and
maintenance,
$12,000.
in the
the opinion
of the
the commissioners
commissioners may be
be necessary; in all, $12,000.
opinion of
in
Crematory.
rematoryFor
including personal
personal services,
public cremacrema- C
the public
of the
services, of
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
tory, $2,000.
$2,000.
tory,
Motor vehicles.
For
of one
one motor
for use
the pound
vehicles.
service, Motr
pound service,
in the
use in
wagon for
motor wagon
purchase of
the purchase
For the
maintaining and operating
operating
$1,500, and for maintaining
exceeding $1,500,
of not
not exceeding
cost of
at aacost
the same
same and
order,
in all,
$1,800.
all, $1,800.
$300; in
good order
it in
m good
keeping it
and keeping
the
1 $300;
For maintenance
maintenance of
of one
for the
the sanitary
sanitary and food
food
vehicle for
motor vehicle
one motor
For
inspection
service, 8300.
$300.
inspection service,
Alterations, pound
or alterations
alterations at
at the
pound and
and stable
stable to
provide accommodations
A stable.
lS, pond
accommodations and
to provide
the pound
For
for
motor
vehicles,
including
heating
apparatus
and
other
necessary
necessary
for motor vehicles, including heating apparatus and other
equipment, $1,500,
and for
for paving
paving the
mclosure occupied
occupied by
the
by the
the inclosure
$1,500, and
equipment,
Reappropriation.
pound and
$500; in
$2,000; and
the appropriation
appropriation of
atoptl
p. 540.
of Vol. 38,
all, $2,000;
and the
stable, $500;
in all,
pound
and stable,
at the pound,
$1,000 for
for the
shed at
wagon shed
the wagon
shutter for
folding shutter
metal folding
a metal
for a
$1,000
provided by
the District
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act
approved
Act approved
of Columbia
District of
by the
provided
July
twenty-first, nineteen
reappropriated
and fourteen, is reappropriated
hundred and
nineteen hundred
July twenty-first,
and
for said
alterations and paving.
paving.
said alterations
available for
made available
also made
and also
f

COURTS.
COURTS.

cCourts.
Court

For eleven
eleven copies
copies of
of volumes
the reports
reports pco
of the
and forty-seven
forty-seven of
forty-six and
volumes forty-six
For

of the
.Appeals of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, authorized
authorized to
to be
be
District of
of the
of Appeals
Court of
the Court
of
furnished
under
section
two
hundred
and
twenty-nine
of
the
Code
of
of
Code
the
of
twenty-nine
and
hundred
two
furnished under section
Law for
District of
of Columbia
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
amended July
as amended
Columbia as
the District
for the
Law
hundred and
$5 each, $110.
$110.
at $5
two, at
and two,
hundred

of appeaLs
appea s reof

VoL
p. 60
600.
32 p.
VoL 32,

r

701
704
Probatinsystem.
probationsystem

o rt
Juvenile court.
Juvec
u .
saiaries.
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POBATION
P
ROBATION SYSTEM: Probation officer,
officer, Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, $2,000;
$2,000;
assistant probation
probation officer,
$1,200; stenographer
stenographer and
typewriter and
and
assistant
officer, $1,200;
and typewriter
court—probation officer
officer $1,500,
$1,500, assistant
assistant, $800;
$800; police
police court-probation
assistant proprobation officer
in all,
bation
officer $1,200;
$1,200; contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $500;
$500; in
all, $7,200.
$7,200.
JUVENILE
COUT: Judge, $3,600; clerk, $2,000;
J
UVENILE COURT:
deputy clerk,
who
$2,000; deputy
clerk, who
is
authorized to
as clerk
clerk in
in the
the absence
of that
that officer,
officer, $1,350;
is authorized
to act
act as
absence of
$1,350;
financial clerk, who
is authorized
authorized to
to act
clerk, $1,200;
financial
who is
act as
as a
a deputy
deputy clerk,
$1,200;
stenographer and
and typewriter,
is authorized
to act
as a
deputy
stenographer
typewriter, who
who is
authorized to
act as
a deputy

clerk, $900;
$900; stenographer and typewriter
t•Iwriter for judge's
judge's work,
work, and
and to aid
in keeping
keeping records in clerk's o
lice, $900; probation
probation officers—chief
office,
officers-chief
$1,800, assistant chief, who shall also be mvestigating
$1,800,
investigating officer for
for
children's
$1,500, two
at $1,200
each, four
four at
each; clerk
children's eases
ases $1,500,
two at
$1,200 each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
clerk
office, $900;
each; telephone
operfor probation office,
$900; two bailiffs,
bailiffs, at $900
$900 each;
telephone operator,
$600; janitor, $600;
$600; charwoman, $240; in all, $23,790.
$23,790.
Jut r
m
Miscellaneous: For
Jurors.
Miscellaneous:
compensation of
For compensation
of jurors,
jurors, $900;
$900;
For
rent, $2,000;
$2,000;
Rent.
For rent,
F u rn t e
Furnitire..
For
furniture, fixtures,
equipment, and
to the
the courthouse
For furniture,
fixtures, equipment,
and repairs
repairs to
courthouse
grounds,
$500;
and
grounds,
$500;
Miscell
aneous.
For fuel, ice,
stationery, printing,
ie
ice, gas,
gas, laundry
laundry work,
work, stationery,
printing, books
books of
of
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
repairs thereto,
thereto, binding
reference,
typewriters and
and repairs
binding and
and
rebinding, preservation
preservation of records, mops, brooms, and buckets,
buckets, removal of ashes and refuse, telephone service, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
and
other incidental expenses not otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $2,000;
$2,000;
In
$5,400.
In all,
all, $5,400.
Pollee court.
atlartir4.
PoLICE
Two judges,
judges, at
clerk, $2,200;
$2,200; deputy
deputy
each; clerk,
COJRT: Two
at $3,600
$3,600 each;
sa.er'Tt
POLICE COURT:
clerks—one
$1,600, one $1,500,
$1,500, two
$1,200 each, one
shall be
clerks-one $1,600,
two at
at $1,200
one (who
(who shall
be
stenographer and typewriter) $900; deputy financial
financial clerk,
a stenographer
clerk, $1,500;
$1,500;
seven bailiffs,
bailiffs., at $900 each; deputy marshal, $1,000;
$1,000; janitor,
janitor, $600;
$600;
two assistant
assistant
engineer, $900; assistant engineer,
engineer, $720;
$720; fireman,
fireman, $600;
$600; two
janitors, at $300 each; matron
matron, $600; three charmen, at
at $360
$360 each;
each;
telephone operator, $480; in
all, $30,180.
$30,180.
in all
telephone
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous: For
For printing,
printing, law
books, books
of reference,
reference, direcdirecMiscellaneous:
law books,
books of
rebinding, preservation
preservation of
of
tories, periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
stationery, binding
binding and
and rebinding,
records, typewriters and repairs thereto,
thereto, fuel, ice, gas,
gas electric
electric lights
removal of
of ashes
ashes and
and power, telephone service,
service, laundry
laundry work,
work, removal
and
rubbish,
rubbish, mops, brooms, buckets, dusters, sponges,
sponges, painters'
painters' and
and
plumbers'
plumbers' supplies, toilet articles, medicines, soap and
disinfectants,
and disinfectants,
United States flags and halyards, and all other necessary
necessary and
and inciincidental expenses of
dental
of every
every kind not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $2,250.
$2,250.
For
For witness
witness fees,
fees, $3,000;
$3,000;
For furniture
furniture and repairing and replacing same, $200;
$200;
For meals of jurors and of
of bailiffs in attendance
them when
attendance upon them
when
court, $50;
$50;
ordered by the court,
Jurors,
etc.
For
compensation of
jurors, $6,000;
$6,000;
Jurors,etc.
For compensation
of jurors,
For repairs to buildings, $1,000;
$1,000;
In
$12,500.
In all,
all, $12,500.
Municipal court.
sa'-"s
MUNICIPIAL
Salaries.
MUNICIPIAL COURT: Five judges,
judges, at $3,000 each;
each; clerk, $1,500:
$1,500:
three assistant clerks, at $1,000 each; messenger, $600; janitor, $600;
$600 .
;
in
$20,700;
in all,
all, $20,700:
Rent.
For rent of building, $3,600;
Rent.
$3,600;
Contingentexpenses.
For contingent expenses, including books, law books, books of
contin
gent expenses.
of
reference,
reference, fuel, light, telephone,
telephone, blanks, dockets, and all other necesnecessary miscellaneous
items and supplies,
miscellaneous items
supplies, $750;
$750;
In all, municipal
municipal court,
court, $25,050.
In
$25,050.
writ.
WrrTS
of writs
Lunacy
writs.
W RITS OF LUNACY: For expenses
expenses attending
attending the execution
execution of
Vol. 33, p.
740.
de lunatic°
lunatico inquirendo
and commitments
de
inquirendo and
commitments thereunder in all cases of
indigent insane persons
persons committed or sought to be committed
committed to
to the
the
Government Hospital
Hospital for the Insane
Government
Insane by
order of
the executive
executive auauby order
of the
thority of the
the District
District of Columbia under
thority
under the provisions of existing
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law, including the employment
employment of an alienist at not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500
a clerk who shall be aastenographer and typewriter,
per annum, and a
$900, $4,900.
$4,900.
$900,
sint
Intest
INTERF
ST AND
Interest and
and sinking
FUND.
SINKING FUND.
AND SINKING
INTEREST
fund.

For interest and sinking fund on the funded debt, payable
payable one-half
one-half
out of the revenues of the District of Columbia
Columbia and one-half out of
any
any money
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $975,408.
EMERGENCY FUND.
EMERGENCY
expended only in case of emergency, such as riot, pestilence,
To be expended
public insanitary
conditions, calamity
calamity by flood or fire or storm, and
insanitary conditions,
of like character,
character, and in all cases of emergency
emergency not otherwise sufficiently provided for, in the discretion
discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, $8,000:
Provided,
Act
Provided, That in the purchase
purchase of all articles provided for in this Act
no more than the market
market price shall be paid for any such articles, and
all bids for any such articles above the market price shall be rejected
and new bids received or purchases made in open market, as may be
most economical
economical and advantageous
District of Columbia.
advantageous to the District
COURTS AND PRISONS.

Amount.

Amount.

Emergency fnd.
fund.
Emergency
Expenditures.
Expendtures.

Proviso.
Purchases.
Purchass

Courts
Corts and
and prisons.

convicts.
maintenance, and transporta- Support of convicts.
Surrowr
support, maintenance,
OF cosrviors:
Covcrs: For support,
SUPPORT OF
Post,
712.
Pot,
p.
convicts transferred
transferred from the District of Columbia; for extion of convicts
penses of shipping remains of deceased convicts to their homes in the
United States, and for expenses
expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed remains
United
expenses incurred in identifying and pursuconvicts; for expenses
deceased convicts;
of deceased
ing escaped
escaped convicts
convicts and
rewards for their recapture; to be exfor rewards
and for
ing
Attorney General,
General, $125,000.
$125,000.
pended under the direction of the Attorney
Courthouse,
care, etc.
Courthouse,care,
protection,
care and protection,
C
OURTHOUSE, DisTmeT
OF' COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: For care
DISTRICT OF
CoURTHOUSE,
under
States marshal of the District
District of
the United States
direction of the
the direction
under the
Columbia:
watchmen, at $720 each; three
three watchmen,
$1,200; three
Engineer, $1,200;
Columbia: Engineer,
firemen,
at $720
$720 each;
each; five
at $600
$600 each;
three messengers,
messengers,
each; three
laborers, at
five laborers,
firemen, at
at $720 each;
each; for
for the
following now
appropriations,
general appropriations,
now paid from general
the following
at
three
at $720
each; two
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
$720
at $720
two elevator
$720 each;
messengers, at
three messengers,
each;
clerk to
to jury
$720; telephone
$720;
operator, $720;
telephone operator,
commissioner, $720;
jury commissioner,
each; clerk
attendant
in ladies
all, $16,020,
$16,020, to be ex$300; in all,
room, $300;
waiting room,
ladies' waiting
attendant in
the Attorney
pended
under the
directions of
Attorney General.
General.
of the
the directions
pended under
Court of Appeals
Building, care,
care, etc.
COURT OF
COLUMBIA: Two Building,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
BUILDING, DISTRICT
APPEALS BUILDING,
OF APPEALS
COURT
watchmen,
at $720
each; elevator
elevator operator,
$720; three laborers,
laborers, at
operator, $720;
$720 each;
watchmen, at
$480
each; mechanician
direction of
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent
the direction
(under the
mechanician (under
$480 each;
Proviso.
Priso.
of
Building and
$1,200: Provided,
That the Custodhin
Provided, That
Grounds), $1,200:
and Grounds),
Capitol Building
of the
the Capitol
Custodian.
clerk
the Court
shall be
of said
said building,
building,
the custodian
custodian of
be the
Appeals shall
of Appeals
Court of
of the
clerk of
under the
direction and
and supervision
of the
court;
said court;
of said
the justices
justices of
supervision of
the direction
under
in
all, $4,800;
Expenses.
Expenses.
in all,
$4,800;
For mops,
mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
removal of refuse,
disinfectants, removal
buckets, disinfectants,
For
electric current,
electrical supplies,
all other
other necessary
and
necessary and
and all
books, and
supplies, books,
current, electrical
electric
incidental
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$800.
for, $800.
incidental expenses
Court.
Supreme Court.
Witness fees.
fees.
FEES
or WITNESSES,
fees of witnesses and R.
COURT: For fees
SUPREME COURT:
ITrrESSES, SUPREME
FEEs OF
8., 850, p.
p. 160.
160
R. 8.,
payment of
expenses of
of witnesses
in said
court, as
as provided
provided
said court,
witnesses in
actual expenses
of the
the actual
payment
by section
section eight
of the
United
the United
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
fifty, Revised
and fifty,
hundred and
eight hundred
by
St ates, $15,000.
$15,000.
States,
Jurors' fees.
Jurors'
FEES OF
OF JURORS,
SUPREME COURT:
COURT: For
fees of
of jurors,
$65,000.
jurors, $65,000.
For fees
JURORS, SUPREME
FEES
Pay
bailiffs, etc.
Pay of
of bailiffs,
PAY OF
not exceeding
one crier
in each
each court,
court, of
of
crier in
exceeding one
For not
OF BAILIFFS:
BAILIFS: For
PAY
office
who act
as bailiffs
bailiffs or
criers, and
for expense
of
expense of
and for
or criers,
act as
marshals who
deputy marshals
office deputy
meals and
and lodging
for jurors
jurors in
of bailiffs
bailiffs in
in
and of
cases and
States cases
in United
United States
lodging for
meals
attendance upon
ordered by
by the
the court,
$27,000.
court, $27,000.
when ordered
same when
upon same
attendance
91890 °—voL 3939—FT
- 1-45
1-45
91890°-voL
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPENES:
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES: For such miscellaneous
expenses as
as
miscellaneous expenses
may be authorized by the Attorney
Attorney General for the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
of the District of Columbia
Columbia and its
its officers,
officers, including
including the
the furnishing
furnishing
and collecting
collecting of evidence
evidence where
where the United States is or
or may be
be a
a
party in interest, including
other than
for personal
including also such expenses
expenses other
than for
personal
services as may be authorized
authorized by the Attorney General
court
General for the court
of appeals, District of Columbia, $15,000.

CHARITIES
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
CORRECTIONS.

Board
of Charities.
Board of
Charit
Salaries;etc.

BOARD OF C
CnAmrrFs:
HARIIIES: Secretary,
Secretary, $3,500; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,400;
$1,400;
clerk, $1,400;
clerk,
$1,400; messenger, $600; inspectors-one
inspectors—one $1,200,
$1,200, three
at
three at
$1,000 each, two at $900 each, two at $840 each; drivers—one
$1,000
drivers-one, who
who
shall also act as foreman of stables, $900,
$900, three at
$720 each;
each; hostler,
hostler,
at $720
$540; traveling expenses,
attendance on conventions,
expenses, including
including attendance
conventions, $400;
$400;
in all, $18,580.

acmatorles, etc.
etc.
Reformatorlai,

RBEtOMATORIES
CORBECTIONAL INSTITUlIONS.
REFORMATORIES AND
AND CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS.

.W
nhtsn
Asylu
m
anV
dtt
ing
t°11 AsYluni

WASHINGTON
W
ASHINGTON ASYLUM AND JAIL:
JAIL: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; visiting
visiting
physician, $1,200;
$1,200; resident physician, $480;
$480; two
two assistant
assistant resident
resident

saioa.
Salaries.

physicians, at $120 each; clerk, $840; engineer, $900; assistant
assistant
engineers-three
e
ameers—three at $600 each; night watchman, $480;
$480; blacksmith
blacksmith
and woodworker,
woodworker, $500; driver for dead wagon, $365; hostler and
anI
and
driver, and driver for supply and laundry wagon, at
each;
at $240 each;
hospital
hospital eook,
cook, $600; assistant cooks-two
cooks—two at $300 each, one $180;
$180;
trained nurse, who shall set
superintendent of
nursing, $1,200;
act as superintendent
of nursing,
$1,200;
two graduate
graduate nurses, at $480 each; graduate
graduate nurse for receivmg
receiving ward,
$480; two nurses for annex wards, at
nurse for
for operating
at $540 each; nurse
operating
room, $540; eight orderlies, and two orderlies
annex wards,
wards, at
orderlies for
for annex
at
$300 each; pupil nurses, not
not, ,less than twenty-one
twenty-one in number
number
(nurses to be paid not to exceed
exceed $120
$120 per annum during first year
year of
of
service, and not to exceed $150 per annum during
during second year of
of
service),
service), $3,000; registered pharmacist,
pharmacist, who shall act as hospital
clerk, $720; gardener, $540;
$540; seamstress,
seamstress, $300; housekeeper,
housekeeper, $420;
$420;
laundryman, $600,
laundryman, $365; three laundresses,
laundryman,
$600,• assistant litundryman,
laundresses,
at $360 each; two chambermaids,
chambermaids, three waiters,
seven war
ids,
waiters, and
and seven
warddma
maids,
at $180
$180 each;
each. temporary
temporary labor, not
to exceed
operator of
of
not to
exceed $1,200
$1,200:; operator
X-ray machine, $600;
S600; pathologist,
pathologist, $600;
$600; ana3sthetist,
anasthetist, $300;
$300; in all,
all,
$29,610.
$29,610.
contingent expnses
For provisions,
Cantingent expenses.
provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles
'vehicles and repairs to
to
gas, ice, shoes, clothing, dry
same, gas
s,t
ailori
ng ,drugs
drugs and
an d me
ddry good
goods,
tailoring,
medical supplies, furniture and bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
other necesand other
necessary items, $45,000, of which sum $1,000 shall be available
available for
for the
the
purchase
purchase of screens for the hospital, $200 for new surgical
surgical instruinstruments, and $600 for the upkeep of
of the X-ray
X-ray laboratory.
laboratory.
For repairs
repai'rs to buildings, plumbing, painting, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
hardware,
cement,
cement, lime, oil, tools, cars, tracks, steam heating and cooking
cooking apparatus, $2,500;
$2,500;
For refrigerator
refrigerator and ice box for hospital kitchen,
kitchen, $500;
Paymnts
to t:banabanPappenVo
Payments to
destitute wom
en and
an d children:
n tt
beneto destitute
women
children: For
For payme
payment
too beneclonedfamilie,,etc.
Vol.
34, p.. s8.
ficianes
Vol. 34,
fitharies named i
in section three of "An
"An Act making
making it
it a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
in
in the District of Columbia to abandon
abandon or willfully neglect to provide
for the support and maintenance
maintenance by any person of his wife or
or his or
her minor
minor children in destitute or necessitous
necessitous circumstances,"
apcircumstances," ap
proved March
proved
March twenty third, nineteen hundred
hundred and six, $6,000, or so
much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to be disbursed by
by the
the disbursing
disbursing
officer
the District of Columbia, on itemized vouchers duly audited
officer of the
audited
and approved
approved by
the auditor
of said
District;
by the
auditor of
said
District;
GUpport of jaU prSupport
of prisoners:
maintenance of jail prisoners of
of the DisSuP
.P°11 of Jail PSSupport of
prisoners; For
For maintenance
District
of
Columbia
Washington Asylum and Jail, including
trict of Columbia at the Washington
including pay
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of guards and all other necessary personal services, and for
for support
support
$50,000;
of prisoners therein,
therein, $50,000;
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r
Transportation of
of prisoners:
conveying prisoners
prisoners to
to WashingWashingSpti
Transportation
prisoners: For
For conveying
oners to Jailing
.
ton Asylum and Jail, including salary of driver, not to exceed
exceed $840,
maintenance of necessary
and purchase and
and maintenance
necessary horses, wagons, and
harand harness, $2,000;
$2,000;
a
T
Transport

In all,
all, Washington
Jail, $135,610.
$135,610.
In
Washington Asylum
Asylum and
and Jail,
Aged
Home for Aged
HOME FOR AGED
$1,200; clerk,
AGED AND INFIRM:
iNFIRM: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
clerk, $900; Iome
Infirm. for

ri
p s

Pria.

and

Salaries.
matron,
laundryman,' at $540 saries
matron, $600; chief cook, $720; baker, and laundryman
each; chief engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; assistant engineer, $720; physician
physician and
and
pharmacist, $480; second assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer, $480; two
two male attendattendants, at
$300
ants, and
and two nurses,
nurses, at $360 each; two female attendants,
at $300
each;
at $300
$300 each;
each; assistant
assistant cooks—one
$300, one
one
each; three
three firemen, at
cooks-one $300,
$180; blacksmith
blacksmith and
and woodworker,
$540; farmer,
farmer, $540;
$540; four
four farm
$180;
woodworker, $540;
farm
hands,
dairyman, and tailor, at
$240; launlaunhands, dairyman,
at $360 each;
each; seamstress,
seamstress, $240;
dress, hostler
hostler and driver, at $240 each; three servants,
servants, at
at $144
$144 each;
each;
temporary labor, $1,000;
$1,000; in all $15,992;
temporary
$15,992;

Contingent expenses.
ses.
For
fuel, forage,
harness and
repairs to
and vehicles
vehicles and
and repairs
to Cotinntepe.
For provisions,
provisions, fuel,
forage, harness
same,
same, ice,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing, dry
dry goods,
goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
drugs and medical
medical
supplies, furniture
furniture and
kitchen utensils, and
necésand bedding,
bedding, kitchen
and other neces$27,000;
sary
maintenance of motor truck, $27,000;
sary items, including maintenance
Repairs,etc.
or repairs
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $3,000;
$3,000;
epairs,etc.
For
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
For purchase of material
permanent roads,
$300;
material for permanent
roads, $300;
For purchase
material and
fence, $500;
$500;
For
purchase of
of material
and erection
erection of
of permanent
permanent fence,
For purchase of motor truck, $600;
Colored women's
For extension of colored
Cooredwomen's
colored women's ward, $26,000;
$26,000;
ward.
In all, Home
Infirm, $73,392.
$73,392.
In
Home for
for Aged and Infirm,
National Training
Training
NATIONAL
SCHOOL
BOYs: For
For care
maintenance School
TRAIING S
Natiooal
NATIONAL TRAINING
CHOOL FOR
FOR BOYS:
care and
and maintenance
School
for Boys.
Boys.
for
of boys
comof
committed to
the National
School for
by the
to the
National Training
Training School
for Boys
Boys by
the Care
care of
boys corof boys
boys committed
mitted
ed to.
courts
of the
the District
District of
Columbia under
contract to be
by mitt
to
a contract
be made
made by
of Columbia
under a
courts of
the
Board of
of Charities
authorities of said
National Training
Charities with
with the authorities
said National
Training
the Board
School for
or so
much thereof
may be
be necessary.
School
for Boss,
Boys, $65,000,
$65,000, or
so much
thereof as
as may
necessary.
National Training
NATIONAL
$1,200; Schoonlffor
_arng
NATIONAL TnaINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOB
FOR GiLLS:
GIRLS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
School for Girls.
treasurer,
salaries.
at $600
$600 each; overseer, $720; Salaries.
matron, and
and four
four teachers,
teachers, at
treasurer, matron,
two parole officers,
officers, at $600
$600 each; seven teachers of industries, at
at
$480 each; engineer. $720; assistant engineer, $600; night watchman,
watchman,
$480;
$480; two laborers,
laborers, at $300 each; in all, $12,480;
$12,480;
For
lamps , candles,
oil, lamps,
candles, Contingentexpensea.
Cont'lentexpens
groceries, provisions,
For groceries,
provisions, light,
light, fuel,
fuel, soap,
soap, oil,
clothing,
horseshoeing, medicines,
medicines, medical
attendance,
clothing, shoes, forage, horseshoeing,
medical attendance,
hire, transportation,
sewing machines,
fixtures, books,
hack hire,
transportation, labor, sewing
machines, fixtures,
stationery, horses, vehicles, harness, cows, pigs, fowls, sheds, fences,
repairs,
necessary items,
items, ininother necessary
and other
stenography, and
typewriting, stenography,
repairs, typewriting,
cluding compensation
exceeding $350 for additional
additional labor or
or
compensation not exceeding
identifying and pursuing escaped inmates
services, for identifying
inmates and for rewards
capture, and for transportation
necessary
transportation and other necessary
wards for their
their capture,
expenses
incident to securing suitable
suitable homes for paroled or disexpenses incident
$150, $13,500;
charged girls,
charged
girls not
not exceeding
exceeding $150,
$13,500;
Additional land.
purchase or
condemnation of
additional land,
AddiUa-n
For purchase
or condemnation
of additional
land, $5,000;
Building for white
additional building
building for
furnishing of gBldg for
For an
an additional
for white girls, including
including furnishing
white
same, $15,000;
$15,000;
same,
In
National Training
Training School
$45,980.
Girls, $45,980.
School for Girls,
all, National
In all,
girls.
Medicalcbmities.
MEDICAL
MEDICAL CHARITIES.
CHARITIES.

calars.

HospiFor care
care and
and treatment
of indigent
indigent patients,
under a
For
treatment of
patients, under
a contract
contract to
to be
be tal.Freedhnen's
,x""I
HPkimade with Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital by
by the Board of Charities,
Charities, $35,000,
made
or so
so much
as may
be necessary.
may be
much thereof
thereof as
or
Columbia Hospital
COLUMBIA
FOR WOMEN
W OMEN AND
AND LYITG-IN
LYING-1N ASYLUM:
For the
the forColumbia
ASYLUM: For
COLUMBiA HOSFTFAL
HOSPrrAL FOR
Women. Hopita
care
treatment of
contract to be made
made rW
under a
a contract
indigent patients,
patients, under
of indigent
care and
and treatment
with Columbia
Hospital for
Women and
the
by the
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum
Asylum by
for Women
Columbia Hospital
with
Board
exceed $20,000.
$20,000.
not to
to exceed
of Charities, not
Board of
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Children's Hospital.
Chldren's
Hospital.

For
For care and treatment of indigent
indigent patients, under a
contract to
to be
be
a contract
made with Children's
Children's Hospital
Hospital by
by the
the Board
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, not
not to
to
exceed
$16,000.
exceed $16,000.
Homeopathe Hospitreatment of
Homeopathic
Irc6Pi"
For care and treatment
of indigent
indigent patients,
patients, under
contract to
under a
a contract
to
taL
be made
made with National
National Homeopathic
Homeopathic Hospital
Hospital Association
the
Association by
by the
Board of Charities,
to exceed
$8,500.
Charities, not
not to
exceed $8,500.
EmergeneyHspital.
For emergency
Emerg
eneYH°sP
itaL
emergency care and treatment
treatment of, and free dispensary
dispensary service
service
to, indigent
or agreement
indigent patients under a
acontract or
to be
made with
with
agreement to
be made
Central Dispensary and Emergency
Emergency Hospital
the Board
of Charities,
Charities,
Hospital by
by the
Board of
$19,000.
$19,000.
casualty Hopital.
For emergency
emergency care and treatment
treatment of,
of, and
casnaltYRosPitaL
For
and free
free dispensary
dispensary service
service
to, indigent patients under
a contract or agreement
under a
to be
be made
made
agreement to
with Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary by the Board of
of Charities,
Charities, $12,500.
$12,500.
Home
for Incurables.
incrable.
For care and treatment
of indigent
Home for
treatment of
indigent patients
under a
acontract
contract to
to be
patients under
be
made
made with Washington
Washington Home for Incurables
Incurables by
by the
Charithe Board
Board of
of Charities,
ties, $5,000.
$5,000.
Georgetown Univer.sitH=
•sity
Hospital. univerFor
and treatment
under aacontract
contract to
to be
For care
care and
treatment of
of indigent
indigent patients
patients under
be
made with Georgetown
Georgetown University
University Hospital
Hospital by
by the
of Charities,
Charities,
the Board
Board of
$5,000.
$5,000.
u c'wriT vit
t
plit
tthn
.
For
and treatment
treatment of
univerSaty
osiL
For care
care and
of indigent
indigent patients
patients under
under aacontract
contract to
to be
be
made with
with George
George Washington
Hospital by
the Board
Washington University
University Hospital
by the
Board of
of
Charities, $5,000.
Charities,
$5,000.
taubcos
HospiTUBERCULOSIS HosPrrAL:
tar. 'berena
wis11
°
4'
TUBERCULOSIS
ElosPrrAL: Superintendent,
resident physiphysiSuperintendent, $1,800;
$1,800; resident
a l r
a
Salaries.
cian
assistant resident
resident physician,
physician, $300;
t
geno l
ogi
st, $600;
$600;
cian, $600;
$600; assistant
$300; roen
roentgenologist,
of nurses,
pharmacist and
and clerk,
clerk, superintendent
superintendent of
nurses, and
and engineer
engineer at
at
$720
each- pathologist,
pathologist,'$300;
matron, dietician,
cook, assistant
$300; matron,
$720 each;
dietician, chief
chief cook,
assistant
engineer,
laundryman and
eight graduate
graduate nurses,
nurses, at
at $600
each;
engineer, laundryman,
and eight
$600 eachcooks-one $360,
assistant cooks—one
two at
at $240
$240 each;
engineer,
$360, two
each; assistant
assistant engineer,
$480; elevator conductor, $300; three
three laundresses,
laundresses, at
each;
at $240
$240 each;
farmer, laborer, night watchman,
three orderlies,
and assistant
watchman, three
orderlies, and
assistant launlaundryman, at $360 each; two ward maids, at $240 each;
servants,
each; four
four servants,
at
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $19,860;
$19,860;
conthlent
For provisions, fuel, forage, harness,
harness, and
Contingent expenss
expenses.
and vehicles
vehicles and
and repairs
repairs to
to
same, gas, ice, shoes, clothing, olry
tailoring, drugs
medical
dry goods,
goods, tailoring,
drugs and
and medical
supplies, furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils,
books and
periodiutensils, books
and periodicals
not to
to exceed
to exceed
exceed $1,000,
and
cals not
exceed $50,
$50, temporary
temporary services
services not
not to
$1,000, and
other necessary
necessary items,
$35,000;
items, $35,000;
Repairs,etc.
For repairs and improvements
Repairs
,etc.
improvements to buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds, including
including
roads
sidewalks, $2,000;
roads and
and sidewalks,
$2,000;
For erection
erection of buildings to afford additional accommodations
for
accommodations for
incipient
cases, $2,000;
$2,000;
incipient cases,
For purchase of X-ray machine
machine and accessories,
accessories, $2,360;
$2,360;
In all,
all, Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Hospital, $61,220.
$61,220.
Care
Care of children.
Board
of Chldren's
Children's
Board of
Guardians.
Guardians.
Expenses.
Erpenses.

lar ie s
Salaries.
sa
.

Feeble-minded
chilFeeble-minded cildren-

CHILD-CARING
CHILD—CARING

INSTIrrUTIONS.
INS
FITUTIONS.

BOARD OF CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS:
GUARDIANS: For
For administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses,
including
including, placing
placing and visiting children, city
city directory;
of
directory; purchase
purchase of
books of
of reference and periodicals not
$25, and
and all
office
not exceeding
exceeding $25,
all office
and
$3,500.
and sundry
sundry expenses,
expenses, $3,500.
For agent, $1,800;
$1,800; clerk, $1,200;
$1,200; placing and investigating
For
officers—
investigating officersone $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000, seven at $900
$900 each;
record clerk,
clerk, $900;
$900; clerk,
clerk,
each: record
$720; messenger, $360; in
$13,480;
in all, $13,480;
For maintenance
feeble-minded children (white and
maintenance of feeble-minded
and colored),
colored),

$25,000;
d$25,000;
For board
board and
care of
of all
committed to the guardianship
For
and care
all children
children committed
guardianship
of said board by the courts of the District, and for
of
for temporary
temporary care
care of
children pending investigation
investigation or while being transferred
transferred from
from place
place
Amount
to sectarian
Amuntto
sectarian to place, with authority to
to pay
pay not
than $1,500
$1,500 to
institutions
not more
more than
to institutions
institutions.
sttuo
adjudged
adjudged to be under sectarian
sectarian control
not more
more than
than $400
$400 for
for
control and not
of children dying while
while under
burial of
charge of
board, $70,000;
under charge
of the
the board,
$70,000;
In all, Board of
$111,980.
of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, $111,980.

Board, etc.,
etc., of
of chilBoard,
chidren.
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to a
gent.
Advancestoagent.
The disbursing
disbursing officer
is authorized
authorized to Advances
officer of the District of Columbia is
The
Board of
of Children's Guardians, upon
advance to the agent of the
the Board
advance
requisitions previously
approved by
requisitions
previously approved
by the auditor of the District of
Columbia
and upon
required of said agent
agent
security as
as may be required
upon such
such security
Columbia and
exceed $200 at any one
commissioners, sums of money not to exceed
by the commissioners,
expenses in placing
placing and visiting children, traveltime, to be
be used for expenses
ing
the board,
expenses,
sundry expenses,
and for
for office and sundry
of the
board, and
on official
official business
business of
ing on
accounting officers of
to be accounted
all such expenditures
expenditures to
accounted for to the accounting
allsuch
the District
District of
Columbia within one month
itemized vouchers
month on itemized
of Columbia
the

properly approved.
approved.
properly
Industrial
or Home
Colored
school
Superin- School
CHILDREN: SuperinINDUSTRIAL
HOME SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
FOR COLORED
COLORED CHILDREN:
INDUSTRIAL HOME
for
Colored
Children.
caretakers, two Child'
tendent,
matron of school,
school, $480;
$480; three caretakers,
$1,200; matron
tendent, $1,200;
Salaries.
assistant
caretakers, nurse, and sewing
sewing teacher,
teacher, at $360
$360 each; three Salaries.
assistant caretakers,
teachers, at
manual training
training teacher,
teacher, $600;
farmer, and
and
$600; farmer,
$480 each;
each; manual
at $480
teachers,
stableman, and watchat $480
$480 each; stableman,
blacksmith and
wheelwright, at
and wheelwright,
blacksmith
man,
at $300
$300 each;
each; cook,
$240; laundress,
laundress, $240;
labor not
temporary labor
$240; temporary
cook, $240;
man, at
to
$8,580;
in all,
all, $8,580;
$300; in
to exceed
exceed $300;
For
maintenance including
care of horses, wagons, Expenses.
purchase and care
including purchase
For maintenance,
and
$10,000;
harness, $10,000;
and harness,
For
and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $1,500;
$1,500;
For repairs
repairs and
For
$300;
equipment, $300;
training equipment,
For manual
manual training
For
materials for
for construction
construction of
roads and
and sidewalks,
$500;
sidewalks, $500;
of roads
For materials
School for Colored Children, $20,880:
In
all, Industrial
Home School
$20,880: Proviso.
Industrial Home
In all,
Provided, That
That all
all moneys
received at
as income
from sale
sale Use
Pserocedrom
income from
school, as
of proceeds from
at said
said school,
moneys received
Provided,
sa les
of
from payment
payment of
board, of
instruction, or
other- sales.
or otherof instruction,
of board,
and from
products and
of products
e, shall
be paid
paid over
over to
to the
expended by
to be
be expended
commissioners to
the commissioners
shall be
wise,
the fiscal year nineteen
them
support of
the school
during the
nineteen
school during
of the
the support
in the
them in
hundred
and seventeen.
seventeen.
hundred and
Industrial Home
Home
Industrial
supervisor school.
INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL: Superintendent,
$1,500; supervisor
School.
Superintendent, $1,500;
HoME SCHOOL:
INDUSTRIAL HOME
sSalaries.
al
ariesof
$720; matron,
matron $480;
three matrons, at $360 each; house$480; three
of boys,
boys, $720;
keeper,
teacher, at
$360 each;
matrons, at
assistant matrons,
two assistant
each; two
at $360
sewing teacher,
and sewing
keeper, and
$300
each; nurse,
nurse, $360;
$360; manual-training
$840;
teacher, $660; florist, $840;
manual-training teacher,
$300 each;
engineer,
$720; farmer,
laundress at $300
each; two
$300 each;
and laundress,
cook, and
$540; cook,
farmer, $540;
engineer, $720;
exceed $400;
housemaids, at
$180 each;
temporary labor,
$400;
labor, not to exceed
each; temporary
at $180
housemaids,
in
all, $9,580;
in all,
$9,580;
For
including purchase
purchase and
and care
of horse,
horse, wagon,
Expense.
wagon, Expenses.
care of
maintenance, including
For maintenance,
and
harness, $17,000;
$17,000;
and harness;
For repairs
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $1,700;
$1,700;
to buildings
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For
$550;
gutters, $550;
For
resurfacing roads
relaying gutters,
roads and relaying
For resurfacing
In
all, Industrial
$28,830.
In all,
Industral Home
Home School,
School, $28,830.
Home
Home for
for destitute
destitute
colored children.
For
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
under a
acontract
to be
be made
made coloredchlldren.
contract to
of children
children under
For care
with
the National
Association for
for the
Relief of
Colored
Destitute Colored
of Destitute
the Relief
National Association
with the
Women and
the Board
Board of
of Charities,
not to
to exceed
$9,900.
exceed $9,900.
Charities, not
by the
Children by
and Children
Women
gs' Home.
For
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of children
children under
under a
acontract
contract to
to be
made Foundlin
Foundlgs' H on e.
be made
For care
with
Washington Home
Home for
for Foundlings
Foundlings by
Board of
of Charities,
Charities,
the Board
by the
with Washington
$6,000.
$6,000.
Saint
Ann's
AAsylum.
y m
n
t A
's hl .
For
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of children
children under
to be made
under aacontract to
For care
with
Saint Ann's
Ann's Infant
the Board
Board of
Charities, $6,000.
of Charities,
by the
Asylum by
Infant Asylum
with Saint
HOMES.
TEMPORARY HOMES.
TEMPORARY

Superintendent, $1,200;
Municipal
and wood
wood yard:
yard: Superintendent,
house and
lodging house
Municipal lodging
foreman,
night watchman
six months,
at $25
$25
months, at
for six
watchman for
$360; night
cook, $360;
$480; coo,
foreman, $480;
per
month, $150;
$2,000; in
all, $4,190.
$4,190.
in all,
$150; maintenance,
maintenance, $2,000;
per month,
more
For a
a new
house, of which
which amount not more
lodging house,
municipal lodging
new municipal
For
than $10,000
used for
purchase of
of land,
land, $40,000.
$40,000.
$10,000 shall
than
shall be
be used
for purchase
Temporary
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
Sailors, Grand
Grand Army
Army
for ex-Umon
ex-Umon Soldiers
Home for
Temporary Home
of
Republic: Superintendent,
$1,200; janitor,
cook, $360;
$360;
$360; cook,
janitor, $360;
Superintendent, $1,200;
of the
the Republic:
maintenance,
$4,000; in
in all,
to be
be expended
direcunder the
the direc$5,920, to
expended under
all, $5,920,
maintenance, $4,000;
tion of
and ex-soldiers,
sailors, or
of the
the
or marines
marines of
ex-soldiers, sailors,
commissioners; and
of the
the commissioners;
tion
Spanish
Philippine Insurrection,
China Relief
Relief Expedition,
Expedition,
or China
Insurrection, or
War, Philippine
Spanish War,

Temporary homes.

Temporary homes.

Municipal
houemca
house.

lod
ging
lodging

New buildin
building.
New
g.

GrandArmySoldiers'
GrandArmy Soldiers'
Home.
Home.
m
s.
Admissions.
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Hope and Help
Hopeanod
Hlp Misi
sim.
sian.
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twenty-first, eighteen
hundred
who served at
at anytime
anytime between
between April twenty-first,
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight, and July
fourth, nineteen
shall
July fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and two,
two, shall
be admitted to the home.

maintenance of women and children under
For care and maintenance
under a
cona con-

made with the Florence
Crittenton Hope
Hope and
Help Mistract to be made
Florence Crittenton
and Help
Mission by
by the
of Charities,
Charities, maintenance,
$3,000.
the Board
Board of
maintenance, $3,000.

Southern
Relief SoSoibem
Relie
S
SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN RELIEF SOCItrr:
SoarrY: For
For care
care and
needy
and maintenance
maintenance of
of needy
ciety,
for Confederate
ciety, for
Conedmrate
veterans,
etc.
veteransetc.
veterans, their
their widows
and infirm Confederate
Confederate veterans,
widows and
and dependents,
dependents,
resident in the District of
contract to
made
of Columbia, under
under aa contract
to be
be made
with the Southern Relief Society by
by the Board
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, $10,000.
$10,000.
Ald
to the
the blind.
Aid to
bld

AID
AID TO
TO THE
THE BLIND.
BLIND.

National
Library.
Natioa Library.

National library
Library for the Blind: For aid and support of the National Library for the Blind, located
located at Seventeen
Seventeen hundred and twentynine H Street northwest, to be expended
expended under the direction of
the
of the
Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $5,000.
$5,000.

Columbia Polytechnic olsubia
Institute. Poah-

CoLumnia
I
NSTITUTE: To
the Columbia
Columbia PolyCOLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
POLYTECHNI
INTrrTUTE:
aid the
To aid
Polytechnic
for the
the Blind,
Blind, located
at eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
technic Institute
Institute for
located at
hundred and
eight H Street northwest, to be expended
expended under the direction
the
direction of the
Commissioners of
of Columbia,
$1,.500.
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
$1,500.
Support oof indient
indigent
iuport
HOSPITAL
For support of indigent insane
HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE:
INSANE: POT
insane of
of the
the
insane.
Elizabeth's Hospital,
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeth's
Hospit, as provided
provided by
by
law,
$390,000.
law,
$390,000.
nonresisi
For deportation
deportation of
of nonresident
persons, in
ZDaat
t
i
= nn '
For
nonresident insane
insane persons,
in accordance
accordance with
with
to the
the Act of Congress "to
"to change the
the proceedings
proceedings for
for admission
admission to
the
Government Hospital
Hospital for the Insane in certain cases, and for other
Government
other
purposes," approved
approved January
and
purposes,"
January thirty-first,
thirty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-nine,
$3,000.
$3,000.
to
Bod
ninety-nine,
Advucs
Advances to Board
oAf
Csrties.
of
Charities.
In expending
expending the foregoing
officer of
of the
foregoing sum the
the disbursing
disbursing officer
the
District of Columbia is authorized to advance to the secretary
secretary of the
the
Board of Charities, upon requisitions previously
previously approved
by the
the
approved by
auditor of the District of Columbia, and upon such
security as
such security
as the
the
said secretary,
sums of
of money
money not
commissioners may
may require
require of
of said
secretary, sums
not
exceeding
time, to be used only for deportation of nonexceeding $300 at one tints,
resident
resident insane persons, and to be accounted for monthly on
itemized
on itemized
vouchers
voubhers
the
accounting officer
of the
the District
District of
Columbia.
to
the
accounting
officer
of
of
Columbia.
Relief
of the poor.
Rellothpoor.
RELIEF
For
relief of the poor, including pay of
RELIEF OF
or THE
THE POOR:
POOR :F
or relief
of
physicians to the poor at not exceeding
physicians
exceeding $1
each, who
$1 per day each,
who shall
be appointed by the commissioners
be
commissioners on
of the
on the
the recommendation
recommendation of
the
health officer, $12,000.
Transporn
ti g pau- health officer, $12,000.
pers.
ng pau
TRANSPORTATION
pers.
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF PAUPERS:
PAUPERS: For
of paupers,
paupers,
For transportation
transportation of
$2,500.
$2,500.
Workhouse.
WORKHOUSE.--Administration:
Administration salaWORKHOUSE.—Administration: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $2,500; chief clerk,
ri Adminstltion
es.
$1,200; assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $900; stenographer,
ries.
$1,200;
$720; stenogstenogstenographer, $720;
rapher and
officer,
$600;
rapher
and
officer,
$600;
Operation salaries.
Operation saaes.
Operation:
Foremen-construction $900,
Operation: Foremen—construction
plant
$900, stone-crushing
stone-crushing plant
$900,
$900: chief engineer and electrician, $1,100; superin$900, sawmill $900;
superintendent brickkiln, $1,500; clay worker,
worker, $480;
$480; superintendent
superintendent tailor
tailor
shop, $480;
Maintenance salaries.
aintenancesali.
Maintenance Physician, $1,350; superintendent
Maintenance.
superintendent of
and
of clothing
clothing and
laundry,
er, $660;
$660 ; s
t
ewar d, $900;
$900; stewardess,
$480;
laundry, $720;
$720; storekeep
storekeeper,
steward,
stewardess, $480;
veterinary and officer,
veterinary
officer, $780; captain
captain of guards,
guards, $1,200; captain
of
captain of
night
$900; receiving
and discharging
$1,000
night watch,
watch, $900;
receiving and
discharging officers-two
officers—two at $1,000
each;
superintendent of laundry, $600; day guards-two
each; superintendent
guards—two at
at $720
$720
each, thirty at $660 each; fifteen night guards, at
each; two
at $600 each;
two
day officers, at $480 each; four night officers,
$480 each;
hospital
officers, at
at $480
each; hospital
nurse, $480; captain of steamboat, $900;
of steamboat,
$900; engineer
engineer of
steamboat,
$840; in
$57,110;
$840;
in all,
all, $57,110;
Expenses of operaExpenses
tion,
etc.
of open- For maintenance,
maintenance, including superintendence,
superintendence, custody, clothing,
guarding.
prisoners; rewards
guarding, care, and support
support of prisoners;
rewards for
fugitives;
for fugitives;
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provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine and hospital instruments, furniture, and quarters for guards and other employees
employees and inmates;
inmates;
purchase of tools and equipment; purchase and maintenance
mamtenance of farm
implements,
implements, live stock, tools, equipment, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
items;
transportation;
operation of means of transportatransportatransportation; maintenance
maintenance and operation
services,
tion, and means of transportation;
personal services;
transportation; supplies and personal
and all other
other necessary
necessary items, $70,000;
$70,000;
manufacturing and Fuel,ete.
For
Fuel, etc.
$15,000; fuel for manufacturing
maintenance, $15,000;
fuel for
for maintenance,
For fuel
construction,
dynamite, oils, and repairs to plant, $30,000; in
m all,
construction, dynamite,
$45,000;
$45,000;
Reparmateals.
For
repairs to
buildings, roads,
$4,000;
Repair materials.
and walks, $4,000;
roads, and
to buildings,
for repairs
material for
For material
L d machinery.
For
laundry machinery,
including mangle,
mangle, extractor
washers, Laundry
-n
B ry mainry.
and washers,
extractor and
machinery, including
For laundry
$4,000.
In all, $180,110, which sum shall be expended under the direction
of the commissioners.
commissioners.
REFORMATORY:
For construction
construction of
Rersatorquarters..
quarters, including
including Reformatory.
of temporary
temporary quarters
REFORMATORY: For
Temporary
hundred innecessary furniture
furniture and equipment for the care of two hundred
necessary
$5,000;
mates, $5,000;
Costruct
For
beginning construction
of permanent
buildings, including Construction.
permanent buildings,
construction of
For beginning
sewers, water
mains, roads,
roads, and
and necessary
necessary equipment
equipment of industrial
industrial
water mains,
sewers,
railroad, $45,000;
railroad,
For
including superintendence
t
clothing, Maintenancecustody, clothing,
superintendence, custody,
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
gaFding,
fugitives- prorewards for fugitives;
support of inmates; rewards
guarding, care and aupuort
visions,
subsistence mdicine
. eand
and hospital instruments, furniture, and
visions, subsistence,
quarters for
employees and
purchase of
inmates; purchase
and inmates;
other employees
guards and other
for guard;
quarters
tools
and equipment;
maintenance of farm implements,
implements,
purchase and maintenance
equipment; .purchase
tools and
live
transportation and means of transporequipment; transportation
stock, tools,
tools, equipment;
live stock,
tation;
maintenance and
transportation;
means of transportation;
and operation of means
tation; maintenance
supplies
personal services,
services, and
other necessary
$50,000:
items, $50,000:
necessary items,
all other
and all
and personal
supplies and
P.sot
Provided,
whenever any person
,
. f i ts
person has been convicted of crime in ZIG
Provided, That whenever
any
court in
the District
District of
and sentenced
imprisonment toimprimonmentinjai
to Imprisonment in jail
to imprisonment
sentenced to
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
any court
for more
than one
one year
year by
by the
court, the
the imprisonment
during the
orrefor a tory.
the orreformatory.
imprisonment during
the court,
for
more than
term
which he
he may
may have
have been
sentenced or during
during the residue of
been sentenced
for which
term for
said term
may be
in some
suitable jail
jail or
penitentiary or
or in
reformthe reformin the
or penitentiary
be in
some suitable
term ma
said
atory
Columbia, above
referred to;
to and
be
it shall
shall be
and it
above referred
of Columbia,
District of
of the
the District
atory of
sufficient for
court to
sentence the defendant
defendant to imprisonment
imprisonment in
to sentence
the court
for the
sufficient
the
penitentiary without
specifying the
particular prison
prison or
or the
the
the particular
without specifying
the penitentiary
reformatory
of the
District of
Columbia and
imprisonment shall
shall
and the
the imprisonment
of Columbia
the District
reformatory of
be
in such
penitentiary, jail,
or the
the reformatory
reformatory of the District of
jail, or
such penitentiary,
be in
Columbia
the Attorney
Attorney General
General shall
from time
time to
designate:
to time
time designate:
shall from
as the
Columbia as
Provided further,
That the
the commksioners
are vested
with jurisdiction
jurisdiction mJsioner
illriZdeirestoerproi °t 1
prlacc
C°m:
vested with
commissioners are
further, That
Provided
over
such male
male and
female prisoners
prisoners as
be designated
designated by
ers in reformatccy.
by the
the ersinreformata.
as may
may be
and female
over such
Attorney
for confinement
the reformatory
the District
of
District of
of the
reformatory of
in the
confinement in
General for
Attorney General
Columbia
from the
delivered into
into their
their custody
custody or
or into
into
are delivered
they are
the time
time they
Columbia from
the
deputies,
or deputies,
deputy, or
superintendent, deputy,
authorized superintendent,
of their
their authorized
the custody
custody of
and
prisoners are
discharged under
process R
f Covic
are released
released or
or discharged
under due
due process
and until
until such
such prisoners
of
further , That
That the
residue of
term of
segirg
inels
olwhcrieg
elsewhre
to
imprison- serving
of imprisonof the
the term
the residue
And provided
providedlfurther,
of law:
law: And
merit
person who
who lilts
crime in
in cmperminjailor
zrpieetermin r
j
e
suor
of crime
convicted of
been convicted
heretofore been
has heretofore
of any
any person
ment of
any
court in
in the
Columbia and
and sentenced
sentenced to imprisonment
imprisonment
of Columbia
the District
District of
any court
for
one year
year by
by the
the court
court may
in the
the
of the
the reformatory
reformatory of
be in
may be
than one
more than
for more
District
the penitentiary
penitentiary where
persons
such persons
where such
of the
instead of
of Columbia
Columbia instead
District of
may
be confined
when this
General,
Act takes effect, and the Attorney General,
this Act
confined when
may be
when
so requested
by the
the Commissioners
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
of the
Commissioners of
requested by
when so
is
deliver into
the custody
custody of
of the
the supersuperinto the
he shall,
shall, deliver
to, and
and he
is authorized
authorized to,
intendent
of said
reformatory or
deputy or
or deputies
any such
such
deputies any
or his
his deputy
said reformatory
intendent of
person
any penitentiary
pursuance of
of any
any judgment
judgment
in pursuance
penitentiary in
in any
confined in
person confined
of
in and
and sentence
sentence by
any court
in the
District of
Jurist
of Corncorof Columbia,
Columbia, Iurisdictltm
court in
the District
by any
of conviction
conviction in
and
the Commissioners
the District
District of
are vested
vested with
misskoer
with mash:mem.
of Columbia
Columbia are
of the
Commissioners of
and the
jurisdiction over
over such
from the
the time
are delivered
into
delivered into
they are
time they
prisoners from
such prisoners
jurisdiction
the
custody of
of said
or his
his duly
duly authorized
authorized deputy
deputy or
or
superintendent or
said superintendent
the custody
deputies, including
including the
when they
they are
in transit
such
between such
transit between
are in
the time
time when
deputies,
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enitentiary and the reformatory
penitentiary
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, and
and
reformatory of
of Columbia,
during the
the period
are in
in such
such reformatory
reformatory or
during
period they
they are
or until
until they
they are
are
Payment of
Payment
of maintemante-released
released or discharged
discharged under due process of law. The Attorney
nance.
General shall
pay the
the cost
cost of
the maintenance
maintenance of
said prisoners
prisoners so
so
of the
of said
General
shall pay
Ante, p. 705.
transferred,
transferred, said payment
to be
for support
of
payment to
be from
from appropriations
appropriations for
support of
convicts, District of
like manner
manner as
payments are
now
of Columbia, in like
as payments
are now
for the
support of
of District
District convicts
convicts in
in Federal
Federal penitentiaries.
aining schools
schoolsnot
made for
the support
Training
not made
penitentiaries.
affected.
affct.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed as applying to
Nothing
to the
the
National
Training School
School for
Boys or
for
National Training
for Boys
or the
the National
National Training
Traing School
School for
Girls.
take effect
effect on
on and
Girls. The
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall take
and after
after
July first,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen;
first, nineteen
hundred and
sixteen;
W
ANL
L
For fuel
fuel for maintenance,
maintenance, $5,000;
For
$5,000;
Enlarging power
Enl.aglng
power
For enlargement
enlargement of the central
central power
power plant
power,
plant to
to furnish
furnish light,
light, power,
plant.
plant.
and water
and
water to the reformatory,and workhouse,
workhouse, $20,000;
$20,000;
Refrigeratingplant.
Refrgeratingplant.
For
combined use of the
For refrigerating
refrigerating and ice plant
plant for the combined
reformthe reformatory
workhouse, $4,000;
atory and
and workhouse,
$4,000;
In
ah, $129,000,
$129,000, which sum shall be expended
In all,
expended under
under the
the direction
direction
of
commissioners.
of the commissioners.
Militia. Mu a t

MILITIA
MILITIA OF THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.

Expenses.
EXpi.

For the following, to be expended under
authority and
direction
under the
the authority
and direction
commanding general,
general, who is
of the
the commanding
authorized and
and empowered
is hereby
hereby authorized
empowered
to make
make necessary contracts
contracts and
and leases,
leases, namely:
namely:
Camps,
drills,etc.
Cmps,drlls,etc.
For expenses of camps, including
including hire
for officers
officers required
hire of horses
horses for
required
to be mounted, and such hire not to be
from their
be deducted
deducted from
their mounted
mounted
pay, and
payment of
commutation of
of subsistence
subsistence for
for enlisted
enlisted
and for
for the
the payment
of commutation
men who
may be
to immediately
guard or
the United
United States
States property
property
or move the
men
who may
be detailed
detailed to
at home stations
stations on days immediately preceding
preceding and
immediately
and immediately
encampments, for
following the annual encampments,
for damages
to private
damages to
private property
property
incident to encampments,
encampments, instruction,
practice marches
marches and
and practice
instruction, practice
practice
cruises, drills and parades,
parades, fuel, light,
light, heat,
heat, care,
care, and
and repair
repair of
of armoarmories, offices, and storehouses,
practice ships,
storehouses, practice
ships, boats,
machinery and
boats, machinery
and
dock, dredging
dredging alongside
alongside of
dock, telephone
telephone service,
service, horses
of dock,
horses and
and
mules for mounted organizations,
organizations, street
car tickets,
tickets, not
to exceed
exceed
street car
not to
$200, necessarily
necessarily used in
transaction of
business, and
and for
for
m the transaction
of official
official business,
general incidental
incidental expenses
service, $30,000.
$30,000.
expenses of
of the
the service,
B
Rent.
R
t.
For
rent of
storehouses, stables, and quarters for
For rent
of armories,
armories, offices, storehouses,
for
noncommissioned officers
noncommissioned
officers of the
the Army
detailed for
with the
Army detailed
for duty
duty with
the
militia,
militia $16,900.
$16,900.
Miscellaneous e
boma
*x For
lockers,
furniture, and gymnastic
gymnastic apparatus
apparatus for
For
lockers,
$600.
for armories,
armories, $600.
peewee.
For printing,
printing, stationery,
stationery, and
anostage,
$1,800.
postage, $1,800.
For cleaning and repairing
repairing uniforms,
uniforms, arms,
and equipments,
and
arms, and
equipments, and
contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $2,000.
$2,000.
For custodian
For
custodian in charge of United States property and storerooms,
$1,000.
$1,000.
For clerk, office
$1,000.
office of
of the
the adjutant
adjutant general,
general, $1,000.
For expenses of target
target practice and
and matches,
matches, $2,500.
$2,500.
Pay
of troops
troops.
Pay of
For
pay of
employees, to
For pay
of troops, other than
than Government
Government employees,
disto be disauthority and
bursed under the authority
direction of
of the
the commanding
and direction
commanding general,
general,
$24,000.
$24,000.
Refund
erroneous
nd of
of erroneous
Collections.
oollections.
Payment.
Payment.

Vol. 36,
36, p.7.
p. 967.
Vol.

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS
ERRONEOUS COT
COLLECTIONS.
REFUND
iLF:CTIONS.
To
the commissioners, in any case
To enable
enable the
case where
where special assessassessments school tuition charges, rents, fees,
fees, or
ments,
charor collections
collections of
of any
any character have been erroneously covered
covered into
into the
to the
credit
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
Columbia m
of the United States and the District of Columbia
in equal
equal parts,
parts,
to refund
such erroneous
erroneous payments,
including the
to
refund such
payments, wholly
wholly or in part, including
the
refunding
authorized by the
refunding of fees paid for building
building permits authorized
Disthe District of
of Columbia appropriation
approved March second, ninetrict
appropriation Act approved
nine-
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so much
much thereof as may be
teen hundred
$1,500, or so
eleven, $1,500,
and eleven,
hundred and
teen
necessary:
appropriation shall be available for o. Proviso.
this appropriation
That this
Provided, That
necessary: Provided,
Prior years.
such
refunds of
payments made
made within
within the past three
three years.
such refunds
of payments
ANACOSTIA
RIVER FLATS.
FLATS.
ANACOSTIA RIVER

Anacostia
Ftsta
Flats.

River
River

utictinuing
For
continuing the
and development
development of
of the
C
noetinuing reclamaAnacostia uo
the Anacostia
reclamation and
the reclamation
For continuing
the District
River
and Flats
Flats from
from the
Anacostia Bridge
Bridge northeast
northeast to the
the Anacostia
River and
8
vo 38,, p. 549.
speci- Vol.
line,
be expended
and under
the conditions
conditions speciunder the
purposes and
the purposes
for the
expended for
to be
line, to
fied
in the
item for
for this
this improvement
contained in
in the
"District of
the "District
improvement contained
the item
fied in
Columbia
for the
fiscal year
hundred
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
Act for
appropriation Act
Columbia appropriation
and fifteen,
fifteen," $200,000, including
including the amount authorized to be conand
tracted for
for in
in the
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineDistrict appropriation
the District
tracted
teen
sixteen.
and sixteen.
hundred and
teen hundred
Small
parks.
mall parks.
PARKS.
PARKS.
For the
small park areas to be acquired in ac- cpsoemnatio'
Condemnation
of small
condemnation of
the condemnation
For
cordance with
relating to
small parks
in the
the District
7 38 p.625.
p.625.
District Vol.3,
parks in
to small
provisions relating
the provisions
with the
cordance
of Columbia
Columbia contained
contained in
the sundry
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act, approved
in the
of
August first,
nineteen hundred
fourteen , $25,000
$25,000.
and fourteen,
hundred and
first, nineteen
August

e

x-

81-

"°

WATER SERVICE.
SERVICE,
WATER

Water
service.
Water service.

The
following sums
appropriated wholly
the revenues
water
rom water
rPayae from
revenues rePaYable
of the
out of
wholly out
are appropriated
sums are
The following
of
the
water
department
for
expenses
of
the
Washington
Aqueduct
Aqueduct
Washington
of
the
expenses
for
department
of the water
and
it,s appurtenances
appurtenances and
water department,
department,
the water
of the
expenses of
for expenses
and for
and its
namely:
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.

Washington
dWnsAgton
duct.

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.

Ague.que-

For operation,
operation, including
including salaries
salaries of
main- ervMoirntnnl
ery
Ir
te
tnaneee
i lu re°.
tr
employees, mainnecessary employees,
of all
all necessary
For
plant,etc.
tionpant,etc.
Mc-- tion
tenance,
repair of
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and its accessories,
accessories, Mc
of Washington
and repair
tenance, and
Millan Park
Aqueduct Tunnel,
Filtration
the Filtration
Tunnel, the
Washington Aqueduct
Reservoir, Washington
Park Reservoir,
Millan
Plant, the
the plant
plant for
the preliminary
preliminary treatment
of the
the water
supply,
water supply,
treatment of
for the
Plant,
authorized
water meters
meters on
Federal services,
services, vehicles,
vehicles, and
each
for each
and for
on Federal
authorized water
and
purpose connected
therewith, including
exceeding
not exceeding
including not
connected therewith,
every- purpose
and every
$700 for
the purchase
one new
$123,000.
vehicle, $123,000.
motor vehicle,
new motor
of one
purchase of
for the
$700
Conduit Read.
du"tRoad.
mainteFor
repairs, grading,
ai nteditches, and other m
opening ditches,
grading, opening
ordinary repairs,
For ordinary
nance
of Conduit
Conduit Road,
Road, $5,000.
$5,000.
nance of
For
emergency fund,
fund, to
to be
be used
case of
serious break
break Emergency
fund.
Emncyun
a serious
of a
in case
only in
used only
For emergency
requiring immediate
immediate repair
in one
of the
the more
important aqueduct
aqueduct or
or
more important
one of
repair in
requiring
filtration plant
plant structures,
structures, such
such as
dam, conduit,
conduit, tunnel,
tunnel, bridge,
bridge,
as aa dam,
filtration
building, or
or important
important piece
piece of
of machinery;
machinery; all
expenditures from
from
all expenditures
building,
this
appropriation shall
shall be
be reported
reported in
to Congress
Congress, $5,000.
Park
$5,000. MeMI
detail to
in detail
this appropriation
For
grounds around
Reser- groma!""
Park
groama*.
Park ReserMcMillan Park
around McMillan
parking grounds
of parking
continuation of
For continuation

e
Supnt
voir,
$3,000.
voir, $3,000.
Nothing
shall be
construed as
affecting the
ws
au
rPer
Der
i
n
,„„
t
enud
neZe
cce
coen
tte
superintendence waep
the superintendence
as affecting
be construed
herein shall
Nothing herein
and control
control of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War over
the Washington
Aqueduct, tlued
tinned.
Washington Aqueduct,
over the
of War
and
its
rights, appurtenances,
and fixtures
the same
same
with the
connected with
fixtures connected
appurtenances, and
its rights,
and over
appropriations and
therefor as
as now
now provided
provided
expenditures therefor
and expenditures
over appropriations
and
by
law.
by law.

Water department.

WATER
DEPARTMENT.
WATER DEPARTMENT.

Water department.

.

as Reve

a ndinspso-

For revenue and inspection branch:
branch: Water
Water registrar,
who shall
also ti
RtliTr
ea
nue
nckatidinsim.
brn
tiooa
shall also
registrar, who
For revenue and inspection
perform
the
duties
of
chief
clerk,
$2,400;
clerks—one
$1,500,
one
one
$1,500,
perform the duties of chief clerk, $2,400; clerks-one
$1,200, two
clerk, $1,400;
four meter
meter comcom$1,400; four
index clerk,
each; index
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
two at
$1,200,
puters, at
$1,000 each;
each; chief
clerk, $1,200;
$1,200;
meter clerk,
$1,000; meter
inspector, $1,000;
chief inspector,
at $1,000
puters,
tap clerk,
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000; inspectors-eight
inspectors—eight at
eleven at
$800
at $800
each, eleven
$900 each,
at $900
tap
ban.
each; messenger,
messenger, $600;
$600;
each;
For distribution branch: Superintendent, $3,300;
engineer, $2,400; Distribution branch.
For distribution branch: Superintendent, $3,300; engneer, $2,400;
assistant
one $1,700;
$1,700; mastermechanic,
master mechanic, $2,000;
$2,000;
$1,800, one
engineers-one $1,800,
assistant engineers—one
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foreman,
$1,275, one
one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one
foreman, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant foremen—one
foremen-one $1,275,
161,125, one
one $900;
steam engineers-chief
engineers—chief $1,750,
two at
$1,125
$900; steam
$1,750, two
at $1,100
$1,100
each,
three a.s.sistants
$1,000 each;
each; chief
chief inspector
inspector of
of valves,
valves, $1,600;
each, three
assistants at
at $1,000
$1,600;
leveler, $1,200;
$1,200; inspector
$1,050; clerks—one
leveler,
inspector $1,200;
$1,200; draftsman
draftsman, $1,050;
clerks-one
$1,800, one
$1,500, four
at $1,200
each,
draftsman,
stores clerk $1,500,
$1,500, one
$1,800,
one $1,500,
four at
$1,200 each,
stores
one $1,000,
$1,000,
one $900;
$900; timekeeper,
$900; two
$900 each;
chainmen
one
timekeeper $900;
two rodmen
rodmen at
at $900
each; two
two chainmen
at
$610 each;
each; three
firemen at
at $875
at $675
$675 each;
each; four
four oilers
oilers at
at $610
three firemen
$875 each;
each;
janitor , $900;
$900; watchmen—one
$875, one
$610; driversdrivers—
janitor,
watchmen-one $875,
one $700,
$700, one
one $610;
one $700,
$700, one
one $630;
two messengers,
at $600
one
$630; two
messengers, at
$600 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $88,030.
$88,030.
Contingent
expense&
contngtexpses
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including books, blanks,
blanks, station
stationery,
printing, postage,
postage, damages,
damages purchase
of technical
reference books
books
printing,
purchase of
technical reference
and periodicals
not to
to exceed
exceed $75,
and other
and
periodicals not
$75, and
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $4,800.
$4,800.
Operating
expense&
opat
expn
For fuel, repairs to boilers,
boilers, machinery,
machinery, and pumpng
pum .
rxig stations,
pipe
stations, pipe
distribution
for high
h and
servdistribution to
to high
high and
and low
low service
service, material
material for
and low
low service,
public hydrants
and fire
fire plugs,
in repairing,
ice, including
including public
hydrants and
plugs, and
and labor
labhor in
repairing,
replacing,
lowering mains
laying new
conreplacing, raising,
raising, and
and lowering
mains, laying
new mains
mains and
and connections,
and repairing
fire plugs,
and mainnections, and erecting
erecting and
repairing fire
plugs, purchase
purchase and
maintenance
of motor
motor trucks,
trucks, horses,
horses wagons,
tenance of
wagons, carts,
carts, and
and harness
harness necesnecessary for
for the
horses,
including a
sary
the proper
proper execution
execution
of this work,
work, and
and including
a sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $800 for
purchase and
inspectors
for purchase
and use
use of
of bicycles
bicycles by
by inspectors
of
water department,
and to
to reimburse
employees for
of the
the water
department, and
reimburse three
three employees
for
provision and
themselves of
of three
three motorcycles
provision
and maintenance
maintenance by
by themselves
motorcycles for
for
use
their official
work in
in the
the District
District of
$12 per
use in
in their
official work
of Columbia,
Columbia, $12
per month
month
each, $37,000.
$37,000.
each,
es:pewee.
siServiceeexp
For continuing the extension of and
maintaining the high-service
high-service
and maintaining
system
laying necessary
and trunk
system of
of water
water distribution,
distribution, laying
necessary service
service and
trunk
mains
low service,
purchasing, installing,
and maintaining
maintaining
mains for
for low
service, and
and purchasing,
installing, and
Water
meters,ete.
waternet^tc.
water meters on services
services to
private residences
residences and
to such
such private
and to
to such
such
business
places as
may not
not be
to install
business places
as may
be required
required to
install meters
meters under
under existexisting
regulations as
by the
commissioners, said
said meters
ing regulations
as may
may be
be directed
directed by
the commissioners,
meters
at all
times to
remain the
the property
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
at
all times
to remain
property of
of the
the District
to
include
necessary land,
land, machinery,
machinery, buildings,
and appurteinclude all
all necessary
buildings, mains,
mains, and
appurtenances, and
labor, and
and purchase
purchase and
of horses,
horses, wagons,
wagons,
nances,
and labor,
and maintenance
maintenance of
carts, and harness
harness necessary
necessary for
proper execution
execution of
this work,
for the
the proper
of this
work, so
so
much
may be
be available
the water
the fiscal
year
much as
as may
available in
in the
water fund
fund during
during the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
the expendiexpendihundred and seventeen,
seventeen, after
after providing
providing for
for the
tures
hereinbefore authorized,
authorized, is
tures hereinbefore
is appropriated.
ap propriated.
Detailed
to
Detailed estimates
est
sto
eighteen and
For the fiscal year nineteen hundred and eighteen
annually
and annually
be submitted.
thereafter
thereafter estimates in
the appropriaappropriain detail
detail shall be
be submitted
submitted for
for the
tions required
required for
extension and
of the
the
for continuing the
the extension
and maintenance
maintenance of
service system
system of
of water
water distribution.
distribution.
high service
Construction work
Construction
work
under Commissioners.
Commissloners.
Draftsmen,
Draftsmenm, inspecnspec
tors, etc., temporarily
employed.

SEC.
draftsmen, assistant engineers,
'
S
EC. 2. That the services
services of draftsmen,
engineers, levelers,
.

transitmen, rodmen,
copyists, overseers,
overseers, and
and
transitmen,
rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
etS. oet,tmporar'iy inspectors
inspectors temporarily
temporarily required
connection with sewer, street,
required in connection
street cleaning
cleaning or road
road work, or construction
construction and repair
repair of buildings
buildings
and bridges, or any
general or
or special
special engineering
engineering or
any general
or construction
construction
work authorized
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may be employed
exclusively to
employed exclusively
to
carry into effect
effect said appropriations
appropriations when specifically
specifically and
writing
and in
in writing
ordered by the commissioners,
commissioners, and all
such necessary
all such
necessary expenditures
expenditures
for the
execution of
of said
said work
work shall
be paid
and
for
the proper
proper execution
shall be
paid from
from andequitably
charged against
the sums
sums appopriated
appropriated for
for said
said work;
and the
the comcharged
against the
work; and
commissioners
estimates shall
missioners in their annual estimates
number of
such
shall report
report the
the number
of such
employees
employees performing
performing such
and their
work, and
sums
such services,
services, and
their work,
and the
the sums
Proviso.
Pra.
paid to each, and out of what appropriation: Provided,
Provided, That the
Limit.
Limit.
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed
$74,000 during the fiscal
fiscal
expenditures
exceed $74,000
year
hundred and
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Temporary laborers,
Temporary
laborers.
The commissioners
authorized to employ temporarily
temporarily
commissioners are further authorized
etc.
etc.
such laborers, skilled
laborers, drivers,
drivers, hostlers,
and mechanics
mechanics as
as
skilled labolers,
hostlers, and
exclusively in connection
may be required exclusively
with sewer,
connection with
sewer, street,
street, and
and
street cleaning, or
road work, and street
construction and
and repair
repair of
or the
the construction
of
buildings and bridges,
bridges, furniture
furniture and equipments,
equipments, or
or
or any
any general
general or
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special engineering
engineering or construction
construction or repair work, and to incur all
necessary
necessary. engineering
engineering and other
other expenses, exclusive 'of
of personal
services, incidental
to carrying
carrying on
work and
services,
incidental to
on such
such work
and necessary
necessary for
for the
the
skilled laborers,
laborers, drivers,
said laborers,
laborers, skilled
execution thereof,
proper execution
thereof, said
proper
hostlers,
and mechanics
mechanics to be employed to perform such work as may
hostler* and
may
not
reguired by
law to
done under
to pay
not be
be required
by law
to be
be done
under contract,
contract, and
and to
pay for
for
such services
services and
from the
under which
which
appropriations under
the appropriations
and expenses
expenses from
such
expenses incurred.
incurred.
such services
services are
rendered and
such
are rendered
and expenses
etc.i
or, ,rvehicles
horse-drawn vehicles
SEC. 3.
That all
horses, harness, horse-drawn
vehicles necessary
necessary '47
g 4t
all homes,
3. That
SEC.
sewer, fromCommisslonerstor
for
use in
in connection
connection with
with construction
construction and
of sewer,
from Clinalssloners for
and supervision
supervision of
for use
ng
.
street-cleaning work, including us
lighting, road work, and street-cleaning
street lighting,
street,
using'
street, street
maintenance
of said
said horses
and harness,
harness, and
and repair
repair
maintenance and
and maintenance
horses and
maintenance of
and supplies
supplies
articles and
all necessary
of
and purchase
purchase of
of all
necessary articles
of said
said vehicles,
vehicles, and
of buildings
and repair
repair of
in
therewith, or
or on
on construction
construction and
in connection
connection therewith,
special engineering
or special
and
or any
general or
engineering or construction
construction
any general
and bridges,
bridges, or
work authorized
authorized by
by appropriations,
appropriations, may
may be
be purchased,
purchased, hired, and
work
maintained exclusively
to carry
carry into
appropriations, when
when
said appropriations,
effect said
into effect
exclusively to
maintained
specifically and
the commissioners;
and all
all
commissioners; and
by the
ordered by
writing ordered
and in
in writing
specifically
said work,
of said
such expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary for
execution of
work,.
for the
the proper
proper execution
such
and equitably
from and
exclusive of
equitably
be paid
paid from
shall be
services, shall
of personal
personal services,
exclusive
Rpat, etc.
con- &Tort,
for said work; and the corncharged against
the sums
etc.
appropriated for
sums appropriated
against the
charged
horses
number of horses,
the annual
annual estimates shall report the number
missioners
missioners in the
vehicles hired, and
vehicles, and
harness purchased,
horses and vehicles
purchased, and horses
and harness
vehicles,
appropriation; and all
what appropriation;
of what
the sums
sums paid
same and
and out
out of
for same,
paid for
the
shall, so far as may be
by the District
homes
or maintained
District shill,
maintained by
owned or
horses owned
icable be
for in
stables owned
said
by said
operated by
or operated
owned or
in stables
provided for
be _provided
practicable,
work on
mPo
ct: Provid
ed, That
vehicles, and carts Tempdrary
work
horse-drawn vehicles,
such horses,
horses, horse-drawn
That such
Provided,
District:
as may
may be
temporarily needed
hauling and
and excavating
material excavations,
etc.
cainsetc.
excavating material
for hauling
needed for
be temporarily
as
may be
in
connection with
with works
works authorized
authorized by
by appropriations
appropriations may
in connection
temporarily employed
employed for
such purposes
the conditions
named
conditions named
under the
purposes under
for such
temporarily
employment of laborers,
in
two of
this Act
Act in
in relation
laborers,
relation to the employment
of this
in section
section two
skilled
laborers, and
mechanics.
and mechanics.
skilled laborers,
S
EC. 4.
the services
assistant engineers,
engineers, draftsmen,
levelers, EWrdgisrst.
7:grdep,darrtamitent.n,
draftsmen, levelers,
of assistant
services of
That the
4. That
SEC.
pet. tmpoarly
rodmen,
claainmen computers,
computers, copyists,
temPorara emem
temporarily tr
inspectors temporarily
and inspectors
copyists, and
rodmen, chainmen,
required
in connection
connection with
with water-department
work authorized
authorized by
by '
water-department work
required in
appropriations may
be employed
to carry
into effect
effect said
carry into
exclusively to
employed exclusively
may be
appropriations
appropriations, and
and be
be paid
paid therefrom,
when specifically
in writwritand in
specifically and
therefrom, when
appropriations,
ing ordered
the commissioners,
commissioners, and
commissioners in
in their
their
the commissioners
and the
by the
ordered by
ing
annual estimates
report the
the number
performemployees 13erformsuch employees
of such
number of
shall report
estimates shall
annual
wia
P°
ing such
services and
and thenr
their work
work and the'sums
the'sunas paid to each: Provided,
Provided, L
ing
such services
lmit. '
the
That the
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
$13,200 during the
shall not exceed $13,200
the expenditures
That
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
seventeen.
Temporary laborers,
labores,
etemporary
and seventeen.
hundred and
year nneteen
fiscal
etc.
The
commissioners are
employ temporarily
temporarily
to employ
authorized to
further authorized
are further
The commissioners
mechanics as may be required in
such
laborers, skilled laborers,
laborers, and mechanics
such laborers,
all necessary
connection with
water-department work,
necessary
incur all
to incur
and to
work, and
with water-department
connection
engineering
and other
expenses, exclusive
personal services,
services, inciinciof personal
exclusive of
other expenses,
engineering and
dental to
to earrying
for the
proper execuexecuthe proper
necessary for
and necessary
work and
such work
on such
earrying on
dental
tion thereof,
thereof, said
said laborers,
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers,
mechanics to
to be
be
and mechanics
laborers, and
tion
employed
may not
required by
existing
by existing
be required
not be
as may
work as
such work
perform such
to perform
employed to
law
to be
done under
under contract,
contract, and
and to
to pay
pay for
for such
such services
and
services and
be done
law to
expenses
the appropriation
appropriation under
which such
are renrenservices are
such services
under which
from the
expenses from
dered
and expenses
expenses incurred.
incurred.
dered and
tra
t
SEC. 5.
5. That
the commissioners
commissioners are
are authorized
trust
exe- fdos
the exein the
employ in
to employ
authorized to
That the
SEC.
cution
of which
which is
is payable
payable from
from the
the appropriation
payable
eses
appropriation Efspenses
cost of
the cost
work the
of work
cution of
account
of Columbia
Act for
for the
33, p.
p. 3.
Vol 33,
the Vol.
appropriation Act
Columbia appropriation
District of
the District
in the
created in
account created
fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
five, and
as the
the "Miscella"Miscellaknown as
and known
and five,
hundred and
fiscal year
neous trust-fund
trust-fund deposits,
Columbia," all
all necessary
necessary
of Columbia,"
District of
deposits, District
neous
inspectors, overseers,
sewer tappers,
tappers skilled
laborers,
skilled laborers,
foremen, sewer
overseers, foremen,
inspectors,
mechanics, laborers,
street-railway
at street-railway
stationed at
policemen stationed
special policemen
laborers, special
mechanics,
crossings, one
of gas
two janitors
janitors for
laboratories
for laboratories
fitting, two
gas fitting,
inspector of
one inspector
crossings,
of the
the WashingtOn
Vashingten and
and Georgetown
Gas Light
Light Companies,
market
Companies, market
Georgetown Gas
of
ehl
ac
ul i

t
e
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master, assistant market
market master,
watchman, horses,
carts, and
and wagons,
wagons,
master, watchman,
horses, carts,
and to incur all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incidental
to carrying
carryingon
on such
incidental to
such work
work
and necessary
for the
proper execution
execution thereof,
suervices
exand
necessary for
the proper
thereof, such
services and
and expenses
be paid
paid from
from said
penses to
to be
said appropriation
appropriation account.
account.
Price of gas for publi c
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That hereafter
part of
appropriatedby
this
biS^fS
SEC.
ST
hereafter no
no part
of any
any money
money appropriated
by this
buildings
limited to
ts
or any other Act shall
shall be
cents.
the payment
to the
Washington
be used
used for
for the
payment to
the Washington
Gas Light Company
Company or
the Georgetown
Georgetown Gas
Company for
for any
any
or the
Gas Light
Light Company
gas furnished by said companies for
for use
use in
in any
any of
of the
the public
public buildings
buildings
the United
United States
of the
States or
District of
of Columbia
or the
the District
Columbia at
at a
a rate
rate in
in excess
excess of
of
70 cents per one
one thousand
feet.
thousand cubic
cubic feet.
to constnners
On
and after
after the
the first
first day
of October
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
Gas Washington
wtao
On and
day of
October,, nineteen
nineteen hundred
from
Washington sGas
Gas
LigtCompanytobe75
Light
Company to be 75 the Washington Gas Light Company
Company shall
shall not
or collect
collect for
for gas
gas
not charge
charge or
ents.
furnished
a private consumer in any part of the District of
of Columbia
furnished a
Columbia a
a
rate
in
excess
of
75
cents
per
one
thousand
cubic
feet
of
gas
so
furrate
in
excess
of
75
cents
per
one
thousand
cubic
feet
of
gas
so
furProvisos.
Additionalifnotpaid
Provided, That
Additionalif
not paid nished: Provided,
That if
if aaconsumer
consumer of
of gas
gas other
other than
than the
the GovernGoverninten
days
ment or the District of Columbia shall
shall not
tea daYs.
monthly any
any gas
not pay
pay monthly
gas bill
bill
within ten
days after
same shall
shall have
have been
been presented,
ten days
after the
the same
presented, said
said gas
gas
company may charge and collect
collect from any
consumer so
so failing
any such
such consumer
failing
to pay said gas bill as aforesaid
aforesaid 10
10 cents
for each
each one
thoucents additional
additional for
one thoub
sansi
by said
bill: And
provided further,
Powrs of public
sand cubic
cubic feet
feet of
of gas
gas represented
represented by
said bill:
And providedfurther,
Utilities Comm'ion
Commission That nothing herein contained
contained shall
be construed
construed as
as limiting
limiting or
shall be
or taking
taking
not affected.
by law
law in
away any of the powers
powers now vested by
in the
Utilities
the Public
Public Utilities
Commission
Commission of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Grm
That from
from and
Gas
Frmn
Light CGtceorgonp
Geccgetu'n1
That
and after
after October
October first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen,
hundred and
ompany, 85
ce~ts
the Georgetown Gas Light Company
cent&
Company shall
shall not
not be
be permitted
permitted to
to charge
charge
or collect more than 85 cents
cents per one
one thousand
cubic feet
gas for
for
thousand cubic
feet for
for gas
cooking, illuminating.,
or other
other purposes.
purposes.
illuminating, or
wers
Rent
ofaSSegna
spub
epnder
Sac. 7.
7. That
That hereafter
of the
the District
Columusers
oftdsp
efr°In Sac.
hereafter the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of Columsidewas,
bia are
are authorized
authorized and directed to assess and
and collect
sidewalks, etc.
etc.
bia
collect rent
rent from
from all
all
of space
space occupied
users of
the District
occupied under
under the
the sidewalks
sidewalks and
and streets
streets in
in the
District
70

cents.

p

of

u

lic

of Columbia, which said space
space is
occupied or
or used
used in
with
is occupied
in connection
connection with
the
of said
said users.
users.
the business of
Street
paving.
EC.
8. That
That hereafter
hereafter the
half cost
cost of
of the
the paving
or repaving
of a
a
Ue
stassessed S
SEC.
,ed 8.
Ralf
cost
of,
the half
paving or
repaving of
ortabnnIngstreetProl*
side thereof
thereof and
thereof with
sheet
nabautigstretpp roadway
roadway between
between the
the side
and the
the center
center thereof
erty.
with sheet
asphalt, asphalt block, granite block,
block, vitrified
vitrified block,
block, cement
cement concrete,
concrete,
bituminous
macadam,_ or
or other
other form
form of
of pavement
pavement s
hall be
be
bituminous concrete,
concrete, macadam,
shall
assessed against the property abutting the side of
so imimof the
the street
street so
levied and
and collected
collected as
as now
now provided
provided
proved, such
such assessments
assessments to
to be
be levied
PrOVia0. tion of ppro- as
as to
to alleys
sidewalks :P
rovided, Th atth e ad
vert i
sement b
y pubPubication
Publica
alleys and
and sidewalks:
Provided,
That the advertisement
by
pubposed
work
commissionets' intention
intention to
do such
such work
work and
and the
the
pd
work not re.
re lication of
of the
the commissioners'
to do
guyed.
q.
formal
formal hearing in
in respect
respect thereto
thereto required
by law
law as
to alley
alley and
required by
as to
and
sidewalk
sidewalk improvements shall not be required
as to
to roadway
roadway imimrequired as
provements.
provements.
Aeable
There
Assemble ar.
area.
There shall be included in the area the cost of which is
is assessable
hereunder only the roadway-area abutting
hereunder
abutting the property between
between lines
lines
normally projected
projected from the building line
street being
imline of
of the
the street
being improved at the points of intersection with the building lines
lines of
of interintersecting
secting streets.
Cast excluded.
excluded.
There shall be excluded from the cost of the roadway
Cast
roadway work to be
assessed
assessed hereunder:
hereunder:
Twenty
feet beyond
First. The
cost of
of all
all such
a line
line twenty
twenty feet from
from the
street
line. feet beyond
Twenty
First.
The cost
such work
work beyond
beyond a
side
thereof.
side
thereof.
Work within
within street
street
Work
osr
railwayspace.
Second. The cost of all such work within
railway
space.
space within
which
within the space
within which
street railway companies are required
law, and
required to
to pave by
by law,
and nothing
nothing
herein contained shall be construed
construed as relieving
reheving street railway comcornnxies.
e by
Expense
by compa- panies
panics from bearing all the
of paving
streets
the expense
expense of
paving- and
and repairing
repairing streets
VoL
20, p.
p. 105.
and avenues between
Vol_ 20,
105.
between lines two feet exterior
exterior to
to the outer
outer rails
rails of
of their
their
required by
by section
section five
tracks, as required
providing a
apermanent
five of
of the
the Act
Act providing
permanent
form of government for the
the District
approved June
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
June
eleventh, eighteen
and seventy-eight.
eighteen hundred and
seventy-eight.
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ks
and reservS
EC. 9.
through United
reservaUnited tionsPr.
and
flowing through
streams flowing
of streams
protection of
the protection
for the
That for
9. That
SEC.
streamsin,tobepro
Columbia
of
District
States
Government
parks
and
reservations
in
the
Streams
in,
to be proreservations
States Government parks and
from
systems tected
from
sewage
Maryland
towns,
etc.of
tow'soetcf
Maryhd
sewerage systems
from sewerage
therein from
discharged therein
sewage discharged
by sewage
pollution by
from pollution
of Maryland
towns and
and villages
bordering said
said District, the commisvillages bordering
Maryland towns
of
sioners
are authorized
authorized to
agreement with the proper
into an agreement
enter into
to enter
sioners are
authorities of
the State
Maryland for
drainage of such sewerage
for the drainage
of Maryland
State of
of the
authorities
connections
District of sewer
systems
through the
of the
Sewer connections
the District
system of
sewerage system
the sewerage
and through
into and
systems into
autbried.
per- authorized.
Columbia;
are further
authorized to perfurther authorized
commissioners are
said commissioners
the said
and the
Columbia; and
mit
connections of
of Maryland
Maryland sewers
with the District of Columbia
sewers with
mit connections
sewerage
system
at
or
near
the
District
line whenever,
judgtheir judgin their
whenever, in
sewerage system at or near the District line
ment,
the sanitary
sanitary conditions
into and
and through
through
flowing into
streams flowing
of streams
conditions of
ment, the
such
and reservations
reservations in
in the
District
the District
parks and
Government parks
States Government
United States
such United
of Columbia
Columbia are
are such
to demand
such
pollution: Proviso.
p o.
uchpollution:
osuch
elimination of
the elimination
demand the
as to
such as
of
Provided,
That
all
cost
of
construction
of
such
sewers
to
and
connecPayment
of cost.
cost.
of
Payment
connecand
to
sewers
such
of
construction
of
Provided, That all cost
tion with
with the
system of
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia shall be
of the
sewerage system
the sewerage
tion
paid
by the
the proper
the State
State of
Maryland, and that
of Maryland,
of the
authorities of
proper authorities
paid by
said
enter into
with the
the commissioners
conuaissioners
agreement with
such agreement
into such
shall enter
State shilll
said State
and
shall
guarantee
the
protection
of
the
District
of
Columbia
sewColumbia
of
District
the
of
protection
the
guarantee
and shall
erage system
system from
unauthorized connections
connections thereto,
thereto, and
reimshll reimand shall
from unauthorized
erage
burse
of Columbia
for the
the actual
cost- of pumping and
actual costColumbia for
District of
the District
burse the
handling
sewerage by
annual payments
payments for
it oof su
ms cosums
deas deservice ,as
such service
for such
by annual
such sewerage
handling such
sums o
sums col- lecter
termined by
by the
in such
such agreement;
pes
agreement- all such sums'
commissioners in
the commissioners
tennined
lected
therefor to
paid into
the Magary'
of the United States
Treasury of
into the
be paid
to be
lected therefor
through the
the collector
taxes to
to the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia,
of mg
of the
credit of
the credit
of taxes
collector of
through
evoti°o
canp
Sze.
10.
That
the
sum of
hereby appropriated
nalati
r
i
s
til
of mned.
repay ca
to repay
appropriated to
is hereby
$271.76 is
of $271.76
the sum
That
10.
SWc.
the National Society of the
Daughters of the American Revolution taxit'
of4lealletat
estate
for1g
Resfr,d
the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution Ase
515.
the
taxes
paid
by
said
society
upon
lots
twenty-three,
twenty-four,
Awe,
p.
515.
twenty-three,
lots
upon
society
said
by
the taxes paid
twenty-five,
and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, square one hundred and
twenty-seven, and
twenty-five, twenty-seven,
seventy-three,
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
as follows:
$143.78 as per
follows: $143.78
Columbia, as
of
District
the
in
seventy-three,
receipt
for taxes
paid March
March fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
and sixhundred and
nineteen hundred
taxes paid
receipt for
teen;
$127.98
as
per
receipt
for
taxes
nineteen
thirty-first,
March
paid
taxes
for
receipt
per
as
teen; $127.98
the
hundred and
and sixteen;
in an,
$271.76; said
said sum
sum to
paid upon the
be paid
to be
all, $271.76;
sixteen; in
hundred
presentation
of
said
receipts
by
the
treasurer
general
of
said
society.
aax on personal
society.
said
of
general
treasurer
presentation of said receipts by the
SEC. 11.
Section six
the Act
first ,nin
eteen hundred
,rg.
Wty.
on
p. si
prprty.
and pr
hundred and
nineteen
of July
July first,
Act of
ded3
2, Personal
p.
618,
of the
six of
11. Section
SEC.
two,
"An
Act
making
appropriations
to
provide
for
the
expenses
of
a
m
.
amenlded
of
expenses
the
for
provide
to
appropriations
two, "An Act making
the
District of
Columbia for the fiscal year ending
of Columbia
the District
of the
government of
the government
June
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
and
three, and
and for
for other
purposes,
other purposes,"
three,
and
hundred
nineteen
thirtieth,
June
is
hereby amended
amended by
by adding,
after paragraph
said section:
Appraisal of
of Intanln
Apprsl
section:
of said
two of
paragraph two
adding, after
is hereby
"That the moneys
and
credits,
including
moneys
loaned
and
ingiblelroPertY•
gibleptoprtY.
inand
loaned
moneys
including
credits,
and
"That the moneys
vested, bonds
and shares
(except the
the stock
and other
other PO4
Po "'P1o46.
banks and
of banks
stock of
stock (except
of stock
shares of
vested, bonds and
corporations
within
the
District
of
Columbia
the
taxation
of
which
which
of
taxation
the
Columbia
of
District
the
within
corporations
banks and
corporations is
herein provided
provided for)
of any
any person,
person, firm,
firm
for) of
is herein
and corporations
banks
association or
corporation resident
or
engaged
in
business within
said
said
within
business
in
engaged
or
resident
corporation
or
association,
District
shall
be
appraised in
the manner
by
provided by
manner provided
in the
and appraised
scheduled and
be scheduled
shall
District
paragraph one
one of
of said
for listing
of tangible
tangible Tax
Vol.
32, pp. 618.
l
V3imposed.
appraisal of
and appraisal
listing and
six for
section six
said section
paragraph
taxes
personal
property,
and
assessed
at
their
fair
c
ash
and
as
value,
cash
fair
personal property, and assessed at their
on
shall be
be paid
tax collector
of
collector of
the tax
to the
paid to
there shall
credits there
and credits
moneys and
said moneys
on said
said
District
four-tenths
of
one
per
centum
of
the
value
thereof:
value
the
of
centum
per
one
of
said District four-tenths
deposits not
Savings deposit not
Provided,
That
savings deposits
of
sum not in
in excess i="1.
a sum
in a
individuals in
of individuals
deposits
That savings
Provided
of
$500 deposited
in banks,
trust companies, or building associations,
over
$"
exempted.
in banks, trust companies, or building associations, over s exempted
of $500 deposited
subject
and not
check,. shall
Congressional
be Jointt cogressional
shall be
to check,
subject to
not subject
withdrawal and
of withdrawal
notice of
to notice
msubject to
re tax
to reco
mmittee
concommttee
joint
a
That
exempt
from
this
tax:
Provided
further
,
a
j
oint
committee
concommitteeto
frther,
Proided
tax:
this
from
exempt
sisting of the Committee on the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia of
of the
the Senate
mrsd
.
m ta
c
. changes
Senate la
of the Committee on the
sistine
and the
Committee
on
the
District
of
Columbia
of
the
House
of
RepRepof
House
the
of
Columbia
of
District
and tMe Committee on the
resentatives is
is hereby
appointed to
make by
by subcommittee
subcommittee or
otheror otherto make
hereby appointed
resentatives
wise acareful and
exhaustive
study
of
the
tax
laws
of
the
District
of
of
District
the
of
laws
tax
the
of
study
exhaustive
wise a careful and license taxes, with aview of recommending such
Columbia, including
taxes, with a view of recommending such
Columbia, including license
changes in the laws
as the
committee may
equiand equifair and
deem fair
may deem
joint committee
the joint
in the laws as
changes
table,
to be
be made
made to
to the
the Congress
Congress during
during the
the next
next session.
session.
report to
table, report
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Polcemen
SEC. 12.
Policemen and frefile.
Sze.
this Act
the funds
12. That from and after the
the passage of
of this
Act the
funds now
now
tmens reie
crelief fund"
men'
ffnd
f
und e
re-authorized
authorized by law and known as the "Police
"Police relief
fund" and
the
and the
ated. relie
"Firemen's
fund" shall be
"Firemen's relief fund"
designated and
and known
known as
as the
the ""PolicePolicebe designated
men
and firemen's
relief fund,
fund, District
men and
firemen's relief
District of
of Columbia."
Columbia."
composati
o
Composition of.
The said
said fund
fund shall
consist of
of all
the Commissioners
Commissioners
shall consist
all fines
fines imposed
imposed by
by the
of the District of Columbia upon
and fire
fire departdepartupon members
members of
of the
the police
police and
ments of said District by
way of
all rewards,
by way
of discipline;
discipline; all
rewards, proceeds
proceeds of
of
gifts, and
and emoluments
emoluments that
may be
be received
by any
member of
said
that may
received by
any member
of said
departments
departments (for extraordinary
extraordinary services),
services), except
except such
such part
part thereof
thereof as
as
the said commissioners
commissioners may
may allow
be retained
retained by
by members
allow to
to be
members of
of
said departmentsdepartments,- a
adeduction
deduction of
of one
one-half per
centum of
one and
and one-half
per centum
of the
the
monthly salary of each member of said departmentsdepartments,- donations;
donations; and
and
proceeds of
the net proceeds
of sales
sales of
custody of
of the
of unclaimed
unclaimed property
property in
in the
the custody
the
property
the police
property clerk of the
police department;
department; all of
shall be
paid
of which
which shall
be paid
the Treasury
Treasury of
into the
of the
the United
credit of
of the
the "
PoliceUnited States
States to
to the
the credit
" Police.
relief fund,
fund, District
men and firemen's relief
Columbia," herein
provided
District of
of Columbia,"
herein provided
f pis'for; and should the said fund at any time be insufficient to defray the
D
efiefeneY from
Dtridesy
trict
revenues. ' D - for; and should the said fund at any time be insufficient to defray the
ost,
p.
Mse.
expenditures hereinafter
Post, p. 809.
hereinafter provided
provided for,
for, the
Commissioners of
the Disthe Commissioners
of the
District of Columbia, in that event, are authorized, and
shall be
be their
their
and it
it shall
duty, to direct the collector
said District,
District, and
collector of taxes of said
and it
it shall
shall be
be
the duty of the said collector, pursuant
pursuant to
such direction,
direction, to
pay into
into
to such
to pay
the Treasury of the United States,
States, out
out of
of the
revenue of
of the
the
the general
general revenue
District of Columbia collected
collected by
by him,
him, to
to the
the credit
of the
said ""PolicePolicecredit of
the said
men and
and firemen's
firemen's relief
men
District of
of Columbia,"
Columbia," such
sums as
relief fund,
fund, District
such sums
as
metre=
Pansians'eee
"I*7-6.
necessary frotime
froth time to time
to meet
meet deficiencies
deficiencies in
fund.
bhefmtS
ec'
may be
~ may
be necessary
time
mto
in said
said fund.
credit of
The moneys to the credit
of the
the said
shall be
available for
for approsaid fund
fund shall
be available
appropriation
priation by
by Congress
only for
expenditure on
requisitions of
of
Congress annually
annually only
for expenditure
on requisitions
the said
commissioners for
the purposes
forth in
this Act,
and all
all
the
si commissioners
for the
purposes set
set forth
in this
Act, and
Aconfetc.
expenditures
Accounting,
etc.
expenditures from
from said
fund shall
made and
and accounted
accounted for
for in
in the
the
said fund
shall be
bemade
same manner as other expenditures
expenditures of
of the
the government
government of
of the
the District
District
of Columbia
are made
made and
and accounted
accounted for.
of
Columbia are
for.
pAloywancef
tUey.
Whenever any
Jan
t
em. Whenever
any member
department or
or the
fire departdepartmember of
the police
of the
police department
the fire
ment
of the
the District
of Columbia
disabled
ment of
District of
Columbia shall
shall become
become temporarily
temporarily disabled
by injury received
the actual
by
received or disease contracted
contracted in the
actual discharge
discharge of
of
his duty,
his
extent as
require medical
services
duty, to
to such
such an
an extent
as to
to require
medical or
or surgical
surgical services
other
other than such as can be rendered
rendered by
board of
of police
police and
by the
the board
and fire
fire
surgeons of said District,
District, or
or to
to require
require hospital
the expenses
expenses
hospital treatment,
treatment, the
or surgical
surgical services,
of such medical or
services, or
shall be
be
or hospital
hospital treatment,
treatment, shall
aid from
the
policemen and
fireme
n'
s reli eff
un d, District of ColumMediflecertificate
paid
from
the policemen
and
firemen's
relief
fund,
District
Columof
quired
quird.
bia,
Mediaideertilleate re. p
aidprovided
provided for
in this
Act; but
no such
shall be
be paid
paid except
except
for in
this Act;
but no
such expenses
expenses shall
a certificate of the said board
upon a
board of police and
fire surgeons,
or two
and fire
surgeons, or
two
members thereof, setting forth the necessity for
treatfor such
such services
services or
or treatment
of the
the injury
injury or
or disease
disease which
which rendered
rendered the
proa
ment and
and the
the nature
nature of
the same
same
Approval.
necessary, and upon the approval of
said certificate
the supersuperof the
the said
certificate by
by the
intendent
police or the
the chief
chief engineer
intendent of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
engineer of
the fire
fire
of the
department,
may be,
be, and
department, as the case may
and the
the approval
approval of
the Commis_
of the
Commisof the
the District
District of
erent allowallow- sioners
soners
of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Retirement
—
ancefortotaldisabity.
Whenever
department or
ance for total disability.
whenever any member of the police department
or the
the fire
fire depart-.
department
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia shall
become so
so permanently
permanently disabled
ment of
shall become
disabled
disease contracted
through injury received or disease
the line
line of
as
contracted in
in the
of duty
duty as
to incapacitate
incapacitate him for the performance
performance of
duty, or,
or, having
having served
served
of duty,
not less than twenty-five
twenty-five years and having reached
reached the age
age of fifty-five
shall, for
for any
years shall,
cause, become
permanently disabled
disabled as
as to
to
any cause,
become so
so permanently
incapacitate
him for
the performance
shall make
make written
written
ncapacitate him
for the
performance of
of duty
duty-and
and shall
application therefor and said application
application sall
application
shall be
approved by
by the
be approved
the
Forage.
For
a
ge.
Commissioners of said District, or,
having reached
age of
of sixty
sixty
or, having
reached the
the age
years,'in the discretion of the said commissioners,
commissioners, he
years
he shall
shall in
in either
either
event be
be retired
retired from the service thereof and be entitled to
event
to receive
receive
relief from
from the
the said
relief
said policemen
policemen and firemen's relief fund, District of
Amomut.
Columbia, in an amount not to exceed
Amount.
Columbia,
exceed fifty per centum per
year of
per year
of
the salary received
received by him at the date of retirement.
retirement. In
In case
case of
of the
the

all
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death
police department
department or
death of any member
member of the police
or the
department
the fire
fire department
of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, before or after
after retirement
retirement from the service
thereof,
a widow, or aa child or children under sixteen
or
thereof, leaving a
sixteen years Penson
Pension to widow or
widow shall be entitled to receive
childr '
of age, the widow
receive relief from the said children
policemen and firemen's
firemen's relief fund, District of Columbia, in
in an
policemen
an amount
amount
month, and each
each child
not exceeding $35 per month,
child under
age of
under the
the age
of sixteen
sixteen
month, and in
in no
case shall
years in an amount not exceeding
exceeding $10 per month,
no case
shall
of $50 per
the amount paid to any one family exceed the sum of
per month:
month:
Provided, That
remarriage of
of any
any widow
widow granted
gran t
edre
liefun
der POv-.
relief
under
That upon
upon the
the remarriage
Provided,
To cease
the provisions a
of this Act such relief
cease,
relief
relief shall cea
se, and
an d re
liefgranted riage.
rage. to or for any child
child or children
under the age of
children under
years shall
shall
of sixteen
sixteen years
cease
reaching that
cease upon their reaching
that age:
age: Providexifurther,
no widow
bsequent
Providefurther,That
That no
widow, tou
to retirementten
of the
the said
said police
police departchild, or children of any deceased
deceased member of
ment or fire department
department resulting from any
any marriage
marriage contracted
contracted subsubmember shall
shall be
be entitled
sequent to the date of retirement
retirement of such member
entitledto
any relief
relief under
under the
provisions of
this Act.
to any
the provisions
of this
Act.
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
to Funralxpe.
Funeral expenses.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
are authorized
authorized to
pay from the said
said policemen
firemen's relief fund, District
District of
of
pay
policemen and fu-emen's
exceeding $75
$75 in
Columbia, a
a sum not exceeding
in any
any one
to defray
one case
case to
defray the
the
funeral
of any
any deceased
deceased member
funeral expenses
expenses of
member of
police department
department
of the
the police
or the
fire department
service
or
the fire
department of
of -said
said District
District dying
dying while
while in
in the
the service
thereof.
, .
.
..
: .
thereof.
C1oumbia a
a board to be R•uring
eurng
nd re i d
There is created in
in and for theDistriet
the District of Columbia
rrNited.
and
imown -as
the 1301103
retiring and
to be
be board
Composition.
known
as the
police and
and firemen's
firemen's retiring
and relief
relief board,
board, to
compoaution
composed of
of the
counsel of
said,District
District and
and one
memcomposed
the corporation
corporation counsel
of said
one member, irom
from each
each,,the
the police
police -department
ber
department and
fire department, to
to be'
be
and fire
department,
designated by
designated
the said
said commissioners,
and- the
the' said
commissioners
by the
commissioners, and,
said commissioners
are authorized
to change
change the
of said
said board
from time
are
authorized to
the personnel
personnel of
board from
time to
to
time, in
discretion, and
are further
authorized and
and emtime,
in their
their discretion,
and they
they are
further authorized
empowered
to make,
modify, and
amend from
time to
to time
time regulations
powered to
make, modify,
and to
to amend
from time
regulations
Duties.
and
rules of
for the
conduct of
said board.
board. The
said DUtB
and rules
of procedure
procedure for
the conduct
of the
the said
The said
board
all cases
cases for
for the
relief of
board shall
shall consider
consider all
the retirement
retirement and
and relief
of memmembers
the police
department and
and the
fire department
bers of
of the
police department
the fire
department rendered
rendered
necessary or
or expedient
the provisions
Act, and
of this
this Act,
and all
all
necessary
expedient under
under the
provisions of
applications
the relief
relief of
and children
under sixteen
sixteen
applications for
for the
of widows
widows and
children under
years of
of age.
age. In
In every
every, case
retirement of
member of
of either
of Surgeon's
certificate.
years
case of
of retirement
of aamember
either of
rgeon's certifcate.
said departments
the board
board of
police and
and fire
fire surgeons
shall certify,
certify,
of police
surgeons shall
said
departments the
in writing,
said retiring
retiring and
board the
the physical
physical condition
condition
in
writing, to
to the
the said
and relief
relief board
of the
the member
member for
relief is
is sought.
sought. The
The said
said Hearing&
Hrngs.
of
for whom
whom retirement
retirement and
and relief
retiring and
relief board
board shall
shall give
written notice
notice to
to any
member of
of
any member
give written
retiring
and relief
said departments
departments under
it for
for retirement
retirement and
and relief
relief
said
under consideration
consideration by
by it
to appear
appear before
board and
give such
evidence under
oath as
as he
he
such evidence
under oath
to
before the
the board
and give
may
and the
proceedings of
the board
shall be
reduced to
be reduced
to
may desire,
desire, and
the proceedings
of the
board shall
writing
and shall
show the
the date
of appointment
appointment of
of such
such member,
date of
member,
writing and
shall show
his
age, his
his record
and any
any other
other information
information that
that
record in
in the
the service,
service, and
his age,
W
may
be pertinent
to the
matter of
of his
The wiAnthctit
i
tc.
to SOCUIV
eiAre<
to
e
may be
pertinent to
the matter
his retirement
retirement and
and relief.
relief. The
es,
said
authorized and
and empowered
summon any
person
any person
empowered to
to summon
board is
is authorized
said board
before
it to
to give
oath or
as to
to any
any
under oath
or affirmation,
affirmation, as
before it
give testimony,
testimony, under
matter
provisions of
the provisions
of this
this
and relief
relief under
under the
matter affecting
affecting retirement
retirement and
Act; and
any member
member of
the board
board shall
shall have
power to
to administer
administer
of the
have power
Act;
and any
oaths or
affirmations to
to witnesses
witnesses appearing
appearing before
before the
the said
said board.
board. Compy attdoaths
or affirmations
Such summons
be served
served by
by any
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan once.
ao
summons shall
shall be
any member
member of
Such
to may
appear
the
refusal
or
neglect
of
a witness
witness
police
force,
and
upon
police
before force,
the said
andboard
uponor
the
to refusal
testify or
when
neglect
required,
of a
he or she
to
appear
be
before the said board or to testify when required, he or she may be
compelled to
attend and
in the
vol.
20,
27, p.
p. 210.
compelled
to attend
and testify
testify as
as provided
provided in
the Act
Act of
of February
February vol.
voL^
twentieth,
eighteen hundred
ninety-six entitled
"An Act
Act to
to
and ninety-six,
entitled "An
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
amend an
an Act
to punish
punish false
before trial
trial
'An Act
Act to
false swearing
swearing before
amend
Act entitled,
entitled, 'An
boards of
of the
the Metropolitan
police force
force and
fire department
the
of the
and fire
department of
Metropolitan police
boards
District of
of Columbia
and for
purposes,' approved
elevapproved May
May elevfor other
other purposes,'
Columbia, and
District
enth,
hundred and
and ninety-two,
and any
witness knowingly
knowingly
any witness
ninety-two," and
enth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
making
statement to
board on
on any
any material
a false
false statement
to the
the said
said board
material matter
matter
making a
on

reinar-

relief

compulsory

10.

attend-

720
720
Actie
Mikes by
Miners.
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Conmis- shall be
commisguilty of
perjury and
accordingly. The
The said
said
be guilty
of perjury
and punishable
punishable accordingly.
retiring and relief board shall in each case
considered by
recase considered
by it
it for
for retirement
tirement and relief submit to the Commissioners
the District
District of
Commissioners of
of the
of
Columbia a
areport of its findings, and the said commissioners
commissioners shall
have power
power to
to approve, disapprove, or modify such findings
findings or
or to
to
sueh.further
remand any case
case for such
further proceedings
proceedings as they
deem
they may
may deem

ofmedimlessminstmus
disabled pensioners..
oldiaabledpuisi

necessary.

The
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
The Commissioners
of the
Columbia, in
in their
their discretion
discretion
and at any time, may cause any person receiving any relief
relief allowallowance under the provisions of this Act, who has
served less
has served
less than
than
twenty-five
twenty-five years, to appear and undergo
undergo samedical examination,
examination, as
the result of which the said commissioners
commissioners shall determine
determine whether
whether
the relief in such case shall be continued,
increased, decreased,
decreased, or
continued, increased,
or
discontinued.
discontinued. Should any person
person receiving relief
the provirelief under
under the
provisions of this Act, after due notice, fail to appear and
and undergo
undergo the
the
examination
here,' the said commissioners
authorized
examination prescribed
prescribed here,
commissioners are authorized
in their discretion to reduce
reduce or entirely
entirely discontinue
discontinue such
such relief.
relief.
RttaordiscReductk°1
or disc°11The Commissioners of the District of
may, in
in their
of Columbia
Columbia may,
their
tinuame.
granted to
any person
discretion, reduce
reduce or
or discontinue
discontinue the
the relief granted
to any
person
c~
emersion
under the provisions of this Act upon receipt of duly
informaduly certified
certified information from aacourt of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction that
receiving
that any person receiving
such relief has been convicted
convicted in such court of any crime involving
involving
moral turpitude; and the said commissioners
commissioners may also,
their disdisalso, in
in their
cretion, reduce or discontinue the relief granted
granted to any person under
under
the provisions
provisions of this Act when it shall appear to their
their satisfaction
satisfaction
from evidence before them that such person is a
a habitual
habitual drunkard
or guilty of lewd or lascivious conduct.
s
Bervicein emergency
Any retired
police department
department
CsWeia
Any
retired member
member of
of the
the police
department or
Cage&
or fire
fire department
of the District of Columbia receiving
receiving relief under the provisions of
this Act may in time of flood, riot,
not, conflagration,
conflagration, during extraordiextraordinary assemblages, or unusual emergencies, be
be called by the
the commiscommissioners of said District into
the serice
service of
department from
from which
which
into the
of the
the department
he was
with relief
for such
as his
his disability
disability will
Encem t.
Ihe
was retired
retired with
relief for
such duty
lgatorciantatt.
duty as
will permit
permit
of him performing,
without compensation
therefor; and
and the
the said
performing, without
compensation therefor;
said
commissioners shall
have power
power to
to enforce
with the
ResideneLe3wsea
shall have
enforce compliance
compliance with
the
Residence elsewhere. commissioners
the payment
relief; but
but nothing
provisions hereof by withholding
withholding the
payment of
of relief;
nothing
contained
contained in this section shall be construed
construed to enforce residence
residence in
in
the District of Columbia
Columbia upon any retired
of said
retired member
member of
of either
either of
said
departments when it shall appear to the satisfaction
departments
of said
comsatisfaction of
said commissioners that residence
residence elsewhere
elsewhere is rendered necessary
necessary by
by the
the
physical condition of such member.
member.
A ll special
fralstreetcroesing
All
special policemen
policemen at
at street
crossings and
and intersections
SpecialSte
street railway
railway crossings
intersections
e9..o
isltrict of
gersVo?
of regular
the District
of Columbia,
to the
the provisons
of
or .force. in
in the
Columbia, appointed
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
provisons of
vol. 30, p. 489.
an Act,
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and
ninetyan
Act, approved
approved June
eighteen hundred
and ninetvVol
eight,
entitled "An
define the
the rights
ri
ghts of
ofpurchasers
purchasers of
of the
Vol.331 ,p. 820..
eight, entitled
"An Act
Act to
to define
the
Belt Railway, and
and for
for other
purposes," as
other purposes,"
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act,
Act,
approved February twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and
one,
and one,
entitled
"An Act
relating to
of the
the District
Vol.i3,
p.63.
entitled "An
Vol
Act relating
37, p.
to the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
police of
District
Columbia," and the Act, approved February
of Columbia,"
February tenth, nineteen
hunnineteen hundred and twelve, amendatory
are made
made members
members of
of the
the
amendatory thereof, are
Metropolitan police force of the District of Columbia, and,
Metropolitan
and, as memmemRights,etc.,secued.
Rights,ete.,
secured, hers thereof, shall
be entitled to all the rights, benefits, privileges, and immunities now possessed, or which may hereafter
hereafter be
be
d, by
by other
ers of
said Metropolitan
police force.
possessed,
other memb
members
of said
Metropolitan police
force.
Subject to police die- possessed,
cipline,
etc,
d special
special policemen
policemen shall
likewise be
be subject
subject to
to the
the same
same rules
rules
cipbieie
Ptc.. Said
shall likewise
and regulations and to the same discipline
discipline as other
other members of
of said
said
Metropolitan police force, it being the true intent and meaning
hereof that
that the said special policemen
policemen and the regular members
of said
said police
shall, according
according to
the period
period of
of
police force
force shall,
to the
of service
service and
and
classification, be placed upon the same footing.
classification,
(
A

mein.
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Assignment to class
class
In
classes to which said special policemen shall be Assignment
determining the classes
In determining
on force.
assigned in the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police force they shall be given credit onforceassigned

positions, m the same
for the time they,have served in their present positions
manner and to the same extent as is now or may hereafter
hereafter be given
given
to the regular members of said police force.
reguSubstituton of reguThe
superintendent of police of the District of Columbia may, in larSubstitution
The superintendent
force to specialduty.
his
discretion, substitute
substitute other members
Metropolitan police lforctospcduty.
members of the Metropolitan
his discretion,
force for said special policemen
policemen at street railway, crossings and
substitution said special
intersections,
special
intersections, and during such periods of substitution
policemen
perform whatever
whatever service may be assigned to them
policemen shall perform
poo
Provided, That nothing herein Proviso.
superintendent of police: Provided,
by said superintendent
atered.
or repeal the existing law relative
shall
be construed
to amend,
amend, alter,
relative Pay not altered.
alter, or
construed to
shall be
to
payment of
the compensation
said special policemen now
the said
compensation of the
of the
to the
the payment
appointed or
that may
hereafter be
be appointed.
appointed.
may hereafter
those that
or those
appointed
Conflicting Ilng
reaws "r
Ctakd laws
EC. 13.
That all
laws and
laws to the extent that they are pealed.
parts of laws
and parts
all laws
13. That
SEc.
repealed.
Act
inconsistent
with
Act
are
repealed.
this
inconsistent with
Approved,
September 1,
1, 1916.
Approved, September
CHAP.
To amend
entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the
Act entitled
amend an Act
Act To
434.-An Act
CHAP. 434.—An
appointment
of a
adistrict
attorney, and
and marshal
the western
district
for the
western district
marshal for
district attorney,
district judge,
judge, district
appointment of
" approved March third, nineteen hundred
purposes,"
hundred
of South Carolina, and for other purposes
and
fifteen, so
district court to be held at Anderson,
terms of the district
provide for terms
to provide
so as to
and fifteen,
South Carolina.

September I,
1 1916.
1916
[H. R. 139`Z.)

[H. R. 136s.]

251.1
[Public, No. 251.)

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Repreientatives
of the
United utsta
the United
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
s a uSouth
States
America in
That section
five of
of an
s
o
n
ul
t
recaroli
s
=7„I
t
t
an Act u
section five
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
collai3,p.96
a district judge, cia
entitled
"An Act
Act to
for the
the appointment
appointment of a
ro
dn sicfi l
ei.
provide for
to provide
entitled "An
district attorney,
attorney, and
and marshal
western district of South Caro•
the western
for the
marshal for
district
March third, nineteen
lina, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
approved March
nineteen hundred
purposes," approved
lina,
so as to read as
and
fifteen, be,
be, and
and the
hereby, amended
amended so
is hereby,
same is
the same
and fifteen,
follows:
follows:
court. t.
district TermS
eastern district
"
SEC. 5.
5. That
the terms
of the
district court
the eastern
Te
mrms of
°f=
for the
court for
the district
terms of
That the
" SEC.
9,
shall be
be held
held at
at Charleston
on the
Tuesday in
December; Vol. 38, p. 961,
and December;
June and
in June
first Tuesday
the first
Charleston on
shall
at
Columbia, on
the third
first Tuesday
Tuesday in amended.
amended '
and first
January and
in January
Tuesday in
third Tuesday
on the
at Columbia,
November; at
Florence, first
in March;
and at Aiken, on the
March; and
Tuesday in
first Tuesday
at Florence,
November;
first Tuesday
Tuesday in
in April
April and
October.
and October.
first
district.
Western dstrict.
at Western
held at
Terms of
the district
district court
district shall
be held
shall be
western district
the western
of the
court of
of the
"Terms
in
Greenville on
Tuesday in
and the
the first
Tuesday in
first Tuesday
April and
in April
first Tuesday
the first
on the
Greenville
October; at
at Rock
Rock Hill,
Hill, the
the second
Tuesday in
in March
March and
and September;
September;
second Tuesday
October;
at
in February
November; and at
February and November;
Tuesday in
first Tuesday
the first
Greenwood, the
at Greenwood,
Anderson, the
the fourth
fourth Tuesday
Tuesday in
and November.
May and
in May
Anderson,
offices.
f
district
"
The office
the clerks
of the
district court
for the
the western
western district
court for
the district
clerks of
of the
office of
"The
court
district
shall be
be at
at Greenville,
and the
the office
office of
court
clerk of the
the clerk
of the
Greenville, and
shall
for the
the eastern
eastern district
Charleston."
at Charleston."
shall be at
district shall
for
1, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
September 1,
Approved,
September 3,
3, 5, 1916.
September

CHAP.
436.-An
CHAP. 438.—An
engaged
in interstate
interstate
engaged in

Act
Act
and
and

To
eight-hour day
for employees
employees of
of carriers
carriers
day for
an eight-hour
establish an
To establish
foreign
commerce, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
foreign commerce,

[H. R. 177001

[H. R. 177T.]
[Public, No.
252.]
No. 2521
[Public,

Representatives of
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the United
United
and House
the Senate
Be it
uth
hour dar
stand
States of
of America
assembled, That
That be
January first,
first, Eht hour standed
beginning January
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
Established January
January
nineteen hundred
i
g ilin
ifi contracts
for 1, Estbhed
contracts for
shall,
hours st
eight hours
seventeen, eight
and seventeen,
hundred and
nineteen
1917, for train
eminterstate
trterstate
poy9' of
labor and
be deemed
the measure
measure or ployees
and the
work and
a day's
day's work
deemed a
service, be
and service,
labor
common carriers.
standard
purpose of
compensa- common earers.
the compensareckoning the
of reckoning
the purpose
for the
work for
day's work
of aaday's
standard of
tion for
services of
all employees
employees who
N- are
hereafter be
or may hereafter
now or
are now
of all
for services
tion
employed by
any common
common carrier
by railroad,
Exceptions.
railroads Erpts
except railroads
railroad, except
carrier by
by any
employed
independently owned
owned and
and operated
one hundred
miles
hundred miles
exceeding one
not exceeding
operated not
independently
in length,
electric street
and electric
electric interurban
railroads, Vol. 24, p. 379.
interurban railroads,
railroads, and
street railroads,
length, electric
in
fourth, Vid.24,p.379.
which is
subject to
to the
of the
the Act
Act of
February fourth,
of February
provisions of
the provisions
is subject
which
eighteen hundred
and eighty-seven,
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
regulate
Act to
eighty-seven, entitled
hundred and
eighteen
1--4 46
91890°—vot,
39—FT 1
91890°-voL 39--r
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722
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commerce," as
amended, and
and who
who are
may hereafter
be
hereafter be
or may
now or
are now
as amended,
commerce,"
actually
engaged in
in any
any capacity
operation of trains used for
for
the operation
in the
capacity in
actually engaged
the transportation
transportation of
persons or
railroads, except
railexcept railon railroads,
property on
or property
of persons
the
roads independently
independently owned
and operated
operated not
not exceeding
hundred
one hundred
exceeding one
owned and
roads
miles in
length, electric
electric street
street railroads,
railroads, and
interurban
and electric
electric interurban
in length,
miles
railroads, from
from any
any State
State or
or Territory
United States
States or
or the
the
of the
the United
Territory of
railroads,
District
to any
any other
other State
State or
or Territory
of the
United
the United
Territory of
of Columbia
Columbia to
District of
States
District of
of Columbia,
or from
from one
Territory to
ma
a Territory
place in
one place
Columbia, or
or the
the District
States or
another place
place in
the same
same Territory,
Territory, or
any place
place in
the Umted
United
in the
or from
from any
in the
another
States to
an adjacent
adjacent foreign
foreign country,
country, or
or from
place in
in the
the
any place
from any
to an
States

United States
States through
through a
other place
place in
in the
the
to any
any other
a foreign
foreign country
country to
United
States: Proided,
Promded, That
exceptions shall,
not apply
apply
shall not
above exceptions
the above
That the
United States:
or trner United
lines not
to railroads
less than
length whose
whose
in length
miles in
one hundred
hundred miles
than one
though less
to
railroads though
exepted.
lines
not excepted
Proviso.
Terminal or transfer

i

principal business
is leasing
leasing or
furnishing terminal
transfer facilities
terminal or transfer
or furnishing
business is
principal
freight
to
themselves engaged in transfers
transfers of freight
or are themselves
railroads, or
to other railroads,

Commission to inet
vestigate effects, etc.,
of Act.
ofAct.

Cvemmteeffects,

Report.

between railroads
railroads and
and industrial
plants.
industrial plants.
between railroads
or between
railroads or
between
SEC. 2.
the President
President shall
shall appoint
commission of
three,
of three,
a commission
appoint a
That the
2. That
SEC.
of the
the institution
the operation
which shall
shall observe
operation and effects of
institution of the
which
observe the

eight-hour
workday as above defined and the facts and
standard workday
eight-hour standard
conditions affecting the relations between such common carriers and
conditions
employees during
during a
aperiod
of not
not less
months nor
more than
than
than six
six months
nor more
period of
less than
employees
months, in the discretion of the commission,
commission, and within thirty
nine months,
the
findings to the
thereafter such commission shall report its findings
days thereafter
President
Congress; that each member of the commission created
created
and Congress,
President and

under
provisions of
such compensation
as
compensation as
receive such
shall receive
this Act
Act shall
of this
the provisions
under the
the President.
President. That the sum of $25,000, or so
may
fixed by
by the
may be
be fixed
is, appropriated,
appropriated,
thereof as
as may be necessary, be, and hereby is
much thereof
much
out of
of any
money in
the United
Treasury not
not is,
approotherwise approUnited States
States Treasury
in the
out
any money
connection
priated, for
for the
the necessary
and proper
expenses incurred in connection
proper expenses
necessary and
priated,
with the
such commission,
diem,
per diem,
including salaries,
salaries, per
commission, including
the work
work of
of such
with
traveling
expenses of
members and
employees,
and rent,
rent, furniture,
furniture,
e,
and
and
of members
ad employees,
traveling expenses
salaries, and other necessary
and supplies,
supplies, books, salaries,
office
office fixtures
fixtures and
necessary
of said
said commisthe chairman
chairman of
expenses the
the same
same to
to be
by the
be approved
approved by
expenses,
officers of the Treasury.
accounting officers
audited by the
sion and
and 'audited
sion
the proper accounting
Treasury.
provided
commission herein
the commission
of the
No predctio
reduction pof
of
SEC. 3.
3. That
That pending
the report
herein provided
report of
pending the
SEc.
No
wages Pending rePort•
for and
thereafter the
for
and for
for a
a period
period of
of thirty
thirty days
days thereafter
the compensation
compensation of
of
railway
to this
this Act
Act for
for a
eight-hour
railway employees
employees subject
subject to
a standard
standard eight-hour
workday shall
shall not
not be
be reduced
reduced below
the present
workday
below the
present standard
standard day's
day's wage,
wage,
and for
necessary time
time in
excess of
eight hours
such employees
employees
and
for all
all necessary
in excess
of eight
hours such
shall be
be paid
at a
arate
not less
less than
pro rata
shall
paid at
rate not
than the
the pro
rata rate
rate for
for such
such stanaard
standard
eight-hour workday.
eight-hour
workday.
SEC.
vishment or vi°firment
S
EC. 4. That any person
person violating
violating any provision
provision of this Act shall
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction shall be fined
fined not
not
be guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
less than
$100 and
and not
not more
than $1,000,
imprisoned not
less
than $100
more than
$1,000, or
or imprisoned
not to
to exceed
exceed
one
or both.
both.
one year,
year, or
Approved,
3, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
September 3,
Approved, September
September 5,
5, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

....
Appropriatton.
Apprprat

September 5,
September
5, 1916.
(S.
(S. 5496.'
5496.1
. 251
(Public, No. 253.1
, No. 263.1

CHAP. 437.-An
437.—An Act
Act To
To amend
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
and six of
of an Act
sections five
five and
amend sections
CHAP.
to authorize
authorize the
in the
May
the drainage
drainage of
of certain
certain lands
lands in
the State
State of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," approved
approved May
hundred
and
eight.
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section five of the Act
Act
entitled
assessmencrge
"An Act
to authorize
the drainage
entitled "An
Act to
authorize the
drainage of
of certain
certain lands
lands in
in the
the
State
approved May
and
State of
of Minnesota,"
Minnesota," approved
May twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eight,
be, and
is hereby,
amended so
as to
to read
as follows:
follows:
eight, be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, amended
so as
read as
Patents to purchasers
"SEo. 5.
5. That
at any
after any
any sale
sale of
has
lands has
unentered lands
of unentered
any time
time after
That at
"SEC.
of PotentrIad^S
unentered lands on
paying
Government been
in this Act
Act
the purposes
been made
the manner
manner and
and for the
made in the
purposes mentioned
mentioned in
paying Goenment
price, etc.
Vol.
35,
p.
170, patent
patent shall
shall issue
to the
the purchaser
thereof upon
payment to
to the
Pv.
035,
p.
im,
issue to
purchaser thereof
upon payment
the
amended.
eded
receiver
receiver of the minimum price of $1.25 per acre, or such other price

ublie lands.
Public
Minnesota drainage
ai
assessments, charges.

Mainnesot
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together with the usual
as
fixed by
for such lands, together
law for
by law
been fixed
have been
may have
as may
tats
fees and
charged in
in entry
of like
like lands
homelands under the homeentry of
commissions charged
and commissions
fees
shall
lands
stead
laws.
But
purchasers
at
a
sale
of
unentered
lands
have
unentered
of
sale
a
at
purchasers
stead laws. But
the
qualification of
of homestead
entrymen, and not more than one
homestead entrymen,
the qualification
pur-aes to ate hundred
and
sixty
acres
of
such
shall be
to any one pursold to
be sold
lands shall
hundred and sixty acres of such lands
to
d. to
chaser under
under the
the provisions
of this
Act. This
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"limitation shall not ce
This limitation
this Act.
provisions of
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from
apply to
to
sales
to
the
State,
but
shall
to
purchases
the
apply
shall
but
State,
the
to
sales
apply
of drainage
Any part of the pur- Ex
the State. .Any
State of
unentered lands
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for the
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lands bid
of unentered
State
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chase
money
arising
from
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sale
of
any
lands
in
the
manner
and
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ges to be use
r for
manner
the
in
lands
any
of
sale
the
from
arising
chase money
for the
the purposes
provided in
this Act
Act which
which shall
shall be in excess of the maintenance,'etc."
in this
purposes provided
for
drainage
charges
then
delinquent
shall
be
paid
to
to and used by the
paid
be
shall
delinquent
then
charges
drainage
of maintenance,
purpose
county
in
which
such
land
is
located
for
purpose
maintenance,
the
for
county in which such land is located
improving,
drainage works
works within the area benesuch drainage
extending such
and extending
improving, and
fited
drainage project
project in
in which
such land shall have been
which such
the drainage
by the
fited by
charge."
assessed for
such drainage
drainage charge."
for such
assessed
That
six of
Act be,
the same is hereby, amended
and the
be, and
said Act
of said
section six
That section
so as
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
ts to p
i
urc
aas
issers
.
as to
so
enteredP
of a
"SEC. 6.
any entered
entered lands
lands sold
the manner
manner and
and for the j
entred ladso
in the
sold in
That any
6. That
"SEC.
Government
aying Government
purposes mentioned
in this
this Act
Act may
purchaser Parngte.
may be patented to the purchaser
mentioned in
purposes
35, p. 170,
redemption
thereof
at
any
time
after
the
expiration
of
the
period
of
redemption
a
period
the
of
expiration
the
thereof at any time after
provided
for m
in the
drainage laws
under which
which it
it may be sold (there amended
laws under
the drainage
provided for
having
been
no
redemption)
upon
the
payment
receiver of the
to the receiver
payment
the
upon
redemption)
having been no
fees and
commissions and
preceding secmentioned in the preceding
price mentioned
the price
and the
and commissions
fees
D
entryman;
the ent
by
paid
been
already
as
thereof
tion,
i
or
so
much
thereof
has
not
already
been
paid
by
the
ry
man ; Disposal of excess.
much
tion, or so
paythe p
of the
and
sum received
inexcess
excess of
ay
received at any such sale shall be in
the sum
and iffthe
merits herein
required and
and of
of the
the drainage
drainage assessments
assessments and cost of
herein required
ments
for the
the
sale,
such
excess
shall
be
paid
to
proper
county officer for
the
the
to
paid
be
the sale, such excess shall
rFaid
nott
benefit of
of and
and payment
payment to
the entryman.
That
unless
the
purchasers etc.,
eart
t
urer
lehin
rjd
purchasers
the
unless
That
entryman.
the
to
benefit
daysprovided
sale
of
unentered
lands
shall,
within
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days
after
the
sale
provided
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the
after
days
of unentered lands shall, within ninety
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for
in section
pay to
to the
the proper
receiver the fees, commissions,
commissions,
proper receiver
three, pay
section three,
for in
and purchase
to which
which the
United States
entitled, as
States may be entitled,
the United
price to
purchase price
and
lands
entered
of
provided
in
section
five,
and
unless
the
purchasers
entered
purchasers
the
unless
and
five,
section
in
provided
shall, within ninety
days
after
the
right
of
redemption
has
expired,
o
expired,
has
shall, within ninety days after the right of redemption
Rit
purctaser.
make like
payments,
as
provided
for
in
this
section,
any
person
bayarerof subsequent
havperson
any
section,
this
m
for
provided
as
make like payments,
ing the
qualifications of
of a
ahomestead
entrymen may
may pay to the proper
homestead entrymen
the qualifications
ing
to be m
receiver for
not more
more than
hundred and
sixty acres
acres of
of land
for Payment
land for
and sixty
Payment to be made.
one hundred
than one
for not
receiver
unpaid
which
such
payment
has
not
been
made:
First,
the
fees,
comthe
First,
made:
been
which such payment has not
missions, and
price to
which the
the United
States may then
United States
to which
purchase price
missions, and purchase
charges;
be entitled;
and,
second,
the
sum
due
at
the
sale
for
drainage
charges;
drainage
for
sale
the
at
be entitled; and, second, the sum due
and, in
in addition
addition thereto,
bid in
the State,
State, interest
interest on the amount
by the
in by
if bid
thereto, if
and,
bid by
by the
the State
at the
rate of
of seven
seven per
per centum
per annum from
centum per
the rate
State at
bid
the date
date of
of such
sale, and
person making
making such payment
paymeilt
the person
thereupon the
and thereupon
such sale,
the
shall become
become subrogated
the rights
rights of
to receive
a
receive a
purchaser to
such purchaser
of such
to the
subrogated to
shall
patent for said land. When
any payment is made to effect such sub- chia'rtral of drainage
patent for said land. When any payment is made to effect such sub- ch rg.
rogation
the receiver
receiver shall
transmit to
county
treasurer of the county
the treasurer
to the
shall transmit
rogation the
charges,
where
the land
situated the
the amount
drainage charges,
paid for drainage
amount paid
is situated
land is
where the
thereon."
together with
paid thereon."
interest paid
the interest
with the
together
5,
Approved,
September
1916.
September
Approved,
CHAP. 438.—An
Act Authorizing
Kansas City
City and
and Memphis
Memphis Railway and
the Kanss
Authorizing the
438.-An Act
CHAP.
Bridge Company to
make settlement
.Arkansas, and
and for
for
County, Arkansas,
Crittenden County,
with Crittenden
settlement with
to make

Bridge Company

September
1916.
September 5, 1916.
[H.
10251.1
H. R. 10251.1

it.

(Public, No.
No. 254.1
25]
[Publi,

other
purposes.
other purposes.

Be it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
tie United
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
by the
Be it enacted by
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of War
War
Secretary of
That the
assembled, That
of America
States of
is hereby authorized
and
empowered
to
release
the
Kansas
City
and
and
City
Kansas
the
release
to
empowered
and
authorized
hereby Railway
is
Memphis
and Bridge
from the
the duty
duty
corporation, from
a corporation,
Company, a
Bridge Company,
Railway and
Memphis
now imposed upon
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the
Act entitled
the Act
by the
it by
imposed upon it
now
construction of
of a
a bridge
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at
at Memphis,
Memphis,
across the
bridge across

construction
hundred and
Tennessee," approved
twenty-fourth, eighteen
ei g
hteen hundred and
approved April twenty-fourth,
Tennessee,"

Mississippi River.
River.
Missisppi
mansas
ran
l eaieom a

Kansas City and
City and
Memphis Railway
and
Bridge Company reBMe.dmgehis
leased
from aywagon,
etc., bridge,
bridge, M
em Mometc.,
phis, Tenn.
Tenn.
ph,
Vol. 25, p. 92: Vol.
33, p. 543, amended.
de

33, p 3, .
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eighty-eight, and
amendatory thereof,
thereof, to
to maintain
maintain approaches
approaches
eighty-eight,
and all
all Acts
Acts amendatory
to its
its bridges
bridges at
Memphis, Tennessee,
and a
away
way over
and across
across said
said
to
at Memphis,
Tennessee, and
over and
bridge
for wagons
wagons and
vehicles,
bridge for
and other
other vehicles,
upon its payment to the road
road fund
fund of

Condition.
condito

animals, and
and foot
passengers,
animals,
foot passengers,
Crittenden County, Arkansas,

the sum
$25,000.
the
sum of
of $25,000.
of
SEC. 2. That upon the compliance by the said Kansas City and
Y^intenance
waMaintenance
g
on, etc, bridor
ge SEC. 2. That upon the compliance by the said Kansas City and
Company, aacorporation
dispensed with. idsi. Memphis
Memphis Railway
Railway and Bridge
Bridge Company,
corporation aforesaid,
aforesaid, with
the provisions
provisions of
.Act the
the provision
provision hereof
hereof shall
the
of section
section one
one of
of this
this Act
shall take
take
effect, and
that purpose
an Act
entitled "An
'An Act
Act to
to authorize
the
effect,
and for
for that
purpose an
Act entitled
authorize the
construction of
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
Memphis,
construction
of a
a bridge
bridge across
River at
at Memphis,
Tennessee, approved
approved April
April twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Tennessee,
eighty-eight,
Acts amendatory
thereof are
are hereby
hereby so
amended
eighty-eight, and
and all
all Acts
amendatory thereof
so amended
as
of the
of maintaining
maintaining said
said
as to
to relieve
relieve said
said company
company of
the necessity
necessity of
approaches
and said
said bridge
bridge for
approaches to
to and
said passageway
passageway across
across said
for wagons
wagons and
and
other
animals, and
passengers.
other vehicles
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and foot
foot passengers.
Conflicting
Penfieing ila" Sac. 3. All laws
of laws
laws in
are hereby
hereby
SE.
laws and
and parts
parts of
in conflict
conflict herewith
herewith are
pealed.
repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 5,
5, 1916.
1916.
5, 1916.
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u
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.e.
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[PulieNo
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CHAP.
the county
county commissioners
commissioners of
of Aitldn
Aitkin County,
County,
CHAP. 439.—An
439.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
Minnesota,
town board
of Logan
Logan Township,
in said
county and
and said
said State,
State, to
to
said county
Township, in
the town
board of
and the
Minnesota, and
construct
across the
Mise.
mippi River
between sections
sections- twentyconstruct a
a bridge
bridge across
the Mississippi
River on
on the
the line
line between
twentvsix and
and twenty-even,
twenty-seven, township
north, range
range twenty-five
twenty-five west,
fourth
si
township forty-nine
forty-nine north,
west, fourth
principal
mai&an.
principal meridian.

M sisi

misissiPPERiver.

Altkin
and
ty *d
-d Cotudy
Logan Township,
Loan
Township,
ulnn.,
'm gi., ma
ma bridg

Construction.

vol.
3, p. 34.
Vol. 34,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
cf the
United
the United
Representatives of
House of
by the
enacted by
Be it
States of
6f America
the county
county commiscommisThat the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congess assembled,
Amernc
States
. in
stoners of
of Aitki
n County,
County, Minnesota,
the town
town board.
of Logan
Logan
sioners
Aitkin
Minnesota, and
and the
board of
Township, in
in said
said county
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
Township,
county and
and said
said state,
State, are
to
construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
operate a
a bridge
thereto
across
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
at a
a point
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of
River, at
point suitable
to the
navigation,
at its intersection
intersection with
navigation, at
line between
between sections
sections
with the
the division
division line
twenty-six and twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, township
twenty-six
township forty-nine
forty-nine north,
north, range
range
twenty-five
west, _fourth
principal meridian,
in the
the county
county of
of Aitkin,
Aitkin,
twenty-five west
fourth principal
meridian, in
in the
of DEnnesota,
with the
the provisions
provisions of
an
in
the State
State of
innesota, in
in accordance
accordance with
of an
Act
the construction
of bridges
over
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
construction of
bridges over
navigable
approve March
March twenty-third,
navigable waters,"
waters," approved.
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and six.
six.
and

Amendment
Amendment.

Sm.
2. That
That the
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
SEC. 2.
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, September
September 5,
Approved,
5, 1916.
1916.

September 5, 1916.
1916.
R. R.
R. 17375.]
173751
I[.
[Public, No. 256.]
256j

CHAP.
440.-An Act To amend
CHAP. 440.—An
amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
for an
as enenlarged
homestead," approved
June seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
hundred and
approved June
nineteen hundred
and ten.
ten.
larged homestead,"

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
the United
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Act
entitled "An
"An
That the
Act entitled
Act
to
p.
Act
to provide
provide for
for an
an enlarged
homestead," approved
approved June
sevenenlarged
homestead,"
June
sevenamended.
thereto an
teenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten, be amended
amended by adding
adding thereto
an
additional
section to
to be
as section
section seven:
seven:
additional section
be known
known as
Entry
of noncontig"
SEC. 7.
made or
or shall
shall make
homestead
Eous
compte
lands
"SEC.
7. That
That any
any person
person who
who has
has made
make homestead
uous
lands to
to complete
prior entry.
prior
entry.
entry
entry of less than three hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty acres
acres of lands
lands of
of the
the charcharacter
acter herein
herein described,
described, and who shall have
have submitted final proof
proof
thereon, shall have the right to enter
enter public lands subject
subject to the
provisions
shal
provisions of this Act, not contiguous
contiguous to his first entry, which shall
not with the
the original
original entry
entry exceed
exceed three
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty
acres:
twenty acres:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That the
the land
land originally
originally entered
entered and
and that
covered by
by the
the
that covered
esteS d to desRestricted
des- Proided,
ign/Lied lands.
Act
been designated
additional entry
first have
have been
designated as
as subject
subject to this Act
additional
entry shall
shall first
Igned
lands,
Vol. 35,
p. 639.
or the Act of February
February nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and nine
lands.

Public lands.
Enlarged
homelarged
ho esteads
in Idaho.
vol.
as,
p.
532,
vdol. 3
532,
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as provided
and thirty-nine,,
(Thirty-fifth Statutes,
page six
six hundred
hundred and
thirty-nine„ as
provided Residence and cultStatutes, page
(Thirty-fifth
varoniditr
required.
Providedfurther,
by sections
sections one
said Acts:
further, That
That in
in no case
case shall vation
Acts: Provided
of said
one of
by
additional entry until the
patent issue
covered by such additional
for the land covered
issue for
patent
person making
have actually
actually and in conformity
conformity with the
same shall have
making same
person
homestead laws
resided upon
additionally
cultivated the lands so additionally
and cultivated
upon and
laws resided
homestead
entered, and
complied with
with such laws, except that where
where
otherwise complied
and otherwise
entered,
additional entry is located not exceeding
the
exceeding
in the additional
embraced in
land embraced
the land
twenty
miles from
from the
the land
land embraced
resiembraced in the original entry no resitwenty miles
locations
the entryman
if the
additional entry
dence shall
be required
required on
on such
entry if
entryman is Soldiers'
such additional
shall be
dence
Soldiers' locations
affected.
further, That this section
residing on
his former
And provided
section not affected.
provided further,
entry: And
former entry:
on his
residing
R. S., sec. 2306, p. 4U.
as to
any rights
shall not
not be
as affecting
rights as
to location of soldiers'
soldiers' R' .,sec.2306,p.42
affecting any
construed as
be construed
shall
and
twenty-three hundred
additional
section twenty-three
under section
homesteads under
additional homesteads
Statutes."
six of the Revised Statutes."
Approved, September
5, 1916.
September 5,
Approved,
rcid culti-

September 5, 1916.
1916.
September

CHAP.
Resolution Proposing
section twenty-nine
twenty-nine hundred
hundred
Proposing to amend section
441.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 441.—Joint
and
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
States.
United States.
Statutes of
of the
seventy-one of
and seventy-one

of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of the United
House y
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Resolved by
States of
That the
limitation of
of secsecthe limitation
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States

[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 292.1
292.1
[H.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 34.)
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roms

ts
r
eoe
Ior
warehouse
tion
twenty-nina hundred
hundred and
seventy-one of
of the
the Revised
Statutes of
of bonded waregon
Revised Statutes
and seventy-one
tion twenty-nina
exportmerchandise may export.
the United
the period
period during
during which merchandise
to the
as to
States as
United States
the
Time extended
extended Ix
Tim
expor- goods
remain
bonded warehouse
warehouse without
the payment
payment
i
of
duty for
for exporof duty
without the
in bonded
remain in
to Mexico.
o.
goto
merall
to
extended
is,
tation to
and the
hereby s, extended
same hereby
the same
be, and
Mexico be,
to Mexico
tation
R.
sec.
2971, p.
p.
see. 2971,
.,
R- S.,
chandise
which was
was in
bonded warehouse
warehouse on
on August
August first, nineteen
nineteen 573,
in bonded
chandise which
amended.
ameded.
573
until
Mexico,
to
hundred
and
sixteen
'
and
intended
for
exportation
to
Mexico
until
exportation
for
hundred and sixteen, and intended
such
time as
as in
in the
opinion of
of the
Treasury conditions
of the Treasury
Secretary of
the Secretary
the opinion
such time
in
Mexico are
it commercially
export
practicable to export
commercially practicable
make it
to make
as to
such as
are such
in Mexico
the merchandise
country.
that country.
to that
merchandise to
the
Approved, September
September 5, 1916.
Approved,

hundred and
CHAP. 447.—An
Act To
eighty-two, chapter
chapter two
two hundred
section eighty-two,
amend section
To amend
447.-An Act
CHAP.
thirty-one, of
the Act
to codify,
revise, and
and amend
laws relating
to the
the judiciary.
judiciary.
relating to
the laws
amend the
codify, revise,
Act to
of the
thirty-one,

September 6,
6, 1916.
1916.
September
[11. R.
R. 6914.]
69141
[I.

[IPublic,
[Public, No.
No. 257.]
257.)

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
UnitedtatesUnited States courts
of the
Representatives of
House of
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
courts.
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
eighty-two Vol.
vUnotedS
section eighty-two
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
36,,tatep
p. ou
1112,
thirty-six,
(page eleven
and twelve,
part one
volume thirty
-six, Stat- amended.
amended.
one, volume
twelve, part
hundred and
eleven hundred
(page
utes
the Act
Act to
to codify,
amend the laws
codify, revise, and amend
of the
Large) of
at Large)
utes at
di.
relating
to
the
judiciary
be
amended
to
read
as
follows:
follows:
as
read
to
amended
be
judiciary
to
the
relating
Kansas judicial disdSr
constitute one judicial titrict. S ld
shall constitute
"
SEC. 82.
82. That
That the
State of
Kansas shall
of Kansas
the State
"SEC.
district, to
to be
be known
the district
district of
Kansas. It
It is
divided into
is divided
of Kansas.
as the
known as
district,
three divisions,
divisions, to
to be
be known
second, and
divisions. First division.
division.
third divisions.
and third
first, second,
the first,
as the
known as
three
of
the district
district of
of Kansas.
Kansas. The
first division shall include the terriThe first
of the
tory embraced
embraced on
on the
first day
day of
July, nineteen
nineteen hundred and ten,
of July,
the first
tory
in the
counties of
of Atchison
Cloud,
Cheyenne, Clay, Cloud,
Chase, Cheyenne,
Brown, Chase,
Atchison,' Brown,
the counties
in
Decatur, Dickinson,
Dickinson Doniphan,
Doniphan, Douglas,
Douglas, Ellis, Franklin, Geary,
Geary,
Decatur,
Gove,
Jackson, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Jewell,
Jewell, Johnson
Leavenworth,
Johnson, Leavenworth,
Graham, Jackson,
Gove, Graham,
Lincoln,
Marshall, Mitchell,
Mitchell,
Johnson,
Nemaha,
Morris, Nemaha,
Marion, Marshall,
Lyon, Marion,
Logan, Lyon,
Lincoln, Logan,
Norton, Osage,
Osborne, Ottawa
Phillips, Pottawatomie,
Pottawatomie, Rawlins,
Rawlins,
Ottawa,' Phillips,
Osage, Osborne,
Norton,
Republic, Riley,
Sherman,
Sheridan, Sherman,
Shawnee, Sheridan,
Saline, Shawnee,
Russell, Saline
Rooks, Russell,
Riley, Rooks,
Republic,
Smith,
Thomas, Trego
Washington, and
and Wydivision
secd division.
Wy- Second
Wallace, Washington,
Wabaunsee, Wallace,
Trego, Wabaunsee,
Smith, Thomas,
andotte.
The second
second 'division
shall include
include the
the territory
embraced
territory embraced
division shall
andotte. The
on
the date
date last
last mentioned
in the
Barber, Barton,
Butler,
Barton, Butler,
of Barber,
counties of
the counties
mentioned in
on the
Clark,
Comanche,
Cowley,
Edwards,
Ellsworth,
Finney,
Ford,
Ford,
Finney,
Ellsworth,
Edwards,
Cowley,
Clark, Comanche,
Grant,
Gray, Greeley,
Greeley, Hamilton,
Harper, Harvey,
Harvey, Hodgeman,
Ho aeman,
Hamilton, Harper,
Grant, Gray,
Haskell,
Kinggian, Kiowa,
Kiowa, Kearny,
Morton,
McPherson, Morton,
Lane, McPherson,
Kearny, Lane,
Haskell, Kingman,
ratt Pawnee,
Pawnee, Reno,
Reno, Rice,
Rush, Scott
Sed
. gwick,
Scott,.,Sedgwick,
Rice, Rush,
Ness, Tratt
Meade,
Meade, Ness,
Third division.
Stafford,
Stevens, Seward,
Seward, Sumner,
and Wichita.
The Thrd divisn.
Wichita. The
Stanton, and
Sumner, Stanton,
Stafford, Stevens,
third
include the
embraced on
on the
the said
date
said date
territory embraced
the territory
shall include
division shall
third division
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Third
division.
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Deputy
clerks.
Deptyclerks.
Deputy marshals.

Deputy
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'September
eptember 6, 1916.
[H.R.
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last
mentioned in
in the
Anderson, Bourbon,
Bourbon, CheroCheroof Allen,
Allen, Anderson,
the counties
counties of
last mentioned
kee,
Crawford, Elk,
Greenwood, Labette,
Labette, Linn,
Linn,
Elk, Greenwood,
Chautauqua, Crawford,
kee, Coffey,
Coffey, Chautauqua,
of the
Woodson. Terms of
Miami, Montgomery,
Wilson, and
and Woodson.
Neosho, Wilson,
Montgomery, Neosho,
Miami,
district court
court for
for the first
be held
Leavenworth on
first division shall be
held at Leavenworth
on
the
Monday-in
in October;
at Topeka
on the
the second
second Monday
in
Monday in
Topeka on
October; at
the second
second Monday
April; at
on the
the second
second Monday
Monday in
in January
and the
the
January and
at Kansas
Kansas City
City on
April;
first Monday
in October;
October; and
the second
Monday in
in
first
Monday in
and at
at Salina
Salina on
on the
second Monday
Ma; terms
of the
district court
the second
second division
division shall
be held
held
shall be
court for
for the
May;
terms of
the district
at
on the
in March
September; and
and
March and
and September;
Mondays in
the second
second Mondays
at Wichita
Wichita on
for the third division, at Fort Scott on the first Monday
Monday in May and
and
for
November. The clerk of the district
district court
the second Monday
Monday in November.
court
and keep
keep his
his
reside and
shall appoint
one of
whom shall
shall reside
of whom
deputies, one
appoint three
three deputies,
shall
at Salina, and
and the
Scott, one
at Wichita,
Wichita, and the other at
office
at Fort
one at
office at
Fort Scott,
his office
marshal shall
who shall
and keep
keep his
office at
at
shall reside
reside and
a deputy
deputy who
shall appoint
appoint a
marshal
Fort
Scott and
and the
the marshal
also appoint
appoint a
a deputy,
who shall
deputy, who
shall
marshal shall
shall also
Fort Scott
reside
his office
office at
at Kansas
City."
Kansas City."
keep his
reside and
and keep
Approved, September
September 6,
6, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
CHAP. 448.-An
Act To
To amend the
the Judicial
when the
the
CHAP.
448.—An Act
Judicial Code;
Code; to
to fix
fix the
the time
time when
annual
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court shall
commence; and
further to
define the
the jurisjuristo define
and further
shall commence;
term of
annual term
diction of that court.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Repre,sentatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section two hundred
hundred
of America in
Aedment'
and thirty
thirty of an Act to codify, revise,
revise, and amend the laws relating
and eleven,
to the
the judiciary,
March third,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
third, nineteen
approved March
to
judiciary, approved
hereby is,
is, amended
so as
as to
to
known as
amended so
Code, be,
be, and
and itthereby
known
as the
the Judiciali
Judicial Code,
read
as follows:
read as
follows:
Supreme Court.
"SEc.
Supreme
Court.
"
SEC. 230. The Supreme Court shall hold at the seat of governgovernTrol
.
annually, commencing
the first
first Monday
in October,
October,
on the
Monday in
commencing on
p. 1156,
156, ment
ment one
one term
term annually,
VolS36
n
amended.
and such
adjourned or
special terms
terms as
may find
find necessary
necessary for
for the
the
am lded.
and
such adjourned
or special
as it
it may
dispatch of
of business."
business."
dispatch
SOEC.. 2. That section
section two hundred
hundred and thirty-seven
thirty-seven of the Judicial
Judicial
S
Writs
Woritsafl'oferror.
f Mt Vol.
38, p.
Code, as
An Act
Act entitled
entitled 'An
An Act
to
Act to
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
as amended
amended by
by "An
115; v. Code,
a38pp.
codify,
amend the
the laws
relating to
judiciary,' approved
approved
codify, revise
revise, and
and amend
laws relating
to the
the judiciary,'
Marcia
third,' nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven,"
eleven," approved
approved December
December
March third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, be,
and it
it hereby
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
be, and
hereby is,
is,
amended
so as
to read
read as
as follows:
as to
follows:
amended so
so so
writs
"SEC.
A final
final judgment
Writs of error from
"SEC. 237.
237. A
judgment or
in any
suit in
in the
the highest
highest
or decree
decree in
any suit
State courts.
1156, court
court of
in which
in the
the suit
suit could
could be
be had, where
which a
a decision
decision in
of a
a State
State in
Vol.3'6, p.
p. 1,
amended,
is drawn
drawn in
statute of
or an
an
amended.
in question
is
question the
the validity
validity of
of aa treaty or
or statute
of,t or
authority- exercised
exercised under
the United
United States, and the
authority
under the
decision is
the decision
is
against their
against
their validity,
validity; or
is drawn
drawn in
in question
question the
the validity
validity of
of
or where
where is
statute of,
an authority
any State,
State, on
ground
aastatute
of, or
or an
authority exercised
exercised under
under any
on the
the ground
of their
gnant to
to the
the Constitution,
Constitution, treaties,
treaties or
or laws
laws of
of the
the
of
their being
being repu
repugnant
United
States, and
United States,
and the
the decision
is in
in favor
favor of
validity, may
may be
be
decision is
of their
their validity,
reexamined
in the
Court upon
upon aa
reexamined and
and reversed
reversed or
or affirmed
affirmed in
the Supreme
Supreme Court
writ of
of error. The
The writ
shall have
have the
writ
writ shall
same effect
effect as
as if
if the
the judgment
judgment
the same
or decree complained
complained of had
had been
been rendered
or
rendered or
or passed
in aa court
of
passed in
court of
the United
States. The
The Supreme
Supreme Court
Court may reverse, modify,
modify, or
United States.
or
affirm
the judgment
judgment or
decree of
of such
State court,
court, and
and may,
in its
affirm the
or decree
such State
may, m
its
discretion,
award execution
execution or
or remand
same to
to the
court from
discretion, award
remand the
the same
the court
from
which it
which
removed by
by the
the writ.
writ.
it was
was removed
"It
competent for the Supreme
certioari
to state
courts
Certiorari
in causes
State
"It shall -be competent
Supreme Court,
Court, by certiorari
certiorari or
certified to it
and deterhie validity
otherwise, to
to require
require that
that there
there be
be certified
it for review and
detervaidity of
ostreaty
ing
treat otherwise,
etc., of Uit
l,
authority and with like effect
with the same power
power and authority
effect as
States.etc. , of united mination with
38 p. 793,
Vol.
if brought
brought up
up by
by writ
writ of
cause wherein
wherein aafinal
final judgment
judgment or
or
, p. 790, if
vol 38,
of error,
error, any
any cause
amended.
amend.
decree
court
a State in
decree has been rendered or passed by the highest
highest
.
court of a
which a
a decision could
be had,
could be
had, where
where is
is dr
awn in
in question
question the
drawn
the validity
validity
a treaty or
or statute of,
of, or
of a
an authority
exercised under
under the
or an
authority exercised
the United
United
States,
States, and the decision
decision is in favor of their validity;
validity; or where is drawn
drawn

cde.

Judicial
ndidia Code.
Amendments.

eil
ins

"
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exercised
of, or
or an authority
authority exercised
in question the
the validity
validity of aa statute of,
repugnant to the Conground of their being repugnant
under any State, on the ground
stitution,
treaties or
laws of
the United
decision is
and the
the decision
United States, and
of the
or laws
stitution, treaties,
against
privilege, or immunity
or where
where any title, right, privilege,
their validity;
validity; or
against their
is
Constitution, or any treaty or statute of, or comthe Constitution,
under the
is claimed
claimed under
held or authority exercised under the United States, and the
mission held
decision is either in favor
privilege, or
favor of or against the title, right, privilege,
decision
immunity especially
set up
or claimed,
claimed, by either party, under such
up or
especially set
immunity

Constitution treaty,
statute, commission,
or authority.'
authority."
commission, or
treaty, statute,
Constitution,
o apentitled pc,
Act entitled
SEC. 3.
3. That
That section
section four
of "An
to amend
pfate.°A courmts
courtsof
al'.
an Act
amend an
Act to
"An Act
four of
SEC.
36, p. 1134; Vo.
'oi 36,
'An
Act to
codify, revise,
the laws
laws relating
relating to
to the
judi- Vol.
Vol.
the judiamend the
and amend
revise, and
to codify,
'An Act

3,..
ciary,' approved
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eleven," approved 38
'
1).8"
hundred and eleven,"
March third,
approved March
ciary,'
fifteen, be, and it
January
twenty-eighth, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
January twenty-eighth,
s, amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
is,
hereby i
"
SEC. 4.
circuit courts
of appeals
Finality of decisions.
"SEC.
4. That
That judgments
judgments and
and decrees
decrees of
of the
the circuit
courts of
appeals Finatydecisions
Bin
in all
all proceedings
estabhsh aainf
Bankru
i
. PtcP"mwedcauses arising under 'An Act to establish
and causes
proceedings and
in
e.,' p
amen
States' an
uniform system
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the
Z
e
tted
United States,'
the United
of bankruptcy
system of
uniform
ail
approved July
ninety-eight, and in all
hundred and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
first, eighteen
July first,
approved
raior ad
to mimed
urli to
controversies arising
in such
such proceedings
causes; also, in all INtiries
and causes;
proceedings and
arising in
controversies
1 35
Vol
65; Vol.
p. 65;
causes arising
'An Act
to the
liability of
common emia."4p.
of common
the liability
relating to
Act relating
under 'An
arising under
causes
carriers by
by railroad
railroad to
their employees
certain cases,'
"p.291.
- 21.
cases,' approved
approved 33Ri
in certain
employees in
to their
carriers
ct.e
April twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
lla
ur n
A
r
r eighteen'
hundred and eight; also, in all causes hoRhoa
April
arising
vin Act
Act to
of employees
and tray34, p. 1415.
1415.
vol34,p.
tra- Vol.
employees and
safety of
the safety
to promote
promote the
under 'An
arising under
elers
railroads by
limiting the
the hours
hours of
of service
employees
service of employees
by limiting
upon railroads
elers upon
a
ppisasty °PO"
Railway safety
seven? also, Railway
and seven;
thereon,'
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
approved March
thereon,' approved
531;;Vol.
27, p. 531
ol.
in
all causes
causes arising
ol. 27,.p.
Vol.
to promote
promote the safety of employees "Ve
Act to
'An Act
under 'An
arising under
in all
3 pP-'
rairoads couplers
co
mengaged
by compelling
compeing
up railroads
travelers commerce
andinterstate
in
and
travelers
upon
to equip
by
their
ears common
with on
automatic
carriers
engaged 32,
in interstate commerce to equip their cars with automatic couplers
and
continuous brakes
brakes and
and their
driving-wheel
with driving-wheel
locomotives with
their locomotives
and continuous
brakes, and
and for
for other
second, eighteen
March second,
approved March
purposes,' approved
other purposes,'
brakes,
hundred and
ninety-three; and,
causes arising under any
in all causes
also, in
and, also,
and ninety-three;
hundred
amendment
or supplement
supplement to
aforementioned Acts
Acts
of the
the aforementioned
one of
any one
to any
amendment or
which has
has been
been heretofore
or may
be enacted,
final,
shall be final,
enacted, shall
hereafter be
may hereafter
heretofore or
which
save
that it
competent for
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court to
to require
require pr e cort asowd.
be competent
shall be
it shall
only that
save only
by
certiorari,
upon
the
petition
of
any
party
thereto,
that
the proprothe
that
thereto,
party
any
of
by certiorari, upon the petition
ceeding,
or controversy
controversy be
be certified
certified to
to it
determiand determireview and
it for
for review
case, or
ceeding, case,
nation, with
the same
and authority
authority and
and with
like effect
effect as
as if
if
with like
power and
same power
with the
nation,
taken
to that
that court
court by
taken to
by appeal
appeal or
or writ
writ of
of error."
error."
courts
prC;m
err °a

ultriro
r
l,:d
u:

S
EC. 4.
That no
having power
to review
review a
ajudgment
judgment or
or decree
•
soey
s Ib,
by, solely
A
decree t=
power to
court having
no court
SEC.
4. That
rendered
writ of
of error
proI pr
itake in
solely torr mistake
error solely
dismiss aa writ
shall dismiss
by another
another shall
passed by
or passed
rendered or
because
an
appeal
should
have
been
taken,
or
dismiss
an
appeal
solely
cedure,
forbidden.
frbidde
cedure
solely
appeal
an
dismiss
or
taken,
been
have
should
because an appeal
because
of error
error should
sued out,
but when
when such
such
out, but
been sued
have been
should have
a writ
writ of
because a
mistake
or
error
occurs
it
shall
disregard
the
same
and
the
the action
take
and
same
the
disregard
it
shall
occurs
error
or
mistake
which
would be
be appropriate
appropriate if
the proper
procedure had
had
appellate procedure
proper appellate
if the
which would
been
followed.
been followed.
SEC. 5.
no judgment
judgment or
or passed
passed by
e
P,rr:fc
4
er
l
t and
and
wtCw
Su- kr
the suby the
rendered or
decree rendered
or decree
That no
5. That
SEc.
preme
Court
of
the
Philippine
Islands
more
than
sixty
days
after
the
appe
alspreme
from court
Thar,
up
sppls
um
days
after
the
than
sixty
preme Court of the Philippine Islands more
approval of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
the Supreme
upon tot
allowed hereafter.
PottsUoedh.tt.
Court upon
Supreme Court
by the
reviewed by
be reviewed
of this
approval
writ of
of error
or appeal;
but it
shall
be
competent for
the
Supreme Ae
Ante, p. 555.
p. 55
the
Supreme
for
competent
be
it
shall
but
appeal;
or
error
writ
Court, by certiorari or
otherwise, to
that there
there be
be certified
certified Certiorari
continued.
continued.
cwtiriy
require that
to require
Court, by certiorari or otherwise,
to it
for review
determination, with
the same
same power
authority
and authority
power and
with the
and determination,
review and
it for
to
and with
as if
if brought
brought up
by writ
any
appeal, any
or appeal,
error or
of error
writ of
up by
effect as
like effect
with like
and
cause wherein,
after such
such sixty
sixty days,
days, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
the Philof the
wherein, after
cause
ippine Islands
may render
or pass
pass a
judgment or
decree which
would
which would
or decree
a judgment
render or
Islands may
ippine
for bring
limit for
Tim
be
review under
existing laws.
Time limit
bringlaws.
under existing
to review
subject to
be subject
SEC. 6.
no writ
writ of
appeal, or
or writ
certiorari intended
intended ing ,,...forieview.
w.
sgca
sf
of certiorari
writ of
error, appeal,
of error,
That no
6. That
SEC.
to bring
bring up
up any
review by
by the
the Supreme
allowed
be allowed
shall be
Court shall
Supreme Court
for review
cause for
any cause
to
or entertained
applied for
within three
after entry
entry
months after
three months
for within
duly applied
unless duly
or
entertained unless
of the
or decree
Provided, That
That writs
EtP. .
of Exception
writs of
of: Proided,
complained of:
decree complained
judgment or
the judgment
of
certiorari
addressed
to
the
Supreme
Court
of
the
Philippine
Islands
Islands
Philippine
the
of
Court
Supreme
certiorari addressed to the
may be
be granted
granted if
if application
application therefor
six months.
months.
within six
made within
be made
therefor be
may
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Effect.
Temporary
Temprary
ances.
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SEC. 7. That this Act shall take effect thirty days after
Sze.
after its
its approval,
approval,
conu'" but it shall not apply
apply to nor affect any writ of
error, appeal,
or writ
writ of
of
of error,
appeal, or
certiorari
theretofore duly applied
certiorari theretofore
applied for.
The right
right of
of review
review under
under
for. The
udgments and decrees
existing laws in respect of judgments
decrees entered
entered before
before this
this
Act takes effect shall remain unaffected
unaffected for the period
period of
months
of six
six months
thereafter,
thereafter, but at the end of that time such right
right shall
shall cease.
cease.
Approved, September
September 6, 1916.
Approved,
1916.

September
7, 1916.
September
7,16.
8
S.
s47.1
CHAP.
450.-An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
directing the Secretary of the
[S. 5107.]
CHAP. 450.—An
the Treasury
Treasury to
to
[Public, No. 25l
2694
extend the time
of payment
of the
the amount
due the
the Government
Government by
the city
of Augusta,
time of
payment of
amount due
by the
city of
Augusta,

Geogia.
Georgia.

Be it
enacted by
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
States ofAmerwa
of America=
Thatso
so much
much of
the
provisions
States
in Congress
Congressassembled,
assembled, That
of
the
provisions
O
puybaflog
rzent
f?r brmer
dormer off the
the Act
Act of
of March
urth, n
i
ne t
een hun d
red and el
even, maki
ng
March fo
fourth,
nineteen
hundred
and eleven,
making
voi pp.
M.
appropriations for the sundry
sundry civil
Vol.36,
p. 1365.
the Government
Government as
as
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
A

Gs

ateied

tM extended tor
Time
for

interest,
tt Set,etc.

September 7, 1916.
e.R.be
514.
W
[H.
R. 15.155.1
.
[Public, No. 260.1
[Puc,No. 260

Shipping Act,
Act, i1&6.
1916.
Shipping

relates
relates to the United States post office
office and courthouse
courthouse at
city of
of
at the
the city
Augusta, Georgia, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended so
as to
so as
to authorauthorize and direct
direct the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
to extend
extend the
the time
time of
of paypayment of the amount due the Government
Government by the
the city
city of
of Augusta
Augusta for
for aa
period of
five years,
period
of five
years, with
with interest
interest from the date
date of the paasage
of this
passage of
this
Act at the rate of four per centum
centum per
annum, the
the Government
Government of
of the
per annum,
the
United
United States retaining
retaining title
title to
the property
payment in
in full
full is
is
to the
property until
until payment
made
delivering possession
made by the city, but delivering
possession and
and use
use of
of the
the property,
property,
other charges,
without rental or other
charges, to
to the
the city
city of
of Augusta
Augusta pending
pending such
such
payment.
payment.
Approved,
Approved, September
1916.
September 7,
7, 1916.
CAP. 451.—An
451.-An Act
CHAP.
Act To establish
establiR'h a
United States Shipping
Shipping Board
Board for
for the
purpose
a United
the purpose
of encouraging,
encouraging, developing,
a
naval auxiliary
auxiliary and
and naval
naval reserve
reserve and
and a
developing, and
and *creating
creating
a
naval
a
merchant
merchant manne
marine to meet the requirements
commerce of
of the
the United
United States
States with
with
requiremente of
of the
the commerce
its
and p9sseesions
polSe
its Territorie
Territories and
and with
with foreign
foreign countries;
countries; to regulate
regulate carriers
by water
water
carriers by
engaged
in the
the foreign
fregn and interstate
commerce of the United States;
engaged in
interstate commerce
States; and
for other
and for
other
purposes.
purposes.
Be
enacted by the
the Senate and House
Be itit enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
America in
Congress assembled,
States of America
in Congress
assembled ) That
when used
used in
in this
this Act:
Act:
That when

Meaningof taer
terms.
"comon
The term
tm
"common
The
"common carrier
carrier by
by water
water in
in foreign
foreign commerce"
means
"Common carrier by
by
commerce" means
water
gncmcan- a
ter in forei
foreign
a
common
carrier, except
except ferryboats
common
carrier,
ferryboats running
running on
regular routes,
routes,
on regular
merce."
engaged
in the
transportation by water of passengers
passengers or
engaged in
the transportation
or property
property
between
of its
between the United
United States or any of
its Districts,
Districts, Territories,
Territories, or
posor possessions
a
foreign country,
sessions
and
a
foreign
country,
whether
whether
in
the
import
or
export
trade:
in
the
import
or
export
trade:
Proviso.
eanotralmp
Provided, That a
a cargo boat commonly
commonly called
Ocean
tramps notn
not in- Provided,
called an
ocean tramp
tramp shall
shall
an ocean
cluded.
eluded.
not be deemed such "common
"common carrier
not
carrier by
by water
in foreign
foreign commerce."
water in
commerce."
"Common
carrier
by
a"Coton
t neTby
The term
term "common
"common carrier by water
waterlnintersttecObm.
The
water in
interstate commerce"
commerce"
in interstate
Water
in interstate
commerce."
merce"
means aacommon
in the
means
common carrier
carrier engaged
engaged in
the transportation
by water
water of
transportation by
of
passengers
seas or
passengers or property
property on the high seas
or the
the Great
Great Lakes
regular
Lakes on
on regular
routes
port to port
routes from port
port between
between one
one State,
State, Territory,
District, or
Territory, District,
or
possession
States and
possession of the United
United States
and any
other State,
State, Territory,
Disany other
Territory, Distict,
or possession
possession of the United
tpict, or
United States,
States, or
or between
between places
places in
the
in the
same Territory,
Territory, District,
or
possession.
same
District,
or
possession.
"Common
carrier by
by
Com mon carrier
The term 'common carrier
water" means
Water."
The term "common
carrier by
by water"
means a
acommon
common carrier
carrier by
by
water
in foreign
water in
foreign commerce
commerce or a
acommon carrier
carrier by
by water
interwater in
in interstate
commerce
state commerce on the high seas or the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes on
on regular
regular routes
routes
from port
from
port to
to port.
port.
"Other
person
subThe term "other
person subject to
jectOther
to this prson
Act." sub.
"other person
this Act"
Act" means
means any
any person
person not
not
to this
included in
in the
the term
"common carrier by water,"
included
term "common
water," carryng
carrying on
on the
the
business of
of forwardin
business
forwarding or
or furnishing
furnishing wharfage,
wharfage, dock, warehouse,
warehouse, or
or
other terminal
terminal facilities
m connection
connection with
other
facilities in
carrier by
by
with aa common
common carrier
water.
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asso- ",Perso",
corporations, partnerships, and asso-"FerscaL"
The term
term '"person"
person" includes
includes corporations,
The
of
by
ciations,
existing
under
or
authorized
the
laws
of
the
United
authorized
under
ciations, existing
States,
or any
Territory, District, or possession thereof, or of
State, Territory,
any State,
States, or
any foreign
foreign country.
country.
any
s
2. That within the meaning of this Act no corporation, part-

m.c

p

requi-

SEC.
nership,
S
EC. 2.orThat
association
within shall
the meaning
be deemed
of this
Act require
no
of corporation,
the United
United States
States
part- CiteenshiP
the
of
citizen
aacitizen

nership, or association shall be deemed
unless
the controlling
controlling interest
interest therein is owned by citizens of the
unless the
United
States, and,
corporation, unless its president
president
a corporation,
and, in the case of a
United States,
and managing
managing directors
citizens of the United States and the corare citizens
directors are
and
poration itself
is organized
organized under the laws of the United States or of
itself is
poration
a
District, or possession thereof.
Territory, District,
State, Territory,
a State,

ms
The
provisions of
this Act
shall apply
apply to
to receivers
and trustees
teeRse.ceivers and
and tru
truetrustees of toS
receivers and
Act shall
of this
The provisions
the
to
all
persons
to
whom
the
Act
and
successors
or
assignees
applies,
all persons to whom the
of such
such persons.
persons.
of
ShiS
EC. 3.
That a
the United
United Ui-ted stte Sh
113- - as the
known as
be known
to be
created, to
hereby created,
is hereby
board is
a board
3. That
SEC.
the board. Preate-;
as the
States Shipping
Created ;appoitapp ointto as
referred to
hereinafter referred
and hereinafter
Board, and
Shipping Board,
States
appointed mnt,etc.
The board
board shal
shall be
be composed
commissioners, to
be appointed
ment'
ete "
to be
five commissioners,
of five
composed of
The
by the
by and
and with
with the
Senate advice and consent of the Senatethe advice
President, by
the President,
by
chairman and
said board
annually elect one
members as chairman
one of its members
shall annually
board shall
said
chairman.
one as vice chairman.
The
first commissioners
commissioners appointed
shall continue
in office
office for terms Tenur
Tenure of offie
°Mee.
continue in
appointed shall
The first
of two,
three, four,
five, and
years, respectively, from the date of
six years,
and six
four, five,
two, three,
of
their
the term
term of
designated by the Presito be designated
each to
of each
appointment, the
their appointment,
dent, but
successors shall
appointed for terms of six years,
shall be appointed
their successors
but their
dent,
appointed
except that
that any
chosen to
vacancy shall be appointed
a vacancy
to fill a
person chosen
any person
except
commissioner whom he succeeds.
only for
unexpired term of the commissioner
the unexpired
for the
only
etc.
Qi
The comissioners
commissioners shall
shall be
appointed with
to their Qualitkaticas,
et0.
regard to
due regard
with due
be appointed
The
by
them
on
fitness
for
the
efficient
discharge
imposed
duties
the
of
fitness for the efficient discharge
this
Act, and
to a
afair
fair representation
geographical divisions of
the geographical
of the
representation of
and to
this Act,
the
more than
three of
the commissioners
commissioners shall be
of the
than three
Not more
country. Not
the country.
employmeent
appointed
political party.
party. No
rI.lO37h1
be rethid.
shall be
commissioner shall
No commissioner
same political
the same
from the
appointed from
in the
employ of
of or
hold any
carrier
official relation to any common carrier
any official
or hold
the employ
in
by water
water or
other person
subject to this Act, or own any stocks or
person subject
or other
by
commissioner
bonds thereof,
thereof, or
be pecuniarily
interested therein. No commissioner
pecuniarily interested
or be
bonds
shall
engage in any other business, vocation, or employment.
actively engage
shall actively
Any
may be
be removed
removed by
for inefficiency,
inefficiency, Removal,
Removal, vacancies,
vacnl ie
President for
the President
by the
commissioner may
Any commissioner
et'
board
neglect of
of duty,
duty, or
malfeasance in
in office.
e
A vacancy-in the
office. A
or malfeasance
neglect
shall
impair the
the right
right of
the remaining
remaining members of the board to
of the
not impair
shall not
exercise
all its
its powers.
powers. The
The board
an official
official seal, which
have an
shall have
board shall
exercise all
shall
be
judicially
noticed.
noticed.
shall be judicially
The board
board may
adopt rules
regulations in
in regard
its protc.
Rules, etc.
pro- Rule,
to its
regard to
and regulations
rules and
may adopt
The
cedure
and
the
conduct
of
its
business.
of
cedure and the conduct
of tSaarhe
S
EC. 4.
4. That
salary of
etlaiarke of officb,
(Adak,
receive aasalary
shall receive
board shall
the board
of the
member of
each member
That each
SEC.
a
$7,500
per
annum.
The
board
shall
appoint
a
at
a
salary
secretary,
a
appoint
shall
board
S7,500 per annum. The
of $5,000
$5,000 per
and employ
fix the
the compensation
compensation of such
and fix
employ and
annum, and
per annum,
of
attorneys, officers,
officers, naval architects, special experts, examiners,
attorneys,
proper
clerks, and
and other
other employees
employees as
necessary for the proper
find necessary
may find
it may
as it
clerks,
performance of
may be
be appropriated
appropriated for
A.Y.,
by the Details
for by
as may
and as
duties and
its duties
of its
performance
et. y Arm
Congress.
upon the
the b
oard, may
Na, etc.from
may Navy,
board,
of the
request of
the request
President, upon
The President,
Congress. The
authorize
of officers
officers of
military naval, or other services
the military,
of the
detail of
the detail
authorize the
of
the
United
States
for
such
duties
as
the board
board may
may deem necessary
as
of the United States for such duties the
civ
in
connection
with
its
business.
Employees frm eiva
business.
its
with
in connection
em
With
the exception
exception of
clerk to
each commissioner,
eorlv
commissioner, ..E.,15,'tirgeilsZm.n
to each
secretary, aaclerk
the secretary,
of the
With the
the
naval architects,
such special
experts and
Excepts.
exami- ExcePflonsand examispecial experts
and such
architects, and
attorneys, naval
the attorneys,
ners
as
the
board
may
from
time
to
time
find
necessary
to
employ
employ
to
necessary
find
time
to
ners as the board may from time
for the
the conduct
conduct of
of its
employees of
the board
board shall
shall be
be
of the
all employees
work, all
its work,
for
appointed
from
lists
of
eligibles
to
be
supplied
by
the
Civil
Service
Service
Civil
the
by
supplied
be
to
eligibles
appointed from lists of
Commission
and in
in accordance
accordance with
the civil-service
Payment
of expense&
PayentofepeaM
law.
civil-service law.
with the
Commission and
The expenses
expenses of
of the
including necessary
necessary expenses
for trans
transexpenses for
board, including
the board,
The
portation, incurred
by the
the members
of the
the board
board or
or by
by its
its employees
employees
members of
incurred by
portation,
under
its
orders,
in
making
any
investigation,
or
upon
official
business
business
official
upon
or
investigation,
any
making
in
under its orders,
p;Yg
ni
riarcr
l
ates
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in any
any other
other place
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
in
place than
than in
Washington, shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed
and paid
paid on
on the
the presentation
presentation of
of itemized
itemized vouchers
vouchers therefor
approved
and
therefor approved
by the
the chairman
board.
by
chairman of
of the
the board.
Bent oofofices.
Until otherwise
Bent
offices.
otherwise provided
by law
law the
the board
board may
may rent
rent suitable
provided by
suitable offices
offices
for
use.
for its
its use.
The Auditor
Auditor for
Auditing accont.
accounts.
for the
the State
Other Departments
shall receive
receive and
State and
and Other
Departments shall
and
examine all
accounts of
of expenditures
expenditures of
of the
the board.
examine
all
accounts
board.
Authority
to
bad
tholnty to buld
SEC.
vessels.
Sac. 5. That the board,
board, with the approval of
of the
the President,
President, is
is
authorized
constructed and
authorized to have constructed
and equipped
equipped in
American shipyards
in American
shipyards
navy yards
other things
being
harter, and
and navy
yards or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, giving
giving preference,
preference, other
things being
Purchase, charter,
et.equal,
or to
etc.
equal, to domestic
domestic yards, or
to purchase,
purchase, lease,
lease, or
charter, vessels
or charter,
vessels
suitable
commercial requirements
suitable, as far as the commercial
of the
the marine
marine trade
trade
requirements of

of the United States may permit, for use
as naval
auxiliaries or
or Army
use as
naval auxiliaries
Army
or for other
transports, or
other naval
naval or
military purposes,
purposes and
and to
make necesnecesor
military
to
make
Proviso.
sary repairs
on and
and alterations
alterations of
of such
such vessels: Provided,
Provided, That
That neither
neither
peaseS,eNte,,
t., ex. sary
repairs on
eluded.
the
board nor
any corporation
corporation formed
formed under
under section
section eleven
in which
the board
nor any
eleven in
which
Pod, p. '731.
the United
United States is then
the
then a
astockholder
stockholder shall purchase,
purchase, lease,
lease, or
or charcharter any
Enged in
activer
any vessel—
vesselEngaged
in active
Enaed.
(a) Which is then
then engaged
commerce.
engaged in
the foreign
foreign or
or domestic
commerce of
in the
domestic commerce
of
about to
the United States, unless it
it is about
to be
be withdrawn
from such
such comcomwithdrawn from
any intention
merce without any
intention on
the part
part of
of the
the owner
owner to
to return
it
on the
return it
thereto within
within aareasonable
Of belligerent
beerent ODUrr
on thereto
reasonable time;
time;
e of
t y.
(b) Which is under the registry or flag or
or aaforeign
foreign country
which
country which
is then
is
then engaged
Unsitae.
engaged in
in war;
war;
Unsuitable.
or can not
(c) Which is not adapted,
adapted, or
not by
alterations and
and
by reasonable
reasonable alterations
Unsarthy.
repairs
the purposes
purposes specified
specified in
in this
this section;
section ;
repairs be
be adapted,
adapted, to
to the
Unseaworthy.
expert examination
(d) Which, upon expert
examinationmade
ma d
e under
under the
the direction
direction of
of
the board, a
a wntten
written report of such examination
examination being
as a
public
being filed
filed as
a public
record, is not without alteration
alteration or
or repair
repair found
found to
be at
at least
least seventyseventyto be
five per .centunt
centum as
as at
at the
the time
time it
was originally
originally put
put m
m
as efficient
efficient as
it was
Transfers ofGo
y, commission
commission as
as a
aseaworthy
seaworthy vessel.
vessel.
Transfer
Govern
atowned
ssels to
SEC.
ment
Board.
owned vessels
to
Sac. 6. That the President
President may transfer
either permanently
permanently or
or for
for
transfer either
such vessels
limited periods to the board such
vessels belonging
belongmg to
to the
War or
the War
or
Navy Department
Department as are suitable
suitable for commercial
and not
required
commercial uses
uses and
not required
for military or naval use in time
time of peace,
peace, and
and cause
cause to
to be
be transferred
transferred
to the board vessels owned by
by the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company
and
Company and
not required
in its
business.
Carts,
required in
not
Charters, etc., to c.
its business.
SE0. 7.
zens. .
Sao.
7. That the board,
board, upon
terms and
a
n dconditions
prescribed by
by it
it
upon terms
conditions prescribed
and approved
may charter,
charter, lease,
approved by the President,
President, may
or sell
sell to
to any
any
lease, or
person, a
person
citizen of
the United
United States,
Stat
es ,an
y vessel
vesselso
so purchased,
purchased, concona citizen
of the
any
or transferred.
as, etc.,
Sale,
etc, of unservunserv structed,
structed, or
transferred.
tabie vessels.
ssels.
Sc.
That when
iceable
S
EC.. 8. That
when any
vessel purchased
purchased or
or transtransany vessel
or constructed
constructed by
by or
ferred
ferred to the board
board as herein
herein provided,
provided, and owned
owned by
by the
the United
United
States, becomes,
becomes in
of the
the board,
board, unfit
unfit for
f
or th
purposes of
in the
the opinion
opinion of
thee purposes
of
this Act,
appraised and sold at public or
this
Act, it
it shall be appraised
or private
private competicompetitive
after due
advertisement free from the conditions
tive sale
sale after
due advertisement
conditions and restricrestrictions of
of this Act.
Act.
Americsui registry
EC
and
lareolment a1S
any vessel
vessel purcha
purchased,
lowed.
and enrollraent
SEC.. 9. That any
sed, chartered,
chart
ered, or
or leased
leased from
from the
the
lwed.
board may be
be regi
st
ered or
lled and
licensed, or
or both
both registered
regi
stered
registered
or enro
enrolled
and licensed,
and
and licensed,
vessel of
and enrolled
enrolled and
licensed, as
as aavessel
of the United States and entitled
Proviso.
Coastwiserostwiseo
trade per- to
the benefits
benefits and
privileges appertaining
appert
ai
ni
ng thereto:
th
ereto: Provided,
Provided, That
That
to the
and privileges
,foreign-built
mitred..
foreign-built vessels admitted
admitted to
and
to American
American registry
registry or
or enrollment
enrollment and
license
license under this Act, and vessels owned, chartered,
chartered, or
or leased
by any
leased by
any
corporation
corporation in
in which
which the United States is a
astockholder,
stockholder, and
and vessels
vessels
sol,
leased, or
or chartered
chartered to any
a citizen
sold, leased,
any person
person a
citizen of the United States,
States,
as provided
the coastwise
provided in this Act, may engage
engage in the
trade of
of the
the
coastwise trade
United States.
United
States.
cperati
as
eriEvery
vessel purchased,
the board
board shall,
Operationas
AmenEvery vessel
purchased, chartered,
chartered, or leased
leased from the
shall,
can
merchant vessels,
unless otherwise
the board, be operated
unless
otherwise authorized
authorized by the
operated only
only under
under such
such
retry
or
enrollment and license.
license. Such
registry
or enrollment
Such vessels while employed
employed
solely
vessels shall
subject to all laws, regulations, and
solely as
as merchant
merchant vessels
shall be
be subject
Use designated.
Use
designated.
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merchant vessels, whether the United
United States be
liabilities governing merchant

mortgage,
hold any
any mortgage,
interested
as owner,
owner, in
or in
part, or
or hold
in part,
in whole
whole or
therein as
interested therein
a nsf
Transfers
e
Tr
lien, or
other interest
therein. No
No such
without the
the approval
approvalrestricted.
vessel, without
such vessel,
interest therein.
or other
lien,

soldforeign registry or flag, or sold;
the board, shall be transferred to aaforeign
of the
prescribed by the board, be chartered
nor, except under regulations prescribed

resticted-

or leased.
leased.
or
When
the United
United States
war, or
any national
national emergency ern,
In
war transto
rstrcted
etc., of
is at
at war,
or during
during any
States is
When the
,time
etc.,
restricted
to
emergency citizens.
the President,
President, Post,,pc
of the
the existence
existence of
is declared
declared by
proclamation of
p.. 1814
1814.
by proclamation
which is
of which
the
the
registered or
or enrolled and licensed under the laws of the
no vessel
vessel registered
United States shall,
approval of the board, be sold, leased,
shall, without the approval
United
or chartered to any person not aacitizen of the United States, or transferred to
foreign registry
registry or
flag. No
No vowel
or enrolled
enrolled offV
Vessels
sale to be
Bordbefo
rto to for
registered or
vessel registered
or flag.
to a
a foreign
ferred
offered
Board
before
a foreigner.
foegner.
and licensed
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
owned by
by any
to a
any to
or owned
States, or
the laws
under the
licensed under
and
person a
which the board is
one which
States, except one
United States,
a citizen
citizen of the United
person
a citizen
prohibited from
citizen
from purchasing, shall be sold to any person not a
prohibited
of the
the United
to aaforeign registry or flag, unless
transferred to
United States or transferred
of
such
tendered to the board at the price in good faith
first tendered
is first
such vessel is
offered
offer , at a
determined
a fair price to be determined
no such offer,
if no
others, or, if
by others,
offered by
in the manner
manner provided in section ten.
violForfeiture
in do
Any
chartered, leased,
leased, transferred,
operated in
,F°rfeiture
for violatransferred, or operated
sold, chartered,
vessel sold,
Any vessel
n.
violation of
of this
section shall
shall be forfeited
forfeited to the
States, and
the United
United States,
this section
violation
whoever
any provision
section shall
guilty of
a
of a
be guilty
shall be
this section
of this
provision of
violates any
whoever violates
i
mh e
misdemeanor
and subject
subject to
to a
a fine
not more
or to
Punishment
mt
to poed
$5,000 or
than $5,000
more than
of not
fine of
misdemeanor and
imprisonment
of
not
more
than
years,
or
both
such
and
fine
five
than
imprisonment of not more
imprisonment.ss
imprisonment.
Possession by the
S
EC. 10.
10. That
That the
interested Preident
President for military
military
person interested
to the
the person
giving to
upon giving
President, upcli
the President,
SEC.
^
such
reasonable notice
notice in
writing as
as in
his judgment
na"e. e.
ornaval
circumstances or
the circumstances
judgment the
i his
in writing
such reasonable
permit, may
may take
absolutely or
naval
any naval
or temporarily,
temporarily, for any
possession, absolutely
take possession,
permit,
or military
any vessel
vessel purehased,
purchased, leased,
or chartered
o
leased, or
chartered Proviso.
purpose, of
of any
or
military purpose,
notice.
without notice.
from
if, in
in the
President, Without
the President,
of the
judgment of
the judgment
That if,
Provided, 'That
board: Provided,
the board:
from the
an emergency
requiring such
such action
action he
of
possession of
take possession
he may
may take
exists requiring
emergency exists
an
any
without notice.
vessel without
any such vessel
Thereafter
agreement or
to be made.
Pymenttobemade.
the Payment
or otherwise,
otherwise, the
by agreement
ascertainment by
upon ascertainment
Thereafter,, upon
United States
shall pay
the person
interested the fair actual value
value
person interested
pay the
States shall
United
based
upon normal
normal conditions
conditions at
at the
the time
time of
taking of
interest of
of
the interest
of the
of taking
based upon
such person
in every
every vessel
vessel taken
absolutely, or
or if
if taken
for aalimited
taken for
taken absolutely,
person in
such
period,
fair charter
normal conditions
conditions for
period.
of
rtament
such period.
for such
under normal
value under
charter value
the fair
period, the
In
of disagreement
disagreement as
as to
to such
value it
be determined
determined by vue.
of
it shall
shall be
fair value
such fair
case of
In case
appraisers,
to be
appointed by
the board,
by the
the person
interperson interone by
board, one
by the
be appointed
one to
appraisers one
ested,
and a
third by
by the
the two
two so
The finding
of such
such
fnding of
appointed. The
so appointed.
a third
ested, and
appraisers
be final
final and
and binding
binding upon
both parties.
upon both
shal be
appraisers shall
Shipping
corp oSEc. 11.
That the
board, if
if in
in its
judgment such
rati
on.
cor
is necessary
necessary rtiP
action is
such action
its judgment
the board,
11. That
SEC.
to
out the
the purposes
of this
this Act,
under the
of the
the Charter
purnd purhartr and
laws of
the laws
may form
form under
Act, may
purposes of
carry out
to carry
District
of Columbia
one or
or more
more corporations
for the
the purchase,
con- P°6"'. •
purchase, concorporations for
Columbia one
District of
struction,
equipment, lease,
maintenance, and
operation of
of
and operation
charter, maintenance,
lease, charter,
equipment,
struction,
merchant vessels
in the
the commerce
the United
United States.
I
ctael stotcok.be held
total Caitoek.
The total
States. The
of the
commerce of
vessels in
merchant
capital
stock
thereof
shall
not
exceed
$50,000,000.
The
board
may,
by Brined
States.
tes.
U sta
by
may,
board
The
capital stock thereof shall not exceed $50,000,000.
for and
and on
behalf of
United States,
States, subscribe
subscribe to,
to, purchase,
vote
and vote
purchase, and
the United
of the
on behalf
for
not
than a
amajority
of the
the capital
capital stock
of any
such corporation,
corporation,
any such
stock of
majority of
less than
not less
and
do all
regard thereto
thereto necessary
to protect
protect the
the
necessary to
in regard
things in
other thmv
all other
and do
interests of
of the
United States
States and
and to
to carry
the purposes
this
of this
purposes of
out the
carry out
the United
interests
Act.
The board,
board, with
with the
the President,
President, may
sell any
any Sales of stock.
may sell
of the
approval of
the approval
Act. The
or
an
of
the
stock
of
the
United
States
in
such
corporation,
but
at
no
at
but
corporation,
such
in
States
United
the
of
or all of the stock
time shall
shall it
stockholder therein:
therein: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no To
To operate
vessels
operate vessels
be a
it be
a minority
minority stockholder
time
corporation
in
which
the
United
States
is
a
stockholder,
formed
under
v
o
y
ncitizen
hln
ony
under
formed
stockholder,
is
a
States
corporation in which the United
the authority
section, shall
shall engage
operation of any
the operation
in the
engage in
this section,
of this
authority of
the
vessel constructed,
purchased, leased,
leased, chartered,
chartered, or
under
transferred under
or transferred
constructed, purchased,
vessel
the authority
of this
Act unless
the board
shall be
a bona
bona
after a
unable, after
be unable,
board shall
unless the
this Act
the
authority of
fide
contract with
any person
person a
acitizen
the United
States
citizen of
of the
united States
with any
effort, to
to contract
fide effort,
for
the purchase,
lease, or
and
terms an
vessel under
under such
such terms
of such
such vessel
charter of
or charter
for the
purchase, lease,
conditions
as
may
be
prescribed
by
the
board.
board.
by
the
prescribed
conditions as may be

732
732
Notice of
of offer.
Notice
offer.
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notice of
of the
that vessels
vessels are
are offered
offered
board shall give
The board
give public
public notice
the fact
fact that
and the terms
and
terms and
conditions upon
contract will
will be
be made,
and conditions
upon which
which aa contract
made,
Deelaratka
by
shall invite
competitive offerings.
offerings. In
the event
the board
board shall,
shall,
In the
event the
and shall
invite competitive
the and
by the
Deiatio
President
for operation
byeooratStn.
by
ccooration.
after
full compliance
compliance with
with the
terms of
determine that
it
after full
the terms
of this
this proviso,
proviso, determine
that it
is unable to enter
enter into
into a
parties for
for the
the
a contract
contract with
with such
such private
private parties
purchase
purchase, lease,
or charter
charter of
-vessel, it
it shall
shall make
make a
afull
lease, or
of such
such vessel,
full report
report
who shall
shall examine
to the President, who
report, and
and if
if he
shall apapexamine such
such report,
he shall
same he
he shall
prove the same
shall make
an order
declaring that
that the
the conditions
conditions
make an
order declaring
have
found to
justify the
the operation
operation of
of such
such vessel
vessel by
have been
been found
to exist
exist which
which justify
by
a corporation
corporation formed
a
formed under
under the
the provisions
this section.
section.
provisions of
of this
,Dkaun
amPoAt the
the expiration
Dies°Intien of
of eerPe
.
At
expiration of
of five
from the
conclusion of
of the
the present
five years
years from
the conclusion
present
ration.
European war
war the
European
the operation
of vessels
vessels on
the part
part of
any such
such corpocorpooperation of
on the
of any
then aastockholder
ration in which the United States
States is then
stockholder shall
shall cease
cease and
and
the said
stand dissolved.
date of
of the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of
the
said corporation
corporation stand
dissolved. The
The date
DmP of proprty.
Dicpciofp
i
ojj,ty. the
the war
war shall
be declared
declared by
the President.
President. The
The
shall be
by proclamation
proclamation of
of the
vessels and other property of any
any such
such corporation
corporation shall
shall revert
revert to
to the
the
board. The
The board
board.
board may
may sell,
sell, lease,
charter such
such vessels
as provided
lease, or
or charter
vessels as
provided
in section
and shall
section seven and
shall dispose
the property
property other
than vessels
vessels
dispose of
of the
other than
terms and,
and, after
on the best available terms
after payment
of all
all debts
debts and
oblipayment of
and obliRedemptke of pri. ga
oblitions, deposit
deposit the
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to its
of rgations,
idempi
the proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof in
its credit.
credit.
odtock.
All stock
stock in
vatelyyo
owned
stock.
in such
such corporations
owned by
by others
than the
the United
United States
States
corporations owned
others than
at the time
time of
of dissolution
dissolution shall
shall be
taken over
over by
by the
the board
board at
at aafair
fair
be taken
and reasonable
reasonable value
value and
and paid
paid for
with funds
funds to
to the
credit of
of the
for with
the credit
the
board. In
such value
In case of disagreement,
disagreement, such
value shall
determined in
in the
shall be
be determined
the
manner provided
provided in
ten.
in section
section ten.
manner
Ba
sbythe
12. That
B
l
i
e
w
nr
tjga
gms bY
the SE.w.
SEc.-12,
That the
board shall
shall investigate
the relative
relative cost
cost of
of buildbuildthe board
investigate the
subjectadeWinad.
merchant vessels in the United States and
subleew dedgnated- ing merchant
in foreign
foreign maritime
maritime
and in
countries, and the relative cost, advantages,
advantages, and
disadvantages of
and disadvantages
of
operating
vessels under
under United
United States
registr
operating in
in the
the foreign
foreign trade
trade vessels
States registry
It shall examine
and under foreign registry.
registry. It
examine the
the rules
rules under
under which
whic
are constructed
constructed abroad
vessels are
in the
United States,
States, and
and the
the
abroad and
and in
the United
methods of classifying and rating
rating same,
same and
shall examine
examine into
into the
the
and itit shall
-subject of
of marine
the number
number of
of companies
companies in
in the
the United
United
marine insurance,
insurance, the
States,
and foreign,
foreign, engaging
engaging in
in m
arine insurance,
insurance, the
the extent
extent
States, domestic
domestic and
marine
insurance on hulls and cargoes
of the insurance
cargoes placed
or written
written in
in the
the United
United
placed or
States, and
and the extent
States,
of reinsurance
American maritime
maritime risks
risks in
in
extent of
reinsurance of
of American
foreign companies,
foreign
companies, and
and ascertain
ascertain what
steps may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to dewhat steps
develop an
an ample
ample marine
as an
an aid
aid in
in the
the development
development
velop
marine insurance
insurance system
system as
of .an
of
.an American
It sh
all examine
exami
ne the
the navigation
navigation
American merchant
merchant marine.
marine. It
shall
laws of the United States and the rules
rules and
and regulations
thereunder,
regulations thereunder,
and make such
such recommendations
recommendations to
to the
the Congress
Congress as
it deems
deems proper
proper
as it
improvement, and
for the amendment,
amendment, improvement,
and revision
revision of
of such
such laws
laws, and
for
and for
the development
development of
of the
Am eri
can merchant
It shall
shall investiinvestithe American
merchant marine.
marine. It
gate the legal status of mortgage
mortgage loans
loans on
on vessel
vessel property,
property-,with
with a
view
a view
to means
means of
improving the
security of
of such
such loans
loans and
an do
i
ng
of improving
the security
offencourag
encouraging
investment
in American
American shipping.
Annual
report
investment in
shipping.
Annual
reports.
Detailof.
ItIt shall, on or
or before
Details
of.
first day
of December
December in
in each
each year,
year, make
make
before the
the first
day of
a report
to the Congress,
recommendations and
a
report to
Congress, which
which shall include
include its recommendations
and
the results of its investigations,
investigations, aasummary
summary of its transactions
transactions and
and a
a
expenditures and receipt
receiptss under
statement of all expenditures
under this
this Act,
Act, and
and of
the
of the
operations
of any
operations of
corporation in
in which.
the United
is a
any corporation
which the
United States
States is
a stockstockholder, and the names and
and compensation
compensation of
of all
all persons
persons employed
employed by
by
the
the board.
board.
limted.
Liabilities
Liabilities limited.
SEC.
for the purpose
purpose of
S
EC. 13. That for
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of secsecof carrying
provisions of
t
five and
eleven no
shall be
be incurr
edexceeding
excee ding a
a total
total of
of
Bond
issue authorBond issue
author- tions
ions five
and eleven
no liability
iability shall
incurred
ied.
ized.
$50,000,000 and the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, upon
of
upon the
the request
request of
the board,
board, approved
by the
the President,
President, shall
shall from
from time
time to
to time
time issue
issue
Vol,
p. 7,
the
approved by
p
10v13ol. 36, pp. 117, 192, and
sell or
or use
use any
any of
on d
s of
ofthe
th
e United
Uni
te dStates
States now
now available
available in
in
1013.
and sell
of th
thee b
bonds
the Treasury under
the Acts
under the
Acts of
of August
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
August fifth,
hundred and
nine
fourth nineteen
nineteen hundred
nine, February fourth,
hundred and
and ten,
ten, and
March second,
second,
and March
nineteen
hundred and eleven,
the
nineteen hundred
eleven, relating to the issue of bonds for the
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construction of the Panama
construction
Panama Canal, to a
a. total amount
amount not
exceed
not to exceed
Proviso.
$50,000,000:
That any bonds
bonds issued
issued and
and sold
sold or
or used
ayable within s5
$50,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
used under
under Payable
within 50
years.
the provisions of this section may be made
payable
at
such
time
within
yearsmade payable
fifty years after issue as the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
i may
may fix,
instead
the Treasury
Treasury
fix, instead
of
years after
after the
the date
ofi
ssue ,
as prescribed
prescrib edin
nthe
the Act
Act of
August
of fifty
fifty years
date of
issue,
as
of August
fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine.
fifth, nineteen
nine.
All receipts
to be
The proceeds of such bonds
proceeds of
to the board
bonds and the net proceeds
of all
all sales,
sales, credited
credited to the board.
charters, and leases of vessels and of sales of stock made
made by the board,
and all other moneys received by it
covered
it from any source,
source, shall
shall be
be covered
a
Permanent
into
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
are hereby
hereby permaperma- pririon
into the
the Treasury
to the
of the
the board,
board, and
and are
ade. appropriation made.
Ante, pp.
pp. 730,73.
730,731.
nently
appropriated for the purpose
nently .
appropriated
purpose of carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions Ane,
of
eleven.
of sections
sections five
five and
and eleven.
Common cariers
carriers by
by
indi- waet
That no
SEC.
S
EC. 14.
14. That
no common
common carrier
carrier by
by water
water shall
shall directly
directly or
or indiwater.
rectly—
rectlyrestrictions.
First.
Pay, or allow, or enter into any combination,
combination, agreement,
Scif grdeferted
First.Pay,
agreement, or Specified
.Awin
deferred re.
reunderstanding,
express
understanding,
or
implied, to pay
or implied,
pay or allow, aadeferred
deferred rebat
rebatee batesi.
Definition.
to any shipper. The term "deferred
"deferred -rebate"
rebate" in this Act
Act means aa
return
portion of
of the
the freight
freight
.
money
by a
carrier to
to any
an shipper
shipper
return of
of any
any portion
money by
a carrier
as aa consideration
as
or any
portion of
of his
bis shiphi
consideration for the giving of
of all
all or
any portion
ments to the same or
carrier , or
for any
any other
other purpose,
purpose, the
or any other
other carrier,
or for
payment
deferred beyond
completion of
of the
service
payment of
of which
which is deferred
beyond the
the completion
the service
for
which it
paid, and
and is
is made
made only
if, during
during both
period for
for
for which
it is
is paid,
only if,
both the
the period
which computed
computed and
the period
shipper has
comwhich
and the
period of
of deferment,
deferment, the
the shipper
has complied
with the
the terms
or arrangement.
arrangement.
plied with
terms of
of the
the rebate
rebate agreement
agreement or
fighting ships.
Second. Use
ship either
either separately
or in
conjunction Usin
Usiggfghtngshps.
Second.
Use aa fighting
fighting ship
separately or
in conjunction
with any
any other
carrier' through
through agreement
otherwise. Mlot
with
other carrier,
agreement or
or otherwise.
The term
term Definition.
Deftion.
"fighting ship"
ship" in
in this
Act means
used in
in a
aparticular
trade
"fighting
this Act
means aavessel
vessel used
particular trade
by a
a carrier
carriers for
for the
of excluding,
excluding, preby
carrier or
or group
group of
of carriers
the purpose
purpose of
preventing,
or reducing
reducing competition
competition by
another carrier
carrier out
out of
of
venting, or
by driving
driving another
said trade.taii
trade.
said
Retaliating, etc.
against shippers.
shippers.
Third.
shipper by
refusing, or
or threatening
threatening agafnst
Third. Retaliate
Retaliate against
against any
any shipper
by refusing,
to refuse,
accommodations when
when such
such are
available, or
or resort
resort
to
refuse, space
space accommodations
are available,
to
unfair methods,
because such
shipper has
has
to other
other discriminating
discriminating or
or unfair
methods, because
such shipper
patronized any
any other
has filed
filed a
charging unfair
patronized
other carrier
carrier or
or has
a complaint
complaint charging
unfair
treatment, or
for any
any other
treatment,
or for
other reason.
reason.
Mai
Making discriminaFourth. Make
Make any
any unfair
unfair or
unjustly discriminatory
with tory sippig
shipping croconFourth.
or unjustly
discriminatory contract
contract with
tracts
tracts.
any shipper
shipper based
based on
the volume
freight offered,
or unfairly
treat
-.
anv
on the
volume of
of freight
offered, or
unfairly treat
Details.
or
unjustly discriminate
discriminate against
in the
the matter
matter of
(a)
or unjustly
against any
any shipper
shipper in
of (a)
cargo space
space accommodations
or other
other facilities,
due regard
regard being
had
being had
cargo
accommodations or
facilities, due
for
the proper
proper loading
loading of
of the
vessel and
and the
the available
tonnage; (b)
(b)
for the
the vessel
available tonnage;
the
loading and
and landing
landing of
of freight
in proper
or (c)
the loading
freight in
proper condition;
condition; or
(c) the
the
adjustment
adjustment and
and settlement
settlement of
of claims.
claims.
Penalty for violations.
Any
who violates
any provision
provision of
of this
shall be
be tions.
violates any
this section
section shall
Any carrier
carrier who
guilty
of a
fine of
of not
not more
more than
than
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor punishable
punishable by
by a
a fine
$25,000
for each
offense.
$25,000 for
each offense.
Statement
Statement of all
all rate
rate
etc to
to be
be
geementstq et.,
SEC.
SEC. 15.
15. That every
every common carrier
carrier by water, or other person sub- filed
agrelDetails.
i.t
ti;i
Act, shall
file immediately
with the
the board
board aatrue copy, or,
or, Details.
shall file
immediately with
ject to
to this
this Act,
if oral,
true and
and complete
memorandum, of
of every
every agreement
with
complete memorandum,
agreement with
if
oral, aa true
another
carrier or
or other
subject to
to this
this Act,
Act, or
or modificaanother such
such carrier
other person
person subject
modification
cancellation thereof,
thereof, to
which it
it may
may be
be a
aparty
party or
or conform
conform
to which
tion or
or cancellation
in whole
in part,
fixing or
regulating transportation
transportation rates
or fares;
fares;
rates or
part, fixing
or regulating
in
whole or
or in
giving
special rates, accommodations,
special
givig or
or receiving
receiving special
accommodations, or other special
privileges
or
preventing, or
or advantages;
advantages; controlling,
controlling, regulating,
regulating, preventing,
privileges or
destroying compeition;
competition; pooling
or apportioning
apportioning earnings,
earnings, losses,
losses, or
or
pooling or
destroying
traffic;
allotting ports
ports or
restricting or
or otherwise
otherwise regulating
regulating the
the
or restricting
traffic; aflotting
number and
and character
of sailings
sailing's between
or regulatregulatbetween ports;
ports; limiting
limiting or
number
character of
ing in
any way
way the
the volume
or character
freight or
or passenger
traffic
volume or
character of
of freight
passenger traffic
ing
in any
to
be carried;
manner providing
providing for
an exclusive,
exclusive, preferenpreferento be
carried; or
or in
in any
any manner
for an
tial,
working arrangement.
arrangement. The
term "agreement"
"agreement"
The term
tial, or
or cooperative
cooperative working
in this
this section
conferences, and
and other
other
in
section includes
includes understandings,
understandings, conferences,
arrangements.
arrangements.
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The board
board may
or modify
modify any
any agreeagreeThe
may by order
order disapprove,
disapprove, cancel,
cancel, or
ment, or
ment,
or any
any modification
modification or
whether or
or not
or cancellation
cancellation thereof,
thereof, whether
not
previously approved
by it,
that it
to be
be unjustly
unjustly discriminatory
discriminatory
previously
approved by
it, that
it finds
finds to
or unfair
between carriers,
carriers, shippers,
exporters, importers,
importers, or
or
unfair as
as between
shippers, exporters,
or
ports,
between exporters
United States
foreign
ports, or
or between
exporters from
from the
the United
States and
and their
their foreign
competitors
operate to
to the
the detriment
the commerce
commerce of
the
competitors, or
or to
to operate
detriment of
of the
of the
to be
be in
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and shall
shall approve
approve all
all
United States,
States, or
or to
in violation
violation of
agreements, modifications,
modifications or
cancellations.
other agreements,
or cancellations.
Status
of existing
status of
existing
Agreements
organization of
Agreements existing at the time of the organization
of the
the board
board
agreements.
shall
be lawful
lawful until
until disapproved
board. It
shall be
unlawful
reement'
shal be
disapproved by
by the
the board.
It shall
be unlawful
to carry
out any
any agreement
any portion
thereof disapproved
disapproved by
by
to
carry out
agreement or
or any
portion thereof
board.
the
board.
Agreements unlawful
All agreements,
or cancellations
cancellations made
made after
after the
the
Awietout approval
All
agreenments, modifications
proa of
modifications, or
without
without
of
Board.
Board,
organization
shall fie
be lawful
organization of the board shall
lawful only
only when
and as
as long
long as
as
when and
approved by
approval or after disapproval
disapproval it
it
by the
the board, and
and before
before approval
to carry
carry out
out in
in whole
whole or
or in
in part,
part, directly
or utdirectly,
shall be unlawful
unlawful to
directly or
indirectly,
any
such agreement,
agreement, modification,
cancellation.
any such
modification, or
or cancellation.
Lawful
agreements
ano^suectlagrto
agreement, modification,
Every agreement,
modification, or cancellation
cancellation lawful
lawful under
under this
not subject
subject to antiantitrust
laws.
section
shall
be
excepted from
the
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
Vustla
s.
section
shall
be
excepted
from
the
provisions
of
the
approved
Vol. 26,2,
p.
209.
p. 209.
Vol. 2s,
28, p
p. 570.
July
eighteen hundred
and ninety,
entitled "An
to proproVoL
570.
July second, eighteen
hundred and
ninety, entitled
"An Act
Act to
tect trade and commerce
commerce against
against unlawful restraints
restraints and
and monopolies,"
monopolies,"
and amendments and Acts supplementary thereto, and the provisions
Vol.
7, p.
Vol. 37,
p. 667; vol
VoL and amendments and Acts supplementary thereto, and the provisions
sections seventy-three
both inclusive,
inclusive of
of the
the Act
Act
3s,Vp7
of sections
; Vop. of
seventy-three to
to seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, both
38,
p. no. P
approved
approved August twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-four,
entitled "An
revenue for
the Gov"An Act to
to reduce
reduce taxation, to provide
provide revenue
for the
Government, and for other purposes,"
purposes," and amendments
amendments and Acts supplesupplementary
mentary thereto.
thereto.
Penalty for violaPnity
or vioh
Whoever
Whoever violates any
any provision
provision of
section shall
shall be
be liable
to aa
of this
this section
liable to
penalty of
penalty
of $1,000
continues, to
to be
recov$1,000 for
for each
each day
day such
such violation
violation continues,
be recovered by
the United
in a
acivil
civil action.
action.
ered
by the
United States
States in
Preferences
forbiddere
forbidSEC. 16. That it
any common
carrier by
SEC.
it shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
common carrier
by
den,
water,, or
water
or other
person subject
subject to
this Act,
alone or
or in
conother person
to this
Act, either
either alone
in conjunction
any other
person, directly
directly or
indirectly—
junction with
with any
other person,
or indirectlyAs to persons, local'.
First.
or give
any undue
or unreasonable
unreasonable preference
preference or
tie or descriptions
d
of
First. To
To make
make or
give any
undue or
or
of
traltcf
t=akhc.
advantage
locality, or
advantage to any particular
particular person,
person, locality,
or description
description of
traffic
of traffic
in any respect whatsoever,
whatsoever, or to subject any particular
particular person,
person,
locality, or description
description of traffic to any undue
undue or unreasonable
unreasonable prejuprejudice or
dice
disadvantage in
any respect
respect whatsoever.
whatsoever.
or disadvantage
in any
Lower rates by unfair
LoerratebyunlBr
Second.
to obtain transportation
Second. To allow any person
person to
transportation for
for property
property
means.
at less than the r
regular
rates then established
egular rates
established and
and enforced
enforced on
on the
the
line of
line
of such
carrier, by means
false billing,
false classification,
classification, false
false
such carrier,by
means of
of false
billing, false
report of
weighing, false
false report
weight, or
by any
any other
other unjust
or unfair
unfair
of weight,
or by
unjust or
device
means.
device or
or means.
Inducing
discrimiIndin
discrinmThird.
Third. To induce,
induce, persuade,
persuade, or otherwise
otherwise influence any
any marine
nating insurance
insurance rates.
rates.
insurance company
company or underwriter, or agent
to give
give a
a
agent thereof, not
not to
competing carrier by water
favorable aarate of insurance
competing
water as favorable
insurance on vessel
vessel
or cargo,
or
c.argo, having
having due
due regard
to the
cargo, as is
i
s granted
regard to
the class
class of
of vessel
vessel or
or cargo,
granted
to
such
carrier
or
other
person
subject
to
this
Act.
Common
caier
.
to
such
carrier
or
other
person
subject
to
this
Act.
Common carriers in
freign
SEC.
foreign commerce.
commerce.
SEC. 17. That no common carrier by water in foreign commerce
commerce
Unjust rates, etc.,
bynorbidd
shall demand,
or collect
collect any
any rate,
rate, fare,
or charge
char
ge which
w hi ch i
demand, chs,rge,
charge, or
fare, or
iss
by, forbidden.ten, etc., shall
unjustly discriminatory
discriminatory between
between shippers
shippers or
or ports,
ports, or
or unjustly
prejunjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United
United States as compared
compared with
with their
their
Correction by
by Board.
correton
Bor foreign competitors.
Whenever the board
board finds
competitors. Whenever
that any
such rate,
finds that
any such
rate,
fare, or charge is demanded,
demanded, charged,
charged, or collected
collected it
it may
may alter
alter the
the
such unjust
same to the extent
extent necessary
necessary to correct
correct such
unjust discrimination
or
discrimination or
prejudice
prejudice and make an order
order that the earner
carrier shall discontinue
discontinue
demanding, ch,
charging, or
collecting any
any such
such unjustly
unjustly discriminatory
discriminatory
or collecting
or prejudicial
prejudicial rate,
r
a
a
r
t
g
e
i fare,
or charge.
fare, or
charge.
Just regulations for
y such
recJst regulatiering
and every
other person
subject to
Every
such carrier
carrier and
every other
person subject
to this Act shall
receiving,
delivering,
etc., goods, rqired.
required.
establish,
reasonable reu1ations
regulations and
establish, observe,
observe, and
and enforce
enforce just and reasonable
practices
practices relating to or connected with the receiving,
receiving, handling,
han, storing,
Authority of
Authority
of Board
Board
to approve, disapprove,
etc.
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Correction by Board.
or delivering
delivering of property.
Whenever the board
property. Whenever
board finds that
that any
any such corection
regulation or
or unreasonable
may determine,
determine,
regulation
or _practice
practice is
is unjust
unjust or
unreasonable it
it may
prescribe,
prescribe, and
and: order enforced
enforced a
a just and
and reasonable
reasonable regulation or
or
practice.
practice.
Common cariers
carriers in
SEC.
interstate cornS
EC. 18. That every common carrier
carrier by water
water in interstate
com- Comon
interstate oommerce.

shall establish,
establish, observe,
enforce just
just and
and reasonable
reasonable
merce shall
observe, and
and enforce
and reasonable
reasonable rates,
rates, Just
Just and
rates, etc.,
etc., by,
fares, charges,
classifications, and
by, rretariffs, and
and just
fares,
charges, classifications,
and tariffs,
just and
and reasonable
reasonable rat,
quired.
regulations and practices relating thereto and to the issuance, form, Details.
regulations
and substance of tickets, receipts,
receipts, and bills
and
bills of
of lading, the
the manner and
packing, and derevering
delivering property for
method of presenting,
presenting, marking, packing,
for
transportation,
transportation, the carrying
carrying ofpersonal,
of personal sample, and
excess baggage,
and excess
aggage,
the facilities
and all
all other
other matters
relating to
to or
the
facilities for
for transportation,
transportation, and
matters relating
or
connected with the receiving,
connected
receiving, handling,
storing, or
delivhandling, transporting,
transporting, storing,
or delivering of
property.
ering
of property.
Tariffs to
be filednd
and
Every such
with the
to public
public displayed.
to fed
be
d TiS
Every
such carrier
carrier shall
shall file
file with
the board
board and
and keep
keep open
open to
inspection, in the form
inspection,
and within
the time
time prescribed
by
form and manner
manner and
within the
prescribed by
the board,
board, the
the maximum
maximum rates,
rates, fares,
fares, and
and charges
for or
or m
in connection
connection
the
charges for
Through routes.
with
transportation between
between points
points on
its own
own route;
route; and
and if
through Thr ugh outes.
with transportation
on its
if aathrough
route has been established,
established, the maximum
charges for
maximum rates, fares,
fares, and
and charges
or
transportation between
between points
on its
own route
route
or in
in connection
connection with transportation
points on
its own
and
points on
on the
the route
route of
any other
other carrier
and points
of any
carrier by
by water.
water.
Restriction on inNo such
such carrier
carrier shall
shall demand,
demand, charge,
charge, or collect
collect aa greater
greater comcrasi
in
com- creasing
charges.
pensation
pensation for such transportation
charges
transportation than
than the
the rates, fares,
fares, and
and charges
filed in
with this
approval of
of the
the
filed
in compliance
compliance with
this section,
section, except
except with
with the
the approval
form an
and manner
board and after ten
ten days'
days' public
public notice
notice in
in the form
manner preprescribed
by the
board, stating
to be
be made;
made; but
but
scribed by
the board,
stating the
the increase
increase proposed
proposed to
the board
for good
cause shown
shown may
may waive
waive such
such notice.
notice.
the
board for
good cause
CO1 a. ion of unjust
Whenever
the board
board finds
finds that
that any
fare, charge,
charge, classification,
Whenever the
ratcme eetc.
any rate,
rate, fare,
classification, rates,
of ntust
regulation, or
practice, demanded,
charged, collected,
collected, or
tariff, regulation,
or practice,
demanded, charged,
or
determine,
observed by such carrier
carrier is
is unjust
unjust or unreasonable,
unreasonable, it
it may determine,
prescribe, and
order enforced
just and
and reasonable
reasonable maximum
rate,
prescribe,
and order
enforced a
a just
maximum rate,
fare,
reasonable classification,
classification, tariff,
regulafare, or charge,
charge, or a
a just
just and
and reasonable
tariff, regulation, or
or practice.
practice.
tion,
Restriction on inSEC.
19. That whenever
S
EC. 19.
whenever a
a common
common carrier
carrier by water in interstate
interstate creasing
cresmred
raton
reduced rates.
commerce
carriage of
species of
freight to
to
commerce reduces its
its rates
rates on the
the carriage
of any
any species
of freight
or
and remunerative
remunerative basis
basis with
with
or from
from competitive
competitive points
points below
below a
a fair
fair and
the intent
or otherwise
carrier
the
intent of
of driving
driving out
out or
otherwise injuring
injuring a
a competitive
competitive carrier
by
it shall
increase such rates unless
after hearing
by water,
water, it
shall not
not increase
unless after
hearing the
the board
finds that
that such
proposed increase
increase rests
upon changed
changed conditions
conditions other
other
finds
such proposed
rests upon
than the
elimination of
said competition.
competition.
than
the elimination
of said
Una
Unauthorized giving
S
EC. 20.
20. That
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any common
carrier by
water or receiving
SEC.
That it
unlawful for
informacommon carrier
by water
recehng rdrma,
tion off shipments
shipments ununreceiver, trustee,
trustee, tilawful.
Act, or
or any
to this
or other
other person
or
person subject
subject to
this Act,
any officer,
officer, receiver,
lessee, agent,
agent, or
or employee
employee of such
such carrier
carrier or person, or
or for any
any other
other
person
authorized by
by such
carrier or person
person to
receive information,
information,
to receive
person authorized
such carrier
knowingly to
to disclose
disclose to
to or
or permit
to be
be acquired
acquired by
by any person
nother
other
knowingly
permit to
than the
the shipper
consignee, without
consent of such shipper
shipper or
or
without the
the consent
than
shipper or
or consignee,
consignee, any
information concerning
the nature,
kind, quantity,
quantity,
concerning the
nature, kind,
consignee,
any information
destination, consignee,
routing of
any property
property tendered
tendered or
or delivdelivof any
destination,
consignee, or
or routing
ered to
to such
common carrier
carrier or
subject to
this Act
Act for
for condsaon.
ered
such common
or other
other person
person subject
to this
Conditions.
transportation
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, which
which information
information
transportation in
in interstate
may be
prejudice of
or consignee,
consignee,
to the
the detriment
detriment or
or prejudice
of such
such shipper
shipper or
may
be used
used to
or which
which may
improperly disclose
disclose his
business transactions
transactions to
comor
may improperly
his business
to aacompetitor,
or which
used to
to the
the detriment
prejudice of
of any
any
be used
detriment or
or prejudice
petitor, or
which may
may be
carrier; and
it shall
shall also
for any
person to
to solicit
solicit or
or knowknowunlawful for
any person
carrier;
and it
also be
be unlawful
ingly receive
receive any
which may
may be
be so
so used.
ingly
any such
such information
information which
used.
Atrities entitled
Authorities
entitled
Nothing
in this
Act shall
shall be
prevent the
the giving
giving of
of such
such to
to prevent
to receive
receive information.
information
this Act
be construed
construed to
Nothing in
information in
in response
issued under
the authority
authority
response to
to any
any legal
legal process
process issued
under the
information
of any
any court,
court, or
or to
to any
any officer
or agent
agent of
of the
the
of the
the Government
Government of
of
officer or
United States,
of any
State, Territory,
Territory, District,
or possession
possession
or of
any State,
District, or
United
States, or
thereof, in
in the
the exercise
of his
powers, or
to any
any officer
officer or
or other
duly
other duly
or to
exercise of
his powers,
thereof,
authorized person
such information
information for
for the
prosecution of
of perauthorized
person seeking
seeking such
the prosecution
per-
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sons charged
charged with
suspected of
of crime,
or to
another carrier,
carrier, or
or its
sons
with or
or suspected
crime, or
to another
its
duly
authorized agent,
adjusting mutual
mutual traffic
traffic
duly authorized
agent, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of adjusting
accounts
course of
of business
of such
such carriers.
earners.
accounts in.
in the ordinary
ordinary course
business of

S
EC. 21.
That the
the board
any common
common carrier
carrier by
by water,
water,
SEC.
21. That
board may
may require
require any
or
other person
person subject
subject to
to this
or any
officer, receiver,
or other
this Act,
Act, or
any officer,
receiver, trustee,
trustee,
lessee, agent,
agent, or
or employee
to file
file with
with it
it any
any periodical
periodical or
lessee,
employee thereof,
thereof, to
or
special
report, or
or any
account, record,
record, rate,
rate, or
or charge,
charge, or
or any
any memomemospecial report,
any account,
randum
of any
any facts
facts and
and, transactions
transactions appertaining
appertaining to
business of
of
randum of
to the
the business
Form,F,
etc.
such carrier or other
person subject
Such report,
report, account,
account,
other person
subject to this Act. Such
record,
charge, or
shall be
be under
under oath
oath whenever
whenever
record, rate,
rate, charge,
or memorandum
memorandum shall
and shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished in
in the
the form
and within
within
the board
board so requires,
requires, and
form and
alty f°rfanure.
tor iure. the
PenaItY
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
by the
fails to
to file
file any
report,
the board.
board. Whoever
Whoever fails
any report,
record, rate, charge
memorandum as
as required
required by
by this
this
account, record,
charge, or
or memorandum
section shall forfeit to
United States the
$100 for
each day
to the United
the sum of $100
for each
day
of
such
default.
Punishment for fsP"ni
s
h'n'tetc
Whoever willfully
destroys, mutilates,
mutilates, or
or alters
alters any
any such
such
asifyng
rrs,
etc..jaiWhoever
willfully falsifies,
falsifies, destroys,
allying
reports,
report, account,
charge, or memorandum,
memorandum, or
or willfully
willfully
account, record,
record, rate,
rate, charge,
files aa false report, account, record,
ffies
record, rate, charge, or memorandum
memorandum
misdemeanor, and subject upon
to a
a
shall be guilty of aamisdemeanor,
upon conviction
conviction to
fine of not more than $1,000,
imprisonment for not more
$1,000, or imprisonment
more than
than one
year, or
to both
such fine
year,
or to
both such
fine and
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
t~,-,O vi°1' . S
SEC.
c'Piaints of
EC. 22. That any person may file with the board aa sworn comcomplaint setting forth any violation of this Act
Act by a
common carrier by
a common
water,
or other
to this
this Act,
Act, and
and asking
asking reparation
for
water, or
other person
person subject
subject to
reparation for
COy to carrier,
Copy
the
injury, if
thereby. The
The board
board shall
shall furnish
rer.
the injury,
if any,
any, caused
caused thereby.
furnish aa copy
copy
of the complaint
complaint to such carrier
carrier or other person, who shall, within
withm a
a
reasonable
reasonable time specified
specified by the board,
satisfy the complaint or
answer
board,
satisfy
or
answer
Investigationit
the complaint
complaint is
not satisfied
satisfied the
the board
board shall,
shall, except
except
"t '
it in writing.
writing. If
If the
is not
,-ation.
otherwise provided
provided in this Act,
Act, investigate
investigate it
such manner
Reparation.
as otherwise
it in
in such
manner and
and
by such means, and make such order as it deems proper. The
board, if the complaint is filed within two years after the cause
cause of
of
the payment, on or before aa
action accrued,
accrued, may direct
direct the
u:l
e
ad named,
day
of full reparation
ea
by such
reparation to the complainant
complainant for
for the injury caused
by
such
violation.
violation.
In
Inv
W
ated "atd
b
er=
by
sd. 8 U- The board,
board, upon its own motion, may
manner and, except
except
may in like manner
as to orders for the payment
the same
powers, invespayment of money, with
with the
same powers,
invesof this
Act.
this Act.
violation of
any violation
tigate any
Orers of the Botd tigate
purii=biretc:ri.
Sec. 23.
23. Orders
Orders of
board relating
relating to
to any
violation of
this Act
Act
Ful hearings, et.
SEC.
of the
the board
any violation
of this
shall be made only after full hearing, and upon aasworn
sworn complaint
complaint
or in
in proceedings
of its
own motion.
motion.
Conti
ex- or
its own
Continuance of, exproceedings instituted
instituted of
cept tor
for
payment of
cept
nuance
payment
of . All orders of the board other than for the payment of money made
made
money.
money
under
under this Act shall continue
continue in force
force for such time,
time, not
not exceeding
exceeding
two years, as shall be prescribed
unless susprescribed therein by the board, unless
pended,
pended, modified, or set aside by the board or any court of competent
competent
j
urisdiction.
Record,
Reord, etc., of In.- jurisdiction.
vesitions.'
SEC.
enter of
vestigations.
SEC. 24. That the board shall enter
of record
record aa written
written report
of
report of
every investigation
under this
this Act
investigation made
made under
Act in
in which
which a
hearing has
has been
a hearing
been
Copies
prties.
held, stating
copies to part
i.s. held,
stating its
conclusions, decision,
decision, and
and order,
order, and,
and, if
reparation
its conclusions,
if reparation
is awarded,
awarded, the
the findings
of fact
on which
award is
shall
is
findings of
fact on
which the
the award
is made,
made, and
and shall
furnish
a
copy
of
such
report
to
all
parties
to
th
e
i
nves
ti
ga
ti
on
.
Publication of
rePubliation
of re- furnish a copy of such report to all parties to the investigation.
p
ts
The board
board may
may publish
ports.
publish such
such reports
reports in
in the
the form
form best
best adapted
adapted for
for
public information
information and
and use,
authori
zed publications
Reeveasevidence.
Receivedevidence.
public
as
use, and
and such
such authorized
publications shall,
shall,
without further
further proof
proof or authentication,
authentication, be
competent evidence
evidence of
be competent
of
such reports
reports in
in all
all courts
the United
States and
and of
States,
courts of
of the
United States
of the
the States,
Territories,
Districts, and
and possessions
possessions thereof.
thereof.
Modifiction,
e.
Territories, Districts,
Mcdoic.tion, eta.
S
EC. 25.
25. That
That the
may reverse,
reverse,sus
pend, or
dify, upon
upon
SEC.
the board
board may
suspend,
or mo
modify,
Rehag.
s
such notice
any order
Rehearings.
notice and in such manner as it
it deems proper,
proper, any
order made
application of any
a decision
decision or
or order
by it. Upon application
any party to a
order it
it may
may
grant aarehearing of
of the
the same
same or
or any
any matter
matter determined
determined therein,
therein 'but
but
no such application
application for
for or
allowance of
rehearing shall,
shall, except
except by
or allowance
of aa rehearing
by
special order of the board,
operate as aastay
board, operate
stay of
of such
such order.
order.
Reports, etc., tto
Repl'B
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be
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SEC.
of unu
nInvestigations of
SEC. 26. The board shall have power,
power' and it
it shall
shall be its duty
duty Investigations
equa treatment of
of
whenever complaint
complaint shall be made
ma d
e t
o it,
the action
action of
of equal
to
it, to
to investigate
investigate the
Ameican treatment
essel byforAmerican
vessel
by foreignGovernmet.
Government.
any foreign Government
Government with respect to the privileges afforded
afforded and egn
burdens imposed upon vessels of the United
United States engaged
engaged in foreign
foreign
trade whenever it
it shall appear that the laws, regulations,
regulations, or practices
practices
of any foreign Government operate
a manner
operate in such a
manner that vessels of
of
accorded equal
the United
United States
States are not accorded
equal privileges
privileges in foreign
foreign trade
with vessels of such foreign
foreign countries
countries or vessels of other foreign
trade to or
countries, either
either in trade
of such
foreign country
country
or from
from the
the ports of
such foreign
or in respect of the
the passage
through such
such foreign
foreign
passage or transportation
transportation through
passengers or goods intended
country of passengers
for shipment
or transportransporintended for
shipment or
tation in such vessels of the United States, either
either to or from ports
ports of
such foreign country or to or from ports of other foreign
foreign countries.
countries.
Report to the PPresiIt
It shall be the duty of the board to report the results
results of its investi- deRtePto
dent, etc. the resgation to the President
with its
its recommendations
recommendations .
and the
the President
President with
and
President
is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to secure
secure by diplomatic
diplomatic action
action
equal
for vessels
vessels of
of the
equal privileges
privileges for
the United
engaged in
such Mess
United States
States engaged
in such
to congress
Messageto
Congress
iff eua
e
qual prvileges
privileges not
not
President shall
foreign trade. And if by such
such diplomatic
diplomatic action
action the President
shall secured.
secure such equal
privileges then
be unable
unable to secure
equal privileges
then the President
President shall
shall
advise Congress
Congress as to the facts and
and his
his conclusions
conclusions by
by special
special message,
message,
if deemed
deemed important
important in the public
public interest, in order that proper
action
proper action
may
may be
be taken thereon.
thereon.
secure
SEC.
investigating alleged
SEC. 27. That for the purpose of investigating
alleged violations
violations testimony,
t Authority
yeetc.to Secure
of this Act,
the attendance
attendance of
Act, the board
board may
may by subpcena
subpoena compel
compel the
of
witnesses and
production of
books, papers,
documents, and
and other
other
witnesses
and the production
of books,
papers, documents,
evidence from any
place in
the United
States at
at any
any designated
designated
any place
in the
United States
Subpcenas, deposiplace of hearing.
be signed
signed by
any commissioner,
commissioner, tionspea'
place
hearing. Subpcenas
Subpoenas may
may be
by any
depos
tions, etc.
and oaths or affirmations may be administered,
witnesses examined,
administered, witnesses
examined,
and evidence
received by
any commissioner
commissioner or
examiner, or,
or, under
under
and
evidence received
by any
or examiner,
the
board, by
by any
the laws
laws
the direction
direction of
of the
the board,
any person
person authorized
authorized under
under the
of the United States
District, or
or possesposses- Fe,
States or of
of any
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, District,
Fees, etc
etc.
sion thereof
sion
thereof to administer
oaths. Persons
Persons so
acting under
the direcdirecadminister oaths.
so acting
under the
of the
the board
and witnesses
unless employees
of the
board,
tion of
board and
witnesses shall,
shall, unless
employees of
the board,
the same
same fees
fees and
be entitled to the
courts of
of the
the United
United
and mileage
mileage as in
in the courts
Enforcement.
States. Obedience
Obedience to any such subpcena
subpoena shall, on
on application
application by the Enforcement.
board, be
be enforced as
board,
the board
board other
other than
than for
for the
the payas are orders
orders of the
payment
ment of
of money.
money.
Testimony etc.,
etc. comcomTestimony,
pulsory.
SEC. 28.
That no
no person
person shall
excused, on
on the
the ground
ground that
that it
it pulsory.
SEC.
28. That
shall be
be excused,
may tend
tend to incriminate
subject him to
or forfeiture,
forfeiture,
incriminate him
him or subject
to aapenalty
penalty or
from attending
attending and
testifying, or
or producing
producing books,
papers, docudocufrom
and testifying,
books, papers,
ments, and other evidence,
evidence, in obedience
obedience to
to the subpcena
subpoena of the board
board
or of
of any
any court
proceeding based
upon or
or growing
any
or
court in
in any
any proceeding
based upon
growing _out
out of
of any
Criminal Immunity.
alleged violation
Act; but
natural person
person shall
be proseprosealleged
violation of
of this Act;
but no
no natural
shall be
cuted or subjected
subjected to any penalty or forfeiture
for
or
on
account
of
forfeiture
account
any transaction,
matter, or
as to
to which,
to a
subany
transaction, matter,
or thing
thing as
which, in
in obedience
obedience to
a subPerjury excepted.
pcena
under oath,
he may
so testify
testify or
except Penr y rpted
poena and
and under
oath, he
may so
or produce
produce evidence,
evidence, except
that no
person shall
be exempt
exempt from
from prosecution
and punishment
for
that
no person
shall be
prosecution and
punishment for
perjury
perjury committed
committed in
in so
so testifying.
testifying.
Jdtion
Jurisdiction of
of disdiso t courts.
trict
SEC.
SEC. 29.
29. That
That in
vio ation of
any order
of the
the board,
board, other
other tr
in case
case of
of violation
of any
order of
courts.other than
Orders
than
of money,
money, the
any party
than an
an order
order for the payment
payment of
the board,
board, or
or any
party for
fopayg
paying money.
money.
injured by such
violation, or the
Attorney General,
General, may
may apply
apply to
to
such violation,
the Attorney
a district court having jurisdiction
a
jurisdiction of the
the parties;
parties- and if, after
after
hearing, the court determines
regularly made and
determines that the order was regularly
duly
shall enforce
thereto by
writ of
of injuncduly issued,
issued, it
it shall
enforce obedience
obedience thereto
by a
a writ
injunction
or other
proper process,
mandatory or
or otherwise.
tion or
other proper
process, mandatory
otherwise.
For
For payment
payment oo
money.
SEC. 30.
That in
in case
case of
of violation
violation of
the board
board for
SEC.
30. That
of any
any order
order of
of the
for the
the money.
payment
payment of money
money the person
person to
to whom
whom such
such award
award was made
made may
may
tile
in the
the district
which such
resides,
ile in
district court
court for
for the
the district
district in
in which
such person
person resides,
or in
in which
located any
any office
or other
other person
person to
or
which is
is located
office of
of the
the earlier
carrier or
to
point of call
call
whom the order
order was directed,
directed, or
or in
in which is located
located any pouit
on
operated by the carrier, or in
on aa regular route
route operated
in any
any court
court of gengen91890°-VOL
1-47
91890
°—voL 39-p39—pr 1-47
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eral
State Territory,
Territory District,
District, or
or possession
possession of
of the
eral jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of a
a State,
the
ction of
the
parties , a
a petition
petition or
or suit
suit
United States
States having
having jurisdiction
United
jurisdiction
of '
the parties,
which he
and the
the
setting forth briefly
briefly the
the causes
causes for
for which
he claims
claims damages
damages and
order
of the
the board
premises.
order of
board in
in the
the premises.
In
the district
the findings
of
the board
board shall
shall be
be
In the
district court
court the
findings and
and order
order
of the
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of
of the
the facts
stated, and
and the
the petitioner
petitioner
prima
facts therein
therein stated,
liable for
any
shall not be liable for
for costs,
costs, nor shall
shall he be
be liable
for costs at
at any

subsequent
appeal.
subsequent
If
appeal.
If
be allowed
snits for reparation.
stsftr
ep.ati

SEN. I.
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stage of the proceedings unless they accrue upon his
a petitioner in a district court finally prevails, he shall
collected
aa reasonable
reasonable attorney's
attorney's fee, to
to be
be taxed
taxed and
and collected
stage
a petitioner
of the i
proceedings
n adistrict court
unlessfinally
they prevails,
accrue upon
he shall
his

as part
part of
suit,
the suit,
of the
costs of
the costs
of the
as
All parties
in whose
of reparahas made
made an
an award
award of
reparaAll
parties in
whose favor
favor the
the board
board has

tion by
single order
order may
may: be
joined as
plaintiffs, and
and all
all other
other parties
parties
tion
by aasingle
be joined
as plaintiffs,
to such
defendants, in a
asingle suit m
in any
such order
order may
may be joined as
as defendants
any
district
in
which
any
one
such plaintiff
plaintiff could
could maintain
asuit
suit against
against
district
in
which
any
one
such
maintain
a
Service of
etc.
defendant. Service of process
process against any such defenddefendof° Pmeess
process'any one such defendant.
ete
ant
not found
found in
in that
that district
be made
in any
district in
in which
ant not
district may
may be
made in
any district
which
is
located any office
on a
aregular
regular route
route operated
operated
is located
office of,
of, or point
point of call on
Judgments.
udgments.
by such defendant.
by,.
defendant. Judgment
Judgment may be entered in favor
favor of any
plaintiff against
plaintiff
against the
the defendant
defendant liable to
to that plaintiff.
plaintiff.
Limitation of time.
enforcement of
an order
order for
the paypayLimitatn
time.
No petition or suit for
for the
the enforcement
of an
for the
ment of money shall be maintained
maintained unless filed
from
filed within one year from
the date of the order.
Ve.B" undd PmeedP
SEC.
Val
S
EC. 31. That the venue and procedure
procedure in the
the courts
courts of the United
United
ure.
States in suits brought
enforce, suspend,
suspend, or set aside,
whole or
brought to enforce,
aside, in whole
or
shall,except as herein otherwise
otherwise
in part, any order of the board shal.
provided,
provided, be the same as in
in similar
similar suits
suits in regard to orders
orders of the
interstate Commerce
but such
such suits
may also
also be
be mainmainInterstate
Commerce Commission
Commission, but
suits may
tained
jurisdiction of the parties.
tained in
in any district court
court having
having jurisdiction
violations.
General penalty for
Sze. 32.
32. That
any provision
Act, except
of this
this Act,
except
provision of
whoever violates
violates any
That whoever
SEC.
penalty for
voGel
where
provided, shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdewhere a
a different
different penalty
penalty is
is provided,
misdemeanor, punishable by fine
to
$5,000.
fine of
of not
not
to
exceed
$5,000.
Interstate Commerce
SEC. 33.
33. That
this Act
not be
be construed
construed to
to affect
affect the
power or
or
Cterstst powers
ommeronot
SEC.
That th
Act shall
shall not
the power
Commission
affected.
affected.
jurisdiction of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
jurisdiction
Commerce Commission,
Commission, nor to
to confer
confer
upon the board concurrent
power or jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over any
matter
concurrent power
any matter
No intrastate a
appli^tntrase
pp- -Wthin
athin the power or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of such commission; nor shall this
cation.
Act be construed
commerce.
construed to apply to intrastate
intrastate commerce.
Invalid
ity of any proprovision of this Act, or the application
SEc.
nvldttyotdn
S
EC. 34. That if any provision
application of
of
ro
aff
vision not to affect
remainderot
Act.
mainderofAct.
certain circumstances
circumstances, is held unconstitutional,
such provision to certain
unconstitutional,
the remainder
remainder of the Act, and the application of such provision to
circumstances other than those
those as
to which
which it
held unconstitutional,
circumstances
as to
it is
is held
unconstitutional,
shall not be affected thereby.
Appropriation
for
Appspriation for
SEC.
S
EC. 35. That for the fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
expenses.
seventeen, the sum
$100,000 is hereby appropriated,
hundred and seventeen,
sum of $100,000
appropriated,
Treasury of the United
States not
not otherout of any moneys in the Treasury
United States
otherthe
wise appropiated,
appropriated, for the purpose
purpose of defraying the expenses of
of the
establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of the board, including
establishment and.
including the paypaysalaries herein authorized.
authorized.
Clearance
re- ment of
Clearance
e1 to be
be reves;
decli
ing
S
EC. 36. The Secretary -of
sury is
fusI vessel
declining
SEC.
of the
the Trea
Treasury
is authorized to refuse
refuse aa
freight
from any
freight from
any citiciti clearance
zen.
clearance to any vessel or other
other vehicle
vehicle laden with merchandise
merchandise
destined for aaforeign
foreign or domestic whenever he shall have satport whenever
isfactory
isfactory reason
reason to believe that the master
master, owner
owner, or other officer
officer
of such vessel or other vehicle refuses or declines
declines to accept or receive
freight or cargo in good condition
condition tendered for such port of destination or for some intermediate
intermediate port of call, together
together with the proper
proper
transportation charges therefor, by any citizen of the
freight or transportation
laden and
and has
no space
space accomaccomUnited States,
States, unless the
the same
same is
is fully
fully laden
has no
modations
modations for the freight or cargo
cargo so tendered, due regard
being
regard being
had for the proper
proper loading of such vessel or vehicle, or unless
such
such
freight or cargo consists of merchandise
merchandise for which
vessel or
or
which such
such vessel
vehicle is
not adaptable.
adaptable.
vehicle
is not
Approved, September
7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
September 7,
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CHAP.
February eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
fifteen (Thirty-ei
(Thirty-eighth
Statutes
attLarge,
hundred and seven), providing
and fifteen
ghth St
at
ut
es a
Large, page eight
ht hundred
providing

for
Assinniboine Military
Reservation.
for the
the opening
opening of
of the Fort Assinniboine
Military leservation.
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[Public,
[Public, No. 261.]
261.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
of the United
States of America
inn C
Congress
the Act
Act approved
approved ImFtax^Seibto'ni
America i
ongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
mil
NeservaZon,
t
February
nineteen hundred
February eleventh, nineteen
hundred and fifteen (Thirty-eighth
(Thirty-eighth Moo -'
d
Lands of opened
to
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page eight
eight hundred
hundred and
Statutes
and seven), entitled "An
"An Act settlement.,
settlement.
8
P
8
9
authorizing
an.sded
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary- of the Interior
Interior to survey
survey the lands of the ani
ve
ted38
.'' .
'
abandoned
Reservation and open the
abandoned Fort Assinmboine Military Reservation
the
same. to settlement,"
settlement," be, and the same
same is hereby, amended
same
am ended by
by the
the
addition thereto
thereto of
following sections:
of the following
sections:
"SEc.
"
SEc. 10. That fractional
fractional townships
townships twenty-eight
t
wen ty-ei
ght north,
north, ranges
Wiip T.ewr
ranges of
otSCpyes
Band
fifteen and
sixteen east,
twenty-nine north,
north, Lands reserved
reserved for.
fifteen
and sixteen
east, and
and fractional
fractional townships
townships twenty-nine
ranges
Montana principal
principal meridian,
ranges fourteen and fifteen east, Montana
meridian, within
boundaries of said reservation,
the boundaries
reservation, embracing
area of
of apapembracing aa total
total area
thirty-five acres, are hereby set
proximately fifty-six thousand and thirty-five
a reservation
apart as a
reservation for Rocky Boy's Band of
of Chippewas
such
Chippewas and
and such
other homeless Indians
Indians in
State of
of Montana
Montana as
the Secretary
in the
the State
as the
Secretary
o t me
of the
the Interior
may see
see fit
to locate
locate thereon,
n d the
the said
said Secretary
Secretary Allotments.
of
Interior may
fit to
thereon, a
and
is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion, to allot
within the
the reserreserallot the lands
lands within
vation
vation hereby
hereby created
provisions of
general. allotment
allotment
created under
under the
the provisions
of the
the general
Vol. 2
24,
4 p. 388.
February eighth, eighteen
Act of February
eighteen hundred
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven (Twenty(Twenty- VOL
hundred and
p. 38
fourth Statutes
fourth
page three
three hundred
and eighty-eight),
eighty-eight), as
as
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
hundred and
amended.
amended.
Havre Mont.
"SEC.
11. That the Secretary
"
SEC. 11.
Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, Lands'granted
s et i to, for
r t
authorized and
patent to
to the
the city
Havre,. Montana,
Montana res
reservoir•
authorized
and directed
directed to
to patent
city- of
of Havre,
for reservoir pm-poses,
following-described lands
lo within
within
purposes, the following-described
lands lying
reservation: The west half southeast
southeast quarter,
west half section
section D'rtPi.
DescriPtion•
said reservation:
quarter, west
twenty-five, and
twenty-five,
northeast quarter,
quarter, northeast
northeast
and the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter northeast
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
section twenty-six,
township thirty-one
quarter
quarter, section
twenty-six, township
thirty-one
north, range
range fifteen
comprising
fifteen east,
east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
meridian, comprising
reservoir
numbered one
embracing an
an area
area of
of approximately
reservoir site
site numbered
one and
and embracing
approximately,
four
and eighty
the northwest
quarter, west
west half
half
four hundred
hundred and
eighty acres;
acres; and
and the
northwest quarter,
northeast
quarter, north
quarter, northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter
northeast quarter,
north half
half southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter
southeast
section thirty-three;
thirty-three; and
and the
southwest quarter
quarter
southeast quarter,
quarter, section
the southwest
southeast quarter,
southwest quarter,
quarter ' section
section
southeast
quarter, southeast
southeast quarter
quarter southwest
twenty-eight,
township thirty
thirty north,
east, Montana
Montana
twenty-eight, township
north, range
range sixteen
sixteen east,
principal meridian,
site numbered
two, and
and emprincipal
meridian, comprising
comprising reservoir
reservoir site
numbered two,
eman area
approximately four
four hundred
and forty
forty acres:
acres:
bracing an
area of
of approximately
hundred and
Proviso*.
Provided, That the
the city
city of Havre
Provided,
pay for
said land
land the
sum Payment.
Havre shall
shall pay
for said
the sum
yment.
of
81.25 per acre:
Provided further,
further, That
That if
the
said
city
of
Havre
Reversion.
of $1.25
acre: Provided
if the said city of Havre Revern.
shall
any time
time hereafter
abandon the
lands above
above described
described and
and
shall at
at any
hereafter abandon
the lands
cease
the same
said purposes,
lands
cease to
to use
use the
same for
for said
purposes, said
said above-described
above-described lands
shall revert to the Government
Government of the
the United
United States.
"SEc.
12. That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
a
n
crileln
ev
e
"SEC. 12.
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized lCadsiro'Und
and
and set
set aside
aside as
as a
ground, the
the
and directed
directed to
to withdraw
withdraw and
a camping
camping ground,
same to
be kept
kept and
and maintained
maintained without
cost to
the Government
of
same
to be
without cost
to the
Government of
Description.
the
said reservation
the United States, the
the following-described
following-described land in
in said
reservation DrScptn.
lying on
on both
of Beaver
Creek within
within townships
townships twenty-nine,
twenty-nine,
lying
both sides
sides of
Beaver Creek
thirt
yi and
thirty-one north,
north, fifteen
fifteen and
sixteen east,
east, to
to wit:
wit: The
The
thirty,
and thirty-one
and sixteen
thirty-four-'all
all of
sections thirty-three,
west balf
half section
section thirty-four;
of sections
thirty-three, twenty-eight,
twenty-eight,
and
the west
west half
quarter
and twenty-one;
twenty-one; the
half southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, northwest
northwest quarter
section twenty-two;
twenty-two; all
all of
of section
sixteen; the
south half,
half, northwest
northwest
section
section sixteen;
the south
half northeast
quarter, section
nine; the
east half
half northnorthquarter, west
west half
northeast quarter,
section nine;
the east
east
quarter section
section eight;
east half
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter section
east quarter
eight; the
the east
section
five;
the west
half, northeast
quarter, west
half southeast
southeast quarter
quarter
five; the
west half,
northeast quarter,
west half
section four,
township twenty-nine
north, range
east; and
and
section
four, township
twenty-nine north,
range sixteen
sixteen east;
the
south half
southwest quarter,
quarter, south
south half
half southeast
the south
half southwest
southeast quarter,
quarter,
northeast
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, east
east half
half northeast
northeast quarter
northeast quarter,
quarter,
section thirty-three;
the southeast
southeast quarter
southeast quarter,
quarter, north
section
thirty-three; the
quarter southeast
north
half southeast
southwest quarter
quarter, north
half
southeast quarter,
quarter, southwest
quarter southwest
southwest quarter,
north
A

inuib

in e
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half
quarter, north
north half,
half, section
section twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; the
the west
west
half southwest
southwest quarter,
half
southeast quarter,
quarter ' west
west half,
half,
half southeast
quarter, west
west half
half northeast
northeast quarter,
half southeast
half northsection twenty-one;
twenty-one; the
the east
east half
southeast quarter,
quarter, east
east half
northeast
quarter , section
section twenty;
west half
half section
section sixteen,
east half,
half,
east quarter,
twenty; the
the west
sixteen - east
east
half northwest
northwest quarter,
seventeen; the
half southsoutheast half
quarter, section
section seventeen;
the east
east half
west quarter,
half northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, east
half, section
section eight;
eight;
west
quarter, east
east half
east half,
the
west half
half southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, west
half northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, section
section
the west
west half
nine; all
five; the
section six
nine;
all of
of section
section five;
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter section
six, township
township
thirty
and the
the southwest
quarter section
section
thirty north,
north, range
range sixteen
sixteen east;
east; and
southwest quarter
thirty-two;
quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
thirty-two; the
the south half,
half, northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter
northeast quarter
township thirty-one
north,
northeast
quarter section
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, township
thirty-one north,
range
and the east half
half southeast
southeast quarter
twen tyrange sixteen
sixteen east; and
quarter section
section twentyfive
quarter, northwest
quarter southfive;'southeast
southeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
northwest quarter
east
northeast quarter
northeast quarter,
northeast
east quarter, northeast
quarter northeast
quarter, west half northeast
quarter, east half northwest
qua.rter, northwest
quarter northwest
northwest
northwest quarter,
northwest quarter
quarter,
southwest quarter
quarter, section twenty-six;
twenty-six; south half southwest
quarter,' south
half southeast
southeast quarter,
townghip thirty-one
thirty-one
quarter, section twenty-three,
twenty-three, township
meridian, embracing
embracing an
north, range fifteen
fifteen east,
east, Montana
Montana principal
principal meridian,
area of approximately
approximately eight thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty
acres."
acres."
Approved, September
Approved,
September 7, 1916.
Septembec
September 7
7, 1916.
1916.
Is.
Sem7.
18. N/67:1
No. 21
[Public,
[Public, No.
2e0..1

CWAP
To amend
of section
thirty-two hundred
hundred
CHAP. 453.—An
453.-An Act
Act To
amend subsection
subsection eleven
eleven of
section thirty-two
and
forty-four, Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.
and forty-four,

Be
Senate and
of Repreentaives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
Internal revenue speStates of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
subsection eleven
eleven of
ci taxes.
taxws.
States
of America
America in
is Congress
That subsection
of
cial
R. S.,nR
section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred
Revised Statutes,
. sec. 3244,
4p. p. section
hundred and
and lorty-four
forty-four,, Revised
Statutes, be
be
VS,2,amended.
adding at
of said
subsection the
the following:
following:
said subsection
end of
at the
the end
by adding
amended by
manua amended
T baao manufacTobacco
Provided, That
manufacturers of,
of, jobbers
and wholesale
wholesale dealers
turers,
sellin
igg to
to Proided,
turrs etc.,
etc., se.
That manufacturers
jobbers and
dealers in,
in,
dealers
only,
pad- manufactured
das
oyt not podagents
manufactured tobacco,
tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes,
cigarettes, and the agents
or salesmen
of such manufacturers,
or
salesmen of
manufacturers, jobbers,
jobbers, and
and wholesale
dealers,
wholesale dealers,
traveling
from place
to place,
place, in
in the
town or
or through
through the
the country,
country,
traveling from
place to
the town
and selling
selling and
or offering
to sell
deliver such
such products
products
and
and delivering
delivering or
offering to
sell and
and deliver
only to
to dealers,
dealers, shall
shall not
construed to
to be
be peddlers.
peddlers.
only
not be
be construed
Approved,
1916.
Approved, September
September 7,
7, 1916.
Spteber 7,
September
7, 1916.
1916.
IS. 65614
Is.
6li6.'
CHAP.
Providing for
CRAP. 454.-An
454.—An Act
Act Providing
for the
sale at
at public
public auction
auction of
unsold subsubthe sale
of all
all unsold
urban lots
not reserved
reserved for
for public
public purposes
purposes in
the Government
Government town
town site
site of
of Port
Port
in the
lots not
Puurban
(Public, No. 263.)
[

'Pubc
23

Angeles, Washington,
for the
iaruance of
patents for
for those
those previously
previously sold
sold under
under
Angeles,
Washington, and
and for
the issuance
of patents
the Act of May
May second,
second, nineteen
hundred and
and six,
six, on
on the
the payment
payment of
of the
the price
price at
at
nineteen hundred
which the said lots were reappraised
under said Act without
reappraised under
without further
further condition
condition or
or
delay.
delay.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Bpresentatives
of the
the United
United
by the
and House
House of
Repesentatives of
Port Angel
Be
it enaced
Port
Angeles, Wash
Wash.
States of
of America
Amemca in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
sale
Sale oof usl
unsold towtown- States
of the
site lots in.
Interior be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to sell
at public
public
sell at
and he
Interior
o. 34,
3 p.
Vol.
p. 167.
167.
auction to the highest
highest bidder all unsold suburban
suburban lots not reserved
reserved
for
purposes in
in the
Government town
town site
site of
of Port
Port Angeles.
Angles.
for public
public purposes
the Government
Washington
at not
at which
which they
theywere
were appraised
appraised
Washngton,, at
not less
less than
than the
the value
value at
under the At of May second, nineteen hundred and six.
Patents to purchasers under the Act of May second, nineteen hundred and six.
onpayin
patymirprwased
SEC.
on
g reappraised
SEC. 2. That
That as to all suburban
suburban lots of said
said town site heretofore
heretofore sold
sold
price
of lots.
prioolots.
under the Act of May second, nineteen hundred
hundred and six, or previous
Acts, patents for the said lots shall
shall be
issued to
to each
purchaser upon
upon
be issued
each purchaser
payment
payment in full by said purchaser
purchaser or claimant
claimant of the
the reappraised
reappraised price
price
of such
such lot
or lots
as returned
the Act
Act of
of May
May second,
second, nineteen
nineteen
under the
lots as
returned under
lot or
r t re- of
Foe condition
Former
voked.er
o
on r- hundred
irrespective of whether
whether such purchaser shall have
hundred and six, irrespective
improved said lot to the value of $300,
$300, as required
required by
by said
Act of
May
said Act
of May
second, nineteen
six.
second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
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SEC.
SEC. 3. That all Acts or parts of Acts relating to said lots in conflict :Cotinig
„?„
411eallag laew
lava r,
herewith, and particularly
particularly that part
part of the Act of May second,
second, nine- vol.
Vol. 3,
34, p.
p. 16p.
16/.
teen hundred and six, stipulating
stipulating improvements
improvements to the value of $300
$300
suburban lot prior to the issurequired to be made upon each such suburban
ance
repealed.
ance of
of patent,
patent, are
are hereby
hereby repealed.
Approved, September
September 7, 1916.

455.-An Act Providing that Indian
CHAP. 455.—An
Indian schools may
may be maintained without
as to annual rate of expenditure
expenditure per pupil.
restriction as

September 7.
1916.
September
7. 1916.

(e. 6748.]
6748.)
[Public No. 264
(Public,
No. 264.3

it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
Indian schools.
States of America in
moneys appropriated
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That all moneys
appropriated Pedisaschsatimn
Per capita limitation
removed.
without repurposes may be expended
available for Indian
or available
Indian school purposes
expended without
re- remolv
Vol. 35, p. 72.
striction
capita expenditure
expenditure for the
support and
the annual
annual support
as to
to per
per capita
striction as
Proviso.
education of any
education
any one pupil in any Indian school:
school: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in PTia4sMaximum cost.
cost.
no event shall the per capita cost
cost at any one school exceed
exceed the sum
sum
of
$200 per
per annum.
of $200
annum.
Approved, September
September 7,
1916.
Approved,
7, 1916.

Juneau, Alaska,
CHAP.
Act To
incorporated town
of Juneau,
Alaska, to
town of
To authorize
authorize the
the incorporated
456.-An Act
CHAP. 456.—An
issue bonds
bonds for
for the construction
construction and
equipment of
schools therein,
therein, and
and for
for other
other
and equipment
of schools
purposes.
Purposes-

September
1916.
September 77, 1916.
[s.6s39.
6839.1
[Publie,
[Public, No.
No. 265.
2654

Be
by the
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United J
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the incorporated
incorporated town
town Maa
States
Congress assembled,
That the
for
xuebondssfor
x Sale
or
hereby authorized
of
authorized and empowered
empowered to issue its scooh
sell'e•
of Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, is
is hereby
bonds
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $75,000
$75,000 for
purpose of
of conconfor the
the purpose
bonds in
structing
school house
house in
and equipping
equipping the
same.
Election to author
a school
in said
said town
town and
the same.
structing a
SEC. 2.
That before
bonds shall
be issued
election ize
Election to authorSEC.
2. That
before said
said bonds
shall be
issued aa special
special election
shall be
be ordered
by the
common council
council of
of the
town of
of Juneau,
the common
the town
Juneau, at
at
shall
ordered by
such bonds shall be
be issued shall
shall
election the question whether
whether such
which election
Juneau.
qualified electors
electors of
of said
said town of Juneau.
be submitted
submitted to the qualified
Thirty days'
notice of
of any
election shall be
given by publication
publication
be given
any such
such election
Thirty
days' notice
thereof
in a
printed and published
general circucircupublished and of general
thereof in
a newspaper
newspaper printed
lation in
fixed for
such election.
election.
for such
said town
town before
before the
the day
day fixed
lation
in said
Cond uct of e
lec ti on.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the registration
registration for
for such
such election,
election, the
manner of
of Conductofelecton.
the manner
SEC.
That the
conducting the
same, and
and the
the canvass
canvass of
of the
the returns
returns of
said election
election
of said
conducting
the same,
accordance with the requireshall
be, as nearly
requirenearly as practicable,
practicable, in accordance
shall be,
ments
law in
in general
or special
special elections
elections in
in said
municipality, and
said municipality,
general or
ments of
of law
a majority
majority
condition that a
said
bonds shall
shall be issued only upon the condition
said bonds
of
election in said town shall be in favor of
cast at
at such
such election
of the votes
votes cast
issuing
said bonds.
issuing said
bonds.
Interstrate.
Interest rate.
SEC. 4.
That the
above specified,
when authorized
authorized to
to be
be
specified, when
the bonds
bonds above
SEC.
4. That
issued as
hereinbetore provided,
provided, shall
shall bear
interest at
at a
rate not to
a rate
bear interest
as hereinbetore
issued
exceed five
per annum,
annum, payable
semiannually, and
shall
and shall
payable semiannually,
per centum
centum per
exceed
five per
not be
sold for
for less
less than
their par
par value
value with
accrued interest
interest and
and
with accrued
than their
not
be sold
shall
each, the
the principal
principal Provisos.
shall be
be in
in denominations
denominations not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 each,
Pr
to be
be due
due in
in ten
years from
Provided, however,
That the
Redemption.
however, That
the Redemptio
thereof: Provided,
ten years
from date
date thereof:
to
common
said town
town of
Juneau may
may reserve
the right
to pay
right topay
reserve the
of said
of Juneau
common council
council of
off such
such bonds
bonds in
order at
the rate
of $10,000,
$10,000, or
or less,
less,
rate of
at the
their numerical
numerical order
in their
off
thereof
per annum
annum from
from and
and after
the expiration
expiration of
of four
years from
from Payment of principal
thereof per
after the
four years
their
date. Principal
Principal and
and interest
shall be
be payable
in lawful
lawful money
money of
and interest.
int.
Yrtrest. P
of and
payable in
interest shall
their date.
the
States of
of America
America at
at the
the office
office of
of the
town treasurer
of the
the
treasurer of
the town
the United
United States
town of
other place
place as
may be
be designated
designated
as may
such other
or at
at such
of Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, or
town
by
council of
town of
of Juneau;
the place
payment wtten
written signatues
s.
by the
the common
common council
of the
the town
Juneau; the
place of
of payment
to be
in said
said bonds:
bonds: And
And providedfurther,
provided further, That
each and
and etc.,
etc, required.
requiredThat each
to
be mentioned
mentioned in
every
such bond
bond shall
shall have
the written
of the
the mayor
and
mayor and
signature of
written signature
have the
every such
clerk of
said town
town of
of Juneau
Juneau and
and also
also bear
said town.
town.
u
s
clerk
of said
bear the
the seal
seal of
of said
SEC. 5.
5. That
That no
no part
of the
the sale
sale of
stra7t
e
ed.
resaid stri"ted.
from the
of said
the funds
funds arising
arising from
SEC.
part of
bonds
shall be
be used
for any
purpose other
other than
than that
specified in
in this
thii
that specified
any purpose
used for
bonds shall
he.

742
Sale odbds
of bonds.
se

September 7
1916
7, 1916.
[H. R.R1.
143,
91.] .
[H.

No.
(Public,
No.
266.]
[Public,pblc
No. 266.1
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Act. Said bonds shall be sold only in
Act.
in such
amounts as
the common
common
such amounts
as the
council shall direct, and the proceeds
proceeds thereof
thereof shall
shall be
disbursed by
be disbursed
by
the school board of said
said town under
under the
the limitations
limitations hereinbef
ore
hereinbefore
imposed and under
under the direction
direction of said common council from time
to time as the same may he
for the
purposes aforesaid.
be required
required for
the purposes
aforesaid.
Approved, September
7, 1916.
1916.
September 7,
CHAP.
Authorizing the
the purchase
site and
and the
the erection
erection of
of aa
CHAP. 457.—An
457.-An Act
Act Authorizing
purchase of
of aa site

public building
at Madison,
Wisconsin, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes
and for
Madison, Wisonsin,
building thereon
thereon at
public

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Re pesentatives
esentatives of
of the
the United
United
Houseof
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
at the
the provision
provision of
of the
the
States of
Act of Congress approved
approved March
March fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirfourth, nineteen
thirteen (Thirty-seventh Statutes,
page eight
Statutes, page
eight hundred
seventy-three),
hundred and
and seventy-three),
which authorizes the demolition
demolition of
of the
present Federal
Federal building
and
the present
building and
the construction
construction of
of a
a new
new post
offiee and
and courthouse
courthouse upon
the site
site
post office
upon the
thereof at
at Madison,
Madison, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, at
at a
likait of
of cost
cost of
of $550,000,
be, and
and
a limit
$550,000, be,
the same is
is hereby,
hereby:, amended
to authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
of the
amended so
so as
as to
Secretary of
the
Treasury
Treasury further, in his discretion,
discretion, to sell the
the present
present post
post office
and
office and
courthouse
courthouse and the site thereof
thereof in said
said city to the highest
highest bidder,
bidder, at
at
public or private sale,
public
manner and
and upon
upon such
terms as
as he
he may
may
sale, in
in such
such manner
such terms
deem for the best interests
the United
United States;
dm
interests of the
States; to
to convey
convey said
said propproppurchaser thereof
thereof by
erty to the purchaser
by the
the usual
quitclaim deed
deed and
to
usual quitclaim
and to
deposit
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
sale in
the United
States
United States
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
depositthe
such sale
Proviso.
receipt: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
if such
such sale
is
Free
dur- as
re occupancy
ocpancy duras aa miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt:
That if
sale is
ing constructim of
,gbnutid
the completion
completion and
occupancy of
of the
Federal buildbuilda made
made before
before the
and occupancy
the new
new Federal
new
building. n
ig hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
ing
authorized, the
the agreement
agreement of
of sale
shall reserve
reserve to
to the
sale shall
the
United States the right to continue
continue to
to occupy
occupy said
said present
present Federal
Federal
building property
building
rent for
not exceeding
exceeding three
three years
years from
from the
property free
free of
of rent
for not
the
date of
such sale.
date
of such
sale.
in:Tez
ittittr
e
tie
ar buildelthoed band- SEC.
2. That
That if
if the
SEC. 2.
elects so
so to
to sell
sell the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury elects
the
present
building property,
present Federal
Federal building
is hereby
hereby further
further authorized
property, he
he is
authorized
and directed to aquire,
purchase, condemnation,
acquire, by purchase
condemnation, or otherwise,
otherwise, a
a
suitable
suitable site in said
said, city,.
to contract
contract for
for the
the erection
erection and
comcity, and
and to
and completion thereon
building, including
including fireproof
fireproof vaults
vaults,
thereon of
of a
a suitable
suitable building,
mechanical equipment,
mechanical
complete,for
f
or the
the use
use and
an d
equipment, and
and approaches,
approaches, complete,
accommodation of
post office,
office, United
United States
courts, and
other
accommodation
of the
the post
States courts,
and other
Limit of cost.
governmental offices in said city, at aa cost for said new site and
governmental
building
of not
not exceeding
exceeding $550,000.
$550,000.
building of
Use of former approprie o
ppr.
priations.
SEC.
3. That
That if
SEe. 3.
Secretary of
the Treasury
so to
to sell
said
if the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury elects
elects so
sell said
38, p.
Vol. 3p.
8 828.
present
Federal building
building property, the appropriations
appropriations of
of $200,000
present Federal
$200,000 and
and
$15,000 made by the Act of Congress
Congress approved
$15,000
third, nineteen
nineteen
approved March
March third,
(Thirty-eighth Statutes,
hundred and fifteen (Thirty-eighth
Statutes, page
page eight
hundred and
eight hundred
and
twenty-five), for
twenty-five),
the demolition
demolition of
of the
present Federal
building and
for the
the present
Federal building
and
commencement
commencement of aa new building on
on the
the site
site thereof
thereof and
for temand for
temporary
porary quarters and moving
moving expenses, be, and
and the same are
are hereby,
hereby,
acquisition of such
such new
made available
availiible for the acquisition
new site
comsite and
and the
the commencement of the
the erection
mencement
erection thereon
of the
the new
new building
building authorized
authorized
thereon of
in
the next_preceding
hereof.
in the
next preceding paragraph
paragraph hereof.
Open space modified
SEC. 4.
4. That
That if
if a
is erected
on the
the present
present Federal
pf ntesed.
if present
site used.
SEC.
a new
new building
building is
erected on
Federal
building site, the Secretary
building
Secretary of
of the
his discretion,
may
the Treasury,
Treasury, in
in his
discretion, may
disregard the provision
provision requiring
disregard
forty feet
feet open
space for
for fire
fire proprorequiring forty
open space
tection.
tection.
Approved, September
September 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
Madison, Wis.
Sale
of preaent public
SaipreseWtpublic
bg,
authe
bna~s"tholrmem
3
VoL 37, p. 873,
mended.
.a
7p.
7'

September 7, 1916.
Septemrb~7,11916.
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[H.H.B.i
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HAP. 458.—An
CHAP.
provide compensation
compensation for
for employees
employees of
of the
United States
States
458.-An Act
Act To
To provide
the United
suffering injuries
injuries while
perfomance of
duties, and
and for
for other
purposes.
IPabii
-^B7
suflering
I
Pubile,— Igfr). 267.1
while in
in the
the perfomance
of their
their duties,
other purposes.

Government
employtovernmentempioyees.
Compensation for
Compensation
forinn
uries
in service.
uraervie.

Be
enacted by
ythe
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House ofRepresentatives
of Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
States of
of America
That the
United States
States shall
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the United
shall

pay
compensation as hereinafter
pay compensation
hereinafter specified
specified for the disability
disability or death
death

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cn. 458.
SIXTY-FOURTH

1916.
1916.

743
743

a personal
resulting from a
of an
personal injury
injury sustained
sustained while in
employee resulting
an employee
of
Exceptions.
in the
of his
his duty,
compensation shall be paid E"ceptios
but no compensation
duty, but
performance of
the performance
in
misconduct of the
if
the injury
injury or
death is caused
willful misconduct
caused by the willful
or death
if the
employee or
or by
by the
the employee's
employee's intention
intention to bring about the injury
employee
or death
himself or
intoxication of the injured
another, or if intoxication
of another,
or of
of himself
or
death of
Daysexclded
employee is
cause of
of the
the injury
death.
injury or death.
proximate cause
the proximate
is the
employee
Days excluded.
days of disability the
SEC. 2.
the first
the employee
first three days
during the
That during
2. That
SEC.
shall not
not be
be entitled
compensation except as provided
'Provided in section
section
entitled to compensation
shall

Total disability.
nine.
No compensation
compensation shall
at any
time be
be paid
paid for
period.
such period.
for such
any time
shall at
nine. No
Total disability.
shall pay
pay.
SEC. 3.
if the
the disability
is total
the TJnited
States shall
pay Computation of pay.
United States
total the
disability is
That if
3. That
SEC.
compento
the disabled
disabled employee
during such disability aamonthly
employee during
to the
sation equal
equal to
to sixty-six
sixty-six and
two-thirds per
per centum
centum of his monthly
and two-thirds
sation
pay,
except as
hereinafter provided.
provided.
Partialdisability.
Partial disability.
as hereinafter
pav, except
Computation of pay.
pay.
SEC. 4.
4. That
if the
disability is partial the
the United States
States shall pay
pay Computation
the disability
That if
SEC.
compensato
the disabled
disabled employee
monthly compensaa monthly
disability a
such disability
during such
employee during
to the
tion
equal to
sixty-six and
and two-thirds
per centum
cen.tum of the difference
difference
two-thirds per
to sixty-six
tion equal
wage-earning capacity
between
monthly pay
pay and
and his monthly
monthly wage-earning
capacity Adtrequird.
his monthly
between his
Affidavit required.
after the
the beginning
commission may,
disability. The commission
partial disability.
of such
such partial
beginning of
after
from
time to
require a
a partially
disabled employee
employee to make
partially disabled
time, require
to time,
from time
an affidavit
as to
to the
wages which
then receiving.
such
In such
receiving. In
is then
he is
which he
the wages
affidavit as
an
affidavit the
shall include
statement of
of the value of
a statement
include a
employee shall
the employee
affidavit
housing,
lodging, and
other advantages
which are received
received
advantages which
and other
board, lodging,
housing, board,
on aiure to
from
the employer
of his
his remuneration
remuneration and
which can
can be
be No
and which
part of
as aa part
employer as
from the
No pay on failure to
make.
estimated in
If the
the employee,
required, fails to make maNoe
when required,
employee, when
money. If
in money.
estimated
such
be entitled
while such
compensation while
any compensation
to any
entitled to
shallnot be
he shallnot
affidavit, he
such affidavit,
failure
period of
such failure
failure shall be deducted
deducted
of such
the period
and the
continues, and
failure continues,
from the
the period
period during
which compensation
compensation is
is payable
payable to
to him.
him.
during which
from
No pay if refusing
work. pay ii
SEC. 5.
5. That
if a
seek suitable
suitable work.
to seek
refuses to
employee refuses
disable employee
a partially
partially disabled
That if
SEC.
work or
neglects to
to work
offered to,
work is offered
suitable work
after suitable
work after
or neglects
refuses or
or refuses
work
procured
secured for
for him,
not be
entitled to any
be entitled
shall not
he shall
him, he
or secured
by, or
procured by,
compensation.
Allowance for total
compensation.
disability.
S
EC. 6.
compensation for
total disability
shall disability.
disability shall
for total
monthly compensation
the monthly
That the
6. That
SEC.
employee's
not
be more
$66.67 nor
less than
than $33.33,
$33.33, unless
unless the employee's
nor less
than $66.67
more than
not be
monthly
than $33.33,
$33.33, in
which case
case his
his monthly
monthly compencompen- Pars.
in which
is less
less than
pay is
monthly pay
Partial.
sation shall
shall be
be the
the full
full amount
of his
his monthly
monthly pay. The monthly
amount of
sation
compensation
for partial
disability shall
not be
more than
than $66.67.
$66.67. To
be more
shall not
partial disability
To minorsnd
minors and learnlearn.
compensation for
ers.
In
who at
the time
of the
the injury
minors or era.
were minors
injury were
time of
at the
persons who
of persons
case of
the case
In the
employed
learner's capacity:
were not
physically or
not physically
who were
and who
capacity and
in aa learner's
employed in
mentally
commission shall,
on any
review after
after the
the
any review
shall, on
the commission
defective, the
mentally defective,
would
persons
time
when
the
monthly
wage-earningcapacity
of
would
such
of
capacity
time when the monthly wage-earning
probably,
but for
the injury,
injury, have
have increased,
increased, award
award compensation
compensation Decrease for old age.
for the
probably, but
for old
based
on such
probable monthly
monthly wage-earning
wage-earning capacity.
capacity. The
The com-ecrea
Comsuch probable
based on
mission
any review
review after
after the
the time
wagewhen the monthly wagetime when
on any
may, on
mission may,
earning
capacity of
of the
disabled employee
employee would
would probably, irrethe disabled
earning capacity
spective
the mjury,
injury, have
decreased on
on account
old age,
award
age, award
of old
account of
have decreased
of the
spective of
etc.,
ther pay,
capacity. Other
compensation based
on such
monthly wage-earning
wage-earning capacity.
probable monthly
suoh probable
based on
pay, etc., recompensation
stricted.
S
EC. 7.
7. That
long as
as the
the employee
in receipt
receipt of compensation
compensation strted.
is in
employee is
as long
That as
SEC.
under this
Act, or,
he has
has been
been paid
paid a
sum in
in commutation
commutation of
a lump
lump sum
if he
or, if
this Act,
under
which
installment
the expiration
expiration of
of the
during which
period during
the period
until the
payments, until
installment payments,
such
installment payments
payments would
would have
have continued,
he shall
shall not
receive
not receive
continued, he
such installment
from
the United
States any
any salary,
salary, pay,
or remuneration
remuneration whatsoever
eepexcepted.
whatsoever P
pay, or
Pensions
United States
from the
except
in return
return for
for services
and except
except pensions
performed, and
actually performed,
services actually
except in
for
in the
the Army
Army or
or Navy
Navy of
of the
the United
States.
Toseleaveithpay
United States.
To use leave with pay
service in
for service
first.
S
EC. 8.
at the
the time
time the
begins the
employee has
has first.
the employee
disability begins
the disability
if at
That if
8. That
SEC.
annual or
or sick
leave to
to his
his credit
credit he
may, subject
approval
the approval
to the
subject to
he may,
sick leave
annual
of
the head
of the
the department,
such leave
is exhausted,
exhausted,
it is
until it
leave until
use such
department, use
head of
of the
in which
his compensation
compensation shall
begin on
the fourth
fourth day
of
day of
on the
shall begin
case his
which case
in
Immediate
mmediate medical,
disability
after the
annual or
or sick
sick leave
ceased.
has ceased.
leave has
the annual
disability after
etc., assistance to be
assstance to be
S
EC. 9.
an injury
injury sustained
sustained by
em- etc.,
an emby an
furnished.
after an
immediately after
That immediately
9. That
SEC.
ployee while
while in
performance of
of his
his duty,
whether or
not dis-ufod
disor not
duty, whether
the performance
in the
plovee
ability has
arisen, and
for a
thereafter, the
the United
United
time thereafter,
reasonable time
a reasonable
and for
has arisen,
abilty
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such employee
employee reasonable
reasonable medical,
sur'cal,
States shall furnish to
to such
medical, surgical,
and hospital services and supplies
refuses to
to accept
accept them.
supplies unless he refuses
them.
Such services and supplies shall
by United
United States
States
shall be
be furnished
furnished by
medical
medical officers
officers and hospitals, but
this is
not practicable
practicable
but where this
is not
shall be furnished
furnished by private
private physicians
physicians and
and hospitals
hospitals designated
designated
or
and paid
paid for
employees'
or approved
approved by
by the
the commission
commission and
for from
from the
the employees

und.
compensation fund.

medical,
If necessary
necessary for the securing
securing oft
he
proper medical,

surgical,
surgical, and hospital treatment, the employee,
employee, in
discretion of
of
in the discretion
the commission,
commission, may be furnished
furnished transportation
transportation at the expense
expense of
of

the employees' compensation
the
compensation fund.
Szc.
SEC. 10. That if
injury within
six years
years the
if death
death results from
from the
the injury
within six
the
United States shall pay
pay to the
for the
the following
following
the following
following persons
persons for
periods a
equal to
to the
following percentages
percentages
a monthly
monthly compensation
compensation equal
the following
of the deceased employee's
employee's monthly
monthly pay, subject to
modification
to the
the modification
that no compensation
compensation shall be paid where
where the
takes place
the death takes
place
more than one year after the cessation
cessation of disability resulting
resulting from
from
or, if there has been no disability
such injury, or,
disability preceding
preceding death,
death,
more
one year
the injury:
rev to
fiotatios.
i
ybeneficiies.
more than
than one
year after
after the
injury:
Pwfow.
(A) To the widow,
*mow.
widow, if
no child,
child, thirty-five
centum.
if there
there issno
thirty-five per
per centum.
This
be paid
her death
marriage.
This compensation
compensation shall
shall be
paid until
until her
death or
or marriage.
Depedet
there is
Dependent widower.(B)
widower.
(B) T
To the widower, if there
is no
no child,
child, thirty-five
thirty-five per
per centum
centum if
if
wholly dependent
dependent for support upon the deceased
deceased employee
employee at
the
at the
time of her death. This compensation
compensation shall be paid until
until his death
death
or marriage.
eareaswitaohadrea.
Parentwithchldren. or marriage.
(C) To the widow or widower, if there is a
compensation
a child, the compensation
payable under clause (A) or clause (B) and in addition thereto
thereto ten
•
per
centum
for
each
child,
not
to
exceed
a
total
of
sixty-six
and
twoChild
with
other
per
centum
for
each
child,
not
to
exceed
a
total
of
sixty-six
and twoChild with other gnardian.
thirds per centum
guardian.
centum for such widow
widow or
or widower
and children.
widower and
children. If
If aa
child has aaguardian
guardian other
other than
surviving widow
widow or
or widower,
widower, the
than the
the surviving
the
Termination
compensation payable
Termination of pay compensation
on account
account of
shall be
be paid
paid to
to such
such
payable on
of such
such child
child shall
tochild.
compensation payable
to child.
guardian. The compensation
payable on
on accou
n tof
any child
shall
account
of any
child shall
cease when he dies, marries, or reaches
reaches the age
or, if
if
age of
of eighteen,
eighteen, or,
over eighteen,
eighteen, and incapable
incapable of self-support,
self-support, becomes capable
capable of selfselfsupport.
Children without support.
Children
pant.
w
() To the children,
parent.
(D)
children, if there
is no
widow or
or widower,
widower, twenty-five
twenty-five
there is
no widow
per centum
child and ten per centum additional
centum for one chill
additional for
for each
each adadTermination.
ditional child
child, not to exceed
exceed a
atotal of sixty-six and
two-thirds per
per
and two-thirds
centum, divided among
among such children
children share
share and share
share alike.
The
alike. The
compensation of each child shall be paid until
compensation
until he dies, marries,
marries, or
or
reaches the age of eighteen,
eighteen or
incapable of
of
or, if over eighteen
eighteen and incapable
self-support, becomes capable
of self-support.
self-support,
capable of
self-support. The compensation
compensation of
of
tp
. aachild
child under
under legal
legal age
age shall
shall be
be.paid
to its
guardian.
paid to
ts guardian
Dpnt Parents
pts.
(E)
Dependent
'
(E) To the
parents, if
is wholly
dependent for
for support
support upon
upon
the parents,
if one is
wholly dependent
the deceased
his dath
deceased employee
employee at the time of his
death and the other
not
othe
oer is
is not
twenty-five per centum; if both are
dependent to any extent, twenty-five
wholly
are wholly
dependent,
dependent, twenty
twenty per centum to each; if one is or both are
are partly
partly
dependent,
proportionate amount in the discretion
dependent, a
a proportionate
discretion of the commission.
.m
ission.
Itr°widw'widower,
if widow," widower,
The above percentages
percentages shall be
there is
is no
no widow,
widow, widower
widower,
be paid
paid if
if there
orehildinwg
or
If there
there is a
a widow, widower, or child, there shall be paid
or child living,
or child.
child. If
paid
so much of the above
percentages as, when added to the total
above percentages
total percentages
payable to the widow, widower, and children, will not
centages payable
exnot exOtherdepeadent
ceed a
total of
sixty-six
and two-thirds
t
wo -third
s per
cen.tum.
dependent
Other
receed
a
total
of
sixty-six
and
per
centum.
atives.
atives.
(F) To
To the
the brothers, sisters, grandparents,
grandparents, and grandchildren,
(F)
grandchildren, if
one is wholly
dependent upon the deceased employee
wholly dependent
employee for support at
at
the time of his death, twentytwenty per centum to such dependent;
dependent; if
if more
more
than one are wholly dependent,
dependent, thirty per centum,
centum, divided
among
divided among
such dependents
dependents share
share and share alike; if there is no one of them
wholly
wholly dependent, but one or more partly
partly- dependent,
dependent, ten per centum
c,entura
divided
among such
such dependents
dependents share and
divided among
and share alike.
Allowances If death

remanes
i
results.

deah
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Conditios.
The above percentages
percentages shall be paid if there is no widow, widower, Conditions.
ow, etc.,
If widow,
etc., living.
living.
a widow
widow,' widower,
widower, child,
''aIf
child, or dependent
dependent parent. If there is a
child, or
paid so much
the above •
dependent parent, there shall
shall be paid.
m uch of the
perperpayable to the
centages as, when added to the total percentage
percentage payable
widow
widower, children,
dependent parents,
will not
not exceed
widow,' widower,
children, and
and dependent
parents, will
exceed
of sixty-six
sixty-six and
and two-thirds
two-thirds per
per centum.
aatotal
total of
centum.
p
(G)
compensation of
of each
under clauses
clauses (E)
(E) and
and Teration'
Tet
rmina
s.
tion o
of typayeach beneficiary
beneficiary under
(G) The
The compensation
(F)
(F) shall be paid
paid for aa period of eight years from the time of the
death, unless before
before that time
time he,
if a
parent or
dies,
he, if
a parent
or grandparent,
grandparent, dies,
marries, or ceases to be dependent, or, if aabrother, sister, or grandchild,
dies, marries,
marries, or
or reaches
the age
eighteen ,or,
or ,
if over
eighteen
child, dies,
reaches the
age of
of eighteen,
if
over eighteen
becomes capable of
of self-support.
self-support. The
and incapable
incapable of self-support, becomes
compensation
grandchild. under
under legal
legal age
age shall
shall
compensation of
of aabrother,
brother sister,
sister, or grandchild,
be
to his
his or
or her
her guardian.
guardian.
be paid
paid to
Reol
d
s.
tionship
(H))As used in this
"child" includes
con
Rati"hp
tbis section, the term "child"
includes stepstep- situ
adopted children
children,' and posthumous
children, adopted
children, but
does not
posthumous children,
but does
not
include married
married children.
children. The
"brother" and
"sister" include
include
include
The terms "brother"
and "sister"
stepbrothers
stepsisters, half brothers and half sisters, and
stepbrothers and stepsisters,
and
brothers and
adoption, but
not include
include married
married brothers
brothers
and sisters
sisters by adoption,
but do
do not
brothers
or
terms and
and the
"grandor married
married sisters.
sisters. All
All of the
the above
above terms
the term
term "grandchild" include
child"
the death
include only persons
persons who at
at the
the time
time of
of the
death of
of the
the
years of
of age or
deceased employee are under eighteen
eighteen years
or over that
that age
and
of self-support.
The term
term "parent"
includes stepand incapable
incapable of
self-support. The
"parent" includes
stepparents
and parents
parents by
term 'widow"
"widow" includes
only
parents and
by adoption.
adoption. The
The term
includes only
the
wife living
living with
or dependent
upon him
him
the decedent's
decedent s wife
with or
dependent for
for support
support upon
at
his death.
death. The
The term
"widower" includes
includes only
only the
the
at the
the time
time of
of his
term "widower"
decedent's husband dependent for support
of
support upon her at the time of
"adopted" and "adoption"
"adoption" as used
her death. The terms "adopted"
used in this
only legal
adoption prior
to the
time of
the injury.
injury.
clause include
include only
legal adoption
prior to
the time
of the
Pay to remaining
(I) Upon
the cessation
of compensation
this section
section to
persons on aBowanee to
(I)
Upon the
cessation of
compensation under
under this
to or
or persnsonaiowaneto
persons others
compensation of the remaining
remaining_persons
others ceasng.
ceasing.
of any
any person, the
the compensation
on account
account of
entitled to
to compensation
compensation for
the unexpired
of the
the period
period during
during
entitled
for the
unexpired part
part of
which their
their compensation
compensation is
is payable
payable shall
shall be
that which
such persons
persons
which
be that
which such
would have received if they had
had been the only
on3y persons
persons entitled to
to
compensation at
at the
the decedent's
death.
compensation
the time
time of
of the
decedent's death.
ModifiCation
(J)
In case
there are
are two
two or
entitled to
of a
an(J) In
case there
or more
more classes
classes of
of persons
persons entitled
to portdionent.
portiorucent. of
compensation
under
this
section'
and
the
apportionment
of
such
compensation under this section' and the apportionment of such
compensation,
compensation, above provided, would result
result in
in injustice,
injustice, the commission may,
in its
meet
its discretion,
discretion, modify the
the apportionment
apportionment to
to meet
mission
may, in
the requirements
requirements of the case.
case.
onthy pay
(K) In
In computing
computing compensation
this section,
st rued.
Monthly
the monthly
monthly stre
d. a pay
compensation under
under this
section, the
(K)
considered not
not to be more
more than
than $100
$100 nor less than
than $50,
$50,
pay shall be
be considered
compensation shall not exceed
but the total monthly compensation
exceed the monthly
pay-computed as provided in section twelve.
P
t
(L) If
any person
to compensation
section, ceng
ceiving
Punishment
pay
after
formr
mar(L)
If any
person entitled
entitled to
compensation under
under this
this section,
pay after
compensation by the terms
terms of this section
section ceases
ceases upon his riage.
riag
e.
whose compensation
marriage, accepts any payments
payments of compensation
compensation after his marriage
marriage,
punished by a
a fine of not more than $2,000
$2,000 or by imprishe shall
shall be punished
onment
for not
not more
than one
and imimfine and
both such
such fine
year, or
or by
by both
more than
one year,
onment for
prisonment.
Burial expenses
al.
Bur
expenses a.
SEC. 11.
11. That if death
death results from
injury within
within six years
years lowed..
lowed.
the injury
from the
SEC.
the United
States shall
shall pay
personal representative
of the
the
pay to
to the
the personal
representative of
the
United States
deceased
burial expenses
expenses not
not to
to exceed
exceed $100,
the disdis$100, in
in the
employee burial
deceased employee
cretion
the commission.
In the
case of an employee
employee whose home
the case
cretion of
of the
commission. In
is
within the
occurs away from his home
the United
United States,
States, if his death occurs
is within
office
outside of
of the
United States,
States, and
if so
desired by
by his
his relarelaso desired
and if
office or
or outside
the United
tives the
body shall,
the discretion
of the
be ememthe commission
commission, be
shall, in
in the
discretion of
tives,
the body
balmed
and transported
transported in
in aahermetically
casket to
to the
home
the home
sealed casket
hermetically sealed
balmed and
of
employee. Such
shall not
not be
be paid
such
paid and
and such
burial expenses
expenses shall
Such burial
of the
the employee.
transportation
be furnished
furnished where
the death
death takes
takes place
place
where the
shall not
not be
transportation shall
more
one year
year after
cessation of
of disability
disability resulting
from
resulting from
after the
the cessation
than one
more than
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such injury, or,
or if there
there has been no disability
disability preceding
preceding death,
death, more
more

than
year
or,after the injury.
than one
one year
injury.
SEC. 12.
12. That
computing the
the monthly
the usual
practice of
of
SEC.
That in
in computing
monthly pay
pay the
usual practice
the service in which the employee
employee was employed
employed shall
shall be
be followed.
followed.
Subsistence and the value of quarters furnished
an employee
shall
furnished an
employee shall
be included as part of the
overtime pay
pay shall
shall not
the pay, but overtime
not 'be
be taken
taken
into account.
Wage-earning
caSEC. 13
That in
i
n th e d
etermi
nati
on of the empl
oyee '
s monthly
Wageeag
caSEC.
13.. That
the determination
of the employee's
monthly
ab .PartiallY
y dins wage-earning
wage-earning capacity
capacity after
after the
the beginning
of partial
partial disability,
disability, the
the
beginning of
value of housing, board,
board, lodging,
lodging, and
and other
other advantages
advantages which
which are
are
received from his employer
employer as a
apart of his remuneration
and which
remuneration and
which
can be estimated in money shall be
be taken
account.
taken into
into account.
Lump
sum
cummu'
S
EC.
14.
That
in
cases
of
death
or
of
permanent
total or
or permanent
permanent
total
permanent
or
of
cases
of
death
SEC. 14. That in
Ltmp sum commatations.
payment to
partial disability, if the monthly payment
to the
the beneficiary
beneficiary is
is less
less
than $5 a
amonth, or if the beneficiary
beneficiary is or is
to become
become a
anonnonis about to
resident of the United States, or if the commission
commission determines
determines that
that
it is for the best interests of
beneficiary-, the
liability of
the United
United
of the beneficiary,
the liability
of the
compensation to such beneficiary
States for compensation
beneficiary may
may be
be discharged
discharged by
by
payment of aalump sum equal to the present value
the payment
value of
of all future
payments
payments of compensation
compensation computed
four per
per centum
centum true
true disdiscomputed at four
C aubtatm.
count compounded
compounded annually.
putation.
annually. The
The probability
probability of
of the
the beneficiary's
beneficiary's
death before the expiration of the period
which he
he is
is entitled
entitled
period during
during which
to compensation
compensation shall
shall be determined
determined according
according to the American
American
Experience
Mortality; but in case of compensation
Experience Table of Mortality;
compensation to
the
to the
widow or widower of the
deceased employee,
employee, such
such lump
lump sum
sum shall
shall
the deceased
not exceed sixty months' compensation.
compensation. The probability
probability of
of the
the
happening of any other contingency
contingency affecting the amount or duracompensation shall be disregarded.
tion of the compensation
Jrn
n notice
'ot'Written
SEC. 15.
15. That
employee injured
injured in
the performance
performance of
his
That every
every employee
in the
of his
jury
required,
dof In"In SEC.
duty, or some one on his
his behalf, shall,
shall, within
forty-eight hours
after
within forty-eight
hours after
the injury, give written
mitten notice
to the
the immediate
immediate superior
superior of
notice thereof
thereof to
of
the
employee. Such
Such notice
given by
by delivering
delivering it
it personally
the employee.
notice shall
shall be
be given
personally
or
it properly
stamped and
and addressed
addressed in
in the
or by
by depositing
depositig it
properly stamped
the mail.
mail.
Particulars.
Sac. 16.
That the
the notice
notice shall
state the
the name
name and
and address
address of
the
SEC.
16. That
shall state
of the
employee, the year, month,
month, day, and
and hour
when and
and the
particular
hour when
the particular
locality
locality where
where the
the injury
and the
the cause
and nature
of the
the
injury occurred,
occurred, and
cause and
nature of
injury, and shall be
be signed
signed by
by and
contain the
the address
address of
of the
and contain
the person
person
giving
the notice.
givng the
notice.
l
No pay without noS
EC.
notice is
is given
given within
within the
the time
time specified
specified or
or
to
n
>
SEC.
17. That
That unless
unless notice
the.
unless the immediate
immediate superior has actual
actual knowledge
knowledge of
ofthe
the injury,
injury, no
no
Exception.
compensation
Exception.
compensat
i
on shall
shall be allowed,
allowed, but for any
cause shown
any reasonable
reasonable cause
shown,
the commission
commission may.allow compensation
compensation if
if the
the notice
notice is
is filed
filed within
within
one
the injury.
injury.
one year
year after
after the
laim must b ld.
SEC.
Claim must bunted '
S
EC. 18. That no compensation
compensation under
under this Act shall be allowed to
any person, except
except as
provided in
section thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, unless
he or
or
as provided
in section
unless he
on his behalf
behalf shall,
some one on
the time
time specified
specified in
in section
section
shall, within
within the
Comms twenty, make
make aawritten
si Delivery to
to Commiawritten claim
claim therefor.
shall be
be made
made by
by
therefor. Such
Such claim
claim shall
it at the office
delivering it
office of the
the commission or
or to
to any
any commissioner
commissioner
or to any person whom the commission may
may by
by regulation
regulation designate,
designate,
or by depositing it
it in the mail
mail properly
properly stamped
and addressed
stamped and
addressed to
to
the commission
the
commission or
person whom
the commission
by regureguor to
to any
any person
whom the
commission may
may by
lation
lation designate.
designate.
Formsetc.
SEC.
shall be
forms to
Forms, etc.
SEC. 19. That every
every claim
claim shall
be made
made on forms
to be
be furnished
furnished
by the
commission and shall contain
by
the commission
contain all the
the information
information required
required by
by
the commission.
Each claim
the
commission. Each
claim shall be sworn
sworn to by the person entitled
entitled
compensation or by the
person acting
to compensation
the person
on his
his behalf,
except
acting on
behalf, and,
and, except
in case
accompanied bya
certificate of the
in
case of death, shall be accompanied
by acertificate
the employee's
employee's
physician
physician stating the nature
nature of the
the injury
injury and the nature
nature and
and probable
probable
extent of
of the disability. For any reasonable
reasonable cause shown
extent
shown the
the comcommission may waive the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section.
section.
Computing
employse's
monthly pay.
eeo'smoanthypay.
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SEC. 20.
all original
original claims
claims for
compensation for disability Time for making
making
for compensation
That all
20. That
SEC.
ms
shall be made within sixty days after the injury. All original
original claims
claims
for compensation
compensation for death
death shall be made within
within one
one year after the
death.
For any
any reasonable
reasonable cause
cause shown
shown the commission
allow
commission may
may allow
death. For
original
original claims for compensation
compensation for disability to be made at any
any time
within one year.
S
EC. 21.
after the
the injury
employee shall,
as frequently
edlcal exam
examineMtionsc
frequently i
shall, as
the employee
injury the
That after
21. That
SEC.
may,be reasonably required,
and
required, submit
submit
and at such times and places as may
medical officer
officer of the
the United
United States
States or
examination by aamedical
to examination
himself to
by
duly qualified
qualified physician
physician designated
approved by the
commisthe commisdesignated or approved
by a
a duly
sion. The
The employee
employee may
may have
have a
duly qualified
physician designated
designated
a duly
qualified physician
sion.
and
by him
him present
participate in
in such
such examination.
examination. For
For all
and paid
paid by
present to
to participate
the
examinations after the
the discretion
discretion of the
first the
the employee
employee shall,
shall, in
in the
examinations
the first
ayon
_ .
traveling and other expenses and
commission, be paid
reasonable traveling
and
his reasonable
paid his
commission,
loss of
incurred in
order to
to such
such examination.
examination. If
reillirlaian
If the
the refs"a
to submit
submit to
in order
loss
of wages
wages incurred
employee refuses
refuses to
submit himself
in any
way obstructs
obstructs any exhimself for
for or
or in
any way
to submit
employee
under this Act shall be
amination, his right
compensation under
right to claim compensation
amination,
No compensation
compensation
suspended until
ceases. No
or obstruction
obstruction ceases.
such refusal
refusal or
suspended
until such
while such
such refusal
refusal or obstruction
obstruction continues, and
and the
shall be
be payable
payable while
period of
refusal or
or obstruction
obstruction shall
deducted from
period
from the period
shall be
be deducted
of such
such refusal
period
for which
which compensation
payable to him.
for
compensation is payable
ifif
S
EC. 22.
in case
case of
the physician
physician Reexamination
Reexamination
between the
disagreement between
of any
any disagreement
That in
22. That
SEC.
of the United States
making an
States and the physiciansdisagre.
an examination
examination on the part of
making
physician,
employee's physician
shall appoint
appoint a
athird physician,
the commission
commission shall
physician the
employee's
duly qualified,
who shall
make an
examination.
an examination.
shall make
qualified, who
duly
S
EC. 23.
That fees
fees for
for examinations
examinations made
made on
am nat on e s'
the part
part of the United Examinationfees.
on the
SEC.
23. That
States under
sections twenty-one
twenty-two by physicians
physicians who
twenty-one and twenty-two
under sections
States
service of the Unired
are
Unired States shall be fixed
fixed by the
are not already,in the service
commission. Such
Such fees,
fees, and
any sum
pay-able to the employee
employee under
sum payable
and any
commission.
section twenty-one,
twenty-one, shall
shall be
paid out
out of
the appropriation
appropriation for the
of the
be paid
section
work of the
commission.
the commission.
work
50

8

of Pay an

PhYsicians disagree.

Ex

i

i

f e

p
SEC. 24.
That immediately
injury to
employee resulting
resulting port
SueTior
po.Superiorofficertor
to an
an employee
an injury
after an
immediately after
injury.officer to re24. That
SEC.

.
immediate superior shall
in his
his death
death or
disability, his immediate
probable disability,
or in
in his
his probable
in
make a
report to
the commission
containing such information
information as the
commission containing
to the
a report
make
commission may
require, and shall thereafter
supplementhereafter make such supplemenmay require,
commission
tary reports
reports as
require.
may require.
commission may
the commission
as the
tary
Ar ignients void,
void,
S
EC. 25.
25. That
any assignment
assignment of
of a
under etssignments
compensation under
a claim
claim for compensation
That any
SEC.
etc.
this
Act
shall
be
void
and
all
compensation
and
claims
therefor
shall
therefor
claims
and
all
compensation
and
be
void
shall
this Act
be
exempt from
all claims
claims of creditors.
from all
be exempt
Injuries caused by
S
EC. 26.
If an
an injury
injury or
or death
death for
which compensation
is payable
payable otnejrUreionsued
by
SEC.
26. If
for which
compensation is
other persons.
to .
t

a legal
creating a
under this
is caused
caused under
under circumstances
circumstances creating
legal liability
liability
Act is
this Act
under
upon some
some person
person other
than the
damages
upon
other than
the United
United States
States to
to pay
pay damaes
therefor, the
require the
beneficiary to
assign to
to the
the
to assign
the beneficiary
may require
the commission
commission may
therefor,
United States
any right
right of
he may
may have
have to
enforce such
liasuch liato enforce
of action
action he
States any
United
bility
other person
any right
which he
may have
to share
share
have to
he may
right which
or any
person or
of such
such other
bility of
in
any money
money or
property received
received in
satisfaction of such liain satisfaction
or other
other property
in any
require said beneor the commission
bility of
of such
commission may require
person, or
other person,
such other
bility
ficiary to prosecute
prosecute said action in his own name.
such assignment
assignment or to prosebeneficiary shall refuse to make such
If the beneficiary
cute
action in
in his
his own
own name
by the
the commission,
commission,
required by
when required
name when
said action
cute said
he shall
shall not
be entitled
to any
compensation under
Act.
this Act.
under this
any compensation
entitled to
not be
he
The
assigned to
may be
be
States may
the United
United States
to the
action when
when assigned
of action
The cause
cause of
prosecuted or
compromised by
by the
the commission,
commission, and if the
commission
the commission
or compromised
prosecuted
realizes
upon such
such cause
shall apply
apply the
the money
money or
or other
other
it shall
action, it
of action,
cause of
realizes upon
property so
in the
following manner:
manner: After
deducting the
After deducting
the following
so received
received in
property
amount
compensation already
beneficiary and
and the
the
to the
the beneficiary
paid to
already paid
any compensation
of any
amount of
expenses of
of such
or collection,
which sum
shall be
be placed
placed
sum shall
collection, which
realization or
such realization
expenses
to
the credit
of the
the employees'
employees' compensation
compensation fund,
the surplus,
any,
if any,
surplus, if
fund, the
credit of
to the
shall be
paid to
to the
the beneficiary
beneficiary and
and credited
any future
future paypayupon any
credited upon
be paid
shall
ments of
payable to
to him
him on
of the
injury.
the same
same injury.
on account
account of
compensation payable
ments
of compensation
SEC. 27.
27. That
an injury
injury or
or death
for which
which compensation
is paypaycompensation is
death for
if an
That if
SEC.
able under
this Act
Act is
is caused
caused under
under circumstances
creating a
legal
a legal
circumstances creating
under this
able

assi

m

er prs.
Aon
Action

damages

for damages

to be assigne.

ifa

t

No p!y
Nopayffussignmea
t
if assig
nment

refused.
re

cA P
ilactionas
lication of
sigm
cedPsiactionassgn

Damages received by
Damaesreceivedby
employee
employee

ar

from
from

other
other
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liability in
liability
in some
person other
other than
United States
States to
to pay
some person
than the
the United
pay damages
damages
therefor,
beneficiary entitled
entitled to
therefor, and a
abeneficiary
compensation from
the United
United
to compensation
from the
p inato t
States for such injury-or death receives,
receives, as a
result of
of aasuit
brought
a result
suit brought
by him or on his behalf,
of a
asettlement
made by
him
behalf, or as aaresult
result of
settlement made
by him
or on his behalf, any money or other
other property
property in
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the
liability
liability of such other person, such beneficiary
shall, after
after deducting
deducting
beneficiary shall,
the costs of suit and a
reasonable attorney's
fee, apply
apply the
the money
money or
or
a reasonable
attorney's fee,
other
property
so
received
in
the
following
manner:
eaia
r
other
property
so
received
in
the
following
manner:
Refund of pay reoeived.
oeieed.
(A)
compensation has
has been
been paid
(A) If
If his compensation
paid in
or in
in part,
he shall
in whole
whole or
part, he
shall
refund to the United
United States
States the amount
amount of compensation
compensation which
which has
has
been paid by the United States
States and credit any
any surplus upon future
future
payments of compensation
compensation payable
account of
of the
same
payable to him
him on
on account
the same
refunded to the United
injury. Any amount so refunded
United States shall be
placed
be placed
to the credit of the employees' compensation fund.
crit
to amoumt
Credit to
amount to the credit of the employees' compensation fund.
peyab.
Mt
payable.
(B) If no compensation
compensation has
been paid
him by
United States,
States,
has been
paid to
to him
by the
the United
he shall credit the money or other property
property so
so received
upon any
any
received upon
compensation payable
payable to him by the United
compensation
United States
on account
account of
of
States on
same injury.
mployees'Compe the
the same
injury.
Rmployees'CompensatCommion.
sation Commission.
SEC.
S
EQ. 28. That a
acommission
commission is
created, to
to be
be known
known as
as the
is herebyhereby created,
the
United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission,
Commission, and
and to
be
to be
composed of
of three
appointed by
by the
President, by
by and
and
Appoent,
Appointment, terms, composed
three commissioners
commissioners appointed
the
President,
etc.
'tc. with the advice and consent of the Senate,
one of
of whom
whom shall
Senate, one
hall be
be
designated by the President as chairman. No commissioner
designated
commissioner shall
shall
hold any other office or position under the
the United
States. No
No more
more
United States.
than two of said commissioners
commis.sioners shall be members
members of the
the same
same political
political
party. One of said
said. commissioners
conuniasioners shall be
be appointed
appointed for
•
for a
a term
term
of two years, one for a
a term of four
and one
one for
term of
four years, and
for a
a term
of six
six
seia ts,
oce. etc. years, and at the expiration
Salaries,
office,
expiration of each
terms, the
each of
of said
said terms,
the commissioner
commissioner
then appointed shall be appointed
appointed for a
aperiod
period of six years.
years. Each
Each
commissioner
a salary of $4,000 aayear. The principal
commissioner shall receive
receive a
principal
office of said commission shall be in Washington,
District of
Columbia,
Washington District
of Columbia,
but the
the said commission
but
commission is
is authorized
authorized to perform its work at
at any
any
place deemed
necessary by said commission,
deemed necessary
commission, subject to
the restricrestricto the
tions and
limitations of
of this
this Act.
Act.
usditn
of
an tions
and limitations
Jurisdiction
of all
other offices,etc., transoterofes,etc.,transSE.
28a. Upon the organization
S
EC. 28a,
organization of said commission
commission and
and notifinotififerred.
erd
cation to
to the heads of all executive
cation
executive departments
departments that
commission
that the
the commission
is ready to take up the work devolved
devolved upon it
it by this Act, all
all comcommissions and independent
independent bureaus,
bureaus by or
which payments
payments for
for
or in
in which
compensation are now provided, together
compensation
together with
the adjustment
adjustment and
and
with the
settlement
settlement of such claims, shall cease and determine,
determine and
and such
such execuexecutive departments, commissions,
commissions, and
bureaus shall
shall
and independent
independent bureaus
eportfro
transfer
pending
to
transfer
all
pending
claims
to
said
commission
to
be
administered
by
said
commission
to
be
administered
by
from em peReports
srom er- it. The said commission
commission may
may obtain,
obtain, in
all
cases in
addition to
to the
the
in
all
cases,
in
addition
PiXtr,
esp.
747.
A,,
reports provided
provided in section
such information
reports
section twenty-four,
t
wen ty-four ,such
information and
such
and such
reports from employees of the departments
departments as
upon
as may
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
Transer of
of clerks,
clerks, by
by the commission
and the
the heads
of the
respective departments.
departments.
commission and
heads of
Transfer
the respective
etc.
AU clerks
All
clerks and employees
.
now exclusively
i
n carrying
carrying on
on said
sa i
d
exclusively engaged
engaged in
work in the various executive
executive departments,
departments, commissions, and indeindependent bureaus,
pendent
bureaus, shall be transferred
transferred to, and become employees
employees of,
the
at their
their present
and salaries.
era
au
ty the commission
commission at
present grades
grades and
salaries.
General
authority
cere.
authority
SEC.
conferred.
commissioner by
SEC. 29.
29. That
That the
the commission,
commission, or any commissioner
bj authority,
of the
the commission,
commission, shall have power to issue subpoenas
of
subpcenas for
for and
and compel
compel
the attendance
attendance of witnesses within aa. radius of one hundred
hundred miles,
miles, to
to
require
the production
production of books, papers,
require the
papers, documents,
documents, and other
other
evidence,
examine witnesses, upon
evidence, to administer oaths, and to examine
any
upon any
matter
commission.
matter
within the jurisdiction of the commis
sion.
Office force, etc.
Omceforce, etc.
SEC.
commission shall have such assistants,
S
EC. 30.
30. That
That the commission
assistants, clerks,
clerks,
cyi
Civil seceappontservice appoint. and other employees
employees as may be from
time to
time provided
provided by
by Confrom
time
to
time
Con. ress.
They shall
appointed from lists
lists of eligibIes
to be supplied
ess. They
shall be
be
supplied
e appointed from
a aranto be suied
o eligibles
om
~iw?
aC
e
Serw
ser~t~he
y thel
y
the Civi
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, and
ance with
with the
and in accor
accordance
the civil.
civil,
service law.
service
Application if employee entitled to Corn-
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SEC. 31.
31. That
annually to
to the
the SecreSecre- Annualestimates.
Annualestimates.
shall submit
submit annually
the commission
commission shall
That the
SEC.
for
tary
of the
appropriations necessary
necessary for
the appropriations
the Treasury
Treasury estimates
estimates of the
tary of
work of the commission.
the
commission.
the work
Regulations,
necessary Re
SEC. 32.
gulations, etc., to
is authorized
authorized to make necessary
commission is
SEC.
32. That the commission
enforcement of this Act, and shall decide
rules and regulations
regulations for the enforcement
decide bede
be made '
all
this Act.
Act.
all questions
questions arising
arising under
under this
to Congress.
SEC. 33.
33. That
the commission
commission shall
shall make
to Congress
Congress at
at the
the beginbegin- Report
Report to
Congress.
make to
That the
SEC.
its work
work for the
preceding
ning
each regular
regular session
report of its
the preceding
ning of
of each
session a
a report
fiscal year,
year, including
of appropriations
appropriations and
and
a detailed
detailed statement
statement of
fiscal
including a
expenditures,
statement showing
of and
expendishowing receipts
receipts of
and expendiexpenditures, a
a detailed
detailed statement
tures
from the
compensation fund,
fund, and
recommendaand its recommendathe employees'
employees' compensation
tures from
tions
for legislation.
legislation.
tions for
for
Am
sount entries
SEC. 34.
for the fiscal
year ending
hun- for
SEC.
34. That
That forthe
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hunsaries and
an
appropriated, penses.
dred
seventeen, there is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
Pe;se,s• s
dred and
and seventeen,
appropriated, the sum ""
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
from any
any money in
of $50,000
the work
of the
commission, including
including salaries
of the
salaries of
the
for the
work of
the commission,
of
$50,000 for
commissioners and
of such
assistants, clerks,
and other
employees as
other employees
clerks, and
such assistants,
and of
commissioners
the
necessary, and
and for
for traveling
expenses,
traveling expenses,
may deem
deem necessary,
the commission
commission may
Ante, p. 747.
expenses of
medical examinations
sections twenty-one
twenty-one and Al.p-747
under sections
examinations under
of medical
expenses
twenty-two, reasonable
of wages
loss of
wages
other expenses
expenses and
and loss
traveling and
and other
twenty-two,
reasonable traveling
payable
under section
equipment
and equipment
rent and
section twenty-one,
twenty-one, rent
to employees
employees under
payable to
of
stationery, and
and other
other supplies,
printing
supplies, prting
books, stationery,
purchase of
of books,
of offices,
offices, purchase
and
be done
the Government
Government Printing
and other
other
Printing Office,
Office, and
at the
to be
done at
and binding
binding to
necessary
from eeAmount
A
sTounc
t
om
for empoyemplm
necessary exnses.
expenses.
for
appropriated, from ees' compensaton
authorized to be appropriated,
there is hereby authorized
S
EC. 35.
35. That there
SEC.
any
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
'appropriated, the sum of fmd.
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
any money
money in
$500,000,
to be
as a
a separate
fund in
the Treasury-,
$500,000, to
be set
set aside
aside as
separate fund
m the
Treasury to
to be
be
known
compensation fund.
fund. To
To this
fund there
there Po"41" 21.
this fund
the employees'
employees' compensation
known as
as the
shall
be added
added such
as Congress
may from
from time
time to
time approapprot approap
shall be
such sums
sums as
Congress may
to time
erat
priate
for the
the purpose.
purpose. Such
including all
additions that
that may
may Pristion
authorized.
priationauthored.
all additions
Such fund,
fund, including
priate for
be made
it, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be permanently
permanently appropriated
appropriated
to it,
be
made to
for
of the
provided by
including
by this
this Act,
Act, including
the compensation
compensation provided
the payment
payment of
for the
the
and supplies
supplies provided
provided by
services and
and hospital
hospital services
surgical, and
medical, surgical,
the medical,
section nine,
nine, and
transportation and
expenses provided
provided by
by Annualestimates.
Annual estimates.
section
and the
the transportation
and burial
burial expenses
sections nine
and eleven.
eleven. The
commission shall
annually to
shall submit
submit annually
The commission
nine and
sections
the
the Treasury
Treasury estimates
estimates of
the appropriations
necesappropriations necesof the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Determiation
the fund.
maintenance of the
Determination of
sary for the maintenance
presented claims.
S
EC. 36.
The commission,
commission, upon consideration
of the
the claim presented
consideration of
36. The
SEC.
by the
and the
furnished by
the immediate
immediate supesupeby the
the report
report furnished
beneficiary, and
by
the beneficiary,
rior and
and the
the completion
completion of
of such
such investigation
as it
it may
may deem necessary
necessary,
investigation as
rior
shall
make a
facts thereon
and make
an award
make an
thereon and
of facts
finding of
a finding
and make
determine and
shall determine
for or
against payment
the compensation
compensation provided
provided for
for in
this Act.
Act. Paymnt
for
or against
payment of
of the
in this
Payment.
Compensation
when awarded
shall be
be paid
the employees'
employees' coracomfrom the
paid from
awarded shall
Compensation when
pensation
fund.
pensation fund.
S
EC. 37.
37. That
the original
original claim
claim for
for compensation
compensation has
has been
been made
made awads.,
awRa:.,Vew' ete.,
etc., of
of
That if
if the
SEC.
within the
time specified
m section
twenty, the
at An
Ante,
747.
, 11p.747.
may, at
commission may,
the commission
section twenty,
specified m
within
the time
any
time, on
or on
on application,
the award,
and,
award, and,
review the
application, review
motion or
on its
its own
own motion
any time,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the facts
facts found
found on
such review,
end, diminish,
diminish,
may end,
review, may
on such
in
or
the compensation
compensation previously
previously awarded,
awarded, or,
or, if
compensation
if compensation
or increase
increase the
has
refused or
discontinued, award
Cancellation
of mismishas been
been refused
or discontinued,
award compensation.
compensation.
Cancellation of
SEC. 38.
That if
paid under
of law
or takes.
takes.
law or
mistake of
under aamistake
is paid
compensation is
if any
any compensation
SEC.
38. That
of
fact, the
commission shall
cancel any
any award
award under
under
immediately cancel
shall immediately
the commission
of fact,
which such
such compensation
compensation has
has been
paid and
and shall
shall recover,
recover, as
as far
far as
as
been paid
which
practicable,
any amount
amount which
which has
amount so
so
Any amount
paid. Any
been so
so paid.
has been
practicable, any
recovered
shall be
be placed
the employees'
employees' compensation
compensation
of the
credit of
to the
the credit
placed to
recovered shall
fund.
for fase
for
Punishmentt
fund.
S
EC. 39.
39. That
makes, in
in any
affidavit required
under secsec- sta^tment
st„Pt
1
,
1
,
11i
5
hr
t ot rse
r false
required under
any affidavit
whoever makes,
That whoever
SEC.
tion
four
or
in
any
claim
for
compensation,
any
statement,
knowing
knowing
statement,
any
tion four or in any claim for compensation,
it
to be
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of perjury
perjury and
by aa
be punished
punished by
and shall
shall be
be false,
false, shall
it to
fine of
more than
than $2,000,
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
more than
than
not more
for not
or by
$2,000, or
not more
fine
of not
one year,
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
fine and
such fine
both such
or by
by both
year, or
one
p
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SEC.
SEC. 40. That wherever
this Act—
wherever used in
in this
ActThe singular
the
The
singular includes
includes the
the plural
plural and the masculine includes the
feminine.
feminine.
The term
term "employee"
The
"employee" includes
all civil
civil employees
of the
the United
United
includes all
employees of
States and
and of
Railroad Company.
Company.
States
of the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
The term "commission"
"commission" shall
shall be
be taken
taken to
to refer
States
refer to
to the
the United
United States
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Commission provided
provided for
in section
section twentytwentyCompensation Commission
for in
eight.
eight.
The term
term "physician"
The
includes surgeons.
"physician" includes
surgeons.
The term
term "monthly
"monthly .pay"
shall,be
taken to
to refer
refer to
monthly
pay" shall
be taken
to the
the monthly
nonsistent
laws re- pay at the
Inconsistent
laws
the time
time of
mjury.
of the
the injury.
EC. 41.
41. That
That all
all Acts
or parts
of Acts
inconsistent with
with this
Act
Acts or
parts of
Acts inconsistent
this Act
pealed.nstt ls
Provisos.
are
hereby
repealed:
Provided,
however,
That
for
injuries
occurring
for
por.
are
hereby
repealed:
Provided,
hooever,
That
for
injuries
occurring
Settlement for prior
injuren
or prr
pior
injuries.
prior to the passage of this Act compensation
compensation shall be
under the
the
be paid under
law in force
force at the time of the passage of
of this
this Act:
Act: And
And provided
provided
njuries under Pan-further,
injuries
Pan' further, That if an injury or death.
compensation is
death for which,
which compensation
is payable
payable
ama
Railroad Company.
under this Act is caused
caused under
PallY•
under circumstances
circumstances creating
alegal
creating a
legal liability
liability
Company to
in the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company
to pay
pay damages
damages therefor
therefor under
under the
the
laws of any State, Territory,
Territory, or
possession of
the United
United States
States or
or of
of
or possession
of the
the District of Columbia
Columbia or of any foreign
foreign country,
country, no
no compensation
compensation
shall be
be payable
shall
the person
entitled to
releases
payable until
until the
person entitled
to compensation
compensation releases
to the Panama Railroad
Railroad Company
any right
right of
action which
which he
he may
Company any
of action
may
have to enforce such
such liability
liability of
of the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, or
or
the United
United States
until he assigns to the
States any
right which
which he
he may
may have
have to
to
any right
in any
any money
money or
share in
or other
other property
property received
of such
such
received in
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
liability
of the
the Panama
Railroad Company.
liability of
Panama Railroad
Company.
ca1pa'O
SEC.
42. That
Y irPa
Panama
S
EC. 42.
the President
President may,
from time
time to
to time,
tim,e transfer
transfer the
the
That the
may, from
CanalPRailroad
an d
Alska
railrad.
administration
of
this
Act
Alaska
railroad.
administration
employees
the
Panama
Canal
so
far
as
employees
of
the
Panama
Canal
Administration
by
Administration
by
Railroad Company
Company are
are concerned
concerned to
to the
the governor
governor
doffiers
trot
by and
and o
offthe
officers
the Panama
Panama Railroad
of the Panama
Canal, and
Panama Canal,
and so
so far
far as
as employees
of the
the Alaskan
Alaskan Engiemployees of
Engineering Commission
are concerned
Commission are
concerned to
to the
the chairman
chairman of
of that
that commiscommission,
sion, in which cases the words
words "commission"
"commission" and
and "its"
"its" wherever
wherever
they appear in this Act
Act shall,
shall, so
far as
necessary to
give effect
effect to
to
so far
as necessary
to give
such transfer, be read "governor
"governor of the Panama
Panama Canal"
or "
chairman
Canal" or
"chairman
of the Alaskan
Engineering Commission,"
Alaskan Engineering
Commission," as
may be,
be, and
and
as the
the case
case may
paParnents
yr ons Pram
ro
etrsLT'
"his"; and
propriatitherefo
the expenses
of medical
examinations under
and the
expenses of
medical examinations
under sections
sections
r. "his";
AUtE, p. 747.
twenty-two, and the
Ante,
twenty-one and twenty-two,
and other
other
the reasonable
reasonable traveling
traveling and
expenses and loss of wages
wages payable
payable to
to employees
under section
section
employees under
twenty-one, shall be paid.
paid out
of appropriations
appropriations for
out-of
for the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
or for the Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commission
Commission or
or out
out of
funds of
of the
of funds
the
Panama Railroad, as the
the case
case may
instead of
of out
out of
of the
appromay be,
be, instead
the appropriation for
for the
work of
the work
of the
the commission.
commission.
Panvmg cla
Panama
emEree'•
In the
case of
of compensation
employees of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal or
or
mpoyepla
In
the case
compensation to
to employees
Waiving
applicationsauthorized.
Railroad Company for temporary
cations authorized.
of the Panama
Panama Railroad
disability, either
either
temporary disability,
PAne,.
746.
total or partial, the President
Ante, p.
746.
President may
may authorize
authorize the
the governor
governor of
of the
the
Panama Canal to waive,
Panama
waive, at his discretion,
discretion, the
the making
of the
the claim
claim
making
of
Payments to alien
to alien required
section eighteen.
eighteen. In
emPayments
loyees.
required by section
case of
of alien
alien employees
employees of
In the
the case
of the
the
sA,
p. 743.
743.
Panama
Panama Railroad
rue, p.
Panama Canal or of the Panama
Railroad Company,
Company, or
of any
any class
class
or of
or
modify the
or classes
classes of them, the President may remove or moaify
the minimum
minimum
limit established
established by section six on the monthly compensation
compensation for
limit
for
disability and the minimum limit established
established by
disability
by clause
(B) of
of secclause (K)
secpay on
tion ten on the monthly pay
on which
death compensation
to be
be
which death
compensation is
is to
Advances from Pan- „„.,„,„„
an
and A as k a computed.
..,”-`1.o-t ted.
The Preside
-nt may
authorize the
the governor
governor of
of the
the Panama
The
President
may authorize
Panama
funds.
Canal and
Engineering Commission
funds.
Canal
and the chairman
chairman of the Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Commission to
to
pay
the
compensation provided by this Act, including
pay the compensation
including the medical,
medical,
surical,
sur'cal, and hospital
hospital services
services and supplies provided
provided by
by section
nine
section nine
Ante,
pp.743,
and the transportation
Ante, pp.
743, 745.
an
and burial
burial expenses
expenses provided
provided by
by sections
transportation and
sections
Reimbursto nine
Reimbursement
nine and
out of
ofthe
th e appropriations
appropriations for
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canalan
and eleven,
eleven, out
for the
andd
kunpeosation
fun.d.
for the
the Alaskan
Alaskan. Engineering
Engineering Commission,
Commission, such
appropriations to
to be
npenbon
Eund.
for
such appropriations
be
reimbursed for such payments by
reimbursed
by the transfer
transfer of funds
funds from
from the
the
employees compensation
employees'
compensation fund.
fund.
Approved, September
September 7, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
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CHAP. 459.-An
459.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent
consent of
of Congress
H. Crosby;
W. H.
H. Setember
tember 7,191&
7, 1916.
Congress to
to W.
W. H.
Crosby; W
Andrews;
G. Connette;
Henry May;
May; Robert
Robert C. Gaupp;
Andrews; E. G.
Connette; Daniel
Dani
elGood;
Good; Henry
Gaupp ; Edward
Ed w ard 813H.
R. 17235.1
17235.)
H.R.
Kener, junior; William
F.
MacGlashan;
Eugene
L.
Falk;
John
W.
RobinsonJohn
M.
[Public,
No.
William
MacGlashan; Eugene L.
Robinson
M.
[Public, No. 268.
268.)
H. A.
A. H
Hurt;
Willys; Oliver Cabana,
Cabana, junior; Conrad E.
E. Wettlaufer;
Wettlaufer; H.
urt; George
George S.
J. Meyer;
Meyer;
S. McGraw;
Myron S. Hall; John
John Lord O'Brian;
O'Brian; Frank
Frank S.
McGraw; and William A. Morgan
Morgan to
construct a
abridge across Niagara
Niagara River within or near the
the city limits of Buffalo,
Buffalo, and
for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of Congress
is
hereby granted
to W.
is hereby
granted to
W. H.
Crosby; W.
W. H.
H. Andrews;
Andrews; E.
E. G.
G. Connette;
H. Crosby;
Connette;
May; Robert
Edward liener,
junior;
Daniel Good;
Good; Henry
Henry May;
Robert C.
C. Gaupp;
Gaupp; Edward
Kener, junior;
William
Eugene L.
L. Falk;
William F. MacGlashan;
MacGlashan; Eugene
Falk; John
John W. Robinson;
Robinson;
John
Willys; Oliver
Cabana, junior;
junior- Conrad
Conrad E.
E. Wettlaufer;
Wettlaufer;
John M.
M. Willys;
Oliver Cabana,
Hall; John Lord O'Brian;
H. A. Hurt; George J.
J. Meyer;
Meyer; Myron S. hall;
O'Brian;
Frank S. McGraw; and William A.
Morgan, and their successors
successors
A. Morgan,
operate a
and assigns, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto across the Niagara
approaches
Niagara River at a
a point suitable
suitable to
to
near the
the city limits of Buffalo,
the interests of navigation,
navigation, within
within or near
Buffalo
in the county
county of
New York,
York, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
of Erie, in
in the
the State
State of
of New
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construcconstructhe provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
tion of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
approved March
tion
bridges over
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,

1

Nfw
Niair
River*e.etc.,
W. i Crosby,
ma
c.. bridge,
bridge, Bfao
guffalo,
may
N.

Construction.
oL 34 .psti.

p,
p

•

nineteen hundred
nineteen
hundred and
six: Provided,
Provided, That
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions May
May substitute
substitute tuntunand six:
That subject
of
Act the
Secretary of
of War
may permit
permit the
persons herein
herein" net.
el
of this
this Act
the Secretary
War may
the persons
named to construct a
a tunnel or tunnels
tunnels under
under said river in lieu
lieu of
authorized, in accordance
accordance with
the foregoing
Act
the bridge herein
herein authorized,
with the
foregoing Act
approved
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
so far
far as
as
approved March
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
and six,
six, so
the
the same
same may
may be
be applicable.
applicable.
Time for
the construction
and void
S
EC. 2.
That this
Act shall
shall be
be null
void unless
unless the
construction tion.
ti Li!lle
for construcconstruenull and
SEC.
2. That
this Act
of
commenced within
within two
and comof said
said bridge
bridge or
or tunnels
tunnels is
is commenced
two years
years and
completed
within five
five years
the date
date of
of approval
approval hereof.
hereof.
pleted within
years from
from the
SEC. 3.
That the
right to
to alter,
or repeal
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment
Amendment.
repeal this
this Act
3. That
SEC.
the right
alter, amend,
amend, or
expressly
reserved. expressly reserved.Approved,
7, 1916.
September 7,
1916.
Approved, September

Pennsylvania,
of Luzerne,
State of Pennsylvania,
CHAP. 460.—An
authorize the
Luzerne, State
the county
county of
Act To
To authorize
460.-An Act
CHAP.
to
construct aabridge
bridge across
North Branch
Susquehanna River
from the
the city
to construct
across the
the North
Branch of
of the
the Susquehanna
River from
city
of
Wilkes-Barre, county
Luzerne, Pennsylvania,
to the
the borough
of Dorranceton,
Dorranceton,
county of
of Luzerne,
Pennsylvania, to
borough of
of Wilkes-Barre,
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
county

September
7, 1916.
1916.
September 7,
(II. R.
R. 17567.)
17567.)
IL
[Public,
269.]
[Public, No.
No. 269.1

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be it
it enacted
by the
States of
America in
That the
the county
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, suNortbe
lq
o
u
rteh
an
c
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
county of
annch
h
B
na RiY
her.e°

State of
and it
hereby, authorized
construct,
Pennsylvania, be,
be, and
it is
is hereby,
authorized to
to construct,
State
of Pennsylvania,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
thereto across
across the
the
and approaches
approaches thereto
maintain,
a bridge
bridge and
North
Branch of
of the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River , at
at a
a point
suitable to
to the
the
point suitable
North Branch
interests of
navigation, from
from the
city of
Wilkes-Barre, county
county of
of
the city
of Wilkes-Barre,
interests
of navigation,
Luzerne, and
and State
Pennsylvania, to
the borough
borough of
of Dorranceton,
Dorranceton,
to the
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Luzerne,
in the
county of
of Luzerne,
Luzerne, State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, at
at or
or in
in prolongation
prolongation
in
the county
of Market
Market Street,
Street, as
same is
is now
established and
and used
used m
in the
the
the same
now established
of
as the
respective
municipalities, to
to replace
replace the
present structure
at
structure erected
erected at
the present
respective municipalities,
the same
location, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
Act
the
same location,
provisions of
the Act
entitled
"An Act
regulate the
of bridges
bridges over
over navinavientitled "An
Act to
to regulate
the construction
construction of
gable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
twenty-third, nineteen
gable
six.
six.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, September
September 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

Luzerne County, Pa.,.,
LuzsneCoungt,
lirarYre. bridge 'V*
likesBarre.
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tember 7,
CHAP.
481.—An Act
To amend
certain sections
of the
the Act
entitled "Federal
"Federal
September
7 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 461.-An
Act To
amend certain
sections of
Act entitled
87H. R.133914
R. ""L
reserve Act,"
Act," approved
approved December twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen.
hundred and
thirteen.
(Public, No.
No.270.1
(Public,
270o.

of Representatives
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
Federal ReserveAct.
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "Fed"FedFedesra.lm
States of
America in
Cogress assembled,
Amendments.
reserve Act," approved
approved December
eral reserve
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hunDecember twenty-third,
hundred
is hereby,
amended as
follows:
eserve Board.
Board.
dred 'and
thirteen, be,
and thirteen,
be, and
Reserve
and is
hereby, amended
as follows:
May
May allow member
At the end of section eleven insert aanew clause
clause as follows:
banks to keep reserves
"
(m) Upon
Upon the
the affirmative
vote of
than five
five of
its members
t reserve
Iin reserve
b
s
" (m)
banks.
affirmative vote
of not
not less
less than
of its
members
VoL 38, p. 263,
the Federal
Reserve Board
Board shall
power, from
from time
time to
to time,
time, by
by
amvole
p. 8 3 the
Federal Reserve
shall have
have power,
amended.
general ruling, covering all districts alike, to permit
permit member banks
of their
their respective
respective districts
districts any
any
to carry in
in the
the Federal
Federal reserve
reserve banks
banks of
portion of their reserves
reserves now required by section nineteen
Act
nineteen of this Act
to
vaults.
esrve banks
to be
be held
held in
in their
their own
own vaults."
Reserve
banks.
Depositsallowed
That section
section thirteen
be, and
and is
is hereby,
amended to
read as
as follows:
in.
That
allowed in.
thirteen be,
hereby, amended
to read
follows:
tr
8
8
, p.
p. 262,
"Any Federal
Federal reserve
may receive
receive from
any of
member
v it3as,
2a, "Any
reserve bank
bank may
from any
of its
its member
amended.
banks, and from the United
United States, deposits of current
current funds in lawful
Bils for
for collection
colection money, national-bank
Bills
national-bank notes, Federal
Federal reserve
or checks,
and
reserve notes,
notes, or
checks, and
addedadded.
drafts,
presentation and also,
drafts, payable
pay-able upon presentation,
also, for collection, maturing
maturing
bills; or solely for purposes of exchange or of
collection may
receive
of collection,
may receive
from other Federal reserve banks deposits of current
current funds
hinds in lawful
lawful
money, national-bank
national-bank notes, or checks
Federal reserve
reserve
checks upon other Federal
banks, and checks and drafts, payable
payable upon
upon presentation
presentation within
within its
its
district, and
maturing bills
bills payable
payable within
its
district.
DiscountofcommerDisocomt
of commer- district,
and
maturing
within its district.
cial
paper.
llpaper.
"Upon
indorsement of any of its member
"
Upon the indorsement
member banks,
banks, which
which shall
shall
be deemed a
a waiver of demand, notice and
by such
bank as
as
and protest by
such bank
to its own indorsement exclusively,
exclusively, any Federal reserve
reserve bank may
may
Description.
D
oip"discount notes, drafts, and bills of exchange
exchange arising
arising out of
of actual
actual
commercial transactions;
transactions; that is, notes,
notes, drafts, and bills
exchan ge
bills of
of exchange
issued or drawn for agricultural,
aricultural, industrial, or commercial
commercial purposes,
purposes,
or the proceeds of which have been used, or are
are to
to be
used, for
for such
such
be used,
purposes, the Federal
Board to
to have
have the
the right
right to
to determine
determine
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
or define
the character
character of
the paper
paper thus
thus eligible
for discount,
discount, within
within
secred pper.
or
define the
Secured
paper.
of the
eligible for
the meaning
meaning of this Act. Nothing
Nothing in this Act contained
contained shall
be conshall be
construed to prohibit such notes, drafts, and bills of exchange,
exchange, secured
secured
by
staple agricultural
agricultural products,
products, or
other goods,
goods, wares
wares, or
or merchandise
merchandise
stock
trading paper
p1
by staple
Stock tradbas
or other
excciu
luded.
d...
.
discount; but
from being eligible for such discount;
definition shall
shall not
but such
such deinition
not
include
include notes, drafts, or bills covering merely
merely investments
investments or
or issued
issued
of carrying
or trading
trading in
stocks, bonds,
bonds, or
or
Govrnment securi
Government
securi- or drawn for the
the purpose
purpose of
carrying or
in stocks,
ties excepted.
other
of the
the GovernGovernother investment
investment securities,
securities, except
except bonds
bonds and
and notes
notes of
Time ^ilm^:
limit.
ment of the United
United States.
States. Notes, drafts,
bills admitted
admitted to
to disdisdrafts, and
and bills
count under the terms of this paragraph must have
have a
at
a maturity
maturity at
more than
than ninety
days, exclusive
of days
the time of discount
discount of
of not
not more
ninety days,
exclusive of
days
Proviso.prmi
Additional, for
for of
Provided, That
notes, drafts,
drafts, and
and bills
issued for
for
Additional,
of grace: Provided,
That notes,
bills drawn
drawn or
or issued
agricultural
notes, etc.
agriculturl notes,
tcagricultural
on live
agricultural purposes or based on
live stock
and having
having aamaturity
maturity
stock and
not exceeding six months, exclusive of days of
grace, may
may be
be disdisof grace,
limited to
to a
of the
the assets
of
counted in an amount to
to be limited
a percentage
percentage of
assets of
the Federal reserve
reserve bank, to be ascertained and fixed by
by the
the Federal
Federal
Reserve Board.
Board.
Rdiscount
rtr
Rediscotmt
restric- Reserve
tt o
s.
tions.
"The aggregate
aggregate of such notes, drafts, and bills bearing the signa"The
signature or indorsement
indorsement of
borrower, whether
whether aaperson,
person , company,
company,
of any
any one
one borrower,
firm, or corporation,
corporation, rediscounted
rediscounted for any one
one bank shall
shall at
at no
no time
time
exceed
centum of the unimpaired capital and surplus of
exceed ten per centum
of said
bank; but this restriction shall not apply to the discount of bills of
of
exchange drawn
drawn in
in good
good faith
against actually
existing values.
values.
actually existing
faith against
p
exchange
rei gnacceptances.
rForei
Any Federal
may discount acceptances
"Any
Federal reserve bank may
acceptances of the kinds
hereinafter
hereinafter described, which
which have
have aamaturity at the time of discount
discount
of not more than three months' sight, exclusive
exclusive of days of grace, and
and
which are
which
are indorsed
indorsed by
by at
at least
least one
one member
member bank.
bank.
der
Member
banks=
"Any member
member bank
may accept
accept drafts
drafts or
or bills
of exchange
exchange drawn
drawn
bak
"Any
deal
in forei
gn
bank may
bills of
pape.
upon it
it having not more than six months' sight to run, exclusive
PePerexclusive of
of
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days of grace, which grow out of transactions
involving the importransactions involving
transactions
tation or exportation of goods; or which grow out of transactions
involving the domestic shipment
involving
shipment of goods provided
provided shipping
documents
are attached
attached at
at the
the time
documents conveying
conveying or securing title
title are
time of
of
acceptance; or
or which
which are
are secured
secured at
at the
the time
of acceptance
acceptance by
by aa
acceptance;
time of
conveying or securing
warehouse receipt
warehouse
receipt or other such document conveying
securing title
Limit ofaccptane-.
of acceptances.
member bank shall accept, Limit
marketable staples.
staples. No member
covering readily
readily marketable
whether
domestic transaction,
transaction, for any one person, comforeign or
or domestic
whether in
in aaforeign
time in
in the
pany, firm,
to an
equal at any time
amount equal
an amount
or corporation
corporation to
firm, or
pany,
aggregate to
cent of
paid-up and unimpaired
unimpaired
of its
its paid-up
ten per cent
more than
than ten
to more
aggregate
Additional, if with

attached collateral.,
capital stock
stock and
surplus unless
unless the
is secured
either by
by attached
the bank
bank is
secured either
and surplus
capital
collateral.
documents or
or by
actual security
growing out
of the same
out of
other actual
security growing
by some
some other
documents
transaction as
the acceptance
bank shall
accept such bills to
to
shall accept
acceptance and no
no bank
transaction
as the
amount equal at
the aggregate
aggregate to
one-half
in the
to more than one-half
at any
any time
time in
an amount
of its
paid-up and
capital stock
surplus.
Ad
s by
stock and
and surplus.
and unimpaired
unimpaired capital
of
its paid-up
Advances
by reserve
member banks.
'Any
its member
tomeerbank
to its
members. to
may make
make advances
advances to
"'iny Federal
Federal reserve
reserve bank may
banks
period not exceeding
exceeding fifteen
fifteen
notes for aa period
promissory notes
on their
their promissory
banks on
days at
to be
be established
established by
by such
Federal reserve
reserve banks,
banks, subject
subject Collateral
coatl reqired.
such Federal
at rates
rates to
days
required.
determination of the Federal
review and
Federal Reserve Board,
Board, proand determination
to the review
vided
such promissory
notes are secured by such notes,
notes, drafts, bills
promissory notes
vided such
rediscount or
of
exchange, or
or bankers'
bankers' acceptances
eligible for rediscount
acceptances as are eligible
of exchange,
under the provisions of this
for
purchase by Federal reserve
banks under
reserve banks
for purchase
Act,
or by
deposit or
pledge of
bonds or
of the
the United
States." National
banks.
United States."
or notes
notes of
of bonds
or pledge
by the
the deposit
Act, or
National banks.
Indebtedness 1
i
mSection
and two
two of
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
imIndebtedness
the ited.
the Revised
of the
hundred and
fifty-two hundred
Section fifty-two
United
States is
amended so
so as
as to
as follows:
follows: "No
"No it It. s.,
S., see
p.
United States
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
read as
ssec. 6202,
22, p.
1006, amended.
national
shall at
at any
be indebted,
indebted, or
or in
any 1006,
anded.
in any
time be
any time
association shall
banking association
national banking
way
exceeding the
its capital
capital stock
stock
of its
the amount
amount of
amount exceeding
to an
an amount
liable, to
way liable,
undiminished by losses Exceptions.
at such
such time
actually paid
remaining undiminished
and remaining
paid in and
time actually
at
or
otherwise, except
except on
account of
of the
the nature
nature following:
Exceptins.
following: Circulatin
of demands
demands of
on account
or otherwise,
gnotes.
"
First. Notes
of circulation.
circulation.
Cirulatingnotes.
Notes of
"First.
Deposits.
"Second.
deposited with
with or
association. Drafts,
"Second. Moneys
Moneys deposited
or collected
collected by
by the
the association.
Dpaft, eetc.
"Third.
Bills of
exchange or
drafts drawn
drawn against
against money
actually
money actually
or drafts
of exchange
"Third. Bills
Dividends, etc.
etc.
on
to the
of the
association, or
due thereto.
thereto.
Dividends,
or due
the association,
the credit
credit of
on deposit
deposit to
"Fourth.
the stockholders
association for
for dividivithe association
of the
stockholders of
to the
Liabilities to
"Fourth. Liabilities
dends
and reserve
reserve profits.
profits.
Federal reserve
dends and
reserve Ualia"Fifth.
incurred under
Federal bilities.
biities.
of the
the Federal
the provisions
provisions of
under the
Liabilities incurred
"Fifth. Liabilities
Discounts,
reserve Act.
Act.
Discounts, etc.,
etc., by
by
reserve
reserve banks r "The
discount and
and rediscount
the purchase
and sale
sale by
by any
any reserve
purchase and
and the
rediscount and
"The discount
stricted. banks reVol. 38, p.
264,
p. 2
bank of any
Federal
any bills receivable and of domestic
domestic and Stt.e
reserve bank
Federal reserve
amended.
foreign
bills of
and of
acceptances authorized
authorized by
this Act,
Act, amended.
by this
of acceptances
of exchange,
exchange, and
foreign bills
shall be
such restrictions,
restrictions, limitations,
limitations, and
and regulations
regulations as
as
to such
be subject
subject to
shall
National banks.
banks.
National
may
be imposed
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Board.
Reserve Board.
by the
imposed by
may be
Insurance business
'That
to the powers
"That in addition to
powers now vested
national ald"b,
vested by
by law in
in national
allowed by,bbusi
in small
localities.
banking associations
organized under
under the
laws of
the United
States localities.
United States
of the
the laws
associations organized
banking
any such
located and
in any
any place
the
place the
business in
and doing
doing business
association located
such association
any
population of
exceed five
five thousand
inhabitants, as
as
thousand inhabitants,
not exceed
does not
of which
which does
population
shown
the last
last preceding
decennial census,
census, may,
such rules
rules
may, under
under such
preceding decennial
by the
shown by
and regulations
may be
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
Curthe Curby the
be prescribed
prescribed by
as may
reiulations as
and
rency, act
as the
agent for
for any
any fire,
fire, life,
life, or
or other
company
insurance company
other insurance
the agent
act as
rency,
authorized
authorities of
the State
State in
which said
said bank
bank is
is
in which
of the
the authorities
by the
authorized by
located to
to do
said State,
by soliciting
soliciting and
insurance
and selling
selling insurance
State, by
in said
do business
business in
located
and
on policies
policies issued
by such
such company;
company; and
and
issued by
premiums on
and collecting
collecting premiums
may
services so
so rendered
rendered such
fees or
or commissions
as may
may Act as
commissions as
aat
receive for
for services
such fees
may receive
a
gents for real
loans.
be agreed
agreed upon
upon between
said association
and the
the insurance
com- estate
estateloans.
insurance comassociation and
between the
the said
be
pany for
for which
it may
may act
as agent;
agent; and
also act
act as
as the
the broker
broker
may also
and may
act as
which it
panv
or
agent for
others in
on real
real estate
estate located
located
loans on
or procuring
procuring loans
in making
making or
for others
or agent
within one
hundred miles
miles of
the place
place in
m which
said bank
be
may be
bank may
which said
of the
one hundred
within
located, receiving
for such
such services
services a
reasonable fee
fee or
Pr
or commission:
commission: Provisos.
a reasonable
receiving for
located,
forbidGuarantees forbidPorided,
no such
such bank
case guarantee
Guarantees
guarantee den.
any case
shall in
in any
bank shall
That no
however, That
Povided, however,
either
the
principal
or
interest
of
any
such
loans
or
assume
or
guareither the principal or interest of any such loans or assume or guar- d-n
antee the
payment of
of any
premium on
on insurance
insurance policies
issued
policies issued
any premium
the payment
antee
39-i- 1-48
91890°-VOL 39—pr
1-43
91890°-voL
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by its principal:
And providedfurther,
That the
through its agency by
principal: And
further, That
the
bank shall
shall not guarantee
guarantee the
of any
any statement
statement made
made by
by an
an
the truth
truth of
Acceptances
of forcceptances of
or- assured in filing his application
application
for
insurance.
insurance.
eign paper for dollar
exchange.
"Any
bank may
accept drafts
drafts or
bills of
of exchange
exchange drawn
exchge.r
"Any member
member bank
may accept
or bills
drawn
By member banks.
By member upon
it having
upon it
having not more
more than
than three
months' sight
to run,
run, exclusive
exclusive
three months'
sight to
Insurance
Insurance
tions.

applicaapplica-

grace, drawn
drawn under
under regulations
to be
be prescribed
by the
the
of days of grace,
regulations to
prescribed by
Federal Reserve
Federal
Reserve Board by banks
banks or bankers
bankers in
countries or
in foreign
foreign countries
or
dependencies or insular possessions
dependencies
possessions of the United States for the purpurpose of furnishing dollar exchange
exchange as
as required
required by
by.the
the usages
usages of
of trade
trade
m the respective
in
respective countries, dependencies,
dependencies, or insular possessions.
possessions.
By
reserve banks.
By reve
banks.
by Federal
Such drafts or bills may be acquired
acquired by
Federal reserve
reserve banks
banks in
in
such amounts and subject
subject to such regulations,
regulations, restrictions, and limiProvisos.
tations as
may be
by the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board:
Provided,
Prsrono
c- tations
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
Board: Provided
Restriction
on ac
ceptaces
perceptances fromone
from one
per- however, That
accept such drafts
That no member
member bank shall accept
drafts or
or bills
bills of
of
Son. s on
exchange referred to this paragraph for any
exchange
any one bank to an amount
amount
aggregate ten per centum
exceeding in the aggregate
centum of the pai4
rup and unimunimpaiqrup
paired capital
capital and
and surplus
of the
the draft
or
bank unless
unless the
draft or
surplus of
the accepting
accepting bank
With collateral.
paired
bill of exchange
exclange is accompanied
conveying or
or securing
securing
accompanied by documents
documents conveying
title
or by
by some
adequate security:
further, That
That no
no
title or
some other
other adequate
security: Provided
Providedfurther,
Maximum
bank shall accept
member bank
accept such drafts or bills in an amount exceeding at any time the aggregate
paid-up and
and unimunimaggregate of one-half
one-half of its paid-up
paired capital and surplus.
surplus."
Open market
operaopin
market operasubsection (e) of section fourteen,
That subsection
fourteen, be, and is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended
follows:
to read as follows:
Reserve banks.
eeBtveibans.
"(e)
"(e) To establish
establish accounts with other Federal
Federal reserve banks for
for
Amounts and agencies
of, in foreign
em of,
feign counoun- exchange purposes
the
consent
purposes and, with the
of
the
Federal Reserve
of
the
Federal
Reserve
tries.
vte 38,
38. p. 265,
25, Board, to open
accounts in
in foreign
open and maintain accounts
foreign countries,
countries, appoint
appoint
VoL
amendeds
correspondents,
correspondents, and establish agencies
agencies in such countries wheresoever
wheresoever
it
it may deem best for the purpose
purpose of purchasing, selling, and collecting bills of exchange, and to buy and sell, with or without its indorsement, through
through such correspondents
correspondents or agencies bills of
of exchange
arising out of actual commercial
commercial transactions
transactions which have not more
than ninety days to run, exclusive of days of grace, and which bear
for fore
Amounts for
foreign th an ninety days to run, exclusive of days of grace, and which bear
the
parties, and,
and, with
with the
consent
cornspondents.
corpond
ts.r
the signature of two
two or more
more responsible
responsible parties,
the consent
of the Federal Reserve Board, to open and maintain
maintain banking
banking accounts
accounts
for such foreign
foreign correspondents
correspondents or agencies."
agencies."
Yederalreservenotes.
ederalreservenote
That the second paragraph
paragraph of section sixteen be, and is hereby,
hereby,
amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
Applications
by
Appliations for,
""Any
Any Federal
or, by
local
Federal reserve bank may make
make application
application to the local
reserve banks.
Vol.
38,
p.
Vol. 38,
p. 265,
26, Federal reserve
agent for such
reserve
such amount
amount of
of the
the Federal
Federal reserve
notes
reserve notes
amended.
ollateral
hereinbefore
Collateral.
hereinbefore provided
provided for as it may require. Such application
application shall
shall
be accompanied
a tender
accompanied with a
tender to the local Federal reserve
reserve agent of
collateral m
in amount
collateral
amount equal
equal to the sum of the Federal
Federal reserve notes
thus
applied
for
and
issued
such application.
application. The
lasses of
of paper
par exex- thus applied for and issued pursuant
pursuant to
to such
te Classes
The colcolnded.
tended.
security
lateral
thus
offered
notes,
drafts,
shall
be
bills
of
exchange,
A ate, p. 752.
Ante,
or
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section thirteen
Vol. 38,
38ap.. 264.
64.
or acceptances
Vol.
acceptances rediscounted
rediscounted under
under the
thirteen
of this Act, or bills of exchange indorsed by aamember bank of any
any
Federal reserve
reserve district and purchased
purchased under the provisions of section
Federal
section
fourteen of this Act, or bankers'
bankers' acceptances
acceptances purchased
purchased under the
the
Daily notices of isnmtitdra ais provisions
said section
provisions of said
Federal reserve
reserve agent
agent shall
shall
section fourteen.
fourteen. The
The Federal
suessud
and withdrawals.
each
each day notify the Federal Reserve
Reserve Board of all issues and withdrawals of Federal
reserve
to and by the Federal
Federal
reserve
notes
Federal reserve bank
Additional security.
Additionalsecurityto which he is
is accredited.
said Federal
Federal Reserve
to which he
accredited. The
The said
Reserve Board
Board may
may at
any time call upon a
a Federal reserve bank for additional security to
reserve notes issued to it."
protect the Federal reserve
Real estate loans.
Realestteloan
That
section twenty-four
twenty-four be, and is hereby, amended
That section
amended to read as
Vol.
38,
p.
273,
ame&nded.
follows:
lfollows:
amended.
By national banks
a
"SEc. 24. Any national banking association
banks
Byinnational
"SEe.
association not situated in a
not
central reserve
cities.,cities.al
central reserve city may make loans secured by improved
improved and unOn farm lands.
Onfarm lands.
encumbered farm
land situated
within its
its Federal
encumbered
farm land
situated within
Federal reserve district or
within a
a radius
of one
one hundred
miles of the place
within
radius of
hundred miles
place in which such bank
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is located, irrespective
irrespective of district lines, and may also make loans Otherrealesa.
Other real estate.
secured by improved
unencumbered real estate located within
improved and unencumbered
one hundred
hundred miles of the place in which
located, irrewhich such bank
bank is
is located,
irre- itaTtlime.and value lim.
and value
spective of district lines; but no loan
loan made upon the security
security of such
such itTioe
farm land shall be made for a
a longer
longer time than five years, and
and no loan
made upon the security of such real estate as distinguished
distinguished from
from farm
land shall be made
made for a
a longer time than one year nor shall the
whether upon such farm land or up
amount of any such loan,
loan whether
on
upon
such real estate,
fifty per
estate, exceed fifty
per centum
centum of
of the
the actual
of the
the
actual value
value of
property
property offered
offered as security. Any
.Any such
such bank may make such loans,

P rm
s b
Per missible
b
s
amounts.
amounts.

whether
whether secured
secured by such farm land or such real
real estate,
estate' in an aggreaggregate sum equal to twenty-five
twenty-five per centum of
of its capital
capital and surplus
or to one-third
one-third of its time
such banks
banks may
may continue
continue
time deposits and such
hereafter as heretofore to receive
pay interest
receive time deposits
deposits and to pay
interest
on the same.
Extension of restrio"The Federal Reserve Board shall have power
power from time to time tion.
tiorson
ofr to add to the list of cities in which national banks shall not be permitted to make loans secured upon real estate in
in the manner
manner described in this section."
section."
t
Foreign branches of
That section twenty-five'be,
natSof
twenty-five be, and is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to read
read as
as national
honks.

p
Vol.de 38
ag,, p.
follows:
follows:
Vl
. 2274
3a
amended.
"SEC.
association possessing a
Capital required.
a capital capitarequired.
"
SEC. 25. Any national banking association
Applications.
$1,000,000 or more may file application with theFedand surplus of $1,000,000
the Fed- AP"ications
eral Reserve Board for permission to exercise,
exercise, upon such conditions
conditions
and under
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the said board,
either or both of the following
following powers:
powers:
Object of tranchee.
a
"First. To establish
dependencies Object
"First.
establish branches
branches in foreign
foreign countries
countries or dependencies
ofbran s
States for
the
or insular possessions
possessions of the United States
for the
the furtherance
furtherance of
of the
foreign commerce
foreign
commerce of the United States, and to act
act if required
required to do so
agents of the United States.
as fiscal agents
May invest in other
"Second.
exceeding in the aggregate
"Second. To invest an amount
amount not exceeding
aggregate ten bnMf
bankseitb1?o
engaged in forper centum of its paid-in
paid-in capital stock and surplus in the
the stock
ein business.
stock of eign
business.
one or more banks or corporations
corporations chartered
incorporated under
chartered or incorporated
under
the laws of the United States or of any State
State thereof, and principally
principally
engaged in international
international or foreign
foreign banking,
banking, or banking
banking in aadependependency or insular
insular possession
possession of the
the United
United States
directly or
States either
either directly
or
through the agency,
in
agency, ownership, or control
control of local institutions
institutions in
foreign
foreign countries, or in such dependencies
dependencies or insular possessions.
Details in applies.
"Such
application shall
shall specify
"
Such application
specify the
and capital
of the
the banking
banking tions.
the name
name and
capital of
ta
ri
in appit, the powers
powers applied
association filing it,
applied for, and the place
place or places
Full authority
of
where
operations proposed
where the banking operations
proposed are to be carried
carried on. The
The Boar.
BoFud ad at oty of
Board shall have power to approve
Federal Reserve Board
approve or to reject
reject such
application in whole or in part if for any
any reason the
application
the granting
granting of
of such
such
application
application is deemed inexpedient, and shall also have
have power from
time to time to increase or decrease the number
number of places
places where
such banking operations may be carried
carried on.
Information to be
"Every national
"Every
operating foreign
foreign branches
branches fInormaon
national banking
banking association
association operating
to be
furnished Comptrolkr.
shall be required
information concerning
concerning the condition
required to furnish information
condition of
of
Reserve Board.
such branches
to the
the Comptroller
Comptroller of
of the
the Currency
Currency upon
branches to
upon demand,
demand, and
and To
To ResveBoar.
every
member
bank
investing
in
the
capital
every
stock of banks or corporations described
described under subparagraph
paragraph
subparagraph two of the first paragraph
of this section shall be required to furnish information
information concerning
concerning
the condition of such banks or corporations
corporations to the Federal
Federal Reserve
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board
order speBoard upon demand, and the Federal
Board may order
examinations of the said branches,
branches, banks, or corporations
corporations at such
cial examinations
it may
may deem
best.
time or
or times as
as it
deem best.
Restrictions on pre"Before any national bank shall be permitted
purchase
.
permitted to purchase
stock casg
osk
o in 0inP,chasni
.g
stock
other
banks.
in any such corporation
corporation the said corporation:
corporation shall
shall enter into
into an agree- blks
ment or undertaking
undertaking with the Federal
Federal Reserve Board
restrict its
Board to
to restrict
its
operations or conduct its business in such manner or under
under such
such
limitations
limitations and restrictions as the said board may
may prescribe
prescribe for the
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he

nht~i w
Mh place or places wherein such business
business is to be
be conducted.
conducted. If
If at
at any
any
reinvalatigatinnwbatber
futations are comtime
iith. the
time
Federal Reserve
Board shall
that the
regulations
the Federal
Reserve Board
shall ascertain
ascertain that
the regulations
it are
are not
being complied
with, said
said board
board is
prescribed by
by it
not being
complied with,
is hereby
hereby
authorized and empowered
institute an investigation
investigation of
of the
the matter
empowered to institute
matter
subpeena witnesses,
witnesses, and
and adminisadminisand to send for
for persons and papers,
papers, subpoena
ter oaths in order to satisfy itself as
nature of
of the
the transtransas to the actual
actual nature
Diposal of
actions referred
Disposal
of intest
interest actions
referred to.
to. Should
result in
in establishing
establishing
Should such investigation
investigation result
rnnoncomphance.
ic'rn°
11'mPl
ia'
the failure
failure of the
the corporation
in question
or of
of the
the national
national bank
bank
corporation in
question,' or
or banks which may be stockholders
stockholders therein, to comply
comply with
with the
the
regulations
regulations laid down by the said
Federal Reserve
Reserve Board,
Board, such
such
said Federal
national banks may be required
required to
dispose of
of stock
stock holdings
in the
the
to dispose
holdings in
reasonable notice.
said corporation upon
upon reasonable
notice.
Separation of
oparation
of aa-"Every
"Every such national banking
banking association
association shall
shall conduct
conduct the
the acac4:01:0113.
counts of each foreign branch
the accounts
accounts of
branch independently
independently of the
of other
other
foreign branches
established by it and of its home office, and
branches established
and shall
at the end of each
each fiscal period
period transfer
transfer to its general
general ledger
ledger the
the
profit or loss accrued
accrued at each branch as aa separate
separate item.
item.
Member
bank
all'
"Any
or other
other officer,
agent, or
or employee
employee of
memMmnber
ban serve
"ny director
director or
offiofficer, agent,
of any
any memdais,
etc., may
inchba
ber
la such banks. Y
her bank may, with the approval
approval of the.Federal
the.Federal Reserve
Reserve Board, be
be
aa director or other officer, agent,
agent, or employee
employee of any such bank or
or
corporation above mentioned in the
oorporation
the capital
capital stock
of which
which such
such
stock of
member bank shall have invested as hereinbefore
herembefore provided,
provided, without
without
Vol.
VoL,38, p.
p. 732.
32
being
approved
being subject
subject to the provisions of section
section eight of theAct
the Act approved
October fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen, entitled
entitled 'An
An Act
Act
hundred and fourteen,
to supplement
supplement existing laws against
against unlawful
mounlawful restraints
restraints and
and monopohes,
purposes.' "
nopolies, and for
for other
other purposes."
Approved, September 7, 1916.
1916.

pird
phed ith.

September
8etember 8,
8 1916.
[R. R. 16783.]
16763.1
[H.R.

[Public,
No.
&ru
L
U,I
lUV. 271]
AI-.J

Revenue
Revenue Act, 1916.

Income
Income tax.
tax.
On
On

lndividuals.
individuals.

Two
Tto
Im per cent
ent levied
levied

CHAP. 463.-An
4433.—An Act
To increase
increase the
revenue, and
and for
for other
purposes.
CAp.
Act To
the revenue,
other purposes.

-

Benh
if enane bij t1 eaeadIo~
fRprsnie
fteUie
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
States
in Congress
assembled,
of America
America in
Congress assembled,

TITLE I.-INCOME
TITLE
L— INCO1
V
(F, TAX.
TAX.
PART
PART I.-ON
I.—ON I
NDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDALS.

SEC.
levied, assessed,
paid
SEC. 1. (a) That there
there shall
shall be levied,
assessed, collected,
collected, and
and paid
annually
entire net
net income
annually upon the entire
in the
income received
received in
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar
every individual,
year from all sources
sources by every
or resident
resident of
of the
the
individual, aacitizen
citizen or
Nonresident aliens,
fNoreouint
aliens, United States, a
a tax of two
two per centum
centum upon
upon such
such income;
income; and
and aa
from
United States
sources.
s
v3. s
like tax shall be levied, assessed,
assessed, collected,
paid annually
upon
collected, and
and paid
annually upon
the entire net income received
in the
received in
the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year
year from
from
all
all sources within the United States by every individual, a
anonresident
nonresident
alien, including interest on bonds, notes,
notes, or
or other
other interest-bearing
interest-bearing
obligations of
of residents,
residents, corporate
corporate or
otherwise.
or otherwise.
Additional ttax if
exAdditional
i ex(b) In
addition to
the income
income tax imposed
imposed by subdivision (a) of
(b)
In addition
to the
ceeding$20,000.
this
section (herein
(herein referred
this section
referred to as the normal
normal tax) there
there shall be levied,
collected, and paid
upon the
assessed, collected,
paid upon
the total
total net
income of
every
net income
of every
individual, or, in the case
case of aanonresident
nonresident alien,
the total
total net
net income
income
alien, the
Rates.
Rates,
received
from all sources
sources within the
received from
the United
United States,
States, an
an additional
additional
income
referred to as the additional
income tax (herein referred
additional tax) of
of one
one per
per
centum per
per annum
annum upon the amount
amount by which
centum
which such total net income
exceeds $20,000
$20,000 and does not exceed
centum per
exceeds
exceed $40,000, two
two per centum
per
annum upon the amount by which such
such total
total net
net income
income exceeds
exceeds
$40,000 and does not exceed
exceed $60,000,
$60,000, three
three per
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum
upon
upon the amount by which such total net income
income exceeds
exceeds $60,000
$60,000
and does not exceed.
exceed $80,000, four per centum per
per annum
upon the
the
annum upon
amount by
by which
such total net income
income exceeds $80,000
amount
which such
$80,000 and
and does
does
on net
net Incomes.
on
Incomes.
vol. 38,
Vol.
38, p. 166.
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
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SESS.
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the amount
INCOE
$100,000, five
not exceed
exceed $100,000,
five per
per centum
not
centum per
per annum upon
upon the
amount
INCOME TAX.
TAX.
by which such total net income exceeds $100,000
exceed
$100,000 and
and does not exceed
$150,000, six per centum per annum
$150,000,
annum upon the
the amount
amount by which such
total net income exceeds
exceeds $150,000
$150,000 and does
does not
exceed $200,000,
$200,000,
not exceed
seven per centum
centum per
by which
which such
such total
total
per annum
annum upon
upon the
the amount
amount by
net income exceeds
and does
exceeds $200,000 and
does not
not exceed
exceed $250,000,
$250,000, eight
eight per
per
centum per annum
annum upon the amount by which
which such total net income
exceeds
per centum
exceeds $250,000 and does not exceed
exceed $300,000,
$300,000, nine .
centum per
per
annum upon the amount
amount by which such
such total net
net income
income exceeds
exceeds
$300,000 and does not exceed $500,000,
$500,000, ten
per centum
centum per annum
ten per
upon the amount by which such
such total net income
income exceeds
exceeds $500,000,
$500,000,
and
$1,000,000, eleven
eleven per
per centum
upon
and does
does not
not exceed
exceed $1,000,000,
centum per
per annum
annum upon
the amount by which such total net
net income
income exceeds $1,000,000
$1,000,000 and
and
does not exceed $1,500,000,
$1,500,000, twelve per centum
centum per annum
annum upon
upon the
amount
amount by which such total net
net income
income exceeds
exceeds $1,500,000
$1,500,000 and
and does
does
not exceed
$2,000,000, and
exceed $2,000,000,
per annum
annum upon
the
and thirteen
thirteen per
per centum
centum per
upon the
amount
such total net
amount by which such
exceeds $2,000,000.
net ineome
income exceeds
$2,000,000.
po
Drivi
a fli
en
o ds
ns fr
,
For the
the purpose
the additional
tax there
there shall
be included
For
purpose of
of the
additional tax
shall be
included as
as poDivends
from
c.,
income
income derived
derived from
dividends on the capital
capital stock
chided.
income the income
from dividends
stock or eluded.
from the net earnings of any corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
company or
or
oint-stoek company
Nonresident aliens.
association, or insurance
company, except
association,
insurance company,
except that in
in the
the case
case of non- Noreident
al
resident
derived fromfrom sources
sources without the United
resident aliens such income
income derived
States shall
be included:
States
shall not
not be
included.
General normal tax
All the provisions
provisions of this title
title relating
relating to the normal
normal tax on indi- proal
provisions applicable.
normpt
viduals, so
so far
far as
as they
are applicable
and are
are not
viduals,
they are
applicable and
not inc,onsistent
inconsistent with
withlica
this subdivision
subdivision and section three,
three, shallapply
shall-apply to
to the
the imposition,
imposition, levy,
levy,
assessment, and
collection of
tax imposed
imposed under
under this
this
assessment,
and collection
of thethe additional
additional tax
subdivision.
subdivision.
(e)
The foregoing
foregoing normal
normal and
additional tax
tax rates
rates shall
to eaxnba
enT
dar
al ear
based
.
°n
cei
(c) The
and additional
shall apply
apply to
on Cl.
entire net
except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
received by
by
the entire
net income,
income, except
provided, received
every
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
every taxable
taxable person in
in the
the calendar
calendar year
sixteen
calendar year
year thereafter.
sixteen and in each calendar
thereafter.
INCOME DEFINED.
DEFINED.
INCOME

S
EC. 2.
(a) That,
That, subject
SEC.
2. (a)
subject only
only to
to such
such exemptions
exemptions and
and deductions
deductions

Income
Income defined.
defined.
8011rOM included.
Sources
ncluded

the net
net income
income of
of a
a taxable
person shall
shall
as are
are hereinafter
hereinafter allowed,
allowed, the
taxable person
include gains,
and income
from salaries,
or
include
gains, profits, and
income derived
derived from
salaries, wages,
wages, or
compensation
and in
in whatever
whatever
compensation for
for personal
personal service
service of
of whatever
whatever kind
kind and
form paid,
businesses, trade, comcompaid, or
or from
from professions, vocations,
vocations, businesses,
merce, or
dealings in
in property,
whether real
real or
personal,
merce,
or sales,
sales, or
or dealings
property, whether
or personal
growing out
out of
of the
the ownership
use of
or interest
interest in
or personal
growing
ownership or
or use
of or
in real
real or
personal
property, also
from interest,
interest, rent,
dividends, securities,
the transproperty,
also from
rent, dividends,
securities, or
or the
transaction of
of any
any business
business carried
carried on
gain or
or profit,
gains or
or profits
profits
action
on for
for gain
profit, or
or gains
and income
income derived
derived from
from any
any source
whatever: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
azta--os
and
source whatever:
the Pidso

a

term "dividends"
"dividends" as
as used
this title
be held
any since March
190.
term
used in
in this
title shall
shall be
held to
to mean
mean an
ar i,I, 19.
distribution made
to be
made by
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock
distribution
made or
or ordered
ordered to
be made
by aacorporation,
company,
company, out
out of
its earnings
earnings or
or
company, association,
association, or
or insurance
insurance company,
of its
profits
accrued since
March first,
first, nineten
nineten hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and
profits accrued
since March
hundred and
payable
to its
whether in
in cash
or in
stock of
of the
the corcorpayable to
its shareholders,
shareholders, whether
cash or
in stock
poration,
joint-stock company,
company, association,
association, or
or insurance
insurance company,
company,
poration, joint-stock
which
stock dividend
dividend shall
the amount
amount of
which stock
shall be
be considered
considered income,
income, to
to the
of
its cash
cash value.
value.
its
eas
(b)
Income received
received by
by estates
deceased persons
during the
EStat414 of dec
deceased
(b) Income
estates of
of deceased
persons during
the pEtalte
eA
period
administration or
or settlement
settlement of
shall be
be subject
subject
period of
of administration
of the
the estate,
estate, shall
to
and taxed
to their
their estates,
and
to the
the normal
normal and additional
additional tax
tax and
taxed to
estates, and
Trusts, etc.
also
of estates
or any
trust, Tutse,
also such
such income
income of
estates or
any kind
kind of
of property
property held
held in
in trust,
including such
income accumulated
accumulated in
for the
the benefit
benefit of
including
such income
in trust
trust for
of unborn
unborn
unascertained persons,
or persons
persons with
interests, and
and
or unascertained
persons, or
with contingent
contingent interests,
income
held for
future distribution
distribution under
the terms
of the
the will
will or
income held
for future
under the
terms of
or
trust shall
shall be
taxed, the
tax in
each instance,
instance, except
except when
when
trust
be likewise
likewise taxed,
the tax
in each
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rutions
tributions.

ual
annual
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Trutees
Trustees and
and other
other
fiduciaries indemnified
indemnified
fiduciaries

orpayments.

for payments.
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orPer
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acquired before
Gains tram
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the
beneficiary,
the income is returned
returned for the purpose
purpose of the tax
tax by the beneficiary,
to
be assessed
assessed to
to the
the executor,
or trustee,
trustee as
as the
case
to be
executor, administrator,
administrator, or
the case
may
be: Provided,
Provided, That
the income
income is
tc:be
annually
is to
be distributed
distributed annually
That where
where the
may be:
or
existing heirs
heirs or
or legatees,
beneficiaries the
the
or regularly between
between existing
legatees, or
or beneficiaries
rate of
computing the
the same
same shall
shall be
be based
based in
in each
each
rate
of tax
tax and
and method
method of
of computing
case
individual share
share to be distributed.
case upon the amount
amount of the
the individual
Such trustees, executors,
administrators,
and other fiduciaries
executors:
:administrators
fiduciaries are
I
idemnified against
claims or demands
demands of
of every
beneficiary
hereby idemnified
against the
the claims
every beneficiary
payments of
taxes which
under
for all
all payments
of taxes
which they shall be required to make
make under
the
provisions of
of this
this title,
title, and
and-they
shall have
have credit
for the
the amount
amount
the provisions
they shall
credit for
against the beneficiary
beneficiary or principal
of such payments against
principal in
in any
any accounting
other fiduciaries.
ing which
which they
they make as
as such
such trustees
trustees or other
fiduciaries.
(c)
For the
the purpose
ascertaining the
gain derived
from the
sale
the sale
derived from
the gain
of ascertaining
purpose of
(c) For
or other
real, personal,
personal, or
acquired
or
other disposition
disposition of
of property,
property, real,
or mixed,
mixed, acquired
before March
March first,
first, nineteen
and thirteen,
thirteen, the
the fair
fair market
market
before
nineteen hundred
hundred and
price or value of such property
property as of March
March first,
hundred
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
determining the
amount of such
and thirteen,
thirteen, shall be the
the basis for
for determining
the amount
such
gain derived.
ADDITIONAL TAX
UNDISTBIBUTED PROFITS.
ADDMONAL
TAX INCLUDES
INCLUDES UNDISTRIBUTED
PROFITS.

Shar
nivid ls S
of Individua
SEO.
Share of
EC. 3. For the purpose of the additional
additional tax, the taxable
taxable income
subject to additionaltax.to
of any individual
individual shall include the share to which
which he would be enutibj
titled
or distributed,
whether
titled of
of the gains and profits,
profits, if
if 'divided
divided or
distributed, whether
distributed or not, of all
comdivided or distributed
all corporations,
corporations, joint-stock
joint-stock companies or associations,
insurance companies, however created
created or
or
associations, or insurance
organized, formed or fraudulently
fraudulently availed of for the purpose
p
of prepreventing the imposition of such tax through
through the
the medium
medium o
otfpermitting
and profits
profits to
instead of
being divided
. such
ssuch gains
gains and
to accumulate
accumulate instead
of being
divided or
or
Imdh
igeofof purpose
and the
fact that
any such
such corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock
Evidence
distributed; and
the fact
that any
purpose distributed;
toavoid
company
to avoid tax.
company or association, or insurance
insurance company is
mere holding
is aa mere
company,
or
that
the gains
and profits
profits are
are permitted
permitted to
to accumulate
accumulate
company,
or
that
the
gains
and
Permanible accumua l
lations.
lUtos.
m- beyond the reasonable
reasonable needs of the business, shall be prima facie
evidence of
fraudulent purpose
purpose to escape
escape such tax; but
the fact
fact
of a
a fraudulent
but the
in any
permitted to
that the gains
gains and profits are
are in
any case
case permitted
to accumulate
accumulate
become surplus shall not be construed
evidence of aapurpose
and become
construed as evidence
purpose
to escape the said tax in such case unless the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
opinion such
accumulation is
is unreasonable
unreasonable
shall certify
certify that
that in his
his opinion
such accumulation
Statements
fr
om for
the purposes
purposes of
business. When
requested by
the Commissioner
Commissioner
coStits
for the
r om
of the
the business.
When requested
by the
companies.
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, or
or any
any district
district collector
collector of
of internal
internal revenue,
revenue, such
such
corporation,
company or
association, or
comcorporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
or association,
or insurance
insurance company shall forward
forward to him
him a
correct statement
statement of such gains and
and profits
a correct
individuals or
or shareholders
shareholders who
who
and the names and
and addresses
addresses of the individuals
would be entitled to the same if divided or distributed.
Exemptions.
Ermnptons.

INCOME
INCOME

EXEMPT
LAW.
EXEMPT FBOM
FROM LAW.

S
EC. 4.
income shall
be exempt
exempt from
from the
SEC.
4. The
The following
following income
shall be
the provisions
provisions
of this title:
Life
allThe proceeds
proceeds of
of life
life insurance
insurance policies
policies paid
paid to
to individual
individual beneficibeneficiLie insurance
insuac P
poThe
aries upon the death of the insured; the amount received
received by the
the
insured, as a
a return of premium or premiums paid by him under life
insured,
insurance, endowment,
endowment, or annuity contracts, either
insurance,
either during the
the term
term
or at the maturityterm mentioned
in the
the contract
contract or
or upon
upon
maturity of the term
mentioned m
ls,etc.
the surrender of the contract; the value
acquired by gift,
Gifts,
etc
value of property
property acquired
bequest, devise, or descent (but the income from such
such property
property shall
shall
Interest etc.,
on oblai
Stra, be
included as
income); interest
the obligations
obligations of
of a
aState
or any
Interaletcn
as income);
0,o
interest upon
upon the
State or
any
Federal,
ge- be included
s.
political subdivision thereof
titans.
thereof or upon the obligations
obligations of the United
United
At. p.s
36
States or its possessions
Are,
P. 360.
possessions or securities issued under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Federal farm loan Act of July seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
PesMdtdurin
sixteen; the compensation
compensation of
President
of the
present President
President of
of the
the United
United
the present
present
term.during sixteen;
Sources specified.
sourC
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States during
term for
he has
has been
elected, and
and the
the judges
judges
States
during the
the term
for which
which he
been elected,
of the
Supreme and inferior courts of the United States now in office,
of
the Supreme
and
compensation of all officers
officers and employees of a
a State,
State, or any
and the compensation
political subdivision thereof, except when such compensation is paid
by the United States Government.
DEDUCTIONS
ALLOWED.
DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED.
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co ti
Sate
oljoz
o
r
r
atf•
offi_
cials, etc.
etc
cials,

n

ME

Deductions
Deductions allowed.
allowed.

t s or
SEC.
Citizems
residents.
or rsidnts.
SEC. 5. That in computing
computing net income in the case of a
a citizen or cl
resident of the United StatesStates—

specified.
(a) For the purpose
Objtsspec`ied
purpose of the tax there shall be allowed as deducdeduc- Objects
tions—
tionsBusi ne expenses.
Business
First. The necessary
necessary expenses
eXpses.
expenses actually paid in carrying on any "
business or trade, not including personal, living,
living, or family
family expenses;
expenses;
Interest on debts.
Al interest paid withm
within the year on his indebtedness;
Interestondebts.
Second. All
indebtedness;
G e a l ttaxes.
a e
Third.
Third. Taxes paid within the year imposed by the authority
authority of the General
Territories or possessions, or any
United States, or its Territories,
foreign country,
any foreign
or under the authority
authority of any state,
State, county, school
school district, or
or munimunicipality or other taxing subdivision
cipality,
subdivision of any State, not including
including 'those
those
assessed
fliefitia;
assessed against local benefits;
L
year, incurred in his Losses.
Fourth. Losses actually sustained during the year,
business
business or trade, or arising
arising from fires, storms, shipwreck,
shipwreck, or
or other
other
casualty,
casualty, and from theft, when such losses are not compensated
compensated for
for
by insurance or otherwise:
otherwise: Provided, That for the purpose
purpose of ascer- opop`
a
P
On
" property
pope
ta°
acquired
taining the loss sustained from the sale or other disposition
disposition of prop- before
beore March
1, 1913.
March 1,
191
erty, real, personal,
personal, or mixed, acquired
acquired before March first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and thirteen
thirteen, the fair market price or value
hundred
value of such property
property
as of March first, nineteen hundred
hundred and
the basis for
and thirteen, shall be thebasis
for
determining the
the amount
determining
amount of such loss
loss sustained;
sustained;
Not connected
e cte with
w th
Fifth. In transactions entered
entered into for profit but not connected trade.
trad . o
with his business or trade, the losses actually
actually sustained therein
therein during
the year to an amount not exceeding
therefrom;
exceeding the profits arising
arising therefrom;
debts.
Sixth. Debts due to the taxpayer
taxpayer actually
actually ascertained
ascertained to be worth- Worthless
Worthlessdebts.
less and charged off within the year;
year;
Deterioration of propA reasonable
reasonable allowance
Seventh. A.
allowance for the exhaustion, wear
wear and
and tear
tear ertDtior'tnO.°'Pro
erty.
property arising out of its use or employment in the business
of property
business or
or
trade;
trade;
Allowance for oil and
Eighth. (a) In
In the case of oil and gas wells a
areasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance gas
ga"s wells.
well'.
ad
for actual
actual reduction
reduotion in flow and production to be ascertained
ascertained not
not by
Mine depletion.
the flush flow, but by the settled production or regular flow; (b)
(b) in Mne
depletion.
a reasonable
the case of mines a
reasonable allowance
allowance for depletion thereof
thereof not to
exceed
exceed the market value in the mine of the product thereof,
thereof, which has
been mined and sold during the year for which the return and computation are made, such reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance to be made in the case
of both (a) and (b) under rules and regulations
regulations to
prescribed by
to be
be prescribed
by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Providea, That when
when the
the allowances
allowances Prods°.
,i
before
Acquired
before
1, 1913.
authorized
equal
authorized in (a) and (b) shall e
qual the capital
capital originally
originally invested,
invested, March
Marchi,1913
or in case of purchase
purchase made prior to March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen, the fair market value
value as of
of that
that date,
date, no
no further
further allowallow- Betterments, etc., exanoe shall be made. No deduction
deduction shall be allowed
amount cludBd
allowed for any amount
cluded. lts et"
paid out for new buildings, permanent
permanent improvements,
improvements, or betterments, made to increase the value of any property or estate, and no
deduction shall be made for any amount of expense
expense of restoring property or making good the exhaustion
exhaustion thereof
thereof for which an allowance
is or has been made.
CREDITS ALLOWED.
CREDITS
ALLOWED.

Credits allowed.
Credits
allowed.

(b) For the purpose of the normal tax only, the income
ratti,etc2pm
mes
,ea°,
mr
rA
income embraced
embraced ,ions
in a
a personal return shall be credited with the amount received
received as tax*
dividends upon the stook
earnings of any corporation,
stock or from the net earnings
corporation,
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TVAX joint-stock
company
or association,
association, trustee,
joint-stock 1
company or
trustee, or
company,
or insurance
insurance company,
which is
is taxable
taxable upon,
its net
net ineome
as hereinafter
provided;
which
upon
its
income
as
hereinafter
provided;
Tax paid at source.
INCOME
COX TAX.

(O)
like credit shall
shal be allowed
(o) A likeallowed as to the amount
amount of income, the
normal tax
upon which
has been
or withheld
for payment
payment at
at the
normal
tax upon
which has
been paid
paid or
withheld for
the
source
source of the income
income under
under the provisions
provisions of this title.

Tapadato

NONESIDENT
NONEEEXCENT ALINS.
ALIENS.

Nonresident
Nonresident aliens.
alies.
Deductions allowed.
alowed

Deduetios

specified.
Objects specified.
Business expenses
in
x
Business
.United States.

United stats

Share of interest on
deb
ts
debts.

oein

t

Taxes paid in United
States.

s.mpaiainUnited

Business
losses
Buins losses
United States.

in

in

SEc
a nonresident
SEC: 6.
41. That in computing
computing net income
income in
in the case of a
nonresident

alien—
alien-

(a) For
the purpose
of the
tax thereshall be
be allowed
as deductions—
deductionsthereshall
allowed as
the tax
For the
purpose of
(a)
First. The necessary
necessary expenses
expenses actually
paid in
in carrying
any
actually .paid
carrying on
on any

business or trade
conducted by
Uniteiates,
not
trade conducted
by him within the United
States, not
including personal, living, or family
expenses;
family-expenses;
including

proportion of
of all
Second. The proportion
all interestr
iuterestr paid
paid within
withip the
the year
year by
by such
such

on his
which the
gross amount
amount of
of his
his income
income for
for
person on
his indebtedness
indebtedness which
the gross
the United
United States
States bears
bears to
the
the year derived
derived from sources
sources within
within the
to the
gross
from all
sources
gross amount
amount of
of his
his income for the year derived
derived,from
all sources
within and without the
deduction shall be
the United
United States,
States, but this deduction
be
allowed only if such person
return required by section
section
person includes
includes in the
the return
calculation;
eight all
all the information
information necessary
necessary for its calculation;
TThird.
paid within
the year
year imposed
the authority
authority of
the
Third. Taxes
Taxes paid
within the
imposed by
by the
of the
United States,
Territories, or
or possessions,
possessions, or
the authority
United
States, or
or its
its Territories,
or under
under the
authority

of
countyischool
district, or
or municipality,
taxing
of any
any State, county,
school district,
municipality, or
or other
other taxing
subdivision of any State,
State,-paid
United States, not including
subdivision
paid within
within the United
those assessed against
against local
benefits;
local benefits;

Fourth. Losses actually
actually sustained
sustained during the year,
year , incurred
incurred in
business or
trade conducted
conducted by
by him
him within
within the
United States,
States, and
and
business
or trade
the United

losses of property
property within
the United
States arising
arising from
from fires,
fires, storms,
within the
United States
storms,
shipwreck,
shipwreck or other casualty, and from theft, when
not
when such losses are not

Proviso.
Prviso.
compensated for by insurance
Provided, That
That for
for the
insurance or
or otherwise:
otherwise: Provided,
the
bef
Oon
re
pT
March
er
ty171c4
ed
purpose of
ascertaining the
the amount
amount of
of such
such loss
loss or
or losses
losses sustained
sustained
r
bOnp
1oqrea
purpose
of ascertaining
in trade, or speculative
speculative transactions
transactions not
in trade,
trade, from
from the
the same
or
m
not in
same or
any kind of property
property acquired
acquired before March first, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
thirteen,
property as
of Maach
March
thirteen, the
the fair market
market price or value of such property
as of
first, nineteen hundred and
ana thirteen, shall be the basis for
for determining
determining
the amount of such loss or
or losses
losses sustained;
sustained;
Not
Not connected
oonnected with
ith Fifth. In
In transactions
transactions entered into for profit but not connected
connected
trade.
with his business or trade, the losses actually
sustained therein during
during
actually sustained
the year to an amount not exceeding
arising therefrom
exceeding the profits arising
therefrom in
in
the United
United States;
States;
Worthless
Worthless debts.
Sixth. Debts arising in the course of business or trade conducted
conducted by
States due
to the
taxpayer actually
actually ascerhim within
within the United
United States
due to
the taxpayer
ascertained to be worthless and charged
charged off within
the
year;
within
the
year;
Deterioration of propSeventh. A
A reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance for
the exhaustion,
exhaustion, wear
wear and
i,, UnitedState.
Seventh.
for the
and tear
tear
erty in
United States.
of property
property within the
the United
States arising
arising out
of its
its use
use or
or employUnited States
out of
employOil
and gas wells.
Oiland
wes.
ment in
m the business or trade;
trade; (a) in the case of oil and
and gas wells
wells a
a
reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance for actual
actual reduction
reduction in flow and
and production
production to
to
be
not by
flush flow,
the settled
production
be ascertained
ascertained not
by the
the flush
flow, but
but by
by the
settled production
Mine
ne depletion.
depietn.
or regular flow; (b) in the case of mines a
a reasonable
reasonable allowance
allowance for
for
depletion
depletion thereof not to exceed the market
market value in the mine of the
product thereof which has been mined
mined and sold during the year
year for
for
which the return and computation
computation are made,
made, such reasonable
reasonable allowallowance to be made in the case of both (a) and (b) under
under rules and
Proti80.
Proo.
q d regulations
ree„nlations to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury: ProProbet
P
o
r
r:LI:cy
h1,.
acquired
eforeah
,1913. vtded,
allowance authorized
authorized in (a) and
vided, That when the allowance
and (b) shall equal
the capital originally
purchase made prior to
originally invested,
invested, or in case of purchase
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, the fair market value
March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
value as
Betterments,
etc.,
Betterents, etc., of
date, no
no further
shall be
be made.
of that
that date,
further allowance
allowance shall
made. No
No deduction
deduction shall
ea:eluded_
be allowed for any amount
amount paid out for new buildings, permanent
permanent
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increase the value
improvements,
or betterments,
betterments, made to increase
value of
of any
any
improvements, or
shall be made for any amount
property
and no
no deduction
deduction shall
estate, and
or estate,
property or
exhaustion
or making good the exhaustion
of
expense of
of restoring
property or
restoring property
of expense
thereof for
for which
which an
allowance is
or has
has been
been made.
is or
an allowance
thereof
subdivisions
by subdivisions
specified by
credits specified
(b) There
There shall
the credits
allowed the
be allowed
also be
shall also
(b)
(c) of section five.
(b) and
and (c)
(b)
PERSONAL EXEMPTION.
EXEMPTION.
PERSONAL
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INCOME TAX

TAX

Tapaturc.
Tax paid at source.
p.

79.
sac,p. 759.
Ante,

Personal exemption.
Deduction of $3,000.

Deduction of $3,000.
.
of the
SEC. 7.
7. (a)
(a) That
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the normal tax only, there
That for
SEC.
from
in the nature
exemption in.
shall be
be allowed
allowed as
as an
nature of a
adeduction
deduction from
an exemption
shall
$1000.
the amount
the net
net income
income of
of each
said persons,
ascertained as Aditonal
persons, ascertained
of said
each of
of the
amount of
the
Additional $1,900. If

amily.
head of family.
plus $1,000
provided herein,
herein, the
the sum
$1,000 additional
additional if
if the
the headof
$3,000, plus
of $3,000,
sum of
provided
married
a
or
person
making
the
return
be
a
head
of
a
family
or
a
man
family
a
of
person making the return be a head
with a
wife living
living with
him, or
or plus
sum of $1,000
$1,000 additional
additional if
if
the sum
plus the
with him,
a wife
with
aaJusband
with
woman
the
person
making
the
return
be
a
married
woman
liu,sband
married
a
be
return
the person making the
living with
with her;
but in
no event
event shall
additional exemption
exemption. ofpmi
of Provisos.
this additional
shall this
in no
her; but
living
mitatins.
T
ProlTdd,
wife:
a
a
both
$1,000
be
deducted
by
both
a
husband
and
a
Provided,
Tlaatt Limitations.
by
deducted
$1,000 be
the aggregat
made from the-ag.gregate
only one
one deduction
shal be made
$4,000 .shall
of $4,060
. ,
deduction of
only
tru
ouardiansor
Provw4
income of
of both
and
when living
togoth4: P'rovvied
livingtogether:
wife when
nd wale
husbanand
both husband
income
Guardians or trus.
tes.
hi tees.
further, That
guardians or
make thie
alowed to make
be allowed
shall he
trustees shall
or trustees
That guardians
further,
personal exemption
exemption as
as to
to income
income derived
property of which
the property
fron the
derived Irma
personal
such guardian
or trustee
has charge
of each
each ward
ward or
cestui
or cestui
favor of
in favor
charge in
trustee has
guardian or
such
Restriction.
ea
rc
B
cestui
or
ward
que
trust:
Provided
further,
That
in
no
event
shall
a
cestui
shalla
event
no
rm
That
further,
Provided
que trust:
or,
$3,000,
than
exemption than.
que
trust be
be allowed
greater personal
personal exemption
allowed aa greater
que trust
of dea
if
married, $4,000,
this paragraph,
paragraph,, from
the amount
amount Et
from the
m this
provided m
as provided
Estates of deceased
$4,000, as
if married,
of
received from
from all
sources. There
There s1.6.11
he allowed
allowed persons.
shll also be
all sources.
income received
net income
of net
de
an
exemption from
from the
the amount
amount; of
of estates.of
estates of deincome of
net income
the net
of the
an exemption
settlement
or
ceased
persons
during
the
,period
of
administration
settlement,
administratian
of
ceased persons during the period
and
of trust
or other
estates the
the income
income of
of which
which is
is not
not distributed
distributed Ante, pp. 757, 759.
other estates
trust or
and of
annually
or regularly
the provisions
of paragraph
paragraph (b),
(b), section
section Ac,p.757, .
provisions of
under the
regularly under
annually or
two,
sum of
of $3,000,
deductions as are allowed
such deductions
including such
$3,000, including
the sum
two, the
under
Nonresidentliens.
Nonresident aliens.
five.
section five.
under section
Returns required.
of the Return
(b)
individual may
may receive
receive the
the benefit
benefit of
alien individual
nonresident alien
A nonresident
(b) A
exemption
provided for
for in
causing to
only by filing or causing
section only
this section
in this
exemption provided
accurate
be
filed with
collector of
of internal
revenue aa true
and accurate
true and
internal revenue
the collector
with the
be filed
corporate
sources,
return
of
his
total
income,
received
from
all
sources,
corporate
or
all
from
received
income,
total
his
return of
.
otherwise,
in the
United States,
States, in
manner prescribed
prescribed by this Lity
the manner
in the
Liability for failure.
the United
otherwise, in
orailure.
collector
title;
and
in
case
of
his
failure
to
file
such
return
the
collector
shall
the
return
such
file
to
failure
his
of
title; and in case
property belonging
collect the
the tax
on such
income, and
all property
belonging to such
such
and all
such income,
tax on
collect
for the tax.
nonresident
alien
individual
shall
be
liable
to
distraint
distraint
to
liable
be
shall
individual
alien
nonresident
RETURNS.
RETURNS.

Returns.
Computed on precedComputed

ing caedar
calendar yar.
year.
SEC. 8.
tax shall
shall be
computed upon
the net
net income,
income, as ing
upon the
be computed
The tax
(a) The
8. (a)
SEC.
in
thus
ascertained,
of
each
person
subject
thereto
received
each
received
thereto,
subject
thus ascertained, of each person

avi
ns havi'ng
From persons
preceding calendar
calendar year
thirty-first.
December thirty-first.
ending December
year ending
preceding
over $3,000. to district
to dstrt
(b) On
or before
before the
first day
day of
of March,
hundred and
and collector
over 3, March
nineteen hundred
March, nineteen
the first
1, each
On or
(b)
year.
Marh 1, each
seventeen, and
and the
March in
in each
year thereafter,
thereafter, aatrue cletor
each year
of March
day of
first day
the first
seventeen,
person
each
by
and
accurate
return
under
oath
shall
be
made
by
each
of
made
be
shall
oath
under
return
and accurate
of
lawful age,
age, except
except as
having aa net
income of
net icome
provided, having
hereinafter provided,
as hereinafter
lawful
reve$3,000
or
over
for
the
taxable
year
to
the
collector
of
internal
internal
of
collector
the
to
year
taxable
the
$3,000 or over for
nue
for the
the district
in which
such person
person has
has his
legal residence
residence or
or
his legal
which such
district in
nue for
or
residence
principal
place
of
business
'
or
if
there
be
no
legal
residence
legal
no
be
there
if
or
business,
of
principal place
place
of business
business in
in. the
the United
States, then
the collector
collector
with the
then with
United States,
place of
of
internal
revenue
at
Baltimore,
Maryland,
in
such
form
as
as
form
such
in
Maryland,
Baltimore,
at
revenue
of internal
the
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
with the
approval of
the
of the
the approval
of Internal
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
Secretary
the Treasury,
prescribe, setting
forth specifically
specifically
setting forth
shall prescribe,
Treasury, shall
of the
Secretary of
the gross
amount of
of income
i.ncome from
from all
and from
from the
sources, and
separate sources,
all separate
gross amount
the
.
herein
total
thereof
deducting
the
aggregate
items
of
allowances
herein Provisos.
allowances
of
items
aggregate
the
deducting
thereof
total
Extension of time.
authorized: Protided,
Provided, That
the Commissioner
Revenue Extensionoftim.
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner of
That the
authorized:
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authority to grant aa reasonable extension of time, in
shall have authority
in
meritorious eases,
returns of income
by persons
residing or
or
cases, for filing
filing returns
income by
persons residing
are required
to make
file returns
returns of
of income
income
traveling abroad
abroad who
who are
required to
make and
and file
and
who
are
unable
to
file
said
returns
on
or
before
March
first
i
and
who
are
unable
to
file
said
returns
on
or
before
March
first of
of
By agents ha ease of
illness,
etc.
Provided further,
the aforesaid
return may
may be
be made
made
lilnus, et
c. s
each year:
year: Provided
further, That
That the
aforesaid return
by an agent when by
illness, absence,
absence, or
or nonresidence
nonresidence the
the
by reason
reason of
of illness,
liable for said return is unable
person hable
unable to make
and render
render the
the same,
same,
make and
the agent assuming the responsibility
responsibility of
the return
and incurincurof making
making the
return and
ring penalties provided for erroneous, false or fraudulent return.
Gnaians
Guardians and
and othr
other ring penalties provided for erroneous, false, or fraudulent return.
fiduciaries.
fiducaries.
(c)
administrators, receivers,
receivers, concon(c) Guardians
Guardians, trustees,
trustees, exeeutors,
executors, administrators,
servators,
corporations, or associations
servators, and all persons,
persons, corporations,
associations acting
any
acting in
in any
fiduciary
fiduciary capacity, shall
shall make and render
render a
areturn of the income of
of
the person,
person'trust, or estate
estate for whom
whom or
or which
they act,
and be
be subsubwhich they
act, and
ject
all the
the _provisions
of this
this title
title which
which apply
apply to
to individuals.
iect to
to all
provisions of
individuals.
Oath r
required.
th
Oa
Such fiduciaryishall
fiduciary shall make oath that he has sufficient knowledge
knowledge of the
affairs of such person, trust, or estate to enable him to make
such
make such
return and that the same is, to the best of his knowledge
knowledge and belief,
belief,
true
be subject
subject to
all the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this title
title
true and
and correct,
correct, and
and be
to all
Proviso.
which
apply to
to individuals:
individuals: Provided,
Provided, That
by one
of
Joint
Joint fiduciaries.
iducars
which apply
That a
a return
return made
made by
one of
two or more joint fiduciaries filed in the district where such fiduciary
fiduciary
resides,
as the
Secretary of
Treasurymay
may
resides under such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
of th
thee Treasury
prescribe,
a sufficient compliance
prescribe, shall be a
compliance with the requirements
requirements of
of
this parw•
aph.
this
paragraph.
gaph.
to this
Corporations,
etc., to
Corporatdon et*,T
deduct
from
prof(d)
Aipersons,
persons, firms,
firms, companies,
copartnerships, corporations,
deduetc.,ttax
fom pro(d):
companies, copartnerships,
corporations,
its,
it' et. to
to individuals.
dividnS joint-stock
joint-stock companies,
or associations,
companies, or
associations, and insurance
insurance companies,
companies, exeept
in whatever
whatever capacity
capacity acting,
acting, having
having the
ept as
as hereinafter
hereifter provided,
provided, in
the
control,
payment of
of fixed
or determinable
determinable annual
annual
con
l, receipt,:dbposal,
receipt, disposal, or
or payment
fixed or
periodieal gams,
or periodical
another individual
individual subject
subject
gains pr_ofits,
prits, and income of another
to tax, shall m behalf of such person
person deduct and
from the
and withhold
withhold from
the
payment
an amount
equivalent to
to the
normal tax
r
sate
toto Payment
ptmos an
amount equivalent
the normal
tax upon
upon the
the same
same
Separate returns
besO
be
made. t
and render
render aareturn,
and make and
return, as
but separate
separate and
and disas aforesaid,
aforesaid, but
distinct, of the portion of the income of each
each person
from which
which the
person from
the
normal tax has been thus withheld, and containing also the
the name
name
and
person or
that the
the name
address or
or
Prer.
and address of such person
or stating
stating that
Proviso.
name and
and address
Application
presAppliation to
prto
the
address,
as
the
case
case
may
be,
are
unknown:
Provided,
That
the
may
be,
are
unknown:
Provided,
That
the
ent year.
provision requiring
requiring the normal tax of individuals
individuals to be deducted and
and
withheld
withheld at the source of the income shall not be construed
construed to
to require
require
the withholding of such tax according
according to the two per centum normal
normal
tax rate herein prescribed
prescribed until on and
and after January
January first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
seventeen, and the law existing
hundred and seventeen,
at the
the time
time of
of the
the paspasexisting at
sage of this Act shall govern the amount withheld or to be withheld
withheld
until January
January first,
first, nineteen
and seventeen.
seventeen.
No returns if
If 93,000
3o at
the source until
at the
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
nd under.
That in either case mentioned
That
mentioned in subdivisions (c) and (d) of
of this
section no return of income
exceeding $3,000 shall be required,
income not exceeding
required,
except as
provided.
this title provided.
except
as in this
Partnerships.
(e) Persons
Persons carrying
carrying on
on business
business in
in partnership
be liable
liable f
or
R ns ofindiviclual
o d .
(e)
Returns
partnership shall
shall be
for
interests.
tinoiats.
income tax only in their individual capacity,
capacity, and
and the
the share
share of
the
of the
profits of the partnership to which any taxable
taxable partner would
be
would be
entitled if the same were divided, whether divided or otherwise,
shall
otherwise, shall
be returned for taxation and the tax paid under
under the provisions of this
Proviso.io
P
oo.
title:
Prwied,
Provided, That from the net distributive
distributive interests on which the
Deductions allowed d
members.
memr.
individual members shall be liable for tax, normal and additional,
there shall
shall be excluded their proportionate
proportionate shares received
received from interest on the obligations
obligations of a
aState or any political
political or taxing
taxing subdivision
subdivision
thereof, and upon the obligations
United States
its possespossesobligations of
of the
the United
States and
and its
sions, and all taxes paid
paid to the United
United States or to any
ion
any possession
thereof,
to any
State, county,
coun ty, or taxing subdivision of apossession
thereof, or
or to
any State,
or taxing subdivision of a State, and
Tax
at so
source.
Ta paid
aid at
that for the purpose of computing the normal
normal tax
tax there
there shall
be allowed
allowed
shall be
Alge, p. 759.
p.a,
.
aacredit, as provided
provided by section
section five, subdivision
subdivision (b),
(b), for
for their
their proporproportionate share of the profits derived from dividends.
dividends. And such
partsuch partnership, when requested by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue, or
or
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any district
district collector,
collector, shall
shall render
return of
of the
the earnings,
earnings,
correct return
render aa correct
any
profits, and
income of
of the
the partnership,
income exempt
exempt under
except income
partnership, except
and income
profits,
section
setting forth
forth the
the item
item of the
income and
the gross income
Act, setting
this Act,
of this
four of
section four
the deductions
deductions and
allowed by this title, and the names and
credits allowed
and credits
the
addresses
of the
individuals who
who would
entitled to the net earnings,
earnings,
would be entitled
the individuals
addresses of
profits and
distributed.
if distributed.
income, if
and income,
profits,
income derived
(f) In
in every
shall be
included the
derived from
from divithe income
be included
return shal
every return
(f)
dends
the capital
net earnings of any corporation,
the net
from the
or from
stock or
capital stock
on the
dends on
joint-stock company
or association,
association, or
or insurance
company, except
except that
that
insurance company,
company or
joint-stock
in the
the case
of nonresident
derived from sources
income derived
such income
aliens such
nonresident aliens
case of
in
without the
the United
States shall
not be
included.
be included.
shall not
United States
without
(g)
An individual
individual keeping
accounts upon
any basis
basis other than that
upon any
keeping accounts
(g) An
of
actual
receipts
and
disbursements,
unless
such
other basis
basis does not
other
such
unless
disbursements,
and
receipts
of actual
clearly
income, may,
made by the
regulations made
to regulations
subject to
may, subject
his income,
reflect his
clearly reflect
Secretary
the
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue,
with
the
approval
Secretary
of
approval
the
with
Revenue,
Internal
of
Commissioner
of
Treasury, make
his return
upon the
basis upon
upon which his
the basis
return upon
make his
the Treasury,
of the
computed upon his
accounts are
are kept,
kept, in
which case
case the
tax shall
shall be computed
the tax
in which
accounts

INCOME TAX.Xs.
Conntsof
Contents
of returns.

orDiideds
Dividends
from corporations,
etc.from
o, e.

11

B-sfother com
Basthther
'new"e

income
income as so returned.

ASSESSMENT
ADMINISTRATION.
AND ADMINISTRATION.
ASSESSMENT AND
SEC. 9.
(a) That
all assessments
be made
made by
by the Commisshall be
assessments shall
That all
9. (a)
SEC.

sioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
and all
all persons
shall be notified
notified of the
persons shall
Revenue and
sioner

Assessment and
adand adAssessment
minisst
ministration. t and a
Notification.
Notifcation

amount
respectively,liable
liable on
on or
or before
before the
first
y
the first
are respectively
which they
they are
for which
amount for
day of
of June
each successive
year, and
and said
amounts shall
shall be
aym
paid Payment.
be paid
said amounts
successive year,
of each
June of
day
on
before the
the fifteenth
day of
of June,
June, except
in cases
cases of
of refusal
refusal or
except in
fifteenth day
or before
on or
neglect
in cases
cases of
erroneous, false,
or fraudufraudu- A
., by
false, or
of erroneous,
and in
return and
such return
to make
make such
neglect to
lent
returns,
in
which
cases
the
Commi-ioner
of
Internal
Revenue
co
A
nuni
sses=
f
ob
r,T.
nore
iitez
commissionr
Revenue
Internal
of
Commissioner
the
cases
which
in
lent returns,
shall,
discovery thereof,
at any
any time
time within
within three
years tem.
turn.
three years
thereof, at
the discovery
upon the
shall, upon
infora return upon inforafter
return is
is due,
been made,
make a
made, make
has been
or has
due, or
said return
after said
law, or
mation obtained
provided for
in this
or by
existing law,
by existing
title or
this title
for in
as provided
obtained as
mation
require the
made, and
assessment
the assessment
and the
be made,
to be
corrections to
necessary corrections
the necessary
require
be
made
the Commissioner
Revenue thereon
thereon shall
shall be
Internal Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner of
by the
made by
paid
such person
or persons
persons immediately
upon notification
of the
the
notification of
immediately upon
person or
by such
paid by
amount
assessment; and
and to
any sum
or sums
sums due
and unpaid
unpaid ment.
for
nonpayfo nonpar
due and
sum or
to any
such assessment;
of such
amount of
after the
day of
of June
June in
in any
any year,
year, and
and for
for ten
ten days
after
days after
fifteenth day
the fifteenth
after
notice
demand thereof
thereof by
by the
collector, there
shall be
be added
added the
there shall
the collector,
and demand
notice and
sum
five per
the amount
amount of
at
interest at
and interest
unpaid, and
tax unpaid,
of tax
on the
centum on
per centum
of five
sum of
time
the
rate
of
one
per
centum
per
month
upon
said
tax
from
the
the
from
tax
said
upon
month
per
centum
per
one
the rate of
the
became due,
except from
the estates
estates of
of insane,
insane, deceased,
deceased,
from the
due, except
same became
the same
of
norma
or
insolvent
persons.
taDeduction
ltiuct
. ion o
o
f
f
i=
rmai
or insolvent persons.
corporations,
(b)
All persons,
copartnerships, companies,
companies, cor
porations, taxatsourc oeeincome.
firms, copartnerships,
persons, firms,
(b) All
joint-stock companies,
or associations,
associations, and
companies, in
in
insurance companies
and insurance
companies, or
joint-stock
whatever
including lessees
mortgagors of
of real
real or
or mortgagors
lessees or
acting, including
capacity acting,
whatever capacity
personal property,
trustees acting
acting in
in any
any trust
trust capacity,
executors,
capacity, executors,
property, trustees
personal
administrators,
and all
all officers
officers
employers, and
conservators, employers,
receivers, conservators,
administrators, receivers,
and employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
the control,
control, receipt,
receipt,
having the
States having
and
custody, disposal,
disposal, or
or payment
prewages, presalaries, wages,
rent, salaries,
interest, rent,
of interest,
payment of
custody
miums,
compensation, remuneration,
or
emoluments, or
remuneration, emoluments,
annuities, compensation,
miums, annuities,
other
fixed
or
determinable
annual
or
periodical
gains,
profits,
and
and
profits,
gains.
periodical
or
other fixed or determinable annual
income of
of another
another person,
$3,000 for
for any
taxable year,
year, Divideds
nDividends not
not laany taxable
exceeding $3,000
person, exceeding
income
other
than
income
derived
from
dividends
on
capital
stock,
or
from
eluded.
cluded.
from
or
stock,
capital
on
dividends
from
other than income derived
the
net earnings
earnings of
and joint-stock
joint-stock companies
companies or
assoor assocorporations and
of corporations
net
the
ciations,
or
insurance
companies,
the
income
of
which
is
taxable
taxable
is
which
of
income
the
companies,
insurance
or
ciations,
under this title,
who are
are required
required to
to make
make and
and render
render a
return in
in
a return
under this title, who
behalf of another,
as
provided
herein,
to
the
collector
of
his,
her,
or
her, or
his,
of
collector
the
to
herein,
provided
as
behalf of another,
its
are hereby
hereby-authorized
authorized and
and required
deduct and
and withwithto deduct
required to
district, are
its district,
hold from
such
annual
or
periodical
gains,
profits,
and
income
such
such
income
and
profits,
gains,
periodical
or
annual
hold from such
sum
as will
will be
sufficient
to pay
pay the
normal
tax imposed
by
thereon by
imposed thereon
tax
normal
the
to
sufficient
be
as
sum
this title, and shall pay the amount withheld to the officer
of
the Indemnity
Payment. for per
ofte
oficer
the
to
withheld
amount
the
pay
shall
and
this title,States Government authorized to receive the same; and tag. m ty for pa
United States
ng.
and
same;
the
receive
to
authorized
Government

United
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they are
are each
hereby made personally
they
each hereby
personally liable
liable for
such tax,
and they
they
for such
tax, and

Ta

INCO1LX TAX.

are each hereby
against every person, corporation,
hereby indemnified
indenmified.agaanst
assocorporation, association, or demand whatsoever
whatsoever for all payments
payments which
they shall
shall
which they
make in pursuance
pursuance
by
virtue
of
this title.
title.
and
by
virtue
of
this
Personal claims for
or
azPono
exemption.
In
the income
tax of
of aa person
is withheld
withheld and
and
ims '
In all
all cases
cases where
where the
income tax
person is
deducted and raid
paid or to be paid
paid at the source,
source, such
such person
person shall
shall not
not
A"t, p. 71.
receive the benefit
Ante, p.
761.
benefit of the personal exemption
allowed in
in section
exemption allowed
section
except by an application
seven of this title except
application for
for refund
refund of
of the
tax unless
the tax
unless
he shall, not less than thirty days prior
to the
the day
on which
the return
return
prior to
day on
which the
of his
his income
income is due, file with the person who is required
of
to withhold
withhold
required to
and
a signed notice
notice in writing claiming
and pay tax for him a
the benefit
benefit
claiming the
prois.
of such exemption,
exemption, and thereupon
thereupon no
be withheld
upon
the
no tax
tax shall
Proviso.
shall be
withheld
upon
the
Penalty
false amount
amount of
of such
such exemption:
Pelty for
for false
exemption: Provided,
Provided, That
That if
any person
for
the
if
any
person
for the
purpose of obtaining any
statements,
purpose
any allowance
allowance or reduction
reduction by
by virtue
virtue of
of a
aclaim
claim
for such exemption,
exemption, either for himself
himself or for any
other person,
person, knowknowany other
ingly makes any false
statement or false
false or fraudulent
ingly
false statement
fraudulent representation,
representation,
he shall be liable to aapenalty of
exceeding $300.
$300.
of not exceeding
Claims for further deduCs.tltheo.
And where the income
ductions.
income tax
tax is paid
or to
to be
paid at
atthe
the source,
paid or
be paid
source, no
no
"emens
Requirements
for al- person shall be allowed
allowed the benefit
benefit of
of any
deduction provided
for in
any deduction
provided for
in
Tbe t
. sections five or six of this title unless he shall,
shall, not less
less than thirty days
To be fed
. rior to the day on which the return of his income than thirty days
is due, either
either (1)
be
file
da
t'
prior to the day on which the return
(1)
ile with
person who is required
file
with the
the person
required to withhold
withhold and pay tax for
him
for him
a true and correct
a
correct return of his gains, profits, and
income from
from all
all
and mcome
other sources, and also the deductions
deductions asked
asked for,
for, and
and the
the showing
showing
ith coner.
thus
made shall
shall then become
With collector.
thus made
become aapart of the return
return to
to be
made in
in his
his
be made
behalf by the person required to withhold
pay the
the tax,
tax, or
(2)
withhold and
and pay
or (2)
likewise
make application
application for deductions
likewise inake
deductions to the
collector of
of the
the disthe collector
disProviso.
k
return is
is made
or to
to be
be mad
f
or him: Provided, That
ertifate o
ofr
known
trict in
in which
which return
Oertilleate
nown trict
made or
madee for
him: Provided, That
To

when
any amount allowable
when any
allowable as
as a
deduction is
is known
known at
the time
time of
of
a deduction
at the

deductions.

deductions.

receipt
receipt of fixed annual
annual or periodical
periodical income by
by an
an individual
individual subject
subject
to
may file with
to tax,
tax, he
he may
with. the person,
person, firm,
firra, or corporation
corporation making
inahng the
the
payment
certificate,
under
payment a
acertificat
e,
und
er penalty
penalty for false
false claim
claim, and
and in
in such
such form
form
as shall be prescribed
as
prescribed by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
stating the amount of such deduction and making
stating
making aa claim
claim for
an
for an
allowance
against the amount of tax otherwise required
allowance of
of the
the same
same against
required
to
at the source of
to be deducted and withheld at
of the
the income,
income and
such
and such
certificate
likewise become
become aapart of the return to be made in
certificate shall
shall likewise
in
his behalf.
behalf.
Returns, etc.,
etc., by
bhf.
t,
etc., bby
agents.
If such
such person is absent from the United
If
United States, or
or is
is unable
unable owin
owing
to serious
illness to make
to
serious illness
make the return
return and application
application above
above provided
provided
for, the return
return and application
application may be made
by an
agent, he
made by
an agent,
he making
making
oath that he has sufficient
sufficient knowledge
oath
knowledge of
of the
property of
the affairs
affairs and
and property
oT
his
principal
a full and complete return,
his principal to enable him to make
make a
return, and
and
Tax to
be withheld
Tax
to be
withheld that the return and application
application made
made by
by him
hi m are
full and
and complet
are full
complete.e.
fromintetobononds,
(c) The amount of
of the normal
from interest on bonds,
(C
normal tax
t
ax hereinbefore
hereiribefore imposed
shall be
be
imposed
etc.
shall
etc.
deducted and
determinable annual
deducted
and withheld
withheld from
from fixed or determinable
annual or periodperiodical gains, profits,
profits and income
income derived
i
nt
eres tupon
upon b
onds and
derived from
from interest
bonds
and
mortgages,
mortgages, or deeds of trust or other similar
obligations of
corporsimilar obligations
of
corporations,
joint-stock
ations, joint-stock companies,
companies, associations,
associations, and insurance
insurance companies,
companies,
whether payable
whether
payable annually
annually or at shorter
shorter or longer periods, although
although
such interest
does not amount
amount to $3,000, subject to the provisions
such
interest does
provisions of
of
this
title requiring the tax to be withheld at the source
this title
and deducted
deducted
source
and
y
,
from
annual income
come and
from annual
and returned
returned and
and paid
paid to
Government.
to the
the Government.
(d) And likewise
likewise th
such tax
tax shall
shall be
be deducted
deducted and
and
thee amount
amount o
offsuch
diviwithheld from
di i withheld
from coupons, checks,
checks, or bills
bills of
of exchange
exchange for
for or
or in
in payment
payment
of interest
upon bonds
bonds of foreign
foreign countries and upon foreign
of
interest upon
foreign mortmortgages or
like obligations
obligations (not payable
gages
or like
payable in the United States), and also
also
rom coupons,
coupons, checks,
checks, or bills of exchange
exchange for or in payment
from
payment of
of any
any
dividends upon the stock or interest
dividends
interest upon
upon the
the obligations
of foreign
foreign
obligations of
corporations, associations,
corporations,
associations, and
and insurance
insurance companies
companies engaged
engaged in
in
business in foreign countries.
countries.
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nCOMs TAX.
And the tax in such cases shall be withheld,
withheld, deducted, and returned
Persons affected.
atet.
taxhereinbeforeimposed,
person subject
for and in behalf
behalf of any person
subject to the taxhereinbefore
imposed, Basers
Bankers, etc.
although
although such interest
interest or dividends
dividends do not exceed
exceed $3,000,
$3,000, by (1) any
any
banker or person who shall sell or otherwise
realize
coupons,
checks,
otherwise realize
checks,
or bills of exchange
exchange drawn
drawn or
payment of
any such
such interest
interest
or made
made in
in payment
of any
Receivers of payment
or dividends (not payable
payable in the United States), and (2)
(2) any person abRevsofapaymeot
abroad.
payment (not in the
United States),
behalf of
who shall obtain payment
the United
States), in behalf
of
another
dividends and interest
another of such dividends
interest by means
means of coupons,
coupons, checks,
checks,

Dealers in
coupons.
dealer in
such coupons
in coupons.
or bills of exchange, and also (3)
(3) any dealer
in such
coupons who
who shall
shall Deales
(not payable
payable in
purchase the same for any such dividends
dividends or interest (not
in
the
otherwise than
than from
from aabanker
banker or
or another
the United
United States),
States), otherwise
another dealer
dealer
in
such coupons.
coupons.
in such
Allowance ofexempof exemp(e)
benefit of the
(e) Where the tax is withheld at the source, the benefit
the Allowance
tions.
exemption
exemption and the deductions allowable
allowable under
under this title may be hadons
had
by complying
complying with the foregoing provisions
provisions of
of this
this section.
section.
(f)
corporations undertaking
License
for
(f) All persons, firms, or corporations
undertaking as aa matter of collecting
License required
foreign
requiredpayfor
pa
ments.
payments of such interest
business or for profit the collection
collection of foreign
foreign payments
interest ments.
or dividends by means
means of coupons, checks,
checks, or bills of exchange
exchange shall
a license
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, and
obtain a
license from the Commissioner
shall be subject to such regulations enabling
enabling the Government
Government to
to
ascertain and
withholding and
of the
income
ascertain
and verify the
the due withholding
and payment
payment of
the income
tax
required to
to be
withheld and
paid as
the Commissioner
Internal
tax required
be withheld
and paid
as the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Revenue, with the approval
approval of the
Treasury, shall
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
shall
colPunishment for
for colundertake to
to collect
any person
prescribe;
prescribe; and
and any
person who
who shall
shall knowingly
knowingly undertake
collect Punishment
lecting withoutlicense.
payments as
having obtained
obtained a
a license therethere-l ectn g w thoutl"cese.
such payments
as aforesaid
aforesaid without having
for, or
without complying
complying with
such regulations,
regulations, shall
be deemed
for,
or without
with such
shall be
deemed
guilty of a
for each
offense be
be fined
sum not
guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and for
each offense
fined in
in aasum
not
exceeding
$5,000, or imprisoned
exceeding one year,
exceeding $5,000,
imprisoned for
for aaterm not exceeding
or
discretion of
the court.
or both,
both, m
m the
the discretion
of the
court.
of
gains, profits,
and -income not
(g) The
(g)
The tax
tax herein
herein imposed
imposed upon
upon gains,
profits, and
not otersncom
otLrriTgeLerE.'t" of
falling
under the
foregoing and
returned and
and paid
paid by
by virtue
virtue of
of
the foregoing
and not
not returned
falling under
the
foregoing shall
return under
under rules
rules and
and
shall be
be assessed
assessed by
by personal
personal return
the foregoing
regulations to
be prescribed
by the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Revenue
regulations
to be
prescribed by
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue
o tbl
liabili
taxable liability
relNeaose.
and
Treasury:. The intent and released.
and approved
approved by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
purpose of
profits, and
and income
income of aataxable
is that
that all gains, profits,
purpose
of this
this title is
and assessed
assessed with
charged and
this title, shall
shall be charged
class, as defined
defined by
by this
this
the corresponding
corresponding tax, normal
prescribed by this
normal and additional, prescribed
the
title, and
and said
said tax
tax shall
shall be
paid by
by the
such income,
income, or the
be paid
the owner of such
title,
representative having
or disposal
disposal Ownership
proper representative
having the receipt, custody, control,
control, or
w
deterof the same. For the purpose
mined.
purpose of this title ownership
ownership or liability mined.
shall
year for
for which
required to
to
which a
a return
return is
is required
as of
of the
the year
shall be
be determined
determined as
be
be rendered.
rendered.
Payment of
of tax
tax at
Payment
at
The provisions
of this
title relating
to the
payment sourcelimited.
deduction and
and payment
this title
relating to
the deduction
The
provisions of
of the
the tax
tax at
at the
income shall
shall only
normal tax
only apply to the normal
of income
the source
source of
of
individuals.
hereinbefore
imposed upon individuals.
hereinbefore imposed

PART II.-ON C
ORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
PART

Corporations.
corporations.

Normal tax on net
SEc.
incorme
tax on net
S
EC. 10. That there shall be levied,
levied, assessed,
assessed, collected,
collected, and paid incomes.
Domestic.
Domestic.
annually upon
income received
preceding calendar
calendar Past,
received in the preceding
upon the total net income
annually
p. 1000.
year from
all sources
year
from all
sources by
by every
every corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
company or
or Po p.1
association,
or
insurance
company,
organized
in
the
United
United
States,
in
the
association, or insurance company, organized
no
how created
created or
or organized
but not
not including
no matter
matter how
organized but
including partnerships,
partnerships, Foreig,
fromUnited
Foreign, from
United
States sources.
a
of two
two per
income; and
and a
like tax
tax shall
shall be
be Statessources.
a like
centum upon
upon such
such income;
a tax
tax of
per centum
levied,
assessed, collected,
annually upon the total net
net
collected, and
and paid annually
levied, assessed,
income
in the
preceding calendar
calendar year
all sources
sources
year from
from all
received in
the preceding
income received
within
by every
every corporation,
company
joint-stock company
corporation, joint-stock
the United
United States
States by
within the
or
association, or
insurance company
authorized, or
or existorganized, authorized,
company organized,
or insurance
or association
ing under
laws of
any foreign
including interest
interest on
on bonds,
bonds,
foreign country,
country, including
the iaws
of any
ing
under the
notes, or
of residents,
corporate
residents, corporate
obligations of
other interest-bearing
interest-bearing obligations
or other
notes,
or
otherwise, and
and including
income derived
derived from
dividends on
on
from dividends
including the
the income
or otherwise,
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capital
stock or
or from
of resident
resident corporations,
jointcapital stock
from net
net earnings
earnings of
corporations, jointstock
or insurance
insurance companies
whose net
stock companies
companies or
or associations,
associations, or
companies whose
net
Proviso.
income is
is taxable
taxable under
title: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the term
term
this title:
under this
income
ds defined.
defined
Dividends
"
dividends" as
held to
any distribudistribu"dividends"
as used
used in
in this
this title shall be held
to mean any
tion
or ordered
be made
by aa corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock
tion made
made or
ordered to
to be
made by
company,
or insurance
company, out
of its
its earnings
earnings or
or
company, association,
association, or
insurance company,
out of
accrued since
since March
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen,
profits accrued
March first,
first, nineteen
and
and payable to its
its shareholders,
shareholders, whether
whether in cash or in stock
stock of the
corporation, joint-stock company,
company-,association,
association or
insurance comcomcorporation,
or insurance
pany,
which stock
dividend shall
shall be
be considered
considered income,
income, to
to the
the
pany, which
stock dividend
amount
amount of its
its cash
cash valued
value.
Boned on calendar
calendar
The foregoing
tax rate
rate shall
apply to
to the
the total
total net
net income
income received
received
Based
The
foregoing tax
shall apply
yyear.
ea r
'
joint-stock company
by every taxable corporation
corporation, joint-stock
company or association,
association, or
or
insurance
calendar year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixsixinsurance company
company in
in the calendar
hundred and
Fiscal year.
'sca year.
year thereafter,
teen and in each
each year
that if it
its own
thereafter, except
except that
it has
has fixed its
own
fiscal year
under the
law, the
the foregoing
foregoing rate
rate
fiscal
year under
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing law,
For 1916, a
at former
shall apply to the proportion of the total net income returned for the
raete6,
t fon e r shall
rate,
etc.
apply to the proportion of the total net income returned for the
fiscal year ending
ending prior to December
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
fiscal
and sixteen, which
which the
period between
January first,
the peribd
between January
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and the
the end
end of
such fiscal
to the
whole of
of
of such
fiscal year
year bears
bears to
the whole
72
Vol. 38
38, p.
p. 172.
vol
1 .
such fiscal
fiscal year, and the rate fixed
fixed in Section II
II of the Act approved
approved
October
and thirteen,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
October third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, entitled
reduce tariff duties and
Government, and
and to provide
provide revenue
revenue for
for the
the Government,
and
for other purposes,"
purposes," shall apply
apply to the remaining
the total
total
remaining portion of the
returned for
net income returned
for such
such fiscal
fiscal year.
Property souired
acired
PropertyFor the
the purpose
purpose of
the gain
gain derived
derived or
loss sustained
sustained
For
of ascertaining
ascertaining the
or loss
before
or other
other disposition
by aacorporation,
corporation, joint-stock
combeore
ch, 3. from
from the
the sale
sale or
disposition by
joint-stock company-or association,
association, or insurance
property, real, perinsurance company,
company, of property,
March first, nineteen hundred
sonal, or mixed, acquired
acquired before
before March
hundred and
and
thirteen, the fair market price or value of such property
thirteen,
property as
March
as of March
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen shall
hundred and thirteen,
shall be the
the basis for deterdeterderived or loss
sustained.
mining the amount
amount of such
such gain
gain derived
loss sustained.
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march

"13.

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

rnated
es g ated
D

=

organs
(wgimi-

in

Mon

CONDITIONAL AND
CONDITIONAL
AND OTHER
OTHER EXEMPTONS.
EXEMPTIONS.

S.

Labor, etc.
Labor,
etc.

SEC.
11. (a) That there shall
SEC. 11.
shall not be taxed under this title any in-

come received
received by
au-come
by anyFirst. Labor, agricultural,
agricultural, or horticultural
horticultural organization;
organization;

Second. Mutual savings
savings bank not having a
a capital
capital stock
represtock represented by shares;
shares;
sented
Fraternalbeneficary
Third.
beneficiary society,
rrateniatheneficiary
Third. Fraternal
Fraternal beneficiary
society, order, or association,
association, operasocieties,
ing
under the
the lodge
for the
the exclusive
exclusive benefit
the members
members
sociees, etc.c.
ing under
lodge system
system or
or for
benefit of
of the
a fraternity
fraternity itself operating
operating under
of a
under the 1
lodgeesystem, and providing
providing
for the payment
payment of life, sick, accident,
accident, or other
ot er benefits to the memmembers of such society, order, or association
association or their dependents;
dependents;
Building and Joan
Fourth. Domestic
Domestic building
and loan
association and
and cooperative
cooperative
nasslai
Fourth.
building and
loan association
associations, etc. Ioan
banks without capital stock organized and operated
operated for
for mutual
mutual purpurposes and
and without
without profit;
profit;
Mtlcemete.
poses
utual
emeteres
Mutual
cemeteries.
Fifth. Cemetery
company owned
owned and operated
Cemetery company
operated exclusively
exclusively for
for the
benefit of
of its
its members;
members;
cRateiionsietc.
Sixth.
Corporation or
'
"' ,
Sixth. Corporation
organized and
and operated
operated exexor association
association organized
Mations.
clusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, or educational
charitable, scientific,
educational purposes,
purposes,
no part of the net income of which inures to the
benefit o
anyprivate
pri
va t
e
the benefit
offany
stockholder or individual;
Business
Seventh. Business
Business lesgues,etc.
leagues,etc.
Business league, chamber
chamber of commerce,
commerce, or
board of
of trade,
trade,
or board
organized for profit and no part of the net income
not organized
income of which inbenefit of any
private stockholder
stockholder or individual;
ures to the benefit
any private
individual;
Civic
leagues, etc.
Civic leagues,etc.
Eighth.
organization not organized
Eighth. Civic league
league or organization
organized for profit but
welfare;
operated exclusively
exclusively for the promotion
promotion of social welfare;
Mutual
Mutual
banks.

Religious

savings
savings

etc

ass°.
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and operated
operated exclusively
Ninth.
Ninth. Club
Club organized
organized and
exclusively for
for pleasure,
pleasure, recrec-

nonprofitable purposes, no part of the net income
reation,
reation, and other nonprofitable
income

INCOME
cls
Ples

etc

Pleasure chTbs, etc.

of any
any private
stockholder or
to the
benefit of
of which
which inures
of
inures to
the benefit
private stockholder
or member;
member;
*Farmers' local as
local assocyclone, or fire insurance
Tenth. Farmers'
Farmers' or other mutual hail, cyclone,
insurance ciaFtie'
ClatIOnS.
company,
company, mutual ditch or irrigation
irrigation company,
company, mutual
mutual or cooperative
cooperative
a purely
telephone company, or like organization
organization of a
purely local character,
character,
the income of which
which consists
consists solely
solely of assessments,
assessments dues, and fees
fees
collected from
from members
sole purpose
purpose of
meeting its
expenses;
members for
for the
the sole
of meeting
its expensescollected
Associations for
arketoingfarnnprfod
like association,
Eleventh.
Farmers', fruit
fruit growers',
or like
association, organized
org anized marketing
growers', or
Eleventh. Farmers',
farm prod.
uctS.
and
marketing the prod- ucts.
as a
a sales agent for the purpose of marketing
operated as
and operated
ucts
ucts of its members
members and turning back
back to them the proceeds
proceeds of sales,
less
the necessary
necessary selling
quantity of
of
on the basis
basis of the
the quantity
selling expenses,
expenses, on
less the
produce
furnished by
them;
by them;
produce furnished
Trustees for exempt
exempt
exclusiveorisTtesor
for the
organized for
association organized
Twelfth.
Corporation or
or association
the exclusive
Twelfth. Corporation
organizations.
purpose
title to
collecting income
income therefrom,
therefrom,
to property,
property, collecting
of holding
holding title
purpose of
thereof, less
expenses, to an
less expenses,
entire amount thereof,
and turning over the entire
organization
which itself
itself is
exempt from
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by this
from the
is exempt
organization which
title; or
or
title;
Federal
land banks
banks
land
Federal
and national
banks and
Federal land
Thirteenth.
Thirteenth. Federal
land banks
national farm-loan
farm-loan associa- and
and farm
loan associaassociafarm loan
July tions.
the Act approved
tions
of the
approved July
twenty-six of
section twenty-six
in section
provided in
tions as
as provided
Arne,
t p. 380.
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
entitled "An
Act to
to propro- A u,p.80.
"An Act
sixteen, entitled
and sixteen,
hundred and
seventeenth,
vide
capital for
agricultural development,
development, to create
create standard
standard forms
for agricultural
vide capital
of investment
based upon farm mortgage,
mortgage, to equalize
equalize rates of interest
interest
investment based
of
to
United States
upon farm
farm loans,
to furnish
States bonds,
bonds to
for United
a market
market for
furnish a
loans, to
upon
create Governemnt
Govememnt depositaries
financial agents
agents for the United
United
and financial
depositaries and
create
States, and
and for
for other
other purposes."
purposes."
States,
Joint stock land
stock land
Joint
land banks
Fourteenth.
banks as to income derived from banks.
Joint stock land
Fourteenth. Joint
Ante,
p.
374.
any Federal
bonds
of other
other joint
land banks
banks or any
Federal An, p.374.
stock land
joint stock
or debentures
debentures of
bonds or
land bank
belonging to
to such
land bank.
stock land
joint stock
such joint
bank belonging
land
Income of States,
States
(b)
under this
this title
derived etcrom
income derived
title any
any income
be taxed
taxed under
shall not
not be
(b) There
There shall
etc., from pb
public
utilities.
from
any public
utility or
or from
the exercise
exercise of
any essential
essential governgovern- ties.
of any
from the
public utility
from any
mental
function accruing
accruing to
to any
Territory, or
or the District of
State, Territory,
any State,
mental function
Territory, nor any
Columbia,
or any
political subdivision
subdivision of
a State
State or Territory,
of a
any political
Columbia, or
income
to the
the government
government of
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands or
or Porto
Porto
of the
accruing to
income accruing
Rico,
Philippine Islands or
the Philippine
of the
subdivision of
political subdivision
of any
any political
or of
Rico, or
Proviso.
Porto
Provided, That
State, Territory,
Territory, or the
the OPatedderprio
any State,
whenever any
That whenever
Rico: Provided,
Porto Rico:
Operated underprior
contracts.
District
of Columbia,
any political
political subdivision
subdivision of aaState or Ter- contracts.
or any
Columbia, or
District of
entered in good faith
ritory,
to the
of this title, entered
passage of
the passage
prior to
has, prior
ritory, has,
into
contract with
any person
or corporation,
corporation, the object
object and purperson or
with any
a contract
into a
pose
is to
acquire, construct,
construct, operate,
or maintain
maintain a
a public
operate, or
to acquire,
of which
which is
pose of
utility,
no tax
tax shall
levied under
the provisions
provisions of this title upon
upon
under the
be levied
shall be
utility, no
the income
the operation
public utility, so far
far
of such public
operation of
from the
derived from
income derived
the
as
the payment
thereof will
will impose
burden upon
such State
State,
upon such
loss or
or burden
a loss
impose a
payment thereof
as the
Territory, or
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or a
of
subdivision of
a political
political-subdivision
District of
or the
Territory,
Limitations.
a
State or
provision is
is not
not intended
to confer
upon Lmitations
confer upon
intended to
but this
this provision
Territory; but
or Territory;
a State
such person
person or
corporation any
exemption or to
financial gain or exemption
any financial
or corporation
such
relieve such
such person
the payment
payment of
a tax
tax as
as proof a
from the
corporation from
or corporation
person or
relieve
vided for
for in
in this
this title
title upon
upon the
the part
part or
or portion
portion of
of the
the said
income to
to
said income
vided
which
such person
person or
or corporation
corporation shall
shall be
entitled under
under such
such contract.
contract.
be entitled
which such
DEDUCTIONS.
DEDUCTIONS.

Deductions.

Deductios.

le gr
egs
rfro
er:
e:

S
EC. 12.
the case
of aa corporation,
company or
or ti
D°Tst corosratiDmest
joint-stock company
corporation, joint-stock
case of
(a) In
In the
SEC.
12. (a)
association, or
insurance company:,
United States,
nue.
States, nue
the United
in the
organized in
company, organized
or insurance
association,
deducting from the gross
such
net income
ascertained -by deducting
income shall be ascertained
such net
amount of
its income
income received
received within
within the
the vear
year from
from all
all sources—
sourcesof its
amount
Business expenses.
First.
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses paid
within the
year Businessexpenses.
the year
paid within
ordinary and
All the
the ordinary
First. All
in
the
maintenance
and
operation
of
its
business
and
properties,
in the maintenance and operation of its business and properties,
including rentals
or other
other payments
required to
to be
as a
a condicondibe made
made as
payments required
rentals or
including
tion to
the continued
continued use
or possession
possession of
of property
to which
the corcorwhich the
property to
use or
tion
to the
poration
is not
taking tale,
which it
no
it has
has no
or in
in which
title, or
or is
not taking
taken or
has not
not taken
poration has
equity.
equity.
r
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Losses and
and deterioration.

tioses

Oil and as wells,

1916.
1916.

Second.
and charged
charged off within the
sustained and
losses actually
actually sustained
Second. All losses

year
insurance or otherwise,
year and not .compensated
.compensated by
by insurance
otherwise, including
including aa
reasonable
allowance
for
the
exhaustion,
wear
and tear
tear of
of property
property
wear
and
for
the
exhaustion,
allowance
reasonable

arising
business or
or trade
trade; (a)
in
arising out of
of its use
use or
or employment
employment in
in the
the business
(a) in
the
wells a
areasonable
allowance for
for actual
actual reducreduccase of
of oil
oil and
and gas
gas wells
reasonable allowance
the case
tion
in flow
flow and
and production
production to
ascertained not
bythe
flow,
tion in
to be
be ascertained
not by
the flush
flush flow,
Mine depletion.
but by
by the
the settled
regular flow;
(b) in
in the
the case
case of
of mines
edepletion,
but
settled production
production or
or regular
flow; (b)
mines
a
reasonable allowance
allowance for
thereof not
exceed the market
market
a reasonable
for depletion
depletion thereof
not to exceed
value
product thereof which
value in the mine
mine of
of the product
which has been mined and
and
return and computation
computation are
for which
which the
the return
are made,
sold during
during the year for
reasonable allowance
such reasonable
allowance to
to be made
made in
in the case of both (a) and (b)
(b)
under rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
under
to be
be prescribed
Prorisos.
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That
That when
allowance authorized
in (a)
(a) and
and
authorized in
when the
the allowance
ro
aacquired
ed Treasury:
Prouertv
prior
equal the
the capital
capital originally
originally invested,
or in
purchase
invested, or
in case
case of
of purchase
prior io
to Marchh 1,, 1913. (b)
(b) shall
shall equal
made
hundred and
and thirteen, the fair
fair
made prior
prior to March
March first,
first, nineteen hundred
market value
value as
as of
that date,
further allowance
allowance shall
be made;
market
of that
date, no
no further
shall be
made;
insurancereserves.
companies, the net
net addition,
Insurance reserves.
and (c) in the case of insurance
insurance companies,
addition, if
if any,
any,
required by
by law
law to
be made
made within
the year
to reserve
funds and
and the
the
required
to be
within the
year to
reserve funds
sums
other than
than dividends
within the
policy and
and annuity
annuity
sums other
dividends paid
paid within
the year
year on
on policy
contracts: Provided,
Provided, That
no deduction
deduction shall
shall be allowed
allowed for
for any
any
Betterments, etc., contracts:
That no
excluded.
amount
excluded,
amount paid
paid out
out for new buildings, permanent
permanent improvements,
improvements, or
or
betterments
to increase
increase the
the value
value of
of any
any property
or estate,
estate,
betterments made
made to
property or
and no
deduction shall
shall be
for any
amount of
of expense
and
no deduction
be made
made for
any amount
expense of
of restoring
restoring
property
the exhaustion
for which
which an
an allowallowproperty or
or making
making good
good the
exhaustion thereof
thereof for
Mutual fire insnrIncur- ance
ance is
or has
has been
made: Provided
That mutual
mutual fire
fire and
and
is or
been made:
Provided further,
further, That
a
pan
netietetca.,oe
l,tas,TaY,64,,,.
m"
mutual
employers' liability
liability and
and mutual
workmen's compensation
and
mutual employers'
mutual workmen's
compensation and
nf
d s.
mutual casualty
nies.
casualty insurance
insurance companies
their members
companies requiring
requiring their
members to
to
make premium deposits
deposits to
to provide
provide for
make
for losses
and expenses
shall not
not
losses and
expenses shall
return as
income any
any portion
portion of
of the
premium deposits
deposits returned
returned to
as income
the premium
to
Retarasrequirea. return
their
as taxable
income all
all income
income
Rtsn
qed
their policyholders,
policyholders, but
but shall
shall return
return as
taxable income
received by
received
by them
from all
other sources
sources plus
plus such
such .portions
portions of
of the
the
them from
all other
premium
aeposits as
as are
are retained
retained by
by the
companies for
for purposes
purposes
premium deposits
the companies
uama.neins- other
other than
Mutualmarbaeinsurlosses and
and expenses
expenses and
and reinsurance
reinsurance
than the
the payment
payment of
of losses
ance cmpanies.
companies.
reserves:
further, That
mutual marine
marine insurance
companies
That mutual
insurance companies
ance
reserves: Provided
Providedfurther,
shall
include in
in their
their return of
of gross
gross income
-hall include
income gross
gross premiums
premiums collected
collected
and received
received by
by them
them less
amounts paid
for reinsurance,
reinsurance, but
but shall
be
less amounts
paid for
shall be
entitled
entitled to include in deductions
deductions from gross income amounts
amounts repaid
repaid
to
on account
account of
of premiums
previously paid
paid by
by: them
them
to policyholders
policyholders on
premiums previously
and interest
interest paid
paid upon
amounts between
between the
the ascertainment
and
upon such
such amounts
ascertainment
Life insurance compani
es
.
thereof and
the payment
thereof, and
and life
life insurance
insurance companies
companies shall
shall
pic
e co- thereof
and the
payment thereof,
of any
not include as income
income in any year
year such
such portion
portion of
actual premium
premium
any actual
received from
received
from any
any individual
individual policyholder
have been
been paid
paid
policyholder as shall
shall have
back or
or credited
credited to
to such
back
such individual
individual policyholder,
policyholder, or
treated as
as an
an
or treated
abatement
such individual
individual policyholder,
abatement of premium
premium of
of such
policyholder, within
within such
such
year:
year:
intereston
Third. The amount of interest paid within the
Tnterest
on indebtedthe year on its indebtedindebtedness.
Limitations.
ness to
Limitations.
ness
to an
such indebtedness
indebtedness not
excess of
(a)
an amount
amount of
of such
not in
in excess
of the
the sum
sum of
of (a)
the entire amount of the paid-up
paid-up capital stock
stock outstanding
outstanding at the
the year, or,
or, if no
no capital
capital stock,
stock, the
the entire
close of the
entire amount
amount of
of capital
capital
employed
in the
the business
business at
at the
close of
of the
the yea
r,
an d (b)
(b) one-half
one-h alf of
of
employed in
the
close
year,
and
Procisos.
interest-bearing indebtedness
outstandi ng : Provided,
That
Preferred stock
in
Prefered
.tock not
not its
its interest-bearing
indebtedness then
then outstanding:
Provided, That
this title preferred
included.
for the purpose of
oethis
preferred capital
capital stock
stock shall
not be
be conconshall not
indebtedness, and interest or dividends paid
sidered interest-bearing
interest-bearing indebtedness,
upon
this stock
not be
be deductible
deductible from
gross income:
income: Provided
Provided
upon this
stock shall
shall not
from gross
Shares without 110121inal value.
further,
wherein shares
shares of
of capital
capital stock
mai
further, That in cases wherein
stock are issued
issued without
without
par or nominal value, the amount of paid-up capital stock, within the
the
by such
such shares,
meaning of this section, as represented
represented by
will be
be the
the
shares, will
paid or transferred
amount of cash, or its equivalent, paid
transferred to
to the
the corporacorporaseu.dbrcollateraL tion as a consideration
further, That in the
SeutedbYeaateraL tion as a. consideration for such
such shares: Proevided
Provided further,
case of
of indebtedness
case
indebtedness wholly secured by property
property collateral, tangible
or intangible, the subject
subject of
sale or
or hypothecation
in th
ordinary
of sale
hvpothecation in
thee ordinary

oandgwes.
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nCcow TAX.
business of such corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company,or association
association as a
a
INCOME
TAX.
dealer only in the property
property constituting such collateral,
collateral, or in loaning
procured, the total interest paid by such corporathe funds thereby procured,
tion, company,
company, or
such indebtedindebtedor association
association within the year
year on any
any such
Limitation.
ness
doing business,
business, but Limitationdeducted as aapart of its expenses of doing
ness may be deducted
interest
such indebtedness
amount
only be
be deductible on an amount
shall only
on such
indebtedness shall
interest on
excess of the actual value of such property
of
indebtedness not
property
not in
in excess
of such indebtedness
B o n d s
B on ds
tax
guaranteed
aranteed
further, That in the case
collateral: Provided
Provided further,
case of bonds or other
other indebtmdebt- free
edness,
interest
from
edness, which have been issued with aa guaranty that the interest
payable
deduction for the paythereon shall be free from taxation, no deduction
payable thereon
ment
the tax
tax herein
any other
paid pursuant
pursuant to
to
other tax
tax paid
imposed, or
or any
of the
herein imposed,
ment of
bank de
such
allowed; and in the case of a
abank,
bank, banking
banking Interest on
on bank
debe allowed;
guaranty, shall be
such guaranty,
association,
company, interest paid within the year
year on
on P° •
loan or trust company,
association, loan
deposits
or on
on moneys
moneys received
for investment
investment and secured
interestsecured by interestreceived for
deposits or
bearmg certificates
certificates of
of indebtedness
issued by
by such
bank, banking
banking
such bank,
indebtedness issued
bearing
association,
loan or
trust company;
company;
or trust
association, loan
D taxes.
Fourth. Taxes
paid within
the year
the authority
authority,of
of the
the Ge
General
eraltaxes.
by the
year imposed
imposed by
within the
Taxes paid
Fourth.
United
or its
its Territories,
Territories or
or possessions,
or any
any. foreign
foreign
possessions, or
United States,
States, or
country
.,or under the authority
Territories,
county, school
school district,
State county,
of any ATM,
or under the authority
country,
or
municipality, or
or other
taxing subdivision
subdivision of
any State, not including
including
of any
other taxing
or municipality,
those
assessed against
local benefits.
benefits.
those assessed
against local
(b)
In the
the case
of a
associa- fro
rO
roepreven
tratue
ue in"
or associacompany or
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
case of
a corporation,
(b) In
F r iga
United States.
tion, or
or insurance
authorized, or existing under United
organized, authorized,
company, organized,
insurance company,
tion,
the laws
laws of
any foreign
foreign country,
country, such
such net
ascertained
shall be ascertained
income shall
net income
of any
the
by deducting
deducting from
from the
the gross
of its
its income
income received
received within the
amount of
gross amount
by
year from
sources within
within the
States—
the United
United Statesal sources
year
from all
actually paid within Businessenses.
First.
the ordinary
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses actually
Business expenses.
ordinary and
All the
First. All
the
out of
earnings in
the maintenance
its
operation of its
maintenance and operation
in the
of earnings
year out
the .year
business and
and property
property within
within the
including rentals
States, including
United States,
the United
business
a condition
or
other payments
condition to the continued
be made as a
required to be
payments required
or other
use or
property to
to which
which the
corporation has
has not
not taken
taken
the corporation
of property
possession of
use
or possession
in which it
or is
is not
not taking
taking title,
it has no equity.
title, or in
or
Second.
losses actually
actually sustained
sustained within
the year
in business
business deteSoPi'o
d eteri
Business 1°saas aand
and
year in
within the
All losses
Second. All
oration.
United States
or trade
trade conducted
conducted by
it within
within the United
States and
and not compencompenby it
or
reasonable allowance
sated by
by insurance
insurance or
allowance
including aa reasonable
or otherwise,
otheiwise, including
sated
for
the exhaustion,
wear and
arising out of its use
property arising
tear of
of property
and tear
exhaustion, wear
for the
or employment
in the
business or
trade; (a)
and in
in the
case (a)
(a) of
of Oil
and gas wells.
ildgaswels
the case
(a) and
or trade;
the business
or
employment in
oil and
and gas
reasonable allowance
allowance for actual
reduction in flow
actual reduction
a reasonable
gas wells
wells a
oil
and production
production to
to be
be ascertained
ascertained not
by the
flush flow,
flow, but by the
the
the flush
not by
and
settled
regular flow;
flow; (b)
the case
case of
of mines
mines aareasondepletion.
Mine depletion.
reason- Mine
(b) in
in the
or regular
production or
settled production
able allowance
for depletion
thereof not
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the market
market value
value
depletion thereof
allowance for
able
in
the mine
mine of
of the
the product
product thereof
which has been mined and sold
sold
thereof which
in the
made,
during
the year
year for
for which
which the
return and
computation are made,
and computation
the return
during the
such
reasonable allowance
allowance to
be made
in the
the case
both (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b)
of both
case of
made in
to be
such reasonable
under
regulations to
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Pro.
under rules
rules and
and reaulations
to be
prescribed by
Treasury:
Provided, That
the allowance
allowance authorized
authorized. in (a)
(a) Property
17;.operty. acqufred
acquired
That when the
Treasury: Provided,
and (b)
(b) shall
shall equal
or in
case of
prior to
to March
March 1,1913.
,913.
pur- por
of purin case
invested, or
originally invested,
capital originally
the capital
equal the
and
chase
prior to
to March
March first,
first, nineteen
and thirteen, the
hundred and
nineteen hundred
made prior
chase made
fair
market value
that date,
further allowance
shall be
be made;
made; nanrsr
no further
allowance shall
as of
of that
date, no
fair market
value as
and
case of
insurance companies,
net addition,
addition, if
if any,
Insurancereserves.
any, Insuce
the net
companies, the
of insurance
in the
the case
(c) in
and (c)
required
by
law
to
be
made
within
the
year
to
reserve
funds
and
the
and
the
funds
to
reserve
year
the
within
required by law to be made
sums other
other than
dividends paid
within the
year on
policy and annuity
on policy
the year
paid within
than dividends
sums
contracts: Provided,
Provided, That
y cLeatdt.erments,
cBdtermetd. exany
for an
allowed for
shall be
be allowed
deduction shall
That no
no deduction
contracts:
amount
out for
for new
new buildings,
permanent improvements,
improvements, or
or
buildings, permanent
paid out
amount paid
betterments,
made to
to increase
increase the
the value
any property
or estate,
estate,
property or
of any
value of
betterments, made
and
shall be
made for
for any
any amount
expense of
of rereof expense
amount of
be made
deduction shall
no deduction
and no
storing property
or maki
F, good
the exhaustion
thereof for
for which
which
exhaustion thereof
making
good the
property or
storing
an allowance
is or
or has
has been
been made:
That mutual
mutual aa
li
ceu
,
tuca
al firte
yt insur
com:
tcaualty,
co
anct,
further, That
Provided, further,
made: Provided,
allowance is
an
fire and
employers' liability
.
°
11, etc.,
ate '
, comcompeti"on,
corn- Pent'
workmen's cornmutual workmen's
and mutual
liability and
mutual employers'
and mutual
fire
pensation and
and mutual
insurance companies
requiring their
e
their
companies requiring
casualty insurance
mutual casualty
pensation
members
to make
premium deposits
to provide
and expenses
expenses
for losses
losses and
provide for
deposits to
make premium
members to
91890°-VOL
39—pr 1-49
1-49
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1916.

shall
not return
income any portion
shall not
return, as income
portion of the premium
premium deposits
deposits

policyholders, but
returned to their policyholders,
but shall
return as
as taxable
income
shall return
taxable income
received by
by them
all income
income received
them from
all other
other sources
such portions
from all
sources plus
plus such
portions
of the premium deposits
deposits as
as are
retained by
by the
the companies
companies for
purare retained
for purposes
other
than
the payment
of losses
losses and
and expenses
expenses and
reinsurance
poses
other
than
the
payment
of
and
reinsurance
Mutual marineinsurMiutulm
rSmueir- reserves:
Providedfurther,
frther, That
reserves: Provided
That mutual
marine insurance
insurance companies
companies
mutual marine
ance
companies.
shall include in
in their
their return
of gross
gross income
gross premiums
premiums collected
return of
income gross
collected
and received
received by them
them less
paid for
for reinsurance,
remsurance, but
but shall
be
less amounts
amounts paid
shall be
entitled
entitled to include in
gross income
income amounts
repaid
in deductions
deductions from
from gross
amounts repaid
to policyholders
policyholders on account
account of
of premiums
paid by
by them,
premiums previously
previously paid
them,
Lie
nsurance coraco- and
and interest
paid upon
such amounts
amounts between
between the
the ascertainment
ascertainment
interest paid
upon such
Life insurance
panies.
thethe
thereof and
the payment
payment thereof,
thereof, and
life insurance
companies shall
shall
and life
insurance companies
not include as income
income in
in any year such
portion of
of any
any actual
actual prepresuch .portion
mium received
received from
from any individual
individual policyholder
as shall
shall have
have been
been
policyholder as
paid back or credited to such individual
policyholder, or
or treated
treated as
as
individual policyholder,
an
abatement of
of premium
an abatement
premium of such
such individual policyholder,
policyholder, within
within
such year •
Interest
d
d such year;
ne . s t on indebtedness.
Third. The amount of interest
interest paid
paid within
within the
the year
year on
its indebtedindebtedon its
Liraitations.
Lmtatins.
ness
an amount
of such
such indebtedness
of the
ness to
to an
amount of
indebtedness not in excess
excess of
the proportion
proportion
of the sum of (a) the entire
entire amount of the
the paid-up
paid-up capital
stock outoutcapital stock
of the
the year,
standing at the close of
year, or,
or, if
no capital
capital stock,
stock, the
entire
if no
the entire
amount of the capital
capital employed
employed in
the business
business at
at the
the close
close of
the
in the
of the
year, and (b) one-half
one-half of its interest-bearing
interest-bearing indebtedness
indebtedness then
then outoutstanding, which
which the gross
of its
year from
from
gross amount
amount of
its income
income for
for the
the year
business transacted
and capital
transacted and
invested within
the United
States
capital invested
within the
United States
bears to the gross amount of
of its
income derived
derived from
from all
sources within
within
its income
all sources
Proviso.
Bonds guaranteed
nteed
and without the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
the case
case of
bonds or
or
in
the
of
bonds
freefrom
tax.
feefomtax,
other
indebtedness which
other indebtedness
which have
have been issued with a
aguaranty that the
interest
payable thereon
thereon shal
deduction for
interest payable
shall be free from taxation,
taxation, no deduction
for
nterest
the
payment
of
the
tax
herein
imposed
or
any
other
tax
paid
pursuant
bank
de
the
payment
of
the
tax
herein
imposed
or
any
other
tax
paid
pursuant
Interest on bank deposits
to such guaranty
posits.
and in
guaranty shall be allowed;
allowed; and
case of
of a
abank,
banking assoassoin case
bank, banking
ciation, loan or trust company,
company, or branch
branch thereof,
interest paid
paid within
within
thereof, interest
the year on deposits by or on moneys
moneys received
received for
from
for investment
investment from
either citizens or residents
United States
States and
and secured
residents of
of the
the United
secured by
by
interestbearing certificates
certificates of indebtedness
indebtedness issued
interest-bearing
by such
such bank,
bank,
issued by
banking
company, or
branch thereof;
thereof;
Generaltaes.
banking association,
association, loan
loan or
or trust
trust company,
or branch
General taxes.
Fourth. Taxes paid within the
imposed by
by the
the authority
authority of
of
the year
year imposed
the
or possessions,
the United States,
States, or its Territories, or
or under
under the
the
possessions, or
authority
county, school
authority.of any State, county,
district, or
municipality, or
school district,
or municipality,
or
other
taxmg subdivision
other taxing
subdivision of any State
State, paid
paid within
within the
the United
United States,
States,
not including those
assessed against
ocal benefits;
benefits;
those assessed
against local
Assessment
Assessment insurinsur- not in
b.t
ance companies.
companies.
() In the case of assessment
(c)
insurance companies
assessment insurance
companies, whether
whether
Additions
to
redomestic
or foreign,
foreign, the
th e a
ct
ualdeposit
deposit of
of sums
sums with
with State
or TerriTerriactual
Additions to reState or
serves.
torial
pursuant to law, as additions
guarantee or
torial officers,
officers, pursuant
additions to guarantee
or reserve
reserve
funds shall be treated
being payments
treated as
as being
payments required
required by
by law
law to
to reserve
resArv-e
funds.
funds.
Returreturned

Returns.

RE1 t) NS.
RETURNS.

Tax computed for
for

axendayear.
calendar
year.

Prosn.

Proviso.
eated
Designated
year.

ot

Not*
letor.
lector.

of,

S EC.

SEC. 13. (a) The tax shall be computed
computed upon the
the net
net income,
income, as
as
received within
thus ascertained,
ascertained, received
within each
each_preceding
calendar year
year endendpreceding calendar
f
'seal in
g December
December thirty-first:
thirty-first: P
rovi
ded, That any corporation, joint..
fiscal
ing
Proided,
That any corporation, jointstock company
company or
or assoc
i
ati on ,
or insurance
i
nsurance company,
subject' to
to this
this
association,
or
company, subject
tax,
designate the last day of any
any month
tax, may designate
month in
in the
the year
year as
as the
day
the day
of the
the closing
closing of its fiscal year and shall be
of
be entitled
entitled to
to have
have the
the tax
tax
payable
it computed upon
payable by
by it
upon the basis of the net
income ascertained
ascertained
net income
as
provided for the year
as herein
herein provided
year ending on the
the day
day so
so designated
designated in
in
the
year preceding
preceding the
the year
the date of assessment
assessment instead
instead of upon the
the basis
basis
to col- of the net income for the calendar
year preceding
the date
date of
assesscalendar year
preceding the
of assessment;
and itit shall
gve notice
ment; and
shallgive
notice of the day it
it has thus designated
designated as
as the
the
closing
closing of its fiscalyear
fi.scal year to the collector
collector of
the district
district in
of the
in which
which its
its
principal
business office
office is
is located
principal business
located at any time
time not less than thirty
thirty
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771

n e
days prior to the first day of March
March of the year
I m
TAX.
year in which
which its return
return
1NCOMX
TAX.
would
be filed
filed if
if made
made upon
the basis
basis of
of the
calendar year
would be
upon the
the calendar
year;
Te
fr renderin
en
(b) Every corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-st
oc k com
pany or association,
association, or
for rendering
company
or in- rennin&
ret . frns
surance company, subject to the tax herein imposed, shall, on or before
the first day of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and the first
day of March in each year thereafter,
thereafter, or,
if it
it has
has designated
designated a
afiscal
or, if
fiscal
year for the computation of
of its
its tax,
then within
within sixty
sixty days
after the
the
tax, then
days after
December thirty-first, nineteen
close of such fiscal year ending prior to December
nineteen
hundred
hundred and sixteen, and the close of each
each such fiscal year thereafter,
render
and accurate
accurate return
of its
its annual
in the
the manman- FForm.
or"
annual net
net income
income in
return of
render a
a true
true and
ner and form to be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Internal Reveof Internal
Revenue, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
Treasury, and
and containcontainnue,
Secretary of
of the
ing such facts, data, and
as are
appropriate and
and in
in the
the
and information
information as
are appropriate
opinion of
of the
the commissioner
necessary to
to determine
the correctness
correctness
opinion
commissioner necessary
determine the
of the
net income
income returned
returned and
and to
c
out the
the provisions
this
of
the net
to carry
out
provisions of
of this
title. The
The return
lane
president, vice
vice president,
president,Verification.
title.
return shall
shall be
be sworn
sworn to
to by
the president,
or other
other principal
principal officer,
or
by the
the treasurer
treasurer or
or assistant
treasurer.
officer, and
and by
assistant treasurer.
s t c collector.
The
return shall
shall be
be made
to the
collector of
the district
in which
which is
is To district
The return
made to
the collector
of the
district in
t o to
principal office of the corporation,
located the principal
corporation, company,
company, or association,
account and
other data
data from
from which
which
tion, where are kept
kept its books
books of account
and other
Foreigncorporations.
the
is prepared,
or in
in the
case of
corporation, corncorn- F""gnoorporatons.
the return
return is
prepared, or
the case
of a
a foreign
foreign corporation,
pa,ny,
to the
is located
located
pany, or
or association
association, to
the collector
collector of
of the
the district
district in
in which
which is
its principal
association,
place
its
principal
in the United
States, or
or if
if it
it have
have no
place of business in
United States,
no
principal place
of business,
or agency
agency in
States, then
then
principal
place of
business, office,
office, or
in the
the United
United States
om
to
internal revenue
revenue at
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Maryland. Ali
All such
such m
i
r
r
,„rimsni!ttal to
t° C
cmto the
the collector
collector of
of internal
msXT~rl
returns shall
shall as
received be
be transmitted
transmitted forthwith
returns
as received
forthwith by
by the
the collector
collector to
to
the
of Internal
Internal Revenue;
Revenue;
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
yreceivers, ,r
(C) In
In cases
wherein receivers,
in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or
or assignees
assignees in ByinBnr
tusteee
or
(c)
cases wherein
receivers, trustees
trustees in
t ,treer
are
operating
the
property
or
business
of
corporations
)
joint-stock
signeesare operating the property or business of corporations, joint-stock signees.
companies
companies, subject
to tax
tax
companies or
or associations,
associations, or
or insurance
insurance companies,
subject to
imposed by this
receivers, trustees,
trustees, or
assignees shall
shall
imposed
this title, such receivers,
or assignees
and for
such corporations,
jointmake returns
returns of
of net income
income as and
for such
corporations, jointstock companies
companies or
associations, and
companies in
in the
the
stock
or associations,
and insurance
insurance companies,
manner and
form as
such organizations
same manner
and form
as such
organizations are
are hereinbefore
hereinbefore rerequired to
make returns,
returns, and
and any
income tax
tax due
on the
basis of
of such
such
quired
to make
any income
due on
the basis
returns
trustees, or
be assessed
returns made
made by
by receivers,
receivers, trustees,
or assingees
assingees shall
shall be
assessed
and
as if
if assessed
the
and collected
collected in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
assessed directly
directly against
against the
organizations
of whose
whose businesses
or properties
they have
have custody
custody
organizations of
businesses or
properties they
and
and control;
control;
ts
o
(d)
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
company or
association, or insur- Basis
!other income
Baslso.''othernoe
or association,
(d) A
A corporation,
ance company,
keeping accounts
other than
than that
that of
ance
company, keeping
accounts upon
upon any
any basis
basis other
of
actual
disbursements, unless
unless such
other basis
basis does
actual receipts
receipts and
and disbursements,
such other
does
not clearly
its income,
income, may,
regulations made
made by
by
not
clearly reflect
reflect its
may, subject
subject to
to regulations
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Revenue, with
with the
approval of
the
the
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
the approval
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
make its
its return
return upon
upon which
Secretary
Treasury, make
upon the
the basis
basis upon
which
its accounts
are kept,
shall be
be computed
computed upon
its
accounts are
kept, in
in which
which case
case the
the tax
tax shall
upon
its income as so returned;
Feig
ati
returned;
Foreign corporations.
(e)
All the
provisions of
title relating
relating to
the tax
tax authorized
authorized Provisionsofnorarest
Proons of nonresito the
of this
this title
(e) All
the provisions
and required to be
be deducted and
and withheld
t
t,„,aliel-is
,
(1?„tic
ends
able,
withheld and paid to the
the officer
officer len
det
le, aplica'le
of the
the United
United States
the same etc., of.
of.
to receive
receive the
States Government
Government authorized
authorized to
of
from
the income
alien individuals
sources within
within A'
Ante '
p 760.
from sources
individuals from
of nonresident
nonresident alien
from the
income of
the United
made applicable
derived from
from
the
United States
States shall
shall be
be made
applicable to
to incomes
incomes derived
interest
bonds and
and mortgages
mortgages or
trust or
or similar
similar
interest upon
upon bonds
or deeds
deeds of
of trust
obligations
domestic or
joint-stock
obligations of
of domestic
or other
other resident
resident corporations,
corporations, joint-stock
companies
or associations,
and insurance
by nonresinonresicompanies or
associations, and
insurance companies
companies by
dent
firms, copartnerships,
companies, corporations,
corporations, jointjointdent alien
alien firms,
copartnerships, companies,
stock companies
and insurance
insurance companies
companies not
not enenstock
companies or
or associations,
associations, and
gaged in
or trade
within the
United States
States and
and not
not having
having
gaged
in business
business or
trade within
the United
any office
any
office or
or place
place of
of business
business therein;
therein;
TTax paid at
at source
source.
(f)
Likewise, all
the provisions
this title
to the
the tax
tax Anti,
Ante, p.
p. 759.
(f) Likewise,
all the
provisions of
of this
title relating
relating to
7s.
authorized and
and required
to be
be deducted
deducted and
withheld and
paid to
to
authorized
required to
and withheld
and paid
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the
the officer
officer of
of the United States Government
Government authorized
to receive
receive
authorized to
the same from the income
income of nonresident
alien individuals
individuals from
from
nonresident alien
sources
sources within the United States shall be made applicable
applicable to
income
to income
derived from dividends upon the capital stock or
or from
net earnearnfrom the
the net
ings of domestic or other
other resident
corporations, joint-stock
resident corporations,
joint-stock comcompanies or associations
associations, and insurance
companies by
by nonresident
nonresident alien
ali en
insurance companies
companies, corporations,
corporations, joint-stock
joint-stock companies
companies or associations,
and
associations, and
insurance
insurance companies
companies not engaged
engaged in business
business or
or trade
trade within
within the
the
United
United States and not having any office
office or place
place of
of business
business therein.
therein.
ASSESSMENT AND
ASSESSMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION.
ADMINISTRATION.

SEC.
Sne. 14. (a) All assessments
assessments shall
be made
made and
and the
the several
several corshall be
cor-

porations,
companies or associations,
porations, joint-stock
joint-stock companies
associations, and
and insurance
insurance comcom-

panies
panies shall be notified of the amount
amount for
which they
they are
are respectively
respectively
for which
liable
or before
liable on
on or
before the first day
day of June of each
each successive
successive year
year, and
and
Payment.
said
assessment
Payment.
assessment
shall
be
paid
on
or
before
the
fifteenth
day
of
June:
shah
be
paid
on
or
before
the
fifteenth
day
of
June:
Provisos.
fis a l Provided,
Designated fiscal
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
company or
association,
Proided,That
That every
every corporation,
y Designated
or association,
e-r.
and
insurance company, computing
year.
and insurance
taxes upon
upon the
the income
income of
of the
the
taxes
fiscal
fiscal year
year which it
it may
may designate
designate in
in the
manner hereinbefore
prothe manner
hereinbefore provided, shall pay
taxes due
pay the taxes
clue under
its assessment
assessment within
within one
under its
one
h
undred
and
hundred
five
days
after the
date upon
upon which
which it
is required
required to
to file
file
five
days after
the date
it
is
Assessment,
etc.,
by
Commioneftr
ri its
Commissioner if no reits list
list or return
return of income
income for assessment;
assessment; except
except in
in cases
cases of
refusal
of
refusal
turn made, etc.
or neglect
turn made, etc.
neglect to make
make such return,
return, and
and in
cases of
of erroneous,
erroneous, false,
false, or
or
in cases
fraudulent
fraudulent returns, in which cases the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal
Revenue shall,
shall, upon
upon the discovery thereof, at
Revenue
at any
any time
time within
within three
three
Paymn
years after said return
is due,
years
return is
due, make
return upon
upon information
information
make aa return
Payment.
obtained as
as provided
for in this title or by existing law;
obtained
provided for
and the
law; and
the
the Commissioner
assessment made by the
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue
Revenue thereon
thereon
of Internal
shall be paid by such corporation,
corporation joint-stock
joint-stock company
or association,
assoc i
at i
on,
company or
axfor
noayor
or insurance
insurance company
comp any immediately
upon notification
of the
the amount
amount
immediately upon
notification of
for nonpaym Surtax
ent
ur
r nnp- of
of such assessment;
to any
any sum
ment.
assessment; and
and to
sum or
or sums
snms due
due and
and unpaid
unpaid after
after
the fifteenth
the
fifteenth day of June
June in
in any
any year,
year, or
or after
after one
one hundred
five
hundred and
and
five
days from the date
days
date on which the return
return of income
income is
is required
required to
to be
be
made
after ten
made by
by the taxpayer,
taxpayer, and after
ten days'
days' notice
notice and
and demand
demand
thereof by
thereof
by the collector,
collector, there shall
shall be
added the
offive
five per
per
be added
the sum of
centum
amount Of
of tax
centura on the amount
tax unpaid
unpaid and
and interest
interest at
at the
the rate
rate of
of one
one
Reund of
exss.
centum per
er month
month upon
Refund
of excess.
per centum.
tax from
the time
time the
same b
ecomes
upon said
said tax
from the
the same
becomes
VoL3,p.12.
due: Provided,
the examination
VoL 36, p. 112.
due:
Provided, That upon the
examination of
any return
return of
of "income
of any
income
made
made pursuant
pursuant to this title, the
the Act
Act of
August fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
of August
hundred
and nine,
nine, entitled,
entitled, "An Act to provide
provide revenue,
and
revenue, equalize
duties and
and
equalize duties
Vol. 38, p. 172..
encourage the
industri es o
Uni
te d States, and for other purencourage
the industries
offth
thee United
States, and for other purposes
poses ",
", and the Act
Act of October third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen,
entitled,
"An
entitled, "
An Act to reduce tariff
tariff duties and
and to
to provide
provide revenue
for
revenue for
the Government,
Government, and for
for other
hall appear
that
other purposes",
purposes", if
if itit s
shall
appear
that
R.S.,sec.3228,p.6.
of tax
R. S., sec.3228, .620. amounts of
tax have
have be
en paid
paid i
n excess
of tho
se propery
pro perl
y d
ue, the
been
in
excess of
those
due,
the
taxpayer shall
shall be permitted to present aa claim
taxpayer
for refund
claim for
refund thereof
thereof
notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of section thirty-two
hundred and
thirty-two hundred
and
twenty-eight ofthe
twenty-eight
of the Revised
Revised Statutes;
Statutes;
retrdssobe
records.
Returns to bepub
public
(b) When the 'assessment
shall be
as provided
provided in
in this
this title,
title,
assessment shall
be made,
made, as
the
returns, together
the returns,
together with any corrections
corrections thereof
thereof which
which may
may have
have
been
made by
by the commissioner, shall be
been made
be filed
filed in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the
pro*".
Provisos.
Commissioner
of Internal
Int ernalRevenue
Revenue and
and shall constitute public records
Commissioner of
shall constitute public records
si.ection
bee open to inspection as such:
Stsmtea
Ins .
ection rere- and b
suc h: Provided,
and all
all such
Provided, That
That any
any and
such
returns shall
sTall be
be open
open to
to inspection
inspection only upon the order
returns
of the
the PresiPresiorder of
dent,
under rules and
Access by State ofEand regulations
r
egul
ati ons to
prescribed by the Secretary
to b
bee prescribed
by the Secretary
rs.
cers.
tate
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury and approved
approved by the
the President:
President: Provided
Provided further,
further,
That
the
proper
of any
imposing aageneral
That the proper officers
officers of
any State
State imposing
general income
tax
income tax
may,
upon the
request of
of the governor
governor thereof,
may, upon
the request
thereof, have
have access
access to
to said
said
returns
or to
to an
an abstract
abstract thereof,
thereof, showing the name
returns or
and income
income of
of
name and
each
such corporation,
joint-stock company
each such
corporation, joint-stock
company or association,
association, or
or insurinsurP
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manner as the Secretary
ance company, at such times and in such manner
Secretary of
the Treasury
prescribe;
the
Treasury may
may prescribe;
(c)
joint-stock companies
companies or
associaor associa(c) If any
any of
of the
the corporations,
corporations, joint-stock
insurance companies aforesaid
tions, or insurance
aforesaid shall
refuse or neglect
neglect to
to
shall refuse
a return at the time or times
times hereinbefore
make a
hereinbefore specified m
in each
each
year,
or shall
false or
or fraudulent
corporation,
year, or
shall render
render a
a false
fraudulent return,
return, such
such corporation,
joint-stock company
company or association,
association, or insurance
insurance company
company shall be
liable to
penalty of
liable
to aapenalty
not exceeding
$10,000: Provided,
the ComComof not
exceeding $10,000:
Provided, That
That the
missioner of
of Internal Revenue
missioner
Revenue shall have
have authority,
in the
the case
case of
of
authority, in
either
or individuals,
individuals, to
to grant
extension
either corporations
corporations or
grant a
a reasonable
reasonable extension
of
timo in
in meritorious
meritorious cases,
cases, as
he may
may deem
proper.
of timo
as he
deem proper.
(d) That
That section
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five of
of the
Re(d)
section thirty-two
thirty-two hundred
the Revised Statutes
United States
States be,
be, and
and the
same is
hereby
vised
Statutes of
of the
the United
the same
is hereby,
amended
follows:
amended so as to
to read
read as follows:
second assessment
assessment is
made in
in case
"
SEC. 3225.
3225. When a
asecond
is made
case of
of any
any list
list,
"SEC.
statement, or
or return,
return, which
the opinion
of the
collector or
deputy
statement,
which in
in the
opinion of
the collector
or deputy
collector was false or fraudulent,
fraudulent, or contained
contained any
any understatement
understatement
or undervaluation,
undervaluation, no
or
under such assessment
no tax
tax collected
collected under
assessment shall be
be
recovered
recovered by
proved that
statement,
by any
any suit
suit unless
unless it is proved
that the said
said list,
list, statement,
or
return was
not false
false nor
and did
contain any
any underunderor return
was not
nor fraudulent
fraudulent and
did not
not contain
statement or
or undervaluation;
undervaluation; but
but this
section shall
apply to
to statestatestatement
this section
shall not
not apply
ments or returns made or to be made
under the laws
made in good
good faith
faith under
laws of
of
States regarding
regarding annual
gas wells
wells and
and
the United
United States
annual depreciation
depreciation of oil or gas
mines."
mines."
PART
PROVISIONS.
ADMNISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.
III.--GENERAL AmnNISTRATIVE
PART III.—GENERAL
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INCOME TX.
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INcoM

Penalty for no, or
false,
tyr ne or
false, returns.

pr
Proviso.

Extension oftime.
of time.
Extension

Second assessments.
R.
sde. 1225, p,
R. S., sec.
619, amended.
amended.

s.,c

s,

619,

No recovery
under,
No
recovery under,
unless proven
not false,
false,
unless
proven not

etc.

tatements of oil
Statements of oil or
wells and mines.
gas wellsand

General provisions.
General
provisions.

"State" and .United
SEC. 15.
15. That
the word
word "State"
"State" or
or "United
"United States"
States" when
when used
used in
in States"
SEC.
That the
,
cSa"td,
construed. ted
this title
title shall
be construed
construed to
to include
include any
the District
of
this
shall be
any Territory,
Territory, the
District of
Columbia,
and the
the Philippine
Islands, when
Columbia, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
Philippine Islands,
when such
such concon,

struction
its provisions.
is necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out its
provisions.
struction is
Sections
of Revised
Revised
Sections of
SEC. 16.
16. That
That sections
sections thirty-one
and sixty-seven,
SEC.
thirty-one hundred
hundred and
Statutes amended.
amended.
sixty-seven, thirtythirty- Statutes
one
thirty-one hundred
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-two,
seventy-two, thirty-one
hundred and
and seventy-three,
seventy-three,
and
and seventy-six
seventy-six of
Statutes of
of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
and thirty-one
thirty-one hundred
hundred and
the
United States
States as
as amended
amended are
hereby amended
amended so
to read
read as
as
the United
are hereby
so as
as to
follows:
follows:
Interal
revenue.
Internal revenue.
informaSEC. 3167.
3167. It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any collector,
collector, deputy
deputy colleccollec- I)iivgiFing informla
"SEc.
It shall
tion re .eived
l l by oftltor,
officer or employee
employee of the
States to tcis
fi't. y othe United States
tor, agent,
agent, clerk,
clerk, or other officer
cMls ll
unlawful.
It. sS., ssec. 3167, p.
divulge
make known
known in
any
manner
whatever
not provided
not
provided
:e7 Pd.
11.
divulge or
or to
to make
in any
manner
whatever
*, - ,
amended.
s
,1
r
.
Ad608. amended,
38,
in,
by
any person
operations, style
style of
of work,
apparatus of
of Vol.
p. 17,
or apparatus
Vol. 38,
the operations,
work, or
by law
law to
to any
person the
amended.
any manufacturer
or producer
by him
him in
discharge of
of his
his l mended.
in the
the discharge
producer visited
visited by
any
manufacturer or
official
the amount
amount or
or source
source of
of income,
losses,
income, profits,
profits losses,
official duties,
duties, or
or the
expenditures,
or any
particular thereof,
thereof, set
set forth
forth or
or disclosed
disclosed in
in any
any income
expenditures, or
any particular
Income returns.
income
return, or to
permit any
any
copy thereof
thereof or any
to permit
any income
income return
return or copy
income return,
book
containing any
or particulars
thereof to
be seen
or Unauthorized
book containing
any abstract
abstract or
particulars thereof
to be
seen or
Unauthorized publiexamined
by any
person except
by law;
and it
it shall
shall be
cation.
be cation.
provided by
law; and
except as
as provided
examined by
any person
unlawful
for any
any person
to print
print or
in any
whatever
person to
or publish
publish in
any manner
manner whatever
unlawful for
not provided
by law
law any
return or
source
or any
any part thereof
thereof or source
any income
income return
not
provided by
Punishment.
of
income, profits,
or expenditures
appearing in
in any
any income
income Punishment
expenditures appearing
of income,
profits, losses,
losses, or
return;
and any
any offense
against the
foregoing. provision
provision shall be aa
offense against
the foregoing
return; and
misdemeanor and
and be
be punished
by a
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000 or by
by
punished by
a fine
fine not
misdemeanor
imprisonment
year, or
both, at
at the
the discretion
discretion of Dismissal
imprisonment not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
or both,
. of offender.
Dismissalof
ender.
the
court; and
and if
the offender
be an
officer or
employee of
of the
the United
or employee
United
if the
offender be
an officer
the court;
States he
shall be
be dismissed
from, office
office or
employor discharged
discharged from
from employStates
he shall
dismissed from
ment.
ment.
Inquiries by deputy
pn
"Sac. 3172.
collector shall,
from time
to time,
time, cause
cause his
collectors.
y
y
his coUeetors.
time to
shall, from
3172. Every
Every collector
"SEC.
1
R. S., sec. 3172,
p.
p.
72,
3
,sS,
se.
inquire
his district
deputies
proceed through
every part
part of
of his
district and
and inquire 608. amended.
through every
to proceed
deputies to
8
Vol. 338,
p.
178,
after and
concerning all
therein who
who are
are liable
liable to
pay any
any Vo.
, pP.
178,
to pay
all persons
persons therein
after
and concerning
amended.
internal-revenue
all persons
persons owning
or having
having the
the care
care and
and amndeL
owning or
tax, and
and all
internal-revenue tax,
management of
of any
any objects
objects liable
liable to
pay any
any tax,
tax, and
make aalist
list
to make
and to
to pay
management
of
persons and
and enumerate
enumerate said
objects.
said objects.
of such
such persons
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"SEC. 3173.
duty of
of any
partnership, firm,
firm,
""SEC.
3173. It
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
any person,
person, partnership,

R. s., se. 3173, p. association,
or corporation,
association, or
corporation, made
made liable
liable to
to any
any duty,
duty, special
special tax,
tax, or
or
other
tax imposed
imposed by
not otherwise
otherwise provided
for.
,(1)
in
other tax
by law,
law, when
when not
provided for,
(1) in
a.ende.
of a
a special
special tax,
amended.
case of
'before the
the thirty-first
thirty-first day
day of
of July
July in
in each
each
tax, on
on or
or before
Special.
income
Income.

o
ther cas
cases.
other

Po
1=
nicer=
Byevemoceofficeron
8.

notpart.

failure of party.

year, (2) in case of
day of
of March
March
of income
income tax
tax on or before
before the
the first
first day
m
in each year, or on or
day of
the sixty-day
period
or before
before the
the last
last day
of the
sixty-day period
next following
following the
closing date
date of
the fiscal
it makes
makes aa
next
the closing
of the
fiscal year
year for
for which
which it
income, and (3) in other cases
return of its income
cases before
which
before the day
day on
on which
the taxes accrue,
accrue, a
verified by
oath, to
to the
the
to make a
a list
list or return,.
return, verified
by oath,
a deputy collector of the district where
collector or a
where located, of
the
of the
articles or objects, including the amount of annual income charged
charged
with a
a duty or tax, the quantity
merchandise,
quantity of goods, wares,
wares, and merchandise,
made or sold and charged
charged with a
atax, the several
aggregate
several rates and aggregate
amount, according to the forms and regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Revenue with the
approval of
the
the approval
of the
Secretary
which such
such person,
person partnership,
partnership, firm,
Secretary of the Treasury, for
for which
firm,
association, or
corporation is
liable: Provided,
Prowled, That
That if
if any
any person
association,
or corporation
is liable:
person

liable
or tax,
tax, or
liable to pay any duty or
possessing, or
or having
the
or owning,
owning, possessing,
having the

care or management
management of property,
property, goods, wares,
wares, and merchandise,
merchandise,
articles
articles or objects
objects liable to pay any duty, tax, or license,
license shall fail to
to
a list or return required by law,
make and exhibit a
law , but
but shall
;hall consent
consent
to disclose the particulars
property, goods,
wares,
particulars of any and all the property,
goods, wares,
and merchandise,
merchandise, articles, and objects
objects liable to
to pay
pay any
duty or
or tax,
tax,
any duty
or any business or occupation
occupation liable
pay any
tax as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
liable to
to pay
any tax
then, and in that
be the
duty of
of the
the collector
deputy
that case,
case, it shall be
the duty
collector or
or deputy
collector to make such list
being distinctly
distinctly read,
read,
list or return,
return, which,
which, being
consented to, and signed and verified
consented
verified by oath by the person so ownown-

ing,
or having
having the
and management
management as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid,
ing, ri08se55in2,
po
sig, or
the care
care and
may lie
be received
received as the list of such
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in
such person:
person: Provided
case no annual
annual list or return
return has been rendered
such person
person to
to
rendered by
by such
the collector or deputy collector as required
required by law, and the person
person
shall be absent from his or her residence or place
place of business
business at
the
at the
time the collector
collector or
deputy collector
shall call
call for
for the
the annual
or a
a deputy
collector shall
annual list
list
or return, it
it shall be the duty of such collector
collector or deputy
collector
deputy collector
to leave
leave at such place of residence
residence or business, with some
suitsome one
one of suitable age and discretion,
discretion, if such be present, otherwise to deposit
deposit in
in
office, aa note or memorandum
the nearest post office,
memorandum addressed
such
addressed to
to such
person, requiring
person
requiring him or her
to render
or deputy
deputy
her to
render to
to such
such collector
collector or
collector the list or return
return required by law within
within ten
ten days
days from
the
from the
sunomonS,
summons, et.,
do., oon date of such note or memorandum,
memorandum, verified
verified by
by oath.
oath. And
.And if
if any
any
no, or false, return by
nptyr
, retn
person, on being notified
or required
PlutY.
notified or
required as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
refuse or
shall refuse
or
neglect to render such list or return within the time
time required
as aforeaforerequired as
said, or whenever any person
person who is required
required to deliver
deliver aamonthly
monthly or
or
other return
return of objects subject to tax fails to do so at the time
retime required, or delivers any return which, in the opinion of
qui"ied,
collector,
of the collector,
is erroneous,
erroneous, false, or fraudulent,
fraudulent, or contains any undervaluation
undervaluation or
or
understatement,
understatement, or refuses
refuses to allow any
any regularly
authorized Govregularly authorized
Govexamine the books
ernment officer
officer to examine
books of such person,
person, firm,
firm, or
or corpocorporation, it
it shall be lawful for the collector to summon such person,
person,
or any other person having
having posession,
possession, custody,
custody-, or
care of
of books
or care
books of
of
account
contaning entries relating
account containing
to the
of such
such person,
person, or
or
relating to
the business
business of
any other person he may deem
deem _proper,
him and
and
proper, to appear
appear before him
produce
produce such books at aatime and place named in
in the
the summons,
summons, and
and
to
give
testimony
or
answer
interrogatories
under
oath,
res_pecting
to
give
testimony
or
answer
interrogatories,
under
oath,
respecting
Authority of collector
otsid of district.
of lcotl any
outside
or income
tax or
the returns
returns thereof.
The colcolany objects
objects or
income liable
liable to
to tax
or the
thereof. The
lector
any person
person residing or found within the State
lector may
may summon
summon any
or Territory in which
which his district
district lieslies; and
when the
the person
per
son intended
i
nt
en d
ed
and when
to be summoned does not
notreside and can not be found within such
such
State or Territory, he may enter any collection district where such
such
person may be found and there
there make
make the examination
examination herein
authorherein authorzed. And
ized.
And to this end he may there exercise
exercise all the authority
authority which
which
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IncomI
district for which
he might
might lawfully
exercise in the district
which he was commisINCOME TAX.
TAX.
lawfully exercise
he
sioned: Provided,
Provided, That 'person,'
'person,' as used in this section, shall be Corporations
Crzorations inconstrued
include any
any corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
co
m pan y or
or asso
38, P
179
construed to
to include
asso--eVol.
vol. 38,
p.. 179,
ciation,
or insurance
insurance company
company when
such construction
construction is necessary
necessary amended
amended'
when such
ciation, or
to carry
its provisions.
provisions.
to
carry out
out its

eturn
a
1it
"SEc. 3176.
3176. If
If any
person, corporation,
company, or
association no
noRetourm
f
rseoffirci
or false,
return
"SEC.
any person,
corporation, company,
or association
prescribed by law, made.
fails
made.5
file a
a return
return or list at the time prescribed
fails to make and file
R
sec. 3176, p.
or
willfully or
otherwise, aafalse
fraudulent return
return or
list, 610,
610,.amended.
1amended.
or list
or fraudulent
false or
or makes,
makes, willfully
or otherwise,
the collector
or deputy
shall make
make the
the return
from his
his ani
V
en
olaed3
8, p. 179,
mended.
or list
list from
return or
collector shall
deputy collector
the
collector or
own knowledge and from such information
information as he can obtain through
through
testimony or
return or
list so
so made
subscribed Legaleffect.
Legal effect.
and subscribed
made and
or list
Any return
otherwise. Any
or otherwise.
testimony
by a
acollector or deputy
deputy collector shall be prima facie good and sufficient
all legal
legal purposes.
purposes.
cient for
for all
"
return or
list is
absence tte.sion
teExtension
Permit'
permit
or absence
to sickness
sickness or
is due
due to
or list
to file
file aareturn
" If
If the
the failure
failure to
further time, not
exceeding thirty days,
allow such
such further
not exceeding
the collector
collector may allow
for making
making and
filing the
the return
or list
list as
he deems
for
and filing
return or
as he
deems proper.
proper.
Assessment by Comom
missioner.
Revenue shall assess all taxes, other missio
Internal Revenue
"The Commissioner of Internal
'The
than
stamp taxes,
to which
are so
by aa colreturns or
or lists
lists are
so made
made by
colthan stamp
taxes, as
as to
which returns
lector or
or deputy'collector.
deputy 'collector. In
of any
to make
and file
file aa Surtaxforfaure
Surtax for failure.
make and
any failure
failure to
In case
case of
lector
within the time
time prescribed
prescribed by law or by the collector,
return or list within
Exception
Commissioner of Internal
the
Internal Revenue shall add to the tax fifty per Exception.
the Commissioner
centum of
of its
voluntarily and
return is voluntarily
and
except that,
that, when
when aa return
centum
its amount
amount except
it is shown
the collector
collector filed after such time and it
without notice from the
that the failure
failure to
it was due
due to
to a
reasonable cause
cause and
and not
not to
fraudulent list
list.
to file
file it
a reasonable
to For
For fraudulent
willful
neglect, no
no such
In case aa
shall be
be made to the tax. In
such addition
addition shall
willful neglect,
false
or fraudulent
return or
Commissioner
willfully made,
made, the Commissioner
or list
list is willfully
false or
fraudulent return
centum
of
Internal Revenue
Revenue shall
add to
hundred per centum
the tax
tax one
one hundred
to the
shall add
of Internal
of its amount.
Collection.
Collection.
"The amount
so added
to any
any tax
be collected
collected at
at the
the same
same
tax shall
shall be
added to
amount so
"The
time and
and in
part of the tax unless the tax has
manner and as part
in the
the same
same manner
time
been paid
paid before
before the
discovery of
fraud, in
falsity, or fraud,
neglect, falsity,
of the
the neglect,
the discovery
been
which
case the
the amount
so added
manner
same manner
the same
collected in the
shall be
be collected
added shall
amount so
which case
Receipts to
be given
as the
the tax."
Receipts
to be
given
as
tax."
than stamp
SEC.
17. That
That it
duty of
collector of
of internal
internal fefor esoothor
thor than
stamp
of every
every collector
be the
the duty
shall be
it shall
SEC. 17.
revenue, to
any payment
any taxes
is made
the propro- Vol.
38, p.
179,
p. 179,
vol. as,
under the
made under
taxes is
of any
payment of
to whom
whom any
revenue,
visions of
this title,
to the
person making
making such payment
emende
d'
payment aafull amded
the person
to give
give to
title, to
of this
visions
and the parwritten
printed receipt,
receipt, expressing
expressing the
amount paid and
the amount
or printed
written or
ticular account
account for
for which
payment was
whenever
and whenever
was made;
made; and
such payment
which such
ticular
such
payment is
is made
made such
collector shall,
required, give
give a
separate
a separate
if required,
shall, if
such collector
such payment
receipt
for each
each tax
any debtor,
account of payments
payments made
debtor, on account
by any
paid by
tax paid
receipt for
to or
be made
to separate
separate creditors
in such
such form
form that
that such
such
creditors in
him to
made by
by him
or to
to be
to
debtor
can conveniently
separately to
his several
several
to his
same separately
the same
produce the
conveniently produce
debtor can
creditors
in satisfaction
satisfaction of
of their
their respective
demands to
the amounts
Acceptance of
of rereamounts Acceptance
to the
respective demands
creditors in
specified
in such
and such
shall be
sufficient evidence
evidence Ceipt
oeipt by
by creditor,
creditor, etc.
etc.
be sufficient
receipts shall
such receipts
receipts; and
such receipts;
specified in
in
favor of
of such
such debtor
debtor to
the amount
amount
in withholding
withholding the
him in
justify him
to justify
in favor
therein expressed
from his
his next
next payment
payment to
his creditor;
creditor; but
such
but such
to his
expressed from
therein
creditor may,
may, upon
upon giving
giving to
to his
his debtor
full written
written receipt,
acknowlreceipt, acknowla full
debtor a
creditor
edging
to him
of whatever
whatever sum
sum may
may be
be actually
actually paid,
paid,
him of
the payment
payment to
edging the
and accepting
accepting the
the amount
amount of
of tax
tax 'ma
aforesaid (specifying
(specifying the
the
as aforesaid
paid as
and
same)
further satisfaction
of the
the debt
debt to
to that
that amount, require
require
satisfaction of
as a
a further
same) as
for no
Penalty
the surrender
surrender to
to him
him of
Penalty for
no rerereceipt.
collector's receipt.
of such
such collector's
the
SEC.
18. That
That if
individual liable
liable to
make the
the return
or pay
pay turnsetC.
tams ,eta'
return or
to make
if any
any individual
SEC. 18.
the tax
tax aforesaid
or neglect
to make
make such
such return
return at
at the
the
neglect to
refuse or
shall refuse
aforesaid shall
the
time or
or times
specified in
year, he
he shall
be liable
liable to
to Punishment
Punishment
for
for
shall be
m each
each year,
hereinbefore specified
times hereinbefore
time
than $20
$20 nor
than $1,000.
$1,000. Any
Any individual
returns.
auduent return
individual fraudulent
more than
nor more
not less
less than
of not
aapenalty
penalty-of
or
any officer
officer of
corporation 'joint-stock
joint-stock company
or association,
association,
company or
of any
any corporation,
or any
or
insurance company
company required
required by
law to
make, render,
or
sign, or
render, sign,
to make,
by law
or insurance
verify any
return who
false or
or fraudulent
return or
or statestatefraudulent return
any false
makes any
who makes
any return
verify
ment with
with intent
defeat or
or evade
by this
this
required by
assessment required
the assessment
evade the
to defeat
intent to
ment
title to
to be
shall be
guilty of
shall be
be fined
fined
and shall
misdemeanor, and
of aamisdemeanor,
be guilty
be made
made shall
title
not
or be
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
year, or
or
$2,000 or
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
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both,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the court,
court, with
the costs
costs of
of prosecution:
prosecution:
with the
of the
both, in
Provided,
That where
where any
any tax
tax heretofore
due and
and payable
payable has
been
has been
heretofore due
Provided, That
duly paid
the taxpayer,
taxpayer, it
it shall
be re-collected
re-collected from
from any
any perpershall not
not be
duly
paid by
by the
required to retain
retain it at its source, nor shall any
son or corporation required
penalty be
be imposed
or collected
such cases
cases from
from the
the taxpayer,
or
taxpayer, or
in such
collected in
imposed or
penalty
such person
or corporation
corporation whose
whose duty
duty it
it was
to retain
retain it,
it, for
failure
for failure
was to
such
person or
to
or pay
pay the
the same,
unless such
such failure
failure was
fraudulent and
and for
for
was fraudulent
same, unless
to return
return or
the
evading payment.
of evading
the purpose
purpose of
Sworn return.
returns.
S
EC. 19.
The collector
collector shall
shall require
require every
every
or deputy
deputy collector
SEC.
19. The
collector or
Sworn
return to
verified by
oath of
of the
the party
rendering it.
it. If
If the
the
party rendering
by the
the oath
be verified
return
to be
collector
or deputy
collector have
reason to
to believe
believe that
that the
the amount
amount
have reason
deputy collector
collector or
of
income returned
returned is
understated, he
due notice
notice to the
shall give
give due
he shall
is understated,
of any
any income
making the
the return
return to
show cause
why- the
the amount
amount of
of the
the return
return
Increased if
cause why
to show
person making
under- person
ii underincreased
stated.
should not
not be
be increased,
and upon
the amount
amount understated
understated
proof of
of the
upon proof
increased, and
should
stated,
may
increase the
the same
furnish sworn
may furnish
Such person
person may
same accordingly.
accordingly. Such
may increase
testimony, to
prove any
relevant facts,
and, if
if dissatisfied
dissatisfied with
with the
the
facts, and,
any relevant
to prove
testimony
Appeal to
to commiCommis- decision
of the
the collector,
may
appeal to
to the
the Commissioner
of Internal
of
Internal
Commissioner
appeal
may
collector,
decision
of
Appeal
RODIN.n e r
.
Revenue for his decision under
Revenue
under such rules of procedure
procedure as may be
prescribed by regulation.
regulation.
upon
Jurisdiction
S
EC. 20.
20. That
That jurisdiction
hereby conferred
conferred u
pon. the
the district
district
is hereby
jurisdiction is
SEC.
disof asJurisdiction of
trict courts.
courts of the United States for the district within which
trictcourts,
which any person
person
summoned under
under this
appear to
to produce
produce books
books
or to
testify or
to testify
title to
to appear
this title
summoned
shall reside,
reside, to
compel such
such attendance,
books, and
and
of books,
production of
attendance, production
to compel
shall
testimony
appropriate process.
process.
by appropriate
testimony by
Yearl
s
SEC.
preparation and
Yeaerlyyof statistical
statitical
Ee 21. That the preparation
and publication
publication of statistics
statistics reasonreasonstatement
incomes,
etc., to
be made.
ably
respect to the operation
operation of the income tax law and
and
with respect
etc,
to be
ably available
available with
made.
containing
of taxpayers
income, the amounts
amounts
of income,
taxpayers and of
classifications of
containing classifications
allowed
exemptions, and any other facts deemed
deemed
deductions and exemptions,
allowed as
as deductions
pertinent
and valuable,
annually by the Commissioner
Commissioner
valuable, shall be made annually
pertinent and
of
Revenue with the
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
the approval
of Internal
InternalRevenue
General
laws appicapplicSEC. 22.
administrative, special,
special, and
and general
general provisions
of
lGeneral laws
SEC.
22. That
That all
all administrative,
provisions of
able,
assessment, remission,
remission, colleccollecrelation to the assessment,
the laws
laws in relation
law, including
including the
internal-revenue taxes not heretofore
heretofore specifically
specifically
tion, and refund of internal-revenue
repealed and not inconsistent
provisions of this title, are
inconsistent with the provisions
repealed
made applicable
provisions of this title
applicable to all the provisions
hereby extended and made
and to the tax herein imposed.
imposed.
Rico
PhilSEC.
Porto Rico
Sze. 23. That the provisions of this title shall
shall extend to Porto Rico
Poite
Rico and
and PhilPrOV13011
and
the
Philippine
Islands:
Provided,
That
the
administration
of the
the
of
Pverono.
and
the
Philippine
Islands:
Provided,
That
the
administration
Collection by insular
r
officers foruse'thereof.
for
thereof. law
and the
the collection
of the
in Porto
Rico and
and the
Philthe PhilPorto Rico
imposed in
the taxes
taxes imposed
collection of
law and
officet
ippine
shall be
internal-revenue officers
of
ippine Islands
Islands shall
be by
by the
the appropriate
appropriate internal-revenue
officers of
those governments,
governments, and
and all
revenues collected
collected in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico and
and the
those
all revenues
the
Philippine
Islands thereunder
thereunder shall
shall accrue
accrue intact
intact to
to the
the general
general GovGovPhilippine Islands
Jurisdiction of Philippine courts.
thereof, respectively:
Providedfurther, That the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
respectively: Providedfurther,
h ernments thereof,
court.
ippme
in
this title
title conferred
conferred upon
the district
district courts
courts of
of the
the United
United States
States
in this
upon the
shall,
as the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands are
are concerned,
concerned, be
be vested
vested in
the
shall, so
so far
far as
in the
Pay of
0:Mirth of the
And providedfurther,
That
further, That
the first instance
instance of said islands: And
of insular
Pay
insular and
and courts
District
of
Columbia not
hing.in
in this
this title
shall be
to exclude
exclude from
the computation
computation of
of
from the
be held
held to
title shall
nothing
nDicalstt taxable.
of
aolabl
officials
the
net income
income the
paid any
any official
official by
by the
governments
the net
the compensation
compensation paid
the governments
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and the
the Philippine
or
of
the District
Columbia, Porto
Philippine Islands,
Islands, or
the
subdivisions thereof.
thereof.
the political
political subdivisions
Former income tax
SEC.
prorme
income tax
S
EC. 24. That Section II of the Act approved
approved October
October third, ninenineprovisions repealed.
Vol. 38,
8, pp. 166-181,
voi.
166-181, teen
teen
hundred
hundred
and thirteen,
entitled "An
.Act
to reduce
reduce tariff
tariff duties
duties and
and
and
thirteen,
entitled
"An
Act
to
repealed.
repealed.
to provide revenue
Government, and for other purposes,"
purposes," is
to
revenue for the Government,
Continued
for c,ollechereby repealed,
repealed, except
except as
herein otherwise
provided, and
and except
that
except that
otherwise provided,
as herein
collec hereby
continued for
tion, etc.,
of accnted
accrued it
it shall remain in force
etc., of
force for the assessment
assessment and collection
collection of al
all taxes
taxes
which
thereunder, and
and for
the imposition
imposition and
collection
which have
have accrued
accrued thereunder,
for the
and collection
tax. ,
of
all penalties
or forfeitures
which have
have accrued
accrued or
or may
may accrue
accrue in
relaof all
penalties or
forfeitures which
in relaAppropriations available,
tion to
to any
of such
such taxes,
that the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of
,proprtiosava
- tion
any of
taxes, and
and except
except that
any appropriation
appropriation heretofore
heretofore made
made and
and now
for the
the adminadminany
now available
available for
istration
such section
any provision
provision thereof
thereof shall
shall be
istration of
of such
section or
or any
be available
available for
for
the administration of this title or the
the corresponding
corresponding provision
provision thereof.
INCOMIT
TAX.
WroMTxA.

Proviso.
Tax
by
id byp
Tax paid
not
to beearoectd
re.colli
not to
atsource,
atsourCe, etc.
eta.
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INCOME TAX.
TAX.
ICOE
the tax
been assessed
S
EC. 25.
25. That
income on
on which
which has
has been
assessed the
tax imposed
imposed
That income
SEC.
Income under former
by
Section II
the Act
Act entitled
by Section
II of
of the
to reduce
reduce tariff
tariff duties
duties and
and to
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to law
Incomaeuner
former
not applicable hereand for
provide
the Government,
Government, and
to.
provide revenue
revenue for
for the
for other
other purposes,
purposes," to.
approved
third, nineteen
and thirteen, shall not be
hundred and
nineteen hundred
October third,
approved October
considered
site fiscal
as income
meaning of
title: Provided,
considered as
income within
within the
the meaning
of this
this title:
Provided, That
That Proviso.
Designated fiscal
year.
this section shall not conflict
conflict with that portion of section ten, of this year.
Ante, p. 768.
title,
under which
which a
its own
fiscal year.
year.
title, under
a taxpayer
fixed its
taxpayer has
has fixed
own fiscal
Po^,p. 1004.
Post,

TITLE
TAX.
II.-ESTATE TAX.
TITLE II.—ESTATE

Estate tax.

Construction
Construction
t
tensrum
SEC. 200.
200. That
this title—
titleThat when used
used in this
SEC.
terms.
"Person."
The
"person" includes
partnerships, corporations,
corporations, and asso- "Person."
includes partnerships,
term "person"
The term

of
of

ciations;
ciations;
states."
"United States."
Territories "United
means only
The term
States" means
only the
the States,
States, the
the Territories
"United States"
term "United
The
of
and Hawaii,
Hawaii, and
and the
of Columbia;
Columbia;
the District
District of
of Alaska
Alaska and
"Executor."
t or
Ee
The term
"executor" means
executor or administrator
administrator of the
the
the executor
means the
term "executor"
The
decedent,
or, if
executor or
administrator, any person
person
or administrator,
no executor
if there
there is no
decedent, or,
who
takes possession
of any
any property
decedent; and
the decedent;
of the
property of
possession of
who takes
"Collector."
of internal
The term
"collector" means
means the
the collector
collector of
internal revenue
revenue of
of "conector."
term "collector"
The
was the
the domicile of the decedent
the
decedent at the time of
of
in which
which was
the district in
his
death, or,
there was
was no
such domicile
domicile in
in the
the United
United States,
no such
if there
or, if
his death,
then the
the collector
collector of
the district
district in
the part of the
is situated
situated the
in which is
of the
then
gross
of the
the decedent
the United
United States,
States, or,
part of
of
if such
such part
or, if
in the
decedent in
gross estate
estate of
then the colsituated in more than one district, then
estate is situated
the gross estate
lector
of internal
revenue at
at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland.
internal revenue
lector of
Tax on transfers of
SEC. 201.
201. That
That a
this title
title referred
referred to
to as
as the
the estates
of
Tax Onof transfers
in this
tax (hereinafter
(hereinafter in
a tax
SEC.
decedents
hereafter.
hereafte
of
the
net
tax),
the following
following percentages
perc,entages of the value
value
equal to
to the
tax), equal
Pod, p.
estate, to
be determined
determined as
two hundred
and Pod,p.'10
hundred and
m section
section two
provided in
as provided
to be
estate,
every
net
estate
the
the
transfer
three,
is
hereby
imposed
upon
the
transfer
of
estate
of
every
upon
hereby
imposed
three, is
resident or
decedent
dying after
after the
passage of this
this Act,
Act, whether
whether a
a resident
the passage
decedent dying
nonresident of
States:
United States:
the United
of the
nonresident
Rates.
One per
of the
the amount
such net
net estate
estate not
not in
in excess
excess of
of Rate.
of such
amount of
centum of
One
per centum
$50,000;
$50,000;
Two per
per centum
centum of
by which
such net
estate exceeds
exceeds
net estate
which such
amount by
the amount
of the
Two
$150,000;
exceed $150,000;
$50,000
and does
does not exceed
$50,000 and
Three per
centum of
amount by
which such
such net
net estate
estate exceeds
exceeds
by which
the amount
of the
per centum
Three
$150,000
and does
does not
not exceed
exceed $250,000;
$250,000;
$150,000 and
Four
centum of
of the
which such
estate exceeds
exceeds
net estate
such net
by which
the amount
amount by
per centum
Four per
$250,000
exceed $450,000;
$450,000;
$250,000 and does not exceed
Five per
amount by
by which
such net
estate exceeds
exceeds
net estate
which such
of the
the amount
centum of
Five
per centum
$450.000
not exceed
exceed $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
does not
and does
$450.000 and
Six per
centum of
the amount
by which
exceeds
net estate
estate exceeds
such net
which such
amount by
of the
Six
per centum
$1,000,000 and
and does
nor exceed
$2,000,000;
exceed $2,000,000;
does nor
$1,000,000
Seven
centum of
the amount
amount by
estate exceeds
exceeds
net estate
such net
by which
which such
of the
per centum
Seven per
$2,000,000 and
exceed $3,000,000;
$3,000,000;
not exceed
does not
and does
$2,000,000
Eight
centum of
the amount
amount by
by which
which such
net estate
estate exceeds
exceeds
such net
of the
per centum
Eight per
$3,000,000
and does
not exceed
$4,000,000;
exceed $4,000,000;
does not
000,000 and
$3
Nine
per centum
the amount
amount by
which such
net estate
estate exceeds
exceeds
such net
by which
of the
centum of
Nine per
$4,000,000 and
does not
$5,000,000; and
and
exceed $5,000,000;
not exceed
and does
$4,000,000
Ten
the amount
amount by
such net
net estate
estate exceeds
exceeds
which such
by which
of the
centum of
Ten per
per centum
$5,000,000.
$5,000,000.
Value of gross estate.
S
EC. 202.
202. That
estate of
of the
the decedent
decedent shall
shall Vale ofgross estate
gross estate
of the
the gross
value of
the value
That the
SEC.
be determined
value at
time of
of his
his death
all
of all
death of
the time
at the
the value
including the
by including
be
determined by
Property included..
property, real
or personal,
personal, tangible
or intangible,
situated: SProbjety
property,
real or
tangible or
intangible, wherever
wherever situated:
included
Subject to
admuus•
tration.
(a) To
the extent
therein of
of the
decedent at
at the
the time
time tration.
the decedent
the interest
interest therein
extent of
of the
To the
(a)
of
his death
death which
after his
is subject
subject to
the payment
the
of the
payment of
to the
his death
death is
which after
of his
charges against
against his
and the
and
administration and
of its
its administration
the expenses
expenses of
his estate
estate and
charges
is
subject to
to distribution
distribution as
as part
part of
of his
his estate.
estate.
is subject
Gifts, etc., in antici(b) To
To the
the extent
extent of
of any
any interest
interest therein
decedent has
has pG,
pationtc.,
of death.
ii t
the decedent
therein of
of which
which the
(b)
at
time made
made a
atransfer,
with respect
respect to
which he
he has
has created
created
to which
or with
transfer, or
any time
at any
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aatrust, in contemplation
contemplation of
of or
intended to
to take
take effect
effect in
in possession
possession or
or intended
or
enjoyment
except in
in case
case of
of a
abona
bona fide
fide sale
sale for
for
enioyment at
at or
or after
after his
his death,
death, except
Priortransiers within a
Prortansersth
fair consideration
afair
consideration in,
money or
worth. Any
transfer of
of aa
in money
or money's
money's worth.
Any transfer
two years.
two years.
material part of his property
of aa final
final disposition
property in the nature of
disposition or
or
distribution thereof, made
made by
by the
within two
two years
years prior
prior to
distribution
the decedent
decedent within
to
his
such a
a consideration,
consideration shall,
shall, unless
shown to
to the
his death
death without such
unless shown
the
contrary, be deemed to
in contemplation
contemplation of
of death
death
contrary,
to have
have been
been made
made in
within
of this
this title;
title; and
and
within the meaning
meaning of
Extent of joint inter(c)
the extent
(c) To the
extent of
therein held
held jointly
or as
as tenants
tenants
of the
the interest
interest therein
jointly or
ests.xtentf toint interin the entirety
entirety by the decedent
decedent and any other
or deposited
other person, or
deposited in
in
banks or other institutions in their joint'names
joint -names and payable to
to either
either
or the survivor,
survivor, except
except such part
thereof as may be shown
shown to
have
part thereof
to have
originally belonged
belonged to such other person and never
belonged
never to
to have belonged
to
to the decedent.
Domestic
Domnetic stock,
stock eetc.,
For the purpose
purpose of this title stock in aadomestic corporation owned
owned
held by nonresidents,
etc.
and
held by
by a
anonresident
nonresident decedent
be deemed
deemed property
within
etc.
and held
decedent shall
shall be
property within
the United States, and any property
property of which the decedent
decedent has made
aatransfer or with respect
respect to which he has created a
atrust,
trust, within the
meaning of subdivision (b) of this section, shall
shall be deemed to
to be
be
situated
situated in the United States, if so situated
situated either at the time of
of the
creation of the trust, or at the time of the
transfer or the creation
the decedent's
decedent's
death.
Value of net estate.
value
SEC.
Sec. 203. That for the purpose
purpose of the tax
tax the value of
of the
the net
net
Deductions to detereductions t deter- estate shall
be determineddetermined—
shall be
mine.
Residents.
Residents.
(a) In
In the case of a
a resident,
(a)
resident, by deducting from the
the value
of the
the
value of
gross estate—
estateFuneral,
administrauneral, admnistr
(1) Such amounts for funeral
administration expenses,
(1)
funeral expenses,
expenses, administration
expenses,
tion, etc., expenses and
claims against
against the
mortgages, losses
losses incurred
incurred during
during
tO.,cp exBand claims
the estate,
estate, unpaid
unpaid mortgages,
charges.
the settlement of the estate
estate arising from fires, storms, shipwreck,
shipwreck, or
or
other casualty, and from theft, when such losses are not oompensated
oompensated
for by insurance
insurance or otherwise,
otherwise, support
support during the settlement of the
estate of those dependent
dependent upon
upon the decedent,
decedent, and such other charges
charges
against the estate
estate,' as are allowed
allowed by the laws
jurisdiction,
laws of the jurisdiction,
whether within or without the
the United States, under
under which
which the estate
administered; and
and
is being administered;
$60,000sO,Wo.
(2) An exemption of $50,000;
$50,000;
Nonrmidents.
Noresient.
(b) In
from the
In the case of a
anonresident,
nonresident, by deducting
deducting from
the value
value of
of
that part of his gross estate which at the time of his death is situated
situated
Propor
Prop or t
t Ional
io, l in the United States that proportion
of the deductions
proportion of
deductions specified
specified in
in
amount of expenses.
amount ofxpn.^
paragraph
the value
paragraph (1) of subdivision
subdivision (a) of this section
section which
which the
value of
of
such part bears to the value
value of his entire gross
gross estate, wherever
wherever
Returns
Returns required.
required.
deductions shall be allowed in the case of a
situated. But no deductions
a nonresident unless the executor includes
includes in the return
return required
required to be
be
Infra.
Ira.
filed under
under section two hundred
hundred and five the value
value at the time of his
his
death of that part of the gross estate
estate of the nonresident
nonresident not
situated
not situated
in the United States.
Payment.
S
EC. 204.
204. That
the tax
tax shall
be due
due one
year after
after the
the decedent's
decedent's
ayment.aod
SEC.
That the
shall be
one year
Discount
allowed.
death. If the tax is paid before
before it
it is due a
adiscount
discount at the rate of
of
five per centum per annum, calculated from the time pay
payment
ment is
Interest
ntrest iif delayed.
delayed, made
to the
the date
the tax is due, shall be deducted.
deducted. If
made to
date when
when the
If the tax
is not paid within ninety days
days after
after it is due interest at
of
at the rate of
ten
per
centum
per
annum
from
the
time
of
the
decedent's
death
shall
Anloo
ten
per
centum
per
annum
from
the
time
of
the
decedent's
death
shall
Allowance for =- b e
added as
as part
part of
of the
tax, unless
unless because
because of
of claims
claims against
the
avoidable delays, etc.
avoidable,
tc be added
the tax,
against the
estate, necessary
necessary litigation, or other unavoidable
unavoidable delay the collector
collector
finds that the tax can not be determined, in which
which case the interest
interest
shall be at the rate of six per centum
centurn per annum from the time of the
the
decedent's death until the cause of such delay
delay is
removed, and
is removed,
and therethereafter
the rate
per centum
centum per
annum. Litigation
to defeat
after at
at the
rate of
of ten
ten per
per annum.
Litigation to
defeat
Litigation.
tiftion-L
payment of the tax shall not be deemed
the payment
deemed necessary
necessary litigation.
litigation.
Notice to oollector.
Notic to o
r
SEC.
qualifying
S
EC. 205. That the executor, within thirty days after
after qualifying
as such, or after coming into possession
possession of any property of the deceOATA™
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TAXESTAT
dent, whichever
event first
first occurs,
occurs, shall
give written
notice thereof
ESTATE TAX.
thereof
written notice
shall give
whichever event
dent,
to
the collector.
executor shall
also, at
at such
times and
and in
Returns by executor.
such Returnsbyexetor
in such
such times
shall also,
The executor
collector. The
to the
under this title,
manner
as may
be required
required by
made under
regulations made
the regulations
by the
may be
manner as
file with
with the
the collector
return under
setting forth
forth Contents.
Contents.
duplicate, setting
in duplicate,
oath in
under oath
a return
collector a
file
(a)
value of
of the
the gross
gross estate
estate of
of the
decedent at the time of his
the decedent
the value
(a) the
death,
or, in
in case
case of
of a
nonresident, of
of that
that part
part of his gross estate
a nonresident,
death, or,
p. 77s.
sec- Ane,
allowed
situated
in
the
United
States;
(b)
the
deductions
allowed under
lander secAnte, p.
778.
deductions
the
(b)
States;
United
the
in
situated
the
of
tion
two
hundred
and
three;
(c)
the
value
of
the
net
estate
estate
net
the
of
tion two hundred and three; (c) the value
decedent as
section two
two hundred
hundred and
and three;
and (d) the
three; and
in section
defined in
as defined
decedent
as may
tax
paid
or
payable
thereon;
or
such
part
of
such
information
information
such
of
part
such
or
tax paid or payable thereon;
at
the time
such supplemental
supplemental data
data as may be
and such
ascertainable and
be ascertainable
time be
at the
necessary to
correct tax.
establish the correct
to establish
necessary
Return shall
shall be
made in
in all
all cases
cases of
of estates
estates subject
subject to
the tax
tax or
or Returns
Returns rquired
required iif
to the
be made
Return
0,o000.s
where the gross
estate
at
the
death
of
the
decedent
exceeds
$60,000,
gas
a
s
oo. estate exceeds
$60,000,
exceeds
decedent
the
of
death
the
at
where the gross estate
and
the case
estate of
every nonresident
part of
of whose
whose
any part
nonresident any
of every
the estate
of the
case of
in the
and in
gross estate is
situated
in
the
United
States.
If
the
executor
is Partial
returns.
Parret
is
executor
the
If
States.
United
the
in
gross estate is situated
the gross estate
unable
to make
return as
as to
to any
part of the
any part
complete return
a complete
make a
unable to
of the
the decedent,
include in
description of such part
part
a description
return a
his return
in his
shall include
he shall
decedent, he
of
and the
the name
name of
of every
every person
holding a
a legal
beneficial interest
interest
or beneficial
legal or
person holding
and
therein, and
notice from
person shall
shall in
in like
such person
collector such
the collector
from the
upon notice
and upon
therein,
manner make areturn as to such part of the gross estate. The Corn-. Asssmelts.
Assessments.
manner make a return as to such part of the gross estate. The Commissioner of
Internal
Revenue
shall
make
ail
assessments
of
the
tax
the
of
assessments
all
make
shall
Revenue
missioner of Internal
under the
of existing
existing administrative
administrative special
and general
special and
authority of
the authority
under
provisions
of
law
relating
to
the
assessment
and
collection
of taxes.
taxes.
by collector
coo
etr by
of
collection
and
assessment
the
to
relating
law
of
provisions
gulmmistrat1011,
nooo administration
ir n
a If
SEC. 206.
That if
is granted
granted upon
estate of
of a
the estate
upon the
administration is
no administration
if no
206. That
SEC.
decedent, or
or if
no return
return is
as provided
provided in
in section
section two
etc .
hundred etc.
two hundred
filed as
is filed,
if no
decedent,
and five, or if areturn contains a
afalse
or
incorrect
statement
of
a
mamaa
of
statement
or if a return contains false or incorrect
five,
and
terial
fact, the collector or deputy collector shall make areturn and As
Assessmeent.
nt
terial fact, the collector or deputy collector shall make a return and
the Commissioner of
Internal
Revenue
shall
assess
the
tax
thereon.
thereon.
tax
the
assess
shall
Revenue
of Internal
Commissioner
theSEC.
the executor
executor shall
pay the
the tax
tax to
the collector
PaYmen t
or Pyment
collector or
to the
shall pay
That the
207. That
SEC. 207.
deputy collector. If for any reason the amount of
of the
the tax
tax can
can not
not IfI amount
amount not
not deterdeteramount
for any reason the
collector.theIf payment
deputy
be determined,
of
a
sum
of
money
sufficient,
in
the
minable*
minble.
the
in
determined, the payment of a sum of money sufficient,
be
opinion of the collector , to
to discharge
discharge the
payment
deemed payment
be deemed
shall be
tax shall
the tax
collector,
thetax,
opinion
in full ofofthe
excepl as in this section otherwise provided. If the Refund of excess.
except as in this section otherwise provided. If the Refundoexe.
tax,
the
of
full
in
amount so paid exceeds
exceeds the
the amount
amount of
finally determined,
determined,
as finally
tax as
the tax
of the
amount so paid
the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue
shall
refund
such
excess tonsf
to
of Internal Revenue shall refund such excess
Commissioner
the executor.
insut.
the
If the
the amount
of
the tax
exceeds c P met
determined exceeds
finally determined
as finally
tax as
of the
amount
If
executor.
the
the amount so paid the commissioner shall notify the executor of
the dienlY.
'mufti"
the
of
executor
the
notify
shall
so paid the commissioner
amount
the
amount
of such excess. From
From the
time
of
such
notification
to
the
Interest.
Itet
the time of such notification to the
of such excess.
amount
time of the final payment of
of such
part of
the tax,
interest shall
shall
tax, interest
of the
excess part
such excess
payment
final
the
of
time
be added thereto at the rate of ten per centum per annum, and
be added thereto at the rate of ten per centum per annum, and the
amount of
such excess
be a
a lien
lien upon
the entire
entire gross
gross estate,
upon the
shall be
excess shall
amount of such
except such
part thereof
as may
may have
have been
fide purto aabona fide
sold to
been sold
thereof as
except such part
chaser for afair
consideration
in
money
or
money's
worth.
oduplcat
worth.
money's
or
money
in
consideration
a air shall
chaser
The for
collector
grant to the person paymg the tax duplicate mil:s: of duplicate re'
shall grant to the person paying the tax duplicate celptste
collector
The
receipts, either of which
shall be
of such
payment,
such payment,
evidence of
sufficient evidence
be sufficient
either of which shall
receipts,
and shall entitle the executor to
credited and
allowed the
amount
the amount
and allowed
be credited
to be
executor
the
entitle
shall
and
thereof by any court having jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to audit
audit or
or settle
his
settle his
E

thereof by any court having

accounts.
property
Sale
n sixty nola
waccounti.
·
SEC. 208. That if the tax herein imposed
is not paid within
p
l
a
e
yof
o
mf
efirt
o
.
perty for
for
if the tax herein imposed is not paid within sixty nonpayment.
That
208.
SEC.
days after it is due,
the
collector
shall,
unless
there
is
reasonable
cause
cause
reasonable
is
there
unless
the collector shall,
is due,commence
after itdelay,
daysfurther
for
appropriate proceedings in any court of
commence appropriate proceedings in any court of
delay,
further
for
the United States, in
in the
name
of
to subject
the
subject the
States, to
United States,
the United
of the
name
the
the United States,
property of the decedent to
be sold
sold under
the judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree of
of
o
the
under
be
to
decedent
the
of
property
the
court. From the proceeds of
of such
such sale
sale the
amount of
the tax,
Disposal of proceeds
tax,
the
of
amount
the
From the proceeds
the court.with
together
the costs and
description to
to be
be
every description
of every
expenses of
the costs and expenses
with
together by
allowed
the court, shall he first paid, and file balance shall
be
be
shall
balance
thebe
and to
paid,court,
be first
the court,
allowed byaccordi
deposited
g to shall
the order
of
the
paid
under
its
its
under
paid
be
to
according to the order of the court,
deposited
direction to the person
If the
the tax
tax or
or any
any part
part
thereto. If
entitled thereto.
to the person entitled
direction
thereof is paid by, or
collected out of that part of the estate passing to
is paid by, or collected out of that part of the estate passing to
thereof
or in the possession of,
of, any
other than
than the
the executor
in his
his
executor in
person other
any person

or in the possession
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capacity as
as such,
such person
person shall be entitled
to reimbursement
out
capacity
such, such
entitled to
reimbursement out
of
of the
estate still
still undistributed
or by
by aajust
just and
and equitable
equitable
of any
part of
any part
the estate
undistributed or
contribution
contribution by the persons whose interest
interest in the
the estate
estate of the decedent
decedent
would
reduced if
if the
had been
paid before
before the
the distridistriwould have
have been
been reduced
the tax
tax had
been paid
bution of
the estate
estate or
whose interest
interest is
subject to
to equal
equal or
or prior
prior
bution
of the
or whose
is subject
liability
the payment
of taxes,
taxes/ debts,
debts, or
or other
other charges
against the
the
liability for
for the
payment of
charges against
estate, it
it being
purpose and
intent of
of this
title that
so far
far as
estate,
being the
the purpose
and intent
this title
that so
as is
is
practicable
and unless
unless otherwise
directed by
by the
the will
will of
of the
decedent
practicable and
otherwise directed
the decedent
the tax
be paid
paid out
of the
estate before
distribution.
the
tax shall
shall be
out of
the estate
before its
its distribution.
Unpidtax
SEC.
'Unpaid tax aienon
alien on
SEC. 209. That unless the tax
tax is
sooner paid
in full,
full, it
it shall
is sooner
paid in
shall be
be a
a
Reis
"
TATE TeAXt
TAX *

Reimbursement

if

paid by
other than
than
paid
by other
executor.
executor.

gross estate,

for ten years upon the gross estate of the decedent, except that

rostlien

such
lien for
part
tenofyears
the gross
upon estate
the gross
as i
estate
sused of
forthe
thedecedent,
paymentexcept
of charges
that

such part of the gross estate as is used for the payment of charges
against
estate and
and expenses
of its
its administration,
administration, allowed
allowed by
against the
the estate
expenses of
by any
any

court
having jurisdiction
divested of
of such
lien.
court having
jurisdiction thereof,
thereof, shall
shall be
be divested
such lien.
If the
decedent makes
transfer of,
creates a
atrust
with respect
respect
If
the deedent
makes a
a transfer
of, or
or creates
trust with
to, any property
contemplation of
of or
or intended
to take
take effect
effect in
in
property in contemplation
intended to
enjoyment at or after his death
case of
of
possession or enjoyment
death (except in the
the case
a
consideration in money
a bona fide sale for aafair consideration
money or money's worth)
worth)
and if the tax in respect thereto is not paid when due, the transferee
transferee
and such
such property,
property,
or trustee shall be personally
personally liable
liable for such tax, and
such
to the extent of the decedent's
decedent's interest therein
therein at the time
time of such
transfer,
transfer, shall be subject
subject to a
such
a like lien equal to the amount of
of such
innocent
tax. Any
part of
of such
such property
by such
such transferee
transferee or
or trustee
iro
nt e Purchasers
ansers tax.
Any part
property sold
sold by
trustee
for *value exempted.
to aabona
bona fide
fide purchaser
in money
money or
or money's
purchaser for
for a
a fair
fair consideration
consideration in
money's
lien and
and aalike
like lien
lien shall
shall then
then attach
attach
worth shall be .divested
divested of
of the
the lien
to all the property of such transferee
transferee or trustee, except
except any
any part
part
sold to a
consideration in
money or
or
a bona fide purchaser
purchaser for a
a fair consideration
in money
money's worth.
worth.
snhent
SEC.
Punishment for
for false
false
SEC. 210. That whoever
whoever knowingly
knowingly makes any false
false statement
statement in any
statements.
notice or return required
required to be filed
by this
this title
title shall
be liable
liable to
to aa
filed by
shall be
exceeding $5,000,
penalty of not exceeding
$5,000, or imprisonment not
exceeding one
one
not exceeding
year
discretion of
court.
year,, or both, in
in the discretion
of the
the court.
ing
Penalty
not
Whoever fails to comply
Penalty for
foretc.
not makmak- . Whoever
with any
him by seccomply
any duty imposed
impOsed upon him
seeia returns,
returqs, etc.
.
.
Mit,p.
7
.
tion
two hundred
Ante, p.778.
hundred and five, or,
or having in his
Ins possession
possession or
or control
control
any record, file, or paper, containing
containing or supposed
supposed to contain any
any
information
information concerning
concerning the estate of the decedent,
decedent, fails to exhibit the
the
same upon request to the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue or any
any
collector or law officer of the United States, or his duly authorized
authorized
deputy or agent, who desires to examine the same in the performperformance of his duties under
under this title, shall be liable
penalty of
of not
not
liable to aapenalty
exceeding $500,
recovered, with costs of suit,
suit, in aacivil action
$500, to be recovered,
in the name of the United
United States.
Aplication
gen-Application of
of gen
SEC. 211.
211. That
That all
special, and
and general
general provisions
provi
si
ons
SEC.
all administrative,
administrative, special,
eral laws.
of law, including the laws in relation
relation to the assessment and collection
collection
of taxes, not heretofore
heretofore specifically
specifically repealed are
are hereby
hereby made to
apply to this title so far
applicable and
not inconsistent
with its
its
far as
as applicable
and not
inconsistent with
provisions.
provisions.
Regulations
SEC.
212. That
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
the
Regulations to be
S
EC. 212.
That the Commissioner
Revenue, with the
made.
Secretary of the Treasury,
approval of the Secretary
Treasury, shall make
make such
such regularegulations, and prescribe and require the
books and
and forms,
the use of such
such books
forms,
as he may deem necessary to carry out the provisions of this title.

antpt

doas

Lien
tzwisfers In
onf
anticipation
of death.

itn
Munition
terer's tax.

manufac-

Construction
Construction
terms.
"Person."

"Person,"

"Taxabl
"Taxable year."
year."

"mited sta .

"United States."

of
of

TITLE
TITLE III.—MUNITION
MANUFACTURER'S TAX.
III.-MUNITION MANUFACTURER'S
TAX.
SEC.
SEC. 300. That when used in this titletitle—
The term "person"
includes partnerships,
"person" includes
partnerships, corporations,
corporations, and assoassociations;
ciations;
The term ""taxable
means the twelve months ending Decemtaxable year"
year" means
ber thirty-first. The
The first taxable
taxable year shall be the twelve
twelve months
ending December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen;
sixteen; and

The
term ""United
States" means
The term
United States"
means only the States,
States, the Territories
Territories
of Alaska and Hawaii, and the District
District of
of Columbia.
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SEC. 301.
(1) That
every person
manufacturing (a)
gunpow d
er
(a) gunpowder
person manufacturing
That every
301. (1)
SEC.
dynamite used
and dynamite
and
other explosives,
explosives, excepting
used
powder and
blasting powder
excepting blasting
and other
unloaded, caps
for
purposes; (b)
cartridges, loaded
loaded and
and unloaded,caps
(b) cartridges,
industrial purposes;
for industrial
used for industrial purposes;
or
primers, exclusive
purposes; (c) proof those
those used
exclusive of
or primers,
jectiles,
or torpedoes
torpedoes of
of any kind, including shrapnel, loaded
shells, or
jectiles, shells,
or
complete rounds of ammunition;
ammunition; (d) fireunloaded, or fuses, or complete
or unloaded,
arms
any kind
appendages, including
including small arms, cannon,
kind and appendages,
of any
arms of
machine
bayonets- (e) electric
electric motor
motor boats, subrifles, and bayonets;
guns, rifles,
machine guns,
marine
or submersible
submersible vessels or boats;
bolas; or (f) any part of any of the
marine or
each taxable
shall pay
articles mentioned
or (e);
(e); shall
pay for
for each
(d), or
(c), (d),
(b), (c),
in (b),
mentioned in
articles
I, an excise
by Title
year,
income tax
tax imposed
imposed by
Title I,
excise
the income
to the
addition to
in addition
year, in
tax of
of twelve
twelve and
and one-half
centum upon
upon the entire net profits
per centum
one-half per
tax
actually received
received or
accrued for said year from
from the sale or dispoor accrued
actually
sition
articles manufactured
manufactured within
within the
the United States:
States:
such articles
of such
sition of
Prov
ided, however,
at no
person shall
shall pay
pay such
such tax
tax upon
upon net profits
no person
That
however, That
Provided,
received
nineteen hundred
and sixteen
sixteen derived
derived from
from
hundred and
year nineteen
the year
during the
received during
the
enumerated in this section under
delivery of the articles enumerated
and delivery
sale and
the sale
contracts
executed and
and fully
performed by such
such person prior
prior to
to
fully performed
contracts executed
January
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen.
and sixteen.
hundred and
January first,
(2)
This section
section shall
cease to
effect at the end
end of one year
to be of effect
shall cease
(2) This
after
the termination
of the
the present
present European
European war, which
which shall be
termination of
after the
evidenced by
by the
of the
the President
President of the United States
proclamation of
the proclamation
evidenced
declaring such
war to
to have
have ended.
ended.
such war
declaring
of
under the
S
EC. 302.
net profits
profits under
the provisions
provisions of
computing net
in computing
That in
302. That
SEC.
allowed as deducthis
title, for
of the
shall be allowed
there shall
tax there
the tax
purpose of
the purpose
for the
this title,
tions
amount received
received or
or accrued
the taxable
taxable year
year
accrued for the
gross amount
the gross
from the
tions from
from the
the sale
or disposition
disposition of
articles manufactured
manufactured within the
such articles
of such
sale or
from
United States,
following items:
the following
States, the
United
(a) The
raw materials
materials entering
entering into
manufacture; .
the manufacture;
into the
of raw
cost of
The cost
(a)
and mainrepairs
of
cost
rentals,
including
expenses,
Running
(b)
tenance,
(b) Running
heat'', expenses,
power, insurance,
includingmanagement,
rentals, cost of
salaries,
repairsand
andwages;
main-

tenance, heat, power, insurance, management, salanres, and wages;
(C) Interest
Interest paid
taxable year on debts or loans conthe taxable
within the
paid within
(c)
tracted to
to meet
the needs
the business,
and the
which
proceeds of which
the proceeds
business, and
of the
needs of
meet the
tracted

Em.mo
kairNITION TAx.
TAX.
in nited
of Exscallees
sales twinonlirfi
fits
of
ted
designated
psoductsf
prod
of desi
gnated
s.

i
,
to income
tax.ditnaltocome
isAdditional
1»e,p.76s.
Auk, p. 765.

Contracts
t
Contra
cts
1,
anur
Lannur
1,
emp
-

prior
prior
1916,

to
to

exex-

Termination
Termination
years
after presentfive
war
ceases.
ceases.
fi

r
e
ogrutation

of net
net
Computation of

P Ded uctions.

Deductions.

Raw
materials.
awmaterias.
Rum ng expenses
Running
•
expenses.
e
Interest.

needs;
such needs;
have been
been actually
actually used
to meet
Taxes
meet such
used to
have
(d)
of all
all kinds
kinds paid
with respect
respect to
business,
to etc axes onn business,
year with
taxable year
the taxable
during the
paid during
Taxes of
(d) Taxes
the business
property relating
manufacture;
the manufacture;
to the
relating to
or property
business or
the
o es
(e) Losses
actually sustained
sustained within
within the
year in
in connection
connection L*"sses'taxable year
the taxable
Losses actually
(e)
with
the business
of manufacturing
manufacturing such
losses
including losses
articles, including
such articles,
business of
with the
from
not compensated
compensated for by
by
and not
casualty, and
other casualty,
or other
storm, or
flood, storm,
fire, flood,
from fire,
insurance or
or otherwise;
and
otherwise; and
insurance
(f)
A reasonable
to the
the conditions
IprCatio°
to Depreciation.
peculiar to
conditions peculiar
according to
allowance according
reasonable allowance
(f) A
each concern,
for amortization
buildings and
and mamaof buildings
values of
the values
of the
amortization of
concern, for
each
chinery, account
account being
taken of
of the
depreciation of
of special
special
exceptional depreciation
the exceptional
being taken
chinery,
plants.
plants.
for than
S
EC. 303.
303. If
If any
any person
article specified
in secsec- Sales
price
ieelesstop
less
Saket pati
specified in
any article
manufactures any
person manufactures
SEC.
tion
three
hundred
and
one
and,
during
any
taxable
year
or
p
a
rt
sonal
benefit.
per'
benefit.
sonal
part
or
year
tion three hundred and one and, during any taxable
thereof,
under any
any agreement,
agreement, arrangement,
arrangement ,or understanding
understanding,
whether under
thereof, whether
or otherwise,
otherwise, sells
sells or
any such
such article
article at
less than
than the
the fair
at less
of any
disposes of
or disposes
or
market price
price obtainable
obtainable therefor,
in such
such manner
as
manner as
(a) in
either (a)
therefor, either
market
directly
or indirectly
indirectly to
benefit such
such person
person or
any person
person directly
or
directly or
or any
to benefit
directly or
indirectly interested
interested in
business of
such person,
person, or
or (b)
(b) with
with t
of such
the business
in the
indirectly
intent
such benefit,
gross amount
amount received
received or
or accrued
accrue d for
for pritermnatio
priD
ee
eermination otair
of fair
the gross
benefit, the
cause such
to cause
intent to
such year
part thereof
thereof from
from the
disposition of
such article
article
of such
or disposition
sale or
the sale
or part
year or
such
shall be
be taken
taken to
to be
the amount
which would
have been
been received
received or
or
would have
amount which
be the
shall
accrued
the sale
of such
such article
article if
at the
fair
the fair
sold at
if sold
disposition of
or disposition
sale or
from the
accrued from
of
Sworn
market price.
Sworn returns
returns of
price.
market
SEC. 304.
304. On
or before
the first
first day
day of
gross income from prodhundred grossinmOmefOmerodnineteen hundred
March, nineteen
of March,
before the
On or
SEC.
and
seventeen, and
and the
first day
day of
of March
March in
in each
each year
year thereafter,
thereafter, aaus
ucts manufactured.
ta
the first
and seventeen,
true
and accurate
oath shall
be made
made by
by each
each person
person
shall be
under oath
return under
accurate return
true and
manufacturing articles
specified in
section three
and one
one to
to
hundred and
three hundred
in section
articles specified
manufacturing
the
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for
for the
district in
in which
which such
such person
person
the district
collector of
the collector
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office or place of business, in such form
has his principal office
form as the ComCom-

missioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
approval of the
Secretary
the Secretary
with the
the approval
Revenue, with
missioner
of
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
prescribe, setting
forth specifically
specifically the gross
setting forth
shall prescribe,
of the
amount
income received
or accrued
accrued from
from the
disposition of
of
the sale
sale or disposition
received or
of income
amount of
the
specified in
hundred and
and from the
and one, and
three hundred
in section
section three
the articles
articles specified
total
aggregate items of allowance
authorized
allowance authorized
deducting the aggregate
total thereof deducting
in
two and such
particulars as to
such other
other particulars
hundred and
and two,
three hundred
in section
section three
receipts and
Commissioner of
of
allowance as the Commissioner
and items of ;ffloviance
the gross
gross receipts
Revenue, with the approval
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Internal Revenue,
may require.
Assessment of tax.
S
EC. 305. All
returns shall be
forthwith by the
be transmitted forthwith
All such returns
SEC.
totx.
Asse
Internal Revenue,
Revenue who shall,
shall, as
as
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
collector to
practicable, assess
assess the tax found due and notify
ratify the person
person
soon as practicable,
of the
the amount
amount of tax for which such person is
making such
such return
return of
Payment.
payment.
liable, and such person shall pay the tax to the collector on or before

thirty
from the
date of
of such
thirty days
days from
the date
such notice.
notice.
S
EC. 306. If the Secretary of the Treasury or
vo
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
306. If the Secretary of the Treasury or the
SEC.
satisfactory.
Revenue shall
satisfactory.
Internal Revenue
shall have
have reason
reason to be dissatisfied
dissatisfied with the
the return
return
commissioner is authorized
authorized to
as made, or if no return is made, the commissioner
make
an
investigation and
and to
to determine
determine the
the amount
amount of
of net
net profits
profits
make
an
investigation
ot i
Collection on notice
ce and may assess the proper tax
on
toCntecyi
to party.
tax accordingly.
accordingly. He
He shall notify
notify the
the
person making, or who should have made, such return and shall
proceed
collect the tax in the same manner as provided
provided in this title,
proceed to collect
Hearings.
a hearing
Herings.
unless the person
person so notified
notified shall file aawritten
written request
request for a
hearing
with
the
commissioner
within
thirty
- days
after
the
date
of
such
of
such
date
the
after
days
thirty
within
commissioner
the
ncor- with
arty to
Party
to prov
prove
o incorrectness.
notice;
on such
such hearing
hearing the
the burden
of establishing
the satisto the
satisburden of
establishing to
rectness.
notice; and
and on
faction of the commissioner
commissioner that the gross amount received
received or accrued
accrued
or the amount of net profits,
profits, as determined by the commissioner, is
incorrect, shall
shall devolve
such person.
person.
devolve upon
upon such
rso liablfortax.
SEC.
Eason
liable for tax.
S
EC. 307. The tax
tax may be assessed on any person
person for the time
being owning
owning or carrying
carrying on the business, or on any person acting
being
person in carrying
carrying on the business, or where
as agent
agent for that person
where a
abusiperson who owned or carried
ness
ness has
has ceased,
ceased, on the
the person
carried on the business,
business,
or acted as agent
agent in carrying
carrying on the business immediately
immediately before
time at which
business ceased.
the time
which the business
ceased.
Examinations of
SEc.
Exsamnations
SEC. 308. For the purpose
purpose of carrying
carrying out the provisions of this
books, etc.
booetc.
title the Commissioner
Revenue is authorized,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
authorized, personpersonally or by his agent, to examine
examine the books, accounts,
accounts, and
and records
records of
an person subject to this tax.
any
—
SEC.
Un authorized divul gEC
309. No person employed
employed by the United States
States shall comcominUnauthorieddivulgg of information uncommunicated to any person not legally
io - municate, or allow to be communicated
Olawinorma.
law ful.
legally
entitled thereto, any information
obtained under
under the provisions
provisions of
information obtained
person to inspect or have
have access
access to any
this title, or allow any such person
return furnished
furnished under the provisions
provisions of this title.
Punishment
vioS
EC. 310
Whoever violates
violates any of
the provisions
or
of the
provisions of this title or
SEC.
310.. Whoever
nishtment for
for vilotions, etc.
the regulations
regulations made thereunder,
thereunder, or who knowingly
knowingly makes
makes false
statements in
in any
any return,
return, or
to give
such information
as may
may
statements
or refuses
refuses to
give such
information as
be
misdemeanor, and
and upon
conviction shall,
shall,
be called
called for,
for, is guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor,
upon conviction
paying any tax
tax to which
fined not
not more
in addition
addition to
to paying
which he
he is liable,
liable, be fined
more
than $10,000, or imprisoned
than
exceeding one
one year,
or both,
in the
the
imprisoned not
not exceeding
year, or
both, in
discretion of the court.
a .eneral laws appliesS
EC. 311.
All administrative,
special, and
general provisions
provisions of
of
bGenerallawsappiuca
SEC.
311. Al
administrative, special,
and general
law, relating to the assessment and collection
collection of
speof taxes
taxes not specifically repealed,
hereby made to apply
cifically
repealed, are hereby
apply to this title
title so far as
as
applicable and
provisions.
Rto etc., to applicable
and not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with its
its provisions.
Regulations, et
beRetS'
c. to SEC.
be
made.
0.m.,• 312. The Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, shall make all necessary
necessary
regulations
provisions of this title,
title, and may
regulations for carrying
carrying out the provisions
require any person
provisions to furnish him with
with
person subject
subject to such
such provisions
further information
whenever in his judgment
further
information whenever
judgment the same is necessary
necessary
to collect
provided for herein.
collect the tax provided
herein.
Assessment by Com-

missioner if
if returns
n
returns unmissioner
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TITLE IV.-MISCELLANEOUS
IV.—MISCELLANEOUS TAXES.
TAXES.

Miscellaneous taxes.
Miscellaneoustaxes.

r temal reirrtte
SEC. 400.
400. That
That there
shall be
be l
ev i
ed, collected,
co ll ec t
ed, and
an d paid
tax of
of Internatrevdnue.
SEC.
there shall
levied,
paid aatax
$1.50 on
on all
all beer,
ale, porter,
porter, and
o th er s
i
m il ar f
ermen t
ed
745,Vol. ,38
38,
p;3 . 745,
and other
similar
fermented
$1.50
beer, lager
lager beer,
beer, ale,
liquor, brewed
brewed or
t
ore din
i
n ware
house ,or aamended.
me
and sold,
sold, or s
stored
warehouse,
or manufactured
manufactured and
liquor,
removed
removed for consumption or sale, within the United
United States, by whatevery barrel
barrel containing
containing not
not
ever name
name such
such liquors
liquors may
may be called,
called, for
for every
more than thirty-one
gallons; and
at a
alike
for any
any other
quantity
thirty-one gallons;
and at
like rate
rate for
other quantity
or for the fractional
defined by
by law.
fractional parts of a
abarrel
barrel authorized
authorized and defined
law. T, Q
33
p
thirty-three hundred
And section
section thirty-three
hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine of the Revised
Revised 65tamended.
651:alia-4nde
e
c
A. 3339,'
Statutes is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended accordingly.
Statutes
accordingly.
meaning of this Act shall Ptureined.
SEC.
401. That natural
natural wine within the
the meaning
S
EC. 401.
Product
Natural defined.
be deemed to be the product
product made from the normal alcoholic
alcoholic fermentation of
of the
the juice
juice of
sound, ripe
addition or
or abstracabstractation
of sound,
ripe grapes,
grapes, without
without addition
tion,
occur in
m the usual cellar
cellar treatment
treatment of clarifyclarifytion, except
except such as may
may occur
rn
thee Addition
water
in
g and
Provided, however, That
f
rom th
Addition of water
ing
and aging:
aging: Provided,
That the
the product
product made from
and
sugar peritted.
juice
of
sound,
ripe
grapes
by
complete
fermentation
the
must
of
complete
fermentation
grapes
by
of
sound,
ripe
juice
under
proper cellar
cellar treatment
addition (under
under proper
treatment and
and corrected
corrected by
by the
the addition
(under
the
supervision of
of a
a gauger
storekeeper-gauger in
capacity of
of
the supervision
gauger or
or storekeeper-gauger
in the
the capacity
gauger)
solution of
of water
beet, or
or dextrose
dextrose sugar
sugar
gauger) of
of a
a solution
water and
and pure
pure cane,
cane, beet,
(containing, respectively, not
ninety-fiVe per
centum of
(containing,
not less
less than
than ninety-five
per centum
actual sugar, calculated
calculated on a
adry basis) to the must or
or to the
the wine,
wine, to
to
correct natural
natural deficiencies,
when such
the
correct
deficiencies, when
such addition
addition shall
shall not
not increase
increase the
volume of
than thirty-five
per centum,
centum,
volume
of the
the resultant
resultant product
product more
more than
thirty-five per
and the
the resultant
resultant product
product does
contain less
than five
parts per
and
does not
not contain
less than
five parts
per
thousand of
of acid
fermentation and
and not
than thirteen
thirteen per
per
before fermentation
not more
more than
thousand
acid before
centum of
fermentation shall
be deemed
shall be
deemed to
to be
be Designation
centum
of alcohol
alcohol after
after complete
complete fermentation,
wine
meaning of
this Act,
may fie
labeled, transported,
transported,allowed.
esignaton aoed
and may
be labeled,
the meaning
of this
Act, and
wine within
within the
and
as "wine,"
"wine," qualified
by the
the name
of the
locality where
where proproqualified by
name of
the locality
and sold
sold as
duced,
may be
be further
further qualified
by the
the name
name of
of its
its own
own particular
particular
and may
qualified by
duced, and
type or
or variety:
That wine
as defined
defined in
in this
Sweet wine defined.
this Sweetwinedeflned
wine as
further, That
And provided
provided further,
variety: And
type
section
be sweetened
sweetened with
sugar or
beet sugar
pure conconor beet
sugar or
or pure
with cane
cane sugar
section may
may be
provisions of this Act, and
densed
grape must and
and fortified
fortified under
under the provisions
and
densed grape
wines so
fortified shall
shall be
considered sweet
sweet wine within
or fortified
be considered
wines
so sweetened
sweetened or
the
this Act.
Act.
meaning of
of this
the meaning
st
S
EC. 402.
upon all
all still
still wines,
including vermuth,
and et" on
on still wies,
wines,
vermuth, and
wines, including
That upon
SEC.
402. (a)
(a) That
upon
all
artificial
or
imitation
wines
or
compound
sold
as
wine
hereupon all artificial or imitation wines or compound sold as wine hereupon all
after produced
produced in
in or
imported into
States, and upon
into the
the United
United States,
or imported
after
like wines
wines which
on the
the date
date this
section takes
takes effect
effect shall
be in
in the
the
shall be
this section
like
which on
possession or
under the
the control
control of
of the
producer, holder,
dealer, or
or
holder, dealer,
the producer,
or under
possession
compounder
compounder there shall be levied, collected, and paid taxes at rates Rates.
e

ent ed

u ois.

1

P.

wine.

p

and sugar permitted.

eJ

as follows:

Rates. strengths.
Alcoholic

On wines
containing not more
fourteen per centum of abso- Aloholic trength.
more than fourteen
wines containing
On
lute
cents per
centum of alcohol taxthe per
per centum
gallon, the
wine gallon,
per wine
4 cents
lute alcohol,
alcohol, 4
able under
under this
section to
to be
be reckoned
by volume
not by
by weight.
weight.
and not
volume and
reckoned by
this section
able
On wines
wines containing
containing more
and not
not exexcentum and
than fourteen
fourteen per
per centum
more than
On
ceeding twenty-one
twenty-one per
per centum
centum of
absolute alcohol,
alcohol, 10
10 cents
cents per
per wine
wine
of absolute
ceeding
gallon.
gallon.
On wines
than twenty-one
per centum
centum and
and not
not
twenty-one per
more than
On
wines containing
containing more
exceeding twenty-four
per centum
centum of
absolute alcohol,
alcohol, 25
cents per
25 cents
per
of absolute
twenty-four per
exceeding
wine gallon.
wine
if of

All
such wines
more than
twenty-four per
per centum
hig he
r;tas spitsif
r
o
of hiTet
centum of
than twenty-four
containing more
All such
wines containing
distilled spirits
as distilled
classed as
be classed
shall be
absolute alcohol
volume shall
spirits and
and
by volume
alcohol by
absolute
shall
tax accordingly:
That on
on all
all unsold
unsold still
still wines
wines in
in Abatement
Abaemet of former
former
shall pay
pay tax
accordingly: Provided,
Provided, That
on
wines.
unsold wines.
the
possession of
the producer
producer at
the time
time this
this title
takes effect,
effect, taxNon
on unsold,
title takes
at the
of the
actual possession
the actual
38, p. r46.
upon
tax imposed
imposed by
by the
the Act
Act approved
October twentytwentyol. 38 p.746
approved October
the tax
upon which
which the
second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen, entitled
to increase
increase
Act to
entitled "An
"An Act
and fourteen,
second, nineteen
A nte, p. 2.
the
revenue and
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," and
the joint
joint resoluresolu- A'e, p-2
and the
for other
internal revenue
the internal
tion
approved December
December seventeenth,
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen,
nineteen hundred
seventeenth, nineteen
tion approved
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
resolution extending
provisions of
of the
the Act
enAct enthe provisions
extending the
entitled
titled
An Act
Act to
increase the
internal revenue,
and for
for other
other purposes,'
purposes,'
revenue, and
the internal
to increase
' An
titled '
T ax e i 's si

s
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approved October
October twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, to
to
approved
December
and sixteen,"
sixteen," has
has been
been asasDecember thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nneteen hundred
hundred and
Refund if paid.
sessed,
tax so
shall be
be abated,
or, if
if paid,
refunded under
under
paid, refunded
abated, or,
so assessed
assessed shall
sessed, the
the tax
Retfnditpaid.
such
regulations
as
the
Commissioner
of
Internal
Revenue,
with
the
with
the
Revenue,
of
Internal
such regulations as the Commissioner
approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, may
prescribe.
may
prescribe.
approval
of
Stamps to be affixed
(13) That
the taxes
this section
shall be
be paid
paid by
stamp
by stamp
section shall
by this
imposed by
taxes imposed
That the
(b)
fre abond
on removal
bondon
removal from
ed
premises.
the customshouse,
on
of the
wines from
from the
customshouse, winery, or other
other
the wines
on removal
removal of
edpremis
bonded
of storage
storage for
for consumption
consumption or
or sale,
sale, and
and every
every person
person
place of
bonded place
hereafter
producing, or
in his
his possession
possession or
or under
under his
his control
control
having in
or having
hereafter producing,
when
this section
takes effect,
any wines
subject to
to the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed
effect, any
wines subject
section takes
when this
in
shall file
file such
notice, describing
describing the
the premises
premises on
on which
which
such notice,
section shall
in this
this section
such
wines are
are produced
stored; shall
execute a
bond in
in such
a bond
such
or stored;
shall execute
produced or
such wines
form;
make such
under oath;
and shal,
shal, prior
prior to
to
oath; and
inventories under
such inventories
form; shall
shall make
sale
or removal
for consumption,
affix to
to each
cask or
or vessel
containvessel containeach cask
removal for
consumption, affix
sale or
ing
or stamps
stamps as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
labels, or
marks, labels,
wine such
such marks,
ing such
such wine
Internal
with the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
the approval
Revenue, with
Internal Revenue,
may from
time to
the premises
in such
such
described in
premises described
and the
to time
time prescribe;
prescribe; and
from time
may
notice
shall, for
for the
purpose of
this section,
section, be
be regarded
as bonded
regarded
as
bonded
purpose
of
this
notice
shall,
the
Exceptions.
of this
this subdivision
this section,
section,
of this
subdivision of
provisions of
But the
the provisions
Wmes held by retail
reta premises.
premises. But
Wnewhesby
dealers.
except
as
to
payment
of
tax
and
the
affixing
of
the
required
stamps
stamps
the
required
R.
S.,
sec.
3244,
p.
affixing
of
tax
and
the
R.S, sec. 3244, p. except as to payment of
623.
labels, shall not
not apply
to wines
wines held by retail dealers,
t..23.
or labels,
or
apply to
dealers, as defined
in section
thirty-two hundred
hundred and
and forty-four
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
of the
forty-four of
in
section thirty-two
Produced for family
States, nor,
nor, subject
to regulations
prescribed by
by the
the
regulations prescribed
subject to
of the
the United
United States,
use.roded for amily of
Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
the approval
of the
Secretary
the Secretary
approval of
with the
of Internal
Commissioner of
of
Treasury-,shall
shall the
imposed by
by this
section apply to wines
this section
the tax
tax imposed
the Treasury,
of the
produced for
for the
the family
the producer
thereof and
and not
not sold
sold or
of the
producer thereof
family use
use of
produced
otherwise removed from the place of manufacture and not exceeding
tamps to
to be prStamps
pre- otherwise removed from the place of manufacture and not exceeding
pared.
pred.
in any case two hundred gallons per year. The Commissioner of
Internal
Revenue is
is hereby
prepared and
and issue
issue
to have
have prepared
authorized to
hereby authorized
Internal Revenue
such stamps
stamps denoting
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this section
section
the tax
of the
payment of
denoting payment
provi- such
Temporary
Temporary
provisions. sns.
and necessary;
necessary; and
stamps are
as
he may
may deem
and until
until such
such stamps
as he
deem requisite
requisite and
provided
imposed by
section shall
shall be
be assessed
assessed and
and colcolby this
this section
the taxes
taxes imposed
provided the
lected as
other taxes
taxes are
are assessed
assessed and
and collected,
collected, and
all provisions
provisions of
of
and all
lected
as other
law relating
to assessment
collection of
of taxes,
taxes, se
se far
far as
as applicable,
applicable,
assessment and
and collection
law
relating to
section.
are
imposed by
by this
this section.
extended to
to the
the taxes
taxes imposed
are hereby
hereby extended
Withdrawal of
(c)
That under
under such
such regulations
and official
official supervision
supervision and
and upon
upon
brandy
or sirits
spirits for
regulations and
(C) That
Ibydra
fortification by
ftorian
y wine
wine the giving of such notices,
entries,
bonds,
and
other
security
as
the
notices,
entries,
security
producer.
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
Secrethe SecreRevenue, with
Commissioner
tary
of the
the Treasury,
any producer of
of wines
wines defined
defined
prescribe, any
producer
tary of
Treasury, may
may prescribe,
under
this section
or section
section four
four hundred
one
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
section or
hundred and
and one
of this
this Act,
distillery or
or special
special bonded
of
Act, may
may withdraw
withdraw from
from any
any fruit
fruit distillery
bonded
warehouse
grape brandy,
spirits, for
the fortification
fortification of
of such
such
for the
wine spirits,
or wine
brandy, or
warehouse grape
Proviso
Proviso.
Tax levied for.
wines
premises where
actually made:
made: Provided,
wines on
on the
the premises
where actually
Provided, That
That there
there
shall be
be levied
and assessed
assessed against
the producer
producer of
of such
such wines
wines aa
shall
levied and
against the
tax of
of 10
10 cents
tax
cents per
per proof
gallon of
grape brandy
brandy or
or wine
wine spirits
so
proof gallon
of grape
spirits so
used
the fortification
such wines
during the
the preceding
used by
by him
him in
in the
fortification of
of such
wines during
preceding
month, which
assessment shall
be paid
by him
within six
six months
months
him within
paid by
shall be
which assessment
from month,
exemptions from
No exemptions
No
tax.
from the date of notice thereof:
Providedfurther,
That nothing
thereof: Promded
further, That
nothing herein
herein
contained shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
as exempting
exempting any
any wines,
wines, cordials,
cordials,
contained
liqueurs, or
liqueurs,
or similar
similar compounds
compounds from
from the
the payment
payment of
of any
any tax
provided
tax provided
for
in this
section.
for in
this section.
Fortifying puresweet
Fortiyingpuresweet
That
sections forty-two,
Act of
of
That sections
forty-two, forty-three,
forty-three,. and
and forty-five
forty-five of
of the
the Act
wines.
Vol.
26, pp.
Vol. 26,
pp. 621-623;
621-623; October
October first, eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety, as amended
amended by section
section
Vol.
p. 568;
Vol. 34,
28, p.
56W;Vol.
34,
Vol. 28,
p. 215.
sixty-eight
of August
twenty-seventh, eighteen
sixty-eight of the Act of
August twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred
and ninety-four,
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
and
ninety-four, are
are further
further amended
read as
Use of winespirits by
use in
of pure
That any
"S
SEC.
prseofwdnesirtsby
"
EC. 42.
42. That
any producer
producer of
pure sweet
sweet wines
wines may
may use
in the
the
producer.
Regulations,
t%oRelations,
etc.
under such
such regulations
sweet wines,
wines, under
preparation
etc.
preparation of
of such
such sweet
regulations and
and after
after
l.
38, p. 747,
amended.
amended.
'the
filing of
notices and
and bonds,
together with
the filing
of such
such notices
bonds, together
with the
the keeping
keeping of
of
such records and the rendition of such reports
reports as to materials
materials and
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
approval
products as the commissioner
Revenue, with the approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
produced
Treasury, may prescribe,
prescribe, wine spirits produced
urecitu.switoUs
mcXILAuovu
Term.
T AX
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by any
any duly
authorized distiller,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal
distiller, and the
duly authorized
by

785
785
13
MISCELLANEOUS
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"SE
TAXES.

distiller of wine spirits to AllowancetodistilUer
Allowance to distiller
Revenue,
the liability
liability of
of any
any distiller
determining the
in determining
Revenue, in
spirits withdrawn.
forRpSits"thdrawn".
and
hundred
assessment
under
section
thirty-three
hundred
and nine
nine of the Re- for
thirty-three
section
assessment under
R. S., sec. 3309, p.
641.
64'
cornhis
in
vised
is authorized
authorized to
allow such distiller
distiller credit
comto allow
Statutes, is
vised .Statutes,
putations
for the
the wine
wine spirits
withdrawn to be used in fortifying
fortifying sweet
sweet
spirits withdrawn
putations for
wines
under this Act.
wines under
Wine spirits defined.
in section
"
S
EC. 43.
43. .That
wine spirits
spirits mentioned
mentioned in
section forty-two
forty-two vinespritsdefined.
the wine
That the
"SEC.
Vol. 38, p. 747,
amended.
amended.
of
distillation
the
herein mentioned
mentioned is
resulting from
from the distillation
product resulting
the product
is the
herein
Ante, p. 784.
to which
fermented grape
grape juice,
which water may have been added
added prior to,
to, Ant', p. 784.
juice, to
fermented
the
facilitating
of
during,
or
.
after
fermentation,
for
the
sole
purpose
facilitating
during, or after fermentation, for
Brandy included.
included.
fermentation and
economical distillation thereof, and shall be held Brandy
and economical
fermentation
commonly
residues
their
or
to
include
the
product
from
grapes
their
residues
commonly
grapes
from
to include the product
include commercial
known
and shall
shall include
commercial grape brandy
brandy, and
grape 1brandy,
as grape
known as
Pure sweet
sweet wine
wine de.
dePure
or caramel;
sugar
burnt
which
may
have
been
colored
with
burnt
sugar
caramel; and
and the
the fined.
with
colored
been
which may have
the
under
pure
sweet wine
wine which
the
which may be fortified with wine spirits
pure sweet
provisions
of .
this Act
Act is
fermented or partially
partially fermented
fermented grape
grape
is fermented
this
provisions of
juice
only, with
with the
the usual
contain no
cellar treatment, and shall contain
usual cellar
juice only,
or after
of,
time
the
other
substance
whatever
introduced
before,
at
the
after
at
before,
introduced
whatever
other substance
Provisos.
o sugar,
ddition of
provided: Provided,
fermentation,
Provided, That the Additions
expressly provided:
sugar,
herein expressly
as herein
except as
fermentation, except
etc.,
allowed.
allowed.
etc.,
crystallized
or
addition
of
pure
boiled
or
condensed
grape
must
pure
crystallized
condensed
or
boiled
pure
of
addition
respectively,
containing, respectively,
cane
or beet
or pure
dextrose sugar containing,
pure dextrose
sugar, or
beet sugar,
cane or
calculated on aa
not
less than
centum of
of actual sugar, calculated
per centum
ninety-five per
than ninety-five
not less
dry
basis, or
or any
any or
all of
them, to the
the pure grape juice
of them,
or all
water, or
or water,
dry basis,
before
fermentation, or
or to
to the
fermented product
product of such grape
the fermented
before fermentation,
herein provided
juice,
or to
to both,
the fortification
fortification herein
provided- for,
to the
prior to
both, prior
juice, or
according to comeither for
for the
purpose of
wines according
sweet wines
perfecting sweet
of perfecting
the purpose
either
mercial standards
or for
purposes, shall
excluded Sugar limitation.
be excluded
not be
shall not
mechanical purposes,
for mechanical
standards or
mercial
by the
of pure
pure sweet
sweet wine
wine aforesaid:
aforesaid: Provided,
however, Sugarlmitation.
Provided, however,
definition of
the definition
by
sweetenfor
added
T
at
the
cane
or
beet
sugar,
or
pure
dextrose
sugar
added
sweetensugar
dextrose
pure
or
sugar,
beet
or
That the cane
ing
shall not
be in
of eleven
eleven per
per centum
centum of the weight Addition of water.
excess of
in excess
not be
purposes shall
ing purposes
of
the
wine
to
be
fortified:
And
provided
further,
That the addition
addition of Addition water.
That
further,
provided
And
fortified:
of the wine to be
water herein
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be
be under
regulations as the Comsuch regulations
under such
water
a
t
missioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of spi
approval of the
the approval
of Internal
e
t
z ulations and in.
missioner of
on.
the Treasury,
Treasury, may
may from
however, speRtaonSd
Provided, however,
prescribe: Provided,
time prescribe:
to time
time to
from time
the
regulations as to the
That
records kept
kept in
accordance with such regulations
in accordance
That records
percentage of
acid, alcoholic,
alcoholic, and
content
water content
added water
and added
saccharine, acid,
of saccharine,
percentage
of
the
wine
offered
for
fortification
shall
be
open
to
inspection
by any
any
inspection
to
open
be
shall
fortification
for
offered
wine
of the
alcoholi
official of
of the
Department of
Agriculture thereto
authorized by
by Minimm
duly authorized
thereto duly
Minimum alcoholic
of Agriculture
the Department
official
strength.
to which
the
of Agriculture;
in no
no case
shall such
which strength.
wines to
such wines
case shall
but in
Agriculture; but
Secretary of
the Secretary
water has
been added
added be
eligible for
provisions
under the provisions
fortification under
for fortification
be eligible
has been
water
of this
this Act,
Act, where
same, after
after fermentation
and before
before fortificafortificafermentation and
the same,
where the
of
tion,
an alcoholic
strength of
of less
less than
five per
centum of
their
of their
per centum
than five
alcoholic strength
have an
tion, have
wine
Withdrawal
of wine
Withdrawal of
volume.
volume.
by poder
producer of
by
spirits
"SEC. 45.
45. That
That under
under such
official supervision,
supervision, and spirits
and official
regulations and
such regulations
"SEC.
pure sweet wines.
nd
upon the
of such
such entries
the giving
giving of
bonds, bills
Vol. 38, p. 748, amendbills Pu";,ete',s
such bonds,
of such
and the
entries and
execution of
the execution
upon
ed.
Revenue, ed.
of lading, and other security as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

of lading, and other security as the Commissioner of Internal

with
the approval
Secretary of
the Treasury,
shall prescribe,
prescribe, any
Treasury, shall
of the
the Secretary
of the
approval of
with the
producer
of
pure
sweet
wines
as
defined
by
this
Act
.
may
withdraw
withdraw
may
Act
this
by
defined
as
wines
producer of pure sweet
special bonded
bonded warehouse
warehouse i
noriginal
original packages
packages or
in
wine
spirits from
any special
from any
wine spirits
from
in any
any quantity
quantity not
less than
eighty wine
than eighty
not less
distillery in
registered distillery
any registered
from any
gallons,
and may
may use
much of
of the
may,be
required by
him Regulations, etc.
by him
be required
as may
same as
the same
so much
use so
gallons, and
under such
such regulations,
regulations, and
filing of
of such
such notices
notices and
and bonds
bonds
egtnsct
the filing
after the
and after
under
and the
the keeping
keeping of
of such
such records
records and
the rendition
of such
as
reports as
such reports
rendition of
and the
and
to materials
materials and
products and
and the
disposition of
the same
as the
the ComComsame as
of the
the disposition
and products
to
missioner of
Internal Revenue,
of the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
approval of
the approval
with the
Revenue, with
of Internal
missioner
made
wines
the
Treasury,
shall
prescribe,
in
fortifying
the
pure
sweet
wines
sweet
pure
the
fortifying
in
prescribe,
shall
Treasury,
the
on plao
Restricton on
place
foregoing Restriction
by him,
for no
other purpose
in accordance
with the
the foregoing
accordance with
purpose,,in
no other
and for
him, and
by
withdrawal, etc.
etc.
limitations and
and provisions;
provisions; and
Commissioner of
of withdrawal,
Revenue, of
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
the Commissioner
and the
limitations
with the
approval of
of the
whenauthorized whenis authorized
Treasury, is
the Treasury,
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
with the approval
ever
deem it
it to
to be
be necessary
the prevention
prevention of
violations
of violations
for the
necessary for
shall deem
he shall
ever he
of this
this law
to prescribe
prescribe that
spirits withdrawn
this section
section
under this
withdrawn under
wine spirits
that wine
law to
of
91890
°—vot 39--r
39—pr 1-50
1-50
91890°-VOL

786
786
MoCMLAroUa
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shall not
used to
to fortify
fortify wines
except at
at a
acertain
certain distance
preshall
not be
be used
wines except
distance pre-

scribed by him from any distillery,
house winery, or
other
distillery, rectifying
rectifying house,
or other
establishment
producing or
distilled spirits,
spirits, or
or for
for
establishment used
used for
for producing
or storing
storing distilled
making or storing wines
than wines
wines which
which are
are so
so fortified,
fortified, and
and
wines other than
that in
in which
fortification of
wines is
is practiced
practiced
that
in the
the building
building in
which such
such fortification
of wines
no
than those
by this
regulation shall
shall
no wines
wines or
or spirits
spirits other
other than
those permitted
permitted by
this regulation
be stored
stored in
in any
any room
room or
or part
part of
of the
the building
fortification of
of
be
building in
in which
which fortification
wines i
use of
of wine
wine spirits
spirits for
the fortification
fortification of
of
wines
isspracticed.
practiced. The
The use
for the

sweet wines under this Act shall be
under the
the immediate
immediate supervision
supervision
be under
internal revenue,
of an officer of internal
revenue, who shall make returns
describing
returns describing
the kinds and quantities
quantities of wine so fortified,
fortified, and
shall affix
affix such
such
and shall
stamps and seals to the packages
packages containing
containing such
such wines
wines as
as may
may be
be
prescribed
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue with
with the
apprescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
the apRegulation and inin- proval of the Secretary
of the
the Treasury;
Treasury; and
Regulation
Secretary of
and the
Cernmissioner of
the Commissioner
of
spection.
Internal
spection.
Internal Revenue, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury-,
wines so
shall provide by regulations
regulations the time within which
which wines
so fortified
fortified
with the wine spirits so withdrawn
withdrawn may be subject to inspection,
inspection,
and for final accounting
accounting for the use of such wine
wine spirits
spirits and
and for
for
rewarehousing or for payment
rewarehousing
payment of the tax on any
of such
wine
any portion
portion of
such wine
spirits which
spirits
remain not
in fortifying
sweet wines."
wines."
which remain
not used
used in
fortifying pure
pure sweet
mestic
Withdrawa
c'tstor
do"
(d)
under such
such regulations
and upon
upon the
execution of
of such
such
wies
for
(d) That
That under
regulations and
mastic
wineslfor
storthe execution
Se.
notices,' entries, bonds, and other
agenotices
other security
security as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
may prescribe,
prescribe, domestic wines subject to the tax imposed
imposed by this
this
section may be removed
removed from the winery where produced,
produced, free
free of
of
tax, for storage on other bonded
or from
from said
said premises
premises to
to
bonded
premises
or
Provisos.
ii'ta
premises: Provided,
Limitation.
other bonded
bonded premises:
Provided, That not
one such
such adadnot more
more than one
For
be allowed,
For export, etc.
ditional removal
removal shall be
allowed, or
or for
for exportation
from the
the United
United
exportation from
material at any regularly
States or for use as distilling material
registered disdisregularly registered
Tax when
when used
used for tillery: Provided,
Provided, hooever,
however that
the distiller
distiller using
usmg any
any such
such wine
wine as
as
That the
material, by distiller.
n.s.,sec.33op.64i.
5. S., sec.3309, p.641. material shall, subject to the provisions of
hunof section
section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred and nine of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States, as
amended, be held to pay
on the
the product
product of
of such
such wines
as will
will
amended,
pay the
the tax
tax on
wines as
include
include both the alcoholic strength therein
therein produced by
by fermentafermentation and that obtained
obtained from the brandy
brandy or wine
wine spirits
added to
to such
such
spirits added
at
the time
of fortification.
fortification.
x on
o n sparkling
sparkl wines
Ta
wines
Tax
at the
time of
wines, etc.
(e)
domestic and
liqueurs,
(e) That upon
upon all
all domestic
and imported
imported sparkling
sparlding wines,
wines, liqueurs,
Vol.38,p.746,amendVcd. 3S, p.746, amend- cordials,
cor di al
s,
and similar compounds
compounds remaining
remaining m
of dealers
dealers
m the
the hands
ands of
ed.
when this section takes effect, or thereafter
from the
the place
place
thereafter removed
removed from
of manufacture
manufacture or storage
storage for sale or consumption,
consumption, there
there shall
shall be
be levied
levied
and
stamp, taxes
taxes as
as follows:
follows:
and paid,
paid, by
by stamp,
Champagne.
Champagne.
On each bottle
bottle or other container
container of champagne
champagne or
or sparkling
sparkling wine,
wine,
3 cents on each one-half pint or fraction thereof.
3
Artificially
carbonOn each bottle or other container
attr
i.
t iticially carboncontainer of artificially
artificially carbonated
carbonated wine,
wine,
ated.
1 cents on each one-half
one-half pint or fraction
fraction thereof.
tciqueurs, cordials,
On each bottle or other contain
container
offli
etliqueurs, cordials,
ero
queurs ,cordials,
cor di al
s, or similar
si
m il ar
liqueurs,
compounds,
compounds, by whatever
whatever name sold or offered for sale, containing
containing
sweet wine, fortified with grape brandy under the provisions
provisions of
of paraparagraph (c) of this section, 1½
1f cents
cents on each one-half pint or fraction
fraction
thereof.
Not
applicable
if
The
taxes imposed
by this
this section
apply to
to wines,
liqueurs,
pplicable
tunder
i tax
The taxes
imposed by
paid
emergency
section shall
shall not
not apply
wines, liqueurs,
AoL
c,
p. 7
by the
Act.
orr cordials on which the tax imposed
imposed by
the Act
Act approved
approved October
October
vAn, is,p.p.p.2. 744i.
.
twenty-second, nineteen
VoL
twenty-second,
hundred and
fourteen, entitled
"An Act
Act to
to
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
entitled "An
Ante,
increase the
the internal
internal revenue
increase
other purp
oses ," an
th e joint
j
oi
nt
revenue, and
and for
for other
purposes,"
anddthe
approved December
resolution approved
December seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
fifteen, entitled "Joint
fifteen,
"Joint resolution extending
extending the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act
An Act to increase
revenue, and
entitled 'An
increase the internal
internal revenue
and for
purfor other
other purposes,
approved October
poses,' approved
October twenty-second,
hundred and
and
twenty-second, nineteen hundred
fourteen, to December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,"
hundred and
sixteen,"
by stamp.
has been paid by
stamp.
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oU8
'ScE lous
'
The
Commissioner of
Revenue, with
with the approval
approval of the
miseTEALLiAENs
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
The Commissioner
Secretary of
of the
authorized to
to have
have prepared
prepared specialstamps
special stamps tobe
to be
hereby authorized
is hereby
Treasury, is
the Treasury,
Secretary
prepred.
imposed PrePare
the payment of the
suitable
the taxes imposed
d•
denoting the
stamps denoting
revenue stamps
suitable revenue
by
this section;'
section; .and
and all
relating to internal-revenue
internal-revenue
law relating
of law
provisions of
all provisions
by this
stamps,
far as
applicable, are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended to the taxes imposed P .
as applicable,
so far
stamps, so
ollectio
pro- are
by
the collection
cti
on by asses
herein precollection of the tax herein
That the
Provided, That
section: Provided,
this section:
by this
aseesement.
sparkling ment.
scribed
including vermouth, and sparkling
wines, including
still wines,
imported still
on imported
scribed on
cordials, and
wines,
including champagne,
champagne, and
and on
and
on imported liqueurs, cordials,
wines, including
discretion of the Comsimilar
may be
be made
within the discretion
made within
compounds, may
similar compounds,
missioner of
Revenue, with
with the
Secretary
approval of the Secretary
the approval
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
missioner
by stamps.
of the
Treasury, by
stamps.
instead of by
assessment instead
by assessment
the Treasury,
of
to evade
attempt to
That any
any person
person who
who shall
evade or
or attempt
evade the
the tax inPunishmentforeradPunis*
d
shall evade
(f) That
or
this
imposed
by
this
section,
or
any
requirement
of
this
section
regug
imposed by this section, or any requirement
s
of
recovery of
lega
provided sprItgal
lation issued
issued pursuant
pursuant thereof,
or who
otherwise than
than provided
shall, otherwise
who shall,
thereof, or
lation
sprit.
from
spirits
recover
to
in
this
section,
recover
attempt
recover
any
spirits
domesor
attempt
in this section, recover
tic
or imported
imported wine,
wine, or
shall rectify,
mix, or
compound with
with Otherrectifying,
Other rectifying, etc
etc.
or compound
rectify, mix,
who shall
or who
tic or
manufacture
distilled
other than in the manufacture
wines, other
domestic wines,
any domestic
spirits any
distilled spirits
compounds taxable
of
or similar
taxable under
under the provisimilar compounds
cordials, or
of liqueurs,
liqueurs, cordials,
sions
of this
shall, on
punished for each such
conviction, be punished
on conviction,
section, shall,
this section,
sions of
imprisonment for not
offense by
fine of
of not
not
exceeding $5,000, or imprisonment
not exceeding
by aa fine
offense
more
five years,
years, or
or both, and all wines, spirits, liqueurs, cordials,
than five
more than
or similar
similar compounds
which such violation
violation occurs
occurs shall be
to which
compounds as to
or
ect y_i13.1 A ind
forfeited
to
the
United
States.
But
the
provision
of
subdivision blen.yingparL
this subdivision
forfeited to the United States. But the provision of this
of
this
section
and
the
provision
of
section
thirty-two
hundred
and
'sTe7 11324,
327,44 -p.
p..
s., .sec.
i.
and
hundred
of this section and the provision of section thirty-two
forty-four of
of the
Statutes of
of the
United States, as amended, 623
the United
Revised Statutes
the Revised.
forty-four
relating to
rectification, or
or other
internal-revenue laws
laws of the United
United
other internal-revenue
to rectification,
relating
States, shall
not be
be held
held to
to apply
apply to or prohibit
blendprohibit the mixing or blendshall not
States,
ing of
wines subject
to tax
tax under
under the
with
provisions of this section with
the provisions
subject to
of wines
ing
each other
or with
with other
purpose of perfecting
perfecting such
such
other wines for the sole purpose
other or
each
Proviso.
hoL.
Psotsgra
wines according
according to
to commercial
commercial standards:
nothing Use
of grain alcohoL
That nothing
Provided, That
standards: Provided,
wines
herein
contained shall
be construed
tax-paid
prohibiting the use of tax-paid
construed as prohibiting
shall be
herein contained
grain or
other ethyl
in the
fortification of sweet wines
wines as
the fortification
alcohol in
ethyl alcohol
or other
grain
defined
in section
section fifty-three
fifty-three of
this Act.
of this
defined in
o
(g) That
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
by regulations
regulations seals,
!. 1
,etc.,
sea.s
etc meters,
forf
raloreit
it dlsecal
fruit
Revenue, by
for
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
(g)
_tiler es. "
tilleries.
to
be
approved
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
may
require
the
require
may
to be approved by the Secretary of the Treasury,
and
use
at each
each fruit
distillery of
of such
spirit meters,
meters, and
and such
such locks
locks and
such spirit
fruit distillery
use at
such
tanks, or other
seals
to be
be affixed
affixed to
other vessels
vessels and
and to such
fermenters, tanks,
to fermenters,
seals to
expedient;
pipe
connections as
as may
may in
in his
judgment be
be necessary
necessary or expedient;
his judgment
pipe connections
t
Ng
ment of a
Ass .
e
authorized to
and the
commissioner is
to assign
assign to any
hereby authorized
is hereby
said commissioner
the said
and
such
and to
to each
winery where
where wines
be fortified
fortified e4 s
Z uggat a
to be
are to
wines are
each winery
distillery and
such distillery
such
of gaugers
gaugers or
or storekeeper-gaugers
capacity of
storekeeper-gaugers in the capacity
number of
such number
gaugers
may be
be necessary
necessary for
supervision of the manuproper supervision
the proper
for the
as mav
gaugers as
facture
brandy or
or the
the making
making or
fortifying of wines subject
subject to tax
or fortifying
of brandy
facture of
imposed
and the
the compensation
of such
officers shall
shall Payetc
Pay, ete.
such officers
compensation of
section; and
this section;
by this
imposed by
actual
not
exceed
$5
per
diem
while
so
assigned,
together
their
actual
with
together
assigned,
so
while
diem
per
$5
not exceed
and necessary
traveling expenses,
allowance
reasonable allowance
a reasonable
also a
and also
expenses, and
necessary traveling
and
for their
Internal
Commissioner of Internal
the Commissioner
by the
fixed by
be fixed
to be
bills, to
board bills,
their board
for
Revenue, with
approval of
Secretary of
Treasury, but not
not
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary
of the
the approval
with the
Revenue,
to
exceed $2.50
per diem
diem for
said board
bills.
or
board bills.
for said
$2.50 per
to exceed
(h)
That the
the Commissioner
Revenue, with
the approval
approval vottle
t ss.
voidabeloss.
with the
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
Commissioner of
(h) That
of the
the Secretary
such
make such
to make
authorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
Treasury, is
the Treasury,
of the
Secretary of
of
during
allowances for
for unavoidable
unavoidable loss
of wines
wlile on storage or during
wines while
loss of
allowances
cellar
in his
his judgment
judgment maybe
and proper,
proper, and to
to
just and
may be just
as in
treatment as
cellar treatment
prepare all
necessary regulations
carrying into
provisions
the provisions
effect the
into effect
for carrying
regulations for
all necessary
prepare
of this
of
this section.
section.
(i) That
the second
of section
section thirty-two
hundred and
Rist
pp
slleri , 11.
s,illeries,
and DR.
thirty-two hundred
paragraph of
second paragraph
That the
(i)
ended.,•,, ,
a::; ,,,,
sixty-four,
United States
States of
America, as 63
of America,
the United
of the
Statutes of
Revised Statutes
sixty-four, Revised
amended by
by section
five of
of March
March first,
first, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
Act of
the Act
of the
section five
amended
and seventy-nine,
seventy-nine, and
as further
amended by
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress
Act of
further amended
and as
and
tax

hment forera

-

recovery

P

s.

.

.
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g

ee
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Surveys.
Basis of capacity.
Basis
90
p.
590,

Vol. 36,
Vol
amended.
amended.

paity.

procees.

approved
twenty-second, nineteen
approved June
June twenty-second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten, be amended
amended
so as
as to
to read
as follows:
follovvs:
so
read as
"
In all
surveys forty-five
brewed or
or ferfermash or beer brewed
gallons of mash
all surveys
forty-five gallons
"In

P- 5 mented from grain shall represent
represent not less than one
one bushel of grain,

and seven gallons
gallons of mash or beer
beer brewed
brewed or fermented
fermented from molasses

shall
shall represent not less than one gallon
gallon of molasses,
molasses, except in distil-

Sour
mash.
ourmash.

Filtration
Filtration
process.

1916.
1916.

distilleries sixty
sixty
leries operated on the sour-mash
sour-mash principle,
principle, in which
which distilleries
gallons of
of beer
beer brewed
brewed or
or fermented
from grain
grain shall
shall represent
represent not
not
gallons
fermented from
- aeration less
ess than one bushel
bushel of grain, and except that in distilleries
distilleries where the
filtration-aeration
used, with the
the approval
approval of
filtration-aeration process
process is uged,
of the
Commisthe Commisof Internal
that is,
is, where
the mash
mash after
after it
it leaves
leaves
sioner of
Internal Revenue;
Revenue; that
where the
the
tub is
is passed
passed through
through aafiltering
filtering machine
it is
is run
run
the mash
mash tub
machine before
before it

into
the fermenting
fermenting tub,
liquor passes
passes into
into the
the
into the
tub, and
and only
only the
the filtered
filtered liquor
hereafter be
limitation upon
upon the
the numwater limit here fermentinf
fermenting tub,
tub, there
there shall
shall hereafter
be no
no limitation
num-

f No water limit hereafter.

msh.

Sweet mash.

galIns of water
water which may be used in the process
process of
mashing
ber of
of gallons
of mashing
fermentation; but the
Commissioner of Internal
Reveor filtration for fermentation;
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, in
in order
to
nue, with the approval
approval of
of the
the Secretary
of the
order to
protect
prescribe by
regulation,
protect the
the revenue,
revenue, shall be
be authorized
authorized to prescribe
by regulation,
to
be made
by him,
such character
character of
of survey
as he
he may
find suitable
suitable
may find
survey as
him, such
made by
to be
process. The
The provisions
provisions
for distilleries using such
such filtration-aeration
filtration-aeration process.
filtration-aeration process
shall apply
only to
to
hereof relating to filtration-aeration
process shall
apply only
sweet-mash distilleries."
sweet-mash
distilleries."
S
EC. 403.
403. That
under such
regulations as
as the
of
SEC.
That under
such regulations
the Commissioner
Commissioner of

catW
Internal Revenue,
the approval
of the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
R. s., sec. 32s, p Internal
Revenue, with
with the
approval of
the Secretary
ea6,
may
prescribe,
alcohol
or
other
distilled
spirits
of
a
proof
strength
of
amended.
may
prescribe,
alcohol
or
other
distilled
spirits
of
a
proof
strength
of
p.
147.
volamended.
21,'p.
Withdrawal
in rt.
tank
for export.
cameto.,
R.
sec . 32g4 p.

ait

'raft brandies.
brandies.
E. S., see. 3
3255,
255
ff2_2 amended.
VoL 22, p. 195.

W, se.
Vosp. l.

hundred and
and eighty
degrees intended
for export
export
not less
less than
than one hundred
eighty degrees
intended for
receiving cisterns at any
distillery, or
or
free of tax may be drawn
drawn from receiving
any distillery,
tanks in any
warehouse, for
for transfer
transfer to
to tanks
from storage tanks
any distillery warehouse,
tanks
or tank
tank cars
cars for
export from
from the
the United
United States,
States, and
all provisions
provisions of
of
for export
and all
existing law
of distilled
not inconinconexisting
law relating
relating to
to the
the exportation
exportation of
distilled spirits
spirits not
herewith shall apply
spirits removed
removed for export
under the
sistent herewith
apply to
to spirits
export under
provisions of this
provisions
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 404. That section thirty-two hundred
and fifty-five
fifty-five of
hundred and
of the
the

p. Revised Statutes
hundred
Statutes as amended by Act
Act of June third, eighteen hundred
P.

and ninety-six,
ninety-six and as further amended
amended by
March second,
second,
by Act
Act of
of March
nineteen
amended so
so as
as to
read as
as
nineteen hundred and eleven,
eleven, be further
further amended
to read
follows:
follows:
DiatMera
exemp t
"SEC. 3255.
The Commissioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
with the
the
fmt
"SEc.
3255. The
Commissioner of
Revenue, with
from
general snemprtlr
spirit
regns
ulations.
latlo
.c36, p. 1014
10n, approval
the Secretary
of
Secretary of the Treasury, may exempt
exempt distillers
distillers of
101,, approval of
voi. 36,
Vol.
amended.
brandy
made exclusively
exclusively from
from apples,
apples, peaches,
peaches, grapes,
pears, pinepinemended.'
brandy made
grapes, pears,
plums pawpaws,
persimmons,
apples, oranges, apricots,
apricots, berries, plums,
pawpaws, persimmons,
prunes,
or cherries
cherries from
from any
any provision
plums,of this title relating
prunes, figs,
figs, or
provision
relating to the
manufacture
of spirits,
spirits, except
except as
as to
the tax
thereon, when
when in
in his
his
manufacture of
to the
tax thereon,
fse
otpomace from judgment
may seem
seem expedient
to do
so: Provided,
Provided, That where,
in
se of'pomace
judgment it
it may
expedient to
do so:
where, in
artfially
sweetened manufacture
manufacture of wine, artificial
artificial sweetening
artilintailY sweetened
sweetening has been used the wine or
wines.
wines.
the fruit pomace
nthe
the distillation
distillation of
of brandy,
brandy,
pomace residuum may be used
used i
in
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal R
evenue ,
as such use shall not prevent
prevent the
the Commissioner
Revenue,
with the approval
approval of
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, fr
om exempting
exemp ti ng
of the Secretary
the Treasury,
from
such distiller from any provision of this title relating to the manufacture
spirits, except
to the
the tax
judgment
Adition
facture of
of spirits,
except as
as to
tax thereon
thereon, when
when in
m his
his judgment
Additions to
it may
may seem
seem expedient
expedient to
to do
so: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
the disCddheese tO grape
grpe it
do so:
cheese.
That the
distillers mentioned in this section may
may add
notless than five hundred
hundred
add to
to not
barrels) of grape cheese not more than five hundred
gallons (or ten barrels)
hundred
gallons of aa sugar solution made
made from cane,
cane, beet, starch,
starch, or corn
corn
sugar, ninety-five
ninety-five per centum
centum pure, such solution to have aasaccharine
saccharine
exceed ten per centum,
strength of not to exceed
centum, and may ferment
ferment the
resultant mixture on a
awinery
premises, and
and such
such ferwinery or distillery.
distillery premises,
fermented product
product shall be regarded
regarded as distilling material."
material."
Bottlbig
in bond for
SEC. 405.
That distilled
known commercially
as gin
in of
of not
not
SEc.
ttginin
405. That
distilled spirits
spirits known
commercially as
export.
less than eighty per centum
centum proof may at any time within eight
export.
years
eight years
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after entry in bond at any distillery
distillery be bottled in bond at such distillery for export without
without the payment of tax
tax, under such rules and
and
regulations as the Commissioner
Co mm i
ss i
oner of
ofInternal
with the
apInternal Revenue,
Revenue, with
the approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
SEC.
fifty-four of the
SEC. 406.
406. That section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred and fifty-four
the
Revised Statutes
amended by the Act approved
Statutes of the United States as amended
approved
June eighteenth,
eighteenth eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety,
ninety, be,
is hereby,
hereby,
hundred and
be, and
and is
amended
read as
as follows:
amended to
to read
follows:

MISC6LLANICOUS
AE&
TAXES.

Fermented liquors.
tSmecidn
R.8., sec. 3354, p. 654,

amended.
amended.

"SEC. 3354.
Every person
Penaltyg,
for
with"SEC.
3354. Every
person who
who withdraws
withdraws any
any fermented
fermented li
liquor
from
un
quor drPawing,
drawin
from
nn-

from any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other
other vessel
vessel upon which
which the sPaed
e vessels for
for
proper stamp has
affixed for
of bottling
the vont,
p. 161,amendhas not
not been
been affixed
for the purpose
purpose of
bottling the
Vol.2, p.161,amend
same, or who carries on or attempts
attempts to carry
carry on the business of botbot- ed.
tling fermented
fermented liquor in any brewery
brewery or
place in
in which
feror other
other place
which fermented
made, or
upon any
communication
mented liquor
liquor is
is made,
or upon
any premises
premises having
having communication
with such brewery,
brewery, or any warehouse,
warehouse, shall be liable to aafine
fine of $500,
$500,
property used
used in such
and the property
such bottling
business shall
shall be
liable to
bottling or
or business
be liable
to
forfeiture:
forfeiture: Proided,
Provided, however,
this s
ection s
hall no
'cran
rovis
s
reo.
s
is by
by pipe
however, That
That this
section
shall
nottb
bee construed
construed Transfe
p i pe
t
t
stamp d

v es s el s

ed.

withdrawal and transfer
transfer of
unfermented, partially
partially ied
to prevent the withdrawal
of unfermented,
line,

ng.

er
c.f.fot
oor bottli
othier
etc.

fermented, or
fermented liquors
from any
of the
vats in
any 'brewery
g
n
s
aented and
ai
r%
fermented,
or fermented
liquors from
any of
the vats
in any
brewery unier
Unfermented
by way of aapipe line or other conduit
qutor'ilufdeed't
conduit to another
another building or place
place for EVolrasillnelufSentented
the
sole purpose
purpose of
line or
or conduit
to be
be
the sole
of bottling
bottling .the
the same,
same, such
such pipe
pipe line
conduit to
constructed and
such cisterns,
cisterns,
constructed
and operated
operated in
in such
such manner
manner and with
with such
vats, tanks,
valves, cocks,
cocks, faucets,
faucets, and
or other
other utensils
utensils or
vats,
tanks, valves,
and gauges,
gauges, or
or
apparatus, either
of the
brewery or
house,
apparatus,
either on
on the
the premises
premises of
the brewery
or the
the bottling
bottling house,
and with such changes of or additions thereto, and such
such locks, seals, Reg.natio..et.
Regulations, etc.
or
other fastenings,
fastenings, and
such rules
rules and
be
or other
and under
under such
and regulations
regulations as
as shall
shall be
from
Commissioner of Internal
Internal
from time to time prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
Revenue,
subject to the
Secretary of
and
Revenue, subject
the approval
approval of the
the Secretary
of the Treasury,
Treasury, and
provided by the
Commissioner pament
all locks and seals prescribed
prescribed shall
shall be provided
the Commissioner
Payment of
of tax by
by
of
at the
the expense
expense of
Provided stamps.
stamps.
Revenue at
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
of Internal
Internal Revenue
further, That
That the
the tax
Unposed in
in section
section thirty-three
thirty-three hundred
and
hundred and
tax imposed
further,
-thirty-nine
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
be paid
shall be
paid
United States
States shall
thirty-nine of
on all
fermented liquor
liquor removed
removed from
brewery to
house
to aabottling
bottling house
from aabrewery
all fermented
on
removal; by the
by means
means of
pipe or
time of
of such
such removal;
the time
conduit, at the
a pipe
or conduit,
of a
by
cancellation and
by the
the collector
collector of
of the
the district
district or
or his
his
defacement, by
and defacement,
cancellation
deputy,
presence of the brewer, of the number of stamps Disposalafterooew.
deputy, in the presence
D isposal after canceldenoting the
tax on
on the
the fermented
thus removed.
removed. The
The latlonlotion.
liquor thus
fermented liquor
denoting
the tax
stamps
thus canceled
be disposed
disposed of
of and
and accounted
accounted
shall be
and defaced
defaced shall
canceled and
stamps thus
for in
the manner
manner directed
directed by
Commissioner of
of Internal
p
enalty for violfor
in the
by the
the Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, Penalty
violawith
the approval
Secretary of
of the
Treasury. And
And any
any violaviola- tions.
the Treasury.
approval of
of the
the Secretary
with the
tion of
the rules
rules and
and regulations
hereafter prescribed
by the
the CommisCommisprescribed by
regulations hereafter
tion
of the
sioner
Internal Revenue,
Secretary of the
the
the Secretary
the approval
approval of the
with the
Revenue, with
sioner of
of Internal
Treasury,
in pursuance
of these
these provisions,
provisions, shall
be subject
subject to the
shall be
pursuance of
Treasury, in
penalties
provided by
this section.
Every owner,
or
agent, or
owner, agent,
section. Every
by this
above provided
penalties above
superintendent
of any
brewery or
who removes,
or
removes, or
house who
or bottling
bottling house
any brewery
superintendent of
connives at
at the
the removal
removal of,
of, any
fermented liquor through
through a
a pipe
pipe line
any fermented
connives
or
of the
the tax
tax thereon,
in
or who attempts in
thereon, or
payment of
without payment
or conduit,
conduit, without
any
to defraud
the revenue
as above,
above, shall
forfeit all
all the
the
shall forfeit
revenue as
defraud the
any manner
manner to
liquors
made by
and for
utensils, and
and
the vessels,
vessels, utensils,
and all
all the
for him,
him, and
by and
liquors made
apparatus used
used in
same."
the same."
in making
making the
apparatus
ti°11S.

SPECIAL
TAXES.
SPECIAL TAXES.

Special taxes.

Special taxes.

Imposed

annually.

SEC. 407.
407. That
That on
first, nineteen
hundred and
50.7
nineteen hundred
andolr38p.
on and
and after
after January
January first,
SEC.
Vol. 38, p. 750.
seventeen,
be, and
and hereby
are, imposed
annually,
imposed annually,
hereby are,
taxes shall
shall be,
special taxes
seventeen, special
as
is to
to say:
say:
that is
follows, that
as follows,
Excise tax onapital
on capital

Every corporation,
corporation, joint-stock
association, now
now or
or odomestic
of domesticcorporacorporaEvery
oint-stock company
company or
or association,
etc.
hereafter
organized in
in the
States for
for profit
profit and
capital tions,
tions, etc.
having aacapital
and having
the United
United States
hereafter organized
stock represented
represented by
shares, and
and every
now or
or
company, now
every insurance
insurance company,
by shares,
stock
hereafter
organi7ed under
of the
the United
States, or
or any
any State
State
United States,
the laws
laws of
under the
hereafter organized
or Territory
Territory of
States, shall
pay annually
annually a
a special
excise
special excise
shall pay
the United
United States,
of the
or
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tax
with respect
the carrying
carrying on
doing business
by such
such corporacorporatax with
respect to
to the
on or
or doing
business by
joint-stock company
company or
or association,
or insurance
insurance company,
company,
tion, joint-stock
association, or
equivalent to
cents for
for each
$1,000 of
of the
the fair
fair value
value of
of its
its capital
capital
equivalent
to 50
50 cents
each $1,000
in
estimating
the
value
of capital
capital stock
stock the
surplus
and undiundistock
and
in
estimating
the
value
of
the
surplus
and
Provisos.
i
nsuramecompanies. vided profits shall be included: Provided, That in the case of insurance
iSc
cWmpan.s vided profits shall be included: Provided,That in the case of insurance
companies such
as they
by
companies
such deposits
deposits and
and reserve
reserve funds
funds as
they are
are required
required by
law or
or contract
contract to
to maintain
or hold
protection of
or payment
payment
law
maintain or
hold for
for the
the protection
of or
to or apportionment
apportionment among
among policyholders
shall not
not be
be included.
included.
policyholders shall
Bads
The amount of such annual
Basis.
annual tax shall in all cases be computed
computed on the
the
basis of the fair average value
value of the
stock for
for the
the preceding
preceding
the capital stock
Exemption of
of year: Provided,
Provided, That
That for
for the
the purpose
Exemption
of this
this tax
tax an
an exemption
exemption of
of
purpose of
08,000.
Ma
allowed from the capital stock as defined
$99,000 shall be allowed
defined in this
this
paragraph
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
company or
or association,
association or
or
paragraph of
of each corporation,
Credit for
for Inu
mnmition
Providedfurther,
Credit
nftfm insurance company:
company: Provided
further, That aacorporation,
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock
tax.
Ante, p.. '781.
company or
or insurance
insurance company,
actually_ paying
the
Ane,
781.
company
or association,
association, or
company, actually
paying the
tax imposed by section three
three hundred and one of
ILI of
of this
this Act
Act
of Title
Title III
shall be entitled to a
acredit
credit as against
against the tax imposed by
this paraby this
paragraph equal
graph
equal to
to the
the amount
amount of
of the
actually paid:
paid: And
the tax
tax so
so actually
And provided
provided
Exemptions.
further, That this tax shall not be imposed
further,
any corporation,
corporation,
imposed upon
upon any
joint-stock company
company or association, or insurance
insurance company
company not
ennot enAnte,p.
Ante, p. 788.
gaged
business during
during the
the preceding
preceding taxable
year, or
or which
which is
7
gaged in
in business
taxable year,
is
exempt under the provisions
provisions of section eleven, Title I, of this
this Act.
for=
cif
i
n ati°319
corporation, joint-stock
joint-stock company
company or
or association,
association, or
or insurinsurtOka.S Every
Every corporation,
st t e s .
States.
ance company, now
now or hereafter
hereafter organized
organized for
for profit
the laws
profit under
under the
laws
of any foreign country and engaged in business
business in the United
United States
special excise
with respect
to the
the carrying
on
shall pay annually aaspecial
excise tax
tax with
respect to
carrying on
or doing business in the United States by such corporation, jointor
jointstock company or association, or insurance
company, equivalent
equivalent to
insurance company,
to
50 cents for each $1,000 of the capital
capital actually
in the
the transtransactually invested
invested in
Provisos.ccompe
action of
its business
business in
the United
Provided, That
action
of its
in the
United States:
States: Provided,
That in
in the
the
Insurancecompanies.
case of insurance companies
companies such
such deposits
or reserve
reserve funds
as they
they
deposits or
funds as
are required
maintain or hold
required by law or contract
contract to maintain
hold in the
the United
United
protection of
or payment
loayment to
apportionment among
among
States for the protection
of or
to or
or apportionment
Ba .
policyholders,
Basis.
policyholders, shall not be included. The
of such
such annual
annual
The amount of
computed on
on the
the basis
basis of
of the
average amount
amount
tax shall
shall in
in all
all cases
cases be
be computed
the average
Exemption
of of
of capital
capital so
during the
the preceding
preceding year:
year: Provided,
Provided, That
That for
for
Ex e m p t i
so invested
invested during
$00,000.
"39O.
the purpose
the
an exemption
exemption from
the amount
amount of
of capital
so
purpose of
of this
this tax
tax an
from the
capital so
invested shall be allowed
allowed equal
equal to such proportion of $99,000 as
as the
the
amount so invested bears to the total amount invested
invested in the transtransReturnrequired.
action of business in the United States or
or elsewhere:
elsewhere: Provided,
Return
required.
Provided, furfurther,
exemption shall be allowed only if such corporation,
ther, That this exemption
corporation,
joint-stock company
association, or insurance company makes
joint-stock
company or association,
return to the Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue,
under regulations
Revenue, under
prescribed by him, with the approval
Secretary of the TreasTreasapproval of the Secretary
ury, of the amount of capital
capital invested in the transaction
transaction of business
business
Credit for munition
munition ou
outside
Andurovidedfurther,
Credit
tside the United
United States:
States: And
provided further, That
corporation,
That aacorporation,
tax.
joint-stock
association, or
or insurance
company actually
actually
AX. p.p s.
joint-stock company
company or
or association,
insurance company
Ante,
781.
imposed by section
paying the tax imposed
section three hundred
hundred and
and one
of Title
Title III
III
one of
of this act, shall
a credit
shall be entitled
entitled to a
credit as against the tax imposed
imposed by
paragraph equal
this paragraph
equal to the amount of the tax so actually
actually paid:
paid:
Exemptions.
further, That this tax
tax shall
shall not
Exemptions.
And proided
proinded further,
not be
be imposed
imposed upon
any
upon any
corporation, joint-stock company
company or association,
association, or insurance
insurance company not engaged
engaged in business during the preceding
preceding taxable
taxable year,
or
ear, or
Ap.78
h cis exempt under the provisions
Ante, p.
786.
which
of section
section eleven,
I, of
of
provisions of
eleven, Title
Title I,
this Act.
this
Act.
Brokers. defined.
Second. Brokers
Brokers shall
shall pay
pay $30.
$30. Every
Every person,
person, firm,
firm, or
or company,
Bros
efner.
Second.
BoRineris
company,
whose business
to negotiate
purchases or sales of stocks, bonds,
whose
business it is to
negotiate purchases
bonds,
exchange, bullion,
exchange,
bullion, coined money, bank notes, promissory
promissory notes, or
or
regarded as aabroker.
other securities, for others, shall be regarded
Pawnbroker.
Pawnbrokers shall pay $50. Every person,
Pawnbrokers.
Third. Pawnbrokers
person, firm, or comcorndefined.
pany whose business or occupation it is to take
take or receive, by way of
of
PczL
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TAXS.
ScA TAXES.
pledge,
pawn, or
or exchange,
or merchandise
SPECIAL
merchandise, or any
wares, or
goods, wares,
any goods,
exchange, any
pledge, pawn,
kind
property whatever,
security for
the repayment
repayment of
of
for the
as security
whatever, as
personal property
of personal
kind of
money
shall be
deemed a
apawnbroker.
pawnbroker.
be deemed
thereon, shall
loaned thereon,
money loaned
Fourth. Ship
Ship brokers
pay $20.
Every person,
person, firm,
corn- Ship
brokers
Sip brokers.
firm, or
or com$20. Every
brokers shall
shall pay
Fourth.
Businessdefined.
negotiate freights
pany
whose business
it is
is as
as a
abroker
broker to negotiate
freights and other
business it
pany whose
business
of vessels,
vessels, or
shippers or consignors
the shippers
or for the
owners of
the owners
for the
business for
or
consignees of
of freight
freight carried
carried by
by vessels,
vessels, shall be
regarded as aa
be regarded
or consignees
ship
broker under
section.
this section.
under this
ship broker
m
bro-house bro
u stomhouse
pay $10.
shall pay
Fifth. Customhouse
brokers shall
$10. Every person, firm, kecrusst
Customhouse brokers
Fifth.
or
company
whose
occupation
it
is,
as
the
agent
of
others,
to
arrange
litisinessd
alined.
Businessdenned.
to
arrange
others,
of
agent
the
is,
as
it
occupation
or company whose
entries
other customhouse
customhouse papers,
or transact
any
business at any
transact business
papers, or
and other
entries and
port of
of entry
entry relating
to the
importation or exportation of goods,
the importation
relating to
port
as aacustomhouse
wares, or
or merchandise,
merchandise, shall
customhouse broker.
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
wares,
Sixth. Proprietors
Proprietors of
museums, and
halls, where
where Proprietors
rorietors of theconcert halls,
and concert
theaters, museums,
of theaters,
Sixth.
e
a
made, having
having a
capacity of
of not more aters,s,etc.
a seating
seating capacity
is made,
admission is
for admission
charge for
a charge
than
capacity
seating capacity
having aaseating
$25; having
pay $25;
shall pay
fifty, shall
and fifty,
hundred and
two hundred
than two
of more
than two
two hundred
hundred and
fifty and
and not
exceeding five hundred
hundred
not exceeding
and fifty
more than
of
shall pay
pay $50;
$50; having
having a
aseating
and
five hundred and
exceeding five
capacity exceeding
seating capacity
shall
not exceeding
exceeding eight
eight hundred,
hundred, shall
shall pay
seating capaccapaohaving aaseating
$75; having
pay $75;
not
ity of
pay $100.
edifice BullcUngs
included.
Budingsincluded.
Every edifice
$100. Every
shall pay
hundred, shall
eight hundred,
than eight
more than
of more
ity
used
for the
of dramatic
dramatic or
operatic or
or other
other representations,
representations,
or operatic
purpose of
the purpose
used for
plays,
or performances
for admission
admission to
to which
which entrance
money is
entrance money
performances,' for
plays, or
received,
including halls
rented or
used occasionally
occasionally
or used
armories rented
or armories
halls or
not including
received, not
for concerts
concerts or
theatrical representations,
representations, shall
shall be
be regarded
as aa p
regarded as
for
or theatrical
theater: Provided,
That in
cities, towns,
or villages of
of five
five thousand
thousand Prodeos.
Small communities.
e
smallmmito
villages
towns, or
in cities,
Provided, That
theater:
inhabitants
or less
amount of
of such
payment shall
shall be one-half of
such payment
the amount
less the
inhabitants or
lsee.
that above
above stated:
any such
such edifice
edifice Payable by lessee.
whenever any
That whenever
further, That
Providedfurther
stated: Provided
that
is
under lease
the passage
passage of
of this
this'Act,
tax shall
shall be
by the
the
be paid
paid by
the tax
Act, the
at the
lease at
is under
lessee, unless
otherwise stipulated
stipulated between
parties to
to said
said lease.
lease. Circus proprietors.
the parties
between the
unless otherwise
lessee,
CDeuscripietor.
Seventh.
The proprietor
proprietor or
or proprietors
proprietors of
circuses shall
shall pay
pay.$100.
$100. Description.
of circuses
Seventh. The
Every building,
space, tent,
tent, or
or area
area where
where feats
of horsemanship
or
horsemanship or
feats of
building, space,
Every
acrobatic
or theatrical
theatrical performances
not otherwise
provided for
for
otherwise provided
performances not
sports or
acrobatic sports
etc., require
in this
are exhibited
shall be
be regarded
as a
circus: Provided,
Provided, At
state,
r
zg3
,
°etc.,
requirea circus:
regarded as
exhibited shall
section are
this section
in
e
tsm
That
no
special
tax
paid
in
one
State,
Territory,
or
the
District
of
District
the
or
Territory,
State,
one
in
That no special tax paid
Columbia shall
shall exempt
exempt exhibitions
exhibitions from
from the
the tax
tax in
in another
another State,
State,
Columbia
Territory,
or
the
District
of
Columbia,
and
but
one
special tax
tax
special
one
but
and
Columbia,
of
Territory, or the District
shall be
be imposed
exhibitions within
within any
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or
one State,
any one
for exhibitions
imposed for
shall
District.
hibons.
District.
Eighth. Proprietors or
agents of all other public exhibitions or Other exhibitions.
Eighth. Proprietors or agents of all other public exhibitions or Otherxhit
State, etc.,
eparat State,
shows
for money
money not
enumerated in
shall pay
pay- $10:
Pro Separate
$10: Prosection shall
this section
in this
not enumerated
shows for
vided,
That
a
special
tax
paid
in
one
State,
Territory,
or
the
District
reqwrements.
requrements.
vled, That a special tax paid in one State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia
exhibitions from
from the
the tax
tax in
in another
another
exempt exhibitions
not exempt
shall not
Columbia shall
of
State, Territory,
District of
Columbia, and
and but
but one
one special
special
of Columbia,
the District
or the
Territory, or
State,
tax
shall be
any one
Chautauquas,
uas, etc,
etc.,
Territory, Chautau
State, Territory,
one State,
within any
exhibitions within
for exhibitions
required for
be required
tax shall
or the
the District
of Columbia:
That this
this paragraph
paragraph exempt.
exempt.
q
further, That
Provided further,
Columbia: Provided
District of
or
shall not
apply to
to Chautauquas,
lecture lyceums,
or
agricultural or
lyceums, agricultural
Chautauquas, lecture
not apply
shall
industrial
fairs,
or
exhibitions
held
under
the
auspices
of
religious
or
or
religious
of
auspices
the
under
industrial fairs, or exhibitions held
charitable associations:
That an
an aggregation
aggregation of
of Street
fairs.
St fairs.
further, That
Provided further
charitable associations: Provided
entertainments,
known
as
a
street
fair,
;hall
not
pay
a
larger
tax
a
larger
pay
not
shall
fair,
street
a
as
entertainments, known
than
$100 in
in any
in the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
nd
a
B
the District
District of
or in
Territory, or
State, Territory,
any State,
than $100
rooms.
Ninth. Proprietors
of
bowling
alleys
and
billiard
rooms
shall
pay billiard
Bowling
alleys a
and
rooms.
billird
shal pay
rooms
billiard
and
alleys
bowling
of
Ninth. Proprietors
$5 for each alley or table.
are Desriptio.
Description.
bowls are
where bowls
place where
or place
building or
Every building
for each alley or table. Every
$5
thrown or where games of billiards or pool are played, except
except
in
private
in
private
played,
are
or
pool
billiards
of
games
thrown or where
homes,
bowling alley
alley or
or aabilliard
room, respecrespecbilliard room,
a bowling
as a
regarded as
be regarded
shall be
homes, shall
tively.
Tobacco, ciar
cigar, and
Tobao,
tively.
SEC. 408.
That on
on and
and after
after January
January. first,
hundred and
and cigarette
manufacturcigarette manuiaturnineteen hundred
first, nineteen
408. That
SEC.
sev enteen, special taxes on
tobacco, cigar,
cigar, and
cigarette manufacmanufac- er5R.
p
e s 33244, p.
R. S. sec.
and cigarette
special taxes on tobacco,
seventeen,
turers shall
be and hereby are, imposed annually as follows, the
amended,
turers shall be, and hereby are, imposed annually as follows, the 624, aended.
amount of such
computed in
in all
all cases
cases on
on the
basis
the basis
be computed
to be
taxes to
annual taxes
amount of such annual
Tobacco.
of
the
annual
sales
for
the
preceding
fiscal
year:
Tobacco.
year:
fiscal
of the annual sales for the preceding
Manufacturers
tobacco whose
whose annual
annual sales
sales do
do not
not exceed
fifty
exceed fifty
of tobacco
Manufacturers of
thousand pounds
each pay
pay $3;
$3;
shall each
pounds shall
thousand
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Manufacturers
Manufacturers of
tobacco whose
annual sales
fifty thousand
thousand
of tobacco
whose annual
sales exceed
exceed fifty
and
do not
not exceed
exceed one
one hundred
hundred thousand
thousand pounds
pounds shall
shall each
pay $6;
$6;
and do
each pay
Manufacturers of
tobacco whose
annual sales
sales exceed
exceed one
one hundred
hundred
Manufacturers
of tobacco
whose annual
thousand
do not
hundred thousand
thousand pounds
pounds shall
shall
thousand and
and do
not exceed
exceed two
two hundred
each pay
pay $12;
$12;
Manufacturers
sales exceed
exceed two
two hundred
hundred
Manufacturers of tobacco
tobacco whose annual
annual sales
thousand
pounds shall
shall each
pay at
at the
the rate
of 8
8cents
cents per
per thousand
thousand
thousand pounds
each pay
rate of
pounds,
fraction thereof;
thereof;
pounds, or
or fraction
Manufacturers of cigars whose
Manufacturers
whose annual
exceed fifty
fifty
annual sales do not exceed
thousand
cigars shall
each pay
pay $2;
$2;
thousand cigars
shall each
Manufacturers of
of cigars
annual sales
sales exceed
fifty thousand
thousand
Manufacturers
cigars whose
whose annual
exceed fifty
and
not exceed
hundred thousand
shall each
and do
do not
exceed one
one hundred
thousand cigars
cigars shall
each pay
pay $3;
$3;
Manufacturers of cigars whose
annual sales exceed
exceed one hundred
hundred
Manufacturers
•
whose annual
thousand
cigars shall
each
thousand and do
do not exceed two
two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand cigars
shall each
pay $6;
$6 ;
Manufacturers of cigars
annual sales exceed
exceed two
two hundred
Manufacturers
cigars whose annual
hundred
and do
four hundred
thousand cigars
cigars shall
shall each
each
thousand and
do not
not exceed
exceed four
hundred thousand
pay
$12;
pay $12;
Manufacturers of cigars
cigars whose annual
annual sales
hundred
Manufacturers
sales exceed four hundred
thousand
cigars shall
each pay
pay at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 5
cents per
thousand
thousand cigars
shall each
5 cents
per thousand
cigars,
cigars, or
or fraction
fraction thereof;
thereof;
Cigarettes.
cm.
Manufacturers
cigarettes, including small cigars weighing
ufacturers of cigarettes,
not
weighing not
more than
shall each
each pay
pay at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
than three pounds per
per thousand,
thousand, shall
3
cents
ten
thousand
cigarettes,
or
fraction
thereof.
3
cents
for
every
ten
thousand
cigarettes,
or
fraction
thereof.
a
Tax levied
levied on
Tax
on each
In arriving at the amount of special
In
special tax to
to be
paid under
under this
this secbe paid
secohms.
tion, and in
in. the levy and collection
collection of such tax,
each person,
person, firm,
fu-m, or
or
tax, each
corporation engaged in
in the manufacture
manufacture of more than one of
of the
classes of articles
articles specified
considered and
specified in this
this section
section shall
shall be considered
deemed
a manufacturer
manufacturer of
deemed a
each class
class separately.
separately.
of each
Punkthment or"-non'
Every person who carries
carries on any business or occupation
occupation for which
paint
payment.
p
special
taxes are
are imposed
title, without
having paid
the
special taxes
imposed by
by this
this title,
without having
paid the
special tax therein provided, shall, besides being liable to the payment of such special
special tax, be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor, and
and
not more
more than
than $500,
$500, or
or be
be
upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall pay a
a fine
fine of
of not
imprisoned not more than six months, or both, in
discretion of
of
in the discretion
the court.
Generalisers applies.SEC. 409.
409. That
That all
all administrative
administrative or
special provisions
provisions of
law,
bneraWlawsapplieSEC.
or special
of law,
ble.
including the
the law
law relating
to the
assessment of
taxes, so
sofar
f
ar as
as appliappli.
including
relating
to
the
assessment
of
taxes,
Records, etc., recable, are
extended to
to and
made aapart
part of
of this
every
quired.
quRecd
etc. r cable,
are hereby
hereby extended
and made
this title,
title, and
and every
person, firm,
firm, company,
company? corporation,
liable to
to any
any tax
tax
corporation or association liable
Imposed by this title, shall keep such records
imposed
records and render,
render under oath,
such statements and returns, and
and shall comply with
with such
such regulations
regulations
as the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, with the approval
Internal Revenue,
approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, may from time to time
Secretary
time prescribe.
Emergency internal
S
EC. 410.
410. That
That the
Act
approved
October twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen
October
approved
the
Act
SEC.
iternal
Emergenay
revenue
tax Act
rel
pealed.
pve
d.
hundred and fourteen, entitled
entitled "An
to increase
increase the
the internal
"An Act
Act to
internal
Vol. 38, p. 745.
p. 2.
Ante, p.2.
revenue, and
revenue,
for other
other purposes,"
and the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
approved
and for
purposes," and
December
nineteen hundred
hundred and
December seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
and fifteen,
fifteen, entitled
entitled
"Joint resolution
resolution extending
"Joint
extending the
of the
Act entitled
entitled 'An
'An
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act to
to increase
increase the
internal revenue,
and for
other purposes,'
purposes,' apapthe internal
revenue, and
for other
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
proved October twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
hundred and
fourteen, to
to
December thirty-first,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,"
sixteen," are
are hereby
hereby
ctios continued
coti
December
thirty-first, nineteen
hundred and
Sections
until January 1,1,1917.
1917.
repealed,
except sections
repealed, except
sections three
three and
and four
of such
Act as
as so
so extended
extended,
four of
such Act
which
sections
shall
remain
in
force
till
January
first,
nineteen
r
which
sections
shall
remain
in
force
till
January
first,
nineteen
Pros isions continued
co ction of
otspecal
seventeen, and
for collection
special hundred
and except
except that
hundred and seventeen,
that the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the said
said
taxes,
etc.
taxes,etc.
Act shall remain in force for the assessment
assessment and collection
collection of
of all
all
special taxes
by such
taxes imposed by sections three and four
four thereof, or by
such
sections
extended by
by said
said j
oi
n tresolution,
resol
uti on, f
or any
y
,
-ear or
or part
sections as
as extended
joint
for
any year
part
thereof
January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventhereof ending prior to January
hundred and
and seventeen.
teen, and of all other taxes imposed
imposed by such Act, or by such Act as
to the
the taking
taking effect of
so extended, accrued prior to
of this
title, and
and for
for
this title,
SPECIAL
sarNCL

TAXI&
TAS

for
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the imposition
penalties or forfeitures
SPECAL TAXES.
imposition and collection
collection of all penalties
forfeitures which
SPECIAL
TAXES.
have accrued or may accrue in
to any
in relation
relation to
any of
of such
such taxes.
taxes.
SEC.
411. That
the Commissioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, subject to d etro
Allowance
ot,
SEC. 411.
That the
Commissioner of
a
n
n t
f
" or
"rere
1
regulation prescribed
the Secretary
Secretary- o
the Treasury,
Treasury, may make
ma k
e stiSamnls.
stamps.
regulation
prescribed by
by the
offthe
issued,
authority
offt
the
2.
allowance for or redeem
redeem stamps,
stamp s,i
ssue d, under
un d
er au
th ority o
he Act Avt,
1
,truie,38p.
p'. P
2: 745.
nineteen hundred
approved October
October twenty-second, nineteen
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen,
entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to increase the internal revenue, and for
other
for other
purposes,"
resolution approved
approved December
purposes," and the joint resolution
seventeenth,
December seventeenth,
nineteen hundred and fifteen, entitled
"Joint resolution
entitled "Joint
resolution extending
extending
the provisions of the Act entitled 'An
Act to
increase the
the internal
internal
'An Act
to increase
revenue, and for other purposes,'
purposes,' approved
twenty-second,
approved October
October twenty-second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen, to December
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and sixteen,"
sixteen," to denote the payment
payment of
internal revenue
of internal
revenue
tax, and which have not been used, if presented
presented within
years
within two years
purchase of
after the purchase
such stamps.
stamps.
of such
fl
SEC.
SEC. 412. That the provisions of this title shall take effect
daY follow.
followeffect on the
the ingiInnperect
ectge.day
day following the passage
where otherwise
passage of this Act, except where
otherwise in ig passage.
this title provided.
provided.
SEC.
413. That
That all
internal revenue
agents and
and inspectors
LeaVeS
ot
absence
S
EC. 413.
all internal
revenue agents
inspectors be
be allowed
jea
o,vd"agents
"tsaanscrine.
and ingranted
granted leave of absence with pay, which
which shall not be cumulative,
cumulative, spectors.
sPect:rs•
not
exceed thirty
in any
any calendar
calendar year,
year, under
such regularegulanot to exceed
thirty days
days in
under such
tions as the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Revenue with
the approval
Internal Revenue,
with the
approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
prescribe.
Treasury, may
may prescribe.
TITLE V.-DYESTUFFS.
TITLE
V.—DYESTUFFS.

Dyestuffs.
Dyestuffs.

Customs.
Customs.

SEC. 500.
on and
the day
day following
of this
this spZige
d
sirpor
Pls
e.d o011
SEC.
500. That
That on
and after
after the
following the
the passage
passage of
tspied
immposed
Act, except as otherwise
title, there
otherwise speciallyspecially provided
provided for
for in
in this
this title,
there
shall be levied, collected,
collected, and
articles named
in this
this
and paid
paid upon the
the articles
named in
section when
imported from
from any
into the
the United
United
section
when imported
any foreign
foreign country
country into
States or
except the
the Philippine
or into any
any of
of its
its possessions,
possessions, except
Philippine Islands
Islands
and the islands of
the rates
duties which
which are
of Guam and Tutuila, the
rates of
of duties
are
prescribed in
prescribed
in this
this title,
title, namely:
namely:
FREE LIST.
LIST.
FREE

Free list.
list.
Free

Coal tar products,
Group
Acenaphthene, anthracene
Group I.
I. Acenaphthene,
anthracene having
having a
a purity
less than
than etc
purity of
of less
tar products,
etc.
twenty-five
purity of
of less
than
twenty-five per
per centum,
centum, benzol,
benzol, carbazol
carbazol having
having a
a purity
less than
twenty-five per
per centum,
centum, cresol,
cresol, cumol,
fluorene, metacresol
twenty-five
cumol, fluorene,
metacresol having
having aa
purity of
of less
centum, methylanthracene,
methylanthracene, methylnaphmethylnaphpurity
less than
than ninety
ninety per
per centum,
thalene,
point less
less than
than seventy-nine
seventy-nine
thalene, naphthalene
naphthalene having
having aasolidifying
solidifying point
degrees centigrade,
centigrade, orthocresol
having a
of less
than ninety
ninety per
per
degrees
orthocresol having
a purity
purity of
less than
centum, paracresol
paracresol having
than ninety
ninety per
per centum,
centum,
having aapurity
purity of
of less
less than
centum,
pyridin, quinolin,
toluol, xylol,
tar, pitch
coal tar,
dead
pyridin,
quinolin, toluol,
xylol crude
crude coal
coal tar,
pitch of
of coal
tar, dead
or
all other
which on
on being
being
or creosote
creosote oil,
oil, anthracene
anthracene oil,
oil, all
other distillates
distillates which
subjected
the portion
below two
two huri,
subjected to
to distillation
distillation yield
yield in
in the
portion distilling
distilling below
hundred
quantity of
of tar
tar acids
acids less
than five
five per
per cencendred degrees
degrees centigrade
centigrade aaquantity
less than
t= of
the original
original distillate,
and all
that are
are found
found
tum
of the
distillate, and
all other
other products
products that
naturally
in coal
coal tar,
tar
naturally in
tar, whether
whether produced
produced or
or obtained
obtained from
from coal
coal tar
or
otherwise specially
in this
title,
or other
other source,
source, and
and not
not otherwise
specially provided
provided for
for in
this title,
shall be
be exempt
from duty.
duty.
shall
exempt from
DUTIABLE
DUTIABLE LIST.
LIST.

Dutiable list.

Dutiabe ist.

Group
Amidonaphthol, amidophenol,
amidophenol, amidosalicylic
amidosalicylic acid,
anilin et
etc.
Group II.
II. Amidonaphthol,
acid, anilin
oil, anihn
salts, anthracene
having a
of twenty-five
twenty-five per
per centum
oil,
anilin salts,
anthracene having
a purity
purity of
centum
or
more, anthraquinone,
benzoic acid,
acid, benzaldehyde,
benzylchloride,
or more,
anthraquinone, benzoic
benzaldehyde, benzylchloride,
benzidin,
binitrobenzol, binitrochlorobenzol,
binitronaphthalene, binibinibenzidin, binitrobenzol,
binitrochlorobenzol, binitronaphthalene,
trotoluol,
carbazol having
having a
purity of
twenty-five per
centum or
or more,
more,
trotoluol, carbazol
a purity
of twenty-five
per centum
chlorophthalic
acid, cumidin,
cnmidin, dimethylaniln,
dimethylanilm, dianisidin,
dianisidin, dioxynaphdioxynaphchlorophthalic acid,

al ttar

products,
ar pdc.ucts,
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thalene, diphenylaimin,
diphenylaimin, metacresol
metacresol having
having a
a purity
purity of
of ninety
ninety per
per

DT

DYIWITIPTS.

centum
centum or more, methylanthraquinone,
methylanthraquinone, metanilic
metanilic acid,
naphthalene
acid, naphthalene
having
solidifying point
seventy-nine degrees
or above,
having aasolidifying
point of seventy-nine
degrees centigrade
centigrade or
above,
napht ylamin, naphthol,
naphthol, naphthylenediamin,
naphthylenediamm, nitrobenzol,
nitronaphthylamin,
nitrobenzol, nitrotoRlol,
toluol, nitronaphthalen
nitronaphthalene, nitranilm,
nitrophenylenediamin, nitronitronitrranihn, nitrophenylenediamin,
toluylenediamin,
toluylenediamin, orthocresol
orthocresol having a
purity of ninety
per centum
centum
a purity
ninety per
or more, paracresol
paracresol having a
a purity
purity of ninety
centum or more,
more,
ninety per centum
phenol, phthalic
thi
acid,.phthalic
anhydride, phenylenediamin,
phenylaid,phthalic anhydride,
phenylenediamin, phenylnaphthylamin resorcin,
resorcm, salicylic
salicylic acid, sulphanilic
sulphanilic acid, toluidm,
naphthylamin,
toluidin,
toidin,
tolidin, toluylenediamin,
toluyienediamin, xylidin,
xylidin, or any sulphoacid
sulphoacid
sulphoacid or sulphoacid
salt of any of the foregoing,
similar products
products obtained,
derived,
foregoing, all similar
obtained, derived,

or
whole or
or in
in part
the products
provided for
for
or manufactured
manufactured in
in whole
part from
from the
products provided
in Group
distillates which on
Group I,
I, and all distillates
on being
being subjected
subjected to
distillation
to distillation
yield in the portion distilling
distilling below two hundred degrees centigrade
centigrade
aaquantity of tar acids equal to or more than five
five per
per centum of the
the
original distillate,
original
distillate all the foregoing not colors, dyes, or stains, photographic
graphic chemicals,
chemical;, medicinals, flavors, or explosives,
explosives, and not
othernot otherwise provided
provided for in this title, and provided
provided for in the paragraphs
paragraphs
of the Act of October
October third, nineteen hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, which are
are
hereinafter
specifically repealed
hereinafter specifically
repealed by section five hundred and two,
fifteen per
fifteen
per centum
centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
Derivativeexplosives,
colors,
Group III.
III. All
All colors,
or stains,
whether soluble
soluble or
not in
in
mrnicinals.
medicinals,
xpsives
Group
colors, dyes,
dyes, or
stains, whether
or not
etc.
etc.
water, color acids, color
color bases, color lakes, photographic
photographic chemicals,
medicinals, flavors, synthetic
synthetic phenolic resin,
explosives, not
not
resin, or explosives,
otherwise specially provided for m
in this title, when obtained, derived,
derived,
or manufactured
manufactured in
in whole or in part from
from any of the products provided for in Groups IIand II,
II, natural
natural alizarin
alizarin and indigo, and
and colors,
colors,
dyes, or color lakes obtained, derived, or manufactured
dyes
manufactured therefrom,
therefrom,
thirty per
centum ad
thirty
per centum
ad valorem.
valorem.
Additional
duties.
S
EC. 501.
That on
on and
and after
day following
passage of
ofthi
duaties.
SEC.
501. That
after the
sp
the da
following th
thee passage
thiss
provided in section
five hundred,
Act, in addition to the duties provided
section five
hundred, there
shall be levied, collected, and paid upon all articles contained
contained in
in
II a
a special duty of 21
Group II
2i cents per pound, and upon all articles
contained in Group III (except natural
natural and synthetic
synthetic alizarin, and
and
anthracene, and carbazol;
dyes obtained from alizarin,
alizarin, anthracene,
carbazol; natural and
and
synthetic
synthetic indigo and all indigoids, whether or not obtained from
from
indigo; and medicinals
medicinals and flavors),
duty of
of 55 cents
cents per
flavors), aa special duty
per
pound.
pound.
speialduties
Annual
reduction
of
During
period of
of five
five years
beginning five
years after
the
fter five
During the
the period
years beginning
special
duties
after
five
five years
after the
yesrs.
passage of this Act such special
years.
special duties shall be annually
annually reduced
reduced by
twenty per centum of the rate
rate imposed by this section,
section, so that
that at the
the
o f such period such special duties shall no longer be assessed,
Abolition
after five
fve end of such
period such special duties shall no longer be assessed,
Abolition after
years if not deignated
designated levied,
levied, or
or collected;
the expiration
expiration of
years from
from the
the
yearsi
collected; but
but if,
if, at
at the
of five
five years
t
quantity ot domestic
date of
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the President
Presid en tfinds
fin ds t
hat t
here is
i
s not
production.
production.
date
of the
that
there
not
being
manufactured or produced within
much
being manufactured
within the United
United States
States as much
as
sixty
as sixty per centum in value of the domestic consumption
consumption of the
articles
articles mentioned
mentioned in Groups
Grou ps II an
sect i
on five
five 4
hundred, he
he
andd III
III o
offsection
hundred,
shall by proclamation
proclamation so declare,
declare, whereupon the special
special duties
imposed
section on such articles shall no longer be assessed,
assessed,
imposed by
by this
this section
levied, or
or collected.
collected.
levied,
Coal-tar
S
EC. 502.
That paragraphs
twenty-two, and
and
etc.,
of
etc.,
in Tariffproducts,
of 1913,
1913,
502. That
SEC.
paragraphs twenty,
twenty, twenty-one,
twenty-one, twenty-two,
repeled.
twenty-three
"salicylic acid
repealed.
twenty-three and the words "salicylic
acid" in paragraph one of
114.
14. 38p115,
A of section
one of
of an
an Act
Act entitled "An
'PP'
'116,'Schedule
Schedule A
section one
"An Act
to reduce
tariff
Act to
reduce tariff
,p 1
, duties and to provide revenue
revenue for
for the
Government, and
for other
other
the Government,
and for
Vol. 38 pp. 153, 156,
15s.
154.
p
purposes,
approved October
,
purposes," approved
October third, nineteen hundred and thirteen,
and paragraphs
paragraphs three
three hundred
hundred and
and ninety-four,
ninety-four, four
four hundred
hundred and
and
Vol. 38,ol.,p.
p. 15.
152.
fifty-two, and five hundred and fourteen, and the words
words "carbolic"
"carbolic"
other isnt
and "
"hthalic,"
paragraph three
eighty-seven of the
phthalic," in paragraph
three hundred and eighty-seven
Other
inconsistent ,‘
prooisin.
free
ist of section
provisions.
free list"
section one on
of said Act, and so much of said Act or any
any
existing
law or
or parts
parts of law as may be inconsistent
existing law
inconsistent with this title are
hereby repealed.
E
cept.
Exceptions.

Vol. 38
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TITLE VI.-PRINTING
PAPER.
VT .—PRINTING PAPER.

795
795
Printing paper.
Printingpaper.

SEC.
paragraph three hundred
hundred and twenty-two,
SEC. 600. That paragraph
twenty-two, Schedule
Schedule Tariff
Tariff provisions
provisions
M,
and paragraph
five hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven
of the
the free
38,
pp.
M, and
paragraph five
sixty-seven of
free list of the
the alWil.c
.
le
314.
,
pp. 144160.
144, 160.
Act entitled
duties and to provide
entitled "An
"An Act to reduce
reduce tariff
tariff duties
provide revenue
purposes," approved
for the Government, and for other purposes,"
approved October
October third,
third,
amended so that tat
the same
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen, be amended
same shall read
read
as follows:
as
follows:
"322.
Printing paper
paper (other
"322. Printing
(other than
than paper
commercially known
as truhtlyting.paper.
paper commercially
known as
rtingp^er.
handmade or
machine handmade
handmade
or machine
handmade paper,
japan paper
imitation Vol
Vol. 38,
38, P.. 144,
paper, japan
paper,, and
and imitation
144,
japan
by whatever
name known),
known ), unsized,
unsize d, sized,
si
ze d
,
or glued,
amended.
suitjapan paper
paper by
whatever name
or
glued,
suit- amended
able for the printing of books and newspapers,
newspapers, but
but not
not for
for covers
covers or
or
bindings, not specially provided for in this section, valued above 5 crasned.
value incents
bindings,
per
not
pound,
specially
twelve
provided
per
c,entum
for
in
ad
this
valorem:
section,
Provided,
valued
however,
above
5 cremasineru
f:
m value
cents per pound, twelve per centum ad valorem: Provided, however,
Cutrvaing
"ling duty
duty
That if
dependency, province,
province, or
if any country,
country, dependency,
or other
other subdivision
subdivision of
of ifilexport
export duty,etc.,imduty, etc., impose
government
government shall impose
impose any export duty, export license
license fee, or other ' ed *
charge
the form
form of additional
charge of any
any kind whatsoever (whether in the
additional
charge or license fee or otherwise)
printing paper,
charge
otherwise) upon
upon printing
paper, wood pulp,
manufacture of wood pulp,
there shall be
or wood
wood for use in the manufacture
pulp, there

imposed upon printing paper, values above 5 cents per pound, when
imported either directly or indirectly from such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision
province,
subdivision of government,
government, an
additional duty
an additional
duty
equal to
to the
equal
export duty
or other
other export
export charge
charge
the amount of
of the
the highest
highest export
duty or
imposed
imposed by
dependency, province,
province, or
or other
other subdivision
subdivision
by such
such country,
country, dependency,
of government,
government, upon
printing paper
an amount
amount of
of wood
wood
upon either
either printing
paper or
or upon
upon an
pulp,
wood pulp
pulp necessary
necessary_ to
to
pulp, or
or wood for use in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of wood
imposed
importedupon
eitherprinting
directlypaper,
or indirectly
values from
above
such
5cents
country,
per pound,
dependency,
when

manufacture such
such printing
printing paper.Free
paper.
manufacture
oduty.
Free ot duty.
"567.
"567. Printing
Printing paper
paper (other
(other than
known as
as Vol.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 160,
160,
than paper
paper commercially.
commercially known
handmade or
machine handmade
and imitation
handmade
or machine
handmade paper,
paper, japan
japan paper
paper,, and
imitation amended'
amended.
paper by
whatever name
known), unsized,
sized, or
glued, suitsuitjapan paper
by whatever
name known),
unsized, sized,
or glued,
able for
for the
printing of
of books
and newspapers,
not for
for covers
covers or
or
able
the printing
books and
newspapers, but
but not
m alue in
m •um
value
al ue inbindings, not specially provided for in this section, valued
valued at not creae
creased.
d.
cents per pound,
pound, decalcomania
not printed."
printed."
above 5
5 cents
decalcomania paper
paper not

TITLE
VII.-TARIFF COMMISSION.
TITLE VII.—TARIFF
COMMISSION.

Tariff Commission.

TariffCommssion.

Created,
Created.
S
EC. 700.
hereby created
created and
established, compositIon,
SEC.
700. That
That aa commission
commission is
is hereby
Composition, apand established,
appointment,
etc.
to
be
known
as
the
United
States Tariff
Tariff Commission
to be known as the United States
Commission (hereinafter
(hereinafter in
in pontment, etc.
to as the
this title referred
referred to
which shall
be composed
composed
the commission),
commission), which
shall be
of six members, who shall
by the President,
shall be appointed
appointed by
by and
President, by
and
with
Senate, not
not more
more than
than three
three of
of
with the
the advice
advice and consent
consent of the
the Senate,
members qf
whom shall be members
of the
the same
same political
political party. In
In making
making said
appointments members
appointments
members of
of different
different political
political parties
parties shall
shall alternate
alternate Terms.
The first
appointed shall
as nearly as
as may be
be practicable.
practicable. The
first members
members appointed
shall
continue
office for
of two,
four, six,
ten, and
and twelve
twelve
continue in
in office
for terms
terms of
two, four,
six, eight,
eight, ten,
years,
respectively, from
from the
of the
passage of
of this
this Act,
the
years, respectively,
the date
date of
the passage
Act, the
term of
of each
each to
to be
be designated
designated by
their successors
successors
by the President,
President, but
but their
shall
appointed for
for terms
terms of
of twelve
twelve years,
years, except
except that
any person
shall be
be appointed
that any
person
chosen to
a vacancy
chosen
to fill
fill a
shall be
the unexpired
unexpired Chairman
vacancy shall
be appointed
appointed only
only for
for the
Chairman and
and vice
vim
chairman.
term of the member whom he shall succeed.
succeed. The President shall chairman.
designate annually
designate
annually the
the chairman
chairman and
and vice
vice chairman
of the
the commiscommis- Other
chairman of
Other employment
employment
sion.
sion. No
member shall
shall engage
engage actively
actively in
any other
other business,
business, funcfunc- forbidden.
No member
in any
orbidde
Removal,et.
etc.
tion, or
employment. Any member
member may
be removed
by the
Presior emplovment.
may be
removed by
the President for
for inefficiency:,
neglect of
of duty,
duty, or
malfeasance in
in office.
office. A
dent
inefficiency, neglect
or malfeasance
A
vacancy
not impair
impair the
the right
right of
of the
the remaining
to
vacancy shall
shall not
remaining members
members to
exercise all
the powers
of the
the commission,
commission, but
no vacancy
vacancy shall
shall
exercise
all the
powers of
but no
extend beyond
of Congress.
Congress.
extend
beyond any
any session
session of
Salaries.
Salaries.
SEC. 701.
701. That
$7,500
SEC.
That each
each commissioner
commissioner shall
shall receive
receive aasalary
salary of
of $7,500
per year,
year, payable
The commission
commission shall
shall appoint
appoint a
asecresecreper
payable monthly.
monthly. The
tary,
who shall
shall receive
$5,000 per
year, payable
payable in
in like
tary, who
receive aa salary
salary of
of $5,000
per year,
like
manner,
and it
authority to
to employ
fix the
the compencompenmanner, and
it shall
shall have
have authority
employ and
and fix
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clerks, and
sations of such special
special experts, examiners,
examiners, clerks,
and other
other employees
employees
as
the commission
from time
find necessary
necessary for
for the
the
as the
commission may
may from
time to
to time
time find
proper
performance of
its duties.
proper performance
of its
duties.
lication of
civil
With. the
exception of
of the
commissioner,
spplication
of civil
With
the exception
the secretary,
secretary, aaclerk
clerk to
to each
each commissioner,
laws,
segg
and such
such special
experts as
the commission
commission may
may from
time to
time
and
special experts
as the
from time
to time
find
necessary for
the conduct
conduct of
work, all
employees of
of the
the comcomfind necessary
for the
of its
its work,
all employees
mission shall
shall be
appointed from
lists of
of eligibles
eligibles to
to be
be supplied
supplied by
by
mission
be appointed
from lists
the
with the
the civil-service
civil-service
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission and
and in
in accordance
accordance with
law.
law.
PaymentoTexpenses.
Al of the expenses of the commission, including all necessary
Payment
of expenses.
All
necessary
expenses for
incurred by
by the
the commissioners
commissioners or
or by
by
for transportation
transportation incurred
their
under their
their orders
orders in
in making
investigation or
or
their employees
employees under
making any
any investigation
upon official business
any other
than at
at their
their respective
business in
in any
other places
places than
respective
headquarters,
shall be
and paid
on the
presentation of
of itemitemheadquarters, shall
be allowed
allowed and
paid on
the presentation
ized
vouchers therefor
approved by
the commission.
ized vouchers
therefor approved
by the
commission.
offices,
Unless otherwise provided by law, the commission
Offices, equipment,
equipment,
may rent
commission may
rent
etc.
suitable offices
offices for its use, and purchase
purchase such
such furniture,
furniture, equipment,
equipment,
and
be necessary.
and supplies
supplies as
as may
may be
necessary.
Places
meetings.
of meetings.
Places of
The principal
principal office of the commission shall be in the city of WashWashington, but it
ington,
it may meet
exercise all
its powers
powers at
at any
any other
other place.
place.
meet and
and exercise
all its
The commission
commission may,
or more
more of
of its
its members,
or by
such
may, by one
one or
members, or
by such
agents as
prosecute any
any inquiry
inquiry necessary
necessary to
to its
as it
it may
may designate,
designate, prosecute
its
any part
part of
of the
foreign country.
country.
duties in
in any
the United
United States
States or
or in
in any
any foreign
Ivestigatios to be
SEC.
Investigations
SEC. 702. That it
it shall be the duty
duty of said commission to investiinvestimadle.
made.
Subjetsspecified
gate the administration
administration and fiscal
Subjects specified.
fiscal and industrial
industrial effects
the customs
effects of the
customs
laws of this country
country now in force
force or
which may
be hereafter
hereafter enacted,
enacted,
or which
may be
the rates
of duty
duty on
on raw
raw materials
materials and
and finished
finished
the relations
relations between
between the
rates of
or partly finished
products, the
effects of
of ad
ad valorem
valorem and
and specific
specific
finished products,
the effects
duties and
and ad
ad valorem
duties, all
all questions
and of compound
compound specific
specific and
valorem duties,
questions
arrangement of schedules
relative to the arrangement
schedules and
classification of
of articles
articles
and classification
in the several schedules of the
the customs
customs law,
and, in
in general,
to invesinveslaw, and,
general, to
operation of
customs laws,
including their
their relation
relation to
to the
the
tigate the operation
of customs
laws, including
Federal revenues,
revenues, their
and labor
labor of
of the
the
their effect
effect upon
upon the
the industries
industries and
Reports.
country, and to submit
Reports.
submit reports
its investigations
investigations as
as hereafter
hereafter
reports of
of its
provided.
provided.
Dposal of ormaSEC.
That the
commission shall put at the disposal of the
E'
isN sa'
inkfinaSEC. 703.
703. That
the commission
On.
President
President of the United
United States, the Committee on
on Ways
Means
Ways and
and Means
Representatives, and the Committee
of the House of Representatives,
Finance of
Committee on
on Finance
of
the Senate, whenever
whenever requested,
requested, all
all information
at its
command, and
and
information at
its command,
shall make
as may
requested by
make such
such investigations
investigations and
and reports
reports as
may be
be requested
by
the
or by
by either
of said
said committees
committees or
or by
by either
either branch
branch of
of
the President
President or
either of
Annual
reports.
and shall
on the
the first
first Monday
of
nnualreports
the Congress,
Congress, and
shall report
report to
to Congress
Congress on
Monday of
December of each year hereafter
December
of the
the methods
methods adopted
hereafter aastatement
statement of
adopted
incurred, and a
a summary
and all expenses incurred,
summary of all reports
reports made
during
made during
the
year.
the year.
Investigation of
taign
riff
S
EC. 704.
704. That
That the
the commission
commission shall
shall ha
ve power t
o i
nves ti ga t
e
reltonSatnith
orearigf
SEC.
relations
with fore
have
power to
investigate
countries,etc.
between the United
countries,et c.
the tariff relations between
United States
States and foreign
foreign countries,
countries,
commercial
preferential provisions,
economic alliances,
commercial treaties,
treaties, preferential
provisions, economic
alliances, the
the
effect of export
export bounties and preferential
preferential transportation
rates, the
the
transportation rates,
volume
importations compared
volume of importations
compared with
domestic production
production and
and
with domestic
consumption,
consumption, and conditions,
conditions, causes, and effects
effeets relating to
comto competition of foreign
foreign industries
United States,
industries with those of the United
States, including dumping and cost
cost of production.
production.
service
Cc6t
production
Cost inof
of Department
producion
SEC.
upon
S
705. That
That
upon the
the organization
of the
the commission,
commiss i
on ,th
os t
organization of
thee C
Cost
Q EC. 705.
Th
o Commerce
Commerce
tr- of Production
ot
transProduction Division in the Bureau
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic ComCornlerred
to Commission.
o
merce in the Department
Department of
ommerce shall
be transferred
transferred to
to said
said
of C
Commerce
shall be
commission,
commission, and the clerks
clerks and employees
employees of said division shall be
transferred
transferred to and become
become clerks
employees of
of the
the commission,
commission,
clerks and
and employees
and all records,
records, papers,
papers and
and property
of the
id division
divi
si
on and
an d of
ofthe
th e
property of
the sa
said
former tariff board shall
transferred to
to and
become the
the records,
records,
shall be transferred
and become
papers, and
the commission.
papers,
and property
property of
of the
commission.
TAMI"
ONs.
TAM" CO
CONSICBSION.

Employees, etc.
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T o
SEC.
carrying this title into effect the
SEC. 706. That for the purposes of carrying
the TARIFF
A COMMISON.
COMMISSION.
ec r
Authority to secure
intormi
commission
or
its
duly
authorized
agent
or
agents
shall
have
access
commission
authorized
agents
access information. to s
to and the right to copy any
any document,
document, paper, or record,
record, pertinent
pertinent
to the subject matter
investigation, in
in the
the possession
matter under investigation,
any
possession of
of any
person, firm, copartnership,
copartnership, corporation,
corporation, or association
association engaged
engaged in
in

the production,
distribution of
of any
any article
article under
under
the
production, importation,
importation, or
or distribution
Powers to take testiinvestigation, and
shall have
have power
itnesses ,t
ake test
es -monyert
witnesses,
take
tac. test i
investigation,
and shall
power t
too summon
summon w
mon
timony, administer oaths, and to require any person, firm, copartnership, corporation, or association
association to produce books or papers
papers relating
Any member
of the
the Subpenas,
to any
any matter
matter pertaining
investigation. Any
member of
Subpcenas, etc.
pertaining to
to such
such investigation.
to
subpoenas, and members
commission may sign subpcenas,
members and agents
agents of the
commission, when
the commission,
may administer
administer
commission,
when authorized
authorized by
by the
commission, may
oaths
affirmations, examine
take testimony,
testimony, and
and
oaths and
and affirmations,
examine witnesses,
witnesses, take
receive
receive evidence.
witSuch
of such
Attendance of
docu- Attendance
of witand the
the production
production of
such docuSuch attendance
attendance of
of witnesses
witnesses and
mentary
may be
be required
place in
in the
United
mentary evidence
evidence may
required from
from any
any place
the United
f
b
district
byy district
in case
case of disobedience
States
designated place
place of
of hearing.
hearing. And
And in
disobedience cEnor°ced
Enforced
States at
at any
any designated
to
commission may
may invoke
the aid
aid of
of any
any district
district
t
to a
a subpcena
subpoena the
the commission
invoke the
court of the
the United
United States
States in
in requiring
requiring the
the attendance
attendance and testimony
testimony
con
of witnesses•
production of
of documentary
documentary evidence,
evidence, and
and such
such temPunVhm
for con-P"shment
of
witnesses and
and the
the production
jurisdiction of which
which such
such inquiry
inquiry is carried
court within
within the jurisdiction
carried on may,
in case
case of
or refusal
refusal to
to obey
obey a
a subpoena
subpcena issued to
any
to any
in
of contumacy
contumacy or
corporation or
other person,
requiring such corporacorporaperson, issue
issue an
an order requiring
corporation
or other
produce
appear before
other.-person to appear
before the commission,
commission, or to produce
or other.person
tion or
documentary evidence
evidence if
if so
so ordered,
ordered, or
give evidence
evidence touching
touching the
or to
to give
documentary
matter in
question; and
failure to
obey such
order of the court
court
to obey
such order
and any
any failure
matter
in question;
may be
by such
court as
as a
acontempt
contempt thereof.
thereof.
such court
punished by
may
be punished
Upon the
of the
the Attorney
General of
of the
the United
United States,
States , atiStesf
Writs of mandamus
mandamus
Attorney General
Upon
the application
application of
at
the request
request of
the commission,
commission, any
any such
such court
have jurisdicjurisdiccourt shall have
of the
at the
tion
issue writs
of mandamus
commanding compliance
with the
compliance with
mandamus commanding
to issue
writs of
tion to
provisions
of this
this title
or any
order of
of the
the commission
commission made
made in
in purany order
title or
provisions of
suance thereof.
thereof.
suance
y by
epo
The
commission may
taken by
in sitions"
sitTo na .
o
by deposition in
testimony to be
be taken
may order
order testimony
The commission
any proceeding
or investigation
pending under
under this
title at any
any stage
stage
this title
investigation pending
any
proceeding or
proceeding or
or investigation.
investigation. Such depositions
depositions may
may be taken
taken
of such
such proceeding
before any
having power
power
and having
by the
the commission
commission and
person desirated
designated by
before
any person
reduced to writing
to administer
administer oaths.
shall be reduced
writing by
by
testimony shall
Such testimony
oaths. Such
to
the person
person taking
or under
under his
his direction,
direction, and
shall then
then
and shall
deposition, or
taking the
the deposition,
the
v
be
subscribed by
by the
the deponent.
deponent. Any
decelmntny a i-person,' firm,
firm, copartnership,
copartnership, deDnCecumen
Any person
be subscribed
depose
corporation,
or association,
association, may be compelled
compelled to appear
appear and depose
corporation, or
and
to produce
evidence in
same manner
manner as witin the same
documentary evidence
produce documentary
and to
nesses
be compelled
appear and
and testify
testify and
docuand produce
produce docuto appear
compelled to
nesses may
may be
mentary
commission, as
as hereinbefore
mentary evidence
evidence before
before the
the commission,
hereinbefore provided.
provided. Fees and mileage of
Witnesses
the commission
commission shall
be paid
the same
same witnesses.
witnesses.
shall be
paid the
before the
Witnesses summoned
summoned before
fees
mileage that
that are
paid witnesses
the courts
of the
the United
United
courts of
in the
witnesses in
are paid
fees and
and mileage
States,
persons
the persons
taken and
and the
are taken
depositions are
whose depositions
and witnesses
witnesses whose
States, and
severally
taking
the commission,
commission, shall severally
employees of the
same, except
except employees
the same,
taking the
be
entitled to
the same
same fees
mileage as
are paid
like services
services
for like
as are
paid for
fees and
and mileage
to the
he entitled
in the
the courts
courts of
of the
the United
United States:
States: Provided,
person shall
shall be
be compnurucalip.'lery testitestiin
Provided, That
That no
no person
excused, on
on the
the ground
to incriminate
incriminate him
or subsub- mony.
m=9.
him or
tend to
that it
it may
may tend
ground that
excused,
ject
him to
and testifying,
testifying, or
or
attending and
from attending
or forfeiture,
forfeiture, from
penalty or
to aapenalty
ject him
producing
books, papers,
papers, documents,
and other
in obediobediother evidence,
evidence, in
documents, and
producing books,
ence to
to the
commission; but
but no
natural person
Criminal immunity.
shall criminimmity
person shall
no natural
of the
the commission;
the subpcena
subpoena of
ence
be
or subjected
subjected to
any penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture
for or
or on
on
forfeiture for
to any
be prosecuted
prosecuted or
account of
transaction, matter,
or thing
as to
which, in
in obedience
obedience
to which,
thing as
matter, or
any transaction,
of any
account
to a
under oath,
or produce
evidence,
produce evidence,
so testify
testify or
he may
may so
oath, he
and under
to
a subpcena
subpoena and
except
that no
no person
person shall
shall be
be exempt
from prosecution
prosecution and
and punishpunish- Perjury
excepted.
Pejuryeoepted.
exempt from
except that
merit
for perjury
perjury committed
in so testifying.
committed in
ment for
e
SEC. 707.
707. That
the said
commission shall
shall in
in appropriate
appropriate matters
Cooperation by
xecSEC.
That the
said commission
matters UOdeprt
bts extDepartment,,
act in
in conjunction
and cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
act
conjunction and
the Department
Department of
Commerce. the
Federal Trade
Commission, or
or
Trade Commission,
the Federal
of Commerce.
the
iv other
departments, or
of the
Gov-.
the Govestablishments of
or independent
independent establishments
other departments,
yetc.

ets

ent for

authorized.

est-i mony

dePG-

tary

Fees and

v I

mileage of
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ernment,
ernment, and
such departments
departments and
independent establishments
establishments of
and such
and independent
of

COMMISSION%
COMMISSoN.

the Government
shall cooperate
the commission
commission for
for the
the
the
Government shall
cooperate fully
fully with
with the
purposes
of aiding
and assisting
assisting in
its work,
work, and,
when directed
by the
the
purposes of
aiding and
in its
and, when
directed by
President,
shall furnish
furnish to
on its
its request,
all records,
President, shall
to the
the commission,
commission, on
request, all
records,

papers,
and information
their possession
relating to
any of
the
papers, and
information in
in their
possession relating
to any
of the

Detailsofoffcials.
Details of officials.

subjects of
of investigation
commission and
and shall
shall detail,
from
subjects
investigation by
by said
said commission
detail, from
time
to time,
such officials
officials and
and employees
to said
said commission
commission as
as he
he
time to
time, such
employees to
may direct.
direct.
may
Unauthorized divulgUnauthorized
—
-•. 708. It shall be unlawful for any member of the United States
EC
inauthori
divulg- SE.
708. It shall be unlawful for any member of the United States
ing of information, unlawful.
Tariff Commission,
Commission, or
for any
any employee,
employee, agent,
or clerk
clerk of
of said
said comcomul.a
'u Tariff
or for
agent, or
mission,
any other
other officer
officer or
employee of
of the
the United
States ' to
to
mission, or
or any
or employee
United States,
divulge,
to make
manner whatever
not provided
divulge, or
or to
make known
known in
in any
any manner
whatever not
provided for
for
by
law, to
any person,
person, the
trade secrets
or processes
processes of
of any
any person,
person,
by law,
to any
the trade
secrets or
firm,
copartnership, corporation,
or association
association embraced
embraced m
firm, copartnership,
corporation, or
in any
any
examination
conducted by
by said
commission, or
or by
by
examination or
or investigation
investigation conducted
said commission,
Punishment
for of.. ordeorder
unishment for
said commission,
commission,- or by order of
order of said
of- any member
member thereof. Any
tenses.
offense
against the
the provisions
of this
section shall
be a
amisdemeanor
offense against
provisions of
this section
shall be
misdemeanor
and be
be punished
punished by
by a
fine not
not exceeding
$1,000, or
or by
and
a fine
exceeding $1,000,
by imprisonment
imprisonment
not
one year,
both, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court,
court, and
and
not exceeding
exceeding one
year, or
or both,
in the
such offender
offender shall
from office
office or
or discharged
discharged from
from
such
shall also
also be
be dismissed
dismissed from
employment.
commission shall
shall have
to investigate
investigate the
the
employment. The
The commission
have power
power to
ParisEconomyPact,
Paris
Paris
Economy Pact, P
aris Economy
Economy Pact and similar
similar organizations
arrangements
organizations and
and arrangements
in v,

Europe.
in riurope.

ete., investigation.
etc.,investigation.

Appropriation
Appropriation

expenses.
expenses,

for
for

Subsequent authoriSub"squnt
authorization.

SEC.
S
EC. 709. That there
the purpose
purpose of
of
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated, for
for the
expense of the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance of the
defraying the expense
commission,
including the
the payment
salaries herein
herein authorized,
commission, including
payment of
of salaries
authorized,
out
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
of the
the United
not otherwise
otherwise
out of
of any
Treasury of
United States
States not
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
appropriated, the
of $300,000
$300,000 for
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, and for each fiscal year
year
thereafter
to be
be appropriated.
appropriated.
thereafter aalike
like sum
sum is
is authorized
authorized to

TITLE
TITLE VIII.-UNFAIR
VIM—UNFAIR COMPETITION.
COMPETITION.

Unfair competition.
Unfair

SEC.
Sze. 800.
800. That when
when used in this title the term "person"
"person" includes
includes
corporations, and
and associations.
partnerships, corporations,
associations.
Importing and
Importing
and sellsellSEC.
801. That itit shall be unlawful
Sze.
unlawful for any person
person importing or
or
ing
systematig articles systemat.
.
.
.
..
ically
below market
in importing
importing any
articles from
from any
any foreign
foreign country
country into
into the
the
iclly below
market assisting
assisting in
any articles
"
Person" construed.
construed.
"Person

value, unlawful.
value,
unlawul.

Proviso.
h.i
i
If with intent to
to ininjure United States industry,
etc.
dus,etc.

Pro'

tO

States in-

o
Punishment for vioPuniashment or vi
lations.

-

Party injured
Paert
sue,
etc. injured

old

Threefold
allowed.
allowed.

may

may

aag

damages

United States,
and systematically
systematically to
United
States, commonly
commonly and
to import,
import, sell
or
sell or
imported or
cause to be imported
articles within
United States
or sold such articles
within the
the United
States
less than
at a
a price substantially
substantially less
than the actual
market value
value or
wholeactual market
or wholesale
of such
the time
of exportation
to the
the United
United
sale price
price of
such articles,
articles, at
at the
time of
exportation to
States, in the principal markets
markets of
of their
their production,
production,
of the country
country of
or of other
other foreign
foreign countries
countries to
to which
which they
they are
are commonly
commonly exported',
exported,
after adding to
market value
or wholesale
wholesale price,
price, freight,
freight, duty,
duty,,
to such
such market
value or
and expdnses
to the
the importaimportaand other
other charges
charges and
expenses necessarily
necessarily incident
incident to
tion and sale thereof
thereof in the United States: Provided,
That such
such act
Provided, That
act
acts be done with the
or acts
injuring an
an industry
industry
the intent
intent of
of destroying
destroying or injuring
in the
the United
or of preventing
in
United States,
States, or
preventing the establishment
establishment of an inindustry in
United States,
monopolizing any
in the
the United
States, or
or of
of restraining
restraining or
or monopolizing
any
part of trade and commerce
commerce in such
articles in
in the
the United
such articles
United States.
States.
Any person
combines or conspires
person who violates or combines
conspires with
with any other
other
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor,, and, on
person to violate this section is guilty of a
on
conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, shall
be punished
by a
fine not
not exceeding
shall be
punished by
a fine
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000,
or imprisonment
or
imprisonment not exceeding one
year, or
both,
dis
soc
er
oe
tt
io
ionn
,
oonoensypeilr,oy
orto
both,,in theb idiscretion
of
the court.
court.
ofilthe
combination
otbexacteieon- o
r
f orinjured
Any person
in his
by reason
reason of
of any
any
his business
business or property
property by
v
violation
of, or combination or conspiracy to violate, this section,

may sue therefor in the district court of the United
United States for
for the
the
district
district in which
which the
is found
found or
has an
agent,
the defendant
defendant resides
resides or
or is
or has
an agent,
respect to the amount
recover
without respect
amount in
in controversy,
controversy., and
and shall
shall recover
threefold- the damages
including
damages sustained,
sustained, and the cost of the suit, including
aareasonable attorney's
attorney's fee.
fee.
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The
foregoing provisions
The foregoing
provisions shall
shall not be construed
construed to deprive
deprive the urAUNFAIR coPTImo-.
COIMET/TION.
proper
State c
courts
jurisdiction
actions
for damages
damages thereunder.
proper State
our t
s of
ofj
uri
sdi ct i
on in
i
n act
i
ons for
thereunder. iStaateurisdiction
imState
resj
triction
urisdiction unun SEC.
802. That
SEC. 802.
That if
if any
any article
article produced
pro duce d in
i
n a
f
ore i
gn country
country is
is imima foreign

blelduty
L'oubtt
duty added
added

ported
agreement,
ported into the United States under any agree
men t, understanding,
understanding, withrestrictionnott
with
o/1 resItrets im porteto
d
or
condition that th
thee i
importer
or condition
mpor t
er thereof
thereo f or any other person
person in
in the
the dealwiththse
.deal:11t.h
persons
. those ofther
of other
United
States shall
not use,
purchase, or deal
United States
shall not
use, purchase,
deal in, or shall be restricted
restricted
in
his using,
in his
using, purchasing,
purchasing, or dealing
dealing in, the
the articles
articles of any other person,
there shall
collected, and paid thereon,
son, there
shall be
be levied,
levied, collected,
thereon, in addition to
the
duty otherwise
imposed by law, aa special duty equal
the duty
otherwise imposed
equal to double
the
amount of
duty: Provided,
Provided, That the
the above
the amount
of such
such duty:
above shall not be Pgeoi.
crocv
l
i80.!.
interpreted to p
interpreted
reven t th
t
abli shi ng in
i
n t
his country
the part
part allowed.v
allower. ve agencies
prevent
thee es
establishing
this
country on
on the
of a
a foreign
foreign producer
of
producer of an exclusive
exclusive agency
agency for the sale in the United
United
States of
of the
the products
products of
States
of said foreign
foreign producer
producer or merchant,
merchant, nor to
prevent
prevent such exclusive agent from agreeing
agreeing not to use, purchase,
purchase or
or
any
other
proviso shall
deal in the article of an
yo
th er person, but this proviso
not be
Condition.
shall not
be Conditi
construed to
to exempt
exempt from the provisions of this section
construed
section any
any article
imported by such exclusive
exclusive agent if
imported
agent is
is required
by the
the
if such
such agent
required by
it is agreed
agreed between
foreign producer
producer or if it
such agent
agent and
foreign
between such
and such
such foreign
producer
producer that any agreement,
agreement, understanding
understanding or
or condition
condition set
set out
out m
m
this section shall be
be imposed
imposed by such agent upon the
the sale or
or other
other
disposition
disposition of such article
to any
any person
person m
m th
United States.
article to
thee United
States.
SEC.
Secretary of the Treasury
make such
SEC. 803.
803. That the Secretary
Treasury shall
shall make
such rules
rules

„ Regulations

Regulations

and regulations
regulations as are necessary
for the carrying
necessary for
carrymg out
the provisions
out of
of the
provisions ade
section eight hundred
of section
hundred and
two.
and two.

to be
to
be

SEC.
S
EC. 804.
804. That
That whenever
col
on yshall
shall pohrtation
Pribition
oh
whenever any
any country,
country, dependency,
dependency, or
or colony
iesre
p
atiooof artioc
f
les reprohibit the importation
importation of any
product of
of the
soil or
or irinsi
admission in
forany article
article the
the product
the soil
uf sed admission
inor'go
country.
n
c
m
tr
industry
United States and not injurious to health or morals, eig ou y'
industry of the United
the President shallhave
shall have power to prohibit, during
during the
such proprothe period
period such
importation into the United
United States
hibition is in force, the importation
of simisimiStates of
lar articles,
or in
in case
lar
articles, or
case the
the United
United States
not import
similar Orsirarticle.
Or similar article..
States does
does not
import similar
articles from that country, then other articles,
articles, the
products of
of such
such
the products
country,
country, dependency,
dependency, or
or colony.
colony.
i Rules, etc., a
uthor.
And the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
the approval
thee Presietc., authordent,
Secretary of
Treasury, with
with the
approval of
of th
Presi- i.ules,
zed.
regulations as are necessary
dent, shall make such rules and regulations
for the
necessary for
the
execution of the
this section.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
section.
Prohibition author.
SEC.
the existence
existence of
SEC. 805. That whenever
whenever during
during the
in which
which iProiiti
jred
of aa war
war in
aulthor.
ign
the
United
States
is
not
engaged,
the
w
ar,
of linlports
from
President
the United
engacred, the President shall
shall be
be satisfied
satisfied
olar,
of
mports from
;Terstry fre
a
xg
d
i
r
ag
itar
.ti
l
that there is reasonable
reasonable ground to
the laws,
laws, reguregu- ticlts from 'iit^e
to believe
believe that
that under
under the
UnX
States
contrary
to
law
lations,
or
practices
of
any
country,
colony,
or
dependency
lations, or practices
country,
dependency contrary
contrary states
of nations.
ontrary to law
to the law and practice offnations, the importation
importation into
their own
own or
or
into their
any other country, dependency,
dependency, or
colony of
article the
the product
product
or colony
of any
any article
States and
of the soil or industry of the United
United States
not injurious
to health
health
and not
injurious to
or morals is prevented
prevented or restricted
restricted the
the President
President is
is authorized
authorized and
and
empowered
restrict during
during the
empowered to prohibit
prohibit or restrict
such prohibition
the period
period such
prohibition
or restriction
restriction is in force, the importation
importation into
United States
States of
of
into the
the United
similar or other articles, products of
of such country,
country, dependency,
dependency, or
or
colony as
as in
in his
colony
his opinion
opinion the
the public
public interest
interest
rest
may require;
and in
in such
such hiProlamtion
hi Zoi
on of
of pro
promay
require;clamati
and
case he shall make proclamation
proclamation stating the article
article or articles
articles which
whichbitio
are prohibited from importation
importation into
are
into the
the United
United States;
States; and
any latilThment
viG'
and any
,Punismtforvoperson or persons
persons who shall import, or attempt or conspire
conspire to import,
import,
importing, such
or be concerned in importing,
article or
into the
the United
United
such article
or articles,
articles, into
States
States contrary to the prohibition
prohibition in
in. such proclamation,
proclamation, shall
shall be
be
liable to a
a fine of not less
less than
than. $2,000
nor more
more than
than $50,000,
$50,000, or
or to
$2,000 nor
to
imprisonment not
not to
to exceed
exceed two
two years,
in the discretion
Chges,etc.,
imprisonment
years, or both, in
discretion of Chan
ges, etc. ,authore s et a t
the court. The President may change,
or renew
renew j
ud .g
change, modify,
modify, revoke,
revoke, or
ed.
such proclamation
proclamation in
his discretion.
discretion.
such
in his
SEC.
whenever, during
.-me of
o.ic
l
euranco
foreign
S
EC. 806. That whenever,
during the existence
existence of
which the
the in
in RtiUe
,7!
of a
a war
war in
in which
aa
foreign
aer
United
States is not engaged, the President
satisfied that there
United States
President shall be satisfied
w?rr,,.a
Tingves
as
f
e
al
irlyt
there criminating
toi
vessel
unfairlydi-in
is reasonable ground to believe
believe that any vessel, American
or foreign,
foreign, traffic
trafficof
of American
catAmerican or
merican citiregulations, or
is, on account of the laws,
laws, regulations
practices of
of a
a belligerent
belligerent "'
t
c
.
or practices
"S e
etc.
Government, making or giving
giving any
any undue
or unreasonable
preference
undue or
unreasonable preference
usal
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TAIB COMranoM. or
or advantage
advantage in any
any respect
respect whatsoever
to any
any particular
particular person,
person,
whatsoever to
or any
any particular
particar description
description of
of
company,
particular
company, firm,,or
or corporation
corporation,' or
or to
to any
any citizens
citizens of
the
traffic
in the
United States
its possessions
traffic in
the United
States or
or its
possessions or
of the
United States
States residing
in. neutral
neutral countries
countries abroad,
abroad, or
or is
subjecting
United
residing in
is subjecting
any particular
person company,
corporation or
or any
any parparany
particular person,
company, firm,
firm, or
or corporation
ticular description
traffic in
in the
United States
States or
or its
possessions, or
ticular
description of
of traffic
the United
its possessions,
or
any citizens
citizens of
the United
residing in
in neutral
neutral countries
countries abroad
abroad
any
of the
United States
States residing
to any
any undue
undue or
injury, or
to
or unreasonable
unreasonable prejudice,
prejudice, disadvantage,
disadvantage, injury,
or
discrimination
discrimination, in
to accepting,
receiving, transporting,
transporting, or
or
in regard
regard to
accepting, receiving,
delivering,
or refusing
refusing to
to accept,
accept, receive,
or .deliver
.deliver any
any
delivering, or
receive, transfer,
transfer, or
cargo,
pass
or in
i
n any
any other
other respect
respect whatsoever,
whatsoever, he
cargo, freight
freight or
or passengers,
passengers, or
he
is hereby
empowered to
the detention
of such
is
hereby-authorized
authorized and
and empowered
to direct
direct the
detention of
such
vessels by
by withholding
clearance or
or by
by formal
formal notice
forbidding
vessels
withholding clearance
notice forbidding
departure,
and
to
revoke,
modify,
or renew
any such
such direction.
direction.
departure,
and
to
revoke,
modify,
or
renew
any
Vessels of belligerent
eovSrlrefusing
llge
That whenever,
during the
country
equal
That
whenever, during
the existence
existence of
of a
awar
war in
which the
the United
in which
United
eitbes
tAi'ethhld
President
fac
ilities t
° American States is not engaged,
engaged,
the
President
shall
satisfied
is
be
satisfied
that
there
is
ships m
be withheld
.earance.ay
reasonable
clearance.
reasonable ground.
to believe
believe that
regulations or
or
ground to
that under
under the
the laws,
laws, regulations,
practices of
any belligerent
belligerent country
country or
or Government,
Government, American
American ships
ships
practices
of any
or American
citizens are
not accorded
accorded any
any of
of the
the facilities
facilities of
of commerce
commerce
or
American citizens
are not
which
the vessels
or citizens
citizens of
of that
belligerent country
country enjoy
enjoy in
in the
which the
vessels or
that belligerent
the
United
States or
its possessions,
possessions, or
are not
such belbelUnited States
or its
or are
not accorded
accorded by
by such
ligerent equal
ligerent
equal privileges
facilities of
of trade
with vessels
or citizens
privileges or
or facilities
trade with
vessels or
citizens
of
any nationality
than that
that of
of such
such belligerent,
the President
President
of any
nationality-other
other than
belligerent, the
is hereby
hereby authorized
is
empowered to
to withhold
clearance from
from
authorized and
and empowered
withhold clearance
one or
or more
vessels of
of such
such belligerent
country until
until such
such belligerent
one
more vessels
belligerent country
belligerent
shall restore to such American vessels and American citizens
citizens reciprecipPresident may di- shall restore to such American vessels and American
rect ref
ugia oy
or alai
liberty of
of commerce
and equal
of trade;
trade; or
or the
the PresiPrem.rePtSredl
id-_rocs!
commerce and
equal facilities
facilities of
rocal liberty
ties, etc.,
to vslsbor
vessels or dent may direct that similar privileges and facilities, if any, enjoyed
tes
etc.oftof
citizens
foreign bel- dent may direct that similar privileges and facilities, if any, enjoyed
lint,
if denied
denie to by vessels or citizens of
of such
such belligerent
ligerent, if
belligerent in
in the
the United
United States
States or
or its
its
mc
Americans.
possessions be
be refused
refused to
vessels or
citizens of
of such
such belligerent;
belligerent; and
and
ns.
possessions
to vessels
or citizens
in such
m
such case
he shall
shall make
proclamation of
of his
stating the
the
case he
make proclamation
his direction,
direction, stating
privileges which
facilities and privileges
which shall
refused, and
the belligerent
shall be
be refused,
and the
belligerent
to whose
whose vessels
they are
are to
to be
be refused,
refused, and
and thereafter
thereafter
to
vessels or
or citizens
citizens they
the
of such
such prohibited
privileges and
and facilities
to any
any vessel
vessel
the furnishing
furnishing of
prohibited privileges
facilities to
or citizen
citizen of
of the
the belligerent
belligerent named
in such
proclamation shall
shall be
named in
such proclamation
be
unlawful; and
he may
change, modify,
motlify, revoke
' or
renew such
proclaor
renew
such
proclahe
may
change,
revoke,
Pihmnt
f
unlawful;
and
or
Punishment for furnishing nitbitd
prohibited & mation;
any: person
person or
or persons
persons who
who shall
shall furnish
furnish or
or attempt
attempt or
or
imf
mation; and
and any
tt
dcamels..conspire to furnish or be concerned
concerned in furnishing
furnishing or
or in
in the
concealthe concealment of
or privileges
to ships
ships or
persons contrary
contrary
ment
of furnishing
furnishing facilities
facilities or
privileges to
or persons
to the prohibition
prohibition in
proclamation shall
shall be
be liable
to a
fine of
in such
such proclamation
liable to
a fine
of
not less than $2,000 nor
more than $50,000
$50,000 or
nor more
or to
to imprisonment
imprisonment not
not
to
to exceed
exceed two
years, or
both, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court.
two years,
or both,
court.
Punishment forr atIn
case
any
vessel
which
is
detained
by
virtue
of
this
Act shall
detents
In
case
any
vessel
which
is
detained
by
virtue
of
this
Act
shall detempted
tempted illegal
illegal departdeparture,etc.
part or attempt to depart from the jurisdiction of the United
ure,
etc.
United States
States
without clearance
clearance or
or other
lawful authority,
owner or
master or
or
without
other lawful
authority, the
the owner
or master
person or
having charge
charge or
command of
of such
vessel shall
shall be
person
or persons
persons having
or command
such vessel
be
severally liable to a
afine of not
not less
less than
than $2,000
$2,000 nor
nor more
more than
$10,000,
than $10,000,
or to imprisonment
to exceed
imprisonment not to
exceed two
two years,
or both,
both, and
and in
in addition
addition
years, or
such vessel
such
vessel shall
shall be
be forfeited
forfeited to
United States.
to the
the United
States.
Land authori
and
That the President
of the
and naval
naval
President of
United States
is hereby
hereby authorized
and
the United
States is
authorized and
trees
zed to
Amces authorized
to
provisions.
ence provisions,
empowered to
enforce
empowered
to employ
employ such
such part
part of
of the
or naval
naval forces
the land
land or
forces of
of the
the
United States as sh
shall
necessary to carry out the purposes
Umted
11 be necessary
purposes of this
Act.
Act.
TITLE
TITLE IX.
UNFAIR COMPETITION.

Invalidity
I^nvalidit
y
chime,
etc., ofnotan to

•-•

SEC.
E c. 900.
900. That
That if
any clause,
nce ,paragraph,
paragraph, or
or part
of this
if any
clause, sente
sentence,
part of
this
aae-tnnderofAct..Act
Act shall
reason be adjudged
affect remainder ef
shall for
for any
any reason
adjudged by any court of competent
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect,
affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder
shall be
remainder of said Act,
Act, but shall
be confined
confined in
in its
its operaoperation to the clause,
clause, sentence, paragraph,
paragraph, or
or part
part thereof
direct" inthereof directIy
involved in the controversy
volved
controversy in which
which such
such judgment
judgment shall
shall have
have been
been
rendered.
rendered.
Act
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Support of families of
SEC.
Act approved
approved August
August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hunhun- drafted
,draftnosted
The Act
901. The
SEC. 901.
enlisted men,
men,
appropriations for the support etc.
dred and
an Act making appropriations
being an
sixteen, being
and sixteen,
dred
Ante, p. 649, amended.
of
Army for
year ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen hun- Ante,p.649,amended.
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
the Army
of the
amended as
hereby amended
dred and
and seventeen,
and for
purposes, is hereby
other purposes,
for other
seventeen, and
dred
follows:
follows:
Basis ofpayment.
of payment.
"The
sum of
of $2,000,000,
$2,000,000, therein
expended Basis
appropriated to be expended
therein appropriated
"The sum
the
of
support
for
under
the
direction
of
the
Secretary
of
War
for
the
support
War
of
Secretary
the
of
under the direction
family of
each enlisted
enlisted man
the Organized Militia
Militia or National
man of the
of each
family
be available
Guard, or
or of
the Regular
as therein
provided, shall be
available
therein provided,
Army, as
Regular Army,
of the
Guard,
to
paid on
the basis
of and
subsequent to June
June eighteenth,
for time subsequent
and for
basis of
on the
to be
be paid
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the call by the President,
of the
date of
the date
sixteen, the
and sixteen,
nineteen

and
the time
which such
shall be
correspond
shall correspond
made shall
be made
payment shall
such payment
for which
time for
and the
with the
time of
service of
of the
the enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and
ent shall
shall be
be
payment
and 13
of service
the time
with
made without
reference to
to the
having enlisted
before or
enlisted before
man having
enlisted man
the enlisted
without reference
made
after
call by
by the
President."
the President."
after the
the call
SEC.
That unless
otherwise herein
specially provided,
provided, this
this Act
herein specially
unless otherwise
902. That
SEC. 902.
provisions
shall
take effect
effect on
day following
following its
passage, and
and all
all provisions
its passage,
the day
on the
shall take
provisions of this Act are
of any
any Act
or Acts
Acts inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
Act or
of
hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
Approved, September
September 8, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 464.—An
to supply
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
appropriain appropriaappropriations to
Making appropriations
Act Making
464.-An Act
CHAP.
tions for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
and
and sixteen,
hundred and
June thirtieth,
fiscal year
tions
for the
prior fiscal
years, and
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
and for
fiscal years,
prior

ented be
Whether enlisted
Whether
before
or after call.
call.
eor

orafter

Effect.

Bet.

inconsistent laws reInconsistent laws re
pealed.

September 8,1916.
8, 1916.
September
(II.
17615.1
R. 176451
IH. R.
(Public„No.
272.
Pblic,,No. 272.1

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
are ppa.
lete
i
lenceles
.
sums are
following sums
the following
in Congress
America in.
States
appropriated,
otherwise
not otherwise
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
money in
any money
of any
out of
appropriated, out
appropriated,
to supply
in appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
deficiencies in
supply deficiencies
appropriated, to
year ending
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
and prior
prior
and sixteen,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year
fiscal years,
for other
other purposes,
namely:
purposes, namely:
and for
years, and
fiscal
FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
FEDERAL
The proper
Trade Commission
Commission is
is
Federal Trade
the Federal
of the
officer of
disbursing officer
proper disbursing
The
authorized and
directed to
available
from available
Rublee, from
George Rublee,
pay George
to pay
and directed
authorized
appropriations, the
compensation authorized
authorized to
to aa comcompaid to
be paid
to be
the compensation
appropriations,
missioner
in the
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
the period
period covered
covered by
by
for the
Commission for
the Federal
missioner in
his
service
as
such
commissioner
from
the
time
of
his
entry
on
duty
duty
on
entry
his
of
time
the
from
his service as such commissioner
on March
sixteenth, nineteen
and fifteen,
to May
May fifteenth,
fifteenth,
fifteen, to
hundred and
nineteen hundred
March sixteenth,
on
nineteen
hundred
and
sixteen,
the
date
when
his
nomination
by the
the
by
nomination
his
when
date
the
sixteen,
nineteen hundred and
President
to such
such position
position was
rejected by
the Senate,
Senate, notwithstandby the
notwithstandwas rejected
President to
ing section
section seventeen
and sixty-one
sixty-one of
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes
the Revised
hundred and
seventeen hundred
ing
of the
the contrary.
contrary.
to the
States to
United States
the United
of
BUREAU
EFFICIENCY.
OF EFFICIENCY.
BUREAU OF

sPPro-

Aons.·

Federal Trade
Trade CornComFederal

mission.
n.
missio

Co

George Rublee.
Services.

se"iRuble.

.,s.,p3

R. S.,sec.1761, p.313.

RS.se76p3
Bureau of Efficiency.

Bureau of Eficiency.
T.abor m asaying ma- saving
nLabor

chmery, etc.,
etc., for
for PenThe sum
appropriated by
deficiency appropriation
Penappropriation chinery
the deficiency
by the
$4,000 appropriated
of 84,000
The sum of
sion Oflice.
Act approved
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
for the
the Renrpriation.
fifteen, for
and fifteen,
nineteen hundred
approved March
Act
purchase,
rental, exchange,
exchange, and
machinery, Vol. 38, p. 146.
labor-saving machinery,
of labor-saving
remodeling of
and remodeling
purchase, rental,
equipment,
and supplies
supplies necessary
necessary to
to enable
the Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency
Bureau of
enable the
equipment, and
to
an improved
improved system
system of
of paying
reapprois reappropensions is
paying pensions
demonstrate an
to demonstrate
priated
and made
available for
for expenditure
the fiscal
year Prothos.
fiscal year
during the
expenditure during
made available
priated and
To remain
in Pennineteen
hundred and
seventeen: _Provided,
That the
equipment To
remain in
the equipment
Provided, That
and seventeen:
nineteen hundred
sion Office.
purchased
shall become
property of
of the
of sion
Ofice.
Bureau of
the Bureau
Investigation
of busithe property
become the
hereunder shall
nurchased hereunder
Pensions
the demonstration
demonstration is
is completed:
etthonod
rnesmethods.
further, ness
Provided further,
completed: Provided
when the
Pensions when
That the
of Efficiency
investigate the
the business
business methods
methods
shall investigate
Efficiency shall
Bureau of
the Bureau
That
of
and prepare
for the
the
recommendations for
prepare recommendations
Pensions and
of Pensions
Bureau of
the Bureau
of the
improvement
thereof and
and submit
submit the
the same
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
to the
same to
improvement thereof
Interior
as practicable
practicable for
for his
approval.
his approval.
early as
as early
Interior as

t%T.P3P8r,ointr.

0
91890°—VOL
39—PT 1-51
1-51
91890 -voL 39-PT
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Travel expenses, Indian Service investipse
tions.
p
Ante,
An, p. 76.

Not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 of the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
Efficiency
Efficiency- made in the legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
judicial appropriaappropriation
Act for
for the
year nineteen
hundred and seventeen
tion Act
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen, hundred
seventeen may
may be
be
used by the bureau
for
bureau
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
incurred and
and to
to
necessary
expenses incurred

dTrvelepen.m

Anp. 59.

Ante, p. 159.

of prsent

Retention of present
Reten
quarters.

e

Cn.
CH. 464.
464.

1916.
1916.

be
twenty-eight of the
be incurred
incurred in carrying
carrying out section
section twenty-eight
Indian
the Indian
appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen
performing other duties
and performing
duties imposed
upon it
it by
by law.
law.
imposed upon
Until
Until otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by law
law the Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency shall
shall
Bureau of
cqut
ontinue to occupy its present
continue
present quarters
quarters in the
Building.
the Winder Building.

repartment
Pepartment of State.
Foreign intaenorse.
intercourse.
Fign

I.
SESS. I.

SESS.

DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE.
inee.

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE.
INTERCOURSE.

Second Pan American Scientific Congress:
Congress: For
For the
the preparation
preparation
and printing
printhig of the reports, proceedings,
proceeflings, and
and papers
papers of
of the
the -Second
Second
Pan
Scientic Congress
Congress, including salaries
Pan American
American Scientific
salaries (not
(not exceeding
exceeding
$3,300),
$3,300), rent in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, transportation,
transportation, and
and miscelmiscellaneous expenses,
expenses, to continue available
available during
during the
the fisafil
year nineninefiscal year
teen hundred and seventeen
$42,000.
seventeen,'$42,000.
Nicaragua.
Payn
r canal
Payment
Republic of Nicaragua:
Payment for
Payment to Republic
Nicaragua: To
the Secretary
of
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
concession.
Po
m.
State
benefit of
State
to pay, for the
the benefit
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of Nicaragua,
in accordaccordNicaragua, in
Post, p. 1771.
ance with
Government of the
ance
with article
article three
three of the treaty between
between the Government
the
United States and the Government
Government of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, signed
signed August
August
fifth, nineteen hundred and fourteen'$3,000,000.
CanafaBondy
Canadian
Boundary fifth, nineteen hundred and fourteen, $3,000,000.
wCatersCos
onm
International Joint Commission: That portion
Waters
Commission.
International
portion of
of the
the appropriaappropriaBalance
available
for
Balnce availabl r tion
tion for
for the
the International
International Joint Commission,
United States
Commission, United
States and
and Great
expense?.
Great
Pan
American ScienPanAmericn
Scientitle Congress.
Printingreports, etc.

inigrepor ,etc.

Ate, p.

Britain, contained
contained in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
appropriation
Consular appropriation

.9

Ante, p. 259-

Act for the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, which
which rereappropriates
unexpended balance
appropriates the unexpended
appropriation made
made for
for
balance of
of the
the appropriation
the
nineteen hundred
the commission for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, is
is
amended so as to reappropnate
reapproprate in
in lieu
lieu thereof
the unexpended
unexpended
thereof the
Representing
oreign balance for the fiscal year
and sixteen.
sixteen.
year nineteen.
nineteen hundred
Representing foreign
hundred and
Goverments
Governments
during
during Representation
Governments: The
Representation of foreign
foreign Governments:
unexpended balance
balance
The unexpended
European war.
EB
sfe
ap the
the appropriation
prpropriation of
of $1,000,000
Balances reappropri- of
numbered
$1,000,000 (public resolution,
resolution, numbered
a

ated.
Vol. 38, pp. 77S, 1138.

vaed.
38,pp

.

forty-eight September
forty-eight,
September eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen)
fourteen) to
to
hundred and
enable
the United
United States
to fulfill
fulfill the obligations
enable the
States to
obligations devolving
devolving upon it in
connection
connection with or growing out of its representation
the interests
interests
representation of
of the
of foreign Governments
Governments and
and their
their nationals
and to
to extend
extend temporary
temporary
nationals,'and
assistance to other Go
Governments
vernmen t
s and
an dtheir nationals
necessary
nationals made
made necessary
by hostilities in Europe and elsewhere by transferring
or advancing
advancing
transferring or
funds
funds for diplomatic and consular
consular expenses and
the care
care or
or benefit
benefit
and for
for the
of
citizens or
or subjects
of citizens
subjects of foreign nations,
nations, is reappropriated
reappropriated and
and made
made
available
available for the same purposes
purposes during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Relief
protection
Aerieand
and seamen.
potention
Relief
and protection
protection of American
of American
Relief and
American seamen: For
proFor relief
relief and
and protection of
American seamen
tection
of American
seamen in foreign
foreign countries, and shipwrecked
shipwrecked
American
American seamen
seamen in the Territory
Territory of Alaska, in the Hawaiian
Islands,
Hawaiian Islands,
Porto Rico,
Panama Canal Zone, and the
Rico, the Panama
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
$15,000.
Charg4s d'affaires ad
ca= dafnaires d
Charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim:
Interim.
Charges
interim: For charges
charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad
ad interim
interim
and
and
vice consuls,
vice
consuls, $15,000.
$15,000.
International
RadioItelenati
on
Rdion
For
an
additional
telegraphic
telegraphic ConvenConvenFor an additional amount
amount for the share
share of the United
United States
States for
for
tions.
uToi.
the calendar
calendar year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, as aa party to the
the
Vol. 37, p. 1569.
International
heretofore signed,
International Radiotelegraphic
R,adiotelegraphic Conventions
Conventions heretofore
signed, of
the
of the
expenses
radiotelegraphic service
expenses of the radiotelegraphic
service of the international
bureau
international bureau
at Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $1,084.40.
$1,084.40.
Treasury
Tras
mein.
Mrs.

M.

D epar t-

Depart-

Joseph
Joseph

Payment to.
Payntto.
Pod, P. 1347.
P. 7.

CainCam-

TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For payment to Mrs.
Ms. Joseph
Joseph Cameron,
For
Cameron, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph Cameron,
Cameron,
for physical and personal
personal injures
injuries sustained
sustained by
him while
while in
in the
the emby
him
employ
of the United
United States
States Government,
.accordance with Private
ploy of the
Government, in accordance

CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

SIXTY-FOURTH

SESS.
SESS. I.. CH.
Cm 464.
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803
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hunseventh, nineteen
August seventh,
approved August
nineteen hunAct numbered sixty-nine, approved
$242.
dred and sixteen, $242.
da Roza
L. da
J. L.
the J.
For refund
internal revenue
revenue taxes to the
Roza Estate,
Estate,
of internal
refund of
For
Private
accordance with
in accordance
Incorporated, of
California, in
with Private
of Elk Grove, California
Incorporated,
August seventh,
numbered eighty-three,
eighty-three, approved
approved August
seventh, nineteen
nineteen hunhunAct numbered
$1,158.
sixteen, $1,158.
dred and sixteen,
and
city and
of the
For
payment to
J. Haynes, public administrator
administrator of
the city
M. J.
to M.
For payment

Act numbered sixty-nine,

county of San Francisco, California, as administrator of the estate of

county of San Francisco, California, as administrator of the estate of

numin accordance
Hector M.
McDonald, deceased,
deceased, in
accordance with
with Private
Private Act
Act numM. McDonald,
Hector
ninetwenty-first,
August
bered
one
hundred
and
eighteen,
approved
approved
August
twenty-first,
nineeighteen,
bered one hundred and
$261.20.
teen
and sixteen, $261.20.
teen hundred and

.L.

I. L. daRomEstate.
de Roza Estate.
Payment to.
Post, p. 1342.

Pot,p. 1342.

M. McDonMe
s. D.
Payment to estate of.
PaymenttoestateoL

Hector
tor
ad.e
aid.

Post, p. 1390.

Loan
Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Board.
Board.

FEDERAL FARM
FARM LOAN
LOAN BOARD.
BOARD.
FEDERAL

Salaries

and

Salanes

and

penses.
Board Pens
expenses under
under the Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board
es..
For salaries and expenses
An, 'p.36'
created
Act approved
approved July
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
'
seventeenth, nineteen
July seventeenth,
the Act
by the
created by
the rate
at the
sixteen,
including the
of four
four members
thereof at
rate of
of
members thereof
salaries of
the salaries
sixteen, including
ex$10,000 each per annum,
actual necessary
necessary traveling
traveling exand their actual
annum, and
$10,000
For salaries

ex-

4"4e 13. 36°

penses, and such salaries, fees, and expenses as are authorized by said

Treasury

penses, and such salaries, fees, and expenses as are authorized by said

bueas
the District
Act, also
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 for rental
rental of quarters
quarters in the
District burea
i
is remove
re rnovee
lfr
r
not exceeding
also not
Act,
building.
Department
may
it
of Columbia
for
such
bureaus
of
the
Treasury
Department
it
inky
Department
building.
that
Department
Treasury
the
of
bureaus
of Columbia for such
Farm
be
Federal Farm
accommodate the Federal
move in order to accommodate
to move
necessary to
be necessary
hundred
nineteen
year
fiscal
Load
Board
Treasury
fiscal
nineteen
hundred
Building,
Treasury
the
in
Board
Load
and
seventeen, $100,000.
statement of expenditures
expenditures hereheredetailed statement
A detailed
$100,000. A
and seventeen,
detailed estimates
hereafter detailed
under
made to
estimates for
for
and hereafter
Congress, and
to Congress,
shall be made
under shall
shall be annually
appropriations for
for the
Federal Farm
Farm Loan Board
Board shall
annually
the Federal
appropriations
submitted
submitted to Congress.
Ren t

rea

rY

buildings.
Public bnldngrp.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
BUTLDINGS.
PUBLIC
(site), $250.
$250.
Rogersville, Tennessee, post office: For continuation (site),
$500.
site,
Salem,
New
Jersey,
office:
site,
$500.
For
office:
post
Jersey,
New
Salem,
Honolulu,
quarantine station:
station: For the -removal
removal of the
the
Hawaii, quarantine
Honolulu, Hawaii,
wharf
at the
quarantine station
and its
reerection, including
including all necesnecesits reerection,
station and
the quarantine
wharf at
sary new
new location
new harbor lines
within the new
location within
at aa new
material, at
new material,
sary
established by
War Department,
$10,000.
Department, $10,000.
the War
by the
established
of
the Secretary
Minneapolis (Minnesota)
(Minnesota) post
post office:
office: To
Secretary of
To enable the
Minneapolis
the Treasury, in
to pay
pay the
Cornell Company
Company
W. G. Cornoll
the W.
discretion, to
his discretion,
Treasury, in his
the
for extra
construction work
Minneapolis,
post office, Minneapolis,
at the post
performed at
work performed
extra construction
for
Minnesota,
Minnesota, $954.
Bureau of
Engraving and
Printing: For
For miscellaneous
repairs to
miscellaneous repairs
and Printing:
Bureau of Engraving
laundry, new
roof, and
and so
so forth,
by fire,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
fire, for
damaged by
forth, damaged
laundry, new roof,
nineteen
hundred
and
seventeen,
$20,000.
$20,000.
seventeen,
and
nineteen hundred
General expenses: The
of the
the Treasury
authorized to
is authorized
Treasury is
Secretary of
expenses: The Secretary
General
"General
pay,
out
of
the
unexpended
balance
of
appropriation
"General
appropriation
the
of
balance
unexpended
the
of
pay, out
expenses of
public buildings,
buildings, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen," the sum
and fifteen,"
hundred and
of public
expenses
of $4.50, representing claims
advertising in
the Morning
Morning Star,
in the
for advertising
$4.50, representing claims for
of
$2.70, and the
Evening Dispatch, $1.80,
at Wilmington,
Wilmington,
published at
both published
Dispatch, $1.80, both
and the Evening
$2.70,
North
Carolina.
North Carolina.
Rogersville, Tennessee, post office: For continuation

-

CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS

for

SERVICE.
SEBVICE.

Rogersville, Tenn.
Tenn.
Rogersville,
Salem, N.
N. J.
Salem,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Honolulu,
quarantine
quarantine station.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Minn.
Minneapolis,

Engraving and
and
Engraving
Printing Bureau.
Bureau.
Printing
Repairs.
Repairs.

expenses.
General expenses.
General
Advertising.
Advertising.

Customs
service.
Customs =vice.

Pay of laborers modi

Section one of the Act entitled "An Act fixing the compensation of fled.
fied
l'a
.Y

Section one of the Act entitled "An Act fixing the compensation of
certain officials in the customs service, and for
other purposes,"
purposes," apapcertain officials in the customs service, and for other
proved March fourth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
nine, shall
not
prohibit
prohibit
not
shall
nine,
and
nineteen
proved March fourth,
the Secretary of the Treasury from fixing
pay of
of laborers
laborers in
in the
the pay
the Secretary of the Treasury from fixing the
customs service at
at a
a rate
rate not
not exceeding
$2.50
per
day
in
doing
so
in
if
day
per
$2.50
exceeding
service
customs
the aggregate amount paid to any person
in any
any month
does not
not exexmonth does
aggregate amount paid to any person in
the
ceed
$70.
$70.
ceed
INTERNAL REVENUE.
REVENUE.
INTERNAL

For salaries
Salaries and expenses of collectors of internal revenue: For
surand expenses
of collectors
of internal
deputy collectors, surrevenue, deputy
internal revenue,
collectors of
expenses of
and
Salaries and expenses of collectors of internal revenue:

hlabnrers n""

Vol. 35, p. 1065.

Vol. 3.5, p. 1065.

Internal revenue.
revenue.
Internal
surveyCollectors,
surveyCollectors,
ors, etc.
ors,
Additional for 1917.
1917.
Additional

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I
Cir. 464.
464.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
I.. CH.
Ante,
n, p. 85.

p.s5.

1916.
1916.

messengers, and
and janitors
janitors in
in internal-revenue
internal-revenue offices,
veyors, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
offices,

being additional
amount of $2,465,000
additional to the amount
$2,465,000 provided
provided by
by the
the Act
Act

approved May
May. tenth,
and sixteen,
sixteen, making
making approapprotenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
approved
executive,
and judicial
judicial expenses
of the
priations
for theelegislative
legislative,
and
expenses of
the
n
otiiteionsofnotrftohr
e ni y ,,executive,
nineteen hundred
hundred
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
Government
Proviso.
and seventeen,
and for
for other
purposes, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
all
That all
Provided, That
other purposes,
seventeen, and
from and
pro.
Appointees
civil service eligibles.
dvilice
clerks, messengers,
eligibles. clerks,
and ianitors
messengers, and
janitors to
to be
be appointed
appointed under
under this
this provision
provision
shall
selected from
shall be
be selected
from eligible
eligible lists
lists of the Civil Service
Service Commission,

and in
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the civil
service laws.
laws.
and
with the
civil service
Refunding
Refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes illegally
illegally collected:
collected: The payment
payment
Former aprropria- of six claims,
claims, aggregating
aggregating $27,992.76, allowed
allowed by the Auditor for the

Rehmding taxes
illeRdmSlg
lS11
gally collected.
Former
appropriation revoked.
Vol. 58, p. 330.

v. as, p.30.

clamsallowed.

Claims allowed.

Robert
ob W.
W. Childs.
Chs.
Services.

Treasury Department
Department and
and certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress in
in House
Document
Treasury
House Document
Numbered One
thousand and
forty-seven, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
second
Numbered
One thousand
and forty-seven,
Congress, second
deficiency appropriation
appropriation Act
approved
session, appropriated
appropriated for
for by the deficiency
Act approved
July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen, and further
further dedescribed
scribed in House
House Document Numbered
Numbered Twelve
Twelve hundred and sixtysixty-of $27,992.76
$27,992.76
four of the present
present session,
session, is
is revoked,
revoked, and of the said sum of

of $5,151.93 is made
for the
the payment
the sum of
made available
available for
payment of
of the
three
the three

revised claims enumerated
Numbered Twelve
enumerated in House Document
Document Numbered
present session, and the sum of
of
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four of the
the present
$22,840.83
covered into
Treasury.
$22,840.83 shall be covered
into the Treasury.
To pay
pay. Robert
Robert W.
W. Childs,
special counsel
in the
the civil
proceedings
To
Childs, special
counsel in
civil proceedings

Ohio, for
for
Columbus, Ohio,
the Capital
Capital City
City Dairy
Dairy Company, of Columbus,
against the
violations of the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws, and for recovery
recovery of taxes
due the Government,
Government, $5,000, which
which sum shall be compensation
compensation in
full for all services
services rendered
rendered by him in connection
connection with the civil proceedings in said case.
Additional clerks on
Office of the Commissioner
Internal Revenue:
Revenue: For the following
following
Commissioner. of Internal
A
crk on
emesgency
taxes.
Ante, p. 82.
Aste,p.
a.

hundred and
employees from January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, to
to

seventeen, both dates
dates inclusive:
inclusive:
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
Clerks—two of
class four,
four, two
class three,
one of
of class
class two,
two, one
one of
of
Clerks-two
of class
two of
of class
three, one

Tax on legacies, mumuiMeegc.
nitions,
etc.
Expenses.
Expse.
Ante, p. 756.

A pof

class one,
$900; two
at $900
each; in
in all,
$6,050.
class
one, one
one $900;
two counters
counters at
$900 each;
all, $6,050.
Collecting
legacies, munitions,
munitions and
forth: For
For expenses
expenses
Collecting the
the tax
tax on
on legacies,
and so
so forth:
III
collecting the tax as provided by Titles I,
I, II,
of assessing and collecting
II, and III
of an
an Act
Act to
to increase
increase the
the revenue,
revenue, and
for other
other
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
and for

purposes,"
,
,
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
purposes," approved
approved
,
,nineteen
and
mai sums as the Commission
erof Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
with
and to pay such
Commissioner
the
approval
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, may
deem necessary,
necessary,
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
may
deem
Employees, rent,
year nineteen
and seventeen,
upps etc.,. allowed.
anoe fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, $340,000,
$340,000, and
and the
the ComComsupp,
Revenue, with the approval
missioner of Internal
Internal Revenue,
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury, is
authorized to
appropriais authorized
to appoint and pay from
from this appropriation all necessary officers, experts, agents, inspectors, deputy collectors, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
messengers, and janitors, and to rent such quarters,
incur expense for telephone
purchase such supplies, equiptelephone service, purchase
ment, mechanical
mechanical devices, and other articles as may be necessary
necessary for
for
employment
or use
of Columbia,
or any
any collection
collection
employment or
use in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, or
Proviso.
United States, or any of the Territories
Territories thereof:
thereof: ProProc in
cr°o
Clerks,
etc.,
in D
Dis- district of the United
trict
Columbia.
trnt of Coumbia.
vided, That not more than $40,000 of the amount appropriated
appropriated may
may be
be
used for the employment
employment in the District
District of Columbia of additional
additional
clerical help in the District
District of Columbia at
fixed by
the
at rates
rates to be
be fixed
by the
Internal Revenue, subject
Commissioner of Internal
subject to the approval of the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, and for the purchase
purchase of such supplies,
equipment, mechanical devices, and other articles
articles as may be necessary
necessary
for use in the District of Columbia.
Investigation of busiEfficiency shall investigate the methods of transactmvnestldo o buiness metlysis.
The Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
ing the public business in the Bureau
Bureau of Internal Revenue
Revenue and prepare recommendations
recommendations for the improvement thereof and submit the
same to the Secretary of the Treasury as early as practicable
practicable for his
approval
approval and to Congress
Congress at its next session.
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COAST GUARD.
GUARD.
COAST

specified under
For
expenses, including
objects specified
under
same objects
the same
including the
contingent expenses,
For contingent
this head
in the
the sundry
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year
civil appropriation
sundry civil
head in
this
nineteen
sixteen, $8,593.86.
$8,593.86.
and sixteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
account of advances,"
To
the fund
advances," Navy
Navy
"General account
fund "General
reimburse the
To reimburse
repairs
Department,
the
balance
due
on
account
of
repairs
made
to the former
former
account
on
due
balance
Department, the
revenue
Norfolk Navy Yard, under authority
at the Norfolk
Onondaga, at
cutter Onondaga,
revenue cutter
hundred
of
department
letter
dated
May
twenty-second,
nineteen hundred
twenty-second, nineteen
May
dated
letter
of department
and twelve,
being for
the service
service of the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
for the
twelve, being
and
and twelve,
twelve, $700.
$700.
and

Coast Guard.
Guard.
Coast
Contingent expenss.
expenses.
Contingent

"
,Onondaga," euttr.
cutter.
"Onondaga,"
Repairs.
Repairs.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Robert T.
T. Crae.
Crane.
Robert

officers Credit in acoonts.
amounts.
Crane: The accounting
Credit
accounts of
Robert T. Crane:
accounting officers
of Robert
the accounts
in the
Credit in
accounts
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to credit the accounts
are authorized
Treasury are
of
Rosario, Argentina,
of Robert
Crane, late
late United
United States
consul at Rosario,
States consul
T. Crane,
Robert T.
of
with
the sum
charged to
to him
him under
under the appropriation
appropriation
$463.73, charged
of $463.73,
sum of
with the
"Relief
of American seamen,
seamen, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and
protection of-American
and protection
"Relief and
twelve,"
on a
consular draft
draft paid by
by the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
forged consular
a forged
twelve," on
of New
upon
the Bank
Bank of
New York, National Banking
by the
presentation by
upon presentation
draft
indorser of the draft
Association,
a
suit
against
said
bank
as
the last indorser
as
bank
said
against
suit
a
Association,
to recover
recover the
paid having
having been
the GovGovagainst the
decided against
been decided
so paid
amount so
the amount
to
the
of
and
ernment,
as
reported
in
volume
two
hundred
nineteen
hundred
two
volume
in
reported
as
ernment,
forty-eight to six hundred
Federal Reporter,
six hundred
and forty-eight
hundred
hundred and
pages six
Reporter, pages
Federal
and fifty-four.
fifty-four.
and
DISTRICT
COLUMBIA.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Columbia.
District ofCombia.
Deputy coroner.

Coroner's
office: To
To pay
pay the
the deputy
deputy coroner
coroner during
absence of Deputy cer.
during the absence
Coroner's office:
the
coroner
for
the
fiscal
years
that
follow:
fiscal
the coroner for the
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $85;
hundred and
Nineteen
$160;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen, $160;
Nineteen
ronrs
, coroner's
Nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $35.
E
$35.
hundred and
Expenses,
Nineteen
office.
For contingent
expenses of
coroner's office
office for
for the fiscal years offie.
the coroner's
of the
contingent expenses
For
that
follow:
that follow:
Nineteen hundred
$744.52;
sixteen, $744.52;
and sixteen,
hundred and
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
$836.37.
fifteen, $836.37.
and fifteen,
Nineteen
Contingent expenses.
tiget epes
Contingent and
printing, checks,
checks,
For printing,
expenses: For
miscellaneous expenses:
and miscellaneous
Contingent
same
books,
law
books,
books
of
reference,
and
forth,
including
the
forth,
so
and
books, law books, books of reference,
objects specified
specified under
this head
head in
in the
the District
Columbia approof Columbia
District of
under this
objects
priation
Acts for
years that follow:
follow:
fiscal years
the fiscal
for the
priation Acts
Nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $50;
hundred and
Nineteen
Judicial expenses.
Judicalexens.
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve $24.
$24.
Nineteen
title,
For judicial
judicial expenses,
of chains
chains of
of title,
procurement of
including procurement
expenses, including.
For
the
printing of
of briefs
briefs in
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals of
District of Columthe District
of the
the Court
in the
the printing
bia,
witness fees,
in District
cases before the
District cases
services in
expert services
and expert
fees, and
bia, witness
supreme
court
of
said
district
for
the
fiscal
years
that
follow:
follow:
that
years
fiscal
the
for
district
said
of
supreme court
Nineteen
fifteen, $1,201.30;
$1,201.30;
and fifteen,
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
Advertising.
Advertiing.
Nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $12.63.
$12.63.
hundred and
Nineteen
For general
and for
for
required by law, and
and required
authorized and
advertising, authorized
general advertising,
For
tax and
school notices
and notices
notices of
in regulations, fiscal
changes in
of changes
notices and
and school
tax
in
Advertising taxes
taxes in
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
$1,165.34.
fifteen, $1,165.34.
year
For advertising
of taxes
arrears July
July first,
arrears.
hun- arrears.
nineteen hunfirst, nineteen
in arrears
taxes in
notice of
For advertising notice
ninedred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, as
given by
Act of
of March
Marchnineby Act
be given
to be
required to
as required
dred
teenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety,
ninety, to
to be
be reimbursed
charge of
reimbursed by aacharge
teenth, eighteen
50
or piece
piece of
property advertised,
advertised, fiscal
year ninefiscal year
of property
lot or
each lot
for each
cents for
50 cents
Vehicle tap.
Veletags
teen
hundred and
$30.
fifteen, $30.
and fifteen,
teen hundred
For the purchase
purchase of
enamel
metal
or
leather
identification
number
number
identification
leather
or
metal
of enamel
For the
tags for motor vehicles
the District
of Cohlmbia,
Columbia, fiscal
years nineninefiscal years
District of
in the
tags for motor vehicles in
teen
hundred
and
twelve
and
nineteen
hundred
and
thirteen,
$7.
Inauguration,
1913.
nurtion, 19
$7.
thirteen,
and
hundred
nineteen
teen hundred and twelve and
To
PUBLIC ORDER:
of
maintenance of
the maintenance
for the
provide for
To provide
ORDER: To
MAINTAIN PUBLIO
To MAINTAIN
public order
of life
property in
connection
in connection
and property
life and
protection of
the protection
and the
order and

public
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Berming Road
Road viadBelming
dust.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
Vol. 38, p. 1141.
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with the presidential inaugural
inaugural ceremonies,
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hunceremonies, fiscal
hundred and
and _thirteen,
thirteen, $3.
$3.

BENNING ROAD AND
appropriation for Benning
BENNING
AND VIADUCT:
VIADUCT: The appropriation
Road, viaduct, and
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
and bridge,
bridge, contained
contained in
in the
District of

appropriation Act
appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen is
is
fiscal year
year nineteen
made available
available until the
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the end
end of
year nineteen
and
seventeen.
seventeen.
Assessment
Assessnt and
and perperIMPROVEMENTS
assessment and
I
MPROVEMENTS AND REPAIRS: For assessment
and permit
permit work,
work,
mit work.
fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
and nine,
nine, $3.
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
$3.
Sewers.
sewers.
SEWERS:
purchase or
S
EWERS: For purchase
or condemnation
condemnation of
of rights
of way
for conconrights of
way for
and repair
public sewers,
sewers, $1,100.
11. 100.
struction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of
of public
Bathing
beach.
Bathingbeach.
BATHINGO
Columbia are
BArtlING BEACH:
BEACH: The Commissioners
Commissioners ofthe
of the District
District of
of Columbia
are
Additional pay employees,
ployees, 1917.
authorized to
authorized
pay from
the appropriation
appropriation for
for "Streets,
District of
of
to pay
from the
"Streets, District
Ante,
As, P.p. 691.
9.
Columbia, Bathing beach,"
nineteen hundred
beach," fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
sevenhundred and
and seventeen,
teen, to certain persons
persons employed
at said
bathing beach
beach between
between
employed at
said bathing
July
july first and September fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen,
hundred and
both dates inclusive, such additional
additional compensation
they, would
would
compensation as
as they
have been entitled
to at the
entitled to
of compensation
compensation paid
for like
like
the rates
rates of
paid for
services during
services
period between
sixteenth and
and thirtieth,
thirtieth, ninenineduring the
the period
between June
June sixteenth
teen hundred
teen
hundred and
and sixteen.
sixteen.
Public
schools.
PublicS.'
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS: For
allowance to
Puma° SCHOOLS:
For allowance
to principals,
the same
same
principals, including
including the
Principals.
objects specified
under this head
specified wider
head in the District of Columbia
Columbia approappropriation
Acts for
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
pnation Acts
for the
the fiscal
years that
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
hundred and
sixteen, $361.70;
$361.70;
Nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
hundred and
fourteen, $60;
$60;
Nineteen
and nine,
$20.80.
Nineteen hundred
hundred
and
nine,
$20.80.
a
e
• Teachers.
Teh s.
For teachers,
$82.33.
For
teachers, fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and nine, $82.33.
ay
Longevity
pay.
Lo gevity p
.
For
including the
the same
For longevity pay, including
same objects
objects specified
under this
this
specified under
head in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts
Acts for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
years that
that follow:
follow:
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $31,749.94;
$31,749.94;
and sixteen,
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
$13.86.
and nine,
nine, $13.86.
Contingent expenses
expenses.
Contingent
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
For
including the
the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under
this head in the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act for
the fiscal
for the
fiscal
year nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
$3.35.
twelve,
$3.35.
Birney
School.
Biey School.
For
construction of
For construction
of a
a six-room
six-room addition
addition to the
the Birney
Birney School,
$271.50.
$271.50.
Instruction of
of deaf
deaf
mnctieon
For expenses
attending the instruction
deaf and
and dumb
For
expenses attending
instruction of
of deaf
dumb persons
persons
mutes.
R. S., sec. 4864,
R.
484, P.
p. admitted
admitted to
to the
the Columbia
Columbia Institution for the Deaf
Deaf from
from the
the District
District
942.
Vol. 31, p.
p. 844.
844.
Vol.
of Columbia,
section forty-eight
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four of
of the
the
Columbia, under
under section
forty-eight hundred
Revised Statutes, and as provided
provid&f for in the Act approved
March
approved March
a contract
entered
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and one, and under
under a
contract to be
he entered
with the
the said
said institution
institution by
the commissioners
into with
by the
commissioners, $672.13.
$672.13.
Blind children.
idren.
Blnd
For
of indigent
indigent blind
For instruction
instruction of
blind children
of the
the District
District of
of ColumColumchildren of
bia, in Maryland
Maryland or some other State, under aacontract
contract to be
be entered
entered
into by the commissioners,
commissioners, fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
hundred and
fifteen,
$262.50.
Juvenile
court.
Juvenilecourt.
JUVENILE
COURT:
For salaries
salaries of
of judges
judges of municipal
municipal court acting
JUVENILE C
OURT: For
acting
as judges of the Juvenile
Juvenile Court, during
the absence
absence of
the judge
during the
of the
judge of
of
said court,
court, at aacompensation
compensation of $5
said
$5 per diem when
when so acting, for the
years that
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $145;
hundred and
$145;
Nineteen
and fifteen,
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, $180.
$180.
For payment
premium on appeal
payment of premium
appeal bond in case of Hughlett
Hughlett
against Juvenile
Juvenile Court, fiscal year
year nineteen
and fifteen,
fifteen, $5.
$5.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Lunacy writs.
Lmayit.
Writs
of lunacy:
expenses attending the
Writs of
lunacy-: For expenses
the execution
execution of
of writs
writs de
de
lunatico
inquirendo, including
specified under this
lunatic° inquirendo,
including the same objects specified
head
appropriation Acts for the fiscal
head in the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
fiscal
years that
that follow:
follow:
Nineteen hundred
Nineteen
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $639.50;
$639.50;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and nine,
Nineteen
nine, $1.25.
$1.25.
Vol.
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SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF CONVICTS:
CONVICTS: For
ng th
For support
support of
of convicts,
convicts, includi
including
convicts.
thee same Support
upport of
ofconvicts.
under
thiss head
Columbia approobjects specified und
er thi
heal in the District of Columbia
priation Act for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen $9,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES,
COURT: For miscellaneous
M
ISCELLANEOUS EXPEN
SES , SUPREME
SUPREME counT:
miscellaneous Supreme court.
court.
specified Miscellaneous.
expenses for the supreme court, including
expenses
including the same objects
objects specified
under this head in the District of Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts for
for
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
the fiscal
follow:
hundred and fifteen,
Nineteen hundred
$20.15;
fifteen, $20.15;
Nineteen hundred and fourteen, $1,755.10;
$1,755.10;
Nineteen
and thirteen,
thirteen, $200.50;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
$200.50;
N'ineteen hundred
and twelve,
twelve, $79.75.
$79.75.
Nineteen
hundred and
aiJdgt ° n Asylum
WASmIINGTON
ASYLUTM AND JAIL:
W
ASHINGTON ASYLUM
JAIL: For provisions,
provisions, fuel, forage,
forage, har- 213ashitlgt"
Asylum
ness and vehicles and repairs to same, gas, ice, shoes, clothing,
clothing ,dry
dry
goods, tailoring, drugs
drugs and
medical
supplies,
furniture
and
bedding,
and medical supplies, furniture and bedding,
kitchen
years that
kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
and other
other necessary
necessary items, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
follow:
follow:
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred and sixteen, $8,422.55;
$8,422.55;
Nineteen hundred
$8.
Nineteen
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, $8.
families.
bandoned families.
For payments to destitute women and
and children,
children, including
including the same Abandoned
District of Columbia
Columbia approapproobjects specified
specified under this head in
in the
the District
priation Acts
priation
Acts for the
the fiscal years
years that follow:
follow:
Nineteen
and sixteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen,' $724;
$724;
Nineteen
and fifteen,
hundred and
fifteen, $315.50.
$315.50.
Nineteen hundred
prisoners.
For
Columbia at Jail
3 prisons
the District of
of Columbia
of jail prisoners
prisoners of the
For maintenance
maintenance of
the
Washington
Asylum
and
Jail,
including
pay
of
guards,
and
all
the Washington Asylum and Jail, including pay of guards, and all
other
prisoners therein
therein
for support
support of prisoners
other necessary
necessary personal
personal services,
services, and
and for
for
fiscal years
years that
follow:
that follow:
the fiscal
for the
Nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, $3,542.08;
$3,542.08;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
Nineteen
fifteen, $1,783.71.
$1,783.71.
hundred and
and fifteen,
Nineteen hundred
National
fo rBoT
ys
r.
aining
Boyis.
Tor
NATIONAL
SCHOOL FOR
care and maintemainte- School
FOR BOYS:
BoYs: For care
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
nance
of
boys
committed
to
the
National
Training
School
for
Boys
for
Boys
Training
School
the
National
nance of boys committed to
by
of the
the District
of Columbia
made
under a
a contract
contract to be made
District of
Columbia under
by the
the courts
courts of
by
with the
the authorities
authorities of
of said
National TrainTrainsaid National
of Charities
Charities with
by the
the Board
Board of
ing
Boys, $4,488.21.
$4,488.21.
ing School
School for
for Boys,
Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for
Women and
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum: To
omen.
To pay the for Women.
for Women
Columbia
Construction.
on
t
r
Chesapeake and
and Potomac
Telephone Company
Company for
extra telephone
telephone C
ction.
for extra
Potomac Telephone
Chesapeake
service during
of the
Hospital for
for Women
Women
Columbia Hospital
the Columbia
construction of
during the
the construction
service
and
Lying-in Asylum,
Asylum, to
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
be expended
expended under
to be
and Lying-in
Superintendent of
the Capitol,
$150.71.
Capitol, $150.71.
of the
Superintendent
For labor
labor and
and material
material for
construction and
installation of
of awnings,
awnings,
and installation
for construction
For
frames,
and screens
screens for
for windows
windows and
porches, for
for the
fiscal year
the fiscal
year
and porches,
frames, and
nineteen
seventeen, to
to be
under the
the direction
direction
expended under
be expended
and seventeen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
of
Superintendent of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, $4,000.
$4,000.
the Superintendent
of the
Care of indigent PaFor
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
patients, under
under a
contract to
to be
be tients.
caie of indigent paa contract
indigent patients,
For care
care and
made with
with Columbia
for Women
and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum
Asylum byent
by
Women and
Hospital for
Columbia Hospital
made
the Board
Board of
Charities, fiscal
year nineteen
hundreil and
fifteen, $185.
$185.
and fifteen,
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
of Charities,
the
Emerg,enay Hospital.
Central
Emergency Hospital:
Hospital: For
For emergency
care EmegencyHospital.
emergency care
and Emergency
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and
and
treatment
of
and
free
dispensary
service
to
indigent
patients,
patients,
to
indigent
service
and treatment of and free dispensary
under
with Central
Dispensary and
and
Central Dispensary
made with
agreement made
or agreement
contract or
under aa contract
Eineraency
by the
the Board
years
fiscal years
for the
the fiscal
Board of
of Charities
Charities for
Emergency Hospital
Hospital by
that follow:
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $9,357.20;
$9,357.20;
Nineteen
hundred and
Nineteen
$1,955.15;
fifteen, $1,955.15;
hundred and
and fifteen,
Nineteen hundred
Eastern Dispensary.
Eastern
For emergency
emergency care
care and
of and
and EasternDispesar
treatment of
and treatment
Dispensary: For
Eastern Dispensary:
free
dispensary
service
to
indigent
patients,
under
a
contract
or
agreefree disnensary service to indigent patients, under a contract or agreement
Dispensary by
by the
the Board
Board of
Charities for
for
of Charities
with Eastern
Eastern Dispensary
made with
ment made
the
that follow:
follow:
years that
the fiscal
fiscal years
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $1,258.25;
$1,258.25;
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $836.55.
8836.55.
Nineteen
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Children's Hospital.
Children's
ospital.

Children's Hospital:
Hospital: For care and treatment of indigent patients,
under a
made with
with the
the Children's
Children's Hospital
Hospital by
under
a contract
contract or
or agreement
agreement made
by
the Board
Board of
years that
that follow:
the
of Charities
Charities for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
follow:
Nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, $2,863.50;
$2,863.50;
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
Nineteen
and fifteen,
fifteen, $1,735.80;
hundred and
$1,735.80;
Nineteen hundred
Nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, $1,009.95;
$1,009.95;
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, $1,049.10.
$1,049.10.
Tuberculosis HospiHospiTUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL:
HOSPITAL: For
For provisions,
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage,
forage, harness,
and
harness, and
tal.Tubeculosl
vehicles
vehicles and repairs to
same, gas,
ice, shoes,
dry goods,
goods,
to same,
gas, ice,
shoes, clothing,
clothing, dry
tailoring, drugs
and medical
medical supplies,
supplies, furniture
furniture and
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen
tailoring,
drugs and
other necessary
items for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
utensils, and
and other
necessary items
years that
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $4,577.20;
$4,577.20;
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $669.10.
$669.10.
Nineteen

Board
of Children's
BOARD OF
OF CHILDREN'S
board and
and care
care of
all
Board f Children's
BOARD
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS:
GUARDIANS: For
For board
of all
Guardians.
care,etc.,ofhildren.
Care, etc., ofchildren. children,
children, including the same objects specified under
under this head
head in
in the
the
District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen
appropriation Act for
for the
hundred and
$16,532.90.
sixteen, $16,532.90.
and sixteen,
ncrease to sectarian hundred
Increase
histitutions.
institutionsto
.
Authority is granted
addition to
sum of
$1,500,
granted to pay,
pay, in
in addition
to the
the sum
of $1,500,
heretofore authorized,
authorized, aafurther
further sum
to exceed
exceed $5,267.05
$5,267.05 to
to instiheretofore
sum not
not to
institutions adjudged
adjudged to be under
under sectarian
control, fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen
sectarian control,
year nineteen
hundred
and sixteen.
hundred and
sixteen.
Authority is granted to pay,
addition to
to the
the sum
sum of
$6,200,
pay, in
in addition
of $6,200,
heretofore authorized, aa further
heretofore
sum not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,016.57
$1,016.57 to
further sum
to
institutions adjudged
to be
fiscal year
year ninenineinstitutions
adjudged to
be under
under sectarian
sectarian control,
control, fiscal
and fifteen.
fifteen.
teen hundred
hundred and
chil- For maintenance
maintenance of feeble-minded
feeble-minded children, white and colored,
drFeebleminded
Feeble-minded
chnen. re.
$32.780.89.
Industrial
School for
INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL
FOR COLORED
Industrial
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL FOR
COLORED CHILDREN:
CHILDREN: For
For mainmainColored
children. for
tenance, including
including purchase and
and care
wagons, and
and harness,
harness,
care of
of horses,
horses, wagons,
$2
489.40.
$2489.40.
Industrial
Home
iNDUSTRIAL
For maintenance,
Industrial Home
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL:
ScnooL: For
maintenance, including
including purchase
purchase
SchooL
Schoo
and care of horses,
wagons,
horses, wagons, and harness,
harness, $1,179.82.
$1,179.82.
Indigent
insane.
HOSPITAL
FOR THE
THE I
INSANE:
For support
of indigent
Indigent Insane.
HosPrraL FOR
NSANE: For
support of
indigent insane
of the
the
insane of
District of Columbia
in the
for the
the Insane,
Columbia in
the Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for
Insane, as
as
provided by
law, $7,080.64.
provided
by law,
$7,080.64.
Workhouse
WORKHOUSE:
Workhouse.
W
ORKHOUSE: For fuel for
maintenance, fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hunhunfor maintenance,
year nineteen
dred and
$55.91.
and fifteen,
fifteen, $55.91.
Workhouse
REFORMATORY
AND WORKHOUSE:
Workhouse and
and ReREFORMATORY AND
woxicnousE: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
including the
formatory.
ormator.
same objects
head in the deficiency
same
objects specified
specified under
under this head
deficiency appropriaappropriation Act approved
approved June
nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten,
June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
fiscal years nineteen hundred and ten
ten and
and nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
eleven, 825.26.
$25.26.
Milit
Ia.
e - MILITIA:
of actual
exp enses of
ofmobilimo bilMilitia.
MILITIA: For
For _payment
payment of
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
Mobilization
penses.
zation of the Militia
Militia of
Columbia ' including
pay of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
including pay
of
certain unmustered
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men for
for days
days actually
emcertain
unmustered officers
actually employed on duties incident
incident to
mobilization, and
and to
to recruiting
service
to mobilization,
recruiting service
under orders
the commanding
$2,250.
orders of
of the
commanding general,
general, $2,250.
Judgments.
JUDGMENTS:
judgments, including
J
UDGMENTS: For
For payment of judgments,
including costs, against
against
the District of Columbia, set
set forth
House Documents
Documents Numbered
Numbered
forth in
in House
seventy-five and Thirteen
Thirteen hundred
Twelve hundred
hundred and seventy-five
hundred and fiftyfiftyException,
two
of this
this session,
judgments with interest
Exception,
two of
session, except
except the _judgments
interest and costs
costs in
in
favor of Samuel T. Kalbfus and Edward S. Wood, $50,532.17,
$50,532.17, together
together
with a
a further sum to pay
pay the interest at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding four
four per
per
judgnients,' as provided
centum on said judgnients
by law,
law, from
the d
at
e th
provided by
from the
date
thee
District
same became
became due
due until
date
of
payment.
until the
the
date
of
payment.
Half from District
realfrom s t c t One-half
the
revenues.
One-half of the foregoing
foregoing amounts to meet deficiencies
deficiencies in the
appropriations
appropriations on account
account of the District of Columbia
Columbia shall
paid
shall be paid
from the
revenues of
of the
the District
from
the revenues
District of Columbia and one-half
one-half from any
any
the Treasury
not otherwise
o therwi
se appropriated,
appropri
ate d, except
except the
money in
in the
Treasury not
the
amounts of the judgments
judgments and
and costs aggregating
aggregating $34,637.36
$34,637.36 in
in favor
favor
of the Georgetown
Georgetown Gas
Gas Li
g ht Company
Company and
and the
tie Washington
Light
Washington Gas
Gas
School
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Light Company,
Company, which judgments and costs and
and interest
interest thereon
thereon
shall be
wholly out
revenues of
of the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
be paid
paid wholly
out of
of the revenues
the District
District of
Policemenfun
and fireDISTRICT OF
FUND, DISTRICT
FIREMEN'S BELIEF
AND FIREMEN'S
POLICEMEN
POLICEMEN AND
RET IEF FUND,
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: men's
men's relie
relief fund. re
Pensions,
etc.,
917.
appropriated for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, Pensions, etc., 1917.
There is hereby appropriated
nineteen hundred
from the policemen
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, from
policemen and
and firemen's
firemen's
nu
~,'. p. 718.
relief
relief fund, created by the District
District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act Ante,
hundred
and
seventeen,
so
much
as
may
for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
much
may
necessary to pay the relief and other allowances authorized by
be necessary
exceed.the sum of $180,000.
$180,000.
the provisions of said Act, not to exceed.the
WAR
DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT.

War
Department.
WarDepartment.

The
officers of
the Treasury
Treasury are
are authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed Hart.
HC
e;t
3Le. Wiliam
William W.
W.
of the
accounting officers
The accounting
to
credit the
accounts of
United States
States Credit
Credit in
in acounts.
amounts.
W. Harts,
Harts, United
of Colonel
Colonel William
William W.
the accounts
to credit
Army,
$76, being
amount paid
March, nineteen
nineteen
of $76,
being the amount
paid in March,
Army, with
with the
the sum
sum of
hundred
fourteen, for coal for the
White House
House and disallowed
hundred and fourteen,
the White
disallowed
against Colonel
Colonel Harts
Harts on
of the
the Treasury;
Treasury;
on the
the books
books of
against
CLERICAL SERVICES.
SERVICES.
CLERICAL
c
A,
di
di
orti1
anal clerks,
clerks,
For
employees during the balance
balance of the fiscal year eAditiol
et
necessary employees
For necessary
917.
nineteen
hundred and seventeen, on account
account of extra work in conconnineteen hundred
166.'
p-'
sequence
the Act
Act ""For
making further
further and more
effectual provision
provision At'
Ante, 13
166
more effectual
For making
of the
sequence of
national defense,
purposes," approved June
defense, and for
for other
other purposes,"
for the national
sixteen, and
third,
hundred and
and sixteen,
and in addition
addition to those authorthird, nineteen
nineteen hundred
nt
ppized by
legislative executive,
judicial appropriation
appropriation Act A
A"",
'
pp' 90i
9°41
executive, and judicial
by the
the legislative,
ized
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, m offices and at
at
and seventeen,
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
for
annual
compensation as follows:
follows:
annual rates of compensation
Secretary's
secretas office.
Office
Secretary: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of
class four,
four, two
two of
of class
class three;
three; Office.
of class
of the
the Secretary:
Office of
two
messengers; and two
watchmen;
two watchmen;
assistant messengers;
two assistant
Adjutant
General's Office:
class four,
four, ten
of class
class OAflte
Adjutant
t General's
General's
ten of
of class
Clerks-ten of
Office: Clerks—ten
Adjutant General's
Office.
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
three,
twenty-two of
class two,
two fifty-eight
fifty-eight at
each; messenger;
messenger;
of class
three, twenty-two
three
assistant messengers;
messengers; and
and three
three laborers
laborers at
each;
at $660
$660 each;
three assistant
Inspector General's
Inspector
General's Office:
of class
and two at
ptor' General'
at ir)Oo0ffice.
one, and
class one,
Clerks-three of
Office: Clerks—three
Inspector General's
$1,000 each;ge
each;
$1,000
A
e
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Office:
Office: Clerks
— one of
of class
three, two
two eral'sAg^dto"fce
eJ
ued
tsetdv
e.ocate Genclass three,
Clerks-one
Judge
of
and one
one messenger;
one; and
messenger;
of class
class one;
Signal Office:
Clerks—two of
class four,
two of
three, four
Signal °film
Ofmce.
four sa'
class three,
of class
four, two
of class
Office: Clerks-two
Signal
of
of class
one; three
and two assistant
assistant
messengers; and
three messengers;
class one;
four of
two, four
class two,
of crass
messengers;
messengers;
e
Office. ster Genfour, four
Quartermaster General's
Office: Clerks
— three of
of class
class four,
four erm's
ertiTisaC.f7irg.as
Clerks-three
General's Office:
Quartermaster
of
class two,
two, eight
of class
class one,
one, and
nine at $1,000
$1,000
and nine
eight of
of class
six of
three, six
class three,
of class
General
each;
each;
a
General's Office: Clerks-one
Surgeon
Clerks one of class four, two of class
dims oese
AT' Ge
General'ss
Surgeon General's
three,
two of
of class
two, four
four of
class one,
one, four
four at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; and
and one
one
of class
class two,
three, two
messenger;
assistant messenger;
lZili.
of superintendThe
Mt.edicalt i
superintendent of the building
building occupied
occupied by the en
cu
the superintendent
pay of the
The pay
ed
Army
Medical Museum
Museum and
in the
the legislative,
ex- -reduced.
legislative, ex--ud
provided in
Library, provided
and Library,
Army Medical
ecutive,
and
judicial
appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
nineteen
Ante'
p.
"ep.91.
ecutive, and judicial appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred
at $250,
$250, is
is reduced
to $200;
$200;
ce Office.e.
o Ordnance
reduced to
and seventeen
seventeen at
hundred and
Office of
of Chief
of Ordnance:
Ordnance: Clerks—two
of class
three of
of OrdnceOff
four, three
class four,
Clerks-two of
Chief of
Office
class
three, four
of class
class one,
one, three
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
three at
of class
nine of
two, nine
class two,
four of
class three,
one g900
messengers—one at
at $720;
$720;
one
at $780,
$780, and
and one
one at
ngre. Office.
s900;;messengers-one
Engineer
Office of
of Engineers:
Clerks—one of
two of
of class
e.
class Eng
three, two
class three,
of class
Engineers: Clerks-one
of Chief
Chief of
Office
two, and
four of
one;•
class one
of class
and four
two,
In
all, for
for additional
or so
so much
much
S218,983.33, or
services, 8218,983.33,
clerical services,
additional clerical
In all,
thereof
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
thereof as
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
Rent
of buildings:
For rental
additional quarters
the District
District
in the
quarters in
of additional
rental of
buildings: For
Rent of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
the fiscal
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
year nineteen
of
$15,000.
$15,000.

Contingent expenses

Contingent expenses
Rant.

Rent
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Buildings
grounds.
grounds.

and
and

Union Station
Plaza.
Union
stationPlas

BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND

GROUNDS
GROUNDS

IN
IN

S
ESS. I
SESS.
I.. Cu.
CH. 464.
464.

1916.
1916.

AND AROUND
WASHINGTON.
AND
AROUND WASHINGTON.

For
operation, care,
maintenance of the pumps which
For operation,
care, repair, and
and maintenance
which

operate
operate the three fountains in the Union
Union Station Plaza,
fiscal year
year
Plaza, fiscal

nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen, $4,000.
and seventeen,
$4,000.
For lighting the public grounds,
watchmen's lodges,
offices, and
and
grounds, watchmen's
lodges, offices,
greenhouses
greenhouses at the propagating
gardens, including
including all
necessary exexpropagating gardens,
all necessary
penses of installation,
installation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair, fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, $1,300.
$1,300.
District
shall be
District
One-half of the two foregoing sums shall
of the
the revebe paid
paid out
out of
revenues
nues of the District of Columbia
Columbia and the
the other half
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
half out of
of the United States.

groungds,
public
Lighting
grotmds,
1917. Public

Half
lf from
O
revenues.

Arsenals.
Arsenals.
ARMORIES
ARMORIES AND
AND ARSENALS.
ARSENALS.

Frankford,
Pa., 197.
Frankford, Pa.,
1917.

Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
For repair
repair of
of sea
sea
Pennsylvania: For
wall,
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
$23,400.
Rock
wall, fiscal
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, $23,400.
Rock island,
1917.
Rock Island, Illinois, Arsenal:
island '
IllArsenal: For
one lumber
For one
lumber storage
storage house,
house, fiscal
fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen
year nineteen
seventeen, $7,500;
$7,500;
For increasing
increasing storage facilities,
facilities, fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventeen, $250,000.
n Antonio,
Anono Te.
San
Tex. seventeen, $250,000.
1917.
San Antonio
Antonio Arsenal,
Arsenal, San Antonio, Texas:
Texas: For increasing
storage
increasing storage
odium nitrate stor- facilities, fiscal year nineteen hundred and seventeen, $25,000.
Sodium nitrate Star- facilities, fiscal year nineteen hundred and seventeen, $25,000.
age, 1917.
917.
Sodium
age,
Sodium nitrate storage:
storage: For
For providing
providing facilities
facilities for
for reserve
reserve supply
supply
of sodium nitrate, fiscal
fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen,
$225,000.
$225,000.
National cemeteries.

Disposition
Di•s
posite" m of r
ereof officers,
mains oof
fices, etc.,
etc.,
1917.
1917.

National
National perks.
parks.
Chiekamanga
Chickamauga
Chattanooga.
Motor vehicle.
vehicle.
Ante, p. 288.
28.

NATIONAL CEMETERIES.
NATIONAL
CEMETERIES.
•Disposition of remains,
remains,and
an d so
orth : F
or disposition
disposition of
of remains
remains of
of
so f
forth:
For
officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, civilian
employees, and
and so
so forth,
forth, including
me
civilian employees,
including the
the sa
same
objects specified under this head in the sundry
sundry civil
appropriation
civil appropriation
Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and in
in addiaddition to the sum appropriated
appropriated therein,
therein, $50,000.
$50,000.
NATIONAL
PARKS.
NATIONAL MILITARY
MILITARY PARKS.

and
and

Chickamauga and Chattanooga
The appropriation
appropriation for the Chickamauga
Chattanooga National
National
Park, contained
contained in the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal
year nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, shall be
be available
available for
for the
the
maintenance, repair, and operation of one motor-propelled
maintenance,
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying
carrying vehicle.
vehicle.
RIVER
RIVER AND
AND HARBOR
HARBOR WORK.
WORK.

Rirer and harbor
River
harbor
daRnm
eclaims.
damage
claims.
VoL36, p. 676.

Vol. 36, P. 676.

To pay the claims adjusted
adjusted and
under section
section four
the
and settled
settled under
four of
of the
river
and harbor appropriation
river and
appropriation Act approved
approved June
June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth,

nineteen hundred
nineteen
hundred and
and ten, and certified to Congress in House
House DocuDocuments Numbered
Numbered Six hundred
hundred and ninety-one,
ments
ninety-one, Nine
Nine hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-three, One thousand
thousand and
Twelve hundred
hundred and
and
and nineteen,
nineteen, Twelve
eighty-one, and Twelve hundred
hundred and ninety-eight
eighty-one,
ninety-eight at
at the
the present
present
session, $1,226.20.
$1,226.20.
Army.
Army.

Army.

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY

Quartermaster Corps.
Quartermaster
Corps.

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS.
CORPS.
Pay.
Travei
allowance to
Travel allowance
National
Guard ondison disNatioalGuard
charge.
tc, p.
Ante,
p. 217.

Pay of the Army: For pay of officers and enlisted
$950,000.
enlisted men,
men, $950,000.
Nothing contained
in the
the Act
Act making
Nothing
contained in
making appropriatios
appropriations for the supsupport
port of the Army for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen
and seventeen
shall be
shall
be construed
construed as precluding
precluding the payment of
of travel
travel allowance
as
allowance as
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provided in
section one hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six of the Act
provided
in section
Act approved
une third,
June
hundred and
i
xt
een ,to
to enlisted
enli ste d men
men of
of the
the
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and s
sixteen,
National Guard
Guard on their dischar
ge from
the servic
the United
Unit ed
discharge
from the
servicee o
offthe
States and the appropriation
appropri ati on f
for
or the transportation
transportation of
of the
the Army
Army and
and
its supplies
supplies for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen shall
be available for this purpose and also for the purpose
purpose of paying
paying travel
travel
pay .to officers
officers of the National
National Guard on their discharge
discharge from
from the
the
service of the United States as prescribed
prescribed in the Act approved
approved March
March
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and one.
one.
Rent of buildings: For rental of an office
office in the
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia for the use of the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps, fiscal
year
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, $5,000.
$5,000.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Attie,
633.
Ante, p. O33.

Vol. 31,
31, p. 902.
Aviation section.
Aviation
section.
1917.
Rent, 1917.

Engineer DepartDepart.
ment.
meat.

Equipment oftroops.
Equipment
of troops.

Engineer equipment of troops:
troops: For pontoon material,
material, tools,
tools.
,ininstruments, supplies, and appliances
appliances required
required for
for use
use in
in the
the engineer
engineer
miltary surveys, and
equipment of troops, for military
operations
and for engineer
engineer operations
in the field, including the purchase
preparation of engineer
purchase and preparation_
engineer
procurement of special
manuals and procurement
same, $300,000.
was.
special paper
paper for
for same,
$300,000.
inthe
Operatons
in
the
Engineer
Engineer operations
operations in
the field:
field: For
For expenses
to military
ra
in the
expenses incident
incident to
military iieicr
engineer
engineer operations
the field,
field, including
including the
the purchase
of material
material
operations in
in the
purchase of
and such expenses
under appropriaexpenses as are ordinarily
ordinarily provided for under
appropriations for "
"Engineer
Engineer depots," "Civilian
officers,"
"Civilian assistants
assistants to
to engineer
engineer officers,"
and "Maps,
"Maps, War Department,"
Department," including
including the purchase,
at aacost
cost not
not
purchase, at
exceeding $1,000, of one automobile, and its
exceeding
its operation and
and maintemaintenance, to
available until
nineteen hundred
and
nance,
to remain
remain available
until June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, $600,000.
$600,000.
seventeen,
Sandy Hook
Hook, N. J.
Sandy Hook Reservation,
Reservation, New Jersey:
Jersey: For
For protection
protection of the shore Sandy
Protection of
of shore.
shore.
Protection
of the Sandy Hook
Reservation, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, to
remain available
available
Hook Reservation,
to remain
until
expended, $60,000.
$60,000.
until expended,
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Ordnance DepartD epartOrdnance
ment.
ment.

machine
Automatic machine rifles:
Automatic
manufacture, and
and rtiom'ati
ritt'.thmatie machine
rifles: For the purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
automatic machine
rifles, including
their
sights
and
equiptest of
of automatic
machine rifles,
including their sights and equipments, $190,000.
$190,000.
ments,
Ordnance
stores—Ammunition: For
For the
the purchase
or manufacture
Ordnance stores-Ammunition:
purchase or
manufacture Ammunition.
Ammunition
of
ammunition for
automatic machine
rifles, $210,000.
of ammunition
for automatic
machine rifles,
$210,000.

FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT

Fortifications.

Fortifications.
Armament.

Armament.

Ammunitionforfield
fi

For purchase, manufacture,
ammunition, subcaliber
manufacture, and test of ammunition,
niM m
e
.
t2:11practice.
13f
r
o
a
r
ete
e
l
e
d
subcaliber Eutue
artillery,et.,
guns, and
and other
for mountain,
mountain, field,
field, and
siege artillery
artillery
guns,
other accessories
accessories for
and siege
practice, including
including the
manufacture at
at
practice,
the machinery
machinery necessary
necessary for
for their
their manufacture

the arsenals,
the
arsenals, $700,000.
$700,000.
Altering mobile arFor
alteration and
of the
artillery, including
nuery.
Altering mobile
For alteration
and maintenance
maintenance of
the mobile
mobile artillery,
including tilery.
the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
tools, and
and materials
materials
necessary for
for the
and the
the expenses
the mechanics
engaged
necessary
the work
work and
expenses of
of the
mechanics engaged
thereon,
$500,000.
thereon, $500,000.

PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
CANAL.
The authorized
authorized cost of construction,
contract or
or in
navy yards,
yards,
construction, by
by contract
in navy

complete
every detail,
including self-discharging
self-discharging equipment
equipment and
complete in
in every
detail, including
and
all other
apparatus of
two colliers
colliers for
the Panama
Canal
all
other necessary
necessary apparatus,
of two
for the
Panama Canal
provided
civil appropriation
Act for
for the
the fiscal
year
provided for
for in
in the
the sundry
sundry civil
appropriation Act
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
is increased
from $1,300,000
$1,300,000 each
nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, is
increased from
each
to
each.
to $1,500,000
$1,500,000 each.

Canal.
Panama Canal.
Two colliers.
Cost increased.
Vol.
p. 71.

ostcreated.
voL3S, p.71.
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Fortifications.
Fortificatns.
Ordnance depot
depot.
Ordnne
Buildings, etc.
Bildin
etc

Dock.
Doc.

Dred
Dredging.
g.

Rafnlrdtracks.

Railroad tracks.
Roads,
water, ate.
Roadswater,eta

SESS. I.
I. Cu.
Cu. 464.
464.
SESS.

1916.
1916.

FORTIFICATIONS.
FORTIFICATIONS.

Ordnance
depot:
Ordnance depot:
For three storehouses,
storehouses, $90,000;

magazine buildings, $20,000;
$20,000;
For two magazine
For one magazine
magazine building,
building, $6,000;
$6,000;
For one shop building, $17,000;
$17,000;
For one office
office building,
building, $4,000;
$4,000;
For one barrack,
barrack, $17,350;
$17,350;
For one set of field
field officers'
officers' quarters,
quarters $16,800;
$16,800;
For one set of captains'
$15,750;
captains' quarters, $15,750;
For one set of double noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers'
officers' quarters, $12,600;
$12,600;
For seven sets of family quarters for personnel
personnel of Ordnance
Ordnance depot,
$18,200;
$18,200;
For one stable, with carriage
$5,000;
carriage house, $5,000;
For three sets of family quarters for Ordnance
Ordnance machinists,
machinists one
one each
each
at Forts Randolph, Sherman,
Grant, $7,800;
$7,800;
Sherman, and
and Grant,
For one
one dock,
dock, $160,000;
$160,000;
For necessary dredging,
dredging, $100,000;
$100,000;
For
railroad tracks
tracks and connections,
connections, $17,500;
For necessary
necessary railroad
$17,500;
For
roads, walks,
walks, sewers,
sewers, water, light, and power, $25,000;
For roads,
$25,000;
In all, $533,000, to continue available
available until
until expended.
expended.

Volunteer
Home.

Hvunt er "dials'
Ba NATIONAL
DISABLED VOLUNTEER
NATIONAL HOME
HOME FOR DISABLED
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
SOLDIERS.

Southern
Virginia: For subsistence, including
Southern Branch, Hampton, Virginia:
including
the same objects specified under this head
head for
Branch in
for the Central Branch
in
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
the sundry civil appropriation
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen, $16,000;
$16,000;
For household, including
including the same objects specified
specified under
under this
head
this head
for the Central Branch
Branch in the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
the
for the
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $1,500;
$1,500;
and sixteen,
on.InS
Marion Branch, Marion, Indiana:
Indiana: For
Marion,
/nd.
For subsistence,
subsistence, including
including the
the
specified under this head
same objects specified
head for the Central Branch
Branch in
in the
the
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
sundry civil appropriation
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $6,000;
$6,000;
Battle Mountain
SprgDaings,
SanitriuHot Hot
ot Springs, South
Rot 8 P
ring
s' Dak '
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium,
South Dakota: For
For subsubsistence
including the same objects
sistence, including
objects specified
specified under
under this
for the
the
this head
head for
Central Branch in the sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
$3,000;
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $3,000;
For household, including
including the same
same objects specified under
under this
this head
head
for the Central Branch in the sundry
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act
for the
the
Act for
fiscal year nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $3,000;
$3,000;
hundred and
In all, National
In
National Home
Home for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, $29,500.
$29,500.
State or Territorial
homer
Tes.
Territorial homes for disabled
homes.
State or Territorial
and sailors:
For
disabled soldiers
soldiers and
sailors: For
continuing
Territorial homes for the support
continuing aid to State or Territorial
support of disdisabled volunteer soldiers, including
the same
objects specified
under
including the
same objects
specified under
this head in the sundry civil
civil appropriation
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
appropriation Act for
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $2,247.03.
$2,247.03.
Vib
onal nineteen
Memoriac
ebration.
Memorial
Vicksburg
Celebr
National
ation.
National Memorial
and Peace
Peace Jubilee,
Jubilee, Vicksburg,
Vicksbnrg,
National
Memorial Celebration
Celebration and
Expenses of veterans
atSg
f"tend
Mississippi: For exp
attending
enses within
within the
the limits
limits of
of this
this appropriation,
appropriation, in
expenses,
connection with the celebration
celebration to be held at Vicksburg,
connection
Vicksburg, Misssippi,
Mississippi,
in the year nineteen hundred seventeen,
seventeen, by the survivors
survivors of the
the
Armies
Tennessee and of the Mississippi
Armies of the Tennessee
Mississippi who participated
participated in
in
the battle of Vicksburg in July, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred sixty-three,
sixty-three, in
in
commemoration of a
a half
haf century
commemoration
century of peace
peace and good fellowship
fellowship which
which
happily
happily exists throughout
throughout the Republic,
Republic, to
to be
the
be expended
expended under
under the
direction and supervision
Secretary of War as follows:
supervision of the Secretary
follows: For
For
necessary
necessary sewerage,
sewerage, sanitation and hospital
hospital service of
persons attendattendof persons
celebration, for necessary
ing said celebration,
necessary camp
camp and
and garrison
garrison equipment,
equipment,
rations and supplies
supples for veterans
rations
veterans of the
Civil War
War attending
attending said
said
the Civil
H

ampton,
va

Hampton, Va.
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$150,000, no part of which
celebration, $150,000,
celebration,
which shall be available
available until
until after

c
P
o
'vvirt.

°on.

January
January first inineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred seventeen:
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, That
That the SecreSacra- raCngements
rangemgele
itr

of

directed to fully complete all arrangeauthorized and directed
tary of War is authorized
arrangemerits
authorized before October fourteen,
fourteen, nineteen
nineteen hundred
ments herein
herein authorized
equipment, including
and
seventeen, and that all camp equipment,
including tents,
tents supand seventeen,
plies,
shall be
fully ready
ready for use
Provided
that date: Provided
use by that
be fully
and rations
rations shall
plies, and
further,
That the
the National
of Vicksburg
Vicksburg Veterans,
Veterans, formed
formed eControlofelebration
Control of celebration
Association of
National Association
further, That
exercises,etc.
,et.
Illinois, August ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred thirteen,
thirteen, shall ex
in Chicago, Illinois,
camp, etc.
et
of camp,
Control of
have charge
charge of the order of exercises
exercises during the celebration;
celebration; the Control
have
physical control of the camp and grounds
and the movement
movement of troops
grounds and
physical
Secretary of War,
and marching
the hands
hands of the Secretary
shall be in
in the
marching bodies shall
and
under such
such officers
purpose: Provided
Provided
detail for that purpose:
officers as he may detail
under
expenses alfurther,
the Secretary
War is
reimburse and ioTrarl
is authorized
authorized to reimburse
of War
Secretary of
That the
further, That
1 avel expenses alpay,
out
of
the
amount
herein
appropriated
the
traveling
expenses
expenses
traveling
the
appropriated
herein
amount
the
of
out
pay,
of
exceeding seven
seven members
Council of Administration
Administration or
members of the Council
of not
not exceeding
Association of Vicksof
the Executive
the National
National Association
of the
Committee of
Executive Committee
of the
burg Veterans
to be
be taken
taken in attendhim to
by him
authorized by
for journeys
journeys authorized
Veterans for
burg
celebration.
ance upon
meetmg in
interest of said celebration.
in the
the interest
one meeting
any one
upon any
ance
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY

Departmant.
Navy
Navy Department.

CLERICAL SERVICES.
SERVIC'ES.
CLEBICAL
clerks,
clerks,
Addmal
For
during the
balance of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ett,
the balance
employees during
necessary employees'
For necessary
for 1917.
94-9.
pp.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen to
to expedite
the transaction
transaction of Ante,,p
pp. 94-98.
expedite the
nineteen
departmental business
with the
the construction
construction of new
connection with
in connection
business in
departmental
vessels and
personnel, in
in addition
addition to
to those
authorized by
those authorized
in personnel,
increases in
and increases
vessels
by
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
judicial appropriation
Act for the
appropriation Act
and judicial
executive, and
by the
fiscal
hundred and
and seventeen,
in offices
offices and
and at annual
seventeen, in
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
fiscal year
rates
compensation as follows:
rates of compensation
Secretary's office.
Office
the Secretary:
Secretary: Stenographer,
Stenographer, $1,000;
$1,000; clerk,
clerk, $900; teletele- seretary'soffce.
of the
Office of
phone
operator, $720;
$660;
$720; laborer, $660;
phone operator,
Naval Operations.
Operations.
Office
of Naval
Naval Operations:
Clerks—one of
class three,
one Naval
three, one
of class
Operations: Clerks-one
of Chief
Chief of
Office of
$1,000;
draftsmen, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
two draftsmen,
$1,000; two
Solicitor's Office.
Office of
of Solicitor:
Solicitor: Law
Law clerk,
$2,000; clerk
of class
class three;
three;
solicitors Ofice.
clerk of
clerk, $2,000;
Office
Judge
Advocate GenGe
Office of
the Judge
General: Chief
$2,000; law erI ds Advoate
clerk, $2,000;
law clerk,
Chief law
Advocate General:
Judge Advocate
of the
Office
clerk, $1,600;
$1,600; messenger;
messenger;
clerk,
Construction and Re.
ConstructionandR.
Bureau
of Construction
and Repair:
Repair: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of
class four,
four, one pair.
of class
Construction and
Bureau of
of class
class three,
two copyists
copyists at pir.
each; two
$1,100 each;
at 81,100
two at
two, two
class two,
of class
one of
three, one
of
$900 each;
laborers at
at $660
messenger boys—one
$600,
boys-one $600,
each; messenger
$660 each;
two laborers
each; two
$900
one $480;
$480;
one
Technical services.
The
limitation specified
the legislative,
and judicial
judicial Ante,
T e p.c9rices
p. 97.
executive, and
legislative, executive,
in the
specified in
The limitation
appropriation
Act
for
the
fiscal
year
nineteen
hundred
and
seventeen
seventeen
and
hundred
nineteen
year
fiscal
appropriation Act for the
on
expenditures for
draftsmen and
the
from the
services from
technical services
other technical
and other
for draftsmen
on expenditures
increased by
appropriation "Construction
of vessels"
vessels" is increased
repair of
and repair
"Construction and
appropriation
the sum
$26,400.
the
sum of
of $26,400.
Navigat"
Bureau
of Navigation:
Navigation: Clerks-one
Clerks—one of
class two,
two, two
two of class one, Navigation.
of class
Bureau of
one
$1,000, five
five at
$900 each;
messenger;
each; messenger;
at $900
one $1,000,
Naval Intelligence.
Office
of Naval
Translator, $1,400;
$1,400; clerks-one
clerks—one of
avalntelligence.
Intelligence: Translator,
Naval Intelligence:
Office of
class
two at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
two, two
class two,
Ordnance.
Bureau
Ordnance: Clerks—one
of class
class two,
two, one
one of
of class
class one;
one;
Ordance.
Clerks-one of
of Ordnance:
Bureau of
Steam Engineering.
Bureau
of
Steam
Engineering:
Clerks—one
of
class
three,
two
of
steam Engiring.
of
two
three,
of
class
Clerks-one
Bureau of Steam Engineering:
class two,
two of
of class
class one,
one, one
one $1,100,
two at
$1,000 each;
each; two
two axsistassistat $1,000
$1,100, two
two, two
class
ant
messengers;
ant messengers;
Tecnialsees.
Technical
services.
p. 96.
At.,p.96.
The limitation
specified in the
executive, and judicial Ante,
legislative, executive,
the legislative,
limitation specified
The
appropriation
Act for
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen
seventeen
hundred and
the fiscal
for the
appropriation Act
on expenditures
expenditures for
other technical
assistants from
from
technical assistants
and other
draftsmen and
for draftsmen
on
the appropriation
appropriation "Engineering"
increased by
the sum of $19,210;
$19,210;
by the
is increased
"Engineering" is
the
and An.
Bureau of
and Accounts:
Clerks—one of
two of c~.
four, two
co=lies and Ao
class four,
of class
Accounts: Clerks-one
of Supplies
Supplies and
Bureau
messenger
class
three of
of class
one, one
five at
at $900
$900 each; messenger
$1,100, five
one $1,100,
class one,
two, three
class two,
boy,
$480;
boy, $480;
d

eral.
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Medicine
Medicine
WYry

e

and
and

SurSur-

"

Yards and Docks.
Yardsand
Docks.

SESS. I.
Szas.
I.

CH.
Cn. 464.

1916.
1916.

Bureau
Clerks-one of class three, one of
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery:
Surgery: Clerks--one
class two,
two, one
one of
class
of class
class one;
one;
Bureau
Stenographer, $1,200;
Bureau of Yards
Yards and Docks:
Docks: Stenographer,
$1,200; clerk,
clerk, $1,000;
$1,000;

messenger boy,
messenger
boy, $480;
$480;
The
in the
executive, and
and judicial
judicial
The limitation
imitation specified
specified in
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
appropriation Act for
appropriation
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
for the fiscal
fiscal year
and seventeen
seventeen
on expenditures
expenditures for
for skilled
skilled draftsmen
and other
other technical
technical services
draftsmen and
services
appropriations and
and allotments
from appropriations
allotments under
Bureau of
under the
the Bureau
of Yards
Yards and
and
Docks is
is increased
sum of
of $62,730;
$62,730;
increased by
by the
the sum
In
In all, $64,633.33,
$64,633.33, or
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
or so
so much
much thereof
Naval
Militia Affairs.
avallitiaAffairs.
Division
Division of Naval Militia
Militia Affairs: Clerks--one
Clerks•-•—one of
of class
class two
of
two, one
one of
Ante, pp. 98, 559.
class one;
messenger boy,
one messenger
boy, $400;
be paid
the appropriation
$400; to
to be
paid from
from the
appropriation
for "Arming
"Armina and Equipping
1:4quipping Naval
Naval Militia"
for ,the fiscal
fiscal year
year ninenineMilitia" for,the
teen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Technical services.
se. cs.
p. 97.

"

Te,
Ante,

Naval Records and
Library.

caRecords
on.
Naval
Records of the

Rebellion.

Balance
Balance for .publication reappropriated.
reappromated.

pp.

Vol.
VoL 37, pp. 390, 767.

Hydrographic Office.
Hydrographic

Reinforcing
Reinforcing rooms in
Navy
Navy Annex.
AnnexA ate, p. 95.
Ante,

Contingent expenses.
Contingent
expenses.

Additional
Additional for 1917.
Ante, p. 98.

Rent.
Ante, p.
p. 98.
Ante,

OFFICE OF
NAVAL RECORDS
OFFICE
OF NAVAL
RECORDS

AND LIBRARY.
AND
LIBRARY.

The unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the continuacontinuation for the fiscal years nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen and
nineteen
and thirteen
and nineteen
fourteen of the publication
hundred and fourteen
publication of
of an
an edition
edition of
eleven
of eleven
thousand copies of
Records of
of the
the Union
Confederate
of the
the Official
Official Records
Union and
and Confederate
the Rebellion, which
Navies in the War of the
which were
were appropriated
appropriated and
and
made available
available for the fiscal
fiscal years
years nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen and
and
nineteen hundred and sixteen
sixteen by
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth,
nineteen
fifteen, are continued
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
continued and
and made
made available
available
until June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.
nineteen hundred
HYDROGRAPHIC
HXDROGRAPHIC OFFICE.
OFFICE.

The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to
expend not
exceeding
to expend
not exceeding
$2,500
$2,500 from the
"Contingent and
miscellaneous
the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
and miscellaneous
expenses,
expenses, Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seventeen,"
Office, nineteen
and seventeen,"
for reinforcing the floors
of rooms
numbered fifty-two
fifty-two and
and one
one
floors of
rooms numbered
hundred
hundred and sixteen
sixteen in the building rented
rented by
the Navy
Department
by the
Navy Department
in New York Avenue, bewteen
bewteen Seventeenth
Streets
Seventeenth and
and Eighteenth
Eighteenth Streets
northwest Washington,
Washington, District of
northwest,
Columbia, and
and known
known as
the
of Columbia,
as the
Navy
Navy Building.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
CONTINGENT

For stationery,
stationery, furniture, and so
so forth, including
including the
same objects
objects
the same
specified
legislative, executive,
specified under this head in the legislative,
executive, and
and judicial
judicial
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
appropriation
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen,
year nineteen
hundred and
appropriated therein, $15,000.
and in addition
addition to the sum appropriated
$15,000.
For rental
additional quarters in
rental of additional
District of
of Columbia
for
in the District
Columbia for
the Bureau of Yards
Yards and Docks, fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
year nineteen
seventeen,
seventeen, $2,860.
$2,860.
CLAIMS
CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES.
DAMAGES.

Navy collision
claims.
Payment.
Payment.
Vol. 36, p. 607.

Vol. 36, p. 607.

Navy.
Pay, miscellaneous.
naiscelhateous.

To pay the claims adjusted
adjusted and settled under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
the naval appropriation
approved
appropriation Act a
pprove dJune
June twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page
six hundred
hundred and
and
page six
seven), and certified
certified to Congress in House
House Documents
Documents Numbered
Numbered
Six hundred
thirty-three, Eleven
hundred and thirty-three,
Eleven hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
and
Thirteen hundred
and twenty-nine,
Thirteen
hundred and
twenty-nine, at its present
present session, $335.08.
$335.08.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT.
Pay, miscellaneous:
miscellaneous: For pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, including the same
same

objects
under this head in the naval
objects specified
specified under
naval appropriation
appropriation Act for
for
the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
twelve, $4.30.
$4.30.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
SESS. I
; 'Cli.i
464.
I;,
CH,464.

815
815

1916.
1916.

Telephone ,Company
;ompany for rental of twenty- CoNm
NewYoork
rTelephon
To pay the New York Telephone
Telephone
one extension telephones
telephones in public quarters at the New
New York Navy omp a
Yard during
during the second, third, and fourth quarters
quarters of the
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen, $94.50.
$94.50.
y
ewY

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE.
BUREAU
ORDNANCE.

Bureau
Ordnance.
Bureau of Ordnance.

Ammunition
ammunition for
Ammunition for ships: For ammunition
for ships of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,

Apm
s. munition
Ammunition
shi

Torpedoes and
appliances: For
For the
purchase and
Torpedoes
and appliances:
the purchase
manufacture of
of
and manufacture

Torpedoes,
etc.
Torpedoes,etc.

including
including the same objects specified under
head in
in the
naval ss
under this
this head
the naval
appropriation
hundred and thirteen,
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen,
$180,873.50.
torpedoes
appliances, fiscal year
nineteen hundred and thirteen,
torpedoes and appliances,
year nineteen
$13,993.82.
$13,993.82.

Bureau of Yards and
Docks.
'

BUREAU OF YARDS AND
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.

Maintenance:
Maintenance: For general maintenance
maintenance of yards and docks,
dOcks,

for
for

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

including the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in,
naval
in the
the naval
appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal year
nineteen hundred;
four.teiii,
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
year nineteen
hundred: and
and fourt#n,
$670.64.
$670.64.
BUREAU OF SUPPIIES
SUPPLIES "AND
BUREAU
AND ACCOUNTS.,
ACCOUNTS.

Bureau of Supples
Supplies
Burea
and
and Accounts.

Pay of the
the.Navy:
Navy: For pay of the
Navy, including
the same
same objects
the Navy,
including the
objects Pay.
specified under this head in the naval
naval appropriation
specified
appropriation Act
the fiscal
&cal
Act .of
of -the
year
fifteen, $952,953.30.
year nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
$952,953.30.
.•
Freight,
Freight, Bureau
and Accounts:
Accounts: For
including Freight.
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
For freight,
freight, including
the same objects
objects specified
specified under
Under this
this head
in the
the naval
naval appropriation
appropriation
head in
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $133,198.
$133,198.
Act for the fiscal year
year nineteen
Coal, etc.
transportation: For
Coal and transportation:
and other
fuel, including
the Coal,
For coal
coal and
other fuel,
including the
same objects
specified under
under this
this head
in
the
naval
appropriation
same
objects specified
head in the naval appropriation
Acts for
for the
years that
that follow:
follow:
Acts
the fiscal
fiscal years
Nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $320,487.84;
Nineteen hundred
$320,487.84;
Nineteen
hundred and.fourteen,
$12,445.25;
Nineteen hundred
and.fourteen, $12,445.25;
Nineteen
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
and twelve,
twelve, $15.84.
$15.84.
Provisions.
Provisions, Navy: For provisions
and commuted
commuted rations,
rations, including
provisions and
including Provisions.
the same
same objects specified
under this
this head
head in
in the
naval appropriation
appropriation
specified under
the naval
the fiscal
fourteen, $46,605.83.
$46,605.83.
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
BUREAU OF
BUREAU

CONSTRUCTION AND
CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR.
REPAIR.

Bureau of ConstrucConstrue.
tion
and Repair.
Repair.
tion and
Cr
c
sistruction
.
and reConstruction

t
Construction and
and repair
eonstruction and
of pair.
pal
Construction
repair of
of vessels:
vessels: For
For construction
and repair
repair of
"° ad
vessels,
the same
same objects
specified under
this head
head in
vessels, including
including the
objects specified
under this
in the
the
naval
appropriation Act
for the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and
naval appropriation
Act for
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
thirteen,
thirteen, $9.89.
Carron Foundry.
caronFoundy.
For payment
in favor
Carroll Foundry,
For
payment of
of vouchers
vouchers in
favor of
of the
the Carroll
Foundry,
Houghton, Michigan,
Michigan, for
for work
HIoughton,
work done
done on
on the
the United
United States
States Steamship
Steamship
Yantic
under orders
the commanding
of the
the Michigan
Yantic under
orders of
of the
commanding officer
officer of
Michigan
Naval
Militia, for
fiscal years
that follow:
Naval Militia,
for the
the fiscal
years that
follow:
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine,
Nineteen
nine, $120.28;
$120.28;
Nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten, $170.73.
Nineteen
hundred and
$170.73.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF

STEAM
STEAM

ENGINEERING.
ENGINEERING.

Engineering: For
For engineering,
Engineering:
engineering, including
including the
the same
same objects
objects specispecified
under this
in the
naval appropriation
Act for
fled under
this head
head in
the naval
appropriationit
Act
for the
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
$35,000.
year
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, $35,000.
Steam
machinery: For
machinery, including
including the
the same
same
Steam machinery:
For steam
steam machinery,
objects specified
under this
this head
the naval
naval appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
objects
specified under
head in
in the
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, $427.13.
$427.13.
the
nineteen hundred

Bureau of Steam EnBureau
Engineering.
ginering.
Engineering.

Engineering

Steam machinery.

Stamiacu
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General account
advances.
advances.
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GENERAL
ACCOUNT OF ADVANCES.
GENERAL ACCOUNT
ADVANCES.

To reimburse
reimburse "General
"General account
of advances"
created by
account of
advances" created
by the
the Act
Act
of June nineteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight (Twentieth
(Twentieth
Statutes at
at Large,
one hundred
sixty-seven), for
amounts
Statutes
Large, page
page one
hundred and
and sixty-seven),
for amounts
advanced therefrom
and expended
expended on
on account
account of
of the
the several
several approapproadvanced
therefrom and
priations
in excess
excess of
the sums
sums appropriated
priations named
named hereunder
hereunder m
of the
appropriated theretherefor for
year given,
due the
the 'General
"-General account"
for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
given, found
found to
to be
be due
account"
on
adjustment by
by the
the accounting
accounting officers,
officers, the
the accounting
officers of
of
on adjustment
accounting officers
Treasury are
directed to
to credit
credit by
transfer from
from
the Treasury
are authorized
authorized and
and directed
by transfer
unexpended
balances of
of appropriations
appropriations for
the Naval
Naval Establishment,
Establishment,
unexpended balances
for the
fiscal years nineteen
hundred and
fourteen and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fiscalyears
nineteen hundred
and fourteen
and nineteen
and
fifteen,
amounts as
as follows:
fifteen, amounts
follows:
miscellaneous.
Pay, misc
us
Pay,
miscellaneous, nineteen
hundred and fourteen,
Pay, miscellaneous,
nineteen hundred
fourteen, $489.04;
$489.04;
Bureau of Yards and
Dou""Yardsnd
Maitenance, Bureau
Yards and
Maintenance,
Bureau of
of Yards
and Docks,
Docks, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Docks.
fourteen,
fourteen, $2,164.38;
$2,164.38;
Repairs
Repairs and
and preservation
preservation at
navy yards,
hundred and
and
at navy
yards, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen,
$835.02;
fourteen, $835.02;
Bureau of
of NavigaNavigaBureau
Transportation,
nineteen hundred and thirTransportation, Bureau
Bureau of Navigation, nineteen
tires.
teen, $686.47.
teen,
$686.47.
Bureau of Steam
Steam machinery,
Bureau of
Engineering, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Eugn
ste am Steam
machinery, Bureau
of Steam
Steam Engineering,
hundred
Engineering.
and
thirteen, $3,397.28;
and thirteen,
$3,397.28;
Marine
Corps.
MainCorp.
Provisions,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, $513.91;
Provisions, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, nineteen
and thirteen,
$513.91;
Pay,
pay, miscellaneous.
mieslaous.
Pay,
and twelve,
Pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve, $41.93;
$41.93;
Bureau of Supplies
1
Provisions,
Navy, Bureau
Bureau of
and Accounts,
Accounts, nineteen
nineteen hunhunaB'urea
ot's'pp
is
Provisions, Navy,
of Supplies
Supplies and
and
Accounts.
dred
927.03.
dred and
and twelve
twelve,'$
$927.03.
In
In all, general
general account of advances,
advances, $9,055.06.
$9,055.06.
Reimbursement.
Reimbursemt.

VoL 20, p. 167.
167.

Marine
Marine Corps.
Corpq

Captain Davis
Davis B.
B.
Wills, and Paymaster's
r's Clerk Leon L.
Dye.
Credit on aconts.
accounts.

MARINE COBPS.
MARINE
CORPS.

The accounting
of the
the Treasury
Treasury are
and directed
directed
wCSp^,nd DPayim B
The
accounting officers
officers of
are authorized
authorized and
Leon L to allow the sums of $3,636.16 and $13.67, respectively,
respectively, in
in the
the setsetredit on
tlement
the accounts
Davis B.
Wills, assistant
tlement of
of the
accounts of
of Captain
Captain Davis
B. Wills,
assistant paymaspaymaster, United States
States Marine
and Paymaster's
Paymaster's Clerk
Clerk Leon
Leon L.
L.
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
Dye, acting assistant paymaster, United States Marine Corps, being
R.S.sec
162, p.
p.3.
It.
S., sec. 1612,
273. Dye, acting assistant paymaster, United States Marine Corps, being
Vol. 34,
p. 247.
247.
VoL
4,p.
the amounts
the
amounts paid
by them
sixteen hundred
hundred and
paid by
them pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section sixteen
and
twelve, Revised
Revised Statutes,
of June
June twelfth,
nineteen hunhuntwelve,
Statutes, and
and the
the Act
Act of
twelfth, nineteen
dred and six (Thirty-fourth
(Thirty-fourth Statutes, page
page two
two hundred
hundred and
fortyand fortyseven),
seven), to officers of the Fifth
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Fifth Regiment,
Regiment, United
United States
as actual expenses
expenses for sea
sea travel
travel while
while traveling
traveling on
duty under
under comcomon duty
petent orders with troops on board the United
United States
States naval transtransport
from August
August fourteenth
fourteenth to
to November
November sixteenth,
sixteenth, ninenineport Hancock, from
teen
and fourteen,
teen hundred
hundred and
fourteen, inclusive.
inclusive.
Military
stores.
Militarystores.
Military stores:
Military
stores: For
For military
military stores,
stores, including
including the same objects
objects
specified under this
in the
naval appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
this head in
the naval
for the
fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
$45,000.
sixteen, $45,000.
Contingent.
Contingent: For
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
same objects
Contingent:
including the same
objects
specified
specified under this head in the naval appropriation
appropriation Act
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
Act for
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
$42,500.
and year
hundred
and
sixteen,
$42,500.
Transportation and
a
TrecS
o,
nd
Transportation
recruiting: For transportation
Transportation and
and recruiting:
transportation and
and recruiting,
recruiting,
recruiting.
specified under
under this
in the
naval
including the same objects specified
this head
head in
the naval
appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
hundred and
sixteen,
$26,524.18.
$26,524.18.
Forage.
orage.
Forage: For
Forage:
For forage,
forage, including
includin the
the same
objects specified
specified under
under this
this
same objects
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
head in the naval appropriation
year nineteen
nineteea
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $25,000.
$25,000.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY -FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS.
CH. 464.
SESS. I.
I. Cu.
464.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
BUILDINGS.
PUBLIC
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

1916.
1916.

817
Interior Department.
Interior
Public buildings.
buildings.
Public

Court
of Claims.
iCiepaims.
Brandstedt for labor and Repairs.
P. F. Brandstedt
Court
Court of Claims Building: To pay P.
material for emergency repairs
repairs to the roof of the Court of Claims
Building, $183.75.
Building,
$183.75.
National Mortar
ortar
cNmtiony
To pay the National Mortar
Mortar Company for cement
cement bags, $300.
$300.
Company.
Courthouse, Washington, District of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For an additional
Courthouse, District
District
ofCotoulbs'
reconstruction of the exterior
restoration and reconstruction
amount
amount for the restoration
exterior and of
Columbia.
in- gRestorationofbuildDistrict of Columbia, inWashington, District
interior
of the
interior of
the courthouse,
courthouse, Washington,
t
ocrat tio
191n7.of buildeluding
all material,
and o
th er services,
servi
ces ,and
an d for
f
or each
eac h and
andtings,
in R estor
e tion
a 1917.
etc.,
other
personal and
material, personal
cluding all
purpose in connection
every
connection therewith,
therewith, to be expended
expended under
under the
every purpose
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent of the Capitol Building
direction
Building and Grounds
Grounds,
hundred and
the fiscal
fiscal years
years nineteen hundred
$150,000, to be available
and
available for
for the
$150,000,
alom
District
paid
eighteen, one-half
seventeen and
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
one-half to
to be
be raid
hundred and
and nineteen
seventeen
Ditrict
out
of the
Treasury of
and one-half
one-half out of
of the revileaniufesom
District
reenues.fr
States and
of the
the United
United States
the Treasury
out of
.
revenues of the
Columbia.
the District of Columbia.
revenues
Rent of temporary
To provide temporary
temporary quarters by rental or otherwise for the courts,
courts quarters,
temporary
etc., 1917.
and for
therewith, and
officials connected
judges,
judges, and
and officials
connected therewith,
for other
other offices,
offices offi- qarters,etc.,1917.
cials,
employees of the courthouse, Washington,
Washington District
District of
Of CoCocials, and
and employees
lumbia,
pending the
the reconstruction
reconstruction of
of the
courthouse, $8,000, to
the said
said courthouse,
lumbia, pending
seventeen and
be available
for the
hundred and seventeen
nineteen hundred
the fiscal
fiscal years nineteen
available for
be
nineteen
and
provide for the removal and
hundred and eighteen, and to provide
nineteen hundred
readjustment
all office
furniture and fittings
connection with
with
in connection
fittings in
of all
office furniture
readjustment of
said temporary
temporary occupancy,
personal and
other services,
services, and
and
and other
including personal
occupancy, including
said
as
for every
every item
connected therewith,
therewith, $7,500,
$7,500, or so
thereof as
so much thereof
item connected
for
fiscal years
may be
available for the
the fiscal
years nineteen hunto be
be available
be necessary,
necessary, to
may
upeoisiOn.
dred
and seventeen
seventeen and
nineteen hundred
The two Supervision.
hundred and eighteen. The
and nineteen
dred and
foregoing
appropriations to
expended under
under the direction
direction of the
to be expended
foregoing appropriations
Superintendent
of the
the Capitol
Building and
and Grounds,
Grounds, one-half
to be
be Ralf
af from District
one-half to
Capitol Building
Superintendent of
District
paid out
of the
the Treasury
the United
one-half out of the reveues.
revenues.
and one-half
States and
of the
United States
Treasury of
paid
out of
revenues
of the
District of Colunbia.
the District
revenues of
Capitol
to Professor
Charles E. Munroe,
Munroe, for Cpto
,Ca JTz Munroe.
Professor Charles
payment to
For payment
Capitol Building:
Building: For
Munroe.
expert services
rendered in
in the
investigation of
of the
the explosion
explosion which
which
the investigation
services rendered
expert
occurred in
in the
the reception
reception room
wing on
on July
July second,
second,
the Senate
Senate wing
of the
room of
occurred
to be payment
nineteen
fifteen, $500,
payment in full
said sum to
$500, said
and fifteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
satisfaction
all claims
services.
said services.
for said
claims for
of all
satisfaction of
For overhauling
the elevator
elevator machinery
the Senate
of the
the wi
E
nl
g
evators, Senate
Senate
Elevators,
wing of
in the
Senate wing
machinery in
overhauling the
For
Capitol and
control boards,
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen wing
boards, fiscal
of new
new control
ant installation
installation of
Capitol
hundred seventeen,
seventeen, $3,000.
$3,006.
hundred

PUBLIC
SURVEYING THE
SURVEYING
THE PUBLIC

LANDS.
LANDS.

Public
lands, surveyPubliclands,survey-

ing.
ing.

fi
aci c
Northern PPacific
The
unexpended balance
balance on
hundred and
and grant.
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
on June
June thirtieth,
The unexpended
rla
t
i
ssifying
lands
sixteen,
remaining
to
the
credit
of
the
appropriation
of
$2,590.11
lands
cglassifing
sixteen, remaining to the credit of the appropriation of $2,590.11 within.
authorized in
appropriation Act
Act approved
approved March
March Vol. Sthp.114
p. 1148.
in the
the deficiency
deficiency- appropriation
authorized
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen.
,for
completion during
the
during the
the completion
for the
hundred and
fourth,
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and sixteen
sixteen of
the examination
examination and
and
of the
hundred and
year nineteen
fiscal
Pacific grant
classification of
the limits
limits of
Northern Pacific
grant
of the Northern
within the
lands within
of lands
classification
Vol. 13, p. 367.
under
July second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four
sixty-four o"'.13,p.367
second, eighteen
of July
the Act
Act of
under the
(Thirteenth Statutes,
page three
hundred and
and sixty-five),
made Vol. 28, p. 683.
is made
sixty-five), is
three hundred
Statutes, page
(Thirteenth
available during
during the
fiscal year
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen to
to o 2S p.63.
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
available
meet
the expenses
expenses pertaining
and classification
classification
examination and
such examination
to such
pertaining to
meet the
as may
incurred after
after June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen. Joseph C. Auld.
and sixteen.
thirtieth, nineteen
mlav be
be incurred
as
To
reimburse the
the estate
estate of
late receiver
of public
Rennburamg estate
public JoRembulng
receiver of
Auld, late
Joseph C.
C. Auld,
of Joseph
To reimburse
of.
moneys, United
United States
States land
at Miles
for amount
amount ofMontana, for
City, Montana,
Miles City,
office at
land office
moneys,
erroneously deposited
States
United States
of the
the United
Treasury of
the Treasury
in the
him in
by him
deposited by
erroneously
in
moneys received
by and
him to
to the
the
from him
due from
and due
received by
public moneys
of public
excess of
in excess
United States
States on
on account
account of
of sales
of public
lands, as
shown in
the
in the
as shown
public lands,
sales of
United
settlement
of his
his final
final accounts
accounts by
for the
the Interior
Interior
Auditor for
the Auditor
by the
settlement of

1--52
39--r 1-52
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Department,
Department, per
per certificate
Certificate numbered
numbered eleven
eleven thousand
thousand two
two hundred
hundred
and seven, dated January
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen,
January twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
and sixteen,

$32.65.
$32.65.
Mines Bureau.
Bureau.

BUREAU
OF MINES.
MINES.
BUREAU OF

Rescue cars.
Rescue
cars.

For reconstruction
reconstruction and
repairs of
of mine
rescue cars,
fiscal year
year
and repairs
mine rescue
cars. fiscal
nineteen hundred
$26,055.
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, $26,055.

Columbia Institution
Institution

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
FDR THE
THE DEAF.
DEAF.
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR

for the Deal
fertile
Deaf.

Buildings
Buildings and
and
grounds.
grounds.

For additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
the removal
removal of
of the
college women's
women's
the college
dormitory, and the construction,
construction, equipment,
and furnishing
of a
anew
equipment, and
furnishing of
new
repairs, or
dormitory, necessary
necessary repairs,
or replacement
replacement of
of walks
walks and
and grading
grading
adjacent to said
of grounds adjacent
dormitory, including
all material,
material, perpersaid dormitory,
including all
sonal and other services, and
and for each and every
every purpose
purpose in
in connecconnecexpended under the direction of
tion therewith, to be expended
of the
the SuperinSuperintendent of the Capitol Building
Building and
and Grounds,
sear nineteen
Grounds, fiscal
fiscal.year
nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, $53,000.
$53,000.
and seventeen,

MIuknmtueap N aaRukuntuweap
tional Monument,
Monument,
Utah.
Interstate

wagon

tetae wag.on
road.
Vol. 36, p. 2498.

vol.3, p.9a8.

JudiciaL

IMPROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENT OF MUKUNTUWEAP
MUKUNTUWEAP NATIONAL
MONUMENT, UTAH.
UTAH.
NATIONAL MONUMENT,

proportionate share
For a
a proportionate
share of the amount
amount required
required to
to construct
an
construct an
interstate wagon road or highway
highway through
through the
interstate
the Mukuntuweap
Mukuntuweap NaNational Monument, Utah,
Utah, approximately
approximately fifteen
miles, for
for the
the fiscal
fifteen miles,
fiscal
year nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, $15,000.
$15,000.
JUDICIAL.
JUDICIAL.

Joseph R. Lamar.

To pay
pay the
of Joseph
Joseph R.
Lamar, late
of the
the Supreme
Supreme
To
the widow
widow of
R. Lamar,
late aajustice
justice of
Court of the United States,
$14,500.
States,
$14,500.
Judge, New
New Jersey
ditd,
Jersey
For salary
of the
For
salary of
the additional
additional district judge in the district
district of
of New
New
district.
Ante,p.
Ante, p. 48
48.
Jersey,
Jersey, appointed
appointed under the Act of April eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen:
sixteen:
Fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $533.33;
8533.33;
Fiscal
year nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, $6,000.
Mount Raer
Park.
Fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
$6,000.
Rainier Park.
Commissioner.
Commissioner, Mount
Commissioner.
Commissioner
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
National Park: Commissioner
Commissioner in
in
Ante, p. 243..
Vofltei.
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
year nineteen
Mount
ational Park,
Park, for the fiscal
fiscal
of
nineteen hundred
hundred
Vol. 28, p. 184.
and seventeen,
$1,366.67. The
seventeen, $1,366.67.
The provisions
of section
twenty-one of
of
provisions of
section twenty-one
the legislative,
judicial appropriation
legislative, executive,
executive, and judicial
Act approved
approved
appropriation Act
May twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, eighteen
and ninety-six,
ninety-six, shall
shall not
not be
coneighteen hundred
hundred and
be construed as impairing
commissioner to
impairing the right
right of said commissioner
receive said
said
to receive
salary as
as herein
herein provided.
Crater Lake
ar.
salary
provided.
Crater
Lake Park.
JoSwidoh
R. of JJusPay to widow

tice.
tie.

Commissioner.
Ante, p..521.
Ante p 521.
Vol. 29, p. 184.

United States
States courts.
courts.

Marshals.
Marshals.

Ewing
Ewing C. Bland.
Servievs.
Services.

Commissioner,
Commissioner, Crater Lake National
Commissioner in
in Crater
National Park:
Park: Commissioner
Crater
Lake National
National Park, for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sevenseventeen,
provisions of section
teen, $1,250.
$1,250. The
The provisions
section twenty-one
twenty-one of the legislative,
legislative,
executive, and judicial
appropriation Act approved
judicial appropriation
approved May
May twentytwentyeighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-six,
ninety-six, shall
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
as
impairing the right of said commissioner to receive
receive said
salary as
as
said salary
herein provided.
UNITED
COURTS.
UNTrED STATES
STATES COURTS.

For salaries,
salaries, fees, and expenses
United States marshals
For
expenses of United
marshals and
and their
their
deputies, including
specified under
including the same objects specified
this head
head in
under this
in the
the
sundry civil appropriation
the fiscal
sundry
appropriation Act for the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred
year nineteen
and sixteen, $25,000.
$25,000.
The payment
payment of the salary
The
salary of Ewing C. Bland,
Bland, from
from the
appropriathe appropriation
tion entitled "Salaries,
"Salaries, fees, and expenses
expenses of marshals
marshals, United
States
United States
courts, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred an
dfifteen,"
fift een, " f
or the
December
and
for
the period
period from
from December
twelfth,
twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, to
and including
including March
March
to and
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, during
which period
services
during which
period services
were rendered
were
rendered by
by him in good faith as United States marshal
marshal for
for the
the
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authorized, notwithstanding
western district of Missouri,
Missouri, is authorized,
notwithstanding the fact
fact
that his appointment was not confirmed
confirmed by the United States Senate.
Support of prisoner&
including the same objects SupPfportoprion
For
prisoners, including
For support of United
United States prisoners,
specified
the sundry
specified under this head in the
Act for
for the
the
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation Act
nscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $35,000.
$35,000.
Penitentiaries.
There
created a
a commission,
There is created
commission, to be composed
composed of the Chief of Pente^sCommission on man.
ufacturing in article
articles
Ordnance of
of the
United States
Ordnance of the nacturfn
the Chief of Ordnance
States Army,
Army, the
Ordnance
the United
used by the GovernGov
met.he
superintendent of prisons of the Department
States Navy, the superintendent
Department ment.
United States
of Justice,
the purchasing
purchasing agent
agent of
of the
Post Office
Department,
of
Justice, and
and the
the Post
Office Department,
compensation and who shall rewho shall serve
serve without
without additional
additional compensation
port to Congress not later than
the first
than the
first Monday
Monday in December, ninedetailed estimates
estimates and plans
plans for
equipping
teen hundred and
and sixteen, detailed
for equipping
the United States
States penitentiaries
penitentiaries for
manufacture, by
by• the prisonfor the
the manufacture,
prisonNature of report.
Government. Such report shall Natureolrept
ers,
various articles
articles used by the Government.
ers, of
of various
indicate what
what articles
articles it
to be so
so manufactured;
indicate
it is thought desirable
desirable to
manufactured;
the
cost of
of equipping
equipping existing
buildings and
and the
the erection
and equipequipthe cost
existing buildings
erection and
ping of
any other
the probable
probable cost
cost of
of manufacmanufacping
of anv
other necessary
necessary buildings;
buildings; the
ture of such
suat articles and the price now paidunder
paid under contract;
such
contract; and
and such
other data
be pertinent
pertinent to
to the
the general
inquiry. For
For expenses
expenses
general inquiry.
may be
other
data as
as may
of the
the commission,
paid on
on vouchers
vouchers to
to be
be approved
approved by
by the
of
commission, to
to be
be paid
chairman, who
who shall
be selected
selected by
by the
thereof, $5,000.
$5,000.
the members
members thereof,
chairman
shall be
District attorney.
For
salaries of
attorneys and expenses
expenses of Dctattey.
For salaries
of United States district attorneys
United
attorneys and
their regular
and their
regular assistants, includUnited States
States district
district attorneys
ing the
the same
objects specified
this head
civil
the sundry
sundry civil
head .in
in the
specified under
under this
ing
same objects
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fourappropriation
teen, $191.67.
$191.67.
teen,
Tom K. Richie.
To pay Tom K. Richie, of Tucson, Arizona,
Arizona, the sum inadvertently
inadvertently Raimbur
emnt.
Reimbursement.
covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury on
forfeited cash
cash recognizance
recognizance in
in aa
on a
a forfeited
covered into
case
pending in
in the
States district
and the
the court
having
court having
court and
district court
the United
United States
case pending
remitted
on appearance
appearance of
of the
the defendant
for trial
trial in
in the
the
defendant for
the same
same on
remitted the
case
"United States
Frank Lee,"
Lee," $1,000.
case entitled
entitled "United
States against
against Frank
Penitentiari.
$1,000.
Penitentiaries.
Atlanta' Georgia,
Georgia, Penitentiary:
Penitentiary: For
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, Atlanta, Ga.
a.
For miscellaneous
Atlanta,
including
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
head for
the penipenifor the
this head
the same
including the
tentiary,
in the
sundry civil
civil appropriation
appropriation
the sundry
Kansas, in
Leavenworth, Kansas,
tentiary, Leavenworth,
Act for
for the
fiscal year
year nineteen
and. sixteen,
$3,042.26.
sixteen, $3,042.26.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Act
the fiscal
For
supplies, medicines,
medical and
and surgical
supplies,
surgical supplies,
medicines, medical
For hospital
hospital supplies,
and all
all other
other articles
articles for
for the
the care
and treatment
prisoners;
of sick prisoners;
treatment of
care and
and
and for
for expenses
of interment
interment of
of deceased
prisoners on
on the
penithe penideceased prisoners
expenses of
and
tentiary
$23.86.
tentiary reservation,
reservation, $23.86.
Leavenworth, Kane.
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Penitentiary: For
expendi- Le
b, K
miscellaneous expendiFor miscellaneous
Kansas, Penitentiary:
Leavenworth,
tures
including the
objects specified
specified under
this head
in the
the
head in
under this
the same
same objects
tures, including
sundry civil
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
nineteen hundred
hundred
year nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
civil appropriation
sundry
and
sixteen, $8,232.59.
$8,232.59.
and sixteen,
McNeil Island,Wash.
McNeil
Washington, Penitentiary:
miscellaneous ex- MlNeilisldWaah.
For miscellaneous
Penitentiary: For
Island, Washington,
McNeil Island,
penditures,
the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
head for
for
under this
this head
including the
penditures, including
the
in the
the sundry
sundry civil
civil approapproKansas, in
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
penitentiary at
the penitentiary
priation Act
for the
fiscal year
sixteen $282.05.
$282.05. National
priation
Act for
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
National Training
Training
School for
for Boys,
Boys, D.
C.
D.C.
Of the
National Training
School for
for Boys:
Boys: Of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of school
Training School
National
$4,887.50
$41,000, made
by the
the sundry
sundry civil
civil
made by
of $41,000,
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of
$4,887.50 of
Additional land.
Act of
June twenty-third,
and thirteen,
for the
the Vdditiola
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, for
Act
of June
twenty-third, nineteen
Vol. 38, p. 52. d.
purchase
adjoining the
the National
Training School
School
National Training
land adjoining
additional land
of additional
purchase of
for Boys,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
the sum
sum of
of $4.000
$4.000 is
is
Columbia, the
District of
for
Boys, Washington,
reappropriated and
made available
available for
for the
the purchase
such additional
additional
of such
purchase of
and made
reappropriated
land.
Post
Departland.
Post Office
Office DepartPOST
DEPARTMENT.
e Deart
mnt.
ment.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
POST OFFICE
For furniture
and filing cabinets,
year nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
cabinets, fiscal
furniture and
For
seventeen,
seventeen, $5,000.
$5,000.
For
publication of
of copies
of the
fiscal year
year
Postal Guide,
Guide, fiscal
Official Postal
the Official
copies of
For publication
nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, $19,000,
$19,000, in
to the
the approapproaddition to
in addition
hundred and
nineteen hundred
priation
of $21,000
$21,000 for
for this
purpose in
executive, and
and
in the
the legislative,
legislative, executive,
this purpose
priation of
judicial
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
for the
fiscal year
Act for
appropriation Act
judicial appropriation

Furniture, etc., 1917.

Funiture, etc., 1917.
Official Postal Guide,

Offcial Posal Guide
Additional for 1917.
Additiol
Ante, p. 108.or 917.
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seventeen; and the amounts
seventeen;
amounts received
received during
fiscal year
during the
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen
and seventeen
hundred and
sales of
of the
the Official
Official Postal
Postal Guide
Guide to
to the
the
seventeen from
from sales
public may be used as
as a
further appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the publication
publication of
of
a further
copies
copies of
Guide.
of such
such Guide.
Postal service.
Postal
swice.

•

POSTAL SERVICE.
SERVICE.
POSTAL
OUT or
THE POSTAL
REVENUES.
OUT
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES.
OFFIC
OF
THE
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
OF 1
HZ FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Fostmasters.
Postmastes.

Unusual
Unusual conditions.
conditioms.

For compensation
compensation to
postmasters, $400,000.
$400,000.
to postmasters,
For unusual conditions
conditions at
offices, $20,000.
at post
post offices,
$20,000.
OFFICE
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE OF
OF THE
FEW SECOND
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

Freight on
hardst.
For
of freight
freight or
or expressage
on postal
stamped envelopes,
envelopes,
For pay
pay of
rards,
etc. n postal
expressage on
postal cards,
cards, stamped
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, and
and empty
empty mail
mail bags,
$84,000.
tar rotes
Alasksa. newspaper
bags, $84,000.
Star
routes, Alask
For
inland transportation
transportation by
by star
in Alaska,
ailroad routes.
routes.
For inland
star routes
routes in
Alaska, $1,100.
$1,100.
Railroad
For inland
inland transportation
transportation by railroads
the fiscal
For
railroads on account
account of the
fiscal years
years
that follow:
that
follow:
Nineteen
hundred and
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, $255,000;
$255,000;
Nineteen
Nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, $390,000.
hundred and
$390,000.
nurddempiy.
or killed
Iniure
emPlc'Yees.
For postal employees injured or
killed while
on duty,
while on
duty, including
including the
the
specified under
same objects specified
head in
the Post
under this
this head
in the
Post Office
Office appropriation
appropriation
Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
years
and fifteen,
fifteen, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal years
that follow:
follow:
Nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $56,000;
and sixteen,
$56,000;
fourteen, $800.
Nineteen hundred and fourteen,
$800.
AUDITED
SUBMITTED BY
AUDITED SETTLEMENTS
SETTLEMENTS SUBMITTED
BY THE
IRE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE POST
POST
AUDITOR FOR

OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

pedal delivery.
sia
dey.

Special
fees to
reimburse the posSpecial Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, fees
to messengers: To reimburse
postal
tal revenues,
revenues, for the fiscal years that follow, the amounts retained
retained by
by
postmasters
appropriations for
postmasters in excess
excess of the appropriations
for those
those years,
years, namely:
namely:
and thirteen,
For nineteen
nineteen hundred and
thirteen, 32
32 cents;
cents;
For nineteen hundred
fourteen, $39.76.
hundred and fourteen,
$39.76.

}.4503.

Department of Commerce.artment Co-

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE.

Lighthouse Service.
Service.

dama es,

Repairing
g
Gulf
Mexico humcane.
ane.

Reiring
of

damages,

Fisheries Bureau.
Fisheries
Bureau.
isherie

V'essel service.
Vessel
service.
ommStation of
Commutation
tions.
tions.

ra,

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For rebuilding,
rebuilding, repairing,
repairing, and
reestablishing the
ids to
t
o nav
i
ga tion
and reestablishing
the a
aids
navigation
and structures
structures connected
and
connected therewith on the coast of the
the Gulf
Gulf of
of Mexico
Mexico
which
were damaged
which were
damaged or destroyed
destroyed by the hurricane
hurricane of
of July
July fifth
and
fifth and
sixth,
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, fiscal year
hundred and
and
seventeen, $125,000.
$125,000.
Burea

BUREAU
OF FISHERIES.
FISHERIES.
BUREAU OF

Commutation
rations may
may be paid to officers and
and crews
vessels
Commutation of
of rations
crews of
of vessels

of
the Bureau
Fisheries at
such rates
Commerce
of the
Bureau of
of Fisheries
at such
rates as the Secretary of Commerce
may fix and under regulations prescribed
prescribed by
him, not
not to
to exceed
exceed 50
by him,
50
cents per day to
to each
each person.
person.

Department of
of LaLaboDpartment

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
DEPARTMENT
LABOR.

Cantingentexpes.

COTINGENT
miscellaneous exC
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
For contingent and miscellaneous
expenses
the offices
including the
penses of
of the
offices and bureaus
bureaus of the department,
department, including
same objects specified
in the legislative,
same
specified under
under this head in
legislative, executive,
executive,

Contingent expenses.
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appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
and judicial appropriation
nineteen hundred
and
sixteen, to
available during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen
continue available
to continue
and sixteen,
hundred and
seventeen, $2,310.
$2,310.
and seventeen,
hundred
IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION

SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Immigration
Immigration.
Ellis Island

lmmi-

N.Y..*
of gran
grantstation,
New York:
Immigrant
station, Ellis
Ellis Island,
Island, New
York: For
For completion
completion of
Eltalis
onA•r
Immigrant station,
dredging, fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen, $9,000.
For
repairing damages
buildings caused
caused by
on July
July
explosions on
by explosions
to buildings
damages to
For repairing
nineteen
thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, for the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
$150,000.
seventeen, $150,000.
hundred
re
appropriation Dobls&aary
tabrYikuarrta re.
Section six of the legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation
strictionnotappulcb
sixteen, as
and sixteen,
Act,
approved May
May tenth,
tenth, nineteen
hundred and
as amended
amended zo
tri.ction not app
nineteen hundred
Act, approved
Ainp.12a
the fiscal year nineteen hundred Ante,
by
the naval
p.120.
appropriation Act for the
naval appropriation
by the
and seventeen, shall not prohibit the employment and payment,
the Immigration
since
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, in the
TininigTation
nineteen -hundred
ninth, nineteen
May ninth,
since May
a consulting engineer
Service
at Ellis
engineer employed
employed
Ellis Island, of A. B. Fry, a
Service at
in
another branch
branch of the Federal
Federal service,
service, under such terms as the
in another
Scandav-Amerl.
prescribe.
may prescribe.
Labor may
Secretary
of Labor
Seandlnavian-Ameri.
Secretary of
an Line.
For
refund to
to the
the Scandinavian-American
Line of amount
amount erro- ran
Scandinavian-American Line
For refund
Refund
neously paid
for maintenance
maintenance of
of Helene
Helene Blum
•
Refund to.
to.
and two children in
Blum and
paid for
neously
at the Ellis
September and
October, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, .at
and October,
September
Island Immigration
Immigration Station,
$162.50.
E. C.Trry.
Island
Station, $162.50.
Informer's te.
of $500
collection of
led to
to the
To
E. C.
C. Terry
for information
information that
the collection
$500 informer's
tee.
that led
Terry for
pay E.
To pay
in
Centerfreeze Company,
Company, of New Haven,
Arena Centerfreeze
the Arena
from the
penalties from
in penalties
Connecticut, for
for importing
importing aliens
aliens under
in violation of the
contract in
under contract
Connecticut,
immigration laws,
laws, $100.
immigration

COMPENSATION COMUNITED
STATES EMPLOYEES'
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
UNITED STATES
MISSION.
MISSION.

>
Employees' Compen.
sation Commission.

sanEMPc°

.

Expenses.
For
Act entitled
entitled "An
provide compensaEase. p.
compensa- Ante,
Act to
to provide
"An Act
an Act
under an
For expenses
expenses under
in the742.
ton for
for employees
employees of
the United
United States
injuries while
while in
suffering injuries
States suffering
of the
tion
performance of
of their
their duties,
duties, and
and for
purposes)" approved Sepother purposes"
for other
performance

sixteen, namely:
tember
,
and sixteen,
namely:
hundred and
, nineteen
nineteen hundred
tember
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
salaries of
Commissioners, and
and pe
peSalaries
an d ex.
ex.
s and
the Commissioners,
of the
For salaries
MISCELLANEOUS
749.
for
assistants, clerks,
other employees,
Commission A,
Ante, p. 741
the Commission
as the
employees, as
and other
clerks, and
such assistants,
for such
may deem
deem necessary,
for traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, expenses
of medical
medical
expenses of
and for
necessary, and
may
examinations, and
and for
for reasonable
other expenses
expenses and
and other
traveling and
reasonable traveling
examinations,
loss
of wages
wages payable
payable to
twenty-one, for
rent
for rent
section twenty-one,
under section
employees under
to employees
loss of
m
Columbia and
and equipment
equipment of
purchase of
of
offices, purchase
of offices,
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
books, stationery,
and binding to be done
printing and
supplies, printing
other supplies,
and other
stationery, and
books,
at the
the Government
Government Printing
Office, and
other necessary
expenses, for
necessary expenses,
and other
Printing Office,
at
the fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, $50,000.
Estintatem
Estimates Est'ma
$50,000. Estimates
and seventeen,
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
the
in
shall hereafter
be annually
hereunder.
om atinf
submitted hereunder.
annually submitted
hereafter be
in detail
detail shall
Coon fund.
Pent
compensa-- Pay
payment of
the payment
For the
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FUND:
of eompensa
mpen
ment
sati
into.
FUND: For
EMPL.OYEES'
tion
by said
said Act,
surgical, and
hospital Ante,
9.°
p.7749.
Ate, p.
and hospital
medical, surgical,
including medical,
Act, including
provided by
tion provided
services, and
supplies provided
and the
the transportatransportanine, and
section nine,
by section
provided by
and supplies
services,
tion
and burial
sections nine
nine and
for the
the
eleven, for
and eleven,
by sections
provided by
expenses provided
burial expenses
tion and
fiscal
year
nineteen
hundred
and
seventeen,
$500,000.
$500,000.
seventeen,
and
hundred
nineteen
fiscal year
LEGISLATIVE.
LEGISLATIVE.
SENATE.
SENATE.
To pay
Caroline F.
Martin, Vallie
B. Williamson,
Lucy E.
and
E. Boyd,
Bovd, and
Williamson, Lucy
Vallie B.
F. Martin,
pay Caroline
To
EthelvnH.
A. Burleigh,
son; and
and Edwin
C.
Edwin C.
Burleigh, son;
Lewis A.
daughters; Lewis
Stubbs, daughters;
Ethelvn'H. Stubbs,
Burleigh
Donald Q.
Q. Burleigh,
Burleigh, grandsons
grandsons of
the late
Senator
late Senator
of the
and Donald
Burleigh and
Edwin
Burleigh, from
the State
of Maine,
Maine, $7,500.
$7,500.
State of
from the
C. Burleigh,
Edwin C.
To
the official
reporters of
debates of
of
and debates
proceedings and
the proceedings
of the
official reporters
To reimburse
reimburse the
the
Senate
for
expenses
incurred
to
July
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
hundred
nineteen
first,
July
to
incurred
the Senate for expenses
sixteen,
clerk hireeand
and other
clerical services,
$4,200.
services, $4,200.
other clerical
for clerk
sixteen, for

Legislative.

Legtive.
Senate.
Senate.

Edwin
Burleigh.
Edwin C. Burleigh.
Pay to
of.
L
familyJ
to family
P

oialrepor

Official reporters

Reimbursement.
Beimbursement
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Dennis M.
M. Kerr.
Kerr.
Services.

ens

1916.
1916.

To pay
pay Dennis M. Kerr
Kerr for extra and expert services
services rendered to
to the
Committee on Pensions during the first session of the Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
assistant clerk to said committee
committee by detail
Congress as assistant
detail from the
Bureau of Pensions, $1,200.

House of RepresenRepresentatives.
tatives.

HOUSE OF
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.
HOUSE

Joseph
Goulden.
Jseph A. Goulden.
Pay to
to widow.
widow.

To pay the widow
widow of Joseph A. Goulden,
GouMen, late a
aRepresentative
Representative from
from
the
State of
of New
7,500.
the State
New York,
York, $7,500.

Py

Samuel
A. Witheramuel A.
Witherspoon.
Pay to widow.
William G. Brown,
Brown,

pyotowidow.
wluiam G.

Pay to widow.
widow.
1
Hunter
jr.
nter H.. Moss,
M,
jr.
Pay to widow.

P w

Contested.electionexCamteted-lectionexpusses.

To pay the widow of Samuel
Witherspoon, late aaRepresentative
Samuel A. Witherspoon,
Representative
of Mississippi,
Mississippi, $7,500.
from the State
State of
$7,500.
To pay the widow
widow of William G. Brown,
Brown, junior, late a
Representaa Representaof West
West Virginia,
tive from the State of
Virginia, $7,500.
$7,500.
To pay the widow
widow of Hunter
Hunter H. Moss,
Moss, junior, late a
aRepresentative
Representative

from the State of West Virginia, $7,500.
$7,500.

For allowance
allowance to the following contestants
For
contestants and contestees
contestees for
for

expenses
incurred by them in contested-election
expenses incurred
contested-election cases, audited
audited and
and
recommended
Committees on Elections Numbered
recommended by the Committees
Numbered One, Two,
and Three:
Three:
William Elsa Wil$2,000;
aMbm Ela Wil- William Elza Williams, $2,000;
liams.
J. xecan

7. Wean Davis.
Davi.

J.J. McCan
McCan Davis,
Davis, $2,040;
$2,000;

Francis J.
J. Horgan, $1,500;
$1,500;
George
Holden
oaesa
Holden
George
Tinkham,
Holden
Tinkham,
$1,500;
$1,500;
Tinkharn.
wIam
Ctry.
William 7.. Cary.
J Cary,
$2,000;
William J.
Cary, $2,000;
In all, $9,000.
Stationery.
sBtIWmy.
stationery for Representatives,
For stationery
Representatives, Delegates, and Resident Commissioners, $125.
S
D An
te
Miscellaneous
Items,
' For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and expenses
expenses of special and select
select cometc.
exclusive of salaries and labor, unless specifically
mittees, exclusive
specifically ordered
ordered
by the House of Representatives,
Representatives, $7,500.
$7,500.
Folding
For folding speeches
Folding.
speeches and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at a
a rate
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding $1
$1
per thousand, fiscal year nineteen hundred
seventeen, $6,000.
$6,000.
hundred and
and seventeen,
Francis J. Horgan.
Horgan.

To reimburse the Official
Reporters of Debates
Official Reporters
Debates $900
$900 each,
the
each, and the
Stenographers to Committees $750
Official Stenographers
moneys actually
$750 each, for moneys
and necessarily expended
them to August thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen
expended by them
sixteen, $8,400.
hundred and sixteen,
Horses
and mailwagHorandmalwag
For hire of horses
horses and mail wagons
wagons for carrying
the mails,
mails, fiscal
fiscal
carrying the
ons.
hundred and seventeen, $1,000, or so much
year nineteen hundred
much thereof as
as
may be necessary.

Official reporters and
Offialreptrsand
stenographers.
Reimbursement.
nRtmburnt.

ovTarnmelnt
Government
ing Office.

to°ffies.

Print-

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE.
OFFICE.

Holidas.

Holidays: To enable the Public Printer to comply
comply with the
the propro-.
holidays and the Executive
visions of the law granting
granting holidays
order grantgrantExecutive order
ing half holidays
Government
holidays with pay to the
the employees of the Government
Office, $604.67.
$604.67.
Printing Office,
Leaves of absence.
Leaves of abose.
Leaves of absence:
absence: To enable the Public Printer
Printer to comply with
the provisions
provisions of
days' annual
leave t
the
of the law
law granting
granting thirty
thirty days'
annual leave
too the
employees of the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
Office, $1,000.
$1,000.
employees
Samuel
Robinson
SWam"el
biddnsn , To pay Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William Madden,
Madden, and Joseph
Joseph De Fontes,
William Madden, and
Joseph
Josph Dee Fontes.
present session
messengers on night duty during the present
of Congress,
Congress, for
for
session of
extra services, $700 each; in all, $2,100.
$2,100.
Holidays.

Printing and
and bindbindPrinting
ing.

brary ofongress

Library of Congress.

PRINTING
BINDING.
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING.

For
binding for
the Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, including
For printing
printing and
and binding
for the
including
the copyright
copyright office
office and the publication
publication of the Catalogue
Catalogue of Title
Entries of the copyright
copyright office, and binding, rebinding, and repairing
repairing
of library
library books, and for building and grounds,
grounds, Library
Congress,
Library of Congress,
$9,000..
$9,000.
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JUDGMENTS, UNITED
JUDGMENTS,
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS.
COURTS.

Judgments,
Judgments,
States courts.
courts.

For payment of the final judgment
judgment and decree,
decree, including
including cost
cost of
suit, which has been rendered
rendered under the provisions
provisions of the Act of
eighty-seven, entitled
March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
to provide
provide for the bringing of suits against the Government
Government of
of the
the
Congress at its present
United States,"
States," certified
certified to Congress
present session bv
by the
Attorney General
Document Numbered
Numbered Twelve hundred
General in House Document
hundred
and sixty-seven, and which has not been
been appealed,
appealed, namely:
Under the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $2,069.55.
Under
$2,069.55.
In
$2,069.55; together
In all, $2,069.55;
together with such additional sum as may be
necessary to pay interest on the judgment at the rate of four
four per
per
necessary
centum
date thereof
the time
time this
approcentum per annum
annum from
from the
the date
thereof until
until the
this appropriation
made.
priation is
is made.
SIlit,

JUDGMENTS, COURT
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF
CLAIMS.
OF CLAIMS.

United
United

Payment.
Payment.
Vol.
Vol. 24,
24, p.
P. 505.

Treasury
ment.

Depart-

Judgments, Court of
of
Judgments,
Claims.
Claims.

For the
of the
rend ere dby
the C
ourtof
of
Clai
ms , Payment.
Claims,
Payment
by the
Court
the payment
payment of
the judgments
judgments rendered
For
Congress at its present
House Document
reported to congress
present session in House
Document NumNumsixty-three, and Senate
bered Twelve hundred and sixty-three,
Document NumNumSenate Document
bered
hundred and
thirty-eight, nam
ely :
Classification.
lassification.
bered Five
Five hundred
and thirty-eight,
namely:
Under the
$24,934.96;
Under
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, $24,934.96;
Under the
War Department,
Under
the War
Department, $46,775.74;
$46,775.74;
Under the
Department, $21,304.74;
Under
the Navy
Navy Department,
$21,304.74;
Under the Interior Department,
Department, $9,271.86;
$9,271.86;
Office Department,
Under the
the Post
Post Office
Department, $342.88;
$342.88;
In
all, $102,630.18.
In all,
$102,630.18.
Atw I
a.a dBa
For payment of the net amount, namely,
namely, $689,460.54,
$689,460.54, of a
ajudgjudg_of csw
chlifLnd.
LaB
of
dated December
December sixth,
sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Payment of judgment of
of the
the Court
Court of Claims,
Claims, dated
hundred Payment
m favor
and
fifteen, certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress in
House Document
Numbered ment
'wilt Iavor
and fifteen,
in House
Document Numbered
o.
Thirteen
Thirteen hundred and
rendered under
and thirty-two,
thirty-two, of
of this
this session,
session, rendered
under
p
the
Act of
of February
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine,
nine, in
in favor
favor619.vO.
vol. 35
3.5 ,p.619.
.
the Act
February fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
of
Mille Lac
Band of
of Chippewa
in the
of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
of the Mille
Lac Band
Chippewa Indians
Indians in
the State
State of
to be credited to "Chippewas
"Chippewas in Minnesota
Minnesota fund,"
established by
fund," established
section seven
of the
Act approved
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen vol.2s,
Vol. 25, p.
p. 645.
64.5.
section
seven of
the Act
approved January
January fourteenth,
hundred and eighty-nine;
eighty-nine; $487,873.94
of said
net judgment,
as
hundred
$487,873.94 of
said net
judgment, as
determined
Court of
to bear
is hereby
hereby baterest.
determined by the
the Court
of Claims,
Claims, to
bear interest
interest which
which is
nterest.
appropriated out
moneys in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated
out of
of any
any moneys
appropriated, at
rate of
of five
centum per
per annum
annum from
December
per centum
from December
appropriated,
at the
the rate
five per
sixth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, until
the date
the fund
is credited;
sixth, nineteen
until the
date the
fund is
credited;
and thereafter
thereafter the amount credited to the
interest
the fund shall draw
draw interest
as provided
in section
section seven
seven of
of the
the said
Act of
January fourteenth,
as
provided in
said Act
of January
fourteenth,
eighteen
hundred and
eighty-nine.
eighteen hundred
and eighty-nine.
JUDGMENTS IN
IN INDIAN
INDIAN DEPREDATION
DEPREDATION CLAIMS.
CLAIMS.
JUDGMENTS
For payment
payment of
of judgments
judgments rendered
the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims in
For
rendered by
by the
in
Indian
cases, certified
to Congress
House Document
Indian depredation
depredation cases,
certified to
Congress in
in House
Document
Numbered
Twelve hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
at its
its present
present session,
Numbered Twelve
sixty-six at
session,
$35,804; said
to be
be paid
deductions required
$35,804;
said judgments
judgments to
paid after
after the
the deductions
required
to
made under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
six of
of the
to be
be made
of section
section six
the Act
Act approved
approved
March third,
third, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled
Act
March
eighteen hundred
entitled "An
"An Act
to
provide for
the adjustment
adjustment and
and payment
claims arising
arising from
to provide
for the
payment of
of claims
from
Indian depredations,"
shall have
have been
been ascertained
ascertained and
and duly
duly certified
certified
Indian
depredations," shall
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
of the
the Treasury,
by
the Secretary
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury,
which certification
certification shall
made as
soon as
as practicable
after the
the
which
shall be
be made
as soon
practicable after
passage of
of this
this Act,
made according
accordi a to
to
passage
Act, and
and such
such deductions
deductions shall
shall be
be made
the
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, having
due regara
to
the discretion.
discretion of
Secretary of
having due
regard to
the educational
and other
other necessary
of the
tribe or
or
the
educational and
necessary requirements
requirements of
the tribe
tribes affected;
affected; and
the amounts
amounts paid
shall be
to the
tribes
and the
paid shall
be reimbursed
reimbursed to
the
United States
States at
and in
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
at such
such times
times and
in such
such proportions
proportions as

Indian

Judgments, Indian
dpredt,
depredation
claims.
Payment.
Payment.

Deductions.
Deductons.
Vol.

26, p. 853.

. 26, p.3.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
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of the Interior may decide to be for the
of the
the Indian
Indian Service:
Service:
the interests
interests of
Provided,
one of
judgments provided
in this
this paragraph
paragraph
Provided, That
That no
no one
of said
said judgments
provided in
shall
the Attorney
General shall
shall have
certified to
the
shall be
be paid
paid until the
Attorney General
have certified
to the
Secretary of
Treasury that
that there
there exists
exists no
grounds sufficient,
sufficient, in
in
of the Treasury
no grounds
his opinion, to support
motion for
new trial
trial or
an appeal
appeal of
of said
said
support a
a motion
for a
a new
or an
cause.
cause.
judgments contained
None of the judgments
contained in this Act shall be
paid until
be paid
until
the
of appeal
shall have
have expired.
expired.
the right
right of
appeal shall

Proviso.
Appeal.
AppeaL

Right of
appeal.
Right
o appeal.

AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS.
CLAIMS

laims.
Audited claims.
Claims certified by
caitSmgtoffey
accounting
officers.

Vol. 18, P. 110.

ol.18,

1916.
1916.

110.

Vol.
23, p. 254.
VoL23,rp.2.

2

SEC. 2.
That for
for the
of the
following claims,
certified to
to
SEC.
2. That
the payment
payment of
the following
claims, certified
be due
several accounting
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
be
due by
by the
the several
accounting officers
officers of
of the
under appropriations
appropriations the
the balances
have been
been exhausted
exhausted or
or
balances of
of which
which have
carried
carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section
of the
the
section five
five of
Act of June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
seventy-four, and
and under
under
hundred and
and seventy-four,
appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
as permanent,
being for
the service
service
treated as
permanent, being
for the
of the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen
thirteen and
and other
other years,
years,
hundred and
unless otherwise stated, and
been certified
to Congress
Congress
and which have
have been
certified to
under section two of the Act of July seventh, eighteen
under
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-four, as fully
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered Twelve
Twelve
fully set forth
forth in
in House
hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, reported
to Congress
Congress at
at its
its present
present session,
session,
reported to

there is appropriated as
as follows:
follows:

CLAIMS
CLAIMS ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

caS

by

oe
Auditor
Claims allowed
b9
lor Treasury

Dqw r
Department.

For
Treasury Department:
Freight, t
el
eFor contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Treasury
Department: Freight,
tele'
For collecting
collecting the revenue from
from customs,
$4,189.44.
customs, $4,189.44.
For salaries and
under Act
Act to
amend the
the national
national banking
banking
and expenses
expenses under
to amend
$125.40.
laws, $125.40.
For suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and other
other crimes,
crimes, 28
cents.
28 cents.
For Public Health and Marine-Hospital
Marine-Hospital Service,
Service, $1.05.
$1.05.
collections, $25.
$25.
For refunding
refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
For refunding
refunding taxes illegally
$111,277.75.
illegally collected,
collected, $111,277.75.
For payment of judgments
internal-revenue officers,
judgments against
against internal-revenue
officers,
$397,071.18.
$397,071.18.
For redemption
redemption of
of stamps,
stamps, $25.
$25.
For allowance of drawback, internal
$46.97.
internal revenue,
revenue, $46.97.
For pay of crews, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, and so
forth, Life-Saving
Life-Saving
so forth,
Service, $239.36.
Service,
$239.36.
For Life-Saving
For
Life-Saving Service,
Service, $487.15.
$487.15.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, assay
assay office
office at
nineteen hundred
hundred
at Helena,
Helena, nineteen
and fifteen,
$6.29.
fifteen, $6.29.
For operating
operating supplies for
for public
$119.63.
public buildings,
buildings, $119.63.
For fuel, lights, and
and water
water for
for public
buildings, $211.21.
$211.21.
public buildings,
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $208.88.
$208.88.
preservation of public buildings, $33.96.
For repairs and preservation
$33.96.
For mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for public
public buildings,
buildings, $27.28.
$27.28.
apparatus for public
For heating
heatin g apparatus
$11.66.
public buildings,
buildings, $11.66.
For rent of
ofbuildings,
buildings, Boston, Massachusetts,
$168.35.
Massachusetts, $168.35.
Wisconsin, $71.20.
For post office and
and courthouse,
courthouse, La Crosse,
Crosse, Wisconsin,
$71.20.
For general
general expenses
expenses of
of public
public buildings,
buildings, $29.44.
$29.44.

astm. grams, and
forth, $1.44.
$1.44.
and so
so forth,

CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS
AUDITOR FOR THE

Claims
allowed by
Claims allowed
by
Auditor
lft for War
ar De
Department.

partient.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For pay, and
so forth,
$49,398.30.
and so
forth, of
of the
the Army,
Army, $49,398.30.
For extra-duty
enlisted men as clerks at
extra-duty pay to enlisted
Army division
and
at Army
division and
department
department headquarters,
headquarters, $1,503.25.
$1,503.25.
For mileage to officers
officers and
and contract
contract surgeons,
surgeons, $42.
$42.
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825
825

$11.58.
subsistence of the Army, $11.58.
For subsistence
Department, $84.72.
For
Quartermaster's Department,
supplies, Quartermaster's
regular supplies,
For regular
$49,805.79.
For
incidental expenses,
expenses, Quartermaster's
Department, $49,805.79.
Quartermaster's Department,
For incidental
For
barracks and quarters,
quarters, $90.64.
$90.64.
For barracks
For
transportation of
$2,927.08.
the Army and its supplies, $2,927.08.
of the
For transportation
For
roads, walks,
wharves, and
and. drainage,
drainage, $609.53.
walks, wharves,
For roads,
For
sewers at military
military posts,
posts, $1,397.10.
$1,397.10.
For water and sewers
For
construction and repair
repair of hospitals, $3,660.19.
For construction
For
headstones for
soldiers, $13.14.
graves of soldiers,
for graves
For headstones
For
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers, Central
Central
for Disabled
Home for
National Home
For National
Branch,
$12.80.
Branch, $12.80.
Volunteer Soldiers,
For
National Home for
Soldiers, Mountain
Mountain
for Disabled Volunteer
For National
Branch,
$9.30.
Branch, $9.30.
For
National Home
Home for
for Disabled
Soldiers, salaries and
Volunteer Soldiers,
Disabled Volunteer
For National
incidental
$22.54.
incidental expenses, $22.54.
For
pay, transportation,
services, and supplies of Oregon
Oregon and
and
transportation, services,
For pay,
Washington
in eighteen
and fifty-five
fifty-five and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Volunteers in
Washington Volunteers
$24.69.
eighteen
and fifty-six, $24.69.
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Volunteers, $62.71.
For support
support four companies
$62.71.
companies Utah Volunteers,
For
$7.91.
War, $7.91.
For
expenses of
of Rogue
Indian War,
Rogue River Indian
For expenses
For
transporting and
caring for
for interned
interned Mexican
soldiers and
Mexican soldiers
and caring
For transporting
military
refugees, $5,973.29.
$5,973.29.
military refugees,
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AITDITOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
AUDITOR FOB
CLAIMS ALLOWED

For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, $30.
Claims
aowd
Clams torallowed
$30.
For
Auditor ior
Navy
Navy
Auditor
partment.
For contingent,
partment.
$30.
Navy, $30.
contingent, Navy,
For
For pay,
pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
$2,334.23.
Corps, $2,334.23.
For
For contingent,
contingent, Marine
Marine Corps, $99.03.
$99.03.
For
For repairs,
repairs, Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, $3.04.
For
For transportation,
transportation, Bureau
Bureau of
Navigation, $291.72.
$291.72.
of Navigation,
For
For gunnery
$7.34.
Navigation, $7.34.
Bureau of Navi?ation,
exercises, Bureau
gunnery exercises,
For
For new
new batteries
batteries for
ships of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Ordnance,
Ordnance,
for ships
For
$51.27.
$51.27.
For fire
fire control
ships of
Bureau of
$5,970.
Ordnance, $5,970.
of Ordnance,
Navy, Bureau
the Navy,
of the
for ships
control for
For
For
vessels, Bureau
Bureau of Equipment,
Equipment, $75.
$75.
of vessels,
equipment of
For equipment
For maintenance,
$121.68.
Docks, $121.68.
and Docks,
Yards and
of Yards
Bureau of
maintenance, Bureau
For
For
remains of
of officers,
forth, Navy
Navy Departso forth,
and so
officers, and
home remains
bringing home
For bringing
ment, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen and
hundred and sixsixnineteen hundred
and nineteen
nineteen hundred
ment,
teen,
$226.34.
teen, $226.34.
For pay
of the
Navy, $4,143.51.
$4,143.51.
the Navy,
pay of
For
For
freight, Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies and
Accounts, $98.61.
$98.61.
and Accounts,
of Supplies
For freight,
For
freight, Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies and
and Accounts,
nineteen hundred
hundred
Accounts, nineteen
of Supplies
For freight,
and fifteen,
$14,920.27.
fifteen, $14,920.27.
and
For
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and
Accounts,
and Accounts,
transportation, Bureau
and transportation,
coal and
For coal

by

DeDe.

$6.08.
$6.08.

For construction
repair, Bureau
Bureau of
of Construction
and Repair,
Construction and
and repair,
construction and
For
$40.16.
$40.16.
For steam
steam machinery,
machinery, Bureau
Steam Engineering,
$44.
Engineering, $44.
of Steam
Bureau of
For

For
indemnity for
for lost
lost property,
naval service,
second,
March second,
Act March
service, Act
property, naval
For indemnity
eighteen
ninety-five, $196.27.
$196 .
27 .
eighteen hundred and ninety-five,
For destruction
clothing and
bedding for
sanitary reasons,
reasons,
for sanitary
and bedding
of clothing
destruction of
Tor
$27.25.
$27.25.

Vol. 28,
p. 962.
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vol.
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CLA
IMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
HE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR Ink.
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
THE INTERIOR
BY THE
CLAIMS
For contingent
contingent expenses
land offices,
$22.32.
offices, $22.32.
of land
expenses of
For
For protecting
lands, timber,
and so
forth, $2.
$2.
so forth,
timber, and
public lands,
protecting public
For
For
surveying the
the public
public lands,
lands, $12.10.
$12.10.
For surveying
For Geological
$2.99.
Survey, $2.99.
Geological Survey,
For
For
mine accidents,
accidents, $7.88.
$7.88.
investigating mine
For investigating

Claims allowed by
Claims
Auditor for
for Interior
Interior
Auditor
Department.
Department.
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For return of funds of patients, Government
Government Hospital for the
the
Insane,
Insane, $2.40.
For Army pensions, $701.57.
$701.57.
For suppressing liquor
liquor traffic
traffic among the Indians, 50
50 cents.
cents.
For Indian school
school and agency
agency buildings, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and
fifteen, $889.67.
$889.67.
For Indian school transportation,
$6.79.
transportation, $6.79.
For industrial work and care of timber, $31.95.
$31.95.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies,
supplies, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen, $4,521.07.
$4,521.07.
For purchase
purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies, nineteenhunnineteen hunfourteen, $170.04.
$170.04.
dred and fourteen,
purchase and transportation
For purchase
transportation of Indian
supplies, $183.69.
$183.69.
Indian supplies,
For contingencies,
$15.
contingencies, Indian
Indian Department,
Department, $15.
Indians in Arizona and New Mexico,
For support of Indians
Mexico, $255.
$255.
avajo Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona
For bridge,
bridge, Western
Western Navajo
Arizona (reimbursable),
(reimbursable),
$30.57.
$30.57.
For support of Indians
Indians of Fort Hall Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
hundred
fifteen, $45.22.
$45.22.
For support of Sioux of Devils Lake, North
North Dakota, nineteen
nineteen hunhundred and
and. fifteen, $58.79.
Fpr Indian school, Chilocco,
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, repairs and
improvements,
and improvements,
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $3.
$3.
For support
support of Sioux of different tribes, subsistence and
and civilizacivilization, South Dakota, $8.90.
For maintenance
maintenance and operatioh
operation irrigation
irrigation system, Yakima
Yakima ReservaReservation, Washington
(reimbursable), nineteen
Washington (reimbursable),
hundred and
fifteen, $3.29.
$3.29.
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
CLAIMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
THE STATE
STATE AND
AND OTHER
OTHER
FOR THE
DEPARTMENTS.
DEPARTMENTS.

ACiMtor
rSto
te For salaries of vice consuls
A
=
c 3:
11
8
°wed,etr,
consuls (Act
(Act of February
February fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
D.t3 ptsse s
Drtts
and fifteen),
fifteen), nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $3,187.67.
$3,187.67.
For
salaries, charges
charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad interim, nineteen
For salaries,
nineteen hundred and
sixteen, $4,494.69.
14,494.69.
For salaries, Consular Service, $3.33.
$3.33.
For relief and protection
American seamen, nineteen
protection of American
nineteen hundred
hundred
sixteen, $5,720.25.
$5,720.25.
and sixteen
For relief and protection
protection of American
nineteen hundred
hundred
American seamen, nineteen
and fifteen, $1,873.27.
$1,873.27.
For preservation of collections, National
National Museum, $7.76.
$7.76.
For general
general expenses, Weather
Weather Bureau, $837.31.
$837.31.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry, $8.26.
Bureau of
$8.26.
For meat inspection,
inspection, Bureau of Animal
Animal Industry, $13.50.
$13.50.
For cooperative
cooperative experiments in animal feeding
feeding and breeding, $7.20.
$7.20.
For general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Plant Industry,
Industry, $125.69.
$125.69.
For purchase and distribution of
valuable seeds,
seeds, $1.91.
$1.91.
of valuable
For general expenses, Forest
Forest Service, $102.10.
$102.10.
For improvement
improvement of the national
national forests,
$3.29.
forests, $3.29.
For fighting
preventing forest fires in emergency,
fighting and preventing
$9.46.
emergency, $9.46.
For enforcement of the food and drugs act, $646.37.
$646.37.
For general expenses. Bureau
Bureau of Biological Survey, $3.52.
For irrigation investigations,
nvestigations, $1.
For party expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic Survey,
$3.09.
Survey, $3.09.
For general expenses, LighthonsP
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $133.06.
$133.06.
For salaries, keepers
keepers of lighthouses,
$510.59.
lighthouses, $510.59.
For expenses of buoyage,
lauoyage, $21.17.
For Lincoln
Station, Alaska,
Lincoln Rock Light Station,
$6.48.
Alaska, $6.48.
For miscellaneous
For
miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of Fisheries,
Fisheries, $24.38.
For contingent
Commerce and Labor,
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of Commerce
$6.13.
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regulating immigration,
immigration, $162.59.
For expenses
expenses of regulating
$162.59.
For naturalization
naturalization of aliens, 8
8 cents.
For salaries, fees, and expenses
expenses of marshals,
marshals, United
United States
States courts,
$2.50.
For fees of clerks
clerks,? United States courts,
courts, $60.50.
For
commissioners, United States
nineteen hundred
hundred
For fees of
of commissioners,
States courts,
courts, nineteen
and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $683.70.
commissioners, United States courts,
For fees of commissioners,
courts, $17.60.
For fees of jurors, United States
States courts,
$57.
courts, $57.
For fees
States courts,
courts, $341.15.
$341.15.
fees of witnesses,
witnesses, United
United States
For pay of bailiffs, and so forth, United
nineteen
United States
States courts, nineteen
hundred
fifteen, $234.
hundred and
and fifteen,
$234.
For support
support of
prisoners, United
States court,
court, $130.15.
For
of prisoners,
United States
$130.15.
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
CLAIMS ALLOWED
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
AITDITOR FOR
1.1it. POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

For indemnities, international
international registered
registered mail, $533.11.
$533.11.
indemnities t domestic
domestic registered
For indemnities,
registered mail, $428.26.
$428.26.
parcel-post insurance,
For parcel-post
insurance, $97.98.
For freight
on mail
mail bags,
cards, and
$147.34.
For
freight on
bags, postal
postal cards,
and so
so forth,
forth, $147.34.
For
shipment of
of supcthes,
$253.38.
For shipment
supplies, $253.38.
For
Service, $218.86.
$218.86.
For Star Route Service,
For
post-office inspectors,
inspectors, traveling
$7.
For post-office
traveling expenses,
expenses, $7.
For
postal employees,
employees, injured, $6,604.24.
$6,604.24.
For postal
For
Railway Mail
For Railway
Mail Service,
Service, injured, $2,000.
$2,000.
allowance, railway
railway postal clerks,
$23.85.
For Railway
Railway Mail Service,
Service, travel allowance,
clerks,
$23.85.
For
railway post-office
$46.44.
post-office car service, $46.44.
For railway
For
mail-messenger service
service, $5.59.
For mail-messenger
For
power-boat service, $7:32.
$7.32.
For power-boat
For
$2,566.40.
free delivery,
delivery, $2,566.40.
For rural
rural free
For
Delivery Service,
Service, carriers,
$127.05.
carriers, $127.05.
Rural Delivery
For Rural
For supplies,
Service, $2.85.
$2.85.
Delivery Service,
Rural Delivery
For
supplies, Rural
For
Delivery Service,
tolls, $38.40.
$38.40.
Service, tolls,
Rural Delivery
For Rural
For Rural
Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
and clerks, $39.56.
$39.56.
carriers and
Service, letter carriers
For
For office
$127.50.
office appliances,
appliances, $127.50.
For
$134.99.
For Railway
Railway Wail
Mail Service, salaries, $134.99.
For
For railroad
railroad transportai
ion, $9.56.
$9.56.
transportation,
For
For City
carriers, $263.16.
$263.16.
Service, carriers,
City Delivery
Delivery Service,
For
For
and temporary
temporary city
carriers,
city delivery
delivery carriers,
auxiliary, and
substitute, auxiliary,
For substitute,
$263.70.
$263.70.
For
hire, $23.60.
$23.60.
horse hire,
delivery horse
For city delivery
For
postal employees
employees for
inventions, $400.
$400.
for inventions,
to postal
rewards to
For rewards
For compensation
compensation to
$86.68.
to postmasters,
postmasters, $86.68.
For
For
and clerks
offices, $66.80.
$66.80.
in post
post offices,
clerks in
postmasters and
assistant postmasters
For assistant
For separating
separating mails,
class offices,
$123.80.
offices, $123.80.
fourth class
third and
and fourth
mails, third
For
For unusual
post offices, $385.
$385.
at post
conditions at
unusual conditions
For
For rent,
fuel, $591.82.
$591.82.
and fuel,
light, and
For
rent, light,
For compensation
compensation to
post offices,
offices, $375.
$375.
to clerks in post
For
For
$1,055.70.
seals, $1,055.70.
For intaglio
intaglio seals,
For manufacture
of postal
$557.87.
cards, $557.87.
postal cards,
manufacture of
For
For
in the
to the
the credit
credit of
of miscellamiscellaTreasury to
the Treasury
deposited in
For amounts
amounts deposited
neous
receipts, $12.34.
$12.34.
neous receipts,
For relief of
Morgan, $19.11.
$19.11.
M. Morgan,
of E. M.
For
S
EC. 3.
the payment
certified to
claims, certified
following claims,
the following
payment of the
That for
for the
SEC.
3. That
be due
due by
by the
several accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
Treasury Department
Department
the Treasury
the several
be
under appropriations
the balances
balances of
have been
been exhausted
exhausted or
or
which have
of which
appropriations the
under
carried to
the surplus
surplus fund
fund under
under the
the provisions
of section
section five
of the
the
five of
provisions of
to the
carried
Act of
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
hundred and
seventy-four, and
under
and under
and seventy-four,
eighteen hundred
of June
Act
appropriations
heretofore treated
treated as
permanent, being
the service
service
for the
being for
as permanent,
appropriations heretofore
of
the fiscal
hundred and
and thirteen
thirteen and
and other
other years,
years, unless
unless
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
fiscal year
of the

Claims allowed by
by
Claims
Auditor for Post
Post Office
Office
Auditor
Department.
Department.

Additional claims.
Additional
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otherwise
otherwise stated, and which have been certified
certified to Congress under
under
section two of the Act
section
Act of July seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyfour,
fully set
set forth
Numbered Five
Five hundred
four, as fully
forth in
in Senate
Senate Document
Document Numbered
hundred
and thirty-six, reported
reported to Congress
Congress at
its present
there is
at its
present session,
session, there
is
appropriated
follows:
appropriated as
as follows:
CLAIMS ALLOWED
THE AUDITOR
CLAIMS
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Auditor for Treasury
'Treasury
Auditor
Department.
Department.

For care of seamen,
so forth,
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, $30.
$30.
seamen, and
and so
forth, Public
For refunding
illegally collected,
$29,166.86.
refunding taxes illegally
collected, $29,166.86.
payment of
For payment
against internal-revenue
internal-revenue officers,
officers,
of judgments
judgments against
$22,729.45.
$22,729.45.
For
redemption of
$165,84.'
For redemption
of stamps,
stamps, $165.84.
For
punishment for
violation of
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws,
laws, $50.
$50.
For punishment
for violation
For expenses
expenses of Revenue-Cutter
$7.92.
Revenue-Cutter Service,
Service, $7.92.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Independent
$6,577.35.
Independent Treasury,
Treasury, $6,577.35.
For pay of assistant
janitors '$37.44.
$37.44.
assistant custodians
custodians and
and janitors,
furniture and repairs
For furniture
repairs of same
for public
public buildings,
buildings, $263.25.
$263.25.
same for
mechanical equipment
For mechanical
equipment for public
public buildings,
buildings, $1.
$1.
For
expenses of
of public
public buildings,
$1.80.
For general
general expenses
buildings, $1.80.
CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Claims allowed by
Auditor
claims
for
allowed
bY
Auditor
for
War De-

partment.
partment.

ALLOWED BY
ALLOWED
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For pay,
pay , and so
the Army,
Army, $6,989.07.
$6,989.07.
so forth, of
of the
For extra-duty
extra-duty pay to enlisted men
clerks at
at Army
and
men as
as clerks
Army division
division and
department
department headquarters,
headquarters, $165.50.
$165.50.
For regular supplies,
Quartermaster's Department,
supplies, Quartermaster's
Department, $59.54.
$59.54.
For incidental
incidental expenses,
Department, $1,971.95.
$1,971.95.
expenses, Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
For barracks
barracks and
$35.50.
and quarters
quarters,'$35.50.
of the
Army and
supplies, $2,342.79.
$2,342.79.
For transportation
transportation of
the Army
and its
its supplies,
For encampment
encampment and maneuvers,
Organized Militia,
Militia, $11.
$11.
maneuvers, Organized
For headstones for graves
graves of soldiers, $1.92.
$1.92.
For disposition of remains
remains of officers,
officers, soldiers, and
civil employees,
employees,
and civil
$1.79.
$1.79.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
THE AUDITOR
FOR THE
THE NAVY
CLAIMS
BY THE
AUDITOR FOR
DEPARTMENT.
NAYT DEPARTMENT.

laims allowed by
Claims
Auditor for Navy De.
Department.

vol. 2,
Vol.
28, p.
p. 96
962.

For pay of the Navy, $2,467.16.
$2,467.16.
For
miscellaneous, $44.02.
$44.02.
For pay,
pay, miscellaneous,
For pay, Marine Corps,
Corps, $1,624.97.
$1,624.97.
For maintenance,
maintenance, quartermaster's
quartermaster's department,
department, Marine
Marine Corps,
$33.80.
For contingent, Marine Corps, $58.24.
$58.24.
transportation, Bureau
Bureau of
$6.50.
For transportation,
of Navigation,
Navigation, $6.50.
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navigation $10.
For gunnery
gunnery exercises,
exercises, Bureau
$10.
For ordnance and
stores, Bureau
Bu reau of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $4,300.
$4,300.
and ordnance
ordnance stores,
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau
Yards and
and Docks,
Docks $7.04.
Bureau of
of Yards
$7.04.
For provisions, Navy, Bureau
Bureau of Supplies and
and Accounts,
Accounts, nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and fourteen
fourteen and nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen, $9.12.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen $1,597.10.
$1,597.10.
For freight, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $1,787.29.
$1,787.29.
For coal and transportation,
transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts,
$11.23.
$11.23.
For construction
construction and repair,
repair, Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and
and Repair,
Repair,
$80.80.
$80.80.
For indemnity
lost property,
property, naval service,
For
indemnity for
for lost
service, Act of March
March second,
second,
eighteen
ninety-five, $223.95.
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-five,
$223.95.
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CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
CLAIMS
AUDITOR FOR
FOR THE
THE •INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT.

For Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey, $1.09.
$1.09.

For restoration
forest reserves,
restoration of lands in forest
reserves, $74.60.
For public use of inventions and defending suits, Patent Office,
Office,
nineteen hundred
$8.86.
nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, $8.86.
examining surgeons,
For fees of examining
surgeons pensions,
$30.
pensions, $30.
For Indian
Indian schools,
schools, support,
support, $169.56.
$169.56.
andcare
For industrial
industrial work and
care of timber,
$48.78.
timber, $48.78.
For purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
Indian supplies,
nineteen hunhunsupplies, nineteen
dred and sixteen, $49,294.72.
For purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian
supplies, nineteen
Indian -supplies,
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, $370.29.
$370.29.
For purchase
transportation of Indian supplies, $12.85.
purchase and transportation
$12.85.
For general
general expenses, Indian
Indian Service, $6.23.
For support
support of Indians in Arizona and New Mexico,
Mexico, $159.65.
For Indian school, Wahpeton, North Dakota, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen, $3.10.
$3.10.
For administration
administration of affairs
affairs of Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
$1.28.
$1.28.
Civilized Tribes,
For sale of unallotted lands, Five Civilized
(reimbursable),
Tribes, (reimbursable),
$26.46.
$26.46.
For support
support of Indians of
Agency, Oregon,
hunof Klamath
Klamath Agency,
Oregon, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and fifteen, $34.31.
$34.31.
For support
support of Indians of Warm Spring Agency, Oregon,
Oregon, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
$111.28.
hundred
and sixteen, $111.28.
support of
of different
subsistence and
For support
of Sioux
Sioux of
different tribes,
tribes, subsistence
and civilizacivilization, South Dakota,
Dakota, $4.46.
For irrigation, Yakima
Yakima Reservation,
Washington (reimbursable),
Reservation, Washington
(reimbursable),
$132.
$132.
For maintenance
operation, irrigation
irrigation system,
Yakima Resmaintenance and operation,
system, Yakima
Reservation,
ervation, Washington
(reimbursable), nineteen
and sixsixWashington (reimbursable),
nineteen hundred
hundred and
teen, $473.29.
For
Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, nineteen
nineteen
For support
support of Chippewas
Chippewas of
of Lake
Lake Superior,
hundred
$131.48.
hundred and fifteen, $131.48.

Claims allowed by
by
Interior De.
Deo
Auditor forInterior
partment.

laims allored

CLAIMS
FOR THE
THE STATE
OTHER DECLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY
BY THE
THE AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
STATE AND
AND OTHER
DEPARTMENTS.
PARTMENTS.
charges d'affaires
d'affaires ad
interim, nineteen
and
For salaries, charges
ad interim,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $10,669.26.
sixteen,
$10,669.26.
For
(Act of
of February
February fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
For salaries
salaries of vice consuls
consuls (Act
fifth, nineteen
and
fifteen), nineteen
and sixteen,
and fifteen),
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $54.17:
$54.17.
For
Consular Service,
Service, $3.33.
For salaries,
salaries, Consular
$3.33.
For
protection of
nineteen hundred
hundred
For relief
relief and
and protection
of American
American seamen,
seamen, nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, $7,036.83.
$7,036.83.
For
of American
seamen, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
For relief
relief and
and protection
protection of
American seamen,
fifteen, $1,744.61.
$1,744.61.
and fifteen,
For
of American
American seamen,
$12.
For relief
relief and
and protection
protection of
seamen, $12.
For
boundary line,
line, Alaska
United States
States and
and
For boundary
Alaska and
and Canada,
Canada, and
and United
Canada,
nineteen hundred
Canada, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $8,193.43.
$8,193.43.
For boundary
line, Alaska
and United
States and
and
For
boundary line,
Alaska and
and Canada,
Canada, and
United States
$1,749.99.
Canada, $1,749.99.
For preservation
preservation of
collections, National
National Museum,
Museum, $4.70.
For
of collections,
$4.70.
Weather Bureau,
33 cents.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Weather
Bureau, 33
cents.
For
Plant Industry,
$138.12.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Plant
Industry, $138.12.
For
general expenses,
expenses, Forest
Service, 30
30 cents.
For general
Forest Service,
cents.
For
of Soils,
$1.68.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Soils, $1.68.
For
general expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of Standards,
$137.34.
For general
Standards, $137.34.
For
materials, Bureau
Bureau of
Standards, $17.71.
$17.71.
For testing
testing structural
structural materials,
of Standards,
For supplies
supplies of
For
of lighthouses,
lighthouses, $61.84.
$61.84.

Claims allowed
allowed by
by
Auditor for State,
Auditor
State, etc.,
Dertments.
Departments.
Vol.
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For expenses
For
expenses of
of light
light yessels,
vessels, $24.48.
$24,48.
For expenses
For
expenses of
of buoyage,
buoyage, $24.47.
$24.47.
For
lighting of
rivers, $12.89.
$12.89.
For lighting
of rivers,
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of
of Labor,
$5.48.
For contingent
Labor, $5.48.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
of Commerce
and Labor,
Labor,
For
expenses, Department
Department of
Commerce and
60 cents.
cents.
For fees
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
United States
States courts,
courts, $185.40.
$185.40.
For
fees of
For
of commissioners,
States courts,
courts, nineteen
hundred
For fees
fees of
commissioners, United
United States
nineteen hundred
and
and fifteen,
fifteen, $73.80.
$73.80.
For
of witnesses,
witnesses, United
courts, $47.40.
For fees
fees of
United States
States courts,
$47.40.
CLAIMS ALLOWED
ALLOWED BY THE AUDITOR
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
AUDITOR FOR THE POST
POST OFFICE

Clais
flowed by

Auditor
CiaimSforanc
Post
'
wed
Office
bi
Auditor
Post
Office
Department.
Department.

Special
s estimates
must conform to law.

musPcioest
vol. 34,
34,p.
8.
Vol.
P. 448.

transmit
estimates of appropriations
transmit special or additional estimates
appropriations to Con-

gress unless
shall conform
conform to
the requirements
requirements of
of section
section four
four of
of
unless they
they shall
to the
the Act approved
and six
approved June
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
six

(Thirty-fourth
page four
hundred and
forty-eight).
(Thirty-fourth Statutes,
Statutes, page
four hundred
and forty-eight).
SEC. 5.
fourteen of
the public
public buildings
SEC.
5. Section
Section fourteen
of the
buildings Act
Act approved
approved
vol. 37,p.2.
March fourth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen
Vol.
37, P. 882.
nineteen hundred
thirteen (Statutes at
at large,
Large,
volume
volume thirty-seven,
page eight
eight hundred
eighty-two), which
which
thirty-seven, page
hundred and
and eighty-two),
a commission
created a
commission to direct the construction
construction of aamemorial
memorial amphiamphitheater
cemetery at
at Arlington,
Virginia, is
is amended
Jhtn
M
theater in
in the
the national
national cemetery
Arlington, Virginia,
amended
John
McElroy
to substitute
representing the
the Grand
Grand
serve on
ser
on Commission
comon.t.° to
substitute the
the name
name of
of John
John McElroy,
McElroy, representing
Republic, in
Army of the Republic,
place of
Ivory G.
G. Kimball,
deceased..
in the place
of Ivory
Kimball, deceased.
Porto Rico.
S
EC 6.
6 That
event H.
It. 9533,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide aa
Postponement
H. R.
9533, entitled
That in
in the
the event
Postponement . o
of
, SEC.
.
election, etc.
etc.
civil
purposes," is not
election,
civil government'
government* for Porto
Porto Rico and
and for other
other purposes,"
not
Po,
enacted during this
Post, p.
p. 951.
951.
session of
of Congress,
election in
in Porto
Porto Rico
this session
Congress, the
the election
Rico
fixed for the first Tuesday
Tuesday after the first
first Monday
Monday of
of November,
November,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, shall be postponed to a
a date
date to
to be
be
hereafter fixed by the President
hereafter
President of the United
United States,
the present
present
States, and
and the
incumbents of the offices
offices which
which were to be filled
that election
election shall
filled at
at that
shall
continue in office until the officers elected
elected at the postponed
election
postponed election
shall
qualify.
shall qualify.
Approved, September
September 8,
Approved,
8, 1916.
1916.
emorial A

.
.

For contingent
Department, $484.06.
contingent expenses,
expenses, Post Office Department,
For shipment
of supplies,
supplies, $8.26.
For
shipment of
$8.26.
For freight
on mail
bags, postal
postal cards,
cards, and
and so
so forth,
forth, $662.62.
$662.62.
For
freight on
mailbags,
For star-route
Alaska, $45.
$45.
For
star-route service,
service, Alaska,
For indemnities,
$19.50.
For
indemnities, domestic
domestic registered
registered mail,
mail, $19.50.
For compensation
postmasters, $75.72.
For
compensation to
to postmasters,
$75.72.
light, and
fuel, $53.03.
For rent,
rent, light,
and fuel,
$53.03.
For separating
separating mails,
and fourth
class post
post offices,
$8.34.
For
mails, third
third and
fourth class
offices, $8.34.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
first and
and second
class post
post offices,
offices, $1.25.
For
items, first
second class
$1.25.
For City
Delivery Service,
Service, horse
$57.
For
City Delivery
horse hire,
hire, $57.
For city
carriers, substitute,
auxiliary, and
and temporary,
For
city delivery
delivery carriers,
substitute, auxiliary,
temporary,
$402.60.
$402.60.
For Railway
For
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, salaries,
salaries, $22.78.
$22.78.
For Railway
Service, per
per diem
and expenses,
expenses, assistant
superFor
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
diem and
assistant superintendents, nineteen
intendents,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, $17.95.
$17.95.
and sixteen,
For relief of Marshall
Marshall Field
$200.
Field and Company,
Company, $200.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
Secretary of
Treasury shall
shall not
hereafter
SEC.
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
not hereafter

ater,Arington,
ater
Menict
rial AinV ile.
,Arlington,til
a.

September S,
S, 1916.
September
1916.

[S. 58861
5ss6.]

[Public, No. 273.]
[Public,
273.]

Mississippi River.
Mississippi

CHAP. 465.-An
Extending the time for the completion
CHAP.
465.—An Act Extending
completion of the
the bridge
bridge acroes
across
Memphis,T
ennessee, au
th ori
ze dby
by an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
the Mississippi
Mississippi River at Memphis,
Tennessee,
authorized
Act
to amend
approved July twentieth,
twelve,zentitled
amend an Act approved
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve
'An
'An Act to authorize
authorize the Arkansas
Bridge and
Terminal ComArkansas and Memphis
Memphis Railway
Railway Bridge
and Terminal
Comoperate aa bridge across
pany to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River,"'
River,"
approved August twenty-third,
approved
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
in Congress
the time
time for
for the
the comcorn-

SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 465,466.
465, 466.

1916.
1916.

831
831

pletion
the course
of construction
construction across
pletion of aabridge now
now in
in the
course of
Mis- Time
across the
the MisTime extended
for
extended for
bridging,Memphis,
sissippi River at Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, which
which the
the Arkansas
Arkansas and
and bTerd
Tenn. emhbAraas
by Arkansas
and
3!emphisRailway,
Memphis Railway
Terminal Company, its successors or
or etc.,
,CdoempRainy^
Railway Bridge and Terminal
Company .
Company.
maintain, and operate by an e.,
assigns, was authorized
authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
Vol. 37, P.
p. 359,
vol.37
59,
amended.
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
amend
an
Act
approved
July
twentieth,
Act
amend
Act
hundred and twelve, entitled
entitled 'An
nineteen hundred
authorize the
the ArAr'An Act to
to authorize
kansas and Memphis Railway
Railway Bridge and Terminal
kansas
Terminal Company
Company to
to
construct, maintain
maintain and operate
a bridge
operate a
bridge across
across the Mississippi
Mississippi
River,"'
twenty-third, nineteen
River," approved August twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twelve, be, and the same is hereby, extended
day of
April,
extended to
to the
the first
first day
of April,
Proviso.
hundred and seventeen:
nineteen hundred
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the wagon-way
wagon-way Compltiono
Completion of wagoon
portion of said bridge
approaches thereto
way.
bridge and the approaches
thereto shall be completed way.
within said
said time.
SEC.
VAoplp.roaches.
approved August
SEC. 2. That the proviso in section
section one of said Act approved
August Apprahes
59
ma,
twenty-third, nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
twelve, be, and
and the
the same
same is
is amended.
amended.
Righwaybridgeto be
follows: "Provided,
mn'hw1brgotob.
hereby, amended
amended to read as follows:
"Provided, That said bridge
bridge maintained,
etc.
constructed, maintained,
shall be so constructed,
maintained, and operated
operated that,
in addition
addition to
to
that, in
it shall provide for
its use for railroad purposes, it
an adequate
adequate and
for an
and aa
separate roadway and approaches
separate
approaches and
continuous use
by the
the public
public
and continuous
use by
a highway bridge,
as a
be used
used by
by vehicles,
vehicles, pedestrians,
pedestrians, horsemen,
brdge, to
to be
horsemen,
animals, and all kinds of traffic and travel,
travel, for
for the
transit of
which
the transit
of which
reasonable rates of toll may be
be charged
reasonable
received, but
no rate
for Tolls.
Tolls.
charged and received,
but no
rate for
passage
a single passenger
passage of a
passenger on a
arailroad
railroad train
shall exceed
exceed twentytwentytrain shall
Proviso.
five cents: Provided
Provdedfurther,
further, That the term 'passage'
in the
the Provo.
'passage' as used in
as s a rights.
ght
foregoing proviso,
twenty-five cents
foregoing
proviso, for which said sum of twenty-five
cents is
is made
made the Passenger
maximum rate of charge, shall include the
the right
of the
the passenger
passenger to
to
right of
approaches and connecting
be carried
carried over the approaches
railway tracks
tracks of
of said
said
connecting railway
bridge from the nearest
nearest stopping
to receive
discharge paspasstopping place
place to
receive and
and discharge
sengers at one terminal thereof
the nearest
nearest like
stopping place
at
thereof to
to the
like stopping
place at
br.pap
g
roable to
other
the other terminal thereof. And
this proviso
proviso shall
apply to
to and
and bridgebl
And this
shall apply
to other
An1;, P.
p. 73.
723.
govern
govern the authorized
passage to
be made
by the
the Kansas
authorized charge
charge for
for passage
to be
made by
Kansas A*,
City and Memphis
Memphis Railway
Company for
for passage
over
Railway and
and Bridge
Bridge Company
passage over
its
approaches and
thereof,
its bridge
bridge and
and the
the approaches
and connecting
connecting railway
railway tracks
tracks thereof,
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, at
at Memphis,
Tennessee."
Memphis, Tennessee.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 3. That the right to alter, amend, or
hereby Amdment.
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, September
September 8, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 468.—An
of War
to make
make certain
certain donations
donations
466.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
War to
condemned cannon
and cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
of condemned
cannon and

'it enacted
enacted by
by thIe
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
of War
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War be,
be,
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in his
to deliverdeliver—
his discretion,
discretion, to
To the
the city of Evanston,
Evanston, in the
two condemned
condemned
the State
State of
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, two
bronze
or brass
cannon or
and a
asuitable
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon
bronze or
brass cannon
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
outfit of
bails.
balls.
Crocker Post,
Army of
of the
Des Moines,
To Crocker
Post, Grand
Grand Army
the Republic,
Republic, Des
Moines, Iowa,
Iowa,
one
bronze or
or brass
condemned cannon,
with a
of cancanone bronze
brass condemned
cannon, with
a suitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
non balls.
non
To
City, Sullivan
County, Tennessee,
two brass
or bronze
To Bluff
Bluff City,
Sullivan County,
Tennessee, two
brass or
bronze cancannon and
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
non
and a
a suitable
cannon balls.
To
bronze or
To the town
town of Roxbury,
Roxbury, Connecticut,
Connecticut, one
one condemned
condemned bronze
or
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
brass cannon,
cannon, or
or fieldpiece,
fieldpiece, and
and a
a suitable
outfit of
To the
the Odessa,
Odessa, Washington,
two condemned
condemned bronze
To
Washington, public
public schools,
schools, two
bronze
or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls.
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
and aasuitable
of cannon
balls.
To Bradlev
Bradley Post,
One hundred
hundred and
Grand
To
Post, Numbered
Nunbered One
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, Grand
Army of
of the
Republic, at
Wood River,
River, Nebraska,
Nebraska, one
bronze or
or brass
brass
Armv
the Republic,
at Wood
one bronze
condemned
cannon or
fieldpiece and
and a
a. suitable
outfit of
cannon balls.
balls.
condemned cannon
or fieldpiece
suitable outfit
of cannon
To
Pawnee Rock
Rock State
Kansas, two
two cannon
To Pawnee
State Park,
Park, Pawnee
Pawnee Rock,
Rock, Kansas,
cannon
or
fieldpieces and
and a
aproper
outfit of
balls for
pyramid.
or fieldpieces
proper outfit
of cannon
cannon balls
for a
a pyramid.

September $,
8, 1916.
septsmber
1916.
[13. 6625.J
(s.
2.'l
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 274
274.1

Obsolete
cannon.
Obsolete cannon.
Donations authorized.
Donations
authorized.
Evanston, Wyo.
Wyo.
Evanston,
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa.
Des
Iowa.
Grand Army
post.
Grand
Army post.
Bluff
City, Tenn.
Bluff City,
Temn.
Roxbury, Conn.
Conn.
Roxbury,
Odessa, Wash.
Wash.
Odessa,
Wood River,
River, Nebr.
Nebr.
Wood
Grand
Grand Army
Army post.
post.
Pawnee Rock,
Rock, Kam
P'awnee
Kans.

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 466.
466.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
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832
832
Harlan,Iowa.
Harhnioa

Grand Army post.

Grand

Minn.

Anoka,
Anok, Minn.

Detroit,
Minn.
Detroit, Min.

Minn.

.Blue
Blue Earth, Minn.

Roseville, Ohio.
Roseville,
Ohio.
and
Washington
and
Alaska.
Grand Amy
Army post,
No.
No. 22.
22.

Grand

1916.
1916.

TO Harlan
Harlan Post,
To
Post, Numbered
hundred and
and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven, Grand
Grand
Numbered One
One hundred

of the
the Republic,
Republic, at
at Harlan,
Harlan, Iowa,
two brass
brass or
or bronze
bronze cannon
cannon
Army-of
Iowa, two
suitable outfit
of cannon
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and a
a suitable
outfit of
cannon balls.
balls.
To the commanding officer, National
Armory, in
the city
National Guard
Guard Armory,
in the
city of
of
Anoka,
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldfieldAnoka, Minnesota,
Minnesota, two
pieces and a
asuitable
cannon halls.
suitable outfit of
of cannon
To the city of Detroit, in the State
State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, one condemned
condemned
bronze or
cannon or
fieldpiece and
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon
bronze
or brass cannon
or fieldpiece
and aasuitable

balls.
balls.

To the city of Blue Earth, in the State
State of Minnesota, one
one conconbrass cannon
fieldpiece and aa suitable
suitable outfit
demned bronze or brass
cannon or fieldpiece
outfit of
of
cannon balls.
cannon
To the city of Roseville,
condemned bronze
Roseville, in the State of Ohio, one condemned
bronze
or brass cannon or fieldpiece
suitable outfit of
balls.
fieldpiece and a
a suitable
of cannon
cannon balls.
To the order of McDowell
Twenty-two, DepartMcDowell Post, Numbered
Numbered Twenty-two,
Depart-

post, ment of
of Washington
Washington and
and Alaska,
Alaska, Grand
the Republic,
Republic, two
Grand Artily
Army of
of the
two

condemned cannon
cannon and aasuitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls for each.
To the town of Northville,
Northville, in the county
county of Wayne, State of
Michigan,
condemned bronze or brass
Michigan, two condemned
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and aa
suitable outfit of cannon
balls.
cannon
balls.
Pomeroy, Wash.
To the
Army of
at Pomeroy,
Washington, two
two
Pomeroy, Washington,
of the
the Republic,
Republic, at
Grand Lmy
Army.
To
the Grand
Grand Army
condemned bronze
bronze or brass
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and a
a suitable
outfit of cannon balls.
Walla
Walla, Was.
Wash.
Wanfla Wafla
T Henry_
Camp, Numbered Ten,
bp Spanish
Ten,
WaJra.
s War
To
W. aLawton
Lawton Camp,
United
War
pas war
To Henry W.
Camp, Numbered
Ten, United
Spanish
Spanish
War VrVeterans.
ans.
Veterans, Walla Walla, Washington,
Washington, two condemned
bronze or
or brass
brass
condemned bronze
cannon or fieldpieces
suitable outfit
fieldpieces and aasuitable
outfit of
of cannon balls.
balls.
Gaffney, S. C.
To the
the Daniel
Daniel Morgan
of the
the Daughters
the American
American
of the
DaghtrsoAmeriTo
Morgan Chapter
Chapter of
Daughters of
Daughters of American
Revolution.
a ReVolution.
Revolution, Gaffney,
Gaffney, South Carolina,
Carolina, two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
or
Post, p. 837.
Pop. 837.
brass
brass cannon and
suitable outfit
of cannon
balls.
and aasuitable
outfit of
cannon balls.
Halifax
County, Va.
Va.
Haax coruty,
To the
the board
board of supervisors
supervisors of Halifax County,
County, Virginia,
Virginia, two
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
condemned
brass cannon
cannon and
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon
and aasuitable
balls.
balls.
Fort Madison, Iowa.
GOrdt
maduypoWI
To James B. Sample Post, One hundred
hundred and seventy,
seventy, Grand
Grand Army
Army
Grand Army post.
of the Republic, at
of
at Fort
Fort Madison,
Madison, Iowa,
Iowa, two
two brass
brass or
or bronze
bronze cannon
cannon or
or
fieldpieces
and a
suitable
outfit of
cannon
balls.
fieldpieces
and
a
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls.
Sheldon, Iowa.
sons of American
American
Sons
To
Alexander Hamilton
Seven, Sons
Sons of
of the
To Alexander
Hamilton Chapter,
Chapter, Numbered
Numbered Seven,
the
Revolution.
Revolution.
American
bronze cannon
American Revolution,
Revolution, at Sheldon,
Sheldon, Iowa, two brass
brass or bronze
cannon
and a
a suitable
outfit of
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
Chicago, Ill.
South Park.
ark.
To the
the South
South Park
Park commissioners,
commissioners, in
the city
of Chicago,
Chicago! Illinois,
Illinois,
in the
South
city of
four condemned
condemned bronze or brass or other cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
and
suitable outfits
outfits of
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
suitable
Greenfield, Iowa.
Greenfed,o
To
To the
the city
city of
in the
the State
of Iowa,
Iowa, two
two condemned
condemned
of Greenfield,
Greenfield, in
State of
bronze
fieldpieces and
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces
and a
asuitable
outfit of
of cannon
cannon
suitable outfit
balls.
balls.
Baltimore,
Md.
Baltmore, Md.
To the
the city
Baltimore, Maryland, one large bronze
To
city of
of Baltimore,
bronze or brass or
Tumb Ala.
other
fieldpieces
and
other
cannon
or
other
fieldpieces
and
suitable
suitable
outfits
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
outfits
of
Tuscumbia, Ala.
To
the city
city of
Tuscumbia, Alabama,
Alabama, one
condemned bronze
bronze or
or
Post, p.
p.
843.
Pod,
s43.
To the
of Tuscumbia,
one condemned
fieldpieces and
brass or other cannon
cannon or other fieldpieces
and suitable
suitable outfits
outfits of
of
cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
Ludlow, Ky.
Ldow,y.
To the
Ludlow, in the State of Kentucky, two condemned
To
the city of Ludlow,
condemned
bronze
cannon or
or fieldpieces
bronze or brass cannon
fieldpieces and
and a
suitable outfit
cannon
a suitable
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
balls.
Madisonville, Ky.
of Madisonville,
Madisonville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, two
two condemned
condemned bronze,
To the city of
bronze,
brass,
or other
other cannon
cannon or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and aasuitable outfit
brass., or
outfit of cannon
cannon
balls, the same to be
he placed
placed at the foot of the
the Confederate
Confederate Monument
Monument
in said
said city.
city.
in
Russell,
Kans.
Russelns.
Two cannon
cannon with suitable
Two
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls to Grand
Grand Army
Army
Grand Army post.
pt
the Republic
Republic Post
Post at
of the
at Russell,
Rimsell, Kansas.
Kansas
Pine BIh,
Bluif, Ark
Ark.
To the
city of
of Pine
Bluff, Arkansas,
courthouse yard, two
To
the city
Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, for courthouse
two concondemned
demned bronze
with suitable
suitable outfit
ou tfit of
ofcannon
carmen balls.
balls.
bronze cannon
cannon with
Northville, Mich.
Northle,
Mich.
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To
courthouse yard, two con- Monticello,
ontcelo,.Ark.
To the
the city
city of Monticello,
Monticello, Arkansas, for courthouse
Ark.
demned bronze cannon
demned
cannon with suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls.
To the village
of Clarence,
Erie County,
County, New
village of
Clarence, Erie
New York,
one bronze
York, one
bronze or
or Clarence,
Clarence, N. Y.
a suitable
brass condemned
condemned cannon with a
suitable outfit of cannon balls.
To the city of Westwood,
Westwood, Lassen
Lassen County, State of California
California, two
two Westwood,
Westwood, Cal.
cal.
condemned
condemned bronze
bronze cannon with suitable outfit of cannon balls.
To Winchester,
Winchester, Illinois, two condemned
condemned bronze or brass cannon or Wincihes,
Winchester' Ill.
ill.
fieldpieces with a
a suitable outfit of
fieldpieces
of cannon balls.
balls.
O
Scott County,
County, Indiana,
Indiana, two
bronze cannon
tt County,
County, Ind.
To the commissioners
commissioners of
of Scott
two bronze
cannon ssec"
with suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls
carriages.
balls and
and carriages.
To the Spanish-Ame
Spanish-American
Veterans Camp,
Camp, of
ri
can War
W ar Veterans
Racine, WisWis- 1
1
=e Va
of Racine,
iS
War Vete
./. vete,*
consin,
ans.
cousin, two condemned
condemned bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with an&
carriages,
carriages, with a
asuitable
suitable outfit of cannon balls, to be placed
placed in Milton
Milton
Horlick Camp Grounds.
Susanville, California, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
To city of Susanville,
cannon, Susanyille,
Cal '
bronze cannon,
Susanle, Cal.
with suitable
suitable outfit
outfit of cannon
cannon balls, with two pyramids, and
and carriages,
carriages,
for new courthouse.
courthouse.
To the county of Pennington,
Minnesota, two condemned
brass Isjennington
Pennngton Conmty,
Penni gton, Minnesota,
condemned brass
countn
cannon, together
a suitabl
suitablee outfit
cannon balls, to be placed
together with a
ou tfit of
ofcannon
on the courthouse
courthouse grounds
grounds at Thief River
River Falls, in said county.
county.
To
To Tampa,
Tampa, Florida,
two condemned
condemned bronze
cannon, with
with Tampa,
Tampa, Fla
Fla.
Florida, two
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon,
aasuitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
Williamstown, Ky.
Williamstown, in the State of Kentucky,
Ky.
To the city of Williamstown,
Kentucky, two con- Wfliamstown,
demned bronze or brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
and a
a suitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
of
cannon
balls.
cannon balls.
To the city of Vernon, Texas, one brass cannon
Tax.
cannon and a
asuitable outfit Ve&,rn
Vernon, Tex.
of
balls, to
placed at
at the
the foot
foot of
the Confederate
Confederate Monument
of cannon balls,
to be
be placed
of the
Monument
in the public
public square
in said
square in
said town.
town.
I
To the
town of
two condemned
cannon and
To
the town
of Spencer,
Spencer, Indiana,
Indiana, two
condemned cannon
and aa Spencer,
spew, Ind.
nd.
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls.
suitable outfit of cannon balls.
es
To
Reservation, in
the State
con- ervation,
Fort MiHnr
McHenry BM
ResTo Fort
Fort McHenry
McHenry Reservation,
in the
State of
of Maryland,
Maryland, two
two coneFtrt
.
Md.
demned bronze
or brass
cannon, with
with a
suitable outfit
cannon balls.
demned
bronze or
brass cannon,
a suitable
outfit of
of cannon
balls. rio,
d.
us
Muskogee, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
or brass
brass cannon,
cannon, Muskogee,
Okla.
To Muskogee,
bronze or
koee, Ok
with
with a
a suitable
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
To Chickasha,
Oklahoma, two
condemned bronze
or brass
brass cannon,
cannon, Chickasha,
Chickasha, Okla.
To
Chickasha, Oklahoma,
two condemned
bronze or
Okla.
with a,
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
with
a suitable
cannon balls.
balls.
Ardmore. Okla.
la
To the city
city of Ardmore,
two conArdmore, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
for courthouse
courthouse yard,
yard, two
con- Ardmore
Ok demned bronze
cannon, with
outfit of
cannon
balls.
demned
bronze cannon,
with suitable
suitable outfit
of cannon balls.
To
Moon, Erie
two bronze
bronze or
or Akron,
N.-Y
Y.To the
the village
village of
of Akron,
Erie County,
County, New
New York,
York, two
AkronTN
brass
condemned cannon,
brass condemned
cannon, with
with aasuitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
To Athens,
Athens, Alabama,
two suitable
suitable bronze
bronze or
brass cannon,
cannon, with
with a
To
Alabama, two
or brass
Athens Ala
aAla.Athens,
suitable
cannon balls.
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
Clermont County
Two cannon
cannon and
for Mount
Moriah Cemetery,
Cemetery, Clermont
and balls
balls for
Mount Moriah
OlcmOnt
Clermont Ohio.
Countr
County, Ohio.
Ohio.
Charleston, W.
County,
Charleston,
W. Va.
To
the city
in the
the State
of West
West Virginia,
conTo the
city of
of Charleston,
Charleston, in
State of
Virginia, one
one condemned bronze
bronze or
or fieldpiece
and carriage,
carriage, together
demned
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
fieldpiece and
together
with a
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls
for two
Beckley, W.. Va.
Va.
with
a suitable
balls for
two pyramids.
yramids.
Bekley,
To the
Raleigh County,
County, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, one
To
the city
city of
of Beckley,
Beckley, Raleigh
one concondemned fieldpiece
cannon, with
with a
asuitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls,
demned
fieldpiece or
or cannon,
of cannon
balls,
the same
to be
placed in
public park
city.
Plainview, Ark.
the
same to
be placed
in aapublic
park in
in said
said city.
Piaview,
Ark.
To the
the city
Plainview, in
in the
the county
of Yell
Yell and
and State
State of
ArkanTo
city of
of Plainview,
county of
of Arkansas, two
bronze or
brass cannon
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
with their
their carriages,
carriages.
sas,
two bronze
or brass
cannon or
not needed
needed for
for present
present service,
service, the
the same
to be
the public
not
same to
be placed
placed in
in the
public
park of
said city
park
of said
city of
of Plainview.
Plainview.
go Ark.
Paragould,
To
the city
city of
of Paragould,
Arkansas, two
bronze or
or Pg
To the
Paragould, Arkansas,
two condemned
condemned bronze
k.
brass
with their
carriages and
and suitable
of cannon
brass cannon,
cannon, with
their carriages
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon
balls,
to be
be placed
the courthouse
courthouse square
square in
in that
that city.
Easton, Pa.
balls, to
placed in
in the
city.
Easton,
Pa.
To
Five hundred
and seventy-six,
Grand Grand
Grand Army
post.
To McKeen
McKeen Post,
Post, Numbered
Numbered Five
hundred and
seventy-six, Grand
Army post.
Army of
of the
Department of
the
Armv
the Republic,
Republic, Department
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, located
located in
in the
city of
Easton, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvama, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
brass cancancity
of Easton,
bronze or
or brass
non or
fieldpieces, with
with their
and aasuitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon
non
or fieldpieces,
their carriages
carriages and
balls.
balls.
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To the city of Forrest
condemned bronze or
Forrest City, Arkansas,
Arkansas, two condemned
or
brass
carriages and
and suitable outfit of cannon balls,
brass cannon,
cannon, with their carnages
to
placed i
n the
square in that city.
public square
in
the public
be placed
to be
Conway, Ark.
To the
Conway.
,in
the county
county of
and State
State of
of
of Faulkner
Faulkner and
m the
of Conway,
To
the city
city of
Ar
Conway,
Arkansas
two bronze
bronze or
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carbrass cannon
or brass
Arkansas, two
riages,
service, the same to
to be placed in the
present service,
for present
not needed
needed for
riages, not
courthouse
city of Conway.
Conway.
square in said city
courthouse square
To the
condemned
the city
city of Rifle, in the State of Colorado, two condemned
To
ife,colo.
bronze or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and carriages,
carriages, together with
cannon or
or brass
brass cannon
bronze
a
pyramids.
a suitable outfit of cannon balls for four pyramids.
viroqus, w.
Viroqua,
Wis.
To the city of Viroqua, Vernon County, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, two concondemned
with aasuitable outfit
cannon balls,
outfit of
of cannon
demned fieldpieces
fieldpieces or cannon, with
the
public park in said city.
in aapublic
be placed
placed in
the same to be
MMditown, Pa.
Middletown,
Fa
To the
the town
Middletown, in
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
town of
of Middletown,
in the
Pennsylvania, two
two conconbronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
carriages
fieldpieces, with their carriages
demned bronze
and a
asuitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
Elsbry, No.
lasberry.
JIG.
To the city of Elsberry,
and State
State of
of
Elsberry, in the county of Lincoln and
condemned bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
two condemned
Missouri, two
their
carriages.
their carriages.
Phoenix, N. Y.
To
Oswego County,
New York,
York, two
convillage of
of Phoenix,
Phoenix, Oswego
County, New
two conPhoenix,N.Y.
To the
the village
demned
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages
or fieldpieces,
bronze or brass cannon or
demned bronze
and a
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
outfit of
and
a suitable
Litchfield, Minn.
To
the city
of Litchfield,
Litchfield, in
in the
the State
State of
Minnesota, two
contwo conof Minnesota,
city of
To the
Ltcheldmf.
demned bronze or
fieldpieces, with their carriages and
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
or brass
demned
a
cannon balls.
a suitable
suitable outfit of cannon
Granite
Minnesota, two conc'Tanite FaBns,
Fans,lam*
To the city of Granite
Granite Falls, in the State of Minnesota,
demned
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
or brass
demned bronze or
cannon balls.
a
a suitable outfit of cannon
n t e r ra.
To the
Stevens Greenland
Cemetery, at LanGreenland Cemetery,
the soldiers'
soldiers' plot in the Stevens
To
, Pa.
brass cannon
cannon or
condemned bronze or brass
Pennsylvania, two condemned
caster, Pennsylvania,
fieldpieces,
balls.
carriages and aasuitable outfit of cannon balls.
with their carriages
fieldpieces, with
Elaabethtowa.
the
Numbered
Twenty-six,
To
General
Elizabethtown,
Pa.
General Miles
Miles Camp,
Camp, Numbered
Twenty-six ' Sons of
Sons of Veterans.
Veterans, of Flizabethtown,
Pennsylvania, two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania,
SosVeters.
brass
suitable outfit
carriages and aasuitable
fieldpieces, with their carriages
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
of cannon balls.
t pa.
Lino,Pa.
To the borough of Lititz, Pennsylvania,
condemned bronze
Lttz
Pennsylvania, two condemned
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and aasuitable outfit
outfit
or brass
brass cannon
of cannon balls.
Charleston,
Ark.
Park at Charleston, Franklin
Franklin County,.
ArkanCharlestonArk.
To the Confederate
Confederate Park
County, Arkanfieldpieces, with their
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
sas, four condemned
carriages
and a
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
cannon balls.
a suitable
carriages and
Fer
gus County,
the county
commissioners of
Fergus County,
Montana, two
two conconCounty, Montana,
of Fergus
county commissioners
To the
Conty, To
Ftegus
demned
cannon and suitable
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls to make
make six
demned bronze cannon
pyramids,
for ornamental
ornamental purposes
purposes on
on the
the courthouse
courthouse
pyramids, to
to be
be used
used for
iftW11.
ainesvile, Fs.
Gainesville, in the State of Florida, two
two condemned
Gainesville,
Fla.
To the city of Gainesville,
condemned
fieldpieces, with their
their carriages and aasuitbronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
able outfit of cannon balls.
Marine City,Mich
To the city of Marine City, in the State of Michigan,
Marine
City, Mk'h
Michigan, four concondemned
brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
carriages
fieldpieces, with their carriages
demned bronze or
or brass
and suitable outfit of cannon balls.
Saint
Mich.
To the
the city
of Saint
Clair in
in the
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, four
four condemned
condemned
saint Clair,
clair, Mi.
To
city of
Saint Clair,
the State
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and suitable
outfit of cannon balls.
vassar, Mich.
To the village of Vassar, in
vassal.,
%rich.
Michigan, four condemned
condemned
in the State of Michigan,
fieldpieces, with their
carriages and suitable
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
their carriages
outfit
cannon balls.
outfit of cannon
balls.
Lamed,
To the
the city
of Lamed,
Lamed, in
the county
Pawnee and
State of
Kansas,
To
Lamed, Bans.
city of
in the
county of
of Pawnee
and State
of Kansas,
condemned bronze
cannon or
with their
their
two condemned
bronze or
or brass cannon
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
carriages.
carriages.
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Glasgow, Mo.
Glasgow, in the State of Missouri,
Missouri, one condemned
condemned Glasgow,
the city of Glasgow,
To the
a suitable outfit of
or brass cannon or fieldpiece,
bronze
fieldpiece, together
together with a
of
bronze or
cannon
for two
two pyramids.
pyramids.oodtock
balls for
cannon balls
New Woodstock, N.
Y.
lNw Woodstock,
To
the village
village of
Woodstock, Madison County, New
New York, Y.
of New
To the
two
condemned bronze
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
their
fieldpieces, with their
or fieldpieces,
bronze or
two condemned
ag, k
carriages
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls.
balls.
of cannon
and aa suitable
carriages and
Gage, Okla.
Oklahoma, two condemned
condemned
To the city of Gage, in the State of Oklahoma,
carriages, together
bronze
or brass
cannon or fieldpieces
together with a
a
fieldpieces and carriages,
brass cannon
bronze or
Island Me.
Beecher
four pyramids.
pyramids.
suitable
of cannon
cannon balls for four
outfit of
suitable outfit
Beecher Island Memorial Association,
Association,
To
Beecher Island
Island Memorial
Memorial Association,
Yuma County, Colo- morial
Association, Yuma
To the
the Beecher
Colo.
rado, two
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
with co.'
two condemned
rado,
be
to
same
the
balls,
outfit
their
carriages
and
a
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
suitable
their carriages and a
mounted and
and placed
monument heretofore
heretofore
near the base of the monument
placed near
mounted
deeded to
erected by
by the
States of
of Colorado and Kansas
Kansas upon land .deeded
the States
erected
Memorial Association
Association by the
the United States
the Beecher Island Memorial
Government.
Government.
Kans.
xicaMdans.
ornamental purposes, two con- Kincaid,
Kansas, for ornamental
To the
the city
city of
of Kincaid,
Kincaid, Kansas,
To
together with
fieldpieces, together
demned
twelve-pounder or larger
larger cannon or fieldpieces,
demned twelve-pounder
cannon balls.
carriages and six cannon
their mountings
mountings or
or carriages
their
Mo.
o.
Frederio,
To the
city of
State of Missouri,
Missouri, for the use Fredericktown,
the State
in the
Fredericktown, in
of Fredericktown,
the city
To
Grand Army post.
seventy-four,
and
hundred
of
Major
Gavitt
Post,
Numbered
One
hundred
seventy-four,
of Major Gavitt Post, Numbered
Grand
the Republic,
condemned bronze or brass cannon
cannon
one condemned
Republic, one
of the
Army of
Grand Army
or
fieldpiece, with
with carriage
and aasuitable
suitable outfit of cannon balls.
carnage and
or fieldpiece,
Mo.
Farmno.
To the
Farmington, in
in the
the State
Missouri, for the use of Farmington,
of Missouri,
State of
of Farmington,
city of
the city
To
Grand Array post.
st
randA
of
Grand
fifteen,
Picket
Post,
Numbered
Two
hundred
and
fifteen,
Army
and
hundred
Two
Numbered
Post,
Picket
the
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces,
four condemned
Republic, four
the Republic,
with their
their carriages
carriages and
and a
outfit of cannon balls.
suitable outfit
a suitable
with
West New
New York,
York, N.
N.
To the
the town
town of
the county
county of Hudson and J.West
in the
York, in
New York,
West New
of West
To
State
of New
New Jersey,
Jersey, four
condemned bronze
bronze or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
four condemned
State of
fieldpieces, with
outfit of
of cannon
balls,
cannon balls,
suitable outfit
and suitable
carriages and
their carriages
with their
fieldpieces,
the
be placed
placed in
front of
of its
its new
new municipal
municipal building and in
in front
to be
same to
the same
it s_public
playground.
public playground.
its
Weston, W. Va.
To
city of
of Weston,
Weston, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, for
of the
Morris GdArmy
pot.
Grand Army post.
the Morris
the use
use of
for the
the city
To the
Post,
Grand
Army
of
the
Republic,
two
brass
cannon
or
fieldpieces
fieldpieces
or
cannon
brass
two
Republic,
Post, Grand Army of the
and a
asuitable
cannon balls.
of cannon
outfit of
suitable outfit
and
Texarkana, Ark. To
city of
of Texarkana,
Texarkana, Arkansas,
condemned brass
brass or Texarkana, Ark.
two condemned
Arkansas, two
the city
To the
bronze cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
carriages and
and a
a suitable
their carriages
with their
fieldpieces, with
bronze
outfit
cannon balls.
balls.
of cannon
outfit of
I
Terre Haute,
To
Country Club,
of Terre
Haute, Indiana,
Indiana, for
for TerreL
d.
ute, Ind.
Terre Haute,
Club, of
Harrison Country
Fort Harrison
the Fort
To the
Fort Harrison CounClub.
try
in
Harrison,
use
on
the
grounds
of
said
club
on
the
site
of
old
Harrison,
Fort
old
of
site
the
on
club
said
of
grounds
use on the
Vigo
County, Indiana,
Indiana, two
bronze or
brass fieldpieces,
fieldpieces,
or brass
condemned bronze
two condemned
Vigo County,
with
their
carriages
and
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls
for two
two
for
balls
cannon
of
outfit
suitable
and
carriages
their
with
.
Emp
pyramids.
pyramids.
Kam.
To the
the Hancock
Post Numbered
sixty-four, Emporia,
and sixty-four,
hundred and
Four hundred
Numbered Four
Iancock Post
Grand Army post.
To
Grand
Republic, Department
Department of
of Kansas,
at
Kansas, located at
the Republic,
of the
Army of
Grand Army
brass cannon or fieldEmporia,
Kansas, two
condemned -bronze
bronze or
fieldor brass
two condemned
Emporia, Kansas,
pieces
and a
suitable outfit
balls.
pieces and
a suitable
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls.n,
Reading, Pa.
To the
city of
Reading, county
county of
of Berks,
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, ReadinPa
State of
and State
Berks, and
of Reading,
the city
To
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
cannon or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
and carriages,
carriages,
brass cannon
two
together with
with a
suitable outfit
outfit of
balls for
pyramids;
four pyramids;
for four
cannon balls
of cannon
a suitable
together
such cannon
cannon or
fieldpieces to
to be
placed in
in the
Park or
or suitable
suitable
Armory Park
the Armory
be placed
or fieldpieces
such
location in
the city
of Reading.
Reading.
Newton,
in the
city-of
location
Newton,
To
the Jacob
E. Reed
Reed Post,
Grand Army
Newton, Grnd
Grand AmVpost.
Army post.
Republic, Newton,
the Republic,
of the
Army of
Post, Grand
Jacob E.
To the
Illinois, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
with
fieldpieces, with
or fieldpiec,es,
cannon or
brass cannon
Illinois,
their
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls.
balls.
of cannon
and aasuitable
carriages and
their carriages
Crown Point, N. Y.
To the
the Crown
Crown Point
Point Reservation,
Reservation, at
at Crown
New York,
two crn Point, N.Y.
York, two
Point, New
Crown Point,
To
condemned
or cannon,
cannon
of cannon
outfit of
suitable outfit
with aa suitable
cannon, with
fieldpieces or
condemned fieldpieces

balls.
Pardeeville, Wis.
To
village of
of Pardeeville,
Pardeeville, in
in the
county of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in the
the Pardeevie,is.
the county
the village
To the
State
of
Wisconsin,
two
condemned
bronze
or
brass
cannon
or
fieldfieldor
State of Wisconsin, two condemned bronze or brass cannon
pieces, with
with their
carriages, the
to be
in the
the municipal
municipal
placed in
be placed
same to
the same
their carriages,
pieces,
village.
park in said village.
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To the city of Geneva
Geneva in the State
State of New York, two
two condemned
condemned
bronze
cannon or
fieldpieces and
and carriages,
carriages, together
together with
with a
a
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
or fieldpieces
suitable
cannon balls for
suitable outfit of
of cannon
for four pyramids.
pyramids.
iod.
Eldart, Lad.
To the city of
Elkhart,
of Elkhart,
Elkhart, Indiana,
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
brass
Indiana, two
two condemned
cannon
carriages, together
with a
asuitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
of
cannon or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
and carriages,
together with
cannon
placed in the grounds
grounds of the
cannon balls for
for two
two pyramids,
pyramids, to
to be
be placed
Elkhart, Indiana.
Elkhart City Building,
Building, Elkhart,
Indiana.
clayton, N.
Too th
thee village
of Clayton,
Clayton,
N. Y.
T
of
Clayton, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County, New York,
York, one
one conconN
demned bronze
bronze or
cannon or fieldpiece,
fieldpiece, with
carriage and a
a
or brass
brass cannon
with its
its carriage
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls.
Warenton, Ga.
To the city of
of Warrenton,
Warrenton, in
the county
county of
Warrenton,
in the
Warren and
and State
State of
of
of Warren
brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
with
Georgia, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass
fieldpieces, with
their carriages and aasuitable outfit of cannon balls.
on, Pa.
T the .city
city oLebanon,
Lebanon,
To
of Lebanon, in the State of Pennyslvania,
Peruayslvania, four condemned iron
or bronze
bronze cannon
with their
their carriages
carriages and
and
demned
iron or
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
a
outfit of
a suitable
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
Jeffenvflle, Ohio.
Jeffersonville, in the State of Ohio,
Jeffersonville,
Ohio.
To the village of Jeffersonville,
Ohio, one confieldpiece and carriage,
carriage, together
demned bronze
bronze or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldpiece
together
with a
asuitable
for two
two pyramids,
pyramids, to
to be
be placed
placed
with
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls
balls for
memorial to the soldiers there
in the cemetery
cemetery in said village
village as aa memorial
interred.
interred.
Bellbrook,
To the village of Bellbrook,
Bellbrook, in
Ohio, one condemned
condemned
Belbrook, Ohio.
Ohio.
in the State
State of Ohio,
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpiece
carriage, together
with a
a
fieldpiece and carriage,
together with
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls for two pyramids,
suitable
pyramids, to be placed in the
cemetery in said
said village as a
memorial to
the soldiers
soldiers there
there interred.
interred.
a memorial
to the
nambrk,=,
To
the Holbrook
Association, of
of Holbrook,
Holbrook, in
in the
To the
Holbrook Memorial
Memorial Association,
the county
county
mobriain.M.
of Norfolk and Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
two condemned
condemned
Massachusetts, two
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, the same
same to be placed in
in the
public park of said town of Holbrook.
Espy, Pa
To the Almedia
Espy,
Ps.
Almeclia Cemetery, in the town of Espy, in the State of
Pennsylvania,
condemned bronze
bronze cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
Pennsylvania, two condemned
with
their carriages
and a
of cannon
balls.
cannon balls.
outfit of
a suitable
suitable outfit
carriages and
their
Plummerville, Ark.
To the
city of
the county
county of
of Conway
Conway and
State
Plmmrne,
r'k.
the city
To
of Plummerville,
Plummerville, in
in the
and State
Arkansas, two bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces with their
their
of Arkansas,
carriages, not needed
needed for
in the
for present
present service,
service, the same
same to be placed in
the
public park of said city of Plummerville.
Plummerville.
Marianna.,
Ark.
city of
Marianna, Arkansas,
Arkansas, two
two condemned
bronze or
or
MiaiannafArk.
To the
the city
of Marianna,
condemned bronze
brass cannon, with their carriages
cannon balls,
balls,
carriages and suitable
suitable outfit
outfit of cannon
to be
in the
in that
that city.
city.
to
be placed
placed in
the public
public square
square in
Northvfile,
Mich.
To
Northville, in
in the
county of
Wayne, State
State of
of Michigan,
Michigan, two
NorthvlleMfch.
To Northville,
the county
of Wayne,
two
condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages
and
cannon balls.
and aasuitable
suitable outfit of cannon
Trenton, Mo.
To the city of Trenton, in the State of Missouri, four condemned
Trenton,
Mo.
condemned
bronze cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
their carriages
iron, brass, or bronze
with their
carriages and
suitable outfit of cannon balls.
suitable
Russellville,
To the
the county
county of
of Brown
and State
of
Ruaselriie, Ohio.
the village
village of
of Russellville,
Russellville, in
in the
Brown and
State of
Ohio,
Ohio, one condemned
condemned bronze or brass cannon or fieldpiece, with the
carriage and a
cannon balls, the same to be placed
placed
a suitable outfit of cannon
Lawton, OkLa.
in
public park
village.
in said village.
park in
in a
a public
Lawton,
Oka.
To the city of Lawton,
Lawton, in the State of Oklahoma, four condemned
condemned
bronze
fieldpieces and carriages,
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces
carriages, together with a
a
suitable outfit
cannon balls
balls for
four pyramids.
suitable
outfit of
of cannon
for four
pyramids.
Fort Laramie,
rame, Ohio.
Ohio.
To the village of Fort
Fort Laramie,
Laramie, in the
county of
of Shelby
Shelby and
and State
State
the county
of Ohio, one condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpiece,
fieldpiece, with
carriage and aa suitable outfit of cannon balls,
the carriage
balls, the same to be
Qico, Leh.
a public park in said village.
placed in apublic
aro, ih.
of Michigan,
To the village of Caro, in the State of
Michigan, four condemned
condemned
with their
their carriages
carriages and
and aasuitsuitbronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
able outfit
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
able
cannon
balls.
Miami, Fla.
To the city of Miami,
Miami, Florida, two condemned
condemned cannon
cannon or fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and a
asuitable outfit of cannon balls, not
needed for present service.
service.
Geneva.

Y.

Geneva, N. Y.
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Allentown, Pa.
a.
Pennsyi- Allentown,
State of PennsylLehigh and
To
the city
of Allentown,
Allentown, county
county of
of Lehigh
and State
city of
To the
and
fieldpieces
or
cannon
vania,
four
condemned
bronze
or
cannon
fieldpieces
brass
or
bronze
vania, four condemned
of cannon
carriages,
cannon balls for eight
outfit of
suitable outfit
with aa suitable
together with
carriages, together
Armory
pyramids;
of such
cannon or
be placed
placed in Armory
to be
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces to
such cannon
two of
pyramids; two
Park
the said
two to
public park in the
in the public
placed in
to be placed
and two
city and
said city
in the
Park in
western
portion of
city.
of said city.
western portion
To Mrs.
Helena, Arkansas,
Arkansas two
bronze Helena,
Helena, Ark.
condemned bronze
two condemned
S. Homer,
Hornor, Helena,
John S.
Mrs. John
To
Confederate cemeor
cannon ' with
their carriages
carriages and suitable outfit of cannon tery.
terCy.
mnfederate ce m
with their
brass cannon,
or brass
balls,
to be
be placed
placed in
in the
the Confederate
Cemetery in
city of Helena,
in the
the city
Confederate Cemetery
balls, to
Arkansas.
Arkansas.
To the
Florida Old
Old Confederate
Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and
and Sailors'
Jack- JatkonvelldFla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Home, JackSailors' Home,
To
the Florida
an
nc
l
e
desailors'
rati
e
l
o
S°
rs
i;
diers and
son
rifle, Florida,
two condemned
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
with their
theirdiers
cannon or
condemned cannon
Florida, two
sonville,
e.
carriages
and
a
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls.
Home.
balls.
cannon
carriages and a suitable outfit of
To the
Morgan Chapter
the American
American RevoRevo- Da
soc.
'eyr
of the
Daughters of
Chapter, Daughters
the Daniel
Daniel Morgan
To
lution,
of Gaffney,
Gaffney, in
the State
Chapter,
of South Carolina,
Carolina, four
four condemned
condemned iron,
iron, ca
can
Revolution.
nRevolution.
of
State
in the
lution, of
832.
p.
a Antee,'
and a
their carriages
brass,
bronze cannon
or fieldpieces,
with their
carriages and
13. 832.
fieldpieces, with
cannon or
or bronze
brass, or
suitable
cannon balls.
outfit of cannon
suitable outfit
Antioch
College,
college,
Ontioch
Springs, in
To the
the Antioch
in the
the Ohio.
Yellow Spr,
village of Yellow
the village
in the
College, in
Antioch College,
To
State of
of Ohio,
Ohio, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
or brass
brass cannon
oPreldpieces
fieldpieces
cannon or
bronze or
State
and carriages,
with a
asuitable
four
cannon balls for four
outfit of cannon
suitable outfit
together with
carriages, together
and
pyramids, to
to be
the campus
memorial
college as aamemorial
said college
of said
campus of
on the
placed on
be placed
pyramids,
to Charles
Oren and
named.
and others named.
Charles Oren
to
Tennille, Wash.
To the
city of
of Tennille,
Tennille, in
Washington and
State of
of Tennille,
Wash
and State
of Washington
county of
in the
the county
the city
To
Georgia
two
condemned
bronze
or
brass
cannon
fieldpieces,
with
or
fieldpieces,
cannon
brass
or
bronze
Georgia, two condemned
of cannon
their carriages
suitable outfit
cannon balls.
outfit of
a suitable
and a
carriages and
their
Fox Lake, Wis.
Lake, Wis.
State Fox
To the
of Fox
Fox Lake,
Lake, in
of Dodge,
Dodge, in
in the
the State
county of
the county
in the
village of
the village
To
of
Wisconsin, two
two condemned
or brass
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces,
brass cannon
bronze or
condemned bronze
of Wisconsin,
with
carriages, the
the same
be placed
in the
the public
said
public park m said
placed in
to be
same to
their carriages,
with their
village.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
To
city of
of Winston-Salem,
Forsyth County,
County, North
Carolina, Winston-Salem,N.C.
North Carolina,
Winston-Salem, Forsyth
the city
To the
their
three
condemned
bronze
or
brass
cannon
or
fieldpieces,
with
their
fieldpieces,
or
three condemned bronze or brass cannon
carriages
outfit of
of cannon
to be
be placed
placed at the
balls, to
cannon balls,
suitable outfit
a suitable
and a
carriages and
site
monument to
to be
erected in that
that
be erected
soon to
Boone, soon
Daniel Boone,
to Daniel
the monument
of the
site of
citv.
city.
Marine, Ill.
"to the
Illinois, for
for use
in said
said village.
village, one
one MarinelI.
use in
Marine, Illinois,
at Marine,
park, at
village park,
the village
To
condemned
fieldpiece or
cannon, with
with a
outfit of
cannon
of cannon
a suitable
suitable outfit
or cannon,
condemned fieldpiece
balls, the
the same
same to
in said
said village
village park.
park.
placed in
to be
be placed
balls,
Sunbury, Pa.
To the
Fort Augusta,
Augusta, in
in the
the town
town of
of Sunbury,
Sunbury, in
in the
To
the Fort
the State
State of
of Fort Augusta..omvut.a
Pennsylvania,
or fieldpieces,
with
fieldpieces, with
cannon or
bronze cannon
condemned bronze
two condemned
Pennsylvania, two
their carriages
suitable outfit
balls.
cannon balls.
of cannon
outfit of
a suitable
and a
carriages and
their
Auburn, N. Y.
To
Post, Numbered
Numbered forty-five,
in the
city of
of Auburmynpost.
the city
Grand Army post.
forty-five, in
Seward-Crocker Post,
the Seward-Crocker
To the
Auburn,
in
the
State
of
New
York,
three
condemned
bronze
or
brass
Auburn, in the State of New York, three condemned bronze or brass
cannon
fieldpieces and
and carriages,
carriages, together
with a
suitable outfit
outfit
a suitable
together with
or fieldpieces
cannon or
of
cannon balls
for six
pyramids.
six pyramids.
balls for
of cannon
Oxford, N.Y.
To
the New
Relief Corps
Corps Home, Oxford,
Oxford,
Home,Relief Corps Home..orps
Women's Relief
State Women's
York State
New York
To the
Chenango County,
New York,
two condemned
or brass
brass cancanbronze or
condemned bronze
York, two
County, New
Chenango
non or
fieldpieces, with
with their
and a
outfit of
of cannon
cannon
a suitable
suitable outfit
carriages and
their carriages
or fieldpieces,
non
balls.
Hicksville, Ohio.
To
village of
of Hicksville,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, two
two condemned
condemned Hicksvile,
Ohio.
Defiance County,
Hicksville, Defiance
the village
To the
a
with
bronze
or
brass
cannon
or
fieldpieces
and
carriages
'
together
a
together
carriages,
and
fieldpieces
or
bronze or brass cannon
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
for four
be placed
placed in
in said
to be
pyramids, to
four pyramids,
balls for
cannon balls
suitable
village
as a
memorial to
the soldiers
who enlisted
neighborthat neighborfrom that
enlisted from
soldiers who
to the
a memorial
village as
hood.
Wynne,.k.
hoocd
Wynne, Ark.
To
of Wynne,
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
brass WynneArk
or brass
Arkansas, two
Wynne, Arkansas,
the city
city of
To the
cannon, with
their carriages
carriages and
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls,
balls, to
to
of cannon
and suitable
with their
cannon,

a

city..
be placed
the public
square in that city
public square
in the
placed in
be
To the
the city
city of
Missouri, two
condemned brass
brass or
bronze
or bronze
two condemned
Kennett, Missouri,
of Kennett,
To
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
with a
a suitable
of cannon
balls, to
to be
be
cannon balls,
outfit of
suitable outfit
fieldpieces, with
cannon
mounted in
the courthouse
yard of
said city.
city.
of said
courthouse yard
in the
mounted
To the
New Madrid,
two condemned
brass or
or bronze
bronze
condemned brass
Missouri, two
Madrid, Missouri,
of New
city of
the city
To
cannon
or
fieldpieces,
with
a
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls,
to be
be
to
balls,
cannon
of
cannon or fieldpieces, with a suitable outfit
mounted
in the
yard of
city.
said city.
of said
courthouse yard
the courthouse
mounted in

Kennett, Mo.

Keett, Mo

New Madrid, Mo.

NewMadrid, Mo.
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Missouri, two condemned
To the city of Benton, Missouri
condemned brass or bronze
bronze
cannon
or
fieldpieces,
with
a
suitable
outfit
of cannon
cannon balls,
balls, to be
cannon or fieldpieces, with a suitable outfit of
mounted
yard of
of the
the said
said city.
city.
courthouse yard
the courthouse
in the
mounted in
Omaha,
Nebr.etebr
VeterTo
Lee Forby
Forby Camp,
Camp, Numbered
Numbered One, United Spanish
Spanish War
Wax
To the
the Lee
NahaWr
Spanish
War
ans.p
Veterans,
Omaha Nebraska,
Nebraska, for use in its plat in the 'West
Lawn
West Lawn
Veterans, Omaha,
a~
Cemetery,
at Omaha,
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
brass
Nebraska, two
Omaha, Nebraska,
Cemetery, at
cannon
or fieldpieces,
their carriages
carriages and
and a
a suitable
suitable outfit
outfit of
with their
fieldpieces, with
cannon or
cannon balls.
Hutchinson,
Kans.
To the
Republic post
Hutchinson and the
the
at Hutchinson
post at
the Republic
of the
Army of
Grand Army
To
the Grand
ALst.
on,
Hutf
Grand Army post.
city of
of Hutchinson,
jointly, in
the county
county of
of Reno
and State
State of
Reno and
in the
Hutchinson, jointly,
city
Kansas, two
two condemned
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
fieldpieces, with
with
cannon or fieldpieces,
condemned bronze
Kansas,
their
carriages and
and a
suitable pyramid
of cannon
cannon balls,
balls, of
of twelve
twelve
pyramid of
a suitable
their carriages
each.
pounds each.
Oh. pounds
Antwerp, Ohio.
To
village of
Antwerp, Paulding
County, Ohio, two condemned
condemned
Paulding County,
of Antwerp,
To the
the village
bronze
or brass
or fieldpieces
carriages, together with a
a
fieldpieces and carrages,
cannon or
brass cannon
bronze or
suitable
of cannon
cannon balls
pyramids to
be placed
placed in
to be
four pyramids,
for four
balls for
outfit of
suitable outfit
said village
memorial to
to the
the soldiers
enlisted from that
who enlisted
soldiers 'who
a memorial
as a
village as
said
neighborhood.
neighborhood.
Early ,Iowa. post.
TO
Forby Post
Post, Three
hundred and
ninety-one, Grand
Grand
and ninety-one,
Three hundred
Lee Forby
the Lee
To the
Aryos t
E
Grand Army
Army of
of the
the Republic
Early, Iowa,
Iowa, to be placed near the flag tower
tower
Republic,.,Eariy,
Army
in the
the city
park, two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass
brass cannon or fieldcity park,
in
pieces, with
a suitable outfit of cannon balls.
and a
carriages and
their carriages
with their
pieces,
Mlwraalee,
To
the
city
of
Milwaukee,
in
the
State of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wis.
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, two condemned
condemned
South Shore Park.
bronze
brass cannon
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces with
with carriages,
carriages together
with aa
together with
cannon or
or brass
bronze or
th ore ar.
suitable outfit
outfit of
balls for
for four
pyramids, for
decorative
for decorative
four pyramids,
cannon balls
of cannon
suitable
purposes
in South
Shore Park,
on Lake
Michigan.
Lake Michigan.
Park, on
South Shore
purposes in
Leas, wIS.
To the
the village of
Lena, in the State of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, two condemned
condemned
of Lena,
To
w'
a
bronze
or brass
brass cannon
fieldpieces and
and carriages, together with a
or fieldpieces
cannon or
bronze or
suitable
of cannon
cannon balls for
pyramids.
for two pyramids.
outfit of
suitable outfit
Weedsport,
N. Y.
To
Weedsport, State
of New
New York,
York, one
condemned
one condemned
State of
of Weedsport,
town of
To the
the town
eedsport,NY.
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
and carriage,
carriage, together
together with a
a
or fieldpiece
fieldpiece and
cannon or
bronze
of cannon
cannon balls for two pyramids.
suitable outfit of
Easton,
To
district of
of the
city of
Pennsylvania, for
for use
use
of -Easton,
Easton Pennsylvania,
the city
school district
the school
To the
Pa
Eton, Pa.
condemned
on
the grounds
Franklin School building, two condemned
the Franklin
grounds of the
on the
bronze or
or brass
fieldpieces, with carmages
carnages and suitable
or fieldpieces,
cannon or
brass cannon
bronze
cannon balls.
outfit of cannon
Glenwood, Mo.
To
the city
city of
of Glenwood,
Missouri, one condemned
condemned
State of Missouri,
in the
the State
Glenwood in
To the
Mo.
Glenwood,
bronze
or brass
brass cannon
suitable outfit of cannon balls, the same
cannon and suitable
bronze or
to be
public park
in said city.
park in
in aapublic
placed in
to
be placed
Ulyssee,
To the
cemetery at
Potter County,
County, Pennsylvania,
one conconPennsylvania, one
at Ulysses,
Ulysses, Potter
the cemetery
To
P
Ulyssas, Pa.
demned bronze
bronze or
or brass
cannon, with carriage.
carriage.
brass cannon,
demned
Freeport, III.
To the c
i
ty of
of Freeport,
in the
the county
county of
of Stephenson,
Stephenson, in
in the
State
the State
Freeport, in
To the city
Fepot,m.
of
Illinois two condemned
condemned bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, the
of Illinois,
same
be placed
in the
the municipal
park in
in said
said city.
city.
municipal park
placed in
to be
same to
Veedersburg, I
nd.
To the
the city
city of
Veedersburg, i
n the State
State of Indiana, one conin
of Veedersburg,
To
edesburgd.
demned
fieldpiece with carriage,
carriage, together
together
or brass cannon or fieldpiece
bronze or
demned bronze
decorative
a suitable
suitable outfit of cannon balls for two pyramids, for decorative
with a
Veedersburg.
in the
the city of Veedersburg.
Park, in
in Hub
Hub Park,
purposes in
Lyons,
Kans.
To the
in the
county of
Rice and
State of
of Kansas,
Kansas,
and State
of Rice
the county
Lyons, in
city of
of Lyons,
the city
Lyons,KTo
two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
with their
their
a suitable
suitable pyramid of cannon
cannon balls, of twelve pounds
carriages and a
each.
condemned
Gillmpie, M.
To the city of Gillespie,
Gillespie, in the State of Illinois, two condemned
Gfloupie,
fieldpieces and carriages, together
together with aa
cannon or fieldpieces
bronze or brass cannon
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls for two pyramids.
New
To
To the borough of New Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
New Philadelphia,
Pa.
Philadelphia, Schuylkill
Schuylkill County, in the
condemned bronze
bronze cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces,
Pennsylvania, three condemned
State of Pennsylvania,
with their
their carnages
camages and
suitable outfit
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
with
and a
a suitable
Cedarville, Ill.
To
the village
village of
Cedarville, in
county of
of Stephenson,
Stephenson, in
the
of Cedarville,
in the
the county
in the
To the
Cedarville,
II.
State of Illinois,
Illinois, one bronze or brass cannon or fieldpiece
fieldpiece not needed
for present
present service,
service, the same to be placed in Cedar Cliff Cemetery
Cemetery in
said village.
Mo.
Benton, Mo.
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Mass.'
Lanesboro, in the county
county of Berkshire,
Berkshire, in the
the State Lanaboro,
Lanesb" °, Mass
town of Lanesboro,
the town
To the
of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, one bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpiece
fieldpiece not needed
needed
service, the same to be placed
placed in the public
public park in said
for present
present service,
town.
town.
Georgia
Milledgeville, in the Acade
city.of Milledgeville
To the
Georgia
my, Military
the city
College, in the
Military College,
the Georgia
Georgia Military
To
Milledge.
county of
Baldwin, in the
four condemned
condemned bronze ville,Ga.
ville,a
Georgia, four
the State of Georgia,
of Baldwin,
county
or
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and aa suitable
or brass
brass cannon
outfit
cannon balls.
outfit of
of cannon
To the
Ill.
of Farmington,
Farmington, in the county of Fulton, in the State Farmington, Ill.
town of
the town
To
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpiece,
fieldpiece, the
one condemned
of Illinois,
Illinois, one
said town.
same to
park in said
public park
in the public
same
to be
be placed in
To
county of Fulton, in the State of Vermont,
Vermont, m.
Ill.
town of Vermont, in the county
the town
To the
cannon or fieldpiece,
Illinois one
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon
fieldpiece, the
one condemned
Illinois,
same
to be
placed in the public
park in said town.
public park
be placed
same to
Avon Mas.
Mass.
Avon, in the county
To the
the Avon
Avon Rifle
Rifle Club, of Avon,
county of Norfolk, in the Avon
To
,lub.
fle C ub
Commonwealth
the Rifle
fieldpiece, the
condemned fieldpiece
one condemned
Massachusetts, one
of Massachusetts,
Commonwealth of
same to
to be
placed in
front of
the barracks
barracks of said club in said town.
of the
in front
be placed
same
arrensbur, Mo.
Missouri,, Warrensburg
To the
School, Warrensburg,.
Mo.
Warrensburg, Missouri
Normal School,
State Normal
Warrensburg State
To
the Warrensburg
State Normal,School.
fieldpieces, with their
or fieldpieces,
two
bronze or
brass cannon
cannon or
their carriages,
camages, and State Normho
or brass
two bronze
with a
a suitable
placed on the
outfit of cannon balls, the same to be placed
suitable outfit
with
campus of
State Normal
Warrensburg,
Normal School, at Warrensburg,
the Warrensburg
Warrensburg State
of the
campus
Missouri.
Missouri.
To
Niles Post,
and ten,
ten, DepartDepart- Randolph,
Mass.
t.
arMndlmrhY
hundred and
One hundred
Post, One
Horace Niles
Captain Horace
the Captain
To the
Grand
Army
post.
Republic, of Randolph,
ment of
of Massachusetts,
Grand Army of the Republic,
Massachusetts, Grand
ment
in
the county
county of
Norfolk and
and Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, two
of Norfolk
in the
fieldpieces, the same to be
cannon or fieldpieces,
condemned bronze
be
brass cannon
bronze or brass
condemned
hee
placed
in the
the public
of said
of Randolph.
Randolph.
town of
said town
park of
public park
placed in
To the
Alexander Hamilton
Chapter, Sons
Sons of
of tile
nkton,
Aer
o'f
sons
Revo- Sons
of Iowa.
American
American Revothe American
Hamilton Chapter,
the Alexander
To
n
lution, Sheldon,
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon,
cannon, with
with Revolutio
Revolution.two condemned
Iowa, two
Sheldon, Iowa
lution,
their
and suitable
cannon balls, to be placed
placed at the
outfit of cannon
suitable outfit
carriages and
their carriages
entrance
the public
of Sheldon,
Iowa.
Sheldon, Iowa.
city-of
in the
the city
park in
public park
of the
entrance of
To
F. L.
Aiken, mayor
of the
the city
of Onalaska,
Crosse County,
County, Onal
Onalaska, Wis.
La Crosse
Onalaska, La
city of
mayor of
L. Aiken,
To F.
Wisconsin, two
two condemned
fieldpieces or cannon, with suitable
condemned fieldpieces
Wisconsin,
outfits of
cannon balls,
balls, one
one to
to be
purpose of appropriately
appropriately
the purpose
for the
used for
be used
of cannon
outfits
other for the
marking the
places of
soldiers and
and the other
deceased soldiers
of deceased
burial places
the burial
marking
adornment of
of a
apublic
public park
park in
in said city.
adornment
To the
Park Association,
Association, Waynesburg,
Waynesburg, Greene
Greene County,
County-, Waynesburg,
Waynesburg, Pa.
Waynesburg Park
the Way-nesburg
To
fieldpieces, with
Pennsylvania, two
two condemned
bronze cannon or fieldpieces,
condemned bronze
Pennsylvania,
their carriages
carriages and
outfit of
of cannon
balls.
cannon balls.
suitable outfit
and aasuitable
their
o ll
unty,
or M=on
cannon or
To Jackson
Jackson County,
County, Mississippi,
one condemned
condemned bronze
mite.
kson C
County,
bronze cannon
Mississippi, one
To
fieldpiece,
with
its
carriage
and
a
suitable
outfit
of
cannon
balls.
balls.
cannon
of
outfit
fieldpiece, with its carriage and a suitable
To
Carbondale, Jackson
for the
the use
use of
of CCarbondale,
arbond ale,Ill.
ll.
Illinois, for
County, Illinois,
Jackson County,
of Carbondale,
city of
the city
To the
the new
new armory
armory at
at Carbondale,
Illinois, two
condemned cannon
or
cannon or
two condemned
Carbondale, Illinois,
the
fieldpieces,
with their
their carriages
suitable equipment
equipment of
cannon
of cannon
a suitable
and a
carriages and
fieldpieces, with
balls.
balls.
TO
of Phelps,
Phelps, in
State of
York, a
acondemned
condemned Phelps,
Phelps, N.
Y.
N. Y.
New York,
of New
in the
the State
village of
the village
rTo the
a
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
fieldpiece and
and carriage,
with a
together with
carriage, together
or fieldpiece
cannon or
bronze
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls
two pyramids.
pyramids.
for two
balls for
of cannon
suitable
,
To the
the John
John T.
Parker Post,
Post, Numbered
Numbered Fifty-seven,
t.
VGab
Kentucky Ky.Vanceburg
Fifty-seven, Kentucky
Grand Armyypost.
T. Parker
To
Grand
Army
of
the
Republic,
of
the
city
of
Vanceburg,
Lewis
County,
Grand Army of the Republic, of the city of Vanceburg, Lewis County,
Kentucky, one
fieldpiece or
or cannon,
suitable
with aa suitable
cannon, with
condemned fieldpiece
one condemned
Kentucky,
outfit of
of cannon
balls, the
to be
be placed
in the
yard
courthouse yard
the courthouse
placed in
same to
the same
cannon balls,
outfit

in the said city.

To the
city of
of Williamsburg,
Williamsburg, in
the State
two condemned
condemned
Iowa, two
of Iowa,
State of
in the
the city
To
bronze
or brass
brass cannon
fieldpieces and
together with
with aa
carriages, together
and carriages,
or fieldpieces
cannon or
bronze or
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls
balls for
for four
four pyramids.
pyramids.
of cannon
suitable
To the village of Grahamsville, Sullivan County-, New York, one
To the village of Grahamsville, Sullivan County, New York, one
condemned
bronze or
or brass
with its
carriage and
and
its carnage
fieldpiece, with
or fieldpiece,
cannon or
brass cannon
condemned bronze
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
outfit of
aasuitable
suitable outfit
County,
Sullivan C
Monticello, Sullivan
To
the village
village of
of Monticello,
ount y,New
New York, one conTo the
demned
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldpiece,
its carriage
carriage and
and a
a
with its
fieldpiece, with
bronze or
demned bronze
suitable
outfit
cannon
balls.
cannon
of
suitable outfit

Williamsburg, Iowa

Wmiamburg, owa

Graamsville . Y.
V.
orahaEasriue S.

Monticello, N. Y.

Montielo,

N. Y.
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To the town of Thomtown,
Thorntown in the State of Indiana, one condemned
condemned
bronze
cannon or fieldpiece
with carriage,
together with
with aa
bronze or brass cannon
fieldpiece with
carriage, together
suitable
cannon balls for
decorative purof cannon
for two
two pyramids, for decorative
suitable outfit
outfit of
poses in the grounds of the public
town of Thorntown.
Thomtown.
public library
library in the town
Waynesburg,
Pa.
P
Waynesbu,
To the Waynesburg
Armory Board, Waynesburg,
Waynesburg, county
Waynesburg Armory
county of Greene,
Greene,
Armory Board.
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, two condemned
bronze cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces,
condemned bronze
suitable outfit of cannon balls
with their carriages
carriages and a
a suitable
balls for
for two
placed in
front of the
pyramids, to
to be
be placed
in front
the armory.
Linthieum
To the
of Linthicum Heights,
Heights, in
Anne Arundel
.Arundel County, Maryin Anne
the town ofLinthicum
Linthicum Heights,
To
Heights,
Md.
Md.
land, one bronze
bronze or brass or other cannon or other
other fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
suitable outfits of cannon balls.
balls.
Queens, N.Y.
N. Y.
Queens,
To the Borough of Queens, city and State of New York, tw6
two conbronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carriages
carriages and
demned bronze
suitable outfit
make four pyramids,
pyramids, to be placed
placed as
outfit of cannon balls to make
as
designated by the president
president of the borough.
designated
borough.
Port Washington.
Port
Washington.
To the Port Washington
Washington Business
Business Men's Association,
Association, for use in the
grounds
Washington High School, one condemned
grounds of the Port Washington
condemned bronze
cannon or fieldpiece,
fieldpiece, with its carriage
carriage and suitable
outfit of
of
or brass cannon
suitable outfit
cannon balls.
Hicksville, Ohio.
Hickue,
Ohio.
County, Ohio,
To the village
village of Hicksville,
Hicksville, Defiance
Defiance County,
Ohio, two
contwo condemned bronze or brass
brass cannon or fieldpieces and carriages,
carriages, together
together
with a
asuitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls for four pyramids,
pyramids to be placed
placed
in said village
'village as a
amemorial
memorial to the soldiers who enlisted
enlisted from that
that
neighborhood.
neighborhood.
Antwerp,
Antwerp, Ohio.
Ohio.
Antwerp, Paulding County, Ohio, two condemned
To the village of Antwerp,
condemned
bronze or brass cannon or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and carriages,
carriages, together with
with
a
cannon balls for four pyramids
a suitable outfit of cannon
pyramids, to be placed in
in
said village as aa memorial to the soldiers who enlisted
enlisted from that
that
neighborhood.
neighborhood.
Charleston,
Charston, Ark.
Ark.
To the city of Charleston,
Franklin, in the State of
To
Charleston, in the county of Franklin,
Arkansas,
fieldpieces, with their
Arkansas, two bronze or brass
brass cannon or fieldpieces
their carriages, not
for present
thefieldpieces,
same to
to be placed
riages,
not needed
needed for
present service,
service, the
same
placed in the
courthouse
said city.
courthouse yard in said
Ozark, Ark.
Ozark, t
To the city of Ozark, in the county of Franklin
Franklin and State of Arkancannon or fieldpieces
sas, two bronze or brass cannon
carriages,
fieldpieces, with their carriages,
service, the same to be placed in the public
not needed for present service,
park of said city of Ozark.
Russe.11ville,
Ark.
Rumseile, Ark
To the city of Russellville,
condemned bronze
bronze canRussellville, Arkansas, two condemned
cannon and suitable outfit of cannon
cannon balls, to be used for ornamental
ornamental
purposes.
purposes.
Atkins, Ark.
Atkins,
Ark.
ArkanTo the city of Atkins, in the county of Pope and State of Arkansas, two bronze or brass cannon
fieldpieces, with their carriages,
cannon or fieldpieces,
needed for
service, the
same to
to be
be placed
placed in
not needed
for present
present service,
the same
in aa public
public
in
city
of
place
in
said
city
of
Atkins.
Morrilltort, Ark.
Motrrlton, Ark.
To the city of Morrillton,
Morrillton, in the county of Conway and
and State
of
State of
condemned bronze
Arkansas, two condemned
bronze or brass cannon or
or fieldpieces, with
the carriages and a
a suitable
suitable outfit of cannon balls, the same to be
placed in
in a
a_public
place
in said
city.
placed
public
place
in
said city.
Chelsea, Mass.
I's d i e r s
tm e l soldiers,
State
Two
condemned brass cannon,
cannon, with suitable
balls, for
for the
the
Two condemnedbrass
suitable cannon
cannon balls,
how .
home.
State soldier's home at Chelsea, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Rigglesvle
Rigglesville Pa.
Pa.
To the borough
borough of Rigglesville,
Rigglesville, in the county of Bucks, in the
the
condemned bronze or brass cannon or
State of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, two condemned
fieldpieces
placed in
in the
the soldier's
soldier's
fieldpieces,.,with their carriages,
carriages, the
the same
same to
to be
be placed
cemetery
cemetery m
m said
said borough.
borough.
Norristown, Pa.
onst,
Norristown, in the county
To the town
town of Norristown,
county of Montgomery,
Montgomery, in the
Pennsylvania, two
condemned bronze
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon
cannon or
or
State of Pennsylvania,
two condemned
fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with their carriages,
carriages, the same to be placed in the public
park in
in said town.
town.
Stoughton, Mass.
To A.
A. Saint Johns
Department of
Chamnbre Post, Seventy-two,
stouon,Mas.
Johns Chainbre
Seventy-two, Department
Grand Army post.
'rmypst. Massachusetts, Grand
Grand Army of the Republic,
MassaRepublic, Stoughton,
Stoughton, Massachusetts, Norfolk County, two bronze
bronze or brass cannon
cannon or fieldpieces,
Thomtown,
Thomtown, Ind.
ind.
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with
their carriages,
carriages, the
to be
be placed
public park
park of
of said
with their
the same
same to
placed in
in the
the public
said
town
of Stoughton.
Stoughton.
town of
Woburn, Mass.
To
Post, Numbered
Numbered Thirty-three,
Woburn Post,
Post, GnWob
Thirty-three, and
and Woburn
To Burbank
Burbank Post,
Grand Armyypost.
post.
Massachusetts
Numbered
hundred and sixty-one, Department
Department of Massachusetts,
Numbered One hundred
condemned
Grand
Grand Army of the Republic, Woburn, Massachusetts, two condemned
and suitable
bronze
cannon or
or fieldpieces
fieldpieces and
suitable outfit of cannon
cannon
brass cannon
or brass
bronze or
balls.
balls.
al
Altass CCal.
California, two condemned
To city
of Alturas,
Alturas, California,
condemned bronze
bronze cannon, Alturas,
city of
To
suitable outfit of cannon balls, with two pyramids and carwith
with suitable
riages, for
the new
courthouse.
new courthouse.
for the
riages,
Colo.
Lamd
Colo- Lamar,
To the
Republic Post,
Post, of Lamar, ColoTo
the Lamar
Lamar Grand
Grand Army of the Republic
Grand
.Army post
post.
rado,
brass cannon
pyramid of
balls.
of cannon
cannon balls.
and pyramid
cannon and
rado, aabrass
New York City, N.Y.
cannon, with
To
the city
of New
with NewYorkCityN.Y.
bronze cannon,
condemned bronze
two condemned
New York
York two
city of
To the
number of cannon balls.
and proper number
suitable
carnages and
suitable carnages
Sparta, Ohio.
OhioTo
the village
village of
of Sparta,
Ohio, two brass
brass cannon and Sparta
Sparta, Stark County, Ohio,
To the
cannon balls.
cannon
Canal Dover, Ohio.
To
the city
city of
of Canal
Canal Dover,
Dover, 'Puscarawas
County, Ohio,
Ohio, two brass canalDover, hio.
Tuscarawas County,
To the
cannon and
balls.
cannon balls.
and cannon
cannon
Greensburg, /nd.
To
the commissioners
commissioners of
Indiana, for the
the Grand Gresb^rgyst
County, Indiana,
of Decatur
Decatur County,
To the
Grand Army post.
brass cannon
Army Post
Post of
of Greensburg,
Greensbnrg, two
condemned bronze
bronze or brass
cannon
two condemned
Army
balls complete.
with
carriages and
complete.
and balls
with carriages
Carrollton, Ga.
To the Agricultural
Mechanical School
School at
at Carrollton,
Carrollton, in
Agricultural and Mechanical
in the
the Croiltn,
AgriculturalGa.
and Mechanical
ollege.
fourth
congressional district
district in
in the
condemned chanical College.
State of Georgia, two condemned
the State
fourth congressional
bronze or
with their
their carriages.
fieldpieces, with
or fieldpieces,
cannon, or
brass cannon,
or brass
bronze
Wakefield, Mass.
For the
the town
of Wakefield,
two condemned
bronze Wakefeld,
Masscondemned bronze
Massachusetts, two
Wakefield, Massachusetts,
town of
For
cannon
with
suitable
carriages
and
pyramid
of
cannon
balls.
balls.
cannon
of
cannon with suitable carriages and pyramid
Waterloo, N. Y.
Village of
of Waterloo,
Waterloo, New
New York,
bronze cannon
cannon Waterlo00 N Y.
condemned bronze
two condemned
York, two
Village
with
carriages
and
cannon
balls.
cannon
and
with carriages
Brooklyn, N. Y.
At
Park, Brooklyn,
New York,
cannon B
Ny'park
Brooklyn, New
York, two
two condemned
condemned cannon
McKinley
Park.
At McKinley
McKinley Park,
and cannon
cannon balls.
and
The Dallas, Oreg.
For
States post-office
post-office ground
at The
The Danes,
Dalles, TheDales, reg
building at
and building
ground and
United States
For United
Wasco
County, Oregon,
Oregon, two
brass cannon
their
with their
cannon with
condemned brass
two condemned
Wasco County,
carriages
cannon balls.
balls.
and cannon
carriages and
Valley City, N
N. Dak.
For
the city
city of
of Valley
City, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, one
one condemned
condemned cannon
cannon
'alleyCit - Dk
Valley City,
For the
with
carriage
and
suitable
pyramid
of
cannon
balls.
with carriage and suitable pyramid of cannon balls.
Asheville, N. c
C.
Confederate Veterans
Two condemned
brass cannon
and the
the necessary
necessary Confederate
Veterans
carriages, and
two carriages,
cannon,' two
condemned brass
Two
camp.
cannon
balls for
the•Confederate Veterans
North campof Asheville,
Asheville, North
Camp of
Veterans Camp
for the'Confederate
cannon balls
cranton, Pa.
Carolina.
Scranton,
Carolina.
Grand Army post.
For the
the Ezra
Pennsylvania, two
two brass
brass GrandArmy
Scranton, Pennsylvania,
Post, Scranton,
Griffin Post,
Ezra Griffin
For
necessary balls.
cannon,
two carriages,
the necessary
and the
carriages, and
cannon, two
Parkston, S. Dak.
To
the city
city of
of Parkston,
South Dakota,
Dakota, one
condemned brass
brass Parkston,.Dak.
small condemned
one small
Parkston, South
To the
cannon, with
with suitable
cannon balls.
balls.
and cannon
carriage and
suitable carriage
cannon,
Lanesboro, Mass.
For Lanesboro,
Massachusetts, two
two condemned
with LanesboMass.
cannon, with
brass cannon,
condemned brass
Lanesboro, Massachusetts,
For
suitable
carriages and
pyramid of cannon balls.
and pyramid
suitable carriages
Lincoln, Nebr.
Two condemned
condemned brass
brass cannon,
cannon, with
with the
carriages and
and cannon
cannon balls,
balls, Lioln, Nebrthe carriages
Two
for Antelope
Nebraska.
o
Mot
in Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Park, in
for
Antelope Park,
Montrose, Colo.
To the
the city
Montrose, Colorado,
brass cannon,
cannon, Montrse, io.
condemned brass
two condemned
Colorado, two
of Montrose,
city of
To
with
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
accompaniment of
suitable accompaniment
and aasuitable
carriages and
with carriages
Hoopestown,
To the
city of
two condemned
or bronze
bronze Hoopetown, I.brass or
condemned brass
Illinois, two
of Hoopestown,
Hoopestown, Illinois,
the city
To
cannon
and their
carriages and
and balls.
balls.
their carriages
cannon and
Gilman,
To the
the city
city of
two condemned
condemned bronze
cannon and
and Gilm a n, i.
bronze cannon
Illinois, two
Gilman, Illinois,
of Gilman.
To
their
balls.
their carriages,
carriages, with
with balls.
Jefferson, Ohio.
e
Two
brass or
or bronze
cannon for
for park
park in
in Jefferson,
Jefferson, Ohio.
Ohio. Jefl ron,
io.
bronze cannon
condemned brass
Two condemned
Glenwood, Mo.
Two
brass
cannon
and
cannon
balls
for
park
at
Glenwood,
Missouri.
o.
Glewood,
Two brass cannon and cannon balls for park at Glenwood, Missouri. Dublin,
Ohio.
For
Franklin County,
County, Ohio,
brass cannon,
cannon, Dublin, Ohio.
condemned brass
two condemned
Ohio, two
Dublin, Franklin
For Dublin,
with
and cannon
balls.
cannon balls.
carriages and
with suitable
suitable carriages
Warsaw, Ky.
To the
city- of
in the
the State
State of
of Kentucky,
two condemned
condemned
arsaw,K
Kentucky, two
Warsaw, in
of Warsaw,
the city
To
bronze
or brass
brass cannon
cannon and
suitable outfit
of cannon
cannon balls.
balls.
outfit of
and aasuitable
bronze or
Kingwood, W. Va.
Two
cannon or
fieldpieces and
and outfit
outfit of
of balls
balls for
for Kingwood,
d. v
g
West
Kingwood, West
or fieldpieces
Two cannon
Scottsboro,
Virginia.
Virinia.
cottsboro, Ala.
To the
city of
Scottsboro, Alabama,
condemned bronze
or
bronze or
two condemned
Alabama, two
of Scottsboro,
the city
To
brass
cannon
with
suitable
number
of
cannon
balls.
cannon
of
brass cannon with suitable number
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Lorai,
Two condemned
Lorain, Ohio.
Ohio.
condemned brass
brass cannon
and carriages
and balls
balls for
city of
cannon and
carriages and
for city
of
Akron,
Ohio, Grand
Akron, Ohio,
Grand
Armypost.
Army post.
Lorain.
and balls
balls for
Buckley Post,
Post,
Lorain. Two brass
brass cannon
cannon and
and carriages
carriages and
for Buckley
Falmouth,
Famouth, Mass.
ass.

Akron, Ohio.
Ohio.
Akron,
To the town
To
town of Falmouth, in the county of Barnstable
Barnstable and
and CommonCommonMassachusetts, two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or
brass cannons,
wealth of Massachusetts,
or brass
cannons,
with carriages
carriages and a
pyramid of cannon
cannon balls,
balls, to
to be
be placed
placed in
in
a suitable pyramid

New Oxford, Pa.

ew

Methuen, Mass.

Methuen,

Mass.

Bloomfield, Ind.
Grand Army post.

Grand Armn st.

Mooeeheart,

Order of Moose.
OrderofMoose.

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Parersbrg, W. Va.

the public
parks or
or grounds
grounds in
said town.
the
public parks
in said
town.

Two
Txford,
condemned
condemned brass cannons and suitable assortment
assortment of
for
of balls
balls for

New Oxford,
Pennsylvania.
New
Oxford, Pennsylvania.
To the town of Methuen,
Methuen, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, two
two condemned
condemned bronze
or
bronze or
brass cannon
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
with suitable
suitable outfits
cannon balls.
balls.
brass
outfits of
of cannon
of commissioners
To the board of
commissioners of
of Greene
County, Indiana,
the
Greene County,
Indiana, for
for the
Grand Army
Army post
post at
at Bloomfield,
two mounted
bronze cannon
cannon and
and
Bloomafield, two
mounted bronze

balls.
Two
brass or
or bronze
bronze cannons,
carriages and
and suitasuitaTwo condemned
condemned brass
cannons, with
with carriages
ble complement
complement of cannon balls for
for a
a pyramid
pyramid at
at Mooseheart,
Mooseheart, Illinois,

for the
the Loyal
Loyal Order
Order of
of Moose
Moose of
of the
World.
for
the World.
For the city of Parkersburg,
West Virginia,
Parkersburg, West
Virginia, two
two condemned
condemned brass
brass

or bronze cannons, with their carriages, with suitable
suitable pyramids
pyramids of
of

cannon balls.
balls.
cannon
Hutingtonw.va.
For the city of Huntington,
Huntington, West Virginia,
Virginia, two
two condemned
brass
condemned brass

Huntington, W. Va.

New YorkCity, N.Y.
Jefferson Park.

cannons, with their carriages
or bronze cannons
carriages and
cannon balls.
balls.
and pyramid
pyramid of
of cannon

JeersonrkCa Y. To
city of
of New
York, to
to be
be placed
placed in
in Jefferson
Park, two
two conconTo the
the city
New York,
Jefferson Park,
demned
balls.
and cannon
cannon balls.
cannon and
demned cannon
Fordham squa
Fordham
Square.
Fordham
City, two
two condemned
bronze cannon.
cannon.
Beldere M..
Fordham Square
Square, New
New York
York City,
condemned bronze
Belvidere,
To
city of
Belvidere, Illinois,
bronze or
or brass
brass cannon,
cannon, with
To the
the city
of Belvidere,
Illinois, one
one bronze
with
carriage
and aasuitable
of cannon
cannon balls.
bolls.
Brookln,
carriage and
suitable outfit
outfit of
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y.
Y.
Sunset Park.
sunset
At Sunset Park, Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New
New York,
two cannon
cannon and
necessary
York, two
and necessary

balls.
bas.
Post at
For Grand Army of the Republic
Republic Post
at Paintsville,
Paintsville, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
condemned
brass
two
condemned
brass
cannon
and
suitable
carriages
and
cannon
balls.
cannon
and
suitable
carriages
and
cannon
balls.
Wilbur, Nebr.
bur, Nebr.
suitable supply
One brass
brass cannon,
cannon, carriage, and suitable
supply of
of pyramids
pyramids for
for
the
city
of
Wilbur,
Saline
County,
Nebraska.
Saline
County,
Nebraska.
Bronx, N. Y.
Bronx, .Y.
City of
of New
New York, Borough
City
Borough of the Bronx, two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze
or
brass
cannon,
with
suitable
carriages
and
cannon
balls.
cannon,
with
suitable
carriages
and
cannon
balls.
e
Fresno, Cal.
Fra sn,
al.
To the city of Fresno, California,
California, two condemned
To
condemned bronze
bronze cannon,
cannon,
suitable outfit
outfit of
cannon balls.
balls.
aton, Rapids City,
ity, with
with suitable
of cannon
Eaton,
Mich.
Mich.
Four condemned
twenty-four cannon
condemned shell and
and twenty-four
cannon balls for pyramid,
pyramid,
Grand Army Park.
soanh
Amboy, N.a.
Park at
at Eaton
Eaton Rapids
Rapids City,
City, Michigan.
Michigan.
South Amboy, N. J. Grand Army of the Republic Park
Grand Army post.
cannon,'with
with a
Two condemned
condemned cannon
outfit of
of cannon
cannon balls,
balls, for
a suitable
suitable outfit
for
Amboy, New
Phil Kearney
Kearney Post, South Amboy,
New Jersey.
Jersey.
McPherson, Kans.
MPheoans.
Two condemned
condemned bronze
bronze or brass cannon, with
with suitable
suitable balls,
balls, for
for
City Park,
Taa.ga,
City
Park, McPherson,
McPherson, Kansas.
Kansas.
Talladega, Ala.
alladea,
condemned brass
brass or
Two condemned
or bronze
bronze cannon
cannon and balls for Talladega,
Talladega,
Alabama,
the Jackson
Alabama, on
on the
Jackson Trace.
Trace.
Richmond, Mo.
ichmond,o.
Two
condemned brass
Two condemned
brass or
or bronze
bronze cannon,
cannon, with
with pyramids of cannon
place
balls,
to
public
square
at
Richmond,
Missouri.
in
at
Richmond,
Missouri.
Princeton, W. Va.
Princeto,
. a
carriages-,and two pyramids
Two brass cannon, with suitable carriages
pyramids of
Signal Mountain,
Mountain, cannon
cannon balls,
city of
Princeton West
West Virginia.
Virginia.
balls, to the
the city
of
Princeton,
Tenn.
Tenrwh,..
.
condemned cannon
Two condemned
cannon and
an d b
alls for
for Signal
Mountain, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
balls
Signal Mountain,
Norwich, N. Y.
Clayton,
Mo.
Norwich,
York, public
park, two
two condemned
cannon.
Clayton, Mo.
Norwich, New
New York,
public park,
condemned cannon.
For Clayton, Missouri,
Missouri, courtyard,
courtyard, two condemned
condemned bronze
or brass
brass
bronze or
TrntonJ
cannon,
cannon, with carriages
carriages and suitable pyramid
pyramid of
balls.
of balls.
Trenton, N. J.
Trtn, . .
To the
of Trenton,
To
the city
city of
Trenton, New
New Jersey, two condemned
condemned brass cannon
cannon
and
carriages,
carriages,
with
of cannon
with pyramid
pyramid of
cannon balls.
balls.
New Bedford, Mass.
wBord, Mas.
To the
of New Bedford,
Bedford, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, two condemned
condemned bronze
To
the city
city of
or brass cannon, with their carriages, and a
a suitable pyramid
pyramid of cancannon balls, to be placed in Hazlewood
Hazlewood Park in said city, or such
non
other
other public
public park as the city council
council of said
said city may determine.
determine.
PaintsvMe,
Paintsville, Ky.
Grand
Grand Army post.
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with suitable
brass cannon,
Two
Two brass
cannon, with
suitable carriages,
carriages, and two pyramids
pyramids of

cannon balls,
balls, for
Rhode Island.
for the
the town of
of Warwick, Rhode
cannon
Two brass cannon
cannon and balls for the borough of Wrightsville,
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Two
brass cannon
and balls
balls for
Grand Army
Army Post,
Two brass
cannon and
for Grand
Post, Philipsburg,
Philipsburg,

843
Warwick, R.
I.
R.I.
Warwck,
Wrightsville, Pa.
Pa.
Wrghtsville
Philipsburg, Pa.

GraLdArmy
mypst.
Grand
post.
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
s
e
yWhit burg Ky.
condemned cannon with carriages and cannon balls for the Whitesburg,
Two condemned
courthouse yard
yard at
Whitesburg, Kentucky.
Kentucky.
at Whitesburg,
courthouse
For
two confederayte Monu
For Confederate
Confederate Monument
Monument Association
Association at
at Nottoway,
Nottoway, Virginia,
Virginia, two
ment Association.
on ment
condemned brass
cannon balls,
balls, to
be placed
placed on
Association.
to be
suitable cannon
and suitable
cannon and
brass cannon
condemned
the
Square.
the Courthouse
Courthouse Square.
Orange, N. J.
N. .
condemned brass or bronze
bronze Orange
of ()range,
Orange, New
New Jersey, two condemned
To the city
city of
cannon
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
a suitable
suitable outfit of
carriages and a
with the
the carriages
cannon or
cannon
cannon balls.
East Orange, N. J.
condemned brass
two condemned
To the
of East
East Orange,
Orange, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, two
brass or
or East Orange, N- J
the city
city of
To
bronze cannon
cannon or
their carriages
carriages and a
outa suitable outwith their
or fieldpieces,
fieldpieces, with
bronze
fit
cannon balls.
fit of cannon
Westport, Wash.
Two brass
and balls
balls for
of the
the Republic
Republic State
State GraneSdArmy.
Two
brass cannon
cannon and
for Grand
Grand Army
Army of
Grand Army.
Association at
Washington.
at Westport,
Westport, Washington.
Association
Elyria, Ohio.
Two cannon
and suitable
carriages and
balls for
for Elyria
Camp Sons
Sons Sons
Two
cannon and
suitable carriages
of Veterans.
Veterans.
and balls
Elyria Camp
soiof
of Veterans,
Veterans, for
for city
city of
of Elyria,
Elyria, Ohio.
Ohio.
nnool
of
Gunnison, Colo.
State Normachool.
Normal School.
State Normal
park of
for park
Colorado, for
For the
the city
city of
of Gunnison,
of State
Normal state
Gunnison, Colorado,
For
School, two
two condemned
with suitable
and balls.
balls. Tuscumbia, Ala.
carriages and
suitable carriages
brass cannon,
cannon, with
condemned brass
School,
To
the city
city of
of Tuscumbia,
two condemned
condemned bronze
or brass
brass AScc,
Ante, p. 832.
To the
Tuscumbia, Alabama,
Alabama, two
bronze or
Aa.
cannon
suitable outfit
cannon balls.
balls.
of cannon
outfit of
with suitable
fieldpieces, with
or fieldpieces,
cannon or
Saint Louis, Mo.
For
City Hall
Hall Park,
Park, Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
condemned bronze
Lou, Park.
Mo.
bronze Saint
Missouri, two
two condemned
For City
City Hall
or
brass
cannon,
with
carriages
and
suitable
pyramids
of
balls.
or brass cannon, with carriages and suitable pyramids of balls.
Anniston, Ala.
be placed at Am ston' Al a
Two
brass or
or bronze
balls, to be
bronze cannon and balls,
condemned brass
Two condemned
Alabama.
Anniston, Alabama.
Pelham
Monument, Anniston,
Pelham Monument,
Schenectady, N. Y.
To
city of
of Schenectady,
of New
York, two
two condemned
condemned Shenectady, Ni.
New York,
State of
Schenectady, State
To the
the city
balls.
brass
cannon
and
cannon
cannon
and
cannon
brass
New York City, N.Y.
Mount Morris
Morris Park,
Park, New
New York
York City,
two condemned
with Mount
rk.'
Morris Park.
eMont Morris
cannon, with
condemned cannon,
City, two
Mount
suitable outfit
cannon balls.
of cannon
outfit of
suitable
Friend, Nebr.
One condemned
brass cannon
and carriage,
carriage, with
with suitable
supply Frind Nebr
suitable supply
cannon and
One
condemned brass
of
cannon balls,
balls, for
pyramids for
city of
Friend, Nebraska.
Nebraska.
of Friend,
for the
the city
for fwo
two pyramids
of cannon
Poplar Grove, Ili.
oplar 'rve,
To the
the village
village of
Poplar Grove,
Grove, Illinois,
Illinois, one
cannon and
brass cannon
one brass
of Poplar
To
carriage and
suitable outfit
outfit of
of balls.
balls.
and suitable
carriage
Connellsville, Pa.
Two cannon
cannon and
and suitable
supply of
of cannon
balls for
for public grounds Conelvl
cannon balls
suitable supply
Two
in
Victoria.
V.
Pennsylvania.
in Connellsville,
Connellsville, Pennsylvania.
Victoria. Va.
For the
the Confederate
Confederate Monument
Association of
of Lunenburg
Lunenburg County,
Confederate monu
moonCounty, confederate
Monument Association
For
me
Virginia, two
two condemned
suitable cannon balls, mentt •
and suitable
cannon and
brass cannon
condemned brass
Virginia,
to
be placed
at the
of the
Confederate monument
monument at Victoria,
the Confederate
base of
the base
placed at
to be
Virginia.
Ashland,
Ohio.
Virgina.
shland, Oio.
Two condemned
condemned brass
brass cannon
cannon and
and suitable
suitable outfit
at Ashland,
Ashland, Ohio,
Ohio,
outfit at
T'wo
on
public-building; ground.
Richmond Hill,
Hill, N.Y.
.Y.
Richmond
ground.
on public-building
Two condemned
condemned brass
Library
for Library
balls, for
cannon balls,
with cannon
cannon, with
brass cannon,
Two
Ashand, Pa.
Square, Richmond
Richmond Hill,
New York.
Hill, New
York.
Square,
Two condemned
brass or
or bronze
bronze cannon
cannon at
at Court
Court House
Square,
House Square,
condemned brass
Two
Ashland, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, with
with pyramid
pyramid of
balls.
Bellaire, Ohio.
of balls.
Ashland,
The city
city of
Ohio, two
two condemned
condemned brass
brass or
or bronze
cannon,
bronze cannon,
of Bellaire,
Bellaire, Ohio,
The
with
of cannon
cannon balls
and carriages,
carriages, to
to be
in the
the
placed in
be placed
balls and
outfit of
suitable outfit
with suitable
public
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, as
as the
the city
city authorities
ydecide.
decide.
nirersitv of
lapark or
authorities ma
may
public park
For
of the
the University
Alabama, at
at Tuscaloosa,
Tuscaloosa, bama.
y
of Alabama,
University of
the campuses
campuses of
For the
and
the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute
Tnstitute at
each two
two concon- nic Institute.
Auburn, each
at Auburn,
Alabama Polytechnic
and the
demned
brass or
or bronze
cannon or
or fieldpieces,
suitable outfit
outfit
a suitable
with a
fieldpieces, with
bronze cannon
demned brass
proviss.
of
cannon balls.
balls.
of cannon
Provided,
That no
expense shall
incurred by
by the
the United
United States
States Noexpensefor delivbe incurred
shall be
no expense
Provided, That
of any
any of
the foregoing
foregoing condemned
military erubiect to order of
condemned military
of the
through the delivery
delivery of
through
equipment:
each and
and every
every article
article of
of conretary.
con- seeretarYThat each
further, That
Provided further,
equipment: Provided
demned
military equipment
equipment covered
covered by
by this
subject at
at
be subject
act shall
shall be
this act
demned military
all
times to
to the
the order
order of
the Secretary
War.
of War.
Secretary of
of the
all times
Approved,
September 8, 1916.
Approved, September
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844

S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

September 8,1916.

S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHs. 467-470.
SESS.
467-470.

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 467.-An
467.—An Act To make available a
a portion of the appropriation
appropriation for
for the

September 8, 1916.

[H. R. 6034]
6034.]
275.)
[Public, No. 275.1

immigration
station at Baltimore, Maryland,
immigration station
Maryland, for such counters,
counters, boot,
booths, screens,
screens, railrailnig%
kitchen and
laundry equipment,
so forth,
forth, as
as necessary
in conconings, seats
seats, : bunks,
bunks, kitchen
and laundry
equipment, and
and so
necessary in
nection
station.
nection with
with said
said station.

Be
it enacted
enacted .by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
Be it
by the
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of
Congress assembled
the Act
of Congress
Congress
Act of
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of Amerwa
America in
" States
approved July
seventeenth, nineteen
hundred
Th
and
fourteen (Thirty(ThirtyAdditional equip- approved
July seventeenth,
nineteen hundred
and fourteen
ment
authorized.
eighth
Statutes,
chapter
one
hundred
and
fifty-two,
page
five
hunmevnt
auho
eighth
Statutes,
chapter
one
hundred
and
fifty-two,
page
five
hunVol. 38, p. 513.
and thirteen),
thirteen), increasing
dred and
increasing the
cost for
the limit
limit of
of cost
for the
the immigration
immigration
station at Baltimore,
Maryland, from
from $280,000
Baltimore, Maryland,
$280,000 to
to $550,000
$550,000 be,
and
be, and
the same
the
same is
so as
to make
make said
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended so
as to
said amount
amount also
also availavailable for such
counters, booths,
able
such counters,
railings, seats,
bunks, kitchen
kitchen
booths, screens,
screens, railings,
seats, bunks,
and laundry
and
laundry equipment,
so forth,
as may
be deemed
necessary
equipment, and
and so
forth, as
may be
deemed necessary
in
connection with
with said
said station.
station.
in connection
Approved,
September 8,
8, 1916.
Approved, September
1916.
Baltimore, Md., immigrant
station.d., imgatitn
Additional equip-

September
September 8, 1916.

CHAP. 468.—An
CHAP.
468.-An Act Making
Making appropriation
appropriation for the preservation,
preservation, improvement;
improvement,
and perpetual
place of
the Wyandotte
Indians, in
in
burial place
of the
Wyandotte Indians,
and
perpetual care
care of
of Huron
Huron Cemetery,
Cemetery, aa burial
the city
ity of KaM
Kansas-9 City, Kansas
Kansas.

R. 10989.1

[H. R. 10989.)

[Pbl,No
[Public,
No. 26.
276.)

411

asas City,
ity, Sans.
Kans.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Kansas
and House
Representatives 0
United
House of
of Representatives
of.the
the United
o cy
Appropriat
ceme
HApro
otates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of $10,000,
$10,000, or
in Congress
That the
the sum
sum of
Harm Indian ceme - States
or
so
thereof as
may be
be necessary,
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
of
te.Wl. 34,
34, p.
p 348.
348.
so muob
much thereof
as may
necessary, is
out of
Treasury not otherwise
any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
the preserappropriated, for
for the
preservation and improvement of Huron Cemetery, aa tract
tract of land
land in
in the
the
city of
city
Kansas, owned
owned by
Government of
of the
United
of Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Kansas,
by the
the Government
the United
Proviso.
States,
use of
which was
was conveyed
by treaty
treaty to
the Wyandotte
Wyandotte
conveyed by
to the
roo.
States, the
the use
of which
Retaining
walls.
Tribe of Indians as a
a cemetery
for the members
Retaining walls.
cemetery for
members of
tribe: Proof said
said tribe:
Proof Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Kansas,
vided, That the authorities of
Kansas will
construct
will construct
and maintain
necessary retaining or
maintain all necessary
outside walls
the
or outside
walls along
along all
all the
boundaries of
boundaries
said cemetery
abutting on
on streets.
streets.
of said
cemetery abutting
Approved, September
September 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
ion

r

te

September
ptember 8,1916.
8, 1916.
[II. 11
R..114
ii472.]
M.]
[Public, No. 277.
277.]

CHAP. 469.-An
CHAP.
469.—An Act To reserve certain
certain lands and make them a
a part of
Pike
Pike National
National Forest.
Forest.

the
the

Pike National ForForo
est, Colo.
Co.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
House of
of the
the United
nsadded
States of America
America in
in Congress
Lands
added to.
States
all lands
the State
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That all
lands in
in the
State
of Colorado described
described as
follows, to
wit: Section
nineteen and
and section
as follows,
to wit:
Section nineteen
section
thirty in
range seventy-two
seventy-two west,
west, sixth
sixth principal
in township
township two
two south,
south, range
principal
base and
and meridian, be,
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby,
and the
hereby, reserved,
reserved, subject
subject
to all prior valid adverse
rights, and
and made
adverse rights,
made a
in
a part
part of
of and
and included
included in
the Pike National
National Forest.
Approved, September
September 8,
Approved,
8, 1916.
1916.

September 8,
September
A, 1916.
1918.
IR.
H. R. 11707.]
11707.]

R.
[Public, No. 278.]

[Public, No. 278.]

CHAP.
470.-An Act To amend an Act entitled "An Act to increase the pensions
CHAP. 470.—An
pensions
of -widows, minor children,
deceased soldiers and sailors of the late
children, and so forth, of deceased
late
Civil War, the War with Mexico,
Mexico, the various Indian wars, and so forth, and to grant
grant
aapension to certain
certain widows of the deceased
deceased soldiers and sailors of the late Civil War,"
War,"
approved April nineteenth, nineteen hundred and eight, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Senate and
Representatives of
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from
from and
and after
after the
the pasRatefor Civil war States
of America
America in
in Congress
pasthe rate
rate of
sage of this Act the
for a
awidow,
now on
on the
or
of pension
pension for
widow, now
the roll
roll or
hereafter to be placed on the pension
pension roll
hereafter
roll and
and entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive a
a
Ilwiieduringservie. less
less rate
rate than
than hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, who
who was
was the lawful wife of any
the Army, Navy,
officer or enlisted man in the
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps of
the
Navy, or
of the
during the period of his service
service
in
the
United
States,
in
the
Civil
War,
shall
Civil
War,
shall
ot he on
Rate for others
Rate
r o be $20 per month, and the rate of pension for aawidow of an officer
officer
reachingfo
70.
or enlisted man of the Army, Navy, or
Marine Corps
or Marine
Corps of
of the
the United
United

Pensions.
Rate for Civil War
widows
Vidoi.increased.
ereased.
Vol. 24, p. 5,
amended.
amended.
"[wile during service.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
CH. 470.
470.
SESS.

1916.
1916.

845
845

States
served in
the Civil
Civil W
ar,th
ar with
w ith Mexico,
M exi
co, or
or the
the
States who
who served
in the
War,
thee W
War
War of Eighteen hundred and twelve,
hereafter
twelve, now on the roll
roll or hereafter
receive
to be placed
placed on the pension
pension roll and entitled to r
ece i
ve a
a less
l
ess rate
ra t
e
than hereafter provided, who has reached
reached or shall hereafter
hereafter reach
reach
p
the
age of
shall be
$20 per
per mo
n th ; and
an dnothing
no thi ng herein
noCtarect'ed.
the age
of seventy
seventy years
years shall
be $20
month;
herein no
Ti
l dre
ectVds pensions
shall be construed
construed to affect
affect the existing
existing allowance of $2 per month
for
child under
under the
of sixteen
sixteen y
ears and
an d f
or each
eac h helpless
hel
pl
ess
for.each
each child
the age
age of
years
for
child; and all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions
child
provisions
Provided, however,
however, That
Pi,
reduce
of this Act are hereby repealed:
repealed: Provided,
That this Act ilr°'
44°
.
o nevsion reduced.
shall not be so construed
eion
u
construed as to reduce any pension
pension under any Act,
public
public or private.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That any
widow of
of an
or enlisted
who served
served in
Reinstatement of,
man who
in Reinstatement
any widow
an officer
officer or
enlisted man
SEC.
the
Navy, or
or Marine
Marine -Corps
Corps of
of the
becoming
th
.e
.Army, Navy,
the United
United States
States during
during the
the riageon
dl;P
r
erdoll f°rho:o
.eg ar
n
widow, etc.
etc.
hereafter be placed
Civil War whose name was placed
placed or shall hereafter
placed on the widow,
'pension
roll, under
under any
any existing
existing law,
and whose
whose name
been or
shall
pension roll,
law, and
name has
has been
or shall
hereafter be dropped
of her
her marriage
dropped from
from said pension
pension roll by reason
reason of
marriage
to another
to
another person
person who
hereafter die,
die, or
or from
from
who has since died
died or
or shall
shall hereafter
whom she has been heretofore
heretofore or shall
shall be
hereafter divorced
divorced upon
her
be hereafter
upon her
own application
application and without fault on her
part, shall
entitled to
her part,
shall be entitled
to
have her
her name
have
the pension
roll at
the rate
allowed
name again
again placed on
on the
pension roll
at the
rate allowed
by
by the
the law under
pensioned, and
and the
the law
law or
or
under which
which she was
was formerly
formerly pensioned,
laws
amendatory thereof,
she be
be entitled
entitled to
greater rate
rate of
laws amendatory
thereof, unless
unless she
to a
a greater
of Commencement.
Commencement.
pension
provisions of
of section
section one
one of
of this
Act, such
pension
pension under
under the provisions
this Act,
such pension
to
commence from
from the
the date
application in
in the
Bureau of
of
to commence
date of
of filing
filing her
her application
the Bureau
Act:"Provided,
however, That
That where
where Prhe3nsion
Pr.
hoviso.,.
er e pension acPensions after the passage
passage of
of this
this Act:
Provided, however,
on
second
or
subsequent
marriage
has
cred to c
of
said
widow
on her
the pension
accrued
the pension
to aof
helpless
said widow
or idiotic
on her
child,
second
or aor
child
subsequent
or children
marriage
under has
the °rued
Marriage.
to cask' on
accrued to a helpless or idiotic child, or a child or children under the mage
entitled to
to renewal
renewal under
under this
this
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years, she
she shall
shall not
not be entitled
Act
idiotic child,
or child
child or
Act unless
unless said -helpless or idiotic
child, or
or children
children under
under
sixteen
or members
her family
and
sixteen years
years of
of age,
age, be
be then
then aamember
member or
members of
of her
family and
cared
by her,
upon the
widow paypay- Extended
t
cared for
for by
her, and
and upon
the renewal
renewal of
of pension
pension to
to said
said widow
xtended to
widos
widows
eci
ment of
pension to
child or
or children
cease: And
And provided
provided whose
whose husbands died
children shall
shall cease:
ment
of pension
to said
said child
further, That
that the
provisions of
this Act
be extended
to those
those subsquIenpgedor
in
service, dropped
further,
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall be
extended to
s
u
bsequent
marriage.for
widows,
otherwise entitled,
entitled, whose husbands
husbands died
died of wounds,
wounds, injuries,
widows, otherwise
or
incurred during
period of
during the
the period
of their military
military or naval
naval service,
or disease
disease incurred
but
who were
deprived of
March third,
third, Vol.3,
Vol. 13, p.
p. 499.
49.
under the
the Act
Act of
of March
but who
were deprived
of pension
pension under
eighteen hundred
sixty-five, because
because of their
failure to draw any
any
their failure
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five,
whose hdgu
pensions
remarriage, and
Others
pensions by reason
reason of their remarriage,
and to any person
person who was ba(r)idhsrs
e ser7ed
laseduh
ri lawfully married
married to
an officer
or enlisted
who served
served in
civil war.
Will'.
g
lawfully
to an
officer or
enlisted man,
man, who
in the
the Civi
Army,
or Marine
United States
States during
War
the Civil
Civil War
Army, Navy,
Navy, or
Marine Corps
Corps of
of the
the United
during the
and was
discharged therefrom
therefrom and
since deceased,
deceased, and
and
has since
and has
and
was honorably
honorably discharged
or has
has been
who, having
again a
awidow,
widow, or
been
death is
is again
having remarried
remarried since
since his death
who,
without
divorced
application without
own application
husband upon her own
from her
her last
last husband
divorced from
fault
on her
her part
part and
and who,
who, otherwise
otherwise entitled,
entitled, was
reason
was 'barred
barred by reason
fault on
of
remarriage from
pension under
under any
existing law.
of such
such remarriage
from receiving
receiving pension
any existing
Rate allowed
law.
allowed if marS
EC. 3.
3. That
any widow,
as described
described in
in section
two of
of the
ried prior
27,
June 27,
to Rine
Act ried
prior to
the Act
section two
widow, as
SEa.
That any
approved
April nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight,
eight, who
who married
married 39C1Vol.
1,Ol.
35,
P64 ,
approved April
35,
p. 6,
the
sailor prior
prior to
to June
June twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
amendd.
hundred amexuled.
or sailor
the soldier
soldier or
and
to pension
pension under
under the
of said
secsaid secthe provisions
provisions of
shall have
have title
title to
and five,
five, shall
tion
of said
said Act,
filing her
apphca.tion Proviso.
tion of
Act, to
to commence
commence from
from the
the date
date of
of filing
her application
Pro,.
whereensiongrantof this
this Act:
the passage
passage of
of Pensions
in the
Bureau of
Pensions after
after the
Act: Provided,
Provided, Where
. nsion puntin
the Bureau
however, That
where a
pension has
has been
soldier's or
or ad toc
to child.
to aa.soldier's
been granted
granted to
That where
a pension
however,
sailor's helpless
or idiotic
idiotic child
child or
children, or
or child
child or
children under
under
or children
or children,
helpless or
sailor's
the
his widow
widow shall
not be
to pension
pension
shall not
be entitled
entitled to
of sixteen
sixteen years,
years, his
the age
age of
under this
this section,
section, unless
the pension
such child
child or
has
or children
children has
to such
unless the
pension to
under
terminated, or
unless such
such child
or children
members
a member
member or
or members
child or
children be
be a
or unless
terminated,
of her
her family
family and
and cared
for by
of pension
to
and upon
upon allowance
allowance of
pension to
of
cared for
by her,
her, and
the widow,
such child
child or
or children
shall i
cease.
as
the
widow, payment
payment of
of pension
pension to
to such
children shall
Restriction on pay.
cease.
Restriction
payS
EC. 4.
That no
claim agent
be recognized
n the
the ingattorneys.
ing attorneys.
shall be
recognized in
no claim
agent or
or attorney
attorney shall
SEC.
4. That
adjudication
first section
of this
shall
this Act,
Act, nor
nor shall
section of
the first
of claims
claims under
under the
adjudication of
any
claim agent
agent or
be recognized
in the
the adjudication
adjudication of
of
recognized in
or attorney
attorney be
any claim
claims
the second
of this
this Act
Act for
for renewal
of pension
pension
section of
renewal of
claims under
under the
second section
previously allowed,
allowed, and
original pension
pension under
under section
section
and in
in claims
claims for
for original
previously

846
846

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SEss.
I. CHS.
CHs. 470-473.
470-473.
SESS. I.

1916.
1916.

two
of this
this Act
sum than
than $10
$10 shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed for
for services
services
Act no
no greater
greater sum
two of
in preparing,
preparing, presenting,
such claim,
claim, which
which sum
sum shall
shall
or prosecuting
prosecuting such
presenting, or
in
be payable
payable only
Pensions
Commissioner of Pensions
the order
order of the Commissioner
only upon
upon the
be
regulations as he may deem proper to make.
under such rules and regulations
Approved,
Approved, September 8, 1916.
September 8, 1916.

CHAP.
Act To
lands in the Oregon National
National
forest lands
consolidate certain
certain forest
To consolidate
CHAP. 471.—An
471.-An Act
Forest,
the State
of Oregon.
Oregon.
State of
in the
Forest, in

R.
S Mr13046.

[Public,
279.]
[Public, No. 279.]

Oregon National For-

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
states of-

in Congress
That for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
conof conassembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
tretNationr
States within
solidating forest
to the
the United
United States
within the
forest lands
lands belonging
belonging to
iexlcage for pi- solidating

vately owned lands to

add to.
addto.

simple

September
Septembf 8,
8, 1916.
[H.
IL 14533.]
ebR

H.

CHAP. 472.—An
Act To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue a
apatent
patent
472.-An Act
in
district school board numbered
numbered one hundred
hundred and twelve, of White
White
the district
in fee simple to the
Earth Villge,
V.
,Becker
Becker County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, for a
acertain
certain tract of land upon
upon payment
payment
therefor to the United States in trust for
for the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota.

1l533.]
20

Pnblic No.
[Public,
No. 280.]

Earthvil
White Earth
Village,
in.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be

of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
States of
' States

n.

Sale
tosat
to.

Oreg on National
National Forest,
be, and
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
he
Oregon
Forest, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby
is, authorized
authorized and
and empowered,
upon the recommendation
recommendation of
empowered, upon
hereby is,
Agriculture, to exchange,
exchange upon
upon the basis of equal
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
value,
lands belonging
States m
in the
the Oregon
Oregon National
National
United States
value, lands
belonging to the United
Forest
privatel
yowned
owned lands lying within the exterior
exterior limits of
Forest for privatery
the
consummation of such
such
the Oregon
Oregon National Forest; and upon the consummation
exchanges
deeded to the United States shall become
become parts
exchanges the
the lands deeded
of
National Forest.
Oregon National
Forest.
of the
the Oregon
Approved,
1916.
Approved, September
September 8,
8, 1916.

of Indian
of
Indi anlands
ds Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
district school
authorized to issue to the district
school

board numbered one hundred and twelve, of White
White Earth Village,
County, Minnesota,
southeast
Becker County,
Minnesota, aapatent
patent for the east half of the southeast
quarter of the southeast quarter
quarter of section twenty-two,
township
quarter
twenty-two, in township
hundred and forty-two
forty-two north, range forty-one
forty-one west, of the fifth
one hundred
principal
principal meridian, in the State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, or such part thereof
select, upon payment
payment by them
as the said district school board may
may select,
Chippewa Indians of
Minnesota
to the United States in trust for the
the Chippewa
of Minnesota
of the appraised value
value of said land.
Approved, September
September 8, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

September
September S.
8. 1916.
R 148
I 4
H. R.14824.]

H.

.

.]

[Public, No. 281.]

CAP. 473.-An
Act To
To prevent
prevent fraud
at public
public auctions
CHAP.
473.—An Act
fraud at
auctions in
in the District of
Columbia.
Columbia.

Be it
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
House of
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be
in Congress
hereafter, excepting
excepting
States of America in
Congress assembled, That hereafter,
out
permit,
les made
ma d
e under
under authority
of law,
law, it
the DisDisit etc.,
ioutref
etc- unun- sa
sales
authority of
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful in
in the
lawful.
trict of Columbia for any person, firm, or corporation,
corporation, either for himself
or itself,
for any
any firm,
or corporation
sell or
or
self or
itself, or
or for
for another
another or
or for
firm, or
corporation to
to sell
offer to
auction any
stock or
or stocks
stocks of
of merchandise,
offer
to sell
sell at
at public
public auction
any stock
merchandise,
in whole
or
part, without
without first
first obtaining
from the
the Board
of ComComBoard of
obtaining from
or in
in part,
in
whole
decept
or deceptive,
ssue for
Tssue
•
etc., sales
missioners of
of the District of
etc.,
sales forbidden,.
forbidden.
missioners
of Columbia
Columbia aa written
or printed
printed permit
permit
written or
so to do; and the said Board of Commissioners
a perCommissioners shall not issue a
n til they
they are satisfied that neither
neither
mit for any such sale or sales u
until
fraud nor deception
deception of any kind is contemplated
contemplated or will be pracreasons therefor
ticed, and that neither
neither the sale, the reasons
therefor nor the goods
goods
thereafter be frauduto be sold have not already been
been or will
will not
not thereafter
or in
whatsoever misrepresented.
misrepresented.
in any
any wise
wise whatsoever
advertised or
or faLsely
falsely advertised
prmit lently
of permit.
lently or
a of
Dumtion
SEC.
period
S
EC. 2.
2. That every such permit shall be
be issued for a
adefinite period
of time not exceeding twelve months from its
its date of issue, and the
District
District of Columbia.
Auction
Auction sales with-
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date and hour of its expiration shall be stated in the
permit, and
and
the permit,

before
such permit
permit shall
before such
shall be issued the applicant
applicant therefor
therefor shall pay
pay Paymentof
Payment of fee.
fee.
to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, through
through its collector
collector of taxes,
taxes, such fee
as the said Board of Commissioners
Commissioners may
may deem
sufficient to
to reimreimdeem sufficient
burse the District
District of Columbia for the work
work and
of issuing
issuing
and expense
expense of
the permit and gathering information
information concerning
concerning the applicant
applicant and
and
his goods as the said board
prudent and best for the proboard may deem prudent
tection
tection of the public, but which fee shall not exceed
exceed the
sum of
of $50.
$50.
the sum
n re quire.
The
application for
for the
th e said
sa id p
erm it shall
shall be
be b
y verified
verifi ed petition,
pet i
ti
on mensPI"'O
Application
The application
permit
by
require.
men
stating the name of
street, and
an d num
b
er
o
f
of the
the applicant,
applicant, residence,
residence, street,
number of
the proposed
the goods
proposed place of selling,
selling, and shall
shall set forth in detail the
goods
to be sold and what statements or representations
to be made
representations are to
or advertised as to the same, and
which the
and the length
length of time for which
the
engaged in aalike or similar busipermit is desired; and, if previously
previously engaged
ness, to designate all the places where the same was conducted,
conducted, and
and
shall furnish to said commissioners
commissioners such further
further evidence
evidence as shall
shall
be deemed
necessary to establish the truth of the statements made
deemed necessary
made
in
petition.
in the
the said
said petition.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That no
permit as
as herein
herein provided
pro vided f
or shall
shall be
be required
not requiring
requiring
SEC.
no permit
for
required Sat
"sesnot
wagon, carriage,
automobile, mechanics'
for the sale of any wagon,
carriage, automobile,
mechanics' tools,
used farming
implements, live
including game,
poultry (dressed
(dressed
used
farming implements,
live stock,
stock, including
game, poultry
undressed), vegetables,
or undressed),
vegetables, fruits,
for the
the
fruits, melons,
melons, berries,
berries, flowers,
flowers, or
or for
sale of used household
household furniture
effects when
furniture and effects
when being
being sold at
at the
the
residence
of the
the housekeeper
residence of
selling them.
them.
housekeeper selling
S
EC. 4.
of Commissioners
of the
the District
Colum- musrSaI
Suspension of
ofir-perSEC.
4. That the Board
Board of
Commissioners of
District of
of Colummits
his
are hereby
vested with
with authorityto temporarily
suspend the
the Act,
Act, etc.
etc.
bia are
hereby vested
authority to
temporarily suspend
operation of
of the
license herein
provided for
for whenever
they may
operation
the license
herein provided
whenever they
may
part thereof,
or regulations
regulations made
made in
in
believe that
that this
this Act
Act or
or any
any part
thereof, or
Legal proceedings.
pursuance
thereof, are about
about to
be or
are being
being violated,
pursuance thereof,
to be
or are
violated, and
and they
they ieclto.ceedi".gs
Effect of.
shall
thereupon forthwith
forthwith institute
institute the
the appropriate
proceeding in
in
shall thereupon
appropriate proceeding
the
police court
court in
accordance with
with this
this Act,
and in
in the
event that
that
the police
in accordance
Act, and
the event
the
said violation
results in
conviction, then
in that
that event
event the
the said
violation results
in a
a conviction,
then and
and in
the
license shall be
null and
void, but
but in
in the
that the
the
license
be and become
become null
and void,
the event
event that
said proceeding
shall terminate
terminate in
in favor
favor of
of the
the defendant,
defendant, then
then and
and
said
proceeding shall
in
suspension of
an end,
end, and
and
in that event
event the suspension
of said license
license shall be at an
the license
shall thereupon
thereupon be
restored and
be in
in full
full force
and effect.
effect.
the
license shall
be restored
and be
force and
SEC. 5.
person as
as herein
herein provided
at public
public Ign
g :
SEC.
5. That
That no
no person
provided for
for shall
shall sell
sell at
articles
for
bid
forbidauction, from
the first
first day
April until
thirtieth day
day: of
of Septemdenu•
auction,
from the
day of
of April
until the
the thirtieth
Septem- .enber,
inclusive, between
the hours
seven o'clock
in the
the evenevenher, both
both inclusive,
between the
hours of
of seven
o'clock in
ing and
eight o'clock
the following
morning, nor
nor from
first day
day
ing
and eight
o'clock the
following morning,
from the
the first
of October
until the
the thirtieth
of March,
between
of
October until
thirtieth day
day of
March, both
both inclusive,
inclusive, between
the hours
o'clock in
in the
the evening
evening and
and eight
in the
the mornmornthe
hours of
of six
six o'clock
eight o'clock
o'clock in
ing, any
any jewelry,
or other
precious stone,
stone, watch,
watch, gold
gold and
ing,
jewelry, diamond,
diamond, or
other precious
and
silver
ware, gold
silver plated
porcelains, bric-abrie-asilver ware,
gold and
and silver
plated ware,
ware, statuary,
statuary, porcelains,
brae,
or articles
of virtu.
virtu.
brac, or
articles of
SEC. 6.
6. That
That any
any person
or offering
offering for
sale any
e
of
.stateSEC.
person selling
selling or
for sale
any property
property mlV,;s7
mwafratyeI1
o
under
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall,
shall, in
describing the
the same,
same, be
be
under the
the provisions
in describing
truthful
with respect
respect to
the character,
character, quality,
quality, kind
kind, and
and descripdescriptruthful with
to the
tion
the same
and which,
for the
shall be
considered punishment
Punishment for
for
tion of
of the
same and
which, for
the purpose
purpose hereof,
hereof, shai
be considered
as
breach of
the same
same shall
be punishable
punishable by
by breach.
as warranties,
warranties, and
and any
any breach
of the
shall be
breach.
prosecution in
set forth.
forth.
prosecution
in the
the police
police court,
court, as
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore set
oslutions in
Prosecutions
inn ppoS
EC. 7.
7. That
That all
under this
Act shall
shall be
the police
SEC.
all prosecutions
prosecutions under
this Act
be in
in the
police lijoe o s
court
of
the
District
of
Columbia
upon
information
by
the
corporacourt of the District of Columbia upon information by the corporation counsel
one of
of his
Any person
person violating
violating any
any of
of Punishment.
tion
counsel or
or one
his assistants.
assistants. Any
runishment
the provisions
provisions of
upon conviction
thereof, be
be punished
the
of this
this Act
Act shall,
shall, upon
conviction thereof,
punished
by
than $10
$10 nor
$200 or
or imprisonment
by aa fine
fine of
of not
not less
less than
nor more
more than
than $200
imprisonment
of not
than sixty
days or
or both,
the discretion
discretion of
of the
court.
of
not more
more than
sixty days
both, in
in the
the court.
S
EC. 8.
herein shall
shall be
to excuse
excuse or
release No
No ta
tax reed.
released.
SEC.
8. That
That nothing
nothing herein
be construed
construed to
or release
any
person,
firm
or
corporation,
or
property
from
the
payment
of
any person, firm, or corporation, or property from the payment of
any
occupational or
property tax,
tax, or
any other
other tax
tax imposed
or levied
any occupational
or property
or any
imposed or
levied
by
law. Neither
anything herein
herein be
construed to
to obviate
obviate
by law.
Neither shall
shall anything
be construed
ions

ig

;v
be
ar
dili

t /
l
i
g

state-

liceco
rr
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False
advertiseFalse advertisements.
Antep.s
Ante, p. 165.

.

Other remedies
Other
remedies not
impaired.
le p a r

d i

Inconsistent laws re-

ealed

ntSEC.

September
September 8,1916.
8, 1916.
[H. R.16287.1
[H.
R. 15287.]

Pb-io 22

(Public,
No. 282.3
[Public, No.
282.]
Public lands.

In Colorado
may be
be
In
Colorado'may
added to
Colorado and
added
to Coafo
n
Plim National
Forests.

Descriptias.
Deaiptm

-

SESS. I.
1. CHS.
OHS. 473,
473, 474.
474.
SEES.

1916.
1916.

the application of any fraudulent
fraudulent or false
false advertisement
advertisement statute of
the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to any
any person
person who
may violate
violate the
the same;
same;
who may
the District
construed to
any prosecution
nor shall anything
anything herein be construed
to prevent
prevent any
prosecution

for fraud, deceit or larceny by trick; nor to in any way estop or hinder

for fraud,
ud,
9. deceit
Thatt,o
all
i
rlarceny by trick; nor to in any way estop or hinder
any
remedy at law or in equity, or the right to
to cancel
remedy
cancel or
or estop
estop any
any
unconscionable bargain
bargain or
transaction.
unconscionable
or fraudulent
fraudulent transaction.

SEC. 9. That all Acts
Acts and
and parts
parts of
of Acts
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are
Acts inconsistent
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, September
September 8, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 474.—An
Authorizing the
addition of
certain lands
lands to
to the
Colorado
the Colorado
of certain
Act Authorizing
the addition
CHAP.
474.-An Act
and
Pike National
National Forests,
Forests, Colorado.
Colorado.
and Pike

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That any
any lands
lands within
within the
the
States
of America in
Congress assembled,
following-described
valuable for the
producfollowing-described areas,
areas, found to be chiefly valuable
theproduction
of timber
timber or
or the
flow, may
be included
mcluded
tion of
the protection
protection of
of stream
stream flow,
may be

Colorado or
within and
and made
made parts of
of the
the Colorado
or Pike
Pike National
National Forests by
by
proclamation of the President, said
thereafter subject to
to
proclamation
said lands to be thereafter
affecting national forests,
forests, and
as otherwise
provided herein.
herein.
all laws
laws affecting
and as
otherwise provided

Sixth principal
and base,
base, State
principal meridian
meridian and
State of
of Colorado:
Colorado:

Township one north, range
range seventy-one
seventy-one west: Sections twentynine to thirty-two,
thirty-two, inclusive.
Township one north, range
range seventy-two
seventy-two west: Sections
Sections one
one to
to
Township
eleven inclusive; sections fourteen
inclusive; seceleven,
fourteen to twenty-three, inclusive;
eleven,
tions
thirty-three to
to
tions twenty-five to twenty-eight, inclusive; sections thirty-three
thirty-six,
thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive.
Township two north, range
range seventy-one
seventy-one west: Sections
Sections two to ten,
ten,
inclusivefifteen to
inclusive; sections fifteen
to twenty-two,
twenty-two, inclusive;
inclusive; sections twentyseven to
to ihirty-four,
seven
thirty-four, inclusive.
inclusive.
All of township two north, range seventy-two
seventy-two west.
Township two north, range seventy-three
west: All of section
section
seventy-three west:
thirty-six.
thirty-six.
Township
Township three north, range seventy-one
west: Sections
four to
to
seventy-one west:
Sections four
seventeen to
twenty-one inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections
nine, inclusiveinclusive;' sections
sections seventeen
to twenty-one,
twenty-six to twenty-nine
twenty-six
inclusive; north
north half
half of
of section
section thirty;
thirty;
twenty-nine, inclusive;
thirty-one; sections thirty-two to thirty-five,
south half of section thirty-one;

inclusive.
inclusive.
Township. three north, range
range seventy-two
seventy-two west: Sections
Sections one
one to
to
thirty-five, inclusive.
thirty-five,
inclusive.
Township three north, range seventy-three
seventy-three west:
west: Sections
one, two,
two,
Sections one,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, twenty-three,
twenty-four, twentytwenty-three, twenty-four,
five twenty-six, thirty-five,
five,
thirty-five, and
and thirty-six.
thirty-six.
Township four north, range seventy-one
Sections three to
seventy-one west: Sections
to
ten, inclusive;
inclusive; west half of section fourteen;
fourteen; sections fifteen to twentythree, inclusive;
inclusive; sections twenty-six
twenty-six to thirty-three,
thirty-three, inclusive.
Township four north, range seventy-two
seventy-two west: Sections
Sections one to five,
inclusive;
inclusive; east half of section six; east half of section
sections
section seven;
seven; sections
eight to thirty, inclusive; that portion of section thirty-one lying
hydrographic divide east of Cow Creek;
north and east of the main hydrographic
sections thirty-two
thirty-two to thirty-six, inclusive.
seventy-three west:
Township four north,
north, range seventy-three
west: All those portions
portions
of sections ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,
fourteen, fifteen,
fifteen, twenty-two,
twenty-three,
twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five, and thirty-six
thirty-six lying north
and east of the divide
Aspen Brook and Fish Creek, Aspen
divide between Aspen
Aspen
Brook and Lily Lake, and of the main hydrographic
divide east
east of
of
hydrographic divide
Cow Creek.
Creek.
Township five north, range
range seventy west:
west: Sections four to
to nine,
inclusive;
seventeen and eighteen;
inclusive; sections seventeen
eighteen; north half of section
nineteen;
twenty.
nineteen; north half of section twenty.
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Township
five north,
north, range
range seventy-one
seventy-one west: Sections
Sections one to fourTownship five
teen,.,inclusive; north half and southeast
teen
southeast quarter
quarter of section
section fifteen;
fifteen;
sections seventeen
inclusive; sections
seventeen to twenty-one, inclusive;
to
sections twenty-seven
twenty-seven to
thirty-four, inclusive; west half of section thirty-five.
seventy-two west: Sections one to five,
. Township five north, range
range seventy-two
inclusive; sections
sections ten to fifteen,
fifteen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections twenty-one to
to
twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, inclusive; east half of section
section thirty-two;
thirty-two; sections
thirty-three
inclusive.
thirty-three to thirty-six, inclusive.
Township six north,,
north, range seventy west:
west: Sections
Sections seven, eight,
seventeen,
seventeen, eighteen,
eighteen, nineteen, and
and twenty;
twenty; west half
of section
section
half of
twenty-one; west half of section twenty-eight;
twenty-eiiht; sections
sections twenty-nine
twenty-nine
to
inclusive.
to thirty-three, inclusive.
All of township six north, range seventy-one
seventy-one west.
west.
Township
Township six north, range seventy-two
Sections one,
one, twelve,
twelve,
seventy-two west:
west: Sections
thirteen,
!thirteen, fourteen, and
twenty-eight,
and fifteen;
fifteen; sections
sections twenty-two
twenty-two to
to twenty-eight,
sections thirty-two to thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive; sections
Township seven
seven north, range seventy
seventy west:
two to
eleven,
west: Sections
Sections two
to eleven,
inclusive; sections fourteen to thirty, inclusive;
mclusive; north half
section
half of section
thirty-two; sections thirty-three,
thirty-three, thirty-four,
thirty-four, and
thirty-two;
and thirty-five.
thirty-five.
Township seven north, range seventy-one
seventy-one west:
west: Sections
Sections one
one to
to
thirty-five,
thirty-five, inclusive.
inclusive.
Township seven north, range seventy-two
seventy-two west:
All of
of section
one;
west: All
section one;
east half of section two; sections ten to fifteen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections
twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five
twenty-five, and
and thirty-six.
thirty-six.
Township
seventy west:
West half
of section
section four;
Township eight north, range
range seventy
west: West
half of
four;
sections
sections five to eight, inclusive; west
half of
section nine;
nine; sections
sections
west half
of section
seventeen
twenty-two, inclusive;
seventeen to twenty-two,
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-seven
thirtytwenty-seven to
to thirtyinclusive.
five, inclusive.
All of township eight north,
west.
north, range seventy-one
seventy-one west.
Township eight north, range
seventy-two west:
section one.
one.
range seventy-two
west: All
Al of
of section
Township nine
range seventy
Sections seven
seven to
ten,
Township
nine north,
north, range
seventy west:
west: Sections
to ten,
inclusive;
sections fourteen
to twenty-three,
inclusive; sections
sections
inclusive; sections
fourteen to
twenty-three, inclusive;
twenty-eight to thirty-three,
twenty-eight
thirty-three, inclusive.
inclusive.
Township nine north, range seventy-one
seventy-one west:
west: Sections
twelve
Sections twelve
and
twenty-four to
thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive.
and thirteen;
thirteen; sections
sections twenty-four
to thirty-six,
All
of township nine north, range
All of
range seventy-two
seventy-two west.
west.
range seventy-three
Sections one
one to
to
Township nine
nine north,
north, range
sevenfy-three west:
west: Sections
six, inclusive; sections nine
nine to sixteen,
sixteen, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-one
twenty-one
to
thirty-three to
to thirty-six,
thirty-six, into twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections thirty-three
inclusive.
clusive.
Township
Sections two
to
Township ten north,
north, range
range seventy-two
seventy-two west:
west: Sections
two to
eleven, inclusive;
inclusive; north
north half
of section
twelve; sections
to
eleven,
half of
section twelve;
sections fourteen
fourteen to
twenty-four,
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-six
twenty-six to
to thirty-five,
thirty-five, inclusive.
inclusive.
twenty-four, inclusive;
All of
of township
township ten north, range seventy-three
seventy-three west.
west.
Township
ten north,
range seventy-four
Sections one
one to
to four
four,
Township ten
north, range
seventy-four west:
west: Sections
eleven, twelve,
twelve, thirteen,
twenty-four, and
and
inclusive; sections
sections ten,
ten, eleven,
thirteen, twenty-four,
twenty-five.
twenty-five.
Township
eleven north,
range seventy-two
seventy-two west:
Sections two
Township eleven
north, range
west: .Sections
two to
to
eleven,
of section
twelve; sections
fourteen.
.to
to
eleven, inclusive;
inclusive; north
north half
half of
section twelve;
sections fourteen
twenty-four,
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-six
twenty-six to
thirty-four, inclusive.
inclusive.
twenty-four, inclusive;
to thirty-four,
All of
of township
township eleven north, range
west.
range seventy-three
seventy-three west.
Township
eleven north,
north, range
seventy-four west:
Sections two
two to
to
Township eleven
range seventy-four
west: Sections
six,
eight to
to thirty-six,
thirty-six, inclusive.
inclusive.
six, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections eight
Township eleven
eleven north,
west: Sections
Sections six,
Township
north, range
range seventy-five
seventy-five west:
seven,
eight, and
seventeen to
thirty-one, ininseven, eight,
and fourteen;
fourteen; sections
sections seventeen
to thirty-one,
clusive.
Township
twelve north,
north, range
west: Fractional
Township twelve
range seventy-two
seventy-two west:
Fractional secsections nineteen
nineteen and
twenty-eight to
thirty-four,
tions
and twenty;
twenty; sections
sections twenty-eight
to thirty-four,
inclusive.
inclusive.
Township
north, range
west: Fractional
Township twelve
twelve north,
range . seventy-three
seventy-three west:
Fractional
sections nineteen
to twenty-four,
inclusive; sections
sections twenty-five
twenty-five to
to
sections
nineteen to
twenty-four, inclusive;
thirty,
to thirty-six,
inclusive.
thirty, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections thirty-two
thirty-two to
thirty-six, inclusive.
91890 °—voL 39—rr
91890°-vol
39--P 1-54
1-54
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DIxaptio- —mntd•
td.
DeecriPticin

seventy-four west: Fractional
Township twelve
twelve north, range seventy-four
Fractional secsections twenty-three
twenty-three and twenty-four;
section twenty-six.
twenty-six.
twenty-four; section
Township one south, range
west: Sections
Sections four
range seventy-one
seventy-one west:
four to
to
seven, inclusive; west
west half
half and
and northeast
eight;
northeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section eight;
of section
section seventeen;
seventeen; sections
sections
north half of section nine; west
west half of
eighteen
eighteen and nineteen;
nineteen; west
half of
of section
twenty; northwest
northwest
west half
section twenty;
quarter of section
half of
of section
section thirty.
thirty.
quarter
section twenty-nine;
twenty-nine; north
north half
Township
Township one south, range
range seventy-two
seventy-two west:
west: Sections
one to
to four,
four,
Sections one
indusive; sections
sections nine to sixteen,
sixteen, inclusive;
sections twenty-one
twenty-one
inclusive;
inclusive; sections
to twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, inclusive;
inclusive; sections
sections thirty-one to thirty-six, inclusive.
Township two south, range seventy-one
seventy-one west:
west: Sections
Sections two
two to
to ten,
ten,
inclusive.
Township two south, range seventy-two
Township
Sections one
to
seventy-two west: Sections
one to
twelve,
inclusive.
twelve,
inclusive.
Proviso.
Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
may, in
in his
his discretion,
larged
hoestead
Provided, That
That the
Enlar
ged homestead
of the
Interior may,
discretion,
entries
im permitted
permitted in.
n. continue
thereafter
continue
thereafter
to
allow
additional
entries,
within
the
previously
to
allow
additional
entries,
within
the
previously
Vol. 38,
Vdo.
3,.p. 957..
described
under the provisions
described areas,
areas, under
provisions of section three of the Act apnineteenth, nineteen
proved February
February nineteenth,
hundred and nine, entitled
nineteen hundred
"An Act to provide
"An
provide for an enlarged
enlarged homestead,"
homestead," as
as amended
amended by
by
the Act approved March third, nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen
fifteen (Thirty(Thirtyeight Statutes, page nine
hundred and
nine hundred
and fifty-six).
fifty-six).
Approved, September
September 8,
Approved,
8, 1916.
1916.
September 8,
1916.
Septmber
8, 1916.
[H. It.
15807.4
[H.
R. 15807.]
IPubli,
[Public, No
No. 2s3.
283.]

united States
corts.
United
States courts.
Maine judicial
tMme
judicial disdisvol. 36,
36, p. 1114.
Vol.
Vol.
37,
p.
Vl
37 P- 5,
amended.
Terms.
Terms.
Bangor.
Bgr.

CHAP.
475.-An Act To provide
CHAP. 475.—An
provide for holding
holding sessions of the United
United States
States district
district
court
in the
district of
Maine and
and for
said district
district into
into divisions,
divisions,i and
and proprocourt in
the district
of Maine
for dividing
dividing said
viding for
for offices
offices of
viding
the clerk
and marshal
marshal of
of said
district to
be maintained
maintained inneach
each of
of
of the
clerk and
said district
to be
said divisions,
divisions, and
said
for the
appointment of
of aafield
deputy marshal
division in
in
and for
the appointment
field deputy
marshal in
in the
the division
marshal does
which the marshal
does not
reside.
not reside.

Be it
by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Re esentatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
. the
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States of America
i
that hereafter,
hereafter and
and until
until
Cp.
otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by law, two sessions
District
sessions of
of the United States
States District

Court for the District of Maine shall be held in each and every year

in the city
city. of Bangor, in said district, beginning,
beginning, respectively,
the
respectively, on
on the
first Tuesday of February
February and the first Tuesday of June,
June, and
and three
three
sessions of said court shall be held in each
each and every
i
nthe
the city
city
every year in
Portland.
r .
of Portland,
Portland, in said district, beginning,
beginning, respectivey,
respectively, on the first
first
Tuesday of April, on the third Tuesday
of September,
September, and
a
n d on
e
Tuesday of
on th
the
second Tuesday in
in December.
December.
fe
by clerk
Tuesday
Offices
by
clerk ad
and second
mars
ad
SEC.
marshal. byl.
S
EC. 2. The clerk of said district court for said district of
of Maine
Maine
and the marshal of said district shall each
and
each at all times maintain by
putclerk
himself or by deputy an office
charge of
of himself
or deputy,
deputy, both
both
office in charge
himself or
Deputy clerk.
at said city of Bangor and at said
said c
ity of
ofPortland.
Portland. The deputy
deputy
city
clerk in charge of the office in the division
division in which the clerk
clerk does
does not
reside
himself shall reside in the
where the office
office of
of which
which he
he has
the city
city where
has
Field deputy marsbald.
shal.
charge is located.
located. That said marshal shall appoint
appoint a
field deputy
deputy,
a field
office
who shall have charge of the offi
ce in
i
n the
th e division in which the
marshal
the marshal
does not reside himself, who shall reside in the city where
where the office
office
located, and who, within and
of which he has charge is located,
and for said dividivision, in the absence of the marshal, shall have all the powers
powers of the
the
marshal, and who shall also, throughout
throughout said district
district of Maine, have
Bond required,
required.
all
the powers
all the
powers of
of other
other deputy
deputy marshals.
marshals. And
And such field deputy,
before
on the duties of his office, shall give bond before the
before he
he enters
enters on
judge of said district of like tenor, effect, and amount and of similar
similar
form and condition, with like sureties,
sureties, and to be approved
approved in like
manner, as now or
after be
be required
requi
red b
y law
l
aw of
ofthe
the marshal
marshal
or may
may here
hereafter
by
of said district.
Divisions created.
Divii
creted.
SEC.
That for
the purpose
purpose of
S
EC. 3.
3. That
for the
of holding terms of the United States
district
the district
district of
of Maine
district court
court the
Maine as heretofore
heretofore constituted shall be
divided
into two divisions,
divided into
divisions, to be known, respectively, as the northern
northern

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
divisions.
and southern
and
southern divisions.

SEfs. I.
Ss.
I.

CH.
On. 475.
475.
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Aroostook, Penobscot,
The counties
The
counties of
of Aroostook,
Penobscot,

Piscataquis,
Washington, Hancock,
Waldo,
Piscataquis, Washington,
Hancock, W
ald o,and
an d S
omerse tshall
shall be
Somerset
be
known as the northern division, the court for which shall be held in

Northern
Northern division.
division.

the said
said city
city of
of Bangor.
The remaining
counties in
said State
and Southern division.
State and
in said
Bangor. The
remaining counties
the
constitute the
district of Maine shall constitute
the southern
southern division,
division, the court for
for
which shall be held in the said city of Portland.
S
EC. 4.
purpose of
of determining
and Venueocauses,etc.
vex'ue of causes, etc.
jurisdiction and
SEC.
4. That
That for
for the
the purpose
determining the
the jurisdiction
Separate status of di.
venue
petitions, matters,
M
venue of all
all causes,
causes, suits,
suits, actions,
actions, bills,
bills, petitions,
matters, libels, pro- visions.
ceedings,
prosecutions, indictments,
ceedings, prosecutions,
indictments, complaints,
informations,
and
complaints, informations, and
other judicial business,
business, whether civil or criminal, or whether
whether in
in admiralty,
in prize,
in forfeiture,
or in
condemnation in
in
equity, in
admiralty, in
prize, in
forfeiture, or
in condemnation,
rem,
m personam,
personam, or
or mixed,
what
soever,cognizable
cogni
za ble i
n the
the United
rem, in
mixed, whatsoever,
in
United
States district court, each
States
shall be
be as
as if
if it
it were
were a
each of said divisions
divisions shall
a
Officers not changed.
separate
and distinct
judicial district
district of
the United
United States.
States. There
Therechanged.
officer
of the
distinct judicial
separate and
shall be but one judge, one
one clerk,
and one
one district
district
clerk, one
one marshal, and
attorney for said district of Maine.
attorney
Maine. United States commissioners
commissioners in commissioners.
Commissioners.
either of
of said
said divisions,
by law,
shall be
be
either
divisions, until
until otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
law, shall
cognizance through
appointed and have jurisdiction
jurisdiction and cognizance
through said disdistrict of Maine in the same manner
manner and
and to the same extent
extent and effect
effect
that they
they now
now have
that
have under
under existing
existing law.
law.
SEC. 5.
5. That
That any
any cause,
cause, suit,
action, bill,
bill, petition,
petition matter,
matter, libel,
libel, tionsopartioes,ot
tions
Tran
o
i
lers
partioes,
t1 =
SEC.
suit, action,
r
information, or division.
indictment, complaint,
proceeding,
complaint, information,
division '
prosecution, indictment,
proceeding, prosecution,
other
whether civil or
criminal, or
whether in
or criminal,
or whether
other judicial
judicial business,
business, whether
equity, in
forfeiture, or-in
or-in condemnation,
condemnation, in
in admiralty,
admiralty, in
in prize,
prize, in
in forfeiture,
equity,
whatsoever, pending
rem, in personam
personam, or
or mixed,
mixed, whatsoever,
pending in either of said
divisions when
when all
all the
thereto so
stipulate in
writing, and
and
divisions,
the parties
parties thereto
so stipulate
in writing,
will be
be
where the
ends of
of justice
the convenience
convenience of the
the parties
parties will
the ends
justice or
or the
where
promoted
may, at
the discretion
discretion of
the court
court or
or judge,
judge, be
be
at the
of the
promoted thereby,
thereby, may,
transferred wholly
wholly or
or specially
specially for the
determination
the hearing, trial, or determination
transferred
of
any single
single proceeding,
proceeding, matter,
matter, step,
step, or
or motion
therein from
from one
one of
of n
motion therein
of any
said
divisions to
the other.
On request
of all
in any
any criminal
eus
s'e
n
dand
anre(ieulaimats.
rai
st
matts.w.
criminal cused
to the
other. On
request of
all accused
accused in
said divisions
prosecution
and of
all claimants
any cause,
'Proceeding, libel,
libel,
in any
cause, proceeding,
claimants in
of all
prosecution and
information, or
other matter
matter in
rem, the
the same
be transferred,
at
transferred, at
same may
may be
in rem,
or other
information,
the
or judge
of said
said divisions
divisions to
to the
the
from one
one of
judge from
of the
the court
court or
the discretion
discretion of
division in
which a
term of
court is
is next
next to
be held,
held, without
without the
to be
of said
said court
a term
division
in which
joinder in
request of
of the
the United
States when
when the
Government is
is
the Government
United States
in such
such request
joinder
the only
other party
party thereto
thereto not
not joining
joining in
such request.
Determination of ex
ex
Ietermination
request.
in such
the
only other
matters by
SEC. 6.
6. That
all ex
ex parte,
of course,
course, default
default and
and pro
pro confess°,
pro- parte,
etc. matters
ate etc.,
confesso, proparte, of
That all
SEC.
dirtinterlocutory matters
which. all
all J
siice.
eeedings
and all
juudge iInn eith er by
matters in
in which
all interlocutory
and matters,
matters, and
ceedings and
interested
parties
are
present
and
consenting
that
such
hearing
may
may
hearing
such
that
and
consenting
present
interested parties are
be
had, in
whichever of
said divisions
divisions the
same may
may be
be cognizable
cognizable or
or
the same
of said
in whichever
be had,
pending,
may be
be heard
and determined
the court
or judge
judge and
all
and all
court or
by the
determined by
heard and
pending, may
findings, orders,
judgments, and
and decrees
decrees be
made, and
and all
and
mesne and
all mesne
be made,
orders, judgments,
findings,
final process
therein be
issued, and
either
in either
renewed in
and renewed
sealed, issued,
be tested,
tested, sealed,
final
process therein
of said
divisions, in
in term
time, vacation,
vacation, or
or chambers.
chambers.
Change
enue bby
term time,
of
said divisions,
Change of
of venue
S
EC. 7.
7. That
That nothing
nothing in
this Act
contained shall
to court.
court.
construed to
shall be
be construed
in this
Act contained
SEC.
deprive the
court or
judge of
of the
to grant
grant a
change of
of venue
or
venue or
a change
the power
power to
or judge
the court
deprive
continuance in
proceeding, or
or matter
matter whatsoever
whatsoever according
according
any cause,
cause, proceeding,
in any
continuance
to law
and the
the requirements
requirements of
i Pendfor caus
causes, etc
etc,
to
law and
of justice.
justice.en
SEC. 8.
8. That
shall take
on the
day following
its contimmdmider
former
continamuderfcer
the day
following its
effect on
take effect
this Act
Act shall
SEC.
That this
w
passage,
apply to
to or
or in
anywise affect
affect any
suit, 'a
cause, suit,
any cause,
in anywise
not apply
but it
it shall
shall not
passage, but
action,
bill, petition,
petition, matter,
matter, libel,
proceeding, prosecution,
prosecution, indictindictlibel, proceeding,
action, bill,
ment, complaint,
information, stipulation,
stipulation, bail
bail bond,
bond, or
or recognizance
recognizance
complaint, information,
ment,
now pending
pending in
or which
has already
been instituted,
instituted,
already been
which has
court, or
in said
said court,
now
begun, filed,
filed, entered,
found, or
or taken,
the same
same
but the
taken, but
served, found,
made, served,
entered, made,
begun,
shall
returned, continued,
continued, prosecuted,
prosecuted, tried,
tried,
entered, returned,
be entered,
depend, be
shall depend,
heard,
and determined
and suitable
suitable and
appropriate orders,
orders, judgjudgand appropriate
determined and
heard, and
ment,
executions, mesne
and final
final and
all other
other process,
process,
and all
mesne and
and executions
decrees, and
ment decrees,
attachment,
recognizances therein,
therein,
bonds recognizances
stipulations, bonds,
monitions, stipulations,
attachment, monitions,
shall be
made, signed,
signed, tested,
sealed, issued,
issued, renewed,
served, exeexerenewed, served,
tested, sealed,
be made,
shall
cuted, entered,
and returned,
the same
law and
and as
as
existing law
as under
under existing
same as
returned, the
entered, and
cuted,
ViSi

S.
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Inconsistent
Inconsistent

epealed.
rePealed

laws
laws

Se
September 8, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 16532.)
16532.]
[Public, No.
284.]
[Public,
No. 234.]

1916.
1916.

if this Act had never
passed, except
never been passed,
except for the purposes
purposes mentioned
mentioned
in sections five
five and
and six
six of
of this
Act. All
All Acts
and parts
parts of
Acts inconinconthis Act.
Acts and
of Acts
sistent with this Act are hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved, September
September 8,
Approved,
8, 1916.
CHAP.
476.-An Act Authorizi
Authorizing
CHAP. 478.—An
ng an adjustment of the boundaries
boundaries of the Whitman
Whitman
National
in the
the State
of Oregon,
Oregon, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
National Forest,
Forest, in
State of
for other

Be
United
of the United
of Representatives of
and House
House of
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That any
any landd. within the
the
e
Timber, et c." lands following-described
areas found by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to be
following-described areas
adTmd
chiefly valuable
valuable for the production
of
production of timber
timber or for
for the protection
protection of
stream flow
flow may be included
part of the
included within and made part
the Whitman
Whitman
National Forest, in the State
State of Oregon,
Oregon, by
proclamation of
Presiby proclamation
of the
the President,
thereafter subject
affecting national
national
dent, said lands
lands to
to be
be thereafter
subject to all laws affecting
Descpt.
Description.
forests: Township eleven south, range thirty-four
thirty-four east;
east; townships
townships
eleven and twelve south, range
thirty-five east;
south,
range thirty-five
east; township
township ten south,
range thirty-five
thirty-five and one-half east;
east; townships
eleven south,
south,
townships ten and
and eleven
range
thirty-six east,
Willamette meridian,
meridian, in
in the
the State
of Oregon.
Oregon.
mberrange
thirty-six
east, Willamette
State of
Rittpange of timber
Q
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and hereby
hereby i
s auaute tlan
SEC. 2. That
ds to be
That the
the Secretary
of the
fet perre
lands
be
is,
thorized to accept on behalf of the United States
States title
title to
to an
any lands
fends
in private ownership within established
Whitestablished boundaries
boundaries of the
the said.
said Whitman National Forest which, in the opinion
opinion of the Seoretary
Secretary of Agriculture
production of
of timber
timber or
or the
the proculture,'are chiefly-valuable
valuable for the production
protection of stream flow, and in lieu thereof may give in exchange
tectionof
exchange such
such
Government
Government timber in or near the Whitman
Whitman National
National Forest as may
may
be determined by the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to be of approximately
approximately
equal value; and any reconveyed
reconveyed lands shall, upon acceptance,
acceptance, become subject to all laws affecting
national forests.
affecting national
September 8, 1916.
Approved, September
Whitman
Whitman

Foest

National
National

Oreg.
Forest, Oreg.

eta

lands

ac u

Sektember 8, 1916.
1916.
September
l i.R.12889.)
12889.)
CH
A.
477.-An
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
M.
CHAP.
477.—An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Interior to
sell the
unsold
to sell
the unsold
[Public,
286.s and unappropriated
(Public, No. 2854
unappropriated portions
lands within
the town
town site
site of
of Newell,
Dakota,
portions of
of lands
within the
Newell, South
South Dakota,
and
and for
for other purposes.
purposes.
Newell
Dak.
Newn S.
s. Dak
Tr
ttoiaL i e
Town4ftelanasin,re-

pserrovieecdt
pV
roject.

House of
ofRepresentatwes
Re mentalities of
of the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the

Interior be,
Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to reserve
and
and he
authorized and
and directed
reserve and
set apart such portions
portions of the
the unsold and unappropriated
unappropriated lands
within the town site of Newell,
Newell, Butte
Butte County,
County, South
South Dakota,
Dakotaz as
as he
he
sale of remaining
remaing deems necessary
for administrative
Sale
necessary for
administrative purposes
purposes in
in connection
with the
the
connection with
lots
Belle Fourche irrigation
lots.
Belle
irrigation project, and after subdividing
subdividing the remaining
remaining
portions of such lands into tracts
tracts that in his
judgment would
render
his judgment
would render
the same most salable, and, appraising
appraising the reasonable
reasonable value
value of
of each
such tracts, sell the same, for not less than the appraised
appraised value, at
public auction to the highest bidder, on such terms and under
under such
such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
may establish.
Proceeds
rules
Proceeds.
SEC. 2.
2. That
the proceeds
proceeds of
of such
sales, after
after deducting
all
Amount for town
SEC.
That of the
such sales,
deducting all
rsupply
expenses incurred in the subdivision,
appraisement, and
water supply
subdivision, appraisement,
and sale
of said
said
sale of
$15,000 shall be coVered
covered into the
land, an amount not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
United States in a
a special fund available
Treasury of the United
available only for
for
expenditure by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to provide
assist in
provide or
or assist
in
Newell Butte County, South Dakota,
providing the said town of Newell,
an adequate
water
purposes, under
adequate system of w
at
er supply for domestic purposes
such terms and conditions
as may
conditions as
may be provided
provided by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior, or for such other and further
further public improvements
improvements as the
Secretary
Interior and the municipal authorities
Secretary of the Interior
town
authorities of said town
to recl - may agree upon. The net proceeds of suchsale in excess of $15,000,
tit
Balance
may agree upon. The net proceeds of such sale in excess of $15,000,
on
fund.e to reclaimif any there be, shall be covered
covered into the Treasury of the United
for

Irrrlnt

irrigalials
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reclamation fund
fund in
in accordance
States and credited
credited to the reclamation
accordance with
with
law for
for the
the sale of town
town sites
sites on
on reclamation
existing law
reclamation projects.
projects.
3. That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
SEc.
S
EC. 3.
authorized
regulations as may
may be necessary
to make such rules and regulations
necessary for carrying
carrying
into effect
of this
into
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act.
Approved, September
September 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

Regulations, etc.
Regiationsetc.

September 8,
8, 1916.
September

478.-Joint Resolution Interpreting
CHAP. 478.--joint
Interpreting section
section fifty
fifty of the Act of June third,
third,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, for making
and more
more effectual
provision for
making further and
effectual provision
the national
national defense, and for other purposes.

s. J. Res.
Res. 168.
(s.
169.3
Res., No. 35.
35.)
[Pub. Res.,

and House
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United Reserve Off
States of America in
assembled, That in the interpretation
tran corps.
States
in Congress
Congress assembUd,
interpretation Training
mcor
psc
and execution
execution of section fifty
fifty of the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June sch^
'edit under
kirderrm
se"'
h'
Army
third,
credit shall
shall be given
given as
as for
serv- officer.
be
for servoicer.
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, credit
A
u'
p 193.
Officers' Training
ice in the senior division of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps to any Anu
member of
of that division
member
for any
of time
time during
during which
which
division for
any period
period or
or periods
periods of
such
or shall
have received
received at
at an
educational
such member
member has
has received
received or
shall have
an educational
institution under
under the
the direction
officer of
Army, detailed
detailed as
as
institution
direction of
of an
an officer
of the
the Army,
professor
and tactics,
tactics, aacourse
course of
training
professor of
of military
military science
science and
of military
military training
substantially
equivalent to
that prescribed
regulations under
substantially equivalent
to that
prescribed by
by regulations
under this
this
section
the corresponding
period or
or periods
periods of
training of
of the
the senior
section for
for the
corresponding period
of training
senior
division,
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps.
division, Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps.
Approved,
September 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
o ffic ers'

schools

P. 193.

CHAP.
479.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the payment
of September
to
September salaries
salaries to
Resolution Authorizing
payment of
CHAP. 479.-Joint
officers
and employees
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the day
day of
officers and
employees of
of the
Senate and
Representatives on
on the
of
adjournment
the present
session.
present session.
of the
adjournment of

September 8,
1916.
September
8, 191.
[S.
Res. 173.)
173.)
IS.J. Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 36.
364

Resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United Congressional ad and House
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the oars,
ctStalbe
of America in
in Congress
States of
etc. to be pad
paid
September
salaries ci.
as
Senate
the Clerk
Clerk of
of the
the House
House of
of Representatives
be, and
they are
are day
fembe
salares
and they
Representatives be,
and the
Senate and
of adjournment.
hereby, authorized
instructed to
to the
the officers
officers and
and employees
o
employees v aoumn
to pay
pay to
and instructed
authorized and
hereby,
of the
of Representatives,
including the
the Capitol
Capitol
House of
Representatives, including
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of
police and
the annual
and session
session rolls,
rolls, their
their respecrespecannual and
borne upon
upon the
police
and pages
pages, borne
tive
and per
per diem
diem for
for the
month of
of September,
September , nineteen
nineteen hunhun- Clerk hire of Memtive salaries
salaries and
the month
dhDelegates.M
dred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, on
the day
day of
of adjournment;
adjournment; and
and the
die Clerk
Clerk of
of the beSr
bers and
Delegates.
on the
dred
House
is authorized
pay on
day to
to Members,
and
Delegates, and
Members, Delegates,
on said
said day
to pay
authorized to
House is
for said month Proviso.
allowances for clerk
Resident Commissioners
their allowances
clerk hire for
Commissioners their
Resident
of September:
September: Provided,
Provided, That
the session
of the
the Senate
Senate Appropriation
of
That the
session employees
employees of
proiatin for
for
session employees for
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives shall
shall be
be paid
paid hereunder
hereunder for
the entire
entire etm
Yaees' foror
for the
and
entire month.
month
of September,
sufficient sum
sum is
is appropriated,
out of
of any
any
appropriated, out
and aasufficient
September, and
month of
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for that
purpose.
that purpose.
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury not
money
Approved, September
September 8,
1916.
8, 1916.
Approved,
z

CHAP.
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the
Postmaster General
to provide
provide the
the
General to
the Postmaster
CHAP. 480.—Joint
480.-Joint Resolution
postmaster
Mississippi, with
with a
special canceling
die for
Mississippi
for the
the Mississippi
canceling die
a special
of Gulfport,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
postmaster of
Centennial
Exposition celebration.
celebration.
Centennial Exposition

September 8,
1916.
8 1916.
[H. J. Res. 237.1
H. J. sks. 2371

(Pub. Res., No.37.]
[Pub.Re.,No.37.]

Centen'Whereas
of Gulfport,
making extensive
extensive prepaprepa- niM1s,sissippt
sxpo Centen
is making
Mississippi, is
city of
Gulfport, Mississippi,
Whereas the
the city
nTratliirlton.
rations
to
celebrate
the
one
hundredth
anniversary
of
the
admisadmisPreamble.
of
the
anniversary
the
one
hundredth
to
celebrate
rations
sion of
of the
State of
of Mississippi
the Union,
Union, the
the celebration
celebration to
to
into the
Mississippi into
the State
sion
begin on
first, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
and to
to
nineteen hundred
on October
October first,
begin
continue until
until April
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen;
eighteen; and
and
April first,
first, nineteen
continue
Whereas the
in said
said city
include industrial,
industrial,
city will
will include
celebration in
projected celebration
the projected
Whereas
agricultural, horticultural,
and other
other exhibitions,
exhibitions, pageants,
pageants, national
national
horticultural, and
agricultural,
athletic games,
games, tournaments,
and many
many
conventions, and
parades, conventions,
tournaments, parades,
athletic
other interesting
from all
all parts
parts of
of
visitors from
that will
will attract
attract visitors
features that
interesting features
other
the United
United States;
and
States; and
the
.
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Whereas
Whereas the Mississippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition
Exposition Commission
Commission having
having
the celebration
celebration in charge
charge will widely advertise
advertise the
the approaching
approaching
events, with the result that a
increase of incoming
incoming and
a great increase
and outoutgoig
oing mail matter will be handled
handled by the Gulfport
Gulfport post
post office;
office; and
and
ereas the governor of the
Mississippi has
has issued
issued aaproclaproclaWhereas
the State of
of Mississippi
mation inviting all the States of the Union
to participate
participate and
and will
Union to
will
invite the countries
countries of South and Central America
America and Mexico
to
Mexico to
_participate
celebration; and
and
participate in
in the
the celebration;
Whereas the extensive
extensive preparations
preparations being made by
of
by the citizens of
Gulfport and the State of Mississippi for
the celebration
celebration give
give to
to
for the
said celebration aa national character
character and significance:
significance: Therefore
Therefore

be
be it
it
Resolved
Senate and
House o
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
ofrRepresentatives
of the
foroLGt,
in Congress
That the
for
Gulfport, States
S tates of America in
Congress assembled, That
the Postmaster
General
Postmaster General
to ecommemoto
°1°Ineln°- of the United
United States be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized to
to prepare
and
prepare and
deliver
a special
deliver to the postmaster of Gulfport a
special canceling
canceling die to
to be
used in the cancellation
cancellation of mail matter in the post office
office of that
that city
city
from January
January first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, to April first,
first,
nineteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, said die to be
of such
such design
may
be of
design as
as may
be agreed upon by
Postmaster General
and the
Mississippi CenCenby the Postmaster
General and
the Mississippi
tennial Exposition
Exposition Commission.
Commission.
Approved,
September 8,
Approved, September
8, 1916.

Postaane
Postal canceling

slPotal
stamp
s.,
rate.

September 8, 1916.
Septbnber8,1916.
LH.
J. Res. 252.1
H.J.Bas.
2521

[Pub.
(Pub. Bes,
Res., No. 38.1

CHAP. 481.—Joint
481.-Joint Resolution'
CHAP.
Resolution' Authorizing
Authorizing the transfer
transfer of the
the Government
Government
exhibit,
or such
portion thereof
the President
President may
may determine
is advisable,
ad visable, no
w
exhibit or
such portion
thereof as
as the
determine is
now
International Exposition at San Diego, California,
at the Panama-California
Panama-California International
California, to the
Missisippi Centennial Exposition
Mississippi
Exposition at Gulfport, Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Mingtsig GentennaiE
CI.e
nial E
to be
be held
Whereas there is to
held at
at Gulfport,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
beginning in
in
Mississippi, beginning
Preamble.
Preamble.
December, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
December,
seventeen, and
and ending
ending in March,
March,
wa

eighteen, the Mississippi
nineteen hundred and eighteen,
Mississippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition to commemorate
commemorate the one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
admission of Mississippi
Mississippi into the Union; and
and
Whereas there is now a
exhibit at
at the
Panama-Calia Government
Government exhibit
the Panama-California International
Exposition at San Diego,
International Exposition
Diego, California,
California, which
which
exposition will close December
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixteen: Therefore
Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
House_ of
fy Representaives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Transfer of GovernTrts
taf"
(e.m
America in
in Congress
the said
said Government
exCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Government exment
exhibit
from States of America
Pananmcalifomia ExPIam-Calira
Ex- hibit at
at the
the Panama-California
Panama-California International
International Exposition,
such
Exposition, or such
position to.
P5itiOnltO.
portion
thereof as may be determined
determined by the
the President
portion thereof
President as
as advisaadvisable, be transferred
transferred at the close of the Panama-California
Panama-California International Exposition
Exposition to
Exposition at
at GulfGulfMaintenance
tional
to the
the Mississippi
Mississippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition
Maintenance.
port, Mississippi, and to be maintained
during the
the continuance
continuance of
maintained during
of
the said Mississippi Centennial
until not
not later
later than
than
Centennial Exposition and
and until
April thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen,
and for
for the
the purposes
purposes
eighteen, and
Expenses authorizxped
ses author herein
herein named there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
be expended
the sum
sum of
of
to be
expended the
ized.
$75,000, or so much thereof as is necessary
expense of
of
necessary to cover
cover the expense
transferring and maintaining
maintaining the said exhibit,
transferring
exhibit, or such part thereof
thereof
as may be determined
determined by the President
President as
as available.
available.
Continuance of GovSEC. 2.
That all laws
laws or
of laws
relating to
to said
said Government
Government
Continuance
GotSEC.
2. That
or parts
parts of
laws relating
ernment exhibitofboard,
etc.
' exhibit and constituting
a Government
constituting a
Government Exhibit
Exhibit Board
Board and
authorand authorAnte,
p. 2.
Ant,, p.
2.
izing the
of the United
izing
the detail
detail of
of civilians
civilians and
and Army and Navy officers
officers of
United
States in connection with the Government exhibit at the PanamaPacific International
International Exposition
Pacific
Exposition and which were continued
continued and
and made
applicable by Act of Congress, December seventeenth,
applicable
seventeenth, nineteen hundred and fifteen, so far as the same could be made applicable,
applicable, to the
Panama-California
International Exposition
Panama-California International
Exposition at San Diego, California, is
is hereby continued
applicable, so far as the same
fornia,
continued and made applicable,
may be made applicable,
applicable, to the Mississippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition,
at Gulfport,
Gulfport, Mississippi,
Mississippi, during its said continuance.
continuance.
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SEC.
contained shall
SEC. 3. That nothing
nothing herein contained
the GovernGovern- Rearrangement,
etc.,
shall prevent
prevent the
rr
ent, etc.,
transh lt before
f re tr
the approval of
ment Exhibit Board in their discretion, with the
of the
ter.
the of
ter.exhibit
President, from transferring
transferring said Government
exhibit at
the close
close
Government exhibit
at the
of the Panama-California
Exposition from
Panama-California International
International Exposition
Diego
from San
San Diego
to some
some other point in the United States,
States, if desirable,
desirable, for
for being
being rerearranged,
repaired, or added to before
arranged, repaired,
before transferring
said exhibit
exhibit to
to the
transferring said
the
Mississippi Centennial
Mississippi
Centennial Exposition
at Gulfport.
Exposition at
Gulfport.
Nonliability of
SEC.
Government of
of the
SEC. 4. That the Government
the United
United States
States does
does not
not bebe- United
nited States
States dde
e-come responsible in any manner for any
debt, contract,
contract, expenexpen- dared.
any bond,
bond, debt,
caed
diture, expense,
liability of
expense, or liability
said Mississippi
Mississippi Centennial
Centennial ExpoExpoof the
the said
sition, its officers,
servants, or
officers, agents,
agents, servants,
or employees,
employees, or
or incident
incident to
to or
or
growing
growing out of the said exposition beyond
beyond such appropriation
appropriation as
as is
is
necessary
necessary to cover the expense
expense of
of transferring
and maintaining
the
transferring and
maintaining the
said exhibit of such portion thereof as may
may be
determined by
be determined
by the
the
President as
as advisable.
advisable.
President
Approved,
Approved, September 8, 1916.
1916.
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and held at the city of
Passed
session, which was begun and
Passed at the second session,
of Washington, in
in
the District
Columbia, on Monday, the
the fourth
fourth day
December, 1916,
District of Columbia,
day of
of December,
was
1916, and
and was
adjourned without
without day
day on
the fourth
of March,
on Sunday,
Sunday, the
fourth day
day of
March, 1917.
1917.
adjourned
WOODROW
WILSON,
President; T
THOMAS
W OODROW W
ILSON-,President;
HOMAS R.
R.MARSHALL,
MARSHALL, Vice
Vice President;
President; W.LLARD
W ILLARD
SATrLSBURY,
President of the
the Senate pro tempore;
tempore; CHAMP
S
AULSBURY, President
CHAMP CLARK,
CLARK, Speaker of the
House
of Representatives.
House'of
Representatives.
CHAP. 2.-Joint
2.—Joint Resolution
Department of
of Labor
Labor
the Department
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
CHAP.
Resolution Authorizing
in the District of Columbia
the cost of living in
to make
make an
an inquiry
inquiry into
Columbia and to report
into the
to
thereon to
to Congress
as practicable.
thereon
Congress as
as early
early as
practicable.

December 20, 1916.
December20
[H. J.
Res. 91.1
J. Res.
91.]
[H.
[Pub.
(Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 39.)
391

Resolved by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
s
C b.
Representatives of
by the
the Senate
and House
Resolved
District of Columbia.
ib
the Department
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Department of Appropriationorm
of America
States of
Appropriation for inquiry into cost ooff livv, in. to cost
directed to make
and directed
Labor
be, and
is, authorized
make an inquiry
inquiry ing
authorized and
hereby is,
and hereby
Labor be,
and
into the
the cost
of living
of wage
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
District of
earners in
the District
cost of
living of
wage earners
into
to
thereon to
to Congress
Congress as
early as
practicable; and
there
that there
and that
as early
as practicable;
to report
report thereon
be appropriated
the sum
of $6,000.
$6,000.
sum of
this purpose
purpose the
for this
be
appropriated for
Employees from civil
SEC. 2.
That the
agents and
clerks employed
under this
this serviceb1omcPl
employed under
and clerks
the special
special agents
2. That
SEC.
service eligibles.
eligible on
appropriation shall
be selected
from among
persons eligible
the persons
among the
selected from
shall be
appropriation
any civil-service
civil-service register.
register.
any
Approved, December
20, 1916.
1916.
December 20,
Approved,
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Commissioner of
of Navigation
Navigation to
cause the
the
to cause
the Commissioner
Authorizing the
3.-An Act
CHAP. 3.—An
smiling vessel
vessel Golden
Golden Gate
Gate to
be registered
of the
the United
States.
United States.
vessel of
as a
a vessel
registered as
to be
sailing

December 21, 1916.
December211916.
H. R.
HI.
R. 88
88161
(Public, No. 286.
286.)
[Public,

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United •
Golden Gate."
Gate."
Golden
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
by the
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That the
Commissioner of
of A
merican
egl.ster
register
Americn
Commissioner
the
in Congress
America in
of America
States
to cause the sailing grantedvioirjnbuilt
g built
Navigation is
is hereby
authorized and
directed to cause the sailing gtdv to
and directed
hereby authorized
Navigation
the
vessel Golden
Golden Gate,
Gate, rebuilt
San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
from the
California, from
at San
rebuilt at
vessel
wreck
Golden Gate,
Gate, wrecked
wrecked near
near the
the harbor
harbor of
of
vessel Golden
sailing vessel
of the
the sailing
wreck of
Montevideo,
and abandoned
by her
owners as a
a total
her owners
abandoned by
Uruguay, and
Montevideo, Uruguay,
wreck,
registered as
United States
States whenever
whenever it
it
the United
of the
as aavessel
vessel of
be registered
to be
wreck to
shall
shown to
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Navigation
Navigation that
the cost
of
cost of
that the
be shown
shall be
rebuilding
United States
amounted to
times
to three
three times
States amounted
the United
in the
vessel in
said vessel
rebuilding said
the actual
actual cost
of said
said wreck
wreck and
and that
that the
the vessel
is wholly
wholly owned
owned
vessel is
cost of
the
by
citizens of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
by citizens
.Approved,
December 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, December
CHAP. 4.-An
4.—A n Act
Act Granting
Granting to
Louis, Iron
Iron Mountain
and Southern
Southern
Mountain and
Saint Louis,
the Saint
to the
CHAP.
Railway Company,
Company, and
and to
to the
the Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Association,
and to
the
to the
Association, and
Anheuser-Brach Brewing
Railway
Manufacturers' Railway
Railway Company
to transfer
rights of
of easement
easement
certain rights
transfer certain
permission to
Company permission
Manufacturers'
for
purposes heretofore
by the
United States
to the
the Saint
Saint Louis
Louis and
and
States to
the United
granted by
heretofore granted
railway purposes
for railway
Iron Mountain
Railroad Company
Company and
and to
to the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Brewing Association,
Association,
the Anheuser-Busch
Mountain Railroad
Iron
respectively.
respectively.

Whereas
United States
States of
America, heretofore
by Act
of ConConAct of
heretofore by
of America,
the United
Whereas the
gress, approved
approved February
February fourteenth,
eighteen hundred
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
fourteenth, eighteen
gress,
three, granted
the Saint
Saint Louis
and Iron
Iron Mountain
Railroad
Mountain Railroad
Louis and
to the
granted to
three,
Company
of way,
sixty feet
feet wide,
over and
across land
land owned
owned
and across
wide, over
way, sixty
right of
Company aaright
857

December 21,
December
21, 1916.
HI. R.
9856.)
[H.
R. 9856.
[Public,
(Public, No. 287.1
287.)

Saint Louis,
Arsenal.
sin
Preamble.
Vol.
10, p. 754.
PreLmbe.

Lots'

Mo.,

Mo.,
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or reserved for use by the United States in
in the
the city
city of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis,
State of Missouri,
Missouri, being the land constituting
constituting the
the United
United States
States
Arsenal Grounds,
Grounds, on which the Saint
Saint Louis
Louis Arsenal
Arsenal was
located,
was located,
which said right of way is being used
by the
the Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Iron
used by
Iron
Mountain and Southern
Southern Railway Company as
as lawful
successor
lawful successor
to and of said Saint Louis
Louis and Iron Mountain
Mountain Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
for and in maintaining
maintaining and operating thereon
thereon various
various railroad
railroad
tracks,
tracks it serves
tracks, with one of which tracks
serves the United States
States Engineer's depot
depot located
located on that part of said Saint Louis
Arsenal
Louis Arsenal
property, which lies east of said right-of-way
property,
right-of-waystrip;
strip; and
and
Vd33,p.
Whereas
America, heretofore
Vol.
33, p.382
W hereas the United States
States of America,
heretofore by
joint resoluresoluby joint
approved April twenty-eighth,
tion of Congress, approved
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and four, authorized
War to,
authorized the Secretary
Secretary of War
to and he
he did thereupon,
thereupon,
by grant dated
nineteen hundred
dated August
August third, nineteen
hundred and four,
four, grant
or
grant or
allow to the Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association
right of
way
Association a
a right
of way
for
for railroad purposes forty feet in width, over
over and across said
said
United States Arsenal
Arsenal Grounds
Grounds in the city of Saint Louis,
Missouri,
Louis, Missouri,
said right of way lying west of and abutting the said right
said
right of
of way
way
above
above referred
referred to as that granted to the Saint Louis
Iron
Louis and
and Iron
Mountain
Mountain Railroad Company,
Company,upon which forty-foot
forty-foot strip
strip there
there
have been built certain railroad
railroad tracks now
by the
the
now operated
operated by
Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Railway
Railway Company under lease or permit
permit from
from
said Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association;
Association- and
and
Whereas said Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Association is
Whereas
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
is not
not engaged
engaged
in the railroad business, but is served
served as
as a
ashipper
and receiver
receiver of
of
shipper and
freight
said Manufacturers'
Railway Company-,
Company, which
freight by said
Manufacturers' Railway
which is aarailroad
corporation organized
road corporation
organized under the laws of the State
State of Missouri,
Missouri,
and
engaged as a
a common carrier
and engaged
carrier in the transportation
transportation of
of freight
freight
moving in interstate
interstate commerce, on behalf
behalf of many
many others of
of the
the
shipping public in the city of Saint
shipping
Saint Louis, as well as on behalf
of
behalf of
said brewing
rewing association;
association; and
and
Whereas
Whereas said Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Brewing Association,
Association, Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Iron
Iron
Mountain
Company, and Manufacturers'
Mountain and Southern
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Manufacturers'
Railway
for the purpose
Railway Company, for
of improving
improving the
the track
track and
and
purpose of
traffic facilities
used by each of
traffic
facilities used
of said railways
railways in its service of the
public, have mutually
mutually agreed to sell and
exchange certain
certain strips
strips
and exchange
of land or
or rights of way now used by said railways
of
railways for
for railroad
railroad
purposes,
purposes and to that end now
now desire the consent
consentof
ofthe
the United
United
States
of America
transfer of certain portions of
States of
America to the transfer
of
of each
each of
said rights
heretofore granted by the United States,
said
rights of way heretofore
States, as
as
above recited: Now
Now therefore
e
ct
ed
h e Senate
a n House_ of Representatives of the United
AnheusBusch
Anheuser-Busch
Be it
by tthe
Be
it enacted
na
by
Senate and
d ouse ofRepresentativesofthe United

Aseocticn States
America in
States of
of America
i
n.Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
is hereby
hereby
That permission
permission is
toMasinght
granted
granted to the Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Brewing Association
to
transfer
Association to transfer by
by
way ompany.
sale
or lease to
to the
the Manufacturers'
Railway Company, its
successors
Railway Company.
sale or lease
Manufacturers' Railway
its successors
or
assigns, all
of the
the said title, rights, and
easement heretofore
or assigns,
all of
and easement
heretofore granted
granted
or
permitted
to
said
Anheuser-Busch
or
permitted
Anheuser-Busch
Brewing
Association,
by
or
Association,
by or
Vol. 33, p. 592.
. 33, .
.
pursuant to said joint
j
"
oint resolution
resolution of Congress
Connresi approved
A ril twentytwentyapproved April
eighth,
_e_Ighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and four, and by grant
ant of the Secretary
cretary of
of
War, dated
August third, nineteen
hundred and four,
War,
dated August
nineteen hundred
four, pursuant
pursuant to
said
joint resolution.
resolution.
said joint
Manufacturers'Rai
RailwammTpanres'
LxSEC.
2.
That
permission is hereby
hereby granted to
may exS
EC.
2.
That permission
to said
said Manufacturers'
Manufacturers'
way Company
Company may
exchange
of
e right
rt
o way aRailway
successors or
or assigns, thereupon
thereupon to
to transfer
transfer to
with Saint Louis, Iron Railway Company, its successors
to
Mottn
uth- the Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and
Mountain and
and Souththe Saint Louis, Iron Mountain
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Company, its
ern
Railway Cpany.
Company. successors or assigns,
era Rway
part of
of the said title,
successors or assigns, that
that part
title, rights, and
and easements
easements
so
to be
by said
said Manufacturers'
so to
be acquired
acquired by
Manufacturers' Railway-Company under
under
the last
last preceding paragraph
hereof, which part
the
paragraph hereof,
part relates to or
or affects
affects
the eastern
and one-half
one-half feet of the said
the
eastern eleven
eleven and
said forty-foot
forty-foot right-ofright-ofway
strip,
thereby
said eleven
and one-half feet to the
way strip, thereby joining
joining said
eleven and
the said
said
right of
of way
said Saint
right
way of said
Saint Louis,
Louis, Iron
Iron Mountain
Mountain and Southern
Southern Railway
Railway
Company.
Brewing
B
rewi
ng
Associ
ati on
may transfer right of
to Manufacturers'
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Saint aLouis,
Iron
ouh
sn,
M^itl.
to said Saint Louis, Mountain
SEC. 3.
That permission
permission is hereby
granted to
hereby granted
3. That
SEC.
and Southern Railway Company
its successors
Iron
Mountain and
and Southern
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
Company, its
successors or ernRaiwayCompany
Iron Mountain
may exchange right of
right
u
exwih
way
Railway Company,
Manufacturers' Railway
Company, its suc- way
assigns, to transfer to the Manufacturers'
with Manufacturers'
Railway CornconRailway
tures'
easement
and
rights,
title,
said
the
of
cessors
or
assigns,
that
part
of
the
said
title,
rights,
easement
part
cessors or assigns, that
Pau.
February fourteenth,
approved February
granted by said Act of Congress approved
fourteenth, Paw.
relates to or affects the
eighteen
hundred and
part relates
fifty-three, which part
and fifty-three,
eighteen hundred
eastern
portion of
of the
sixty-foot right-of-way
right-of-way strip, said eastern
eastern
said sixty-foot
the said
eastern portion
of fifteen
portion
being .a
varying in
width from
from a
fifteen
a minimum
minimum of
in width
a tract
tract varying
portion being
feet to
to a
sixteen feet
feet one
one and
one-half inches,
thereby
inches, thereby
and one-half
of sixteen
a maximum
maximum of
feet
enabling said
said Manufacturers'
Railway- Company
Company to operate
operate over said
Manufacturers' Railway
enabling
tract a
railroad track
as a
facilities.
of its
its facilities.
track as
a part of
a railroad
tract
f exConditions o
of
exConditios
granted by the above change.
hereby granted
permits hereby
SEC. 4.
4. That
respective permits
the respective
That the
SEC.
a
writthe
until
or
of
unless
be
availed
sections
and three shall not be
two and
sections two
ten agreement
hereinafter prescribed
prescribed shall
shall have been entered
entered into
agreement hereinafter
ten
that the
the freight
by
Manufacturers' Railway
Railway Company,
Company, to the end
freight
end that
the Manufacturers'
by the
to said
said United States Engineers'
service
rendered to
Engineers' depot,
heretofore rendered
service heretofore
from
located upon
upon said
said tract
tract or eastern
eastern portion
portion of said
track located
from said
said track
rendered
sixty-foot right-of-way
right-of-way strip, may and shall hereafter
hereafter be rendered
sixty-foot
from
to be
be constructed
constructed by
by said
Manufacturers' Railsaid Manufacturers'
track to
switch track
from aa switch
way Company,
Company, at
its expense,
said. United
States Engineers'
Engineers' Switches,
United States
into said
expense, into
at its
way
Switches, tracks,
tracks,
required.
etc.,required.
yard,
for the
the exclusive
United States,
States, namely: Said etc.,
of the
the United
service of
exclusive service
yard, for
Company, shall
Manufacturers'
Railway Company
shall enter into aa written
written agreeManufacturers' Railway
the United
ment
or for
for the
United States, in such form as
benefit of the
the benefit
with or
ment with
Manufacof War,
War, obligating
shall
approved by
by the
the Secretary
obligating the ManufacSecretary of
be approved
shall be
turers' Railway
Railway Company,
Company, within
within such
reasonable time
time as
the SecSecas the
such reasonable
turers'
its'own cost and expense,
retary
War may
approve, to
expense,
at itssown
construct at
to construct
may approve,
of War
retary of
of the United States, aa
and
for the
the exclusive
and service
service of
ownership and
exclusive ownership
and for
switch track
into or
through said
said United
depot
Engineers' depot
States Engineers'
United States
or through
track into
switch
Secreproperty
along such
such line
line therein
be approved
approved by the Secreshall be
as shall
therein as
property,.,along
tary
of War;
War; also
to build
build and
and maintain
track or tracks
tracks
thereafter aatrack
maintain thereafter
also to
tary of
connecting with
with said
said switch track
track and extending
extending from the
the said
connecting
Engineers' depot
depot property,
property, to
reasonably accessible
of conconpoints of
accessible points
to reasonably
Engineers
Louis,
nection
with the
the tracks
the free
free use
use of,
of, the
the Saint
Saint Louis,
for the
of, and
and for
tracks of,
nection with
Iron
Mountain and
Southern Railway
Railway Company
and of the ManufacManufacCompany and
and Southern
Iron Mountain
turers' Railway
also to
to erect
its own
own expense,
expense, on
on the
the
at its
erect at
Company; also
Railway Company;
turers'
such
south
side of
said United
United States
grounds, such
depot grounds,
Engineers' depot
States Engineers'
of said
south side
reasonable
gate or
or gates
approved by
of
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
be approved
shall be
as shall
gates as
reasonable gate
War, if
if the
the latter
shall request
request the
the construction
construction of
of such
such gates,
and
gates, and
latter shall
War,
to
and protect
protect the
United States
States against
all other
other expenses
expenses
against all
the United
pay and
to paycaused by
by the
of the
the paint
and oil
used Subjecto
house used
oil house
paint and
and rebuilding
rebuilding of
Subject to approva
approval
removal and
the removal
caused
by Secretary of War.
by the
United States
States and
located at
at or
or near
Utah Street;
Street; all
all of
secretary of Wr.
of by
near Utah
now located
and now
the United
by
said work
shall be
approved by
by the
the
be approved
which shall
manner which
in aa manner
done in
be done
to be
work to
said
Secretary
War.
Secretary of War.
Approved, December
December 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 5.
—An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations to
to .supply
supply urgent
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in approappro5.-An
CHAP.
priations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
sevenand sevenJune thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
priations

December 22, 1916.
bR R.. 19178.1..
[H.
I [.

1918.

Public,No.
N. 2.288.1
[Public,

teen,
and for other purposes.
purposes.
teen, and

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
United Uget deences
of the
the United
House of
of Representatives
and House
Be it
it enacted
States
assembled, That
That the
following sums
are ap
L
pT
i
r
o
grt
defi
s cicadas
appropriations
sums are
the following
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
otherwise approappronot otherwise
the Treasury
money in
appropriated,
priated, to
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
the fiscal
fiscal
for the
appropriations for
in appropriations
supply urgent
to supply
priated,
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
seventeen, and
and for
for
and seventeen,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
year
other
purposes,
namely:
namely:
purposes,
other
MILITARY
ESTABLISHMENT.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.
CORPS.
Q
UARTERMASTER CORPS.
QUARTERMASTER

Army.

Army.

Quartermaster Corps.
Quartermaster
Corps.

- Support

ofamilie of

For the
of dependent
families of
of enlisted
men, including
includinrarl
tr,r="
i
't
e°nited imen
drafted
enlisted men,
dependent families
support of
the support
For
the
same
objects
and
under
the
same
limitations
specified
in
the
e
etc
the
in
specified
the same objects and under the same limitations
tc.
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pp. 649,
640, 801.
Ante, pp.
801.

appropriation
appropriation for this purpose
purpose in the
appropriation Act
Act for
for the
the
the Army
Army appropriation
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen
seventeen as
amended by
section
as amended
by section
nine hundred and one of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to increase
increase the
the
revenue, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved September
September eighth,
eighth, ninenineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, $4,250,000.

and assay
assay
Mints and
offices.
offices.
Denver, Cdoo.
Colo.
Denver,

MINTS AND ASSAY OFFICES.

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pa.

San Franciso,
Frandsen, Cal.
Cal.
San

New
York, N.Y.
N.Y.
NewYork,

NEW
YORK ASSAY
OFFICE: For wages of workmen
NEW YORK
ASSAY OFFICE:
workmen and other
employees, $25,000.
$25,000.
For incidental
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
new machinery
machinery
including new
and repairs, wastage in the melting and refining
refining department,
department, and
and
loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
treatment of bullion, $20,000.
$20,000.

District of
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Supreme court.
Supreme
court.
Miscellaneous
Miselaneos
pen.ses.

DENVER, COLORADO,
DENVER,
COLORADO, MINT: For wages of workmen
workmen and other ememployees, $12,000.
$12,000.
For incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including
including new
new machinery
machinery
and repairs, wastage in melting
melting and refinin
coining
refining department
department and coining
department, and loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
of
treatment of
bullion and the manufacture
manufacture of
coin $25,000.
$25,000.
of coin,
PHILADELPmA MINT:
PHILADELPHLA
MINT: For wages
wages
corn,
of workmen and other employees,
employees,
$110,000.
$110,000.
For incidentarand
incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, including
machinery
including new machinery
and repairs, cases and enameling
enameling for medals
medals manufactured,
expenses
manufactured, expenses
assay commission,
commission, wastage
of the annual
annual assay
wastage in melting
melting and
refining and
and
and refining
departments, and loss on sale of sweeps arising from the
in coining departments,
treatment of bullion and the manufacture
treatment
manufacture of coins, and
not exceeding
exceeding
and not
$1,000 in value of specimen coins and ores for the
$1,000
cabinet of
of the
the mint,
mint,
the cabinet
$100,000.
SAN
FRANCISCO,
S
AN F
RANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA, MINT:
MINT: For wages of workmen, and
and
other employees
employees, $18,000.
$18,000.
contingent expenses, including new machinery
For incidental
incidental and contingent
machinery
and repairs,
repairs, wastage in the melting
refining department
department and
and
melting and refining
in the coining department,
department, and loss on sale of sweeps
sweeps arising
arising from
from
the treatment
treatment of bullion and the manufacture
manufacture of coin,
coin $7,500.
$7,500.

DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
SUPREME
SUPREME COURT.
COURT.

Miscellaneous
expenses: For such
additional miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses:
such additional
miscellaneous exexpenses as may be authorized
authorized by the Attorney General for the
the susupreme court and its officers,
officers, made necessary
necessary by the occupancy
occupancy of
of
temporary quarters pending the reconstruction
reconstruction of the
the courthouse,
Washington, District of Columbia, including
Washington,
electrician at
including an
an electrician
at the
the
from District rate of $900 per annum
annum and a
laborer
of $600
per annum,
annum,
Half from
a
laborer
at
the
rate
of
$600
per
invereues.
-venues.
$3,750,
$3,750, one-half to be paid out of the Treasury of the United States
and one-half
one-half out of the revenues
revenues of the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
ex-

ex-

Department of
of JusJusDepartment
tice.
tice.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.
DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC
PUBLIC

Curthose,
Eourthouse, D
C
D. C.
C.
Erpenses
of tempo-

raryIrla
rary
ng:rso
.
f tempo-

iuarters.

BUILDINGS.
BUILDINGS.

For
removal and readjustment
F
or an additional amount
amount for the removal
readjustment of
of
all office furniture and fittings
fittings in
with the
the occupancy
of
in connection
connection with
occupancy of

temporary
quarters by the officials
officials and employees
temporary quarters
of the
the courtcourtemployees of
house, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, including personal
personal and
other services,
services, and for every
therewith, $2,000.
other
every item connected
connected therewith,
Recoer of
For
temporary quarters for the office of the recorder of
Recorder
of deeds
deeds.
For rent of temporary
quat
ti Rent .
4
temtea
P'Y deeds pending the reconstruction
reconstruction of the courthouse,
Washington,
courthouse, Washington,
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, $5,000,
$5,000, to be available
available during
during the fiscal year
year
nineteen hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SEss.II.
S
ESS. II. CH.
Cns. 5-8.
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1916.

861
861

Ha
The
foregoing appropriations
appropriations shall be
be expended
lf from
The two
two foregoing
expended under
under the revenues.
Superintendent of the Capitol Building and Grounds reenue
direction of the Superintendent
Treasury of the United States and
and payable one-half
one-half out of the Treasury
and
one-half
revenues of the District of Columbia.
one-half out of the revenues
Approved, December
Approved,
December 22,
22, 1916.
Half

CHA.
CHAP.

salaries of officers
.-- Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing payment
payment of
of the salaries
6.—Joint
officers and
employees of Congress
Congress for December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen.

Eras

District
District

December 22,1916.
22, 1916.
December

[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 324.
[H.
Res., No. 40.]
[Pub. Res.,
40.1

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Congressional
offiobe
oaidpaid
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
a888mb15cf, That
That the Secretary of the
the ceS,
cers, etc.,
etc., to
be
December
salaries,
DeSenate and
the Clerk
of the
House of
authorized cember
Deli,
Domber 22,s 1916.
are authorized
Representatives are
the House
of Representatives
and the
Clerk of
Senate
and instructed
instructed to pay the officers and employees
employees of the Senate and
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, including
including the Capitol police, their
their
hundred and
respective salaries for the month of December,
December, nineteen hundred
sixteen, on the day of adjournment
adjournment of the present
present session
session for
for the
Clerk hire to Memholiday
recess; and
of the
House is
authorized to
to pay
pay on
on bers,
holiday recess;
and the Clerk
Clerk of
the House
is authorized
cr Delegates,
hire teo Mand
Resident CommissionMembers, Delegates,
Delegates, and
and Resident Commissioners
Commissioners redentcomthe same
same day to Members,
era.
e
allowance for clerk hire for the said month of December.
their allowance
Approved, December
December 22,
Approved,
22, 1916. .
across

CHAP. 7.—An
completion of the bridge across the
Extending the time for completion
7.-An Act Extending
CHAP.
Delaware
entitled "An
"An Act to authorize
authorize the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
authorized by an Act entitled
Delaware River, authorized

December 27
1916.
Deember
27, 1916

Railroad Company,
Newark Railroad
Railroad Company and the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and Newark
Company, or their
Railroad
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge across
across the Delaware
Delaware River,"
River,"
successors, to construct,
approved the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of August, nineteen
twelve.
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve.

No. 28.1
[Public, No.289.]

[[S.7095.1
7.

Be
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Delaware River.
Fcr
meded for
time for
for the
That the
States
in Congress
the time
the comcom- TimeW
Congress assemb,
assembled, That
America in
States of
of America
Time extended
bridging, by Pennsylpletion
bridge now
now in
in course
course of
across the
the DelaDela- vania
pletion of
of the
the bridge
db Railroad
of construction
construction across
bi
cog
ComKa.ty.,etc.,
etc., atrenton,
at Trenton,
ware
River, which
which the
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company
the r-.y,
and the
Company and
ware River,
Pennsylvania
Railroad Company,
Company, or
their successors,
successors, Vo.37,p.4.92
or their
and Newark
Newark Railroad
Vol. 37, p. 492.
Pennsylvania and
p 8807
Vol. _86,
p.
were authorized
authorized to
to construct,
and operate
operate by
by an
an Act
Act amended.
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
were
entitled
"An Act
to authorize
authorize the
Pennsylvania Railroad
Company
Railroad Company
the Pennsylvania
Act to
entitled "An
and
the Pennsylvania
and Newark
Railroad Company,
Company, or
or their
their
Newark Railroad
Pennsylvania and
and the
bridge across
across the
successors, to
construct, maintain,
operate a
a bridge
and operate
maintain, and
to construct,
successors,
Delaware River,"
River," approved
approved the
twenty-fourth day
day of
of August,
nineAugust ninethe twenty-fourth
Delaware
teen
hundred and
twelve, be,
and the
the same
is hereby,
for
extended for
hereby, extended
same is
be, and
and twelve,
teen hundred
a
years from
from the
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of
nineAugust, nineof August,
of three
three years
a period
period of
teen
hundred and
sixteen: Provided,
Provided, That
in all
other respects
respects said
said Proviso.
.
Proe.
all other
That in
and sixteen:
teen hundred
Construction, etc.
bridge shall
completed and
and shall
shall be
and operated
operated in
in Vol.
p. t4.
84.
voi. 34,4,p.
maintained and
be maintained
be completed
shall be
bridge
accordance with
of the
entitled "An
Act to
to reguregu"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
the provisions
provisions of
with the
accordance
late the
navigable waters,"
approved
waters," approved
over navigable
of bridges
bridges over
the construction
construction of
late
March
nineteen hundred
and six.
hundred and
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the right
right to
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amend-mnt.
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, December
1916.
27, 1916.
December 27,
Approved,

v^,ledas8

CHAP.
Authorizing the
the Postmaster
General to
to provide
the
provide the
Postmaster General
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. S.—Joint
8.-Joint Resolution
postmaster
Springfield, Illinois,
with aaspecial
special canceling
canceling die
the one
one hundredth
postmaster of
of Springfield,
Illinois, with
die for
for the
hundredth
anniversary
of the
admission of
the State
of Illinois
Illinois into
into the
the Federal
Federal Union.
Union.
of the
State of
the admission
anniversary of

Whereas
the city
of Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois,
Illinois, is
making extensive
extensive prepprepis making
city of
Whereas the
arations
to celebrate
one hundredth
the admisadmisof the
anniversary of
hundredth anniversary
the one
celebrate the
arations to
sion of
of Illinois
the Union,
the celebration
to begin
begin
celebration to
Union, the
into the
Illinois into
State of
of the
the State
sion
on April
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and to
conto coneighteen, and
and eighteen,
on
April eighteenth,
tinue until
December third,
third, nineteen
eighteen; and
and
and eighteen;
hundred and
nineteen hundred
until December
tinue

December 27, 1916.

1916.
Deember2S
[H. J. Res. 282.]
2.1411
Re. No.
[Pub...Res.,
[Pub. Res., No. 41.1
Illinois Centennial.
Preamble.

in etennial.
rmb
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Whereas the projected
projected celebration
celebration in
in said city will include industrial
industrial
and other exhibitions,
exhibitions, pageants,
athletic games,
games, tournaments,
tournaments,
pageants, athletic
parades, conventions,
conventions, and many other
features that
that
other interesting features
will attract visitors from all parts of the United States;
and
States; and
Whereas
citizens' committee, cooperating
Whereas the citizens'
cooperating with
Cenwith the Illinois Cencreated by.the Illinois General Assembly,
tennial Commission, created
Assembly, are
are

widely advertising the approaching events, with the result that a
outgoing mail matter is anticipated
at the Springfield
Springfield post
roost office;
and
office; and
Whereas the size and importance
importance of the city of Springfield,
Whereas
Springfield, Illinois,
Illinois
and the extensive preparations
preparations being made by its citizens,
citizens, coopcooperating
erating with State organizations
organizations created
the purpose
pin-pose of
of celecreated for the
ceebrating the one hundredth
hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the admission
admission of
of Illinois
into the Federal
Federal Union give to said celebration
celebration a
national character
character
a national
significance: Therefore
Therefore be it
and significance:
it
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
sral
Resolved
and House
the United
lcanceling
States of
7= t
ait celing
of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
s'amPt"wammgrate
and he
he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to prepare
prepare and
and
adm
te , au- of
issionfof State,
of the
the United
United States be
be, and
admission
thized.
t orized.
deliver to the postmaster
postmaster of Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois, a
aspecial
special canceling
canceling
die to be used in
m the cancellation
cancellation of mail matter
matter in the post office
office of
that city from December first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, to
to
December
December third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen, said
said die
die to
to be
be of
hundred and eighteen,
of
such design as may
upon by
the Postmaster
aland
an d
may be agreed
agreed upon
by the
Postmaster Gener
General
the Illinois Centennial
Commission.
Centennial Commission.
Approved,
Approved, December 27, 1916.
1916.

greatincrease
widely
advertising
of incoming
incoming
the approaching
and
events,
mailwith
matter
th eisres
anticipated
ult th ata
great increase
of
and outgoing

11

ld

ili

h

December 29,
1916.
December
29,1916
[H.
B.40.]
[H. R. 4071
[Public, No.
2901
[Public,
No. 290.]

CHAP.
Act To
provide for
for stock-raising
stock-raising homesteads,
CHAP 9.-An
9 —An Act
To provide
homesteads, and for other
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the United
United
and House of
Representatives of
America in
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
from and
and after
after the
the
assembled, That
That from
entea
=
on, a passage of this Act it shall be lawful for any person
person qualified
to
qualified to
make entry
entry under
homestead laws of the United States to make
make
under the homestead
aa stock-raising homestead
homestead entry for not exceeding
exceeding six hundred
and
hundred and
forty acres of unappropriated
unappropriated unreserved
unreserved public land in
in reasonably
reasonably
Proviso.
compact form:
Provided, however,
however, That
the land
so entered
entered shall
shall
,
Ands to be
desig- compact
Lands
be desgform: Provided,
That the
land so
nated.
nated.
theretofore have been designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
theretofore
Interior
as "stock-raising
"stock-raising lands."
lands."
Character of lands to
bdeasated
SEC.
be
designated. andsto
That the Secretary
Sac. 2. That
Secretary of
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
of the
the Interior
otherwise, to
desi
gna t
e as stock-raising
stock-raising lands
lands subsubon application or
or otherwise,
to designate
ject to entry under this Act lands the surface of
in his
his
of which is, in
opinion, chiefly valuable
valuable for grazing and raising
raising forage
forage crops,
crops, do
do
not contain merchantable
merchantable timber, are not susceptible of irrigation
irrigation
from any known source of water supply, and are of such character
character
six hundred and forty acres are reasonably
that
required for
the
reasonably required
for the
Proviso.
support
of
a
family:
Provided,
That where
where any
any person
person qualified
qualified to
to
Applications
for um-UmAppuVp
tau
'or
support
of
a
family:
Provided,
That
designated lands
lands.
desited
entry under
the provisions
make original or additional entry
under the
provisions of
of this
Act
this Act
shall
shall make application
application to enter
enter any unappropriated
'unappropriated public land
which has not been designated
designated as subject
subject to entry (provided said
said
application
accompanied and supported by properly
application is accompanied
corroborated
properly corroborated
affidavit of the applicant, in duplicate,
pnma facie
duplicate, showing prima
facie that
that
fuspsi
until
de
Suspension until de- the land applied for is of the character
character contemplated
contemplated by this Act),
termination.
teona.
such application,
together with
with the regular fees and
such
application, together
and commissions,
shall be received
received by the register
r
e
gister and receiver
receiver of the land district
district
suspended until it
in which said land is located and suspended
it shall have
have been
determined by the Secretary
determined
Secretary- of the Interior
whether said
said land
land is
is
Interior whether
actually of that character.
character. That during
suspension the
land
during such
such suspension
the land
described in the application shall no
disposedof;
of
; and if
i
f the said
nottb
bee disposed
land
be designated
under this
land shall
shall be
designated under
this Act,
Act, then such application
application shall
Public lands.
Public
ads.
Stock-raising

homesd
stead
entries on, allowed.
lowed,
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it shall be rejected,
be allowed; otherwise it
rejected, subject to appeal;
appeal; but
no right to occupy such lands shall be acquired
acquired by reason of said
application
designated as stock-raising
stock-raising
application until said lands have been designated
lands.
lands.
SEC.
homestead entryman
SEC. 3. That any qualified homestead
entryman may make
make entry
under the homestead
homestead -laws of lands so designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior, according
according to legal subdivisions,
subdivisions, in areas
areas not exceedexceeding six hundred and forty acres, and in compact
compact form so far as may
may
be subject
provisions of this Act,
secure title thereto by
subject to the provisions
Act, and secure
by

863
863
No owupancy prior

toNdo
esi=gir
t

d*

A re a s

Areas of 60
640
allowed.

pprriior

acres
ar

compliance with
the ttreyrmofs
terms land
Provisos.
of d
the
Provided,
aa P
oro-"compliance
tt
eld
tho
efhomestead
hom
e es
chte
ar
a
a
d
olaws:
larw: P
cri
rovided,That
former
Thca
tit
on
Additions to
former
Additions
to forro
former homestead entry of land of the character described
entries.
bed in section entries.
two hereof
a bar to the entry
hereof shall not be a
entry of aatract
tract within a
a radius
radius
this
of twenty miles from such former
former entry under the provisions
provisions of this
Act, subject to the requirements
residence and imrequirements of law
law as to residence
Limit.
the former
former entry,
entry, shall
shall not
provements, which, together
together with
with the
not exceed
exceed Selection
sein
of
of contigucontiguus lands.
ous
six hundred
and
forty
acres:
Provided
further,
That
the
entryman
o
lan ds
hundred
Provided further,
entryman
shall be required to enter all contiguous
contiguous areas of the character
character herein
herein
described open to entry prior to
to the
the entry
entry of
any noncontiguous
noncontiguous Its
of any
Improvements inland: Provied
further, That
land:
Provided _further,
That instead
instead of
required by
by steaPof
of cultivation
cultivation as
as required
ultivtionr restead of cultivation
quired.
homestead laws the entryman
required to make
the homestead
entryman shall be required
make perma- quirednent improvements
improvements upon the
entered before
before final
proof is
is
the land entered
final proof
submitted
tending to
increase the
the value
the same
same for
for stock-raising
stock-raising
submitted tending
to increase
value of
of the
purposes, of the value of
not less
$1.25 per
per acre,
acre, and
and at
at least
least
of not
less than
than $1.25
one-half
improvements shall
shall be
placed upon
land within
within
one-half of
of such improvements
be placed
upon the
the land
three
after the
the date
date of
three years
years after
of entry
entry thereof.
thereof.
Additions to pending
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That any homestead
homestead entryman
lands of
of the
the character
entryman of lands
character homestead
ho^mdeddentred
entries.
herein described,
described, who has
upon his
existing
has not submitted
submitted final
final proof
proof upon
his existing
entry, shall have the right to enter,
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
enter, subject
subject to
Act, such amount
amount of contiguous
contiguous lands
for entry
entry under
the
lands designated
designated for
under the
provisions of
as shall
shall not,
together with
with the
the amount
amount
of this
this Act as
not, together
embraced
in his
exceed six
and forty
forty acres,
acres, and
embraced in
his original
original entry,
entry, exceed
six hundred
hundred and
and ImrovmentsreImprovements required.
residence upon
original entry
entry shall
shall be
credited on
on both
both entries,
entries, but
but quired.
residence
upon the
the original
be credited
improvements must be made
improvements
on the
additional entry
entry equal
equal to
to $1.25
$1.25
made on
the additional
for each
acre thereof.
for
each acre
thereof.
Homesteaders
may
S
EC. 5.
That persons
have submitted
final proof
proof upon,
or enter
SEc.
5. That
persons who
who have
enter additional
additional eon
eonsubmitted final
upon, or
tiguous lands.
received
patent
for,
lands
of
the
character
herein
described
under
the
received patent for, lands of the character herein described under the tiguouslands.
homestead
laws, and
who own
and reside
reside upon
the land
so acquired,
acquired,
homestead laws,
and who
own and
upon the
land so
may,
subject to
of this
make additional
additional entry
entry for
for
may, subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act,
Act, make
and
obtain patent
contiguous lands
lands designated
designated for
for entry
entry under
under the
the
and obtain
patent to
to contiguous
provisions
of this
this Act,
Act, which,
which, together
together with
the area
provisions of
with the
area theretofore
theretofore
acquired under
law, shall
exceed six
six hundred
hundred and
and Improvements
acquired
under the
the homestead
homestead law,
shall not
not exceed
rovement required.
forty
acres, on
of the
the expenditure
required by
this Act
on quiredm.
forty acres,
on proof
proof of
expenditure required
by this
Act on
r
account of
of ioermanent
improvements upon
upon the
entry.
account
permanent improvements
the additional
additional entry.
Relinquishment
of
S
EC. 6.
6. That
That any
is the
head of
of aa family,
or who
who has
has former qomed
homestead to
SEC.
person who
any person
who is
the head
family, or
to
make grazing entry.
arrived
at the
the age
twenty-one years
and is
acitizen
citizen of
of the
United mkegrazingentry.
arrived at
age of
of twenty-one
years and
is a
the United
States, who
entered or
acquired under
under the
homestead laws,
laws, prior
prior
States,
who has
has entered
or acquired
the homestead
to
passage of
lands of
of the
the character
character described
in this
this
to the
the passage
of this
this Act,
Act, lands
described in
Act, the
the area
of which
less than
six hundred
hundred and
and forty
forty,acres,
acres, and
and
Act,
area of
which is
is less
than six
who
unable to
to exercise
additional entry
herein conconwho is
is unable
exercise the
the right
right of
of additional
entry herein
ferred
because no
subject to
to entry
entry under
under this
Act adjoin
adjoin the
ferred because
no lands
lands subject
this Act
the
tract so
so entered
entered or
or lie
within the
twenty mile
mile limit
limit
tract
or acquired
acquired or
lie within
the twenty
provided
Act, ma.y,
upon submitting
proof that
that he
he resides
resides
provided for
for in
in this
this Act,
may, upon
submitting proof
upon
and has
the land
land so
so entered
entered or
or acquired
acquired and
and against
against
upon and
has not
not sold
sold the
which land
there are
no encumbrances,
or reconvey
to the
the
which
land there
are no
encumbrances, relinquish
relinquish or
reconvey to
United States
occupied, entered,
entered, or
and in
in lieu
lieu
United
States the
the land
land so
so occupied,
or acquired,
acquired, and
thereof, within
the same
district, may
enter and
acquire
thereof,
within the
same land-office
land-office district,
may enter
and acquire
title to
hundred and
and forty
acres
of
the
land
saject
to
entry
under Conditions.
title
to six
six hundred
forty acres of the land subject to entry under
coadits.
this Act,
Act, but
compliance with
of this
this
this
but must
must show
show compliance
with all
all the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
the new
with all
existing
Act respecting
respecting the
new entry
entry and
and with
all the
the provisions
provisions of
of existing
homestead laws
laws except
except as
modified herein.
homestead
as modified
herein.
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SEC. 7. That the commutation
commutation provisions
Sze.
the homestead
homestead laws
laws
provisions of
of the
shall not apply to any
this Act.
Act.
any entries
entries made
made under
under this
enterconguousn
SEC.
any homestead
S
EC. 8. That any
homestead entrymen
entrymen or
or patentees
shall be
be
patentees who
who shall
entitled to additional
additional entry under this Act shall
shall have, for ninety days
after the designation
designation of lands subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions
to entry under the
of this Act and contiguous
contiguous to
entered or
or owned
owned and
occupied
to those
those entered
and occupied
by him, the preferential
preferential right to make additional
additional entry
entry as
as provided
provided
between
in this Act: Provided,
Provisos.
Provided, That
contiguous to
That where
where such
such lands
lands contiguous
to the
the lands
Divisicat
between
lands
twoormoeappicants.
of two or
two
or more applicants. of
or more
more entrymen
or patentees
entitled to
to additional
additional entries
entries
entrymen or
patentees entitled
under this section are not sufficient
sufficient in area
such entrymen
entrymen
area to
to enable such
to secure by additional entry the maximum
maximum amounts to
to which
they
which they
are entitled,
entitled the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
is authorized
authorized to
make an
an
Interior is
to make
equitable
equitable division of the lands
lands among the several
several entrymen
entrymen or
pator patentees,
exercise preferential
entees, applying to exercise
preferential rights, such
such division
division to
to be
be in
in
tracts of not less than forty acres,
acres, or other legal subdivision, and
and so
so
made as to equalize as nearly as possible the area
area which
such entryentrywhich such
men and patentees
patentees will acquire
acquire by
embraced m
m
by adding
adding the
the tracts
tracts embraced
additional entries to the lands originally
originally held
held or
owned by
them:
or owned
by
them:
pAowancetofirtap
Proidedfurther, That
1'
11'
M/flee Wfilst aP. Provided further,
That where
where but one
one such
of vacant
vacant land
land may
may
such tract
tract of
plieant.
adjoin the lands of two or
or more
more entrymen
entrymen or
entitled to
to
or patentees
patentees entitled
exercise preferential
preferential right hereunder,
hereunder, the tract in
in question
question may
may be
be
entered by the person who first submits to the local
local land office
office his
his
application
application to exercise
exercise said preferential
preferential right.
right.
posits
ieSSved.
SEC.
all entries
C°a"
Ind
mineral deSEC. 9.
9. That all
entries made
made and
and patents
patents issued
issued under
under the
the proposits
reserved.
provisions of this Act shall
shall be
subject to
reservation to
to
be subject
to and
and contain
contain a
a reservation
the United States of all the coal and other minerals
in the
the lands
lands so
minerals in
so
Dissal und
and patented,
with the
for, mine,
mine,
- entered
entered and
patented, together
together with
the right
right to
to prospect
prospect for,
Disposal
under mining-law.
and remove the same. The coal and other
tog laws,
mineral deposits
deposits in
in such
such
other mineral
disposal by the United States
lands shall be subject to disposal
States in
m accordance
accordance
d
with the provisions
provisions of the
land laws
laws in
in force
force at
at the
the
the coal
coal and
and mineral
mineral land
petgallowd.
peeting
allowed.
l'atin
ga
nd Pd t time
of such
disposal. Any
Any person
person qualified
locate and
and enter
the
time of
such disposal.
qualified to
to locate
enter the
coal or other mineral deposits, or having
having the right to
to mine
mine and
remove
and remove
the same under the laws of the United
the
United States,
States, shall
shall have
the right
right
have the
at all times to enter upon
upon the
the lands
lands entered
entered or
or patented,
patented, as
as provided
provided
by this Act, for the purpose of prospecting
prospecting for coal or
or other
other mineral
mineral
therein, provided he shall not injure, damage,
or destroy
the permapermadamage, or
destroy the
nent improvements of the entryman
entryman or patentee,
patentee, and
and shall be
be liable
liable
shall compensate
compensate the
entryman or
or patentee
patentee for
all damages
damages to
e entries
etr for to
to and
and shall
the entryman
for all
Surface
to
rnut
purposes per- the crops on such lands by
mining
reason of
such prospecting.
Any
person
by reason
of such
prospecting.
t
Any
person
W who
who has
has acquired
acquired from
mined,
from the United States
States the coal or other mineral
mineral
deposits
deposits in any such land, or the right to mine
and remove
remove the
the same,
mine and
same,
may reenter and occupy so much of the surface
surface thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
be
oditions.
required for all purposes
purposes reasonably
Conditions.
required
reasonably incident
incident to
the mining
or removal
removal
to the
mining or
minerals, first, upon
of the coal or other minerals,
upon securing
securing the
the written
written consent
consent
or waiver of the homestead
homestead entryman
entryman or
second, upon
or patentee;
patentee; second,
upon paypayment of the damages
damages to crops or other
other tangible
tangible improvements
improvements to
to the
the
owner thereof, where agreement
owner
agreement may be had as to the
thereof;
the amount thereof;
or, third, in lieu of either of the foregoing
foregoing provisions,
provisions, upon
upon the
the execuexecution of a
a good and sufficient
sufficient bond or undertaking
undertaking to
to the
the United
United States
States
for
entryman or owner of the land, to secure
for the use and benefit of the entryman
the payment of such damages to the crops or tangible
tangible improvements
improvements
of the entryman
maybe
determined and
entryman or owner,
owner, as may
be determined
and fixed in
an action
action
m an
brought upon the bond or undertaking
undertaking in aacourt of competent
competent jurisjurisdiction against the principal and
and sureties
sureties thereon,
thereon, such
bond or
such bond
or underundertaking to be in form and in accordance
taking
accordance with rules and regulations
regulations
prescribed by the Secretary
prescribed
Secretary of the Interior and to be filed with
and
with and
approved by the register
register and receiver
receiver of the local
approved
local land office of the
the
po.
district wherein the land is situate,
situate, subject
to appeal
appeal to
to the
the CommisCommissubject to
nig patents
General Land
mine
patents sub
sub- sioner of the General
Land Office:
Office: Provided,
That all
all patents
patents issued
issued
Provided, That
ject
e to grazing rights,
et
.
'ht for the coal or other mineral deposits herein reserved -shall contain
etc.
contain
Noso.mm0ntat.
No
commutation.
R. S.
sec. 2301 p. 421.
p. 10g4.
Preferential right t
enter contiguous l
and&o

v.'eC p. los'-t
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865

appropriate notations declaring
appropriate
be subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions •
declaring them
them to
to be
of this Act with reference
reference to
and use
use of
of
to the disposition,
disposition, occupancy,
occupancy, and
entryman under
the land as permitted
permitted to an entr3rman
under this Act.
SEC.
10. That lands containing
Werdoes
etch t
SEC. 10.
containing water holes or other bodies of water ser7I
t
eff,Itribtiec
ucure..4`.°needed
watering purposes
needed or used by the public for watering
purposes shall not be designated under this Act but may be reserved under the provisions
36, p.
p. 847.
847.
provisions of the Vol. 36
Ante, p. 518.
Act of June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten, and such
such lands Ante, p. 51
heretofore or hereafter
reserved shall, while so reserved, be kept and
heretofore
hereafter reserved
held open to the public use for such purposes under such general
rules and regulations
as the
Secretary of
may prescribe:
regulations as
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe:
Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary may, in his discretion, also
also withdraw
withdraw Provisos.
ithdraw for
Withdrawal
for sao
aostock movelents,
movements,
from entry lands necessary
to insure access
necessary to
access by
by the
to waterwater- cess,
the public
public to
es.stock
etc.
ing places reserved hereunder
needed for
us e in
hereunder and
and needed
for use
in the
the movement
movement
of stock to summer and winter ranges or to shipping
shipping points, and
and
may prescribe
regulations as may be
be necessary
prescribe such rules and regulations
necessary for the
the
Regulation of
driveproper
further,That
Regulation
of driveproper administration
administration and use of such lands: Provided
Providedfurther,
That ways.
driveways shall not be of greater number
such driveways
number or width
shall be
be
width than shall
clearly necessary
necessary for the purpose
purpose proposed
proposed and
and in
no event
shall be
be
in no
event shall
a driveway
more than one mile in width for a
driveway- less
twenty miles
miles
less than twenty
in length, not more than two
for driveways
driveways over
two miles
miles in
in width
width for
over
twenty and not more than thirty-five
thirty-five miles
and not
over
miles in length
length and
not over
five miles in width for driveways
driveways over
miles in
in length:
length:
over thirty-five
thirty-five miles
Movement of stock.
Provided
stock so transported
transported over
Provided further,
further, That all stock
such driveways
over such
driveways Movnentostock.
shall be moved an average
average of not
per day
for
not less than
than three
three miles
miles per
day for
sheep and goats and
average of
not less
than six
six miles
mites per
per day
day
and an average
of not
less than
and horses.
horses.
for cattle
cattle and
Regulations, etc.
et
SEC.
Secretary of the
SEC. 11. That the Secretary
authorized to
to R L t
the Interior
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
make all
all necessary
necessary rules
rules and
in harmony
harmony with
the propromake
and regulations
regulations in
with the
purpose of
of carrying
carrying the
the same
same
visions and purposes of
of this
this Act
Act for
for the
the purpose
into effect.
effect.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, December
December 29,
29, 1916.
CHAP. 10.—An
10.-An Act Providing
CHAP.
Providing for the taxation of
Winnebago
of the lands
lands of the Winnebago
Indians
Indians and
and the Omaha Indians
Nebraska.
Indians in
in the
the State of
of Nebraska.

1
December 30 1916.
D(S.b
(S. 6118
6116.1
[Public, No. 291.]
[Public,
291.]

Be
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United Nebrsa.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representativesof
Nebraska.
Winnebago
Indian
States of
in Congress
That all
of the
the lands
in the
Indian
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
all of
lands in
the Winnerago
trust patent lands In,
State of
State
of Nebraska
Nebraska belonging
belonging to
to the
members of
the tribe
Winne- subject
the members
of the
tribe of
of Winnetnstpat
etact,
lads etc.,
to State,
bago
Indians held
trust patents
allotments, and
and upon
upon taxes.
bago Indians
held under
under trust
patents of
of allotments,
*taxe
which the
the twenty-five-year
twenty-five-year trust
shall have
expired, or
shall
which
trust period
period shall
have expired,
or shall
expire, and
and which
which trust
trust period
been or
be extended
extended
expire,
period shall
shall have
have been
or shall
shall be
as provided
shall be,
the same
same are
are hereby,
made subject
subject
as
provided by
by law,
law, shall
be, and
and the
hereby, made
to
appraisement and
the purposes
taxation and
and
to appraisement
and assessment
assessment for
for the
purposes of
of taxation
subject to
taxation for
for local,
road district,
county,
subject
to taxation
local, school
school district,
district, road
district, county,
and State
State purposes,
as provided
by the
the laws
State of
of Nebraska
and
purposes, as
provided by
laws of
of the
the State
Nebraska
now
force or
or to
enacted.
now in
in force
to be
be hereafter
hereafter enacted.
Omaha Indian trust
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That all
State of
Nebraska belonging
in, subst
subject
SEC.
all of
of the
the lands
lands in
in the
the State
of Nebraska
belonging patent
oatenlandsndian
to State, etc., taxes.
to the
the tribe
tribe of
Indians now
held under
under trust
to
the members
members of
of the
of Omaha
Omaha Indians
now held
trust tostate etc, taxes.
patents of
of allotments
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
patents
allotments issued
issued in
eighty-five
or
subsequent thereto,
which the
the twenty-five-year
twenty-five-year trust
or subsequent
thereto, and
and upon
upon which
trust
period
shall have
expired, and
and which
shall have
have been
been
period shall
have expired,
which trust
trust period
period shall
extended,
by law,
shall be,
be, and
the same
same are
are hereby,
extended, as
as provided
provided by
law, shall
and the
hereby,
made
subject to
to appraisement
and assessment
assessment for
the purposes
purposes of
of
made subject
appraisement and
for the
taxation
to taxation
for local,
local, school
school district,
district, road
road district,
taxation and
and subject
subject to
taxation for
district,
county, and
purposes, as
county,
and State
State purposes,
as provided
provided by
by the
the laws
laws of the State of
of NeNe- Proviso.
Not subject
to sale,
swet to
ale,
Provided,That
enacted: Provided,
braska
That any of Pot
braska now in force or to be hereafter enacted:
etc.
the
lands described
described in
in section
of this
this Act,
Act, so
so long
long as
the lands
section one
one and
and section
section two
two of
as etc
the
trust patents,
shall not
not be
be subject
to levy
the same
same shall
shall be
be held
held under
under trust
patents, shall
subject to
levy
and tax
tax sale,
sale, as
as provided
provided under
State of
for
and
under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
of Nebraska
Nebraska for
91890°—voL
39—PT 1--55
91890°-voL 39-Pr
1-55
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from the collection of such taxes; but if such tax shall not be paid within
one year after the same shall become
become due and payable, as provided
provided
by the
laws of
of the
the State
State of
Nebraska, then
the list
list of
of such
such unpaid
unpaid and
and
then the
of Nebraska,
the laws
by
delinquent
on the
the lands
lands of
of the
the Winnebago
Omaha
and Omaha
Winnebago Indians and
taxes on
delinquent taxes
Indians,
as above
provided, shall
be certified
certified by
by the
the county
county treasshall be
above provided,
Indians, as
urer of
the county
county in
which such
such lands
Secretary
situated to the Secretary
lands are situated
m which
of the
urer
of
to pay the same from any
authorized to
shall be
be authorized
who shall
the Interior,
Interior, who
of the
funds
the Indian
Indian allottees
ownmg such lands so taxed
allottees ownng
to the
belonging to
funds belonging
no
unds and arising
u
the
rentals
thereof
or
under
his control;
Raleie
from
Rekas•
if
no fund3
arising
under
control; and in the
available.
event
ion or under the control
funds shall be in the possession
no such
such funds
that no
event that
of the
Secretary of
said
the Interior,
Interior, he shall certify that fact to the said
of the
the Secretary
of
treasurer , which certificate
operate as a
afull release and
certificate shall operate
county treasurer,
without
discharge of
iax assessed against
against the land of the Indian so without
of the tax
discharge
funds.
Approved,
Approved, December 30, 1916.
Payment
Payment from
Indian funds.

nds.

J
January
11, 1917.
[EL I. Rm. 306.]

ii1917.

[Pub.
Res., No. 42.3
[Pub. Res.,
42.1

MAT'.
12.—Joint Resolution
Secretary of the Interior to extend
Authorizing the Secretary
Resolution Authorizing
'
CHAP.
12.-Joint
the time for payment
payment of the deferred
installments due on the purchase
purchase of tracts of
deferred instllments
the surface of the segregated
segregated coal
coal and asphalt lands
lands of the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Tribes in Oklahoma.

United
e,sentatives of the United
Representatives
and House of _Re
by the Senate and
Resolved by
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled,_ That the Secretary of the
States of America in
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to extend the time for payment of the
purchase of tracts of the surface
final installment
installment due on the purchase
surface of the
segregated
asphalt land area
belonging to the Choctaw
Choctaw and
area belonging
coal and asphalt
segregated coal
Chckasaw Tribes, sold under the Act of Congress
Chickasaw
Congress approved
approved February
February
nineteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve
twelve (Thirty-seventh
Statutes at
at
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
nineteenth, nineteen
Large, page
page sixty-seven) to four years
years after the sale was made
Large,
act;
as provided
provided in section five of the said act.
two years,
years, as
instead of two
Provided, That the accrued
Provided,
accrued interest on all installments
installments to date when
when
second installment, if due, shall be paid
principal of the second
the principal
due and the
extension as herein
herein provided
provided may be granted:
granted: And provided
an extension
before an
further,
respects the provisions
provisions of existing
existing law shall
further, That in all other respects
apply to
to these purchases.
purchases.
apply
Approved,
January 11, 1917.
Approved, January

Choctaw and Chickasaw lands, Oldahoma. States of America
Time
for Interior is hereby
Tie extended fdor
t
o
:si
a
.
yment of, for surface

Cha~ai Chd
rtn

amtr
op.

Vol. 37,
37, p.
Vdo.
p 69.0.

Proviso*.
ProiInterest.

Effect.
at

17I. 7
1s.s.
1
.°36711.17.
1
.
[Pub. Res.,
No. 431
43.]
[Pub.
Res., No.

InstituSmithson
Smithsonian Institu-

tion,
tion.

Henry

White

pointed as regent.
pointeasregent.

apa

CHA. 13.—Joint
13.-Joint Resolution
Providing for
for the
CHAP.
Resolution Providing
the filling
filling of
of a
avacancy
vacancy in
in the
the Board
Board
of Regents
Regents of
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, in
in the
the clas
class other
other than
than Members
Members of
of Congress.
Congress.
of
of the

Resolved
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the vacancy in the
States of America
America in
assembled, That
Board of
of Regents
Regents of
of the
Institution, in
in the class other
other
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Board

than
Members of
of Congress,
caused by
resignation of
of Andrew
D.
by the
the resignation
Andrew D.
than Members
Congress, caused
White, of New York, be filled by the appointment
Remy White,
appointment of Henry
of Maryland.
Maryland.
aacitizen
citizen of
Approved, January
January 15, 1917.
Approved,

January
1.5, 1917.
January LS,
1917.
[S.
190.]
S. J. Res. 190.1

and extend
CHAP.
14.—Joint Resolution
To continue
continue and
extend the time for making report
report of
Resolution To
CHAP. 14.-Joint
the joint
appointed under
resolution entitled
entitled "Joint
-o.44.the
joint subcommittee
subcommittee appointed
under a
a joint
joint resolution
"Joint Resolution
Resolution
a joint subcommittee
ies.,No. 44
creating a
subcommittee from the membership
membership of the Senate Committee on

[Pub. Res., No. 44.1

[Pub.

Interstate Commerce
Commerce and the House
House Committee
Committee on Interstate
interstate and
and Foreign Commerce
Commerce
conditions relating
to interstate
interstate and
and foreign
foreign commerce,
the
to investigate
investigate the conditions
relating to
commerce, and
and the
necessity of
relating thereto,
thereto, and
and defining
defining the
the powers
powers and
and duties
duties
necessity
of further
further legislation
legislation relating
of such subcommittee."
subcommittee." approved
approved July twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
and
and providin•
the filling
filling of
vacancies in
said subcommittee.
providing for
for the
of vacancies
in said
subcommittee.

Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved
an
ntestte
Interstate
and
America in
subcommittee
That the
the joint subcommittee
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
eign commerce.
States of
of America
eigncoa
ere. for. States
heretofore
Numheretofore appointed
appointed under S. J.
J. Res. 60 (Public Resolution
Resolution Num-
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867
867

bered
Sixty-fourth Congress),
Congress), approved
approved July twentieth, iime
Time eteded
extended for
for
be
.red Twenty-five,
Twenty-five, Sixty-fourth
investigating by Joint
nineteen
"Joint Resolution
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, entitled "Joint
creating a
aConogreSton
Resolution creating
Congressional CommitCommitoint subcommittee
membership of the
Senate Committee on tee.
tteAnte, p.387.
joint
subcommittee from the membership
the Senate
p. 387.
Interstate
Commerce
and
the
House
Committee
Interstate
House Committee on Interstate
Interstate and
and
Foreign
relatingg to interstate
Foreign Commerce to investigate
investigate the conditions
conditions relatin
and foreign
commerce,
and
thee necessity
of further
foreign comme
rce ,
an
dth
necess it y.
legislation relating
relating
further legislation
subcommittee." be
thereto, and defining the powers and duties
duties of such subcommittee."
be
continued and is authorized
and the same hereby is continued
authorized to sit either during
during
the session of Congress or during the recess and to make its report to
to
Congress on or before
before the first Monday
Monday in December, nineteen hundred
hundred
seventeen.
and seventeen.
nc
In
subcommittee shall FPilling
"u vvacancies.
In the event that any House Member of said subcommittee
cease
to
be
a
Member
of
Congress
by
reason
of
not
being
reelected,
if
cease
aMember
reelected, or if
a vacancy
said
a
vacancy should otherwise occur in the House
House membership of said
subcommittee
subcommittee when Congress
Congress is
is not
not in
next ranking
ranking memmemin session, the
the next
ber of the
the committee
committee from
from which
which the
the retiring
retiring member
member was
was selected
selected
shall
shall fill
fill the
the vacancy.
vacancy.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 15,
1917.
15, 1917.
CHAP.
16.-An Act Providing for the continuance
continuance of the Osage Indian
CHAP. 16.—An
Indian School,
School,
Oklahoma. fora
January first, nineteen
for aperiod of one year from January
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.

JJanuary
an
1 r .y8
18, 1917.
. 91 7

6

[8. 6864.1

[P-bc No
[Public, No.
292.1
[Public,
No. 292.1

Be it
Senate and House
House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Remsentatives of the United
United
of Representatives
4
°sage Indian
of America in
States of
Congress assembled, That
Indian &theta,.
choe,
oag
in Congress
That the
the third
third paragraph
paragraph Okla.

of
section four
Act of
of section
four of
of the
the Act
of June
June twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Time extended
hundred T'me
extended
of..
p
(Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large,
s^lrtp
of.
and six (Thirty-fourth
Large, page five hundred and
and suppooi.rt4,
thirty-nine), is hereby amended
thirty-nine),
to the
the extent
that
the
moneys
therein
amended to
extent that the moneys therein
provided
provided for support for
Osage schools
for the
the same
for Osage
schools may
may be
be used
used for
same
purposes
in said
paragraph for
period of
of one
one
purposes as
as provided in
said paragraph
for aa further
further period
year from
from the
the first
first day
of January,
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
year
day of
Approved,
1917.
Approved, January
January 18,
18, 1917.

for
far

544.

CHAP.
CHAP. 18.-Joint
18.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
Secretary of
War to
to iasue
Authorizing the
the Secretary
of War
issue temporary
temporary
permits
for additional
additional diversions
diversions of
of water
permits for
water from
from the
the Niagara
Niagara River.
River.

Jantary
January 19, 117.
M7.

(S. J.
186.)
Is.
J. Res. 1M.
.
ubes., No. 45.

[Pub. Res.,
No. 4S.1
45.1
[Pub.
Ras., No.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
of the
the United
United
Resolved
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Niagara River.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
War be,
be, AdS
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
tio'adiverk
Additional
diversion
of
water permittd
permitted
and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to issue
permits, revocable
revocable at
at will,
for the
the of
and he
authorized to
issue permits,
will, for
watr
from, above the Balls
diversion of
of water
water in
United States
from the
the Niagara
River above
diversion
in the
the United
States from
Niagara River
above from, above the Fall
the Falls
for the
individuals, companies,
or corthe
Falls for
the creation
creation of
of power
power to
to individuals,
companies, or
corporations
which are
now actually
actually producing
producing power
from the
the waters
waters
porations which
are now
power from
of said
river, in
quantities which,
diversions,
of
said river,
in additional
additional quantities
which, with
with present
present diversions,
shall
capacity of
the generating
generating machinery
of the
the
shall in no case
case exceed
exceed the
the capacity
of the
machinery of
perinittee and
and tenant
companies now
for operation,
operation,
permittee
tenant companies
now installed
installed and
and ready
ready for
nor
to enable
the permittee
to supply
supply the
the now
now
nor an
an amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to
enable the
permittee to
existing hydroelectric
the individuals,
companies, or
or corexisting
hydroelectric demands
demands of
of the
individuals, companies,
corporations
permittee and
and tenant
are now
now supplysupplyporations which
which said
said permittee
tenant companies
companies are
ing,
not in
in excess
excess of
the capacity
capacity of
appliances of
of said
said
ng, but
but not
of the
of power-using
power-using appliances
Pinvisos.
consumers now
now installed
installed and
and ready
for operation:
operation: Protided,
Provided, That
That in
in S
consumers
ready for
Maximum.
m.
no
the total
quantity of
of water
in the
the United
United
no event
event shall
shall the
total quantity
water diverted
diverted in
States
from said
said river
above the
for power
purposes exceed
exceed in
in the
the
States from
river above
the Falls
Falls for
power purposes
aggregate
daily diversion
diversion at
rate of
twenty thousand
thousand cubic
cubic feet
feet
aggregate a
a daily
at the
the rate
of twenty
Expiration of per.
per
second: And
provided further,
this resolution
shall remain
remain in
in mits.io
niics.
per second:
And provided
further, That
That this
resolution shall
of pm
force until
until the
the first
of July,
July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
force
first day
day-of
hundred and
seventeen,
and no
at the
the expiration
of which
and
no longer,
longer, at
expiration of
which time
time all
all permits
permits granted
granted Rights
Rights restricted
restricted.
hereunder shall
sooner revoked;
revoked; and
and nothing
hereunder
shall terminate,
terminate, unless
unless sooner
nothing herein
herein
conferiin
in or
any
contained
be held
held to
to confirm,
establish, or.
contained shall
shall be
confirm, establish,
or confer
or upon
upon any
such permittee
the water
water which
which he
he is
snow
diverting
such
permittee any
any right
right in
in or
or to
to the
now diverting
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aPunishSat fr use
se or which he may be authorized
authorized to
divert hereunder.
hereunder. Any
Any such
such perperto divert
mittee who without
without further
further authority
authority of
of Congress
Congress diverts
diverts after
after the
the

Punishment tee
atter termination.

agents, etc.
fCto =onts.
lia

for=

ti°11S

Habit/

J'ary 19, 1917.
1917.
[8. J. Rm. 194.]
No. 48.)
[Pub. Rea.,
Be., No.
46.)

mit

Smithsonian Institnthat.
John B. Henderson
reappointedaaregent.

tm.

nJapi

Ternary 25,
25 1917.
1917.
Jnuary

Is. snS.l

21
Public No.
[Public,
No. 293i

time herein named for the expiration of
of such
such permit
permit any
any part
part of
of the
the
authorized by Congress to
additional amount of water, authorized
diverted
to be
be diverted
for the first time under this resolution,
resolution, shall be guilty of aa misdemisdemeanor and be punished
punished by aafine not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
less than
than
$2,000 nor less
$500,
$500, or by imprisonment
exceeding one year
nor less
less than
thirty
imprisonment not exceeding
year nor
than thirty
days, or both m the discretion
discretion of the court; and each and every
every day
day
on which such violation
violation occurs
or is
occurs or
is committed
committed shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed a
a
separate offense:
offense: Provide,
Provided, That
That where
such violation
violation is
i
s charged
ch arge d
separate
where such
against the company
company or corporate
offense shall be taken
taken and
corporate body, the
the offense
and
deemed
deemed to
to be
be that
that of
any director,
officer, agent,
agent, or
or employee
of such
of any
director, officer,
employee of
such
company
corporate body
ordering, directing,
company or corporate
body ordering,
directing, or
or permitting
permitting the
the
same.
Approved, January
January 19,
Approved,
19, 1917.
1917.
CHAP. 19.-Joint
Resolution Providing
19.—Joint Resolution
Providing for the
the filling of
of aavacancy
which will
will occur
occur
vacancy which
March
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, in the
March first, nineteen
of Regents
Regents of
of the
the SmithSmiththe Board
Board of
sonian
Institution,
of
the
class other than Members
sonian Institution,
Members of Congress.
Congress.

Resolved by
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Re pesentatives of
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Conqress assembled,
That the vacancy
vacancy in
assembled, That
in the
Board of
of Regents
Regents of
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, of
of the
the class
class other
Board
of the
the Smithsonian
other

than Members
Members of Congress,
Congress, which
which will
occur on
on March
March first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
will occur
seventeen, by reason
reason of the expiration of the
hundred and seventeen,
term of
the term
of
Mr. John B. Henderson,
Washington, be filled by the
Henderson, of the city of Washington,
reappointment of the said John B. Henderson
reappointment
Henderson for the
the ensuing
term.
ensuing term.
Approved,
Approved, January-19, 1917.
1917.

CHAP.
CHAP 20.—An
for an
project
20.-An Act To provide for
an auxiliary
auxiliary reclamation
reclamation project
with the Yuma project, Arizona.

in connection
connection
in

with the Yuma project, Arizona.

Be it
enacted bt
by the
ofRepresentatives
Rresentatives of
of the
United
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
ui Paot .SSInterior
hereby authorized
authorized to
Interior is
i
shereby
set apart
in the
the State
State of
to set
apart any
any lands
lands in
of
Arizona heretofore or hereafter
hereafter withdrawn
withdrawn under
under the
reclamation
the reclamation
connection with the Yuma reclamation
law, in connection
reclamation project,
project, as an
an auxiliary
auxiliary
reclamation project
project or unit, and sell, in tracts of such size as he
reclamation
may
he may
determine of not more than one hundred
determine
sixty acres
acres to
to any
any one
hundred and sixty
one
purchaser, the lands so set apart
purchaser,
apart and believed to be susceptible
susceptible of
of
irrigation, at public sale under suitable
irrigation,
for not
not less
suitable regulations,
regulations, for
less than
than
reasonable value per acre of the land plus the estimated
the reasonable
estimated cost
cost per
per
acre of reclamation
reclamation works to be constructed
constructed for the reclamation
reclamation of
of
said lands
lands so
so set
set apart
plus the
proportionate cost
cost per
per acre
of the
the
wate
to pri-i said
apart plus
the proportionate
acre of
Waive rih
rights to
Vsos
rhs.
vate
owners.
works previously
previously constructed
therefor. That
That appurteappurteconstructed and available therefor.
nant water rights for lands
private ownership
lands in private
ownership may be sold for not
not
to exceed
exceed one hundred and sixty acres to any one person
person at aa price
equal to the estimated cost per acre of the works to be constructed
constructed
plus the proportionate
proportionate cost per acre
acre of the works previously
previously conconstructed and available for the lands, if any there be,
to be
be
be, payment
payment to
made under
under the
terms as
as for
for public
public land
land under
under the
the provisions
provisions
c4XXdit&
made
the same
same terms
Conditions.
of section two. Final water-right
water-right certificate
certificate shall not be issued to
to
such private land until payment has been made in full. No
No works
works
shall be constructed
constructed nor water delivered
delivered through
any of
of the
the works
works of
of
through any
the Yuma project
project for the irrigation
irrigation of any such private
private lands
lands unless
unless
application has
has been
been made
made to
to purchase
water right
right for
for such
such land
land
application
purchase a
a water
Deterndnation
of
wine,
etc.
priete.
under the terms and provisions
provisions of this section. The Secretary
Secretary of the

red

Yvna
ti
Tuna
reclamation
project,
Anions.
Set, Arbs.
Sale of lands as aux1118r9 Pttiod•
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Interior at or prior to the time of sale, shall
(a) the
shall fix and
and determine
determine (a)
reasonable value of the land
land per acre;
acre; (b) the estimated cost per acre
of the works to be constructed;
proportionate cost per
constructed; and
and (c) the
the proportionate
per
constructed and available for the lands
acre of the works previously
previously constructed
lands
offered for
for sale.
sale.
offered
such public
public sale
required to
to de
dPaymnts
by bi
SEC.
2. That
That all
S
EC. 2.
all bidders
bidders at
at such
sale shall
shall be
be required
Payments
rs.
make a
a deposit
deposit of
of ten
ten per
t
um of
ofthe
th e amoun
or the
the tract
tract
per cen
centum
amounttbid
bid f
for
make
proposed
purchased, and upon notice
notice from
proposed to be purchased,
from the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the
Interior that such bid has been
accepted shall be required
been accepted
required to pay
pay
centum additional
additional within
within sixty
sixty days
days after
notice. In
In
fifteen per
per centum
after such
such notice.
case of failure to do
do so the deposit shall
the correcorreshall be
be forfeited
forfeited and
and the
lands shall be available
sponding
available for further
further sale. In case
case the bids Reeturn
Return of deposits,
deposits,
sponding lands
for
the lands
lands shall
shall not
not aggregat
amount within
within six
six months
months etc.
for the
aggregatee aa sufficient
sufficient amount
for the filing of bids to
from the time fixed for
cost as
as
to meet the
the probable
probable cost
t me
announced,
deposits shall
be returned.
remaining seventyseventy- Installments.
nts
The remaining
shall be
returned. The
announced, all
all deposits
the purchase
five per centum
centum of the
purchase price
annual
price shall be
be paid
paid in three annual
installments, with interest
centum per annum
annum on
on deferred
interest at
at six
six per centum
deferred
payments until paid,
from the
date of
to pay
pay the
the
payments
paid, running from
the date
of notice
notice to
to water
a
but
advance payments
may be
additional
additional fifteen
fifteen per centum,
centum, 13
tit advance
payments may
be received
received
to water
ten
at any
Upon full
full payment
payment of
price patent
patent shall
shall rightgrant.
right
rigP
Patents
hagrant.
at
any time.
time. Upon
of the
the purchase
purchase price
issue
issue for
for the lands, and no
qualification or limitation
limitation shall
shall be required
no qualification
required
of any
any purchaser
of
patentee except
except that he
purchaser or
or patentee
he be
be aa:citizen
citizen of the
the United
States.
patent shall
of a
a water
right p, .
States. Such
Such patent
shall also
also contain
contain aa grant
grant of
water right
appurtenant
to the
land: Provided,
That any
any person
person who
has made
made iZa
entries, et.
etc.
Pendingentries,
appurtenant to
the land:
Provided, That
who has
an
which is
is now
now valid
valid and
subsisting, or
has aapreference
preference
and subsisting,
or who
who has
an entry
entry which
right to
make entry,
for any
any irrigable
embraced within
within the
the
land embraced
right
to make
entry, for
irrigable land
price of
of
limits of
of the
the auxiliary project,
project, may
may purchase
purchase said
said land at the price
same payments
payments for the
subject to the
the same
per acre
acre and
and shall
shall be
be subject
$2.50 per
irrigation works
of persons
persons holding
holding private
lands under
under
private lands
required of
irrigation
works as
as is
is required
the provisions
provisions of
section one
one hereof:
further, That
the construction
Payment o'ctu
of actual
Payment
hereof: Provides
Providedfurther,
That the
the
of section
cost.
purchasers or
or owners
of the
to be
be irrigated
irrigated under
under said
said auxiliary
auxiliary
owners of
the land
land to
purchasers
reclamation
to pay
pay to
to the United
United States
States the
shall also agree
agree to
reclamation project shall
total actual
actual cost
the works
of said
said auxiliary
auxiliary reclamation
in
reclamation project
project in
cost of
of the
works of
total
the event
event that
that the
the actual
of said
exceed the
the estimated
shall exceed
estimated
cost of
said works
works shall
the
actual cost
cost
thereof.
cost thereof.
e 138.
SEC. 3.
3. That
the moneys
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act ci RclStmadeas
made " r
received under
under the
That the
moneys received
SEC.
shall be
the United
States and
and be
be covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
covered
shall
be paid
paid into
into
separate fund
fund known
the auxiliary
of the
fund of
the
reclamation fund
as the
auxiliary reclamation
known as
into a
a separate
Yuma
Arizona.
Yuma project,
project, Arizona.
Use of fund
SEC. 4.
That the
money in
auxiliary reclamation
of Use of fund.
fund of
in the
the said
said auxiliary
reclamation fund
SEC.
4. That
the money
the
Arizona, shall
shall be
available for
the construction
construction or
or
for the
be available
Yuma project,
project, Arizona,
the Yuma
completion of
of irrigation
for the
said auxiliary
auxiliary project
project or
or unit
unit
works for
the said
irrigation works
completion
to the
the extent
moneys received
received on account
thereof in connection
connection
account thereof
the moneys
extent of
of the
to
with the
the sale
of the
the lands
The landowners
Payments by lnd
land
cost oSym'nt
shall pay
pay the
the cost
landowners shall
sale of
lands therein.
therein. The
with
owners.
of operation
such cost
charges to
to cover such
the charges
and maintenance,
maintenance, and the
of
operation and
as fixed
fixed by
Secretary of
of the
shall be
each year
year in
in
be paid
paid each
the Interior
Interior shall
by the
the Secretary
as
advance of
of the
delivery of
of water.
the announcement
announcement by
by the
the 1 Opration
Operation on cormcornUpon the
water. Upon
advance
the delivery
Secretary of
of the
the completion
completion of
of the
the said
said auxiliary
auxiliary pl
of the
the Interior
Interior of
Secretary
project
or unit
operation and
and maintenance
of the
the irrigairrigamaintenance of
the operation
thereof, the
unit thereof,
project or
tion works
works shall,
shall, as
as soon
soon as
as practicable,
practicable, be
to an
organian organiover to
be turned
turned over
tion
zation
representing a
majority of
the landowners,
be operatedand
operated and
to be
landowners, to
of the
a majority
zation representing
maintained by
by them
them at
at their
accordance with a
contract
a contract
in accordance
their expense
expense in
maintained
therefor to
to be
be made
made with
Secretary of
therefor
with the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
SEC. 5.
5. Any
surplus of
funds paid
paid on
on account
account of
construction reUse of surplus ftmds.
re- Uofrptofds
of construction
of funds
SEC.
Any surplus
maining
completion thereof,
any money
money remaining
remaininc,
and that
that any
thereof, and
after completion
maining after
in
known as
as the
the auxiliary
auxiliary reclamation
reclamation fund
fund of
of the
the
fund known
in said
said separate
separate fund
Yuma
project, Arizona,
after completion
the said
auxiliary project
said auxiliary
project
completion of
of the
Arizona, after
Yuma project,
and
after reimbursement
of the
fund for
for the
the proporproporthe reclamation
reclamation fund
reimbursement of
and after
tionate share
works built
mean' of
of the
the latter
fund shall
be
latter fund
shall be
built by
by means
tionate
share of
of works
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credited to
to the
the cost
of operation
of the
the works
works of
credited
cost of
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of
the said
said auxiliary
auxiliary project,
project, and
and any
any balance
thereof on
on hand
hand when
when the
the
balance thereof
the
said
project is
is taken
taken over,
over, as
in section
section four,
four, shall
said auxiliary
auxiliary project
as provided
provided in
shall
be paid
to the
the contracting
contracting organization.
organization.
be
aid to
General irrigation
irrigation
SEC. 6. That the provisions
reclamation Act of June sevenGeneral
SEC.
provisions of the reclamation
sevenprovisions applicable.
applicable.
provision
teenth, nineteen
and Acts amendatorv
teenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and two,
two, and
amendatory thereof
thereof and
supplementary thereto,
thereto, known
known as
as the
the reclamation
law, shall
shall be
be
reclamation law,
supplementary
applicable to
to such
project, except
except any
portions of
of such
such
any portions
such auxiliary
auxiliary project,
applicable
Acts as
as may
may be
be in
with the
provisions hereof.
hereof.
Acts
in conflict
conflict with
the provisions
lleguladons,
etc.
SEC.
Bglats,etc.
Secretary of the Interior
hereby authorized
S
EC. 7. That
That the Secretary
Interior is hereby
authorized to
perform
and all
all acts
acts and
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as
to make
make such
perform any
any and
and to
may
necessary and
and. proper
of carrying
the profor the
the purpose
purpose of
carrying the
promay be
be necessary
proper for
visions
of this
this Act
Act into
full force
visions of
into full
force and
and effect.
effect.
Approved, January
25, 1917.
1917.
January 25,
Approved,

anfarry 25,
2, 1917.
January
1917.

9
Es. Kw.]

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 294.1

CHAP. 21.—An
21.-An Act
permit the
the Denison Coal Company
to relinquish
certain
CHAP.
Act To
To permit
Company to
relinquish certain
lands embraced in its Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
coal lease
lease and
and to
to include
include within
within said
said
lease other
other lands
lands within
the segregated
segregated coal
coal area.
area.
lease
within the

Be it enacted by
by the Senate and House of
ofRepresentatives of
of the United

Choc
taw Cl
°cal
Cho,.tw
Oklahoma.

Vol.
36,
amended.

v.36,

two of the Act
That section
States of
Congress assembled,
section two
Act
in Congress
assembled, That
of America
America in
lands, States

land°,

P.
P.-

of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
ten
nineteen hundred
and ten
June twenty-fifth,
of

% (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
eight hundred
hundred and
and thirty-two),
thirty-two),
page eight
at Large,
g8 2.
83

entitled "An
Act granting
granting to
to Savanna
Savanna Coal
Coal Company,
Company, right
right to
to
entitled
"An Act
acquire
additional acreage
acreage to
its existing
existing coal
coal lease
lease in
m the
Choctaw
acquire additional
to its
the Choctaw
Nation,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
be,
Nation, Pittsburg
Pittsburg County,
purposes," be,
and the
same is
and
the same
is hereby,
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
hereby, amended
to read
Denison
ca Cor"SEC.
Secretary of the Interior
he is hereby,
Denison Coal
Com"SEC. 2. That the SecretaryInterior be, and he
WYExchange
of leased
leased authorized
authorized to
Denison Coal
Coal Company
Company to
Yange O
to permit
permit the
the Denison
to relinquish
relinquish the
the
lands permitted.
lands
embraced in
in its
existing Choctaw
Choctaw and
coal lease,
lease,
peitted.
lands
lands embraced
its existing
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
all of which
which lands
lands have
have been
demonstrated to
be not
not valuable
valuable for
for
been demonstrated
to be
coal, and to include within
the following
within the
the said lease
lease in lieu thereof
thereof the
following
described
which are
described lands which
are within
the segregated
segregated coal
area and
within the
coal area
and
Deariptlom
Description.
unleased: The
The southwest
southwest quarter
of the
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
unleased:
quarter of
the northeast
and
northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, and
and south
half of
of the
the
of the
south half
northwest
northwest quarter, and north
north half
half of
the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, and
and
of the
southwest
southwest quarter, all in
in section
southwest quarter
quarter of the southwest
section six,
six, towntownnorth, range
range fourteen
ship three north,
fourteen east;
east; and
and south
south half
the southeast
southeast
half of
of the
northeast quarter, and east
the southeast
quarter of the northeast
east half of the
southeast
quarter, and
quarter,
and south
south half
half of
of the
the southeast
southeast
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
quarter, and
and southwest
quarter,
quarter of
the southeast
southeast quarter,
southsouthwest quarter
of the
quarter, and
and southeast quarter
quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter, and south half of the
the southwest quarter
quarter of
west
southwest quarter,
all in
section one,
one, township
township
of the
the southwest
quarter, all
in section
three north,
north, range
east; and
of the
the northnorththree
range thirteen
thirteen east;
and northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
east quarter, and north half
half of the northwest
northwest quarter, and southwest
southwest
in section
quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter, all in
section twelve,
twelve, township
township
thirteen east;
east; and east half
three north, range thirteen
half of
of the
the northeast
northeast
northwest quarter of
of the
the northeast
quarter, and south half of the northwest
northeast
quarter, and southwest
southwest quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter, and
and northnorthwest quarter
quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter, and southeast
southeast quarter of
of the
the
northwest quarter, and north half of the
northwest
the southwest
southwest quarter, all
all in
in
section eleven,
township three
east, nine
nine hunhunpr.
section
eleven, township
three north,
north, range
range thirteen
thirteen east,
PrOtdaes.
Purchase
of surface dred and
p
h
and sixty
sixty acres,
acres, more
less: Provided,
That if
if the
the surface
of
more or
or less:
Provided, That
surface of
lands
or ming use.
said lands
lands has
been sold
sold in accordance
accordance with
lands for milting use.
said
has not
not been
with the provisions of the
Act of February
February nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve (Thirtv(Thirtyvol.37,
seventh
Statutes at
Vol. 37, p. 67.
seventh Statutes
sixty-seven), the
the said
said Denison
Coal
at Large,
Large, page
page sixty-seven),
Denison Coal
Company
Company shall
shall have the right to use only so much of the surface
surface of
reasonably necessary
said lands as may be reasonably
necessary for the purpose
purpose of carryurc

we

of

CHs. 21-23. 1917.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEe.II.
SEas. II. Cas.
1917.
SIXTY-FOURTH
ing on mining operations, not to exceed
exceed five per centum of such
surface,
and extent
surface, the number, location,
location, and
tracts to
to be
used
extent of
of the tracts
be so
so used
approved by the Secretary
to be approved
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and said company
company
shall purchase the surface of the tracts so used for mining
mining operations
rther, That
Providedfu
in accordance
accordance with section two of said Act: Provided
further,
That
lands have
sold in
in accordance
with
should the surface of said lands
have been
been sold
accordance with
Congress approved
approved February
February nineteenth,
nineteenth,
the provisions of said Act of Congress
Denison Coal Company
nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve, the said Denison.
Company shall
shall
acquire such portions of the surface
surface as may be reasonably
necessary
acquire
reasonably necessary
mining operations
for prospecting or for the conduct
conduct of raining
operations as provided
provided

further, That the said Denison
in section three of said Act: Provided
Provided further,
Denison
Coal Company
pay all amounts due and unpaid under
Company shall play
under its
before the said company
permitted to include
existing lease before
company shall be permitted
include
the above described lieu lands in the lease,
lease, and that all moneys
which shall
have been
been paid
company under
its lease
lease as
as
said company
under its
which
shall have
paid by
by the
the said
advance royalties
royalties shall be credited
credited on the royalty on production
production
from
lieu lands
lands in
in accordance
with the
terms of
of the
the lease."
lease."
from the
the lieu
accordance with
the terms
Approved,
1917.
Approved, January
January 25,
25, 1917.
Pennsylvania
CHAP. 22.-An
22.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
the Western
Western New York and
and Pennsylvania
CHAP.
Railway Company
to reconstruct,
operate aa bridge
bridge across the AlleAlleand operate
maintain, and
reconstruct, maintain,
Company to
Railway
gheny
in the
the borough
of Warren
township of
Warren County,
County,
of Pleasant, Warren
Warren and township
borough of
gheny River,
River, in

Pennsylvania.
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Payments required.

anuary 27,1917.
sanuarY
27 ,1917 .
S. 753*[S.
7536.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 295.]
295.]

Representativesof the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representative,s
Be
States of
America in
That the
York V=enyNrveik
e
etr
e
n
niaveriork
the Western
Western New York
assembled, That
in Omgress
Congress assembled,
of America
States
and Pennsylvania
railroad corporation
corporation organized
organized and
Reiland Pennsylvania
PennsylvaniRaila railroad
Railway Company,
Company, a
and
Pennsylvania Railway
under the
the laws of
States of
York and PennsylPennsyl- constrctand'gema
c
won
aY
s
t
c
mlet7.ic`rge
mag
a o7ss
of New York
of the
the States
and existing
existing under
ar e
vania, be,
be and
it is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to reconstruct,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
warren
n county, Pa.
and w
and it
vania,
River
the
Allegheny
operate a
a:bridge
thereto across
across the Allegheny River
approaches thereto
and approaches
bridge and
operate
on the
location of
the existing
existing structure
suitable to
the interests
interests Location.
Location.
to the
and suitable
structure and
of the
on
the location
of navigation_,
partly in
in the
borough of
of Warren
and partly
partly in
in the
the
Warren and
the -borough
navigation, partly
of
township of
Pleasant, county
county of
Warren, and
and State
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
State of
of Warren,
of Pleasant,
township
in
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to Colns34
Construction.
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Vol. 34, tp'o.
p. 84.
regulate the
the construction
construction of
navigable wators,"
waters," apover navigable
bridges over
of bridges
regulate
nineteen hundred and six.
proved March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
six.
proved

S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
or repeal
alter, amend,
2. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
January 27,
27, 1917.
1917.
Approved, January

CHAP.
the Western
Western New
Pennsylvania
and Pennsylvania
York and
New York
Act .Authorizing
Authorizing the
23.-An Act
CHAP. 23.—An
Railway
to reconstruct,
reconstruct, maintain,
bridge across
across the
Allegheny
the Allegheny
operate aabridge
and operate
maintain, and
Company to
Railway Company
River, in
Glade and
Kinzua Townships,
Townships, Warren
Warren County,
County, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania
and Kinzua
River,
In Glade

Amendment.
Amendment.

January 27, 1917.
1917.
January
[S. 753.
7538.]
]
[S.
296.]
[Public, No. 296.]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Western
New York
York Wrm
Ve
e
ternnYN
New
iork
Western New
Ri
ew
iork
Congress assembled,
States of
and
Pennsylvania Railway
Railway Company,
organized and
and Pennsylvania
ReilPennsylRanialailcorporation organized
railroad corporation
a railroad
Company, a
and Pennsylvania
and existing
under the
laws of
States of
New York
and Pennwa
iLg=
n i
ge
ma
g
g:0
5
e
s;
ro1
ge
rstrctt
Penn- co
York and
of New
of the
the States
the laws
and
existing under
sylvania,
it is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to reconstruct,
i
ntai
n, Warrencounty,
Warren County, Pa.
a.
maintain,
reconstruct, ma
is hereby,
be, and
and it
sylvania, be,
and
operate a
a bridge
and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
Allegheny
the Allegheny
thereto across
bridge and
and operate
River, on
on the
the location
location of
of the
structure and
and suitable
to the
the Location.
suitable to
existing structure
the existing
River,
interests
in Glade
and Kinzua
Kinzna. Townships,
county of
of
Townships, county
Glade and
of navigation,
navigation, in
interests of
Warren
and State
State of
with the
pro- coastruction.
Vol.
34, p. s4
84.
voltr4
the proin accordance
accordance with
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
Warren and
visions
regulate the
of
construction of
the construction
to regulate
"An Act
Act to
Act entitled
entitled "An
the Act
of the
visions of
bridges
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
bridges over
nineteen
and six.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
S
EC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
or repeal
is hereby
hereby Amendment.
Amendment.
Act is
this Act
repeal this
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
2. That
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
January 27,
27, 1917.
1917.
Approved, January
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Jnuary30,
1917.
Januarys°,
J
JS.
7a
.]
[S. 7359.]
[Public, No. 297.]

CHAP.
24.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP 24.—An
Authorizing the
Railroad Company
Company to
to construct,
construct,
the Delaware
Delaware Railroad
maintain, and operate
Nanticoke River
maintain,
operate aabridge
bridge across the Nanticoke
River at Seaford,
Seaford, Sussex
Sussex County,
County,
Delaware.
Delaware.

Nanticoke
Nanticoke River.

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
by the
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
That the
the Delaware
Delaware Railroad
Railroad
States of America in Congress assembled, That
corporation organized
Company, a
a railroad corporation
organized and
and existing
existing under
under laws
laws

CewareSy'bnd

Delaware
Company
mayRaliread
bridge, States of America in Congress assembled,
Seaford, Del.

Seiod, De.

of the State of Delaware,
Delaware, be,
be, and it is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to construct,
construct,
maintain, and operate
operate aa bridge
maintain
bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the
Nanticoke River, at a
a point suitable to the interests
interests of navigation,
navigation,
at Seaford,
Seaford, county of Sussex,
Sussex' and State of Delaware,
Delaware, in
in accordance
accordance
with the provisions
entitled "An
provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
con-Act to
the construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twentytwentythird, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, January
30, 1917.
1917.
January 30,

t
Conatrue
on
Construction.

vol.
34, p.
Vol. 34,
p. 84.
84.

Amendmot.
Amendment.

January 30, 1917.
[S. 7748.]
[S.
774]
[Public, No. 298.
[Public,
2%1

CHAP.
25.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 25.—An
authorize the
the United
United New
New Jersey
Jersey Railroad
Railroad and
and Canal
Canal
Company, and
and such
such other
other corporation
corporation or
as may
may be
be associated
associated with
with it,
to
Company,
or individuals
individuals as
it, to
construct
portion of
construct a
abridge
bridge across the portion
the Delaware
Delaware River
River between
between the
of the
the mainland
mainland of
of
Jersey, and
the county of Camden
Camden and State of New
New Jersey,
and Petty
Petty Island
Island in
said county
county and
and
in said
State.
State.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of Representatives
the United
United
and House of
Representatives of
of the

United

That the
the United
United New
Jersey
States of America in Congress assembled, That
New Jersey

erjersey
se States of America in Congress assembled,
itstlareNew
a ver

Raclroad
c
rpttyKn/ad, Nr.. j.

and
Railroad an
d
Canal
Ccospanv may bridge,
Potty Wend,
I.

constructin
Construction.
Vol. 34,

p. 84.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amendment.

February 3, 1917.
[H. R. 193.]

[Public, No.
299
[Public,
No. 299.]
Lposy.
Leprosy.
Heomeauthorted
Home authcrired

Railroad and
Railroad
Canal Company,
Company, a
corporation created
and org
an i
ze d
and Canal
a corporation
created and
organized
under the laws of the
the State
New Jersey,
such other
State of
of New
Jersey, and
and such
other corporation
corporation
or individuals, if any, as shall be associated
associated with said
company for
for the
the
said company
purpose, their successors
successors and
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, auauand assigns, be,
be, and
thorized to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches
and operate
thereto across the intervening
intervening portion
portion of the
River, at
at a
the Delaware
Delaware River,
a
point suitable to the interests
from the
mainland of
of
interests of navigation,
navigation, from
the mainland
Camden County, in the State of New Jersey, to Petty Island, in said
county and State, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act enentitled
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges
titled "An
over navigable
navigable
bridges over
waters,"
twenty-third, nineteen
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
and six,
six,
nineteen Thundred
hundred and
and that said bridge
bridge may be either for railroad
railroad purposes
purposes alone, or
in
or in
part for railroad
railroad and in part for highway purposes, at the option of
said United New Jersey Railroad and Canal
Canal Company.
SEC.
right to
S
EC. 2. That the right
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
to alter, amend,
or repeal
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, January
January 30,
30, 1917.
1917.
CHAP. 26.-An
26.—An Act
To provide
for th
care and
an d t
rea t
men to
persons afflicted
affl i
cted
Act To
provide for
thee care
treatment
offpersons
and to prevent
with leprosy and
prevent the
in the
the United
United States.
Stat
es .
the spread
spread of
of leprosy
leprosy in
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

or States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That

for States

carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasAct the
of the
Treasury is authorized
authorized to select and obtain, by purchase
purchase or
or otherwise,
otherwise, aa
site suitable for the establishment
establishment of a
ahome for the care and treatment of persons
persons afflicted
afflicted with
leprosy, to
be administered
administered by
the
with leprosy,
to be
by the
Trdtaf
otevadable.
.vbli
T ransfer
Public United
United States
States Public
Public Health
and either
either the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Health Service;
Service; and
itutds,
etc., ifof
War, the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, or the
Secretary
authorized to transfer
Secretary of Agriculture is authorized
transfer to
the Secretary
to the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury any abandoned
abandoned military, naval, or other reservation suitable for the purpose,
purpose, or as much
much thereof
thereof as may be necesnecessary, with all buildings and improvements
sary,
improvements thereon,
thereon, to be used for
for
the purpose of said home.
treatment of.
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SEC. 2.
there shall
received into
into said home, under
under regu- Admsionofpersons
Admission of persons
be received
shall be
That there
2. That
SEC.
mte with
of the
lations
by the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General
the Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, afflicted
With leprosy.
leprosy.
General of
prepared by
lations prepared
person
Secretary of the Treasury, any person
with
approval of the Secretary
with the approval
herself for care, detenafflicted
with leprosy
leprosy who
presents himself or herself
who presents
afflicted with
apprehended under authority
tion,
treatment, or
or who
who may be apprehended
and treatment,
tion, and
of
the United
quarantine Acts, or any person afflicted with
States quarantine
United States
of the
leprosy
consigned to
to said
home by
health authoriby the proper health
said home
duly consigned
leprosy duly
'Seriab
ties of
of any
any State,
State, Territory,
The P.b'=a
Pu
Tb=a
ttilerricir.
or the District of Columbia. The
Territory, or
ties
Surgeon General
of the
the Public
authorized, upon
upon
Service is authorized,
Health Service
Public Health
General of
Surgeon
request of
said authorities,
authorities, to
send for
for any
any person afflicted with
to send
of said
request
leprosy within
their respective
convey said perjurisdictions, and to convey
respective jurisdictions,
within their
leprosy
son to
detention and treatment,
treatment, and when the transson
to such
such home for detention
portation of
protection of the
undertaken for the protection
person is undertaken
such person
any such
of any
portation
public health,
health, the
expense of
of such
removal shall be paid from funds
such removal
the expense
public
set aside
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of said home.
aside for
set
Regulation for govetc.
General earment,
S
EC. 3.
3. That
regulations shall be prepared
prepared by the Surgeon General
ernment, etc.
That regulations
SEC.
of
Secretary
the
of
the
Public
Health
Service,
with
approval
of
Secretary
approval
the
of the Public Health Service, with
the Treasury,
Treasury, for
administration of said home
and administration
government and
the government
for the
the
release of all
and for
for the
detention, treatment, and release
apprehension, detention,
the apprehension,
and
persons
thereof.
inmates thereof.
are inmates
who are
persons who
dings
.
to be ccm.
be
to
SEC. 4.
4. That
of the
the Treasury
hereby, stuit
stP
urted
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
SEC.
authorized to
to cause
the erection
site of suitable
and necesnecessuitable and
such site
upon such
erection upon
cause the
authorized
sary
buildings for
the purposes
purposes of
at aacost not to exceed the
this Act at
of this
for the
sary buildings
sum
herein appropriated
for such
purpose.
Aditional a .to
such purpose.
appropriated for
sum herein
Svice
SEC. 5.
5. That
That when
any commissioned
commissioned or
or other
other officer
officer of
of the
Pub- p
u
Ab
l
i
dc
itiHealth
'i
th PaY
ublic
the Pubwhen any
SEC.
officerdetsaiedfoduty.
home herein
lic Health
is detailed
duty at
at the
the home
herein provided
provided °fficer
detailed f°r dut7
for duty
detailed for
Service is
Health Service
lic
for he
receive, in addition to the
the pay and allowances
allowances of his
shall receive,
he shall
for
grade,
the pay
pay of
grade and
and such allowances
allowances as may be
of said
said grade
one-half the
grade, one-half
Public Health
provided
by the
the Surgeon
Health Service,
Service, with
General of the Public
Surgeon General
provided by
the
of the
Secretary of
of the
Treasury.
the Treasury.
the Secretary
approval of
the approval
S
EC. 6.
That for
the purposes
of carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of exAP
e AppropriarLfor
om.0,
tilu ee 3a4!
purposes of
for the
6. That
SEC.
1917.
this
Act
there
is
hereby
appropriated,
from
any
money
in
the
Treas..
19
".
Treasthe
in
money
any
from
appropriated,
hereby
this Act there is
ury
not otherwise
appropriated, the
$250,000, or as much
much
of $250,000,
sum of
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
ury not
thereof as
may be
necessary, for
for the
the preparation
includof said home, includpreparation of
be necessary,
as may
thereof
ing
the erection
erection of
of necessary
the maintenance
of the
the patients,
patients,
maintenance of
buildings, the
necessary buildings,
ing the
pay
and
maintenance
of
necessary
officers
and
employees,
until
June
June
until
employees,
and
officers
of
necessary
maintenance
and
pay
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
thirtieth,
Approved, February
February 3,
1917.
3, 1917.
Approved,

CHAP.
To amend
section two
two hundred
and seventy-six
seventy-six of
of an
an Act
Act
hundred and
amend section
Act To
27.-An Act
CHAP. 27.—An
entitled
"An Act
Act to
to codify,
the laws
laws relating
to the
judiciary,"
the judiciary,"
relating to
amend the
and amend
revise, and
codify, revise,
entitled "An
eleven.
approved March
March third,
third, nineteen
hundred and
and eleven.
nineteen hundred
approved

1917.
February 33 1917.
in. R. 20109.]
[H. R.209.]
(Public, No.
No. 300.]
300.]

Ju.dialcode.
the United Judicial
Be it
and House
of Representatives of the
Code.
IIouse ofRepresentatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Jurors far united
C
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
two hundred
hundred tatesror
ted
section two
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States
Vol. courts.
36, p 1164,

St tes
and
seventy-six of
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
codify, revise,
revise, and
and amended.
ol. 36, p. 11,
to codify,
entitled "An
an Act
of an
and seventy-six
amend
the
laws
relating
to
the
judiciary,"
approved
March
third,
amended
third,
March
approved
judiciary,"
the
amend the laws relating to
nineteen hundred
and the
same is
amended
hereby, amended
is hereby,
the same
be, and
eleven, be,
and eleven,
hundred and
nineteen
so
as
to
read
as
follows:
Drawins.
so as to read as follows:
Drawings.
Deputy
"Sac.
such jurors,
and petit,
including those
those sumsum- De
cerk qualipty clerk
petit, including
grand and
jurors, grand
All such
276. All
"SEC. 276.
fied to set in.
moned
during
the
session
of
the
court,
shall
be
publicly
drawn
from
act
fled
from
drawn
publicly
be
shall
court,
the
of
session
the
during
moned
containing, at
each drawing,
of not
not less
less
names of
the names
drawing, the
of each
time of
the time
at the
box containing,
aa box
than three
three hundred
hundred persons,
persons, possessing
possessing the
the qualifications
qualifications prescribed
prescribed
than
in the
which names
names shall
been placed
placed
have been
shal have
preceding, which
last preceding,
section last
the section
in
therein by
of such
such court,
court, or
or a
duly.qualified
qualified deputy
deputy clerk,
clerk,
a duly
clerk of
the clerk
by the
therein
and
by the
judge thereof,
thereof, or
or by
by the
the Cmis
er.
C.rwornilsinner.
the judge
appointed by
be appointed
to be
commissioner, to
a commissioner,
and a
Qualifications.
judge
in commission
than one
one judge,
judge, Qualifcations.
more than
having more
districts having
in districts
commission in
senior in
judge senior
which commissioner
be a
citizen of
standing, residing
residing
good standing,
of good
a citizen
shall be
commissioner shall
which
in
the district
district in
such court
court is
is held,
and a
awell-known
member
well-known member
held, and
which such
in which
in the
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CHs.

1917.
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of the principal political party in
in the
district in
which the
court is
the district
in which
the court
is
held opposing that to which the
clerk, or
or a
duly qualified
deputy
the clerk
a duly
qualified deputy
clerk then acting, may belong, the
clerk, or
duly qualified
deputy
the clerk,
or aa duly
qualified deputy
clerk, and said
said commissioner
commissioner each
place one
one name
name in
said box
each to
to place
in said
box
alternately,
alternately, without
reference to
to party
affiliations until
the whole
whole
without reference
party affiliations
until the
number
number required
required shall
shall be
be placed
therein."
placed therein."
Approved, February
Approved,
1917.
February 3,
3, 1917.
February 3, 1917.
February

[S. J.
1[8.
J. Res.
Re. 202.]
202.]
CAP. 228.—Joint
8.-Joint Resolution
Resolution To enable
CHAP.
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and
and the Clerk of
of
[Pub. Res., No. 47.] the House
necessary expenses
House of Representatives
Representatives to pay the necessary
expenses of the
the inaugural
inaugural ceremoceremonies of the President of the United States on March
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sevenMarch fifth,
and seventeen.

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
nagral
eremonResolved
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
ceremonApaog.'o
f
on States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That to
to enable
the Secretary
Secretary
enable the
Appropriation
.
to r
Cprapepexpenses.
mieo r of the Senate and the Clerk
Clerk of
House of
of Representatives
pay the
the
of the
the House
Congressional
Representatives to
to pay
necessary expenses
expenses of the inaugural
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies of
of the
the President
President of
of
the United States, March
March fifth,
fifth, nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, in
in
hundred and
accordance with such program
accordance
program as
be adopted
adopted by
by the
joint comcomas may
may be
the joint
mittee of the Senate and House
House of
appointed under
under
of Representatives,
Representatives, appointed
Post,
1606.
pot, p.
p. leo
a concurrent
resolution of the two Houses, including
a
concurrent resolution
including the pay for extra
extra
police for three days, at $3 per day,
day, there
appropriated, out
out
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $35,000,
$35,000,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, the
same to
be immediately
immediately
the same
to be
available;
payment to be made upon vouchers
available; payment
vouchers approved
the
approved by
by the
chairman
chairman of said joint committee.
committee.
Approved, February
February 3,
3, 1917.
1917.
iesInaugural

February 5, 1917.
1917.
February
[H.
R. 10384.]
e.R.
1-1084.]
[Public,
No. 301.]
[Public,No.301.]

CHAP. 29.-An
Act To
To regulate
regulate the
the immigration
immigration of
CHAP.
29. — An Act
of, aliens
aliens to, and
and the
the resiresidence
United States.
dence of
of aliens
aliens in,
in, the
the United
States.

it enacted
and House of
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
Congress assembled, That
United
of America in
in Congress
That the
the word
word
".Uiens"
"Aliens" defined.
denned.
"alien"
used in
in this
this Act
Act shall
alien" wherever
wherever used
shall include any person
person not
not aa
native-born or naturalized
naturalized citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States;
but this
States; but
this
definition
shall not be held to include Indians of the United
definition shall
United States
States
"TnitedStates"connot taxed
or citizens
taxed or
of the
the islands
of the
the
citizens of
islands under
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
"United States" con not
strued.
strued.
United States. That the term "
"United
United
United States"
States" as used in
the title
title
in the
as well as in tile
the various
various sections of this Act shall be
mean
be construed
construed to
to mean
the United States, and any
territory, or
or other
other place
subject
any waters,
waters, territory,
place subject
Canal Zone and insu
lar
to
ler restrictions
restrictions.
except the
to the jurisdiction thereof, except
the Isthmian
Canal Zone;
Zone; but
but if
if
Isthmian Canal
any alien shall leave the Canal Zone or any insular
any
insular possession
possession of
the
of the
United States and attempt
attempt to
to enter
enter any
other place
under the
juris
any other
place under
the juris
diction of the United
United States, nothing
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
nothing contained
contained in
Persons included
included as
as permitting
him to
other conditions
conditions than
than
as construed
construed as
permitting him
to enter
enter under
under any
any other
Persons
"seamen."
"seamen."
those applicable
applicable to all aliens. That
term "seaman"
"seaman" as
as used
used in
in
That the
the term
this Act shall include every
every person
person signed
signed on
the ship's
ship's articles
and
on the
articles and
employed in any capacity
capacity on board
board any
arriving in
in the
the United
United
any vessel
vessel arriving
States from
from any
any foreign
port or
or place.
place.
Enfcement in
n theStates
foreign port
Enforcement
the
Philippines.
That this Act shall be enforced
enforced in the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands by
by officers
officers
of the general government
government thereof,
thereof, unless
unless and
and until
until it
it is
is superseded
superseded
Philippine Legislature
by an act passed by the Philippine
and approved
approved by
by the
Legislature and
the
Ane, p.
p. 548.
S.
United States
States to
President of the United
to regulate
regulate immigration
immigration in
in the
the PhilipPhilipAnte,
pine
pine Islands as authorized in the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to declare
declare the
the
"An Act
purpose of the people of the United
States as
United States
to the
the future
political
as to
future political
status of the people of the Philippine
Islands, and to
status
Philippine Islands,
to provide
more
provide aamore
autonomous government
government for those
islands," approved
those islands,"
approved August
twentyAugust twentyninth, nineteen hundred
and sixteen.
hundred and
sixteen.
Immigration
Act.
Tmig r a tionAt.
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tax
$8 Head tax.
collected, and paid aa tax of $8
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That there shall be levied, collected,
Increase of, on aliens
aliens
Increase
for every
every alien,
alien, including
regularly admitted
admitt ed as
as propro -entering.
including alien seamen regularly
entering.
for
8
Vol. 34,
p. .89
898.
s,
chil- vo,.
Provided, That
vided in this Act, entering
entering the United
United States: Provided,
That chilProvisos.
age who
dren under
of age
who accompany
accompany their father
father or their
years of
sixteen years
under sixteen
dren

mother shall not be subject to said tax. The said tax shall be paid to
port or customs
customs district to which said
the collector
collector of customs of the port
alien shall come, or, if there be no collector
collector at such port or district,

Children under

Children under
exempt.
Payment.
Payment.

16,

By carrier.
master, agent, owner,
the master,
thereto, by
nearest thereto,
then to
by the
owner, or Bcarrier
collector nearest
to the
the collector
then
transportation line, or other conveyance
consignee of the vessel, transportation
conveyance or
By alien.
United States, or by the alien him- Byalenbringing such alien to the United
vehicle bringing
transportation line, or other convessel, transportation
self
if he does not come by aavessel,
self if
collection from
veyance or
when collection
from the master, agent, owner,
or vehicle or when
veyance
or
consignee of
of the vessel,
conveyance,
transportation line, or other conveyance,
vessel, transportation
or consignee
enonese
States is impracticable.
United States
to the
the United
or
bringing such
such alien
alien to
impracticable. Lien
or vehicle
vehicle bringing
on vesseL
a lien upon the vessel or
The
imposed by this section shall be a
tax imposed
The tax
other vehicle
carriage or transportation
to
transportation bringing such aliens to
vehicle of carriage
other
the United
United States, and shall
shall be
debt in favor
favor of the United States
a debt
be a
the
against the
owner or
or owners
vesspl or other
other vehicle, and the
owners of such vessel
the owner
against
Exemptioa
payment of
of such
such tax
tax may
any legal or equitable rem- Exemptions.
enforced by any
may be
be enforced
payment
levied on account of aliens
aliens who
edy. That the said tax shall not be levied
enter the
United States
States after
uninterrupted residence
residence of at least
least
after an uninterrupted
the United
enter
preceding such entrance
entrance in the Dominion of
of
year immediately
immediately preceding
one year
Canada, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, the
of Cuba,
Republic of
the Republic
Cuba, or the
the Republic
Republic of
Canada,
Mexico, for
for a
account of otherwise admissible
a temporary
temporary stay, nor on account
Mexico,
residents or
possession of the United States, nor on
any possession
or citizens
citizens of any
residents
account
of aliens
the United
United States, nor upon
upon
through the
transit through
in transit
aliens in
account of
admitted to the United
United States and
and
who have been lawfully admitted
aliens who
ondtoetc
to Conditions,
who later
shall go
transit from
one part
of the
United States
States to
the United
part of
from one
in transit
go in
later shall
who
etc.
another through
through foreign
foreign contiguous
contiguous territory,
territory, and
and the
the Commissioner
Commissioner Conditonsetc.
another
General of
approval of
Secretary of Labor
of the Secretary
the approval
with the
Immigration with
of Immigration
General
shall
regulations and prescribe
prescribe the conditions necesnecesrules and regulations
issue rules
shall issue
Payment on entries
sary to
these exceptions:
exceptions: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Com- froPyontiguouscun
the Comfrom contiguous counof these
abuse of
to prevent
prevent abuse
sary
tries.
missioner General
Immigration, under the
the direction
direction or with the triesGeneral of Immigration,
missioner
approval of
of the
Secretary of
by ageement
ageement with
with transportaLabor, by
of Labor,
the Secretary
approval
p. 892.
s2.
rot, p.
of this
tion
in section
this Act,
Act, may
may ar- Post,
twenty-three of
section twenty-three
as provided
provided in
lines, as
tion lines,
imposed
range
in
some
other
manner
for
the
payment
the
tax
by
of
payment
the
for
manner
other
some
range in
this
section upon
upon any
or all
all aliens
seeking admission
admission from
foreign
from foreign
aliens seeking
any or
this section
the PhilipI
in the hlippt,Tax in
when levied
tax, when
said tax,
That said
contiguous
levied pines.
further, That
Provided further,
territory: Provided
contiguous territory:
upon
aliens
entering
the
Philippine
Islands,
shall
be
paid
into
the
upon aliens entering the Philippine Islands, shall be paid into the
treasury
said islands,
be expended
expended for
the benefit
benefit of
of such
such Refund on rejection.
for the
to be
islands, to
of said
treasury of
islands: Protcided
Provided further,
That in
the cases
cases of
aliens applying
applying for
for Re fund on rejetion.
of aliens
in the
further, That
islands:
admission
from foreign
contiguous territory
territory and
and rejected,
the head
head
rejected, the
foreign contiguous
admission from
tax
upon application,
shall be
be
which shall
blank which
upon aa blank
application, upon
shall upon
collected shall
tax collected
furnished
explained to
to him,
refunded to
to the
alien.
the alien.
be refunded
him, be
and explained
furnished and
Classes excluded enSF:C.
3. That
That the
the following
following classes
classes of
of aliens
aliens shall
shall be
excluded from
from claSes "exluded enbe excluded
SEC. 3.
trldiots, insane, etc.
admission into
into the
United States:
States: All
imbeciles, feeble-minded
feeble-minded tdiots, nsane, etc.
idiots, imbeciles,
All idiots,
the United
admission
persons,
epileptics, insane
persons; persons
persons who
have had
had one
one or
or more
more
who have
insane persons:
persons, epileptics,
attacks
of insanity
any time
persons of
constitutional Pauper, d
of constitutional
previously; persons
time previously;
at any
insanity at
attacks of
diseased, defectives, etc.
psychopathic inferiority;
persons with
alcoholism; paupers;
paupers; fctivesetc.
chronic alcoholism;
with chronic
inferiority; persons
psychopathic
professional
persons afflicted
afflicted with
with tuberculosis
tuberculosis
vagrants; persons
beggars; vagrants;
professional beggars;
in any
any form
or with
with a
loathsome or
or dangerous
dangerous contagious
contagious disease;
disease;
a loathsome
form or
in
persons
comprehended within
any of
the foregoing
foregoing .excluded
excluded
of the
within any
not comprehended
persons not
classes
who are
are found
found to
to be
be and
and are
are certified
certified by
the examining
examining surby the
classes who
geon
or physically
physically defective,
defective, such
defect
physical defect
such physical
mentally or
as being
being mentally
geon as
being
of a
nature which
which may
may affect
ability of
of such
such alien
alien to
earn Criminals, polygato earn
the ability
affect the
a nature
being of
mists, anarchists, etc.
etc.
a
living: persons
persons who
have been
been convicted
ofror
admit having
having comcom- mistsanarists,
or admit
convicted of
who have
a living:
mitted
a
felony
or
other
crime
or
misdemeanor
involving
moral
moral
involving
or
misdemeanor
crime
other
or
felony
mitted a
turpitude; polygamists,
who practice
practice polygamy or believe
persons who
or persons
polygamists, or
turpitude;
in
or
advocate
the
practice
of
polygamy;
anarchists,
persons who
who
or persons
anarchists, or
polygamy;
of
practice
the
in or advocate
believe in
in or
or advocate
the overthrow
overthrow by
or violence
the
of the
violence of
force or
by force
advocate the
believe
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Government
Government of the United
United States, or of all forms of law,
law, or
or who
who
disbelieve in or are opposed to organized
organized government, or
or who
advowho advoassassination of public officials, or who advocate
cate the assassination
advocate or teach the
the
unlawful
unlawful destruction
destruction of property;
persons who are members of
of or
or
property; persons
affiliated with any organization
organization entertaining
entertaining and teaching disbelief
disbelief
in or opposition
opposition to organized government,
government, or who advocate
advocate or
or teach
teach
the duty, necessity, or propriety of the unlawful
unlawful assaulting
assaulting or
or killing
killing
of any officer or officers, either of specific
specific individuals
or of
of officers
officers
individuals or
generally, of the Government
Government of the United
United States or of any other
other
organized
organized government,
their official
official character,
character, or
or
government, because of his or their
advocate or teach the
of property;
property; prostiprostiwho advocate
the unlawful
unlawful destruction
destruction of
tutes, or persons coming
coming into the United States for the purpose
purpose of
of
prostitution or for any other immoral purpose; persons
directly
persons who
who directly
or indirectly procure or attempt to procure
procure or import prostitutes
prostitutes or
or
persons for the purpose of prostitution
prostitution or for any other immoral
immoral

purpose; persons
persons who are
are supported
supported by
or receive
receive in
in whole
whole or
in part
part
by or
or in
the proceeds of prostitution;
prostitution; persons hereinafter
contract
hereinafter called
called contract
laborers, who have been induced, assisted, encouraged,
encouraged, or solicited
solicited
to migrate to this country
country by offers or promises
promises of employment,
whether such offers or promises
promises are true
true or false,
consequence
false, or
or in
in consequence
of agreements, oral, written
written or printed, express or
peror implied, to perform labor in this country
country of any kind, skilled or unskilled;
unskilled; persons
persons
who have come in consequence
consequence of advertisements
advertisements for laborers
laborers printed,
published, or
or distributed
in aa foreign
likely to
to
published,
distributed in
foreign country;
country; persons
persons likely
Deported aliens
taDmnged
aies
become
a public
turning.
become a
public charge; persons
persons who have
under any
have been
been .deported
deported under
any
of the provisions
provisions of this Act, and who may again seek admission
admission
within one year from the date of such deportation,
deportation, unless prior
to
prior to
their reembarkation
reembarkation at a
a foreign
foreign port or their attempt
attempt to
to be
be admitted
admitted
contiguous territory
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor shall
shall have
have
Asfrom
foreign contiguous
territory the
.Assisted
immigrants, from foreign
etdc.
consented
etc.
consented to their reapplying
admission; persons
whose tickets
reapplying for admission;
persons whose
tickets
or passage is paid for with the money
money of another,
another, or who are assisted
assisted
by others to come, unless it is affirmatively
affirmatively and
and satisfactorily
satisfactorily shown
shown
that such persons do not belong to one of the foregoing excluded
excluded
classes; persons whose
whose ticket or passage
passage is paid
paid for
for by
any corporacorporaby any
tion, association, society,
society, municipality, or foreign Government,
Government, either
either
directly or indirectly;
indirectly; stowaways
that any
such stowaw
ay, if
stowaways, except
except that
any such
stowaway,
if
otherwise admissible, may be admitted
admitted in the
the discretion
of the
Secdiscretion
of
the
Secn
e
rnaccam
anied chn- retary of Labor;
Labor '
•all
all children
children under
under sixteen
sixteen years
years of
of age,
age, unaccomdrnP,,"d
dren
underP16.
unaccompanied
panted by or not coming
coming to one or both of
of their
pa ren t
s,
excep tth
at
their parents,
except
that
any such children
children may, in
i
n the discretion
of Labor,
Labor,
discretion of the Secretary of
be admitted if in his opinion they are not likely to become
become a
public
a public
0of specified charge and are otherwise eligible; unless otherwise provided for by
Natives
aiuvest.of
pd
charge and are otherwise eligible; unless otherwise provided for by
Asiatic,
etc., districts.
existing treaties, persons who are natives of islands not possessed
possessed
by the United
United States adjacent to the Continent
of Asia,
Asia, situate
Continent of
situate south
south
of the twentieth parallel
parallel latitude north, west
west of
the one
one hundred
of the
hundred
and sixtieth meridian of longitude
longitude east from Greenwich,
Greenwich, and
and north
north
of the tenth parallel
parallel of latitude south, or who are natives
of any
any
natives of
country, province,
province, or dependency
dependency situate on the
Continent of
of Asia
Asia
the Continent
west of the one hundred
hundred and tenth meridian
meridian of longitude
longitude east from
Greenwich and east of the fiftieth meridian
meridian of longitude
Greenwich
longitude east
east from
from
Greenwich and south of the fiftieth parallel
parallel of latitude north, except
Greenwich
except
that portion of said territory
territory situate between
between the fiftieth and
and the
the
No
exclusi on sixty-fourth
of longitude
longitude east
east from
from Greenwich
the
Noeexisting
stingexlusion
sixty-fourth meridians
meridians of
Greenwich and
and the
altered.
twenty-fourth and thirty-eighth
altered.
twenty-fourth
thirty-eighth parallels
of latitude
north, and
and no
parallels of
latitude north,
no
alien now
in any
excluded from,
or prevented
prevented from
from entering.
Peron,oupations,
now in
any way
Persons,
occupations alien
way excluded
from, or
entering.
ete.,excepted.
etc., excepted.
, the United States shall be admitted to the United States.
proThe provision next foregoing, however, shall not apply to persons of
of the
occupations: Government
following status or occupations:
Government officers, ministers
ministers or
or
religious
religious teachers, missionaries, lawyers, physicians,
physicians chemists,
chemists, civil
civil
engineers, teachers, students, a
uth ors ,ar
ti sts, merchants,
travelers
authors,
artists,
merchants, and
and travelers

cmtact labos.

Cmtract laborers.
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legal, wives
for curiosity or pleasure,
pleasure, nor to their
their legal.
Wives or their children
children
accompany them
them or who subunder sixteen years of age who shall accompany

Status
.
mainbe maito be
such taSted
States, but
to the
admission to
sequently may apply for admission
the United
United States,
but such
tained
persons or their legal wives or foreign-born
foreign-born children
children who fail to
maintain in the United States aa status or occupation
occupation placing
placing them
bee deemed
within the excepted
excepted classes shall
shall b
deemedto
t
o be
be in
nthe
the United States
States
i
in P,
shall be subject to deportation
law, and shall
contrary
contrary to
to law,
deportation as provided
provided in
P°34P-. 889.
889 .
nineteen of this Act.
section nineteen
VioThat
after three
three months
from th
assage o
thi s Act,
Act, in
i
n addition sAditiona'
si ldditioa
n
t ethree
t
exci
offthis
passage
thee p
months from
That after
months
the
into
admission
from
excluded
now
law
to
the
aliens
who
are
by
ex
c
lud
e
d
f
rom
a
d
m
i
ss
i
on
i
n
t
o
th
e
months.
ee
by
are
to the aliens who
United
following persons shall also be excluded from
States, the following
United States,
admission
to wit:
wit:
thereto, to
admission thereto,
physically capable
age, physically
years of
All
aliens over
over sixteen
of age,
capable of reading, Illiterates.
Illiterates.
sixteen years
All aliens
English language, or some
some other language
language or Proi
read the English
can not read
who can
Admission
dialect, including
including Hebrew
Yiddish: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any ad- Admi
.
ssi on of
or Yiddish:
Hebrew or
dialect,
missible alien,
any alien
alien heretofore
legally admitted,
admitted, &maw
or hereafter
hereafter legally
heretofore or
or any
alien, or
missible
or any
the United States, may bring in or send for his
of the
citizen of
any citizen
or
f his
father or
or grandfather
grandfather over fifty-five
fifty-five years of age, his wife,
father
daughter, if
mother,
widowed daughter,
unmarried or widowed
or his
his unmarried
his grandmother,
grandmother, or
mother, his
read or
can read
relative can
whether such
otherwise
such relative
or not; and Reading test.
admissible, whether
otherwise admissible,
purpose of
such
shall be
permitted to
to enter.
That for the purpose
enter. That
be permitted
relative shall
such relative
ascertaining
whether aliens
immigrant inspectors
inspectors shall
read the immigrant
can read
aliens can
ascertaining whether
be
furnished with
with slips
slips of
of uniform
uniform size,
prepared under
under the direction
direction
size, prepared
be furnished
of
each containing
containing not less than
than thirty nor
of Labor, each
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
more than
than forty
in ordinary
ordinary use,
use, printed
printed in plainly
plainly legible
words in
forty words
more
or dialects
type in
in some
some one
one of
of the
the various
various languages
languages or
dialects of immigrants.
immigrants.
type
Each alien
which
language or dialect in which
particular language
the particular
designate the
may designate
alien may
Each
ersonseempt.
he desires
desires the
to be
be made,
made, and
and shall
read Persons
exempt.
to read
be required
required to
shall be
examination to
the examination
he
the words
printed on
on the
in such
such language or dialect. That the
slip in
the slip
words printed
the
following classes
classes of
of persons
persons shall
exempt from
operation of
of Regious
Religious refugees.
refugees.
the operation
from the
be exempt
shall be
following
the illiteracy
test, to
to wit:
wit: All
shall prove
the satisfacsatisfacto the
prove to
who shall
aliens who
All aliens
illiteracy test,
the
tion
of the
the proper
immigration officer
officer or
of Labor
Labor
Secretary of
the Secretary
to the
or to
proper immigration
tion of
that
they are
are seeking
United States
States to avoid
avoid rethe United
to the
admission to
seeking admission
that they
ligious persecution
persecution in
country of
their last
last permanent
permanent residence,
residence,
of their
the country
in the
ligious
whether such
such persecution
persecution be
evidenced by overt
overt acts or by laws or
be evidenced
whether
governmental regulations
that discriminate
against the
or the
the Returning alien
alien rerealthe alien
alien or
discriminate against
regulations that
governmental
dents.
race to
to which
which he
his religious
all aliens who dents.
faith; all
religious faith;
of his
because of
belongs because
he belongs
race
have
been lawfully
admitted to
to the
the United
and who
who have
have
States and
United States
lawfully admitted
have been
resided
for five
five years,
years, and
who return
return to
the
to the
and who
continuously for
therein continuously
resided therein
United States
date of
their departure
departure Alnintrasit.
Aliens in transit.
of their
the date
from the
months from
six months
within six
States within
United
therefrom;
all aliens
aliens in
in transit
States '
•all
aliens
all aliens
United States;
the United
through the
transit through
therefrom; all
States
who have
been lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted to the
United Sta
tes and who later
later
the United
have been
who
shall
part of
of the
United States
States to
to another
another Politicaloffenders.
Political offenders.
the United
one part
from one
transit from
in transit
go in
shall go
through
foreign contiguous
contiguous territory:
That nothing
in
nothing in
Provided, That
territory: Provided,
through foreign
this
Act shall
exclude, if
if otherwise
otherwise admissible,
admissible, persons
convicted, or
or
persons convicted,
shall exclude,
this Act
who admit
or who
teach or
or advocate
the commisthew
in
in
te alins
commis- Amimed
advocate the
who teach
commission, or
the commission,
admit the
who
sion,
of
an
offense
purely
political:
Provided
further,
That
the
pro.
transit.
transit.
prothe
That
further,
Provided
political:
sion, of an offense purely
visions of
Act, relating
relating to
to the
tickets or
or passage
passage
for tickets
payments for
the payments
this Act,
of this
visions
by
any
corporation,
association,
society,
municipality,
or
foreign
foreign
or
municipality,
society,
association,
by any corporation,
Government
not apply
apply to
to the
the tickets
tickets or
passage of
of aliens
aliens in
in
or passage
shall not
Government shall
immediate
continuous transit
transit through
through the
the United
States to
skilled labor
labor
im_
imto skied
United States
and continuous
immediate and
foreign
contiguous
territory:
Provided
further,
That
skilled
labor,
Portations
Permitted.
petted.
ortations
labor,
skilled
That
foreign contiguous territory: Provided further,
if
otherwise admissible,
may be
be imported
unemkind unemlike kind
of like
labor of
if labor
imported if
admissible, may
if otherwise
ployed
can
not
be
found
in
this
country,
and
the
question
of
the
the
of
question
the
ployed can not be found in this country, and
neces6ity
importing such
skilled labor
labor in
in any
any particular
instance
particular instance
such skilled
of importing
necessity of
may
be determined
the Secretary
of Labor
application
the application
upon the
Labor upon
Secretary of
by the
determined by
may be
of
any person
such application
before such
Determination o
01
such Determination
made before
to be
be made
application to
interested, such
person interested,
of any
importation, and
and such
such determination
by the
the Secretary
of Labor
neesity.
to necemity.
Labor to
Secretary of
determination by
importation,
be reached
after a
a full
full hearing
hearing and
and an
investigation into
the facts
facts resions, and
and dodn.
into the
an investigation
be reached after
of the case:
Provided
further,
That
the
provisions
of
this
law
apmastic
servants.
mesicservants.
aplaw
this
of
provisions
the
That
case: Provided further,
p

of the
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plicable to contract
professional
contract labor
labor shall
shall not
not be held to
to exclude
exclude professional
actors, artists, lecturers, singers, nurses,
religious
nurses, ministers of
of any
any religious
denomination, professors
colleges or seminaries, persons
persons belongprofessors for colleges
learned profession,
profession, or
or persons
persons employed
ing to any recognized
recognized learned
employed as
as
oo foreig
Holders
Holders to
servants: Provided
That whenever
whenever the
the President
President
Provided further,
further, That
passports
thelereign
detri- domestic servants:
men
labor concon- shall be satisfied that passports
mentof
of labor
passports issued by any foreign Government
Government
ditions, excluded,
to its
citizens or
to go
go to
to any
any country
country other
other than
the United
United
ditionslded.
to
its citizens
or subjects
subjects to
than the
insular possession of the
States or to
States, or to any insular
the United States
to the
purpose of enabling the
holder
Canal Zone, are being used for the purpose
the holder
contmental territory
territory of the United
States to
to the
the
to come to the continental
United States
detriment of labor conditions therein,
therein, the President
to
detriment
President shall refuse to
citizens or subjects
subjects of the country issuing such passports
permit such citizens
to enter the continental territory of the United States from such
such
other country or from such insular possession
possession or from the
Canal
the Canal
Additional
readnils.Zone:
Zone: Provided
Provided further,
further
That aliens
returning after
Adioaa
redewin
aliens returning
after aa temporary
temporary
aims
permitted.
. 2That
absence to an unrelmqmshed
United States
States domicile of seven conunrelinquished United
consecutive years may
discretion of the Secretary of
of
secutive
may be
be admitted
admitted in the
the discretion
Labor, and
and under
under such
as he
he may
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
Provided
Labor,
such conditions
conditions as
Alien
attendants, further,
further9 That
the contract-labor
contract-labor or
or reading-test
reading-test proet,
That nothing
nothing in
in the
proetc.,
ateatestssts
expositions,
admitted.
visions of this Act shall be construed
construed to prevent,
admitted.
prevent, hinder, or
or restrict
restrict
any alien exhibitor, or holder of concession
concession or privilege
privilege for any fair
fair
or exposition authorized
authorized by Act of Congress, from bringing into
into the
the
contract, such
alien meUnited States, under contract,
such otherwise admissible
admissible alien
mechanics, artisans, agents, or other
other employees,
employees, natives of his country
or for
for
as may be necessary
necessary for installing or
or conducting
conducting his exhibit
exhibit or
preparing
preparing for installing
installing or conducting
authorized or
or
conducting any business authorized
permitted
permitted under any concession
concession or privilege
privilege which may have been
been
fair or exposition
exposition in
connection thereor may be granted
granted by any such fair
in connection
therewith, under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Commissioner
General
Commissioner General
of Immigration,
Immigration, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
may
of Labor,
Labor, may
prescribe
prescribe both as to the admission
return of such persons:
persons: Proadmission and return
Proand
emliticels vided
of Immigration
Immigration with
to
ibandditi"'
vided further,
further, That
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of
with
toR
beules
prescribed.
the approval
of the
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor shall
shall issue
issue rules
and prescribe
prescribe
the
approval of
the Secretary
rules and
conditions,
conditions, including
including exaction
exaction of such bonds as may
may be
to
be necessary,
necessary, to
control and regulate
regulate the admission and return
return of
a otherwise
otherwise inadinadmissible aliens
aliens applying
applying for
admission: Provided
Provided further
further,
for temporary
temporary admission:
oad°fficials'te
Fc'reigncdncials
,4°- That
That nothing
shall be
be construed
construed to
to apply
apply to
to accredited
accredited
nothing in this
this Act
Act shall
admitted.
officials of foreign
oreign Governments,
Governments, nor to their suites, families, or
or
importing
guests.
Importing aliens for guests.
ri tution, etc., pro
S
SEC.
EC. 4.
importation into
into the
United States
States of
of any
any alien
alien
4. That
That the
the importation
the United
libited.
for the
the purpose
purpose of
prostitution, or
for any
any other
immoral purpose,
purpose,
iem sexcluded.
for
of prostitution,
or for
other immoral
Persons
excluded.
is hereby forbidden; and whoever
whoever shall,
shall, directly
directly or indirectly, import, or attempt to import
import into the United States
States any
any alien for the
the
purpose of prostitution or for any
any other
other immoral purpose, or shall
hold or attempt to hold any alien for any such purpose
purpose in pursuance
of such illegal importation,
importation, or
or shall
shall keep, maintain,
maintain, control,
control, support,
support,
employ, or harbor in any
any house or other place,
purpose of
of
place, for the purpose
prostitution or for any other immoral purpose,
purpose, any alien, in pursuance of
of such
illegal importation,
in every
such case
case be
Punishment.
suance
such illegal
importation, shall
shall in
every such
be deemed
deemed
Punishment,
guilty of a
a felony, and on conviction
conviction thereof shall be punished
punished by imimfor a
not more
more than
than ten
ten years
years and
by aa fine
Juriii of courts.. prisonment
prisonment for
a term
term of
of not
and by
fine of
of
Jurisdiction
not more than $5.000.
$5.000. Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction for the trial and punishment
punishment of
hereinbefore set forth shall be in any district to or into
the felonies hereinbefore
which said alien is brought in pursuance
pursuance of said importation
importation by
the person
persons accused
any district
district in
in which
which aaviolation
violation
Punishment for
person or
or persons
accused, or
or in
in any
Punishment
for the
illegal attempts
of any
of the
provisions of
ofthis
this section
section occurs.
occurs. That
That any
any
illegal
attempts to
to of
any of
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
alien who shall, after
excluded and
return.rurn.
after he has been excluded
deported or
or arrested
and deported
arrested
and deported
deported in pursuance
pursuance of the provisions of this Act which relate
attempt
to prostitutes, procurers, or other like immoral persons, attempt
thereafter to return to or
or to enter
enter the United
States shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed
United States
of
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a misdemeanor,
guilty of a
misdemeanor, and on conviction
conviction thereof shall be punished
Testimony
oad of hushus
years. In
In all
all baTest
more than
imprisonment for
by imprisonment
by
for a
a term
term of
of not
not more
than two
two years.
band or wife admishusband or wife sible.
a husband
testimony of a
prosecutions under this section
prosecutions
section the testimony
shall be admissible
admissible and competent
competent evidence
evidence against
against each
each other.
other.
contract
atign
nultr
laobImporting
unlawful for any person, company, partnerSEC. 5.
5. That
partner- laborers
be unlawful
it shall
shall be
That it
SEC.
unlawful.
ship,
manner whatsoever, to prepay
prepay the transor corporation,
corporation, in any manner
ship, or
portation or in any way to induce,
induce, assist, encourage,
encourage, or solicit, or
to induce,
induce, assist, encourage,
attempt
encourage, or solicit
solicit the importation
importation or
attempt to
Eepti
contract laborers into
migration
migration of any contract
contract laborer
laborer or contract
into the United Exceptions.
States,
such contract
.
laborer
or contract
contract laborers
are exempted
exempted Ante,
Ane, p. 877.
laborer or
laborers are
States, unless
unless such
contract
877.
under
fifth proviso
proviso of
have been
been
this Act, or have
of section
section three of this
the fifth
under the
imported with
permission of the Secretary
accordSecretary of Labor in accordwith the
the permission
imported
ance with
with the
fourth proviso
of said
said section,
section, and for
for every violation
proviso of
the fourth
ance
of any
any of
of the
the provisions
section the
the person,
compartnership, comperson, partnership,
this section
of this
provisions of
of
ioiatn.
or violation.
Fine for
shall forfeit
pany, or
violating the
the same
same shall
forfeit and
and pay for Fine
corporation violating
or corporation
pany,
every
the sum
$1,000, which
and remay be
be sued for and
which may
of $1,000,
sum of
such offense
offense the
every such
like amount are now recovered
the United
United States,
States, as debts
of like
debts of
by the
covered by
prosecution.
cLpr.Ot.lOP
violation of
covered
in the
United States.
For every
every violation
of Criminal
States. For
the United
of the
courts of
the courts
covered in
be
prosethe
provisions
hereof
the
person
violating
the
same
may
the provisions hereof the person violating the same
cuted in
criminal action
for a
misdemeanor, and
and on
conviction
on conviction
a misdemeanor,
action for
in a
a criminal
cuted
imprisonment
thereof shall
shall be
be punished
punished by
$1,000, or by imprisonment
a fine
fine of $1,000,
by a
thereof
for
not less
months nor
than two
two years;
nor more
more than
six months
than six
less than
of not
a term
term of
for a
sepaand under
either the
the civil
or the
the criminal
procedure mentioned
mentioned sepacriminal procedure
civil or
under either
and
offered
rate
or prosecutions
prosecutions may
may be
be brought
for each
each alien
alien thus offered
brought for
suits or
rate suits
Rewards
informto inhmwawds to
or
employment as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. The
The Department
Department of
of Justice,
Justice, ers.
or promised
promised employment
with
approval of
the Department
of Labor, may from any fines
Department of
of the
the approval
with the
or penalties
penalties received
rewards to
persons other
Government
than Government
other than
to persons
pay rewards
received pay
or
employees who
furnish information
leading to
to the
the recovery
recovery of
information leading
may furnish
who may
employees
any such
or to
the arrest
arrest and
punishment of any person,
and punishment
to the
penalties, or
such penalties,
any
section provided.
provided.
as in
in this
this section
Advertising abroad
SEC. 6.
That it
it shall
deemed a
aviolation
violation of
of secimans
sec- for labor immigrants
and be
be deemed
be unlawful
unlawful and
shall be
SEC.
6. That
tmlawful.
tion
five
of
this
Act
to
induce,
assist,
encourage,
or
solicit
or
attempt
Utlawful
or
attempt
solicit
or
tion five of this Act to induce, assist, encourage,
to come into the
to induce,
assist, encourage,
encourage, or
alien to
any alien
solicit any
or solicit
induce, assist,
to
of employment
employment
through advertisements
advertisements
through
United
.
promise of
by promise
States by
United States
printed,
or distributed
foreign country,
country, whether
whether Punishment.
any foreign
distributed in any
published, or
printed, published,
such
is true
false, and
and either
either the
civil or criminal
criminal penalty
penalty Pulshmt.
the civilor
or false,
true or
promise is
such promise
or
both imposed
imposed by
by said
said section
section shall
be applicable
to such
case.
a case.
such a
applicable to
shall be
or both
Soliciting immigraimmrtai
S
EC. 7.
That it
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person,
association, tsonbit'n
person, association,
for any
it shall
tion by transportation
7. That
SEC.
c uncompanies, et
society,
company,
partnership,
corporation
.
,
or
others
engaged
in
., un, etc.,
society. company, partnership, corporation, or others engaged in comni
lawful.
States,
United
the
the
business
of
transporting
aliens
to
or
within
the
United
within
or
to
aliens
transporting
the business of
including owners,
officers, and
agents of
of .
vessels, directly
directly
vessels,
and agents
masters, officers,
owners, masters,
including
or indirectly,
indirectly, by
by writing,
writing, printing,
oral representation,
payment of
of
representation, payment
printing, oral
or
any
to an
an alien
coming .into
into.the
allowUnited .States, allowthe United
alien .coming
commissions to
any commissions
ance
of any
into the
the United
United .States,
States, or
or
coming into
alien coming
an alien
to an
rebates to
any rebates
ance of
otherwise to
to solicit,
invite, or
encourage or
or attempt
to solicit,
solicit, invite,
invite, Proscun
attempt to
or encourage
Prosecution fur
fur vvbsolicit, invite,
otherwise
lotions.
or encourage
alien to
come into
into the
the United
States, and
and anyone
anyone lations.
United States,
to come
any alien
or
encourage any
violating any
any provision
provision hereof
hereof shall
be subject
.
to either
either the
the civil
civil or
or Supra.
su.
to
subject
shall be
violating
the criminal
criminal prosecution,
by section
five of
of this
this Fineimpd.
section five
prescribed. by
Fine imposed.
or both,
both, prescribed
prosecution, or
the
Act;
or if
it shall
shall appear
appear to
satisfaction of
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
the satisfaction
to the
if it
Act; or
Labor that
that any
any owner,
master, officer,
agent of
of a
brought
has brought
a vessel
vessel has
or agent
officer, or
owner, master,
Labor
or
caused to
be brought
to a
alien so
States any alien
United States
the United
of the
port of
a port
brought to
to be
or caused
solicited,
encouraged to
to come
owner, master,
master,
such owner,
by such
come by
or encouraged
invited, or
solicited, invited,
officer,
agent, such
such owner,
owner, master,
master, officer,
officer, or
or agent
shall pay
to the
the
pay to
agent shall
or agent,
officer, or
collector
of customs
of the
the customs
customs district
district in
in which
which the
the port
port of
of
customs of
collector of
arrival
is located,
located, or
or in
in which
any vessel
found, cClearance withheld.
w
be found,
may be
the line
line may
of the
vessel of
which any
arrival is
the
sum of
of $400
for each
and every
violation; and
and no
vessel
no vessel
such violation;
every such
each and
$400 for
the sum
shall be
be granted
the question
question
of the
determination of
the determination
pending the
clearance pending
granted clearance
shall
Provisos.
of the
the liability
of such
such fine
or while
imposed pro,
while the fine imposed
fine,,or
payment of
to the
the payment
liability to
of
Deposit to secure
remains unpaid,
shall such
such fine
fine be
be remitted
/rutted or
or refunded:
refunded:
.
Pro- clearance.
to see
Dpit
Pronor shall
unpaid, nor
remains
s
of
eided, That
That clearance
clearance may
be granted
determination
prior to the determination
granted prior
may be
vided,
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such questions upon
upon the deposit
deposit with the collector of customs of aa
Landings denied
daed ref
or sum sufficient
sufficient to cover such
such fine: Provided
Provided further,
whenever
further, That whenever
perstt
vii '
it shall be shown to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Secretary
Persis
t
entvmsti
m
Secretary of Labor
Labor that
that
the provisions of this section are persistently
persistently violated by or on behalf
behalf
of any transportation
transportation company, it shall be the duty of said Secretary
Secretary
to deny to such company
company the privilege
privilege of landing
alien immigrant
immigrant
landing alien
passengers of any or all classes
pamengers
classes at United
United States ports for such
such a
a
period as in his judgment
judgment may be necessary to
to insure an
an observance
observance
Sailing,
Siig etc.,
notices, of such provisions: Provided
Provided further,
this section
section shall
shall not
not be
etc, noti,
further, That this
be
permitted.
held to prevent transportation
transportation companies
companies from issuing letters, circulars, or
advertisements, confined
to stating
stating the
the sailing
their
of lars,
or advertisements,
confined strictly
strictly to
sailing of
of their
ki
r
ofveu
m tla tion
r
.
and terms
terms and
and facilities
facilities of
of transportation
therein: Provided
Provided
kolege o auieage. vessels
vessels and
transportation therein:
further
sections five,
and seven
hereof it
further, That
That under
under sections
five, six, and
seven hereof
it shall
shall be
be
presumed
person, company,
company, partnership,
corpresumed from the fact that any person,
partnership, corporation, association
society induces,
induces, assists,
encourages, solicits
solicits
association,' or society
assists, encourages,
or invites, or attempts to induce, assist, encourage,
encourage, solicit or invite the
importation, migration
migration or
coming of
from a
acountry
foreign
or coming
of an alien
alien from
country foreign
to the United States, that the offender
offender had knowledge
of such
such person's
person's
knowledge of
alienage.
Lending.
a
to• , aliens
EC. 8.
8. That
That any
any person
agent, owner
or
nding,
et,
aie a S
SEC.
person, including
including the
the master,
master, agent,
owner,2 or
not
legally adnoitted,
m
miademeancc.dmeandr. consignee
consignee of any vessel, who shall bring into or
or land
land in the United
by himself
himself or
or through
through
States, by vessel or otherwise
otherwise, or shall
shall attempt,
attempt, by
another, to bring into or land in the United
United States, by vessel
vessel or otherwise or shall conceal or harbor, or attempt
attempt to
conceal or
harbor , or
or
wise,
to conceal
or harbor,
millet or abet another to conceal
conceal or harbor
harbor in any place,
place, including
including
assist
any building, vessel, railway car,
car , conveyance,
or vehicle,
vehicle, any
any alien
alien not
not
conveyance, or
immigrant inspector
entitled
duly admitted by an immigrant
inspector or
or not
not lawfully
lawfully entitled
to enter or to reside within
within the United States
States under
under the terms
terms of
of
P""nlami*.
this Act, shall be
Plmishment.
and upon
convicbe deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000
a fine not
$2,000 and
and by
by
imprisonment
imprisonment for a
aterm not exceeding
every
exceeding five years, for
for each
each and
and every
alien so landed or brought
to be
be landed
landed or
or brought
brought in.
in.
brought in or attempted to
an
Bdaging
ens SuwL^
uni
a„fa
ill dins '
Sec. 9. That it shall be unlawful for any person,
person including
including any
Hi~t
transportation
transportation company other than railway
railway lines
lines entering
entering the
the United
United
States from foreign contiguous
contiguous territory,
territory, or the owner,
master, agent,
agent,
owner, master,
vessel to bring to the United
or consignee of any vessel
United States either
either from
aaforeign country or any insular possession
possession of the United
United States
States any
alien afflicted
afflicted with idiocy, insanity,
insanity, imbecility,
imbecility, feeble-mindedness,
feeble-mindedness,
epilepsy,
constitutional psychopathic
epilepsy, constitutional
psychopathic inferiority,
alcoholism,
inferiority, chronic alcoholism,
tuberculosis
tuberculosis in any form,
form, or a
loathsome or dangerous
dangerous contagious
disa loathsome
contagious disrli liff embarkation
brkat- ease, and if it shall appear
appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary
Secret
ary of
of
Labor that any alien
alien so
to the
United States
States was
was afflicted
afflicted
so brought
brought to
the United
with any of the said diseases
or disabilities
diseases or
the time
time of
of foreign
emdisabilities at
at the
foreign embarkation,
existence of such disease or disability
barkation, and that the existence
disability might
might
have been detected
detected by
means of
of a
competent medical
medical examination
at
by means
a competent
examination at
such time, such person
person or transportation
company, or
or the
the master,
master,
transportation company,
agent, owner,
consignee of any such
owner, or consignee
such vessel
vessel shall pay
to the
the collector
collector
pay to
of customs
customs of the customs district
in which
of arrival
arrival is
is lodistrict in
which the
the port
port of
loAdditioal
Palty. cated the sum of $200,
Additional penalty.
$200, and in addition a
a sum equal
equal to that paid
paid by
by
such alien for his transportation
transportation from the
initial point
of departure,
departure,
the initial
point of
indicated in his ticket, to the port of arrival, for each and every
every violation of
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, such
such latter
latter sum
to be
delivered
Alileation
of the
the provisions
sum to
be delivered
Aliens physically unabl to
toearn
pahya
vg by the collector of customs
able
a living.
customs to the
the alien on whose
whose account assessed.
assessed. It
It
shall also be unlawful
unlawful for any such person
person to
to bring to
to any
port of
of
any port
the United States any alien
alien afflicted
ifflicted with any mental defect
defect other
other
Apnte, p. 875.
than those
A
875.
physi
ca ldefect
of aa nature
nature
those above
above specifically
specifically named,
named, or physical
defect of
which may affect
a living, as contemplated
affect his ability to earn a
contemplated in
in secsection three of this Act, and if
if it
it shall appear
appear to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the
Secretary
so brought
to the
States
u embarkation
Fine if
embiM
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor that
that any
any alien
alien so
brought to
the United
United States
aowed.
was so afflicted at the time of foreign
embarkation, and
allowed.
foreign embarkation,
the exand that
that the
exLandings
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istence
istence of such mental
mental or physical
physical defect might have
have been detected
detected
by means of aacompetent
examination at such time, such percompetent medical examination
perdistrict in
son shall pay to the collector of customs
customs of the customs district
in
which the port of arrival is located the sum of $25,
a Additalipenalty.
$25, and in addition a
Additional penalty.
sum equal to that paid by such alien for his transportation
transportation from
from the
the
initial point of departure,
departure, indicated
indicated in his ticket, to the
the port of
arof arrival, for each and every violation
provision, such latter
violation of this provision
sum
latter sum
to be
be delivered
to
delivered by
by the
collec t
or of
ofcus
t
oms to
t
o the
for whose
whose acacthe collector
customs
the alien
alien for
Illiterates,
e excluded
x
count assessed. It
It shall also be unlawful
unlawful for
for any such person
person to Asiatics,
Asiatics, etc..
bring to any port of the United
United States any alien who is excluded
excluded by
the provisions of section three of this Act because unable to read, or At,
Ante, PP.
pp. 876,
876, 877.
877.
who
the
i
section
the terms
three
of
of
section
this Ac
three
tbecause
of this
una
Act
ble as
to a
rea
native
d,or
whoprovisions
issexcludedofby

excluded by the terms of section three of this Act as a native
of that portion of the Continent of Asia and the islands
islands adjacent
adjacent Fine
if embarkation
Fine if embarkation
thereto
section, and
thereto described in said section
it shall
shall appear
appear to
t
o the
the satissa ti s-allowed.
and if
if it
allowed.
faction of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor that these
these disabilities
disabilities might
have
might have
precaution prior
been detected by the exercise of reasonable
reasonable precaution
prior to
to the
the
departure
a foreign
foreign port, such
departure of such aliens from a
pay
such person shall pay

of customs
district in
in which
which the
to the collector of
customs of
of the
the customs
customs district
the port
port Additional
Additionalpemaity
penalty.
of arrival is located
located the sum of $200, and in addition a
asum equal to
to
that paid by such alien for
for his transportation
transportation from
from the
the initial
point
initial point
of departure, indicated
indicated in his
port of
arrival, for
each
his ticket,
ticket, to
to the port
of arrival,
for each
and every violation
violation of
provision, such
latter sum
to be
be delivered
delivered
of this
this provision,
such latter
sum to
by the collector of
of customs
alien on
on whose
whose account
account assessed.
assessed.
customs to
to the alien
And no
no vessel
granted clearance
pending the
determi- clearance
And
vessel shall
shall be
be granted
clearance papers
papers pending
the determiwithheld
Clearance withheld.
nation
question of
of the
liability to
payment of
of such
such fines,
fines,
nation of
of the
the question
the liability
to the
the payment
Provisos.
or while
the fines
fines remain
unpaid, nor
nor shall
shall such
such fines
fines be
be remitted
remitted or
or Proi.
or
while the
remain unpaid,
Deposit to
to secure
refunded: Provided,
may be
refunded:
Provided, That
That clearance
clearance may
be granted
granted prior
to the
the clearanc.
prior to
clearance.
determination of
such questions
questions upon
upon the
the deposit
of aa sum
sum sufficient
determination
of such
deposit of
sufficient No
Not applicable to
to cover such fines: Provided
Provided further,
cab to
further, That nothing contained
contained in exemtaptepi
exemptW. classes.
this section
be construed
to subject
subject transportation
companies
this
section shall
shall be
construed to
transportation companies
to a
a fine
to ports
of the
the United
States aliens
aliens who
who are
to
fine for
for bringing
bringing to
ports of
United States
are
by
the provisos
prOvisos or
or exceptions
section three
by any
any of
of the
exceptions to
to section
three hereof
hereof exempted
exempted
from the
the excluding
provisions of
of said
from
excluding provisions
said section.
section.
Restriction on time
SEC.
SEC. 10.
That it
shall be
the duty
of every
every person,
person, including
own- and
10. That
it shall
be the
duty of
including ownanilace,
ofding.me
place of
landing.
or transportation
or internainternaers, officers, and
and agents
agents of
of vessels
vessels or
transportation lines
lines, or
tional bridges
bridges or toll roads,
roads, other
other than
railway lines
which may
may enter
than railway
lines which
enter Post,
o,, p.
82.
p. 892.
into a
a contract
contract as provided
provided in section
section twenty-three
twenty-three of
of this
this Act,
Act, bringbringing an alien
providing a
for an
an alien
come to,
to, any
any seaseaalien to,
to, or
or providing
a means
means for
alien to
to come
port
or land
land border
of the
the United
prevent the
landing
port or
border port
port of
United States,
States, to
to prevent
the landing
of
such alien
the United
States at
at any
or place
place other
as
of such
alien in
in the
United States
any time
time or
other than
than as
Punishment
n e for vie.
T
designated
by the
the immigration
and the
the failure
failure of
any such
designated by
immigration officers,
officers, and
of any
such ISauoIh
t for vi
lotions.
person,
or agent
comply with
the foregoing
foregoing requireperson, owner,
owner, officer,
officer, or
agent to
to comply
with the
requirements
deemed aamisdemeanor
ments shall be deemed
conviction thereof
thereof shall
misdemeanor and on
on conviction
be punished
punished by
by aafine
each case
not less
less than
$200 nor
nor more
more than
be
fine in
in each
case of
of not
than $200
than
$1,000, or
or by
exceeding one
one year,
year, or
or by
by LIeonsse
$1,000,
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for aaterm
term not
not exceeding
Lien on vessel.
both such
such fine
fine and
imprisonment; or,
or if
if in
in the
of the
the Secreboth
and imprisonment;
the opinion
opinion of
Secretary
of Labor
impracticable or
or inconvenient
to prosecute
prosecute the
the pertary of
Labor it
it is
is impracticable
inconvenient to
person,
master, officer,
agent of
any such
vessel, aa penalty
of
son, owner,
owner, master,
officer, or
or agent
of any
such vessel,
penalty of
$1,000
lien upon
upon the
the vessel
master, officer,
$1,000 shall
shall be
le a
a lien
vessel whose
whose owner,
owner, master,
officer, or
or
agent
violates the
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, and
and such
such vessel
vessel shall
shall be
be
agent violates
the provisions
libeled therefor
therefor in
the appropriate
United States
States court.
court.
libeled
in the
appropriate United
Detentonmdi
Detention for medical
S
EC. 11.
That for
for the
the purpose
of determining
aliens arar- examination.
SEC.
11. That
purpose of
examination.
determining whether
whether aliens
On vessel.
riving
at
ports
of
the
IJnited
States
belong
to
any
of
the
classes
exriving at ports of the United States belong to any of the classes ex- Onvssel
cluded
by this
Act, either
reason of
of being
being afflicted
of the
the
cluded by
this Act,
either by
by reason
afflicted with
with any
any of
diseases or
mental or
physical defects
or disabilities
mentioned in
diseases
or mental
or physical
defects or
disabilities mentioned
878.
in Ante,
A, p. 87^
section
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
section three
three hereof,
hereof, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, or
or whenever
whenever the
Labor has
has received
information showing
aliens are
are coming
coining
Labor
received information
showing that
that any
any aliens
from
or have
have embarked
embarked at
where any
any of
of said
said disdisfrom aa country
country or
at aa place
place where
eases
are prevalent
prevalent or
Imeases are
or epidemic,
epidemic, the
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of
of Immigration,
the approval
approval of
the Secretary
direct
migration, with
with the
of the
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, may
may direct
91890
39—rr 1-56
91890°0—voi.
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that
aliens shall
shall be
be detained
on board
the vessel
vessel bringing
that such
such aliens
detained on
board the
bringing them,
them,
or in a
expense of
of such
such
a United States immigration station
station at the
the expense
vessel, as circumstances
circumstances may require
or justify,
sufficient time
time to
require or
justify, aa sufficient
to
enable the immigration
immigration officers
medical officers
stationed at
at such
such
officers and medical
officers stationed
ports to subject such aliens to an observation
examination suffisuffiobservation and examination
determine whether
excluded
cient to determine
whether or not
not they belong
belong to the said excluded
provo.
classes
classes by reason of being
being afflicted
afflicted in the
the manner
manner indicated:
indicated: Pro
vided,
Provided,
Regulations
avE
d
egufa
y
ons to
toha,
W
a V*
avoid delays
That, with a
aview to avoid undue
undue delay
delay in landing passengers
passengers or
or interinterference with commerce,
Commissioner General
General of
of Immigration
Immigration
ference
commerce, the Commissioner
may, with the approval
issue such
regulaapproval of the
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor,'issue
such regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with law,
law , as may
may be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary to effect
Afect
esssels the purposes of this section: Provided further, That it shall be the
Caiditic
tobe
i.si cf vss
' ls the purposes of this section: Provided further, That it shall be the
to
be reported.
duty
duty of immigrant
immigrant inspectors
inspectors to
to report
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General
report to
to the
of Immigration
condition of all
vessels bringing
aliens to
United
Immigration the condition
all vessels
bringing aliens
to United
States ports.
Immngration
SEC.
Secretary of Labor
Immigration ofldals
officials
SEC. 11a. That the Secretary
Labor is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
diand dion foreign vessels.
"penmissi
to
be
enter
P
'on
be
rected
to
enter
negotiations,
through
the
Department
of
State,
into
negotiations,
through
the
Department
of
State,
sougehrr&
sought.
with countries
countries vessels
with
vessels of which
which bring aliens to the United
States,
United States,
matrons of
of the
the United
United States
States
with a
a view
view to detailing
detailing inspectors
inspectors and
and matrons
Immigration
Immigration Service
Service for
vessels carrying
immigrant or
or emiemifor duty
duty on
on vessels
carrying immigrant
grant passengers
ports of
of the
the United
passengers between
between foreign
foreign ports
ports and
and ports
United
tailed
pu
tf
.es' e•
t
e
.
'If dde- States.
inspectors and
and matrons
are detailed
detailed for
for said
said duty
duty
tai'
States. When
When such
such inspectors
matrons are
part of
of the
where immigrant
pasthey shall
shall remain
remain in
in that
that part
the vessel
vessel where
immigrant pasit shall
shall be
sengers are carried;
carried; and it
to observe
such passenpassenbe their
their duty
duty to
observe such
gers during the voyage
voyage and
report to
to the
the immigration
immigration authorities
authorities in
in
and report
charge
charge at the port of landing
any infonaiation
of value
determinlanding any
inforiation of
value in
in determining the admissibility of such passengers
that may
may have
passengers that
have become
become known
known
to them
during the
voyage.
the voyage.
to
them during
byList
of aliens
to
be
EC. 12.
the arrival
of any
any alien
alien by
water at
at any
any port
port
water
by
to arriving
be dedt- S
SEC.
12. That
That upon
upon the
arrival of
by water
livered.
within
the United
States on
American Continent
Continent from
from a
a
vr. possessions w
ithin the
United States
on the
the North
North American
Insular
.
included.
foreign
foreign port or a
aport of the
the Philippine
Porto Rico,
Rico,
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Guam,
Guam, Porto
or Hawaii,
Hawaii or
port of
of the
the said
ssi ons from
from any
an y
or at any
any port
said insular
insular posse
possessions
a port in the United States
foreign port, from a
States on
North American
on the
the North
American
Continent,
a port of another insular
Continent, or from a
possession of
of the
United
insular possession
the United
States, it
it shall be the duty of the master
master or commanding
owncommanding officer,
officer, owners, or consignees
consignees of the steamer,
steamer, sailing,
or other
other vessel
vessel having
said
sailing, or
having said
alien on board to deliver to
to the immigration
officers at
at the
the port
port of
of
immigration officers
arrival typewritten
or printed lists or manifests
manifests made
typewritten orprinted
made at
at the
the time
time and
and
embarkation of such alien on board
place of embarkation
board such
such steamer
steamer or
vessel,
or vessel,
which shall, in answer to questions
questions at the top of said list, contain
contain full
full
q
I
"esi
and accurate
information as to each
Detailsreqtrirsa.
accurate information
follows: Full
age,
each alien as
as follows:
Full name,
name, age,
and sex; whether
whether married
married or single; calling or
or occupation;
occupation; personal
personal
description (including
(including height, complexion,
complexion, color of
and eves,
eyes,
of hair
hair and
and marks of identification)
identification);;whether
whether able
able to read
read or
or write;
write; nationnationcountry of
ality; country of birth;
birth; race; country
of last
last permanent
permanent residence;
residence;
name and address of the nearest relative
relative in
the country
which
in the
country from
from which
the alien came; seaport for landing in the United
United States;
States; final
final destidestination. if
port of
nation,
if any, beyond
beyond the
the port
landing; whether
whether having
of landing;
having aa ticket
ticket
destination; by
through to such final destination;
passage was
was paid;
paid;
by whom passage
whether in
whether
in possession of $50,
$50, and
and if
if less, how much;
much; whether
whether going
going
to join aarelative
relative or friend, and, if
if so, what
what relative
relative or
or friend,
friend. and
and
his or her name and complete
complete address; whether
whether ever
before in
in the
the
ever before
United States, and
so, when
when and
where; whether
whether ever
ever in
in prison
or
and if
if so,
and where;
prison or
almshouse
almshouse or an institution
institution or hospital for the care
care and
treatment of
of
and treatment
supported by
the insane: whether ever supported
by charity;
charity; whether
polygawhether a
a polvgamist; whether an anarchist;
a person
mist:
anarchist; whether a
person who believes in
or
in or
advocates the overthrow
overthrow by force
force or violence
violence of
th e Government
Government of
of
of the
the United
United States
States or of all forms
forms of law, or who disbelieves
disbelieves in
in or
is
or is
opposed
opposed to organized
organized government,
government, or who advocates
advocates the
assassination
the assassination
of public officials, or who advocates or teaches
teaches the unlawful
unlawful destrucdestrucAt
tion.
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tion of property, or is a
a member of or affiliated
with any organization
affiliated with
organization
entertaining
opposition to organized
entertaining and teaching disbelief
disbelief in or opposition
organized
government, or which teaches
teaches the unlawful destruction
destruction of property,
property,
or who advocates
advocates or teaches the duty, necessity, or propriety
propriety of the
unlawful
unlawful assaulting or killing of any officer
officer or officers,
officers, either
either of
of
specific individuals
individuals or of officers
officers generally, of the Government
Government of
of the
the
organized government
United States or of any other organized
government because
because of his
his
character; whether
or their official character;
whether coming
coming by
by reason
reason of any
any offer,
offer,
solicitation, promise,
solicitation,
or implied,
implied, to
to perform
promise, or
or agreement,
agreement, express
express or
perform
labor in the United
condition of
of health,
health, mental
mental
United States;
States; the
the alien's condition
physical; whether
how long
and physical;
whether deformed
deformed or crippled,
crippled, nnd
and if
if so,
so for how
long
and from what cause; whether coming
intent to return
to
coming with
with the
the intent
return to
the country whence such alien
engaging in
alien comes after temporarily
temporarily engaging
in

and such other items of Additional.
in the
United States;
pursuits in
laboring
laboring pursuits
the United
States; and
Additkmalbe- A"e,
whether any
information as
as will aid
aid in
any. such
such alien
alien beAnte, p.
p. 875.
875.
in determining
determining whether
information
longs
to any
of the
longs to
any of
excluded classes
enumerated in
three Descripti
Description
citti
zen
the excluded
classes enumerated
in section
section three
or commanding
commanding officer,
officer, owners,
owners, or consignees
hereof; and such master or
consignees passen
gers.
passengers.
information in relation
shall also furnish information
relation to the sex, age, class of
of
travel,
and the
foreign port
of embarkation
of arriving
travel, and
the foreign
port of
embarkation of
arriving passengers
passengers Lt. off s
who
are United
United States
States citizens.
citizens. That
further be
the duty
duty of
of leavin
gilinepri:r
gar
who are
That it
it shall
shall further
leavinghomorinsular
be the
passengers
the
master or
commanding officer
of every
every vessel taking passengers
officer of
or commanding
the master
from
port of
the United
United States
on the
the North
Continent
from any
any port
of the
States on
North American
American Continent
Islands, Guam, Porto
to aa foreign
foreign port or a
a port
port of the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
'Rico,
or from
any port
the said
said insular
insular possessions
to
Rico, or
or Hawaii,
Hawaii, or
from any
port of
of the
possessions to
any
to a
the United
United States
North Amerany foreign
foreign port,
port, to
a port
port of
of the
States on
on the
the North
American
insular possession
ican Continent,
Continent, or to
to aa port
port of another
another insular
possession of
of the
United States
States to
file with
with the
officials before
United
to file
the immigration
immigration officials
before departure
departure
a
and accurate
relation to
to
a list which
which shall contain
contain full
full and
accurate information
information in relation
the following
matters regarding
regarding all
all alien
alien passengers,
passengers and
all citizens
citizens
the
following matters
and all
of the
States or
insular possessions
United States
States deof the United
of
the United
United States
or insular
possessions of
parting
parting with the stated intent to reside permanently
permanently in a
a foreign
foreign Detarequnird.
Details required.
or
and sex; whether
whether married
married or
board: Name, age,
age, and
country, taken on board:
single; calling
calling or
occupation; whether
whether able
write; nationable to read or
or write;
single;
or occupation;
ality; country
of birth;
birth; country
country of
citizen or
or subject;
subject; race;
race;
of which
which citizen
ality;
country of
last
permanent residence
in the
United States
States or
possessions
insular possessions
the United
or insular
residence in
last permanent
thereof;
United States
or of
of the
the insular
insular possessions
possessions
States or
of the
the United
a citizen
citizen of
thereof; if
if a
thereof,
born, the
place
the place
if native
native born,
naturalized; if
born or
or naturalized;
native born
thereof, whether
whether native
and
of birth,
birth, or
or if
naturalized the
which natuin which
or town
town in
the city
city or
if naturalized
and date
date of
ralization
had; intended
future permanent
permanent residence;
residence; and
and
intended future
has been
been had;
ralization has
time
port of
last arrival
in the
the United
United States,
posses- Citizens
intending to
time and
and port
of last
arrival in
States, or
or insular
insular possesCitiens
intending
sions
thereof; and
such master
commanding officer
officer shall
also furfur- return.
return.
shall also
master or
or commanding
and'such
sions thereof;
nish information
the sex,
sex, age, class
class of travel, and port
port
in relation
relation to the
information in
nish
of
of the
United States
States citizens
citizens departing
departing who
who do
do not
of debarkation
debarkation of
the United
not Cl
ce
ithtad
intend
to reside
reside permanently
permanently in
in a
aforeign
foreign country,
no master
master of
of tmtillistdeposited.
untillist deposited.
and no
country, and
intend to
any
shall be
be granted
his vessel
vessel until
until
for his
papers for
clearance papers
granted clearance
vessel shall
such vessel
any such
he
has deposited
deposited such
such list
list or
or lists
officials at
at
immigration officials
the immigration
with the
lists with
he has
the port
port of
departure and
made oath
they are
and complete
complete
are full
full and
that they
oath that
and made
of departure
the
as
to the
name and
information herein
herein required
concerning
required concerning
and other
other information
the name
as to
nnishment for mgeach
person of
taken on board his vessel; and Pnmishment for ngspecified taken
classes specified
of the classes
each person
any neglect
neglect or
omission to
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of this
this secsec- Post,p.
PostyP• 84.
to comply
comply with
or omission
any
tion shall
shall be
in section
fourteen of
of this
Act: V'r°"
si ng mu_
re-grc Act:
this
esse.8lsmaking
section fourteen
as provided
provided in
be punishable
punishable as
tion
ro Tided, That
That in
in the
the case
case of
regular trips
trips to
to ports of
trips.
of iar
lartrips.
making regular
vessels making
of vessels
Provided,
the United
United States
States the
of Immigration,
Immigration, with
with
General of
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
the
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
expedient, ararmay, when
when expedient,
Labor, may,
of Labor,
of the
the
approval of
rang,e
delivery of
such lists
lists of
of outgoing
outgoing aliens
at aalater
later date:
Residents leaing
leaving by
by
date: Residents
aliens at
for the
the delivery
of such
range for
Provided
it shall
duty of
officials
,
—da or
or Mexico
biecico for
for
c ciaa
of immigration
immigration officials
shall be
be the
the duty
That it
Provided further,
further, That
to record
information regarding
regarding every
resident alien
alien abroad.
a
broad.
erman ent residence
every resident
the following
following information
to
record the
and
citizen leaving
leaving the
United States
States by
of the
the Canadian
Canadian or
or
way of
by way
the United
and citizen
Mexican
borders for
for permanent
in aa foreign
foreign country:
country:
residence in
permanent residence
Mexican borders
Name, age,
age, and
and sex;
whether married
married or
calling or
or occupaoccupaor single;
single; calling
sex; whether
Name,
of
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tion;
whether able
able to
to read
read or
or write;
write; nationality;
nationality; country
country of
of birth;
birth;
tion; whether
country
of which
which citizen
citizen or
or subject;
subject; race;
race; last
last permanent
permanent residence
residence
country of
in the
the United
future permanent
permanent residence;
residence; and
and time
time
intended future
States; intended
United States;
in
and port
port of
of last
arrival in
the United
States; and
and if
States
United States
if aaUnited
United States;
in the
last arrival
and
citizen, whether
whether native
or naturalized.
naturalized.
native born
born or
t mi ar citizen,
ost
Listing of glens arSEC. 13.
13. That
all aliens
water at
at the
ports of
of the
the
the ports
by water
arriving by
aliens arriving
riving by water.
That all
SEC.
iWnbyrater.
United
shall be
listed in
in convenient
convenient groups,
groups, the
of
names of
the names
be listed
States shall
United States
those
from the
the same
same locality
locality to
to be
be assembled
assembled so
so far
far as
as pracpraccoming from
those coming
ticable, and
and no
list or
shall contain
more than
than thirty
thirty
contain more
or manifest
manifest shall
one list
no one
ticable,
Identillastion ticket. names. To each alien or
a ticket
head of a
given a
ticket on
a family
family shall be given
tfo ue names. To each alien or head
which
be written
written his
his name,
number or
or letter
designating the
the
letter designating
name, aa number
shall be
which shall
list
in which
which his
name, and
and other
items of
of information
information required
required by
other items
his name,
list in
Certificate of medical, this
Act 2are
are contained,
number on said list, for convenience
convenience
and his number
contained, and
CetaL teomUedi,, this Act,
etc., examinations.
m'
identification on arrival. Each
of identification
Each list or manifest shall be verified
verified
by the
the signature
affirmation of
of the
the master
master or
or comcomor affirmation
oath or
and the
the oath
signature and
by
or second
second below him in command,
manding officer,
officer, or the
command, taken
the first or
manding
that
before an
immigration officer
officer at
port of
arrival, to
effect that
to the effect
of arrival,
at the
the port
an immigration
before
he
caused the
of said
said vessel
sailing therewith
therewith to make a
a
vessel sailing
surgeon of
the surgeon
has caused
he has
physical
examination of
of each
each of said aliens, and that
that
mental examination
and mental
physical and
from
the report
said surgeon
surgeon and from
from his own
own investigation
investigation he
of said
report of
from the
believes
that no
one of
of said
aliens is
is of
of any
classes excluded
excluded
any of the classes
aliens
said
no
one
that
believes
Aide, p. eas.
from
admission into
United States
by section
section three
three of this Act,
States by
into the
the United
from admission
".SR'
and that
that also
also according
according to
best of his knowledge
knowledge and belief
belief the
the best
to the
and
information
in said
lists or
manifests concerning
concerning each
each of said aliens
or manifests
said lists
information in
Oath
Oth dof surgeon
en of
oi named therein is correct and true in every
every respect. That
That the surgeon
vessel.
of said
shall also
or
of said
said lists or
each of
sign each
also sign
therewith shall
sailing therewith
vessel sailing
said vessel
of
affirmation in like manner
manner before
before an
an
make oath
oath or affirmation
and make
manifests and
immigration
arrival, stating his
his professional
professional
port of
of arrival,
the port
at the
officer at
immigration officer
experience and qualifications
qualifications as a
a physician
physician and surgeon, and that
that
experience
he has
examination of
aliens named
named
each of the said aliens
of each
a personal
personal examination
has made
made a
he
therein,
and that
that the
the said
manifest, according
according to the best
best of
of
or manifest,
said list
list or
therein, and
his
knowledge
and
belief, is
is full,
correct,
in all
all particulars
particulars
and true
true in
correct, and
full,
belief,
and
knowledge
his
Verification
other relative to the mental and physical condition of said aliens.
ton by
by oter
relative to the mental and physical condition of said aliens. If
If no
surgeon.
and
mental
surgeon
sails
with
any
vessel
bringing
aliens,
mental
and
physthe
aliens,
bringing
vessel
any
surgeon sails with
ical examinations
the verifications
verifications of the
the lists or manifests
manifests shall
shall
and the
examinations and
ical
be made
made by
surgeon employed
employed by the owners of the
some competent
competent surgeon
by some
be
said
the manifests
manifests shall
be verified
verified by such
such surgeon
surgeon
shall be
and the
said vessels,
vessels, and
before
aUnited
United States
consular
officer or
or other
officer authorized
authorized to
to
officer
other
officer
consular
States
before
a
Proviso.
administer oaths:
if any
changes in
condition of
of
in the condition
any changes
That if
Provided, That
oaths: Provided,
Changes dring
during voy- administer
Changes
age.
a-e.
voyage of the vessel on which
such aliens occur or develop during the voyage
which
they
are traveling,
on the manifest
manifest before
be noted
noted on
changes shall
shall be
such changes
they are
traveling, such
the verification
verification thereof.
the
Nondelivery of lists
S
EC. 14.
it shall
shall be
master or commanding
commanding
for the
the master
be unlawful
unlawful for
14. That
That it
li
culla
wful.
SEC.
unamsrdwlivY
officer
of any
bringing aliens into
carrying aliens
aliens out of
of
into or carrying
any vessel
vessel bringing
officer of
the
United States
States to
refuse or
or fail
fail to
the immigration
immigration
to deliver
deliver to
to the
to refuse
the United
informaofficials
the accurate
and full
manifests or statements
statements or
or informafull manifests
accurate and
officials the
tion
regarding
all
aliens
on
board
or
taken
on
board
such
vessel
vessel
such
on
board
taken
or
board
on
aliens
all
regarding
tion
resal,
Penalty for
Penalty
for refusal,
etc.
required
if it shall
shall appear
appear to
satisfaction of
of
etc.
required by
by this Act,
Act, and
and if
to the satisfaction
Labor s
t
h
ha
ail
ttthere
p
hear
yet
h
oas
th
be
ee
c
n
olsuch
s
l
uct
h
or
a
reffici
u
sastl
oor
or gfa
ai
tlutr
he
e
,
failure,
has
been
ao
refusal
Labor
that
the Secretary offo
tohrecSoecreatanrdyinog
or
and full,
such master
m aster
or that
that the
the lists
lists delivered
delivered are
are not
not accurate
accurate and
full, such

or commanding officer shall pay to the collector of customs at the

port
arrival or departure
alien concernconcernport of
of arrival
departure the sum
sum of $10
$10 for each
each alien
ing whom
accurate and
or statement
informaing
whom such
such accurate
and full
full manifest
manifest or
statement or
or information
not furnished,
the manifest
manifest or
or statestatetion is
is not
furnished, or
or concerning
concerning whom
whom the
ment or
is not
to as
prescribed by
ment
or information
information is
not prepared
prepared and
and sworn
sworn to
as prescribed
by
Clearance withheld.
ernce withheld. this Act. No vessel shall be granted clearance
clearance pending
pending the determination of the question
payment of such
question of the liability to the
the payment
it remains
fine, or while it
remains unpaid, nor
nor shall
shall such
such fine be remitted
remitted or
or
ProviSo.
refunded: Provided,
to the
the
prior to
be granted
granted prior
may be
clearance may
That clearance
Provided, That
to sece
P
t. to
Deposit
secure refunded:
clearance.
»L<
determination
determination of such
such question
question upon the deposit
deposit with
with the collector
collector
of customs
sum sufficient
sufficient to
fine.
of
customs of
of a
a sum
to cover
cover such
such fine.
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Inspection by
by imm
Lam!.
SEC. 15.
Sc.
15. That .upon the arrival at a
a port of the United
United States
States of gration
iapion
officials of aliens
any vessel bringing aliens it shall be the duty
duty of the proper
proper immigraimmigra- arivm
arriving bywater.
by water.
tion officials
officials to go or to send competent
competent assistants to the
the vessel
vessel and
a
there inspect
inspect all such aliens, or said immigration
immigration officials
officials may order
order a
temporary removal
examination at aa designated
temporary
removal of such aliens for examination
designated
time and place, but such temporary
considered
temporary removal
removal shall
shall not be considered
aalanding, nor shall it relieve vessels, the
transportation lines, masters,
the transportation
masters,
agents, owners, or consignees of the
the vessel upon which said aliens are
brought .to any port of the United
United States from any
any of the obligations
obligations
which,
which, in case such aliens remain
remain on
board, would
would under
the proproon board,
under the
visions of this Act bind the said vessels, transportation
transportation lines,
lines, masters,
Proviso.
agents, owners,
owners, or
or consignees:
consignees: Provided,
Provided, Th
at w
here remova
i
s PDion
That
where
removall is
at imiDetention at immigrant stations.
or controlled
controlled by
the United
United States,
States, said
said grantatation
made to premises
premises owned
owned or
by the
vessels, transportation
transportation lines, masters, agents,
agents, owners,
owners, or consignees,
consignees,
detention there lasts,
relieved
and each of them, shall,
shall, so long as detention
lasts, be relieved
Payment of expenses.
aliens. Whenever
of responsibility
responsibility for the safekeeping
safekeeping of such aliens.
Whenever aa Paymentofxpea.
temporary removal
temporary
removal of aliens is made
made the vessels
vessels or
or transportation
transportation
lines which brought them
them and the masters, owners,
owners, agents, and
and
consignees
consignees of the vessel upon which they arrive
arrive shall pay
pay all expenses.of such removal
arising during
subsequent
removal and
and all
all expenses
expenses arising
during subsequent
detention,
detention, pending decision on the aliens'
eligibility to enter the
aliens' eligibility
the
United States
States and
either allowed
or returned
returned
and until
until they are either
allowed to
to land
land or
to the care of the line or to the vessel
which brought
such
vessel which
brought them,
them, such
expenses
expenses to include those of maintenance,
treatment in
in hoshosmaintenance, medical
medical treatment
pital or elsewhere,
transfer to
to the
elsewhere, burial
burial in the
the event
event of
of death,
death, and
and transfer
the
vessel
the event
event of
of deportation,
excepting only
where they
they arise
vessel in
in the
deportation, excepting
only where
arise Post,
Poe, p. s7.
887.
under the
any of
of the
the terms
terms of
of any
the provisos
provisos of
of section
section eighteen
eighteen hereof.
hereof. Punshment
or n
Punishment for
nonconspliano.
Any refusal or failure to comply with the provisions
provisions hereof
hereof shall
shall be
be compian"c
eighteen of
this Act.
Act.
punished in the
the manner specified
specified in
in section
section eighteen
of this
Medical examinations
SEC.
physical and mental examination
SEC. 16. That the physical
examination of all
all arriving on
aeia'
l.' 8
on arrival.
ea
By Public
Public Health
th
aliens shall be made by medical officers
officers of the United
United States Public By
Service officers.
Health
experience in
Health Service who shall have had at least two years' experience
in
their profession
the degree
degree of
of doctor
doctor
the practice
practice of
of their
profession since
since receiving
receiving the
of medicine,
medicine, and who shall
medical examinations
examinations and
and
shall conduct
conduct all medical
shall certify, for
information of
immigration officers
officers and
and the
the
for the information
of the
the immigration
boards of special inquiry hereinafter
boards
for, any
physihereinafter provided
provided for,
any and
and all
all physical and mental
mental defects or diseases observed
said medical
medical officers
officers in
in
observed by said
By civil surgeons.
any such
alien; or,
or, should
should medical
any
such alien;
officers of
United States
Public By
medical officers
of the
the United
States Public
'""v"lsurge
Health Service
surgeons of
of not
less than
than four
Health
Service be
be not available,
available, civil
civil surgeons
not less
four
years' professional experience
experience may be employed
emergency
employed in such emergency
for such service
terms as
by the
Comservice upon such terms
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the Commissioner (;eneral
General of Immigration,
Immigration, under
the direction
direction or
or with
the Number necessary.
under the
with the
Number neoery.
etc.
approval
Secretary of
of Labor.
Labor. All
All aliens
aliens arriving
at ports
ports of
of etc.
approval of
of the Secretary
arriving at
shall be
be examined
by not
less than
than two
such medimedithe United
United States
States shall
examined by
not less
two such
cal
officers at
the discretion
discretion of
of Labor,
Labor, and
and under
under such
such
cal officers
at the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
administrative regulations
regulations as
as he
he may
prescribe and
and under
medical
administrative
may prescribe
under medical
regulations
regulations prepared by the Surgeon
Surgeon General
General of
United States
of the United
States Exmiatos
for
Examinatioiss
for
mental defects, etc.
Public
Health Service.
Service. Medical
officers of
States Public
Public Health
Medical officers
of the
the United
United States
Public mentaldeftaeet
c
Health
who have
had especial
training in
in the
the diagnosis
diagnosis of
of
Health Service
Service who
have had
especial training
insanity and
and mental
mental defects
defects shall
shall be detailed
detailed for duty
duty or
or employed
employed
Secretary of
of Labor,
.
and such
at all ports of entry designated
designated by
by the
the Secretary
Labor,
and
such
medical officers
provided with
with suitable
facilities for
the
. demedical
officers shall be provided
suitable facilities
for the
detention and
and examination
examination of
of all
all arriving
in whom
insanity or
or
tention
arriving aliens
aliens in
whom insanity
shall be
be ^pp
mental
defect is
is suspected,
suspected, and
of interpreters
i
mental defect
and the
the services
services of
interpreters shall
medic
Appeals to
to medical
board.
provided
for such
such examination.
Any alien
alien certified
or board.
provided for
examination. Any
certified for
for insanity
insanity or
mental
appeal to
board of
officers of
the
mental defect
defect may
may appeal
to the
the board
of medical
medical officers
of the
United States
States Public
Health Service,
Service, which
which shall
convened by
by the
the
IUnited
Public Health
shall be
be convened
Surgeon
Surgeon General of the
United States
States Public
Public Health
Service, and
and
the United
Health Service.
said
before such
such board
board one
one expert
expert medical
medical witwit- Inspe
said alien
alien may
may introduce
introduce before
imm
Inspection by
by immigrantiupetra
inspectors.
ness
at his
and expense.
expense. That
inspection, other
other than
than granzt
ness at
his own
own cost
cost and
That the
the inspection,
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Affidavits
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the
examination, of aliens, including
seekthe physical and
and mental
mental examination,
including those
those seeking admission or readmission
readmission to
or the
the privilege
privilege of
of passing
passing through
through
to or
or
aliens
or residing in
in the
the United States, and the examination
examination of
of aliens
arrested within
within the
the United
United States
this Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be conducted
conducted
States under
under this
immigrant inspectors,
inspectors, except
except as
in regard
regard to
to
by immigrant
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided in
boards of special inquiry. All aliens arriving at ports of the United
United
States shall be examined
examined by at least two immigrant
immigrant inspectors
inspectors at the
discretion
of the
of Labor
Labor and
and under
under such
regulations as
as
such regulations
the Secretary
Secretary of
discretion of
he
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
he may prescribe.
prescribe. Immigrant
Immigrant inspectors
inspectors are
empowered to
board and
aliens any
any. vessel,
vessel, railway
railway car,
car, or
empowered
to board
and search
search for
for aliens
or
any other conveyance,
vehicle in
conveyance, or vehicle
in which
which they
they believe
believe aliens
aliens are
are being brought into the United States. Said
Said inspectors
inspectors shall
shall have
have power
power
to administer oaths and to take and consider
consider evidence touching
touching the
right
any alien
alien to
reenter, pass
pass through,
through, or
or reside
reside in
the
right of
of any
to enter,
enter, reenter,
in the
United
States,
and,
where
such
action
may
be
necessary,
to
make
United States, and, where such action may be necessary, to make a
a
written
such evidence;
and any
any person
person to
to whom
whom such
such an
written record
record of
of such
evidence; and
an
oath
administered, under
the provisions
of this
this Act,
who
oath has been
been administered,
under the
provisions of
Act, who
shall knowingly
false
knowingly or willfully give
give false evidence
evidence or swear to any false
relation to the right
alien
statement in
in any way affecting
affecting or in
in relation
right of any alien
admission, or readmission
to admission,
readmission to, or to pass through, or
reside in
or to reside
in
the
States shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of perjury
perjury and
be punished
punished
the United
United States
deemed guilty
and be
as
section one
one hundred
hundred and
twenty-five of
of the
the Act
Act apapas provided
provided by
by section
and twenty-five
proved March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and nine, entitled "An
"An Act
Act
to codify,
and amend
penal laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States."
States."
revise, and
to
codify, revise,
amend the
the penal
All aliens coming to the
the United
United States
States shall
be required
required to
to state
state
shall be
under oath
the purposes
purposes for
for which
which they
come, the
length of
of time
time they
they
oath the
they come,
the length
intend to remain in the United States,
States, whether
whether or not they intend
intend
to abide in the United States
States permanently
citizens
permanently and
and become citizens
thereof, and such
information regarding
themselves
such other
other items
items of
of information
regarding themselves
as will aid the immigration
immigration officials in determining
determining whether they
they
belong
the excluded
excluded classes
enumerated in
in section
three
belong to
to any
any of
of the
classes enumerated
section three
hereof.
of immigration
immigration or
inspector in
charge
hereof. Any
Any commissioner
commissioner of
or inspector
in charge
shall also have power to require
attendance and
and testesrequire by subpcena
subpoena the attendance
timony of witnesses before said
and the
of
said inspectors
inspectors and
the production
production of
books, papers, and documents
documents touching
of any
alien to
to enter,
enter,
touching the
the right
right of
any alien
reenter, reside
in, or
or pass
pass through
through the
United States,
States, and
and to
to that
that end
end
reside in,
the United
reenter,
may invoke the aid of any court of the United States;
States and any district court
court within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of which investigations
investigations are
are being
being
conducted
immigrant inspector
inspector may,
conducted by an immigrant
may, in the event
event of neglect
neglect
or refusal to
subpcena issued by
any commissioner
commissioner of
of
to respond
respond to
to a
a subpoena
by any
immigration or
inspector in
charge or refusal
to testify
testify before
before said
said
or inspector
in charge
refusal to
inspector, issue an order requiring
immigrant inspector,
requiring such person to
to appear
appear
before said
said immigrant
before
inspector, produce
docuimmigrant inspector,
produce books,
books, papers,
papers, and
and documents
ments if
demanded, and
and testify;
any failure
failure to
to obey
obey such
such order
order
if demanded,
testify; and
and any
of the
court may
punished by
by the
the court
as aa contempt
of
the court
may be
be punished
court as
contempt thereof.
thereof.
That any person,
person, including
including employees,
employees, officials,
or agents
of transtransofficials, or
agents of
portation
companies, who
portation companies,
who shall
shall assault,
assault, resist,
resist, prevent,
prevent, impede,
or
impede, or
interfere with
any immigration
interfere
with any
immigration official
official or
or employee
in the
the performemployee in
performance of his duty under
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
under this
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemisdeconviction thereof
be punished
meanor, and on conviction
thereof shall be
punished by
by imprisonimprisonment
for a
term of
not more
than one
one year,
by aafine
fine of
of not
not more
more
a term
of not
more than
year, or
or by
ment for
$2,000, or both; and any
any person
person who
shall use
than $2,000,
who shall
use any
any deadly
deadly or
or
dangerous weapon
dangerous
weapon in resisting
resisting any
any immigration
immigration official
official or
or employee
employee
a felony
in the performance
performance of his duty
duty shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
and shall,
shall, on
on conviction
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
be punished
punished by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for
and
not more than ten
ten years. Every
Every alien
may not
not appear
the
alien who
who may
appear to
to the
examining immigrant
examining
inspector at
port of
of arri
va lto
t
o be
be clearly
cl
ear ly
immigrant inspector
at the
the port
arrival
shall be
and beyond
beyond aa doubt entitled to land
land shall
detained for
for examinabe detained
examination in relation thereto by a
a board
board of special inquiry. In the event
event
inquiry, in all cases where
an
of rejection by the board
board of special
special inquiry,
where an
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appeal to the Secretary of Labor is permitted
permitted by this
this Act, the alien
alien
shall be so informed and shall have
represented by
have the right to be represented
Challenge of
of
counsel or other
other adviser on such appeal.
appeal. The decision
decision of an}
an immi- bcSeng
ble reports.
if favorable
admission of any alien, shall be
favorable to the admission
grant inspector,
inspector, if
subject to challenge by any other immigrant
immigrant inspector, and such challenge shall operate
operate to take the alien
alien whose
whose right to land is so chal-
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v
favora-

ora

lenged before
before a
a board
board of
special inquiry
inquiry for
for its
its investigation.
lenged
of special
investigation.
Boards of0special in.
y.
appointed by the quia
Snc
That boards
inquiry shall be appointed
special inquiry
of special
boards of
17. That
SEC.: 17.
quiry.
commissioner
immigration or inspector
inspector in charge
charge at the various
various
commissioner of
of immigration
ports of arrival as may be necessary
necessary for the
the prompt
prompt determination
determination
provisions
of all cases of immigrants detained
detained at such ports under
under the provisions
etc.
selecon,etc.
members, who shall Selection,
of the
the law.
law. Each
consist of three members,
shall consist
board shall
Each board
of
immigrant officials
officials in the
be selected
selected from such of the immigrant
the service
service as the
Commissioner
Immigration, with
approval of the
with the approval
of Immigration,
General of
Commissioner General
Secretary of
to
time to time
time designate
designate as qualified to
of Labor,
Labor, shall from
from time
Secretary
Temporary beards.
b
Secretary of Labor Tempy
the Secretary
serve
on such
When in the opinion
opinion of the
boards. When
such boards.
serve on
the
board of
inquiry for service
of special
special inquiry
permanent board
the maintenance
maintenance of aapermanent
constituted
regularly constituted
at
any sea
warranted, regularly
port is
is not
not warranted,
border port
at any
sea or
or land border
boards
be detailed
stations for temporary
service at
at
temporary service
detailed from
from other stations
boards may
may be
such
port, or,
or, if
if that
that be impracticable,
impracticable, the
Secretary of Labor
Labor shall
shall
the Secretary
such port,
authorize
creation of boards of special
special inquiry
inquiry by the immigraimmigrathe creation
authorize the
shall determine
tion officials
charge at such ports, and shall
determine what GovGovin charge
officials in
tion
ernment officials
or other
other persons
eligible for
for service
service on
on such
such
be eligible
persons shall
shall be
officials or
ernment
Authority, proceedprcee
whether an
boards. Such
Such boards
have authority
determine whether
an intho,
to determine
authority to
shall have
boards shall
boards.
ings, etc.
shall be
be
alien
who has
duly held
held shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed to land
land or
or shall
has been
been duly
alien who
deported. All
All hearings
before such
separate and
such boards
boards shall be separate
hearings before
deported.
apart from
public, but
but the
the immigrant
immigrant may
may have
have one friend or
the public,
from the
apart
relative present
such regulations
may be
prescribed by the
be prescribed
as may
regulations as
under such
present under
relative
Secretary of
of Labor.
Labor. Such
Such boards
boards shall
keep a
complete permanent
permanent
a complete
shall keep
Secretary
record of
of their
their proceedings
and of
of all
such testimony
testimony as may be
all such
proceedings and
record
produced before
before them;
and the
the decisions
any two,members
the
of the
two,members of
of any
decisions of
them; and
produced
board
either the
the alien
alien or
dissPnting member
member of
or any
any dissenting
but either
prevail, but
shall prevail,
board shall
the
may appeal
through the
the commissioner
of immigration
immigration
commissioner of
appeal through
board may
said board
the said
at
the port
port of
and the
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of Immigration
Immigration
arrival and
of arrival
at the
to the
Secretary of
of Labor,
of such
such appeal
appeal shall
shall operate
operate
the taking
taking of
and the
Labor, and
to
the Secretary
to stay
any action
action in
to the
any alien whose
disposal of any
final disposal
the final
in regard
regard to
stay any
to
case is
is so
appealed until
until the
the receipt
receipt by
by the
commissioner of
of immigraimmigrathe commissioner
so appealed
case
tion
at the
the port
of such
such decision
decision which
shall be
be rendered
rendered
which shall
arrival of
of arrival
port of
tion at
solely upon
before the
board of
of special
special inquiry.
inquiry. Finality of exclusion
exli
the board
adduced before
the evidence
evidence adduced
solely
upon the
decisions.
In every
where an
admission into the decFinaos.exlon
from admission
is excluded
excluded from
an alien
alien is
case where
In
every case
United States,
States, under
treaty now
existing or
or hereafter
hereafter
now existing
or treaty
law or
any law
under any
United
made, the
the decision
board of
special inquiry
inquiry adverse
admisto the
the admisadverse to
of special
a board
of a
decision of
made,
sion
of
such
alien
shall
be
final,
unless
reversed
on
appeal
to the
to
the Precise.
appeal
on
reversed
unless
final,
be
shall
alien
such
of
sion
Rejection of diseased,
Secretary
Provided, That
That the
decision of
of aaboard
board of
of spespe- Rejectionofdiseased,
the decision
of Labor:
Labor: Provided,
Secretary of
etc., aliens.
cial
shall be
be based
the certificate
certificate of
the examining
examining medimedi- tciP.s.
Post, p. 891.
of the
upon the
based upon
inquiry shall
cial inquiry
cal
except as
as provided
in section
hereof, shall
shall
twenty-one hereof,
section twenty-one
provided in
and, except
officer and,
cal officer
be
the rejection
rejection of
affected with
in any
any
tuberculosis in
with. tuberculosis
of aliens
aliens affected
as to
to the
be final
final as
form
or with
disease, or with A nte, p. 875.
contagious disease,
dangerous contagious
or dangerous
loathsome or
with aa loathsome
form or
any
mental or
or physical
physical disability
would bring
bring such
such aliens
aliens Ant.
which would
disability which
any mental
within any
any of
classes excluded
excluded from
from admission
admission to
United
to the
the United
of the
the classes
within
States under
under section
section three
three of
of this
Act.
States
this Act.
Deporting illegally
Deportg
llegally
landed aliens. lle
SEC. 18.
18. That
That all
aliens brought
brought to
country in
of law
law lnded
in violation
violation of
this country
to this
all aliens
SEc.
shall
immediately sent
sent back,
back, in
accommodations of
the same
class
same class
of the
in accommodations
be immediately
shall be
in
they arrived,
arrived, to
to the
country whence
whence they
they respectively
came,
respectively came,
the country
which they
in which
on
bringing them,
them, unless
opinion of
Secretary
of the Secretary
in the
the opinion
unless in
vessels bringing
the vessels
on the
of Labor
deportation is
is not
not practicable
or proper.
The
proper. The
practicable or
immediate deportation
Labor immediate
of
cost of
of their
their maintenance
while on
land, as
as well
expense of
of the
the
as the
the expense
well as
on land,
maintenance while
cost
return of
of such
aliens, shall
be borne
by the
the owner
owners of
the Refusal by vessel
of the
or owners
owner or
borne by
shall be
such aliens,
return
etc., ber,
unlawful.
Wf
vessels on
it shall
shall be
unlawful owner,
Rown
be unlawful
That it
came. That
respectively came.
they respectively
which they
on which
vessels
consignee
for
any
master,
purser,
person
in
charge,
agent
,
owne
r,
consignee
or
owner,
agent,
in
charge,
person
for any master, purser,
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of
vessel to
refuse to
receive, back
back on
on board
board thereof,
thereof, or
or on
of any such vessel
to refuse
to receive
on
owned or
or operated
operated by
the same
same interests,
board of any other vessel owned
by the
interests,
thereon; or
or fail
fail to
to
such aliens;
aliens; or
or to
to fail
fail to detain them
them thereon;
or to
to refuse
refuse or
manner aforesaid
to the
the foreign
foreign port
port from
from which
return them in the manner
aforesaid to
which
they came
maintenance while
while on
on
came;•or to
to fail
fail to
to pay the
the cost of
of their
their maintenance
land; or to make any
such alien,
to
any charge
charge for
for the return of any
any such
alien, or
or to
take any security
security for the
charge; or
or to
the payment
payment of such charge;
to take
take any
any
Briing
g g back e consideration
consideration to be returned
returned in case the alien is landed;
landed; or knowingly
knowingly
jetted or deported
Brin in

aliens.

a

back

dep

d

bring to
United States
States at
at any
time within
one year
year from
from the
the
to bring
to the
the United
any time
within one

date of deportation any alien
rejected or
or arrested
arrested and
alien rejected
and deported
deported under
under
any provision of this Act, unless
the Secreunless prior to
to reembarkation
reembarkation the
Secretary of Labor has consented
reapply for
for admisadmisconsented that such alien shall reapply
Ante,
p. 875.
required by
by section
and if
if it
it shall
shall appear
appear to
to the
the
APenat
or viola. sion
sion, as
as required
section three
three hereof;
hereof; and
Penalty for
tion.
ticeis.
satisfaction of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
Labor that such master,
master, purser, perpersatisfaction
Ante, p.
p. 8.
885.
son in
in charge,
charge, agent,
agent, owner,
owner, or
or consignee
any of
of the
foreson
Anae,
consignee has
has violated
violated any
the foregoing provisions, or any of the provisions
section fifteen
hereof,
provisions of section
fifteen hereof,
such master, purser, person in charge, agent,
agent, owner,
consignee
owner, or
or consignee
shall pay to the collector of customs of the district
port
district in which the port
of arrival is located, or in which any vessel of the line may be found,
the
sum of
$300 for
for each
each and
and every
violation of
of any
any provision
provision of
of said
said
the sum
of $300
every violation
cbue
withheld.' sections; and no vessel
Cknrance withheld
vessel shall
shall have
have clearance
clearance from
port of
the
from any port
of the
United States while any such
shall such
such fine
fine be
be
such fine
fine is unpaid, nor
nor shall
Provisos.
refunded: Provided,
clearance may be granted
Se to
to secure
sre remitted or
or refunded:
Provided,That
That clearance
granted prior
prior
Deposit
dceranc
to the determination
clearance,
determination of such question
question upon
upon the deposit with
with the
the colcolDepotng
by other
a
sum
sufficient
to
cover
such
fine.
Deporting
by
other lector of customs of a
sufficient
If
vessel
If
the
vessel
vessel.
.
by which any alien ordered
ordered deported came has left the United States
and it is impracticable
reason to deport
impracticable for any reason
deport the alien within
within a
a
reasonable time by another vessel owned by the same
ani.e interests,
interests, the
cost of deportation may
may be paid by the Government
recovered by
Government and
and recovered
by
civil suit from any agent, owner, or consignee
consignee of the vessel: Provided
Provided
Detentio aswitness.
Detention
es witness- further, That the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of Immigration,
Immigration, with the
the
approval
Secretary of Labor,
suspend, upon
upon conditions
to
approval of the Secretary
Labor, may suspend,
conditions to
prescribed by the Commissioner'
Immigration, the
debe prescribed
Commissioner General
General of
of Immigration,
the deportation of any aliens
aliens found to have come in violation
violation of any
any provision of this Act if, in his judgment, the testimony of such alien
alien is
necessary on behalf
necessary
behalf of the United
United States Government
Government in the prosecuprosecution of offenders against
against any provision
provision of this Act or other
other laws of
of
Maintenance
the United States
States;•and
and the
Maintenance.
of maintenance
maintenance of
of any
person so
dethe cost
cost of
any person
so detained resulting from such suspension
suspension of deportation, and aawitness
witness
fee in the sum of $1 per day for each day such person is so detained,
detained,
appropriation for the enforcement
may be paid from the appropriation
enforcement of this Act,
Act,
or such alien may be released
under bond,
released under
bond, in the penalty
penalty of not less
less
$500, with security approved
than $500,
approved by the Secretary
Secretaryof
of Labor,
Labor, conditioned that such alien shall be produce d w hen required as a witness
Landing
dieaed,
Landing
diseased tioned that such alien shall be produced when required as a witness
etc., aliens forbidden.
etc.,
forbidden. , and for
as provided
provided in
section sixsixfor deportation.
deportation. No
No alien
alien certified,
certified, as
in section
ss
teen of this
Ante, p. 88&
to be
suffering from
tuberculosis in
form, or
or
this Act,
Act, to
be suffering
from tuberculosis
in any
any form,
a loathsome or dangerous
from a
dangerous contagious
contagious disease other
other than one of
of
quarantinable
quarantinable nature, shall be permitted to land for medical
medical treatExcepton.
ment
thereof in
in any
any hospital
Exception.
ment thereof
hospital in the United States, unless the Secretary of Labor is satisfied
satisfied that to refuse treatment would be inhumane
inhumane
hardship or suffering,
shall
or cause unusual hardship
suffering, in which case the alien shall
be treated in the hospital under the supervision
supervision of the immigration
immigration
officials at the expense of the vessel transporting
Provided furfurtransporting him: Provided
ther, That upon the certificate
certificate of an examining
ofTfepordetenticn
TemPorary
detention ther,
examining medical
medical officer
to the
the
officer to
insane aliens.
effect that the health
health or safety
safety of an insane
insane alien would be
unduly
be unduly
imperiled
imperiled by immediate
immediate deportation, such alien may, at the expense
expense
of the
the appropriation
enforcement of this Act, be held for
appropriation for the enforcement
treatment until such time as such alien
alien may,
may, in the opinion of such
such
Ei
of coolcodn- medical officer, be safely deported:
Provided further,
Exclusion
of
deported: Provided
further That upon the
pardon toed help1»tedt.,a
", etc.,=t
less,
certificate of
of an
an examining
examining medical
medicalo
fficer t
o the
effect that
that aa rerecertificate
officer
to
the effect
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jected alien
is helpless
mental or physical disability,
alien is
helpless from sickness, mental
jected
or infancy, if
if such alien is accompanied
accompanied by another alien
alien whose prorejected alien, such actection or guardianship
guardianship is required
required by such rejected
companying alien may also be excluded,
companying
excluded, and the master, agent, owner,
accompanying
or
which such alien and accompanying
of the vessel in which
or consignee
consignee of
required to return said alien and accomalien are
are brought shall be required
panying
are required
return
required to return
manner as vessels are
in the
the same manner
panying.alien in

other rejected
rejected aliens.
aliens.
other
SEC.
S
EC. 19. That at any time within
within five years
years after
after entry, any alien
alien nveyearnsotif
avDeyrare:try
within

who
at the
the time of entry
more of the classes CaffeBoaS
198:affecte4entry was aamember of one or more
who at
excluded
entered or who shall
shall
who shall have entered
any alien
alien who
by law
law;•any
excluded by
be
found in
in violation
of this
or in
in violation
violation
this Act,
Act, or
States in
violation of
in the
the United
United States
be found
hztaetc
of
United States; any alien who
who at any time Anarchi9ta,
ete.
of any other law of the United
after entry shall be found advocating
advocating or teaching
teaching the unlawful
unlawful
destruction
property, or advocating
teaching anarchy,
anarchy, or the
advocating or teaching
destruction of
of property,
Government of the United
overthrow
force or violence
violence of the Government
overthrow by force
States
of all
all forms
forms of
of law
the assassination
assassination of
officials;
of public officials;
or the
law or
States or
or of
any
within five years after entry becomes
becomes aapublic
public charge
alien who within
any alien
from
affirmatively shown
subsequent to
to
arisen subsequent
have arisen
shown to have
causes not
not affirmatively
from causes
e
on i
v ts, et
landing; except
except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided, any
any alien who is hereafter
hereafter cCMVjetS'
etc.
landing;
sentenced
to
imprisonment
for
a
term
of
one
year
or
more
because
because
sentenced to imprisonment for a term of one
of
conviction in
this country
country of
involving moral turpitude,
of a
a crime involving
in this
of conviction
committed
entry of the alien
alien to the United
the entry
after the
five years
years after
within five
committed within
States, or
who is
is hereafter
sentenced more
than once
such aaterm
to such
once to
more than
hereafter sentenced
or who
States,
of
of conviction
in this
of any
any crime
crime Prmosttltutes, procountry of
this country
conviction in
because of
of imprisonment
imprisonment because
PureTtte
involving
time after entry;
entry; any cure
e
involving moral turpitude, committed at any time
alien
who shall
shall be
be found
connected with the manageof or
or connected
inmate of
an inmate
found an
alien who
ment of
prostitution or
practicing prostitution
prostitution after such
such
or practicing
of prostitution
of a
a house
house of
ment
alien
shall have
receive,
the United
ITnited States, or who shall receive,
have entered
entered the
alien shall
share
in, or
or derive
benefit from
of the
earnings of
of any
any
the earnings
part of
any part
from any
derive benefit
share in,
prostitute;
any alien
manages or is employed
employed by, in, or in conconalien who manages
prostitute: any
nection
prostitution or
or music
music or
dance hall or
or
or dance
of prostitution
any house
house of
with any
nection with
other place
of amusement
resort habitually
frequented by prostihabitually frequented
or resort
amusement or
place of
other
tutes, or
or where
where prostitutes
prostitutes gather,
gather, or
in any way assists any
or who
who in
tutes,
prostitute or
or protects
protects or
or promises
protect from
from arrest any prostipromises to protect
prostitute
tute:
any alien
alien who
shall import
attempt to import any person
import or attempt
who shall
tute: any
for the
the purpose
purpose of
or for
other immoral
immoral purpose;
purpose;
any other
for any
prostitution or
of prostitution
for
deported or arrested
any
alien who, after being excluded and deported
arrested and
and
any alien
deported
prostitute, or
or as
procurer, or as having
been conhaving been
a procurer,
as a
as aa prostitute,
deported as
nected
with the
of prostitution
importation for
for prostituprostituor importation
prostitution or
business of
the business
nected with
tion
or other
other immoral
hereinbefore
the ways hereinbefore
of the
purposes in any of
immoral purposes
tion or
specified,
return to
to and
enter the
any alien
con- An,
Ante, p.
p 878.
87.
alien conStates; any
United States;
the United
and enter
shall return
specified, shall
victed
for a
violation of
of any
any of
the provisions
provisions of
of
of the
a violation
imprisoned for
and imprisoned
virted and
section four
four hereof;
hereof; any
any alien
alien who
convicted, or
or who
who admits
admits
was convicted,
who was
section
the commission,
entry, of
felony or
or other
crime or
misor misother crime
a felony
of a
to entry,
prior to
commission, prior
the
1 golt
demeanor involving
involving moral
turpitude; at
at any
any time
time within
three years
years a lv
i
the
az.Years
-e
with'
t-hon
within three
moral turpitude;
demeanor
after
entry,
any
alien
who
shall
have
entered
the
United
States
by
by
States
United
the
entered
have
after entry, any alien who shall
water at
at any
or place
place other
other than
as designated
designated by immigration
immigration
than as
time or
any time
water
officials, or
any place
one designated
designated as a
a port
than one
other than
place other
at any
Vbland
land at
or by
officials,
of entry
entry for
Commissioner General
General of
Immigration,
of Immigration,
the Commissioner
by the
aliens by
for aliens
of
or at
at any
designated by
by immigration
officials, or
or who enters
enters
immigration officials,
not designated
time not
any time
or
without inspection,
inspection, shall,
shall, upon
upon the
warrant of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the warrant
without
""• not
not to bar
bar
Labor,
be taken
custody and
mar - Marrrtcge
Provided, That the marand deported:
deported: Provided,
into custody
taken into
Labor, he
riage to
an American
of aa female
exclusion of females.
the sexually immoral excluionoffemals
female of the
citizen of
American citizen
to an
riage
classes
of which
is prescribed
this
by this
prescribed by
which is
deportation of
or deportation
exclusion or
the exclusion
classes the
Act
shall not
not invest
invest such
female with
with United
United States
States citizenship
citizenship if
if
such female
Act shall
the marriage
be solemnized
solemnized after
after her
her
shall be
female shall
alien female
such alien
of such
marriage of
the
arrest or
or after
after the
the commission
commission of
which make
to dedeliable to
her liable
make her
acts which
of acts
arrest
portation
under this
this Act:
Act: Provided
That the
provision of
Effect of pardons.
of EectofperdoMa
the provision
further, That
Provided further,
portation under
this
section respecting
the deportation
deportation of
of aliens
convicted of aacrime
aliens convicted
respecting the
this section
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involving moral
moral turpitude
shall not apply
one who
who has
been
turpitude shall
apply to
to one
has been
pardoned, nor shall such deportation
made or
directed if
pardoned,
deportation be made
or directed
if the
the
sentencing such
such crime
crime shall,
shall,
court, or judge thereof, sentencing
such alien for
for such
at the
imposing judgment
judgment or
or passing
passing sentence
or within
at
the time
time of
of imposing
sentence or
within
thirty days thereafter, due notice
first been
been given
given to
to reprereprenotice having
having first
sentatives of the State,
sentatives
State, make
make a
Secretary of
of
a recommendation
recommendation to the Secretary
Labor that such alien shall not be deported in pursuance of
of this
this Act;
Act;
nor shall any alien convicted
convicted as aforesaid
aforesaid be deported
after
deported until
until after
DePerter'ene
termination of
his imprisonment:
imprisonment: Provided
further, That
That the
o°timer
of his
.pta-e
the termination
Provided further
the
sPectrre
of timetrreof- the
entry.
provisions
this section,
section, with
with the
exceptions hereinbefore
hereinbefore noted,
noted,
entry.
provisions of
of this
the exceptions
shall be applicable to the classes of aliens therein mentioned
mentioned irre-

time of
their entry
into the
the United
United States:
States: Provided
Provided
Amo
spective of
of the
the time
of their
entry into
har spective
Aliens
from insular
possessions.
That the
this section
also apply
apply to
poaaei ns
further, That
m
r further,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
section shall
shall also
to the
the
mainland of the United States
States from
from
cases of aliens who come
come to
to the mainland
Buden of
proof o°'1 the insular possessions
thereof: Provided
Burden
Of Prue'
possessions thereof:
Provided further,
further, That
That any person
accused.
who shall
shall be
arrested under
the provisions
of this
this section,
on the
be arrested
under the
provisions of
section, on
the
ground that he has entered
entered or been found in the United
United States in
thereof which
violation of any other law thereof
which imposes
imposes on such person the
burden of proving his right to
remain and who shall
to enter or
or remain,
shall fail to
establish the existence of the right claimed,
claimed, shall be deported
deported to
to the
the
se c - place specified in such other law.
"waft
,
' cif seem
every case
case where
person is
is
tary's
decision.
where any
any person
In every
~ place specified in such other law. In
,tisaity
from the
ordered deported from
the United
under the
the provisions
of
United States
States under
provisions of
this Act, or of any law or treaty, the decision
decision of the Secretary
of
Secretary of
Desunatim
of dde. Labor
Labor shall
shall be
be final.
final.
Destinatin of
ported
aliens.
S
ECL 20.
20. That
That the
the deportation
deportation of
aliens provided
provided for
for in
in this
this Act
Act
iported
alie
SEc.
of aliens
shall, at the option
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor .be
be to
the country
country
option of the Secretary
to the
whence they came or to the foreign
foreign port
port at which such aliens embarked
barked for the United States; or, if such embarkation
embarkation was for foreign
contiguous territory,
territory, to the foreign port at which they embarked
embarked
or, if such aliens
for such territory; or
aliens entered
entered foreign
contiguous terriforeign contiguous
tory from the United
United States
States and later entered
entered the United States
or
States,'or
if such aliens are held by the country
entered the
the
country from which they entered
United States not to be subjects
subjects or citizens of such country,
country, and such
such
country refuses to permit their reentry, or imposes any condition
upon permitting reentry, then to the country of which
which such aliens
are subjects or citizens, or to the country
country in which
which they resided prior
prior
country from
from which they entered
the United
States.
to entering the country
entered the
United States.
within
ExPensee
lt dePerted
If deportation
instituted at
at any
any time
time within
within five
Exefive years.
&Pifted If
deportation proceedings
proceedings are
are instituted
five
years after the entry of the alien,
alien, such deportation,
deportation including
including onehalf of the entire cost of removal to the port of deportation,
deportation, shall
shall be
be
at the expense of the contractor, procurer, or other person
person by whom
whom
the alien was unlawfully
unlawfully induced to enter the United
United States, or, if
if
that can not be done, then the cost of removal to the port of deportation shall be at the expense
expense of the appropriation
appropriation for the enforcement of this Act, and the deportation
deportation from such
such port
port shall be
be
at the expense of the owner or owners
owners of such vessels or transportatransportarespectively came, or, if that is not
tion line by which such aliens respectively
not
practicable, at the expense of the appropriation
appropriation for the enforcement
enforcement
Laterthanfiyea
Of this Act. If
Later than live years. of
If deportation
deportation proceedings
proceedings are
instituted later
later than
than five
are instituted
five
deportation is
i
s made
ma d
e
years after the entry of the
the alien, or
or, if
if the deportation
by reason
reason of
arising subsequent
subsequent
or,
of causes
causes arising
to entry, the cost thereof shall
shall
be payable from the appropriation
appropriation for the enforcement
enforcement of this Act.
penalty
TIM
A failure or refusal
refusal on
the part
part of
of the
the masters,
agents, owners,
owners, or
IP"rly
tor
oomon the
masters, agents,
or
phanee
by for
vessel
own-- A
eretcetc.
consignees of vessels to comply with the order of the Secretarv
ers,
consignees
Secretary of
of
Labor to take on board, guard
guard safely, and transport to the destinadestination specified any alien
alien ordered
ordered to be deported
deported under
under the
the provisions
provisions
Ae,
A
rite, p..S7.
SS7.
of this
Act shall
shall be
be punished
the imposition
impositi on of
ofthe
th e penalties
pena l
ti
es prepre of
this Act
punished by
by the
Proviso.
scribed
in
section
eighteen
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
when
in
the
Pri
ttedo.
scribed
in
section
eighteen
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
when
in
the
Personal
attendant
for deported
eported helpless
heiple opinion of the Secretary
the mental or physical
for
Secretary of Labor
Labor the
condition
physical condition
attendance, the
alien,
of such alien is such as to require
require personal
personal care and attendance,
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employ a
asuitable
suitable person for that
that
said Secretary
Secretary shall
shall when
when necessary
necessary employ
accompany such alien to his or her final
purpose, who shall accompany
final destinahe defrayed
defrayed in
tion, and the expense incident to such service shall be
the
accompanied alien
alien
deporting the
the accompanied
the same manner as the expense
expense of deporting

tSunder
alien so
is defrayed.
final disposal
of the
the case
of any
so Rrase
miler bond
case of
any alien
disposal of
Pending the
the final
is
defrayed. Pending
released under a
a bond in the penalty un final deumuun.
taken into custody, he may be released
$500 with security
security approved
by the Secretary
approved by
Secretary of
of not
not less
less than $500
produced when required
Labor,
required
such alien
alien shall
shall be produced
conditioned that
that such
Labor, conditioned
regard to the charge
for a
a hearing
or hearings
hearings in regard
hearing or
charge upon
upon which
which he has
been
taken into
into custody,
found to
be found
to
deportation if he shall be
custody, and
and for
for deportation
been taken
be
within the United States.
be unlawfully within
SEC. 21.
liable to
excluded because
because likely
likely to
t boAdinisrtinausd
Admission
under
SEC.
21. That
That any
any alien
alien liable
to be
be excluded
bona
in certain eases.
a public charge or because
because of physical
physical disability
become a
disability other than
tuberculosis
loathsome or dangerous
contagious
dangerous contagious
in any
any form
form or aa loathsome
tuberculosis in
disease may,
may, if
otherwise admissible,
admitted in the
the
nevertheless be
be admitted
admissible, nevertheless
disease
if otherwise
discretion
Secretary of
Labor upon
upon the giving
giving of a
a suitable
of Labor
discretion of the Secretary
and
proper bond
or undertaking,
undertaking, approved
approved by said
Secretary, in
in
said Secretary,
bond or
and proper
such amount
such conditions
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, to
such
amount and
and containing
containing such
conditions as
to
the United
States and to
to all
all States, Territories
Territories, counties,
counties, towns,
the
United States
municipalities, and
thereof, holding
holding
Territories,
the United States
the
municipalities,
and districts
districts thereof,
States and
all States,
States, Territories,
Territories, counties,
towns, municipalities,
and districts
districts Atan
of h
municipalities, and
counties, towns,
all
as
thereof
harmless against
such alien
alien becoming
public charge.
charge. In
in
adof
o of cash
lieu pbotrde.e
In lieteomf
becoming aa public
against such
thereof harmless
lieu of
of such
bond, such
such alien
may deposit
deposit in cash with
Secretary
with the Secretary
such bond,
alien may
lieu
of Labor
Labor such
amount as
as the
of Labor
Labor may
may require,
which
require, which
the Secretary
Secretary of
such amount
of
amount shall
be deposited
deposited by
by said
said Secretary
Secretary in
in the
the United
States
United States
amount
shall be
Postal
Savings Bank,
Bank, a
areceipt
receipt therefor
therefor to
to be
be given
furgiven the person furPostal Savings
nishing
showing the
of its
its receipt
receipt and
and such
etc.
nishing said
said sum,
sum, showing
the fact
fact and
and object
object of
such in t, t, et
other
deem advisable.
may deem
advisable. All accrusaid Secretary
Secretary may
information as said
other information
ing interest
on said
time same
be held
held in
in the
the
same shall
shall be
during the
the time
said deposit
deposit during
ing
interest on
United
Bank shall be paid to the person furSavings Bank
States Postal Savings
United States
nishing
sum for
such alien becoming
becoming aa
of such
event of
In the
the event
for deposit.
deposit. In
the sum
nishing the
of said deposit
public
the Secretary
deposit
shall dispose
dispose of
of Labor
Labor shall
Secretary of
charge, the
public charge,
in
the same
same manner
same had
had been
collected under
bond as
under aa bond
been collected
as if
if same
manner as
in the
provided
in this
section. In
In the
of the
Return of
Returnofdepct.
departure deposit.
permanent departure
the permanent
the event
event of
this section.
provided in
from
the United
United States,
the naturalization,
naturalization, or
of such
such
the death
death of
or the
States, the
from the
alien,
the said
sum shall
shall be
be returned
the person
person by
by whom
whom furfurto the
returned to
said sum
alien, the
nished, or
or to
to his
his legal
representatives. The
of such
alien
such alien
admission of
The admission
legal representatives.
nished,
shall be
be a
for the
such bond,
undertaking, Suit
utonbod,
shall
a consideration
consideration for
the giving
giving of
of such
bond, undertaking,
on bond, etc.
etc.
or cash
cash deposit.
may be
be brought
in the
the name
and by
by
name and
thereon in
brought thereon
Suit may
deposit. Suit
or
the proper
proper law
law officers
of the
States Government
Government or
or
United States
the United
either of
officers eiiher
the
of any
Territory, District,
District, county,
county, town,
municipality in
in
or municipality
town, or
State, Territory,
of
any State,
which such
public charge.
F
o Ty ttira r
becomes a
a public
charge.
which
such *alien
alien becomes
orAy
resident
S Ec. 22.
That whenever
an alien
or or
Family
resident alien arrivbeen naturalized
naturalized or
alien shall
shall have
have been
whenever an
SEC.
22. That
shall have
have taken
taken up
permanent residence
this country,
country, and
and hie inwith
with emthem's
contagious
in this
residence in
up his
his permanent
shall
thereafter
send for
for his
his wife
or minor
to join
join him,
him, and
and
children to
minor children
wife or
shall send
thereafter shall
said
wife or
any of
children shall
shall be
be found
found to
to be
be affected
affected Tmporary
Temporarydetendetensaid minor
minor children
said wife
or any
of said
with any
any contagious
contagious disorder,
such wife
tin.
minor children
children shall be tio.
wife or
or minor
disorder, such
with
held,
mu% regulations
regulations as
as the
of Labor
Labor shall
preshall prethe Secretary
Secretary of
under such
held, under
scribe, until
shall be
determined whether
will be
be easily
easily
disorder will
the disorder
whether the
it shall
be determined
until it
scribe,
curable or
whether they
they can
can be
be permitted
land without
danger to
to
without danger
to land
permitted to
or whether
curable
other
persons; and
they shall
shall not
not be
be either
either admitted
admitted or
or deported
deported Admission
other persons;
and they
Admission ap-p 2until
facts have
been ascertained;
and if
it shall
shall be
be determined
determined mitted.
named.
if it
ascertained: and
have been
such facts
until such
that
the disorder
disorder is
easily curable
curable and
and the
other
or other
or father
father or
the husband
husband or
is easily
that the
responsible person
is willing
willing to
bear the
expense of
of the
the treatment,
treatment,
the expense
to bear
person is
responsible
they mav
may be
until cured
cured and
and then
then be
be
hospital until
in hospital
treatment in
be accorded
accorded treatment
they
admitted. or
or if
if it
it shall
shall be
that they
be permitted
permitted to
to
can be
they can
be determined
determined that
admitted.
land without
to other
other persons,
may. if
ad- pro
proth,,
otherwise adif otherwise
they may.
persons. they
danger to
without danger
land
missible.
thereupon be
be admitted:
admitted: Proidcd,
Prorided, That
the person
person sendsend- ized
Families
of naturalcitizens.of
natysl
Families
That if
if the
missible. thereupon
to whom iit.
wife
is naturalized
naturalized,, aa w
children is
ing for
or minor
minor children
ife to
wife or
irg
for wife
a
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a
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to natu-" married or a
a minor child born subsequent
subsequent to such husband
husband or father's
naturalization shall
naturalization
shall be admitted
admitted without
without detention
detention for
for treatment
treatment in
in
Prior thereto•
rior thereto
hospital,
hospital, and
and with
respect to
to whom
married .
or a
minor
with respect
to a
a wife
wife to
whom married
or
a minor

subsequent
Subsequent
ralization•

to tient

altion'

child
born prior
prior to
such husband
husband or
father's naturalization
naturalization the
child born
to such
or father's
the proprovisions
this section
section shall
shall be
observed, even
though such
such person
is
visions of
of this
be observed,
even though
person is
unable
pay the
in which
case the
the expense
expense
unable to
to pay
the expense
expense of
of treatment,
treatment, in
which case
shall be
be paid
the appropriation
enforcement of
of this
Act.
shall
paid from
from the
appropriation for
for the
the enforcement
this Act.
Commissioner
aoumisioner GenGenS
EC. 23.
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
of Immigration
shall perperSEC.
23. That
That the
General of
Immigration shall
eral
of Immigration.
Imigr
eral=of
alin his duties under the direction of the Secretary of Labor.
Duties
form
all
form all
his duties under the direction of the Secretary of Labor.
D.Utia,,defined.
Under
such direction
shall have
charge of
the administration
of
Under such
direction he
he shall
have charge
of the
administration of
to the
immigration of
aliens into
the United
United States,
States,
all laws
laws relating
relating to
the immigration
of aliens
into the
and shall
shall have
the control,
control, direction,
direction, and
supervision of
of all
all officers,
officers,
and
have the
and supervision
Administrative regregu- clerks,
clerks, and
and employees
employees appointed
appointed thereunder;
thereunder; he
establish such
Administrative
he shall
shall establish
such
aotis, etc.
rules and regulations, prescribe
httions,
prescribe such
forms of
bond, reports,
reports, entries,
such forms
of bond,
entries,
papers, and
instructions
and other papers,
and shall
shall issue
issue from time to
to time
time such instructions
not inconsistent
inconsistent with law, as
as he shall deem
deem best
best calculated
for carrycarrycalculated for
ing out the provisions of this Act and
and for protecting
protecting the United
United
migrating thereto
thereto from
fraud and
shall
States and aliens migrating
from fraud
and loss,
loss, and
and .shall
have authority to enter
of
enter into contract
contract for
for the support .and relief
relief of
such aliens as may fall into distress or need public
public aid,
aid, and
and to
to reremove to their native
native country, at
within three
three years
years after
at any time within
after
entry, at the expense
appropriations for the enforcement
enforcement of
expense of the appropriations
of
this Act, such as fall into distress or need public aid
causes
aid from causes
arising
subsequent to
entry and
and are
are desirous
of being
being so
so .rerising subsequent
to their
their entry
desirous of
reRules
for
border aRus
traveL
shall prescribe
rules for
entry and
and inspection
aliens
traRves
r b r moved;
moved; he
he shall
prescribe rules
for the
the entry
inspection of
of aliens
coming to the United States from or through
through Canada and
Mexico, so
so
and Mexico,
in ordinary
as not unnecessarily
unnecessarily to
to delay,
delay, impede,
impede, or annoy persons in
ordinary
travel between the United
United States and said countries,
countries, and shall have
lines for
for the
the said
power to
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts with transportation
transportation lines
said
DeS
sece into secure
Commissioner General
Details
to
in- purpose. It
It shall be the duty of the Commissioner
General of Immiformation.
formation.
In the
the United
United States.
state gration to detail officers
officers of the Immigration
In
Immigration Service from time
time to
to time
time
as may
be necessary,
necessary, in
in his
judgment, to
to secure
secure information
information as
as to
to the
as
may be
his judgment,
the
number of
of aliens
aliens detained
in the
the penal,
penal, reformatory,
reformatory, and
and charitable
charitable
number
detained in
institutions
and private)
private) of
institutions (public
(public and
of the
the several
several States
States and
Terriand TerriColumbia, and
and other
tories, the District of Columbia,
other territory
of the
United
territory of
the United
States, and to inform the
the officers
officers of
of such
such institutions
the proviproviinstitutions of
of the
of aliens who
who have
sions of law in relation
relation to the deportation
deportation of
have become
become
Abmad
public charges. He may, with the approval
the Secretary
Abroad.
approval of the
Secretary of
of LaLabor, whenever
whenever in
his judgment
judgment such
action may
necessary to
acin his
such action
may be
be necessary
to accomplish
complish the purposes
purposes of this Act, detail immigration
immigration officers
officers for
for
Public Health
Public
Health offioftl - service
service in
in foreign
foreign countries;
countries; and, upon his request,
request, approved
approved by the
ceis.
Secretary of
Secretary
of Labor,
the Secretary
Treasury may
may detail
detail mediLabor, the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
medical officers
officers of the
the United
States Public
Public Health
Health Service
Service for
the perUnited States
for the
performance of duties in foreign countries in connection with the enDties
of commsoniJDuties of
i formance of duties in foreign countries in connection with the ensioners of
ofimmigration.
forcement of
sioners
immigration. forcement
of this
this Act.
Act. The
The duties
commissioners of
immigration
duties of
of commissioners
of immigration
and
other immigration
and other
officials in
in charge
ports, or
staimmigration officials
charge of
of districts,
districts, ports,
or stations shall
shall be of an
an administrative
tions
administrative character,
to be
prescribed in
in dedecharacter, to
be prescribed
tail by
by regulations
regulations prepared
tail
prepared under
under the
direction or
or with
the
approval
the
direction
with
the
approval
Provisos.
Accommodations for of
the Secretary
That no
company, or
ASommodatuos
of the
Secretary of
of Labor:
Labor: Provided,
Provided, That
no person,
person, company,
or
pnerrom
contig- transportation
transportation line engaged
passengers
from contigengaged in carrying
carrying alien passengers
passengers for hire
nous cotmtries.
to the
the United States, whether
from Canada
Canada or Mexico
Mexico to
whether by
land or
by land
or
water, shall be allowed to land any such passengers
passengers in the
the United
United
States
without providing
suitable and
and a
pp rove d landing
landing stations,
stations,
approved
providing suitable
States without
condiffo
Ccedltions.
conveniently
located, at
conveniently located,
at the
the point
or points
of entry.
entry. The
Compoint or
points of
The Commissioner General
General of
Tmmigration is
is hereby
and emof Immigration
hereby authorized
authorized and
empowered to
to prescribe
prescribe the
the conditions,
not inconsistent
inconsist en twith
w ith law,
l
aw ,
un d
er
powered
conditions, not
under
which the
the above-mentioned
shall be
deemed suitable
which
above-mentioned landing
landing stations
stations shall
be deemed
suitable
noncom- within
within the
this section.
section. Any
Any person,
person, company,
company, or
t
rans t for
plPeztalty
for noncomthe .meaning
meaning of
of this
or transportation line landing
passenger in
in the
the United
landing an alien
alien passenger
United States
States withwithrequirement herein set forth shall be deemed
out compliance with the requirement
deemed
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Ante, p. 880.
to have
have violated
eight of
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and upon conviction
conviction shall Ac*,
section eight
violated section
to
immigrant
'
stations
t to
further, That attmeria
Provided further,
prescribed: Provided
be subject
penalty therein
therein prescribed:
the penalty
to the
be
subject to
at in
section
for the
purpose of
of making
effective the provisions of this section
making effective
the purpose
for
relating
the protection
protection of aliens from fraud and loss, and
and also the
to the
relating to
Post, p.895
895.
provisions
of section
relating to the distribution
distribution Po"t, P
thirty of this Act, relating
section thirty
provisions of
immimaintain immiof
aliens, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor shall establish and maintain
of Labor
of aliens,
grant
interior places as may be necessary, and, in
stations at such interior
grant stations
the
Secretary, aliens in transit from ports of
the said Secretary,
of the
discretion of
the discretion
in
landing to
to such
such interior
stations shall
shall be
accompanied by
by immigrant
immigrant Dscriminatons
be accompanied
interior stations
landing
Discriminations
in
rules, etc., forbidden.
rules and making rles,
prescribing rules
in prescribing
inspectors: Provided
further, That
That in
Provided further,
inspectors:
applying for admiscontracts for
for the
entry and
and inspection
of aliens
aliens applying
inspection of
the entry
contracts
territory, due care shall be
sion from
or through
through foreign
contiguous territory,
foreign contiguous
from or
sion
exercised to
avoid any
action in favor
favor of foreign
foreign
discriminatory action
any discriminatory
to avoid
exercised
territory aliens destransportation
transporting to such territory
companies transporting
transportation companies
Compliance
regi regM with
hiao
transportation companies
tined
United States,
States, and
and all
all such
such transportation
companies ulations
the United
to the
tined to
required.
shall
required, as
as a
precedent to the inspection
inspection or examiexamia condition
condition precedent
be required,
shall be
nation
such rules
rules and
and contracts
such contiguous
contiguous
at the ports of such
contracts at
under such
nation under
them, to submit to and comply
territory of
thereto by them,
brought thereto
aliens brought
of aliens
territory
permntwith
all the
requirements of
of this
this Act
Act which
apply were they C
which would apply
the requirements
with all
Conditions
permitbringing
such aliens
aliens directly
to seaports
of the
States, and,
and, ting admissins
admivdons irom
train
United States,
the United
seaports of
directly to
bringing such
contiguous
countries.
countries.
"tiguous
for
applying
alien
no
Act,
from
and
after
the
taking
effect
of
this
Act,
no
alien
applying
this
of
effect
from and after the taking
admission
foreign contiguous
contiguous territory
permitted to
to
be permitted
shall be
territory shall
from foreign
admission from
enter the
United States
States unless
proving that he was brought to
to
unless upon proving
the United
enter
had submitted
such territory
by a
transportation company
company which
submitted to
to
which had
a transportation
territory by
such
and
all the
the requirements
requirements of this Act, or that he
with all
complied with
and complied
years prior
entered, or
resided in,
such territory
territory more
more than two years
in, such
has resided
or has
entered,
to the
his application
application for
for admission
admission to
States. lirnmigrationofficials.
United States.
the United
to the
of his
date of
the date
to
SEC. 24.
That immigrant
and other
immigration officers,
officers, Appointment,
Appointment, etc.,
etc.,
other immigration
inspectors and
immigrant inspectors
24. That
SEC.
civil service law.
-dercivilservice la.
compen- under
clerks, and
employees shall
hereafter be
be appointed
and their
their compenappointed and
shall hereafter
and employees
clerks,
sation fixed
raised or
decreased from
time to
time by
by the SecSecto time
from time
or decreased
and raised
fixed and
sation
retary of
of Labor,
the recommendation
recommendation of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
upon the
Labor, upon
retary
General of
in accordance
with the
of Vol. 22, p. 403.
provisions of
the provisions
accordance with
and in
Immigration and
of Immigration
General
22, p. 4
hundred and
the
January sixteenth,
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and VoL
of January
Act of
civil-service Act
the civil-service
Provisos.
Exception for enforceighty-three:
Provided, That
That said
said Secretary,
Secretary, in
in the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of Exceptioorenioreeighty-three: Provided,
ing contract labor,e etc.,
ontiit bo etc,
laborers and induced lg
that
which excludes
contract laborers
provisions.
excludes contract
Act which
this Act
of this
portion of
that portion
and assisted
assisted immigrants,
immigrants, may
may employ,
employ, for
for such
purposes and for
such purposes
and
detail upon
additional service
service under
under this
so engaged,
engaged,
not so
when not
Act when
this Act
upon additional
detail
Act, or to
without
to the
the provisions
civil-service Act,
said civil-service
the said
of the
provisions of
reference to
without reference
the
the compilation
compilation of
the Official
Official Register,
Register,
of the
to the
relative to
Acts relative
various Acts
the various
such persons
persons as
as he
may deem
and from
time fix,
fix, A
nt for
to time
time to
from time
advisable and
deem advisable
lie may
such
Amount
for sa
salaries
and expenses.
expenses.
raise,
or decrease
their compensation.
draw annually
annually from
from and
may draw
He may
compensation. He
decrease their
raise, or
the
for the
enforcement of
this Act
as
or as
$100,000, or
Act $100,000,
of this
the enforcement
appropriation for
the appropriation
much
necessary, to
be expended
expended for
for the
the salaries
salaries
to be
be necessary,
may be
as may
thereof as
much thereof
and
of persons
persons so
for expenses
expenses incident
to Accounting.
g
Amc
incident to
and for
employed and
so employed
expenses of
and expenses
such
employment; and
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
shall
Treasury shall
the Treasury
of the
and the
such employment;
pass to
to the
proper disbursing
disbursing officer
from
expenditures from
officer expenditures
the proper
of the
credit of
the credit
pass
said
sum without
itemized account
account whenever
whenever the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor
without itemized
said sum
certifies that
that an
itemized account
account would
would not
be for
for the
the best
best interests
interests Commissioners of imnot be
an itemized
certifies
imommigatiimon.
of the
Government: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
contained migration.
herein contained
nothing herein
the Government:
of
Appointment,
etc.,
a
etc.,
ote
no
shall
be
construed
to
alter
the
mode
of
appointing
commissioners
of
commissioners
appointing
not
altered.
of
mode
the
alter
to
shall be construed
28, p. 391.
immigration at
the several
of the
the United
by VoL
p. 39L
voL 28,
provided by
as provided
States as
United States
ports of
several ports
at the
immigration
the
sundry
civil
appropriation
Act
approved
August
eighteenth,
eighteenth,
August
approved
Act
appropriation
the sundry civil
eighteen hundred
ninety-four, or
status of
of such
comsuch comofficial status
the official
or the
and ninety-four,
hundred and
eighteen
missioners
heretofore
appointed.
Juisdion
Suristliction of dsdismissioners heretofore appointed.
trict ccurts inimmigain immigraS
EC. 25.
district courts
of the
the United
States are
are hereby
hereby tctcourts
United States
courts of
the district
That the
25. That
SEC.
tion cases.
invested with
full jurisdiction
of all
civil and
criminal, arising
arising ti"aectons,
Prosecutions, etc.
and criminal.
causes, civil
all causes,
jurisdiction of
with full
invested
under
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
That
it
shall
be
the
duty
of
under any of the provisions of this Act. That it shall be the duty
the
United States
district attorney
to prosecute
prosecute
district to
proper district
the proper
of the
attorney of
States district
the United
every
such suit
United States
States under
this Act.
Act.
under this
the United
by the
brought by
when brought
suit when
every such
Such
prosecutions
or
suits
may
be
instituted
at
any
place
in
the
the
in
place
any
at
instituted
be
may
suits
or
Such prosecutions
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or at
which the
the perperUnited States at which the
the violation
violation may occur
occur or
at which
son charged with such
such violation
violation may
suit or
or
may be found.
found. That
That no
no suit
str.
proceeding for aaviolation of the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
be settled, compromised,
compromised, or discontinued
discontinued without the consent of the court
in which it is pending, entered
entered of record, with the
the reasons
reasons therefor.
therefor.
Immigrant
station
immlgrant station
SEC.
26.
That
all
exclusive
of
exchanging
money,
S
EC.
exclusive
privileges
exchanging
money,
transprivileges.
Disposal
of.
DispsaoL
porting
porting passengers
passengers or baggage,
baggage, or
keeping
eating houses,
houses, and
and all
keeping
or
eating
all
Ante,
n p.
p. 325.
325.
other
like privileges in connection
connection with any United
other like
United States immigrant
immigrant
station, shall be disposed
disposed of to the lowest
lowest responsible
responsible and
and capable
capable
bidder, after
after public competition,
competition, notice
notice of such competitive
bidding
competitive bidding
having been made
made in two newspapers
newspapers of general
general circulation
circulation for aa
period
weeks, subject to such conditions
periodi of two weeks,
limitations as
as
conditions and limitations
Commissioner General
General of Immigration,
the Commissioner
Immigration, under
under the
the direction
direction or
or
with the approval
Labor, may
may prescribe,
and all
all
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor,
prescribe, and
receipts
receipts accruing from the disposal
disposal of
of privileges
shall be
be paid
paid into
privileges
shall
into
Aliens excluded.
iens ecluded.
Treasury of the United States. No such contract shall
the Treasury
shall be
be awarded
awarded
Intoxicants
forbidNo intoxicating
such immiimmide.toicants
forbid- to an alien.
intoxicating liquors shall be sold at any such
den.
gration station.
Jurisdiction
of
local
Jurisdion
of loea
SEC.
S
EC. 27. That for the preservation
preservation of the peace
peace and
and in
in order
order that
that
courts
to
preserve
order, etc.
order,
arrests
under the laws
arrests may be made for crimes under
laws of
of the
the States
States and
and
Territories of the United States where
where the various immigrant stations are located,
located, the officers
officers in charge
charge of such
such stations,
stations, as
as occasion
occasion
may require, shall admit therein the proper
proper State and municipal
municipal
charged with the enforcement
officers charged
enforcement of such
laws, and
the
such laws,
and for
for the
purpose of this section
section the jurisdiction
of such
such officers
and of
of the
jurisdiction of
officers and
the
local
shall extend
extend over
over such
such stations.
Assif
local courts
courts shall
stations.
Assisting entry of
ms
eti
°aa SEC.
anarchists,
etc.,
SEC. 28. That
person who
who knowingly
aids or
or assists
assists any
any ananThat any person
knowingly aids
felony.
iemy.
archist or any person
archist
person who believes
believes in or advocates
advocates the overthrow
overthrow
by force or violence
violence of the Government
Government of the United States, or who
disbelieves
disbelieves in or is opposed to organized
organized government,
government, or all forms
of law, or who advocates
advocates the assassination
assassination of public officials,
officials, or who
who
is a
a member
member of or affiliated
affiliated with any organization
entertaining or
or
organization entertaining
teaching disbelief
disbelief in or opposition
government, or
or who
opposition to organized
organized government,
who
advocates
advocates or teaches the duty, necessity,
necessity, or propriety of the unlawful
unlawful
assaulting or killing of any officer
officer or officers,
officers, either of specific indiindividuals or of officers generally,
generally, of the Government
Government of the
United
the United
States or of any other organized
organized government,
government, because
because of his or their
their
official character, to enter the
United States,
States, or
or
the United
or who
who connives
connives or
conspires
conspires with any person
person or persons
allow, procure,
procure, or
or permit
permit
persons to
to allow,
any such anarchist
anarchist or person aforesaid to enter therein, shall be
be
Punishment.
Punishment.
deemed
deemed guilty of aa felony, and on conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
punbe punished by a
a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not
not
five years,
or both.
Aid
traens more
more than
than five
years, or
both.
Aiding
entry of aliens
Aidingentryofallens
advocating destruction
advocatng
Any person who knowingly aids or
any alien
who advocates
advocates
or assists
assists any
alien who
of property, etc.,8amisdeSo"rtsn
or teaches
unlawful destruction
teaches the unlawful
destruction of property to enter the United
demeanor. et' 'm
United
Punishment.
Punishment.
States shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and on conviction
conviction
thereof shall be punished
thereof
of not
more than
than $1,000,
$1,000, or
or by
by
punished by aa fine
fine of
not more
imprisonment for not more than six months, or
such fine
or by both such
fine
and imprisonment.
International
Internatitaal confereamferenc on
immigration
ence
on immigration
SEC.
SEC. 29. That the President
President of the United States
States is authorized,
authorized,
authorized.
authorized.
in the name of the Government
Government of the United States, to call, in his
his
discretion,
discretion, an international
international conference,
conference, to assemble
assemble at such point as
as
agreed upon, or to
send
special commissioners
commissioners to
any foreign
foreign
may
be
agreed
to
send
special
to
any
Subjects to be consberebCt
to be cn- country,
country, for
for the purpose
purpose of
of regulating
by international
agreement,
3idered.
regulating by
international agreement,
subject to the advice and consent of the Senate
Senate of the United States,
the immigration
immigration of aliens
aliens to the United
United States; of providing
providing for
for
mental. moral, and physical examination
the mental,
examination of such aliens
aliens by
by AmeriAmerican consuls or other officers
officers of the United States Government
Government at the
ports of embarkation,
embarkation, or elsewhere;
elsewhere; of securing
securing the assistance
assistance of
of
foreign Governments
their own territories
territories to prevent the evasion
foreign
Governments in their
evasion
Compromises
reCompromisesre
stricted.
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of the laws of the United States governing immigration
immigration to the
United States; of entering into such international
international agreements
agreements as
as
may be proper to prevent the immigration
immigration of aliens who, under the
excluded from entering
laws of the United States, are or may be excluded
entering the
pertaining to such
United States, and of regulating
regulating any matters pertaining
such
immigration.
Information DiviThat there
SEC.
S
EC. 30. That
there shall
shall be
be maintained
division of
of information
information Information
maintained a
a division
Division.
Immigration; and the Secretary
Secretary of Labor
in the Bureau of Immigration;
Labor shall "inaintenane
Maintenance of,
of in
Bureau
of
lmrigra.
a
ur
eau of Immigraprovide
assistance as may be necessary. It
provide such clerical and other assistance
It tion.
Duty, etc.
shall be the duty of said division to promote aabeneficial
beneficial distribution
distribution Duty
of aliens admitted into the United
United States
States among the
the several
several States
States
Correspondence shall be had
had
and Territories
Territories desiring immigration. Correspondence
with the proper officials
officials of
Territories, and
and said
diviof the States
States and
and Territories,
said division shall gather from
available sources
sources useful
useful information
information rerefrom all available
garding
physical characteristics
garding the resources, products, and physical
characteristics of each
each
State and Territory, and shall publish such information
information in different
different
languages and distribute
languages
distribute the publications
publications among all admitted aliens
at the immigrant
immigrant stations of the United
United States
States and to such other
other
tlon .

r ati
persons as
may desire
persons
as may
When any
any State
State or
or Territory
desire the
the same.
same. When
Territory apap- ofmm
on agents
gent
I Immigration
of States or
Territories.
ot
or Tertories.
Privileges allowed.
it at any of Privilege
points and maintains an agent or agents to represent it
States, such
agents shall,
shall, under
under
the immigrant
immigrant stations of the United
United States,
such agents
regulations prescribed
the Commissioner
Commissioner General
General of
of Immigration,
regulations
prescribed by the
Immigration,
subject to the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of Labor, have access to
to
aliens who have been admitted
admitted to the United
United States
States for the purpose
presenting, either orally
of presenting,
orally-or
writing, the
special inducements
inducements
or in writing,
the special
to immigraoffered by such State or Territory
offered
Territory to aliens to settle
settle therein. While tion
Subject
to
mmigmregulations.
on duty at any immigrant station
station such agents shall
shall be
be subject to all tioregu ts.
the regulations
regulations prescribed
Commissioner General
General of
of ImmigraImmigraprescribed by the Commissioner
tion, who,
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, may,
for
who, with the
the approval
of the
may, for
violation
violation of any such regulations,
deny to
such
regulations, deny
to the agent
agent guilty
guilty of
of such
privileges herein granted.
violation any of
of the
the privileges
Alien seamen.
owner, agent,
agent, consignee,
including the
SEC. 31. That
That any
person, including
the owner,
consignee, Alienseamen
any person,
SEC.
Penalty for bringing
in, with
intent to land,
in the
the United
States from
any in,
or master
master of any vessel
vessel arriving
arriving in
United States
from any
witahtnttoiland
etc.
knowingly sign on the ship's articles, etc.
foreign port or place, who shall knowingly
or bring to
United States
States as one of the
crew of
vessel, any
any
to the United
the crew
of such
such vessel,
alien,
to permit
permit such
such alien
land in
in the
the United
States
alien, with
with intent
intent to
alien to
to land
United States
in
of the
laws and
treaties of
of the
the United
States regulating
in violation
violation of
the laws
and treaties
United States
regulating
immigration of aliens, or who
who shall
shall falsely
and knowingly
knowingly reprereprethe immigration
falsely and
sent to
the immigration
immigration authorities
authorities at
at the
port of
of arrival
that any
sent
to the
the port
arrival that
any
such
member of
of the
crew, shall
shall be
liable to
such alien
alien is
is aa bona
bona fide
fide member
the crew,
be liable
to aa
Libel proceedings.
penalty not
sum the
the said
said vessel
vessel shall
shall Libe'l
penalty
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000, for
for which
which sum
oeeding.
be liable
and may
may be
be seized
against by
by way
of libel
be
liable and
seized and
and proceeded
proceeded against
way of
libel in
in
any district
district court
court of
the United
States having
of the
any
of the
United States
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the
offense.
offense.
Inadmissible alien
Sr.c. 32.
32. That
no alien
alien excluded
excluded from
from admission
into the
United seamen
SEC.
That no
admission into
the United
dmnissible
alien
not permitted
seamen
to
land.
States
by
any
law,
convention,
or
treaty
of
the
United
States
reguStates by any law, convention, or treaty of the United States regu- toland.
lating
the immigration
immigration of
aliens, and
employed on
on board
board any
any vessel
vessel
abting the
of aliens,
and employed
arriving in
in the
the United
any foreign
or place,
place, shall
shall
arriirng
United States
States from
from any
foreign port
port or
Medical treatment albe permitted
to land
land in
in the
the United
except temporarily
temporarily for
permitted to
be
United States,
States, except
for lowed.
Medicatreatmentaimedical
treatment,
or
pursuant
to
regulations
prescribed
by
the
Secmedica treatment, or pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Sec- lowd.
retary of
for the
ultimate removal
removal or
or deportation
of
retary
of Labor
Labor providing
providing for
the ultimate
deportation of
Penalty for violasuch
alien from
from the
the United
States, and
and the
the negligent
negligent failure
the tions.
United States,
failure of
of the
Penalty for viola.
such alien
owner.
consignee. or
to detain
on board
owner. agent.
agent. consignee,
or master
master of
of such
such vessel
vessel to
detain on
board tio.s
any
alien after
notice in
writing by
the immigration
immigration officer
officer in
in
any such
such alien
after notice
in writing
by the
charge at
the port
port of
of arrival,
arrival, and
to deport
deport such
such alien,
if required
alien, if
required
at the
and to
charge
by such
Secretary of
of Labor,
shall render
render
bv
such immigration
immigration officer
officer or
or by
by the
the Secretary
Labor, shall
such owner.
agent, consignee,
consignee, or
or master
master liable
liable to
to aa penalty
not exexsuch
owner. agent.
penalty not
Libel proceedings.
ceeding
which sum
said vessel
shall be
be liable,
and may
$1.000. for
ceeding $1.000.
for which
sum the
the said
vessel shall
liable, and
may Libel pr"ding.
be
seized
and
proceeded
against
by
way
of
libel
in
any
district
court
be seized and proceeded against by way of libel in any district court
of
having jurisdiction
of the
of the
the United
United States
States having
jurisdiction of
the offense.
offense.
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SEC.
it shall be
be unlawful
unlawful and
S
EC. 33. That it
and be
be deemed
deemed aaviolation
violation of
of the
the
preceding
preceding section to pay off
off or discharge
discharge any
any alien
alien employed
employed on
on board
board
any vessel arriving in the United States from
any foreign
foreign port
port or
from any
or
place, unless
place
unless duly
admitted pursuant
pursuant to
the laws
laws and
an d treaties
treaties of
ofth
duly admitted
to the
thee
Proviso.
Rsipments perregulating the
of aliens:
aliens: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Reshipments
pe r- United States regulating
the immigration
immigration of
mitted.
mitted.
in case any such alien
board any
in
alien intends
intends to reship
reship on board
any other
vessel
other vessel
bound
place, he shall
shall be
bound to any foreign port
port or place,
allowed to
to land
for
be allowed
land for
the
the purpose
purpose of so reshipping, under
under such regulations
regulations as
as the
Secrethe Secretary of Labor may prescribe
prescribe to prevent
prevent aliens
aliens not
not admissible
admissible under
under
any law, convention, or treaty
any
treaty from
from remaining
remaining permanently
permanently in
in the
the
United States, and may be
be paid
off, discharged
and permitted
permitted to
to
paid off,
discharged, and
anything in
remove his effects,
efects, anything
or treaties
treaties or
or in
in this
this Act
Act
in such
such laws
laws or
Notice
Notice required.
Discharging, etc., Inin8tlmi=qible81
admissiblesin port
port unun-

Dishrging, p.

lawful.
lawful,

required.

to
notwithstanding, provided
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding,
provided due notice of such pro-

posed action be given by the master or the
the seaman
posed
seaman himself
himself to
to the
the
principal
officer in
principal immigration
immigration officer
charge at
at the
arrival.
in charge
the port
port of
of arrival.
Deportation of MadmDsportatfs
in
SEC. 34.
34. That
Sac.
That any
alien seaman
seaman who
shall land
land in
in aa port
port of
any alien
who shall
of the
the
mi ssi bles L
illegally
landed.
landed.
United
United States contrary
contrary to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall be
deemed
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
to be unlawfully in the United States, and
and shall,
shall, at
at any
time within
within
any time
three years
warrant of the
the Secretary
three
years thereafter,
thereafter, upon the warrant
Secretary.of
of Labor,
Labor,
brought before
be taken into custody and brought
board of
special inquiry
inquiry
before a
a board
of special
Expenses.
Expenses
for examination
examination as
qualifications for admission to
for
as to
to his qualifications
to the
the United
United
if not admitted said
States, and if
said alien
alien seaman
seaman shall
be deported
deported at
at
shall be
Ae,
Ante, p.
p. 80.
the
appropriation for this Act
the expense
expense of
of the appropriation
Act as provided
provided in
section
m section
twenty of
of this
twenty
this Act.
Act.
Employing diseased,
eOng
diseased,
SEC. 35.
it shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
Sac.
35. That it
shall be
for -any
.any vessel
vessel carrying
passencarrying passenetc.,
unlawful.
veamie
wfaL
gers
between a
a port
port of
of the
the United
foreign
gers between
United States
States and aa port
port of aa foreig
n
country,
to have
country, upon arrival in the
the United States, to
have on
on board
board ememployed
ployed thereon
alien afflicted
idiocy, imbecility,
imbecility, i
nsan ity,
thereon any
any alien
afflicted with
with idiocy,
insanity,
epilepsy, tuberculosis
epilepsy,
tuberculosis in any form, or aaloathsome or dangerous
condangerous contagious
disease, if
satisfaction of the Secretary
tagious disease,
if it
it appears
appears to the satisfaction
Secretary of
of
Labor,, from an examination
Labor
examination made by aa medical
me di ca lofficer
officer of
the United
United
of the
States
State; Public Health Service, and is so certified
certified by
such officer,
officer, that
that
by such
any such
afflicted at the time
such alien
alien was
was so afflicted
time he
he was
was shipped
or engaged
engaged
shipped or
and that
and taken
taken on board such vessel
vessel and
that the
the existence
existence of
of such
affliction
such affliction
might have been detected
detected by means
means of a
a competent
might
competent medical
medical examinaexaminaPine
n imposed.
impoed.
tion at
at such
and for
for every
afflicted on board an
tion
such time;
time •and
every such alien
alien so afflicted
y
any
such vessel
attime;
the
such
vessel at
the time of arrival the owner, agent, consignee,
consignee or masmaster thereof shall pay to the collector
collector of
customs of
the customs
customs disdisof customs
of the
Detention for treattreat trict
in which
which the
Detention
port of arrival is located the sum of $50,
trict in
the port
$50, and
and pendpendment.
ment.
ing
departure of the vessel
vessel the alien shall be detained and treated in
ing departure
in
hospital
supervision of immigration
hospital under supervision
immigration officials at
at the
the expense
expense of
of
clearance
Clearance withheld. the
and no
the vessel;
vessel; and
no vessel shall be granted clearance
clearance pending
pending the
the
determination
question of the liability to
determination of the question
the payment
payment of
of such
to the
such
Provisos.
P
t to seo
it remains
remains unpaid:
while it
Provided, That
That clearance
may be
unpaid: Provided,
clearance may
be
Deposit to secure fine and while
clearance.
Iearance.
granted prior
prior to
to the
the determination
determination of such question
granted
question upon the deposit
deposit
Remission of fine.
emision ofine. Of
a sum
sufficient to
cover such
of a
sum sufficient
to cover
such fine:
fine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That such
such
fine may,
the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
fine
may, in the
Secretary of Labor, be
be mitigated
mitigated or
or
remitted.
remitted.
of of alset
Lists
alien emplovemployEC.
36.
o
tIOdeSEC.
That upon
arrival of
any vessel
eesListsaee
on vvisels
to be deSac. 36.
36. That
upon arrival
of any
vessel in
in the United
United States from
livered on arrival from
livered
on arival ro
any foreign
foreign port or
any
or place
place it
it shall
the duty
duty of
owner agent,
agent,
shall be
abroad.
be the
of the
the owner,
consignee, or master thereof
principal immigration
consignee,
thereof to deliver
deliver to the principal
immigration
Contents.
contents
officer in
lists containing
officer
in charge
charge of the port of arrival
arrival lists
containing the
names of
of
the names
all
aliens
on such vessel, stating
all aliens employed
employed on
stating the positions
positions they respecrespectively hold
hold in
in the
the ship's
ship's company,
tively
company, when
when and where
where they were
respectively
shipped
respectively shipped or engaged,
engaged, and specifying those to be
be paid
paid off
off
and discharged
in the
the port of arrival;
arrival; or lists containing
so much
and
discharged in
containing so
much
R
or o illegally
egally of
of such
the Secretary
shall by
such information
information as
as the
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor shall
by regulation
Report of
regulation
aed,.
^.
prescribe;
the arrival
arrival of
any such vessel it
landed
aliens.
it shall
prescribe; and
and after
after the
of any
shall be the
duty
such owner, agent, consignee,
consignee, or master to report
duty of
of such
report to
such
to such
ens
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immigration officer, in writing, as soon as discovered,
discovered, all cases in
a
illegally landed from the vessel, giving a
which
which any
any such
such alien has illegally
information likely to
such alien, together
description of such
together with any information
description
List before
before depardeparLst
lead to his apprehension;
apprehension; and before
before the departure
departure of any such vessel ture.
Contents.
contents.
to
or
master
consignee,
agent,
owner,
of
such
the
duty
shall
be
consignee,
it
a further list containing the
deliver
deliver to such immigration
immigration officer
officer a
employees who were not employed
employed thereon at the
of all
all alien employees
names of
time of
of the
thereon at the time of
port thereon
will leave port
arrival but
but who will
the arrival
time
her departure,
departure, and
and also
names of
if any, who have been
been
of those,
those, if
also the
the names
her
fo
paid off
discharged, and
and of
of those,
those, if
if any,
any, who
who have deserted
deserted FFine i.osed
and discharged,
paid
off and
imposed
for
filure.
or
and in
agent, consignee,
consignee, failure.
case of the failure of such owner, agent,
in case
or landed;
landed; and
or
to deliver
arriving
the said lists of such aliens arriving
either of
of the
master so
so to
deliver either
or master
and
departing, respectively,
respectively, or
or so
to report
desertion
of desertion
report such
such cases of
so to
and departing,
or
consignee, or master shall, if
if required
required
or landing,
landing, such owner, agent, consignee,
by
collector of customs
customs of
of the
to the
the collector
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor, pay to
customs
district in
in which
which the
is located
located the
the sum
sum of
of
of arrival
arrival is
the port
port of
customs district
$10 for
for each
each alien
alien concerning
concerning whom
correct lists
lists are
are not
delivered Clearance
$10
whom correct
not delivered
cleaance withheld
withheld.
no such vessel
or
true report
report is
required; and no
veaQA1
as above
above required;
is not made
made as
or a
a true
clearance pending the determination
shall
determination of the question
question
granted clearance
shall be granted
of
the liability
liability to
to the
payment of
of such
such fine,
fine, and,
such
the event
event such
and, in the
the payment
of the
fine is
imposed, while
while it
it remains
remains unpaid;
nor shall
remit- Proviso.
Pw
fine be
be remitunpaid; nor
shall such
such fine
fine
is imposed,
Deposit
secure
Deposit to secure
clearance may be granted prior clearance.
ted or
or refunded:
refunded: Provided,
Provided, That clearance
ted
to the
the determination
sufficient ece.
deposit of aasum sufficient
question upon deposit
of such
such question
determination of
to
to cover
such fine.
to
cover such
Person," construed.
SEC. 37.
the word
word "
person ""as
in this
Act shall
con- "Per,"onstrUd.
shall be conthis Act
used in
as used
"person
37. That
That the
SEC.
strued
to import
import both
plural and
the case
may be,
be, and
etc reand cortions
strued to
both plural
and the
the singular,
singular, as
as the
case may
Corporations, etc.,
sponsible for a
acts o
of
shall
and associations.
associations. When
When concon- sponsble
companies, and
corporations, companies,
include corporations,
shall include
etc.
a, agents, etc
struing
the provisions
provi.sions of
Act, the act, omission, oofficers,
of this Act,
enforcing the
and enforcing
struing and
or
failure of
of any
any director,
agent, or
or employee
employee of
corporaof any corporaofficer, agent,
director, officer,
or failure
tion, company,
or association
within the
employscope of his employthe scope
acting within
association acting
company, or
tion,
ment or
or office
office shall
in every
case be deemed
omission,
be the act, omission,
deemed to be
every case
shall in
ment
or failure
failure of
of such
corporation, company,
or association,
as
as well
well as
association, as
company, or
such corporation,
or
that of
of the
person acting
acting for
for or
in behalf
of such
corporation, comsuch corporation,
behalf of
or in
the person
that
pany,
or association.
association.
pany, or
In effect May 1, 1917.
S
EC. 38.
38. That
as otherwise
otherwise provided
in section
section In effect Ma 11917
provided in
except as
Act, except
this Act,
That this
SEC.
three,
shall
take
effect
and
be
enforced
on
and
after
May
first,
ninerpeed.
lws repealed.
three, shall take effect and be enforced on and after May first, nine- Laws
36, p.
p-261
263teen
seventeen. The
Act of
March twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineVoL 31,
nine- Vol.
of March
The Act
and seventeen.
hundred and
teen hundred
teen
hundred
and
ten,
amending
the
Act
of
February
twentieth,
twentieth,
February
teen hundred and ten, amending the Act of
98.
nineteen
hundred and
seven, to
the immigration
of aliens
aliens Vol. 34, p. 898.
immigration of
regulate the
to regulate
and seven,
nineteen hundred
into
the United
United States;
the Act
nineteen
twentieth, nineteen
February twentieth,
of February
Act of
States; the
into the
hundred
to regulate
regulate the
the immigration
immigration of
into the
the Vol.
Vol. 34
of aliens
aliens into
and seven,
seven, to
hundred and
34, p. 9O
90.9.
32, p.
p. 1213.
1213.
vol. 32
March Vol.
United
States, except
except section
thirty-four thereof;
thereof; the
the Act
of March
Act of
section thirty-four
United States,
third,
hundred and
three, to
immigration of
of Exception.
Exepton.
regulate the
the immigration
and three,
to regulate
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Vol. 32
32, p.
p. 1221.1.
thereof; Vol.
aliens
into the
the United
thirty-four thereof;
section thirty-four
except section
States, except
United States,
aliens into
and all
all other
Acts and
and parts
inconsistent with
with this
this Act
Act are
are Proi.
of Acts
Acts inconsistent
parts of
other Acts
and
Provisos.
Chinese exclusion not
Chineseexcduoanot
Provided, affected.
hereby
on and
after the
the taking
taking effect
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
effect of
and after
repealed on
hereby repealed
That
this
Act
shall
not
be
construed
to
repeal,
alter,
or
amend
existate
existThat this Act shall not be construed to repeal, alter, or amend
ing
laws relating
to the
immigration or exclusion
Chinese persons
exclusion of Chinese
the immigration
relating to
ing laws
or
persons of
Chinese descent,
descent, except
as provided
in section
section nineteen
nineteen Philippine
Phlippe Island
or persons
of Chinese
except as
provided in
Islanda,
Vol. 33,
692
33, p.
p. 692.
hereof,
nor to
repeal, alter,
or amend
amend section
section six,
chapter four
four hunhun- vol.
six, chapter
alter, or
to repeal,
hereof, nor
dred
and fifty-three,
fifty-three, third
session Fifty-eighth
Congress, approved
approved P^agAct
Fifty-eighth Congress,
third session
dred and
Passenger Act.
p. 186;
Vol.
February
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
five, nor
nor to
to repeal,
repeal, alter,
or Vol.
186;Vol.
2, p.
Vol. 22,
alter, or
sixth, nineteen
February sixth,
35,
35 p. 583.
,
583
P
and
amend
the
Act
approved
August
second,
eighteen
hundred
and
hundred
eighteen
second,
August
amend the Act approved
eighty-two,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the carriage
of passengers
passengers
carriage of
regulate the
eightv-two. entitled
by
and amendments
amendments thereto,
thereto, except
as provided
provided in
section eleven
eleven Pending
actions, etc.,
endingctions,
in section
except as
sea," and
by sea,"
affected.
hereof:
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
noaffected
nothing contained
hereof: Provided
be
suit, action,
action, or
or proceedings
proceedings
prosecution, suit,
any prosecution,
affect any
to affect
construed to
be construed
or criminal, done or
brought,
any act,
act, thing,
thing, or
or matter,
matter , civil or
or any
brought, or
existing at
time of
of the
the taking
of this
except as
as menmenAct, except
this Act,
effect of
taking effect
the time
at the
existing
57
91890'—voL 39--P
39—Pr 1-1
,-57
91890'-VOL

898
898
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tioned in the third proviso
proviso of section nineteen
hereof; but
but as
to all
all
nineteen hereof;
as to
such prosecutions, suits, actions, proceedings
things, or
or matters,
matters,
proceedings, acts, things,
the laws or parts of laws repealed
repealed or amended
amended by
by this
this Act
Act are
are hereby
hereby
continued in force
force and effect.
effect.
C
HAMP C
LARK,
CHAMP
CLARK,
of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
Speaker of
THOS. R.
R.MARSHALL
THos.
MARSHALL
of the
the United
United States
States and
and
Vice President
Presidentof
President
of the
the Senate.
Senate.
Presidentof
Pasagebythe
Passage
bytbe House
Hose
of Representatives.
Repreentatives.

IN
IN THE
TICE HousE
Housz OF
REPRESENTATIVES
OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF
THR UNITED
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
OF TEE
February 1,
1917.
February
1, 1917.
The President
United States having returned
President of the United
returned to the House
Hones
which it
of Representatives,
Representatives, in which
it originated, the bill (H. R. 10384)
10384) "To
"To
regulate
regulate the immigration
immigration of aliens to, and the residence
aliens in
in,
residence of aliens
the United States,"
States,' with his objections
objections thereto,
thereto, the House proceeded
proceeded
pursuance of the Constitution to reconsider
in pursuance
same; and,
and,
reconsider the same;
Resolved, That the said bill pass,
'MISS, two
of Reptwo thirds
thirds of the House
House of
Representatives
resentatives agreeing to pass the same.
same.
Attest:
SOUTH TRIMBLE
THIMBLE
SOUTH
Clerk.
IN
THE S
SENATE
IN 'THE
ENATE OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES.
STATES.
THE UNITED

Passage
Passage by
by the
the SenSen

ate.
ata

February 6,1917.
13. 753,1

February!s 1917.
7]

[Public, No.
302.]
[Public,
No. 302.]

Mission*, River.
W...nn New York
and Penns, lvania Railway Company may reconstruct bridge 8CTOSS,
Allegany, N.
N. Y.

February
February 5, 1917.
The Senate having
pursuance of
of the
the Constitution,
to
having proceeded,
proceeded, in
in pursuance
Constitution, to
reconsider the bill (H.
(H. R. 10384) entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
the
immigration of
of' aliens to, and the residence
residence of aliens
aliens in,
the United
United
in, the
States," returned to the House
House of Representatives
Representatives by the President
States,"
President
of the United States, with his objections,
objections, and sent by the
the House of
of
Representatives to the Senate with the message
Representatives
message of
of the President
President
returning the bill,
bill,
Resolved,
Resolved, That the bill do pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
Senate agreeing
of the Senate
agreeing
to
same.
to pass
pass the
the same.
Attest:
th,1128
M.BAKER.
BAKER.
JAMES M.
Secretary.

CbAP.
CHAP. 80.-An
30.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Western
New York
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Western New
York and
Company to reconstruct,
Railway Company
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
bridge across the
the Allegheny
Allegheny
operate aabridge
m the town
town of
of AUegany,
River, in
Allegany, county
Cattaraugus, New
New York.
county of
of Cattaraugus,
York.
Be it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
.Be
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House

we-imNew Yok States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Western
Western New
York
States of
Ameria in
New York
andPeniySlvaniaRai- and
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railway
Railway Company, aa railroad
railroad corporation
corporation organorgan-

ontrctlewt

rors, ized and existing under
under the laws of the States of New York
York and Penn-

Aegany,

C3tctiA

Constructim.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

.

Vol. 34,

Amendment.
Amendmet.

sylvania, be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to reconstruct,
sylvania,
and it
it is
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain,
and operate
a bridge and approaches
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the Allegheny
Allegheny
River, on the location
location of the existing structure and suitable to
to the
the
interests
interests of navigation, in the town of Allegany, county of
Catof Cataccordance with the provisions
taraugus and State of New York, in accordance
provisions
of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
the construction
construction of
regulate the
bridges
of bridges
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
navigable waters,"
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
nineteen
hundred and
six.
and six.
SEC.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
February 6, 1917.

31, 32.
SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESs.II.
SESS. II. CHS.
Cm. 31,
31.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 31.—An
Granting
News Short
Short Line,
corporation, to
a corporation,
Line, a
News

the consent of Congress
construct aabridge
bridge across
across

899
899

1917.
1917.

Washington-Newport
to NCashington-Newport
the Potomac River.

FebruarrB917.
Irebrwry 8, 1917.

[.

[S. woo ]

[Public, No.
No 303.)
303.1

Representatives of the United
Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
United
Rivet
Potase Rinvt
consent of Congress Potomac
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the consent
America in
States of
Washington-Newis hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the Washington-Newport
Washington-Newport News
News Short Line, aa port News Short Line
to the
is
may bridge, Riverside,
mbridge' Riverside
corporation
chartered under the laws of the State of Virginia, with Md.
corporation chartered
principal
business in
the city
News, State of
city of
of Newport News,
of business
in the
principal place
place of
Virginia,
and its
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, to construct, maintain, and
Virginia, and
operate
bridge and
approaches thereto across -the Potomac
Potomac River
River
and approaches
operate a,a bridge
the interests of navigation, at or near Riverside,
at
suitable to
to the
at a
a point
point suitable
Construction.
in
the county
Maryland, in accordance
accordance cout0eu-o.
county of Charles, in the State of Maryland,
in the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the conwith the provisions
March twentystruction of
of bridges
bridges over
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
navigable waters,"
struction
third,
and six.
hundred and
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
to alter,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
alter, amend,
right to
the right
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 6,
6, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
r
selij
rnsa8
.
,191.
6,1917.
Febrmay
publicorderand
CHAP.
Resolution To
provide for
for the maintenance
maintenance of public
order and the
To provide
32.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 32.—Joint
-Re.
presidential inaugural cere- ----.
protection
property in
connection with
with the presidential
in connection
and property
of life
life and
protection of
[Pub. Res.,
Rea., No.
No. 48.]
48.]
[Pub.
monies
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.
in nineteen
monies in

United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
House of
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
Resolved
District of Columbia.
DpproitCobia
States
of America
Congress assembled,
$23,000, or so much Appropriation
That $23,000,
assembled, That
in Congres
America in
States of
for
maintenance
of
order,
of order
the Treasury
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary, payable
payable from
from any
in the
Treasury maintenance
money in
any money
may be
as may
thereof
etc., inaugural ceree
nelo .gural
not
otherwise appropriated
revenues of the District of monies.
and from the revenues
appropriated and
not otherwise
Columbia
equal parts,
is hereby
appropriated to
the CommisCommisenable the
to enable
hereby appropriated
parts, is
in equal
Columbia in
sioners
the District
District of
maintain public
public order and
and
to maintain
Columbia to
of Columbia
of the
sioners of
protect
said District
District from
from the
twenty-eighth of
the twenty-eighth
in said
property in
and property
life and
protect life
February
to the
the tenth
of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen,
tenth of
February to
both
inclusive, including
employment of
services, paypayof personal
personal services,
the employment
including the
both inclusive,
transportament of
traveling expenses, hire of means of transportsallowances, traveling
of allowances,
ment
tion,
and other
in the
discretion of
of the
, et.
eua
the commissioncommissionthe discretion
expenses in
incidental expenses
other incidental
tion, and
etc.
ers.. Said
are hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
atZglitt"',
make auhed.
to make
and directed
authorized and
commissioners are
Said commissioners
ers..
preservation of
all reasonable
reasonable regulations
regulations neceqsary
secure such preservation
to secure
necessary to
all
public order
and protection
protection of
property and
fixing fares by
and fixing
and property
life and
of life
order and
public
public conveyance,
conveyance, and
make special
special regulations
respecting the
regulations respecting
to make
and to
public
standing, movements,
movements, and
operating of
of vehicles
vehicles of
whatever character
character
of whatever
and operating
standing,
or kind
kind during
said period
period and
and fixing
fares to
be charged
charged for
use Duration, etc.
the use
for the
to be
fixing fares
during said
or
to DUaotc
of the
same. Such
regulations shall
force one
prior to
week prior
one week
in force
be in
shall be
Such regulations
the same.
of
said inauguration,
durin g said
said inauguration,
inauguration, and
and one
one week
week subsequent
subsequent
inauguration, during
said
thereto, and
and shall
shall be
be published
in one
or more
more of
the daily
newspapers
daily newspapers
of the
one or
published in
thereto,
published in
in the
District of
Columbia; and
other manner
as the
the
manner as
such other
in such
and in
of Columbia;
the District
published
commissioners
may
deem
best
to
acquaint
the
public
with
the
same;
same;
the
with
public
the
acquaint
to
commissioners may deem best
and no
penalty prescribed
violation of
of such
r violaregulations Pen
such regulations
of any
any of
the violation
for the
prescribed for
no penalty
and
Penalty ,for
shall
be enforced
enforced until
after such
such publication.
Any person
person tions.
tons
publication. Any
days after
five days
until five
shall be
violating
of such
shall be
each such
such offense
offense
for each
liable for
be liable
regulations shall
such regulations
any of
violating any
to a
afine
not to
to exceed
exceed $100
the police
said District,
in
and in
District, and
of said
court of
police court
in the
$100 in
fine not
to
default
payment thereof
thereof to
to imprisonment
imprisonment in
in the
the workhouse
workhouse of
aence
of said
said publ
Public cone
convenience
of payment
default of
etc.
District
than sixty
the sum
sum of
staions, etc.
or stations,
of $2,000, or
And the
days. And
sixty days.
longer than
not longer
for not
District for
i
so
as may
may be
necessary, is
shereby
hereby likewise
likewise appropriated,
appropriated,
be necessary,
thereof as
much thereof
so much
to
be expended
the District
District of
of Columbia
for
Columbia for
of the
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
by the
expended by
to be
the
construction, rent,
maintenance, and
incident to
to the
the
expenses incident
and expenses
rent, maintenance,
the construction,
operation
of temporary
temporary public-comfort
public-comfort stations,
stations,
first-aid stations,
stations, first-aid
operation of
and information
booths during
the
including the
aforesaid, including
period aforesaid,
the period
during the
information booths
and
employment of
personal services.
services.
of personal
employment
Approved,
February 6,
6, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
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February
February 8,, 1917.
1917.
[H.
R. 827.]1
8267.]
[H B.

1917.

CHAP. 33.—An
CHAP.
33.-An Act
Act To
To place
place Bernard
Schaaf on
the retired
retired list
list of
of the
the Army.
Army.
Bernard A.
A. Schaaf
on the

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be itit enacted
the Senate
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
House of
States of
assembled, That
President of
of the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the President
the
States is
is hereby
to place
place Bernard
A. Schaaf,
Schaaf,
seteentamaster United
United States
hereby authorized
authorized to
Bernard A.
formerly first
first sergeant
sergeant of
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United
iaeectrician, -formerly
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighth
States Infantry,
later aalieutenant
lieutenant of
of Philippine
Scouts, on
on the
the
States
Infantry, and
and later
Philippine Scouts,
retired list
list of
Army with
pay, and
and allowance
allowance of
of a
amaster
master
retired
of the
the Army
with the
the rank,
rank, pay,
signal electrician:
electrician: Provided,
Provided, That
computing the
soldier's pay
pay
the soldier's
in computing
That in
signal
Service
credit.
sice'redit.
credit shall
shall be
be given
continuous service
in the
the Army.
Army.
credit
given for
for all
all his
his continuous
service in
Approved,
Approved, February
February 8,
8, 1917.
(Public, No. 304.]
30.]
[Pubic,

Army.A.
Bernard A. Schaaf.
Retirementas master
signal electrician, authorised.

P10000.

February
8, 1917.
lebuary8,1917.
(H.
11 .B. 14822]
14872- ]
(Public, No. 305.]

CHAP.
prevent and
and punish
punish the
the desecration,
desecration, mutilation,
mutilation, or
CHAP. 34.—An
34.-An Act
Act To
To prevent
or
improper
the United
improper use,
use, within the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, of the flag of
of the
United Statee
States of
of
America.
America.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
the United
States of America
in Congress
That hereafter
America in
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
hereafter any
any person
person
within the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in any
manner, for
for exhibition
exhibition
for s who,
who, within
the District
any manner,
ad v ti e
as
shall place
to be
any word,
word, figure,
figure, mark,
mark,
be placed
placed any
or cause
cause to
place or
or display,
display, shall
er s ment or
"s advertisement,
picture, design,
any: advertisement
advertisement of
any nature
upon
picture,
design, drawing
drawing or
or any
of any
nature upon
any
colors or
or ensign
the United
States of
of America;
America;
any flag,
flag, standard,
standard, colors
ensign of
of the
United States
or shall
shall expose
or cause
exposed to
public view
any such
flag,
or
expose or
cause to
to be
be exposed
to public
view any
such flag,
standard, colors
colors or
or ensign
upon which
which shall
shall have
have been
printed,
standard,
ensign upon
been printed,
painted or
otherwise placed,
or to
to which
which shall
be attached,
attached, appended,
painted
or otherwise
placed, or
shall be
appended,
affixed or
or annexed
annexed any
any word,
figure, mark,
design or
or drawing,
drawing,
affixed
word, figure,
mark, picture,
picture, design
or any
of any
nature; or
or who,
who within
within the
the District
District of
of
or
any advertisement
advertisement of
any nature;
Columbia, shall
shall manufacture,
sell, expose
for sale or
to public
public view
view or
or
Columbia,
manufacture, sell,
expose who,
for
or to
give away
away or
or have
sale or
be given
given away
away or
for
give
have in
in possession
possession for
for sale
or to
to be
or for
use for
for any
purpose, any
being an
an article
article of
of mermeruse
any purpose,
any article
article or
or substance
substance being
chandise, or
or aareceptacle
for merchandise
merchandise or
or article
article or
thing for
for carrychandise,
receptacle for
or thing
carrying
merchandise, upon
upon which
which shall
shall have
have been
been printed,
printed,
ing or
or transporting
transporting merchandise,
painted,
nted, attached or otherwise
otherwise placed
any such
placed aarepresentation
representation of
of any
such
flag, standard,
to advertise,
advertise, call
call attention
standard, colors or ensign, to
attention to,
to, decodecorate, mark or distinguish
the article
article or
or substance
on which
distinguish the
substance on
which so
so placed;
placed;
Mutilation,
defacing, or
within the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
publicly mutilate,
Mutilation,deacing,
or who,
who, within
the
District
of
shall
publicly
mutilate,
etc
deface, defile
etc.
deface,
defile or
or defy,
upon or
cast contempt,
contempt, either
either by
defy, trample
trample upon
or cast
by word
word
or act,
flag, standard,
standard, colors
colors or
ensign, shall
deemed
or
act, upon
upon any
any such
such flag,
or ensign,
shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor and shall be
punished by aafine
exceeding
guilty ofaamisdemeanor
be punished
fine not exceeding
$100 or
imprisonment for
thirty days,
both, in
in
8100
or by
by imprisonment
for not
not more
more than
than thirty
days, or
or both,
Construction of ob- the
"flag, standard,
colors or
Ctonstrcin
the discretion
discretion of the court.
court. The
The words "flag,
standard, colors,
or
pro
ject prohibited.
ensign, " as used
used herein,
shall include
any 7
flag, standard,
standard, colors,
colors,
ensign,"
herein, shall
include any
flag,
ensign or any picture
picture or representation
representation of either, or of
part or
or
of any part
parts
of either,
or represented
on any
any subparts of
either, made
made of
of any
any substance
substance or
represented on
substance, of any size evidently
evidently purporting
purporting to be either of said flag,
standard, colors or ensign of the United
America or
or a
United States
States of America
a picture
picture
or a
arepresentation
representation of either, upon
which shall
upon which
shall be shown
shown the
the colors,
colors,
the
stars and
stripes ' in
number of
of either
either thereof,
ofany
an y
the stars
and the
the stripes,
in any
any number
thereof, or
or of
part or parts of either, by which the average
average person seeing the same
believe the same
represent the
the flag,
flag,
without deliberation
deliberation may believe
same to represent
colors, standard or ensign of the United
United States of America.
America.
Approved, February
1917.
Approved,
February 8,
8, 1917.
Disri'ct ofColumbia.
District
of Columbia.
United States flag.
Punishment
nishment for us-

rg

February
February S., 1917.
1917.
[
H. R.
R. 21;.]
217.]
( H.
[Public,
No, 306.]
306.]
[Public, No.

Denver, Coln.
olo.
Denver,
n.

CHAP.
35.-ATn Act
To authorize
authorize the
the sale
sale of
of school
city of
CHAP. 35.—An
Act To
school property
property in
in the
the city
of Denver,
Denver,
Colorado,
Colorado, and for
for other
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the board
board of
of education
education
assembled, That
of school district numbered
numbered one, in the city and county
county of Denver,

SIXTY-FOURTH
II.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SEss. fl.

CHS.
CBS. 35,36,49.
35, 36, 49.

1917.
1917.

901
901

school propState of Colorado, be, and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to sell and dispose
dispose of Maysel
Maysell school
propand to execute
conveyance for block numbered
numbered one hundred VOL
vol. 20,
execute a
adeed of conveyance
20, p.
p. 317.
317.
and forty-three
forty-three in the east division of the city of Denver, State of
educational purposes
Colorado, donated
donated and set apart for educational
purposes by the
the
Act of Congress approved February
February twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
seventy-nine (Twentieth Statutes at Large, pages three hundred
and seventy-nine
hundred
and seventeen and three hundred
eighteen), together with the
hundred and eighteen),
improvements
prohibited
improvements thereon, so much
much of said Act of Congress as prohibited
alienation
to
alienation or other use of the property, upon penalty of reversion
reversion to
repealed: Provided,
Provided, That all proceeds
the United States, being hereby
hereby repealed:
proceeds Prooiso.
f
t
rovisocg
i•
ch
for sschool
ool
for
of sale or disposition of said block and the improvements
improvements thereon, prs
porposes.
reasonable brokerage,
less reasonable
brokerage, if any, shall be set apart, appropriated,
appropriated,
and expended
expended by said
said board
board of education
education for
purchase of other
other
for the purchase
land in said school
school purposes,
erection of
of
school district
district for school
purposes, and
and the erection
Appraisement, etc.
providedfurther,
school
buildings thereupon:
school buildings
thereupon: And
And provided
further, That
That before
before such
such Appraisement,etc
sale the said block shall be appraised
appraised by aaboard
board composed
composed of three
three
members to be appointed
appointed by the District
District Court of the
the United
United States
States
for the
the District of
Colorado, upon petition
petition therefor
therefor by the
of Colorado,
the State
State
superintendent of
publio instruction,
which board
shall duly
duly report
report
superintendent
of public
instruction, which
board shall
such
appraisement, after
making thereof,
to said
said court
court and
and there
there
such appraisement,
after the
the making
thereof, to
recorded;
and no
sale shall
of said
block sand
the improveimproverecorded; and
no sale
shall be
be made
made of
said block
and the
ments
such appraisement:
appraisement:
ments thereon for a,
a sum
sum less than
than the
the amount
amount of
of such
And provided
That such
such sale
made shall
be approved
approved Approvalbeforee'
APPruvel before conshall be
sale when
when made
provided further,
further, That
And
by
before any
of public
public instruction
instruction before
superintendent of
the said
said State
State superintendent
by the
conveyance
shall be made
and delivered.
delivered.
made and
thereof shall
conveyance thereof
Approved,
February 8, 1917.
Approved, February
rt

e

s

vey

36.-An Act Authorizing the acceptance
CHAP. 36.—An
acceptance by the United
United States
States GovernCHAP.
ment from
from the
Kenesaw Memorial
Association of
of Illinois
gift of
of land
land on
on
of a
a proposed
proposed gift
Illinois of
Memorial Association
the Kenesaw
ment
the Kenesaw
Kenesaw battle
battle field
in the
of Georgia.
Georgia.
field in
the State
State of
the

February
8, 1917.
February 8,1917.
HI.
R.
9.547.J
"947.
. R.
[Public, No. 307.]
307.]
(Public,

United
of the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled That
Secretary of
of War
War 0 Kenesaw battlefield,
battle field,
the Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States
be,
hereby, authorized
and directed
accept from
the Acceptance
land
Acceptance of land
from the
to accept
directed to
authorized and
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
Kenesaw
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the comprirng
comprising.
a corporation
Association, a
Memorial Association,
Kenesaw Memorial
laws of
the State
State of
of Illinois,
Illinois, a
gift of
of certain
certain land,
land, with
with all
the imall the
a gift
of the
laws
provements thereon,
comprising a
a part
of the
the Kenesaw
battle field,
field,
Kenesaw battle
part of
thereon, comprising
provements
said land
land being
described as
lot numbered
and sixteen
sixteen
one hundred
hundred and
numbered one
as lot
being described
said
and the
numbered one
one hundred
hundred and
and seven
the
in the
seven in
of lot
lot numbered
east half
half of
and
the east
nineteenth district
district and
and second
second section,
section, in
the county
and
Cobb and
county of Cobb
in the
nineteenth
State of
of Georgia,
and upon
upon which
erected to
to
been erected
has been
a monument
monument has
which a
Georgia, and
State
certain
that participated
participated in
the fighting
on Kenesaw
Kenesaw
in the
fighting on
certain organizations
organizations that
Proviso.
Mountain:
Provided, That
That no
no expense
be incurred
incurred by
by the
expense.
Noexpense.
the No
shall be
expense shall
Mountain: Provided,
United States
States in
in carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act.
this Act.
carrying out
United
Approved, February
February 8,
8, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
February 9, 1917.
CHAP.
49.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the granting
of permits
permits to
to the
the committee
committee
91917.
Febary
granting of
Resolution Authorizing
CHAP. 49.-Joint
[R. J. Res. 358.]
on inaugural
the occasion
of the
of the
the President
President elect
elect in
in
[- J. S. 358.
the inauguration
inauguration of
occasion of
on the
ceremonies on
on
inaugural ceremonies
[Pub. Res., No. 49.]
Res., No. 49.]
[Pub.
March, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
and so forth.
seventeen, and
nineteen hundred
March,

Resolved
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United District of Columbia.
the United
the Senate
Senate and
Resolved by
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War Iittoratolumbors
Inauguration of PresThat the
assembled, That
America in
of America
States
ident.
is
hereby authorized
to grant
grant permits,
permits, under
restrictions as
as he
ent. of reservations,
he id
such restrictions
under such
is hereby
authorized to
Use
etc., authorized.
may deem
to the
the committee
on inaugural
inaugural ceremonies
for etc.,authozed.
ceremonies for
committee on
necessary, to
may
deem necessary,
the use
reservations or
or other
other public
spaces in
in the
the city
city of
of
public spaces
any reservations
use of
of any
the
Washington under
control on
on the
inauguration
of the
the inauguration
the occasion
occasion of
under his
his control
Washington
of the
the President
president elect
elect in
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen:
seventeen: Provisos.
March, nineteen
in March,
of
Conditions.
Provided,
That in
his opinion
opinion no
permanent injuries
injuries will
will conditi
or permanent
no serious
serious or
in his
Provided, That
be
thereby
inflicted
upon
such
reservations
or
public
spaces
or
stator
statspaces
or
public
be thereby inflicted upon such reservations
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CH. 49.
49.

1917.
1917.

Streets, a
avenues,
etc.*uary
venues, etc

Suprvisionostands,

thereon; and the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Columbia
of the District of
Columbia
designate for such
other purposes
purposes on
the occasion
occasion aforesaid
aforesaid
may designate
such and
and other
on the
such streets, avenues, and sidewalks in said
said city
city of
of Washington
Washington
control as they may deem
under their control
deem proper and
necessary: Proand necessary:
Pro-

vided, however, That all stands
stands or platforms that
that may be
be erected
erected on
on

SuP
ervisica °f stands 'vided, however,
etc.

the public spaces aforesaid,
aforesaid, including such as may be
erected in
in
be erected
connection with the display, of fireworks, shall be under
under the
the supersupervision of the said inaugural
inaugural committee
committee and in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
plans and designs to be approved by the
Engineer Commissioner
the Engineer
Commissioner of
of
the District of Columbia, the officer
officer in charge of
buildings
of public
public buildings

and
the Superintendent
of the
United States
States Capitol
Capitol
and g:rounds,
grounds, and
and the
Superintendent of
the United
Building
the reservations
reservations
Building and
and Grounds:
Grounds: And
And provided
providedfurther,
further, That
That the
or public spaces occupied by the stands or other structures
structures shall
shall be
be
promptly restored to their condition before
before such
occupation and
that
such occupation
and that
the inaugural committee shall indemnify
Department for
for any
any
indemnify the
the War
War Department
damage of any kind whatsoever
spaces by
by
whatsoever upon
upon such
such reservations
reservations or
or spaces
reason
of such
use.
reason
of
such
use.
Use of overhead wires
w
for
illumination. S
SEC. 2.
2. That
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia are
are
forellummeation.
SEC.
That the
of the
the District
hereby
hereby authorized to permit the committee
committee on illumination
illumination of
of the
the
inaugural
inaugural committee for said inaugural
inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, to stretch
stretch suitable overhead
overhead conductors,
conductors, with
supports wherever
with sufficient
sufficient supports
wherever necessary
necessary
and in
in the
the.present
present supply
supply of
of
pand
the nearest
nearest practicable
practicable connection
connection with
with the
Provisos.
supervon of
Supervision
of wor
work. light,
• ht, for
for the
effecting the
said illumination:
illuinmation: Provided,
the purpose
purpose of
of effecting
the said
Provided,
That
at if it shall be necessary
necessary to erect wires
wires for illuminating
illuminating or other
other
purposes over any park
reservation in the District
park or reservation
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
the work of erection
erection and removal of said wires shall
under the
shall be
be under
the
Time limi
supervision
supervision of
park or
reservation:
of the
the official
official in
in charge
charge of
of said
said park
or reservation:
Time limit.
Prvidedfurther,
frther, That the said conductors
Provided
conductors shall not be used for
for the
the
conveying of electrical
electrical currents after
after March
March eighth,
eighth, nineteen
nineteen hunhundred and
seventeen, and shall, with their supports
and seventeen,
fully and
and
supports, be
be fully
entirely removed
removed from the
ofthe
the said
said city
city of
of
the streets
streets and
and avenues
avenues of
safety
Washington on
on or
before March
fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and
afety precautions,
precautions Washington
or before
March fifteenth,
nineteen hundred
seventeen:
Puled
'
further, That
That the
stretching and
and removing
removing
etc.
seventeen: And
And pro
providedfurther,
the stretching
of
be under
under the
of the
Commi ,Lsionof the said
said wires
wires shall
shall be
the supervision
supervision of
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
Columbia ' who
who shall
shall see
that the
the provisions
provisions
see that
of this resolution are enforced,
that all
all needful
enforced, that
needful precautions
precautions are
are
protection of
of the
the public,
and that
the pavement
of
taken for
for the protection
public, and
that the
pavement of
No
public expense.
any street,
street, avenue,
or alley
in as
as good
good condition
Nopublicexpense.
any
avenue, or
alley disturbed
disturbed is
is replaced
replaced in
condition
as before entering
entering upon the work herein
authorized: And
And provided
herein authorized:
provided
further, That no. expense or damage
further,
damage on account
account of
due to
to the
the
of or
or due
stretching, operation, or removing,
said temporary
temporary overhead
removing of the said
overhead
conductors shall be incurred by the United
United States
States or
or the
the District
District of
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
for
Loan
decoratinflg.ags,
of
etc.,
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the Secretary
War and
and th
Secre t
ary of
ofthe
the Navy
Navy
fOdoratflag'
etc.
SEC.
That the
Secretary of
of War
thee Secretary
be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to
to loan
loan to
to the
the committee
on
committee on
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies such ensigns, flags, and so forth, belonging
belonging to
to
the Government
Government of the United States (except
(except battle flags) that are not
not
now in use and may
may be suitable
suitable and proper
proper for
decoration, and
and may,
may,
for decoration,
be spared
the public
public service,
service,
in their
their judgment, be
spared without
without detriment
detriment to
to the
such
connection with said ceremonies
such flags to be used in connection
ceremonies by said
said committee, under such regulations
restrictions as
regulations and restrictions
be prescribed
prescribed
as may be
by the said Secretaries,
Secretaries, or either of ,them, in
decorating the
of
in decorating
the fronts
fronts of
public buildings and oth
er places
places on
on the
the line
of march
march between
bet
ween the
th e
other
line of
Capitol and
and the
ve Mansion
Mansion and
the interior
interior of
the reception
prooSo
Capitol
Provisos.
the Executi
Executive
and the
of the
reception
Time
ha:
Provided, That the loan of the said
said ensigns, flags,
Time limit.
limit.
hall: Provided,
flags, signal
signal numnumbers, and so forth, to said committee
committee shall not
place prior
prior to
to the
the
not take
take place
twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of February, and they shall be returned
returned by the
the
tenth day
and seventeen:
Provided
Indemnity for dam- tenth
day of
of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
seventeen:
Provided
ages
ages.
further, That
indemnity for dam- further,
mat the said
committee shall
shall indemnify
indemnify the
the said
said departsaid committee
departments, or either of them, for any loss or damage
damage to
such flags
flags not
to such
not
necessarily incident to such use. That the Secretary
necessarily
Secretary of War is hereby
Restoration,
etc.
R"toatietc.
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apLoan of
authorized to
to the
inaugural committee
committee for
purpose of
of Iman
o
e
l
te
mmedical
edical apthe purpose
for the
the inaugural
to loan
loan to
authorized
pce
maugu- P
infirm on the occasion of said mauguinjured, and
caring for
for the
the sick,
sick, injured,
and infirm
caring

ration of
the United
United States,
States, such
such hospital
hospital tents
tents and
and liance
of the
President of
of the
the President
ration
camp appliances
necessaries, hospital furniture
furniture and utenother necessaries,
appliances and other
camp
stretchers, and
sils of
ambulances, horses, drivers, stretchers
all descriptions,
descriptions, ambulances,
sils
of all
Red Cross
Cross flags
poles belonging
belonging to
to the
United
of the
the United
the Government
Government of
and poles
flags and
Red
States as
as in
judgment may be spared and are not in use by the
in his
his judgment
States
damIndemnity for
further, Indemnity
provided further,
time of the inauguration: And provided
Government
for damat the
the time
Government at
ages.
That the
indemnify the War Department "".
committee shall indemnify
inaugural committee
the inaugural
That
for
any loss
loss or
to such
appliances as aforeaforetents and
and appliances,
such hospital
hospital tents
or damage
damage to
for any
promdedfurther,
said,
mcident to such use: And prowled
furtlter, That BondBond.
necessarily incident
not necessarily
said, not
the said
committee shall
shall give
give bond,
bond, with security
security satisfacinaugural committee
the
said inaugural
do the same.
tory to
to do
War, to
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
to the
tory
s,

and
of Columbia
Columbia be,
the District
S
EC. 4.
That the
of the
District of
be, and
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
4. That
SEC.
they are
Western Union
Union Telegraph
Telegraph
the Western
to permit
permit the
authorized to
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
they
extend overhead
Company
and the
Postal Telegraph
Telegraph Company
overhead
Company to extend
the Postal
Company and
deemed by
wires
such points
points along the
the line of .parade as shall be deemed
to such
wires to
the
chief marshal
marshal convement
convenient for
connection with the parade
in connection
for use 331
the chief
wires to
to be taken down within
and
other inaugural
inaugural purposes,
purposes, the said
within
said wires
and other
ten
after the
conclusion of the ceremonies.
the conclusion
days after
ten days
United States
the United
S
EC. 5.
5. That
Superintendent of
of the
States Capitol
the Superintendent
That the
SEC.
Building and
and Grounds
Grounds is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to permit the inaugural
Building
of troops participating
committee to
use, for
the temporary
temporary quartering
participating
quartering of
for the
to use,
committee
in said
said inauguration,
inauguration, so
States courthouse,
courthouse, in
so much of the United States
in
as in his judgment
Judiciary
Square, in
in the
the city
city of
of Witshihgton,
judgment is
Washihgton, as
Judiciary Square,
available
for such
the inaugural
inaugural committee
committee shall
shall
such use:
use: Prowled,
Provided, That
That the
available for
indemnify
for any
whatsoever
any kind whatsoever
damage of any
any damage
States for
United States
the United
indemnify the
to said
said courthouse
courthouse by
of such use.
by reason of
to
Approved, February
February 9,
1917.
9, 1917.
Approved,
sale of alcoholic liquors in
CHAP. 53.-An
53.—An Act
Act To
To prohibit
prohibit the
or sale
manufacture or
the manufacture
CHAP.
the
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for
Territory of
the Territory

ovehead
toTe
gn.rarYPverhead
i
per.

temporary
nmit d.
nutte

per-

jrlfor
orsquartering
h
q
"n"
used

courose
ob
troops.

may

Ex"
, for
for damIndfmity
emnity
dam-

ages.
a
ces.

February
14, 1917.
Februay,
[S. 7963.]1,917.
]
- - S.

[Public,
308.1
No. 3081
[Public, No.
United Alaska.
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the
it enacted
Be it
sale,
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
on and
after the
Manufacture, sale,
the first Manufacture,
and after
That on
America in
States
0
of alcoholic
li quors
ofa oholilquors
etc.,unlawful.
day of
of January,
January, anno
Domini nineteen
nineteen hundred
it shall
shall etc.,
eighteen, it
and eighteen,
hundred and
anno Domini
day
in,
firm, company,
be unlawful
house, association,
company, club,
association, firm,
person, house,
any person,
for any
unlawful for
be
or corporation,
corporation, his,
officers, clerks, or servants,
agents, officers,
their agents,
or their
its, or
his, its,
or
intoxicating
to
manufacture, sell,
sell, give,
give, or otherwise
dispose of any intoxicating
otherwise dispose
to manufacture,
liquor or
or alcohol
alcohol of
Alaska, or to have
kind in the Territory of Alaska,
any kind
of any
liquor
in his
his or
intoxicating liquor
or
liquor or
any intoxicating
transport any
to transport
or to
possession or
its possession
or its
in
Exception
procured and Exception.
alcohol in
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
'In-less the
the same was procured
Alaska unless
alcohol
Luors included
provided.
is so
so possessed
possessed and
and transported
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
transported as
is
Li
quors included in
Whenever
liquor," or
"intoxi- prohibition.
prohibio
or "intoxi"intoxicating liquor,"
'liquor," "intoxicating
the term
term "liquor,"
Whenever the
cating
liquors"
is
used
in
this
Act
it
shall
be
deemed
to
include
eating liquors" is used in this Act it shall be deemed to include
whisky, brandy,
brandy, rum,
rum, gin,
wine, ale,
ale, porter,
porter, beer,
beer, cordials,
cordials.
,hard
or
hard or
gin, wine,
whisky,
fermented cider,
malt liquors,
and all mat
alcohol, and
ethyl alcohol,
bitters, ethyl
alcoholic bitters,
cider alcoholic
fermented
including
all alcoholic
akoholic compounds
the United
United States
States Proviso.
by the
classed by
compounds classed
including all
alcohol exoo alcohol
Internal
Revenue Bureau
Bureau as
"compound liquors":
Provided, That
exhat Wood
liquors": Proided,
as "compound
Internal Revenue
cepted.
cepted.
this
shall not
apply to
to methyl
or wood
alcohol.
wood alcohol
methyl or
not apply
Act shall
this Act
Punishment for vioThat
any person
person or
persons, or
or any
any house,
laish.t
association, lations.
company, association,
house, company,
or persons,
That any
club,
or
corporation,
his,
its,
or
their
agents,
officers,
clerks,
or
servclub, or corporation, his, its, or their agents, officers, clerks, or servants,
shall, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
provisions of
this
of this
the provisions
violate the
indirectly, violate
who shall,
ants, who
section shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
conupon conand upon
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
shall be
section
viction
thereof shall
shall be
not more
more than
or shall
shall be
be im$1,000 or
than $1,000
fined not
be fined
viction thereof
prisoned
aperiod
than one
one year,
year, or
by both
both such
such fine
or by
more than
of not
not more
period of
for a
prisoned for
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
and
Pure alcohol.
S
EC. 2.
That before
before aa pharmacist
shall be
authorized to
Pharmacists perperto transport
transport PhrmaciLsts
be authorized
pharmacist shall
2. That
SEC.
mittedto transport, for
pure alcohol
scientific, artistic,
artistic, or
purposes or
for mittedto
or for
mechanical purposes
or mechanical
for scientific,
specifiedransport,for
uses.
alcohol for
pure
compounding or
preparing medicines,
as provided
this Act,
he
Act, he
by this
provided by
medicines, as
or preparing
compounding
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procure a
that purpose
the judge
judge of
of the
the district
district
shall procure
a permit for
for that
purpose from
from the
where the
the applicant
resides.
court in the
the division
division where
applicant resides.
Application to
tocort.
SEC.
Application
court.
S
EC. 3.
3. That
procure such
make
That to
to procure
such permit
permit aa pharmacist
pharmacist shall
shall make
district court
court aastatement
statement in
writing,
and file with the clerk
clerk of
of the said
said district
in writing,
under
stating that
desires to
to transport
transport pure
pure alcohol
alcohol for
for
under oath,
oath, stating
that he
he desires
scientific, artistic, or
mechanical purposes
for compounding,
compounding,
or mechanical
purposes or for
preparing,
provided by
by this
this Act,
Act, and
and
preparing, or
or preserving
preserving medicines
medicines only,
only, as
as provided

giving
his name,
the location
location of
of his
his place
place of
of business,
business, aa statement
statement
giving his
name, the
that he is a
a licensed pharmacist,
regularly engaged
engaged in the
pharmacist that he is regularly
the
practice
location named,
named, and that
not
practice of his profession
profession at the location
that he will
will not
violate
violate the provisions
provisions of this
this Act.
Act.
Issue
of permit
permit by
isae of
SEo.
4. That
judge of
the district
of any
any division
division in
in
SEa. 4.
by
That if
if the
the judge
of the
district court
court of
Judge.
.
Alaska
Alaska is satisfied of the good faith of the applicant
applicant he shall issue to
such pharmacist
pharmacist aapermit to transport
transport pure
pure alcohol
alcohol for compounding,
compounding,
preparing, or
medicines or
or for
for scientific,
artistic, or
or
preparing,
or preserving
preserving medicines
scientific, artistic,
mechanical purposes.
purposes. Such permit shall be substantially
mechanical
substantially in
in the
following form:
form:
Farm.
rFrm
pharmacists to transport pure
"Permit to pharmacists
pure alcohol
alcohol for compoundmedicines only or for
scientific,
ing, preparing, and preserving
preserving medicines
for scientific,
artistic, or
purposes.
or mechanical
mechanical purposes.
"District court, -division, Territory of
of Alaska, as.
ss.
,a
a pharmacist,
,
pharmacist, residing at hereby per,,is hereby
mitted to transport
transport pure alcohol for compounding,
compounding, preparing, and
and
preserving
preserving medicines only or for scientific,
scientific, artistic, or
or mechanical
mechanical
purposes. This permit
permit can
only be
be used
for one
one shipment
shipment and
and will
purposes.
can only
used for
will
be void after six months from the
the date
date of issue.
"By order
order of
court aforesaid.
"By
of the
the district
district court
aforesaid.
"Dated
"Dated this
,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
day of -, nineteen
"Judge of the district cOurt."
"Judge
court."

Contents,etc.
Contents,
etc.

SEC.
SEC. 5. That said permit mentioned
mentioned in
in section
four hereof
hereof shall
shall be
section four
be

issued upon forms supplied
supplied by the clerk of the district court
court and
and shall
shall
contain the permit, a
for permit,
permit, and
and a
acopy
copy
a copy of
of the application
application for
of the provisions
and shall
issued under
under
provisions of section six
six of this
this Act, and
shall be
be issued
Record
Record to
be kept. the seal of the
transportation purpurtobekept.
the said
said court and shall be
be void for transportation
the date
date of
issuance. The
clerk of
of said
said
poses after six months from
from the
of issuance.
The clerk
district court shall
shahkeep in a
a separate book provided
provided for
for that purpose
purpose
a record of permits issued under
a
under this Act,
wherein shall
shall be
be entered
entered the
the
Act, wherein
date and the number thereof, the person
and the
the
person to whom
whom issued,
issued, and
for which
which issued.
issued.
To be attced to purpose
purpose for
package
SEC.
package traported.
transported.
SEC. 6. That said
said permit
shall be
attached to
to and
and remain
remain affixed
affixed
permit shall
be attached
package or parcel containing
containing, pure
in a
aconspicuous
conspicuous place upon anyinpackage
pure
alcohol imported into
i
nto or shipped in
nthe Territory
Territory of Alaska, andwhen
and when
so affixed shall authorize
authorize any
common carrier
any person
person operany common
carrier or
or any
opera boat or vehicle for the
ating a
transportation of
or
the transportation
of goods,
goods, wares,
wares, or
merchandise
within
the
Territory
of
Alaska
to
transport,
ship,
or
ship,
or
Alaska
to
transport,
the
Territory
of
Cancellation,
merchandise within
Cancellation, etc.
carry such pure alcohol. Any
Any person
person so
so transporting
such alcohol
alcohol
transporting such
package or parcel, cancel
shall, before the delivery of such
such package
cancel said permit
permit
and so
the same
same that
that it
not be
be used
used again.
again.
carrer.
Record
and
so deface
deface the
it can
can not
Record by
by carrier.
SEC.
companies, railroad companies, public
S
Ec. 7. That all express companies,
carriers are
to keep
keep a
or private carriers
are hereby
hereby-required
required to
a separate
separate book
book in
in
which shall be entered, immediately
thereof, the
the name
name
immediately upon receipt
receipt thereof,
of the person to whom pure alcohol
shipped, from
from what
what city
or
alcohol is
is shipped,
city or
town and State the same
same was shipped, and the
name of
of the
the shipper,
the name
shipper,
the amount and kind received, the date when received,
received, the date
Receipt of consignee.
Reept
when
when delivered, and to whom delivered,
delivered, after which record
record there
shall be aa blank space in which the consignee
consignee shall
shall be required
to
required to
name, in ink, before such pure alcohol is delivered
sign his own name
delivered to
to
consignee, which book shall be open to the inspection
such consignee,.
inspection of
the
of the
public at any time during business
business hours of the company
company and shall
not
be removed
not be
removed from the place where
where the same is required to be
To

be

atteebed

to
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record as
Copies of record
kept. A
A copy of entries upon any such record
record herein provided to .21)..k,,1
orrrailroad
certified to by the agent of any express o
be kept, when certified
railroad ee
company or any public or private carrier in charge of the same, shall
constitute prima facie evidence
evidence of
stated in
in any
any
of the
the facts therein
therein stated
court
the Territory.
Territory.
court of
of the
Shipping, etc., by
It
firm, cornIt shall be unlawful for any person, house, association,
association firm,
com- ficpous
fictitious rames
names ununpany, club,
club, or
or corporation
corporation, his,
his, its,
their agents,
officers, clerks, lawful.
laiw af
agents, officers,
its, or
or their
pany,
to ship
intoxicating liquor
liquor to
to a
afalse
false or
fictior servants,
servants, to
ship alcohol
alcohol or
or intoxicating
or fictitious name or
or person,
person, or any
receipt for
for alcohol
alcohol
any _person
person to
to receive
receive or receipt
or
in a
a false
or fictitious
fictitious name.
name.
or intoxicating
intoxicating liquor
liquor in
false or
Wine forsacramental
SEC.
S
EC. 8. That any common carrier or any person
person operating
operating a
aboat puponse'"sra'.
purposes.
or vehicle for the
the transportation
or
transportation of goods,
merchandise
goods, wares,
wares, or
or merchandise
may
accept for
for transportation
may transport
to any
any place
place
may accept
transportation and
and may
transport to
shipments of wine for sacramental
within the Territory of Alaska shipments
sacramental
purposes
attached to
to such
such shipment
shipment a
subpurposes when
when there
there i
issattached
a certificate
certificate in
in substantially
form:
stantially the
the following
following form:
(amount) Cet"fiCtereqd
cettinestereqtared.
"I(or
we) certify
this package
package contains
contains only
only
(amount)
"I
(or we)
certify that
that this
of
(wine),
which has been
ordered by
(wine), which
been ordered
by
of who represents
represents himself
be aaduly
and officiatin
priest
who
himself to be
duly authorized
authorized and
officiating :priest
or
miruster of the
church at
,
or mimster
the
church
, and
and that said
said wine
wine
is
desired for
for sacramental
sacramental purposes
purposes only.
only.
is desired
(Signature
shipper.)
(Signature ot
o shipper.)

SEC. 9.
That whenever
whenever a
sacramental pur'
ygr
imi
t
e
en
t'
ta'n
for sacramental
pur- pan
to
acm-CpaCriate
SEC.
9. That
a shipment
shipment of
of wines
wines for
poses
shall have
have been
delivery within
within the
the Territory
Territory
poses shall
been transported
transported for
for delivery
of
Alaska the
the delivering
delivering agent
agent of
company must
must
of the
the transportation
transportation company
of Alaska
refuse
unless it
is accompanied
accompanied by
by the
it is
the certificertifirefuse to
to deliver
deliver the
the same
same unless
cate
in section
section eight
eight of
of this
this Act,
then only
only to
to the
and then
the
Act, and
cate prescribed
prescribed in
person
addressed or upon
written order.
upon his
his written
to whom
whom the same is
is addressed
person to
The
transportation company
must keep
keep a
all shipments
shipments Reods,
Records, etc.,
etc., to be
a record
record of
of all
company must
The transportation
kept.
sacramental purposes and must
of wines
wines for sacramental
for
deliveries of
must preserve
preserve kept
and deliveries
for
one year
year after
all certificates
certificates accompanyaccompanyafter their
their receipt
receipt al
for aaperiod
period of
of one
ing
such shipments
shipments and
and all
written orders
deliveries may
upon which deliveries
all written
orders upon
ing such
be
Such records
records must
must be
be open
inspection of
the public
public
of the
to the
the inspection
open to
be made.
made. Such
at
time during
office hours.
hours.
any time
during office
at any
S
EC. 10.
any person
who shall
pure alcohol
alcohol e1,,r
SEC.
10. That
That any
person who
shall desire
desire to
to purchase
purchase pure
entincthu,
r acl
,
for scientific,
artistic, or
or mechanical
purposes shall
shall apply
apply to
to the
the disdis- Appictionsor.
for.
mechanical purposes
for
scientific, artistic,
trict court
for a
for that
purpose. To
To procure
procure such
such
a permit
permit for
that purpose.
aforesaid for
trict
court aforesaid
permit
make and
and file
file with
the clerk
of the
the district
district court
court aa
clerk of
with the
he shall
shall make
permit he
statement
in writing,
oath, stating
that he
desires to
purchase
to purchase
he desires
stating that
under oath,
writing, under
statement in
pure
alcohol for
for scientific,
artistic, or
or mechanical
mechanical purposes
purposes as
provided
as provided
scientific, artistic,
pure alcohol
by
Act, and
giving his
his name and
residence and
and the place
place at which
which
and residence
and giving
by this
this Act,
such
be used.
used.
Issue
permit by
by
such pure
pure alcohol
alcohol is
is to
to be
IJe of
of permit
Sac. 11.
11. That
the judge
judge of
of said
is satisfied
satisfied of
of the
the jud
ge.
judge.
court is
said district
district court
if the
That if
SEC.
good faith
shall issue
issue to
permit to
to
a permit
applicant a
to said
said applicant
he shall
applicant, he
faith of
of the
the applicant,
good
purchase
of pure
for scientific,
or Duplicate.
purchase a
a reasonable
reasonable amount
amount of
pure alcohol
alcohol for
scientific, artistic,
artistic, or
pt
mechanical purposes.
purposes. The
of said
said permit
shall have
attached Dpat
have attached
permit shall
The original
original of
mechanical
thereto
copy, and
and each
each shall
shall be
be numbered
same Fpr.
with the
the same
Form.
duplicate copy,
numbered with
thereto aaduplicate
number
and be
form:
following form:
the following
substantially the
be in
in substantially
number and
"
District Court,
Court,
Division,
of Alaska,
Alaska, ss.
ss.
Territory of
Division, Territory
"District
at
,
is hereby
hereby permitted
to purpur, is
permitted to
,,residing
residing at
"-chase pure
alcohol in
the amount
amount of
(here insert
atity), to
to
quantity),
- (here
insert cir
of
in the
chase
pure alcohol
be used
scientific, artistic,
artistic, or
or mechanical
mechanical purposes.
permit
purposes. This permit
be
used for
for scientific,
can only
only be
be used
for one
copy thereof
thereof attached
attached
the copy
and the
one purchase,
purchase, and
used for
can
hereto shall
upon the
the package
package containing
containing said
said
pasted upon
conspicuously pasted
shall be
be conspicuously
hereto
alcohol, and
and this
this permit
after ninety
ninety days
days
be void
void after
purchase shall
shall be
permit to
to purchase
alcohol,
from the
hereof.
date hereof.
the date
from
"By order
order of
of the
district court
aforesaid.
court aforesaid.
the district
"By
"Dated this
this day of
,
and
hundred and
, nineteen
nineteen hundred
day
of
"Dated
pt.

Applications

4C

"Judge
of the
the District
District Court."
Court."
"Judge of
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SEC. 12.
the permit
permit mentioned
mentioned in
section eleven
shall authorauthorSEC.
12. That
That the
in section
eleven shall
rize the
applicant to
to purchase
any pharmacist
pharmacist to
to sell
and deliver
deliver
rize
the applicant
purchase and
and any
sell and

per
Cancellation,
named in
in the
the said
said permit.
permit. The
shall be
ationetc.," of to him the
the quantity
quantity named
The permit
permit shall
be
permit.
canceled, kept, and retained
year by
by the
the pharpharretained on
on file for
for at least
least one
one year
macist so
alcohol, and
copy of
permit shall
so selling
selling said pure alcohol,
and the
the copy
of said
said permit
shall
pharmacist, conspicuously
conspicuously pasted
the receptacle
conbe, by the pharmacist,
pasted upon
upon the
receptacle containing said
so -remain upon
upon said
receptacle so
so long
long
taining
said alcohol,
alcohol, and shall
shall so'remain
said receptacle
as the same shall contain alcohol. Said permit and copy shall only
Sale, etc., without as the same shall contain alcohol. Said permit and copy shal only
permit unlawful.
authorize one
purchase and
and sale.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
any pharpharpemet
untai.thut authorize
one purchase
sale. It
be unlawful
macist to sell pure alcohol
alcohol without
permit herein
herein specified,
specified, or
or for
without the permit
for
person tokeep
to keep or
have in
possession any
any pure
alcohol unless
unless
any person
or have
in his possession
pure alcohol
receptacle containing
the receptacle
containing the same shall
distinctly labeled
shal be distinctly
labeled with
with the
copy of
of the
authorizing the
purchase of
of the
same.
the purchase
the same.
copy
the permit
permit authorizing
thor
buidings,
buildings,
Unauthorized
etc., forliqfor
nseli q
of
6E0.
unlawful for
any person
person owning,
owning, leasing,
leasing,
etc.,
SEC. 13.
13. That it
it shall be unlawful
for any
uors,
unlawfuL
or
occupyi
ng or
n possession
possess i
on or
any premises, building,
uors,unlawfu.
or occupying
or i
in
or contro
controllof
of any
premises, building,
vehicle, car, or boat to knowingly
knowingly permit
permit thereon
thereon or therein
therein the
the manumanufacture,
facture, transportation,
transportation, disposal, or the keeping of
intoxicating liquor
of intoxicating
with intent to manufacture,
dispose of
the same
same in
in
manufacture, transport, or
or dispose
of the
violation
of
the provisions
of this
Act.
of
this
Act.
provisions
of
the
violation
sioneatc.,hOL
S eS- SEC.
unau'
i
t.
it shall
shall be
sion,
etc., unla
SEC. 14. That it
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any person
person to
to import, ship,
ship,
sell, transport,
receive,'or have in his possession any intoxitransport, deliver, receive
cating liquors,
liquors except
except as
as in
this Act
in this
Act 13rovided.
povided.
cablietlringin& in- cating
ti A person
in or upon any passenger
Public chink'ng'
in. SEC.
SEC. 15.
15. Alit
shall in
toxcati
, ami
et.,a
That any
any person who
tosIcation,
etc.,
miswho shall
in or upon any passenger
demeanor.,
coach, street car, boat, or in or upon any other
demeanor
commonly
other vehicle
vehicle commonly
used for the transportation of passengers,
passengers, or in or about any depot,
platform, or
drink any
liquor of
of any
any
or waiting
waiting room
room drink
any intoxicating
intoxicating liquor
kind,
or any person who shall be drunk or intoxicated
k ind,.or
intoxicated in
public
in any public
or private road or street, or in any passenger
passenger coach, street car, or
or
at any
any public
public gathering,
gathering, or
or any
any
any public place or building,
building, or
or at
person who shall be drunk or intoxicated
intoxicated and shall
Shan disturb
disturb the peace
any person,
person, shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor.
misdemeanor.
of any
etcr for of
C1ubhows etc.,
Clubhouaes,
dispensing
quors,
unSEC. 16.
person who
who shall
shall directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly keep
keep
Udisp
g liliqor,
SEC.
16. That
That every
every person
lawfL
or maintain
associating with others, or who shall
maintain by himself or by associating
in any manner aid, assist, or abet in keeping or maintaining
maintaining any
any
clubhouse,
clubhouse, or other place in which
which alcoholic
alcoholic liquor is received
received or
or
kept for the purpose of use, gift, barter, or sale, or for distribution
distribution
or division among the members
members of any club or association
association by
by any
means whatsoever, or who shall maintain
maintain what is commonly
commonly known
or other
as the "locker
"locker system"
system" or
other device
device for
for evading
evading the
the provisions
provisions
who shall
shall use,
use, barter,
of this Act, and every person who
barter, sell,
give away,
away,
sell, give
or assist or abet in bartering,
bartering, selling, or giving away any liquors
so received
received or kept, shall be deemed
of a
a misdemeanor
and
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof be
be subject
subject to
to the
the penalties
prescrib
ed i
Testimony
Testimony of
of wt-upon
witconviction thereof
penalties prescribed inn
ses.
section one of this Act; a
and
n din
i
n all cases the members, shareholders,
shareholders,
associates, or employees
employees in any
any club or
mentioned in
in this
this
or association mentioned
section shall be competent
competent witnesses
witnesses to prove any violations
violations of the
the
provisions
of
section of
or of
of any
any fact
fact tending
tending thereto;
thereto;
Compulsory teti
of this
this section
of this
this Act,
Act, or
Compulsory
testi- provisions
mony.
mony.
and no person shall
shall be excused
excused from testifying as to any offense
offense
Personal immunity. committed
committed by
another against
against any of the p
rovi
si
ons of
of this
thi s A
ct
Personalimmunity.
by another
provisions
Act
tending to criminate himself, but the
by reason of his testimony
testimony tending
Evasions ulau
testimony given by such person shall in no case be used against him.
Evasions
unlawful.
The keeping
keeping or
or giving
The
giving away of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors, or any
any schemes
or devices whatever, to evade the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed unlawful
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
issue
s ofof warrants
arrants for
fordeemed
unlawful within
within the
of this
Act.
violation.
S
EC. 17.
17. Tha
Thatt if
or more
are competent
competent witnesses
witnesses
violation.
SEC.
if one
one or
more persons
persons who
who are
Information to distriett attorney,
shall
charge, on
ffirmation, before
bef
ore the district
district attorney
attorney.
shall charge,
on oath
oath or
or a
affirmation,
attorney or
or
any of his deputies duly authorized to act for him,
him, presenting
presenting that
that
any person, company,
company-, copartnership,
copartnership, association,
association, club, or corporacorporation has or have violated or is violating
violating the provisions
this Act
Act
provisions of this
by
or depositing,
depositing, offering
for sale,
sale keeping
keeping
by manufacturing,
manufacturing, storing,
storing, or
offering for
trafficking in, bartering,
exchanging
for sale or use, trafficking
bart
eri
ng ,
exchanging for goods,
goods, giving
etc

of
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alcoholic liquor, shall request
otherwise furnishing alcoholic
away. or otherwise
request said
away,
attorney or any of his assistants duly authorized to act for
district attorney
him
to cause
to be
attorney or any of his
said attorney
issued aa warrant,
warrant, said
cause to
be issued
him to
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assistants
shall cause
to be
be issued
warran tthe
Service
of warrant.
Sericeof
thewarrant.
in which
which warrant
warrant, in
such warrant,
issued such
cause to
assistants shall
room,
house, building,
building, or
violation is alleged
alleged
place in which the violation
or other place
room, house,
described; and
specifically described;
to
occurred or
or is
is occurring shall be specifically
to have
have occurred
said warrant
warrant shall
shall be
be placed
placed in
in the
the hands
marshal, his deputy,
hands of the marshal,
said
or
any town
policeman in any
which the room,
any town in which
or policeman
marshal or
town marshal
or any
house,
building, or
or other
place above
referred to is located, commandabove referred
other place
house, building,
ing
him to
once thoroughly
thoroughly search
said described
room, house,
house, seinure
Seizure of liquors,
described room,
search said
to at
at once
ing him
appurtenances thereof;
building,
or other
other place,
place, and the
thereof; and if any etc.
etc.
the appurtenances
building, or
such
be found,
found, to
to take
take into
into his
and safely
safely keep, to be prohis possession and
such be
all alcoholic liquors and all the
duced
evidence when
when required,
required, all
as evidence
duced as
also all the paraphernalia
means of
of dispensing
paraphernalia or part of
same, also
the same,
dispensing the
means
the
paraphernalia of
of a
or other
other alcoholic
liquor establishalcoholic liquor
a barroom
barroom or
the paraphernalia
internal-revenue tax receipt
ment, and
receipt or certifiStates internal-revenue
any United States
and any
ment,
effective for the
cate for
for the
manufacture or
or sale
sale of
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquor,
liquor, effective
the manufacture
cate
Useaasseidence
period of
time covering
evidence.
alleged offense, and forthwith report all Use
covering the alleged
of time
period
the
facts to
to the
district attorney
attorney or
or his
deputy, and
and such alcoholic
his deputy,
the district
the facts
liquor or
the means
for dispensing
same or the
paraphernalia of aa
the paraphernalia
dispensing same,
means for
or the
liquor
barroom or
or other
liquor establishment,
establishment, or any United States
alcoholic liquor
other alcoholic
barroom
internal-revenue
or certificate
certificate for
for the
alcoholic
sale of alcoholic
the sale
receipt or
tax receipt
internal-revenue tax
liquor,
effective as
as aforesaid,
aforesaid, shall
be prima
prima facie
evidence of
of the
the
facie evidence
shall be
liquor, effective
itos
of liquors
violation
Act.
Possemdon
Possession of
of this
this Act.
the provisions
provisions of
of the
violation of
Sze. 18.
That it
it shall
shall not
not be
be necessary,
necessary, in
in order
any perper- evidence
evidence of violations.
violat -s
to convict
convict any
order to
18. That
SEC.
son,
company, house,
corporation,
club, or corporation,
copartnership, club,
association, copartnership,
house, association
son, company,
his,
its, or
or their
officers,
servants of
manufacturing,
of manufacturing,
or servants
officers clerks, or
agentsassociation,
their agents,
his, its,
importing,
or selling
selling alcoholic
alcoholic liquors,
to prove
the actual
manufacactual manufacprove the
liquors, to
importing, or
ture,
importing, sale,
sale, delivery
delivery of,
of, or
or payment
payment for
for any
alcoholic
any alcoholic
ture, importing,
liquors,
but the
the evidence
of having
having or
or keeping
keeping them
in hand,
hand, stored
them in
evidence of
liquors, but
or
orders for,
to sell
sell or
barter, or
description
or exex- General description
or barter,
or offering
offering to
for, or
taking orders
or deposited,
deposited, taking
changing
them for
for goods
goods or
giving them
away, shall
sufficient.
shall suffient.
them away,
or giving
or merchandise,
merchandise, or
changing them
a warrant, informabe
to convict;
nor shall
shall it
it be
necessary in a
be necessary
convict; nor
be sufficient
sufficient to
tion, or
kind of alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
particular kind
the particular
specify the
to specify
or indictment
indictment to
tion,
which
is made
made the
the subject
charge of
of violation
violation of
Act.
Houses,
etc., used for
for
1oloses,etc.,sed
this Act.
of this
a charge
of a
subject of
which is
SEC. 19.
boats, boathouses,
boathouses, buildings,
be
ieclared to be
(lquors declared
clubrooms, liquors
buildings, clubrooms,
houses, boats,
all houses,
That all
19. That
SEC.
and places
description, including
drug stores,
stores, where
where alcoholic
"
isan '
alcoholic naes
including drug
of every
every description,
places of
and
liquors
are manufactured,
stored, sold,
sold, or
or vended,
vended, given
away, or
given away,
manufactured, stored,
liquors are
furnished contrary
law, including
those in
which clubs,
clubs, orders, or
in which
including those
to law,
contrary to
furnished
associations sell,
sell, barter,
away, distribute,
distribute, or dispense
dispense intoxiintoxigive away,
barter, give
associations
cating liquors
their members
members by
by any
any means or device whatever,
whatever, as
to their
liquors to
cating
et., a
common and
provided in
Act, shall
shall be
be held,
held, taken,
and deemed
deemed common
and Mtenanc,
taken, and
in this
this Act,
provided
Maintenance , etc,
misdemeanor.'
aid misdemeanor.
public nuisances.
person who
who shall
or shall
shall aid
maintain, or
shall maintain,
any person
And any
nuisances. And
public
or abet,
or knowingly
knowingly be
associated with
in maintaining
maintaining such
such
others, in
with others,
be associated
abet, or
or
common and
and public
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and Punishment.
Pmishment.
shall be
be guilty
a misdemeanor
common
public nuisance,
nuisance, shall
upon conviction
thereof shall
be subject
subject to the penalties
penalties prescribed
prescribed
shall be
conviction thereof
upon
in section
this Act,
given that such house,
shall be given
judgment shall
and judgment
Act, and
of this
one of
section one
in
boat, building,
or other
other place,
or any
any room
abated or
be abated
therein, be
room therein,
place, or
building, or
boat,
closed up
as a
for the
keeping of
of such
liquor contrary
contrary to
such liquor
or keeping
sale or
the sale
place for
a place
up as
closed
law,
the court
court may determine.
Injuntionstoabate.
Injunctions to abate.
determine.
law, as
as the
S
EC. 20.
United States
States district
attorney for
for the
the TerriTerridistrict attorney
any United
That any
20. That
SEC.
tory of
of Alaska
Alaska may
an action
action in
equity in
in the
name of
of the
the
the name
in equity
maintain an
may maintain
tory
United States
to abate
and perpetually
perpetually enjoin
nuisance as
as pimistmeat
for vio
v .
unishmnt for
such aa nuisance
enjoin such
abate and
States to
United
defined in
the preceding
section. No
No bond
shall be
be required.
',tun&
Any latin
required. Any
bond shall
preceding section.
in the
defined
proceedperson violating
violating the
terms of
any injunction
granted in
in such proceedinjunction granted
of any
the terms
person
ings shall
for contempt
by a
fine of
not more
more than
than $500
$500
of not
a fine
contempt by
punished for
be punished
shall he
ings
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment in
in the
Federal jail
jail for
more than
than six
six months,
months,
not more
for not
the Federal
or
or both
and imprisonment,
imprisonment, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court.
onan conLease vod
court.
in the
fine and
such fine
or
both such
Leases
void on
SEC. 21.
That if
if a
tenant of
of a
building or
tenement is
is convicted
of tenant.
tenant.
of victim
victionof
convicted of
or tenement
a building
a tenant
21. That
SEC.
using such
part thereof
maintaining a
a common
common
or maintaining
thereof or
any part
or any
premises or
such premises
using
nuisance,
hereinbefore defined,
defined, or
knowingly permitting
such
permitting such
of knowingly
or of
as hereinbefore
nuisance, as
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use by another,
another, the
conviction of such use shall
render void
void the
lease
the conviction
shall render
the lease
under
under which he holds and shall cause
right of
of possession
possession to
revert
cause the
the right
to revert
to the owner or lessor, who may, without process of
of law,
law, make immeimmediate entry upon the premises, or may
avail himself
himself of
remedy
may avail
of the
the remedy

Neglectng

tto

eject

offendingi tenant
offenntgt
e naent
deemedassisting.
deemed assisting.

provided for
for the
forcible detention
provided
the forcible
detention thereof.
thereof.
S
EC. 22.
That anyone
anyone who
who knowingly
knowingly permits
permits any
any building
owned
22. That
SEC.
building owned

or leased by him or under his control, or any part
to be
be used
used
part thereof,
thereof, to
in maintaining aacommon nuisance hereinbefore
hereinbefore described in
in section
section
nineteen of this Act, neglects to take all reasonable
reasonable measures to eject
eject
therefrom the person so
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
therefrom
so using the same, shall
shall be
be deemed
assisting in maintaining such nuisance.
propet y rigt
No pit.
right assisting in maintaining such nuisance.
inilegalliquors.
SEC.
in
illegal liquors.
S
EC. 23. That no property
property right of
any kind
exist in
in alcoholic
of any
kind shall
shall exist
alcoholic
liquors or beverages
beverages illegally manufactured,
manufactured, received, possessed,
possessed, or
or
stored under this Act, and in all such cases the liquors are forfeited
to the United States and may be searched
searched for and seized
seized and ordered
ordered
to be destroyed by the court after a
a conviction,
conviction, when
when such liquors
have
have been seized for use as evidence, or
evidence to
or upon
upon satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
to
presented by the district attorney that
the court presented
that such
such liquors
liquors are
are
Punishment
for not contraband.
Punishment for
contraband.
specifiedviolations.
SEC.
specified violations.
S
EC. 24. That any person convicted of
of the
of a
a violation
violation of
of any
any of
the
Ante,
903.
provisions of
this Act
Act where
the punishment
punishment therefor
therefor is
is not
not herein
herein
An, p. 9.
provisions
of this
where the
specifically provided shall be punished as provided
provided by section
section one
one
of this Act.
Pharmacists
con.ct. ts
Pharmacnvited may have li1-.
SEC.
victed
S
EC. 25. That in case a
pharmacist is
is convicted
under the
a pharmacist
convicted under
the proviprovin roed.
sions of
this Act
the judge of the district court, in addition to
cense revoked.
sions
of this
Act the
to the
the
Act, may,
may, in
in his
revoke his
his license
penalty provided in
in this
this Act,
his discretion,
discretion, revoke
license
to practice
pharmacy, and thereafter
practice pharmacy,
thereafter he
receive aa license
license
he shall
shall not receive
for one year.
Internal revenue
revenue for one year.
tdt-esC
tamp eviSEC. 26. That the
the issuance
issuance by
peciai tax stamp
Szc.
the United
of any
internal
by the
United States
States of
any internal
revenue special tax stamp or receipt
ence of sale.
revenue
to any
as a
receipt to
any person
person as
a dealer
dealer in
in
intoxicating liquors shall be prima facie evidence
intoxicating
evidence of
of the
the sale of
of intoxiintoxicating liquors by such person during the time the stamp or
receipt is
or receipt
is
of
in force
force and
and effect.
effect.
dstamp
of
Cpy
y
stamp ad in
miCop
rtkble.
A copy of such stamp or receipt or of the record of the
missible.
A
the issuance
issuance
thereof, certified
certified to by a
aUnited States internal-revenue
internal-revenue officer
officer havhaving charge of such record, is admissible
admissible as
case and
as evidence
evidence in
in like
like case
and
Officersauthorired to with
with like
as the
or receipt.
receipt.
Offieersauthoritedto
like effect
effect as
the original
original stamp
stamp or
entoree Provisions
provisi
ot SEC.
it shall be the duty
enforce
of
SEC. 27. That it
duty of
the governor
Alaska, the
the
of the
governor of
of Alaska,
Act.
Act.
United States marshals and their deputies, mayors,
mayors, and
and members
members
of town councils,
councils, town marshals, and police officers of
of all
all incorpoincorporated
rated towns in Alaska,
Alaska, all Federal
Federal game wardens,
wardens, agents
Bureau
agents of the
the Bureau
of Fisheries and Forestry Service, customs
customs collectors
depucollectors and
and their
their deputies, employees of the Bureau
Bureau of Education, prosecuting
prosecuting attorneys
attorneys
and their deputies,
deputies, and all other
other Federal
Federal and
and Territorial
Territorial executive
executive
officers
to
enforce
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Prosecutions.
officers
to
enforce
the
provisions
of
this
Act.
Prosecutions.
SEC.
S
EC. 28. That prosecutions
prosecutions for violations of the provisions of
of this
this
Act shall be on information
information filed by any such officer before any justice
of the peace
peace or district judge, or upon indictment
grand jury
jury
indictment by any grand
of the Territory of Alaska, and said.
said United States district attorney or
or
his deputy shall file such information upon the presentation
presentation to him
him
or his assistants of sworn information
information that the law has been
violated;
been violated;
and in such prosecutions
a false oath to any material
prosecutions anyone making a
material
shall
be deemed
guilty of
perjury.
deemed guilty
of perjury.
rmttg, et
- fact
fact
shall be
Permitting, etc.,
la
oarwater craft
porttLon
EC. 29.
That any
company, or
ation who
wh
o shall
craft SEC.
29. That
any person,
person, company,
or corpor
corporation
shall imimport or
carry liquors .into
into or upon the Territorial
port
or carry
Territorial waters of Alaska in
or upon any steamship,
steamship, steamboat, vessel, boat, or other water craft,
or shall permit the same to be so imported
imported or carried into or upon
said waters, except under the provisions of this Act, shall be guilty
punishment.
Anfip.
of a
Ante ,p.s.
903.
misdemeanor, and
and upon
conviction shall
shall be
punished as
provided
a misdemeanor,
upon conviction
be punished
as provided
in section one of this
this Act.
Act.
ists
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SEC.
30. That in addition
ies to
SEC. 36.
addition to the power
power now exercised the judges of License
to end of
of
calendar
the district
of Alaska
Alaska ma
y gran
quor licenses
li censes for
f
or any
peri
odsnowed.
the
district courts
courts of
may
granttli
liquor
any period
eaa year no
a pro rata
of time less than one year upon a
rata of the license fee for one
year, but not to extend beyond the first day of January, nineteen
hundred and eighteen,
of law now in force
there
hundred
eighteen, under the provisions
provisions of
force.there
so
so far as
applicable.
as the same are
are applicable.
ri t o
SEC.
S
EC. 31. That the Legislature
Legislature of the Territory
Territory of Alaska may pass Additional
AdditionalTae
Territorial legislation allowed.
additional
enforcement of this Act not inconadditional legislation in aid of the
the enforcement
mconsistent with
sistent
with its
its provisions.
provisions.
SEC.
interpretation of this Act words of the singular
S
EC. 32. That in the interpretation
singular Interpretation
nterpretation
of
number shall be deemed
deemed to include
include their plurals,
plurals, and words of the words'
words.
masculine
feminine, as the case
masculine gender
gender shall be deemed
deemed to include the feminine,
case
may
may be.
be.
SEC.
January 1,
SEC. 33. That this Act shall be in full force and effect on and after
after 19In
1: effect
effect January
the first day of January,
and
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
an deighteen,
ei
ghteen ,
an d all laws 1918s
Inconsis tent laws
l aw re
s
and parts of laws inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith be, and they
they are hereby, peaist"nt'"
pealed.
repealed
as of
of that
that date.
date.
repealed as
Approved, February
14, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
February 14,
re.

CHAP.
CHAP. 54.-An
54.—An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
for fortifications
fortifications and other works
works of
defense,
the armament
the procurement
ordnance for
defense, for
for the
armament thereof,
thereof, for
for the
procurement of
of heavy
heavy ordnance
for trial
trial
and service,
and for
purposes.
and
service, and
for other
other purposes.

14, 1
February14,1917.
Feb
EHruary
R. 20453.]
917.
-•

309.1

[Public,
[Public, No. 309.]

Be
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Fortifications approapproFortfications
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
America in
in Congress
States of
of America
following sums are priationsappropriated,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
approappropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
immediately available
continue available
available until
until
priated,
to be
be immediately
available and
and to
to continue
expended, namely:
namely:
expended,
FORTIFICATIONS
AND OTHER
WORKS OF
OF DEFENSE.
FORTIFICATIONS AND
OTHER WORKS
DEFENSE.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER

Engineer
Engeter
ment.
ment.

DepartD

qun
Gun and mortar bat-

d mort ar bat
For
of gun
batteries, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
For construction
construction of
gun and
and mortar
mortar batteries,
ttenes.
Fort Wright, N. V.
The
Secretary
of
War
is
authorized
to
transfer
to
the
owners
of
the
The Secretary of War is authorized to transfer to the owners of the Transfer
Frt WrightrN.
Y.of
of right
way.
adjacent
land, in
in partial
for the
the transfer
transfer to
the United
United way.
adjacent land,
partial consideration
consideration for
to the
States of
an easement
in other
of said
said owners,
the title
title of
of the
States
of an
easement in
other land
land of
owners, the
the
United States
States to
of way
way now
now owned
the United
States and
and
United
to aaright
right of
owned by
by the
United States
located between
tract of
land known
known as
main Fort
Fort H.
G.
as the
the main
H. G.
located
between the
the tract
of land
Wright Military
and the
of land
land known
known as
the
Wright
Military Reservation
Reservation and
the tract
tract of
as the
Mount
Fishers Island,
Long Island
Island Sound,
Sound, New
Mount Prospect
Prospect Tract,
Tract, on
on Fishers
Island, Long
New
York.
York.
Modernizing
emFor
modernizing older
$102,000.
For modernizing
older emplacements,
emplacements, $102,000.
pacemen
em.
placements.
Fire-control
stations.
For
construction
of
fire-control
stations
and
accessories,
including
For construction of fire-control stations and accessories, including Fire-ontrolstations
purchase
of lands
of way,
way, purchase
purchase and
and installation
installation of
of
purchase of
lands and
and rights
rights of
necessary
lines and
means of
electrical communication,
including teleteleand means
of electrical
communication, including
necessary lines
phones,
dial and
and other
telegraphs, wiring
wiring and
all special
special instruments,
instruments,
phones, dial
other telegraphs,
and all
apparatus,
and materials,
materials, coast
coast signal
signal apparatus,
apparatus, and
and salaries
of elecelecsalaries of
apparatus, and
trical experts,
experts, engineers,
engineers, and
and other
other necessary
employees connected
connected Range finders.
trical
necessary employees
with the
the use
coast artillery;
purchase, manufacture,
and test
test of
of Rangefders
with
use of
of coast
artillery; purchase,
manufacture, and
range finders
finders and
and other
instruments for
for fire
fire control
control at
the fortificafortificaother instruments
at the
range
tions, and
machinery necessary
for their
their manufacture
at the
manufacture at
the
tions,
and the
the machinery
necessary for
arsenals, $608,796.
arsenals,
$608,796.
Coast
Artillery war
Coast Artillery
War
instruction.
For maintenance
maintenance of
Coast Artillery
Artillery war-instruction
materiel at
For
of Coast
war-instruction materiel
at instruction.
Coast
Artillery posts,
including necessary
necessary material
and labor
labor theretherematerial and
Coast Artillery
posts, including
for and
to soldiers
soldiers necessarily
for periods
periods
for
and for
for extra-duty
extra-duty pay
pay to
necessarily employed
employed for
not
than ten
ten days,
days, $750.
$750.
not less
less than
Electric plants.
For
installation and
and replacement
replacement of
electric-light and
and power
power plants
For installation
of electric-light
plants Eectrpla
at
seacoast fortifications,
$110,000.
fortifications, $110,000.
at seacoast
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For
and installation
of searchlights
searchlights for
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
For purchase
purchase and
installation of
for seacoast

Searchlights.
Searchights.
Preservation,
etc.
Prervationetc.

Plans.

Ps1.

upplies, etc.,
etc., elecSupplies,
elec.
tric
plants.
tricplants

o

SitesAn.

iteet.

Sea walls, etc.

Beaws lert.

Roads,
tRma,
et
tens,
etc.

$250,000.
$250,000.
For
For protection, preservation,
preservation, and repair
repair of fortifications for which
which
there may be no special
special appropriation
appropriation available, and
and of
structures for
of structures
for
the torpedo
torpedo defense
defense of the United
United States
and for
for maintaining
maintaining chanchanStates and
nels for access to torpedo
torpedo wharves, $250,000.
$250,000.
For preparation
fortifications and other works
preparation of plans for fortifications
works of dedefense, $25,000.
$25,000.
fense,
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair of searchlights
electric light and
searchlights and electric
power equipment
seacoast fortifications,
equipment for seacoast
fortifications, and for tools,
tools, electrical
electrical
and other supplies, and appliances
appliances to be used in
their operation,
operation,
in their

including the
the purchase
reserve lights,
structe, including
purchase of
of reserve
lights, $40,000.
$40,000.

rpeo structures,
Torpedo

et
etc.

1917.
1917.

water

sys-

Motor passengerT
v"-

thi
& l

bide&

e

Signal service.
Signalservie.

For construction
construction of mining casemates, cable galleries,
storegalleries, torpedo storehouses, cable tanks, and other structures
structures necessary
necessary for the operation,
preservation, and care of submarine
submarine mines and their accessories,
accessories, and
and
for providing channels
channels for
torpedo wharves,
wharves, $150,000.
$150,000.
for access
access to
to torpedo
For procurement or reclamation
reclamation of land, or rights pertaining
pertaining thereto,
thereto,
needed for site, location,
location, construction,
construction, or prosecution
works for
for
prosecution of
of works
fortifications and
and coast
defenses, $100,000.
fortifications
coast defenses,
$100,000.
For construction
construction of sea walls
walls and
and embankments,
embankments, $93,000.
*93,000.
For the construction of roads, trails,
trails, water
water and
systems, and
and
and sewer
sewer systems,
so
for the
the service
service of
of seacoast
seacoast fortifications,
$40,000.
so forth,
forth, for
fortifications, $40,000.
For purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-promotor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, expenditures
expenditures are authorized
authorized to
to an
an
amount not exceeding $2,300
$2,300 during the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, from funds
available from appropriations
funds available
appropriations for
for fortificafortifications in the continental
States.
continental United
United States.
UNDER THE ClEGEF
UNDER
SIGNAL OFFICER.
OFFICER.
CHIEF SIGNAL

fire-control installations
For operation and maintenance
maintenance of fire-control
installations at
at seaseacoast defenses,
defenses, $140,000.
$140,000.
Airships, etc.
Airships,
et
For the
the purchase
purchase, manufacture,
For
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and
repair
and repair
of airships and other aerial
aerial machines,
for equipment,
equipment, and
and
machines, building's
buildings for
other accessories necessary in the aviation section
section for
for use
use in
in connecconnection with the seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses of the United
States, $3,600,000.
United States,
$3,600,000.
sipstTons,
Airship
stations, etc..
The
Secretary of
of War
War is
directed to
submit to
Congress on
on or
or before
bef
ore
The Secretary
is directed
to submit
to Congress
Statement of facultiesavalableor.
January
ties available for.
January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, aa detailed
detailed statement
statement
hundred and
of the land, buildings, and other facilities now
now available
available and
and to
to be
be
accommodation of airships and other aerial
required for the accommodation
aerial machines
machines
to be used in connection
connection with the seacoast
seacoast defenses
continental
defenses of
of the
the continental
United States, the insular
insular possessions, and
the Panama
Panama Canal.
Canal.
and the
Fir-ctrolsttions.
Fire-control stations.

Armament.
Armament.
Mountain, field, and
i
eld, and
tdege
cannon.
* lget,

ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS.
ARMAMENT
FORTIFICATIONS.

For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture and test of mountain,
mountain, field,
field, and
siege
and siege
cannon,
carriages, sights,
cannon, including their earflaps,
sights, implements,
implements, equipments,
equipments,
provio.
and the machinery-necessary
Proviso.
necessary for
their manufacture
manufacture at
at the
for their
the arsenals,
arsenals,
Contractsauthoied.
Contracts
authorized. $6,900,000:
$6,900,000: Prowled,
That the
the Chief
Chief of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, United
Proided, That
United States
States
Army, is authorized
authorized to enter into contracts
or otherwise
otherwise incur
incur oblicontracts or
obligations for the purposes above mentioned
mentioned not to
to exceed
exceed $2,200,000
$2,200,000
m
in addition to the appropriations
appropriations herein and heretofore
heretofore made.
made.
Ammunition.
Amunitio
For purchase,
test of
of ammunition
mountain,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
ammunition for
for mountain,
field,
and siege
siege cannon, including
including the necessary
field, aid
necessary experiments
experiments in conconProvo.
nection
and
the
machinery
therewith
machinery
necessary
manufacture
at
for
its
manufacture
at
Proviso.
Contacuthzed.
$7,310,000: Provided,
Contractsauthorked. the arsenals,
arsenals, $7,310,000:
Provided, That
the Chief
of Ordnance,
Ordnance,
That the
Chief of
United States Army, is authorized
authorized to enter into contracts
othercontracts or
or otherwise incur obligations
obligations for the purposes above
not to
to exceed
exceed
above mentioned
mentioned not
$2,000,000 in addition
appropriations herein and heretofore
$2,000,000
addition to the appropriations
heretofore
made.
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For purchase,
seacoast cannon for coast
manufacture, and test of seacoast
purchase, manufacture,
For
defense, including
including their
carriages, sights,
implements, equipments,
equipments, and
sights, implements,
their carriages,
defense,
manufacture at the arsenals,
the
machinery necessary
necessary for
arsenals,
for their manufacture
the machinery
$9,231,000: Provided,
That the Chief of Ordnance,
Ordnance, United States
States
Provided, That
$9,231,000:
Army,
contracts or otherwise incur obliinto contracts
to enter into
authorized to
is authorized
Army, is
gations
for the
the purposes
mentioned not to exceed
exceed $2,200,000
$2,200,000
purposes above mentioned
gations for
and heretofore
in
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations herein and
heretofore made.
made.
in addition
for seacoast
seacoast
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
ammunition for
test of ammunition
and test
For
necescannon,
modernizing projectiles
projectiles on hand, including the necesand for modernizing
cannon, and
necesand the machinery necessary experiments
experiments in
in connection
therewith, and
connection therewith,
sary
Provided, That
sary for
for its
its manufacture
manufacture at
the arsenals,
$10,940,000: Provided,
arsenals $10,940,000:
at the
sary
Army, is authorized to enter
the Chief
of Ordnance,
States Army,
United States
Ordnance, United
the
Chief of
purposes above
into
incur obligations
obligations for the
the purposes
otherwise incur
or otherwise
contracts or
into contracts
mentioned
to exceed $2,000,000, in addition to the appropriations
mentioned not to
herein
heretofore made.
herein and heretofore
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
subcaliber
ammunition, subcaliber
test of ammunition,
and test
For
guns,
artillery practice,
practice including
seacoast artillery
for seacoast
accessories for
other accessories
and other
guns, and
the arsenals,
arsenals,
the
machinery necessary
necessary for their manufacture
manufacture at flu;
the machinery
$572,000.
$572,000.
artillery, including
For alteration
maintenance of
of the
mobile artillery,
the mobile
and maintenance
alteration and
For
tools, and materials
the purchase
purchase and
manufacture of
materials
machinery tools,
of machinery,
and manufacture
the
necessary
for the
the work
work and
and the
the mechanics
mechanics engaged
engaged
of the
expenses of
the expenses
necessary for
thereon, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
thereon,
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and
test of
subcaliber
of ammunition,
ammunition, subcaliber
and test
For
and siege
guns,
and other
other accessories
mountain, field,
field, and
siege artillery
artillery
for mountain,
accessories for
guns, and
manufacture at
practice,
machinery necessary
necessary for
for their manufacture
the machinery
including the
practice, including
the arsenals,
$1,000,000.
arsenals, $1,000,000.
the
For
the
including the
artillery, including
seacoast artillery,
of seacoast
maintenance of
and maintenance
alteration and
For alteration
purchase and
manufacture of
of machinery,
materials necessary
necessary
tools, materials
machinery, tools,
and manufacture
purchase
for
civilian mechanics
pay
extra-duty pay
mechanics and extra-duty
of civilian
expenses of
and expenses
work, and
for the
the work,
of
enlisted men
engaged thereon,
$700,000.
thereon, $700,000.
men engaged
of enlisted
PROVING
GROUND, SANDY
SANDY HOOK,
HOOK, NEW
JERSEY.
NEW JERSEY.
PROVING GROUND,
For current
current expenses
expenses of
the ordnance
ordnance proving
proving ground,
Hook,
Sandy Hook,
ground, Sandy
of the
For
New Jersey,
water transporand water
rail and
of rail
maintenance of
the maintenance
comprising the
Jersey, comprising
New
tation, repairs,
accessories, and
and service
service of
of employees
employees incialterations, accessories,
repairs, alterations,
tation,
hire of assistants
dental to
to testing
and proving
mat6riel, hire
ordnance materiel,
proving ordnance
testing and
dental
for
Ordnance Board,
purchase of
instruments and
articles required
required
and articles
of instruments
Board, purchase
the Ordnance
for the
for
and experimental
building and repairing
repairing butts and
and
work, building
experimental work,
testing and
for testing
targets, clearing
$90,000.
ranges, $90,000.
grading ranges,
and grading
c earing and
targets,
For necessary
not occupying
public quarters
quarters at
at
occupying public
of officers
officers not
expenses of
necessary expenses
For
employed on
at
thereat, at
duty thereat,
ordnance duty
on ordñani&
while employed
the
ground,,while
proving groun
the proving
so employed,
employed, and
the compensation
compensation
and the
while so
diem while
the rate
of $2.50
$2.50 perrdiem
rate of
the
employed in
the Army
Army Ordnance
Ordnance Bureau
Bureau on
ordon ordin the
of draftsmen
draftsmen w
whileeemployed
of
nance construction,
$35,000.
construction, $35,000.
nance

Sesooastostmon.
swatim'

priso.
Proviso.
Contracts authorized.
Contractsauthorized
mmuti

Ammunition.

Prowo.
contractsauthormd.

Proviso.
Ccatractsauthorised.

Ammnsii,

for
Anulturen ,

ete.,
ert,

fp P
etc,
bAleg,
metering,
uli.etc*,

Amusitio

for
li
nen , i
t
t
c.
i°14

MOmo

etc.

practice
practice.
wring seacoast
arscoast att.ing

Sandy
proving
Sandy Hook provng
ground.
gromund.
Expenses, etc.

Expenet-.

TemPorazY
e.Prar
meats.

employ.

employr

SUBMARINE MINES.
MINES.
SUBMARINE
Submarine mines.

For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
of submarineine
submarine-mine materiel,
matriel, surbel:
test of
Accessories ,.i
for pracand test
manufacture, and
For
ce
and
other accessories
accessories for
for submarine-mine
practice, including
including the
the ma- titice.
submarine-mine practice,
and other
chinery necessary
necessary for
their manufacture
at the
Maintenane of
$26,000.
of sp
for their
manufacture at
the arsenals,
arsenals, $26,000.
chinery
Maintenance
supFor maintenance
maintenance of
materiel within
within the
the limits
of plies,etc.
limits of
plies, etc.
submarine-mine materiel
of submarine-mine
For

continental United
United States,
purchase of
of necessary
necessary machinery,
tools,
machinery, tools,
States, purchase
continental
at Fort
and
the repair
repair shop
shop of
of the
the torpedo
torpedo depot at
for the
implements for
and implements
Totten, l'klew
extra-duty pay
pay to
to soldiers
employed
necessarily employed
soldiers necessarily
York, extra-duty
New York,
Totten,
for
ten days
days in
the issue,
issue, receipt,
receipt,
with the
in connection
connection with
than ten
less than
not less
periods not
for periods
and
of submarine-mining
materiel at
at the
torpedo depot,
and for
for
depot, and
the torpedo
submarine-mining materiel
care of
and care
torpedo-depot
administration, $68,000.
$68,000.
torpedo-depot administration,

Tot

trd

Fort Totten torpedo
deot.
dePot-
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Insularpossessions.
Insurpostons.
Engineer
mEngeer
ment.

1917.
1917.

FORTIFICATIONS IN
FORTIFICATIONS
INSULAR POSSESSIONS.
POSSESSIONS.
IN INSULAR

Depart-

ENGINEER
DEPARTMENT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.

Depart

Seacoast batteries,
Hawaiian Islands.

For construction
of seacoast
seacoast batteries
batteries in
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands,
For
construction of
in the
the Hawaiian
$720,000.
$720,000.
'repair,'
For
protection, preservation,
and repair
repair of
of fortifications,
fortifications, including
,etervation
For protection,
preservation, and
including

Hawiiantslands."

ete
P.
reservatimi

"pair

structures erected
structures
erected for torpedo
torpedo defense,
defense for
for which
which there may be
be no
special
for maintaining
for
maintaining channels
channels for
available, and for
special appropriation
appropriation available,
access
wharves, at
at the
following localities:
localities:
access to
to torpedo
torpedo wharves,
the following
Hawaiian
a In
'wail"
I
sm's
In the
Islands, $7,500;
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
$7,500;
Philippine
In te
Philippine Islands,
Islands, $15,000;
PhiliI Pa m144
ds.
In
the Phili
$15,000;
In
all, $22,500.
In
all,
$22,500.
H Road locations,
Hawaiian
For
to locate
roads in connection
with land
land
slands.
d
For surveys
surveys to
locate strategic
strategic roads
connection with
defenses
in the
the Hawaiian
Islands,
$10,000.
defenses
in
Hawaiian
Islands,
$10,000.
Electric plants.
lecti plants.
For
maintenance and
repair of
of searchlights
and electric
electric light
For maintenance
and repair
searchlights and
light and
and
equipment for seacoast
seacoast fortifications
tools, electrical
electrical
power equipment
fortifications and for tools,
supplies, and appliances
and other supplies,
their operation at
at
appliances to be used in their
the
following localities:
localities:
the following
Hawaiian
Islands.
Hawaniislands.
In the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, $2,500;
$2,500;
Philippine
Islands.
Philippinerlands.
In the Philippine Islands,
Tslends, $5,000;
$5,000;
all, $7,500.
$7,500.
s n In
In all,
Sea walls,SHa
Hawaiian
Islands.
island&
For
sea walls
walls and
and embankments,
embankments, Hawaiian
For construction
construction of
of sea
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands,
Automobile,
Hawal- $10500.
$1(p 50°.
Antemobie, Hawailan Islands.
or maintenance,

For maintenance, repair, and
and operation
operation of
of one
one automobile
automobile, exexpenditures
penditures are
authorized to
to an
an amount
amount not
not exceeding
are authorized
exceeding $900
$900 during
during
the
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen from
from funds
funds available
available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
from appropriations
for fortifications
fortifications in
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
from
appropriations for
in the

ianslandms.

Service.
Signal Service.

Fire-control
Fire-control installainstalla.
ns

tions.
tionstr.

Airships,, etc..

rshptc.

Philippine Islands.

philippine

slands.

Hawaiian
Islands.
Hawaaanislands.
Armament.
Armament.
Seacoast
cannon.
Seacoastcannon.

AL OFFIR.

UNDER
CHIEF SIGNAL
OFFICER..
tTNDER THE
TIE CHIEF
SIGNAL OFFIOEB

For operation
of fire-control
fire-control installations
installations at
seaFor
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
at seacoast
coast defenses,
defenses, $12,500.
$12,500.
For the purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
repair
aerial machines,
machines, buildings
of airships
airships and other
other aerial
buildings for
for equipment,
and
equipment, and
other
necessary in
the aviation
section for
for use
in connecconnecother accessories
accessories necessary
in the
aviation section
use in
tion with
with the
the seacoast
seacoast defenses
the following
following localities:
localities:
defenses in
in the
Philippine
$600,000;
Philippine Islands, $600,000;
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands, $600,000.
8600,000.
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.

For
manufacture, and
and test of seacoast
For purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
seacoast cannon for coast
coast
defenses,
sights, implements,
defenses, including
including their
their carriages,
carriages, sights,
implements, equipments,
equipments,
and
the machinery
for their
Proviso.
and the
machinery necessary
necessary for
Proiso.
their manufacture
manufacture at
at the
the arsenals,
arsenals,
Contracts
authorized. $617,000: Provided, That
Contractsauthorized.
the Chief of Ordnance,
Provided,
Ordnance, United
United States
Army, is authorized
authorized to enter into contracts
contracts and otherwise
otherwise incur
incur obliobligations for the purposes above
above mentioned
mentioned not
to exceed
$59,000 in
in
not to
exceed $59,000
addition to
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein made.
made.
addition
to the
mmunitio
Ammunition.
For purchase,
purchase , manufacture,
manufacture, and
and test
test of
ammuniti on for
for seacoast
seacoast
of ammunition
cannon,
necessary experiments
cannon including
including the necessary
experiments in
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith,
and
at the
the arsenals,
arsenals,
Proviso.
and the
the imachinery
Provio.
machinery necessary
necessary for
for its
its manufacture
manufacture at
Contracts
authorized. $2,229,000:
Contractsauthorized.
$2,229,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Chief of Ordnance
United States
Ordnance,' United
authorized to
Army, is authorized
enter into
into contracts
contracts and
otherwise incur
incur oblito enter
and otherwise
obligations for the purposes above
above mentioned
mentioned not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000,000
$1,000,000
in addition
the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein and
and heretofore
heretofore made.
made.
trng etc., ssea- in
addition to
to the
Altering,
coast
artillery.
oastartte'ry.
alteration and maintenance
maintenance of the seacoast
seacoast artillery,
including
For alteration
artillery, including
the purchase
the
purchase and
machinery, tools,
tools, and
and materials
materials
and manufacture
manufacture of
of machinery,
necessary
of the civilian
necessary for the work, and expenses
expenses of
civilian mechanics,
mechanics, and
and
thereon $494,510.
$494,510.
aintenanc of subsu extra-duty:
extra-duty pay
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men engaged
engaged thereon,
Maintenance
marine mine
supplies.
mrine
min supplies.
For
maintenance
in
of the
submarine mine
m i
ne material
material in
in the
the insular
insular
For maintenance
of
the submarine
possessions, $10,000.
possessions,
$10,000.

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
zss. IL
SEss.
II.

CH. 54.
54.
CH.

1917.
1917.

UNDER
OF COAST
ARTILLERY.
UNDER THE
THE CHIEF
CHIEF OF
COAST ARTILLERY.

fire-control stations and accessories, including
For construction of fire-control
purchase
purchase of lands and rights of way, purchase
purchase and installation of
of
communication, including
including
necessary lines and means of electrical
electrical communication,
telephones,
telephones, dial and other telegraphs,
telegraphs, wiring
all special
special instruinstruwiring and all
ments, apparatus
apparatus and materials, coast signal-apparatus,
apparatus, and salaries
salaries
of electrical experts, engineers, and other necessary
necessary employees conconpurchase, manufacture,
nected with the use of coast artillery;
artillery-; purchase,
manufacture, and
test of range finders
finders and other instruments
instruments for fire control at the fortifications,
fications, and the
machinery necessary
necessary for their
the
the machinery
their manufacture
manufacture at
at the
arsenals, $31,537.
arsenals,
$31,537.
BOARD
AND FORTIFICATION.
BOARD OF
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND
FORTIFICATION.

913
Coast ArtilChief of Coast
lery.
Fire-control stations.
stations.
Fire-control

Range finders.

Beard
Board

Ordnance
of Ordnance

ortiLtion.
and Fortif.cation.

Purchases, tests,
tests, etc.
etc.
purchases, experiments, and tests to Porchases,
all
For a.
For
ll needful and proper purchases,
ascertain,
utilization by
the Government,
Government, the
ascertain, with
with a
a view
view to their
their utilization
by the
the
most
effective
exmlo
p
os
s
i
t
ve
e
s
ff,e
t
c
otive dguns,
guns
s, ,small arms, cartridges, projectiles, fuses,
fuses,
engines
plosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and other implements
implements and engines
of war, and to purchase
purchase or cause to be manufactured,
manufactured, under
under authority
authority
Secretary of War, such
carriages, armor
armor plates, and
other
of the Secretary
such guns,
guns, carriages,
and other
war
material as
as may,
may, in
in the
of the
the board,
board, be
be necessary
necessary in
in
war material
the judgment
judgment of
Vol. 25, p. 489.
the proper
proper discharge
discharge of
the duty
duty devolved
devolved upon
upon it
it by
by the
the Act
approved vol
25 p.489.
Act approved
of the
the
n member.
Civilian
member
September twenty-second,
hundred and
and eighty-eight;
eighty-eight; salary
salary Cjii
eighteen hundred
September
twenty-second, eighteen
of the
the civilian
civilian member
member of
of
of the
the board
and for
for his
his necessary
necessary traveling
traveling V
board and
p.769.
Vol. 26, /3. 769.
76
provided by the Act of February
expenses when traveling
traveling on duty as provided
February °
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-one;
ninety-one; necessary
necessary expenses
twenty-fourth,
hundred and
expenses
of the
board, including
including rent
rent of
offices in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, at
at
of
the board,
of offices
Per diem, etc.
and a
a per
per diem
$900 per
not
exceeding $900
not exceeding
per annum,
annum, and
diem allowance
allowance to each
each rerdi"'metc.
officer detailed
to serve
serve thereon,
employed on
on duty
duty away
away from
from
officer
detailed to
thereon, when
when employed
etc.
Testsetc.
carriages, Tests,
his permanent
permanent station,
station, of
test of
of experimental
experimental guns, carriages,
$2.50; test
of $2.50;
his
recommendation
in accordance
accordance with
with the recommendation
devices procured
procured in
and other
other devices
of
the board,
expenditure of
of which
by the
made by
which shall
shall be made
the expenditure
board, $150,000,
$150,000, the
of the
junsdicseveral
War Department
Department heretofore
heretofore having
havingjurisdicof the War
several bureaus
bureaus of
tion of
the same,
or by
by the
the board
the Secretary
Secretary of
War may
may
of War
as the
board itself,
itself, as
of the
same, or
tion
direct: Proided,
money shall
be expended
expended in
in the
ightto
direct:
Provided, That
That before
before any
any money
shall be
the t
nven'r
i
Vit olo use !rivenimple- "ion
construction or
test of
any gun,
ammunition, or implethm •
gun, gun
gun carriage,
carnage, ammunition,
or test
of any
construction
ments under
of the
the said
said board,
the board
board shall
be
shal be
board, the
the supervision
supervision of
ments
under the
that the Government
satisfied, after
inquiry, that
Government of the United
United States
States
after due inquiry,
satisfied,
.has a
lawful right
use the
in the
the construction
construction
involved in
the inventions
inventions involved
to use
right to
a lawful
has
of such
such gun,
gun carriage
carriage, ammunition,
ammunition, or
or implements,
or that
that the
the
implements, or
gun, gun
of
construction
or test
test is
is made
made at
having
person either having
request of aaperson
at the
the request
construction or
such
lawful right
or authorized
authorized to
to convey
the same
to the
Government. Material
Material to be of
such lawful
right or
convey the
same to
the Government.
of
manufacfac
S
EC. 2.
2. That
under the
of this
itmerican
manu
this American
provisions of
the provisions
purchased under
all material
material purchased
SEC.
That all
when, in the ure.
Act
shall be
be of
manufacture, except
except in cases
ure.
cases when,
of American
American manufacture,
Act shall
judgment of
it is to the manifest
manifest interest
interest of the
War, it
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
of the
judgment
to make
abroad, which
which
quantities abroad,
in limited
limited quantities
purchases in
make purchases
States to
il7nited
nited States
material shall
shall be
be admitted
admitted free
duty.
material
free of
of duty.
dncefce
trapa
tnee
ce. for
for
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That not
$15,000 of
of the
appropriated by
by Rent of
space
funds appropriated
the funds
not to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
SEC.
this
Act for
the armament
fortifications may
be expended
for the
drftsme.
the draftsmen'
expended for
may be
of fortifications
armament of
for the
this Act
rental of
of suitable
space in
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
for
or for
in Washington,
suitable space
rental
the alteration
or repair
repair of
available building
building owned
owned by
the GovGovby the
of any
any available
alteration or
the
ernment, for
of the
of the
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of
office of
the office
force of
the drafting
drafting force
use of
for the
the use
ernment,
Proviso.
Ordnance
engaged in
in the
the design
materiel appropriated
in this
this proo.
for in
of -materiel
appropriated for
design of
Ordnance engaged
Five-year lease.
and
other Acts:
Acts: Provided,
of Ordnance
is authorized,
authorized, Five-yelease.
Chief of
Ordnance is
That the
the Chief
Provided, That
and other
in
his discretion,
to enter
contract for
the lease
lease of
of such
suitable
such suitable
for the
into aacontract
enter into
discretion, to
in his
space for
for a
period not
not to
exceed five
five years,
an annual
rental not
not to
to
annual rental
at an
years, at
to exceed
a period
space
exceed $15,000.
exceed
$15,000.
Price for
forpowderlimPrice
powder limS
EC. 4.
appropriations in
in this
this Act
Act shall
not
.
be
expended for
for ited.
itedorow
be expended
shall not
4. That
That appropriations
SEC.
powder other
other than
than small-arms
small-arms powder
powder at
at a
in excess
excess of
of 53
cents
53 cents
price in
a price
powder
a
pound.
a pound.
91890 °—voL 39--r
39—Pr 1-58
1-58
91890°-VOL
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Limit on
Limit
on price
price for
for
purchases.
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SEC.
That except as
expressly-otherwise
S
EC. 5. That
as expressly
otherwise authorized
authorized herein
herein no
no
part of
the sums
sums appropriated
by this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
expended in
in the
part
of the
appropriated by
be expended
the

purchase
private manufacturers
of any
material at
in
purchase from
from private
manufacturers of
any material
at a
a price
price in
than the
of manufacturexcess of
of twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
centum more than
the cost
cost of
manufacturby the
where such
such material
ing such material
material by
the Government,
Government, or,
or, where
material is
is not
not
manufactured by the Government,
Government, at
or has not been manufactured
at aaprice in
in excess
Poviso
Proviso.
Waived in
genwaived
in emer
emergen-

cies.
des.

Operations of arsenals
not to
be rereto be
nals e not

stricted.
stricted.

Proviso.

Provso.

No pay to officers
nain
g time-mesuring
time-measuring
using
device
on work
of emdyceson
work of
eployees.

h
,
Cash
etc.,,
Cash rewards,
rewards, etc.,
restricted,
restricted.

February
14, 1917.
Febary4,1917.
[S. 5985.1
Pub, No. Publie, No.
310.]
Public,
No. 310.]

of
twenty-five per
per centum
centum more
more than
than the
estimated cost
cost of
of manufacmanufacof twenty-five
the estimated
ture by
the Government:
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever in
opinion of
of
ture
by the
in the
the opinion
the President the situation is such as to justify such action he may
waive the
waive
the limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in this
this section.
section.
SEC. 6.
for carrying
out the
this
That expenditures
expenditures for
SEC.
6. That
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall not be made in such manner as to prevent the operation of
the
arsenals at
their most econominal
the Government
Government arsenals
at their
econominal rate
rate of production,
production,
except
aspecial
special exigency
portion of
of
except when
when a
exigency requires
requires the
the operation
operation of
of aaportion
an arsenal's
arsenal's equipment
at a
an
equipment at
a different
different rate:
rate: Provided,
Provided That
That no
no part
part
of
made in
in this
shall be
the salary
salary
of the
the appropriations
appropriations made
this Act
Act shall
be available
available for
for the
or other
or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent,
superintendent, foreman,
foreman, or
other
person having charge of the work of any employee of the United States
States
Government while making or causing to be made with a
Government
a stop watch or
other time-measuring
such
time-measuring device
device a
a time study of any job of
of any such
employee between the starting and
employee
and completion
completion thereof,
thereof, or of
of the
the
movements of any such employee while engaged
work;
engaged upon such work;
nor
shall any
part of
the appropriations
appropriations made
in this
Act be
nor shall
any part
of the
made in
this Act
be available
available
premium or bonus or cash reward
reward to
to pay any premium
to any
any employee
employee in addiaddition to his regular
regular wages, except for suggestions resulting
resulting in
m improveimprovements or economy in the operation
operation of any Government plant.
Approved, February
February 14,
1917.
Approved,
14, 1917.
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
CHAP. 55.-An
55.—An Act
Authorizing the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of Navigation
Navigation to cause
cause the
steamship Republic
enrolled and licensed
licensed as
the United
United States.
States.
steamship
Republic to be enrolled
as aa vessel
vessel of
of the

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
hiRepubc,"
States of
Republic," steamsteam- States
of America
America in
Commissioner of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Commissioner
of
shi
Grinted
G
p.ranted enrollment Navigation is hereby authorized and directed to cause the steamship
steamship
and license.
Walkure,
American registry
Walkure, admitted to American
registry as the steamship
Repubsteamship Republic, which was sunk in the harbor of Papeete, Tahiti
Tahiti, raised and repaired by American
American enterprise,
enterprise, capital, and labor, to be enrolled and
licensed as a
a vessel of the United States.
licensed
Approved, February 14,
Approved,
14, 1917.
Febniary
14, 1917.
Febrary14,
1917.
IS. 7779.1
'
[Public,
No. 311.]
311.]
[Public, No.
"Frank H. Peavey,'Peavey,'.
"FrankH.
steamer.
Name
ged to
to
Name chan
changed
"William A. Reiss."
A. ss"
Wiliam

Februarz 14, 1917.
Februasr4,
1917.
Es. ,,so.]

s [Public,
312.]
[Public, No.
No. 312.]

CHAP.
56.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
CHAP. 56.—An
authorize the change of name of the steamer Frank H.
Peavey to
to William
A. Reiss.
Peavey
William A.
Reiss.

the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
enacted by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
Representatives of
States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
of
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Navigation
authorized and directed,
application of
Navigation is hereby authorized
directed, upon application
of
the owner, The Reiss Steamship Company, of Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
number
change the name of the steamer
steamer Frank H. Peavey, official number
one hundred
hundred and twenty-one thousand one hundred and eightyseven, to
Reiss.
seven,
to the
the William
William A. Reiss.
Approved,
February 14,
Approved, February
14, 1917.
CHAP. 57.-An
To authorize
CHAP.
57.—An Act
Act To
authorize the change of name of the steamer
steamer Frank T.
Heffelfinger
Clemens A.
Reiss.
Heffelfinger to
to Clemens
A. Reiss.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of
That the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
s T.
eff. States
"Frank
T. Heti&
States of
America in
in Congress
fin"Frank
g
er," steamer.
Navigation is hereby authorized and directed, upon application
application of
Navigation
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CHs. 57-60.
Cris.
57-60.
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Steamship Company,
the owner,
owner, The
The Reiss
Reiss Steamship
Company, of
of Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
t.
the
change
steamer Frank T. Heffelfinger,
Heffelfinger, official
official number
number
the steamer
name of the
the name
change the
thousand two hundred
one
hundred and
hundred and five, to the
twenty-one thousand
and twenty-one
one hundred
Clemens
A. Reiss.
Clemens A.
Approved,
February 14, 1917.
Approved, February

W.
CHAP. 58.—An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the change of name of the steamer George
George W.
58.-An Act
CHAP.
Peavey to
J. Reiss.PubNo.31
Reiss.
Richard J.
to Richard
Peavey

915
915
Name chnged

to

"Lam
me
ens e
.A. Reiss.' 14

February 14, 1917.
rI97
Febr.
(S. 7781.]
313.]
[Public, No. 313.]

"George W.Peavey,"
W.Peavey,"
United "George
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
and House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
chaned to
Name
of steamer.
Commissioner of
That the Commissioner
States of
of America
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Name changed to
America in
States
"Richard J. Reiss."
of "RichardJR.iss."
application of
and directed,
Navigation
authorized and
directed, upon application
hereby authorized
is hereby
Navigation is
to
Minnesota,
Duluth,
of
the
Steamship Company,
Minnesota, to
Reiss Steamship
The Reiss
owner, The
the owner,
change
the name
name of
of the
the steamer
Peavey, official
official number
steamer George W. Peavey,
change the
J.
eighty-six
Richard J.
hundred and eighty-two, to the Richard
five hundred
thousand five
eighty-six thousand
Reiss.
Reiss.
Approved, February
February 14, 1917.
Approved,

of name of the steamer Frederick
CHAP.
authorize the
change of
Frederick
the change
To authorize
Act To
59.-An Act
CHAP. 59.—An
B.
Wells to
Otto M.
Reiss.
M. Reiss.
to Otto
B. Wells

14,1917.
ry 14,
February

[8.7782.]
Februa
ts.nsa.]1917.
No. 314.]
[Public,
(Public, No.
314.)

"Frederick B.WeRs,"
B.Well"
the United
of the
Be
enacted by
and House
United "Frederick
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
steamer.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Commissioner
of s Nan'
Name chaged
changed to
to
Commissioner of
That the
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
" Otto M.
M. Reiss."
eiss."
Navigation
is hereby
hereby authorized
and directed_,
upon application
application of "Otto
directed, upon
authorized and
Navigation is
the owner,
owner, the
Reiss Steamship
Steamship Company,
Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
Company, of Duluth,
the Reiss
the
official number
change
the name
Frederick B. Wells,
Wells, official
number
steamer Frederick
the steamer
of the
name of
change the
hundred and eight, to
one hundred
thousand two hundred
twenty-one thousand
and twenty-one
hundred and
one
the Otto
Reiss.
Otto M. Reiss.
the
Approved,
February 14, 1917.
Approved, February

1917.
14,
February
February .21
14, 4
1917.
R 2
1
-i[II.
CHAP. 60.—An
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Salida, Colorado,
Colorado, to purchase
purchase certain
certain of Salida,
city of
the city
60.-An Act
CHAP.
(Public, No. 315.]
No. 315.]
(Public,
public
lands for
for public
park purposes.
purposes.
public park
public lands

of the
the United
United l(,'y'bll,
I:uhlic lands.
; elicia,
lands.,
Be it
and House
o Representatives
of
Reresentatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
That the city
of Salida C,(4.0.710.yre(ivcix park
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assemb
That the city of Salida, Coo, for public par
in Congress
of America
States of
a period
Chaffee
County, Colorado,
Colorado, is
authorized for a
period of five
hereby authorized
is hereby
Chaffee County,
years
from and
and after
passage of
this Act,
Act, to
purchase, and the
to purchase,
of this
the passage
after the
years from
said city
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
convey to
to said
to convey
directed to
hereby directed
Secretary of
for
for the
the use
use and
and benefit
of said
city, the
said city,
benefit of
purposes for
park purposes
public park
for pubhc
following-described lands
lands or
or so
so much
thereof as
as the
the said city may
much thereof
following-described
Description..
desire,
to wit:
The south
half of
section twenty
:five, and
and the
the southsouth- Desription
twenty-five,
of section
south half
wit: The
desire, to
east
quarter
of
section
twenty-six,
township
fifty-one
north,
range
east quarter of section twenty-six, township fifty-one north, range
eight
New Mexico
meridian, known
as Box
Canon,
Box Canon,
known as
principal meridian,
Mexico principal
east, New
eight east,
containing
four hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty acres
acres, more
more or
or less.
less.
containing four
PaymentSEC. 2.
2. That
the said
conveyance shall
of the
the said
said lands
lands Payment.
made of
be made
shall be
said conveyance
That the
SEc.
to
the
said
city
by
the
Secretary
of
the
Interior
upon
the
payment
payment
the
upon
to the said city by the Secretary of the Interior
by said
city for
for the
the said
said lands,
lands, or
such portions
thereof as
as they
they may
may
portions thereof
or such
said city
by
select,
per acre,
patent shall
issued to said
said
shall be issued
and patent
acre, and
$1.25 per
of $1.25
rate of
the rate
at the
select, at
city for
the said
to have
to hold
hold for
public park
park ror
o
for public
and to
have and
selected to
land selected
said land
for the
city
purposes: Provided,
That
the
conveyance
hereby
authorized
shall
p
P
7
i
gliht,,
not io
Priorright
shall
authorized
hereby
purposes: Provided, That the conveyance
patent pairednot
which at
the date
date of
of the
of patent
paired '
issuance of
the issuance
at the
lands which
any lands
include any
not include
shall be covered by
valid existing
existing bona
bona fide
right or
or claim
claim initiated
initiated Mineral dpo
fide right
a valid
covered by a
shall be
under
the laws of the United States: Provided further, That there shall segz*e.ral deposits rounder the laws of the United States: Providedfurther, That there shall served.
be reserved to the United
States all
oil, coal,
other mineral
mineral
and other
coal, and
all oil,
be reserved to the United States
deposits
may be
found in
in the
the lands
granted, and
and all
all necessary
necessary
so granted,
lands so
be found
that may
deposits that
n o Dim'
use
land for
same: And
provided further,
further, That
That Rver
Tv
. ersi°n
And provided
the same:
extracting the
for extracting
the land
of the
use of
said city
city shall
shall not
not have
have the
the right
sell or
or convey
convey the
the land
land herein
herein
to sell
right to
said
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granted,
same to
to any
other
granted, or any
any part thereof,
thereof, or to
to devote the same
any other
purpose
hereinbefore described;
and that
that if
said land
land
purpose than
than as hereinbefore
described; and
if the
the said
not be
thereof
public park, the
the same,
same, or such parts thereof
hall not
be used as aa public
United States.
revert to
to the
the United
not so used, shall revert
Approved,
14, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 14,
February
1917.
February 14,
14,1917.
EIL R.
R. 101211
IH.
1012*.1 _CHAP.
61.-An Act To add
certain lands
CRAP. 81.—An
add certain
lands to the Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National Park,
[Public,
Colorado.
[Public, No.
No. 318.]
316.]
Colorado.

enacted by
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
by the Senate
Senate and House of
the United
United
States
assembled, That
That the
the eastern
eastern boundary
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
boundary
line of
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
between the
corner
P.
.0line
of the
the Rocky
National Park
Park between
the section
section corner
amended.
common to sections two and three, township
township three north, and sections
sections
thirty-four and
north, range
township four
four north,
range seventy-three
seventy-three
thirty-four
and thirty-five,
thirty-five, township
west, and
and the
the township
township corner common to townships five and six
west, is hereby
hereby changed
north, ranges seventy-two
seventy-two and
and seventy-three
seventy-three west,
changed
so as
as to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Paription.
"Beginning at
pawpaw.
"Beginning
point on
the present
present eastern
eastern boundary
boundary line
of the
the
at aapoint
on the
line of
Rocky Mountain
Mountain National
National Park,
northwest
Park, Colorado,
Colorado, which
which is
is the
the northwest
corner of section
corner
section two and the
the northeast
northeast corner
corer of section three, townwest of the sixth principal
principal meship three
three north, range seventy-three
seventy-three west
thence east along the township
township line to its
ridian, Colorado, running
running thence
intersection
main hydrographic
intersection with the main
hydrographic divide east of Cow Creek,
between section thirty-one, township
section six,
township four
four north,
north, and section
township three north, range seventy-two
seventy-two west;
northwesterly
township
west; thence
thence northwesterly
passing over Twin
Twin Sisters,
following along
along said
said hydrographic
hydrographic divide,
divide, passing
The Crags, passing west of Lily
lay Lake, and
and continuing
continuing along
along said
hydrographic divide, now between
and
hydrographic
between Aspen
Aspen Brook
Brook and Fish Creek and
Gianttraek Mountain
Mountain to a
apoint which
passing over Lily Mountain
Mountain and GianttraCk
is the southeast corner of section thirty-four
thirty-four and the southwest
corner
southwest corner
of section thirty-five,
thirty-five, township
range seventy-three
township five north, range
seventy-three west;
thence north along the section lines between sections thirty-four
thirty-four and
and
thirty-five,
thirty-five, twenty-six
twenty-six and twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, twenty-two
twenty-two and twentyfourteen and fifteen, to the quarter
quarter corner
corner common to sections
three, fourteen
fourteen
five north,
seventy-three
fourteen and fifteen,
fifteen, all
all in township
township five
north, range
range seventy-three
west; thence east along quarter-section
quarter-section line, through
through sections
sections fourteen and thirteen, township five north, range
range seventy-three
seventy-three west
west and
and
along the continuation
quarter-section line
through section
section
continuation of
of said quarter-section
line through
common to sections eighteen
eighteen to the quarter corner common
eighteen and
and seventeen, township five north, range seventy-two
seventy-two west;
thence north
north
west; thence
along the section line between sections eighteen and seventeen,
seventeen, seven
seven
and eight, five
five and six, all in
five north,
north, range
range seventy-two
seventy-two
in township
township five
west, to that point which is the northeast corner
corner of section
section six and
and
of section
section five in said township
the northwest corner of
township and range;
range;
thence west along the township line to the township
township corner
corner common
common
seventy-two and
and seventy-three
seventy-three
to townships five
five and six north,
north, ranges
ranges seventy-two
west, which is on the present
present eastern
eastern boundary
boundary line of the Rocky
Rocky
Mountain National
National Park,
Colorado."
Mountain
Park, Colorado."
drawn
Landsadded
fromsettlement,
to, withAnd the
between the
ent ex
i
sting eastern
eastern boundary
andsedtlthtAnd
the lands
lands lying
lying between
the pres
present
existing
boundary
te.
and the eastern
etc.
eastern boundary
changed by
by this
this Act
Act between
between said
said secsecboundary as
as changed
tion corner common
common to sections two and three, township three
three north,
and sections thirty-four
thirty-four and thirty-five,
thirty-five, township
township four north, range
seventy-three west, and said township
seventy-three
township corner
corner common
common to townships
five and six north, ranges seventy-two
seventy-two and seventy-three
seventy-three west, are
from settlement, occupancy, or dishereby reserved
reserved and withdrawn
withdrawn from
posal under the laws of the
the United
States, and
and said
hereby
United States,
said. tracts
tracts are
are hereby
made aapart of and included
included in the Rocky
Rocky Mountain National
National Park,
and all the provisions of the Act to establish
establish the Rocky
Rocky Mountain
Mountain
National
National Park in the State
State of Colorado,
Colorado, and for other purposes,
purposes, apRoeky
Rocky Mountain
National Park, Colo.

Boundaries
changed,
canged,
NBoul
Vol.
38, P• 8011
volds38,
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hundred and fifteen, are
proved
January twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
nineteen .hundred
proved January
hereby
to and
extended over
hereby added
lands hereby
the lands
over the
and extended
applicable to
made applicable
hereby made
to the park.
Approved, February
February 14, 1917.
Approved,
CHAP. 62.-An
82.—An Act
Act For
the relief
of mail
mail contractors.
contractors.
relief of
For the
CHAP.

February 14,
14, 1917.
1917.
February
11150.1
R. 111501
[H.
[H. R.
(Public, No.
317.j
No. 317.]
(Public,

Be
by the
and House
of the
the United
United Mail
ors in
In
Mail contractors
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
the Secretary
That the
States
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of the SoutheSta.tes._
ou
them
cob
ta
t
es . for
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
Appropriation
elaims
payng
Treasury
and he
and directed
to pay
pay the
the paying
claims due lor
for
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
eev.1to862.
performed for the gervice
service performed
mail service
amounts
18e° to 1861
for mail
contractors for
mail contractors
to mail
due to
amounts due
United
in the
the States
of Vir'a
South CaroCaroCarolina, South
North Carolina
Virginia,tNorth
States of
States in
United States
lina,
Georgia Florida,
Florida, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana,
Louisiana '
Mississippi, Arkansas,
Georgia,
lina,
and Texas
Georgia,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty, to
May
to May
f
and sixty,
July first,
from July
and Texas
thirty-first,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, and in the States of
thirty-first, eighteen
Kentucky,
from July
eighteen hundred
hundred
first, eighteen
July first,
Tennessee from
and Tennessee
Missouri, and
Kentucky, Missouri,
and
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-two,
sixty-two, and
and an
an
eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
to June
sixty, to
and sixty,
appropriation of
of $196,000,
much thereof
thereof as
as may
may be
necessary, is
be necessary,
so much
or so
$196,000, or
appropriation
hereby made,
out of
any money
in. the
the Treasury
otherwise appro- Proviso.
Treasury not otherwise
money in
of any
made, out
hereby
CP6sexca
priated, for
the payment
of said
said amounts:
amounts: Provided,
That amounts
amounts Claims
excluded..
Provided, That
payment of
for the
priated,
which have
been paid
paid by
by the
the United
United States
States and
amounts which
which were
and amounts
have been
which
paid by
Government, or
or the
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas,
the State
States Government,
Confederate States
the Confederate
by the
paid
as shown
shown by
by records
in the
office of
Auditor for the Post
of the Auditor
the office
filed in
records filed
as
Office Department,
Department, shall
not be
any claim
claim be
be
shall any
nor shall
paid, nor
again paid,
be again
shall not
Office
paid until
the claimant
claimant or
or some
some one
one on
on his
shall by affidavit
affidavit
behalf shall
his behalf
untilthe
paid
or
otherwise show
show to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
the Treasury
of the
satisfaction of
the satisfaction
or otherwise
that
the amount
claimed under
Act was
not paid
the ConfedConfedby the
paid by
was not
this Act
under this
amount claimed
that the
erate
States Government
and remains
remstins justly
the United
United
from the
due from
justly due
Government and
erate States
Payments to st
States.
States.
SEC. 2.
2. That
contractor named
section one
one of
of this
of P
derden
ert t° estates
t
deedents
this of
in section
named in
any contractor
where any
That where
SEC.
Act
is
deceased
payment
shall
be
made
to
the
executor
or
adminisadminisor
executor
the
to
made
be
shall
Act is deceased payment
trator of
of the
with the
for the
Post Office
Office
the Post
Auditor for
the Auditor
filing with
upon filing
estate upon
the estate
trator
Department
proper
evidence
of
his
appointment
and
qualification.
T heir, if amoun
To
qualification.
and
Department proper evidence of his appointment
Where, however, the amount due the estate of the decedent is $300
$300 ama
.mall.heirs, If" amount
Where, however, the amount due the estate of the decedent is
or less,
and no
no demand
demand is
is presented
presented by
duly appointed
appointed and
qualified
and qualified
by aaduly
less, and
or
administrator
the estate,
payment may
may be
be made
made to
the decedent's
decedent's
ec
op
to the
estate, payment
of the
administrator of
widow
legal heirs
in the
the following
fo
llowin g order
precedence:precedence.
Order of prdec
order of precedence:
heirs in
or legal
widower or
or widower
widow or
First,
widower.
or widower.
widow or
the widow
to the
First, to
Second,
there be
be no
to the
the children
children or
or
then to
widower, then
or widower,
widow or
no widow
if there
Second, if
their
issue,
per
stirpes.
per
their issue,
Third,
be no
or widower
to the
then to
descendants, then
or descendants,
widower or
widow or
no widow
there be
if there
Third, if
father.
Fourth, if
be no
no widow
widower, children
children or
or their
issue, or
or
their issue,
or widower,
widow or
there be
if there
Fourth,
father,
then
to
the
mother.
father, then to the mother.
Fifth,
if there
there be
no widow
or widower,
children or
or their
their issue
issue,
widower, children
widow or
be no
Fifth, if
father
or
mother,
then
to
the
brothers
and
sisters
and
children
of
of
children
and
sisters
and
brothers
the
to
then
mother,
or
father
deceased
sisters, per
per stirpes.
stapes.
and sisters,
brothers and
deceased brothers
Sixth, if there be no widow or widower , children or their issue,
Sixth, if there be no widow or widower, children or their issue,
father
or mother,
mother, brothers
brothers or
or sisters
sisters or
or their
their descendants,
then to
to
descendants, then
father or
the grandparents.
grandparents.
the
Seventh,
there be
or widower,
children or
or their
their issue,
issue,
widower, children
widow or
no widow
be no
if there
Seventh, if
father or
mother, brothers
brothers or
or sisters
sisters or
descendants, or
or grandgrandtheir descendants,
or their
or mother,
father
parents, then to the
and aunts
aunts and
in equal
equal
descendants in
their descendants
and their
uncles and
then to the uncles
parents,
parts.
In
following
the
foregoing
order
of
precedence
there
shall
be
Pro,.
be Provisos.
shall
parts. In following the foregoing order of precedence there
no
distinction
between
the
whole
b
lood
and
the
half
Provided,
Funeral expenses.
Funrexps
Provided,
blood:
half
the
and
blood
whole
the
no distinction between
That
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent payment
payment from
so construed
be so
not be
shall not
Act shall
this Act
That this
the
estate of
of funeral
funeral expenses
or a
arefundrefundexpenses or
decedent's estate
the decedent's
due the
amount due
the amount
ment of said expenses to
to the
the person
person or
or persons
actually paid
the
paid the
who actually
persons who
ment of said expenses
same when a claim therefor
before payment
is made
made by
by
payment is
presented before
is presented
therefor is

same when a claim
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Secretary of the Treasury:
Provided further, That
conthe Secretary
Treasury: Providedfurther,
That where the
the con-

Corporations.
Coroprations.

tractor
a corporation
corporation which has since been
been
tractor was a
corporation or quasi corporation

or consolidated
with another
another corporation
corporation or
or quasi
quasi corporamerged in
in or
consolidated with
corpora-

Attorneys'
iats'
stricted.

fees
ees

t

tion,
payment shall
shall be
made to
to the
or quasi
corporation
tion, payment
be made
the corporation
corporation or
quasi corporation
rewhich the
consolidation or
or merger
has been
been made:
made: Provided
re with
with which
the consolidation
merger has
Provided
further,
it shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
any agent,
attorney, firm
of
further, That
That it
shall be
for any
agent, attorney,
firm of
person engaged
engaged heretofore
or hereafter
m preparattorneys, or
or any person
heretofore or
hereafter in
preparing, presenting,
or prosecuting
to charge
charge or
or receive
more
ig,
presenting, or
prosecuting said
said claim
claim to
receive more
in satissatisthan twenty per centum
centum of the amount
amount herein appropriated
appropriated in
faction of
of the
the claim.
claim.
Approved, February
February 14,
14, 1917.
1917.

February
14, 1917.
ebruary 14,
[H. R. 13831.1

63.—An Act To amend
amend section forty-four hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four of the
CHAP. 63.-An
Revised
of the
States, relating
passengers to
to be
be stated
stated
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United States,
relating to
to number
number of
of passengers
certificates of
inspection of passenger
section forty-four
forty-four hundred
hundred and
in certificates
of inspection
passenger vessels, and
and section
and
sixty-five
Statutes of
prescribing penalty
for carrying
carrying
ixty-five of the Revised Statutes
of the
the United
United States, prescribing
penalty for
excessive number of passengers
passengers on passenger
passenger vessels, and section forty-four
forty-four hundred
Statutes of the United
special permits
permits
and sixty-six of the Revised
Revised Statutes
United States,
States, relating
relating to
to special
for
on passenger
steamers.
•
for excursions
excursions on
passenger steamers.

R. 13831.]

Publc, No.
[Public,
No. 318]
318.]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
and House ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
the United
Stesm
spetien States
States of America
America in
in Congress
"'"unsPe'n
Congress assembled,
That section forty-four
assembled, That
forty-four
hundred and sixty-four of the Revised Statutes of the
the United
United States

st
amendments.

be,
and is
is hereby,
as to
to read
read as
as follows:
be, and
hereby, amended
amended so
so as
follows:
"
Sec. 4464.
4464. The
The board
board of
state in
every
of local
local inspectors
inspectors shall
shall state
in every
"SEC.
certificate of
of inspection
inspection granted
to vessels
other
certificate
granted to
vessels carrying
carying passengers,
passengers, other
than ferryboats,
the number
number of
of passengers
each class
class that
that any
864,amene.
'
than
ferryboats, the
passengers of each
any
such vessel
has accommodation
for and
can carry
carry with
with prudence
prudence and
such
vessel has
accommodation for
and can
and
Deeaseof number safety. They shall report their
their action
action to the
the supervising
supervising inspector
inspector
of the
the district,
district, who
may at
any time
order the
number of
of such
such paswho may
at any
time order
the number
pas-sengers decreased,
sengers
giving his
his reasons
writing, and
and theretheredecreased, giving
reasons therefor
therefor in
in writing,
upon the board
inspectors shall
board of local
local inspectors
shall change
change the
the certificate
certificate of
of
inspection
inspection of such
such vessel
vessel to
conform with
the decision
decision of
of the
the superto conform
with the
super'
vismg inspector.
Whenever the
the allowance
allowance of
of passengers
passengers shall
shall be
,eort"'"".
vising
inspector. Whenever
be
increased
increased by
local inspectors
such increase
increase shall
by any
any board
board of
of local
inspectors such
shall be
be
reported to
the supervising
of the
district, together
together with
with
reported
to the
supervising inspector
inspector of
the district,
the
reasons therefor,
therefor, and
such increase
shall not
become effective
effective
the reasons
and such
increase shall
not become
until the same has been approved
approved in writing
writing by
the supervising
by the
supervising
inspector."
inspector."
Excesspasengers
SEC.
That section forty-four
Excess passengers.
SEC. 2. That
forty-four hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five of the
Revised Statutes of the United
Revised
United States
be, and
is hereby,
amended
States be,
and is
hereby, amended
so
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
so as
as to
Penalty
for inerease(1
inereased
It shall not be lawful to take on board of any vessel
Penalty for
" SEC.
SEC. 4465. It
number.
R.
4465,
S.,
we.
p.
greater
a
number
It. S.,
see.
4465,
11.
a
greater
number
of
is stated
certificate of
of
of passengers
passengers than
than is
stated in
in the
the certificate
864, amended.
inspection, and
and for
inspection,
for every
every violation
of this
this provision
the master
master or
or
violation of
provision the
owner
owner shall be liable
liable to any person
person suing
the same
same to
to forfeit
the
suing for
for the
forfeit the
$10 for each
amount of passage money and $10
each passenger
passenger beyond
beyond the
the
number allowed.
number
allowed.
Punishment
" The master
or owner
owner of
of the
or any
of them,
yvo
"The
master or
the vessel,
vessel, or
or either
either or
Punishmenl
nti gfor
or
any of
them, who
who
knowin
gly
viotating.
shall knowingly violate this provision
shall be
provision shall
be liable
liable to
to aafine
fine of
of not
not
more
more than
than $100
or imprisonment
of not
not more
more than
than thirty
thirty days,
or
$100 or
imprisonment of
days, or
both."
both."
Excuionvessels.
SEC.
Excursion
vessels.
SEC. 3. That section forty-four hundred
hundred and
and sixty-six
sixty-six of
of the
the
Revised Statutes of the United States be, and is hereby, amended
amended
so
so as
as to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
lowcag
Special permit for al
pig .,increased
permitora
If any passenger
the
- "SEc.
"SEC. 4466. If
passenger vessel engages
engages in excursions, the
num
ber .
4
board
of
local
inspectors
ber.
of
local
inspectors
shall
i
ss
ue
t
o
such.
vessel
permit,
shal
issue
to
such
vessel aaspecial
special permit,
R. S see. 4466, g. •
ars4,amended.
Laenl
46'
in
SU,
m writing, for the occasion, in which shall be stated the
additional
the additional
number of passengers
passengers that may be carried and the number and kind
kind
Certificates
to state
imter of passengers
number
allowable,
allowable.
864
R; S., rec
e
i. 4464, p.
p

Decrease of numb",

nnerease

-
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of life-saving
life-saving appliances
appliances that shall be provided
provided for the safety of such
passengers; and they shall also, in their
additional passengers;
their discretion, limit
Provided, however
owever, That
the route and distance
distance for such excursions:
excursions: Provided,
That Aproval
Approval
the issuance
such special
special permit
shall b
report
ed by
by the
the board v'gpinp
permit shall
bee reported
of such
the
issuance of
of local inspectors
of
and
inspectors to the
the supervising
supervising inspector
inspector of the district,
district, and
such special permit shall not be effective
until approved
effective until
approved by
by the said
said
supervising inspector."
supervising
inspector."
Approved,
14, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 14,

of
of supe
sup.

visinginsP"t""

tor.-

February 14,
1917.
February
14 1917.
[H.
1514.]
[H. R.
R. 15314.]
N.319.]
[Public, No.319.]
No.319.]
[Public,

CHAP.
CHAP. 64.-An
64.—An Act To punish
punish persons who make
make threats
threats against
against the President
President
of
the United
United States.ublic,
States.
of the

Be it
House of
of Representatives
ofthe
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
ident of tthe
nited
That any
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
America in
States
of America
any person
person who knowknow- imi
Pri
e
e
s
dstates.
ingly
and
willfully
deposits
or
causes
to
be
deposited
for
conveyance
P
t
t
shrnt
far zaby
ki
ingly and willfully deposits or causes to be deposited for conveyance ing thrats
agant,
carrier mai, etc.
m
mail or
or for
for delivery
office or by any letter
letter carrier
from any post
post office
in the
the mail
delivery from
any
writing, print,
missive or
containing
any letter,
letter, paper
paper,, writing,
print, missive,
or document
document containing
any
threat to
to take
the life
inflict bodily
harm upon
upon the
the
any threat
take the
life of
of or
or to
to inflict
bodily harm
President of the United
knowingly and
otherPresident
United States,
States, or
or who
who knowingly
and willfully
willfully otherwise makes
such threat
shall upon
upon conconwise
makes any
any such
threat against
against the
the President,
President, shall
viction
fined not exceeding
$1,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not exceeding
exceeding
viction be fined
exceeding $1,000
five
or both.
both.
five years,
years, or
Approved,
February 14,
1917.
14, 1917.
Approved, February
s ta tes.

ing i

ea

b

February 15,
1917.
February
15, 1917.

CHAP. 69.—An
Granting to
to the
county of
of San
San Francisco,
State of
of
city and
and county
Francisco, State
CHAP.
69.-An Act
Act Granting
the city
California,
of way
way for
for a
astorm-water
sewer through
through a
aportion
of the
Presidio
California, aaright
right of
storm-water relief
relief sewer
portion of
the Presidio
of
San Franeisro
Reservation.
Military Reservation.
Francisco Military
of San

[S. 7713.]
7713.]
[s.

[rubic, No
[Public,
No. 3201
3204

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Be
an
of the
States
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
consent of
the Franiso,
F 1 cal
c°
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United
States is
is hereby
hereby given
given to
the city
city and
and county
Francisco, Rlahtof
waythrough,
Rightof waythrough,
of San
San Francisco,
county of
to the
United States
California, to
to locate,
maintain a
a forty-inch
forty-inch concrete
concrete grantedforsewer.
f
"'" .
and maintain
construct, and
locate, construct,
California,
storm-water relief
relief sewer
sewer over
over and
and across
across Lobos Creek
Creek and thence
thence
storm-water
through
portion of
the Presidio
Presidio of
of San
ReservaMilitary ReservaSan Francisco
Francisco Military
of the
a portion
through a
tion
where it
it will
will again
and discharge
Creek and
discharge
reach Lobos
Lobos Creek
again reach
point where
tion to
to a
a point
therein, upon
location and
the Secretary
of War
War may
may
Secretary of
plans as
as the
and plans
such location
upon such
therein,
approve and
and under
as he
he may
may prepreregulations as
and regulations
such conditions
conditions and
under such
approve

San

granted

scribe.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
alter, or
Act is
is hereby
hereby
this Act
or repeal
repeal this
to amend,
amend, alter,
the right
right to
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
15, 1917.
1917.
February 15,
Approved, February

A
t
Amendment.
Ae

February
15, 1917.
1917.
February 15,
i7740.]
[S. 1740.]

CHAP. 70.—An
Act To
To repeal
repeal an
Act entitled
entitled "An
to the
the city
city of
of
granting to
"An Act
Act granting
an Act
CHAP.
70.-An Act
Twin
reservoir purposes,"
approved June
June seventh,
seventh,
purposes," approved
for reservoir
certain lands
lands for
Falls, Idaho,
Idaho, certain
Twin Falls,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
revoke the
the grant
made thereby.
thereby.
grant made
to revoke
twelve, and
and to
and twelve,
nineteen

FbS.

Public No. 321.]

[Public, No. 311.]

Pub,

.

.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United TinFalls. daho.
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
an Act
Act entitled
"An Grant of land to, re
re.
entitled "An
That an
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
0
for vo
V
; p
,x
certain
lands
Falls,
Idaho,
to the
city
Act
granting
Act
reservoir
granting
purposes,"
to
the approved
city of
of Twin
Twin
June Falls,
seventh,
Idaho,
nineteen
certain
hundred
lands and
for
pealed.
l l 337 p. 130,
°

e

reservoir purposes," approved June seventh, nineteen hundred and pealed.
twelve,
the same
the grant
grant thereby
thereby
and the
repealed, and
is hereby,
hereby, repealed,
same is
be, and
and the
twelve, be,
made
the city
of Twin
Twin Falls,
Iaaho, for
of said
said city
is
city is
benefit of
for the
the benefit
Falls, Iaho,
city of
made to.
to. the
hereby revoked
revoked and
of no
no effect.
effect.
declared of
and declared
hereby
Approved,
15, 1917.
1917.
February 15,
Approved, February
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February
February 15,1917.
15, 1917.
[s. 5011.]
[S.
5011.]
[Public, No. 322.]
322.]
Reclamation Act.
Reclamation
Homestead
patents
Homestead Act.
patents
under.
under.
Vol.
337, p.
P 266,
amended .
'
amended.
Payment in full ren fulldue.
quired
of all sums
Payment

February
15, 1917.
February5,1917.
[S. 6956.]

IS .[Public, No.
No. 323.]

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 71.—An
71.-An Act
Act To
To amend
CHAP
amend section
of the
Act of
of August
August ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen
section one
one of
the Act
hundred and
and twelve,
for patents
entries, and
and for
other
hundred
twelve, providing
providing for
patents on
on reclamation
reclamation entries,
for other

purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
America in
in Congress
States of America
States
Congress assembled.
assemb, That the proviso to section
one of
one
of the
the Act
Act of
August ninth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve
twelve (Thirty(Thirtyof August
ninth, nineteen
seventh
Statutes, page
page two
two hundred
hundred and
and sixty-five),
sixty-five), entitled
entitled "An
seventh Statutes,
"An
Act
patents on
reclamation entries,
entries, and
and for
for other
Act providing
providing for
for patents
on reclamation
other
purposes
be amended
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
amended to
prposes 2 be
"Promded,
"Proind,ed, That
such patent
patent or
or final
water-right certificate
certificate
That no
no such
final water-right
shall issue
issue until
until after
after the
payment of
all sums
sums due
United States
States
shall
the payment
of all
due the
the United
on account
of such land
land or
or water
account of
at the
the time
time of
the submission
submission
water right
right at
of the
of proof
proof entitling
entitling the
homestead or
or desert-land
desert-land entryman
entuman to
to such
the homestead
such
patent
patent or
or the
purchaser to
to such
such final
final water-right
certificate."
the purchaser
water-right certificate."
Approved,
15, 1917.
Approved, February
February 15,
1917.

CHAP. 72.—An
72.-An Act To authorize
construction, maintenance,
operation
CHAP.
authorize the construction,
maintenance, and operation

of aawagon bridge across the Saint Francis
Francis River
River at a
apoint
point one-half
one-half mile northwest
northwest
of Parkin, Cross County, Arkansas.
Arkansas.

Be it
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
it enacted
by the
Be
enacted by
Senate and
and House
United
of Representatives
America in
States of America
Congress assembled, That
district
in Congress
That improvement
improvement district
iitt:L
near Numbered
One of
be, and
it is
is hereby,
hereby,
a liridge,
rb g'near
Numbered One
of Cross
Cross County,
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, be,
and it
authorized
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
bridge and
and apapauthorized to
maintain, and
a bridge
proaches
the Saint
Saint Francis
proaches thereto across the
Francis River
River at
at a
a point
one-half
point one-half
mile northwest
northwest of
of Parkin,
Parkin, Cross
County:, Arkansas,
Arkansas, and
and at
at a
point
Cross County,
a point
suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation, in
with the
the proproin accordance
accordance with
interests of
of navigation,
suitable
Construction.
Vol.
34, p84.
p.84.
voL34,
visions
visions of
the Act
Act entitled
"An .Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of
of the
entitled "An
Act to
construction of
over navigable
bridges over
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
approved March
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
six.
hundred and
and six.
nineteen
Amndment
Amendment.
SEC.
to alter, amend,
amend, or
Sze. 2. That the right to
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
15, 1917.
Approved,
February 15,
1917.
Saint Francis
Francis River.
River.
Saint

cross
Ark.,
Cross County, Ark.,

.
a

i

Februar.y731?
!i
1917.
Fe[. 311917

Public

1.

[Public,uc
No. 324.]
No

Craighead
Saint
FrancisCounty,
River.
Rientr
cint Francis

Ark., my

Ark., may bridge.
bridge.

Location.
Loation.

Construction.
onstrutio
Vol. 34, p. 84.

ol. 34

. 84.

Amendment.
Amndment.

CHAP. 73.—An
onst
ruc ti on an
d maintenance
maintenance of
of a
abridge
CHAP.
73.-An Act
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the c
construction
and
bridge
across the Saint
Saint Francis
River at
at or
fourteen,
Francis River
or near
near intersections
intersections of
of sections
sections thirteen,
thirteen, fourteen
twenty-three,
twenty-four, tovrnship
fifteen north,
nceth, range
range six
six east,
east, in
in Craighead
twenty-three, and
and twenty-four,
township fifteen
Craighead
County, Arkansas.

Be it
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
county of
of Craighead,
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the county
Craighead,
a corporation
a
corporation organized
the laws
laws of
of the
State of
of
organize and
and existing
existing under
under the
the State
successors and assigns,be,
Arkansas, its successors
assigns, be, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, authorthey are
authorized to construct
construct and operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
across
the Saint Francis River at or near the intersection
intersection of sections
sections thirthirteen, fourteen,
twenty-three, and twenty-four,
fourteen, twenty-three,
twenty-four, township
fifteen
township fifteen
north, range six east, in Craighead
Craighead County,
County, Arkansas,
at aa point
point
Arkansas, at
suitable to the interest
interest of navigation, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of
bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
approved March
twenty-third, ninenineteen
and six.
teen hundred
hundred and
six.
SEC.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1917.
1917.

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
74,75.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRE
SS. SEss.
SESS. II.
IL CHm.
CBs. 74,
75.

1917.

921
921

grant to
to the Mahoning
CHAP. 74.-An
74.—An Act To grant
Mahoning and
Light
and Shenango
Shenango Railway
Railway and
and Light
construct, complete,
Company, its successors and assigns, the right to construct,
Company,
complete, maintain, and
operate a
a combination dam and
and bridge,
bridge, and
approaches thereto,
across the
the Mahoning
and approaches
thereto, across
Mahoning
River, near the
the borough of
of Lowellville,
Lowellville, in
in the County
County of Mahoning
State of Ohio.
River,
Mahoning and
and State

February
February 15,1917.
15, 1917.
Is. 7566.1
[S.
75561
(Public, No. 3251
[Public,
825.)

and Haase
House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
rfahoniinng River.
States
0-America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent
of Congress
States of
assembled, That
That the
consent of
Congress Mahoning
andISheShe.
Railwy and
"lan
and Light tilango
and Shenango
to the
the Mahoning
is
hereby granted
is hereby
granted to
Mahoning and
Shenango Railway
Railway and
and
ri
Li
fn.
ght Company
may
and bnrdg.
Madam
assigns, to
successors and
Company and
Company
and its
its successors
and assigns,
to construct,
construct, complete,
complete, dL
Maboning County, oio.
Onto.
b"onngCouty,
and
approaches
bridge,
and
dam
a
combined
operate
and
maintain,
maintain,
operate a combined
and approaches
Lowellville,
thereto,
borough of Lowellville,
thereto across
across the
the Mahoning
Mahoning River,
River, near the borough
in
Mahoning, in
Ohio, in
accordance with
in the
the County
County of
of Mahoning,
the State
n the
State of
of Ohio,
in accordance
with Vol. 34,
3 p.. 386; Vol..
"An Act to regulate
the
entitled "An
regulate the con- 36,,p.
of the Act entitled
provisions of
the provisions
P. s3.
3.
approved June twentystruction
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
struction of dams across navigable
first, nineteen
hundred and
six, and
amended_ June
June twenty-third,
twenty-third, Vol.
first,
nineteen hundred
and six,
and amended
Vol. 34,
34, p. 84.
84.
nineteen
hundred and
ten, and
and the
the Act
"An Act to regulate
regulate
nineteen hundred
and ten,
Act entitled "An
the construction
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
March
approved March
waters," approved
of bridges
over navigable
the
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six.
six.
hundred and
twenty-third,
Prior construction
legalized.
fourteenth, legalieed.
prior to
to June
SEC. 2.
That the
thereof constructed
June fourteenth,
constructed prior
the parts
parts thereof
2. That
SEC.
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
hereby legalized
legalized subject
subject to the
sixteen, are hereby
hundred and
nineteen
provisions of
Act.
provisions
of this
this Act.
Right reserved to
alter or remove.
remove.
of the
S
EC. 3.
3. That
in addition
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned alter
provisions of
to the
the provisions
addition to
SEC.
That in
structure herein authorActs respecting
respecting alterations
removal of the
the structure
alterations or removal
Acts
its alteration or removal,
ized the
reserved to
to require
require its
is hereby
hereby reserved
right is
ized
the right
at
the persons
owning, controlling,
operating the
controlling, or operating
persons owning,
of the
the expense
expense of
at the
structure, i
n the
the event
that the
the United
United States
improve the
the Mahoning
Mahoning
States improve
event that
in
structure,
River for
or participate
participate in
in the
the improvement
improvement thereof,
thereof, and
and
for navigation
navigation or
River
States improve
in
than the
Umted States
improve the
the United
other than
interests other
that interests
the event
event that
in the
river
navigation the
the right
right is
require alteration
alteration or
or
to require
reserved to
is reserved
for navigation
river for
removal
that portion
portion of
built subsequent
to June
June
subsequent to
structure built
the structure
of the
of that
removal of
fourteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
expense thereof
to be
be
thereof to
the expense
sixteen, the
nineteen hundred
fourteenth,
for adjustment
adjustment between
persons owning, controlling, or
between the persons
aamatter
matter for
operating the
structure and
those making
making the
improvement.
the improvement.
and those
the structure
operating
S
EC. 4.
4. That
right to
to alter,
this Act
Act is
is hereby
Amendent.
hereby Amendment.
repeal this
or repeal
amend, or
alter, amend,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
15, 1917.
1917.
February 15,
Approved,
,

36

CHAP. 75.-An
75.—An Act
the County
of Beltrami,
Minnesota, to
to conconBeltrmi, Minnesota,
County of
Authorizing the
Act Authorizing
CHAP.
struct
across the
Mississippi River
River in
in said
said county.
county.
struct a
a bridge
bridge across
the Misissippi

59

February 15,
15 1917.
1917
February

[S. 7924.)
[s.7924.]
[Public, No. 326.]
3261

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives cf
and House
enacted by
Be it
lils5issippi River,
States
Congress assembled,
That the
county of
of Beltrami,
River,t
Beltrami, rlSppp
the county
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States ei
eltrami
County,
Minn,
in
be, and
and it
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to concon- Minn., mayybridge.
authorized to
it is
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, be,
State of
in the
the State
struct,
maintain, and
highway bridge
bridge and
and approaches
approaches Location.
a highway
operate a
and operate
struct, maintain
thereto across
Mississippi River,
suitable to
the Location
to the
point suitable
a point
at a
River, at
the Mississippi
across the
thereto
interests
of navigation,
in section
section twenty-two,
one hunhuntownship one
twenty-two township
navigation in
interests of
dred and
and forty-six
forty-six north,
north, range
range thirty
thirty west,
meridian, Construction.
principal meridian,
fifth principal
west, fifth
dred
in
the State
State of
accordance with
with the
the provisions
of the
the costrution
provisions of
in accordance
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
in the
Vol. 34, p. 84.
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
3 p.'
over
bridges over
entitled "An
Act
navigable waters,"
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hunhunMarch twenty-third,
waters," approved
navigable
dred and
six.
and six.
dred
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby Amendment
is hereby
to alter,
right to
the right
That the
2. That
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 15,
1917.
,
15, 1917.
Approved, February
b ri d ge

922
922

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 84-86.
84-86.
SIXTY-FOURTH

Februay
February 17, 1917.
[H.
5.]
Ea K. 4
455
'
1
[Public,
[Public, No. 327.]

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 84.-An
84.—An Act
Act To
define the
and privileges
of the
the trustees
of municimuniciCHAP.
To define
the rights
rights and
privileges of
trustees of
pally owned
owned interstate
interstate railways and construing
construing the
to regulate
regulate commerce
commerce with
with
the Act
Act to
reference
thereto.
reference thereto.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
nati Southern States
in Congress
at nothing
nothing contained
contained in
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled
assembled, That
in
toPasset," aloed the Act to regulate commerce,
February fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen
February
commerce, approved That
to Trustees, etc.
hundred and
and eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, or
or the
amendatory thereof,
thereof, shall
be
hundred
the Acts
Acts amendatory
shall be
so construed
construed by
the Interstate
Commerce Commission,
Commission, or
or by
by the
the
so
by the
Interstate Commerce
courts,
to prevent
prevent the
the lessee
of the
Cincinnati Southern
Southern Railway
courts, as
as to
lessee of
the Cincinnati
Railway
from
assumed in
in leasing
said railway
railway
from complying
complying with
with its
its obligation
obligation assumed
leasing said
Proviso,
furnish free
free transportation
the trustees
trustees of
Cincinnati
of said
said Cincinnati
to the
to furnish
transportation to
oroSo
il business. to
For
official
Southern Railway,
Railway, their
their officers
Southern
officers and
and agents:
agents: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
free transportation
transportation referred
free
referred to
shall be
be furnished
furnished only
only when
when persons
to shall
persons
entitled thereto
thereto are
are traveling
traveling on
on the
the business
business of
of the
the company.
company.
entitled
Approved, February
17, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
February 17,
Cincinnati Southern
R
Railway.
Passes, eta

allowed

February 17, 1917.
February
[S. 5081]2
50824
[Public,
32.]
[Public, No. 328.]

85.-An Act Adding certain
certain lands
CHAP. 85.—An
the Missoula
Missoula National
National Forest,
Forest,
lands to
to the
Montana.
Montana.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
following unsurunsurthe following
Lands added to.
dedt veyed areas which by
by protraction
of the
the public
surveys in
in adjoining
adjoining
protraction of
public surveys
townships
townships would probably be described
described as
as section
section one,
one, section
section two,
two,
section eleven,
section twelve,
twelve, all
in township
township nine
nine north,
north, range
range
eleven, and
and section
all in
fifteen
fifteen west;
west; and
twenty-five, section
section thirty-five,
thirty-five, and
and section
section twenty-five,
and section
section
range fifteen
fifteen west,
thirty-six, all in township
township ten north,
north, range
west, Montana
Montana
be and
principal meridian,
meridian, be,
and the
same are
included in
in and
and
the same
are hereby,
hereby, included
made
of the
Mksoula National
National Forest,
Forest, subject
subject to
to all
all prior
prior
made a
a part
part of
the Iissoula
valid adverse rights, and that said
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be subject
subject to
to
said lands
lands shall
all
laws affecting
affecting national
national forests.
forests.
all'laws
Approved, February
February 17,
Approved,
17, 1917.
1917.

Missoula
Missoula National

Forest, Mont.
Forest,
ont.

February 17,1917.
17, 1917.
Februar

IS.f32.]
[S.
5632.]

[Public, No. 329.]
29

it enacted
Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
and States of America
ok
ohane
merica in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
lands
of the
Interior is
is hereby
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to accept
Interior
hereby authorized,
accept title to
to
the following
the
following described
lands 'either
either in
whole or
or in
in part,
part, upon
upon cer
described lands,
in whole
cer-by the Secretary
tification by
of Agriculture
Agriculture that
that the
the lands
lands are
chiefly
Secretary of
are chiefly
valuable for
for national
national forest
forest purposes
purposes
.
and approximately
equal in
in
and
approximately equal
the lands
lands to
value to the
to be
be given
given in
in exchange
exchange therefor:
therefor: The
south half
half
The south
of section
of the southeast quarter
quarter of
section three;
three; the
quarter of
of the
the
the northeast
northeast quarter
south half
northeast quarter and the south
half of
of the
southwest quarter
of secsecthe southwest
quarter of
tion ten; the north
north half of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of section fifteen,
fifteen,
all in township
township twelve
twelve north, range four east;
east; the
the south
half of
of the
the
south half
northwest quarter and the northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
southwest quarter
quarter
the southwest
of section fourteen,
fourteen, township thirteen
thirteen north,
north, range
range four
four east;
east; lots
lots one,
one,
two, three,
three, and
two,
four and
half of
the northwest
quarter and
and
and four
and the
the south
south half
of the
northwest quarter
all of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section
section four;
all of
section nine;
and
four; all
of section
nine; and
the north half of section sixteen; all in township
fourteen north,
township fourteen
north,
base and
and meridian,
meridian, situate
range four east of Salt Lake base
situate in
in the
the Cache
Cache
to issue
National Forest;
Forest; and to
issue to
to Aquila
Aquila Nebeker
lieu thereof
thereof patpatNebeker in
in lieu
ents to the following
following described
areas, or
such parts
parts thereof
thereof as
as are
are
described areas,
or to
to such
the Secretary
Secretary of
found by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to be
be approximately
equal in
approximately equal
in
value to the lands conveyed:
conveyed: The south half
half of
of the
northeast quarter
quarter
the northeast
and all
al of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of section eleven;
eleven; the
the southwest
southwest
quarter of section twelve;
all of section
quarter
twelve; O.
section thirteen;
thirteen; the northwest
northwest quarter of the northeast quarter, the southeast
of the
southeast quarter of
the northeast
northeast
quarter, and all of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of section
section fourteen;
fourteen; the
the

[Public, No. 3 ]
Aquila
Nebeker.
Aquila Nebeker.

A
Exchange
h
with.
rit

CHAP.
CR.AP. 86.-An
86.—An Act For the relief of Aquila Nebeker.

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

Szas.
SEss. IL
IL

Cs.
87, 91.
CHs. 86,
86,87,91.

923
923

1917.
1917.

northeast quarter
twenty-three; and the north half of secquarter of section twenty-three;
tion twenty-four; all in township thirteen
thirteen north,
north, range
range four east of Provsio.
Provisos.
"a
todCache N
lands conveyed
Provided, That
and meridian:
meridian: Provided,
Lake base
base and
-alt Lake
,Salt
That the
the lands
conveyed to tiooddesd
Added to
National Forest.
the Government
Government shall thereupon
thereupon become parts
parts of the Cache National
IForest
thereto:
Forest and subject to all laws and regulations
regulations applicable thereto:
Provided
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior and the Secretary
Provided further,
Secretary Report,
etc.
Report,etc.
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall jointly report to Congress,
Congress, in detail, the factors
upon
which the
made.
upon which
the valuations
valuations .were
were made.
Approved,
February 17, 1917.
Approved, February
1917.
87.-An Act Providing when patents shall
shall issue
issue to
to the purchaser
purchaser or heirs
CHAP. 87.—An
on
Oregon.
certain lands in
in the State
State of Oregon.
on certain

February 17, 1917.
Fetbrury
917.
[IL R. 17055.]
[
[Public, No.
No. 330.]
330.]
[Public,

.

ofRepresentatives
Representatives of the
the United
by the Senate and House
House of
Be it
it enacted by

all persons
That all
assembled, That
in Congress
States
America in
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
persons who
who have UmatillaIndian
untrot
n
ilige
ndian Res.
Res.
any of
heretofore purchased
or may
hereafter purchase
purchase any
of the
the lands
lands of
of Patentstopgrhasers
Patenis to pUrchasers
may hereafter
heretofore
purchased or
o
the
Indian Reservation
the State
State of
of Oregon,
Oregon, and
and have
lands of
I
lands
have ded"ing
in the
Reservation in
the Umatilla
Umatilla Indian
1
made
make full and final payment
payment therefor in conformity
conformity
made or shall
shall make
third, eighteen hundred and Vol.23,
with the
the Acts
Acts of
of Congress
March third,
Vol. 23, p. 342.
Congress of March
with
p- 730eighty-five,
and of
of July
hundred and
and two,
and subsesubse- Vol
Vol. 32
32, p.
730.
two, and
nineteen hundred
first, nineteen
July first,
eighty-five, and
quent
respecting the
the sale
sale of
lands, shall
be entitled
entitled to
to
shall be
of said
said lands,
Acts respecting
quent Acts
receive patents
satisfactory proof
proof to
the Proof
required.
patents therefor
therefor upon
upon submitting
submitting satisfactory
to the
roof required.
receive
lands so purchased
purchased are
Secretary of
untimbered lands
the untimbered
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior that the
cultivation or residence
residence and
and are exclusively
exclusively grazing
grazing
susceptible of cultivation
not susceptible
lands,
incapable of
of any
any profitable
use other
than for
purposes.
for grazing
grazing purposes.
other than
profitable use
lands, incapable
S
EC. 2.
2. That
party entitled
entitled to
Patents to heirs_
of this Patentstoheirs.
benefits of
to claim the benefits
That where
where aa party
SEC.
it shall be competent
Act dies
dies before
patent therefor
therefor it
competent for
for
securing aa patent
before securing
Act
the
executor or
or administrator
administrator of the
the estate of such
such party,
party, or one of
the executor
the heirs,
to make
make the
the necessary
proofs and
and payments
therefor to
to
payments therefor
necessary proofs
heirs, to
the
complete
same; and
and the
made in
in
cases shall be made
the patent
patent in such cases
the same;
complete the
favor of
of the
the heirs
of the
and the
title to
said
to said
the title
purchaser, and
deceased purchaser,
the deceased
heirs of
favor
lands shall
to such
heirs as
had been
especially
been especially
names had
if their
their names
as if
such heirs
shall inure
inure to
lands
mentioned.
mentioned.
Approved,
February 17,
17, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
•

gdering

February 19.
9

1917.
17

1 ),l .
Fel.IR.naR. 14074.]
CHAP.
consent of
of Congress
Congress to the
the village
village of Fox
Fox Lake,
Granting the consent
Act Granting
91.-An Act
CHAP. 91.—An
in
State of
construct a
of the
arms of
the - (Public, No. 331.]
both arms
a bridge
bridge across
across both
to construct
of Illinois,
Illinois, to
of Lake,
Lake, State
countv of
in the
the county
Fox River
River where
where it
it connects
Pistakee Lake
Lake and
and Nippersink
point suitsuitlPublic, No. 33L.]
at aa point
Lake, at
Nippersink Lake,
connects Pistakee
Fox
able
to the
the interests
interests of
in the
the county
county of
Lake, State
State of
of Illinois.
Illinois.
of Lake,
navigation, in
of navigation,
able to

Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives oj
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
That the
assembled, That
America in
States of

of
the county
Lake,
ofand
Foxassigns,
village of
to
thesuccessors
grantedand
is hereby
hereby
State
is
of Illinois,
granted
to its
the
village
Fox
Lake, in
in
to construct,
the
county\maintain,
of Lake,
Lake,
State of Illinois, and its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
and
approaches thereto
arms of
of the
the
both arms
across both
thereto across
and approaches
bridge and
operate aabridge
and operate
Fox River
River where
where it
connects Pistakee
and Nippersink
Nippersink Lake,
Lake, at
at
Lake and
Pistakee Lake
it connects
Fox
point suitable
suitable to
to the
the interests
of navigation,
navigation, in
in the
the county
of Lake,
Lake,
county of
interests of
aapoint
in
of Illinois,
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
the provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
Illinois, in
in the
the State
State of
entitled "An
Act to
regulate the
bridges over
naviover n&viof bridges
construction of
the construction
to regulate
"An Act
entitled
gable waters,"
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
March twenty-third,
approved March
waters," approved
g.ble

SLX.
SiX.
S
EC. 2.
That the
the Act
Act approved
approved October
October twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen
2. That
SEC.
hundred
and fourteen,
entitled "An
An Act
Act to
to authorize
Frank H.
H.
authorize Frank
fourteen, entitled
hundred and
Gardiner to
to construct
construct a
a bridge
bridge across
the waters
of Pistakee
Lake
Pistakee Lake
waters of
across the
Gardiner
and
at or
near the
of intersection,"
is hereby
hereby
intersection," is
point of
the point
or near
Lake at
Nippersink Lake
and Nippersink
repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 3.
That the
the right
right to
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
SEC.
3. That
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1917.
19, 1917.
February 19,
Approved, February

Fox River.
Fox
Fox River.
Lake village

mavbrid ge,LaI :eCounty,111.
mav bridge,

tybL

Construction.
constction
34, p.
84.
p. 84.
Vol. 34,

pealed.
Former Act repealed.
Formerctr
VoL is, p. 76.5.

3 p

Amendment.
Amendment

924
924
February
19, 1917.
February 19,1917.
[11.
R. 17602.]
17602.]
H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 332.]
332.]
[Public,

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHS. 92-94.
SIXTY-FOURTH
92-94.

1917.
1917.

92.-An Act Granting the consent
CHAP. 92.—An
consent of
of Congress to
to the
the county
county commissioners
commissioners
of Polk
and Grand
Forks County, North Dakota,
a
of
Polk County,
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
Grand Forks
Dakota, to construct a
bridge
across Red
River of
of the
North on
the boundary
boundary line
between said
said States.
bridge across
Red River
the North
on the
line between
States.

Be
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be itit enacted
the
River of
of the
Red
Red River
,i
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
the consent
consent of
That the
of Congress
Congress
Polk County,
&inn., States of
Polk
County, Min.,1
and
GrandForks Counhereby granted
commissioners of
of Polk
Polk County,
County, MinMinand GrandFors
Coun- is
is hereby
granted to
to the
the county
county commissioners
North.
North.

ty, N.
Dak., may
a
N. Dak., '
bd,
y nesota, and Grand Forks
Dakota, and
Forks County,
County, North Dakota,
and their
their successors
successors
bridge.
Location
and
maintain, and
and operate
bridge and
and apand assigns,
assigns, to
to construct,
construct. maintain,
operate aa bridge
Location.
approaches thereto
thereto across
the North
North at
point suitsuitproaches
across the
the Red
Red River
River of the
at aapoint
able to the interests of navigation,
navigation, at or
where the
line
or near
near where
the town line
between section three, township one hundred and forty-nine,
forty-nine, and
and
section thirty-three, township one hundred
hundred and fifty
range
fifty north, range
forty-nine
fifth principal
meridian, runs
runs into
into said
said river,
and on
forty-nine west,
west, fifth
principal meridian,
river, and
on
Construction.
the
boundary line
line between
said States,
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the proprop. 884.
oL34,
the boundary
Vol.
34, p.
between said
States, in
visions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction
construction of
of
bridges over navigable
approved March twenty-three,
twenty-three, nineninenavigable waters,"
waters," approved
teen hundred
and six.
teen
hundred and
six.
Amendment.
Amemnt.
SEC.
2. That
SEC. 2.
That the
the right
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
to alter,
repeal this
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
Approved,
1917.
February 19,
19, 1917.
February
1917.
19, 1917.
February 19,
[H. R.
18550.]
[H.
R. 18550.]
Public, No.
333]
[Public,
No. 333.]

Granting the consent of Congress
CHAP. 93.-An
93.—An Act
Act Granting
to the
county of
of MontCongress to
the county
Montgomery,
State of
construct a
across the
Cumberland River.
River.
gomery, in
in the
the State
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, to
to construct
a bridge
bridge across
the Cumberland

Be
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Cumberland
ver.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Cumberland
River.
Mont
gomeryCounty, States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
MontgomeryCounty,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Tenn,
may bridge.
Tenn., may
bridge,
is hereby granted
granted to the county
county of Montgomery,
in the
the State
of
Montgomery, in
State of
Tennessee,
successors and assigns,
Tennessee, and its successors
assigns to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain,
and
operate a
bridge and
and approaches
across the
the Cumberland
Cumberland
Location
and operate
a bridge
approaches thereto
thereto across
Location.
River at a
a point suitable
suitable to the interests of navigation
navigation at a
a point
point
seven or
or eight
city of
of Clarksville,
Clarksville, in
in the
the county
county of
of
Construction,
seven
eight miles
miles from
from the
the city
Construction.
Montgomery, in
the State
State of
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
Vol.
p. 84.
4.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
Montgomery,
in the
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, in
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction
navigable waters,"
of bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
nineteen
hundred and.
nineteen hundred
and six.
six.
Amendment.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the right
right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
February 19, 1917.
February 19,
1917.
February
19,1917.
tH.
18551.]
[
11. R.
R. 185H.]
[Public,
334.]
[Public, No.
No. 334.]

CAP. 94.—An
94.-An Act
Act Granting
consent of Congress
Congress to the
CHAP.
Granting the consent
the county of
Mont.
of Mont.
Tennessee, to
gomery, in the State of Tennessee,
construct a
abridge
across the
the Cumberland
Cumberland River.
River.
to construct
bridge across

CumberlandRiver.
Be it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
CmberlandRiver.
enacted by the
Be
and House
House of
Montgomery
County, States
States of America in
Montgomery County,
the consent
Congress
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
consent of
of Congress
Tenn.,
may
brid
ge,
CTiar'ieY bridge, is
i hereby granted
Clarksville.
granted to
to the
the county
of Montgomery,
Montgomery, in
in the
the State
State of
of
county of
Tennessee, and its successors
Tennessee,
successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate aabridge and approaches
thereto across
across the
the Cumberland
Cumberland
approaches thereto
a point suitable
suitable to the interests
River at a
interests of navigation,
near the
the
navigation, at
at or near
onructon,
city
of
of Clarksville,
Clarksville, in
in the
the county
county of
of Montgomery,
Montgomery, in
the State
State of
of
in
the
Construction.
8
Vol.
34, p.
VoL 34,
4.
p. 84.
Tennessee, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
Tennessee,
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled
"An
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
aed
waters," approved
approved March
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
waters,"
March twenty-third,
and six.
six.
AmArwimant..
SEC.
at the right
amend, or repeal
SEC. 2. That
right to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, February
February 19,
1917.
Approved,
19, 1917.

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
ens. 96,
96, 98.
98.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SESS.
95, 96,

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 95.-An
Congress to Kratka
95.—An Act Granting
Granting the consent of Congress
Bratka Township,
Township, Pena bridge
nington
nington County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct a
bridge across Red
Red Lake
Lake River.
River.

925
925
19,1917.
February 19,
1917.
In. R.18725.]
[H.
R. 18725.]
[Public, No. 335.]
335.]
[Public,

Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Red Lake River.
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress Bratka
Township
Minn.,,may
may bridge.
is hereby granted to Kratka Township, Pennington County, Minne- Min.
sota, and their successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain, and
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across the Red Lake River
operate
at a
suitable to
the interests
interests of
navigation at
or near
secat
a _point
point suitable
to the
of navigation
at or
near the
the section line between
between sections
one hunhunsections twenty
twenty and
and twenty-one,
twenty-one, township
township one
principal
dred and fifty-three north, range
range forty-one west
west of the fifth
fifth principal
CotctiOL
Pennington, in the State
meridian, in the county
county of Pennington,
State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, in Construction.
84.
p84
of the
the Act
to regu-Vol-34,
accordance
with the
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
regu- Vol. 34, p.
late the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
March
twenty-third, nineteen
and six.
six.
edm e
Amendment.
SEC. 2.
That the
right to
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
nt.
repeal this
hereby Am
to alter,
alter, amend,
SEC.
2. That
the right
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
February 19,
1917.
19, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP.
96.—An Act
Granting the
the consent
consent of
of Cows%.
county commissioners
commissioners
CHAP. 96.-An
Act Granting
Congress to
to the
the county
of
County, Georgia,
Georgia, to
reconstruct a
across the
Flint River
River at BainBainthe Flint
a bridge
bridge across
to reconstruct
of Decatur
Decatur County,
bridge,
Georgia.
bridge, Georgia.

FetGrua
. il
ry2574.]
205
FbH
R.
.19,7417

7.

[Public, No.
No. 336.]
336.]
[Public,

Be
of the United
Representatives of
and House
House of
of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress tlint
River.
Flint River.
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
is hereby
hereby granted
the county
County, may
reconstEuctt'ada
ti4
may reonstrctbridge
Decatur County,
commissioners of
of Decatur
to the
county commissioners
is
granted to
o
Georgia, and
their successors
successors and
and assigns,
to reconstruct,
maintain, across,
at Banb'rdge
Bainbridge.
'acr at
reconstruct, maintain,
assigns, to
Georgia,
and their
Flint River,
and operate
operate a
approaches thereto
thereto across
across the
the Flint
and approaches
a bridge
bridge and
and
at aapoint
suitable to
to the
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
near Bainbridge,
Bainbridge,
at or
the interests
interests of
at
point suitable
Georgia,
on the
the location
location of
existing structure,
structure, in the county of
of the
the existing
Georgia, on
Decatur, in
the State
State of
of Georgia,
Georgia, in accordance
provisions Construction.
accordance with the provisions
in the
Decatur,
ur

of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
construction of
bridges
of bridges
the construction
of
"An Act
over navigable
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen
approved March
over
hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
the right
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
Act is
alter, amend,
amend, or
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
February 19, 1917.
Approved, February

CHAP.
98.—An Act
allow additional
additional entries
entries under
the enlarged
stead
enlarged home
homestead
under the
CHAP. 98.-An
Act To
To allow
Act.
Act.

t

G

Vol. 34,
Vol.
34, p. 84.
84.

Aandnt.
Amend meat.

Feb
b1917.
r
uary 20,

Fe r
Is. 1061.]
Feb'iary,1917.
[Public, No. 337.]
337.]

Be it
of the
the United
United Public lands.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
lands
Additional lands alStates
of America
Congress assembled,
That any
any person
person otherwise
Additional
lands a
otherwise lowed
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
States of
homestead enqualified
has obtained
title under
under the
the homesteadlaws
homestead laws to
to less
less than
than trymested
trymen.
obtained title
who has
qualified who
one quarter
section of
of land
land may
make entry
title under
under VoL35
one
quarter section
may make
entry and
and obtain
obtain title
Vol. 35, p63
p. 639.
the provisions
of the
Act entitled
enlarged
for enlarged
to provide
provide for
"An Act
Act to
entitled "An
the Act
the
provisions of
homesteads," approved
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
nineteenth, nineteen
February nineteenth,
approved February
homesteads,"
nine, and
of June
and ten,
ten, Vol. 36, p. 631.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
June seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
an Act
Act of
nine,
and an
entitled "An
"An Act
for an
enlarged homestead,"
for such
such an
an VOL
36, p 53
homestead," for
an enlarged
provide for
Act to
to provide
entitled
area of
of public
land as
as will
will, when
when one-half
one-half of
of such
added to
to the
the
is added
such area
area is
area
public land
area of
lands to
which he
he has
already obtained
title, not
Proviso.
not exceed
exceed p,
area
of the
the lands
to which
has already
obtained title,
Soldiers' entries
entries exexSodiers
Provided That this Act shall not be construed cepted.
one
one quarter section: Prouided,
to
apply
to
soldiers'
additional
homestead
entries
made
under
section
R.
S.,
sec.
2306,
p.
e. s., sec. 230, p.
to apply to soldiers' additional homestead entries made under section 422
twenty-three hundred
hundred and
or 422.
Statutes, or
Revised Statutes,
United States
States Revised
and six,
six, United
twenty-three
Acts amendatory
thereof or
or supplemental
supplemental thereto.
thereto.
amendatory thereof
Acts
1917.
Approved,
February
20,
20,
Approved, February

926
926

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. II
CHs. 99-101.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. SESS.
II. . CHS.
99-101.

February 20,1917.
20, 1917.
February
[S. 3699.]
3699.]
[s.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 338.]
338.]

1917,
1917.

CHAP.
99.—An Act
Act To
donate to
to the
the city
Saint Augustine,
Florida, for
park
CHAP. 99.-An
To donate
city of
of Saint
Augustine, Florida,
for park
purposes,
known as
as the powder-house
powder-house lot.
purposes, the
the tract
tract of
of land
land known

Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the

Saint Augustine, Fla.
Fla. United States of
SaintAugustine,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the tract
United States of America in
tract of
of
Powder -house Iot
donated to.
land situate in the city of Saint .Augustine,
Augustine, Florida,
Florida, known
known as the

powder-house lot,
heretofore set
aside as
as a
a military
military reservation
reservation of
of
powder-house
lot, heretofore
set aside
the United
United States,
States, and
and lately
as such
military reservareservathe
lately abandoned
abandoned as
such military
tion,
be, and
same is
is hereby,
hereby, donated
donated to
to the
the municipality
municipality of
said
tion, be,
and same
of the
the said
city of
of Saint
Saint Augustine,
in the
State of
be used
used by
by said
said
city
Augustine, in
the State
of Florida,
Florida, to
to be
municipality
for public
park purposes.
conveyae
municipality for
public park
purposes.
Conveyance for pubSEC. 2.
2. That the
Secretary of
Interior is
is hereby
hereby directed
directed to
to
parSk
SEC.
pru
the Secretary
lic park.
of the
the Interior
execute
and deliver
the duly
constituted authorities
authorities of
of the
the said
said
execute and
deliver to
to the
duly constituted
city
of Saint
Augustine, Florida,
such conveyances
conveyances as
as may
be necesnecescity of
Saint Augustine,
Florida, such
may be
sary
vest the
to said
said powder-house
lot in
said
sary to
to vest
the fee-simple
fee-simple title
title to
powder-house lot
in the
the said
city of
of Saint
Saint Augustine,
Augustine, Florida,
attaching to
to such
such conveyances
conveyances
eversion o
noncity
Florida,
attaching
Reversion on nonthe condition
condition that
that whenever
said powder-house
lot shall
shall cease
cease to
user, etc.
etc.
the
user,
whenever the
the said
powder-house lot
to
be
purposes, or
or whenever
whenever the
the SecreSecrebe used
used by
by the
the city
city for
for public
public park
park purposes,
tary
War may
deternune that
of said
is necessary
necessary
tary of
of War
may determine
that the
the use
use of
said grounds
grounds is
for Government
Government purposes,
then and
that event
event title
title to
to the
said
purposes, then
and in
in that
the said
powder-house
to the
the Government
Government of
powder-house lot shall
shall revert
revert to
of the
the United
United States.
States.
Approved, 'February 20,
Approved,'February
20, 1917.
1917.

February
February 20,
20, 1917.
1917.
[S.
[S. 5424.]
5424.]

[Public, No.
No. 339.]
339.]
San Juan River.
Appropriation
pproriation for

bridging,
bridging,

in San
San Juan
County, N. Mex.

construct a
CHAP. 100.-An
100.—An Act To construct
San Juan
County, State
State of
of New
New
a bridge
bridge in
in San
Juan County,
Mexico.
Mexico.

Be it
by the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
the United
United
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

That the
Secretary of
of the
the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That
the Secretary
I
nt
eri
or is
hereby au
thorizedand
an d directed
to cause to
to be
be constructed
constructed
Interior
is hereby
authorized
directed to

a steel bridge across
a
across the San
San Juan
Juan River in San Juan
Juan County,
County, State
State
of New Mexico,
of
Mexico 'at
best and
and most
available location
location west
or southsouthat the
the best
most available
west or
west and near
near to the town
town of
Farmington, in
said county
county and
cost
of Farmington,
in said
and at
at aacost
Government of
to the Government
of the
the United
to exceed
exceed $25,000,
$25,000, which
which
United States
States not
not to
sum, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, is hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
out of
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
Proviso
out
of any
any money
Proviso.
Repayment
defray the
the expense
cost of
of constructing
constructing said
said bridge:
bridge: Provided,
Repayment from
rom defray
expense and
and cost
Provided,
ftmds
Navajo In- That
That said
sum is
is to
be reimbursable
from any
any funds
now or
hereafter
dina. of NavaJo
said sum
to be
reimbursable from
funds now
or hereafter
diens.
Treasury to
placed in the Treasury
credit of
Navajo Indians
of the
the
to the
the credit
of the
the Navajo
Indians of
State of
State
of New
New Mexico.
Mexico.
Approved,
February 20, 1917.
Approved, February
N Mex.

February 20,
20, 1917.
February

R.

[R.
[H. R. 8492.]
8492.]

[Public,
No. 340.]
[Public, No.
340.]

CHAP. 101.-An
homestead rights in certain casea
CHAP.
101.—An Act To restore
restore homestead
cases.

Be
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
in, Congress
and after
after the
passStates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That from
from and
the passpDrhs.e of age of this Act any person
person who has heretofore
heretofore entered
entered under
under the
the
homestead laws, and
and paid
homestead
paid a
price equivalent
equivalent to
to or
or greater
greater than
than $4
a price
$4
a ceded
per acre, lands embraced
embraced in a
ceded Indian
Indian reservation,
reservation, shall,
shall, upon
upon
proof of such fact, if otherwise
otherwise qualified,
qualified, be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the benefits
benefits
Proviso.
Proviso.
of the homestead
homestead law as though such former
former entry had
had not
not been
been
Full peace payment,
FUUprie pyment, made:
made: Provided,
Provided, That the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall not
not apply
to
Act shall
apply to
etc.
any person who has failed
failed to pay the full price for his former
former entry,
entry,
former entry
or whose former
entry was
was canceled
canceled for
fraud.
for fraud.
Approved, February
1917.
Approved,
February 20,
20, 1917.
Public lands.
Hoested rights
rights allHomestead
lowed
lowed purchasers of
ceded Indian lands.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY -FOURTH CONGRESS.

SESS.
SESS. II.
II. CHS. 102,
108. 1917.
102,108.
1917.

CHAP. 102.-An
CHAP.
102.—An Act To amend an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and
and
amend
the laws
laws relating
to th
udi ci
ary."
amend the
relating to
thee j
judiciary."

927
927
February 20,1917.
20, 1917.
February
[H.
R. 14471.]
14471.]
[. R.
[Pu
[Public,
No. 341.]
„ blic, No. 341.]

Be
enacted by
by the
the S
ena t
e and
and House
House o
fR
epresentat i
ves of
o
fthe
th
e United
united
of
Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Senate
States of
of America
America in
in Coongress
ngres
s assembled,
assem bl ed, Th
atsection
secti
on one
one hundred
hun dre dand
and VOI7
g7tp.
ep
s.12,
States
That
vol.,-36,
one of the Act entitled "An
'An Act to codify,
codify,revise,
revise, and amend the amendedamended'
laws relating to the judiciary,"
judiciary," approved
approved March
March third, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and eleven, be, and the same
hereby, amended to read
same is hereby,
follows:
as follows:
Oklahoma judicial
judlctal
Oklahoma is divided
"SEC.
"
SEC. 101. The State of Oklahoma
divided into two judicial
judicial disricma
districts.
districts, to be known as the eastern
eastern and western
western districts
districts of OklaOklahorn
a. The
The eastern
eastern district
district sh
all include
i
ncl
u de the
the t
errit ory embraced
emb
race d on
onEastern.
territory
EasterL
homa.
shall
the first day of July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sixteen, in
the counties
counties
and sixteen,
in the
of Adair, Atoka, Bryant, Craig, Cherokee,
Cherokee Creek, Choctaw,
Choctaw, Coal,
Coal,
Carter, Delaware, Garvin,
Garvin, Grady,
Grady Haskell,
Hughes, Johnston
HaskeU, Hughes,
Johnston, JefferJefferson,
son Latimer,
Latimer, Le Flore, Love, McClain,
McClain, Mayes,
Mayes, Muskogee,
Muskogee, McIntosh,
McIntosh,
Mcourtain, Murray,
Murray, Marshall,
Okmutee, Olduskee,
McCurtain,
Marshall, Nowata,Ottawa
Nowata Ottawa,'Okmulgee,
Okfuskee,
Pittsburg, Pushmataha,
Pontotoc, Rogers,
Sequoyah,
Pittsburg,
Pushmataha, Pontotoc,
Rogers, Stephens,
Stephens Sequoyah,
Ter.
and Wagoner.
Seminole, Tulsa,
Tulsa, Washington,
Washington, and
Wagoner. Terms
Terms of the district
district Terms.
Seminole,
court
shall be
held at
at Muskogee
Muskogee on
on the
the first
first
court for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
district shall
be held
Monday in January;
January; at Vinita,
Monday in March;
Monday
Viiaita, on the first Monday
March; at
at
Tulsa,
on the
the first
at South
South McAlester
the first
first
Tulsa, on
first Monday
Monday in
in April;
April; at
McAlester,, on
on the
Monday
Monday in
October; and
and
Monday in June;
June; at
at Ardmore,
Ardmore, on
on the
the first
first Monday
in October;
at Chickasha,
the first
in November
November in
each year.
at
Chickasha, on
on the
first Monday
Monday in
in each
year. The
The
embraced on the
western district shall include the territory
territory embraced
the first day Western.
Western.
western
hundred and sixteen,
counties of Alfalfa,
Alfalfa,
of July, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, in
in the counties
Beaver, Beckham,
Beckham, Blaine,
Caddo Canadian
Canadian, Cimarron,
Cleveland,
Blaine, Caddo,
Cimarron, Cleveland,
Beaver,
Comanche,
Custer' Dewey
Ellis/Garfield,
Comanche, Custer,
Dewey,; Ellis,
Garfield, Grant,
rantrr, Greer, Harmon,
Harper, Jackson,
Kay, Kingfisher,
Kingfisher, Kiowa,
Lincoln, Logan,
Logan, Major,
Major,
Kiowa, Lincoln,
Harper,
Jackson, Kay,
Noble, Oklahoma,
Pottawatomie, Roger
Mills,
Roger Mills,
Pawnee, Payne,
Payne, Pottawatomie,
Noble,
Oklahoma, Osage,
Osage, Pawnee,
Texas
Woods,. and
and Woodward.
Woodward. Terms
the Terms.
Terms.
of the
Terms of
Washita, Woods,
Tillman, Washita
Texas,' Tillman,
on the
district
held at Guthrie
shall be held
Guthrie on
court for the
the western
western district
district shall
district court
first
Monday in
in January;
January; at
at Oklahoma
first Monday
in
Monday in
City, on
on the
the first
Oklahoma City,
first Monday
March; at Enid, on
in June;
June; at Lawton
Lawton,'on the first
first
on the
the first
first Monday
Monday in
March;
Monday in
and at
Woodward, on
on the
the first
in
Monday in
first Monday
at Woodward,
in September;
September; and
Monday
rooms and
and accommodations
accommodations for
November:
November: Provided,
Provided, That
That suitable
suitable rooms
for Prov°,o.
l', t
is
o
°vi
oms at Wood.
holding court
furnished free
expense to
ward.
to the
the ward.
of expense
free of
are furnished
court at
at Woodward
Woodward are
holding
United States.
district court
for the
eastern district
district Clerks'
Clerks' offices.
omcrs.
the eastern
court for
of the
the district
The clerk
clerk of
States. The
United
shall
keep his
his office
at Muskogee
Muskogee and
the clerk
for the
the western
western district
district
clerk for
and the
office at
shall keep
at Guthrie,
Guthrie, and
shall maintain
charge of
of himself
himself or
or aa
in charge
an office
office in
maintain an
and shall
at
City."
deputy
Oklahoma City."
at Oklahoma
deputy at
Approved,
February 20,
1917.
20, 1917.
Approved, February
February 21,
1917.
February
21,1917.

CHAP. 108.-An
108.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
Congress to
to the
[S. l805.]
810.5.1
[.
the Conway
Conway County
Countv
the consent
CHAP.
Bridge District
District to
maintain, and
and operate
bridge across
across the
the Arkansas
Bridge
to construct,
construct, maintain,
operate a
a bridge
Ark-an[a -- [Public,
. 342.1
Pul, No.
W.)
River, in
in the
State of
of Arkansas.
[nblic, N. 342.1
Arkansas.
River,
the State

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
cf the
the United
United
Be it
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the consent
Con- cOrky
trontr
y luM
iity,
County
consent of
of ConThat the
assembled, That
America in
States
gross
the Conway
Conway County
County Bridge
may bridge.
a Ark.,
Ark.,maybridge.
Bridge District,
District, a
to the
hereby granted
granted to
gress is
is hereby
corporation organized
organized under
under the
State of
of Arkansas,
and
Arkansas, and
laws of
of the
the State
the laws
corporation
its
successors and
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aa
and operate
to construct,
and assigns,
assigns, to
its successors
Lo.
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto ,across
the Arkansas
River at
at aapoint
point°'"'
Lctio.
Arkansas River
across the
bridge
and approaches
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation
at
or
between
fractional
fractional
at
or
between
of
navigation
the
interests
suitable to
southwest
north, range
sixteen
range sixteen
six north,
township six
section twenty-nine
twenty-nine, township
southwest section
west
of the
fifth principal
meridian, and
fractional northeast
section
northeast section
and fractional
principal meridian,
west of
the fifth
thirty-one, township
six north,
north, range
range sixteen
sixteen west
west of
of the
fifth prinprinthe fifth
township six
thirty-one,
cipal meridian,
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
entitled Construction.
contrcti.
Act entitled
of the
with the
accordance with
meridian, in
cipal
"An
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable Vol.34p.84.
Vol. 34, p. 84.
of bridges
Act to
"An Act
waters,"
approved March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
waters," approved
Anamd
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the right
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby Amed mmat.
Act is
amend, or
or repeal
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, February
21, 1917.
1917.
February 21,
Approved,
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928

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SESS.
SESS. II.
H . CHS.
Cns.
SIXTY-FOURTH

February 21,1917.
21, 1917.
[H.
[H. R. 11474.1
11474.]
[Public, No. 343.1
[Public,
E
T
Erwin,
rwin, Tenn.
enn.
Right of way through
fish
fish hatchery,
hatchery, to Unic.
Unicoi
County.

itchery.

to n

Provisos.
conditions.

.onditis

Amendment, etc.

tet

February 21,1917.
February
21, 1917.
[.[H. R.
ai 17710.1
17710.[Public, NO.
No. 344.]
344.1
Tallapoosa River.
Tallapooa
River

Location.
Locatio
Construction.

Construtio
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amendment.
Amemdment.

February 21,
21, 1917.
[H.
R. L9.1
18.529.]
[H. R.

[Public, No. 34.5.1
345.1
Red River.
Red
Rapides
Rapides Parish may
bridge,
La.
bdge, Boyce,
Boyce, La.

Costrction.
Construction.
VoL
34, p. 84.
84.
VoL34,

Amendment.
Andinmt.

CHAP. 109.-An
Secretary of
109.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
to permit
the conof Commerce
Commerce to
permit the
construction
a public
struction of
of a
public highway
highway through
through the fish-cultural
fish-cultural station
station in
in Unicoi County,
County,
Tennessee.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of the
the United
States of
States
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of ComCornof America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the road commissioners
merce is authorized
authorized to convey
convey to the
commissioners of
of Unicoi
Unicoi
County, Tennessee, a
aright of
public highway,
more
of way for a
a public
highway, not
not more
than twenty feet wide, through
through the property
in
property of
of the
the United States in
Unicoi County, Tennessee,
Tennessee, used as a
station and
and hatchhatcha fish-cultural
fish-cultural station
ery: Provided,
Provided' That
such conveyance
conveyance of
of right
right of
of way
way shall
be
ery:
That such
shall not
not be
construed as affecting the right
construed
in said
said
right or title
title of the United States
States in
property or as in violation
property
violation of any stipulation
stipulation or
condition in
the conor condition
intheconveyance of the same to the United
veyance
United States
condiStates, and
and on the
the further
further condition that the land or right of way authorized
authorized to
conveyed hereto be conveyed
hereunder shall be constructed and
and maintained
maintained as a
ahighway
highway free of
of any
any
expense to the United
United States, and all work thereon
such as
thereon shall he
be such
as
not to interfere
interfere with the operations and efficiency
efficiency of
said fish-cultural
fish-cultural
of said
station,
and in
to the
of Commerce:
Commerce:
station, and
in a
a manner
manner satisfactory
satisfactory to
the Secretary
Secretary of
Provided,!That the right is hereby
Provided
hereby reserved to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal
or repeal
the provisions of this
this Act.
Approved,
February- 21, 1917.
Approved, February

CHAP. 1110.—An
10.-An Act
Authorizing the construction
MAP.
Act Authorizing
construction of aabridge
across the
the Tallapoosa
bridge across
Tallapoosa
River, separating
separating the counties
counties of Montgomery
Montgomery and
and Elmore,
in the
State of
of Alabama,
Alabama,
Elmore, in
the State
at a
apoint
Ferry and
and Hughes
Hughes Ferry.
Ferry.
at
point somewhere
somewhere between
between Tudkin
Judkin Ferry

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be itit enacted
the Senate
House of
of the
El SStates
tates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That the counties of Montgomery
in the
the State
gomery and Elmore,
Elmore, in
State of
Alabama, be,
be, and
and are
are hereby,
hereby,
of Alabama,

Montmery
Montgomery and Elmore
more Caint
Counties, Ala,
may bridge. ies '

my

109-111. 1917.
1917.
109-111.

authorized to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a bridge
bridge and approaches thereto
thereto across the
River, separating
separating the
the counties
counties
the Tallapoosa
Tallapoosa River,
of Montgomery
Montgomery and Elmore, in the State
State of
of Alaba
ma ,at
at a point
poi
nt
Alabama,
suitable
suitable to
somewhere between
between
to the
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at aapoint
point somewhere
Judkin Ferry
and Hughes
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
Judkin
Ferry and
Hughes Ferry,
Ferry, in
of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
to regulate
bridges
over navigable
approved March
navigable waters,"
waters," approved
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and six.
six.
SEC.
2. That
S
EC. 2.
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1917.
1917.
CHAP.
1 11.-An Act
of Rapides
CHAP. 111.—An
Act Grantine
Granting the-consent
the-consent of Congress
Congress to the
the police jury of
Rapides
Parish,
Louisiana, to
to construct
construct a
bridge across
across Red
Red River at or near
Parish, Louisiana,
abridge
near Boyce, Louisiana.
Louisiana.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of
of Congress
Congress
is hereby granted
Rapides Parish,
is
granted to the police jury of Rapides
Parish, Louisiana, and
their successors
successors and assigns, to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a
bridge
approaches thereto
thereto across the Red
bridge and approaches
Red River
River at a
apoint suitable
suitable

to the
the interests
of navigation
navigation at
at or
or near
near Boyce,
Boyce, Louisiana,
in the
the
interests of
Louisiana, in

Rapides,in
i
n th
Stat
eo
n accordance
accordance with
with the
the
parish of Rapides,
thee State
offLouisiana,
Louisiana, i
in
provisions of
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
construction
of bridges
bridges over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
of
navigable waters,"
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred and
and six.
six.

SEC.
this Act
SEC. 2. That the right to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
Act is
hereby
is hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, February
February 21,
21, 1917.

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.

SEss.
II. Cris.
Cus. 113,114.
S
ESS. II.
113, 114.

1917.

113.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP. 113.—An
Authorizing insurance
insurance companies
companies and fraternal
fraternal beneficiary
beneficiary
societies to file bills of interpleader.

and House of
of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and
Rpresentatives of the United

929
929
February
2, 1917.
February 22,
[H.. R. 12541.
12541.]
[Public,
346.]
No. 346.j
[Public, No.

United States courts.
States
of America
Congress assemb,
district courts
courts of
of Insurance
States of
America /n
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the district
Insance companies
comane
file interpleader in
in may
may ileintrleaeri
suits in
cognizance to
the United States
States shall have original
original cognizance
to entertain
entertain suits
district court to deterinterpleader where the same are filed by any mine
mine beneicdary,
beneficiary, if
if
equity begun by bills of interpleader
different
"Stamntofof dciferent
beneficiary society, duly verified, and claimants
insurance company
company or fraternal
fraternal beneficiary
States.
where
where it
it is made to appear
appear by such bill that one or more persons,
being bona fide claimants
claimants against
against such company
company or society, reside
society
within
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of said court;
court; that such company or society
has made or issued some policy of insurance
insurance or certificate of membership providing
the payment
of at
least $500
$500
ship
providing for
for the
payment of
of aasum
sum of
of money
money of
at least
as
beneficiary or beneficiaries
beneficiaries or to the
as insurance or benefits to aa beneficiary
heirs, next
kin, or
or
insured or
the person insured
legal representative
representative of the
of kin,
or legal
heirs,
next of
claimants citizens
member;
member; that two or more adverse claimants,
citizens of different
different
States,
are claiming
claiming or
entitled to such
insurance or
such insurance
may claim
claim to
to be
be entitled
or may
States, are
benefits and that
company or society
deposits the amount
amount of
society deposits
that such
such company
benefits
such
or benefits
benefits with
the clerk
of said
court and
and abide
abide the Procedure.
clerk of
said court
with the
such insurance
insurance or
In all such cases the court shall
judgment
shall have
have the Prced
of said court. In
judgment of
power to
to issue
its process
for said
claimants, returnable
returnable at such
such time
said claimants,
issue its
process for
power
as the
the said
said court
or a
ajudge
thereof shall determine,
which shall be addetermine, which
judge thereof
court or
as
dressed
and served
served by
United States marshals
respective
marshals for the respective
the United
by the
to and
dressed to
districts
wherein said
claimants reside
may be
be found;
said
to hear said
found; to
or may
reside or
said claimants
districts wherein
bill of
interpleader and
decide thereon
according to the practice in
thereon according
and decide
bill
of interpleader
equity; to
dischwe said
said complainant
complainant from
upon
further liability
liability upon
from further
to discharge
equity;
benefit as directed
the
said insurance
directed by the court,
or benefit
insurance or
of said
payment of
the payment
less
complainant's actual
court costs;
shall have
power to
to
the power
have the
and shall
costs; and
actual court
less complainant's
make such
orders and
and decrees
be suitable
proper and
and to
to
and proper
suitable and
as may
may be
decrees as
such orders
make
issue the
necessary writs
and customary
in such
such cases
for the
the Proviso.
cases for
customary in
writs usual
usual and
the necessary
issue
purpose of
carrying out
out such
decrees: Provided,
in To be fled
filed in
in district
That in
Provided, That
and decrees:
orders and
such orders
of carrying
purpose
of named beneficiary.
all
beneficiary or
or beneficiaries
beneficiaries are
are named
named in
in the
the policy
policy of named beneficiar
where aabeneficiary
cases where
all ca-sea
of insurance
insurance or
or where
where the
the same
has been
been
same has
of membership
membership or
certificate of
or certificate
of
assi
gned and
written notice
notice thereof
thereof shall
shall have been given to the
and written
assigned
insurance company
fraternal benefit
the bill
bill of
of interpleader
interpleader
society, the
benefit society,
or fraternal
company or
insurance
shall
be filed
in the
where the
the beneficiary
beneficiaries
beneficiary or beneficiaries
district where
the district
filed in
shall be
may reside.
reside.
may
Approved,
February 22,
22, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

CHAP.
Art To
provide for
for the
promotion of
of 'vocational
education; to
proto provocational education;
the promotion
To provide
114.-An Act
CHAP. 114.—An
vide
for cooperation
with the
the States
States in
in the
the promotion
of such
education in
in agriculture
agriculture
such education
promotion of
cooperation with
vide for
and the
the trades
and industries;
with the
the States
in the
the prepprepStates in
cooperation with
for cooperation
provide for
to provide
industries; to
trades and
and
aration of
teachers of
of vocational
and regulate
regulate its
its
appropriate money and
and to
to appropriate
subjects; and
vocational subjects;
of teachers
aration
expenditure.
expenditure.

February 23, 1917.
[S. 703.]

F

sb. 23 1917.

[Public, No. 5471

ublc, No 3471

Be
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the United
United
of Representative,s
Representativesof
House o
and House
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Vocationaleducation.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Ihat there
hereby annually
Annual
appropriaannually VCtaledu'atio.
is hereby
there is
of America
America in
States
tions for cooperating
i
appropriated,
out
of
any
money
n
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
apfor coopting
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap- tions
with States
to promote.
propriated, the
the sums
sums provided
in sections
sections two,
two, three,
four of
of withStattop"rome.
and four
three, and
provided in
propriated,
this Act,
to be
to the
the respective
respective States
purpose of coopcoopfor the
the purpose
States for
paid to
be paid
this
Act, to
erating
with the
in paying
paying the
of teachers,
teachers, supervisors,
supervisors,
the salaries
salaries of
States in
the States
erating with
and
directors of
of agricultural
agricultural subjects,
and teachers
of trade,
trade, home
home
teachers of
subjects, and
and directors
economics,
and in
in the
preparation of
of teachers
teachersn
the preparation
and industrial
industrial subjects,
subjects, and
economics, and
of agricultural,
trade, industrial,
home economics
and pe'nses
„"
a.
dmpenase
subjects; and
economics subjects;
and home
industrial, and
agricultural, trade,
of
the
sum
provided
for
in
section
seven
for
the
use
of
the
Federal
the sum provided for in section seven for the use of the Federal
Board for
for the
the administration
administration of
of this
this Act
Act
Education for
Vocational Education
for Vocational
Board
and
for
the
purpose
of
making
studies,
investigations,
and
reports
and for the purpose of making studies, investigations, and reports
to aid
aid in
the organization
organi7ation and
and conduct
conduct of
of vocational
vocational education.
education,
in the
to
which
sums shall
shall be
as hereinafter
provided.
hereinafter provided.
expended as
be expended
which sums
tdministratim

91890°—VOL 39-Pr
39—PT 1
1
91890°-VOL

59
59

930
930

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

Agriclturalsubjects.
Agricultural
Amount
forsubjects.
pay
of
Amount for
pay of

teahers, etc.

teachers, etc.

Annualincreases.
Annualincreases*

S
ESS. II.
II. CH.
Cu. 114.
SEss.

1917.

S
EC. 2.
the
of cooperating
cooperating with
with the
in
SEC.
2. That, for
for
the purpose
purpose of
the States
States in
.
.
paying the
the salaries
of teachers,
teachers, supervisors,
or directors
of agriculagriculpaying
salaries of
supervisors, or
directors of
tural subjects
subjects there
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the use
of the
the States,
tural
there is
use of
States,
subject to
to the
provisions of
of this
this .Act,
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June
subject
the provisions
Act, for
fiscal year

thirtieth nineteen
$500,000; for
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and eighteen, the sum of $500,000;

the fiscal
fiscal year
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen,
the
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred and
the sum
the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, ninethe
sum of
of $750,000;
$750,000; for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty,
sum of
of $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; for
for the
the fiscal
teen
twenty, the
the sum
fiscal year
year
ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and twenty-one,
twenty-one, the
the sum
sum of
ending June
nineteen hundred
of
$1,250,000; for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hunhun$1,250,000;
ending June
dred
and twenty-two,
the sum
of
$1,500,000;
for
the
endca
the
hyear
y
eea
sr
u end
ef
O,
O0O;
twefn
for
oty-three,
the fiscal
fiscal
thirtieth,
went
dredJune twenty-two,
o,tehteeesum
n hundred
of $ 150and
ing June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and twenty-three, the sum of
$1,750,000;
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
$1,750,000; for
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
sum of
of $2,000,000;
$2,000,000; for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
the sum
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, the
the sum
of $2,500,$2,500,June
nineteen hundred
sum of
000; for the fiscal
000;
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred
and twenty-six,,
annually thereafter,
thereafter, the
the sum
sum of
otted in
to and
twenty-six, and
and annually
of $3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
Allotted
in rto
ratio to

rr
rural poputioa
population.

o. Said

States in the proportion which
Said sums shall be allotted to the States
which

their rural
population bears
bears to
the total
total rural
rural population
in the
the
their
rural population
to the
population in
United States,
including outlying
outlying possessions,
possessions, according
according to
the
United
States, not
not including
to the
Minimum allotments last preceding
Minimumallotments
preceding United
United States census:
census: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the allotment
allotment
to States.
to
tates.
of funds to any State shall be
of $5,000
$5,000 for
for
be not
not less
less than
than aaminimum
minimum of
any
prior to
to and
fiscal year
ending June
June
any fiscal
fiscal year
year prior
and including
including the
the fiscal
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-three,
twenty-three, nor
less than
nor less
than $10,000
$10,000
for any fiscal
there is
hereby appropriated
appropriated the
fiscal year
year thereafter, and
and there
is hereby
the
following sums, or so
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary, which
which shall
so much
thereof as
be necessary,
shall
be used
for the
purpose of
of providing
providing the
the minimum
allotment to
be
used for
the purpose
minimum allotment
to the
the
Annualproi
Annual Prilms"
States provided for
for in this
section: For
the fiscal
fiscal yearending
year ending June
June
this section:
For the
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
sum of
$48,000; for
for
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
the sum
of $48,000;
the
fiscal year
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and ninethe fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
hundred and
nineteen,
sum of
of $34,000;
$34,000; for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
teen, the
the sum
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty, the sum
$24,000; for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
sum of $24,000;
year
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and twenty-one,
the
ending June
nineteen hundred
twenty-one, the
sum of $18,000;
sum
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
$18,000; for
the fiscal
twenty-two, the
hundred and twenty-two,
the sum of $14,000;
the fiscal
fiscal year
$14,000; for the
year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
twenty-three, the
sum
hundred and twenty-three,
the sum
$11,000; for the fiscal
of $11,000;
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hunfiscal year
ending June
nineteen hun$9,000; for
dred and twenty-four, the sum of $9,000;
fiscal year
year ending
ending
for the
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
the sum
sum of
of $34,000;
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, the
$34,000;
and annually thereafter
thereafter the
the sum
$27,000.
sum of
of $27,000.
Trade, home
home economeconomSEC.
C 3
.Trade,
SE
EC.
3. That
purpose of
the States
States in
in
ic
ndtr suband industrial
S
.3
That for
for the
the purpose
of cooperating
cooperating with
with the
Ics,
Jecis.
paying the
the salaries
teachers of
of trade,
trade, home
home economics,
economics, and
and indusctas.
paying
salaries of
of teachers
indusyof
teacheN,
mount
sdi for pa
there is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated f
or th e use ofth e St ates,
teachemntr
Pat " trial
trial subjects
subjects there
for
the use of the States,
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred and
and eighteightfor the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
Annual increases.
Annual'nreas
een, the sum of
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth,
of $500,000;
$500,000; for
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen, the
sum of
of $750,000;
$750,000; for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
hundred and
the sum
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, the
the sum
sum
of $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; for
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
for the
the fiscal year
hundred and twenty-one,
twenty-one, the sum of $1,250,000;
$1,250,000; for
year
for the
the fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-two,
the sum
sum
twenty-two, the
of $1,500,000;
$1,500,000; for the
the fiscal year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and twenty-three,
twenty-three, the sum of $1,750,000;
$1,750,000; for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twenty-four,
twenty-four, the
the sum
sum
of $2,000,000;
nineteen
$2,000,000; for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, the sum of $2,500,000;
$2,500,000; for the
the fiscalyear
fiscal year
ending
ending June
hundred and
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, the
the sum
sum of
of
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Allot
ted in
in tio
ra t
io to
to $3,000.000;
$3,000,000; and
annually thereafter
the sum
sum of
of $3,000,000.
$3,000,000. Said
Said
Aurotted
and annually
thereafter the
sums shall be allotted to the States in the proportion
proportion which their
population bears to the total urban
urban population
urban population
population in
in the
the United
United
States, not includi
including0- outlying possessions,
according to the last
last
possessions, according

pa
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P ro preceding United States census: Provided,
Provided, That the allotment of m
1
"ffiviso,„. ,
for tolai7is
to States.uni
less than
than a
a minimum
shall be
be not
any State shall
funds to any
not less
minimum of
of$5,000
$5,000 for
. '"' ot
any fiscal year prior to and including
including the
the fiscal year
ending June
June
year ending
twenty-three, nor less than $10,000
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and twenty-three,
$10,000
for any fiscal year thereafter,
thereafter, and there is hereby appropriated
appropriated the
the
following sums, or so much thereof
thereof as may
be needed,
needed, which
shall
may be
which shall
be used for the purpose
providing the minimum allotment
allotment to the Annulprovi
purpose of providing
Annual provisions.
For the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June
States provided
provided for
for m
in this
this section:
section: For
the fiscal
thirtieth,
thirtieth nineteen
eighteen, the
m of
of$66,000;
$66,000; for
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
the su
sum
for
thirtieth, nineteen hundred
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
hundred and nineteen,
nineteen,
the sum of $46,000; for the fiscal year ending
ending June
nineJune thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and twenty, the
$34,000; for
fiscal year
the sum
sum of
of $34,000;
for the
the fiscal
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-one,
ending June thirtieth, nmeteen
twenty-one the
the sum
sum
of $28,000;
for the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hunhunof
$28,000; for
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
dred
and twenty-two,
the sum
sum of
$25,000; for
for the
the fiscal
ending
dred and
twenty-two, the
of $25,000;
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty-three,
twenty-three, the sum of
$22,000;
the fiscal
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
hun$22,000; for
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
twenty-four , the
the sum
sum of
of $19,000;
$19,000; for
fiscal year
year ending
ending
dred and
and twenty-four,
for the
the fiscal
mneteen hundred
hundred and
twenty-five, the
the sum
sum of
of $56,000;
$56,000;
June thirtieth, nineteen
and twenty-five,
and twentytwentyfor the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
annually thereafter,
of $50,000.
$50,000.
six, and annually
thereafter, the
the sum
sum of
That not
not more
twenty per centum
centum a
money appropriated
appropriated ,„„P,„rcalx.mtkol
for h
haw
more than twenty
of the
the money
Potion for
That
cs
trade, home —Ganes.
under this Act for
payment of
of salaries
salaries of
of teachers
teachers of trade,
for the
the payment
under
economics,
industrial subjects,
subjects, for
expended
economics, and
and industrial
for any
any year,
year shall
shall be
be expended
for
salaries of teachers of
for the
the salaries
of home
home economics
economics subjects.
subjects.
SEC.. 4.
4. That
That for
the purpose
purpose of
of cooperating
cooperating with
the States
States in tcralning
l:raining teache
with the
teacher, ,
SEC.
for the
citinent

e
tc

rs

preparmg
teachers, supervisors,
supervisors, and
and directors
directors of
agricultural subjects
subjects Amount
for coop
coop.
preparing teachers,
of agricultural
Amont ft
and
of trade
and industrial
home economics
subjects 'aig
w ig
With Stated/in '
economics subjects
wthtatsn.
industrial and
and home
and teachers
teachers of
trade and
there
fiscal
of the States
States for the
the fiscal
there is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for the use of
year
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
the sum
sum
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
Annual increases.
of
for the
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hunthirtieth, nineteen
hun- Annal inreases.
fiscal year
year ending
of $500,000
$500,000;.; for
dred
nineteen, the
$700,000; for
ending
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
the sum of
of $700,000;
dred and
and nineteen,
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
sum of
of $900,000;
$900,000;
and twenty,
twenty, the
the sum
June
hundred and
for the
year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
for
the fiscal
twenty-one,
and annually
thereafter, the
of $1,000,000.
$1,000,000. Said
Said popatt
po=u
t
ratio to
to
in ratio
the sum
sum of
annually thereafter,
twenty-one, and
sums shall
shall be
the States
States in
their
which their
to the
in the
the proportion
proportion which
sums
be allotted
allotted to
population bears
to the
the total
total population
population of
United States,
States, not
not
of the
the United
bears to
population
United
preceding United
to the
including outlying
according to
the last
last preceding
possessions, according
outlying possessions,
including
:allotments
States census:
funds to
State Minimum
En' .
allotments
States
census: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the allotment
allotment of
of funds
to any
any State
shall
be not
minimum of
of $5,000
for any
any fiscal
fiscal year
prior tostates.
to States.
year prior
$5,000 for
than a
a minimum
not less
less than
shall be
to and
and including
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hunnineteen hunyear ending
the fiscal
including the
to
dred
nineteen, nor
$10,000 for
for any
any fiscal
fiscal year
year therethereless than
than $10,000
nor less
dred and
and nineteen,
Annual provisions.
after.
there is
hereby appropriated
sums, or
or so
so AnnUprovisi
following sums,
appropriated the
the following
is hereby
after. And
And there
much
thereof
as
may
be
needed,
which
shall
be
used
for
the
purpose
much thereof as may be needed, which shall be used for the purpose
of providing
providing the
the minimum
allotment provided
in this
this section:
section: •
provided for
for in
minimum allotment
of
For
ending June
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
year ending
For the
the fiscal
fiscal year
eighteen, the
the sum
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth
thirtieth
ending June
of $46,000;
$46,000; for
sum of
eighteen,
nineteen hundred
and nineteen,
the sum
sum of
of $32,000;
$32,000; for
fiscal
the fiscal
for the
nineteen, the
hundred and
nineteen
year ending
ending June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
twenty, the
the sum
sum
and twenty,
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
year
of $24,000;
$24,000; for
for the
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
hunnineteen hunthirtieth, nineteen
fiscal year
year ending
of
dred and
and annually
the sum
dred
and twenty-one
twenty-one, and
annually thereafter,
thereafter, the
sum of
of $90,000.
$90,000.
Accept
p
S
EC. 5.
5. That
That in
in order
order to
to secure
secure the
the benefits
benefits of
the appropriations
appropriationsStaat.
Acceptance
by
cceptancebyStB
of the
SEC.
provided
for
in
sections
two,
three,
and
four
of
this
Act,
any
State
provided for in sections two, three, and four of this Act, any State
shall, through
through the
the legislative
leg,islative authority
thereof, accept
accept the
the provisprovisauthority thereof,
shall,
ions of
Act and
create a
State board,
board, consisting
d Icard
te
,det
. e” tto be
be
consisting of
of designted
designate or
or create
a State
ions
of this
this Act
and designate
not
three members,
having all
all necessary
necessary power
to
power to
and having
members, and
than three
not less
less than
cooperate, as
as herein
provided, with
Federal Board
Vocational
Board for
for Vocational
with the
the Federal
cooperate,
herein provided,
Education
in the
the administration
administration of
provisions of
Act. The
The
this Act.
of this
of the
the provisions
Education in
State
board of
of education,
education, or
other board
board having
having charge
charge of
the adminadminof the
or other
State board
istration
public education
the State,
State, or
having
State board
board having
or any
any State
in the
of public
education in
istration of
t

in
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charge of
any kind
kind of
of vocational
vocational education
in
charge
of the
the administration
administration of
of any
education in
the
State may,
may, if
if the
so elect,
be designated
as the
the State
board,
the State
the State
State so
elect, be
designated as
State board,
for
purposes of
of this
this Act.
Act.
for the
the purposes

In any State the legislature
legislature of which does not meet in nineteen
nineteen
governor of that State,
State, so far
o. hundred and seventeen, if the governor
far as he
he is
is
authorized to
to do
shall accept
provisions of
this Act
Act and
and desauthorized
do so,
so, shall
accept the
the provisions
of this
designate or
State board
of not
not less
three members
members to
to act
act
board of
less than
than three
ignate
or create
create aaState
m cooperation
Board for
for Vocational
Vocational Education,
Education,
with the
the Federal
Federal Board
in
cooperation with
the
shall recognize
recognize such
board for the purposes
the Federal
Federal board
board shall
such local
local board
of
the legislature
of such
such State
State meets
meets in
in due
due course
course and
and
of this
this Act
Act until
until the
legislature of
has
been in session
session sixty
sixty days.
has been

Temporry aceptTemporary
accentanceif
legisaturenotin
Alice if legisia,ture
not in

ei~o

session.

,aitonalSaeepta

Optional acceptance
in part, by States.

Any State
State may
may accept
the benefits
benefits of
of any
any one
or more
more of the
one or
accept the
Any
respective funds
herein appropriated,
appropriated, and
and it
it may
may defer
defer the
the acceptacceptfunds herein
respective

ance of the benefits of any one or more of such funds,
funds, and
and shall
shall be
be

Proeio.
Proviso.

requred for
Amount required
training
'8 agricultural
gin
instruction.

gcultural

required to
to meet
only the
conditions relative
relative to
the fund
fund or
or funds
funds the
the
to the
the conditions
required
meet only
benefits
of which itit has
has accepted:
accepted: Provided,
benefits of
Provided, That
after June
June thirtieth,
That after
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
no State
State shall
shall receive
appropriation
any appropriation
receive any
and twenty,
twenty, no
hundred and
nineteen

teachers, supervisors,
directors of agricultural
agricultural subjects,
for salaries of
of teachers,
supervisors, or directors
least the minimum amount
amount
advantage of at least
until it shall have taken advantage

appropriated
for the
the training
training of
of teachers,
supervisors, or
or directors
of
directors of
teachers, supervisors,
appropriated for
eech
on
ersin
Trainin grn
g teac
om. agn
cultural subjects,
for in
in this
Act, and
and that
after
that after
this Act,
subjects, as
as provided
provided for
agricultural
said date no State
State shall receive
receive any appropriation
appropriation for the salaries
struction.
mdustrial subjects until
of teachers of trade, home economics,
economics, and industrial
amount
it shall have taken advantage
advantage of at least the minimum amount
appropriated
training of teachers
teachers of trade, home economics,
economics,
appropriated for the training
and industrial subjects, as provided for in this Act.
Federal
SEC.
a Federal
Federal Board
Federal Board, cre
creSac .6. That a
Board for
Vocational Education
Education is
is hereby
hereby
for Vocational
ated.
created,
to
consist
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture, the
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
Secretary of
created, to consist of
tion
Com
Composition.
Commerce,
the
Secretary
of
Labor,
the
United
States
Commissioner
the
United
States
Commissioner
Commerce,
the
Secretary
of
Labor,
Appintivemembers.
Appointive members.
Education, and three citizens
of Education,
citizens of the United
United States to be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice
advice and consent of the Senate.
Senate.
One of said three citizens
citizens shall be a
arepresentative
representative of the manufacrepresentative of the agrituring and commercial
commercial interests,
interests, one a
a representative
interests, and one
representative of labor.
The board
board
cultural interests,
one aa representative
labor. The
Tenn.
shal
Terms.
shall elect annually
annually one of
chairman. In
In the
of its
its members
members as
as chairman.
the first
first
izen members
members shall be
appointed for
instance, one of the ci
citizen
be appointed
for one year,
for two
two years,
and one
three years
years, and
thereafter for
for three
three
one for
years, and
one for
for three
and thereafter
Pay to appointive one
members.
years each.
members.
years
members of
of the
the board
board other
other than
than the
the members
members of
of
each. The
The members
the Cabinet and the United States
States Commissioner
Commissioner of Education
Education shall
$5,000 per
per annum.
receive aasalary
salary of
of $5,000
annum.
Powers and
duties.
and duties.
The board
Powers
board shall have
have power to cooperate
cooperate with State boards in
carrying out the provisions
provisions of this Act. It
It shall be the duty of the
Federal, Board for Vocational
Education to
to make,
make, or
or cause
cause to
have
Federal
Vocational Education
to have
investigations, and reports, with -particular reference
made studies, investigations,
reference
establishment of vocational
to their use in aiding the States
States in the establishment
schools and classes and in giving instruction
agriculture, trades
instruction in agriculture,
and industries,
commerce and commercial
an
home
industries, commerce
commercial
pursuits,
and
home
Scope of studies, Investigations,
etc.
economics. Such
Such studies,
studies, investigations,
and reports
r
ep
ort
s shall
shall include
i
nc l
ud
e
investigations, and
in- economics.
v tiofstdies,
agricultural processes
agriculture and agricultural
and requirements
requirements upon agriagriprocesses and
cultural workers; trades, industries, and apprenticeships,
apprenticeships, trade
and
trade and
industrial
requirements upon industrial
industrial requirements
classification
industrial workers, and classification
of industrial processes
processes and pursuits; commerce
commerce and commercial
commercial
pursuits and requirements
requirements upon
upon commercial
commercial workers;
workers; home managemanagement, domestic
domestic science, and the study ot
of related
related facts and principles;
principles;
and problems of administration
and of
courses
administration of vocational
vocational schools and
of courses
of study and instruction in vocational
vocational subjects.
subjects.
Federal cooperation.
When the
board deems
deems it
it advisable
advisable such
such studies,
studies, investigations,
investigations,
Agricultural
DepartAgriculteu
epartWhen
the board
e nt
m
.
and reports concerning agriculture, for the purposes
ment.
purposes of agricultural
agricultural
m cooperation
education, may be made m
cooperation with or through the Department of Agriculture;
investigations, and reports conAgriculture; such studies, investigations,

home eionSom
tre,
zand
industal inIse, a
nd industrial in-
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of LaLabepartment
purposes of trade
cerning trades and
and industries,
oeming
industries, for the purposes
trade and industrial
industrial d
epartment of
education, may be made
cooperatio n with
w ith or
rough the
education,
made in
in cooperation
or th
through
the DepartDeparto
° Commercer
investigations, and reports concerning
ment of Labor; such studies, investigations,
concerning me
De
rcepartment of
commerce and commercial pursuits,
for
the
purposes
of
commercial
pursuits,
the purposes
commercial
education,
education, may
may be
be made
in cooperation
with or
or through
through the
the DepartDepart- BureuofEduct
made in
cooperation with
Bureau of Education.
investigations, and reports
ment
Commerce; such studies, investigations,
reports conment of
of Commerce;
cerning the administration
administration of vocational
schools, courses
of study
study
vocational schools,
courses of
and instruction
instruction in
in vocational
vocational subjects,
subjects, may
may be
made in
cooperation
be made
in cooperation
with
through the
Bureau of
of Education.
Education.
with or
or through
the Bureau
The Commissioner
Education may
may make
such recommendations
recommendations fromommeisdt1on
R ec %mmepd at ion:
make such
of Education
Commissioner of
The
ducation.
to the board relative to the administration
administration of this Act as he may
may Education'
from time to time deem advisable.
advisable. It
It shall be the duty of the
chairman of
carry out
out the
the rules,
decisions Asistants
Assistants author
chairman
of the
the board
board to
to carry
rules, regulations,
regulations, and
and decisions
authrFederal Board
adopt. The Federal
Board for Vocational
Vocational ized.
he'd.
-- --which the board
board may adopt.
Education shall have
employ such
such assistants
assistants as may
may be
Education
have power
power to
to employ
necessary
to carry
out the
provisions of
this Act.
necessary to
carry out
the provisions
of this
Act.
Amount for exen
appropriated to the Federal Board of IBoard.
SEC.
S
EC. 7. That there is hereby appropriated
liEn
Zur for exPenses
for Vocational
Vocational Education
Education the sum of $200,000
$200,000 annually,
annually, to
to be availavailable
purpose of making
makipg
able from
from and after
after the
the passage of
of this
this Act,
Act, for the purpose
or cooperating
making the studies,
studies, investigations,
cooperating in making
investigations, and reports
reports provided for
in section
section six
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and for
for the
purpose of
paying the
the
for in
six of
the purpose
of paying
vided
salaries of
of the
office and
other
and other
the officers,
officers, the assistants,
assistants, and such
such office
salaries
expenses
as the
the board
board may
may deem
deem necessary
to the
the execution
execution and
necessary to
expenses as
administration
of this
administration of
this Act.
Act.
Pa bos
b
e
r
repared
stateetoboard.
of the
the appropriation
S
EC. 8.
8. That
in order
order to
the benefits
benefits of
appropriation for
for by
by
lx
to secure
secure the
That in
SEC.
any purpose
purpose specified
specified in
in this
this Act,
the State
board shall
plans, Subects
Subjects specified.
peciied.
prepare plans,
shall prepare
State board
Act, the
any
showmg the
education for
proposed that
that
which it
it is
is proposed
for which
the kinds
kinds of
of vocational
vocational education
showing
and equipment;
equipment;
used; the kinds
kinds of schools and
be used;
the appropriation
appropriation shall be
courses
study; methods
methods of
of teachers;
teachers;
qualifications of
of instruction;
instruction; qualifications
of study;
courses of
qualifications of supersubjects the qualifications
and,
agricultural subjects
of agricultural
and, in the case of
visors or
or directors;
plans for
for the
the training
training of
of teachers;
teachers; and,
and, in
in the
the
directors; plans
visors
case of agricultural
agricultural subjects,
supervision of agricultural
agricultural A
pproval by Federal
case
subjects, plans
plans for the
the supervision
Aprovalby
Federal
b Fedl
BoarPd.
education, as
provided for
ten. Such
Such plans
plans shall be sub- Boar&
for in
in section
section ten.
as provided
education,
mitted by
board to
to the
the Federal
for Vocational
Vocational EduEduBoard for
Federal Board
the State
State board
mitted
by the
cation, and
and if
if the
the Federal
Federal board
board finds
conformity
same to be in conformity
finds the
the same
cation,
with
the provisions
provisions and
and purposes
this Act,
Act, the
same shall
shall be
AllIIII&18ta te reports.
be Annualstaterepor.
the same
of this
purposes of
with the
approved. The
board shall
shall make
make an
an annual
annual report
report to the
State board
The State
approved.
Federal Board
for Vocational
Education, on
on or
or before
before September
September first
first
Vocational Education,
Board for
Federal
of
each year,
work done
done in
the State
State and
and the
receipts and
and exexthe receipts
in the
on the
the work
year, on
of each
penditures
money under
under the
the provisions
of this
this Act.
Pay restrfcted
restricted to
to
Pay
Act.
provisions of
penditures of
of money
SEC. 9.
9. That
appropriation for
for the
the salaries
salaries of
teachers, supersuper- qualified
teachers.
qualifed teacher
of teachers,
the appropriation
That the
SEC.
visors, or
directors of
of agricultural
of teachers
trade,
of trade,
teachers of
and of
subjects and
agricultural subjects
or directors
visors,
home economics,
and industrial
industrial subjects
subjects shall
devoted exclusively
exclusively
be devoted
shall be
economics, and
home
to the
the payment
payment of
of salaries
such teachers,
directors
supervisors, or directors
teachers, an
of such
salaries of
to
having the
the minimum
qualifications set
for the
the State
State
by the State
State by
set up
up for
minimum qualifications
having
board, with
the approval
approval of
of the
Federal Board
Supplementary loinEdu- Supplementary
Board for
for Vocational
Vocational Eduthe Federal
with the
board,
cation.
of instruction
instruction supplementary
to the
the instruction
instruction in
strurion
State, etc.,
at state,
truction at
in etc.,
supplementary to
The cost
cost of
cation. The
agricultural and
and in
trade, home
home economics,
and industrial
subjects expe
industrial subjects
economics, and
in trade,
agricultural
provided
for in
in this
Act, necessary
necessary to
to build
well-rounded course
course of
of
a well-rounded
build a
this Act,
provided for
training, shall
shall be
borne by
communities, and
and no
no
local communities,
and local
the State
State and
by the
be borne
training,
part of
of the
the cost
cost thereof
of the
appropriations herein
Equal expenditu
expenditures
part
thereof shall
shall be
be borne
borne out
out of
the appropriations
herein Equs
made.
moneys expended
under the
provisions of
this Act,
—
in byState,etc.,required.
by State, etc., required.
Act, in
of this
the provisions
expended under
The moneys
made. The
cooperation with
the States,
teachers, supervisors,
supervisors,
of teachers,
the salaries
salaries of
for the
States, for
with the
cooperation
or directors
subjects, or
for the
the salaries
of teachers
teachers of
of
salaries of
or for
of agricultural
agricultural subjects,
or
directors of
trade, home
home economics,
economics, and
and industrial
subjects, shall
conditioned
be conditioned
shall be
industrial subjects,
trade,
that for
for each
each dollar
expended for
such salaries
salaries the
the
for such
money expended
of Federal
Federal money
dollar of
that
State
or local
both, shall
shall expend
expend an
equal amount
amount for
for Training teacheralocal community,
community, or
or both,
an equal
State or
such salaries
•and
and that
that appropriations
appropriations for
training of
of teachers
teachers of
of Trainingteachersfor the
the training
salaries;'
such
vocational subjects,
as herein
shall be
conditioned that
that such
such
be conditioned
provided, shall
herein provided,
subjects, as
vocational
money be
expended for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of such
such training
and that
for
that for
training and
be expended
money
fro m
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each
Federal money
money so
expended for maintenance,
each dollar
dollar of Federal
so expended
maintenance, the State
State
shall expend
amount for the
or local community.,
community, or both, shall
expend an equal amount

such training.
training.
maintenance
maintenance of such
Disposal
ofcf allotSEC. 10.
10. That
may use
the appropriation
for agricultural
agricultural
appropriation for
use the
any State
State may
That any
allot-i SEC.
p.m.s
ments
for a
gricultural
purposes. arpa
p
purposes, or any part
it, under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
purposes,
part thereof
thereof allotted
allotted to it,
of this
this
Act
salaries of teachers, supervisors, or directors of agricultural
agricultural
Act.zfor the salaries
subjects, either for the salaries of
teachers of such subjects in
schools
of teachers
in schools
or classes or for the salaries
salaries of supervisors
supervisors or directors
directors of
of such subjects
under a
supervision for the State to be set up by the State
a plan of supervision
board, with the approval
approval of the Federal
Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational EducaPlan oPln
of education
re- tion. That in
eduat
for
in order to receive
receive the
the benefits
benefits of such appropriation
appropriation for
.
the salaries of teachers,
teachers, supervisors,
supervisors, or directors of agricultural
agricultural subjects the State board of any State shall provide
provide in its plan for agrieducation shall be that which
which is
cultural education
education that such education
is under
public supervision
supervision or control;
control; that the controlling
controlling purpose of such
such
education
employment; that such education
education
education shall be to fit for useful employment;
shall be of less than college grade
grade and be designed
designed to meet the
the needs
needs
persons over fourteen
fourteen years
years of age who
who have entered
entered upon or who
of persons
who
farm or
are preparing
preparing to enter upon the work of the farm
or of
of the farm home;
home;
Local educational that
LoMaeducational
community, or both, shall
that the State or local community,
shall provide the necesnecesequipment.
sary plant and equipment
equipment determined
with
determined upon by the State board, with
the approval
approval of the Federal
Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education,
Education, as the
minimum requirement
requirement for
education in
in schools
schools and
and classes
classes in
in
t be ex- minimum
for such
such education
Minimum to
expended for the
maintenance of such
such
the maintenance
ee
pded.
the State; that the
the amount expended
pended.
education in any school or class receiving
receiving the benefit
benefit of such
such approeducation
priation
priation shall be not less annually
annually than
than the amount
amount fixed
fixed by
by the
State board, with the approval of the Federal board as the mimmum
practie in
agr
Practice
in a
gricul- State board, with the approval of the Federal board as the minimum
schools shall
provide
ture.
tore.
for such
such schools
schools or
or classes
classes in the State;
State; that such schools
shall provide
directed or supervised
supervised practice
agriculture, either on a
for directed
practice in agriculture,
a farm
farm
provided
provided for by the school or other
other farm.,
per
farm, for at least six months per
Qualificationsof
teach- year; that the teachers,
qearo.
directors of agricultural
agricultural subteachers, supervisors, or directors
err.
]ects shall have at least the minimum
jects
minimum qualifications determined
determined for
for
the State by the State board,
approval of the Federal
Federal Board
board, with the approval
for Vocational
Education.
Vocational Education.
omfor
Trade home economTrade,
ics,, aindustrial
and industrial edueduSze.
to receive
the benefits
of the
the appropriaappropriaSEC. 11.
11. That
That in
in order
order to
receive the
benefits of
cation.
the salaries
teachers of
trade, home
home economics,
induseconomics, and
and indusof teachers
of trade,
tion for
for the
salaries of
Ste plan
State
plan require.
1.stuliml. tion
trial subjects
subjects the State board of any State shall provide
provide in its plan
for trade, home economics,
and industrial
industrial education
education that
that such
such edueconomics, and
education shall be given in schools
schools or classes under
public supervision
supervision
under public
or control; that the controlling
controlling purpose of such education shall be
useful employment;
to fit for useful
employment; that such education
education shall be of
of less
less
than college grade and shall be designed to meet the needs
needs of persons over fourteen
fourteen years of age who are preparing
preparing for aa trade or
or
who have
have entered
entered upon
of a
atrade
trade or
or
the work
work of
upon the
or who
industrial pursuit
pursuit or
Localequipmentetc.
Localequipment, etc. industrial
industrial pursuit; that the State or local
localcommunity,
community, or both, shall
provide the necessary
necessary plant
equipment determined
determined upon
by
plant and equipment
upon by
the State board,
approval of
Federal Board for
Vocaboard, with
with the
the approval
of the Federal
for VocaEducation, as
as the
the minimum
minimum requirement
in such
such State
State for
for
requirement in
Minimnm
tional Education,
Minimum to
to be ex- tional
pended.
pended.
education
for any given trade
education for
trade or industrial
industrial pursuit; that the total
amount expended for the maintenance
maintenance of such education
education in any
any
school or class receiving
shall be
receiving the benefit of such appropriation
appropriation shall
not less annually than
than the amount
amount fixed
fixed by the State
State board, with
with
the approval
of the
the Federal
Federal board,
board, as
as the
minimum for
such schools
schools
for such
the minimum
approval of
the
Practical
work.
t
or or classes in the State; that such
such schools
schools or classes giving instruction
instruction
to persons who have
entered upon employment
employment shall
shall require
require that
have not entered
that
at least half of the time of such
be given
given to
to practical
practical work
work
such instruction
instruction be
on a
a useful or productive
productive basis, such
such instruction
instruction to extend
extend over not
not
less than
than nine
nine months
and not
not less
less than
than thirty
thirty hours
art-tim schools.
less
months per
per year
year and
hours per
per
Part-time
week; that at least one-third
one-third of
State
of the sum appropriated
appropriated to
to any
any State
for the salaries
salaries of teachers
teachers of trade, home economics,
economics and indusapplied
trial subjects shall, if expended, be appli
ed to part-time schools or
or
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classes for workers
classes
workers over fourteen years of age who have entered
entered upon
upon
employment, and such subjects
m a
a part-time
subjects in
part-time school or class may
mean any subject given to enlarge
enlarge the civic or vocational
vocational intelligence
gence of such workers over fourteen
fourteen and less than eighteen
eighteen years of
of
age; that such part-time schools or classes
classes shall
shall provide
provide for not less
than one
one hundred
and forty-four
instruction per
than
hundred and
forty-four hours of classroom
classroom instruction
per
year; that evening industrial schools shall fix the age of sixteen
sixteen years
years Evening
Evening schools.
as aa minimum entrance requirement
requirement and
and shall
shall confine
instruction
confine instruction
( r cftmc:7.Qualificatim
to that which
employment; that the
which is supplemental
supplemental to the daily employment;
the erQi"at"
:'"fa:
ers.
teachers
subject
teachers of any trade or industrial
indust
ri
alsu
bj ectin any State shall have
at least the minimum qualifications
qualifications for teachers of such subject
subject
determined upon
upon for such State by the State board,
board, with
with the
apthe apProviso.
proval
Education: Provided, Proif;aton
royal of the Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education:
f
Modification
for
That
at for cities and towns of less than twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand popula- smaller
smailerto.ns.
towns.
tion, according to the last preceding
preceding United States census,
census, the State
State
board, with the approval
Federal Board for
approval of the Federal
for Vocational
Vocational EduEducation, may modify
conditions as to the
of course
modify the conditions
the length of
course and hours
hours
giving instruction
of instruction per week
week for schools and classes
classes giving
instruction to
to
those
who have not entered
entered upon employment,
those who
employment, in order to meet
meet
needs of
of such
such cities
towns.
the particular
particular needs
cities and
and towns.
Training teachers.
SEC.
Szc. 12. That in order for any
the benefits
of the
any State
State to receive
receive the
benefits of
the State
Training
teachers.
State plan
n for, reappropriation in this Act for the training of teachers,
teachers, supervisors, or
or quired.
quird
directors of agricultural
teachers of trade, industrial
directors
agricultural subjects,
subjects or of teachers
industrial or
or
home economics
economics subjects, the State
State board
board of suoh
such State shall
shall provide
provide
in its plan for such training
training that the same
same shall
shall be carried
carried out under
under
Stateboard;
the supervision of the State
board; that
such training
shall be
given in
in
that such
training shall
be given
Qualifications restricsupervision or
schools or classes under public supervision
or control;
control; that such
such traintrain- Q"ualationsrestrictions.
ing shall
persons who
adequate vocational
vocational
shall be given only
only to
to persons
who have
have had
had adequate
experience or contact
experience
the line
line of
of work
work for
for which
which they
they are
contact in
in the
are preparing
preparing
themselves as
as teachers,
or directors,
directors or
or who
acquiring
themselves
teachers, supervisors
supervisors, or
who are
are acquiring
such
contact as
part of
training; and
and that
that the
such experience
experience or
or contact
as aapart
of their
their training;
the Minimumexperience.
Miniumexperien
State board, with the approval
approval of the Federal board, shall establish
establish
minimum
for such experience
minimum requirements
requirements for
experience or contact for teachers,
teachers
supervisors,
supervisors, or directors of
of agricultural
agricultural subjects
subjects and
and for
for teachers
teachers of
of
Division of approtrade, industrial, and home economies
economics subjects;
subjects; that
not more
more than
that not
than prt
priations. of appr
centum nor less than twenty
sixty per centum
twenty p
er centiun
of the
the money
money
per
centum of
appropriated
appropriated under
the training
training_ of
of teachers
of vocavocaunder this
this Act
Act for
for the
teachers of
tional subjects
subjects to any State for any
any year
year shall be expended
expended for
for any
any
one
preparation of
teachers, supersuperone of the following
following purposes:
purposes: For
For the
the preparation
of teachers,
visors, or directors
directors of agricultural
agricultural subjects,
subjects, or
or the
of
the preparation
preparation of
teachers of trade
teachers
trade and
industrial subjects,
of teachers
teachers
and industrial
subjects, or
or the
the preparation
preparation of
of home
home economics
of
economics subjects.
subjects.
State treasurer made
SEC.
That in
in order
to secure
benefits of
S
EC. 13.
13. That
order to
secure the
the benefits
of the
the appropriations
appropriations custodian
custtadanoffnd.
of fund.
for the salaries of
.
of teachers, supervisors,
supervisors, or
or directors
directors of
of agricultural
agricultural
subjects, or for the salaries of
subjects
economics and
and
of teachers
teachers of
of trade,
trade, home
home economies,
industrial subjects,
subjects , or
or for the
of teachers
the training
training of
teachers as
as herein
herein provided,
provided,
any State shall, through the legislative
legislative authority thereof,
thereof, appoint
appoint as
as
custodian
custodian for
for said appropriations
appropriations its
treasurer, who
shall receive
receive
its State
State treasurer,
who shal
proper custody
and provide for the proper
of all
all money
money
custody.and disbursements
disbursements of
paid
the State
from said
said appropriations.
appropriations.
paid to
to the
State from
Use of fund by States
SEC.
That the
SEC. 14.
14. That
the Federa
Federal Board
Board for
for Vocational
Vocational Education
shall to
Education shall
to be "ascertained.
nStanted
annually
ascertain whether
annually ascertain
several States
are
using,
or
are
prewhether the
the several
States are using, or are prepared to
use, the
them in
with the
pared
to use,
the money
money received
received by
by them
in accordance
accordance with
the proproCertificate to Secrevisions
visions of
of this
this Act.
Act. On
On or
of January
January of
each year
year tary
or before
before the
the first
first day
day of
of each
,tatf
heTSer
ofit
the
Treasury.
the Federal
Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Education
shall certify
certify to
to the
the SecEducation shall
Seoretary
the Treasury
each State
provisions
retary of
of the
Treasury each
State which
which has
has accepted
accepted the
the provisions
of this
this Act
and complied
complied therewith,
certifying the
the amounts
amounts which
which each
each Qua
of
Act and
therewith, certifying
nt
Quarterly payments.
State is entitled to receive
receive under the provisions
of this
Upon
provisions of
this Act.
Act. Upon
lyy
such certification
certification the
shall pay
pay quarterly
quarterly to
to
such
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury shall
the
for vocational
each State
State the
moneys to
to
the custodian
custodian for
vocational education
education of
of each
the moneys
which it
it is entitled
entitled under
provisions of
of this
Act. The
The moneys
so
under the
the provisions
this Act.
moneys so
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custodian for vocational
vocational education
received by the custodian
education for any State shall
be paid out on the
of the
the State
State board
board as
reimbursement for
be paid out on
the requisition
requisition of
as reimbursement
for
expenditures
incurred to
schools as
as are
by said
said
already incurred
to such
such schools
are approved
approved by
expenditures already
State board
and are
are entitled
receive such
such moneys
moneys under
the proviproviState
board and
entitled to
to receive
under the
sions of this Act.
Deduction if
allotDeduction
f allotSEC.
to
S
EC. 15. That whenever any portion of the fund annually
annually allotted to
ment not
mote nused.
t n
any State has not been expended
this
expended for the purpose
purpose provided
provided for in
in this
shall be deducted
deducted by the Federal
to such
such portion shall
Act, aa sum
sum equal to
board
next succeeding
succeeding annual allotment
fund to
allotment from such fund
from the
the next
board from
such
such State.
State.
Withholding
allotWithholding allot
SEC.
Vocational Education
Education may
S
EC. 16. That the Federal
Federal Board for
for Vocational
ments from States.
mentstrom
stes
withhold the allotment of moneys
moneys to
to any
any State
State whenever
whenever it
it shall
be
shall be
determined that such moneys
moneys are not being expended for the purconditions of this Act.
poses and under the conditions
Appeal to
to Cogr
Congress.
Appeal
If any allotment
such
allotment is withheld
withheld from
from any State, the State board of such
State
United States, and
and if the
the ConState may appeal
appeal to
to the
the Congress
Congress of the United
gress
it shall be
covered into
be paid it
be covered
into the
the
gress shall not
not direct
direct such sum
sum to be
Treasury.
Losses,
etc., to
SEC. 17. That if any portion of the moneys
moneys received
SEC.
received by the custoLLses, etc.,
to be
be rereplaced.
pl.
dian for vocational education
education of any.
any State under
under this
this Act,
for any
any
Act, for
given purpose named in this Act, shall, by any action or contingency,
contingency,
be
diminished or lost,
it shall be
replaced by such
such State, and until so
be diminished
lost, it
be replaced
replaced no
no subsequent
appropriation
for such
such education
education shall
shall be
be paid
paid
replaced
subsequent
appropriation
for
Use for buildings, reNo portion
moneys appropriated
appropriated under
under this
this Act
Act
any moneys
portion of
of any
to such
such State.
State. No
ligioussfchoorls,
schools, etgforetc., for.. to
bidden.
b'den.for the benefit of the States shall be applied
applied, directly or indirectly, to
the purchase,
purchase, erection,
erection, preservation,
repair of any
any building or buildpreservation, or repair
equipment or for the pnrchase
purchase or rental of lands, or for the
ings or equipment,
support of
any religious
or privately
owned or
or conducted
school or
or
religious or
privately owned
conducted school
support
of any
college.
college.
Annual reports of
S
EC. 18.
18. That
That the
the Federal
Board for
Education shall
shall
SEC.
Federal Board
for Vocational
Vocational Education
reports
Board.ua
make
annual report
Congress, on
on or
before December
first, on
December first,
on the
the
make an
an annual
report to
to Congress,
or before
administration
of this
Act and
shall include
in such
such report
report the
the reports
reports
administration of
this Act
and shall
include in
made by
boards on
the administration
this Act
by each
each
made
by.the
the State
State boards
on the
administration of
of this
Act by
State and
the expenditure
of the
money allotted
allotted to
to each
each State.
State
and the
expenditure of
the money
State.
Approved,
February 23,
23, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
Disbursements
Disbursements
State
State boards.

by
b
y

February 23,1917.
Febrirsl31917.
[S. 5899.]

-

[Public
348.]
[Public No.
No. 348.]

l.
Public
Public lands.
false re
regre.
:
:
Making fae
sentations
to pure
tats
u
.ser
.etc., a misdemeaners,
or.

pushmntor.

Punishment for.

CRAP. 116.-An
116.—An Act
false representations
representations to settlers
CHAP.
Act To
To punish persons
persons who make
make false
pertaining to the public lands
lands of the United States.
and others pertaining

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
enacted by
Be it
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
person who,
who, for
That any
any person
for aa
States
of America
America in
in Congress
reward paid
or promised
promised to
him in
that behalf,
behalf, shall
shall undertake
undertake to
to
reward
paid or
to him
in that
locate for an intending
intending purchaser,
purchaser, settler,
or entryman
settler, or
entryman any
any public
public
lands of
of the
the United
United States
States subject
subject to
to disposition
disposition under
under the
the publicpublicland
willfully and
and falsely
represent to
to such
such
land laws,
laws, and
and who
who shall
shall willfully
falsely represent
intending
or entryman
entryman that
that any
tract of
land
intending purchaser,
purchaser, settler,
settler, or
any tract
of land
shown to
shown
is public
public land
land of
the United
to sale,
sale,
to him
him is
of the
United States
States subject
subject to
settlement,
that it
it is
is of
of a
a particular
particular surveyed
surveyed descripsettlement, or
or entry,
entry, or
or that
description, with
intent to
deceive the
person to
such representation
representation
tion,
with intent
to deceive
the person
to whom
whom such
is made,
or who,
who, in
reckless disregard
of the
the truth,
truth, shall
shall falsely
falsely reprerepreis
made, or
in reckless
disregard of
sent to any such person
any tract
tract of land shown to
him is
person that any
to him
is public
public
land of
of the
the United
to sale,
or entry,
or that
land
United States
States subject
subject to
sale, settlement,
settlement, or
entry, or
that
it
is of
particular surveyed
surveyed description,
description, thereby
deceiving the
the
thereby deceiving
of a
a particular
it is
person
to whom
such representation
representation is
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
person to
whom such
is made,
made, shall
shall be
of a
a misdemeanor
of
misdemeanor and
shall be
by a
fine of
not exceeding
and shall
be punished
punished by
a fine
of not
exceeding
$300 or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for aa term
term not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one year,
by
year, or
or by
fine and imprisonment.
both such fine
imprisonment.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 23,
23, 1917.
1917.
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retired Army officers to the
certain retired
CHAP. 116.—An
the
116.-An Act Authorizing transfer of certain
CHAP.
active
list.
active list.

February 23, 1917.

February 23, 1917.
[S. 6850.]

[S. 6850.]

No. 349.]
349.]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be it
Army.
assembled, That hereafter
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereafter the President
President Army.
of America
States
Officers

retired for
Poanamcal
be, and
he is
authorized, within
one year
year of
of the
the approval
approval of Panama
within one
Canal service
service
hereby, authorized,
is hereby,
and he
be,
may
be
restored
to a
aoto
be
restored
ay
transfer,
advice and
this
with the
the advice
and consent
consent of the Senate, to
and with
by and
Act, by
this Act,
tive list.
Vol. 38, p.1191.
p. 1191.
under vol.38,
officer under
the Army
upon
of the
Army any
any officer
list of
active list
the active
to the
application, to
upon application,
fifty
of age
who may
transferred heretofore from the
have been
been transferred
may have
age who
fifty years
years of
active
the retired
retired list
of the
the Act to provide for
under the
the Army under
list of
to the
active to
recognizing the
certain officers
officers of
and
of the Army, Navy, and
of certain
services of
the services
recognizing
connection with the
Public Health
Health Service
Service for their services in connection
Public
Provisos. ad
other purposes,
for other
construction of
Panama Canal,
and for
purposes, approved
approved Pro-o
Canal, and
the Panama
of the
construction
Rank as additional
additional
Rank
Provided, That
fifteen: Provided,
March
hundred and
That suchnumberinormerdgrade.
such numberin former grade.
and fifteen:
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
March fourth,
grades which
officers
shall take
take rank at the
respective grades
the foot of the respective
officers shall
they
time of
of their
retirement and shall be carried as
their retirement
the time
at the
held at
they held
an additional
transferred
number in the grade to which he may be transferred
additional number
an
promoted on the
or
any time
thereafter promoted,
promoted, and shall be promoted
time thereafter
at any
or at
same date
date as
as the officer next above
above him in rank, and shall be comsame
missioned
in the
arm or
or department
the Army from which he was Examinations.
department of the
the arm
missioned in
satisfactory Eamtio ns
retired:
officer shall
stand aasatisfactory
shall stand
such officer
That such
further, That
Providedfurther,
retired: Provided
medical examination,
examination and
and when
when promoted
promoted shall stand
stand the medical
medical
Further retirement,
and
provided for
law: And
And provided
provided etcr.,m.t
by law:
for by
etc., limit. retrement,
examinations provided
professional examinations
and professional
further,
That any
active list
under this Act
Act
list under
the active
to the
transferred to
officer transferred
any officer
further, That
shall not
benefits of
Panama Canal Act
Act
the Panama
of the
the benefits
to the
entitled to
be entitled
again be
not again
shall
described
when retired
physical disability
disability
for physical
age or for
for age
retired for
except when
above, except
described above,
incurred in the line of duty.
incurred
Approved,
February 23, 1917.
Approved, February

further extension
CHAP. 117.—An
Authorizing a
a further
extension of time
time to purchasers
purchasers of
117.-An Act Authorizing
CHAP.
land
in the
former Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indian Reservation,
Oklahoma, within
Reservation, Oklahoma,
and Arapahoe
the former
land in

which
make payment.
which to make

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
in Congress
Statfs
of
to purchasers
Interior is
grant to
purchasers of
to grant
directed to
and directed
authorized and
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior
Reservation,
land
in
the
former
Cheyenne
and
Arapahoe
Indian
Reservation,
Indian
Arapahoe
and
land in the former Cheyenne
Oklahoma,
the year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten,
ten, under
under the Act
in the
sold in
Oklahoma, sold
of Congress
June seventeenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten
seventeenth, nineteen
approved June
Congress approved
of
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Large, page
hundred and thirty-three),
thirty-three),
five hundred
page five
at Large,
Statutes at
(Thirty-sixth
of
a
further extension
extension of
payment; the
the unpaid
unpaid portion
portion of
make payment;
to make
time to
of time
a further
the purchase
purchase price
price shall
divided into
portion
equal portions, one portion
five equal
into five
be divided
shall be
the
to be
be due
November fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and
eighteen, and
and
and eighteen,
nineteen hundred
due November
to
one
November fifteenth
of each
of the
four succeeding
succeeding
the four
each of
fifteenth of
thereof November
portion thereof
one portion
years, interest
to be
be paid
each installment
installment or
or portion
portion at
at
on each
annually on
paid annually
interest to
years,
due
interest
That
the
rate
of
five
per
centum
per
annum:
Provided,
That
interest
Provided,
annum:
per
centum
the rate of five per
under existing
existing law
law granting
granting extensions
extensions of
of time
must be
be paid
paid up
up to
to
time must
under
November fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
ninety
within ninety
sixteen, within
November
days from
from the
passage of
further, That
That failure
failure to
to
Providedfurther,
Act: Provided
this Act:
of this
the passage
days
same
pay any
as well
the interest
as the
the same
thereon, as
interest thereon,
as the
well as
installment, as
any installment,
Day
becomes due,
due, as
as herein
herein provided,
provided, will
forfeit the
the entry
entry and
and the
the same
same
will forfeit
becomes
shall be
and any
and all
previously made
made shall
shall
payments previously
all payments
any and
canceled, and
be canceled,
shall
be forfeited.
forfeited.
be
Approved,
February 23,
1917.
23, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP. 119.—An Act
To declare
declare Ollala
011ala Slough
Slough in
in Lincoln
County, Oregon,
Oregon, nonnonLincoln County,
1 19.-An Act To
CHAP.
navigable.
navigable.

February 23,
23, 1917.
February
[S. 7757.]
7757.]
[s.
ublic, o.30.

[Public, No. 350.]

Public lands.

extended for
for
Time extended

payments, by purchasby purchaspayments,
Cheyenne
an
deand
ers for dCheyenn
Arapahoe Reservation,
tration,
^Arpio
Okla, ceded lands.
Vol. 36, p.land.
p. 533.
voi.,

Installments.

Installment

Proviso.
Projso.
All interest
paid.

to be
be
All interest to

paid.

Entry
forfeited
if
payments not made.

fore
pEJntryt

ited

February 26, 1917.
February
l
[S. 1697.]
697.]
[s.
351.]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 351.]

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United o
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
States of America in Congress assembled,
That all of that portion of Mall Slough, °regvi.
States of America in Congress assembled, That all of that portion of 1oeS'ah nav
011ala Slough
Lincoln County,
County, Oregon,
line gablestem.
gable scream.
where aaline
point where
above aapoint
Oregon, above
in Lincoln
Ollala Slough in
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and running
east and
and
that is one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty rods south
south and
running east
west
between sections
sections eight
and
west and
and parallel
parallel with
with the
the section
section line
line between
eight and
seventeen in township eleven
eleven south, range
ten west
west of
of the
the Willamette
range ten
Willamette
meridian, crosses said stream, be, and
declared to be a
a
and is hereby, declared
nonnavigable stream.
stream.
nonnavigable
Approved, February
February 26,
1917.
Approved,
26, 1917.
February
February 28,
2, 1917.
1917.

s. 5 450]

CHAP. 120.-1n
120.-An Act To provide
provide for an additional
additional judge in
State of
CHAP.
in the State
of Texas.

[Public,
No. 332.]
332.]
[Public, No.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
Repesentatives of
That the
the President
President of
the
di- States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
Additional judge
Additonal
States, by
by and
and with
the advice
and consent
the Senate,
United States,
judge for.
or. United
with the
advice and
consent of
of the
Senate,
Vol. 38, Pp. 1087,
amended.
an additional
additional judge
of the
district court
court of
of the
the United
.ameded.'
" 7 shall
shall appoint
appoint an
judge of
the district
United
Residence.
Residene.
States for the Western
Western District
District of
of Texas,
who shall
shall possess
the same
same
Texas, who
possess the
Texas western judiu

cialedstct.t
cial district.

powers,
perform the
receive the
the same
same compensation
compensation
powers, perform
the same duties,
duties, and receive
allowance as the present judge
and allowance
judge of said district, and whose official
official
place
maintained at
at El
El Paso
until otherwise
otherwise
place of residence
residence shall be
be maintained
Paso until
provided
by law.
provided by
law.
Approved,
26, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 26,

February
2, 1917.
February
1917.
m 28,
[i.
5 6.]
[S. 5716.]
No. 351]
3.]
[Public, No.
[Public,

ejTs.v. 121.—An
National Park,
Park, in
in the
the
CHEAP.
121.-An Act
Act To
To establish
establish the
the Mount
Mount McKinley
McKinley National
Territory
Alaska.
of Alaska.
Territory of

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of RepreeentatiVes
Representatives of
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the tract
tract of
of land
land in
in the
the
States of
of America
Territory
Territory of
described by
by and
included within
the
of Alaska
Alaska particularly
particularly described
and included
within the
metes and bounds, to wit: Beginning
Beginning at
at a
apoint
point as
as shown
Plate III,
III,
shown on
on Plate
reconnoissance
reconnoissance map of the Mount McKinley
prepared
McKinley region,
region, Alaska,
Alaska, prepared
in the Geological
Geological Survey, edition of nineteen hundred
eleven, said
hundred and eleven,
of the
the headpoint being at the summit of aahill between
between two
two forks
forks of
headapproximate latitude
latitude sixty-three
sixty-three degrees
waters of the Toklat
Toklat River,
River, approximate
degrees
forty-seven
forty-seven minutes, longitude one hundred
hundred and fifty degrees
degrees twenty
twenty
minutes;
minutes; thence south six degrees
minutes west
west nineteen
nineteen
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
mileswest sixty
sixty miles;
thence in
in aa
miles; thence south sixty-eight degrees west
miles; thence
southeasterly direction
approximately twenty-eight
southeasterly
direction approximately
twenty-eight miles to the
the summit of Mount Russell;
Russell; thence
northeasterly direction
direction approxiapproxithence in a
a northeasterly
mately eighty-nine
eighty-nine miles to aapoint twenty-five
twenty-five miles due south
south of
of a
a
point due east of the point of beginning;
beginning; thence due
due north
north twenty-five
twenty-five
miles to said point; thence
twenty-eight and
and one-half
one-half miles
miles
thence due west
west twenty-eight
to the point of beginning, is hereby reserved
reserved and withdrawn from
settlement, occupancy,
occupancy, or disposal
the laws
laws of
of the
the United
United
disposal under
under the
is dedicated
dedicated and
States, and said tract is
and set apart
apart as a
a public park for
for
benefit and enjoyment
people, under
under the
the name
Mount
the benefit
enjoyment of
of the
the people,
name of
of the
the Mount

Mount aMKnley,'
McKinley, Rini"
NaMot
tional Park,
National
Alaska,
Park Alaa
stablshed.
established.

Daiptn
Description.

Park.
National Park.
McKinley National
etc, McKinley
SEC. 2.
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall
shall affect
affect any
any valid
existing
SEC.
2. That
valid existing
claim,
claim location, or entry under
under the land laws of
of the
the United
States,
United States,
whet1;er
or any
any other
purpose
whether for homestead,
homestead, mineral, right
right of way,
way, or
other purpose
whatsoever, or shall
shall affect the rights of any such claimant,
claimant, locator,
or entryman
entryman to
full use
his land.
land.
y.
or
to the
the full
use and
and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of his
RightsRigt
of way.
p. 790.0.
SEC.
3. That
That whenever
Vol.a.31,
31, p.
S
EC. 3.
whenever consistent
consistent with
with the
the primary
primary purposes
purposes of
of
Act of
of February
ni
ne t
een hundred
and one,
the _park,
park, the
the Act
February fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and
one,
applicable
applicable to the location
location of rights of way in certain national parks and
national forests for irrigation and other
other purposes, shall be and remain
Mineral
land laws not apglicable
to the
within the
th e p
ark.
Mmeraiiandlawnot
applicable to
the lands
lands included
park.
included within
affected.
afected.
EC. 4.
in this
this Act
shall in
in any
any way
way modify
modify or
or effect
4. Nothing
Nothing in
Act shall
effect the
the
Regulations
off conmineral land
applicable to
to the
the lands
lands in
the said
said park.
park.
Rl
on-mineral
land laws
laws now
now applicable
m the
tr, etc.
etc.
SEC.
trol,
S
EC. 5. That the said park shall be under the executive
executive control
control of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and it shall be the duty
duty of the said
said
Existing
entries, etc.,
Existngentrie
not impaired.

im=aired.
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publish
practicable, to make and
executive authority, as soon as practicable,
executive
and publish
inconsistent with the laws of the
such rules and regulations not inconsistent
necessary or proper
United
United States as the said authority may deem necessary
proper
for the care, protection, management,
management, and improvement
improvement of the same,
same
the
said regulations
regulations being
primarily aim
ed a
rees tuse
ofthe
the
use of
aimed
attth
thee f
freest
being primarily
the said
said
preservasaid park for recreation purposes by the public and for the preservapreservation of the natural
birds, and fish and for the preservation
tion of animals,
animals, birds,
curiosities
and scenic
scenic beauties
beauties thereof.
curiosities and
r
estabefuge estaGedine refuge
established as 11,T:
hereby, established
be, and
shall be,
park shall
said park
SEC. 6.
the said
and is
is hereby,
That the
6. That
SEC.
aagame
game refuge,
refuge, and no person
person shall kill any game in said park
park except
except
under an order
order from
Secretary of the Interior
Interior for the protection
protection
from the
the Secretary
under
of persons
persons or
or to
to protect
protect or
or prevent
extermination of
of other animals
the extermination
prevent the
of
ioo miners engaged in pros- Proviso.
Provided, That
prospectors and miners
That prospectors
or birds:
birds: Provided,
Killing for food perraitted.
pecting or
or mining
in said
said park
park may
may take
kill therein so much
much mitted.
and kill
take and
mining in
pecting
necessities when
game or
needed for their
actual necessities
their actual
or birds
birds as
as may be needed
game
short
killed in said
case shall animals
animals or birds be killed
but in
in no
no case
short of
of food; but
park
sale or
or removal
removal therefrom,
or wantonly.s
wantonly.
for
therefrom, or
park for
for sale
I ses for accommovisitors.
in his discre- datinfor
Interior may,
of the
the Interior
SEC. 7.
the said
Secretary of
may, in
said Secretary
That the
7. That
SEC.
dations for visitors.
tion, execute
to parcels
parcels of
of ground
ground not
twenty acres
acres
not exceeding
exceeding twenty
leases to
tion,
execute leases
in
extent for
periods not
to exceed
twenty years
years whenever
such
whenever such
exceed twenty
not to
in extent
for periods
ground
is necessary
necessary for
the erection
of establishments
accomestablishments for the accomerection of
for the
ground is
grant such other necessary
modation
necessary privileges
privileges and
and
of visitors; may grant
modation of
concessions
deems wise for
the accommodation
accommodation of visitors; and
for the
he deems
as he
concessions as
may
likewise arrange
arrange for
such mature
mature or dead or
of such
the removal
removal of
for the
may likewise
down
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and advisable for the proprodown timber as he may
Proviso.
tection
and improvement
of the
the park:
no appropriaappropria- Lirmt
That no
Provided, That
park: Provided,
improvement of
tection and
Limit on appropria
appropriations tion for
for the
maintenance of
of said
$10,000 annually tions.
in excess
excess of $10,000
park in
said park
the maintenance
tion
shall be
be made
made unless
have first
first been
expressly authorauthorbeen expressly
shall have
same shall
the same
unless the
shall
ized by law.
ized
Punishment for vios.shinent for vio
S
EC. 8.
8. That
That any
any person
of violating
any of
of the
the lations.
violating any
guilty of
found guilty
person found
SEC.
misdemeanor, and
provisions of
of this
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of aamisdemeanor,
be deemed
shall be
this Act
provisions
shall
fine of
of not
not more
more than
than $500
$500 or
or imprisonment
imprisonment
to aafine
be subjected
subjected to
shall be
not exceeding;
six months,
months, or
or both,
and be
adjudged to pay all costs
be adjudged
both, and
not
exceeding six
of
proceedings.
of the
the proceedings.
Approved,
1917.
February 26, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP.
create a
a new division
division of the northern
northern judicial
judicial district
122.-An Act To create
CHAP. 122.—An
of Texas,
provide for
Falls, Texas,
clerk for
for
for aaclerk
and for
Texas, and
at Wichita
Wichita Falls,
of court
court at
terms of
for terms
to provide
and to
of
Texas, and
said court,
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
said
court, and

February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.
February
:6
l

___

. ' ']64
I

[S.

44

[Public, No. 354.]
[Public,
354.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of Repre,sentatives
of the
the United
northern udUnited T
Representativesof
House of
by the
the Senate
Be it
States of
of America
i
n. Congress
at the
Archer, cial district.
Judiof Archer,
counties of
the counties
That
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
sio n c r
Baylor, Clay,
Cottle, Foard,
Montague, King,
King, Knox,
Wil- t :
e-"
divi
Wichita, WilKnox, Wichita,
Foard, Montague,
Clay, Cottle,
Baylor,
1125
st rdewdivisionere

judicial
barger, and
Young shall
constitute aadivision
division of
northern judicial
of the
the northern
shall constitute
and Young
barger,
district
of Texas.
Texas.
district of
S
EC. 2.
the district
the United
States for
for the
the
United States
of the
court of
district court
of the
terms of
2. That
That terms
SEC.
said
northern district
district of
of Texas
Texas shall
shall be
held twice
twice each
at the
the
year at
each year
be held
said northern
city
of Wichita
County, on
the fourth
fourth Monday
in
Monday in
on the
Wichita County,
in Wichita
Falls, in
Wichita Falls,
city of
March
and the
the third
Monday in
in November.
of the
court
the court
clerk of
The clerk
November. The
third Monday
March and
for
district of
of Texas
shall maintain
maintain an
an office
office in
charge of
of
in charge
Texas shall
northern district
the northern
for the
himself
or a
at Wichita
Wichita Falls,
which shall
shall be
be kept
kept open
open at
all
at all
Falls, which
deputy at
a deputy
himself or
times for
the transaction
business of
the court:
court: Proded,
Provided, That
That
of the
the business
of the
transaction of
times
for the
suitable
holding court
Wichita Falls
shall be
be
Falls shall
at Wichita
court at
for holding
accommodations for
suitable accommodations
provided
county or
municipal authorities
authorities without
expense to
to
without expense
or municipal
the county
by the
provided by
the United
United States.
States.
the
Approved,
February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

6.
Vol 36,
Ara
amended.
F

Z
ur
s
Terms

p.
p.

a
att

Proviso.
Court
rooms.
Sro.

-,

1125,

Wichita

Wichita
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CHAP. 123.—An
123.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
of the
the Interior
to sell
sell and
and convey
convey
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
the Great
Great Northern
Northern Railway Company
Company certain
certain lands
the State
State of
of Montana
Montana for
for
lands in
in the
division
terminal yards
yards and
and other
other railway
railway purposes,
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
division terminal
purposes, and
to

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representativesof

Sale
Public
to lands.
Great
NorthSale' to
reat North-

ern Railway Company
Comy
of certain,
certa, in Montana.
n

States of
of America
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
States
America inin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the

hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Interior be, and he is hereby,
directed to
to cause
cause to
to be
be
appraised
all those parts
appraised all those
parts of
of section
section thirty-two
thirty-two and
and thirty-three,
thirty-three, towntowneast, and
and of
of section
section five,
five, towntownship thirty-one
thirty-one north,
north, range
range thirty-two
thirty-two east,
Montana meridian,
meridian, State
State of
of
ship thirty north, range thirty-two
thirty-two east, Montana

Lands
Lands

praised.

to be apap-

Montana, described
described as
Montana,
as follows:
follows:
Beginning
Beginning at the point of intersection
intersection of
of the
the present
present right
way of
right of
of way
of

NorthernRailway
the Great Northern
Railway with the east line of the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter
quarter of said section
section thirty-three, which
which point
point
seventy-five feet northerly
angles from
line of
of
is seventy-five
northerly at right angles
from the
the center
center line
said Great Northern Railway
Railway as
now constructed
constructed across
across said
said
as the
the same is now
section thirty-three;
thirty-three; thence westerly
westerly to a
apoint on
on the west
west line of said
said
quarter quarter section
section three hundred feet northerly
northerly at right
right angles
from said center line; thence southwesterly
southwesterly parallel
parallel with said center
center
line to an intersection
quarter section
section
intersection with the east and west
west quarter
quarter quarter
line in the southwest quarter
thirty-three; thence
quarter of said section thirty-three;
westerly along said quarter
westerly
quarter quarter
quarter section line
line to the west line of said
said
thirty-three; thence
thence westerly
westerly along the east
east and
and west
west quarter
quarter
section thirty-three;
quarter
quarter section line in the south half of said
thirty-two to
to the
the
said section
section thirty-two
southwest quarter
quarter of the southwest
quarter of
of
northwest corner of the southwest
southwest quarter
thirty-two; thence
southerly along the
the west
west line
line of
of said
said
said section thirty-two;
thence southerly
quarter quarter section
section to
north line
quarter
to the
the north
line of
of section
section five,
five, township
township
thirty north, range thirty-two east; thence westerly
westerly along
along said
said -north
north
line to the northwest corner of said
section five; thence southerly
southerly
said section
along said west line to the present
present northerly
northerly right-of-way
right-of-way line of
of said
railway, which right-of-way
right-of-way line is seventy-five
seventy-five feet northerly
northerly at
at
right angles from the center
center line of said railway as the same
is now
same is
now
constructed; thence northeasterly
constructed,center line
line to
to
northeasterly parallel with
with said center
the place of beginning.
at the
the point
point of
of intersection
intersection
beginning. Also
Also beginning
beginning at
of the southerly
southerly right-of-way
right-of-way line of said railway
railway with the east line
line of
of
the southwest quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter of said section thirtytwo said point being seventy-five
right
seventy-five feet distant
distant southerly
southerly at
at right
angles from said center line; thence southwesterly
said
southwesterly parallel
parallel with
with said
center
line to
to the
center line
of lot
lot three,
three, section
section five,
township thirty
the west
west line
line of
five, township
thirty
north, range thirty-two
thirty-two east;
east; thence
thence southerly
southerly along
along said
line
said west
west line
to a
a point
to
point two
two hundred
hundred feet
feet distant
distant southerly
at right
right angles
angles from
from said
said
southerly at
center line; thence
with said
center line
thence northeasterly
northeasterly parallel
parallel with
said center
line to
to the
the
east line of the southwest
southwest quarter
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
of said
said
quarter of
quarter of
section thirty-two;
northerly along
thirty-two; thence northerly
along said
said east
line to
the place
place
east line
to the
of beginning, the said tracts containing
the aggregate
containing in the
aggregate one
one hundred
hundred
and seventy and seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
more or
or less.
less. The
The said
said
center line of railway
railway is described
beginning one
described as beginning
one hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-nine
twenty-nine feet
feet south
of the
the east
east quarter
quarter corner
of said
said section
south of
corner of
section
thirty-three, running thence
thence southwesterly
straight line,
line, interintersouthwesterly in
in aastraight
secting the west
hundred and
west line of said section
section thirty-two nine hundred
and
twenty-one
a distance
distance of
twenty-one feet north of the southwest
southwest corner, a
of ten
ten thouthousand lour
four hundred
hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two feet; thence on
curve to
the
on a
a curve
to the
a radius of eleven
left, with a
eleven thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty-nine
and
fifty-nine and
two-tenths
a distance
two-tenths feet, a
distance of five hundred
hundred feet; thence
thence southwesterly,
southwesterly,
tangent to said curve, five hundred and eleven
eleven and four-tenths
four-tenths feet
feet
to the west line of said section five at
at aa point
point eight
hundred and
and
eight hundred
twenty-five and five-tenths
twenty-five
five-tenths feet
south of
of the
the northwest
northwest corner.
corner.
feet south
n Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Indan
SEC.
Interior be, and he is hereby,
in
Indian
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
hereby,
Reservation.
further authorized and directed to cause
cause to be
appraised all
all those
those
be appraised
parts of sections
sections fourteen and fifteen
fifteen, township twenty-seven
twenty-seven north,
north,
range forty-seven
east Montana
range
forty-seven east,
Montana meridian,
meridian, in the Fort Peck Indian
Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, State of Montana,
Montana, described
described as
follows:
as follows:

praised.
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Beginning at the point of intersection
intersection of the present
present right-of-way
right-of-way Desription.
Descriptioii.
line
Great Northern
Northern Railway
line of
of the
the Great
Railway with the east line of the northwest
northwest
quarter
fourteen,'which point is
quarter of the northeast quarter of
of said section
section fourteen
seventy-five
seventy-five feet
no rtherly a
ri
ght angles
the center
center line
line
feet distant
distant northerly
attright
angles from
from the
of said Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway as the same
same is
is now
now constructed
constructed over
over
a straight line to aapoint
said section; thence westerly
westerly in a
point on the
the west
west
line of said quarter
whichis
quarter quarter section
section which
is two hundred
hundred and
and seventyfive feet distant northerly
northerly at right
right angles from said center
center line; thence
southwesterly
southwesterly parallel with
with said center
center line to an intersection
intersection with
the south line of the northwest
northwest quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter of
of
said section fourteen; thence westerly along
along said south line to
west
to the west
line of said section fourteen; thence westerly
westerly along
along the
the east
west
east and
and west
line in the
quarter quarter
quarter section line
of said
said section
section fifteen
the north
north half
half of
fifteen,'to
to
the northwest corner
corner of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter
of said section fifteen; thence south along
along the west line
line of said quarter
quarter
quarter section one thousand one hundred and seventy
seventy feet;
thence
feet; thence
southwesterly
southwesterly eight hundred
hundred and fifty
fifty feet
feet to
the present
to a
a point
point on
on the
present
northerly right-of-way
right-of-way line of the said Great Northern
Northern Railway,
Railway,
which point is one hundred
hundred feet distant
at right
right angles
distant northerly
northerly at
angles
from the center
center line of said railway
constructed;
railway as
as the
the same
same is
is now
now constructed;
said center
line to
to the
north and
and
thence northeasterly
northeasterly parallel
parallel with
with said
center line
the north
south
quarter section
section line
fifteen; thence
thence southerly
southerly
south quarter
line of
of said
said section
section fifteen;
along said
said quarter
quarter line
seventy-five feet
distant northerlyline to
to a
a point
point seventy-five
feet distant
northerly
at right angles from the
the said center
center line;
line thence northeasterly
northeasterly parallel
parallel
the place of
with said center line to the
beginning, containing
containing ninety-four
of beginning,
ninety-four
and fifteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
more or
or less.
The said
said center
center line
line
acres, more
less. The
a tangent
intersecting the
the east
fourteen,
of railway
railway is a
tangent intersecting
east line
line of
of section
section fourteen,
three
hundred and sixty-five
three hundred
sixty-five and
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet
feet south
south of
of the
the
northeast corner
northeast
corner thereof,
east line
of section
fifteen, nine
nine hundred
hundred
thereof, the
the east
line of
section fifteen,
and five
of the
the east
east quarter
and the
the
and
five and
and eighth-tenths
eighth-tenths feet
feet north
north of
quarter corner
corner and
west
line of
of section
section fifteen,
four hundred
hundred and
sixty-six and
and eight-tenths
west line
fifteen, four
and sixty-six
eight-tenths
feet
corner.
feet south
south of
of the
the west
west quarter
quarter corner.
S
EC. 3.
That upon
lands the
Secretary of
the Sae
Sale after
appraisal.
SEC.
3. That
upon appraising
appraising the
the said
said lands
the Secretary
of the
ater appraial.
Interior
and convey
convey the
the same
to
Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to sell
sell and
same to
the
Great Northern
Railway-Company,
Company, a
corporation of
of the
the State
State of
of
the Great
Northern Railway
a corporation
Minnesota, and
and owning
owning and
operating lines
lines of
the State
State
Minnesota,
and operating
of railway
railway in
in the

of Montana
Montana and
States, for
division terminal
yards and
and other
other
of
and other
other States,
for division
terminal yards
lands
Payments for lands
railway
upon such
terms as
he may
deem advisable.
of Indians.
railway purposes,
purposes, upon
such terms
as he
may doom
advisable. If
If ofrnSn.
the sale
any of
lands described
described in
in section
section two
hereof shall
shall
the
sale of
of any
of the
the lands
two hereof
include the
the whole
any part
of an
an individual
individual
include
whole or
or any
part of
of the
the allotment
allotment of
Indian the
the purchase
of such
land shall
shall be
he paid
paid to
Indian,
purchase price
price of
such allotted
allotted land
to
such Indian,
Indian, subject
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior
such
subject to
to the
the control
control of
of the
Secretary of
as to
to the
incompetent Indians.
as
the funds
funds of
of incompetent
Indians.
Milk Rivet
S
EC. 4.
the appraisal
appraisal of
the lands
lands described
in section
section one
one of
ifi.tiglin
project.
SEc.
'hat the
4. That
of the
described in
of irrid
rmjnret.i
this Act
Act shall
shall take
into consideration
consideration the
estimated cost
cost per
per acre
this
take into
the estimated
acre
irrigation
for the construction of irrigation
project,
irrigation works
works for the Milk River irrigation
project,
and in
in no
event shall
the actual
actual market
Determination
of
project, and
no event
shall be
be less
less than
than the
market value
value prtice
i
o
of
land and
the estimated
estimated cost
the construction
construction of
of
of way
of said
said land
and the
cost per
per acre
acre for
for the
said
The conveyances
for the
described dich,
di=,setcf
etc., reserved.
said irrigation
irrigation project.
project. The
conveyances for
the lands
lands described
refr
above
in sections
sections one
two shall
reserve to
United States
States
to the
the United
above in
one and
and two
shall reserve
and
its successors
successors in
interest right
right of
of way
way for
canals or
ditches herehereand its
in interest
for canals
or ditches
tofore
or hereafter
and the
railway company
tofore or
hereafter constructed
constructed thereon,
thereon, and
the railway
company
shall construct
construct at
at its
own expense
expense any
any crossings
crossings of
said canals
canals or
or
shall
its own
of said
ditches which
which may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
its purposes,
such crossings
ditches
for its
purposes, and
and such
crossings
shall
built and
such a
a manner
manner as
not to
to interfere
interfere
shall be
be built
and maintained
maintained in
in such
as not
with
said canals
canals or
ditches by
by the
the United
States
with the
the operations
operations of
of said
or ditches
United States
or
successors in
subject
or its
its successors
in interest,
interest, and
and such
such conveyances
conveyances shall
shall be
be subject
to
prior valid
valid rights
rights of
of way.
way.
to any
any prior
Approved
26, 1917.
Approved February
February 26,
1917.
price .
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CHAP. 124.—An
124.-An Act
reclamation of cerCHAP
Act Providing
Providing for the extension of time for the reclamation
certain
State of
Act.
tain lands
lands in
in the
the State
of Oregon
Oregon under
under the
the Carey
Carey Act.

Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
States
of America
America in
Congress assemble,
the Secretary
un- Interior is
i
shereby authorized,
authorized, within his discretion, to extend for aa
period of
of not
not exceeding
the time
segregation in
in the
the Oregon
Oregon
y
period
exceeding ten
ten years
years the
time of
of segregation
Vol. 28,
p. 42.
422.
Vol.
28, p.
Carey Act segregation
segregation lists numbered
numbered six and nineteen,
nineteen the two areas
comprising one
one hundred
forty thousand
seven hundred
hundred and
and fourfourcomprising
hundred and
and forty
thousand seven
teen
in the
approximately eighty-six
eighty-six thousand
thousand
teen acres,
acres, in
the aggregate,
aggregate, approximately
acres
of which
irrigable same
same being
being situated
situated in
in Crook
Crook County,
County,
acres of
which are
are irrigable,
Proviso.
ProvIo.
Oregon: Provided
That
the
Secretary
Provided, That
the Secretary
of the
Interior is
is further
authorof
the
Interior
further
authorExtension0of time for
ized
State of
of Oregon
extension of ten years
Oregon aasimilar
similar extension
reclamation.
to the
the State
ized to
to grant
grant to
rEtenaion."i
for the
reclamation of
in addition
addition to
the time
time allotted
for
the reclamation
of said
said lands
lands in
to the
allotted
under existing
existing rules,
rules, regulations,
laws.
under
regulations, contracts,
contracts, and
and laws.
Approved,
February 26,
26, 1917.
Approved, February
1917.
Oregon.
Time
extended for
for
Time extended
segregating
lands tinsegregatinglands
der Carey Act by.

26, 1917.
1917.
26,
[S. 8079.]
[S.
8079.]

February
February

[Public,
[Public, No.

3.57.]
357.]

CHAP.
Act To
To amend
amend the
the first
seventh paragraphs
paragraphs of
of section
section fortyfortyfirst and
and seventh
125.-An Act
CHAP. 125.—An
four
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen of
of the
Statutes of
of the
the United
United States,
as amended
amended
four hundred
the Revised
Revised Statutes
States, as
by
of April
and six.
by the
the Act
Act of
April ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
six.

Steamboat
pe cSteamboat ins
inspection.
tion.
FlIan.spectors
at Tampa,
p

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
end House
House of
of the
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the first
and seventh
seventh
a States
States of
in Congress
Fla. ectoSatT
assembled, That
That the
first and
Vol. 34, p. 106,
of section
forty-four hundred
and fourteen
fourteen of
of the
the Revised
34 p. 106, paragraphs
aVol.
paragraphs of
section forty-four
hundred and
Revised
amended.
R.
p. Statutes
Statutes of
of the
United States,
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of April
April ninth,
ninth,
R. S.,
S., sec.
sec. 4414,
4414, p.
the United
States, as
as amended
854.
84.
nineteen
hundred and six,
six, be
be amended
the words
words
nineteen hundred
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after the
"Jacksonville,
each paragraph,
the words
words "Tampa,
"Tampa,
"Jacksonville, Florida,"
Florida," in
in each
paragraph, the
Florida,"
Florida,"
Approved, February
1917.
Approved,
February 26,
26, 1917.

February

26, 1917.

1917
February
[S. J. Res.2, 157.]
.R.J. 1.
[Pub.
No. 50.]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
50.]

CRAP. 12.-Joint
126.—Joint Resolution
Giving authority
authority to
Commissioners of the Disto the
the Commissioners
Resolution Giving
CHAP.
trict
of Columbia
the occasion
occasion of
of the
the reunion
the
trict of
Columbia to
to make
make special
special regulations
regulations for
for the
reunion of
of the
Confederate
held in
District of
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans' Association,
Association, to be held
in the District
Columbia in
in the
year
of Columbia
the year
nineteen hundred
seventeen, and
incident to
said encampment.
nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes incident
to said
encampment.

Resolved by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Commissioners
Commissioners of
States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
the District of Columbia
Columbia are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to make
make
the occasion
occasion of
reunion of
of the
the ConConsuch special
special regulations
regulations for
for the
of the
the reunion
ma kepecial ergulesuch
federate Veterans'
Veterans' Association,
which will
federate
Association, which
place in
the District
will take
take place
in the
District
of Columbia
Columbia in
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, as
as they
of
in the
the year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
they shall
shall
deem
advisable for
for the
the preservation
preservation of
of public
public order
and the
the protecdeem advisable
order and
protection
of life
life and
and property,
in force
force one
one week
week prior
prior to
to said
said encampencamption of
property, to
to be
be in
ment,
during said
encampment, and
and one
week subsequent
subsequent thereto.
thereto.
ment, during
said encampment,
one week
Publication.
Publication.
Such special regulations shall be published
published in
one or
more of
of the
the daily
in one
or more
daily
newspapers of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia and
and no
no penalty
newspapers
penalty prescribed
prescribed
for the
the violation of
of such
such regulations
regulations shall
shall be
enforced until
until five
days
be enforced
five days
Schedules of
rhedulcls
of cab
cab after such publication;
publication; and said commissioners
commissioners are authorized
authorized and
fares, etc.
directed
establish a
of fares
fares applicable
to public
public
directed to
to establish
a special
special schedule
schedule of
applicable to
in
said District
District during
during the
the period
period aforesaid.
Any
person
Penalty for viola- conveyances
Penalty
said
conveyances
in
aforesaid.
Any
person
tions.
tions.
violating any of the aforesaid
aforesaid regulations
regulations or the aforesaid
aforesaid schedule of
of
fares shall, upon conviction
thereof in the police court of the said
conviction thereof
said
District, be
District,
liable for
offense to
fine not
to exceed
exceed $100,
$100, and
and
be liable
for such
such offense
to a
a fine
not to
in
default of
payment of
of such
such fine
imprisonment in
in the
the workhouse
in default
of payment
fine imprisonment
workhouse or
or
jail
said District
than sixty
sixty days.
days. This
This resolution
resolution
jail of
of said
District for
for not
not longer
longer than
Appropriation for exsum of
of
penses. oppnoriatonorex- shall take effect immediately upon its approval, and the sum
Half
Half from
from District
District $11,000,
$11,000,. or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary.,payable from any
any
revenues.
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
and from
from the
the
appropriated and
revenues of the District
revenues
District of Columbia in equal parts, is hereby approDistrict of Columbia.
Ditrct of Columb.
Confederate
VeterConfederate Veterans'
Reunion in.
ans' Keunion
in.
Commissioners
t9
m
make special regulations
tions for.
for.
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priated to enable the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia to
to
carry out
of section
joint resolution,
resol
u ti on ,
$1,000 tiPosbc
Public comfort stacarry
out the
the provisions
provisions of
section one
one of
of this
this joint
$1,000
tions, etc. comort st'e
of which shall be available
available for the construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
operation of public-comfort
public-comfort stations and information
information booths, under
under
the direction
direction of
the
commissioners.
of said commissioners.
SEC.
"umnatopermits
S
EC. 2. That the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are
are In
uminati"r'itshereby authorized
hereby
authorized to permit the committee on illumination
illumination of the
citizens' executive committee
Confedcitizens'
committee for the entertainment
entertainment of the Confederate
erate Veterans'
Veterans' Association
Association to
suitable conductors,
to stretch
stretch suitable
conductors, with
with
sufficient supports wherever
wherever necessary,
necessary, for the
effecting o
the purpose
purpose of
of effecting

the
said illumination
Columbia: Provided,
the said
illumination within
within the
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
That Lrtofuse.
=Muse.
electrical
the said conductors
conductors shall not be used for the conveying
conveying of electrical
currents
more than
three days
days after
the close
close of
of said
reunion, and
currents more
than three
after the
said reunion,
and
entirely removed
removed from the
shall, with
with their
their supports, be fully and entirely
streets
and avenues
said city
city of
Washington on
ten
streets and
avenues of
of the
the said
of Washington
on or
or before
before ten
Placing and removand re n o
Provided further,
days
further, That the stretching
stretching and ingrg.
days after said reunion: Provided
removing
of the
the said
said wires
the supervision
supervision of
of the
removing of
wires shall
shall 'be
be under
under the
the
Commissioners of
Columbia, who
who shall see
see that
that the
the
Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
enforced; that all needful precautions
provisions of this resolution are enforced;
precautions
are
taken for
protection of
of the
the public;
p ublic; and
the pavement
pavement
and that
that the
for the
the protection
are taken
con-.
or alley clisturbed
disturbed is replaced
replaced in as good conof any street, avenue,
avenue, or
dition as before
entering upon
upon the work
herein authorized:
before entering
work herein
authorized: Provided
Provided NonliabilityfordamNonliability for dama s
damage on account
further,
expense or damage
account of or due
due to the
the g- '
further, That no expense
stretching, operation,
operation, or
the said temporary
temporary overhead
overhead
or removing
removing of the
stretching,
conductors shall
the United
District of
States or
or the District
by the
United States
shall be
be incurred
incurred by
conductors
1
it shall be necessary to wre^s
further, That if it
' ,ks-ad
P
P
Columbia: And provided further,
erect wires
wires for
for illumination
illumination purposes
purposes over
over any
reservation in
any park
park or reservation
erect
the District
work of
of erection and removal
removal of
that the work
District of
of Columbia that
the
said
shall be
be under
the supervision
supervision of the official in charge of
under the
said wires
wires shall
said
park or
reservation.
or reservation.
said park
i
of Government
SEC. 3.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
and the
the Navy
Navy flags,
l ,ac° f t o e r m en
of the
War and
the Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
3. That
That the
be, and
they are
are hereby,
authorized to
to loan
the chairman
chairman of
of the
the
loan to
to the
hereby, authorized
be,
and they
subcommittee
charge of
of street
street decorations,
decorations, or
or his
successor in
said
in said
his successor
in charge
subcommittee in
office, for
for the
decorating the
the city
city of
of WashWashof the
streets of
the streets
of decorating
the purpose
purpose of
office,
ington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, on
the occasion
reunion of the
occasion of the reunion
on the
ington, District
Confederate
nineteen hundred
seventeen
and seventeen,
hundred and
Association, nineteen
Veterans' Association,
Confederate Veterans'
such
the United
United States
States ensigns,
ensigns, flags
(except battle
battle flags),
signal
flags), signai
flags (except
such of
of the
numbers,
and so
so forth,
forth, belonging
belonging to
to the
the Government
of the
the United
United
Government of
numbers, and
States
as in
spared and
and are
not in
use by
by the
the
in use
are not
be spared
may be
in their
their judgment
judgment may
States as
Government
at the
the time
the reunion.
The loan
loan of
of the
the said
said ensigns,
ensigns,
of the
reunion. The
time of
Government at
flags,
signal numbers,
numbers, and
and so
so forth,
forth, to
chairman shall
shall not
not take
take
to said
said chairman
flags, signal
place
than ten
prior to
said reunion
and shall
shall be
be returned
returned
reunion and
to said
days prior
ten days
more than
place more
by
from the
the close
the reunion.
reunion.
of the
close of
days from
ten days
within ten
him within
by him
SEC. 4.
said ensigns,
ensigns, flags,
Bond required.
flags, Bondreqied.
of said
return of
and return
the protection
protection and
for the
4. That
That for
SEC.
signal numbers,
numbers, and
so forth,
said chairman,
chairman, or
or his
successor m
in
his successor
the said
and so
forth, the
signal
office,
execute and
and deliver
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
to the
deliver to
shall execute
ofice, shall
or
such officer
may. designate,
bond in
in the
the
satisfactory bond
designate, aa satisfactory
as he
he may
officer as
or to
to such
penalty
$50,000
secure just
just payment
payment for
any loss
or damage
damage to
to
loss or
for any
000 to
to secure
of $50
penalty of
said ensigns,
flags, and
incident to
to
necessarily incident
not necessarily
numbers not
and signal
signal numbers
said
ensigns, Bags,
the use
tse of rservations
reservations
the
use specified.
specified.
Use
SEC. 5.
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby authorized
authorized to
to grant
etc., for stands.
grant et.,forstands.
is hereby
of War
War is
That the
SEC.
5. That
permits
to the
executive committee
committee for
entertainment
the entertainment
for the
the citizens'
citizens' executive
permits to
of
Confederate veterans'
veterans' reunion
reunion for
the use
any reservation
reservation
use of
of any
for the
the Confederate
of the
or
spaces in
in the
the city
of Washington
Washington on
on the
the occasion
of
occasion of
city of
public spaces
or other
other public
said reunion
reunion which,
which, in
in his
will inflict
inflict no
or permanent
permanent
no serious
serious or
his opinion,
opinion, will
said
injuries upon
upon such
such reservations
or public
or statuary
statuary therein;
therein;
spaces or
public spaces
reservations or
injuries
and
the
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
may
designate
for
for
designate
may
of
Columbia
of
the
District
and the Commissioners
such and
and other
on the
occasion aforesaid
such streets,
streets,
aforesaid such
the occasion
purposes on
other purposes
such
avenues, and
and sidewalks
sidewalks in
in said
said city
of Washington
Washington as
they may
may deem
deem Proviso.
pr,,so.
as they
city of
avenues,
proper and
necessary: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That all
stands and
and platplat- iosSupe-iso
uperlisiee of etall stands
and necessary:
proper
forms
erected on
shall be
he n.
aforesaid shall
spaces aforesaid
public spaces
on the
the public
be erected
that may
may be
forms that
s.
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under
supervision of
of the
the said
citizens' executive
committee and
and
under the
the supervision
said citizens'
executive committee
in accordance
accordance with
with plans
designs to
to be
be approved
approved by
by the
the SuperSuperin
plans and
and designs
intendent of
the Capitol,
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Public
Public Buildings
and
intendent
of the
Capitol, the
Buildings and
Grounds, and
inspector of
of the
the District
Columbia.
Grounds,
and the
the building
building inspector
District of
of Columbia.
Loan of hospital
SEC.
SEC. 6. That the Secretary .of War is hereby authorized
authorized to loan to
tents, etc.
tents, etc.
the chairman
chairman of the medical
medical department
department of the citizens'
citizens' executive
executive
committee
for said
said reunion,
in said
said office,
office, for
the purpurcommittee for
reunion, or
or his
his successor
successor in
for the
pose of
of caring
caring for
for the
sick, injured,
infirm_on the
the occasion
occasion of
of the
the
pose
the sick,
injured, and
and infirm.on
said reunion,
such hospital
hospital tents
and camp
camp appliances
appliances and
and other
other
said
reunion, such
tents and
necessaries, hospital
hospital furniture,
furniture, and
utensils of
of all
descriptions, ambuambunecessaries,
and utensils
al descriptions,
lances,
drivers, stretchers,
stretchers, and
and poles
poles
lances, horses,
horses, drivers,
and Red
Red Cross
Cross flags
flags and
belonging
to the
the Government
of the
the United
States as
as in
in his
his judgment
judgment
belonging to
Government of
United States
may
be spared
are not
in use
the time
time of
of
Government at
at the
and are
not in
use by
by the
the Government
Proviso.
Proiso.
may be
spared and
Indemnity.
ndemnity.
the encampment:
encampment: Provided,
Provided, That the said chairman,
chairman, or his successor
successor
in
said office,
office, shall
indemnify the
War Department
for any
any loss
to
in said
shall indemnify
the War
Department for
loss to
such
tents and
appliances as
as aforesaid
aforesaid not
necessarily incident
incident
such hospital
hospital tents
and appliances
not necessarily
to such
to
such use.
use.
Approved,
February 26, 1917.
Approved, February

February
1917.
February 26,
26,1917.
[8. J. Res. 205.]

[S. J. Re.

]

[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Rea, No. 51.]

CHAP.
127.-Joint Resolution
CHAP. 127.—Joint
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing the removal of the statue of Admiral
Dupont in Dupont Circle in the city of Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and the
erection of
to Admiral
Admiral Dupont
Dupont in
place thereof.
thereof.
erection
of a
a memorial
memorial to
in place

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
Resolved
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United

District ofColnbia.
of Columbia.
Memorial to Admiral
Dupont may be erected
in place of statue.

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Chief of Engineers,

Army, be,
be and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed
United States
States Army,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
Dupontrmaybeected United
to grant
grant permission
permission for
be,
nplace ofstatue.
to
for
the removal
removal of
of the
the statue
and pedestal
pedestal and
and
statue and
foundations
Admiral Dupont
Dupont Circle
Circle in
the city
city of
of
foundations of
of Admiral
Dupont in
in Dupont
in the
Washington, District
Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
erection in
in place
place thereof
District of
and the
the erection
thereof
Proviso,.
Provisos
within the circle of aa memorial
Admiral Dupont: Provided,
memorial to said Admiral
Provided,
Disposal of present
Disepsal o preset That the present statue
statue and pedestal
pedestal may,
may, after
after the
the completion
completion of
of
statue.
the memorial
the
memorial in
place thereof,
be turned
to the
the donors
donors of
of the
the
in place
thereof, be
turned over
over to
memorial for
relocation outside
outside the
the District
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided
memorial
for relocation
District of
Approval
Approval by
by Comorn- further,
further, That the site and design
design of the memorial
memorial shall be
approved
be approved
mission of Fine
Arts,
by the
of Fine
that the
the United
United States
States shall
be
o F e Arts' by
et.
the Commission
Commission of
Fine Arts,
Arts, and
and that
etc.
shall be
put to no expense in or by the removal
removal of the statue, pedestal, and
erection of said
said memorial,
foundations and the erection
memorial, complete:
complete: Provided
Provided
Area limited.
further, That no greater
greater area in the said Dupont Circle shall be taken
further,
taken
for the
the memorial
memorial herein
for
authorized than
small circle
circle now
now occupied
occupied
herein authorized
than the
the small
Time for erection.
erection.
by the statue of Admiral Dupont: Provided
Providedfurther
further, That if the erection
memorial shall
not be
within three
three years
years from
from and
and
tion of
of this
this memorial
shall not
be begun
begun within
after the
after
the passage
of this
this joint
resolution, the
permission granted
passage of
joint resolution,
the permission
granted
may, in
in the
the discretion
of the
the Chief
of Engineers,
United States
States Army,
discretion of
Chief of
Engineers, United
Army,
be revoked
revoked at
time.
be
at any
any time.
Approved, February
February 26,
Approved,
26, 1917.
February 27 1917.

February 27 1917.

[S.
40.1
S.*1'

358.]
[Public, No. 358.]
Indian Reservations.
lRe seratirns
Agricultural
entries
allowed for surface of
coal lands in.

Aian
alowd fosrfac

CA.

133.-An Act To authorize agricultural entries on surplus coal lands in

CHAP. 133.—An Act To authorize agricultural entries on surplus coal lands in
Indian reservations.
reservations.

Be it
by the
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That in
in any
any Indian
Indian reservareservaStates of
in Congress
assembled, That
tion
or hereafter
to settlement
pursuant to
tion heretofore
heretofore or
hereafter opened
opened to
settlement and entry pursuant
aaclassification
classification of
of the
the surplus
therein as
as mineral
mineral and
nonmineral,
surplus lands
lands therein
and nonmmineral,
otherwise reserved
such surplus lands not otherwise
reserved or
disposed of,
which have
have
or disposed
of, which
been
may be
as coal
coal lands
lands or
or are
are valuable
valuable
been or
or may
be withdrawn
withdrawn or
or classified
classified as
to the
for coal deposits, shall
shall be subject
subject to
the same
same disposition
disposition as
as is
or
is or
nonmineral lands in such reservamay be prescribed
prescribed by law for the nonmkieral
reserva-
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application shall be made with aaview of obtaintion whenever
whenever proper application
ing title to such
such lands,
lands, with a
a reservation
reservation to the United
United States of
the
coal deposits
prospect for, mine, and pro0.
the coal
deposits therein and
and of the right to prospect
P
•.
r

surplus lands, prior to any cIssiftion,
remove the same: Provided,
Provided, That such surplus
Cbmificati°
.
th. 12, ap°P.
pra
disposition
isa -disposition hereunder, shall be examined,
examined, separated
separated into classes
classes the
same as are the nonmineral
reservations, and appraised
nonmmeral lands in such reservations,
appraised
as to their value, exclusive of the coal deposits therein, under such
such
rules and regulations
regulations as shall be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior for
for that
that purpose.
Interior
purpose.
Conditions o ppl
Conditions of appli.
SEC.
cations.
SEC. 2. That any applicant for such
such lands shall state in his appliappli_ cations.
the
cation that the same is made
made in accordance
accordance with
with and subject to the
provisions and
Act, and
upon submission
of satisand reservations
reservations of
of this
this Act,
and upon
submission of
satisunder
factory proof of full compliance
compliance with the provisions
provisions of law under
c dit
which application
io
application or entry is made
made and of this Act shall be entitled paste
parnr of
of conditional
to
for and
and entered
him, which
which patent
patent
to a
a patent
patent to the
the lands applied for
entered by
by him,
shall contain a
a reservation
shancontain
reservation to the United
United States of all the coal deposits
in the lands so patented, together
together with the right to prospect
prospect for,
mine,
and remove
the same.
same.
mine, and
remove the
SEC.
tochttePat
subieet
desitf ta
S
EC. 3. That if the coal-land
coal-land laws have been or shall be extended
extended toc
s
.
su
blect
over lands applied
applied for, entered, or patented hereunder
hereunder the coal
deposits therein shall be subject to disposal
disposal by the United States in
accordance
the provisions
the coal-land
coal-land laws
in force
force at
at the
the
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of the
laws in
time
of such
disposal. Any
Any person
to acquire
acquire coal
coal deposits
Bond forprospecting.
time of
such disposal.
person qualified
qualified to
deposits Bondforprosectn.
or the
the right
remove the
the coal
under the
laws of
of the
the United
United
right to mine and
and remove
coal under
the laws
at all
all times
enter upon
upon the
lands applied
applied
States shall
shall have the
the right
right at
times to
to enter
the lands
for, entered,
entered, or patented under this Act for the purpose
prospecting
purpose of prospecting
subject to disposition,
di
sposition,
for coal thereon, if such coal deposits are then subject
approval by the Secretary of the Interior
upon the approval
Interior of
of aabond or underundertaking
filed with
security for
for the
the payment
payment of
of all
damages
taking to
to be
be filed
with him
him as
as security
all damages
such lands
to the crops and improvements on such
entries, etc.,
lands by
by reason
reason of such Mining
ig entries,
prospecting. Any
Any person
has acquired
from the
the United
United States
States pr"ttd.
Permitted '
prospecting.
person who
who has
acquired from
the
coal deposits
in any
any such
mine or
or remove
the coal
deposits in
such lands,
lands, or
or the
the right
right to
to mine
remove
the
reenter and
much of
of the
surface thereof
thereof
the same,
same, may
may.reenter
and occupy
occupy so
so much
the surface
as may
may be
all purposes
purposes reasonably
incident to
to the
the mining
as
be required
required for
for all
reasonably incident
mining
and removal
removal of
of the
the coal
coal therefrom,
mine and
and remove
remove the
the coal,
and
therefrom, and
and mine
coal,
upon
thereby to
to the
owner thereof,
thereof,
upon payment
payment of
of the
the damages
damages caused
caused thereby
the owner
or upon
giving a
agood
good and
and sufficient
or undertaking
undertaking in
in an
an action
or
upon giving
sufficient bond
bond or
action
instituted in
in any
competent court
said damages:
damages:
instituted
any competent
court to
to ascertain
ascertain and
and fix
fix said
Provided,
Provided, That the owner under such limited patent
patent shall have
have the P.
r
e
(
P
'oa
rorrorg.personal use.
upon the
the land
for domestic
domestic purright to mine coal for
for personal
personal use
use upon
land for
purposes at
any time
time prior
to the
the disposal
disposal by
by the
United States
States of
poses
at any
prior to
the United
of the
the Application
Application to discoal
Provided further,
That nothing
nothing herein
shall prove cltassiicatin
classiticaticn as
as
coal deposits:
deposits: Provided
further, That
herein contained
contained shall
be
held to
to deny
deny or
or abridge
right to
prompt coal
ands
be held
abridge the
the right
to present
present and
and have
have prompt
co a l lands.
consideration
made under
the applicable
applicable land
land laws
laws
consideration of
of applications
applications made
under the
of
United States
States for
for any
any such
such surplus
lands which
which have
have been
or
surplus lands
been or
of the
the United
may
be classified
classified as
coal lands
with a
aview
of disproving
such classiclassimay be
as coal
lands with
view of
disproving such
fication
and securing
without reservation.
reservation.
fication and
securing a
a patent
patent without
roceeds to credit of
Pmceeds
of
SEC.
the net
derived from
from the
and entry
entry Indianc
SEC. 4.
4. That
That the
net proceeds
proceeds derived
the sale
sale and
Indias.
of such
such surplus
lands in
conformity- with
with the
the provisions
of this
this Act
of
surplus lands
in conformity
provisions of
Act
shall be
be paid
paid into
into the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the credit
credit
shall
the Treasury
of the
same fund
fund under
conditions and
limitations as
as are
are
of
the same
under the
the same
same conditions
and limitations
or may
be prescribed
prescribed by
the disposition
of the
the proceeds
proceeds
or
may be
by law
law for
for the
disposition of
Five Co
c.
arising from
the disposal
other surplus
lands in
s
o-of Five
arising
from the
disposal of
of other
surplus lands
in such
such Indian
Indian reserreser- Provis
osd
Lands of F
Civilvation: Provided,
the provisions
shall not
not apply
apply ized
Tribes excaded
excluded.
vation:
Provided, That
That the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
ized Tribes
to the
the lands
lands of
Civiized. Tribes
of Indians
Indians in
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Tribes of
Five Civilized
of the
the Five
to
Approved,
1917.
Approved, February
February 27,
27, 1917.
0

91890 °—VOL
39-Yr 1-60
1-60
91890
-vOL 39--P
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February 27,
1917.
27,1917.
[S. 1068.]
1068.]
[S.

35.]

[Public,
No. 359.]
ublic, No.
Public lands.
land entries
Desert land
allowed
enlarged homeallowedenlargedhomestead entrymen.
stdentrme.
Proviso.
Conditions.
Conditions.

S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 134-137.
134-137.
SESS.

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 134.-An
134.—An Act
Act Relating
Relating to
to desert-land
desert-land entries.
entries.
CHAP.

United
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
right
to
make
aa
make
to
right
the
That
assembled,
Congress
States of America in
desert-land entry shall not be
he denied
denied to any applicant
applicant therefor
therefor who
desert-land
hundred and
has already made an enlarged
enlarged homestead
homestead entry of three hundred
said applicant is aa duly qualified
twenty acres:
acres: Provided,
That said
qualified
Provided, That
twenty
entryman
the whole
be acquired
acquired as
as an
an enlarged homehometo be
area to
whole area
and the
entryman and
stead
entry and
under the
the provisions
does not exceed
exceed
provisions of this Act does
and under
stead entry
four
hundred and
eighty acres.
and eighty
four hundred
Approved, February
February 27, 1917.
Approved,

February 27, 1917.
[S.
1792.]
IS. 1792.]

Act For the relief of settlers
CHAP.
135.—An Act
settlers on unsurveyed
unsurveyed railroad
railroad lands.
CHAP. 135.-An

[Public,
360.]
[Public, No. 3601

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
enacted by
iBe
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That where, prior to July
Congress assembled,
States of
first, nineteen
nmeteen hundred
and thirteen, the whole or any part of an
hundred and
first,
the land grant
primary limits
grant
limits of the
the primary
within the
section within
odd-numbered section
lands in odd-numbered
survd
to
the Northern
Railway Company, within the State of WashPacific Railway
Northern Pacific
to the
ington,
to which
right of
successor is
grantee or its lawful successor
the grantee
of the
the right
which the
ington, to
claimed
to have
have attached
attached by
been settled upon
definite location, has been
by definite
claimed to
faith while
yed, by
any qualified
qualified settler,
settler, the
the same
same
by any
unsurveyed,
while unsurve
good faith
Vol.
30,
in good
0, in
30, p. 620,
Vo
provisions of the Act of July first, eighteen
amended.
amendea.
shall be subject
subject to all the provisions
hundred
ninety-eight (Thirtieth Statutes
Statutes at Large, pages six
and ninety-eight
hundred and
hundred
twenty to
hundred and twenty-two),
to
twenty-two), relating to
six hundred
to six
and twenty
hundred and
first
lands in
in said
primary limits
so settled
settled upon
upon prior to January
January first,
limits so
said primary
lands
eighteen hundred
ninety-eight, and
and said
said Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended
and ninety-eight,
hundred and
eighteen
Proviso.
That upon
upon the
relinquishment by said railway
the relinquishment
Provided,That
accordingly: Provided,
Lieu
lands to railway accordingly:
eulandstoraiway
company.
of the lands so settled
any of
company
settled upon the selection
selection of any
any lieu
company of any
ompany.
lands
of
approximately
equal
company
shall
be concompany
said
by
value
equal
lands of approximately
fined to
to the
the State of
Washington.
of Washington.
fined
27, 1917.
February 27,
Approved, February

Northern Pacific land
Pacific ld
Northen
grants,
Washington.
Rights of settlers on
unsurveyed lands in.

27, 1917.
February
February 27,
[S. 8252.]
[S.

8252]

[Public, No.
No. 361.]
361.]
[Public,
"Charles L. Hutchin"CbarlesL
son," steamer.
son,"
Name may beclaanced

to" Fayette Brown."
to"Fayemttes^n

February
27, 1917.
February 27,1917.
[H. R.
1Me1.
. 14426.]

[Public, No. 362.]

American
merican
Red
oss.
Red Cross,
Vol.
33,
33
amended.

amended

_ Re_ppoorrts
nsm.Iyear.

eps

CHAP.
Act To authorize the change
change of name of the steamer
steamer Charles L.
136.-An Act
CHAP. 136.—An

Hutchinson to
Brown.
Fayette Brown.
to Fayette
Hutchinson

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Congress assembled, That the Commissioner
States of America in Congress
Commissioner of

Navigation is
is hereby
authorized and
directed, upon
upon application
application of the
and directed,
hereby authorized
Navigation
owner, the Brown Transit Company,
Company, of Mentor,
Mentor, Lake County,
County, Ohio
Ohio,
Hutchinson (official
steamer Charles
name of the steamer
Charles L. Hutchinson
(official
to change the name
number two
seven thousand
thousand three hundred and fortyand seven
hundred and
two hundred
number
Fayette Brown.
five) to the Fayette
Approved,
February 27, 1917.
Approved, February
Act entitled
CHAP.
amend section
six of the Act
entitled "An
"An Act to incorsection six
To amend
Act To
137.-An Act
CHAP. 137.—An
porate the
Red Cross,"
Crow," approved
January fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
approved January
National Red
American National
the American
porte

and five.

Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
of Representatives
House o
and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
assemb, That
That section six of the Act
Act
America in
States of
P.
p 602
602
incorporate the
American National
National Red
Red Cross,"
Cross,"
the American
to incorporate
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
. entitled
approved January
nineteen hundred and five, is hereby
hereby amended
amended
January fifth, nineteen
approved
to read as follows:
follows:
to be for
shall as soon
That the
said American
National Red Cross %hall
soon
American National
the said
6. That
"SEC.c 6.
to b for
practicable after the first day of July
July of each year make and
as practicable
transmit
Secretary of War aareport of its proceedings
proceedings for the
to the Secretary
transmit to
N

National
ational
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S. SESS.
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Clis. 137-140.
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preceding, including
fiscal year ending June
June thirtieth next preceding,
including a
a full,
receipts and expenditures
expenditures of whatcomplete, and itemized report
report of receipts
duly audited by the War Departever kind, which report shall be duty
ment, and a
a copy of said report shall be transmitted
transmitted to Congress by
by
the
Department."
the War
War Department."
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1917.
Approved, February
1917.
CHAP. 138.—An
Act To
authorize the
maintenance, and
and operation
operation
construction, maintenance,
CHAP.
138.-An Act
To authorize
the construction,
of
the Saint
Francis River
River at
at or
or near
near Parkin,
Parkin, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Saint Francis
of a
a bridge
bridge across
across the

February 27
1917.
27,1917.
February
R.18.434.]
[H. R.
18534.]
No. 363.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 383.]

the United
Be
enacted by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
Saint Francis River.
Frncis River.
N. Killough,
That 0.
in Congress
assembled, That
America in
States
of America
Congress assembled,
0. N.
Killough, and
and his
his S.ait
States of
0. N. Billough may
bridge, Parki,
Parkin, Ark.
Ark.
hereby, authorized
and he
he is
is hereby,
assigns, be,
be, and
and assigns,
successors and
successors
authorized to
to construct,
construct, bridge,
maintain,
operate a
a bridge
approaches thereto across
bridge and
and approaches
across the
maintain, and
and operate
Saint
Francis River
River at
near the
town of
of Parkin,
County,
the town
Parkin, in Cross County,
at or
or near
Saint Francis
Construction.
Arkansas,
navigation, in accordaccord- vol.3
Arkansas, at aapoint suitable to the interests of navigation,
Vol. 34, p. 84.
ance with
with the
the provisions
of the
"An Act
regulate the
Act to
to regulate
the Act entitled "An
provisions ot
ance
construction
of bridges
waters," approved
approved March
navigable waters,"
bridges over
over navigable
construction of
hundred and six.
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred
twenty-third, nineteen
Amendment.
S
EC. 2.
the right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this Act is hereby Amed"et.
or repeal
right to
2. That
That the
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, February
1917..
27, 1917.
February 27,
Approved,
the
Act Permitting
Permitting the
building of
a railroad
CHAP. 130.—An
the building
of a
railroad bridge
bridge acros
across the
CHAP.
139.-An Act
Mississippi
Bemidji, in
State of
of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
in the
the State
River at
at Bemidji,
Missisippi River
•
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
in Congress
assembled, That
consent of
of Congress
Congress
That the
the consent
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
is
hereby granted
the Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Red
Red Lake
and Manitoba
Manitoba RailRailLake and
to the
granted to
is hereby
way
railway corporation
under the laws
laws of
organized under
corporation organized
Company, aa railway
way Company,
the State
Minnesota, to
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aabridge
construct, maintain,
of Minnesota,
State of
the
and
across the
Mississippi River,
River' at
at aapoint suitthe Mississippi
thereto across
approaches thereto
and approaches
able
interests of
of navigation,
from a
a point
point on the east bank of
navigation, from
the interests
able to
to the
said
river in
in lot
section sixteen,
sixteen, township
township one
hundred and
and
one hundred
two of
of section
lot two
said river
forty-six, range
range thirty-three
thirty-three west,
to a
the west
west bank
bank of
of
on the
point on
a point
west, to
forty-six,
said river
lot one
one of
said section
sixteen, all
in Beltrami
County,
Beltrami County
all in
section sixteen,
of said
in lot
river in
said
Minnesota, in
in accordance
accordance with
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
of the
provisions of
with the
the provisions
Minnesota,
"An Act
Act to
the construction
construction of
of bridges
over navigable
navigable
bridges over
regulate the
to regulate
"An
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
six.
nineteen hundred
waters,"
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
hereby
is hereby
this Act is
amend, or
alter, amend,
the right
That the
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

February 27, 1917.
[eb.
[H. R. 18720.]

R. i2S.]
bli No 3

[Public, No. 304.]
364.]
[Publc,
riirvissi
ca ppiisRivIr
t.
ed
MssaippRiver.
Lake and lanitoba
iianitoba
Lake

BemndiPriirnY
Rbridge,
i
niT,;iIg
wa
e
,=di

Construction.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

l'onstuctio.
. 34, p.

Amendment.
m d men

A en

t.

February 27,,1917.

CHAP. 140.—An
To amend
public-building Act
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
fourth, February
Iss.]19.]17.
[H. R. 1287894
the public-building
amend the
Act To
140.-An Act
CHAP.
nineteen
and thirteen,
thirteen, authorizing
authorizing the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of a
suitable site
site for
for aa [Public,
[Public, No.
No. 365.]
365.]
a suitable
nineteen hundred
hundred and
public
building at
Pittston, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
at Pittston.
public building
Be it
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
.
tstrrp'u
Pite buildpubic
Sitetr
States of
in Congress
That the
the provision
of the
the ,,L
provision of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
public-building
Act approved
approved March
hundred and
and intt:0L 37, p. 876,
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
public-building Act
thirteen
Statutes, page
hundred and
and seventyseventy- amended.
amended.
eight hundred
page eight
(thirty-seventh Statutes,
thirteen (thirty-seventh
six), which
authorizes the
of a
asuitable
suitable site,
site, and
and so
so forth,
forth,
acquisition of
the acquisition
which authorizes
six),
at
Pittston, Pennsylvania,
be, and
the same
hereby, amended
so
amended so
is hereby,
same is
and the
Pennsylvania, be,
at Pittston,
as
to add
the following
following proviso,
proviso, namely:
min
namely:
add the
as to
"
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury may,
may, in
in his
discre- eras
er
=ring
ae
minmay
be
accepted.
his discreof the
Secretary of
"Provided,
tion, accept
accept a
a title
which reserves
or excepts
excepts all
all ores
minerals on
on
or minerals
ores or
reserves or
title which
tion,
the lands
with the
the right
of mining
same."
the same."
mining the
right of
lands with
the
Approved,
27, 1917.
February 27,
Approved, February
37,

p.

876,
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27, 1917.
1917.
[H. R.
19239.]
[H.
R. 19239.]

February27,
February

[Public,
NO. 366.]
[Public, No.

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 141.-An
141.—An Act
the consent
consent of
Congress to
to the
the County
County of
of Pearl
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting the
of Congress
Pearl
River,
River, Msssissippi,
Mississippi, and the fourth ward of the Parish
Parish of
of Washington,
Washington, Louisiana,
Louisiana, to
to
construct a
abridge
across Pearl
Pearl River,
River, between
between Pearl
Pearl River
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, and
construct
bridge across
River County,
and
Washington
Washington Parish,
Parish, Louisiana.
Louisiana.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
States
of America
That the
the consent
consent of
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assemb,
assembled, That
of
Mi'ss.,and
g
Congress is hereby granted to the county of Pearl River, Mississippi,
Misha.,d
W Wash
ayhbidg
Parish,La.,may
bridge Congress is hereby granted to the county of Pearl River, Mississippi,
•and the fourth ward of the parish
parish of Washington,
Washington, State
State of
of Louisiana,
Louisiana,
and their successors and assigns, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
maintain, and
operate
aa bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
Pearl River
River at
at a
thereto across
the Pearl
a point
point
suitable
suitable to the
interests of
navigation, at
at or
or near
the fourth
the interests
of navigation,
near the
fourth ward
ward
of the parish of Washington,
State of
Washington, State
of Louisiana,
in accordance
with
Louisiana, in
accordance with
Construction.
cot n.
"An Act to regulate
regulate the
the constructhe provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
construcVol. 34, p. 84.
Vo. 34,
tion of bridges over navigable waters,"
waters," approved
approved March
March twentytwentythird,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six.
six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the right
right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
1917.
Approved, February
February 27,
27, 1917.
Pearl River.

United
Pearl
County,,United
Pear lRiver
Rive r County
in ten

March 1,
I, 1917.
1917.
[H. R. 14777.1
14777.
(Public, NO.
No. 367.1
[Public,

MaS

Missis
River.
B
er.

KississiPPi River.

Plans adopted for
to
adopted
Planscontrol,
flood
ete, or
to

mouth oftb
o.
aux' Oh
Ohio.

Limtofcost.
Limit of cost.
Proviso.
Annual
expediAnnual
expenditures.
Scope
Sope

of
of improve.
improve.

s
menu
MEW S..

ys to hedwa-

to haadwaedwAtchaaiaya Outle.t.
Atchafalaya
°WO-

Surveys
rves
ters.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Levees.
L.tvee.
Amount

local,l,
bution.
bution.
on

condition

etc.,

ete.,

contral
i_

otr

Proviso.

ApprovalofixpendiApproval of expendit.
ture,

se o contrbutions.

Use of contributions,

work ma be

Levee work
be
extended
to mar
Rock

land, 1.
bth.d,

CHAP.
144.-An Act
CHAP. 144.—An
Act To provide for
for the
of the
the floods
floods of
of the
the control
control of
the Mississippi
Mississippi
River and
River
the Sacramento
Sacramento River,
River, California,
California, and
and for
other purposes.
and of the
for other
purposes.

Be it
and House
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
for controlling
the floods
floods
assembled, That
That for
controlling the
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
continuing its
its improvement
of
River and
and continuing
improvement from
from the
the
Head of the Passes to the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
Ohio River
River the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Ohio
War is hereby empowered,
empowered, authorized,
authorized, and
directed to
to carry
conand directed
carry.on
on continuously, by
by hired
the plans
plans of
the Mississippi
hired labor
labor or
or otherwise,
otherwise, the
of the
Mississippi
heretofore or
River Commission heretofore
or hereafter
hereafter adopted,
to be
be paid
paid for
adopted, to
for
from time
as appropriations
may
from
time to
be made
by law,
law, not
not to
to exto time
time be
made by
ex.
Y
ceed in
eked
in the aggregate $45,000,000:
That not
not more
more than
than
$45,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
$10 000 000 shall
shall be
therefor during
during any
any one
one fiscal
year.
$10,000,000
be expended
expended therefor
fiscal year.
appropriated under
(a) All money appropriated
authority of
of this
this section
section shall
shall be
be
under authority
expended
expended under
under the
direction of
Secretary of
of War
the direction
of the
the Secretary
War in
in accordance
accordance
with the plans, specifications,
specifications, and recommendations
recommendations of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi
River Commission
Commission as approved
approved by
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, for
for conconby the
trolling the
the floods
and for
the general
of the
Mississippi
trolling
floods and
for the
general improvement
improvement of
the Mississippi
River, and
and for
surveys, including
including the
surveyfrom theHead
the Head of
of the
the Passes
River,
forsurveys,
thesurveyfrom
Passes
to the headwaters
headwaters of the
the river, and a
a survey of
of the
the Atchafalaya
Atchafalaya
Outlet so far as may be necessary
necessary to
to determine
of protecting
protecting
determine the
the cost
cost of
from the
the flood
its basin from
flood waters
waters of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River either
either by
by its
its
divorcement from
from the
divorcement
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River or
or by
by other
other means,
means, and
and for
for
salaries,
clerical, office, traveling, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the
salaries, clerical,
Mississippi River
Mississippi
River Commission.
Commission.
Th
(b)
under authority
authority- of
(b) That
at no
no money
money appropriated
appropriated under
of this
this section
section
expended in
shall be expended
in the
the construction
construction or
or repair
repair of
of any
any levee
levee unless
unless and
and
assurances have been given
satisfactory to
until assurances
given satisfactory
to the
the commission
commission that
that
local interests
interests protected
local
contribute for
protected thereby
thereby will
will contribute
for such
such construction
construction
and repair
repair a
asum which the commission
commission shall
shall determine
determine to
to be
be just
and
just and
equitable
shall not
less than
than one-half
such sum
sum as
as may
equitable but
but which
which shall
not be
be less
one-half of
of such
may
have
been allotted
by the
for such
such work:
work: Provided,
Provided, That
That
have been
allotted by
the commission
commission for
shall be
such contributions shall
be expended
under the
the direction
of the
the comcornexpended under
direction of
mission, or in such manner
manner as
mission,
may require
require or
or approve,
approve, but
no conconas it
it may
but no
tribution
district shall
tribution made by any State
State or levee district
shall be
be expended
expended in
in
any other State or levee district except with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
authorities
so contributing.
authorities of the State or district so
contributing.
funds which
which may
hereafter be
appropriated under
author() Any
Any funds
may hereafter
be appropriated
under author• (c)
it of this Act for improving
improving the
ity
Afississippiiver
between the
Head
the Mississippi
iver between
the Head
of the Passes and the mouth of the Ohio River,
River, and
and which
be
which may
mav be
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allotted to levees, may be
be expended
expended upon
upon any
any part
part of
of said
said river
river
between
between the Head of the Passes and Rock Island, Illinois.
(d) No money appropriated
Act shall
appropriated under
under authority
authority of this Act
shall be
be
expended in payment for any right of way for any levee
levee which
which 'nay
may
be
in cooperation
cooperation with
with any
State or
or le
veedi
st
ri
ctunder
un d
er
be constructed
constructed in
any State
levee
district
authority of this Act, but
'but all such rights of way shall be provided
provided free
of cost to the United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That no money paid or ex-

949
949
Bights of way to be
vprihj
provided ofree of Sfayct.b
cost.

Proviso.

Pr°-o
Moneys for, not inpense
by any
any State
State or
district in
in securing
securing such
cludedSincntributions
pense incurred
incurred by
or levee
levee district
such rights
rights cluded
in contributions
ucti etc.
to construction,
of
temporary works of
emergency during
during an impending
impending toonstr
of way, or in any temporary
of emergency
on,etc.
flood, or for the maintenance
maintenance of any levee
levee line, shall be computed
computed as
a part of the contribution
the
a
contribution of such State or levee
levee district
district toward
toward the
construction or repair
repair of any
any levee
of paragraph
levee within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
paragraph
(b)
of this
(b) of
this section.
section.
Allotments to
toCrses
conThat the watercourses
watercourses connected
connected with the Mississippi River to such necLtas
nectingwatercourses.
extent as may be necessary
necessary to exclude
exclude the flood
flood waters from the
upper limits of any delta basin, together
together with
with the Ohio River from
its mouth to the mouth of the
discretion
the Cache River, may, in
in the discretion
of said commission,
commission, receive
receive allotments
improvements now
under
allotments for improvements
now under
way
or hereafter
to be
be undertaken.
undertaken.
way or
hereafter to
Maintenance of comUpon the completion
any levee
constructed for
for flood
flood control
completion of
of any
levee constructed
control pleMteneeesbylo
pleted levees by local
under authority
turned over
over to
under
authority of
of this
this Act,
Act, said levee
levee shall be
be turned
to the
the inUirests.
nterests.
levee district
district protected
for maintenance
but for
for
levee
protected thereby
thereby for
maintenance thereafter;
thereafter; but
all
other purposes
purposes the
the United
retain such
such control
control over
over
all other
United States
States shall
shall retain
right to exercise
the same as it
it may have the right
completion.
exercise upon
upon such
such completion.
SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA.
SACRAMENTO RIVER,
RIVER, CALIORNIA.

casaca'Anto
lecremento
Camento

Rive,
River,
er,

Plancona
t
lopt
07.c.
1 'or
and
floods, removing
the floods,
SEC. 2.
That for
for controlling
controlling the
removing the
the debris,
debris, a
n d fldaonte.
nowfor
2. That
SEC.
continuing the
the improvement
improvement of
River, California,
California, in
in
continuing
of the
the Sacramento
Sacramento River,
accordance with
the plans
plans of
of the
California D6bris
Debris Commission,
Commission, the
the
accordance
with the
the California
Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized and
directed to
carry on
on conconSecretary of
of War
War is
is hereby
and directed
to carry
tinuously, by
by hired
hired labor
otherwise, the
the plan
of said
said commission
commission
tinuously,
labor or
or otherwise,
plan of
contained
in its
report submitted
submitted August
tenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
contained in
its report
August tenth,
and
and printed
printed in
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered Eighty-one,
Eighty-one,
and ten,
ten, and
Sixty-second
first session,
session, as
as modified
modified by
the report
of
Sixty-second Congress
Congress, first
by the
report of
said commission
commission submitted
submitted February
February eighth,
hundred and
and
said
eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen,
by the
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers of
of the
the United
United States
States
thirteen, approved
approved by
of Engineers
Army and
and the
the Board
Board of
for Rivers
Rivers and
Harbors, and
and
Army
of Engineers
Engineers for
and Harbors,
printed in
in Rivers
Rivers and
Harbors Committee
Five,
printed
and Harbors
Committee Document
Document Numbered
Numbered Five,
Sixty-third Congress,
first session,
session, in
so far
far as
as said
said plan
provides for
for
in so
plan provides
Sixtv-third
Congress, first
the rectification
rectification and
enlargement of
and the
the construcconstructhe
and enlargement
of river
river channels
channels and
tion
to be
as appropriations
from time
time to
time
paid for
for as
appropriations may
may from
to time
tion of
of weirs,
weirs, to
be paid
be made
not to
in the
the aggregate
$5,600,000: ProPro- Limitrofst.
Limit of "staggregate $5,600,000:
to exceed
exceed in
law, not
made by
by law,
be
a
vided ,That
That not
not more
more than
shall be
expended therefor
"Pm"
al
expenditherefor tu,~,es.
be expended
than $1,000,000
$1,000,000 shall
vided,
during
any one
one fiscal
year.
during any
fiscal year.
(a) AU
All money
appropriated under
authority of
of this
this section
section shall
shall mentsetc.f
meS
Ze tc.°
f improve
improve(a)
money appropriated
under authority
be expended
expended under
under the
in accordaccordof War,
War, in
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the direction
direction of
be
ance
with the
and recommendations
recommendations of
of the
the
ance with
the plans
plans, specifications,
specifications, and
California Debris
Debris Commission,
Commission, as
as approved
approved by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers,
California
for the
the control
control of
of floods,
floods, removal
removal of
the general
improvefor
of debris,
d6bris, and
and the
general improvemerit of
the Sacramento
Sacramento River:
Provided, That
That no
no money
money shall
be 3:Assune
r
s „"
ran,, of
of annua
annual
ment
of the
River: Provided,
shall be
expended under
assurances have
been contribution
contribution by
by State
State.
expended
under authority
authority of
of this
this section
section until
until assurances
have been
given satisfactory
satisfactory to
War (a)
(a) that
that the
State of
of
the State
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
given
to the
California
will contribute
contribute annually
annually for
sum equal
equal to
to
such work
work aa sum
for such
California will
such
as may
may be
be expended
therefor by
by the
the United
United
such sum
sum as
expended annually
annually therefor
Continuance, etc.
etc.
States
authority-of
of this
section; (b)
(b) that
this section;
that such
such equal
equal contribucontribu- cotinuance,
States under
under authority
tions
by the
of California
continue annually
annually until
until the
the full
full
California will
will continue
tions by
the State
State of
equal
of the
cost of
work shall
have been
contributed by
by
equal share
share of
the cost
of such
such work
shall have
been contributed
Levee construction.
said
State; and
(c) that
that the
contemplated in
the report
report Leve constrct
said State;
and (c)
the river
river levees
levees contemplated
in the
of
the California
California Debris
Debris Commission,
Commission, dated
tenth, nineteen
nineteen
of the
dated August
August tenth,
hundred
and ten,
will be
be constructed
grade and
and section
and
section and
constructed to
to such
such grade
hundred and
ten, will
-
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within such
such time
time as
may be
by said
said commission:
Provided
within
as may
be required
required by
commission: Provided
further, That
shall not
required to
to expend
expend for
for such
such work,
work,
further,
That said
said State
State shall
not be
be required

for any one year, a
a sum larger than that expended
expended thereon
by
thereon by
United States during the same
further, That
same year: And provided further,
contributions so required
total contributions
required of the State of California
California shall
shall

the
the
the
not
not

exceed in
in the
the aggregate,
exceed
aggregate, $5,600,000.
$5,600,000.
(b) All money contributed
contributed by
by the
the State
of California,
California, as
as herein
herein
State of

provided,
provided, shall be expended
expended under the direction of the California
California
Debris Commission
Commission and in such manner as it may
or approve,
may require or
approve,
appropriated under
and no money appropriated
under authority
authority of this section
shall be
be
section shall
expended in the purchase of
or payment
for any
any right
of way,
way, easeeaseof or
payment for
right of

ment, or
or land
land acquired
purposes of
of this
this improvement,
improvement, but
ment,
acquired for
for the
the purposes
but all
all

such rights of way, easements,
easements, and
shall be
provided free
free of
of
and lands
lands shall
be provided
cost
That no
no money
money paid
paid or
or expense
expense
cost to
to the
the United
United States:
States: .Provided,
Provided, That
incurred therefor shall be computed
a part of the contribution
contribution of
incurred
computed as a
of
the State of California
California toward
toward the work of improvement
improvement herein proprofor within
the meaning
this section.
section.
intenae by vided
vided for
within the
meaning of
of paragraph
paragraph (a)
(a) of
of this
Maintenance by
(c) Upon
the completion
works for
for flood
control herein
State when
wmompeted.
(c)
Upon the
completion of
State
completed.
of all
all works
flood control
herein
authorized the said works shall be turned over
the State
State of
of CaliCaliover to the
fornia for maintenance
maintenance thereafter;
thereafter; but for all other
other purposes
purposes the
United
United States shall retain such control over
same as
as it
may have
have
over the
the same
it may
the right to exereise
completion.
exereise upon such
such completion.

reerightsofwy.

Proviso.
Not included in improvement work.
work.

General
provisions.
Genral provsions.
Laws
applicable.
Laws appliabe.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.
GENERAL

SEc.
3. That
That all
all the provisions of existing law relating to examinaS
EC. 3.
examinations and surveys and to works of improvement
improvement of rivers
and harbors
rivers and
harbors
shall
far as
applicable, to
to examinations
and surveys
surveys and
and to
Disbmua
n
shall apply,
apply, so
so far
as applicable,
examinations and
to
Disbursements.
works of improvement
improvement relating
relating .to flood control. And
all expendiexpendiAnd all
tures of funds hereafter
hereafter appropriated
appropriated for works and projects relating
relating
to flood control
control shall be made in accordance
and subject
subject to
to the
the
accordance with and
law governing
governing the disbursement
and expenditure
expenditure of
of funds
funds approapprodisbursement and
priated for
for the
rivers and
and harbors.
priated
the improvement
improvement of
of rivers
harbors.
Flood-control s rveys.
All examinations
and surveys
surveys of
of projects
to flood
control
veys
Ah
examinations and
projects relating
relating to
flood control
shall
include a
a comprehensive
study of
of the
watershed or
or watersheds,
soe or.
shallinclude
comprehensive study
the watershed
watersheds,
Scope of reports.
Scoe oreports.
and the report
report thereon
addition to
to any
any other
other matter
matter upon
upon which
which
thereon in
in addition
is required
required shall
shall give
such data
data as
it may
may be
be practicable
practicable to
to
rea affected
report is
aareport
give such
as it
Area
affected.
secure
to
(a)
the
extent
secure
in
regard
the
extent
and
character
of
the
area
to
be
and
character
of
the
area
to
be
Navigation.
Navtpoer
utin affected
by the
the proposed
improvement; (b)
(b) the
the probable
probable effect
upon
affected by
proposed improvement;
effect upon
Water-power utilhalion.
tion.
any navigable water
water or waterway;
waterway; (c) the possible economical
economical develdeveh
opment and
opment
and utilization
utilization of
of water
and (d)
(d) such
such other
other uses
uses as
as
water power;
power; and
departments
Assistance ,etc.
etc
of .other may
may be
be properly
related to
or coordinated
coordinated with
with the
the project.
And
departments
properly related
to or
project. And
the heads of the several departments
departments of the Government
Government may,
may, in
in their
their
discretion, and shall upon the request of the Secretary
discretion,
of War,
War, detail
detail
Secretary of
representatives
representatives from their respective
respective departments
departments to assist
assist the
the EngiEn •
neers of the Army in the study and examination
examination of such watersheds,
watersheds,
to
the end
that duplication
duplication of
avoided and
and the
the various
various
prf.
to the
end that
of work
work may
may be
be avoided
Proviso.
Printing, etc.,
services
the Government
etc,, re- s
ervices of the
Government economically
economically coordinated
coordinated therein:
Protherein: Proports.
preliminary examinations
ports.
vided, That all reports on preliminary
examinations hereafter
hereafter authorauthorized, together with the report of the Board of Engineers
Engineers for
for Rivers
separate report of the representative
and Harbors thereon
thereon and the separate
representative of
of
any other department,
department, shall be submitted
submitted to the Secretary
Secretary of War
by
War by
the Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, with his recommendations,
recommendations, and shall
shall be
be transtransmitted by the Secretary
Secretary of War to the House of Representatives,
Representatives, and
and
are hereby
hereby ordered
be printed
printed when
when so
ordered to
to be
so made.
made.
Board of Engineers
o Rivers and Harbors
In the consideration
consideration of all
for
In
all works
works and
and projects
projects relating
to flood
relating to
flood
to
report on projects. control
control which
of Engineers
to reportonprojects,
which may
may be submitted
submitted to the Board of
Engineers for
for Rivers
Rivers
consideration and recommendation,
and Harbors
Harbors for consideration
recommendation, said board shall,
shall,
in addition to any other matters upon
upon which
which it
it may
may be
to
be required
required to
report, state its opinion
opinion as to (a) what Federal
Federal interest,
interest, if any,
any, is
is
involved in the proposed
proposed improvement;
improvement; (b) what share
share of the expense,
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advisability
if any, should be borne by the United States; and (c) the advisability
of adopting
project.
the project.
adopting the
of

by the
madee by
and reports
Al! examinations
examinations and
reports which may now
now be mad
the quest
quEesxaminations
tof
of Flod
Flood Cont
Clintrroei
All

mmittee.
Board of
Harbors upon request
request of the
the ComnCom- cominitteeEngineers for Rivers and Harbors
of Engineers
Board
projects of navimittee on
Rivers and Harbors
Harbors relating to works or projects
on Rivers
mittee
gation
made upon
upon request of the Committee
gation shall in like manner be made
all works and projects
on
projects relating to flood
flood control.
on all
Control on
Flood Control
on Flood

Mississippi River
River
civilian members
salary of
SEC. 4.
That the
of the
the civilian
members of the Mississippi cosMiinP
Commission.
the salary
4. That
SEC.
creaed.
Pay
annum.
per
River
Commission
shall
hereafter
be
$5,(100
per
annum.
Increased.
$5,000
be
hereafter
shall
River Commission
Vol. 21, p. 37.
Approved, March
1, 1917.
March 1,
Approved,

other
CHAP. 145.—An
Act To
provide a
acivil
government for
for Porto
Rico, and
and for
for other
Porto Rico,
civil government
To provide
145.-An Act
CHAP.
purposes.

purpoes

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the United
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be
this
States
in Congress
Congress ass,
provisions of
of this
the provisions
That the
assembed, That
America in
of America
States of
the adjacent
to the
Act
apply to
to the
island of
Porto Rico
and to
adjacent islands
Rico and
of Porto
the island
shall apply
Act shall
belonging
to the
the United
United States,
and waters
waters of
of those islands; and the
States, and
belonging to
name
Porto Rico
Rico as
as used
in this
this Act
shall be
include not
be held to include
Act shall
used in
name Porto
only
the island
of that
name but
all the
the adjacent
islands as
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
adjacent islands
but all
that name
island of
only the
BILL
RIGHTS.
OF BIGHTS.
BILL OF

March 2,
2, 1917.
1917.
March
[H.
[H. R.
R. 95333.
9533.1
[Public,
368.1
No. 368.1
[Public, No.
Porto
entt.oRicoCivi"govRico civil govTerritory
Territory included.
included.

Bill of rights.
Billofrights.

Prottonfli"bRico which
Porto Rico
in Porto
S
EC. 2.
2. That
shall be
be enacted
which shall eiti
v
'
roteettlwat
a luv
e
,"benacted in
law shall
no law
That no
SEc.
property without
deprive
any person
person of
liberty, or property
without due
due process
Process
•
life, liberty,
of life,
deprive any
of
law, or
to any
any person
therein the
the equal
equal protection
protection of the laws.
person therein
deny to
or deny
of law
c-imnal
enjoy the
That in
in all
all criminal
criminal prosecutions
the accused
accused shall
shall enjoy
the right
right Sons
Criminal prouee'
prosecu.
prosecutions the
That
be
to
for
to
have
the
assistance
of
counsel
his
defense,
informed
of
•
to have the assistance of
the nature
cause of
of the
accusation, to
to have
have a
a copy
copy thereof,
thereof, to
to
the accusation,
and cause
nature and
the
have
trial, to
to be
be confronted
with the
witnesses
the witnesses
confronted with
public trial,
and public
speedy and
a speedy
have a
against him,
him, and
have compulsory
compulsory process
for obtaining
obtaining witnesses
witnesses
process for
to have
and to
against
in
favor.
his favor.
in his
a
r ls etcThat
shall be
be held
held to
to answer
criminal offense
offense without
without etc.TTriaLs,
a criminal
for a
answer for
person shall
no person
That no
due
law; and
no person
for the
same offense
twice
offense shall be twice
the same
person for
and no
of law;
process of
due process
put
in jeopardy
punishment, nor
be compelled
in any
any criminal
criminal
compelled in
shall be
nor shall
of punishment,
jeopardy of
put m
case
against himself.
himself.
a witness
witness against
be a
to be
case to
That
all persons
persons shall
shall before
before conviction
conviction be
be bailable
by sufficient
sufficient B
Bail: exe
exception.
bailable by
That all
sureties, except
except for
offenses when
when the
is evident
evident or
or the
the
proof is
the proof
capital offenses
for capital
sureties,
o
presumption
presumption great.
Contracts.
contracts
enacted.
contracts shall be e
obligation of
That no
the obligation
of contracts
na cte d.
impairing the
law impairing
no law
That
debt.
That no
be imprisoned
imprisoned, for
for debt.
Imprisonment for
That
no person
person shall
shall be
debt.
Impri
t
of habeas
p rit of
That
the privilege
of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus shall
shall not
not be
be sussus- p,Writ
habeas °Dr"writ of
the writ
of the
privilege of
That the
pended,
when in
case of
or invasion
invasion
insurrection, or
rebellion, insurrection,
of rebellion,
in case
unless when
pended, unless
the public
safety may
require it,
it, in
which events
the same
same
events the
of which
either of
in either
may require
public safety
the
may be
be suspended
suspended by
by the
President, or
by the
governor ' whenever
whenever
the governor,
or by
the President,
may
laws,
acto laws,
Ex
suspension shall exist.
such suspension
for such
during
such period
the necessity
necessity for
exist.
Ex post
poet facto
period the
during such
That no
law or
or bill
of attainder
be enacted.
enacted.
etc.
use of priate
etc
shall be
attainder shall
bill of
facto law
post facto
ex post
no ex
That
Private
shall not
not be
be taken
or damaged
for public
public use
use p
ro
Pp
ubit
er
i
y
e.
use ° Pr i
vate
property.
damaged for
taken or
property shall
Private property
except
just compensation
compensation ascertained
ascertained in
in the
the manmanof just
payment of
upon payment
except upon
ner
rovided by
law.
Life health,
health etc.,.of
of
Life,
by law.
ner provded
Nothing contained
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to limit the power
power employees.
emplo'yees,
etc
contained in
Nothing
of the
laws for
of the
the lives,
lives, health,
protection of
the protection
for the
enact laws
to enact
legislature to
the legislature
of
or safety
of employees.
employees.
etc.
safety
of
or
That no law granting a, title of nobility shall be enacted, and no Titleofnobility
Titles off nobility,eetc.
That no law granting a title of nobility shall be enacted, and no
person holding
any office
office of
of profit
under the government
government of
of
profit or trust under
holding any
person
Porto
of the
the Congress
Congress of the United
United
consent of
the consent
without the
shall, without
Rico shall,
Porto Rico
States,
accept any
any present,
present, emolument,
title of
any kind
kind
of any
or title
office, or
emolument, office,.
States, accept
whatever
from any
any king,
queen, prince,
foreign State,
any offioffior any
State, or
or foreign
prince, or
king, queen,
whatever from

cer
thereof.
cer thereof.
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nor excessive
excessive fines
fines imThat excessive
excessive bail shall not be
be required,
required, nor
imposed,
unusual punishments
punishments inflicted.
posed, nor cruel and unusual
inflicted.
Searches,
That
the right
be secure
secure against
unreasonable searches
searches and
and seizSearches, etc.
etc.
That the
right to
to be
against unreasonable
seizures
violated.
ures shall not
not be
be violated.
Issue of warrants.
That no
warrant for
for arrest
search shall
shall issue
issue but
probable
That
no warrant
arrest or
or search
but upon
upon probable
cause, supported by
particularly describing
describing
cause
by oath
oath or affirmation,
affirmation, and
and particularly
searched and
to be
be seized.
seized.
the_place
place to
to be
be searched
and the
the persons
persons or
or things
things to
Slavery
forbidden.
That
shall not
Porto Rico.
Rico.
Slavery forbidden.
hat slavery
slavery shall
not exist
exist in
in Porto
Involuntary
servitude.
That involuntary
involuntary servitude,
servitude, except
as aa punishment
punishment for
for crime,
tudvolunty s r v - That
except as
crime,
whereof the party
party shall have been duly convicted,
convicted, shall
shall not exist in
Porto Rico.
Freedom of speech,
Th no law shall
etc.
the freedom
freedom of
of speech
of
etrdom of speeh,
That
shall be passed
passed abridging
abridging the
speech or
or of
assemble and
and petithe press,
press or the
the right
right of
of the
the people
people peaceably
peaceably to assemble
petition the
Government for
redress of
of grievances.
grievances.
for redress
tion
the Government
Religions liberty .
That no law shall
shall be made respecting
respecting an establishment
establishment of religion
religion
or prohibiting the
the free
free exercise thereof, and that
that the free
free exercise and
and
enjoyment of religious profession and worship
discrimination
worship without
without discrimination
shall forever be allowed, and that no political or religious
or preference
preference shall
test
an oath
to support
support the
the Constitution
of the
United
test other
other than
than an
oath to
Constitution of
the United
laws of Porto
States and the laws
Porto Rico
Rico shall be
be required as aaqualification
qualification
any office
office or
public trust
under the
the government
government of
Porto Rico.
Rico.
fds
to any
to to
or public
trust under
of Porto
Public fonds
not to
be used
used for religious
religious
That no
be
no public
public money
money or
shall ever
ever be
be appropriated,
appropriated, apapor !property
property-shall
sects,etc.
plied, donated,
sects, etc.
donated, used,
used, directly
directly or indirectly, for the use, benefit, or
or
any sect, church,
church, denomination,
sectarian institution
support of any
denomination, sectarian
institution or
or
association, or system of
of religion,
religion, or
or for
for the
the use,
benefit, or
or support
support of
of
association,
use, benefit,
any priest, preacher, minister, or other religious
religious teacher
teacher or dignitary
as such, or for charitable, industrial, educational,
educational, or benevolent
benevolent purperson corporation,
corporation, or
or community
community not
not under
the absoabsoposes to
to any person,
under the
Pmbib
control of
Rico. Contracting
Contracting of
of polygamous
or plural
plural
itepdP°1Thuni
y'
prol b - lute
ute control
of Porto
Porto Rico.
polygamous or
ited.
marriages hereafter
prohibited.
toxmarriages
hereafter is
is prohibited.
Intoxicants
prohibpro
ited.
approval of this Act and thereafter
thereafter it
it shall
ttedt. °x"t
hiThat one year after
after the approval
be
unlawful to
to import,
manufacture,
sell,
or give
give away,
away, or
or to
to expose
be unlawful
import,
manufacture,
sell,
or
expose
Provisos,
sale or
or gift
intoxicating drink
drink or
or drug:.
Provided, That
That the
the
Legislative
L
ative authorauthor- for
for sale
gift any
any intoxicating
drug:. Provided,
iations.
izations.
legislature may authorize
authorize and regulate
regulate importation,
manufacture,
importation, manufacture,
and sale of said liquors and drugs for medicinal, sacramental,
sacramental, indusindusPenalty for viola- trial, and scientific uses only.
The penalty
for violations
violations of
of this
this protiPenalty
or viola trial, and scientific uses only. The
penalty for
tions.
provision with reference
reference to intoxicants
intoxicants shall be aafine
not less
less than
fine of not
than $25
$25
offense, and for
second and
and subsequent
offenses a
fine of
for the first offense,
for second
subsequent offenses
a fine
of
not less than $50
$60 and imprisonment
imprisonment for not less than one
or
one month
month or
submission of repeal more than one year: Ant
And provided further,
further, That at any general elecSubmission
electotovoters.
voters.
tion within five years after
after the approval
of this
provision
approval of
this Act
Act this
this provision
may, upon petition of
centum of
of the
the qualified
qualified
of not
not less
less than ten per
per centum
electors of Porto Rico, be submitted to aavote of
qualified electors
electors
of the
the qualified
of Porto Rico, and if aamajority
majority of all the qualified
qualified electors
electors of Porto
Rico voting upon such question
question shall vote
vote to repeal this
this provision,
provision,
it shall thereafter
thereafter not be in force
force and
effect; otherwise
otherwise it
it shall
be in
in full
full
and effect;
shall be
force and effect.
Appropriations.
Appropriations.
That no money shall be paid
treasury except
in pursuance
pursuance
paid out
out of the treasury
except in
of an appropriation
appropriation by law, and on warrant
warrant drawn by the proper
proper
officer in pursuance
pursuance thereof.
thereof.
niform taxation.
Uniform
That the rule of
shall be
be uniform.
uniform.
of taxation in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico shall
Special tax funds.
That all money derived
derived from
from any
any tax
tax levied
levied or
assessed for
for aaspecial
special
or assessed
treated as aaspecial fund in the Treasury
purpose shall be treated
Treasury and paid
out for such purpose
purpose only except upon the approval of the President
President
of the
the United
United. States.
States.
of
Eighthonrdaywork.
That eight hours shall constitute
a day's work in
Eight-hour day work.
constitute a
of emin all cases of
employment
mechanics by and on behalf of the govployment of laborers and mechanics
goveernment
r nment of
of the
the island
on public
public works,
works, except
except in
in cases
cases of
of emergency.
emergency.
island on
chid
Child-labo
restrChild-labor
restricThat the employment
employment of children under
under the age
fourteen years
years in
in
age of fourteen
sica.
any occupation
occupation injurious to health
morals or hazardous
hazardous to
to life
life or
or
health or morals
limb is hereby prohibited.
prohibited.
No excessive
excessivebail.
bail.
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SEC.
Revenues. es
SEC. 3. That no export
export duties shall be levied or collected
collected on exports Revenues.
Export
but
and
assessments on
on property, internal
from Porto Rico, b
u t taxes
t
axes an
d assessments
e duties
bidPpt
internal bidd
duti forforrevenue, and license fees, and royalties for franchises, privileges,
and
General
taes.
privileges,
Generalt
ax"'
concessions may be imposed for
of the
the insular
insular and
for the
the purposes
purposes of
and
municipal
municipal governments,
governments, respectively,
respectively, as may be provided and
and defined
defined
by the
the Legislature
Legislature of
of Porto
Porto Ri
co; and
and w
hen necessary
necessary to
to anticipate
anticipate Bcmds.
by
Rico;
when
taxes and revenues,
revenues, bonds and
obligations may
may be
issued by
and other obligations
be issued
by
Porto Rico or any municipal
municipal government
government therein
therein as
provided Pr
as may
may be
be provided
by law, and
and to
to protect
public cr
credit:
however, That
by
protect the
the public
edit : Provided,
Pro
rovid ed, however,
That no
no Indebte
dness
Indebtedness
limUrnpublic indebtedness
or municiindebtedness of Porto Rico or of any subdivision or
munici- it d pality thereof shall be authorized or allowed in excess of seven
per
seven per
centum of the aggregate tax valuation of its
its property,
and all
all bonds
property, and
bonds
issued by
Port
o Rico,
Ri co ,or
or by
its authority,
shall Exemption
from tax.
issued
by the
the government
government of
of Porto
by its
authority, shall
ExemptOniromtaxbe exempt from taxation
taxation by the Government
the United
Government of
of the
United States,
States,
or by the government
government of Porto
Porto Rico or
or of
of any
any political
political or
or municipal
municipal
subdivision
subdivision thereof,
by any
any county,
municipality,
thereof, or by
by any
any State,
State, or
or by
county, municipality,
or other municipal
subdivision of
municipal subdivision
or Territory
Territory of
of the
United
of any
any State
State or
the United
r bonds.
States, or by the District of Columbia. In
In computing
computing the indebtedindebted- Secured
Secu ed bodsness
the people
people of
Rico, bonds
bonds issued
the
people
of
Porto
ness of
of the
of Porto
Porto Rico,
issued by
by the people of Porto
secured by
Rico secured
of bonds
municipal corcorby an
an equivalent
equivalent amount
amount of
bonds of
of municipal
porations or
school boards
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico shall
shall not
not be
count.
porations
or school
boards of
be counted.
SEC. 4.
That the
capital of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico shall
be at
at the
the city
city of
of San
San Juan.
Juan.
SEC.
4. That
the capital
shall be
San Capital
ca"Pt att sa
government shall
there.
Juan, and
and the
the seat
seat of
of government
shall be
be maintained
maintained there.
a tes
it
SEC.
of Porto
S
EC. 5. That all citizens of
citPorto Rico,
Rico, as
as defined by section
section seven
seven itindunited. SStates
Persons
entitledto.
"temporarily to I
twelfth, nineteen
Act of
of
of the
the Act
of April
April twelfth,
nineteen hundred, "temporarily
'To
eralsentaledto•
provide revenues
revenues and
government for Porto Rico,
P
provide
and aa civil government
p. 79
Rico, and
and for
for V 31,'
other
purposes," and
Porto Rico
Rico who
were temporarily
temporarily
other purposes,"
and all
all natives
natives of
of Porto
who were
absent from that island on April
April eleventh, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
ninety-nine,
and are
residing
ninety-nine, and have since returned
returned and
are permanently
permanently residing
in
island, and
of any
any foreign
hereby
in that
that island,
and are
are not
not citizens
citizens of
foreign country,
country, are
are hereby
declared, and shall be deemed
held to
deemed and held
citizens of
o
viso.
to be,
be, citizens
of the
the United
United
States: Provided,
Provided, That
described may
may retain
e
vnon of
of forei
gn
States:
That any
any person
person hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
retain Ret
Rention
foreign
tatus
his present
present political
political status
status by
making a
a declaration,
under oath,
his
by making
declaration, under
oath, of
of sstatus..
his decision
within six
months of
the taking
of this
his
decision to
to do
do so
so within
six months
of the
taking effect
effect of
this
Act
the district
district court
in the
the district
Act before
before the
court in
district in
in which
which he
he resides,
resides, the
the
declaration
be in
in form
as follows:
follows:
form as
declaration to
to be
t i
,
sworn, hereby
hereby declare
intention not
Declaration.
, being
'"I,
being duly
duly sworn,
declare my
my intention
not DeCaI
nm.
to
become
a
citizen
of
the
United
States
as
provided
in
the
Act
of
to become a citizen of the United States as provided in the Act of
Congress conferring
conferring United
United States
States citizenship
upon citizens
citizens of
of Porto
Porto
Congress
citizenship upon
Rico and
natives permanently
Rico
and certain
certain natives
permanently residing
residing in
in said
said island."
island."
In
any such
who may
absent from
island By
absentees.
In the
the case
case of
of any
such person
person who
may be
be absent
from the
the island
By absentees.
during said
said six
months the
of this
this proviso
may be
availed of
during
six months
the term
term of
proviso may
be availed
of
by
transmitting a
a declaration,
declaration, under
oath, in
the form
by transmitting
under oath,
in the
form herein
herein propro- pr .
six months
taking effect
of this
this Act
to the
execu- Persons
alien parvided within
within six
months of
of the
the taking
effect of
Act to
the execuPersons of
of alien
prta
tive
secretary of
of Porto
Rico: And
provided further, That
any person
tive secretary
Porto Rico:
And providedfurther,
eThat any
person e''tag°.
who
born in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico of
of an
an alien
alien parent
who is
is born
parent and
and is
is permanently
permanently
residing in
that island
may, if
within six
residing
in that
island may,
if of
of full
full age,
age, within
six months
months of
of the
the
taking effect
effect of
or if
if a
upon reaching
reaching his
his majority
taking
of this
this Act,
Act, or
a minor,
minor, upon
majority
or
within one
one year
year thereafter,
thereafter, make
or within
make a
a sworn
sworn declaration
declaration of
of allegiance
allegiance
to
States before the
Court for
for
to the
the United
United States
the United
United States
State
States District
District Court
Porto Rico,
Rico, setting
setting forth
forth therein
the facts
facts connected
connected with
Porto
therein all
all the
with his
his or
or
her
birth and
and residence
in Porto
Porto Rico
and accompanying
accompanying due
due proof
proof
her birth
residence in
Rico and
thereof, and
and from
making of
declaration shall
be
thereof,
from and
and after
after the
the making
of such
such declaration
shall be
considered
of the
the United
United States.
States.
considered to
to be
be aacitizen
citizen of
Allg rnsesfrom isS
EC. 6.
6. That
That all
all expenses
be incurred on
on account
account of
the land
SEC.
expenses that
that may
may be
of the
la,d"expees
"omI
government of
of Porto
Rico for
for salaries
salaries of
of officials
and the
government
Porto Rico
officials and
the conduct
conduct
of their
and departments,
all expenses
expenses and
and obligations
of
their offices
offices and
departments, and
and all
obligations
contracted for
the internal
improvement or
of the
united s
tates wks
works
contracted
for the
internal improvement
or development
development of
the Uned
tes
island,
not, however,
defenses, barracks,
light- except
s&
island, not,
however, including
including defenses,
exepted.
barracks, harbors,
harbors, lighthouses, buoys,
buoys, and
the United
United States,
houses,
and other
other works
works undertaken
undertaken by
by the
States,
P
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shall, except
as otherwise
specifically provided
by the
the Congress,
Congress, be
be
shall,
except as
otherwise specifically
provided by

paid
Publc prop
Public
pr Per ty, paid

tO
peotraiserred totepe

transfen'ed

°

pie of
pie
of Porto
orto Rico.
Rico.

by
treasurer of
of Porto
Porto Rico
of the
the revenue
revenue in
in his
his custody.
custody.
by the
the treasurer
Rico out
out of
SEC. 7.
7. That
all property
acquired in
in Porto
Porto
SEC.
That all
property which
which may
may have
have been
been acquired
Rico by
by the
the United
United States
cession of
of Spain
the treaty
of
Rico
States under
under the
the cession
Spain in
in the
treaty of

peace
entered into
the tenth
day of
of December,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
peace entered
into on
on the
tenth day
and
any public
public,bridges,
road houses,
houses, water
water powers,
powers,
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, in
in any
bridges, road
highways,
beds thereof,
thereof, subterranean
highways, unnavigable
unnavigable streams
streams and
and the
the beds
subterranean
waters,
mines or
under the
the surface
surface of
of private
private lands,
lands, all
all
waters, mines
or minerals
minerals under
at the
the time
time of
of the
the cession
cession belonged,
belonged, under
under the
laws of
of
property which
which at
the laws
Spain then in
the various
harbor worksboards
works boards of
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Spam
in force,
force, to
to the
various harbor
Rico,
all
the harbor
slips, reclaimed
lands, and
and all
all public
public
all the
harbor shores,
shores, docks,
docks, slips,
reclaimed lands,
lands
reserved by
States for
for
lands and buildings
buildings not heretofore
heretofore reserved
by the
the United
United States
public
is hereby
under the
control of
the government
government
public purposes,
purposes, is
hereby placed
placed under
the control
of the
of
to be
the benefit
the people
people of
benefit of
of the
of
a
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, to
be administered
administered for
for the
Atty of
o legislaAuthority
ture.
have authority,
tuo.tbt o legs Porto
Porto Rico; and the Legislature
Legislature of
of Porto Rico
Rico shall have
authority,
subject
to the
imposed upon
upon all
all its
its acts,
acts, to
to legislate
legislate with
with
subject to
the limitations
limitations imposed
Proviso.
to all
all such
matters
as
it may
deem advisable:
advisable: Provided,
That
Further
transfers,
That
such
matters
as
it
may
deem
Provided,
tranasers, respect
respect
to
Frther
et
etc.
c.
the President
President may from time to time, in his discretion,
discretion, convey
convey to the
people of Porto Rico such
such lands, buildings,
buildings or interests
interests in lands or
or
States and
within the
the territerriother property now owned by the
the United
United States
and within
torial
torial limits of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico as
as in his
his opinion are no
no longer needed for
Acceptance of lands, purposes of the United States.
And
he
may
from
time to
time accept
accept
may
from
time
to time
States.
And
he
purposes
of
the
United
?ds,
etAf
etc., for United States
MOS.
any lands, buildings, or other
other
by legislative grant from Porto Rico anylands,
interests or
or property
be needed
needed for
for public
public purposes
the
interests
property which
which may
may be
purposes by
by the
United States.
Control
control of harbors,
h
SEC.
8. That
areas and
navigable streams
S
EC. 8.
That the
the harbor
harbor areas
and navigable
streams and
and bodies
bodies of
of
navigable streams, etc.
water and submerged
submerged lands underlying
underlying the same in and around
around the
island of
Porto Rico
Rico and
and the
adjacent islands
waters 'now
now owned
owned
island
of Porto
the adjacent
islands and
and waters,
by the United States and not reserved
reserved by the United States for public
under the control
purposes, be, and the same are hereby, placed
placed under
control of
of
the
Rico to be administered
administered in
same manmanthe government
government of Porto
Porto Rico,
in the
the same
subject to
property, enumerated
ner and
and subject
to the same
same limitations as
as the property
enumerated
Proviso*.
in the
preceding section:
section: Provided,
the United
United States
States
Protection of
of nithe preceding
Provided, That
That sinews
all laws of
of the
navi- in
gation,
gatie, etc.
etc.
for the protection
protection and improvement
improvement of the navigable
navigable waters
waters of the
United
interests of
navigation and
and
United States and
and the
the preservation
preservation of
of the interests
of navigation
commerce,
locally inapplicable
inapplicable,
commerce, except so far as the same may be
be locally
shall apply to
said island
and waters
its adjacent
adjacent islands
islands and
and
and to
to its
waters and
island and
to said
Prior permits, etc., shall apply
continued.
contue.^ "' waters: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That nothing in this Act contained
contained shall
shall be
so as
to affect
affect or
in any
any manner
manner the
the terms
or conconstrued so
as to
or impair
impair in
terms or
conauthorizations permits, or other
other powers heretofore
ditions of any authorizations,
heretofore
lawfully granted or exercised
respect of said waters and subexercised in or in respect
submerged lands
island and its
merged
lands in
in and
and surrounding
surrounding said
said island
its adjacent islands
islands
authorized officer
officer or agent of
by the Secretary of War or other authorized
of the
United States:
That the Act of Congress
apUnited
States: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
Congress approved June
June eleventh,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six,
six, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
eleventh, nineteen
proved
or SecreSe
Authority of
try
ar repealed.
repealed. to empower
tary of War
empower the Secretary
Secretary of
of War, under
under certain
certain restrictions,
restrictions, to
auto auVol. 34, p. 234.
'o. 34,p. 4.
thorize
extension, and
thorize the construction,
construction, extension,
and maintenance
of wharves,
wharves,
maintenance of
on lands
areas in
in navinavipiers, and other
other structures
structures on
lands underlying
underlying harbor
harbor areas
water in or
and
gable streams and bodies of water
or surrounding
surrounding Porto Rico and
the islands adjacent
adjacent thereto,"
thereto," and all other laws and parts of laws in
Application of conflict
conflict with
with this
this section
section be,
be, and the same are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
Application
United
laws.
United States laws.
SEC.
9. That
That the statutory
statutory. laws
laws of
S
EC. 9.
of the
the United
United States
St at
es not
not locally
locally
inapplicable
herembefore or
or hereinafter
therwi
se proproinapplicable, except
except as
as hereinbefore
hereinafter o
otherwise
vided, shall
shall have
have the
the same
same force
force and
and effect
effect in
in Porto
Porto Rico
as in
in the
Rico
as
the
Proviso.
u nited States,
Provided, howinternal-revenue laws:
States, except the internal-revenue
laws: Provided,
Internal-revenue United
Iternal-revenue
taxes
taxes for
for use
se of
of Porto
Porto ever, That hereafter all taxes collected
collected under the internal-revenue
internal-revenue
Rico.
produced in Porto Rico and
laws of the United States on articles
articles produced
transported to the United States, or consumed
consumed in
shell be
transported
in the island shall
be
covered into
the treasury
treasury of
of Porto
Rico.
oe
covered
into the
Porto Rico.
Judicial promise.
SEC. 10. That all judicial
process shall run in the name of "
"United
SEc.
judicial_process
United
States of America, ss,
as, the President of the United States,"
States," and all
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penal
prosecutions in the local courts
courts shall
penal or criminal
criminal prosecutions
conducted
shall be conducted
in the name and by the authority
authority of "The People
People of Porto Rico";
Rico";
all officials
officials shall
and all
citizens of
the United
and, before
before
shall be
be citizens
of the
United States,
States, and,
entering upon
upon the
the duties
duties o
thei
r res
pective o
ffices shall
take an
an Oath
Oath of allegiance.
entering
off their
respective
offices,
shall take
aUece.
the Constituti
on of
ofthe
the United
United St
at
es and
the laws
laws
oath to
to support the
Constitution
States
and the
Rico.
of Porto Rico.

S
EC. 11.
11. That
That all
all reports
reports required
by law
law to
to be
made by
the govgov- p.,porbiedif
s
abniritmol
reSEC.
required by
be made
by the
stres
United States
departments to any official
ernor or heads of departments
official of the United
States authorities.
authorities.
executive department
department of the Governshall hereafter
hereafter be made to an executive
ment of the United States to be designated
designated by the President,
President, and
the
and the
President is hereby authorized
authorized to
matters pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the
to place
place all
all matters
government
of such
department.
government of Porto
Porto Rico in the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
such department.
EXECU'I'VE DEPARTMENT.
EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT.

Executive
Executive
ment.
ment.

depart.
depart-

SEC.
SEC.. 12. That the supreme executive
executive power shall be vested
vested in an Goverr.•
Apprtment,
ten.
of urppont.e
tenwhose official
official title
shall be
executive
executive officer,
officer, whose
title shall
be "The
"The Governor
Governor of
ure
Porto Rico." He
He shall
shall be
appointed by
President, by
by and
and with
with
•
be appointed
by the President,
the advice
consent of
office at the
leasadvice and
and consent
of the
the Senate, and
and hold
hold his
his office
the pleasure of the President
President and .until his successor
qui1ified.
successor is chosen
chosen and
and qualified.
The governor
shall reside
during his
his official
incumbency
The
governor shall
reside in
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico during
official incumbency
and maintain
maintain his
his office
at the
the seat
seat of
government. He
shall have
have ityPowen
and *thorauthor.
and
office at
of government.
He shall
POrs and
general
supervision and
departments and
and bureaus
general supervision
and control
control of
of all the departments
bureaus It
of
in Porto
so far
is not
with
of the
the government
government in
Porto Rico,
Rico, so
far as
as is
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
the
provisions of
this Act,
Act, and
chief of the
and shall be commander
commander in chief
of this
the provisions
militia. He may grant pardons
pardons and reprieves
reprieves and remit fines
fines and
forfeitures for
for offenses
offenses against
the laws
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and respites
respites
laws of
forfeitures
against the
for all offenses
offenses against
laws of the
the United
United States
States until the
against the
the laws
the deveto any
any legislacision of
of the
the President
President can be ascertained,
ascertained, and
and may
may veto
tion
enacted as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
shall commission
all
of
provided. He
He shall
commission all
tion enacted
l a
officers that
that he
authorized to
appoint. He
respon- et."n
,j'aff" o
fl
a" ,
to appoint.
He shall
shall be responhe may
may be
be authorized
officers
sible for
the faithful
faithful execution
execution of
of the
laws of
Rico and
and of
of the
the
the laws
of Porto
Porto Rico
sible
for the
United States
States applicable
applicable in
whenever it
becomes
it becomes
Rico, and
and whenever
in Porto
Porto Rico,
United
necessary
he may
may call
the commanders
commanders of the military and
and
upon the
call upon
necessary he
naval
of the
United. States
States in
in the
island, or
summon the
posse
the posse
or summon
the island,
the United
naval forces
forces of
comitatus,
or call
out the
to prevent
prevent or
lawless spwlon
suspension of
of arlt
writ
comitatus, or
call out
the militia
militia to
or suppress
suppress lawless
violence, invasion,
insurrection, or
or rebellion,
rebellion, and
and he
in case
of ofhabeaspus.
'
P •
may, in
case of
he may,
invasion, insurrection,
violence,
rebellion or
or imminent
imminent danger
danger thereof,
thereof, when
public
the public
when the
or invasion,
invasion, or
rebellion
safety
requires it,
of the
the writ
writ of
of habeas
habeas corpus,
corpus,
the privilege
privilege of
suspend the
it, suspend
safety requires
or place
island, or
thereof, under
under martial
martial law until
until
or any
any part thereof,
the island,
or
place the
etc rport
communication can be had with the President and the President's An
decision
communication
therein can
made
beknown.
had with
Hethe
shall
President
annually,
and
and
the
at President's
such other required.
annually, and at such other reqAured. "
Gciverncr
e

c f habeas c°r

l

ual

us

reP°"3

decision therein made known. He shall
times as
he may
be required,
required, make
make official
official report
report of
the transactions
transactions
of the
as he
may be
times
of
government of Porto Rico to the executive department
department of the
of the government
Government
designated by
the President
President TrannsusIoCnGovernment of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be designated
by the
otocnas herein
herein provided,
provided, and
and his
said annual
annual report
report shall
be transmitted
transmitted grss.
/Tem
shall be
his said
as
functo Congress, and he shall perform such additional duties and
to
andfunctions as
as may in
tions
in pursuance
pursuance of
be delegated
delegated to
to him
by the
the President.
President. Executive
Executive departof law
law be
him by

SEC. 13.
13. That
following executive
are hereby
ments created.
created.
SEC.
That the
the following
executive departments
departments are
hereby ments
Heads designated.
created: A
A department
of justice,
head of
of which
which shall
be desigshall be
desig- Headsdest
the head
justice, the
created:
department of
rutted
as the
attorney general:
general; aa department
of finance,
the head
head of
of
finance, the
department of
the attorney
nated as
department of interior,
which
designated as the treasurer;
treasurer; aadepartment
be designated
shall be
which shall
the
head of
of which
designated as
as the
commissioner of
of the
the
the commissioner
be designated
which shall
shall be
the head
interior;
of education,
head of
which shall
shall be
be
of which
the head
education, the
a department
department of
interior; a
designated as
the commissioner
of education;
agriof agria department
department of
education: a
as the
commissioner of
designated
culture and
and labor,
the head
of which
which shall
designated as
the comcomas the
be designated
shall be
head of
labor, the
culture
missioner
health, the
the
of health,
and a
a department
department of
labor; and
and labor;
of agriculture
agriculture and
missioner of
head of
of which
shall be
be designated
designated as
the commissioner
commissioner of
of health.
health. thAtpents
Apponktments
b
by
as the
head
which shall
rrmment.
The
attorney general
general and
and commissioner
shall be
be apapof education
education shall
commissioner of
The attorney
pointed
tile -President,
by and
and with
with the
the advice
advice and
consent of the
and consent
by the
President, by
pointed by
Senate of
the United
United States,
to hold
hold office
years and
and until
until
for four
four years
office for
States, to
of the
Senate
the
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their
successors are
are appointed
and qualified,
unless sooner
sooner removed
removed
their successors
appointed and
qualified, unless
by the President. The
The heads
heads of
of the
the four
four remaining
remaining departments
departments
shall be
by the
the governor,
governor, by
by and
and with
the advice
and
shall
be appointed
appointed by
with the
advice and
Termr
consent
Senate of Porto Rico. The
The heads of departments
departments
Term
consent of the Senate
appointed by
the governor
office for
the term
term of
of four
four years
appointed
by the
governor shall
shall hold
hold office
for the
years
and until
successors are
are appointed
appointed and
and qualified,
qualified, unless
unless sooner
sooner
and
until their
their successors
by the
the governor.
governor.
removed by
Residence
offiers.
departments shall reside in Porto Rico during
Rea m" of
o
fo
fficers'
Heads of departments
during their official
official
incumbency, and
and those
those appointed
the governor
governor shall
shall have
have resided
resided
incumbency,
appointed by
by the
in
Rico for
at least
one year
prior to
to their
their appointment.
appointment.
year prior
in Porto
Porto Rico
for at
least one
By the
the governor.
By
governor,
,

Executive
coducti.
Forautio
Formation;council.
duties.

The heads
of departments
departments shall
shall collectively
collectively form
form a
acouncil
council to
to the
the
The
heads of
governor,
known as
the executive
council. They
They shall
shall perform
under
governor, known
as the
executive council.
perform under
the general
of the
governor the
the duties
hereinafter preprethe
general supervision
supervision of
the governor
duties hereinafter
scribed,
which may hereafter
hereafter be prescribed
prescribed by law and
other
scribed, or
or which
and such other
duties not inconsistent
governor, with
approval
duties,
inconsistent with law,
law, as
as the governor,
with the approval
assign to
to them;
them; and
and they
they shall
shall make
annual
of the
the President,
President, may assign
make annual
governor as he may require,
require, which
which shall
and such
such other
other reports
reports to the
the governor
executive department
department of
a the
Government of
be transmitted
transmitted to the
the executive
the Government
of
the
United
States
to
be
designated
by
the
President
as
herein
proproas
herein
by
the
President
be
designated
States
to
the
United
Pviso.
Proviso.
No extra
extra pay.
vided: Provided,
Provided, That
pay.
No
That the
the duties
duties herein
herein imposed
imposed upon
upon the
the heads
heads of
of
departments
shall
not
carry
with
them
any
additional
compensation.
compensation.
any
additional
them
with
not
carry
shall
departments
Genel
Attom
Attorney General.
To
be le
gal adviser
S
EC. 14.
the attorney
attorney general
shall have
charge of
of the
the adminadminTo be
adsier
SEC.
14. That
tlegal
That the
general shall
have charge
o
istration of justice in Porto Rico; he shall be the legal adviser
of governor,
govern"' etc.
etc'
adviser of the
governor and the heads of
responsible for
governor
of departments
departments and shall be responsible
for
the
representation of
people of Porto
or its
its duly
conthe proper representation
of the
the people
Porto Rico or
duly conofficers in all
proceedings, civil
civil or
or criminal,
criminal, in
in
stituted officers
all actions
actions and proceedings,
the Supreme Court of Porto Rico
in
the
Rico
Rico
in
which
the
people
of
Porto
Rico
0
paMte
Ri oepl
Counsel
foretc.
Pe°Ple of shall
interested or
party, and
he may,
if directed
directed by
governor
shall be
be interested
or aaparty,
and he
may, if
by the
the governor
Porto
Rico,
jud. 'lent the
interest requires
requires it,
it, represent
the
or if in
in his judgment
the public
publio interest
represent the
"ico or
constituted officers
officers in
any other
other court
court
people of Porto Rico
or its duly constituted
in any
other officer
action or
or proceeding,
proceeding, civil
or before any other
officer or board
board in
in any action
civil
or criminal,
criminal, in which the people of Porto Rico
Rico may be aaparty
party or be
interested.
interested. He shall also perform such other duties not inconsistent
inconsistent
as may
may be
be prescribed
law.
herewith as
prescribed by
by law.
Treasurer.
Made custodian
S
EC. 15.
give bond,
bond, approved
approved as
to form
form
Made
cstodian and
and
SEC.
15. That
That the
the treasurer
treasurer shall
shall give
as to
dsbng
the attorney
attorney general
disbursing
officer of all
an by the
general of
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, in
as the
the legislature
legislature
in such
such sum
sum as
funds.
Bond.
may require, not less, however,
Bond.
however, than the sum of $125,000, with surety
surety
or sureties approved
the
approved by
by the governor,
governor and he shall collect
collect and be the
custodian
accordcustodian of public funds, and shall disburse the same in accordance with law, on warrants signed by the auditor and countersigned
countersigned
by
perform such
such other
duties as
as may
be provided
provided
by the
the governor,
governor, and
and perform
other duties
may be
Depositaries
He may
may designate
designate banking
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico and
and
designate
to be
be by
by law.
law. He
banking institutions
institutions in
desi
g
nated by. to
depositaries O
the United States as depositaries
offthe government
government of
of Porto
Porto Rico,
subject to such conditions as may be prescribed by the
the governor,
after they have filed with him satisfactory
satisfactory evidence of their sound
sound
financial condition
condition and have deposited bonds of the United States or
of the government
satisfactory to
government of Porto Rico or other security satisfactory
to the
governor in such amounts
amounts as may be indicated
indicated by him; and no
designated aa depositary
depositary of the governbanking institution shall be designated
governthe foregoing
foregoing conditions
been corntereto depoitmentment of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico until
until the
conditions have
have been
comIn terest on deposits ,. plied
with. Interest
required and
and paid
paid into
into the
plied with.
Interest on
on deposits
deposits shall
shall be
be required
the
treasury.
Commissioner of the treasury.
Commissioner of the
16. That
the commissioner
of the
the interior
interior shall
shall superintend
interior.
OEC. 16.
interior.
SEC.
That the
commissioner of
superintend
Duties and
author- all works of a
nature,
have
charge
all
public buildings,
Duties
and
authora
public
nature,
charge
of
buildings,
ity.
grounds,
grounds, and lands, except those belonging
United States,
States, and
and
belonging to the United
shall execute
execute such
such requirements
requirements as mav
may be imposed by law with
perform such other duties
prescribed
respect thereto, and perform
duties as may be prescribed
by law.
Commioner oof 5
Commisioner
d0 by law.
edueaiaon..
SEC.
superintend
cation
SEC. 17. That the commissioner
commissioner of education
education shall superintend
To sented
superintend
in..
public instruction
instruction throughout
throughout Porto
Porto Rico;
all proposed
disbursements
sTo
n- public
Rico; all
proposed disbursements
struction,
etc,
thereof must be approved
on account
account thereof
approved by him,
him, and all courses of
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study shall be
be prepared
him, subj
ec tt
disapprovalby
by t
he govprepared by
by him,
subject
too disapproval
the
governor if he desires
desires to act. He shall
rules governing
governing the
the selecselecshall prepare
prepare rules
tion of teachers,
teachers, and appointments
appointments of teachers by local school boards
shall be subject
subject
.
to
va l, an
d he
he shall
such other
to his appro
approval,
and
shall perform
perform such
other
duties, not inconsistent
inconsistent with this Act, as may be prescribed by law.
SEC.
18. That
That the
commissioner of
of agriculture
and labor
labor shall
riculturea'dlearl
SEC. 18.
the commissioner
agriculture and
shall have ri
tuTelndi
abg agaggeneral
charge of
of such
such bureaus
and branches of government as have
Scope of authority.
general charge
bureaus and
have csecTe
been
en or shall be legally
legally constituted for the study, advancement,
advancement, and
ind
benefit
of this
this
benefit of agricultural and other industries, the chief purpose of
department
department being to foster, promote, and develop the agricultural
agricultural
interests and the welfare
welfare of the wage earners of Porto Rico,
Rico, to
to
improve
improve their working
working conditions,
to advance
advance their
their opportnni•
conditions, and
and to
opportunities for profitable
profitable employment,
and shall
shall perform
such other
duties
employment, and
perform such
other duties
as may be
prescribed by
by law.
law.
be prescribed

L

ni

si n er

s
e r
of health.
tm issioner
S
EC. 19.
the commi
ss i
oner of
ofh
ea lth shall
SEC.
19. That
That the
commissioner
health
shall have
have general
general charge
charge ofChealth.
matters relating
relating to
of all
all matters
to public health,,sanitation,
charities Duties
Duties and
author.
health, sanitation, and
arnd charities
and authorexcept
except such as relate
relate to
to the
cto
rit
ime quaran
tine ,and
the condu
conduct
offma
maritime
quarantine,
and shall
shall itY
't "
perform such other
be prescribed
prescribed by
law.
other duties
duties as
as may
may be
by law.
SEC.
S
EC. 20. That there shall be appointed
appointed by the President an
auditor, trited
itPr
i
ed by
by the
the
an auditor,
at an annual salary of $5,000, for aa term of four years and until his President
rint
Directiun
- over
successor is
and qualified,
successor
is appointed
appointed and
examine, audit,
audit, and
and financial
accounts, ere':
qualified, who
who shall
shall examine,
finat account,
e
settle all accounts pertaining
pertaining to
the revenues
revenues and
receipts, from
from
to the
and receipts,
whatever source,
source of the
government of
of Porto
Porto Rico
of the
the municimunicithe government
Rico and
and of
pal
of Porto
including public
public trust
trust funds
and funds
funds
pal government.;
governments of
Porto Rico
Rico, including
funds and
derived
derived from bond
issues; and
arid audit,
audit, m
accordance with
with law
bond issues;
in accordance
law and
and
administrative
administrative regulations,
property
regulations, all expenditures
expenditures of
of funds
funds or
or property
pertaining
held in trust
pertaining to or held
Porto Rico
or the
trust by
by the
the government
government of
of Porto
Rico or
the
municipalities
municipalities or dependencies
dependencies thereof.
perform aalike
like duty
thereof. He
He shall
shall perform
duty
with respect
respect to
government branches.
branches.
with
to all
all government
Preserva
of
He shall
shall keep
He
keep the
the government
government and
and preserve
preserve voPcher
volVilese,e
the general
general accounts
accounts of
of the
etc. tion of
the
vouchers pertaining
thereto.
the vouchers
pertaining thereto.
reg
Tuo
lafte
esn
to
et
ti
c
eo of irIt shall
It
shall be
be the
duty of
auditor to
the re
the duty
of tho
the auditor
to bring
bring to
to the
the attention
attention of
of the
gulafeote
f irproper administrative
proper
officer
expenditures
of
funds
or
property
which,
administrative officer expenditures of funds or property which,
m
his opinion,
opinion, are
extravagant.
m his
are irregular,
irregular, unnecessary
unnecessary,.,excessive,
excessive, or
or extravagant.
In case
case of
of vacancy
any cause,
cause,
In
vacancy or
or of
of the
the absence
absence from
from duty,
duty, from
from any
of the auditor,
auditor, the Governor of Porto Rico may designate
designate an
assistant, Astant.
Assistant '
an assistant,
who shall
shall have
have charge
office.
who
charge of
of the
the office.
E
nx
o
e
lcThe
jurisdiction of
of the
the auditor
over accounts,
accounts, whether
funds or
The jurisdiction
auditor over
whether of
of funds
or tio
tioEesive
'vheirsive oj,,troui
property, and
and all
all vouchers
and records
be
property,
vouchers and
records pertaining
pertaining thereto,
thereto, shall
shall be
exclusive.
With the
the approval
approval of
of the
governor, he
he shall
ethods of
account.
exclusive. With
the governor,
shall from
from time
time to
to NIMethods
of account-

I g
time
make and
and
promulgate
general
or
special
and regulations
not
inconsistent
time make
with
promulgate
law covering
general
the or
methods
special rules
rules
of accounting
and
regulations
for public
not

inconsistent with law covering the methods of accounting for public
funds and property,
and property
property held
held in
trust by
the
property, and funds
funds and
in trust
by the

Proviso.
government or
or any
any of
of its
branches: Provided,
Provided, That
any officer
account- Pr"ao.
government
its branches:
That any
officer accountunds or
or property
property may
may require
require such
such additional
additional reports
reports frc.,niddZionai
k subordinates.
spor s
able
public f
able for
for public
funds
tAditionl
reot
or returns
subordinates or
he may
may deem
deem necessary
or
returns from
from his
his subordinates
or others
others as
as he
necessary
for his
his own
own information
information and
and protection.
protection.
for
The
decisions of
of the
the auditor
shall be
be final,
appeal thereEffectof
The decisions
auditor shall
final, except
except that
that appeal
of decisions.
there- Effect
decisions.
from may
may be
be taken
the party
party aggrieved
aggrieved or
or the
the head
head of
the departfrom
taken by
by the
of the
department
concerned within
within one
year, in
in the
the manner
ment concerned
one year,
manner hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed.
prescribed.
The auditor
The
auditor shall,
shall, except
hereinafter provided,
provided, have
have like
authority on
ce
correspondexcept as
as hereinafter
like authority
Direct
rrespondy.
as
conferred by
law upon
upon the
the United
United en
e ce,
as that
that conferred
by the
the law
the several
several auditors
auditors of
of the
y
States
and the
the Comptroller
of the
the United
Treasury, and
is
States and
Comptroller of
United States
States Treasury,
and is
authorized
with any
any person
person having
authorized to
to communicate
communicate directly
directly with
having claims
claims
before
settlement, or
department, officer,
person
before him for
for settlement,
or with
with any
any department,
officer, or
or person
office.
having official
official relations
relations with
with his
his office.
As
after the
close of
year as
as the
the accounts
of said
said toAtotn-bene
A nnual fiscal reports
As soon
soon after
the close
of each
each fiscal
fiscal year
accounts of
rep
be made.
year
may be
the auditors
year may
be examined
examined and
and adjusted,
adjusted, the
auditors shall
shall submit
submit to
to the
the
governor
annual report
of the
the government,
government,
governor an
an annual
report of
of the
the fiscal
fiscal concerns
concerns of
showing
receipts and
disbursements of
of the
various departments
showing the
the receipts
and disbursements
the various
departments
and
of the
various municipalities,
and bureaus
bureaus of
of the
the government
government and
and of
the various
municipalities,
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and
make such
as may
of him
by the
and make
such other
other reports
reports as
may be
be required
required of
him by
the
governor or the
executive department
department of
of the
the Government
governor
the head
head of
of the executive
Government
of
designated by
.
by the
the President
herein
of the
the United
United States,
States, to
to be
be designated
President as
as herein
Administeringoaths,
AdministerIngoaths,

etc.
etc.

provided.
provided.
is authorized
authorized to
In the execution
execution of his duties the auditor is
to summon
summon

evidence, and, in
witnesses, administer oaths, and
and to take evidence,
in the
the purprovisions, may
may issue
issue subpoenas
subpcen.as and
suance of
of these provisions,
and enforce
enforce the
the
attendance
witnesses.
attendance
of
witnesses.
r
Office
Offie force
force under
unde
The office
office of the auditor shall
shall be under
under the general
general supervision
supervision of
governor.

the
governor and
and shall
shall consist
the auditor
and such
such necessary
necessary
the governor
consist of
of the
auditor and
assistants
prescribed by
by law.
law.
assistants as may be prescribed
Appeal
from
S
EC. 21.
21. That
person aggrieved
by the
the action
or decision
decision of
of
from deciSEC.
That any person
Appeao
detaggrieved by
action or
sions
of auditor
sions of
auditor to
to the
the
governor.
governor,
the auditor in the settlement
settlement of his account
within
account or
or claim may, within
one year, take an appeal
appeal in writing
appeal
writing to the governor,
governor, which
which appeal
shall specifically
specifically set forth
particular action of
of the
the auditor
auditor to
to
shall
forth the particular
which exception
authorities relied
on
exception is taken, with the
the reason
reason and authorities
relied on
for
The decision
of the
the governor
governor in
in such
such
for reversing
reversing such
such decisibn. The
decision of
case shall be final, subject to such right of
otherwise
of action as
as may
may be
be otherwise
provided
provided by
by law.
law.
Exutie
secretar.
SEC.
22.
That
there shall be appointed
Executive
secretarY•
S
EC.
That
appointed by the governor,
governor, by and
Appointment,salary,
etc.
with
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
the Senate
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, an
an executive
executive
eA
c. P p t m st
with the
of the
Senate of
laws
To.keelf and publish
an annual
of $4,000,
$4,000, who
who shall
shall record
record and
and preserve
°lao,P
biosh ,secretary
secretary at
at an
annual salary
salary of
preserve
etc.
the minutes and proceedings
proceedings of the public service commission hereinafter provided for
or and the laws enacted
enacted by the legislature
legislature and all
all
acts and proceedings
governor' and
promulgate all
all proclamaproclamaproceedings of
of the governor,
and promulgate
tions and orders of the governor
governor and all laws enacted by the legislalegislaotherwise provided
provided by
by the
legislature of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico
ture, and until otherwise
the legislature
secretary of
Porto Rico
Rico as
as now
now provided
provided by
perform all
all the
the duties of secretary
of Porto
by
law,
except as
in this
this Act,
Act, and
and perform
perform such
law, except
as otherwise
otherwise specified
specified in
such
other duties as may be assigned to him by the Governor
Governor of Porto
Filling vacancy.
Fillng vacac.
Rico. In the event
event of aavacancy
vacancy in the office, or the absence,
absence, illness,
temporary disqualification
disqualification of such officer, the governor
or temporary
governor shall desdesignate some officer or employee
employee of the government
government to
to discharge
discharge the
the
functions
functions of said office
office during such vacancy, absence,
absence, illness, or
or
temporary
disqualification.
ll
Lsof
temporary disqualification.
aingislati
" t°
Sac. 23.
the Governor
of Porto
Rico, within
within sixty
days after
after
be
sentc
SEC.
23. That
That the
beLaws
sent
to
Congress.
Governor of
Porto Rico
sixty days
the end of each session of
legislature, shall
shall transmit
transmit to
to the
the execuexecuof the
the legislature,
tive department
department of the Government
to be
be
Government of the United
United States,
States, to
designated
designated as herein provided
provided for, which shall in turn transmit the
same to the Congress of the United States, copies of all
all laws enacted
during
the
session.
Acting
g
during
the
session.
Acting governor, to
beAdted
SEC. 24.
to time
time designate
designate the
the
t
SEC.
be
designatedmby'e
by the
24. That
That the
the President
President may
may from
from time
time to
President.
President.
head of an executive
executive department
department of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico to
to act
act as
as governor
governor
in the case of a
a vacancy, the temporary removal,
removal, resignation,
resignation, or
or
disability
disability of the governor, or his temporary
absence, and
the head
temporary absence,
and the
head
of the department
department thus designated
exercise all
all the
powers and
designated shall
shall exercise
the powers
and
perform all the duties of the governor
governor during such vacancy,
vacancy, disability,
disability,
or absence.
absence.
or
Legislatdve departLegislative
department.
ment.
LEGISLATIVE
DEPARTMENT.
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.

overnor

Legislature.
Sisatue.
o of.
Composition

Sena

Numtber,
d tem
Numte.
ber and
term o
ut

members,
members.

Qualification&
Quaifcatioa.

SEC.
25. That al
legislative powers in
in Porto
Porto Rico, except as
S
EC. 25.
all local legislative

herein otherwise provided, shall be vested
vested in a
a legislature
which
legislature which
shall consist of two houses
houses, one the senate and the oth
er th
house
other
thee house
of representatives,
representatives, and the two houses shall be designated
designated "the

Legislature of Porto Rico."
Rico."
- SEC.
EC. 26. That the Senate
Senate of Porto Rico shall consist of nineteen
nineteen
members elected
members
elected for
for terms
terms of
off
our years
y the
th
e qualified
qualified electors
of
four
years b
by
electors of
Porto Rico. Each
senatorial districts defined
Each of the seven senatorial
defined as
as hereinhereinafter provided
provided shall have the right to elect two senators, and
in addiand in
addition thereto
tion
thereto there shall
shall be elected five senators at large. No person
person
shall be a
amember
member of the Senate of Porto Rico
Rico who is not over
over thirty
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years of
of age,
and who
is not
read and write either the Spanish
able to read
not able
who is
age, and
years
a resident of Porto
has not been a
or English
English language,
Porto Rico
and who has
language, and
or
case
for
at
least
two
consecutive
years,
and,
except
in
the
of senators
years,
consecutive
for at least two
1608.
Podp.Pp. sI
senatorial district from which
the senatorial
at large,
large, an
an actual
actual resident
which Post,
resident of the
at

egislative powes,
Except Legislative
chosen for
at least
one year
to his
his election.
election. Except
Powers,
prior to
year prior
least one
of at
period of
a period
for a
chosen
Senate of Porto
as
otherwise provided,
Porto Rico shall exercise et'
provided, the senate
herein otherwise
as herein
w
all
the purely
and functions heretofore
heretofore exercised
exercised
powers and
legislative powers
purely legislative
of the
all of
n.
a
senatenotmin
by the
including confirmation of appointments;
appointments; sea'altr
Qt3rnents
when
Council, including
Executive Council,
the Executive
by
but appointments
appointments made
made while the senate is not in session shall be
but
effective
either until
adjournment of
disapproved or until the next adjournment
until disapproved
effective either
Satsat atr large..
the
for the
In electing
electing the five senators at large each Senators
session. In
the session.
senate for
the senate
and
elector
shall
be
permitted
to
vote
for
but
one
candidate,
the
five
candidate
one
but
for
vote
to
permitted
be
elector shall
candidates
receiving the
the largest
largest number
number of votes
votes shall be declared
declared
candidates receiving
elected.
elected.
-"
*
S
EC. 27.
27. That
House of
Porto Rico shell
slip tives.
tivir ee of
efteweeem.
of Porto
Representatives of
of Representatives
the House
That the
SEC.
qualified nr
the qualified
consist
thirty-nine members
members elected
quadrennially by
by the
Number and term
tam dn
ci
elected quadrennially
of thirty-nine
consist of
electors
of Porto
Porto Rico,
Each of the reprehereinafter provided. Each
as hereinafter
Rico, as
electors of
have the right to
sentative
districts hereinafter
hereinafter provided
to
shall have
for shall
provided for
sentative districts
elect
one representative,
representative and
and in
in addition
thereto there
Shall be elected
elected Qualifications.
there shall
addition thereto
elect one
at.
four
representatives at
No person
shall be
be a
amember
member of the
person shall
large. No
at large.
four representatives
and
of
years
house
of
representatives
who
is
not
over
twenty-five
years
age,
and
twenty-five
over
not
is
who
representatives
of
house
who is
not able
and write
S_panish or English
English
either the Spanish
write either
read and
to read
able to
is not
who
who has not
language, except
except in
case of
representative at large,
large,who
of representative
the case
in the
language,
been a
bona fide
fide resident
resident of
of the
the district
elected for at
at
at
which elected
from which
district from
a bona
been
least one
year prior
prior to
his election.
four representarepresenta- lrge.
hur
regem a
tivee
the four
electing the
In electing
election. In
to his
one year
least
tives
at large,
each elector
elector shall
shall be
permitted to
to vote
vote for but one
be permitted
large, each
tives at
candidate
the four
receiving the largest
largest number of
candidates receiving
four candidates
and the
candidate and
votes
shall be
ReprenCatsve e
be elected.
elected.
votes shall
SEC. 28.
That for
the purpose
of elections
legisla- tiondistrics.
tion
Re=
tive '
l
echereafter to the legislaelections hereafter
purpose of
for the
28. That
SEC.
diiture
island of
of Porto
Rico shall
be divided
divided into
into thirty-five
thirty-five reprerepre- si eph
j ph1
divishall be
Porto Rico
the island
ture the
sentative
of contiguous
contiguous and
territory and
and
compact territory
and compact
composed of
districts, composed
sentative districts,
established,
so far
far as
basis of
equal population.
of equal
the basis
upon the
practicable, upon
as practicable,
established, so
The
of such
districts shall be made
such districts
demarcation of
the demarcation
and the
into and
division into
The division
by
Executive Council
of Porto
Rico. Division
Division of
shall
of districts shall
Porto Rico.
Council of
the Executive
by the
topographical
the
be
made
as
nearly
as
practicable
to
conform
topographical
to
conform
to
be made as nearly as practicable
nature
of the
the land,
land, with
roads and
other means
Of communicommuni- Senatorial districts.
means of
and other
to roads
regard to
with regard
nature of
Division d.
oL t
cation
and to
barriers. Said
Said Executive
Executive Council
Council shall
shall also
also DTiooMi
natural barriers.
to natural
cation and
each
divide
the
island
of
Porto
Rico
into
seven
senatorial
districts,
each
districts,
divide the island of Porto Rico into seven senatorial
composed
representative districts.
districts.
compact representative
and compact
contiguous and
five contiguous
of five
composed of
They shall
shall make
report within
within thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
approval of
the approval
their report
make their
They
this Act,
.Act, which
when approved
approved by
governor, shall be final. First election.
the governor
by the
report, when
which report,
this
L.
°dicers tolobebechosen.
S
EC. 29.
29. That
the next
election in
in Porto
Rico shall
shall be held in the Foi"st
Porto Rico
next election
That the
SEC.
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventeen upon
upon the
the sixteenth
sixteenth day
day of
of
and seventeen
hundred and
year
July.
there shall
be chosen
chosen senators,
representasenators, representashall be
election there
such election
At such
July. At
tives,
Resident Commissioner
Comnifissioner to
to the
United States,
States, and
two publicpublic,and two
the United
tives, aaResident
.
service commissioners
as
herein
provided.
Thereafter
the
elections
every
ei,,yt.
q t'awe
evs'ef„%irn
elections
the
Thereafter
provided.
herein
as
commissioners,
service
shall becommissioners,
held on
on the
Tuesday:
after
the
first
Monday
in
NovemNovemin
Monday
first
the first Tuesday after the
shall be held
ber, beginning
the year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty, and
with the
beginning with
ber,
municipal
every four
thereafter, and
office of all municipal
of office
terms of
the terms
and the
years thereafter,
four years
every
officials who
who have
have heretofore
heretofore been
and whose
terms would
whose terms
elected and
been elected
officials
otherwise expire
expire at
at the
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
year nineteen
the year
of the
beginning of
the beginning
otherwise
nineteen are
are hereby
extended until
until the
officials who
may be
elected
be elected
who may
the officials
hereby extended
nineteen
to
fill such
offices in
in nineteen
hundred and
twenty shall
p
been Proviso.
have been
shall have
and twenty
nineteen hundred
such offices
to fill
Redistricting, ete.
etc.
duly qualified:
Provided, however,
That nothing
herein contained
contained Redistrig,
nothing herein
however, That
qualified: Provided,
duly
shall
be
construed
to
limit
the
right
of
the
Legislature
of
Porto
of
Legislature
the
of
right
the
limit
to
shall be construed
Rico at
any time
time to
revise the
the boundaries
of senatorial
and reprerepresenatorial and
boundaries of
to revise
at any
Rico
sentative
districts
and
of
any
municipality,
or
to
abolish
any
municimuniciany
abolish
to
or
municipality,
any
of
and
districts
sentative
pality
the officers
officers provided
provided therefor.
therefor.
Termwof legislators.
and the
pality and
and representatives
S
EC. 30.
30. That
That the
of office
office of
senators and
representatives T moesBt
of senators
term of
the term
SEC.
chosen by
by the
first general
election shall
until January
January first, ninebe until
shall be
general election
the first
chosen
teen hundred
and twenty-one,
twenty-one, and
and the
the terms
terms of
of office
office of
of senators
hundred and
teen
5
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and
representatives chosen
elections shall
shall be
be four
four
and representatives
chosen at
at subsequent
subsequent elections
years from
January following
their election.
election. In
In case
from the
the second
second of January
following their
case
of vacancy among
among the members
senate or
or in
in the
house of
of
members of the senate
the house
representatives,
in the
the districts
wherein
representatives, special
special elections
elections may be
be held
held in
districts wherein
such vacancy occurred,
occurred, under such regulations
regulations as
may be
be prescribed
as may
prescribed
by law, but senators
in such
such cases
senators or representatives
representatives elected in
cases shall
shall
hold office only for the
unexpired portion
portion of
of the
the term
wherein the
the
the unexpired
term wherein
vacancy occurred,
occurred, and
and no
representative shall,
during the
no senator or representative
shall, during
the
which he shall have been
been elected,
appointed to
to any
civil
time for which
elected, be appointed
any civil
Ineligible for
created office under
Ineligible
created
r
the
government
under
the
government
of
Porto
nor
be
appointed
to
any
of
Porto
Rico,
nor
be
appointed
to
any
ease, etc.
office,
office
created by Act of the legislature
office created
during the time
for which
which he
he
legislature during
time for
shal
shall have been elected
elected until two years after his term
term of
of office
office shall
shall
have expired.
Pay
Pay and imileage.
nfl eag.
SEC.
SEC. 31.
31. That members of the Senate and House of RepresentaRepresentatives of Porto Rico shall receive compensation
compensation at
the rate
rate of
of $7
$7 per
per
at the
day for the first ninety days of each regular session and $1 per day
for each additional
additional day of such session
session while
while in session, and
mileage
and mileage
for each session at the rate of 10 cents
kilometer for
each kilokilocents per kilometer
for each
meter actually
actually and necessarily
going from
from their
their legislative
legislative
necessarily traveled
traveled in going
districts to the capital and therefrom
residence in
in
therefrom to their place of residence
their districts by the usual
usual routes
routes of travel.
travel.
Each hoo
house
s judge
dge of
of SEC.
That the
SEC. 32. That
the senate
representatives, respecsenate and
and house
house of
of representatives,
respecelection,
etc., of memelection, etc
bers.
bers.
tively, shall be the sole judges of the
elections, returns,
returns, and
the' elections,
and qualifiqualifications of their members,
members, and they shall have and exercise
exercise all
all the
the
powers with
the conduct
of their
their proceedings
that usually
with respect
respect to
to the
conduct of
proceedings that
usually
Organization,
Organzat
on, etc.
etc. pertain to parliamentary
parliamentary legislative
legislative bodies. Both houses shall conconvene at the capital on the second Monday
Monday in
in February
February following
following the
the
next election, and organize
organi7e by
election of
of a
or a
presiding
by the
the election
a speaker
speaker or
a presiding
a clerk, and aa sergeant
officer, a
for each
each house,
house, and
and such
such
sergeant at arms for
assistants as
as may
be required.
required.
other officers
officers and
and assistants
may be
First regular
ession.
regt lar session.
SEC.
SEC. 33. That the first regular
regular session of the Legislature
Legislature of
of Porto
Porto
Rico, provided
provided for by this Act, shall
shall convene
convene on the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth
Subsequent,
Subseque
nt, bienbien- day after
after the first election
election provided for herein,
herein, and regular sessions
sessions
nially.
of the legislature
legislature shall be held biennially
thereafter, convening
convening on
biennially thereafter,
on
the second Monday in February
February of the year nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and
nineteen,
nineteen and on the second
second Monday
Monday in February
February of
second
of each second
Special, at ca
call of
Special,
o year
year thereafter.
thereafter. The governor
governor may
may call special special
sessions of
the
sessions
of the
governor.
governor.
legislature or of the senate at any time
when in his
his opinion
time when
opinion the
the
Limit.
public interest may require
no special
special session
session shall
shall continue
continue
require it,
it but no
onger than ten days,
longer
days, not including
holidays, and
no
including Sundays and
and holidays,
and no
legislation shall be considered
legislation
considered at
at such
such session other
than that
that specified
specified
other than
in the call, and he shall call the senate in special session at
least
at least
once each year on the second
second Monday
Monday in
in February
February of
years in
in
of those
those years
a regular session of the
the legislature
which a
legislature is
is not
provided for.
not provided
for.
Enactment
Enaetmei
at of
of laws.
laws.
SEC.
enacting clause
clause of
SEC. 34. That
That the enacting
of the
the laws
laws shall
shall be
be as
as to
to acts,
acts,
"Be it enacted
enacted by the Legislature
and as
as to
to joint
joint
Legislature of Porto Rico,"
Rico," and
resolutions,
Legislature of Porto Rico."
resolutions, "Be
"Be it resolved
resolved by the Legislature
Rico."
Except
Except as
as hereinafter
provided,
bills and
joint resolutions
may
hereinafter
provided, bills
and joint
resolutions may
Submission of budSubmiskil
originate in
house. The
governor shal
shall submit
at the
the openop en in either
either house.
The governor
submit at
get at openi
opening. ot bud- originate
ing of each regular session
session of the legislature
legislature aabudget of receipts
receipts and
expenditures,
expenditures, which shall be the basis of the ensuing biennial
approbiennial
approProceedings
to pasProceedin
gS to
pas- pnation
bill. No bill shall become
priation bill.
become aalaw until it
it be passed
passed in
in each
each
rage.
sage.
house by a
a majority
yea-and-nay vote of all of the members belongmajority yea-and-nay
belonging to such house and entered
entered upon the journal
journal and be approved
approved
by the governor within ten days thereafter.
thereafter. If when aa bill that
that
has been passed is _presented
presented to the governor
governor for his signature
signature he
approves the same, he shall sign it; or if not, he shall return it, with
with
his objections,
objections, to the house in which it originated,
originated, which house
house shall
shall
enter his
objections at large on
his objections
on its
journal and
reconsider
its journal
and proceed
proceed to
to reconsider
v
Consideration
of veConi
mer
of
it. If, after
after such reconsideration
reconsideration, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of all
all the
members
toed measures.
meiam t
the members
of that house shall
shsll agree
agree to pass the same it shall be sent,
sent, together
together
Filling vacancies.
Filling
v ""'-
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with the objections,
to the
objections, to
by which
it shall
likewise
the other
other house, by
which it
shall likewise
be reconsidered,
reconsidered, and if approved
approved by two-thirds of
of all
all the
the members
members
of that house it shall be sent to
to the governor,
governor , who
case he
shall
who in
in case
he shall
approve, shall transmit the same to, the President
President of the-pta
then not approve,
Transmittal to
to the
President.
United States. The vote of each house shall be by yeas and nays,
and the
the names
the members
members voting
for and
and against
shall be
be entered
entered
and
names of
of the
voting for
against shall
on the journal. If the President
President of the United States approve
approve the
same he shall sign
sign it
become a
a law. If
not
it and it shall become
If h
hee shall
shall not
approve
approve same he shall return it
it to the
the governor
governor so
it
so stating,
stating, and
and it
shall
become aalaw:
law: Provided,
That the
the President
United Ac
r
°
shall not
not become
Provided, That
President of
of the
the United
Pro"to
tion .
by
Pr •
Action
by the
the PresidentStates shall approve
approve or disapprove
disapprove an Act submitted to him under
under dent.
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
section within ninety days
after its
its
days from and after
submission
submission for his approval;
approval; and
and if
if not approved
approved within
within such
such time
it
become aalaw the same as if it
it shall become
it had
approved.
had been specifically
specifically approved.

If
any bill
bill presented
presented to
governor contains
items of
of apby governor
of
If any
to the
the governor
contains several
several items
aP- se Veto
retot€,),:ay
s
ern
o
ra
of
propriation of
money, he
may object
object to
to one
one or
of such
such items,
items, propriation
bills. ppropriationbills.
of money,
he may
or more
more of
propriation
portion or
portions thereof,
while approving
or any part
part or
or parts,
parts, portion
or portions
thereof, while
approving
other portion
portion of
of the
case he
he shall
to
of the
the other
the bill.
bill. In
In such
such case
shall append
append to
the bill,
signing it,
items, parts
the
bill, at
at the
the time
time of
of signing
it, a
a statement
statement of
of the
the items,
parts
or portions
thereof to
to which
he objects,
objects, .and
,and the
the appropriation
or
portions thereof
which he
appropriation so
so
Bills not
returned,
not returned,
objected to shall not take effect.
objected
effect. If any bill shall not be returned
returned etc.Bills
by
governor within
within ten
days (Sundays
(Sundays excepted)
excepted) after
it shall
shall
by the
the governor
ten days
after it
have
been presented
presented to
to him,
it shall
shall be
in like
manner as
if
have been
him, it
be a
a law
law in
like manner
as if
he
had signed
the legislature
legislature by
prevents its
he had
signed it,
it, unless
unless the
by adjournment
adjournment prevents
its
return,
case it
it shall
shall be
signed by
return, in
in which case
be a
a law
law if
if signed
by the
the governor
governor
within thirty
after receipt
receipt by
by him;
it shall
shall not
not be
be itepeat to
within
thirty days
days after
him; otherwise
otherwise it
a
law. All
enacted by
the Legislature
of Porto
shall be
be Ante,p.
95&
a law.
All laws
aws enacted
by the
Legislature of
Porto Rico
Rico shall
Aurt,p 95&
reported to
to the
the Congress
of the
the United
United States,
as provided
provided in
in section
section
reported
Congress of
States, as
twenty-three
twenty-three of
of this Act,
Act, which
which hereby
hereby reserves
reserves the power
power and authority
to annul
at the
the termination
,
kgr
n
iruoy
eri
nl
aioei
:
3
,
s
lot
thority to
annul the
the same.
same. If
If at
termination of
of any
any fiscal
fiscal year
year go.
pgoe
RetiOS
for
penses
the
necessary for
the support
government for
for continued
if no action
action
continued if
support of
of the
the government
for the
the appropriations
appropriations necessary
the
fiscal year
year shall
shall not
have been
been made, the several
several sums
sums taken.
not have
the ensuing
ensuing fiscal
appropriated in
in the
last appropriation
appropriation bills
bills for
for the
objects and
and purpurthe objects
the last
appropriated
poses therein
therein specified,
so far
far as
the same
same may
may be
be applicable,
applicable, shall
shall Payments.
specified, so
as the
poses
be
deemed to be
item by item;
item; and until the legis- aymen
be reappropriated
reappropriated item
be deemed
lature
behalf the
the treasurer
with the advice
advice
treasurer may,
may, with
such behalf
lature shall
shall act
act in
in such
of the
the governor,
governor, make
payments necessary
purposes
for the
the purposes
the payments
necessary for
make the
of
aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Each house
shall keep
proceedings, and
in its
Lis'tve Prne.d
proced-and may,
may, in
its th.!rs/ntive
journal of
of its
its proceedings,
Each
house shall
keep aajournal
discretion, from
to time
time publish
publish the
the same,
same, and
the yeas
yeas and
and nays
journal of
of protvedprocedand the
nays journal
from time
time to
discretion,
on
any question
ctuestion shall,
on the
demand of
one-fifth of
n'g
members iings'
of one-fifth
of the
the members
the demand
shall, on
on any
present,
be
entered
on
the
journal.
the
journal.
on
entered
be
present,
The
of each
house and
the committees
committees of
shall Open
sessions.
Open sess"i
of the
the whole
whole shall
and of
of the
The sessions
sessions of
each house
be
be open.
open.
Neither
without the
consent of
the other,
other,. adjourn
adjourn for
for AdJoninents.
Adjournments.
of the
shal, without
the consent
Neither house
house shall,
more than
than three
three days,
to any
any other
which the
the
that in
in which
other place
place than
than that
nor to
days, nor
more
two
be sitting.
sitting.
shall be
two houses
houses shall
No law
law shall
shall be
passed except
except by
bill, and
and no
bill shall
shall be
be so
altered Construction
of laws.
aws.
construction of
so altered
by bill,
no bill
be passed
No
or amended
on its
its passage
passage through
to change
change its
its
house as
as to
through either
either house
or
amended on
original purpose.
original
purpose.
No
act of
of the
the legislature
general appropriation
appropriation bills
bills for
for tiL..mlati
tinliimi
acta
i
lioion
in
nt 'njut"
No act
legislature except
except the
the general
putthe expenses
the government
government shall
shall take
take effect
effect until
until ninety
days etc.
etc.
ninety days
the
expenses of
of the
after its
passage, unless
case of
of emergency
(which shall
shall be
be expressed
expressed
unless in
in case
emergency (which
after
its passage,
in the
the preamble
preamble or
of the
the legislature
legislature shall
of
by a
a vote
vote of
shall by
the act)
act) the
or body
body of
in
two-thirds
of all
elected to
each house
house otherwise
direct.
otherwise direct.
to each
all the
the members
members elected
two-thirds of
No bill,
bill, except
except the
general appropriation
appropriation bill
the expenses
of the
the
expenses of
bill for
for the
No
the general
government
of the
legislature after
after
house of
the legislature
introduced in
in either
either house
only, introduced
government only,
the first
first forty
days of
become a
a law.
law.
shall become
of the
the session,
session, shall
the
forty days
d
No bill
law unless
to a
Committee
considec .
a eCont.t
referred to
unless referred
a law
become a
or become
be considered
considered or
shall be
bill shall
No
eration,
etc.
committee,
printed for
of the
memfor the
the use
use of
the memreturned therefrom,
therefrom, and
and printed
committee, returned
91890 °—voL 39-Pr
39—pr 1-61
1
61
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Proviso.
hers:
Provided, That
That either
majority vote
vote discharge
discharge
Proiso.
bers: Provided,
either house
house may
may by
by a
a majority
nisobargeorcommit- a
committee from
from the
the consideration
of aameasure
measure and
and bring
bring it
it before
before
teschargeocommi
a committee
consideration of
the body
for consideration.
consideration.
the
body for
Subject of bills
Subject
bills reNo bill, except general appropriation
appropriation bills, shall be passed
passed containcontainstricted.
which shall
be clearly
clearly expressed
expressed in
in its
its
iin
ng more
more than
than one
one subject,
subject which
shall be
title;
embraced in any
shall not
not
title; but
but if
if any subject shall be embraced
any act which
which shall
such act shall
shall be
much
be expressed in the title, such
be void
void only as to so
so much
thereof
as shall
not be
expressed.
so expressed.
be so
shall not
thereof as
Amendments, etc.
etc.
Amendments
revived, or
or amended,
amended, or
or the
provisions thereof
thereof exNo law shall be revived,
the provisions
extended
conferred by
reference to
to its
title only,
so much
much thereof
thereof
tended or
or conferred
by reference
its title
only, but
but so
revived, amended, extended,
extended, or conferred
conferred shall
shall be
reenacted and
and
as is revived,
be reenacted
Signing
at length.
length.
published at
se published
igning during
during session.
The
presiding officer
of each
house shall,
shall, in
in the
the presence
the
sion.
The presiding
officer of
each house
presence of
of the
whiCh he
presides, sign all
bills and
and joint
joint resolutions
passed
house over
over which
he presides,
all bills
resolutions passed
legislature, after their
have been
been publicly
publicly read,
read, imimby the legislature,
their titles
titles shall
shall have
mediately before
before signing; and
of signing
signing shall
shall be
be entered
on
and the fact of
entered on
the
j"ournal.
journal.
the
emplom
Officers and employee&
Th elegislature shall
shall prescribe
The
prescribe by law the number, duties, and compensation
officers and
and employees
of each
each house;
no paypaypensation of
of the officers
employees of
house; and
and no
ment shall be made
services to the legislature
made for services
legislature from
from the treasury,
or be in any way authorized
officer
authorized to any person, except to
to an acting
acting officer
or employee
or appointed
appointed in
of law.
law.
m pursuance
pursuance of
elected or
employee elected
NoextrapayforsevNoextrapay for serv- or
loes, etc.
ices,
No bill
shall be
be passed
giving any
extra compensation
compensation to
to any
any pubpubNo
bill shall
passed giving
any extra
lic officer,
servant or
or employee,
agent or
or contractor,
contractor, after
after services
lic
officer, servant
employee, agent
services
shall have
been rendered
or contract
made.
shall
have been
rendered or
contract made.
Restriction on terms '
pay,
etc., ool
of officers. i
Except
as otherwise
provided in
in this
Act, no
no law
law shall
extend the
shall extend
the
this Act,
Except as
otherwise provided
pry,etc.,
term
any public
public officer,
increase or
or diminish
diminish his
salary or
or emoluterm of
of any
officer, or
or increase
his salary
emoluments after
his election
or appointment,
nor permit
permit any
any officer
or
ments
after his
election or
appointment, nor
officer or
employee to
to draw
compensation for
one office
office or
or position.
position.
employee
draw compensation
for more
more than
than one
Revenue bfl.
Revenue
bills.
All bills for raising
raising revenue shall originate
originate in the house of representatives,
the senate
senate may
propose or
concur with
with amendments,
amendments,
sentatives, but
but the
may propose
or concur
as
in case
of other
other bills.
as in
case of
bills.
Appropriation bills.
The general
general appropriation
bill shall
embrace nothing
nothing but
but approapproAppropriation
bills.
The
appropriation bill
shall embrace
priations for
priations
the ordinary
ordinary expenses
expenses of
of the
the executive,
executive, legislative,
legislative, and
and
for the
judicial departments,
judicial
interest on
on the
debt, and
and for
public
departments, interest
the public
public debt,
for public
schools.
be made
made by
by separate
separate bills,
bills,
schools. All
All other
other appropriations
appropriations shall
shall be
each embracing
but one
subject.
proofgovor each
embracing
but
one
subject.
8"en'T
Every order,
order, resolution,
resolution, or
or vote
which the
the concurrence
concurrence of
both
toApproval
etc.
"g
to
orders, etc.
Every
vote to
to which
of both
houses may be necessary,
necessary, except
except on
on the
question of
adjournment, or
or
the question
of adjournment,
of business of the
relating solely to the transaction
transaction of
the two
two houses,
houses, shall
shall
be presented
presented to
be
governor, and
and before
before it
shall take
take effect
effect be
be apapto the
the governor,
it shall
proved by
proved
by him,
him, or,
or, being
being disapproved,
by twodisapproved, shall
shall be
be repassed
repassed by
twothirds of both houses, according
according to
to the rules
rules and
and limitations
limitations preprescribed
in case
case of
scribed in
of a
a bill.
bill.
ery
Punishment
of officials.
bribAny
person who
shall, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, offer,
offer, give,
give, or
or promise
promise
WYof
osci forblsbAny person
who shall,
privilege, or
any money
money or thing of value, testimonial,
testimonial, privilege,
or personal
personal adadvantage
vantage to any executive or judicial
judicial officer
officer or
or member
member of
of the
the legislalegislaany of
ture to influence him in the performance
performance of
of any
of his
his public
public or
or official
official
duties, shall be deemed
a fine
deemed guilty of bribery, and be punished
punished by a
not exceeding $5,000, or imprisonment
imprisonment not exceeding
exceeding five
five years,
years, or
or
both.
both.
porrupt
de
Corrupt
legislative
The offense of corrupt
solicitation of members
members of
legislature,
corrupt solicitation
of the legislature,
peactices
be
defined,
practices
to tobeslat
be
defined,
etc.,bylegislture.
or
etc., by legislature.
Or of
of public
public officers
officers of
Porto Rico,
or of
of any
any municipal
municipal division
of Porto
Rico, or
division
practice of solicitation
thereof, and any occupation
occupation or practice
solicitation of such members or officers to influence
influence their official
official action,
action, shall be defined
defined by '
law, and shall be punished
punished by fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Aportionment of
In case the available
available revenues
Apportionment
of
In
revenues of Porto Rico
Rico for any
any fiscal year,
appropriations
if exappropriations
pensesnot
b revrev- including available
the
insular
treasury,
penses not met
met by
available
surplus
in
insular
insufficient
are insufficient
comes.
to meet all the appropriations
appropriations made
made by the legislature
legislature for such year,
be paid in
such appropriations
appropriations snalh
snail he
in the following order, unless otherwise directed
directed by the governor:
governor:
tees.
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CilsifLatiolegislative, executive,
First class. The ordinary
ordinary expenses of the legislative,
executive, Classification.
departments of the State government,
and judicial departments
government, and interest on
shall first be paid in full.
any
debt, shall
any public
public debt,
Second .class.
Appropriations for all institutions, such as the peniclass. Appropriations
Second
tentiary, insane asylum, industrial school, and the like, where the
inmates are confined involuntarily, shall next be paid
paid in full.
education and educational
Third class.
class. Appropriations
Appropriations for
educational and
for education
Third
charitable institutions
institutions shall next be paid in full.
charitable
Appropriations for any other
other officer or officers,
officers,
Fourth class. Appropriations
bureaus or
or boards,
boards, shall
next be
paid in
in full.
be paid
shallnext
bureaus
Fifth
class. Appropriations
Appropriations for all other purposes shall next be
Fifth class.
paid.
Application toclasm
paid.
paid.
Application toeless'sThat in
case there
not sufficient
revenues for any fiscal year, PP"
sufficient revenues
are not
there are
in case
That
including available
available surplus
in the
full the
insular treasury, to meet in full
surplus in
the insular
including
appropriations
said year
of the
said classes
classes of
appropriations,
of appropriations,
the said
all of
for all
year for
of said
appropriations of
classes in the order above
then said
said revenues
be applied
to the
the classes
applied to
shall be
revenues shall
then
named, and
classes in full, there
prior classes
of the prior
the payment
payment of
after the
and if,
if, after
named,
are
revenues for
for any
fiscal year
to pay
the approin full the
pay in
year to
any fiscal
not sufficient
sufficient revenues
are not
priations for
that year
year for
then, in
whatin that
that event, whatclass, then,
the next
next class,
for the
for that
priations
ever
be to
to apply
of appropriations for said
account of
on account
apply on
may be
there may
ever there
class
shall be
rata according
according
appropriations pro rata
said appropriations
among said
distributed among
be distributed
class shall
as the
amount of
of each
bear to the
that class shall bear
of that
appropriation of
each appropriation
the amount
as
total amount
amount of
of all
all of
of said
for that
such fiscal
for such
that class for
appropriations for
said appropriations
total
year.
year.
Expendi nott
Expenditures
not lit
exceed
revenue prooene
eoct for.rev
authorized vided
No
shall be
be made,
made, nor
nor any
expenditure authorized
any expenditure
appropriation shall
No appropriation
f
Government of de r
by
whereby the
the Government
expenditure of the
the expenditure
legislature, whereby
the legislature,
by the
Porto
Rico during
shall exceed
total revenue
revenue then
the total
exceed the
year shall
fiscal year
any fiscal
during any
Porto Rico
provided
by law
and applicable
appropriation or
or expendiexpendiausuch appropriation
applicable for
for such
law and
for by
provided for
Levy of tax authored. or t
ture, including
including any available
available surplus
surplus in the treasury, unless
unless the ized.
ture,
for levying aa
legislature
making such
shall provide
provide for
appropriation shall
such appropriation
legislature making
sufficient tax
tax to
such appropriation
appropriation or
or expenditure
such
within such
expenditure within
pay such
to pay
sufficient
fiscal
year.
Qualifications
fiscal year.
Qualifications of
of
S
EC. 35.
That at
at the
the first
election held
held pursuant
to this
this Act the voters.
voters.
pursuant to
first election
35. That
SEC.
qualified
those having
having the qualifications
qualifications of voters
be those
shall be
electors shall
qualified electors
under
the present
present law.
law. Thereafter
voters shall
be citizens
of the
the
citizens of
shall be
Thereafter voters
under the
United
States twenty-one
years of
of age
age or
such addiaddihave such
and have
over and
or over
twenty-one years
United States
tional
as may
be prescribed
by the
Porto Proviso.
ro,,,
of Porto
legislature of
the legislature
prescribed by
may be
qualifications as
tional qualifications
Rico: Provided,
That no
shall ever
denIqualiScrrJiProperty
imposed tioper
be imposed
ever be
qualification shall
no property
property qualification
Provided, That
Rico:
tion forbidden.
CommiCupon
required of
any voter.
Resident
CommisReident
voter.
of any
or required
upon or
to the united
to
the VUad
stoner
S
EC. 36.
36. That
That the
the qualified
Rico shall
shall at
at the
next sioner
the next
of Porto
Porto Rico
electors of
qualified electors
SEC.
States.
general
election choose
choose a
Commissioner to
to the
the Unitedste
United
Resident Commissioner
a Resident
general election
States,
begin on
on the
the date
date of
of the
of
issuance of
the issuance
shall begin
office shall
of office
term of
whose term
States, whose
his
of election
election and
and shall
shall continue
until the
the fourth
fourth of
of March,
Election lt
ibr
r to
term d
alf
March, Eletion
continue until
certificate of
his certificate
years.
nineteen
twenty-one. At
At each
subsequent election,
election, four
forYrseach subsequent
and twenty-one.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
beginning
with the
twenty, the
qualified
the qualified
and twenty,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the year
beginning with
electors
Porto Rico
Rico shall
shall choose
to the
Commissioner to
Resident Commissioner
a Resident
choose a
of Porto
electors of
United
States, whose
whose term
term of
office shall
shall be
be four
the
from the
years from
four years
of office
United States,
fourth of
March following
such general
general election,
election and
be
shall be
who shall
and who
following such
of March
fourth
entitled to
to receive
receive official
such Commissioner
Commissioner by
by all
all
as such
recogntion as
official recognition
entitled
of the
the departments
of the
the Government
the United
States, upon
upon
United States,
of the
Government of
departments of
of
d 1owpresentation, through
Department of
of State,
State, of
of salar
salary and
certificate of
of aa certificate
the Department
through the
presentation,
election
the Governor
of Porto
Porto Rico.
Rico. The
The Resident
Resident Commissioner
slicesCommissioner ance
Governor of
of the
election of
shall
salary, payable
payable monthly
monthly by
the United
United States,
States, of
of
by the
a salary,
receive a
shall receive
$7,500 per
per annum.
Such Commissioner
be allowed
the same
same
allowed the
shall be
Commissioner shall
annum. Such
$7,500
sum for
stationery and
and for
for the
pay of
necessary clerk
is now
now
as is
hire as
clerk hire
of necessary
the pay
for stationery
sum
allowed
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
the House
of the
to Members
Members of
allowed to
States;
he shall
allowed the
the sum
sum of
as mileage
for each
each
mileage for
$500 as
of $500
be allowed
shall be
and he
States; and
session of
of Representatives
Representatives and
and the
the franking
privilege Faiejiditty,
tc,.
Eiftiay, etc.franking privilege
House of
of the
the House
session
granted
of Congress.
be eligible
to election
election
eligible to
shall be
person shall
No person
Congress. No
Members of
granted Members
as Resident
is not
not a
the United
United
of the
citizen of
fide citizen
a bona
bona fide
who is
Commissioner who
Resident Commissioner
as
States
is not
more than
than twenty-five
twenty-five years
of age,
age, and
and who
who
years of
not more
who is
and who
States and
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does not
read and
and write
write the
the English
English language.
language. In
In case
case of
of a
vacancy
a vacancy
does
not read
in
office of
by death,
death, resignation,
resignation, or
or
of Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner by
in the
the office
otherwise,
by and
and with
with the
and consent
consent of
of the
the
governor, by
the advice
advice and
otherwise, the
the governor,
senate, shall
shall appoint
appoint a
a Resident
to fill
fill the
the vacancy,
vacancy,
Commissioner to
senate,
Resident Commissioner
who shall
shall serve
next general
general election
election and
his successor
successor
and until
until his
until the
the next
who
serve until
is elected
and qualified.
tho-is
elected and
qualified.
Legislative
S
EC. 37.
herein provided
provided shall
shall
tive authoruthorSEc.
37. That
That the
the legislative
legislative authority
authority herein
ft%
Extet
a legislative
not locally
Extent declared.
declared,
extend to all matters
matters of a
legislative character
character not
locally inapplicable,
inapplicable,
including power
create, consolidate,
and reorganize
reorganize the
the municimuniciconsolidate, and
including
power to
to create,
and repeal laws
be necessary,
necessary, and
and to
to provide
provide and
palities
palities so
so far
far as
as may
may be
ordinances therefor;
power to
amend, modify, or
and ordinances
therefor; also
also the
the power
to alter, amend,
or
ordinances of every character
character now in force
force
or all laws and
and ordinances
repeal any
any or
such
thereof in so far
far as such
in Porto
Porto Rico or municipality
municipality or district thereof
alteration, amendment,
repeal may be consistent
amendment, modification,
modification, or repeal
consistent
with the provisions
provisions of this Act.
Departments
re-. No executive department
Departments
re
department not provided
provided for in this Act shall
shall be
stricted,
etc.
created by
by the
created
the legislature,
legislature, but
but the
the legislature
legislature may
may consolidate
consolidate departdepartments, or abolish any department,
department, with the consent
consent of the President
President
of the United States.
Public
SEC. 38.
38. That
grants of
of franchises,
franchises, rights,
rights, and
and privileges
privileges of
of a
com- SEC.
Publsi service
servce cornThat all
all grants
a
mission.
Powers, composition, public
or quasi
quasi
public nature
nature shall
shall be
made by
by aapublic-service
pubhc-service cornPowers,composition,
pu bc or
public
be made
cometc.
etc.
mission, consisting
consisting of the heads of executive
mission,
executive departments,
departments, the
auditor
commissioners to be elected by the qualified
qualified voters
auditor,, and two commissioners
election to be held under this Act, and
at the first general
general election
and at each
each
Tem
of elective
eletive subsequent general
general election
Terme of
election thereafter. The terms
terms of said elective
elective
members.
commissioners
elected at
at the
general election
commence on
on
commissioners elected
the first
first general
election shall
shall commence
be
following the said general
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day following
general election, and the terms
elective commissioners
elected at each
each subsequent
subsequent general
general
of the said elective
commissioners elected
day of
of January
January following
following their
election shall commence
commence on the second day
their
election; they
they shall
shall serve
serve for
for four
four years
years and
and until
their successors
successors
election;
until their
Compensation,
are elected
elected and
compensation shall
$8 for
for each
each
Compensatio,
are
and qualified.
qualified. Their
Their compensation
shall be
be $8
day's
attendance on
on the
no case
case
day's attendance
the sessions
sessions of
of the
the commission,
commission, but
but in
in no
shall
receive more
$400 each
any one
year. The
The
shall they
they receive
more than
than $400
each during
during any
one year.
said commission
commission is also empowered
empowered and directed to discharge
discharge all the
executive functions
functions relating
relating to
to public-service
public-service corporations
heretofore
corporations heretofore
grants,
Franchse g
Franchise
rants, executive
etc.,by.
conferred
law upon
upon the executive
etc.,
by.
conferred by law
executive council.
rights,
council. Franchises, rights,
Approval.
granted by
Approval,
and privileges
privileges granted
by the said commission
commission shall not be effective
effective
shall be reported
reported to Congress,
Congress,
until approved
approved by
by the
the governor,
governor, and
and shall
which hereby
hereby reserves
which
reserves the
power to
to annul
annul or
or modify
modify the
same.
the power
the same.
Interstate
commerce
The interstate-commerce
Act and
and the
the several
amendments made
made
several amendments
laws,
etc., not appliinterstate-commerce Act
The
late
wsetc.,c
cable.
Vol 24 p 37Vol
or
to
be
made
thereto,
the
safety-appliance
Acts
and
the
several
boe..i2 379;vol34
9,
.
34, or to be made thereto, the safety-appliance Acts and the several
p. 5114;
vol..36,
p. 544.
544.
amendments made
thereto, and
and the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress
P.
4; VoL
36,p.
amendments
made or to be made
made thereto,
27' P 31
' entitled
Act to
to amend
amend an
an Act
An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate comcompV298.
29'p.;vol
entitled "An
"An Act
Act entitled
entitled '
'An
p.
Vol. 37, p. 701.
merce,'
approved February
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eightyVol.37,p.701.
merce,' approved
February fourth,
and eightyseven,
amendatory thereof, by providing
seven, and all Acts amendatory
providing for a
valuation
a valuation
of the several classes of property
property of carriers
arriers subject thereto and
securing information
information concerning
securing
their stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds, and
and other
other seseconcerning their
curities," approved
approved March
March first, nineteen
curities,'
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, shall
to Porto
Porto Rico.
Rico.
not apply
apply to
Reulaton of ral- not
roadcarrier
The
Legislative Assembly
road
carrier rates, etc.
The Legislative
Assembly of
Porto Rico
authorized to
to
of Porto
Rico is
is hereby
hereby authorized
enact laws
laws relating
enact
to the
the regulation
regulation of
of the
the rates,
rates, tariffs,
tariffs and
relating to
and service
service
of .public
public carriers
carriers by
rail in
in Porto
and the
the Public-Service
Public-,Service ComComby rail
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
hereby created
mission hereby
created shall have power to enforce such laws
laws under
under
appropriate regulation.
Restrictive
proprocl- appropriate regulation.
ionsin
ranchises, etc.
bEC.
aims
in franchisee,
SEC. 39.
39. That
That all
all grants
of franchises
franchises arid
slid privileges
under the
the
grants of
privileges under
preceding shall provide
shall be
section last preceding
provide that the same
same shall
be subject
subject
to amendment,
amendment, alteration, or repeal, and shall forbid the issue
issue of
stocks or bonds except
except in exchange
exchange for actual cash or property at a
a
determined by the public-service
fair valuation
valuation to be determined
public-service commission
commission
equal
in amount
par value
of the
the stocks
stocks or
or bonds
bonds issued,
and
issued, and
the par
value of
to the
amount to
Dividends.
equal in
DIvidends.
shall forbid the declaring
declaring of stock or bond dividends, and in the case
,
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corporations shall provide
of public-service
public-service corporations
provide for the effective regulation of charges
charges thereof
thereof and for
for the
their proppropthe purchase
purchase or
or taking
taking of
of their
erty
authorities at
at a
and reasonable
erty by
by the
the authorities
a fair
fair and
reasonable valuation.
valuation.
0
contained shall be so construed
That nothing
nothing in this Act contained
construed as to ab- utiReontied.
Real Tittd.restri'
in VOL3i,p.n.6
the provision
provision contained
impair or
or affect
or in
any manner
rogate or
rogate
in any
manner impair
affect the
contained in
vel 31, 1). 716approved May
nineteen
section three of the joint resolution approved
May first, nineteen
hundred,
with respect
to the
the buying,
holding of
hundred, with
respect to
buying, selling,
selling, or
or holding
of real
real estate.
estate.
gric
That the Governor of Porto Rico shall cause to have
have made
made and sub- tfrOldti
tea. agricnimitted to Congress at the session
beginning the first
Monday in Desession beginning
first Monday
cember,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
report of
of all
all the
the real
real
and seventeen,
seventeen, a
a report
cember, nineteen
estate
purposes of agriculture
and held either directly
directly
for the purposes
agriculture and
estate used for
partnerships, or individuals
or indirectly
indirectly by corporations,
corporations, partnerships,
individuals in holdings
in excess
hundred acres.
acres.
ings in
excess of
of five
five hundred
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
JUDICIAL

Judicial department
department.
Judicial

Established courts
om
judicial power shall be vested
SEC. 40.
vested in the courts and crEtSbn"d
40. That
That the judicial
SEC.
continued.
tribunals
of Porto
Porto Rico
now established
in operation
and in
operation under and
Rico now
established and
tribunals of
Jurisdiction,
etc., undfon,'etc.,unby
virtue of
existing laws.
laws. The
jurisdiction of said courts and the ch^U
The jurisdiction
of existing
by virtue
changed.
form of
of procedure
procedure in
them, and
various officers and attaches
attachés
in them,
and the
the various
form
thereof, shall
as now
now provided
until otherwise
otherwise Proviso.
provided until
continue to
to be
be as
thereof,
shall also
also continue
provided by
law: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That the
the chief
chief justice
justice and
and assoasso- Supreme
Suprene court Jusprovided
by law:
justices.
appointed by the Presiciate justices
Justices of the
supreme court
court shall
Presi- toc
shall be
be appointed
the supreme
ciate
dent, by
by and
and with
advice and
consent of the Senate
Senate of the United
United
and consent
the advice
with the
dent,
States, and
the Legislature
Legislature of
Porto Rico shall have
authority', from
have authority,
of Porto
and the
States,
Modifications, eetc.,
time to
time as
it may
may see
see fit,
fit, not
not inconsistent
with this
re°dmc
otApr
to organorgan- of
this Act, to
inconsistent with
to time
as it
time
procedure,
etc. t.
ize,
modify, or
and proprotheir jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
courts and
and their
the courts
or rearrange
rearrange the
ize, modify,
cedure, except
except the
the District
District Court
the United
United States
States for Porto
of the
Court of
cedure,
Rico.
Rico.
Judicial district
d 8 t lt
S
EC. 41.
Rico shall
shall constitute
constitute a
judicial district to be created.
creada
a judicial
Porto Rico
SEC.
41. That
That Porto
Jud
g
e,
attorney,
and
Judge, attorney, and
called "the
"the district
district of
of Porto
Porto Rico."
by and
and with
with the
the marshal.
The President,
President, by
Rico." The
called
Appointment,
IAppointment, salSenate, shall appoint
consent of the Senate,
advice and
appoint one district judge, aries,
and consent
advice
etc.
who
serve for
for a
a term
of four
successor is
is arietc.
his successor
and until
until his
years and
four years
term of
who shall
shall serve
appointed and
and qualified
qualified and
whose salary
$5,000 per annum.
annum.
salary shall be $5,000
and whose
appointed
There shall
shall be
be appointed
in like
manner a
a district
district attorney,
attorney, whose
whose
like manner
appointed in
There
salary
be $4,000
per annum,
annum, and
and a
a marshal
district,
marshal for said district,
$4,000 per
salary shall
shall be
whose
salary shall
shall be
each for
for a
term of
of four
a term
per annum,
annum, each
be $3,500
$3,500 per
whose salary
Title
and powers d
of
tnd
Tdtie
vears
sooner removed
removed by the President.
President. The district court district
unless sooner
years unless
court.tPo
or said
be called
of the
the United
United
Court of
District Court
"the District
called "the
shall be
district shall
said district
for
States
for Porto
shall have
to appoint
all necessary
necessary
appoint all
power to
have power
and shall
Rico," and
Porto Rico,"
States for
officials
clerk, interpreter,
and such
such
interpreter, and
the clerk,
including the
assistants, including
and assistants,
officials and
commissioners
may be
who shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the
be necessary,
necessary, who
as may
commissioners as
exercised and persame fees
fees and
have like
and duties
duties as are exercised
powers and
like powers
and have
same
sd o
ct
formed by
States commissioners.
commissioners. Such
Such district
district court shall JJurisdiction.
by United
United States
formed
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of all
cases cognizable
the district
district courts
of the
the
courts of
in the
cognizable in
all cases
have
United States,
States, and
and shall
shall proceed
in the
same thanner.
In addition
addition
manner. In
the same
proceed in
United
said district
court shall
have jurisdiction
the naturalization
naturalization of
jurisdiction for the
shall have
district court
said
aliens
and Porto
this purpose
purpose residence
in Porto
Porto
residence in
for this
and for
Ricans,' and
Porto Ricans
aliens and
Rico shall
shall be
manner as
in
elsewhere in
as residence
residence elsewhere
in the
the same
same manner
be counted
counted in
Rico
the
United States.
States. Said
district court
court shall
shall have
have jurisdiction
of all
all of
oa
esrea
betra
e
ls
Par
,
ree
satetc.
diferet
jurisdiction of
Said district
the United
controversies where
where all
all of
parties on
of the
the controversy
controversy
side of
either side
on either
the parties
of the
controversies
are citizens
or subjects
of a
State or
citizens of
of aa
or citizens
or States,
States, or
a foreign
foreign State
subjects of
are
citizens or
State,
Territory, or
or District
District of
of the
United States
States not
domiciled in
in
not domiciled
the United
State, Territory,
Porto
Rico, wherein
the matter
of
exclusive of
exceeds, exclusive
dispute exceeds,
in dispute
matter in
wherein the
Porto Rico,
interest or
cost, the
the sum
sum or
value of
of $3,000,
$3,000, and
of all
all controversies
controversies
and of
or value
or cost,
interest
in
which there
there is
controversy involving
jurisdictional
such jurisdictional
involving such
is a
a separable
separable controversy
in which
amount
which all
all of
the parties
side of
of such
such separable
separable
either side
on either
parties on
of the
in which
and in
amount and
controversy
are citizens
or subjects
of the
character aforesaid:
aforesaid:
the character
subjects of
citizens or
controversy are
P,.
Provided,
That nothing
nothing in
this Act
Act shall
deemed to
to impair
impair the
the Pendin
r'~as gcases.
Provided, That
in this
shall be
be deemed
jurisdiction
of
the
District
Court
of
the
United
States
for
Porto
jurisdiction of the District Court of the United States for Porto
Rico to
to hear
hear and
and determine
determine all
all controversies
in said
court
said court
pending in
controversies pending
Rico
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Salaries,States
etc., fmm
e.
at
the date
of the
approval of
this Act.
Act. Upon
the taking
taking effect
effect of
of
Upon the
of this
the approval
at the
date of
froms
Saaries
ettc,
United
rev
this
the salaries
the judge
officials of
of the
the District
Court of
of
this Act
Act the
salaries of
of the
judge and
and officials
District Court
the United
United States for Porto Rico,
with the
the court
court expenses,
expenses,
Rico, together
together with
shall be paid from the United States revenues
in the
the same
same manner
revenues in
manner
emporary °wan"
v
- as in other United States
Temporary
States district courts.
courts. In
of vacancy
vacancy or
or of
of
In case
case of
dee.
the death, absence,
legal disability
disability-on
on the
the part
part of
judge
absence, or other
other legal
of the
the judge
of the said District Court of the United States for Porto Rico,
the
Rico, the
President of the United
United States is authorized
designate one
one of
of the
the
authorized to designate
judges of the Supreme
Supreme Court of Porto Rico
discharge the
the duties
Rico to
to discharge
duties
of judge of said court until such absence
shall be
be removed,
absence or disability shall
removed,
and thereupon such judge so designated for said service shall
shall be
be
fully authorized
authorized and empowered
perform the duties
of said
said office
empowered to perform
duties of
office
absence or disability of such regular
during such absence
regular judge,
judge, and
and to
to sign
sign
all necessary
papers and
records as
as the
acting judge
judge of
of said
said court,
court,
necessary papers
and records
the acting
without extra compensation.
compensation.
States
laws
EC. 42.
That the
of the
United States
States relating
relating to
appeals,
idpStte
dS, S
SEC.
42. That
the laws
laws of
ofUnited
appeals,
procedure
the United
to appeals,
te., togovern
writs of error and certiorari,
certiorari, removal of causes, and other
ate.,
to govern_
matters
other matters
or proceedings as between
between the courts of the United States
States and
and the
the
courts of the several
several States shall govern
and proceedproceedgovern in
in such
such matters
matters and
ings as between the district
district court
court of
United States
and the
the courts
of the
the United
States and
courts
Teans.
Tenns.
of Porto Rico. Regular
Regular terms of said United States district court
court
shall be held at San Juan, commencing
commencing on the first Monday
Monday in
in May
May
and November of each year, and
Ponce on
on the
second Monday
and also at Ponce
the second
Monday
in February of each year, and special
held at
at Mayaguez
Mayaguez
special terms
terms may be
be held
at such stated times as said judge may deem expedient. All pleadings
pleadings
and proceedings
proceedings in said court
court shall
the English
English
shall be conducted in
in the
attached
to first
court shall
Attached to
first cirdr- language. The said district court
attached to
and included
included
shall be
be attached
to and
cult.
in the first circuit of the United
United States, with
right of
appeal and
and
with the right
of appeal
review by said circuit
appeals in
in all
all cases
cases where
where the
the same
same
review
circuit court of
of appeals
would lie from any district court
court to a
acircuit court
court of
of appeals
appeals of
of the
the
United States,
States and
the right
of appeal
appeal and
r
evi
ew di
rec tly b
and with the
right of
and review
directly
byy
the Supreme Court of the United
United States in all cases
where a
a direct
direct
cases where
appeal would
such district
courts.
appeal
would be
be from
from such
district courts.
Appeals,
etc.,
from
Ec. 43.
That writs
of error
and
appeals from
from the
the final
final judgments
judgments
Porto
Rico
supreme
potl
Rio
etcpremE
SEC.
43.
That
writs
of
error
and
appeals
amu t
Supreme Court
court.
and decrees
decrees of the Supreme
Court of
Rico may
may be
taken and
and
of Porto
Porto Rico
be taken
prosecuted
prosecuted to
to the
the Circuit
Circuit Court
Court of
of Appeals
the First
Circuit and
and
Appeals for
for the
First Circuit
Court of
to the Supreme
Supreme Court
the United
United States,
as now
now provided
by law.
law.
of the
States, as
provided by
Jurors.
if
SEC. 44.
That the
qualifications of
of jurors
jurors as
as fi
xe dby
the local
local laws
laws
oilXtodawSEC.
44. That
the qualifications
Qualications,
drawfixed
by the
etc., for
dtrict of Porto Rico
Rico shall
ing,, etc.,
for distrkt
apply to
to jurors
jurors selected
serve in
in the
the District
shall not
not apply
selected to
to serve
District
mutt.
Court of the United
United States
States for
for Porto
Porto Rico;
Rico; but
but the
the qualifications
qualifications
required of jurors in said court shall be
be that
that each
each shall
shall be
be of
of the
age
the age
twenty-one years
of not less than twenty-one
years and
and not
over sixty-five
not over
sixty-five years,
years, a
a
not less
resident of Porto Rico for not
less than
one year,
year, and
and have
have a
asufficient
sufficient
than one
knowledge of the English
Erig ish language
language to
to enable
him to
to serve
serve as
enable him
as aajuror;
juror;
be citizens
they shall also be
citizens of
the United
States. Juries
for the
the said
of the
United States.
Juries for
said
court shall be selected, drawn
drawn and
and subject
exemption in
accordance
subject to
to exemption
in accordance
with the laws of Congress
regulating the same
Congress regulating
same in
in the
the United
United States
States
so far
far as
courts in so
as locally
locally applicable.
applicable.
DTsposaoffee,
fines,
such fees,
fees, fines,
SEC. 45. That
That all such
fees, fines,
and forfeitures
forfeitures as
as would
would be
fines, costs,
costs, and
be
ete.Disposalof
deposited to the credit
credit of the
the United
United States
States if
if collected
collected and
and paid
paid into
into
a district court of the United States shall
shall become
a
become revenues
revenues of
the
of the
United
when collected and
Court of
United States
States when
and paid into the District
District Court
of the
the
Proviso.
for Porto
Rico: Provided,
$500 aayear
year from
such
loce
Allowance
for law
for
law United
United States
States for
Porto Rico:
Provided, That
That $500
from such
Wurs.
fees, fines
library.
fines,' costs,
retained by
by the
the clerk
clerk and
an d
costs, and
and forfeitures
forfeitures shall
shall be
be retained
expended
expended for
for law
purposes under
the judge.
judge.
law library
library purposes
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
rteofoncatson
Determination
salSEc. 46.
46. That
Attorney. General
General of
of the
the United
United States
States shall
shall
osal
SEC.
That the
the Attorney
arks
of officials. of
from time to time determine the salaries
officials and
salaries of all officials
and assistants
assistants
appointed
United States district court, including
appointed by the United
including the clerk,
clerk,
hs deputies, interpreter,
interpreter, stenographer
his
and other
other officials
officials and
and ememstenographer,, and
ployees,
same to
to b
aid b
y the
United States
States as
as other
other salaries
ployees, the
the same
bee p
paid
by
the United
salaries
and expenses
in United
expenses of like character
character in
United States
courts.
States courts.
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i
e:sf,
tnesses
etc., to
.to jurors
gtn,
F,
the District Court of the any
in the
witnesses in
S
EC. 47.
47. That
jurors and
and witnesses
That jurors
SEC.
cents
receive
and
entitled,
United
States
for
Porto
Rico
shall
entitled.
to
and
receive
15
be
shall
Rico
Porto
for
United States
for each
necessarily traveled over any stage line or by private
mile necessarily
each mile
for
conveyance
10 cents
cents for
for each
each mile over
over any
any railway in going to
and 10
conveyance and
Constructivemilee
mileage
no constructive
and
returning from
from said
said courts.
courts. But
But no
constructive or double milemile- Constructive
and returning
forbidden.
age fees
fees shall
shall be allowed by reason of any person being summoned forbiddn.
age
both
as witness
witness and
as witness
pending
witness in two or more cases pending
or as
juror or
and juror
both as
diem.
Perdiem.
in
same court
court and
triable at the same term thereof. Such jurors Per
and triable
the same
in the
in
day
$1.50
witnesses
shall
be
paid
$3
per
day
and
such
witnesses
$1.50
per
while
such
and
shall be paid $3 per day
attendance
the court.
upon the
attendance upon
rit s of habeas corWrits
of habeas co
SEC. 48.
the supreme
district courts
Rico and the pus.
courts of Porto Rico
and district
supreme and
That the
48. That
SEC.
all
in
corpus
habeas
respective
thereof may
grant writs of habeas
may grant
judges thereof
respective judges
cases
in which
are grantable
grantable by the judges of the district
district
same are
the same
which the
cases in
la"damus.
courts
of the
United States,
States, and
and the district courts
courts may grant writs of Mandamus.
the United
courts of
mandamus
in all
proper cases.
all proper
mandamus in
overnor
to
apjudges, marshals,
S
EC. 49.
49. That
That hereafter
hereafter all
all judges,
marshals, and
and secretaries
secretaries of pointecoutofficers,anot
point court officers, not
SEC.
cl
tie
atrnated as Presidendsnatedaspresdencourts now
now established
be established
established in Porto
established or that may hereafter be
courts
Rico,
appointment by
President is not provided for by
by the President
whose appointment
and whose
Rico, and
law,
shall be
be appointed
by the
governor, by
with the advice
advice and
and with
by and
the governor,
appointed by
law, shall
consent of
Senate of
of Porto Rico.
the Senate
of the
consent

MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
S
EC. 50.
50. That,
as in
in this
this Act
otherwise provided,
the salaries
salaries
provided, the
Act otherwise
except as
That, except
SEC.
of all
all the
officials of
of Porto
Rico not
appointed by the
the President, innot appointed
Porto Rico
the officials
of
cluding deputies,
deputies, assistants,
assistants, and
and other
other help,
help, shall be such and be so
eluding
from time to time be
paid out
out of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico as
as shall from
revenues of
the revenues
of the
paid
determined by
Porto Rico
approved by the
Rico and approved
of Porto
Legislature of
the Legislature
by the
determined
governor; and
fail to
an appropriation
appropriation for
for
make an
to make
shall fail
legislature shall
the legislature
if the
and if
governor;
the
such salaries,
shall be
be paid
paid without
without the
fixed shall
theretofore fixed
salaries theretofore
the salaries
salaries, the
such
necessity of
of further
thetefor. The
The salaries
salaries of all
appropriations therefor.
further appropriations
necessity
officers and
of the
the various
various officials of Porto
of the
offices of
the offices
expenses of
all expenses
and all
officers
Rico appointed
as herein
herein provided
provided by
by the
the President
President shall
be paid
also be
shall also
appointed as
Rico
out of
of the
the revenues
revenues of
of Porto
Porto Rico
auditor , countercounterthe auditor,
of the
warrant of
on warrant
Rico on
out
signed by
by the
the governor.
governor. The
annual salaries
salaries of
following-named
the following-named
of the
The annual
signed
officials appointed
and so
be paid
shall be: The
The
paid shallbe:
to be
so to
President and
the President
by the
appointed by
officials
governor, $10,000;
m addition
shall be
be entitled
entitled to the
he shall
thereto he
addition thereto
$10,000; in
governor,
occupancy of
of the
chief executive
executive of
of
the chief
by the
used by
heretofore used
buildings heretofore
the buildings
occupancy
Porto Rico,
furniture and
free of rental;
therein, free
effects therein,
and effects
the furniture
with the
Rico, with
Porto
heads of
of executive
executive departments,
departments,
.
$5,000;
chief justice
justice of the supreme
$5,000; chief
heads
court,
$6,500; associate
associate justices
justices of
the supreme
court, $5,500
each.
$5,500 each.
supreme court,
of the
court, $6,500;
Where any
officer whose
is fixed
fixed by
by this
act is
required to
to
is required
this act
salary is
whose salary
any officer
Where
give a
a bond,
the premium
premium thereof
be paid
from the
the insular
insular
paid from
shall be
thereof shall
bond, the
give
treasury.
treasury.
SEC. 51.
That the
the provisions
of the
section shall not
foregoing section
the foregoing
provisions of
51. That
SEC.
apply to
to municipal
municipal officials;
officials; their
their salaries
salaries and
and the
compensation of
the compensation
apply
their
assistants, and
and other
well as
as all
all other
other expenses
expenses
as well
help, as
other help,
deputies, assistants,
their deputies,
incurred
the municipalities,
municipalities, shall
shall be
be paid
municipal
the municipal
of the
out of
paid out
by the
incurred by
revenues, in
in such
as the
legislature shall
provide.
shall provide.
the legislature
manner as
such manner
revenues,
S
EC. 52.
52. That
in this
of the
insular governgovernthe insular
offices of
Act offices
this Act
wherever in
That wherever
SEC.
ment
of
Porto
Rico
are
provided
for
under
the
same
names
as
in the
the
in
as
names
same
the
under
for
provided
are
Rico
ment of Porto
heretofore
existing Acts
of Congress
Congress affecting
Rico, the
the present
present
Porto Rico,
affecting Porto
Acts of
heretofore existing
incumbents
of those
offices shall
shall continue
in office
office in
with
accordance with
in accordance
continue in
those offices
incumbents of
the
terms and
at the
the salaries
salaries prescribed
prescribed by
excepting the
the
Act, excepting
this Act,
by this
and at
the terms
heads of
of those
those departments
departments who
who are
be appointed
appointed by
governor
the governor
by the
to be
are to
heads
and
who shall
in office
only until
until their
their successors
successors are
apare apoffice only
continue in
shall continue
and who
pointed and
and have
of secretary
secretary of
Porto Rico
of Porto
offices of
The offices
qualified. The
have qualified.
pointed
and
director of
of labor,
charities, and
and correction
are hereby
hereby abolished.
abolished.
correction are
labor, charities,
and director
Authority is
is given
to the
respective appointing
authorities to
to appoint
appoint
appointing authorities
the respective
given to
Authority
and
commission
persons
to
fill
the
new
offices
created
by
this
Act.
Act.
this
by
created
offices
new
the
fill
to
persons
and commission

Miscellaneous.
Mislaeous.
Officialsalaries.
Ofcissaries.
Payment from Porto
Rican
revenues.
Ricanrevenaues

ap.
Prsdential
Presidential ap-

pointees.

Sgarsdted.
Salaries designated.

y
.
P
Premiurnonsocurity

on

bonds.

Municipal
salaries
from local revs
revenues,
etc.

mca

etc.

Continuance of pres-

ent incumbents of
offiofoSentinlmbents
ces provided Wt.

ces provided ir.

abolised.

Offices
Oi abolished.

Filling new places.
new pla
Ffftng
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SEC.
SEC. 53. That any bureau
bureau or office belonging
belonging to any of
regular
of the regular
departments of the government, or hereafter
hereafter created,
created, or not
not assigned,
assigned,
may be transferred
transferred or assigned
assigned to
to any
any department
dcpartment by
by the
the governor
governor
with the approval
approval of
of the
the Senate of
of Porto
Porto Rico.
Rico.
Ackowledgments
SEC. 54. That deeds and
Acknowledgments
SEC.
and other
other instruments
instruments affecting
affecting land
land situate
situate
for lands in District of
Columbia, etc.
in the District of Columbia, or any other territory or possession of
of
the United States, may be acknowledged
acknowledged in
before any
in Porto
Porto Rico
Rico before
any
notary
public appointed
appointed therein
authority, or
or any
rovo.
notary public
therein by
by proper
proper authority,
any officer
officer
Proviso.
Cerate
author- therein
who has
Certificate of authortherein who
has ex
ex officio
the powers
powers of
public: Provided,
officio the
of aa notary
notary public:
Provided,
tyThat the certificate by such notary shall be accompanied
ity.
ceraccompanied by
by the
the certificate of the executive
secretary of Porto Rico to the effect that the
executive secretary
notary taking such acknowledgment
acknowledgment is
officer.
is in
in fact
fact such
such notarial
notarial officer.
ContinuanceopendContinuance of pendS
EC. 55.
That nothing
Act shall
shall be
impair or
or ininSEC.
55. That
nothing in
in this
this Act
be deemed
deemed to
to impair
ing causes, etc.
terrupt the jurisdiction of
over matters
matters pending
of existing courts
courts over
pending
therein upon the approval
approval of this Act, which jurisdiction is in all
all
respects hereby-continued, the purpose
being to
preserve
purpose of
of this
this Act being
to preserve
the integrity of all of said courts and their jurisdiction until
until otherotherwise provided
provided by law, except
except as
specifically
as in
in this Act
Act otherwise
otherwise specifically
provided.
nefonpr
. provided.
In effect onapopfroval.
S
EC. 56.
56. That
approval, but
but until
until
contin
nee
oprpre
SEC.
That this
this Act
Act shall
shall take
take effect
effect upon
upon approval,
Continuance
preset functions,
functions,
become operative,
ent
its provisions shall severally -become
as hereinbefore
prooperative, as
hereinbefore provided, the corresponding
corresponding legislative
legislative and
and executive
executive functions
functions of
of the
the
government
in
Porto
Rico
shall
to
be
continue
exercised
and
in
full
et 0cone-.
provided by
.E,ameutive
Comaforce and operation
operation as now provided
law; and
Executive
by law;
and th
thee Executive
ityee
ho- Council shall, until the assembly
and organization
ity,ee
i
l
l
ePcrarY
. .
auth°rassembly and
organization of
of the
the Legislature
Legislature
of Porto Rico as herein provided, consist
consist of the
the
the attorney
attorney general,
general, the
treasurer, the commissioner
commissioner of
of the
interior , the
the commissioner
commissioner of
of eduthe interior,
eduthe commissioner
cation, the
commissioner of
and the
commissioner of
apiculof health,
health, and
the commissioner
of agriculture and labor, and the five additional members
members as
now provided
provided by
as now
by
functions assigned
law. And any functions
assigned to
to the
the Senate
Senate of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico by
by
the provisions of this Act shall, until this said
said senate
senate has
has assembled
assembled
and organized as
as herein
herein provided,
be exercised
exercised by
by the
Executive
provided, be
the Executive
Proviso.
Termination
oftem- Council as thus constituted: Provided,. however That all appointPraono
Termination of tem- Council as thus constituted: Provided, however, That all appointpraryappointm
pprary
appointments.. ments
ments made
by and
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
of
made by
by the
the governor,
governor, by
and with
with the
ArP. p. 9i6.
9f.
the Executive
Ante,
Executive Council as thus constituted, in
Council
in the
the Executive
Executive Council
as authorized
authorized by section
section thirteen
thirteen of
or in
office of
of ExecuExecuof this
this Act
Act or
in the
the office
tive Secretary
Secretary of Porto Rico, shall
be regarded
regarded as
temporary and
and shall
shall be
as temporary
shall
later than twenty
expire not later
twenty days
and after
after the
and
days from
from and
the assembly
assembly and
organization
legislature hereinbefore
organization of the legislature
provided, unless
unless said
said aphereinbefore provided,
appomtments shall be ratified
ratified and
pomtments
Senate
and made
made permanent
permanent by
by the
the said
said Senate
of Porto
Porto Rico.
of
Rico.
Rican
Continuance
laws and
of Porto
ordi S
EC. 57. That the laws and
and ordinances
now in
force
ordiSEC.
ordinances of
of Porto
Porto Rico
Rico now
in force
fl o
netcs
enbo
cted, shall continue
nances
not a
affected,
continue in force and effect,
or
effect, except as
as altered,
altered, amended
amended, or
etc
,hereby.
hereby.
etc.,
Aitering,
b modified
modified herein,
A
ltering, etc.,
by
herein, until
until altered,
altered, amend
ed, o
peal
ed by
by the
the l
ep
amended,
orr re
repealed
legislaz
slalegislature auth
auto
. tive authority
authority, herein
herein provided
provided for
for Porto
Rico or
or by
by Act
of Congress
Porto Rico
Act of
Congress
of the United
States; and such legislative
legislative authority
authority shall
have power,
power,
shall have
when not inconsistent
inconsistent with this Act, by due enactment
enactment to
to amend,
amend,
alter, modify, or repeal
repeal any law or ordinance, civil or
or criminal,
criminal, concontinued
in
force
by
this Act
as it
it may
may from
time to
to time
see fit.
La
oict
no
tinued
in
force
by
this
Act as
from time
time see
fit.
Laws not in conflict
onin
oned.
SEC.
continued.
SEC. 58.
58. That
laws or
Porto Rico
Rico not
That all
all laws
or parts
parts of
of laws
laws applicable
applicable to
to Porto
not
Vol. 31, p. 77.
l. 3 p
re- in conflict with
with any of
of the
the provisions
laws
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, including
including the
the laws
Inconsistent laws repealed.
pealed.
relating to tariffs, customs,
customs, and
into Porto
Porto
and duties
duties on
on importations
importations into
Rico prescribed
prescribed by the Act of Congress entitled
entitled "An
temporarily
"An Act
Act temporarily
to provide
provide revenues
revenues and a
a civil government for Porto Rico, and for
for
to
other purposes,"
other
purposes," approved
approved April twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred,
hundred, are
parts of
hereby continued in effect, and all laws and parts
of laws
laws inconsistent
inconsistent
this Act
with the provisions of this
Act are
repealed.
are hereby
hereby repealed.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 2,
2, 1917.
1917.
eTns.er
Transfer
etc.

of bureaus,

of bureaus,
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969
969

146.-An Act Making
appropriations for the current
March 2,1917.
2 1917.
exMarch
CHAP. 146.—An
Malting appropriations
current and contingent
contingent e
x184
, 534
penses
the Bureau
Bureau of
Indian Affair
f
or f
u lfilli ng t
reat
y s
tipul
ations w
i
th various
vari
ous
11. B.
R.
'83.1
[[
with
treaty
stipulations
fulfilling
Affairs,s,for
of Indian
of the
penses of
Indian
year ending June
June thirtieth, nine3693
ndian tribes, and for other purposes, for the fiscal year
[Public, No. 369.
hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.
teen hundred

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
States
of America
America in
in Congress
the following
following sums be
,ap,~p
Indian ariSt.nst
Department
be,,appropriations.
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
and
out of
money in
Treasury
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
purpose of paying the current
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purpose
current
and
expenses of the Bureau
Affairs, for fuland contingent
contingent expenses
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
filling
stipulations with
with various
Indian tribes,
various Indian
tribes, and in full
filling treaty
treaty stipulations
compensation for
salaries which
which are provided
provided for herein
herein
offices and salaries
for all
all offices
compensation
for the
the service
service of
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
of the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
nineteen
for
hundred and
and eighteen,
namely:
eighteen, namely:
hundred
allottn
For the
the survey,
survey, resurvey,
classification and
allotment of
of lands
lands in
in inSurveying,
i
n Ssierylig'etallotting
and allotment
resurvey, classification,
For
severalty
the provisions
provisions of
of the
February eighth,
eighteen vol.
Vol. 2,p.-38s.
24, b':383.
eighth, eighteen
of February
Act Of
the Act
under the
severalty under
hundred and
eighty:
-seven (Twenty-fourth
at Large,
page
hundred
and eighty-seven
(Twenty-fourth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
three
and eighty-eight),-entitled
"An Act to provide
provide for the
eighty-eight),-entitled "An
three hundred
hundred and
allotment
of lands
severalty to Indians,"
other
and under
under any other
Indians," and
in severalty
lands in
allotment of
Act
providing for the survey
allotment of Indian lands, D.
survey or allotment
or Acts
Acts providing
Act or
mt
$100,000, to
repaid proportionally
Indian moneys held
held R'''PaYulent
of any Indian
proportionally out of
to be
be repaid
$100,000,
in
trust or
or otherwise
otherwise by
by the
the United
United States
for
and available
available by law for
States and
in trust
such
reimbursable purposes
purposes and
and to
to remain
remain available
expended: P
until expended:
available until
such reimbursable
Provided,
no part
said sum
sum shall
shall be
be used
for the
the survey,
survey, P
utse
m
se in
r
.i
sN
i
,
T
ew Mexico
New
used for
That no
of said
part of
Provided, That
land in
resurvey,
classification, or
or allotment
allotment of
any land
in severalty
severalty on
on the
the and Ar"a
Arizona restricted.
restricted.
of any
resurvey, classificaton,
public
domain to
whether of
of the
the Navajo
Navajo or
or other
other tribes,
tribes,
Indian, whether
to any
any Indian,
public domain
within
the State
State of
of New
New Mexico
Mexico and
the State
Arizona, who was
State of
of _Arizona,
and the
within the
not
residing upon
the public
prior to
to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
domain prior
public domain
upon the
not residing
vatbcremSr
hundred
and fourteen:
fourteen: Provided
Provided further,
arm
,
o
s
r
i
egrngs Reserfurther, That $5,000 of the above vaiien
hundred and
restlaziora
claims
claims
onvestigatig
amount shall
shall be
be used
for an
investigation and
report on the merits of
and report
an investigation
used for
amount
of Indians on, for addtthe Warm
of
the claim
of the
the Indians
of the
Warm Springs
Springs Reservation
Reservation inntionallands.'
tional lands.
Indians of
claim of
of the
Oregon
to additional
additional land
land arising
arising from
from alleged
alleged erroneous
erroneous surveys
surveys of
of Vol.
p. 963.
93.
Vol 12,
2p.
Oregon to
the
north and
west boundaries
of their
defined in
in the
reservation as defined
their reservation
boundaries of
and west
the north
treatyconcluded June
twenty-fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fifty-five
June twenty-fifth,
treaty concluded
(Twelfth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
hundred and
and sixty-three),
and Surveys,
etc.
Surveys, etc
sixty-three), and
nine hundred
page nine
at Large,
(Twelfth
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
make such
such
the Interior
Interior is
the
surveys or
resurveys as
as may
may be
necessary to
complete said
said investigainvestigato complete
be necessary
or resurveys
surveys
tion
and report.
report.
tion and
For the
the construction,
construction, repair,
reservoirs ,etc.
etel.ffigation, drainage
drainage,
of ditches,
ditches, reservoirs,
maintenance of
and maintenance
repair, and
For
il
until eXand dams,
and use
use of
of irrigation
irrigation tools
tools and
appliances, water
water Available
A
exuntil
Avalable
and appliances,
purchase and
dams, purchase
and
rights, ditches,
lands necessary
necessary for
for canals,
canals, pipe
pipe lines,
reservoirs peded.
Pen
lines, and reservoirs
ditches, lands
rights,
for
Indian reservations
reservations and
aLotments and
for drainage
protecand protecdrainage and
and for
and allotments
for Indian
tion of
irrigable lands
lands from
or loss
loss of
of water
water rights,
rights,
floods, or
by floods,.
damage by
from damage
tion
of irrigable
pr'
o
prating
including
expenses of
of necessary
investigations to
to deterdeter- proee
new
ne
g
and investigations
surveys and
necessary surveys
including expenses
ol
mine
the feasibility
estimated cost
cost of
of new
new projects
projects and
power and
and 1
,
01- 36,
MS.
, p.P. ss.
and power
and estimated
feasibility and
mine the
reservoir
Indian reservations
reservations in
in accordance
prothe prowith the
accordance with
on Indian
sites on
reservoir sites
visions
of section
section thirteen
thirteen of
the Act
Act of
June twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen Reburble
of June
of the
visions of
Reimbursable, etc
etc.
hundred
ten, $235,000,
$235,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as
provided in
in the
the Act
Act of
of \ol.
Vol. 38,
p. 583.
583.
8, p.
as provided
and ten,
hundred and
August first,
first, nineteen
hundred and
fourteen, and
and to
to remain
remain available
available
and fourteen,
nineteen hundred
August
until
expended: Provided,
no part
part of
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be Use
Protium
restricted.
Prs restricted.
of this
That no
Provided, That
until expended:
expended
on
any
irrigation
system
or
reclamation
project
for
which
for
which
project
or
reclamation
system
irrigation
any
expended on
specific
appropriation is
is made
made in
Act or
for which
public funds
funds Irrigation
or for
which public
in this
this Act
specific appropriation
are
other Act
of Congress:
Congress; for
for pay
ofinspectors.
et
Irtio
pay of
Act of
any other
under any
available under
be available
may be
or may
are or
one
inspector of
irrigation, who
who shall
irrigation
a skilled
skilled irrigation
be a
shall be
of irrigation,
chief inspector
one chief
engineer,
$4,000; one
of irrigation
shall be
be aa
who shall
irrigation who
inspector of
assistant inspector
one assistant
engineer, $4,000;
skilled irrigation
engineer, $2,500;
and incidental
incidental
traveling and
for traveling
$2,500; for
irrigation engineer,
skilled
expenses of
of two
inspectors of
of irrigation,
irrigation, including
sleeping-car fare
fare
including sleeping-car
two inspectors
expenses
and
diem of
of $3
$3 in
in lieu
of subsistence
when actually
actually employed
employed
subsistence when
lieu of
per diem
a per
and a
on duty
the field
field and
and away
from designated
designated headquarters,
$3,200; Superintendents of
headquarters, $3,200;
away from
in the
duty in
on
of
in
also, That
That not
not to
exceed seven
seven superinsuperin- Sntendts
to exceed
Provided also,
all, $244,700:
$244,700: Provided
in all,
tendents of
of irrigation,
irrigation, six
whom shall
skilled irrigation
engiirrigation engibe skilled
shall be
six of
of whom
tendents

970
970

Suppressing liquor
liquor
traffic.
Proviso.
Seizure of
ofvehicles for
for
violations,
violations.

uppressing
Proviso
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and one
fieldneers and one competent
competent to pass upon water rights, and
one fieldcost accountant, may be employed.
employed.
For the
suppression of
of the
the traffic
traffic in
in intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors among
among
For
the suppression

Indians,
Provided, That
automobiles or
or any
any other
other vehicles
vehicles
Indians, $150,000:
$150,000: Provided,
That automobiles
or
conveyances used
attempting. to
to introduce,
or conveyances
used in
introducing, or
in introducing,
or attempting
introduce,
intoxicants
intoxicants into the Indian country, or where
where the introduction
introduction is
is
prohibited by treaty or
Federal statute, whether
used by
by the
the owner
owner
or Federal
whether used
thereof
or other
other person,
shall be
be subject
the seizure,
and forforthereof or
person, shall
subject to
to the
seizure, libel,
libel, and
R. S., sec. 2140, p.373. feiture
feiture provided
provided in
section twenty-one
hundred and
of the
R.s.,sec.240,p.373.
in section
twenty-one hundred
and forty
forty of
the
Statutes of
of the
United States.
States.
Revised Statutes
the United
preventing Revised
elief
Relief,
preventing
disease,
For the
and care
of destitute
Indians not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
disease, etc.
For
the relief
relief and
care of
destitute Indians
provided
treatment of
tuberculosis, trachoma,
for, and for
for the
the prevention
prevention and
and treatment
of tuberculosis,
trachoma,
smallpox, and other contagious
contagious and infectious
infectious diseases,
including
diseases, including
transportation
of patients
to and
from hospitals
hospitals and
and sanatoria,
sanatoria,
Pr.
transportation of
patients to
and from
Provisos.
Amount
for new hoe- $350,000:
to exceed
exceed $90,000
of said
amount may
may
Amountfornewhos$350,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not to
$90,000 of
said amount
pitals.
pisthe construction
be expended
expended in the
construction and
equipment of
of new
new hospitals
hospitals at
at
and equipment
ete.
General treatment,
al tratmnt a
a unit cost of not exceeding
$15,000: Provided
further, That
fiat this
exceeding $15,000:
Providedfurther,
this
appropriation
may be
be used
used also
also for
medical and
surgical treattreatappropriation may
for general
general medical
and surgical
and operation
operation of
of general
general
ment of
of Indians,
Indians, including
including the
the maintenance
maintenance and
hospitals, where
funds are
are applicable
or available
available for
for that
that
hospitals,
where no
no other
other funds
applicable or
Allotment to specified
hospitals and sana- purpose:
And provided
further,
That out
out of
of the
appropriation
of
fieadhoptaandsana
purpose:
And
provided
further,
That
the
appropriation
of
or a
Loris. t
$350,000
authorized, there
there shall
be available
available for
for the
main$350,000 herein
herein authorized,
shall be
the maintenance of the sanatoria and hospitals hereinafter
hereinafter named, and
for
and for
incidental and
expenses for
for their
their proper
proper conduct
conduct and
and manmanincidental
and all other
other expenses
agement,
pay of
enaployees, repairs,
equipment, and
and imimagement, including pay
of employees,
repairs, equipment,
provements,
to exceed
amounts: Blackfeet
Blackfeet hospital,
hospital,
provements, not
not to
exceed the-folkming
the following amounts:
Montana, $10,000;
$10,000; Carson
Carson hospital,
Nevada, $10,000;
$10,000; Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
and
Montana,
hospital, Nevada,
Arapahoe hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $10,000;
$10,000; Choctaw
Choctaw and
Chickasaw
Arapahoe
and Chickasaw
Fort Lapwai
sanatorium, Idaho,
Idaho,
hospital, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, $20,000;
$20,000 Fort
Lapwai sanatorium,
$40,000;
sanatorium, New
New Mexico,
$17,000; Mescalero
Mescalero hoshos$40,000; Laguna
Laguna sanatorium,
Mexico, $17,000;
pital, New Mexico,
Mexico, $10,000;
$10,000; Navajo
Navajo sanatorium,
sanatorium, New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
$10,000;
Pima hospital,
$10,000; Phoenix
Pho enix sanatorium,
sanatorium,
$10,000; Pima
hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $10,000;
Arizona, $40,000; Spokane hospital, Washington,'
Washington,' $10,000;
$10,000; Sac
Sac and
and
Fox sanatorium,
$25,000; Turtle
Mountain hospital,
Fox
sanatorium, Iowa,
Iowa, $25,000;
Turtle Mountain
hospital, North
North
Dakota, $10,000;
Crow Creek
Creek
Dakota
$10,000; Winnebago
Winnebago hospital,
hospital, Nebraska,
Nebraska, $15,000;
$15,000; Crow
hospital, South
Hoops Valley
hospital, California,
California,
South Dakota,
Dakota, $8,000;
$8,000; Hoopa
Valley hospital,
$8,000; Jicarilla
hospital, New
New Mexico,
Mexico?$8,000;
$8,000; Truxton
Truxton Canyon
Canyon camp
camp
$8,000;
Jicarilla hospital,
hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,000;
$8,000.
ofschools
Support of
hospital,
$8,000; Indian
Indian Oasis
Oasis hospital,
hospital, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,000.
schools.
'or support of Indian
For
Indian day and industrial schools not otherwise
provided for,
other educational
educational and
industrial purposes
purposes in
in conprotsM.
provided
for, for
for other
and industrial
Provisos.
conDeaf and
dumb, or
or nection
therewith,
$1,600,000:
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
$40,000
and
dumb,
nection
therewith,
$1,600,000:
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
$40,000
bDea
blind,
this amount
amount may
for the
and education
education of
deaf
ublic schoolpupilsof
may be
be used
used for
the support
support and
of deaf
Public
school pupils. of this
ghoou.
Indian children:
children: Provided
and dumb or blind Indian
further, That not
more
Providedfurther,
not more
than $200,000 of the amount herein appropriated
appropriated may be expended
expended
Paratgestrtion.
for
tuition of
for the
the tuition
of Indian
Indian children
enrolled in
public schools:
schools:
children enrolled
in the
the public
Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation,
Parentagembietkn "
Provided further,
or any
any other
other
appropriation, or
appropriation provided for herein, except
appropriation
except appropriations
appropriations made
made purpursuant to treaties, shall be used to educate children
children of
of less
than oneless than
onefourth Indian blood whose parents
parents are citizens of the United States
and of the State wherein they live and where there
there are adequate
free school facilities provided
provided and the facilities of the Indian schools
schools
are
pupils of
one-fourth .Indian
blood: And
are needed
needed for
for pupils
of more
more than
than one-fourth
Indian blood:
And
Not
further, That no part of this
Not ffor designated
da5irmIted provded
provided further,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used for
for
ortmnis.
day and industrial
the support of Indian clay
industrial schools where specific
specific
is made.
,
and agency
ag appropriation
appropriation is
made.
School
and
buildings, etc.
etc.
For construction,
buildings,
construction, lease, purchase,
purchase, repair, and improvement
improvement of
of
school and agency
agency buildings,
buildings, including
including the purchase
purchase of
of necessary
necessary
lands and the installation, repair, and improvement
improvement of heating,
lighting,
power,
and sew
,
er#age and
water sy
st
ems in
i
n connection
connect i
on
lighting,
power, and
sewerage
and water
systems
TOS.
fseton Agency,
Agency, s. therewith, $400,000:
Sisseton
$400,000: Provded,
ProvW 4, That of this
$300 may
ma y be
be
this amount
amount $300
expended for the purchase
Dak.
expended
purchase of a
a perpetual
right of
perpetual water
water right and
and right
of
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purpose of runprivate individuals,
way across
individuals, for the purpose
the lands of private
way
across the
a certain spring or springs located near
ning a
a pipe line from a
near the
Dakota, to said buildings,
Sisseton Indian
buildings
buildings, South Dakota
Agency buildings,
Indian Agency
Sisseton
the
the
of such
such water
sufficient land
land for t1ue
water right to include sufficient
the purchase
purchase of
construction
cement reservoir
near such
or springs
springs
such spring
spring or
reservoir near
of aasmall
small cement
construction of

school
Providedfurther,
acquired: Provided
so acquired:
for the
of storing
the water
water so
further„ sac
Sac andFox
and Fox
School
storing the
purpose of
for
the purpose
That not
not to
of the
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated may be owa
$500 of
to exceed
exceed $500
That
acquisition on behalf of the United States, by purchase
the acquisition
used for the
or otherwise,
of land
land for
for a
the Mesquakie
Day School,
School, Sac
Sac
for the
Mesquakie Day
a site
site for
or
otherwise, of
and Fox,
Iowa: Provided
of the Interior em eetad light to
Secretary of
the Secretary
That the
further, That
Providedfurther,
Fox, Iowa:
and
furis
authorized to
to allow
allow employees
in the
the Indian
Service who are furIndian Service
employees in
is authorized
nished
quarters necessary
and light
quarters without
without
such quarters
heat and
light for such
necessary heat
nished quarters
light to be paid for out of the fund chargeable
charge, such
such heat and light
charge,
with
the cost
of heating
buildings at the same
and lighting other buildings
heating and
with the
cost of
Not included in corn.
expended for pentinudedin
place: And
further, That the amount so expended
provided further,
And provided
place:
agency
purposes
shall
not
be
included
in
the
maximum
amounts
for
pensation.
agency purposes shall not be included in the maximum amounts for
compensation of
prescribed by
section one, Act of August
August
by section
of employees
employees prescribed
compensation
twenty-fourth, nineteen
and twelve.
twelve.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
twenty-fourth,
transportation of pupils
For collection and transportation
pupils to and from Indian and puitg,
pu7iir
' et., "
school pupils, with the consent
for placing
placing school_pupils
public schools, and for
consent of their
their
public
parents, under
the care
white families
families qualified
qualified to
of white
control of
and control
care and.
under the
parents,
give
industrial, and educational
educational training,
training, $72,000:
$72,000:
them moral,
moral, industrial,
give them
industrial
may be
sum may
of this
$5,000 of
Provided,
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000
this sum
be used
used for i
P
n
r
cru:
i rial
s. employ.
employ.
That not
Provided, That
obtaining
remunerative employment
employment for
youths and, when
when ment '
for Indian youths
obtaining remunerative
transportation and other
nec,essary,
for payment
other expenses
expenses to their
payment of transportation
necessary, for
nds
.
Re
placimi
of employment:
Provided further,
That where
where practicable
practicable the
the Refundsfurther, That
employment: Provided
places of
be
shall
transportation
and
expenses
so
paid
shall
be
refunded
and
shall
be
and
refunded
be
shall
paid
so
and
expenses
transportation
returned to
appropriation from
The provisions
of Alaskapupis.
P P *
provisions of
paid. The
which paid.
from which
to the
the appropriation
returned
this section
also apply
Indian pupils of school age under
under
native Indian
apply to native
shall also
section shall
this
twenty-one
years of
of age
age brought
from Alaska.
Alaska.
brought from
twenty-one years
For
preserving living
living and
timber on
on Indian
et,.P7ourMan ntimer,
timber,
Indian etcServidn
growing timber
and growing
of preserving
For the
the purposes
purposes of
reservations and
educate Indians
in the
the proper
proper
Indians in
to educate
and to
allotments, and
and allotments,
reservations
care of
forests; for
the employment
suitable persons
persons as
as matrons
matrons Matrons.
Matrons.
of suitable
employment of
for the
of forests;
care
to
Indian women
and girls
girls housekeeping
and other
other household
household
housekeeping and
women and
to teach
teach Indian
duties, for
expenses of
matrons; and for
such matrons;
of such
traveling expenses
necessary traveling
for necessary
duties,
furnishing necessary
equipments and
and supplies
supplies and
and renting
renting quarters
iculturl xpquarters
necessary equipments
furnishing
mets, etc. ral exPerlfor them
them where
where necessary;
for the
conducting of
of experiments
experiments on
on meAgsi,ceugu.
the conducting
necessary; for
for
Indian
test the
possibilities of
the possibilities
to test
designed to
farms designed
agency farms
or agency
school or
Indian school
soil
climate in
in the
of trees,
trees, grains,
grains, vegetables,
cotton, Farme
vegetables, cotton,
the cultivation
cultivation of
and climate
soil and
Farmers and
and stockstock.
and
fruits, and
and for
for the
the employment
ractical farmers
and stockmen.
stock- men.
farmers and
practical
of 'p
employment of
and fruits,
men,
in addition
addition to
to the
the agency
farmers now
employed,- for
for
now employed:
school farmers
and school
agency and
men, in
necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of
such farmers
farmers and stockmen
for
stockmen and for
of such
necessary traveling
furnishing
equipment and
supplies for
them; and
and for
for
for them;
and supplies
necessary equipment
furnishing necessary
superintending and
and directing
farming and
and stock
among
raising among
stock raising
directing farming
superintending
imatrons
Indians,
of which
which sum
not less
less than
$75 ,
000 shal
shall be
be used
usedmatrons.
Field
than $75,000
sum not
$475,000, of
Indians, $475,000,
for the
employment of
additional field
Provided, That
That the
the Menomine
Dren-=. ReservaR
.
matrons: Provided,
field matrons:
of additional
the employment
for
foregoing
shall not,
as to
to timber,
timber, apply
apply to
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
tyFarmerss tohacomrnIndian tion.F
to the
not, as
foregoing shall
Reservation in
in Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That no
money approappro- petency
certficates
petency certificates.
no money
Reservation
priated
on or
January first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
after January
or after
be expended
expended on
shall be
herein shall
priated herein
hundred
and seventeen,
for the
any farmer
or expert
expert
farmer or
of any
employment of
the employment
seventeen, for
undred and
farmer
at a
or in
month, unless
he shall
shall
unless he
per month,
$50 per
of $50
excess of
in excess
of or
a salary
salary of
farmer at
first
have procured
and filed
filed with
with the
of Indian
Affairs
Indian Affairs
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
procured and
first have
a
competency showing
showing that
that he
is a
a farmer
of actual
actual
farmer of
he is
of competency
a certificate
certificate of
experience
and qualified
qualified to
to instruct
instruct others
the art
art of
of practical
practical
in the
others in
experience and
agriculture,
such certificate
certificate to
certified and
to him
him by
by the
the
issued to
and issued
to be
be certified
agriculture, such
president or
dean of
of the
of the
in
State in
the State
college of
agricultural college
the State
State agricultural
or dean
president
which his
be rendered,
rendered, or
the president
president or
or dean
dean of
of r
rt nplo
or by
by the
services are
are to
to be
which
his services
the
State agricultural
agricultural college
an adjoining
State: Provided,
Provided, That
exrcerperLt. employees
That excepted.
adjoining State:
of an
college of
the State
this provision
shall not
not apply
apply to
to persons
Indian
the Indian
in the
employed in
now employed
persons now
provision shall
this
Service
expert farmer:
And providal
provided further,
That this
this Indian eCployees.
p y
further, That
farmer: And
or expert
farmer or
as farmer
Service as
shall
apply to
to Indians
Indians employed
to be
be employed
as assistant
assistant
employed as
or to
employed or
not apply
shall not
-cwa.
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provided further,
exceed $25,000
farmer: And provided
further, That not to exceed
$25,000 of the
the
amount herein appropriated
appropriated shall
used to conduct
conduct experiments
experiments on
on
shall be used
agency farms to
test the
the possibilities
possibilities of
soil and
and
Indian school or agency
to test
of soil
climate in
cultivation of
of trees,
cotton, grains,
grains, vegetables,
and
lloace to
climate
in the
the cultivation
trees, cotton,
vegetables, and
Allowances sto specip
fruits: Provided,
also, That
That the
the amounts
amounts paid
paid to
to matrcas,
foresters,
emploees
fled
fruits:
Provided, also,
fied emplo)
ees..e
matrcns, foresters,
Vol.
p. 521.
Vol. 37,
37,521.
farmers,
physicians, and
fanners, physicians,
stockmen herein
herein provided
provided for
for shall
shall not
not be
be
and stockmen
includes within the limitation on
on salaries
and compensation
of ememincluded
salaries and
compensation of
twenty-fourth, nineteen
ployees contained
contained in the Act of August twenty-fourth,
nineteen hunhundred and twelve.
Supplies.
For the
purchase of
goods and
and supplies
supplies for
for the
the Indian
Indian Service,
t.
For
the purchase
uScplies etc.
of goods
Service,
Purchases,
including
inspection ' pay
pay of
of necessary
employees, and
and all
including inspection,
necessary employees,
all other
other
expenses connected
connected therewith,
including advertising,
advertising, storage,
storage, and
and
therewith, including
Proviso.
transportation
Indian goods
supplies, $300,000:
Provided, That
That
transportation of
of Indian
goods and
and supplies,
$300,000: Provided,
WProoses.
Warehouses.
no
appropriated shall
shall be
used for
the mainno part of
of the sum hereby
hereby appropriated
be used
for the
maintenance of to exceed three warehouses
in the
the Indian
tenance
warehouses in
Indian Service.
Service.
•
Telegraph and telephTeleFsages
For telegraph
telegraph and
telephone toll
toll messages
on business
business pertaining
pertaining
tel e
and telephone
messages on
phone messages.
to the
the Indian
Indian Service
to
sent and
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Indian
Indian
Service sent
and received
received -by
Affairs at Washington, $8,000.
ens
Legal Ll
expenses
in Affairs at Washington, $8,000.
allotment suits.
For witness
witness fees
fees and
legal expenses
expenses incurred
instialotment
s.
For
and other
other legal
incurred in
in suits
suits instituted in behalf of or against
against Indians
involving the question of
of title
title
Indians involving
to lands allotted to them,
of personal
personal proppropthem, or
or the
the right of possession
possession of
erty held by
hearings set by
by the
the United
States local
by them,.
them, and in
in hearings
United States
loca land
land
officers
officers to
to determine
determine the
the rights
rights of
of Indians
to public
lands,
$1,000:
Indians
to
public
lands,
$1,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That
That no
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used in
in the
the
No attorneys' fees.
NoPaoreys,
ees.
Provided,
no part
part of
this appropriation
-payment
of attorneys'
fees.
'payment
of
attorneys'
fees.
Citizen commission.
itizencmmission.
For expenses of the Board
of Indian
Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, $10,000.
$10,000.
Board of
Indian
Indian police.
police.
For pay of Indian
exceed
Indian police, including chiefs of police at not to exceed
$50 per month each and privates
privates at not to exceed
month
exceed $30 per
per month
each, to be employed
employed in maintaining
purchase of
maintaining order, for
for purchase
of equipments and supplies and for rations
policemen at
at nonration
noiiration agenagenrations for
for policemen
cies,
$200,000.
cies,
$200,000.
Judges, Indian
courts.ge
Idi a n
For pay
pay of
of judges
For
of Indian
tribal relations
now
judges of
Indian courts
courts where
courts.
where tribal
relations now
Proviso.
exist, $8,000: Provided, That no part of this, nor of any other sum,
eblo Indians
o
For
Pueblo
Indians exist, $8,000: Provided, That no part of this, nor of any other sum,
prohibited.
prohibited.
shall be used to pay any judge for the Pueblo Indians
Mexico,
Indians of New Mexico,
and that no such judge
judge shall
such Indians
Indians by
by any
shall be
be appointed
appointed for
for such
any
United States official
or
employee.
official
or
employee.
Contingent
expenses.
c
ot,p.p.1107.
n107.
For pay of special
agents, at
at $2,000
special agents,
$2 1000 per
for traveling
traveling and
and
per annum;
annum; for
Post,
incidental
incidental expenses of
sleeping-car
of such special agents, including
including sleeping-car
a per diem of not to exceed
exceed $3
$3 in lieu of subsistence, in the
fare, and a
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, when
when actually
actually employed
employed
on duty in the field or ordered
ordered to
government; for
to the
the seat
seat of government;
for transtransportation
incidental expenses
portation and incidental
expenses of officers and clerks of the Office
Office
of Indian Affairs when traveling
traveling on official duty; for
pay of
of employees
employees
for pay
not otherwise
provided for; and for other
otherwise provided
other necessary
the
necessary expenses
expenses of the
Service
for
other
appropriation
Indian
Service
which
no
appropriation
available,
$135,000:
is
available,
$135,000:
Proeito.
APmountimmedlately
That not
exceed $5,000
$5,000 of
this amount
amount shall
shall be
be immeimmeProvided, That
Amount immediately Provided,
not to
to exceed
of this
availaLle.
diately available.
available.
Indian Service inspecters.
i
For pay
pay of six
six Indian
spectors.
Indian Service
Service inspectors,
inspectors, exclusive
of one
one chief
exclusive of
chief
inspector,
inspector, at salaries not to exceed $2,500 per annum and actual
actual
traveling and incidental expenses,
expenses, and $4 per diem in lieu of subemployed on duty in the field, $30,000.
sistence when actually
actually employed
Determining heirs of
For the purpose
of deceased
purpose of determining
determining the heirs
heirs of
deceased Indian allottees
allottees.
alottee.
having
interest in any trust or
having any right, title, or interest
or restricted
restricted property,
property,
under
regulations prescribed
under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
Prori3os.
Provided, That
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby
lersin
$100,000: Provided,
That the
Secretary of
Clerks
in Indian $100,000:
Office.
authorized to use not to exceed
exceed S25,000
the employment
authorized
$25,000 for the
employment of
of
additional clerks in the Indian Office in connection
connection with the work
work of
determining the heirs of deceased
deceased Indians, and examining
examining their wills,
wills
°sages and Five CiviOi dis excepted.
exceptied out of the $100,000 appropriated
lized Tribes
appropriated herein: Provided
Provided further,
That the
further, That
provisions
provisions of this paragraph shall
shall not apply to the Osage Indians,
nor to the Five Civilized Tribes
Indians in
Tribes of Indians
in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Tests
soils, etc.
Tests of
ofsoils,
etc.
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Encouragingfang
For the purpose of encouraging industry
industry and self-support
self-support -among „,/r
trinit
7far
allinj
t
the Indians
Indians and to aid
aid them
them in the culture
grams, and other IIndians.
di'
g
'.*
culture of fruits, grains,
crops, $400,000,
$400,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be immediately available,
available, which sum may be used for the purchase of seed,
animals, machinery,
machinery, tools, implements,
implements, and other equipment
equipment necesnecessary, in the discretion
of the
discretion of
Secretary of
Interior, to
to enable
enable
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Indians to become self-supporting:
self-supporting: Provided,
Provided, That said sum shall be
be Itepaynt.
Repayment.
expended
expended under conditions
conditions to be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior for its repayment
repayment to the United
United States
States on or before June
Limitation of ee.
expentsur
twenty-five:
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and t
wen ty-five: Provided
Provided further,
further, That penditures.
$50,000 of the amount
amount herein
not to exceed $50,000
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
expended on any
expended
of any
one tribe
any one reservation
reservation or
or for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
any one
tribe
of
of Indians.
Indians.
That not
of applicable
appropriations made
made vefger-carrsing
Pa ss enger-carrying
That
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,000 of
applicable appropriations
herein for the Bureau
Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs shall be available
available for the eMaintenance.
ibLe
a
s
tenance•
maintenance,
operation of motor-propelled
horsemaintenance, repair, and operation
motor-propelled and horsedrawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for
the use of superintendents,
superintendents,
for the
farmers, ph.ysicians,
physicians, field
irrigation, and
and other
field matrons,,
matrons, allotting
allotting, irrigation,
other Provisos.
Prio.
employees
Provied, That
employees in the Indian field service: Provided,
not to
limited.
That not
to exceed Purchases
urEcases limted.
$15,000
purchase of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger$15,000 may be used in the purchase
passengercarrying
to exceed
$30,000 for
for the
the purchase
carrying vehicles, and
and not
not to
exceed $30,000
purchase of
of
motor-propelled
vehicles and
and that
that such
such vehicles
vehicles Eehans per
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
shall
be used
used only
only for
for official
further, That
That the
the ted. xebanges
mit.
shall be
official service:
service: Provided
Provided further,
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary
hereafter exchange
exchange automobiles
automobiles in
Interior may
may hereafter
in
part
new machines
for the
the same
same purpose
as those
those
part payment
payment for
for new
machines used
used for
purpose as
proposed
to be
proposed to
be exchanged.
exchanged.
For reimbursing
reimbursing Indians
live stock
stock which
which may
may be
be hereafter
hereafter LPayment^forestucf
1
,1
Indians for
for live
.aym en to/ dest
destroyed
of being
being infected
dourine or
or other
other concon- tiondiseased,
tins of diseased, etc.
etc.
destroyed on
on account
account of
infected with
with dourine
tagious diseases, and for
connection with
with the
work of
for expenses
expenses in connection
the work
of
eradicating
and preventing
to be
be expended
expended under
eradicating and
preventing such
such diseases,
diseases, to
under such
such
rules
and regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe,
rules and
as the
Secretary of
may prescribe,
$75,000, said
amount to
to be
immediately available
available and
and to
to remain
remain Provo.
r
,
$75,000,
said amount
be immediately
P
available until
expended: Provided,
to exceed
of Previous
Pre
available
until expended:
Provided, That
That not
not to
exceed $15,000
$15,000 of
losses.
this amount
amount may
in reimbursing
for horses
horses killed
killed
this
may be
be used
used in
reimbursing Indians
Indians for
Ante, p. 12S.
of the
Act of
of May
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hunprevious to
to the
the passage
passage of
the Act
May eighteenth,
hun- A", . 128.
dred and sixteen, for which they have
have not heretofore
heretofore been reimbursed.
reimbursed. Sale
Sale of ,,hol,
school, etc.,
etc,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior is
hereby authorized
cause to
lands not needed.
*
the Interior
is hereby
authorized to
to cause
to lands
neoiit'.
be
highest bidder,
bidder, under
he
be sold,
sold, to
to the
the highest
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as he
may
part of
of a
of land
land purchased
the
may prescribe,
prescribe, any
any tract
tract or
or part
a tract
tract of
purchased by
by the
United
States for
day school
school or
or other
administrative uses,
uses,
United States
for day
other Indian
Indian administrative
not exceeding
exceeding one
sixty acres
acres in
any one
one• tract,
when
not
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty
in any
tract, when
said land
land or
is no
longer needed
for the
the original
original purpose;
said
or aapart
part thereof
thereof is
no longer
needed for
purpose;
the
cases to
the Treasury
of Patnt
Patent in
in fee
fee to purthe net proceeds
proceeds therefrom in
in all
all cases
to be
be paid
paid into
into the
Treasury-of
the
•title
evidenced by a
patent in fee
fee simple for
the United States
States;'
title to be
be evidenced
a patent
for chaser.
such lands
lands as
can be
be described
terms of
the legal
legal survey,
survey, or
or by
deed
such
as can
described in
in terms
of the
by deed
executed by the
Secretary of the
Interior containing
containing such
duly executed
the Secretary
the Interior
such
metes-and-bounds description
description as
will identify
land so
so conveyed
conveyed
metes-and-bounds
as will
identify the
the land
.
as
the land
which had
had been
That where
the crecutio
as the
land which
been purchased:
purchased: Provided,
Provided, That
where the
reditto ndians.
purchase 'price
was paid
paid from
funds, such
shall be
be
purchase
price was
from tribal
tribal funds,
such proceeds
proceeds shall
placed in
in the
the United
United States
States to
of the
the respecrespecplaced
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
to the
the credit
credit of
tive tribes
tribes of
Indians.
of Indians.
tive
That the
of the
the Act
March eleventh,
eleventh, iRhts'ofayth"uh
Rights olver through
That
the following
following provision
provision of
Act approved
approved March
Preuis".

v
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nineteen
and four
four (Thirty-third
nineteen hundred
hundred and
(Thirty-third Statutes,
Statutes, page
page sixty-five),
sixty-five),
authorizing
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
way across
across
authorizing the
Secretary of
to grant
grant rights
rights of
of way
Indian
lands for
conveyance of
of oil
gas, to
to wit:
"No such
such
Indian lands
for the
the conveyance
oil and
and gas,
wit: "No
lines
shall be
constructed across
as above
above mentioned,
lines shall
be constructed
across Indian
Indian lands,
lands, as
mentioned,
until authority
authority therefor
therefor has
has first
been obtained
obtained from,
from, and
and the
maps
the maps
first been
until
of
location of
said lines
lines approved
by, the
the Secretary
the
approved by,
Secretary of
of the
of definite
definite location
of said
Interior,"
be, and
is hereby,
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Interior," be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, amended
"Before
to rights
rights of
for hereunder
"Before title
title to
of way
wav applied
applied for
hereunder shall
shall vest,
vest,
maps of
of definite
definite location
location shall
shall be
be tiled
approved by
by the
the
maps
filed with
with and
and approved

Vol.
ed.

33, p. 65, amend-

Vol.33,p. 65,

amend-
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Secretary of
of the
Provided, That
That before
such approval
the
permits. Secretary
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
before such
approval the
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary
Interior may, under
under such rules and regulations
regulations as
as he
may prescribe, grant temporary
temporary permits revocable
revocable in his
discretion
his discretion
for the construction
construction of such lines."
lines."

Proviso.
Teporro
Temporary permits.

Arizona
MArzona

Mexico.
Mexico.

and New
New
and

ARIZONA AND NEW
ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO.

S
EC. 2.
and civilization
Indians in
in Arizona
New
SEC.
2. For
For support
support and
civilization of
of Indians
Arizona and
and New
Mexico, including
including pay of employees, $330,000.
$330,000.
FortMojave
Shool.
For support
Fort
Mojave School.
support and education
education of
two hundred
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the
the
of two
Indian school
school at Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Arizona, and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent,
$35,200; for general
repairs and improvements, $3,800; in all, $39,000.
$35,200;
general repairs
$39,000.
Phoenix School.
For
of seven
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils at
at the
PFool
or support and education
education of
seven hundred
the
Indian school at Phoenix, Arizona, and for
of superintendent,
superintendent,
for pay
pay of
$119,400;
$119,400; for general
general repairs and improvements
improvements, $12,500;
$12,500; for
for remodelremodelin
heating plant, $15,000;
ing and improving
improving heating
$15,000; in all, $146,900.
$146,900.

Support o
of Indians
Indians
n.upport

1

Trnxton
schao
School,

cy

CanYnn

For support
support and
and education
of one
one hundred
hundred pupils
the Indian
Indian
For
education of
pupils at
at the

school at Truxton Canyon, Arizona, and for pay of superintendent,
superintendent,
$18,200;
$18,200; for general
general repairs and improvements,
improvements, $3,000;
$3,000; in all, $21,200.
$21,200.
Gila
rs
er vers
For continuing the work of constructing the irrigation
irrigation system
syst
em f
or
for
Son.
Continuingirrigation
irrigation
of
the
lands
of
Pima
Indians
Continuing
irrigation the irrigation
the
Indians
in
the
vicinity
- of
of
in
the
vicinity
system.
vota,
p. p. il.
Sacaton, on the Gila
VoL
33,
lOSt
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, within
within the
the limit
of
Gila River Indian
limit of
cost fixed by the Act of March
March third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
five,
third, nineteen
$10,000;
$10,000; and for maintenance
maintenance and operation
pumping plants
operation of the pumping
Reprymnt,etc.
Repayment, etc.
and canal
canal systems, $10,000;
$10,000; in all,
all, $20,000, reimbursable
as provided
reimbursable as
provided
in
the
twenty-fourth,
section
two
of
act
of
August
twenty-fourth,
nineteen
hundred
nineteen
hundred
2
Vol. 37,
37,p.5
and twelve (Thirty-seventh
Statutes at Large,
Vol.
P. 522.
(Thirty-seventh Statutes
Large, page
page five hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-two), and to remain
twenty-two),
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
se
Colorado
River
construction and
and repair
repair of
necessary channels
channels and
and laterals
laterals
Coervlor
Rve
R Resf For
For the
the construction
ervation.
of necessary
Extendingirrigation
utilization of water in connection
connection with the pumping
Extending
irrigation for the utilization
pumping plant for
for
system.
system.
irrigation
irrigation purposes
purposes on the Colorado
Colorado River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Arizona, as
as provided
provided in
in the
the act
of April
April fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
vol3, 273
Arizona,
act of
fourth, nineteen
Vol. 36, p. 273.
'p *
ten (Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at Large, page two hundred and seventythree),
three), for the purpose
purpose of securing
securing an appropriation
the
appropriation of water for the
irrigation of approximately
approximately one hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
irrigation
thousand acres of
of
land and for maintaining
and operating
operating the pumping
pumping plant,
land
maintaining and
plant, canals,
and structures,
structures, $15,000,
$15,000, reimbursable
reimbursable as provided in
m said
said Act, and
and to
to
remain
remain available until expended.
expended.
apago Indian
Indian vilviFor improvement
and sinking
Papago
improvement aria
sinking of wells, installation
installation of pumping
pumping
las.
Iater
supply
for.
machinery,
Vater supply for,
machinery, construction
construction of tanks for domestic
domestic and stock water, and
and
for the necessary
necessary structures
structures for the development
development and distribution
of aasupply of water and for maintenance
maintenance and operation of constructed
constructed
kr Papago
villages in
in southern
southern Arizona,
works, for
Papago Indian
Indian villages
Arizona, $20,000.
$20,000.
&hosl
l.
Navajos.
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to
to carry
effect the
the
carry into
into effect
School
facilities.
vol.
provisions
Vol. 15,
15,p.9.
p. 669.
provisions of the sixth article of the treaty
treaty of June
eighteen
June first, eighteen
hundred and sixty-eight, between the United
United States and the Navajo
Navajo
Nation or Tribe of Indians,
proclaimed August
Indians, proclaimed
August twelfth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
whereby the United
hundred and sixty-eight, whereby
UnitedStates
St at
es agrees to
to provide.
provide
school
facilities
for the
the children
children of
of the
the Navajo
Tribe of
of Indians,
Indians,
proiso.
school
facilities for
Navajo Tribe
Proviso.
Gila River Beserva-

Discretionaryuse.
Discretionary use.

$100,000:
Provided, That
$100,000: Provided,
That the
said Secretary
Secretary may
may expend
expend said
said funds,
funds,
the said

in his discretion, in
in establishing
establishing or enlarging
enlarging day or industrial schools.
schools.
Developing
For continuing
Navajo
continuing the development
development o
water supply
supply- for
for the
Navaj
o
neve
.aphig
water'
offa
a water
the Navaio
spply.
Indians on the Navajo Reservation,
to be
be i
mme di at
el
y
Reservation, $25,000, to
immediately
available, reimbursable
reimbursable out of any funds of said Indians
Indians now or
or
hereafter available.
available.
Oeatinrg
Ganado
For the maintenance
maintenance and operation of the Ganado
Onerating
Ganado irrigation
irrigation
pro,ec
t.
project on
the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona, $3,000,
project
on the
Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
$3,000, reimbursable under
under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
bursable
Secretary of the
Um

Gila River.
Dam,
Darn, et.,
etc., to divert
divert

wterI etc.
ice
Iarud
te.

water
lands,

irrigating

Interior
prescribe.
shall prescribe.
Interior shall
For completing
completing the construction
construction by
by the
the Indian
Indian Service
Service of
dam
of aa dam
for
works
controlling
and the
the
bdge superstructure
wth
with
superstructure and
the necessary
necessary controlling
controlling works
for
wi aabri
brige
superstructure
and
necessary
works
for
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diverting
Indian land
diverting water from the Gila River for the irrigation of Indian
Reservation, Arizona,
and Indian
Indian allotments
allotments on the Gila River Indian Reservation,
and
thee United
as recommended
recommended by the Board
neer
s of th
Un ited States
States
Engineers
Board of Engi
as
hundred and seventeen
seventeen of its report to the
Army in paragraph two hundred
Secretary of War
February fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
War of February
Secretary
hundred and ninetyNumbered Seven hundred
fourteen (House
(House Document Numbered
fourteen
one), $125,000,
$125,000, to be
immediately available and to remain available
available
be immediately
one),
epaynt22.
until
expended, reimbursable
provided in section
section two of the
the Act
Act Repayment.
reimbursable as provided
until expended,
Vol. 37, p. 522.
of
twenty-fourth, nineteen
twelve (Thirtynineteen hundred and twelve
August twenty-fourth,
of August
seventh
hundred and
and twenty-two),
twenty-two), the
Statutes at Large, page five hundred
seventh Statutes
total cost
cost not
exceed $200,000.
$200,000.
to exceed
not to
total
v
Sa
For
additional installments
installments of
water menis.
m lt . River
allotproviding water
for providing
charges for
the charges
of the
For additional
wter
,ri't
"i
River
Salt
of
acres
ten
rights
for
six
thousand
three
hundred
and
and
ten
acres
of
River
rig
t
di
f
o
ti
r
.
a
I
water
hundred
three
thousand
six
for
rights
p. 130.
of May
May eighteenth,
Act of
Indian
allotments provided
the Act
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen Ante,
Ante, p.m.
in the
provided in
Indian allotments
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
for the
extension of canals and laterals
the extension
and for
hundred
and
the construction
construction of
of other
facilities to
to
irrigation facilities
necessary irrigation
other necessary
for the
and for
supply the
$15,000.
with water, $15,000.
lands with
said lands
the said
supply
River.
Gla
of aa diver- Bp
Service of
For
completing the
by the
the Indian
Indian Service
!
,
Itive
o r. dam
f
construction by
the construction
For completing
Diversion dam for
lands in Pision dam
dam and
and necessary
necessary controlling
controlling works
water from irrigating
irrica
" tInTlands
diverting water
for diverting
works for
sion
alCunty.
$100,000, to remain nnal
the
Gila River
at a
above Florence,
Arizona, $100,000,
C4untY *
Florence, Arizona,
a site
site above
River at
the Gila
available until
until expended,
expended, the
the total
total cost
exceed $175,000, and
to exceed
cost not to
available
for
beginning the
the construction
necessary canals
structures
canals and structures
of the
the necessary
construction of
for beginning
to carry
carry the
Indian lands of the
natural flow of the Gila River to the Indian
the natural
to
Gila
River Indian
Reservation and
and to
private lands in
public and private
to public
Indian Reservation
Gila River
t, P. 131
Pinal
provided in
the Indian
Indian appropriation
approved date,
appropriation Act approved
in the
as provided
County, as
Pinal County,
May eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and• sixteen,
sixteen, $75,000,
remain
$75,000, to remain
May
available until
in all,
all, $175,000.
$175,000.
Bridg,
until expended;
expended; in
available
Bridges, Little
Little Coo
Cot
For
of two
two bridges
bridges over
Little Colorado
Colorado and
and rado
redo and Canyon DiaI) iathe Little
over the
construction of
the construction
For the
from
ament
Canyon
near the
the Leupp
Agency, Arizona,
Arizona, h"I e
ry
ers 'ent
from
Indian Agency,
Leupp Indian
Rivers, near
Diablo Rivers,
Canyon Diablo
$42,500,
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Indi
Indian funds.
'gds.
of the
of the
under the
expended under
be expended
to be
$42,500, to
Interior,
United States
from any
any funds
now or
funds now
States from
the United
to the
reimbursable to
Interior, reimbursable
hereafter placed
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the Navajo Indians
credit of the
the credit
in the
placed in
hereafter
in Arizona,
Arizona, to
to remain
remain a
charge and
lien upon
upon the
the lands
and funds
funds of
lands and
and lien
a charge
in
said tribe
until paid.
of Indians until
tribe of
said
CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA.

California.
Californa.

tPrt,

of In
SEC. 3.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians in
California, dia
dianpgr"tetc.,
in California,
support and
3. For
SEC.

of employees,
employees, $42,000.
$42,000.
pay of
including pay

For the
the purchase
purchase of
California,
in California,
Indians in
homeless Indians
the homeless
for the
lands for
of lands
For

of in.

Lsnds for homeless
ho m eless
Lnds

includingimprovements
occupancy of said
and occupancy
use and
the use
for the
thereon, for
improvements thereon,
including
Indians,
funds to
to be
be expended
such regulations
regulations
under such
expended under
said funds
$20,000, said
Indians, $20,000,
and
conditions as
as the
Secretary of
Interior may
prescribe.
may prescribe.
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
and conditions
For support
support and
and education
education of
Indian pupils
pupils at the arir.man
Institute
t
chool
hundred Indian
seven hundred
of seven
For
Sherman Institute,
Institute, Riverside
pay of
of supersuperincluding pay
California, including
Riverside, California,
Sherman
intendent, $119,500;
$119,500; for
for general
repairs and
$15,000;
improvements, $15,000;
and improvements,
general repairs
intendent,
in
$134,500.
Yuma allotmts.
in all,
all, $134,500.
For
reclamation and
and maintenance
maintenance charge
on Yuma
allotments,
Yuma allotments,
charge on
For reclamation
$15,000, to
to remain
available until
to be
reimbursed
be reimbursed
and to
expended and
until expended
remain available
$15,000,

from
of surplus
lands or
or from
funds that
may be
availbe availthat may
other funds
from other
surplus lands
sale of
the sale
from the
able, in
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
of March
third,
March third,
Act of
of the
accordance with
in accordance
able,
nineteen
hundred and
and eleven.
eleven.
nineteen hundred
For
support and
one hundred
hundred Indian
pupils at
at the
the
Indian pupils
of one
education of
and education
For support
Fort
Bidwell
Indian
School,
California,
including
pay
of
superinsuperinof
pay
including
California,
School,
Fort Bidwell Indian
tendent, $18,200;
$18,200; for
general repairs
improvements, $3,500;
$3,500;
and improvements,
repairs and
for general
tendent,
for new
school building,
$12,000; in all, $33,700.
$33,700.
building, $12,000;
new school
for
For support
support and
and education
one hundred
hundred Indian
pupils at
at the
the
Indian pupils
of one
education of
For
Greenville
California, including
of superintendent,
superintendent,
pay of
including pay
School, California,
Indian School,
Greenville Indian
$18,200; for
for general
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, including
laundry
including laundry
general repairs
$18,200;
equipment,
$3,500; in
$21,700.
all, $21,700.
in all,
equipment, $3,500;

Yuma
allotments.
TrigataonTdas.
Irrigation
advances.
Vol.
36, p.1063.
103.
vol.36,p.

Fort Bidwell School

ort BidwelSichol

Greenville School.
Schol.
Genville
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Yuma
Yuma Reservation.
eservation.
Roadq
bridges.
oad and
and bridges.

Mission Indians.
fVols.n2",^.
713,
Vol.
26,
p.
713,
amended.
amended.

1917.
1917.

improvement and construction
For the improvement
construction of roads and bridges
bridges on
on
the
Indian Reservation
$10,000, to be immediately
the Yuma
Yuma Indian
Reservation in California,
California, $10,000,
immediately
available,
reimbursable to
to the
United States
by the
the Indians
Indians having
available, reimbursable
the United
States by
having
tribal
rights on
on said
said reservation.
reservation.
tribal rights
That
section three
three of
the Act
of January
twelfth, eighteen
hundred
That section
of the
Act of
January twelfth,
eighteen hundred
and ninety-one
ninety-one (Twenty-sixth
(Twenty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at Large,
Large, page seven hundred
hundred

and
"An Act for
the relief
relief of
of Mission
Indians in
in
and twelve),
twelve), entitled
entitled "AnAct
for the
Mission Indians
the State of California,"
California," be, and
and the same is hereby, amended
amended so as
to
in his
his discretion
discretion and
and whenever
whenever he
he shall
shall
to authorize
authorize the
the President,
President, in
deem it
it for
interests of
the Indians
Indians affected
affected thereby,
thereby, to
to extend
extend
deem
for the
the interests
of the
the trust
period for
for such
such time
may be
be advisable
on the
the lands
lands held
held
the
trust period
time as
as may
advisable on
in trust
trust for
for the
the use
and benefit
benefit of
of the
or villages
of
in
use and
the Mission
Mission Bands
Bands or
villages of
Proviso,.
Indians in
California: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
of the
the Interior
Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
in California:
to heas,
Allotments to
heirs, Indians
modified.
modified.
authorized and directed
be, and he is hereby, authorized
cause allotments
allotments to
directed to cause
be
made to
to the
Indians belonging
belonging to
having tribal
rights on
on the
be made
the Indians
to and
and having
tribal rights
the
Mission Indian
in the State
State of
of California,
California, in
in areas
areas as
Mission
Indian reservations
reservations in
as
Vol. 36, p. 859.
Vol. 3, p 869.
provided in section
section seventeen
of the
the Act
Act of
seventeen of
of June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen
June twenty-fifth,
hundred
Statutes at
at Large,
page eight
eight hundred
hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Large, page
and fifty-nine),
fifty-nine), instead
of as
provided in
four of
of the
the Act
Act of
and
instead of
as provided
in section
section four
of
January
twelfth,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-one
(Twenty-sixth
Previo,
Previous pa
patents not January twelfth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one
(Twenty-sixth
affected.
afected.
Statutes at Large,
Large, page seven hundred and thirteen): Provided,
Provided,
That this
not affect
allotments heretofore
heretofore patented
patented to
to
That
this act
act shall
shall not
affect any
any allotments
these Indians.
Indians.
these
Klamath River ResThat
the last
last proviso
Act entitled
"An act
act to
for
eratton.
That the
ervation.
proviso of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
the
the disposition
disposition and
and sale
of lands
lands known
known as
as the
the Klamath
Klamath River
River Indian
Indian
sale of
Reservation,"
June seventeenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Reservation," approved
approved June
seventeenth, eighteen
Sale of lands.
"Provided further,
That the
the proceeds
Vol
27
3, ninety-two,
p., 53,
ninety-two, reading:
reading: "Provided
further, That
proceeds arising
arising
Vol.
27,
amended.
amended
from the sale of said lands shall constitute a
a fund
fund to
to be
be used
under
used under
the direction
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Interior for
and
education of
of the
Indians now
said lands
lands and
their
and education
the Indians
now residing
residing on
on said
and their
children,"
be, and
and the
the same
read:
children," be,
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to read:
Disposal of proceeds.
proceeds.
"Provided further,
"Provided
further, That the proceeds
proceeds arising from the sale
sale of said
lands
constitute a
fund to
be used
used under
under the
of the
the
lands shall
shall constitute
a fund
to be
the direction
direction of
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior for
for the
the pro
rata improvement
improvement of
of individual
individual
Secretary of
pro rata
Indian allotments
Indian
allotments and
and maintenance
maintenance and
of the
Indians
and education
education of
the Indians
Roads, trails, etc.,
added.'
trais etc. and their children
children now
for the
the construction
construction
now residing
residing on
on said
said lands
lands and
and for
added.
of
of roads,
trails, and
their benefit."
roads, trails,
and other
other improvements
improvements for
for their
benefit."
Extension
Extension
period.
period.

of

trust
trut

Florida.

Relief of
of Seminoles.
Relict
Seminoles.

Idaho.
Fort Hall Reservation.
Support, etc.,
etc., of InIn.
Support,
dians on.
Irrigation system.
Promo.
Proviso.
Repayment.
Bepayment.
Vol. 34,
A, p. 1025.
VoL
1025.

Bannreks,
Bannocks.
Fulfilling treaty.
Fulflling
Vol. 15, p. 676.
676.

Coeur d'Alenes
Fult.11ing
Ful.llmg treaty.
Vol.
1029.
Voi. 26, p.
p.1023.

FLORIDA.
FLORIDA.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. For relief of distress among the Seminole
Indians in Florida,
Seminole Indians
and for purposes of their civilization
education, $8,000.
$8,000.
civilization and education,
IDAHO.
SEc.
Sac. 5. For support
support and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians on the Fort Hall
Reservation
including pay of employees,
Reservation in Idaho, including
employees, $30,000.
$30,000.
maintenance and operation of the Fort Hall
For improvement
improvement and maintenance
Hall
irrigation
irrigation system,
system $25,000:
$25,000: Provided,
expenditures hereunder for
for
Provided, That expenditures
improvements
improvements shall
shall be reimbursable
reimbursable to the United States in accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act of March first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seven.
For fulfilling treaty stipulations
stipulations with the Bannocks in Idaho:
Idaho: For
For
pay of physician,
physician, teacher,
teacher, carpenter,
engineer, farmer,
carpenter, miller, engineer,
farmer, and
and
blacksmith (article ten, treaty
treaty of July third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $5,000.
For the Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, in Idaho:
Idaho: For pay
pay of blacksmith, carpenter, and physician, and purchase
purchase of medicines
medicines (article eleven, agreeagreement ratified March
ninety-one), 03,000.
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one),
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ier.
B. Le
For reimbursing
Thomas B.Le
Le Siam
reimbursing Thomas B.
be Sieur, acting
acting chief of police, for Thomas

Reimbursing.
incurred as aaresult of personal
medical
medical and hospital
hospital expenses incurred
personal injuries
injuries Rimbursg.
received
received in the line of duty while attempting to arrest an Indian
Indian of
Reservation, $95.50.
the Fort Hall Reservation,
$95.50.

IOWA.
IOWA.

Iowa.
Iowa.

SEC.
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized,
authorized, in
SEC. 6. The Secretary
in his Sacand
,
ttc and Fox Indian.
Indians.
ym e
discretion, to pay to the enrolled
discretion,
enrolled members
members of the Sac and Fox of the
the to. aymeant per
per capita
capita
Mississippi Tribe
Mississippi
Tribe of Indians of the State of Iowa, entitled under
under
existing law to share in the funds of said tribe
tribe, or to their
their lawful
heirs, the sum of $10,334.96,
$10,334.96, together
interest which has or
or
together with th
thee interest
may hereafter
accrue thereon,
thereon, remaining
Treasury
hereafter accrue
remaining in the Trees
TT of the
United States to the credit of the Sac and Fox of
Mississippi
of the Mississippi
Tribe of Indians
Indians of the State of Iowa, from
from the sum
sum of
of $42,893.25
$42,893.25
transferred
transferred to the credit
credit of those Indians
Indians under the provisions
provisions of the
Vol. 29, p. 331.
Act of June tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-six, said sum of Vol.29,p.331.
enrolled mem$10,334.96 to be
be apportioned
apportioned per
per capita among
among the
the enrolled
bers of said tribe.
tribe.
Kansas.
KANSAS.
KANSAS.
Kansas.
SEC. 7.
For support
support and
and education
hundred and
and fifty
fifty Haskell
SEC.
7. For
education of
of seven
seven hundred
insttute.
FlaskellInstitute.
Indian pupils at the Indian school,
school, Haskell
Lawrence,
Haskell Institute, Lawrence,
Kansas,
$127,750; for general repairs
repairs
Kansas, and
and for
for pay
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $127,750;
and
$15,000; in all,
all,. $142,750.
$142,750.
and improvements,
improvements, $15,000;
b v
ReservaIndian pupils at the Indian
t
all= R
Indian uSS
and education
education of eighty
eighty Indian
For support
support and
Kickapoo Reservation,
Reservation, Kansas,
including pay of superinKansas, including
school, Kickapoo
tendent, $14,860;
$14,860; for general repairs
repairs and improvements, $4,000; in
all,
$18,860.
all, $18,860.
Michigan.
Micigan.
MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN.

Z

S
EC. 8.
For support
support and
Indian pupils
pupils sz
.
..r. nt Pleasant
Pleasant
Mount
hundred Indian
education of
of four
four hundred
and education
SEC.
8. For
at the Indian school,
school, Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Michigan,
Michigan, and
and for pay of
of
superintendent, $68,800;
general repairs
improvements,
repairs and improvements,
for general
$68,800; for
superintendent,
$6,000; for
purchase of
additional land, $8,000;
$82,800.
$8,000; in all, $82,800.
of additional
for purchase
$6,000;

MINNESOTA.
MINNESOTA.

Minnesota.

Mlnneot.

School.
S
EC. 9.
support and
education of
hundred and
twenty-five Pipestone
ipestone" chool.
and twenty-five
of two
two hundred
For support
and education
9. For
SEC.
Indian
pupils at
Indian school,
including
Minnesota, including
Pipestone, Minnesota,
school, Pipestone,
at the
the Indian
Indian pupils
pay
superintendent, $39,175;
repairs and improvements,
general repairs
for general
$39,175; for
pay of
of superintendent,
$7,000;
addition to hospital,
domestic science cottage, $5,000; for addition
$7,000; for domestic
$6,000;
for central
central heating
road and
and drainage,
drainage,
for road
$16,500; for
heating plant,
plant, $16,500;
$6,000; for
$1,000; in
in all,
$74,675.
all, $74,675.
$1,000;
Chippewas of the
For
of a
aschool
or schools
the Chippewas
Chippewas of
of the
the MissisFor support
support of
school or
schools for
for the
Missis- Mi
of tih
Missiesippi.
Soho°.
sippi in
in Minnesota
Minnesota (article
three, treaty
of March
March nineteenth,
nineteenth, eighteen
sippi
(article three,
treaty of
eighteen Ip
16.p.
Vol.
16, p. .720.
hundred and
$4,000.
hundred
and sixty-seven),
sixty-seven), $4,000.
Richard Daeley.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby,
authorized Homestead
That
entry al
alof the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
Hosteadety
lowed.
and directed to accept the application
application of Richard
enter lot lowedl
Richard Daeley to enter
Post, p. 1479.
eight,
one hundred
and forty-seven
forty-seven Pu, p. 4
hundred and
township one
section thirty-one,
thirty-one, township
eight, section
north,
of range
range thirty
principal meridian,
meridian, Cass Lake,
fifth principal
the fifth
thirty west
west of the
north, of
Minnesota,
land district,
district, containing
one-third acres,
acres, more
more or
or
one and
and one-third
containing one
Minnesota, land
less,
to the
the Government
Government survey
survey thereof,
assignee of
of
as assignee
thereof, as
according to
less, according
Evaline
widow of
of Edward
S. Gallagher,
to issue
issue patent
patent
and to
Gallagher, and
Edward S.
Evaline Gallagher,
Gallagher, widow
thereon
to said
said Richard
proof of
his compliance
compliance with
the
with the
of his
upon proof
Daeley upon
Richard Daeley
thereon to
requirements of
of the
and regulations
thereunder relative
relative
issued thereunder
regulations issued
law and
the law
requirements
to
homestead entries.
to making
making soldiers'
soldiers' additional
additional homestead
entries.
ahppewas
hippevras of MinnaThe Secretary
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw so
sotPi:omotionoina.P
Interior is
The
Secretary of
of the
of selffrom
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States,
at
his
discretion,
the
sum
of
of tribprrot' etc.,from
trbfrom the Treasury of the United States, at his discretion, the sum of support,
al
funds.
$185,000,
or so
so much
much thereof
may be
be necessary,
necessary, of
of the
the principal
principal alIdhs.
$185,000, or
thereof as
as may
Vol. 25, p. 641.
sum on
on deposit
deposit to
the credit
credit of
of the
the Chippewa
Indians in
the State
State of
of Vol. 5 p. 645
in the
Chippewa Indians
to the
sum
91890—voL 39-Tr
39—PT 1-62
1-62
91890°-VOL
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Minnesota, arising
under section
section seven
of January
January fourfourseven of
of the
the Act
Act of
Minnesota,
arising under
teenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty-nine, entitled
entitled "An
Act for
for the
the
"An Act
and eighty-nine,
teenth, eighteen
relief and
civilization of
in the
the State
State of
of MinneMinneIndians in
relief
and civilization
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
sota," and
the same
same for
the purpose
purpose of
of promoting
promoting civilization
civilization
for the
sota,"
and to
to use
use the
and
self-support
among the
the said
said Indians
Indians in
manner and
and for
for purposes
and
self-support
among
in
manner
purposes
Provisos.
in said
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
not to
to exceed
of
provided for
Compensation to em- provided
$60,000 of
exceed $60,000
said Act:
for in
Compensatntoem-

ployees.
ploYees.

said amount,
amount, and
on the
the tribal
funds of
of the
the
tribal funds
interest on
one-fourth interest
and the
the one-fourth
said

Chippewa
to their
their credit
credit in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
Minnesota now
now to
Indians of
of Minnesota
Chippewa Indians
to be
for the
of free
free schools,
schools, shall be used for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
used for
to
be used
compensation of
of employees
employees in
Indian Service
Service in
in Minnesota
Minnesota except
except
in the
the Indian
compensation
for
irregular laborers,
laborers, and
that the
said Chippewas
Chippewas shall receive
receive the
and that
the said
for irregular
preference in
permanent positions in the
the service of
preference
in filling permanent
of the
the Chippewas of
Minnesota where
is paid
paid from
from their
their tribal
tribal
pewas
of Minnesota
where the
the compensation
compensation is
Oanstec.
Roads,
etc.
funds: Provided
further, That
less than
than $10,000
$10,000 of
of said
said amount
amount of
funds:
Providedfurther,
That not
not less
of
$185,000
may be
in building
and making
making other
other improveimprovebuilding roads
roads and
be used
used in
$185,000 may
ments
upon the Chippewa
benefit
ments upon
Chippewa reservations
reservations in Minnesota
Minnesota for the benefit
referene to
ndi of the said Chippewas: Provided,
Provided, That in the expenditure
Preference
to Indian
expenditure of said
said
employees.
employees.
sum preference
preference m employment
far
employment shall be given said Chippewas as far
as
practicable.
as may
may be
be practicable.
Drainage ss
assessThat
the Secretary
secretary of
of the
the Interior
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized,
Interior be,
he is
Drainag.
That the
meats
on Indkn lands,
maybe
may
be approved.
in his discretion, to approve
approve the assessments, together with maps
showing
definite location
proposed drainage
drainage
showing right of way and definite
location of proposed
made under the laws of the
the State
Minnesota upon the tribal
ditches made
State of Minnesota
reservations in the State of Minneand allotted lands of the Indian reservations
MinnePayment
or
bne- sota. That the Secretary
P ayment f
m
beneSecretary of
and he
he is
hereby,
of the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
fits.
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion to pay the amounts
amounts assessed against
authorized,
against
allotted lands,
lands, on account
account of benefits
said
said tribal and allotted
benefits accruing
accruing to said
lands by reason of the construction
construction of
Of a
a drainage
drainage ditch or ditches
under
under the
the laws
laws of the
the State of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Amount reimbusThat for the purposes
specified
in this section there is hereby
hereby
reimburspurposes
able
from funds
able from
funds of
of Inadins.
appropriated,
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
dians.
appropriated, out of
any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
reimbursable from
funds
appropriated, the sum of $60,000, to be reimbursable
from any
any funds
in the possession
possession of the United
United States
States belonging to the individual
allottees
a,llottees whose lands are benefited, or their
their heirs,
heirs, in case
of their
case of
decease, when the payment
payment relates to allotted lands, and from any
any
funds belonging
belonging to the tribes
prorated, when
when the paypaytribes subject to be
be prorated,
Approval
That the Secretary
Approval of rights of ment relates to tribal lands.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior be,
way,
etc.
way, etc.
and
he is
authorized to approve
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
approve deeds
deeds for right of way
way from
from
such said allottees, or their heirs, as may be necessary
necessary to permit
permit the
the
construction
maintenance of said drainage ditches upon the payconstruction and maintenance
payProviso.
Nopatentinfeeuntil
No
patent in fee until ment
of adequate
adequate damages
That no
no patent
in fee
fee
ment of
damages therefor:
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That
patent in
reimbursed.
land under
reimbursed,
shall be issued for any tract of
of land
the terms
terms of
under the
of this
this paragraph
paragraph
until the United States shall have been
been wholly reimbursed
reimbursed for
for all
all
assessments
or to
to be
paid on
on such
tract under
under the
the terms
terms hereof.
hereof.
Reguatio, et.
assessments paid
paid or
be paid
such tract
Regulations,
etc.
of the
the Interior
is hereby
That the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to do
and
do and
perform any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations
regulations as
may be necessary
proper for
of carrying
carrying the
the propronecessary and proper
for the purpose
purpose of
visions
hereof into
visions hereof
into force
force and
and effect.
effect.
Annual celebration
offWhiteEarth
White Earth Band.
The Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to advance
to
Band.
The
of the
the Interior
Interior is
advance to
the executive
executive committee
committee of the White
White Earth Band of Chippewa
Chippewa
Indians in Minnesota
Minnesota the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
may
be necessary, to be expended in the annual celebration of said band
to be held June fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, out
out of
of
the funds belonging
belonging to said band.
Cass Lake Reservatison.
Lake Reservati
The Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
authori
ze d to
t
o take
t
ak
e $5,000
Bridging
Misnissirlsi
of the
the tribal
funds of
of the
Chippewa Indians
in the
the State
of Minnesota
Rid.ing
xisssip
tribal funds
the Chippewa
Indians in
State of
Minnesota
River
in, from
tribal of
fumds.
and pay the same to the
the proper
funds,
proper authorities
authorities toward
toward the
construction
the construction
Contributions
abridge
bridge across
across the
the Misisssippi
Misisssippi River
the Cass
Reservation
Contrib tionsofof a
River on
on the
Cass Lake
Lake Reservation
reqired.
upon the
the condition
condition that Congress shall hereafter
hereafter appropriate $10,000
required.
upon
$10,000
to be contributed
contributed to the Forestry Service for the purpose aforesaid
and the local authorities,
authorities, State or county, contribute $10,000
$10,000 toward
the building of said bridge.
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The
Secretary of
of the
Payment
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he hereby
is, authorized
The Secretary
the Interior
hereby is,
authorized to
to w„
.Payment
.ineteteto Chip s
Minnesota, -- ried
oa
belonging
Chippewa Indians in Minnesota,
pay out of any funds belo
n ging to the Chippewa
on roll
-such amount
amount or amounts as he may
may find-to be due any
any person
by
person by
reason
erroneously stricken
reason of his or her name having.been heretofore
heretofore erroneously
stricken
from
the rolls
and reinstated
from the
rolls and
reinstated prior
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
prior to
to the
the passage
e g
Expenses
necessary, coSuncs,
t. of general
That the sum of $6,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
councils, etc.
of
of the
the Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
of the
State of
of Minneof the
the tribal
tribal funds of
Indians of
the State
Minneto pay
the general
general council
council
sota, is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
pay the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
of said tribe to be held at Bemidji, Minnesota, beginning
beginning July thirseventeen, pursuant to the constituteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
tion of the general council
council of said Chippewa Indians
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
mnstow.
thirteen, and
ntaog"
organized in May, nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
and to pay the inglooL
elegatimast°Waah.
actual
necessary expenses
the members
members of
of the
the executive
executive comcomactual and necessary
expenses of
of the
mittee of said council when
when attending to the
the business of the tribe and
and
to Washington
Washington during
during the
the second
second session
of the
the
to pay the expenses
expenses to
session of
Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress of the
the legislative
committee appointed
appointed by
by the
the
legislative committee
president of
durof said
said council,
council, and
and to
to pay
pay the
the expenses
expenses to
to Washington
Washington durmg the
the second
second session
the Sixty-fourth
Congress of
of the
delegation
ing
session of
of the
Sixty-fourth Congress
the delegation
appointed by
council held
held on
on the
the Winnebegoshish
Reservation,
appointed
by a
a council
Winnebegoshish Reservation,
January
hundred and
seventeen, and
and to
to pay
pay the
January second,
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
the
expenses
Washington of the
delegates elected
elected by
the council
of
expenses to
to Washington
the delegates
by the
council of
the
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
of Minnesota,
held
the White Earth
Earth bands
bands of
of the
the Chippewa
Minnesota, held
at
Minnesota, December
hundred and
at White Earth,
Earth, Minnesota,
December first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
Indians
sixteen, to visit the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, and
and other Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
visiting
said city,
to represent
represent the
the said
said
tThippewas of
visiting said
city, to
said bands
bands and
and the
the
he Chippewas
of
Minnesota generally
generally-before
before the
the departments
departments and
Congress during
the
Minnesota
and Congress
during the
second session
session of
of the
the Sixty-fourth
the sum
sum of
of wnla
wft
second
Sixty-fourth Congress,
Congress, including
including the
ais
Im
Madison
H. Beaulieu
and Gus
the expense
of William
William Madison
$337.44 of
$337.44
of the
expense of
Madison and
Gus H.
Beaulieu in
in and
and Gus
GUS H.
H .Beaul
Beaulieu.
Washington, from
from March
March eighteenth
eighteenth to
to May
May twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
Washington,
nineteen
hundred and
inclusive, said
sum to
to be
said sum
be immediately
immediately available,
available,
hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, inclusive,
and said
said expense
expense of
of holding
holding the
the general
general council
council to
to be
approved by
by
and
be approved
the president and secretary
the general
general council
council and
to the
the Approv,
Approval, etc.
secretary of the
and certified
certified to
Secretary of
the Interior
so approved
approved and
certified to
be paid;
paid;
as so
and certified
to be
Secretary
of the
Interior and
and as
and
expenses of
of the
the delegates
to Washington
Washington to
to be
be paid
paid upon
upon
the expenses
delegates to
and the
certification by
by each
each delegate
delegate of
expenses,
necessary expenses,
of his
his actual
actual and
and necessary
certification
when approved
approved by
by the
the Commissioner
Indian Affairs.
Affairs. The
The SecreSecre- Atte'ndce
Attend:tit: of
of Inwhen
Commissioner of
of Indian
ntary of
of the
Interior may
may authorize
an inspector
special agent
agent to
or special
inspector or
authorize an
tary
the Interior
attend the
the future
future sessions
said general
general council
council and
to
and conventions
conventions to
of said
attend
sessions of
which
elected.
which delegates
delegates therefor
therefor are
are elected.
Chippewa, of WM.
That the
the seventh
seventh paragraph
section nine
nine of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Earth
tteseivatIon.
of an
an Act
EarthP Rearvaon.
That
paragraph of
of section
Act
the current
and contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ed%
.-ol. 38, P.88,nd88, amend '
dvol-38,p.
current and
appropriations for
for the
Act making
making appropriations
of
the Bureau
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
treaty stipulations
steci
laltions with
with
fulfilling treaty
Affairs, for
for fulfilling
of the
Bureau of
various Indian
tribes, and
for other purposes,
year endthe fiscal year
purposes, for the
and for
Indian tribes,
various
ing June
hundred and
fourteen," approved
approved June
June
and fourteen,"
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
ing
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
be, and
is hereby,
hereby,
and the
the same
same is
and thirteen,
thirteen, be,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
amended so
so as
as to
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Modfati of
of roll
roll
Modification
"That the
the roll
provided for
shall be
be made
in triplicate
triplicate and
and requirments.
requirements.
for shall
made in
roll herein
herein provided
"That
shall
show the
or numbers,
with the
the
together with
numbers, together
number or
the allotment
allotment number
shall show
description of
of the
the property
property- allotted,
allotted, and
and the
name, age,
sex, and
and
the name,
age, sex,
description
whether
the allottee
full Indian
blood or
mixed blood.
blood. The
The roll
roll
or mixed
is of
of full
Indian blood
whether the
allottee is
shall
state whether
whether the
is living
or dead;
and if
if
living or
dead; and
person named
named is
the person
shall also
also state
dead,
the approximate
approximate date
shall be
be stated,
stated, when
when it
it can
can be
be
date of
of death
death shall
dead, the
ascertained,
age of
of such
such person
person at
at death
death as
near as
as s
otascertained, together
together with
with the
the age
as near
SuSpension of allot
practicable.
the allottee
thereof shall
shall be
be enrolled
ments whilesuitspendmentswhilesitspendenrolled ing.
allottee thereof
nor the
No allotment
allotment nor
practicable. No
where there
is a
a suit
suit now
now pending,
pending, or
or hereafter
commences prior
to ing.
prior to
hereafter commences
where
there is
the
such roll,
cancel any
any conveyance
of such
such allotallotconveyance of
roll, to
to cancel
completion of
of such
the completion
ment
suit has
has been
determined; nor
nor shall
the enrollenrollshall the
been finally
finally determined;
ment until
until such
such suit
ment
of any
any allottee
be evidence
evidence of
o1 or
or in
affect the
the quesquesmanner affect
in any
any manner
allottee be
ment of
tion of
of any
other allottee
allottee involved
involved in
any such
such suit
suit
in any
status of
any other
of blood
blood status
tion
by
of such
such allottees."
allottees."
reason of
of relationship
relationship of
by reason
M

oo

of

all
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MONTANA.
MONTANA.

Montana.

ontan.

SE.
SEC. 10. For support
support and civilization of the Indians at Fort BelMontana, including
includingpay
knap Agency, Montana,
pay of employees, $20,000.
A c laanad
ia
For support
Indians at
Flathead Agency,
Agency, MonMonat Flathead
of Indians
and civilization
civilization of
support and
For
Agency.
alVd Agency.
tana,
including pay
pay of
of employees,
of which
amount not
not
which amount
employees, $20,000,
$20,000, of
tana, including
autopurchase of two autoexceeding $1,000
be expended
expended for
for the
the purchase
may be
$1,000 may
exceeding
mobiles, and
and not
exceeding $4,500
of which
which shall
expended for
for
shall be
be expended
$4,500 of
not exceeding
mobiles,
salaries.
salaries.
Fort Peek
Agency.
For support and civilization
Indians at Fort Peck
Peck Agency,
civilization of Indians
Ft
Peck Agency.
Montana,
including pay
pay- of
$30,000.
of employees,
employees, $30,000.
Montana, including
Blactteet
Agency.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians at
at Blackfoot
Agency, MonMonBtaket Agenc.
For
support and
Blackfeet Agency,
tana,
including pay
employees, $50,000,
$50,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately availavailpay of
of employees,
tana, including
able.
able.
Fort Belap
For maintenance
Fort
vatian.
Belknap ReserFor
maintenance and operation,
operation, including repairs, of the irrigation
irrigation
Irrigation
system.
systems
on the
the Fort
Fort Belknap
Reservation, m
m Montana,
Montana, $30,000
$30,000
atisst
systems on
Belknap Reservation,
Vol. 36, I. 717.
Vol
p 277
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of the Act
reimbursable
Act of April
and ten.
fourth,
nineteen hundred
ten.
fourth, nineteen
hundred and
Crows.
For
fulfilling
treaties
with
Crows,
Montana:
For pay
pay of
of physician,
physician,
Montana: For
Crows,
with
treaties
For fulfilling
Fcsring treat
Fulfilling
treaty.
Vol. 15,p.
15, p. 652.
$1,200; and
for pay
pay of
of carpenter,
engineer, farmer,
farmer, and
blackVl.
652.
$1,200;
and for
carpenter, miller,
miller, engineer,
and blacksmith (article
of May
and sixtysixtyMay seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
smith
(article ten,
ten, treaty
treaty of
eight), $3,600;
$3,600; for
for pay
of second
second blacksmith
blacksmith (article
eight, same
same
(article eight,
pay of
eight),
treaty),
in all,
all, $6,000.
$6,000.
treaty), $1,200;
$1,200; in
Northern CheYe
nnes
For subsistence
and civilization
civilization of
of the
Northern Cheyennes
and
Cheyennes and
Nmtr
Chsenmyes
For
subsistence and
the Northern
and Arapahoes.
Subsistence,etc.
Arapahoes
with the
the Sioux
approved February
dabsiste
c.
(agreement with
Arapahoes (agreement
Sioux Indians,
Indians, approved
February
vol. 19, p.lp.756.
twenty-eight, eighteen
hundred and
including NorthNorthtwenty-eight,
eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven),
seventy-seven), including
Agency to
to Tongue
ern
Cheyennes removed
removed from
from Pine
Ridge Agency
Tongue River,
Pine Ridge
ern Cheyennes
Physician,
etc.
Montana,
for pay
pay of
of physician,
physician, two
two teachers,
two carpenters,
carpenters, one
one
h
n, et.
Montana, and
and for
teachers, two
Vol.
miller,
Vol. 15
15, p..6s.
658.
miller, two
two farmers,
farmers, a
a. blacksmith,
and engineer
engineer (article
seven, treaty
treaty
blacksmith, and
(article seven,
of
of May
May tenth,
tenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $80,000.
$80,000.
Emplo ing "line
employment of "line
Employ
For the employment
"line riders"
riders" along the
the southern
southern and eastriders."
ern
Northern Cheyenne
Cheyenne Indian
em boundaries
boundaries of the Northern
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
in the
State
Montana, $1,500.
of Montana,
$1,500.
State of
For the support
Rocky Boys
civilization of the RockyiBoy
Rooky
Bore Band,
support and civilization
Boy Band
Band of Chipetc.
Support,
pewas
and other
other indigent and
nthe
the State
State of
of MonMonIndians in
and homeless
homeless Indians
etc.
snpport, etc.
pewas,l and
employees, $10,000.
$10,000.
tana,
tana, including
mcluding pay
pay of employees
Irrigation systems.
ReserveFor
construction of
of the
irrigation systems
systems on
Flaton the
the Flatthe irrigation
For continumg
continuing construction
IFkithead
ltead'eser.
n
tuo
head Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
uon.
in Montana,
$750,000 (reimbursable),
which
Montana, $750,000
(reimbursable), which
shall be immediately
immediately available
available and
and remain
remair., available
available until
until expended.
expended.
Port
Peck Emma
Rbserr.For continuing
Furl Pack
continuing construction
construction of the irrigation
irxigation systems on the Fort
Fort
tion.
tion.
Peck Indian
Reservation, in Montana,
Indian Reservation,
Montana, $100,000
$100,000 (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), which
which
shall be
available and
and remain
available until
until expended.
expended.
shall
be immediately
immediately available
remain available
Blackeet
ReseraFor continuing construction
construction of the irrigation
Blackteet
Reserveirrigation systems on the BlackI3lacktion.
uon.
Montana, $25,000
$25,000 (reimbursable),
which
feet Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in Montana,
(reimbursable), which
shall be
shall
be immediately
and remain
available until
until expended:
expended:
immediately available,
available, and
remain available
Proviso*.
Passenger
Provided, That not
exceed $15,000
applicable appropriations
appropriations
of applicable
$15,000 of
not to
to exceed
vehicle Provided,
Prng vehiele.s,
maea.
made
maintenance.
made for the Flathead, Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, and Fort Peck irrigation
irrigation projects
projects
shall be
available for
for the
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of
shall
be available
the maintenance,
Purchases.
motor-propelled
vehicles for
for offioffipassenger-carryinggvehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carry-in
and horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
urchses.
aforesaid irrigation
projects: Provided
cial use upon the aforesaid
irrigation projects:
Prowled further,
further That
That
not to
to exceed
exceed $9,000
$9,000 may
not
may be
be used
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of horse-drawn
horse-drawn
used for
passenger-carrying
vehicles, and that
passenger-carrying vehicles
that not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 may
may be
be
used for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles.
vehicles.
sdot,
81114)cirt, etc.,
Fort

of
of In-

Belknap
Belknap

Nebraska.

Nebraska.
Genoa Scheel.
Genoashool.

NEBRASKA.
NEBRASKA.

SEc.
education of four hundred
S
EC. 11.
11. For support
support and education
hundred Indian
Indian pupils
pupils
at Genoa,
at the Indian
Indian school at
Genoa, Nebraska,
Nebraska, including
pay of
of superinsuperinincluding pay
tendent,
$68,800; for
for general
and improvements,
improvements, $7,500;
$7,500; for
tendent, $68,800;
general repairs
repairs and
for
addition to hospital, $2,500; for employees'
employees' quarters, $7,120; for purwater tank,
tank, $2,400;
$88,320.
chase and erection of steel water
$2,400; in
in all,
all; $88,320.
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NEVADA.
NEVADA.

Nevada.
Nevda

t c ofI in.
Support, e
etc.,
-, f dsant
support and
S
EC. 12.
For support
and civilization
civilization of
of Indians
Indians in Nevada, in- dians
12. For
SEC.

cluding pay
pay of
of employees,
$18,500.
employees, $18,500.
cluding

ninety Indian
For support
support and
and education
education of
two hundred
hundred and
and ninety
Indian pupils
pupils
of two
For

at the
the Indian school
school at Carson City, Nevada,
Nevada,iincluding
including pay of superat
improvements, $10,000;
intendent, $50,430;
$10,000;
$50,430; for general repairs and improvements,
intendent,
dormitories, $30,000; for new
new dairy
dairy barn
barn and equipfor additions to dormitories,
ment,
purchase of live stock, $2,000;
$2,000; in all, $97,430.
$97 1430.
$5,000; for purchase
ment, $5,000;
For the
enlargement, and
and extension
extension of the irrigation
irrigation
improvement, enlargement,
the improvement,
For

Carson City
School.
Cty ScoL

Carson

s
Pyramid Lake
ResLake Ba
eyramid
ervation.
b
Extending, etc., irrir
gation system.

approximately three Extending, etc.,
irrigate approximately
diversion and
and distribution
to irrigate
system to
distribution system
diversion
sy"em.
Indian land on the Pyramid
of Indian
thousand three
three hundred
acres of
Pyramid Lake
Lake ga
hundred acres
thousand

Reservation,
said
reimbursable from any funds of said
$30,000, reimbursable
Nevada, $30,000,
Reservation, Nevada,
Indians now or
hereafter available,
remain available
available until
available, and to remain
or hereafter
Indians
expended:
work shall
exceed
shall not exceed
entire work
of said
said entire
the cost
cost of
That the
Provided, That
expended: Provided,
$85,000.
NEW
MEXICO.
NEW MEXICO.

Proviso.

Piost.of
of cost.
ost.
Limit
New Mexico.
Mexico.
New

Albuquerque School.
shool.
four hundred
S
EC. 13.
For support
support and
of four
hundred and fifty
fifty Abuquerque
education of
and education
13. For
SEC.
Indian
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Mexico,
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Albuquerque,
and
for pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, $77,400;
$77,400; for general repairs and impay of
and for
provements,
$8,000; for
mess hall,
hall, $8,050;
$8,050; for purchase
to mess
addition to
for addition
provements, $8,000;
of
dairy cows,
cows $2,000;
$95,450.
$2,000; in all, $95,450.
of dairy
Santa Fe SchoolIndian pupils at the
For support
suppori, and
education of
hundred Indian
the SantaFe chboo
of four
four hundred
and education
For
Indian
school
at
Santa
Fe,
New
Mexico,
and
for
pay
of
superintendent,
superintendent,
pay
for
and
Mexico,
Indian school at Santa Fe, New
$69,050;
general repairs
water supimprovements, $8,000; for water
and improvements,
repairs and
for general
$69,050; for
ply, $1,600;
$1,600; m
$78,650.
all, $78,650.
m all,
ply,
Pueblo
Indians.
idns.
For
of one
for the
the Pueblo
Indians of New
New Pueblo
Pueblo Indians
attorney for
special attorney
one special
pay of
the pay
For the
Attorney.
Mexico, to
to be
be designated
by the Secretary
Interior, and for
Secretary of the Interior,
designated by
Mexico,
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of said
attorney, $2,000,
$2,000, or so much
much
said attorney,
necessary
necessary.
thereof
as the
the Secretary
Interior may
may deem
deem necessary.
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
thereof as
For
on the
the Indian
highway extending
Gallup. from rap.
extending from the Gallup.
Indian highway
work on
continuing work
For continuing
Mexico, on the Navajo Verdephakto.
Mesa Verde
Verde National
National Park
Verde Pa to.
Gallup, New Mexico,
Park to Gallup,
Mesa
Reservation, $15,000,
sai4 sum
to be
from any funds
reimbursed from
be reimbursed
sum to
$15,000, said
Reservation,
which are
are now
now or
may hereafter
hereafter be
be placed
placed in the
Treasury to the credit
credit
the Treasury
or may
which
o iin.
of said
said Indians:
under r
Provided, That such sums shall be expended under
Indians: Provided,
of
of in.
dius, Petc.
the direction
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior in
manner and at dioos,
etoY.
such manner
in such
the
employment
such
times and
as he
proper, and
in the employment
and in
deem proper,
may deem
he may
places as
and places
such times
of
as far
as possible
the construction
construction of said
highway.
said highway.
for the
possible for
far as
labor as
Indian labor
of Indian

NEW YORK.
YORK.
NEW
S
EC. 14.
For fulfilling
Senecas of
of New
New York:
York: For
For
with Senecas
treaties with
fulfilling treaties
14. For
SEC.
permanent annuity
annuity in
in lieu
interest on
on stock
(Act of
February ninenineof February
stock (Act
of interest
lieu of
permanent
teenth, eighteen
hundred and
$6,000.
thirty-one), $6,000.
and thirty-one),
eighteen hundred
teenth,
For
with Six
Six Nations
Nations of
of New
New York:
York: For
For permapermatreaties with
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
nent
annuity, in
in clothing
and other
other useful
articles (article
(article six, treaty
treaty
useful articles
clothing and
nent annuity,
ninety-four), $4,500.
of
eleventh, seventeen
seventeen hundred
$4,500.
hundred and ninety-four),
November eleventh,
of November
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
NORTH
SEC. 15.
For support
education of
one hundred
hundred and
and ninety
ninety InInof one
and education
support and
15. For
SEC.

New York.
York.
New
Senecas.

Annuities.
Anuitim
Vol. 4, p.4442
VOL 4 P.
Six Nations.
Annuities. sVal. 7, p. 46.
4

Nitie
vol. 7,p.

North Carolina.

North Colina.

Cherokee Se.hooL

B
Cheroke S ho

dian
pupils at
the Indian
Indian school
school at
at Cherokee,
Cherokee, North
North Carolina, includat the
dian pupils
ing pay
pay of
superintendent, $31,660;
$31,660; for
repairs and improvegeneral repairs
for general
of superintendent,
ing
ments,
for assembly
$4,000; for the
gymnasium, $4,000;
and gymnasium,
hall and
assembly hall
$6,000; for
ments, $6,000;
purchase of
additional land
$10,000; in
$51,660.
all, $51,660.
in all,
farm, $10,000;
school farm,
for school
land for
of additional
purchase
NORTH
DAKOTA.
NORTH DAKOTA.
SEC. 16.
16. For
support and
of the
of Devils
Lake,
Devils Lake,
Sioux of
the Sioux
civilization of
and civilization
For support
SEC.
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
pay of
$5,000.
employees, $5,000.
of employees,
including pay
North

North Dakota.
NorthDakota
Devils Lake Sioux.

Supp
Support, etc.StUT
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Support,
Turtle
shupp

Bismarck
School.
Blemark School.

FrtTocttBhool.

Wsate
ahpeton Sool.
School.

Oklahoma.
Okahm.n
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For
support and
civilization of
of Indians
Indians at Fort
Fort Berthold
Berthold Agency, in
in
For support
and civilization
North Dakota,
including pay
pay of
employees, $15,000.
$15,000.
of employees,
Dakota, including
North
Forsupport
Turtle Mountain
For
support and civilization
civilization of Turtle
Mountain Band of Chippewas,
Chippewas,
North Dakota,
pay of
employees, $11,000.
$11,000.
of employees,
North
Dakota, including
including pay
For support and education
education of one hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five Indian

Fort
Inort Berthold
Berthid Indians.
Support, etc.
Turtle
Mountain
Mountain
Chippewas.
Support, ete.
etc.

Fort Totten School.

S
ESS. II.
II. Ci.
Cu. 146.
146.
SESS.

pupils at
the Indian
school, Bismarck,
Bismarck, North
Dakota, including
including pay
pay
pupils
at the
Indian school,
North Dakota,
general repairs
improvements,
and improvements,
repairs and
of superintendent,
superintendent, $22,475; for general
$6,000;
employees' quarters, $10,000;
$10,000; for new dining room and
$6,000; for employees'
kitchen
equipment, $15,000;
$15,000; in
$53,475.
kitchen and
and equipment,
in all,
all, $53,475.
hundred Indian
education of four hundred
For support and education
Indian pupils at Fort
Fort
Totten
Indian School,
and for pay
pay of
School, Fort
Fort Totten,
Totten, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, and
Totten Inaian
superintendent,
general repairs
improvements,
repairs and improvements,
superintendent, $68,800; for general
$7,000;
and equipment,
gymnasium building,
building, $25,000;
$25,000;
equipment, gymnasium
$7,000; forconstruction
forconstruction and

in
$100,800.
all, $100,800.
in all,
For
education of two hundred
hundred and twenty Indian
Indian
For support and education
pupils at the Indian school, Wahpeton, North Dakota, and pay of
superintendent, $38,540;
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$38,540; for general
superintendent,
$5,000; for
assembly hall,
employees' cottages,
$7,000;
cottages, $7,000;
$10,000; for employees'
hall, $10,000;
for assembly
$5,000;
in all, $60,540.
OKLAHOMA.
OKLAHOMA.

Wichitas,
etc.
Wichitm, etc..
Support, etc.

Sac.
affiliated
Sac. 17. For support
support and civilization of the Wichitas and affiliated
their
bands who have been
been collected
collected on
on the reservations
reservations set apart for their
use and occupation
occupation in Oklahoma,
including pay of employees, $5,000.
$5,000.
Oklahoma, including
use
Kiowas, Comanches,
The
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
is hereby
Secretary of
The Secretary
ApiSeS' Indians.
and Apache
the
his
discretion,
States,
at
of
the
Treasury
the
United
discretion,
sum of
a.t
from
Treasury
e
,
A
ses =%igal"In=
$25,000,
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, of the funds on
much thereof
$25,000, or so much
deposit to the credit of the Biwa,
Comanche, and Apache
Tribes of
Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache Tribes
Indians in Oklahoma, for the support
support of the agency and pay of
benefit.
employees maintained
maintained for
for their
their benefit.
Maintenance,
self
That
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior be,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
Secretary of
of the
be, and
and he
is hereby,
,
That the
Maweant
sell
support, etc.
spport, etc.
to withdraw
withdraw from the Treasury of the United
United States, at his
his discretion,
discretion,
the sum of $250,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, of the
funds on
Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache
funds
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of the
the Kiowa,
Comanche, and
and Apache
Tribes
Tribes of Indians in Oklahoma, and pay out the same for the benefit
benefit
members of
tribes for
maintenance and support and
and
of the members
of said
said tribes
for their
their maintenance
improvement
their homesteads
for the
ensuing year
in such
such manner
manner
year in
the ensuing
homesteads for
of their
improvement of
Proviso.
Report
regulations as he may prescribe:
Provided, That
That the
prescribe: Provided,
Repot of expendixpend and under such regulations
tures. t a
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall
report to
first Monday
Monday
Secretary
shall report
to Congress
Congress on the first
in December, nineteen
hundred and eighteen,
statement
nineteen hundred
eighteen, aa detailed
detailed statement
as to all moneys
moneys expended
expended as provided
provided for herein.
herein.
Support, etc., of Insupport,
etc., of inFor support and civilization
Arapahoes who
civilization of the Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
and Arapahoes
who
diarks.

supts,

A

c

pCheyne· and

Cheyennes and Ars
Arapahoes.
Kansas Indian.%

Kanss

ndi

Kiekapoos.
i p

o

Ponces.

Pra

'

Chiloeco School.

checo
ShForl

Pawnees.
es.
Ant
Annuity.

Vol. 27,
644.
Vol.
2 p.
p.644.

Sols

Schools.

Vol. II,,p73.
p. 730.
vol.

reservations set apart for their use and
have been collected
collected on the
the reservations
occupation in Oklahoma
Oklahoma, including
including pay of employees,
employees, $35,000.
$35,000.
occupation
the Kansas
Kansas Indians,
For support and civilization
civilization of
of the
Indians, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
including
employees, $1,500.
including pay
pay of
of employees,
$1,500.
For support and civilization
civilization of the
the Kickapoo
Kickapoo Indians
Indians in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
including
of employees,
employees, $2,000.
$2,000.
including pay
pay of
civilization of the Ponca Indians in Oklahoma
For support and
and civilization
Oklahoma and
Nebraska, including
pay of
employees, $8,000.
$8,000.
Nebraska,
including pay
of employees,
education of five
For support and education
five hundred and
fifty Indian
Indian pupils
pupils
and fifty
at the Indian
Indian school at Chilocco,
Chilocco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, including
including pay of
of supersuperintendent,
intendent, $94,600;
$94,600; for general
improvements, $7,000;
$7,000;
general repairs
repairs and
and improvements,
for improvement
improvement of roads and bridge,
biidge, 810,000;
$10,000; to be expended
expended under
under
the direction of the superintendent
superintendent of
of the school;
school; in
in all,
all, $111,600.
$111,600.
For fulfilling treaties
treaties with Pawnees,
Pawnees, Oklahoma: For perpetual
perpetual
annuity, to be paid in cash to the Pawnees
agreement
Pawnees (article three, agreement
of
November twenty-third,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-two),
ninety-two),
twenty-third, eighteen
of November
$30,000; for support
support of
of two
labor schools
schools (article
(article three,
three,
two manual
manual labor
September twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
treaty of September
eighteen hundred
hundred and fiftvfifty-
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seven),
$10,000; for pay of one farmer,
farmer, two blacksmiths,
blacksmiths, one miller,
seven), $10,000;
apprentices, and
one engineer and apprentices,
and two teachers
teachers (article four, same
treaty), $5,400;
iron and
and steel and other necessaries
necessaries
of iron
for purchase
purchase of
treaty),
$5,400; for
physician
treaty), $500; for pay of physician
for the shops (article four, same treaty),
and
and purchase
purchase of
of medicines,
medicines, $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
all, $47,100.
$47,100.
For
Quapaws, Oklahoma:
(article three,
three,
For support
support of
of Quapaws,
Oklahoma: For
For education
education (article
treaty
thirteenth, eighteen
hundred and
thirty-three), $1,000;
treaty of
of May
May thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
and thirty-three),
$1,000;
blacksmith and assistants,
blackfor blacksmith
assistants, and tools,
tools, iron,
iron, and
and steel
steel for black$1,500: Provided,
Provided,
smith shop (same article and treaty), $500; in all, $1,500:
That the
President of
of the
the United
States shall
shall certify
certify the
same to be
the same
United States
That
the President
for the
best interests
of the
the Indians.
Indians.
interests of
for
the best
members of the Citizen Band of
For payment to certain enrolled members
For
Pottawatomie Indians
Indians of shares which they failed
failed to receive
receive in the
Pottawatomie
band under
under the provisions
provisions of the
made to
to the band
per capita distribution
distribution made
Act
March second,
eighteen hundred
eighty-nine
hundred and eighty-nine
second, eighteen
Act approved
approved March
(Twenty-fifth
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page nine hundred
hundred and
and eighty-nine),
eighty-nine),
(Twenty-fifth Statutes
$3,791.17.
$3,791.17.
That all
of Osage
deemed to
Oklahoma, shall hereafter be deemed
Osage County, Oklahoma,
That
all of
be
Indian country
country within
meaning of
making
of the Acts of Congress making
within the meaning
be Indian
it
unlawful to introduce
intoxicating liquors into the
the Indian country.
country.
introduce intoxicating
it unlawful
That
Secretary of
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to cause an
of the Interior
That the Secretary
appraisement to
to be
reasonable basis, by disinterand reasonable
made, on aafair and
be made,
appraisement
of Osage
Osage County, Oklahoma, owned by
ested
appraisers, of
lands of
of all
all lands
ested appraisers,
Osage
Indians as allottees
allottees or as heirs of tribal members, and the
Osage Indians
appraisement
made may
may be
be taken
the adjustment
adjustment
for the
a basis
basis for
as a
taken as
so made
appraisement so
and
exception or
claim made
by any such Indian
made by
or claim
any exception
of any
settlement of
and settlement
to
or
by any
any officer
the United
in his
behalf with respect
respect to
his behalf
States in
United States
of the
officer of
or by
any,
heretofore made or that may hereafter
hereafter be made
made prior
prior
assessment heretofore
any assessment
to July
first, nineteen
seventeen; and the Secretary
Secretary of
of
hundred and seventeen;
nineteen hundred
to
July first,
the
Interior is
i
shereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
$5,000, or so much
to use the sum of $5,000,
the Interior
thereof
as may
be needed,
the funds
funds of
of the
to defray
defray
Tribe to
Osage Tribe
the Osage
from the
needed, from
may be
thereof as
the
of such
such appraisement.
appraisement.
the expense
expense of
FIVE CIVILIZED
TRIBES.
CIVILIZED TRIBES.
FIVE
S
EC. 18.
of administration
administration of
of the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the Five
Five
expenses of
For expenses
18. For
SEC.
Civilized
Tribes, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and
compensation of employees,
the compensation
and the
Civilized Tribes,
$185,000.
$185,000.
The
the Interior
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
sum of
his discretion,
at his
from the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States,
States, at
discretion, the
the sum
of
$50,000, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof as
be necessary,
necessary , of
the funds
funds on
on
of the
as may
may be
$50,000,
deposit
to the
the credit
the Chickasaw
Tribe of
of Indians,
and to
use
to use
Indians, and
Chickasaw Tribe
of the
credit of
deposit to
the
same for
constructing and
and equipping
equipping dormitories
dormitories at
at the
the Murray
Murray
for constructing
the same
State School
School of
Agriculture at
Oklahoma, at a
acost not
not
Tishomingo, Oklahoma,
at Tishomingo,
of Agriculture
State
to
said sum,
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
Chickasaw children
children
of Chickasaw
sum, for
to exceed
exceed said
and,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of
Interior, of
of any
any other
other
of the
the Interior,
the Secretary
of the
and, in
pupils
appropriation shall
shall
this appropriation
That this
Pr-oided, That
school: Provided,
said school:
attending said
pupils attending
become
of Tishomingo
Tishomingo shall
have donated
donated
shall have
city of
said city
the said
after the
avaliabfe after
become avaliabIe
and conveyed
said tribe
tribe suitable
and necessary
necessary
suitable and
to said
title to
simple title
fee simple
by fee
conveyed by,
and
sites upon
upon which
same are
be constructed.
constructed.
to be
are to
which same
sites
That the
Secretary,of
the Interior
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized
is hereby,
Interior be,
of the
the Secretary
That
to pay
to the
enrolled members
members of
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Tribes
Tribes
Choctaw and
the Choctaw
of the
the enrolled
pay to
to
of
Indians of
entitled under
existing law
share in
in the
the
to share
law to
under existing
of Oklahoma
Oklahoma entitled
of Indians
funds
of said
said tribes,
to their
out of
any moneys
moneys belongbelongof any
heirs, out
lawful heirs,
their lawful
or to
tribes, or
funds of
ing to
tribes in
Treasury or
deposited in
in any
any
or deposited
States Treasury
United States
in the
the United
to said
said tribes
ing
bank or
by any
any official
under the
jurisdiction of
Secretary of
of
of the
the Secretary
the jurisdiction
official under
or held
held by
bank
the
Interior, not
not to
to exceed
per capita,
capita, said
payment to
to be
be made
made
said payment
$100 per
exceed $100
the Interior,
under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
under
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in cases
such enrolled
enrolled members,
members, or
or
where such
cases where
prescribe:
their
by reason
their degree
degree of
of Indian
Indian blood
blood
of their
reason of
who by
Indians who
are Indians
heirs, are
their heirs,
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Farmer, blacksmiths,
Farmer,
etc.
Vol.
11, p.
p. 730.
730.
Vol. 11,

Quapaws.
Quapaws.
Education, etc.
Vol.
7, p.
425.
Vol. 7,
p. 425.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Discretionary use.
Band of PotPotCitizen Band
tawatomies.
tawatomies.
Pavmenit
Paymexit to enrolled
enrolled
members.
Vol. 25,
p. 9S9.
989.
25, p.
Vol.

Osage County.
traffic in, forLiquor traffic
bidden.
Appraisal of allotOsages In.
in.
ments to Osages

laims.
Settlement
of claims.
Settlent of

Five Civilied
Civilized Tribes.
Tribes.
Five
Administration exAdministration epenses.
s
Murray
School of
Murry
Ag
riculture.School of
Dorm ito rie s for
1
or
Aormitorles
Chickasaw,
etc., chilchiiChickasaw, etc.,

dren, from tribal funds.
dren,from'tribhalunds.

Proviso.
Site tope donated.
donated.

itetoe

hoctasad
Choctaws
and Chickasaws.
asaws
Per capita payment
ptrfiba
Pfrom
from
tribal
funds. s.t

Regulations, etc.

Regulatons, et.

Provisos.
pe...
Restricted Indians.
Restricted Indians.
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belong to
the restricted
class, the
Secretary of
of the
Interior may,
may, in
in
the Interior
the Secretary
belong
to the
restricted class,
his
discretion, withhold
such payments
and use
use the
the same
for the
his discretion,
withhold
such
payments
and
same
for
the
Exempt from
further, That the money
Providedfurther,
debts,
of such
restricted Indians:
Indians: Provided
money
such restricted
benefit of
m prior
prior benefit
debts etc.
paid
enrolled members
members as
from
as provided
provided herein
herein shall be exempt from
paid to
to the
the enrolled
lien for
for attorneys'
attorneys' fees
or other
other debt
debt contracted
prior to
to the
the passpassn- any
Diritio
any lien
fees
or
contracted
prior
Distribution expenses.
age
Act: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is
Secretary of
age of
of this
this Act:
hereby authorized
$8,000 out of the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
use not to exceed $8,000
hereby
authorized to
to use
and Choctaw
expenses and the compensation
compensation of
of
Choctaw tribal funds for the expenses
all
distribution of the said per
per capita
capita
all necessary
necessary employees
employees for
for the distribution
payments.
payments.
Seminoles. payment
That
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized
and he
hereby, authorized
of the
That the
the Secretary
SPeerpta
Pea capita payment
romtribfiuns.
to pay to the enrolled
from
tribal funds ,
enrolled members of the Seminole
Seminole Tribe of Indians
Indians of
Oklahoma entitled
entitled under
Oklahoma
under existing
existing law to share in the funds of said
tribe,
lawful heirs, out of any moneys belonging to said
or to
to their
their lawful
tribe, or
tribe
States Treasury
or
bank or
Treasury or deposited
deposited in any bank
tribe in
in the United
United States
held by
any official
official under
under the
the jurisdiction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
held
by
any
jurisdiction
of
the
Provisos.
Regulations.
Interior
not to
to exceed
exceed $200
$200 per
per capita:
capita: Provided,
Provided, That said
said paypayInterior,, not
Regutions.
ment
slit&
be
made
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
the
Secretary
the
Secretary
rules
and
regulations
as
shall
be
made
under
such
Restrd
I-.,
ment
Restricted Indians.
of
Provided further, That
That in cases where
may prescribe:
prescribe: Provided
of the
the Interior may
such enrolled members or their heirs are Indians
Indians who belong to the
restricted
restricted class,
class, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may, in his discretion,
discretion,
Exempt
such payments
the same
the benefit
of such
such
benefit of
for the
use the
same for
and use
payments and
withhold such
. withhold
rom prier
E, from
p
debts.
restricted Indians: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the money _paid
the
paid to the
r restricted
debts.
members or their heirs as provided
provided herein
herein shall be exempt
exempt
enrolled members
from any lien for attorneys' fees or other debt contracted prior to
Distribution
Distribution ex- from any lien for attorneys' fees or other debt contracted prior to
penses.
appro.priated a
a sum not
not
the passer
passage of this Act. There is hereby appropriated
penes.
to
said Semmole
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 out of
of the funds of said
Seminole Tribe
Tribe for
for the
payment
payment of salaries and other
other expenses of said per capita payment
payment
M.
L. Mott.
Mott.
or payments.
payments.
M.L.
Reimbursement from
hereby- authorized
authorized to
to pay,
Reimbursementfrom
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
pay,
Creek
out of any
Creek fnds
firmis.
out
any money
money in the
Treasury of
of the
belonging
the Treasury
the United
United States
States belonging
to the
Creek Nation,
to M.
M. L.
L. Mott
sum of
of $472.22
$472.22 for
for services
to
the Creek
Nation, to
Mott the
the sum
services
rendered the
the Creek
from January
January fifteenth
to February
February
rendered
Creek Nation
Nation from
fifteenth to
eighteenth, nineteen
and fourteen,
fourteen, inclusive,
inclusive, and
and $210.20
$210.20
eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
as reimbursement
expenses incurred
as
reimbursement for
for actual
actual expenses
incurred in
in connection
connection theretherewith.
with.
Probate expenses.
Probue ps
For
salaries and
and expenses
employees
For salaries
expenses of such attorneys
attorneys and other
other employees
as the Secretary
as
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may,
may, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, deem
deem necnecprobate matters affecting
essary in probate
affecting allottees
allottees or
their heirs
heirs in
in the
the
or their
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Five
Tribes and
and in
Quapaw Agency,
Agency,
in the
the several
several tribes
tribes of
of the
the Quapaw
and for the
the costs
and other
costs and
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to suits
suits
instituted or
such attorneys,
attorneys, $85,000.
$85,000.
instituted
or conducted
conducted by
by such
Cherokee
Orphan
For the
support, continuance
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee
and maintenance
maintenance of
Sechool".
TreIg
For
the support,
continuance, and
Training
School.
antenance.
Orphan
Training School, near
near Tahlequah,
Maintenance.
han Training
T;thlequah, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
for the
the orphan
orphan
of Oklahoma
belonging to
Indian children of the State
State of
Oklahoma belonging
to the
the restricted
restricted
class,
to be
as an
school under
under the
direction
class, to
be conducted
conducted as
an industrial
industrial school
the direction
of the
Secretary of
of
the Secretaryof the
the Interior,
Interior, $30,000;
for repairs
repairs and
and improve$30,000; for
improveProviso.
Additional
land.
ments,
Provided, That
That the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of th
Additionailand.
ments, $4,500:
64,500: Provided,
$7,500
thee $7,500
appropriated by
by the
the Act
ne t
een h
un d
re d an
andd
hundred
nineteen
eighteenth, ni
of May
May eighteenth,
Act of
appropriated
Ante,
p.147.
Antc, p.
sixteen, is hereby
sixteen,
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated for
for the
additional
the purchase
purchase of
of additional
land;
heating systems,
systems, $6,000;
in all,
all, $40,500.
$40,500.
land; for
for heating
$6,000; in
Tr
The sum
sum of
of $275,000,
$275,000, to
Tribal scools.
schools.
to be
be expended
expended in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the SecreSecretary of the Interior, under rules and regulations
prescribed by
regulations to be prescribed
Choctaw,
him, in aid of the common
common schools
schools in the Cherokee,
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Chickasaw, and Seminole Nations
and the Quapaw
Nations and
Quapaw Agency
Agency in
in OklaOklahoma, during the fiscal
ending June thirtieth,
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
Protioo.
Provided, That
Proviso,
and eighteen:
eighteen:
Provided,
That this
not
be subject
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shallthe
not be
subject
Limitationnotappli.
Limitation not appli%
cable.
to
the limitation
section one
one of
Act limiting
the expenditure
casbe.
to the
limitation in
in section
of this
this Act
limiting the
expenditure
Ante, p. 970. po. of money, to educate
less than
than one-fourth
one-fourth Indian
Ante,
educate children of less
Indian blood.
blood.
Sales ot
tribl prop
That the Secretary
of tribal
propSecretary of the Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
arty.
to use not exceeding
proceeds of sales of unallotted
exceeding $35,000 of the proceeds
unallotted
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Payment of expenses
,grPyntto"pss
lands
and other
property belonging
belonging to
to any
any of
the Five Civil- from
of the
tribal property
other tribal
lands and
proceeds.
ized Tribes
for payment
of employees
employees and
and other
other expenses
expenses
salaries of
o salaries
payment of
ized
Tribes for
of
advertising and
sale in
in connection
the further
further sales
of such
such
sales of
with the
connection with
and sale
of advertising
Coal
asphalt
Il and asphlt
tribal
and property,
property-,including
including the advertising
advertising and sale
sale of the lands.
lands and
tribal lands
land
the segregated
coal and
and asphalt
asphalt area
Choctaw and
and Vol.
voi.37,S7,p.67.
area of
of the
the Choctaw
within the
segregated coal
land within
p. 67.
Chickasaw
Nations, or
of the
the surface
provided for in the
thereof as provided
surface thereof
or of
Chickasaw Nations,
Act
of Congress
Congress approved
February nineteenth,
hundred
nineteen hundred
nineteenth, nineteen
approved February
Act of
and
twelve (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh United
United States
Statutes at Large,
Large, page
States Statutes
and twelve
sixty-seven),
of the
which is
is hereby
hereby exexthereon, which
and of
the improvements
improvements thereon,
sixty-seven), and
pressly
and for
necessary to
to a
settlement
a final
final settlement
other work
work necessary
for other
pressly authorized,
authorized, and
of
the Five
Five Civilized
to exceed
exceed Provisos.
Provided,,That
That not
not to
Civilized Tribes:
Tribes: Provided
the affairs
affairs of
of the
of the
Collection of
of rnt
rents.
$5,000
of such
such amount
amount may
be used in
connection with the collecin connection
may be
$5,000 of
tion
lands and
tribal buildings:
buildings: Provided
fur- Specific authority reProvidedfurand tribal
unallotted lands
rents of
of unallotted
tion of
of rents
expen
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ther,
year ending
nineteen hunhun- quSie'
ending June
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
That during
quired fothr
for expendither, That
tures.
dred
moneys shall
be expended
expended from
funds turefrom tribal funds
shall be
no moneys
eighteen, no
and eighteen,
dred and
belonging
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
without specific
appropria- ExceptIo.
specific appropriaTribes, without
to the
the Five
belonging to
Exceptions.
tion
Congress, except
as follows:
Equalization of
of allotments,
per
allotments, per
follows: Equalization
except as
by Congress,
tion by
capita
other payments
payments authorized
individual members
members
to individual
law to
by law
authorized by
and other
capita and
of
respective tribes,
tribes, tribal
tribal and
other Indian
schools for
the curcurfor the
Indian schools
and other
of the
the respective
rent
year under
under existing
existing law,
contingent expenses
expenses
rent fiscal
fiscal year
law, salaries
salaries and
and contingent
Tribal aty
attorneys.
y
of
governors, chiefs,
assistant chiefs,
secretaries, interpreters,
interpreters, and
and
sB
att
chiefs, secretaries,
chiefs, assistant
of governors,
at
at
salaries
year
fiscal
mining
trustees
of
the
tribes
for
the
current
fiscal
at
current
the
for
tribes
the
of
mining trustees
the
rate heretofore
heretofore paid,
paid, and
attorneys for
for the
Choctaw, ,ChickaChickathe Choctaw,
and attorneys
the rate
saw,
and Creek
Tribes employed
employed under
contract approved
approved by
by the
the •Continuance o
of
under contract
Creek Tribes
saw, and
President,
for the
the current
current fiscal
year: Provided
of
n
Provided grohnnlqtinu
fiscal year:
law, for
existing law,
under existing
President, under
further,
Secretary of
is hereby
authorized to
to
hereby authorized
Interior is
of the
the Interior
the Secretary
That the
further, That
continue
during the
the ensuing
ensuing fiscal
year the
the tribal
other schools
and other
tribal and
fiscal year
continue during
among
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
Chickasaw, Creek,
Creek, and
Seminole Tribes
from the
the
Tribes from
and Seminole
the Choctaw,
among the
et.
tribal
those nations,
within, his
and under such Res
discretion and
his discretion
of
nations, within
of those
Roe4alir
us
ii
etc..,
funds of
tribal funds
rules
regulations as
as he
he may
may prescribe:
prescribe: And
That schoo bundigs.
further, That
providedfurther,
And provided
and regulations
rules and
the Secretary
of the
is hereby
hereby empowered,
during the fiscal
fiscal
empowered, during
Interior is
the Interior
Secretary of
the
year
thirtieth, nineteen
and eighteen,
expend
to expend
eighteen, to
hundred and
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
funds
of the
the Chickasaw,
and Seminole
Nations availSeminole Nations
Creek, and
Choctaw, Creek,
Chickasaw, Choctaw,
funds of
able
purposes under
for such
such reairs
repairs, improveimprovelaw for
existing law
under existing
for school
school purposes
able for
ments,
new buildings
buildings as
essential for
for the
the proper
proper
deem essential
may deem
he may
as he
or new
ments, or
conduct
the several
schools of
tribes.
conduct of
of the
several schools
of said
said tribes.
choctaws
Choctaws.
gtremti.
Fulfillin treaties.
For
treaties with
Oklahoma: For
permanent Fulfilling
For permanent
Choctaws, Oklahoma:
with Choctaws,
fulfilling treaties
For fulfilling
Annuities.
annuity
(article
two,
treaty
of
November
sixteenth,
eighteen
hundred
Annuities.
hundred
eighteen
sixteenth,
annuity (article two, treaty of November
Vol. 77, p. 99; Vol.t 11,
: p. 9 Vol. ,
twenty-second, eighteen
June twenty-second,
and
and article
thirteen, treaty
treaty of
of June
eighteen pol.
article thirteen,
p. 614.
five, and
and five,
Light
horsemen.
hundred
and
fifty-five),
$3,000;
for
permanent
annuity
for
support
Lighthorsemen.
support
for
annuity
permanent
for
$3,000;
hundred and fifty-five),
Vol. 7, p. 213; V01.11,
of light-horsemen
treaty of
eighteenth, p.Vol.7,p.213;
Vol.l,
October eighteenth,
of October
thirteen, treaty
(article thirteen,
light-horsemen (article
of
614.
eighteen
and twenty,
and article
treaty of
of June
June . 614.
thirteen, treaty
article thirteen,
twenty, and
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-second,
and fifty-five),
$600; for
permanent Blacksmith,
Ba3mith etc.
for permanent
fifty-five), $600;
hundred and
eighteen hundred
twenty-second, eighteen
Vol. 7, p.245; Vol. 11,
annuity
six, treaty
of October
i;Vol.l1,
October p.Vol.7,p.
treaty of
(article six,
blacksmith (article
of blacksmith
614.
support of
for support
annuity for
eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and twenty,
twenty, and
article nine,
nine, treaty
of P 614
treaty,of
and article
eighteen hundred
eighteenth,
January twentieth,
hundred and
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
article
and article
eighteen hundred
twentieth, eighteen
January
thirteen,
treaty
of
June
twenty-second,
eighteen
hundred
and fiftyfifty- Education.
and
hundred
eighteen
twenty-second,
June
of
thirteen, treaty
Vol. 7, p. 235; Vol.
11,
five), $600;
$600; for
education (article
(article two,
two, treaty
treaty Educaftin
ol. 11
for education
annuity for
permanent annuity
for permanent
five),
p. 61.1.
of
January
twentieth,
eighteen
hundred
and
twenty-five,
and
article
61.
p.
article
and
twenty-five,
and
hundred
eighteen
twentieth,
January
of
thirteen,
treaty of
of June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfifty- Iron
and steel.
ronandsteel.
twenty-second, eighteen
June twenty-second,
thirteen, treaty
Vol. 7, p. 236; Vol. 11,
five), $6,000;
for permanent
for iron
nine, vol.7,p.
26; Vol.11,
(article nine,
steel (article
and steel
iron and
annuity for
permanent annuity
$6,000; for
five),
p. 614.
treaty
January twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and twenty-five,
twenty-five, and
and . 614.
hundred and
of January
treaty of
article
treaty of
June twenty-second,
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
twenty-second, eighteen
of June
thirteen, treaty
article thirteen,
Oil
-as inspecinspecOil and as
fifty-five), $320;
$320; in
in all,
all '$10,520.
$10,520.
fifty-five),
on restricted lands.
For the
the salaries
to exceed
oil and
and gas
gas tors
torsonrestedlands
six oil
exceed six
not to
of not
expenses of
and expenses
salaries and
For
inspectors and
under the
directhe direcassistants, under
field assistants,
and field
clerks and
necessary clerks
and necessary
inspectors
tion
Interior, to
vise oil
gas mining
mining
and gas
oil and
supervise
to supei
the Interior,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
tion of
operations on
allotted and
and tribal
lands in
of Oklahoma
from
Oklahoma from
State of
the State
in the
tribal lands
on allotted
operations
which restrictions
restrictions have
not been
been removed,
removed, and
to conduct
conduct investigainvestigaand to
have not
which
tions with
the prevention
of waste,
$25,000.
waste, $25,000.
prevention of
to the
view to
a view
with a
tions
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That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
acquire
That
of the
Interior is
to acquire
by
purchase on
on behalf
of the
the Creek
Creek Nation
Nation forty-two
and one-half
one-half
by purchase
behalf of
forty-two and
acres of
be used
used as
as pasture
for the
the Nuyaka
Nuyaka School,
School, and
to
to be
pasture for
and to
acres
of land,
land, to
expend
exceed $1,100
from Creek
Creek tribal
tribal funds.
funds.
expend therefor
therefor not
not to
to exceed
$1,100 from
Choctaw
SanatoThat
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
is hereby
to use,
use, from
from
That the
Secretary-of
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
Choctaw
Sanat
rium.
Improving
grounds. the
tribal funds
funds of
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations,
Nations, in
in the
prothe proof the
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
Improvinggrounds.
the tribal
portion
of three-fourths
from the
Choctaws and
one-fourth from the
the
and one-fourth
the Choctaws
three-fourths from
portion of
Chickasaws,
the sum
sum of
of $5,000,
building aaroad
road to
to
Chickasaws, not
not to
to exceed
exceed the
$5,000, for
for building
and
the grounds
grounds of
of the
Choctaw Sanatorium,
near Talihina,
Talihina,
the Choctaw
Sanatorium, near
and improving
improving the
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Cherokee
Orphan
That the
of the
Interior is
is hereby
authorized to
to use
from
use from
hereby authorized
the Interior
the Secretary
Secretary of
That
Training
chooPhl.
TChrk School.
Road
of the
the Cherokee
Cherokee Nation
Nation not
not to
to exceed
the sum
sum of
of
the tribal
tribal funds
funds of
exceed the
Road to.
to.
$10,000 for
for building
building a
aroad
Cherokee Orphan
Orphan Training
School
Training School
road to
to the
the Cherokee
$10,000
Tahlequah, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
from Tahlequah,
Douglas H.
H. JohnloinsDouglas
That the sum of $5,000, to be immediately
immediately available,
available, be, and the
Payment to, from
same is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
of the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
Payment
from same
is hereby
any funds
funds of
Chickasaw funds.
Nation,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Douglas H.
H. JohnJohnNation, not
to reimburse
reimburse Douglas
Cicka
ston, Governor
Governor of
incurred
Nation, for extra expenses incurred
of the
the Cckasaw
Chickasaw Nation,
ston,
in the
performance of
of his
duty as
chief executive
executive of
of the
the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
his duty
as chief
in
the performance
Nation
principal chief
chief of
of the
the Chickasaw
Indians during
Tribe of
of Indians
during
Nation and
and principal
Chickasaw Tribe
the
period covered
covered between
the years
years nineteen
hundred and
and seven
seven
the period
between the
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
and nineteen
nineteen hundred
is
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
to make
such payment
payment from
the
from the
make such
is hereby
authorized and
funds
of
saiu.
Nation.
funds
of
said
Nation.
Creaks.
Hereafter
of land
shall be
be made
made to
to members
members of
the
of the
land shall
no allotments
allotments of
Hereafter no
No
allotments to.
NoCaotmentato.
Provisort.
Creek Nation: Provided,
Provided, That
That upon the
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act
Act the
the
upon
Pa-mnts
Payments
in lieu of Creek Nation:
allotment.
Secretary of
in lieu
lieu of
an allotment,
allotment, pay
pay out
out of
asloment.
Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior shall,
shall, in
of an
of
any
Treasury of
United States,
of the United
States to the credit of the
any funds in
in the
the Treasury
$800 each, to Lula Butler, Quenton Garrett,
Garrett,
Creek Nation, the sum of $800
Jack Elton Wilson, and David Bowlegs
Bowlegs who have not
received an
Jack
not
received
an
a b
Condition.
CoAd
t L
allotment or
of an
further ,That
if it
it
allotment
or money
money in
in lieu
lieu of
an allotment:
allotment: Provided
Providedfurther,
That if
shall
parties have received
partial allotshal be found that any of said parties
received aapartial
ment the Secretary
Interior shall pay to such party or parties
parties
Secretary of the Interior
aa sum sufficient
sufficient to equalize such partial
partial allotment up to the sum
sum
of $800.
Oregon.
ore_OREGON.
OREGON.
Nuyaka School.
School.
Nuyaka
Purchase of pasture
land.
and

ol InSuppo't, etc.,
dirt,
etc., of

Sze. 19.
civilization of
of Indians
Indians of
of the
the Klamath
Klamath
ad i Klamath
'tc Agency.
SEc.
19. For
For support
support and
and civilization
Agency,
Oregon,
including
pay
of
employees,
$6,000.
$6,000.
employees,
pay
of
including
Oregon,
Agency,
arm
SprhsAg.
Warm Springs Agen-

cy.

cY•

t

Agency.

Umatilla Agency.

saem school

Belem School.

Grand
Grande Ronde and
Siletz Agencies,
Agencies, Indians.

siletz

n-

dins

Klamath
ReservaR
e se r v
tion.
Mioat
aModoc Point
Point irrigairrigation system.

.odoc

on.
t
WarmWm
Springs, etc.,
Indians.
Fishing tract for.

Indiansp.r,

etc

Fishing tract ior.

For
and civilization
and bands,
bands,
of the
the confederated
confederated tribes
tribes and
or support
support and
civilization of
under Warm Springs Agency,
Agency, Oregon,
Oregon, including
including pay of employees,
employees,
$4,000.
$4,000.
of the Indians
For support and civilization
civilization of
Indians of
of the
the Umatilla
Umatilla Agency,
Agency,
Oregon, including
including pay
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
of employees,
pay of
Oregon,
hundred Indian pupils, including
For support and education
education of six hundred
including
native Indian pupils brought from Alaska, at the Indian school
school,
Oregon, mcluding
pay of superintendent,
general
Salem, Oregon,
including pay
superintendent, $102,200;
$102,200; for general
repairs and improvements
improvements, $20,000; for new buildings,
buildings, including
including dairy
dairy
office, employees'
barn, printing office,
cottages, and addition
addition
employees' quarters and cottages,
to hospital,
hospital, $30,000;
all, $152,200.
$152,200.
in all,
$30,000; in
to
For support and
and civilization
civilization of Indians
Indians at
at Grande
Grande Ronde
Ronde and
and Siletz
Siletz
Agencies,
Oregon, including
pay of employees, $4,000.
Agencies, Oregon,
including pay
$4,000.
For maintenance
irrigation
For
maintenance and
and operation
operation of the Modoc Point irrigation
system within
within the
the Klamath
State of
system
Klamath Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in the State
Oregon, $4,000,
$4,000, reimbursable
reimbursable in accordance
accordance with
of the
the
Oregon,
with the provisions
provisions of
Act
March third,
nineteen hundred
and eleven.
ct of
of March
third, nineteen
hundred and
eleven.
For the
of a
a tract
tract or
of land
land on
on the
the Columbia
Columbia
For
the purchase
purchase of
or tracts
tracts of
River, for the purpose
purpose of providing
providing fishing grounds
Warm
grounds for the
th e W
arm
Springs
Springs and other middle Oregon
Oregon tribes, not to exceed $5,000,
$5,000, to be
immediately available.
immediately
available.
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to make
is hereby authorized
That
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
make
of the
the Secretary
That the
on the Umatilla Reservation,
allotments to
living Indians
Indians on
Reservation,
any living
to any
allotments

JUmatla Reserva
Umatilla
Reservation.
to
Trust allotments
allotments to

Trust

In
Ind i.riS on.

to danson.
Oregon,
of not
not exceeding
each person entitled
entitled to
exceeding eighty- acres to each
Oregon, of
as
long
so
allotted,
been
rights
thereon but
heretofore
as
but who have not heretofore
rights thereon
available for the purany of
of the
within said reservation
remain available
reservation remain
lands within
the lands
any
Selections.
Seleton.
accordance Vol.
pose, and
and to
to issue
issue trust
patents for the selections
selections so made
made in accordance
trust patents
pose,
24, p. 388; Vol.
s,P327.
34,pp.
pp. 182,
327.
with the
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven 34,
February eighth, eighteen hundred
of February
Act of
the Act
with
eightyhundred and eighty(Twenty-fourth
Large, page
page three hundred
Statutes at Large,
(Twenty-fourth Statutes
•
made under such rules and
eight), as
and
allotments to be made
such allotments
amended; such
as amended;
eight),
Proviso.
not
Provided, Pri°
prescribe: Provided,
regulations as
the Secretary
Interior may prescribe:
of the Interior
Secretary of
as the
regulations
Treaty rights not affected.
rights
any
with
fected.
interfere
not
shall
That
the
application
of
this
provision
slia,ll
interfere
That the application of this provision
Indian or Indians.
guaranteed
by treaty
treaty to any allotted Umatilla Indian
guaranteed by
PENNSYLVANIA.
PENNSYLVANIA.
SEC. 20.
20. For
support and
education of
of eight
eight hundred
hundred Indian pupils
pupils
and education
For support
SEC.

at
the Indian
school at
Pennsylvania, including pay of
Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
at Carlisle,
Indian school
at the
superintendent, $136,250;
$136,250; for general
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
superintendent,
$15,000; in
all, $151,250.
$151,250.
in all,
$15,000;
Industrial
The
sum of
$1,000 bequeathed
to the
Carlisle Indian
Indian Industrial
the Carlisle
bequeathed to
of $1,000
The sum
School, under
of Bradford
Wood, late
late of Albany,
Albany, New
New
R. Wood,
Bradford R.
will of
the will
under the
School,
York,
and deposited
the Treasury
Treasury of
States, is hereby
hereby
United States,
the United
of the
in the
deposited in
York, and
appropriated
and shall
shall remain
available until expended for the
remain available
appropriated and
purpose of
needy students
students from
from the
School in
in
the Carlisle Indian School
assisting needy
of assisting
purpose
extending their
their , education
education" to become trained nurses.
extending
SOUTH
DAKOTA.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Carlisle School.
School.
Cartle

Aceeptane
Acceptance

us
i
t
ru=s.

fr

for

of
beof betraining
tann

South Dakota.
Dakota.
Sooth

Plandreau School.
School.
SEC. 21.
21. For
support and
and education
education of
of three
hundred and sixty-five Flandreau
three hundred
For support
SEC.
Dakota
Indian
pupils
at
the
Indian
school
at
Flandreau,
South
Dakota,
South
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Flandreau,
and
and
for pay
pay of
$62 ,
955 ;for general
general repairs
repairs and
superintendent, $62,955;
of superintendent,
and for
improvements, $8,000;
$3,000; in
all, $73,955.
$73,955.
in all,
barn, $3,000;
new barn,
for new
$8,000; for
improvements,
Pierre
Pierre School.
For support
support and
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty Indian pupils
of two
education of
and education
For
superof
at
the
Indian
school
at
Pierre,
South
Dakota,
including
pay
including
Dakota,
at the Indian school at Pierre, South
intendent,
of which
amount not
not exceeding
exceeding $900
$900 may
may be
which amount
$43,750, of
intendent, $43,750,
expended
for
the
purchase
of
two
new
busses;
for
general
repairs
and
repairs
general
for
busses;
new
two
of
expended for the purchase
improvements,
for new
new boiler
boiler and
and boiler
and installation
installation
stack and
boiler stack
$6,000; for
improvements, $6,000;
thereof,
$4,000; in all, $53,750.
$53,750.
thereof, $4,000;
Sabo&
Rapid City School.
For
and education
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian
Indian
two hundred
of two
education of
support and
For support
pupils at
Rapid City,
City, South
Dakota, including
including pay
pay
South Dakota,
school, Rapid
Indian school,
the Indian
pupils at the
of superintendent, $47,925;
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements,
repairs and
for general
of superintendent, $47,925; for
$5,000;
for remodeling
remodeling buildings,
$9,000; for
and repair
repair
construction and
for construction
buildings, $9,000;
$5,000; for
of
road through
school farm,
farm, $4,000;
$4,000; for
for irrigation,
irrigation, drainage,
drainage, and
through school
of road
improving school
farm, $3,000;
$3,000; in
$68,925.
all, $68,925.
in all,
school farm,
Sloox of different
improving
For support of
different tribes,
tribes, including
including Santee
Santee Sioux
Sioux of
of tribes.
trill? of different
of different
Sioux of
For support of Sioux
Teachers, etc.
Nebraska, 'North Dakota,
For pay
Teachers
,etc.
la, p.
640.
teachers, Vol.
64O.
15,
five teachers,
of five
pay of
Dakota: For
South Dakota:
and South
Nebraska,North Dakota, and
farmers,
two
one
physician,
one
carpenter,
one
miller,
one
engineer
,
engineer,
one
miller,
one
physician, one carpenter,
one
and
one blacksmith
blacksmith (article
(article thirteen,
thirteen, treaty
April twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth,
of April
treaty of
and one
eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight),
sixty-eight), $10,400;
for pay
of second
second blackblackpay of
$10,400; for
eighteen hundred and
smith,
and
furnishing
iron,
steel,
and
other
material
(article
eight of Additional
(article
material
employother
Ad
and furnishing iron, steel, and
smith,
ees. diticaml employsa me treaty), $1,600; for pay of additional employees
at the
the several
several ,
same treaty), $1,600; for pay of additional employees at
Subsistence.
agencies for
the Sioux
Nebraska, North
Dakota, and
and South
South Dakota,
Dakota, Vrince,
i6
Vol. 19. p. 256.
North Dakota,
in Nebraska,
Sioux in
agencies for the
$95,000; for
of the
Sioux other
other than
than the
the Rosebud,
Rosebud, Cheyenne
Cheyenne
• • •
the Sioux
subsistence of
for subsistence
$95,000;
River, and Standing Rock
of their
civilization
their civilization
purposes of
for purposes
and for
Tribes, and
and Standing Rock Tribes,
River,
(Act of
eighteen hundred
seventy- Proviso.
and seventyhundred and
twenty-eighth, eighteen
February twenty-eighth,
of February
(Act
Transportation
seven), $200,000:
$200,000: Proided,
Provided, That
That this
this sum
shall
include transportation
rarpceati
on.
transportation
include
shall
sum
seven),
transportaof
supplies
from
the
termination
of
railroad
steamboat
transportasteamboat
or
railroad
of
of supplies from the termination
praotion, and
in this
service Indians
shall be
be employed
employed whenever
whenever pracIndians shall
this service
and in
tion,
ticable;
$307,000.
all, $307,000.
in all,
ticable; in
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among
For support and maintenance
maintenance of day and industrial schools
schools among
the Sioux
Indians, including
repairs of
of school
school buildbuildand repairs
the erection
erection and
including the
the
Sioux Indians,

in accordance
accordance with
ings, $200,000, in
with the
of article
five of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
article five
the
agreement made
and entered
entered into
into September
twenty-sixth, eighteen
eighteen
September twenty-sixth,
made and
agreement
hundred
February twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth,
ratified February
hundred and seventy-six, and ratified
eighteen
hundred and.
seventy-seven (Nineteenth
(Nineteenth Statutes,
Statutes, page
page
eighteen hundred
and seventy-seven
two
and fifty-four).
fifty-four).
two hundred
hundred and
Enlarging, etc., reserFor
acquiring, constructing,
enlargement and
and equipment
equipment of
of
or enlargement
constructing, or
vation
school buildFor acquiring,
vation sihoot'buildings.
school buildings
on the
following reservations:
reservations: Crow
Crow Creek,
Pine
buildings on
the following
Creek, Pine
~'
school
Ridge,
Rosebud, Standing
Standing Rock,
Lower Brule,
Rock, Yankton, Sisseton, Lower
Ridge, Rosebud,
and
exceed $50,000
and Cheyenne
Cheyenne River,
River, $300,000,
$300,000, of which sum not to exceed
shall be
be used
the construction
construction and
school
equipment of
of new
new school
and equipment
used for
for the
mone for secsecshall
No money
tarian
schools.
taran schoo.ls
buildings at Fort Yates, North Dakota.
buildings
Dakota. And it
it is hereby declared
declared
Government to hereafter
hereafter make
make no
policy of the Government
be the settled
settled policy
to be
appropriation
Treasury of the United
United States
States for
for
of the Treasury
out of
whatever out
appropriation whatever
education of
of Indian
children in
any sectarian
sectarian school.
school.
in any
Indian children
education
Yankton Sioux.
For
and civilization
of the
the Yankton
Yankton Sioux,
South
Sioux, South
civilization of
subsistence and
For subsistence
Suistence,
Subsistence, etc.
Dakota, including
of employees,
$14,000.
Canton.
employees, $14,000.
canton.
Dakota,
including pay
pay of
Expenses of iinsane
for insane
For
equipment and
maintenance of
of the
asylum for
the asylum
and maintenance
the equipment
For the
ises o n ne
asylum.
Canton, South
Dakota, for incidental
expenses
incidental and all other expenses
South Dakota,
at Canton,
Indians at
necessary for
including pay of
management, including
for its
its proper
proper conduct
conduct and management,
necessary
employees, repairs,
repairs, improvements,
necessary expense
expense of
and for necessary
employees,
improvements, and
transporting insane Indians to and from said asylum,
asylum, $60,000; to
repair and improve
improve the
the road leading
leading from
from the said asylum
asylum for insane
repair
Indians to the city of Canton,
Canton, South Dakota,
$7,500; in all, $67,500.
$67,500.
Indians
Dakota, $7,500;
Vol. 19,
254.
Vol.
19, p.
p. 2.

Utah.
Utb.

Utes,

Bandes
Bands.

UTAH.
UTAH.
Confederated

Confederated

Carpenters,

Carpenters, etc.
Vol. 15, p. 622.

1,

p 622.

S
EC. 22.
22. For
For support
civilization of
of Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of
and civilization
support and
SEC.
Utes: For pay of two carpenters,
carpenters, two millers, two farmers, and two
two
blacksmiths
treaty of March
March second, eighteen
blacksmiths (article
(article fifteen, treaty
eighteen hundred
hundred

sixty-eight), $6,720; for pay of two teachers
and sixty-eight),
teachers (same
(same article
article and
treaty),
for purchase
purchase of
of iron
and steel
steel and
and the
the necessary
tools
treaty), $1,800;
$1,800; for
iron and
necessary tools
,et
for blacksmith
nine, same
blacksmith shop (article nine,
same treaty),
treaty), $220; for annual
annual
amount for the
mutton wheat,
wheat, flour, beans, and
the purchase
purchase of
of beef,
beef, mutton,
potatoes, or other necessary
necessary articles of food
food and clothing, and farming
equipment (article twelve, same
same treaty),
treaty), $30,000; for pay of ememployees at
at the
the several
several Ute
in all,
$53,740.
all, $53,740.
agencies, $15,000;
$15,000; in
Ute agencies,
dfe ployees
etc.
S
aSu
po
t
l Lt
c. of
of dethe
and civilization
Indians in
in Utah,
Utah, not
otherwise
ta ians
~ For
For
r
the support
support and
civilization of
of Indians
not otherwise
provided for,
for, including
including pay
pay of
of employees,
employees, $10,000.
$10,000.
fedt
provided
Utes,
Confederated
Bands.
The Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized to withdraw
ands 'edetd
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is hereby
Distribution
from
Treasurv of the United
his discretion,
discretion, the
rDistriut
United States, within
within his
principal
funds. from from the Treasury
sum of $300,000 of the principal
Confedprincipal funds to the credit of the Confederated Bands of Ute Indians and to expend the sum of $50,000 of
said amount for the benefit
benefit of the Ute Mountain
Mountain (formerly
(formerly Navajo
Navajo
Colorado, and the sum of $200,000
$200,000
Springs) Band of said Indians in
in Colorado,
of said amount for the Uintah, White River, and
and Uncompahgre
Bands
Uncompahgre Bands
of Ute Indians
Indians in Utah, and the sum of $50,000
$50,000 of said amount for the
Southern Ute Indians in Colorado, which sums shall be charged to
rtfrom
For sel
self support
from Southern Ute Indians in Colorado, which sums shall be charged to
accumulated
Interest.
accmuaed Interest,
said bands,
bands, and
and the
the Secretary
Interior is
authorized to
to
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
is also
also authorized
Vol. 37,
37, p.9.
p. 934.
Vol.
withdraw
withdraw from the Treasury the accrued
accrued interest to and including
including
June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, on
funds of the
on the funds
appropriated under the
said Confederated
Confederated Bands of Ute Indians appropriated
Act of March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen
thirteen (Thirty-seventh
(Thirty-seventh
Statutes at Large, page nine
and thirty-four),
to expend
nine hundred
hundred and
thirty-four), and
and to
expend
or distribute
distribute the same for the purpose of promoting
promoting civilization
and
civilization and
self-support
self-support among the said Indians, under such regulations
regulations as the
Proviso.
Secretary.of
of the
may prescribe:
Provided, That
That the
SecreRois of expendiexdi- Secretary
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe: Provided,
the SecreReport
tre.
tary of
of the
the Interior
in
twes.
tary
Interior shall report
report to Congress,
Congress, on the first Monday in
December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, a
a detailed
detailed statement as
to all moneys expended
expended as provided
herein.
provided for herein.
Food, etc.
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To carry into
into effect
effect the
the provision
Seeds
agriculof article
article nine
of the
eds and aglricu
provision of
nine of
the treaty
treaty of
of S
tural Implements.
March second, eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight (Fifteenth Statutes
Statutes tVoa
Vol. 1im5,p.lm22
15, p. 622.
at Large, page
page six hundred
hundred and nineteen),
nineteen), with the
the Confederated
Confederated
furnishing seeds and
Bands of Ute Indians, for furnishing
agricultural impleimpleand agricultural
$10,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary.
ments, the sum of $10,000,
necessary.
Uncompahgre, etc.,
etc.,
For continuing the construction
construction of
of lateral
lateral distributing
distributing systems to
to uncompahgre,
Utes.
irrigate
allotted lands
lands of
irrigate the
the allotted
of the
the Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre, Uintah,
Ifintah, and
and White
White Irrigating allotments
River
Utes, in Utah, and to maintain
River tites,
existing irrigation
au- of.Vol.
maintain existing
irrigation systems,
systems, auVol. 34,
34, p.
p. 375.
375.
thorized under the Act of June twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
six, reimbursable
reimbursable as therein
therein provided, $40,000,
$40,000, to remain
remain available
available
until expended.
until
expended.
Washington.
Washington.
WASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.
e

SEC.
23. For
For support
support and
civilization of
of the
the D'Wamish
S
EC. 23.
and civilization
D'Wamish and
and other
other diSport,
Support, etc.,
°M. 'o
of InInallied
tribes in
in Washington,
of employees,
$7,000.
dian.s.
allied tribes
Washington, including
including pay
pay of
employees, $7,000.
D'Wamish, etc.
ak
hs
For support
support and civilization
civilization of the Makahs, including
mcluding pay of em- M
makahsployees,
ployees, $2,000.
$2,000.
For support
support and
of Qui-nai-elts
and Quil-leh-utes,
Quil-leh-utes, inin- lequis"'ltsandQui
leh-utes.
Qui-nai-elts and QuillFor
and civilization
civilization of
Qui-nai-elts and
pay of
of employees,
eluding pay
employees, $1,000.
$1,000.
l ma
For
support and
of Indians
Indians at
Yakima Agency,
Agency, includinclud- Y
Yakima
A g
eneY'
For support
and civilization
civilization of
at Yakima
k Ag'ey.
ing
pay of
of employees,
employees, $3,000.
$3,000.
ingpay
Colville, etc.,
etc., Age
Ages.
or support
support and
and civilization
of Indians
Colville, Taholah,
Coville,
For
civilization of
Indians at Colville,
Taholah, 'esSpokane Agencies, including
Puyallup,
including pay
pay of employees
employees and for
for c
Puvallup, and Spokane
purchase of
agricultural implements,
implements, and
support and
and civilization
purchase
of agricultural
and support
civilization Band of
of Nez
Perce Indians
Washington, $13,000.
of Joseph's
Joseph's Band
Nez Perce
Indians in
in Washington,
$13,000.
agreement spokanes.
For support
For
support of Spokanes
Spokanes in Washington
Washington (article
(article six of agreement
SPokalles.
27
139
with said
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and V.
Vol. 27, p
p.
. 139.
eighteenth, eighteen
dated March
March eighteenth,
with
said Indians,
Indians, dated
eighty-seven, ratified
by Act
Act of
July thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred
eighty-seven,
ratified by
of July
thirteenth, eighteen
and ninety-two),
ninety-two), $1,000.
$1,000.
and
For
of the
system on
lands i
Y akin?as
i.....„,
For operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
the irrigation
irrigation system
on lands
Yi.as
ol.;
allotted
to Yakima
Indians in
$15,000, reimbursable
allotted to
Yakima Indians
in Washington,
Washington, $15,000,
reimbursable v"oT.,
VTon3m,p. 597;
in
the provisions
provisions of
of the
first, nineteen
34 )
1
:;113 .
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Act
Act of
of March
March first,
nineteen 34P,0".
1
hundred and seven:
Provided, That money
money received
received under
under agreeagree-,:ppli
ceiTlication
ceon of re
hundred
seven: Provided,
ments
for
temporary
water
supply
may
be
expended
under
P
direcbe
expended
under
the
ments for temporary water supply may
tion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
for maintenance
maintenance and improveof the
Interior ior
tion of
irrigation system on said lands.
lands.
ment of the irrigation
For the
in payment
payment of
of $635,000
for water
water supply
supply tiyment
ti P
rIcnint
for
rid /For
the fourth
fourth installment
installment in
$635,000 for
fortaddi-P
mt1niwater supply to
for
Indian allotment
allotment on the Yakima
Yakima allottes.
all'
ottees° er "PP Y to
of forty
forty acres of each Indian
for irrigation
irrigation of
Vol.
e4
the State
Washington, v
irrigation system
system in
Indian Reservation
in the
State of
of Washington,
°
1
•"',p.P.
".
Indian
Reservation irrigation
provided by
Act of
August first,
nineteen hundred
and fourteen
fourteen
hundred and
of August
first, nineteen
by the
the Act
provided
(Thirty-eighth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
six hundred
and four),
four), $100,000
$100,000
page six
hundred and
Large, page
(Thirty-eighth
to be
reclamation fund.
fund.
into the
the reclamation
to
be covered
covered into
School.
For support
and education
pupils Cushman
ushman School.
education of
of three
three hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty Indian
Indian pupils
For
support and
at
Indian School,
School, Tacoma,
Washington, inchufing
including
Tacoma, Washington,
at the
the Cushman
Cushman Indian
$60,000
superintendent, $60,000,
improvements, and for pay of superintendent,
repairs and improvements,
being made
made to supplement
supplement the Puyallup
Puyallup school
school
said appropriation
appropriation being
funds
said school.
funds used
used for
for said
school..
Reervat
nin
irrigation and
For
and enlargement
of the
the irrigation
and R'rtin
k
;tri aReservatkiL
extelision
enlargement of
construction and
For continuing
continuing construction
drainage
the utilization
of the
the water
water supply
supply aofigstin
of irrigatie
stem.
na ad
anddrandrainto make
make possible
possible the
utilization of
drainage syrstem,
system, to
age sy
provided
forty acres
Indian allotment
the Yakima
Yakima
allotment on
on the
each Indian
acres of
of each
for forty
provided for
Indian
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, and
other water
water supply
supply as
as
and such
such other
Indian Reservation,
may
or obtainable
obtainable for
of a
a total
total of
one
of one
irrigation of
for the
the irrigation
be available
available or
may be
hundred
and twenty
thousand acres
Indian lands
lands on
on said
said
allotted Indian
acres of
of allotted
twenty thousand
hundred and
Proviso.
Reimbursement.
reservation,
$200,000, to
remain available
available until
expended: Provided,
Provided, Reimbrsement.
until expended:
to remain
reservation, $200,000,
Ante, p. 154.
That
the
entire
cost
of
said
irrigation
and
drainage
system
shall
be
p 154.
That the entire cost of said irrigation and drainage system shall be Ante,
reimbursed to
United States
States under
under the
conditions and
and terms
terms of
of
the conditions
to the
the United
reimbursed
the
hundred and
sixteen.
and sixteen.
nineteen hundred
May eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
the Act
Act of
of May
That the
heretofore issued
issued as
simple patents
the m ailrrfimnead
e
:dmad
.
Paienta
patents
That
the patents
patents heretofore
as fee
fee simple
patents under
under the
homestead
Act of
of May
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two
Vol. 1j2i.snd.
12, p. 392
homestead Act
May twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen
sixty-two Vl.
Charles
cies-eland.
(Twelfth Statutes
Large, page
page three
in
ninety-two), in
hundred and
and ninety-two),
three hundred
at Large,
Statutes at
(Twelfth
the
name of
of Charles
May second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
second, nineteen
Cleveland, May
Charles Cleveland,
the name
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quarter, section
section twenty-two
twenty-two,
five, for
for the
the south
south half
half of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter,
of the
northeast quarter
quarter and
and lot
and the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
the northeast
lot numbered
numbered

one,
section twenty-seven
township twenty-seven
north, range
range
twenty-seven north,
one, section
twenty-seven, township
fourteen
and a
asimilar
similar patent
patent in
in
fourteen west,
west, of
of the Willamette
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and
name of Henry Hudson,
May first,
hundred and
and two,
two, for
for
the name
Hudson, May
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
southeast quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter
the northeast
northeast
the southeast
quarter and
and the
quarter of the
twenty-one, and
and the
the southsouthquarter
the southeast quarter, section
section twenty-one,
northwest quarter,
the northwest
quarter of
west quarter
quarter of the northwest
quarter, and
and the
northwest quarter
of
the
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
section twenty-two,
twenty-two township
township twenty-seven
twenty-seven
the southwest
north, range
range fourteen
fourteen west,
of the
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and
and aa
the Willamette
west, of
Hownorth,
w t
Washington
Howeattle.
similar patent in the name of
September
of Washington
Washington Howeattle,
Howeattle, September
twenty-sixth, nineteen
hundred and two, for the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter
nineteen hundred
half of
of the
the southeast
and
of the northeast
northeast quarter, the north
north half
southeast quarter,
quarter, and
quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter, section
section twenty-three,
twenty-three,
the southeast quarter
township
north, range
range fourteen
west, of
the Willamette
Willamette
Howard Wheeler.
Wheear.
Howard
township twenty-seven
twenty-seven north,
fourteen west,
of the
meridian; and a
a similAr
similar patent
patent in
name of Howard
Howard Wheeler,
m the name
March eighth, nineteen
hundred and five, for the south half
half of the
nineteen hundred
quarter , and
quarter, section
section
northeast quarter,
and the north half
half of
of the
the southeast quarter,
twenty-two,
twenty-seven north,
north, range
range fourteen
fourteen west,
west, of
of
township twenty-seven
twenty-two, township
JimBlack.
Jim
Black.
the Willamette meridian;
meridian; and a
asimilar
similar patent in the name of Jim
March eighth, nineteen
five, for
for the
the northwest
northwest
Black, March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
section twenty-four,
north, range
range
quarter, section
twenty-four, township
township twenty-seven
twenty-seven north,
fourteen
west,
of
the
Willamette
meridian;
and
a
similar
patent
in
fourteen
west,
of
the
Willamette
meridian;
and
a
similar
patent
in
Tommy Saux.
Tony
'.the name of Tommy
Tommy Saux, May
May second,
second, nineteen
five,
nineteen hundred and five,
for the southwest
southwest quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter,
fourteen,
quarter, section fourteen,
the west half of the northeast quarter, and the northeast quarter
of
quarter of
the northeast quarter, section twenty-three
township twenty-seven
twenty-three, township
twenty-seven
Wimette meridian;
meridian; and
and aasimilar
similar
M.
north, range
range fourteen
fourteen west, of the Willamette
Takes.
patent in the name
March eighth, nineteen hundred
patent
name of Talcas, March
hundred and
fve,
southwest quarter, section twenty-four, township
five, for the southwest
township twentyseven
north,
range
fourteen
west,
of
the
Willamette
meridian; and
and
Willamette
meridian;
west,
of
the
range
fourteen
seven
north,
n
John Jackson.
a similar patent in the name of John
a
John Jackson,
Jackson, March
nineteen
March eighth, nineteen
hundred
hundred and five, for the east half of
northwest quarter
quarter and
and the
the east
east
of the northwest
half of the southwest
southwest quarter, section twenty-two,
twenty-two, township
twentytownship twentyseven
range fourteen
west, of
of the
the Willamette
Willamette meridian;
Kateackson
seven north,
north, range
fourteen west,
meridian; and
and
Kate Jackson.
aasimilar patent in the name
name of Sate
Jackson,
Kate Jackson,
Jackson, widow
widow of Peter Jackson,
October nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and five,
five 'for the north half of
the northeast
one, two
and three,
northeast quarter, and
and lots numbered
numbered one,
two, and
three, section
section
twenty,
twenty-seven
north,
range
fourteen
west, of
of the
Toma
aine
twenty,
township
twenty-seven
north,
range
fourteen
west,
the
Thomas Paine.
VWillamette meridian;
Willamette
the name
of Thomas
Thomas
meridian; and aa similar
similar patent in
in the
name of
Paine, February
February twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and
for the
the
and eight,
eight, for
lots numbered eleven and twelve, section one, township twenty-seven
twenty-seven
north, range
range thirteen
thirteen west,
the Willamette
Willamette meridian;
and a
asimilar
similar
WM-les-se.
w-etesa.
north,
west, of
of the
meridian; and
of Wil-les-sa, August first, nineteen
patent in the name of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
four,
four , for the northeast
northeast quarter of the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter , and lot
numbered
numbered one, section twenty-one, and the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the
southwest quarter, and lots numbered
numbered six and seven,
seven, section twentytwentytwo,
township twenty-eight
twenty-eight north,
range fourteen
west, of
of the
WilRobert Smith.
two, township
north, range
fourteen west,
the WilRobert
lamette meridian; and a
a similar patent in
m the name of Robert Smith,
the south
south half
half of
of the
October fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seven
seven, for
for the
the
southeast quarter,
northeast quarter of the southeast
quarter , and the northeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
section
twenty, township
sixteen north,
north, range
east, of
of the
Wilwiiam
poni.
section twenty,
township sixteen
range four
four east,
the WilWilliam Posner.
lamette meridian; and aasimilar patent in
in the name
name of William
William Pother,
Ponier,
June eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and three, for the northwest
northwest quarter,
section
twenty,
township
sixteen
range four
east, of
of the
to
Charley.
section
twenty,
township
sixteen north,
north, range
four east,
the WilWilWapato Charley.
lamette meri;an;
meridian; and
and a
similar patent
in the
the name
of Wapato
Wapato
a similar
patent in
name of
Charley for the west half of the northeast quarter and
and the northeast
northeast
quarter of the northwest
quarter
northwest quarter of section nineteen, township
township twentythree north, range twenty
twenty east of
meridian, all
all situsituof the Willamette
Willamette meridian,
ated
Washington, be, and the same are hereby, ratified
ated in the State of Washington,
ratified
and confirmed
confirmed as of their dates
issuance.
dates of issuance.
Heny Hudson.
Hudson.
Henry
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Hayward School
School.
the support and education
S
EC. 24.
24. For
education of two hundred
hundred and fifty Hayward
For the
SEC.
Hayward, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, including
Indian pupils at the Indian school at Hayward,
including
$43,200; for general
pay of superintendent,
pay
superintendent, $43,200;
general repairs
repairs and improvements,
$8,000; in
in all,
$51,200.
all, $51,200.
ments, $8,000;
om School.
ahSchoolFor support
support and
and education
hundred and seventy-five
Indian TTomah
seventy-five Indian
two hundred
of two
education of
For
pupils
Tomah, Wisconsin,
including pay of
pupils at the
the Indian school,
school, Tomah
Wisconsin, including
of
superintendent,
superintendent, $47,925;
$47,925; for general repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$8,000; for
for addition
to laundry
equipment, $3,000;
$3,000; for
addition
for addition
addition to
laundry and
and equipment,
$8,000;
to
to girls'
girls' building,
building, $8,500; for
$8,500; for addition
addition to
to school
school building, $8,500;
purchase of additional
$3,600; for a
a storage battery,
battery, $1,500,
additional land, $3,600;
purchase
or as
as much
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary, same
to be
be immediately
immediately
same to
be necessary,
thereof as
or
available; in all,
all, $81,025.
$81,025.
available;
Chippewas of
of Lake
Lae
sucpeW
civilization of the Chippewas of Lake
For support and civilization
Lake Superior, Superior.
Support, etc.
Support,
Wisconsin, including
including pay
employees, $7,000.
pay of employees,
Wisconsin,
For support,
education, and
of the
opott"wato1"
the Pottawatomie
Pottawatomie E
and civilization
civilization of
For
support, education,
uPport, etc..
who reside in the State
State of Wisconsin, including
including pay
pay of emIndians who
ployees,
ployees, $7,000.
$7,000.
Wisconsin Band of
pwPttastosiBand"
For the support and civilization
civilization of those
those portions of the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Pottawatorales,
For
Win
and Mich.
Mich.
Band
of Pottawatomie
Wisconsin and
Pottawatomie Indians residing in the States of Wisconsin
Band of
and
and to
to aid
said Indians
the volP38rtt102.
Indians m
in establishing
establishing homes on the
aid said
and Michigan,
Michigan, and
VoY.PArt
,P! tf02.
lands purchased
for them
the provisions
Congress
of Congress
provisions of the Act of
under the
them under
lands
purchased for
approved
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, $100,000,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
approved June
Repayment.
or so
so much
reimbursed to Repayment.
necessary, said sum to be reimbursed
may be necessary,
as may
thereof as
much thereof
or
the
United States
out of
when made,
of the
made, of
appropriation, when
the appropriation,
of the
States out
the United
principal due
due as
the proportionate
share of
of said
said Indians
Indians in annuities
annuities
as the
proportionate share
principal
and moneys
the Pottawatomie
in which
not shared,
shared,
which they have not
Tribe in
Pottawatomie Tribe
of the
and
moneys of
as set
set forth
in House
Document Numbered
Eight hundred
and thirty
thirty Use
as
forth in
House Document
Numbered Eight
hundred and
se ofamount
of amount.
(Sixtieth Congress,
first session),
session), and
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
of the
and the
Congress, first
(Sixtieth
is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to expend
sum of
of $100,000
$100,000 in
clearin the clearsaid sum
the said
expend the
is hereby
ing
of land
and the
the purchase
houses, building
material, seed
seed,
building material,
of houses,
purchase of
land and
ing of
animals,
machinery, tools, implements, and other equipment
equipment and
animals, machinery,
supplies
necessary to
said Indians
Indians to
become self-supporting:
self-supporting: pr
to become
to enable
enable said
supplies necessary
Proviso.
Cash per capita pay
payProvided, That
That in
in order
order to
train said
Indians in
in the
use and
and handling
handling Cash
the use
said Indians
to train
Provided,
t. t
of
not exceeding
$25,000 of
the above
above appropriation
appropriation may
may be
be men
"m"nt, etc.
of the
exceeding $25,000
money, not
of money,
paid to
or be
be deposited
their credit subject to
deposited to their
capita, or
per capita,
them per
to them
paid
expenditure in
in such
such manner
and under
rules and
and regulations
regulations
such rules
under such
manner and
expenditure
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Menomins.
as
the Secretary
The
of the
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
withdraw from Self-support
reIrsmurpo
e8 .
rt from
from
to withdraw
the Interior
Secretary of
The Secretary
the
the United
States in
in his
his discretion,
sum of
tribal funds.
lands "
of $387,000 tribal
the sum
discretion, the
United States
of the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the tribal
of the
Menominee Indians
Indians in
in Wisconsin,
vol. 2, p. 14.
116.
arising vol.
Wisconsin, arising
the Menominee
funds of
tribal funds
of
under
Acts of
of June
eighteen hundred
June twelfth, eighteen
of the
the Acts
the provisions
provisions of
under the
and
ninety (Twenty-sixth
hundred and
and Vol
5
vol.3,35, p. 51.
one hundred
page one
at Large,
Large, page
Statutes at
(Twenty-sixth Statutes
and ninety
forty-six),
and March
hundred and
and eight
eight vol
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen -hundred
March twenty-eighth,
forty-six), and
Vol..gp
36, p. 10.
1076.
Thirty-fifth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
-one), section
section twenty-six
twenty-six
fifty-one),
page fifty
Large, page
(Thirty-fifth
of
Pict of
of March
nineteen hundred
and eleven
(Thirty-sixth
eleven (Thirty-sixth
hundred and
third, nineteen
March third,
the Act
of the
Statutes at
one thousand
thousand and
seventy-six), and
any Acts
Acts
and any
and seventy-six),
page one
Large, page
at Large,
Statutes
amendatory thereol,
under such
regulations as
as he
prescribe
may prescribe
he may
such regulations
and under
thereof, and
amendatory
to
Indians to
to fit
themselves for,
or to
to
for, or
fit themselves
said Indians
aid said
to aid
same to
the same
expend the
to expend
engage in,
in, farming
other pursuits
pursuits or
or avocations
enable
will enable
as will
avocations as
or such
such other
farming or
engage
said Indians
to become
self-supporting, or
in the
case of
the old,
old,
of the
the case
or in
become self-supporting,
Indians to
said

rof
Remo
for support:
of the
tribe,
or
incapacitated
decrepit
t
decrepit
ided, That
or incapacitated
in
the case ofmember
member
those who
of
the
engage
tribe,
in farming
for
support:
uponProProthe chantabirrer
Removal of from
vided, That in the case of those who engage in farming upon the chaabl tber rom
Menominee
that prior
prior to
to authorization
authorization to
to make
farming
expen-ar
make expenReservation, that
Menominee Reservation,
ditures
for
farming
purposes
upon
lands
not
heretofore
entirely
entirely
heretofore
not
lands
upon
purposes
for
farming
ditures
cleared
of all
merchantable timber,
Forest Service
of the
Indian
the Indian
Service of
the Forest
timber, the
all merchantable
cleared of
Bureau
shall make
make a
survey of
shall certify
such lands
lands
that such
certify that
and shall
same and
of same
a survey
Bureau shall
have
been cut
cut over
over and
and cleared
cleared of
all merchantable
merchantable timber,
timber, or
or that
that
of all
have been
if there
be merchantable
on such
lands that
that it
it is
is to
to the
interest
the interest
such lands
timber on
merchantable timber
there be
if
of the
the Menominee
Menominee Indians,
detrimental to
Menominee
the Menominee
to the
not detrimental
and not
Indians, and
of
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Disposing
of timber
timber
DisPming of
not
Menot detrimental
detrimental to
to Menominee
Forest.
nomnee Forest.

Limitation.
Limitation.

ash

Per
pita In cash to
to
capita
Per ca
esarolled trthal mem-

bers.
boer.

1917.

Forest that such timber be removed,
removed, and that such Forest Service
Service
certify that the lands proposed to be
Bureau shall also certify
of the
the Indian
Indian Bureau
cleared are
are not
not necessary
necessary to
the preservation
of the
Menominee
the Menominee
to the
preservation of
cleared
Forest,
would be more
more valuable
valuable to the
Menominee Indians
used
Indians if
if used
the Menominee
Forest, and
and would
for agricultural
agricultural or
or grazing
grazing purposes;
any merchantable
merchantable timber
timber
purposes; that
that any
cut
shaflT be
disposed of in the manner
provided by law
manner provided
be disposed
cut hereunder
hereunder shal
for
Menominee Reservation,
Reservation,
disposition of timber cut upon the Menominee
for the disposition
and
authorization herein
as it
it applies to the
herein contained,
contained, in so far as
and the
the authorization
merchantable
construed so as to
merchantable timber on said lands, shall not be construed
increase the
amount of
authorized to be cut
any
cut in any
timber authorized
of said timber
the total
total amount
increase
together
further, That the funds herein
one year: Provided
Providedfurther,
herein authorized, together
one
appropriation Act,
by the
with. the
authorized by
the Indian
Indian appropriation
the $300,000
$300,000 authorized
with

approved May eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen
sixteen (Public
approved
Numbered Eighty,
Eighty, page thirty-eight),
thirty-eight), may in the discretion of the
Numbered
Secretary
Interior, be apportioned
apportioned on aaper capita basis among
Secretary of the Interior,
all enrolled members of the Menominee
Tribe, aaper capita payment
payment
Menominee Tribe,
of
$50 to be made immediately
immediately after
after the passage
passage of this
each
this Act to each
of $50
member
the remainder
remainder of the share of each Indian
Indian
member of said tribe, and the

to be deposited
to his
his or
or her credit:
credit: Provided,
That the
the per capita
deposited to
Provided, That
capita
share of each minor
minor under
under eighteen years of age in said sum so appordeposited to the
credit of the parent,
parent, guardian,
or
guardian, or
the credit
shall be
be deposited
tioned shall
per
other person having the custody and care of said minor, the per
unexpended balance of same,
same
capita share of such minors or the unexpended
Individual credit on
individual
on when any
eighteen years
years shalt
shall
any such minors shall arrive at the age of eighteen
el
reaching eighteen.
reaching ght
be withdrawn
withdrawn from the amount of the parent, guardian
guardian, or other
other
Regulation of doperson and
and deposited
deposited to the account
account of such minors.
All deposits
deposits
Regnatkam
of de- person
minors. Ai
Menominee Tribe,,
made to the credit of individual
individual members of the Menominee
Tribe,
to parents, guardians,
guardians, or other persons
persons under the terms of this Act
Act
shall. be subject
regulations governing
shall
subject to expenditure
expenditure under the regulations
governing the
handling of individual Indian
Indian money.
handling
Oneida.
f sl
oneid
Secretary
the Interior
That
the
Secretary
of
Interior be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
Transfer of
school
Transfer
of school
and land to.
to convey
convey to the public
authorities of district numbered
numbered one
public school authorities
adland
of the town of Oneida, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, for district school purposes,
purposes, the
the
tract of land and buildings thereon now occupied
occupied by the district
district school
school
township twenty-two
twenty-two north,
and described as lot A
A of section one, township
principal meridian,
range eighteen east of the fourth principal
meridian, containing
containing
Condition.
con n
sixty-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, on condition
condition that whites and Indians
shall be
be admitted
on equal
equal terms
terms in
in any
school established
established thereon.
thereon.
shall
admitted on
any school
d
One
eidt
olo
t
i
strol
That
of the
the Interior
and he
he is
is hereby,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior be,
Sale
of
lot
. a slands.
to sell, at not less than an appraised
appraised value, lot X of section
section thirtythirty-range eighteen
ei ghteen east
four, township
township twenty-four
twenty-four north, range
east of the fourth
fourth
principal meridian,
meridian, containing
twentycontaining one acre, and lot X of section twentytownship twenty-three
range nineteen east of the fourth
fourth
three, township
twenty-three north, range
principal meridian, containing
containing one
one acre, heretofore
reserved for
for
heretofore reserved
Proprincipal
Proviso.
Proceed.s to
Indians. schools:
schools: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
proceeds of
of the
the sale
shall be
be expended
expended
the proceeds
sale shall
Proeeds
toIndians.
for the benefit
benefit of the Oneida
Indians under
under the direction
direction of
the
Oneida Indians
of the
Secretary of the Interior.
Secretary
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
WYOMING.
WYOMING.
share

minors

Share of minors to
parent, etc. 1

pit

Shoshones.
Spport, etc.
Support,

S
EC. 25.
25. For
Shoshone Indians
WyoIndians in
in Wyoof Shoshone
and civilization
civilization of
support and
For support
SEC.
raing, including
including pay
pay- of
of employees,
employees, $15,000.
$15,000.
ming,
Reservation school.
Reservation
For support
For
support and education
education of one
one hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five Indian

Fulfilling treaty.
6.
15, p.treaty.
676.

Vl.
Vol.

pupils at the Indian school, Shoshone
Shoshone Reservation,
Wyoming, includincludReservation, Wyoming,
ing pay of superintendent,
superintendent, $31,475;
$31,475; for general repairs and improveimprovements, $5,000;
$5,000; in all, $36,475.
For support of Shoshones
Wyoming: For pay of physician,
Shoshones in Wyoming:

teacher, carpenter,
miller, engineer,
engineer, farmer,
farmer, and blacksmith
carpenter, miller,
blacksmith (article

ten, treaty of July
third, eighteen
July third,
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight), $5,000;
hundred and sixty-eight),
$5,000;
for pay of second blacksmith,
blacksmith, and such iron and steel and other
other
materials as may be required, as per article eight, same treaty, $1,000;
$1,000;
in all,
all, $6,000.
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on
Vsmt system
m aa
For continuing the work of constructing
constructing an irrigation system Irrigatim
Reservation.
within
diminished Shoshone
Shoshone or
or Wind
within the
the diminished
Wind River
River Reservation,
Reservation, in
in constctuonm
Coustractica,,tc.
etc.
W
. yoming, including
including the
Wind River
Riverand
an d D
ry C
reekCanals,
Canal
s,
an d
and
Dry
Creek
Wyoming,
the Big
Big Wind
operation of completed
completed canals,
including
maintenance and operation
including the maintenance
Interior to make
$150,000, and
Secretary of the Interior
make such
such
the Secretary
to enable the
and to
$150,000,
additional
additional surveys and examinations
examinations as may be required for the
purpose
preparing and
with the
estimates to
to be
be subsubpurpose of
of preparing
and submitting
submitting with
the estimates
mitted before
before the first regular session of the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress of
a project for the wateran estimate for the beginning of construction
construction of a
ing of
of a
River
of the
the Wind River
ceded lands of
the conditionally
conditionally ceded
a portion
portion of
of the
ing
the plan
Reservation, in
in substantial accordance
accordance with
plan outlined
outlined in
with the
Reservation,
House Document Numbered Seventeen
Seventeen hundred and sixty-seven,
sixty-seven, of
the Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress, second session, or such modification of
Repayment.
approve, $5,000,
such
plan as the said Secretary
Secretary may approve,
$5,000, reimbursable
reimbursable R'*on
such plan
Vol. 33, p.
.33, ' 1s.
nineteen
of the
provisions of
in
with the
the provisions
the Act
.Act of March
March third,
third, nineteen
accordance with
in accordance
expended.
hundred
remain available
available until expended.
hundred and five, and to remain
Roads and
bridges.
dbridges.
and bridges
roads and
constructing roads
the work of constructing
For continuing
continuing the
bridges within
within Roads
For
the
diminished Shoshone
Reservation, in
in Wyoming,
Wyoming,
or Wind
Wind River
River Reservation,
Shoshone or
the diminished
now or
$25,000,
said sum
be reimbursed
reimbursed from
funds which
which are now
any funds
from any
to be
sum to
$25,000, said
may hereafter
hereafter be
placed in
in the
to the credit
credit of said Indians.
the Treasury
Treasury to
be placed
may
Investigation of InomemIensetiby
the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Congress,
S
EC. 26.
until the
Congress those
those dInSe
meeting of
of the
the meeting
26. That
That until
SEC.
dian Service
by memby
dian
bers elect
elect of House
Rouse
the House of Repreof the
the Committee
members of
Committee on
on Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs of
of the
Repre- bers
members
Committee on ln,
Indian
la
Committee
sentatives, not
not less
in number,
who are members
members elect
elect to AOrse
Affairs.
five :in
number, who
less than
than five
sentatives,
the
Congress, are
are authorized
hearings and
to conduct hearings
authorized to
Sixty-fifth Congress,
the Sixty-fifth
the conduct
investigate
conduct of the
the Indian Service, at Washington,
Washington,
investigate the
$15,000 or so much
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere
and the
the sum of $15,000
elsewhere,'and
District of
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, to
be immediately
available and
remain
and remain
immediately available
to be
thereof
available
until expended,
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
expenses incident
incident
for expenses
is hereby
expended, is
available until
• Powers and authorand autho
thereto.
The said
said committee
is hereby
authorized and
and empowered
empowered ity'o
hereby authorized
committee is
thereto. The
ity.
to
examine
into
the
conduct
and
management
of
the
Bureau
Indian
Indian
of
Bureau
of
the
and
management
conduct
into
the
to examine
organizationand
agencies, their organization
Affairs and
branches and agencies,
and
its branches
and all its
Affairs
administration, to
and papers
in the
the
papers in
documents, and
all books,
books, documents,
examine all
to examine
administration,
said Bureau
Bureau of
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, its
relating to
to
or agencies,
agencies, relating
branches or
its branches
of Indian
said
the
administration of
business of
said bureau,
and shall
shall have
have
bureau, and
of said
of the
the business
the administration
and is
granted authority
authority to
to subpoena
witnesses, compel
their
compel their
subpoena witnesses,
hereby granted
is hereby
and
hooks
attendance, administer
oaths, and
and to demand
any and all books,
demand any
administer oaths,
attendance,
documents and
and papers
papers of
whatever nature
of
relating to the affairs of
nature relating
of whatever
documents
Indians as
conducted by
branches and agencies. Clerical, etc., assistbureau, its branches
by said
said bureau,
as conducted
Indians
'
Said committee
is hereby
authorized to
to employ
employ such
such clerical
clerical and
and ac
"
ance.
hereby authorized
committee is
Said
other
assistance, including
including stenographers,
may
committee may
said committee
as said
stenographers, as
other assistance,
deem
the proper
proper prosecution
prosecution of
its work:
stenographers.
ayotstraphers.
, Psyof
Pro
work: Provided,
of its
in the
necessary in
deem necessary
That
stenographers so
so employed
employed shall
shall not
receive for
for their
their services
services
not receive
That stenographers
exceeding
$1 per
per printed
printed page.
page.
exceeding $1
Approrinorin
Appropriation for increased payi
pay toeto emS
EC. 27.
27. That
provide, during
hundred Ac
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
fiscal year
the fiscal
during the
to provide,
That to
SEC.
=ees
SOO a year
and
eighteen,
for
increased
compensation
at
the
rate
of
ten
per
m
per
ten
of
the
rate
at
compensation
increased
for
eighteen,
and
centum per
who receive
receive salaries
salaries at
at a
a rate
rate per
per
employees who
to employees
annum to
per annum
centum
annum
$1,200, and
for increased
increased compensation
compensation at
at the
the rate
rate
and for
than $1,200,
less than
annum less
of
centum per
employees who
who receive
receive salaries
at aa
salaries at
to employees
annum to
per annum
per centum
of five
five per
rate not
than $1.800
$1,800 per
annum and
than $1,200
$1,200 per
per Provisos.
less than
not less
and not
per annum
more than
not more
rate
Applicable to
to ememannum, so
may be
appropriated: Provided,
Apptbie
Provided, ployees
is appropriated:
be necessary
necessary is
as may
much as
so much
annum,
under this Act.
That
this section
shall only
apply to
the employees
who are
are approappro- poyesc
under ths Act.
employees who
to the
only apply
section shall
That this
priated for
in this
this Act
sums or
or whose
whose Reprt,
Report, etc., to ConCa.
lump sums
under lump
and under
specifically and
Act specifically
for in
priated
gress.
employment is
authorized herein:
Provided further,
detailed grs
That detailed
further, That
herein: Provided
is authorized
employment
reports
be submitted
Congress on
on the
the first
day of
of the
the next
next
first day
to Congress
submitted to
shall be
reports shall
session
number of
of persons,
or character
character of
of
grades or
the grades
persons, the
the number
showing the
session showing
positions,
rates of
compensation, and
and the
increased rates
rates
the increased
of compensation,
original rates
the original
positions, the
of
compensation provided
provided for
herein.
for herein
of compensation
Approved,
March 2,
1917.
2, 1917.
Approved, March

=,8s00i,

u n der.

91890 °--voi. 39—Pr
1-63
39-Pr 1--63
91890°-voL
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CHAP
147.—An Act
Bale of certain lands at or near
near Belton,
authorize the sale
To authorize
Act To
CHAP. 147.-An
Montana, for hotel purposes.
purposes.
Montana,

March2,1917.
2 1917.
March
[S. 7.]
ncl
[S.
[Public, No. 370.]

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it evaded
of Representatives of
of the United
Secretary of the
of America
in Congress
Cong:ress assembled,
assembled, Tat
That the
the Secretary
America in
States of
Interior
be and hereby
authorized to sell and convey
Interior be,
hereby is, authorized
convey to the
corporation organized
Glacier
Mont., ay be
Glacier Park
Park Hotel
Hotel Company,
Company, aacorporation
organized under the laws
of the
the State
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota and
authorized to
to do
do business
business in
in the
the State
State
and authorized
of
of
Montana'its
its successors
assigns, for
for hotel
hotel purposes,
purposes, and
and at a
a
and assigns,
successors and
of Montana,
price
to be
by appraisement
at not
not less
less'than
$25 per
per acre,
acre and
and
than $25
appraisement at
be fixed
fixed by
price to
under
conditions, and regulations
regulations as the Secretary of the
under such
such terms, conditions,
Interior
may prescribe,
prescribe, all
that part
norththe northpart of the
the south half of the
all that
Interior may
west quarter
of section
section thirty-six,
township thirty-two
thirty-two north,
oi
north, ol
in township
thirty-six, in
quarter of
west
range nineteen
nineteen west,
following
meridian, within
within the following
principal meridian,
west, Montana
Montana principal
range
Description.
described
Beginning at a
a point on the southerly
southerly line of the
described area: Beginning
DUA
NOrthern Railway
Railway Company.
Company, one hundred
hundred
Great Northern
right of
of way of the Great
line of the main
angles to
to the center line
at right !angles
southerly from and at
feet southerly
track
of said
railway at
in said
said center line four hundred and
a point
point in
at a
track of
said railway
eighty-four
intersection with
with the west line
of
line of
from its
its intersection
feet easterly
easterly from
eighty-four feet
center
angles to said center
said
thirty-six; thence southerly
southerly at right angles
said section thirty-ix;
line
course following
followmg approximately
approximately
and thirty feet,
feet, this course
line three
three hundred
hundred and
constructed by the Unted
the line of the westerly
westerly fence
fence constructed
United States
States Fornineteen hundred
hundred and nine;
thence easterly at
right
nine; thence
at right
estry Service
Service in nineteen
seventy-two feet;
angles to the
the last-described
last-described course
course six hundred
hundred and seventy-two
feet;
thence northerly
last-described course
course to the
thence
northerly at right angles to the last-described
southerly line
course following, approxihne of right of way, this course
said southerly
constructed by
by the United
United
mately, the line of the easterly fence constructed
States
thence westerly
westerly
States Forestry
Forestry Service
Service in
in nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine;
nine; thence
.along
.
along the said
said southerly line of the right of way of the
the Great Northern
Railway to the place of beginning, excepting therefrom
therefrom that portion
within
within the
the FlatFlatwithin lot eight,
eight, containing
containing five acres,
acres, more or less, within
Proviso.
head National Forest, at or near Belton, Montana: Provided, however,
topkreub to
Subject
parkregu- head National Forest, at or near Belton, Montana: Provided, however,
latios.
lations.
That any hotel
erected on
said land
land shall
be operated
operated by
the said
said
hotel erected
on said
shall be
by the
Vol.
p. 355.
Glacier Park
Hotel Company,
its successors
successors and
and assigns,
assigns, under
under such
such
Vol. 36,,p.35.
Glacier
Park Hotel
Company, its
rules
regulations as the
prescribe
rules and regulations
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may prescribe
for the conduct
conduct and
and operation
operation of hotels
hotels within the Glacier
Glacier National
National
Park.
Approved,
1917.
Approved, March 2, 1917.
[ublic, No. 370]

l

laier Par k Hotel
Company.
Lands
at Be
Belton,
m Lan
t ds
at
ltcal
th,
may be lto.
ki
Glacier

Park

Hotel

March
2, 1917.
March 2,
1917.
[s.
5b12.]
[S. 5612.]

i

3]

CHAP. 148.-An
148.—An Act
Act Providing
for the
the payment
payment of
of purchase
purchase
CHAP.
Providing additional
additional time
time for
money
entries of
of lands
lands within
former Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Indian
Indian Resermoney under
under homestead
homestead entries
within the
the former
Reseri371. vation,
vation, Montana.
Montana.

[Public, No. 371.]

[Public, No.

Be it
enacted oby
by the
and House
House of
of Rpresematives
the United
United
of the
Representatives of
Senate and
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Pek Indian
Fort Peck
Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Thatany
any person
person who
who has
has
Mont.
States of
America in
in Congress
Time extended for
homestead entry under the Act approved May
ornmade or shall make homestead
eby ohomeetimbend
it?
May
Installments
steaders on ceded
ceded lands
steaderso
lands thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eight
eight (Thirty-fifth
(Thirty-fifth Statutes, page
page five
of.
Vol.
Vol. 35, p. 562.
Vol. 38, p. 1952.

hundred and fifty-eight),
the survey
hundred
fifty-eight), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for the
survey andallotand allotment
lands now
embraced within
within the
the limits
limits of
of the
the Fort
Fort Peck
Indian
ment of
of lands
now embraced
Peck Indian
Reservation,
of Montana,
the sale
sale and
and disposal
disposal
Reservation, in
in the
the State
State of
Montana, and
and the
of all the surplus lands after allotment,"
allotment," may
may obtain
obtain extensions
extensions of
of
time within which
which to pay one-half
one-half of any installments
purchase
installments of purchase
money, which have become due and are unpaid
unpaid or which
which will hereafter become
become due by paying
paying to the register
register and
and receiver
receiver of
land
of the land
office
office for the district
district m
in which the lands are situated interest in adadvance on the amounts
amounts due and for the period of the desired extension
extension
at the
the rate
rate of
five per
centum per
annum, and
and any
any payment
payment so
so exexat
of five
per centum
per annum,
Provisos.
tended may
may at
at its
its maturity
be again
extended in
Proin like
ike manner
manner:-Proagain extended
maturity be
tended
IsPynte.
Interest
payments.
vided, That payment of interest on installments now due must be
made in order to secure
secure the extension;
extension; interest payments must herehereas,

Vol 38, p 1952.
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after be made annually
maturity, of the
payments to be
annually before the maturity
the payments
be
extended, and no payment will be postponed
postponed for more than eight years
years
from the date of entry nor will any extension
extension be made for less than
than
paysubmitted men
coraistion payone year:
year: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That if commutation
commutation proof is submitted
mommutatin
all the unpaid payments must be made at that time.
SEC.
paid as
as interest,
interest, provided
provided for
herein, shall
of
SEc. 2.
2. That
That moneys
moneys paid
for herein
shall be
be Interest
Interest to credit
credit of
deposited
Treasury to
to the
credit of
ortP
eckIndians,
the
deposited in the
the Treasury
the credit
of the
the F
Fort
Peck
Indians, the
same as moneys realized
the sale of
of the
the lands.
lands.
realized from
from the
Approved, March
March 2.
2. 1917.
1917.
in

CHAP. 149.—An
149.-An Act To validate aapatent
patent to certain
certain lands
lands heretofore
heretofore issued
issued to the
other lands, and for
Florida, to allow the said State
State to claim certain
certain other
for other
State of Florida,

purposes.
purposes.

Mar
March 2,917.
2, 1917.
[S.
[S. 664.]
6654.1
[Public,
372.)
[Public, No. 372]

and House
House of Representatives
Representativesof the United
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That as to all lands on Key
idaStates
in Congress
Key 41,2fldt
Biscayne
and fifty-five
fifty-five south,
south, range
forty-two reservatn
reservations vested
Biscayne in
in townships
townships fifty-four
vested in
fifty-four and
range forty-two
t at
which were embraced
east, in the State of Florida which
embraced in the military
military and
and sState.
lighthouse
established on
on said
lighthouse reservations
reservations established
said Key
Key Biscayne
Biscayne by
by ExecuExecutive orders
dated August
August twenty-eighth,
hundred and
fortytive
orders dated
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and fortyseven, and
February tenth,
tenth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven but
but
seven,
and February
eighteen hundred
relinquished; that
that certain
certain patent,
now abandoned
abandoned and relinquished;
patent, dated
dated 'May
May
eighteen hundred
and
as Tampa
Tampa
fourth, eighteen
hundred and eighty-five
eighty-f
and
and designated
designated as
patent numbered
and the
declared
patent
numbered thirty-five
thirty-five, be,
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, declared
effective to
the title
to the
said lands
in the
the State
State of
of
valid and
and effective
to vest
vest the
title to
the said
lands in
Florida and
and any
any such
such persons
persons as
since the
the issuance
issuance of
of said
Florida
as have
have, since
said
patent,
acquired the
the right,
right, title,
of the
Florida
patent, acquired
title, and
and interest
interest of
the State
State of
of Florida
m and
and to
to the
the said
said lands
lands or
or any
any portion
portion thereof.
thereof.
in
1land patents.
am'dp
to all
all lands
lands embraced
embraced in said abandoned
S
EC. 2. That
abandoned reservareserva- SSwamp
SEC.
That as to
Vol.
p. 619.
619.
Vols 9,, p.
tions
were properly
to be
be classified
classified as
swamp and
and overflowed
overflowed
tions,' which
which were
properly to
as swamp
lands, in
in accordance
with the
swamp and
and overflowed
overflowed
lands,
accordance with
the terms
terms of
of the
the swamp
land Act
Act of
of eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty, the
the State
of Florida
shall now
now
land
hundred and
and fifty,
State of
Florida shall
have the
to claim
said lands
lands as
overflowed lands
and
have
the right
right to
claim said
as swamp
swamp and
and overflowed
lands and
to
have the
same allowed,
allowed, set
set apart,
apart, and
swamp and
and overoverto have
the same
and patented
patented as
as swamp
flowed lands
the same
same extent
extent as
said lighthouse
lighthouse and
and military
military
flowed
lands to
to the
as if
if the
the said
reservations
had never
never existed.
existed.
reservations had
I
SEC. 3.
That the
the descriptions
contained in
patent and
and in
in the
the Lands
' -" included.
cludedin said
said patent
SEC.
3. That
descriptions contained
selection list
aforesaid shall
shall be
be construed
construed as
having reference
reference to
to the
the
as having
selection
list aforesaid
plat
of lands
of Key
Biscayne in
in townships
townships fifty-four
fifty-four and
and fifty-five
fifty-five
plat of
lands of
Key Biscayne
south,
forty-two east,
east, prepared
prepared in
in December,
December, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
south, range
range forty-two
and seventy,
by J.
E. Hilgarde,
without regard
to the
acreage named
named
J. E.
Hilgarde, without
regard to
the acreage
and
seventy, by
Proviso.
in
or said
this Act
in said
said patent
patent or
said selection
selection list:
list: Provided,
Provided That
That this
Act shall
shall not
not Claim
Coa.ept
excepted.
be
construed as
on Key
xt
Key Biscayne
Biscayne
the title
title to
to any
any lands
lands on
be construed
as affecting
affecting the
embraced within
the Mary
Mary Anne
Anne Davis
Davis claim.
claim.
embraced
within the
Approved, March,
March, 2,
1917.
Approved,
2, 1917.
expedite the settlement of
150.-An Act To amend section
section six of an Act to expedite
CHAP. 1150.—An
title to
lands in
in the
State of
California.
of California.
the State
title
to lands

March 2,
1917.
March
2,1917.
[S. 6692.]
[s. 66

[Public, No. 373.]
[Public,
373.1

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Cidifornia.
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That section
section six
six of
of the
Act cali"
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Act
d cla
Private land
claims
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four,
of
July first,
first, eighteen
sixty-four, in.
in.Vol. 13, p. 334,
3
p
being
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
expedite the
the settlement
of titles
titles amended.
being an
to expedite
settlement of
amded.
3, 4'
to
lands
in
the
State
of
California,"
being
chapter
one
hundred
and
to lands in the State of California," being chapter one hundred and
ninety-four
volume thirteen
of the
the Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
page three
three
thirteen of
ninety-four of
of volume
hundred and
and thirty-four,
thirty-four, is
hereby amended
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
is hereby
amended to
hundred
request.
"SEC. 6.
shall be
the duty
duty of
surveyor general
of CaliCali- Surveys
urveys on
on rquet
general of
be the
of the
the surveyor
"SEC.
6. That
That it
it shall
fornia
to
cause
all
the
private-land
claims
finally
confirmed
to
be
to
be
claims
finally
confirmed
private-land
fornia to cause all the
accurately
surveyed and
plats thereof
thereof to
requested
whenever requested
to be
be made
made whenever
and plats
accurately surveyed
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Proviso. for expenses by
Deposit
by the
Provided, That
claimant requesting
requesting aasurvey
survey
That each claimant
the claimants:
claimants: Provided,
Pwia suffiInteror a
deposit with the Secretary
first deposit
and plat
Secretary of the Interior
shall first
plat shall
Dep"it i XPr'*" and
cient
money to
to pay
pay the
the expenses
expenses of such
survey and plat,
such survey
of money
sum of
cient sum
and
publication required
required by
first section of this Act, and
and
by the
the first
of the
the publication
and of
the
so deposited
deposited shall
shall be
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
by the
be available
money so
the money
surveyor general
general in
payment of
of the
the expenses
expenses of
of such
survey and
and
such survey
in payment
surveyor
.0* plat,
plat, including
including all
all the
the expenses
incident
thereto, and
and of
of the
the required
required
thereto,
expenses
incident
Statement
of
count,
publication.
survey and
and plat
plat requested
requested shall have
have
the survey
Whenever the
publication. Whenever
com t, etc. of
been
and forwarded
of the
the General
General
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
to the
forwarded to
completed and
been completed
Land
as required
this Act,
Act, the
the surveyor
general shall state
surveyor general
by this
required by
Office, as
Land Office,
an account
publicashowing the exact cost of the survey, plat, and publicaaccount showing
an
tion and
and any
deposited over such cost shall be returned to
excess deposited
any excess
tion,
the claimant."
Claimant.
the
Approved, March
March 2, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
made available.

March 2, 1917.
Is. 8227.J
m27.

tS.

[Public, No. 3741
No. 374.]
[Public,

CHAP. 151.—An
Act Granting the consentof
consent of Congress
Atkinson,
the city of Fort Atkinson,
Congress to the
151.-An ActGrantingthe
CHAP.
in
the construction
of a
bridge across
across the
the Rock
River.
Rock River.
a bridge
construction of
for the
Wisconsin, for
County, Wisconsin,
Jefferson County,
in Jefferson

Be it
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Be
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress
assembled, That
America in
Wis., States
States of
city of Fort
Fort Atkinson,
is hereby granted
granted to the
the city
Atkinson, in Jefferson
Jefferson County,
County,

Rock River.
Fort
Atkn, Wis.,
Fr Atki.vrm,

may brige.
xasy
bridge.

Canstructkm.
cstructio.
Vol. 34, p. 84.

Vol. 34, p. 84.

Amandment.
Amendment.

March 2, 1917.
[H. R. 8229.1

[H. R.s229.
No. 37,
[Publc,
[Public, No.
375.1
[Public,
No.
375.]
Military
Guilford
ParkN.
Courthouse
C.
CiHad
Co-tho
,
Established

slihed.

Area described.

d.

in
Wisconsin, and to its successors and
and assigns, to conState of Wisconsin,
in the State
approaches thereto,
operate a
a bridge,
bridge,
.and approaches
struct, maintain,_and operate
across the
River in
in said
said city
city at a
apoint
suitable to the interests
interests
point suitable
Rock River
the Rock
across
of
where Main Street
Street approaches
approaches said river
river
a point where
and at a
navigation and
of navigation
in
accordance with the
county of Jefferson, State of Wisconsin, in accordance
in the
the county
construction of
regulate the construction
provisions
Act to
to regulate
of
entitled "An
"An Act
the Act
Act entitled
of the
provisions of
bridges over
navigable waters,"
bridges
over navigable
waters," approved
approved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred and six.
nineteen
SEC.
repeal this Act is expressly
S
EC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal
expressly
reserved.
Approved,
2, 1917.
1917.
March 2,
Approved, March

CHAP. 152.—An
To establish
establish a
anational
park at the battle
battle field of
military park
national military
Act To
152.-An Act
CHAP.

Guilford Courthouse.
Guilford
Courthouse.

Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
States
in order
order to preserve for
for
That in
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
of America
professional military
memorable
historical and professional
military study one
one of the most
most memorable
battles of the Revolutionary
Revolutionary War, the battle field of Guilford
Guilford Courthouse, in the State of North Carolina, is hereby
hereby declared
declared to be a
a
national military
military park
park whenever
the title
title to
the same
same shall
shall have
have been
been
to the
whenever the
national
acquired by the United States; that is to say, the area
area inclosed by the
acquired
following lines:
Those certain tracts
tracts or parcels
parcels of land in the county
county of Guilford
Guilford and
Morehead Township, more particularly
particularly
State of North
North Carolina, Morehead
follows:
described as follows:
First tract: Beginning
on the west side of the Greensboro
Beginning at aastone on
thence north eighty-six
macadam road; thence
eighty-six degrees five
five minutes west
macadam
eight hundred
seventy-seven and one-tenth
one-tenth feet
feet to a
astone; thence
hundred and seventy-seven
north
seven degrees
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes
minutes west four hundred
hundred and eight
north seven
stone; thence
thence north seven degrees
degrees five
five
and eight-tenths feet to a
a stone;
minutes
hundred and ninety
ninety and eight-tenths feet to a
stone;
minutes east one hundred
a stonethence north sixty degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
minutes east two hundred and
sixty-five and four-tenths
fourteen
sixty-five
four-tenths feet to aa stone; thence north fourteen
degrees
seven hundred
one and six-tenths
degrees fifteen
fifteen minutes
minutes west
west seven
hundred and -one
six-tenths
feet to aa stone; thence
thence north eight degrees
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes west
three hundred and forty-eight
forty-eight and one-tenth
one-tenth feet to a
a stone; thence
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north seventy-one
degrees thirty-five
thirty-five minutes east nine hundred
hundred and
seventy-one degrees
degrees
thirty-seven and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet to a
astone;
stone; thence
thence south fifty degrees
two-tenths
forty-five minutes east one hundred
hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven and two-tenths
feet
to a
a stone; thence
f
eet to
forty-five minutes
minutes east
thence north
north seventy
seventy degrees
degrees forty-five
east
a stone; thence
eight hundred
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five and five-tenths feet to a
north twenty-seven
twenty-seven degrees
degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes west two hundred
hundred
and two and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet to a
astone; thence north twenty-seven
twenty-seven
degrees eight minutes west two hundred and twenty-six
twenty-six and eighta stone; thence north sixty-nine degrees forty-five
tenths feet to a
minutes east two hundred and sixty-five and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet to aa
stone; thence north sixty-eight degrees fifty minutes east three hundred and seventy and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet to a
astone; thence south
south fiftyfiftythree degrees fifty minutes east eight hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two feet
feet
to a
a stone; thence
south eighty-three
thence south
eighty-three degrees
east
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
minutes east
ninety-one and four-tenths feet to aastone; thence
two hundred and ninety-one
degrees twenty
west six
six hundred
and
south twenty-nine
twenty-nine degrees
twenty minutes
minutes west
hundred and
fifty-five and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet to a
a stone; thence south twelve
fifty-five minutes west eight hundred
hundred and forty-three
degrees fifty-five
forty-three feet
feet
to a
a stone;
stone; thence
about west
to a
stone; thence
thence south
six
to
thence about
west ten
ten feet
feet to
a stone;
south six
degrees
five minutes
minutes west
one hundred
hundred and
thirty-three and
and fourdegrees five
west one
and thirty-three
fourtenths feet
feet to
to aastone;
thence north
tenths
stone; thence
north sixty
sixty degrees
degrees west
west thirty-eight
thirty-eight
stone; thence
thence north
forty-nine degrees
fifty-two and
and
feet to
to a
a stone;
north forty-nine
degrees west
west fifty-two
six-tenths
to a
a stone;
stone; thence north
north eighty-seven
six-tenths feet to
eighty-seven degrees
degrees ten
ten
minutes west one thousand
and
minutes
thousand four hundred
hundred and twenty-seven
twenty-seven and
three-tenths
twelve degrees
forty
three-tenths feet to a
a stone; thence
thence north twelve
degrees forty
minutes
east one
and ninety-six
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
to a
minutes east
one hundred
hundred and
ninety-six and
feet to
a
stone;
hundred and
stone; thence
thence south
south seventy-one
seventy-one degrees
degrees west two hundred
thirty-seven and
and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet
feet to
stone; thence
south three
three
to a
a stone;
thence south
thirty-seven
and- threedegrees
thousand and
and eleven and
degrees fifty-five
fifty-five minutes west one thousand
tenths
beginning.
tenths feet
feet to
to the
the beginning.
Second tract:
tract: Beginning
Beginning at a
a stone on the south side of Holt
Avenue; thence
south nine
forty-five minutes
minutes west
one hunhimwest one
nine degrees
degrees forty-five
Avenue;
thence south
dred and
and eight-tenths
feet to
to aastone;
stone; thence
thence south
eightysouth eightyeight-tenths feet
dred
and nine
nine and
four
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
two hundred
and forty-nine
forty-nine
minutes east
east two
hundred and
four degrees
feet
to a
thence northeasterly
northeasterly to
to Holt
Holt Avenue;
Avenue; thence
with
thence with
feet to
a stone;
stone; thence
Holt Avenue
Avenue north
north eighty-seven
west to
to the
the
eighty-seven degrees
degrees ten minutes west
Holt
beginning,
on which
is located
located the
the Joe
Spring.
Joe Spring.
begnning, on
which is
Together with
with all
all privileges
privileges and
thereunto belongand appurtenances
appurtenances thereunto
Together
ing.
The
aforesaid tracts
of land
land containing
containing in
hundred
aggregate one
one hundred
in the
the aggregate
tracts of
The aforesaid
and
twenty-five acres,
acres, more
or less,
less, and
property of
of the
the
and being
being the
the property
more or
and twenty-five
Guilford Battle-Ground
Battle-Ground Company,
according to
to aa survey
survey by
B.
by.W.
W. B.
Guilford
Company, according
Trogdon and
Trogdon, junior,
made June
eighth, nineteen
nineteen
junior, made
June eighth,
and W.
W. B.
B. Trogdon,
Trogdon
hundred and
eleven. And
And the
area thus
thus inclosed
be known
known as
as
inclosed shall
shall be
the area
hundred
and eleven.
the Guilford
Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse National
National Military
Park.
Aeooptanco
cow
the
Military Park.
Aeaopbto of
of am
SEC. 2.
That the
the establishment
of the
Courthouse NaNa- veyance.
veysnc
the Guilford
Guilford Courthouse
establishment of
SEC.
2. That
tional Military
Military Park
shall be
carried forward
forward under
control and
and
the control
under the
be carried
Park shall
tional
direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
to receive
receive
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
War, who
who is
direction of
from
the Guilford
Battle-Ground Company,
corporation chartered
chartered
a corporation
Company, a
Guilford Battle-Ground
from the
by
the State
North Carolina,
deed of
of conveyance
conveyance to
to the
the United
United
bv the
State of
of North
Carolina, a
a deed
States
the lands
to said
said corporation,
corporation, embracing
one
embracing one
lands belonging
belonging to
of all
all the
States of
hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five acres,
less, and
and described
more
acres, more
more or
or less,
described more
hundred and
particularly in
the preceding
Adjacent
particularly
in the
preceding section.
section.
d t lands.
lad
S
EC. 3.
3. That
the Secretary
Secretary-of
War is
is hereby
hereby authorized
directed
and directed
authorized and
of War
That the
SEC.
to acquire
acquire at
at such
such times
times and
such manner
manner such
additional lands
lands
such additional
and in
in such
to
adjacent to
to the
Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse National
as may
may
Park as
National Military
Military Park
the Guilford
adjacent
be necessary
for the
the purposes
purposes of
park and
and for
for its
its improvement.
improvement.
co
,..,1,
3
,
40.crest
areatea
be
necessary for
of the
the park
conmmnon
SEc. 4.
That the
Mili- tocotro.
to controlNational Miliof the
the Guilford
Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse National
4. That
the affairs
affairs of
SEC.
tarp Park
Park shall,
shall, subject
subject to
to the
supervision and
and direction
direction of
the SecreSecreof the
the supervision
tary
tary of
of War,
charge of
of three
three commissioners,
one of
of whom
whom shall
shall
commissioners, one
be in
in charge
War, be
tary
be an
an actual
Guilford County,
County, State
of North
one
Carolina, one
State of
North Carolina,
of Guilford
be
actual resident
resident of
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an
actual resident
resident of
the State
and one
resident
one an
an actual
actual resident
of the
State of
of Maryland,
Maryland, and
an actual
Secretary
of the State of Delaware.
Delaware. They shall be appointed by the Secretary
Mt
of War, the actual resident of Guilford
Guilford County, State of North Carolina, so
appointed to serve,
serve,. unless sooner relieved, for a
four
a term of four
lina,
so appointed
years. The
chairman and as secreshall act as chairman
commissioner shall
years.
The resident
resident commissioner
tary of the
One of
of the
the other
commissioners so appointed
appointed
other commissioners
the commission.
commission. One
tarv
sha11
for a
aterm
term of three
term of
of two
two
the other for a
a term
three years, and the
sha serve
serve for
years,
unless sooner
sooner relieved.
relieved. Upon
Upon the
expiration of
the terms
of
of the
terms of
the expiration
years, unless
said
commissioners the
shall in
hereinSecretary of
of War
War shall,
in the manner hereinsaid commissioners
the Secretary
before prescribed,
appoint their
shall,to serve,
before
prescribed, appoint
their successors,
successors,
serve, unless
unless sooner
sooner
relieved, for
term of
each from
the date
relieved,
for a
a term
of four
four years
years each
from the
date of
of their respective
respective
Ofice and
and com
commissioners shall be in the cit
city
°Mee
o°111Pen- appointments.
appointments. The office
office of said
said commissioners
Baum.
of Greensboro,
Greensboro, North Carolina. The resident
sh
resident commissioner
commissioner shall
oof
receive as
compensation $1,000
$1,000 per
nonresident commiscommisreceive
as compensation
per annum,
annum, the
the nonresident
sioners $100
$100 per annum
annum each, and they shall
shall not be
be entitled to
to any
any
other
any kind
kind whatsoever.
whatsoever.
other pay
pay or
or allowances
allowances of
of any
named in
in the
DutT and authority
SEC. 5.
5. That
shall be
be the
the duty
of the
the
That it
it shall
duty of
the commission
commission named
SEC.
,Dty
anthority
of COMMi9a011.
ommssn
preceding section, under the direction of the Secretary of War,
to
War, to
open
open or
or repair
repair such roads as
as may be
be necessary
necessary to the purposes of the
the
park,
to ascertain
and mark
mark with
with historical
historical tablets
tablets or
or otherwise,
park, and
and to
ascertain and
otherwise,
Secretary of War may
battle of the
as the
the Secretary
may determine
determine, all lines of battle
the
troops engaged
engaged in the Battle of Guilford
historitroops
Guilford Courthouse and other historiR
Latiosas
cal points
pertaining to
the battle
within the
park or
or its
its
the park
battle within
to the
points of
of interest
interest pertaining
far cam, cal
Regunat
is for
egu
vicinity;
commission in establishing
etc. t'
vicinity; and the said commission
establishing this military park
ark
authority, under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of War
War,
shall also have authority,
to
supplies and
and,
to employ such
such labor
labor and
and services and to obtain
obtain such
such supplies
material
material as may be necessary
necessary to the establishment
establishment of said park, under
under
regulations as he may consider best for the interest
interest of the GovernGovernsuch regulations
ment, and the Secretary
Secretary of War shall make and enforce all needed
needed
regulations
care ofare
the park.
regulations for the cthe
the
k.
Marng
paOsis of
SEC.
Marking Positions
of
S
EC. 6. That it shall be lawful for
for any State that had troops engaged
engaged
troops.
in the battle of Guilford
Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse to enter upon the lands of the
Guilford Courthouse National Military- Park for the purpose
purpose of
of
ascertaining and marking the lines of battle
battle of its troops
engaged
ascertaining
troops engaged
Previa.
lines are
permanently desigdesigAro
sacr therein:
therein: Provided,
Provided, That
That before
before any
any such
such lines
are permanently
Approval of Secreof War.
proposed methods of
ttaryPo=w.
nated the position of the lines and the proposed
of marking
marking
them, by monuments,
monuments, tablets, or otherwise,
otherwise shall be submitted
submitted to and
approved by the Secretary
all such lines, designs, and
approved
Secretary of War; and ;L11
inscriptions for the same shall first receive the written approval
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary of War.
Panalti ofrp-u'tiafar mutnaS
EC. 7.
7. That
That if
if any
shall, except
by permission
permission of
Secof the
the Secexcept by
any person
person shall,
SEC.
,thes,
tions,
etc., of
property
hnL
in.
retary of War, destroy, mutilate, deface, injure, or
or remove
remove any
any
monument, column, statues, memorial structures, or work
work of
of art
art that
that
shall be erected
erected or placed upon the grounds of the park by lawful
lawful
authority,
authority, or
or shall
shall destroy
destroy or remove
remove any
any fence,
fence, railing, inclosure,
inclosure, or
or
other
protection or ornamentation
other work for the protection
any
ornamentation of said park, or any
portion thereof, or shall destroy, cut, hack, bark,
bark, break down, or
or
growing
otherwise injure any tree, brush, or shrubbery
shrubbery that
that may
may be
be growing
upon said park, or shall cut down or fell or remove any timber, battle
relic, tree, or trees growing or being upon said park, or
or hunt within
within
the limits of the park, any person so offending
offending and found guilty
guilty
thereof
before any
justice of
of the
the peace
peace of
Of the
the county
coun ty o
Gin1ford,
thereof before
any justice
offGuilford,
State of North Carolina, shall, for each and every such offense,
offense, forfeit
forfeit
discretion of the justice, according
according to
and pay a
a fine, in the discretion
to the
the aggraaggravation of the offense, of
$50, one-half
one-half
of not
not less
less than $5 nor more
more than
than $50,
Hs
Half orf
of fe
fine to
t
o inin_ for the use of the park and the other half to the informer, to be
Irme.
former,
enforced and recovered before such justice in like manner as debts
of like nature are now by law recoverable
recoverable in the said county of
Guilford, State of North Carolina.
Approved, March 2, 1917.
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CHAP. 153.-An
153.—An Act To amend section seventeen
seventeen of the United States bankruptcy law of July first, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and amendments
amendments thereto
of February
hundred and
three.
of
February fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and three.

Mareh2,
917
March
2, 1917.
[R. R. 12195.1
12195.)
[l.
No. 376.]
Public, No.
(Public,
376.)

by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted 1
.
)y the Senate and
Bankruptcy.
Bak 32, p.7;ty798,
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section seventeen
seventeen of Vol.
amended.
bankruptcy ameded.a'
a uniform system of bankruptcy
an Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish a
States," approved
throughout
throughout the United States,"
approved July first, eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, as amended
amended February
February fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
three,
amended so
so as
as hereafter
to read
as follows:
follows:
three, be
be amended
hereafter to
read as
Debts not affected by
Debtsaffectedby
a discharge.-A
'"SEC.17.
"SEc.
17. Debts not affected
affected by a
discharge.—A discharge in discharge.
bankruptcy shall release a
a bankrupt from all of his provable debts,
g
bankruptcy
a tax levied by the United States, the
except
except such as (first) are due as a
resides; (second)
(second)
State,
county, district, or
municipality in which
which he
he resides;
or municipality
State, county,
are
obtaining property
pretenses or false repreproperty by false pretenses
liabilities for
for obtaining
are liabilities
sentations or
for willful
malicious injuries
injuries to
to the person or
and malicious
or for
willful and
sentations,
property of
of another,
another, or
for alimony
due or
or for
for mainmainor to
to become
become due,
due, or
or for
alimony due
property
tenance or
tenance
or support
support of wife or child, or for seduction of an unmarried

female, or
for breach
breach of
promise of
of marriage
marriage accompanied
accompanied by
by seducfemale,
or for
of promise
seduc- Liability for breach
>
duly ny
rom
fb i seduction
sedompation,
or for
criminal conversation;
conversation; (third)
have not
not been
been duly'
iedpromise
accompa(third) have
tion, or
for criminal
scheduled in
in time
time for
for proof
and allowance,
added•
name of the added.
with the
the name
allowance, with
proof and
scheduled
creditor if
known to the
such creditor
creditor had
had notice
the bankrupt, unless
unless such
creditor
if known
in bankruptcy;
bankruptcy; or (fourth)
actual knowledge
knowledge of
of the proceedings
proceedings in
or actual
were
created by
defalembezzlement, misappropriation,
misappropriation, or defalby his
his fraud, embezzlement,
were created
cation while
in any
any fiduciary
capacity."
or in
fiduciary capacity."
acting as
as an
an officer
officer or
cation
while acting
Approved,
Approved, March
March 2, 1917.
the President of the United States to
CHAP
154.—Joint Resolution
Resolution Requesting
Requesting the
CHAP. 154.-Joint
designate and
and appoint
appoint a
aday
day on
on which
funds may
may be
he raised
raised for
for the relief
relief of the RutheRuthewhich funds
designate
nians (Ukrainians).
nians
(Ukrainians).

March 2,
2, 1917.

[S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 201.]
WI.]
[S.
Res., No. 52.1
[Pub. Res.,

Relief of the Rothof the Ruth.Rlie
Whereas in
the countries
countries situated
of Europe,
the mans.
Europe, the
part of
in the
the eastern
eastern part
situated in
in the
Whereas
theater of
of devastating
there are
are at
million of
'renmble.
of RutheRuthe- Preamble.
at least
least one
one million
war, there
devastating war,
theater
nians
dire need
and
shelter; and
and shelter;
clothing, and
of food,
food, clothing,
need of
in dire
(Ukrainians) in
nians (Ukrainians)
Whereas hundreds
hundreds of
of thousands
thousands of
of these
have been
been forced
forced to
to
people have
these people
Whereas
abandon
homes and
and being
of
deprived of
being deprived
their property,
property, and
and their
their homes
abandon their
all
opportunity to
even for
for their
most elementary
wants
elementary wants
their most
to provide
provide even
all opportunity
have undergone
suffering;
and indescribable
indescribable suffering;
disease, starvation,
starvation, and
have
undergone disease,
and
and
Whereas
the people
America have
have learned
learned
of America
States of
the United
United States
people of
of the
Whereas the
with
sorrow of
this terrible
of great
numbers of
of their
fellow
their fellow
great numbers
plight of
terrible plight
of this
with sorrow
beings
have most
to the
of
the appeal
appeal of
responded to
generously responded
most generously
and have
beings and
humanity
assistance whenever
them:
has reached
reached them:
appeal has
such appeal
whenever such
for assistance
humanity for
Therefore
be it
it
Therefore be
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
Resolved by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United P
President requested
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in view
the wretchedwretched- to
t
o appointt
appoint a
to
a day to
of the
view of
in Congress
America in
States of
of America
make contributions for.
ness, misery,
misery, and
privation which
these people
are enduring,
enduring, the
the makectributiosor
people are
which these
and privation
ness,
President
United States
be respectfully
requested to
to designate
designate
.
respectfully requested
States be
of the
the United
President of
and appoint
appoint a
a day
on which
of this
this country
give
may give
country may
citizens of
the citizens
which the
day on
and
expression to
to their
by contributing
contributin to
the funds
funds now
now being
being
to the
their sympathy
sympathy by
expression
raised
the relief
relief of
o the
the Ruthenians
Ruthenians(Ukrainians)
in the
the belligbellig(Ukrainians) in
for the
raised for
erent
countries.
erent countries.
Approved,
March 2,
2, 1917.
Approved, March
a]inK

e
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CHAP. 159.—An
159.-An Act To provide
provide increased
increased revenue
revenue to
the expenses
expenses of
of the
to defray
defray the
the
increased
increased appropriations
appropriations for the Army
Army and Navy and the extensions
extensions of
of fortifications,
fortifications,
and for
purposes.
and
for other
other purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled,
States
in Congress
TITLE I.-SPECIAL
TITLE
I.—SPECIAL PREPAREDNESS
FUND.
PREPAREDNESS FEon.

• Receipts from taxes
Rereipts
from
taxes
to constitute,
constitute, for
for milil
military and naval uses.

SECTION
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
S
ECTION 1.
1. That the receipts from the
II and
and
by Title
Title II
one-third of the receipts from the tax imposed by Title
Title III
III of
of this
this
a separate
Act shall constitute a
separate fund in the Treasury
Treasury to be used only
Ante, p.
p. 619.
619.
Ante,
for the
the expenditures
for
expenditures incurred under the Act entitled ",An
An Act
Act making
making
appropriations
appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal
ending
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and
other purand for other
purposes,"
poses," approved
approved August
August twenty-ninth,
hundred and
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen;
sixteen;
Ante, p. 556.
se, p' 56'
the Act entitled "An
" An Act making appropriations
appropriations for the
the naval
naval service
service
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and sevenseventeen,
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineAnepp. 35
teen, and
approved August
nineAnte,
345.
teen hundred and sixteen; and the Act entitled
Act making
making
entitled "An
"An Act
appropriations for fortifications
fortifications and other works
appropriations
works of defense,
defense, for
for the
the
armament thereof, for the procurement
procurement of heavy ordnance for trial
trial
and service,
purposes," approved July sixth, nineteen
service, and for other purposes,"
nineteen
hundred
hundred
and sixteen, or
or any
any other
other Act
Act or
or Acts
Acts subsequent
subsequent thereto
thereto
Additional credit
fddiional ctredit making appropriations
appropriations for Army, Navy, or fortification
fortification purposes.
purposes. In
In
fromrevenueAct,1916.
from the
addition to such receipts
receipts from
the taxes
under Titles
and
taxes imposed
imposed under
Titles II
II and
III of this Act, there shall be credited annually,
beginning with
with the
the
annually, beginning
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen ' to
to
and eighteen,
such separate
separate fund,
sum of
of $175,000,000,
$175,000,000, such
such sum bei
ng the
Ante,
Ante, p.
p.?7756.
such
fund, the
the sum
sum being the
estimated additional
additional revenue
revenue to be derived
derived under the
entitled "An
the Act
Act entitled"
An
Act to increase the revenue,
revenue, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved SepSeptember eighth, nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, iin excess of the revenue
revenue
Proviso.
be derived
under then
then existing
existing laws:
Provided, That
the Secretary
y diver- to
to be
derived under
Temporary
laws: Provided,
That
the
Secretary
sion permitted.
permitted
for other
of the Treasury may use such fund for
purposes, but
such fund
fund
other purposes,
but such
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for any portion thereof so used.
used.

try and naval ses.

Excess profits tax.

Terms construed.

Tms
costrd

nie

tates

"tnited States."

rtdStats."

"Taxable year."

Taable ear.

First year, 1917.

rst year,7.

Extrataon incoms
of
d
Domestic.

Extra tax on incomes
cnrprtos aand
of corporations
partivrsh ips.
Domestic.

Insurance exception.
Insurance
exceptiun.

reifromsour-s
Comput

Foreign, from sources
in United
d States.
Computation.

TITLE II.—EXCESS
II.-EXCESS PROFITS
PROFITS TAX.
TAX.
SEC.
SEC. 200. That
when used
used in
in this
title—
That when
this titleThe
The term "corporation"
"corporation" includes joint-stock
joint-stock companies
companies or associaassocia-

tions, and
and insurance
insurance companies;
tions,
companies;
The
"United
The term
term "
United States"
States" means only the States, the Territories
of Alaska
Alaska and
of
and Hawaii,
and the
of Columbia;
Hawaii, and
the District
District of
Columbia; and
and
The
" taxable
taxable year"
DecemThe term
term "
year" means
means the twelve months ending Decemcase of
ber thirty-first,
thirty-first, except in the case
or partnership
of aa corporation
corporation or
partnership
fiscal year,
allowed to fix its own fiscal
in which
which case
case it
it means
means such
year, in
such fiscal
fiscal
year. The first taxable year shall be the
the year
year ending
December
ending December
thirty-first,
hundred and
seventeen.
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen.
SEC.
201. That
to the
S
EC. 201.
That in
in addition
addition to
the taxes under existing laws there
shall
levied, assessed,
assessed, collected,
and paid
paid for
each taxable
taxable year
year upon
shall be
be levied,
collected, and
for each
upon
the net income of every corporation
corporation and
organized,
and _partnership
partnership organized,
authorized,
of the United
authorized, or existing under the laws of
States, or
or of
United States,
of any
any
no matter
State, Territory, or District thereof,
thereof, no
matter how
how created
or orcreated or
organized, excepting income derived
derived from
from the
of life,
health,
the business
business of
life, health,
and accident
insurance combined
one policy
accident insurance
combined in one
policy issued
on the
the weekly
issued on
weekly
premium
a tax of eight per centum of
of the amount
premium payment
paymbnt plan, a
amount by
by
which such
which
such net
net income
income exceeds
exceeds the sum of (a) $5,000 and (b) eight
eight
per centum
of the
actual capital
capital invested.
invested.
the actual
centum of
per
Eery foreign corporation
corporation and partnership,
partnership, including corporations
Every
corporations
and partnerships of the Philippine Islands andincluding
and partnerships of the Philippine Islands and Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, shall pay
pay
for each taxable year aalike
upon the
like tax upon
its net
the amount
amount by
by which
which its
net
income received
from all
all sources
income
received from
sources within the United States exceeds the
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sum of (a) eight per
per c,entum
capital invested
and used
used
centum of the
the actual
actual capital
invested and
or employed
employed 111
m the
business in the United
or
the business
United States, and (b) that proproportion
of $5,000
portion of
$51000 which the entire actual capital invested and
and used
used
or
in the
the business
business in the United States bears to the entire
or employed
employed in
actual
actual capital
capital invested; and in case no such capital is used
employed
used or
or employed
in the
business in the United States the tax shall be imposed
in
the business
upon
imposed upon
that portion
of such
that
portion of
such net income
income which is in excess of the sum of
of (a)
(a)
eight
proportion of the entire actual
eight per
per centum
centum of that proportion
actual capital
capital
invested
used or employed
m the business which the
invested and used
employed in
the net
net income
income
from sources
sources within the United States bears to the entire
from
net income,
entire net
income,
and (b) that proportion of $5,000 which the
net income
from sources
sources
the net
income from
within
the United States bears to
the entire
within the
to the
entire net
income.
net income.
capital.
SEC.
of this
S
EC. 202.
202. That for the purpose of
this title,
title, actual
capital invested
invested Actual
actual capital
eanng oof term.
Meaning
term.
means
(1) actual cash paid in, (2)
actual cash
means (1)
(2) the actual
at the
time
cash value
value, at
the time
of payment, of assets other than cash
cash paid
paid i
n ,and
paid in
or
in,
and (3')
(3) paid
in or
earned surplus
earned
surplus and undivided profits used or employed
in the
the busibusiemployed in
ness; but does not include money or other property
property borrowed
borrowed by
by the
the
corporation
corporation or
or partnership.
partnership.
SEC.
203. That
That the tax herein imposed upon
EC. 203.
upon corporations
and comne
coA
ms
e
setrreturns
corporations and
returns...
partnerships shall be computed upon the
partnerships
of the
the net
net income
income
the basis of
shown by
by their
income tax returns under
of the Act
Act entitled
shown
their income
under Title IIof
entitled At,
Ante, p.
"I
p. 7.
"An Act to increase the revenue, and
"An
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
and for
for other
September
September eighth, nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, or
or under
under this
this title,
title,
and
and shall be assessed and collected at
at the
same time
time and
and in
the same
in the
the same
same Collection.
collection
manner as the income tax due under
manner
Title I
of such
such Act
Act of
under Title
I of
of September
September
eighth, nineteen
Provided,. That
eighth,
nineteen hundred and sixteen: Provided,That for
the purpur- Fiscal
year of
partfor the
Fii
year
of prtpose of this title aa partnership
partnership shall have
the same
have the
same privilege
privilege with
with ners146rP*reference to fixing its fiscal year
year as is accorded
accorded corporations
corporations under
under Ante,
A, p.m.
p. 70.
section thirteen (a) of Title I
Act of
of September
eighth, ninenineI of
of such
such Act
September eighth,
Proportion
for calcalteen hundred
hundred and sixteen: And provided
provided further,
further , That
cor- endar
year 1916.
That where
where aa corProportion
for
poration
oration or partnership
artnership makes
makes return prior to March first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
16.
hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, covering its own fiscal
undred an
year and
includes
fiscal year
and includes
therein any income received during
during the
the calendar
Decemcalendar year
year ending
ending December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and sixteen, the tax
herein imposed
imposed
tax herein
shall be that proportion of the
upon such
year
the tax
tax based
based upon
such full
full fiscal
fiscalyear
which the time from January
January first, nineteen
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
nineteen hundred
to the
the end
end of
fiscal year
to the
full fiscal
of such
such fiscal
year bears
bears to
the full
fiscal year.
year.
Corporations and
SEC.
corporations exempt
S
EC. 204. That corporations
exempt from
from tax
tax under
under the
the provisions
provisions partnetships
partnshlp exempt.
xempt.
I of the Act approved
September eighth, An",P.LP.
of section eleven of Title I
approved September
p.m
nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, and
and partnerships
partnerships carrying
carrying on
doing
on or
or doing
the same business shall be
exempt from
from the
the provisions
of this
this title,
be exempt
provisions of
title,
.ti' oemesonalm
and the
the tax
tax imposed by tins
this title shall not attach
and
attach to incomes of part- s
er
vicesservices.
nerships
nerships derived
derived from agriculture
agriculture or
or from
personal services.
from personal
services.
SEC.
every corporation
SEC. 205. That every
net income
$5,000 or
corporation having
having a
a net
income of
of $5,000
or o,,tCr?,.
,
tosaite
more for the taxable year making
making a
areturn
return under
under Title
such Act
Title IIof
of such
Act
a ca
of September
September eighth, nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen shall
shall for
for the_purthe purposes of this title include
include in
detailed statement
statement of
the
in such
such return
return a
a detailed
of the
actual
actual capital invested.
invested.
Every partnership
partnership having
a net income
Every
having a
income of $5,000 or more for the
the detiPstaten
detailed state*Psth
nt, etc.
taxable
a correct
taxable year shall render a
correct return of the
the income
income of
of the
the partpartnership for the taxable year, setting forth specifically
actual capital
specifically the
the actual
capital
invested and the gross income
for such
such year
year and
the deductions
deductions herehereincome for
and the
inafter
shall be
be rendered
rendered at
inafter allowed. Such returns shall
same time
and Time and manner.
at the
the same
time and
manner
in the same manner and form as is prescribed
prescribed for income-tax
income-tax returns
returns
under Title IIof such Act
September eighth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
Act of
of September
eighth, nineteen
Deductions.
sixteen. In
In computing
computing net
net income
income of
partnership for
for the
of a
a partnership
the purposes
purposes Ae"
pp759
Ante, pp.
759, 760.
of this title there shall be allowed like deductions as
are allowed
as are
allowed to
to
individuals
individuals in sections five (a) and six (a) of
of such
such Act
Act of
September
of September
hundred and
and sixteen.
eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen.
SEC.
That all
S
EC. 206. That
all administrative,
administrative, special,
and general
provisions 1(
);aenera
,r,r1 laws
laws applaPPlispecial, and
general provisions
of law, including
including the laws in relation
relation to the
the assessment,
assessment, remission,
remission, able
Is,

p
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collection,
of internal-revenue
not heretofore
heretofore specollection, and
and refund
refund of
internal-revenue taxes
taxes not
specifically repealed
and not
inconsistent with
the provisions
this title
cifically
repealed and
not inconsistent
with the
provisions of
of this
title
are hereby
extended and
and made
all the
of this
are
hereby extended
made applicable
applicable to
to all
the provisions
provisions of
this

title and
and all
all provisions
of Title
Title I
of
title
and to
to the
the tax
tax herein
herein imposed,
imposed, and
provisions of
I of
such Act of September eighth,
eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, relating
relating
hundred and
to returns
and payment
of the
imposed, including
penalto
returns and
payment of
the tax
tax therein
therein imposed,
including penalties, are
are hereby
made applicable
to the
tax required
required by
this title.
ties,
hereby made
applicable to
the tax
by this
title.
S
EC. 207.
207. That
That the
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
the
Regulations to be
Regulatons
SEC.
the Commissioner
Revenue, with
with the
made. a de
.
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, shall make all necessary
necessary
regulations
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
of this
title, and
and may
regulations for
out the
this title,
may
require
corporation or
or partnership
partnership subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
require any
any corporation
of
this
as in
in
this title
title to furnish him
him with such facts,
facts, data,
data, and information
information as
his judgment
judgment are
are necessary
to collect
this
his
necessary to
collect the
the tax
tax provided
provided for
for in
in this
title.
Estate tax.
TrrmL III.--ESTATE
TITLE
III.—ESTATE TAX.
Aute,
At, p.
75.
p. 756.

EC. 300.
one Title
II, of the Act
nmade. S
300. That section
section two hundred
hundred and one,
SEC.
Title II,
Act
entitled "An
to increase
the revenue,
revenue, and
and
one, for other
other purposes,"
entitled
"An Act
Act to
increase the
purposes,"
approved
nineteen hundred
hundred and
be, and
and
approved September
September eighth,
eighth, nineteen
and sixteen,
sixteen, be,
the
is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to read
follows:
the same
same is
read as
as follows:

Increase made.
Antrese
Ante, P
p. 777, amended.
edL.
m-

"SEC.
a tax (hereinafter in this title referred
"SEc. 201. That a
referred to as the
tax),
the followingpercentages
the value
value of
the net
estate,
tax), equal
equal to
to the
following percentages of
of the
of the
net estate,
to
be determined
as provided
provided in
in section
and three,
to be
determined as
section two
two hundred
hundred and
three, is
is
hereby imposed
the transfer
transfer of
the net
of every
every decedent
decedent
hereby
imposed upon
upon the
of the
net estate
estate of
dying
of this
this Act,
nonresident
dying after
after the
the passage
passage of
Act, whether
whether a
a resident
resident or
or nonresident
of the United
United States:
States:
Rate
"One
of the
the amount
amount of
such net
net estate
"One and one-half
one-half per
per centum
centum of
of such
estate
not
$50,000;
not in
in excess of $50,000;
"Three
per centum
centum of
the amount
amount by
by which
such net
net estate
ex"Three per
of the
which such
estate exceeds
$50,000 and
and does
not exceed
ceeds $50,000
does not
exceed $150,000;
$150,000;
"
Four and one-half
one-half per
such net
"Four
per centum
centum of
of the amount
amount by which
which such
net
estate exceeds
exceeds $150,000
$150,000 and
not exceed
exceed $250,000;
and does not
$250,000;
"Six per
centum of
of the
which such
net estate
estate exceeds
"Six
per centum
the amount
amount by
by which
such net
exceeds
$250,000
does not
not exceed
exceed $450,000;
$450,000;
$250,000 and
and does
"Seven and one-half per
"Seven
per centum
centum of
by which
which such
net
of the
the amount by
such net
estate
$450;000 and
and does
exceed $1,000,000;
estate exceeds
exceeds $450;000
does not
not exceed
$1,000,000;
"Nine per centum
by which
which such
such net
net estate
estate exceeds
exceeds
"Nine
centum of
of the
the amount
amount by
$1,000,000
and does
$2,000,000;
$1,000,000 and
does not
not exceed
exceed $2,000,000;
"Ten and
and one-half
of the
the amount
amount by
which suoh
such net
net
one-half per centum of
by which
estate exceeds
exceeds $2,000,000
$2,000,000 and
does not
exceed $3,000,000;
and does
not exceed
$3,000,000;
"Twelve
"Twelve per centum
centum of the
such net
net estate
estate
the amount by
by which such
exceeds
exceeds $3,000,000
and does
does not
exceed $4,000,000;
$4,000,000;
$3,000,000 and
not exceed
"Thirteen and
"Thirteen
the amount
and one-half
one-half per centum
centum of
of the
amount by
by which
which such
such
net estate
$5,000,000; and
estate exceeds $4,000,000 and does not exceed $5,000,000;
"Fifteen per centum of the amount by which
which such net estate
exceeds $5,000,000."
$5,000,000."
exceeds
Prior
transfers at
Prior transfers
SEC.
SEC. 301.
301. That the tax on the transfer
transfer of the net estate
estate of
of decedents
decedents
former rate.
tormerrate.
dying between September
dying
September eighth, nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, and
the passage
passage of this
Act shall
computed at
the rates
rates originally
originally-prethis Act
shall be
be computed
at the
prescribed in the Act approved
approved September
September eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and
nineteen hundred
sixteen.
sixteen.

On transfers of propOntrasfersofproperty of deceased perety hereafter.
hereafted Persons

Miseelaneces
Miscellaneous.
Bonds
Bonds.
Issue authorized
Issue
authorized for
specias
designated
sPecially
designated
expenditures.
expenditures.

Pot,
Post, p. 1132.
1132.
Amount.
Amount.

TITLE IV--NIISCELLANEOUS.
IV.—MISCELLANEOUS.

SEC.
authorized
SEC. 400. That the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
to borrow on the credit of the United States from time to time such
public expenditures
sums as in his judgment may be required
required to meet public
expenditures
account of
the Mexican
Mexican situation
on account
of the
situation,' the
the construction
construction of
of the
the armorarmorconstruction of the Alaskan Railway, and the purplate plant, the construction
chase of the Danish West Indies, or to reimburse the Treasury for
for
such
expenditures, and
and to
and issue
i
ssue therefor
such expenditures,
to prepare
prepare and
therefor bonds
bonds of the
the

United States not exceeding
$100,000,000, in such
exceeding in the aggregate
aggregate $100,000,000,
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form as
may prescribe,
prescribe, bearing
bearing interest
interest payable
payable quarterly
quarterly at aa
as he
he may
form
centum per annum; and such bonds
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding three per centum
rate
shall be
be payable,
interest, in
in United
gold coin
coin
States gold
United States
and interest,
principal and
payable, principal
shall

principal and interest shall
value, and
of
present standard
of value,
and both
both principal
standard of
of the
the present

taxes or duties of the United States as well as from
be exempt from
from all taxes

Exempt
Exempt
taxes.

from
from

all
all

or local
taxation
in any
any form
form by
by or
or under
local authority,
authority, Not receivable for
State, municipal,
municipal, or
under State,
taxation in
circulation.
bank crcultion.
as bank
of the
the United
Treasurer of
and shall
not be
receivable by
by the
the Treasurer
United States
States as
be receivable
shall not
and
Provieos.
srofetc.
Provided, Disposal
security for
for the
the issue of
circulating notes to national banks: Provided,
of circulating
security
of, etc.
That
such bonds
may be
be disposed
by the Secretary of the Treasury
of by
disposed of
bonds may
That such
at not
not less
less than
than par,
regulations as
prescribe,
as he may prescribe
such regulations
par, under
under such
at
opportunity therefor,
giving all
citizens of
the United
States an equal opportunity
United States
of the
all citizens
giving
a sum not
but no
no commissions
be allowed
allowed or
or paid
thereon; and a
paid thereon;
shall be
commissions shall
but
exceeding
one-tenth of
one per
per centum
amount of the bonds
centum of the amount
of one
exceeding one-tenth
herein
appropriated, out of any money in the
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
authorized is
herein authorized
preTreasury
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to pay the expenses of _preTreasury not
Panama a
Canal bonds
aabbl
further, That available.
providedfurther,
paring, advertising,
issuing the same: And provided
advertising, and issuing
paring,
the Secretary
m addition
addition to
issue of
Secretary of the Treasury may
of bonds, the
to such
such issue
in
prepare and
and issue
issue for
for the
the purposes
purposes specified
specified in this section any porprepare
tion
of the
the bonds
bonds of
the United
United States
now available
under
issue under
for issue
available for
States now
of the
tion of
01
- 36'
provide 101173o.l.
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
authority
of the
Act entitled
Act to provide
36, pp. 117,192
'
thirty-nine of
section thirty-nine
of section
authority of
revenue,
duties, and encourage
industries of the United
encourage the industries
equalize duties,
revenue, equalize
States,
and for
for other
purposes," approved
approved August
fifth, nineteen
nineteen Redemption within
August fifth,
other purposes,"
States, and
hundred and
and nine:
nine: And
And provided
50 yearpt
years.
That the issue of bonds 50R
further, That
proided further,
hundred
hereafter
under
Act and
any Panama
Panama Canal bonds hereafter
and any
this Act
of this
authority of
under authority
"An
issued
under authority
thirty-nine of the Act entitled "An
section thirty-nine
of section
authority of
issued under
Act to
duties, and
industries
the industries
encourage the
and encourage
equalize duties,
revenue, equalize
to provide
provide revenue,
Act
of
the United
States, and
for other
other purposes,"
approved August fifth,
purposes," approved
and for
United States,
of the
nineteen hundred
and nine,
nine, shall
shall be
be made
made redeemable
redeemable and
and payable
payable
hundred and
nineteen
their issue as the
at
such times
times within
fifty years
years after
the date of their
after the
within fifty
at such
advisable.
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, in
m his
deem advisable.
may deem
discretion, may
his discretion,
the Treasury,
Secretary
131). "7

CERTIFICATES
INDEBTEDNESS.
OF INDEBTEDNESS.
CERTIFICATES OF
S
EC. 401.
That section
"An Act
Act proproentitled "An
an Act
Act entitled
of an
thirty-two of
section thirty-two
401. That
SEC.
viding ways
ways and
means to
to meet
meet war
war expenditures,
and for
other
for other
expenditures, and
and means
viding
purposes," approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninetythirteenth, eighteen
June thirteenth,
approved June
purposes,"
eight, as
as amended
section forty
forty of
an Act
proto proAct to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
of an
by section
amended by
eight,
vide revenue,
revenue, equalize
equalize duties
duties and
encourage the
industries of
of the
the
the industries
and encourage
vide
United States,
and for
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
August fifth, nineapproved August
for other
States, and
United
teen hundred
nine, be,
same is
is hereby,
to read
amended to
hereby, amended
the same
and the
be, and
and nine,
hundred and
teen
as
as follows:
follows:ssue
is authorized
"
SEC. 32.
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized to
to borborSecretary of
That the
32. That
"SEC.
row, from
from time
time to
at a
rate of
not exceeding
exceeding three
three per
per
interest not
of interest
a rate
time, at
to time,
row,
centum per
per annum,
such sum
or sums
sums as, in his judgment, may be
sum or
annum, such
centum
necessary to
meet public
public expenditures,
expenditures, and
to issue
issue therefor certifiand to
to meet
necessary
cates of
indebtedness in
in such
and in
in such
such denominations
he
as he
denominations as
form and
such form
of indebtedness
cates
may prescribe;
with
be payable,
payable, with
shall be
issued shall
so issued
certificate so
each certificate
and each
prescribe; and
may
the interest
at such
time, not
not exceeding one year
such time,
thereon, at
accrued thereon,
interest accrued
the
from the
the date
issue, as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury may
premay prethe Treasury
as the
its issue,
of its
date of
from
outstanding shall
certificates outstanding
of such
scribe:
That the
the sum
sum of
such certificates
Provided, That
scribe: Provided,
at no
the provisions
provisions of
law
existing law
of existing
and the
$300,000,000, and
exceed $300,000,000,
time exceed
no time
at
respecting counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and other
other fraudulent
fraudulent practices
practices are
are hereby
hereby
respecting
extended to
to the
the bonds
bonds and
and certificates
certificates of
authorized
indebtedness authorized
of indebtedness
extended
by
this Act."r
Act."
by this
RETURNS
DIVIDENDS.
OF DIVIDENDS.
RETTuNS OF

192,

Certificate of IndebtindebtCertificate
elness.
eloess.
er provisions
provisions
Former
m offied.prov

nur
ido
igr
dl

Vol. 30, p. 468.

Vol. 30, p.

17,
36, p.
p. 117,
Vol.
Vol. 36,

amended.
amoni'd.

authoried t 3

Issue authorized at 3

nth.oed
per cent.

within
Payable
Payable within

year.
year.

one
one

Proo
Proviso.
Amount increased
increased to
Amot
$300,000,000.
Punishment forcounterfeiting, etc.

to

Punishmentforc

terfeitng,etc.

o

R eturns
eturns of
of dlvidiviR

dends.
dends.

Modifications.

amend777,
p.
S
EC. 402.
402. That
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
to increase
increase the
the Ane,
Le.
,
p
ea
.1
P7ns
,emendAct to
"An Act
of the
Title IIof
That Title
SEC.
revenue,
purposes," approved
September eighth,
°
deighth, nine- ed
approved September
other purposes,"
for other
and for
revenue, and
a new
teen hundred
and sixteen,
be amended
by adding
Part III a
to Part
adding to
amended by
sixteen, be
hundred and
teen
section,
follows:
section, as follows:
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Sworn returns
returns of
of aL
all
dividends to be made
by
corporations, etc.
etc.
bycorporations,

""SEC.
corporation, joint-stock
SEC. 26. Every corporation,
joint-stock company
or association,
or
company or
association, or
insurance company
when required
insurance
company subject to the tax herein
herein imposed,
imposed, when
required

by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, shall
shall render
render a
a correct
correct
return, duly verified under oath, of its payments of dividends, whether
whether
made in cash or its equivalent
equivalent or in stock,
stock, including the
the names
names and
and

ar
ld
Names o
of sh
shareholdNames
eho ers, etc.

addresses
addresses of stockholders and the number
number of shares owned by
by each,
each,
prescribed by
in such form and manner as may be prescribed
the Commissioner
by the
Commissioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue, with the approval of
Secretary of
of the
of the
the Secretary
the
Treasury."
Treasury."
Approved,
Approved, March 3,
3, 1917.
1917.

March 3, 1917.
[11.
[H. R.
R. 19119.]
19119.]

CHAP. 160.-An
160.—An Act Making
appropriations to
to provide
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the
Making appropriations
provide for
for the
the District
government of the
District of
Columbia for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
of Columbia
for the
the fiscal
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
nineteen
hundred and
eighteen, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
•
and eighteen,
and for

ers, et

[Publie,
378.]-]
[Public, No. 378

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
toitf Columbia States of America in Congress assembled, That one half of the following
iolui
tof
States of America in Congress assembled, That one half of the following
aPra°
1/3nfrom
Prom *District
sums respectively, is
District sums,
appropriated,
revenues.
,respectively,
appropriated, out
any money
in the
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury
otherwise appropriated, and the
the other
not otherwise
half out
out of
of the
of
other half
the revenues
revenues of
the District of Columbia, in
for the
the following
expenses of
of the
govin full
full for
following expenses
the government of the District of
fiscal year
of Columbia
Columbia for
for the
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
June
thirtieth,
hundred and eighteen,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen, namely:
namely:

Diskapri

Gemmel
expenses.
General expe
Executive office.
Exective
offci
Salaries,

sioners, etc.

commis-

Veterinary division.
Veterinary
divisin.

GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES.
EXPENSES.
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE:
OFFICE. Two commissioners,
commissioners, at $5,000
each; engineer
$5,000 each;
engineer
commissioner,
may be
commissioner, so much as may
make salary
be necessary
necessary (to
(to make
salary $5,000);
$5,000);
secretary,
secretary, $2,400;
$2,400; three assistant secretaries
at
secretaries to
to commissioners
commissioners at
$1,600 each; clerks--one
$1,600
clerks—one $1,500, two at
two at
$1,200
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, two
at $1,200
each,
each, one (who shall be
stenographer and
and typewriter)
be a
a stenographer
typewriter) $1,200,
$1,200, one
one
$840, two at $720 each;
messengers, at
each; two messengers,
$600 each;
each; stenographer
stenographer
at $600
and typewriter,
$840;
and
typewriter, $840;

Veterinary
division: Veterinary
Veterinary surgeon
surgeon for all horses in the departVeterinary division:

ments
ments of
$1,200;
of the
the District
District government,
government, $1,200;
Medicines, surgical and hospital supplies,
supplies, $1,000;
$1,000;
Purchasing division.
division.
Purchasing division:
Purchasing
division: Purchasing officer,
officer , $3,000; deputy purchasing
purchasing
officer, $1,600;
$1,440; clerks-two
officer,
$1,600; computer,
computer, $1,440;
clerks—two at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
at
each, six
six at
$1,200
at $720 each;
$1,200 each, three at $900 each,
each, six at
of fuel,
each; inspector
inspector of
fuel,
$1,500; assistant inspector of fuel, $1,100;
$1,100; storekeeper,
messtorekeeper, $1,200;
$1,200; messenger, $600; driver, $600; inspectors-one
inspectors—one of
of materials,
materials, $1,200,
$1,200, two
two
at $900 each; two laborers,
laborers at $600 each; two
keepers,
two property-yard
property-yard keepers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each; temporarilabor,
$150;
temporary labor, $150;
Building inspection

Building inspection division: Inspector
Inspector of buildings,
buildings, $3,000;
Building
buildings-principal $2,000,
assistant inspectors
inspectors of buildings—principal
$2,000, one
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
one
$1,400, ten at $1,200 each; fire-escape
fire-escape inspector,
inspector, $1,400;
$1,400; temporary
temporary
employment
inspectors for
employment of additional assistant inspectors
such time
time as
as their
for such
their
services
or computers—
services may be necessary,
necessary, $1,500; civil engineers or
computersone
one $2,000,
$2,000, one $1,500; clerks-chief
clerks—chief $1,500, one $1,050,
one $1,000,
$1,000,
$1,050, one
one (who shall be a
a stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter)
typewriter) $1,000,
$1,000, one
one $900;
$900;
messenger,
messenger , $600; assistant inspector,
inspector, $1,500;
$1,500;
To reimburse
reimburse two elevator
inspectors for provision and
To
elevator inspectors
and maintemaintenance
themselves of two motorcycles
motorcycles for use in their
nance by
by themselves
official
their official
inspection of elevators,
inspection
elevators, $12
$12 per
per month
each, $288;
$288;
month each,
For transportation,
transportation, means of transportation,
For
transportation, and maintenance
maintenance of
means
transportation, including
means of
of transportation,
including allowances to inspectors for autoautomobiles
the rate of $25 per month each and for horse and buggy
mobiles at the
at the rate of $20 per month, $1,000;
$1,000;
diPlumbing inspection
d vision.bginspction
Plumbing inspection
Plumbing
inspection division: Inspector
Inspector of plumbing, $2,000;
$2,000;
assistant inspectors of plumbing-principal,
plumbing—principal, $1,550,
$1,550, six at $1,200
IBing iospecton

division.
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each; clerks—two
at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $900;
employment
temporary employment
$900; temporary
eachclerks-two at
of
inspectors of
plumbing and laborers
laborers for such
of plumbing
of additional
additional assistant inspectors
time as their services may be necessary,
necessary, $2,400; draftsmen, $1,350;
$1,350;
sewer tapper, $1,000; three members of plumbing
plumbing board,
board, at $150
$150 each;
each;
To
reimburse three
provision
inspectors of plumbing for provision
three assistant
assistant inspectors
To reimburse
maintenance by
themselves of
motorcycles for use in
in their
their
and maintenance
by themselves
of three motorcycles
inspections m
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $12 per month each,
official inspections
$432;
$432;
executive office, $121,050.
$121,050.
In all, executive
CARE
Assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,000;
BUILDING: Assistant
OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT BUILDING:
CARE OF
engineers, at $1,000 each;
chief
each;
engineer, $1,400; three assistant engineers,
chief engineer,
electrician,
dynamo tenders, at
$875 each;
each; three
three firemen,
at $875
two dynamo
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; two
at
electrician's helper,
three coal passers, at $600 each; electrician's
at $720
$720 each; three
$840;
laborers-two at $660
$660
conductors, at $600 each; laborers—two
elevator conductors
$840; eight elevator
each,
chief cleaners
cleaners (who shall also
also have charge
charge
two at
at $500
$500 each; two
two chief
each, two
of
the lavatories),
$500 each;
each;
cleaners, at $240
$240 each;
each; thirty-three
thirty-three cleaners,
lavatories), at $500
of the
chief
$1,000; assistant chief watchman, $660; eight
eight
watchman, $1,000;
chief watchman
watchmen,
each; pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube operator, $600; in all,
at $600 each;
watchmen, at
$37,250.
$37,250.
For fuel,
fuel, light,
power, repairs,
repairs, laundry,
mechanics, and labor, not
laundry, mechanics,
light, power,
For
to
exceed $3,500,
$3,500, and
miscellaneous supplies,
$17,000.
supplies, $17,000.
and miscellaneous
to exceed
ASSESSOR'S
assistant assessors—three
at
assessors-three at
$3,500; assistant
Assessor, $3,500;
OFFICE: ASSeg.50T,
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE:
$3,000
each, two
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; five
five field
each; record
record
at $2,000 each;
men at
field men
two at
$3,000 each,
clerks-three
clerks—one $1,800,
two at $1,500 each, one $1,200; clerks—three
$1,800, two
clerks-one
(including one
arrears division)
$1,400 each
transferred to
each (one transferred
at $1,400
division) at
in arrears
one in
(including
License Bureau),
$1,200 each,
(including one
charge
one in charge
seven (including
each, seven
at $1,200
four at
Bureau), four
License
of
at $1,000
$1,000 each
each (one
transferred to License Bureau), two
(one transferred
records) at
of records)
at
$900 each,
each, two
two at
at $720
$720 each;
draftsmen—one $1,600,
$1,600, one
$1,200;
one $1,200;
each; draftsmen-one
at $900
two
stenographers and
$1,200 each; assistant
assistant or clerk,
at $1,200
typewriters at
and typewriters
two stenographers
assessors$900;
two messengers,
messengers, at
board of assistant assessors—
each; board
$600 each;
at $600
$900; two
clerk
$1,500, vault
$900; messenger
messenger and
and driver, $600; temclerk, $900;
vault clerk,
clerk $1,500,
porary
all, $62,540.rmanent
$62,540.
$500; in
in all,
porary clerk
clerk hire,
hire, $500;
So
much of
of existing
that the
the assessor
of the
the District
District
assessor of
as provides
provides that
law as
existing law
So much
of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
the members
of the
the permanent
permanent board
board of
of assistant
assistant
members of
of
assessors
shall not
not be
be removed
removed except
inefficiency, neglect
neglect of
duty,
of duty,
except for
for inefficiency,
assessors shall
or
in office,
is repealed:
on and after the
Provided,That on
repealed: Provided,
office, is
or malfeasance
malfeasance in
date
the approval
of this
way
this Act
Act all
all records
records and
and accounts
accounts in
in any
any way
date of
of the
approval of
relating or
accounting, and
collection
and collection
the bookkeeping,
bookkeeping, accounting,
to the
or pertaining
pertaining to
relating
of taxes
prepared and kept in the office of the
assessments now prepared
and assessments
taxes and
of
assessor
of the
District of
shall be
transferred to
in
to and
and kept
kept in
be transferred
of Columbia
Columbia shall
the District
assessor of
the office
office of
of the
of taxes
taxes of
of said
said District;
collector of
the collector
District; and the
collector of
the collector
the
heretofore required
taxes
hereafter be
the duties heretofore
be charged with the
shall hereafter
taxes shall
of
assessor in
relation to
the preparation
issuance of
of tax
tax bills
and issuance
preparation and
to the
in relation
the assessor
of the
and
for special
special taxes
preparation for public
assessments; the preparation
taxes and assessments;
bills for
and bills
inspection
of lists
lists of
all real
real estate
estate in
in the
the District
District of
heretoof Columbia heretoof all
inspection of
fore sold,
sold, or
or which
may hereafter
be sold,
of any
any
nonpayment of
the nonpayment
for the
sold, for
hereafter be
which may
fore
general
or special
tax or
said collector
furnish
shall furnish,
collector shall
and said
assessment; and
or assessment;
special tax
general or
official
a certified
whenever called upon, a
certified statement, over his hand and official
whenever
seal, of
of all
all taxes
and assessments,
assessments, general and special, that may be
taxes and
seal,
due
at the
the time
time of
the said
certificate; and
prepare the
and he shall prepare
said certificate;
making the
of making
due at
lists of
of taxes
taxes on
on real
property in
said District
District subject
subject to
to taxation on
in said
real property
lists
which taxes
taxes are
levied and
and in
arrears on
the first
July of
of each
each
of July
day of
first day
on the
in arrears
are levied
which
year:
on or
or before
first of
of each
each year
year
November first
before November
That on
further, That
Providedfurther,
year: Provided
the
and deliver
deliver to
the collector
of taxes
taxes of
said
of said
collector of
to the
prepare and
shall prepare
the assessor
assessor shall
District
tax ledgers
ledgers in
completed form,
form, showing
showing the
the assessed
assessed owners,
owners,
in completed
District tax
amount,
and value
value of
real property
property listed
listed for
taxation
for taxation
of real
description, and
amount, description
in the
and on
or before
before April first of each year
on or
Columbia; and
of Columbia;
District of
the District
in
the
prepare and
and deliver
to the
the said
said collector
personalcollector personaldeliver to
shal prepare
assessor shall
the assessor
tax
ledgers in
completed form,
showing the
addresses of
the names and adthw-sft::
form, showing
in completed
tax ledgers
assessed
location and
property assessed:
of property
value of
and value
the location
and the
owners and
assessed owners
And provided
further, That
the register
of wills of the District of
register of
That the
provided further,
And

cne of
BLaTteh,of
alaries.
saiari&I.

Distrt
District

antenace
Maintenance.
Assessor's
office.
Assessor'soffc.
Salaries.

tenure of

Permr,r,r
p:Teg
etc., reped.
ase,

Provisos.
Records

acRecords and ramneta
ofticeot
t

ecourts

counts
taxes transi toof office
ferred
of col-

lector.

ss

etc.o
bills,
Collector
etc. to issue ta
tax

Tax ledgers to be
prepared
by assessors
assessors
prepedby

ldelvered to

and delivered to colcollector.
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willsetc, Columbia
Columbia shall hereafter
hereafter furnish
copies
of wills,
wills, petitions,
furnish
copies of
petitions, and
and all
all
.as

Copies
Copies of
of wills, etc.,
andaastotocollector and
sessor.

necessary
necessary papers wherein title to real estate is involved'to
collector
involved'to the
the collector
of taxes and the assessor of said District.
District.
Special
Special assessment
assessment
SPECIAL
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT OFFICE: Special assessment
assessment clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
office.
e
clerks--seven at $1,200
$1,200 each, two at $900 each, one $750; in all,
clerks—seven
;12,950.
$12,950.
Personal
board.
Persoa tax
tax boa
PERSONAL TAX
BOARD: Two assistant assessors
PERSONAL
TAX BOARD:
assessors of personal taxes,
at $3,000 each; appraiser of personal
personal property,
$1,800; clerk,
property, $1,800;
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400;
assistant clerk, $1,000;
$1,200 each;
$1,000; three inspectors, at
at $1,200
each; extra
extra clerk
clerk
hire, $2,000; intangible personal
personal property-for
property—for two
two clerks
at the
the rate
clerks at
rate
of $1,500
of $1,200
$1,500 each per annum, and five inspectors
inspectors at the rate of
$1,200
each per annum,
annum 'from March
March first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
hundred and
seventeen,
nineteen hundred and eighteen, both dates inclusive,
to June thirtieth, nineteen
inclusive,
$12,000;
in all,
all, $27,800.
$27,800.
$12,000;
in
License bureau
a

License bureau:
Superintendent of
of licenses
(who shall
be
License
bureau: Superintendent
licenses (who
shall also
also be
secretary to the automobile board
secretary
board without
without additional
additional compensation),
compensation),
$2,000;
clerks-one $1,400
;2,000; clerks—one
office), one
one
$1,400 (transferred
(transferred from assessor's
assessor's office),
$1,200 (formerly license clerk, assessor's office), one
$1,000 (trans$1,200
one $1,000
ferred from assessor's office), one
one ;900
$900 (formerly
(formerly index clerk
clerk and
and typetypewriter, engineer commissioner's office); inspector of licenses,
licenses, $1,200
$1,200
(transferred from assessor's office);
(transferred
office); assistant inspector
inspector of licenses,
$1,000 (transferred
(transferred from assessor's office);
office); in
$8,700.
in all,
all, $8,700.
Authority, etc.,
All the
the authority,
authority, duties
discretion and
and powers
now vested
vested by
by
duties, discretion,
powers now
vAlthors.I
Al
vested
in superintendent.
law in the assessor of the District of Columbia
respect to
licenses
Columbia with
with respect
to licenses
and the issuance thereof, shall, on and after July first, nineteen
n the
the superinsuperinhundred and seventeen,
seventeen, be
be transferred
transferred to
to and
and vest
vest i
in
tendent of licenses
licenses provided
provided for in this Act.
Excise
i board.
board.
EXCISE BOARD: Three members, at $2,400 each;
$1,500;
each; clerk, $1,500;
Post, p. 1130.
inspector, $1
$1,500
;messenger,
messe
Pt,
.i
inspector,
500;
r,
$600;
hire
of
of
means
of
transportation,
of
transportation,
Proviso.
in all,
rotruled, That
That the
the term
of office
office of
any
$1,000; in
No pay to rejeced
rejected $1,000;
all, $11,800:
$11,800: Provided,
term of
of any
nominee.
nomineemember
member of the excise board
board whose
nomination has
has been
be
whose nomination
been or
or may
may be
rejected
rejected by the Senate shall be terminated
terminated by such rejection
rejection and no
no
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used to pay the salary of any
member
member of the board whose nomination has been
rejected by
by the
the
been rejected
Senate.
Collector's office.
Collector'seofl.
COLLECTOR's
OFFICE: Collector, $4,000; deputy collector, $2,000;
C
OLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
cashier, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant cashier, $1,500;
$1,500; bookkeeper, $1,600;
$1,600; clerksclerks—
three at $1,400
$1,400 each, one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,000,
$1,000, three at $900 each;
each;
clerk and bank messenger, $1,200;
$600; in all, $21,800.
$1,200; messenger, $600;
$21,800.
in preparation
For extra labor in
preparation of tax-sale certificates,
certificates, and
and data
which the law requires this office to furnish the recorder of deeds
and the assessor, with authority to employ typewriters and clerks,
$800.
Auditor's office.
Auditor's office.
AUDrTOB'
OFFICE: Auditor, 84,000;
$4,000;chief
clerk, $2,250;
bookAUDITOR'S OFFICE:
chief clerk,
$2,250; bookaccountant, $1,500;
clerks—three at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
keeper, $1,800;
$1,800; accountant,
$1,500; clerks-three
each,
three at $1,400
$1,350, four at $1,200
$1,400 each, one $1,350,
$1,200 each, seven at
at $1,000
$1,000
each, one $936, two at $900 each, two at $720 each; messenger,
messenger,
officer, $1,800;
$600; property. survey officer,
disbursing officer,
$1,800; disbursing
officer, $3,000;
$3,000;
disbursing officer, $1,600;
$1,600; clerks—two
clerks-two at $1,200
deputy disbursing
$1,200 each, two
at $1,000 each, one $900; messenger,
messenger, $600; in all, $48,776.
Corporation counsel's
Orpoe.ratin ounsels
office.
OFICE OF CORPORATION
OFFICE
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Corporation counsel, $4,500;
$44,500;
assistants—first
$2,500, second
second $2,500,
fourth $1,800,
assistants-first $2,500,
$2,500, third
third $2,000,
$2,000, fourth
$1,800,
fifth
$840,
fifth $1,500,
$1,500, sixth
sixth $1,500;
$1,500- stenographers--one
stenographers-one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $840,
one
$720; clerk,
in all,
all, $19,780.
$19,780.
one $720;
clerk, $720;
$720; in
Sinking fund office.
Singfuf
SNINKING-FUND
OFFICE, UNDER
OF THE
OF
SINKING-FUND OFFICE,
UNDER CONTROL
CONTROL OF
THE TREASUREB
TRE ASURER OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES:
clerk in
Tux
TATES: For
For additional
additional compensation
compensation to the clerk
in
the office of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States, designated
the
designated by
by the
Treasurer
Treasurer to perform
necessary clerical
service in
perform the necessary
clerical service
m connection
connection
the sinking
fund and
payment of
of interest
interest on
the debt
debt of
with the
sinking fund
and payment
on the
of the
the
District of Columbia, $500.
$500.
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createdSalaries.
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CORONER'S OFFICE:
OFFICE: Coroner,
Coroner, $1,800;
master, $720; assistCORONER'S
$1,800; morgue
morgue master,
office.
Corier's office.
assist Coroner's
ant morgue
morgue master and janitor, $600; hostler and janitor, $480; in
all,
all, $3,600.
$3,600.
MARKET
MASTERS: Two market
"rket masters.
masters.
MARKET MASTERS:
market masters, at $1,200
$1,200 each; assistant Market
market masters, who shall also perform
perform the necessary
necessary labor in cleaning the markets, and one laborer for duty at Eastern Market, $2,520;
$2,520;
in all, $4,920.
$4,920.
FARMERS' PRODUCE
MARKET: Market
Market master,
master, $900;
mar- Produe
Produce market.
maket.
FARMERS'
PRODUCE MARKET:
$900; assistant
assistant market master, who shall also act as night watchman,
watchman, $600; watchman,
$600; laborer
laborer for sweeping
sweeping sidewalks on B, Little B, and Tenth and
Twelfth Streets northwest, and the center walk of the Farmers' Produce Market Square, and raking up space used for market purposes,
$480; laborer
laborer to remove
remove market refuse from streets and from sidewalks around Farmers' Produce
Produce Market and to assist in the care of
of
the interior of the market, $480; hauling
hauling refuse (street sweepings),
sweepings),
$600; in all, $3,660.
EASTERN MARKET:
MARKET: Laborer
sidewalk and
street where
where Eater
Eastern Market.
EASTERN
Laborer for
for cleaning
cleaning sidewalk
and street
Market.
used for market purposes (farmers'
market), $300.
(farmers' market),
$300.
W ESTERN MARKET:
MARKET: Laborer
Laborer for
for cleaning
street WesternMarket.
Western Market.
and street
cleaning sidewalk
sidewalk and
WESTERN
where used for market purposes
(farmers' market),
market), $300.
$300.
where
purposes (farmers'
isk wharf
and
FISH WHARF
AND MARKET:
Market master
and wharfinger,
wharfinger, who
who at
F
FISH
WHARF AND
MARKET: Market
master and
wharl and
shall have charge
charge of the landing
landing of
vessels, the
collection of
of vessels,
the collection
of wharfage
wharfage
and dockage rentals, and the collection
collection of rents
rents for fish houses
houses at
at the
the
municipal fish wharf and market, $900; assistant market master,
master,
who shall also act as laborer, $600; laborer,
laborer, $480;
$480; in
all, $1,980.
$1,980.
in all,
OFFICE
OF SUPEERINTEDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
OF WEIGHTS,
WEIGHTS MEASURES,
AND MARKETS:
MARKETS: Snpke1tdf
trsintendem
OFFICE OF
MEASURES, AND
i
of
8'
Superintendent,
Superintendent, $2,500;
$2,500; inspectors-three
inspectors-three at
at $1,200 each,
each, two
two at Illetk
'N
=-iet"inewures
$1,000 each; clerk, $1,200; three laborers at $600 each; in all, $11,100.
For purchase of small quantities of groceries,
groceries, meats, provisions, and
so forth, including
including personal
services, in
connection with
with investigation
personal services,
in connection
investigation
detection of sales of short
$100.
and detection
short weight
weight and measure, $100.
ENGINEER
ENGINEER COMMISSIONER'S
Engineer of
$3,000; asoner'somce.
trSti
.10E14Chnlee. Commis.
COMMISSIONERS OFFICE:
OFFICE: Engineer
of highways,
highways, $3,000;
engineer of bridges,
bridges, $2,500; superintendents-one
superintendents-one of
engineer
of streets
streets $2,000
$2,000 teineer,ISrte:L superinone
suburban roads
of sewers
sewers $3,300;
$3,300; asphalts
asphalts an
and edene
one of
of suburban
roads $2,250,
$2,250, one
one of
cements-inspector
inspector $1,500;
cements-inspector $2,400, assistant
assistant inspector
$1,500; trees
trees and parkpark- Assistant
ings-superintendent $2,000,
$2,000, assistant
$1,350; assistassist- Mo.
ings-superintendent
assistant superintendent
superintendent $1,350;
e . iStant engineers,
egiee
ant engineers-two
engineers-two at $2,200
$2,200 each, four at
at $1,800 each,
each, two
two at $1,600
$1,600
$1,500 each,
$1,350 each,
each, four at $1,500
each, two at
at $1,350
each, one $1,200; transitmen-three at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,050;
$1,050; rodmen-four
rodmen--four at $900 each,
each,
men-three
each; twelve chainmen,
chainmen, at $650
draftsmen-one
eight at $780
$780 each;
$650 each;
each; draftsmen-one
$1,500, two at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,050;
$1,050; general
sewers,
$1,500,
general inspector of
of sewers,
$1,300;
inspector of sewers,
$1,200; bridge inspector, $1,200;
$1,200; inspec$1,300; inspector
sewers, $1,200;
tors-two at $1,500 each,
tors-two
each, five (including
(including two
two of streets) at $1,200
$1,200
each, one $1,000, one $900; foremen-twelve
foremen-twelve at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one
$1,050,
$900 each;
$1,050, ten
ten at
at $900
each; foreman,
foreman, Rock Creek Park, $1,200;
$1,200; three
three
subforemen, at $1,050 each; bridge
bridge keepers-one
keepers-one $650,
three at
subforemen,
$650, three
at $600
$1,500; assistant
etc.
each; chief
chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; permit clerk,
clerk, $1,500;
assistant permit clerk,
clerk, Clerks,
ceIkset
$1,000; clerks-one
clerks-one $1,800,
$1,400, two
$1,000;
$1,800, three
three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each, one
one $1,400,
two at
$1,350 each
(including one
transferred from
per diem
diem roll),
seven at
$1,350
each (including
one transferred
from per
roll), seven
at
$1,200 each,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
one $900,
$900, one
$840, two
two at
at $750
$750 each,
each,
$1,200
each, two
two at
each, one
one $840,
one $720,
$720, one $600; seven messengers,
messengers at $600 each; skilled laborerslaborersone $625
$625, two at $600 each; janitor, $720; steam engineers-principal
engineers-principal
$1,800,
$1,200 each,
assistants at
at $1,050
six oilers,
oilers,
$1,800, three
three at
at $1,200
each, three
three assistants
$1,050 each;
each;six
at
$600 each;
six firemen,
at $875
er.ch; inspector,
inspector , $1,400;
$1,400; storekeeper,
storekeeper,
at $600
each; six
firemen, at
$875 each;
$900;
stables, $1,500;
$1,500; blacksmith, $975;
$900 superintendent
superintendent of
of stables,
$975; two
two
watchmen, at
at $630
two drivers,
drivers, at
at $630
$179,640.
watchimen,
$630 each;
each, two
$630 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $179,640.
M UNICIPAL Ascnrrscr's
OFFICE: Municipal
Municipal architect,
architect, $3,600;
engi- oMufiip
Ar
. id Pal arlhitets
architeees
MUNICIPAL
ARCHITECTS OFFICE:
$3,600; engineering
of construction,
construction, $2,000;
$2,000; chief
chief
neering assistant,
assistant, $2,400;
$2,400; superintendent
superintendent of
draftsman,
$1,400, one $1,300;
$1,300; heating,
heating, vendraftsman, $1,800; draftsmen-one
draftsmen-one $1,400,
superintendent of
repairs,
tilating, and sanitary
sanitary engineer,
engineer, $2,000;
$2,000; superintendent
of repairs,
e
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$1,800; assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
boss carpenter,
carpenter,
$1,200; boss
of repairs
repairs,' $1,200;
$1,800;
boss
tinner, boss
steam fitter,
fitter, boss
boss grader,
grader,
boss plumber,
plumber, boss
boss steam
boss painter,
painter, boss
boss tinner,
six in
at $1,200
$1,200, one
one
clerks-one $1,200,
$1,200; clerks-one
$1,200 each;
each; machinist,
machinist, $1,200;
six
in all,
all, at
$1,050, one
one $720;
$720;
$1,000, one
repairs) $1,000,
of repairs)
of superintendent
superintendent of
one (office
(office of
$1,050,
copyist, $840; driver, $600; in all, $31,310.
copyist,
Public
Utilities Corninspector
(including inspector
Punme
UrrirrEgs C
OMMISSION: For
For salaries (including
COMMISSION:
PUBLIC UTILrE
Publictlitescominspectors of gas and metersof gas and meters, $2,000; assistant
assistant inspectors
metersmissio'
one $1,000,
$1,000, two
two at
each; messenger,
$600); in
$34,000:
one
at $900
$900 each;
messenger, $600);
in all,
all, $34,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That
no person
person shall
shall be
a rate of
at a
hereunder at
employed hereunder
be employed
That no
Provided,
Pay
limit.
Paylimt.
per annum;
compensation
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 per
annum;
compensation exceeding
For
all other
general necessary
necessary expenses
expenses authorized
authorized
and all
other general
For incidental
incidental and
by law
expert services
necesservices where necesthe employment
employment of expert
law,, including
including the
by
sary,,$5,000;
$25,000;
all, Pubiic
Public Utilities
Utilities Commission,
Commission, $59,000.
In all,
$59,000.
Street
assistant suSuperintendent, $3,000; assistant
Mom
S
TREET-CLEANING DIVISION:
DIVISION: Superintendent,
STREET-CLEANING
Stwet
Ceing diviperintendent and
$1,800; chief clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and
perintendent
and clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
clerk,
$1,000; clerks-two
clerks-two at
at $1,200
(including one
one transferred
transferred
$1,200 each
each (including
clerk, $1,000;
$720 each;
from per
per diem
$1,100, one
each; chief
one $1,000,
$1,000, two at $720
diem roll),
roll), one
one $1,100,
from
inspector, $1,300;
at $1,200
each, two
two at
at $1,100
$1,100
inspector,
$1,300; inspectors-four
inspectors-four at
$1,200 each,
each; foreman
foreman of
of repairs,
$1,200
foremen-one $1,300,
$1,300, four at $1,200
repairs, $1,200; foremen-one
each;
foremenone $900; assistant
each,
$1,100 each, one
assistant foremenone $1,000,
$1,000, one
eight at $1,100
each, eight
three at $900 each, two at $720 each; messenger and driver, $600;
in all, $44,180.
engineers.
BOARD OF
OF EXAMINERS,
ENGINEERS: Three
at
members, at
Three members,
STEAM ENGINEERS:
BOARD
EXAMINERS, STEAM
Eliars
Steam
$300 each,
each, $900.
Insurance
dspar tDEPARTMENT OF
of insurance,
$3,500;
OF INSURANCE:
INSURANCE: Superintendent
Superintendent of
insurance, $3,500;
Wiant.sdepartDEPARTMENT
clerks-one $1,200,
deputy and examiner, $2,000;
$2,000; statistician, $1,700;
$1,700; clerks--one
two at
$900 each;
stenographer, $840;
temporary clerk
clerk hire,
$300;
hire, $300;
two
at $900
each; stenographer,
$840; temporary
in all,
.
1,340.
in
all, $1
$11,340.
urveyor'soffice.
SURVEYOR'S
OFFICE: Surveyor,
sur"Y"'s
office.
S
URVEYOR'S OFFICE:
Surveyor, $3,000;
$2,000;
$3,000; assistant surveyor, $2,000;
clerks-one $1,225,
$1,225, one $975,
$975, one
one $675; three
three assistant
assistant engineers,
engineers, at
at
clerks-one
$1,500 each;
record clerk,
clerk, $1,050;
$1,050; inspector,
inspector,
$1,200; record
each; computer,
computer, $1,200;
$1,500
$1,275;
draftsmen-one $1,225,
one $900;
assistant computer
computer $900;
$900; assistant
$900;
$1,275; draftsmen-one
$1,225, one
three
rodmen, at
at $825
at $700
$700 each,
two at
$825 each;
each; chainmen-three
chainmen-three at
each, two
at
three rodmen,
$650
and transitman,
transitman, $1,200;
$1,200; in
all, $26,000;
$650 each;
each; computer
computer and
in all,
$26,000;
Temporary " -vic.
"'
For services
services of
temporary draftsmen,
addiTeporary
of temporary
draftsmen, computers,
computers, laborers,
laborers, additional field
field party
required, purchase
purchase of
of supplies,
supplies, care
of
tional
party,when
when required,
care or
or hire
hire of
teams,
$5,575, all expenditures
expenditures hereunder
to be
be made
made only
only on
on the
teams, $5,575,
hereunder to
the
written
written authority
authority of the
the commissioners;
commissioners;
In all,
$31,575.
In
all,
$31,575.
Female employment
emImploErmat
OF FEMALES: To carry out the
the Act
Act to regulate
inspectors.
EMPLOYMENT or
regulate the
the
olM38, p.
Vol.
p.291.
291.
hours of employment
employment and safeguard
the health
employed
hours
safeguard the
health of
of females
females employed
in
approved February
twenty-fourth, nineninein the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
February twenty-fourth,
teen hundred and fourteen, namely:
namely: For three inspectors
of
inspectors (two of
whom shall be women) at $1,200 each;
each; stenographer and clerk, $900;
$900;
in all,
$4,500.
in
all, $4,500.
Free Public Lftar y
LIBRARY, INCLUDING
FREE PUBLIC
PTakoma
iTakPark
and Fand
PIA3LIC LIBRARY,
INCLUDING TAKOMA PARK BRANCH:
BRANCH: LibraLibrabranch.
bran.
nrian,
assistant librarian, $1,500;
ri an, $4,000;
$1,500; chief circulating
department,
Salaries.
$4,000; assistant
circulating department,
$1,200;
children's work, $1,500; children's librarian,
librarian, $1,000;
$1,200; director
director of children's
$1,000;
assistant in charge
of school
school work, $1,000;
charge of
$1,000; librarian'
librarian'ss secretary,
secretary,
$1,000; Takoma
Takoma Park
Park branch
branch librarian, $1,000;
$1,000; chiefs of
divisionsof divisionsorder
order and
and accessions
$1,200; industrial
$1,200; reference
reference librarian
librarian
accessions $1,200;
industrial $1,200;
$1,000; assistants-one
assistants-one $1,000, one in charge of
periodicals $1,000,
$1,000,
of periodicals
one $900,
$900, seven at $840 each, seven (including one for the Takoma
Takoma
Park branch) at $720 each, three at $600
$600 each, three (including
(including one
for Takoma
Takoma Park branch) at $540 each; copyist, $540; classifier,
classifier, $900;
$900;
cataloguers-one
one $720,
two at
$600 eac
h;stenographers
stenographers and
and
cataloguers-one $840,
$840, one
$720, two
at $600
each;
typewriters-one $900, one
typewriters-one
one $720;
$720; attendants-one
attendants-one $720,
six at
at $600
$600
$720, six
each, five at $540 each;
each; collator,
collator, $540;
$540; three messengers,
messengers, at
at $600
$600
each; ten pages, at $420
$420 each; three
three janitors,
janitors, at
at $480
$480 each,
each, one
one of
of
whom shal
shall act as night
of Takoma
Park branch,
branch,
night watchman;
watchman; janitor
janitor of
Takoma Park
xxaminers

steam

.
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$360;
workman, $600; library
$360; engineer
engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; fireman,
fireman, $720; workman,
library guard
guard,
$720; two cloakroom
cloakroom attendants,
attend an t
s,a
$360 each;
eac h; s
i
x charwomen,
at
att$360
six
charwomen, at
$240 each; in all, $59,420.
$59,420.
For substitutes
substitutes and
and other special
For
special and temporary service,
service, including Substitutes.
subsututes.
the conducting
conducting of
stations in public-school
discretion
the
of stations
public-school buildings, at the discretion
of the librarian,
librarian, $2,000.
$2,000.
For
services on
half holiFor extra
extra services
on Sundays, holidays, and Saturday half
holi ing.
Sunday,
open
Sunday, etc.,
etc., opendays, $2,000.
da,
$2,000.
tg
MISCELLANEOUS, INCLUDING
TAKOMA PARK
PARK BRANCH:
BRANCH: For books
MISCELLANEOUS,
INCLUDING TAKOMA
books, Mtscelaneous.
Miscellaneous.
periodicals,
periodicals, and newspapers,
newspapers, including
including payment in advance
advance for
for subsub
scriptions
to
periodi
ca
l
s
,
newspapers,
su
b
scription
b
ooks,
and
society
scriptions to periodicals, newspapers, subscription books, and society
publications, $10,000;
$10,000;
For binding, by contract or otherwise, including necessary
necessary personal
personal
services, $5,000;
services,
$5,000;
For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up buildi,
buildings, lunch
lunchroom equipment; purchase, exchange, and maintenance of bicycles
bicycle
motor
delivery
vehicle
s; and
an d other
oth er con
ngent expenses,
and
deliverypurch
vehicles;
contingent
expenses, $9,000
$9,000;
roommotor
equipment;
ase ,exc
hange,
an
dtimaintenancelOr
i
In all,
all, $24,000.
In
$24,000.
CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES.
For printing,
printing, checks,
. For
aw books,
books,books
books o
periodchecks, books,
books, l
law
offreference,
reference, period-

detection of
rau d
s on
on the
the revenue;
icals, stationery;
stationery; detection
of f
frauds
revenue; surveying
surveying
instruments and implements;
instruments
implements; drawing
drawing materials;
materials; binding;
binding; rebinding,
rebinding,
repairing,
and preservation
ecord
s; ma
i
nt
ai
ni
ng an
d k
eep i
ng
repairing, and
preservation of
of r
records;
maintaining
and
keeping
in good.
the laboratory
and apparatus
apparat
us in
i
n the
th e office
offi ce of
of t
he
good order the
laboratory and
the
inspector of
asphalt and
cement; dama
ges; livery,
livery, purchase,
purchase, and
of asphalt
and cement;
damages;
and care
care
horses and
or buggies
buggies an
db
icycl
es no
provided
of horses
and carriages
carriages or
and
bicycles
nottotherwise
otherwise provided
for; horseshoeing;
horseshoeing; ice; repairs
to pound
use of
of bicycles
bicycles by
by
repairs to
pound and
and vehicles;
vehicles; use
inspectors
inspectors in
the engineer
engineer department
department not
no tto
t
o excee
$800 and
and other
other
in the
exceedd $800;
general
of District
District offi
ces ,
i
ncl
u ding th
i
nkinggeneral necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
offices,
including
thee s
sinkingfund office, Board of
Charities, including
including an
an allowance
all owance t
o the
th e p
urc has of Charities,
to
purchasing officer and to the secretary
secretary of the
the Board
of Charities
Charities of
excee dBoard of
of not
not exceeding $300 each per annum
annum for
maintenance of
of vehicle
for use
the disdisfor maintenance
vehicle for
use in
in the
charge
charge of their
duties, excise
personal-t ax board,
board,
their official
official duties,
excise board,
board, personal-tax
harbor master,
department, surveyor's
surveyor' s office,
offi ce ,
su per i
nt
en d
en t
master, health
health department,
superintendent
of weights, measures, and
department of
of insurance,
insurance,
and markets
markets office,
office, and
and department
and purchase of new apparatus and laboratory
laboratory equipment
in office
equipment in
office of
of
inspector of
and cement,
th e commissioners
comm i
ss i
oners shall
inspector
of asphalt
asphalt and
cement, $39,000;
$39,000; an
anddthe
shall
so apportion
apportion this
sum as
prevent a
adeficiency
deficiency therein.
therein.
this sum
as to
to prevent

Contingent
expenses.
Contntexpns.

For printing
Printing reports,
reports, fisthe calPrtang
For
printing all annual and special reports
reports of the government
government of
of the
fi
year 1917.
District of
District
of Columbia
Columbia for
fiscal year
ending June
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen a year 1917.
hundred and seventeen,
for submission
Congress, $5,000.
seventeen, for
submission to
to Congress,
$5,000.
Amerithe property
in square
square one
That the
property situated
situated in
hundred
and
seventy-three canDau
one
hundred
and seventy-three
AmeriDa Revolution
ughters of .
Ai
/th
.
.
.
*can
Revolution.
in the City
City of
Washmgton, District
of Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, described
described as
as lots
lots four,
four, Lots
Lots exempt
exempt from
from
five
five, six, seven, and eleven, inclusive,
inclusive, occupied
occupied by
by. the
the Daughters
tax..nte, p.
Daughters "AU,
514.
p. 514.
of the American
American Revolution,
Revolution, be,
and the
hereby, exempt
from
be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
exempt from
and after February'
February twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
nineteen hundred
from all taxation so long as the same
so occupied
used, subject
subject
same is so
occupied and
and used,
19, p. 399.
to the
to
of section
section eight
of the
the provisions
provisions of
eight of
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March third,
third, Vol.
Vol 19,
p. 399
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-seven,
seventy-seven, providing
of
providing for
for exemptions
exemptions of
church and school property, and
amendatory thereof;
thereof; and
and there
there Reund.
and Acts amendatory
is hereby appropriated
appropriated out
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
out of any
any money
the
United States, not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $99.19,
$99.19, the
the
proportion
proportion of taxes
lots since
February twenty-third,
taxes upon
upon said
said lots
since February
twenty-third,
nineteen hundred and
Secretary of
of the
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and the
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury iss
authorized to pay said
hereby authorized
of $99.19
$99.19 to
the treasurer
treasurer of
said sum
sum of
to the
of the
the
National Society of the Daughters
National
Daughters of the
American Revolution.
Revolution.
the American
For maintenance,
maintenance, care,
repair of
of automobiles,
automobiles, motorcycles,
motorcycles, and
care, and
and repair
and Msto vehcles.
motor trucks, acquired for
for the
District of
the District
that are
are not
not
of Columbia,
Columbia, that
otherwise herein provided for,
including such
services in
in
for, including
such personal
personal services
91890°-voL
91890
°—VOL 39-Pr
39—Pr 1-64
1-64
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connection
not otherwise
otherwise herein
herein authorized,
authorized, as
as the
the comconnection therewith
therewith not
commissioners shall
writing specially
specially order;
order; and
and for
for the
missioners
shall in
in writing
the purchase
purchase of
of two
two
new and
and exchange
exchange of
of five
motor vehicles
specified, namely:
namely:
new
five motor
vehicles herein
herein specified,
for the
offices of
the civilian
civilian commissioners,
commissioners, including
Automobiles for
the offices
of the
including
the
assessor's office
and office
of Children's
the assessor's
office and
office of
of Board
Board of
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, and
and
the
including the
the assistants
the engineer
engineer
the engineer
engineer commissioner,
commissioner, including
assistants to
to the
commissioner,
building-inspection and
and street-cleaning
street-cleaning divisions,
commissioner, building-inspection
divisions,
surveyor's
office, electrical
electrical department,
department, the
the superintendent
conof consuperintendent of
surveyor's office,
struction,
in all,
one to
be purchased
purchased new
all, including
including one
to be
new and
and three
three
struction, twenty
twenty in
purchased in
to be
be purchased
in lieu of
of old
old ones to be exchanged
exchanged hereunder,
hereunder, as
as
follows:
follows:
superintendent of
automobile, to
be purchased
purchased
For the superintendent
of streets,
streets, one
one automobile,
to be
new;
the sanitary
sanitary and
and food
food inspection
inspection service,
service, health
one
new; for
for the
health office,
office, one
automobile
be purchased
purchased in
in lieu
of one
one to
automobile to
to be
lieu of
to be
be exchanged;
exchanged; and
and for
for
the
division, two
purchased in
in lieu
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning division,
two automobiles
automobiles to
to be
be purchased
lieu
of two
automobiles to
to be
be exchanged;
of
two automobiles
exchanged;
Motorcycles: One
One for
for the
the plumbing-inspection
plumbing-inspection division
five for
Motorcycles:
division, five
for
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning division, including two
purchased in
two to
to be purchased
in lieu
motorcycles to
of two motorcycles
to be exchanged,
exchanged, and
and four
four for the
the electrical
electrical
department,
one to
be purchased
new, ten
ten in
department, including
including one
to be
purchased new,
in all;
all;
municipal architect's
for the
Motor trucks:
trucks: One
One for
for the
the municipal
architect's office,
office, two
two for
the
electrical
street-cleaning division,
electrical department,
department, one for
for the
the street-cleaning
division, and
and one
one
for
parking commission,
all;
commission, five
five in
in all;
for the parking
reIn all,
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $18,860.
All of
of said
motor vehicles
and
vehicles and
said motor
$18,860. All
for motor
all, for
In
reall other motor vehicles provided
provided for in this Act and all
all horse-drawn
horse-drawn
carriages and buggies owned
carriages
owned by
by the District
District of Columbia shall
shall be
for purposes
purposes directly
directly pertaining
pertainin to
to the
public services
services of
of
used only for
the public
shall be
be under
the direction
and control
control of
of the
comsaid District,
District, and shall
under the
direction and
the commissioners, who may from time to
to time alter or
or change the
the assignment
assignment
for use thereof or direct the joint or interchangeable
interchangeable use of any of
of
the
same by
and employees
of the
the District:
That
Provided, That
officials and
employees of
District: Provided,
the same
by officials
no automobile shall be acquired hereunder,
hereunder, by purchase
purchase or exchange,
at aacost, including the value of a
a vehicle
vehicle exchanged,
exchanged, exceeding $700
$700
for one seating more than two persons, $500 for one seating not more

Automouil.e
Automobiles.

Motorcycles.
MotorCim.

Motor
trucks.
Motortroces.

Use by
by officls
°filch&
stricted.

U

riitno.

Provisos.
Limit of cost.

Distinctive
color and
Distincvecolorand
marking.

kig.

h

on useeof

,Restrion°n
estricton
etc.

1917.
1917.

us

a

than two
two persons,
motor truck:
truck: Provided
further,
than
persons, or
or $2,000
$2,000 for
for a
a motor
Providedfurther,

That hereafter all motor vehicles
vehicles and all horse-drawn
horse-drawn carriages
carriages and
buggies
buggies owned by the District of Columbia shall be of uniform color
color
and have painted conspicuously
conspicuously thereon,
thereon in letters not
not less
less than
than
three inches high and markedly
contrasting in color with the body
markedly contrasting
the vehicle,
color of
of the
vehicle, the
the words,
words, "District
"District of
of Columbia."
Columbia."
purchase
Appropriations in
in this
this Act
shall not
pen dedfor
f
or the
the purchase
not b
bee ex
expended
Act shall
Appropriations

or maintenance of horses or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for the use of the
commissioners, or for the purchase
maintenance of horses or horsepurchase or maintenance
drawn vehicles for inspection
inspection or other purposes for those
or
those officials
officials or
employees .provided
provided with
motor vehicles.
motor
vehicles.
with
employees
L
ofee
or
Limit otexpenses for
horses, etc.
Appropriations
in this
this Act,
ppropri
ati ons for
f
or t
he m
iliti a,
horseset
so.
Appropriations in
Act, except
except a
appropriations
the
militia,
shall not be
used for the purchase, livery,
livery, or maintenance of horses,
.
purchase, maintenance,
carriages
or for the purchase,
maintenance, or repair of buggies or carriages
and harness, except as provided for in the appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses or unless the appropriation from which
which
the same is proposed to be paid shall specifically
specifically authorize
authorize such
purchase, livery, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair, and except
except also as hereinhereinafter
authorized.
after authorized.
Appropriations
the payment
Appropriations in
in this Act shall not be
be used
used for
for the
payment of
of
premiums or other costs of fire i
nsurance .
sped residence
Specified
resence premiums or other costs of fire insurance.
telephonesallowed.
maintained in the residences
residences of the superintelephones allowed.
Telephones may be maintained
superintendent of the water department,
department, superintendent
superintendent of sewers, chief
chief
inspector of the street-cleaning division,
division secretary
secretary of the Board of
inspector
Charities, health officer, chief engineer
engineer of
01the
the fire
fire department,
department, supersuperfire-alarm
intendent of police, electrical inspector in charge of the fire-alarm
Frinsu

hir,laL
hFre insuranee
a

id

pr
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operator, and
system, one fire-alarm
fire-alarm operator,
fire-alarm repair
repair men
and two
two fire-alarm
men under
under
appropriations
contained in this Act. The commissioners
d. Ca ° authoratho
appropriations contained
commissioners may con- ieConnections
nect any or all of these telephones
telephones to either the system of the Chesapeake and Potomac
Potomac Telephone
Telephone Company
Company or
or the
the telephone
system
telephone system
maintained by the Distri
ctof Columbia,
Col
umbi a,as i
n their
District
in
their judgment
judgment may
may
be most economical to the
the District.
Postage.
$12,000.
Postage.
For postage
postage for strictly official mail matter, $12,000.
Car tickets for official
The commissioners
commissioners are authorized,
authorized, in
to furnish
furnish use.
in their discretion,
discretion, to
Cuartcketforodal
necessary
transportation in connection with strictly official
necessary transportation
official business
of the District of Columbia by the purchase of car tickets from appropriations
contained in
in this Act:
propriations contained
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the expenditures
expenditures Provisos.
List
Limit.
herein
herein authorized
authorized shall be so apportioned
apportioned as not
exceed a
atotal
total of
of
not to
to exceed
li
Firemen and p
police
$5,000: Provided
That the
the provisions
Provided further,
further, That
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
noFts
o e
included.'
appropriations herein made
made for
not include
include the appropriations
and police
police
for the fire and
departments.
departments.
C,ollecting
personal
For necessary
necessary expenses,
g permnsa
expenses, including services
services of collectors or bailiffs,
bailiffs, taxsC
taxes.
in collection of overdue personal taxes by distraint and
and sale
and otherothersale and
wise, and for other necessary items, $4,000.
J
al expenses.
For judicial expenses,
expenses, including
including procurement
procurement of
the Judicial
of chains
chains of
of title,
title, the
udcis
Pn
printing
of Appeals
prin
ting of briefs in the Court of
_Appeals of the
Columbia,
the District of
of Columbia,
witness fees, and expert services
services in District cases before the Supreme
Supreme
Court
$5,000.
Court of said District, $5,000.
Coroner's expenses.
purchase and
or livery,
livery, of
of means
trans- C^
For purchase
and maintenance,
maintenance, hire
hire or
means of
of transe'Spportation for the coroner's office and the morgue,
morgue:jurors'
jurors' fees,
fees, witness
witness
fees, removal
deceased persons,
making autopsies,
autopsies,
.
ice,
removal of deceased
persons, making
ice, disinfectants,
disinfectants
telephone
service, and
morgue, and
telephone service,
and other
other necessary
necessary supplies
supplies for
for the
the morgue,
and
the
expenses of
of holding
holding inquests,
inquests, including
stenographic
the necessary
necessary expenses
including stenographic
testimony, and
unidentified bodies,
services in taking testimony,
and photographing
photographing unidentified
bodies,
$4,800.
$4,800.
For
establishment of
of an
ice or
or cold-storage
cold-storage plant
plant at
morgue, Morgue.
For the
the establishment
an ice
at the
the morgue,
Morgue
$1,500.
$1,500.
Advertising.
For general advertising, authorized
and required
authorized and
required by law,
and for
for Adv'ernS
law, and
General. g
tax
school notices
notices and
changes in
in regulations,
regulations, $5,000.
tax and
and school
and notices
notices of
of changes
$5,000.
Taxes in arrears.
For
arrears July
July first,
first, nineteen
For advertising
advertising notice of
of taxes
taxes in
in arrears
nineteen To.axe
26ip
Vol. 26,
p. 24.
hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen, as
required to
be given
given by
hundred
as required
to be
by Act
Act of
of March
March
nineteenth,
eighteen hundred
ninety, $3,500,
be reimbursed
nineteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety,
$3,500, to
to be
reimbursed
by a
charge of
of 50
cents for
for each
or piece
piece of
of property
advertised.
by
a charge
50 cents
each lot
lot or
property advertised.
Game and fish laws.
For enforcement
enforcement of
game and
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the Gamoe
For
of game
and fish
fish laws,
laws, to
d fish" lws.
direction
$200.
direction of
of the
the commissioners,
commissioners, $200.
Rernovingdangerons
For
the provisions
provisions of
Removsindanas
of the
the Act
first, buildings.
ro
For carrying
carrying out
out the
Act approved
approved March
March first,
30, p.e3.
p. 923.
eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, entitled
"An Act
Act to
authorize Vol.
to authorize
Vol.30,
entitled "An
eighteen hundred
the
Columbia to
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
to remove
remove dangerous
dangerous
or unsafe buildings and parts thereof,
to
thereof, and for other purposes,"
purposes," to
pay .
members of
of the
the boar
of survey
survey provided
provided for
for therem,
therem, other
other than
than
pay
members
board of
the inspector
at a
a compensation
to exceed
exceed $10
the
inspector of
of buildings,
buildings, at
compensation of
of not
not to
$10
for
survey, and
to pay
pay the
cost of
making safe
or removing
removing such
for each
each survey,
and to
the cost
of making
safe or
such
Reappropriation.
1
buildings
the refusal
refusal or
or neglect
neglect of
so to
unex- Ante,
buildings upon
upon the
of the
the owners
owners so
to do,
do, the
the unexReapop
p. 683.tio
pended
balance of
of the
appropriation made
for this
this purpose
purpose for
for the
the
made for
the appropriation
pended balance
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
reappropriated for
for the
fiscal
year nineteen
and thirteen
thirteen is
is reappropnated
the
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
and eighteen.
eighteen.
fiscal
year nineteen
hundred and
tablets.
For
erection of
of suitable
tablets to
historical places
For erection
suitable tablets
to mark
mark historical
places in
in the
the Historical
HStorlic tablet
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to be
be expended
under the
direction of
the Joint
District
expended under
the direction
of the
Joint
Reappropriation.
Committee
exceeding the
the sum
of the
the unexunex- Ante,
Committee on
on the
the Library
Library not
not exceeding
sum of
of $500
$500 of
RsegpOprp
p. 683. tio
pended
balances of
the appropriations
made for
for this
this purpose
purpose by
the
pended balances
of the
appropriations made
by the
Acts
of June
June twenty-seventh,
hundred and
and six,
six, and
and subsesubseActs of
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
quent
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts,
Acts, is
is continued
available
quent District
District of
continued available
for the
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
and eighteen.
eighteen.
for
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
Co
ois
Copies of wills to
Office
wills: For
the office
office of
of the
Office of register of
of wills:
For furnishing
furnishing to
to the
etc.
the assessor
assessor 111680890T,
e,. etc.
Aug., p.
copies of
of wills,
wills petitions
necessary papers
papers wherein
wherein title
title to
to Aie,
copies
petitions, and
and all
all necessary
p.Ima
real
estate is
is involved,
real estate
involved, $900.
$900.
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Office of recorder
recorder of deeds: For the purchase
Office
purchase and exchange
exchange of

twenty-five Elliott-Fisher
recording typewriters and
and
bound-book recording
Elliott-Fisher bound-book
otwenty-five
desks for the same, $5,409.
Pay
for copying
The recorder
deeds of the District of Columbia is authorized and
recorder of deeds
The
copying
dPay
deeds,
etc.f
directed
pay for
for copying
instruments filed
filed for
record in
in his
his office
office
for record
copying instruments
to pay
directed to
forty
of the fees collected
collected by him for filing,
filing, indexing, and
centum of
per centum
forty per
recording
said instruments,
instruments, and
the same
same rate
rate of
compensation for
for
of compensation
and the
recording said
Employees'
pay.
office
employees of the office
making
office, and employees
making copies of the records of his office,
Empo pay.
of the
the recorder
deeds of
Columbia when employed
employed
of Columbia
of the
the District of
of deeds
recorder of
of
therein
the day
day shall
shall receive
for
the rate
rate of $2.50 for
compensation at the
receive compensation
by the
therein by
each
employed, payable
out of
of the
and emoluments
emoluments of
the fees
fees and
payable out
so employed,
each day
day so
said office.
office.
Vehicle tag&
For
purchase of
of enamel
other metal
metal identification
number
identification number
or other
metal or
enamel metal
For purchase
Vehicletgs.
tags for
horse-drawn vehicles
motor
and motor
for business purposes and
used for
vehicles used
tags
for horse-drawn
vehicles
in the
of Columbia,
$1,500.
Columbia, $1,500.
District of
the District
vehicles in
rotor vehicles licenOn
nineteen hundred and sevenDecember thirty-first, nineteen
On and after December
vehdescen
Motor
ses.
teen,
identification tags
tap and registrations,
registrations, for
for
including identification
all licenses
licenses, including
teen, all
motor vehicles
vehicles heretofore
heretofore granted shall
expire and become
become null and
shall expire
motor
void,
and on
after January
first, nineteen
eighteen,
and eighteen,
nineteen hundred and
January first,
on and
and after
void, and
Annual charge hereregistration of
be charged annually for the licensing and registration
there shall be
he her there
atAnr
after.
motor
which shall
shall be paid annually to the
following fees, which
motor vehicles
vehicles the following
collector of taxes of the District of Columbia and which shall include
B
Rates'.
tag-$5
iegistration and
identification number tag—$5
and the furnishing of an identification
registration
R a.horsepower and not extwenty-four horsepower
for each vehicle of more than twenty-four
horsepower, $10 for each vehicle of more than thirty
thirty horsepower,
ceeding thirty
horsepower, $3 for each
twenty-four horsepower
horsepower or less,
each vehicle of twenty-four
horsepower,
Provisos.
and
for each
each motor
Provided, That
That
vehicle: Provided,
motor vehicle:
cycle or
or similar motor
motor cycle
and $2 for
Vehicles included.
vehesince,
the term "motor vehicle"
vehicle" used herein shall include all vehicles propelled
except
internal-combustion engines, electricity, or steam, except
pelled by internal-combustion
traction engines,
road rollers,
and vehicles
upon rails
rails and
and
vehicles propelled
propelled only
only upon
ge for
engines, road
rollers, and
Gov- traction
NoNo
charge
for Govtracks: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That motor vehicles
vehicles owned and maintained
maintained
tracks:
ernmentownd.
owned.
ement
government of
in the District of Columbia by the United States or the government
the
District
of
Columbia shallbe
shall be registered
registered and
and furnished
identification
furnished
identification
of
Columbia
for
enthe
District
Ret
Rules, etc., for entags
without cost: And provided
provided further,
Commissioners of
further, That the Commissioners
tags without
forcement.
ftorcet.
authorized to establish such rules and
the District of Columbia are authorized
regulations and to affix thereto such fines and penalties as in their
judgment are
necessary for the enforcement
enforcement of this Act and
and the
are necessary
judgment
Not required of nonregulations authorized
authorized hereunder:
further, That
That motor veProvidedfurther,
hereunder: Provided
te regulations
Nreentsoifre
residents
if registered
in
State, according
District
irdg
re- hicdes,
nsate,
hicles, owned or operated by persons not legal residents of the District
ciprocal privilege.
of Columbia but who shall have complied
ciprocapriviege.
complied with the laws of the State
registration of motor vehicles or
of their legal residence
residence requiring the registration
or
or
licensing of operators thereof and the display of identification or
reistration
registration numbers
numbers on such vehicles
vehicles and which identification
identification numbers shall be displayed on such motor vehicles as provided by the
laws and regulations
regulations of the District of Columbia while used or operated
operated
within the District, shall not
licensed or
not be required
required to
to be licensed
or registered
registered
or
identification numbers
or bear
bear other identification
numbers under
under the
the laws
laws and regulations
regulations
of the District if the State in which the owner or operator of such
such
motor vehicle has his legal residence extends the same privilege to the
District
residents of the District
motor vehicles owned or operated by legal residents
Speed, etc., limitaof Columbia:
Columbia: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That on and after
after July first, nineteen
tions. ' etc., 'taof
tIs
hundred and seventeen, the Commissioners of the District
District of
of Columbia be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to make and
enforce all
in the
the
motor vehicles
vehicles in
speed of motor
enforce
all regulations
regulations governing the speed
ol
621.
Vol. 34, p.6 621.
V. p. .
District of Columbia,
Columbia, subject to the penalties prescribed
prescribed in the Act
approved June
June twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and
and six.
six.
nineteen hundred
fire injuinj- approved
g fire
RBe
Repairing
ries.

Reaproiatio
Reapproptiation.
Ante,p.
Ante,
p. 6S.t
664.

For
repair of
of buildings
owned and
and used
used by
the District
of Columbia
Columbia,
For repair
buildings owned
by the
District of
when
injured
by
fire,
the
unexpended
balance
of
the
appropriation
of
of
appropriation
the
of
balance
unexpended
the
fire,
by
when injured
$10,000
hundred and ten is reap$10,000 made for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
propriated
nineteen
propriated and continued available during the fiscal year nineteen
hundred and eighteen.
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Evoke to markets.
BR4pitonirkt.
For
maintenance and repairs
repairs to markets, $3,500.
For maintenance
For repainting
repainting interior of Eastern Market, $2,300.
For repainting
$2,700.
repainting interior of Western Market, $2,700.
For
Western Market,
For repainting
repainting exterior of
of Western
Market, $750.
$750.
Farmers' Produce
Produce
roof of small shelter
shelter at the Farmers'
For repainting
repainting roof
Market,
Market, $200.
Fish whar
wharf and
ad mararFih
For
maintenance and repair of fish wharf
wharf and market, $500.
$500.
For maintenance
ket.
municipal fish wharf
market, $500.
For lighting the
the new municipal
wharf and
and market,
Refrigerating ptplantrefrigerating plant, in- RpwaUtng
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repairs to refrigerating
For
cluding
salary of engineer
engineer at not
exceeding $1,000
annum, and
$1,000 per
per annum,
not exceeding
eluding salary
watchman
exceeding $600 per annum, $3,000.
$3,000.
watchman at not exceeding
Vehicles,
dVehicles, superinSuperintendent weights, measures, and markets office:
Superintendent
tendent of weightetc.
For one auto truck, to be used on the lighter work of the inspectors etc.
of weights
weights and measures, $600.
For
at $300
$300 each, $600.
of two
two auto
auto trucks at
repair of
For maintenance
maintenance and repair
For
allowance to
superintendent of weights,
weights, measures,
measures, and
and
to the
the superintendent
For allowance
markets for
for maintenance
maintenance of motor vehicle
performance
vehicle used
used in the performance
markets
of official
per month, $300.
at not to
to exceed
exceed $25 per
duties, at
of
official duties,
Constructing
For
revetment wall on land
hSfS
land etc.,
ct Water Streetwharf,
the construction
construction of wharf
wharf including
including revetment
For the
SW.
belonging to
United States
States lying
lying south
south of Water Street,
between
Street, between
the United
to the
belonging
M
and N Streets
Streets Southwest, $53,000.
$53,000.
M and

IMPROVEMENTS AND
REPAIRS.
AND REPAIRS.
IMPROVEMENTS

Improvement
and
o a

- .P.

t and
d

P"'
Ali4SESKIKENT
assessment and permit work, mit work. "orkt
tend per
WORK: For assessment
PERrIT WORK:
AND PERMIT
AsESMENTT AND
maintenance of motor
including
of one motor
motor truck and the maintenance
purchase of
including purchase
vehicles,
vehicles, $220,000.
$220,000.
a.d
ite
Wort.on streets
WORK ON
STREETS AND
AND AVENUES:
AVENUES: For
avenues Work
1"i
streets and avenues
For work
work on streets
ON STREETS
WORK
named
in Appendix
K, Book
nineteen hundred and ave
avenues"
of Estimates,
Estimates, nineteen
Book of
Appendix K,
named in
eighteen,
$153,100, to
to be expended in the discretion of the comcorneighteen, $153,100,
missioners upon
streets and
and avenues
avenues specified
in the
the schedules
named
schedules named
specified in
upon streets
missioners
in
appendix and in
aggregate for each schedule as stated
in the
the aggregate
in said
said appendix
herein, namely:
herein,
namely:
Schedules.
GEORGETOWN
$4,000.
SCHEDULE: $4,000.
GEORGETOWN SCHEDULE:
NORTHWEST
SCHEDULE: $55,900.
$55,900.
SECTION SCHEDULE:
NOBTHWEST SECTION
SOUTHWEST
SCHEDULE: $27,500.
$27,500.
SECTION SCHEDULE:
SOUTHWEST SECTION
SOUTHEAST
SECTION SCHEDULE:
$32,600.
SCHEDULE: $32,600.
SOUTHEAST SECTION
NORTHEAST
SECTION SCHEDULE:
$33,100.
SCHEDULE: $33,100.
NOBTHEAST SECTION
Prot**.
mo.of contracts.
Provided,
schedules shall Order
in said
said schedules
avenues named in
streets and
and avenues
That streets
Provided, That
be contracted
for in
in the order
appear in said schedules
schedules, Order
in which they appear
order in
contracted for
be
nearly as practicable,
practicable, and shall
completed in such order as nearly
and be completed
be
paved, in
the discretion
discretion of
of the
commissioners, instead
instead of being
the commissioners,
in the
be paved,
graded
graded and regulated.
8 pb
t for
for asphalt
Under appropriations
in this
Act no
shall be
u:,n
v neaL
i
it
be LmSt
no contract
contract shall
this Act
contained in
appropriations contained
Under
made
relaying sheet
sheet asphalt
asphalt or
or asphalt
asphalt block
block pavement
pavement Pa
or relaying
for making
making or
made for
at aa higher
price than
per square
yard for
for aa quality
to
equal to
quality equal
square yard
$1.80 per
than $1.80
higher price
at
the best
in the
Columbia during the years nineteen
nineteen
of Columbia
the District of
laid in
best laid
the
hundred
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, inclusive,
to nineteen
and fourteen to
hundred and
heavy
and
with same
depth of
of base:
That these
conditions as
to Increas ,tor
br hemy
as to
these conditions
Provided, That
base: Provided,
same depth
and with
price
and depth
depth of
of base
base shall
shall not
streets on which,
thdli4 "e•
which, tr.etc
to those
those streets
not apply
apply to
price and
the judgment
by reason
reason of
heavy traffic,
traffic,
of heavy
commissioners, by
of the
the commissioners,
judgment of
m the
poor
foundation, or
or other
causes, a
pavement of
more than
than ordinary
ordinary
of more
a pavement
other causes,
poor foundation,
atrength is
is required,
in which
the limit
limit of
of price
increased
may be
be increased
price may
case the
which case
required, in
strength
to
$2 per
yard.
to $2
per square
square yard.
Repaving FourStreet SW.
For
with asphalt
granite block
block roadway
roadway of
of Fourteenth
Fourteenth teenth
teetstns.rthe granite
asphalt the
For repaving
repa ing with
Street southwest,
Street to
fifty-five feet wide,
to D Street, fifty-five
B Street
from B
southwest, from
Street
$7,200.
$7,200.
Reparft IC Street
For repaving
with asphalt
asphalt the
the granite
granite block
roadway of
of K
Street NW.,
Nw.w,wiStoci
K Street
block roadway
For
repaving with
cle
to Rock Creek.
northwest,
to Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Street,
Street, forty
forty «,toao&c,.
Circle to
Washington Circle
from Washington
northwest, from
feet
wide, $14,500.
$14,500.
feet wide,
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For
with asphalt
asphalt the
the granite
block roadway
K Street
For repaving
repaving with
granite block
roadway of
of K
Street
northwest, from Twenty-sixth
Street to
feet wide,
Twenty-sixth Street
to Rock
Rock Creek,
Creek, forty
forty feet
wide,

Repaving
Repavin g First
First
r st

Street NW.
Stret.

Fi

$11,500.
$11,500.
For repaving
repaving with
with asphalt
the granite
roadway of
First
of First
block roadway
granite block
asphalt the
For

Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
to B
B Street,
present
Street northwest,
northwest, from Pennsylvania
Street, present
width, $4,000.
width,
$4,000.
Repaving ThirFor repaving
roadway of
of Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street
northStreet norththe roadway
asphalt the
with asphalt
repaving with
teenth Street NW.hreeN For
teeaving
west, from
from E
Street
to F
F Street,
sixty feet
wide,
$7,500.
west,
E
Street
to
Street,
sixty
feet
wide,
$7,500.
NWRe.paving D Street
For repaving
repaving with
with asphalt
asphalt the
the roadway
roadway of
of D
Street northwest,
from
D treet
D Street
northwest, from
For
NW.

Street to
Thirteenth Street,
Street, forty
feet wide,
wide, $3,800.
$3,800.
forty feet
to Thirteenth
Twelfth Street
Twentieth Twelfth
RepavinggTwentieth
Repavin
Street
For
repaving with
asphalt the
the roadway
of Twentieth
Twentieth Street
Street northnorthtreet NW.
NW.
For repaving
with asphalt
roadway of
Street, thirty-two
thirty-two feet
$3,500.
wide, $3,500.
feet wide,
K Street,
to K
I Street
Street to
from I
west, from
Wsconsin west,
epaviggWisconsin
Repavin
Avenue
Avenue NW.
N.
repaving with asphalt
For repaving
asphalt the
roadway of
of Wisconsin
Avenue northnorththe roadway
Wisconsin Avenue
west, from
west,
P Street,
Street, present
present width,
from M
M Street
Street to
to P
width, forty-seven
forty-seven feet
feet and
and
thirty-five feet, $10,000.
Repavin g First thirty-five feet, $10,000.
For
the granite
granite block
block roadway
First Street
treetpNwg
First
For repaving
repaving with
with asphalt
asphalt the
roadway of
of First
Street
Street
NW.
northwest, between
Street and
northwest,
between Defrees
Defrees Street
and I
I Street,
Street, thirty-two
thirty-two feet
feet wide,
wide,
$1,350.
$1,350.
Fourteenth Street
In connection
connection with
the item
item contained
contained in
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
N teth treet In
with the
in the
District of
NW.
Property
owners to
to appropriation Act
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen
seventeen
hundred and
Act for
for the
Ropetvault
aowners
modify
roofs to appropriation
cermi
g
rmitt street
widen- providing
for repaving
repaving with
with asphalt
treet widenproviding for
asphalt the
the roadway
roadway of
of Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street
Street
northwest,
from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Avenue
to F
feet wide,
Ante,
685.
northwest, from
Avenue to
F Street,
Street, seventy
seventy feet
wide,
At, p. 685.
the
owners of
abutting property
are hereby
hereby required
to modify
modify the
the
the owners
of the
the abutting
roperty are
required to
roofs of the vaults
roofs
vaults now
now under
under the
sidewalk on
said street
the sidewalk
on said
street between
between the
the
limits
own expense,
expense, so
so as
permit the
the widening
of
limits named,
named, at
at their
their own
as to
to permit
widening of
the
roadway
of
said
street
to
seventy
feet.
feet.
to
seventy
of
said
street
sbdiFarm
the
roadway
By
Barry
subdivision.
Under
making appropriations
appropriations to
vision.
Under the
the authority
authority contained
contained in
in the
the Act
Act making
to
New highway pplann
provide for
for the
the expenses
the government
the District
District of
of Columbia
for,
o authorized.
authorShed.
provide
expenses of
of the
government of
of the
Columbia
l
Vol.
37, p.
950.
ol. 37,
p.950.
for the fiscal year ending June
nineteen hundred
hundred and
June thirtieth, nineteen
and fourfourteen,
and for
other purposes,
authorizes the
the commissioners
to
teen, and
for other
purposes, which
which authorizes
commissioners to
prepare
new highway
highway plan
plan for
for any
any portion
portion of
prepare a
anew
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
under
the conditions
conditions therein
therein named,
named, the
said commissioners
commissioners are
are auunder the
the said
authorized
directed to
to prepare
new highway
highway plan
portion
thorized and
and directed
prepare aanew
plan for
for that
that portion
Proviso,
of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia mcluded
in the
the subdivision
known as
as
subdivision known
within
included with
of the
Prono.
Width
ghways. Barry
Barry Farm:
Farm: Provided,
That the
width of
any highway
highway shown
shown on
said
Width of
of hi
highways.
Provided,That
the width
of any
on said
new plan
shall be
be not
not less
forty feet.
feet.
than forty
plan shall
less than
openng,
etO
pen
ni gs,
exten- new
sions, etc,
etc., authorizedsions,
ute.
Upon
the approval
approval of
of said
subdivision of
of
Upon the
said new
new highway
highway plan
plan for
for said
said subdivision
Barry
Farm, the
open, extend,
extend,
Barry Farm,
the said
said commissioners
commissioners are
are authorized
authorized to
to open,
or
any street,
road, or
laid down
plan,
or widen
widen any
street, avenue,
avenue, road,
or highway
highway laid
down on
on said
said plan,
and in
and
in the
the interest
mterest of
economy where
buildings project
beyond the
the
of economy
where buildings
project beyond
Condemnation
ro- highway
shown on
on said
and it
such
to move
move such
plans, and
it is
is practicable
practicable to
lines shown
said plans,
highway lines
ondemnation pro
ceedings, etc.
P
ceedings,etc.
buildings back
back to
to such highway
buildings
highway. lines, the
said commissioners
commissioners are
are
the said
authorized
authorized to
to designate
such buildings
of condemnacondemnadesignate such
buildings in
in the
the petition
petition of
tion as
as buildings
buildings to
to bo
be moved,
and when
wh enso d
esigna t
edth
con d
emnation
moved, and
designated
thee condemnation jury
shall allow
amages t
h buildings
buildings no
tion
jury shall
allow in
in its
its verdict
verdict for
for d
damages
too suc
such
no
greater amount than
greater
than may
necessary t
h buildings;
bu ildings; and
and
may be
be necessary
too move suc
such
the commissioners
are further
include in
in such
such highways
the
commissioners are
further authorized
authorized to
to include
highways
any land
District of
that th
ey shall
shall d
ee m
land owned
owned by
by the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia that
they
deem
ent ofcosts,etc.
stset. any
Payment
paocet.
necessary.
proceedings and
and all
necessary.. The cost of said condemnation
condemnation proceedings
all
expenses
incident thereto,
thereto, including
th e cost
cos to
surveys an
the
expenses incident
including the
offsurveys
andd o
offthe
preparation of
of plats,
plats, shall
be paid
paid from
f
rom the
herein
preparation
shall be
the appropriation
appropriation herein
made
extension of
of streets
streets and
made for
for the
the extension
and avenues.
avenues.
Grading.
Grad
GRADING
ALLEYS, AND
labor,
GRADING STREETS,
STREETS, ALIFYS,
AND ROADS:
ROADS :For l
ab
or ,purchase
purchase and
and
repair
cars, carts,
carts, tools,
or hire
hire of
ofsame,
an d h
orses; an
d labor
l
ab
or o
repair of
of cars,
tools, or
same, and
horses;
and
off
the inmates of
of the Washington
Washington A
sylum and
an dJail
Jail may
may be
used in
in conconAsylum
be used
nection with
with this
$25,000.
nection
this work,
work, $25,000.
Condnaton
Condemnation.
CONDEMNATION OF
OF STREETS,
STREETS, RO
CoNnEmNATioN
ADS AND
AND A
LIFTS :For
For purchase
purchase or
or
ROADS,
ALLEYS:
Suburban
conderanation of
s,
anti alleys,
;Refs, $1,000.
subur roads
roads and condemnation
of streets,
streets, road
roads,
and
$1,000.
sastr.
CONSTRUCTION
OF SUBURBAN
ROADS: For
streets.
C
ONSTRUCTION OF
SUBURBAN ROADS:
construction of
of suburban
suburban
For construction
roads and
and surburban
surburban streets,
street s,t
o be
to
be disbursed
disbursed and
and accounted
accounted for
for as
as
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of do
tco2tin
streets," and for ignated
"Construction
"Construction of suburban
suburban roads and surburban streets,"
C°°°°°°tf°
31 of
streets,
etc.d°3treet.
e

fund, as follows:
constitute one
that purpose
shall constitute
one fund,
it shall
purpose it
that

Northwest.
Morrison Street,
Street, Connecticut Avenue to Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Northwest. Morrison
Street,
$6,400;
Street, pave, $6,400;
Forty-first
Connecticut Avenue to Forty-first
Northwest. Livingston
Livingston Street,
Street, Connecticut
Northwest.
Street,
$12,800;
Street, pave, $12,800;
Northwest.
Legation Street,
Connecticut Avenue to Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Street, Connecticut
Northwest. Legation
Street,
Street, pave, $7,000;
Northwest.
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, Tilden Street to Pierce Mill
Northwest. Connecticut
Road,
pave $5,800;
$5,800;
Road, pave,
Northwest.
Shepherd Street, Fourth to Fifth Streets,
Streets, pave,
Northwest. Shepherd
$3,800;
$3,800;
Northwest.
Shepherd Street,
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to Fourteenth
Street, Georgia
Northwest. Shepherd
Street, pave,
$16,600;
pave, $16,600;
Street,
Northeast.
Douglas Street,
Street, Tenth to Twelfth Streets, pave,
Northeast. Douglas
$3,600;
$3,600;
Northeast.
Jackson Street to Lawrence
Lawrence Street,
Street,
Street, Jackson
Twentieth Street,
Northeast. Twentieth
$3,700;
grade and improve, $3,700;
Twenty-second Streets,
Northeast. Kearney
Kearney Street, Twentieth to Twenty-second
Northeast.
grade
$2,100;
improve, $2,100;
grade and improve,
Avenue, pave,
Northwest.
Street, east
Connecticut Avenue,
east of Connecticut
Jocelyn Street,
Northwest. Jocelyn
$2,900;
$2,900;
Northwest. Buchanan
Fourteenth to Sixteenth Streets,
Street, Fourteenth
Buchanan Street,
Northwest.
pave,
$7,900;
pave, $7,900;
Northwest. Allison
Allison Street,
Fourteenth to
to Fifteenth Streets, pave,
Street, Fourteenth
Northwest.
$4,200;
Shepherd
Northwest. Fifth
Street, Rock
Rock Creek
Church Road to Shepherd
Creek Church
Fifth Street,
Northwest.
Street,
$5,500;
pave, $5,500;
Street, pave,
Southeast. Twenty-fifth
Pennsylvania Avenue to Q Street,
Street, Pennsylvania
Twenty-fifth Street,
Southeast.
grade, $4,700;
$4,700;
grade,
Northwest. Adams
Clydesdale Place to Harvard
Harvard
Road, Clydesdale
Mill Road,
Adams Mill
Northwest.
Street,
grade, $6,400;
Street, grade,
Northwest.
Massachusetts Avenue to MaThirty-eighth Street, Massachusetts
Northwest. Thirty-eighth
comb Street, pave, $13,700;
$13,700;
comb
Northwest. Woodley
Woodley Road,
Avenue to
Idaho Avenue,
to Idaho
Wisconsin Avenue
Road, Wisconsin
Northwest.
grade and
and improve,
$7,200;
improve, $7,200;
grade
Southeast.
Talbert Street,
Street, Nichols
Shannon Place,
to Shannon
Avenue to
Nichols Avenue
Southeast. Talbert
pave,
$2,700;
pave, $2,700;
Southeast.
Shannon Place,
Chicago Street
Street to south terminus
Place, Chicago
Southeast. Shannon
Shannon Place,
pave, $6,800;
$6,800;
Place, pave,
Shannon
Northwest.
Street, U
U to
to V
$2,800;
pave, $2,800;
Streets, pave,
V Streets,
Ninth Street,
Northwest. Ninth
Northwest.
Georgia Avenue
Avenue to
Iowa Avenue,
pave,
Avenue, pave,
to Iowa
Street, Georgia
Allison Street,
Northwest. Allison
$4,200;
$4,200;
Northwest.
Street, Georgia
to Iowa
Avenue,
Iowa Avenue,
Avenue to
Georgia Avenue
Webster Street,
Northwest. Webster
pave, $2,400;
pave,
Northwest.
Iowa Avenue,
Avenue, Webster
Webster Street
to Allison
Allison Street,
pave,
Street, pave,
Street to
Northwest. Iowa
$6,000;
$6,000;
Northeast.
Sixteenth Street,
Road to
to Rhode
Rhode Island
Brentwood Road
Street, Brentwood
Northeast. Sixteenth
Avenue, grade
$2,5003_
improve, $2,500;
and improve,
grade and
Avenue,
Northeast.
Hamlin Street,
Street, Twelfth
to Thirteenth
grade
Streets, grade
Thirteenth Streets,
Twelfth to
Northeast. Hamlin
and
$2,300;
and improve, $2,300;
Northeast.
Thirteenth Street,
Street, Franklin
Franklin Street
Street to
to Girard
Girard Street,
Street,
Northeast. Thirteenth
grade, $1,600;
grade,
Southeast.
View Place,
Place, Morris
to Talbert
Street,
Talbert Street,
Road to
Morris Road
Mount View
Southeast. Mount
grade, $2,100;
$2,100;
grade,
Northwest. Canal
Road, retaining
wall, reconstruct,
reconstruct, $25,000;
$25,000;
retaining wall,
Canal Road,
Northwest.
Southeast.
Livingston Road,
Road, Giesboro
Giesboro Road
District of
Coof Coto District
Road to
Southeast. Livingston
lumbia line,
line, grade
and improve,
$10,000;
improve, $10,000;
grade and
lumbia
Northwest.
Ness Street,
Connecticut Avenue
AveIdaho Aveto Idaho
Avenue to
Street, Connecticut
Van Ness
Northwest. Van
nue and
Idaho Avenue,
Van Ness
Ness Street
Street to
to Pierce
Pierce Mill
Mill Road,
grade
Road, grade
Avenue, Van
and Idaho
nue,
and
$4,900;
improve, $4,900;
and improve,

Canal oar
Road.
canB
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Northwest. Fifteenth
Street, Webster
Webster Street
Street to
Northwest.
Fifteenth Street,
to Buchanan
Buchanan Street,
Street,
pave, $7,900;
$7,900;
pave,
Northwest.
Street, Allison
Allison Street
to Buchanan
Street, pave,
pave,
Northwest. Ninth
Ninth Street,
Street to
Buchanan Street,
$3,500;
$3,500;
Northeast.
Street, west
west of
of Twelfth
Twelfth Street,
Northeast. Everts
Evarts Street,
Street, grade
grade and
and imimprove, $800;
Southeast. Railroad
Railroad Avenue,
Avenue, Pennsylvania
Avenue to
to TwentyTwentySoutheast.
Pennsylvania Avenue
second Street,
$3,600;
Street, pave,
pave, $3,600;
Northeast.
and imNortheast. Otis
Otis Street,
Street, Tenth to
to Twelfth
Twelfth Streets,
Streets, grade
grade and
improve, $1,700;
$1,700;
Northwest. Channing
Northwest.
Channing Street, First to
to North Capitol
Capitol Streets,
Streets, pave,
$6,500;
$6,500;
Hobart Street, Sherman
Sherman Avenue
Georgia Avenue,
Northwest. Hobart
Avenue to
to Georgia
Avenue,
pave, $5,300;
$5,300;
McKinley Street, Connecticut
Avenue to Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Northwest. McKinley
Connecticut Avenue
Street, pave, $3,400;
Northwest.
Connecticut Avenue,
Avenue, pave,
Northwest. Kanawha
Kanawha Street
Street east
east of
of Connecticut
pave,
$5,300;
$5,300;
Northwest.
Connecticut Avenue to Twenty-sevTwenty-sevNorthwest. Woodley Road, Connecticut
enth
enth Street, pave,
pave, $7,600;
$7,600;
Northwest.
Belmont
Northwest. Ashmead
Ashmead Place,
Place, Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue to
to Belmont
$9,000;
Road, pave, $9,000;
Northwest. Belmont
Nineteenth Street to Twentieth
Northwest.
Belmont Road, Nineteenth
Twentieth
$4,800;
Street, pave,
pave, $4,800;
Northwest.
Champlain Avenue, Kalorama
Kalorama Road
Columbia
Northwest. Champlain
Road to
to Columbia
$11,800;
Road, pave, $11,800;
Northwest.
Twentieth Street, Biltmore Street
to Kalorama
Kalorama Road,
Road,
Northwest. Twentieth
Street to
pave, $11,700;
$11,700;
Northwest. Lowell Street, Wisconsin Avenue to Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
NewYorkAveueto
New
York Avem
Bladensburg
ueto
Bsladeburg Peed
oaL

Street, pave,
pave, $12,000;
$12,000;
Street,
Northeast. New
New York
York Avenue
Avenue and
to
Northeast.
and U
U Street,
Street, Florida
Florida Avenue
Avenue to

Bladensburg Road, grade,
grade, $20,000;
Bladensburg
$20,000;
Georgia Avenue
Avenue,
Northwest. Ninth Street,
Street, Georgia
Avenue to Kansas Avenue,
pave, $7,000;
$7,000;
Northwest. Seventh
Road to
Taylor
Northwest.
Seventh Street, Rock Creek
Creek Church Road
to Taylor
Street, pave,
Street,
pave, $8,800;
$8 800;
Irving Street, Fourteenth to Seventeenth
Seventeenth Streets,
Northeast. Irving
grade and improve, $5,200;
grade
$5,200;
Northwest and northeast. Longfellow
Longfellow Street from Fifth Street to
Northwest
Concord Avenue
Avenue (formerly Oregon Avenue),
Avenue), Concord Avenue
Avenue from
from
Longfellow
Longfellow Street to Kennedy
Kennedy Street, and Kennedy
Kennedy Street from ConCon$25,800;
cord Avenue to First Street northeast, grade and improve,
improve, $25,800;
Northwest
Northwest and northeast. Concord Avenue from First
First Place
Place
northwest to Blair Road northeast,
northeast, open,
open, grade,
grade, and improve,
improve,
$2,900;
$2,900;
Northeast. South Dakota Avenue, Bladensburg
Bladensburg Road to Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, grade and improve, $4,000;
$4,000;
Northeast. Vista Street, South Dakota Avenue
Avenue to Franklin Street,
Street,
grade and improve,
improve, $5,100;
$5,100;
Northwest.
Albemarle Street from Connecticut
Connecticut Avenue
Northwest. Albemarle
Avenue to Thirtyeighth Street, grade and improve,
improve, $8,000;
$8,000;
Northwest. Wyoming Avenue between Twenty-third
Northwest.
Twenty-third and Twentyfourth Streets, grade and improve, $3,600;
Northwest. Thirty-third Street,
Rittenhouse Street
Northwest.
Street, Rittenhouse
Street to
to PinePinehurst Circle, grade and improve, $12,600;
$12,600;
Northeast.
Northeast. Sixty-first Street, East Capitol Street to Eastern
Avenue, grade and improve,
improve, $20,000;
$20,000;
Northwest. Belmont Street, Sixteenth Street to Crescent Place,
pave, $7,500;
$7,500;
Northwest.
Northwest. Crescent Place, east of Belmont
Belmont Street to end of pavement,
ment, pave, $2,400;
$2,400;
In all,
al, $415,400.
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To carry
carry out the provisions
provisions contained
contained in the District of Columbia Permanentsystemof
Permanent system of
appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal year
hun dre d and
andfourteen,
f
ourt
een, M rs-tendin
ways
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
Seyadingg streets,
streets,
th
which authorizes
commissioners to
to open,
authorizes the commissioners
widen any
any etc.,VoLs1,p.
to conform
open, extend, or
or widen
. with.
Vol. Si, p. 950.
street, avenue, road, or highway
highway to conform
conform with the plan of the perrnanent system of highways
highways in that portion of
District of
of the
the District
of ColumColumWashington and
bia outside of the cities of Washington
and Georgetown
is
Georgetown, there
there is
appropriated,
appropriated, payable
payable en
tirely from
f
rom th
revenues of
entirely
thee revenues
of the
the District
District of
of
Columbia, such sum as is necessary for
Columbia
f
or sa
id purpose
purpose during
said
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
rooiso.
year nineteen
nineteen hundred and eighteen: Provided,
Prowled, That the Commis- r
Prao.
on of widensioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, directed
directed IJsoodleyRi.^
ing7os
o
l
dli
ey Road.
proceedings looking to the condemnation
to suspend
suspend all proceedings
condemnation of
of land
for
land for
the widening of Woodley
Woodley Road as
outlined on
as outlined
on the
the map
map of
of the
the permapermanent system of highways in the
the District
of Columbia
further
District of
Columbia until
until further
action
action by Congress.
Congress.

Repairs, streets, etc.
REPAIRS-STREETS,
ALLEYS: For
work of
of
Eps st
REPALRS
EETS, AVENUES,
AVENUES, AND
AND ALLEYS:
For current
current work
ctte
avenues, and alleys, including
repairs of streets, avenues,
including resurfacing
and
resurfacing and
repairs to asphalt pavements
pavements with the
other not
the same
same or
or other
not inferior
inferior
material, $315,000.
$315,000. This
appropriation shall be available for repair- Street
railway pavesttrilway
pav.
material,
This appropriation
ing pavements
of street
railways when
pavements of
street railways
when necessary;
necessary; the
thus Vol.
the amounts
amounts thus
20, p. ia.
106.
vnol.20,
expended
collected from such railroad
expended shall be collected
railroad companies
companies as
as provided
provided
by section five of "An
a permanent
"An Act providing
providing a
permanent form
government
form of
of government
for the District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved June eleventh, eighteen
huneighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
seventy-eight, and shall be
credit of
be deposited
deposited to
to the
the credit
of the
the
appropriation
appropriation for
are collected.
collected.
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year in
in which
which they
they are
Changing
t.
Chanting curbs, ate.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
The authority
commissioners in
the District
authority given the
the commissioners
in the
District of
Columbia Vol.
of Columbia
P-1WO.
appropriation
appropriation Act approved
approved March
March second,
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
seven, to make such changes in the
the lines of
the curb
curb of
of the
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue and its intersecting
intersecting streets
streets in
in connection
connection with
with their
their resurresurfacing as they may consider necessary
necessary and
advisable is
appliand advisable
is made
made applicable
cable to such other streets
streets and
avenues as
as may
may be
improved under
and avenues
be improved
under Proviso.
appropriations
contained in this Act: Provided,
appropriations contained
change Condition.
Provided, That
That no
no such
such change
conuon.
therefrom a
shall be made unless there shall result therefrom
decrease in
the
a decrease
in the
cost
cost of the
the improvement.
improvement.
Sidew,.s andndcm
Sidewalks
curb&
For
construction and
For construction
and repair
repair of
of sidewalks
sidewalks and
and curbs
curbs around
around public
public
reservations and
reservations
municipal and
and United
buildings, $25,000.
and municipal
United States
States buildings,
$25,000.
Openng,etc.,
Opening,
etc., alleys
alleys,
etc.
Hereafter
in all
opening, extension,
extension, widening,
Hereafter in
all proceedings
proceedings for
for the
the opening,
widening, minor
minor streets,
treet, etc.
straightening of alleys
or straightening
alleys and
and minor streets
streets and
and for
for the
the establishment
establishment
of building
the District
building lines
lines in the
District of
of Columbia
jury of
of condemnation
Columbia the
the jury
condemnation Asssments
Assessments on all
al
property benefited
shall not
not be restricted
restricted as
as to
to the
the assessment
assessment area,
shall assess
the thereby.
area, but
but shall
assess the
prIopty
benefitd
entire
entire amount awarded as damages plus the costs and
the
and expenses
expenses of
of the
proceedings
proceedings as benefits upon any and all lots, parts of lots, pieces or
or
parcels
parcels of land
land which they may find will be benefited
the opening,
opening,
benefited by
by the
extension, widening
or minor
minor street,
widening, or straightening
straightening of
of the
the alley
alley or
street, or
or
by the establishment of the building
building line
as they
they may
said lots,
line as
may find
find said
lots,
a
parts
or
parts of
of lots,
lots, pieces
pieces
or parcels
of land
be benefited.
of
land will
will be
benefited.
brbsndroads, popieces or»
pparcels
c
Suburan road.s„
Suburban
reREPAIRS
SUBURBAN ROADS:
REPAIRS TO
TO SUBURBAN
ROADS: For
For current
current work
repairs to
to pairs.
work of
of repairs
pairs.
suburban roads and suburban streets,
streets, including
including the
the purchase
purchase of
of one
one
motor truck at not exceeding
exceeding $2,000,
maintenance of
$2,000, and
and including
including maintenance
of
motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $150,000.
$150,000.
Bridges.
BRIIDES:
BRLDGES: For construction
construction and
and repairs,
repairs, $25,000.
appropria- Costrcon
$25,000. This
This appropriad reConstruction and
tion shall be available
available for
when necessary
necessary any
any bridge
for repairing
repairing when
bridge carrycarry- airs-.
Street bridges over
ing aapublic street over
way or
of any
railway ralrads.
railroads.
over the
the right
right of
of way
or property
property of
any railway
company,
company, and the amounts
amounts thus expended
expended shall be
be collected
collected from
from
20, p. 105.
such railway
company in
such
railway company
in the
the manner
provided in
section five
five of
an Vol.
manner provided
in section
of an
Vol20,
p. 10.
Act
form of
of government
government for
for the
District
of
Act providing
providing aa permanent
permanent form
the District of
Columbia,
approved June
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventyColumbia, approved
June eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eight,
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
eight, and
and shall
shll be
be deposited
to the
of the
the
United
States and
and the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
equal parts.
United States
in equal
parts.
Rbaiwii, BMX&
Highway
Highway Bridge across Potomac
River: Draw
Draw operators-two
operators—two at
Potomac River:
at n
nnd8
$1,020
each
two
at
$720
each;
four
watchmen,
at
$720
each;
labor,
$1,020 each, two at $720 each; four watchmen, at $720 each; labor
$1,500; lighting, power,
$1,500;
supplies, and
and expenses
of
power, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
expenses of
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every
kind necessarily
necessarily incident
incident to
to the
operation and
of
every kind
the operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
the
approaches, $8,620;
$16,480.
all, $16,480.
in all,
$8,620; in
and approaches,
bridge and
the bridge
South Dakota Avenue Bridge: For constructing a
abridge to carry
carry
vehicular
and pedestrian
traffic, in
in the
of South
vehicular and
pedestrian traffic,
the line
line of
South Dakota
Dakota Avenue,
Avenue,
over the tracks of
of the
Washington Branch
the Baltimore
Ohio
the Washington
Branch of
of the
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Railroad, all
all in
by the
the Commisc
Railroad,
in accordance
accordance with
with plans
plans approved
approved by
CommisConstruction
con.
Columbia, $65,000.
commistrUat.tin
o sioners of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
tract.
$65,000. And
And the
the said
said commisauthorized to enter
said railroad
sioners are
are authorized
enter into aacontract
contract with
with the
the said
railroad
company,
or
other
for
the construction
construction of
of such
bridge
and
company,
or
other
parties,
for
the
such
bridge
and
Proviso*.
approaches: Provided,
such portion
portion of
of this
this cost
cost shall
be borne
borne
share
railroad in
Share of railroad
n approaches:
Provided, That
That such
shall
be
cost.
by
the Baltimore
Railroad Company
in secis provided
provided in
as is
Company as
Ohio Railroad
and Ohio
Baltimore and
by the
p.98.
Vol. 32, p.
Vol.
918.
provide for
for a
union railroad
tion ten of an Act entitled "An Act to provide
a union
railroad
station in the District of Columbia,
approved
Columbia, and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and three,
three, and
said sum
sum
February twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
and said
shall be paid by said compan
company to
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
the United
to the
of the
United States,
States,
one
one half
half to
to the
credit of
Columbia and
and the
the other
other half
the credit
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
half
Lienfor payment.
Lf~orpment. to the credit of the United States, and the same shall be a
and
a valid and
and property
the said
subsisting lien against the franchises
franchises and
property of
of the
said BaltiBaltimore and Ohio Railroad
ailroad Company, and shall be a
a legal indebtedness
said
company
favor
of
Columbia,
its
t.
.Enfor
of
company
in
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
jointly for
for its
Enforcement.
use and the use of the United States as aforesaid, and the said lien
may, be enforced
enforced in the name of the District
bill in
may
District of
of Columbia by
by bill
in
commissioners of the
equity brought by the commissioners
the said
said District in
in the
the
of said District or by any other lawful proceeding
Supreme Court of
proceeding
against the said Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,:Provided
Payment for us
use b against the said Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company: Provided
Payment
rtraly.
further, That
street railway.
bY further,
railway company
shall use
the bridge
bridge herein
That no
no street
street railway
company shall
use the
herein
authorized
authorized for its tracks until such company shall have paid to the
Treasurer
the total
Treasurer of the United States a
a sum equal
equal to one-sixth
one-sixth of the
total
cost of said bridge, one half thereof
thereof to be credited
credited to the
the United
United
States and the other half to the credit of the District of
of Columbia.
Anacostia Bridge.
nacostia Bridg.
Operation of Anacostia
Anacostia River
River Bridge:
For employees,
Bridge: For
employees, miscellanemiscellaneous supplies,
supplies, and expenses of every kind necessary
necessary to operation
operation and
maintenance of the bridge, $4,500.
maintenance

Av,th
NE.nDai
Bridge aor Bht.iroad tracks

South Dakota Avenue NE.
Bridge across Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks.

Sewers.
Fers.

S VVERS.
SEWERS.

Cleaning, etc.
etc.n
Pumping station.

pi
swr
For
and repairing
repairing sewers
basins, $68,000.
$68,000.
For cleaning
cleaning and
sewers and
and basins,
maintenance of the sewage pumping service
For operation and maintenance
service,
including
including repairs to boilers
boilers, machinery,
machinery-, and pumping stations, and
employment
employment of mechanics,
mechanics, laborers, and two watchmen,
watchmen, purchase
purchase of
of
coal, oils, waste, and other supplies, and for maintenance
maintenance of motor
trucks, $46,500.
Main and
pipe.
Man
andpipe.
For main and pipe
pipe sewers and receiving basins, $107,000.
For
suburban
sewers,
$200,000, and
and the
commissioners are
authorare authorthe commissioners
For suburban sewers, $200,000,
suburban.
Suburban.
ized to purchase and maintain
maintain from the appropriation
appropriation for suburban
sewers two motor trucks for service in handling sewer
sewer construction
construction
emergency repairs.
repairs.
Assesment and per- and
and
emergency
ent and p erFor assessment
mit work.
assessment and permit
permit w
ork, sewers,
work,
sewers, $125,000.
$125,000.
Righ of
o way.
For purchase
Rights
way.
purchase or
or condemnation
condemnation of
rights of
for construction,
construction,
of rights
of way
way for
maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of public sewers, $2,000,
$2,000, or so
thereof
so much thereof
as
may be
as may
be necessary.
necessary.
Upper Potomac
per Potoc
terceptor.
Upper Potomac interceptor:
interceptor: For continuing the construction of
the upper Potomac interceptor between
between Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh and S
K
Streets and
and the
the Chain
Chain Bridge,
Bridge, $85,000.
$85,000.
A swseesAr

Streets.

Cleaning,
Cleaning, etc.
etc.

STREETS.

DUST PREVENTION,
PREVENTION, CLEANING,
REMOVAL: For
For dust
dust
Dusr
CLEANING, AND
AND SNOW
SNOW REMOVAL:

prevention,
prevention, sweeping, and cleaning streets, avenues, alleys, and
suburban streets,
streets, under the immediate direction of the
the commiscleaning snow and ice from streets,
sioners, and for cleaning
crossstreets, sidewalks,
sidewalks, cross-
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walks, and gutters in the discretion
discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, including
including
services
purchase and maintenance
equipment, rent of storservices and purchase
maintenance of equipment,
stormaintenance and repairs of stables; hire, purchase,
age rooms; maintenance
purchase, and
and
maintenance
maintenance, and repair of
maintenance of horses;
horses; hire,
hire, purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
of
wagons, harness, and other equipment;
equipment; allowance to inspectors
inspectors and
maintenance of horses
foremen for maintenance
horses and
vehicles or motor
motor vehicles
and vehicles
vehicles
performance of official
used in the performance
official duties, not to exceed for each
each
inspector or foreman
foreman $20 per month for a
ahorse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicle,
vehicle, $25
$25
per month for an automobile,
automobile, and $12 per month for a
amotorcycle;
motorcycle;
purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
vehicles necesnecessary in cleaning
cleaning streets; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of
of
bicycles;
necessary incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $320,000,
$320,000, and
and the
bicycles; and necessary
the comcommissioners shall so apportion
apportion this appropriation
appropriation as
missioners
as to
to prevent
prevent aa
deficiency therein.
deficiency
therein.
For
and other
necessary work
work at
the street-cleaning
street-cleaning Stables.
For paving
paving yard
yard and
other necessary
at the
table.
stables, $5,000.
8
DISPOSAL OF
OF CITY
REFUSE: For collection
collection and disposal of garbage
of
city
garbage reDipa'
DISPOSAL
CITY REFUSE:
of city
re"P°1
6a
miscellaneous refuse
refuse and
and ashes
resiand dead animals;
animals; miscellaneous
ashes from
from private
private residences
in the
the city
city of
of Washington
more densely
densely populated
dences in
Washington and
and the
the more
populated
suburbs; collection
suburbs;
collection and disposal of night soil in
in the
the District of ColumColumbia;
allowance to
to inspectors
bia; payment
payment of
of necessary
necessary inspection,
inspection, allowance
inspectors for
for
maintenance of
vehicles or
vehicles used
maintenance
of horses and
and vehicles
or motor
motor vehicles
used in the
performance
performance of official duties, not
not to
to exceed
$20 per
month for
each
exceed $20
per month
for each
inspector for
per month
automobiles,
inspector
for horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles, $25
$25 per
month for
for automobiles,
and
per month
for motorcycles;
fencing of
and private
and $12
$12 per
month for
motorcycles; fencing
of public
public and
private
property designated
designated by the
commissioners as
as public
dumps, and
and
property
the commissioners
public dumps,
incidental
$186,640.
incidental expenses,
expenses, $186,640.
PARKING
commissioN: For
expenses 'including
including laborers,
PARKING COMMISSION:
For contingent
contingent expenses,
laborers,

Parking commission
commission.
Parkng

trimmers, nurserymen,
nurserymen, repairmen,
repairmen, teamsters,
teamsters, cart
tree
trimmers,
cart hire,
hire, trees
trees, tree
boxes, tree
tree straps,
labels, planting
planting and
care of
trees
boxes,
tree stakes,
stakes, tree
straps, tree
tree labels,
and care
of trees
on city
suburban streets,
of trees,
purchase
on
city and
and suburban
streets, care
care of
trees tree
tree spaces,
spaces, purchase
and maintenance
maintenance of a
amotor truck, and
miscellaneous items,
$60,000. Bathin
and miscellaneous
items, $60,000.
Bthnggbeach.
beb.
BATHING
Superintendent, $600;
watchmen, at $480
$480
BATHING BEACH:
BEACH: Superintendent,
$600; two
two watchmen,
each; temporary
temporary services,
supplies, and
maintenances, $2,500;
$2,500; for
services supplies,
and maintenances,
for
each;
repairs
to buildings,
pools, and
and upkeep
$1,400, to
to be
be
repairs to
buildings, pools,
upkeep of
of grounds,
grounds, $1,400,
immediately available;
all, $5,460.
$5,460.
immediately
available; in all,
Playgronnds.
PLAYGROUNDS:
maintenance, equipment,
tools, Mathtenante.
PLAYGROUNDS: For
For maintenance,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, tools,
MriT:
construction
of toilet
facilities, wading
wading pools,
installation of
telepools, installation
of teleconstruction of
toilet facilities,
phones and
telephone service, grading,
labor
repairs, including
including labor
grading, and repairs,
phones
and telephone
and
materials, and
and transportation
of materials,
and rerematerials, maintenance
maintenance and
and materials,
transportation of
pair of
of storehouse,
and necessary
expenses
pair
storehouse, and
necessary incidental
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses
for
playgrounds, under
under the
the direction
direction and
the comcomof the
for all
all playgrounds,
and supervision
supervision of
missioners, $18,500;
$18,500;
For
Supervisor, $2,500;
$2,500; inspector
inspector of
of playgrounds,
playgrounds, $1,200
$1,200 ssalaries.
For salaries:
salaries: Supervisor,
(transferred
diem roll);
roll) ;clerk
clerk (stenographer
and typewriter),
typewriter),
(stenographer and
from per
per diem
(transferred from
$900;
be employed
not exceeding
ten months-seventeen
months—seventeen directors
directors
exceeding ten
employed not
$900; to
to be
of playgrounds
playgrounds or
or recreation
at 865
each, assistant
assistant
$65 per
per month
month each,
recreation centers
centers at
of
director at
at $60
$60 per
per month,
utility man
man at
at $60
month;
$60 per
per month;
month, general
general utility
director
to be
be employed
employed not
not exceeding
seven months—two
assistant directors
directors
months-two assistant
exceeding seven
to
at $60
$60 per
assistant director
$50 per
to be
per month;
month; to
be
director at
at $50
at
per month
month each,
each, assistant
employed
not exceeding
three months—assistant
director at
at $60
$60 per
per
exceeding three
months-assistant director
employed not
month,
seventeen assistants
assistants at
at $45
per month
month each;
each; watchmen
to be
be
$45 per
watchmen to
month, seventeen
employed
months—seventeen at
at $50
$50 per
per month
month each;
in all,
all,
each; in
employed twelve
twelve months-seventeen
$30,715;
o gpools.
For
supplies, repairs,
expenses of
of S
Swimmin
Pim
pgp ol s .
maintenance, and
and necessary
necessary expenses
For supplies,
repairs, maintenance,
operating
five swimming
swimming pools,
bathing suits,
of bathing
suits, $2,000;
$2,000;
pools, and
and purchase
purchase of
operating five
For five
or swimming
months at
$60 per
at $60
per
For
five guards
guards or
swimming teachers
teachers for
for four
four months
month
month each,
each, $1,200;
$1,200;
ouner
Hereafter the
of playgrounds
Columbia vc
4untea.'re '. ta supervisor of
playgrounds of the District of Columbia
Hereafter
the supervisor
may,
in his
his discretion
discretion and
and with
the consent
consent and
approval of
of the
the comcomand approval
with the
may, in
missioners,
the services
services of
of such
persons as
volunteer to
to
as may
may volunteer
accept the
such persons
missioners, accept
"-de.
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aid in
in the
the conduct,
conduct, management,
and upkeep
of the
said playgrounds:
playgrounds:
the said
upkeep of
management, and
aid
Provided,
shall not
not be
construed to
to authorize
authorize the
the expendiexpendibe construed
this shall
That this
Provided, That
ture
any money
account of
any such
volunteer
such volunteer
of any
on account
money on
of any
the payment
payment of
ture or
or the
service.
New site.
For the
purchase of
sixty-one in
square five
five hundred
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
in square
of lot
lot sixty-one
the purchase
For
ibt.
Ne
five
for a
aplayground
playground site,
site; $30,000.
$30,000.
five for
In all,
for playgrounds,
playgrounds, $82,415.
$82,415.
In
all, for
Public convenieace
For maintenance
maintenance of public conPUBLIC CONVENIENCE
CONVENIENCE STATIONS:
cAvine
Pnblc
STATIONS: For
stations.
venience stations,
including compensation
of necessary
necessary employees,
employees,
compensation of
stations, including
venience
$13,000.
$13,000.
New station, Eighth
For
numbered five, to be located
located
convenience station, numbered
public convenience
For aanew public
Eighth
ti",
SNewNW.
Street
under roadway
roadway or
roadway and
and partly
partly under sidewalks,
sidewalks,
under roadway
or partly
partly under
under
in Eighth
Eighth Street
northwest, south
south of
F Street,
Street, $20,000.
$20,000.
of F
Street northwest,
in
Condenming tMeantBOARD FOR
BUILDINGS: For
POT all
all
INSANITARY BUILDINGS:
OF INSANITARY
CONDEMNATION OF
FOR CONDEMNATION
BOARD
g
Condbe
tszy
buildings.
Vol. 34,
vol
34p.p. 57.
expenses necessary
necessary and incident
incident to the enforcement
enforcement of an Act entitled "
An Act
to create
board for
the condemnation
of insanitary
insanitary
condemnation of
for the
a board
create a
"An
Act to
titled
buildings
District of
purposes,"
for other purposes,"
and for
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
in the
the District
buildings in
approved
nineteen hundred
including personal
personal
six, including
and six,
hundred and
first, nineteen
May first,
approved May
services, when
when authorized
authorized by
commissioners, $2,500.
by the commissioners,
services,
No pay.

NoP.

Electrical
Electial

departdepart

ment.
meat.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
ELECTRICAL

Electrical
$2,750; -assistant electrical engineer, $2,000;
engineer,, $2,750;
Electrical engineer
inspectors—one $1,060,
at $900
$900 each;
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two
each; electrician,
four at
$1,000, four
inspectors-one
draftsmen,
$1,000 each;
three telegraph
telegraph operators,
operators, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; three
at $1,000
draftsmen, at
repairmen—expert
$1,200, three
operators—
$900 each; telephone operatorsthree at $900
repairmen-expert $1,200,
three at
each, one
inspectorselectrical inspectors—
one $450; electrical
$540 each,
five at
at $540
each, five
at $720
$720 each,
three
one $2,000,
$1,350, four at $1,200
elec$1,200 each; assistant elecone $1,350,
$1,800, one
one $1,800,
$2,000, one
one
$1,200, two at $1,125
clerks—one $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,200,
$1,125 each,
$1,200; clerks-one
trician, $1,200;
one $1,050,
assistant repairmen—two
at
repairmen-two at $620 each, two at
one $750; assistant
$1,050, one
one
$540
each; laborers—one
$540 each;
each;
at $600 each, two at $540
$630, three at
laborers-one $630,
$540 each;
storekeeper,
$875; in all, $49,265.
storekeeper, $875;
For general supplies,
ent
espent=,etc.
'' tin
g
ent
supplies, repairs, new batteries
batteries and battery
battery supplies,
expenses,
telephone
and purchase
extension of telegraph
telegraph and
and
purchase, wire for extension
rental and
telephone rental
service repairs
repairs of lines and instruments, purchase
purchase of poles,
telephone service,
toors, insulators,
hardware, cross arms, ice, record
record
pins, hardware,
tools,
insulators, brackets, pins,
books, stationery, printing, livery, washing, blacksmithing, extra
$11,050.
necessary items,
other necessary
items '$11,050.
labor, new boxes, and other
Placing wires underalarm, telegraph, police patrol, and teleFor placing wires of fire alarm,
dng ws elderground.
phone service underground
underground in existing conduits, including cost of
cables, terminal boxes, and posts, connections
connections to and between
between existing
conduits, manholes,
manholes, handholes,
alarm and police
handholes, posts for fire alarm
ing conduits,
Salaries.

sris.

SUPPlieg

Police-patrol system.

Pcpatrosyem.

Third precinct tele-

system.
phone s
stem.

Lhtg.
Lighting.

a,

Vol.
1008.
vol. 36, p. 18.

Vo.

18L

Vol. 37, p. 181.

boxes,
extra labor,
and other
other necessary
necessary items,
$7,000.
items, $7,000.
labor, and
boxes, extra
relocation of police-patrol
For extension
extension and relocation
police-patrol system,
system, including
purchase of
of new boxes,
erection of
necessary poles, cross
of necessary
boxes, purchase
purchase and erection
purchase
wire, cable, conduit connections, extra
arms, insulators, pins, braces, wire,
labor, and
$2,500.
necessary items,
items, $2,500.
labor,
and other
other necessary
For replacing police-patrol
police-patrol signaling system with telephone
telephone system
purchase and installation
installation of the
precinct, including the purchase
in the third precinct,
necessary-boxes, instruments, wire, cable, conduit connections, extra
labor, and
other items,
items, $3,700.
$3,700.
and other
labor,
LIGHTING:
LIGHTING: For purchase, installation,
installation, and maintenance
maintenance of public
lamps, lamp-posts, street designations,
designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all
avenues, roads,
roads, alleys, and public spaces, and for all
kinds on streets, avenues,
connection therewith, including rental
necessary expenses in connection
necessary
rental of stables
in
and
and storerooms,
storerooms, livery
livery and
and extra
extra labor,
labor, this
this sum
sum to
to be
be expended
expended in
accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of sections seven and
and eight of the District of Columbia appropriation
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hunappropriation Act for the fiscal
dred and twelve and with the provisions
provisions of the District of Columbia
Columbia
appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
appropriation
nineteen hundred and thirteen,
and other laws applicable
applicable thereto,
thereto, $415,000.
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For purchase
purchase and installation
installation of twenty
twenty fire-alarm
fire-alarm boxes, relocation
relocation
of fire-alarm
fire-alarm boxes, and purchase and erection
erection of necessary
necessary poles,
cross arms, insulators, pins, braces,
braces, wire, cable, conduit
conduit connections,
connections,
posts, extra
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $4,700.
extra labor, and
and other
$4,700.
For
the purchase
purchase and
installing of
additional lead-covered
lead-covered cables
cables
For the
and installing
of additional
to increase the capacity
capacity of the underground
underground cable
cable system,
system, $5,200.
$5,200.
For
brick or
or concrete
land belongino•
For the
the erection
erection of
of a
a brick
concrete storehouse
storehouse on
on land
belonging
to the District of Columbia, to be used for the storage of material
material
and supplies of the electrical department,
department, including
including the inclosing,
grading,
ground, $9,000.
$9,000.
grading, and
and improving
improving of the
the ground,
The Potomac Electric
Electric Power
Company is
is directed
directed and
and required
Power Company
required to
to
ThePotomac
overhead wires owned
by it on
remove all of the poles and overhead
owned and used
used hy
Water Street, between
between Sixth and
Streets southwest
southwest and
and
and Fourteenth
Fourteenth Streets
on
spaces adjacent
to install
install
on all reservations
reservations and public spaces
adjacent thereto
thereto, and to
suitable and
conduits, conductors,
conductors, and
applisuitable
and sufficient
sufficient underground
underground conduits,
and appliremoval of said poles
ances in lieu thereof. The removal
poles and wires
wires and
and the
replacement thereof
underground construction
shall be
be upon
replacement
thereof by
by underground
construction shall
upon
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the District
Columplans to
to be approved
approved by
of the
District of
of Columcompleted within
year after
the date
date of
of approval
approval
bia, and shall
shall be
be completed
within one
one year
after the

FrMaboset.
Flre.alarmboxes,etc.

Additional cables.
Additional'aes.
triScatouremhpopums,foerte.electsriehopp
f eleste

wies,
Ramova
eetc.v
tl
eof
ovi
errh
o
ead
in

from

water Stee
Water
Street SW..

App
Approval of plans.
ppral

Proviso.

of
Act: Provided,
of this
this Act:
Provided, That
That if
if said
company shall
shall fail
neglect to
to
said company
fail or
or neglect

Penalty' for failure.
Pr.afor
iur.

ROCK
CREEK PARK.
PARK.
ROCK CREEK

Rock Creek Park.
BockCreekPark.

remove such poles and wires, or shall fail or neglect
neglect to complete
such
complete such
underground construction
construction within
after the
approval of this
underground
within ,one
one year
year after
the approval
Act, said company shall forfeit
forfeit and pay to the District of Columbia
Columbia
failure or
the sum
sum of $100 for each
each day of
of such failure
or neglect.
neglect.

For
improvement of
Park and the
Piney
the Piney
For care and
and improvement
of Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Park
Branch
exclusive of
building for
for superintendent's
superintendent's resiresiParkway, exclusive
of building
Branch Parkway,
dence,
expended under
direction of the board
under the
the direction
board of control of
dence, to be expended
said park
park in
the manner
for other
other expenditures
expenditures
by law
law for
manner now
now provided
provided by
said
in the
of
the District
District of
Columbia, $22,000.
of the
of Columbia,
$22,000.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
PUBLIC

Care, etc.
Care,etc

Publ ic schools.
schools.
Vubll

Salaries.
OFFICERS:
Superintendent, $6,000;
ts—
OFFICERS: Superintendent,
assistant superintenden
$6,000; assistant
superintendentsS)llrsre.
Officers, etc.
one
$3,500,
one
$3,000;
director
of
intermediate
instruction,
thirteen
one $3,500, one $3,000; director of intermediate instruction, thirteen
supervising principals,
of manual
director of
of
manual training,
training, and
and director
supervisor of
supervising
principals, supervisor
minimum salary
salary of $2,200
instruction, sixteen
sixteen in all, at aa minimum
primary instruction,
each; secretary,
secretary, $2,000;
clerks—one $1,600,
one $1,400,
$1,400, four
four at
at
$1,600, one
$2,000; clerks-one
each;
$1,000 each,
law),
child-labor law),
provisions of the child-labor
one (to
(to carry
carry out the provisions
$1,000
each, one
$900; two
stenographers, at
$840 each;
messenger, $720;
$720; in
in all,
all,
each; messenger,
at $840
two stenographers,
$900;
$60,000.
$60,000.
A
om
Attendance
officers.
ATTENDANCE OFFICERS:
Attendance officers-one
officers--one $900,
$900, two
two at
at
tt
e office
OFFICERS: Attendance
ATTENDANCE
$800
each, two
two at
$600 each;
all, $3,700.
$3,700.
$800 each,
at $600
each; in
in all,
TEACHERS: For
one thousand
eight hundred
eighty-eight Teachers
Teachers.
and eighty-eight
hundred and
For one
thousand eight
TEACHERS:
teachers at minimum
follows:
minimum salaries as follows:
teachers
Principal of
of the
the Central
High School,
School, $3,000;
Principal
Central High
$3,000;
rincipals
Principals of
normal, high, and manual-training
manual-training high
high schools, Principals.
of normal,
Principals
eight at
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each;
eight
.ssistant
Central
Ass
Assistant principal,
shall be
of girls
girls of
of the
the Central
Central High
Hicda High.
High.
be dean
dean of
who shall
principal, who
Assistant
School,
said assistant
principal shall
shall be
Proviso.
Poio
be Salary.
That said
assistant principal
$1,800: Provided,
Provided, That
School, $1,800:
placed
at a
basic salary
salary of
of $1,800
per annum,
annum, and
and shall
be entitled
entitled
shall be
$1,800 per
placed at
a basic
to an
an increase
$100 per
per annum
five years;
for five
years;
annum for
increase of
of $100
to
Directors.
Directors of
of music,
music, .drawing,
physical culture,
culture, domestic
domestic science,
science, Diectrs
Directors
drawing, physical
domestic art,
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
at $1,500
$1,500 each:
domestic
and penmanship,
penmanship, seven
seven, at
each: Poro
Proviso.
Provided, That
the director
director of
penmanship, who
instructor Penmanship.
Penmanship.
be an
an instructor
shall be
who shall
of penmanship,
That the
Provided,
in
the normal
school and
and a
be placed
placed at
a
at a
grades, shall
shall be
a director
director in
in the
the grades,
in the
normal school
basic
salary of
per annum,
annum, and
and shall
to an
increase
an increase
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
of $1,500
$1,500 per
basic salary
of
$100 per annum
annum for
years;
for five years;
of $100
istant,

Central
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Assistant
Assistant director
director of primary instruction,
instruction, $1,400:
Provided, That
That
$1,400: Provided,
the assistant
director of
aprimary
primary instruction
in
the
service
of
the
assistant director
instruction now
now in the service of
the public
schools, or
hereafter to
appointed, shall
shall be
be placed
the
public schools,
or hereafter
to be
be appointed,
placed at
at
the basic
salary of
of $1,400
shall be
to an
the
basic salary
$1,400 per
per annum,
annum, and
and shall
be entitled
entitled to
an
increase
per annum
annum for
for five
five years;
increase of
of $50
$50 per
years;
Assistant directors
music drawing,
culture, domestic
domestic
Assistant
directors of
of music,
drawing, physical
physical culture,
science,
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
seven at
at $1,300
$1,300
science, domestic
domestic art,
and penmanship,
penmanship, seven

each:
Provided, That
the assistant
assistant director
director of
of penmanship,
who
each: Provided,
That the
penmanship, who
the normal
shall be an instructor in the
normal school
school and
and an
an assistant
assistant director
director
in the
the grades,
grades, shall
basic salary
salary of
of $1,300
$1,300 per
per annum
annum
in
shall be
be placed
placed at
at aabasic
and shall
be entitled
an increase
of $50
$50 per
per annum
annum for
five years;
years;
and
shall be
entitled to
to an
increase of
for five
Manual traing.
tratning.
Assistant
supervisor of
of manual
manual training,
$1,300;
Manual
Assistant supervisor
training, $1,300;
Other teachers.
tachra.
departments in
Heads of departments
high and
high schools
schools in
in
in high
and manual-training
manual-training high
group B
of class
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
group
B of
class six,
six, twelve
twelve at
each;
Normal,
high, and
and manual-training
schools, promoted
for
Normal, high,
manual-training high
high schools,
promoted for
superior work,
work, group
B of
of class
six, fourteen
at $1,900
superior
group B
class six,
fourteen at
$1,900 each;
each;
Group
A of
including five
principals of
grade manualmanualGroup A
of class
class six_,
six, including
five principals
of grade
training schools,
hundred and
$1,000;
training
schools, three
three hundred
and fourteen
fourteen at
at $1,000;
Class five,
five, one
hundred and
one hundred
and twenty-four,
vocational and
and
twenty-four, including
including vocational
trade instructors,
instructors, at
at $950
trade
$950 each;
each;
Class four, four hundred
at $800
each;
hundred and
and sixty-one
sixty-one at
$800 each;
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight at
Class three, four hundred and
at $650
$650 each;
each;
Class two,
Class
two, three
and fifty-two
fifty-two at
$600 each;
each;
three hundred
hundred and
at $600
Class
eighty-six at
Class one,
one, eighty-six
at $500
$500 each;
each;
Special beginning
in the
normal school,
school, $900.
$900.
Special
beginning teacher
teacher in
the normal
In
all
for
teachers,
$1,475,900.
Vacatin
sehoosand
In
all
for
teachers,
$1,475,900.
Vacation schools
Vacation
schools and
and
..
playgrounds.
VACATION SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS AND
AND PLAYGROUNDS:
proper care,
care,
playgrounds.
VACATION
PLAYGROUNDS: For the
the proper
instruction, and
and supervision
supervision of
in the
the vacation
schools and
and
of children
children in
vacation schools
playgrounds and
and directors,
directors, supervisors,
teachers, and
and janitors
janitors of
playgrounds,
supervisors teachers,
of
vacation
schools and playgrounds
playgrounds may
vacation schoolsand
be directors,
supervisors,
may also
also be
directors, supervisors,
teachers and janitors of day schools, $7,000.
Librarians
Librarians andclerks.
and clerks. teachers,tand janitors of day schools, $7,000.
Librarians and
and clerks
clerks at
minimum salaries
as follows:
at minimum
salaries as
follows:
Librarian in class four—one
four-one $800; librarians
librarians and
clerks—thirteen
and clerks-thirteen
in class
class three
at $650
each, six
six in
in class
two at
at $600
$600 each,
each, nine
nine in
in
in
three at
$650 each
class two
class one
one at
at $500
$500 each;
each; in
all, $17,350.
class
in all,
$17,350.
Longevity
I'ay..
L
ONGEVITY PAY:
PAY: For
For longevity
for director
intermediate
ongetyp
LON.GEVrIT
longevity pay
pay for
director of
of intermediate
instruction,
instruction, supervising
supervising principals,
supervisor and
and assistant
assistant supersuperprincipals, supervisor
visor
of manual
manual training,
of normal
normal high
high and
visor of
training, principals
principals of
and manual
manual traintraining high schools, the
principal who
the assistant principal
shall be
dean of
girls
who shall
be dean
of girls
principals of
of the Central High School, principals
grade manual
manual training
training
of grade
schools, heads of departments,
departments, director and assistant
assistant director
pridirector of
of priand assistant
assistant directors
mary instruction, directors
directors and
drawing, physiphysidirectors of
of drawing,
cal culture, music, domestic
domestic science,
art, kindergartens,
kindergartens, and
and
science, domestic
domestic art,
Vop. 34
penmanship, teachers,
teachers, clerks,
librarians and
and clerks,
clerks and
and librarians
librarians to
clerks, librarians
to
yd. 34, p.
no.
be
in strict
strict conformity
conformity with
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
ol.P
be paid
paid in
with th
thee provisions
"An
An Act to fix and regulate the
the salaries of teachers,
teachers, school officers,
officers,
and
otheremployees
of
the
board
of
education
of
the
District
of
ColumVol
p
and
otheremployees
of
the
board
of
education
of
the
District
of
ColumVol. 35, p. 289; Vol. •• i
36
l 3,
37 p.
pa, approved
approved June
hundred and
and six,
six, as
as amended
3 pp. 3
393; v ol.
p. bia,"
June twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
amended
by the Acts approved May twenty-sixth, nineteen hundred
eight,
1.543.
hundred and eight,
May eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen hundred and ten, and
and June
June twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth,
nineteen hundred
twelve, $500,000.
$500,000.
nineteen
hundred and
and twelve,
Principals.
pay
ritionali
ALLOWANCE
allowance to principals of grade
Additional
pay for
for
ALLOWANCE TO
TO PRINCIPALS:
PRINCIPALS:For allowance
grate
i
ie echools.
schools.
sc hoo lbuildings
buildings for
f
or services
servi
ces rendered
ren d
ered as such,
such, in
n addition
addition to
to --their
their
school
p 3grade
salary, to
Vol. 34, p.320.
grade salary,
to be
be paid
paid in
in strict
strict conformity
conformity with
with the
of
the provisions
provisions of
the Act entitled "
"An
regulate the
An Act to fix and regulate
the salaries of teachers,
teachers,
school
other employees
school officers, and other
employees of
of the
the board
board of
education of
of the
the
of education
approved June twentieth,
District of Columbia,"
Columbia," approved
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
six, $36.000.
$36,000.
and six,
sNght
NIGHT
teachers and janitors
Ni
ght schools.
schools.
Nioirr SCHOOLS:
SCHOOLS: For teachers
janitors of night schools, includincluding
teachers
of industrial,
ing teachers of
industrial, commercial, and trade instruction, and
teachers
night schools
teachers and janitors of night
schools may
also be
teachers and
and janimay also
be teachers
janitors of
of day
day schools,
schools, $30,000.
$30,000.
Penmanship.
Penmanship.
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expenses, including
equipment Equipment,
Equipmt, etc
For contingent
contingent and other necessary
necessary expenses,
including equipment
etc.
and purchase of all necessary
necessary articles and supplies for classes m
in indusmdustrial, commercial,
ind ergart
commercial, and trade instruction,
instruction, $3,000.
Kindergarten
e
KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES: For
For kindergarten
kindergarten supplies, $3,500.
suPfi.
KINDERGARTEN
$3,500.
surplies. ad care
JANITORS
JANITORS AND
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS:
Superi
nten d
ent of
of buildings.
buirnraand cam at
AND CARE
CARE OF BUILDINGS
GROUNDS: Superintendent
janitors,
janitors, $1,500;
$1,500;
Central High School (New): Engineer, $1,500; two assistant
engiassistant engi$1,000; three
neers, at $900 each; electrician,
electrician, $1,000;
three firemen,
$600 each;
each;
firemen, at $600
janitor, $1,100;
coal passer, $540; Janitor,
$1,100; two assistant
assistant janitors, at $900
$900
each;
each; gardener,
$840; night
watchman, $720;
$720; two
two charwomen,
charw omen ,a
gardener, $840;
night watchman,
att
$480 each; fourteen
fourteen laborers, at $360 each;
$17,100;
each; in all, $17,100;
Dunbar
$1,000;
Dunbar High School: Engineer, $1,200;
$1,200; assistant
assistant engineer, $1,000;
two firemen,
firemen, at $600 each; coal passer,
passer, $540;
$540; janitor,
janitor, $1,000;
assistant
$1,000; assistant
janitor, $900; nine laborers, at $360 each;
each; two
two charwomen,
charwomen, at $480
each; night watchman, $720; in all, $10,760;
$10,760;
Central High School (Old)
(OM) and annex:
annex: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; laborerslaborerstwo at $480
$480 each, two at $360 each; in all, $2,680;
$2,680;
$1,000; laborers-two
Business High School: Janitor, $1,000;
laborers-two at $480
$480 each,
two
$360 each; in
two at $360
in all,
all, $2,680;
$2,680;
J. Ormond Wilson
Wilson Normal
Normal School
School and
Engineer,
J.
and Ross
Ross School:
School: Engineer,
$1,000; janitor, $800; laborers-two
laborers-two at $420
3420 each,
each, two at $360
$360 each;
each;
in all, $3,360;
$3,360;
Jefferson School:
laborers, at
at $420
$420 each;
in
Jefferson
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
$1,000; two
two laborers,
each; in
all, $1,840;
all,
$1,840;
Western High School:
laborers-two at
at $480
$480 each;
each;
School: Janitor, $1,100;
$1,100; laborers-two
two
$2,780;
two at $360 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $2,780;
Franklin
$1,000; laborers-one
$420, two
two at
Franklin School:
School: Janitor, $1,000;
laborers-one $420,
at
$360 each; in all, $2,140;
$2,140;
Myrtilla Miner
Normal School:
$1,000; laborers-one
$480,
Myrtilla
Miner Normal
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
laborers-one $480,
$360 each;
charwoman, $480;
all, $2,680;
$2,680;
two at
at $360
each; charwoman,
$480; in
in all,
Eastern High
$1,000; laborers-one
one
Eastern
High School:
School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
laborers-one $420,
$420, one
$360; in all, $1,780;
$1,780;
$1,000; two
each; in
Stevens School:
School: Janitor, $1,000;
two laborers,
laborers, at $420
$420 each;
in all,
all,
$1,840;
$1,840;
McKinley Manual
School: Janitor,
$1,000; engineer
engineer and
and
Manual Training School:
Janitor, $1,000;
instructor in
engineering, $1,500;
$1,500; assistant
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000;
instructor
in steam engineering,
assistant engineer,
assistant janitor, $720;
$720; night watchman,
watchman, $600;
$600,
$600; firemen-one
firemen-one $600,
laborers-one at
two at
$360 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $7,100;
$7,100;
one $480; laborers-one
at $480,
$480, two
at $360
Armstrong Manual
Manual Training
Training School: Janitor,
Janitor, $1,000;
assistant
Armstrong
$1,000; assistant
janitor,
in steam
steam engineering,
$1,200;
janitor, $720;
$720; engineer
engineer and
and instructor
instructor in
engineering, $1,200;
assistant engineer,
watchman, $600; fireman,
fireman, $480; two
engineer, $720; night watchman,
two
laborers, at
all, $5,440;
$5,440;
laborers,
at $360
360 each;
each; in
in all,
M
Douglass and
Simmons Schools:
Schools:
M Street
Street High
High School
School (Old)
(Old) and
and Douglass
and Simmons
Engineer ' $1,000;
laborers-one $420,
$420, three
three at
at $360
$360
Engineer,
$1,000; janitor, $900;
$900; laborers-one
each; in
in all,
each;
all, $3,400;
$3,400;
Birney and
annex, Elizabeth
Brown, Emery,
New Mott,
Mott, Henry
Birney
and annex,
Elizabeth V.
V. Brown,
Emery, New
Henry
D. Cooke
Petworth, Powell,
Van Buren,
Wallach, and
and Park
D.
Cooke, Gage,
Gage, Petworth,
Powell, Van
Buren, Wallach,
Park
View Schools:
janitors, at
at $1,000
each; eleven
eleven laborers,
laborers, at
at
View
Schools: Eleven
Eleven janitors,
$1,000 each;
$480 each;
each; in
all, $16,280;
$480
in all,
$16,280;
Brookland,
Heights, Curtis,
Dennison, Force,
Force,
Brookland, Btyan,
Biyan, Congress
Congress Heights,
Curtis, Dennison,
Gales,
Garfield, Garnet,
Grant, Grover
Grover Cleveland,
Henry, Johnson
Gales, Garfield,
Garnet, Grant,
Cleveland, Henry,
Johnson
and annex,
annex, Langdon,
Langdon, Lincoln,
Lovejoy, Monroe
addition, PeaPeaand
Lincoln, Lovejoy,
Monroe and
and addition,
body,
and Strong
Strong John
Thomson Schools:
Schools:
body, Seaton,
Seaton, Sumner,
Sumner, Webster,
Webster, and
John Thomson
Twenty-two
each; twenty-two
$300
Twenty-two Janitors,
janitors, at
at $840
$840 each;
twenty-two laborers,
laborers, at
at $300
each;
in all,
all, $25,080;
$25,080;
each; in
Abbot,
Brightwood, John
F.
Abbot, Banning,
Benning, Barret,
Berret, Sayles
Sayles J.
J. Bowen,
Bowen, Brightwood,
John F.
Cook, Cranch,
Cranch, Dent,
Dent, Randall,
and Tenley
Tenley Schools:
Cook,
Randall, Syphax,
Syphax, and
Schools: Eleven
Eleven
janitors, at
at $840
$840 each;
each; in
$9,240;
janitors,
in all,
all, $9,240;
Adams,
Anthony Bowen,
Adams, Addison,
Addison, Ambush,
Ambush, Amidon,
Amidon, Anthony
Bowen, Arthur,
Arthur,
Banneker, Bell, Blair,
Banneker,
Blair, Blake, Blow, Bradley,
Bradley, Brent,
Brent, Briggs, Burrville,
Bruce, Buchanan,
Cardozo, Cardozo
Cardozo Manual
Manual Training,
Training,
Bruce,
Buchanan, Carberry,
Carberry, Cardozo,
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Corcoran,
Eaton, Edmonds,
Garrison,
French, Garrison,
Fillmore, French,
Eckington, Fillmore,
Edmonds, Eckington,
Corcoran, Eaton,
Giddings,
Greenleaf, Harrison,
Harrison, Hayes,
Hayes, Hilton,
Hubbard, Hyde,
Hyde, Isaac
Isaac
Hiltdn, Hubbard,
Giddings, Greenleaf,
Fairbrother,
Jackson, Jones,
Ketcham, Langston,
Lenox, Logan,
Logan,
Langston, Lenox,
Jones, Ketcham,
Fairbrother, Jackson,
Ludlow,
Madison, Magruder, Maury, Montgomery,
Morgan, Morse,
Morse,
Montgomery, Morgan,
Ludlow, Madison,
0
Street Manual
Patterson, Payne,
Payne, Phelps,
Phelps, Phillips,
Phillips,
Training, Patterson,
O Street
Manual Training,
Pierce,
Polk, Randle
Highlands, Slater, Smallwood,
Smallwood, Takoma,
Taylor,
Takoma, Taylor,
Randle Highlands,
Pierce, Polk,
Toner,
Ness, Webb,
Webb, Weightman,
Weightman,
Van Ness,
Tyler, Van
Twining, Tyler
Towers, Twining,
Toner, Towers,
Wheatly,
Wilson, Woodburn,
WoiTaley, and West
Schools: SeventySeventyWest Schools:
Woodburn, Wormley,
Wheatly, Wilson,
.
each; in all, $51,840;
$51,840;
janitors, at $720 each;
two janitors,
Brightwood
Kenilworth, and Wisconsin
Wisconsin Avenue
Avenue
Crummell, Kenilworth,
Brightwood Park, Crummell,
Manual Trining
Traininp; Schools:
Schools: Four
janitors, at
$600 each;
each; in
$2,400;
in all, $2,400;
at $600
Four janitors,
Manual
Bunker Hill, Deanwood,
Deanwood, Hamilton,
Hamilton, McCormick,
McCormick, Orr, Reno, ReserBunker
voir,
Military Road Schools: Eleven
Eleven
and Military
Threlkeld, and
Stanton, Threlkeld,
voir, Smothers,
Smothers, Stanton,
$5,280;
janitors, at $480 each; in all, $5,280;
Conduit Road,
Bridge Road,
Road, and Fort Slocum Schools:
Schools:
Road, Chain Bridge
Conduit
Three janitors, at $150 each; in all, $450;
In
In all,
all, $177,650.
$177,650.
Matrons in desiges g
nated sdool
schools.
For matrons in the normal
normal and high schools,
schools, including
including the followfollowFor
natd
ing: Wilson
Wilson _Normal,
Miner Normal, New Central
Central High,
High, Dunbar
Dunbar
.Normal, Miner
ing:
High, Business
Business High,
Western High,
Eastern High,
High, McKinley
McKinley Manual
Manual
High, Eastern
High,
High, Western
Training, and Armstrong
Armstrong Manual
Manual Training,
each,
Training, nine in all, at $500 each,
Training,
$4 500.
$4
500.
Smaller
and
'cir care
care of
of smaller
smaller buildings
rented rooms,
including cooking
cooking
rooms, including
and rented
buildings and
For
bdimgand
maler building
rented rooms.
and
wherever located,
located, at a.
rate not to exceed
exceed
a rate
and manual-training
manual-training schools, wherever
$72 per
annum for
care of
each schoolroom,
schoolroom other
other than those
of each
the care
for the
per annum
$72
amount
occupied by atypical or ungraded
ungraded classes for which'
which service an amount
occupied
not to
exceed $108
$108 per
per annum
be allowed,
allowed, $10,000.
$10,000.
not
to exceed
annum may
may be
Medical inspectors.
Medica speetor.
INSPECTORS: Chief medical
MEDICAL INSPECTORS:
medical and sanitary
MEDICAL
sanitary inspector, who
direction of the health
health officer
of
officer of the District of
shall, under the direction
conColumbia, give his whole time to, and exercise the direction and conconditions of the public
trol of, the medical inspection
inspection and sanitary conditions
Di sio
Division.
schools of the District of Columbia, $2,500; thirteen medical inspectors
woman, two shall be dentists,
dentists,
of public schools, one of whom shall be aawoman,
and four
four shall
shall be
be of
of the
the colored
at $500
$500 each;
each; in
in all,
and
colored race,
race, at
all, $9,000.
$9,000.
Graduate
muses.
For seven
seven graduate
nurses, two
two of
of whom
shall be
who shall
shall
GradutenFor
graduate nurses,
whom shall
be colored,
colored, who
act as
$1,000 each,
as public-school
public-school nurses,
nurses, at $1,000
each, $7,000.
Miscellaneous..
MISCELLANEOUS: For
rent of
buildings, repair
shop, storage
storage
repair shop,
school buildings,
of school
For rent
MISCELLANEOUS:
Misellteot
Rent, etc.
$16,500.
and stock
stock rooms,
$16,500.
and
rooms,
Equipping
ttempopo
rary rooms.
rryi.
em
For equipment
equipment of
of temporary
rooms for classes
the second
For
temporary rooms
classes above
above the
second
grade, now on half time
time, and to provide for estimated increased
increased enrollmay be
operation of
ment that
that may
be caused
caused by
by operation
of the compulsory
compulsory education
education
law, and for purchase
purchase of all necessary
necessary articles and supplies to be used
in the course of instruction
instruction which may be provided
provided for atypical
atypical and
ungraded
ungraded classes, $5,000.
Repairs and imRepairs
im-unded
provements.
improvements to
to school
school buildings
buildings and
and grounds
and
grounds and
Foorr repairs
repairs and.
and improvements
provements.
renewing heating, plumbing, and ventilating apparafor repairing and renewing
apparainstallation of sanitary
sanitary drinking
drinking fountains
buildings not
not
tus, and installation
fountains in buildings
supplied with same
supplied
same, $150,000.
$150,000.
Portable schols.
schools.
For remova
same,
and
Portable
For
removall
and reerection of portable
portable schools,
schools, $3,000.
Manual training
For
purchase and
and repair
of furniture,
tools, machinery,
material,
machinery, material,
furniture, tools,
repair of
For purchase
train apappMnale
parat
us, etc.
and books, and apparatus
apparatus to be used in connection
with instruction
connection with
instruction
incidental expenses
in manual
manual training, and incidental
expenses connected therewith,
$32,500.
$32,500.
lights.
andghts.
Fuel and
For fuel,
gas, and
and electric
electric light
light and
and power,
power, $90,000.
$90,000.
fel, gas,
FuFor
Furniture.
For furniture
furniture, including
including clocks,
docks, pianos, and window
window shades for
for
additions to buildings; equipment
equipment for kindergartens;
and
kindergartens; and tools and
furnishings for manual-training
and sewing
sewing schools,
schools, as
as folfolmanual-traimng, cooking,
cooking, and
lows: Eight rooms and assembly
assembly hall E.V.
E. V. Brown
Brown School, $4,700;
eight rooms
rooms and assembly
assembly hall Petworth
etworth School, $4,700; eight-room
eight-room
building between Eighteenth
Eighteenth and Twentieth,
Twentieth, Monroe and Newton
Newton
northeast, $4,700; four-room
Burrville School.
School,
Streets northeast,
four-room addition to the Burrville
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$1,275;
$1,200; two sewing schools,
$1,275; three kindergartens,
kindergartens, $1,200;
schools, $300;
$300; two
cooking schools, $750; two manual-training
manual-training shops, $800; in all,
$18,425.
$18,425.
For contingent
contingent expenses, including
including furniture
of same,
same, cardam
expenses.
furniture and
and repairs
repairs of
"A o ns"e"
stationery,
purchase and
stationery, printing, ice, purchase
repair of
equipment for
•hand repair
of equipment
for highschool .cadets, and other
necessary items not otherwise
other necessary
or,
otherwise provided
provided for,
including
allowance of not exceeding
including an allowance
exceeding $240
for livery
livery of
of
$240 per
per annum
annum for
horse or not exceeding
exceeding $300 per
per annum
annum for garage
garage for
for each
each the
the
superintendent of schools and
superintendent
and the superintendent
superintendent of janitors
janitors and the
two assistant superintendents,
superintendents, and including
including not
exceeding $2,000
$2,000
not exceeding
for books, books of reference,
reference, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, $50,000.
$50,000.
Paper towels, etc.
For the purchase
purchase of sanitary
sanitary pap
er t
owel
s and
for fixtures
fixtures for
for di.spaper
towels
and for
dis- PaiertoL'stcpensing the same to the pupils, $2,500.
$2,500.
For purchase of pianos for school
ir0'school buildings and kindergarten
kindergarten Pianos.
schools, at an average cost not to exceed
$300 each,
each, $1,500.
$1,500.
exceed $300
upplisptopupils.
For textbooks and school supplies for use of pupils of the first Sui''1
ies to pupils.
eight grades, who at the time are not supplied
supplied with
with the
same, to
to be
the same,
be
distributed by the superintendent
superintendent of
regulaof public
public schools under
under regulations to be made by the board of education,
education, and for the necessary
necessary
expenses of purchase,
purchase, distribution,
distribution, and
and preservation
preservation of said
said texttextbooks and supplies, necessary
necessary labor
labor not
not to
exceed $600,
including
to exceed
$600, including
one bookkeeper
bookkeeper and
custodian of
of textbooks
textbooks and
and supplies
supplies at
$1,200,
and custodian
at $1,200,
and
one assistant
$70,000: Provided,
Provided, That
the board
board of
of eduedu- Previa°.
and one
assistant at
at $800,
$800, $70,000:
That the
Ecne
Exchanges.
cation, in its discretion, is authorized
authorized to
make exchanges
of such
such
to make
exchanges of
books and other educational publications
on hand
hand as
as may
not be
be
publications now
now on
may not
desirable
desirable for use.
use.
purchase of United States flags, $900.
For purchase
Flap.
Fla
improving six additional
For equipment,
equipment, grading, and Jmproving
school Playgrounds.
additional school
Playgrounds.
playgrounds,
$900.
playgrounds, $900.
For maintenance
maintenance and repairing
repairing sixty-six
sixty-six playgrounds
playgrounds now
now,
estabestablished, $3,300.
For utensils,
utensils, material,
and mainmain- school
School gardens.
For
material, and
and labor,
labor, for
for establishment
establishment and
ards.
tenance
tenance of
gardens, $2,000.
of school gardens,
$2,000.

For
apparatus and
books and
and extending
extending the
the sui
p
'
p
h
a ts departments
For purchase
purchase of
ofapparatus
and technical
technical books
'hysicsdeprtments
equipment and for maintenance
equipment
departments in
in the
the suppe',.
maintenance of the
the physics
physics departments
Business,
Western, and
141 Street
Street High
High Schools,
Business, Central,
Central, Eastern,
Eastern, Western,
and M
Schools,
$3,000.
$3,000.
For purchase of fixtures, apparatus,
specimens, and
and ogyleraitoriynd
asy
leattrorit
apparatus, specimens,
and materials
materials and
s"d "'technical books, for laboratories
departments of
of chemistry
laboratories of
of the departments
chemistry
and biology
biology in the Central
Central, Eastern,
Eastern Western, Business,
Business and M
Street
M Street
High Schools,
Schools, J.
Wilson Normal
Normal School,
School,
Business,
and Myrtilla Miner
High
Miner
J. Ormond
Ormond Wilson
and
Normal
Normal School, and
$2,500.
and installation
installation of
of same,
same, $2,500.
For cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker for
school furniture,
furniture, $1,000.
Cabinetmaker.
For
for repairing
repairing school
Cabinetmaker.
r
instruction camp
the high-school
cadets, including
camp fo
for
For an instruction
camp for
for the
high-school cadets,
including food
food ca
c r tZuC
t tMa ca
and labor, and expenses
expenses involved
in
preparation
of
the
same,
and
all
involved in preparation of the same, and all
incidental expenses,
expenses, the appropriation
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen Ane,
Ante, p.
p. M8.
incidental
appropriation for
for the
the fiscal
s8.
reappropriated and made
hundred and seventeen is reappropriated
made available
available during
during
hundred and
the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eighteen:
That the
Sec- Use
Government
eighteen: Provided,
Provided,That
the Secse of Government
retary
War is
to permit
permit the
conducting of
said camp
camp reservation,
retary of
of War
is authorized
authorized to
the conducting
of said
reseration, etc.
on aa Government
Government reservation
reservation in
vicinity of
the city
city of
of WashingWashingin the
the vicinity
of the
ton;
equipment necessary,
and to
to furnish
furnish
ton; to
to loan
loan all tents
tents and
and other
other equipment
necessary, and
competent supervision
and instruction.
instruction.
competent
supervision and
Too
eleonea
to new
0
For extending the telephone
to the
additions to
to the
the Powell.
Powell. schoeols
sel
l
telephone system
system to
the additions
to nev
Elizabeth
and Burrville
Burrville schools,
to the
Elizabeth V.
V. Brown,
Brown, Petworth,
Petworth, and
schools, and
and to
the new
new
building between
between Eighteenth
Eighteenth and
Twentieth, Monroe
Monroe and
and
school building
and Twentieth,
Newton
the cost
cost of
of the
necessary wire,
Newton Streets
Streets northeast,
northeast, including
including the
the necessary
wire,
cable, poles,
cross-arms, braces,
conduits, extra
extra labor,
labor, and
and other
other neccable,
poles, cross-arms,
braces, conduits,
necessary
under the
department, $1,400.
$1,400.
essary items, to
to be
be expended
expended under
the electrical
electrical department,
co
it
expenses connected
For payment of necessary expenses
with the organizaorganiza- etc.,
in school
schfiol tobuildconnected with
etc. in
conducting of
of community
civic centers
centers in
in school
school iP
ingS.
tion and conducting
community forums
forums and
and civic
buildings,
supplies for
and equipping
equipping
buildings, including
including fixtures
fixtures and
and supplies
for lighting
lighting and
91890°—voL 39-rr
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1
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payment of
of janitor
service, secretaries,
secretaries, teachers,
and
the buildings,
buildings, payment
janitor service,
teachers, and
organizers, and
and employees
employees of the
day schools
schools may
also be
be employees
the day
may also
employees
of
community forums
•
of the
the community
forums and
and civic
civic centers,
centers $5,000.
$5,000.
Schools for tubercutransportation
for
pupils
attending
schools
for
tubercular
chilsdIoob
tiOor
transportation
For
for
pupils
attending
schools
for
tubercular
chillar children.
dren
so much
thereof as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
dren, $1,000,
$1,00, or
or so
much thereof
as may
Army and Navy
and men of the United
United States Army and
and
mSr ~ad,,d 7 The children
children of officers
officers and
children admitted.
Navy
the District
of Columbia
Columbia shall
be admitted
admitted
Navy stationed
stationed outside
outside of
of the
District of
shall be
to the
the public
public schools
without payment
of tuition.
tuition.
to
schools without
payment of
nd
Buildings aand
BUILDINGS Awn
GROUNDS: For
For continuing
continuing the
the construction
construction of
of the
the
Buldings
BULDrINOG
AND GBOUND:
wounds.
Eastern High.
EassernHigh.
new Eastern High School on the site purchased
purchased for that purpose,
purpose,
$300,000.
$300,000.
Central High.
For
completion of
equipment and
and for
for furniture
furniture and
and furnishfurnishCompeting equiPequipFor the completion
of the
the equipment
Completing
ment.
mit.
ings for the new Central
Central High
High School Building and stadium,
for
stadium, and for
necessary modifications
accordance with
necessary
modifications and
and repairs
repairs to
to building in accordance
with
office of
the engineer
engineer comcomthe plans and
and specifications
specifications on
on file in the office
of the
missioner, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to be immediately
immediately
available, $55,000.
$55,000.
Additions,
Addition, ate.
L
For the erection
erection of a
a four-room
four-room addition
addition to
to the
School,
the Deanwood
Deanwood School,
including assembly hall, and for plumbing
plumbing and
for the
the
and toilet facilities
facilities for
existing building,
building, $50,000.
$50,000.
additional ground
ground adjoining
adjoining the
School
For the purchase
purchase of additional
the Gage
Gage School
and for the erection of a
hall,
a four-room
four-room addition with assembly
assembly hall,
$67,000.
$67,000.
For the erection
Phelps School, to
to include
include an
an
erection of an addition to the Phelps
assembly hall and gymnasium,
remodeling for
for use
use
gymnasium, and
and for necessary
necessary remodeling
manual training
center, $50,000.
as aa grade manual
training center,
$50,000.
For the purchase of additional
additional ground adjoining
adjoining the H.
H. D.
D. Cooke
$25,000.
School, $25,000.
For the purchase
purchase of additional
additional ground
ground adjoining
adjoining the Wheatley
Wheatley
School and for the erection
erection of
an eight-room
addition, with
with assembly
assembly
of an
eight-room addition,
hall, $96,000.
For the erection of an eight-room addition, with assembly hall, to
to
the Takoma School, $90,000.
$90,000.
For the construction
construction of toilet rooms
rooms on the site of
Woodburn
of the Woodburn
School Building in order to provide modern
modem toilet facilities,
including
facilities, including
the cost of the necessary
sewerage connections,
connections, $5,500.
necessary sewerage
$5,500.
stt3 limitedd to anets
au'
The total cost of the sites and of the
and respective
buildthe several and
respective buildthorisations.
ings herein provided
provided for, when completed upon plans and specificaspecifications to be previously
previously made and approved,
approved, shall not exceed
exceed the several
several
and respective sums of money
money herein respectively
respectively appropriated
appropriated or
or
authorized for such purposes.
authorized
Frmli
Bulding,
Hereafter
Franklin Building,
Hereafter the board
board of education
education is authorized
authori
zed to
t
o use
use th
thee space on
aloe room.
om rom.
the top floor of the Franklin School Building
Building for office purposes.
Soliciting
aobtiariPAppropriations
paid to
any person
b
so imti
Appropriations in this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
not be paid
to any
person ememtos. eetc., tabidden.
b
flans,
ployed under or in connection
connection with the public schools
schools of
of the
District
the District
of Columbia
Columbia who shall solicit or receive,
receive, or permit
permit to be solicited or
or
received, on any publicschool
premises, any subscription or
received,
public-school premises,
or donation
donation
of money or other thing of value
va ue from pupils enrolled in such public
schools for presentation
presentation of testimonials
testimonials to school officials
officials or for any
Exceptions.
Excptlna.
purpose
authorized by
purpose except such as may be
be authorized
by the
the board
of education
education
board of
at aastated meeting upon the written recommendation
recommendation of the superintendent of schools.
schools.
Prfparatinoplans.
The plans and specifications
FraPararkaanlPlanaspecifications for all buildings
buildings provided
provided for in this
Act shall be prepared
prepared under the supervision
supervision of the municipal
municipal architect
architect
and shall be approved
approved by the commissioners,
commissioners, and shall be constructed
conformity thereto.
structed in
in conformity
thereto.
Doors to open
aret
The school buildings authorized
authorized and appropriated
ward,
etc. opn c'uttappropriated for herein shall
constructed with all doors intended
intended to be used as exits or enbe constructed
entrances opening outward, and each of said
said buildings
buildings having
having in
in excess
excess
of eight rooms shall have at least four exits. Appropriations
Appropriations carried
carried
maintenance of school in any
in this Act shall not be used for the maintenance
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building unless all
al outside doors thereto
thereto used as exits or entrances
entrances
shall open outward
every school day from oneoutward and be kept unlocked
unlocked every
onehalf hour before
before until one-half
one-half hour after school hours.
hours.
COLUMBIA
expenses attending
attending the
COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF: For expenses

Da am da d

m b

n iraf and dumb

pu
Pu-

instruction of deaf and dumb persons admitted to the Columbia PRs.,ee.48s4,p.942.
d 31,
instruction
Institution
of the
the
deafDeaf
andfrom
from
dumb
thepersons
Districtadmitted
of
Columbia,
to the
under
Columbia
section V
VOL
Institution for
for
Deaf
the
District
of Columbia,
under
section
. 31, p 844.
forty-eight
hundred and sixty-four
sixty-four of the Revised
forty-eight hundred
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and as
as
provided
provided for in the Act approved
app rove d M
arch first,
first, nineteen
and
March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
one, and under
under a
a contract
be entered
entered into
into with
said instituinstitucontract to
to be
with the
the said
tion by the commissioners,
commissioners, $15,200,
$15,200, or so much thereof as may be
be
necessary.
necessary.
13. 844.

For maintenance
maintenance and
tuition of
and tuition
of colored
of teachable
teachable
colored deaf-mutes
deaf-mutes of

Colored
cored deaf-mute6.
dea-mute.

age belonging
belonging to the District of Columbia
or some
some other
other
Columbia,zin Maryland,
Maryland, or
State, under aa contract
contract to be entered
entered into by the commissioners,
cogimissioners,
$2,000,
so much
much thereof
may be
nece_sgar.
y.
$2,000, or
or so
thereof as
as may
be necessary.
For instruction of blind
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in Blind
sand children.
blind children
children of
of the
the District
District of
adra.
Maryland, or some other State, under a
a contract
contract to be entered into
Maryland,
by the commissioners,
commissioners, $7,500, or
or so
much thereof
necessary.
so much
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
Major and
$4,000; assistant
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, with
and superintendent,
superintendent $4,000;
with
rank of inspector
inspector,, $2,500;
$2,500; three inspectors,
each; eleven
eleven
inspectors, at
at $2,000 each;
captains,
$2,000 each; chief
captains ' at $2,006
chief clerk,
clerk, who shall
property clerk,
clerk,
shall also
also be
be property
$2,000; clerk and stenographer
stenographer,, $1,500;
clerks—one (who shall be
be
$1,500; clerks-one
assistant property clerk) $1,200, three
three at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$700;
each, one $700;
four surgeons of the police and
at $720
$720 each;
each;
and fire departments,
departments, at
additional compensation
compensation for twenty-four
twenty-four privates
for special
special
privates detailed
detailed for
service in the detection
detection and prevention
$11,520, or
or so
so much
much
prevention of
of crime,
crime, $11,520,
thereof as may be necessary;
necessary; fifteen lieutenants, one
one of
whom shall
shall
of whom
be harbor
harbor master, at $1,600
$1,600 each; fifty sergeants,
whom may
may
sergeants, one
one of whom
be detailed for duty in the harbor
harbor patrol, at
each; five
hundred
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
five hundred
fourteen privates
of class
three at
at $1,200
eighty-five
and fourteen
privates of
class three,
$1,200 each;
each; eighty-five
privates of class
$1,080 each;
fifty-one privates
privates of
of class
class one,
one,
class two, at $1,080
each; fifty-one

at
$900 each;
each; ninety
ninety additional
additional privates
privates of
one, at
at $900
each, to
to
at $900
of class
class one,
$900 each,
be
first, nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen,
be employed
employed on
on or
or after
after March
March first
nineteen hundred
hundred and

PoliO.

Police.

sSaiaries.

Additional
Additia

privatee.
private.

$108,000, $27,000 of which sum to be immediately available, and the B tre tl
p
provision
$108,000, in
$27,900
the District
of which
of Columbia
sum to be Appropriation
immediately available,
Act for the
and
fiscal
the 7 137
provision
in
the District
of Columbia
Appropration
Act
for the
fiscal
Vo. 37, P.
year
thirteen which
"after June
June
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen
which provides
provides "after
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and twelve, there
there shall be no
no appointments,
appointments,
except
promotion, to
vacancies occurring
classes one,
one, two,
two,
except by promotion,
to fill
fill vacancies
occurring in
in classes
and
three of
privates in
until the
whole
and three
of privates
in the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan police
police until
the whole
number of
privates in all
shall have
been reduced
to
number
of privates
all of
of said
said classes
classes shall
have been
reduced to
forty," is hereby
hereby repealed;
to pay
pay
six hundred
hundred and forty,"
repealed; amount
amount required
required to
privates of
two who
will be
be promoted
promoted to
class three
three
salaries of privates
of class
class two
who will
to class
class two
two during
during
and privates
privates of
of class one who
who will
will be
be promoted
promoted to
to class
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, $1,778.66;
$1,778.66; six
six telephone
the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
telephone
operators,
at $900
fourteen
janitors at
$600 each;
each; messenger,
messenger,
operators,900
900 each;
each;jators,
fourteen
at
jaors,
at $600
$600;
inspector, mounted
mounted on
on horse
horse or
or motor
vehicle $240;
$240; fifty-five
fifty-five
$600; inspector,
motor vehicle,
captains,
sergeants, and
mounted on
on horses
horses or
or
captains, lieutenants,
lieutenants, sergeants,
and privates,
privates, mounted
for
motor vehicle
at $240
each; sixty-four
for motor
vehicle allowances,
allowances, at
$240 each;
sixty-four lieutenants,
lieutenants,
sergeants, and
and privates,
privates, mounted
mounted on
at $50
$50 each;
sergeants,
on bicycles,
bicycles, at
each, twenty-four
twenty-four
drivers,
$900 each;
each; five
five police
$720 each,
drivers, at
at $900
police matrons,
matrons, at
at $720
each, to
to possess
possess
police powers
arrest; two
policewomen, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
police
powers of
of arrest;
two policewomen,
all,
$1,073,618.66.
$1,073,618.66.
0 .

, p:ieTS:

To aid
in support
National Bureau
of Criminal
tion
erir
al
To
aid in
support of
of the
the National
Bureau of
Criminal Identification,
Identification ti
mial,
d,"ti~f

idantidafr

under the
direction of
of the
commissioners, provided
provided
to be
be expended
expended under
the direction
the commissioners,
the several
departments of
of the
General Government
Government may
be entitled
entitled
the
several departments
the General
may be
time to
time as
as is
police departdepartto like
like information
information from
from time
to time
is accorded
accorded police
ments
various municipalities
municipalities privileged
privileged to
to membership
ments of
of various
membership therein,
therein,
$500.
4500.

-n
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MISCELLANEOUS:
$4,000;
fuel, $4,000;
MISCELLANEOUS: For fuel,
For
and grounds,
grounds,
stations and
police stations
to police
improvements to
and improvements
repairs and
For repairs
$7,000;
$7,000;
Miscellaneous
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
and contingent
expenses, including
including purchase
purchase of
of
contingent expenses,
ams x- For
Xoea
pens.
s
pe
new
wagons, rewards
for fugitives,
modern revolvers,
maintenance of
revolvers, maintenance
fugitives, modern
rewards for
new wagons,
card
city directories,
directories, books
of reference,
reference .periodperiodbooks of
stationery, city
system, stationery,
card system,
icals, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephoning,
telephoning, photographs,
printing, binding,
binding, gas,
photographs, printing,
icals,
ice, washing,
washing, meals
for prisoners,
prisoners, furniture
furniture and repairs thereto, beds
beds
meals for
ice,
an
bed
clothing,
insignia
of
office,
purchase
of
horses,
bicycles,
bicycles,
horses,
of
purchase
office,
of
insignia
clothing,
bed
and
motorcycles,
police equipments
equipments and
and repairs
repairs to
to same,
forage,
harness, forage,
same, harness,
motorcycles, police
repairs
wagons, motor patrol,
patrol, and
and saddles,
patrol wagons,
van, patrol
vehicles, van
to vehicles
repairs to
mounted equipments,
and expenses
in prevention
and detecdetecprevention and
incurred in
expenses incurred
equipments, and
mounted
amount
which
Detection of
of crime
'
tion
of
crime,
and
other
necessary
expenses,
$35,000;
of
of
which
amount
$35,000;
expenses,
necessary
other
and
of
crime,
tion
rime
Detection
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 may
be expended
expended by the
the major
major and superinmay be
aasum
sum not
tendent
prevention and
and detection
crime, under his
detection of crime,
for prevention
police for
of police
tendent of
certificate,
the commissioners
every such
such certificate
certificate
commissioners, and every
by the
approved by
certificate, approved
shall be
therein expressed
expressed to
for the sum therein
voucher for
sufficient voucher
deemed aasufficient
be deemed
shall
p o ntedqipent.
in
may,
Department
War
That the
Provided,
been expended:
mountettetinii
, t. have
PPrroviso,
have
its discretion,
been
expended:
furnish the
Provided,
commissioners,
That
the for
War
use
Department
of the police,
may,
upon
in
Fuel.
Fuel.

Repairs.
Repairs.

its discretion, furnish the commissioners, for use of the police, upon
requisition, such
such worn
worn mounted
mounted equipment
required;
equipment as may be required;
requisition,

For flags and halyards,
$100;
halyards, $100;
maintenance of motor vehicles,
For
For maintenance
vehicles, $8,500,
$8,500, or so much thereof as

Flags.
Flags
Motor
Motor vehicles.

vehicOi

Site
for
site for
station.

suburba

suburban

necessary;
may be necessary;
additional motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, $2,000;
For additional
a station house on the site to be purchased
of a
For
purchased in
erection of
For the erection

stan

between the ninth and tenth
the
suburban section
section of
the District
District between
of the
the suburban

$40,000;
precincts, $40,000;
For reconstruction
corridors and the making, erecting, and
and
reconstruction of cell corridors
,SBnthpr" etso For
you.
placing therein
therein modern
modern locking
devices in the seventh precinct
precinct station
locking devices
placing
house $5,000;
house,
In all, $101,600.
$101,600.
Seventh Precinct stli-

House of
DrtOa
HnIOU
of Detention-

Harbor patrol.

arApatrol

Policemen's,
Poiaemen's,
fund.

etc.,

Relief and
ances from.

allow-

aRitne

etc..

allow-

Fire
department.
Firedepartment.
Salaries.
i

Sak

enable the commissioners
HOUSE OF
HOUSE
OF DETENTrION:
DETENTION: To
To enable
commissioners to provide

transportation, including
including purchase
maintenance of necessary
necessary
purchase and maintenance
transportation,
reception
horses,
wagons, and
harness, and
and. a
suitable place for the reception,
a suitable
and harness,
horses, wagons,
transportation and
detention of children
children under
under seventeen
seventeen years of
and detention
transportation,
age, and,
commissioners, of girls and women
women
the discretion of the commissioners,
and, in the
age,
over
seventeen years
charge of offense
by the
the police on charge
arrested by
of age,
age, arrested
years of
over seventeen
against
in the District of Columbia, or held
held as witlaw in force m
any law
against any
nesses,
pending final
final investigation
examination, or otherinvestigation or examination,
or held pending
nesses, or
wise, including two clerks,
clerks, at $1,000 eacheach; four drivers, at $600 each;
each;
wise
hostler
guards, at $600
$600 each;
each; three matrons,
matrons, at $600 each,
each,
$600' six guards,
hostler,, $600;
including
miscellaneous expenses,
powers of arrest; miscellaneous
expenses, including
to possess police powers
rent,
horseshoeing, ice,
ice, laundry, meals,
meals, horses,
forage, fuel, gas, horseshoeing,
rent, forage,
wagons
and harness
same, and other necessary
necessary exand repairs to same,
harness and
wagons and
penses, $3,930;
in all,
so much
thereof as may be necessary.
much thereof
or so
$14,330, yr
all, $14,330,
$3,930;in
penses,
RBOB PATROL:
HARBOR
PATROL: Two
Two engineers,
engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each; two firemen,
firemen, one
watchman, and two
deck hands, at $600 each; in all, $5,000;
$5,000;
two deck
watchman,
maintenance, repairs,
construction, maintenance,
For fuel, construction,
repairs, and incidentals,
incidentals,
$21_000,
000 in
all, $7,000.
$7,000.
in al,

POLICEMEN
RELIEF FUND.
POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
FUND.
allowances authorized by
To pay
pay the relief and other
other allowances
by law,
law, a
a sum
sum
To

not to
appropriated from
policemen and firefrom the policemen
$211,233 is appropriated
to exceed
exceed $211,233
not
men's relief fund.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
FIRE
DEPARTMENT.

deputy chief engineer,
engineer, $2,500; four battalion
battalion
engineer, $3,500; deputy
Chief engineer,
engineers, at $2,000 each;
each; fire marshal,
marshal, $2,000;
$2,000; deputy fire marchief engineers,
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shal, $1,400;
$1,400; two inspectors,
$1,080 each; chief
inspectors, at $1,080
chief clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk,
$1,400;
captains, at $1,500
$1,400; thirty-eight captains,
$1,500 each;
each; forty lieutenants,
lieutenants, at
at
$1,320 each; forty sergeants, at $1,200
superintendent of
ma$1,320
$1,200 each;
each; superintendent
of machinery, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant superintendent
superintendent of
of machinery, $1,200;
$1,200;
twenty-seven engineers, at $1,200
twenty-seven
$1,200 each; twenty-seven
twenty-seven assistant
assistant engiengi$1,140 each;
two pilots,
pilots, at
$1,150 each;
marine engineers,
engineers,
neers, at $1,140
each; two
at $1,150
each; two
two marine
at $1,200 each; two assistant
engineers, at $1,140 each; two
assistant marine engineers,
marine firemen, at $720
$1,150 each; forty
$720 each; forty drivers,
drivers, at $1,150
assistant drivers, at $1,140
$1,140 each; one hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three pri$1,140 each;
forty-four privates
privates of class one,
vates of class
class two, at $1,140
each; forty-four
at $960 each; hostler, $600;
$600; laborer, $600; in all,
all, $599,220.
$599,220.

i
MISCELLANEOUS:
For repairs
repairs and
to engine
engine houses
'
housesHieeeliansous.
and improvements
improvements to
MISCELLANEOUS: For
and
$14,000;
and grounds,
grounds, $14,000;
t
Repaire eetc.
For
vehicles and other motor-driven
motor-driven, R"e
t
For repairs to apparatus
apparatus and
and motor
motor vehicles
apparatus, and for new apparatus, new motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles, new appliappliances,
employment of
mechanics, helpers,
laborers in
in the
ances, employment
of mechanics,
helpers, and
and laborers
the fire-.
firedepartment repair
repair shop,
purchase of necessary
department
shop, and for the purchase
necessary supplies,
supplies,

materials,
equipment,
and
tools:
Provided,
That
the commissioners
commissioners
c shop.
at r.
materials,
are authorized,
equipment,
in theirand
discretion,
tools: Provided,
to build or
That
construct,
the
in whole or Pair
cPonnwsiglicik.
at
are authorized, in their discretion, to build or construct, in whole or p"rshop.
in
fire-fighting apparatus
apparatus in the fire-department
repair shop,
shop,
fire-department repair
part, fire-fighting
in part,
$16,000;
$16,000;
Supplies, eta.
$12,000;
For hose, $12,000;
$16,000;
fuel, $16,000;
For fuel,
For purchase
purchase of
of horses,
horses, $6,000;
$6,000;
$20,100;
For forage,
forage, $20,100;
For repairs
of fire
$1,000;
For
repairs and
and improvements
improvements of
fire boat,
boat, $1,000;
Coantet8auxr
Ceathwent expenses.

fixtures, oil,
For contingent
horseshoeing, furniture,
furniture, fixtures,
oil, medmedexpenses, horseshoeing,
contingent expenses,
For
ical
electric
gas and electric
harness, blacksmithing,
blacksmithing, gas
supplies, harness,
ical and
and stable
stable supplies
lighting,
flags and
and halyards,
halyards, and
necessary items,
items, $25,000;
$25,000;
and other
other necessary
lighting, flags
In all, $110,100.
In
$110,100.
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS:
For one
one aerial
truck,
hook-and-ladder truck,
aerial hook-and-ladder
IMPROVEMENTs: For
PERMANENT
motor
driven, $12,500;
$12,500;
motor driven,
For one
fire engine,
engine, motor
motor driven,
driven, $8,500;
$8,500;
one fire
For
For
hose wagon,
wagon, motor
driven,
motor driven,
and hose
chemical and
combination chemical
For one
one combination
$5,500;
$5,500;
For
tractors, motor
driven, at
each;
at $4,500
$4,500 each;
motor driven,
four tractors,
For four
For
chemical and
and hose
hose wagons,
driven,
motor driven,
wagons, motor
three combination
combination chemical
For three
at $5.500
at
$5.500 each;
each;
For
installing steam
steam heat
truck houses,
$6,000;
houses, $6,000;
and truck
engine and
heat in engine
For installing
In
all, $67,000.
$67,000.
In all,
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
HEALTH

New apparatus, etc.
etc.
N"wppSatuy

Health department.

Haltb deprtmut.

a
Health officer,
officer, $4,000;
assistant health
health officer,
officer, $2,500;
$2,500; chief
chief clerk
clerk sokaus.
''
$4,000; assistant
Health
and
health officer,
bureau of
of vital
statistics,
vital statistics,
chief, bureau
$2,500; chief,
officer, $2,500;
and deputy
deputy health
$1,800;
161,600, five
each, four
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
four at
five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
clerks-one $1,600,
$1,800; clerks—one
two
at $900
$900 each,
each, one
one $720;
$1,800,
inspectors-chief $1,800,
sanitary inspectors—chief
$720; sanitary
two at
assistant
eight at
at $1,200
each, two
$1,000 each,
each, three
two at $1,000
$1,200 each,
$1,400, eight
chief $1,400,
assistant chief
at $900
food inspectors-chief
inspectors—chief $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
chief $1,400,
$1,400,
assistant chief
each; food
at
$900 each;
five
$1,200 each,
six at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$900 each; chemist,
chemist,
five at
at $900
each, five
each, six
at $1,200
five at
$2,000;
assistant chemist,
chemist, $1,200;
bacteriologist, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,200; assistant
assistant bacteriologist,
$2,000; assistant
serologist, $2,500;
laborers—one $720,
$720, one $600, two messkilled laborers-one
$2,500; skilled
serologist,
sengers at
at $600
each; driver
$600; poundmaster,
watchman,
$1,400; watchman,
poundmaster, $1,400;
driver $600;
$600 each;
sengers
$600; laborers,
laborers, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $50
each, $2,400;
$2,400; in
all,
in all,
month each,
$50 per
per month
$600;
$76,540.
$76,540.
t A sPread of
For
of the
of an
prevent the
the spread
spread ,diPreve'ting
g s'Wd o'
to prevent
an Act
Act to
provisions of
the provisions
For enforcement
enforcement of
of
contagious diseases
in the
the District
District of
approved March
March voi.2.p.s.
voi.21, p. ass.
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
diseases in
of contagious
third, eighteen
hundred and
preven- vL 34 p. S
for the
the provenAct for
and an Act
ninety-seven, and
and ninety-seven,
eighteen hundred
third,
tion
cough, chicken
chicken
whooping cough,
measles, whooping
diphtheria, measles,
fever, diphtheria,
tion of
of scarlet
scarlet fever,
pox, epidemic
epidemic cerebrospinal
cerebrospinal meningitis,
meningitis, and
and typhoid
fever in the
typhoid fever
pox,
District of
Columbia, approved
February ninth,
hundred
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
of Columbia,
approved February
District

1030
1030
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Tnbnolads
"
etc.
Taber

ilmis

1917.
1917.

tuber-regLa- and seven,
seven 'and an Act to provide for registration
registration of all cases of tuber

regis"

culosis
the District
District of
of Columbia,
for free
examination of
of sputum
sputum
free examination
Columbia, for
in the
culosis in
in
suspected cases,
and for
preventing the
the spread
spread of
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis in
in
for preventing
cases, and
in suspected
said
District, approved
May thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight,
eight,
approved May
said District,
under
the direction
direction of
of the
officer of
of said
manufacture
said District,
District, manufacture
health officer
the health
under the
of
including their
their use
indigent cases,
cases, and
for the
the prevention
prevention
and for
use in
in indigent
of serums
serums including
Infantile paralysis,
ParalYsis o of
infantile paralysis
and other
other communicable
diseases, including
including
communicable diseases,
of infantile
paralysis and
ifne
ate.
salaries
compensation for
personal services,
not exceeding
exceeding $17,000,
'
salaries or
or compensation
for personal
services, not
$17,000,
when
writing by
commissioners and
and necessary
for the
the
necessary for
by the
the commissioners
in writing
when ordered
ordered in
enforcement and
and for
for the
the prevention
prevention of
of
said Acts,
Acts, and
execution of
of said
and execution
enforcement
such other
other communicable
diseases as
as hereinbefore
purchase
provided, purchase
hereinbefore provided,
communicable diseases
such
horses,'wagons,
wagons, and harness,
wrIn, ete.
Hoes,
and maintenance
maintenance of necessary
Renee, wagons,
etc- and
necessary.horses
harness, purchase
purchase of
of
reference
books and
and medical
medical journals,
journals, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of quarantine
quarantine
reference books
Proviso.
station
Provided, That
any bacteribacteriThat any
hospital, $40,000:
$40,000: Provided,
station and
and smallpox
smallpox hospital,
Pro...
r
Bacied°1°g
*stSios'
for 0
1ogis
•temployed
appropriation shall not be paid more than
under this appropriation
employed under
dairy
ologist
m examinations,
etc.
$7 per
day and
be assigned
by the
the health
health officer
officer to
to the
bacterithe bacteriassigned by
per day
and may
may be
$7
:t.
ological examination
ex ii• ation of
dairy products
and of
the water
water
of the
other dairy
products and
of milk
milk and
and other
ological
supplies
of dairy
dairy-farms,
and to
to such
such other
sanitary work
as in
in the
the
work as
other sanitary
farms, and
supplies of
ju
ent of
of the
the health
health officer
promote the
the public
public health,
health, whether
whether
will promote
officer will
judgment
diseases.
sues.examinations
examinations be
or be
be not
related to
to contagious
contagious diseases.
not directly
directly related
be or
such
ihesllpox hospital.
For the
the extension
extension of
of water
mains to
provide fire
protection for
for the
the
Si-pox
For
water mains
to provide
fire protection
$2,000.
smallpox hospital,
hospital, $2,000.
smallpox
DWfn servite.
For maintenance
disinfecting service
service,' including salaries or comDisinfeetb
13service.
maintenance of disinfecting
compensation
for personal
services when
when ordered
ordered in
in writing
writing by
the comcompensation for
personal services
by the
missioners
necessary for
for maintenance
of said
said service,
service, and
for
and necessary
maintenance of
and for
missioners and
purchase
of necessary
necessary horses,
wagons, and
and harness,
harness,
horses, wagons,
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
$6,000.
$6,000.
Drinageoflots,etc.
For enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of
Drainage of lots, etc.
For
of an
an Act
to provide
for the
Act to
provide for
the
Vol. 29,
l p. 125.
V"
'. "
drainage
drainage of lots in the District
District of Columbia, approved
approved May
May ninenineteenth, eighteen
and ninety-six
and an
an Act
Act to
to provide
for
hundred and
ninety-six, and
provide for
teenth,
eighteen hundred
binggnuis
abatement of nuisances
District of Columbia
by the comAbatin
nuisances ' the abatement
nuisances in the District
Columbia by
Vol. 34,
114.
missioners, and
and for
for other
other purposes,
approved April
fourteenth, ninenineVol.
3, p. 114.
missioners,
purposes, approved
April fourteenth,
teen
and six,
teen hundred
hundred and
six, $1,000.
$1,000.
Food.
etc '. adut
adul"taFor
special services
in connection
connection with
of the
aduld, etc.,
For special
services in
with the
the detection
detection of
the adulteration
drugs and
and of foods,
teration of drugs
foods, including
including candy
candy and
and milk,
milk, $100;
$100;
Bctrologicai lab°bo
Bacteriological laboratory:
laboratory: For maintaining
maintaining and keeping
good
B11°4(1°1°0111
Bacteriological
keeping in good
ratory.
order,
and for the purchase
purchase of reference
reference books
order, and
books and scientific
scientific periodiperiodicals,
cals, $1,000;
$1,000;
For new refrigerating
refrigerating machine,
machine $500.
$500.
Apparatus,
equipment, cost of
of installation,
installation, supplies,
Apparatus, equipment,
supplies and
and other
other exexpenses incidental
incidental to
the biological
penses
to the
biological and
serological diagnosis
diagnosis of
of disdisand serological
ease,
$1,200.
ease, $1,200.
Che
aboo.
laboratory: For maintaining
keeping in
ch"ni
a
mh
i
bcrst
r" - Chemical
Chemical laboratory:
maintaining and keeping
in good order,
and for the
the purchase
reference books and
purchase of reference
and scientific
scientific periodicals,
$750.
periodicals, $750.
For
stone table
troughs, $250.
$250.
For stone
table tops
tops and
and water
water troughs,
ntoCmg
mik repFor contingent
contingent expenses
expenses incident
the enforcement
l
atti
grialg nulkreguFor
incident to
to the
enforcement of
of an
an Act to
vol. 2, P.
p. 7709.
regulate the sale of milk
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
vol.*,
°9'
milk in the District
District of
and for
for other
other
purposes,
purposes, approved
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five;
ninety-five;
approved March
March second,
an
Act relating
relating to
of foods
foods and
and drugs
in the
the District
District
an Act
to the
the adulteration
adulteration of
drugs in
of Columbia,
approved February
seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and
and
of
Columbia, approved
February seventeenth,
eighteen hundred
adtuleationtod,
ninety-eight; an Act to prevent the adulteration of candy in the DisAdultera
icas° "°°d , ninety-eight; an .Act to prevent the adulteration of candy in the Discandy,
etc.t
o.0,
hundred and
Vol.
30, pp.
pp. 2i,
246, 39s.
398. trict of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved May
May fifth,
fifth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetypreventing the manufacture,
enfor eight;
Pure
food enf°rceP ure fwd
eight; an Act for preventing
manufacture, sale, or transportation
transportation
merit.
Vol. 34,
of
adulterated or
or misbranded
Vol.
34, p.
p. 7f.
768
of adulterated
misbranded or poisonous or deleterious
deleterious foods,
foods, drugs,
medicines,
for regulating
medicines, and liquors,
liquors, and for
regulating traffic
traffic therein,
therein, and
and nor
for
approved June
nineteen hundred
other purposes,
purposes, approved
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and six,
six,
$900.
$900.
far
zp
s, eet'
ete
nig
dair y
For necessary
inspection of
of dairy
farms, including
including
bl
For
necessary expenses
expenses of
of inspection
dairy farms,
g dairy
amounts that may be allowed
health
allowed the health officer,
officer, assistant health
officer, chief
chief medical
inspector in charge of contagious-disease
officer,
medical inspector
contagious-disease service,
service,
and inspectors
inspection of dairy
inspectors assigned to the inspection
dairy farms,
farms, for
for maintemaintet

t
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a horse and vehicle at not to exceed
exceed $20 per month,
nance by each of a
or motor vehicle at not to exceed $25
$25 per
for use
in the
the disdisper month,
month, for
use in
charge of his official
official duties, and allowances
other inspectors
inspectors
allowances for
for such
such other
in the service of the health
department as the commissioners
health department
commissioners may
may
determine, of not to exceed
exceed $12 per month for maintenance
maintenance of aa
motorcycle
motorcycle each, or of not exceeding
exceeding $25 per annum for the maintenance of aabicycle
bicycle each,
each, for use in the discharge
duties,
discharge of their
their official
official duties,
and other
other necessary
necessary traveling expenses,
expenses, $7,000,
$7,000, or
or so much
much thereof
as may
may be nece.ssary.
necessary.
ds
Isolating wards
in
Garfield
Garfield and Providence Hospitals: For isolating wards for minor hwsit
hospitals."
Providence Hospitals,
contagious diseases at Garfield Memorial
Memorial and Providence
Hospitals,
maintenance, $10,000
$10,000 and $6,500, respectively, or so
thereof
so much
much thereof
as in the opinion of the commissioners may be necessary;
necessary; in all,
all,
$16,500.
$16,500.
maintenance, including
For maintenance,
including personal
services, of
public cremacrema- Crematory.
personal services,
of the
the public
c"t" .
tory,
tor
y
-, $2,000.
Motor vehicle.
For the maintenance
maintenance of one motor
motor vehicle for use in the pound Motorvehicle.
service, $300.
Dispensary for tuber.
For the establishment
establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
dispensary or
or disdis- calosis
of aa dispensary
an venere
culosis and
venereal
patients.
treatment of persons suffering
pensaries for the treatment
tuberculosis P"t"
suffering from
from tuberculosis
and of persons
venereal diseases,
diseases, including
for
persons suffering
suffering from
from venereal
including payment
payment for
,
Provisos.
personal
personal service, rent, and supplies:
supplies: Provided,
Provided, That the commis- Aeptane
Acceptance of vohm
vohmteer
service.
sioners
volunteer services
sioners may accept
accept such volunteer
services as they
they deem
deem, expedient
expedient teerservc.
in connection
connection with
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the disdiswith the
the establishment
establishment and
No pay authorised.
pensaries
pensaries herein authorized:
authorized: Provided
Provided furter,
fisrther, That
shall not be
That this
this shall
be Nopaatohrd.
construed
authorize the expenditure
or the
of
any
money
construed to
to authorize
expenditure or
the payment
payment of any money
on account of any
$12,500.
any such
such volunteer
volunteer service,
service, $12,500.odE
Fittingup old Emeralterations to
the building
building located
located on
on lot
For repairs
repairs and
and alterations
to the
lot ten,
ten, genicyHospitaslab
gency Hospital as laboratory, etc.
square two hundred and
an emerand twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, formerly
formerly occupied
occupied as
as an
emer- rtory, etc
gency
property of
of the
the United
United States,
States, in
in order
gency hospital,
hospital, and
and now
now the
the property
order
use as
Health DepartDepartto make
make it
it available
available for
for use
as a
a laboratory
laboratory for
for the
the Health
ment of the District
Columbia, and
District of Columbia,
and for
for other
other uses
uses of
of said
said District
District Proviso.
r,.
Provided, That
occupy said
said building
building is
is Oocupatin
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Occupation authorauthorThat authority
authority to
to occupy
granted
Commissioners of
of Columbia
Columbia by
by the
the ized.
granted to the Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
d
Secretary of the Treasury; to be
Secretary
available, $4,000.
$4,000.
be immediately
immediately available,
COURTS.

Courts.

Corts

Court
of Appeal
Appeals reCourt of
rs
For
eleven copies
of volumes
volumes forty-eight
forty-eight and
and forty-nine
forty-nine of
of the
the ports.
For eleven
ports.
copies of
Vol.
32, p.
p. 809.
Vol. 32,
09.
reports of
Appeals of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, authorauthorreports
of the
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
of the
ized to be furnished under section
hundred and twenty-nine
section two hundred
twenty-nine of
of Columbia
first,
the Code
Code of Law
Law for
for the
the District
District of
Columbia as
as amended
amended July
July first,
nineteen
hundred and
and two,
at $5
$5 each,
$1101,
nineteen hundred
two, at
each, $110,
Probation system_
Probatin
system
PROBATION
SYSTEM: Probation
Probation officer,
$2,000;
PROBATION SYSTEM:
officer, Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, $2,000
assistant
probation officer,
officer, $1,200;
$1,200; stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter
typewriter and
and
assistant probation
assistant,
$12500, assistant
assistant, $800;
$800; police
police court—probation
court-probation officer
officer $1,500
assistant proproexpenses, $650;
all, $7,350.
$7,350.
bation officer
officer $1,200;
$1,200; contingent
contingent expenses,
Juvenile court.
$650; in
in all,
Juvenile
court.
Salaries.
JUVENILE COUBT:
COURT: Judge,
Judge, $3,600;
clerk, $2,000;
deputy clerk,
clerk, who
who Salaries.
JUVENIrLE
$3,600; clerk,
$2,000; deputy
is authorized
authorized to
clerk in
in the
of that
that officer,
officer, $1,350;
$1,350;
is
to act
act as
as clerk
the absence
absence of
financial
as a
a deputy
deputy clerk,
$1,200;
financial clerk, who is
is authorized
authorized to
to act
act as
clerk, $1,200;
stenographer
who is
is authorized
authorized to
to act
as a
a deputy
stenographer and
and typewriter
typewriter,, who
act as
deputy
clerk,
arid typewriter
typewriter for judge's
clerk, $900; stenographer
stenographer and
judge's work, and to
aid in
keeping records
records in
clerk's office
$900; probation
probation officersofficers—
aid
in keeping
in clerk's
office, $900;
chief $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant chief,
who shall
al.4.o be
chief
chief, who
shall also
be investigating
investigating officer
officer for
for
children's
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, one
for adult
cases $1,200,
$1,200,
children's cases
cases $1,500,
$1,500, two
two at
one for
adult cases
four
at $1,000
investigating officer
for adult
adult cases,
$1,200; clerk
clerk
four at
$1,000 each;
each; investigating
officer for
cases, $1,200;
for
$900; two
two bailiffs,
each; telephone
telephone operoperfor probation
probation office,
office, $900;
bailiffs, at
at $900
$900 each;
ator, $600;
$600; messenger,
charwoman, $240;
all,
ator,
messenger, $600;
$600: janitor;
janitor; $600;
$600; charwoman,
$240; in
in all,
$26,790.
$26,790.
Mintallactous
beadous,
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous: For compensation
compensation of
jurors, $900;
of jurors,
$900;
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Police court.
Salaries.

SaPrin.

^ ~

Miscellaneous.

Jurors,
Juro, etc.
tet.

Mtmicipal °owl,Mei"mr.
Salaries.

Rent,
etc.
Rent, etc.

Lunacy writs.
Vol. 3.
p7740.
Vol.
33, p.

Interestatand
sinking
amd siin

fund.

Anomt.

Amount.

ncyfund.

Emag
Emergency
fund.
Expenditures.
Expecd-turm.

1917.
1917.

For meals
of jurors
jurors and
and of
of prisoners
prisoners temporarily
temporarily detained
detained at
For
meals of
at court
court
awaiting
awaiting trial,
trial, $50;
$50;
$2,000;
For rent,
rent, $2,000;
For
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, equipment,
equipment, and
and repairs
repairs to
to the
courthouse
For furniture,
the courthouse
and
and grounds,
grounds, $500;
$500;
For fuel, ice
laundry work,
stationery, printing,
printing, books
books of
of
ice,, gas,
gas, laundry
work, stationery,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
typewriters and
and repairs
binding and
and
reference,
repairs thereto,
thereto, binding
mops, brooms,
brooms, and
buckets, rererebinding, preservation
preservation of
of records,
records, mops,
and buckets,
traveling expenses,
expenses, and
and
moval of ashes
ashes and
and refuse,
refuse, telephone
telephone service,
service, traveling
other
incidental expenses
provided for,
for, $2,000;
$2,000;
other incidental
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
In
all,
$5,450.
In all, $5,450.
Poucz comer:
Two judges
each; clerk,
clerk, $2,200;
deputy
POLIE
CourT: Two
judges, at
at 13,600
$3,600 each;
$2,200; deputy
clerks—one
$1,5045, two
each, one
one (who
(who shall
shall be
clerks-one $1,600, one $1,500,
two at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
be
a
deputy financial
clerk, $1,500;
$1,500;
a stenographer
stenographer and
and typewriter)
typewriter) $900; deputy
financial clerk,
bailiffs, at $900 each;
seven bailiffs
each; deputy
deputy marshal, $1,000;
$600;
$1,000; janitor, $600;
engineer, $900; assistant
assistant engineer,
assistant
engineer, $720; fireman,
fireman, $600; two
two assistant
janitors, at $300 each; matron, $600; three charmen,
charmen, at $360 each;
each;
telephone operator
$480; in
all, $30,180.
$30,180.
in all,
operator,, $480;
telephone
Miscellaneous:
books, books of
of reference,
directoMiscellaneous: For printing, law
law books
reference, directories, periodicals,
periodicals.
,stationery, binding
'binding and rebinding, preservation
preservation of
records, typewriters
typewriters and repairs thereto, fuel, ice, gas, electric lights
lights
service, laundry
work, removal
of ashes
and
and power, telephone
telephone service
laundry work,
removal of
ashes and
rubbish, mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets,
dusters, sponges,
sponges, painters'
painters' and
and
buckets, dusters,
plumbers' supplies,
supplies toilet articles, medicines,
medicines, soap
soap and disinfectants,
disinfectants,
United States flag;
and halyards,
and all
all other
other necessary
and inciinciflags and
halyards, and
necessary and
dental expenses
expenses of every
every kind not otherwise
otherwise provided for, $2,250;
$2,250;
For hardwood
hardwood benches,
benches, $650;
$650;
fees $3,000;
$3,000
For witness fees,
furniture and repairing
For furniture
repairing and replacing
replacing same, $200;
$200;
For meals of jurors and of bailiffs in
m attendance
attendance upon them when
when
ordered by the court, $50;
$50;
For compensation
$7,000;
compensation of
of jurors, $7,000;
For repairs to buildings,
buildings, $1,500;
$1,500;
In all,
$14,650.
In
all, $14,650.
MuNicnPA. OM/RT:
oorUT: Five judges, at $3,000 each; clerk, $1,500; three
MUNICIPAL
assistant clerks, at $1,000 each; messenger, $600;
$600 ;janitor, $600;
$600; in all,
$29,700;
$20 700;
$3,600;
For rent of building, $3,600;
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, including books, law books, books
books of
of
reference,
reference fuel, light, telephone, blanks, dockets, and all other necessary miscellaneous items and supplies, $750;
$750;
In
court, $25,050.
$25,050.
n all,
all, municipal
municipal court,
WRITS
or LUNACY:
LUNACY: For
For expenses
expenses attending
attending the
execution of
of writs
writs
WRITr OF
the execution
de lunatic°
lunatico inquirendo and commitments thereunder
thereunder in all cases of
indigent insane persons committed or sought to be committed
committed to the
Saint Elizabeth's
Elizabeth's Hospital by order
order of the executive
executive authority
authority of
of the
the
provisions of existing law, including
District of Columbia under the provisions
the employment of an alienist at not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 per annum,
and a
a clerk at $900 who shall be aa stenographer
typewriter,
stenographer and typewriter,
$5,500.
$5,500.

INTEREST
SINKING FUND.
INTEREST AND SINKING
For interest
and sinking
fund on the funded debt, pay-able
payable one-half
For
interest and
sinknKftmd
out of the revenues of the
the District of Columbia
Columbia and on-half
one-half out of any
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, $975,408.
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FUND.
FUND.

To be expended only in case of emergency,
To
emergency, such as riot, pestilence,
pestilence,

public insanitary conditions,
conditions, calamity
calamity by flood
flood or fire
the or storm
storm, and of
like character, and in all cases of emergency
sufficiently
emergency not otherwise
otherwise sufficiently
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provided for, in the discretion of the commissioners,
commissioners, $8,000: Provided,
Provided,
That in the purchase
purchase of all articles
provided for in this Act no more
articles provided
more
than the market price shall be paid for any such articles,
articles, and all bids
for any such articles above the market price shall
shall be rejected
rejected and new
bids received
received or purchases
purchases made in open market, as may be most
most
economical
advantageous to the District of Columbia.
economical and advantageous

Proviso.
Purchases.

COURTS
COURTS AND PRISONS.

Courts andprio.
prisons.
Coad

CONVICTS: For
SUPPORT
For support,
S
UPPORT OF
OF CONVICTS:
support, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and transportatransporta-

Support of convicts.
mocts.
of
Suport

District of
Columbia; expenses
tion of convicts
convicts transferred
transferred from the
the District
of Columbia;
expenses
of shipping
shipping remains
remains of
in the
the United
of deceased
deceased convicts
convicts to
to their
their homes
homes in
United
States, and expenses
expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed
unclaimed remains
deceased
remains of deceased
convicts; expenses
expenses incurred
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
escaped conconincurred in identifying
identifying and
rewards for their recapture;
recapture; to be expended
victs and rewards
expended under the direction of
General, $110,000.
$110,000.
of the Attorney
Attorney General,
COURTHOUSE,
COLUMBIA: For care and protection,
COURTHOUSE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA:
protection,
under
States marshal
marshal of
of the
the District
D'istrict of
of
under the
the direction
direction of the United
United States
Columbia: Engineer, $1,200; three
three watchmen,
watchmen, at $720 each; three
firemen, at $720
$720 each; five
laborers, at $600
at
five laborers,
$600 each;
each; six messengers,
messengers, at
$720 each; two
jurycomtwo elevator
elevator conductors
conductors, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; clerk to jury
commissioner,
$720; telephone
telephone operator,
operator, $720;
$720; attendant
in ladies'
ladies'
missioner, $720;
attendant m
waiting room,
room, $300;
in all,
be.expended under
waiting
$300; in
all, $16,020,
$16,020, to
to:be.expended
under the
the direcdirections
tions oi
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General.
General.

a
Courthouse,
care, etc.

Cortho

wetek

Court of Appeals
C
OURT OF
OF APPEAL
APPEALS
OLUMBIA: TWO
Two B
COURT
S BUILDING,
BUILDING, DLSTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF C
COLUMBIA:
Et
g.
App <al
Care, etc.
watchmen, at
elevator operator, $720;
laborers, at
at care,
watchmen,
at $720
$720 each; elevator
$720; three
three laborers,
t.
$480
each; mechanician
the direction
of the
the Superintendent
Superintendent of
$480 each;
mechanician (under
(under the
direction of
of
Proviso.
the Capitol Building
Building and
That the
the clerk
and Grounds),
Grounds), $1,200:
$1,200: Provided,
Provided, That
clerk PrCustodian.
of the court of appeals
appeals shall be
under
be the custodian
custodian of
of said building, under
direction and
the justices
justices of
of said
court; in
all,
the direction
and supervision
supervision of
of the
said court;
in all,
$4,800;
$4,800;
Expenses.
For mops,
mops, brooms,
brooms, buckets, disinfectants,
disinfectants, removal
removal of refuse,
refuse Expelectrical
supplies,
books,
and
all
other
necessary
and
incidental
electrical supplies, books, and all other necessary and incidental
expenses not
expenses
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for, $800.
$800.
court.
FEES
WITNESSES, SUPREME
SUPREME COURT:
COURT: For
of witnesses
and Supreme
FEES OF
OF WITNESSES,
For fees
fees of
witnesses and
WP ,tnet
Witness
fees.
R.
S.,
rec.
850, p.
p. IaO.
140.
payment of
witnesses in
in said
said court,
court, as
as provided
payment
of the
the actual
actual expenses
expenses of
of witnesses
provided R. S., ec.8O,
by section
section eight
eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty,
fifty, Revised
Statutes of
the United
by
Revised Statutes
of the
United
States,
States, $15,000.
$15,000.
Jurors' fem.
FEES
JURORS, SUPREME
SUPREME COURT:
of jurors, $65,000.
$65,000.
Jn
.
For fees
fees of
FEES OF
OF JURORS,
COURT: For
of bailiffs, etc.
PAY
BAILIFFS: For
For not
not exceeding
exceeding one
one crier
in
each
court,
of
PAY OF
OF BAILIFFS:
Pay"oba""*j,et.
crier in each court, of Pay
office deputy
who act
act as
as bailiffs
bailiffs or
or criers,
criers, and
expense of
marshals who
and for
for expense
of
office
deputy marshals
and of
of bailiffs
bailiffs in
in
meals and
and lodging
lodging for
for jurors in United States
States cases
cases and
attendance upon
upon same
same when
when ordered
$27,200.
attendance
ordered by
by the
the court,
court, $27,200.
ia
s exMiscellaneous
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES: For
such miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
penses.
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES:
For such
as pases.
may
for the
Supreme Court
Court
General for
the Supreme
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General
may be
be authorized
authorized by
of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
its officers,
officers, including
including the furnishing
of the
the District
and its
and
collecting of evidence
evidence where the United States is or may be aa
and collecting
party
in interest,
interest, including
including also
expenses other
other than
for personal
personal
party in
also such
such expenses
than for
services
authorized by
Attorney General
for the
the court
court
be authorized
by the
the Attorney
General for
services as
as may
may be

of appeals, District of Columbia, $15,000.
Additi
xp
Additional expenses
For such
such additional
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
be authorized
r
or temporary
quarters.
rayuarte
For
additional miscellaneous
as may
may be
authorized ftmpo
by the
the Attorney
for the
supreme court
and its
officers, made
made Ais,
date, p.
p. ST.
the supreme
court and
its officers,
by
General for
Attorney-General

necessary
by the
uarters pending
the
necessary by
the occupancy
occupancy of temporary
temporary quarters
quarters
pending the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
r
oe
fen
ap
ns
pe
tni
al9
c,
tiponistof
o
ri
feth
to
e
fcn
eo
luth
linno
bus
ia::::gton,
Washington, District of
the
courthouse,
reconstruction
including an
an electrician
at the
the rate
rate of
$900 per
annum and
laborer
including
electrician at
of $900
per annum
and a
a laborer
at the
the rate
rate of
$600 per
per annum,
at
of $600
annum, $3,750.
$3,750.
CHARITIES
CORRECTIONS.
AND CORRECTIONS.
CHARITIES AND

stenographer, $1,400;
Secretary, $3,500;
13oaaro OF
HARITIES: Secretary,
$3,500; stenographer,
$1,400;
CHARITIES:
OF C
BOARD
clerk,
$600; inspectors—two
at $1,200
three
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; messenger,
messenger, $600;
inspectors-two at
$1,200 each,
each, three

Charities and
a correo
a
tiros.

t,

salrtbc.

Board of
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Motor
Motor ambulance.

ambulnce.

Reformatories,
Reformatories, etc.

Wan

Washingten
Igtam
and
Jail.
salaries.
Salaries.

AsYlum

at
$1,000 each,
each, two
two at
at $900
$900 each,
at $840
$840 each;
each; drivers—one
drivers-one
each, two
two at
at $1,000
(who
$900, three
of stables) $900,
three at $720 each;
also act as
as foreman
foreman of
(who shall also
hostler, $540;
$540; traveling
traveling expenses,
attendance on convenincluding attendance
hostler,
expenses, including
tions,
in all,
all, $19,780.
$19,780.
tions, $400;
$400; in
For
and equipment
of one
one motor
motor ambulance,
ambulance, $1,550,
$1,550, and
and
For purchase
purchase and
equipment of
for the maintenance
maintenance thereof, $600; in all, $2,150.
REFORMATORIES AND
REFORMATORIES
CORRECTIONAL
AND CORRECTIONAL

INSTITUTIONS.
INSTITUTIONS.

JAIL:
Superintendent, $1,800;
W ASHINGTON ASYLUM
AND J
AIL: Superintendent,
$1,800; visiting
visiting
WASHINGTON
AYLUM AND
physician,
$1,200; resident
resident physician,
physician, $480; two assistant resident
physician, $1,200;
resident
physicians,
engineer ,'$900; three assistant
assistant
physicians, at $120
$120 each;
each; clerk, $840; engineer,
engineers at $600 eacheach; night
watchman, $480; blacksmith
woodengineers
night watchman,
blacksmith and woodworker, $500; driver
driver for dead
dead wagon,
wagon, $365; hostler and driver,
driver, for
for
supply
laundry wagon, at $240 each; hospital cook, $600;
$600;
supply and laundry
cooks—two at $300 each, one $180; trained
trained nurse, who
assistant cooks-two
superintendent of nursing, $1,200;
shall act as superintendent
$1,200; two graduate nurses
nurses
graduate nurse for receiving
receiving ward, $480; two nurses
at $480 each; graduate
for annex wards at $540 each; nurse for operating room, $540;
$540;
orderlies, and two orderlies
eight orderlies,
orderlies for annex wards, at $300 each;
number (nurses to be paid
paid
twenty-one in number
pupil nurses, not less than twenty-one
exceed $120
annum during
during first year of service,
service, and not
not
$120 per annum
not to exceed
to exceed
exceed $150 per annum during second year
year of service),
service), $3,000;
registered pharmacist, who shall act as hospital clerk, $720; gardener,
registered
$540; seamstress,
seamstress, $300; housekeeper,
housekeeper, $420;
$600;
$420; laundryman, $600;
laundryman, $365;
$365; three laundresses,
laundresses, at $360 each; two
assistant laundryman,
chambermaids, three
three waiters, and seven ward maids, at $180
chambermaids,
$180 each:
temporary labor, not to exceed
exceed $1,200; operator of X-ray
X-ray machine,

pathologist, $600;
amesthetist, $300;
$300; in
all, $29,610.
$29,610.
in all,
$600; anaesthetist,
$600; pathologist,
ontingentexpenses. $600;

Creitingent expenses.

1917.

For provisions, fuel, forage,
forage, harness
harness and vehicles and repairs to
same, gas
dry goods, tailoring, drugs and medical
medical
gas, ice, shoes, clothing, dry
supplies,
supplies, furniture
furniture and bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils, and other necessary
items, $47,500;
plumbing, painting, lumber, hardware
For repairs to buildings,
buildings, plumbing,
hardware,
cement,
cement, lime, oil, tools, cars, tracks,
tracks, steam
cooking appasteam heating and cooking
ratus,
$2,750;
ratus, $2,750;
bulldfg.
Kitdan building.
Kitchen
For building for hospital kitchen, $7,500;
$7,500;
For
kitchen equipment,
equipment, $1,500;
$1,500;
For kitchen
baPayment to abandaned
3am ies.
doned families.
Payments to destitute women
and children:
children: For payment to
to benewomen and
beneVol.
3, P•. S.
ficianes named in section
vol.34,
Wt.
ficiaries
section three of "An Act making
making it
it a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor
in the District of Columbia
Columbia to abandon
abandon or willfully neglect to provide
provide
for the support and maintenance
maintenance by any person of his wife or his or
ol
her minor children
children in destitute or necessitous
circumstances," apnecessitous circumstances,"
proved March
March twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six, $6,500, or so
much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, to be disbursed
disbursed by the disbursing
disbursing
officer of the District of Columbia,
vouchers duly audited
officer
Columbia, on itemized
itemized vouchers
audited
and approved by.the auditor of said District;
Support
Support of
of sail prispris- and approved by the auditor of said District;
of prisoners:
prisoners: For maintenance
maintenance of jail prisoners
e".
sSupport
Men
Support
prisoners of the
District of Columbia
Columbia at the Washington
Washington Asylum
Asylum and Jail, including
pay of guards and all other necessary
necessary personal
personal services, and for support of prisoners therein, $50,000;
Tras
Transporting
prison- port of prisoners therein, $50,000;
entte
to jail. iTransportati
Transportation of prisoners:
prisoners: For conveying
conveying prisoners
prisoners to Washington Asylum and Jail, including
including salary
salary of driver, not to exceed $840,
and purchase
maintenance of necessary
purchase and maintenance
necessary horses, wagons, and
and
$2,000;
harness, $2,000;
In all,
all, Washington
Asylum and
Jail, $147,360.
Home for Aged and
In
Washington Asylum
and Jail,
$147,360.
i
Infirm.
HOME FOR
AND I
NFIRM:: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1
$1,200;
HOME
FOR AGED
AGED AND
INFIRM
200; clerk,
clerk, $900;
nSr
$900;
Salaries.
baker and laundryman,
laundryman, at $540
matron, $600; chief cook, $720; baker
$540
each; chief engineer, $1,000;
engineer,, $720; physician and
$1,000; assistant engineer
pharmacist, $480; second assistant engineer,
engineer, $480; two male attend-
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ants
and two
attendants, at
at $300
$300
ants and
two nurses,
nurses, at
at $360
$360 each;
each; two
two female
female attendants,
assistant cooks-one
each; three firemen, at $300
$300 each;
each; assistant
cooks—one $300, one
$180; foreman
construction and repair, $720; blacksmith
$180;
foreman of construction
blacksmith and woodworker,
$540; farmer,
farmer, $540; four farm hands, dairyman,
dairyman, and tailor,
worker, $540;
at
at $240
$240
at $360
$360 each; seamstress, $240;
$240; laundress,
laundress, hostler
hostler and
and driver, at
each; three servants, at $144
$144 each; night watchman, $240; tempotemporary labor,
all, $16,952;
rary
labor, $1,000;
$1,000; in
in all,
$16,952;
Contingent expenses.
'
.
For
vehicles and repairs
repairs to C
provisions, fuel,
fuel, forage, harness and vehicles
For provisions,
same,
medical
goods, tailoring, drugs
drugs and
and medical
same, ice,
ice, shoes,
shoes, clothing, dry- goods,
supplies, furniture
furniture and bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils, and other necessary
necessary
items,
maintenance of
epr
items, including
including maintenance
of motor
motor truck,
truck, $28,000;
$28,000;
Repairs, etc.
p,
improvements to buildings and
For repairs
repairs and improvements
and grounds, $3,000;
For purchase of material
material for permanent
permanent roads, $300;
$300;
For
protection to
farm buildings,
buildings, $850;
$850;
to group
group of farm
For extension
extension of fire
fire protection
For
renewal of
system, $2,500;
$2,500;
For renewal
of heating
heating system,
renewal of roofs,
$1,000;
For renewal
roofs, $1,000;
$5,000;
and installation
installation of
of two electric
electric generators,
generators, $5,000;
For purchase
purchase and
In all,
all, Home
Aged and
and Infirm,
$57,602.
for Aged
Infirm, $57,602.
In
Home for
Bo"p"gmining
FOB BOYS;
SCHOOL
NATIONAL
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING S
CHOOL FOR
BOTH:, For care and
and mainmain- seSchoo
N
aZiorsoyl
comC
of boys
tenance of
committed to the National
National Training School for Boys care
°f
b°Y° cornof boys committed
tenance
by
the courts
courts of
under a
contract to
to bee'Bitted to.
a contract
of Columbia
Columbia under
of the
the District
District of
by the
made
Charities with the authorities
authorities of
of said National
made by
by the Board of Charities
thereof as may be
Training School for Boys, $65,000,
$65,000, or so much thereof
Training
necessary.
necessary.
National
Training
National
Training
orirls.
school tor
NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR
Gnus- Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
sl 9n11 ;School
Girls.
FOR GIBLS:
NATIONAL TRAINING
saries'
treasurer,
$720; mark
$600 each; overseer, $720;
and four teachers, at $600
matron, and
treasurer, matron,
two parole officers,
officers, at $600 each; seven teachers
teachers of industries, at $480
each;
engineer, $720;
assistant engineer,
engineer, $600;
$600; night watchman,
$480;
watchman, $480;
$720; assistant
each; engineer,
two
laborers, at
at $300
$300 each;
each; in
in all,
two laborers,
all, $12,480;
$12,480;
Contingent expenses.
For
lamps, candles, cloth- C"tmn tepe.
oil, lamps,
soap, oil,
light, fuel, soap,
provisions, light,
groceries,, provisions,
For groceries
ing, shoes,
horseshoeing, medicines,
medicines, medical
medical attendance,
attendance, hack
hack
forage, horseshoeing,
ing,
shoes, forage,
hire,
machines, fixtures, books, stasewing machines,
transportation, labor, sewing
hire, transportation,
tionery, horses,
horses, vehicles,
fences,
sheds, fences,
fowls, sheds,
pigs, fowls,
cows, pigs,
harness, cows,
vehicles, harness,
tionery,
repairs,
and other
other necessary
necessary items,
includitems, includstenography, and
typewriting, stenography,
repairs, typewriting,
ing compensation
compensation not
exceeding $350
for additional
additional labor
labor or services,
services,
$350 for
not exceeding
ing
for
and pursuing
pursuing escaped
inmates and
rewards for
for
and for rewards
escaped inmates
identifying and
for identifying
necessary expenses
their
capture, and
and for
for transportation
transportation and other necessary
their capture,
incident to
to securing
suitable homes
discharged girls,
paroled or discharged
homes for paroled
securing suitable
incident
$15,000;
$150, $15,000;
not exceeding
exceeding $150,
not
In
all, National
National Training
Training School for Girls, $27,480.
$27,480.
In all,
MEDICAL
CHAEITIEB.
MEDICAL CHARITIES.

Medical charities.

Medical charti

For
care and
and treatment
treatment of
indigent patients,
patients, under
a contract
contract to
tsrl' imen't"
to tal".me
under a
of indigent
For care

be made
with Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital
by the
the Board
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, $35,000,
Hospital by
made with
be

H

os

pi-

or
so much
much thereof
thereof as
as may
be necessary.
or so
may be
necessary.
Columbia Hospial
Hospital
COLUMBIA HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL FOR
W OMEN AND
AND LYING-IN
LYING-IN ASYLLUM:
ASYLUM: For
care ror
forC W
Women.
For care
FOR WOMEN
COLUMBIA
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
patients, under
contract to
to be
be made
made with
with
a contract
under a
indigent patients,
and
Columbia
Hospital for
Women and
and Lying-in
by the
the Board
Board of
of
Asylum by
Lying-in Asylum
for Women
Columbia Hospital
Charities,
not to
to exceed
Children's Hpital.
Hammel.
Charities, not
exceed $25,000.
$25,000.
Chidrens
For care
and treatment
treatment of
of indigent
under aa contract
contract to
to
patients, under
indigent patients,
care and
For
be
made with
Children's Hospital
by the
the Board
Board of
Charities, not
not to
to
of Charities,
Hospital by
with Children's
be made
exceed
$17,000.
Hmeopathic , HosHosexceed $17,000.
Homeopathic
For care
care and
and treatment
indigent patients,
contract to
to be
be pitai.
pi
a contract
under a
patients, under
of indigent
treatment of
For
made with
Homeopathic Hospital
Hospital Association
Association by
the Board
Board
by the
National Homeopathic
with National
made
of
of Charities,
Charities, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $8,500.
$8,500.
Eme
osp
For emergency
emergency care
care and
treatment of,
and free
service Emergency
Hospital.
Eme"g apft
dispensary service
free dispensary
of, and
and treatment
For
to,
indigent patients
patients under
under a
acontract
agreement to
to be
made with
with
be made
or agreement
contract or
to, indigent
Central Dispensary
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital
Hospital by
the Board
of ChariChariBoard of
by the
Central
ties,
$26,000.
ties, $26,000.
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emergency care and treatment
treatment of, and
For emergency
and free
free dispensary
dispensary service
service
to,
under a
acontract
agreement to
to be
made with
to, indigent
indigent patients
patients under
contract or
or agreement
be made
with
Eastern
Board of
of Charities,
Charities, $13,000.
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary by
by the
the Board
$13,000.
for Incurables.
nubles
.For
For care and treatment
Home for
treatment of indigent patients
patients under
under a
contract to
to be
be
a contract
Washington Home
Incurables by
by the
the Board
Board of
made with
with Washington
Home for Incurables
of ChariCharities,
$5,000.
ties, $5,000.
Georgetown UniversitGogei°to
For
care and
and treatment
sity Hospital. Unive
For care
treatment of indigent patients
patients under a
acontract
contract to be
made with Georgetown
Hospital by
by the
the Board
Board of
of Charities,
made
Georgetown University Hospital
Charities,
$5,000.
$5,000.
w-n~ters~iety
W
For
care and treatment
treatment of indigent
For care
indigent patients under
under a
acontract
contract to be
be
University Hospital.
made with George
George Washington
Washington University Hospital
Hospital by the Board
University
of
$5,000.
of Charities,
Charities, $5,000.
Tuberculosis HosiTuberculosis
TUBERCULOSIS
Superintendent, $1,800;
tal.
TUBERCULOSIS HoPrrAL:
HosPrrAL: Superintendent,
$1,800; resident physSalaries.
600; assistant
Salaries.
ician, $600;
assistant resident
resident physician,
physician, $300;
$300; roentgenologist,
$600;
roentgenologist, $600;
pharmacist and clerk,
engineer, at
$720
pharmacist
clerk, superintendent
superintendent of nurses, and engineer,
at $720
cook, assistant
assistant engiengieach; pathologist, $300; matron,
matron, dietician,
dietician, chief cook,
neer
eight graduate
graduate nurses,
nurses, at
at $600
each; assistant
assistant
neer,, laundryman,
laundryman, and eight
$600 each;
cooks—one $360, two at $240
elevator
cooks-one
$240 each; assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer, $480;
$480; elevator
each; farmer,
laborer,
conductor, $300; three
three laundresses,
laundresses, at $240 each;
farmer, laborer,
night watchman, four orderlies, and
assistant laundryman, at
at $360
$366
and assistant
$240 each;
each; four
$240 each;
each;
each; three ward maids, at $240
four servants,
servants, at
at $240
$20,460;
all, $20,460;
in all,
contn
expeses.
For provisions, fuel, forage, harness,
harness, and vehicles
vehicles and
and repairs
repairs to
to
same,
same, gas,
gas ice, shoes, clothing,
tailoring, drugs and
medical
clothing, dry goods, tailoring,
and medical
furniture and
supplies, furniture
and bedding,
beddi" ng, kitchen utensils, books
books and
and periodperiodexceed $50, temporary services
icals not to exceed
services not to exceed $1,000, and
$37,000;
other necessary items, $37,000;
Repairs,
improvements to
buildings and
grounds, including
Repair, etc.
etc.
For repairs
repairs and improvements
to buildings
and grounds,
including
$2,000;
roads and sidewalks, $2,000;
Tuberculosis Hospital,
$59,460.
Hospital, $59,460.
In all, Tuberculosis
s al
H
Ga
pl
tg" M
u
nicip
GALLINGEB MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL HosPrrAL:
HOSPITAL: Toward
construction of
the
mil.
GALLNGEB
Hospe
Toward the
the construction
of the
Construction
Gallinger
Hospital, including
including grading
of the
the site,
site, to
be
erS§=°
o31
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital,
grading of
to be
ervation No. 13.
located
Reservation Numbered
Numbered Thirteen
located on Reservation
Thirteen in the District of
of Columin accordance
with plans
plans and
and specifications
specifications prepared
under the
the
prepared under
accordance with
.bia,bia, in
Vol.
545.
authority contained
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act
Act for
for
cos.
Limit38,ofp.
authority
contained in
District of
Limit of cost,
the
fifteen, $150,000,
$150,000, and
and the
the limit
limit
mto
t.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
of cost of the construction
accessory buildings
construction of said
said hospital and accessory
buildings is
is
hereby
hereby fixed at $500,000.
$500,000. Said hospital'shall
hospital shall be constructed
constructed with a
a
additions as the exigencies
view to making such future additions
exigencies may require,
and
authorized shall be
executed as
interfere
and the
the work
work herein
herein authorized
be so executed
as not
not to interfere
Proviso.
Former location
location re- in
any
way
with
the
future
extension
of
Massachusetts
Avenue:
ProFormr
in
any
way
with
the
future
extension
of
Massachusetts
Avenue:
Proa l ed
pe
vided,?That the provision
pealed..
vided
provision contained
contained in the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation Act for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen requiring
that said hospital
hospital be located
Fourteenth and
and Upshur
located and erected at Fourteenth
Upshur
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Streets is hereby
Casualty Hospital.
casualty
Hospital.

George

Weehingten

11°sPi-

ContinitexPenses.

os

.Re-

°a Res-

Care
of children.
Care of
chilen.

CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS.
INSTITUTIcON.
CHILD-CARING

Children's
Board
Boarda. of
of Children's
Chldns
Guardians.

Epeses.

Expenses.

alares.

Salaries.

dr

Feeble_

ded
Feehle-mided

en
then.

etc., of
Board,
Bord, etc.,

dre.
dren.

BOA
OF CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS:
For administrative
BOARD OF
CHILDREN'S GUARDIANS: For
administrative expenses,
expenses,
including placing
and visiting
visiting children,
including
placing and
children, city directory,
directory, purcas
purchase of
of
of reference and periodicals
books a
periodicals not exceeding
exceeding $25, and all
all office
office
and
sundry expenses,
expenses, $3,500;
$3,500;
and sundry
For agent, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks—one $1,200,
$1,200, one
one $900,
$900, one $720; placing
and investigating officers-two
officers—two at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,000, eight at
at
i. $900
each; record
$900; messenger,
messenger, $360;
$360; in
in all,
all, $16,480;
chil$900 each;
record clerk,
clerk, $900;
$16,480;
and colored),
For maintenance
maintenance of feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
children (white and
colored),
$27000 •
• $27,000;
childidboard and care of all children
committed to the guardianship
For board
children committed
guardianship
of said board by the courts of the District, and for temporary care of
of
children
children pending investigation or while being transferred
transferred from place

ch /
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to place, with authority to pay not more
more than $1,500
$1,500 to institutions
institutions
adjudged to be under sectarian
sectarian control and not more
more than $400 for
burial of children
charge of the board,
children dying while under
under charge
board, $80,000;
$80,000;
In all,
of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, $126,980.
$126,980.
In
all, Board
Board of
to agent.
The disbursing officer
Columbia is authorized
AdvaOSto
agt.
officer of the District of Columbia
authorized to Advances
advance
advance to the agent of the Board of Children's
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, upon
upon
requisitions previously
previously approved
approved by
of the
the _District
of
by the
the auditor
auditor of
District of
Columbia and upon such security as may be required
required of said
said agent
agent by
by
commissioners, sums of money not to exceed
exceed $200
the commissioners,
$200 at any one
time,
to be
for expenses
in placing
time, to
be used
used for
expenses in
placing and
and visiting
visiting children,
children, traveltraveling on
on official
of the
the board,
board, and
for office
office and
and sundry
sundry expenses,
expenses,
ing
official business
business of
and for
al such expenditures
accounted for to the accounting
accounting officers
all
expenditures to be accounted
officers
of the District of
vouchers
of Columbia
Columbia within one
one month
month on itemized
itemized vouchers
properly
approved.
properly approved.
Industrial
Home
INDUSTRIAL
HOME SCHOOL
FOR C
COLORED
schoo for Colored
Colore
INDUSTRIAL HOME
SCHOOL FOR
OLORED CHILDREN:
CHILDREN: SuperintendSuperintend- School
$1,200; matron of school,
caretakers, two assistant charr,....
Ch"Sir
ent, $1,200;
school, $480; three
three caretakers,
caretakers,
three teachers,
teachers,
caretakers, nurse, and
and sewing teacher,
teacher, at
at $360 each;
each; three
teacher'$600;
$600; farmer
farmer and
blacksmith
at $480 each
each; manual
manual training
training teacher,
and blacksmith
and wheelwright,
farm laborer,
stableman and
and
and
wheelwright, at
at $480
$480 each;
each; farm
laborer, $360;
$360; stableman
watchman at $300 each;
each; cook, $240;
laundress, $240;
temporary
watchman,
$240; laundress,
$240; temporary
labor
watchman,
not
all, $8,940;
labor not to exceed
exceed $300;
$300; in
in all,
$8,940;
For
maintenance including
irichtding purchase
purchase and
Expjand care
care of horses, wagons,
wagons, Expenses.
For maintenance,
and harness, $11,004;
$11,000;
For
repairs and improvements
to buildings
For repairs
improvements to
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $1,500;
$1,500;
For
manual training
For manual
training equipment,
equipment, $300;
$300;
For
materials for
for construction
construction of
of roads
and sidewalks,
sidewalks, $500;
$500;
For materials
roads and
For
purchase of fire
extinguishers, $200;
For fire
fire protection,
protection, including
including purchase
fire extinguishers,
$200;
For the erection
erection of
of a
a barn, $1,500;
$1,500;
New cottage.
For
of one
one cottage
twenty-five or
more New
cottage
For the
the erection
erection of
cottage to
to accommodate
accommodate twenty-five
or more
boys,
boys, $15,000;
$15,000;
In
for Colored
r SZVOINOCOOdS iT0111
In all,
all, Industrial
Industrial Home
Home School
School for
Colored Children,
Children, $38,940:
$38,940: ProPro- Usoprowds
from
es
moneys received at said school, as income from sale
sale of sal
satel
vided, That all moneys
products
payment of
instruction or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
and from
from payment
of board,
board, of
of instruction,
products and
shall be
be paid
commissioners to
expended by them in
in
to be
be expended
over to
to the
the commissioners
shall
paid over
the
support of
school during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
the support
of the
the school
nineteen hundred
and
eighteen.
Inlustrl
Home
eighteen.
Industrial
!tome
I
NDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME S
CHOOL: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,500;
supervisor of Sehhol.
school.
$1,500; supervisor
SCHOOL:
INDUSTRIAL
1
boys,
matron, $480;
$480; three
at $360
$360 each;
each; househouse- Sa
Salaries
"ries.
three matrons,
matrons, at
boys, $720;
$720; matron,
keeper and
and sewing
teacher, at
at $360
$360 each;
two assistant
assistant matrons,
matrons at
at
each; two
keeper
sewing teacher,
$300 each;
each; nurse,
$360; manual-training
$660; florist,
teacher, $660;
florist, $840;
$840;
$300
nurse, $360;
manual-training teacher,
engineer,
$720; farmer,
$540; cook
cook andlaundress,
and laundress, at
$300 each;
each; two
two
farmer, $540;
at $300
engineer, $720;
housemaids,
at $180
clerk, $900;
temporary labor,
labor, not
not to
to
$900; temporary
$180 each;
each; clerk,
housemaids, at
exceed
$10,480;
in all, $10,480;
exceed $400; in
Expenses.
For
including purchase
care of
of horse,
and E-'P.horse, wagon,
wagon, and
purchase and
and care
For maintenance,
maintenance, including
harness,
$18,000;
harness, $18,000;
For
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
$2,000;
grounds, $2,000;
and improvements
improvements to
For repairs
repairs and
For replacing
plug, $375;
$375;
For
replacing fire
fire plug,
In all,
all, Industrial
Industrial Home
Home School,
School, $30,855.
$30,855.
In
Home for Destitute
For care
and maintenance
children under
to be
be made
made Colored
idre
colormed'Co
a contract
contract to
under a
of children
care and
maintenance of
For
Children.
with the
the National
Association for
for the
of Destitute
Destitute Colored
Colored
the Relief
Relief of
with
National Association
Women
Children by
Board of
of Children's
Guardians, not
to
not to
Children's Guardians,
by the
the Board
and Children
Women and
exceed $9,900.
$9,900.
exceed
Foundlings Home.
For
care and
maintenance of
of children
under a
contract to
be made
made Foundlmgs Home
For care
and maintenance
children under
a contract
to be
with
Washington
Home
for
Foundlings
by
the
Board
of
Children's
with Washington Home for Foundlings by the Board of Children's
Guardians, $6,000.
$6,000.
Guardians,
Saint Arrn's Asylum.
For
care aid
and maintenance
under a
contract to
be made
made Sant nn'sAsylum.
a contract
to be
For care
maintenance of
of children
children under
with
Saint
Ann's
Infant
Asylum
by
the
Board
of
Children's
Guardwith Saint Ann's Infant Asylum by the Board of Children's Guardians, $6,000.
ians,
$6,000.
r
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TEMPORARY HOMES.
HOMES.
TEMPORARY
Municipal lodging
lodging house
house and
and wood
yard: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200;
wood yard:
Municipal

foreman,
cook,. $360;
$360; night watchman
watchman for six
foreman, $480;
$480; cook,
six months,
months, at $25
$25
per month,
month, $150;
$150; maintenance,
$4,190.
per
maintenance, $2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all, $4,190.
Temporary Home for ex-Union Soldiers and Sailors, Grand Army

Temporary Home for ex-Union Soldiers and Sailors, Grand Army

of the
the Republic:
Republic: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $1,200;
$1,200; janitor,
janitor , $360; cook,
cook, $360;
$360;
maintenance,
in all
$5,920, to
be expended
expended under
under the
the direcdirecmaintenance, $4,000; in
all $5,920,
to be

tion of
of the
commissioners; and
and ex-soldiers,
ex-soldiers sailors,
or marines
of the
the
tion
the commissioners;
sailors, or
marines of

Expedition,
Spanish War,
War, Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Insurrection, or
or China Relief Expedition
who served at any time between
lietween April twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and ninety-eight,
and
hundred and two,
ninety-eight, and July
July fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
two, shall be
be
admitted
home.
admitted to the home.
Hope
For care
care and
Hope and Help m
Mis.
For
and maintenance
maintenance of women
women and
contract
and children
children under
under a
a contract
sign.
to be made
made with the Florence
Florence Crittenton
to
Mission by
Crittenton Hope and Help Mission
the
Board of
of Charities,
maintenance, $3,000.
$3,000.
the Board
Charities, maintenance,
Southern
UTHERN RELIEF
OCIETY. For
For care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of needy
needy
Sthern
eliea
SOUTHEBN
RELIEF S
SOCIETY:
ciety,
for Confederate
Relief So-

and infirm Confederate veterans, their widows and dependents, resi-

veterans,
veterans, etc.

and infirm Confederate veterans, their widows and dependents, resi-

dent in the District of Columbia, under aacontract
contract to be made with
with
the Southern Relief Society by the Board of Charities, $10,000.
B
the NATIONAL
NATIONAL LIBBARY
LIBRARY FOB
FOR TE
THE BLIND:
BLIND: For aid and support of the
Blind. WLn for
the
National Library for the Blind,
Blind, located
located at
Seventeen hundred
hundred and
at Seventeen
twenty-nine H
to be
be expended
twenty-nine
H Street northwest, to
expended under
under the direction
direction
of
of the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia, $5,000.
forthe
COLUMBIA
INTTrrTE: To aid the Columbia PolyCOLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
PourrEcrtmc INsTrrirrx:
nie Institute for
the
PolyBlind.
technic
Blind.
technic Institute for the Blind, located at Eighteen
Eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eight
eight
be expended
H Street northwest, to be
expended under the direction
direction of the
the Comdent in the District of Columbia, under

the Southern Relief Society by the Board of Charities, $10,000.

Libra"

hit

the

Cetuelhie

relYteell-

missioners of the District of Columbia, $1,500.

napot
insane.
StiPpett

o

dgt

of Indigent

missioners of the District of Columbia, $1,500.
HosPITAL
FOR THE INSANE:
For support
support of indigent insane
HOSPITAL FOR
INSANE: For
insane of the

District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeth's Hospital, as provided by

District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeth's Hospital, as provided by
law , $400,000.

Det
nonreDeporting
normal- law, $400,000.
dntsne.insane.
dent
For deportation of nonresident insane persons, in accordance with
Vl. 30, p. 811.
11.
Vol.
the Act of Congress " to change the proceedings for admission to the

For deportation of nonresident insane persons, in accordance with

0,p.

the Act of Congress "to change the proceedings for admission to the

Government Hospital for the Insane in certain cases, and for other
thirty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
purposes," approved January
January thirty-first,

Government Hospital for the Insane in certain cases, and for other

to

Avas to B
Advances
Board
of charities.
Charities.
of

purposes," approved
ninety-nine, $3,000.

ninety-nine, $3,000.
In expending
expending the foregoing
foregoing sum the disbursing officer of the District
District

of
is authorized
authorized to advance
advance to
to the secretary
secretary of the
of Columbia
Columbia is
the Board

of Charities, upon requisitions previously approved by the auditor

of Charities, upon requisitions previously approved by the auditor

of the District of Columbia, and upon such security as the commissioners may require of said secretary, sums of money not exceeding
$300 at one time, to be
be used
only for
used only
for deportation
deportation of
of nonresident
nonresident
insane persons,
persons, and to be
be accounted
accounted for
for monthly
monthly on itemized vouchers
to
to the
the accounting
accounting officer of
of the District
District of Columbia.
RELIEF OF
or THE
THE POOB:
POOR: For
of the
including pay
of
RELIEF
For relief
relief of
the poor_,
poor including
pay of
exceeding $1
$1 per
per day
day each,
each, who
who shall
shall
physicians to
to the
the poor at
at not exceeding
be
recommendation of
be appointed by
by the commissioners
commissioners on the recommendation
of the
health officer,
officer, $12,000.
$12,000.
health

of the District of Columbia, and upon such security as the commis-

sioners may require of said secretary, sums of money not exceeding

Relief of the poor.

-

Transporting
Pers.pe. -

taw

s

TANSPOBTATION
transportation
TRANSPORTATION OF PAUPERS:
PAUPERS: For t
ransport
a tion
paupers,
of paupers,

$2,500.
$2,500.

Workhouse.
WORKHOUSE.—Administration:
Superintendent,
chief
$2,500; chief
salWORKHOUE.-Administration: Superintendent,
Wd
mitratmo
nAdministration
es
aaries.
.
clerk,
$1,200; assistant
assistant superintendent,
clerk, $1,200;
superintendent, $900; stenographer, $720;
$720;

stenographer
stenographer and officer, $600;
$600;

Operation:
Foremen-construction
Operation: Foremen
—
construction $900,
$900, stone-crushing
stone-crushing plant
plant $900,
engineer and electrician,
sawmill $900; chief engineer
electrician, $1,100;
$1,100; superintendent
superintendent
brickkilii, $1,500;
worker, $480;
tailor shop,
shop, $480;
$480;
brickkiln,
$1,500; clay
clay worker,
$480; superintendent
superintendent tailor
midn*Pn''ru'ess•
Maintenance: Physician,
Physician, $1,350;
$1,350; superintendent
superintendent of
and
3Maitenance
.
Maintenance:
of clothing
clothing and
laundry,-,$720;
$720; storekeeper, $660; steward, $900; stewardess,
laundry
stewardess, $480;
$480;
veterinary
captain of guards,
captain of
veterinary and officer, $780; captain
guards, $1,200;
$1,200; captain
of
night watch,
deceiving and
and discharging
officers, at $1,000
night
watch, $900; two receiving
discharging officers,
$1,000

Operation
salaries.
O peration salaries-
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day guards—two
guards-two at
each; superintendent
superintendent of laundry, $600; dayat $720 each,
thirty at $660 each; fifteen
fifteen night guards, at $600
$600 each;
each; two
two day
day
officers, at $480 each; four night officers, at $480 each;
each; hospital
hospital
captain of steamboat,
nurse, $480; captain
steamboat, $900;
$900; engineer
engineer of steamboat,
$840;
all, $57,110;
$840; in
in all,
$57,110;
maintenance, including
or operaoped
Etx.
For maintenance,
including superintendence,
superintendence, custody, clothing, tilxPen
. 9
"
8 of
guarding,
guarding, care, and support of
of prisoners;
prisoners; rewards
fugitives;
rewards for
for fugitives;
provisions subsistence,
medicine and
s,
f
urniture ,
provisions,
subsistence, medicine
and hospital
hospital instrument
instruments,
furniture,
and quarters for guards
guards and other
employees and
inmates; purchase
other employees
and inmates;
purchase
of tools and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase and
maintenance of
of farm
farm impleimpleand maintenance
ments, hie
live stock, tools, equipment,
equipment, and miscellaneous
items •transmiscellaneous items;
transportation;
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of means
means of
transportation
portation; maintenance
of transportation
and means of transportation;
transportation •supplies and personal
and
personal services,
services, and
all
all other
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $70,000;
$70,000;
Fuel' etetc.
for manufacturing
maintenance, $15,000;
$15,000; fuel for
manufacturing and Fuel,
For fuel for maintenance,
construction, dynamite, oils,
construction,
repairs to plant,
$30,000; in
all,
oils, and repairs
plant, $30,000;
m all,
$45,000;
$45,000;
ater fm
or "
re.pai
For material for repairs to buildings, roads, and walks, $4,000;
etr
.a
Pain'
For
dairy and
forage building,
building, $4,000;
$4,000;
For dairy
and forage
In
$180,110, which
under the direction
direction
In all, $180,110,
which sum
sum shall
shall be expended
expended under
of the
commissioners.
of
the commissioners.
Reformato
REFORMATORY: For beginning construction of permanent
permanent build- Construction.
cRists ry.
REFORMATORY:
ings,
including
sewers,$45,000;
water mains,
mains, roads,
roads, and
and necessary
necessary equipment
equipment
ings,
ofindustrial
including
railroad,
sewers,
water

of industrial railroad, $45,000;
Mtrn.
Maintenance.
maintenance, including superintendence,
superintendence, custody, clothing,
For
For maintenance,
guarding,, care
care and
support of
inmates; rewards
for fugitives;
prorewards for
fugitives; proguarding,,
and support
of inmates;
visions,
medicine and
and hospital
hospital instruments,
instruments, furniture,
furniture, and
and
visions, subsistence,
subsistence, medicine
purchase of
guards and other employees
quarters
employees and inmates; purchase
quarters for guards
tools
and equipment;
equipment; purchase
implements,
of farm implements,
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
tools and
live stock,
tools, equipment;
equipment; transportation
of transtransmeans of
transportation and means
stock, tools,
live
portation; maintenance
maintenance and
of transportation;
transportation;
and operation
operation of means of
portation;
supplies and
and personal
services, and
all other
other necessary
necessary items,
items, $55,000;
$55,000;
and all
personal services,
supplies
Fuel
maintenance,'$5,000;
For fuel for maintenance
$5,000;
uel.
Completing pow er
Pvow"'
furnish'light,
plant to furnish
For completing
completing work on the central
central power _plant
light, pCstPom""
plant, eto.
power,
water to
the reformatory
for completing
completing
workhouse; for
and workhouse;
to the
reformatory and
and water
power, and
and for necessary
the refrigerating
necessary alteration
alteration to existing
refrigerating plant; and
the
plants
so as
as to
to provide
provide for
them with
with the
central power
power
the central
connecting them
for connecting
plants so
plant,
plant, $13,900;
$43,900;
In
expended under
under the direction
In all, $148,900,
$148,900, which sum shall be expended
of the commissioners.
commissioners.
Mati&
MILITIA.
MILITIA.
F

For
to be
under the
direction
and direction
the authority
authority and
expended under
be expended
the following,
following, to
For the
of the
the commanding
commanding general,
general, who
who is
authorized and
and empowered
empowered
is hereby
hereby authorized
of
to
make necessary
necessary contracts
and leases,
leases, namely:
namely:
contracts and
to make
For
hire of
for officers
officers required
required
of horses
horses for
including hire
of camps,
camps, including
For expenses
expenses of
to
be mounted,
mounted, and
not to
to be
be deducted
mounted
their mounted
from their
deducted from
hire not
and such
such hire
to be
pay, and
and for
the payment
payment of
commutation of
of subsistence
subsistence for
for enlisted
enlisted
of commutation
for the
pay,
men who
who may
be detailed
to guard
or move
United States property
property
the United
move the
guard or
detailed to
may be
men
at home
home stations
and immediately
immediately
preceding and
immediately preceding
on days
days immediately
stations on
at
following
damages to
property
private property
to private
encampments, damages
the annual
annual encampments,
following the
incident
to encampments,
marches and practice
practice marches
instruction, practice
encampments, instruction,
incident to
cruises,
drills and
and parades,
parades, fuel,
light, heat,
and repair
repair of
of armories,
armories,
heat, care
care and
fuel, light,
cruises, drills
offices, and
ships, boats,
boats, machinery
machinery and
and dock,
dock,
practice ships,
and storehouses,
storehouses, practice
offices,
dredging alongside
alongside of
of dock,
dock, telephone
telephone service,
service, horses
horses and
and mules
mules for
for
dredging
mounted orgarn7ations,
street car
tickets, not
exceed $200,
neces$200, necesnot to
to exceed
car tickets,
organizations, street
mounted
sarily used
in the
for general
general
and for
official business,
business, and
of official
the transaction
transaction of
sarily
used in
incidental
expenses of
service, $30,000.
$30,000.
of the
the service,
incidental expenses
For
rent of
armories'offices,
and stables,
stables, and
and quarters
quarters
storehouses, and
offices, storehouses,
For rent
of armories,
for noncommissioned
of the
Army detailed
duty with
the
with the
detailed for
for duty
the Army
officers of
noncommissioned officers
for

Expernesautborked.
Exp au
thborid.

Camp, drills,
drils, etc.
Camps,

Rent.
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militia,
Provided, That the commanding
commanding general
general of the
militia
$21,200: Provided,
..
authorized to enter into aa
of Columbia
of the
the District of
Militia of
Columbia is authorized
rannmory, Militia
etc.
contract
etc.
contract or contracts for the lease of an armory, stable, drill
drill shed, and
warehouse
for
Cavalry,
Field
Artillery,
Corps,
and Hospital
Corps,
Signal
Artillery,
Field
warehouse for Cavalry,
Corps
in one
one building,
building, or
or separately,
separately, for
for a
aperiod
period not to
exceed
to exceed
troops in
Corps troops
five years,
at the
the option
option of
the said
said commanding
general
commanding general
of the
renewable at
years, renewable
five
for an
an additional
additional period
of not
exceeding five
five years,
years, at
at an
an annual
annual
not exceeding
period of
for
further, That the said comR
enfra
r i °Ur=
rental not
to exceed
Provided further,
10,000: Provided
exceed $10,000:
not to
of preset rental
Rene
manding general
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fiscal year
general may renew for the fiscal
manding
eighteen,
or any
any portion
thereof, the
the building
building known
hundred
known as two hundred
portion thereof,
eighteen, or
and
First Street
Street northwest,
northwest, now
occupied as
an armory
armory for
for
as an
now occupied
thirty First
and thirty
mounted
and other
other troops,
troops, at
at an
an annual
annual rental
rental of $3,900, and the
mounted and
buildings
as nineteen
nineteen hundred
E Street northwest,
and twelve
twelve E
hundred and
known as
buildings known
used
stables and
and warehouses,
warehouses, at
at an
an annual
annual rental
$1,800, paying
rental of $1,800,
used as
as stables
therefor a
arental
current rentals.
in excess
excess of the current
not in
rental not
therefor
Expenses.
For lockers,
gymnastic apparatus
apparatus for
for armories,
$600.
armories, $600.
and gymnastic
For
lockers, furniture,
furniture, and
Expezas.
For
and postage,
postage, $1,800.
$1,800.
stationery, and
For printing, stationery,
For
equipments, and
and
and equipments,
repairing uniforms, arms, and
For cleaning
cleaning and repairing
contingent expenses,
$2,000.
expenses, $2,000.
contingent
For custodian
custodian in
charge of
States property
storerooms,
and storerooms,
property and
of United
United States
in charge
For
$1,000.
For clerk,
$1,000.
general, $1,000.
the adjutant
adjutant general,
office of
of the
For
clerk, office
$2,500.
For expenses
target.practice and matches,
matches, $2,500.
For
expenses of target.practice
Pay of troops, etc.
For
pay of
troops, other
to be
be disdisemployees, to
Government employees,
other than
than Government
of troops,
For pay
Payoftroopetc.
bursed
under the
authority and
direction of the commanding
commanding general,
and direction
the authority
bursed under
$24,000.
$24,000.
Poro
thored

e ana.
Proviso,. r lease
Five year
tllortted for armory,

Refund of erroneous
Refundof
collections.
collections.

assessTo enable the commissioners,
coramissioners, in any case where special
special assess-

Payments.

charges, rents, fees,
fees, or collections
collections of any
school tuition charges,
ments, school
character
erroneously covered
covered into
into the Treasury
Treasury to the
been erroneously
character have been
credit of the United
United States and the Distriot
District of Columbia
Columbia in equal
parts,
refund such
such erroneous
payments, wholly or in part, including
includ rig
erroneous payments,
parts, to refund
the refunding
paid for building permits authorized
authorized by the
refunding of fees paid

second,
District of Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act approved
approved March
March second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and eleven,
$1,500, or so much
much thereof
thereof as may
nineteen
eleven, $1,500,
be necessary:
necessary: Provided,
Provided, That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available
for such refunds of payments
payments made
made within the past three
three years.

volp.. 7.

Vol. 33, p.
Proviso.
Praroo.

Prior years.

Prior ye

Anacostia
lnacostia

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS.
COMX(' HONS.

River

River

Continuing reclamareclamation. ntinng
•

ANACOSTIA
ANACOSTIA RIVER
AND FLATS.
FIATS.
RIVER AND

For
the reclamation
reclamation and
of the
the Anacostia
Anacostia
For continuing
continuing the
and development
development of
District
River and Flats from the Anacostia Bridge northeast
northeast to the District
line, to be expended
conditions
expended for the purposes and under the conditions
Vol.
38, p.599.
vol. 3,p.69.
specified
specified in the item for this improvement
improvement contained
contained in the "District
"District
year nineteen hundred
hundred
of Columbia appropriation
appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
and fifteen,"
fifteen," $300,000.
$300,000.
of lands
reclamation and development
connection with the said reclamation
and In connection
development of the
torhz iin fconnecauPurchase
authorised
tion
tion with.
with.
river and flats,
fiats, the Secretary
Secretary of War
War is authorized
authorized to acquire, for and
United States, by purchase
purchase or by
condemnation, for
on behalf of the
the United
by condemnation,
for
absolute title to all
highway and park purposes, the fee simple and absolute
required for said objects
objects and not now owned by the United
Territoryncluded lands
ands required
Territory included.
y
d. States, in and along the Anacostia
Anacostia River from the Anacostia Bridge
to the center line of East Capitol Street, embraced
embraced within the area
lying
lines one
one on
on each
side of
the river,
river, following
lying between
between the
the lines,
each side
of the
following
approximately
approximately the contour
contour of ten feet elevation
elevation above the plane of
of
mean low water at the United States navy yard;
yard; and
and the Secretary
Secretary
authorized to
acquire for the United
of War is further authorized
to acquire
United States,
States, by
by purpurchase
highway and park purposes, in conchase or by condemnation,
condemnation, for highway
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nection with the said reclamation
reclamation and
and development
development of the Anacostia,
Anacostia;
River and Flats, the fee simple and absolute title to all lands required \\
for said objects
objects and not now owned by the United
United States,
and \
States, in and
along the Anacostia
Anacostia River in the section thereof running
running from
from the
the
center line of East Capitol Street to the northeast
northeast boundary
boundary line of
of.
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, embraced
emb
raced within
w ithi n th
limits designated
designated
thee limits
'taking line," one on each bank of the river in said section
"taking
section, as indiindicated on the map entitled "Reclamation
"Reclamation Anacostia
Ri ver Flats,
Flats, DisDisAnacostia River
trict of Columbia
land map,"
approved by
by th
efof
ofEngineers
Engi
neers,
Columbia, land
map," approved
thee Chi
Chief
United
United States Army,
Army, and the
the secr
et
ary of
of War,
War,as a
ttes t
ed and
an d
Secretary
attested
authenticated
authenticated by their respective
respective signatures
signatures and
and the
the seal
of the
War
seal of
the War
Department, bearing
twenty-fourth day of
bearing date the twenty-fourth
of May,
May, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and sixteen, recorded
of the Chief of
recorded and filed in the Office of
Engineers, United States
States Army, under
Useofaproriat
Engineers,
under Engineer Department file us,,,,,ra

ppropriajons

numbered
herein made
numbered 12968-52512968-525; and
and the
the appropriation
appropriation herein
made for
for the
the for
condemnation damforcondemnat:ndam.
e
reclamation
reclamation and development of the Anacostia
Anacostia River and Flats from ag ''etc.
etc.
the Anacostia
Anacostia Bridge
and all
all appropriaappropriaBridge northeast
northeast to
to the
the District
District line,
line, and
tions heretofore
hereby made available
heretofore made for said purpose
purpose are hereby
available for
the purchase or condem
condemnation
n ati on of
ll of
the said
of all
of the
said lands
lands hereinbefore
hereinbefore
authorized
of amounts
authorized to be acquired
acquired and for the payment of
amounts awarded
awarded
as damages
damages for said lands and the costs and expenses
expenses of the condemcondemnation proceedings in the event that
necessary to
to institute
institute such
that it
it is necessary
such
condemnation
Provided, That if said lands
condemnation proceedings:
proceedings: Provided,
or any
any part
part C
c:zaleMilation pro.
pro.
lands or
Coeqination
ee i
thereof can not be acquired
acquired by purchase from the owners
owners thereof at c"e
di
d ngs aa price satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
the Secretary
of War,
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
Secretary of
War, the
upon request
the District of Columbia, upon
request of the
Secretary of
of War,
the Secretary
War, shall
shall
institute condemnation
condemnation proceedings
to acquire
such lands
under the
the
proceedings to
acquire such
lands under
provisions
of Law
provisions of
of chapter
chapter fifteen
fifteen of
of the
the Code
Code of
for the
District of
of Vol.
34, p. 151.
Law for
the District
VoL34,
51
Columbia.
Columbia.
Adjustment
of lands,
Adjustment of lands,
The
of War
War is
is authorized
authorized to
The Secretary
Secretary of
adjustment of
of etA,with
etc.,with Philad'ehia,
Philadelphia,
to effect
effect an
an adjustment
boundaries and
and an
lands in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia with
with irg
arnRan
aka
zi
l.Washboundaries
an exchange
exchange of
of lands
,ington
ashw
the Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington
Railroad, in
accordance
Baltimore and
Washington Railroad,
in accordance
with the
the plat
or drawing
drawing on
on file
the office
of the
the Chief
Chief of
of Engineers
Engineers
with
plat or
file in
in the
office of
and designated
designated E.
E. D.
D. 12968-531,
12968-531, whereby
left bank
bank of
whereby on
on the
the left
of the
the Release by railroad.
Anacostia River
shall release,
and
Anacostia
River said
said railroad
railroad company
company shall
release, quitclaim,
quitclaim, and
ee byid.
convey to the United States
the certain
certain lands
lands along
along the
the Anacostia
Anacostia
States the
River riverward
riverward of the
said plat
and needed
for the
the
the line
line shown
shown on
on said
plat and
needed for
reclamation and development
reclamation
development of the Anacostia
Anacostia River
River and Flats, and
and Bynited
By Putted States.
t es
United States shall
shall release
release and
and quitclaim
quitclaim to
to said
said railroad
railroad comcomthe United
pany
title, interest,
claim in
in or
to certain
certain lands
lands shoreshorepany any right,
right, title,
interest, or
or claim
or to
ward
as shown
said plat,
plat, and
and will
permit the
ward of said
said line,
line, as
shown on
on said
will permit
the extension
extension
of
company's right
right of
of way
include the
the triangle
triangle of
of land
two
of said
said company's
way to
to include
land two
hundred and
sixty-two and
ten one-hundredths
feet on
on the
the hypothehypothehundred
and sixty-two
and ten
one-hundredths feet
nuse lying
lying at
at the
junction of
of the
the railroad
and the
the original
original Consolidation
nuse
the junction
railroad bridge
bridge and
Consolidation d
of
shore line
of said
said nrver,
river, as
on said
said plat,
whereby, on
on the
the rights
shore
line of
as shown
shown on
plat, and
and whereby,
rights oof way.
bank of
United States
shall permit
permit the
the
right bank
of the
the Anacostia
Anacostia River,
River, the
the United
States shall
rights of
of way
company for
its entrance
entrance into
the
rights
way of
of the
the said
said railroad
railroad company
for its
into the
city of
of Washington
Washington to
to be
be consolidated,
between the
the bulkhead
bulkhead of
of the
the
city
consolidated, between
railroad
Anacostia River
River and
the south
line of
L Street
Street
railroad bridge
bridge at
at the
the Anacostia
and the
south line
of L
south,
of way
equal top
width, according
according to
to the
the lines
south, into one
one right
right of
way of
of equal
top width,
lines
plat, and
and the
the United
United States
the said
company
of said
said plat,
States and
and the
said railroad
railroad company
shall reciprocally
reciprocally release,
shall
quitclaim, and
to each
each other
other the
the Othe
°they amveyam
conveyances.
release, quitclaim,
and convey
convey to
portions
of square
square south
ten hundred
and eighty,
eighty, so
so called,
called, and
and
portions of
south of
of ten
hundred and
the accretions
accretions to the
and southsouththe same
same lying respectively
respectively northward
northward and
ward
the division
division line
said plat,
plat, and
the said
said railroad
railroad
ward of
of the
line shown
show on
on
n said
and the
company
release, quitclaim,
and confirm
the United
company shall
shall release,
quitclaim, and
confirm to
to the
United States
States
the
to Oland
adjacent to
the title
title to
all land along
along and
and adjacent
to the
the Anacostia
Anacostia River
River from
from
the
bulkhead of
the present
present railroad
bridge to
east,
the bulkhead
of the
railroad bridge
to Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street
Street east,
exterior to
to the
the portion
portion of
south of
of ten
hundred and
and eighty
eighty to
to
exterior
of square
square south
ten hundred
be
released to
to said
railroad company
company as
shown on
on said
said plat,
together
be released
said railroad
as shown
plat, together
ages
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n
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with
all appurtenances
and riparian
riparian rights,
privileges, and
advantages
with all
appurtenances and
rights, privileges,
and advantages
and
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore
and subject
subject only
only to
to the
the consolidated
consolidated right
right of
of way
way as
stated and
delineated on
on said
stated
and delineated
said plat.
plat.
Transfers
of title.
And
Secretary of
of War
War is
and directed
directed on
on
Transes ofaU
And the
the Secretary
is further
further authorized
authorized and
behalf of
of the
the United
States to
make, execute,
and deliver
deliver and
to
behalf
United States
to make,
execute, and
and to
accept
railroad company
company such
such deeds
deeds of
of conveyance
conveyance or
or
accept from
from said
said railroad
quitclaim
or other
other assurances
assurances of
title, as
as in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the .Attorney
Attorney
quitclaim or
of title,
General
may be
necessary or
or appropriate
effect such
adjustment of
of
appropriate to
to effect
such adjustment
General may
be necessary
Provieos.
exchange of
of lands:
Provided, That
That all
all expenses
expenses of
of
Expenses by railroad
lands: Provided,
and exchange
railroad boundaries
boundaries and
company.
recording such
such deeds
deeds and
expenses incidental
incidental to
to the
execution
companyrecording
and other
other expenses
the execution
of such
such exchanges
exchanges shall
shall be
borne by
the said
railroad company:
of
be borne
by the
said railroad
company:
Closing of portion of Provided further, That upon the effectuation of the adjustment of
of
the adjustment of
effectuation
the
upon
That
further,
Provided
of
of
Portion
LCloing
L Street.
boundaries
and exchange
of lands
provided for,
for, the
the CommisCommisboundaries and
exchange of
lands herein
herein provided
sioners
Columbia are authorized
authorized to
to close
close that
that portion
sioners of
of the District
District of
of Columbia
portion
of L
L Street
south lying
lying between
and the
the Commodore
Commodore
of
Street south
between Water
Water Street
Street and
Barney Circle, and to permit the use and occupation of the same by
the Philadelphia,
and Washington
Railroad Company
Company in
in
the
Philadelphia, Baltimore
Baltimore and
Washington Railroad
connection with
with the
the consolidated
consolidated right
right of
of way
authorized by
by this
Act.
connection
way authorized
this Act.

PARKS.
PARKS.

Small park

Small parks.
Condemnation
poises.
Val. 38, p.. 625.

For the condemnation
condemnation of small park areas
areas to be acquired
acquired in accordaccordance with the provisions
provisions relating
ance
relating to small parks in the District of
of
Columbia
contained in the sundry
sundry civil appropriation
appropriation Act,
approved
Act, approved
Columbia contained
August first, nineteen
fourteen, $25,000.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
$25,000.

exex"

conemnatio
V 38,p 2.

WATER
WATER SERVICE.
SERVICE.

Water service.
waterservice.
Trunk mains to ConTrulk madn to
duit Road.

Con-

Payments wholly
netslly
fromaire
from
water revenues.

Washington
dWshingto
duct.

Aque-

Aqne

Maintenance of reservoir,
ervoir tunnel, filtration
etc.
tho plant, etc.

tene
plant,

Conduit Road.
conduit
Road.
Lining tunnels.

Lining tnels.

New
For laying sixteen-inch
in Reservoir
sixteen-inch trunk mains
mains in
Reservoir Street and New
Cut
$26,600.
Cut Road
Road to
to Conduit
Conduit Road
Road northwest,
northwest, $26,600.
The following
wholly_out
the revenues
revenues
out of
of the
are appropriated
appropriated wholly
sums are
The
following sums
of
the water
water department
department for
of the
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct
of the
for expenses
expenses of
Aqueduct
and its
its appurtenances
expenses of
of the
department,
and
appurtenances and
and for
for expenses
the water
water department,
namely:
namely:
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
AQUEDUCT.
WASHINGTON

For operation,
of all
employees, mainmainall necessary
necessary employees,
including salaries of
operation, includingsalaries
For
tenance, and repair of Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct and its accessories,
accessories,
McMillan
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct tunnel,
tunnel, the
the FiltraFiltraMcMillan Park
Park Reservoir,
Reservoir, Washington
tion Plant,
Plant, the
the plant
plant for
for the
the preliminary
treatment of
of the
the water
water
tion
preliminary treatment
supply,
meters on
Federal services,
services, vehicles,
vehicles, and
and
supply, authorized
authorized water
water meters
on Federal
for
each and
and every
every purpose
purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $130,
000.
for each
$130, 000.
grading, opening
For ordinary
ordinary repairs,
repairs, grading,
ditches, and
and other
other mainteopening ditches,
maintenance of
$5,000.
nance
of Conduit
Conduit Road,
Road, $5,000.

For continuing the lining of such portions of unlined
unlined sections of

the tunnels of the Washington
Aqueduct as may be necessary
to
Washington Aqueduct
necessary to
prevent disintegration and
of rock,
$10,000.
and fall
fall of
rock, $10,000.
Emergency fund.
fund.
Emergency
For
For emergency
emergency fund,
fund, to be used only in case
case of a
a serious
serious break
break
requiring immediate
immeffiate repair
in one
one of
of the
more important
important aqueduct
aqueduct or
or
requiring
repair in
the more
filtration
a dam, conduit,
tunnel, bridge,
filtration plant structures,
structures, such as a
conduit, tunnel,
bridge,
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
building, or important piece of machinery,
machinery, the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance
Ante, p. 713.
teo
p.
appropriation for the
the fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
and sevenoff the appropriation
nineteen hundred
seventeen is reappropriated
reappropriated and made
year nineteen
made available
available for the
the fiscal year
nineteen
eighteen; all expenditures
hundred and eighteen;
expenditures from this appropriation
appropriation shall
be reported
in detail
to Congress.
Congress.
be
reported in
detail to
Water meters in
ater me'aters
For completing
i
completing purchase,
purchase, installation, and maintenance
maintenance of water
water
Treasury,
and State,
War,
Navy BuildWar, and
and Navy
Build- meters,
be placed
on the water
offthe
meters to be
placed on
water services
services o
the Treasury
Treasury Building
Building
ings.
Department Building, and for each
and the State, War, and Navy
Navy Department
each
and every purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith, said meters to be
be purchased,
purchased,
installed,
observation of
installed, and maintained
maintained by and
and remain under
under the observation
of
Washington Aqueduct,
the officer in charge of the Wasibington
Aqueduct, $3,600.
$3,600.
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Park
Park Reseraround McMillan
McMillan Park
For
continuation of
of parking
grounds around
Reser- gcMillan
grounds.
McMillan Park
parking grounds
For continuation

voir, $3,000.
De
of W
Coatntrol of
Nothing
Control
War Desuperintendence partment
affecting the superintendence
be construed
construed as affecting
Nothing herein shall be
continued.
Washington Aqueduct, a
Secretary of War over the Washington
and control
control of the Secretary
its rights, appurtenances,
appurtenances, and fixtures
connected with
and
fixtures connected
with the same
same and
over appropriations
appropriations and expenditures
expenditures therefor
provided by
therefor as now provided
law.
WATER DEPARTMENT.
WATER
DEPARTMENT.

who shall
shall
registrar, who
branch: Water
and inspection
inspection branch:
For revenue
revenue and
Water registrar,
For

Water
Water department.
department.

Revenue andI"

speo
tioRnevenuer.nd insPe°-

also perform
clerks-one $1,500,
$1,500, one tio
perform the duties of chief clerk, $2,400; clerks—one
$1,200,
meter comcom$1,200, three at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; index
index clerk,
clerk, $1,400; six
six meter
puters, at $1,000
$1,000 each; meter clerk, $1,200;
$1,000; in$1,200; tap clerk, $1,000;
spectors—chief
$900 each, eleven at $800 each;
each;
spectors-chief $1,000, eight at $900
messenger,
$600;
messenger, $600;

h.

$3,300; engineer,
For distribution
distribution branch:
engineer, $2,400;
$2,400;
Superintendent, $3,300;
branch: Superintendent,
For

brch.
Distribution branch.
Distribution

For
contingent expenses,
including books,
stationery
blanks, stationery,
books, blanks,
expenses, including
For contingent

Contin
gent expenses.
expanes
Contingent

assistant engineers-one
engineers—one $1,800,
mechanic,
assistant
$1,800, one $1,700; master
master mechanic,
$2,000;
foreman, $1,800;
assistant foremen-one
foremen—one $1,275,
$1,200,
$1,275, one
one $1,200,
$2,000; foreman,
$1,800; assistant
one
$900; steam
steam engineers-chief
engineers—chief $1,750,
two at
at $1,100
$1,100
one $1,125,
$1,125, one
one $900;
$1,750, two
$1,000 each;
each; chief
chief inspector
inspector of
of valves,
valves,
each, three assistants at
at $1,000
$1,600;
$1,200; draftsman,
$1,600; leveler, $1,200; inspector,
inspector, $1,200;
draftsman, $1,050;
$1,050;
clerks—one
$1,800, one
four at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, stores
stores clerk
clerk
clerks-one $1,800,
one $1,500,
$1,500, four
$1,500, one
at
$1,000, one $900; timekeeper, $900; two rodmen at
$1,500,
one $1,000,
$900 each;
each; two
two chainmen
chainraen at
at $675
$675 each; four oilers at
each;
at $610
$610 each;
$900
three
firemen at
$875 each;
watchmen—one $875,
$875, one
each; janitor
janitor,, $900; watchmen-one
three firemen
at $875
$700, one
$610; drivers—one
messengers, at
$700, one
one $630;
$630; two messengers,
drivers-one $700,
$700,
one $610;
$600
$600 each; in all, $91,030.
$91,030.

ge, damages,
damages, purchase
technical reference
reference books and
postage,
purchase of technical
printing, posta
periodicals not
exceed $75,
$75, and other necessary items,
items $4,800.
$4,800.
not to exceed
periodicals
operating expeaties.
For fuel,
to boilers,
machinery, and
and pumping
items,
epaespipe Operating
stations, pipe
pumping
boilers, machinery,
repairs to
For
fuel, repairs
distribution to high
service material for high and low service,
distribution
high and low service,
including public
repairing, replacand fire
fire plugs, and labor in repairing,
public hydrants
hydrants and
including
lowering mains, laying
laymg new mains and connections
connections,
ing, raising, and lowering
and erecting
erecting and
repairing fire
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
fire plugs, purchase
and repairing
and
horses,' wagons, carts, and harness
motor trucks, horses
harness necessary
necessary for the
proper
execution of
this work,
work, and
including a
a sum
not exceeding
exceeding
sum not
and including
of this
proper execution
$800 for purchase
purchase and use of bicycles by inspectors of the water
department,
department, and to reimburse three employees for provision and
motorcycles for use in their
maintenance by
themselves of three motorcycles
by themselves
maintenance
official
month each, $37,000.
Columbia, $12 per month
official work
work in the District of Columbia
For
continuing the
the extension
and maintaining
maintaining the
the high-service
Service expenses.
"'pa
high-service Bbe
of and
extension of
For continuing
system of
of water
water distribution,
distribution, laying
necessary service
mains Water routers, etc.
system
laying necessary
service and
and trunk
trunk mains
for low
service, and
installing, and maintaining
maintaining water Waer trdt
and purchasing,
purchasing, installing,
low service,
for
meters on
residences and to such business
such private residences
services to such
meters
on services
places as
may not
install meters under existing regularequired to install
as may
not be required
places
tions
may be
be directed
directed by
by the
commissioners said meters
meters at al
all times
the commissioners,
tions as
as mav
to
remain the
the property
property of
District
of Columbia, to
include all
all
to include
thecommissioners,
District of
of the
to remain
necessary land,
buildings, mains,
mains, and
and
and appurtenances,
appurtenances, and
machinery, buildings,
land, machinery,
necessary
labor, and
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of horses,
horses wagons, carts,
and
carts, and
labor,
and purchase
harness
necessary for
for the
the proper
execution of
of this
this work,
exceed
to exceed
work, not to
proper execution
harness necessary
$340,000
of the
in the
the water
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
fund during
water fund
amount available
available in
the amount
$340,000 of
year
nineteen hundred
and eighteen
prbvidin,g for
the expendifor the
expendiafter providing
eighteen after
hundred and
year nineteen
tures hereinbefore authorized.on
uburtures
For
the
authorized.
of
the health
the residents
residents of
of the
District of
of ban
Washineton
sanitary
snitary commis.
Commi
ban
the District
health of
of the
of the
protection
Forhereinbefore
the protection

Columbia
and the
the employees
of the
United States
States Government
of
water to
Deliveryofwaterto,
the United
Government "Ilivery
employees of
Columbia and
residing
Maryland near
the District
of Columbia
Columbia boundary
boundary- the
for
disiithuiim
in
distribution
the for
near the
District of
in Maryland
residing in
Commissioners of
of the Mad
the request
request of
upon the
of the
the District
District of Columbia, upon
Commissioners
Washington
Suburban Sanitary
Sanitary Commission,
body corporate,
estabcorporate, estaba body
Commission, a
Washington Suburban
lished
by chapter
thirteen of
of the
acts of nineteen
nineteen
the acts
and thirteen
hundred and
chapter three
three hundred
lished by
hundred
sixteen of
of the
the State
State of
Maryland, or
or upon
the request
request of
of
upon the
of Maryland,
hundred and
and sixteen
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its legally
are hereby
authorized to
to deliver
deliver water
water
its
legally appointed
appointed successor,
successor, are
hereby authorized
from
system of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to said
said
from the
the water-supply
water-supply system
Washington
Suburban Sanitary
Salutary Commission
successor for disCommission or its successor
Washington Suburban
tribution to
territory in
in Maryland
within the
suburban
tribution
to territory
Maryland within
the Washington
Washington suburban
Connections d
esig"sanitary
designated in
aforesaid act,
octLdOa
deigsanitary district
district as designated
in the
the aforesaid
act, and
and to connect
connect
Dated.
District
water mains in the State of
cf.
District of
of Columbia
Columbia water mains
mains with water
Maryland at
the following
points, namely,
namely, in
the vicinity
vicinity of
of Chevy
Maryland
at the
following points,
in the
Chevy
Chase
the intersection
of Georgia
Georgia and
Eastern
vicinity of
of the
intersection of
and Eastern
Chase Circle,
Circle, in
in the
the vicinity
Avenues,
in the
vicinity of
of Rhode
Rhode Island
Island and
and
the vicinity
of the
the intersection
intersection of
Avenues, in
Eastern Avenues,
Avenues, and
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the intersection
intersection of
of the
the
Eastern
and in
Anacostia Road
Eastern Avenue,
Avenue, under
under the conditions hereinhereinAnacostia
Road and
and Eastern
after
named, namely:
after named,
namely:
connections shall
before
That
Legigativeauttgi
t
such connections
shall be made the said Washington
Washington
L
tveat
for a
greement req
.
Suburban
appointed successor
successor
Sanitary Commission or its legally
legally appointed
Suburban Sanitary
shall secure
secure authority
authority from
from the
Legislature of
of the
the State
State of
of Maryland
shall
the Legislature
Maryland
to
into an
with the
the said
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District
an agreement
agreement with
said Commissioners
to enter
enter into
of Columbia
outhnmg the conditions under
under which
which the service is
Columbia outlining
is to be
rendered.
rendered.
codStm d
of agree
a- - The agreement
cceldfticca
agreement between the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
of
went.
Washington Suburban
Columbia and the said Washington
Suburban Sanitary
Sanitary Commission
Commission
legally appointed
successor shall
shall provide,
among other
other things:
appointed successor
provide, among
or its legally
Loatio
metes.
First. That the meters on each of said connections
loLocation of metersconnections shall be
belocated within
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and shall
remain under
under the
the
cated
within the
shall remain
jurisdiction of
Commissioners of the
District of
Columbia.
jurisdiction
of the Commissioners
the District
of Columbia.
water rates.
Second. The
ras.
The rates at
Water
Second.
at which
which water
water will
will be
said rates
rates to
to
be furnished,
furnished, said
be based on the actual
actual cost to the United
United States and the District
District of
of
Columbia of delivering
delivering water to the
designated above,
above, inColumbia
the points designated
including an interest charge at four per centum
c,entum per annum
annum and aasuitsuitallowance for
depreciation.
for depreciation.
able allowance
y able
PaY"
h
Third. That
so furnished
furnished shall
be made
made through
through
x thmig
Third.
cPaoteto
That payments
payments for
for water
water so
shall be
collector
oftsittaxes.
the
collector of
taxes of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia at
at such
times as
as the
the collector
of taxes
the District
such times
the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia may direct,
Commissioners
direct, said
said payments
to be deposited in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States as other
other water
water
rents
now collected
of Columbia
are deposited.
deposited.
rents now
collected in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia are
Amount
of water.
water
Fourth.
no time
amount of
of water
water furnished
furnished the
Fourth. That
ount of
That at
at no
time shall
shall the
the amount
the
limited.
said Washington
Washington Suburban
successors
Suburban Sanitary Commission or
or its successors
Marmi.m.
exceed
Maximum.
exceed the amount that can be spared
spared without jeopardizing
jeopardizing the ininterests of the United States or of the
Columbia, and
and in no
the District of
of Columbia,
event shall it
it exceed
exceed in amount three million gallons
gallons per day, measmeasurement thereof to be made under
under the
the direction
direction of the Commissioners
Commissioners
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
j=tto investigate
Fifth. That
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia
shall
diRmt^toeb
te
Fifth.
That the
District of
Columbia shall
have at all times
in
times the right
right to investigate
investigate the
the distribution
distribution system
system in
Maryland, and if, in their
their opinion,
opinion, there is aawastage
wastage of water they
shall have the right to curtail
curtail the supply to
to
to said sanitary district
district to
the amount
amount of
of such
the
such wastage.
wastage.
ccastructkm
w°rk
SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
the services
services of
draftsmen, assistant
engineers, levundSer
CoSnns-oers.
SEC.
of draftsmen,
assistant engineers,
levander
Commissioners.
Draftsmen.
in s
pe
c- elers, transitmen
rodmen, chainmen,
chainmen, computers,
computers, copyists,
copyists, overDratsmeninpc-elers,
transitmen, rodmen,
overtors,
etc., temporarily
employed.
seers, and inspectors
inspectors temporarily
temporarily required
required in
connection with sewer,
e =mp
n connection
cleaning or road work, or construction
street, street cleaningconstruction and repair
repair of
buildings and bridges, or any general or special engineering
engineering or construction
appropriations may be employed
struction work authorized
authorized by appropriations
employed
exclusively
specifically
exclusively to carry into
info effect said appropriations
appropriations when specifically
m writing ordered by the commissioners,
and in
commissioners, and all such necessary
necessary
expenditures
proper execution
expenditures Tor
for the proper
execution of said work shall
shall be
be paid from
from
and equitably charged
against the sums appropriated
appropriated for
for said
work;
charged against
said work;
m their annual
and the commissioners
commissioners in
annual estimates shall report
report the
number of such employees performing
performing such services, and their
their
work, and the sums paid to each, and out of what appropriation:
appropriation:
Proviso.
Limit.
Provided,
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
exe,
$80,000
Provided, That
Lim.That the
the expenditures
80,000
during the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
t
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All
diem employees
employees and
and day
day laborers
laborers of
the District
All per
per diem
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia

L

v
Izal

holidays alholidays

who have been regularly
regularly employed
employedf
or fift
een working
worki ng days
days next prepre- P
loye:ete .de
for
fifteen
pioyees,t.r
eemceding such days
days as
are legal
legal holidays
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and
ceding
as are
holidays in
District of
whose employment
through and beyond
employment continues through
legal holidays,
beyond said
said legal
holidays,
shall be granted leave of absence
legal holidays.
absence with pay for said legal
Tpamr lab~The commissioners
commissioners are further
further authorized
authorized to employ temporarily
temporarily etc.
etoT.
emPrarY }abcirer''
such laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics
mechanics as may
required exclusively
be required
exclusively in
in connection
connection with sewer,
street, and
and road
sewer, street,
road
repair of buildings
work, and street cleaning, or the construction
construction and repair
buildings
and bridges,
bridges, furniture
and
any general
general or
special enenfurniture and equipments,
equipments, or
or any
or special
gineering
gineering or construction
construction or repair
and to
to incur
incur all
necessary
repair work, and
all necessary
engineering
engineermg and other expenses, exclusive
exclusive of personal
mcipersonal services,
services, incidental
to carrying
on such
such work
work and
and necessary
necessary for
for the
proper execudental to
carrying on
the proper
execution thereof, said laborers,
laborers, skilled
skilled laborers,
and melaborers, drivers,
drivers, hostlers
hostlers, and
mechanics
chanism to be
employed to
perform such
work as
not be
be required
be employed
to perform
such work
as may
may not
required
by law to be done under contract, and
for such
such services
services and
and to pay for
and
the appropriations
which such
such services
services are
expenses from
from the
appropriations under
under which
are renrendered and
and expenses
expenses incurred.
mcurred.
dered
13

SEC.
That all
SEC. 3.
3. That
all horses,
horses, harness,
harness, horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles
neCessary
vehicles necessary

P er diem

Horses,

Horses, veles,
vehicles, etc
eta.

connection with
construction and
supervision of
of sewer,
sewer, from
frP, Pedal
for use
use in
in connection
with construction
and supervision
C
street, street
work, and
and street-cleaning
street-cleaning work,
work, including
using.
street,
street lighting,
lighting, road
road work,
including for
or using.
maintenance of said horses and
maintenance
and repair
and harness,
harness, and
and maintenance
maintenance and
repair
of said vehicles, and purchase
of
purchase of
of all
necessary articles
and supplies
all necessary
articles and
supplies
in connection therewith,
therewith, or on construction
construction and repair
repair of
of buildings
buildings
and
or special
special e
eering or
or construction
construction
and bridges,
bridges, or
or any
any general
general or
engineering
authorized by
by appropriations,
appropriations, may
may be purchased,
hired, and
and
work authorized
purchased, hired,
maintained exclusively
into effect
when
maintained
exclusively to
to carry
carry into
effect said
said appropriations
appropriations, when
specifically and
writing ordered
ordered by
by the
and all
all such
specifically
and in
in writing
the commissioners;
commissioners; and
such
expenditures
necessary for
of said
work, excluexcluexpenditures necessary
for the
the proper
proper execution
execution of
said work,
sive
be paid
paid from
from and
equitably charged
charged
sive of
of personal
personal services,
services, shall
shallbe
and equitably

ucLuu

authority

14.1 I

Report, et.
etc.
against the
the sums
sums appropriated
the commissioners
commissioners Report,
against
appropriated for
for said
said work;
work; and
and the
in
vehicles,
in the
the annual
annual estimates
estimates shall
shall report
report the
the number
number of
of horses,
horses, vehicles,
and
harness purchased,
purchased, and
and horses
hired, and
and the
the sums
sums
and harness
horses and
and vehicles
vehicles hired,
paid
for same,
of what
appropriation; and
and all
all horses
horses owned
owned
paid for
same, and
and out
out of
what appropriation;
or maintained
by the
the District
far as
be
or
maintained by
District shall,
shall, so
so far
as may
may be
be practicable,
practicable, be
provided for
operated by
said District:
Provided, Te*rry
c•:"
mr
4"
,„ - y wor
provided
for in stables
stables owned
owned or
or operated
by said
District: Provided,
orkk om
That such
horses, horse-drawn
vehicles, and
and carts
tempo- excoivauoma
rar•
That
such horses,
exvaim.horse-drawn vehicles,
carts as
as may
may be
be temporarily needed
needed for
and excavating
excavating material
in connection
connection with
with
rarily
for hauling
hauling and
material in
works authorized
by appropriations
temporarily employed
employed
works
authorized by
appropriations may
may be
be temporarily
for
such purposes
conditions named
named in
section two
of this
this
for such
purposes under
under the
the conditions
in section
two of
Act in
in relation
the employment
of laborers,
skilled laborers,
Act
relation to
to the
employment of
laborers, skilled
laborers, and
and
mechanics.
mechanics.
SEC. 4.
the services
services of
of assistant
assistant engineers,
engineers, draftsmen,
draftsmen, levelers,
r eitt-t
SEC.
4. That
That the
levelers, watr
Ew mdrPar
deA*
rodmen,
chainmen, computers,
and inspectors
inspectors temporarily
temporarily menietc
tlion i±.52 te
tenip
r
o:aril3;
rodmen, chainmen,
copyists, and
computers, copyists,
mpaPyri
required in
in connection
connection with
with water-department
water-department work
work authorized
authorized by
by emP '"Y'u.
required
appropriations may
be employed
exclusively to
carry into
into effect
effect said
to carry
said
may be
employed exclusively
appropriations
appropriations, and
and be
be paid
when specifically
and in
writspecifically and
in writpaid therefrom,
therefrom, when
appropriations,
ing
by the
commissioners, and
the commissioners
ing ordered
ordered by
the commissioners,
and the
commissioners in
in their
their
annual estimates
estimates shall
shall report
the number
number of
performannual
report the
of such
such employees
employees performing
such services
services and
and their
the sums
sums paid
to each:
Provided, frw.i'''•
ing such
their work
work and
and the
paid to
each: Provided,
That
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
during the
the
exceed $13,200
$13,200 during
the expenditures
That the
fiscal
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
The
are further
employ temporarily
temporarily eejTempat
emPmarY laborrs,
labwers ,
to employ
commissioners are
further authorized
authorized to
The commissioners
such laborers,
skilled laborers,
laborers, and
and mechanics
may be
in
be required
required in
mechanics as
as may
such
laborers, skilled
connection with
with water-department
to incur
incur all
water-department work,
work, and
and to
all necessary
necessary
connection
engineering
of personal
personal services,
services, incimciexclusive of
engineering and
and other
other expenses,
expenses, exclusive
dental to
to carrying
carrying on
on such
work and
the proper
execuand necessary
necessary for
for the
proper execudental
such work
tion thereof,
thereof, said
laborers, skilled
laborers, and
and mechanics
be
tion
said laborers,
skilled laborers,
mechanics to
to .be
employed
work as
not be
required by
by existing
existing
such work
as may
may not
be required
employed to
to perform
perform such
law
to be
be done
done under
and to
to pay
such services
services and
and
law to
under contract,
contract, and
pay for
for such
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expenses
the appropriation
which such services
services are
under which
appropriation under
from the
expenses from
rendered and expenses
incurred.
expenses incurred.
rendered
commissioners are authorized
SEC.
5. That the commissioners
S
EC. 5.
authorized to employ in the

payable from the appropriation
is payable
of which
execution
of work
which is
appropriation
cost of
the cost
work the
execution of
account
created
in
the
District
Columbia
appropriation
appropriation Act for the
of
Columbia
account created in the District
33,
"Miscellafiscal year
nineteen hundred
and five,
five, and
known as
as the
the "Miscellaand known
hundred and
year nineteen
fiscal
all necessary
neous trust-fund
trust-fund deposits,
deposits, District
of Columbia,"
Columbia," all
necessary
District of
neous
inspectors, overseers,
tappers, skilled laborers,
foremen, sewer tappers,
overseers, foremen
inspectors,
mechanics,
special policemen
street-railway
stationed at street-railway
policemen stationed
laborers, special
mechanics, laborers,
crossings,
one inspector
inspector of
gas fitting
fitting, two
laboratories
two janitors for laboratories
of gas
crossings, one
of
the Washington and
and Georgetown
Gas Light
Light Companies,
Companies, market
market
GeorgetownGas
of the-Washington
master, assistant
assistant market
market master,
watchman, horses
horses, carts, and
master, watchman,
master,
wagons, and
and to
expenses incidental
carrying
incidental to carrying
necessary expenses
all necessary
incur all
to incur
wagons,
on such
such work
necessary for
for the
the proper
execution thereof,
thereof, such
such
proper execution
and necessary
work and
on
services
and expenses
expenses to
to be
be paid
from said
appropriation account.
account.
said appropriation
paid from
services and
An estimates
estimates to .be
SEC .6.
6. That
That hereafter
hereafter copies
copies of
of all
all estimates
estimates of
of appropriations
appropriations in
SEC.
An
ftrnised Commissioners
t
mof
ofany
way affecting
the
revenues
the District of Columbia
Columbia shall be
of
revenues
the
affecting
way
any
ebOctoberOcetOber .1ssti
c
each
year.
furnished to
to the
the commissioners
of said
said District
on or
or before
before October
Ca
h yer.
furnished
commissioners of
District on
October
first
each year.
of each
first of
Engineers, United States Army, be, and
SEC.
women's Titanic
Women's
S
EC. 7. That the Chief of Engineers,
Memorial
Association.
.and
Neffiml Asmoilation
Permitted
to erect
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to grant
grant permission
permission to
the
to the
and directed
is hereby,
et he
Permittedto
Memorial Association
rndi
"rn
i
a
l on
on public
pub' Women's Titanic Memorial
.Association for the erection
erection on public
grounds.
Washington, District of
of the United States in the city of Washington,
grounds of
Columbia, other
other than
than those
those of
Capitol, the Library
Congress,
of Congress,
Library of
of the
the Capitol,
Columbia,
Potomac
and the
White House,
of a
memorial appropriate
appropriate as aa
a memorial
House, of
the White
Park, and
Potomac Park,
lasting
tribute to
sacrificed their lives, that women
women and
the heroes
heroes who sacrificed
to the
lasting tribute
children
might
be
saved,
in
the
tragic
catastrophe
of
the
sinking
of
sinking of
the
of
catastrophe
tragic
the
in
be
saved,
might
children
Proviso.
Approval
of site and the smsp
steamship Titani:
Titanic:
Provided, That the site
site chosen and the design
Provided,
chosen
App
of the memorial shall be approved by the Joint Library Committee
Committee
design.de~sn
of
United
of Congress
Congress and the Commission of Fine Arts, and that the United
States
shall be
expense in or
by the erection
erection of said memorial.
memorial.
or by
to no expense
be put to
States shall
tolenpiping,
SEC.
Hereafter when any piping
Stolen
piping, etc.
SEC. 8. Hereafter
piping or other
other household
household fixtures
fixtures or
or
Licenses
dealers
revoked
for pof
urchasing, second-hand
of any
any description
description whatever
whatever have been stolen and
and
goods of
second-hand goods
revokedforpurbasing,
etc.
sold to
to a
a dealer
in junk,
junk, or second-hand
second-hand dealer, in
in the District of
dealer in
sold
etc.
commissioners, after
circumstances that the commissioners,
after
Columbia, under such circumstances
hearing granted,
satisfied that said dealer
dealer should
should have had
are satisfied
granted, are
hearing
reasonable
reasonable ground
ground to believe,
believe, or could have ascertained
ascertained by reasonable
reasonable
the goods
inquiry
or investigation,
investigation, that
that the
goods were
were stolen, and
and that the
inquiry or
dealer
inquiry or investigation
investigation as to the title
reasonable inquiry
make reasonable
dealer did
did not make
commissioners are
of the seller before making
making the purchase,
purchase, the commissioners
authorized and directed
license of said dealer;
dealer; and
and this
directed to revoke
revoke the license
authorized
action shall
be a
to criminal
prosecution for
for receiving
receiving stolen
stolen
not be
a bar
bar to
criminal prosecution
action
shall not
goods.
goods.
futons:Me
property
S
EC. 9.
9. That
eleven of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
making
SEC.
That section
section eleven
intanle property
tax.
government of the
the expenses
provide for
for the
Ants, p. nt,
717, amend- tAppropriations
expenses of the
the government
to provide
appropriations to
Ase,
ed.
District
thirtieth, nineteen
eds
District of
of Columbia for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth,
nineteen
September
hundred
hundred and seventeen, and
and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, be amended
amended so that the same
same shall
read as follows:
s oa
moomtv
.r5/cca
ermnal
EC. 11.
11. Section
six of
of the
the Act
of July
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
Act of
Section six
SEC.
"" S
C P
Pe
T
*oL
p.
618,, two, entitled 'An Act
32,
Itm.'
.
3
2>
1
1- 618
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations to provide
provide for the
amended.
Columbia for the fiscal
government of the District
expenses of the government
District of Columbia
fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and three, and for other
other
purposes, is hereby
hereby amended
amended by adding, after paragraph
paragraph two of said
said
purposes,'
section:
A
'That
"
intan-of intan
ppraisal of
Appraisal
property.
That the
the moneys
and credits,
credits, including
moneys loaned
loaned and
and
That
moneys and
including moneys
gbperty.
invested,
invested, bonds and shares
shares of stock (except the stock of banks and
and
corporations within the District
District of Columbia
Columbia the
the taxation of
other corporations
corporations is herein provided for) of any person,
which banks and corporations
or corporation
firm,
firm, association,
association, or
corporation resident
resident or engaged
engaged in business
business
payable
payable
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within said District shall be scheduled
scheduled and appraised
appraised in the
the manner
manner

32 p
provided by
by paragraph
of said
sa id sec
tion s
i
x f
or listing
listing and
an dappraisal
appraisal619.VO
Vol.' 32, p.. 18provided
paragraph one
one of
section
six
for

of tangible personal
personal property
property and
and assessed
assessed at
their fair
fair cash
cash value,
value,
at their
Tax
and
taxes on
said moneys
moneys and
and credits
credits there
th ere shall
shall be
be paid
paid to
to the
thediminished.
and as
as taxes
on said
ax diminished.
three-tenths of one per centum
tax collector
collector of said District
District three-tenths
centum of the
value thereof: Provided,
Provided, That savings deposits
deposits of individuals
individuals in aa P?
. savings depositss up
up
sum not
not in excess
excess of
of $500
deposited in
in banks,
banks, trust
trust companies,
sum
$500 deposited
companies, or
or to
to S5o,
s.,o
v
I,
gs exempt.
exe
mpt.
building associations, subject to
notice of
withdrawal and
and not subject
subject
to notice
of withdrawal
Further
to
check,
shall
be exempt
from
this
tax:apply
Provided,
rther exemtions.
further,
That
such
tax
to check,
on moneys
shall beand
exempt
credits
from
shall
thisnot
tax:
Provto
idebank
d, furth
notes
er ,That
or notes
such counts,
Bank etc.,
notes,
exemptio
of banks.
tax on moneys and credits shall not apply to bank notes or notes
counts, et., ofans.
discounted or negotiated by any bank
bank or banking institution, savings
Savings
institution,
or trust
nor to
savings institutions
institutions having
having no
no associations.
and relief
institution, or
trust company,
company, nor
to savings
asocitions.
capital stock, building associations,
associations,
associations, firemen's
firemen's relief
relief associations,
secret and beneficial
labor unions,
beneficial societies,
societies, labor
unions, and labor-union
labor-union relief
relief
associations, .nor
paying sick
sick or
or death
death
nor to beneficial
beneficial organizations
organizations paying
benefits,
benefits, or either or both, from funds received
from voluntary
voluntary conreceived from
conns.

tributions
assessments upon
members of
of such
such associations,
associations, societies,
tributions or
or assessments
upon members
societies,

Ins

Mutual insurance
u n
or unions; nor shall the provisions
provisions of this Act apply to life
fire compai"esesc.
companies,etc.
life or fire
insurance
capital stock, nor to the shares of
insurance companies
companies having no capital
stock of business companies
companies which by
reason of
to
by reason
of or in addition
addition to
incorporation receive no special franchise
incorporation
franch i-s e or privilege,
privilege, but all
all such
such
corporations shall be
assessed, and
taxed as
individuals conbe rated, assessed,
and taxed
as individuals
conducting
business in
and taxed:
taxed:
ducting business
in similar
similar lines are rated,
rated, assessed,
assessed, and
If taxed on stock or

And
provided further,
further, That
That corporations,
limited partnerships,
and earnings
further tax
And provided
corporations, limited
partnerships, and
nofrurtherta
earnings no

joint-stock associations
associations within
within said
tax under
under the
the
joint-stock
said District
District liable
liable to
to tax
laws of said District on earnings
earnings or capital stock
required
stock shall not
not be required
to
under this
this section
section on
on the
the
to make any report or
or pay any
any further
further tax
tax under

required.
required-

mortgages, bonds,
other securities
owned by
by them
them in
their own
own
mortgages,
bonds, and
and other
securities owned
in their

right, but
associations holding
holding truses.
trustees.
Payment U held a
as
right,
but such
such corporations,
corporations, partnerships,
partnerships, and
and associations
such
securities as
as trustees,
trustees, executors,
executors, administrators,
administrators, guardians,
guardians, or
or
such securities
in
any other
return and
pay the
by this
this
in any
other manner
manner shall
shall return
and pay
the tax
tax unposed
imposed .by
section
so held
by them
as in
case of
of individuals.
individuals. Apprort
section upon
upon all securities
securities so
held by
them as
in the
the case
tr
Appropriation for
SEC. 10.
nineteen hundred
hundred creased
creased pay to eremSEC.
10. That to
to provide,
provide, during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
loyees receiving
and
eighteen, for
tB
, c^eivng
compensation at the rate of ten per
per centum
centum P
and eighteen,
for increased compensation
dian 31,800
a year. leas
per
who receive
receive salaries
rate per
annum less
less
per annum
annum to
to employees
employees who
salaries at
at aarate
per annum
than
for increased
increased compensation
at the
the rate
rate of
of five
five per
per
than $1,200,
$1,200, and
and for
compensation at
centum per
to employees
who receive
receive salaries
salaries at
not
at aa rate
rate not
centum
per annum
annum to
employees who
more than
than $1,800
and not
less than
$1,200 per
per annum,
annum,
more
$1,800 per
per annum
annum and
not less
than $1,200
rrov
less

so much
so
much as
as may
be necessary
is hereby
Provided, That
That Ornl.ppicable
Onlyoo.
applicable unonmay be
necessary is
hereby appropriated:
appropriated: Provided,
this section
shall only
to the
the employees
employees who
are appropriated
appropriated der
der this Act.
Act.
apply to
who are
this
section shall
only apply
for
in this
specifically and
and under
under lump
lump sums
whose employemployfor in
this Act
Act specifically
sums or
or whose
ment
herein, and
that the
the increased
of
ment is
is authorized
authorized herein,
and that
increased compensation
compensation of
teachers
computed on their basic
and
public schools be computed
basic salaries, and
teachers of
of the
the public
on the
salaries of
of the
the employees
employees of
of the
the police
police department
department below
the
on
the salaries
below the
Detailed report to be
grade
grade of sergeants:
sergeants: Provided
Provided further,
further, That detailed reports
reports shall .be subettedortto
submitted.
showing
submitted to Congress on the
the first
first day of the
the next
next session .showing
the
number of
character of positions, the
the number
of persons, the
the grades
grades or character
original rates of compensation,
rates of
of compencompensation, and the
the increased
increased rates
original
sation provided
provided for
for herein.
herein.
sation
Approved, March
March 3,
Approved,
3, 1917.
CHAP. 161.
— An Act
Act Makinp
appropriations for
the Diplomatic
and Consular
Consular
Diplomatic and
for the
161.-An
Makingappropriations
CHAP.
Service for
the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Service
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth,
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.

March 3, 197.
191T.
March
[II. R.
R. 19300.)
g130.)
[H.
[Public, No. 379.1

Be it
it enacted
and House
of the
the United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
United Diplomatic
Diplomati and
and -.
States of
America in.
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
following sums
sums be,
solar appropriations.
be, sular
ppropriations
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
and they
they are
in full
full compensation
for
are hereby,
hereby, severally
severally appropriated,
appropriated, in
compensation for
and
the
and Consular
fiscal year
year ending
June
Service for
for the
the fiscal
ending June
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Service
thirtieth,
hundred and
of any
in the
the
out of
any money
money m
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, out
thirtieth, nineteen
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Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the objects
objects hereinafter
hereinafter
expressed, namely:
namely:
Salaries.
Salaries.

SALARIES OF
OF AMBASSADORS
AMBASSADORS AND
AND MINISTERS.
SALARIES
MINISTERS.

Ambassadors.
Ambassadors.

Ambassadors
Ambassadors extraordinary
extraordinary and plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary to Austria-HunAustria-HunAl entina, Brazil,
Brazil, Chile,
Great Britain,
Italy,
gary, Argentina,
Chile, France,
France, Germany,
Germany, Great
Britain, Italy,
apan, ]
Japan,
Mexico,
exico, Russia,
Russia, Spain,
Spain, and
Turkey, at
$17,500 each,
each, $227,500;
$227,500;
and Turkey,
at $17,500

J
'

Envoys
extraordiEnvo
Envoyms
Envoys
extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary
extraordinary
plenipotentiary to
to Belgium,
Belgium,
nary
and exrisr
ministers
.
plenipotentiary.
P
China Cuba,
Wenpottiry.
China,
and Luxemberg,
ba, and the Netherlands
Netherlands and
at $12,000
$12,000 each,
Luxemberg, at
each,
$48,000;
$48,000;
Envoys extraordinary
extraordinary and
plenipotentiary to
Bolivia,
and ministers
ministers plenipotentiary
to Bolivia,
Colombia,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Denmark, Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic ' Ecuador,
Ecuador,
Greece
Greece and Montenegro,
Montenegro, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras,
Honduras, Nicaragua,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Nicaragua,
Norway,
Panama,' Paraguay,
Norway, Panama
Paraguay, Uruguay,
Persia, Peru,
Peru Portugal,
Uruguay, Persia,
Portugal, SalSalvador,
vador Siam, Sweden,
Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, and
Venezuela, at
al $10,000
and Venezuela,
$10,000 each,
each,
$230,d00;
$230,000;
Envoy extraordinary
extraordinary and
and minister
plenipotentiary to
to Roumania,
Roumania,
minister plenipotentiary
Serbia,
Serbia, and Bulgaria,
Bulgaria, $10,000;
$10,000;
Ministenr
Minister resident
and
consul
stergene
residnt
sident
ral.
Minister
and consul
eri
a,
$5,000 ;
resident and
consul general
general to
to Lib
Liberia,
$5,000;
Agent,
etc.
Agent and
Agents, etc.
consul general
$7,500;
and consul
general at
at Tangier,
Tangier, $7,500;
Agent and consul general
Cairo, $6,500;
$6,500;
general at
at Cairo,
Proviso.
arrestrio.
Provided,
That no
Salary
restrictions.
Provided,. That
no salary
salary herein
herein appropriated
paid to
to any
appropriated shall
shall be
paid
be any
official receiving
salary from
receiving any other salary
the United
United States
States Government;
Government;
from the
Total, $534,500.
Total,
$534,500.
SAL.ARIES, CHARGA
CHARGESSD'AFFAIRES
SALARIES,
D'AFFAIRES AD
INTERIM
AD INTERIM.
ChargEs d'aftakes.
d'afflas.
Charge

charges d'affaires ad interim, $50,000.
For salaries, charges
$50,000.
SALARIES OF
SALARIES
OF SECRETARIES
SECRETARIES IN
IN THE
THE DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE.
SERVICE.

mStraris
Diplo
Secretaries,
For
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic Service
Service as
as provided
in the
the Act
Act of
For secretaries
secretaries in
in the
matte
Service. DiPloprovided in
of
vo.38,
February fifth, nineteen hundred
Vol.
38,, p.s85.
p.1105.
hundred and
and fifteen,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
for
fifteen, entitled
improvement of the foreign
the improvement
foreign service,"
service," approved
approved February
February fifth,
fifth,
nineteen
nineteen hundred and
fifteen, $186,000;
$186,000;
and fifteen,
secretary of embassy
Japanese secretary
embassy to Japan,
Japan, $3,600;
$3,600;
Turkish secretary
embassy to
secretary of embassy
Turkey, $3,600;
$3,600;
to Turkey,
secretary of legation to China, $3,600;
Chinese secretary
$3,600;
Assistant
Assistant Chinese secretary
secretary to the legation
legation to China, to be
be appointed
appointed
from the corps of student interpreters,
interpreters, $2,000;
$2,000;
Assistant
Japanese secretary
Assistant Japanese
secretary to the embassy
embassy to Japan, to be
be
appointed
appointed from the corps of student
student interpreters,
interpreters, $2,000;
$2,000;
Assistant
secretary to the embassy to Turkey,
Assistant Turkish
Turkish secretary
Turkey, to
to be
be apappointed
pointed from the corps of student interpreters, $2,000;
$2,000;
Total, $202,800.

Instruction and
InstrctI
transit
pay. on and

SALARIES OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC AND
SALARIES
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFICERS
WHILE RECEIVRECEIV—
OFFICERS WHILE
ING INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS AND
AND MAKING
MAKING TRANSITS.
ING
TRANSITS.

To pay the salaries of ambassadors,
ambassadors, ministers,
ministers, consuls,
vice consuls
consuls,
consuls, vice
and
other officers
of the United
United States
and other
officers of
States for the periods
periods actually
and
actually and

necessarily
necessarily occupied in receiving
receiving instructions
in making
making transits
transits
instructions and in
1 to and from their posts, and
and while
awaiting recognition
authority
while awaiting
recognition and
and authority
to act, in pursuance of the provisions
provisions of section seventeen
seventeen hundred
hundred
and forty
of the
Revised Statutes,
and
forty of
the Revised
Statutes, $65,000, or so much thereof as
necessary.
may be necessary.

R.S.
c. 1740,p.
'It.
S. see.
1740, p. 309.

Clerks at embassies
and legations.
legat ions
and

CLERKS AT
EMBASSIES AND
CLERKS
AT EMBASSIES
AND LEGATIONS.
LEGATIONS.

For the employment
For
employment of necessary
necessary clerks at the embassies and
and
legations,
who, whenever
hereafter appointed, shall be citizens
legations, who,
whenever hereafter
citizens of
of
the United States,
$100,000.
States, $100,000.
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SALARIES OF
SALARIES
OF INTERPRETERS
INTERPRETERS TO
TO EMBASSIES
EMBASSIES AND
LEGATIONS.
AND LEGATIONS.
Interpreters,
etc.
nterpreters,etc.
to Persia,
$1,000;
legation and
and consulate
consulate general
Interpreter
Interpreter to
to legation
general to
Persia, $1,000;
Interpreter
general to
to Bangkok,
Bangkok, Siam,
Interpreter to
to legation
legation and
and consulate
consulate general
Siam,
$1,500;
$1,500;
fu
tuel
e
unt interpreters.
Chit"
the legation
legation to China,
China, who
who shall be In
For
For ten student interpreters
interpreters at the
it shall be to study
citizens of the United
United States, and whose
whose duty it
interpreters to the
Chinese language
language with aa view to supplying
supplying interpreters
the Chinese
legation
legation and
at $1,000
each, $10,000:
and consulates
consulates in
China, at
in China,
$1,000 each,
$10,000: Provided,
Provided, i onI
onrtisan
selecs17: r
o
o
n
ris
palstisan selecThat said students
students interpreters
interpreters shall be chosen in such manner
manner as ttion.Term of service.
provided further,
will make the selections nonpartisan:
nonpartisan: And provided
further, That
upon
receiving such
appointment each
each student
student interpreter
shall
interpreter shall
upon receiving
such appointment
sign an
to continue
the service
service as interpre
ter to
interpreter
to the
continue in
in the
sign
an agreement
agreement to
legation
consulates in China so long as his said services
services may
may be
legation and
and consulates
required
of five
five years;
years;
period of
within aaperiod
required within
n
For
the payment
the cost
cost of
tuition of
of student
student interpreters
Tutio at the
the Tuition.
interpreters at
of tuition
payment of
of the
For the
1
ation
to
china,
at
the
rate
of
$180
per
annum
each,
$1,800;
per
annum
each,
$1,800;
to
China,
at
the
rate
of
$180
legation
In Japan.
pa
interpreters at the embassy
six student interpreters
or six
embassy to Japan, who shall be In J n"
For
duty it
it shall be to study the
the
citizens of the United
United States, and
and whose duty
Japanese
language with
supplying interpreters
to the
the
interpreters to
with a
a view
view to
to supplying
Japanese language
Provisos.
eleconrsan selecProvided, Nonpartisan
embassy
and consulates
consulates in Japan,
$1,000 each,
each, $6,000:
$6,000: Provided,
Japan, at $1,000
embassy and
That
said
student
interpreters
shall
be
chosen
in
such
manner
as
will
as
will
e
tion
shall
be
chosen
in
such
manner
That said student interpreters
tiVf;rm of service.
make
selections nonpartisan:
provided further,
further, That
That upon
upon
nonpartisan: And
And provided
make the
the selections
receiving
interpreter shall sign an
student interpreter
each student
such appointment
appointment each
receiving such
agreement
to continue
continue in
the service
to the
the embassy
embassy
as interpreter
interpreter to
service as
in the
agreement to
and
Japan so
may be required
required
said services
services may
so long
long as
as his said
in Japan
and consulates
consulates in
within a
of five
five years;
within
a period
period of
years;
Tuition
Tuition.
For
the cost
tuition of student
interpreters at the
student interpreters
of tuition
of the
cost of
payment of
For the
the payment
embassy to
Japan, at
at the
rate of
$750;
annum each,
each, $750;n
embassy
to Japan,
the rate
of $125
$125 per annum
In Tury.
Turkey.
For ten student interpreters
at the
the embassy
embassy to Turkey,
shall
Turkey, who shall
interpreters at
be citizens
citizens of
United States,
duty it
shall be
be to
to study
study
it shall
and whose
whose duty
States, and
of the
the United
be
the
of Turkey
any other
language that
may be
necesbe necesthat may
other language
and any
Turkey and
language of
the language
sary
qualify them
as interpreters
to the
the embassy
and
embassy and
interpreters to
for service
service as
them for
sary to
to qualify
consulates
in Turkey,
at $1,000
said
seleei
iopartisan selecThat sai
Protided, That
$10,000: Provided,
each, $10,000:
$1,000 each,
Nonpartisan
Turkey, at
consulates in
tion.
student
be chosen
chosen in
in such
such manner
manner as
as will
make the
the ti
"n.
will make
shall be
interpreters shall
student interpreters
Term of service.
selections
nonpartisan: And
And provided
provided further,
That upon
upon receiving
receiving Term o sevice.
further, That
selections nonpartisan:
such
appointment each
each student
student interpreter
interpreter shall
shall sign
sign an
to
an agreement
agreement to
such appointment
continue
as interpreter
interpreter to
to the
and consulates
consulates
embassy and
the embassy
service as
in the
the service
continue in
in Turkey
Turkey so
long as
as his
may be
be required
required within
a period
period
within a
services may
his said
said services
so long
in
of
years;
of five
five years;
Tuition.
Tuition.
For the
the payment
payment of
the cost
cost of
of tuition
tuition of
student interpreters
at the
the
interpreters at
of student
of the
For
embassy
turkey, at
the rate
of $125
$125 per
per annum
annum each,
$1,250;
embassy to
Restriction
to Turkey,
at the
rate of
each, $1,250;
Restriction on salaries.
No person
drawing the
student as
as above
above aries.
or student
of interpreter
interpreter or
salary of
the salary
person drawing
No
provided
allowed any
any part
part of
of the
the salary
salary appropriated
appropriated for any
be allowed
shall be
provided shall
secretary
of legation
legation or
officer;
or other
other officer;
secretary of
Total,
Total, $32,300.
QUARTERS
FOR THE
STUDENT
THE STUDENT
QUARTERS FOR

For
rent
For rent
embassy to
embassy
to
For rent
rent
For
embassy
to
embassy to

INTERPRETERS AT
EMBASSIES.
AT EMBASSIES.
INTERPRETERS

of
quarters for
student interpreters
to the
the
attached to
interpreters attached
for the
the student
of quarters
Japan,
$600;
Japan, $600;
of quarters
quarters for
student interpreters
to the
the
attached to
interpreters attached
the student
for the
of

Turkey, $600;
$600;
Turkey,
Total, $1,200.
$1,200.

Quarters for student

iualers
interpreters.for student
In Japan.

In Jap a

In Turkey,

I Turk.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREIGN
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
MISSIONS.
CONTINGENT
Contin&ent expenses
.
,

To
enable the
the President
provide, at
all such
such freinns.t"'
f
o
r
.ign
expense, all
the public
public expense,
at the
to provide,
President to
To enable
stationery, blanks,
records, and
and other
presses, flags,
flags, and
and
seals, presses,
other books,
books, seals,
blanks, records,
stationery,
signs, as
as he
he shall
shall think
think necessary
the several
several embassies
embassies and
legaand legafor the
necessary for
signs,
tions
in the
the transaction
of their
their business,
business, and
and also
repairs,
for rent,
rent, repairs,
also for
transaction of
tions in
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postage, telegrams,
telegrams, furniture,
typewriters, including
including exchange
exchange of
of
furniture, typewriters,
postage,
same, messenger
compensation of
of kavasses,
kavasses, guards,
guards, dragodragosame,
messenger service,
service, compensation
Dispatch a
gents.

Dpathaget

mans, and
porters, including
including compensation
of interpreters,
interpreters, and
the
and porters,
compensation of
and the
mans,

compensation of
of dispatch
dispatch agents
agents at
at London,
London, New
New York,
York, San
San FranFrancompensation

cisco, and New Orleans, and for traveling and miscellaneous expenses
Printing in Depart- cisco, and New Orleans, and for traveling and miscellaneous expenses
ment of State. D par of
of embassies
and legations,
the Department
Department of
of
and for
for printing
printing in
in the
embassies and
legations, and
mPtiofSta
State, and
for loss
loss on
on bills
bills of
exchange to
and from
from embassies
embassies and
of exchange
to and
State,
and for
legations,
in advance
asubscriptions
for newspapers
newspapers
advance of
subscriptions for
legations, and
and payment
payment in
(foreign
this appropriation
approRriation is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized,
and domestic)
domestic) under
under this
(foreign and
$398,585.

TRANSPORTATION
OF DIPLOMATIC
CONSULAR OFFICERS
OFFICERS IN
IN GOING
GOING
DIPLOMATIC AND
AND CONSULAR
TRANSPORTATION OF
TO
AND RETUBNING
RETURNING FROM
FROM THEIR
POSTS.
THEIR POSTS.
TO AND
Traveling expenses.
Travelngexpene.

necessary expenses of transportation
of
To pay the actual
actual and necessary
transportation of
diplomatic and
consular officers
officers in
going to
to and
returning from
from their
their
and returning
in going
diplomatic
and consular
posts, or
or when
traveling under
orders of
Secretary of
of State,
State, at
at the
the
of the
the Secretary
under orders
when traveling
posts,
rate of
of 5
any expense
expense incurred
incurred in
in
mile, but
but not
not including
including any
rate
5 cents
cents per
per mile,
connection
with leaves
leaves of
$50,000.
connection with
of absence,
absence, $50,000.
STEAM LAUNCH
LAUNCH FOR
EMBASSY AT
AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
CONSTANTINOPLE.
FOR EMBASSY
STEAM

Steam launch,
launch,
Steam
Turkey.
Turky.

Hiring
of steam
steam launch
launch for use of
Constantinople,
of embassy
embassy at Constantinople,
Hiring of
$1,800.
GROUND
AT..
TOKYO,
JAPAN.
EMBASSY AT
TOKYO, JAPAN.
GROUND RENT
RENT OF
OF EMBASSY

Ground
rent, Japan.
Japan.
Ground rent,

Annual ground
ground rent
rent of
of the
embassy at
Japan, for
year
for the year
at Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan,
the embassy
Annual
ending March fifteenth,
nineteen hundred and eighteen, $250.
fifteenth, nineteen
ANNUAL EXPENSES
CAPE SPARTEL
SPARTEL LIGHT,
LIGHT, COAST
COAST OF
OF MOROCCO.
MOROCCO.
OF CAPE
ANNUAL
EXPENSES OF

Cape
Spartel Light.
Cape Spade'
Light.

Annual proportion of the expenses
Cape Spartel
Spartel and Tangier
Tangier
expenses of Cape
Annual
11ght,
coast of
of Morocco,
loss by
by exchange,
exchange, $250.
$250.
including loss
Light on
on the
the coast
Morocco, including
BRINGING
HOME CRIMINALS.
CRIMINALS.
BRINGING HOME

Bringing
home crimBrin
gin ghome
crim-

ials.
inaLs.

incurred in bringing
bringing home from foreign
foreign countries
countries
Actual expenses incurred
persons charged
charged with crime, $5,000.
RESCUING
SHIPWRECKED AMERICAN
SEAMEN.
RESCUING SHIPWRECKED
AMERICAN SEAMEN.

Life savin
savingg testiLife
testimonials.

Expenses which
incurred in the acknowledgment
acknowledgment of the
Expenses
which may
may be incurred
services
crews of foreign vessels in rescuing
rescuing American
American
services of masters
masters and crews
seamen
citizens from
from shipwreck,
shipwreck, $4,500.
seamen or
or citizens
$4,500.
EMERGENCIES ARISING
DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR SERVICE.
EMERGENCIES
ARISING IN
IN THE
THE DIPLOMATIC
AND CONSULAR
SERVICE.

Emergencies.
Emergencies.

To enable
unforeseen emergencies
enable the President to meet unforeseen
emergencies arising in
in
the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
to extend
extend, the
the commercial
commercial
Consular Service
Service and
and to
and other interests of the United States and to meet the necessary
Neutrality Act
ex- and other interests of the United States and to meet the necessary
expenses attendant
upon the
the execution
of the
the neutrality
neutrality Act,
Act, to
to be
be
execution of
attendant upon
penss
. ct ex- expenses
penses.
R.
291, p.
p. 49.
49. expended pursuant
R. S.,
s., sec.. 291,
pursuant to the requirement
requirement of section
section two hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-one
of the
Revised Statutes,
$150,000, together
together with
with the
the unexunexbe
ninety-one of
the Revised
Statutes, $150,000,
a available.
Balance
pended
balance of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation made
made for
for this
object for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
this object
pended balance
AnB, p. 255.
a.
Ante,
year nineteen hundred and seventeen,
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
seventeen, which
which is
reappropriated
and
made available
purpose.
and made
available for
for this
this purpose.
ALLOWANCE
TO WIDOWS
OR HEIRS
ALLOWANCE TO
WIDOWS OR
OF DIPLOMATIC
WHO
HEIRS OF
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS
OFFICERS WHO

DIE ABROAD.
DIE
ABROAD.

Allowance for officers
Payment under
the provisions
provisions of
of sectio
n se
ven t
een hundred
and
section
seventeen
hundred and
dAllowan
Payment
under the
dying abroad.for ome
R.s.,ee. 1749,p.311. forty-nine of the Revised
Revised Statutes of
of the United
States to the widows
11.13.,see.1749,p.311.
United States
States
or heirs at law of diplomatic
diplomatic or consular officers
officers of the United States
countries in the discharge
dying in foreign countries
discharge of their duties,
duties, $5,000.
$5,000.
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TRANSPORTING REMAINS
REMAINS OF
OF DIPLOMATIC
DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS,
OFFICERS, CONSULS,
CONSULS, AND
AND
TRANSPORTING
HOMES FOR
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS
FOR INTERMENT.
INTERMENT.
ASSISTANTS TO THEIR HOMES
CONSULAR

transporting the remains of diploof transporting
expenses of
the expenses
For
defraying the
For defraying
matic
consular officers of the United States, including
including consular
matic and consular
abroad or in transit, while in
assistants,
assistants, who have died or may die abroad
the
discharge of
of their
their official duties,
homes in this
duties, to their former homes
the discharge
country for interment,
interment, and
the ordinary
ordinary and necessary expenses
expenses
and for the
country
of such
interment, at their
$5,000.
their post or at home, $5,000.
of
such interment,

Bringing hoe
home
Bringing
mains of officers.

rere-

iofom

INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU OF
OF WEIGHTS
WEIGHTS AND
AND MEASURES.
MEASURES.
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BuBnInternational Bureau
maintenance of the International
Contribution
Bureau of rteriaihts
trethts and
Contribution to the maintenance
reau of Weights
conformity with the terms of the
in conformity
Weights and
Measures, in
the convenconven- Measures.
Measuresand Measures,
Weights
, 714.
tion
May twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-five;
Vol. 2,p.14.
20
seventy-five; theP. Vol.
eighteen hundred
of May
tion of
to
Secretary of State, to
same to
to be
direction of the Secretary
the direction
under the
paid, under
be paid,
same
apportionment, $2,895.
said bureau
its certificate
certificate of apportionment,
on its
bureau on
said
reainu

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU
BUREAU

FOR
FOR

of

PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICATION
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS TARIFFS.
TARIFFS.

curea
expense for totffo
To meet the share of the United States
States in the annual expense
toi
n
t
egarre
s
To
the
year ending
ending March
hundred and
and eighteen, Vol.
Vol. 28p.
28, p. 118.
1518.
nineteen hundred
thirty-first, nineteen
March thirty-first,
the year
of sustaining
sustaining the
international bureau at Brussels for the translation
the international
of
proclaimed
convention proclaimed
customs tariffs, pursuant to convention
publication of customs
and publication
ninety, $1,500.
December
hundred and ninety,
$1,500.
eighteen hundred
seventeenth, eighteen
December seventeenth,
MEXICO.
AND MEXICO.
INTERNATIONAL
STATES AND
UNITED STATES
COMMISSION, UNITED
BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY

To enable
the commission
commission to
to continue
continue its
its work
under
work under
enable the
To
hundred
hteeeighteen
of eighteen
hundred and eighty-four, eighteen hundred
nine, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and five,
five, and
and the
protocol of
of
the protocol
hundred and
nine,
eighteen
ninety-six, between
between the United
and ninety-six,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
Mexico, $22,500.
$22,500.
Mexico,

ernetioonal
International
the
the treaties BoIunuAary
and
eighteen
and
eighty-four,
eight
and eighty- sion,
Vol.Mexican.
24, p. 1011; Vol.
May sixth,
sixt. 20,Npol..1254i2f.11.14.V,opl:
2, . 1512; vol. 34, p.
May
States and 29 3-'
2963

UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
AND THE
CANADA, AND
BOUNDARY LINE,
ALASKA AND
STATES AND
AND
AND CANADA,
LINE, ALASKA
BOUNDARY
CANADA.
CANADA.

To
the Secretary
of State
to mark
and make
make gw
irari
ndaa
d
r
i,...,
Alaska
Aas
ndanado'
boundary and
the boundary
mark the
State to
Secretary of
enable the
To enable
the surveys
incidental thereto
thereto between
between the
Territory of
of Alaska
Vol. 32,p.
32, p. 161.
1961.
and vo.
Alaska and
the Territory
surveys incidental
the
the
of Canada,
Canada, in
in conformity
conformity with
Alaskan
the award of the Alaskan
with the
Dominion of
the Dominion
Boundary Tribunal
and existing
employment at
including employment
treaties, including
existing treaties,
Tribunal and
Boundary
the seat
seat of
of government
of such
such surveyors,
surveyors, computers,
draftsmen, Bouar, Uited
computers, draftsmen,
government of
the
and
clerks as
as are
necessary; and
for the
the more
effective demarcation
demarcation Statesanddanda.
States and danada.
more effective
and for
are necessary;
and clerks
o. 3p'
and mapping,
pursuant to
to the
nineteen "'
us'
"..
eleventh, nineteen
April eleventh,
of April
treaty of
the treaty
mapping, pursuant
and
hundred and
and eight,
United States
States and
Britain of
Great Britain
and Great
the United
between the
eight, between
hundred
the
land and
and water
boundary line
line between
States and
and
United States
the United
between the
water boundary
the land
the Dominion
of Canada
as established
established under
under existing
treaties, to
to
existing treaties,
Canada, as
Dominion of
the
be
expended under
under the
the direction
direction of
the Secretary
Secretary of
including
of State, including
of the
be expended
the salaries
of the
the necessary
engineers, surnecessary engineers,
and the
commissioner and
the commissioner
salaries of
the
the field and at the
veyors, draftsmen,
and clerks
clerks in the
computers, and
draftsmen, computers
veyors,
seat
rental of
of offices
offices at
at Washington,
Washington, District of
government, rental
of government,
seat of
Columbia,
expense of
of printing
printing and
necessary traveling,
traveling, for
for payment
payment
and necessary
Columbia, expense
for
cut in
in determining
not to
to
line not
boundary line
the boundary
determining the
necessarily cut
timber necessarily
for timber
exceed
and commutation
to members
members of
the field
force while
while
field force
of the
commutation to
$1,000, and
exceed $1,000,
per day
on
expenses not
exceeding $2.50
$2.50 per
day each,
not exceeding
actual expenses
or actual
duty or
field duty
on field
to
accordance with
from time
time to
to time preregulations from
with regulations
in accordance
expended in
to be
be expended
scribed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, $105,000,
with the
unexthe unextogether with
$105,000, together
by the
scribed by
pended balances
balances of
appropriations for
objects: ProPro- Adoes
r " "
to coan
corn.
these objects:
for these
of previous
previous appropriations
pended
tided, That
hereafter advances
money under
missianer.
appropriation misier.
the appropriation
under the
of money
advances of
That hereafter
,vided,
"Boundary line,
line, Alaska
Alaska and
Canada, and
and the
United States
States and
and
the United
and Canada,
"Boundary
Canada," may
be made
made to
on the
part of
United
the United
of the
the part
commissioner on
to the
the commissioner
may be
Canada,"
20

united

DM.

r

4
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States and
to chiefs
chiefs of
of parties,
who shall
shall give
give bond
bond
parties, who
his authority
authority to
and by
by his
States
under such
rules and
regulations and
such sum
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
sum as
as the
and in
in such
and regulations
such rules
under
State may
and accounts
accounts arising
arising under
advances shall
renshall be
be renunder advances
may direct,
direct, and
State
dered
and by
commissioner on
on the part of the United
by the
the commissioner
through and
dered through
States
to the
the Treasury
Department as
under advances
advances heretofore
heretofore
as under
Treasury Department
States to
made to
chiefs of
of parties.
parties.
to chiefs
made
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

BUREAU
BUREAU

AT

BRUSSELS
BRUSSELS

FOR

REPRESSION OF THE
THE
REPBESSION

TRADE.
AFRICAN
SLAVE TRADE.
AFRICAN SLAVE
Bureau for Repress.....
ing
African
Slave
TO meet
meet the share
United States
share of the United
To
Slave
ing
Afriean
Trade.
Trade.s
p
e
cial bureau
bureau created
by article
article eighty-two
eighty-two
by
created
special
Vol. 27, p. 917

expenses of the
in the expenses
of
the general
general act
act conconof the
cluded at
at Brussels,
Brussels, July
July second,
and ninety, for the
hundred and
eighteen hundred
second, eighteen
cluded
repression of
of the
the African
trade and
the restriction
restriction of the imporimporand the
slave trade
African slave
repression
tation into
and sale
in a
defined zone
African Continent,
zone of the African
a certain
certain defined
sale in
into and
tation
of
firearms, ammunition,
liquors, for
for the
the year
ye,ar nineteen
nineteen
and spirituous
spirituous liquors,
ammunition, and
of firearms,
$125.
hundred and eighteen, $125.
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION.
INTERNATIONAL PRISON COMMISSION.

coJn

Commission.
internathmal

Prs n

Fils°n

For
subscription of
the
an adhering member of the
States as an
of the
the United States
For subscription
International Prison
Commission, and
and the
the expenses
expenses of a
a commission,
commission,
Prison Commission,
International
including preparation
preparation of reports, $2,550.
including
PAN
UNION.
PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN UNION.

American

Pan

Provise.
Provisos .
Use
Use

Pan American
Provided, That
That any
any moneys
moneys received
received
$85,000: Poided,
rican Union, $85,000:
AmePan
PUnion,

m

Uno
Union.

re-

of moneys
maneys re-

ceived. of
ceeiod.

onthlmeeting

Monthly bulletins.

from the other American
American Republics
Republics for the support of the union
Treasury as addition to the
aa credit, in
m addition
shall be paid into the Treasury
appropriation, and
drawn therefrom
therefrom upon
upon requisitions of the
be drawn
and may be
appropriation,
chairman of
board of the union for the purpose of
governing board
of the
the governing
chairman
meeting the
the expenses
of the
and of
carrying out
orders of
of
the orders
out the
of carrying
union and
the union
expenses of
further, That the Public Printer
Printer
said governing board: And provided further,
authorized to print an edition of the monthly
monthly
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby
hereby,.,authorized
distribution
bulletin not to exceed six thousand
thousand copies per month, for distribution
by the union during the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and eighteen.
SECOND
SECOND PAN
PAN

Second
Second Pan AmeriAreericonfercan Financial
Finaa Conference.
eneitation
Invitation to be extended.
Vol. 35, p. 1127.

AMERICAN
AMERICAN FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL CONFERENCE.
CONFERENCE.

The President
President is
extend to
to the
the Governments
Governments of
of
to extend
is authorized
authorized to
The

represented by their
their
America an invitation to be represented
South America
and South
Central and
to e ex- Central
ministers of finance and leading
leading bankers, not exceeding
exceeding three in num-

Conber in each case, to attend the Second Pan American
American Financial Conference in the city of Washington,
Washington, at such date as shall be determined
determined
by
by the President,
President, with aaview to
to carrying
carrying on the work initiated at
at the
American Financial
establishing closer and
and
First Pan American
Financial Conference
Conference and establishing
more satisfactory
between their countries and the
satisfactory financial
financial relations between
Participation
of
America, and
authority is
Participation
of United
States
States of
of America,
and authority
is given
given to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
citkens. United
U
United States
States ctitens.
citizens of
of the
the
the Treasury
Treasury to invite,
invite, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, representative
representative citizens
United States to participate
participate in the
purthe said conference,
conference, and for the
the purpose of meeting such actual and
necessary expenses
expenses as
may be
inciand necessary
as may
be mcidental to the meeting
meeting of said conference
entertainment of
conference and for the entertainment
the foreign delegates
delegates during the conference, to be expended under
under the
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury- to be immediately
immediately availavaildirection of the Secretary
able and to remain available
available until expended,
expended, $50,000.
$50,000.
ol

p. 1127.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
intertion
,
at Cortu-

~trrmtcourt

o Arbitration.
Arbtatin.
of

BUREAU
THE PERMANENT
COURT OF
ARBITRATION.
BUREAU OF
OF THE
PERMANENT COURT
OF ARBITRATION.

To meet the share of the United States
States in the expenses
expenses for the calhundred and sixteen of the International
International Bureau
endar year nineteen hundred
Bureau
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of the Permanent
created under article
Permanent Court of Arbitration,
Arbitration, created
article twentytwo
of the
the convention
at The
The Hague,
Hague, July
July twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth,
two of
convention concluded
concluded at
eighteen
ninety-nine, for
for the
the pacific
pacific settlement
settlement of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
of
international
$2,000.
international disputes,
disputes, $2,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

COMMISSION ON
COMMISSION
ON ANNUAL
ANNUAL
AND SO
SO FORTH.
FORTH.
AND

Vol.
Vol 32, p. l.
1793.

TABLES
OF CONSTANTS,
TABLES OF
CONSTANTS,

Annual Tables of
In ion
Tabrof
To the International
International Commission
Commission on
on Annual
of Constants
Constants misin
o oTabl
Constants, etc.
and Numerical
Numerical Data, Chemical, Physical, and Technological,
Technological, as constants,
etc.
established by the Seventh International
International Congress
Congress of Applied ChemChemLondon and as
by the
eighth congress
congress in
in New
New
istry in
in London
as continued
continued by
the eighth
United States
York, as a
a contribution
contribution by the United.
States toward the publication
publication
of annual
of constants,
and technological,
technological,
of
annual tables
tables of
constants, chemical,
chemical, physical,
physical, and
$500.
$500.
BUREAU
OF INTERPARLIAMENTARY
INTERPARTIAMENTARY UNION
UNION FOR
FOR PROMOTION
OF INTERINTERBUREAU OF
PROMOTION OF
NATIONAL
NATIONAL ARBITRATION.
ARBITRATION.

- t .to
mt"tarY
For the contribution of the United
United States
States toward the maintenance
maintenance 4?"
P
arli
ain"
mon
Promote
Ar-of
Interparliamentary Union. for the Promotion
Promotion of International
International bwationbitralta.
of the Interparliamentary
Arbitration
at Brussels,
Brussels, lelgiuin,
$2,000.
Arbitration at
Belgium, $2,000.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
INSTIL LITE OF
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
International

Insti-

For
United States
States for the support
support tut
payment of the quota of the United
For the payment
tute o
of Agriultr
Agriculture.
a
Quota.
Agriculture for the
of
International Institute of Agriculture
the calendar year quot
of the International
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen
and eighteen,
eighteen, $8,000.
$8,000.
Member of committ.8mb"" oi
committee of the tee.
permanent committee
For
salary of
of one member of the permanent
For salary
International
year nineteen
Agriculture for the calendar year
Institute of Agriculture
International Institute
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, $3,600.
Tnslating pubta.
hundred
$3,600.
Translating pu
publicaFor the
payment of
of the
of the
the United
States for
cost of tions.ti.
United States
for the cost
quota of
the quota
For
the payment
translating into
English language
the publicapublicalanguage the
and printing
printing in
in the
the English
translating
into and
tions of
of the
Institute of
of Agriculture
Agriculture at
$5,000.
at Rome,
Rome, $5,000.
International Institute
the International
tions
Total,
$16,600.
Total, $16,600.
INTERNATIONAL
BUREAU.
SANITARY BUREAU.
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
International

For
annual share
share of
the United
United States
States for
the maintenance
maintenance of tal,blr
tary Bureau.
for the
of the
For the
the annual
the International
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau for the year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the
eighteen, $2,830.79.
eighteen,
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES, UNITED
UNITED STATES
COURT FOR
CHINA.
FOR CHINA.
STATES COURT
AND EXPENSES,
SALARIES

Sani-

San-'

United States Court
Court
United
for China.
China.

la
Judge, $8,000;
attorney, $4,000;
$3,000; clerk,
clerk, sam
swath
r ~'
marshal, $3,000;
$4,000; marshal,
district attorney,
$8,000; district
Judge,
$3,000;
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800; court
court expenses,
reference
including reference
expenses, including
$3,000; stenographer,

law
books, $9,000;
law books,
$9,000;
Juge and district
The
judge of the
court and the district attorney
attorney shall, when attorney.
at judge .and diatTiat
said court
the said
The judge
than
other than
Shanghai,
cities than
at other
the sessions
sessions of
are held
held at
other cities
than Shanghai, s
court are
the court
of the
the
51ther
receive
to their
salaries their
their necessary
actual expenses
expenses
necessary actual
their salaries
in addition
addition to
receive in
during such
to exceed
exceed $10
for the judge and $5
$10 per day for
sessions, not
not to
such sessions,
during
per
for the
the district
attorney, and
as may
may be necessary
necessary
much as
and so much
district attorney,
day for
per day
for said
purposes during
the fiscal
ending June
ninethirtieth, nineJune thirtieth,
fiscal year
year ending
during the
for
said purposes
teen
hundred and
is hereby
hereby appropriated;
appropriated;
eighteen, is
and eighteen,
teen hundred
Total, $28,800.
$28,800.
Total,
INTERNATIONAL
OFFICE OF
HEALTH.
OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
0
For the
payment of
of the
the quota
of the
the United
year nineofint
pueb
T tlaal
t
ih.
°16°.
*
for the
the year
nine- ofusWn.
United States
States for
quota of
the payment
For
teen
hundred
and
seventeen
toward
the
support
of
the
International
the
International
of
the
support
toward
seventeen
and
hundred
teen
Office of
Public Health,
Health, created
created by
by the
arrangement
international arrangement
the international
of Public
Office
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CH. 161.
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signed at
at Rome,
Rome, December
and seven,
in
signed
December ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven, in
pursuance of
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty-one
eighty-one of
of the
the InternaInternapursuance
of article
article one

Vol.
p. 2061.
Vol. 35, p201.
Vol.35, p. 1834.

3,

Vol.35,p

tional Sanitary
Sanitary Convention
signed at
on December
third,
tional
Convention signed
at Paris
Paris on
December third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and three,
$3,015.62.
three, $3,015.62.
nineteen
INTERNATIONAL SEISMOLOGICAL
SEISMOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
ASSOCIATION.
INTERNATIONAL

mInteaionl
I
nt't=
motogiaat

the obligations
obligations
necessary expenses
For defraying
defraying the
the necessary
expenses in
in fulfilling
fulfilling the
United States
as a
amember
of the
the International
International Seismological
Seismological
n. of
of the
the United
States as
member of
Association,
including the
annual contribution
contribution to
the expenses
expenses of
of
Association, including
the annual
to the
the
the association,
association, $800.

ciatt:

ARBITRATION
CLAIMS BETWEEN
THE
BETWEEN THE
PECUNIARY CLAIMS
OF OUTSTANDING
OUTSTANDING PECUNIARY
ARBITRATION OF
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.
UNITED
AND GREAT
British-American
British-American
ClsArPB
Pecuniary Citash
Claims Arbitration.
bitration.
Expenses.
'7, p 1625.
1625.
Vo.37,p.

For
the expenses
expenses of
the arbitration
of outstanding
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
arbitration of
of the
For the
Claims
claims between
between the United States and Great Britain, in accordance
accordance
August
with the special
special agreement
agreement concluded
concluded for that purpose
purpose August

eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten,
ten, and
and the
the schedules
of claims
claims
eighteenth, nineteen
schedules of
thereunder,
direction of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
expended under
under the direction
thereunder, to be expended
State,
State, as follows:
follows:
Agen
ency salaries
and
Salaries, United States
Salaries,
States agency:
agency: One counsel and joint secretary,
secretary,
salaries and
expenses.
at
$2,750; stenographer,
stenographer, at
$1,200;
at $2,750;
at $1,200;
States agency:
contingent
agency: Necessary and contingent
Expenses, United States
expenses, $300; rent of rooms,
$1,000;
rooms, not more than $1,000;
In
In all, $5,250
S5,250PEACE PALACE
AT THE
PEACE
PALACE AT
THE HAGUE.
HAGUE.
Peace Palacee at The

Hague. p
nage.

at Th

For
payment of
on the
part of
the United
United
For the
the payment
of the
the contribution
contribution on
the part
of the
States
expenses of the Palace
toward the expenses
Palace of
of Peace at The Hague,
States toward
$1,045.25,
much thereof
as may
may be
necessary.
$1,045.25, or so much
thereof as
be necessary.
INTERNATIONAL
RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONVENTION.
CONVENTION.
INTERNATIONAL RADIOTELEGRAPHIC

RadioInternational
International Radio.
tele
grapluc
CanyonConventelegraphic
tion.

ol. 37, p. 1569.
\ol.

For the share of the United States for the calendar
calendar year nineteen
nineteen
eighteen, as a
a party to the international
radiotelehundred and eighteen,
international radiotelegraphic
conventions heretofore
graphic conventions
heretofore signed, of the expenses
expenses of the radiotelegraphic service
service of the International
Telegraphic
International Bureau of the Telegraphic
Union at Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, $2,250.
FISHERIES
FISHERIES

Canadian Fisheries
Fisheries
Canadian
Commission.
Commission.
Vol. 35,
2IX).
Vol.
35, p. 2W0.

CONVENTION,
CONVENTION,

UNITED
STATES AND
GREAT BRITAIN.
UNITED STATES
AND GREAT
BRITAIN.

For the payment
payment of the actual
actual and necessary
expenses of aa comcomnecessary expenses
missioner on the part of the United
United States under the convention
convention between the United States and Great Britain concerning
concerning the fisheries
fisheries
in waters contiguous to the United
United States
States and the Dominion of
of
Canada, signed at Washington
Washington on April
eleventh, nineteen
hundred
April eleventh,
nineteen hundred
and eight,
ei ght, while
engaged in
under the convention,
including
while engaged
n work
work under
convention, including
clerical expenses
expenses that
that may be incurred in carrying
carrying out the convention during the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eighteen, $1,500, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary.
necessary.
WATERWAYS TREATY,
STATES AND
AND GREAT
WATERWAYS
TREATY, UNITED
UNITED STATES
GREAT BRITAIN:
BRITAIN: INTERNAINTERNATIONAL
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
TIONAL JOINT
JOINT COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN.
BRITAIN.

Canadian
Boundary
Canadian Boundary
Vwaters
Waters Commisskr..
Commission.

For salaries and expenses,
expenses, including
including salaries
salaries of commissioners
commissioners and
and
appointed by the commissionsalaries of clerks and other employees
employees appointed
ers on the part of the United States,
States, with the approval
ap?roval solely of the
Secretary
Secretary of State, including rental of offices at Washington,
District
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia, expense of printing, and necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
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SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
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CH. 161.
161.
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and for one-half of all reasonable
necessary joint expenses
reasonable and necessary
expenses of the
International
International Joint Commission
Commission incurred
incurred under the terms of the

treaty
between the
the United
States and
and Great
Britain concerning
concerning the
treaty between
United States
Great Britain
the VoLa3,p.244&
Vol. 36, p. 2448.
use of boundary waters between
between the
the United
United States
States and
Canada, and
and
and Canada,
January eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
for other purposes, signed
signed January
and
$75,000, to be disbursed
disbursed under
direction of the Secretary
nine, $75,000,
under the direction
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
h
of State: Provided,
appropriation shall be ex- S
Pr
,i
when
subsistence of the commission
or secretary,
secretary, except $8
$8 per
Washmng
pended for subsistence
commission or
per abset
.r t from Washing'
ton
day each,
each, when absent from Washington
Washington on official
official business.
business.
rendered and expenses
cases.
For payment of services rendered
expenses incurred
incurred under the Preparation of
of cases.
direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State in the examination
examination and preparation
preparation
of cases involving
involving the obstruction, diversion, and use of boundary
waters and all other
other questions
questions or matters
matters of difference
waters
difference covered
covered by the
nineteen hundred
treaty of January
January eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and nine, between
between the
United States
States and Great
Great Britain,
and in
appearing before
and reprerepreUnited
Britain, and
in appearing
before and
senting the interests
interests of the United States
States involved
matters or
involved in
in all matters
or
investigations
investigations before the International
Commission created
created by
by
International Joint Commission
said treaty, $6,000.
$6,000.
t1
a
3
)
j

n

FIPTII INTERNATIONAL
OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN STATES.
FIFTH
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE OF
STATES.
American
Fifth Pan American

conerence.
"to meet
meet the
the actual
actual and
$75,000 "to
The
appropriation of
of $75,000
and necessary
necessary conference.
The appropriation
expenses
Rrer tIof. for
expenses of the delegates of the United
United States, to the Fifth Inter- ee.ReaPPlariati"
national Conference
of
American
States
to
be
held
at
the
city
of
Conference
American
of
hundred and
and
Santiago, Chile,
Chile, beginning
beginning in
in September,
September, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fourteen,
be expended
fourteen, and of their
their clerical
clerical assistants,
assistants, to be
expended in
in the disSecretary of
cretion of the
the Secretary
of State,"
State," made
made in
in the Act making
making appropriations
and Consular
year
priations for
for the
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Service
Service for
for the fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, and extended
extended
and
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen
and made
made available
available for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
vear ending
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, by
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Act
Act approved
approved
hundred
and sixteen,
by the
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen, and
fiscal year
year269.Ant',
Ante, p.
hundred and
and fifteen,
and for
for the
the fiscal
p. 9
March
nineteen hundred
hundred and
by the
the
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
and seventeen,
seventeen, by
Diplomatic and
Act approved
July first,
first, nineteen
hundred
Diplomatic
and Consular
Consular Act
approved July
nineteen hundred
and
fiscal year
year
and sixteen,
sixteen, is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended and made
made available
available for
for the fiscal
ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.
ending June
PAYMENT TO
TIIE GOVERNMENT
PANAMA.
PAYMENT
TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF
OF PANAMA.

To
State to
to the
the Government
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
to pay
pay to
Government of
of

Panama the sixth
annual payment
payment due on February
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth,
Panama
sixth annual
nineteen
hundred and
eighteen, from
from the
of the
the United
United
the Government
Government of
and eighteen,
nineteen hundred
States
Government of
Panama under
under article
fourteen of
of the
the
States to
to the
the Government
of Panama
article fourteen
$250,000.
treaty of November
nineteen hundred and three, $250,000.
treaty
November eighteenth, nineteen

Pardon.
Panama
Annual payment to.
Annual
payment to.

Vol. 33, p. 2238.
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INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC
GEODETIC ASSOCIATION
MEASUREMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR
FOR THE
111k. MEASUREMENT
OF
THE EARTH.
EARTH.
International
International

G
eoGeo-

To enable
enable the
the Government
of the
United States
States to
to pay,
pay, through
Association.
To
Government of
the United
eicssociation.
through detic
Quota.
the American
American Embassy
Berlin, its
quota as
as an
an adhering
adhering member
member
Embassy at
at Berlin,
its quota
the
Geodetic Association
for the
prod.,.
of the International
International Geodetic
Association for
the Measurement
Measurement of
of the
the ro.
Provided, however,
however, That
the sums
by the k'laintenane
o
Earth, $1,500:
$1,500: Provided,
That the
sums expended
expended by
-f
V
l.
Uekiah
latitude
obserUnited
maintenance of
International Latitude
Tatou.
°
of the International
Latitude vatoy.
United States
States for the maintenance
Observatory
the continuance
continuance of
of the
the
and for
for the
at Ukiah,
Ukiah, California,
California, and
Observatory at
international
work there
until the
Geodetic
the International
International Geodetic
latitude work
there until
international latitude
Association shall
find it
it possible
possible to
to resume
its support
observasupport of
of the
the observaresume its
shall find
Association
tory, shall
shall be
be deducted
from the
the quota
quota due
due from
the United
United States
States
from the
deducted from
tory,
1 1
/r

ni t
en
t ad° ce
ju

of

e

as such
member.
as
such adhering
adhering member.
Representative auRprnattivo
a
The
duly appointed
the United
States on
thcriLed to vote.
The duly
appointed representative
representative of
of the
United States
on the
the thcrimedtotot.i
permanent
Geodetic Association
is
Association is
permanent commission
commission of
of the
the International
International Geodetic
representatives on the
hereby
granted authority
hereby granted
authority to vote with the representatives
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permanent
commission from
nations on
on all
all matters
matters coming
coming
ermanent commission
from other
other nations
before the
the association,
including the
extension of
of its
its existence
existence subject
the extension
subject
before
association, including
to the
the approval
of Congress.
Congress.
to
approval of
NINETEENTH
CONFERENCE
NINETEENTH CONFERENCE

INTERPARLIAMENTARY UNION.
UNION.
INTERPARLIAMENTARY

Inte
Interparliamentary
Union
Conference.
Union rparliamentary
Confeence.
Appropriation
Appropriation for exexpoises
extended.
penses extended.
Ante,
p. 26
.
20.o
Atic, p.

The appropriation
defraying the
S40,000 "For the purpose
purpose of defraying
appropriation of $40,000
expenses
Washington City
City incident
incident to
to the
the Nineteenth
Nineteenth Conference
Conference
expenses in
n Washington
of the
Interparliamentary Union
Union to
to be
held in
in Washington
Washington in
in ninebe held
of
the Interparliamentary
teen hundred
and fifteen,
fifteen, to
to be
be expended
such rules
rules and
and regureguteen
hundred and
expended under
under such
lations as
as the
the Secretary
made in
in the
the Act
Act
lations
Secretary of
of State
State may
may prescribe,"
prescribe," made
making
appropriations for
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Service
Service for
for
making appropriations
for the
the
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen,
and fifteen,
fiscal year
year ending
the fiscal
and
extended and
for the
the calendar
calendar years
years nineteen
nineteen
available for
and extended
and made
made available
hundred and
sixteen and
and nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen by
by the
and sixteen
hundred
Diplomatic
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and Consular
Consular Act
Act approved
approved July
Diplomatic and
and sixteen,
is hereby
extended and
and made
available for the calendar.
calendar
hereby extended
made available
and
sixteen, is
Provisos.
PTCoenm.
nineteen
hundred
and
eighteen:
Provided,
Discretionary
expelsyear
nineteen
hundred
eighteen:
Provided,
That said sum may,
Dismrtienary expenditure.
&tures.
in the
of the
of State,
State, be
be expended
expended within
within the
tlie
the Secretary
Secretary of
m
the discretion
discretion of
Report
to Congress.
Congress.
Report to
Provided further,
further, That
That an itemized
States, but not
not elsewhere:
elsewhere: Provided
United States,
account of all expenditures
reported to Congress.
Congress.
expenditures shall be reported
kit 1EENTII INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS AGAINST
AGAINST ALCOHOLISM.
ALCOHOLISM.
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
FIFTEENT
Fes
International
s Against AlcoholConAlcoho-

r Agint
Exp;nah.
Expe
Ante,
260.
At, p. ao.

complete the
the arrangements
and provide
entertainment
provide for
for the
the entertainment
arrangements and
To complete

T.

International Congress Against
Against Alcoholism
Alcoholism to be
of the Fifteenth International
held
in the
to be
be expended
such rules
rules and
and regureguheld in
the United
United States,
States, to
expended under
under such

nses.

ft r
e;or
i
".
tto
congress.
to cone.
Repor

lations as the Secretary
$10,000, or so much
lations
Secretary of State may prescribe, $10,000,
thereof as may
may be necessary, together
together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
of previous
appropriations for the holding of said congress
congress in the
previous appropriations
United
States: Provided,
Provided, That
That an
an itemized
itemized account
expenditures
account of all expenditures
Umnted States:
shall be reported
reported to Congress.
Congress.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL

COMMISSION
COMMISSION

ON

PUBLIC
PUBLIC

AND
AND

PRIVATE
PRIVATE

INTERNA—
INTERNA-

TIONAL LAW.
LAW.
International ComItrnmInterna-

missioTn
mission on
tional
tina Law.
i

tow.

Reappropriation.
Vol.
1554.
Vo"l.,37, p.
p.!i'

Vol. 37, p. 1557.
vol. 38, p.
Vol.
Vol.. p. 451.

37'

1'

.'

Ante,
p.
A,
p. 260.

260.

Consular Service.
Consular
Salaries.
Vol. 38, p. 2306.

VSaar.p

The
of $15,000
the payment
payment of
of compensation
compensation to
to
for the
$15,000 for
appropriation of
The appropriation
and the necessary
representative or representatives
necessary expenses
expenses of the representative
representatives
of the
on the
International Commission
of Jurists
Jurists,
Commission of
of
the United
United States
States on
the International
organized under the convention
convention signed at the Third
Third International
International
organized
American Conference
nineteen hundred
hundred and
American
Conference August twenty-third,
twenty-third, nineteen
and
six, approved by the Senate February
February third, nineteen hundred
hundred and
eight, and ratified by the President February
February eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and eight, for the purpose
purpose of preparing
preparing drafts of codes of public
international law;
paymen tof
ofthe quota of
and private
private international
law; and
and for the payment

the United
to the
preparation of
such
the expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the preparation
of such
the
United States
States of
of the

drafts,
including the
the compensation
drafts, including
compensation of experts
experts under
under article four of
appropriations for the Diplothe convention, made in the Act making appropriations
matic and Consular Service
Service for the fiscal year
year ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
ftfteen, and extended
extended and made available
available for
for
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
sixteen,
and sixteen,
by the Diplomatic and Consular
Act approved
approved March
March fourth, nineteen
nineteen
Consular Act

hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, and for the fiscal year
hundred
year ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, by the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
Act approved
approved July first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, is hereby
hereby
extended
available for the fiscal year ending
extended and made
made available
ending June thirtieth,
nineteen
eighteen.
nineteen hundred and eighteen.
SALARIES OF THE
SALARIES
111/. CONSULAb
CONSULAR SERVICE.
SERVICE.

For
consuls, as
as_ progeneral, consuls, and vice consuls,
For salaries of consuls general,
vided m
in the Act approved
approved February
February fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
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fifteen,
"An Act for the improvement
fifteen, entitled
entitled "An
improvement of the foreign
foreign service"
service,"

$1,208,500.
$1,208,500. No portion of
this sum shall
paid as
as compensation
compensation to
to
of this
shall be
be paid

Restriction oon vim
vise
R.'ition
consuls.
American citizens:
vice consuls who are not American
citizens: Provided,
Providedz That if
if in
in any
any Proviso.
Poro.
service.
it impracticable
impracticable immediately
case the Secretary of State deems it
immediately to Temporary
Ip(TmyrrO.
secure
a competent
competent vice consul who is an American
secure a
American citizen,
citizen 'he
he may
may
appoint
or retain
retain as
as vice
sulan
d compensate
compensa t
e f
rom this
this fund
fund a
appoint or
vice con
consul
and
from
a
person not an American citizen until such time as he is
is able
able to
to desigdesigCitizenship requirea competent
American citizen
nate a
competent American
citizen for such post. Every
Every consul
consul mCSe.
req
ments.
general, consul, and,
practicable, every
every consular
consular agent
agent shall
and, wherever
wherever practicable,
shall
be an American
American citizen;
citizen;
Consular Inspectors.
For salaries
of five
five consular
consular inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $5,000
salaries of
$25,000;
$5,000 each,
each, $25,000;
Consarinsectors.
Total, $1,233,500.
$1,233,500.

EXPENSES OF
OF CONSULAR
CONSULAR INSPECTORS.
EXPENSES
INSPECTORS.
Traveling, etc.,
For the actual and necessary
necessary-traveling
and subsistence
of penses.
traveling and
subsistence expenses
expenses of
pensTe
et .
traveling and inspecting
inspecting under
consular inspectors while traveling
under instructions
instructions Proviso.
from the Secretary of State, $15,000: Provided,
That inspectors
Provided, That
shall subistane.
Subsistence.
inspectors shall
be allowed
expenses for subsistence,
subsistence, itemized,
allowed actual and necessary
necessary expenses
itemized,
not exceeding
exceeding an average of
of $5 per
per day.

SALARIES
CONSULAR ASSISTANTS.
SALARIES OF
OF CONSULAR
ASSISTANTS.

ea-

Consular assistants.
Cosular
asiant

For forty consular
provided for by law, $46,600.
consular assistants, as provided
POST ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES TO
TO CONSULAR
CONSULAR AND
AND DIPLOMAT
ERO .
POST
DIPLOMATIC OFFIC
OFFICERS.

Post
allowances.
Potallowauces.

To enable the President, in
in his discretion
in accordance
discretion and
and in
SP
ecial Pmviskast°r
accordance with
with officers
Sopecal'ro
fr
in belligerent,
he may
prescribe, to
make special
such regulations as he
may prescribe,
to make
allowances by
by etc.,countrie
etc., countries.
special allowances
way of additional compensation
compensation to consular
consular and
and diplomatic
diplomatic officers
officers
in belligerent
belligerent countries and
contiguous thereto
order to
to
and countries
countries contiguous
thereto in
in order
adjust their official income to
cost of
of living
living at
at the
the
to the
the ascertained
ascertained cost
be assigned,
assigned, $200,000.
$200,000.
posts to
to which
which they
they may
may be
ALLOWANCE
FOR CLERK
CLERK HIRE
AT UNITED
UNITED STATES
ALLOWANCE FOR
HIRE AT
STATES CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.

Allowance
consulates; to be expended
under the
Allowance for clerk hire at consulates;
expended under
the

direction of the Secretary
of State,
State, $493,000.
$493,000.
direction
Secretary of

Clerks att consulates.
Clerk's
onsuls.

SALARIES
OF INTERPRETERS
CONSULATES IN
SALARIES OF
INTERPRETERS TO
TO CONSULATES
IN CHINA,
CHINA,CHOSEN,
JAPAN,
CHOSEN, JAPAN,
AND SIBERIA.
AND
SIBERIA.

Interpreters to be employed
Interpreters
employed at consulates
consulates in China, Chosen,
Chosen, Japan,
Japan,
and Siberia, to be expended under the
direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the direction
State, $53,700.

/1461Preters

pl

at

at

c

EXPENSES OF
OF INTERPRETERS,
EXPENSES
TRHPRETERS, GUARDS,
AND SO
FORTH, IN
IN TURKISH
GUARDS, AND
SO FORTH,
TURKISH
DOMINIONS,
AND SO
SO 'ORTH.
FORTH.
DOMINIONS, AND

Interpreters
Interpreters and guards at the
consulates in
the Turkish
Turkish dominions,
dominions, e
the consulates
in the
tP,'
Persia,
Morocco, northern
northern Africa,
Persia, Morocco,
Africa, and at
at Zanzibar,
be expended
expended
•
Zanzibar, to
to be
under the direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State,
State, $35,000.
$35,000.

eInterpreters,

EXPENSES OF
EXPENSES
OF PRISONS
PRISONS FOR
FOR AMERICAN
AMERICAN CONVICTS.
CONVICTS.

a prison at Shanghai
Actual expense of renting a
Shanghai for American
American conconvicts in China, $1,200; for contingent
contingent expenses,
$1,800; for
for the
the wages
wages
expenses, $1,800;
of a
a keeper
keeper of such prison,
and for
for the
the wages
wages of
of an
assistant
prison, $1,200;
$1,200; and
an assistant
keeper of such prison,
keeper
prison, $800; $5,000;
$5,000;
Paying
keeping and
prisoners in
in China,
China, Chosen,
Chosen,
Paying for the
the keeping
and feeding
feeding of
of prisoners
Siam, and Turkey, and of those convicted
convicted by the United
Court
United States
States Court
91890°-voL
91890
°—v
39—pr
39--Pr 1-67
1
67

guards,
gud

Consular prism.
prisons.
Consular
Shanghai.
SBhah
.

Keeping
e primers.

R

1058
1058
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limit of cost.
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for China, $9,000:
$9,000: Provided,
Provided, That no more than 50 cents per day for
for

the keeping and feeding
feeding of each prisoner
prisoner while
while actually
actually confined
confined shall
shall
be allowed
allowed or
or paid
paid for
such keeping
keeping and
and feeding.
This is
is not
not to
to
be
for any
any such
feeding. This
be understood
understood as
as covering
covering cost
cost of
and medicines
be
of medical
medical attendance
attendance and
medicines
when required
required by such prisoners;
prisoners;
Rent, etc.,
Turkey.
Rent of prison for American convicts
etc., Turkey.
Rat,
convicts in Smyrna, Turkey, and for
for
wages
wages of keepers
keepers of the
the same, $1,000;
$1,000;
Constantinople, Turkey,
Turkey,
Rent of prison for American convicts
convicts in
in Constantinople,
and for
of keepers
of the
the same,
same, $1,000;
$1,000;
and
for wages
wages of
keepers of
Total, $16,000.

Limit f

RELIEF AND
AND PROTECTION
SEAMEN.
RELIEF
PROTECTION OF
OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN SEAMEN.
Reiiof M
Reli
of American
Amerian

11011111011.

countries, and
American seamen
seamen in foreign countries,
protection of
of American
Relief and
Relief
and protection
in
the Panama
Zone, and
and shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
American seamen
seamen in
the
in the
Panama Canal
Canal Zone,
in the
Territory
Alaska, in
Hawaiian Islands, Porto
Porto Rico, and
in the
the Hawaian
and the
Territory of
of Alaska,
Philippine Islands, $40,000.
FOREIGN HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL AT
CAPE TOWN.
TOWN.
FOREIGN
AT CAPE

Foreign
Foreignhospital,
hospital,
Cape
Cape Town.
Town

Annual contribution
toward the
the support
support of
Somerset Hospital
of the
the Somerset
Hospital
Annual
contribution toward
(a
hospital), at
be paid
(a foreign
foreign hospital),
at Cape
Cape Town,
Town, $50,
$50, to
to be
paid by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
assurance that suffering
suffering seamen and
of State upon
upon the assurance
and citizens
citizens of
of the
the
United States will be admitted to the
hospital.
the privileges
privileges of said hospital.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
UNITED STATES
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, UNITED
STATES CONSULATES.
CONSULATES.

Coitingentexpenses,
Cmdiagent
"Pena",
consulates.
osulatea

Expenses of providing
providing all such stationery, blanks, record and other
other
presses, flags,
flap, signs, rent (so much as may be
necessary),
books, seals, presses,
be necessary),
repairs to consular buildings
buildings owned
repairs
owned by
by the
the United
United States, postage,
same statistics,
furniture, including typewriters
typewriters and exchange
exchange of same,
newspapers,
(foreign and
domestic) telegrams,
telegrams,
same,advertising,
newspapers, freight
freight (foreign
and domestic)
messenger service,
service, traveling expenses
epenses of consular officers and consular
consular
assistants, compensation
compensation of Chinese writers, loss by exchange, and
such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses as the President may think necessary for the several consulates
and consular
consulates and
consular agencies
agencies in
in the
the transaction
transaction
of their business, and payment in advance
advance of subscriptions
subscriptions for newsappropriation is hereby
papers (foreign and domestic) under this appropriation
authorized, $625,000.
ACQUISITION
ACQUISITION OF
OF LEGATION
LEGATION PREMISES
AT SAN
COSTA RICA.
RICA'.
PREMISES AT
SAN JOSE,
JOSE, COSTA

8an Jose,
Jloe, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica,
LeSan
gation building.
Legaion
bualding

For the
the purchase
purchase of
grounds and
and buildings
buildings at
at San
Jose, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica,
For
of grounds
San Jose,
and for such alteration, repair, and additional furnishing of the same
as
use of
the legation
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the use
of the
legation to
to Costa
Costa Rica,
ica, both
both as
as
aaresidence of the minister and for the office of the legation, $40,000.
SEAMEN'S MISSION
AT RIO
DE JANEIRO,
JANEIRO, BRAZIL.
SEAMEN'S
MISSION AT
RIO DE
BRAZIL.

sema's misonm,
Saaalen'3
Rio
de
Rio
de Janeiro.
Janeiro.iniesimi ,

March
3. 1917.
March 3.
1917.
l
[H.
R. 1910.
19410.1
[_. R
[Public,
No. 38.]
[Public, No.
380.]

prt.serve

Annual contribution
contribution toward the support of the seamen's
seamen's mission
mission
at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, $50.
Approved,
Approved, March 3, 1917.
CHAP.
162.—An Act
Milkine appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the Post
Office
CHAAP. 162.-An
Act Making
the service
service of the
Post Office
Department for
the fiscal
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
eighteen,
Department
for the
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen,
and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and for

B
Bee it
it enacted
11 the
the Senate
Senate and
House ofRepresentates
o
fRepresentatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
enactedby

p
ervieesPPvo. States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following sums
sums be,
be,
"Iat. ,
States of America
America in Congress
That the

and they are hereby, appropriated
appropriated for the service of the Post Office
Office
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Department,
in conformity
with the
Act of
July secon
d, eighteen
ei
ghteen
Department, in
conformity with
the Act
of July
second,
hundred and
follows:
and thirty-six, as
as follows:
OFFICE OP
OF THE
THE POSTMASTER
GENERAL.
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE

vol.
5.
p.
80.
Vol.
p.s
Postmaster General.
GaereL

Repair 8shops.
For rent of suitable
sho0ps
suitable buildings for the use of the
the Post Office Depart- R
Rent.
mail-bag-repair shop
ment, including
including the mail-bag-repair
and lock-repair
shop,
shop and
lock-repair shop, Proviso
Provided, That in the event the new Post Office Department
$8,000: Provided,
Department RPetalsotiednRentalOontimied until completion ofp
of equipconstructed is not ready
equipment shops building now being constructed
ready for tn'eomt"ip
ment strops.
occupancy by .August
nineteen
and seventeen, the *n",p
Ante, p. 42.
412.
occupancy
Augu first,
st
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Postmaster
is authorized
authorized to
continue the
the rental
of the
the buildPostmaster General
General is
to continue
rental of
building at First and K
K Streets, northeast, Washington, District
of ColumColumDistrict of
bia, known
known as
as the
the Post
Office Department
Department Annex,
Annex, until
time as
as
bia,
Post Office
until such
such time
the new building
building may be
rental shall not extend
extend
be completed
completed but such
such rental
beyond
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen.
beyond September
September thirtieth,
seventeen.
Power, e.
etc.
machinery, Power,
For gas, electric power and light, and the repair
repair of machinery,
United
Department equipment
equipment shops
building,
United States Post
Post Office
Office Department
shops building,
$4,500.
$4,500.
FOR SA
TAROT'S OF
or POST-OFFICE
POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS:
For salaries
fifteen Pot
Pod Ofamsibepsoffice insPeolors.
FOR
SALARES
INSPECTORS: For
salaries of
of fifteen
in charge of divisions, at $3,000
inspectors in
$3,000 each; thirty
inspectors, at
at
thirty inspectors,
$2,400
$2,250 each;
thirty-two inspectors,
$2,400 each;
each; twenty
twenty inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $2,250
each; thirty-two
inspectors,
at $2,100 each;
inspectors, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
inspectors,
each; twenty
twenty inspectors,
each; thirty inspectors,
at
inspectors, at
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; sixty
sixty,inspectors,
inspectors,
at $1,900
$1,900 each; ninety inspectors,
at
$1,700 each;
each; sixty inspectors, at
sixty-five
at $1,700
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; and
and sixty-five
inspectors, at $1,500
$783,700.
$1,500 each;
each; in
m all, $783,700.
For per diem allowance
inspectors in the field while actually Pe
Per dim.
diem.
allowance of inspectors
traveling on official
official
traveling
official business
business away
away from
from their
their homes,
homes, their
their official
domiciles, and their
to be
be fixed
by the
the PostPostdomiciles,
their headquarters,
headquarters, at
at aarate
rate to
fixed by
exceed $3
per day:
the PostPost- Pooisos.
Provisos.
master General,
General, not to exceed
$3 per
day: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
ar"
anTZ"pP"a
master General
General may, in his discretion,
discretion, allow inspectors
inspectors per
per diem anU
o
while
temporarily located
place on
away from
while temporarily
located at
at any place
on business
business away
from their
their
homes
domiciles for
for a
a period
period not
not exceeding
exceeding
homes or their
their designated
designated domiciles
consecutive days
make rules
regutwenty consecutive
days at
at any
any one
one place,
place, and
and make
rules and
and regulations
provisions relating
relating to
per diem:
diem: And
Unlit.
lations governingthe
governing the foregoing
foregoin provisions
to per
And Liit.
provided
further, That no
shall be
be paid
paid to
to inspectors
receivprovidedfurtherThat
no per
per diem
diem shall
inspectors receivmg
annual salaries
$2,000 or
or more,
the thirty-two
inspectors
ig annual
salaries of
of $2,000
more, except
except the
thirty-two inspectors
receiving $2,100
receiving
$2,100 each,
each, $262,860.
For compensation
compensation to
at division
headquarters, fifteen
at hosdqcw
Clerks
division
For
to clerks
clerks at
division headquarters,
fifteen, at
lerks atat . diviskr
$1,800
each; fifteen,
fifteen, at
at $1,600
$1,400 each;
each; thirty,
d
$1,600 each;
each; twenty,
twenty, at
at $1,400
$1,800 each;
at
$1,200 each;
$1,000 each; and ten, at $900
each; in all,
at $1,200
each; ten,
ten, at
at $1,000
$900 each;
$134,000.
$134,000.

For traveling expenses of inspectors without per diem allowance,
inspectors in charge, and the chief post-office inspector, and expenses
incurred
incurred by inspectors
inspectors not covered
covered by per
per diem allowance,
allowance, unusual
unusual
and
expenses necessarily
incurred for
for maintenance
by
maintenance by
necessarily-incurred
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses
inspectors
inspectors over and above
above per diem allowance
allowance while traveling on
official
official business in connection
connection with the postal service
service of Alaska,
and
for the
the traveling
traveling expenses
clerks performing
performing stenographic
stenographic
of four clerks
and for
expenses of
and
to post-office
inspectors in
investigation
post-office inspectors
in the
the investigation
and clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
of important
$43,850.
fraud cases,
cases, $43,850.
of
important fraud
inspectors
For traveling
in charge,
expenses
and the
of inspectors
chief post-office
without
inspector,
per diem
andallowance,
expenses

For
by inspectors
not covered
by their
per
their per
inspectors not
covered by
For livery
livery hire
hire incurred
incurred by

To

a,. etc,
etc-,

Traveli
. ng,

Livery hire.
Livery
ir.

diem allowance,
including livery
hire in
with the
the installainstalladiem
allowance, including
livery hire
in connection
connection with
tion and
of rural
rural routes,
routes, $45,000.
$45,000.
inspection of
tion
and inspection
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses at
at division
headquarters, Miscellaneous.
ileaneos
division headquarters,
For
$7,500.
$7,500.
Rewards, etc.
For payment
payment of
rewards for
for the
detection, arrest,
conviction Rewards
For
of rewards
the detection,
arrest, and
and conviction
etc.
of post-office burglars,
mail robbers:
robbers: ProPro- Prooisos.
burglars, robbers,
robbers, and
and highway
highway mail
Sroon"
ed.
Death
of offender.

vided,
That rewards
may be
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
be paid,
paid, in
rewards may
vided, That

General, when
when an
of the
the class
was killed
in the
General,
an offender
offender of
class mentioned
mentioned was
killed in
the
act
of committing
the crime
resisting lawful
pro- t."sD
in resisting
lawful arrest:
arrest: And
And proact of
committing the
crime or
or in
videct
further, That
of the
amount herein
to exceed
exceed
not to
herein appropriated
appropriated not
That of
the amount
idedfurther,

Seenrfri
.
g

m

bInlannla
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Special attorney

srai

att

postal cases.

Tnwel, ate.
tvoc,
eFor

$5,000
may be
be expended,
expended, in
the discretion
General,
$5,000 may
in the
discretion of
of the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
for the
of securing
securing information
the
for
the _purpose
purpose of
information concerning
concerning violations
violations of
of the
postal
laws and
and for
the
postal laws
for services
services and
and information
information looking
looking toward
toward the
apprehension of criminals, $25,000.
i apprehension
n
For,
compensation of
or compensation
Attorney General
of a
a special
special assistant
assistant to
to the
the Attorney
General
to
the defense
against the
the United
States arising
arising
to assist in
in the
defense of
of cases
cases against
United States
out
of the
the transportation
transportation of
of the
and in
in other
cases and
and matters
matters
out of
the mails
mails and
other cases
affecting
postal revenues,
revenues, $6,000.
affecting the
the postal
$6,000.
For travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in the Postal Service,
office
of the
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
office of
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,

First General.
Assistant PostFirst
AstansttPo
master
m-er
Gemrl.
Postmasters.
Part-ate.

1917.
1917.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE FIRST
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
FEsT ASSISTAT
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.

compensation to postmasters,
For compensation
postmasters, $32,000,000.
$32,000,000.
For compensation
compensation to assistant postmasters
postmasters at first and second class
offices, five,
five at
post offices,
at not exceeding
exceeding $4,000
$4,000 each; forty-two,
forty-two, at
at not
not
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; ten,
ten, at
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
ten, at
at
exceeding
at not
$2,500 each;
each; ten,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,900
$1,900 each;
each;
not exceeding $2,000 each; fifteen
fifteen, at
at not
fifty, at
not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
each,
;, one
hundred, at
at not
$1,800 each;
one hundred,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,700 eacheach; one hundred
hundred and
$1,600 each;
each;
$1,700
and sixty, at not exceeding $1,600
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 eacheach; one hundred
two hundred,
hundred, at not exceeding
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfive
$1,400 each
not
five, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,400
each;•three hundred and
and fifty,
fifty, at
at not
exceeding $1,300
$1,300 each;
each. six hundred
exceeding
exceeding
hundred and sixty,
sixty, at
at not
not exceeding
$1,200 each; five hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,100
$1,100
each; three hundred
hundred and thirty-eight, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
each;
$1,000 each;
exceeding $900
hundred,
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty, at
at not exceeding
$900 each;
each; one
one hundred,
exceeding .$800
$3,500,000.
at not exceeding
$800 each; in all,
all, $3,500,000.
Appobitments reand assignment
assignment of
of assistant
assistant postmasters
postmasters
re- And
And the
the appointment
appointment and
Apottments
hereunder shalt
shall be so made dining
hereunder
during the fiscal year as not to involve aa
greater aggregate
aggregate expenditure
greater
expenditure than
than this sum.
sum.
Employees
o
first and
and
compensation
to
employees
at first and second class
d
fi
For
compensation
clerks
and
class offices.
post
post offices:
offices:
At
At 13,200.
3,20.
Superintendents
Superintendents of delivery, superintendents
superintendents of mails, superintendents
superintendents of registry, ten, at
tendents of money order,
order , and superintendents
exceeding $3,200
$3,200 each.
not exceeding
each.
At $3,oo.
$3,000.
At
Auditors, and superintendents of mail, ten, at not exoeeding
exceeding
$3,000
each.
$3,000
each.
At $2,700.
At U,7110
Assistant superintendents
delivery,
superintendents of mails, superintendents
superintendents of deli
and
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, twenty,
at not
and
superintendents
twenty, at
not exceeding
exceeding $2,700
$2,700 ea
each.
AtAttoQ
82,601
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails, cashiers, superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, and superintendents
superintendents of mails, thirty, at not exceeding
exceeding
$2,600 each.
$2,600
each.
At 82,200.
Atta..
mails, cashiers,
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of mails,
cashiers superintendents
superintendents of
of
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
superiniendents of
stations,
delivery,
of mails,
mails and
and superintendents
of stations,
thirty, at
at not
not exceeding
$2,500 each.
each.
exceeding $2,500
thirty
AtAt40.
82,400.
Assistant
Assistant superintendents of delivery, assistant superintendents
of mails, assistant superintendents of money order, assistant superintendents of registry, bookkeepers'
bookkeepers, cashiers, finance
finance clerks, stenographers superintendents
superintendents of mails,
nographers,
superintendents of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of money order,
superintendents
order , and superintendents
superintendents of registry,
registry,
exceeding $2,400 each.
fifty, at not exceeding
At
12,200.
At2.
Assistant superintendents of mails, bookkeepers, cashiers, chief
mailing clerks, chief stamp clerks,
clerks, finance
finance clerks,
clerks, superintendents
superintendents of
of
superintendents of mails, superintendents
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of money order,
order,
superintndenets of registry, and superintendents of stations, fifty-five,
superintendents
fifty-five,
at
not exceeding
ex
$2,200 each.
not
$2,200
each.
at
At S2,000.
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant
Assistant cashiers, assistant
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
superntendents of mails, assistant superintendents
superintendents
superintendents of money
money order,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of registry, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers, examof stations, finance
superintendents of carriers, superiners of
finance clerks, superintendents
Assistant poetmpostanasAsistbnt
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intendents of delivery, superintendents
superintendents of mails, superintendents
superintendents
of money order, superintendents
superintendents of registry,
superintendents of
registry, superintendents
of
second-class
superintendents
second-class matter, superintendents
superintendents of inquiry, and superintendents
of stations, one hundred
hundred and seventy-five,
seventy-five, at not exceeding $2,000
$2,000
each.
each.
Assistant cashiers,
cashiers, assistant superintendents
superintendents of delivery, assistant At81,0.m
0,93°superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
of money
money order,
order,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of registry, assistant superintendents
of
superintendents of
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
mailing clerks,
cashiers chief mailing
chief stamp
clerks, chief
stamp
clerks, examiners
examiners of statio
stations,
ns ,finance clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, superinsuperintendents
tendents of carriers, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
of
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
mails, superintendents
superintendents of money order, superintendents
of registry,
superintdedents of
registry
superintendents of second-class
superintendents
second-class matter,
superintendents of
matter, and
and superintendents
of
stations,' one
stations
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-five, a
not excee
ding $1,800
$1,800 eac
h.
and sixty-five,
attnot
exceeding
each.
Assistant cashiers, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, assistant
assistant AtI,7iW
At $1,700.
of delivery,
superintendents
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of money
money order,
order,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
of
of registry,
registry, assistant
superintendents of
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers cashiers, chief
mailing clerks
chief mailing
clerks, chief
chief stamp
stamp
clerks, examiners of stations
stations,, finance
finance clerks, stenographers,
stenographers , superinsuperintendents
tendents of carriers, superintendents
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of
mails, superintendents of money order, superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
registry,
superintendents of second-class
second-class matter,
superintendents
superintendents of
of
matter, and
and superintendents
stations, one hundred and seventy, at
not exceeding
at not
exceeding $1,700
$1,700 each.
each.
superintendents of delivery,
Assistant cashiers, assistant superintendents
delivery, assistant AtUi,o0.
At $1,030.
superintendents of
superintendents
of mails,
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of money
money order,
order
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
registry, assistant
of
stations, bookkeepers,
chief mailing
mailing clerks,
stamp
bookkeepers, cashiers,
cashiers, chief
clerks, chief
chief stamp
clerks, examiners
of stations,
stations, finance
finance clerks,
crews,
clerks,
examiners of
clerks, foremen
foremen of
of crews,
stenographers, superintendents
superintendents of
deof carriers,
carriers, superintendants
superintendants of
of delivery,) superintendents
superintendents of mails, superintendents
lively.
superintendents of money
money order,
order,
superintendents of
superintendents
of registry,
of second-class
registry, superintendents
superintendents of
second-class matter,
matter,
superintendents of stations, two hundred
and superintendents
hundred and
at not
and ninety,
ninety, at
not exexceeding
$1,600 each.
ceeding $1,600
each.
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
$1,500.
Assistant cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
assistant At
At$uM
superintendents of mails, assistant superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents
money order,
order,
of money
assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
registry, assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
of
bookkeepers, cashiers,
stations, bookkeepers,
chief mailing
mailing clerks,
cashiers, chief
clerks, chief
chief stamp
stamp
clerks, examiners
examiners of stations, finance
finance clerks,
clerks, foremen
foremen of
of crews,
crews,
stenographers, superintendents
superintendents of
of dedeof carriers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of
livery.,superintendents
superintendents of
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
money order,
livery,
of mails,
of money
order,
superintendents
superintendents of registry, superintendents
superintendents of
of second-class
matter,
second-class matter,
and superintendents
superintendents of stations, nine hundred
hundred and fifty,
at not
not exfifty, at
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 each.
ceeding
each.
Assistant cashiers, assistant superintendents
$1,400.
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
assistant At
At1,4a
superintendents
superintendents of
of mails,
mails, assistant
assistant superintendents
of money
order,
superintendents of
money order,
assistant
superintendents of registry-,
registry, assistant superintendents
assistant superintendents
of
superitendents of
stations, bookkeepers,
cashiers, chief
mailing clerks,
clerks, chief
chief stamp
stamp
bookkeepers, cashiers,
chief mailing
clerks, examiners
finance clerks,
clerks, foremen
clerks, special
special clerks,
examiners of
of stations,
stations, finance
foremen
of crews, stenographers,
superintendents
stenographers, superintendents
superintendents of
of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
mails, superintendents
superintendents of
of delivery,
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
of mails,
of money
money
order, superintendents
superintendents of registry, superintendents
superintendents of
of second-class
second-class
matter, and
superintendents of
of stations,
stations, one
thousand seven
seven hundred
matter,
and superintendents
one thousand
hundred
and
at not
not exceeding
each.
and ten,
ten, at
exceeding $1,400
$1,400 each.
Assistant
Assistant cashiers,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
delivery, assistant
assistant Ata,3
$
cashiers, assistant
of delivery,
superintendents
superintendents of money order,
superintendent of
order, assistant superintendent
of mails,
mails,
assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
registry, assistant
of registry,
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of
stations,
bookkeepers, cashiers,
mailing clerks,
chief stamp
stations, bookkeepers,
cashiers, chief
chief mailing
clerks, chief
stamp
clerks, examiners
stations, finance
foremen of
crews, special
special
examiners of stations,
financ clerks,
erks,
s, foremen
of crews,
clerks, stenographers,
stenographers, superintendents
of carriers,
superintendents of
of
superintendents of
carriers, superintendents
delivery, superintendents
superintendents of
superintendents of
of money
of mails,
mails, superintendents
money order,
order,
At

At

1,3°1
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superintendents
registry, superintendents
second-class matter,
matter,
of second-class
superintendents of
of registry,
superintendents of
and superintendents
superintendents of
of stations
three thousand
thousand eight
hundred and
and
eight hundred
stations, three
and
sixty-five, at
each.
$1,300 each.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,300
at not
sixty-five,
At
Assistant
cashiers, assistant
assistant superintendents
assistant
of delivery,
delivery, assistant
superintendents of
Assistant cashiers,
At sow
1,30.
superintendents
order,
of money
money order,
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
of mails,
mails, assistant
superintendents of
assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of registry,
registry, assistant
assistant superintendents
of
superintendents of
assistant
stations, bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, chief
chief stamp
clerks, finance
clerks, foreforefinance clerks,
stamp clerks,
clerks, clerks,
stations,
men of
stenographers superintendents
superintendents of
of carriers,
carriers, superinsuperinof crews,
crews, stenographers,
men
tendents
second-class matter,
matter , and
and superintendents
superintendents of
of stations,
stations, ninenineof second-class
tendents of
teen thousand
thousand five
five hundred,
hundred, at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,200
each.
$1,200 each.
teen
$1,100.
Assistant superintendents
of stations,
stations, clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
superstenographers, supersuperintendents of
Assistant
AtS1,im.
intendent of carriers,
carriers, superintendents
superintendents of second-class matter, and
intendent
superintendents of stations, nine thousand, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,100
superintendents
each.
At
$1,000.
Assistant superintendents
superintendents of
of stations,
stations, clerks,
clerks in
in charge
charge of
At $1,00.
Assistant
clerks, clerks
of
superintendstations, stenographers, superintendents
superintendents of carriers,
carriers and superintendents of second-class
thousand three hundred, at not
second-class matter, three thousand
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 each.
exceeding
At WOO.
Clerks, clerks
in charge
charge of
of stations,
stations, and
and stenographers,
two thouthouClerks,
clerks in
stenographers, two
At
0o.
sand, at not exceeding $900
$900 each.
At 10.
in charge
$800.
Clerks and clerks in
charge of stations, one thousand nine hundred
seventy-seven at not exceeding $800
$800 each.
and seventy-seven,
Substitutes.
Substitutes
seventy-seven,
for clerks and employees
absent without
without pay;
Snbttates.
Substitutes
for
employees absent
pay;
Promotions
provided
And
eighty-five percentum
the
of eighty-five
per centum of the
And to provide for
for the
the promotion
promotion of
promotprovided
fifth to the sixth grade, and
for. el.
clerks in first-class post offices from the fifth
First class offices.
for the promotion of fifteen per centum
centum of the clerks in the sixth
ss
Firstcl
grade to the designation of "special
"special clerk"
clerk" in the $1,300 grade, and
for
fifteen per
"special
designated "special
per centum
centum of the designated
for the
the promotion of fifteen
clerks" in
the $1,300
$1,300 grade
to
the
designation of
special clerk"
in
in
clerk"
"special
of
designation
to
the
grade
the
m
s.
clerks"
of
as
eoni
Second class offices.
the $1,400
$1,400 grade, and to provide for the promotion of eighty-five
eighty-five per
centum of
second-class post offices
offices from the fourth
fourth to
centum
of the clerks
clerks in
in second-class
the
fifteen per
per centum
centum of the
of fifteen
the fifth grade,
grade, and
and for the promotion of
clerks
second-class post
clerks in second-class
post offices
offices from the
the fifth
fifth to the sixth
sixth grade:
Proeises.
F
employed at first-class
providedfurther,
further, That
That there
there may
may also
also be employed
first-class
nd sten- And provided
ogis
ore
pher
niz, and
Forem
stenographers at a
a salary
$1,300 or more
ogphs.
post offices foremen and stenographers
salary of $1,300
per annum; in all, $50,200,000.
$50,200,000.
Sppttmlntr
Provided,
That
the appointment and assignment of clerks
Appointments
reProvided,
hereafter
stricted.
hereunder
during each fiscal
fiscal year as not to involve
shall
be
so
made
Increase In clerks.
Vol. 34, p.
greater aggregate
aggegate expenditure
expenditure tan
than the
the sum
sum appropriated;
and to
to
appropriated; and
aagreater
vod.34,p.
l. 120$.
enable the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General to carry out the
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and also the Act
Act of March
March second,
hundred and seven, classifying clerks and city letter
carners in first and
letter carriers
and second
second class
class .post
post
offices,
hereafter exceed
exceed the
number
offclerks
o ces, he may hereafter
the numb
ero
cl
erk
s appropriated
approprated
for for particular
particlar grades:
grades: Provided,
Provided, That
Aggretenumber
ggregate number.
That the number
number of clerks
clerks in the
aggregate
authorized be not exceeded.
aggreate as herein authorized
exceeded.
n
A
Pensatm7
time
And
further, That
when the
the needs
needs of
service
the service
of the
hereafter when
That hereafter
d provided
provdedfurther,
ChoCo^rSo,
forentn
holidays
allowed
"specialclerk."
require the employment
"special clerks"
"special clerks."
require
employment on holidays of "special
clerks" in first and
second class post offices,
compensatory time on
offices, they shall be allowed compensatory
one of the thirty days next following the holiday
holiday on which
which they
they perservice.
form such service.
eteP.
rintem, mechan.
mcehanics •
For
to pri
nt
ers ,m
echani
cs ,and
an d s
killed laborers,
l
aborers,
Pete,
For compensation
compensation to
printers,
mechanics,
skilled
$1,100 each; and thirty-one,
twenty-two, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; four, at $1,100
thirty-one, at
at
$1,000 each; in all, $61,800.
$1,000
$61,800.
messengers, and
and laborers,
wmecn,
msFor compensation
to watchmen,
watchmen, messengers,
Watchmen,
messenFor
compensation to
laborers, one
one
gers,
etc.
thousand
$900 each; in all,
thousand eight hundred and twenty-five,
twenty-five, at $900
$1,639,500.
$1,639,500.
Proviso.
Provided, That
That hereafter
hereafter when
the needs
needs of
the Postal
Postal Service
of the
Service
time
Provided,
when the
a
Compensatory
time
rh
y, et.,
work. require
employment on Sundays
'whelk/AY,
et., workrequire the employment
Sundays or holidays of foremen, watchmen, passengers,
messengers, and laborers they shall be granted compensatory
compensatory
time in the same manner as provided by law for clerks
clerks and carriers
offices.
in first and second class post offiems
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Forcompensation to
clerks in charge of contractstations, $1,170,000.
$1,170,000.
to clerksin
Forcompensation
and auxiliary
For
temporary and
auxiliary clerk hire
hire and
and for
for substitute
substitute clerk hire
For temporary
employees absent with pay at first and second
for
second class post
for clerks
clerks and employees
offices
and temporary
temporary and
and auxiliary
auxiliary clerk hire at summer and winter
offices and
resort post
post offices
$2,300,000.
offices, $2,300,000.
resort

1063
1063
0
Contract
station
station
cont"
clerks.
anlTemporar,
Temporary,
auxiland substitute
iary,
tte
. - and

il s
e p
S
Separatin
gmails.
For
offices,mails at third
third and
and fourth
fourth class post offices, $715,000.
$715,000. UnsalCn
separating
For separating
Unusual
conditions.
conditis.
Unal
n
$130,000.
offices,
at
post
For unusual
$130,000.
conditions at post
unusual conditions
For
i cans offices.
Third
rd cas offl ceFor
allowances to third-class
clerical Th
third-class post offices to cover the cost of clerical
For allowances
services, $1,900,000.
$1,900,000.
services,
Proviso*
for clerks.
clers.
Jioane for
Provided, That no allowance in excess of $300 shall be made where
where Allowance
Provided,
the
of the postmaster
postmaster is $1,000, $1,100,
$1,200; nor in excess
$1,100, or $1,200;
salary of
the salary
$1,500;
of $400
$400 where
salary of the
postmaster is $1,300, $1,400,
$1,400, or $1,500;
the postmaster
the salary
where the
of
salary
and that
no allowance
excess of
of $500
$500 shall be made where the salary
in excess
allowance in
and
that no
of the
the postmaster
$1,700; nor in excess
excess of $800 where the
or $1,700;
$1,600 or
is $1,600
postmaster is
of
salary-of the
$1,900.
the postmaster
postmaster is $1,800 or $1,900.
salary
Assistant
Aaltm pctma
And
further, That
the Postmaster
General may,
may, in
in the
the disdis- ters.
Postmaster General
That the
providedfurther,
And provided
$400,000 for ters
bursement
not exceeding $400,000
expend not
this appropriation,
appropriation, expend
of this
bursement of
assistant
the
salary of $600 per annum, of assistant
at a
a maximum
maximum salary
the employment,
employment, at
postmasters at
the third
third class where the salary of the
of the
offices of
post offices
at post
postmasters
postmaster
$1,800 or $1,900
$1,900 per annum.
postmaster is $1,800
Rent, lilight,
ght and
fueL
and fuel.
For rent,
rent, light,
light, and
and fuel
for first,
second, and
and third
third class post offices, Rnight,
first, second,
fuel for
For
Proviso.
Ten-yearleses.
$5,900,000:
Postmaster General
leases.
General may, in the dis- Ten-year
the Postmaster
That the
Provided, That
$5,900,000: Provided,
a part
bursement
appropriation for such purposes, apply
apply a
bursement of the appropriation
thereof
to the
purpose of
of leasing
premises for the use of post offices of
leasing premises
the purpose
thereof to
the
and third
third classes
classes at
at a
areasonable
reasonable annual rental, to be
second, and
first, second.,
the first,
m
third cla
doss
o Limit,'Liit
years; and
paid
quarterly for
term not
exceeding ten
ten years;
and that there offices.
not exceeding
a term
for a
paid quarterly
third-class post office for rent
shall
be allowed
use of any third-class
the use
for the
allowed for
not be
shall not
a
in excess
of $500,
nor more
than $100
$100 for
and light, in any
fuel and
for fuel
more than
$500, nor
excess of
sum in
a sum
one year.
itenny
tI
S
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
necessary and incidental
to post offices of Mignollftnenns
incidental to
items necessary
For
the
first
and
second
classes,
$350,000.
the first and second classes, $350,000.
City delivery.
cy.ri
including Carriers.
For
pay of
letter carriers
carriers at
at offices
already established,
established, including
offices already
of letter
For pay
substitutes
for
letter
carriers
absent
without
pay,
and
for
proprothe
for
and
pay,
without
absent
carriers
letter
for
substitutes
motion of
eighty-five per
of the
letter carriers
carriers in first-Class
first-class Promotions.
the letter
centum of
per centum
of eighty-five
motion
post offices
offices from
to the
grade and
the promotion
promotion of
"
for the
and for
sixth grade
the sixth
fifth to
the fifth
from the
post
eighty-five per
per centum
centum of
post
second-class post
carriers in second-class
letter carriers
the letter
of the
eighty-five
offices from
the fourth
for the promotion of
grade and for
fifth grade
to the
the fifth
fourth to
from the
offices
fifteen per
per centum
of the
in second-class
offices
post offices
second-class post
carriers in
letter carriers
the letter
centum of
fifteen
from
the fifth
the sixth
grade, City
Service, $40,590,000.
$40,590,000.
Delivery Service,
City Delivery
sixth grade,
to the
fifth to
from the
subtnt
For pay
pay of
of substitutes
substitutes for
absent with pay, and of Substlirdea.
letter carriers absent
for letter
For
auxiliary
and
temporary
letter
carriers
at
offices
delivery
city delivery
where city
auxiliary and temporary letter carriers at offices where
is already
$4,100,000.
established, $4,100,000.
is
already established,
Carriers, new
officas.
For
letter carriers,
substitute and
auxiliary letter
letter carriers
new omc.
at carns,
carriers at
and auxiliary
carriers, substitute
of letter
pay of
For pay
offices
where city
service is
is established
during the year,
established during
delivery service
city delivery
offices where
$75,000.
$75,000.
Vehicle allowance.
For vehicle
vehicle allowance,
drivers, the
the rental
vehicles, veieeaown.
of vehicles,
rental of
of drivers,
hiring of
the hiring
allowance, the
For
and
purchase and
and exchange
exchange and
stable
including stable
maintenance, including
and maintenance,
the purchase
and the
operation
and garage
garage facilities,
of wagons
automobiles for,
for, and the operation
or automobiles
wagons or
facilities, of
and
of, screen-wagon
screen-wagon and
city delivery
collection services,
$5,965,000: Proviso.
services, $5,965,000:
and collection
delivery and
and city
of,
Provided,
the Postmaster
General may,
disbursement of
of Garage
ara leases.
his disbursement
in his
may, in
Postmaster General
That the
Provided, That
this appropriation,
part thereof
thereof to
the leasing
of quarters
quarters for
for
leasing of
to the
apply aapart
appropriation, apply
this
the housing
housing of
of Government-owned
Government-owned automobiles
at a
a reasonable
reasonable
automobiles at
the
annual rental
for a
aterm
not exceeding
exceeding ten
years.
ten years.
term not
rental for
annual
Messenger service.
For
mail-messenger service,
s.
.
pmate
For mail-messenger
service, $2,243,000.
$2,243,000.
Pneumatic tubes.
For the
of mail
mail by
by pneumatic
tubes or
similar proo
Proviso.
or other
other similar
pneumatic tubes
transmission of
the transmission
For
o
devices, $1,001
$1,001,000:
Provided, That
That the
is hereby
troab
EExisting castracts
hereby extended.
General is
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
000: Provided,
devices,
authorized
and
directed
to
extend
existing
contracts
pneumaticpneumaticfor
contracts
existing
extend
to
directed
and
authorized
tube
service until
until June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen, and
hundred and eighteen,
June thirtieth,
tube service
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
directed to
to expend
appropriation for
for
this appropriation
expend this
is directed
the
the sole
sole purpose
of continuing
the existing
pneumatic mail-tube
existmng pneumatic
continuing the
purpose of
the
service,
and no
no part
part thereof
shall be
expended for
the transportation
transportation
for the
be expended
thereof shall
service, and
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of mails
mails in
any other
herein authorized:
authorized: Provided
Provided
other manner
manner than
than herein
of
in any
further
That
a
commission
consisting
of
three
members
of
the
Commembers
of
the
Comconsisting
of
three
That
a
commission
further,
,tr-t
to invesgate

C°11 reSSicea'

ti

mittee
on Post
Offices and
Roads of
the United
States Senate,
Senate,
of the
United States
and Post
Post Roads
Post Offices
mittee on
to
be designated
designated by
the Vice
Vice President,
and three
three members
members of
of the
the
by the
President, and
to be
Committee on
on Post
Post Offices
Offices and
Post Roads
Roads of
House of
of RepreRepreCommittee
and Post
of the
the House
sentatives, to
be designated
designated by
of the
the House,
House, is
is hereby
sentatives,
to be
by the
the Speaker
Speaker of
hereby
authorized and
value of
of the
the pneumaticthe value
pneumaticauthorized
and directed
directed to
to investigate
investigate the
tube service,
service, their
franchises, and
other equipment,
equipment, with
with
and other
their properties,
properties, franchise,
tube
view to
the purchase
purchase and
and operation
operation of
the same
same or
or any
of the
any portion
portion
aa view
to the
ascertain the cost and the terms
thereof by
by.the Government
Government and to ascertain
upon which
such purchase
purchase may
be made.
wade. The
of expert
expert
Extrt amisisnins
assstance, upon
which such
may be
The employment
employment of
ExPert
etc.
C'
and other assistance is authorized,
assistance
authorized, and the
the expense
expense of such assistance
and
from the appropriation
appropriation for service
shall be
be paid
paid from
and of
of the
the inquiry
inquiry shall
$25,000, and
and said commission shall
not to
to exceed
exceed $25,000,
by pneumatic
pneumatic tubes, not
make a
areport, with recommendations
recommendations to Congress,
Congress, on or by the first
first
day
January, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
day of January,
eighteen.
Car iare rete.
Carfare,etc.
For
allowance, $625,000.
$625,000.
For car fare and bicycle
bicycle allowance,
Straeteareolleetions.
Stretcarcollection.
collection service,
service, $9,000.
For street car collection
$9,000.
DetroitRiver.
For Detroit River
$7,250.
Detroit
River.
River postal
postal service,
service, $7,250.
Speeialdeliy.
special-delivery messengers
Specialdelivery.
For car fare for special-delivery
messengers in
in emergency
emergency cases,
$13,000.
$13,000.
Fees.
Fe"s.
For fees to special-delivery
special-delivery messengers,
messengers, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
Travel
retc.
Travel,etc.
For travel and
miscellaneous expenses
and miscellaneous
expenses in the Postal Service,
Service, office
office
Postmaster General, $1,000.
$1,000.
of the First Assistant Postmaster
etcvalue of service,
serviSe,etc

Second
Seeend

Assistant
Assistant

PostmssterGeneal.
Postmaster General.

OFFICE
THE SECOND
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
SECOND ASSISTANT
OF THE
OFFICE OF

Star routes, Alaska.

For inland
star routes
routes in
in Alaska,
inland transportation
transportation by star
Alaska, $312,000:
$312,000:
Provided, That out of this appropriation
Postmaster General
General
Provided,
appropriation the Postmaster
emergency mail
Alaska,
is authorized to provide difficult
difficult or emergency
mail service
service in.
in Alaska,
including the establishment
equipment of relay stations, in
m such
establishment and equipment
manner as he may think
without advertising
therefor.
think advisable
advisable,'without
advertising
therefor.
Steamboat,
etc.,
teamboat, etc.,
For inland transportation
transportation by steamboat
steamboat or other
other power-boat
power-boat routes,
routes,
routes.
Proviso.
ProSao.
or by aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, $1,224,000:
$1,224,000: Provided,
Provided, That out of this appropriaappropriaExperimental seraplane
service.
punesWerce.
tion the Postmaster
Postmaster General is authorized
expend not exceeding
exceeding
authorized to expend
$100,000
$100,000 for the purchase,
maintenance of
of aeroplanes
aeroplanes
purchase, operation, and maintenance
for an experimental
experimental aeroplane
aeroplane mail service
service between
pomts as
as
between such points
he may.determine.
determine.
Railroad routes.
aaidroutes.
For inland transportation
transportation by
by railroad
routes, $66
1350,000: ProProrailroad routes,
$66,350,000:
Proviso.
Starrotes, Alaska.

Proviso.
Emergency
service.
Eergencyservice.

Freight
trains, etc.
Fright trats,ete.

Freight
=,t. ate.
web,

on postal
p al

On

a

s-

Railway Mail ServIce.
'
ice.
Division, and assistd L
ant superintendents,
clerks,
etc.
lerkis, et.

antM,

vided, That
vided,
That not
not to exceed
exceed $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of this appropriation
appropriation may be
incidental charges
expended for pay of freight and incidental
charges for the transportransportation of mails conveyed
conveyed under special arrangement
arrangement in freight trains
or otherwise.
otherwise.
For pay
of freight
freight or
expressage on
cards, stamped
stamped envelopes,
envelopes,
For
pay of
or expressage
on postal
postal cards,
newspaper
wrappers, and
and empty
empty ma
mail bags,
bags $200,000.
$200,000.
newspaper wrappers,
RAIWAY
RAii.wxr M
AIT, S
ERVICE: For
For fifteen
division superintendents,
superintendents, at
at
MAIL
SERVICE:
fifteen division
$3,250 each;
superintendents, at $2,350
$2,350 each;
each; fifteen
fifteen
each; two
two assistant superintendents,
assistant division superintendents,
superintendents, at $2,250 each; one hundred
hundred and
eighteen chief clerks, at not exceeding
eighteen
exceeding $2,100 each; four hundred
hundred
and seventy-four
clerks, gradee ten,
seventy-four clerks,
ten ' at not exceeding
exceeding $1,800
$1,800 each;
each;
two thousand and fifty-three
fifty-three
41 clerks,
clerks, grade nine
nine, at not exceeding
exceeding
$1,700
$1,700 each; four hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine clerics,
clerks, grade eight,
eight at
at
not exceeding
exceeding $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; eight thousand
thousand two hundred
hundred and four
four
clerks,
seven, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
clerks, grade seven,
$1,500 each; seven hundred
and
hundred and
ninety-six clerks, grade six, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,400
$1,400 each; two thousand four hundred
hundred and three clerks,
clerks, grade
le five, at not exceeding
exceeding
$1,300
hundred and twenty-two
twenty-two clerks,
$1,3 00 each; four thousand
thousand one hundred
grade four, at not exceeding
$1,200 each;
exceeding $1,200
each; seventy-eight
clerks,
seventy-eight clerks,
grade three, at not exceeding
$1,100 each;
each; seventy-nine
clerks,
exceeding $1,100
seventy-nne clerks
grade two, at not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 each; four thousand
thousand one hundred
hundred
and twenty clerks, grade
grade one, at not exceeding
exceeding $900 each; in all,
an,
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Provisos. .
t,,P
hereafter any substitute railway postal Appointment
Provided, That hereafter
$28,385,500: Provided,
to
clerk shall, after having
adeoe
substtute
having performed
performed service equivalent
equivalent to three pads
one of substitute
clerks
days, be
appointed railway postal clerk of grade clerks.
hundred and
and thirteen days,
be appointed
one and
and in
in computing
service credit
credit shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed for
for service
service
one,
computing such
such service
No reduction
reduction iny
performed
approval of this Act: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That byNo
infay
performed prior to the approval
aother
transferred from one assign- service.
service.
hereafter
hereafter when railway
railway postal clerks are transferred
t

ment
to another
another because
of changes
in the
service their
their salaries
salaries shall
shallromoon
of
ment to
because of
changes in
the service
Promotion of clerks
not be
reason of
such change:
change: Provided
further, That
ofcrews.
Provided further,
That in churge
not
be reduced
reduced by
by reason
of such
charge of
crews.
hereafter
hereafter clerks assigned as clerks in charge
charge of crews consisting
consisting of
more than one clerk shall be clerks of grades five to ten, inclusive,
and
years' satisfactory
satisfactory
grade only after three
three years'
and may be promoted
promoted one
one grade
lI lm =ed
w
and faithful
service in
in such
such capacity:
That railway
railway Fu
and
faithful service
capacity: Provided
Providedfurther,
further That
Full tidme allow
postal clerks shall be credited with full time when deadheading
deadheading under
under
Appointments, etc.,
s,""
etc .,
resetm
the appointment
appointment and assignment of restricted.
department, and the
orders of the department,
made during the
clerks hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be so made
the fiscal year as
as not to
to
involve
enable
involve a
a greater
greater aggregate
aggregate expenditure
expenditure than
than this sum; and, to enable
the Postmaster
reclassify the
of railway
railways postal
postal
to reclassify
the salaries
salaries of
the
Postmaster General
General to
clerks
necessary appointments
appointments and
may
clerks and
and make
make necessary
and promotions
promotions, he
he may
exceed
the number
number of
clerks in
such of
of the
grades as
as may
may 'be
be necesneces- Aggregate limited.
the grades
of clerks
in such
exceed the
That the
the number
of clerks in the aggregate as herein Aegatelimted.
sary:
Provided, That
number of
sary: Provided,
an
Tr
authorized
exceeded.
authorized be
be not exceeded.
Travel allowances.
For
travel allowances
allowances to
to railway
clerks acting
For travel
railway postal
postal clerks,
acting railway
railway postal
postal
clerks,
substitute railway
including substitute railrailway postal clerks, including
clerks, and
and substitute
way postal
clerks for
for railway
railway postal
leave with
with pay
on
pay on
granted leave
postal clerks
clerks granted
postal clerks
way
wben de

b

Proviso
$1,638,959:
Provided,
That
the
Act of August
t
account
of sickness
sickness,
Rates established.
account
twenty-fourth,
of
nineteen
$1,638,959:
hundred Provided,
and twelve
That
(Thirty-seventh
the Act of August
Stat- Vol.
p. M
648,
v~ 87,
s8
7, p.
twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and twelve (Thirty-seventh Stat- amended.
utes,
pr
five
hundred
and
forty-eight),
amended
to
as
to
read
as
folbe
amended
and
forty-eight),
five
hundred
utes, page
by law provided,
lows: "That
That hereafter,
hereafter , in
addition to
provided,
salaries by
to the salaries
in addition
lows:
the
General is
hereby authorized
authorized to make
travel allowallowmake travel
is hereby
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
ances
lieu of
actual expenses,
expenses, at
rates per
annum, not
not exceedexceedat fixed
fixed rates
per annum,
of actual
ances in
in lieu
ing
in the
annually appropriated,
appropriated, to
to railway
railway postal
postal
the sum
sum annually
aggregate the
ing in
the aggregate
clerks,
acting railway
railway postal
postal clerks,
railway postal
postal
and substitute
substitute railway
clerks, and
clerks, acting
clerks, including
including substitute
substitute railway
postal
for railway
railway postal
postal clerks
clerks for
railway postal
clerks,
clerks granted
granted leave
with pay
pay on
on account
of sickness,
to duty
duty
sickness, assigned
assigned to
account of
leave with
clerks
in railway
post-office cars,
duty, after
hours from
from the
the
after ten
ten hours
while on
on duty,
cars, while
in
railway post-office
regulations as he may
time of
beginning their
under such regulations
their initial run, under
time
of beginning
and in
in no
no case
case shall
exceed $1.20
per
$1.20 per
an allowance
allowance exceed
shall such
such an
prescribe,
a
ros cribe, and
da."
Temporary clerks.

p
v

T-rycieas
hire for
clerk hire
temporary clerk
t
or temporary
for emergency
emergency service, $60,000.
$60,000.
For
Substitutes.
For
clerks on
Provided, That
the Psroot.
That the
$864,585: Provided,
on vacation,
vacation, $864,585:
for clerks
For substitutes
substitutes for
Proviso.
Useforregularclecks.
appropriation
for
the
payment
of
substitutes
for
clerks
on
vacation
u-.orraLrlerk
vacation
on
for
clerks
appropriation for the payment of substitutes
may be
be utilized
the payment
regular clerks.
salaries of regular
of salaries
payment of
for the
may
utilized for
Traveling expenses.
For
actual and
and necessary
superintendent and
and Tweig Xpexpenses, general
general superintendent
necessary expenses,
For actual
assistant
general
superintendent,
division
superintendents
assistant
assistant general superintendent, division superintendents, assistant
division superintendents
chief clerks,
clerks,
RailwayMail
Service and
and
lway Mail Serce,
clerksandief
anhief
superintendents, and
division
railway postal
postal clerks,
clerks,
actually
traveling
on
business of
of the
the Post
Post
traveling on
oostal
business
while actually
acuay traveling
cl
railwa
Office Department
and away
away from
several designated
headdesignated headtheir several
from their
Department and
Office
quarters, $50,000.
$50,000.
quarters,
For
light, heat,
telegraph, miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
and office
office Misceilaneaus.
l-iheat, fuel,
fuel, telegraph,
For rent,
rent, liht,
expenses, schedules
schedules of
trains, telephone
service, and
and badges
badges for
for
telephone service,
mail trains,
of mail
expenses,
railway postal
clerks, including
offices for
for division
division headquarheadquarof offices
including rental
rental of
postal clerks,
railway
ters, and
and chief
chief clerk,
Railway Mail
Service ' in
in Washington,
Washington, District
District
Mail Service,
clerk, Railway
ters,
terra's.'
of Columbia,
for terminal
"
for °Put
R n t ffornima
post offices
offices for
railway post
terminal railway
rental of
of niece
space for
and rental
of
Columbia, and
the distribution
mails when
furnishing_of
distrifor such
such distriof space
space for
the furnishing
when the
of mails
distribution of
the
bution
not under
Postal Laws
Laws and
and Regulations
be
properly be
Regulations properly
under the
the Postal
bution can
can not
required
companies without
compensation, and
and
additional compensation,
without additional
of railroad
railroad companies
required of
for
miscellaneous items
items necessary
to
incidental to
and incidental
necessary and
and miscellaneous
equipment and
for equipment
terminal
railway post
post offices,
$557,156.
terminal railway
offices, $557,156.
..
For
superintendents while
For per
per diem
diem allowance
allowance of
of two
two assistant
assistant superintendents
while A s
t1
actually traveling
traveling on
on official
official business
business away
their
home their
from their
their home,
away from
actually
official domicile,
their headquarters,
headquarters, at
at a
to be
by the
the
be fixed
fixed by
a rate
rate to
and their
domicile, and
official
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Postmaster General,
to exceed
$3 per
per day,
for their
their necesnecesday, and
and for
not to
exceed $3
Postmaster
General, not
sary official
expenses not
covered by
by their
per diem
not
diem allowance,
allowance, not
their per
not covered
sary
official expenses
exceeding
all, $2,660.
$500; in
in all,
$2,660.
exceeding $500;
For inland
iiiland transportation
transportation of mail by electric
electric and cable cars,
$581,000: Provided,
rate of
of compensation
compensation to
That the
the rate
to be
be paid
paid per
per
$581,000:
Provided, That

mile shall
to companies
companies performing
shall not exceed the rate now paid to
performing
such
service, except
the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, m
in cases
cases where
where the
the
such service,
except that
that the
quantity of
mail is
is large
large and
the number
of exchange
points numerexchange points
numerquantity
of mail
and the
number of
ous, may,
his discretion,
authorize payment
for closed-pouch
ous,
may, in
in his
discretion, authorize
payment for
closed-pouch servservone-third above the rate per mile
rate per mile not to exceed
exceed one-third
ice at aarate
now paid
paid for
closed-pouch serviceand apartments
apartments
and for
for mail
mail cars
cars and
now
for closed-pouch
service;' and
carrying the mails, not
linear foot
foot
cent per
per linear
exceed the rate of 11 cent
carrying
not to exceed
Outside of dUes.
Outsideofidti.
per car-mile
Providedfurther, That
car-mile of travel:
travel: Provided
That the rates for electric
car
service on
miles in
outside of cities
cities
car service
on routes over
over twenty
twenty miles
in length outside
Unusualconditions.
'suacondi
exceed the rates paid for
for service
railroads: Proshall not exceed
service on steam railroads:
Proexceed $15,000
$15,000 of the sum hereby
approvided, however, That
That not to
to exceed
hereby appropriated
discretion of
General,
of the Postmaster General,
priated may be expended,
expended, in
in the
the discretion
where unusual
unusual conditions
service will be more
conditions exist or where such service
Substitution of
of expeditious
and efficient
and at
at no
no greater
greater cost
than otherwise,
and
otherwise, and
expeditious and
efficient and
cost than
Substitution
wagon
service.
not
exceed $100,000
$100,000 of
of this
may be
be expended
expended for
for
not to
to exceed
this appropriation
appropriation may
regulation screen
motor screen
screen wagon service which may be
be- authorregulation
screen or motor
electric or cable car service.
service.
ized in lieu of electric
Foreign mails.
For transportation
transportation of foreign
foreign mails,
mails, $3,720,900:
$3,720,900: Provided,
Provided, That
the
Forin
ma
That the
Promso.
Clerksonsteamshipa. Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall
authorized to
expend such sums
slims as may
may
shall be
be authorized
to expend
cirknsteemstips.
be necessary, not exceeding
$103,000, to cover
cover the
the cost
cost to
to the
the United
United
exceeding $103,000,
service on steamships
conveying the
the
States of
of maintaining
maintaining sea post
post service
steamships conveying
mails.
Assstant
superinAssistant
superhiFor assistant
superintendent Division
Division of
of Foreign
Foreign Mails,
Mails with
headFor
assistant superintendent
with headtendent.
Provisv.
quarters in
York, New York, $2,500:
$2,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
hereafter
quarters
in New
New York,
Provio.
Contracts authorized
Pos
authorized and empowered
is hereby
General is
tmaster General
hereby authorized
empowered to enter
enter
the Postmaster
Contrts athorized +„,
stanshis
n into contracts with American
citizens
for
the
carrying
of
mail
steamshims built in
American
citizens
carrying
the
mail
United States.
between
between the United States and Great Britain
Britain on steamships
steamships built in
the United States
maintaining a
aspeed
of thirty
thirty knots
knots an
an
States capable
capable of maintaining
speed of
hour at sea in ordinary weather and of a
registered tonnage
tonnage of
a gross registered
thousand tons, the
servic& to commence
not less than thirty-five thousand
the said service
Ratea.
Rte.
not more than four years after the contract
contract shall be let. The rate
of compensation to be paid for the said ocean
ocean mail service
service shall not
not
practicable route for
exceed the sum of $8 per mile by the shortest _practicable
for .
Right
Right to reect
reject bids
bids. each
each ou
t
ward vo
yage . The
The Postmaster
General shall
shall have
have the
the right
outward
voyage.
Postmaster General
right
to reject all bids not in his opinion
opinion reasonable
reasonable for the attaining
attaining of the
the
Provisions
of former
rovisions of
former purposes
further,
Provided
all
provisions
of
the
purposes
named:
Provided
further,
That
all
of
the
provisions
Act applicable.
Vol. 2,p.
23, p. .0.
830.
Vol.
Act of
of Maroh
March third,
third, eighteen
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled
entitled "An
"An
Act
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Act to provide
provide for ocean mail service
service between
between the United States and
foreign
foreign ports,
ports_, and to promote
promote commerce,"
commerce," so
ar as
as th
ey are
are not
no t
so f
far
they
inconsistent
methods to be
inconsistent herewith
herewith shall
shall control and apply to the methods
contracts to
to be
hereunder.
used and contracts
be made
made hereunder.
Balances due
due foreign
foreign
Bale
For balances due foreign countries,
countries, $681,700.
$681,700.
examtries.
Travel, etc.
Travel,etc.
For travel
travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, office
of the Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General, $1,000.
B
te of
o pay.
py'
Rate

Assistant
Third
.Asistant
Postmaster General.
eneral.
Stamps.

OFFICE
OF THE
POSTMASTER GENERAL.
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
TlHID ASSISTANT
THE THIRD
OFFICE OF

For manufacture
manufacture of
adhesive postage
postage stamps,
For
of adhesive
stamps, special-delivery
special-delivery
stamps, books of
for
coiling
$962,000.
of
stamps,
and
for
coiling
of
stamps,
$962,000.
Stamped envelopes
stamped envelopes
S
For manufacture
manufacture of stamped
wppe
stanred
envelopes and newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers,
and
wrappers.
$1,825,000.
$1,825,000.
Distribution.
Distribution.
For pay of agent and assistants to examine
examine and distribute
distribute stamped
envelopes and newspaper
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, and expenses
expenses of agency, $15,500.
$15,500.
Postal cards.
PWctde
For manufacture
manufacture of
of
postal
postal cards, $500,000.
$500,000.
Ship, etc., letters.
Ship. et., Itts.
For ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and way letters, $150.
$150.
Stamns.

II. Cu.
CH. 162.
SESS.
CONGRESS. S
SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
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1067

1917.
1917.

lst
o. regm ,. 'yet
of limited
For
limited indemnity for the injury or loss of pieces istered
bide=
regpayment of
For payment
of domestic
insured, and
and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail,
matter, insured,
registered matter,
of
domestic registered
$320,000.
$320,000.
registered articles
For
of limited
for the loss of registered
indemnity for
limited indemnity
payment of
For payment
convention stipulaaccordance with convention
in the international
international mails, in accordance
tions, $10,000.
$10,000.
tions,
etc.
avl,,tc.
For travel
travel and
miscellaneous expenses
Service, office Travel,
expenses in the Postal Service,
and miscellaneous
For
of the
the Third
Assistant Postmaster
$1,000.
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
of
Third Assistant
s
SystP" Savings sy
For travel
travel and
miscellaneous expenses in the service of the Postal t
and miscellaneous
For
Savings
of the
$500.
director, $500.
the director,
office of
System, office
Savings System,
em
P

OFFICE OF TIM
FOURTH ASSISTANT
GENERAL.
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL.
OFFICE
THE FOURTH

tal

Savings

Fourth
Assistant
Fourth
Postaster General.
Gneral.
Postmaster

etc.
For
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, including
including blanks, books, stionary,
StationerY, sic.
for the
stationery for
For stationery
printed
engraved matter,
binding and
other
carbon paper, and other
and carbon
matter, binding
and engraved
printed and
miscellaneous
for the
money-order and
registry systems;
systems; also
and registry
the money-order
items for
miscellaneous items
the preparation,
publication, and
and free
free distribution
by _postmasters
in... inspector
Envelope
the
preparation, publication,
distribution by
postmasters to
to En
etc. Vew insPRet°"
the public
public of
of pamphlet
containing general
and etc.
information- and
general postal information,pamphlet containing
the
also pay
pay of
of one
one envelope
per annum,
and one
one
annum, and
at $1,800
$1,800 per
inspector at
envelope inspector
also
Assistant at
annum, $522,000.
at $900 per annum,
assistant
POSTAL
SAVINGS
POSTAL SAVINGS

SYSTEM.
SYSTEM.

For
purchase of
supplies for
Postal Savings System, inthe Postal
for the
of supplies
the purchase
For the
cluding blank
books, forms,
forms, pamphlets,
pamphlets, rubber
rubber stamps,
stamps, canceling
canceling
blank books,
eluding
evidencing
in evidencing
for use
devices,
and stamps
use in
stamps for
cards and
and cards
certificates and
devices, certificates
deposits,
for the
the reimbursement
of
reimbursement of
and for
envelopes; and
penalty envelopes;
and free
free penalty
deposits, and
the Secretary
of the
Treasury for
expenses incident to the preparafor expenses
the Treasury
Secretary of
the
tion, issue,
of the
bonds authorized
authorized by the Act of
the bonds
registration of
and registration
issue, and
tion,
June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and ten, $75,000.
nineteen hundred
June twenty-fifth,
For
postmarking, rating,
mealy-order stamps,
stamps, and
electrotype
and electrotype
rating, money-order
For postmarking,
type
and combination type,
plates,
repairs to
metal rubber, and
to same,
same metal,
and repairs
plates, and
dates
holders, ink,
ink, and pads for canceling and
type holders,
figures, type
and figures,
dates and
stamping
$50,000.
purposes, $50,000.
stamping purposes,
For wrapping
wrapping twine
tying devices,
devices, $275,000.
$275,000.
and tying
twine and
For
For the
the purchase,
exchange, and
and repair
repair of
typewriting machines,
machines,
of typewriting
purchase, exchange,
For
copying presses,
envelope-opening machines,
machines, copying
computing machines,
and computing
machines, and
envelope-opening
numbering machines,
recorders, letter
letter balances,
balances? scales, test
time recorders,
machines, time
numbering
weights„ and
articles purchased
purchased and
furnished directly
and furnished
miscellaneous articles
and miscellaneous
weights,
to
Postal Service,
Service, $180,000.
to the
the Postal
$180,000.
For equipment
equipment for
for the
the Rural
Delivery Service, including the purRural Delivery
For
chase
and repair
repair of
satchels and
and straps, and collection
collection
furniture, satchels
of furniture,
chase and
boxes
the erection
and painting
painting of
of such
$20,000.
such boxes,
boxes, $20,000.
erection and
boxes and
and the
of supplies, includFor
defraying expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the shipment
shipment of
For defraying
ing hardware
boxing, packing,
cartage, freight, and the pay of one
packing, cartage,
hardware,' boxing,
ing
carpenter
$1,200 per
per annum
at $900
$900
fillers, at
requisition fillers
nine requisition
and nine
annum and
at $1,200
carpenter at
each
per annum,
for assignment
in connection
connection therewith,
$140,000.
therewith, $140,000.
assignment in
annum, for
each per
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
in the
the preparation
publication of
and publication
preparation and
expenses in
For
post-route
and rural-delivery
blue prints, including
including
maps or blue
rural-delivery maps
maps and
post-route maps
tracing
reproduction,$25,000;
$25,000; and
and the
the PostPostphotolithographic reproduction,
for photolithographic
tracing for
master
General may
may authorize
authorize the
the sale
sale to
the public
of post-route
post-route
public of
to the
master General
maps and
maps or
blue prints
prints at
at the
of printing
printing
cost of
the cost
or blue
rural-delivery maps
and rural-delivery
maps
and
ten per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof added,
added, the
the proceeds
proceeds of
to be
be
sale to
such sale
of such
and ten
used
a further
further appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the preparation
and publication
publication
preparation and
as a
used as
of
post-route maps
maps and
rural-delivery maps
maps or
prints; of
of this
this
blue prints;
or blue
and rural-delivery
of post-route
and geoamount
in the
purchase of atlases
a
the purchase
expended in
be expended
may be
$500 may
amount $500
graphical and
and technical
graphical
technical works.
works.
For rental
and purchase
purchase of
of canceling
canceling machines,
machines, including
including cost
of
cost of
rental and
lFor
power
buildings, motors
motors, repairs
to motors,
motors, and miscelrepairs to
rented buildings
in rented
power in
laneous
operation, $320,000.
$320,000.
and operation,
installation and
of installation
expenses of
laneous expenses

V
tal sSavP8 Postal
Supplies,
ings System.

"

jsury

expenses.
Bond expeses.
Vol.,p.
Vol. 36, p. 817.

Postmarking,
stamps.

P-marl,

etc.,

etc

mpe.

Twine, etc.
tc.
Twne,
PYetarces bu
artcla.

Purchase, exchange,
etc., of miscellaneous
arUcles.

Ral
delivnry
Rural delivery
equipment.

sppi

Shipping supplies.

ppau

Post
maps.

-P

route,

ro*S,

etc.,

et

Sale, eta

saeta

Canesting machines.

cm

aoin.
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For the
purchase rental,
and maintenance
the purchase,
rental, repair,
repair, exchange,
exchange, and
maintenance of
of
mechanical mail-handling
apparatus and
other labor-saving devices,
mechanical
mail-handling apparatus
and other
$75,000.
$75,000.
City delivery equipity
For equipment
letter boxes,
t. deivery equipequipment for City Delivery Service, including
including letter
boxes,
letter-box fasteners,
fasteners, package
package boxes,
posts, furniture,
and the
erecting
the erecting
furniture, and
boxes, posts,
letter-box
and painting
of same
same, also
also trucks,
baskets,: satchels,
satchels, straps,
and
painting of
trucks, baskets,.
straps, time
time
cards, and
and time-card
time-card frames,
of such
such equipment,
the repairing
repairing of
equipment,
cards,
frames, and
and the
and
repair of
presses and
and dies
dies and
manufacture
and manufacture
and repair
of presses
and for
for the
the purchase
purchase and
of letter
letter boxes
$350,000.
boxes, $350,000.
of
Mail bags' locks,
Malbags,
lockse.etc.
For the
purchase, manufacture,
and repair of
of mail
the purchase,
manufacture, and
mail bags
bags and
other
and other
mail containers,
and attachments,
mail locks,
tools,
mail
containers, and
attachments, mail
locks, keys,
keys, chains,
chains, tools,
Equipment
steps machinery,
machinery, and
material necessary
necessary for
for same,
same and
and for
exand material
for incidental
incidental exsupplies.
penses
thereto; also
also material,
material, machinery,
and tools
machinery, and
tools necnecsupptlie.
s
penses pertaining
pertaining thereto;
i
essary
for the
the manufacture
manufacture and
repair in
n the
equipment shops
shops at
at
essary-for
and repair
the equipment
Proviso.
Washington,
District
of
Columbia,
of
such
other
equipment
for
the
for
equipment
other
Washington, District of Columbia, of such
Po.
Ditinctive equip- Postal
Postal Service
Service as
as may
be deemed
deemed expedient,
expedient, $367,000:
Distinctive
may be
$367,000: Provided,
Provided,
ment for departments,
=
n
and
,
insular
That
out
of this
this appropriation
Postmaster General
General is
is authorized
authorized
the Postmaster
appropriation the
Iasu arsThat out of
met
lp
to use as much of the
the sum, not exceeding
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000, as
as may
may be deemed
deemed
necessary for
for the
the purchase
of material
material and
and the
the manufacture
in the
the
necessary
purchase of
manufacture in
equipment shops
shops of
quantities of
of distinctive
equipments
equipment
of such
such small
small quantities
distinctive equipments
required by other
service
other executive departments;
departments; and
and for service
as may
may be required
in Alaska,
Hawaii, or
in
Alaska, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, Hawaii,
or other
other island
island
possessions.
ossessions.
pt
equi
Labor,
iholm
For compensation
compensation to
to labor
hops.
For
labor employed
employed in
in the
the equipment
equipment shops
shops at
at
Star
route transporDistrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $155,000.
$155,000.
tar rote
por- Washington,
Washington, District
tation.
For inland
WW1.
For
inland transportation
transportation by
by star
(excepting service
service in
star routes
routes (excepting
in
Alaska),
including
tenTorary
..
service
to
newly
established
offices,
to
newly
established
offices,
including
temporary
service
Alaska),
P
.
Proviso.
Discontinued iif $8,675,000:
Provided, That
That no
Discontinued
$8,675 000: Provided,
of this
shall be
be
no part
part of
this appropriation
appropriation shall
served
expended for
for continuance
continuance of
service the
lver by
rural deby mind
de- expended
of any
any star-route
star-route service
the patronage
patronage of
of
livery.
served
by
the
extension
of rural
rural delivery
delivery
which
shall
be
served
entirely
by
the
extension
of
New routes restrictdNew
rou re ictservice,
ed.
service, nor shall any of said sum be expended
expended for the establishment
establishment
of new star-route service
service for a
a patronage which is already entirely
entirely
served
by
rural
delivery
service,
Rural
Rual delivery,
divar, car- served by rural delivery service.
riers, et,
etc..
For pay of rural carriers,
carriers ' substitutes for rural carriers on annual
leave, clerks
clerks in
charge of
in charge
of rural stations,
stations, and tolls
tolls and ferriage,
ferriage, Rural
Rural
Delivery
and for
for the
the incidental
incidental expenses
expenses thereof,
thereof, $53,000,000:
$53,000,000:
pr.
Delivery Service
Service, and
Provisos
Lake .
Wtnnipao- Provided,
Provided, That
That ;he
the maximum
yearly salary
hereafter
Wfnnipeestimaximum yearly
salary of
of $1,800
$1,800 shall
shall hereafter
kee.
Station clerks.
be
the rural
Lake Winnipesaukee,
who furnishes
furnishes
carrier on
on Lake
Winnipesaukee, who
be paid
paid to
to the
rural carrier
Statn
Provided, That not to exceed
his own equipment: Provided,
exceed $20,000 of the
appropriated may be used for the compensation
amount hereby appropriated
compensation of
of
clerks
charge of rural stations.
stations.
clerks in
in charge
Vfllage
delivery service
in towns
and villages
villages having
Village delery.
delivery'.
For village delivery
service in
towns and
having post
post
offices of
of the
class, $500,000.
offices
the second
second or
or third
third class.,
$500,000.
Tvelt.
For travel and miscellaneous
Travel,
etc.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in
in the
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, office
office
Appropriation fom
of
Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $1,000.
$1,000.
Aropriation
the Fourth
from of the
threy
met
That if
if the
the revenues
revenues of
of the
Office Department
the Trmury to meet
the Post
Post Office
Department shall
shall be
be insuffiinsuffideficiencies.
deieas.
cient to meet the appropriations
appropriations made by this Act, a
asum equal to
to
such deficiency
deficiency of the revenue
revenue of said department
department is hereby appropriated, to be paid out of any money in the
the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, to supply said deficiencies in the revenues
revenues for the
Post Office Department
Department for the year ending June
nineteen
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
hundred and eighteen, and the sum needed may be advanced
advanced to
to the
Transportatimi
con- Post
Office Department
requi
siti on of
ofthe
the Postmaster
Transportation con
Post Office
Department upon
upon requisition
Postmaster General.
General.
tracts.
Sm. 2.
in the
Post Office
tnsts.
SEc.
2. Contracts
Contracts made
made in
the Post
Office Department
Department for
for the
the
,nt
Signing
ost
mas
by an
t
erAssistGen_ various
various classes
classes of
transportation may,
may, upon
upon order
order of
the PostsntpPomarnSSof mail
mail transportation
of the
Postoral
authorized.
master
signed in
place and
of the
Postmaster
er au
thoed.
master General,
General, be
be signed
in the
the place
and stead
stead of
the Postmaster
General by the Assistant Postmaster General who is charged
with
charged with
transportation involved,
involved, and
and such
such officer
the supervision of the
the mail
mail transportation
officer
shall attest his signature to such contracts
contracts by the seal of the Post
Office
Office Department.
Mechamnca
Mechanical
saving devices,

labor-

labor-

savig devies

equipment
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during the
fiscal year
year nineteen
S
EC. 3.
That to
provide, during
the fiscal
nineteen hundred
hundred pio,'reedn'toeml
ineram"P
recei
alt:
SEC.
3. That
to provide,
and
for increased
i
increased compensation
compensation at
l
ocer 81,000 ayear.
o
per over1,000lyeoar.
the rate of
of fifteen
fifteen per
at the
and eighteen,
eighteen, for
a rate per
centum per annum to employees
employees who receive salaries at a
annum of
$480 or
or less,
and for
increased compensation
compensation at the rate
less, and
for increased
annum
of $480
a
annum to employees
employees who
who receive
receive salaries at a
of
of ten jaer
per centum
centum per annum
rate
of more
per annum
annum and
and not
per
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 per
$480 per
rate of
more than
than $480
oniy
to
Provided, Applicable
Ol
annum, so
so much
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary is appropriated: Provided,
annum,
much as
oniY to
employees
under
this section
section shall only apply to employees who are appropriated
That
appropriated employees
Act.
under this
That this
for in
the Act
Act specifically
under lump
employ- Act.
or whose employlump sums or
and under
specifically and
for
in the
Repots 'ec.
detailed reports ReP°rts
ment is
herein: Provided
That detailed
etc.
further, That
Provided further,
is authorized
authorized herein:
ment
session
shall be
submitted to
day of the next
next session
to Congress
Congress on the
the first day
shall
be submitted
showing.the
number of
grades or
character of
of positions,
positions,
the grades
or character
the number
of persons,
persons, the
showing
the
rates of
of compensation,
compensation and
of comand the
the increased
increased rates
rates of
comthe original
original rates
r
t ctifed
service repensation
provided for
Classified service
further, That the increases striction.
Providedfurther,
for herein:
herein Provided
pensation provided
shall
not apply
to employees
receiving
service now receiving
classified service
employees in
in the classified
apply to
shall not
salaries
the rate
of $800
more per
per annum.
annum.
$800 or
or more
at the
rate of
salaries at
Distribution districts
fr,'split."
SEC. 4.
4. In
In order
order to
promote economy
economy in
distribution of supplies, for
the distribution
in the
to promote
SEC.
p. 1110.
110.
Pod, P
and
auditing and
and accounting,
Postmaster General
ere- Post,
General may herethe Postmaster
accounting, the
and in
in auditing
after
and central
offices in
in such districts through
central offices
district and
after designate
designate district
which
be distributed
distributed and
and accounts
rendered.
accounts rendered.
supplies shall
shall be
which supplies
S
EC. 5.
no letter
Illrb'anntIV.I:
SEC.
5. That
That no
letter,, postal
postal card,
card, circular,
circular, newspaper,
newspaper, pamphlet,
pamphlet, Advimtsa
o
state
not mailable to State
of
advertisement
containing
or publication
of any
any kind containing
any advert»
advertisement
spiritupublication of
or
or t any
, it emen» of
o spirituspiritor
f
ZTerritory
w
erfry in which
which
itoxicating liquors of any oulawt i
ous, vinous,
vinous, malted,
fermented, or other intoxicating
malted, fermented,
ous,
kind, or
or containing
containing a
solicitation of
an order
order or
or orders
orders for
Post, p.
p. 1202.
lm2
said liquors,
liquors, Pou,
for said
of an
a solicitation
kind,
or any
them, shall
in or
or carried
carried by
by the mails of the
be deposited
deposited in
shall be
any of
of them,
or
United
States or
be delivered
delivered by any
any postmaster
postmaster or letter carrier,
or be
United States,
when addressed
addressed or
or directed
person, firm,
firm corporation,
corporation, or
any person,
directed to any
when
place or point
point in any State or
association or
other addressee,
at any place
addressee, at
or other
association,
the law in force in
Territory
Of the
the United
United States at which
it is by the
which it
Territory of
the
State or
at that time unlawful
unlawful to advertise or solicit
Territory at
or Territory
the State
orders for
for such
liquors, or
of them, respectively.
or any
any of
such liquors,
orders
t
to
If
of any
any newspaper
newspaper or
or other
other publication
or the,
Plialsbaaal " er via
-"
the iPs"'n
publication or
publisher of
If the
the publisher
agent
publisher 'or
dealer in
agent,
or his agent,
such liquors
liquors or
in such
any dealer
or if
if any
such publisher,
agent of
of such
shall lmowiney
deposit or
or cause
cause to
to be
deposited, or
shall knowingly
knowingly
or shall
be deposited,
knowingly deposit
shall
send or
sent, anything
anything to
be conveyed
conveyed or
or delivered
delivered by
to be
to be
be sent,
cause to
or cause
send
knowingly
mail
violation of
of the
the provisions
section or
gly
or shall knowin
this section,
of this
provisions of
in violation
mail in
deliver
delivered by
mail anything
forbidden
herein forbidden
anything herein
by mail
to be
be delivered
or cause
cause to
deliver or
$1,000 or imnot more
more than $1,000
to
shall be
be fined not
mail, shall
by mail,
carried by
be carried
to be
any suoseprisoned not
not more
than six
six months,
ana for any
months, or both; ana
more than
prisoned
quent offense
offense shall
shall be
more than
than one
one year.
Any Venus
of action.
vaemotion.
year. Any
not more
be imprisoned
imprisoned not
quent
person
provision of
of this
section may
tried and
and
be tried
may be
this section
any provision
violating any
person violating
punished, either
n the
district in
matter or
or pubi
unlawfulmatter
the unlawful
in which
which the
the district
either in
punished,
lication was
was mailed
mailed or
to which
which it
carried by
by mail
delivery,
mail for
for delivery,
it was
was carried
or to
Iication
according to
thereon or
or in
it was
caused to
to be
delivbe delivdirection thereon,
in which
which it
was caused
according
to direction
ered
mail to
to the
it was
was addressed.
addressed. Whoever
Whoever daP,unisheti'car
thiipotrn.enfi
ent
di,
etc., Ssh
to whom
whom it
the person
person to
ered by
by mail
shall
or cause
be transported
transported into gist°
Pr°hThiting
iting
tate prS
to be
liquors to
intoxicating liquors
cause intoxicating
order, purchase,
purchase, or
shall order,
in
interstate commerce,
commerce, except
sacramental, medicinal,
medicinal,
scientific, sacramental,
for scientific,
except for
in interstate
and mechanical
mechanical purposes,
purposes, into
any State
or Territory
laws of
of
the laws
Territory the
State or
into any
and
which State
State or
or Territory
manufacture or sale therein of
Territory prohibit the manufacture
which
intoxicating
liq.
uors for
beverage purposes
shall be
be punished
as
punished as
purposes shall
for beverage
intoxicating liquors
aforesaid:
Pronded, That
That nothing
herein shall
shall authorize
shpment conNo shipment
the shipship- N
authorize the
nothing herein
aforesaid: Provided,
ment of
liquor into
any State
State contrary
contrary to
to the
State: tarytoStatelas.
tzar; to stem tawsof such
such State:
the laws
laws of
into any
ment
of liquor
letins
niam
Provided
That the
Postmaster General
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized ppralegn
d
s
state
n
s
a.nung
.g
General is
the Postmaster
further, That
Providedfurther,
and
directed to
to make
make public
public from
from time
time to
bulletins
in suitible
suitable bulletins
time in
to time
and directed
or
public notices
the names
names of
States in
in which
it is
is unlawful
to adveradverunlawful to
which it
of States
notices the
or public
tise
solicit orders
orders for
for such
such liquors.
liquors.
or solicit
tise or
Approved,
1917.
3, 1917.
March 3,
Approved, March
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R. 18542.]
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[H. R.
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(MAP
Making appropriations
appropriations for
the legislative,
executive, and
CHAP. 163.-An
163.-An Act Making
for the
legislative, executive,
and
judicial expenses
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal year ending
nineending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nine-

teen hundred
and eighteen,
and for
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
eighteen, and
teen
hundred and

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
of Representatives
of the
e itit enacted
the Senate
gBtiv, execuLegislative,
tive,gaand judid
judicial
eX- States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the following sums are
tive,
ex
j
pnappVpriato
s appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
penses appropriaticms.
otherwise appropriated,
in full
full compensation
compensation for
for the
the service
of
the
fiscal
ending
priated, in
service of the fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, namely:
namely:
Le
gislative.
Legisaav
Senate.
senate.
Pay
of Snstfo.
Senators.
Payof
l a ge.
Milea
MD
u e.

LEGISLATIVE.
LEGI
SLATIVE.
SENATE.
SENATE.

For
compensation of
Senators, $720,000.
For compensation
of Senators,
For mileage of Senators, $51,000.
For compensation
compensation of
of officers,
(Akers, clerks,
messengers, and
others:
For
clerks, messengers,
and others:
ne
y
,,ios President's
fvice
PreS
dt's ofOFFIE
OF
PRESIDENT: Secretary
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT:
Secretary to the Vice President,
President,
$4,000; messenger,
page,
$4,000;
messenger, $1,440;
$1,440; telegraph
telegraph operator,
operator, $1,500;
$1,500; telegraph
telegraph page,
$600; in
in all,
all, $7,540.
$600;
$7,540.
chs
p
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN: For
chaplain, $1,200.
t t
CArPLAIN:
For chaplain,
$1,200.
Seer
of the SeeOFF10E
OF
S
ECRETARY:
Secretary of
of the
Senate, including
including comt
, clerks,
:at~eSt,
d-k
OFFICE OF SECRETARY: Secretary
the Senate,
cometc.
pensation as
disbursing officer
officer of
Senators and
the
e.
pensation
'
as disbursing
of salaries
salaries of
of Senators
and of
of the
contingent fund of the Senate, $6,500; Assistant Secretary, Henry
Henry
contingent
financial clerk, minute
M. Rose, $5,000; Chief Clerk,
Clerk, $3,250;
$3,250; financial
minute and
and
Journal clerk, principal
$3,000 each;
Journal
principal clerk, and enrolling
enrolling clerk, at
at $3,000
each;
executive clerk,.
reading clerk, $3,600;
$3,600; executive
clerk, and assistant financial
financial clerk,
clerk,
at $2,750
bookkeeper , assistant Jour$2 750 each; librarian, file clerk, chief bookkeeper,
Journal clerk, and printing clerk, at $2,500 each; first assistant librarian,
librarian,
and keeper of stationery, at $2,400 each; assistant librarian,
librarian, $1,800;
$1,800;
skilled laborer, $1,200; clerks--three
clerks-three at $2,500 each, four at $2,220
$2,220
each, two at $2,100 each, one $1,800, two at $1,600
$1,600 each, one $1,440;
$1,440;
assistant keeper of stationery,
stationery, $2,000; assistant in stationery
stationery room,
assistant
$1,200; messenger,
messenger , $1,440;
$1,440; assistant messenger,
$1,200; laborerslaborers$1,200;
messenger, $1,200;
three at $840 each,
each, three at $720 each, one in stationery
$720;
stationery room $720;
in
all,
$94,410.
in
all,
$94,410.
Document room.
Docustrarr
Superintendent, George
George H. Boyd, _$3
000; assist$3,000;
ROOM: Superintendent,
DOCUMENT Room:
Saupertmyeat, eteSuperintendent,
etc.
ants-two at $2,250 each, one $1,440; clerk, $1,440; skilled laborer,
$1,200; in all, $11,580.
$11,580.
Clerks andd messenmes&gCles
CLERKS
MES8ENGERS TO
TO THE
FOLLOWING COMMITTEES:
COMMITTEEs: AddiCLERKS AND
AND MESSENGERS
THE FOLLOWING
gers
to committees.
tional Accommodations
Accommodations for the Library of Congress-clerk
Congress-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200; Agriculture and ForestryForestryclerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, messenger $1,440;
$1,440; AppropriaAppropriations-clerk $4,000, two assistant clerks
tions-clerk
clerks at $2,500 each, two assistant
assistant
clerks
$1,440 each, messenger $1,440,
$1,440, laborer
clerks at $1,440
laborer $720; To Audit and
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate-clerk
Senate-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Banking and Currency-clerk
Currency-clerk
$3,000, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440 messenger
messenger
$1,200; Canadian Relations-clerk
assistan t clerk
clerk $1,440,
Relations--clerk $2,220, assistant
$1,440,
messenger $1,200;
Census-clerk
$2,220,
assistant
$1,440,
,22
20
00
,;
as:ls
ata
ini
n
s
t____clerk
cnlle
er
rk
k
$
$
2
1:5
400
40 ,
,
;
14Ce
40,
nsus
in-c
esse
l
n
ero,k
er $
$
21,
mesissteanngter clerk
1r,200$,
messenger $1,200; Civil Service
messenger
Service and Retrenchment--clerk
Retrenchment-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200; Claims-clerk $2,500,
ass
assistant clerk $2,000, assistant clerk $1
$1,440,
messenger $1,440;
1
440, messenger
$1,440;
mesCoast and Insular Survey-clerk
Survey-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, mes$1,200; Coast Defenses-clerk
senger $1,200;
Defenses-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Conference
Conference Minority
Minority of the
Senate-clerk
Senate-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,800, two messengers at
at
$1,200
$1,200 each; Conservation
Conservation of National Resources-clerk
Resources-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Corporations Organized
Organized in
the District of Columbia-clerk
Columbia-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440.
$1,440, mes-
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senger $1,200;
$1,200; Cuban Relations-clerk
Relations-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger
messenger $1,200; Disposition of Useless Papers
Papers in the Executive
Departments-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,200;
Departments-clerk
$1,200;
District of Columbia-clerk
Columbia-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, messenger
messenger
$1,440; Education
Education and Labor-clerk
Labor-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800,
messenger
messenger $1,440; Engrossed
Engrossed Bills-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk
$1,800,
$1,800, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Enrolled
Enrolled Bills-clerk
Bills-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; To Examine the Several Branches of
$2,220, assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
the Civil Service-clerk
Service-clerk $2,220,
$1,440, messenger
messenger
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the Department
Department of Agriculture-clerk
Agriculture-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the Department of Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
messenger
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the Interior Department-clerk
Department-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,800,
Expenditures in the Depart$1,800, messenger $1,200; Expenditures
ment of Justice-clerk
Justice-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440
$1,440, messenger
messenger
$1,440; Expenditures
$2,220,
Expenditures in the Department
Department of Labor-clerk
Labor-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Expenditures in the Navy
$1,440, messenger
Department-clerk $2,220, assistant
Department-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
Expenditures in the Post Office Department-clerk
Department-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant
cleric $1,440,
$1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Expenditures
Department of
Expenditures in the Department
clerk
State clerk $2,220, assistant
State-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; ExExpenditures in the Treasury
Treasury Department-clerk
Department-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant clerk
clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Expenditures
Expenditures in the War DepartmentDepartment$1,440,
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; FinanceFinanceclerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant
clerk $3,000,
clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,600, assistant
$3,000, assistant clerk
clerk
messenger $1,440,
$1,440, two experts
experts (one for the majority and
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
one for the minority) at $2,000 each; Fisheries-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistFisheries-clerk
clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Five Civilized Tribes of IndiansIndiansant clerk
$1,440, messenger
clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
$1,200; Foreign Remessenger $1,200;
lations-clerk $3,000, assistant
assistant clerk $2,220,
$2,220, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Forest
Forest
lations-clerk
Reservations
Protection of Game-clerk
Game-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant
Reservations and the Protection
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Geological
Survey-clerk $2,220,
$2,220,
Geological Survey-clerk
$1,440, messenger
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Immigration-clerk
Immigration-clerk $2,220,
$2,220,
$2,500,
$1,800, messenger $1,440; Indian Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,440, messenger $1,440; Indian Depredations-clerk
Depredations-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
Industrial ExposiExposi$1,440, messenger $1,200;
$2,220, assistant clerk
$2,220,
clerk $1,440,
$1,200; Industrial
tions-clerk
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Intertions-clerk $2,220,
oceanic Canals-clerk
Canals-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,800, messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
Interstate Commerce-clerk
$2,500, two assistant clerks at $1,800 each,
Commerce-clerk $2,500,
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; To
Trespassers upon
To Investigate
Investigate Trespassers
upon Indian LandsLandsmessenger
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Irrigation
Irrigation and
clerk $2,220,
Reclamation of Arid Lands-clerk
Lands-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, mesReclamation
senger $1,200;
Judiciary-clerk $2,500,
two
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $2,220,
$2,220, two
$1,200; Judiciary-clerk
senger
assistant clerks
clerks at $1,800
each, messenger
messenger $1,440; Joint Committee
$1,800 each,
assistant
on the
the Library-clerk
assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
clerk $1,440,
$2,500, assistant
on
Library-clerk $2,500,
$1,440;
Manufactures-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger $1,440;
Manufactures-clerk
Military Affairs
clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
assistant clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
Military
Affairs-clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Mines and Mining-clerk
Mining-clerk $2,220,
assistant
$2,220, assistant
$1,200; Mines
$1,440,
clerk $1,440,
$1,200; Mississippi
Mississippi River and Its Tribu$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200
clerk
taries-clerk $2,220,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; Namessenger $1,200;
clerk $1,440,
$2,220, assistant clerk
taries-clerk
$1,200;
messenger $1,200;
Banks-clerk $2,220, assistant clerk $1,440, messenger
tional Banks-clerk
Naval
$2,500, assistant
$1,800, assistant
clerk $1,800,
assistant clerk
assistant clerk
Naval Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
$1,440, messenger
Pacific Islands
Rico-clerk
Islands and Porto Rico-clerk
messenger $1,440;
$1,440; Pacific
$1,440,
$2,220,
assistant clerk $1,800,
Railroadsmessenger $1,440;
$1,440; Pacific Railroads$1,800, messenger
$2,220, assistant
clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200; Patents-clerk
clerk $1,440,
clerk $2,220, assistant clerk
$2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; Pensions-clerk
messenger $1,200;
$2,220, assistant
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, three assistant
assistant clerks at $1,440
$1,440 each,
messenger $1,440;
$1,800,
$2,220, assistant clerk $1,800,
messenger
$1,440; Philippines-clerk
Philippines-clerk $2,220,
messenger
$1,440; Post
Post Offices
Roads-clerk $2,500, assistassistand Post
Post Roads-clerk
Offices and
messenger $1,440;
ant clerk
$2,000,
each, messenger $1,440:
1,44
clerks at $1,440
$1,440 each,1,440
each,senger
000, two assistant
assistant clerks
ant
clerk $2
Printing-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
$1,800, messenger
messenger $1,440;
$1,440;
clerk $1,800,
$2,220, assistant
Printing-clerk
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Private
Claims-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
$1,800, messenger
Private Land Claims-clerk
clerk $1,800,
messenger
$1,200;
Privileges and
$2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440,
$1,200; Privileges
and Elections-clerk
Elections-clerk $2,220,
messenger
$1,440; Public
Public Buildings
Buildings and
and Grounds-clerk
Grounds-clerk $2,500
$2,500,
messenger $1,440;
assistant
clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,440;
Public Health
Health and
National
assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
$1,440; Public
and National
Quarantine-clerk
assistant clerk
messenger $1,200;
$1,200;
Quarantine-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
Public
Lands-clerk $2,500,
clerk $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk
Public Lands-clerk
$2,500 assistant
assistant clerk
$1,440,
messenger $1,200$1,200" Railroads-clerk
$2,220, assistant
clerk
$1,440, messenger
Railroads-clerk $2,220,
assistant clerk
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
Claims-clerk $2,220, assist$1,440,
$1,200; Revolutionary
Revolutionary Claims-clerk
assistg Sete
Preparing
Senate ant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Rules-clerk
Rules-clerk $2,720, to include
Manual.
full
compensation for the
preparation biennially
Senate Manual,
full compensation
the preparation
biennially of the
the Senate
under
the direction
direction of
the Committee
Committee on
on Rules,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
$1,800,
under the
of the
Rules, assistant
$1,440; Standards, Weights
Measures-clerk $2,220,
messenger $1,440;
Weights, and Measures-clerk
$1,440, messenger
$1,200; Territories-clerk
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,200;
Territories-clerk $2,220,
assistant
$1,440, messenger
$1,440; Transportation
Transportation and
and Sale
assistant clerk $1,440,
messenger $1,440;
Sale of
of
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
$1,200;
Meat Products-clerk
Products-clerk $2,220,
$2,220, assistant
messenger $1,200;
Transportation Routes
Routes to the Seaboard-clerk
Seaboard-clerk $2,220, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk
Transportation
31,440,
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; University
University of
of the
the United
United States-clerk
$1,440, messenger
States-clerk
$2,220,
assistant clerk $1,440,
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; Woman
Woman SuffrageSuffrage$2,220, assistant
clerk $2,220, assistant
$1,440, messenger
messenger $1,200;
$1,200; in
in all,
assistant clerk
clerk $1,440,
all, $428,380.
$428,380.
NavyYearbook,1916.
For
the Navy
Navy Yearbook
Yearbook for
for the
the calendar
calendar year
year nineteen
nineteen
NavyYebook,l916.
For compiling
compiling the
hundred
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the chairman
of the
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, under
chairman of
the
Committee on
Naval
Affairs, $500.
on
Naval
Affairs,
Bergeantat
Arms and
SergeantatArmsand
Doorkeeper,
OFFICE OF
ERGEANT AT
AT ARMS
AND DOORKEEPER:
Sergeant at
Dpee, assistants,
sisSants,
OFFICE
OF S
SERGEANT
ARMS AND
DOORKEEPEB: Sergeant
etc. e
Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $6,500; Assistant Sergeant at Arms, $2,500;
$2,500;
Assistant
Doorkeeper,
$3,000; Acting
Acting Assistant
Assistant Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $3,000;
$3,000;
$3,000;
Doorkeeper,
Assistant
Messengers,
te etc.
~te'
two floor assistants at $2,000 each; messengers-four
messengers-four (acting as
tlurty-four at
$1,440 each,
assistant doorkeepers)
doorkeepers) at $1,800
$1,800 each, thirty-four
at $1,440
each,
one $1,050, one $1,000,
$1,000, one at card door $1,600;
$1,600; clerk
clerk on Journal
work for Congressional Record,
Record, to be seleeted
selected by the Official Reporters,
Reporters,
storekeeper, $2,220; stenographer
stenographer in charge
charge of furniture
$2,400; storekeeper,
accounts
accounts and records, $1,200; upholsterer
upholsterer and locksmith, $1,440;
$1,440;
cabinetmaker , $1,200;
three carpenters,
carpenters, at
at $1,080
each; janitor
janitor,
$1,080 each;
$1,200; three
cabinetmaker,
aboe etc..
Laborers,
$1,200;
skiled laborers-four
$1,,200; skilled
laborers-four at $1,000
$1,000 each; laborer in charge
charge of
private passage, $840; three female
female attendants
charge of ladies'
ladies'
private
attendants in charge
retiring room, at $720
attendants to women's toilet
toilet
720 each; three attendants
rooms, Senate
Senate Office Building,
operatorsBuilding, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; telephone
telephone operatorschief $1,200,
$1,200, two at $900 each, night operator
operator $720; telephone page,
$720; press gallery-superintendent
gallery-superintendent $1,800,
$1,800, assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent
$1,400, messenger
messenger for
service to
to press
press correspondents
$900; laborerslaborerscorrespondents $900;
for service
$1,400,
three at $800 each, thirty-two
Pages. Pa
thirty-two at $720 each; sixteen pages for the
Senate Chamber, at the rate of $2.50 per day each during the session,
$8,400; in
$143,250.
all, $143,250.
in all,
$8,400;
e
P
o ' For police
BPolice,
police force for Senate Office
Bi
re
da
l s'at
e°In
Office Building under
under the Sergeant at
Arms: Sixteen privates, at $1,050
$1,050 each;
$1,200; in all,
each; special officer, $1,200;
$18,000.
$18,000.
Postmaster, etc.
Pmtet.
POST
$1,800; eight mail
POST OFFICE:
OFFICE: Postmaster, $2,250; chief clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
mail
carriers and
arid one wagon master, at $1,200
$1,200 each; three riding pages,
pages,
at
$912.50 each;
each; in
in all,
$17,587.50.
all, $17,587.50.
Room
at $912.50
Foldin
Folding Room.
Foremn,etc.
FOLDING
Foreman, etc.
FOLDING BOOM:
ROOM: Foreman, $1,600;
$1,600; assistant, $1,400;
$1,400; clerk, $1,200:
$1,200:
folders-six at $1,000
$16,920.
folders-six
$1,000 each, eight at $840 each; in all, $16,920.
UNDER S
UPERDTTENDENT OF
OF THE
CAPITOL BILDINO
BUILDING AND
AND GROUNDS:
Chiet engneer,
Chief
engineer, etc
UNDER
SUPEBRNTENDENT
THE CAPITOL
GROUNDS:
Chief engineer, $2,160;
$2,160; assistant engineer
engineer and electrician,
electrician, $1,800;
$1,800;
three assistant engineers, at $1,440
$1,440 each;
each; ten elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors,
at $1,200
machinists and electricians,
$1,200 each; two machinists
electricians, at $1,400
$1,400 each;
each:
laborers-four at $720 each, one in charge
laborers-four
charge of Senate toilet
toilet rooms
in old library
library space, $660; attendant
attendant for service
service in
in old library portion of
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, $1,500;
$1,500; in
all, $28,120.
$28,120.
in all,
tion
evator
teOfce Buld
Superintendent of the
Senate&gm
Building ..
For the Senate Office Building, under the Superintendent
the
Capitol Building and Grounds,
Grounds subject
subject to the control
control and supervision of the Senate Committee on Rules: Fourteen
Fourteen elevator
elevator conductors, at $1,200
$1,200 each; in,
ductors,
in all, $16,800.
$16,800.
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For
chairmen of committees, toralssistance
Assistance to
For assistance
assistance to Senators who are not chairmen
to SenaTwenty-four c
as follows: Twenty-four
l
er k
s,a
h; twenty-four
twenty-four assistant
assistant
clerks,
att$2,000
$2,000 eac
each;
clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each; twenty-four
twenty-four messengers,
messengers, at $1,200 each,
each, in
in
all,
all, $105,600.
$105,600.
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For stationery
stationery for Senators
Senators and the
the PresiPresi- Contingentexpenses.
alli
t
tinge
r
nt expenses.
e
dent of
of the
$6,000 f
or s
tati onery for
f
or comm
i
ttees
dent
the Senate,
Senate, includin
includingg $6,000
for
stationery
committees
SttoerY.
and officers of the Senate, $18,125.
$18,125.
Postage
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary,
Secretary, $200; office
office of Sergeant at Postage
Postage stamps.
Arms, $100; in
all, $300.
$300.
in all,
For
.I
motor
vehicles for
for Motorvehcles,
Motor vehicles, etc.
For maintaining,
maintaining, exchanging,
exchanging, and
and equipp
equipping
motor vehicles
e.
carrying
carrying the mails, and for official use of
o;I ces of
of the
the Secretary
of the offices
Secretary
and 'Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, $6,000, or
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary.
or so much
much thereof
necessary.
uthen
vne, Vice
For driving, maintenance,
automobile for the Vice pAesdtmnt.
Vie
maintenance, and care
care of automobile
rrtii
President, $2,000.
President,
$2,000. •
Folding.
For materials
$1,500.
For
materials for
for folding,
f
1,500.
$1,500..
Folding,
For folding speeches
speeches and
at a
arate
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding $1
and pamphlets,
pamphlets, at
$1 per
per
thousand, $5,000.
$5,000.
thousand,
Fuel, etc.
advertising, exclusive
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising,
exclusive of
of labor, Fuelet.
$1,500.
$1,500.
Furniture.
Furniture.
furniture, $5,000.
For purchase
purchase of
of furniture,
$5,000.
Furniture.
For materials for furniture
furniture and
of same,
exclusive of
of labor,
and repairs of
same, exclusive
labor,
$3,000.
$3,000.
For services
services in cleaning, repairing, and
varnishing furniture,
furniture, $2,000.
$2,000. Paing
and varnishing
boxes.
Packing boxes.
For
packing boxes,
boxes, $970:
For packing
$970.
Storage warehouse.
For rent
rent of
For
of warehouse
for storage
storage of
documents, $1,800.
$1,800.
warehouse for
of public
public documents,
Storage warehouse.
Miscellaneous items.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
For
exclusive of
labor, $50,000.
items, exclusive
of labor,
$50,000.
Miellaneousitems
Investigations.
For expenses of inquiries
the Senate,
Senate, Investga" s.
inquiries and investigations
investigations ordered
ordered by
by the
including compensation
compensation to
committees, at
at such
such rate
to stenographers
stenographers to
to committees,
rate
be fixed by the Committee
Committee to Audit and Control the Conas may be
tingent Expenses of the Senate, but not
exceeding $1
$1 per
page,
not exceeding
per printed
printed page,
$25,000.
$25,000.
Reportingdebates.
For reporting
reporting the debates and proceedings
proceedings of the
Senate, payable
payable Reportingdebtes
the Senate,
in
in equal
equal monthly
installments, $30,000.
monthly installments,
$30,000.
Senate Resolutions
hundred and
Resolutions Numbered
Numbered Five
Five hundred
and sixty-one,
Sixty- tio,=al
ti=k
s
r
f
e
o
i;ealar .
sixty-one, Sixtyclerks7
repeaed.
third Congress, third session,
session, and
hundred and
one, Sixty-fourth
and one
one hundred
and one,
Sixty-fourth
Congress,
Congress, first session, are
repealed.
are hereby
hereby repealed.
CAPITOL
CAPITOL POLICE.
POLICE.

Capitol police.
Capitolice.

y
Pay.
For captain, $1,800; three lieutenants,
$1,200 each;
lieutenants, at
at $1,200
each; two
two special
special Pa
officers,
o
ffi cers, at $1,200 each; forty-seven
forty-seven privates, at $1,050
$1,050 each; ten
additional privates, at $840 each; one-half
one-half of
privates to be
of said
said privates
selected by the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms
and one-half
one-half by
by the
the
Arms of the
the Senate
Senate and
Sergeant
of the
the House;
House; in
$65,550.
Sergeant at
at Arms
Arms of
in all,
all, $65,550.
Contingent expenses.
$200.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, $200.
Contigentexpensse
Division of disburseOne-half
of the foregoing amounts under "Capitol
One-half of
be DnIo"
"Capitol police"
police" shall be
or disbrS
s.
disbursed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Senate and
one-haff by the
and one-half
the Clerk
Clerk
of the House.
Joint Committee on
JOINT COMMITTEE
COMMITIEE ON
ON PRINTING.
PINTINGO.
Joint
Committee on
JOINT
Printing.
Printing.
Clerk, etc.

V:1:26,ete
i
; 6a.
603.
For clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; inspector,
inspector, under
under section
section twenty
twenty of
of the
the Act
Act Voi.2,p.
For
approved
twelfth, eighteen
approved January
January twelfth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five
ninety-five, $2,000;
$2,000;
stenographer, $1,000;
expenses of
compiling, preparing,
preparing, and
and indexindexstenographer,
$1,000; for
for expenses
of compiling,
l
7ngtessional Direci re
all, $7,600, one half to be
ing the Congressional
Congressional Directory,
Directory, $1,600;
$1,,
1,600; in a$7,600,
be tory.s""
D
d
to
disbursed
by the
Secretary of
of the
and the
other half
to be
be
disbursed by
the Secretary
the Senate
Senate and
the other
half to
disbursed by
by the Clerk of the
the House.
House.

HOUSE
HOUSE OF
OF BEPRESENTATIVES.
REPRESENTATIVES.

House of RepresentHouse
o Repsent
atives.
atives.

For compensation of Members of the House of
Representatives, D,
P
i
t'Y of 2r
br
s
i:
of Representatives,
MemdR
Py'
Resident Commissioner
Porto dent
commissioner&
Delegates from
from Territories, the
the Resident
Commissioner from
from Porto
dentComnirs
39-Pr 1
91890°-voL
91890°—voL 39—pr
1-68

68
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Rico,
and the
the Resident
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners from
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
from the
Rico, and
$3,304,500.
$3,304,500.
Mileage.
Mileage.
For mileage
Representatives and Delegates
Delegates and expenses
expenses of
of
mileage of Representatives
Resident
Commissioners, $175,000.
$175,000.
Resident Commissioners,
Officers, clerks,
clerks, etc.
For compensation
Officers,
compensation of officers,
officers clerks, messengers,
messengers, and others:
others:
SPEAKER:
Secretary to Speaker, $4,000;
OFFICE OF THE
THE S
Speaer's
Speaker's office.
office.
PEAKER: Secretary
$4,000; clerk to
Digest of
Rules.
Speaker's
preparing Digest of the Rules, $1,000
$3,600, and for preparing
Speaker's table, $3,600,
Digest
of Rules.
per
clerk to
Speaker, $1,600;
messenger to Speaker, $1,440;
$1,440;
$1,600; messenger
to Speaker,
annum; clerk
per annum;
messenger
Speaker's table,
$1,200; in
in all,
$12,840.
all, $12:840.
table, $1,200;
to Speaker's
messenger to
Chaplain.
CHAPLAIN: For
Chaplain, $1,200
$1,200 and
$600 additional
additional so
so long
long as
as the
the
and $600
For Chaplain,
CHAPLAIN:
haplain.
position is held by the present incumbent.
House,
Clerk of
of the
the House,
OFFICE OF THE CLERK:
CLERK: Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives,
clerks, etc.
officer of the
including compensation
compensation as disbursing
disbursing officer
the contingent
contingent fund,
including
erksetc.
$6,500;
wagon for use of the Clerk's office
$900, or
or
office,' $900,
and wagon
horse and
hire of horse
$6,500; hire
Journal
so
much thereof
$4,500; 'Journal
necessary; Chief Clerk, $4,500;
thereof as may be necessary;
so much
clerk, and
and two
two reading
clerks, at
$4,000 each;
$3,400;
each; disbursing clerk, $3,400;
at $4,000
reading clerks,
clerk,
$3,300; file clerk,
$3,000; chief bill
enrolling clerk, $3,000;
$3,250; enrolling
clerk, $3,250;
tally clerk,
clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $3,000;
to Chief
enrolling clerk,
Chief Clerk, and assistant enrolling
assistant to
$3,000; assistant
clerk,
at
disbursing clerk,
$2,400; stationery
stationery clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
assistant to disbursing
each; assistant
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
$2,200; librarian,
librarian, $2,100;
assistant file clerk,
clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; two assistant
assistant
$2,100; assistant
$2,200;
librarians, messenger
messenger and assistant Journal
$1,800 each;
Journal clerk, at $1,800
librarians,
assistant
clerks--one
three at $1,680 each;
each; bookkeeper, and assistant
clerks-one $1,800, three
$1,600 each; four assistants to chief bill clerk,
in disbursing office, at $1,600
locksmith, who shall
$1,400;
stenographer to Clerk, $1,400;
locksmith,
at $1,500
$1,. 500 each; stenographer
i
be skilled in his trade,
trade, $1,300;
$1,300; messenger
messenger in
n Chief Clerk's office,
office, and
$1,200 each; messenger
messenger in file room,
stationery room, at $1,200
assistant in stationery
messenger
office, and assistant in House
House library, at
disbursing office,
messenger in disbursing
$1,100
each; stenographer
stenographer to chief bill clerk, $1,000; five telephone
$1,100 each;
operators, at $75
operators, at $900 each; three
three session
session telephone
telephone operators,
$75 per
per
operators,
December first, nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen,
month each from December
hundred and eighteen; substitute
to June thirtieth, nineteen
substitute telephone
telephone
nineteen hundred
operator when
when required, at $2.50 per day, $500;
$500; two laborers
laborers in bathbathroom, at $900 each; six laborers, at $720 each; page in enrolling room,
room,
allowance to Chief Clerk for steno$720; two janitors, at $720 each; allowance
graphic and
and typewriter
typewriter services,
services, $1,000;
$1,000; in
in all,
$100,145.
graphic
all, $100,145.
Chiefengineer,
UNDER
SUPERINTENDENT
OF THE
THE C
Chief
engineer, etc.
UNDER S
UPERINTENDENT OF
APITOL BUILDING
AND
CAPITOL
BUILDING
AND
$1,900; assistant
GROUNDS: Chief engineer, $1,900;
assistant engineers-three
engineers—three at
at
$1,300 each, one $1,200;
$1,200; twenty-four
twenty-four elevator conductors
including
conductors, including
$1,300
fourteen for service in the House Office Building
Building, at $1,200
$1,200 each, who
supervision and
shall be under the supervision
and direction
direction of the Superintendent
Superintendent
electrician,
of the Capitol Building and Grounds; machinist, $1,300;
$1,300; electrician,
$1,200;
three
at $800
$40,700.
each; in
in all
all $40,700.
$1,200;
three laborers,
laborers, at
$800 each;
Clerks, messengers,
cLER
AND JANITORS
JANITORS TO
and janitors
KS, MESSENGERS,
MESSENGERS, AND
TO THE
THE FOLLOWING
FOLLOWING COMMITCOMMITcor.
CLERKS,
jaitors to com.
mittees
Accounts-clerk $2,500, assistant
mittees.
TEES: Accounts—clerk
assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor $1,000;
$1,000;
Agriculture-clerk
Agriculture--clerk $2,500, assistant clerk
clerk $1,800,
janitor $1,000;
$1,800, janitor
$1,000;
assistant clerk and
Appropriations—clerk $4,000, assistant
and stenographer
stenographer
Appropriations-clerk
$2,500,
assistant clerks—one
$1,900, one $1,800,
$1,800, janitor
janitor $1,000;
$2,500, assistant
clerks-one $1,900,
$1,000;
Banking
Currency-clerk $2,000, assistant clerk
clerk $1
200, janitor
Banking and Currency—clerk
$1,200,
janitor
Claims-cferk $2,500,
$720; Census-clerk
Census—clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720; Claims--clerk
assistant
assistant clerk $1,200,
janitor $720;
$720; Coinage,
Coinage, Weights, and MeasuresMeasures—
$1,200, janitor
clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; District
District of Columbia—clerk
Columbia-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistjanitor $720;
Election of President, Vice President,
ant clerk $1,800,
$1,800, janitor
$720; Election
President,
and Representatives
Representatives in Congress-clerk
Elections Number
Congress—clerk $2,000; Elections
Number
One-clerk
One—clerk $2,000, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Elections
Elections Number
Number Two-clerk
Two—clerk
Elections Number
Number Three-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720; Elections
Three--clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor
Bills-clerk $2,000,
$720; Enrolled Bills—clerk
$2,000, janitor
janitor $720; Flood ControlControl—
Affairs-clerk $2,500,
assistant
clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; Foreign Affairs—clerk
$2,500, assistant
clerk $1
$1,800,
1
800, janitor $720; Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization-clerk
Naturalization—clerk
$2,000, janitor $720; Indian Affairs-clerk
Affairs—clerk $2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk
$1,800,
$1,800, janitor
janitor $720; Industrial
Industrial Arts and Expositions--clerk
Expositions—clerk $2,000,
Affairs-clerk $2,000, janitor $720; Interstate
janitor $720; Insular
Insular Affairs—clerk
Interstate
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and Foreign
Foreign Commerce-clerk
Commerce-clerk $2,500, additional
additional clerk $2,000,
$2,000, assistant clerk $1,500,
$1,500, janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Irrigation
Irrigation of Arid
Arid Lands-clerk
Lands-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720; Invalid
Pensions-clerk $2,500, stenographer
stenographer
Invalid Pensions-clerk
$2,190, assistant clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Judiciary-clerk
Judiciary-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,600,
Labor-clerk $2,000,
$1,600, janitor $720; Labor-clerk
janitor
Library-clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; Library-clerk
$720; Merchant
Marine
janitor $720;
Merchant Marine
and Fisheries-clerk
Fisheries-clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; Military Affairs-clerk
Affairs-clerk
$1,500, janitor
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,500,
janitor $1,000;
$1,000; Mines and MiningMiningclerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $720; -Naval Affairs-clerk
$2,400, assistant
assistant
Affairs-clerk $2,400,
clerk $1,500,
$720;
$1,500, janitor $1,000; Patents-clerk
Patents-clerk $2,000,
$2,900, janitor $720;
Pensions-clerk
Pensions-clerk $2,500, assistant
assistant clerk
clerk $1,600, janitor
janitor $720; Post
Post
Offices
Roads-clerk $2,500,
$2,500, assistant
$1,400, janitor
Offices and Post Roads-clerk
assistant clerk $1,400,
janitor
$1,000; Public
$1,000; Printing-clerk
Printing-clerk $2,000, janitor
janitor $1,000;
Public Buildings and
Grounds-clerk
Grounds-clerk $2,500, assistant clerk $1,200,
$1,200, janitor
janitor $720;
$720; Public
Public
Lands-clerk $2,000, assistant
Lands-clerk
assistant clerk $1,200,
$1,200, janitor
janitor $720; Revision of
the Laws-clerk
Laws-clerk $2,000,
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720; Rivers and Harbors-clerk
Harbors-clerk
$2,500, assistant clerk $1,800,
$1,000; Roads-clerk
Roads-clerk $2,000,
$1,800, janitor
janitor $1,000;
$2,000,
janitor $720; Rules-clerk
Rules-clerk $2,000,
janitor $720;
$2,000, janitor
$720; Territories-clerk
Territories-clerk
$2,000, janitor $720;
$720; War Claims-clerk
Claims-clerk $2,500, assistant
clerk
assistant clerk
$1,200, janitor
$1,200,
janitor $720; Ways and Means-clerk
Means-clerk $3,000, assistant
assistant clerk
and stenographer
stenographer $2,000,
$1,900, janitors-one
$2,000, assistant
assistant clerk $1,900,
janitors-one $1,000,
$1,000,
$720; in all, $170,690.
one $720;
$170,690.
Janitors.
Janitors under
under the
the foregoing
foregoing shall
Janitors
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the chairmen,
chairmen, Appointment,
App'imatc.
etc.
respectively,
respectively, of said committees,
committees, and shall perform
direcperform under the direcDoorkeeper all of the duties heretofore
heretofore required
tion of the Doorkeeper
required of mesmessengers
sengers detailed to said committees
committees by the Doorkeeper,
and shall
shall be
Doorkeeper, and
be
subject
subject to removal
removal by the Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper at any time after the terminatermination of the Congress during
were appointed.
appointed.
during which they were
Clerkstocomm
Clerks to committees,
session.
For eight clerks to committees, at $6 each
each per day during the sesson.
session, $10,080.
$10,080.
session,
segat
at Arms
Sergeant at
Arms,
deputy, etc.
etc.
OFFICE OF
AT ARMS:
ARMS: Sergeant
Arms, $6,500; Deputy deputy,
OFFICE
OF SERGEANT
SERGEANT AT
Sergeant at Arms,
Sergeant at Arms, $2,500; cashier, $3,400;
$3,400; financial
$2,700;
financial clerk, $2,700;
bookkeeper, $2,200; deputy sergeant
bookkeeper,
charge of
of pairs,
pairs,
sergeant at
at arms in charge
$1,800;
$1,400; stenographer
stenographer and
$900;
$1,800; messenger, $1,400and typewriter, $900;
ahorse and
$600; in
all, $22,840.
$22,840.
skilled laborer,
laborer, $840;
$840; hire
hire of
and wagon,
wagon, $600;
in all,
tittAlz . 0030 ()Sloe
For police force,
Office Building,
force, House
House Office
Building, under
under the
Sergeant at
at B',
the Sergeant
Ofnc
lm."
Arms:
Arms: Lieutenant,
Lieutenant, $1,200; thirteen privates, at
$1,050 each; in all,
at $1,050
all,
$14,850.
$14,850.
Doorkeeper, special
s
OFFICE
$5,000; hire
hire of
of horses
horses and
and emp
OFFICE OF
OF DOORKEEPER:
DOORKEEPER: Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $5,000;
losree.
employees,
etc. O
wagons and repairs of same, $1,200, or so
thereof as
may be
so much thereof
as may
necessary;
reporters'
necessary; special employee,
employee, $1,500;
$1,500; superintendent
superintendent of reporters'
Messengers, etc.
$1,500; messengers-sixteen
messengers-sixteen at $1,180
gallery,
$1,180 each, Me"ags,etc.
gallery, $1,600;
$1,600; janitor, $1,500;
fourteen on soldiers'
fourteen
soldiers' roll at $1,200
$1,200 each; laborers-fifteen
$720
laborers-fifteen at $720
each, one in the water-closet
water-closet $720,
$720, one $680,
$680, two
known as cloaktwo known
room men at $840 each, eight known
cloakroom men,
men, two
at
known as cloakroom
two at
$720 each and six at $600 each; two female
female attendants in ladies'
ladies'
Foldingroom.
retiring
retiring rooms at $800
00 each;
each; superintendent
folding room,
room, $2,500;
superintendent of folding
Superintendent, etc.
etc.
$2,500; Supermiment,
foreman, $1,800; three clerks,
clerks, at $1,600 each;,
messenger,
$1,200;
each; messenger, $1,200;
janitor, $720;
$720; laborer, $720;
$720; thirty-two folders, at $900
$900 each; two
two Pages, etc.
e
drivers, at $840 each; two chief pages,
pages, at
drivers,
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; two messengers
messengers
in charge
charge of
telephones (one
(one for
for the
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; fortyin
of telephones
the minority),
minority), at
fortysix pages, during the session,
session, including
including two riding
riding pages,
pages, four
four teletelephone pages,
pages, press-gallery
the
press-gallery page,
page, and
and ten
ten pages
pages for
for duty at the
entrances to the
day each,
each, $24,150;
$24,150;
the Hall
Hall of the House,
House, at $2.50 per day
Document room.
superintendent of
of document
superintendent
document room,
room, $2,900;
$2,900; assistant
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, Supertitet,
Superintendent, ete
etc.
$2,100; clerk, $1,700;
assistants-seven at
$1,700; assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,600;
$1,600; assistants-seven
at
$1,280 each,
each, one
$1,100; janitor,
$920; messenger
messenger to
press room,
room,
$1,280
one $1,100;
janitor, $920;
to press
$1,000; in all, $159,050.
$159,050.
Joel
ram.
Joel Graysonemployment of
Joel Grayson
Grayson in
in document
document room,
room, $2,150.
$2,150.
For the
the employment
of Joel
Minority empk7esa
named in the resolution
resolution Xmy e"'pi
For minority-employees
employees authorized
authorized and named
fifteen: Special
Special employee,
of December
December sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen:
employee,
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$1,800;
special messenger
messenger and
pair clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; two
two
assistant pair
and assistant
$1,800; special
special messengers,
$1,500 each;
each; special
special chief
chief page
page and
and pair
pair clerk,
clerk,
at $1,500
messengers, at
special
$1,800;
in all,
all, $8,400.
$1,800; in
$8,400.
For assistant
assistant department
department messenger
authorized and
and named
named in
the
in the
messenger authorized
For
resolution
December seventh,
seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven,
and ninety-seven,
of December
resolution of
$2,000.
$2,000.
Special
For
special messenger
authorized and
resolution of
of
dsig atd
Spel designated
in the
the resolution
named in
and named
messenger authorized
For special
employees.
unPloYees•
January fifteenth,
$1,500.
hundred, $1,500.
nineteen hundred,
fifteenth, nineteen
January
To continue
employment of
assistant foreman
foreman of
of the
the folding
folding
the assistant
of the
To
continue employment
room
September thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
of September
resolution of
the resolution
m the
authorized m
room, authorized
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, at
at $3.85
$3.85 per
$1,405.25.
day, $1,405.25.
per day,
hundred
To
continue
employment
of
the
person
named in
in the
the resolution
of
resolution of
named
person
of
the
employment
To continue
April twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, as
as a
a laborer,
laborer,
hundred and
April
$840.
$840.
To continue
continue employment
employment of
of the
laborer authorized
and named
named in
in
authorized and
the laborer
To
the
of December
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and one,
one,
nineteenth, nineteen
December nineteenth,
resolution of
the resolution
$840.
$840.
Appointment,
Successors to
to any
any of
of the
the employees
provided for
for in
in the
the six
six prepreAppointment, etc.
employees provided
Successors
etcceding paragraphs
paragraphs may
may be
be named
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
by the
named by
ceding
at
any.time.
time.
at any
Conerence mi "
ority.* Conference
Conference minority: Clerk, $2,500; assistant clerk, $1,200; janitor,
'
Clerks,
etc.
Clerks, etc.
by the chairman
$1,000;
all, $4,.700;
same to
to be
be appointed
appointed by
chairman of
the same
$4,700; the
in all,
$1,000; in
the
conference minority.
minority.
the conference
Caucus messengers.
To continue
the employment
employment of
of messengers
messengers in
in the
the majority
majority and
and
continue the
To
m"
and minority
minority
caucus rooms,
to be
by the
minority
majority and
the majority
be appointed
appointed by
rooms, to
minority caucus
$1,200 each; in all,
?ostmaster,
istwhips,
whips, respectively,
respectively, at $1,200
all $2,400.
Postmaster, assistlint,
CE OF
OF POSTKASTER:
Postmaster, $4,000; assistant
assistant postmaster,
postmaster,
POSTMASTER: Postmaster,
OFFICE
ant, etc.
etc.
$2,200;
registry and
and money-order
clerk, $1,500; messengers-twelve
messengers—twelve
money-order clerk,
$2,200; registry
(including
to superintend
transportation of
of mails)
mails) at
at $1,200
$1,200
superintend transportation
one to
(including one
each,
at $100
month each
from December
December first, nineteen
nineteen
each from
per month
$100 per
eighteen at
each, eighteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
to June
June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, to
and seventeen,
hundred and
$35,420.
eighteen $12,600;
$12,600; laborer,
$720;
all, $35,420.
in all,
$720; in
laborer,
eighteen,
Horses
and wa
w gons.
Horses and
ns
carrying the mails, $3,500,
of horses
For hire
horses and mail wagons for carrying
hire of
' eFor
or so
so much
thereof as
necessary.
may be
be necessary.
as may
much thereof
or
Official reporters.
report
Official
proceedings and
OrICIAL REPORTERS:
"
OFFICIAL
REPORTERS: Six official reporters
reporters of the proceedings
debates of
of the
the House,
at $5,000
$5,000 each;
each; assistant,
$2,500; janitor,
janitor, $720;
$720;
assistant, $2,500;
House, at
debates
$33,220.
in all,
all, $33,220.
in
stenographers to commitcomwtittees.
STENOGRAPHERS TO
commrrrEts: Four stenographers
commitTO COMrMTTEEs:
STENOGRAPHERS
mmttee
tees, at
$5,000
each; janitor,
janitor, $720;
$720; in
in all,
$20,720.
all,
$20,720.
each;
$5,000
at
tees,
"During the session"
to
Wherever
session" occur
occur in the foregoing
foregoing
the session"
"during the
words "during
the words
Wherever the
days.
20 days.
mean 210
to mean
paragraphs they shall be construed
construed to mean the
the two hundred
hundred and
paragraphs
to
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
December third, nineteen
ten
days from
from December
seventeen, to
ten days
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, both
both inclusive.
inclusive.
hundred and
June
e
Cerk
Clerk hire
hire, Members
C°nferenceinin

Stenographers

andd Delegates.
Delegates.

ItY

to

To pay
pay each
CLERIC
AND DELEGATES:
DELEGATES: To
each Member,
Member,
CLERK HIRE,
HIRE, MEMBERS
MEMBERS AND
necessarily
for clerk
Delete,
ga
and
clerk hire, necessarily
Commissioner, for
and Resident
Resident Commissioner,
Delegate,
• employed
by him
him in
the discharge
discharge of
of his
his official
official and representative
representative
in the
employed by
installments, $880,000, or so
duties,
duties ' $2,000
$2,000 per annum, in monthly installments,
Representatives and Delebe necessary;
necessary; and
much
as may
may be
and Representatives
thereof as
much thereof
form of law have
credentials in
in due
ates elect
to Congress
Congress whose
due form
whose credentials
elect to
gates
R. S., see. 31, p.
p. .
n duly
duly filed
Clerk of the
Representatives, in
in
the House of Representatives,
the Clerk
with the
filed with
been
R.s.,sec.3,
accordance with
with the
of section
section thirty-one
thirty-one of
of the
the Revised
Revised
provisions of
the provisions
accordance
Proviso.
To be pl aced on ron Statutes
United States,
shall be entitled
entitled to payment
payment under
under
States, shall
the United
of the
Statutes of
Po'Pied
of
employees.
this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided,
That all
all clerks
to Members,
Members, Delegates,
Delegates,
o(employees.
this
Provided, That
clerks to
placed on the roll of employees
be placed
and
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners shall be
employees
and Resident
of
the House
and be
be removed
removed at
at the
will of
of the
the Member,
Member,
the will
to be
be subject
subject to
of the
House and
Commissioner by whom
Delegate,
Delegate, or Resident
Resident Commissioner
whom they
they are appointed;
appointed;
or Resident
Resident Commissioner
Member, Delegate,
Delegate, or
and
Commissioner may appoint
appoint
and any
any Member,
one
or more
who shall
shall be
be placed
placed on
roll as
clerk of
of
one or
more clerks,
clerks, who
on the
the roll
as the
the clerk
such
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner making
making such
such
Delegate, or
or Resident
such Member,
Member, Delegate,
appointments.
appointments.
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expenses.
CFOntnge1ntexp.e
pasteboard, paste, Contingent
EXPENSES: For wrapping
CONTINGENT
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
wrapping paper, pasteboard,
Folding materiels.
twine, newspaper
newspaper wrappers, and other necessary
necessary materials
materials for foldfolding, for use of Members,
Members, the Clerk's office,
office, and folding room, not
not
envelopes, writing
writinc, paper,
paper, and
other paper
and materials
materials
including envelopes,
and other
paper and
furnished by the
Public Printer,
requisitions
to be printed and furnished
the Public
Printer, upon
upon requisitions
2S, p. 624.
under provisions of the Act approved
approved Vol.
'Vol.,p.624.
from the Clerk of the House, under
January
twelfth,
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety-five,
$10,000.
January
eighteen hundred and ninety-five, $10,000.
Furniture.
Furniture.
repairs of same, $20,000.
For furniture, and materials for repairs
$20,000.
Packing boxes.
boxes.
For packing boxes, $4,500, or so much thereof as may
may be necessary.
necessary. Packing
Miscellaneous Items..
miscellaneous items and
com- Mscellne-ous
select corand expenses
expenses of special
special and select
For miscellaneous
mittees, exclusive
exclusive of salaries and labor, unless
ordered by
unless specifically
specifically ordered
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, $75,000.
stationery for
and Resident
Resident CorCorn- statio-ry.
Stationery.
For stationery
for Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates, and
missioners, including
stationery for the use of the commitmissioners
including $5,000
$5,000 for stationery
tees
$60,000.
tees and
and officers of
of the House,
House, $60,000.
postage stamps: Postmaster, $250;
Postage stagmpg.
stamps,
For postage
$250; Clerk,
Clerk, $450; Sergeant
Sergeant at Po~
$150; in all,
;ill, $1,150.
$1,150.
Arms, $300; Doorkeeper, $150;
For driving,
driving, maintenance,
maintenance, and
automobile for
the erAutomobile,
SpeakFor
and operation
operation of
of automobile
for the
.Automobile,spek$2,000.
Speaker, $2,000.
Library
of Congre
Congress.
Libraryof
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
LIBRARY OF
LIBRARY

General administration:
administration: Librarian,
Librarian, $6,500;
assistant libralibra- Librarian,
LIbrrIn, etc.
et$6,500; chief
General
chief assistant
ran,
clerks—
rian, $4,000; chief clerk, $2,500; librarian's
librarian's secretary,
secretary, $1,800; clerks$1,000 each;
each; stenographers
stenographers and typewriterstypewriters—
one $1,200,
$1,200, two at $1,000
one $1,200,
11840; messenger, $840; messenger
messenger to chief
assistant
$1,200, one $840;
chief assistant
librarian, $540;
$540; junior messenger, $420; operator
operator of photographic
photographic
copying machine, $600; in all, $22,440.
ail and delivery.
Mail and
and delivery:
in charge,
$1,600, chief
chief $1,200,
$1,200, M
Mail
Mail
delivery: Assistants—one
Assistants-one in
charge, $1,600,
anddelivrc y
one $960, one $780,
$780, one $600; junior
junior messenger, $420; in all, $5,560.
$5,560. Ordr
Order and
and socesska.
o
Order and accession:
$2,500; assistants-one
assistants—one
accession: Chief of division, $2,500;
$1,500, one $1,200,
$1,200, three at $960
two at
at $840
$840 each,
at $600
$600
$1,500,
$960 each, two
each, two
two at
each,
one $580;
two junior
messengers, at
$420 each;
$12,380. c
ak
each, one
$580; two
junior messengers,
at $420
each; in
in all,
all, $12,380.
Catalogue,
Catalogue, classification, and shelf: Chief of division,
division, $3,000; chief tionandtdst.
um! a:Ltd
classifier,
assistants—four at
$1,800 each,
seven at
at $1,500
$1,500
classifier, $2,000;
$2,000; assistants-four
at $1,800
each, seven
each, six at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, six at $1,400 each, twelve at $1,200
$1,200 each,
fourteen
fourteen at $960 each, four at $920 each, thirteen at $840 each,
each, thirthirteen at $600 each, four at $540
$540 each; six junior messengers, at
$420
at $420
each; in all, $92,020.
Binding: Assistants-one
Assistants—one in charge $1,500,
$1,500, one $960; junior mes- B-todh.
Bindfdlre
senger, $420; in
in all, $2,880.
$2,880.
Bibliography:
Chief of
of division,
$3,000; assistants—one
$1,500, Bibograph.
Bibliography:.
assistants-one $1,500,
division, $3,000;
Bibliography: Chief
two at $960 each,
each, one $840; stenographer
stenographer and typewriter,
typewriter, $960;
$960;
junior messenger, $420; in all, $8,640.
Reading rooms (including evening
evening service) and
and special collections:
collections: Reading ro
rooms.
Reading
Superintendent,
$3,000; assistants-two
assistants—two at $1,800
$1,800 each, five at $1,200
Superintendent, $3,000;
each (including
(including one in room for the blind),
blind), two at charging desk at
$1,080
$960 each (including one for Toner library and
$1,080 each, five at $960
one for Washington
Washington library),
library), one in room for the blind, $900, ten at
$840 each, four at $600 each; stenographer
$960;
stenographer and typewriter, $960;
attendants—Senate
reading
attendants-Senate reading
reading room,
room, $960,
$960, Representatives'
Representatives' reading
room—one $960, one
cloakroom at
$780 each, two for
for
room-one
one $840, two in
in cloakroom
at $780
gallery and
gallery
and alcoves at $540
$540 each; telephone
telephone operator, $660; four
four
junior messengers,
each; two
each;
junior
messengers, at
at $420 each;
two watchmen, at $780
$780 each;
assistants—five at $960 each, fifteen
fifteen at $840 each,
evening service, assistants-five
two
$60,120.
two at $600
$600 each; in
in all, $60,120.
Periodical (including
(including evening
Chief of
of division,
division, $2,000;
$2,000; "Periodical
evening service):
service): Chief
"Od
assistants—chief $1,500,
$1,500, two
stenogassistants-chief
two at $960 each, five at $840 each;
each; stenographer
each;
typewriter, $960; two
two junior
junior messengers,
messengers, at $420
$420 each;
rapher and
and typewriter,
in all, $11,420.
$11,420.
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Documents: Chief
Chief of
$3,000; assistants—one
$1,500, one
one
Documents:
of division,
division, $3,000;
assistants-one $1,500,
$840; stenographer
typewriter, $960;
junior messenger,
$420;
stenographer and
and typewriter,
$960; junior
messenger, $420;
$840;
in
in all,
all, $6,720.
$6,720.
Manuscript:
Manuscript: Chief
Chief of
$3,000; assistants—chief
$1,500,
of division,
division, $3,000;
assistants-chief $1,500,
one
$960; junior
in all,
all, $5,880.
$5,880.
$420; in
one $960;
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;

M
aps and
an d c
harts: Chi
efof
ofdivision,
division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants-one
assistants—one $1,500,
$1,500,
Maps
charts:
Chief
two
at $960
each, one
junior messenger,
$420; in
in all,
$7,680.
two at
$960 each,
one $840;
$840; junior
messenger, $420;
all, $7,680.
Music.
Music: Chief
Chief of
assistants—one $1,500,
$1,500, one
Musie.
Music:
of division,
division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistants-one
one
$1,000, two
two at
at $840
$840 each;
messenger, $420;
$420; in
in all,
$1,000,
each; junior
junior messenger,
all, $7,600.
$7,600.
Pir n
Prints.
Prints: Chief
Chief of
division, $2,000;
$2,000; assistants-one
assistants—one $1,500,
$1,500, two
at
Prints:
of division,
two at
$960 each;
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;
$420; in
all, $5,840.
$5,840.
in all,
$960
each; junior
smithsoiandepost.
Smithsonian
deposit: Custodian, $1,500;
Smithsonian
deposit.
Smithsonian deposit:
$1,500; assistant,
assistant, $1,500;
$1,500; messenmessenger, $780;
$780; junior
messenger, $420;
$420; in
in all,
all, $4,200.
$4,200.
C ion
efer- ger,
junior messenger,
C°"ress
Library
ional
. ReferCongressional Reference
Reference Library:
Custodian, $1,500;
$1,500; assistantsassistants—
uibra
y.eerCongressional
Library: Custodian,
one $1,200,
one $960,
$840; two
two junior
junior messengers,
messengers, at
at $420
$420 each;
each;
one
$1,200, one
$960, one
one $840;
in all,
in
all, $5,340.
$5,340.
Law
Library: Librarian,
1
000; assistants-two
assistants—two at
$1,400 each,
each,
Law Library.
Libsy.
Law Library:
Librarian, 83
$3,000;
at $1,400
one $960,
one $540,
one (evening
(evening service)
service) $1,500;
$1,500; junior
junior messenger,
messenger,
one
$960, one
$540, one
$420; in
$9,220.
$420;
in all,
all, $9,220.
Len
Semitic and
lux' Orintal
Oriental
Semitic
Chief of
division, $3,000;
$3,000; assistant,
assistant,
Semitic and Oriental
Oriental Literature:
Literature: Chief
of division,
Literature.
$1,500; junior
in all,
all, $4,920.
$4,920.
$1,500;
junior messenger,
messenger, $420;
$420; in
Copyrightofe
Office
C
OPYRIGHT OFFICE:
OFFICE: Register,
$4,000; assistant
assistant register,
register, $3,000;
$3,000;
COpyrht
COPYRIGHT
Register, $4,000;
clerks-four
clerks—four at $2,000 each, four at $1,800 each,
$1,600
each, seven at $1,600
each, one $1,500, eight
eight at $1,400
$1,400 each, ten
ten at $1,200
$1,200 each,
ten at
at
each, ten
$1,000 each,
each, eighteen
each, two
at $860
$860 each,
each, ten
ten at
at $780
$1,000
eighteen at
at $960
$960 each,
two at
$780
each, four at $600 each, two at $480
each; four
junior messengers,
messengers, at
at
$480 each;
four junior
, $420 each.
each. Arrears, special
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each;
special service:
service: Three
Three clerks,
clerks, at
Legislative
Refer- porter
$780; junior
junior.messenger,
in all,
$104,740.
Refer
porter, $780;
messenger, $420;
$420; in
all, $104,740.
axe.
Legislative Reference:
.10 enable
of Congress
to
Legislative
ene.
efReference: To
enable the
the Librarian
Librarian of
Congress to
Service desigated.
designated,
employ competent
persons to
classify, and
and make
available,
serav
employ
competent persons
to gather,
gather, classify,
make available,
in translations,
translations, indexes
digests, compilations,
compilations, and
and bulletin,
and
indexes, digests,
bulletins, and
otherwise,
otherwise, data for or bearing upon legislation,
legislation, and to render
render such
such
data serviceable
serviceable to Congress and committees and Members
Members thereof,
thereof,
$25,000.
Card
indexes.
$25,000.
indexes
Card
DISTRIBUTION
OF CARD
CARD INDEXES:
INDEXES: For service
D
ISTRIBUTION OF
service in connection
connection with
with
distribution of card indexes and other
other publications
publications of the Library:
Library:
Chief Of
of division, $3,000;
$3,000; chief assistant, $1,800; assistants-two
assistants—two at
at
$1,600 each, three
three at
at $1,500
$1,500 each,
each, four
four at
each, three
three at $1,400
$1,400 each,
at
$1,200 each, four at $1,100
$1,100 each, four
four at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; for
for services
services of
of
assistants
$1,000 per annum and for piecework
assistants at salaries
salaries less than $1,000
piecework
and work by the hour,
including not exceeding
for
hour, $17,000,
$17,000, including
exceeding $500
$500 for
freight
freight charges, expressage,
expressage, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses connected
connected with such
such
distribution, and expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings when
when incurred
distribution,
incurred
on
the
authority and
and direction
the Librarian,
Librarian, $46,900.
$46,900.
the
written
authority
direction of
of the
Temporary services.
s^r lc
TEMPORARY
temporary service.
TEMPORARY SERVICES:
SERVICES: For special
special and
and temporary
service, including extra special
discretion of the
special services of regular employees
employees at the discretion
Librarian,
Librarian, $2,000.
$2,000.
Carrier service.
arner service.
CARRIER
CARRIER SERVICE:
SERVICE: For service
service in connection with the Senate and
and
Buildings,
$960,
House
Office
$960,
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary.
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
he
necessary.
Sunday opening.
undayopening.
SUNDAY
S
UNDAY OPENING: To enable the Library
Library of Congress
Congress to be kept
kept
open for reference
reference use from
from two until ten o'clock
o'clock postmeridian
postmeridian on
on
Sundays and legal holidays,
holidays, within the discretion
discretion of the Librarian,
including
services of employees
including the extra services
employees and the services
services of addiadditional employees under the Librarian, $10,000
$10,000 or so much thereof
thereof as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
of Lmay
Increase of Library
Purchase of
o" boI,
CREASE OF LIBRARY
Purchase
books,
INCREASE
LIBRARY OF
OF CONGRESS:
CONGRESS: For purchase
purchase of books for
etc.
etc.
the
including payment in advance
subscription books,
the Library,
Library, including
advance for subscription
and society
society publications,
and
publications, and for freight, commissions,
commissions, and traveling
traveling
expenses, and all other expenses
expenses incidental
expenses,
incidental to the acquisition
acquisition of books
by purchase, gift, bequest, or exchange,
by
exchange, to continue available
available during
and charts.
Maps andchart
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the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
nineteen, $90,000,
$90,000, together
together
and nineteen,
the
with the unexpended
unexpended balance of the sum appropriated
appropriated for this object
object'
w boos.
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred and
seventeen;
and seventeen;
nineteen hundred
for the
periodicals for the law library, under Law books.s
For purchase of books and for periodicals
the
of the
Chief Justice,
$3,000;
Justice, $3,000;
the Chief
direction of
the direction
Books for Supreme
Supreme Court, to Court.
reference for the Supreme
For purchase
purchase of new books of reference
he
marshal
be aapart of
of the Library
Library of
of Congress, and
and purchased
purchased by the
the marshal
$2,000;
direction of the Chief Justice, $2,000;
of the Supreme
Supreme Court, under the direction
c al s
P
S5,000; Periodicals.
eriodi
periodicals and newspapers.
newspapers. $5,000;
miscellaneous periodicals
purchase of miscellaneous
For purchase
In all,
$100,000.
In
all, $100,000.
expenses.
Contingenteens
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent exex- Contingent
For miscellaneous
CONTINGENT
penses,
stationery, supplies,
stock, and
and materials
materials directly
directly purchased,
purchased,
supplies, stock,
penses, stationery,
miscellaneous traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, postage,
transportation, incidental
incidental
postage, transportation,
miscellaneous
expenses
administration of
Library and the
of the
the Library
expenses connected
connected with the administration
Copyright
exceeding $500
of
not exceeding
$500 for expenses of
Copyright Office, including not
attendance
written authority
authority and
at meetings
meetings when
when incurred
incurred on the written
attendance at
direction
the Librarian,
direction of
of the
Librarian, $7,300.
$7,300.f
and
Care of buildings and
d
dgrosnds
LIBRARY
BUILDING AND
Superintendent, $3,600; clerks-clerks— grounds.
GBOUNDS: Superintendent,
AND GROUNDS:
LIBRARY BUILDING
etc.
Superintendent,etc.
one
$2,000, one
one $1,000;
$1,000; property
$900; Superintendent,
clerk, $900;
property clerk,
one $1,400,
$1,400, one
one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $2,000,
messenger; assistant
telephone switchboard
operators;
switchboard operators;
assistant messenger;
messenger; two telephone
messenger;
eighteen
lieutenant of watch, $1,000;
$1,000; eighteen
of watch,
watch, $1,400; lieutenant
captain of
watchmen,
at $900
$900 each;
each; two
two carpenters,
$900 each; painter, $900;
$900;
carpenters, at $900
watchmen, at
foreman
of laborers,
$900; sixteen
laborers, at
each; two
two at$600 each;
at $600
sixteen laborers,
laborers, $900;
foreman of
tendants in
in ladies'
ladies' room, at
each; four
$360 each;
each;
four check boys, at $360
at $480
$480 each;
tendants
mistress
of charwomen,
mistress of charwomen,
charwomen, $300;
$300;
assistant mistress
charwomen, $425;
$425; assistant
mistress of
fifty-eight
$1,500; assistant engineersengineers—
chief engineer,
engineer, $1,500;
charwomen; chief
fifty-eight charwomen;
one
$1,500; machinists-one
machinists—one
electrician, $1,500;
$900 each; electrician,
one $1,200,
$1,200, three at $900
$1,000,
$900; two
wiremen, at
plumber, $900;
$900; three
three
each; plumber,
at $900
$900 each;
two wiremen,
one $900;
$1,000, one
elevator
ten skilled
skilled laborers,
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
laborers, at $720
and ten
elevator conductors,
conductors, and
$83,205.
$83,205.
Sunday opening.
For extra
services of
employees and
and additional
additional employees
under sundayopenl ng
employees under
of employees
For
extra services
the
superintendent to provide for
Library Building
Building
opening of the Library
for the opening
the superintendent
from two
o'clock post
post meridian
on Sundays
Sundays and
and legal
legal
meridian on
ten o'clock
two until
until ten
from
holidays, $2,800.
$2,800.
General
expenses.
e
For fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, repairs,
electric and steam '
supplies, electric
miscellaneous supplies,
repairs, miscellaneous
For
apparatus,
directory, stationery,
service, and
delivery service,
stationery, mail and delivery
city directory,
apparatus, city
all incidental
i
n connection
custody, care, and
connection with the custody,
expenses in
all
incidental expenses
maintenance
building and
and grounds,
be
$1,400, to be
including $1,400,
grounds, including
said building
of said
maintenance of
east
immediately
waterproofing parts of east
additional for waterproofing
available, additional
immediately available,
driveway and
$1,075 for fire hose and
and fittings;
fittings;
machinery, $1,075
and over machinery;
driveway
$8,500, to
to be
be immediately
for repairing
and mechanmechantunnel and
repairing tunnel
available, for
immediately available,
$8,500,
ical book
book carrier
connecting the
the Library
Library Building
Building and
and the Capitol;
carrier connecting
ical
$2,300 for
for repairing
repairing passenger
portions
painting portions
$500 for
for painting
elevators; $500
passenger elevators;
$2,300
of roof
roof of
building; and
for pointing
exterior stonework
stonework of
of
pointing exterior
and $2,000
$2,000 for
of building;
of
building, $28,000.
$28,000.
Dinkingwater
ysDrinkm' ,vaster slfs
tem.
For
providing and
and installing
installing cooling
cooling and
drinking-water ter.
circulating drinking-water
and circulating
For providing
system in
Building, $5,000,
$5,000, to
available.
system
in Library
Library Building,
to be
be immediately
immediately available.
Furniture.
For
shelving, and
and electrical
electrical Frnu
screens, shelving,
partitions, screens,
including partitions,
For furniture,
furniture, including
$10,000.
work pertaining
pertaining thereto, $10,000.
BOTANIC GARDEN.
GARDEN.
BOTANIC

Botanic garden.

Botanigarden.

For
$2,000.
Superintendent,
asperintenet,
superintendent, $2,000.
For superintendent,
sistants,
etc.
For
assistants, and
and skilled
laborers, and
laborers at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding ita
and laborers
skilled laborers,
For assistants,
$2 per
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee on the
diem, under
$2
per diem
Library, $21,640.
$21,640.
Library,
Rep
and iFor
procuring manure,
manure, soil,
fuel, purchasing
trees, shrubs,
shrubs, proeents.
prlolyeepmaigts., n d im.
purchasing trees,
soil, tools,
tools, fuel,
For procuring
plants, and
services, including
and laborers
laborers
skilled laborers,
laborers, and
including skilled
and seeds;
seeds; services,
plants,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $2
$2 per
materials, and
and miscellaneous
supplies,
miscellaneous supplies,
diem, materials,
per diem,
at
traveling expenses
expenses and
of subsistence
subsistence of the superinsuperinin lieu
lieu of
per diem
diem in
and per
traveling
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tendent and
and his
not to
to exceed
street car
car tickets
tickets not
not
tendent
his assistants
assistants not
exceed $200,
$200, street
exceeding
equipment, and
contingent expenses
expenses in
in connecconnecexceeding $25,
$25, office
office equipment,
and contingent
tion
with repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to Botanic
Gardens, care,
care, and
and
tion with
Botanic Gardens,
maintenance of motor-propelled
motor-propelled delivery
delivery vehicle,
under direction
direction of
of
maintenance
vehicle, under
the
Congress, $12,000.
$12,000.
the Joint
Joint Library
Library Committee
Committee of
of Congress,
Executive.
Executive.
President
Pre-sident.
Vice
President.
vice President.

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE.

For compensation
compensation of the President of the United States,
States $75,000.
$75,000.
For compens
ation of
the Vice
Vice President
of the
the United
United States,
States,
For
compensation
of the
President of

$12,000.
$12,000.
Office
President: Secretary,
$7,500; executive
executive clerk,
clerk, $5,000;
$5,000;
Office of
of the
the President:
Secretary, $7,500;
clerk. et.
chief clerk, $4,000; appointment
$3,500; record
clerk.
etc.
appointment clerk, $3,500;
record clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500;
two expert stenographers,
stenographers, at $2,500 each;
accountant and
and disdiseach; accountant
bursing clerk, $2,500; two correspondents,
each; clerksclerks—
bursing
correspondents, at $2,500 each;
two at $2,500 each,
of class
class four,
four, two
two of
of class
each, four at $2,000 each, five of
class
three, four of class two, three of class one; messengers-three
messengers—three at
at
$900 each, three
three at
at $840
$840 each;
three laborers
laborers at
at $720
$720 each;
in all,
all,
each; three
each; in
DiIsofemployees.
Provided, That employees
departments and
and
retaisBplyees. $76,780: Provided,
employees of the executive
executive departments
other establishments
establishments of the executive
executive branch of
Government
of the
the Government
may be detailed from
from time to time to the office of the President
President of
of
the United
United States for such temporary
temporary assistance
assistance as
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
may be
ontgentexpenses. For contingent
contingent expenses of the Executive
CcaltingentexPemes.
Executive Office,
Office including stationery, record books. telegrams,
telegrams, telephones,
telephones, books
books '
for library,
furfor
library, furniture and carpets for offices, automobiles,
automobiles expenses
expenses of garage,
including labor, and miscellaneous
1:;t3 expended
expended in the dismiscellaneous items to be
cretion of
of the
the President,
President, $30,000.
Eexcerceutatrivye
executive
S,
ecretary, Office.
executive

Bureau
Bureau of
oi Efficiency.
Efficency.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF EFFICIENCY.
EFFICIENCY.

Bureau of
Efficiency, authorized
by the
the urgent
strestineatv'neeedmTo enable
enable the
the Bureau
of Efficiency,
authorized by
urgent
tstrative
needs of eBo- To
deficiencyappropriation
Act
approved
February
twenty-eighth,
appropriation
approved
February
twenty-eighth,
deficiency
r g, etc.
nineteen
hundred and
and sixteen,
to establish
establish and
an dmain
t
ai
n a
sy
st
em o
,At p. I.
nineteen hundred
sixteen, to
maintain
a system
off
efficiency
efficiency ratings, to investigate
investigate administrative
administrative needs of the service
service
relating
relating to personnel in the several
several executive
executive departments
departments and indeVol. 37,
37, pp. 413,
413,750.
Vol.
750. pendent
pendent establishments,
establishments, required
required by the legislative, executive,
executive, and
and
vol. 38,
38, p.
08.
Vol.
P. 1008.
judicial appropriation
for the
ninteen hundred
hundred and
judicial
appropriation Acts
Acts for
the fiscal
fiscal years
years ninteen
and
thirteen and nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, respectively,
respectively, and to
investigate
duplication
statistical
other
and methods
investigate
of
statistical
and
work and
Expenses.
Exses.
of business in the various
various branches
branches of the Government
Government service;
service; for
for
purchase or exchange of equipment,
equipment, supplies, stationery, books
and periodicals, printing and binding, traveling
traveling expenses
expenses not exceedexceeding $3,000, and street car fare not exceeding $50; in all,
$60,000:
all, $60,000:
Proviso.
Provided,
That no
shall be
be employed
at a
acompencompenaretriction.
Provided, That
no person
person shall
employed hereunder
hereunder at
Pay
restriction.
sation
exceeding
$4,000
per
annum.
annum.
$4,000
per
exceeding
ainst
sation
Claims
Claims against
Unitd states,
state, etc.
The Bureau
Bureau of
United
The
Efficiency shall
investigate the
the methods
methods of
of examining
examining
o Efficiency
shall investigate
Investigation
of auand auditing
auditing claims
against the
States and
and accounts
accounts of
of disdisditn
estiation
of
au- and
claims against
the United
United States
ditai
g
,
etc.
bursing officers, and of accounting for receipts
receipts and disbursements
and shall submit aareport
Secretary of the Treasury
report to the Secretary
Treasury and to
Congress,
with recommendations,
atits
it s next
nex tregular
regular session.
subtrear.
Congress, with
recommendations, at
session.
Subtrnsuries.
tr an s
Investigating
transhe Bureau of Efficiency shall investigate
Invetg
The
investigate the work performed
performed by
by
erofwor etc.
the
fer of work,,etc.
the Subtreasuries and report to the Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury and
and
to Congress at the beginning of the next regular
regular session
session what
what part
part
Subtreasuries may be transferred
of the work of the Subtreasmies
transferred to other
other offices
offices
of the Government,
Government, banks of the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve System
System or Farm
Loan Banks, and for the purpose of this investigation
investigaiion the reprerepresentatives of the Bureau
of-Efficiency
Bureau of
-Efficiency shall have access to all necesnecessary
and other
c e
Co
sary books
books and
other records
records of
of the
the Government.
Government.
Civil Service
T
he Bureau
Bureau of
of Efficiency
shall investigate
investigate the
the methods
transactmission.
mCisse
n vice ConkThe
Efficiency shall
methods of
of transactess
Business
methods
Civil Service
Commission and
and report
report, to
to
ing the
methods to jug
the public business in the
the Civil
Service Commission
be investigated.
Congress through
through the President
President at the next regular session
session of Con-

Investigating
istrative
needs admlnof executive departments,
epartments,
ratings, etc.
Ante,, p. 15.
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gress. The officers
officers and employees of the Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission
are hereby
information as
hereby directed
directed to furnish said bureau with such information
as
it may require
it
this provision.
require to carry
carry out
out this
provision.
Pay of employees.
Efficiency shall ascertain
The Bureau of Efficiency
ascertain the rates
rates of
pay of em- PaySoflyeS.
of pay
t
Examination of rates
by States,
commerplovees of various State and municipal
governments and commercial
of, by
State commerployees
municipal governments
commercial of,
a institutions, etc.
cial
different parts of the United States and shall
institutions in different
shall submit ci insttutions, etc.
to Congress at its next regular session a
a report
report showing how such
such
compare with the
employees of the
Govrates compare
the rates
rates of pay
pay of
of employees
the Federal
Federal Government performing
performing similar services.
ernment
services.
Departments, etc., to
Officers
executive departments
Officers and employees of the executive
departments and
and other
other fudparmstrequir
furnish data required.
establishments shall furnish authorized
establishments
authorized representatives
representatives of the Bureau
Bureau
of Efficiency
information that the bureau
Efficiency with all information
bureau may
may require
require for the
performance of the duties imposed
performance
imposed on it
it by law, and shall
shall give such
such
representatives access to all records and papers
representatives
papers that may
may be needed
needed
for that purpose.
Empl
oyees of deThe
Efficiency shall
shall investigate
investigate the
the classification,
classification, salary,
The Bureau of
of Efficiency
salary, par,
pr'tmiettc.
etc.,of d
in vestigation
clasand efficiency of the employees
employees of the Departments
Departments and Independent
Independent .nvesti
tion'oof iD
i
pay, effisification,
etc.
Establishments of
of the
the Government
Government in
in the
District of
Columbia and
and cAie°ec.
Establishments
the District
of Columbia
pay,
eff
ciency,
January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
report fully
fully or partially
partially to
to Congress by
by January
hundred
eighteen, as
equalization or reclassification,
and eighteen,
as to needed
needed equalization
reclassification, and if
if aa
shall be
submitted as
as
partial report
report be submitted
submitted then a
a full
full report
report shall
be submitted
soon
recommendations as
as the
the Bureau
Bureau
soon thereafter
thereafter as possible with such recommendations
may deem proper.
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
COMMISSION.
CIVIL

Civil Service Corn-

Civ.i

ervi

Com

Commissioners, exFot commissioner, acting as president
exCmsiars,
For
president of the commission,
commission, $4,500; aminers,
etc.
commissioners at $4,000
two commissioners,
$4,000 each; chief examiner, $3,500; secretary,
$2,500;
$2,500; assistant chief examiner, $2,250; three chiefs of division, at
$2,000 each;
examiners—one $2,400,
$2,000 each,
at $1,800
$2,000
each; examiners-one
$2,400, three at $2,000
each, six
six at$1,800
clerks—six of class four, twenty-eight
twenty-eight of class
thirty-nine
each; clerks-six
class three, thirty-nine
fifty-two of class one, thirty-four at $1,000
each, twentyof class two, fifty-two
$1,000 each,
two at $900
900 each; messenger;
messenger; assistant messenger;
messenger. skilled laborer, $720;
$720;
four messenger boys, at $360 each. Custodian
Custodian force: Engineer,
Engineer,
$840;
general mechanic, $840; telephone-switchboard
telephone-switchboard operator;
operator; two
$840; generalmechanic,
firemen; two watchmen;
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
at $720
$720 each; three
firemen;
watchmen; two
two elevator
charwomen; in
laborers; four charwomen;
in all, $285,730.
$285,730.
Field force.
secretaries-two at $2,400
FIELD FORCE:
FORCE: District secretaries—two
$2,400 each, one $2,200, Field' fo
$2,000 each, five at
each; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, one
one
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
four at $2,000
$1,000 each, six at $900
$900 each,
three, one of
of class one, seven
seven at
at $1,000
of class
class three,
five at $840 each; messenger
messenger boy, $480;
$480; in all, $45,680.
$45,680.
Field examiners.
For five
five field
field examiners
examiners at
$1,500 per
each, for rF'ldexamis.
per annum
annum each,
For
at the
the rate of $1,500
work
connection with
necessary
work in connection
with members
members of
of local boards and other necessary
work
commission, $7,500.
$7,500.
work as
as directed
directed by
by the
the commission,
i
w
No details allowed
depart- from
No detail of
of clerks or other employees from the executive
executive departdeparntss etc.
et.
from departments,
ments
or other
establishments in
in Washington,
Washington, District
District
ments or
other Government
Government establishments
of
performance of
of Columbia
Columbia, to
to the Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, for the performance
duty in
the District
Columbia, shall
shall be
or during
the fiscal
fiscal
be made
made for
for or
during the
in the
District of
of Columbia,
duty
year nineteen
and eighteen.
eighteen. The
The Civil
Service Commission
Commission
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Civil Service
Transfer of employshall, however,
however, have
have power
in case
of emergency
emergency-to
transfer or
or detail
detail eesT.fer
ees.
oiplo°
to transfer
case of
power in
shall,
any
of
its
employees
herein
provided
for
to
or
from
its
office
force,
force,
any of its employees herein provided for to or from its office
field
force, or
examining board.
board.
field force,
or rural
rural carrier
carrier examining
Expert examiners.
EXPERT EXAMINERS:
employment of
expert examiners
not in
in Eetamner.
EXPERT
EXAMINERS: For
For employment
of expert
examiners not
the Federal
service to
prepare questions
and rate
papers in
in examinaexaminarate papers
to prepare
questions and
the
Federal service
tions on special subjects
subjects for which examiners
examiners within
within the service
service are
not available,
available, $2,000.
$2,000.ing
Traveling expenses,
For necessary
necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
those of
examiners etc.
For
including those
of examiners
etc.
acting
under the
direction of
and for
for expenses
expenses of
of
commission, and
the direction
of the
the commission,
acting under
examinations
held elsewhere
elsewhere than
at Washington,
than at
Washington,
and investigations
investigations held
examinations and
and including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for
attendance at
at
expenses of
of attendance
and
for expenses
meetings of
officials wen
when specifically
by the
the commiscommismeetings
of public
public officials
specifically directed
directed by
sion,
sion, $20,000.
$20,000.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
DEPARTMENT
STATE.

For Secretary of State, $12,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary ? $5,000;
$5,000;
Second
and Third
at $4,500
$4,500 each;
each; Director of
of
Secretaries, at
Third Assistant
Assistant Secretaries,
Second and
Service, $4,500;
the Consular Service,
$4,500; Counselor
Counselor for the department,
department, to be
ervice,Counselor.
appointed
advice and consent of
of
by and with the advice
President, by
by the President,
appointed by
Officers on
drafting t t eSenate,
to aid
important drafting
drafting work-four
work—four
aid in
in important
officers to
$7,500; officers
Senate, $7,500;
on dting
ors
work.
at $4,500
four at
be appointed
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary,
to be
appointed by
each, to
$3,000 each,
at $3,000
each, four
$4,500 each,
at
any
one of
whom may
may be
as chief
chief of
of division of
eastern,
of far eastern,
employed as
be employed
of whom
any one
Latin American,
eastern, or European
affairs or upon other work
work
European affairs,
near eastern,
American, near
Latin
Assistants"thrs• in connection
connection with foreign relations;
relations; three assistant
assistant solicitors
solicitors of the
Assistntolicitors.
Chiefclerk.
clerk, chiefs
Chief
chiefs of
of
bureaus,dersetc.
clerks, etc.
department, to
to be
be appointed
appointed by
the Secretary,
at $3,000
$3,000 each;
each; chief
chief
Secretary, at
by the
department,
barefau
clerk, who
shall sign
sign such
official papers
papers and
documents as the SecreSecreand documents
such official
who shall
clerk,
tary
may direct,
$2,500; law clerk and assistant, to
to
law clerk, $2,500;
$3,000; law
direct, $3,000;
tary may
be
and appointed
appointed by
Secretary, to edit the laws of ConConthe Secretary,
by the
selected and
be selected
gress and _perform
duties as may be required of them,
them, at
at
perform such other duties
$2,500 and
and $1,500,
chiefs of
of bureaus-two
bureaus—two at
at $2,250
$2,250 each,
each,
respectively; chiefs
$1,500, respectively;
$2,500
each; two translators, at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each; additional
additional to
five at $2,100 each;
chief of
as disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $200;
private secretary
secretary
$200; private
of Accounts
Accounts as
of Bureau
Bureau of
chief
to the Secretary, $2,500; clerk to the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-sevenclerks—seventeen
three ' twenty-five
twenty-five of class two,
nineteen of class three,
four,' nineteen
teen of
of class four
operators),
forty-three
elms one (three of whom shall be telegraph
telegraph operators),
forty-three of class
eighteen
$1,000 each,
each, eighteen
eighteen at
$900 each;
each; chief
chief messenger,
at $900
at $1,000
eighteen at
$1,000; six messengers;
messengers; twenty-three
twenty-three assistant messengers; messenger
messenger
$1,000;
laborers, at $600 each;
boy
'packer, $720;
$720; four laborers,
each; two telephone
boy,.,$420; packer,
$320,660.
switchboard operators; chauffeur,
chauffeur, $1,080;
$1,080; in all, $320,660.
switchboard
important
aid in important
force:
Officer
additional
Additional fr.
force.
the
following
additional
force:
Officer to aid
the
following
For
Additiol
Officer on drafting
drafting work, $2,500;
workfasJs
work,
assistant soiso
solic- drafting
$2,500; assistant solicitor, $2,500;
$2,500; two law clerks,
clerks, at
at
tt
"' taw clerks
etc '
$2,000 each; clerks-two
clerks—two of
of class
four, four
four of
of class
three, five
five of class
class three,
class four,
$2,000
erks 'etc.
itor'aw
twelve at $1,000
$1 1000 each,
each, two at $900 each; mestwo, ten of class one, twelve
sever;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; in
in all
all $54,080.
$54,080.
senger; two
Further aadditional
dditional
Officers to aid in imporforce.
For the following
followingfurther
additional force: Officers
further additional
frther
work-one $4,500,
drafting work—one
$4,500, one $2,500,
$2,500, to be appointed
appointed by the
tant drafting
Secretary; assistant
assistant solicitor
of the
the department,
to be
appointed by
by
be appointed
department, to
solicitor of
Secretary;
$2,000, to
the
$2,500; law
$2,250 each;
each; one
one $2,000,
to
at $2,250
law clerks—two
clerks-two at
the Secretary
Secretary,, $2,500;
clerks-eight of
of class
appointed 'by
by the
the Secretary;
Secretary; clerks—eight
be appointed
class four, seven
seven of
of
class three, ten of class
class two,
two, ten of class one; messenger;
messenger; two
two assistant
assistant
five female
messengers; three
laborers, at
at $600
messengers;
three laborers,
$600 each;
each; five
female laborers,
laborers, at $240
$240
each; in all, $72,880.
$72,880.
from appropriation
paid
For employees
Employees
Employees now Paid
employees now
now paid
paid from
appropriation for emergencies
emergencies arising
from emergencies.
in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular
Consular Service,
Service, $4,140.
$4,140.
No other
appropriaNo money
money appropriated
by any
any other
Act shall
shall be
be used
used during
during the
the
other Act
appropriated by
No
o be^
to
tion to
to
be udprfor
used for
services
in the Depart- fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen
services in
eighteen for employment
employment and
and payment.
ment.
ment
of personal
personal service
service in the Department
ment of
Department of State at Washington,
Washington,
District of Columbia.
Cotingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES: For
Contingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES:
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, typeFor stationery,
stationery, furniture,
writers, including
including exchange
exchange of
of the
the same,
same, repairs,
and material
material for
for
writers,
repairs, and
repairs, $12,500.
$12,500.
Lirary.
Library.
For
For books,
books, maps,
maps, and
domestic and
and foreign,
foreign, for
for the
the
and periodicals,
periodicals, domestic
$2,000.
library, $2,000.
Lithographng.
For services
lithographer and
necessary materials
Lithographing.
services of lithographer
and neccs..,ary
materials for lithographic
lithographic
press, $1,500.
$1,500.
Miscellaneos.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
and repair
repair of
including maintenance
maintenance and
of
a motor-propelled
a
motor-propelled passenger
passenger vehicle,
vehicle, to be used only for official
official purposes; automobile
automobile mail wagon,
exchange of
of same, street-car
street-car
wagon, including
including exchange
tickets not exceeding $100,
$100, and other items
items not included
included in the foregoing, $9,000.
Rent.
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia, $11,200.
Rent.
$11,200.
for SeAtomobile
For
purchase
of
an
automobile
for
official
use
of
the
Automobile for
Secthe Secretary
Secretary of
of
Mary.
State, to be immediately available, $4,000.
$4,000.

Assist
secretary,
SecretarY,
Assistants.
Director of
of Consular
onsular
Service, Counselor.

Director
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The Public
Public Printer
Printer is
is directed
to remove,
remove, within thirty
directed to
thirty days
days after
after
The
the passage of this Act, all printing machinery,
machinery, material, and so forth,
from all rooms in the State, War, and Navy Building
Building now assigned to
the
of State,
State, and
Navy branch
branch
the Department
Department of
and the
the State,
State, War,
and Navy
War, and
printing office is
is hereby abolished.
abolished.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
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of branch
Removal
Removaloffice
pnnting office from
ing
office
building.

from

Abolished.
Abolished.

Treasury
ment
ment.

DepartDepart.

OFFICE
OF THE
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
$12,000; SecretaryY•
OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY:
Treasury, $12,000;
ec
assistant to
to the
the Secretary,
rate of
$5,000 per
per annum,
March retAsut
Assistant to
to the
the sSec.
annum, from
from March
at the
the rate
of $5,000
Secretary, at
assistant
first,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and seventeen,
to June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen Asss
first, nineteen
seventeen, to
ec
hundred
inclusive, $6,666.67;
$6,666.67; three
As
s
tsr
etc.etSecretaries,
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, both
both dates
dates inclusive,
three Assistant
Assistant clerks,st
Secretar

re

elerire

e.

Secretaries, at $5,000 each; clerk to
$3,000; executive
to the
the Secretary,
Secretary, $3,000;
executive
clerk, $2,400;
$1,800; three private
private secretaries,
one to
to
$2,400; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,800;
secretaries, one
each
Secretary, at
Government actuary,
actuary, under
under
each Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each; Government
control of the Treasury, $2,500;
$2,500; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, four of
of class
$1,100; two assistant chief
three, two of class two; chief messenger, $1,100;
messengers,
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
messengers—three at
at $900
$900 each,
each, three
three at
at
messengers, at
each; messengers-three
$840 each; in
$840
in all, $68,086.67.
$68,086.67.
Chief clerk, assistant
clerks,
Office of
clerk and
and superintendent:
Chief clerk,
clerk, including
ChieSf lerkssistnt
Office
of chief
chief clerk
superintendent: Chief
includini superintendent,
clerks,
chief etc.
etc.
superintendent of
Treasury Building, who shall be the ale
of Treasury
$300 as superintendent
executive officer
designated by
executive
officer of the department
department and who,may
who may be
be designated
by
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
documents
the
Secretary of
to sign
sign official
official papers
papers and
and documents
during the
the Secretary
Secretary and
and the
the Assistant
during
the temporary
temporary absence
absence of
of the
Assistant
Secretaries of
Secretaries
of the department,
department, $4,000; assistant
assistant superintendent
superintendent of
$2,500; clerks—one
Treasury Building, $2,500;
clerks-one $2,000, four of
of class four,
four,
one
one of class
class three,
three, two
two of class
class two,
two, three
three of
of class one, one
one $1,000,
$1,000,
one
$800; two
two
one $900;
$900; operator
operator of
of photographic
photographic copying
copying machine,
machine, $800;
messengers;
three assistant
assistant messengers;
messenger boy,
boy, $360;
messengers; three
messengers; messenger
$360; storestoreetc.
keeper,
$1,200; telephone
operator, $1,200;
chief Engineers,
Engieers,etc.
$1,200; chief
and telegraph
telegraph operator,
keeper, $1,200;
telephone and
engineer,
$1,400; three assistant
engineers, at
$1,000 each;
at $1,000
each; eight
eight
engineer, $1,400;
assistant engineers,
elevator
laborers as relief
relief
at $720 each, and the use
use of laborers
elevator conductors,
conductors, at
elevator
conductors during
authorized; eight
firemen;
eight firemen;
rush hours
hours is
is authorized;
during rush
elevator conductors
coal
locksmith and
and electrician,
electrician, $1,400;
$1,400; captain
captain of
laborers,
watchmen,labor
of the
the t7atchmen,
$500; locksmith
coal passer,
passer, $500;
watch,
$1,400; two
two lieutenants
lieutenants of
the watch,
watch, at
at $900
$900 each:
each; sixtysixty- °
of the
watch, $1,400;
five
watchmen; foreman
foreman of
laborers, $1,200; skilled
laborers-two
skilled laborers—two
of laborers,
five watchmen;
at
at $720
each; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
$1,200; wirernan,
wireman, $900;
$900;
two at
$720 each;
at $840
$840 each,
each, two
thirty-five
laborers; ten
ten laborers,
laborers, at
at $500
$500 each;
each; plumber,
plumber, $1,100;
$1,100;
thirty-five laborers;
painter,
charwomen;
$780; eighty-five
eighty-five charwomen;
painter, $1,100;
$1,100; plumber's assistant,
assistant, $780;
Winder Building.
carpenters—two
at $1,000
each, one
Engi- WnderBuilding
Building: Engione $720.
$720. Winder
Winder Building:
$1,000 each,
carpenters-two at
neer,
$1,000;
three
firemen;
elevator
conductor,
$720;
four
watchneer, $1,000; three firemen; elevator conductor, $720; four watchmen; three
laborers (one
necessary, shall
shall assist
assist and
and
when necessary,
(one of
of whom,
whom, when
three laborers
men;
relieve the
the elevator
forewoman of
of char force, $480;
$480; Cox Building.
conductor); forewoman
elevator conductor);
relieve
eight charwomen.
charwomen. Cox
seventeen hundred
nine New
and nine
New C Bidig
hundred and
Cox Building,
Building, seventeen
eight
York
Avenue: Two
Two watchmen-firemen,
watchmen-firemen, at
at $720
laborer.
$720 each;
each; laborer.
York Avenue:
Auditors' Building.
Auditors' Building:
Building: Forewoman
Forewoman of
of char
char force,
$480; twenty-five
twenty-five A ud itr' Bding.
force, $480;
Auditors'
charwomen; elevator
conductor, $720;
$720; five
laborers, at
at $500
$500 each
each
five laborers,
elevator conductor,
charwomen;
(one of
whom, when
when necessary,
shall assist
assist and
elevator
and relieve
relieve the
the elevator
necessary, shall
(one
of whom,
conductor); two
at $480
$480 each;
each; skilled
skilled laborer, $840;
laborers, at
two female
female laborers,
conductor);
in all, $186,180.
GeneralSpplyComGeneral
Supply ComGeneral
Committee: Superintendent
$2,250; mittet.
miar
Sp.
of supplies,
supplies, $2,250;
Supply Committee:
Superintendent of
General Supply
clerks—two
four, one
class three,
one $1,500,
$1,500, three
three of
class
of class
three, one
of class
class four,
one of
of class
clerks-two of
two,
four of
of class
one; twelve
twelve temporary
temporary clerks
clerks for
for four
at
four months,
months, at
class one;
two, four
$75 each
each per
per month;
month; laborer;
laborer; in
all, $22,210.
$22,210.
$75
in all,
Booa en
and
Bookkeening
and
Division
Bookkeeping and
and Warrants:
Warrants: Chief
Chief of
of division,
$4,000; warrants
vison
wBarrants bivision.
division, $4,000;
of Bookkeeping
Division of
assistant chief
chief of
division, $3,000;
and digest
digest clerk,
$2,500;
clerk, $2,500;
estimate and
$3,000; estimate
of division,
assistant
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; two
two principal
bookkeepers, at
at $2,100
$2,100 each;
each;
principal bookkeepers,
executive
eleven bookkeepers,
bookkeepers, at
clerks—thirteen of
of class four,
four,
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-thirteen
eleven
six
two of
of class
class one;
one; messenger;
messenger; three
three
two, two
of class
class two,
three, six
six of
of class
class three,
six of
assistant
$85,480.
messenger boy, $480; in all, $85,480.
messengers; messenger
assistant messengers;
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Division of Customs: Chief of division,
division, $4,500; two assistant chiefs
chiefs
of division,
division, at
at $3,000
each; supervising
supervising tea
tea examiner,
$2,750; law
of
$3,000 each;
examiner, $2,750;
law
clerks-four at
at $2,500
each, three
at $2,000
each; clerks-five
clerks-five of
of
clerks-four
$2,500 each,
three at
$2,000 each;
class four,
four, four
class three,
three, six
two, nine
nine of
one, five
five
class
four of
of class
six of
of class
class two,
of class
class one,

at
each; two
messenger; in
in all,
all, $71,250.
$71,250.
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
two messengers;
messengers; assistant
assistant messenger;
Division of Appointments:
Appointments; Chief of
division, $3,000;
of division,
$3,000; assistant
assistant chief
chief
of
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks-one of
of division,
division, $2,250; executive
executive clerk,
of class
class four,
four,
three
$1,000
three of class three, four of
of class
class two,
two, two
two of class one,
one, two
two at
at $1,000
one $900;
$900; messenger;
messenger; assistant
messenger; in
826,310.
in all,
all, $26,310.
assistant messenger;
each, one
Bonds SecSe- each,
Surety Bonds
tion.
clerks-one of class two,
Section of Surety Bonds: Chief, $2,000; clerks-one
Public
Divi- one
one $1,000;
assistant messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
all, $6,320.
$6,320.
one of class
class one,
one, one
$1,000; assistant
mon.
Division of
of Public
Public Moneys:
Moneys: Chief
division, $3,000;
assistant
sinbc MneysDi- Division
Chief of
of division,
$3,000; assistant
chief of
of division,
division, $2,500;
$2,500; clerks-six
of class
class four
one forforchief
clerks-six of
four (including
(including one
Treasurer at
New
merly assistant
assistant receiving
receiving teller,
teler, office
office of
of Assistant Treasurer
at New
York), four of class three,
three four of class two, one of
class one,
one
York),
of class
one, one
$1,000;
messenger;
assistant
messenger
in
all,
$32,060.
urrency $1000; messenger; assistant messenger; in all, $32,060.
Loans and Currency
Division.
Division of Loans and Currency:
Division.
Division
Currency: Chief
thief of division, $3,500; assistdivision, $2,700;
$2,700; custodian
custodian of paper,
paper, $2,250; bond and
ant chief of division,
$2,000; clerks-seven
interest clerk, $2,000;
clerks-seven of class four, six of class three,
two five of class one, one $1,000,
$1,000, four at $900 each;
each;
five of class two,
assorter of bonds, $800: expert counter clerks-nineteen
clerks-nineteen at $900
$900
each, four at $800 each, fifteen at $720 each; machine operator, $840;
messenger
eleven
messenger;.;three assistant messengers;
messengers; skilled laborer, $1,000; eleven
Printing
and Station- laborers;
in all,
$94,250.
all, $94,250.
laborers; in
Printingandstationery Division.
Division of Printig
Printinu and Stationer:
Stationery: Chief of division,
$2,500;
division, $2,500;
assistant chief of division, $2,000; clerks-four
clerks-four of class four, four of
assistant
$1,000, one
class three, three of class two, three of class one, one $1,000,
$900; bookbinder, $1,400; three messengers; assistant messenger; six
laborers; messenger boy, $360; in all, $36,760.
Mail and Files Divi- laborers; messenger boy, $360; in all, $36,760.
Mail
sion.
Division of Mail and Files: Superintendent
$2,500; regisSuperintendent of mail, $2,500;
try
clerk, $1,800;
distributing clerk,
$1,400; clerks-one
clerks-one of
two,
try clerk,
$1,800; distributing
clerk, $1,400;
of class
class two,
one of class
one
$1,000; mail
$1,200; two
two assistant
class one,
one, one
one $1,000;
mail messenger,
messenger, $1,200;
assistant
,messengers;
$360; in
all, $12,300.
Disbursing
clerk.
messenger boy,
boy $360;
in all,
$12,300.
messengers; messenger
Disbursingclerk
Office of disbursing
disbursing clerk:
clerk: Disbursing clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; deputy disdis$2,750; clerks-three
clerks-three of
two of
bursing clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
of class
class four,
four, two
of class
class three,
three,
three of class two, two of class one; messenger; in all, $21,790.
Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan three of class two, two of class one; messenger; in all, $21,790.
Board.
FEDERAL
BUREAU: For
Board.
FEDERAL FARM LOAN BUREAU:
members of
the board,
board,
For four
four members
of the
Members of Board
clerks, etc. f Ba ,at $10,000
$10,000 each;
clerks,
board, $4,500; chief,
chief, bond
each; secretary
secretary to the
the board,
bond division,
division,
$3,000; four private
private secretaries,
secretaries, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-one
clerks-one of
of class
four, one $900, three at $720
$720 each, one $600; clerk and
stenographer,
and stenographer,
$1,200; stenographers-seven
stenographers-seven at
$1,000 each,
at $900
three
$1,200;
at $1,000
each, four
four at
$900 each,
each, three
at $720
$720 each; messenger: and three assistant messengers;
messengers; in
in all,
$77920Salaries and exSalaries
ex- $77,920;
pen^sr
pens-s..
For salaries and expenses under the Federal
Federal Farm Loan Board
Board
Ane, p.
p. itO.
30.
created by the Act approved
Ante,
created
approved July seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and
sixteen,
ncluding the actual
actual necessary
sixteen, including
of the
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
the
members
members of the board and
and expenses
and such salaries,
salaries, fees,
fees, and
expenses as
as are
are
farm-loan registrars, examiners,
authorized by said Act, including farm-loan
examiners, and
and
such attorneys, experts, assistants, clerks, laborers, and other employees
loyees in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere as the Federal
Federal
arm Loan
Loan Board
may find
find necessary,
necess ary, $182,080
i
n all,
all , $260,000.
$260,000.
Statement
of expendStatementofexpend-Farm
Board may
$182,080;; in
itures.
A detailed statement of expenditures
expenditures hereunder
to
itures.
hereunder shall he
be made to
Congress.
Estimates to be an- CongrTe*s.
Estimates
to be an- n Estimates
in detail
detail for
expenditures under
Federal Farm
nually
submitted.
nuaiy
submitted
Estnmates in
for all
all expenditures
under the
the Federal
Farm
Loan Bureau for the fiscal year nineteen
and
nineteen hundred and nineteen,
nineteen, and
annually
submitted to Congress in the annual
annually thereafter, shall be submitted
Book of
of Estimates.
Book
Estimates.
Stpesg
tenStupervising
OFFICE OFF
OF
SUPERVISING ARCIHTEcr:
ARtairrECT: Supervising
Supervising; Architect,
Arci
OFFICE
F SUPERVISING
Architect, $5,000;
$5,000;
officer,, $3,000; drafting
executive officer, $3,250; technical officer
drafting divisiondivisionsuperintendent $3,000,
$3,000, assistant
$2,750; mechanical
superintendent
assistant superintendent
superintendent $2,750;
mechanical
engineering division-superintendent
division-superintendent $2,750, assistant superinengmeering

Appointments dii-

Appointments
non.

divi-
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tendent
division-superintendent $2,750,
$2,750, assistant
assistant
$2,400; structural division-superintendent
tendent $2,400;
superintendent $2,400; superintendents-computing
superintendents-computing division $2,750,
$2,750,
superintendent
division
maintenance division
$2,500, maintenance
repairs division $2,400, accounts
accounts division $2,500,
$2,500, files and records division-chief
$2,250;
division-chief $2,500, assistant chief, $2,250;
administrative clerks-eight
head draftsman, $2,500; administrative
clerks-eight at $2,000 each;
each;
each; clerks-nine
clerks-nine of class four,
$1,800 each;
four technical clerks, at $1,800
$1,700 each,
additional to
bookkeeper $100,
$100, four at $1,700
to one of class four as bookkeeper
additional
fourteen of class three, six at $1,500
$1,500 each, thirteen of class two,
fourteen
eight
twenty-one of class one, four at $1,100 each;
each;
$1,300 each,
each, twenty-one
eight at $1,300
seven at $1,000
$1,000 each, three at $900 each, two at $840 each; photog$1,800; two duplicating
duplicating
rapher, $2,000; foreman,
foreman, duplicating
duplicating galley, $1,800;
paper
$1,200 each;
safe, and lock
lock shop,
at $1,200
each; foreman,
foreman, vault, safe,
paper chemists,
chemists, at
boys$1,200; five messengers;
messengers; two assistant
assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger boyslaborers-four
one $600, two at $480 each, two at $360 each;
each; skilled laborers-four
laborerseach, seven
seven at $960 each, one $900, one $840; laborersat $1,000
$1,000 each,
one $660, one $600; in all, $221,020.
Comptroller's Office.
OFFICE OF
OMPTROLLER OF
or THE
TREASURY: Comptroller,
Comptroller, $6,000; Comptroler's O
THE TBEASURY:
OF C
COMPTROLLER
OFFICE
assistant
chief law clerk,
comptroller, $4,500; chief clerk, $2,500; chief
assistant comptroller,
$2,500;
briefing opinions-one $2,100,
accounts and briefing
law clerks revising accounts
$2,500; law
eight
at $2,000
$2,100 each; private
accountants at $2,100
each; five expert accountants
$2,000 each;
eight at
secretary.,$1,800;
$1,800; clerks-seven
four, three of class three,
of class four,
clerks-seven of
secretary,
two
messengers; assistant messenger;
messenger;
one $1,000;
$1,000; two messengers;
two, one
of class two,
two of
laborer; in
in all,
all, $70.160.
$70.160.
laborer;

Offie
of dtor for
Office of Auditor for

OFFICE OF
OF AUDITOR
AUDITOR FOR
FOR TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
tment.
$4,000; TreSy
Auditor, $4,000;
Treasury Depanment.
OFFICE
chief clerk
clerk and
and chief
$2,000; two chiefs
chief of division, $2,250; law clerk, $2,000;
chief
of division,
division, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
each; clerks-eighteen
clerks-eighteen of class four, sixteen of
of
class three,
three, seventeen
seventeen of
class two,
class one, nine at
twenty-four of class
two, twenty-four
of class
class
$1,000 each;
each; three assistant messengers;
messengers; three
four at $900 each;
each; four
$1,000
laborers; in
in all,
laborers;
all, $139,590.
$139,590.
fce of
for
Office
of Auditor
Auditor for
Department.
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR WAR
W AR DEPARTMENT:
Auditor, $4,000; War Department.
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
assistant and
clerk, $2,250;
division
$2,250; law clerk, $2,000; chief of division
and chief
chief clerk,
assistant
of accounts,
accounts, $2,500;
of claims and records division, $2,000; two
$2,500; chief of
of
assistant
chiefs of
of division,
division, at
at $1,900
$1,900 each;
clerk,
transportation clerk,
chief transportation
each; chief
assistant chiefs
$2,000; clerks-twenty-six
clerks-twenty-six of
fifty-three of class three,
class four, fifty-three
of class
$2,000;
each;
fifty-nine
two fifty-three
fifty-three of class one, sixteen
sixteen at $1,000 each;
fifty-nine of class two,
eight
$900 each;
each; skilled
assistant
messengers; five assistant
$900; two messengers;
laborer, $900;
skilled laborer,
at $900
eight at
messengers;
nine laborers;
messenger boy,
for
Of
all, $332,150.
$332,150.
boy, $480;
$480; in
in °all,
laborers; messenger
messengers; nine
Office of
of Alitor
Auditor for
Nvy Department.
$4,000,
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
NAVY DEPARTMENT:
OFFICE OF
AUDITOR FOR
FOR NAVY
Auditor, $
4,
00 v; Navy
Department.
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE
chief
clerk and
of division,
division, $2,250; law clerk, $2,000; chief of
chief of
and chief
chief clerk
division,
assistant chief
chief of
clerks-thirteen
$2,000; clerks-thirteen
division, $2,000;
of division,
$2,000; assistant
division, $2,000;
of
twenty-four (including
register's
transferred from register's
one transferred
(including one
four, twenty-four
class four,
of class
office) of
class three,
crass two,
twenty-five of
one
of class one,
two, twenty-five
of class
twenty-one of
three, twenty-one
of class
office)
eight
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, seven
transferred
(including one transferred
at $900
$900 each (including
seven at
eight at
from
register's office);
helper, $900; messenger;
messenmessenger; two assistant messenoffice); helper,
from register's
gers; three
Office
Auditor for
gers;
three laborers;
laborers; in
in all,
all, $152,910.
$152,910.
Office of
of Auditor
for
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
NTERIOR DEPART3IENT:
Auditor, $4,000
Department.
Interior Department.
$4,000 •Interior
DEPARTMENT: Auditor,
INTERIOR
FOR I
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE OF
chief
and chief
of division,
division, $2,250;
$2,250; law
$2,000; chief of
clerk, $2,000;
law clerk,
chief of
clerk and
chief clerk
division,
clerks-fourteen of class four, seventeen
seventeen of class
$2,000; clerks-fourteen.
division, $2,000;
three, seventeen
twenty-two of class one, twelve at
seventeen of class two, twenty-two
three,
$1,000
each, eleven
eleven at
$900 each;
each; check
check assorter
(unapportioned),
assorter (unapportioned),
at $900
$1,000 each,
$900; two
assistant messengers;
messengers; laborer;
all,
in all,
laborer; in
two assistant
messengers; two
two messengers;
$900;
ffice of Auditor
Auditor for
$139,430.
$139,430.
Office
for
OFFICE
AUDITOR FOR
FOR S
TATE AND
DEPARTMENTS: Auditor,
et., Depart
state, etc.,
Auditor, State,
OTHER DEPARTMENTS:
AND OTHER
STATE
OF AUDITOR
OFFICE or

$2,000;
law clerk,
$2,250;
of
division,
chief
andat chief
clerk
chief
$4,000;
$4,000;
two chiefs
chief
of division,
clerk and
$2,000
ofeach;
division
clerks-seventeen
$2,250; law clerk,
of class
$2,000;
four,
two chiefs of division, at $2,000 each; clerks-seventeen of class four,
one of
of class
four (special
(special examiner),
seventeen of
of class
three, thirteen
thirteen
class three,
examiner), seventeen
class four
one
of class
eleven of
of class
$900
at $900
three at
each, three
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
four at
one, four
class one,
two, eleven
of
class two,
each; messenger;
messenger; two
two assistant
assistant messengers;
laborers; in
in all,
all,
two laborers;
messengers; two
each;

men s

$113,550.
$113,550.
Office of Auditor for
OFFICE
or AUDITOR
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT:
Auditor, Poet
gat
) Offie
Drp
r
e
:fDepartDEPARTMENT: Auditor,
FOR POST
AUDITOR FOR
OFFICE OF
$5,000 ;assistant
and chief
expert 'mut"L
$3.000; expert
clerk, $3,000;
law clerk,
$3,000; law
clerk, $3,000;
chief clerk,
assistant and
$5,000;
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accountant,
$3,000; four
chiefs of
division, at
2,
250 each;
each; four
four
$2,250
at $
of division,
four chiefs
accountant, $3,000;
assistant chefs
chiefs of
each; three
three principal
principal bookbookat $2,000
$2,000 each;
division, at
of division,
assistant
keepers, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
of class
class four,
fortyfour, fortyclerks-twenty-five of
each; clerks—twenty-five
keepers,
three of
class three
of class
class two,
two, fifty-one
class one,
one,
of class
fifty-one of
three, forty-nine
forty-nine of
of class
three
fifteen at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, twelve
$900 each;
each; skilled
laborers—five at
at
skilled laborers-five
twelve at
at $900
fifteen
$840 each,
eleven at
at $720
$720 each,
each, five
five at
$660 each;
each; messenger
boys—
messenger boysat $660
each, eleven
$840
four at
$480 each,
five at
at $420
$420 each,
three at
at $360
each; nine
nine male
male
each, three
$360 each;
four
at $480
each, five
laborers, at
$660 each;
forewoman, $480;
in
charwomen; in
$480; nineteen
nineteen charwomen;
each; forewoman,
at $660
laborers,
all,
$337,900.
all, $337,900.
Employees
on memeFor compensation,
compensation, to
to be
Secretary of
of the
Treasury,
the Treasury,
the Secretary
by the
be fixed
fixed by
For
on
Employees
rhartical
devices.
of
such number
number of
employees as
as may
be necessary
necessary to
audit the
the acacto audit
of employees
may be
of such
Er
mPloi onleave
leave. counts
counts and
of the
the Postal
Postal Service,
Service, $254,730:
$254,730: Provided,
Provided, That
That
vouchers of
and vouchers
Emoyeeson
not
be used
the payment
payment of
of compensation
compensation
may be
used for
for the
not exceeding
exceeding $37,030
$37,030 may
to said
said employees
employees absent
absent on
leave.
on leave.
to
•
Re
duc
tionofi
n
gra
d"
Hereafter
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
may diminish from time
Treasury may
of the
Hereafter the
grades
belReduTefn'
oelow
chief
division.
we
to time, as vacancies
vacancies occur
occur by death,
death, resignation,
resignation, or otherwise,
otherwise, the
number
of positions
of
the several
several grades
below
the grade
grade of
chief •
number
of
positions
of
the
grades
below
the
of chief
Payment to employees
on mechanical dedivision m
in the
the Office
of the
for the
the Post Office
Office Departthe Auditor
Auditor for
Office of
of division
de- of
eePsynmecanicl
vices.
ment
use the
unexpended balances
balances of
of the
appropriations for
for the
vices
ment and
and use
the unexpended
the appropriations
the
positions
to nay
compensation, as
as fixed
fixed
pay the
the compensation,
as aafund
fund to
positions so
so diminished
diminished as
by
the Secretary
such number
number of
of employees
employees as
as
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, of
of such
by the
Secretary of
maybe
necessary to
the accounts
accounts and
and vouchers
vouchers of
the Postal
Postal
may be necessary
to audit
audit the
of the
Service.
Pmtal Sallnu
SYsPostal
Savings System:
System: Clerks-eleven
Clerks—eleven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
tem.
svings sys
Postal Savings
each; seven
seven
skilled laborers,
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $17,300.
skilled
laborers, at
at $900
$17,300.
Treasurer's
OFFICE
OF THE
TREASURER: Treasurer,
$8,000; Assistant
Assistant Treasurer,
Tes Office.
ofce.
OFFICE OF
THE TREASURER:
Treasurer, $8,000;
Treasurer,
$3,600;
Deputy Assistant
Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer, $3,200
$3,200;i cashier,
$3,600; assistant
assistant
$3,600; Deputy
cashier, $3,600;
cashier,
$3,000; chief
clerk, $2,500;
five chiefs
of division,
division, at
at $2,500
cashier, $3,000;
chief clerk,
$2,500; five
chiefs of
$2,500
chiefs of
division, at
at $2,250
$2,250 each;
each; vault
vault clerk,
clerk,
each; two
two assistant
assistant chiefs
of division,
$2,500;
principal bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,500;
$2,500; two
two tellers,
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each;
$2,500; principal
tellers, at
two
assistant tellers, at
$2,250 each;
assistant bookkeepers-two
bookkeepers—two at
at
two assistant
at $2,250
each; assistant
$2,100
$2,100 each,
each, two at
$2,000 each;
each; vault
bond division,
division, $2,000;
$2,000;
at $2,000
vault clerk, bond
coin clerk,
clerk, $1,400;
$1,400; clerks—twenty-four
clerk for Treasurer,
Treasurer, $1,800;
$1,800; coin
clerks-twenty-four
of class four, nineteen
nineteen of class three, four at $1,500
$1,500 each, fourteen
fourteen of
class
two, three at
at $1,300
$1,300 each,
each, thirty
thirty of
class one,
eight at
at $1,000
$1,000
class two
of class
one, eight
each,
$900 each; expert counters—fifteen
counters-fifteen at $1,200
each, eight
eight at $900
$1,200 each,
each,
$1,100 each,
each, fourteen
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, forty-six
forty-six at
each,
four at
at $1,100
fourteen at
at $900
$900 each,
at $800
each, twenty-six
at $720
$720 each,
each, six
six at
at $600
each; two
two
twelve at
$800 each,
twenty-six at
$600 each;
compositors and pressmen,
$1,600 each; two skilled laborers
pressmen, at $1,600
laborers at
at
$1,200 each; silver piler, $1,000,
$1,000, and $200 additional
$1,200
additional while the office
office
is held by the present incumbent;
incumbent; seventeen
seventeen money
money counters
counters and
and
handlers for money laundry machines,
machines, at $900
$900 each;
each; mail messenmessenger, $840;
$840; eight
ger,
eight assistant
messengers; nineteen
nineteen
eight messengers;
messengers; eight
assistant messengers;
messenger boys—three
boys-three at $480 each; six at $360
laborers; messenger
$360 each;
each; in
in
Redemption of
of on- all
$384,380.
n,, all $384,380.
Redemption
tio .
Lions! currency.
k or the force employed
employed in redeeming
the national
national currency
currency (to
(to be
be
redeeming the
reimbursed
banks): Superintendent,
reimbursed by the national
national banks):
Superintendent, $3,500;
$3,500; teller,
$2,500; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
assistant teller,
teller, $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant bookkeeper, $2,000; clerks-five
clerks—five of class four, seven of class
class three,
three, nine of
of
class
two; expert
expert counters-thirty-five
counters—thirty-five at
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, fifty-two
at
class two;
fifty-two at
$1,000 each, forty-two at $900 each, thirty-five
thirty-five at $800
$800 each; two
messengers;
messengers; four assistant
assistant messengers; four charwomen;
all,
charwomen; in
in all,
$210,520.
$210,520.
s
tejtca
.t
a
l Savings
System : A
ccoun t
ant, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-three
clerks—three of
class
of class
Accountant,
Postal Savings
Savings System:
sav s Sys. Postal
tert
two, two of class one, three at $1,000 each; expert counter, $900; in
two,
in
$12,500.
all, $12,500.
For repairs
machines in the office of the
repairs to canceling
canceling and cutting
cutting machines
the
Treasurer of the United
United States,
States, $200.
$200.
Register's Office.
Registers
Office.
OFFICE
TH TREASURY:
Assistant
OFFICE OF
OF REGISTER
REGISTER OF THE
TREASURY: Register, $4,000; Assistant
Register, $2,500; chief of division,
division, $2,000; clerks-two
clerks—two of class four,
one
three two
two, three
three of
ofclass
cl
ass one,
three at
at $1,000
$1,000
one of class
class three,
two of
of class
class two,
one, three
each, three at $960
$900 each;
each; messenger; laborer; in
in all, $27,300
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Offie of
of Comptroller
OrhaCE OF
OF COMPTROLLER
COMPTROLLER OF
THE CURRENCY:
$5,000; Office
Comptroller
Comptroller, $5,000;
CURRENCY: Comptroller,
OF THE
OFFICE
of the Currency.
c
rre y.
t
divisions—one $2,500, two at $2,200 each; general bookchiefs of divisions-one
keeper,
clerks-eleven of class
bookkeeper, $2,000; clerks—eleven
keeper, $2,000; assistant bookkeeper,
four, additional to bond clerk $200,
$200, sixteen
sixteen of class of three, nineteen
nineteen
twenty-six of class one, thirteen
thirteen at
$1,000 each, seven
at $1,000
seven at
of class
class two,
two, twenty-six
$900
stenographer, $1,600;
$840 .each;
each; messen$1,600; six
six counters, at $840
$900 each;
each; stenographer,
ger;
messengers; three laborers; messenger boys-one
boys—one
assistant messengers;
ger; five assistant
$480,
all, $161,500.
$161,500.
in all,
$360; in
one $360;
$480, one
Nati
For
the national
currency (to
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by the
the peSei"alcurre1"ex
(to be
national currency
of the
expenses of
For expenses
penses.onalcurreacy exnational
$2,000; clerks-one
clerks—one
Superintendent, $2,500; teller, $2,000national banks): Superintendent,
of
four
three, four
four of class two, five of class one, four
one of
of class
class three,
of class four, one
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$1,000; counters-twelve
counters—twelve
each, five
five at $900 each; engineer, $1,000;
at
at $840
$840 each,
three at
assistant messenger;
messenger; fireman;
fireman; meseach; assistant
at $700
$700 each;
each, three
at
senger
$420; two
charwomen; in
all, $43,520.
$43,520.
•
in all
boy, $420;
two charwomen;
senger boy,
Special
For
special examinations
examinations of
thins, etc.examine.
e
of tiosetc.
bank plates, of
banks and bank
of national
national banks
For special
keeping macerator
in Treasury
Treasury Building in repair, and for other incimacerator in
keeping
dental
macerator, and for proattending the working of the macerator,
dental expenses
expenses attending
curing
relative to
banks other
other than
$5,000.
national, $5,000.
than national,
to banks
information relative
curing information
OFFICE
OMMISSIONER OF
NTERNAL REVENUE:
Commissioner, sioner of iternaiRev
REVENUE: Commissioner,
OF I
INTERNAL
COMMISSIONER
OF C
OFFICE OF
$6,500;
deputy commissioners—one
one $3,600;
$3,600; chemists—
enue•
sionffi
ereeof Ine°
chemists-enue$4,000, one
commissioners-one $4,000,
$6,500; deputy
chief
$3,000, one
one $2,500;
chemists—two at
$1,800 each,
one
each, one
at $1,800
$2,500; assistant
assistant chemists-two
chief $3,000,
$1,600, one
$1,400; heads
heads of
divisions—four at
each, five
five at
at
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
of divisions-four
$1,600,
one $1,400;
$2,250 each;
superintendent of
stamp vault,
secreprivate seem$2,000; private
vault, $2,000;
of stamp
each; superintendent
$2,250
tary, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-three
clerks—three at
thirty-five of class four
four
each, thirty-five
at $2,000 each,
tary,
class three
(including
emergency roll), thirty-one
thirty-one of elms
two now
now on emergency
(including two
(including
emergency roll),
roll), forty-four of class two
(including two now on emergency
(including
now on
on emergency
forty-three of class one
emergency roll), forty-three
one now
(including one
(including
each,
$1,000 each,
roll), thirty-two
thirty-two at $1,000
on emergency
emergency roll),
(including one now on
forty-five at $900
$900 each (including three now on emergency
emergency roll, two
formerly
messengers; seventeen assistant messengers;
messengers;
counters); four messengers;
formerly counters);
sixteen
all, $381,710.
$381,710.
in all,
laborers; in
sixteen laborers;
phA
,yd
eed
,t
o
t
a
l
(
i
)
n
n
ell
e
For
the following
following on
on account
account of
of the
the Act
imposing income
income taxes
taxes on
onn
ployees on income tax.
Act imposing
For the

deputy comptrollers—one
chief clerk,
$2,500;
clerk, $2,500;
$3,000; chief
one $3,000;
$3,500, one
comptrollers-one $3,500,
deputy

and individuals, namely: Deputy commissioner, $4,000, eruPy omm'.isSon
corporations
heads
corporations
of divisions—one
and individuals,
$3,500,
namely:
one $2,500;
Deputy
three
commissioner,
assistant heads
$4,000;
of
heads of divisions-one $3,500, one $2,500; three assistant heads of etc.

$2,000 each; attorney, $3,600; law clerk, $2,000; insurdivisions, at $2,000
clerks-one $2,000,
ance expert, $2,000;
railroad expert, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—one
$2,000; railroad
ance
seventeen
twenty-nine of
three, fifty-four of class
of class
class three,
four, twenty-nine
of class
class four,
seventeen of
two, forty
forty-four at $1,000 each, twenty-eight
twenty-eight at
at
of class
class one, forty-four
forty of
two,
$900 each;
each; seven
seven messengers;
four assistant
messengers; in all,
assistant messengers;
messengers; four
$900
$306,160.

in all,
one $900;
$900; counter, $900;
For stamp
stamp agents—one
$1,600, one
$900; in
agents-one $1,600,
For

$3,400,
reimbursed by
by the
manufacturers.
stamp manufacturers.
the stamp
to be
be reimbursed
$3,400, to
OFFICE OF
OAST GUARD:
chiefs of
of division,
at $3,000
$3,000
division, at
Two chiefs
GUARD: Two
THE C
COAST
OF THE
OFFICE
each;
assistant chiefs
chiefs of
division, at
at $2,200
$2,200 each;
contitle and coneach; title
of division,
two assistant
each; two
tract
$2,000; law
8200 addi$1,800, and $200
contract clerk, $1,800,
law and contract
clerk, $2,000;
tract clerk,
topographer
tional while the office
office is held by the present incumbent; topographer
and
hydrographer , $1,800; civil engineer,
draftsman, $1,500,
$1,500;
engineer, $2,250; draftsman,
and hydrographer,
private
secretary 'for
captain commandant,
commandant, $1,400; clerks-four
clerks— four of
of
for captain
private secretary
class
four, nine
nine of
of class
five of
class two,
two, eight of class one,
of class
three, five
class three,
class four,
seven at
at $900
two messengers;
assistant
messengers; assistant
each; two
$900 each;
five at
each, five
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
seven
messenger; laborer;
in all,
all, $74,110.
$74,110.
messenger;
laborer; in
The
services of
of skilled
skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen, and
and such
such other
other technical
technical services
services
The services
as
deem necessary
necessary may be emmay deem
Treasury may
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
as the
the Secretary
ployed only
Guard in
in connection
connection with
with the
the
Coast Guard
of the
the Coast
the office
office of
in the
only in
ployed
construction and
Coast Guard
to be
be paid
the
from the
paid from
cutters, to
Guard cutters,
of Coast
repair of
and repair
construction
appropriation "Repairs
cutters": Provided,
Provided, That
That
Guard cutters":
Coast Guard
to Coast
"Repairs to
appropriation
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
this account
account for
for the
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
the fiscal
the
and eighteen
$5,0(X). A
A statement
persons
the persons
statement of the
exceed $5,000.
not exceed
shall not
eighteen shall
and
employed
hereunder, their
their duties,
the compensation
compensation paid
paid to
to each,
each,
and the
duties, and
employed hereunder,
shall
made to
Congress each
year in
estimates.
annual estimates.
the annual
in the
each year
to Congress
be made
shall be

Stamp
Stn a
agents.
gents.
Coast
Guard Office.
omf. e.
Cst Gd

tsmnn
Ski rl
etc. lled draftsmen,

etc.
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BUREAU OF ENGRAVING
PRINTING: Director, $6,000; assistant
BITREALT
ENGRAVING AND PRrNTING:
assistant
director, $3,500; chief of division
division of
assignments and
and reviews,
$3,000;
of assignments
reviews, $3,000;
$2,500; disbursing
$2,400; cost
cost accountant,
accountant, $2,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
disbursing agent,
agent, $2,400;
$2,000;
medical and
officer, $2,250;
stenographer, $1,800;
$1,800; storeand sanitary
sanitary officer,
$2,250; stenographer,
storekeeper, $1,600;
$1,600; assistant
assistant storekeeper
$1,000; clerk
clerk in
in charge
charge of
purstorekeeper,, $1,000;
of purchases and supplies,
supplies, $2,000; clerks-six
clerks—six of
class three,
three, nine
of class
class
of class
nine of
two, nine of class
two
eight at
at $1,000
each, twelve
twelve at
at $900
$900 each,
each,
class one,
one, eight
$1,000 each,
fifteen
each, three
three at
at $780
nine attendants,
attendants, at
at $600
fifteen at
at $840
$840 each,
$780 each,
each, nine
$600
each; helpers-one
helpers—one at
at $900,
two at
at $720
each, two
two at
at $600
each;
$900, two
$720 each,
$600 each;
three messengers; seven
seven assistant messengers;
captain of
of watch,
watch,
messengers; captain
$1,400; two lieutenants of
each; sixty
at
of watch, at
at $900
$900 each;
sixty watchmen,
watchmen, at
forewomen of charwomen,
$720 each; two forewomen
at $540
$540 each;
each; twenty-five
twenty-five
charwomen, at
day charwomen, at $400 each;
seventy--seven morning
and evening
evening
each; seventy-seven
morning and
charwomen,' at
charwomen
at $300
each; foreman
foreman of
of laborers,
laborers, $900;
four laborers;
laborers;
$300 each;
$900; four
Limit on paying for
v ipayg(or
on
eighty-five laborers,
services.
laborers, at $540
$540 each; in
and no
other
in all,
all, $241,310;
$241,310; and
no other
fund appropriated
appropriated by this or any
Act shall
shall be
be used
used for
for services,
any other Act
services,
in the Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing,
Printing, of
of the
the character
character specified
specified
in this paragraph,
paragraph, except
of emergency
emergency arising
except in cases of
arising after
the pasafter the
passage of this Act, and then only on the written
written approval
approval of the
the SecreSecreTreasury, and
tary of the Treasury,
case of
emergency a
detailed
and in
in every
every such
such case
of emergency
a detailed
statement
expenditures on
statement of the expenditures
thereof shall
be reported
reported
on account
account thereof
shall be
Congress at
the beginning
of each
Set Service
Serve DiviDM- to
to Congress
at the
beginning of
each regular
regular session.
session.
Secret
SECRET SERVICE
don.
OECRET
SERVICE DIVISION:
DIVISION: Chief,
chief, who
who shall
shall
Chief, $4,500;
$4,500; assistant
assistant chief,
discharge the duties of chief clerk, $3,500; clerks-one
clerks—one of
four,
of class
class four,
one of class three, two of class two,
one of
of class
class one,
one $1,000;
$1,0001
two, one
one, one
assistant
messenger; in
in all,
$17,120.
o
of
D
of
a
assistant
messenger;
all,
$17,120.
of Director
of
D
theOffice
°
OFFICE OF DIoO
Mint.
OPTICE
DiREcrroR OF Tun
Director, $5,000;
$5,000; examiner,
examiner,
THE MINT:
MINT: Director,
$3,000; computer, and adjuster
of accounts
adjuster of
accounts $2,200;
$2,200; assayer,
assayer, $2,200;
$2,200;
clerks-two of
of class four,
clerks—two
of class
one; private
four, one
one of
of class
class three,
three, one
one of
class one;
private
secretary, $1,400; assistant in laboratory,
laboratory, $1,200; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant
Freight
messenger;
skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; in
all, $23,680.
$23,680.
Freit.
messenger; skilled
in all,
For freight
reight on bullion and coin, by registered
registered mail or otherwise,
between
mints and
assay offices,
Conttagentexpenm.
and assay
Contingent
expenses. between mints
offices, $25,000.
$25,000.
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the Bureau of the Mint, to
to be
be expended
expended
under the direction of the director:
director: For
laboratory chemicals,
chemicals,
For assay laboratory
fuel, materials, balances, weights, and other necessaries,
necessaries, including
including
books, pamphlets, periodicals, specimens
specimens of coins, ores,
ores, and
and inciinci$800.
etc. dentals, $800.
Examatins,
Exioninaticne, etc,
For examinations
examinations of mints, expense
expense in visiting mints
for the
the purpurmints for
pose of superintending
superintending the annual
annual settlements, and
and for
for special
special
collection of
of statistics
statistics relative
to the
Precious
metls stat examinations,
examinations, and
and for
for the
the collection
relative to
Precious metals
the
tistics.
consumption of the precious
tistics,
annual production
production and consumption
precious metals
metals in
in the
the
Engraving
Engraving

Printing Bureau.

and

_r[

United
States, $4,800.
$4,800.
United States,
OFFICE
OF SURGEON
HEALTH SERVICE:
OFFICE OF
SURGEON GENERAL
GENERAL OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE : Surgeon
Surgeon
General, $6,000; chief clerk, $2,250; private
private secretary
secretary to
to the
Surgeon
the Surgeon
General, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant editor, $1,800;
General,
$1,800; clerks-four
clerks—four of
of class
class four,
four,
five
five of class three, eightrof
eight-of class two
two (one of whom shall be translator),
nine of class one, five at $1,000 each, three at $900 each;
messenger;
each; messenger;
three
messengers; telephone
operator, $720;
three assistant
assistant messengers;
telephone operator,
$720; two laborers,
laborers,
$540 each;
$61,550.
gent expenses.
expens. at
at $540
each; in
in all,
all, $61,550.
Contingent
Statiet,
.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES: For
Stationery.
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
For stationery
stationery for the Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartfditiom
ean,
oted
Additional
deducted
ment and
and its
its several
several bureaus
bureaus and
and offices,
offices, $60,000,
$60,000, and
and m
addition
from
bureaus,
offices ment
in addition
eteo
thereto
to $104,000
etc.
thereto sums
sums amounting
amounting to
$104,000 shall
shall be deducted
deducted from other
other
appropriations made
the fiscal
appropriations
made for the
year nineteen
hundred and
eighteen,
fiscalyear
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
as follows:
follows: Contingent expenses, Independent
Independent Treasury,
$6,000; conTreasury, $6,000;
contingent
expenses, mint
mint at
at Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, $500; contingent
tingent expenses,
contingent expenses,
expenses,
mint at
San Francisco,
$200; contingent
Ienver,
mint
at San
Francisco, $200;
contingent expenses,
expenses, mmt
mint at Denver,
$200; contingent
$200;
contingent expenses,
expenses, assay
assay office
office at New York,
York, $500;
$500; materials
materials
and
Bureau of
of Engraving
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Engraving and
and Printing,
Printing,
$5,000;
other crimes,
crimes, $300;
Public
5,000; suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and other
$300; Public
Health
Service, $2,500;
$2,500; Quarantine
Service, $600;
600; preventing
Health Service,
Quarantine Service,
preventing the
SerPublic Health Servi ePublic

.
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spread of epidemic
spread
epidemic diseases, $200; expenses of Coast Guard, $3,000;
$3,000;
general
general expenses
expenses of public buildings, $6,000; collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue
trom
customs, $33,000;
$33,000; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of collecting
from customs,
collecting internal
revenue,
collecting the
revenue, $14,000; expenses of collecting
$32,000; and
and
the income
income tax,
tax, $32,000;
said sums so deducted shall
shall b
cre di ted to
an d constituter
together
bee credited
to and
constitute, together
with the first-named sum
off $60,000, the total appropriation
sum o
for
appropriation for
stationery for the Treasury Department
Department and its several
several bureaus
bureaus and
and
offices, with the exception
exception of field officers
officers located in foreign countries,
countries,
for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.
For postage
Pottage.
postage required
required to prepay matter addressed
addressed to Postal Union r*ecountries,
countries, and
arid for postage for the Treasury
Treasury Department.,
Department, $1,200.
$1 200.
For materials
Bindig.
materials for the use of the bookbinder
bookbinder located in the Treasury Binding.
Department, $250.
Department,
$250.
For newspaper
newspaper clippings,
Reference books, etc.
direc- Rerence
etc.
clippings, financial journals,
journals, law books, city directories, and other books of reference
reference relating to the
business of
of the
the business
the
department,
$1,000.
department, $1,000.
Freight, etc.
For freight, expressage,
expr, telegraph
and telephone
telephone s
er
vice,$9,000.
telegraph and
service,
$9,000.
Freight,
etc.
and experimentation and
For investigation
investigation and
and to
to secure
secure better
better methods
methods

Investigations

Investigations to
to sese-

better administraof administration,
administration, with a
a view
increased efficiency
efficiency or
or to
to greater
view to increased
greater cure
tivre methods,
ett'oradmsetc
tive
etc.
economy
in
economy
the expenditure
expenditure of
money, including
necessary
of public
public money,
inleuding necessary
traveling
traveling expenses,
with special
special work,
orobtaining
obt ai
ni
ng o
expenses, in
m connection
connection with
work, or
off
better administrative methods in any branch of the service within or
or
under the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, including
including the
the temporary
temporary employemployment of agents, stenographers,
stenographers accountants,
or other
other expert
expert services
accountants, or
services
either
either within or
I
of Columbia,
$15,000.
or without
without the
the District
District
of
Columbia, $15,000.
Rent.
For rent of buildings, $21,350.
$21,350.
Rent.
etc.
For purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of motor trucks; Vehicles,
Vehie, etc.
purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange ' and maintenance
horses, including
including shoeing;
maintenance of
of horses,
shoeing;
purchase
purchase and repair of wagons, horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
vehicles, and harness, all to be used
uses for official
official purposes
purposes only,
only, $4,000.
$4,000. Files.
Fu
For purchase
file holders
cases, $4,000.
$4,000.
purchase of file
holders and
and file
file cases,
ie
Fuel, etc.
For purchase
of
coal,
wood,
engine
oils
purchase
and grease
grease, grates, grate
grate
elet
fixtures, blowers, coal
baskets and fixtures,
and
coal hods, coal
coal shovels,
shovels, pokers,
pokers, and
tongs, $12,000.
$12,000.
Lighting.
For purchase of gas, electric current for lighting and power
power purposes,
purposes, Lght g
gas and electric light fixtures,
fixtures, electric
and material,
material,
electric light wiring
wiring and
candles, candlesticks, droplights and
burners, gas
gas torches,
torches,
and tubing,
tubing, gas
gas burners,
globes, lanterns, and wicks, $21,500.
$21,500.
Mieoellsaeoese.
For washing and hemming
hemming towels, purchase
purchase of awnings
and fixfix- MOl tO.
awnings and
tures, wi
ndow andesfixtures,
window shad
shades
fixtures,
and
turpentine, varalcohol, benzine,
benzin, turpentine,
varnish, baskets, belting, bellows,
bellows, bowls, brooms, buckets, brushes,
can-.
brushes, can-.
vas, crash, cloth,
skins, cotton
cotton waste,
waste door
and window
window fascloth, chamois
chamois skins,
door and
fasteners,
flower-garden, street,
and engine
engine hose;
leather,
teners, dusters; flower-garden,
street, and
hose; lace
lace leather
lye, nails, oils, plants, picks,
picks, pitchers,
pitchers, powders,
powders, stencil
stencil plates,
plates, hand
plants,
hand
stamps 'and repairs
spittoons, soap,
soap, matches,
match safes,
safes,
repairs of
of same,
same, spittoons,
matches, match
sponges,
sponges, tacks, traps, thermometers,
thermometers, toilet
paper, tools,
toilet paper,
tools, towels,
towels, towel
towel
racks, tumblers
tumblers, wire, zinc, and for
repairs of
machinfor blacksmithing,
blacksmithing, repairs
of machinery, removal
of rubbish,
rubbish, sharpening
tools, street
car tickets
tickets not
not exexery,
removal of
sharpening tools,
street car
advertising for proposals,
proposals, and
and for
for sales
public aucaucceeding $250,
$250, advertising
sales at
at public
District of
Columbia, of
tion in
in Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
of condemned
condemned property
property
belonging to
to the
Treasury Department,
Department, payment
payment of
belonging
the Treasury
of auctioneer
auctioneer fees,
fees,
and
ase of
other absolutely
articles, $13,500.
and pure
purchase
of other
absolutely necessary
necessary articles,
$13,500.

La bo r"saving Mar
For
of labor-saving
labor-saving machines
for same,
in- chbos'etn
For purchase
purchase of
machines and
and supplies
supplies for
same, inma
ftWS, etc.
eluding
and exchange
exchange of
of registering
accountants, numeluding the
the purchase
purchase and
registering accountants,
numbering
of a
bering machines,
machines, and
and other
other machines
machines of
a similar
similar character,
character, including
including
time stamps
stamping date
date of
and telegrams,
time
stamps for
for stamping
of receipt
receipt of
of official
official mail
mail and
telegrams,
and repairs
repairs thereto,
thereto and
supplies for
for photographic
photographic copycopyand
and purchase
purchase of
of supplies
ing
$7,000.
ing machines, $7,000.
Carpets, eta.
or
purchase of
carpets, carpet
carpet border
border and
linoleum, mats,
or purchase
of carpets,
and lining,
lining, linoleum,
mats, cYPtar4
rugs, matting,
repairs, and
cutting, making,
rugs,
matting, and
and repairs,
and for
for cleaning,
cleaning, cutting,
making, laying,
laying,
re-laying of
of the
and re-laying
the same,
same, by
by contract,
contract, $2,000.
$2,000.
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rests, chairs, chair cane, chair covers,
book rests,
For
of boxes,
boxes, book
For purchase
purchase of
desks,
bookcases, clocks,
cloth for
cushions, leather
leather
desks, cushions,
covering desks,
for covering
clocks, cloth
desks, bookcases,
for covering
covering chairs
chairs and
sofas, locks,
lumber, screens,
screens, tables,
tables, typetypelocks, lumber,
and sofas,
for
writers, including
including the
exchange of
same, wardrobe
washcabinets, washwardrobe cabinets,
of same,
the exchange
writers,
stands, water
water coolers
and for
replacing other
worn and
and
other worn
for replacing
stands, and
and stands,
coolers and
stands,
unserviceable articles
articles, $10,000.
$10,000.
unserviceable
Fire
fire-alarm systems
systems in
in the
TreasFire alarm.
alarm.
For maintenance
maintenance of
of the automatic
automatic fire-alarm
the TreasWinder Buildings,
$2,005.
$2,005.
Buildings,
ury
and
Auditor for Post OfAUDITOR
OF AUDITOR
CONTINGENT AND
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
AND MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT
for Pot Of
Auditor
fice
Department.
Contingent
expenses. FOR
miscellaneous items,
DEPARTMENT: For miscellaneous
FOR POST
POST OFFICE
On. ICE DEPARTMENT:
items, including
including
Conttngentqes.
purchase, repair, and exchange
exchange of typewriters
typewriters and adding machines,
purchase,
of
which not
$500 may
furniture and repairs,
repairs,
for furniture
may be
be used
used for
not exceeding
exceeding $500
of which
not
$375 may
be used
used for
for rental of
telephones, and not exexof telephones,
may be
not exceeding
exceeding $375
ceeding
$300
may
be used
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of law books, books
books
of
used
for
may
be
ceeding
$300
Control
of expenses. reference,
controlofeS.
directories, $6,000, to be expended
reference, and city directories,
expended under the
direction
Department under rules
direction of
of the Auditor for the Post Office Department
and regulations
regulations to
prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury and
and
the Secretary
to be
be prescribed
and
to operate
specific exception
said. office from
from the approof the said
exception of
as a
a speciic
to
operate as
expenses, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, unless othercontingent expenses,
priation for
for contingent
wise
provided by
by law.
law.
wise
provided
Tabulating supplies,
purchase of
and tabulating
tabulating equipment
equipment for
for use
use in
in auditing
auditing
For purchase
of cards
cards and
et.abatg
supplies, For
etc.
accounts
and vouchers
Service including
exchange an
including exchange
of the Postal
Postal Service,
accounts and
vouchers of
repairs,
under the
direction of
of the
the Auditor
Auditor
be expended
expended under
the direction
repairs, $139,400,
$139,400, to
to be
for
the Post
Office Department
under
rules
and
regulations to
to be
be
rules
and
regulations
Office
Department
under
for
the
Post
Proviso.
prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided
That not
not exexRentsintuit.
Provided,' That
of the
prescribed by
Renalit.
$32,000 may be expended
ceeding
ceeding $32,000
expended for
for the rental of tabulating
tabulating and
and
card-sorting machines.
machines.
card-sorting
Furnitur

Furniture.

Collecting

revenue.
revenue.

internal

Collectors, surveyors,

INTERNAL REVENUE.
COLLECTING
COLLECTING INTERNAL
REVENUE.

expenses of collectors of internal revenue,
revenue, deputy
and expenses
For salaries and
collectors
surveyors,
clerks,
messengers ' and
and janitors
janitors in
in internalinternalcollectors,
surveyors,
clerks,
messengers,
Proviso.
revenue
Offices, $2,565,000:
amount be
no part
part of this amount
Provided,That no
$2,565,000: Provided,
revenue offices,
Wtsfees.
Witness fees.
used in defraying
expenses of any officer, designated
designated above,
above subdefraying the expenses
need by
United States
States court to attend any trial before aa. -United
United
p"enaed
by the
the United
preliminary examination
examination before
before any
any United States
States court or preliminary
commissioner,
which expenses
commissioner' which
expenses shall be paid from the appropriation
appropriation
for "Fees of witnesses, United
States
courts."
United
States
courts."
Agents, gaugers, etc.
For salaries and expenses
Agent, gaon, et.
expenses of forty revenue agents provided
provided for by
by
expenses of gangers,
gaugers, and salaries
law, fees and expenses
salaries and
and expenses of storeand storekeeper-gaugers,
$2,200,000.
storekeeper-gaugers, $2,200,000.
keepers and
Collecting
income
coe keepers
Coleting
tax.
tax.
Collecting the income tax: For expenses
collecting
expenses of assessing
assessing and collecting
Ante, p. 756.
56
Ane p.
the income tax as provided in 'Me
Title IIof an Act entitled
"An Act
entitled "An
Act to
increase the revenue
purposes," approved
September
increase
revenue, and for other purposes,"
approved September
employment of
eighth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, including the employment
inspectors, deputy
agents, inspectors,
deputy collectors
clerks, and
and messengers in the
collectors, clerks,
District of Columbia
Columbia, and the several
several collection
apcollection districts,
districts, to be appointed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with the
the approval
approval
Secretary of the Treasury,
of the Secretary
Treasury, and the purchase of such supplies,
supplies,
devices, and other articles
equipment, mechanical
mechanical devices,
articles as may be necesneces•
sary
for
use
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and
the
severe_
collection
collection
several
and
the
of
Columbia
District
in
the
for
use
sary
Personalservie
Personal
services,
etc., m
in District of Coetc.,
Co districts,
$1,700,000; and
and authority
districts, $1,700,000;
authority is
is given
given to
$40,000 of
said
to use
use $40,000
of said
lumbia.
the employment
employment in
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Internal
Revenue in
in the
the
Internal Revenue
Ante,
um for
for the
in the
T, p.
p 1089.
1X089. ssum
District of Columbia
Columbia of necessary
necessary clerical
clerical and other personal services,
and the purchase
purchase of such supplies,
supplies, equipment, mechanical
mechanical devices,
necessary for use in the District of
and other articles
articles as may be necessary
Columbia.
Columbia.
Collecting
Collecting cotton- Columbia.
futures
future tax.
tax.
Collecting
Collecting the cotton-future
enforce the proprocotton-future tax: For expenses
expenses to enforce
Ante,
p. 4a
476.
Ate, pvisions of part A of the Act approved
approved August
August eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, known as the cotton-futures
cotton-futures Act, including the employment
attorneys, agents, inspectors,
inspectors, deputy collectors,
ployment of attorneys,
collectors, clerks,

etc.

os

,
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and
messengers at
to be
be fixed
Commissioner of Internal
and messengers
at rates
rates to
fixed by
by the
the Commissioner
Revenue,
Secretary of the Treasury,
Revenue, subject to the approval of the Secretary
Treasury,
and
for the purchase
purchase of such supplies, equipment,
and for
equipment, mechanical
mechanical dedevices,
and other
other articles as may be necessary, $20,000:
Proviso
vices, and
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, Pyrii.
That
hereunder at a
a compensation
compensation Pay restriction.
That no person shall be employed
employed hereunder
exceeding $4,000 per
exceeding
per annum.
annum.
Collecting
tax on esCollecting the tax on estates, munitions, and so forth: For
For expenses
expenses t Collecting
mlletigons,
estates, munitions, etc.
of assessing
assessing and collecting
as provided
provided by
of
collecting the tax as
and III,
III, Ante,
by Titles
Titles I,
I, II,
II, and
nte, pp. 756-782.
7-7s82
of
of an Act entitled "An Act to increase the revenue,
revenue, and
for other
and for
other Ant,p.
Ante, p. 1000
1000.
purposes,"
nineteen hundred
purposes," approved September eighth, nineteen
and sixhundred and
sixteen, and to pay such sums as the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
of Internal
with the
Secretary of the Treasury-,may deem neceswith
the approval
approval of the Secretary
necessary, $340,000,
$340,000, and the
th e Commissioner
Commi
ss i
oner o
etc.
offInternal.
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
with the
the Employees,
Employees, etc.
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, is
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint
and pay from this appropriation
appropriation all necessary
necessary officers,
officers, experts,
experts, agents,
agents,
inspectors,
messengers, and janitors,
inspectors, deputy collectors, clerks, messengers,
janitors, and
to
and to
rent such qquuaarters,
quarters, incur expense for
such
for telephone
telephone service,
service, purchase
purchase such
supplies, equipment, mechanical devices,
supphes,
devices, and
articles as
and other
other articles
as may
may
be necessary
necessary for employment
employment or use
the District
District of
use in
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or
any collection
collection district of the United States, or
Territories
or any
any of
of the
the Territories
Proviso.
thereof:
Provided, That
That not
thereof: Provided,
$40,000 of
of the
amount appronot more
more than
than $40,000
the amount
appro- Svi
etc
Di.
Services, etc.,
Dis-

priated may be used for the employment
employment in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Internal
Internal
Revenue in the District of Columbia
Revenue
of necessary
necessary clerical
clerical help
help at
at rates
Columbia of
rates
to be fixed by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, subject
to the
subject to
the
approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, and for
purchase of
of
for the
the purchase
equipment, mechanical
such supplies, equipment,
devices, and
and other
other articles
mechanical devices,
articles as
as
may be necessary
necessary for
for use
use in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
District of
Columbia.e
Restricting the sale of opium, and so forth:
Restricting
forth: For expenses to enforce
enforce
the provisions of the Act approved December
December seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and fourteen, entitled "An Act
for the
registraAct to provide
provide for
the registration of, with collectors of internal revenue,
impose a
special
revenue, and
and to
to impose
a special
tax upon all persons who
compound,
who produce,
produce, import,
import, manufacture,
manufacture, compound,
deal in, dispense, sell, distribute,
distribute, or give
opium or
cocoa leaves,
give away
away opium
or cocoa
leaves,
their salts, derivatives,
derivatives, or preparations, and
other purposes,"
and for
for other
purposes,
employment of agents, deputy collectors,
including the employment
collectors, inspctors
inspectors,
chemists, assistant chemists, clerks, and me
ss
engers in
field and
and
messengers
in the
the field
in the Bureau of Internal Revenue
Revenue in the District of
to be
be
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
appointed by the Commissioner
appointed
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue,
with the
the apapof Internal
Revenue, with
proval of the Secretary of the Treasury, and for the
of such
such
the purchase
purchase of
supplies, equipment, mechanical
devices, and
other articles
as may
mechanical devices,
and other
articles as
may
be necessary
necessary for
use in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and the
several colfor use
District of
the several
collection districts,
not to
lection
districts, including
including not
to exceed
$4 per
diem in
of subexceed $4
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence, $300,000.
sistence,
$300,000.
For rent of offices outside of the District
District of
Columbia, telephone
of Columbia,
telephone
service,
miscellaneous expenses
service, and other miscellaneous
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the collection
collection
of internal
internal revenue, purchase
purchase of necessary
reference and
necessary books
books of
of reference
and
periodicals
periodicals for the chemical
chemical laboratory
laboratory and law library,
to exceed
library, not
not to
exceed
$500,
reasonable expenses
expenses for
$500, and reasonable
days immediimmedifor not exceeding
exceeding sixty
sixty days
ately following the injury of field officers
officers or employees
employees
.
in the
the InternalInternalRevenue Service
Revenue
Service while in line of duty, of
attendance,. sursurof medical
medical attendance,
geon's and hospital
necessary by
hospital bills made necessary
of such
such injury,
by reason
reason of
injury,
and for horses crippled or killed while
used
.
by
officers in
while being used
by officers
in makmg
making
raids, not exceeding $150
$150 for any horse
horse so crippled or
or killed,
killed, $100,000.
$100,000.
INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
TREASURY.

trict of
Columbia.
of Coumbi.

trct

Restricting e sale of

opium,
c.
opium, et
etc.

v3:
. 785
Vol. 38 , p.
785..
s.

Employees, etc.
Emplo,
etc.

Per diem subsistence.
Perdiemsubsistence.
Miscellaneous.
ASWC,
A
iste, p.1088.

p.1

Independent
Independent TressTre
fy.

UT).

BALTIMOBE, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
BALTIMORE,
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
treasurer, offi
Assistartt
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer,
oXAi-s~t

tr e a s

treasurers'

84,500; cashier,
$2,500; paying
teller, $1,900;
$4,500;
cashier, $2,500;
paying teller
teller,' $2,000;
$2,000; receiving
receiving teller,
$1,900; aatimare.
Baltimoe.
exchange teller, $1,800; vault
vault clerk, $1,800;
at $1,600
$1,800; clerks—two
clerks-two at
$1,600
each, three at $1,400 each, three at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
at $1,200 each,
each, three
three at
messenger,
messenger, $840; three
watchmen, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; in
in all,
$31,500.
three watchmen,
all, $31,500.
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BOSTON, OFFICE
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer,
BOSTON,
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
$5,000;
cashier, $2,500;
teller, $2,500;
vault clerk,
$2,000;
$2,500; paying
paying teller,
$2,500; vault
clerk, $2,000;
$5,000; cashier,
receiving teller,
redemption teller,
teller, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-one
clerks-one $2,200,
$2,200,
$2,000; redemption
receiving
teller, $2,000;
five at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, one
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
one $1,400,
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
three
five
$1,400, two
two at
at
$1,000 each; chief guard, $1,100;
at $1,100
$1,100 each, four at
at $1,000
$1,100; three
watchmen, at
$850 each;
and guard,
guard, $720;
$720; four
four money
money
at $850
each; laborer
laborer and
watchmen,
counters and handlers
handlers for money
money laundry
laundry machines,
each;
counters
machines, at $900 each;
in
in
all,
$46,570.
Chicago.
h a
CHICAGO, OFFICE
TREASURER: Assistant
Co
CHICAGO,
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
Assistant treasurer,
treasurer,
boi
$5,000; cashier, $3,000; assistant
cashier, $2,000; vault clerk,
$2,250;
assistant cashier,
clerk, $2,250;
paying
paying teller, $2,500;
$2,500; assorting
assorting teller,
teller, $2,000; redemption
redemption teller,
teller,
$2,000;
$2,000; receiving
$2,000; two book$2,000; change
change teller, $2,000;
receiving teller, $2,000;
keepers,
clerks-ono $1,750,
one $1,600,
$1,600, nine
nine at
keepers, at
at $1,500
$1,500 each;
each; clerks--one
$1,750, one
at
$1,200 each;
each;. attendant
attendant for
money laundry
for money
laundry
$1,500 each, thirteen
thirteen at $1,200
machines,
$840; three
three watchmen,
machines, $1,200;
$1,200; hall
hall man,
man, $1,100;
$1,100; messenger,
messenger, $840;
watchmen,
money counters
and handlers
handlers for
for
at $720 each;
each; janitor,
janitor, $720; eight money
counters and
money laundry
machines,
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
$71,420.
money
laundry
machines,
at
all,
$71,420.
Cincinnati.
Cinti.CINCINNATI,
CINCINNATI, OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer,
OF ASSISTANT
treasurer,
$4,500;
82,250; paying
receiving teller,
teller , $1,800;
$1,800;
$4,500; cashier,
cashier, $2,250;
paying teller, $2,000;
$2,000; receiving
vault clerk, $1,600;
clerks-two at $1,300
$1,200 each,
$1,600; clerks-two
$1,300 each, four at $1,200
two at
at $1,000
each; clerk
$1,000; chief
watchman,
two
$1,000 each;
clerk and
and stenographer
stenographer,, $1,000;
chief watchman,
$840; two
watchmen, at
at $720
each; in
all, $24,830.
$24,830.
$840;
two
watchmen,
$720
each;
m
all,
New Orleans.
Nw Orl
NEW ORLEANS,
ORLEANS, OFFICE OF
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
treasOF ASSISTANT
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treasurer , $4,500; cashier, $2,250; paying teller, $2,000; receiving
receiving teller,
urer,
$2,040; vault clerk, $1,800;
teller, $1,200; clerks-one
clerks-one
$1,800; assorting
assorting teller,
$2,000;
$1,500,
$1,500, five at $1,200 each, one $1,000;
$1,000; typewriter
typewriter and
and stenographer,
stenographer,
$1,000; day watchman,
watchman, $720;
messenger,
$720; night watchman,
watchman, $720; messenger,
$600;
in
all, $25,290.
$25,290.
in
all,
$600;
New York.
e w
N
Y
NEW YORK,
TREASURER: Assistant
treasurer,
YORK, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
Assistant treasurer,
$8,000; cashier, $4,200; assistant cashier, $3,600; chief clerk, $3,000;
check pay division--chief
division-chief $3,000,
$3,090, assistant
assistant chief $2,000, bond
bond clerk
clerk
and assistant vault clerk $2,800,
$2,800, paying teller
teller $3,000, assistant paying
paying
teller
teller $2,250, receiving teller
$2,800; redemption
redemption division-chief
teller $2,800;
$2,700,
$2,250, vault
$2 ?700, assistant
assistant chief $2,250,
authorities clerk
clerk $2,500;
$2,500;
vault and authorities
coin division-chief
division-chief $2,700, assistant chief $2,000,
$2,000, paving
paving teller
teller
$2,100; bookkeepers--chief
bookkeepers--chief $2,400, two at $2,000 each; clerks-one
Clerks-one
$2,300, two at $2,000 each,
each, one $1,900, one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1.700,
$1.700, four
four
at $1,600
$1,600 each, seven at $1,500
each, five at
at
$1,500 each, nine at $1,400 each,
$1,300 each, ten at $1,200
$1,200 each, one $1,000;
$1,000; messengers-two
messengers-two at
at
$1,200
each, five at $900 each, two at $800
$1,200 each,
$,S00 each; guards-chief
guards-chief $1,500,
$1,500,
$1,000 each; superintendent
one $1,200,
$1,200, two at $1,000
superintendent of building,
building, $1,800;
$1,800;
engineers-chief $1.200,
$1,050 each;
engineers-chief
$1.200, two at $1,050
each; eight watchmen,
watchmen, at
at
$720 each; sixteen
sixteen money counters
counters and handlers
handlers for money
money laundry
laundry
machines,
in all,
$154,460.
all, $154,460.
$900 each;
each; in
at $900
machines, at
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA,
OFFICE OF
OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER: Assistant
Assistant treastreasPHILADEI.PHIA, OFFICE
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
teller,'$2,250;
urer, $5,000;
$5,000; cashier, $2,500; paying teller
$2,250; coin teller, $2,000;
$2,000;
vault clerk, $1,900;
$1,900; bookkeeper, $1,800; assorting
assorting teller, $1,800;
$1,800;
clerks-one $1,600,
$1,600,
receiving teller, $1,700;
$1,700; redemption
redemption teller,
teller'$1,600;
$1,600; clerks-one
two at $1,500
$1,500 each, two at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, one $1,300,
$1,300, five at $1,200
$1,200
each, one $1,000;
$1,000; chief guard, $1,100;
51,100; five counters, at $900 each;
each;
six watchmen, at $720
$720 each;
each; four money counters
counters and handlers
handlers for
for
money
$49,770.
aint I.nois.
Louis
money laundry
laundry machines
machines at
at $900
$900 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $49,770.
Saint
SAINT
SAINT LOUIS,
LOUIS, OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
Assistant treasurer,
treasurer,
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
TREASURER: Assistant
$4,500; cashier, $2,500; paying teller, $2,000;
$2,000; receiving
receiving teller, $1,800;
$1,800;
change teller,
teller , $1.600;
coin teller, $1,200
l
erks-t wo at
a t$1,500
$1 ,500 each,
eac h,
$1,600; coin
$1,200;; cclerks-two
five at $1,200
$1,204 each, two at $1,100 each, three at $1,000 each, three at
$900 each; two watchmen,
watchmen, at $720
$720 each; two janitors, at $600 each;
each;
guard, $720;
guard,
$720; in all, $33,860.
San
Francisco.
San Franciso.
S.AN
FRANCISCO, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
TREASURER: Assistant
S
1N FRANCISCO,
OF ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TREASURER:
Assistant
treasurer,
treasurer, $4,500; cashier, who also acts as vault clerk, $2,800; bookbook$2,000: paying teller, $2,400; receiving teller, $2,000; clericskeeper, $2,000;
cierks-
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one
two at
$1,800 each, one $1,500;
$1,500; stenographer
stenographer and typeat $1,800
$2,000, two
one $2,000,
watchmen, at $720
writer,
$1,200; messenger,
$720 each; in
messenger, $840; four watchmen,
writer, $1,200;
all, $25,720.
all,
MINTS AND ASSAY OFFICES.
MINTS
CARSON, NEV.DA,
NEVADA, M
INT: Assayer
Assayer in
in charge,
charge, who shall also perform
MINT:
CARSON,
the duties
of melter,
melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant assayer, $1,200;
$1,200; chief clerk,
duties of
the
$1,200; in all, $4,200.
$1,200;
For
wages of
of workmen
workmen and other employees,
employees, $2,000.
For wages
For
incidental and
g ent expenses, $1,300.
contingent
and conti_n
For incidental

1093
1093

Mints and assay offioi.
ces.

esntsd assay

Nev.
Carson 0ty,
Oily, Nev.

Denver, Colo.
ColoDENVER,
COLORADO, MINT:
MINT: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $4,500; assayer, Denver,
DENVER, COLORADO,
$3,000;
department,
$3,000; superintendent,
s
uperintendent, melting and refining department,
$3,000;
$2,500;
superintendent, coining
coining department, $2,500; chief clerk, $2,500;
superintendent,
$2,000;
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500; deposit
deposit weigh
weigh clerk,
bookkeeper, $2,000;
clerk, $2,000; bookkeeper,
cashier,
assistant
assayer, $2,200;
$2,200; assayer's
assayer's assistant,
assistant
assistant, $2,000; assistant
assistant assayer,
$1,800 each, three
cashier , $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks-two at $2,000 each, two at $1,800
cashier,
$1,200; private secretary,
at
two at
secretary,
at $1,400 each, one $1,200;
each, two
$1,600 each,
at $1,600
$1,200;
in all, $45,600.
$1,200; in
Ante,
1088
p. 1088Ante, p.
For wages
of workmen
workmen and other employees, $92,000.
wages of
For
machinery
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, including
including new machinery
contingent expenses,
For
coining
department and coining
and
wastage in melting and refining department
repairs, wastage
and repairs,
department,
and loss
sweeps arising from the treatment
of sweeps
sale of
on sale
loss on
department, and
of
manufacture of coin,
coin '$44,000.
of bullion and the manufacture
Orleans, La.
Ia.
New Orlean,
NEW ORLEANS,
MINT: Assayer in charge, who shall also
LOUISIANA, MINT:
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
NEW
perform
the duties
duties of
$1,500;
melter, $2,500; assistant assayer, $1,500;
of melter,
perform the
chief
clerk, who
shall perform
duties of cashier, $1,500; in all,
the duties
perform the
who shall
chief clerk,
$5,500.
For
wages of
$5,350.
and other employees, $5,350.
workmen and
of workmen
For wages
For
incidental and contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,800.
For incidental
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,
PHILADELPHIA
$4,500; engraver,
engraver, $4,000;
$4,000;
Superintendent, $4,500;
MINT: Superintendent,
PHEILADELPHIA MINT:
assayer,
melting and
department,
refining department,
and refining
superintendent melting
$3,000; superintendent
assayer, $3,000;
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, coining
coining department,
department, $2,500;
clerk,
$2,500; chief clerk,
$3,000;
$2,500; assistant
assistant assaver,
assayer, $2,200;
bookkeeper, $2,500;
cashier, $2,500; bookkeeper,
$2,200; cashier,
$2,500;
assistant
assistant bookkeeper,
$2,000; deposit
deposit weigh
weigh clerk, $2,000; assistant
bookkeeper, $2,000;
assistant
cashier, $1,800;
curator, $1,800;
clerks-one $2,000, one $1,700, eight
$1,800; clerks-one
$1,800; curator,
cashier,
at $1,600
each, one
one $1,500,
six at
at $1,400
each, one $1,300, three at
$1,400 each,
$1,500, six
$1,600 each,
at
$1,200 each,
each, three
three at
each; in all, $68,600.
at $1,000 each;
$1,200
Ante,
1088.
p. lO8
nte, p.
A
For
wages of workmen
employees, $315,000.
$315,000.
workmen and other employees,
For wages
For
incidental and
and contingent
expenses, including
machinery
new machinery
including new
contingent expenses,
For incidental
and repairs,
repairs, cases
cases and
manufactured, expenses
medals manufactured,
for medals
enameling for
and enameling
and
of the
refining and
melting and refining
in melting
wastage in
commission, wastage
assay commission,
annual assay
the annual
of
in coining
departments, and
and loss
loss on
sale of sweeps arising from the
on sale
coining departments,
in
treatment
of bullion
bullion and
manufacture of coins, and not exceeding
exceeding
and the manufacture
treatment of
$1,000 in
in value
value of
specimen coins
coins and ores for the cabinet of the
of specimen
$1,000
$65,000.
mint, $65,000.
CaL
San Franc:boa,
Cal
Frans,
SAN FRANCISCO,
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA,
MINT: Superintendent,
$4,500;
Superintendent, $4,500;
CALIFORNIA, MINr:
SAN
assayer,
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, melting
and refining
refining department,
department,
melting and
assayer, $3,000;
$3,000; superintendent,
superintendent, coining
coining department, $2,500; chief clerk,
$3,000;
$2,500; cashier,
$2 ,
000 ;assistant assayer, $2,200;
$2,200;
bookkeeper, $2,000;
$2,500; bookkeeper,
cashier, $2,500;
$2,500;
$1,800; assayer's
assistant
bookkeeper, $1,800;
assayer's
assistant bookkeeper,
$1,800; assistant
cashier, $1,800;
assistant cashier,
assistant,
weigh clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
clerks-one $2,000, two
$2,000; clerks-one
deposit weigh
$2,000; deposit
assistant, $2,000;
at
$1,800 each,
each, four
four at
each, two
two at
two at
$1,000
at $1,000
each, two
$1,400 each,
at $1,400
$1,600 each,
at $1,600
at $1,800
each; private
secretary, $1,400;
$48,000.
all, $48,000.
in all,
$1,400; in
private secretary,
each;
Ante,
p.1088.
1088
Ans,p.
For wages
workmen, and
and other
other employees,
employees, $125,000.
$125,000.
of workmen,
wages of
For
For incidental
and contingent
expenses, including
machinery
including new machinery
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For
and repairs,
repairs, wastage
wastage in
the melting
melting and
and refining
department and in
refining department
in the
and
the coining
coining department,
and loss
sweeps arising
the
from the
arising from
of sweeps
sale of
on sale
loss on
department, and
the
treatment
of
bullion
and
the
manufacture
of
$42,000.
coin,
manufacture
the
and
bullion
treatment of
Boise, Idaho.
IdafoBoae,
BOISE,
IDAHO, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE:
in charge,
charge, who shall also perAssayer in
OFFICE: Assayer
BOISE, IDAHO,
form
the duties
duties of
of melter,
melter, $1,800;
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer, $1,200; chief
form the
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Deadwod, S.. Dak.
Dak.
Dedwd,

Helena, Mont.

New
York, N.Y.
N. Y.
NewYork,

Ante,
Ante,

p.108il.
p.
lo&
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clerk, who
who shall
shall also
also perform
perform the
the duties
duties of
of cashier,
cashier, $1,200;
$1,200; in
all,
in all,
clerk,
$4,200.
For
and other
employees, $2,000.
$2,000.
other employees,
For wages
wages of
of workmen
workmen and
For
expenses, $1,200.
$1,200.
For incidental
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
DEADWOOD,
OUTH DAKOTA,
ASSAY OFFICE:
OFFICE: Assayer
Assayer in charge,
charge, who
DEADWOOD, S
SOUTH
DAKOTA, ASSAY
shall also
also perform
perform the
the duties
duties of
of melter,
$1,800; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer,
melter, $1,800;
shall
$1,200; clerk,
$1,000; in
in all,
$4,000.
all, $4,000.
clerk, $1,000;
$1,200;
For wages
wages of
of workmen
and other
employees $2,000.
$2,000.
other employees,
For
workmen and
For incidental
and contingent
contingent expenses
$1,000.
For
incidental and
expenses, $1,000.
HELENA, MONTANA,
MONTANA, ASSAY
Assayer in
in charge,
charge who
who shall
shall
ASSAY OFFICE:
OFFICE: Assayer
HELENA,
$1,800; chief
the duties of melter, $1,800;
also
chief clerk, who shall also
perform the
also perform
perform the
duties of
$1,400; assistant
assistant assayer,
assayer, $1,200;
in
$1,200; in
perform
the duties
of cashier,
cashier, $1,400;
all,
all, $4,400.
$4,400.
For wages
wages of
workmen and
and other
other employees,
employees, $2,500.
$2,500.
For
of workmen
For
and contingent
contingent expenses,
$1,300.
For incidental
incidental and
expenses, $1,300.
NEW
YORK ASSAY
OFFICE: Superintendent,
$5,000f assayer,
$3,000;
ASSAY OFFICE:
NEW YORK
Superintendent, $5,000'
assayer, $3,000;
superintendent,
department, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk,
melting and
and refining
refining department,
superintendent, melting
assayer, at
at $2,500
$2,500;
$2,500
weigh clerk, and
and assistant
assistant assayer,
$2,500; cashier, deposit weigh
each; assayer's
$2,350; assistant
assistant cashier,
bookkeeper, $2,350;
assayer's assistant,
assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; bookkeeper,
each;
$1,600,
$1,800;
at $2,000
each, four
four at $1,800
$1,800 each, one $1,600,
$2,000 each,
$1,800; clerks-two
clerks-two at
one $1,500,
$1,500, one
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; private
private secretary,
$1,400;
one
one $1,250,
$1,250, seven
seven at
secretary, $1,400;
in all, $51,100.
$51,100.
For
wages of
of workmen
workmen and
other employees,
employees, $110,000.
$110,000.
For wages
and other
For incidental
expenses including
including new
new machinery
machinery
incidental and
and contingent
contingent expenses,
For
and repairs,
wastage in
and refining
and loss
in the
the melting
melting and
refining department, and
and
repairs, wastage

on sale of sweeps arising from
from the treatment
treatment of bullion,
bullion* $76,000.
$76,000.
Salt Lake City,
SALT LAKE
LAKE CITY,
CITY, UTAII,
OFFICE: Assayer
Assayer in
in charge,
charge, who
who
ASSAY OFFICE:
UTAH, ASSAY
SALT
cSalt Lake City,
perform the duties of melter, chief clerk, and cashier, $1,800.
Utshall
shall also perform
$1,800.
For
wages of
workmen and
and other employees,
employees, $1,500.
$1,500.
For wages
of workmen
For
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
For incidental
expenses, $500.
In all, $3,800.
$3,800.
In
Seattle,
Wash.
Seattle, Wash.
SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON,
Assayer in
S
EATTLE, W
ASHINGTON, ASSAY
ASSAY OFFICE: Assayer
in charge, who
shall also perform
perform the duties of melter, $2,750; assistant
assistant assayer,
$2,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, who
who shall
shall also
also perform
perform the duties of cashier,
cashier,
$2,000; chief
clerks-one $1,700,
$2,000; clerks-one
$1,700, one $1,600,
$1,600, one
one $1,400;
$1,400; in all, $11,450.
$11,450.
For wages of workmen,
workmen, and
other employees,
employees, $15,000.
$15,000.
and other
incidental and contingent
expenses, including
rent of building,
For incidental
contingent expenses,
including rent
building,
$5,500.
$5,500.
War Department.
Department.
WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
Secretary,
Assistant,
Secretary, Assistant,
d
chief
assistant
and
chief
sist
clerk, clerks,
clerks, etc.
clerk,

OFFICE OF
OF THE
ECRETARY:
SECRETARY:
THE S
OFFICE

Secretary
of War,
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant
War, $12,000;
Secretary of

Secretary,
$5,000; assistant and chief clerk, who shall
shall sign such offiSecretary, $5,000;

documents as the
the Secretary
cial papers and documents
Secretary may
may direct,
direct, $4,000;
$4,000;
private
Secretary, $2,500;
private secretary
secretary to the Secretary,
$2,500;. clerk
clerk to the Secretary,
Secretary,
$2,000;
stenographer to the Secretary,
$2,000; clerk to the Assistant
$2,000; stenographer
Secretary, $2,000;
Assistant
Secretary, $2,400;
$2,400; disbursing
clerk,
Secretary,
$2,400; assistant
assistant chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
disbursing clerk,
$2,750;
$2,750; appointment
appointment clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; four chiefs
chiefs of divisions,
divisions, at $2,000
$2,000
each;
superintendent of
each; superintendent
War, and
and Navy
Navy
of buildings
buildings outside of State,
State, War,
Department Building,
Department
Building, in addition to compensation
compensation as chief of division, $500; chief telegrapher,
$1,800; clerks-six
telegrapher, $1,800;
clerks-six of class four,
four, seven
seven
of
of class
class two,
twenty of
of class
class one,
one, five
five at
at $1,000
$1,000
of class
class three, fifteen
fifteen of
two, twenty
each, two at $900 each;
$1,200; carpenters-one
carpenters-one $1,200,
$1,200,
each; foreman,
foreman, $1,200,
one $1,080;
$1,080; chief messenger, $1,000; skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,080;
$1,080; six messengers;
sengers; nine
two telephone
opernine assistant messengers;
messengers; two
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
ators; engineer, $900; assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer, $720;
$720; fireman;
fireman; six watchmen;
watchmen;
three watchmen,
watchmen, at $660 each;
each; eight laborers;
laborers; hostlers-one
hostlers-one $600,
$600,
one $540;
charwomen; in
in all,
all, $155,940.
$155,940.
one
$540; four
four charwomen;
Adjntant Generrl's
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S OFFICE:
OFt ICE :Chief
Clerk, $2,500;
chiefs of
Chief Clerk,
$2,500; ten
ten chiefs
of
ojltant
Gemfl's
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
divisions,
clerks-fifty-eight of class four, seventydivisions, at $2,000 each; clerks-fifty-eight
seventyfour of class three, one
hundred and sixteen of class two, two
one hundred
two hundred
hundred
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and thirty-one
thirty-one of
of class
$1,000 each; engineer,
ninety-three at $1,000
class one, ninety-three
and
$1,400;
mechanic,
two firemen; skilled mechanic,
engineer, $900; two
assistant engineer,
$1,400; assistant
$1,000;
messengers; four watchassistant messengers;
sixty-one assistant
messengers; sixty-one
eleven messengers;
$1,000; eleven
men;
twenty-one laborers;
laborers; in all, $852,540;
employees provided
provided
$852,540; all employees
men; twenty-one
for
by this
Office of the War
General's Office
Adjutant General's
for The
The Adjutant
this paragraph
paragraph for
for by
Department
exclusively engaged on the work of this office
shall be
be exclusively
Department shall
sector General's
i Inspector
for
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen.
and eighteen.
hundred and
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
ce
of Office.
OFFICE OF
OF I
NSPECTOR GENERAL:
two of
four, two
of class
class four,
Clerks-one of
GENERAL: Clerks—one
INSPECTOR
OFFICE
class
three, three
class two,
two, four
four of
of class
class one,
one, two
two at
at $1,000
each;
$1,000 each;
of class
three of
class three,
messenger;
assistant messenger;
$18,160.
en,Ad Advocate Genall, $18,160.
$600; in
in all,
messenger, $600;
messenger; messenger,
messenger; assistant
Judge
offme.
erai's office.
OFFICE OF
OF J
UDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL: Chief
Chief clerk
and solicitor,
solicitor, eraPs
clerk and
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
JUDGE
OFFICE
$2,500;
law clerks-one
clerks—one $2,400,
clerks-two of class four,
$2,000; clerks—two
one $2,000;
$2,400, one
$2,500; law
$1,000
three
class three, four of class two, eight of class one, two at $1,006
three of class
each;
three messengers;
messengers; assistant
messenger; in all, $36,640.
assistant messenger;
copyist; three
each; copyist;
S
IGNAL OFFICE:
OFFICE: Chief
clerk, $2,000;
clerks—four of
four , three
Signal oe.
Office.
three siga
class four,
of class
$2,000; clerks-four
Chief clerk,
SIGNAL
of
class three,
three, five
$1,004 each;
each;
two, eight of class one, nine at $1,000
class two,
five of class
of class
five
three assistant
assistant messengers;
$45,960.
in all,
all, $45,960.
messengers; in
messengers; three
five messengers;
Sk
The
and such
such other
etc. Med draftsmen,
drats
the etc.e
as the
service as
other service
draftsmen and
skilled draftsmen
of skilled
services of
The services
the
Secretary
War may deem necessary
necessary-may be employed only in the
of War
Secretary of
Signal
Office to
to carry
carry into
the various
appropriations for
various appropriations
effect the
into effect
Signal Office
Signal Service
fortifications
defense, and for the Swill
of defense,
other works of
and other
fortifications and
of
to be
be paid
sueh appropriations,
in addition
addition to
to the
the Proviso.
appropriations, in
of the
the Army,
Army, to
paid from
from such
foregoing
for in.
Office: Provided,
Provided, Limit, etc.
Signal Office:
the Signal
in the
appropriated for
employees appropriated
foregoing employees
That
the entire
entire expenditures
expenditures for
fiscal year ninefor the
the fiscal
this purpose
purpose for
for this
That the
Secretary
$53,280, and the Secretary
teen
hundred and
exceed $53,280,
not exceed
shall not
eighteen shall
and eighteen
teen hundred
of
War shall
each year
year in
in the
the annual
annual estimates
estimates report
Congress
to Congress
report to
shall each
of War
the
persons so
so ,employed,
amount
their duties, and the amount
employed, their
of persons
number of
the number
Rado
engineers, et.
paid
each.
paid to
to each.
Radio engineers,
etc.
The
one radio
radio engineer
assistants as
engineer and such radio assistants,
of one
services of
The services
the
Secretary
of
War
may
deem
necessary,
may
be
employed
assistants,
the Secretary of War may deem necessary, may be employed only
the appropriation
the
for the
appropriation for
into effect
effect the
carry into
to carry
Office to
the Signal
Signal Office
in the
Signal
of the
the Army,
Army, to
be paid
paid from
appropriation, in
such appropriation,
from such
to be
Service of
Signal Service
addition to
to the
the foregoing
foregoing employees
employees appropriated
Signal
in the
the Signal
appropriated for in
addition
Office:
That t
he entire
entire expenditures
expenditures for
Limit,
etc.
for Proviso.
Lit°et
for this
this purpose
purpose for
the
Office: Provided,
Provided, That
eighteen shall not exceed $5,000,
hundred and eighteen
the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
$5,000,
and the
the secretary
of War
shall each
in the
estimates
annual estimates
the annual
year in
each year
War shall
Secretary of
and
report
of persons
persons so
so employed,
duties,
their duties,
employed, their
number of
the number
Congress the
to Congress
report to
nen
and
amount paid
to each.
each.
.
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Gen.
paid to
and the
the amount
OFFICE OF
GENERAL: Chief
pnn- eral's
Office.
elrasoffce.
$2,750; princlerk, $2,750;
Chief clerk,
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL:
OF QUARTERMASTER
OFFICE
cipal
clerks—five at
at $2,250
each, three
three at
each; clerks—fifteen
clerks-fifteen
$2,000 each;
at $2,000
$2,250 each,
cipal clerks-five
of
class four,
twenty-nine of
class two,
two, ninetyninetyof class
fifty of
three, fifty
class three,
of class
four, twenty-nine
of class
three of
class one,
one, fifty-nine
fifty-nine at
ten at
$900 each;
each; advisory
advisory
at $900
each, ten
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
of class
three
architect, $4,000;
$4,000; draftsmen-three
draftsmen—three at
at $1,800
$1,600
at $1,600
seven at
each, seven
$1,800 each,
architect,
each,
at $1,400
engineer, $2,750;
$2,750; hydraulic
hydraulic and
and
supervising engineer,
each; supervising
$1,400 each;
five at
each, five
sanitary
engineer, $2,000;
$2,000; civil
engineer, $1,800;
electrical engineer,
engineer,
$1,800; electrical
civil engineer,
sanitary engineer,
$2,000; electrical
electrical and
and mechanical
mechanical engineer,
engineer, $2,250; marine engineer,
$2,000;
messengers; fourteen
$3,500;
sanitary and
and heating
heating engineer,
$1,800; six messengers'
fourteen
engineer, $1,800;
$3,500; sanitary
assistant messengers;
messengers; twelve
laborer , $600;
$600; in
in all,
General's
go
all, $410,340.
$410,340. surgeon
twelve laborers;
laborers; laborer,
assistant
OFFICE OF
SURGEON GENERAL:
GENERAL,:Chief
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; principal
office.
principal Office.
OF SURGEON
OFFICE
assistant librarian,
librarian, $2,250;
$2,250; law
law clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; chemist,
chemist, $2,100;
assistant
$2,100; assistant
assistant
chemist,
$1,600; pathologist,
$1,800; microscopist,
assistant
$1,800; assistant
microscopist, $1,800;
pathologist, $1,800;
chemist, $1,600;
librarian,
$1,600; two
two translators
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
each;
translators at
anatomist, $1,600;
$1,800; anatomist,
librarian, $1,800;
clerks—fourteen
of class
class four,
four, thirteen
thirteen of
of class
class three, twenty-six of
clerks-fourteen of
class
two, thirty-six
of class
class one,
one, thirteen
at $900
$900
two at
each, two
$1,000 each,
at $1,000
thirteen at
thirty-six of
class two,
each;
skilled mechanic,
two messengers;
messengers;
$1,000; two
mechanic, $1,000;
$1,400; skilled
engineer, $1,400;
each; engineer,
eleven
assistant messengers;
messengers; three
three firemen;
firemen; three
watchmen; supersuperthree watchmen;
eleven assistant
intendent
building (Army
(Army Medical
Medical Museum
Museum and
$200;
Library), $200;
and Library),
of building
intendent of
six
laborers; four
four charwomen;
charwomen; in
$182,640.
six laborers;
in all,
all, $182,640.
OFFICE OF Cum' OF ORDNANCE: Chief clerk, $2,250; chief of Ordnance O=Ce.
Office.
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF ORDNANCE: Chief clerk, $2,250; chief of
division,
$2,000; principal
principal clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
clerks—eight of
of class
class four,
four,
$2,000; clerks-eight
division, $2,000;
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of class
one,
ten of class three,
three, seventeen
seventeen of
class two,
two, thirty-six
thirty-six of
of class
class one,
each; two
messengers; assistant
twelve at $1,000
$1,000 each, five at
at $900 each;
two messengers;
assistant
messenger; messengers—two
messengers-two at
at $780
$780 each,
each, two
two at
at $720
$720 each;
each; laborer;
laborer;
in
all,
$126,210.
in
all,
$126,210.
Skilled
etced
drft,,
daft"'
The services of skilled draftsmen
draftsmen and
services as
as the
the
and such
such other
other services
etc.
Secretary of War may
Secretary
may deem
deem necessary
necessary may
employed only
only in
in
may be
be employed
the office of the Chief of
Ordnance to
to carry
the various
of Ordnance
carry into
into effect
effect the
various
appropriations for
armament of
and for
the arming
arming
appropriations
for the
the armament
of fortifications
fortifications and
for the
and equipping
equipping of the National Guard, to
from such
such approto be
be paid
paid from
appropriations,
in addition to the
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for
the
amount
specifically
Proviso.
draftsmen
the Army
That the
the entire
Limit,
etc.
imitete.
draftsmen in
in the
Army Ordnance
Ordnance Bureau:
Bureau: Provided,
Provided, That
entire
expenditures for this purpose for the fiscal year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eighteen shall not exceed $225,000,
Secretary of
of War
War
$225,000, and
and the
the Secretary
shall each year in the annual
estimates report
the number
number
annual estimates
report to
to Congress
Congress the

of Aiwsons
so employed,
their duties,
persons so
employed, their
duties, and
and the
the amount
amount paid
paid to
to each.
each.
irncE OF
HIEF OF
OF ENGINEERS:
ENGINEERS: Chief
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; two
two chiefs
chiefs of
of
OFFICE
OF C
CHIEF
Chief clerk,
divisions, at $2,000 each; clerks—eight
divisions
four, twelve
clerks-eight of class
class four,
twelve of
of class
class
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
three, fifteen of class two,
two, twenty of class
class one,
one, fourteen
fourteen at
six at $900 each; six messengers;
messengers; laborer;
laborer;
messengers; three
three assistant
assistant messengers;
messenger
$400; in
all, $112,510.
$112,510.
messenger boy,
d drftsm,
boy, $400in all,
Skilled
etc.
et.
d'
aftsmen' The services of skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen, civil
engineers, and
civil engineers,
and such
such other
other
services
of War
War may
deem necessary,
necessary, may
may be
services as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
may deem
be ememployed only in the Office of the Chief of Engineers, to carry into
into effect
effect
the various appropriations
appropriations for rivers and harbors, fortifications,
fortifications, and
and
surveys and preparation
preparation for and the consideration
consideration of
of river
river and
and
harbor
rooso.
harbor estimates
estimates and
and bills, to be paid from
from such
such appropriations:
appropriations:
Proviso.
Limit,
eta
Limit, etc.
Providd, That the expenditures
Provided,
expenditures on
this account
account for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
on this
nineteen
nineteen hundred and eighteen
eighteen shall not exceed
$50,400; the
the SecSecexceed $50,400;
retary of War shall each year, in the annual estimates, report
report to
to
Congress the number
number of persons so employed, their duties,
duties, and
and the
the
amount
paid to
amount paid
to each.
each.
Insular Affairs
nsular Ars
uBU EAU OF
INSULAR
031111.
BuBUREAU
or I
NSULAR AFFAIRS:
chief clerk,
clerk,
AFFAIds: Law
Law officer,
officer, $4,500;
$4,500- chief
$2,250
of class
four, seven
of class
three, eleven
eleven of
class
$2,250;•clerks—ten
clerks-ten of
class four,
seven of
class three,
of class
two, fourteen of class one, ten at $1,000
$1,000 each; three messengers; two
assistant
four laborers;
charwomen; in
in all,
$85,230.
assistant messengers;
messengers; four
laborers; two
two charwomen;
all $85,230.
MilitiaMiaBa
Bureau.
Mnitp. 203.
Bup
MxILA BuzAu:
Ante,
MILITIA
BUREAU :Chief clerk,
clerks—two of
of class
four,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks-two
class four,
three of class three, seven
class one,
eight at
at
seven of
of class two,
two, fifteen
fifteen of
of class
one, eight
$1,000
assistant messengers;
messengers; two
two laborers;
in
$1,000 each;
each; messenger;
messenger; two
two assistant
laborers; in
all $49,800.
$49,800.
Chlef of
of Chief
Office of
o all,
cout
OFFCE
OF C
CIEF
COAST
Coast Artillerv.
Artillery.
tiFFICE OF
HIEF OF C
OAST ARTILLERY:
ARTILLERY: Chief
Chief clerk,
clerks—
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerksl 6.
p-.168.
te, P.
nte,
one of class four, two of class three, three of class two, five of
of class
class
one, three at $1,000
$1,000 each; three
$720 each;
all,
three messengers,
messengers, at
at $720
each; in
in all,
$22,360.
Contingent expenses. $22,360.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
AR DEPARTMENT.
For purchase
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, W
WAR
DEPARTMENT: For
purchase of
of proprofessional
and stientific
stientific books,
law books,
ng their
thei
r exchange;
exc h
ange;
fessional and
books law
books, includi
including
of referen
ce, blank
blank books,
pamphlets, periodicals,
newspapers
books of
reference,
boks, pamphlets,
periodicals, newspapers,
maps; typewriters and adding machines; furniture
furniture and
and repairs
repairs to
matting oilcloth,
oilcloth, file cases
same; carpets, matting,
cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap,
sponges, fuel,
fuel, gas,
and h
ea ting apparatus for and repairs to buildings
sponges,
gas, and
heating
apparatus for and repairs to buildings
(outside
of
the
State,
War,
and Navy
Department Building)
Building) occupied
occupied
(outside of the State, War, and
Navy Department
Adjutant General's Office and other offices of the War Departby Adjutant
purchase,
ment and its bureaus located in the Lemon Building; purchase,
exchange,
exchange, care, and subsistence of horses, and the
the purchase,
purchase, mainmaintenance, repair,
exchange of
of wagons,
tenance,
repair, and
and exchange
wagons, motor
motor trucks,
trucks, and
and horsehorsedrawn
harness, to
to be
be used
used only
for
drawn passenger-carrying
passengercarrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and harness,
only for
official purposes; freight and express
express charges; street car tickets, not
necessary expenses, including
including
Per diem subsistence. exceeding $300; and other absolutely necessary
Vol.
Vol. 38,
38,p..i.
p.680.
to exceed
a per diem allowance
allowance not to
exceed $4
$4 in
in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence pursuant
lieu of
pursuant
to
to section
section thirteen
thirteen of the
the sundry
sundry civil
civil Act
Act approved
approved August first,
nineteen hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, $50,000.
$50,000.

C
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For stationery
For
stationery for the department and its bureaus and offices, statimery.
Statkmery.
$25,000.
$25,000.
P t g
For postage stamps for the department
Om
department and its bureaus, as required Postage.
under
under the Postal Union, to prepay
prepay postage on matters
matters addressed to
countries, $250.
$250.
Postal Union
Union countries,
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia: War Department,
Department, Rent.
$7,200; Adjutant General's
$1,500; and Bureau of Ordnance,
General's Office, $1,500;
Ordnance,
$1,800; in
all, $10,500.
$10,500.
$1,800;
in all,
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
GROUNDS.

and
Public buildings
buildings and

grounds.
grounds.

OFFICE
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS:
Superintendent,
Superintcdent,
as.
OFFICE OF
OF PUBLIC
BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, sistant,
clerks, etc. 114.
$3,000;
assistant and
and chief
clerk, $2,400
cl
erk
s— one of
ofclass
cl
ass four,
f
our,
$3,000; assistant
chief clerk,
$2,400;; clerks-one
stt clretc.
one of class three, one of class two and stenographer,
stenographer, one
one of
of class one;
one;
messenger; landscape architect, $2,400; surveyor
surveyor and draftsman,
draftsman,
$1,500; in all, $16,140.
For foremen,
For
foremen, gardeners,
gardeners, mechanics,
and• laborers
employed in
the Fremen,
nre
nien ,etc.
etc*
mechanics, and
laborers employed
in the
public
public grounds,
grounds, $31,200.
$31,200.
For
sergeant of
watchmen, $950.
Watchmen.
For sergeant
of park
park watchmen,
$950.
Watchmen.
For second sergeant
sergeant of park watchmen
watchmen, $900.
$900
For day watchmen,
watchmen, as follows: One in Franklin
Day force.
Franklin Park and adjacent
adjacent Dartlae.
reservations on New York Avenue;
reservations
Lafayette Park;
Park; two
two in
Avenue; one
one in Lafayette
in
Smithsonian
Grounds and
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
reservations; one
Smithsonian Grounds
one in
in Judiciary
Judiciary
Park; one in Lincoln Park and adjacent
adjacent reservations;
reservations; one in
in Iowa
Iowa
Circle and reservations
reservations to the northeast;
one in
Thomas and
and Scott
Scott
northeast; one
in Thomas
Circles and neighboring reservations;
in Washington
Circle and
reservations; one
one in
Washington Circle
and
neighboring
neighboring reservations;
reservations; one in
neighboring reserin Dupont
Dupont Circle
Circle and neighboring
reservations; one
one in
in McPherson
and Farragut
vations;
McPherson Park
Park and
Farragut Square;
Square; one
one in
in Stanton
Stanton
Park and
in Henry
Seaton Parks
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
reservations; two
two in
Henry and
and Seaton
Parks
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
one iin Mount
Mount Vernon
and reserreserreservations; one
Vernon Park
Park and
vations to the northeast; one
one in
in grounds
grounds south
south of
the Executive
of the
Executive
Mansion; one
one in
Garfield and
reservations to
to the
Mansion;
in Garfield
and Marion
Marion Parks
Parks and
and reservations
the
Monument Park;
four in
Potomac Park;
Park; and
and one
one in
east; one
one in Monument
Park; four
in Potomac
in
Montrose
Montrose Park; twenty-three in all, at
at $840
$840 each,
each, $19,320.
$19,320.
For
night watchmen,
watchmen, as
as follows:
follows: Three
Smithsonian Grounds
For night
Three in
in Smithsonian
Grounds Night
ore.
Night force.
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
reservations; one in Judiciary
Judiciary Park;
Park; two in
in Henry
and Seaton Parks and
reservations; one
in grounds
grounds south
south of
of
and adjacent
adjacent reservations;
one in
Executive Mansion;
Monument Park;
in Garfield
Park
the Executive
Mansion; one
one in
in Monument
Park; one
one in
Garfield Park
and
in Iowa
and Thomas
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
reservations; one
one in
Iowa,'Scott,
Scott, and
Thomas Circles
Circles
and
reservations; two
Stanton and
and Lincoln
and
and neighboring
neighboring reservations;
two in
in Stanton
Lincoln Parks
Parks and
neighboring
Franklin,
neighboring reservations;
reservations; two
two in
in Lafayette,
Lafayette, McPherson,
McPherson, Franklin,
and
one in
neighand Farragut
Farragut Parks;
Parks; one
in Washington
Washington and
and Dupont
Dupont Circles
Circles and
and neighboring
reservations; one
one in
Mount Vernon
Park and
boring reservations;
in Mount
Vernon Park
and neighboring
neighboring
reservations;
two for
for greenhouses
and nursery;
Potomac
reservations; two
greenhouses and
nursery; and
and four
four in
in Potomac
Park;
twenty-two in al,
all at
at $840
$18,480.
Park; twenty-two
$840 each,
each, $18,480.
For watchman
Va.
For
watchman for
for the
the care
care of
of the
the monument
monument and
and dock
dock at
at WakeWake- Wakefield,
Wake'"e"va.
of Washington,
Washington, $300.
$300.
field, Virginia,
Virginia, the birthplace
birthplace of
For
and incidental
expenses including
Contingent expenses.
For contingent
contingent and
incidental expenses,
including purchase
purchase of
of propro- C^tinn
ns
fessional
scientific books
and technical
books of
of
fessional and
and scientific
books and
technical periodicals,
periodicals, books
reference,
books, photographs,
photographs, and
and maps,
maps, $700.
$700.
reference, blank
blank books,
For purchase
repair of
park watchwatchFor
purchase and
and repair
of bicycles
bicycles and
and revolvers
revolvers for
for park
men
and for
purchase of
of ammunition,
ammunition, $1,000.
men and
for purchase
$1,000.
For maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
of two
two motorcycles
motorcycles at
For
maintenance, repair,
operation of
at $144
$144
each, $288.
each,
$288.
For
supplying uniforms
uniforms to
to park;
park; Monument,
Monument, and
For purchasing
purchasing and
and supplying
and
bridge watchmen, $3,000.art
$3,000.
Part from
District
m Distri
m
Of the
the foregoing
appropriated under
public buildings
Of
foregoing amounts
amounts appropriated
under public
buildings and
and revenues.
revauet
i
grounds,
$37,569 shall
ha 1l be
of the
revenues of
of the
grounds, the
the sum
sum of
of $37,569
be paid
paid out
out of
the revenues
the
District of Columbia.
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STATE,
NAVY DEPARTMENT
BUILDING.
STATE, WAR,
WAR, AND
AND NAVY
DEPARTMENT BUILDING.

State,War,and
Nay
State,War,and Navy
Department
Building.
Department Building.

superintendent: Clerks-one
Office of superintendent:
Clerks—one of
class
of class
class three,
three, one
one of
of class
chief engineer,
$1,400; five
one; stenographer
stenographer and typewriter, $900;
$900; chief
engineer, $1,400;
five
assistant
$1,000 each;
each; electrical
$1,200; capcapassistant engineers,
engineers, at
at $1,000
electrical machinist,
machinist, $1,200;
tain
$840 each;
each;
tain of
of the 'watch,
watch, $1,200; two lieutenants
lieutenants of
of the
the watch,
watch, at
at $840
thirty-eight watchmen;
watchmen; carpenter,
$1,200; machinthirty-eight
carpenter, $1,000;
$1,000; electrician,
electrician, $1,200;
machin$1,000; plumber, $1,000;
three dynamo
dynamo tenders,
ist, $1,000; painter,
painter, $1,000;
$1,000; three
tenders,
at $900
$900 each;
seven skilled
or mechanics,
mechanics at
mesat
each; seven
skilled laborers
laborers or
at $840
$840 each;
each; mesfiremen; fifteen elevator
elevator conconsenger; foreman
foreman of laborers, $840;
$840; ten firemen;
cluders at
three second-class
ductors,
at $720
$720 each;
each; seventeen
seventeen laborers;
laborers; three
second-class firemen,
firemen,
at $660
forewomen of charwomen
$660 each; four forewomen
charwomen, at $300
$300 each; sixty-sixtycharwomen; gardener,
in
all, $106
:
200.
seven
charwomen;
gardener,
$720;
in
all,
$106,200.
Fuel, lights, etc.
Fuel,lts,etc.
For fuel, lights, repairs, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, printing, and city
t directories,
$32,000.
directories,
$32,000.
Navy
DePartmen-

Clerks,engineers,et.
Clerks,engineers,etc.

NAVY
DEPARTMENT ANNEX,
AK AVENUE
AVENUE NEAR
SEVENNAVY DEPARTMENT
ANNEX, NEW
NEW YO
NEAR SEVENYORK
TEENTH
STREET riourruwEsT:
Engineer, $1,200;
four firemen;
firemen; three
TEENTr
STREET
NORTHWEST: Engineer,
$1,200; four
three
conductors, at $720
watchmen; four
four laborers;
elevator conductors,
$720 each;
each; five
five watchmen;
laborers; foreforewoman, $300; nine charwomen;
woman,
charwomen; in all, $14,940.
$14,940.
For
lights, repairs,
repairs and
miscellaneous items,
$7,000.
items, $7,000.
and miscellaneous
fuel, lights,
For fuel,
ste D
Annex.
STATE
DEPARTMENT ANNEX:
.AririEx: Laborer,
Laborer, $660.
pDe*S'
ASeta. DePutInent
STATE
A DEPARTMENT
$660.
New elevatra
New
elevators.
For the removal of elevator numbered
numbered nine, main
building, and
and
main building,
installation in its stead of two high-speed
passenger elevators,
$20,000.
installation
high-speed passenger
elevators, $20,000.

Annex.
Nv

Departen

Navy Department.
Navy
Department.

'

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
NAVY

OFFICE
T
SECRETARY:
Navy, $12,000;
OFFICE OFr
OF Tim.
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of the NaVy,
$12,000 AssistSecretary, $5,000;
secretary to
ant Secretary,
$5,000; chief clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; private secretary
to SecreSecre$2,500; clerk
clerk to Secretary,
13rivate secretary
secretary to Assistant
Assistant
tary, $2,500;
Secretary, $2,250; private
Secretary, $2,400; clerk to Assistant Secretary
secretary $2,000;
$2,000; disbursing
disbursing
clerk, $2,250; appointment
appointment clerk, $2,000;
estimate clerk,
clerk, $1,800; ste$2,000; estimate
nographers-one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,200,
nographers—one
$1,200, one $1,000;
clerks—one of class
class
$1,000; clerks-one
four, three of class three, five of class two, five of
class one,
one, one
$1,100,
of class
one $1,100,
six at $1,000 each, one $900; three copyists; carpenter, $900; four
four
messengers;
messengers; four assistantmessengers;
fourlabOrers; messenger
assista
gers;
fourers;
fourlaborers;
messenger boys—
boysfour at $600 each, one,
one $420,
$420, one $400,
$400, one $360; three
three telephone
telephone
switchboard
switchboard operators; in all, $85,020.
$85,020.

8ecrset.,
Assista t.
Assi
s
t
ant'

Zlerlk,
e
g teetc.
r

Office.
Office.

Solicitor's

Office of Naval Ri

OFFICE or
SOLICITOR: Solicitor,
Solicitor, $4,000;
$4,000; law
law clerks-one
clerks—one $2,500,
OF SOLCrrOB:
$2,500, one
one

ords
Office
and of
Library.
Naval Rec.
ords
and
Library.

$2,250, two at $2,000 each; clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, two of class
three, one of class two one $840; messenger,
messenger, $600; in all,
all, $20,590.
$20,590.

OFFICE
OF NAVAL
ECORDS AND
AND LIBRARY:
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000;
OFFICE OF
NAVAL R
RECORDS
LIBRARY: Chief
Chief clerk,

clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, one to be selected from officers of the Confederate
federate Navy (agent for collection of Confederate
Confederate records); four of
class two, four of class one,
one two at $1,000
$1,000 each; copyist; copyist,
$720; assistant messenger; laborer; necessary
traveling expenses
expenses for
for
$720;
necessary traveling
collection
collection of records, $100;
$100; in all, $21,100.
$21,100. Al
All employees
employees provided
for by this paragraph
paragraph shall be exclusively
exclusively engaged
engaged on the
the work of this
Judge AdvocateGe
AdvocateGenoffice during the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
eiahteen.
n-office
Judge

OFFICE
UDGE ADVOCATE
GENERAL: Chief
law clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; law
law
OFFICE OF
OF J
JUDGE
ADVOCATE GENERAL:
Chief law

eral's Office.
eral's
°nice.

hief
Office ol
of Chief
Nava l Operations.
Naval
ope

at

Bureau of Navl

tion.
ti
oB
n.
tirea"

f

clerks-one
clerks-one of class four, one $1,300,
clerks—one $2,200, one $1,600; clerks—one
two of class one, three at $1,000 each, one $900; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant
messenger; in all, $17,010.
of
e%
OFFICE
Of
OPERATION8:
$2,250;
t_iFFICE OF CHIEF
CHIEF OF NAVAL
NAVAL O
PERATIONS: Chief clerk, $2,250;
clerks-one of class four, two of class three, three of class two, three
clerks—one
of class one, four at $1,000 each, one $900; telegraphers-chief
telegraphera chief $1,800,
$1,800,
$1,100; two draftsmen,
one $1,400, one $1,200,
$1,200, one $1,100;
draftsmen at $1,200 each;
each;
two assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
m essenger boys-one
boys—one $600,
$600, two at $400
$400
$31,350.
each; laborer; in all, $31,350.

N atiga.

B BUREAU OF NAVIGATION:
NAVIGATION: Chief
$2,250; clerks-one
clerks—one $2,200,
Chief clerk, $2,250;
$2,200,

two at $2,000 each, five of class four, five of class three, eight of
class
of class
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$1,000
two, eleven of class one, three at $1,100
$1,100 each,
each, seventeen
seventeen at $1,000
ninee copyists,
each, five at $900 each; fourteen copyists; nin
copyist
s,a
$840
att$840
each; messenger;
two
messenger; tw
o assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger boy, $600; five
laborers; in
all, $100,990.
$100,990.
laborers;
in all,
nt i
OFFICE OF
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE:
INTELLIGENCE: Clerks—one
of class
four, one
Naval IIntelli
gence
ence
OFFICE
OF NAVAL
Clerks-one of
class four,
one of
of oifce.
Office.
class three, one of class two, one $1,300, five at $1,000
$1,000 each; three
translators, at $1,400 each; draftsman, $1,200;
$600;
$1,200; messenger
messenger boy, $600;
in all, $17,100.
$17,100.
p
HYDROGRAPHIC
engineer, $3,000;
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE:
OFFICE: Hydrographic
Hydrographic engineer,
$3,000; assistassist- is-".a
L
lalar
drio
e
gra
s phle Office.
ants-one $2,200,
$2,000;; cchief
expertsants—one
$2,200, one $2,000
hi efclerk, $1,800;
$1,800; nautical experts—
one $1,800,
$1,800, one $1,600,
$1,600, one $1,400, three at $1,200
$1,200 each,
each, three
three at
$1,000
$1,000 each; clerks-one
clerks—one of class two, one of class one; custodian of
archives. $1,200;
$1,200; copyists-three
copyists—three at $900 each, one $840, two at
$1,400; editor of
to" Mariners
$720 each; compiler, $1,400;
of Notice to
Mariners,' $1,800;
$1,800;
$1,400; draftsmen—four
computer, $1,400;
draftsmen-four at $1,800
$1,800 each,
each, four
four at
at $1,600
$1,600
each, four at $1,400 each, four at $1,200
each, ten at $1,000
$1,000 each,
$1,200 each,
apprentice draftsmen, at $700 each; engravers—chief
one $900; three apprentice
engravers-chief
$2,000,
$1,400, six
six at
at
$2,000, two at $1,800
$1,800 each, three
three at $1,600
$1,600 each, one
one $1,400,
$1,200 each, two at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $720; apprentice
apprentice engraversengravers—
one $800, one $700; plate printers-chief
printers—chief $1,400,
$1,400, one $1,200,
$1,200, one
$1,000,
apprentice plate printers—one
$1,000, two at $900 each, one $800; apprentice
printers-one
$700,
chief $1,800,
$1,800, two at
$1,000 each,
$700, one $600; lithographers
lithographers-chief
at $1,000
each, apapprentice $700;
photographer, $1,600;
transferer,
prentice
$700; process
process photographer,
$1,600; lithographic
lithographic transferer,
$1,400; lithographic
lithographic pressman,
pressman $1,400;
photographic printer, $1,200;
$1,400;
$1,400; photographic
$1,200;
negative cutters, at
each; electrotyper
two negative
at $1,060
$1,000 each;
electrotyper and chart plate
maker,
assistant messenger;
six laborers; helpers-two
helpers—two at $720
$720
maker, $1,400;
$1,400; assistant
messenger;aix
each,
$660 each,
each, one
$600, one
in all,
$124,020. Mr
etc.
each, two
two at
at $660
one $600,
one $500,
$500, one
one $480;
$480; in
all, $124,020.
For copperplates,
packing boxes, chart
et
chart Mt
steel plates,
plates, chart
chart caper,
paper, packing
For
copperplates, steel
copperplates ' cleaning
ceamng copperplates;
copperplates; tools,
electrotyping copperplates,
portfolios, electrotyping
instruments, power,
drawing, engraving,
for drawing,
engraving, and
and
power, and
and materials
materials for
instruments,
printing; materials
materials for
reduction of
of charts
charts
mounting charts;
charts; reduction
printing;
for and
and mounting
"by photography;
charts for immediate
by
photography; photolithographing
photolithographing charts
immediate use;
transfer o
of photolithographic
other charts
charts to
to copper;
care and
and
and other
copper; care
transfer
photolithographic and
presses, furniture, instruments, and tools; extra
repairs to printing presses,
drawing and
translating from
languages; teletelefrom foreign
foreign languages;
drawing
and engraving;
engraving; translating
Pilot charts.
grains
business; preparation
preparation of
of Pilot
Pilot Charts
Charts and
and their
their supsupc
public business;
grams on
on public
plements,
mailing same;
purchase of data for
for
same; purchase
and mailing
and printing
printing and
plements, and
charts
directions and other nautical
nautical publications;
publications; books
charts and
and sailing
sailing directions
of
reference and works and periodicals
of reference
periodicals relating to
to hydrography,
hydrography,
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
oceanography, and ternavigation, surveying,
surveying, oceanography,
marine
restrial magnetism,
other professional
and technical
technical subjects
subjects
to other
professional and
magnetism, and
and to
restrial
connected with
with the
work of
the Bydrographic
$30,000.
connected
the work
of the
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $30,000.
Brnchoffices.
Branch offices.
Contingent expenses
expenses of
offices at
New York,
York, Contin
gent expenses.
at Boston
Boston,' New
ontingentexpeses.
Contingent
of branch
branch offices
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Savannah, New
San
Orleans, San
New Orleans,
Norfolk, Savannah,
Baltimore, Norfolk,
Philadelphia,
Francisco, Portland
Cleveland,
(Maine), Chicago,
Chicago, Cleveland,
(Oregon), Portland
Portland (Maine),
Francisco
Portland (Oregon),
Buffalo, Duluth,
Sault Sainte
and GalGalPanama, and
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Seattle,
Seattle, Panama
]uluth, Sault
Buffalo,
veston
including furniture,
furniture, fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, works
works and
and periodicals
periodicals relating
relating
veston, including
to hydrography,
meteorology, navigation,
navigation, surveying,
surveying, oceanoceanmarine meteorology,
to
hydrography, marine
ography,
terrestrial magnetism,
articles,
miscellaneous articles,
stationery, miscellaneous
magnetism, stationery,
and terrestrial
ography, and
rent and
and care
care of
time balls,
balls, car
car fare
fare and
ferriage in
in
and ferriage
of offices,
offices, care
of time
rent
care of
visiting
freight and
telegrams, and
and
express charges,
charges, telegrams,
and ealiress
merchant vessels,
vessels, freight
visiting merchant
other necessary
expenses incurred
incurred in
the latest
latest information
information
in collecting
collecting the
other
necessary expenses
for
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes for
for which
were
offices were
which the
the offices
charts, and
for pilot
pilot charts,
established,
Employees.
established, $10,000.
$10,000.
Employs.
For services
of necessary
necessary employees
at branch
branch offices,
offices, $
17 ,
960 .
For
services of
employees at
$17,960.
W Peal
P
azzaton
lseves
services b.
No
expenditure shall
shall be
for personal
services Pashinton restricted.
personal services
authorized for
be incurred
incurred or
or authorized
No expenditure
or
under the
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office
Office at
at Washington,
Washington, District
District
or otherwise
otherwise under
of Columbia,
Columbia, during
during the
the fiscal
hundred and
eighteen
and eighteen
nineteen hundred
fiscal year
year nineteen
of
except as
under the
the Navy
Navy
by appropriations
appropriations under
as herein
herein authorized
authorized by
except
Department
appropriations that
may be
be made
printing
that may
made for
for printing
Department or
or under
under appropriations
and binding.
binding.
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NAVAL OBSERVATORY:
OBSERVATORY: Astronomer,
Astronomer, $2,800; Assistant astronoastronomers—one $2,400,
$2,400, one $2,000,
$2,000, one
$1,800; assistant
department of
of
mers-one
one $1,800;
assistant in
in department
nautical
$1,600; clerks—one
of class
class four,
four, one
one of
nautical instruments,
instruments, $1,600;
clerks-one of
of class
class
two;
electrician, $1,500;
$1,500; librarian,
librarian, $1,800;
$1,800;
two; instrument
instrument maker,
maker, $1,500;
$1,500; electrician,
assistants—three
$1,400 each, two at $1,200
$1,200
assistants-three at
at $1,600
$1,600 each, three
three at $1,400
each
stenographer and
typewriter, $900;
$900; foreman
captain of
the
each;;stenographer
and typewriter,
foreman and
and captain
of the
$1,000; engineer,
watch, $1,000; carpenter, $1,000;
engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; three firemen;
firemen;
six
watchmen; elevator
elevator conductor,
conductor, $720;
$720; nine
laborers; in
all, $47,040.
$47,040.
six watchmen;
nine laborers;
in all,
Computations.
Computatis.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous computations,
computations, $5,000.
Library,
Library, etc.
etc.
For professional
professional and scientific
scientific books, books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
engravings,
photographs, and
for the
library, $750.
$750.
engravings, photographs,
and fixtures
fixtures for
the library,
Contingent expenses.
Contingentexpenses.
For apparatus
repairs of the same,
apparatus and instruments, and for repairs
same,
$2,000.
$2,000.
For repairs
to buildings,
fixtures, and
and fences;
fences; furniture,
furniture, gas,
gas, chemichemiFor
repairs to
buildings, fixtures,
cals, and stationery;
stationery; freight (including
transmission of public
public docudocu(including transmission
ments
foreign postage,
exments through
through the
the Smithsonian exchange),
exchange), foreign
postage, and
and expressage; plants, fertilizers,
contingent
expenses, $3,000.
$3,000.
fertilizers, and all
all
contingent
expenses,
Miscellaneous.
Miaes.
fuel,
pipe, wire
wire, and other
For fuel, oil, grease,
grease, pipe,
other materials
materials needed
needed for the
maintenance
repair of boilers,
boilers, engines,
engines, heating apparatus,
apparatus,
maintenance and repair
electric lighting and power
electric
power plant, and water-supply
water-supply system; purchase
maintenance of teams; maintenance,
operaand maintenance
maintenance, repair, exchange,
exchange, or
or operation of motor truck and of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles;
material for boxing nautical
nautical instruments
instruments for
for transportation;
transportation; paints,
paints,
telegraph and telephone service, and incidental
incidental labor
, $8,000.
labor,
Grounds
Grouds and
and roads.
roads.
For cleaning, repair,
repair, and upkeep of grounds and roads, $5,000.
Solar
eclipse
exFor
expenses
in
preparing for and conducting
total
conducting observations
observations of total
preparing
eclipse
pesol
penses.
solar eclipse of June eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, $3,500.
Repair shop.
sbop.
Repair
For addition
addition of two stories to nautical-instrument
nautical-instrument repair
repair shop,
$20,000.
$20,000.
.tic
A,
Nautical
Almanac
affici.
NAUTICAL
Office.
NAirricAL ALMANAC
ALMANAC OFFICE: For assistants
assistants in preparing
preparing for publication the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac—one
Almanac-one $2,000,
$2,000,
two at $1,800
$1,800 each, two at $1,600
$1,600 each, two at $1,400
$1,400 each, three at
at
$1,200 each, two at $1,000
$1,000 each; copyist
copyist and
and typewriter,
typewriter, $900;
$1,200
$900;
assistant messenger;
messenger; messenger
messenger boy, $420;
$420; in all, $19,240.
$19,240.
Computers.
Computer.
For.pay of computers
computers on piecework
re pari
ng for
f
or publication
publication the
the
piecework in p
preparing
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac
Almanac and in improving
American
improving the
tables of
and stars
$3,000.
tables
of the
the planets,
planets, moon,
moon, and
stars, $3,000.
Bureau of Steam EnNaval
Observatory.
NavalObservatory.
Salaries.a r e s

i

inruo

gineering.

t

E

BUREAU
OF STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERING:
ENGINEERING: Chief
blief clerk,
$2,250; bookkeeper
bookkeeper
BUREAU OF
clerk, $2,250;

and accountant,
$1,800; clerks-one
accountant, $1,800;
clerks—one of class four,
four , five of class three,
three,
six
at $1,300
each, seven
class one,
two at
at $1,100
$1,100
six of class two, two
two at
$1,300 each,
seven ooffclass
one, two
each, six at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900; copyist;
copyist; two expert radio
radio aids,
at $3,130 each; expert
expert in wireless telegraphy, $3,000;
$3,000; draftsmen—one
draftsmen-one
(who shall be an expert in marine
marine construction) $2,000, one $1,400,
$1,400,
assistant $1,200;
$1,200; two blue printers, at $720 each;
each; four assistant
assistant meslaborers-three at $660 each, two at $600 each; messenger
sengers; laborers—three
messenger
boy, $600;
in
all, $65,210.
in
$600;
boy,
Technical services.
Techicalserves.
The services of draftsmen
draftsmen and such other technical
technical services as the
Secretary of the Navy may deem necessary may be employed
employed only
only
in the Bureau
Bureau of Steam Engineering
Engineering and at rates of compensation
compensation
not exceeding those paid hereunder
January first, nineteen
nineteen
hereunder prior to January
hundred and sixteen, to carry into effect
effect the
appropriations
hundred
the various
various appropriations
for "Increase
Navy" and ""Engineering,"
Engineering," to be paid from the
"Increase of the Navy'
Proviso.
Limit,
L etc.
et.
appropriation "Engineering":
That the
the expenditures
expenditures on
on
"Engineerng": Proiri&d,
Provided, That
account for the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen
this account
eighteen shall
not exceed $90,100.
$90,100. A statement of the persons employed
employed hereunder,
their duties, and the compensation
compensation paid to each shall be made to
annual estimates.
Congress each year in
in the annual
Bureau of Construe-

andRo
tion
tiro and
Repair.

BUREAU OF CoxsTRucrioN
AND REPAIR:
Chief clerk,
$2,250;
BUrEURe.
CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAm: Chief
clerk, $2,250;
clerks-three of class four
clerks—three
four, four of class three,
three,four of class two,
two four
$1,300 each, four of class one, eleven at $1,100
at $1,300
$1,100 eac
h, fifteen
fifteen at
at
each,
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laborers;
$1,000 each; seven copyists; two assistant messengers; three laborers;
messenger
boys-ten at $600
$480, one $400; in all, $73,350. e ca
messenger boys—ten
$600 each, one $480,
Technical servi.
services.
technical services
draftsmen and such other technical
services as the T
The services of draftsmen
Secretary of the Navy
deem necessary
may be
employed only
only
Secretary
Navy may deem
necessary may
be employed
in the Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair and at rates of compensacompensation not exceeding
tion.
exceeding those paid hereunder
hereunder prior to January
January first, nineninehundred and
y; into effect
appropriateen hundred
and sixteen, to carr
carry
effect the various
various appropriations for "
"Increase
Increase of the Navy,
and "Construction
"Construction and Repair,"
Repair,"
Navy," and
to be paid from the appropriation "Construction
Repair": ProPro- rProviso.
"Construction and Repair":
Limit, etc.
vided, That
the expenditures
this account
account for
for the
fiscal year
vided,
That the
expenditures on
on this
the fiscal
year ninenineteen hundred and eighteen
$161,601.16. A stateeighteen shall not exceed
exceed $161,601.16.
ment of the persons employed
hereunder' their duties, and
employed hereunder,
and the
compensation
compensation paid to each shall be
made to Congress
Congress each
each year
in
be made
year in
the
the annual estimates.
estimates.
Ordnance.
BUREAU
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; draftsman,
draftsman, $1,400;
$1,400; Bureau
BUREAU OF
OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: Chief
Bureau of
oIOrdnance.
clerks-two
clerks—two of class four, two of class
class two,
two, one
class three,
three, three
three of class
$1,300, four of class
$1,100, five at $1,000
$1,300,
class one, one
one $1,100,
$1,000 each; three
three
each; assistant
messenger; messenger
copyists; two
two copyists,
copyists, at
at $840 each;
assistant messenger;
messenger
boys—two at
each, two
at $400
$400 each;
each; laborer;
in all,
$34,610.
boys-two
at $600
$600 each,
two at
laborer; in
all, $34,610.
The services of clerks, draftsmen, and
services '
and such other technical
technical serv- etc.echical
ej
ices
Secretary of the
ices as the Secretary
the Navy
Navy may deem
deem necessary
necessary may be emOrdnance, and
ratocompensation
ployed only in
in the Bureau of Ordnance,
and at
at rates
of compensation
not
exceeding those paid hereunder
Januaryfirst, nineteen
not exceeding
hereunder prior
prior to Januaryfirst,
nineteen hunsixteen to
appropriations for
for
dred and
and sixteen,
to carry
carry into effect
effect the various appropriations
"Increasesixteen,
of
the Navy," and "Ordnance
"Ordnance and ordnance
"Increase
of the
ordnance stores,"
stores," to be
be
paid
"Ordnance and
Pro- fill
t
7; w.
and ordnance
ordnance stores":
stores": ProProset
paid from
from the appropriation
appropriation "Ordnance
vided, That
the expenditures
expenditures on
on this
this account
the fiscal
ninefor the
fiscal year
year ninevided,
That the
account for
teen
hundred and eighteen
eighteen shall
exceed $13,283.76.
statement
shall not
not exceed
$13,283.76. A
A statement
teen hundred
of
hereunder' their
of the persons
persons employed
employed hereunder,
their duties,
duties, and the compensation
Congress each
made to Congress
each year in the
the annual
tion paid to each,
each, shall
shall be
be made
estimates.
estimates.
F
i
ii
BUREAU OF
or SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS:
$2,500;iesanBuru
k•cau of
Sup
of Supnpl
Civilian assistant,
assistant, $2,500;
AccoUNTS: Civilian
BUREAU
chief
bookkeepers, at
each; stastachief bookkeepers,
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
chief accountant,
accountant, $2,250;
$2,250; two
two chief
$1,800; clerks-six
clerks—six of class four,
four, eight of class three, nine
tistician, $1,800;
of class
of class
one, twelve
twelve at
at $1,100
class one,
$1,100 each, twentyof
class two,
two, eighteen
eighteen of
eight at
$1,000 each,
each, nineteen
at $840
$840
each; two
two copyists,
copyists, at
nineteen at
at $900
$900 each;
at .1,000
eight
each;
messenger boys-four
boys—four at $600 each,
five assistant messengers;
messengers; messenger
each; five
one
at $400
$400 each;
each; laborer;
laborer; in
all, $136,270.
$136,270.
two at
in all,
one $480,
$480, two
BUREAU
MEDICINE AND
AND SUROERY:
Clerk, $2,250;
clerks- ands
S.rge
of.
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
SURGERY: Chief
Chief Clerk,
$2,250; clerks—
ant
irg er;
two
of class
two of
class three,
three of
two, two
two of
of class
class
of class
class two,
three, three
four, two
of class
two of
class four,
one,
two at
at $1,100
each, three
three at
at $1,000
copyist, $840; assistant
assistant
$1,000 each; copyist
$1,100 each,
one, two
messenger;
naval dispensary—driver
laborer $480; in
dispensary-driver $600, laborer
messenger; laborer; naval
all, $24,150.
$24,150.
Bikirs
BUREAU
YARDS AND
clerks—two of
of rk,c
and
eau of Yards
Dneuofrdsand
$2,250; clerks-two
Chief clerk,
clerk, $2,250;
AND DOCKS:
DocKs: Chief
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
class
two, four
four of class
one of
of class three,
three, two of class two,
four, one $1,700,
$1,700, one
class four,
one,
$1,000 each;
each; assistant
assistant messenger;
messenger
messenger; messenger
seven at
at $1,000
one $1,100,
$1,100, seven
one, one
boys—three
at $600
$600 each,
each, one
one $480;
laborers; in
boys-three at
$480; two
two laborers;
in all,
all, $29,170.
$29,170.
The
of skilled
skilled draftsmen
such other
technical services
services Tehiservices
Technical services.
and such
other technical
draftsmen and
The services
services of
as the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy may
employed
deem necessary
necessary may be employed
may deem
Secretary of
as
only
the Bureau
of Yards
and Docks
Docks to
to carry
carry into
effect the
the various
into effect
Yards and
in the
Bureau of
only in
appropriations and
and allotments
allotments thereunder
thereunder and
be paid
paid from
from such
such P
appropriations
and be
appropriations
and allotments:
allotments: Provided,
That the
expenditures on
on Limt,
Limi t, etc.
etc,
the expenditures
Provided, That
appropriations and
this
hundred and
shall
eighteen shall
and eighteen
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
this account
account for
not
exceed $125,000.
$125,000. A
statement of
hereemployed hereof the
the persons
persons employed
A statement
not exceed
under,
their duties,
duties, and
and the
compensation paid
paid to
each, shall
shall be
be made
made
to each,
the compensation
under, their
to
Congress each
each year
year in
in the
the annual
annual estimates.
estimates.
to Congress
,
DIVISION
OF NAVAL
AFFAIRS: For
For the
the following,
authorize(' saon
mon.
Naval M.ffitia
mta Divim"
following, authorized
MILITIA AFFAIRS:
NAVAL MILITIA
DIVISION OF
by
Militia Act
approved February
February voi * S p.28.
t
Act approved
the Naval
Naval Militia
seventeen of
of the
by section
section seventeen
sixteenth, nineteen
Chief clerk,
$1,800;
clerk, $1,800;
and fourteen:
fourteen: Chief
hundred and
nineteen hundred
sixteenth,
clerks—two of
of class
two, three
of class
class one,
$1,100, four
four at
at $1,000
$1,000
one, one
one $1,100,
class two,
three of
clerks-two
each; messenger
$600, one
$400; in
in all.
all. $14,300.
$14,300.
one $400;
messenger boys—one
boys-one $600,
each;
echnical

services
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office
including stationery, furniture, office
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, includin
equipment, postage, typewriters
typewriters and exchange
exchange of same, and necessary
necessary
printing
and binding,
which sum,
sum together
together with
with the
the foregoing
printing and
binding, $3,000,
$3,000, which
foregoing
amount
be paid
paid from
the appropriation
appropriation for
for "Arming
"Arming
amount for
for salaries, shall
shall be
from the
Post.
1172.
and
equipping Naval
Naval Militia,"
fiscal year
year nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundre
for the fiscal
Militia," for
Pos. p.
p. 1172
and equipping
and
other or
shall be
be expended
expended from
and no
no other
or further
further .sums
sum shall
from
and eighteen,
eighteen, and
said appropriation
appropriation for
for or
or on
Militia
of said
said Division
Division of Naval Militia
on account
account of
said
nineteen hundred
eighteen.
fiscal year nineteen
hundred and eighteen.
Affairs during
during the fiscal
Contingent expenses.
Books, etc.
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES:
EXPENSES: For
For professional
professional and
and technical
technical books
and
books and
CONTINGENT
Csot"kseses
periodicals,
necessary reference
reference books, including
including city
periodicals, law books, and necessary
directories,
freight, passenger,
and express
express tariff
tariff books,
books,
directories, railway
railway guides,
guides, freight,
passenger, and
for department
library, $2,000.
for
department library,
$2,000.
Stationery, etc.
tc.
For stationery, furniture,
furniture, newspapers,
Stationery,
plans, drawings,
drawings, drawing
drawing
newspapers, plans,
materials, horses
official purposes,
materials,
horses and
and wagons to be used only for official
maintenance, repair,
repair, operation,
operation,
including rental of
of stable;
stable; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
or
exchange of
of horse-drawn
vehicles, automobile
automobile
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
or exchange
mail
wagon, including
exchange of
same, street
street car
car tickets
tickets not
exceednot exceedmail wagon,
including exchange
of same,
ing
postage, typewriters
typewriters and
and computing
computing
ing $250,
$250, freight,
freight, expressage,
expressage, postage,
machines,
absolutely necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of the
the Navy
Navy
machines, and
and other
other absolutely
Department
its various
various bureaus
and offices,
offices, $60,000;
it shall
not
shall not
60,000; it
bureaus and
and its
Department and
past p.11itS.
p. 16.
Post,
of the
the Navy
be lawful to expend, for any of the offices or bureaus
bureaus of
Department
Washington, any
out of
of appropriations
appropriations made
made for
for
Department at
at Washington,
any sum
sum out
the Naval
Naval Establishment
any of
of the
the purposes
purposes mentioned
mentioned or
or
the
Establishment for
for any
authorized in
in this
this paragraph_
authorized
paragraph.
R ent
For
Rent..
For rental
rental of additional
additional quarters
quarters for the Navy Department,
Department, $35,860.
Blueprinting
plant.
For the
purchase and
of aamodern
modern blue-printing
blue-printing plant
plant
Blue-prlnngplat.
the purchase
For
and installation
installation of
Bureau of Steam
Engineering, Navy
in the Bureau
Steam Engineering,
Navy Department,
Department, $5,000.
$5,000.
service shall
appropriations made for the naval
soit
„„R
,gfr,
ro
kinprr,:tio
us,:s.' No
No part
part of any
any appropriations
naval service
shall be
nRtra
a pt
expended for any
any of
of the
the purposes
expended
purposes (including
(including freight
freight and
and expressage)
expressage)
herem provided
provided for
for on
on account
the Navy
Department at
at WashWashherein
account of
of the
Navy Department
ington, District
ington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, except
except for
for personal
personal services
in certain
certain
District of
services in
bureaus,
herein expressly
authorized.
bureaus, as
as herein
expressly authorized.
Miscellaneous

isellaneous

exe-

PenseS

Interior Department.

DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR.
INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT
OF THE

OmFIC
OF THE
of the
OFFICY. OF
THE SECRETARY:
SECRETARY: Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, $12,000;
$12,000;
First Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $4,500;
$4,500; chief
chief
clerk, including
including $500 as superintendent
superintendent of buildings,
buildings, who
be
who shall
shall be
chief executive
the department
department and
and who may
executive officer of the
may be
be designated
designated
and documents
during the
by the Secretary
Secretary to sign official
official papers and
documents during
;the
Assistant,inspectors,
absence
of
the
Secretary
Assistant
and
Secretaries,
Assistant, inspectors, temporary
temporary
absence
Secretary
the
Assistant
Secretaries,
clerks, etc.
clerks,etc.
$4,000;
assistant to the Secretary,
$4,000; assistant
Secretary, $2,750; assistant attorney, $2,500;
$2,500;
two special
inspectors, whose
special inspectors,
whose employment
employment shall be limited
limited to the
work in
in the several
inspection of offices and the work
several offices
offices under
under the
conthe control of the department, at
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each; six
six inspectors,
inspectors, at
at $2,500
$2,500 each;
each;
chief disbursing
$2,250;
disbursing clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; clerk
clerk in
in charge
charge of supplies,
supplies, $2,250;
clerk in charge of mails, files, and archives,
archives, $2,250;
$2,250; clerk in charge
charge of
publications,
publications, $2,250; private
private secretary
secretary to the Secretary,
Secretary, $2,500;
$2,500;
clerks-four
clerks—four at $2,000 each, thirteen
thirteen of class four, eighteen
eighteen of class
three, twenty-one
twenty-four of class one, three at
twenty-one of class two, twenty-four
at
$1,600; female clerk, to be designated
$1,000 each;
each; returns office
office clerk, $1,600;
designated
by the President, to sign land patents, $1,200;
$1,200; eight
eight copyists;
copyists; multimultigraph operator, $720;
graph operator, $900;
$900; assistant multigraph
$720; typewriter
typewriter
Messengers,
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators;
Messengers, watchwatch- repairer, $900; two telephone
operators; nine messengers;
messengers;
men, etc.
seven
assistant messengers;
messengers; twenty-one
twenty-one laborers;
seven assistant
laborers; skilled mechanicsmechanics—
one $900,
$900, one $720;
$720; two carpenters, at $900
$900 each; plumber, $900;
$900;
electrician,
laborers--one $600, six at $480 each; packer, $660;
electrician, $1,000;
$1,000; laborers—one
$660;
two elevator
elevator conductors, at $720 each; eight
eight charwomen;
charwomen; captain
captain
of the watch, $1,200;
watchmen; additional
$1,200; forty watchmen;
additional to
to two
two watchmen
watchmen
acting
as
lieutenants
of
watchmen,
at
$120
each;
engineer,
$1,200;
$1,200:
$120
each;
engineer,
of
watchmen,
at
acting
as
lieutenants
sign
tri
to
erk
Clerk to sign tribal
deeds,etc.
assistant engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; seven
seven firemen; clerk
clerk to
to sign,
under the
deeds,
etc.
sign, under
the
chAretYSitants,

chief
St'eretarY,
clerk. Assistants '
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direction of
Secretary, in his name and for him, his approval
direction
of the Secretary,
approval of
of
all
tribal deeds
deeds to
to allottees and deeds for town lots made and executed
executed
all tribal
according to law for any of the Five Civilized Tribes of
according
Indians in
in the
the
of Indians
Indian Territory, $1,200;
$1,200; in all, $275,820.
General
and electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
General Land
Land. Office Building: Engineer and
Office
$1,600; B,General
L i Land
ad Office0
firemen;;th
three
assistant engineer, $1,000;
$1,000; four firemen
ree watchmen,
wa t
chmen, act
i
ng as
acting
as lieulieu- Building.
tenants, at $840
$840 each; twenty watchmen; elevator
conductor, $720;
$720;
elevator conductor,
fourteen laborers; nine laborers, at $480 each; three skilled
skilled mechanics
mechanics
(painter, carpenter, and plumber),
plumber), at $900
$900 each; in all,
all, $39,380.
$39,380.
OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF SOLICITOR:
SoLicrroa: Three
Three members
m embers of
of a
board of
appe al
s,to
t
o b
Solicitor's
a board
of appeals,
beeOffice.
so cot 's offe.
Secretary of the Interior,
appointed by the Secretary
at $4,000
Interior, at
$4,000 each;
each; assistant
assistant
attorneys-one $3,000, two at $2,750 each,
attorneys—one
each, four at
seven
at $2,500
$2,500 each,
each, seven
at $2,250 each, eleven at $2,000 each;
each; medical
medical expert,
expert, $2,000;
clerks—
$2,000; clerksfour of class three (one of whom shall act as stenographer
stenographer and
and one
one of
of
whom shall be aastenographer
stenographer and typewriter),
typewriter), one
class one;
one; in
all,
one of
of class
in all,
$77,850.
$77,850.
d
Per diemi
.
For per
For
in lieu
lieu of
subsi
st
ence of
oft
wo special
speci
al
i
nspectors, while
nspectors
per diem
diem in
of subsistence
two
inspectors,
while Special
specdimpectors
traveling
a rate to be
Secretary, not
traveling on duty, at a
he fixed by the Secretary,
exceednot exceeding $4
to section
section thirteen
thirteen of
$4 pursuant
pursuant to
of th
e sun
dry civil
Vol. 38,
38,.
p
the
sundry
civil Act
Act approved
approved 680.vol
p. e80.
August first, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, and
and for
for actual
actual necessary
necessary
expenses of transportation
transportation (including
expenses
temporary employment
employment of
(including temporary
of
stenographers,
typewriters, and
stenographers typewriters,
t
sid e of
o f th
and other
other assistance
assistance ou
outside
thee
District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, and for incidental
expenditures neces
sary t
incidental expenditures
necessary
too
the efficient conduct
conduct of
examinations), to
be expended
the
of examinations,
to be
expended under
under the
direction
direction of the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, $4,500.
of the
$4,500.
For per diem at not exceeding
exceeding $4 in
subsistence to
six Inspectors.
in lieu
lieu of
of subsistence
to six
Ipe"S38, p. 680.
to section
the sund
ry civil
ci
vil Act
Actap
inspectors pursuant
pursuant to
section thirteen
thirteen of
of the
sundry
ap-- Vol.
Vol.3sp.proved August first, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, and
and while
while
remaining at the seat of government
government under orders
of the
orders of
the Secretary
Secretary
not to exceed twenty days,
transportation and
fare,
days, transportation
and sleeping-car
sleeping-car fare,
expenses of negotiation,
negotiation, inspection,
incidental expenses
inspection, and
investigation,
and investigation,
including telegraphing,
telegraphing, $12,800.
$12,800.
Office.
GENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE:
Commissioner, $5,000; assistant
GENERAL
07FFIC E: Commissioner,
assistant COMcom- Geneml
oeLra LanddOio
missioner,
rnissioner, $3,500; chief clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
law clerk,
$2,500;
two
chief law
clerk, $2,500; two
law clerks,
clerks, at
$2,200 each;
three law
law examiners
of surveyors
at $2,200
each; three
examiners of
surveyors general
general
and district land offices, at $2,000 each;
each; recorder,
of
recorder, $2,000;
$2,000; chiefs
chiefs of
divisions-one of surveys $2,750,
divisions—one
$2,750, one $2,400,
$2400, ten
ten at
$2,000 each;
each;
at $2,000
assistant chief of division,
division, $2,000;
law examiners—thirteen
at $2,000
$2,000; law
examiners-thirteen at
$2,000
$1,800 each, eighteen
each, ten at $1,800
eighteen at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; clerks--twentyclerks--twentyseven of class four, fifty-three
fifty-three of class three,
seventy-seven of
class
three, seventy-seven
of class
two, eighty-one of class one, sixty-nine at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; sixty-five
sixty-five
copyists; twenty-six copyists, at $720
$720 each;
ten
each; two messengers;
messengers; ten
assistant messengers; messenger boys—ten
at $600
$600 each,
each, six
six at
at $480
boys-ten at
$480
each; six skilled laborers, who may
as assistant
assistant messengers
may act
act as
messengers when
when
required, at $660 each;
each; sixteen laborers;
laborers; laborer,
laborer, $480;
$480; packer,
packer, $720;
$720;
depositary
depositary acting for the commissioner
commissioner as receiver
receiver of
moneys
of 'public
public moneys,
$2,000,
$2,000, who may, with the approval of
commissioner, designate
designate
of the commissioner,
aa clerk of the General
General Land Office
to act
such depositary
depositary in
in his
Office to
act as
as such
his
absence; clerk
absence;
clerk and
$647,450.
and librarian
librarian, $1,000;
$1,000; in
in all,
all, $647,450.
Per diem Me
For per diem in lieu of subsistence, at not exceeding
$4, pursuant
pursuant vestigations:
exceeding $4,
tgatim,
. etc.""
to section thirteen
thirteen of
sundry civil
of the
the sundry
civil Act
August first,
first, Vol.
vol. 3,
38, p.
Act approved
approved August
p. 880.
6s.
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
of examiners
examiners and
of clerks
clerks detailed
fourteen, of
and of
detailed
to inspect offices of United
States surveyors
surveyors general
general and
other offices
United States
and other
offices
in public land service
investigate fraudulent
fraudulent land
entries, tresservice, to
to investigate
land entries,
trespasses on the public lands,
binds, and
and cases
cases of
official misconduct,
misconduct, actual
actual
of official
necessary expenses
necessary
expenses of transportation,
transportation, including
necessary sleeping
including necessary
sleeping
car fares, and for employment
stenographers and other
employment of stenographers
other assistants
assistants
when necessary to the
conduct of
and when
when
the efficient
efficient conduct
of examinations,
examinations, and
authorized
Commissioner of
authorized by the Commissioner
General Land
Office, $6,000.
L„,„ bo
of the
the General
Land Office,
$6,000. L,,
For law books for the
the law
law library,
library, $400.
$400.
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States and
For connected
connected and
and separate
separate United
United States
and other
other maps,
maps, preprepared in
Office, $20,000:
$20,000: Provided,
Provided, That
pared
in the
the General
General Land
Land Offiee,
That of
of the
the
United States maps procured
procured hereunderseven
hereunder seven thousand two
two hundred
copies shall be delivered
delivered to the Senate
fourteen thousand
thousand four
four
Senate and
and fourteen
hundred copies shall be delivered to the House
Representatives,
House of
of Representatives,
five hundred copies shall be delivered
delivered to
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the
General
General Land Office, and the residue shall be delivered
delivered to the Secretary of the Interior for distribution. All maps
the
maps delivered
delivered to the
Senate and House of Representatives
shall be
be mounted
Representatives hereunder
hereunder shall
mounted

with
ready for
with rollers
rollers ready
for use.
use.
For
State and
and Territorial
public-land States,
For separate
separate State
Territorial maps
maps of
of public-land
States, inincluding
designated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
cluding maps
maps showing
showing areas
areas designated
of the
the
Enlarged
hernedead
under the
homestead Acts,
prepared in
E
hom
Interior under
d Interior
the enlarged
enlarged homestead
Acts, prepared
in the
the General
General
Land
$3,000.
Land Office,
Office, $3,000.
Indian Office.Inn
I
NDIAN OrricE:
$5,000; assistant
INDIAN
OFFICE: CommiSsioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
assistant commissioner,
commissioner,
$3,500; chief clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; financial
chiefs of
divisions—
financial clerk, $2,250;
$2,250; chiefs
of divisionsone $2,250, one $2,000; law clerk, $2,000; aasistant
assistant chief
chief of division,
$2,000; expert accountant, $2,000;
$2,000; private secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; exexaminer of irrigation accounts, $1,800;
draftsmen-one $1,400,
$1,800; draftsmen—one
$1,400, one
$1,200; clerks-twenty
$1,200;
clerks—twenty of class four,
thirty-one of
class three,
three, thirtyfour, thirty-one
of class
thirtyeight of class two, two at $1,500
sixty-eight of
(in$1,500 each, sixty-eight
of class
class one
one (instenographer), thirty-two at $1,000
cluding one stenographer),
$1,000 each (including
(including one
one
stenographer), thirty-four at $900 each, two at
stenographer),
at $720
$720 each;
each; messenger;
messenger;
four assistant messengers;
messengers; four messenger
messenger boys, at $360 each; in all,
all,
Penidca Office.
$322,550.
Pendo
Ofe.
$322,550.
PENSION OFFICE:
OFFICE: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
PENSION
$5,000, deputy
deputy commissioner,
commissioner
$3 600; chief clerk
$3,800;
clerk, $2,000;
clerk,? $2,500; assistant chief
chief clerk,
$2,000; medical
medical
referee, $3,000; assistant medical referee,
referee,
referee? $2,250;
$2,250; two
two qualified
qualified sursurgeons, at $2,000 each; ten medical
medical examiners, at
each; seven
at $1,800
$1,800 each;
seven
chiefs of divisions, at $2,000
$2,000 each; law clerk, $2,250;
of board
$2,250; chief
chief of
board
of review, $2,250;
$2,250; thirty-nine principal
principal examiners,
at $2,000
each;
examiners, at
$2,000 each;
private secretary,
secretary, to be selected and appointed by the Commissioner
Commissioner
of Pensions, $2,000;
$2,000; eleven
chiefs of
divisions, at
eleven assistant
assistant chiefs
of divisions,
at $1,800
$1,800
$1,600 each; disbursing clerk for the
each; three stenographers,
stenographers, at $1,600
the
payment of pensions, $4,000; deputy
deputy disbursing clerk,
three
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; three
supervising clerks
clerks in the disbursing division, at $2,000 each;
supervising
each; clerks—
clerksninety-seven
ninety-seven of class four, eighty-nine
eighty-nine of class
class three,
three, two
two hundred
hundred
and fifty-nine
fifty-nine of class two, three hundred
of class
class
hundred and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight of
one, sixty-nine
$1,000 each; thirty-nine copyists;
sixty-nine at $1,000
copyists; twenty-eight
twenty-eight
messengers,
messengers; ten assismessenessengers;
assistant messengers; skilled
laborer , $660;
skilled laborer,
$660; nine
nine
messenger
messenger boys, at $400 each; superintendent
superinten den tof building, $1,400;
$1,400;
twenty-three laborers; ten female
twenty-three
female laborers, at $400 each; fifteen
charwomen;
cabinetmaker, skilled
charwomen; painter and cabinetmaker,
skilled in their
their trades,
at
trades, at
$900 each; captain
captain of the watch, $840; three sergeants
sergeants of the watch,
at $750
each; nineteen
nineteen watchmen;
watchmen; two
two firemen;
firemen; m
triction on
filling at
$750 each;
m all,
all, $1,432,670.
$1,432,670.
llastriction
on filling
vaanie.
Appointments shall not be made to
vacancies.
Appointments
the positions
to any of
of the
positions herein
herein
appropriated for in the classified service of
Bureau of
of the
the Bureau
of Pensions
Pensions
not actually
actually filled Juno
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and seventeen,
seventeen,
nor shall more than twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
centum of other vacancies
vacancies actually
occunrring
classified service of that bureau,
occurring in any grade in the classified
bureau, during
during
the fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, be filled by original
appointment or promotion. The salaries or compensation
compensation of all
places which
hereinabove provided for
which may not be filled as hereinabove
not
for shall not
be available
available for expenditure
expenditure but shall lapse and
covered into
and shall
shall be
be covered
into
the Treasury.
Treasury.
the
Per
diem, etc.,
vestw'tions.
Per diem,
subsistence pursuant
to
et., ininFor per diem
dem at not exceeding $3
$3 in lieu
lieu of subsistence
pursuant to
38,p..
section thirteen of the sundry civil Act approved
V01.38,1).680.
first, nineteen
approved August
August first,
nineteen
hundred and fourteen, for persons employed
employed in the Bureau
Bureau of Pensions,
detailed for the
purpose of
special investigations
pertaining
the purpose
of making
making special
investigations pertaining
to
actual and
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
to said bureau
bureau and
and for actual
and other
other necessary
including
telegrams, $80,000.
telegrams,
$80,000.

tate

Terrrial
State a
and Territorial

maps.
maps

d Te. a
h
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For purchase,
purchase, repair, and exchange
exchange of adding machines, addressing viLabeotrc-saving
Labor4aving dede.
check-signing machines, and other labor-'
machines, typewriters,
typewriters, check-signing
laboret
saving devices,
devices, furniture, filing
filing cabinets, and postage on foreign
foreign
mail, $6,000.
Patent Office.
PATENT
Commissioner, $5,000;
PATENT OFFICE:
OFFICE: Commissioner,
$5,000; first assistant
assistant commiseommis- PatentOffice
sioner, $4,500; assistant commissioner,
commissioner, $3,500; chief clerk (who shall
principal examiner),
be qualified
qualified to act as principal
examiner), $3,000; five law examiners,
examiners,
at $2,750 each; examiner
examiner of classification,
five examiners
examiners in
classification, $3,600;
$3,600; five
in
chief, at $3,500 each;
each; examiner
examiner of interferences,
interferences, $2,700;
$2,700; examiners
examiners
of trade-marks and designs—one
designs-one $2,700, first assistant
assistant $2,400, six
assistants at $1,500 each; examiners—forty-three
examiners-forty-three principals
principals at
at
$2,700 each, eighty-six first assistants
assistants at $2,400 each,
each eighty-six
eighty-six
$2,100 each,
each, eighty-six
eighty-six thi
rd assistants
assist
an t
s at
at $1,800
$1,800
second ossistants
assistants at $2,100
third
each,
each,. eighty-six
eighty-six fourth assistants
assistants at $1,500
financial clerk,
$1,500 each;
each; financial
clerk,
who shall give bonds in such amount as
of the
Interior
as the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
may determine
determine,?$2,250; librarian,
qualified to
as an
librarian, who shall be qualified
to act
act as
an
assistant
examiner, $2,000; six chiefs of divisions, at $2,000
assistant examiner,
$2,000 each;
each;
three assistant chiefs
chiefs of divisions
divisions, at $1,800
$1,800 each; private
private secretary,
secretary,
to be selected and appointed by the commissioner
$1,800; translator
translator
commissioner,, $1,800;
of languages, $1,800;
$1,800; clerks-nine
clerks—nine of class
class four,
of class
class three,
three,
four, nine
nine of
seventeen of class two,
two one hundred
thirty of
of class
ne tyhundred and thirty
class one,
one, ni
ninetyone at $1,000 each; three skilled draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
four
at $1,200 each; four
draftsmen, at $1,000 each; ninety copyists;
draft-men,
copyists, at
at $720
copyists; fifty
fifty copyists,
$720
each;
messengers; twenty-five
each; four messengers;
twenty-five assistant
messengers; laborerslaborers—
assistant messengers;
fourteen
fourteen at $600 each, forty-two
forty-two at
forty messenger
messenger boys,
at $540
$540 each;
each; forty
boys,
at
in all,
at $420
$4-20 each.;
each; in
all, $1,375,040.
1,375,040.
riers.typeTen1PorarY
For special and tempoary
temporary services
services of typewriters
certified by the
typewriters certified
the ,rem'7s
type.
Civil Service Commission,
be employed
employed in
such numb
ers,
Commission, who may
may be
in such
numbers,
at $2.50 per diem, as may, in the judgment of the Commissioner of
of
Patents, be
be necessary
necessary to keep current the work of furnishing
furnishing manumanuscript copies of records, $10,000.
$10,000.
For purchase of law,
law , professional
professional and
ce book
Books, etc.
and other
other referen
reference
bookss an
andd Books,etc.
publications and scientific
publications
scientific books and expense
expense of
of transporting
transporting publicapublications of patents issued by the Patent Office
Office to foreign
foreign Governments,
Governments,
$3,000.
isFor producing
producing copilot
copipf weekly
weekly issue
issue of
designs, and
and tradetrade- Copies
of patents,
patents, designs,
Csuples of
of weekly
eekly iy
sue of patents, etc.
ofrwepiesiof
marks; production
production of
-'eepiesiof drawings and
and specifications
specifications of
of exexof ptes, etc.
hausted
hausted patents
patents and other
$140,000.
other papers,
papers, $140,000.
Investigating use of
of
For investigating
investigating the question of public use or sale of inventions
inventions for Inventions.
invesig"ating
two years
years or more prior to filing applications
applications for patents,
and such
patents, and
such
other questions
questions arising in connection
connection with applications
applications for patents
patents as
may be deemed
deemed necessary, by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Patents;
Patents; and
and exexpense attending defense of suits instituted
the Commissioner
Commissioner
instituted against
against the
of Patents,
Patents, $500.
International
BuFor the share of the United States in the expense of conducting reau,
Intletil
BuBerne.
the International
International Bureau at Berne,
Switzerland, $750.
$750.
Berne, Switzerland,
Bureau
of
EducaBUREAU
OF EDUCATION:
EDUCATION: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
BUREAU OF
tion.
$5,000; chief
$2,000; tic
L a of Edua
specialist in higher education, $3,000; editor, $2,000; statistician,
statistician,
$1,800;
land-grant college statistics,
$1,800; specialist in charge
charge of land-grant
$1,800;
statistics, $1,800;
two translators,
each; collector
compiler of
of statistics,
translators, at $1,800 each;
collector and
and compiler
statistics,
$2,400; specialists-one
specialists—one in foreign
and one
foreign educational
educational systems
systems and
one hi
in
educational systems, at $1,800
educational
clerks—four of
of class
four, four
four
$1,800 each; clerks-four
class four,
of class three, five of class two, eight of
at $1,000
of class
class one,
one, seven at
$1,000
each; six
copyists—two at
at $800
$800 each,
$720; two
two skilled
six copyists; copyists-two
each, one
one $720;
skilled
laborers, at $840 each;
laborers,
each; messenger;
messenger; assistant messenger;
messenger; laborers—
laborersthree
at $480
each, one
$400; in
in all,
all, $75,200.
$75,200.
three at
$480 each,
one $400;
Rural and industrial
i
For investigation
investigation of rural education,
education, industrial
industrial education,
education, and
and eduiatio.
education
school hygiene, including
including personal services
services in
in the
the District of
of ColumColumelsewhere, and no salary shall
bia and elsewhere,
shall be paid hereunder
hereunder in excess
excess
$3,500 per annum, $45,000.
$45,000.
of $3,500
0
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and employcommissioner and
For necessary
traveling expenses
expenses of
employof the
the commissioner
necessary traveling
For
ees
acting
under
his
direction,
including
attendance
at
meetings
of
of
at
meetings
attendance
including
direction,
ees acting under his
educational associations,
and other
$5,000.
organizations, $5,000.
other organizations,
societies, and
associations, societies,
educational
Library.
For books
for library,
current educational
periodicals, other
other curcureducational periodicals,
library, current
books for
For
Library.
rent publications,
completing valuable sets of periodicals,
periodicals, $500.
and completing
publications, and
rent
School and
and home
For investigation
investigation of school and home
home gardening in cities and manuSchool
home
gardening.
gardengfacturing
facturing towns, including personal services
services in the District of Columbia
and
elsewhere,
$7,500.
and elsewhere, $7,500.
Special
Forts.
pecial reports.
rep.
For collecting
collecting statistics for special reports and circulars of information, including
including personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and
mation,
elsewhere, $3,600.
elsewhere,
$3,600.
Distributing
docuDistributing
douFor purchase, distribution, and exchange
exchange of educational
educational documents,
ments, etc.
ments,etc.
collection, exchange, and cataloguing
educational apparatus
cataloguing of
0f educational
apparatus and
appliances,
educational reference
reference books, articles of
of
and educational
textbooks, and
appliances, textbooks,
school
furniture and
of school
school buildings illustrative of foreign
and models of
school furniture
and repairing
repairing the
education, and
systems and
and methods of education,
and domestic
domestic systems
same,
personal services in the District of Columbia for the
same, including personal
purpose of
bringmg the cataloguing
cataloguing up to date, $2,500: Provided,
Provided,
of bringing
purpose
Proviso.
ceive
No
other
employee
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and nineteen, no Govhundred and
after July
and after
on and
That on
thantoco -That
Neieotshernn
ernment
ernment salary
salary
rr ernment
official or employee
ernment official
employee shall receive any salary in connection
connection
services,
sv
employee from any source
' with his services
services as such an official or employee
source
other
than the
the United
United States
except as may
may be
States, except
the Government
Government of the
other than
[
contributed
contributed out of the treasury of any State, county, or municipality,
corporation shall make
make any contribucontribuand no
no person, association, or corporation
i'
Government
[\ tion to, or in any way supplement the salary of, any Government
official
ployee for
by him for the GovernGovernperformedby
official or em
employee
for the services
services performed
Punishment
foe
went of the United
Umted States. Any person violating any of the terms
ment
aro
Pmishment
aas
lotions.
misdemeanor, and upon
of this proviso shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
conviction thereof shall
shall be punished
punished by a
a fine of not less than $1,000
$1,000
or imprisonment for not less than six months, Qrrby both such fine
fine
imprisonment as the court may determine. )
and imprisonment
Traveling
Traveling

expenses.

epeses.

uperintendent
of
Superintendent
Capitol Building and

OFFICE
orraCE

GRouND8:

OF

SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE CAPIOL
C
OL

BUILDNG
BUILDING

AND
AND

electrical
GROUNDS: Superintendent,
Superintendent, $6,000;
$6,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; chief electrical
engineer, $3,000:
engineer, $2,400;
$2,400; two
two draftsmen,
$1,200 each;
each;
engineer,
$3,000: civil
civil engineer,
draftsmen, at
at $1,200
two clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each; compensation
compensation to disbursing clerk, $1,000;
$1,000messenger;•person in charge of the heating fie eSupreme
Supreme Court and
memenger
central portion of the Capitol, $1,043131
la
$1,06 labd#0
in charge of waterclosets in central
central portion of the Capitol, $660;
$660; seven laborers
laborers for cleaning Rotunda, corridors, Dome,
Dome and old library portion of Capitol, at
at
$660
$660 each; two laborers in charge of public closets of the House
house of
Representatives and in the terrace, at
bookkeeper and
and
Representatives
at $720
$720 each;
each; bookkeeper
accountant,
all, $29,960.
accountant, $2,200;
$2,200; in
in all,
$29,960.
Contingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
THE INTERIOR: The folContingent expenses.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF THE
lowing
apportioned as to _prevent
lowing sums,
sums, which
which shall
shall be so apportioned
deficiencies
prevent deficiencies
therein,
namely: For contingent expenses
therein, namely:
expenses of the office
office of
Secretary
of the
the Secretary
and the bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, and buildings
buildings of the department,
department, including
including
$12,000
Furniture, carpets, ice,
$12,000 for the Civil Service
Service Commission: Furniture
hardware, dry goods, advertising,
lumber, hardware
advertising, telegraphing
telegraphing, street car
car
exceeding $250, expressage, wagons
wagons and
and harness,
tickets not exceeding
harness, horses,
horses,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles, motor trucks, motorcycles,
maintenance, remotorcycles, and bicycles, maintenance,
exchange of same, food, fora
pair, and exchange
ge ,an
shoeing of
diaforage,
anddshoeing
of horses,
horses, diafiling and labor-saving
grams, awnings,
awnings, filing
labor-saving devices, constructing
constructing model
and other cases and furniture
furniture:, and
and other absolutely
absolutely necessary
necess ary expenses not hereinbefore
provided for, including traveling expenses,
hereinbefore provided
expenses,

Grounds.
CaS

g

Stationery.
stationery.

and

fuel and
and lights,
lights, typewritig
typewriting and
adding machines,
machines, $131,000.
$131,000.
and adding
fuel
For
cloth-lined
For stationery,
stationery, including
including tags, labels, index cards, cloth-lined

wrappers,
wrappers, and specimen bags,
bags, printed in the
the course
course of
manufacture,
of manufacture,
and such printed
printed envelopes
envelopes as are not supplied
contracts made
made
supplied under contracts
by the Postmaster
Postmaster General, for the department and its several bu-
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reaus and offices, including
exceed $7,500 for the Civil Service
including not to exceed

Commission, $82,000;
addition thereto,
thereto, sums
sums amounting
amountin g to
to
Commission
$82,000; and
and, in
in addition

Additional deducted
froAddibeausdedted,
from bureaus, offices,

deducted from other appropriations
$43,250 shall be deducted
appropriations made for
for the
etc.
the etc.
fiscal year nineteen hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, as follows:
follows: Surveying
Surveying
public
public lands, $2,000; protecting
protecting publiclands
public lands and timber, $2,000;
$2,000; contingent expenses
expenses of offices of surveyors general, $2,000; Capitol
Capitol BuildBuilding and repairs, $150; Geological
Geological Survey, $2,100;
Mines,
$2,100; Bureau of
of Mines
Indian Service,
Service, $32,000;
en' s H
os pit al, $500;
$500 ; an
id
$2,500; Indian
$32,000; Freedm
Freedmen's
Hospital,
anddsa
said
constitute, together with
sums so deducted shall be credited
credited to and constitute,
the first-named
appropriation for stationery
first-named sum of $82,000,
$82,000, the total appropriation
stationery
for the department
department and its several bureaus
bureaus and offices for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year nineteen hundred and eighteen.
year
eighteen.
For professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific books,
law books,
and books
books to
to corncorn- etca'
eteB.wks'
periodicals,
For
books, law
books, and
peridi.es
plete
plete broken sets, periodicals,
periodicals, directories,
directories, and otner books of reference
reference
relating to the business of the department, $1,000,
$1,000, of which
$250
which sum
sum $250
may be used for the Civil Service Commission.
Commission.
For
Rent.
For rent
rent of
of building
building for the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission, $16,875.
$16,875.
Rnt.
a stamps.
For
stamps for
and its
its bureaus,
bureaus, as
required Post
Postage
For postage
postage stamps
for the
the department
department and
as required
ge staps
under the Postal Union, to prepay postage on
to
on matter
matter addressed
addressed to
Postal Union countries, and for special-delivery
in the
the
special-delivery stamps for
for use in
United States when
secure immediate
United
when it
it is necessary
necessary to
to secure
immediate delivery
delivery of
of
$2,000.
mail, $2,000.
Surveyors
Surveyors GeneraL
GneraL
SURVEYORS GENERAL.
SURVEYORS
GENERAL.
For salaries of surveyors
surveyors general, clerks
clerks in
in their
and concontheir offices,
offices, and
including office rent, pay
messengers stationery,
tingent expenses, including
pay of
of messengers,
stationery,
printing,
instruments, typewriters,
typewriters, furniture,
furniture, fuel,
fuel,
printing, binding
binding, drafting
drafting instruments,
lights, books of reference
reference for office use,
other
use, post-office
post-office box
box rent,
rent, and
and other
incidental expenses,
incidental
expenses, including
including the exchange
exchange of
typewriters, as
of typewriters,
as follows:
follows:
general and
officio secretary
secretary of
the Territory,
Alaska: Surveyor
Surveyor general
and ex
ex officio
of the
Territory,
$4,000;
$4,000;
Clerks, $10,000;
$10,000;
Contingent expenses, $2,500;
$2,500; in
in all,
$16,500.
Contingent
all, $16,500.
Arizona: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks, $13,000;
$13,000;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,200; in all, $17,200.
California: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
California:
Clerks, $12,000;
Clerks,
$12,000;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $1,400;
$16,400.
Contingent
$1,400; in
in all,
all, $16,400.
$3,000;
Colorado: Surveyor
Surveyor general, $3,000;
Clerks, $21,000;
$21,000;
Contingent
$1,800; in
Contingent expenses, $1,800;
in all, 825,800.
$25,800.
Idaho:
Surveyor general,
Idaho: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks, $16,000;
$16,000;
Contingent
expenses, $1,200; in all, $20,200.
Contingent expenses,
$20,200.
Montana: Surveyor general, $3,000;
Montana:
$3,000;
Clerks, $18,500;
$18,500;
Contingent expenses, $600; in
in all,
Contingent
all, $22,100.
$22,100.
Nevada: Surveyor
general, $3,000;
se
Nevada:
Surveyor general,
$3,000;
$10,000;
Clerks, $10,000;
Contingent expenses, $400; in
in all, $13,400.
$13,400.
New
Mexico: Surveyor
$3,000;
New Mexico:
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
Clerks, $18,000;
$18,000;
Contingent
expenses, $900; in
$21,900.
Contingent expenses,
in all, $21,900.
Oregon: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Clerks, $12,500;
$12,500;
Contingent
in all,
$16,100.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $600;
$600; in
all, $16,100.
Surveyor general,
South Dakota: Surveyor
general, $2,000;
$2,000;
Clerks, $3,100;
$3,100;
Contingent
$300; in
all, $5,400.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $300;
in all,
$5,400.

Salaries
Salaries ofoffices,
of offices,ete..
ete.
Supra.

Alaska.
Alaska.

Arizona.

California.
California.

Colorado.
Colorado.

Idaho.
Idaho.

Montana.
Montana.

Nevada.
Nevada.

New Mexicc.
Mesiec.

Oregon.

South Dakota.
Dakota.
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Utah: Surveyor
Surveyor general,
general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Utah:
Clerks,
$17,000;
Clerks, $17,000;
Contingent
$21,000.
in all,
all, $21,000.
$1,000; in
expenses, $1,000;
Contingent expenses,
Washington.
Washington.
Washington:
$3,000;
Washington: Surveyor general, $3,000;
$8,000;
Clerks, $8,000;
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $750;
$11,750.
in all, $11,750.
$750; in
Contingent
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Wyoming: Surveyor
Surveyor general, $3,000;
$3,000;
Wyoming:
Clerks, $10,750;
$10,750;
Contingent
Contingent expenses, $500; in all, $14,250.
Restriction o
on
clerk
Restriction
appropriations for clerk hire
foregoing appropriations
the foregoing
chargeable to the
n clerk
Expenses chargeable
hire,
etc.
hire, etc.
and
expenses in
offices of
surveyors general shall
of the surveyors
in the offices
incidental expenses
and incidental
not
respective surveyors
conduct
in the
the conduct
general in
surveyors general
by the
the respective
be incurred
incurred by
not be
of
except upon
previous specific
authorization by the
the
specific authorization
upon previous
said offices,
offices, except
of said
Commissioner
of the General Land Office.
Commissioner of
Tempor
Temporary
authorized.
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
detail temporarily
temporarily
to detail
is authorized
authorized to
the Interior
Interior is
The
authorized.ary details
clerks from
the office
to another as the necesgeneral to
of one suveyor general
office of
from the
clerks
require and to pay their actual necessary,
sities of the service may require
traveling expenses
going to
to and
and returning
returning from
office out of
from such office
in going
expenses in
traveling
the
surveying the
A detailed statethe public lands. A
for surveying
appropriation for
the appropriation
ment
hereunder shall
to
shall be made to
incurred hereunder
expenses incurred
traveling expenses
of traveling
ment of
Congress
at the
the beginning
session thereof.
each regular session
beginning of each
Congress at
Office
work, surveys
Office
work,
eighteen
in railroad
railroad land
grants.
The use
fund created
the Act
Act of
second, eighteen
of March second,
by the
created by
the fund
of the
use of
The
landsuey.s
in
p.
Vol. 28,
Vol28,
P. 93
937hundred
and ninety-five
hundred
page nine hundred
Statutes, page
(Twenty-eighth Statutes,
ninety-five (Twenty-eighth
hundred and
and
for office
work m
in the
the surveyors
general's offices
offices
surveyors general's
office work
thirty-seven), for
and thirty-seven),
and
General Land
Office is extended
extended for one year from June
Land Office
and in
in the General
Proviso.
Proviso.
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and seventeen:
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, That not to
thirtieth, nineteen
Limit.
exceed
$25,000 of this fund shall be used for the purposes above
exceed $25,000
. indicated.
indicated.
Government
Government in
Im the
tne
Territories.
GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES.
TERRITORIES.
GOVERNMENT
Utah.

TERRITORY or
ALASKA: Governor,
Governor, $7,000;
$7,000; four judges, at $7,500
OF ALASKA:
TERRrrORY
marshals, at $4,000 each;
each;
four attorneys,
$5,000 each; four marshals,
at $5,000
attorneys, at
each; four
four
$3,500 each;
each; in all, $87,000.
at $3,500
four clerks,
clerks, at
exceed
For
and contingent
expenses, clerk hire, not to exceed
contingent expenses,
incidental and
For incidental
$2,250; janitor
janitor service
service for
for the
executive mansion
mansion and office
building,
office building,
the executive
$2,250;
absent
$1,200; traveling
traveling expenses of the governor while absent
not to exceed
exceed $1,200;
from Juneau
on official
business; repair
repair and
execuand preservation
preservation of
of execuJuneau on
official business;
from
tive
tive mansion; stationery, lights, water, and fuel; in all, $7,500, to be
expended
the direction
direction of
of the
governor.
under the
the governor.
expended under
TERRITORY
HAWAII: Governor,
chief
Governor, $7,000;
$7,000; secretary, $4,000; chief
OF HAWAII:
TERRITORY OF
justices, at $5,500
$5,500 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $28,000.
$28,000.
justice,
associate justices,
justice, $6,000;
$6,000; two associate
For
each, so much
much as
as may
may be
For judges
judges of circuit
circuit courts,
courts, at $4,000 each,
necessary, for
necessary,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen.
eighteen.
For
contingent expenses,
expended by
governor, for staFor contingent
expenses, to be
be expended
by the governor,
tionery, postage,
for private
tionery,
postage, and
and incidentals,
incidentals, $1,000,
$1,000, and
and for
private secretary
secretary to
to
in all, $3,000.
the governor, $2,000;
$2,000; in

Alaska.

Hawaii.

Post Office
Office Department.
Postmaster General,
eneral,
chief clerk, clerks,
etc.

chieftmster

^ purChief iinspector,
chasing went.
agent, etc.
t".
chasing

lers et
Clerks,
etc.

' '

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE
GENERAL: Postmaster
Postmaster General, $12,000;
$12,000;
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
OFFICE POSTMASTER
$4,000;
chief clerk, including $500 as superintendent
superintendent of buildings,
buildings, $4,000;
secretary,-,$2,500; disbursing clerk, $2,250; appointment
appointment clerk,
private secretary
assistant
to chief
chief clerk,
clerk to
to Postmaster
and
General, and
Postmaster General,
confidential clerk
clerk, confidential
assistant to
inspector, $4,000;
chairman, board of inspection,
inspection, at $2,000 each;
each; chief inspector,
chief clerk to chief inspector, $2,000; purchasing
purchasing agent,
agent, $4,000; chief
purchasing agent,
agent, $2,000; assistant
clerk to purchasing
assistant attorneys—one
attorneys-one $2,750,
one $2,500,
$2,500, three
three at
at $2,000
bond examiner,
law clerk,.
clerk,
$2,500; law
examiner, $2,500;
each; bond
$2,000 each;
one
$1,800; clerks-eighty-two
clerks—eighty-two of class four, one hundred
hundred and twenty$1,800;
eight of class three, two hundred of class two, two hundred
hundred and fiftynine of class one, one hundred and seventy-nine
$1,000 each, fiftyseventy-nine at $1,000
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three at $900 each; skilled draftsmen—three
draftsmen-three at $1,800 each, eight at
at
$1,600 each, five at $1,400
$1,400 each, four at $1,200 each; map mounter.
$1,200; assistant map mounter, $840; four map copyists, at $1,000
$1,000
telegrapher, $1,400;
each; blue printer,
printer, $900; telegrapher,
$1,400; typewriter
typewriter repairer,
repairer,
$1,200; three
three telephone switchboard operators,
operators, assistant telephone

switchboard operator; two messengers in charge of mails, at $900 Me"Srs, 'wteheach;
switchboard
twenty-one
operator;
messengers;
two messengers
forty-one assistant
in chargemessengers;
of mails, at
captain
$900 men,
mes=4, etc.
each;
twenty-one
messengers;
forty-one

assistant messengers; captain

of the watch, $1,000;
watchmen acting as
$1,000; additional to three watchmen
lieutenas lieutenwatchmen, at $120
$120 each;
ant of watchmen,
each; thirty-four watchmen;
watchmen; engineer,
engineer,
$1,400; ten assistant engineers,
engineers, at $1,000 each; two blacksmiths or
or
steamfitters,
steamfitters, at $900 each; three oilers, at $720 each;
firemen;
each; fifteen firemen;
twenty elevator conductors, at $720
$720 each; electrician,
electrician, $1,600;
$1,600; two
two
assistant electricians, at $1,200
$1.200 each;
each; three assistant electricians, at
at
car
carpenters-one $1,200,
$900 each; two dynamo tenders,
tenders, at $900 each;
each; carpenters—one
$1,200, etfarPen
.penters,
ters' iab°rers.
labos,
two at $1,000
$1,000 each, one at $900; awning maker, painter, and
plumber,
and plumber,
at $900 each; assistant plumber, $840;
foreman of
laborers, $800;
$800;
$840; foreman
of laborers,
seventy-nine laborers, at $720
seventy-nine
$720 each; seven laborers,
laborers, at
at $660
$660 each;
each;
female laborers—one
laborers-one $540, three at $500
$500 each, ten at $480 each;
each; fiftyeight charwomen;
charwomen; actual and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of the purchasing
purchasing
agent while traveling on business
the department,
department, $500;
$500; in
in a
ll,
business of
of the
al,
$1,483,560.
$1,483,560.
In making
hereunder, the
the salary
In
making readjustments
readjustments hereunder,
any clerk
clerk in
any ReadustmentsofsaiIleadiustnients orsalsalary of
of any
in any
class may be fixed by the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General at
at $100
$100 below
below th
thee arms
aries '
salary fixed
fixed by law for such class and the unused
unused portion
portion of
of such
such
salary
to increase
increase the
salary of
of any
clerk in
in any
any class
class
salary shall
shall be used
used to
the salary
any clerk
entitled thereto
thereto by
less than
the salary
fixed by
by law
by not
not less
than $100
$100 above
above the
salary fixed
law
for such
class. The
for
Postmaster General
shall assign
assign to
to th
to busuch class.
The Postmaster
General shall
thee severa
severall Assignments
Assments to
bubureaus, offices, and divisions of the Post Office Department
Department such r"usetc.
reaus '
etc '
number of the employees
employees herein authorized as may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
perform
perform the work required
required therein;
submit a
therein; and he shall
shall submit
a statement
statement
showing such assignments
assignments and the number employed
employed at
at the
the various
various
in
salaries i
n the annual Book of Estimates following the
estimates for
the estimates
for
salaries in the Post Office Department.
OFFICE FIRST
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
OFFICE
FIRST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL: First
First Assistant
Assistant airg,„1"
17:„Ats,tt
:
OfflteofrstAsrsitPostmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $5,000; chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; division of post-office
eral.
post-office e.s
s
service-superintendent
service
superintendent $4,000, assistant superintendent
superintendent $3,000,
Superintendents of
$3,000, slrlntenlent.s
o,
io
assistant superintendent
en den t
s at
atetc.
divis
assistant
superintendent $2,250, two
two assistant
assistant superint
superintendents
divl" ma,
s, tc.
$2,000 each; division of postmasters'
postmasters' appointments—superintendent
appointments-superintendent
$3,000, two assistant superintendents
superintendent
superintendents at
at $2,000
$2,000 each; superintendent
division
division of dead letters, $2,500; chief
chief division of
of correspondence,
correspondence,
$2,000;
$2,000; in
in all,
all, $32,250.
$32,250.
OFFICE S
OFFICE
ECOND
ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER
GENERAL: Second
Second sis
o
t
me of
of SPostnd
reco
thiaster
nd AsSECOND
ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
sOfist
Assistant Postmaster
General, $5,000;
Genend•
Postmaster General,
$5,000; chief clerk,
clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; division
division of
of Genr'a.
railway
adjustments—superintendent $3,000,
$3,000, assistant
superintend- thsupierntendents
dperintendents
e
of
railway adjustments-superintendent
assistant superintendof
ent $2,250; division of foreign
foreign mails—superintendent
$3,000, assistant di
mails-superintendent $3,000,
superintendent $2,000;
Railway Mail
superintendent
$2,000; Division of Railway
Mail Service—general
Service-general
superintendent
superintendent $4,000, assistant general
general superintendent
superintendent $3,500,
$3,500, chief
chief
$2,000; in
clerk $2,000;
in all,
all, $27,250.
$27,250.
OFFICE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
GENERAL: Third Assistant
tfif
e of p
T
o
r
tnias
-d ts;
Assistant sis
siso
Tbirs
A
Postmaster General, $5,000;
Generalti
Postmaster
$5,000 chief clerk, $2,500; division of postal Grrai
ntendents
of
savings--director
sdvings—director $4,800, assistant director
director $3,000, chief clerk $2,500,
$2,500, diva%n,
etc.
di"S'. etc.
clerk in charge of administrative
administrative section,
clerk in
in charge
charge of
of audit
audit
section, and
and clerk
each; superintendents
superintendents of
divisions—stamps $2,750,
$2,750,
section, at $2,000
$2,000 each;
of divisions-stamps
finance (who shall give bond in such amount
as the
Postmaster Genamount as
the Postmaster
General may determine
determine for the faithful
faithful discharge
discharge of his duties) $2,250,
$2,250,
classification
classification $2,750, registered mails $2,500,
$2.500, money
$2,750;
money orders $2,750;
chief clerk division of money orders,
in all,
orders, $2,2'50;
$2,250: in
all, $37,050.
$37,050.
Offir of
AsOFFICE
OFFICE FOURTH
FOURTH ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL: Fourth
As- s
i
stan
POSTMASTER GENERAL:
Fourth Assftae
of purth
PFuth
as
eral,1iit
sistant
sist ant Postmaster General, $5,000; chief clerk, $2,500; division of
cre
s
n„e„7
ts
of iGe rural mails—superintendent
mails-superintendent $3,000, assistant
rural
assistant superintendent
$2,000, divisions,
etc.
superintendent $2,000,
divrSsetc.
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chief clerk
clerk $2,000;
division of
equipment and
supplies—superintendent
and supplies-superintendent
chief
$2,000; division
of equipment
$2,750, assistant
chief clerk
$2,000, topogratopogra$2,750,
assistant superintendent
superintendent $2,500,
$2,500, chief
clerk $2,000,
pher $2,400;
in all,
all, $24,150.
$24,150.
pher
$2,400; in
Total
$1,604,260.
Total salaries,
salaries, $1,604,260.
central spp
order
to
promote
economy in the distribution
In
Central
sliFyl disdis
promote
distribution of supplies, and
and
tributing ddistr
aauthorised.
in auditing
General may
may designate
designate
thn.ui
auditing and
and accounting,
accounting, the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
i st
u in
Ante,
districts and
and central
central offices
n such
districts through
through which
which supplies
districts
offices i
in
such districts
supplies
Aue, p.loe.
shall
and accounts
accounts audited,
but in
in no
shall the
the
audited, but
no case
case shall
be distributed
distributed and
shall be
postmaster at
the central
station be
authority to
postmaster
at the
central station
be given
given authority
to abolish
abolish offices,
offices,
to
change officers
officers or
employees in
in offices
included in
such district.
district.
offices included
in such
to change
or employees
Contingent
expensee.
CSntingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES,
POST
OFFCE
DEPARTMENT: For station'
C
ONTINGENT
EXPENSES,
l'OST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT:
Stationery, etc.
cry and blank books, index
index and guide cards, folders, and binding
binding
ery
purchase of free penalty envelopes,
envelopes, $25,000.
$25,000.
including purchase
devices, including
Heating plant.
For fuel and repairs to heating, lighting, and power
plant, including
power plant,
including
repairs to elevators,
purchase and exchange
exchange of tools, and electrical
electrical
elevators, purchase
supplies,
$38,500.
removal of ashes, $38,500.
supplies, and removal
-
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$4,500.
For telegraphing,
telegraphing, $4,500.
For painting, $2,000.
For
maintenance of horses
For purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire, and maintenance
horses and horsehorsedrawn
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and repair
repair of
of vehicles,
vehicles, including
including
drawn passenger-carrying
motor trucks
trucks and harness,
harness, $2,500.
$2,500.
Miscellaneous.
uiaenea.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including purchase,
purchase exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
repair
adding machines,
devices;
of typewriters,
typewriters, adding
machines, and other 'labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
exceeding $200;
plumbing; floor coverings;
coverings;
street car tickets not exceeding
$200; plumbing;
postage stamps for correspondence
not
addressed abroad which is not
postage
correspondence addressed
exempt
exempt under
under article
article eleven
eleven of the
the Rome
Rome convention
convention of the Universal
Universal
Postal Union, $30,000,
$30,000, of which
which sum not exceeding
Postal
exceeding $3,985
$3,985 may be
expended for telephone
telephone service, and not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
expended
$1,500 may be
expended for law books, books of
reference, railway
guides city
direcof reference,
railway guides,
city directories, books necessary-to conduct the business of the department;
depakment; and
and
repairs to department
buildings.
department buildings.
Furniture.
For
furniture and filing
filing cabinets,
cabinets, $7,000.
Furniture.
For furniture
$7,000.
Rent
of stables, $500.
Rent.
For rent of
$500.
offcia
posl
For publication
Official
Postal Guide.
publication of copies
copies of the Official
Official Postal Guide,
Guide, $33,000;
and
$33,000; and
the amounts received
received during
dun
fiscal year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
the fiscal
Official
eighteen from sales of the 0
cial Postal Guide to the public
public may be
o( receipt
a further
further appropriation
saUse
le of
receipts from
from used
used as a
the publication
publication of
of copies
copies of
of such
such
appropriation for
for the
guide.
guide.
Postal servtce
pproAppropriations made for the service
Office Department
approAppropriations
service of the Post Office
Department
For
riagonsservice
n
m
otztbe
. used
or Dpartment.
in conformity
conformity with the
the Act of
of July
July second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
Vol.5,..
thirty-six, shall not be expended
expended for
for any
Vol. 5, p. 80.
any of
of the
the purposes
purposes herein
herein proprovided for on account
account of the Post Office
Office Department
Department at Washington,
Washington,
District of Columbia.
Telegraphing, etc.
Teegraphing,

Department of Justpartment of Justice.

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE.
JUSTICE.

Attorney
General,
General,
Solicitor General,
Assistants.
sistants.

Attorney General, $12,000;
GENERAL: Attorney
ATTORNEEY GENERAL:
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
$12,000;
Solicitor General,
$10,000; assistant to the Attorney
General, $9,000;
Solicitor
General, $10,000;
Attorney General,
$9,000;
$7,500 each; Solicitor for the
six Assistant
Assistant Attorneys
Attorneys General, at $7,500
Department of the
the Interior,
Interior, $5,000;
$5,000; Solicitor for the Post Office
Office
Internal Revenue,
Department, $5,000; Solicitor of Internal
Revenue, $5,000;
$5,000; Solicitor
Solicitor
for the Department of State, $5,000;
$5,000; four attorneys, at $5,000 each,
one of whom shall
charge of all condemnation
shall have charge
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in
supervise the examination
the District of Columbia
Columbia and supervise
examination of titles
and matters arising from such condemnation
condemnation proceedings
proceedings in which
which
the United States shall be a
aparty or have
have an interest, and no special
special
attorney or counsel, or services
services of persons other than of those provided for herein, shall be employed for such purposes; attorneysattorneys—
one $4,500,
$4,500, one $3,750, four at $3,500
$3,500 each, one $3,250, fourteen
fourteen
at $3,000
$3,000 each,
each, two at $2,500 each; assistant attorneys—one
attorneys-one
*t3,500,
$3,000 each, two at $2,750 each, five at $2,500
41
6,500, two at $3,000
$2,500 each,

solttoer

Solicitors
for Depart.
Depat
solitors for
meats, etc.
t etc.
Attorneys,
ttoeys,
ants, etc.

assistassist-
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$2,000 each; assistant examiner of titles, $2,000;
one $2,400, two at $2,000
$2,000;
chief clerk and ex officio superintendent
Chief clerk,
superintendent of buildings, $3,000; super- etfilief
clerk,
clerks,
clerks,
intendent of buildings,
buildings, $500;
$500; private
private secretary
secre t
ary and
an d assistant
ass i
st
ant to
to the
the '
Attorney
$1,800;
Attorney General, $3,000; clerk to the Attorney.
Attorney. General,
General, $1,800;
stenographer
stenographer to the Solicitor
Solicitor General, $1,600; law clerks-three
clerks—three at
at
office of Solicitor of Internal
$2,000 each, two of class four; clerk in office
Internal prtp,eze
trdent
of
Revenue, $1,800;
attorney in
arge of
of pardons,
$3,000; superinsuperin- prisntennt
Revenue,
$1,800; attorney
in ch
charge
pardons, $3,000;
of
tendent
tendent of prisons, $4,000; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $2,750;
$2,750; appointment
appointment
tion
t i
I
n
nvestigation
clerk, $2,000;
examiners- sk
$2,000; chief
chief of division of investigation,
investigation, $3,500;
$3,500; examiners—
,
sinvest
un iividi
two at $2,500 each, four at $2,250
$2,250 each,
each, two at $2,000 each, three
three
librarian, $1,800; clerks—eight
clerks-eight of class four, eleven
at $1,800
$1,800 each; librarian,
eleven
of class three, ten of class two, twenty of class one,
one sixteen
sixteen at
at $1,000
$1,000
b
each,
$900 each; chief messenger,
messenger, $1,000;
each, fifteen
fifteen at $900
$1,000; packer,
packer, $900; mene,
mges
,efon.
gers '
watch
watch
messenger, $960;
messengers; thirteen assistant
$960; six messengers;
assistant messengers;
messengers;
seven laborers;
laborers; seven watchmen; engineer, $1,200;
assistant
$1,200; two assistant
engineers,
engineers, at $900 each; two telephone
telephone switchboard operators; four
four
firemen; two elevator conductors,
conductors, at $720
$720 each;
each; head
head charwoman,
charwoman, Division of Accounts.
twenty-four charwomen.
charwomen. Division
$480; twenty-four
Division of
of Accounts:
Accounts: Chief
Chief $2,500,•
$2,500, Divls; n f
administrative accountant,
administrative
accountant, $2,500; chief
bookkeeper and
record
chief bookkeeper
and record
clerk, $2,000; clerks-three
clerks—three of class four
of class
three six
of
four,, six
six of
class three,
six of
five of
each; in
in all,
class two, five
of class one,
one, three
three at $900
$900 each;
all, $466,670.
$466,670.
CONTINGENT
and repairs, including
including carcar- Contingent
CorrrnkroErrr EXPENSES: For furniture
furniture and
Conti t expenses.
ss.
holders, and
cases, $4,500.
$4,500.
pets, file holders,
and cases,
For books for law library of the department, including their exchange, $3,000.
change,
For purchase
purchase of session
session laws and statutes of the States and Terridepartment, including
tories for library
library of department,
exchange, $500.
including their exchange,
$500.
For books
books for office
office of Solicitor
Solicitor of the Department
Commerce,
Department of Commerce,
$300.
For books for office of Solicitor of the Department
$500. Stationery.
Department of Labor, $500.
Stat'oey
stationery for department
For stationery
several bureaus,
department and its several
bureaus, $6,500.
$6,500.
Miscellaneous.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
expenditures, including telegraphing,
telegraphing fuel,li
fuel, lights,
ghts,
'
foreign postage, labor, repairs
repairs of buildings,
buildings, care of grounds, books
books of
reference, periodicals,
reference,
periodicals, typewriters and adding machines and
and exchange
of same, street car tickets
tickets not exceeding
exceeding $200, and other necessaries,
necessaries,
directly ordered
ordered by the Attorney General,
General, $27,000.
$27,000.
transportation, including purchase
For official transportation,
purchase and
and exchange,
exchange, keep
keep
animals, and
purchase, exchange,
repairs of
of
and shoeing
shoeing of animals
and purchase,
exchange, and
and repairs
wagons, carriages, and harness,
harness, including those used for
for carrying
carrying
passengers,
passengers, and
and purchase
purchase and repair of bicycles,
bicycles, $2,500.
For rent of buildings
buildings and parts of buildings
buildings in the District of Co- Rent.
Rent.
$36,000.
lumbia, $36,000.
OFFICE OF
OF SOLICITOR
TREASURY: Solicitor, $5,000;
OFFICE
SOLICITOR OF
OF THE
THE TREASURY:
$5,000; assistant
assistant soncliteoftheT
solicitor, $3,000;
$3,000; chief clerk, $2,000; two law clerks, at $2,000 each;
each;
two
docket clerks,
$2,000 each; clerks—two
of class
class four,
four, two
two of
two docket
clerks, at $2,000
clerks-two of
of
class three, two of class two; assistant messenger;
messenger; laborer;
laborer; in
in all,
all,
$28,980.
For law
law books
For
books for
of the
of the
for office
office of
the Solicitor
Solicitor of
the Treasury,
Treasury, $300.
$300.
Solicitor of the DeOFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF
OFFICE OF
SOLICITOR or
THE DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE:
COMMERCE: Solicitor,
Solicitor, partment
of Commerce.
partmentofConfnere.
$5,000; assistant
$3,000; clerks-two
clerks—two of
four, two
two of
of
assistant solicitor, $3,000;
of class
class four,
class three, three
one; messenger;
all,
three of class
class two, one of
of class one;
messenger; in
in all,
$21,040.
$21,040.
Solicitor of the DeSolicitor of the DOFFICE OF
DEPARTMENT OF
OFFICE
OF SOLICITOR
SOLICITOR OF
OF THE
THE DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR:
LABOR: Solicitor, partment of Labor.
$5,000; law clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—two
$5,000;
clerks-two of
of class four,
four, two of class
class one;
one;
messenger; in all, $13,840.
$13,840.
messenger;
ary
S°
. liCit°r°f the Tre"-

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE.
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE.

OFFICE OF THE S
SECRETARY:
Commerce, $12,000;
ECRETARY: Secretary
SeCretary of Comnierce
Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $5,000;
$5,000; private
private secretary
secretary to
to the
the 'Secretary,
Secretary,
$2,500; confidential
secretary
$2,500;
confidential clerk to the Secretary,
Secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; private
private secretary

Department
of Coraepartmentof
raerce.

orn-

S^ret

st
c Ary,
Assist'

ans
,la
r ks
7ke.
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Bureau.
LighthousesBuu.
B

Censuscensse.
Office.

Secu
oatin
Securing
Information
for reports.

statistics

Tobacco statistics.
Provio.
Proviso.
Pay
of special agents.
Payofspecialagents.
Tabulating
Tabulating mama-

chines, etc.
etc.

u of

Bureau of Foreign
and Dometic
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Domestic Commerce.
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to
$2,100; chief
chief clerk
$3,000;
to Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,100;
clerk and
and superintendent,
superintendent, $3,000;
disbursing
divisions—appointments $2,500,
disbursing clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; chiefs
chiefs of
of divisions-appointments
$2,500,
publications
supplies $2,100;
assistant .chief,
division of
publications $2,500,
$2,500, supplies
$2,100; assistant
chief, division
of pubpublications, $2,000;
$2,000; clerks—nine
of class
four, nine
three, nine
lications,
clerks-nine of
class four,
nine of
of class
class three,
nine
of class
of class
class one,
one, eleven
of
class two,
two, nineteen
nineteen of
eleven at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, eleven
eleven at
at
messenger to
the
$900 each;
each; two
two telephone
telephone operators
operators at
at $720
$720 each;
each; messenger
to .the
Secretary, $1,000;
assistant messengers;
Secretary,
$1,000; five
five messengers;
messengers; seven
seven assistant
messengers; eight
eight
messenger
messenger boys, at
chief engineer
engineer and
and electrician,
$1,200;
at $480
$480 each;
each- chief
electrician, $1,200;
assistant engineer,
$1,000; skilled laborers
engineer, $1,000;
one $1,000,
$1,000, one
$900,
laborers-one
one $900,
two at
at $840
each, five
five at
each; three
elevator conductors,
two
$840 each,
at $720
$720 each;
three elevator
conductors, at
at
$720 each;
three firemen;
firemen; fourteen
laborers (including
(including one
transferred
$720
each; three
fourteen laborers
one transferred
from Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce);
Commerce); two
laborers, at
of Foreign
two laborers,
at
$480 each; cabinetmaker,
cabinetmaker, $1,000;
watchman,
$1,000; carpenter,
carpenter, $900;
$900; chief
chief watchman,
$900;
$900; nine watchmen;
watchmen; twenty-five
twenty-five charwomen;
in all,
charwomen; in
all, $180,100.
$180,100.
UREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES:
$5,000; deputy
BUREAU
LIGHTHOUSES: Commissioner, $5,000;
deputy Comcommissioner,
missioner, $4,000;
$4,000; chief constructing
constructing engineer,
engineer, $4,000;
$4,000; superintendent
superintendent
naval construction,
construction, $3,000;
$3,000; chief
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; clerks—one
of naval
chief clerk,
clerks-one $2,000,
$2,000,
two of
of class
class four, two of class
three, two
of class
five of
class
class three,
two of
class two,
two, five
of class
one, seven at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, two at $900 each; messenger;
messenger; assistant
assistant
messenger;
boy, $480;
engineers—one $3,000,
$3,000,
messenger; messenger
messenger boy,
$480; assistant
assistant engineers-one
one $2,400,
one $2,000;
$2,000; draftsmen—one
$1,800, one
one
$2,400, one $2,250,
$2,250, one
draftsmen--one $1,800,
$1,600, one
$1,500, one
one $1,440,
one $1,200;
in all,
all, $64,030.
$64,030.
$1,200; in
$1,440, one
one $1,500,
$1,600,
CENsus
OFFICE:
CENSUS O
FFICE: Director, $6,000; five chief statisticians,
statisticians, at
at $3,000
83,000
each; chief clerk, $2,500; geographer,
geographer, $2,000;
$2,000; stenographer,
stenographer, $1,500;
$1,500;
nine expert chiefs of divisions, at $2,000 each;
each; clerks-fifteen
clerks—fifteen of class
four,
twenty-five of
class two,
two hundred
four, twenty-five
of class
class three,
three, forty
forty of
of class
two, two
hundred and
and
eighty-three
eighty-three of class one, eighty-three
eighty-three at $1,000
eighty-one at
at
$1,000 each,
each, eighty-one
$900 each; skilled laborers—two
laborers-two at $900
$900 each, one
$720; three
one $720;
three
messengers;
messengers; five assistant messengers;
messengers; four
at $720
$720
four unskilled
unskilled laborers,
laborers, at
each;
three messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
$480 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $676,460.
each; three
at $480
$676,460.
For securing
for census
census reports,
reports, provided
provided for
law,
For
securing information
information for
for by
by law,
semimonthly
semimonthly reports of cotton production, periodical reports of stocks
of baled cotton
of
United States
and of
of the
the domestic
foreign
cotton in the
the United
States and
domestic and
and foreign
tobacco; per
consumption of cotton;
cotton; quarterly
quarterly reports of tobacco;
per diem
diem comcompensation of special
special agents and expenses
expenses of same and of detailed
employees, whether employed in
in Washington,
Washington, District
District of Columbia,
or elsewhere;
elsewhere; the cost of transcribing State, municipal, and
other
and other
temporary rental
rental of quarters
records; temporary
outside of
of the
District of
quarters outside
the District
of
Columbia; for supervising
supervising special
special agents, and
employment by
by them
them
and employment
of
such temporary
temporary service
service as
may be
the
of such
as may
be necessary
necessary in
in collecting
collecting the
statistics by law, including $15,000
$15,000 for collecting
collecting tobacco
tobacco statistics
authorized by
any other
other fund
authorized
by law
law in
in addition
addition to
to any
fund available
available therefor:
therefor:
Provided, That the compensation
Provided,
compensation of not to exceed
exceed five special agents
paragraph may be fixed at a
provided for in this paragraph
a rate not to
to exceed
exceed
$8 per
per day,
$647,000.
$8
day, $647,000.
For experimental
work developing,
experimental work
developing, improving,
improving, and
and constructing
constructing
tabulating machines and an integrating
integrating counter
counter for
statistical
for use
use in
in statistical
work and
machinery and
other mechanical
mechanical appliances,
appliances,
work
and repairs
repairs to
to such
such machinery
and other
including
connection therewith,
including technical and mechanical service
service in connection
whether
Washington, District of Columbia, or elsewhether performed in Washington,
where,
and purchase
purchase of
supplies, $60,000.
re, and
of necessary
necessary machinery
machinery and
and supplies,
$60,000.
BREAU
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
OMMERCE: Chief,
Chief, $6,000;
DOMESTIC C
COMMfERCE:
$6,000;
assistant chiefs-one
chiefs—one $3,500, one $3,000;
$3,000; chiefs of
of divisions—one
divisions-one
$2,500, one $2,000;
$2,000; assistant
assistant chief of
of division, $2,250;
$2,250; chief
chief clerk,
clerk,
$2,250;
$2,250; expert
expert on commerce
commerce and finance, $2,000;
translators—one
$2,000; translators-one
$2,000, one $1,800,
stenographer to chief of
$1,800,.two at $1,400
$1,400 each; stenographer
bureau,
$1,600; editorial
editorial assistant,
assistant, $2,000
from
bureau, $1,600;
$2,000 (now
(now being
being paid
paid from
appropriation
appropriation for
Commerce"); editorial
$1,600
for "Promoting
"Promoting Commerce");
editorial clerk,
clerk, $1,600
(now being paid from appropriation
appropriation for "Promoting
"Promoting Commerce");
Commerce");
clerks-twelve
of class
class four,
clerks—twelve of
class three,
two at
at $1,500
four, six
six of
of class
three, two
$1,500 each,
each,
eighteen of class two, eighteen of class one, twenty at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each,
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fourteen
at $900
$900 each; messenger;
fourteen at
messenger; four assistant messengers;
messengers; laborer
laborer
(one transferred
transferred to Secretary's
Secretary's office);
office); two messenger
$420
messenger boys
boys at
at $420
all, $154,120.
$154,120.
each; in
in all,
To further
further promote
promote an
d develop
devel
op the
the f
ore i
gn and
and
foreign
and domestic
domestic &inn
commerce of the United
United States, including
including exchange
exchange on official
checks,
official checks,
$125,000, to be expended
$125,000,
expended under the direction of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
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memoting
Pro.
CommPrm.ting

com-

Commerce: Provided,
exceeding
$3,000
Commerce:
Provided, That not
notexcee
di ng $3
,
000 o
his sum
sum may
may be
Purchase
publicaofft
this
be tio:
Purrche oof publ
expended
for the
ase o
documents, manuscripts,
manuscri
pts, plans,
plans,eespeci- tioS
expended for
the purch
purchase
offdocuments,
Pvis°.

fications,
and other
other publications
necessary for the promotion of
of our PP°8:
.": '
fications, and
publications necessary
P. 1117.
commercial
commercial interests.
Promoting
commerce, South and Central America:
Promoting commerce,
America: To further
further pro- wi
i
rs'tCammcer
i
t'nre
c:
n
ce_
withSouith

mote and develop the commerce
States with
South and
and tral America
commerce of the United States
with South
America.
Central America, including the
the employment
employment o
pert
s an
d special
w-P—
„"' "
offex
experts
and
special "
Pp wt
,p.'7.j-

agents in Washington, District of Columbia, and
and periodicals, reports, traveling and subsistence expenses
expenses of officers and employees,
official checks,
checks,
employees, exchange
exchange on
on official
and all other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
expenses not
included in
in the
the foreforenot included
going, to be expended
direction of the Secretary
expended under the direction
Secretary of
of ComCommerce, $100,000.
Commercial
Commercial attaches: For commercial
commercial attaches,
attaches, to be appointed COiamnattaeh
C'°"1141 a
ttaches*
Secretary of Commiirce
Commerce,: after examination
by the Secretary
to be
be held
examination to
held under
under
his direction to determine their competency, and to
to be
accredited
be accredited
through the State Department,
Department, whose duties shall
be to
to investigate
shall be
investigate
and report upon such conditions in
in the
industries and
and
the manufacturing
manufacturing industries
trade of foreign countries
countries as
as may
may be
be of
the United
United States;
of interest
interest to
to the
States;
elsewhere,
of
agents
books
in of
Washington,
reference
purchase
and
District
periodicals,
of Columbia
reports,
and
traveling
elsewhere,
andpurchase
subsistof books
of
reference

and
one clerk
and for
for one
clerk to
of said
said commerical
commerical attaches
attaches to
to be
be paid
elerksActra
. veling exexto each
each of
paid aape
persetvelg
salary not to exceed $1,500 each and for necessary
necessary traveling
traveling and Po8t,p.n17.
Potp 1117
subsistence expenses, rent, purchase
of reports,
reference
purchase of
reports, books
books of
of reference
and periodicals, travel
and from the United
travel to andfrom
States, exchange
exchange on
on
United States,
official checks, and all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses no
in the
nottincluded
included in
the
foregoing; such commercial
commercial attaches
attaches shall serve
serve directly
directly under
under the
the
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce and shall
shall report
report directly
directly to
to him,
him, $100,000.
$100,000.
STEAMBOAT-INSPECTION
S
TEAMBOATI
NSPECTION SERVICE:
SERVICE: Supervising
tioSntegaermviaatSupervising Inspector
Inspector General,
General, tiun
Service.at inspee•
$4,000; chief clerk
Inspector General
clerk and Acting Supervising Inspector
the
General in
in the
absence
officer, $2,000;
absence of that officer,
$2,000; clerks—one
two of
clerks--one of
of class
class four,
four, two
of class
class
three, one of class two, one of class one, two at
each, two
at
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
two at
$900 each; messenger;
messenger; in
in all,
all, $18,240.
$18,240.
Steamboat
Steamboat inspectors:
inspectors: For ten supervising
supervising inspectors,
inspectors, at $3,000
$3,000 t„
8
,
1
!Perv
i
'
i
ngspinsP6c,r
rq'"'lS'
each, $30,000;
$30,000;
Inspectors of hulls and inspectors of boilers,
Inspectors
ori
ze d by
law,Inspectors.
boilers, as
as auth
authorized
by law,
inspetor.
$171,100;
$171,100;
Assant 1
Assistant inspectors, as authorized
authorized by law,
for the
the following
ist
inspectors.
law, for
following ports:
ports: Vol.
VSoi
P3
C'tS
New York, thirty-six at $2,000 each; New Orleans, six at $1,800
$1,800
each; Baltimore, eight at $1,800
$1,800 each: Providence, four at
at $1,800 each;
each;
Boston, six at $1,800 each; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, ten at $1,800 each;
each; San
San
Francisco, ten at $1,800
$1,800 each; Buffalo, six at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; Cleveland,
Cleveland,
six at $1,600 each; Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, two
each; Chicago,
Chicago, four
four at
at
two at
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
$1,600 each; Grand Haven, four at $1,600
each; Detroit,
Detroit, four
at
$1,600 each;
four at
$1,600
$1,600 each: Norfolk, six at $1,600
Seattle, ten
ten at
$1,600 each;
$1,600 each;
each; Seattle,
at $1,600
each;
Portland (Oregon),
(Oregon), two at $1,600
$1,600 each; Albany
Albany (New York),
at
York), two at
$1,600 each;
$1,600
each; Duluth, two at $1,600
inspectors at
at
$1,600 each;
each; two
two traveling
traveling inspectors
$2,500 each;
each; $233,000;
$233,000;
In all, for inspectors,
In
inspectors, Steamboat-Inspection
Steamboat-Inspection Service,
Service, $434,100.
$434,100.
Clerk hire, service at
compensation, not
not exceeding
exceeding Clkhire,
Clerk hire, atare
at large.
at large:
large: For
For compensation,
$1,500
a year to each person, of clerks to
$1,500 a
boards of
to boards
of steamboat
steamboat ininspectors, to be appointed
appointed by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce in accordance
accordance
with the provisions of
law, $90,000.
$90,000.
of law,
Contingent11
expenses.
Contingent
Contingent expenses: For fees to witnesses;
witnesses; traveling
traveling and
other Post,
1117.
and other
PoT,
it p_ ev7.
expenses
expenses when on official business
Supervising Inspector
Inspector. GenGenbusiness of the
the Supervising
eral,
inspectors, traveling
traveling inspectors,
eral, supervising
supervising inspectors,
inspectors, local
local and
and assistant
assistant
inspectors,
instruments, furniture,
inspectors, and clerks; instruments,
janitor
furniture, stationery,
stationery, janitor
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service, and every other thing necessary
necessary to carry into
prointo effect
effect the
the provisions
Title fifty-two,
fifty-two, Revised
Revised Statutes,
$120,000.
visions of
of Title
Statutes, $120,000.
Navigation
Navigation Bureau.
Bureau.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION:
NAVIGATION: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $4,000;
$4,000; deputy
deputy commis$2,750; chief clerk,
clerk to
to commissioner,
commissioner, $1,600
sioner, $2,750;
clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; clerk
$1,600;;
clerks—two of class four,
four, two
three, three
three of
of class
class two,
two, four
four
clerks-two
two of
of class
class three,
of class one, four at $1,000
$1,000 each, six at $900 each; two stenographers
stenographers
and typewriters to be employed
months at the
employed not to exceed six months
the rate
rate
of $75
$75 per month; two messengers;
messengers; in
in all, $38,130.
Shipping service.
Shipping service:
commissioners in
in amounts
exCommiPioners'
Shipping
service: For
For shipping
shipping commissioners
amounts not
not exCommissioners.
ceeding
ceeding the following: Baltimore,
Baltimore, $1,200;
Bath, Maine,
Maine, $1,000;
$1,000;
$1.200;
Bath,
Vol. 23, p. 59.
Vol.
23,p.
Boston, $3,000; New Bedford,
Bedford, $1,200; New
New Orleans,
Orleans, $1,500;
$1,500; New
New
Norfolk, $1,500;
Philadelphia, $2,400;
Portland,
York, $5,000; Norfolk,
$1,500; Philadelphia,
$2,400; Portland,
Maine, $1,300;
$1,300; Seattle, $3,500; Providence,
Rockland,
Providence, $1,800;
$1,800; Rockland,
$1,200; San
Francisco, $4,000;
$4,000; in
in all,
$28,600.
$1,200;
San Francisco,
all,
$28,600.
Clerk hire.
lerhire.
Clerk hire: For compensation,
compensation, to be fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of ComCommerce, of not to exceed
per annum to each
person, of
clerks
merce,
exceed $1,600 per
each person,
of clerks
Proviso.
Proeso.
in the offices of shipping commissioners,
$45,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That one
one
commissioners, $45,000:
Allowance.
clerk
employed hereunder
hereunder at aa compensation
clerk may be employed
compensation riot
to exceed
exceed
not to
$1,800 per
per annum.
annum.
Contint expenses.. $1,800
Contingent
Contingent
and other requisites for
Pot,
p. l17.e
Contmgent expenses: For rent, stationery,
Post, p.1117.
stationery, and
transaction of the business of shipping coimmissioners'
commissioners' offices,
and for
for
offices, and
$7,500.
janitor in the commissioner's
commissioner's office at New
New York, $840:
$840: in
in all,
all, $7,500.
Admeasurcment
of
sdmeasurement of
To enable
Commissioner of Navigation
enable the Commissioner
Navigation to
to secure
secure uniformity
uniformity in
in
vessels.
Post,
p.
1117.
Pot, p.1117.
the admeasurement
admeasumment of vessels, including the
of an adadthe employment
employment of
admeasurements at not
$2,100, p
urchase and
an d ex
juster of admeasurements
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,100,
purchase
ex-change of admeasuring
admeasuring instruments,
traveling and
i
ncid en t
al
expenses,
change
instruments, traveling
and incidental
expenses,
$3,500.
$3,500.
Counting passengers.
passengers.
Counting
For purchase
instruments for
purchase and
and repair of instruments
for counting
coun ting p
assengers ,
passengers,
$250.
Motor boats, etc., to
enotor
bots,
et., to Enforcement
navigation laws:
laws: To
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary o
ComEnforcement of
of navigation
offComenforce
navigation
laws.
wlas.
merce to provide
provide and
operate
such motor
boats and
employ thereon
thereo n
and
operate
such
motor
boats
and
employ
Post, p. 1117.
Postp."17.
necessary for
such persons as may
may be necessary
for the
the enforcement,
enforcement, under
under his
his
direction by customs officers, of laws relating to navigation
navigation and
inspecand inspecvessels, boarding
of vessels,
of passengers
passengers on
tion of vessels,
boarding of
vessels, and
and counting,
counting of
on
excursion boats,
not to
to exceed
exceed $9,000
$9,000 for
f
or new
new engines
engines for
for
excursion
boats, including
including not
New
boat, etc. oet- the
the Dixie
not to
to exceed
exceed $9,000
$9,000 for
new boat,
boat, $42,000.
reoat,
Dixie and
and not
for a
a new
$42,000.
Preventing
overrod,,ti of excursi
excur
To
crowding
T o enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce to
to employ
employ temporarily,
temporarily, in
of Commerce
in
vees, etc.
addition
to
those
now provided
vessels, etc.
addition to
now
provided for by law, such other
other persons
may
persons as
as may
be necessary, of whom
whom not more than two at any one
one time may be
be
employed in the District of Columbia, to enforce the laws to prevent
employed
prevent
overcrowding
overcrowding of passenger
passenger and excursion vessels,
all necessary
vessels, and
and all
necessary
expenses in connection
expenses
connection therewith, $18,000.
$18,000.
Wireless apparatus
Wi
rel
ess commun i
cati
on l
aws: To enabl e the Secretary of CornWireless
apparatus
Wireless-communication
laws:
To enable the Secretary of ComIt. S.,
S., Title
R.
Title LII,
LII, pp.
P.
852-869.

on steamers.

vol.
Vol.
37,

Vol.
36,, p.
p. 629; Vol.
p. 199.
199.

p.

Vol. 37,
37, p.
p. iS5.
1565.
Post, p. 1117.

Ps, p.1117.

Standards Bureau.

Standards Bureau.

merce
enforce the
the Acts
Acts of
of Congress
Congress "to
require apparatus
apparatus and
and
merce to
to enforce
"to require
operators for radio communication
on certain
certain ocean
steamers" and
and
communication on
ocean steamers"
"to
"
to regulate radio communication"
communication" and
and carry
carry out
out the
international
the international
radio telegraphic
telegraphic convention, and to employ
employ such persons and means
as may be necessary,
necessary, this employment
employment to include
include salaries
salaries of
of employees
employees
in Washington
exceeding $8,050 traveling and
Washington not exceeding
exand subsistence
subsistence expenses, purchase
exchange of instruments,
purchase and exchange
instruments, technical books, rent,
and all other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses not included
included
foregoing, $45,000.
in the foregoing,
BUREAU
OF S
STANDARDS:
BUREAU OF
TANDARDS: Director, $6,000;
$6,000; physicists—chief
physicists-chief $4,800,
one qualified in optics
optics $3,600,
$3,600, two at $3,600
$3,600 each, one $3,000;
$3,000; associate
associate
physicists-three
$2,700 each, four at $2,500 each, four at $2,200
physicists—three at $2,700
$2,200
each, six at $2,000 each; assistant physicists-nine
physicists—nine at $1,800
$1,800 each,
eleven
eleven at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, fourteen
fourteen at $1,400
$1,400 each; chemists—chief
chemists-chief $4,800,
one $3,500, one $3,000; associate
each, two
two
associate chemists—three
chemists-three at $2,700
$2,700 each,
at $2,500
$2,500 each, one $2,200, four at $2,000 each;
chemists—
each; assistant chemistsfour at $1,800
$1,800 each, four at $1,600
$1,600 each, six at $1,400
$1,400 each; physical
physical
assistants-nineteen at $1,200
chemist, $1,800;
$1,800; laboratory
laboratory assistants—nineteen
$1,200 each,
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fourteen at $1,000
fourteen at $900
$900 each; laboratory helpers$1,000 each, fourteen
helpers—
aids-eleven
two at $840 each, three at $720
$720 each, three at $600 each; aids—eleven
at $720
$720 each, seven at $600
$600 each; twelve laboratory apprentices, at
at
$540
$1,600;
$540 each; secretary, $2,200; storekeeper, $1,000;
$1,000; librarian, $1,600;
clerks-one
clerks—one of class four, two of class three, two of class two, six of
class one, five at $1,000
$1,000 each, five at $900 each, two at $720
$720 each;
telephone
telephone operator, $720; office apprentices-two
apprentices—two at $540 each, two
at $480 each, three at $360
$360 each; elevator boys-one
boys—one $480,
three at
$480, three
at
mechanicians--chief $1,800,
$360 each; mechanicians—chief
$1,800, one
$1,500, one
one
one $1,600, one
one $1,500,
$1,400, three at $1,200 each, four at $1,000
$1,000 each, one $900;
$900; shop
apprentices-one
$540, two at $480 each; five watchmen;
apprentices—one $540,
watchmen; skilled
woodworkers-one $1,200, one $1,000, one $840; skilled laborerswoodworkers—one
laborers—
six at $720
$720 each; draftsman,
photographer, $1,200; packer,
draftsman, $1,200; photographer,
$840; messenger; assistant messenger;
messenger; superintendent
superintendent of mechanical
mechanical
plant, $2,500;
$2,500; assistant engineers-one
engineers—one $1,600, one
$1,400, two at
one $1,400,
at
$1,200
$1,000, one $900; pipefitter,
$1,200 each, one $1,000,
pipefitter, $1,000;
$1,000; five
five firemen;
firemen;
glass blower, $1,600;
$1,600; glassworker,
electricians-one $1,200,
glassworker, $1,600;
$1,600; electricians—one
$1,200,
one $900;
$900; foreman of janitors and laborers $840;
laborers;
$840; twelve
twelve laborers;
janitors-three
janitors—three at $660 each, one $600; two female laborers, at $360
$360
each; in all, $348,900.
$348,900.
Apparatus, etc.
For apparatus, machinery,
For
machinery, tools,
tools, and
appliances used
in connection
and appliances
used in
connection APptarat,
etc
Post, p. 1117.
with buildings
bureau, laboratory
buildings or work of the bureau,
laboratory supplies,
materials,
supplies, materials,
and supplies used in the construction
construction of apparatus, machinery,
machinery, or
other
or other
appliances, including
including their exchange;
appliances,
exchange; piping,
piping, wiring, and
and construcconstruction incident to the installation
installation of apparatus,
apparatus, machinery,
machinery, or appliances;
appliances;
furniture
$55,000.
furniture for laboratories
laboratories and offices, cases for
for apparatus,
apparatus, $55,000.
Repairs, etc.
For repairs and necessary
necessary alterations
alterations to buildings,
buildings, $5,000.
$5,000.
Repairs,
etc.
Miscellaneous.
For fuel for heat, light, and power; office expenses, stationery,
stationery,
Miscllaneus
Post, p.
p. 1117.
1117.
nery,IT/PtO,
books and periodicals;
periodicals; traveling expenses (including expenses
expenses of
of
attendance
attendance upon meetings
meetings of technical
professional societies
technical and professional
when required in connection
connection with standardization,
standardization, testing, or
or other
official work of the bureau); street car tickets
$100;
tickets not exceeding
exceeding $100;
expenses
expenses of the visiting committee;
committee; expenses
attendance of
expenses of attendance
of American
American
member at the meeting of the
of Weights
the International
International Committee of
Weights
and Measures;
Measures; supplies for operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of
passenger
passenger automobile
automobile and motor trucks for official
official use;
use; and
and contincontin$35,000.
gencies of all kinds, $35,000.
For grading, construction
construction of
grounds for
for ('eofgrounis.
(are of grounds.
Forgrading,
of roads
roads and
and walks,
walks, piping
piping grounds
water supply, lamps,
expenses
lanps, wiring
wiring for lighting
lighting purposes, and
and other expenses
incident to the improvement
improvement and care
grounds, $6,000.
$6,000.
care of grounds,
ugh-power electric
To investigate
dangers to
To
investigate the
the dangers
and property
due to
to the
trans- currents,
to life
life and
property due
the transcutHighwer
etc. electric
mission of electric
electric currents at high potentials,
potentials, and the precautions
precautions
to be taken and the best methods
methods of construction, installation, and
and
operation
operation to be followed in the distribution and return of such currents,
in order
order to reduce to a
aminimum
minimum such dangers; also to
to investigate
investigate
the best means of protecting
protecting life and property
property from lightning, including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field,
$15,000.
$15,000.
materials,
For continuation of the investigation
investigation of structural
m-.'Structural
;,str:,U sterLS
structural materials, investigations.
such as stone, clays, cement, and so forth, including
including personal
personal services
services
in
$ 100,000.
in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in the
the field, $100,000.
Testing machines for
For maintenance
operation of testing machines, including phTesiagconhestfor
maintenance and operation
p h.
v nal constants.
personal services in connection therewith
Columbia
therewith in the District of Columbia
and in
determination by
Standards
in the
the field, for the
the determination
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of Standards
of the ppphysical
hysical constants and the properties of materials
materials as authorized
thorized by
by law,
law, $30,000.
$30,000.
For
investigation of
of fire-resisting
properties of
of building
131 g
nm-re:eating
buildFor investigation
fire-resisting properties
building materials
materials mgmtFi
materials.
bed.
conditions under which
efficiently used,
used, and
and
and conditions
which they
they may be
be most
most efficiently
for the standardization
standardization of types of
prevention,
of appliances
appliances for
for fire prevention,
including personal services
in the
services in the
the District of
of Columbia and in
the field,
field,
$25,000.
$25,000.
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standards and methods of measurements
standards
measurements
gas, electric
power. water,
electric light, electric
electric power,
railway service,
and the
the solution
solution of
of the
probtelephone, and
and electric
electric railway
service, and
the problems
which arise
with standards
standards in
in such
such service,
service,
lems which
arise in
in connection
connection with
including personal
services in
and in
in the
the
personal services
in the District of Columbia and
field, $50,000.
$50,000.
Raiway
For
Railway equipment
equipment
For i
nvesti
gati
on of
of materials
used in
the construction
construction of
rails,
investigation
materials used
in the
of rails,
investigations,
vesigats.
wheels, axles
axles, and other railway equipment,
equipment, and the cause of their
their
failure, including personal
personal services in
in
in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the
$15,000.
the field,
field, $15,000.
Miceanos
testFor
miscellaneous materials,
Miscellaneous
test'
For testing miscellaneous
materials, such
such as
varnish materials,
soap
as varnish
materials, soap
in g, etc.
chemicals, including supplies for the Government
materials, inks, and chemicals,
Government
departments
including personal
personal
departments and independent
independent establishments,
establishments, including
services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,
field, as authorized
authorized by
by
law,
$20,000.
law, $20,000.
Radio
Radio conda
communica.
For investigation
investigation and
and standardization
of methods
instruments
a
standardization of
methods and
and instruments
tion standardization.
employed in radio communication,
communication inchiding
services in the
including personal services
the
District
Columbia and in
$10,000.
District of
of Columbia
in the
the field,
field, $10,000.
Industrial color
col"
To
standards and
and methods
methods of
and of
of
of manufacture
manufacture and
To develop
develop color
color standards
Industrial
standards,
etc.
color measurement,
with special
reference to
to their
their industrial
industrial use
in
color
measurement, with
special reference
use in
standardization and specification
standardization
specification of colorants
colorants such
dyestuffs, inks,
such as dyestuffs,
products, paint, paper,
paper , and textiles,
textiles, in which
which
and pigments,
pigments, and other products,
a pertinent
property including
color is a
pertinent property,
including personal
personal services in the District
field, $10,000.
trict of Columbia
Columbia and in
in the
the field,
$10,000.
Clay
pr - To study methods of measurement
measurement and technical processes
Clay producet
products Prctl
processes used
used in
in
esses.
the
manufacture of pottery, brick, tile,
terra cotta,
cotta, and
other clay
clay
the manufacture
tile, terra
and other
products, and
and the
study of
of the
the materials
materials used
used in
in that
that
products,
the study
of the
the properties
properties of
industry,
industry, including personal services
Columbia and
and
services in the District of
of Columbia
$10,000.
in the
the field, $10,000.
ExPeriments indusiExperimeits
y
To determine experimentally
PhYsexperimentally important
physical constants of
important physical
ical constants of
trial materias,
materials
materials, etc.
materials essential
essential to
to the
the industries
laboratory investigations,
investigations, as
as
industries or
or in
in laboratory
authorized by law, such as the determination of the value of gravity,
thermal conductivities of materials,
materials, mechanical
mechanical equivalent
equivalent of heat,
metallurgical
metallurgical constants
constants such as specific
specific and latent
latent heats of metals and
equivalent of metals, the velocity of light;
alloys, the electrochemical
electrochemical equivalent
including data important
important in the efficient
efficient planning of industrial processes, and in the effective
esses
effective utilization of the properties
properties of
materials,
of materials,
including personal services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and in the
field, $5,000.
$5,000
field,
en
Aeronautcl
Aeronautical encl.
—
neering
TO
develop methods
machines, motors,
nermtg investigations,
insvesttigo,
To develop
methods of
of testing
testing and
and standardizing
standardizing machines,
motors,
etc.
etc.
tools, measuring instruments, and other apparatus
apparatus and devices used
used
in mechanical, hydraulic,
hydraulic, and aeronautic
aeronautic engineering;
engineering; for
for the
the comcomparative
operation, and
parative study of types of apparatus
apparatus and methods
methods of operation,
and
performance; for the accurate
for the establishment
establishment of standards of performance;
determination of fundamental
fundamental physical constants
determination
constants involved in the
the
proper
work; and
the scientific
experiments
proper execution
execution of
of this
this work;
and for
for the
scientific experiments
needed in
problems which
which may
may arise
arise in
in
and investigations
investigations needed
in solving
solving the
the problems
connection therewith,
connection
therewith, especially
especially in response
rquirements of
response to the
the rquirements
aeronautics
aviation for
scientific nature,
nature,
aeronautics and
and aviation
for information
information of
of aapurely
purely scientific
including personal services
services in the District of Columbia and in the
field,
$10,000.
field, $10,000.
° Ptical g
iasginve6tiproblems involved
involved in
in the
the production
gationpic.
sti- For
For the
the investigation
investigation of
of the problems
production
gations.
of optical glass, including
including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and i
n the field, $10,000.
$10,000.
in
Contingent expenses.
Cfntingentexpenses.
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE:
C
ONTINGENT EXPENSES,
COMMERCE: For contincontingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
gent
expenses of the offices and bureaus of the
department, for which
appropriations for contingent
miscellanedepartment,
which appropriations
contingent and miscellaneous expenses
expenses are not specifically
specifically made, including purchase
purchase of profesprofessional and scientific
periodicals,
scientific books, law books, books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
blank books, pamphlets,
pamphlets, maps, newspapers
$2,504);
newspapers (not exceeding
exceeding $2,500);
stationery,
stationery, furniture and repairs to same,
same, carpets, matting. oilcloth,
oilcloth,
tic
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file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges, fuel,
and heatfuel, lighting
lighting and
heating;
mg; purchase, exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and care of
horses, horsehorse-,
of horses,
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and motor-propelled
trucks, and
and
motor-propelled trucks,
bicycles, to be used only
only for official
official purposes; freight
freight and
and express
express
charges, postage to foreign countries,
countries, telegraph
telephone service,
servi
ce ,
telegraph and telephone
typewriters,
typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
includdevices, including their repair and exchange; repairs to building occupied
offices
occupied by
by offices
of the Secretary of Commerce; first-aid
first-aid outfits for use
in the
buildings
use in
the buildings
occupied by employees
employees of this department;
department; storage
of documents
documents
storage of
belonging to the Bureau of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, not to exceed
exceed $1,500;
$1,500; streetstreetcar tickets, not exceeding $300; and all other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
and
necessary
included in
necessary expenses
expenses not included
$60,000, and
and in
in the
the foregoing,
foregoing $60,000,
in
addition thereto sums amounting to $48,750 shall
be deducted
deducted from
from Additional
tytral to be
be deshall be
other appropriations
appropriations made for the fiscal year
year nineteen
other
nineteen hundred
hundred and
etc., forpurases
r p=as
it
and etc.fro
eighteen and added
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, tshro
eighteen
added to the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
„
th
iim
tur supply oom-"
Department of Commerce,"
Commerce," in order to facilitate
facilitate the
the purchase
purchase through
through
the central
purchasing office as provided
provided in the Act
the
central purchasing
Act of
of June
sevenJune seventeenth, nineteen hundred
Large, volume
Vol 35P.
531.
hundred and ten (Statutes at Large,
volume thirtythirty- Vol.
35, p. 531.
thirty-one), of certain
six, page five hundred and thirty-one),
certain supplies
for bureaus
bureaus
supplies for
and offices for which contingent
contingent and
appropriations are
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous appropriations
are
specifically
specifically made as follows:
follows: Bureau
and Domestic
Domestic ComBureau of Foreign
Foreign and
Commerce-promoting commerce
commerce $6,000,
$6,000, promoting
merce—promoting
commerce (South
(South and
and
promoting commerce
Central America)
commercial attach6s
.America) $3,000, commercial
attaches $6,000;
$6,000; general
general exexpenses, Lighthouse Service, $10,000; contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, SteamboatSteamboatInspection Service
Service, $5,000;
$5,000; contingent
contingent expenses, shipping service,
service,
measuring vessels,
$500; instruments
instruments for measuring
vessels, $500; instrument
instrument for countcounting passengers,
passengers, $250; enforcement
enforcement of
communication laws,
laws,
of wireless communication
$1,000; Bureau of Standards-equipment
Standards—equipment $1,500, general
expenses
general expenses
$2,000; general
general expenses,
expenses, Coast and Geodetic
$4,500; miscelGeodetic Survey,
Survey, $4,500;
miscellaneous expenses,
Fisheries, $8,500;
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries,
the said
said total
total sum
sum
$8,500; and
and the
of $108,750
$108,750 shall be and constitute
appropriation for contingent
constitute the appropriation
contingent J0
bhe expended
cs e d
To be
i
expenses,
Commerce,
to
expenses, Department
Department of Comm
erce ,t
o be expended
expended through
through the &idles.
upplis.
ion
central purchasing
purchasing office (Division
(Division of Supplies),
Supplies), Department
Department of
of ComComavailable for objects and purposes
merce, and shall also be available
purposes of
of the
the
several appropriations mentioned
mentioned under the title "Contingent
ex"Contingent expenses, Department
Department of Commerce,"
Commerce," in this
this Act.
Act.
For rent of buildings in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $66,500.
$66,500.
Rent.
Rent.
du

ml

au

suPP1Y

p

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
LABOR.

awl

sk

Department
of Io
La.
Deportment of

bor.

Ass sta t
ete
OFFICE
SECRETARY:
Secretary of
OFFICE OF THE
TIIE S
ECRETARY: Secretary
of Labor,
Labor, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant
Assistant clerks,
c Secretary,
etc
'er,Assistant,
Secretary, $5,000; chief clerk, $3,000; disbursing
disbursing clerk,
$3,000;
clerk, $3,000;
private
private secretary to the Secretary, $2,500; clerk
to the
Secretary,
clerk to
the Secretary,
secretary to the Assistant
$1,800; private secretary
chief
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, $2,100;
$2,100; chief
of division, $2,500;
$2,500, appointment
clerk, $1,800;
appointment clerk,
$1,800; clerks-three
clerks—three of
of class
class
four, six of class three, eight of class
class two,
seven of
of class
class one,
one, six
six at
two, seven
at
$1,000
$1,000 each, three at $900 each; two telephone
telephone switchboard
operators;
switchboard operators;
two messengers;
messengers; four assistant messengers;
messengers; four
four messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at
at
$480 each;
each; engineer,
engineer, $1,100;
$1,100; two skilled laborers,
each;
laborers, at
at $840
$840 each;
electrician, $900; three firemen at $720
electrician,
$720 each;
ten laborers
(one of
of
each; ten
laborers (one
whom,
necessary,-,shall assist
whom, when necessary
assist and relieve the elevator
conducelevator conduccharwomen; three
tor); five watchmen; eleven charwomen;
elevator conductors,
conductors,
three elevator
at $720 each; in all,
all, $105,760.
$105,760.
COMMIsSSIONERS OF
COMMISSIONERS
OF coxcruxriox:
To enable
enable the
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor co
C=msioners of
of
CONCILIATION: To
the Secretary
Concisslioner
to exercise the authority
him by section
section eight
authority vested in him
eight of
the Act
Act vol.3. ,p.- 738.
of the
creating
and to
to appoint
creating the Department of Labor, and
appoint commissioners
commissioners ence.
en. diem su
l 3S, p. MO.
conciliation, for per diem in lieu
of conciliation,
exceeding Vo
s
ol.
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence at
at not
not exceeding
-.3*p. B
$4 pursuant to section thirteen of the
civil
Act
approved
the sundry
sundry civil Act approved
August first, nineteen hundred
hundred and fourteen,
and traveling
fourteen, and
traveling expenses,
expenses,
including
including an executive
executive clerk at $2,000 in the
the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
$75.000.
$75.000.
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Labor Statistics
Statistics BuLabor
Bureau. r e a u

1917.
1917.

BUREAU
OF LABOR
TATISTICS: Commissioner,
Commissioner, $5,000;
$5,000; chief
chief
BUREAU OF
LABOR S
STATISTICS:
statistician, who shall also perform the duties of
of chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000;
four
statistical experts,
experts, at
at $2,000
$2,760, one
one
employees-one $2,760,
$2,000 each;
each; employees—one
four statistical
$2,520,
each, one
one $1,800,
$1,800, six
six at
$1,600 each,
seven
$2,520, three
three at
at $2,280
$2,280 each,
at $1,600
each, seven
at
$1,400 each,
each, two
two at
at $1,200
agents—four at
at $1,800
$1,800
each; special
special agents-four
$1,200 each;
at $1,400
each,
each, eight
eight at
at $1,400
four at
at $1,200
each, six
six at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
$1,400 each,
each, four
$1,200 each;
each;
clerks—seven
of class
class four,
of class
of class
class two,
two, fourclerks-seven of
four, six
six of
class three,
three, eight
eight of
fourteen of
of class
class one,
nine at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
copyists; two
two assistant
assistant
each; two
two copyists;
teen
one, nine
messengers;
in all,
all, $148,280.
$148,280.
messengers; two
two laborers;
laborers; in

For
For per diem
diem at
at not
not exceeding
exceeding $4
$4 in lieu
lieu of subsistence, pursuant to
section
thirteen of
sundry civil
civil Act
Act approved
approved August
August first,
first, ninenineof the
the sundry
section thirteen
teen hundred
employees and
for
teen
hundred and
and fourteen
fourteen, of
of special
special agents
agents and
and employees
and for
their transportation;
transportation; experts
experts and
for field
servfield servand temporary
temporary assistance
assistance for
their
ice
outside of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
be paid
at the
the rate
rate of
paid at
of not
not
ice outside
District of
Columbia, to
to be
Temporary statistical exceeding
exceeding $8
temporary statistical
and
stenographers
$8
per
day;
temporary
statistical
clerks
and
stenographers
Tempoirystatistical
aassistants.
s
ssistant
.
in the District of Columbia
Columbia, to
to be
be selected
selected from
from civil-service
civil-service registers
registers
and to
be paid
paid at
at the
Of not
the same
same
the rate
rate of
not exceeding
exceeding $100
$100 per
per month,
month, the
and
to be
person to
for not
person
to be
be employed
employed for
not more
more than
than six
six consecutive
consecutive months,
months,
the total
total expenditure
for such
such temporary
temporary clerical
clerical assistance
assistance in
in the
the
expenditure for
the
District
Columbia not
to exceed
$6,000; traveling
of
of Columbia
not to
exceed $6,000;
traveling expenses
expenses of
District of
officers and
and employees,
employees, purchase
purchase of
of reports
reports and
materials for
for reports
reports
officers
and materials
and bulletins
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Labor
Labor Statistics
subvention
and
bulletins of
of the
Statistics, and
and for
for subvention
Association for Lato "International
Legislation," and
and necesnecesfor Labour
Labour Legislation,"
Association for
"International Association
bourtiS5orl
bour
TAViclatiOn. L. to
•
sary
expenses connected
connected with
with representation
representation of
the United
United States
States
sary expenses
of the
Government therein,
$64,090.
therein, $64,090.
Government
For books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and newspapers
newspapers for
for the
the library
the sum
sum
Library.
For
library the
of
may be
expended for
newspapers for
the purpose
purpose of
of proproof $100
$100 may
be expended
for newspapers
for the
curing strike
$1,000.
curing
strike data,
data, $1,000.
Immigration
Immigration Bureau.
BUREAU
OF IMMIGRATION:
Assistant
BUREAU or
I
MMIGRATION: Commissioner
Commissioner General,
General, $5,000;
$5,000; Assistant
Commissioner General,
General, who
as chief
chief clerk
Commissioner
who shall
shall also
also act
act as
clerk and
and actuary,
actuary,
$3,500; private
private secretary,
secretary, $1,800;
$1,800; chief
$2,000; clerksclerks—
$3,500;
chief statistician,
statistician, $2,000;
three of
of class
four, four
four of
of class
seven of
of
three
class four,
class three,
three, seven
of class
class two,
two, nine
nine of
class one,
at $1,000
seven at
at $900
each; two
two messengers;
class
one, nine
nine at
$1,000 each,
each, seven
$900 each;
messengers;
assistant
messenger; in
assistant messenger;
in all,
all, $62,400.
$62,400.
Information
Inrormation Division.
Diision. Division of Information:
Information: Chief, $3,500; assistant
assistant chief,
$2,500;
chief, $2,500;
clerks—two of
of class
class four,
four, one
one of
of class
class three,
two of
three of
of
clerks-two
three, two
of class
class two,
two, three
class
messenger; in
all, $19,340.
$19,..340.
class one,
one, one
one $900;
$900; messenger;
in all,
Naturalization BuBu- BUREAU OF NATURALIZATION:
NATURALIZATION: Commissioner, $4,000,
$4,000, deputy comreau.
eau
missioner, $3,250; clerks—seven
clerks-seven of class four, eleven
eleven of
of class
class three,
three,
fourteen
two, fifteen
of class
one, ten
ten at
two at
at
fourteen of
of class
class two,
fifteen of
class one,
at $1,000
$1,000 each,
each, two
$900
each; messenger;
two assistant
assistant messengers;
messenger boy,
boy,
$900 each;
messenger; two
messengers; messenger
$480;
all, $89,610.
$89,610.
in all,
$480; in
Children's
Bureau.
Children's Bureau.
CHILDREN'S
BUREAU: Chief, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant chief, $2,400; exCHILDREN'S BUREAU:
perts—one on
on sanitation,
sanitation, $2,800,
industrial $2,000,
$2,000, social
perts-one
$2,800, industrial
social service,
service,
$2,000, librarian
$2,000, statistical
$2,000; special
agents—one $1,800,
$2,000,
librarian $2,000,
statistical $2,000;
special agents-one
$1,800,
four
four at
at $1,600
$1,600 each,
each, ten
at $1,400
$1,400 each,
each, twelve
$1,200 each;
ten at
twelve at
at $1,200
each; private
private
secretary to
$1,500; clerks—two
of class
four, four
four
secretary
to chief
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, $1,500;
clerks-two of
class four,
of class
class three,
three, five
five of
of class
two, eighteen
of class
class one,
one, ten
of
class two,
eighteen of
ten at
at $1,000
$1,000
each; copyist;
copyist; messenger;
$106,640.
each;
messenger; in
in all,
all, $106,640.
Child life, infant morTo
and report
report upon
matters pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the welfare
welfare
To investigate
investigate and
upon matters
Chaldlfe,
f etc. infantmortality,
of children
children and
life, and
especially investigate
of
of
and child
child life,
and especially
investigate the
the questions
questions of
infant mortality,
mortality, $72,120.
$72,120.
infant
Per diem subsistb is t
For traveling
per diem
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence at
encretc.iem
For
traveling expenses
expenses and
and per
diem in
in lieu
at not
not
ence,
etc.
Vol.
38, p.
p. 680..
Vol.3,
exceeding
$4, pursuant to section thirteen of the sundry civil Act
exceeding $4,
Act
nineteen hundred and fourteen,
approved August first, nineteen
fourteen, of officers,
officers,
Experts, etc.
etc.
special
special agents, and other
other employees of the Children's Bureau; employment
experts and
and temporary
temporary assistants,
ployment of experts
assistants, to
to be
be paid
paid at
at aa rate
rate
not exceeding $6 aaday, and of interpreters, to be paid at a
a rate not
not
Material
material for publics,
pnbiics exceeding
purchase of reports and
exceeding $4 a
aday when
when actually
actually employed; purchase
firms
tmaterial
the Children's Bureau,
Bureau, books
books of
material for the publications of the
of referreference, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals, including
including the
the advance
payment of
of
advance payment
Per diem
diem special
Per
special
agents, etc.
Vol. 38, p. 680.

ol.'stC
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subscriptions
subscriptions for
for the same, for newspaper
newspaper clippings to enable
the ChilChilenable the
dren's
dren's ]Bureau
Bureau to
to secure
secure data regarding
regarding the progress of
of legislation
legislation
affecting
affecting children and the activities of
of public
public and
and private
private organizaorganizations dealing with
and for reprints
reprnts from State, city, and
tions dealing
with children,
children, and
and
private
distribution when
private publications
publications for
for distribution
when said reprints
reprints can
be procan be
procured
cheaply than
than they can be printed by the
cured more
more cheaply
Government,
the Government,
$95,000.
$95,000.
CONTINGENT

EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR:

For contingent

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR: For contingent ccatingent "Penses'
and
expenses of
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
of the
the offices
offices and bureaus of the departdepartment, for which appropriations
appropriations for contingent and
ment,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses
not specifically
expenses are
are not
specifically made, including
including the purchase
purchase of
of stastationery, furniture,
tionery,
furniture, and repairs to the same, carpets, matting,
matting, oilcloth,
oilcloth,
file
cases,
file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges, laundry,
laundry , street
street car
car
tickets
tickets not exceeding
exceeding $125,
$125 , li
ghting an
heating; maintenance
maintenance and
and
lighting
andd heating;
repair of
of aa motor
motor truck
passenger-carrying vehicle,
repair
truck and passenger-carrying
to be
vehicle, to
be used
used
for official
charges, postage
for
official purposes;
purposes; freight and express
express charges
to, foreign
foreign
postage to
countries, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
countries,
t
el
ephone service, typewriters,
adding matypewriters, adding
machines and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
repairs to
to the
building occupied
occupied
devices; repairs
the building
by the office of the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor; purchase
of law
books, books
of Labor;
purchase of
law books,
books
of
reference, and
Additional from imperiodicals not exceeding
of reference,
and periodicals
exceeding $300;
in all,
all, $40,000;
$40,000; and
$300; in
and middtison
ismm
migration expenses.
in addition thereto
as may
thereto such sum as
be necessary,
necessary, not
in excess
excess of
of
may be
not in
$13,500, to facilitate the purchase,
purchase, through
central purchasing
through the
the central
purchasing Vol. 36, p. 531.
office as
office
as provided
provided in
in the Act of June seventeenth, nineteen hundred
hundred volI.6, . 531
and
ten (Thirty-sixth
and ten
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large,
Large, page
page five
five hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-one), of
of certain supplies
thirty-one),
supplies for the Immigration Service,
Service, shall
shall be
be
deducted
from
the
appropriation
deducted from the appropri
ation "Expenses
"Expenses of
ofregulating
. * regulating immigration"
for the
the fiscai
tion made
made for
fiscal year nineteen hundred and
and
and eighteen
eighteen and
added
the appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
added to
to the
appropriation "Contingent
expenses, Department
Department of
of To
To be expended
be expended
Labor," for
that year;
shall be
Labor,"
for that
year; and
and the total sum thereof shall
be and
and concon- through
throug Division
Division of
of
c
stitute
the
appropriation
Publications
and Supfor
contingent
expenses
stitute the appropriation
contingent expenses for the
Department puli
the Department
plies. a"onsand Sup
of
Labor,
to
expended through
of Labor, to be
be expended
through the central purchasing
purchasing office
office
(Division of
Publications and Supplies),
(Division
of Publications
Supplies), Department of
of Labor.
Labor.
RENT:
For rent
and parts
parts of buildings
Rent.
RENT: For
rent of
of buildings
buildings and
buildings in the District Rent.
of Columbia
Columbia for
of the Department
Department of Labor, $24,000.
of
for the
the use
use of
JUDICIAL.

SUPREME
Chief Justice,
$15,000; eight associate
associate justices,
SUPREME COURT:
COURT: Chief
Justice, $15,000;
justices,

Cttmsxpos,.

Judicial.
Supreme court.
Court.
Suprem

at
each; marshal,
marshal, $4,500; nine stenographic
at $14,500
$14,500 each;
stenographic clerks,
for
clerks, one
one for
the Chief
Chief Justice
the
Justice and one for each associate
associate justice,
at not
not exceeding
exceeding
justice, at
$2,000 each; in all, $153,500.
CIIRCIT C
ci
COURTS
OF APPEALS:
Circuit
apThirty-three circuit judges, at $7,000
$7,000 ppeals.
CIRCUIT
OURTS OF
APPEALS: Thirty-three
i courts
ourts of
oraP
each; nine
nine clerks
clerks of
of circuit courts of appeals,
each;
appeals, at $3,500
messen$3,500 each;
each; messenger,
act as librarian and crier
circuit court of
ger, to
to act
crier circuit
appeals, eighth
circuit,
of appeals,
eighth circuit,
$3,000;
$3,000; in all, $265,500.
$265,500.
DISTRICT
COURTS: Ninety-six
DISTRICT COURTS:
Ninety-six district judges, at $6,000
each, Districtjudges.
District judges.
$6,000 each,
$576,000.
$576,000.
DISTRICT
HAWAII: Two
Two judges,
DISTRICT COURT,
COURT, TERRITORY
TERRITORY OF IIAWAII:
at $6,000
$6,000 nHawidistrctcourt
Rawaadistricteourt.
judges, at
each;
each; clerk,
clerk, $3,000;
$3,000; reporter, $1,200;
$1,200; in
all, $16,200.
$16,200.
in all,
RETIRED JUDGES:
JUDGES: Salaries
RETIRED
Salaries of judges retired
retired under section
Retired
section two
two Vol.
Retired judges.
judges.
36, p. 1161.
hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty of the Judicial
Judicial Code (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at V 36
p. 111.
Large,
page eleven
eleven hundred and sixty-one),
sixty-one), so
Large, page
so much
much as
may be
be
as may
necessary for the fiscal year nineteen hundred
necessary
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.

ppeals
Columbia.

COURT
OF APPEALS,
APPEALS, DISTRICT
C
OURT OF
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUBIiA:
COLUMBIA: Chief
Chief justice,
justice, $7,500;
$7,500; Court of Apps
A
two associate
District of
associate justices,
at $7,000
$7 000 each;
$3,250, and
and $250
two
justices, at
each; clerk, $3,250,
$250 addiaddi- District
ofCoumba.
tional as
as custodian
custodian of the Court
tional
Court of Appeals Building; assistant
assistant or
or
deputy
deputy clerk, $2,250; reporter, $1,500: Provided,
That the
the reports
reports Proriso.
Provided, That
Pro"o.
issued
him shall
be sold for more than $5 per volume;
issued by
by him
shall not
not be
volume; crier,
crier, Reports.
eport.
who
shall
also
as stenographer
who shall also act
act as
stenographer and typewriter
typewriter in
the clerk's
clerk's
in the
office when
when not engaged in court room, $1,200;
office
$1,200; three
three messengers,
messengers, at
at
,720 each; necessary
$720
necessary expenditures
expenditures in the
conduct of
of the
the clerk's
the conduct
clerk's office
office.;

,

1120
Half from
Hali
from
revenues.
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District
District

revenuet,

Supreme Court,
Court, DisSupreme
Di-

trict of Columbia.

1917.
1917.

$1,000; three
stenographers, one
for the
chief justice
and one
one for
for
justice and
one for
the chief
$1,000;
three stenographers,
each associate
associate justice,
justice, at $1,200 each;
each; in all, $36,710, one-half
one-half of

which
which shall be paid from the revenues
revenues of the District
District of Columbia.
SUPREME
COURT,
$6,500;
SUPREME C
OURT, DISTRIcr
Dinfuer OF
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: Chief justice, $6,500;

five associate
associate justices, at $6,000 each;
each; six stenographers,
stenographers, one for the
chief
and one
for each
at $900
$900 each;
in all,
all,
each; in
justice, at
associate justice,
each associate
one for
justice and
chief justice
$41,900, one-half
one-half of
shall be
from the
the revenues
revenues of the
be paid
paid from
of which
which shall
$41,900,
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
National Park ComNATIONAL PARK
COMMISSIONERS: For commissioners
commissioners in
in the Crater
Crater
PARK COMMISSIONERS:
NATIONAL
Natio Par Commissioners.
Salaries.
alaries.
Lake,
Glacier,
Mount
Rainier,
and
Yellowstone
National
Parks,
at
Yellowstone
National
at
Vol. 29, p. 184.
ol. 29,p. .
$1,500 each, $6,000. The provisions of section twenty-one
twenty-one of the
legislative,
judicial appropriation
approved May
May
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
appropriation Act
Act approved
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-six,
ninety-six, shall
shall not be
be contwenty-eighth,
strued
commissioners to receive
receive the
rights of said commissioners
impairing the rights
strued as impairing
salaries provided herein.
herein.
Books for judicial
rebinding of law
BOOKS FOR
FOR JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL OFFICERS:
OFFICERS: For purchase
purchase and
and rebinding
BOOKS
foi
r judicl
Book
officers.
judges, disexchange thereof, for United States .
disbooks, including the exchange
trict
and other
judicial officers, including
including the nine
nine libraries
trict attorneys, and
other judicial
of
the United
courts of
of appeals,
to be
be expended
under
appeals, to
expended under
States circuit
circuit courts
of the
United States
r.
Proviso.
direction of
the
Attorney
General: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such books
books shall
shall
Transmittal to
Boo.- the
of
the
AttorneyGeneral:
to
the
direction
Transtta
ss
cessces.
successors in office; all books purin all cases be transmitted
transmitted to their successors
chased thereunder
thereunder to be plainly marked,
marked, "The
"The property
property of the United
States," $16,000.
$16,000.
States,"
Court of Customs ApCUt
COURT
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS APPEALS:
opeas.of
C
OURT OF
APPEALS: Presiding
Presiding judge
judge and four
four associate
associate
peals.
judges, at
at $7,000
$7,000 each;
$3,000; clerk,
clerk, $3,500;
assistant
judges,
each; marshal,
marshal, $3,000;
$3,500; assistant
stenographic
clerk, $2,000; five stenographic
stenographic clerks, at $1,600 each; stenographic
rter, $2,500;
$84-0; in
all, $54,840.
$54,840.
in all,
messenger, $840;
2,500; messenger
reporter,
e re
Misllaneo
Miscellaneous
penses.
or rent
necessary quarters
quarters in
in Washington,
Washington, District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
peaser.
For
rent of
of necessary
and elsewhere, $7,000;
$7,000; books,
books, periodicals,
travperiodicals, stationery, supplies, traveling expenses,
telephone and telegraph,
expenses, freight, telephone
telegraph, heat, light, and
and
power service, drugs_,
chemicals, cleansers,
furniture ' and printing;
printing;
drugs, chemicals,
cleansers, furniture,
pay of bailiffs and all other necessary
necessary employees
employees not otherwise
otherwise specifically
cifically provided for; and such
such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may
be approved
approved by
by the
the presiding
$5,660; in
all, $12,660.
$12,660.
in all,
judge, $5,660;
presiding judge,
be
ofC
CourtCourt
of Claims..
co
.
COURT
COURT OF
or CLAIMS:
CLAIMS: Chief justice,
justice, $6,500;
$6,500; four
four judges,
judges, at
at $6,000
$6,000
each; chief clerk, $3,500;
$3,500; assistant clerk, $2,500; bailiff, $1,500;
$1,500;
clerks—two
each (one of whom shall be a
stenographer),
clerks-two at $1,600
$1,600 each
a stenographer),
$1,200 each; four stenographers,
stenographers, at $1,200 each;
one $1,400,
$1,400, two at $1,200
chief messenger,
messenger, $1,000; two assistant messengers;
messengers; three firemen;
firemen;
three watchmen;
watchmen; elevator
elevator conductor,
conductor, $720; two laborers;
laborers; two
two charcharwomen;
in
all,
$59,080.
women;
in
all,
$59,080.
Auditors, etc.
Auditrs, tc.
additional stenographers,
For auditors, and additional
stenographers, when
deemed necesneceswhen deemed
sary, in the Court of Claims, to be disbursed under the direction
direction of
of
the court,
court, $9,000.
$9,000.
the
Contingent expenses.
Contngentexpenses.
For stationery, court library, repairs,
repairs, including repairs to bicycles,
bicycles,
fuel, electric ligfit,
light, electric elevator, and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
$3,900.
$3,900.
Reporting decisions.
Repoting
deons.
For reporting
reporting the decisions of the
the court and superintending
superintending the
fifty-second volume
printing of the fifty-second
volume of the reports
reports of the Court of
Claims, $1,000, to be paid on the order of the court to the reporter,
reporter,
R. S., See. 1765, p.314. notwithstanding section seventeen hundred
R.S.,sec.l766,p.314.
and sixty-five
sixty-five of
notwithstanding section seventeen hundred and
of the
the
18
Vol. 18,
\ol.
'. p. 1109.
09
Revised Statutes
Statutes or section
Revised
section three of the Act of June twentieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-four.
and seventy-four.
cueen
Custodian.
For
the building
building occupied
occupied by
the Court
of Claims,
R.ss
c.65,p.314.
For custodian
custodian of
of the
by the
Court of
Claims,
R. S., sec.
1765, p.314.
$500, to be paid on the order of the court, notwithstanding
notwithstanding section
Vol.
p. 109.
109.
ol. 18,
i, p.
seventeen hundred
or section
seventeen
hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five of the Revised Statutes
Statutes or
section
three of the Act of June
June twentieth,
twentieth, eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-four.
seventy-four.
Pay of switchboard
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That the
pay of
operators, assistant
assistant
of telephone-switchboard
telephone-switchboard operators,
SEC.
the pay
Pay of s^wichboard
operators,
assistant
Messengers,
er
s and
charwomen provided
provided
laborers,
and charwomen
watchmen, labor
messengers, firemen,
firemen, watchmen,
,messiger, laborers,
laborers, messengers,
etc
for in this Act, except those employed
employed in mints and assay offices,
unless otherwise
telephoneotherwise specially stated, shall be as follows: For telephoneDitrict
Hal
Half from District
revenues.
revenues.
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switchboard operators, assistant messengers, firemen,
firemen, and watchmen,
switchboard
:t the rate of $720
$660
at
$720 per annum each; for laborers, at the rate of $660
per annum each; assistant telephone-switchboard
telephone-switchboard operators, at the
charwomen, at the rate of $240
rate of $600 each, and for charwomen,
$240 per annum
annum
each.
each.
No pay for permaSEC.
appropriation herein made for the officers, clerks,
S
EC. 3. That the appropriation
clerks, nently
nNo
lyP^ incapacitated
acitat
persons.
and persons
persons employed in the public service
service shall
shall not
not be
be available
available person5
compensation of any persons incapacitated
incapacitated otherwise
than
for the
the compensation
otherwise than
temporarily
such service.
temporarily for performing;
performing such
service.
maSEC.
appropriated by this or any Typewriting
eriting
maS
EC. 4. That no part of any money appropriated
other Act shall be used
used during
during the
the fiscal
year nineteen
fiscal year
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and Restriction on prices
prices
be paid for.
eighteen
purchase of
typewriting machine
tobepaid for.
at a
a price
eighteen for
for the
the purchase
of any typewriting
machine at
price in
in to
excess of the lowest price paid by the Government
Government of
of the United
States for the same make and substantially
substantially the
the same
same model of machine
machine
during the fiscal year nineteen hundred
sixteen; such
such price
shall
hundred and
and sixteen;
price shall
include the
the value
include
value of
any typewriting
typewriting machine
in Exception
of any
machine or
or machines
machines given
given in
Exceptions.
exchange, but shall not apply to special prices granted
typewriting
granted on typewriting
machines used
the District
Columbia or
or of
the Indian
Indian
used in
in schools
schools of the
District of
of Columbia
of the
Service, the lowest of
special prices
typewriting mamaof which special
prices paid for
for typewriting
chines shall not be exceeded
exceeded in future
purchases for
future purchases
for such schools:
schools: Proviso.
Provided,
in construing
Provided, That
That in
construing this
section the
the Commissioner
of Patents
Patents Determination
this section
Commissioner of
eotemination
of
of
character of machines.
shall
Comptroller of
of the
Treasury as
as to
to whether
whether the
shall advise
advise the
the Comptroller
the Treasury
machine.
the characterof
changes in
are of
structural character
character as
to conconin any typewriter
typewriter ale
of such
such structural
as to
the limitations
limitations of
section.
stitute aanew
new machine
machine not within
within the
of this
this section.
Details for service
SEC.
SEC. 5.
5. That
expending appropriations
appropriations made
made in
in this
That in
in expending
this Act
Act persons
persons outside
.outDeof
Dis
of District
restricted.
in the classified
classified service
service at Washington,
Washington, District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall not
not srcted.
be detailed for service outside of the District of Columbia
except
Columbia except
for or in connection
pertaining directly
the service
service at
at the
connection with
with work pertaining
directly to
to the
the
seat
government of
of the
the department
department or
or other
other Government
Government estabestabseat of
of government
Proviso.
lishment from
from which
the detail
detail is
is made:
That nothing
lishment
which the
made: Provided,
Provided, That
nothing in
in Department
Department of Juse
tice investigations exthis section
section shall
shall be
be deemed
this
deemed to
to apply
of any
apply to
to the
the investigation
investigation of
vestiations
tic
any cepted.
matter or the
preparation, prosecution,
prosecution, or
defense of
suit by
by the
matter
the preparation,
or defense
of any
any suit
the
Department
Department of
of Justice.
Justice.
Joint Committee on
on
on Printing.
ri'tgCmm'
SEC. 6. That
That hereafter
the members
of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
SEC.
hereafter the
members of
Committee on
Printing who are
reelected to
the
succeeding
Congress
shall
continue
Printing
are reelected
to the succeeding Congress shall continue Continuance
continuance of.
of.
until their
their successors
chosen: Proas members
members of said
said committee
committee until
successors are
are chosen:
Pro- Protiso.
'Apl'tmentat
at end
end
Appointment
session
vided,
the President
President of
of the
the Senate
the Speaker
of the
vided, That
That the
Senate and
and the
Speaker of
the house
IIouse of
of
session of
reteted
of reelected
Member to serve.
of
shall, on
the last
of a
Congress, appoint
of Representatives
Representatives shall,
on the
last day
day of
a Congress,
appoint Membe to sere.
members of their respective
the
respective louses
Houses who
who have
have been
been elected
elected to
to the
succeeding Congress
then be
be about
Congress to fill any vacancies
vacancies which
which may
may then
about
to
occur on
such appointees
and the
members of
to occur
on said
said committee,
committee, and
and such
appointees and
the members
of
said
committee who
said committee
who shall
have been
continue until
until Powers, etc.
shall have
been reelected
reelected shall
shall continue
etc., when
when
not in session.
their
successors are
The Joint
Committee on
shall, Congress
their successors
are chosen.
chosen. The
Joint Committee
on Printing
Printing shall,
ongrssnotinasicn.
when Congress
Congress is
is not
exercise all
powers and
duties
when
not in
in session,
session, exercise
all the
the powers
and duties
devolving upon said
provided by
by law,
law, the
as
devolving
said committee
committee as provided
the same
same as
when Congress
Congress is
is in
in session.
Appropriation for inAppropriationforfnhundred creased
nineteen hundred
the fiscal
to provide,
SEC.
7. That
S
EC. 7.
That to
provide, during
during the
fiscal year
year nineteen
pay of emle
ployees receiving ng
less
sr
and eighteen, for increased
increased compensation
compensation at the rate of ten per centum ploves
than $1,8(8) a year.
per
annum to
who receive
per annum
annum
er annum
to employees
employees who
receive salaries
salaries at
at a
a rate
rate per
yr
less than
and for
compensation at
the rate
five
less
than $1,200,
$1,200, and
for increased
increased compensation
at the
rate of
of five
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum to
who receive
salaries at
at a
per
to employees
employees who
receive salaries
a rate
rate
not
more than
per annum
not less
less than
an- Provisos.
not more
than $1,800
$1,800 per
annum and
and not
than $1,200
$1,200 per
per anp
num, so
num,
so much
much as
as may
necessary is
appropriated: Provided,
Applicable only to
may be
be necessary
is appropriated:
Prmvied, That
to
That Applicable
employees under this
this section
section shall
shall only
only apply
the employees
employees who
are appropriated
appropriated emPlo"
this
apply to
to the
who are
under this
Act.
for in
this Act
Act specifically
specifically and
and under
whose employment
employment Report
for
in this
under lump
lump sums
sums or
or whose
Congress
Report to
to Congress.
is authorized
Provided further, That
That detailed
detailed reports
reports shall
is
authorized herein:
herein: Providedfurther,
shall be
be
submitted to
to Congress
the first
first day
of the
next session
showing the
submitted
Congress on
on the
day of
the next
session showing
the
number of
of persons,
persons, the
grades or
of positions,
positions, the
number
the grades
or character
character of
the original
original
rates of
of compensation,
the increased
rates of
prorates
compensation, and
and the
increased rates
of compensation
compensation provided for
herein.
vided
for herein.
chin

91890
°—vol, 39—pr
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91890°-voL
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servSEC.
of
SEC. 8. The Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency shall investigate
investigate duplication of
service in
various executive
departments and
and establishments
establishments of
investigation of, in service
in the
the various
executive departments
of
etc.
the Government, including
including bureaus and
divisions, and
and make
report
and divisions,
make aareport
to
the President
President thereon,
and the
President is
hereby authorized,
to the
thereon, and
the President
is hereby
authorized,
after such report shall have been made to him, wherever he finds
Abolishment author- after such report shall have been made to him, wherever he finds
Abolishmentauthorized.
ied.
such duplications
duplications to exist to abolish the same. Report of the action
action
taken hereunder
at its
its next
next regular
regular session.
session.
taken
hereunder shall
shall be
be made
made to
to Congress
Congress at
Approved,
1917.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1917.
Duplication
Dplication of
of service,
etc.
Ice, etc.
Investigation of, in
departments,
departments, etc.

3, 1917.
March 83,1917.
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S. 778.)
[S.

CHAP.
To authorize
exchange of
of lands
lands with
with owners
owners of
CHAP. 184.—An
164.-An Act
Act To
authorize an
an exchange
of private
private
Glacier National
holdings within the Glacier
National Park.

[Public, No. 382.)

House of Representatives
Be itit enacted by
by the Senate and House
Representatives of the United
National States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
stat•
e
sof America in
Secretary of the
assembled, That the Secretary

[Public,
No. 32.

Glacier
Glacier
National
Park, Mont.
Privately
owned
lands in, to be obtained
by exchange of timber,

rivately
owned Interior, for the purpose
holdings within
purpose of eliminating
eliminating private
private holding's
within the
Glacier National
National Park
and the
the preservation
preservation intact
of the
the natural
natural
byexechngeoftiber,
Glacier
Park
and
intact
of
et
forest along the roads in the scenic portions of the park,
etc.-.
park, both on
on
patented and park
hereby empowered,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, to
to
patented
park lands, is hereby
empowered, in
complete title to
obtain for the
the United States
States the
the complete
to any
any or all
all of the
in private
or State
within the
the boundaries
of said
said
lands held in
private or
State ownership
ownership within
boundaries of
townships thirty-two
thirty-two and
and thirty-three
thirty-three north,
north, ranges
ranges
park within
within townships
eighteen and
Montana principal
by the
the
eighteen
and nineteen
nineteen west
west of
of Montana
principal meridian,
meridian, by
exchange of
decadent, or
matured timber
timber of
of approximately
of dead,
dead, decadent,
or matured
approximately
any part
of the
the park
without
equal values
values that
that can
can be removed
removed from
from any
part of
park without
injuriously
beauty thereof;
thereof; or
or upon
the approval
approval
injuriously affecting
affecting the
the scenic
scenic beauty
upon the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, the
the timber
be selected
or exchanged
exchanged
of the
the Secretary
timber to
to be
selected or
from the
Government lands within
within the
the metes
metes and
and
may be taken from
the Government
bounds of the national
forests
within the
the State
of Montana.
national
forests
within
State
of
Montana.
Ascertainment
of
value ofalnds
lands an
and of
SEC. 2. That the value
patented lands within
value of all
all patented
within said park,
SEC.
vasue
of

and the
including the timber thereon,
thereon, offered
offered for exchange,
exchange and
the value
value of
of
Government lands within the metes
the timber on park
park lands, or on Government
and
national forests
forests within
within the
the State
State of
of Montana,
proand bounds of
of the national
Montana, proposed to be given in exchange
exchange for such patented
patented lands, shall be ascertained in such manner as the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior and the SecreSecretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
direct, and
all
may jointly in their discretion
discretion direct,
and all
expenses incident to ascertaining
such values
values shall
shall be
paid by
by the
the
ascertaining such
be paid
owners of said patented
patented lands;
lands; and such owners shall, before
before any
exchange
exchange is effective,
effective, furnish the Secretary of the Interior
Interior evidence
evidence
satisfactory to him of title to the patented lands offered in exchange;
or excess
ayment for
Payment
excess satisfactory to him of title to the patented lands offered in exchange;
value
and
if the
the value
timber on
on park
park lands
lands or
or on
on the
the Government
lands
value of timber.
and if
value of
of timber
Government lands
in the national
State of
of Montana
Montana exceeds
exceeds the
the value
value
national forests within
within the State
of the patented lands deeded
deeded to the Government
Government in exchange,
exchange, such
such
excess shall be paid to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior by the owners of
of
the patented
patented lands before any timber
detimber is removed, and
and shall be
be deposited
miscellaneous receipts:
ited and covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts:
Provis
Lands
added to
ands added
to Gla_
Gla- Provided,
rovided, That
That the
lands conveyed
conveyed to
under this
this
the lands
to the
the Government
Government under
cer Park.
Act shall become aapart of the Glacier
National Park.
cier
Park.
Glacier National
Park.
from
Removal
the park.
of timber
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That all
timber on
Government lands
lands in
in the
th e p
arkmust
mus tbe
be
fromo
timb
SEC.
all timber
on Government
park
cut
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
cut and
and removed under
under regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
of the Interior, and any damage
damage which
which may
roads or
any
may result
result to the
the roads
or any
part of the park or the national
national forests
forests in consequence
of the
the cutting
cutting
consequence of
of
and removal
removal of the timber therefrom
therefrom shall
shall be borne
borne by the owners of
the patented
patented lands, and bonds satisfactory
satisfactory to the Secretary of the
the
Interior
Secretary of Agriculture,
•
Interior and the Secretary
Agriculture, jointly,
for
jointly, must be given for
s to be pad ' the payment
damages, if any, as shall be
Damages
payment of such damages,
be determined
determined by
by the
the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior so far as the same
Secretary
same relates
relates to
to lands
lands within
within a
a
Prooi80.
national
and by
the Secretary
of Agriculture
Agriculture where
the same
same
national park
park and
Provo.
by the
Secretary of
where the
Joint reports
reportsof
valu- relates to lands in the national
forests: Provided
Joint
of vainnational forests:
Provided further,
further That
That the
the
ation.
ati.
Secretary of Agriculture
thee Secretary
Agriculture and th
Secretary of the Interior
Interior shall jointly
factors upon which valuations
report to Congress in detail
detail the factors
valuations were
made.
made.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 3,
3, 1917.
1917.
in

timber
extimber offered in exchange,
change.

r

o.

to be paid
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CHAP.
165.-An Act To prevent
CHAP. 165.—An
prevent the manufacture
manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors in
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes
purposes.

March 3,1917.
3, 1917.
Mah
[S.
1082.1
[8.
IWl2.]
[Public, No. 38.1
3834
(Public,

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United DctColb
District of Columbia.
mastnuiture'lmb,
on and
That on
in Congress
America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
and after the first man
States of
of America
t.,ofacoholebeernineteen hundred and seventeen,
of November,
day of
day
November, Anno Domini
Domini nineteen
seventeen no ages
etc"
in, forbidden.
house, company, association, club, or corpoor persons,
person or
person
persons, or
or any
any house,
of alc°17:11

directly or
officers, clerks,
clerks, or servants,
servants, directly
ration, his,
his, its,
its, or
or their agents,
agents, officers,
indirectly, shall, in the District of Columbia, manufacture
manufacture for sale or
gilt,
gift, import for
for sale or
or gift, sell,
sell, offer for sale, keep
keep for sale, traffic in,
'Darter,
ship out
of the
exchange for
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or exchange
barter, export,
export, ship
out of
goods or merchandise,
merchandise, or solicit or receive
receive orders for the purchase
purchase of,
any
alcoholic or
beverage purposes
purposes or
for
any alcoholic
or other prohibited liquors
liquors for beverage
or for
any
pharmaceutical, mechanical,
mechanical, aloweBd.
allOreV
scientific, medicinal, pharmaceutical,
any other
other than scientific,

latnms..
house, company,
or any
That any
any person
person or
or persons,
persons, or
any house,
company, association,
association, lations
That

etc,

erages ' etc. '

sacramental, or
other nonbeverage
purposes.
sacramental,
or other
nonbeverage purposes.
Mi
it shall
shall be
used in
in this
Wherever
the term
term "alcoholic
"alcoholic liquors"
liquors" is
is used
this Act
Act it
be holieliquors."
hnif
=
Wherever the

deemed to
to include
include whisky
brandy, rum, gin, wine,
ale, porter, beer,
wine, ale
whisky,, brandy,
deemed
cordials,
or fermented
fermented cider, alcoholic
alcoholic bitters, ethyl alcohol, all
hard or
cordials, hard
malt liquors,
liquors, and
and all
all other
other alcoholic
alcoholic liquors.
liquors.or
malt

'

be41

"
ab3°'

v

Punishment for vb.

club,
corporation, his, its, or their agents, officers,
officers, clerks, or servor corporation,
club, or
ants, who
who shall
violate the provisions of this
indirectly violate
or indirectly
shall directly
directly or
ants,
conviction
section
be deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and upon conviction
deemed guilty
shall be
section shall
thereof shall
$1,000, and
less than $300 nor more than $1,000,
not less
shall be
be fined not
thereof
period of
shall be
workhouse for a
aperiod
jail or workhouse
District jail
in the District
imprisoned in
be imprisoned
shall
not less
less than
thirty days
than one
Alcohol
for each
each offense.
one year
year for
more than
days nor
nor more
than thirty
not
Alcohol
SEC. 2.
That the
the provisions
of this
this Act
not be
be construed
to Manufacture,
sAle,
Manuact.re safe,
construed to
Act shall
shall not
provisions of
SEC.
2. That
ed na"
tertfoitt
prevent the
manufacture, importation,
exportation, or
de- permgeemed
etc
" fru
sale of
of deor sale
importation, exportation,
the manufacture,
prevent
natured or
methyl alcohol,
ethyl alcohol,
alcohol, for
scientific, medifor scientific,
of ethyl
or of
alcohol, or
of methyl
or of
natured
cinal, pharmaceutical,
or mechanical
purposes, nor
the
to prevent
prevent the
nor to
mechanical purposes,
pharmaceutical, or
cinal,
medicinal
sale of
liquors by druggists for medicinal
prohibited liquors
or other
other prohibited
of alcoholic
alcoholic or
sale
purposes on
on prescriptions
prescriptions of
of _physicians
regulations set
the regulations
set out
physicians under
under the
purposes
Forsawacmntlpnrmanufacture and sale For
the manufacture
section three
three of
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
sacramental puriin section
of ethyl
alcoholic liquors
liquors for
puma.
purposes within Ps'
sacramental purposes
for sacramental
or of
of alcoholic
alcohol or
ethyl alcohol
of
the
be restricted
restricted to
manufacturers and
to manufacturers
shall be
of Columbia
Columbia shall
District of
the District
druggists licensed,
respectively, to make and sell such alcohol and
licensed, respectively
druggists
provided, for
alcoholic
hereinafter provided,
liquors, as hereinafter
prohibited liquors,
other prohibited
or other
alcoholic or
scientific,
mechanical, pharmaceutical,
sacramental
pharmaceutical, medicinal, or sacramental
scientific, mechanical,
purposes
only.
purposes only.
ofshitpmnmts.
SEC. 2a.
railroad, steamboat,
steamboat, or
other boat
boat companies,
oriel
a
ifl
s
i
e
h
rIpti'
ers!
express ord
companies, express
or other
All railroad,
2a. All
SEC.
and transportation
transportation companies
companies of any
manner
any kind, which shall in any manner
and
at any
time transport
intoxicating liquors
liquors into
hereby
are hereby
into the
the District,
District, are
at
any time
transport intoxicating
required to
record, alphabetically
alphabetically arranged,
arranged, in
in which
is.
which shall be Details.
keep aarecord,
to keep
required
person
entered immediately
immediately upon
receipt thereof
thereof the name of every person
upon receipt
entered
shippin g,or
whom intoxicating
intoxicating liquors are shipped,
shipped, the amount and
to whom
or to
shipping
delivered,
by whom and to whom delivered,
kind ofliquor,
of liquor, the date of delivery, 'by
kind
and
the affidavit
the person
person receiving
receiving the
as provided
provided consignee
and the
affidavit of
of the
the liquor
liquor as
herein. After
After this
this record
and before
delivery it
it shall
be CoStoSlto signshal be
before delivery
is made
made and
record is
herein.
signed by
by the
the consignee.
consignee. The
shall be
open to
to the
the inspection
inspection of
Admible 8 eel.
wEi.
of Admissible=
be open
The book
book shall
signed
any
business hours
company-. Such
books deaca.
denco.
Such books
of the
the company.
hours of
the business
during the
person during
any person
or a
a copy
copy of
an officer
of the
the company
company or
or
officer of
by an
attested by
records, attested
such records,
of such
or
verified by
affidavit, shall
be admissible
as evidence
in any
any court
court and
and
evidence in
admissible as
shall be
by affidavit,
verified
shall be
be prima
prima facie
in any
any trial
or
trial or
stated in
fact therein
therein stated
of the
the fact
evidence of
facie evidence
shall
proceeding for
the enforcement
provisions of
Act.
of this
this Act.
proceeding
for the
enforcement of
of the
the provisions
Failure to keep Tee.
An employee
employee or
of any
any express
railroad company,
m i
sdemeanor.
company, ord ani9deeor.
company, railroad
express company,
or agent
agent of
An
steamboat
company-,or
company charged
charged with
the
with the
transportation company
or transportation
steamboat company,
duty
such record
Who shall
fail to
keep such
record shall
shall
such record
to keep
shall fail
record who
of keeping
keeping such
duty of
a misdemeanor.
be guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Pommy
T terr nosooln.
oan
Any railroad
railroad company,
company, express
express company,
company, steamboat
puco
company, puma,
steamboat company,
Any
or
who shall
not require
require some
some one
of its
its
one of
shall not
company who
or transportation
transportation company
employees
record shall
shall be
be fined
nor
$25 nor
than $25
not less
less than
fined not
such record
keep such
to keep
employees to
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more than $100
$100 for every day or portion
which such
such
portion thereof
thereof during
during which
failure shall continue.
atNo
other transportation
company shall
receive a
apackage
No railroad
railroad or
or other
transportation company
shall receive
package

at-

having
of liquor to be shipped or
or carried
carried into
into the District without
without having
attached
it the affidavit of the consignee stating the amount
attached to it
amount of
of the
the
liquors, the kinds of liquors ordered,
liquors
that it
is not
ordered, and
and that
it is
not purchased
purchased for,
for,
nor will such liquors
an illegal
illegal purpose.
purpose.
liquors be
be used by the
the consignee for,
for, an
SEC. 3.
regularly licensed
and Tegistered
druggists or
or pharon sale
SEC.
That regularly
3. That
licensed and
registered druggists
phar-

District of
of Columbia
macists in the District
Columbia shall
other
shall not
not sell
sell alcoholic
alcoholic or
or other
prohibited liquors nor compound
composit;on thereof,
thereof,
compound nor mix
mix any composit;on
nor sell any malt extract or other proprietary
medicines containing
proprietary medicines
containing
alcohol,
alcohol, except such compounds,
or
compounds, compositions, malt extracts,
extracts, or
proprietary medicines be so medicated
proprietary
medicated as to be
be medicinal
medicinal preparations or compounds
compounds unfit
for use
as beverages,
written
unfit for
use as
beverages, except
except upon
upon a
a written
and bona fide prescription of
and regularly
practicing
of a
a duly
duly licensed
licensed and
regularly practicing
physician in the District
Columbia, whose
whose name
be signed
signed
District of Columbia,
name shall
shall be
thereto. Such prescription shall contain
statement that
disease
contain aastatement
that the
the disease
of the patient requires
requires such a
aprescription, shall be numbered in
in the
order of receiving, and shall be
be canceled by writing on it
it the
the word
"canceled"
"canceled" and the date on which it
it was presented
presented and filled,
filled, and
consecutive order,
kept on file in consecutive
orde,r subject to public inspection at
at all
times during business hours. No such
such prescription
be filled
filled
prescription shall
shall be
more than once. Every druggist or
selling intoxicating
or pharmacist
pharmacist selling
intoxicating
liquors
shallkeep
liquors as herein provided
provided shall
keep a
abook provided for the purpose,
purpose,
and shall enter therein at the time of every sale a
a true record
record of the
date of the sale, the name of the purchaser, who shall sign his name in
said book as aapart of the entry, his residence (giving
street and
and
(giving the
the street
house number, if
if there
price of
of
there be such),
such), the
the kind
kind and
and quantity
quantity and
and price
such liquor,
liquor,. the purpose for which
which it was
the name
name of
of the
the
was sold, and the
physician
physician .giving the prescription
shall be
prescription therefor. Such book
book shall
be open
open
to public inspection
inspection during
hours, and
be in
in form
during business hours,
and shall
shall be
form subsubstantially as
as follows:
stantially
follows:

on sales ,

p

a
rp.
l'co

liquors.

onntetc.

Contents, etc.

Rdofd
Record of salon, etc.

Form.
rFarmn.

Date.

Name of
purchaser.

Residence.

Kind an d P
oufrpose
quantity.
use.

price.

Name of
,„,,,,„.;k'''!" —
man.

Signature
of pur_
chaser.

,

Said book shall be produced before the Commissioners
of the
the DisDisCommissioners of
trict of Columbia or the courts when required, and shall also contain
a statement of the kind and amount
a
amount of alcoholic and other prohibited
prohibited
liquors on hand when this Act shall go into effect, and
such
and thereafter
thereafter such
druggist or pharmacist shall, on the order of the court or
or the
the CornComSteentarequenid. filisSiOtieTS
missioners of the District, make aastatement of the amount of intoxiStatementsrequired•
cating liquor sold or used in any manner
manner since the last statement
statement and
the amount on hand at the date when such
such court or
or commissioners
commissioners
Provme.
lrequire such statement: Provided,
Provisos,
require
Provided, That ethyl alcohol may be
be sold
sold
etc.,
a physician's prescription
sa'es
hwmeh,,
in'ehan'll' without a
prescription for mechanical, medicinal,
pharmamedicinal, pharmaetc.,
uses.
ceutical,
ceutical, or scientific
scientific purposes by registered
licensed druggists
druggists or
or
registered and
and licensed
pharmacists, or by licensed
licensed manufacturers,
manufacturers, each and all of whom shall
a book for the purpose
keep a
purpose of registering such sales in a
a similar manner and form as required for the sale
other
sale of other
other alcoholic
alcoholic and
and other
Punishment
forrhl
false
p
rohibited liquors by
the provisions
of this
Provided _further,
Punsrnt
se
prohibited
by the
provisions of
this section:
section: Provided
further,
otatnts
se, etc.
etc. Th
hat
statements off u
use,
at any
any person
person who
who shall
shall make
to the
the purpurmake any
any false
false statement
statement as
as to
pose or use of alcohol purchased
purchased under the provisions of this section
section
shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and be fined for each offense
Public
Public
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production,
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payment
not less than $50 nor
nor more than $300,
$300, and
and in
in default
default of
of the
the payment
of such fine shall be imprisoned in the jail or workhouse
workhouse of said District not
not more
than six
six months.
months.
trict
more than
for MeAny druggist or pharmacist who shall sell or dispense
dispense any alcoholic FalPunishment
amist
r'il
disposal of prohibliquors.
other prohibited
prohibited liquors, except in such manner
manner as
or other
as provided
provided in
in this
this ited
'edliquors
section, or who shall fail or refuse
refuse to keep
keep the
the record
record herein
herein required,
required,
prescription, or who shall
or who shall refill any prescription,
shall violate
violate any
any other
provisions of this Act, shall be guilty of illegal
illegal selling, and
u
.pon conand upon
conviction
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the
the penalties
penalties prescribed
viction thereof
thereof shall
prescribed in
in section
section License revoked for
cnvicti.r
one of this Act. Upon
Upon a
asecond conviction
conviction for said offense, in addi- second
second conviction.
tion to the penalties
it shall be a
a part
penalties prescribed
prescribed in said section one, it
of the judgment
judgment of conviction that the
druggist or
the license
license of such
such druggist
or
pharmacist
pharmacist to practice pharmacy
pharmacy shall
shall be
revoked, and
be revoked,
and the
the court before which such person is tried and convicted shall cause aa certified
copy of
such judgment
of conviction
certified to
to the
copy
of such
judgment of
conviction to
to be
be certified
the board
board havhavpharmacy in
the District
of
ing authority
authority to
to issue
issue license to practice pharmacy
in the
District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
Punishment for phyAny physician who shall prescribe
prescribe any alcoholic or
or other
other prohibited
prohibited sician
sicPanshrescingPh.
prescribing liquors
except for treattreatment of disease,
personal ment
uorsn exetfoe
disease, which,
which, after his own
own personal
a-r
liquor except
except for
for treatment
of Mama..
diagnosis,
diagnosis, he shall deem to
to require
require such treatment, shall be deemed men of
conviction thereof
be fined
fined
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor, and
and upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
payment of
of
not less than
than $100
$100 nor more than $500,
$500, and in
in default
default of
of payment
shall be
jail or
workhouse for
for not
said fine shall
be imprisoned
imprisoned in
in the
the District
District jail
or workhouse
not Lice
revoked for
License revoked for
convic- second conviction.
less than
than thirty nor
nor more
more than
than ninety
ninety days, and
and upon
upon aasecond convicconviction.
it
tion for said
said offense,
offense, in addition to the penalty above
above provided,
provided, it
shall
shall be a
a part of
of the
the judgment
judgment of
of conviction
conviction that
that the
the license of
of
such
medicine be
revoked, and
such physician
physician to practice
practice medicine
be revoked,
and the
the court
court before
before
which
convicted shall
shall cause
cause a
a certified
which such
such physician
physician is
is tried
tried and
and convicted
certified
copy of
of such
such judgment
to be
be certified
certified to
to the
having
copy
judgment of
of conviction
conviction to
the board
board having
authority to
to issue licenses
licenses to practice medicine
medicine in the District
District of
of
Columbia.
Purchases for sacraSEC. 4. That when
religious mental
SEC.
when any minister,
minister, pastor,
pastor, or priest
priest of aa religious
mentalas
sa
t
Permits,
etc.,
re, tc re
qPermi
sacramental purposes in the quired.
congregation
congregation or church desires wine for sacramental
usual
exercises of
denomination, he may
usual religious
religious exercises
of his denomination,
may apply to the
the
Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District of Columbia
Columbia for
for a
a permit, stating
stating the
the
amount desired,
desired, for what
period, and
purpose, and
said
what period,
and for what purpose,
and said
commissioners, if
satisfied of
of the
shall
commissioners,
if satisfied
the good
good faith
faith of
of the
the application,
application, shall
permitting the
grant a
a written permit to
to the
the applicant
applicant permitting
the shipment
shipment to
to
him,
purchase by
amount as
as is
is shown
to be
be
him, or
or the
the purchase
by him,
him, of
of such
such amount
shown to
reasonably
reasonably necessary,
necessary, which
which amount shall
shall be
be stated in the
the permit,
permit,
together
together with the
the purpose
purpose for
for which
which it is to be used and
and the
the period
period
to
be covered
covered by
such use;
of wine
wine permitted
shipped
permitted to
to be shipped
amount of
by such
use; the
the amount
tobe
or
purchased under
exceed five gallons, and the
under one
one permit
permit shall not exceed
or purchased
said permit
shall be attached
attached to the outside
package by
outside of the
the package
by the
said
permit shall
shipper and
so attached
attached until
to the
consignee when
delivered to
the consignee
until delivered
shipper
and remain
remain so
it shall
shall be
canceled by
by the
carrier. Said
permit shall
be void
after
void after
Said permit
shall be
be canceled
the carrier.
it
twenty days,
and shall
shall not
not be
shipment.
for more
more than
than one
one shipment.
icnsas.
twenty
days, and
be used
used for
Licenses.
manufectming
corporation desiring to manu- For manu.tetuing
SEC. 5.
SEC.
5. Any
Any person, company, or corporation
a oh etc.
facture alcoholic
alcoholic or
etc.
lc
purposes per- alcohol,
prohibited liquors for the purposes
or other
other prohibited
facture
mitted in
this Act
Act shall
or before
before the
the first
day of
of November
November of
of
first day
mitted
in this
shall on
on or
each year
year obtain
the Commissioners
the District
of
of the
District of
obtain aalicense
license from
from the
Commissioners of
each
Columbia
for the
the year
beginning, November
first upon
upon the
the payment
payment
year beginning
November first
Columbia for
use.

of
$1.00, which
which money
shall be
be deposited
deposited with
with other
other license
license funds
funds of
of Selling, by
of $100,
money shall
by drug
druggists.
s.
eli
desiring to sell alcoholic
or retail, desiring
Druggists, wholesale
wholesale or
the District. Druggists,
or
the purposes
permitted in
shall
in this
this Act
Act shall
liquors for
for the
purposes permitted
or other
other prohibited
prohibited liquors
obtain
license in
for the
the same
same period,
period, the
fee for Discretionary powthe fee
a license
in the
the same
same way
way for
obtain a
sci
nary
$10. u Th
The
pow.
wholesale druggists being $25, for retail druggists
i
i
b
s
hit
t
s
censee
d eCommisCom mis- .tDi
sioners
shall have
have power
power to
refuse or
revoke all
referred to
in
to in
or revoke
all licenses
licenses referred
to refuse
sioners shall
this
section if
if doubtful
doubtful of
good faith
h licensee and his intenthis section
of the
the good
faith of
of the
the
inten- Restrictions
estridi on
saon
on sake
manufacturers.
tion
to comply
comply with
Act. Manufacturers
i
(
i
) by
licensed according
accordingtt
to4
by mamuacturs.
with this
this Act.
Manufacturers licensed
tion to
th
h
isolsection
sec
es tie
od
nshall
shall
gissell
s
te
sIlba
elco
gh
$
o
2
li5;and
a
fn
or
dother
otth
ae
ilrprohibited liquors within
his in the
alcoholic
this
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District
of Columbia
to druggists,
druggists, hospitals,
hospitals, and
and scientific
District of
Columbia to
scientific laboratolaborato-

Sales restricted.

ries only,
only, and
and only
to such
such druggists
druggists as
are licensed
terms
ries
only to
as are
licensed under
under the
the terms

of
No others
than druggists
and manufacturers
manufacturers licensed
licensed
of this
this section. No
others than
druggists and
according
to this
this section
may manufacture
manufacture or
sell alcoholic
alcoholic and
according to
section may
or sell
and other
other
prohibited liquors
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
only for
for the
prohibited
liquors in
in the
District of
and these
these only
the
Punishment for violanihment
for io- purposes
purposes permitted by this Act.
Violations of
section shall
shall be
be
Act. Violations
of this section
lotions.
los
punished
punished by fine of not less than $300 nor more than $1,000,
$1,000, and
and by
imprisonment in
in the
the District
jail or
or workhouse
workhouse for
for not
less than
imprisonment
District jail
not less
than thirty
thirty
Proviso.
ro.en
urdays
year:
Provided,
nothing
Act
day's
nor
more
than
one
Provided,
That
nothing
in
.this Act
Government
purchases, etc.,
etc., not
shall prevent
prevent any
any executive
executive department
or other
other establishment
of
the
ches,
not af- sha
department
or
establishment
of
the
ffected.
e t ed
United States Government
Government from
purchasing or
or importing
into the
the
from purchasing
importing into
District of
of Columbia,
free of
tax and
for its
denatured,
District
Columbia, free
of tax
and for
its own
own uses,
uses, denatured,
alcohol for
or
methyl, or ethyl
ethyl alcohol
for scientific,
scientific, medicinal,
medicinal, pharmaceutical,
pharmaceutical, or
mechanical purposes.
purposes.
mechanical
Recrs
requit
Records required.
Beodsreed.
SEC.
manufacturer of
S
EC. 5a. trhat
That every licensed manufacturer
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
liquor not
not
By manufacturers.
By manfatms. herein prohibited shall keep a
and shipshipa permanent
permanent record
record of
of all sales and
ments of
of alcoholic
liquor. Such
Such record
shall set
forth the
ments
alcoholic liquor.
record shall
set forth
the following
following
information: The name of
consignee or
or purchaser,
purchaser, the
information:
of the
the consignee
the quantity
quantity of
of
liquor, the
the express
express company
company or
or other
carrier by
by which
such liquor was
liquor,
other carrier
which suchliquor
was
shipped, the
date of
sale or
of the
the purchase
shipped,
the date
of sale
or shipment,
shipment, and
and the
the purpose
purpose of
purchase
By carriers.
B
cariers.
as set forth in the affidavit accompanying the
the order.
order. Each
Each common
common
or special
alcoholic liquors
liquors within
the District
District shall
or
special carrier
carrier of
of alcoholic
within the
shall keep
keep aa
record as
as above
above provided,
provided, and
of such
with aa
record
and a
a certified
certified copy
copy of
such record
record with
affidavits shall be
Commissioners
copy of the
the affidavits
be filed
filed with the
the District
District Commissioners
for the
the calendar
not later
later than
than the
the fifth
fifth day of
of each
each month for
calendar month
month
Affidavit by purA^davit
by pur- preceding.
preceding. No shipment of
alcoholic liquors
be made
made until
until the
of alcoholic
liquors shall
shall be
the
chaser.
purchaser signs
are not
purchaser
signs an
an affidavit that
that such
such alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
liquors are
not purpurchased for nor will such liquors be used or sold by the consignee
consignee for
Public record of sales,
etublicrecoriosales,
District Commissioners
beverage purposes. The District
Commissioners shall
shall keep
keep a
apublic
public
etc.
record
record of such,
arranged.
such sales, shipments, and
and affidavits,
affidavits, alphabetically
alphabetically arranged.
Copies of the affidavit
affidavit shall be attached
attached permanently
at the
the end
permanently at
end of
of the
the
record of each shipment
to
each package
containing
liquor
record
shipment
or
sale,
and
to
each
package
containing
liquor
Punishmentt for via.
i'.shm"
or until delivered to the consignee. Any violation
violation of this section
section shall
shall
lotions.
be deemed aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and be subject to the same penalties
penalties as
as
provided
in
section
one of
this
Act.
provided
in
section
one
of
this
Act.
Deliveries of liquors
SEC. 6.
6. That
That it
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any common
by,carriers
-S' restricted.
tZe.
SEC.
by
it shal
for any
common or
or other
other carrier,
carrier,
express company,
company, or any person to deliver to any person, company,
company,
corporation, club
club, or association or order, his, or its agents, clerks
corporation,
clerics or
employees, any liquors in the District of Columbia knowing
knowing the same
to be such, and in the case of shipments of liquors for purposes
purposes not
prohibited it
prohibited
it shall be unlawful
unlawful to bring the
the same into the
the District of
of
Columbia, or to deliver
deliver the same therein, in original packages
packages or
or otherotherwise, on
any Sunday
Sunday or
six o'clock
antevo- wise,
on any
or on
on any
any other
other day
day before
before six
o'clock antePunishment for vioations.
lations.
meridian
meridian and after five o'clock postmeridian. Any
Any common
common or
or other
other
carrier, express company, or any person
person violating
provisions of
violating the
the provisions
of
this section shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and upon conviction
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be punished by aafine of not less
less than
than $100
$100 or more
more than
than
$500, or be
confined in
jail or
be confined
in the District jail
or workhouse
workhouse not
not less
less than
than
one nor more than
imprisonment in
than six
six months,
months, or by both
both fine
fine and
and imprisonment
in
discretion of
the discretion
of the court.
court.
Keeping clubhouses,
S
EC. 7. That
person who
etc., whore
SEC.
That every
every person
who shall directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly keep
where liquor
liqe is
keep or
or
etc.,
received,
etc., a
redi,
etc.,
misde- maintain
a misdeassociating with others, or who shall in
in
maintain by himself or by associating
marmot..
any manner aid, assist, or abet in keeping
keeping or maintaining any club
club
house, or other place in which any alcoholic liquor is received
received or kept
kept
for the purpose of gift, barter, or
division
or sale, or
or for
for distribution
distribution or
or division
among the members of
of any club
club or
or association
association by
by any
any means
means whatwhatknown as the
soever, or who shall maintain
maintain what is commonly 'known
"locker
"locker system" or other device for evading the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Act, and every person who shall use, barter, sell, or assist or abet in
bartering, selling
received or
be deemed
deemed
Plmbet frfor aid- bartering,
selling any
any liquors
liquors so
so received
or kept,
kept, shall
shall be
Punishment
ing,
ete.
t,!&et.
guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
guilty
conviction thereof be subject to
lssicted
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Competency
of testiof
teticomptency
prescribed in section one of this Act; and in all cases the mony,
the penalties
the
penalties prescribed
m
ny' etc.
members, shareholders,
members,
shareholders, associates
as.sociates or employees in any club or association mentioned in this section
section shall be competent
competent witnesses
witnesses to
prove
of the
provisions of
of this
of this
or
prove any
any violations
violations of
the provisions
this section
section of
this Act,
Act, or
of any fact
fact tending
tending thereto;
of
thereto; and no
no person
person shall
shall be excused from
from testestifying
any offense
offense committed
committed by
by another
another against
against any
tifying as
as to
to any
any of
of the
the
criminate
prvisions of
of this Act by reason
reason of his testimony tending to criminate
provisions
himself, but
but the testimony
himself,
testimony given by such person
person shall m
in no case be
used against
against him.
him.
used
Giving, etc., liquors
SEC. 8.
away of
alcoholic or
ei, lqu
pro- deemed
aGiveinwg,t
of alcoholic
or other
other proor giving
giving away
SEC.
8. The
The keeping
keeping or
unlawful sellingof evading
hibited
hibited liquors for the purpose
purpose of
evading the provisions of this Act ing.
penalties provided
provided
deemed an unlawful
unlawful selling,
selling, subject to the penalties
shall be deemed
in section
section one
one of
of this
this Act.
in
Act.
Advertising in any
ir salen
S
EC. 9.
signs, wAyliquors
That if any person
person shall advertise or give notice by signs,
SEC.
9. That
way liquors for
sale, a
misdemeanor.
msdemeanr.
or
another
billboards,
newspapers,
periodicals,
or
otherwise
for
himself
or
another
for
himself
or
otherwise
periodicals,
newspapers,
billboards,
the manufacture,
manufacture, offering
keeping for
or
alcoholic or
for sale
sale of
of alcoholic
offering for
for sale,
sale, or keeping
the
other prohibited
under
prohibited under
liquors for
for purposes
purposes forbidden
forbidden or
or prohibited
other
prohibited liquors
circulars, or
this Act,
Act;, or shall
distribute any
any price list, circulars,
shall circulate
circulate or distribute
this
liquors, or
or publish or distribute
distribute any
order blanks
blanks advertising
advertising such
such liquors,
printed paper
newspaper, magazine,
magazine periodical,
or other written or printed
periodical, or
newspaper,
of liquors
liquors appear,
appear, or shall permit to be
advertisements of
in which such
such advertisements
under his
his control (including
posted upon
(including
upon his
his premises,
premises, or premises under
posted
Pnishnt.
the same to so remain
billboards)
remain upon such premises,
premises, Punishment.
shall permit
permit the
or shall
billboards) or
he
fined not
not less
$100
less than $100
and be
be fihed
misdemeanor and
be guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
he shall
shall be
nor
more than
than $500.
$500.
nor more
Presentment of inSme.
10. That
That if
if one
one or
who are
competent witnesses
inwitnesses forPtintstof
are competent
or more
more persons
persons who
SEc. 10.
formation as to violations.
of tions.
shall charge,
on oath
corporation counsel
counsel of
the corporation
before the
or affirmation
affirmation before
oath or
charge, on
shall
to
the District
of Columbia
Columbia or
or any
of his
his assistants
authorized to
duly authorized
assistants duly
any of
the
District of
that any person, company, copartnership,
act for him,
presenting that
copartnership,
him, presenting
act
violating
or is
is violating
association, club,
club, or
corporation has or have violated
violated or
or corporation
association,
sale, keepthe provisions
of this
Act by
by manufacturing,
manufacturing, offering for sale,
this Act
the
provisions of
ing for
sale, trafficking
in, bartering,
barterin g ,exchanging
othergoods, or otherexchanging for goods,
trafficking in,
ing
for sale,
wise
furnishing alcoholic
alcoholic liquor,
corporation counsel
counsel
said corporation
request said
shall request
liquor, shall
wise furnishing
or any
of his
his assistants
duly authorized
authorized to
him to
a
to issue
issue a
act for
for him
to act
assistants duly
or
any of
of warrants.
ssue otarans.
warrant,
any of
of his
assistants shall
shall issue
such warwar- Issue
issue such
his assistants
or any
said attorney
attorney or
warrant, said
rant, in
in which
warrant the
the room,
house, building,
building, or other place in
room, house,
which warrant
rant,
which
violation is
alleged to
occurred or
or is
occurring shall
shall
is occurring
have occurred
to have
is alleged
the violation
which the
he
specifically described,
described, and
and said
said warrant
warrant shall be
he placed in the hands
be specifically
of
captain or
captain of
of the police
precinct in
in which the
police precinct
or acting
acting captain
of the
the captain
room, house,
house, building,
building, or
other place
place above
located,
is located,
to is
referred to
above referred
or other
room,
commanding
thoroughly search said described
described room,
at once thoroughly
him to
to at
commanding him
house, building,
other place,
and the
appurtenances thereof,
thereof, and
the appurtenances
place, and
or other
building, or
house,
Possession, etc., as
if any
such be
found, to
to take
take into
into his
his possession
oevi,'sion. etc, "
to evidence.
safely keep,
keep, to
and safely
possession and
be found,
any such
if
be
produced
as
evidence
when
required,
all
alcoholic
liquors
and
all
all
and
liquors
alcoholic
all
required,
when
as
evidence
be produced
the means
means of
dispensing the
the same,
same, also
all the
or part
part
paraphernalia or
the paraphernalia
also all
of dispensing
the
of the
paraphernalia of
of a
a barroom
other alcoholic
liquor estabestabalcoholic liquor
or other
barroom or
of
the paraphernalia
lishment,
United States
States internal-revenue
or
receipt or
tax receipt
internal-revenue tax
any United
and any
lishment, and
certificate for
the manufacture
or sale
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
effective tor
tor
liquor effective
sale of
manufacture or
for the
certificate
the period
time covering
the alleged
alleged offense
and forthwith
forthwith report
report
offense,' and
covering the
of time
the
period of
all the
the facts
to the
the corporation
the District
Columbia,
of Columbia,
District of
of the
counsel of
corporation counsel
facts to
all
and such
such alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
the means
for dispensing
dispensing same,
or the
the
same, or
means for
or the
liquor or
and
paraphernalia
barroom or
or other
liquor establishment,
establishment,
alcoholic liquor
other alcoholic
of aabarroom
paraphernalia of
or
any United
States internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax
tax receipt
or certificate
certificate for
for
receipt or
United States
or any
the sale
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
liquor effective
aforesaid, shall
prima faoie
factie
be prima
shall be
as aforesaid,
effective as
the
sale of
evidence
of the
violation of
provisions of
Act.
of this
this Act.
the provisions
of the
the violation
evidence of
Drinking orr drunkenness in pub! lc places
SEC. 11.
11. That
any person
who shall,
of Columbia,
erressinpubieplace
Columbia, a
District of
the District
in the
shall, in
person who
That any
SEC.
misdemeanor.
in
private road,
or in
in any
any public
place amisdemn™r.
public place
alley, or
road, alley,
or private
or public
public or
street, or
any street,
in any
or
building or
in or
or upon
other vehicle
commonly
vehicle commonly
any other
car, any
any street
street car,
upon any
or in
or building
used for
transportation of
of passengers,
or in
in or
or about
about any
any depot,
depot,
passengers, or
for the
the transportation
used
platform or
or waiting
waiting station,
any alcoholic
alcoholic liquor
liquor of
of any
any kind,
kind,
drink any
station, drink
platform
or if
if any
shall be
be drunk
drunk or
or intoxicated
intoxicated in
street, alley,
alley, or
or
in any
any street,
person shall
any person
or
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public or private road or in
railroad passenger
train, street
in any
any railroad
passenger train,
street car,
car,
or any public place or building,
or at
any public
public gathering,
gathering, or
or if
building, or
at any
if any
any
person shall be drunk
drunk or
and shall
shall disturb
disturb the
peace of
or intoxicated
intoxicated and
the peace
of

any person
he shall
shall be
person anywhere, he
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
and upon
upon
be guilty
conviction thereof shall
shall be
be punished
fine of
of not
not less
less than
than $10
punished by
by aa fine
$10
nor more than $100,
$100, or by imprisonment
for not
not less
than five
imprisonment for
less than
five days
days
nor more than thirty-days in the workhouse
jail of
of the
the District
District of
of
workhouse or jail
Columbia'or
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Columbia,
or by
by both such
such fine
fine and
peCo tadx tamp
SEC.
12. The
The payment
7eenceiaeldadxestr
in
SEC. 12.
payment of
special tax
tax required
required of
of whol
es
al
e o
of the
the special
wholesale
orr
liquors.
retail liquor
u
quors.
retail
liquor dealers
dealers by
by the
States by
any person
person or
or persons
the United
United States
by any
persons
Arte,p.
125.
Anle,
p. H25.
other than manufacturers
manufacturers or druggists licensed
section five
five
licensed under section
of this Act, within the District of Columbia, shall be
prima facie
facie
be prima
evidence
evidence that such person
person or
are engaged
engaged in
in keeping
keeping and
and
or persons
persons are
selling, offering and exposing
exposing for
alcoholic liquors
contrary to
for sale
sale alcoholic
liquors contrary
to
Certificate of
Cnrfiate
raythe provisions
provisions of
8Y
- the
of this
this Act,
and a
a certificate
certificate from
the collector
collector of
of
Act, and
from the
ment
of tax. of P
internal revenue, his
agents, clerks,
clerks, or
showing the
the payment
payment
his agents,
or deputies
deputies showing
of such tax, and the name or
the
or names
names of
of person
person to
to whom
whom issued,
issued, and
and the
names of the person or persons, if any, associated
associated with
with the
the person
person
to whom such tax receipt is issued,
issued, shall be sufficient
sufficient evidence
evidence of
of the
the
payment of such tax
of the
association of
of such
such persons
for the
the
tax and of
the association
persons for
selling and keeping, offering
for sale
sale of
liquors contrary
contrary
offering and
and exposing for
of liquors
to the provisions of
in all
all trials
trials or
or legal
inquiries.
of this
this Act in
legal inquiries.
C
Places where litinora
dnrs
Sr
. 13.
13. All
SEC.
All houses,
boathouses, buildings,
buildings, club
club rooms,
and places
places
houses, boathouses,
rooms, and
unlawfully
sold, etc.,
etc,
unlawfully sold
declared .public
public nuof every description,
description, including
I i of
including drug
drug stores,
where alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
are
stores, where
liquors are
sa n ce s
manufactured, sold, vended,
vended, or furnished
same&.
manufactured,
furnished contrary
contrary to
to law
law (including
(including
those in which clubs, orders,
orders, or associations
distribute, or
or
associations sell, barter, distribute,
dispense intoxicating
intoxicating liquors
liquors to their
members, by
any means
or dedetheir members,
by any
means or
provided in section
vice whatever, as provided
section eight of this
this Act)
Act) shall
be held,
held,
shall be
maintnigs such, a
a taken,
misdemeanor.
Maintaining
tak
en, and
and deemed.
common and
nuisances. And
And any
person
deemed common
and public
public nuisances.
any person
who shall maintain, or shall
or abet,
abet, or
knowingly be
shall aid or
or knowingly
be associated
associated
with others in maintaining
maintaining such
and public
public nuisance,
nuisance, shall
such common
common and
shall
be guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be
shall be
Abatementbycourt
Abatement by murk subject to the penalties
penalties prescribed
section one
one of
of this
Act, and
and
prescribed m
m section
this Act,
judgment shall be given
given that such house, building, or other place,
place, or
or
any room therein, be
abated or closed up
be abated
sale or
or
up as
as a
a place
place for
for the
the sale
keeping of such
such liquor contrary to law, as the court may
determine.
may determine.
Aconsto
SE.
Actions
to abate.
abate.
S
EC. 14. The United States district attorney
attorney for the District of
of
Columbia, or any citizen of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, may
may maintain
maintain
an action
action in equity
equity in the name of
of the
the United
States to
to abate
abate and
and
United States
Injunctions.
perpetually enjoin
enjoin such
such a
anuisance
nuisance as
as defined
defined in
in the
the preceding
preceding secsecperpetually
Punishment for vio- ton.
tion. The injunction
injunction shall be granted
Ptmishment
granted at
at the
the commencement
commencement of
of the
the
lations.
action, and no bond shall be
lations.
be required.
required. Any
violating the
the
Any person
person violating
terms of any injunction
injunction granted
terms
granted in
be punm such
such proceedings
proceedings shall
shall be
pun$100 nor more than $500
ished for contempt by a
afine of not less than $100
$500
and by imprisonment
imprisonment in the
jail or
or workhouse
not less
less
the District
District jail
workhouse for
for not
than thirty days nor more
more than
than six months, in
of the
the
in the discretion
discretion of
court.
Summary ineetvion
injunction
toSmmyev
SEC.
is threatened,
to
prevent, etc.,
etc., vioS
EC. 15. That when any violation
violation of this
this Act
Actis
threatened, or
shall
or shall
to prevent,
violtions.
occurred or is occurring,
tations.
have occurred,
occurring, the
the doing
doing of,
of, or
or the
the continuance
or
continuance or
repetition
repetition of the unlawful
unlawful act,
any of
oflike
like kind
kind by
by the
the offending
act, or any
offending
party may be prevented
prevented by aa writ of injunction
out of
of a
a court
court of
of
injunction out
a bill filed in all respects as in cases of
equity upon a
nuisances;
of liquor
liquor nuisances;
in like manner the writ of
injunction may
may be
be employed
employed to
to compel
compel
of injunction
provision of
of this
this Act.
L ofmain-- obedience
obedience to
to anyany provision
Act.
Lease of tenant
tain
SEC.
16. If
building or
taining such nuisance
nuisance
SEC. 16.
Ti a
atenant
tenant of
of aabuilding
or tenement
uses such
premises,
tenement uses
such premises,
rendered void.
or an
part thereof,
a common nuisance
rendered void,
or
any part
thereof, in
in maintaining
maintaining a
nuisance as hereinbehereinbefore defned,
fore
defined, or knowingly
knowingly permits
permits such use
use by
by another,
another, such
such use
use
shall render
render void
void the
l
ease under
un d
er which
w hi ch he
he holds,
holds, and
and shall
cause the
the
shal
the
lease
shall
cause
Reentry by owner,
Rery
b
n - right of possession
revert to the owner or
lessor, who
possession to revert
or lessor,
who may,
may, without
without
process of law, make immediate
immediate entry upon
upon the premises, or may
avail himself of the remedy
remedy provided
provided for the forcible detention
detention
thereof.
Punishment.
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Ow n er

SEC.
knowingly permits any building owned
SEC. 17. Anyone who knowingly
owned or

peritting
perm=

Owner

thereof, to
used in
leased by him or under
under his control,
control, or any
any part thereof,
to be
be used
in gguty
g
urilv
;ofaslsting.
f
b
i
f
i
asi
zag.
maintainig aa common nuisance
nuisance hereinbefore
maintaining
hereinbefore described
described in section
fourteen of this Act, after
after being
being notified in writing of such
such use, neglects to take all reasonable
reason able measures to eject therefrom
therefrom the
so
the person so
maintaining such
using the same, shall be deemed guilty of assisting
assisting in maintaining
such
nuisance.
rfzer7rights
in
SEC.
18. That
That no property
property rights
n
S
EC. 18.
rights of any kind shall
shall exist in alcoholic
alcoholic iNall^oroPttsih
liquors or beverages
received, possessed,
possessed, or sezuteet.
beverages illegally
illegally manufactured,
manufactured, received,
'
stored under this Act, and in all such cases
cases the liquors
liquors are
are forfeited
searched for and seized and
to the District of Columbia and may be searched
and
ordered
ordered to be destroyed
destroyed by
conviction when
when such
such
by the
the court
court after
after aaconviction
liquors have
use as
as evidence,
evidence, or
or upon
upon satisfactory
satisfactory
have been seized
seized for
or use
evidence to the court presented
presented by the corporation
corporation counsel
counsel that such
contraband.i
liquors are
are contraband.
Right of action
19. Every
SEC.
child, parent,
parent, guardian,
guardian, or
S
EC. 19.
Every wife,
wife, child,
or employer,
employer, or
or aainstlsetueorfoiqor.s,
against seller ofliquors,
artep by
into.
other person who shall be injured in person or property or means
means of f
e
o
a
r
tra*"..
i
n
t
"i1"
intoxicated person,
support by any intoxicated
person, or in
m consequence
consequence of
intoxication,
of intoxication,
habitual
habitual or
otherwise, of
any person,
person, such
such wife,
child, parent,
parent, or
or otherwise,
of any
wife, child,
or
guardian shall
have a
aright
of action,
action, in
in his
his or
her own
own name
against
guardian
shall have
right of
or her
name, against
any person
who shall, by selling
any
person who
intoxicating' liquors,
liquors,
selling or
or bartering
bartering intoxicating
have
the intoxication
intoxication of
of such
such person,
have caused
caused the
person, for
for all
all damages
damages actually
actually
it
b
marrsed
b
i
sustained,
o.ggen
d
sustained, as well as for exemplary
exemplary damages;
darriftges; and a
amarried woman
woman wo
ts . y
suit, prosecute,
control the
same,
shall have the right
right to bring suit,
prosecute, and
and control
the same,
l
recovered the same as if unmarried;
Foromns
and the amount recovered
unmarried; and all damages
damages F°r
recovered by aa minor under
this Act
Act shall
shall be paid
recovered
under this
paid either to
to such
such
minor
her parents,
next friend,
friend, as
as the
the court
court
minor or
or to
to his or
or her
parents, guardian,
guardian, or
or next
shall direct.
shall
direct.
hmt f inSEC. 20.
20. If
person while
in charge
locomotive engine,
or toicated
totttahmeperson
g rso
f
or
n in
in
SEC.
If any
any person
while in
charge of
of a
a locomotive
engine, or
while
as a
conductor or
or brakeman
acar
car or
cars, or
charge of avehicle, etc.
while acting
acting as
a conductor
brakeman of
of a
or train
train of
of cars,
or chargoofavehicleetc.
while
charge of
car, steamboat,
steamboat, launch,
water
while in
in charge
of any street
street car,
launch, or
or other
other water
craft, or while in
in charge
of or
or operating
operating any automobile
charge of
automobile or horse
Columbia shall
shall -be intoxicated,
vehicle in the District of Columbia
intoxicated, he
shall be
he shall
be
convicted shall
punished by
by a
afine
fine
guilty of aamisdemeanor, and if
if convicted
shall be
be punished
of not less than
$300, and
and in default
default in payment
than $25
$25 nor more than $300,
payment of
of
inega
No

l

ior

Beizure et4-

by

married

said fine shall be imprisoned in the District jail or workhouse for not
exceeding three months, or both fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the
cretion
the court.
court.
Enforcement of Act.
SEC.
It shall be the duty of the Commissioners of the
At.
ofpolice
S
EC. 21.
21. It
the District rent
s, etc., of
t e
of Columbia to enforce the provisions
provisions of this Act. They
They shall detail
detailf f .ce'
qualified
qualified members of the police force
force to detect violations
violations of the Act,
if
report promptly
knowledge or
if any,
any, and
and to report
promptly- all
all knowledge
or information
information they,
concerning such violations,
may have concerning
violations_, together with the names of
any witnesses
they may
witnesses by whom they
may be proven to the corporation
corporation
Report
counsel; but
counsel;
but it
shall be
Of all
all members
members of
of the
the police
police force
forceviolations.
of voioons.
it shall
be the
the duty
duty of
Rport
of
to
detect violations
information
to detect
violations of the Act and to promptly report any information
or knowledge
concerning the
same to
to the
the corporation
counsel, together
together
the same
corporation counsel,
or
knowledge concerning
with the names of witnesses, by
by whom such violations
violations may be proven;
proven;
and
corporation counsel
counsel shall
shall bring
bring such
alleged violators
violators of
of the
the
and the
the corporation
such alleged
law to
to trial
all due
diligence.
due diligence.
with all
law
trial with
If
any such
officer shall
shall fail
fail to
the provisions
of this
this tee
P
t
:.:t
ir,17,;o'r
f
rern
.egIf any
such officer
to comply
comply with
with the
provisions of
lePeihmt
section,
shall upon
upon conviction
ffiled in
in any
sum not
not less
than
section, he
he shal
conviction be
be fined
any sum
less than
$100 nor
nor more
and such
conviction shal
shall be
be a
forfeiture
$100
more than
than $500;
$500; and
such conviction
a forfeiture
of the
by such
such person,
and the
the court
before whom
such
held by
person, and
court before
whom such
of
the office
office held
conviction
shall in
in addition
to imposition
of the
the fine
aforesaid
conviction is
is had
had shall
addition to
imposition of
fine aforesaid
order
of his
For a
failure or
order and
and adjudge
adjudge the
the forfeiture
forfeiture of
his said
said office.
office. For
a failure
or Bemovra
neglect
Act any
official
neglect of official duty
duty in
in the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this Act
any official
herein referred
herein
referred to
to may
may be
be removed
removed by court action.
•
Prosecutions.
SEC. 22. That prosecutions
prosecutions for
violitions of
the provisions
th is In poicout.
police court.
SEC.
for violations
of the
provisions of
of this
said
exceeding
fine shall
three
be months,
imprisoned
or both
in thefine
District
and imprisonment
jail or workhouse
in the
for disnot

or

Rem°TaL

Act shall
be on
on information
information filed
filed in
in the
the corporation
corporation Sye
t'
Act
shall be
the police
police court
court by
by the
counsel of
of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia or
of his
his assistants
assistants duly
duly
counsel
District of
or any
any of
se

c°rPcrati°""n*

oracatioun-
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authorized
authorized to act for him, and said corporation
corporation counsel
counsel or
or his
his assistassistants shall file such information
information upon the presentation
presentation to
to him
or his
him or
his
assistants of sworn information
information that the law
law has
has been
been violated;
violated; and
and
corporation counsel and his
such corporation
assistants shall
shall have
to
his assistants
have power
power to
administer
administer oaths to such informant
informant or informants, and such others
as
others as
present themselves, and.
and anyone making
oath to
any material
material
making aafalse
false oath
to any
fact shall be deemed guilty of perjury and subject
to the
the same
same
subject to
penalties as
now provided
provided by
law for
for such
such offense.
offense.
penalties
as
now
by
law
In Supreme Court.
When,
Commissioners of
the Di
st
ri
cto
BnySPrites,
aoert.
When, however
however,, it
it appears
appears to
to the
By
district attorney.
the Commissioners
of the
District
off
will be in the interest
Columbia that it
it Will
interest of more effective
effective enforcement
enforcement
of the provisions of this Act, they may
request the
the United
United States
States
may request
district attorney for the District of Columbia to prosecute
prosecute persons
persons
charged with offenses against the law, and when
so requested
requested by
said
when so
by said

Commissioners
attorney shall
Commissioners the said district attorney
shall proceed
proceed before
before the
the
grand jury and in the Supreme
Supreme Court of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to
prosecute such offenders in manner
manner now prescribed
by law
law for
for the
the
prescribed by
prosecution
prosecution of persons charged with violations
of the
the laws
laws against
violations of
against
crime in the District
of Columbia.
District
of
Columbia.
Invalidity of any
Invalidity
clause not to affect
SEC. 23.
if for
reason any
any section,
provision,
rSEC.
23. That
That if
clause
affect refor any
any reason
section, paragraph,
paragraph, provision,
mainder
mainderoof Act.
Act.
clause, or part of this Act shall be held unconstitutional
clause
unconstitutional or
or invalid,
invalid,
any other section, paragraph,
that fact shall not effect
effect or destroy
destroy any:
paragraph,
provision, clause, or part of
Actno
in and
itself invalid,
of the
the Act
nottin
and of
of itself
invalid, but
but
the remaining parts of
sections shall
be enforced
enforced without
without regard
to
of sections
shall be
regard to
that
that so
so invalidated.
invalidated.
Interpretation of
Interpretation of
SEC.
That in
the interpretation
Sao. 24. That
in the
interpretation of
of this
this Act
Act words
words of
the singular
of the
singular
Words.
number shall be deemed
deemed to include their
plurals, and
of the
their plurals,
and words
words of
the
masculine gender shall be deemed to include
the feminine,
feminine, as
as the
case
include the
the case
may
be.
may be.
Timeof
taking effect.
Timeoftakngefect.
SEC.
shall be
SEC. 25. That this Act shall
be in
in full
full force
force and
and effect
effect on
on and
and after
after
the first day of November, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and all
all
Inconsistent laws repncnsistent
laws re- laws and parts of laws
laws inconsistent
inconsistent herewith,
be, and
and they
hereby
herewith, be,
they are
are, hereby
pealed.
Excise
board aboiabol- repealed.
repealed. And
And that
that the
excise board
the District
Dist
ri
ctof
ofColumbia,
Columbia,
xcise board
the excise
board for
for the
ished.
vo.
37,
p.
provided
for
and
established
under
the
Act
making
appropriations
9.
Vol. 37,
997.
provided
for
and
established
under
the
Act
making
appropriations
A
Ante,
P.1906.
',p.
I06.
to provide
provide for the expenses of the government
to
government of
o the
the District
District of
of
Columbia for
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
ni
ne t
een hun d
re d
Columbia
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
hundred
and fourteen, be, and it i
isshereby, abolished
upon the
the taking
taking effect
effect ofof.
abolished upon
this
this Act.
Approved, March
March 3, 1917.
Indictments.
Indictments.

March 3, 1917.
March
l 1917.
07[S. 8307.)

8

[Public, No. 384.)
384.
(Public,

CHP. 186.-An
CHAP.
166.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
granting of patent
to certain lands
lands adjacent
adjacent
the granting
patent to
to the agricultural
agricultural experimental
station at
at Scottsbluff,
Nebraska, to
regents of
of
experimental station
Scottsbluff, Nebraska,
to the
the regents
the University of the State
Nebraska for
dry-land agricultural
experimental purpurState of
of Nebraska
for dry-land
agricultural experimental
poses.
poses.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of

braska
rniversth
of
Ne
" States
That the
the Secretary
ofthe
brask
. t i of
"eStates of
of America
America in
in Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
Lands granted
for
is hereby,
authorized to
issue patent
patent to
the regents
regents
Lands
grnted
for Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
to issue
to the
drv-land
esnerimert

_Congress

ysatdtsom

Stlitiall at Scoilabluif.

Proviso.
Revorsi
on

t 01
of the University
University-of
ofthehe
the State of Nebraska
Nebraska for dry-land
dry-land agricultural
agricultural
experiments to the east half
experiments
half of section
thirty and
and the
the west
west half
section thirty
half of
of
section twenty-nine, township twenty-four
north, range
fifty-five
twenty-four north,
range fifty-five
west; also the west hslf
half of the northeast
northeast quarter and
the west
and the
west half
half of
of
the southeast quarter, section twenty-nine,
twenty-mime, township
township twenty-four
twenty-four
north, range fifty-five
fifty-five west,
west, sixth
meridian, m
in the
the State
sixth principal
principal meridian,
State of
of

RevrmIon for
nf
non. Nebraska:
Nrebraska: Provided,
That in
the event
Provded, That
in the
event the
the lands
lands above
above described
described

user,

se.

or

cease to
be needed
needed or
for the
the purposes
above mentioned
mentioned the
the same
cease
to be
or used
used for
purposes above
same
shall revert to the
Government of
of the
States.
the Government
the United
United States.
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1917.
1917.
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167.-An Act To authorize
CHAP. 167.—An
authorize the Legislature of Alaska
Alaska to establish and
maintain schools, and for other purposes..
maintain
purposes.

March
1917.
March 3,
3,1917.
[S. 8317.)
317.

[Public,
385.1
[Public, No.
No. 385.]
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
the United
United m
by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representativesof
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Legislature
Legislature of
of schools
for civilised
civilixed
Schools for
Alaska
is hereby
hereby empowered
to establish
establish and
and maintain
schools for
for cidrenauthorized.
Alaska is
empowered to
maintain schools
children authorized'
white and colored children and children
children of mixed blood who lead a
a
civilized
civilized life in said Territory
Territory and to make
make appropriations
appropriations of TerriTerrilaws or
or parts
laws in
conflict
torial funds for
for that
that purpose;
purpose; and
and all
all laws
parts of
of laws
in conflict
with this Act are to that extent
extent repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
1917.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1917.

CHAP. 168.-An
"An Act to provide
168.—An Act To amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
provide for the disin the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North Dakota,"
Dakota,"
posal of certain lands in
approved August third, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fourteen.
fourteen.

March 3,
March
3, 1917.
R. 12i030.
[H.
E
H '
UM '
)
[Public,
386.1
[Public, No.
No. 36.]

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
United

Fort lloth
n ordian
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That section
three of
of the
the Act
Act Reservat
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section three
ResFrtBoTn N Dskl
entitled "An.
Act to
to provide
provide for
the disposal
certain lands
in the
ciassincete"of
entitled
"An Act
for the
disposal of
of certain
lands in
the coal
cIlssifcatlo
ec.,of
lands in school se! .
Fort Berthold
Berthold Indian
Dakota, approved
approved AuAu- tions,
tionls
latobe
o
db
e
i
nmade.
n
s
i
c
a
n
d?. 1see.
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, North
North Dakota,"
8
gust
third, nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
and is
is hereby,
so vo.
vo
l. 38, p.682
p. 682.
gust third,
nineteen hundred
fourteen, be,
be, and
hereby, so

unallotted
amended as
as to authorize
authorize the
the classification
classification and appraisal
appraisal of
of unallotted
lands
thirty-six, containing
containing coal
such
lands in sections
sections sixteen
sixteen and
and thirty-six,
coal and
and for
for such
reason reserved
by the
terms of
section one,
one, Act
of June
June first,
ninereason
reserved by
the terms
of section
Act of
first, nineteen
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
Large, page
page four
teen hundred
hundred and ten
ten (Thirty-sixth
at Large,
four
hundred
pending provision
provision for
disposal by
hundred and
and fifty-five),
fifty-five), pending
for their
their disposal
by ConCongress;
lands when
when so
appraised to
to be
be subject
to
gress; said
said lands
so classified
classified and
and appraised
subject to
disposal
under the
laws applicable
to other
reserved coal
disposal under
the laws
applicable to
other reserved
coal lands
lands
within said
former reservation.
reservation.
within
said former
Approved,
March 3,
Approved, March
3, 1917.
1917.

CHAP.
"An Act
authorize the estabestab169.-An Act To
To amend
amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to authorize
CHAP. 189.—An
a Bureau of War-Risk
lishment of a
War-Risk Insurance
Insurance in the Treasury Department,"
Department," approved
September
nineteen hundred
hundred and
September second,
second, nineteen
and fourteen.
fourteen.

Vol. 36, p. 455.

Vol.36P. 455.

Disposal ot
Disposal
of.

March s3, 1917.
1917.
March
(H. RIt. 200624
[H.
i]
(Public, No.
No. 3as7.
3S7.)
[Public,

Representatives of
United
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
War Risk insurance.
States
Congress assemb,
That section
of an
Act Time
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
section nine
nine of
TWiRlUripension
an Act
for suspension
still
further extended.
further
extended.
establishing
Bureau of
of War-Risk
Insurance, approved
approved September
September stll
establishing aa Bureau
War-Risk Insurance,
47114 p. 514.
second,
fourteen, as amended
e, p.'14
amended by
by. the
the Act
Act of
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and fourteen,
August
hundred and sixteen, be, and is hereby,
nineteen hundred
August eleventh, nineteen
amended
the suspension
operations of
amended so
so as
as to
to require
require the
suspension of
of the
the operations
of the
the Act
Act vo.
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 712
712.
within four years from the date said Act of September second, nineteen
hundred and
was approved.
approved.
teen hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, was
Appropriation for
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That section
section seven
seven of
Act of
September second,
SEC.
of the
the Act
of September
nine- pay2mritos"se
second, ninein
paying losses inteen
hundred
and
fourteen,
be,
and
is
hereby,
amended
to
read
as
teen hundred and fourteen, be, and is hereby, amended to read as Vol. 38, p.
p 712,
712,
amended.
follows:
follows:
"That for
for the
purpose of
of paying
paying losses
losses accruing
accruing under
under the
the provi"That
the purpose
sioias
of this
this Act
there is
out of
any money
money in
in
appropriated, out
of any
Act there
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
sions of
the Treasury
the United
United States
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
States not
not otherwise
the
Treasury of
of the
sum
of $15,000,000."
sum of
$15,000,000."
remum and
and sal
Premium
salSEC. 3.
That all
all moneys
moneys received
received from
from premiums
premiums and
and from
from salvage
vage credited
payredited for parSEC.
3. That
salvage vae
ment of losses.
shall be
the Treasury
the credit
credit of
of the
appropriation mntoflosses.
shall
be covered
covered into
into the
Treasury to
to the
the appropriation
made
of losses
and be
be available
for the
the purposes
purposes
made for
for the
the payment
payment of
losses and
available for
thereof.
thereof.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
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[H. R.
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[H.
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[Public,

Pensions
oPnsti
tions.

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 170.—An
170.-An Act
Act Making
Making appropriations
for the
the payment
payment of
of invalid
and other
other
appropriations for
invalid and
pensions
of the United States for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
pensions of
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and eighteen,
eighteen, and
and for
for other
hund
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
the United
United

of
Congress assembled,
the following
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
following sums
sums are
are
appropriated, out of any money in
appropriated,
not otherwise
in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated, for the payment
appropriated,
payment of pensions
ending
pensions for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and eighteen, and for other purposes,
namely:
poses, namely:
Invalid, etc.,
invasid,
e., penpArmy and Navy pensions
pensions, as follows: For invalids, widows,
widows, minor
minor
sions.
children, and dependent
relatives, Army nurses
children,
dependent datives,
nurses, and all
all other
other pensioners who are now borne on
or who
on the rolls, or
who may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be
placed thereon, under the provisions of
Congress,
of any and
and all
all Acts
Acts of
of Congress,
Provisos.
r ensio.
$160,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That the appropriation
$160,000,000:
appropriation aforesaid
Navy
aforesaid for
for Navy
Navy pensions.
pensions shall be paid from the
Navy pension
the income of
of the Navy
pension fund,
fund, so
so
far
as
the
same
be
suffic,ent
for
that
purpose:
Provided
further,
shall
sufficent
for
that
purpose:
Provided
further,
Accounts.
Acns.
That the amount expended under each of
of the above items
items shall be
accounted for
for separately.
separately.
accounted
Examining surgeons.
Examsininrgeo"
.
For fees and expenses of examining
examinin surgeons, pensions, for services
Fees, etc.
rendered within the
fiscal
year
and eighteen,
rendered
the
fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen,
Proviso.
the fee
fee for
for each
each examination
made
mcrease dat
Increased
if at claimclaim- $60,000:
$60,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That hereafter
hereafter the
examination
made
ant's residence.
residence.
ant's
at the claimant's
claimant's residence
by an examining
surgeon of
examining surgeon
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
Vol. 35, p. 419,
Vol.
pe
amended.
amended.
Pensions for use in aapension claim shall be $4 and in lieu of actual
Pensions
actual
traveling
traveling expenses
expenses there shall be paid 10 cents
distance
cents per mile for the
the distance
actually-traveled
traveled each way, but not exceeding
distance by
exceeding the distance
by the
the
most direct route between the surgeon's office and the claimant's
claimant's
home.
Approved, March 3,
3, 1917.
1917.
appropriaappronpra- states
States

March
1917.
March 3,
3, 1917.
[11. R. 20755.]
[- R-.2'5.l
[Public,
389.1
[Pablic, No.
No. 3s9.1

CHAP. 171.-An
a temporary
government for
CHAP.
171.—An Act To provide
provide a
temporary government
Indian
for the
the West
West Indian
Islands acquired by the United
United States from Denmark by
the convention
entered into
by the
convention entered
into
August, nineteen
between said countries
countries on the fourth day of August,
hundred and
and sixteen,
nineteen hundred
sixteen,
and ratified
and
ratified by
the Senate
of the
the United
by the
Senate of
United States
States on
on the
the seventh
seventh day
day of
of September,
September,
hundred and
and sixteen,
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
for other
purposes.
and for
other purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it enacted
Representatives of
the United
United
House off Representatives
of the
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
as hereinafter
assembled, That,
That, except
except as
hereinafter
ment
provided,
necessary to
provided, all military, civil, and judicial
judicial powers necessary
to govern
govern
rom Denmrk.
the
West Indian
Islands acquired
the West
Indian Islands
acquired from Denmark shall be vested in aa
Covemor.
Governor.
governor and
in such
such person
persons as the President may appoint,
governor
and in
person or
or persons
appoint,
and shall he
be exercised
exercised in such manner as the President shall direct
direct
until Congress
Congress shall provide
provide for the
the government
of said
government of
said islands:
islands:
Provisos.
.ssgnmentof0Armn
That the
President may
may assign
assign an
of the
Army.or
Provided, 'hat
the President
Assignment of Army Provided,
an officer
officer of
the Army
or
or Navy officer.
Navy
to serve
serve as
as such
and perform
duties appertaining
appertain mg
orcy
office rf Se
Navy to
such governor
governor and
perform the
the duties
Concurrence of Senate.
at.
And proided
to said office: And
provided further,
further, That the .governor
governor of
of the
the said
said
Pay,
etc.
Pay, etc
islands shall
shall be appointed
islands
appointed by and with the advice and consent
consent of
of the
providedfurther,
Senate: And provided
further, That the compensation of
persons
of all
all persons
Laws
et, not con- appointed
appointed under
under this
shall be
be fixed
by the
the President.
President.
this Act
Act shall
fixed by
Laws, etc., not confleting, continued in
flicting,
In
otherwise provide,
SEC. 2.
2. That until Congress shall otherwise
provide, in
far as
in so
so far
as
force.
for e.
compatible with the changed
changed sovereignty
sovereignty and not in conflict with the
provisions of this Act, the laws regulating elections
elections and the electoral
electoral
franchise as set forth in the code of
laws published
Amalienborg
of laws
published at
at Amalienborg
the sixth day of April,
April, nineteen hundred
hundred and six, and the other local
local
laws, in force and effect in said islands on the seventeenth
seventeenth day of
of
January, nineteen
seventeen, shall remain
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
remain in force and
and
effect in said islands, and the same shall be administered
administered by the
the civil
civil
officials
established in said
officials and through the local judicial tribunals established
islands, respectively;
respectively; and the orders, judgments, and decrees
decrees of said
Repeal, etc., with
Rapei
ith iudicial
the approval
approval of
judicial tribunals shall be duly enforced. With the
of the
the
approval
ofeat,
President.
President, or under such rules and regulations
regulations as the President may
may
President,
West Indian Islands.
goverds
Temporary go%
ernment
for,
for, acquired
acquired
from Denmark.

Tempnrary
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prescribe, any of said laws may be repealed,
repealed, altered,
altered, or amended by
by
proceedings.
the colonial council
Judicialproceedings.
jurisdiction of the Judicial
council having
having jurisdiction. The jurisdiction
judicial tribunals of said islands shall extend
extend to
to all
all judicial proceedproceedigs and
and controversies
controversies in
in said
said islands
islands to
ings
to which
which the
the United
States or
United States
or
Cases to circuit court
ofrceals.irtrt
a party. In all cases arising in the said of
any citizen thereof may be a
appeals.
West Indian Islands
Islands and now reviewable
reviewable by the courts of
of Denmark,
writs of
error and
and appeals
writs
of error
appeals shall
shall be
be to
the Circuit
Circuit Court
Appeals for
for
to the
Court of
of Appeals
of judg
ud me ts
o judgments,
jffect of
the Third Circuit, and, except
except as provided in sections two hundred etc.
36, p.1157.
1157.
the Vol.
vol 36,.
Judicial Code,
Code, the
and two
two hundred
and thirty-nine
thirty-nine and
and
hundred and
and forty
forty of the Judicial
judgments, orders, and
decrees of
judgments,
and decrees
of such
such court shall be
be final
final in all
such cases.
cases.
Imports from,
from subsub
Imports
SEC. 3. That on and after the passage
passage of this Act there shall be ject
SEC.
to taxes.
levied, collected, and paid
paid upon
upon all
all articles
articles coming
coming into the United
toes
States or its possessions, from
from the West Indian Islands ceded
ceded to the
United States by Denmark, the rates of duty and internal-revenue
internal-revenue
taxes
taxes which are required
required to be levied,
levied, collected, and
and paid
paid upon
upon like Proviso..
articles imported
imported from
foreign countries:
Provided, That all
all articles,
articles, Articles of native, or
from foreign
countries: Provided,
articles
United States, origin,
origin,
the
growth or product
product of,
manufactured in such islands from admttef
of, or manufactured
the growth
admitted free.
materials
materials the
the growth
product of
of such
or of
the United
growth or
or product
such islands
islands or
of the
United conditions.
Conditions.
States,
or which
which do not contain foreign
foreign materials
materials to
to the
the
States, or
or of
of both, or
value
more than twenty
centum of their total value,
upon
of more
twenty per
per centum
value, upon
value of
which no
no drawback
drawback of
of customs duties
duties has been allowed therein,
coming into
shall hereafter
hereafter be
such islands shall
coming
into the United States from such
admitted
admitted free of duty.
of
° locall
'
SEC. 4.
4. That
That until
Congress shall
otherwise provide
all laws
laws now
now ttaxContinuance
""la
lo
provide all
shall otherwise
SEC.
until Congress
laws.
imposing
Islands, including
including the cusin the said West Indian Islands,
imposing taxes in
toms laws
shall, in
in so
far as
as compatible
with the
the
compatible with
so far
and regulations,
regulations, shall,
toms
laws and
changed sovereignty
and not
otherwise herein
herein provided,
in Eept
on articles of
continue in
not otherwise
provided, continue
sovereignty and
changed
Except on articles of
States.
nited states.
effect, except
except that
that articles the growth, product, or manu- United
force and effect,
facture
admitted there
there free of duty: Proviso.
States shall
shall be admitted
of the United States
facture of
Provided,
That upon
upon exportation
sugar to
or Export duty on
Provided, That
exportation of
of sugar
to any
any foreign
foreign country,
country, or
sugar.
the shipment
shipment thereof
to the
the United States or
possessions, sugar.
or any of its possessions,
thereof to
the
there
an export duty of
and paid
paid thereon
thereon an
collected, and
be levied,
levied, collected,
shall be
there shall
$8 per
per ton
ton of
of two
two thousand
thousand pounds
pounds irrespective
irrespective of
test,
of polariscope
polariscope test,
$8
in lieu
of any
any export
law.
required by law.
now required
export tax
tax now
in
heu of
Duties, etc. ,collected
etc.,iolleud
S
EC. 5. That the duties and taxes collected in pursuance
pursuance of this to Vtol,
SEC.
be used
for insular
expenses.
Act shall
be covered
the general
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the e.-'"ps.
fund of
of the
general fund
covered into
into the
not be
Act
shall not
United States,
States, but
but shall
shall be
used and
government
for the government
and expended
expended for
be used
United
and
benefit of
of said
said islands
islands under
such rules
rules and
and regulations
the
as the
regulations as
under such
and benefit
President may
prescribe.
President
may prescribe.
for exe
Appropriation for
of taking
taking pospospensemof
said penses
SEC. 6.
6. That
That for
for the
the purpose
and occupying
occupying said
over and
taking over
of taking
purpose of
SEC.
session, etc.
islands and
and of
this Act
into effect
effect and
to meet
deficit Lsion,
etc.
meet any
any deficit
and to
Act into
of carrying
carrying this
islands
in
the revenues
revenues of
said islands
islands resulting
resulting from
from the
the provisions
provisions of
of
of the
the said
in the
this Act
Act the
sum of
$100,000 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
be paid
out
paid out
to be
appropriated, to
of $100,000
the sum
this
of
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
to
and to
not otherwise
in the
of any
any moneys
be
applied under
under the
President of the United States. Appropriation for
the direction
direction of the President
be applied
SEC. 7.
7. That
That the
sum of
of $25,800,000
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out payment
pypropLiaton,
for
to Denmark.
SEC.
the sum
$25,000,000 is
of
any moneys
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to be
be
otherwise appropriated,
moneys in
of any
paid
city of
Washington to
representative or
diplomatic representative
to the
the diplomatic
of Washington
the city
paid in
in the
other
Majesty the
the King
King of
to
duly authorized
authorized to
of Denmark
Denmark duly
agent of
of His
His Majesty
other agent
receive
said money,
in full
full consideration
consideration of
the cession
cession of
of the
Danish
the Danish
of the
money, in
receive said
Fed, p.
West
to the
convention Pot,
p.-1706.
a.
the convention
United States
States made
made by
by the
Islands to
the United
West Indian
Indian Islands
between the
the United
United States
of America
America and
and His
the King
of
His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
States of
between
Denmark entered
entered into
August fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
fourth, nineteen
Denmark
into August
and
ratified by
the Senate
of the
United States
on the
the seventh
seventh day
day
the United
States on
by the
Senate of
and ratified
of September,
September, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen.
sixteen.
of
In effect upon payment of con-seraon.
SEC. 8.
consideration.
exception of section seven, shall be ment
8. That
That this
this Act, with the exception
SEC.
in
force and
the paypayupon the
immediately upon
operative immediately
become operative
and become
and effect
effect and
in force
ment
by the
the United
United States
States of
of said
said sum
sum of
$25,000,000. The
fact
The fact
of $25,000,000.
ment by
and date
date of
thereupon be
be made
made public
by aa
public by
shall thereupon
payment shall
such payment
of such
and
proclamation
issued by
the President
published in
the said
said
in the
and published
President and
by the
proclamation issued
e
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immediimmedi " Danish
West Indian
Indian Islands and
and in the United
United States.
States.

ty.

March
3, 1917.
March 3,1917.
[H. I.
Res. 334.]
334.1
[H.
J. Res.
[Pub. Res.,
53.]
[Pub.
Res., No. 53.1

World's Purity
World's
Purity FedFederation.
eration.
Delegates to congress
of, authorized.
authorized.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No
No appropriation.
appropriation.

March 3, 1917.
[B.
J. Res.
335.1
[i. J.
Res. 3351

[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 54.]
54.]

Section
Section
seven
shall become
and the
the appropriation
appropriation
seven shall
become immediately
immediately effective
effective and
thereby provided
be immediately
available.
thereby
provided for
for shall
shall be
immediately available.
Approved,
3, 1917.
Approved, March
March 3,

CHAP. 172.-Joint
Resolution Authorizing
172.—Joint Resolution
Authorizing the
the President to appoint delegates
delegates to
attend the Tenth International Congress
Congress of the
the World's
World's Purity Federation, to be held
in
Louisville, State of Kentucky,
Kentucky, November
eighth to fourteenth,
ninein the city of Louisville,
November eighth
fourteenth, nineteen
teen hundred and
and seventeen.
seventeen.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
United
Resolved by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the President
the
States
of America
assembled, That
President of
of the
United States
States be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized to
appoint delegates
delegates
United
be, and
hereby, authorized
to appoint
to
and represent
United States
States at
at the
the Tenth
to attend
attend and
represent the
the United
Tenth International
International
Congress
the World's
to be
be held
city of
Congress of
of the
World's Purity
Purity Federation,
Federation, to
held in
in the
the city
of
Louisville,
of Kentucky,
Kentucky, November
to fourteenth,
Louisville, State
State of
November eighth
eighth to
fourteenth,
nineteen
and seventeen:
seventeen: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no appropriation
appropriation
nineteen hundred
hundred and
shall
at any
time for
for expenses
expenses of
of delegates
delegates or
or for
for other
other
shall be
be granted
granted at
any time
expenses
connection with
with said
said congress.
expenses incurred
incurred in
in connection
congress.
Approved,
3, 1917.
Approved, March
March 3,
1917.

CHAP. 173.-Joint
173.—Joint Resolution
Resolution For the
the appointment
appointment of four members of the Board
CHAP.
Board
Disabled Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers.
Soldiers.
of Managers
Managers of the National
National Home for Disabled

Resolved
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
Senate and
House of
States
America in
W. West,
West, of
of Maine;
John W.
Maine;
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That John
States of
ofAmerica
of New
New York;
H. H.
Markham of
of California;
California;
H. Markham,
York; H.
Wadsworth, of
W. Wadsworth,
James W.
Aointment of or James
members
and George
George Black,
Kansas, be,
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, appointed
appointed
members of Board of and
Black, of
of Kansas,
be, and
M
Manners.
anagers.
members
members of the Board of Managers
Managers of the National Home for Disabled
Disabled
States to
succeed Frederick
Frederick J.
Close,
Volunteer Soldiers of the United States,
to succeed
J. Close
of Kansas; James W. Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, of New
New York; H. H.
Markham of
of
H. Markham,
California;
California; and Thomas S. Bridgham
Bridgham, of Maine
Maine, whose
whose terms of
of office
office
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen.
expired April twenty-first,
twenty-first, nineteen
Approved, March 3, 1917.
Approved,
National Home for
olntmeer
Volunteer
Soldiers.

Disabled

March 4,
4, 1917.
1917.
[11. R.
R. 19359.]
[H.
1'i9.1
[Public, No.
No. 390.]
390.1

Agricultl DepartDepartAgricultural

mntappropriations.
ment appropriations.

CHAP.
appropriations for
Department of
CHAP. 179.-An
179.—An Act Making
Making appropriations
for the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for
the fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen
the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
by the
the Senate

States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the following
following SHITIS
be,
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
sums be,
and they
they are hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
Treasury
out of any money
money in the Treasury
of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
compensaappropriated, in full compensation for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and
and
eighteen,
eighteen, for the purposes
purposes and objects
objects hereinafter
hereinafter expressed,
expressed, namely:
namely:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY.
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY.
Pay of Secretary,
Secretary,
Assistant,
Ahsaitant, Sollcitor.eic.
Sollcitor.etc.

SALARIES,
OF THE
SECRETARY
SALARIES, OFFICE
Or riCE OF
THE S
ECRETARY OF
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE: Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture, $5,000;
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $12,000;
$12,000; Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,
$5,000;
solicitor
$5,000; chief
chief clerk,
clerk, $3,000,
$3,000, and
$500 additi
onal a
cus t
odian
solicitor,, $5,000;
and $500
additional
ass custodian
secretary to the Secretary
of buildings; private
private secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $2,500;
$2,500;
executive clerk, $2,250; executive
executive clerk,
clerk, $2,100; stenographer
stenographer and
and
executive
Agriculture, $2,250; private secexecutive clerk to the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
retary
Secretary of Agriculture,
retary to the Assistant
Alksistant Secretary
Agriculture, $2,250; one appointappointassistant in charge
charge of information,
ment clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one awistant
information, $3,000; one
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officer in charge of supplies,
supplies, $2,000; one assistant,
in. lInspectors,
It:pectors, law
assistant, $2,000; one inone insp
ector, $2,250;
$2,250 ; one law
l
aw clerk,
cl
erk,$3,250;
$3 ,250 ; two
t
wo lawer,
law cer etc.
spector, $2,750;
$2,750; one
inspector,
e.
clerks, at $3,000
$2,750; four
$3 000 each; one law clerk, $2,750;
four law clerks,
clerks, at $2,500
each;
each; eight law clerks, at $2,250 each; one law clerk,
clerk, $2,200; five law
clerks,
clerks, at $2,000 each; three
three law clerks,
clerks, at $1,800
$1,800 each;
four law
law
each; four
clerks,
clerks, at $1,600 each;
each; one expert
expert on exhibits, $3,000;
$3,000; one
one telegraph
telegraph
m se
and telephone
etce
e nger
telephone operator, $1,600; one assistant chief
chief clerk
clerk and captain et
g,lerks' messen
g
ers'
of the watch, $1,800;
clerks, class three;
$1,800; four clerks, class four; twelve
twelve clerks,
three;
twenty clerks,
clerks, class
clerks, class one;
one; one
one auditor,
auditor,
twenty
class two; twenty-two
twenty-two clerks,
accountant and bookkeeper,
$2,000; one accountant
bookkeeper, $2,000; one clerk,
clerk, $1,440;
$1,440;
one clerk, $1,020; seven clerks,
twelve clerks,
$900
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; twelve
clerks at $900
each; one clerk, $840; one clerk, $720;
messengers or laborers,
laborers,
$720; fifteen
fifteen messengers
at $840
40 each; twelve assistant messengers,
messengers, laborers, or messenger
messenger boys, mechanics,
echanics ,
eta
etc
at $720 each; one messenger
messenger or laborer, $660; one mechanical
mechanical supersuperintendent, $2,500; one engineer,
engineer, $1,400;
$1,400; one electrical
electrical engineer
engineer and
draftsman, $1,200; one assistant engineer, $1,200;
draftsman,
$1,200; two assistant
assistant engineers, at $1,000
$1,000 each; eight firemen,
firemen, at $720 each; thirteen
thirteen elevator
elevator
conductors, at $720 each; three elevator
elevator conductors, at $600 each;
one superintendent
superintendent of shops, $1,400;
foreman, $1,200;
$1,200;
$1,400; one cabinet shop
shop foreman,
four cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
carpenters, at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; three cabinetmakers
cabinetmakers
or carpenters, at $1,100
$1,100 each; nine cabinetmakers
carpenters, at
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
$1,020 each; three cabinetmakers
each; one
one
cabinetmakers or carpenters,
carpenters, at $900 each;
electrician,
$1,100; one electrical
electrician, $1,100;
electrical wireman,
wireman, $1,100;
$1,100; one electrical
electrical
wireman,
$900; three
three electrician's
wireman, $1,000; one
one electrical wireman,
wireman, $900;
electrician's
helpers, at $720 each; one painter, $1,020; one painter, $1,000;
$1,000; five
painters, at $900 each;
each;
each; five
five plumbers
plumbers or steam fitters, at $1,020
$1,020 each;
one plumber's helper, $840;
$840; two plumber's
plumber's helpers,
$720 each;
each; one
one
helpers, at $720
blacksmith,
$900; one
one elevator
elevator machinist,
machinist, $900;
$900; one
one tinner's
helper,
blacksmith, $900;
tinner's helper,
$720;
the watch,
of the
et Wcatchman, laborers,
labore'
the et
s
watch, $1,000;
$1,000; two
two lieutenants
lieutenants of
$720; one
one lieutenant
lieutenant of
of the
watch, at $960 each; fifty watchmen,
watchmen, at $720 each; four mechanics,
mechanics,
at
$1,200 each;
skilled laborers,
at $1,200
each; one
one skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,000; two
two skilled
laborers, at
at
each; two skilled laborers, at $840 each; one skilled laborer,
$960 each;
$720; one
one janitor,
janitor, $900;
$900; twenty-two
messengers, messenger
messenger
$720;
twenty-two assistant
assistant messengers,
laborers, at
carriage driver, $600; twenty-one
twenty-one
boys, or
or laborers,
at $600
$600 each;
each; one carriage
laborers
$480 each;
each; one
at $480
one messenger
messenger or messenger
messenger
laborers or
or messenger
messenger boys, at
boy,
$360; one
charwomen, at
at $480
$480 each;
each;
$540; three
three charwomen,
one charwoman,
charwoman, $540;
boy, $360;
fifteen
$240 each;
each; for
for extra
labor and
emergency ememat $240
extra labor
and emergency
fifteen charwomen,
charwomen, at
ployments,
$12,000; in
in all,
all, $412,010.
$412,010.
ployments, $12,000;
Farm
Farm Managment
Management

SALARIES, OFFICE
OF FARM
FARM MANAGEMENT:
One chief
chief of
of office,
Office.
MANAGEMENT: One
office, ofce.
SALARES,
OFFICE OF
s1
$4,000;
one assistant
the chief,
$2,520; one
assistant, W
lone executive
executive assistant,
to the
chief, $2,520;
$4,000; one
assistant to
$2,250;
one clerk,
class 4;
4; two
two clerks,
clerks, class
three clerks,
clerks, class
class 2;
2;
class 3;
3; three
$2,250; one
clerk, class
each; one clerk, $1,080;
$1,080;
$1,100 each;
six clerks, class 1; two clerks, at $1,100
$1,020; nine clerks,
clerks, at
$1,000 each; twelve
twelve
at $1,000
one clerk
clerk or
or photographer,
photographer, $1,020;
clerks, at
at $900
$900 each;
each; four
clerks or
or map
at $840
$840 each;
each; three
three
four clerks
map tracers,
tracers, at
clerks,
each; one lantern-slide
lantern-slide colorist, $720;
$720;
map tracers, at $720 each;
clerks or map
one messenger
one messenger,
messenger, messenger
or
messenger boy,
boy, or
or laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; one
one
messenger or
laborer, $660;
$660; three
messenger boys, or laborers,
laborers, at
at $480
three messengers,
messengers, messenger
laborer,
each; one laborer,
laborer, $360;
library
$360; four
four charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $240
$240 each; one library
each;
assistant,
$1,440; one
one photographer,
photographer, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one cartographer,
cartographer,
assistant, $1,440;
$1,500; one
one draftsman,
$1,440; one
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; two
two draftsdraftsone draftsman,
draftsman, $1,440;
$1,500;
men,
each; in
General
expenses.
men, at
at $900 each;
in all,
all, $68,430.
$68,430.
Genal e.penses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
FARM MANAGEMENT:
M ANAGEMENT: For
the ememFor the
OF FABM
GENERAL
ployment of
persons in
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, furnifurniof Washington
of persons
in the
the city
ployment
supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
rent outside
of the
the District
District of
of
expenses, rent
outside
of
ture, supplies,
i
Columbia,
other expensPs
n carrying
the work
Columbia, and
and all
all other
expenses necessary
necessary in
carrying out
out the
work
herein authorized,
Farm m.ngement
management
herein
authorized, as
as follows:
follows:
Fam
To investigate
investigate and
and encourage
encourage the
methods and
Practinc
andpractf
adoption of
of improved
improved methods
the adoption
To
of farm
and farm
farm practice,
practice, $237,380.
$237,380.
of
farm mxnagement
management and
Total for
for Office
Agriculture, $717,820.
$717,820.
Office of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Total
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WEATHER BUREAU.
BUREAU.
WEATHER

QALARIES, WEATHER
WEA'rHER BUREAU:
One chief
chief of
of bureau,
$5,000; one
SALARIES,
BUREAU: One
bureau, $5,000;
one
assistant chief of bureau, $3,250; one chief
chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; one
one chief
chief
of division of stations and accounts,
chief of
of printing
accounts, $2,750; one
one chief
printing
division, $2,500; three chiefs
chiefs of division, at $2,000 each;
eight clerks,
each; eight
clerks,
class four; eleven
eleven clerks, class
twenty-three clerks,
class two;
class three;
three; twenty-three
clerks, class
two;
thirty-one clerks, class one; twenty-two
twenty-two clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
each; ten
$1,000 each;
ten
clerks, at
at $900
$900 each;
one foreman
foreman of
printing, $1,600;
$1,600; one
lithogPrinters, mechanics,
echanics, clerks,
each; one
of printing,
one lithogetc.Printers,
ete.
rapher, $1,500;
$1,500; three lithographers,
at $1,200
each; one
one pressman,
lithographers, at
$1,200 each;
pressman,
$1,200;
$1,200; one printer or compositor, $1,440;
$1,440; five printers
printers or
or composicompositors, at $1,350
$1,350 each; fourteen printers
tors
printers or
compositors, at
at $1,300
$1,300
or compositors,
each; one printer or compositor, $1,200;
or compositors,
compositors,
$1,200; six printers or
at $1,080
printers or
or compositors,
compositors, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
four
$1,080 each; five
five printers
each; four
folders and feeders, at $720 each; one chief instrument
instrument maker,
maker, $1,440;
$1,440;
three instrument
instrument makers, at $1,300
$1,300 each; three skilled
mechanics, at
at
skilled mechanics,
$1,200 each; five skilled mechanics,
$1,200
mechanics, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; one
one skilled
skilled
mechanic,
mechanic, $840; one skilled mechanic
$720; six
skilled artisans,
artisans at
at
mechanic, $720;
six skilled
$1,300; one
fireman and
and steam
steam fitter,
fitter, $840;
$840;
$840 each; one
one engineer,
engineer, $1,300;
one fireman
four firemen,
firemen, at $720
$720 each;
each; one captain
captain of
watch, $1,000;
$1,000; one
one
of the watch,
electrician,
electrician, $1,200; one gardener,
gardener, $1,000;
repairmen, at
at $840
$840
$1,000; four
four repairmen,
each; six repairmen, at $720
$720 each; four watchmen,
watchmen, at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
Messegersetc
eighteen messengers,
Meeserngers,
eta.
messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
boys, or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $720
$720 each;
each; six
six
messengers, messenger boys, or laborers, at $660
each; thirty-one
thirty-one
$660 each;
messengers, messenger boys, or laborers,
laborers, at
sixty-four
at $600
$600 each;
each; sixty-four
messengers, messenger
messenger boys
$480 each;
each; five
messenboys,' or
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $480
five messenmessenger boys, or laborers,
gers, messenger
at $450
each; four
four messengers,
laborers, at
$450 each;
messengers,
messenger boys, or laborers,
messenger
laborers, at $3B0
$3'60 each;
each; thirty-seven
thirty-seven messenger
messenger
charwoman, $360; three charwomen, at
boys, at $360 each; one charwoman,
at
in all,
all, $327,900.
$240 each;
each; in
$327,900.
General
General expenses.
expense
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, WEATHER
WEATHER BUREAU:
BUREAU: For
For carrying
carrying into
effect
into effect
Classification of objects.
jects.
in the District of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
the United
United States,
States, in
and elsewhere
elsewhere in
in
the West Indies, in the Panama
Panama Canal, the Caribbean
Caribbean Sea,
Sea, and
and on
on
adjacent coasts, in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands 'in
in Bermuda
Alaska,
Bermuda, and
and in
in Alaska,
Vol.
p. 653.
Vol. 26,
26, p.
.
of an Act approved
the provisions of
October first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
approved October
and ninety, so far as they relate to the weather
transferred
weather service
service transferred
Department of Agriculture, for the employment
thereby to the Department
employment of
of
professors of meteorology, district forecasters,
forecasters, local forecasters,
forecasters, memeteorologists, section
section directors,
directors, observers, apprentices,
apprentices, operators,
operat
ors ,
sldlled
skilled
mechanics, instrument
instrument makers, foremen,
foremen, assistant foremen,
foremen, proof
proof
readers, compositors,
compositors, pressmen, lithographers,
folders and
lithographers, folders
and feeders,
feeders,
repairmen,
messengers, messenger
repairmen, station agents, messengers,
messenger boys, laborers,
laborers,
special observers,
observers displaymen, and other
other necessary
necessary employees;
employees; for
for fuel,
fuel,
gas, electricity, freight
freight and express charges,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, ice,
ice,
charges, furniture,
dry goods, twine, mats, oil,paints,
oil, paints, glass,
hardware, and
and washglass, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
washing towels; for advertiing;
advertising; for purchase, subsistence
subsistence and care of horses
and vehicles, the purchase and repair of harness, for official purposes
purposes
only; for instruments, shelters, apparatus, storm-warning
stoma-warning towers
towers and
and
repairs thereto; for rent of offices; for repairs
repairs and
improvements to
to
and improvements
existing buildings
buildings and care
including
care and
andservation
are preservation of
of grounds,
grounds, including
the construction of necessary
necessary outbuildings
and sidewalks
sidewalks on
on public
outbuildings and
public
streets abutting
abutting Weather Bureau
streets
Bureau grounds; and
and the erection
erection of temporary
buildings for
for living
iving quarters of observers; for official travelporary buildings
expenses; for telephone rentals and
ing expenses;
and for
for telegraphing,
telephoning,
telegraphing, telephoning,
and cabling reports
reports and messages, rates
to be
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
rates to
fixed by
of Agriculture
Agriculture by .agreements
agreements with the
companies performing
performing the
the companies
the
service; for
the maintenance
and repair
repair of
of Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau telegraph,
telegraph,
service;
for the
maintenance and
telephone, and cable lines;
lines and
for every
every other
other expenditure
expenditure required
required
and for
for
equipment, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
meteorological
for the
the establishment,
establishment, equipment,
of meteorological
offices
and stations
issuing of
of weather
forecasts and
and warnwarnoffices and
stations and
and for
for the
the issuing
weather forecasts
ings of storms, cold waves,
waves, frosts, and heavy snows,
gauging and
and
snows, the gauging
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measuring of the flow of rivers and the issuing
issuing of river forecasts
forecasts and
warnings; for observations
Cooperation
observations and reports
and for
for tcoorsaten
with
reports relating to crops and
with
ot
us, etc.wi
necessary observations
uetc
other necessary
observations and reports, including
including cooperation with
other bureaus of the Government and societies
societies and institutions of
meteorological information, as
learning for the dissemination
dissemination of meteorological
as
follows:
follows:
For necessary
necessary expenses in
Washington incident
in the city of Washington
incident to col- Expense in WashIngres in
lecting and disseminating
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological, climatological,
climatological, and marine
investigations in meteorology,
information, and for investigations
meteorology, climatology,
climatology,
seismology, evaporation, and aerology,
aerology, $109,250;
$109,250;
oice.
For the maintenance
maintenance of aaprinting
printing office in the city of Washington
Washington Printing office.
for the printing
weather maps, bulletins, circulars, forms, and
printing of weather
additional employees, when
when
other publications, including
including the
the pay of additional
Pr
necessary, $12,800:
onwo
$12,800: Provided,
Provided, That no printing
printing shall be done by the Proviso.
Limitation on work.
Weather
Weather Bureau, that in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary of Agricul.Agricul- Ltatonwo
ture, can be done at the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office without
without impairing
pairing the service of said bureau;
Expenses outside
outside of
of
For
the city
incident Exjenss
For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses outside
outside of
of the
city of
of Washington
Washington incident
Washington.
to collecting
collecting and disseminating
disseminating meteorological,
climatological, and
meteorological, climatological,
on.
and
marine information,
information, and for investigations
investigations in meteorology,
meteorology, climatology, seismology,
evaporation and
including
ogy,
seismology, evaporation,
and aerology,
aerology, $1,301,190,
$1,301,190, including
not
to exceed
exceed $662,500
for salaries,
$130,040 for
for special
observations
not to
$662,500 for
salaries, $130,040
special observations
and reports,
reports, and
and $294,750
for telegraphing
telegraphing and
and
$294,750 for
and telephoning;
telephoning;
Traveling expenses.
Grveeing expnse. .
For official
expenses, $25,500;
For
official traveling
traveling expenses,
Greenville, S. C.,
equipment, and maintenance
maintenance of a
For the establishment,
establishment, equipment
a Weather
Weather station.i
station.
Bureau station at Greenville,
Greenville, South Carolina,
Carolina, $6,500,
$6,500, or
or so much
much
thereof as may be necessary;
necessary;
In all, for general
general expenses,
expenses, $1,455,240.
$1,455,240.
In
Weather Bureau, $1,783,140.
$1,783,140.
Total for Weather
BUREAU OF
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.
BUREAU
S
ALARIES ; BUREAU
OF ANIMAL
INDUSTRY: One
chief of
of bureau,
bureau,
One chief
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,

$5,000;
$5,000; one chief clerk, $2,500;
$2,500; one editor and compiler,
compiler, $2,250;
$2,250; r
executive assistant,
each;
one executive
assistant, $2,500; two executive clerks,
clerks, at
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
six
clerks, class
fourteen clerks,
six clerks,
class four;
four; one
one clerk, $1,680;
$1,680; fourteen
clerks, class
class three;
three;
one assistant
$1,600; two
one
assistant in
in live-stock
live-stock investigations,
investigations, $1,600;
two clerks,
clerks, at
at
$1,500 each;
each; twenty-four
two; two clerks, at
at $1,380
$1,500
twenty-four clerks,
clerks, class two;
$1,320 each; one clerk, $1,300; one clerk,
each; three clerks, at $1,320
$1,260; fifty-one
class one;
$1,100; one
clerk,
one clerk,
one; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,100;
$1,260;
fifty-one clerks,
clerks, class
$1,080;
fifty-nine clerks,
clerks, at $1,000
two clerks,
clerks, at $960
$960 each;
each;
$1,000 each;
each; two
$1,080; fifty-nine
one hundred
hundred and five clerks, at $900 each; one architect,
architect, $2,000;
$2,000;
one
laboratory aid,
$1,200; one laboratory
laboratory
aid, $1,200;
$1,400; one
one laboratory
one illustrator, $1,400;
helper, $1,200;
two laboratory
laboratory helpers,
$1,020 each;
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory
helpers, at
at $1,020
helper,
$1,200; two
helper, $1,000;
one laboratory
$960; two
helpers,
two laboratory
laboratory helpers,
helper,
$1,000; one
laboratory helper,
helper, $960;
at
one laboratory
laboratory helper,
two laboratory
laboratory helpers,
helpers,
helper, $720;
$720; two
$840 each;
each; one
at $840
at
$600 each;
each; one
laboratory helper,
maker,
instrument maker,
helper, $480;
$480; one
one instrument
one laboratory
at $600
$1,200; one
one carpenter,
carpenter, $1,140;
$1,000 each;
two
$1,140; two
two carpenters,
carpenters, at
at $1,000
each; two
$1,200;
messengers and
custodians, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
one quarantine
assisteach; one
quarantine assistmessengers
and custodians,
ant, $900;
$900; one
$1,000; nine
laborers, at
at $900
$900
nine skilled
skilled laborers,
one skilled
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,000;
ant,
each; one
painter, $900;
one laborer,
laborer, $900;
$900; nine
nine messengers,
skilled
messengers, skilled
one painter,
$900; one
each;
laborers,
or laborers,
at $840
three laborers,
laborers, at
at $780
$780 each;
$840 each;
each; three
each;
laborers, or
laborers, at
nineteen
messengers, skilled
skilled laborers,
laborers, or
or laborers,
at $720
laborers, at
$720 each;
each; four
four
nineteen messengers,
laborers,
at $660
laborers, at
$600 eaoh;
eaoh; twentytwentylaborers, at
$660 each;
each; twenty-two
twenty-two laborers,
at $600
six laborers,
laborers, at
at $540
$540 each;
thirty laborers,
$480 each;
laborers,
laborers, at
at $480
each; two
two laborers,
six
each; thirty
at
three mesmes$240; one
one messenger boy, $660;
$660; three
at $300
$300 each;
each; one
one laborer, $240;
senger boys,
nine messenger
at $480
eight
eaoh; eight
messenger boys,
boys, at
$480 eaoh;
boys, at
at $600
$600 each;
each; nine
senger
messenger boys,
boys, at
$360 each;
one watchman,
$720; one
one charwoman,
charwoman,
watchman, $720;
at $360
each; one
messenger
$600; one
charwoman, $540;
$540; thirteen
$480 each;
each;
thirteen charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $480
$600;
one charwoman,
five charwomen,
charwomen, at
two charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $300
each; seven
seven
$300 eaoh;
five
at $360
$360 each;
each; two
charwomen,
at $240
in all,
$440,370.
each; in
all, $440,370.
$240 each;
charwomen, at
91890°—VOL
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GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
GENERAL
OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
INDUSTRY: For carrying
carrying
out the
provisions of
of the
Act approved
May twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen
out
the provisions
the Act
approved May
hundred
eighty-four, establishing
establishing aaBureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry,
hundred and
and eighty-four,

approved March
March third,
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act approved
hundred
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, providing
providing for
transport and
and humane
humane treattreatand
for the
the safe
safe transport
cattle from
from the
the United
States to
to foreign
foreign countries,
ment of
of export
export cattle
United States
countries,
and for other purposes;
purposes; the Act approved
approved August thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and
and ninety,
providing for
for the
the importation
animals into
into
of animals
importation of
ninety, providing
hundred
the United States, and for other _purposes;
purposes; and the provisions of the
the
hundred and
and two,
two, extending
extending the
the inspecinspecAct of May ninth,
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred

tion
meats to
process butter,
butter, and
providing for
for the
the inspection
inspection of
of
tion of
of meats
to process
and providing

factories,
packages,
factories, marking of pack
sges, and so forth; and the provisions of
of
the
approved February
February- second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
three, to
to
the Act approved
second, nineteen
and three,
enable the
Agriculture to
to more
effectually suppress
suppress and
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
more effectually

prevent
contagious and
diseases oflive
of live stock,
prevent the
the spread
spread of
of contagious
and infectious
infectious diseases
stock,
land
and for other purposes
purposes; and also the
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved
the provisions
provisions of
Cattle
attle quarantine.
quarantine.
March third, nineteen hundred
hundred and five, to enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture
establish and
maintain quarantine
quarantine districts,
districts, to
to permit
permit
Agriculture to
to establish
and maintain
and regulate
the movement
movement of
of cattle
cattle and
and other
other live
live stock
therefrom,
stock therefrom,
and
regulate the
o. 34,
34. p. 6.
Vol.
607.
Twenty-eight
Twenty
ight hour and for other purposes;
purposes; and
for carrying
out the
provisions of
of the
the
and for
carrying out
the provisions
law.
law.
Act of June twenty-ninth,
nineteen hundred and six, entitled:
entitled:
twenty-ninth, nineteen
"An Act
prevent cruelty
animals while
in transit
transit by
by railroad
or
"An
Act to
to prevent
cruelty to
to animals
while in
railroad or
Vol. 37, p. 832.
other means
means of
of transportation;"
transportation;" and
and for
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions
aiviruses,
russ, et.
Animal
etc. other
of the Act approved March fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen,
regulating the
barter, exchange,
shipment of
of
regulating
the preparation,
preparation, sale,
sale, barter,
exchange, or shipment
products manufactured
in the
any virus,
virus, serum, toxin,
toxin, or analogous
analogous products
manufactured in
the
the importation
importation of
products intended
intended for
for
United States,
States, and
and the
of such
such products
Collecting informatione
inom use in
in the
the treatment
treatment of
tion, etc.
of domestic
domestic animals;
animals; ana
and to
to enable
enable the
the SecreSecretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to collect and disseminate
disseminate information
information concerning
concerning
stock, dairy, and other animal
products;
to
prepare and disdislive
animal
products:
to
prepare
Employees.
Employes.
industry; to
to employ
seminate reports on animal industry;
employ and
and pay
pay from
from the
the
appropriation
Washington
appropriation herein made as many persons in the city of Washington
'
' or
to purchase
purchase in
in the
open
etcue
us
,
or elsewhere
elsewhere as
as he
he may
may deem
deem necessary;
necessary; to
the open
etc..
market samples of all tuberculin,
tuberculin, serums,
serums antitoxins,
antitoxins, or analogous
analogous
products, of
foreign or
or domestic
domestic manufacture,
which are
are sold
sold in
in the
the
of foreign
manufacture, which
United States, for the detection, prevention,
prevention, treatment,
treatment, or cure of
of domestic
domestic animals,
test the
the same,
same, and
and to
destrc- diseases
urchase, destrucdiseases of
animals, to
to test
to disseminate
disseminate
Purchase,
tion, etc., of diseased the
results of
manner as
as he
he may
may deem
deem best;
best; to
to
the results
of said
said tests
tests in
in such
such manner
animals,
purchase
animals,
purchase and destroy diseased
diseased or exposed animals
animals or quarantine
quarantine the
the
whenever in
prevent the
the spread
spread of
same whenever
in his
his judgment
judgment essential to
to prevent
of
pleuropneumonia,
pleuropneumonia, tuberculosis,
tuberculosis, or other diseases of animals from
from
another, as
follows:
one State to another,
as follows:
Inspection and qu
quarr
anItneo'rt"
For inspection
inspection and
and quarantine
work, including
all necessary
necessary
For
antine
work. and '
quarantine work,
including all
expenses
expenses for the eradication
eradication of scabies
scabies in sheep and cattle, the
inspection
inspection of southern cattle, the supervision
supervision of the transportation
transportation
of live stock and the inspection
inspection of vessels,
vessels, the execution
execution of
of the
the
twenty-eight-hour
twenty-eight-hour law, the inspection
inspection and quarantine
imported
quarantine of imported
animals, including the establishment
establishment and maitenance
maintenance of quarantine
quarantine
stations and repairs, alterations,
alterations, improvements,
improvements, or additions
additions to
buildings
buildings thereon; the inspection
inspection work relative
relative to
existence of
to the
the existence
of
contagious
contagious diseases, and the tuberculin
mallein testing of animals,
animals,
tuberculin and mallein
$628,280;
$628,280;
Southern cattle ticks.
expenses for the eradication
eradication of southern
Southerncattleonti.
For all necessary
necessary expenses
southern cattle
Demonstration work,
eradication,
eradieation, etc.
etc.
ticks, $631,560, of which sum $50,000 may be used for live stock and
dairy demonstration
demonstration work, in cooperation
cooperation with
with the States Relations
Relations
Service, in areas freed
freed of ticks, and
and of
of this
this amount
amount no
no part
shall be
part
shall
be
Proviso.
in the
the purchase
animals: Provided,
Provided, however,
no part
part of
of
mitation on purpu used
used in
purchase of
of animals:
however, That
That no
Limitation
chase of materials,
materials, etc. this appropriation
chase
appropriation shall be
be used in the purchase of materials
materials for or in
the construction of dipping
dipping vats uponland
upon land not owned
owned solely by the
expositions where the Department
United States, except
except at fairs
fairs or expositions
Department
of Agriculture makes exhibits
demonstrations; nor shall any part
exhibits or demonstrations;
Vol. 33, p. 1264.
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of this appropriation
appropriation be used in the purchase
purchase of materials or
or mixtures
mixtures
for use in
m dipping
experimental or demonstration
clipping vats except
except in experimental
demonstration
work carried on by the officials or agents of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal
Industry;
Industry;
For
al necessary
experiments in Dairr
Diry indligtrY•
indutry.
For all
necessary expenses for investigations
investigations and experiments
dairy industry, cooperative
cooperative investigations
investigations of the dairy industry
in
industry in
the various States, inspection of renovated-butter
renovated-butter factories
and
factories and
markets, $378,930;
$378,930;
For
expenses for investigations and experiments
in Amalhusbandry.
For all
all necessary expenses
experiments in
tninia
e
hus?,),andrY.
animal husbandry;
experiments in animal feeding and breeding,
animal
husbandry; for experiments
breeding, etc.,epntxyd'
etc..exierimesiii— '
including cooperation
cooperation with
with. the State agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
including
including repairs and additions
additions to and erection
erection of buildings
buildings absolutely
absolutely
necessary
experiments, including the
necessary to carry
carry on the experiments,
employment of
the employment
of
labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
rent outside
the
elsewhere, rent
outside of
of the
District of Columbia, and all other
other necessary
necessary expenses, $277,580:
$277,580:
Provided, That of the sum thus appropriated
appropriated $22,840 may be used nor
-"for
military
Provided,
Pli
es
"s'for military
for experiments in
breeding and
of horses
mill- Purix'ses•
in the breeding
and maintenance
maintenance of
horses for
for miliurpoaps.
tary purposes, and $15,000
$15,000 for the purchase
of lands
purchase of
lands in
in the
the vicinizt
vicinity
1 Farm.
Morgan Horse
of the Morgan Horse Farm near Middlebury,
Middlebtu-y, Vermont: Provided
Provided MpHorseF
m.
further,
further, That of the sum thus appropriated
be used
used for
appropriated $45,380
$45,380 may
may be
for Pc"iltrYPo ltry*
experiments
further, That sti
experiments in poultry feeding and breeding: Provided
Provided further,
tro:',' IdattP.er".tt
stsiPda.o."P
of the sum thus appropriated
appropriated $12,280
$12,280 may be used
used for
for the
the equipment
equipment
of the United States
experiment station
Fremont County,
County,
States sheep
sheep experiment
station in
in Fremont
Idaho, including repairs and additions to
the erection
erection of
necesto and
and the
of necessary buildings to furnish facilities for
for the
the investigation
investigation of
of problems
problems
pertaining
pertaining to the sheep and wool industry on
the farms
of
on the
farms and
and ranges
ranges of
the
Western States;
States;
the Western
For all necessary
scientific investigations
investigations in
Animal diseases.
necessary expenses for
for scientific
in diseases
diseases of
of Animldaaa
animals, including the maintenance
of the
the bureau
bureau
maintenance and
and improvement
improvement of
experiment
experiment station
station at Bethesda,
Bethesda, Maryland,
Maryland, and
and the
the necessary
necessary .alteraalterations of buildings
buildings thereon, and the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
investifor investigations of tuberculin, serums, antitoxins,
analogous products,
antitoxins, and
and analogous
products,
$134,600: Provided,
Provided, That
$134,600:
$50,000 may
for ot
o
rev
nui
a
mia a'borti
abortion
That of
of said
said sum
sum $50,000
may be
be used
used for
ius
researches concerning
concerning the cause, modes
of oanim=s.
of animalsmodes of
of spread,
spread, and
and methods
methods of
treatment
treatment and prevention of the disease of contagious abortion
abortion of
of
animals;
animals;
For construction of buildings at bureau experiment
experiment station
station at
at aExperiment stadio
Bethesda Maryland,
Bethesda,,
Maryland, and
and bureau
Beltsville, d fm b
bureau experiment
experiment farm
farm at
at Beltsville,
Maryland, $23,600;
Maryland,
$23,600;
investigating the
disease of
hog cholera,
and
for its
its control
ett
eecholera
Ziettiamg, dem.For investigating
the disease
of hog
cholera,
and for
control or
or flo
Hog
eInvestigating,
demeradication by
eradication
such means
may be
be necessary,
necessary, including
including demon°I S ratiOnSP etc.
by such
means as
as may
demon- onstration,etc.
strations the formation of
strations,
organizations, and
methods, either
either
of organizations,
and other
other methods,
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with farmers,
independently
farmers, associations,
associations, State
State
or county
county authorities,
or
$413,100: Provided,
Provided, That
of said
said sum
$172,240 Roa
Prtlng
a"
i
t
i
ng trd
trade in
in
authorities, $413,100:
That of
sum $172,240
shall
be available
shall be
available for
for expenditures
expenditures in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
voL 3
,
7
eri,„
provisions of
of viruses
virseetc.
the
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
the Act
Act approved
approved March
March fourth,
hundred and
thirteen, VoL 37, ps.
8832.
regulating the preparation,
or shipment
shipment of
preparation, sale,
sale, barter,
barter, exchange,
exchange, or
of
any virus, serum, toxin, or analogous
analogous product manufactured
in the
the
manufactured in
United
United States
the importation
products intended
intended for
for use
States and
and the
importation of
of such
such products
use Pathological rein the treatment of domestic animalsThat of
of searhes.
searches.
animals: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
said sum
be available
available for
concerning the
sum $32,060 shall
shall be
for researches
researches concerning
the
cause, modes of spread, and
methods of
of
and methods
of treatment
treatment and
and prevention
prevention of
disease;
this disease;
ra
ti
necessary expenses
expenses for the investigation,
treatment, and
etcD°1uea
dic on
For all necessary
investigation, treatment,
and ete.
D°urine eradicatiwi
'
eradication of dourine, $99,000,
eradication
which amount
$50,000 shall
shall be
be
$99,000, of
of which
amount $50,000
immediately
immediately available;
available;
Adm
For
administrative work,
work, including
For general
general administrative
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and
andinistrative
Administrative
salaries of employees
employees engaged
of
the
engaged in
in such
such work, rent
rent outside
outside of the
Columbia, office fixtures
and supplies,
express, freight,
freight,
District of
of Columbia,
fixtures and
supplies, express,
telegraph,
telegraph, telephone,
necessary expenses,
telephone, and other necessary
expenses, $26,686;
$26,686;
expenses, $2,613,336.
In all,
all, for
for general
general expenses,
$2,613,336.
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MEAT
NSPECTION, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
INDUSTRY: For
For additional
additional
ANIMAL INDUSTRY:
OF ANIMAL
INSPECTION,
MEAT I
expenses
provisions of
of the
the meat-inspection
meat-inspection Act
Act
expenses in carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
of June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Statutes
hundred and six (Thirty-fourth Statutes
at Large, page six hundred and seventy-four),
apseventy-four), there
there is
is hereby appropriated for the fiscal
fiscal year ending
propriatedfor
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eighteen,
eighteen, the
sum of $501,620.
the sum
$501,620.
$3,555,326.
Total for Bureau of
of Animal Industry,
Industry, $3,555,326.
BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
BUREAU
PLANT INDUSTRY.
INDUSTRY.

SALARIES,
BUREAU OF PLANT
PLANT I
INDUSTRY:
and
SALARIES, BUREAU
NDUSTRY: One
One physiologist
physiologist and

bureau, $5,000;
one chief
chief clerk,
clerk,
pathologist, who shall be chief of bureau,
$5,000; one
$3,000; one executive
distribution, $2,500;
offiexecutive assistant in seed
seed distribution,
$2,500; one officharge of publications,
publications, $2,250;
$2,250; one
landscape gardener
$1,800;
cer in charge
one landscape
gardener,'$1,800;
one officer in charge
charge of records, $2,250;
$2,250; one superintendent
seed
superintendent of seed
weighing and mailing, $2,000;
$2,000; two
two executive
clerks, at
$1,980 each;
each;
weighing
executive clerks,
at $1,980
warehouseman, $1,400;
$1,400; one seed
one seed inspector, $1,000; one seed warehouseman,
seed
warehouseman, $1,000;
$1,000; one seed warehouseman,
warehouseman,
warehouseman, $840;
$840; six clerks,
clerks,
eleven clerks, class
each;
class four; eleven
class three;
three; three clerks, at $1,500 each;
twenty-one
twenty-one clerks, class two; forty-six
forty-six clerks, class one; one clerk or
or
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200; one clerk, $1
$1,080;
$1,020 each;
each;
draftsman,
080; seven
seven clerks,
clerks, at $1,020
twenty-one
twenty-one clerks, at $1,000 each; forty-four clerks, at $900
$900 each;
each;
draftsman, $900;
each; one
clerk,
one clerk or draftsman,
$900; twenty clerks, at $840 each;
one clerk,
forty-one messengers
messengers or laborers, at
$720
$720; one laborer, $780;
$780; forty-one
at $720
each; eleven messengers,
messenger boys, or laborers,
messengers, messenger
laborers, at $660
$660 each;
each;
twenty-eight messengers, messenger
twenty-eight
messenger boys, or laborers, at $600 each;
each;
one artist, $1,620;
$1,620; one clerk or artist, $1,400;
$1,400; two clerks or artists,
at $1,200
$1,2130 each; one photographer, $1,200;
$1,200; one photographer, $840;
$840;
Laboato Yadet
laboratory
14bmatm
sids .
etc' two
laboratory aids, at $1,440
$1,440 each;
each; one laboratory
laboratory aid,
aid, $1,380;
$1,380;
four laboratory
laboratory aids or clerks,
clerks, at $1,200
$1,200 each; one laboratory
laboratory aid
aid,
clerk, or skilled
skilled laborer, $1,080;
$1,080; two
two laboratory
laboratory aids, clerks, or skilled
laborers, at $1,020
$1,020 each; three
three laboratory
laboratory aids, at $960 each;
one
each; one
laboratory aid, $900; four laboratory
seven labolaboratory aids, at $840 each; seven
ratory aids
aids, at $720
$720 each; one laboratory
laboratory apprentice,
apprentice, $720; one map
OaW.«,
tracer,, $600; two gardeners, at $1,440
Garden
s, eta.
tracer
each; four
four gardeners,
gardeners, at
at
$1,440 each;
$1,200 each; eight gardeners, at $1,100
$1,200
gardeners, at
at
$1,100 each; fifteen gardeners,
nineteen gardeners,
gardeners, at $780 each;
$900 each; nineteen
each; one skilled laborer,
$960;
laborers, at
$960; two skilled laborers, at $900 each; three skilled laborers
at
$840 each; one assistant
assistant in
$1,400 ; one
$840
in technology, $1,400;
one assistant in
in techtechnology, $1,380; one mechanician,
mechanical assistant,
mechanician, $1,080;
$1,080; one mechanical
$1,200; one blacksmith,
$900; one carpenter,
carpenter, $900;
$900; one
one painter,
painter, $900;
$1,200;
blacksmith, $900;
$900;
one teamster, $840;
$840; one teamster, $600; twenty-one
twenty-one laborers, at $540
$540
each; twenty-nine
twenty-nine laborers, messengers,
messengers, or messenger
messenger boys, at $480
$480
each; three laborers
laborers or charwomen,
charwomen, at $480
three laborers or
or
$480 each;
each; three
messenger boys, at $420 each; twenty charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each;
messenger
each;
messenger boys, at $300
fifteen messenger
messenger boys, at $360 each; five messenger
$300
each; in all,
all, $419,380.
$419,380.
General
expenses.
GENERAL
BUREAU OF
OF PLANT
PLANT INDUSTRY:
INDUSTRY: For all
necesGenralexenset.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
all necesInvestigations,
etc.
sary expenses
expenses in the investigation
investigation of fruits, fruit trees, grain, cotton,
cotton,
tobacco, vegetables,
vegetables, grasses,
tobacco,
grasses, forage, drug, medicinal, poisonous,
poisonous, fiber,
plants and plant industries, in cooperation
and other plants
cooperation with other
other
branches
ofthe
department, the State experiment
branches of
the department,
experiment stations,
stations, andpracand practical
fanners, and
erection of necessary
necessary farm
farm buildings:
and for
for the
the erection
tical farmers,
r .
Proviso.
lmit
Provided That the cost of any building erected
Limit forbuidi
for buildings. Provided,
erectea shall
shall not exceed
exceed
$1 500; for field and station expenses,
$1,500;
expenses, including
includin fences,
fences drains,
drains and
and
other farm improvements;
improvements; for repairs in the District of
Columbia
of Columbia
elsewhere; for rent
rent outside
outside of the
the District
Columbia; and
and for
and elsewhere;
District of
of Columbia;
for
nmtitorstc.
the employment
employment of all investigators,
Inveatigators,
etc.
local and
and special
special agents,
investigators, local
agents, agriagricultural explorers, experts, clerks, illustrators, assistants,
assistants, and all
labor and other necessary expenses
expenses in the city of Washington
Washington and
and
elsewhere required for the investigations,
elsewhere
demoninvestigations, experiments,
experiments, and demonstrations herein authorized,
authorized, as follows:
follows:
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Plant disease's, etc.
et.
collections, P"antdi-am,
For investigations
investigations of
plant diseases
diseases and pathological
pathological collections,
of plant
For
including
maintenance of
$62,500;
of aaplant-disease
plant-disease survey, $62,500;
including the
the maintenance
Orchard, etc.,
etc., frut;
fruitg
Orchrd,
of orchard and other fruits, pecans.
of diseases
investigation of
For
the investigation
For the
diseases of
$76,415:
Provided, That $8,000 of said amount shall be available
available for
$76,415: Provided,
the investigation
investigation of
the pecan;
pecan;
of diseases
diseases of
of the
the
ln
tra's cankerFor conducting
conducting such investigations
investigations of
of the
the nature
nature and means of aCitrus
communication
of the
disease of
of citrus
citrus trees,
known as citrus canker,
canker,
the disease
trees, known
communication of
and
by applying
applying such methods of
eradication or
or control
control of
of the disease
disease
of eradication
and by
as
the judgment
Agriculture may be necessary,
as in
in the
judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture
including the
employment of
expenses and the employment
of such
including
the payment of such
such expenses
l
Cooperative
expendiCopervelpTdielsewhere, and
city of
of Washington
persons
means, in
in the
the city
Washington and
and elsewhere,
and tures.
and means,
persons and
cooperation with such authorities
concerned, organizaorganizaStates concerned,
authorities of the States
cooperation
tions
acdeem necessary
necessary to
to acas he
he may
may deem
growers, or
or individuals, as
tions of growers,
complish such
$180,000 shall be im$430,000, of which $180,000
such purposes,
purposes, $430,000,
complish
mediately available
and, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of Agriof the
the Secretary
mediately
available, and,
Local contributions
culture, of
the remaining
$250,000 no expenditures
expenditures shall be made
made rreed.
remaining $250,000
of the
culture,
required. onbnU
sums at least equal to such expenditures shall have
until aa sum or sums
been
subscribed, or
contributed by State, county,
or contributed
appropriated, subscribed,
been appropriated,
or local
local authorities,
organizations for the acindividuals or organizations
authorities, or by individuals
or
Proviso.
.
foro
ttrees, etc.,
P
complishment of
such purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the No
of such
complishment
No pay
fortrees,
etc.,
payefor
destroyed.
money herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be used to pay
pay the cost or value of destroyed.
money
trees or
property injured
injured or destroyed;
or other
other property
trees
Trees and shrute.
trees Trandshrus.
ornamental trees
For
the investigation
of diseases
and ornamental
forest and
of forest
diseases of
investigation of
For the
Parasiticc fungi.
rati
fung.
and
including a
nature and habits of the parasitic
the nature
a study of the
and shrubs
shrubs, including
fungi
causing the
the chestnut-tree
bark disease,
blister
white-pine blister
the white-pine
disease, the
chestnut-tree bark
fungi causing
discovering
rust, and
and other
epidemic tree
purpose of discovering
for the
the purpose
diseases, for
tree diseases,
other epidemic
rust,
new
of control
control and
and applying
methods of
eradication or control
of eradication
applying methods
new methods
methods of
already
discovered, $85,915;
$85,915;
already discovered,
White -pin
-pine biUar
blister
White
white- rot.
the whiteFor applying
applying such
of eradication
of the
control of
or control
eradication or
methods of
such methods
For
Cooperative methods
pine
blister rust as in the judgment
judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture coopeativematbos
pine blister
of eradicating, etc.
eracatiu'tc.
may
necessary, including
including the
expenses and the of
such expenses
payment of such
the may be
be necessary,
employment
of
such
persons
and
means
in
city
of
Washington
of
Washington
in
the
city
means
employment of such persons and
and
in cooperation
cooperation with
of the
the States
authorities of
with such
such authorities
elsewhere, in
and elsewhere,
concerned, organizations,
organizations, or
individuals as
as he
deem necessary
necessary
he may
may deem
or individuals
concerned,
Iro in
to
accomplish such
such purposes,
purposes, $300,000,
$300,000, of
of which
which $150,000
etbc,
tiqfured.l
s Contribution
$150,000 shall be States,
to accomplish
etc.,
required.
immediately available, and in
discretion of the Secretary of
in the
the discretion
immediately
Agriculture of
the remaining
no expenditures
expenditures shall be made
$150,000 no
remaining $150,000
of the
Agriculture
until a
sum or
or sums
at least equal
equal to such
shall have been
expenditures shall
such expenditures
sums at
a sum
until
appropriated, subscribed,
or contributed
contributed by
by State,
State, county, or local
subscribed, or
appropriated,
authorities or
individuals or
or organizations
the accomplishaccomplishfor the
organizations for
by individuals
or by
authorities
Proviso.
ment
Provided, That no part of the money herein Noymrntfortree.,
ment of
of such purpose:
purpose: Provided,
No payment for trees;
etc., destroyed.
appropriated
shall
be
used
to
pay
the
cost
or
value
of
trees
or
other
etc..astroyed.
or
other
trees
of
appropriated shall be used to pay the cost or value
property
property injured
injured or
or destroyed;
destroyed;
o
n, potatoes,.
Cotton,
For the
investigation of
diseases of
of cotton,
cotton,
,potatoes,
potatoes, truck
crops, tnuc
crop0s, etc.
truck crops,
of diseases
For
the investigation
truck crops,
forage
drug and related
related plants, $87,800,
$87,800, of which sum $5,000
crops, drug
forage crops,
shall
be immediately
shall be
immediately available;
available;
Crop plant physiedFor investigating
investigating the
physiology of
of crop
crop plants
plants and
testing and
and- o
phyyci'.
for testing
and for
the physiology
For
ogY.
breeding
varieties thereof,
thereof, $49,060;
$49,060;
breeding varieties
Soil bacteriology and
For soil-bacteriology
plant-nutrition investigations,
investigations including
including plant
pantlnutritiony
nutrition.
and plant-nutrition
For
soil-bacteriology and
for
the testing of
procured in the open market, of cultures
of samples, procured
the
inoculating
and if
any such
such samples
samples are
impure,
to be
be impure,
found to
are found
if any
legumes, and
inoculating legumes,
Publichinc; tests, etc.
nonviable, or
or misbranded,
the results
may be
tests, etc
published, Publishing
be published,
tests may
of the
the tests
results of
misbranded, the
nonviable,
together with
names of
of the
the manufacturers
persons by
and of
of the persons
manufacturers and
the names
with the
together
whom
the cultures
cultures were
were offered
offered for
for sale,
sale, $39,300;
$39,300;
whom the
Soil fertility.
For soil-fertility
soil-fertility investigations
investigations into
into organic
organic causes
causes of
of infertility
infertility and
oil fertility
and
For
remedial measures,
maintenance of
of productivity,
productivity, properties
and comcomproperties and
measures, maintenance
remedial
position
of soil
and the
the transformation
formation of
of soil
transformation and formation
soil humus,
humus, and
position of
humus
by soil organisms
$36,260;
organisms, $36,260;
humus by
Acclimatizing tropitropiadaptation investigations
For acclimatization
acclimatization and
and adaptation
investigations of cotton, corn, calAcclimang
For
plants, etc.
and
other
crops
introduced
from
tropical
regions,
and
for
the
imim-c
for
the
and other crops introduced from tropical regions, and
provement
cotton and
and other
other fiber
fiber plants by cultural methods,
of cotton
provement of
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breeding, and selection, and
and for
determining the
feasibility of
of increasincreasbreeding,
for determining
the feasibility
ing
the
production
of
hard
fibers
outside
of
the
continental
United
Provrio.
ing the production of hard fibers outside of the continental United
Proviso.
Cotton
Inter- States, $82,510: Provided,
Cotton seed
seedinterProvided,
That
not
less
than $7,500
$7,500 of
of this
sum shall
shall
less
than
this
sum
breeding.
breedng.
be used for experiments
experiments in cotton seed interbreeding;
interbreeding;
Drug plants,
plants, etc.
etc.
Drug
For the investigation, testing, and improvement
yielding
improvement of
of plants
plants yielding
drugs, spices, poisons, oils, and
related products
by-products, and
and related
products and
and by-products,
and
investigations, $58,820;
for general
general physiological
physiological and
and fermentation
fermentation investigations,
$58,820;
Crop technology;
For crop
crop technological
technological investigations,
including the
the study
study of
of plantplantrop teschnology;
For
investigations, including
nematodes.
infesting nematodes,
infesting
nematodes, $24,940;
$24,940;
Biophysical work.
Biophysical
work.
For biophysical
biophysical investigations in connection
connection with the various
various lines
of
work
herein
authorized,
$32,500;
of
work
herein
authorized,
$32,500;
Commercial
seeds,
For studying
and testing
testing commercial
the testing
testing of
grcoa etc. s"
l
d',
grasses,
For
studying and
commercial seeds,
seeds, including
including the
of
Testing
Testing samples,
samples, etc. samples of seeds of grasses, clover, or alfalfa,
alfaffa, and lawn-grass
lawn-grass seeds
secured in the open market,
are found
to be
secured
market, and
and where such samples
samples are
found to
be
adulterated
misbranded the results of the tests shall
adulterated or misbranded
published,
shall be published,
together
the names
of the
the persons
persons by
whom the
the seeds
seeds were
were
together with the
names of
by whom
Preventing
admisrioategtedmsd
the Act
Act apsion
of adulterated seed offered for sale, and for carrying out the provisions of the
grain.
proved
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and twelve,
twelve, entitled
entitled
proved August
August twenty-fourth,
p 506.
50
Vol..gra37
37, p.
An Act
commerce by
by prohibiting
prohibiting the
the admissi
on
'An
Act to
to reaulate
regulate foreign
foreign commerce
admission
into the United States
States of certain
certain adulterated
adulterated grain and
and seeds
seeds unfit
unfit for
for
seeding
purposes" (Thirty-seventh
seeding purposes"
at Large,
five hun(Thirty-seventh Statutes at
Large, page
page five
hundred
and six),
dred and
six), $34,700;
$34,700;
ceresa.
investigation and
improvement of
of cereals
cereals and
and methods
of
For the investigation
and improvement
methods of
cereal production, and the study
cereal diseases, and
and for
the invesinvesstudy of cereal
for the
tigation
cultivation and breeding of flax
tigation of the cultivation
flax for seed purposes,
including
including a
the investigation
investigation and
a study of flax diseases,
diseases, and for
for the
and
improvement of
of broom
corn
and
methods
of broom-corn
broom-corn production,
production,
of
and
methods
broom
corn
improvement
Provisos.
$186,505: Provided,
for the
the study
study of
of
corimprovement,
Corn
improvement, $186,505:
Provided, That
That $40,000 shall
shall be set
set aside for
etc.
et.
improvement and methods of corn
corn improvement
Provided, also,
also,
corn production:
production: Provided,
Rust diseases.
Rust
That $20,000 shall
shall be set aside
aside for the investigation
investigation of the diseases
diseases of
of
and barley
known as
black rust
and stripe
stripe rust;
wheat, oats, and
barley known
as black
rust and
rust;
Tobacco production,
Tobacco
production,
For the investigation
investigation and improvement
improvement of tobacco
tobacco and
the methods
methods
and the
etc.
of
tobacco production
production and
handling, $32,000;
$32,000;
.
of tobacco
and handling,
Paper
plants.
Paper making
mkingplants.
For testing and breeding
breeding fibrous plants, including
including the testing
testing of
of
cooperation with the North Dakota Agriculflax straw and hemp, in cooperation
tural College, which may be used for paper
paper making,
$16,760;
making, $16,760;
Arid
land crops.
Ardland
crops.
alkali-resistant and
For the breeding and physiological
physiological study of akali-resistant
and
drought-resistant crops, $24,280;
drought-resistant
$24,280;
Sugar plant investiugar plant invstiFor
including studies
studies of
of diseases
diseases and
and the
For sugar-plant
sugar-plant investigations,
investigations, including
the
gations.
improvement
improvement of the beet and beet seed, and
and methods
methods of culture,
culture, and
and
determine for
sugar-beet area
agricultural operations
operations
to determine
for each
each sugar-beet
area the
the agricultural
Provisos.
to insure
stable agriculture,
$56,015: Provided,
That not
not
Improving
proin American required
required to
insure a
a stable
agriculture, $56,015:
Provided,
That
sugar-beet
seed.
sugar-beet seed.
less than $10,000
$10,000 of this sum shall be used for the development
development and
and
improvement of American
improvement
American strains of sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed
for the
the
seed and
and for
establishment of a
industry in
the United
United
a permanent
permanent sugar-beet
sugar-beet seed
seed industry
in the
Cane
ane and
and sorghum
sorghum States:
States: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That of
of this sum $12,500
$12,500 may be used for
for
products.
investigations
connection with the production
investigations in connection
of cane
cane and
and sorghum
sorghum
production of
including the breeding, culture, and diseases
sirup, mclucling
diseases of
of cane
cane and
and
sorghum, and the utilization
utilization of
of cane and
and sorghum by-products;
by-products;
Grazing
Grazing lands,
nds, etc.
etc.
For investigations
investigations in economic
economic and systematic
systematic botany
botany an
d the
the
and
improvement and utilization
improvement
utilization of wild plants and grazing
grazing lands,
lands,
$23,100;
$23,100;
Hard fibers.

Hard fibers.

Dry
land, etc.,
etc., crop
Dry land,
rop
methods.
Provisos.

Buildings.
Buiadis.

Ante, p. 1140h
1140.
Antep

F,
tree distribudistribuFree
tree
tion
ton restrictions.
restrictions,

For theeinaavtpesptriospritiiaoitn.ionatinosdnh
investigation and in
improvement
of
of cropbuildproa
improvement
tAecdt as to
of temethods
rn
he
fetcheoosddtsiosfofibcurtoipo

duction under
sub umid, searid,
semiarid,
duction
under subhumd,
semiarid, or dry-land conditions,
conditions $160,000:
$160,000:
ings
proProvided,
arm buildProvided,That the limitation in this Act as to the cost of farm
ings
shall not
not apply
to
this
paragraph:
Provided
further,
That
no
ings shall
apply to this paragraph:
Provided futher, That no
be
in
paF
rtorof
part
of this
this appropriation shall be
used in the free distribution, or
propag,ation for free distribution,
of cuttings,
seedlings,or
or trees
t
rees o
propagation
distribution, of
cuttings, seedlings,
off
willow, box elder, ash, caragana,
caragana, or other
other common varieties of fruit,
ornamental,
ornamental, or shelter-belt
shelter-belt trees
in the
the Northern
Northern Great
area,
trees in
Great Plains
Plains area,
except for experimental
experimental or demonstration
demonstration purposes in
the States
States of
of
in the
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North
and South
Dakota west
of the
hundredth meridian,
meridian, and
the one hundredth
west of
South Dakota
North and
in
Montana and
Wyoming east of the five-thousand-foot
five-thousand-foot contour line;
and Wyoming
in Montana
reclaimed
Utilizi
For investigations
investigations in
in connection
connection with
utilizing
reclaimed
with western irrigation agri- lands,
For
culture, the
the utilization
of lands
reclaimed under the reclamation
reclamation Act,etc.
lands reclaimed
utilization of
culture,
and other
other areas
areas in
in the
$75,380;
arid and semiarid regions, $75,380;
the arid
and
shiPetc.
For
investigation and
and improvement
methods menrtu,
„,„'„"ttte
rving'
improvement of fruits, and the methods
the investigation
For the
shipping,
of fruit
harvesting, packing
handling, and shipping,
packing,'storing, handling,
growing, harvesting,
fruit growing,
of
and
experimental shipments
shipments of fruits within the United States provo.
for experimental
and for
Proviso.
Provided, That $9,000
and
to foreign
$9,000 of said Pecans.
$107,200: Provided,
countries, $107,200:
foreign countries,
and to
improvement of
amount
shall be
be available
for the
investigation and improvement
the investigation
available for
amount shall
the pecan,
of growing,
growing, harvesting, packing, and shipping
methods of
and methods
pecan, and
the

of same;

of To
To
same;
cultivate and
care for
for the
the DepartDepart- dens
Expe,
and
grounds.
grounds.
and'utental
dens
of the
grounds of
and grounds
gardens and
the gardens
and care
cultivate
ment
in the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, including the keep
the city
Agriculture in
of Agriculture
ment of
construction, surfacing, and
and lighting
lighting of
the grounds
grounds and the construction,
of the
and
manage, and mainrepairing
of roadways
roadways and
walks; and
and to erect, manage,
and walks;
repairing of
tam
conservatories, greenhouses,
greenhouses, and
and plant and fruit propagating
propagating
tan conservatories,
houses on
on the
the grounds
grounds of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture in the city
houses
of Washington,
Washington, $11,690;
$11,690;
of
e .
For
horticultural investigations
the study
of producing,
uga
ilt
r
ons
eul
.tural inves
producing, tiuati
study of
including the
investigations, including
For horticultural
handling,
and
shipping
truck
and
crops,
including
potatoes,
related
and
handling, and shipping truck
and
the study
study of
floriculture,
and vegetable gardening, floriculture,
landscape and
of landscape
and the
and related subjects, $62,740;
$62,740;
Arafig ton. °aped.For continuing
necessary improvements
w
improvements to establish and mmentalr.
the necessary
continuing the
For
maintain
experiment farm
farm and
agricultural station on the
and agricultural
general experiment
maintain aageneral
accordance with the Vol.31p.135.
Arlington
este,
the State
State of
of Virginia,
Vol. 31 p. HS.
Arlin
estate, in
Virginia, in accordance
in the
Arlington estate,
provisions of
of the
the Act
approved April
April eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen po.
Congress approved
of Congress
Act of
provisions
Buildings.
hundred, $21,900:
$21,900: Provided,
Provided' That
That the
the limitation
in this
this Act
Buildings.
as to Ante,
Act as
limitation in
hundred,
1140.
p. 1140.
Ante,p.
Foreign
and
seed and
the
cost of
farra buildings
apply to
paraFaph;
Foreirp
this paragraph;
to this
not apply
shall not
buildings shall
of farm
the cost
For
investigations
in
foreign
seed
and
plant
intro
uction,
includplant
introductionintodution.
For investigations in foreign seed and plant introduction, includ- Plant
ing
study, collection,
collection, purchase,
propagation, and dispurchase, testing, propagation,
the study,
ing the
tribution
and valuable
valuable seeds,
trees, shrubs, vines,
bulbs, trees,
seeds, bulbs,
rare and
of rare
tribution of
our possessions,
cuttings,
and
plants
from
foreign
countries
and
from
from
and
countries
foreign
from
cuttings, and plants
and
experiments with
with reference
their introduction
introduction and
and cultito their
reference to
for experiments
and for
al.
chioo,
vation
in this
$93,040;
Chico, Cal.
country, $93,040;
this country,
vation in
Land,
ate., for
for plant
plant
'tr..
,Lnd,
one breeding
For the
the purchase,
purchase, preparation,
preparation, and
of not
not to
exceed one
to exceed
irrigation of
and irrigation
For
station.
hundred
land at
Chico, Butte
Butte County,
County, California,
California, redingstation.
at Chico,
of land
acres of
fifty acres
and fifty
hundred and
seeds,
rare seeds,
New and
New
and rare
$35,000;
$35,000;
foragecrops,
etc.
op, etc.
For the
the purchase,
testing, and
and distribution
distribution of
new forage
of new
propagation, testing
purchase, propagation,
For
and rare
seeds; for
the investigation
investigation and
and improvement
improvement of grasses,
for the
rare seeds;
and
alfalfa, clover,
clover, and
and other
other forage
forage crops,
crops, including
including the
the investigation
investigation of
alfalfa,
the utilization
utilization of
of cacti
plants; and
conduct
to conduct
and to
dry-land plants;
other dry-land
and other
cacti and
the
investigations
to determine
determine the
most effective
of eradicating
ro
eradicating Proviso.
methods of
effective methods
the most
investigations to
Ditrib-tion,etc.
weeds,
$143,180: Provided,
Provided, That
That of
of this
amount not
to exceed
$60,000 Distribution,
etc.
exceed $60,000
not to
this amount
weeds, $143,180:
rare
may
be used
the purchase
distribution of such new and rare
and distribution
purchase and
for the
used for
may be
Administrative exseeds;
seeds;
For
general administrative
expenses connected
with the
above- pen9es
Administiatl
,
" "penses
the aboveconnected with
administrative expenses
For general
mentioned
lines
of
investigation,
including
the
office
of
the
chief
of
including
investigation,
of
mentioned lines
bureau, the
the assistant
bureau, the
officers in
clerk, the officers
chief clerk,
the chief
of bureau,
chief of
assistant chief
bureau,
charge
of
publications
' records,
supplies,
and
property,
and
and for
property,
and
supplies,
records,
publications,
of
charge
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident
incident thereto,
thereto, $31,020;
$31,020;
miscellaneous
eedsetc.
In all,
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $2,480,530.
$2,480,530.
Seeds,
etc.
In
PURCHASE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF
VALUABLE SEEDS:
SEEDS: For
Cont P3,dse Co:Wm
purchase, iPurchale,
For purchase,
OF VALUABLE
AND DISTBIBUTION
PURCHASE
propagation, testing,
testing, and
dis t
ribution of valuable s'adistributim '
ete"
congressional distribution
and congressional
propagation,
seeds, bulbs,
plants; all
necessary
all necessary
and plants;
cuttings, and
vines, cuttings,
shrubs, vines,
trees, shrubs,
bulbs, trees,
seeds,
office fixtures
fixtures and
supplies, fuel,
twine, gum,
paper, twine
transportation, paper,
fuel, transportation,
and supplies,
office
postal cards
current, rent
the District of
o the
outside of
rent outside
electric current,
gas, electric
cards, gas,
postal
Columbia, official
official traveling
all necessary
material and
necessary material
and all
expenses, and
traveling expenses,
Columbia,
repairs
for putting
putting up
distributing the
repairs and the
same; for repairs
the same;
and distributing
up and
repairs for
employment of
and special
special agents,
other
and other
assistants, and
clerks, assistants,
agents, clerks,
local and
of local
employment
labor
the city
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, $243,720.
$243,720.
and elsewhere,
city of
in the
required, in
labor required,
p
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And the Secretary
Agriculture is hereby
Secretary of Agriculture
hereby directed
directed to expend
expend the
the
said sum, as nearly as practicable,
practicable, in the purchase,
purchase, testing,
and distesting, and
diseeds to
to be adapted
Seeds
adapt,ed tribution
tribution of such valuable
valuable seeds,
bulbs, shrubs,
vines, cuttings,
seeds, bulbs,
shrubs, vines,
cuttings, and
and
to
to localities.
localities.
plants, the best he can obtain at public or private sale,
sale, and
and such
such as
as
shall be suitable for the respective
respective localities
shall
localities to which the same
same are
are
to be apportioned,
apportioned, and in which
which same are
distributed as
hereare to be
be distributed
as hereinafter stated, and such seeds so purchased
purchased shall include aavariety of
of
vegetable and
and flower seeds suitable for planting
planting and culture
in the
the
culture in

the United
various sections of the
States: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
United States:
Secretary
of Agriculture,
of
Agriculture, after due advertisement
advertisement and on competitive bids,
bids is
authorized to award
authorized
award the contract for the supplying
supplying of
printed packets
packets
of printed
and envelopes and the packeting, assembling, and mailing of
of the
the
seeds, bulbs, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants, or
thereof,
or any
any part
part thereof,
for aaperiod of not more than five years nor
less than
one year,
year, if
if by
nor less
than one
by
such action he can best protect the interests of
States.
of the
the United
United States.
buctesion.Ts
ditr- An equal
CmnP.e6simal distriof all
vines,
equal proportion
proportion of
bution.
of five-sixths
five-sixths of
all seeds,
seeds, bulbs,
bulbs, shrubs,
shrubs, vines,
cuttings, and plants, shall, upon their request,
request, after due notification
notification
Secretary of Agriculture
by the Secretary
Agriculture that the allotment to their respective
districts is re:lr
ready for distribution, be supplied to
Represento Senators, Representatives, and Delegates
Delegates in Congress
Congress for distribution
among their
their concondistribution among
stituents, or mailed by the department
the receipt
their
department upon
upon the
receipt of
of their
packages of such weight
addressed franks, in packages
weight as the Secretary
of
Secretary of
Agriculture
Agriculture and the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may jointly determine:
determine:
Contents to be ndi- Provided, however, That upon
containing
Contents to be indi- Provided, however, That upon each envelope
envelope or wrapper containing
cated on wrapper, selection,etc.
packages of
seeds the contents
lection, etc.
plainly indicated,
indicated,
packages
of seeds
contents thereof shall be plainly
and the Secretary
Secretary shall not distribute to any Senator,
Senator, RepresentaRepresentative, or Delegate seeds entirely unfit for the climate and locality
locality he
he
represents, but shall distribute the same so that each Member
represents,
Member may
may
have seeds of equal value, as near as may be, and the best
adapted
best adapted
Early
distribution
Early
distribution to
also, That the seeds allotted
to the locality he represents: Provided,
Provided, also,
to
allotted to
for southern section.
forsouthern setion. Senators
Senators and Representatives
Representatives for distribution in the districts emembraced
braced within the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth parallels of latitude
shall be ready for delivery not later than the tenth day of January:
shall
January:
Distribution
of
uncilsedtonr tsnProvided,
That any portion of the allotments
allotments to
to Senators,
Senators, RepProvided, also,
also, That
Repcalled for allotments.
resentatives, and Delegates
Congress remaining
remaining uncalled
resentatives,
Delegates in Congress
uncalled for
for on
on
the first day of April shall be distributed
distributed by the Secretary
AgriSecretary of Agriculture, giving preference
culture,
preference to those persons whose names
names and addresses
addresses
have
been furnished
Representatives in Congress
have been
furnished by Senators and Representatives
Congress
and who
have not before
and
who have
before during the same season been supplied by
by
Report of
of purchases,
etpor
purchases, the
the department:
department: And provided, also,
That the
shall report,
report,
also, That
the Secretary
etc.
Secretary shall
as provided in this Act, the place,
as
place ' quantity, and price
price of seeds purchased,
purchase; but nothing
nothing in this paragraph
chased, and the date of purchase;
paragraph shall
be
be construed to prevent the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture from
from sending
sending
Diversion of approDiversion
of abppi- seeds
seeds to
to those who
hoapply
apply for the same. And
And the
the amount
amount herein
priation forbidden.
herein
appropriated
appropriated shall not be diverted
diverted or used for any other purpose but
but
for the purchase,
for
purchase, testing, propagation,
propagation, and distribution of valuable
valuable
seeds,
seeds, bulbs, mulberry
mulberry and other
other rare and valuable
valuable trees, shrubs,
vines, cuttings, and plants.
Total for Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,143,630.
$3,143,630.
provisos.
Provisos,
ac
Contracts for ppackkets, mailing, etc.

Cntsait, frc

Forest Service.

forester,
Payof of forester,
pervisors, etc.

ervisorsette.

FOREST SERVICE.
FOREST
SERVICE.
sn
51]-

SALARIES,
SERVICE:
SALARIES, FOREST S
ERVICE: One forester, who
shall be
chief of
who shall
be chief
of
bureau, $5,000; one chief of office of accounts and fiscal
fiscal agent,
agent,
$2,500; one inspector of records, $2,400;
$2,400; seven district fiscal
$2,600;
fiscal agents,
agents,
at $2,120 each; one forest
forest supervisor,
$2,800; one forest supervisor,
supervisor, $2,800;
$2,700; eight
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $2,400 each; twenty forest super$2,700;
eight forest
visors,
$2,200 each;
each; forty-eight
visors, at
at $2,200
forty-eight forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $2,000 each;
sixty-six forest supervisors,
supervisors, at
at $1,800
each; five
$1,800 each;
five forest
forest supervisors,
supervisors,
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
each; one deputy forest supervisor, $1,800;
four deputy
deputy
$1,800; four
forest supervisors,
supervisors, at $1,700 each; twenty-eight deputy forest superforest
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at
visors,
thirty-one deputy forest supervisors, at
each; thirty-one
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
visors, at
$1,500 each;
eighteen deputy
$1,400 each; ten
supervisors, at $1,400
forest supervisors,
deputy forest
each; eighteen
$1,500
BaDUs.tCetc.
forest
rangers, at
$1,500 each;
forest rangers, at $1,400 Rangers,
twenty-two forest
each; twenty-two
at $1,500
forest rangers,
each;
$1,300 each; two hundred and
seventy-eight forest rangers, at $1,300
each; seventy-eight
eighty-seven
$1,200 each; six hundred
hundred and fifty
at $1,200
rangers, at
forest rangers,
eighty-seven forest
forest
rangers, at
$1,100 each;
$1,100 each,
forest guards, at $1,100
each; eighty forest
at $1,100
forest rangers,
et
for
not exceeding
six months
months in
in the
the aggregate;
one clerk,
clerk, Clerks, etc.
aggregate; one
exceeding six
periods not
for periods
$2,100; four
four clerks,
nineteen clerks, at
each;
$1,800 each;
at $1,800
each; nineteen
at $2,000
$2,000 each;
clerks, at
$2,100;
twetaty-one clerks,
clerks, at
$1,500 each;
each;
each; nine clerks, at $1,500
at $1,600
$1,600 each;
twenty-one
twenty-two clerks,
$1,300 each; one
nine clerks, at $1,300
$1,400 each; nine
at $1,400
clerks, at
twenty-two
hundred and
and thirty-six
thirty-six clerks,
$1,200 each;
ninety-five clerks, at
each; ninety-five
at $1,200
clerks, at
hundred
$1,100 each;
fifty-three clerks,
clerks, at $960
each; thirty clerks,
at $1,020
$1,020 each;
clerks, at
each; fifty-three
$1,100
each; one
at
each; two clerks, at
at $900 each;
clerks, at
seventeen clerks,
and seventeen
hundred and
one hundred
each;
$840 each;
one clerk
$1,400; one clerk or translator,
proof reader, $1,400;
or proof
clerk or
each; one
$840
$1,400; one
$1,800; one
one draftsman,
one draftsman
Draftsmen, etc.
draftsman Drans'em
$2,000; one
draftsman, $2,000;
compiler, $1,800;
one compiler,
$1,400;
or surveyor,
surveyor, $1,800;
$1,800; three
draftsmen, at $1,600 each; one clerk or
three draftsmen,
or
compositor,
or surveyors,
surveyors, at
$1,600 each;
at $1,600
draftsmen or
two draftsmen
$1,600; two
compositor, $1,600;
$1,500 each; two draftsmen or
thirteen draftsmen
or
draftsmen or surveyors, at $1,500
thirteen
surveyors, at
at $1,400
$1,400 each;
draftsmen, at $1,500 each; nine
two draftsmen,
each; two
surveyors,
draftsmen,
four draftsmen,
draftsmen, at $1,300 each; thirteen
thirteen
each; four
$1,400 each;
at $1,400
draftsmen, at
draftsmen,
at $1,200
draftsmen, at
at $1,100
each; three
three
$1,100 each;
two draftsmen,
each; two
$1,200 each;
draftsmen, at
draftsmen,
$1,020 each;
each; one
$1,000; one
one draftsman,
draftsman, $1,000;
one draftsman,
at $1,020
draftsmen, at
$960;
or map
$900 each; one draftsat $900
colorists, at
map colorists,
draftsmen or
twelve draftsmen
$960; twelve
man or
$1,200; one
negative cutter,
$1,200; one
cutter, $1,200;
or negative
draftsman or
one draftsman
artist, $1,200;
or artist,
man
artist,
one artist,
artist, $1,000;
$1,000; one photographer, $1,600; one
$1,600; one
artist, $1,600;
photographer, $1,400;
$1,400; one
one photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
$1,200; one
one photographer,
photographer,
photographer,
$1,11)0;
one lithographer,
$1,200; one
one lithographer's
$780; Machinists,
Lts etc.
st,
helper, $780;
lithographer's helper,
lithographer, $1,200;
$1,1P0; one
one
at
carpenters, at
two carpenters,
$1,260; two
machinist, $1,260;
one machinist,
$720; one
blue-printer, $720;
one blue-printer,
$1,200 each;
three carpenters,
carpenters, at
at $1,000
each; one
one carpenter,
$960;
carpenter, $960;
$1,000 each;
each; three
$1,200
$1,000;
one electrician,
electrician, $1,020;
laboratory aid
aid and engineer, $1,000;
one laboratory
$1,020; one
one
nine
laboratory aids
aids and
and engineers,
$900 each;
laboratory aids
two laboratory
each; two
at $900
engineers, at
nine laboratory
and engineers,
engineers, at
at $800
one laboratory
labora- Watchmen,' Laborers,
one labora$720; one
helper, $720;
laboratory helper,
each; one
$800 each;
and
tory
one packer,
packer, $1,000;
four watchwatch- etcachm
etc.
labs,
$780; four
packer, $780;
one packer,
$1,000; one
$600; one
helper, $600;
tory helper,
men,
each; one
one messenger
messenger or
laborer, $960;
$960; three
three messengers
messengers
or laborer,
$840 each;
at $840
men, at
or
at $900
$900 each;
or laborers,
laborers, at
$840 each;
at $840
messengers or
four messengers
each; four
laborers, at
or laborers,
three
messengers or
laborers, at
four messengers
messengers or
each; four
$780 each;
at $780
or laborers,
three messengers
laborers, at
at $720
each; six
six messengers
each;
laborers, at $660 each;
messengers or laborers,
$720 each;
laborers,
five messengers,
laborers, at $600
each; two
$600 each;
or laborers,
boys, or
messenger boys,
messengers, messenger
five
messengers,
messenger boys,
or laborers,
each; three meslaborers, at $540 each;
boys, or
messengers, messenger
sengers
messenger boys,
or mesmesmessengers or
three messengers
each; three
$480 each;
at $480
boys, at
or messenger
sengers or
senger
boys, at
$420 each;
eleven messengers
messengers or
or messenger
messenger boys,
at
boys, at
each; eleven
at $420
senger boys,
$360
each; one
charone char$480; one
charwoman, $480;
one charwoman,
$540; one
charwoman, $540;
one charwoman,
$360 each;
woman,
eleven charwomen,
charwomen, at
all, $2,447,800.
$2,447,800.
al expes
General
expenses.
in all,
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
$300; eleven
woman, $300;
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FOREST
ERVICE: To
enable the
or
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
SERVICE:
FOREST S
GENERAL
Agriculture
to experiment
experiment and
make and
continue investigations
investigations
and continue
to make
and to
Agriculture to
and
report
on
forestry,
national
forests,
forest
fires,
and
lumbering,
iga '
reInestigats
lumbering, Invest
and
fires,
forest
forests,
national
forestry,
on
report
and
but no
shall be
for any
any experiment
experiment or
striae(' to United
United
or strcted
used for
be used
appropriation shall
this appropriation
of this
part of
no part
but
test
made outside
outside the
of the
the United
the s
States; to advise the
United States;
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
test made
owners of
woodlands as
to the
proper care
care of
of the
the same;
same to
to investiinvestithe proper
as to
of woodlands
owners
gate and
and test
test American
American timber
timber and
timber trees
trees and
and their
and
uses, and
their uses,
and timber
gate
methods for
preservative treatment
treatment of timber;
timber; to seek, through
the preservative
for the
methods
po f
investigations
native and
.
so
species, suitable Prov
foreign scies,
and foreign
of native
planting of
the planting
and the
investigations and
trees
treeless regions;
erect necessary
necessary buildings:
Provided, Cost
o bdinus.
Cost ofbnildings.
buildings: Proided,
to erect
regions; to
the treeless
for the
trees for
That the
the cost
cost of
of any
any building
building erected
not exceed
$650; to
pay titiP:Aforsts.
to pay
exceed $650;
shall not
erected shall
That
all
expenses necessary
to protect,
protect, administer,
and improve
the
improve the
administer, and
necessary to
all expenses
national forests;
to ascertain
ascertain the
utilue
and utilize
upon and
conditions upon
natural conditions
the natural
forests; to
national
the national
Secretary of
Agriculture may,
may, in
Sale of timber.
his Seo1tm
in his
of Agriculture
the Secretary
and the
forests; and
the national forests;
discretion,
other forest
forest products
products cut
cut or
or removed
removed
and other
timber and
permit timber
discretion, permit
from the
the national
exported from
or Territory
Territory
the State
State or
from the
be exported
e.
to be
forests to
national forests
from
in which
which said
forests are
are respectively
respectively situated;
to transport
caresiumCare
of fishand
CareofshadSm
and care
transport and
situated; to
said forests
in
for
fish and
game supplied
stock the
the national
forests or
or the
waters
the waters
national forests
to stock
supplied to
and game
for fish

z=.
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therein; to employ agents,
required
agents, clerks,
clerks, assistants, and other labor
labor required
forestry and in
in practical forestry
i
n the administration
of national
national forests
forests in
in
administration of
the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere;
report, and
and
elsewhere; to
to collate, digest,
digest, report,
illustrate
of experiments
experiments and
and investigations
investigations made
made by
Supplies etc.
etc.
illustrate the
the results
results of
by the
the
Supplies,
purchase necessary
Forest Service; to purchase
necessary supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, and
and office
office
fixtures, and technical
technical books and technical
technical journals
journals for
officers of
of
for officers
the Forest Service stationed outside of Washington,
Washington, and
and for
medical
for medical
supplies and services
services and
and other assistance necessary
necessary for
for immediate
immediate
relief of artisans, laborers,
laborers, and
other employees
employees engaged
in any
and other
engaged in
any
hazardous work under the Forest Service;
Service; to pay freight,
express,
freight, express,
telephone,
telephone, and telegraph
telegraph charges;
charges; for electric light
light and power,
power, fuel,
fuel,
gas, ice, washing towels,
towels, and official
official traveling
traveling and other
other necessary
necessary
expenses,
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses for
for legal
and fiscal
officers
expenses, including
legal and
fiscal officers
while performing
performing Forest
Forest Service
work; and for
rent outside
outside of
the
Service work;
for rent
of the
District of
of Columbia,
as follows:
follows:
Columbia, as
District
ore
National forests.
Maintenance,etc.
Maintenance, etc.
For salaries
salaries and field
field and station expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the mainmaintenance
collecting seed,
tenance of nurseries, collecting
seed, and planting
planting necessary
necessary for
the
for the
maintenance, improvement,
use, maintenance,
improvement, and protection
protection of the
the national
national
forests
below:
forests named
named below:
Absaroka, Mont.
Absarola,
Mnt.
Absaroka National
National Forest, Montana,
$6,703;
Montana, $6,703;
Angeles,
Cal.
Angeles,Aal.
Angeles
National Forest, California,
Angeles National
California, $11,926;
$11,926;
Apache,
Ariz.
Apache, Arl.
Apache National
Arizona, $8,079;
Apache
National Forest, Arizona,
$8,079;
Arapahoe,
Colo.
Arapahoe, Col.
Arapahoe National
Colorado,
National Forest, Colorado,
$5,736;
$5,736;
Arkansas, Ark.
ArUanshls,
and
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas
$10,730;
Arkansas, $10,730;
Ashley, Utah and
Ashley
Forest, Utah
Arkansas,
and Wyoming, $3,865;
Wyo.
Wyt'
Ashley National
National Forest,
Utah
and
$3,865;
Battlement, Colo.
Colo.
Battlement,
Forest, Colorado,
Battlement National Forest,
Colorado, $4,916;
$4,916;
Beartooth,
Mont.
Beartoth, Mont.
Beartooth National
Forest, Montana, $4,313;
National
$4,313;
Beaverhead, Mont.
Beandahead.
Natona
and Idaho. '
and
Beaverhead National
National Forest,
Beaverhead
Forest, Montana
Montana and
Idaho, $5,296;
$5,296;
and Idaho,
Bighorn,
Bighorn, Wyo.
Bighorn National
National Forest, Wyoming,
$6,937;
Bighorn
Wyoming, $6,937;
Bitterroot, Mont.
BitterrootMont.
Bitterroot National
National Forest, Montana, $10,367;
Bitterroot
$10,367;
Blackfeet, Mont.
B3ackeet,
Mont.
Blackfeet National
Blackfeet
National Forest, Montana,
Montana, $12,969;
$12,969;
Black Bills,
HIs, S.. Dak.
Dak.
Black Hills
National Forest,
Black
Hills National
Forest, South Dakota, $12,668;
$12,668;
Boise,
Idaho.
Boise, Idaho.
Boise National
$5,247;
Boise
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho, $5,247;
Bridger, Wyo.
Brer
Bridger National Forest, Wyoming, $3,159;
$3,159;
Cabinet, Mont.
Cabinet,
Cabinet
National Forest,
Montana, $9133;
Cache,
Cache,
Utah and
Cabinet National
Forest, Montana,
$9,133;
Idaho.
Idaho.
'
Cache
Utah and
and Idaho,
Idaho, $2,207;
Cache National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
$2,207;
California, Cal.
Caribou, Idaho
California National Forest, California, $15,028;
California
$15,028;
Caribou,
Idaho and
and
Wyo.
Wyo.
Caribou National Forest, Idaho
Californ
and
ia,
ryoming, $6,403;
$6,403;
and
Wyoming,
Carson, N. Max.
arson, N. Mx.
National
Forest,
New
Mexico,
$9,302;
Carson
National
Forest,
New
Mexico
$9,302;
Cascade, Oreg.
Cascde, Oreg.
Cascade National
Orfgon, $7,835;
National Forest
Forest, Oregon,
$7:835;
Challis, Idaho.
Challs, Idaho.
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$3,668;
Challis
National
$3,668;
Chelan, Wash.
Chelan, Wash.
Forest, Washington,
Chelan National Forest,
Washington, $6,260;
$6,260;
Chugach, Alaska.
Chugacl
Alnsaer
Chugach National Forest,
$10,938;
Forest, Alaska
Alaska, $10,938;
Clearwater, Idaho.
Clearwter,daho.
Clearwater National
Forest, Idaho,
Clearwater
National Forest,
Idaho,$12,665;
$12,665;
Cleveland, Cal.
Cleveland, Cal.
Cleveland
National
Forest,
California, $8,433;
Cleveland National Forest, California,
$8,433;
Cochetopa, Coto.
Cohtopa,Cot.
Cochetopa
Cochetopa National
National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado $5,931;
$5,931;
Coconino, Ark.
Coconino National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizo
na $12,107;
Coeurdc'AeneIao.
Coconino
Arizona,
$12,107;
Coeur d'Alene,Idaho.
Coeur
d'Alene
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$39,117;
Coelonrad,
Coo.
Coeur
d'Alene
National
Forest,
Idaho,
$39,117;
Colorado, Colo.
Columbia, Wash.
Colorado National Forest,
$3,959;
w .
Forest, Colorado
Colorado, $3,959;
Columbia,
coimla,Wash.
Washington, $9,758;
Columbia National Forest, Washington,
$9,758;
Colville, Wash.
corolvio, u.
Colville National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
$6,883;
Colville
Washington, $6,883;
Coronado, Aril.
Coronado, Arki.
Coronado
Coronado National
National Forest,
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $9,044;
$9,044;
Crater, Oreg. and Cal.
crater, Oeg andcal.
Crater
National Forest, Oregon and California,
Crater National
California, $19,288;
$19,288;
Crook, Ariz.
Crook, Mot.
Crook National
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $3,735;
National Forest,
$3,735;
Custer, Mont.
Custer, oMet.
Custer National
National Forest, Montana, $2,830;
$2,830;
Datil, N. Idea.
Datil, N.tRex.
Datil
Forest,
National
Forest, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $11,009;
$11,009;
Deal-lodge, Mont.
Deelodge, Mont.
Deerlodge
National
Forest,
Montana,
$19,813;
Deerlodge
National
Montana
$19 813Deschutes, Oreg.
Dixie
reg.d
h and
Deschutes
Deshutes National
National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $10,175;
$10,175;
Dixie, teUtah
Utah
and
Dixie,
Aria.
Ari.
Dixie National Forest, Utah and
and Arizona, $1,596;
$1,596;
Durango, Colo.
Dsrngo,
Colo.
Durango
Forest, Colorado,
$4,964;
Durango National
National Forest,
Colorado, $4,964;
Eldorado,
Cal.
and
ddo, Cal.California
and
Nevada,
10,238;
Nev.
Nov.
Eldorado
$10,238;
Eldorado National
National Forest, California and
and Nevada,
Nevada, $10,238;
Agents, etc.

Agents, etc.
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Fillmore, Utah.
Utah.
Fillmore,
Fillmore National
National Forest,
$4,987;
Utah, $4,987;
Forest, Utah,
Fillmore
Fishlake, Utah.
Utah.
Fishlake,
Fishlake National
National Forest,
$2,320;
Utah, $2,320;
Forest, Utah,
Fishlake
Flathead,
Mont.
Mont.
Flathead,
Flathead
National
Forest,
Montana,
$25,900;
$25,900;
Montana,
Flathead National Forest,
Florida, Fla.
Fla.
Florida,
Florida
National Forest,
$4,927;
Forest, Florida, $4,927;
Florida National
Fremont, Oreg.
Oreg.
Fremont,
Fremont
Forest, Oregon, $6,627;
$6,627;
National Forest,
Fremont National
Gallatin,
Mont.
Mont.
Gallatin,
Gallatin National
Montana, $4,810;
$4,810;
National Forest, Montana,
Gallatin
Gila, N.
N. Mex.
Max.
Gila,
$8,907;
Gila National
Forest, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $8,907;
National Forest,
Gila
Gunnison, Colo.
Colo.
Gunnison,
$5,371;
Gunnison
National
Forest,
Colorado,
$5,371;
Colorado,
Gunnison National Forest,
Harney, S.
S. Dak.
Dak.
Harney,
$6,535;
Harney
Forest, South
South Dakota, $6,535;
National Forest,
Harney National
Hayden, Wyo.
Wyo. and
and
Hayden,
$5,868;
Colo.
Hayden
Wyoming and Colorado,
Colorado, $5,868;
Colo.
Forest, Wyoming
National Forest,
Hayden National
Helena, Mont.
Mont.
Helena,
$4,012;
Helena
Montana, $4,012;
National Forest, Montana
Helena National
Holy Cross,
Colo.
Cross, Colo.
Holy
Holy
Colorado, $6,394;
$6,394;
National Forest, Colorado,
Cross National
Holy Cross
Humboldt, Nev.
Nev.
Humboldt,
$5,780;
Humboldt
National
Forest,
Nevada,
$5,780;
Nevada,
Forest,
Humboldt National
Idaho, Idaho.
Idaho.
Idaho,
Idaho
National Forest,
Idaho ! $11,585;
$11,585;
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho National
Inyo, Cal.
and Nev.
Nev.
Cal. and
Inyo,
Nevada, $3,076;
Inyo
California and Nevada,
$3,076;
Forest, California
National Forest,
Inyo National
Jefferson, Mont.
Mont.
Jefferson,
Jefferson National
$5,964;
Montana, $5,964;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Jefferson
Kalbab,
Ariz.
Kaibab, Ariz.
Kaibab
National Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $2,708;
$2,708;
Kaibab National
Kanffisu,
Idaho and
and
Kanisu, Idaho
Wash.
$25,146;
Wash.
Washington,
Kaniksu
National
Forest,
and
Washington,
$25,146;
Idaho
Forest,
Kaniksu National
Klamath,
Cal.
Klamath, Cal.
Klamath
Forest, California,
California, $20,249;
$20,249;
National Forest,
Klamath National
hootenai, Mont.
Mont.
kootenai,
Kootenai
Montana, $17,861;
$17,861;
Forest, Montana
National Forest,
Kootenai National
La Sal,
Sal, Utah
and
Utah and
La
Colo.
Colo.
$2,754;
Colorado, $2,754;
La
Sal National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah and Colorado,
La Sal
Lassen, Cal.
Cal.
Lassen,
Lassen
National Forest,
California, $14,181;
$14,181;
Forest, California,
Lassen National
Leadville, Colo.
Colo.
Leadville,
Leadville
National Forest,
Colorado, $5,524;
$5,524;
Forest, Colorado,
Leadville National
Lemhi, Idaho.
Idaho.
Lemhi,
Lemhi
Forest, Idaho, $2,490;
$2,490;
National Forest,
Lemhi National
Lewis
Clark,
and Clark,
Lewis and
Mont.
Mont.
Lewis
and Clark
Clark National
National Forest,
Montana $5,915;
$5,915;
Forest, Montana,
Lewis and
Lincoln,
N. Mex.
Max.
Lincoln, N.
$8,067;
Lincoln National
National Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, $8,067;
Lincoln
Mont.
Lobo,
Lolo, Mont.
$11,939;
Lobo National
National Forest, Montana, $11,939;
Lolo
Luquillo, P.
P. R.
R.
Luquillo,
$2,500;
Luquillo
National
Forest,
Porto
Rico,
$2,500;
Rico,
Porto
Luquillo National Forest,
Madison, Mont.
Mont.
Madison.
Madison National
$3,930;
Montana, $3,930;
Forest, Montana,
National Forest,
Madison
Malheur, Oreg.
Oreg.
Malheur,
Malheur National
National Forest,
Oregon $7,591;
$7,591;
Forest, Oregon,
Malheur
Mint], Utah.
Utah.
Manti,
$5,090;
Manti National
National Forest, Utah, $5:090;
Manti
Manzano, N.
N. Mex.
Mex.
Manzano,
Manzano National
$4,230;
Mexico, $4,230;
New Mexico,
Forest, New
National Forest,
Manzano
Medicine Bow,
Bow, Wyo.
Wyo.
Medicine
$6,450;
Medicine Bow
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $6,450;
Bow National
Medicine
Michigan, Mich.
Mich.
Michigan,
$1,981;
Michigan National
National Forest,
Michigan, $1,981;
Forest, Michigan,
Michigan
Minam, Oreg.
Oreg.
Minsm,
and
Mintdoka,
Idaho and
Minidoka, Idaho
Minam National
National Forest,
Oregon, $6,476;
$6,476;
Forest, Oregon,
Minam
luali.
Utah.
$4,709;
Minidoka National
National Forest,
Idaho and
Utah, $4,709;
and Utah,
Forest, Idaho
Minidoka
Minnesota,
Minn.
Minnesota, Minn.
Minnesota National
Minnesota, $2,970;
$2,970;
National Forest, Minnesota,
Minnesota
Missoula,
Mont.
Mlssoula, Mont.
Missoula National
Forest, Montana,
$9,380;
Montana, $9,380;
kiodoc,
Cal.
National Forest,
Modoc, Cnl.
Missoula
Mono, Nev.
Nev. and
and Cal.
Cal.
$7 388;
Alodoc National
Forest, California,
Mono,
California, $7,388;
National Forest,
Modoc
Monterey, Cal.
Cal.
$1,647;
Monterey,
Mono National
Nevada and
and California,
California, $1,647;
Forest, Nevada
National Forest,
Mono
Montezuma,
Colo.
Montezuma, Colo.
$4,547;
Monterey
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $4,547;
Monterey National
Nebraska, Nebr.
Nebr.
Nebraska,
$4,670;
Montezuma
National Forest,
Colorado, $4,670;
Forest, Colorado,
Montezuma National
Proriaot.
Nebraska National
National Forest,
Forest, Nebraska,
$1,165; and
and to extend the Prorioe.
Nebraska, $1,165;
Nebraska
Young trees
trees to
to arid
arid
Youn
work
the Niobrara
division thereof,
thereof, $5,000:
$5,000: Provided,
from land
Provided, That from
land residents
residents.
Niobrara division
to the
work to
the
nurseries
on
said
forest
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture,
under
such
under
Agriculture,
of
Secretary
the
the nurseries on said forest
rules
and regulations
regulations as
prescribe, may
may furnish
young trees
furnish young
may prescribe,
he may
as he
rules and
33, p.
p. 547.
Vol. 33,
free, so
far as
they may
residents of
of the territory Vol.
to residents
spared, to
be spared,
may be
as they
so far
free,
covered
by
"
An
Act
increasing
the
area
of
homesteads
a
portion
portion
a
in
homesteads
of
area
covered by "An Act increasing the
of
April twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
and Additinal
hundred and
Additional sites.
sites.
twenty-eighth, nineteen
approved April
Nebraska," approved
of Nebraska,"
Agriculture
four:
Provided
further,
That
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
is authorized
Secretary
the
That
further,
four: Provided
to use
use so
so much
much of
any of
of the
herein appropriated
appropriated for
theNebraska
for theNebraska
funds herein
the funds
of any
to
National Forest
Forest as
necessary to
to acquire
acquire by
by purchase
purchase or
or conbe necessary
may be
as may
National
demnation
deem necessary
necessary and
and
may deem
he may
which he
Nebraska which
in Nebraska
lands in
demnation lands
of land.
land.
Purchase of
suitable
nursury sites
to be
be used
used for
growing trees Purchase
purpose of growing
for the purpose
sites to
for nursury
suitable for
of
for
planting
on
the
Nebraska
National
Forest.
For
the
purchase
purchase
the
For
Forest.
National
for planting on the Nebraska
land now
now under
for the
the Niobrara
Niobrara
site for
nursery site
a nursery
as a
used as
and used
lease and
under lease
land
division
of
the
Nebraska
National
Forest,
not
exceeding
$1,200;
Cost of
building.
of building.
$1,200; in Cost
exceeding
not
Forest,
National
Nebraska
division of the
all, $7,365:
Provided further,
further, That
That the
cost of
of any
any building
building erected
erected
the cost
$7,365: Provided
all,
at
nurseries on
on the
National Forest
Forest may
may amount
amount to
but
to but
Nebraska National
the Nebraska
the nurseries
at the
Nevada, Nev.
Nev.
Nevada,
shall
$1,000;
exceed $1,000;
not exceed
shall not
Nevada
Nevada, $2,277;
$2,277;
Forest, Nevada,
National Forest,
Nevada National
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Nez Farce,
Idaho.
Nez
Perce, Idaho.
Ochoco, Oreg.
Oreg.
Ochoco,
Okanogan,
Okanogan, Wash.
Wash.
Olympia,
Olympia, Wash.
Wash.
Oregon,
Oreg.
Oregon, Oreg.
Ozark, Ark.
Ark.
Ozark,
Payette, Idaho.
Idaho.
Idaho.
Pend Oreille,
Oreilie, Idaho.
Pike,
Colo.
Pike, Colo.
Plumas,
Plumas, Cal.
Cal.
Powell,
Powell, Utah.
Utah.
Prescott,
Prescott, Ariz.
Rainier,
Rainier, Wash.
Wash.
Rio
Colo.
Rio Grande,
Grande, Colo.
Routt,
Boutt, Colo.
Colo.
Saint Joe,
Joe, Idaho.
Idaho.
Salmon,
Salmon, Idaho.
San
Isabel, Colo.
San Isahel,
Colo.
San
San Juan,
Juan, Colo.
Colo.
Santa
Cal.
Santa Barbara,
Barbara, Cal.
Santa
N. Mex.
Mex.
Santa Fe,
Fe, N.
Santiam,
Santiam, Oreg.
Oreg.
Sawtooth, Idaho.
Selway,
Selway, Idaho.
Sequoia,
Cal.
Sequoia, Cal.
Sevier, Utah.
Sevier,
Utah.

Shasta, Cal.
Shoshone,
Shoshone, Wyo.

Sierra, Cal.
and
Sioux, S.
S. Dak.
Dak. and
Mont.
Siskiou,
Siskiyou, Oreg. and
Cal.
Sitgreaves, Ariz.
Ariz.
Sitgreaves,
Sitislaw, Oreg.
Siuslaw,
Snoqualmie, Wash.
Wash.
Snoqualmie,
Sopris, Colo.
Stanislaus, Cal.
Stanislaus,
Superior, Minn.
Mimi.
Superior,
Tahce,
Tahoe, Cal. andNev.
Targhee, Idaho and
Targhee,
Wyo.
W
o.
Teton, Wyo.
Teton,
Wyo.
Toiyahe,
Toiyahe, Nev.
Tongass,
Tongass, Alaska.
Tonto, Ariz.
Tonto,
Ariz.
Trinity ,Cal.
Trinity,
Cal.
Tusay an,
an, Ariz.
Ariz.
Tusa3
Uintah, UJtah.
Utah.
Uintah,
Umatilla,
Umatilla, Oreg.
Umpqua, Oreg.
Umpqua,
Oreg.
Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre, Colo.
Colo.
Wallowa,
Wallowa, Oreg.
Wasatch,
Wasatch, Utah.
Washakie, W
Washakie,
W 3 o.
Washington, Wash.
Washington,
Wash.
Weiser, Idaho.
Weiser,
Idaho.
Wenaha. Wash.
Wash. and
Wenaha.
and
Oreg.
°I:
Wenatchee,
Or
enatchee, Wash.
Wash.
White River, Colo.
White
Colo.
Whitman,
Whitman, Oreg.
Oreg.
Wichita, Okla.
Okla.
Wyoming, W
Wy o.
o.
Wyoming,
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Nez
Idaho, $12,620;
$12,620;
Nez Perce
Perce National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Ochoco
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
W,451;
Ochoco National
Oregon, ?
$6,451;
Okanogan
Forest, Washington,
Okanogan National
National Forest,
Washington, $8,964;
$8,964;
Olympic National
Washington, $16,598;
$16,598;
Olympic
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Oregon National
Oregon, $16,009;
Oregon
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
$16,009;
Ozark National
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas,
Ozark
Arkansas, $9,030;
$9,030;
Payette National
National Forest,
Idaho, $10,537;
Payette
Forest, Idaho,
$10,537;
Pend
Idaho, $12,020;
$12,020;
Pend Oreille
Oreille National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Pike
Colorado, $13,373;
$13,373;
Pike National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Plumas
Forest, California,
California, $20,594;
Plumas National
National Forest,
$20,594;
Powell
National Forest,
Utah, $1,010;
Powell National
Forest, Utah,
$1,010;
Prescott
National Forest,
Arizona, $6,255;
$6,255;
Prescott National
Forest, Arizona,
Rainier
Washington, $13,035;
$13,035;
Rainier National
National Forest,
Forest, Washington,
Rio
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $7,157;
$7,157;
Rio Grande
Grande National
Routt
Cblorado, $6,585;
$6,585;
Routt National
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Saint
Joe National
Idaho, $15,830;
$15,830;
Saint Joe
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Salmon
National Forest,
Idaho, $6,577;
$6,577;
Salmon National
Forest, Idaho,
San
Isabel National
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $3,924;
San Isabel
National Forest,
$3,924;
San
Juan National
San Juan
National Forest,
Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,534;
$5,534;
Santa
$9,774;
Santa Barbara
Barbara National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $9,774;
Santa
Forest, New
New Mexico,
$14,673;
Santa Fe
Fe National
National Forest,
Mexico, $14,673;
Santiam
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $7,852;
$7,852;
Santiam National
Sawtooth
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Sawtooth National
Idaho, $4,953;
$4,953;
Selway
Forest, Idaho,
$17,112;
Selway National
National Forest,
Idaho, $17,112;
Sequoia National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $16,346;
$16,346;
Sevier National
Utah, $2,110;
Sevier
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
$2,110;
Shasta National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $17,425;
$17,425;
Shoshone
Shoshone National Forest,
Wyoming, $7,381;
Forest, Wyoming,
$7,381;
Sierra National
California, $15,750;
Sierra
National Forest,
Forest, California,
$15,750;
Sioux National
National Forest,
Forest, South Dakota
$2,640;
Dakota and Montana,
Montana, $2,640;
Siskiyou
Siskiyou National
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon
Oregon and
California, $12,660;
and California,
$12,660;
Sitgreaves
Sitgreaves National
Forest, Arizona,
Arizona, $8,341;
$8,341;
National Forest,
Siuslaw National
Siuslaw
National Forest,
Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $6,042;
$6,042;
Snoqualmie National
Snoqualnaie
National Forest,
$12,366;
Forest, Washington,
Washington, $12,366;
Sopris National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $5,411;
$5,411;
Stanislaus National
National Forest,
Forest, California,
California, $16,922;
$16,922;
Minnesota, $9,809;
Superior National Forest, Minnesota,
$9,809;
National Forest,
Tahoe National
and Nevada,
Forest, California
California and
Nevada, $16,337;
$16,337;
Targhee National Forest, Idaho and
and Wyoming,
$9,558;
Wyoming, $9,558;
Teton National
National Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $4,404;
$4,404;
Toiyabe
Toiyabe National
National Forest, Nevada,
Nevada, $3,694;
$3,694;
Tongass
Tongass National
National Forest, Alaska,
$12,524;
Alaska, $12,524;
Tonto
Tonto National Forest,
Arizona, $4,525;
$4,525;
Forest, Arizona,
Trinity
Trinity National
National Forest,
California, $20,484;
$20,484;
Forest, California,
Tusayan National
Forest, Arizona,
Tusayan
National Forest,
Arizona, $9,541;.
$9,541 ;
Uintah
Uintah National
National Forest,
Utah, $5,727;
Forest, Utah,
$5,727;
Umatilla
Umatilla National Forest, Oregon,
$6,562;
Oregon, $6,562;
Umpqua National Forest,
Umpqua
Oregon, $10,109;
$10,109;
Forest, Oregon,
Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre National Forest, Colorado,
$6,690;
Colorado, $6,690;
Wallowa
Wallowa National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $9,617;
$9,617;
Wasatch
Wasatch National
National Forest, Utah,
Utah, $7,300;
$7,300;
Washakie
Washakie National
National Forest,
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, $7,726;
$7,726;
Washington National
National Forest,
Washington, $7,642;
$7,642;
Forest, Washington,
Weiser National Forest, Idaho, $6,493;
$6,493;
Wenaha
Washington and
Wenaha National Forest, Washington
Oregon, $5,420;
$5,420;
and Oregon,
Wenatchee
Wenatchee National Forest, Washington, $11,884;
$11,884;
White
White River National Forest, Colorado,
Colorado, $6,272;
$6,272;
Whitman
Whitman National Forest, Oregon,
Oregon, $17,425;
$17,425;
Wichita National
National Forest,
Oklahoma, $2,416;
$2,416;
Forest, Oklahoma,
Wyoming National
Wyoming, $5,089;
National Forest, Wyoming,
$5,089;
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Additional
forests
firest
Additional
be created
or to
Additional national
forests created
created or
to be
created under
under section under
national forests
Additional
odor
conservation
conservation
Act.
Act.
(Thirtyhundred
eleven
of
the
Act
of
March
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
eleven
(Thirty-nineteen
eleven of the Act of March first,
36, p. 963.
Vol.36,p.963
sixty-three), and Vol.
sixth
Statutes at
page nine hundred and sixty-three),
Large, page
at Large,
sixth Statutes
acquisition of which
lands
under contract
contract for purchase
purchase or for the acquisition
which
lands under
condemnation proceedings
have been instituted for the purposes of Proviso.
proceedings have
condemnation
from perhereafter, all moneys received
said
That hereafter,
received on Receipts
Provided, That
Receipts from
perAct, $66,100: Provided,
said Act,
mits, etc.
lands acquired
account of
of permits
permits for
for hunting,
camping, on lands
acquired mits,stcfishing, or camping,
hunting, fishing,
account
under authority
authority of
of said
amendment or extension thereof,
any amendment
Act, or any
said Act,
under
shall be
provided by
disposition
existing law for the disposition
by existing
as is
is provided
of as
disposed of
be disposed
shall
Miscellanus
of receipts
national forests;
forests;
from national
receipts from
of
Miscellaneous addto the
For necessary
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident
incident to
the general
general ad- ministration
ministration epenses.
expenses.
necessary miscellaneous
For
ministration of
specified
of the Forest Service and of the national forests specified
ministration
above:
above:
In National
National Forest
Forest District One, $61,700;
$61,700;
In
In National
National Forest
District Two,
$48,400;
Two, $48,400;
Forest District
In
$55,200;
In
National Forest
Forest District Three, $55,200;
In National
$50,400;
In
National Forest
Forest District Four, $50,400;
In National
In
National Forest
$76,100;
Forest District Five, $70,100;
In National
In
National Forest
$61,400;
Forest District Six, $61,400;
In National
Seven, $14,900;
$14,900;
In National Forest District Seven,
Toal.
In
$123,930;
Columbia, $123,930;
In the
the District of Columbia,
Total.
In
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, protection,
protection, and
all, for the use, interchangeably
In NshatilonbaelaFvoreasbtlDe
poses
$1,817,567:
of
unts national
naa
ptional a
fforests.
otrees
d tt r$
s
1
u
,817,
ch p
567 : Provisos.
specified
the sapnelcoified
of the
administration
generaled,a
t
drninistatio
foregoing
geable apopInterchangeable
pur- Interchan
for such purappropriated
Provided, That the foregoing amounts
eably in
appropriated
the
of the
Secre- propriations.
Proprrt'"o
the Secreposes shall be available interchangeably in the discretion of
tary
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
necessary expenditures
expenditures for fire protection
protection Limit.
the necessary
tary of
and
exigencies: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That the amounts
unforeseen exigencies:
other unforeseen
and other
aggregate ten per centum of all
so interchanged
not exceed
exceed in
in the aggregate
shall not
interchanged shall
so
the amounts
amounts so
so appropriated;
for
seetg llands for
appropriated;
Selecting
the
entries.
homestea entries.
For the
classification, and
and segregation
segregation of
of lands
within the homestead
lands within
selection, classification,
the selection,
For
boundaries
of national
forests that
that may
opened to homestead
homestead
may be opened
national forests
boundaries of
settlement and
under the
homestead laws applicable
applicable to the
the homestead
entry under
and entry
settlement
national
forests, $78,400;
$78,400;
ofagriey, etc., of
Survey,
national forests,
lands.
culiuralands.
For the
the survey
survey and
and platting
of certain
certain lands,
lands, chiefly
chiefly valuable
valuable for cultural
platting of
For
agriculture,
within the
forests, Vol.
Vo 34,
national forests,
the national
listed within
be listed
to be
34, p.
p. 233.
or to
listed or
now listed
agriculture, now
under
Act of
of June
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six (Thirty- Vol. 30, p. 1095;; Vol.
the Act
under the
P. 1096: "l.
fourth
two hundred
and thirty-three),
thirty-three), and the Act of 37, p. .370,p
hundred and
842.
page two
Statutes, page
fourth Statutes,
March third,
and ninety-nine
ninety-nine (Thirtieth
Statutes,
(Thirtieth Statutes,
hundred and
eighteen hundred
third, eighteen
March
page
and ninety-five),
ninety-five), as
as provided
provided by
by the
the Act
March pro
of March
Act of
Proviso.
thousand and
one thousand
page one
Unexpended
balance
lalance
nexpended
fourth,
hundred and
$69,300: Provided,
Provided, That any continued.
thirteen, $69,300:
and thirteen,
nineteen hundred
fourth, nineteen
unexpended
balancb of
appropriation of
expended ont
be expended
to be
$85,000 to
of $85,000
an appropriation
of an
unexpended balance
"for the
survey and
chiefly valuable for AnSe, p. 461.
lands, chiefly
certain lands,
of certain
platting of
and platting
the survey
"for
" "'1.
agriculture," and
provided by
by the
August eleventh,
eleventh,
Act of August
the Act
forth, provided
so forth,
and so
agriculture,"
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
appropriamaking appropriaAct making
nineteen
tions for
for the
the Department
for the
the fiscal
ending
year ending
fiscal year
Agriculture for
of Agriculture
Department of
tions
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
be, and the same is
seventeen," be,
and seventeen,"
nineteen hundred
June
hereby, continued
and made
made available
available for
for and
and during
during the
fiscal year
the fiscal
continued and
hereby,
ending
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
eighteen, for the purand eighteen,
hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
Emergences,
pose
this appropriation;
Emer
gencies, fightfightappropriation;
of this
pose of
gfires, etc.
ingfires,et.
For fighting
preventing forest
forest fires
fires and
and for other unforeseen
unforeseen in
and preventing
fighting and
For
Equipment
emergencies,
$150,000;
E
quipment supplies.
supplies.
emergencies, $150,000;
For the
the purchase
maintenance of
of necessary
field, office,
office, and
necessary field,
and maintenance
purchase and
For
laboratory supplies,
supplies, instruments,
equipments, $161,100;
investiating
$161,100;
Investisating woed
wood
and equipments,
instruments, and
laboratory
distillation, forest
proFor investigations
investigations of
methods for
wood distillation
distillation and
for the pre- distllation,
and for
for wood
of methods
For
ducts, etc. orest proservative
treatment
of
timber,
for
timber
testing,
and
the
testing
dsetc.
of
testing
the
and
testing,
timber
for
timber,
of
servative treatment
such
as may
may require
test to
ascertain if
if they
be suitable for
they be
to ascertain
require test
woods as
such woods
makin paper,
paper, for
for investigations
investigations and
and tests
the United
States copticom
Cooperative commerUnited States
within the
tests within
making
of foreign
commercial importance
in the
United ciall demonstrations.
delmostrations.
the United
industries in
to industries
importance to
of commercial
woods of
foreign woods
of
States, and
and for
for other
other investigations
investigations and
and experiments
experiments to promote
States,
economy in
use of
products, and
commercial demondemonand for commercial
forest products,
of forest
the use
in the
economy
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strations of improved methods or
or processes,
processes, in
in cooperation
indicooperation with
with individuals and
companies, $155,600;
and
companies,
$155,600;
Range conditions.
Range conditions
For experiments
experiments and
and investigations
investigations of
of range
range conditions
within
conditions within
national forests or
public range,
and of
of methods
for
or elsewhere
elsewhere on
on the
the public
range, and
methods for
improving the range
reseeding, regulation
range by reseeding,
regulation of
of grazing,
grazing, and
and other
other
means, $35,000;
$35,000;
means,
Tree planting, etc.
Tree planting, etc.
the purchase
of tree
tree seed,
cones, and
nursery stock,
for seeding
seeding
For the
purchase of
seed, cones,
and nursery
stock, for
planting within
experiments and
and ininand tree planting
within national forests,
forests, and
and for
for experiments
vestigations necessary
necessary for such seeding
and tree
seeding and
tree planting,
planting, $165,640;
$165,640;
Management of fcrest
For silvicultural,
experiments and investiManagementofrest
silvicultural, dendrological, and other experiments
investilands,
etc.
etc.
gations
gations independently
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches of the
Federal Government,
Government, with States
individuals, to
determine
States and
and with
with individuals,
to determine
for the
the conservative
forests and
the best methods
methods for
conservative management
management of
of forests
and
forest lands,
forest
lands, $78,728;
$78,728;
Timber
sales, etc.
Timbersales,etc.
For estimating
estimating and appraising
appraising timber and other resources
resources on
on the
the
national
national forests preliminary to disposal by
by sale
sale or
or to
of
to the
the issue
issue of
occupancy permits, and for emergency
emergency expenses
incident to
to their
sale
expenses incident
their sale
or
or use, $70,000;
$70,000;
Collating,
Collating, etc.,
etc., rereFor
other
miscellaneous forest investigations,
investigations, and
and for
for collating,
sults.
su its.
digesting, recording,
recording, illustrating, and distributing the results of
the
of the
experiments and investigations
herein provided
for, $33,140;
investigations herein
provided for,
$33,140;
Permanent
improvePermanent improveFor the construction and maintenance
maintenance of
bridges, fire
of roads,
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
fire
ments.
ments .
lanes, telephone lines, cabins, fences,
fences and other improvements
improvements necesnecessary for
for the
and economical'
administration, protection,
roo.
sary
the proper
proper and
economical administration,
protection, and
and
Provisos.
Fences, driveways,
driveways, development
development of the national forests,
Fences,
$450,000: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
to
forests, $450,000:
That
not
etc.
exceed,
for the
construction and
and mainteetc.
exceed $50,000
$50,000 may
may be
be expended
expended for
the construction
mainteAnte,p. '885
division fences,
nance of boundary and range division
fences, counting
counting corrals,
stock
corrals, stock
driveways and
and bridges,
bridges, the
stock
watering
places,
Eradicating
the dhvelopment
development of
Eradicating poison- driveways
of stock watering places,
ous plants.
ous
plants.
eradication of
of poisonous
poisonous plants
plants on
on the
the national
national forests:
forests:
and the eradication
Traveling expenses
reang
expenses And provided
providedfurther,
further, That
restricted.
That no
no part
part of
the money
appropriated
of the
money herein
herein appropriated
shall be used to pay the transportation
transportation or
or traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of any
any
forest officer or agent except he be traveling on busmess
business directly
directly conconnected with the Forest Service
Service and in furtherance
furtherance of the
the works,
works, aims,
aims,
Articles
specified and
Articles for publicpublica- and objects specified
and authorized
in and
and by
by this
authorized in
this appropriation:
appropriation:
tions.
tions.
And provided
provided also, That no part of this appropriation
And
appropriation shall
paid
shal be
be paid
or used for the purpose of paying for, in whole or in part, the
the preparation or publication
publication of any newspaper
newspaper or magazine
this
magazine article,
article, but
but this
shall not prevent
shall
prevent the giving out to all persons without discriminadiscrimination ' including
newspaper and
magaz i
ne wr
i
ters an d pu b
li
shers, of
tion,
including newspaper
and magazine
writers
and publishers,
of
any facts or official information of value to
to the
the public;
public;
onservation of
In
all, for
general expenses,
expenses, $3,264,475.
$3,264,475.
ofnaviIn all,
for general
Conservation
navigable waters, etc.
gal
le wsters, et.
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture more
effectively to
to carry
carry out
more effectively
out
Vol. 36, p. 961.
Vol.36, p.6.
the provisions
Act of
of March
provisions of the Act
March first, nineteen hundred and eleven
(Thirty-sixth Statutes, page nine hundred and sixty-one),
sixty-one), entitled
entitled
"An Act to enable any.State to cooperate
"An
other State
State or
cooperate with any
any other
or
States, or with the United
Umted States, for the protection of
watersheds of
of
of watersheds
navigable streams,urnosf
and
to
appoint
a commission
for the
the acquisition
navigable
and
to
appoint
a
commission
for
acquisition
Expenses
in
of
Expenses
in
WashD
ington, D. C.
ingto
urpose of
off lands for the purpose
conserving the
the navigability
navigability of
of conserving
of navigable
navigable
rivers," $25,000 ofteinoneys
of the moneys appropriated
appropriated therein, or
rivers,"
carrying
or for
for carrying
shal be available
out its purposes, shall
available for the employment
employment of
title
of agents,
agents, title
attorneys, clerks, assistants, and other labor ,and
and for the purchase
and equipment
purpoe of said Act in
of supplies and
equipment required for the purpose
ct of Washington;
the city
Washington;
Total for
Forest Service,
Min etc., on
olands
Total
for Forest
Service, $5,712,275.
$5,712,275.
Mining,etc.,
lands
acquired under
acquired
under conconThe Secretary of Agriculture
Agricultre is authorized, under general
general regulareulaservation Act.
servation Act.
ttions too be
him, topermit
the prosecting,
develoment,
be prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
to permit the
prospecting development,
uire under
under
and utilization ofof the
ol.36,
p.961.
the mineral
m i
neralresources of the lands acujrecl
Vol.
36, p.
961.
the
Act
of
March
first,
nineteen
hundred
and
eleven
(hirt-sixth
the Act of March first, nineteen
-sixth
Statutes, page nine hundred
Statutes,
hundred and sixty-one), known as the Weeks
law,
upon such
periods or
otherwise, as
law, upon
such terms
terms and
and for
for specified
specified periods
or otherwise,
as he
he
may deem toto be
for the
the bestinterests
may
be for
best interests of
of the United States; and all
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moneys
charges, if any, made under this Act
on account of charges,
received on
moneys received
shall
be disposed of as is provided by existing law for the disposition
shall be
of receipts from national forests.

Disposallotreeipts.
of receipts.
DispoB

BUREAU
OF CHEMISTRY.
CHEMISTRY.
BUREAU OF

Bureau of Chemistry.
BurmuofChemistry.

Pay
of
of bek
chief of
of chief
Payclerks,
SALARIES, BUREAU
CHEMISTRY: One chemist, who shall be reau,
OF CHEMISTRY:
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,
etc.
etc.
cl,
one executive
executive clerk,
$2,500; one
chief of
of bureau,
$5,000; one
clerk, $2,500;
one chief
chief clerk,
bureau, $5,000;
chief

$2,000; two
executive clerks,
four;
$2,000 each; eight clerks, class four;
clerks, at $2,000
two executive
$2,000;
three; one clerk, $1,440;
$1,440; fourteen clerks, class
clerks, class three;
eleven clerks,
$1,300; forty-two clerks,
clerks class one; one clerk,
one clerk, $1,300;
two; one
$1,100; thirteen
$1,000
thirteen clerks, at $1,020 each; thirteen clerks, at $1,000
$1,100;
et
inss,
each; one
clerk, $960; thirty-four
thirty-four clerks, at $900 each; one clerk, Inspectors,
one clerk,
each;
etc.
$840; one
one clerk,
clerk, $720; two
two food and drug inspectors, at $2,500
$840;
inspectors, at $2,250 each;
each; one food and
and
two food and drug inspectors,
each; two
drug inspector,
eleven food
inspectors, at $2,000
food and drug inspectors,
$2,120; eleven
inspector, $2,120;
drug
each; thirteen
thirteen food
food and
and drug inspectors,
inspectors, at $1,800
$1,800 each; one food
food
each;
and drug
drug inspector,
inspector, $1,620;
eleven food and drug inspectors,
inspectors, at
$1,620; eleven
and
$1,600 each;
food and drug inspectors, at $1,400 each; one
thirteen food
each; thirteen
$1,600
$1,200 each; one labassistant, $1,600;
$1,600; four
laboratory helpers, at $1,200
four laboratory
assistant,
$1,000 each; four
oratory helper, $1,020;
$1,020; four laboratory
laboratory helpers, at $1,000
laboratory-'helpers,
laboratory helpers, at $900
each; three laboratory
at $960
$960 each;
laboratory helpers, at
each;
six laboratory
helpers, at
at $840 each; two
laboratory helpers,
two laboratory
laboratory helpers,
each; six
at $780
twenty-three laboratory
messenger boys, or laborlaboratory helpers, messengerboys,
each; twenty-three
$780 each;
at
ers,
messenger boys, or laborers,
laboratory helpers, messenger
$720 each; two laboratory
at $720
ers, at
at $660
helpers, messenger
messenger boys, or laborlaboratory helpers,
thirty-four laboratory
$660 each; thirty-four
at
ers,
each; one
one laboratory
laboratory assistant, $1,200; one toolmaker,
$600 each;
at $600
ers, at
$1,200; two
samplers ?at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; one janitor, $1,020; one mechanic,
mechanic,
two samplers,
$1,200;
$1,400; one
one mechanic,
$1,200; one
one mechanic,
$1,020; one mechanic,
mechanic,
mechanic, $1,020;
mechanic, $1,200;
$1,400;
assistants, at $300 each; two
student assistants,
mechanic, $900; two student
$960; one mechanic,
messengers, at
at $840
$840 each;
each; one
skilled laborer,
laborer, $1,050; one skilled laborer,
laborer,
oneskilled
messengers,
$840;
three messenger
messenger boys
or laborers,
laborers, at $540 each; twelve mesboys or
$840; three
messenger boys or lasenger boys
boys or
$480 each; three messenger
at $480
laborers, at
or laborers,
senger
borers, at
$420 each;
each; two
messenger boys
or laborers,
each;
at $360
$360 each;
laborers, at
boys or
two messenger
at $420
borers,
$362,990.
charwomen, at $240 each; in all, $362,990.
nine charwomen,
General expenses.
eP.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
necessary exex- Apparatus,
ener'
all necessary
For all
CHEMISTRY: For
OF CHEMISTRY:
BUREAU OF
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL
par tu supplies,

to
penses, for
repairs to
supplies, repairs
and supplies,
chemicals and
apparatus, chemicals
chemical apparatus,
for chemical
penses,

.et'
etc.

"

s' su'"I'

telegraph
expenses, telegraph
apparatus, gas,
current, official
official traveling
traveling expenses,
electric current,
gas, electric
apparatus,
and telephone
telephone service,
express and
and freight charges,
charges, for the employservice, express
and
Secretary
ment of
assistants, clerks, and other persons as the Secretary
of such
such assistants,
ment
of Agriculture
may consider
necessary for
for the
the purposes
named, in the
purposes named,
consider necessary
Agriculture may
of
investigations, colconducting investigations,.
city of
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere, in conducting
city
lecting, reporting,
illustrating the
investigations;
results of such investigations;
the results
and illustrating
reporting, and
lecting,
and
rent outside
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, for carrying out the
of Columbia,
outside of
for rent
and for
investigations and
as follows:
follows:
authorized, as
and work
work herein
herein authorized,
investigations
For
the Act
Act of
by the
contemplated by
investigations contemplated
the investigations
conducting the
For conducting

May fifteenth,
fifteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-two, relating
relating to the appliand sixty-two,
May
cation of
$42,400;
agriculture, $42,400;
to agriculture,
of chemistry
chemistry to
cation

subjects
nr subjects.
General
Vol.
p. 357.
37.
12, pb.
vol. 12,

conatboration
Collaboration

with
with

departments, etc.
otherdeparments,etc.
For collaboration
collaboration with
of the
the Government
Government other
departments of
other departments
with other
For

desiring
request the Secreand whose heads request
investigations and
chemical investigations
desiring chemical
tary
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
such assistance,
miscellaneous
and for other miscellaneous
assistance, and
for such
tary of
•
work, $14,000;
Examining foreign
foreign
Exami'ning
work,
$14,000;
tests
of
American
food
For
investigating
the
character
of
the
chemical
and
physical
tests
fcod
of
American
tests
For investigating the character of the chemical and physical tests products.
which are
are applied
applied to
products in
countries, prodcts.
in foreign
foreign countries,
food products
American food
to American
which
and
for inspecting
inspecting the
the same
same before
desired by the
shipment when desired
before shipment
and for
shippers or
these products
intended for
for countries
where
countries where
products intended
of these
owners of
or owners
shippers
chemical and
physical tests
are required
required before
the said
said products
products are
before the
tests are
and physical
chemical
allowed to
to be
sold therein;
and for
for all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in connectherein; and
be sold
allowed
tion with
inspection and
and studies
of analysis in
methods of
of methods
studies of
such inspection
with such
tion
foreign
$4,280;
foreign countries, $4,280;
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For
preparation for
for market,
handling, grading,
grading,
For investigating
investigating the
the preparation
market, handling,
packing, freezing, drying, storing, transportation,
transportation, and preservation
preservation
of poultry and eggs, and for experimental
experimental shipments
shipments of
of poultry
poultry and
and
eggs within the United
United States
in cooperation
with the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
States, in
cooperation with
Markets
and
the
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry, $40,000;
h
han
shiMarkets
and
the
Bureau
$40,000;
Fish handling, shipping, etc
etc.
For
the handling,
handling, grading,
canning, freezing,
freezing,
For investigating
investigating the
grading, packing,.
packing, canning,
storing, and transportation
f
or experimental
shipments
transportation of
of fish,
fish, and
and for
experimental shipments
of fish, for the utilization of waste products, and
of
and the
the development
development of
new
food, $14,000;
$14,000;
new sources
sources of
of food,
ippmgoystrs,etc.
Shipping
oysters,etc.
For investigating the
the packing,
handling, storing,
storing, and
and shipping
packing, handling,
shipping of
of
oysters and other shellfish in the United
United States
States and
and the
the waters
waters
bordering
on the
the United
States, $5,000;
$5,000;
Bio etc.
bordering on
United States,
Biological, etc.,
For
the biological
and drug
and
exantinations.
eBiloxai
etoc. food
For the
biological investigation
investigation of
of food
food and
drug products
products and
substances used in the manufacture
manufacture thereof,
investigations
thereof, including
including investigations
of the physiological
physiological effects of such products on
on the human
human organism,
organism,
$15,000;
$15,000;
Citrus
For
the study
improvement of
of methods
by-products
cts,
etc.fruits bY-Products,
etc.
rod
For the
study and
and improvement
methods of
of utilizing
utilizing by-products
of citrus fruits; and the investigation
investigation and development
development of
of methods
determining maturity
for determining
maturity in
vegetables, in
in cooperation
cooperation
in fruits
fruits and
and vegetables,
with the Bureau of Plant
Industry and
the Bureau
Bureau of
Plant Industry
and the
of Markets,
Markets,
$13,000;
Uzing raw mate- $13,000;
rialsorcolors,etc.
ea
l
istTrzi:
olo
gr
r
a
Zeti
e
n
.
at
For investigation
investigation and
and experiment
experiment in
coloring
in the
the utilization
utilization, for
for coloring
purposes, of raw materials grown or produced
produced in
in the
th e United
United States,
States,
repairs, alterations, improvements,
including repairs
improvements, or
additions to
to a
u ildor additions
ab
build' on
the Arlington
Farm, $49,400;
$49,400;
able sirup.
sip.
on the
ing
Arlington Experimental
Experimental Farm,
Table
For the investigation
development of methods for the manuFor
investigation and development
of table
table sirup,
Pfood
, facture
facture of
sirup, $7,000;
$7,000;
etT
uref°°dinsPeetthn ' For
enabling the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
carry into
into effect
effect the
the
eto..
For enabling
to carry
VoL34,
34,768Vol.
p. 768.
provisions
the Act
of June
hundred and
and six,
provisions of
of the
Act of
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
six,
entitled "An Act for preventing
preventing the
manufacture, sale,
the manufacture,
sale, or
or transportransportation of adulterated, or misbranded,
misbranded, or poisonous, or
or deleterious
deleterious
foods, drugs,
drugs, medicines,
medicines, and liquors, and for regulating
regulating traffic therein,
therein,
and for other purposes," in the city
Washington and
and elsewhere,
city of
of Washington
elsewhere,
supplies, repairs
to
including chemical
chemical apparatus,
apparatus, chemicals
chemicals and
and supplies,
repairs to
apparatus
apparatus, gas,
current, official
ng expenses,
exp
enses, t
el
egas, electric
electric current,
official traveli
traveling
telegraph and telephone service, express and freight charges, and
and all
all
other
employing such assistants, clerks
other expenses,
expenses, employing
clerks and other persons
as may be considered necessary for the
named, and
the purposes
purposes named,
and rent
rent
Revision of
pharma- outside of the District of Colum bia ; an d t
o cooperate w i
th associaRevsion
of Pharmoutside of the District of Columbia; and to
cooperate with
associaopceia.
tions and scientific societies in the revision of the United States
copwis.
States
Pharmacopoeia and devel
op
men t ofmet h
od
s ofanalysis, $623,521;
Naval
vestiNaval store
stores Investi- Pharmacopoeia and development of methods of analysis, $623,521;
gatons, etc.
etc.
For investigating
investigating the
the grading,
gations,
grading, weighing,
weighing, handling
handling and
and transportatransportation of
of d
efin it e type
t
ype samp
l
es t
hereof,
of naval
naval stores
stores, the
the preparation
preparation of
definite
samples
thereof,
and for the demonstration
improved methods
demonstration of improved
methods or processes
of preprocesses of
preparing naval stores, in cooperation
cooperation with individuals
companies,
individuals and
and companies,
including the employment
of necessary
persons and
means in
the city
employment of
necessary persons
and means
in the
city
of Washington and elsewhere, $10,000;
$10,000;
In
general expenses,
expenses, $837,601.
$837,601.
In all, for general
Total for Bureau
Bureau of Chemistry,
Chemistry, $1,200,591.
$1,200,591.
Poultry and
Poultry
and eggs investigations.

egs

Soils Bureau.
Soils
Bureau.

Pay
ofchief
of thief
of
remi
tclerks,
etc. of

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF SOILS.
SOILS.
bn

1
SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU
or
Sons: One
who shall
be chief
SALARIES,
OF SOLS:
One soil
soil physicist,
physicist, who
shall be
chief
of bureau, $4,000; one chief clerk,
clerk, $2,000; one
one executive
executive assistant,
assistant,
$2,000;
$2,000; four clerks, class four; two clerks, class three; five clerks,
clerks,
class two; one clerk, $1,260;
$1,260; eight clerks, class one; five clerks, at
at
$1,000 each; five clerks, at $900 each; one soil
$1,000
$1,800;
soil cartographer, $1,800;
one chief draftsman, $1,600;
$1,600; one soil bibliographer
bibliographer or
draftsman,
or draftsman,
$1,400;
$1,400; one photographer,
photographer, $1,200;
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
$1,200; five
five draftsmen,
draftsmen, at
each;
one clerk-draftsman,
clerk-draftsman, $1,200;
two draftsmen,
$1,000 each;
one
$1,200; two
draftsmen, at
at $1,000
each; one
laboratory helper, $1,000;
laboratory
$1,000; three laboratory helpers, at $840 each;
each;
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machinist's
$1,200; one machinist's
$1,380; one instrument maker, $1,200;
one machinist, $1,380;
messenger boys,
$900; one messenger, $840; three messengers, messenger
helper, $900;
or
laborers, at
$480 each;
each; two
laborers, at
at $600
each; one
one laborer,
laborer,
$600 each;
two laborers,
at $480
or laborers,
charwoman or
n all,
$480; i
in
all, $72,220.
$72,220.
or laborer,
laborer, $480;
$300; one charwoman

Generale empeoses.
For all necessary
GENERAL
BUREAU OF
OF SOILS:
Sorts: For
necessary expen-:
EXPENSES, BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES,
hereinafter
and
experiments
investigations
connected with the investigations
hereinafter
ses connected
authorized,
including the employment of investigators, local and
authorized, including
special
draftsmen, and labor in
assistants, experts, clerks,
clerks, draftsmen,
special agents, assistants,
elsewhere; official traveling
Washington and elsewhere;
traveling expenses,
the city of Washington
materials, tools, instruments, apparatus, repairs to apparatus,
apparatus, chemimaterials,
cals, furniture,
current, teleelectric current,
stationery, gas, electric
office fixtures,
fixtures, stationery,
furniture, office
cals,
graph
charges, rent outservice, express and freight charges,
and telephone service,
graph and
side
necessary supplies
and for all other necessary
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
District of
side of
of the
the District
and
expenses, as
as follows:
follows:
and expenses,
Chemical
investigaotiihneIstIsgf
investigations of soil types, soil composition and soil tions
chemical investigations
For chemical
ot soils.
propal
chemical
soil
and
of
solubility
soil
solution,
minerals,
,
an.d all
minerals, the
erties of
soils in their
relation to
formation, soil texture, and soil
to soil formation,
their relation
of soils
erties
connection with
productivity, including
chemical work in connection
including all routine chemical
productivity,
the
$25,610;
survey, $25,610;
the soil
soil survey,
Physicei productivFor physical
properties of
podutet
soil ithyiesi
of soil
important properties
of the
the important
investigations of
For
physical investigations
ity investigations.
aerations,
relations,
moisture
which
determine
productivity,
such
as
moisture
relations,
aerations,
as
such
which determine productivity,
heat conductivity,
conductivity, texture,
and other
investigations of the
physical investigations
other physical
texture, and
heat
$12,225;
various soil classes and soil types, $12,225;
various
Natural fertilizers.
a.
fte
United States
the United
For
and investigation
investigation within
within the
States to Natural
exploration and
For exploration
determine
sources of supply of
other
of potash,
potash, nitrates, and other
possible sources
determine possible
natural
fertilizers, $33,380;
$33,380;
natural fertilizers,
Cooperative investi"
mlk,
For
the investigation
in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches gcoont
investigation of soils, in
For the
gation of soils, mapping, etc.
etc.
Govern- png,
the Governof the
of the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, other
departments of
other departments
of
ment,
agricultural experiment
other State instiand other
stations, and
experiment stations,
State agricultural
ment, State
tutions, and
and for
indicating upon
and plats,
by coloring
otheror othercoloring or
plats, by
maps and
upon maps
for indicating
tutions,
andi
A
wise,
the results
of such
such investigations,
investigations, $198,
200;
$198, 200;
results of
wise, the
Agricultural lands
in
For
the examination
and classification
of agricultural
lands in
in ,Aibtoll
n ,tal d.in
national forests.
agricultural lands
classification of
examination and
For the
forest
cooperation with
with the
Forest Service
$18,100:
the Forest
Service, $18,100,•
in cooperation
forest reserves,
reserves, in
Administrative expenses.
For general
expenses connected
the aboveabove- peTlanistrtive
with the
connected with
administrative expenses
For
general administrative
mentioned lines
$4,000;
investigation, $4,000;
of investigation
lines of
mentioned
In
all, for
for general
expenses, $291,515.
$291,515.
Ptash
Intition.
In all,
general expenses,
Potash Investigation,
for
Rtaprhpritt.lIn fur
of $175,000
appropriation of
That
so much
the appropriation
$175,000 made by the Agri- ReappropriatIon
of the
much of
That so
experimental plants.
cultural appropriation
appropriation act
act for
for the
the fiscal
nineteen hundred andlperimta"-.
year nineteen
fiscal year
cultural
Ante, p. 4f4.
p
4.
United
seventeen for
for the
the investigation
demonstration within
within the
the United
and demonstration
investigation and
seventeen
a comStates to
obtaining potash
potash on a
determine the best method of obtaining
to determine
States
mercial scale,
scale, including
establishment and
equipment of such
such
and equipment
the establishment
including the
mercial
plant or
plants as
as may
may 10113
necessary therefor,
as remains
remains unexpended
unexpended
therefor, as
be necessary
or plants
plant
is
hereby reappropriated
named.
the purposes named.
for the
reappropriated for
is hereby
Total for
$363,735.
Soils, $363,735.
of Soils,
for Bureau of
Total
BUR.EAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY.
ENTOMOLOGY.
BUREAU
SALARIES, BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
ENTOMOLOGY: One
One entomologist,
who shall
shall
entomologist, who
BuMEAU OF
SALARES,
be
bureau, $4,500;
clerk and
assistant,
executive assistant,
and executive
chief clerk
one chief
$4,500; one
of bureau,
be chief
chief of
$2,250; one
one administrative
assistant, $2,250,
$2,250; one
financial clerk,
clerk,
one financial
administrative assistant,
$2,250;
$1,800;
three clerks,
clerks, class
class three;
three; ten
ten clerks,
clerks,
four clerks,
four; four
class four;
clerks, class
$1,800; three
class
two; nine
nine clerks,
clerks, class
class one;
one; ten
ten clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,000
$1,000 each;
four
each; four
class two;
clerks,
at $900
each; five
clerks, at
at $840
$840 each;
entomological
two entomological
each; two
five clerks,
$900 each;
clerks, at
draftsmen,
$1,400 each;
entomological draftsman,
draftsman, $1,080;
$1,080;
one entomological
each- one
at $1,400
draftsmen, at
four
foremen, at
$1,080 each;
one entomological
$1,000;
preparator, $1,000;
entomological preparator,
each; one
at $1,080
four foremen,
four
each; eight
eight entomological
entomological
$840 each;
at $840
preparators, at
entomological preparators,
four entomological
preparators, at
preparators, at
at $600
$600
entomological preparators,
seven entomological
each; seven
$720 each;
at $720
preparators,
each;
two
messengers
or
laborers,
at
$900
each;
two
messengers
or
or
messengers
two
each;
at
$900
or
laborers,
each; two messengers
laborers, at
at $840
three messengers
laborers, at
at $720
$720 each;
each;
or laborers,
messengers or
each; three
$840 each;
laborers,
one
messenger boy,
$480; five
at $360
one memeeach; one
$360 each;
boys, at
messenger boys,
five messenger
boy, $480;
one messenger
chanic,
mechanic, $900;
$900; one
mechanic, $840;
one laborer,
laborer,
$840; one
one mechanic,
one mechanic,
$1,080; one
chanic, $1,080;
91890
°—voL 39—pr
1--73
39-Pr 1-73
91890°-voL

Bureau
EntomolBureau of Entomol-

WY-e

of Entom-

bu -

of c
Payeak
PaY
s
hige of bu "

lhie
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General expenses.
Investigations
of inInvesol

&as. II.
II.
SEas.

CH. 179.

Cu.

1917.

$600; one
laborer, $540;
$540; one
laborer, $420;
two charchar$600;
one laborer,
one laborer,
laborer, $480;
$480; one
one laborer,
$420; two
women, at
at $480
each; three
three charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $240
$240 each;
each; in
in all,
all,
women,
$480 each;
$102,180.
$102,180.

GENERAL EXPENSES,
ENTOMOLOGY: For the
GENERAL
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF ENTOMOLOGY:
the promotion
promotion
of economic
economic entomology;
.of
entomology; for
and the
for investigating
investigating the
the history
history and
the
habits
of insects
and beneficial
beneficial to
to agriculture,
horticulture,
habits of
insects injurious
injurious and
agriculture, horticulture,
arboriculture, and
study of
of insects
of man
man
arboriculture,
and the
the study
insects affecting
affecting the
the health
health of
the best
means of
and domestic
domestic animals,
animals, and
and ascertaining
ascertaining the
best means
of destroying
destroying
those found
found to
to be
be injurious;
reporting, and
those
injurious; for
for collating,
collating, digesting,
digesting, reporting,
and
illustrating the
investigations; for
salaries and
and the
the
for salaries
the results
results of such
such investigations;
illustrating
employment of
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
rent
employment
of labor
labor in
in the
elsewhere, rent
freight, express
official
outside of the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, freight,
express charges,
charges, official
traveling expenses,
office fixtures,
telegraph and
traveling
expenses, office
fixtures, supplies,
supplies, apparatus,
apparatus, telegraph
and
telephone
service, gas,
and electric
current, in
in connection
the
with the
connection with
electric current,
gas, and
telephone service,
speecfic
Specific objts
objects.
following
investigations:
following
investigations:
Fruit fruit trees etc.
in
•
p truittreeset''
i4 .
For
vestigations of
insects affecting
affecting deciduous
deciduous fruits,
fruits, orchards,
orchards,
For investigations
of insects
ecans.
vineyards,
$83,380: Provided,
That $9,600
Pecans,
vineyards, and nuts, $83,380:
Provid, That
$9,600 of
of said
said sum
sum
shall be
available for the
investigation of insects
insects-affecting
pecan
be available
the investigation
affecting the
the pecan
and method
method of
of control
control of
of same;
and
or
For
of insects
affecting cereal
cereal and
and forage
forage crops,
crops,
insects affecting
ge
For investigations
investigations of
fi'mge
groao
w . and t
including
the chinch
including aa special investigation
investigation of
of the
the Hessian fly
fly and
and the
chinch
bug,
$123,260;
bug, $123,260;
Southernmeldcrops.
Southern field crops.
For
or investigations
investigations of
insects affecting
field crops,
of insects
affecting southern
southern field
crops, including
including
insects affecting
affecting cotton,
tobacco rice
cane, and
so forth,
cotton, tobacco,
rice, sugar
sugar cane,
and so
forth, and
and
Argentine ant,
ant, $89,400;
$89,400;
the cigarette
cigarette beetle and
and Argentine
Forests.
For
investigations of insects
affecting forests,
forests, $50,770;
$50,770;
Foreskts.
For investigations
insects affecting
Trae
For
insects affecting
truck crops,
including
produ
cts ,'etc".'stcged
prodacts,
t'.
For investigations
investigations of
of insects
affecting truck
crops, including
insects affecting
affecting the potato, sugar
sugar beet,
beet, cabbage,
cabbage, onion,
onion, tomato,
tomato,
beans, peas, and so forth, and insects affecting stored products,
$47,760;
$47,760;
For investigations and demonstrations
Bee culture.
demonstrations in
in bee
bee culture,
culture, $20,000;
$20,000;
Tropical airul
and subFor investigations
of insects
affecting tropical
and subtropical
subtropical
tropical and
insects affecting
For
investigations of
subtopical
topical fruits,
the orange,
orange, lemon,
lemon, grapefruit,
grapefruit,
fruits, including
including insects
insects affecting
affecting the
mango,
forth, $17,100;
and so
so forth,
$17,100;
mango, and
Fruit fies.
cooperation with the Federal
Fruit
flies.
For investigations and control, in cooperation
Horticultural
Horticultural Board, of the Mediterranean
Mediterranean and
and other
other fruit
fruit ffies,
flies,
$33,200;
Misellaneos $33,200;
Miscellaneous
e
insects.
For
investigations, identifications,
identifications,a
nd s
yst
ema tic classification
cl
assifi cati
on of
of
nsclla
nns
For investigations,
and
systematic
miscellaneous insects, including the study of insects affecting the
health of man and domestic animals, household
the
household insects,
insects, and the
importation
and
exchange
of
useful
insects,
$56,380;
$56,380;
insects,
of
useful
exchange
and
importation
Administrative expenses.
For
administrative expenses
expenses connected
connect
edwith
ve epensaes.
or general
general administrative
with above
above lines
lines of
of
investigations, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses incident thereto,
$3,000;
$3,000;
In
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $524,250.
In all,
$524,250.
Gypsy and brownP
REVENTING SPREAD OF MOTHS, B UREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY: To
SPREAD OF MOTHS, BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY: TO
an brown
PREVENTING
tRpsy
tai
1moths.
Controlling
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
caused by
Cntrolling sPrend
spread enable
to meet
meet the
the emergency
emergency,caused
by
of, etc.
the continued
continued spread of the gypsy and brown-tail
brown-tail moths by
by conconducting such experiments
experiments as may be
best
be necessary to
to determine
determine the
the best
methods of controlling these insects;
methods
insects; by introducing
introducing and
and establishing
establishing
colonizing
parasites and natural
the parasites
natural enemies of these insects
insects and colonizing
Cooperative q
them within
es t
ed territory;
t
erritory; b
y establishing
establishing and
maintaining
tperative
an- them
within the
the inf
infested
by
and maintaining
tine against.
Vol. 37,
37,pp. 315, 4. a
Vol.
a quarantine against further spread m such manner as is provided
provided
by the general nursery-stock
nursery-stock law, approved
approved August twentieth,
nineteen
hundred and
and twelve,
en titl ed
- "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
the
nineteen hundred
twelve, entitled
regulate the
importation of nursery stock and other plants and
and plant
plant products,
products,
to enable the Secretary
and maintain
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to establish
establish and
maintain
quarantine
insect pests,
permit
quarantine districts for
for plant
plant diseases
diseases and
and insect
pests, to
to permit
and regulate the movement of fruits, plants,
thereplants, and
and vegetables
vegetables therefrom,
from and for other purpo
ses ," in
i
n cooperation
cooperation with
purposes,"
with the
the authorities
authorities
of the different States concerned
concerned and with the several
several State
State experi-

in-

sects,etc.
sects,
etc.

rov

0

Cereal

and

uarall-

pp. 315,854.
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ment stations, including rent outside of the District of Columbia, the
employment
employment of labor in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
for medical supplies and services and other assistance necessary for
for
immediate relief
relief of foremen, scouts
scouts and
and laborers,
laborers, and
and other
other
the immediate
employees injured while engaged
employees
engaged in hazardous
hazardous work
this
work under
under this
item of appropriation,
appropriation, and
$305,050.
and all
all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $305,050.
Total for Bureau
Bureau of Entomology,
$931,480.
Entomology, $931,480.
BUREAU
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY.
SURVEY.
OF BIOLOGICAL
BUREAU OF

SALARIES,
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
SALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY: One
One biologist,
biologist, who
who

Biological
Biological
}tureen.
Btreau.

Survey
Survey

buPy
Pay of chief of hu-

shall bechief
bureau,$3,500;
executiveassistant, "au,'Clerkstc.
be chief of bureau,
$3,500; one chief clerk and executiveassistant,
' '
$1,800; one administrative
administrative assistant,
assistant, $2,250;
$2,250; one
financial clerk,
clerk,
$1,800;
one financial
$1,600; three
three clerks,
clerks, class
class three;
three; five
five clerks,
class- two;
clerk,
$1,600;
clerks, class
two; one
one clerk,
$1,260; six clerks, class one; one clerk, $1,080;
$1,260;
$1,080; three
$1,000
three clerks, at $1,000
each; four clerks, at $900 each; one clerk, $840;
$840; one clerk,
clerk, $720;
$720;
one
$1,200; one
one preparator,
preparator, $900;
one messenger,
$720;
one preparator,
preparator, $1,200;
$900; one
messenger, $720;
one photographer, $1,300;
messengers,
$1,300; one game
game warden,
warden, $1,200;
$1,200; two messengers,
messenger
messenger boys, or laborers, at $480 each; one messenger
messenger boy, $360;
one laborer, $600;
$600; two charwomen,
charwomen, at
at $240
$240 each;
each; in all, $46,370.
reau clerks etc

expenses.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
GENERAL
BIOLOGICAL S
URVEY. For
salaries General
OF BIOLOGICAL
SURVEY:
For salaries
Generalexpenss.
and
city of
Washington and
and employment
employment of
of labor in
in the
the city
of Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
and all
all other
furniture, supplies, traveling,
traveling, and
other expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
in
conducting investigations
investigations and carrying
bureau,
conducting
carrying out the
the work
work of the
the bureau,
as follows:
Preventing shipment
For
enforcement of sections
sections two
For the
the enforcement
two hundred
hundred and forty-one, two
two gn.Preventingshment
prohibited
o h i t d birds,
hundred
forty-two, two hundred and forty-three,
hundred and forty-two,
forty-three, and
and two
two etc.P
bird
35, pp. 1137,1138.
hundred
forty-four of
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hundred and forty-four
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved March
nineteen Vol.
V0'l35PP.
-3,i
.
hundred and nine, entitled "An
"An Act to codify, revise, and
and amend the
the
Carrying
illegally
ae
illeally
penal laws of the United States,"
States," and for the enforcement
enforcement of section killed
game.
Vol.
31,
p.
187.
one
of
the
Act
a
proved
May
twent
-fifth,
nineteen
hundred
entitled
entitled
Vol.
31,p.
Is7.
one of the Act approved May twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred,
"An Act
to enlarge
enlarge the
the powers
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
"An
Act to
powers "the
of the Department
Department of
prohibit
transportation by
interstate commerce
commerce of
game killed
killed
prohibit the
the transportation
by interstate
of game
in
violation of local laws,
including all
in violation
laws, and for other
other purposes,"
purposes," including
all
connection therewith,
therewith, $22,000;
necessary investigations
investigations in connection
$22,000;
For the
maintenance of
National Bison
Range and
and RaR
nrer7„:
1
1
For
the maintenance
of the
the Montana
Montana National
Bison Range
igame
arSa
ii„":1, ;„"„r
ii
reservations and for the maintenance
maintenance of game introduced
e.
idns.
other reservations
introduced into
into bird9
Maintenance.
suitable localities
supervision of the Biological
Biological
suitable
localities on public lands,
lands, under
under supervision
Survey:, including
fencing, wardens'
wardens' quarters,
shelters
Survey,
including construction
construction of
of fencing,
quarters, shelters
animals, landings,
bridges, ditches, telephone
telephone lines,
for animals,
landings, roads,
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
rockwork, bulkheads,
and other
other improvements
improvements necessary
necessary for
rockwork,
bulkheads, and
for the
the Protection of bird
economical administration
and protection
the reservations,
and pr,
f bird
economical
administration and
protection of
of the
reservations, and
preserves.
Vol. 35, p. 110i.
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
eighty-four of
approved March
35, p. 114.
section eighty-four
of the
the Act
Act approved
March Vl.
for
of section
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine, entitled
"An Act to codify,
entitled "An
codify, revise,
revise,
fourth,
and amend
penal laws
laws of
the United
which
of which
and
amend the
the penal
of the
United States,"
States," $35,000,
$35,000, of
Purchase of game.
sum
$2,500 may
for the
the purchase,
capture, and
and transportation
transportation Prse of .meP
sum $2,500
may be
be used
used for
purchase, capture,
of game
game for
national reservations;
of
for national
reservations;
Sall
Hill
Park,
H
l P
r N
For the
and improvement
game preserve
preserve in
DSk.
For
the maintenance
maintenance and
improvement of
of the
the game
in Dak.
- N.
Game preserve.
Sullys Hill
National Park,
Park, in
the State
State of
of North
North Dakota,
Dakota, including
including Gamepreserve.
in the
Hill National
Sullys
the
fences, sheds,
sheds, buildings,
buildings, corrals,
other
the construction
construction of
of all
all fences,
corrals, roads,
roads, and
and other
structures which
which may
necessary, in
in addition
addition to
to the
amount heretostructures
may be
be necessary,
the amount
heretofore appropriated,
appropriated, $5,000,
$5,000, the
to be
available until
expended;
fore
the same
same to
be available
until expended;
ood hablts of birds
°'o
For
the food habits of North American
American birds and and animals. oanf~u^'t
investigating the
For investigating
mammals in
in relation
to agriculture,
horticulture, and
and forestry,
mammals
relation to
agriculture, horticulture,
forestry,
including experiments
experiments and
and demonstrations
in destroying
wolves,
destroying wolves,
demonstrations in
including
coyotes ' prairie
and other
injurious to
agriculture and
to agriculture
and
other animals
animals injurious
coyotes,
prairie dogs,
dogs, and
animal husbandry,
investigations and
and experiments
experiments in
conand for
for investigations
in conanimal
husbandry, and
Fur-bearing animals.
nection
with rearing
fur-bearinf, animals,
animals, including
includinsi mink
mink and
and Provisos.
Fnrr iganimals
rearing of
of fur-bearing
nection with
Destroying
ground
marten, $395,540:
o this
$15,000 shall
all be
ground
sum $15,000
be used
used squirrels.
Daroyi
Provided, That
That of
this sum
$395,540: Provided,
marten,
for
of ground
ground _squirrels
on the
forests, and
national forests,
and sq.""
squirrels on
the national
for the
the destruction
destruction of
Wolves, coyotes, etc.
other public
And provided
That of
of this
this sum
than Woves, cyotw, etc.
less than
also, That
sum not
not less
public lands:
lands: And
provided also,
other
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Protecting domestic
dome
animals from rabies.
rabies tic

Biological invest
investigaBiological
tions.

Migratory birds,
Migratory

en-

law for
forcing law
for protectprot t
gol. 37,
847.
"Vol.
37, p. 847.
Post,
p. 1792.
Pot,p.
1792.
Post,
Post, p. 1702.
1702.

Administrative
Administrative
pauses.
penses.

ea-

DIVISION OF
OF ACCOUNTS
AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DIVLSION
ACCOUNTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS.

Pay of'chief of ddIvi'"

Publications
Publications
sion.

SALARIES,
ACCOUNTS .AND
S
ALARIES, DIVISION
DIVISION OF
or ACCOUNTS
One chief
chief
AND DISBURSEMENTS:
DISBURSEMENTS: One

of division and disbursing clerk, $4,000; one supervising
supervising auditor,
auditor,
$2,250; one cashier
cashier and chief clerk, $2,250; one deputy disbursing
disbursing
clerk, $2,000; one accountant
accountant and
and bookkeeper,
bookkeeper , $2,000; two
two clerks,
clerks,
five clerks,
class four; four clerks, class three; six clerks, class
class two;
two; five
clerks,
class one; four clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each; three clerks, at $900
claw%
$900 each;
each;
one messenger, $720; one messenger
messenger or messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $600.
Total for Division
Division of Accounts
Accounts and
and Disbursements,
Disbursements, $44,920.
$44,920.
DiviD vi-

Pay of chief of ddivieditors, etc.
sion, editors,

Clerks, etc.

1917.
1917.

1125,000
on. the
the national
and the
public domain
$125,000 shall
shall be used
used on
national forests
forests and
the public
domain
in
coyotes, and
other animals
animals injurious
injurious to
to agriagriin destroying
destroying wolves,
wolves, coyotes,
and other
culture animal
culture,
animal husbandry,
husbandry, and wild game: And provided
further,
provided further,
That of
of this
this sum
not more
$125,000 shall
be used
That
sum not
more than
than $125,000
shall be
used on
on the
the public
public
forests, and
elsewhere in the Western
Western and
and Northlands, national forests,
and elsewhere
Northwestern States for the
protection of stock
stock and
western
the protection
and other
other domestic
domestic animals
animals
through the suppression
rabies by the destruction
destruction of
of wolves,
wolves,
suppression of
of rabies
coyotes, and other predatory
predatory wild animals;
animals;
investigations, including
For biological investigations,
including the relations, habits,
habits geogeographic distribution,
and migrations
migrations of animals and plants,
plants, arid
the
distribution, and
and the
preparation
maps of the
life zones,
zones,125,600;
preparation of
of maps
the life
$25,600;
For all necessary
necessary expenses
enforcing the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
expenses for
for enforcing
the provisions
approved March fourth,
hundred and thirteen (Thirty(Thirtyapproved
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
seventh Statutes
Statutes at Large, pages
pages eight hundred
hundred and
and forty-seven
forty-seven and
and
eight hundred and
forty-eight), relating
relating to the
the protection
protection of
of migratory
migratory
and forty-eight),
game and insectivorous
local authorinsectivorous birds, and for cooperation
cooperation with local
ities in the protection
protection of migratory
migratory birds, and for necessary
necessary investigainvestigations
tions connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $50,000;
$50,000;
administrative expenses
For general administrative
expenses connected
connected with the aboveabovementioned lines of work,
work, including
including cooperation
cooperation with
other Federal
mentioned
with other
Federal
bureaus, departments,
departments, boards,
boards, and commissions,
request from
commissions, on request
from
them, $12,560;
$12,560;
In all, for general
general expenses, $545,700.
$545,700.
Total for Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey, $592,070.
$592,070.

IDsAccounts and Disbursemsnts Divisio
bursements
Divisbm.
Pa r
sion,
clerks, etc.
clerks,
etc.

SEss.
CH. 179.
SEss. II.
II. CH.
179.

DIVISION
OF PUBLICATIONS.
DIVISION OF
PUBLICATIONS.

SALARIES,
DIVISION or
PUBLICATIONS: One editor, who
OF PUBLICATIONS:
S
ALARIES, DIVISION
who shall be
be
chief of division, $3,500; one editor, who shall be assistant
assistant chief of
of
division, $2,500;
$2,000; two assistant editors, at
$2,500; one chief clerk, 82,000;
at
$2,000
$2,000 each; four assistant
assistant editors, at $1,800 each;
each; one assistant
assistant
editor, $1,600; one assistant editor,
editor, $1,400; one assistant editor in
charge
charge of indexing, $2,000; one indexer, $1,400;
assistant in
in
$1,400; one assistant
charge
charge of illustrations,
illustrations, $2,100;
$2,100; two draftsmen or photographers,
photographers, at
at
$1,600
$1,600 each; two draftsmen
draftsmen or photographers,
photographers, at $1,500
$1,500 each; three
draftsmen
photographers, at $1,400
draftsmen or photographers,
$1,400 each; one draftsman
draftsman or photophotographer, $1,300;
$1,300; eight draftsmen
draftsmen or photographers,
photographers, at $1,200 each;
each;
photographer, $900;
lantern slide
slid e colorist,
co l
ori
st, $840
one assistant photographer,
$900; one
one lantern
$840;;
one assistant i
in
ncharge
charge of document
document section, $2,000;
$2,000; one assistant in
document
document section, $1,800;
$1,800; one
one assistant in document section,
section, $1,400;
one foreman,
miscellaneous distribution,
foreman, miscellaneous
distribution, $1,500;
$1,500; one
one clerk, class
class
three; one clerk, class two; eleven
eleven clerks, class one; sixteen clerks,
at $1,000 each; forty clerks, at $900 each;
each; eighteen
eighteen clerks, at $840
$840
laborers, at $900 each; seven skilled
each; two skilled laborers,
skilled laborers, at
at
$840each;
$840
each; four skilled laborers, at $780 each;
each; one chief
chief folder,
folder, $1,200;
$1,200;
seventeen skilled laborers, messengers, or messenger
seventeen
messenger boys, at $720
$720
each;
each; one skilled laborer,
laborer, $720;
$720; one folder, $1,000; two
two folders, at
at
$900 each; two skilled laborers
laborers, at 81,100
$1,100 each; one skilled laborer,
laborer,
$1,000;
$1,000; two messengers,
messengers, at
at$840
$844 each; three messengers
messengers or messenger
messenger
boys, at $600
$600 each; two messengers
messengers or messenger
messenger boys,
boys, at $480
$480 each;
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two messengers
messengers or messenger
messenger boys, at $420 each; two messengers
messengers or
two
at
messenger
boys, at-$360
at-$360 each; one laborer, $840; two laborers, at
messenger boys,
at
charwomen, at
three charwomen,
8600
each; three
charwomen, at $480
$480 each; three
three charwomen,
$600 each;
$240
$181,920.
all, $181,920.
in all,
each; in
$240 each;
expenses.
Ge"eixPiensePUBLICATIONS: For miscel- General
OF PUBLICATIONS:
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DIVISION
DIVISION OF
GENERAL
laneous objects
objects of
expenditure in connection
connection with the publication,
publication,
of expenditure
laneous
and
indexing, illustration,
and distribution
distribution of bulletins, documents,
documents, ani
illustration, and
indexing,
reports, as
follows:
as follows:
reports,
Supplies, etc.
etc.
supplies,
$3,500,
For
labor-saving machinery,
machinery, including necessary supplies, $3,500;
For labor-saving
$6,500;
materials,
For
envelopes,
stationery,
and
materials,
$6,500;
For envelopes, stationery,
h
'
For
office furniture
and fixtures, $1,320;
furniture and
For office
etc.
terias,
and
materials
For
photographic
equipment
and
for
photographic
materials
terir,
rtPc
hi
maphotographic
for
and
equipment
For photographic
t.
artists' tools
supplies, $17,000:
Provided, That the Secretary of Prooe
$17,000: Provided,
and supplies,
tools and
artists'
f °
8
etc., of
etc., of
regulations and sub- films.
Agriculture is
is authorized,
authorized, under
under such rules and regulations
Agriculture
ject
conditions as
may prescribe,
copies
to loan, rent, or sell copies
prescribe, to
he may
as he
such conditions
to such
ject to
proceeds.
OIPOs.
use ol
educational Use
rental of films' educational
of
Provided, That
That in the
the sale or rental
films: Provided,
of films:
organized
not
education
institutions
or
associations
for
agricultural
organized
agricultural
for
institutions or associations
for
have preference;
preference-' all
all moneys
moneys received
such
received from such
shall have
profit shall
for profit
rentals
or sales
be covered
Treasury- of
of the United States
the Treasury
into the
eovered irtto
to be
sales to
rentals or
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;,
receipts;
as
For telephone
telephone and
and telegraph
telegraph service
service and freight and express
express
For
-charges, $250;
$250;
charges,
maintenance of the
For wagons,
wagons, bicycles,
harness,7 and maintenance
horses, harness
bicycles, horses,
For
same,
same, $500;
$500;
For purchase
of manuscripts,
traveling expenses, electrotypes,
manuscripts, traveling
purchase of
For
illustrations,
other expenses
expenses not
$3,000;
provided for, $3,000;
otherwise provided
not otherwise
and other
illustrations, and
In
all, for
for general
general expenses,
expenses, $32,070.
$32,070.
In all,
Total for
Division of
Publications, $213,990.
of Publications,
for Division
Total
Crop Estimates
Estimates BuCrop
reau.
reaU.
BUREAU
ESTIMATES.
CROP ESTIMATES.
OF CROP
BUREAU OF
SALARIES, BUREAU
OF C
ROP ESTIMATES:
ESTIMATES: One
statistician, who
One statistician,
CROP
BUREAU OF
SALARIES,

Payea chieef of buPay o chi ic of

setc
shall
chief of
$4,000; one
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; six clerks, reaa'
chief clerk,
one chief
bureau, $4,000;
of bureau,
be chief
shall be
clerk,
one
class
four;
nine
clerks
class
three;
fifteen
clerks,
class
two;
clerks,
fifteen
three;
class
class four; nine clerks,
$1,300; nineteen
nineteen clerks,
nineteen clerks,
clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
one; nineteen
class one;
clerks, class
$1,300;
twenty-f
our
clerks,
at
$900
each;
messengers,
at
$840
each; two
messengers,
two
each;
$900
at
twenty-four clerks,
messengers
at $720
each; two
two messengers,
messengers, messenger
messenger
$720 each;
laborers, at
or laborers,
messengers or
boys,
or
messenger boy, or
messenger, messenger
one messenger,
each; one
$660 each;
at $660
laborers, at
or laborers,
boys, or
laborer,
$480; one
laborer , $540; two
messenger, or laborer,
charwoman, messenger,
one charwoman
laborer, $480;
$122,880. General expenses.
charwomen,
messenger boys,
or laborers,
laborers, at $360 each; in all, $122,880.
boys, or
charwomen, messenger
GENERAL EXPENSES, BUREAU or CROP ESTIMATES: For all nacosGENERAL EXPENSES, BUREAU OF CROP ESTIMATES: For an necos- oenepeses.
analyzing, sumabstracting, analyzing,
sary
for collecting,
collecting, compiling,
compiling, abstracting
expenses for
sary.expenses
for making
agriculture;
to
data
marizing,
and
interpreting
relating
agriculture;
making
interpreting
and
marizing
and
and live-stock
live-stock estimates,
includin
estimates, including
crop and
periodically crop
publishing periodically
and publishing
Proviso.
Issue
of Monthly
Monthly
P O
Provied, Crop
acreage,
and value
farm products,
products , as follows: Provided,
of farm
value of
yield, and
acreage, yield,
Report.
Rport.
Crop
disbe
shall
That
hereafter
the
Monthly
Crop
shall
printed
and
Report
Crop
Monthly
That hereafter the
tributed on
or before
before the
twelfth day
day of
of each
each month;
month;
the twelfth
Expenses iin Washon or
tributed
Salaries
and
employment
of
labor
in
the
city
of
Washington
and
n
ivah"and
Washington
of
city
the
in
labor
of
employment
and
Salaries
elsewhere,
freight and
and
service, freight
telephone service,
and telephone
telegraph and
supplies, telegraph
elsewhere, supplies,
express
all other
necessary miscellaneous
administrative
miscellaneous administrative
other necessary
and all
charges, and
express charges,
expenses,
$24,700;
Of
Out of Washington.
expenses, $24,700;
in
oto
salaries, travel,
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses of
of employees
out of
employees out
travel, and
Salaries
the
city
of
Washington
engaged
in
field
investigations,
$175,872;
$175,872;
investigations,
field
in
engaged
the city of Washington
In
general expenses,
expenses $200,572.
$200,572.
for general
all, for
In all
Total for
Bureau of
of Crop
Estimates, $323,452.
$323,452.
Crop Estimates,
for Bureau
Total

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE.
AGRICULTURE.
LIBRARY,
SAT,ARTE'S, LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICUL1 URE: One librarian,
SALARIES, LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: One librarian,
two; five
class two;
$2,000;
one
clerk,
class
th
r
e
e
;
one
class
five clerks,
clerks, class
clerk,
one
three;
class
clerk,
one
$2,000;
one; three clerks,
clerks, at
at $1,080
three clerks,
each; four
four
$1,020 each;
at $1,020
clerks, at
each; three
$1,080 each;

one; three

Library.

ibrary.

Pay of librarian,
librarian,
betc.ibr
cl,pr;
cier
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$900 each;
each; one
one clerk,
one
clerks, at $1,000 each; six clerks,
clerks, at $900
clerk, $840;
$840; one
junior library assistant,
assistant, messenger,
messenger, or
boy, $720;
or messenger
messenger boy,
$720; one
one
junior
junior library assistant
assistant or messenger
messenger boy, $660; three
three junior
junior library
library
assistants or messenger
messenger boys, at $600 each; one messenger,
messenger, messenger
messenger
boy, or laborer, $480; two charwomen,
at $480
$480 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $32,160.
$32,160.
charwomen, at
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPE
EXPENSES,
LTIELBART* For
reference, technical
technical
NSES, LIBRARY:
For books
books of reference,
scientific books,
books, papers
papers and
and periodicals,
and for
incurred
and scientific
periodicals, and
for expenses
expenses incurred
completing imperfect
imperfect series;
series- for the
the employment
of additional
additional
in completing
employment of
assistants in the city of Washington
elsewhere; for of6kial
travelWashington and elsewhere;
official travellibrary fixtures,
cards, supplies,
supplies, and
and for
ing expenses, and
and for
for library
fixtures, library
library cards,
for
all
necessary expenses,
expenses, $18,000.
all other necessary
$18,000.
Total for
for Library,
Library, $50,160.
$50,160.
MISCYT.T.ANEOUS EXPENSES.
EXPENSES:
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
OF A
.
.GRICULiURE:: :For
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AaROUIJ1ronE:
For

e'paper,
paper, gum,
gum, dry
soap, brushes,
brushes,
stationery, blank books,
books, twin
twine,
dry goods,
goods, soap,
brooms, mats, oils, paints, glass,
ice, fuel,
fuel, water
water
glass, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
hardware, ice,
and gas pipes, heating apparatus, furniture,
furniture, carpets,
and mattingmatting; for
for
carpets, and
lights, freight,
freight, express
charges, advertising,
advertising, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephontelephonexpress charges,
ing postage,
postage, washing towels, and necessary
necessary repairs and improvements
improvements
ing)
buildings and heating apparatus; for
to 'buildings
for the
the purchase, subsistence,
subsistence,
and care of horses and the purchase
purchase and repair of harness and vehicles,
vehicles,
for official purposes only; for the payment
payment of duties on imported
imported articles, and the Department
Department of Agriculture's
Agriculture's proportionate
proportionate share of the
expense
expense of the dispatch agent
agent in New York; for official traveling
traveling ex-

penses; and for other
pc?nsed;
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies
supplies and
and expenses
expenses noot
not otherher-

wise provided for, and necessary
necessary for the practical
practical and efficient work
work
of the department,
department, $137,500.
$137,500.

Rent.

RENT
IN THE
RENT IN
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA.

Buildings in District
ofBofc
Columbia. n Dist

RENT or
OF BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT or
OF AGRICULTURE:
AGRICULTURE: For
rent of
For rent
of
buildings and parts of buildings in
in the District
District of
for use
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
use
proio.
of the various
bureaus, divisions,
various bureaus,
offices of
of the
the Department
Department of
divisions, and
and offices
of
Joint Committee
to Agriculture,
Agriculture
$143,689:
Provided,
That
a
joint
committee
to be
be comJoint
ommittee to
$143,689:
Provided,
That
a
joint
committee
to
comInvestigatespace needed,
d, etc.
posed of three members of the Senate, appointed by the President
President of
of
the Senate, and three members
members of the House, appointed
appointed by
the
by the
Speaker of the House, is hereby constituted,
constituted, who shall
shall investigate
investigate the
amount of floor space required
required by the Department
Agriculture for
for
Department of
of Agriculture
its various activities in the City of Washington,
Washington, the annual
annual rental
rental now
paid by
by the Department, the land
paid
land available
available for
for the erection of GovGovvenmment
vernment owned buildings to meet the needs of the Department,
Department,
together with the cost of erecting
erecting the same,
report to
to Congress
Congress
same, and report
not later than the first Monday in December, nineteen
and
nineteen hundred and
seventeen.
States
Relations
Relations
STATES
STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS SERVICE.
SERVICE.
Service.
Svioe.

Pay
of director,
Pay of
director,
clerks, etc.

SALARIES,
S
ALARIES, STATES
STATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS S
ERVICE: One
One director,
director, $4,500;
SERVICE:
$4,500; One
one

chief clerk, $2,000; one financial
financial clerk, $2,000;
$2,000; one
one clerk
clerk or
proof
or proof
reader, $1,800; three clerks,
clerks, class four;
three; one
one
four; three clerks, class
class three;
clerk, $1,500; ten clerks, class two; twenty-two
twenty-two clerks, class one;
one;
twenty-seven clerks, at $900 each;
twenty-three clerks, at $1,000 each; twenty-seven
each;
eight clerks, at $840 each; four clerks,
clerks, at $720 each; one library
library cataloguer, $900; two messengers,
messengers, messenger
boys, or
$720
messenger boys,
or laborers,
laborers, at
at $720
each; four messengers, messenger
messenger boys, or
$600 each;
or laborers, at
at $600
each; ten
ten
messengers, messenger
messenger boys, or laborers,
$480 each; one
one messenger,
messenger,
laborers, at $480
messenger boy, or laborer, $360; three messengers, messenger
messenger boys,
boys,
laborer,' $900; four laborers
or laborers, at $300 each; one skilled laborer
laborers or
charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each;
charwomen, at $480 each; nine laborers or charwomen,
each;
in all, $135,080.
$135,080.
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1
s2uppr
o4
aOmlSERVICE:
into ,B,,urx`
STATE
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, S
TATES RELATIONS
RELATIONS S
ERVICE: To
To carry
carry into
„r„t„.
o„f„„„
I
m
effect
an Act
Marchs
econ d, eighteen
ei
ghteen hunstaeffect the
the provisions
provisions of
of an
Act approved
approved March
second,
hun- tion. O p rt
Vol. 24,
24,p.
'An Act to establish agricultural
agricultural ex- Vol
eighty-seven, entitled ".An
dred and eighty-seven,
p. 440.
periment
established in the Vol.
Vol 12, pp 503.
periment stations in connection
connection with the colleges
colleges established
p .
several
several States under
under the provisions of an Act approved July second,
second,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-two,
and of
supplementary
the Acts
Acts supplementary
sixty-two, and
of the
eighteen
thereto,"
thereto," the
the sums
sums apportioned
apportioned to
to the
the several States
States and
and TerriTerntories, to
paid quarterly
in advance,
advance, $720,000;
tories,
to be
be paid
quarterly in
$720,000;
To carry into effect
provisions of an Act approved
approved March sixAI^ tt i^
six- tiAnIren
effect the provisions
nineteen hundred
"An Act to provide
provide for
Vol. 3 ,
63.
for an
an Vol.3
,p.63.
teenth, nineteen
hundred and
and six,
six, entitled
entitled "An
stations
increased
agricultural experiment stations
increased annual
annual appropriation
appropriation for
for agricultural
and
regulating the
the expenditure
expenditure thereof,"
to
and regulating
thereof," the
the sums
sums apportioned
apportioned to
the several
States and
and Territories,
Territories, to
to be
be paid
quarterly in
in advance,
.
the
several States
paid quarterly
advance, Proviso.
$720,000: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 shall be paid
paid to each Limit.
umit.
State and Territory
Territory under
under this Act;
State
Agriculture to enforce
enforce the provisions
provisions of
t
=::,11,7.
1
Secretary of
of Agriculture
of tur
t c:17,7
Pt'S'Sieulo.S
To enable
enable the Secretary
372.
eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred Vol
Ar°1* 38, p. 371
above Acts and
and the
the Act
Act approved
approved May eighth,
the above
and
fourteen, entitled
"An Act
Act to
provide for
for cooperative
to provide
cooperative agriculagriculand fourteen,
entitled "An
agricultural colleges in the several
several
tural extension
extension work between the agricultural
benefits of
approved July
States receiving
receiving the
the benefits
of an
an Act
Act of
of Congress approved
second, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of Act supplementary
supplementary
and of
sixty-two, and
hundred and sixty-two,
second,
Agriculture," relative
thereto, and
and the
the United States Department
thereto,
Department of Ag;riculture,"
to their
administration and
and for
administration of
agricultural
of agricultural
for the administration
to
their administration
experiment stations
stations in
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and the
the island
of .ial, et.,island of
experiment
in Alaska,
Guam,
employment of
of clerks,
assistants, and
and othei
etc.,
per- penses.
pe.ses.
other perclerks, assistants,
the employment
including the
Guam, including
sons
elsewhere, freight
and elsewhere,
freight and express
of Washington
Washington and
sons in
in the city of
charges,
traveling expenses,
apparatus,
office fixtures,
fixtures, supplies, apparatus,
expenses, office
charges, official
official traveling
telegraph and
gas electric
electric current,
and rent
out- Annual
telegraph
and telephone
telephone service,
service, gas,
current, and
rent outanralstateots
statements.
side
the District
$68 :500; and
and the
of AgriAgrithe Secretary
Secretary of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $68,500;
side of
of the
District of
culture
shall prescribe
the annual
statement rerefinancial statement
form of
of the
annual financial
prescribe the
the form
culture shall
ascertain whether the expenditures
quired under the above Acts, ascertain
expenditures are
in
accordance with
with their
provisions, coordinate
coordinate the
of the
work of
the
the work
their provisions,
in accordance
Department
Agriculture with
agricultural colthat of
of the
the State agricultural
with that
of Agriculture
Department of
leges
and experiment
in the
lines authorized
authorized in
Acts,
in said
said Acts,
the lines
stations in
leges and
experiment stations
to Congress;
report thereon
and
make report
thereon to
Congress;
and make
For farmers'
farmers cooperative
demonstration work
work outside
of the
the cotton
teirre
=72
7rk
For
cooperative demonstration
outside of
cotton ou
outside
otto,
blt..
belt,
belt, including the employment of labor in the city of Washington
Washington
and
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
and all
other necessary
- (oopativ.
demon$578,240;
all other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $
and elsewhere,
578,240 1
Coo
dye demon.
For farmers'
farmers' cooperative
cooperative demonstrations
demonstrations and
and for
for the
the study
and strittions,
otton-bo
stration, cotton-boll
study and
For
demonstration
of the
the best
best methods
of meeting
the ravages
ravages of
of the
the cotcot- "i"”' AL
methods of
meeting the
demonstration of
ton-boll
including the
the employment
employment of
labor in
in the
city of
of
the city
of labor
weevil, including
ton-boll weevil,
Washington
and elsewhere,
supplies, and
all other
Washington and
elsewhere supplies,
and all
other necessary
necessary exex- pr
penses
$659,560: Provided,
Prouided,That
such service
be voluntary
Voluntary oontribuontribushall be
service shall
the expense
expense of
of such
That the
penses, $659,560:
defrayed from
from this
this appropriation
appropriation and
such cooperative
as may
may.....
P
d. *
funds as
and such
cooperative funds
defrayed
be voluntarily
contributed, by
State, county,
county, and
and municipal
agencies,
municipal agencies,
by State,
be
voluntarily contributed
associations
individual farmers,
universities, colleges,
colleges,
farmers, universities,
and individual
of farmers,
farmers, and
associations of
chambers of
of commerce,
commerce, other local associations of
trade chambers
boards of
of trade,
business men,
men, business
business organizations,
and individuals
within the
the
individuals within
organizations, and
business
State;
State;
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
to investigate
investigate and
and report
Partners'
institutes
rePot- and
agricultural
gricultural
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
,,d
To
Secretary of
upon
the organization
organization and
offte
farmers''stitutes
institutesand
and agragn- sees..
upon the
and progress
progr
ro
s of
farm
schoos.g
an
cultural
in the
the several
several States
Territories, and
upon similar
v
res o.
similar row
and upon
and Territories,
States and
schools in
cultural schools
organizations
in foreign
countries, with
special suggestions
plans
with special
suggestions of
of plans
organizations in
foreign countries,
and methods
making such
such organizations
organizations more
more effective
effective for
the
for the
for making
and
methods for
dissemination
the results
of the
of ApiAgriDepartment of
work of
of the
the Department
the work
of the
results of
dissemination of
culture
and the
agricultural experiment
improved
and of
of improved
culture and
the agricultural
experiment stations,
stations, and
methods
of agricultural
practice, including
including the
employment of
labor
of labor
the employment
methods of
agricultural practice,
in the
city of
and elsewhere,
and an
other necessary
all other
necessary
elsewhere, and
of Washington
Washington and
in
the city
expenses
$20,600;
expenses, $20,600;
...
stoin Af,
To
enable the
Agriculture to
maintain
,
S : ,.
and maitaia
to establish
establish and
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
To enable
agricultural experiment
Alaska, Hawaii,
Porto &Wood
Io, dOGUAM.
Hawaii, Porto
in Alasa
experiment stations
stations in
agricultural
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including the
the erection
of buildings,
buildings, the
and the island
island of
of Guam,
Guam, including
erection of
the
preparation, illustration,
and distribution
distribution of
of reports
reports and
and bulletins,
bulletins,
preparation,
illustration, and
expenses $155,000,
$155,000, as
as follows:
follows: Alaska,
Alaska,
and all other necessary - expenses,
$10,000 shall
immediately available
available for
for the
$60,000, of which
which sum
sum $10,000
shall be
be immediately
the
location
equipment, and
maintenance of
an agricultural
agricultural experiment
location,'equipment,
and maintenance
of an
experiment
Matanuska
Miatanuska Valley,
vaey, station in the Matanuska'
Matanuska Valley;
Valley; Hawaii,
Hawaii, $40,000; Porto Rico,
Rico,
Alaska.
Alas
the Secretary
$40,000; and Guam, $15,000;
$15,000; and the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is
sale
of products.
Sale of
products.

authorized to
to sell
such products
products as
as are
are obtained
obtained on
the land
land belonging
authorized
sell such
on the
belonging

in Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
to the agricultural
agricultural experimentstations
experiment stations in
Porto Rico,
Rico,
Proviso.
and the island
Provided,
That
of 'the
sum herein
herein approapprooviso.
island
of
Guam:
Proided,
That
of
the
sum
Extension work in
Hawe
station in
Hawaii $5,000
$5,000' may
may be
used in
on orkim priated
priated for the experiment
experiment station
in Hawaii
be used
in
agricultural
extension work
in Hawaii;
agricultural
extension
work
in
Hawaii;
Utilization of farm

products
products

etc.
forr food
food, etc.

Administistive
exAdministrative epensex
p.

Public
Roads and
and
Public Roads
Rural
Rural Engineering
Engineering OfOffice.
fice.
Pay of
of
Pey
director'
clerks,
etc. director,

To
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
investigate the
the relative
relative
To enable
enable the
Agriculture to
to investigate

utility and economy
economy of agricultural
products for
for food,
food, clothing,
clothing, and
and
agricultural products
other uses in the home, with
suggestions of
of plans
plans and
and methods
methods
with special suggestions
for the more effective utilization
products for these
purposes,
utilization of such products
these purposes,
with the cooperation
cooperation of other
other bureaus
to
bureaus of the
the department,
department, and
and to
disseminate
disseminate useful information
information on this subject, including
including the
employthe employment of labor in the city of
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supplies,
supplies, and
and
all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $35,000;
$35,000;

For general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with the lines
expenses connected
lines Of
of

work of the States Relations
Relations Service, including
including the offices
offices of the
director,
director, the chief clerk, the officers
charge of publications,
publications, library,
library,
officers in charge
accounts, records, supplies, and
and property,
property, and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses
expenses incident thereto, $15,680;
$15,680;
In all, for general
general expenses,
expenses, $2,972,580.
$2,972,580.
Total for States
Relations Service,
States Relations
$3,107,660.
Service, $3,107,660.
OFFICE OF
OF PBLIC
ROADS AND
OFFICE
PUBLIC ROADS
RURAL ENGINEERING.
AND RURAL
ENGINEERING.

SALARIES,
RURAL ENGINEERING:
S
ALARIES, OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF PUBLic
PUBLIC/ ROADS
ROADS AND
AND RURAL
ENGINEERING:
One director, who shall be aascientist
scientist and have charge
charge of all
scientific
all scientific
and technical work, $4,500; one editor, $2,500; one draftsman
draftsman or
$1,900; one model maker, $1,800; two
clerk, $1,920; one clerk, $1,900;
four- five clerks, class three; one clerk or editorial clerk,
clerks, class four;
$1,600; one clerk, $1,500; one clerk
clerk or photographer,
photographer, $1,440; one
one
instrument maker,
clerk or instrument
maker , $1,440;
$1,440; one clerk
clerk or
or tabulator,
tabulator, $1,440;
$1,440;
one clerk, class two; one clerk,
clerk, $1,380;
$1,380; two clerks, at $1,320 each,
each •,
$1,260 each; six clerks, class one; one clerk
four clerks, at $1,260
clerk or editorial
editorial
clerk, $1,200; one draftsman,
draftsman $1,320; one clerk
clerk or draftsman,
draftsman, $1,200;
$1,200;
$900; one clerk or photographer,
one clerk or draftsman, $960;
photographer, $1,200;
$1,200;
one clerk or photographer,
photographer, $1,000; two clerks, at $1,140 each;
each; two
clerks, at $1,080
$1,080 each; one clerk, $1,020;
$1,020; eight clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
laborer, $1,000;
one clerk or skilled laborer,
$1,000; three clerks, at $900 each; one
mechanician, $1,680;
mechanician,
$1,680; one clerk or instrument maker, $1,200;
$1,200; one
one
lantern slide colorist, $1,320; one
one mechanic,
mechanic, $1,200;
$1,200; one carpenter,
$1,200; one laboratory
laboratory aid, $960; one messenger, laborer, or labora$1,200;
laboratory helper, $840; one messenger or laborer, $840; two messengers,
messengers,
laborers, or laboratory
laboratory helpers, at $720
$720 each; two messengers or
or
messengers, laborers,
laborers, at $660 each;
each; six messengers,
laborers or messenger
messenger boys,
at $600 each; one skilled labo
rer, $720;
$720 ; one
one fireman,
fireman, $720;
$720; seven
laborer,
seven
laborers, messenger
laborers,
messenger boys, or charwomen,
charwomen, at $480 each; seven
seven charwomen,
women, at $240 each; m
in all, $95,360.
Gneralexpenses.
General
expenses.
GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF PUBLIC
AND RURAL
RURAL ENGENERAL EXPENSES,
11:11-PENSES, OFFICE
Puinac ROADS
ROADS AND
ENGrNEERING:
GINEERING: For salaries
salaries and the employment
employment of
of labor
the city
city of
of
labor in
in the
Washington and elsewhere, supplies,
Washington
supplies, ofice
office fixtures,
fixtures, apparatus, traveling
expenses, for conducting
eling and all other necessary
necessary expenses,
conducting investigations
investigations
and experiments,
experiments, and for collating, reporting, and illustrating the
and
results of
and for
for preparing,
preparing, publishing,
bulProviso.
results
of same,
same, and
publishing, and
and distributing
distributing bulRotricaon 0 ad letins and reports, as follows:
Restriction
follows: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
approProded,That
of these
these aporomin
machiery.
priations
makuag machinery.
priatious shall
shall be expended
expended for the rent or purchase
purchase of road-making
road-making
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experimental
machinery, except such as may be necessary
necessary for field experimental
machinery,
work as hereinafter
hereinafter provided for:
management throughout
throughout
For inquiries in regard to systems of road management
advice on this subject,
the
United States
expert advice
giving expert
for griting
States and for
the United
S41,040;
$41,040;

r

d

11°41d

mBeInmtmmagen't-

Road-making mate
R'oac-makid
best methods of road making,
the best
For investigations
of the
making, especially
especially n'ab,
mate.
investigations of
For
etc.
ordinary
sand-clay and
road-making
and the
the best kinds of road-making
roads, and
and dirt roads,
ordinary sand-clay
materials and for furnishing expert advice
advice on road building
building and
and
materials
maintenance, $141,780;
$141,780;
maintenance,
character of road tiChe
For
of the
the chemical
chemical and physical
physical character
'I investigainvestig
ainvestigations of
For investigations
materials, $51,220;
$51,220;
tions.
materials,
d
road eonFor
field experiments
varlous methods
methods-of
of road
eim= etFiel
peld experimnts,
experiments,
and various
experiments and
conducting field
For conducting
various
concering
investigations
struction
and
maintenance,
and
investigations
coneerning
various
maintenance,
and
struction
developing
road materials
investigating and developing
and preparations;
preparations; for investigating
materials and
road
applieation of bitumiequipment
intended for the preparation
preparation and application
bitumiequipment intended
nous and
and other
binders; for the
materials and equipequipthe purchase
purchase of materials
other binders;
nous
ment;
the employment
assistants and labor; for the erection
erection of
employment of assistants
for the
ment; for
as possibuildings; such
such experimental
confined as nearly aS
poesiwork to be confined
experimental -work
buildings;
Me to
$60,000;
point during the fiscal year, $60,000;
to one point
ble
water in Insmguoetc.,
For investigating
investigating and
and reporting
upon the utilization
Utilization of -Water
1
rr
tions
i
gau.',etc- ,
reporting upon
For
farm
practice;
the best methods to-apply in practice;
irrigation, including thefarm irrigation
development
the different
appliances, and the development
and appliances,
power and
of power
kinds of
different kinds
the
of equipment
for farm
irrigation; the
flow of water
water in ditches, pipes
pipes,
the flow
farm irrigation;
equipment for
of
and
other conduits;
apportionment, and
measurement of
and measurement
duty, apportionment,
the duty,
conduits; the
and other
and laws affecting irriregulations, -and
irrigation
water; the
the customs, -regulations,
irrigation water;
gation,for the purchase
purchase and -installation
installation of equipment for experiexperigation- for
mental
and assistance;
assistance; for
ptrposes; for the giving of expert advice and
mental purposes;
the preparation
preparation and
illustration of
of reports
irrigareports and bulletins on irrigaand illustration
the
tion; for
of assistants
assistants and labor in the city of Washemployment of
the employment
for the
tion;
ington
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for
Columbia;
District of Columbia;
of the District
outside of
rent outside
for rent
ington and
$102,440;
and
for supplies
supplies and
and all necessary
expenses, $102,440;
necessary expenses,
and for
amps
of
tios
For investigating
investigating and
and reporting
reporting upon
upon farm
farm drainage
drainage and
and upon
upon tio
l
nirfe
IT=
For
the drainage
swamp and
other wet
wet lands
lands which
farms, etc.
made farms,etc.
be made
may be
which may
and other
of swamp
drainage of
the
available
for agricultural
agricultural purposes;
removal
plans for the removal
preparing plans
for preparing
purposes; for
available for
of
surplus water
drainage, and
by
and for giving expert assistance by
by drainage,
water by
of surplus
advice
or otherwise
conducting
the drainage of such lands; for conducting
otherwise in the
advice or
field
experiments and
investigations concerning
ihe construction
construction
concerning the
and investigations
field experiments
and
maintenance of
farm drainage
drainage work;
and
investigating and
for investigating
work; for
of farm
and maintenance
developing equipment
for the
construction and maintenance
the construction
intended for
equipment intended
developing
of farm
farm drainage
drainage structures;
for the
purchase of
materials and equipof materials
the purchase
structures; for
of
ment; and
and for
for preparing
preparing and
reports and
on
bulletins on
and bulletins
illustrating reports
and illustrating
ment;
drainage •and
for the
of assistants
assistants and labor
labor in the
employment of
the employment
and for
drainage;
city, of
of Washington
and elsewhere;
for rent
the District
of
District of
outside the
rent outside
elsewhere; for
Washington and
city
Columbia, and
and for
supplies and
and all
$93,760;
expenses, $93,760;
all necessary
necessary- expenses,
for supplies
Columbia,
For
investigating farm
farm domestic
supply and
and drainage
drainage disdis- suFa
pprppdo"msict
T d
e;
.
'
e
nlesti
.
" tar
water supply
domestic water
For investigating
posal, the
construction of
farm buildings,
and other
other rural
rural engineerengineerbuildings, and
of farm
the construction
posal,
ing problems
involving mechanical
including the
the erection
erection
principles, including
mechanical principles,
problems involving
ing
of such
structures outside
outside of
District of
may be
Columbia as may
of Columbia
the District
of the
of
such structures
necessary
for experimental
labor
employment of labor
the employment
only, the
purposes only,
experimental purposes
necessary for
in
city of
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, supphes,
all other
and all
supplies, and
Washington and
of Washington
the city
in the
necessary
expenses, $25,000;
$25,000;
necessary expenses,
Administrative
For
general administrative
administrative expenses
connected with
with the
the aboveabove- penlstsivr aexpenses connected
For general
mentioned
lines
of
investigations
and
experiments,
$16,000;
mentioned lines of investigations and experiments, $16,000;
_ ar4hlaporat .
For
and equipment
equipment of
of a
a laboratory
the at
Rese
on
ory
atRhoiFsr
on the
building on
laboratory building
erection and
the erection
For the
Arlington
Farm
property
of
the
United
States
Department
of
AgriAgriof
Arlington Farm property of the United States Department
culture
permanent quarters
research work of
and research
testing and
the testing
for the
quarters for
for permanent
culture for
the
Office of
of Public
Engineering, plans
and specispeciplans and
Rural Engineering,
and Rural
Roads and
Public Roads
the Office
fications to
to be
be prepared
prepared and
and work
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the
done under
work done
fications
Secretary
of
Agriculture,
$75,000;
$75,000;
Agriculture,
of
Secretary
In all,
for general
expenses, $606,240.
$606,240.
general expenses,
all, for
In
Total
for Office
Office of
of Public
Public Roads
and Rural
Rural Engineering,
$701,600.
Engineering, $701,600.
Roads and
Total for
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BUREAU
OF MARKETS
BUREAU OF
MARKETS.

SALABESs,
S
ALARIES, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
chief of
of bureau,
bureau, $4,500;
OF MARKETS:
MARKETS: One
One chief
$4,500; one
one
chief clerk, $2,000;
chief
$2,000; one
one administrative
$2,500; one
adminadministrative assistant,
assistant, $2,500;
one administrative
istrative assistant,
assistant, $1,980;
clerks, class
class
$1,980; five clerks,
clerks, class four;
four; ten
ten clerks,
ciass two; one clerk, $1,380;
three; fifteen clerks, class
$1,380; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,320;
$1,320;
twenty-nine clerks,
$1,140; two
two clerks,
$1,100
clerks, class
class one;
one; one
one clerk,
clerk, $1,140;
clerks, at
at $1,100
each; thirty clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each; three clerks, at $1,080 each;
each; two
clerks, at $1,020
$1,020 each;
each; twenty clerks,
clerks, at $900 each;
clerks, at
at
each; three clerks,
clerks at $720 each; one
$840 each; two clerks,
mechanical assistant,
assistant,
one mechanical
mechanical assistant, $1,380;
$1,800; one mechanical
$1,380; one laboratory- helper,
laboratory aids, at $900 each; one laboratory
$900; three laboratory
laboratory aid, $840;
$840;
seven laboratory
laboratory aids, at $720 each; two laboratory
laboratory aids, at $600
each; one photographer,
photographer, $1,400;
$1,400; one photographer,
photographer, $1,200; one
supervising
supervising telegrapher,
telegrapher, $1,620;
$1,620; one telegraph
telegraph operator, $1,400;
$1,400;
two telegraph
telegraph operators, at $1,200 each; one telephone
operator,
telephone operator,
$600; one draftsman,
draftsman, $900; one map tracer,
tracer, $900;
$900; one
one map
map tracer,
tracer,
$720; one map tracer, $600; one map tracer, $480; two
laborers,
two skilled laborers,
at $900 each; one laborer, $720; two
two laborers,
laborers, at
$660 each;
at $660
each; four
four
messenger boys or laborers, at $600 each;
four messenger
or
each; four
messenger boys
boys or
laborers, at $540 each; ten messenger
laborers,
messenger boys or laborers, at $480
$480
each; two messenger boys, at $420
$360;
$420 each; one
one messenger
messenger boy,
boy, $360;
one charwoman
charwoman, $540; two charwomen,
$480 each;
each; one
one charwoman,
charwoman,
charwomen, at
at $480
$300; two charwomen,
charwomen, at $240 each; in all,
all $197,820.
$197,820.
General expenses.
ep
GENFRAL
G.
EXPENSES)! BUREAU
GENERAL EXPENSES
For salaries
the
BUREAU or
OF MARKETS:
MARKETS: For
salaries and
and the
employment
employment
of
labor
in
Washington
and
elsewhere,
furm
the
city
of
Washington
and
elsewhere, fur.
expenses, rent
rent outside
outside of
the District
District of
niture, supplies,
pplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
of the
of
Columbia,
Columbia, and aU
all other
expenses necessary
necessary in
in conducting
conducting investigaother expenses
investigaexperients, and demonstrations,
tions, experiments,
demonstrations, as follows:
Diffusing
ifos
For acquirin
Diffusing
wm inform
acquiring and diffusing
diffusing among the p
eople o
the U
nited St
at
es
people
offthe
United
States
don
of k
products,
suppi"setc.
supplies,
etc. U ',useful information on subjects connected
connected with
with the
disthe marketing
marketing and
and distributing of farm and nonmanufactured
nonmanufactured food
products and-the
and the purfood products
purchasing ,of
of farm supplies, independently
cooperation with
with
independently and in
in cooperation
other branches of the department,
purchasing and
department, State agencies, purchasing
and
consuming organizations,
organizations, and persons
engaged in
in. the transportation,
persons engaged
transportation,
marketing,
'
marketing, and distributing
distributing of
and food
food products,
products, $289,400
of farm and
$289,400;
pri~b~Uta
martt
For collecting
distributingt by telegraph,
metrtketmg market
collecting and distributing,
telegraph., mail,
mail, and
prices.
and otherwise,
otherwise,
timely information
information on the supply,
supply, commercial
commercial movement,
movement, disposidisposition, and market prices of fruits arid
and vegetables,
vegetables, $184,740,
$184,740, of which
which
sum $40,000
immediately available;
$40,000 shall be immediately
availableLive stock and prodaLetckandpod- To enable
enable the Secretary
Agriculture to
t'o gather
gather from
from stockmen,
stockmen,
Secretary of
ucts.
of Agriculture
Collecting
and dis"
State live-stock
live-stock and
tncblgs
d-i
live-stock associations,
associations, State
and agricultural
agricultural boards,
tributin
g pcd
specific
in- live-stock
boards, comcomaon cf
of raising,
raing, mon carriers, stockyards, commission
ldruraticd
commission firms, live-stock exchanges,
exchanges,
arketing, tc.
slaughtering
and
meat-packing
companies, and others information
marketing,
etc.
slaughtering
meat-packing companies,
information
relative to the number of different
different classes and grades of marketable
marketable
live stock, especially cattle, hogs, and sheep in the principal
principal live-stock
live-stock
feeding districts and
and growing
growing sections;
shipments
sections; prices,
prices, receipts, and
and shipments
cattle,
of the different classes and grades of cattl
e,
hogs, and sheep at livelivestock market centers; prices of meats and meat food products and the
amounts of such products in storagestorage; to compile
compile and publish such
information
such
frequent intervals as most effectively to guide
information at su
ch frequent
guide
producers,
producers„ consumers, and distributors
distributors in the sale and purchase
purchase of
lve
live stock, meats, and other animal products; and to gather and
publish any related information
information pertaining
pertaining to marketing and disanimal 13y-products,
by-products, the
te sum of
tribution of live stock, meats, and animal
$66,800;
$66,800;
Food products, proodtPjroductuiS,
p , To make investigation
investigation relating to the production,
production, transportation
duction,
mar ke Ling
transportation,
-.
storage, preparation,
g, manufacture, and distribution
distribution of
etc.
preparation, markng,
marketing,
agricultural
products, including
extent, manner,
manner, and
methods
agricultural food products,
including the
the extent,
and methods
of any manipulation
manipulation of the markets or control of the visible
of
supply of
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such food products or any of them by any individuals, groups, associations, combinations,
corporations, $50,000;
combinations, or corporations,
$50,000;
promoting the use of standdemonstrating, and
For investigating,
For
investigating, demonstrating,
and promoting

Cotton
standards,
cittonstandards,

the
To
of Agriculture
cooperate with
with the
to cooperate
Agriculture to
the Secretary
Secretary of
To enable
enable the

cooperaivdstrbu
tive distributionxer
of.
oininraierrostion
nof.

ginning, etc.
ards for the different
different grades, qualities, and conditions of cotton, and
for investigating
investigating the ginning,
baling, marking,
comgnning, grading, stapling, baling,
marking, comProviso.
spinning
Tt
pressing, and tare of cotton, $48,000:
$48,000: Provided,
_Provided, That of the sum 'resting
spinning
etc.
valatc.
thus appropriated
appropriated $28,620 may be used for testing the waste, tensile value,
strength,
bleaching qualities of the different
strength, and bleaching
different grades and classes
classes of
of
cotton in order to determine
determine their spinning value and for demonstrating
results of
tests;
of such
such tests;
ing the
the results
Rural credits.
To enable
the Secretary
to make
make studies
studies of
redit.d
era study of,
Agriculture to
of cooperacoopera- sR
To
enable the
Secretary of Agriculture
dit=rative
ntio
tion
tion among
among farmers in the United States in matters of rural credits etc. gininformation,
and
cooperation in rural communities;
communities; to diffuse
and of other forms
forms of
of cooperation
among the people of the United States useful information
information growing out
a broader
utilization
studies in order to provide
provide a
abasis for a
broader utilization
of these studies,
experimental, and demonstration
demonstration
research, experimental,
of results secured
secured by the research,
work of
agricultural colleges,
colleges, and
Agriculture, agricultural
Department of Agriculture,
work
of the Department
State experiment
$30,760;
State
experiment stations, $30,760;
Farm products.

employment of agents to acquire and diffuse
several States in the employment
useful information
connected with the distribution and marketing
marketing of
useful
information connected
investigational, demonstrational,
demonstrational, or extension
extension
through investigational,
farm products through
methods, $43,000;
$43,000;
methods,
For
investigating the
grading, and transportation
handling, grading,
the handling,
For investigating
transportation of
of
grain, including
sorghums,
or the purpose
purpose of fixing definite
definite
s, orgh
the grain
grain sorgh
grain,
including the
grades
$106,590;
thereof, $106,590;
grades thereof,
To
enable the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the Act
the Secretary
To enable
entitled "An
"An Act
fix standards
standards for
baskets for
for grapes
grapes and
and
Climax baskets
for Climax
to fix
Act to
entitled

inhand

Grain handling,grading,het.
ing, etc.

Climax
"
fo
rsmall
bas
ste!
kets
tsb,
icgC'titbe
Administering
reguAddministin, regubatons.
other fruits
and vegetables,
and to
and other
other 'Ante, p.
673.
p. 673.
fix standards
standards for
for baskets
baskets and
vegetables, and
to fix
other
fruits and
containers for
for small
fruits, berries,
for other
other
and for
vegetables, and
and vegetables,
berries, and
small fruits,
containers
purposes," approved
approved August
thirty-first, nineteen hundeed and sixAugust thirty-first,
purposes,"
teen, including
the employment
employment of
of such
such persons
the
as the
persons and means as
including the
teen,
Secretary
Agriculture may
deem necessary,
necessary, in
in the
the city of
Washof Washmay deem
of Agriculture
Secretary of
ington and
•
ington
and elsewhere
elsewhere, $4,000;
4,000;
Administrative exAdministrative
or general
administrative expenses
in connection
connection with
the lines
lines pAstes
penses.
with the
expenses in
general administrative
For
of investigation,
investigation experiment,
demonstration conducted in the
experiment, and demonstration
of
Bureau of
Markets, $20,105;
$20,105;
of Markets,
Bureau
In
all, for
general expenses,
$843,395.
expenses, $843,395.
for general
In all,
Cotton futures Act.
ENFORCEMENT
TATES COTTON1 NES ACT:
ACT: To
To Expenses
Ctpe-n
oftest
COTTON-FUT'ruRE
of sutureUNrrED S
STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
ENFORCEMENT OF
enable
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to
carry
into
effect
the
.
ie
provithe
effect
into
to
carry
Agriculture
of
Secretary
enable the
Ante, p. 476.
sions
of the
United States
States cotton-futures
cotton-futures Act,
all expenses
expenses A', p' 47
including all
Act, including
the United
sions of
necessary
the purchase
and supplies;
travel;
supplies; for travel;
of equipment
equipment and
purchase of
for the
necessary for
for
the city
of Washington
and elseelseWashington and
city of
in the
of persons
persons in
employment of
for the
the employment
where;
all other
other expenses,
including rent
rent outside
outside of
of the Disexpenses, including
for all
and for
where; and
trict
Columbia, that
that may
may be
be necessary
necessary in
executing the provisions
provisions
in executing
of Columbia,
trict of
of
of this Act,
Act, $98,600.
raintanddseAt.
Grain
Standards Act.
of
enforcENFORCEMENT
THE UNITED
TATES GRAIS-STANDARDS
GRAIN-STANDARDS ACT:
of eforeElpens
ACT: Expenses
STATES
UNTrED S
OF THE
E
OBCEiMO NT OF
ing.
To
enable the
Secretary of
into effect
effect the
the propro- i,,Ante, p.
p.48.
482.
to carry
carry into
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
the Secretary
To enable
visions
the United
United States
States gram-standards
Act, including
rent
such rent
including such
grain-standards Act,
of the
visions of
and
employment of
of such
persons and
and means
means as
as the Secretary .of
such persons
and the
the employment
Apiculture
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, in
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington and
and elseelsethe city
Agriculture may
where,
$519,140.
Warehous Act.
where, $519,140.
Warehouse
Act.
Expenses
of adminADMINISTRATION
OF THE
THE UNmTED
UNITED STATES
STATES WAREHOUSE
dmiTo istering.
Expanse of
ACT: To
WAREHOUSE Acr:
ADMNISTRATION OF
enable
the Secretary
carry into
into effect
effect the
p.
i-p.
' 486.
provisions e Ante,
the provisions
to carry
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
Secretary of
enable the
of
United States
States warehouse
the payment of such
including the
warehouse Act, including
of the
the United
rent and
and the
the employment
such persons
means as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary
and means
persons and
of such
employment of
rent
of
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, in
city of
and
Washington and
of Washington
the city
in the
Agriculture may
of Agriculture
elsewhere,
$59,620.
elsewhere, $59,620.
Total for
Markets, $1,718,575.
of
Admtnbuti
Administration
of
$1,718,575.
of Markets,
for Bureau
Bureau of
Total
eta, authorised.
Hereafter, in
in the
the performance
the DepartDepart- oaths,
o.i,,t.amuuaoaiMd.
of the
required of
duties required
of the
the duties
performance of
Hereafter,
ment
by the
provisions of
Act relating
relating to
to the
the
this Act
of this
the provisions
Agriculture by
of Agriculture
meat of
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Bureau
Bureau of Markets, the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
shall have
to
Agriculture shall
have power
power to
administer oaths, examine
examine witnesses, and call for
for the
the production
of
production of
books and papers.
Insecticide
Insecticide Act.
Fay of executive
Pf
oif exec
tive
officer,
etc.,
enforceofficer,
etc.,
enforcement oL.
of.

General
expenses.
Generalexpense.

Salaries, supplies,
Slaries,
supplies,
etc.
Vol.36,p.331.
Vol. 36, p. 331.

Fzdem.al
HorticaE
Federal
Horticultral
Board.
tural
Board.
Salaries.
Salaries.

General expenses.
Genralexpenses.

quarantine
EnforcingAct.
plant,
etc.,
qEnfornpl
tet.,

ol. 37,
37, p.
p.315,85.
Vol.
315, 8.54.

ENFORCEMENT OF
THE INSECTICIDE
INSECTICDE ACT.
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
ACT.

S
SALARIE8,
ALARIES, ENFCRMfwT.
ENFORCEMENT. OF
THE INSESCTrCDE
misiturirmit ACT:
Aar: One
One executive
OF THm
executive
officer, $2,750; one executive assistant,
assistant, $2,000;
$2,000; one clerk, class three;
three;
one clerk, class two; one clerk,'
each;
clerk, class one; two clerks, at
at $1,140 each;
two clerks, at $1,000 each; three insecticide
fungicide inspectors,
inspectors,
insecticide and fungicide
at $1,600
$1,600 eacheach; two clerks
clerks and sample
sample collectors,
collettors; at $1,000
$1,000 each;
each;
one laboratory
laboratory helper, $840; one laboratory
laboratory helper,
$720 one
laborhelper, $720;
one laboratory helper, $600; one unskilled laborer, '.$600;
,
one unskilled
$600; 'one
unskilled
laborer, $480; two messenger boys
boys- or
$480 each;
each; one
one
or taborets,
laborers, at
at'$480
charwoman, $480;
messenger boy, $360; one charwoman,
$480; inall,
in-all, $26,070.
$25,070.
GENERAL EXPENSES,
ENFORCEMEXT OF
GENERAL
EXPENSES, ENFORCEMENT
OP THE
INSECTICIDE A6r
AOTt.For
For
THE INSErcICDHE
employment of labor
salaries and the employment
labor in the city of Washington'
Washington and
nd
elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rent outside of the
District of Columbia, and for all necessary
necessary expenses, as
follows:
as follows:
To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
To
carry into
into effect
the proeffect the
provisions of the Act of April twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and ten,
ten,
hundred and
entitled
"An Act
for preventing
transporentitled "An
Act for
preventing the
the manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
sale, or
or transportation of adulterated
adulterated or misbranded
misbranded Paris
greens, lead
Paris greens,
lead arsenates,
arsenates, and
and
insecticides, and
other insecticides,
also fungicides,
fungicides, and
for regulating
regulating traffic
traffic
and also
and for
therein, and for other purposes,"
purposes," $87,430.
$87,430.
Total for enforcement
enforcement of the insecticide
insecticide Act, $112,500.
$112,500.
FEDERAL
fDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HOBTICULTtRBAL BOARD.
BO1ARD.

SALARIES,
HORTICULLTuRAL BOARD: One secretary
SALARIES, FEDERAL
FEDERAL HomicurrunAL
secretary of
board,
board, $2,280; one clerk, class four; two clerks, at $1,440
$1,440 each; two
clerks, class two; two clerks, at $1,260
clerk, $1,080;
$1,080; three
three
$1,260 each; one
one clerk,
clerks, at $1,000
$1,000 each; three clerks, at $900 each; one
one messenger
messenger boy,
boy,
$480; two messenger boys, at $360 each; one charwoman,
$240; m
in
charwoman, $240;
all, $20,500.
GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, FEDERAL HORTICULTURAL
HORTICULTURAL BOARD: For salemployment of labor in the city of Washington
aries and the employment
Washington and
elsewhere, furniture, supplies, traveling
traveling expenses, rent outside
outside of
the
of the
District of Columbia, and for all other necessary
expenses, as
follows:
necessary.expenses,
as follows:
To enable
ena ble the
the S
ecrete/7 of Agriculture to carry into effect the
To
Secretary
of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of the Act of
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
of August twentieth,

twelve, as amended
fourth,,nineteen
amended March fourth
hundred and
thirteert,
nineteen hundred
and thirteen
entitled "An
"An Act to regulate
regulat e the
the i
mportation of
of nursery
stock and
and
importation
nursery stock
other plants and plant products; to enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to establish and maintain
maintain quarantine districts for plant
plant diseases
and insect pests; to permit and regulate
regulate the movement
movement of fruits,
plants, and vegetables
vegetables therefrom,
therefrom, and for
other purposes,"
$54,500;
for other
purposes," $54,500;
Pink boll
worm of
onk
boll worm
of
To enable
COtton.
enable the Secretary
of A
gri
cult ure t
o meet
mee t the
the emergency
emergency
Secretary of
Agriculture
to
Emerrency measures caused by the existence
of cotton
cotton in
in Mexico
and
Emerteneymeseire
existence of
of the
the pink boll
boll worm
worm of
Mexico and
toprevent introduction
from Mexico.
etocto
carloads of cotton
of, from
the movement of some five hundred carloads
cotton seed from the
infested districts
Mexico to
to milling
milling points
Texas and
and elsewhere,
districts in
in Mexico
points in
in Texas
elsewhere,
establishment of such
and to prevent
prevent the establishment
insect in
in Texas
or in
in any
any
such insect
Texas or
other State by providing
providing for adequate
adequate inspection
and the
the employment
employment
inspection and
of all means necessary
necessary under rules and regulations
by
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
him, to prohibit the
movemen tof
ofcotton
co tton and
and cotton
cotton seed
seed from
the movement
from Mexico
Mexico
into the United States, including the examination
examination of baggage and railand the
cleaning and
disinfecroad cars or other means
means of
of conveyance
conveyance and
the cleaning
and disinfecInsPeetintl,
destrtle" tion
tion thereof;
thereof; to
inspect mills
mills in
in Texas
Texas or
or elsewhere
elsewhere in
the United
United
tionsctlo
destrn
to inspect
tion,
etc.
m the
States to which
which Mexican
Mexican cotton seed has been taken for milling;
milling; to
supervise
manufacture or otherwise, of such seed
supervise the detrction,
destruction, by manufacture
seed and
and
the thorough
thorough clean-up of the mills and premises; to conduct local sur-
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veys
and inspections
of cotton
co tt on fields
fi elds in
i
n th
i
ci
ni
ty o
m i
lls and
and Stara
. 'I"' with
veys and
inspections of
thee v
vicinity
offsuch mills
Coopation
with
ports of entry
detect
any
infestation; and at s
entry in order to d
et
ec tan
yinstances
i
ns t
ances of local infestation;
to determine and conduct such control
measures in cooperation
control measures
cooperation with
the State of Texas or other States concerned
concerned as may be necessary
necessary to
to
stamp out such infestation,
infestation, including
including rent outside
outside of the District of
Columbia, employment of labor in
of Washington
and elseelsein the
the city of
Washington and
where, and all other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $50,000,
available immeimme$50,000, available
diately and until expended;
expended;
In
expenses, $104,500.
In all, for general expenses,
8104,500.
Total for Federal Horticultural
Horticultural Board,
Board, $125,000.
$125,000.
That section eight of an Act entitl
entitled
Act
regulate
etc,
ed "An
"An A
ctto
t
o regu
l
at
e the
the im- tiPnt'
tinPlant,
etc., quarn(warene.
portation
stock and
and other
plants and
plant products;
portation of nursery stock
other plants
and plant
products; to
to v°ol.1- 37,
37 , P.
p. 318,
amended.
enable the
establish and
maintain quaranenable
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to establish
and maintain
quarantine districts for plant diseases and insect pests; to permit and
and reguregulate the movement of fruits, plants, and vegetables
vegetables therefrom, and
for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
nineteen hundred
hundred
approved August
August twentieth,
twentieth, nineteen
and twelve, be, and the same is hereby, amended
amended so as to read as
as
follows:
follows:
"SEc.
the Secretary
Secretary of
"SEe. 8.
8. That
That the
Agriculture is
authorized and
and didi- tine
Interstate
quaranof Agriculture
is authorized
Intestate
qi dis.against plant
Territory, or
United tion,
eases
or insat
insect infestarected to
to quarantine
quarantine any
any State,
State, Territory,
or District
District of
of the
the United
ssesauthorized.
or
estaStates, or any portion thereof, when
when he shall determine that such tionauthorized.
quarantine is
of a
erous plant
plant
quarantine
is necessary
necessary to
to prevent
prevent the
the spread
spread of
a dang
dangerous
disease or insect infestation,
infestation, new
new to or not theretofore
theretofore widely
widely prevaprevaPn
ti c
States; and
the Public
lent or
or distributed
distributed within
within and throughout
throughout the
the United
United States;
and the
b notice.
.Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
give
notice
of
the
establishment
Agriculture is
is directed
directed to
to give notice of the establishment
quarantine to
carriers doing
business in
through
of such
such quarantine
to common
common carriers
doing business
in or
or through
such
quarantined area,
area, and
and shall
shall publish
publish in
such newspapers
in the
such quarantined
in such
newspapers in
the
quarantined area
he shall
quarantined
area as
as he
shall select
notice of
of the
the establishment
establishment of
of
select notice
hms
Shipments of spedquarantine. That
no person
ship or
quarantine.
That no
person shall
shall ship
offer for
for shipment
shipment to
to any
any fied
fledgm
or offer
pndct So.
common carrier,
nor shall
shall any
common carrier
receive for
transporta ?forbidden.
quarantined
localities
common
carrier, nor
any common
carrier receive
for transporta~t o d localties
tion or transport,
carry or
or transport
from any
any
transport, nor shall
shall any
any person
person carry
transport from
quarantined State
state or
or Territory
or District
District of
the United
United States,
States, or
or
quarantined
Territory-or
of the
from any quarantined
quarantined portion thereof,
thereof, into
into or
or through
through any other
other State
District, any
class of
stock or
or any
or Territory
Territory or
or District,
any class
of nursery
nursery stock
any other
other class
class
of plants,
vegetables, roots,
or other
plant prodprod- Stone.
plants, fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
roots, bulbs,
bulbs, seeds,
seeds, or
other plant
e .ate.,
tc ,rr-s
ucts,
class of
stone or
quarry products,
or any
any other
article of
ofincluded
ucts, or
or any
any class
of stone
or quarry
products, or
other article
Inciudfl.
any
of carrying
carrying any
dangerous plant
plant
any character
character whatsoever,
whatsoever, capable
capable of
any dangerous
disease or insect infestation, specified
in
notice of quarantine
quarantine exdisease
specified
in
the
notice
Movement offforbid
·
iMovement
·
· ,
forhidcent as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
it shall
shall be
unlawful to
move, or
or dennurserystock,etc.,
den ril aery stock,
o
cept
etc.,
provided. That
That it
be unlawful
to move,
alfow
class of
nursery stock
any other
other class
subject to
to ndtion
allow to
to be
be moved,
moved, any
any class
of nursery
stock or
or any
class of
ofconditions.
sbj"'t
plants, fruits,
fruits, vegetables,
vegetables, roots,
roots, bulbs,
bulbs, seeds,
other plant
products,
plants,
seeds, or
or other
plant products,
or quarry
or any
any other
other article
article of
any
or any
any class of
of stone or
quarry products
products or
of any
character whatsoever,
capable of
of carrying
carrying any
dangerous plant
plant disease
character
whatsoever, capable
any dangerous
disease
infestation specified
quarantine hereinbefore
or insect
insect infestation,
specified in the notice
notice of quarantine
hereinbefore
provided, and
which the
intended,
provided,
and regardless
regardless of
of the
the use
use for
for which
the same
same is
is intended,
from
any quarantined
quarantined State
or Territory
Territory or
the United
from any
State or
or District
District of
of the
United
States or
quarantined portion
thereof, into
through any
any other
other State
State
States
or quarantined
portion thereof,
into or
or through
method or
or under
or Territory
Territory or
or District, in
in manner
manner or method
under conditions
conditions
other than
than those
those prescribed
by the
Agriculture. That
That it
Rules,
etc., for
for minother
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
it spection,
RU, etc.
isssZment.
shall
be the
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, when
when the
the stc.,tobeissed.
ote•rto be
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
the Secretary
permit, to
to niake
and promulgate
rules and
and reguregupublic interests
interests will
will permit,
iake and
promulgate rules
lations
permit and
govern the
disinfection,
lations which
which shall
shall permit
and govern
the inspection
inspection, disinfection,
certification,
of delivery
and shipment
shipment of
of the
the
certification, and
and method
method and
and manner
manner of
delivery and
class
of nursery
nursery stock
stock or
or of
any other
other class
fruits, vegetables,
vegetables,
class of
of any
class of
of plants,
plants, fruits,
roots, bulbs,
seeds, or
or other
plant products,
any class
class of
stone or
or
roots,
bulbs, seeds,
other plant
products, or
or any
of stone
quarry products,
other article
article of
of any
any character
character whatsoever,
quarry
products, or
or any
any other
whatsoever,
capable of
of carrying
any dangerous
disease or
or insect
insect infestation,
capable
carrying any
dangerous plant
plant disease
infestation,
specified in
the notice
notice of
of quarantine
quarantine hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided,
and rere- Noexoptis.
No exceptions.
specified
in the
provided, and
gardless of
is intended,
intended from
from a
a quarangardless
of the
the use
use for
for which
which the
the same
same is
quarantined
or Territory
District of
of the
United States,
Slates, or
guarantined State
State or
Territory or
or District
the United
or quarantined portion
portion thereof,
into or
or through
other State
State or
or Territory
or
tined
thereof, into
through any
any other
Territory or
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Interchangeable

pr.opS.
propriations.

Miscellaneous.
Misoelane"a.

rules and regulations
ore provided
provided in
regulations as hereinbe
hereinbefore
in this
this section
section for
for the
the

notice of
of the
establishment of
quarantine: Provided,
Provided, That
That before
notice
the establishment
of quarantine:
before the
the
Secretary of
Agriculture shall
Secretary
of Agriculture
shall promulgate
his determination
that it
is
promulgate his
determination that
it is
necessary to quarantine
quarantine any
Territory, or
any State,
State, Territory,
or District
District of
of the
the
United States, or portion
under the
the authority
authority kiven
in this
this
portion thereof,
thereof, under
given in
section,
section, he shall, after due notice to
interested parties,
parties, give
public
to interested
give a
a public
hearing under such rules
as he
he shall
prescribe, at
at
rules and regulations
regulations as
shall prescribe,
which hearing any interested party
may appear
and be
heard, either
party may
appear and
be heard,
either
in person
person or
or by
attorney."
in
by attorney."
B
ap
to exceed
ten per
per centum
centum of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts for
Ia
Anddnot
not to
exceed ten
for the
the
miscellaneous expenses
miscellaneous
expenses of the work of any
division,. or
or office
any bureau;
bureau; division,
office
herein provided
provided for shall be
for expendibe available interchangeably
interchangeably for
expendiwithin the
general expenses
expenses of
of such
tures on
on the
the objects
objects included
included within
the general
such
bureau,
bureau division,
division, or
office, but
no more
more than
per centum
centum shall
shall be
be
or office,
but no
than ten
ten per
to any one item of appropriation
added io
appropriation except
except in
in cases
cases of
of extraordiextraordinary emergency, and then only upon the
of the
the SecreStierethe written
written order
order of
tary
tary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Total, Department
Department of Agriculture,
routine and
and ordinary
Agriculture, for
for routine
ordinary work,
work,
$24,679,113.
$24,679,113.
YMISCELTLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Proviso, eto.
Hearings, etc., to determine quanttned
quarantined

dsct
district,.

1917.
1917.

District; and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
give notice
notice of
such
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall give
of such

Publicnotie.
Public
notice.

r,

SESS. II.
CH. 179.
179.
SEss.
II. CH.

Reclamationprojects.
lamationprojects.
Aiding agricital
agricultural
development of.

DEMONSTRATIONS ON
DEMONSTRATIONS
ON RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION PROJECTS:
PROJECTS: To
To enable
the Secenable the
Seeo
retary
of Agriculture
to encourage
and aid
aid in
developretary of
Agriculture to
encourage and
in the
the agricultural
agricultural develop
ment of the Government
Government reclamation
reclamation projects;
to assist,
threugh •
projects; to
assist, through
demonstrations, advice,
demonstrations,
advice, and in
ways, settlers
the projects;
in other
other ways,
settlers on
on the
projects;
and for the employment
employment of persons and means necessary
necessary in
in the
the city
city
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, $50,000.
and elsewhere,
$50,000.
Conservation
of
naviConservationfnaviCOOPERATIVE
FORESTED
C
OOPERATIVE FIRE
FIRE PROTECTION
PROTECTION OF
OF F
ORESTED WATERSHEDS
WATERSHEDS OF
OF
gable waters, etc.
Cooperation
Cooperation with NAVIGABLE
any
NAVIGABLE
STREAMS:
For
cooperation
with
a
n y State or
group
of
or
group
of
States for
protecStates
for fire
protece pro
tonetc.
States in
in the
the protection
protection from
from fire
fire of
of the
watersheds of
t:len,
etc.
the forested
forested watersheds
of
vol. 36, p. 9.
Vol.
961.
streams under
navigable streams
the provisions
section two
of th
cto
under the
provisions of
of section
two of
thee A
Act
off
March
March first,
and eleven,
eleven ,entitled
en titl ed "An
"An Act
Act to
t
o
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
enable any State to cooperate
cooperate with
with any
any oth
er State
State or
other
or States,
States, or
or with
with
the
the prot
ec tio n of
ofthe
th e watersheds
wat
ershed
s of
ofnavigable
navi
gable
the United
United States,
States, for
for the
protection
streams, and to
appoint aacommi
ss ion for
f
or th
i
siti on o
l
an d
s for
f
or
to appoint
commission
thee acqu
acquisition
offlands
the purpose of conserving
th e navigability
navi
gability of
of navigable
conserving the
navigable rivers,"
rivers,"
$100,000.
Cane-sugar and cotEXPERIMENTS
AND DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMON STR ATIONS IN
IN LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION IN
tonigr
and
cotExPERIMENTS AND
ton districts.
LIVE-STOCK
PRODUCTION IN
Cooperative experexperf- THE
Cooperative
THE CANE-SUGAR
COTTON DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES: T
CANE-SUGAR AND
AND COTTON
OF THE
STATES:
TOo
ments for live stock
prtuction
tk enable the Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, in
production in."
in.
in cooperation
cooperation with
the authoriauthoriwith the
ties of the States concerned,
concerned, or with individuals,
such
individuals, to make
make such
investigations and demonstrations
demonstrations as may be necessary- in conconnection with the development
development of
the canecaneof live-stock
live-stock production
production in
in the
Erection
of
buildErection of build- sugar and cotton districts
districts of
of the
the United
United States,
erection
States, including
including the
the erection
ings, etc.
of barns
and other necessary buildings,
of
barns and
buildings, and the
the employment
employment of
of
persons and means in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
$60,000.
elsewhere, $60,000.
Dairying and
tciDrying
and live
live
EXPERIMENTS IN
IN DAIRYING
AND LIVE-STOCK
EXPERIMENTS
DAIRYLNG AND
LIVE-STOCK PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION IN
IN SEMISEMIstock.
Experiments
Eperiments hi
pro- ARID
in proARID AND
IRRIGATED DISTRICTS
DISTRICTS OF
AND
IRRIGATED
THE
WESTERN
UNITED
S
TATES:
OF
THE
WESTERN
UNITED
STATES:
duction in western irrigated lands,
lands, etc.
gated
To enable the Seretary
Secretary of
of Agriclture
Agriculture to
investigations
to conduct
conduct investigations
and experiments
experiments in problems
problems connected with the
establishment of
of
the establishment
dairying and meat-production
meat-production enterprises
enterprises on the semiarid and irriirriErection of buildErection
o buld gated
gated lands
lands of
the western
ings,
etc.
including the purchase
purchase of
of the
western United
United States, including
of
live-stock, the erection
live-stock,
erection of barns and other necessary
and
necessary _buildings,
buildings, and
the employment of necessary
necessary persons and
means in
in the
the city
of
and means
city of
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $40,000;
vehes
tWashington
$40,000;
Motorot
vehicles, etc.
mAllowance
Allowance
for,
f, from
fr'om That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $75,000
$75,000 of
of the
lump-sum appropriations
appropriations herein
herein
the lump-sum
lump sum
lum appropriaappiroi- made
made for
for the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
the
shall be available
available for
for the
tions.
purchase, maintenance,
purchase,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and motor -boats
necessary in the conduct of the field
necessary
fiek1 work of
Department of
of
of the Department

development o.
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Agriculture outside
That not
Agriculture
outside the District of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
to Pratu'''.
P"Ui"e Ihnited.
.
exceed $13,000 of this amount
amoun tshall be expended
expended for the purchase
purch ase o
off
such vehicles and boats, and that such vehicles
vehicles and boats shall
shall be
be
used only for official service outside
outside the District of
Columbia, but
but this
of Columbia,
this
shall
shall not prevent
prevent the continued use for official service
service of
of motor
trucks Report
motor trucks
ioport of
of expenses
ep
in the District of Columbia: Providedfurther, That the Secretary of
'"
Agriculture
in
the
District
shall,
of
on
Columbia:
the
first
Provided
day
of
each
further,
regular
That
session
the
Secretary
of
Congress,
of
Agriculture shall, on

the first day of each regular session of Congress,
make a
a report
report to Congress showing the amount
under the
amount expended
expended under
the
provisions
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph during the
preceding fiscal
fiscal year.
the preceding
year.
E.,
That hereafter
hereafter the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of A
gri
culture may
motor- lo
xchanges, etc "t
That
Agriculture
may exchange
exchange motorlows'"
aalwed.
propelled and horse-drawn
pripelled
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
in part
vehicles in
art paypayment for new motor-propelled
motor-propeled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger=eamying
passengerarrying
vehicles authorized to be purchased by him, to be used for the same
vehicles
purposes
authorized
as
those
proposed
to
be
purchased
to
b
e exc
by
h
an
him,
g
ed,toan
be
d
shall,for
on the
thesame
first Congress.
purposes as those proposed to be exchanged, and used
shall, on
the first
Congr.ss
'
day of each regular session of
of Congress,
make a
Congress, make
a report
report to
to Congress
Congress
for the fiscal year last closed showing, as
as to
exchange hereunder,
to each
each exchange
hereunder,
the make of the vehicle,
vehicle, the period of its
use, the
the allowance
allowance therefor,
therefor,
its use,
and the vehicle, make thereof,
price, including
including exchange
thereof, and
and price,
exchange value,
value,
paid, or to be paid, for each vehicle procured
through such
procured through
such exchange.
exchange. conuio
dis.eas.
l
Detailed rept

contagious

of,

to

diseases

ERADICATION
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOTTH
FOOT-AND...MOUTH AND
AND OTHEB
OTHER CONTAGIOUS
CONTAGIOUS DMof animate..
DIS oanis
aEASES OF
OF ANIMALS:
In
case of.an
emergency arising
praSmmu
r aPP'
g,
EASES
ANIMALS
In case
of an emergency
arising out of the existexist- /mi
ller:7
pnatmins
St maetremg

ence of foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease,
disease rinderpest,
rinderpest, contagious
pleuropneu- etecontagious pleuropneuetc
monia,
other contagious
monia or other
or infectious
of animals
which, in
contagious or
infectious disease
disease of
animals which,
in
the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, threatens
live-stock
of Agriculture,
threatens the
the live-stock
industry of the country, he may expend in the
city of
of Washington
Washington or
or
the city
elsewhere,' out
elsewhere
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriout of
money in
in the
appropriated, the sum of $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, which sum is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, or
or
so much thereof
thereof as he determines
necessary, in
and pa5ing
determines to
to be
be necessary,
in the
the arrest
arrest and
. , for
eradication of any such disease,
disease, including the
of claims
claims Imes
destroyed, eter
the payment
payment of
imalsstroyed,
tc.
growing out of past
past and
destruction, in
in cooperaand future
future purchases
purchases and
and destruction,
cooperation with the States, of
affected by
by or
or exposed
to, or
of animals affected
exposed to,
or of
of mamaterials contaminated
contaminated by or
any such
such disease,
disease, wherever
or exposed to,
to, any
wherever
found and irimspective
irrespective of ownership, under like or substantially
substantially simisimiwhen such
such owner
complied with
all lawful
lawful
lar circumstances,
circumstances, when
owner has
has complied
with all
quarantine
regulations: Provided,
Provided, That the payment for
quarantine recrulations:
her
o- Appraises:lento(
salfor animals
animals hereApplraiamautoIafter purchased
purchase d may
may be made on
on the
meat, "*
'
on appraisement
appraisement based
based on
the meat,
dairy, or breeding value, but in case of
based on
on breedof appraisement
appraisement based
breeding value no appraisement
appraisement of any animal
animal shall
three times
times its
shall exceed three
its
meat
meat or
value, and
except in
case of
an extraordinary
or dairy
dairy value,
and except
in case
of an
extraordinary emeremergency, to be determined
determined by
Secretary of
Agriculture, the
the payment
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture,
payment
by the United States Government
for any
exceed Unexpended
Government for
any animal
animal shall
shall not
not exceed
rnexpended hathbi
appraisements: Proided
one-half of any such appraisements:
Prowled further,
further, That
That so
much
reaPProPristedso much
rppbrorirtad.
of the appropriation
appropriation of
of $2,500,000
made by
agricultural appro$2,500,000 made
by the
the agricultural
appro- Vo.3 p.4 111.
:
it4
8
/15.
priation
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen hundred
fifteen, for the 1
Af,
p.!".ic1
riation Act of March
hundred and fifteen
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, for
for
fiscal year
hundred and
the arrest and eradication
the
eradication of
disease, rinderpest,
rinderst, conconof foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease,
tagious
pleuropneumonia, or
contagious or
of
tagious pleuropneumonia,
or other
other contagious
or infectious
infectious disease
disease of
animals, as
unexpended at
the close
close of
of the
animals,
as remains
remains unexpended
at the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year nineninehundred and
made
teen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, is
is hereby
hereby reappropiiated
reappropriated and
and made
available for
expenditure during
during the
thirtieth,
available
for expenditure
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth
nineteen
hundred and
eighteen, for
the objects
in said
nineteen hundred
and eighteen,
for the
objects mentioned
mentioned in
said
appropriation Act,
Act, including
including necessary
to determine
appropriation
necessary investigations
investigations to
determine
whether said diseases
diseases have
been completely
in districts
districts
have been
completely eradicated
eradicated in
where
existed.
where they
they previously
previously existed.
Total
this bill
bill for
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Total carried
carried by
by this
for the
the Department
t

.

"CPS

$25,929113.
$25,929,113.
Awm•W...
InThat
to
during the
fiscal year
pay offoreemThat ,
to provide,
provide, during
the fiscal
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteight- a..Mg
a g.o1f
een, for all persons
een
persons employed
employed under
the Department
under De
under the
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture,2 pimenr,Ps
DepPartreceiving
not
including on the
rolls only
only those
those persons
persons who
are carried
than $IAS
$
the lump-sum
lump-sum rolls
who are
carried race* Ue
aw
u
aoo
thereon at the close
of the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
Ye"'
close of
the fiscal
nineteen ~'
hundred and
hundred
seventeen, increased
increased compensation
at the
the rate
ten
and seventeen,
compensation at
rate of
of ten

ploy
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per centum
centum per
annum to
such employees
who receive
receive salaries
salaries or
or
per
per annum
to such
employees who
wages
from such
such department
rate per
per annum
less than
than $1,200,
$1,200,
wages from
department at
at a
a rate
annum less
and
increased compensation
at a
arate
rate of
of five
five per
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum
and increased
compensation at
to
such employees
employees who
who receive
receive salaries
salaries or
wages from
from such
such departdepartto such
or wages
ment at
more than
$1,800 per
annum and
and not
less than
than
ment
at a
a rate
rate of
of not
not more
than $1,800
per annum
not less
$1,200
much as
as may
be necessary
hereby appropri$1,200 per
per annum,
annum, so
so much
may be
necessary is
is hereby
appropriated
any moneys
moneys in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated:
appropriated:
in the
the Treasury
of any
ated out
out of
Provisos.
prOO.
Application limited. Provided,
compensation provided
provided by
this section
section
Applicationlimited
by this
Provided, That
That the
the increased
increased compensation
shall
apply to
whose duties
duties require
only a
a portion
of
shall not
not apply
to _persons,
persons, whose
require only
portion of
their time,
except charwomen,
charwomen, or
or whose
needed for
for brief
their
time, except
whose services
services are
are needed
brief
periods
at intervals,
or to
any persons
who receive
receive a
a part
part of
of their
their
periods at
intervals, or
to any
persons who
salaries or
wages from
from any
sources under
under cooperative
arrangecooperative arrangeany outside
outside sources
or wages
Reports to be made.
made salaries
Reports
Department of
Agriculture: Provided
further, That
ments with
with the
the Department
of Agriculture:
Providedfurther,
That
detailed
to Congress
Congress on
the first
first day
of the
the
reports shall
shall be
be submitted
submitted to
on the
day of
detailed reports
next session
of persons,
persons, the
the grades
grades or
or character
character
next
session showing
showing the
the number
number of
of
the original
original rates
rates of
of compensation,
and the
the increased
of positions,
positions, the
compensation, and
increased
ntenational

International Farm
Congress.
nation
inFore
Foreign
nations invited
to attend.
attend.
vitedto
Proviso.
Provo.
No appropriatioa.
s.
Noappropa

March 4,
1917.
4,1917.
March

[H.
[H. R.
B. 2632.
2136324
Public, No. 391.

CHAP.
Making appropriations
CHAP: 180.-An
180.—An Act Making
appropriations for the naval service
service for the fiscal
fiscal

thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and eighteen, and
purposes.
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and for other
other purpose.

Public, No. 391.
Naval service appro
appro.
at
priations.
pi
io.

Pay,
Pay, miscellaneous.
misellaneous
Schedule of all pay
b be
e
and
to
andallowances to
sent to Congress.

allac

Miscellaneous
Miscelaneon

pens.

pelaSeS.

rates
of compensation
compensation provided
provided for
for hereno.,
herein...,:
>,
rates of
The President
President is
hereby authorized
to extend
extend invitations
invitations to
to other
other
is hereby
authorized to
The
nations to
appoint &legates
to the
the International
International
nations
to appoint
delegates or
or representatives
representatives to
Farm
Congress to
to be
be held
Peoria, Illinois,
Illinois, in
in connection
connection with
the
Farm Congress,
held at
at Peoria,
with the
International
goil-Prbducts
Expositicq,
during
the
fiscal
year
nineInternational Soil-Products Exposition during the fiscal year nineteen hundred
hundred and
eighteen: Provided,
Provided, That
hat no
no appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
teen
and eighteen:
be
granted or
or used
used for
for the
the expenses
expenses of
of delegates.
delegates.
granted
Approved, March
March 4,
Approved,
4, 1917.

it enacted
enaced by the Senate and House
House ofRepresentatives
Be it
Representatives of the United
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
the following
following sums
be,
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled
sums be,
and
they are
are hereby,
appropriated, to
to be
be paid
paid out
any money
in
and they
hereby, appropriated,
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
service of
of
appropriated, for the naval service
the Government
Government fthe
for the
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
he year ending
ending June
hundred
and
eighteen, and for other
purposes:
and eighteen,
other purposes:
PAY,
PAY, MISCELLANEOUS.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy shall send to Congress at the
the beginning
beginning
of its
regular session
session a
complete schedule
or list
showing the
of
its next
next regular
a complete
schedule or
list showing
the

amount of money of all pay and for all allowances for each grade
grade of
of
including retired
officers, and
and for
for all
officers inofficers in the Navy,
Navy, including
retired officers,
all officers
included in
in this
this Act
for all
all enlisted
men so
Act and
and for
enlisted men
so included.
included.
ex.- eluded
For commissions
interests; transportation
commissions and interests;
transportation of funds;
funds; exchange;
exchange;
traveling under
States,
mileage to officers while
while traveling
under orders
orders in the
the United
United States
and for actual personal
personal expenses
expenses of officers
officers while traveling
traveling abroad
abroad
under orders, and for traveling expenses
expenses of civilian
civilian employees,
employees, and
and for
for
actual and necessary
necessary traveling expenses
expenses of midshipmen
proceed-.
midshipmen while proceeding from their homes to the Naval Academy
examination and
Academy. for
for examination
midshipmen; for actual
-expenses
appointment as midshipmen;
actual traveling
trave_mg expenses of female
nurses; actual
expenses of officers while on shore
actual expenses
shore patrol duty; mileage
to
traveling under
under orders
the
to officers
officers of
of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force traveling
orders of
of the
Secretary
Secketary of the Navy; hire of launches
launches or other small
small boats in Asiatic
waters; for rent of buildings and offices
offices not in navy yards, including
including
the rental of offices in the District
District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
e
xpenses of courtsmartial, prisoners
pri
sons , an
t
s of
of inquiry,
inquiry, boards
boards of
of
martial,
prisoners and
and prisons,
andd cour
courts
inspection,
witnesses' fees, and
inspection, examining
examining boards, with clerks'
clerks' and
and witnesses'
and
traveling expenses
costs;
. expenses
expenses of
naval defense
def
ense districts;
traveling
expenses and
and costs;
of naval
districts;
OM.

stationery
and periodicals
stationery and recording;
recording; religious books; newspapers
newspapers
,
periodicals

for the naval service; all advertising
advertising for
Depfertment and
and
for the Navy.Depeartment
its bureaus (except advertising
advertising for recruits for the Bureau
Bureau of Naviga-
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tion);;co;
copyin; ferriage;
commissions, warrants,
tion)
ferriage; tolls; costs of suits; commissions,
discharges;•relief of
diplomas, and discharges
vessels in
distress; recovery
recovery of
of vessels
in distress;
of
valuables from shipwrecks;
shipwrecks; quarantine
expenses; reports;
valuables
quarantine expenses;
reports; professional investigation;
investigation; cost of special
special instruction at
fessional
at home and
and
abroad,
maintenance of
of students
students and
and attaches;
from
fr o m
information abrod, t
attaches; information
including maintenance
abroad, including
from abroad
exceeding $100,000,
collection
abroad and at home, not exceeding
$100,000, and the collection
and
and classification
classification thereof; all charges
charges pertaining
pertaining to the
the Navy
Navy Departof drinking
water on
on shore
shore
ment and
and its bureaus
bureaus for ice
ice for the
the cooling
cooling of
drinking water
(except
(except at
at naval
naval hospitals),
hospitals), telephone
telephone rentals
rentals and tolls, telegrams
telegrams,
cablegrams, and
foreign .and
domestic, and
post-office box Prov
cablegrams,
and postage, foreign
and domestic,
and post-office
leriAowances for MenProvided, That
That Al=ces
and incidental expenses:
rentals;
and other
other necessary
rentals; and
necessary and
expenses: Provided,
of cs, etc., services att
sum to
to be
be paid
the direction
direction of
under the
the appropriation,
appropriation, under
out of
of the
paid out
the sum
the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, for clerical,
clercal, inspection, and messenger
messenger
service in navy yards, naval
naval stations, for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $215,000,
$215,000,
and for
for necessary
for the
the interned
interned persons
and prisoners
prisoners of
ofpersons,ete.
Interned
nternedpersons,etc.
persons and
expenses for
and
necessary expenses
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Navy Department,
Department, including
including funeral
war under
funeral
expenses
interned persons or prisoners of war as may die
expenses for
for such interned
Norfol, Va.
while under
under such jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; in all, $1,134,000:
$1,134,000: Provided,
Provided, That the torfoltiVsa.
Lease of storage facilies
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to lease for a
a period not to ex- cilities•
ceed
years storage
facilities in
of the
the navy
yard,
ceed three
three years
storage facilities
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
navy yard,
Norfolk,
an annual rental
exceeding $14,000,
$14,000, to be paid out
rental of
of not exceeding
Norfolk, at
at an
of
"Pay, miscellaneous."
of the
the appropriation
appropriation "Pay,
miscellaneous."
CONTINGENT, NAVY:
emergencies and
extraordinary exex- Caatingent.
cosand extraordinary
For all
all emergencies
NAVY: For
CONTINGENT,
penses
exclusive of
personal services
in the
the Navy Department, or
services in
of personal
penses, exclusive
any
Washington District of
any of
of its
its subordinate bureaus or offices at Washington,
Columbia,
arising at
beanticipated
to be
anticipated
at home
home or abroad, but impossible to
Columbia, arising
or
classified, to be
be expended on the approval and authority of the
or classified,
Secretary
of the
for such
purposes as
deem proper,
proper,
as he may
may deem
such purposes
the Navy,
Navy, and
and for
Secretary of

abroad etc.

p

•

e
ya'

eteetZ.

$46,000.

s
For actual
actual expenses
and in
in connection
with the
the civilian
civilian bouixvLillan
consulting
conting
ba""
connection with
by and
incurred by
expenses incurred
For
Naval
Consulting
Board,
$25,000.
$25,000.
Naval Consulting Board,
F
nu
v
el oil and gasoline.
IFnesiatiao.,
INVESTIGATION OF FUEL
investigation of fuel oil and I
estigation, etc.,
etc.,
FUEL OIL: For an investigation
INVESTIGATION
gasoline adapted
adapted to
including the
question of of.
the question
requirements, including
to naval
naval requirements,
gasoline
supply and
storage and
and the
the availability
economically and
otherwise
and otherwise
availability economically
and storage
supply
of such
be afforded
afforded by
by the
reserves on the public
naval reserves
the naval
as may
may be
supply-as
of
such supply
domain, and
transportation and hire of
expenses for transportation
other expenses
and for such
such other
domain,
vehicles in
in connection
connection with
petroleum reserves
the Secretary
Secretary
as the
reserves as
with naval
naval petroleum
vehicles
of
the Navy
Navy may
deem appropriate;
appropriate; for
the purchase
necessary. Testing
of the
may deem
for the
purchase of
of necessary
Testing plant,
plant, et
ete.
instruments
appliances; for
for the
extension of
of the
naval fuel-oil
fuel-oil
the naval
the extension
and appliances;
instruments and
testing plant
plant at
at the
navy yard,
Pennsylvania, and the
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
yard, Philadelphia,
the navy
testing
temporary employment
employment of
of civilian
civilian experts
experts and
and assistants,
assistants, $60,000.
temporary
$60,000.
aon.
Aviation.
AVIATION:
aviation, to
to be
be expended
of the
expenses.
the General
seeral expenses
under the
the direction
direction of
expended under
For aviation,
AVIATION: For
Secretary
of the
for procuring,
procuring, producing,
operconstructing, operproducing, constructing,
the Navy
Navy for
Secretary of
ating,
preserving, storing,
storing, and
rigid
including rigid
aircraft, including
handling aircraft,
and handling
ating, preserving,
dirigibles,
appurtenances, maintenance
maintenance of
and
of air craft stations and
and appurtenances,
dirigibles, and
experimental
work in
development of
of aviation
aviation for
for naval
experimental work
in development
naval purposes,
purposes, ro.
$5,133,000: Provided,
That the
out of
of this
this appropriaap ro
Technical, etc.,
servetc., servTechnical,
paid out
to be
be paid
the sum
sum to
Provided, That
$5,133,000:
ices.
boa
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy for drafting,'
of the
direction of
under the
the direction
tion under
clerical, inspection,
and messenger
for aircraft
aircraft stations
stations shall
sh
service for
messenger service
inspection, and
clerical,
not exceed
Securing
basic airrecuring basi
not
exceed $75,000.
$75,000.
To enable
the Secretary
War and
and the
Secretary of
emit patents.
Navy to
to craftpatents.
of the
the Navy
the Secretary
of War
Secretary of
enable the
To
secure by
by purchase,
donation, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, such
such basic
basic
condemnation, donation,
purchase, condemnation,
secure
patent or
patents as
as they
may consider
consider necessary
manufacture
to the
the manufacture
necessary to
they may
or patents
patent
and
the United
and its
its dependendependenStates and
in the
United States
of aircraft
aircraft in
development of
and development
cies
for governmental
purposes, under
such regulations
regulations as
under such
and civil
civil purposes,
governmental and
cies,' for
the Secretary
War and
the Secretary
the Navy
Navy may
prescribe,
may prescribe,
of the
Secretary of
and the
of War
Secretary of
the
$1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
.
as
ranmnts
arrangements may be made in relation to the lirc.ria
Provided,
rran:Ilnlan
s.
ts
auProvided, That such arrangements
purchase of
of any
any basic
patent connected
connected with
with the
and thcriz°d
thorzed."
the manufacture
manufacture and
basic patent
purchase
development of
aircraft in
the United
United States
States as
as in
in the
of the
the
judgment of
the judgment
m the
of aircraft
development
p

0
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Indemnity bond
or
oiftn
valndemr
validity
of
patents. f

fos

1917.
1917.

Secretary of
of War
War and
and the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy will
of the
will be
be of
the greatgreatthe Secretary
Secretary
est advantage
the Government
and to
to the
the development
of the
the
development of
advantage to
to the
Government and
est
indus
try.
industry.

there shall be pending in court
event there
the event
Provtdedfurther,
further, That
That in
in the
court
Proided
litigation
validity of said patent or patents,
patents, bond, with
the validity
involving the
litigation involving
to indemnify
indemnify the
security in an amount sufficient
sufficient to
good and
and approved
approved security
United
required, payable
conUnited States,
States, shall
shall be
be required,
payable to
to the
the United
United States,
States, conditioned
repay to
amount paid
for said
said
ditioned to
to repay
to the
the United
United States
States the
the amount
paid for
patent
patents in
the event
patent or
patents are
are finally
finally
patent or
or patents
in the
event said
said patent
or patents

adjudged invalid.

Advisory Committee
Committee adjudge
ATIONAL
d
ADVISORY COMTrrTEE
COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS: For
For scientffic
Advisory
NATIONAL
ADVISORY
FOB AEBONAUTICS:
scientific
for Aeronautics.
Expenses, employemploy- research, technical
Expenses,
technical
investigations,
investigations, and special reports in the field of
ees, etc.
ees, etc.
aeronautics, including the necessary
necessary laboratory and technical
technical assistants; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
members and
and employees;
rent (office
(office in
in
of members
employees; rent
ants;
the District
of Columbia
to exceed
$1,500); office
exceed $1,500);
office supplies,
supplies, printprintthe
District of
Columbia not
not to
ing, and
and other
expenses; clerks;
personal
draftsmen; personal
clerks; draftsmen;
miscellaneous expenses;
ing,
other miscellaneous
Proviso.
services
in
the
field
.and
in
the
District
of
Columbia:
Provided,
That
of
Columbia:
Provided, That
etc.
seservices
in
the
field.and
in
the
District
ircs
Clerical,
servClerical, etc.,
etc., services.
the
sum to be paid
ices.
the-sum
paid out of
of this appropriation
appropriation for clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting,
watchmen and messenger
messenger service
June
service for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
watchmen,
thirtieth,
hundred and
and eighteen,
eighteen, shall
shall not
$12,000;
exceed $12,000;
not exceed
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
in all,
all, $107,000.
$107,000.
in
Use
balances.
se of
of balances.
The
balances
balances under the several items of the appropriation
appropriation "
" National
Ante,pp. 559.
A,
.
Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for Aeronautics,"
Aeronautics," carried
carried in
in the Act making
appropriations for
the naval
naval service
fiscal year ending June
for the
the fiscal
service for
for the
appropriations
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, approved
August twentythirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
approved August
twentyninth,
sixteen, are hereby
consolidated into
ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
hereby consolidated
into aa
purposes as
single fund and may be expended
expended by the committee
committee for its purposes
as
Vol. 38,
p.
O.
vol.
38,p.
.
stated
paragraph of Public
and
stated in the paragraph
Public Act Numbered
Numbered Two hundred
hundred and
seventy-one, Sixty-third
Sixty-third Congress,
approved March
nineteen
seventy-one,
Congress, approved
March third,
third, nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, establishing
committee.
hundred
establishing the
the committee.
State martneschools.
STATE MARINE
sonooLs: To
To reimburse
reimburse the
the State
of New York,
State of
RINE SCHOOLS:
STATE
NS
tReimburinsg
York
Reimbursingss/tu
and
.
w
York and MassachuMachu $25,000,
Massachusetts, $25,000, for expenses
incurred
$25,000, and the State of Massachusetts,
expenses incurred
setts.
se.
maintenance and support of marine schools in those States in
in the maintenance
in
Vol. 36, p. 1353.
Vol.
36, 1353.
accordance with section two of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act for the
the
accordance
establishment of marine schools, and for other purposes,"
establishment
purposes," approved
approved
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen hundred and
$50,000.
and eleven;
eleven; in
in all,
all, $50,000.
Lepers.
CARE OF
OF LEPERS,
LEPERS, ISLANDS
GUAM AND
AND CULON:
CULION: Naval
Naval station,
station,
ep-etc., Cno,
CARE
OF GUAM
ISLANDS OF
Care,
Callon,
P.
P.I.
island of Guam:
Guam: Maintenance
Maintenance and care of lepers, special patients, and
and
for other purposes, including cost of transfer of lepers from Guam to
the island of Culion, in the Philippines,
Philippines, and their maintenance,
$20,000.
Bureau of Navigan.Brea
of Navig
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF NAVIGATION.
NAVIGATION.
Lion.
Transportation.
Transportaton.

Transportation:
For travel
Transportation: For
travel allowance
allowance of enlisted
enlisted men discharged on
on

account of expiration
expiration of enlistment; transportation
transportation of enlisted
enlisted men
men
and apprentice
applicants for enlistment at home and
apprentice seamen and applicants
abroad, with subsistence and transfers en route
route, or cash in lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof;
transportation
transportation to their homes, if residents of
of the United States, of
of
enlisted men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen discharged on medical
medical survey,
with subsistence
subsistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof;
thereof;
transportation of sick or insane enlisted men and apprentice
transportation
apprentice seamen
seamen
to
hospitals,
with
subsistence
and
transfers
en
route,
or
cash
in
lieu
in lieu
cash
or
route,
en
transfers
and
subsistence
with
hospitals,
Rese to
Nal
Naval
Fuca,
Forcl
ere thereof;
transportation of enrolled men of the Naval Reserve
Reserve
thereof transportation
Reserve Force
to and from duty, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers
transfers en route, or cash in
in
lieu thereof; apprehension
apprehension and delivery of deserters
deserters and stragglers,
and for railway guides and other expenses incident to transportation,
transportation,
$1,060,524.
$1,060,524.
Recruiting.
Recuitting.
Recruiting: Expenses of recruiting
Recruiting:
recruiting for the naval service;
service; rent of
of
rendezvous and expenses of maintaining
maintaining the same; purchase, rental,
maintenance, operation, exchange, and repair of motor-propelled
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passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for official use; advertising for and obtainpassenger-carrying vehicles
ing
apprentice seamen;
seamen; actual and
necessary expenses
expenses in lieu
and necessary
and apprentice
mg men
men and
of mileage
mileage to officers
traveling recruiting
recruiting parties,
officers on duty with traveling
of
$419,228.84.
$419,228.84.
Discharges.
Dschag
". 6
" An Act making appropriations
appropriations for the Ante,
So much of the Act entitled "
pp. 560.
June thirtieth,
Naval
Service for
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hun- A
for the
the fiscal
Naval Service
nineteen
dred
approved August twenty-ninth, nineteen
seventeen," and approved
and seventeen,"
dred and
repealed:
hundred
hereby repealed:
sixteen, which reads as follows, is hereby
hundred and sixteen,
Discharges
after one
Discharges after
hereafter enlist
who may
"
Provided, That
That any
person who
may hereafter
enlist in
in the Navy year's
any person
"Provided,
sea service, etc.
repoed.
Provision repealed.
peace, if he so elects, receive disin time
time of
for
the first
first time
shall, m
of peace,
dis- Provision
time shall,
for the
charge
without cost to himself during the month of June
therefrom without
charge therefrom
or
respectively, following
completion of one year's
following the completion
or December,
December, respectively,
service
sea. An
honorable discharge
discharge may be granted under this
An honorable
at sea.
service at
provision;
entitle the holder, in case of
when so
so granted shall not entitle
but when
provision; but
reenlistment,
honorable discharge
discharge granted upon
reenlistment, to the benefits of an honorable
Conditions.
completion
providedfurther, That, at the time, Conditions.
enlistment: And providedfurther,
completion of an enlistment:
under charges,
undergoing punishment,
punishment, or in debt to the
charges, or undergoing
he is
is not under
Government."
Government."
t enppl
Not
°oennb erto
Nlsotaapplicable
Provided, That the provisions of this section shall not apply to listmeris.
Provided,
reunder
listments under
repealed law.
pealedlaw.
enlistments under
repealed.
of the Act hereby repealed.
operation of
the operation
under the
enlistments
osAdministration
il
t
k
isminis
.
of
authorizing certain officers of the Navy dministration of
The
"An Act authorizing
Act entitled "An
The Act
28, p. 639.
Vo. 28,p.639.
January twenty- Vol.
and
administer oaths,
oaths," approved January
Corps to administer
Marine Corps
and Marine
331, p. 10S6,
108 ,
ededa,
i Vol.
fifth,
hundred and ninety-five,
amended by the Act of amended.
ninety-five, as amended
eighteen hundred
fifth, eighteen
hereby,
same
and
March
third,
nineteen
hundred
one,
be,
and
the
is
hereby,
hundred
March third, nineteen
further amended
to read
oficMs authorized
anthorized
as follows:
follows:
as to
read as
so as
further
amended so
Officers
to administer oaths.
oath.
courts-martial and courts toadmnistr
That
judges advocate
advocate of naval
naval general
general courts-martial
That judges
of inquiry,
inquiry, and
commanders in chief of naval squadrons, comand all commanders
of
mandants of
of navy
navy yards
and stations,
stations, officers
officers commanding
commanding vessels of
yards and
mandants
the
Navy, and
and the
the adjutant
and
adjutant and
of the
the Navy,
officers of
recruiting officers
and recruiting
Navy, and
the Navy,
inspector, assistants
and inspector,
officers,
commanding officers,
inspector, commanding
adjutant and
assistants adjutant
inspector,
recruiting officers
of the
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
such other
officers of the
other officers
and such
the Marine
officers of
recruiting
Reserves and VolVolId
untesr
Regular Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Reserve Force, of the unteers
the Naval Reserve
Corps, of the
Marine Corps,
added.
Regular
Marine Corps
and of the National Naval Volunteers as may
Reserve, and
Corps Reserve,
Marine
be hereafter
hereafter designated
designated by
the Secretary
of the
they
and they
Navy, be, and
the Navy,
Secretary of
by the
be
are hereby,
authorized to
to administer
administer oaths
purposes of the
the purposes
for the
oaths for
hereby, authorized
are
administration of
naval justice
justice and for
purposes of naval
for other purposes
of naval
administration
administration.
administration.
Examining boards at
Fxamii^ngbBds^at
That hereafter
hereafter the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy may authorize the senior foreign
of the
That
stations, au.
thorized.
thtorfed.
officer
present,
or
other
commanding
officer
t
on
a
foreign
station
to
station
foreign
on
a
officer,
commanding
other
or
present,
officer
order
boards of
medical examiners,
examining boards,
retiring
and retiring
boards, and
examiners, examining
of medical
order boards
boards
for the
the examination
examination of
of such
candidates for appointment, prosuch candidates
boards for
motion, and
retirement in
and Marine
as may be
Corps as
Marine Corps
Navy and
in the
the Navy
and retirement
motion,
serving
such officer's
officer's command
and may
appear
to appear
directed to
be directed
may be
command and
in such
serving in
before
before any such board.
Contingent: Ferriage,
Contingat.
discharges Contingent.
certificates, discharges,
continuous-service certificates,
Ferriage, continuous-service
Contingent:
good-conduct
medals for
for men
men and
boys; purchase of
of
and boys;
and medals
badges, and
good-conduct badges,
gymnastic
of effects
deceased officers
officers and
of deceased
effects of
transportation of
apparatus- transportation
gymnastic apparatus,enlisted
men of
of the
the Wavy,
Navy, and
officers and
men of
the
of the
enrolled men
and enrolled
of officers
and of
enlisted men
Naval
Force who
die while
duty; books
books for training apon duty;
while on
who die
Reserve Force
Naval Reserve
prentice
landsmen; maintenance
other
gunnery and other
of gunnery
maintenance of
and landsmen;
seamen and
prentice seamen
training
classes, packing
boxes and
and materials;
models;
and models;
books and
materials; books
packing boxes
training classes,
stationery; and
other contingent
contingent expenses
emergencies arising
arising,
and emergencies
expenses and
and other
stationery;
under cognizance
the Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, unforseen
and imposimposunforseen and
Bureau of
of the
cognizance of
under
sible to
to classify,
$10,000.
classify, $10,000.
sible
Gunnery and sigi
GUNNERY
trophies, and
and nearing
ne igelarciss.
exercises.
Prizes, trophies,
EXERCISES: Prizes,
ENGINEERING EXERCISES:
AND ENGINEERING
GL-NNERY AND
badges for
target practice,
engineering exerexerpractice, engineering
gunnery, target
in gunnery,
excellence in
for excellence
badges
cises and
to be
awarded under
under such
such
be awarded
consumption, to
coal consumption,
in coal
economy in
for economy
and for
cises
rules
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
may formulate;
for the
the purposes
purposes
formulate; for
as the
rules as
of
recording, classifying,
the rules
rules
publishing the
and publishing
compiling, and
classifying, compiling,
of printing,
printing, recording,
and results;
for the
establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of shooting
galshooting galthe establishment
results; for
and
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en
Outfits
Outfits on
on first
first en-listment, etc.
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leries, target
target houses,
and ranges;
hirin g established
ranges,
established ranges
targets and
ranges; for
for hiring
leries
houses, targets
z
and for
transporting the
the civilian
civilian assistants
assistants and
and equipment
equipment to
to and
and
and
for transporting
from ranges,
ranges, $205,000.
from
$205,000.
r1
OUTFITS ON FIRST ENLISTMENT:
a_,UTVITS
ENLISTMENT: Outfits
Outfits for all enlisted
enlisted men and
and

apprentice seamen
seamen of
of the
Navy on
enlistment, at
at not
to exceed
exceed
not to
first enlistment,
the Navy
on first
apprentice
$60 each; for the clothing
gratuity of officers
officers and
and men
men of the Naval
Naval
clothing gratuity
Reserve
each for
officers and
men; in all,
and $30 each for men;
for officers
Force, $50 each
Reserve Force,
$2,385,920.
$2,385,920.
Naval
auxiliaries
MAINTENANCE OF
OF NAVAL
Naval auxiliaries.
MAINTENANCE
NATAL AUXILIARIES:
transportation, shipAUXILIARIES: Pay,
Pay, transportation,
shipping,
and subsistence
subsistence of
crews of
auxiliaries,
of naval auxiliaries,
officers and crews
of civilian
civilian officers
ping, and
and all expenses connected
auxiliaries employed
employed in emerand
connected with naval
naval auxiliaries
emergencies which
which can
can not
be paid
from other
other appropriations,
appropriations, $1,144,390.
$1,144,390.
gencies
not be
paid from
Equipment
supplies '
Instruments
Supplies for seamen's
seamen's quarters;
for
quarters; and for
supplies: Supplies
and supplies:
Instruments and
itesntttsuppes
instruments,
etc.
the
purchase of
of all
all other
articles of
eqiipage at
at home
home and
and abroad;
abroad;
of equipage
the purchase
other articles
and for
for the
payment of
of labor
equipping vessels
vessels therewith
therewith and
and
the payment
labor in equipping
manufacture of
such articles
in the
the several
several navy
navy yards;
yards; all
pilotage
manufacture
of such
articles in
all pilotage
and towage of ships of war; canal
wharfage, dock and port
port
canal tolls, wharfage,
charges, and other necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses
of a
nature;
expenses of
a similar nature;
charges,
services
repairing, correcting,
correcting, adjusting,
adjusting, and
services and
and materials
materials in
in repairing,
and testing
compasses on shore and
nautical and
astronomical
compasses
and on board
board ship; nautical
and astronomical
instruments and
for ships of war,
professional
instruments
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
same; libraries
libraries for
war, professional
schoolbooks, and papers; compasses,
compass fittings, inbooks, schoolbooks,
compasses, compass
cluding binnacles,
appendages of ship's
binnacles, tripods, and
and other appendages
ship's compasses;
compasses;
other appliances
appliances for measuring the ship's way, and leads
leads
logs and other
and
appliances for sounding;
photographs, photographic
photographic
and other appliances
sounding; photographs,
instruments and
and materials,
printing outfit
outfit and materials,
materias ,$450,000.
$450,000.
instruments
materials, printing
Ocean and lake suradlae r-` OCEAN
AND LAKE
LAKE SURVEYS:
SURVETS: Hydrographic
Hydrographic surveys,
vnYeOCEAN AND
including the
the
surveys, including
surveyors, cartographic
cartographic draftsmen
draftsmen
pay of the necessary
necessary hydrographic
hydrographic surveyors,
and recorders,
recorders, and for the purchase and printing of nautical
nautical books,
books,
charts, and sailing directions
Secretary
directions, $105,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
of the Navy
Navy is authorized
authorized to;detail such naval officers not exceeding
exceeding
necessary to
drographic Office.
Office.
four as
as may be
be necessary
to the H
Hydrographic
Naval Mifitia.
ARMING AND
EQUIPPING NAVAL
NAVAL MILIA:: For
the pay,
pay, subsistence,
subsistence,
For the
AND EQUIPPING
AMIING
Naali,equipping,
iping
Arming,
286.
and transportation
National
PIEt
2..
transportation of such portion of the Naval Militia and National
Aniep.s
a
Naval Volunteers
Ante,
p. 593.
Volunteers as shall engage
engage in actual service
service or instruction
instruction
afloat or on shore, and for pay, transportation,
transportation, and subsistence
subsistence of
any part of the Naval Militia as shall participate
participate in any cruise
cruise,
maneuvers,
maneuvers, field or other instruction, or encampment
encampment of any part
art of
shore or in the Office of Naval -Militia
the Regular
Regular Navy afloat, on shore,
Iilitia
gunnery
Affairs; for prizes, trophies, and badges
badges for excellence
excellence in gunneryexercises and target practice
exercises
practice of the Naval Militia; for the purpose of
providing for issue to the Naval Militia any stores and supplies or
or
publications which are supplied to the Navy
Navy by any department;
department;
Navaliitia
Board for the actual and necessary traveling expenses, together
a per
NavaiMllitiaBoard.
together with a
per
diem not to exceed
exceed $10
Secretary of the
$10 to be established by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Naval Militia
Board appointed
appointed by the Secretary
Affa Navy, of the
the Naval
Naval Militia Board
ilitia Affai'rs
Moe.
Navy; and
necessary clerical and office expenses
expenses of the
the Office
Navy;
and for the necessary
Offaie.
Retainer pay.
Ante,
of Naval Militia Affairs
ent,,p.
p.a.593.
Affairs in the Bureau
Bureau of Navigation, and for retainer pay of officers and enlisted men, and traveling
traveling and other necesNaval Volunteers,
sary expenses
expenses of the Naval Militia and National Naval
$1,527,617.70.
$1,527,617.70.
etc"
ete
.
T°13peka,"
`
31'It'" alteri,
altering'
alteration, installation of machinery,
machinery, and
For the completion
completion of the alteration,
es s
hip Topeka,
Topeka,$85,500.
$85,500.
United Stat
States
ship
repair of
of the
the United
Volunteer a t r o repair
Volunteer patrol
That
entitled "An
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations
squadrons.
squadros.
p
That so much
much of the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Ante, p.
nineet.&
p BOO,o,amendamend- for the naval service for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, and for other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved
August twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, which
which reads
as follows:
follows:
as
Sale of
lubricating
oil
tt
f
and
,at cost to.l
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
i
s h
ereby au
thori
zed to
to sell
sell at
at cost
cost
aodgaimam
uattto.
"The
hereby
authorized
and issue lubricating
Volunteer
lubricating oil and gasoline
gasoline to vessels of the Volunteer
Patrol Squadrons
Squadrons duly enrolled in the several naval
naval districts; and
and
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practice drills, when any
that during maneuvers
maneuvers or practice
any of the vessels
vessels
of said Patrol Boat Squadrons
Squadrons shall be acting singly or as squadrons
squadrons
under the direct command or control of an officer
officer or officers of the
Fuel free t*
at maetc
maneuUnited
United States Navy, gasoline
gasoline fuel shall be supplied to them
them free
free of VFr",
vers, etc.
charge,"
be, and
and the
the same
hereby, amended
amended as
as follows:
follows:
charge, be,
same is
is hereby,
"Gasoline"
outaSd,
'sickstricken
hereby,
it first occurs
"gasoline" where
The word "gasoline"
where it
occurs be, and it is hereby.,
and "fuel"
sstcien
y out out
"fuel" substitherefor; that the tuted.
stricken out and the
the word
word "fuel"
"fuel" substituted
substituted therefor;
word "gasoline"
"gasoline" where it
it occurs the second
second time in said paragraph
paragraph
be, and it
it is hereby, stricken
stricken out.
stations.
Inasad;
ue Buena
NAVAL
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, CALIFORNIA:
CALIFORNIA: Maintenance
Maintenance of naval
naval, alTraining
Yerba
Island,
c
'
and
material
Labor
training
training station, Yerba Buena
Buena Island, California:
California;
Material; "buildings
general care,
buildings and wharves;
wharves, general
care, repairs, and
and improvements
improvements of
of
grounds,
buildings, and
wharfage, ferriage,
street car
.
grounds, buildings,
and wharves;
wharves- wharfage,
ferriage, and
and street
car
fare; purchase
of live
stock, and
and attendance
on same;
same;
attendance on
purchase and
and maintenance
maintenance of
live stock,
fare;
wagons,
carts, implements,
implements, and
and tools,
tools, and
to same,
same, including
including
and repairs
repairs to
wagons, carts,
the
of one
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn passengerpassengerrepair, and
and operation
operation of
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
carrying
vehicle to
be used
only for
fire engines
engines and
and
purposes; fire
to be
used only
for official
official purposes;
carrying vehicle
extinguishers;
gymnastic implements,
models and other articles
implements, models
extinguishers; gymnastic
needed
in instruction
instruction of
printing outfit and maof apprentice
apprentice seamen;
seamen; printing
needed in
terials,
of sameand lighting;
stationery,
heating and
lighting; stationery,
same; heating
and maintenance
maintenance of
terials, and
washing;
books, schoolbooks,
periodicals; fresh water, and washing;
schoolbooks, and periodicals;
books,
packing boxes
materials; and all other contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses;
boxes and materials;
packing
maintenance of
of dispensary
entertainand suitable
suitable entertainlectures and
building; lectures
dispensary building;
maintenance
ments for
for apprentice
seamen '•in
in all,
$92,000.
Coasters
Ha rbor
ments
apprentice seamen;
all, $92,000.
oasters Harbor
sland, R.I.
NAVAL
STATION RHODE
RHODE ISLAND:
ISLAND: Maintenance
3faintenanCe of
of naval
naval Island,
R. I.
TRAINING STATION,
NAVAL TRAINING
training station,
station, Coasters
Harbor Island, Rhode
Rhode Island: Labor and
Coasters Harbor
training
material;
buildings and
wharves; dredging
channels; extending
extending sea
dredging channels;
and wharves;
material; buildings
walls; repairs
causeway and sea wall; general care, repairs,
repairs, and
repairs to causeway
walls;
improvements of
of grounds,
grounds, buildings,
buildings, and
ferwharfage, ferand wharves;
wharves; wharfage,
improvements
riage, and
and street
street car
car fare;
purchase and
and maintenance
of live
live stock
stock,
maintenance of
fare; purchase
riage,
attendance on
on same; wagons, carts, implements,
implements, and tools, and
and attendance
repairs to
same, including
including the
the maintenance,
of
operation of
and operation
repair and
maintenance, repair,
to same,
repairs
used only for
two horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles to be
be used
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
two
gymnastic impleofficial
purposes; fire
engines and extinguishers;
extinguishers; gymnastic
fire engines
official purposes;
ments;
and other
other articles
articles needed
apprentice
of apprentice
in instruction
instruction of
needed in
models and
ments; models
seamen;
outfit and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of same;
same;
materials, and
and materials,
printing outfit
seamen; printing
heating
lighting; stationery,
stationery, books,
books, schoolbooks,
schoolbooks, and
periodicals;
and periodicals;
and lighting;
heating and
fresh water,
water, and
and washing;
packin g boxes
boxes and
and all other
materials; and
and materials;
washing; packing
fresh
contingent
expenses; lectures
lectures and
and suitable
entertainments for
for apap- r
suitable entertainments
eo.
contingent expenses;

a

l al
cim
.
the
sum to
That
Provided,
100,000:
in all,
al,$$100,000:
seamen;
prentice
out
prentice
of this
seamen;
appropriation
in
under the
Provided,
direction
That
of the
theSecretary
sum
to be
beofpaid
paid.
the Clerical,
'
of
the
out of this appropriation under the direction of the Secretary
Navy for
drafting, inspection,
messenger service
service for the
and messenger
inspection, and
clerical, drafting
for clerical,
Navy
fiscal
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
eighteen,
and eighteen,
hundred and
ending June
year ending
fiscal year

etc.,
etc,

shall
not exceed
$5,701.60.
Great Lakes.
exceed $5,701.60.
shall not
NAVAL
TRAINING STATION,
STATION, GREAT
GREAT LAKES:
LA.KES: Maintenance
of naval
naval
Maintenance of
NAVAL TRAINING
training station:
station: Labor
material; general
care' repairs,
and
repairs, and
general care,
and material;
Labor and
training
improvements
grounds, buildings,
buildings, and
car fare; purpiers; street car
and piers;
of grounds,
improvements of
chase
and maintenance
maintenance of
of live
live stock,
stock, and
and attendance
attendance on
on same;
same;
chase and
motor-propelled
vehicles, wagons,
implements, and
and tools,
tools, and
and
carts, implements,
wagons, carts,
motor-propelled vehicles,
repairs
same, including
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of
the maintenance,
including the
to same,
repairs to
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, and
and one
one horse-drawn
horse-drawn
one
passenger-carrying vehicle
to be
be used
purposes; fire
fire
official purposes;
for official
only for
used only
vehicle to
passenger-carrying
apparatus
extinguishers; gymnastic
implements; models
models and
and
gymnastic implements;
and extinguishers;
apparatus and
other articles
needed in
in instruction
of apprentice
printing
seamen; printing
apprentice seamen;
instruction of
articles needed
other
outfit
and material,
same; heating
and lighting,
heating and
of same;
and maintenance
maintenance of
material, and
outfit and
and
and repairs
equipment, distributing
mains, tunnel, and
distributing mains,
power-plant equipment,
to power-plant
and
repairs to
conduits; stationery,
schoolbooks, and
and periodicals;
periodicals; washing;
washing;
books, schoolbooks,
stationery, books,
conduits;
.
packing boxes
and materials;
materials; lectures
lectures and
suitable entertainments
entertainments pr,. .
and suitable
boxes and
packing
a
etc
for
seamen; and
all other
other contingent
contingent expenses:
expenses; Provided,
e.,
m,
Provided, cclaim',
and all
apprentice seamen;
for apprentice

the direction
under
appropriation
this
paid
sum
That
of
That
thethe
the
Secretary
sum to
to be
be
of paid
the out
Navy
out of
of for
this clerical,
appropriation
drafting,
under
inspection,
the
direction
and I"
of the Secretary of the Navy for clerical, drafting, inspection, and

serv-

y-
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messenger
service for
the fiscal
year ending
nineteen
messenger service
for the
fiscal year
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
eighteen shall
exceed $1,500;
$1,500; in
in all,
naval training
training
hundred and
and eighteen,
shall not
not exceed
all, naval
station,
Great Lakes,
Lakes, '$96,400.
station, Great
$96,400.
Saint
Va.
Saint Helens,
Helen, Va.
NAVAL TRAINING
TRAINING STATION,
STATION SAINT
HELENA: Maintenance
Maintenance of
NAvAi
SAINT HELENA:
of naval
naval
training'
care, repairs,
and
training station;
station; labor
labor and
and material,
material, general
general care,
repairs, and
improvements;
incidental expenses,
expenses,
improvements; schoolbooks; and all other
other incidental
$30,000.
Naval ReserveForce.
Force.
NAVAL
RESEBVE F
FORCE:
NavalReserve
expenses of organizing,
NAVAL RESERVE
ORCE: For expenses
organizing, administering,
administering,
Expenses.
Ante, p.
Ane,
and recruiting
e. 587.
recruiting the
the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, including
including clerical
clerical and mesmessenger
sationery, and
printing,
senger hire,
hire, office
office rent,
rent, furniture,
furniture, sationery,
and postage;
postage; printing,
advertising, and
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$130,000.
advertising,
and other
expenses, $130,000.
Naval Reserve.
Any former
former member
member of
of class
class one
Naval
States Naval
United States
of the
the United
one of
Any
val
3pResere.
Vol.
38, p. 940.
Continuous-service
Continuosservice
the
of
March
nineteen
Reserve,
established
by
Act
third,
and
hundred
and
credit for reenlistments
fifteen,
Act making
for the
prior to May,
1917.
for the
the naval
naval service
service for
the
iS71ents
fifteen, "An
"An Act
making appropriations
appropriations for
prttior
rtoeae
fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and
and
fiscal year
year ending
hundred and
and sixteen,
for
purposes," who
who
thirtieth,
shall
Navy prior
to
for other
other purposes,"
shahall ve reenlisted
reenlisted in
in the
the Navy
prior to
May
hundred and
shall be
held and
and considconsidMay first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, shall
be held
ered to
to have
have reenlisted
within four
months from
from the
date of
discharge
ered
reenlisted within
four months
the date
of discharge
Enrollment if serving
the Navy
Navy for
of continuous-service
continuous-service pay.
August
W, 1916.
And any
any
pay. And
the purpose
purpose of
from the
for the
g from
As"t 2l9,
1916.
such member
Reserve who
who was
was serving
on
such
member of
of the
the said
said Naval
Naval Reserve
serving therein
therein on
August.
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen shall
upon his
his
shall upon
August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and
to July
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
service
aplication therefor,
therefor, any
any time
time prior
for application
prior to
July first,
Service credit for
Naval Reserve Force. and seventeen, be enrolled in the Naval Reserve Force, and any such
NavalReserveForce.
shall, for
for all
purposes, be
considered as
person so
so enrolled
enrolled shall,
all purposes,
be considered
as having
having
served
served continuously in such Naval Reserve Force since August
August
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen,
sixteen with due credit
credit for
for previous and
continuous service in the Naval
Nava), Reserve
same
and continuous
Reserve in the
the same
manner
effect
of
service
in
and
to
the
same
as
for
equal
length
of
service
in
the
Proviso.
Naval
Reserve Force:
Provided, That
That no
enrolled.person
person shall
Naval Reserve
Force: Provided,
no such
such enrolled
shall
Payy restrictions.
restrictions.
receive any back pay or allowances for any
any: period during which he
he
shall have received pay or allowances,
allowances, or either, for service in any
other branch of the naval service, regular or reserve.
nstrucon
Instruction
camps, other branch of the naval service, regular or reserve.
SCHOOLS OR
OR CAMPS
OF INSTRUCTION,
NAVAL RESERVE
ORCE: For
etc.
p
SCHOOLS
etc.
CAMPS OF
INSTRUCTION, NAVAL
RESERVE F
For
FORCE:
Expenses.
equipment
and
maintenance
of
schools
and
camps
established
for
the
for the
equipment
and
maintenance
of
schools
and
camps
established
p MD.
zAnte,
iU p.
580.
purpose of instructing
instructing members of and applicants for membership
membership in
in
Naval Reserve
Force, $30,000.
$30,000.
Reserve Force,
the Naval
a coege,
Naval War
n!Naval
College, the
NAVAL WAR
W AR C
OLLEGE, RHODE
SLAND: For
maintenance of
of the
R. 1.
NAVAL
COLLEGE,
RHODE I
ISLAND:
For maintenance
the
Naval War College on Coasters Harbor
Harbor Island, including the maintenance, repair, and operation of one horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicle to be
15e used only for official purposes; and care of grounds for
for
same, $35,250; services of a
a lecturer on international
international law, $2,000;
$2,000;
services of civilian lecturers, rendered at the War College, $300;
care and
of the
library, including
the purchase
purchase, binding,
binding,
and preservation
preservation of
the library,
including the
erovs.
p
care
Proviso.
lrical,
etc.,
of
books
of
reference
and
periodicals,
$1,300:
Provided,
Clerical,
etc., serv- and repair 6f
of
reference
and
perio'cab,
$1,300:
'Provided,
>'
ices.
That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation under the direction
direction
Secretary of the Navy for clerical, inspection,
of the Secretary
inspection, drafting, and
and messenger service for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen huneighteen, shall not exceed $22,500; in all, Naval War Coldred and eighteen,
lege, Rhode
Rhode Island, $38,850.
lege,
P
Ho, Phila.NavalNva
Home,
ColdelphiaPa.
NAVAL
HOME, P
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA,
PAY OF
OF EMPLOYEES:
EMPLOYEES:
de
i
i sma, Pa,
AVAL HOME,
HILADELPHIA, P
ENNSYLVANIA, PAY
ayoempoye
One Secretary, $1,800;
FaYaerulAwees•
$1,800; one foreman mechanic, $1,800;*
$1,800; one superinsuperintendent of grounds, at $900;
store laborer,
$900; one
one steward,
steward, at $900; one
one store
laborer,
at $540; one matron and office
office assistant, at $600;
$600; one
one beneficiaries'
beneficiaries'
attendant, at $360; one chief cook, at
assistant cook,
at
at $540;
$540; one
one assistant
cook, at
$420; one assistant cook, at $360; one chief laundress, at $300; five
five
laundresses, at $240
$240 each; one chief scrubber, at $300; three scrubbers, at $240 each; one head waitress, at $360; eight waitresses, at
at
$240 each; one kitchen attendant, at $420; ninelaborers,
nine laborers, at $420
each; one stable keeper
keeper and driver, at $540; one master at arms, at
at
$720;
$720; two house corporals,
corporals, at $480 each;
$480; one
each; one
one barber
barber,, at
at $480;
one
carpenter, at $960; one painter, at $960; one painter',
painter, at $840; one
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engineer, $960; four laborers, at $600 each; two
two laborers,
laborers,- at $660
each; one laborer, at $420; total for employees, $27,840.
$27,840.
antenace.
burial Maintenance.
and lighting;
MAINTENANCE:
Water rent,
rent, heating,
heating, and
lighting; cemetery,
cemetery, burial
MAINTENANCE: Water
expenses
headstones; general care
care and
improvements of grounds,
and headstones;
and improvements
grounds,
expenses and
buildings, walls, and fences; repairs
repairs to power-plant
power-plant equipment,
equipment, implements, tools,
purchase of the same; music in chapel
furniture, and
and purchase
tools, and
and furniture,
ments,
and
beneficiaries; stationery, books, and periodperiodentertainments for beneficiaries;
and entertainments
icals;
destitute beneficiaries
beneficiaries to the
transportation of indigent and destitute
icals; transportation
Naval
beneficiaries, their attendants
attendants
Naval Home, and
and of sick and insane beneficiaries,
other Government
and
from -other
Government
subsistence for both, to and from
necessary subsistence
and necessary
hospitals; employment
and about
about the Naval
Naval
beneficiaries in and
such beneficiaries
employment of such
hospitals;
Home as
as may
authorized by
Secretary of the Navy, on the
the Secretary
by the
may be
be authorized
Home
recommendation of the
and all
beneficiaries, and
support of beneficiaries,
governor; support
the governor;
recommendation
other contingent
expenses including
maintenance repair, and
including the maintenance,
other
contingent expenses,
operation of
three horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to be used
of three
operation
Naval
sble
f from Naval
pePayable
$115,645, pension
Home,' $115,645,
Naval Home
all, for
only for
for official
purposes, $87,805;
for Naval
$87,805; in all,
official purposes,
only
fund.
naval pension
shall be
be paid out of the income from the naval
which sum shall
ad of
,to to fund
fund: Provided,
Provided, That
material at 'Proviso.
the sale of material
derived from the
all moneys
moneys derived
That all
fund:
Return
of
moneys received, etc.
purchased from moneys appro- moneysreceivdetc.
the
originally purchased
which was originally
Naval Home, which
the Naval
priated from
pension fund,
fund, and all moneys
naval pension
from the naval
the income
income from
from the
priated
hereafter be
derived from
the rental
rental of
of Naval
Naval Home
shall hereafter
Home property, shall
from the
derived
fund.
turned
naval pension fund.
the naval
into the
turned into
BUREAU OF
OF ORDNANCE.
ORDNANCE.
BUREAU

Bureau of Ordnance.
of Ordnance.
Breau

and ordOrdnance
Ordnance and
ordORDNANCE
AND ORDNANCE
STORES: For
For procuring,
procuring, producing,
pre- nane~,.
rdproducing, preORDNANCE STORES:
ORDNANCE AND
nance stores. a
serving, and
and handling
ordnance material;
armament of ships;
for the armament
material; for
handling ordnance
serving,
for
general work of the
for fuel, material, and labor to be used in the general
Ordnance
Department; for
magazines, torpedo
for furniture
furniture at naval magazines,
Ordnance Department;
vehicles,
Pasenger vehicles,
stations,
and proving
grounds; for
proving ground Passenger
maintenance of the proving
for maintenance
proving grounds;
stations, and
etc.
practice; for the maintenance,
and powder
maintenance, etc.
and for
for target practice;
factory and
powder factory
and
repair,
or operation
operation of
of horse-drawn
pas.senger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
repair, or
one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle,
vehicle, to be used only for
one motor-propelled
official
purposes at
magazines, the
ground,
proving ground,
the naval
naval proving
naval magazines,
at naval
official purposes
Indianhead,
Maryland, and naval torpedo
torpedo stations,
stations, and
and for pay of
Indianhead, Maryland,
chemists,
clerical, drafting, inspection,
messenger service in Proviso.
inspection, and messenger
chemists, clerical,
cheica. etc.,
navy
stations, and
and naval magazines:
magazines: Provided,
Provided, That the
the Chemical,
yards, naval
naval stations,
navy yards,
etc., srv.
services.
sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
appropriation under
direction of the loe
the direction
under the
this appropriation
of this
sum to
Secretary
of the
Navy for
for chemists,
chemists, clerical,
clerical, drafting,
drafting, inspection
inspection,
the Navy
Secretary of
watchmen,
and messenger
service in navy
yards, naval stations, and
navy yards,
messenger service
watchmen, and
naval
for the
fiscal year
nineteen
June thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
year ending
the fiscal
magazines for
naval magazines
hundred
eighteen, shall
not exceed
$750,000; in
all, $8,488,333.
$8,488,333.
in all,
exceed $750,000;
shall not
and eighteen,
hundred and
Smokeless powder.
Purchase and
manufacture of
smokeless powder,
Pro- Provisos.
e por.
$1,800,000: Propowder, $1,800,000:
of smokeless
and manufacture
Purchase
Price limited.
mited
Price
be
Act
shall
this
by
'aided, That
appropriated
Act
money appropriated
of any
any money
no part of
That no
vided,
Purchases subject
subject to
to
small arms
than small
expended
for the
the purchase
purchase of
other than
arms powder fullPurchases
of powder
powder other
expended for
operation of
at a
in excess
excess of
of 53
53 cents
pound: Provided
further, That
That in
in hedI
Providedfurrer,
head pnt.
plant..
a pound:
cents a
price in
at
a price
expenditures
appropriation, or any part thereof, for powder,
expenditures of this appropriation,
no
shall at
any time
time be
purchased unless
factory
the powder factory
unless the
be purchased
at any
no powder
powder shall
at Indianhead,
Indianhead, Maryland,
Maryland, shall
be operated
operated on
of not less
less than
than
basis of
on aabasis
shall be
at
its
full maximum
maximum capacity.
capacity.
N
its full
Naval Gun Factory,
FOR
NAVAL GUN
FACTORY, W
ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF C
OLUMBIA: DNa
G
Fty,
COLUMBIA:
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
GUN FACTORY,
FOR NAVAL
Machinery, etc.
Machinery,etc.
New
and
improved
machinery
for
existing
shops,
$307,036;
repairs
repairs
$307,036;
shops,
New and improved machinery for existing
and betterments
betterments to
present facilities,
$395,200; machinery
and equipequipmachinery and
facilities, $395,200;
to present
and
ment
for new
gun shop,
$1,798,500; in
in all.
ment for
new gun
shop, $1,798,500;
all. $2,500,736.
$2,500,736.
,e lplant. p
Projectile
PROJECTILE
complete the
erection and
and equipment
equipment of
of a
Erection and equipequipa Eretineand
the erection
To complete
PLANT: To
PROJECTILE PLANT:
ent
ment.
plant
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
projectiles, on
on aasite
to be
be selected
by m
selected by
site to
of projectiles,
plant for
the President,
including the
employment of
all necessary
necessary expert,
expert,
of all
the employment
President, including
the
drafting,
clerical assistance,
assistance, $1,375,345,
to be
be immediately
immediately availavail- Cost increased.
$1,375,345, to
and clerical
drafting, and
able
and to
to remain
available until
until expended,
expended, and
and the
the limit
limit of
of cost
cost Astic
5
able and
remain available
Ante, p, 563.
fixed
the Naval
approved August
August twentytwentyAct, approved
Appropriation Act,
Naval Appropriation
in the
fixed in
ninth, nineteen
is hereby
hereby increased
increased to
to $2,080,956.
$2,080,956.
sixteen, is
and sixteen,
hundred and
nineteen hundred
ninth,
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NEW BATTEBIES
SHIPS OF
OF THE
NAVY: For liners
eroded
BATTERIES FOR
FOR SHIPS
THE NAVY:
lilleTS for eroded
guns, to be available until June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninenineteen,
to be
teen, $100,000;
$100,000; for
for one
one twelve-inch,
twelve-inch, forty-five-caliber
forty-five-caliber gun,
gun, to
be availavailthirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
$60,000;
able until
until June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and nineteen,
nineteen, $60,000;
Anti-aircraft,
ma- for anti-aircraft
Anti-aircraft, maanti-aircraft guns and mounts
complete,
to
be
available
mounts
complete,
available
until
until
chine, and boat guns.
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
nineteen, $629,000;
$629,000; for
macne,
d boat gs.
hundred and
and nineteen,
for maone-pounder boat
chine guns
guns and
and equipment,
equipment, $1,250,000;
$1,250,000; for
for one-pounder
boat guns
guns
and mounts
mounts complete, to be available
nineteen
available until
until June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
in all,
an, $2,201,000.
hundred and
and nineteen,
nineteen, $162,000;
$162,000; in
$2,201,000.
Batteries
for
for mermeBatteries
BATTERIE
FOR mERcrukirr
EC&NTAUX
IARIS:
merchant
BATTERIES Pon
Auxrria
RIES For batteries
batteries for merchant
chant
auxiliaries.
auxiliaries (to
exceeding •$6,381,174),
be immediately
immediately
(to cost
cost not
not exceeding
$6,381,174), to
to be
available and to continue available
until June
June thirtieth,
available until
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
$4,731,174.
hundred and twenty, $4,731,174.
Ammunition.
Ammunition.
AMMUNITION
AUXILARIES: EDT
For ammunition
AMMUNITION FOR MEBCHANT
MERCHANT AUXILIARIES
ammunition for
for
merchant auxiliaries, to be immediately
available and to
immediately available
to continue
continue
available
available until June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
nineteen hundred
and twenty,
twenty,
$7,731,941.
$7,731,941.
Anti-aircraft
guns for
Anti-aircraft gnsfor
NAVAL srATioNs:
STATIONS: To provide anti-aircraft guns and ammunition
ammunition
stations.
tati
at naval stations, $3,800,000.
Ammunition
for
Ammunition for
AMMUNITION FOR SHIPS OF THE NAVY: For procuring, producing,
AMMUNITION
ships.
preserving
preserving, and handling ammunition
ammunition for issue to ships, $3,500,000,
be
available
until
expended.
to
be
available
until
expended.
Coast Guard cutters,
ARMAMENT AND
AND AMM1JNITION
COAST GUARD
Toward
CUTTERS: Toward
merd etc.Cnttes,
oast
ARMAMENT
AMMUNITION FOR
FOR COAST
GUARD CUTTERS:
armament,
ammunition for
two Coast
Guard cutters,
cutters, to
to be
the armament
armament and
and ammunition
for two
Coast Guard
be
available until
until expended,
expended, $159,590.
$159,590.
available
Torpedoes and
TonrpedoPandSid
- TORPEDOES
TOBPEDOES AND
AND APPLIANCES:
APPLIANCES: For the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture
ances.
of torpedoes
torpedoes and appliances, to be available until June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and twenty,
nineteen
twenty, $1,049,280.
$1,049,280.
Reserve
ordnance
Reserve ordnance
RESERVE
ORDNANCE SUPPLIES: For a
a reserve of ordnance
RESERVE ORDNANCE
ordnance supplies
supplies.
supplieto
available until
until June
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and nineteen,
to be
be available
nineteen,
$4,657,460.
$4,657,460.
Torpedo
station,
STATION, NEWPORT,
TORPEDO STATION,
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND:
ISLAND: For labor and
TorpedoR. I.
station,
Newport,
General
expenses.
Gneraexpenses.
material; general care of and repairs to grounds, buildings,
buildings, and
and
wharves;
wharves; boats, instruction, instruments, tools, experiments,
experiments, and
general torpedo outfits, $100,000.
achinery.
Machinery.
For new
improved machinery
for torpedo factory,
For
new and
and improved
machinery and tools ,for
$100,000.
$100,000.
Submarine
base, New
New
For the further development
Submarine bes,
development of the submarine base at New London,
For
London,
London, Conn.
Establishing.
ELostdonabn.
shops
Connecticut, including the erection and equipment of repair shops,
the provision of additional berthing space,
space, and the erection of
quarters and barracks
barracks for officers and men $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
Experimental
EXPERIMENTS, BUEU
experimental work in
Experimental work.
work.
EXPERIMENTS,
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: For
.For experimental
sell and other pro• the development of armor-piercing
armor-piercing and torpedo shell
jectiles, fuses,
powders,' and high explosives,
fuses powders
explosives ' in connection with
problemsfuses,
of the attack of armor with direct and inclined fire at
problems
of
at
various ranges, including
including the purchase of armor, powder, projectiles,
projectiles,
and fuses for the above purposes and of all necessary
necessary material
material and
and
labor in connection
connection therewith;
therewith.; and for other experimental
under
experimental work
work under
the cognizance
cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance
Ordnance in connection
connection with the
development
ordnance material
material for
the Navy,
Navy, $100,000.
$100,000.
of ordnance
for the
Contingent
buikling development of
t
fnd.t
ban
CONTINENT
BUILDING FUND:
ftmd.
CONTINGENT BITILDING
FUND: For minor extensions
extensions and improveimprovecognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance,
ments of public works under the cognizance
Ordnance,
$10,000.
$10,000.
Repairs.
Repai r.
REPAIRS, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
For necessary
necessary repairs
repairs to ordnance
REPAIRS,
BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE: For
buildings,
machinery, and other items of like
buildings, magazines, wharves,
wharves, machinery,
character, $30,000.
$30,000.
character,
Contingent.
contingent.
CONTINGENT,
BUREAU OF
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE:
ORDNANCE: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
namely, cartage,
cartage, expenses
magazines and
and staexpenses of light and
and water
water at
at magazines
stations, tolls, ferriage, tehnial
technical books, and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses attendattendng inspection of ordnance material, $9,500.
ing
$9,500.
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BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
BUREAU
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS.
DOCKS.

Bureau
of Yards
Yards ad
and
Bmeau of
Docks.
Docks.

MAINTENANCE,
DOCKS: For general main- Maintenance.
Mamtt
.
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
or YARDS AND DOCKS:
tenance
tenance of yards and docks, namely:
namely: For books, maps, models, and
purchase and repair of fire engines; fire apparatus
drawings; purchase
apparatus and
plants; machinery, operation or
of
or repair,
repair, purchase;
purchase; maintenance
maintenance of
horses and driving teams; carts, timber wheels,
wheels, and
and all vehicles,
including motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehiveincles
des to be used only for official purposes,
purposes, and includingmotor-proincluding motor-propelled vehicles for freight-carrying
freight-carrying purposes
purposes only for use in
in the
the navy
navy
yards; tools and repair
repair of the same; stationery;
furniture for
for GovernGovernstationery; furniture
in navy
navy yards
yards and
naval stations;
stations; coal
and
ment houses and offices
offices in
and naval
coal and
other fuel;
candles, oil,
oil, and
and gas;
attendance on
and power
other
fuel; candles,
gas; attendance
on light
light and
power
plants; cleaning
clearing up
up yards
yards and
care of
of buildingsbuildings; attendattendcleaning and clearing
and care
ance on fires, lights, fire engines, and
apparatus and
plants;
and fire
fire apparatus
and plants;
incidental
at navy
navy yards;
yards; water
tolls, and
and ferriage;
pay of
of
incidental labor
labor at
water tax,
tax, tolls,
ferriage; pay
watchmen in navy yards; awnings and packing
packing boxes; and for pay
of
pay of
Proviso.
employees
on leave,
leave, $2,709,000:
Provided,
That the
to be
be paid
employees on
$2,709,000: Pro
dd, That
the sum
sum to
paid Clerical,
ro
etc.,
out
under the
the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the ices.
out of
of this appropriation
appropriation under
direction of
Navy
messenger, and
and other
other classified
Navy for
for clerical,
clerical, inspection
inspection, drafting,
drafting, messenger,
classified
naval stations
stations for
the fiscal
year ending
work in
in the
the navy yards and
and naval
for the
fiscal year
ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and
eighteen, shall
exceed
and eighteen,
shall not
not excee
$780,000.
$780,000.

CONTINGENT,
AND DOCKS:
For contingent
contingent
C
ONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
DOCKS: For
expenses and minor
minor extensions
and improvements
improvements of
of public
public works
works
expenses
extensions and
at
navy yards
yards and
stations, $75,000.
at navy
and stations,
$75,000.
AND DOCKS.
BUREAU OF
PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
PUBLIC
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
DOCKS.

sere
er ,

Contingent.
Contt.

Public works.
works.
Public

N. H.
NAVY
NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Crane-track exten- Portsmouth,
PORTSMOUTH, NEW
HAMPSHIRE: Crane-track
NAVY YARD,
YARD, PORTSMOUTH,
Portsouth, N.H.
sion,
distributing-system extensions,
$18,000; power-plant
power-plant
sion, $11,000;
$11,000; distributing-system
extensions, $18,000;
improvements,
$105,000i in
$134,000.
improvements, $105,000
in all,
all, $134,000.
NAVY
YARD, BOSTON,
BOSTON, AfAssActrusErrs:
disinfectinf Boston, Mass.
NAVY YARD,
IASSACHUSErTT: Sterilizing
Sterilizing and
and disinfecting
drainage and
arrangements, Dry Dock
Doc
plant, $9,000;
$9,000; improved
improved drainage
and filling arrangements,
"Limbered Two,
$17,500; locomotive
and crane
shed, $20,000;
$20,000; for
for
Numbered
Numbered
Two, $17,500;
locomotive and
crane shed,
improvement
of the
the central
central power
power plant,
plant, $150,000;
$150,000; for
for extension
extension of
improvement of
of
chain
in all,
all, $256,500.
chain shop,
shop, $60,000;
$60,000; in
$256,500.
NAVY YARD,
Dredging, to continue,
continue, New
New Yo,
York, N.
N. Y.
Y.
YARD, NEW
NEW YORE,
YORK, NEW
NEW YORK:
YORK: Dredging,
NAVY
$125,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately available;
available; central
central power-plant
power-plant improveimprove$125,000,
ments, $160,000;
$160,000; remodeling
one hundred
and
ments,
remodeling building
building numbered
numbered one
hundred and
thirty-two
storage, $34,000;
facilities, $500,000;
$500,000;
thirty-two for
for pattern
pattern storage,
$34,000; storage
storage facilities,
machine-shop extension,
extension, $400,000;
all, 81,219,000.
machine-shop
$400,000; in
in all,
$1,219,000.
Philadelphia, Pa.
NAVY
YARD, PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA: Dry dock, to continue,
continue, radoclPhiaPa
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
NAVY YARD,
Dry dock, etc.
$1,000,000;
power-plant improvements,
improvements, $120,000;
$120,000; fifty-ton
fifty-ton
central power-plant
$1,000,000; central
locomotive crane,
crane, $100,000;
$100,000; in
in all,
locomotive
all, $1,220,000.
$1,220,000.
ep
e cCorps depot.
The
cost for
for the
the purchase
of ground
ground adjoining
adjoining quartermasquartermas- Marine
The limit
limit of
of cost
purchase of
p. SW. d ot
ter's depot,
Marine Corps,
the erecter's
depot, Marine
Corps, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and the
erection of
addition to
said depot
depot thereon,
hereby increased
not to
to
tion
of an
an addition
to said
thereon, is
is hereby
increased not
exceed
all $.375,000,
for that
$200,000 additional
additional is
is
exceed in
in all
$375,000, and
and for
that purpose
purpose $200,000
hereby
appropriated.
hereby appropriated.
NAVY YABD,
YARD, WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
shop, to
to Washington,
D. C.
NAVY
OF COLUMBIA:
COLUMBIA: Gun
Gun shop,
"whgtonD.c.
complete,
$900,000, and
and the
the limit
cost is
is hereby
hereby increased
increased to
to
complete, $900,000,
limit of
of cost
$1,100,000; extending
extending sight
sight shop
improving lighting
facili$1,100,000;
shop $40,000;
$40,000; improving
lighting facilities,
improvements, central
distributing
plant and
and distributing
ties, $16,000;
$16,000; improvements,
central power
power plant
systems,
in all,
systems, $772,000;
$772,000; in
all, $1,728,000.
$1,728,000.d
1
to
navyd
The
Columbia are hereby
hereby author- ni
,
14
vrd th's f
e'red tO
of the District of Columbia
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
izecl
and directed
directed to
to execute
or deeds
deeds or
or other
instruments
other instruments
deed or
execute such
such deed
ized and
as
the Attorney
Attorney General
General may
and appropriate
appropriate to
to
as the
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
transfer
to the
the Untied
States, for
for naval
naval purposes,
purposes, title
to lots
lots
title to
transfer to
Untied States,
for use
use for
thirteen
and fourteen
in square
square eight
eight hundred
and one,
one, District
of
hundred and
District of
thirteen and
fourteen in
Columbia, at
price to
be mutually
upon between
the said
agreed upon
between the
said
at aaprice
to be
mutually agreed
Columbia,
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proviso.
commissioners and
and the
the Secretary
of the
Navy: Provided,
That pendpendPisae control commissioners
Secretary of
the Navy:
Provided, That
ing the
transfer of
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
etc.Immediate Cont ,ing
the transfer
of title
title the
the Secretary
Navy is
to assume control and jurisdiction
jurisdiction over said lots and to make use of
of
rol

them
for naval
purposes.
them for
naval purposes.
NAVY
Dry dock,
dock, to
NAVr YARD,
YARD, NORFOLK,
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA:
VIRGINIA: Dry
to continue,
continue, $1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
one structural
water-front improvements,
improvements,
structural shop, to complete, $600,000;
$600,000; water-front
$500,000; improvements
improvements central power plant and distributing systems, $300,000;
in
tems,
$300,000;
in all,
all, $2,400,000.
$2,400,000.
Naval Academy.
Bancroft
BUILDINGS
Extension of
Bancroft Hall,
Hall, etc.
etc.
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS,
GROUDS, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
ACADEMY: Extension
of Bancroft
Bancroft
Hall (to cost not to exceed
$2,270,000) $1,000,000;
exceed $2,270,000)
$1,000,000; improvements
improvements
central power plant and distributing
$300,000; two
two freight
central
distributing systems, $300,000;
freight
elevators,
Bancroft
Hall,
$15,000;
in
all,
$1,315,000.
s, C. elevators, Bancroft Hall, $15,000; in all, $1,315,000.
ort Royal,
oya, S.
Port
Marine
M
ARINE RECRUITING
STATION, PORT
PORT ROYAL,
ROYAL, SOUTH
SOUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLINA:
Marine recruitin
recui-gg sta-MARINE
RECRUITING STATION,
tion.
Two bungalows
Son.
bungalows for officers'
officers' quarters, $6,000; station improvements,
improvements,
$20,500; twelve sets of noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers' quarters
quarters, including
including
not to exceed $5,000
purchase of
strip of
along the
the
$5,000 for
for the purchase
of aa strip
of land
land along
south boundary of the station
$49,500.
station, $23,000;
$23,000; in
in all,
all, $49,500.
Charleston,
N AVY YARD,
YARD, CHARLESTON,
CHARLESTON, SOUTH
SOUTH C
AROLINA: Dredging
to continue,
CharStOn, S. C..
NAVY
CAROLINA:
Dredging to
continue,
$15,000; new superstructure
$15,000;
superstructure for Pier Numbered Three h
undred and
hundred
and
fourteen, $50,000;
$50,000; improvements
central power plant
improvements central
plant and
and distributing
distributing
systems, $130,000;
$130,000; addition to dispensary,
dispensary, $12,000;
facilities,
$12,000; storage facilities,
$50,000; in all, $257,000.
$257,000.
PticsatohF~."P
ePcsasr' Fia"aar°- NAVY AERONAUTIC
TATION, PENSACOLA,
RIDA :Impro
veAERONAUTIC S
STATION,
PENSACOLA, FLO
FLORIDA:
Improvements,
ments, central power plant, $50,000;
$50,000; water system,
system $40,000; repair
repair
and resurfacing
resurfacing roads, $10,000;
$10,000; quarters
quarters for enlisted men,
$20,000;
men, $20,000;
magazines and one building for the
two magazines
torpedoes, $125,000;
the storage
storage of
of torpedoes,
$125,000;
all, $245,000.
$245,000.
in all,
OrLa I. in
Ne Orkans,
New
NAVAL
STATION, NEW
NAVAL STATION,
NEw ORLEANS,
ORLEANS, LOUISIANA:
LOUISIANA: Extension
Extension of
of wharf,
wharf,
$30,000; floating
floating crane, $30,000; in
in all,
all, $60,000.
$60,000.
Mare
land, Cal.
NAVY YARD
ISLAND,
Mare Island,
Cal.
YARD, MARE I
SLAND, Car.rFourtiA:
crane revolving
CALIFORNIA: Floating crane,
revolving
type, to complete, $450,000, and the limit
limit of
of cost
is hereby'
increased
cost is
hereby increased
to $750,000; maintenance
maintenance of dikes and dredging, $50,000; improveimprovements central
central power plant and distributing system, $105,000;
$105,000; in
in all,
Paget Sound, Wash. $605,000.
$60J,000.
Puget Sound, Wash.
NAVY YARD,
YARD, PUGET
WASHINGTON:
.1.1AVY
PITGET SOUND,
SOUND, W
ASHINGTON: Improvements,
Improvements, central
central
power plant and distributing systems, $150,000;
$150,000; purchase
purchase of land
land
and fitting up trial course (Vashon Island),
Island), $5,000
$5,000;; improved
improved draindrainage in dry docks, $12,000;
$12,000; storage facilities, $500,000;
$500,000; in all,
$667,000.
$667,000.
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, HaNAVAL
STATION,
Pearl
NAVAL S
TATION, PEARL HARBOR,
HARBOR, HAWAII:
HAWAII: D
ry dock,
dock, t
l
et
e,
Dry
too comp
complete,
storehouse,
$100,000; in
in all,
all, $1,036,500.
$1,036,500.
$936,500;
storehouse,
$100,000;
Tutuila, Samoa.
Tutila,Sama.
NAVAL
STATION, TUTUILA,
NAVAL STATION,
TUTUILA, SAMOA:
SAMOA: Additional water supply,
quarters,
$10,000; in all, $40,000.
$30,000;
enlisted
men's
quarters
.,$10,000;
Guam.
Gam.
NAVAL STATION, GUAM: Roads, $10,000; storage facilities, $5,000;
purchase
NAVAL of
STATION,
land, $15,000;
GUAM: Roads,
water supply
$10,000;anstorage
d powerfacilities,
plantimprove$5,000;
Norfolk, Va.

etc.
Dry dock, etc.

purchase of land, $15,000; water supply and power plant improve-

$30,000; in
all, $60,000.
$60,000.
ments, $30,000;
in all,
Guantaamo, Cuba.
b. ments,
Guantanamo,
NAVAL STATION, GUANTANAMO,
GUANTANAMO, CUBA:
CUBA: Dredging and fill (to cost
not exceeding $25,000), $9,000; water supply, $25,000; in all,
$34,000.
vai
llin
maguine
g
bam '
NAVAL
HINGHAM, M
ASSACHUSETTS: Storehouse,
Nmagaze.
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE,, HINGHA,
MASSACHUSETTS:
Storehouse, $35,000;
$35,000;
two magazines,
magazines, $70,000;
in all,
all, $105,000.
Indianhead
Md.,, two
$70,000; in
$105,000.
Indianhead
Md.
provnggroun
d.
NAVAL PROVING
PROVING GROUND,
p
'
ground
NAVAL
GROUND, I
NDIANHEAD, MARYLAND:
MARYLAND: Improvemen
ts
INDIANHEAD,
Improvements
to powder
$150,000.
factory, $150,000.
powder factory,
i Pa., to
naval
iNAVAL
Fortmagarine.
mift: Pa "
MAGAZINE, FORT MIFFLIN,
MLFTLIN, PENNSYLVANIA:
PENNSYLVANIA: One
One magazine
magazine
AVAL MAGAZINE,
building, $35,000; shell house,
house, $35,000; railroad track extension,
extension,
$11,400;
$11,400; concrete
concrete fence, $46,800; one set of quarters
quarters for chief gunner, or gunner, $7,000; fire-protection
fire-protection system, extension,
extension, $7,500; in
, a d aN.
N,. Y.,
all,,700.
$142,700.
.. all
loon Island,
$142,
navalraala
magazine.
N.
NAVAL
MAGAZINE, IONA
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
IONA I
SLAND, NEW YORK: One mine and proISLAND,
jectile house, $38,000;
$38,000; water front improvements, $12.000;
$12,000; in all,
all,
$50,000.
$50,000.
.
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N. J.,
NAVAL
MAGAZINE, LAKE
LAKE DENMARK,
DENMARK, NEW JERSEY:
LakeDenmark,N.J.,
houses LakeDenmark,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
JERSEY: TWO
Two shell houses,
naval magazine.
$70,000;
magazine, $30,000; in
$100,000.aaage
$70,000; one magazine,
in all, $100,000.
Keyport, Wash., torpefdostations.
NAVAL
TORPEDO STATION,
KEYPORT,1 W
WASHINGTON:
NAVAL TORPEDO
STATION, KEYPORT
ASHINGTON: Freight wharf, pedo
station.

$8,000; one set of quarters
quarters for commissioned
commissioned officers, $8,000; in all,
$16,000.
$16,000.

Mare Island, Cal.,
NAVAL
MAGAZINE, MARE
ISLAND,
One explosive
explosive D
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MARE I
SLAND, CALIFORNIA:
CALIFORNIA: One
D navalsi
naval magazine. Cal.

loading House and equipment,
equipment, $8,000; building for mine storage,
$8,000;
$8,000; in
in all, $16,000.
$16,000.

Newport, R. I., torNAVAL TORPEDO
TORPEDO STATION,
STATION, NEWPORT,
NAVAL
NEWPORT, RHODE
RHODE ISLAND:
ISLAND: Primer
Primer fill- perdostati
pedo station. ., t

ing house, $30,000; extension
extension of fire protection
protection system,
system $8,000;
building
storage, Rose Island, $9,000;
building for mine storage,
$9,000; in all,
$47,000.
all, $47,000.

Saint Juliet's
Creek,
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, SAINT
VIRGINIA: Extension
NAVAL
SAINT JULIENS
JULIENS CREEK,
CREEK, VIRGINIA:
Extension of
of vva'S
gne
Va., naval mag
aune.

small arms ammunition building, $8,000; one mine storage
storage building,
including
extension, $9,000; one magazine,
including track extension
magazine, $30,000; two shell
shel
houses, $70,000;
$70,000; in all, $117,000.
$117,000.

8

NAVAL MAGAZINE,
CHARLESTON, SOUTH
Two buildings
buildings v
CareS = 8.CC "naNAVAL
MAGAZINE, CHARLESTON,
SOUTH CAROLINA:
CAROLINA: Two
a
ebariest
i
na.
for ammunition storage
storage, $70,000;
$70,000; one building, with necessary
necessary equip$120,000.
ment, for the storage of
of torpedoes,
torpedoes, $50,000;
$50,000; in all,
all, $120,000.
NAVAL
P^et.s
loading DaZtaSgTainelerash"
sw,"
NAVAL MAGAZINE,
MAGAZINE, PUGET
PUGET SOUND,
SOUND, WASHINGTON:
W ASHINGTON: Shop for loadin5
shells, $7,000;
$7,000; extension of water system
$30,000; one fuse and
an
system, $30,000;
detonator
detonator house, $3,600; one mine storage 'building, $9,000;
$9,000; in
in all,
all,
$49,600.
Fuel depots.
depots.
DEPOTS
FOR COAL
COAL AND
AND OTHER
OTHER kl.JEL:
FUEL: For
DEPOTS FOR
For fuel
fuel storage
storage at
at GuantaGuanta$140,000; Pearl Harbor,
namo Bay, Cuba, $140,000;
Harbor, Hawaii,
Hawaii, $200,000; Puget
Puget
Sound, $300,000;
California, $150,000;
$150,000; Melville,
Rhode
$300,000; San
San Diego,
Diego, California,
Melville, Rhode
Island, $140,000; contingent,
of
contingent, $60,000; and the
the custody and
and care of
naval
petroleum reserves,
reserves, $10,000;
$10,000; in
in all,
naval petroleum
al, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
Trainingstation,CaL
NAVAL TRAINING
STATION, S
AN FRANCISCO:
FRANCISCO: Three
NAVAL
TRANINNG STATION,
SAN
Three contagious
contagious Tra-"sttionCaL
wards,
$25,000.
Portsmouth, N. H.,
wards, $25,000.
Portsmouth, N. H.
NAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, PORTSMOUTH,
PORTSMOUTH, NEW
NEw HAMPSBHIE:
HAMPSHIRE: Three
con- hospital.
Three con-hospital.
NAVAL
tagious
wards,
$20,000.
tag
ous
wards,
$20,000.
i
Great Lakes, Ill., naNAVAL HOSPITAL,
HOSPITAL, GREAT
GREAT LAKES,
LLINOIS: Three
Three contagious
LAKES, I
ILLINOIS:
NAVAL
contagious val
val hopitl.
hospital.
wards, $20,000.
wards,
$20,000.king,
China.
Peking, China.
MARINE
Barracks Marine
MARINE GUARD,
Marine barracks.
barracks.
GUARD, AMERICAN
AMERICAN LEGATION,
LEGATION, PEKING,
PEKING, CHINA:
CHINA: Barracks
Building, $50,000; laundry,
laundry, including
including machinery,
machinery, $12,000; in
in all,
all,
l'htladlolphla,.
$62,000.
$62,000.
Philadelphia,
Pa.,.,
barracks.
MARINE
BARRACKS, PHILADELPHIA,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA:
Advance base
MARINE BARRACKS,
PENNSYLVANIA: Advance
base marine
marine lwracks.
additional barracks
barracks $200,000;
$200,000; in
in all,
all, $280,000.
storage, $80,000; additional
$280,000.
winthro,
nH
Winthrop, Md
Md., rifle
MARINE C
ORPS RIFLE
RIFLE RANGE,
RANGE, WINTHROP,
W
W INTHROP, MARYLAND:
MARYLAND: Range
rnge.th'oM
Range range.
MARINE
CORPS
improvements, $10,000.
Norfolk, Va.
a.. marine
improvements,
Norfolk,
.
MARINE BARRACKS,
BARRACKS, NORFOLK,
VIRGINIA: Station improvements,
barracks.
improvements, barracs.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA:
MARINE
$12,700, to
to be
immediately available;
$4,000;
$12,700,
be immediately
available; housing
housing for
for artillery,
artillery, $4,000,
housing
for artillery,
artillery, $2,500;
$2,500; stable, $3,000;
$3,000; shops and
housing for
for trucks for
storeroom,
$25,700.
storeroom, $3,500;
$3,500; in
in all,
all, $25,700.
Trainingstation,R.I.
NAVAL TRAINING
TATION, NEWPORT,
NEWPORT, RHODE
I
SLAND: ImproveImprove- TrainingstationR.I
NAVAL
TRAINING S
STATION,
RHODE ISLAND:
ments to power plant, $33,000.
$33,000.
„ Mae
Mare Island.
Cal.
Island. Ca.,
M
ARINE BARRAC.KS,
M ARE ISLAND,
ISLAND, C
ALIFORNIA: Remodeling
Remodeling GIG
marine barracks.
old marinebarracks.
MARINE
BARRACKS, MARE
CALIFORNIA:
barracks,
roads and
and walks,
walks, $20,000;
$20,000; in
in all,
barracks, $35,000; extension
extension of
of roads
all,
$55,000.
San
go, Cal.
San Die
Diego,Cal.
Marine Corps
base.
MARINE
BARRACKS, SAN
SAN DIEGO,
the estabestab- Marine
Cps bae.
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA:
CALIFORNIA: Toward
Toward the
MARINE BARRACKS,
lishment of
Marine Corps
lishment
of a
a Marine
Corps base,
base, $600,000.
$600,000.
Reserh laboratory.
EXPERIMENTAL
To complete
me
laboratory.
EXPERIMENTAL AND
AND RESEARCH
RESEARCH LABORATORY:
LABORATORY: TO
complete exPron.
ex- Research
Reguarexriments,
That RegtZez
perimental and
research laboratory,
laboratory, $500,000:
Provided, That
ments,
$500,000: Provided,
and research
perimental
not
interfered
nothing
construed as preventing
nothing in
in this or any
any other Act shall
shall be construed
preventing or :fdt..
. t in
interfering with
the continuation
continuation or
or undertaking
of necessary
exnecessary exundertaking of
with the
interfering
perimentl
during the
fiscal year
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, ninenineperimental work
work during
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
teen hundred
hundred and
eighteen as
other
and eighteen,
as heretofore
heretofore conducted
conducted under
under other
teen
appropriations
Establishment.
Li
d
istowed Md .
appropriations for
for the
the Naval
Naval Establishment.
ndnd
UEIMBITESEMENT
DAMAGED, I
NDIANHEAD, MARYDamages reim.KEIMBUJRSEMENT FOR
FOR PROPERTY
PROPERTY DAMAGED,
INDIANHEAD,
MARYDames
reaimLAND :To
To reimburse
reimburse the
the owner
owner of
of the
damaged by
the burs
bursed•
property damaged
by the
the property
LAND:
F.
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firing of a
a sixteen-inch
sixteen-inch shell at the naval proving ground, Indianhead,
Indianhead,

Maryland,
$755.01.
Maryland, $755.01.
,aoitifor

Lightingi facilities for
o
night work.

LIGHTING FACILITIES,
NAVY YARDS
LIGHTING
FACILITIES, NAVY
YARDS AND
AND STATIONS:
STATIONS: Improvements,
Improvements
lighting facilities to facilitate night
at navy
ava l
night work,
work, at
navy yards
yards and
and n
naval
stations, $200,000.
$200,000.
d
stations,
Repairs and primmervation.
per
REPAIRS AND
AND PRESERVATION
ration.
REPAIR
PRB1SERVATION AT
AT NAVY
NAVY YARDS
YARDS AND
AND STATIONS:
STATIONS: For
For
preservation at navy yards, fuel depots, fuel
repairs and preservation
and
fuel plants,
plants, and
stations, $1,705,000.
$1,705,000.
AUabe until
n ex- stations,
Available
paded.b
pended.
Total public works, $16,976,255.01,
$16,976,255.01, and the
amounts herein
herein approthe amounts
approtherefor' except for
for repairs
and preservation
at navy
navy yards
priated therefor,
repairs and
preservation at
yards
and stations, shall
available until
until expended.
expended.
shall be available
Boston, Mass.
cotmat
e
Contract ao
authorized
The Secretary of the Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to
enter into
is hereby
to enter
into conconfor
of dry
dock at.
at. tract for the use by the
for use
use of
dry dock
tract for the use by
United States Government
Government of a
adry dock at
at
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, which shall be capable
docking the
the largest
capable of
of docking
largest
vessel that can be passed
passed through the locks of the
Canal,
the Panama
Panama Canal,
years from
from completion
completion of
of such
such dock,
for aaperiod of not to exceed six
six years
dock,
at a
a compensation
of $50,000
compensation of
$50,000 per
per annum
annum during
said period
of sit
sit
during
said
period
of
Provisos.
years, the
right of
United States
Government
to
the
use of
said
wi'te construc- years,
the right
of the
the United
States
Government
to
the
use
of
said
t ioImmediate construetion.
n.
dock i
in
Provided, That the
dock
n time of war to be prior and paramount: Provided,
construction of said dock shall be undertaken
undertaken immediately
construction
immediately -upon
-upon
entering into this contract and shall be completed
completed within thirty
thirty
months
thereafter: And
provided further,
further, That
That said
shall
ommeralr.
months thereafter:
And provided
said contract
contract shall
Commercial
rates.
provide for docking rates not in excess of
commercial rates
rates and
of commercial
and for
for
Provion
other conditions
may be
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
r etra
conditions as
as may
be prescribed
by the
the
Provision b
for
extra such other
docking.
docing.
Navy prior to entering
entering into
into said
And provided
further, That
That
said contract:
contract: And
rovidedfurther,
in the event
event, during the
the neccto
the said contract
contract period
period of
of six
six years,
years, the
necessities of the feet
fleet require the docking of
will necessitate
necessitate a
a
of vessels
vessels which
which will
charge greater than $50,000
per annum
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
$50,000 per
annum, the
the Secretary
Navy
is authorized
authorized to have vessels docked
docked therein
not
therein at
at a
a rate
rate of
of charge
charge not
greater than the price stipulated in said contract.
contract.
Bureau of
Bureau
of Medicine
Medidne
and
and Surgery.
Surgery.

Surgeons'
Surgeons'
ries.
nes.

necessa
necesa-

Civil establishment.
establishment.

Contingent.
Contingent.

BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND
SURGERY.
AND SURGERY.

MEDICAL
surgeons' necessaries
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: For surgeons'
necessaries for
vessels in
in
for vessels
commission,
commission, navy yards, naval stations
stations, Marine
Corps, and
for the
the
Marine Corps,
and for
civil establishment
establishment at the several naval hospitals,
yards naval
hospitals, navy
navy yards,
naval
depots, Naval Medical School,
Washington, and
medical supply depots
School, Washington,
and Naval
Naval
Academy, and toward the accumulation
accumulation of
reserve supply
medical
of a
a reserve
supply of
of medical
stores, $1,121,740.
$1,121,740.
CONTINGENT,
MEDICINE AND
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF MEDICINE
AND S
URGERY: For
tolls and
and
SURGERY:
For tolls
ferriages; care, transportation,
feriiages;
transportation, and burial of
dead; purchase
purchase of
of the
the deadof
books and stationery, binding of medical records,
records, unbound books,
books,
and pamphlets; hygienic and sanitary investigation
investigation and
and illustration;
illustration;
sanitary and hygienic instruction; purchase
repairs of
nonpaspurchase and
and repairs
of nonpassenger-carrying wagons, automobile ambulances,
senger-carrying
harness; purpurambulances, and
and harness;
chase of and feed for horses and cows; maintenance,
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
and
operation
passenger-carrying motor vehicles
operation of two passenger-carrying
dispenvehicles for
for naval
naval dispensary, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia; purchase of one
one motormotorpropelled vehicle
vehicle for official use only for the medical officer
on outofficer on
outpatient
patient medical
medical service at the Naval Academy, and of a
a motor
motor
omnibusforthe
convalescent patients
omnibus for the transportation of convalescent
attendants
patients and
and attendants
at the Naval Hospital at Las Animas, Colorado, to be used only
only for
for
official
plants,' care of grounds, garden
official purposes; trees, plants
garden tools, and
and
seeds; mcidental
incidental articles for the Naval Medical
Medical School
School and
and naval
naval
dispensary,
dispensary, Washington, naval medical
medical supply depots,
quarters
depots, sick
sick quarters
at Naval
Naval Academy and marine barracks;
barracks; washing for
departfor medical
medical department
Medical School
dispensary,, Washington,
ment at
at Naval Medical
School and naval dispensary
Washington
naval medical supply depots, sick
si
ck quarters
quart
ers at
atNaval
Naval 'Academy
and
Academy and
marine barracks, dispensaries at navy yards and naval stations,
stations, and
and
ships; and for minor repairs on buildings and grounds
grounds of
the United
of the
United
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States Naval Medical
Medical School
School and naval medical
medical supply depots; rent
rent
of rooms for naval dispensary, Washington,
Washington, District of
of Columbia,
Columbia
maintenance, and
not to exceed $1,200; for the care,
care, maintenance,
treatment of
and treatment
the insane of the Navy and Marine
Marine Corps on the Pacific coast, including supernumeraries
supernumeraries held for transfer
transfer to the Government Hospital
for the Insane;
Dental outflts,etc.
Insane; for dental outfits and dental material,
material, not to exceed Dentantsete.
$38,000,
$38,000, and all other necessary
necessary contingent expenses;
expenses •in all, $291,080.
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF REMAINS:
REMAINS: To
enable
expenses;
the Secretary of
TRANSPORTATION
To enable
the
of the
the Tranortng
reTreaspert
ing
re officers, etc.
Navy,
to cause
to be
be t
rans f
erre dto
t
o their
thei
r homes
homes the
Navy, in
in his discretion,
discretion, to
cause to
transferred
theinsma o offset
remains of officers and enlisted men of the Navy
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps,
of members of the Nurse
Nurse Corps, and of officers and enlisted men of
of
the Naval Militia and National Naval Volunteers and the Naval aLr
Ian
,VoHlmateersv
ititeerv
vV
unr s'
Reserve Force when on active service with the Navy, who
Reserve
who die or
or are
are added
added.'
killed in action ashore or afloat, and also to enable the Secretary of
the Navy, in his discretion,
discretion, to cause
cause to be transported
transported to their homes
employees who die outside of the continental
the remains
remains of civilian employees
continental
Proviso.
limits of the United States,
States, $32,658: Provided,
Provided, That the sum
sum herein
herein Application
Ai'fo
fund
of fund.
appropriated
appropriated shall be available
payment for
transportation of
available for payment
for transportation
the remains of officers and men who have died
at any
died while on
on duty
duty at
any
time since April twenty-first,
twenty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
hundred and
and ninety-eight, and
shall be available
available until June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and nineteen.
June thirtieth,
hundred and
nineteen.
BUREAU OF
SUPPLIES AND
BUREAU
OF SUPPLIES
ACCOUNTS.
AND ACCOUNTS.

Bureau of Supplies
and
Accounts.
and
Accounts.

Pay
Navy.
Yof the
a
Pay and
and allowances
by law
PAY OF
OF THE NAVY:
NAVY: Pay
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
law of
of Allotment
Al
l°otN hmn
t of
of
officers
officers on sea duty and other duty, and officers on waiting
waiting orders,
motffsorders, amounts.
Officers, etc.
$15,333,156.42; officers on the retired
$15,333,156.42;
$2,940,368.72; commutaretired list,
list, $2,940,368.72;
commutation of quarters
quarters for officers on shore
shore not occupying
occupying public quarters,
quarters,
including boatswains,
boatswains, gunners,
carpenters, sailmakers,
sailmakers, machinists,
including
gunners, carpenters,
machinists,
pharmacists, pay
clerks, and
naval constructors,
constructors, and
and assistant
pharmacists,
pay clerks,
and mates, naval
assistant
naval constructors, $675,679;
$675,679; and
of Nurse
Corps
and also
also members
members of
Nurse Corps
(female), $1,000;
$1,000; for
of quarters
serving with
troops
(female),
for hire
hire of
quarters for
for officers
officers serving
with troops
where
no public
public quarters
quarters belonging
belonging to
where there
there are no
to the
the Government,
Government
there are
quarters possessed
by the
and where
where there
are not
not sufficient
sufficient quarters
possessed by
the United
United
States
or commutation
commutation of
of quarters
quarters not
to
States to accommodate
accommodate them,
them, or
not to
exceed
officer would
receive were
servexceed the
the amount
amount which an
an officer
would receive
were he
he not
not serving
of quarters
quarters for
enlisted men
men on
on
ing with troops,
troops, and
and hire of
for officers
officers and
and enlisted
be deprived
their quarters
on
sea duty
duty at such
such times as they may be
deprived of
of their
quarters on
board
to repairs
repairs or
other conditions
which may
may render
board ship
ship due
due to
or other
conditions which
render them
them
Enlisted man. .
uninhabitable, $4,000;
of enlisted
enlisted men
the retired
list, Enstedme..
uninhabitable,
$4,000; pay
pay of
men on
on the
retired list,
$492,657.34; extra
reenlisting under honorable
discharge,
$492,657.34;
extra pay
pay to men reenlisting
honorable discharge,
$1,400,000; interest on
deposits by
by men,
$12,000; pay
of petty
petty officers,
$1,400,000;
on deposits
men, $12,000;
pay of
officers,
seamen,
and apprentice
apprentice seamen
including men
men in
in the
the
seamen, landsmen,
landsmen, and
seamen, including
engineers'
and. men
for duty
the Fish
engineers' force
force and
men detailed
detailed for
duty with
with the
Fish Commission,
Commission,
sixty-eight
thousand seven
seven hundred
men; and
and pay
enlisted men
men
sixty-eight thousand
hundred men;
pay of
of enlisted
of
enlisted men
of the
the Hospital
Hospital Corps, and for the pay
pay of
of enlisted
men detailed
detailed for
for
duty
with the
Militia, $26,835,914.67;
$26,835,914.67; pay
of enlisted
men
duty with
the Naval
Naval Militia,
pay of
enlisted men
undergoing
court-martial, $225,000,
machinundergoing sentence
sentence of
of court-martial,
$225,000, and
and as
as many
many machinists
as the
the President
from time
time to
deem necessary
nece*iary to
ists as
President may
may from
to time
time deem
to appoint;
appoint; Shore pay for
and
hereafter the
pay of
of warrant
warrant officers
while on
on shore
shore duty
duty during
and hereafter
the pay
officers while
during rant
csy for war
sraofficers.
Apprentice seamen,
the fourth
fourth three
three years'
be $1,750
$1,750 per
per annum;
annum; and
and six
the
years' service
service shall
shall be
six etc.Apprentice
seamen,
thousand
apprentice seamen
at training
training stations,
thousand apprentice
seamen under
under training
training at
stations, and
and on
on
board
training ships,
the pay
pay prescribed
law, $950,400;
pay of
board training
ships, at
at the
prescribed by
by law,
$950,400; pay
of the
the
Nurse Corps,
Corps $141,600;
rent of
of quarters
for members
of the
Nurse
Nurse
$141,600; rent
quarters for
members of
the Nurse
Retainer pay, etc.,
Corps, $12,000;
$12,0b0; retainer
retainer pay
pay and
and active-service
active-service pay
of members
members of
Corps,
pay of
of Eirre^
ror
' et"
Reserve Force.
Amonnting
the
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, $2,000,000;
in all,
$51,023,776.15; and
and the
the Accounting.
theNaval
$2,000,000; in
all, $51,023,776.15;
money
herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
"Pay of
of the
shall
money herein
for "Pay
the Navy"
Navy" shall
be disbursed
accounted for
accordance with
existing law
law as
as
be
disbursed and
and accounted
for in
in accordance
with existing
Advances to
"Pay
the Navy,"
Navy," and
and for
for that
that purpose
constitute one
fund; duty
"Pay of
of the
purpose shall
shall constitute
one fund;
Advanes
t officers,
o
,fficers,
beyond the sea,
and
hereafter advances
advances of
of pay
pay not
not to
to exceed
exceed three
three months'
months' pay
in etc.
and hereafter
pay in
et
byod
sc
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any
be made
made to
officers ordered
ordered to
duty
to officers
to and
and from
from sea
sea duty
any one
one case
case may
may be
and
duty beyond
seas, under
under such
such regulations
regulations
and to
to and
and from
from shore
shore duty
beyond the
the seas,
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
prescribe.
as
the Secretary
may prescribe.
Naval Academy.
Hereafter
appointment of
midshipmen to
to the
the
of midshipmen
Additional
appointthe appointment
to the
in addition
addition to
Hereafter,, in
Additional appointments
enlisted United States Naval
ments from
from enlisted
Academy, as now prescribed
rescribed by law, the
Naval Academy,
the Secremen
authorized.
men authorized.
Vol.
38, p. 410.
allowed one hundred appointments annually,
Vol.38,p.410.
tary of the Navy is allowed
annually,
instead
prescribed by
by law,
law, to
to be
appointed
instead of twenty-five
twenty-five as
as now prescribed
be appointed
from
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy who
who are
are citizens
of the
the United
United
from the
the enlisted
citizens of
States, and
not more
more than
of age
age on
on the
date of
of entrance
entrance
States,
and not
than twenty
twenty years
years of
the date
to
Naval Academy,
and who
who shall
shall have
less than
than one
one
Academy, and
have served
served not
not less
to the
the Naval
Proviso.
year as
men on
the date
Provided, That
That such
such
Competitive
of entrance:
entrance: Provided,
on the
date of
as enlisted
enlisted men
eiami- year
CPmSetive examinations.
na=tonsi.
appointments shall
shall be
be made
in the
appointments
made in
the order
order of
of merit
merit from
from candidates
candidates
who have,
in competition
competition with
with each
each other,
other'passed
passed the
the mental
mental examiexamiwho
have, in
or hereafter
required by
law for
for entrance
entrance to
to the
Naval
nation now
now or
hereafter required
by law
the Naval
Academy, and
the physical
examination before
before entrance
entrance
Academy,
and who
who passed
passed the
physical examination
under
existing laws.
under existing
laws.
Course of instruction
The President,
President, in
in his
his discretion,
discretion, is
is authorized
authorized to
to reduce
reduce the
the course
course
The
reduced
years.
reduced for two yrs.
Vol. 37
37, p73.
p. 73.
Vol
of instruction
instruction at
at the
the Naval
Academy from
from four
four to
a
of
Naval Academy
to three
three years
years for
for a
period of two years
and may
period
years from the
the date
date of
of the approval
approval of this
this Act,
Act, and
during said
years graduate
graduate classes
classes which
completed aa
during
said two
two years
which have
have completed
three-year
course.
Eminations
Examinations for three-year course.
promotions applicable
Hereafter
of officer's
the
officers of
of the
laws relating
relating to
to the
the examination
examination of
Hereafter all
all laws
promotionsapplicable
to stall officers.
Navy for
promotion shall
construed to
apply to
to the
adregular adthe regular
to apply
be construed
shall be
for promotion
Navy
5-7
At,
Ante,
p.p 578.
vancement
of staff
staff officers
.e
rranks
the active
active list, the
ranks on
on the
the same
vancement of
officers to
to high
higher
as
though
such
advancements
in
rank
were
promotions
to
higher
to
higher
promotions
in
rank
were
advancements
though
such
as
proiso.
Proviso.
Dental
Corps not
not afThat nothing
in this
paragraph shall
be construed
construed
Provided,
nothing
Dental Corps
a- grades:
grades: Provided,
in
this
paragraph
shall
be
ffected.
in any
way affecting
the original
appointment of
to the
the
of officers
officers to
affecting the
original appointment
.as
any way
', Ante, p.
p. 573.
573.
•as in
Dental Corps as provided
provided in the
the Act
Act approved
approved August
August
.
twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
appropriations for
the naval
nineteen
sixteen, making
making appropriations
for the
naval
for the
the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
June thirtieth,
fiscal year
year ending
Time allowance for
o service
service for
service pay.
service
pay.
and
seventeen,'and
and seventeen
and for
other purposes,
purposes, and
the time
time served
by dental
for other
and the
served by
dental
surgeons as
acting or
acting assistant
assistant dental
surgeons
as acting
or acting
dental surgeons
surgeons shall
reckshall be
be reckoned
oned in
in computing
increased service
pay and
promocomputing the
the increased
service pay
and service
service for
for promotion of
of such
such as
commissioned under
under said
said Act.
.Act.
as are
are commissioned
for forgfor- tion
ishment for
Punishment
ing, etc,dischargeceretc., discharge cerin,
Whoever shall forge, counterfeit,
counterfeit, or
or falsely
falsely alter
alter any
any certificate
certificate of
of
tificates.
as
iat
discharge
military or
discharge from the
the military
or naval
naval service
service of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
or
shall in
in any
any manner
or assist
assist in
in forging,
or shall
manner aid
aid or
forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, or
or falsely
falsely
altering
such certificate,
certificate, or
shall use,
altering any
any such
or shall
use unlawfully
unlawfully have
have in
his
in his
possession,
cause to
be used
used or
or
use,
possession, exhibit,
exhibit, or
or cause
to be
exhibited, any such
such forged,
forged,
counterfeited, or
falsely altered
knowing the
the same
same to
to be
be
counterfeited,
or falsely
altered certificate,
certificate, knowing
forged,
counterfeited, or
or falsely
falsely altered,
fined not
forged, counterfeited,
altered, shall
shall be
be fined
not more
more
than
or imprisoned
not more
more than
than one
one year,
year, or
or both,
both, in
in the
the
than $1,000
$1,000 or
imprisoned not
discretion of
the court.
court.
of
the
discretion
Provisions.
Pi
oPROVISIONS, NAVY:
For provisions
PROVISIONS,
NAVY: For
provisions and
and commuted
commuted rations
for the
the
rations for
seamen and
rations may
may be
seamen
and marines,
marines, which
which commuted
commuted rations
be paid
paid to
to caterers
caterers
of
messes, in
case of
death or
of messes,
in case
of death
or desertion,
desertion, upon
upon orders
orders of
of the
the comcommanding
officers, commuted
commuted rations
rations for
manding officers,
for officers
on sea
sea duty
duty (other
(other
officers on
than commissioned
commissioned officers
than
officers of
of the
the line,
line, Medical
Pay Corps,
Corps,
Medical and
and Pay
chaplains, chief
boatswains, chief
chief gunners,
gunners chief
chief carpenters,
carpenters, chief
chaplains,
chief boatswains,
chief
machinists, chief
chief pay
pay clerks,
clerks, and
sailmakers) and
and chief
chief sailniakers)
midshipmen,
and midshipmen,
and
and commuted
commuted rations
rations stopped
in hospital
hospital and
an
stopped on
on account
account of
of sick
sick in
credited
at the
the rate
credited at
rate of
of 50
50 cents
cents per
per ration
to the
naval hospital
hospital fund;
fund;
ration to
the naval
subsistence
unavoidably detained
detained or
from
subsistence of officers and men unavoidably
or absent
absent from
vessels to
which attached
vessels
to which
(during which
which subsistence
subsistence
attached under
under orders
orders (during
rations
rations to
on board
ship and
and no
for commutation
to be
be stopped
stopped on
board ship
no credit
credit for
commutation
men on
therefor to be given);
given); subsistence
subsistence of
of men
on detached
detached duty;
duty; subsubsistence of members
members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force during period of
of
active service; and for subsistence
subsistence of female
female nurses
nurses and Navy and
and
Marine Corps general
general courts-martial
courts-martial prisoners undergoing
undergoing imprisonimprisonfrom the
ment with sentences
sentences of dishonorable discharge
discharge from
the service
service at
at the
the
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Pon
o.
Provided, That the Secretary
expiration of such confinement:
confinement: Provided,
Secretary of the Proviso.
Commutation of racourts- tions
tionsoprionrers.
general courtsfor such
of prisoners.
to commute
commute rations
Navy
is authorized
authorized to
rations for
such general
Navy is
martial prisoners in such amounts as seem to him proper, which may
vary in accordance
accordance with the location
location of the navalprison,
naval .
prison, butwhich
but which
shall
each ration so commuted;
commuted;
no case
case exceed
exceed 30 cents per diem for each
shall in no
Army OreOy
emeigedny raraUnited States
for the
the purchase
and
and for
purchase of
of United
States Army
Army emergency
emergency rations
rations asiArmyn
tions.
on
required;
required; in all, $10,144,943.40,
$10,144,943.40, to be available
available until the close of the
Cing
a
hundred and
nineteen.
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
and nineteen.
thirtieth, nineteen
fiscal year
I
tores
loth
nmd.
ing and sma
small
md.
CLOTHING
For purchase
purchase of
and stores f
of clothing and
FUND: For
SMALL-STORES FU/sTD:
AND SMALL-STORES
CLOTHING AND
small-stores
"Clothing
small-stores for issue to the naval service, to be added to the "Clothing
and small-stores
$1,500,000.
fund," $1,500,000.
small-stores fund,"
and
Reserve material for
emergencyusea.
and materials
RESERVE
MATERIAL, NAVY:
NAVY: For
materials emergency
apparatus and
procuring apparatus
For procuring
RESERVE MATERIAL,
uses.
(other than
materials and
and medical
medical stores),
stores), as a
reserve
a war
war reserve
than ordnance
ordnance materials
(other
necessary
departments for the purpose
purpose of
supply departments
to be carried in
in the
the supply
necessary to
fitting
auxiliaries in time of war
merchant auxiliaries
and merchant
out vessels of the fleet and
fitting out
or
emergency exists,
a national emergency
in the opinion of the President, a
or when, in
ro
to be
be immediately
immediately available
expended,
available until expended,
and to continue available
available and
to
Proviso.
$3,000,000:
deterioration such
reim
use; M
M..
urrent use;
such materials
materials Current
That, to
to prevent
prevent deterioration
$3,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That,
bmentshall be used as required in time of peace, and when so used reim- bursement.
bursement
this appropriation
appropriation from current naval
be made to
to this
bursement shall be
appropriations
additional stocks
stocks may
Maintnan
may be
be procured.
procured.
order that
that additional
in order
appropriations in
Maintenance.
c
.
the
For fuel;
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU or
UPPLIES AND
fuel; the
AND ACCOUNTS:
ACCOUNTS: For
OF S
SUPPLIES
MAINTENANCE,
removal and
and transportation
of ashes
from ships
of war;
war;
ships of
and garbage
garbage from
ashes and
transportation of
removal
books, blanks,
blanks, and
and stationery,
stationery, including
including stationery
stationery for
for commanding
commanding
books,
and
navigating officers
chaplains on shore and afloat, and
of ships,
ships, chaplains
officers of
and navigating
repair, and
for the
purchase, repair,
and
board ships; purchase,
courts-martial on board
the use
use of courts-martial
for
exchange of
of typewriters
boxes and
materials;
and materials;
packing boxes
ships; packing
for ships;
typewriters for
exchange
interior
fittings for
for general
general storehouses,
pay offices,
accounting
offices, and accounting
storehouses, pay
interior fittings
offices
expenses of
of disbursing
disbursing officers;
mills and
and
officers; coffee
coffee mills
yards; expenses
in navy
navy yards;
offices in
repairs
thereto; expenses
clothing factory and machinery
Equipmatsup
machinery Equipment
of naval
naval clothing
expenses of
repairs thereto;
supplies.
for the
same; laboratory
equiof articles
articles of equipurchase of
equipment; purchase
laboratory equipment;
the same;
for
page
at
home
and
abroad
under
the
cognizance
of
the
Bureau
of
of
the
Bureau
of
the
cognizance
page at home and abroad under
Supplies and
and Accounts,
Accounts, and
for the
of labor
labor in equipping
equipping
payment of
the payment
and for
Supplies
vessels therewith,
the manufacture
of such
such articles
in the
the several
several
articles in
manufacture of
and the
therewith, and
vessels
navy
instruments and
mess outfits;
outfits; soap
soap on
on
and music;
music; mess
musical instruments
yards; musical
navy, yards;
board
vessels; athletic
athletic outfits;
outfits; tolls,
ferriages, yeomen's
yeomen's stores,
tolls, ferriages,
naval vessels;
board naval
safes, and
other incidental
expenses; labor
labor in
in general
general storehouses,
storehouses
incidental expenses;
and other
safes,
paymasters'
offices, and
and accounting
accounting offices
offices in
in navyJ
navy yards
yards and
and naval
naval
paymasters' offices,
stations,
including naval
naval stations
in island
possessions
island .possessions
maintained in
stations maintained
stations, including
under the
the control
States, and
and expenses
m handling
expenses in
United States,
of the
the United
control of
under
stores purchased
and manufactured
"General account
of
account of
under "General
manufactured under
purchased and
stores
advances";
to appropriations
appropriations of
Department Food
Finspinspection.
the Department
of the
advances"; and
and reimbursement
reimbursement to
of
Apiculture of
of inspection
inspection of
meat food
food products
products Proviso.
g
prho. etc., servand meat
of meats
meats and
of cost
cost of
of Agriculture
Chemical,
a
for the
Department: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
sum to
c m
',etch *out ices.
to be
be paid
paid out
the sum
Navy Department:
for
the Navy
of
this appropriation,
under the
direction of
the Secretary
the
of the
Secretary of
of the
the direction
appropriation, under
of this
Navy,
clerical, inspection,
inspection, storeman,
storeman, store
store
and for
for clerical,
for chemists
chemists and
Navy, for
laborer,
service in
the supply
and accounting
departaccounting departsupply and
in the
messenger service
and messenger
laborer, and
ments
of the
naval stations
disbursing offices
offices
and disbursing
stations and
and naval
yards and
the navy
navy yards
ments of
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
for
the fiscal
eighteen,
exceed $1,650,000;
$1,650,000; in
in all,
all, $3,250,000.
$3,250,000.
not exceed
eighteen, shall
shall not
Freight, Department
'
FREIGHT, BUREAU
UPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS: All
freight and
and and
bureaus.
t
andabu'es.?
All freight
AND AccoUNTS:
OF S
SUPPLIES
BUREAU or
eFREIGHT,
express
charges
pertaining
to
the
Navy
Department
and
its
bureaus,
bureaus,
and
its
express charges pertaining to the Navy Department
except
transportation of
of coal
coal for
for the
Bureau of
Supplies and
and
of Supplies
the Bureau
the transportation
except the
Accounts, $850,000.
$850,000.
Accounts,
Fuel and transports.
FUEL AND
NSPORTATION: Coal
and other
fuel for
steamers' toieandtrafor steamers'
other fuel
Son.
Coal and
TRANSPORTATION:
AND TEA
FUEL
and
ships' use,
use, including
including expenses
expenses of
storage, and
and
of transportation,
transportation, storage,
and ships'
handling
the samemaintenance and
and general
general operation
of machinery
machinery
operation of
same; maintenance
handling the
of
fuel depots
depots and
fuel plants;
all purposes
on board
board
for all
purposes on
water for
plants; water
and fuel
navaI fuel
of naval
naval
and ice
ice for
the cooling
water, including
the expense
expense
including the
of water,
cooling of
for the
vessels; and
naval vessels;
of
of both,
both, $6,500,000.
$6,500,000.
and storage
storage of
of transportation
transportation and
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Civil Engineers.
Civil
Enginees.
Rank of original appointments.
Leonard G. Hoffman.onard G. HofAppointment as asas asrL4ppointment
ta
daltaymaster, au-

uoi8mstere'
Provfio
Proviso.
Service
credit.
serviecredit.

Bureau
Bureau of
of ConstructConstrotion and
and Repair.
Repair.
tion
Construction and re'otruion
of vessels. and-O
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Officers of
Corps of
of Civil
Civil Engineers
Engineers hereafter
shall,
Officers
of the
the Corps
hereafter appointed
appointed shall,

of their
appointment, take
rank and
from the
the date
date of
their original
original appointment,
take rank
and precedpreced-

ence with
Lieutenants (junior
(junior grade).
grade).
ence
with Lieutenants

That the
the President
President of
United States
States is
is authorized,
by and
That
of the
the United
authorized, by
and with
with
the
and consent
consent of
appoint Leonard
G. Hoffman,
Hoffman,
of the
the Senate,
Senate, to
to appoint
Leonard G.
the advice
advice and
secretary
secretary to the late Admiral
assistant paymaster
paymaster
Admiral of
of the Navy,
Navy, an
an assistant
in the
the United
United States
in said
said grade
in
States Navy,
Navy, as
as an
an additional
additional number
number in
grade
to any grade
grade to
to which
which he may
may hereafter
or to
hereafter be
promoted: Provided,
Provided,
be promoted:
That the services of the
G. Hoffman
secretary to
to
the said Leonard
Leonard G.
Hoffman as
as secretary
the late Admiral of the Navy shall, for purposes of
of pay
pay be
be credited
credited
to him
him as service
service in the
the Navy.
Navy.
BUREAU OF
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR.
BUREAU
OF CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR.

CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF
VESSELS: For preservation
C
ONSTRUCTION AND
OF VESSELS:
preservation and
and
completion of vessels on
in ordinary;
ordinary; purchase
of
on the stocks
stocks and
and in
purchase of
materials and stores of all kinds;
pneumatic steerers,
kinds; steam
steam steerers, pneumatic
steerers,
steam
steam capstans, steam windlasses, and
labor in
in
and all other
other auxiliaries;
auxiliaries; labor
navy
foreign stations;
stations; purchase
and tools
tools
navy yards and
and on
on foreign
purchase of
of machinery
machinery and
for use
on work
of experimental
model tank
tank and
and
for
use in
in shops;
shops; carrying
carrying on
work of
experimental model
naval vessels;
vessels; construction
and repair
repair of
of yard
wind tunnel; designing naval
construction and
yard
craft, lighters, and barges; wear,
afloat;
wear, tear,
tear, and repair of
of vessels
vessels afloat;
general
general care, increase,.
protection of
the Navy
Navy in
in the
the line
conincrease, and
and protection
of the
line of
of construction
and repair; incidental
struction ani
incidental expenses
yards,
expenses for
for vessels
vessels and
and navy
navy yards,
inspectors' offices,
offices, such as
magainspectors'
as photographing,
photographing, books,
books, professional
professional magaEquip
supplift. zines,
for drafting
room, and
and for
Equipmntsuppis.
zines, plans,
plans, stationery,
stationery, and
and instruments
instruments for
drafting room,
for
pay of
classified force
under the
hemp, wire,
wire, iron,
pay
of classified
force under
the bureau;
bureau; for
for hemp,
iron, and
and
other materials for the manufacture of
cables, galgalof cordage
cordage, anchors
anchors, cables,
leys, and chains; specifications for purchase
so preprepurchase thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be so
pared
shall give
and free
free competition;
canvas for
the manupared as
as shall
give fair
fair and
competition; canvas
for the
manufacture of sails,
sails,awnings,
other work;
awnings, hammocks,
hammocks, and other
work; interior
interior
appliances
manufacturing purposes in
appliances and tools for manufacturing
navy yards
yards and
in navy
and
naval stations; and for the purchase of
of all other
other articles
articles of equipage
equipage
at home and abroad; and for the payment of
vessels
of labor
labor in
in equipping vessels
therewith and manufacture
manufacture of such articles in the several
navy yards;
yards;
severalnavy
naval
other than
than electric,
electric, namely,
namely, signals,
signals,
naval signals
signals and
and apparatus,
apparatus, other
lights, lanterns, rockets, running lights,
lights, lanterns,
lanterns, and
and lamps
lamps and
and their
their
appendages
appendages for general use on board
purposes,
board ship for
for illuminating
illuminating purposes,
used in
connection therewith;
therewith; bunting
bunting and
and other
other
and oil and candles used
in connection
materials for making and repairing flags of all kinds;
permanent
kinds; for all
allpermanent
Repairs.
galley
and equipag
e; rugs,
r
ugs ,
carp
et
s,
cur
t
ai
ns ,an
hangings on
on
curtains,
anddhangings
carpets,
equipage;
galley fittings
fittings and
Proiss
Provisos.
Repairs
board
vessels, $12,850,000:
Provided, That
That no
no part
of th
i
ssum
board naval
naval vessels,
$12,850,000: Provided,
part of
this
Wooden ships.
i
shall be applied to the repair of any wooden ship when the estimated
Wooden
estimated
cost of such repairs, to be appraised
appraised by
board of
of naval
by aacompetent
competent board
naval
officers,
officers, shall exceed ten per centum of the
appraised
the estimated cost,
cost, appraised
ther sp
material:
in like manner, of
of a
a new ship
ship of
of the
the same
same size and
and like material:
Other
ships.
Providedfurther,That no
Prcrvidedfurther,
to the
the repair
repair
no part of
of this
this sum shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
of any other ship
estimated cost
cost of
of such
repairs ' to
to be
be
ship when the
the estimated
such repairs,
appraised
appraised by aacompetent
competent board of naval officers, shall
twenty
shall exceed
exceed twenty
u m of
centum
of the
the estimated
estimated cost,
cost, appraised
like manner,
appraised in
in like
manner, of
of a
a new
new
per cent
Infnatet per
ship of
material: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That nothing
nothing
of the same size
size and
and like
like material:
herein contained shall deprive the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy of
of the
the
authority to order repairs of ships damaged in foreign waters
waters or
or on
on
the
h
seas,
so
far
may
be
necessary
to
bring
them
hom
e :ProProhome:
to
bring
them
be
necessary
etc.,
far
as
may
high
seas,
so
the
eical
Clerical,
' ' videdfurthr,
vided .urther, That
That the
the sum
sum to
to be
be paid
paid out
appropriation, under
ices.
iesB. etc.
etCt
out of
of this
this appropriation,
under
ection of
of the
Secretary of
of the
clerical, drafting,
the direction
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, for
for clerical,
drafting,
inspection, watchmen
watchmen (ship keepers),
and messenger
messenger service
service in
in navy
navy
keepers), and
yards, naval stations, and
superintending naval
naval construcconstrucand officers
officers of
of superintending
tors for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and
and
eighteen,
eighteen, shall not exceed
exceed $1,650,000.
$1,650,000.
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IMPROVEMENT
Contrction plant.
I
MPROVEMENT OF
OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION PLANTS:
PLANTS: For repairs and im- Construction
provements
provements of machinery and implements at construction plants at
Boston, MassaMassanavy yards at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, $10,000; Boston,
chusetts, $25,000; New York, New York, $35,000; Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, $25,000;
$25,000; Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
Charleston, gouth
South
Virginia, $35,000;
$35,000; Charleston,
Sound,
Carolina, $10,000;
$10,000; Mare Island, California, $35,000;
$35,000; Puget Sound,
$25,000; in
in all,
all, $200,000.
Washington, $25,000;
$200,000.
cutters.
CONSTRUCTION
OF COAST
CUTTERS: The
GUARD CUTTERS:
The limit of cost of two Coast
C
ONSTRUCTION OF
COAST GUARD
oast Guard
Guard cutters
Limit of cost ininLimit
and in cresed.
steam Coast Guard cutters for service on the Pacific coast and
creased.
Ante, p
p.
504 amendauthorized by the Act entitled "An Act making ap- ed.Ate'- 01,amen
Alaskan waters, authorized
Pacific
propriations for the
Pafic and
and Alaskan
Alaskan
naval service
service for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June waters.
propriations
the naval
the fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and for other purposes,"
purposes,"
approved August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen, to be,

and hereby
increased from
from $700,000
$700,000 to
and
hereby is,
is, increased
$900,000.
to $900,000.
New York Harbor
The
as anch
The limit
limit of cost of
of one
one steam Coast
Coast Guard
Guard cutter for
for service
service as
aYororrol.
anchorage
patrol.
anchorage
anchorage patrol boat in New York Harbor, authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
entitled "An Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
naval service
for the naval
service for
for the
the
fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen
seventeen,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
purposes," approved
and for other purposes,"
nineteen
approved August twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
hundred and sixteen, to be, and hereby is, increased
increased from
$125,000
from $125,000
to
to $185,000.
$185,000.
Three
additional cutThat the Secretary
the Treasury
hereby authorized
ThreeadditionalcutSecretary of
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and
and didi- ters,
for designated
aervice.
rected
construct and equip one Coast Guard
rected to construct
Guard cutter for duty on the aic.
Atlantic coast,
coast, with
with headquarters
headquarters at
at Beaufort,
Beaufort, North
Carolina; one
Atlantic
North Carolina;
one
Coast Guard cutter
Lakes, with
with headquarters
headquarters
cutter for service
service on the Great Lakes,
one Coast
at Detroit,
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, to
to replace
replace the
the old
old cutter Morrill;
Morrill; and
and one
Coast
at
Guard cutter
cutter for
for service on the
the Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, with
with headquarters
headquarters at
Cost
t limit.
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, to
to replace
cutter Thetis,
Thetis, at
limit co
ll t Honolulu,
replace the
the condemned
condemned cutter
at aalimit
cost not
to exceed,
exceed, for
the three
total of
$1,350,000.
of cost
not to
for the
three cutters,
cutters, a
a total
of $1,350,000.
On account
account of
of Coast
Coast Guard
cutters herein
herein authorized,
On
Guard cutters
authorized, to
to be
be available
available
until
expended, $675,000.
$675,000.
until expended,
ENGINEERING.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF STEAM
STEAM ENGINEERING.

Bureau of
Steam EnEnofSteam
Bureau
gineering.
Engineering repairs,

Engineering repairs,
ENGINEERING: For
For repairs,
repairs, preservation,
preservation, and
of machinery,
machinery, machinery,
nmEcinery,
iet'c.
ENGINEERING:
and renewal
renewal of
etc.
auxiliary
machinery, and
boilers of
of naval
naval vessels,
yard craft,
ships'
vessels, yard
craft, and
and ships'
auxiliary machinery,
and boilers
boats,
and refrigerating
repairs, preservation,
preservation,
boats, distilling
distilling and
refrigerating apparatus;
apparatus; repairs,
and
renewal of
electric interior
interior and
and exterior
exterior signal
signal communications
communications
and renewal
of electric
and
whatsoever nature
board naval
naval veson board
vesappliances of
of whatsoever
nature on
and all
all electrical
electrical appliances
sels, except
except range
finders, battle
transmitters and
and range
range transmitters
and
sels,
range finders
battle order
order and
indicators,
and motors
motors and
their controlling
used to
operate
to operate
and their
controlling apparatus
apparatus used
indicators, and
machinery belonging
operation of
machinery
belonging to
to other
other bureaus;
bureaus; maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
of Dirr
of
of Nval
coast signal
service, including
office of
of Director
Director of
of Naval
Naval communications
communication. .
coast
signal service,
including expenses
expenses of
of office
Communications
and the
of land
necessary for
for sites
Equipment supplies.
supplies.
sites for
for Eqipment
the purchase
purchase of
land as
as necessary
Communications and
radio
shore stations;
stations; equipage,
and materials
under the
cogmaterials under
the cogequipage, supplies,
supplies, and
radio shore
nizance
of the
the bureau
bureau required
maintenance and
and operation
of
operation of
required for
for the
the maintenance
nizance of
naval
yard craft,
craft, and
and ships'
ships' boats;
boats; purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation,
vessels, yard
naval vessels,
repair,
of machinery,
and appliances
appliances in
in navy
navy
repair, and
and preservation
preservation of
machinery, tools,
tools, and
yards
and stations,
including $50,000
the purchase
and installainstallayards and
stations, including
$50,000 for
for the
purchase and
tion of
of tools
tools in
the electrical
electrical shop
at the
the navy
yard, Portsmouth,
a shop,
Poletrial
New po
Portsmouth, New
shop at
navy yard,
in the
tion
Hampshire; pay
pay of
of classified
classified force
force under
bureau; incidental
incidental exHampshire;
under the
the bureau;
expenses
navy yards
stations, inspectors'
offices,
yards and
and stations,
inspectors' offices,
penses for
for naval
naval vessels,
vessels, navy
the engineering
engineering experiment
experiment station,
such as
as photographing,
photographi cr, technical
technical Radiotelegraphic
the
station, such
books,
and periodicals,
periodicals, stationery,
work.
books, and
stationery, and
and instruments;
instruments; instruments
instruments and
and work.
apparatus,
and technical
technical books
books and
and periodicals
necessary to
to
apparatus, supplies,
supplies, and
periodicals necessary
carry
experimental and
research work
work in
in radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy at
at the
carry on
on experimental
and research
the Provisos.
r
etc.,services.
naval radio
radio laboratory:
the sum
be paid
paid out
out of
of this
this Clerical,
cieriaetc.,irvces.
naval
laboratory: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
sum to
to be
appropriation,
the direction
direction of
of the
Secretary of
of the
Navy, for
for
the Navy,
the Secretary
under the
appropriation, under
clerical, drafting,
inspection, and messenger
messenger service
service in navy yards,
drafting, inspection,
clerical,
naval stations,
stations, and
offices of
United States
States inspectors
inspectors of
of machinery
machinery
naval
and offices
of United
and engineering
engineering material
fiscal year
year ending
thirtieth,
for the
the fiscal
ending June
June thirtieth,
and
material for
91890°—VOL 39—Pr
39--P 1-75
1-75
91890°-voL
Naval

ri

l

shop,
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nineteen hundred and eighteen,
exceed $1,035,000:
nineteen
eighteen, shall not exceed
$1,035,000: Provided
Provided
further,
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
for the
the
appropriation for
purchase
purchase of land for sites for radio shore stations shall not
not exceed
exceed
Radio laboratory.
laboratory.
$10,000:
Provided further,
further, That the total
Radio
$10,000: Provided
total expenditures
under this
this
expenditures under
ifpp
oir
n
OAnifttiOn at
at the
the naval
radio laboratory
laboratory shall
not
exceed
$5,000:
vehicl
etc,
appropriation
naval radio
shall not exceed $5,000:
pine
Isands
high-powpine
Vehicle,
Lslands
etc.,
iugh-powPhilip- Provided
„„,
• ed further,
!ter That
That an
further,
an expenditure
expenditure under
under this
this appropriation
appropriation of
of
Rdio shore
station
alma ataid°11

Radi°
sites.

erstation.

er station.

not exceeding
not
exceeding $350 for the purchase
purchase and
and maintenance
of a
a native
maintenance of
native

pony and aa two-wheeled
two-wheeled rig for the use of the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of
the high-power
high-power radio station, Sangley
Point, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, is
is
Sangley Point,

hereby
all, engineering,
engineering, $12,270,000.
$12,270,000.
i
hereby authorized;
authorized; in
in all,
Porto Rico.
Higpower
HIGH-POWER RADIO
High-power radio
radio
HIGH-POWER
RADIO STATIONS:
STATIONS: For
For the
establishment of
of a
a highhighthe establishment
statio.
power radio station on the island of Porto
station,
be
Porto Rico,
Rico, $400,000,
$400,000, to
to be
available until expended.
available
expended.
mfrttf
eo °experi
Engineering experiment
Engin
" ring
"PeriEngineering
experiment station, United
United States
States Naval
ment
station.
Naval Academy
Academy,-,
Exerimenta,
Itc.
Annapolis, Maryland-Experimental
ExPerlinnata,
etc-,, Annapolis,
Maryland—Experimental and
and research
research work:
For original
original
work: For
work.
experimentation of naval
investigation and extended
extended experimentation
naval appliances;
appliances; and
and
for the purchase of such machines
machines and
considered appliappliand auxiliaries
auxiliaries considered
cable for test and use in the naval service,
service, and
and for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of
buildings and grounds,
grounds, $85,000.
Equipping
bunding.
Equipment
Equippingbuilding.
Equipment of
of steam,
of building:
building: For
For extension
extension of
steam, air,
air, and
and water
water
lines, and electric circuits; for foundations
for machinery;
for purpurfoundations for
machinery; for
chase and installation of additional testing instruments and
and appaapparatus $20,000.
$20,000.
ratus,
hierybplanbt.
MACHINERY
PLANTS: For
For repairs
repairs and improvements
Machinery plants.
MACHINERY PLANTS:
improvements of
of machinery
machinery
plants at navy yards at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, $20,000;
$20,000;
Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, $25,000; New
New York,
York, New
New York,
York, $30,000;
$30,000;
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia Pennsylvania, $25,000;
$25,000; Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia, $25,000;
$25,000;
Charleston,
Charleston, South Carolina,
Carolina, $20,000; Mare
Islan d, California,
Ca
$25,000;
Mare Island,
$25,000;
Washington, $20,000; in
and Puget Sound, Washington,
all, $190,000.
$190,000.
in all,
NAVAL ACADEMY.
NAVAL
ACADEMY.

Naval Academy.
Academy.
Pay
of professors, etc.
etc.
Payofproessors,

He
PAY
OF PBOFESSOB

OTHERS, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
of proPAY OF PROFESSORS AND
AND OTHERS,
ACADEMY: Pay of
proN
ay to oofficer ffcr
essors and instructors, including
fessors
including one
as librarian,
librarian, $175,000.
one professor
professor as
$175,000.
No p
perfoig
duty of
No part of
performin
ay
g duty
of
of any
sum in
in this
this Act
Act appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
be expended
in
any sum
expended in
the pay
or allowances
of any
commissioned officer of the Navy
the
pay or
allowances of
any commissioned
Navy
detailed for
for duty
instructor at the United States Naval Academy
detailed
duty as an instructor
Academy
to perform
performed by civilian
perform duties which were performed
civilian instructors
instructors on
on
January
January first, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen.
thirteen.
Stoetc.
One swordmaster,
Instructors,
etc.
swordmaster, $1,600;
$1,600; one assistant, $1,400;
one assistant,
$1,400; and
and one
assistant,
$1,200;
$1,200; one headmaster
headmaster in physical
physical training, $1
1
700; one
instructor
$1,700;
one instructor
in physical training,
in
training, $1,700;
$1,700; and two instructors in physical
physical training,
training,
at $1,400
$1,400 each; three instructors
instructors in physical
at $1,200
$1,200 each,
physical training,
training, at
eachone assistant
one
assistant librarian,
librarian, $2,400; one cataloguer, $1,500;
$1,500; and
and one
shelf
one shelf
assistant, $1,100,
$1,100, one shelf assistant, $900; one
secretary of
of the
the
one secretary
Naval Academy,
Academy, $2,400; two clerks, at $1,700
each; four
four clerks,
clerks, at
$1,700 each;
at
$1,400 each;
each; four clerks,
clerks, at $1,100 each; four clerks,
at $1,000
each;
clerks, at
$1,000 each;
seven clerks, at $1,000 each; one clerk, $900; six
clerks, at
at $840
each;
six clerks,
$840 each;
one draftsman, $1,400;
$1,400; one surveyor,
surveyor, $1,400;
$1,400; services
of organist
organist at
at
services of
chapel, $300; one captain
capt ai
n of the watch, $1,100;
$1,100 ; one
second- captain
one second
captain
of the
watch, $1,000; twenty-two
watchmen, at $900 each;
of
the watch,
twenty-two watchmen,
each; three
three
telephone switchboard
switchboard operators, at $600 each;
eack; one
mail messenger,
one mail
messenger,
$1,000. In all, pay of professors and others, Naval
$1,000.
Academy,
Naval Academy,
$255,440.
Department
Department of ord- $255,440.
nance and
and gunnery.
gnnery.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF ORDNANCE
nance
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE AND
AND GUNNERY:
GUNNERY: One
One leading
leading ordnanceordnanceman, $1,100; one electrician
electrician, $1,248;
man
$1,248; one ordnanceman,
ordnancem ,$950;
$950; one
one
ordnanceman,
a,n
ordnanceman, $840;
$840; one
one ordn
ordnanceman,
ordnance
anceman, $720; two ordnance
helpers,
,ele at
at $600
each; in
in all,
$6,058.
Drtentso
600 each;
all, $6,058.
tinerand
tDEPABTMENTS OF
OF ELEC'rmCAL
ENGINEEBING AND
PHYSICS: Three
Three
t
rig:fag e,r,
DEPARTMENTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
AND PHYSICS:
phystc
electrical
Physics. S
electrical machinists, at $1,180
$1,180 each; two
two mechanics,
mechanics, at
at $1,180
$1,180 each;
each;
$1,000; in all, $6,900.
one laboratorian,
laboratorian, $1,000;
$6,900.
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De
s
tartment
of seaseaDEPARTMENT OF
et
of
DEPARTMENT
or SEAMANSHIP:
SEAMANSHIP: Two coxswains, at $480
$480 each; three man
seamen,
$2,220.
seamen, at $420 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $2,220.
DEPARTMENT OF
OF MARINE
ENGINEERING AND
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION:
Department of maDEPARTMENT
MARINE ENGINEERING
AND NAVAL
CONSTRUCTION: Department
rine enghieeting and
One master machinist, $1,900, and one assistant, $1,400;
mnarvaoon
$1,400; one pattern naval
construction.
$1,400; one boiler maker, one blacksmith,
maker, $1,400;
blacksmith, three machinists,
machinists,
coppersmith, at $1,280
one molder, and one coppersmith,
$1,280 each;
maker
each; one pattern maker
and one blacksmith
blacksmith at $1,080 each; one
one instructor
instructor m
in mechanical
mechanical
and other employees,
employees, $9,515.20;
drawing, $2,000; machinists and
$9,515.20; in all,
$27,335.20.
$27,335.20.
Cnorissary departCOMMISSARY DEPARTMENT:
DEPARTMENT: One chief cook, $1,200;
$1,200; one
COMMISSARY
One cook,
C0
e0
ac
kh$900,
$900, ine
met.
deprt.
twelve assistants,
assi
st
an t
s,at
at$360
$360 each;;one
one
nine cooks,
cooks, at $600
$600 each,
each, and
and twelve
steward,
steward, $1,200, and two assistants,
assistants, $1,080
$1,080 each;
each; one
one head waiter,
$840, one assistant head waiter,
at $600
$600
$840,
waiter, $720,
$720, and
and three assistants, at
pantryman, $520, four pantrymen,
each; one pantryman,
pantrymen, at $420
$420 each;
each; one chief
$540
baker, at $1,200;
$1,200; five bakers, $600 each;
each; two assistants,
assistants, at
at $540
each, and three assistants,
assistants, $480; one head
$900; two
two
head butcher,
butcher, at $900;
assistant butchers,
$480;
butchets, at $720 each, and one butcher's helper, at $480;
four baker helpers, at $300
$300 each; sixty-five
sixty-five waiters, at $20 per month
each, and sixty-five
each, $28,080;
$28,080; two
sixty-five waiters, at $16 per month each,
coffeemen, at $540 each,
coffeemen, at $300 each;
each; four
four dish
dish
coffeemen,
each, four
four coffeemen,
pantrymen,
fireman, $600,
four firemen,
pantrymen, at $300 each; one fireman,
$600, four
firemen, at $300
$300
each; four utility men, at $300 each;
each; one lineman,
lineman, $540,
line$540, two
two linemen, at $300 each; two seamstresses,
seamstresses, at $420 each;
each; four clerks, at
at
scullions and
other unskilled
$360 each;
each; one driver,
driver, $600;
$600; scullions
and other
unskilled labor
labor
(wages in no case to exceed $40 per month),
month), $1,380;
$1,380; in all,
all, $71,440.
$71,440.
Department ofbuildDEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS:
messenger to ,ings
OF BUILDINGS
GROUNDS: One messenger
dSgrOsunds.
and
grounds.
superintendent,
superintendent, $600; forty-five building
attendants, at $400
building attendants,
$400 each,
each,
$18,000; in
in all,
$18,000;
all, $18,600.
$18,600.
In all,
establishment, $387,993.20.
In
all, civil establishment,
$387,993.20.
Contingent
A expanses.
CURRENT
CURRENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, NAVAL
NAVAL ACADEMY:
ACADEMY: Text
Text COt
pentex
reference books for use of instructors;
and reference
instructors; stationery, blank
blank books
and
maps, and
periodicals,- apparatus
apparatus and
and materials
and forms,
forms, models,
models, maps,
and periodicals
materials
for instruction in physical
athletics; expenses
expenses of lectures
lectures
physical training and athletics;
and entertainments
entertainments not exceeding
expenses
exceeding $1,000,
$1,000, including
including pay and expenses
of
lecturer; chemicals,
chemicals philosophical
philosophical apparatus
apparatus and
and instruments,
instruments,
of lecturer;
tools, fittings,
fittings, apparatus,
apparatus, and
materials for
for instores, machinery,
machinery, tools,
and materials
instruction purposes,
purposes, $43,500.
struction
$43,500.
Library.
Purchase, binding,
repair of
of books
for the
library (to
(to be
be purpur- L
Purchase,
binding, and
and repair
books for
the library
chased
the written
order of
of the
superintendchased in the open
open market
market on
on the
written order
the superintend$2,500.
ent), $2,500.
Board of Visitors.
For
expenses of
of the
the Board
Board of
to the
Academy, $3,000.
$3,000. Bof sfuoi.
For expenses
of Visitors
Visitors to
the Naval
Naval Academy,
Superintendent.
For contingencies
the academy,
contingencies for the superintendent
superintendent of
of the
academy, to be
ptEdent.
expended
discretion, $3,000.
expended in
in his
his discretion,
$3,000.
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $52,000.
In all,
all, current
current and
and miscellaneous
3
.
faintenance
6 aand
n re.
MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIRS,
REPAIRS, NAVAL
ACADEMY: For
general mainMAINTENANCE AND
NAVAL ACADEMY:
For general
main- pr."
r
pairs.
tenance
namely: For necessary
necessary
tenance and repairs at the
the Naval Academy,
Academy, namely:
repairs
walls inclosing
the grounds
grounds of
of
repairs of
of public
public buildings,
buildings, wharves,
wharves, and
and walls
inclosing the
the
Naval Academy,
Academy, improvements,
repairs, and
fixtures; for
for books,
books,
the Naval
improvements, repairs,
and fixtures;
periodicals,
maps, models,
models, and
and drawings;
and repair
of fire
fire
periodicals, maps,
drawings; purchase
purchase and
repair of
Vehicles.
h
engines; fire
fire apparatus
and plants;
purchase and
and mainmain- ve
engines;
apparatus and
plants; machinery;
machinery; purchase
is.
tenance
of all
horses and
and vehicles
vehicles for
use at
academy, including
including
tenance of
all horses
for use
at the
the academy,
the
repair of
three horse-drawn
passenthe maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
of three
horse-drawn passenger-carrving
only for official purposes;
purposes; seeds
ger-carrying vehicles
vehicles to
to be
be used
used only
seeds and
plants;
repairs of
of the
the same;
stationery; furniture
furniture for
plants; tools
tools and
and repairs
same; stationery;
for GovGovernment
buildings and
at the
academy; coal
coal and
and other
fuel;
ernment buildings
and offices
offices at
the academy;
other fuel;
candles,
oil, and
gas; attendance
and power
cleaning
candles, oil,
and gas;
attendance on
on light
light and
power plants;
plants; cleaning
and
clearing up
care of
of buildings;
buildings; attendance
on fires,
fires,
up station
station and
and care
attendance on
and clearing
lights
engines, fare
apparatus, and
and plants,
plants, and
and telephone,
telelights,' fire
fire engines,
fire apparatus,
telephone, telegraph, and
and clock
clOck systems;
advertising, water
tax,
water tax,
labor; advertising,
incidental labor;
systems; incidental
graph,
postage, telephones,
tolls, and
and ferriage;
flags and
and awnings;
awnings;
postage,
telephones, telegrams
telegrams, tolls,
ferriage; flags
packing boxes;
bandsmen's quarters;
packing
boxes; fuel for
for heating and lighting bandsmen's
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inspectors and draftsmen;
draftsmen; music, musical and
pay of inspectors
and astronomical
astronomical
T
rTrergrart
- r. quarters
quarters mstruments;
and for
the pay
of employees
employees on
on leave,
l
eave ,$465,120 : Pro Pr
instruments; and
for the
pay of
$465,120: Profarami
men.
vided, That
$75,000 of this appropriation,
for miciship m"en.
That $75,000
appropriation, or
or so
so much
thereof as
as may
may
much thereof
be necessary,
necessary, is made immediately
immediately available
available for
for altering,
furnishing,
altering, furnishing,
lighting, and equipping
equipping the marine
at Annapolis,
Annapolis, Maryland,
Maryland,
marine barracks
barracks at
__
as temporary quarters
quarters for housing
housing and messing
midshipmen.
messing midshipmen.
Rent.
Rent of buildings
buildings for the use of the academy,
academy, and commutation
commutation
of rent for bandsmen,
bandsmen, at $8
$8 per month each,
each, $3,936.
$3,936.
In all, maintenance
maintenance and repairs,
repairs, $469,056.
$469,056.
In all, Naval Academy,
Academy, exclusive
exclusive of public
public works, $909,049.20.
$909,049.20.
Marine
Corps.
MarineCorps.
y.
ta
tiers,
active list.
ers, activelist.

MARINE CORPS.
MARINE
CORPS.

PAY MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Pay
Pay of
of officers,
and reserve
reserve list:
list: For
For
PAY,
officers, active
active and
pay and allowances prescribed by
all officers
on the
active and
and
by law
law for
for all
officers on
the active
reserve list, including
including clerks for assistant
paymasters, nine,
nine, $1,690,666.
$1,690,666.
assistant paymasters,
Officers, retired list.
Ofs,retiredst.
For pay of officers prescribed
by law,
law' on
the retired
retired list:
list: For
prescribed by
on the
For two
two
major generals,
generals, four brigadier
brigadier generals, six colonels,
lieutenant
colonels, five lieutenant
colonels,
captains, thirteen
colonels, eleven
eleven majors,
majors, nineteen captains,
thirteen first lieutenants,
lieutenants,
two second lieutenants,
lieutenants, and one paymaster's
paymaster's clerk,
clerk, and
and for
for officers
officers
who may be placed thereon during
during the year, including
including such
such increased
increased
pay as is now ormay
pay:
or may hereafter
officers regularly
regularly
hereafter be
be provided for
for retired
retired officers
Enlisted
men, a
active assigned to active duty, $198,307.50.
Enlisted men,
assigned to active duty, $198,307.50.
lt
'
net.
Pay of enlisted
enlisted men, active and reserve list:
and allowances
of
list: Pay and
allowances of
noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers,
officers, musicians,
musicians, and privates, as
prescribed by
by
as prescribed
law, and for the expenses of clerks
clerks of the United
United States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
traveling
orders, and including
traveling under orders,
including additional
compensation for
for
additional compensation
enlisted men of the Marine
Marine Corps regularly
regularly detailed as
captains,
as gun
gun captains,
gun pointers, mess sergeants,
sergeants, cooks,
messmen signalmen,
or holding
holding
cooks, messmen,
signalmen, or
good-conduct medals, pins, or bars,
pod-conduct
including interest
on deposits
bars, including
interest on
deposits
men, post-exchange
by enlisted men
post-exchange debts of deserters,
deserters, under
such rules
rules
under such
as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
prescribe, and
and the
Navy- may
may prescribe,
the authorized
authorized
travel allowance
allowance of discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted men
men and
prizes for
exand for
for prizes
for excellence in gunnery exercise and target
cellence
target practice
practice and
and for
pay of
of enlisted
for pay
enlisted
Preview.
as Navy
Navy mail
clerks and
and assistant
assistant Navy
mail clerks,
clerks,
proiso.
men designated
designated as
mail clerks
Navy mail
onithboth afloat and ashore: Provided,
Provided, That the provisons of
Mall clrs
clerks with exesAct of
of
of the
the Act
PeitZinarY forces on
vionar res
May twenty-seventh,
twenty-seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight
(Thirty-fifth
eight (Thirty-fifth
Vol
37 p.
Statutes, pages four hundred and
Vol. 37,
P. ao
and four
four hundred
hundred and
and seventeen
seventeen and
and
eighteen),
amended by the Act of August twenty-fourth,
eighteen), as amended
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen
(Thirty-seventh Statutes, page five
hundred and twelve (Thirty-seventh
five hundred
and
hundred and
sixty), are hereby extended
extended to authorize
authorize the designation
designation of
of enlisted
enlisted
Gnners
quar- men of the Navy or Marine
Gunnersclerks.
and guar.
Corps as Navy
mail clerks and assistant
termaster
Marine Corps
Na
assistant
Navy mail
termaterlerks.
clerks with
tionary forces
forces on
on shore:
shore: Provided
Provided
forNavy
mail clerks
Increased pay, forwith expe
expeditionary
eign
shore service.
fUrt
eign shoreservc
further,
gunners and
er, That marine gunners
and quartermaster
quartermaster clerks
clerks of
of the
the Marine
Marine
CO assigned to foreign
Corps
foreign shore service shall hereafter
hereafter be
be entitled
entitled
to the same increased compensation
compensation and under
the same
same conditions
conditions
under the
as is now or hereafter allowed by law to commissioned
officers of
the
commissioned officers
of the
Enlistd men, re. Marine Corps. In
Enlisted
all, $4,800,532.
$4,800,532.
In all,
tired list.
list.
tid
For
and allowances
allowances prescribed
For pay
pay and
prescribed by law of enlisted
enlisted men on the
retired list: For nine sergeants major, one drum major,
major, twentytwentythree gunnery
gunnery sergeants,
sergeants, thirty-seven
thirty-seven quartermaster
quartermaster sergeants,
sergeants, fortyfortythree first sergeants,
sergeants, sixty-six
twenty-one corporals,
corporals,
sLxty-six sergeants,
sergeants, twenty-one
twenty
twenty first-class musicians, one
one drummer,
drummer, and
and twenty-four
twenty-four privates,
privates,
ndrawnclothing.
trndrawn
Clothing.
be retired
and for those who may be
retired during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year,
year, $175,986.
$175,986.
Undrawn
clothing: For payment
payment to discharged
Undrawn clothingdischarged enlisted
enlisted men
for
men for
Mileage.
Mileage.
clothing
undrawn, $100,000.
clothing undrawn,
$100,000.
Mileage: For mileage to officers
officers traveling under
tinder orders without
without
Commutation of
of troops,
troops, $58,000.
$58,000.
art
inserters.
qn -s.
For
commutation of quarters
For commutation
quarters of officers
officers on duty without
without troops
troops
where there are no public
public quarters, $75,000.
$75,000.
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In theoffice
OF CIVIL
PAY OF
PAY
CIVIL FORCE:
FORCE: In
the office of the major generalcommandant:
general commandant:
$2,000; one clerk, at $1,800;
One chief clerk, at $2,000;
$1,800; one messenger,
messenger, at
$971.28.
paymaster: One chief clerk, at $2,000; one
In the office of the paymaster:
In
clerk,
$1,200.
clerk, at
at $1,500;
$1,500; one
one clerk, at $1,200.
In
office of the adjutant
adjutant and inspector:
inspector: One chief clerk, at
In the office
$1,500; one clerk, at
$2,000;
$1,800; one clerk,
clerk, at $1,500;
clerk, at
at $1,800;
$2,000; one
one clerk,
$1,400; one clerk,
$1,400;
clerk, at $1,200.
quartermaster: One chief clerk, at $2,000;
In
$2,000; one
In the office of the quartermaster:
$1,500; two clerks,
clerks, at $1,400 each;
each;
$1,800; one
one clerk, at $1,500;
clerk, at
at $1,800;
two
clerks, at
at $1,200
$1,200 each;
each; one draftsman,
$2,000.
draftsman, at $2,000.
two clerks,
Francisco, Caliquartermaster, San Francisco,
In the office
office of the assistant quartermaster,
In
fornia:
$1,800.
chief clerk,
clerk, at $1,800.
fornia: One chief
In the
the assistant
assistant quartermaster,
Philadelphia, Pennquartermaster, Philadelphia,
the office
office of
of the
In
sylvania:
One chief
messenger, at $840.
at $1,800;
$1,800; one messenger,
chief clerk,
clerk at
sylvania: One
In
all, for pay of civil force,
force, $34,511.28,
$34,511.28, and the money herein
In all
Marine Corps shall be disspecifically
appropriated for pay of the Marine
specifically- appropriated
bursed
accordance with existing law as pay of
accounted for in accordance
bursed and accounted
the Marine
purpose shall constitute one fund.
the
Marine Corps, and for that purpose
In all,
$7,132,802.78.
Marine Corps, $7,132,802.78.
all, pay,
pay, Marine
In
MARINE CORPS.
MAINTENANCE,
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT,
CORPS.
DEPARTMENT, MARINE
MAINTENANCE, QUARTERMASTER'S

Civil
force.
Civl fce.

p^rte""rs
partmen
Quartermaster'
t
partmant.
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Provisions.
PROVISIONS ? MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: For noncommissioned
officers, musimusi- Provisions.
noncommissioned officers,
PROVISIONS,
cians,
privates serving ashore;
ashore; subsistence
subsistence and lodging of enand privates
cians and
listed
thereof; commucommuwhen traveling on duty, or cash in lieu thereof;
men when
listed men
and mesas clerks
clerks and
detailed as
tation of
enlisted men
men regularly
regularly detailed
mesto enlisted
rations to
of rations
tation
enlistment
sengers •payments
lodging of applicants
applicants for enlistment
and lodging
of board and
payments of
sengers;
while
under observation,
recruits, recruiting
parties, and enenrecruiting parties,
observation, recruits,
held under
while held
listed men
men where
impracticable to
otherwise furnish subsistence,
to otherwise
is impracticable
it is
where it
listed
commutation of rations to recruiting
or in
recruiting parties;
parties;
board, commutation
of board,
in lieu of
or
transportation
of provisions,
employment of necessary
necessary labor
the employment
and the
provisions, and
transportation of
connected therewith;
ice machines
machines and
maintenance where
and their maintenance
therewith; ice
connected
required
health and
and comfort
comfort of
the troops
troops and
and for
for cold
storage;
cold storage;
of the
the health
for the
required for
Shore duty
ice for
for offices
and preservation
rations, $1,676,000.
duty ration.
rations.
Hereafter no Shore
$1,676,000. Hereafter
of rations,
preservation of
offices and
ice
law
shall
be
construed
to
entitle
enlisted
men
on
shore
duty
any
any
to
duty
shore
on
men
law shall be construed to entitle enlisted
rations or
or commutation
therefor other
than such
or may Provso.
now or
such as are now
other than
commutation therefor
rations
hereafter
allowed enlisted
men in the
when Navy
k',,rr„"°ration lnstfd
Provided, That when
Army: Provided,
the Army:
enlisted men
be allowed
hereafter be
Army.
it is
impracticable or
or the
the expense
is found
marines of
or Army.
to supply
supply marines
greater to
found greater
expense is
is impracticable
it
serving on
shore duty
in the
the island
island possessions
possessions and
and on forcig.n
foreign stations
duty in
on shore
serving
with the
the Army ration
Navy ration
ration
ration, such marines may be allowed the Navy
with
commutation therefor.
or commutation
Clothing.
Clothing.
CLOTHING,
For noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers,
officers, musiCORPS: For
MARINE CORPS:
CLOTHING, MARINE
Proviso.
Proviso.
cians ' and
$1,
580 ,
000 :Provided,
Provided, That Exchanges
Exchangesallowed.
authorized by law, $1,580,000:
illowed
and privates, authorized
cians,
hereafter worn-out
machines, machinery,
machinery, rubber
rubber tires,
tires, and
and
sewing machines,
worn-out sewing
hereafter
band instruments
instruments may
may be
be exchanged
exchanged in
in part
part payment
payment for the purchase
band
of like articles.
Fuel, light,
light, etc.
etc.
Fuel,
FUEL,
heat, light,
and commutation
commutation thereof
thereof
light, and
For heat,
CORPS: For
MARINE Coin's:
FUEL, MARINE
for the
authorized allowance
allowance of
of quarters
for officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men,
men,
quarters for
the authorized
for
and
and grounds
grounds pertaining
to the
the Marine
Marine Corpsn
Corps;
pertaining to
buildings and
other building's
and other
fuel, electricity,
and oil
oil for
cooking, power,
other purposes;
purposes; and
and
and other
power, and
for cooking,
electricity, and
fuel,
sales to officers,
officers, $260,000.
$260,000.
Military stores.
stares.
Military
MILITARY STORES,
STORES, MARINE
CORPS: Pay
Pay of
armorer, at
at $4
$4 per
per Pay.
Pay.
of chief
chief armorer,
MARINE CORPS:
MILITARY
diem;
mechanic, at
at $3
$3 per
diem; two
two mechanics,
at $2.50
$2.50 each
each
mechanics, at
per diem;
one mechanic,
diem; one
per
diem; one
chief electrician,
at $4
diem, and
and one
one assistant
assistant elecelec$4 per
per diem,
electrician, at
one chief
per diem;
trician, at
at $3.50
diem of
employed on
on
men employed
enlisted men
of enlisted
per diem
diem; per
per diem;
$3.50 per
trician,
etc.
Equipmnts,
constant
labor for
of not
days; purchase
purchase of
of E
quipments, etc.
ten days;
than ten
less than
not less
periods of
for periods
constant labor
military
equipments such
revolvers, cartridge
boxes, bayonet
bayonet
cartridge boxes,
as rifles,
rifles, revolvers,
such as
military equipments,
scabbards, haversacks,
haversacks, blanket
bags, canteens,
canteens, rifle
rifle slings,
swords,
slings, swords,
blanket bags,
scabbards,
drums,
trumpets, flags,
waistbelts, waist
plates, cartridge
cartridge belts,
belts, spare
spare
waist plates,
flags, waistbelts,
drums, trumpets,
parts
for repairing
repairing rifles,
rifles, machetes;
purchase and
and repair
repair of
of tents,
field
tents, feld
machetes; purchase
parts for
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cots, field
stoves for
for tents;
tents; purchase
and repair
repair of
instrufield ovens,
ovens, and
and stoves
purchase and
of instruments for bands; purchase
and musical
purpurchase of
of music
music and
musical accessories;
accessories; purchase and marking of prizes for
excellence in
and rifle
pracfor excellence
in gunnery
gunnery and
rifle pracand enlisted
tice; good-conduct
good-conduct badges;
badges; medals
medals awarded
awarded to
to officers
officers and
enlisted
men
Government for
for conspicuous,
conspicuous, gallant,
gallant, and
service;
men by
by the Government
and special
special service;
incidental expenses
expenses of schools of
application; construction,
construction, equipequipof application;
ment, and maintenance
rooms and
and
maintenance of
of school,
school, library, and amusement
amusement rooms
gymnasiums
and the
the purchase
and repair
of all
all arargymnasiums for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and
purchase and
repair of
ticles of field
men; purchase
signal
field sports for enlisted men;
purchase and
and repair
repair of
of signal
equipment and
establishment and
equipment
and stores;
stores; establishment
and maintenance
maintenance of
of targets
targets and
and
ranges, renting ranges, construction of
for
temporary shelter
shelter
of buildings i
for temporary
and
of stores,
fees in
n competitions;
Ammtmition.
Ammmstio.
and preservation
preservation of
stores, and
and entrance
entrance fees
competitions; proprohandling ammunition
other necessary
necessary
curing, preserving,
preserving, and
and handling
ammunition and
and other
military
in all,
$852,000.
military supplies;
supplies; in
all, $852,000.
Instruction camps.
C
AMPS OF
OF INSTRUCTION:
INSTRUCTION: For the establishment
establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance
InSfctOn .Sps
CAMPS
Maintenance.
Ask,
014.
Art, p.
p. 614.
of camps of instruction as authorized
authorized in
naval approprition
ap_proprition Act,
in the
the naval
Act,
approved
approved August twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
$31,000.
$31,000.
Transportation and
TRANSPORTATION AND
RECRUITING, MARINE
CORPS: For transTRANSPORTATION
AND RECRUITING,
MARINE CORPS:
transTranrtaton and
recruiting.
portation of
portation
troops, and
and of
for enlistment
enlistment between
recruitof troops,
of applicants
applicants for
between recruitig
mg stations and recruit
ferriage and
transrecruit depots
depots or
or posts,
posts, including
including ferriage
and transkits for
for issue
recruits
fers en route,
route, or cash
cash in lieu
lieu thereof;
thereof; toilet
toilet kits
issue to
to recruits
upon their first enlistment and
recruiting service,
and the
the expense
expense of
of the
the recruiting
service,
Proviso.
$500,000:
authority is
is hereby
hereby granted
to employ
employ the
Advetsing.
$500,000: Provided
Provided, That
That authority
granted to
the
Advertising.
services
services of advertising agencies in advertising
advertising for
recruits under
such
for recruits
under such
terms and conditions
turns
conditions as are
to the
the Government.
Government.
are most advantageous
advantageous to
Repairs of
of baracks
barracks,
Repairs
REPAIRS
OF
BARRACKS,
MARINE
CORPS:
improvements
REPAIRS
OF
BARRACKS,
MARINE
C
ORPS:
Repairs
and
improvements
etc.
to barracks, quarters, and other public buildings at posts
staposts and
and stations; for
improvement, and
and erection
buildin
for the
the renting,
renting, leasing,
leasing, improvement,
erection of
of buildings
in the District of Columbia, and at such other places as
as the
pubic
the public
exigencies require;
require; and
diem to
men employed
exigencies
and for
for per
per diem
to enlisted
enlisted men
employed under
under
the
the Quartermaster's
of
the direction
direction of
of the
Quartermaster's Department
Department on
on the
the repair
repair of
barracks, quarters,
other public
buildings on
constant labor
labor for
barracks,
quarters, and
and other
public buildings
on constant
for
periods of not less than ten days,
days, $220,000.
$220,000.
Forage.
Forg
FORAGE,
MARINE C
CORPS:
and stabling
stabling for
FORAGE, MARINE
ORPS: For forage in kind and
for public
public
animals of the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department and
the authorized
and the
authorized numnumber of officers' homes, $68,000.
commutation of
Commutation
of ber of officers' horses, $68,000.
quarters.
quartes.
COMMUTATION
CommuTATiox OF
OF QUARTERS,
QUARTERS, MARINE
MARINE CORPS:
CORPS: Commutation
of
Commutation of
quarters for enlisted men on recruiting
recruiting duty,
and enlisted
duty, for
for officers
officers and
enlisted
men serving with troops where there are no public
public quarters belonging
belonging
to the Government,
Government, and where
sufficient quarters
quarters poswhere there
there are not
not sufficient
posof
States to accommodate
accommodate them;
them; commutation
commutation of
•sessed by the United States
quarters for enlisted men employed
employed as clerks
messengers in
in the
the
clerks and
and messengers
offices of the commandant,
and inspector,
paymaster, and
commandant, adjutant and
inspector, paymaster,
and
quartermaster, and the offices
and inspectors,
offices of the
the assistant
assistant adjutant
adjutant and
inspectors,
assistant paymasters, assistant quartermasters,
quartermasters, at
at $21
$21 each
per
each per
month, and for enlisted
enlisted men employed
employed as
as messengers
messengers in
in said
said offices,
offices,
at $10
$10 each per
per month, $167,000.
$167,000.
Contingent.
Contingent.
CONTINGENT,
CORPS:
C
ONTINGENT, MARINE
MARINE C
ORPS: For freight, expressage, tolls, cartage, advertising, washing of bed sacks, mattress covers, pillowcases, towels, and sheets, funeral expenses of officers and enlisted
enlisted men
and retired enlisted men of the Marine
the transtransMarine Corps, including
including the
portation of bodies and their arms and wearing
wearing apparel
apparel from
from the
the
place of demise to the homes of the
deceased in the
States;
the deceased
the United
United States;
stationery and other paper, printing and binding; telegraphing,
telegraphing, rent
rent
of telephones;
telephones; purchase, repair, and exchange of typewriters; apprehension
stragglers and
an deserters;
deserters; per
per diem
diem of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men employed
hension of stragglers
employed
on constant labor for periods
periods of not
ten days;
employment
not less than
than ten
days; employment
of civilian labor; purchase, repair, and installation
mamtenance
installation and
and maintenance
of gas, electric, sewer, and water pipes and fixtures;
barfixtures; office and
and bar-
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racks furniture, camp and garrison
implements; Fa
PM
garrison equipage
equipage and
and implements;
mess
utensils
wrapping paper, oilcloth,
utensils for enlisted men; packing boxes, wrapping
crash, rope, twine, quarantine
quarantine fees, camphor
camphor and carbolized
carbolized paper,
carpenters'
purposes, safes, purchase,
carpenters' tools, tools for police purposes,
purchase, hire,
repair , and maintenance
wagons, motor w
agons ,
wagons,
repair,
maintenance of
of such harness, wagons,
armored
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
armored automobiles,
automobiles, carts, drays, motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to be used only
onfy for
official purposes,
and
passenger-carrying
for official
purposes, and
other vehicles as are required
transportation of troops and
required for the transportation
supplies and for official
official military and garrison
purposes; purchase of
garrison purposes;
of
public horses and mules;
mules; services
services of veterinary
veterinary surgeons,
surgeons, and
and medimedicines
of officers'
officers'
cines for public animals,
animals, and the authorized
authorized number
number of
horses; purchase of mounts and horse equipment
equipment for all officers
officers
below
mounted; shoeing
below the grade
grade of
of major required
required to be
be mounted;
shoeing for
for public
animals
of officers'
officers' horses;
horses; purchase
and
animals and the
the authorized
authorized number
number of
purchase and
extinguishers, hand
repair of hose, fire extinguishers,
hand grenades,
grenades, carts,
carts, wheelbarrows,
wheelbarrows,
repair of
and lawn mowers; purchase, installation, and repair
of cooking and
and
furnaces; purchase
purchase of towels, soap, combs, and
heating stoves and furnaces;
postage;
brushes for
for offices;
offices; postage
postage stamps for foreign and registered postage;
periodicals; improving
parade grounds;
grounds;
books, newspapers, and periodicals;
improving parade
repair
wharves, water;
mattresses;
for bedding,
bedding, mattresses;
repair of pumps
pumps and
and wharves,
water; straw for
mattress
Government quarters
pillows, sheets;
sheets; furniture
furniture for Government
mattress covers, pillows
allowance of bagand
packing and crating officers'
officers' allowance
and repair of
of same; packing
gage
of station;
station; deodorizers,
disinfectants; and
and
deodorizers, lubricants,
lubricants, disinfectants;
gage on
on change
change of
for
emergencies and
extraordinary expenses
arising at
home and
and
expenses arising
at home
all emergencies
and extraordinary
or all
abroad, but
but impossible
to anticipate
anticipate or
$846,385: Provided,
Provided, at:.
of abse
abroad,
impossible to
or classify,
classify, $846,385:
LP ' of
absence
vrith pay
to detailed
detailed
pay to
for with
authorized for
That
and allowances
allowances authorized
the pay
pay and
no part
of the
part of
hereafter no
That hereafter
enlisted
men detailed
clerks and
in the
office of
man.
elst
of the
the enlisted
the office
messengers in
and messengers
as clerks
detailed as
enlisted men
Major
Commandant and the several staff offices shall be
General Commandant
Major General
forfeited
when granted
granted furlough
exceeding thirty days
each
days in each
furlough for not exceeding
forfeited when
calendar
year.
calendar vear.
Disb
g
a
In all,
or the maintenance
c
ountinursin
g. an
and aeQuartermaster's Department, Marine coDtining
maintenance of Quartermaster's
In
all, for
Corps,
$6,200,385; and
and the
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for
herein specifically
the money
money herein
Corps, $6,200,385;
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
the
shall
be disbursed
disbursed and
accordance with existing law
for in accordance
and accounted
accounted for
shall be
as
maintenance, Quartermaster's
and for
for
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
Department, Marine
Quartermaster's Department,
as maintenance,
that
shall constitute
fund.
constitute one
one fund.
that purpose
purpose shall
For the
authorized expenses
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, $25,000.
$25,000. N
ev
Marine
e.
Corps
swrv,.
or
R
of the
the Marine
expenses of
For
the authorized
Total
including Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
of
exclusive of
Reserve, exclusive
Corps, including
Marine Corps,
Total Marine
public
works, $13,358,187.78.
$13,358,187.78.
public works,
INCREASE OF
THE NAVY.
NAVY.
INCREASE
OF THE
Of
vessels authorized
the "Act
appropriations for
for
making appropriations
"Act making
in the
authorized in
the vessels
Of the
the
naval service
service for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
June thirtieth,
for the
the naval
hundred and
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
August
approved August
and for
and seventeen,
seventeen, and
hundred
twenty-ninth,
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, the
construction of
the
of the
the construction
hundred and
twenty-ninth, nineteen
following vessels
shall be
begun as
as soon
soon as
practicable at
at a
acost
excost exas practicable
be begun
vessels shall
following
clusive of
of armor
armament not
not to
amounts:
the following
following amounts:
to exceed
exceed the
armor and
and armament
clusive
Three battleships,
$15,500,000 each;
one battle
battle cruiser,
$19,000,000;
cruiser, $19,000,000;
each; one
battleships, $15,500,000
Three
three scout
scout cruisers,
each; fifteen
destroyers, $1,300,000
$1,300,000
fifteen destroyers,
$6,000,000 each;
cruisers, $6,000,000
three
each;
one submarine
submarine tender,
$1,900,tender, $1,900,tender, $2,300,000;
$2,300,000; one
one destroyer
destroyer tender,
each; one
000;
eighteen coast submarines
to have asurface displacement
displacement of
about
of about
submarinestohaveasurface
000; eighteencoast
eight
tons each,
each, $1,300,000
$1,300,000 each,
cost for
for the
the
of cost
and the
the limits
limits of
each, and
hundred tons
eight hundred
four battle
battle cruisers
for three
three scout
cruisers authorized
authorized and
and approapproscout cruisers
and for
cruisers and
four
priated
for in
said Act
Act but
but not
yet contracted
to not
not
increased to
for, are
are increased
not yet
contracted for,
in said
priated for
to
$19,000,000 each
battle cruisers
$6,000,000 each
each
and $6,000,000
cruisers and
each for
for the
the battle
to exceed
exceed $19,000,000
for
exclusive of
of armor
armor and
and armament,
armament, and
the
and the
cruisers, exclusive
scout cruisers,
for the
the scout
construction of
vessels shall
shall be
be begun
soon as
begun as
as soon
as practicable.
practicable.
construction
of said
said vessels
CONSTRUCTION
outfits
of hulls
hulls and outfits
On account
account of
MACHINERY: 011
AND MACHINERY:
CONSTRIuCTION AND
and
one battle
cruiser, three
scout
three scout
battle cruiser,
three battleships,
battleships, one
of three
machinery of
and machinery

Increase
of the Navy.
InreeseoftheNavy.
Additional early construction
truction directed
diraoted of
specified
vessels.
speIcfed vese
Ante, p. 616.

Cost increased.

cost Irsed.

Previously
Peviouly
ized vessels.

author-

author-

zed vese.

New vessels.

Costuion
Construction

machinery.

A"hi".

and
an
d
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cruisers,
destroyers, one
one submarine
destroyer
cruisers, fifteen destroyers,
submarine tender,
tender, one
one destroyer
tender, and other vessels heretofore authorized,
to be
be available
available until
until
authorized, to
expended, $93,123,000.
$93,123,000.
INCREASE
THE NAVY, TORPEDO
TORPEDO BOATS:
INCREASE OF
OF THE
BOATS: 011
account of subsubOn account
marine torpedo boats heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized $16,816,110,
$16,816,110, and
and on
on
account of the eighteen
eighteen additional coast
submarine torpedo
torpedo boats
coast submarine
boats
herein appropriated
appropriated for $6,115,170;
$6,115,170; in
torpedo boats,
boats,
in all,
all, submarine
submarine torpedo
$22,931,280, to be available until expended.
expended.

INCREASE
OF THE
AND ARMAMENT:
Toward the
INCREASE OF
THE NAVY,
NAVY, ARMOR
ARMOR AND
ARMAMENT: Toward
the armor
armor
and armament for vessels heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized and the additional
additional
vessels herein appropriated
appropriated for, to be
be available
until expended,
expended,
available until
$44,180,000.
$44,180,000.
Ammunition.
INCREASE
THE NAVY,
I
NCREASE OF
OF THE
NAVY, AMMUNIrr
AlId:MUNITION:
ammunition
IN: Toward the ammunition
heretofore authorized and for
for the vessels heretofore
additional vessels
for the additional
vessels
herein appropriated
for, to
to be
be available
until expended,
expended, $14,528,043.
$14,528,043.
appropriated for,
available until
increase of the Navy heretofore
Total increase
authorized and
and herein
heretofore authorized
herein
Emergency suspensuspen- appropriated
Emergency
appropriated for,
for, $174,762,323.
$174,762,323.
sion of eight-hour
That
in case of national emergency
sion
eight-hour law
law
Th
atin
emergency the President is
is authorized
authorized to
to
on Government contractsontracts,
suspend provisions
provisions of law
more than
than eight
eight hours
hours labor
law prohibiting
prohibiting more
labor in
in
Proviso.
any one
one day
day of
work covered
contracts
Provo
any
persons engaged
of persons
engaged upon
upon work
covered by
by contracts
vertime wages.
with the United States: Providedfurther,
Overtime
Provided further, That the
wages of
of persons
persons
the wages
a
employed upon such contracts
contracts shall be computed on
employed
on aa basic
basic day
day
rate o
of eight hours work
work, with overtime rates to be paid for
for at not
not
less than time and one-half
one-half for all hours work in excess
hours.
excess of
of eight
eight hours.
Naval emergency
Naval
emergency
fund.
Amount made immedtel
avaible ifo
mediately available
for
specified
objects.
specifiedobjects.

NAVAL EMERGENCY
FUND.
NAVAL
EMERGENCY FUND.

To enable the President
President to
secure the more
and expeto secure
more economical
economical and
expeditious delivery
delivery of materials,
equipment, and munitions and
ditious
materials, equipment,
and secure
secure
the more expeditious construction of ships authorized
authorized and for
for the
the
purchase or construction
construction of such additional torpedo
torpedo boat
boat destroyers,
destroyers,
submarine chasers and such other naval small craft, including airsubmarine
air'
-craft,
craft, guns and ammunition for all of said vessels and aircraft
aircraft and
and
for each
each and every purpose
for
purpose connected
connected therewith, as the President may
4 Df
Ledirect,
direct, to be expended
expended at the direction
direction and in
the
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
zPresident, President, $115,000,000,
$115,000,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
necessary,
may
be
necessary,
tkto be
available.
,Additional submasubm- and
and to
be immediately
immediately available.
Additional
rinestobeimmedlately
In addition
rines
to be immediately
addition to the eighteen submarines hereinbefore
hereinbefore appropriated
appropriated
built.
for,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
hereby authorized
for, the
the Navy
Navy is
is hereby
authorized and directed to
proceed
proceed at once to cause
cause to
constructed twenty
to be constructed
twenty coast
coast submarines
submarines
to have aa surface displacement
displacement of about eight hundred
hundred tons each
each
at aacost not to exceed $1,300,000 each, exclusive of armor and
armaand armaetc ment, on the most approved
to plans
plans and
and specificaapproved lines
lines according
according to
specificaContracts,
etc.
Contracts,etc
tions to be provided
provided or
or adopted
by the Secretary of the Navy. The
tions to be
adopted by
The
same may be let by contract
contract to private
private builders or constructed
constructed by
by
Government in navy yards, or
the Government
or both,
both, as
as may
directed by
by the
the
may be
be directed
Pacific coast constc
coast con- Secretary of the
the Navy. Said
struction.
twenty submarines
submarines shall
Said twenty
shall be
be constructed
constructed
Provifficr.
Prom ion
on the Pacific coast: Provided,
on
Provided, That the cost of construction
construction on the
Cost condition.
Pacific coast
coast does not exceed
Pacific
exceed the cost of construction
construction on the Atlantic
coast plus the cost of transportation
transportation from the Atlantic to
to the
Pacific.
the Pacific.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Eighteen million dollars is hereby appropriated
Eighteen
appropriated toward the
the construcconstruction of
of said
Emerency
contion
said submarines.
submarines.
Emergency ship
ship construction.
strection.
si
(a) That the word "person"
(c), next
"person" as used in paragraphs
paragraphs (b),
(b), (c),
next
Meaning of terms
sedn
terms hereafter shall include any individual,
used.
individual, trustee,
trustee, firm, association,
association, comcompany, or corporation.
pany,
corporation. The word "ship"
"ship" shall include any boat,
boat,
vessel, submarine, or any form of aircraft, and the parts thereof.
The words "war material"
material" shall include arms, armament,
armament, ammuniammunition, stores, supplies, and equipment
equipment for ships and
and airplanes,
airplanes, and
and
everything required
everything
required for or in connection
connection with tlhe
the production thereof.
The word "factory"
"factory" shall include any factory, workshop,
The
workshop, engine
engine
works, building
assembling, construction, or
building used for manufacture,
manufacture, assembling,
or
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any process,
"United
process and any shipyard or dockyard. The words "United
waters
States" shall include the Canal Zone and all territory and waters,
States"
continental
of the United
United
the jurisduction
jurisduction of
insular, subject to the
continental and insular,
States.
States.
Additional authority
vestedd
i in
it President
residt
(b) That in
national emergency
emergency arising prior vested
of war,
war, or
or of
of national
(b)
in time
time of
prior to
1918.
to March
March 1,
1,1918.
to March first, nineteen hundred and eighteen, to be determined by prior
the
authorized
by .proclamation,
proclamation, the President is hereby- authorized
the President by
empowered, in addition to all other existing provisions of law:
and empowered,
May order ships or
First. Within
the amounts
Within the
the limits of
of the
amounts appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, way
rde from
shipaany
or
war material
to
person.
to place
place an
an order
order with
with any
any person for
for such
such ships or war material as person.
to be
be determined
determined by the President,
necessities of the Government,
Government, to
the necessities
may require
require and which are of the nature, kind, and quantity usually
Compliance obligaobliygproduced or
or capable
capable of
produced by
toCO°Pance
person. Compliance
Compliance tory,
such person.
by such
of being
being produced
produced
etc.
to whom such
with all such orders shall be obligatory on any person 4to
order
order shall
shall take
precedence over all other
other
take precedence
and such
such order
is given,
given, and
order is
Possession of factory,
orders
and contracts
theretofore placed
placed with
with such
such person.
If any
any etc.P
orders and
contracts theretofore
person. If
etc., if ordr
order refscry,
refused,
etc.
person owning,
factory equipped
equipped for the etc.
or operating
operating any factory
owning, leasing, or
person
building or
material for the Navy
Navy shall
or war material
or production
production of ships or
building
refuse or
or fail
fail to
to give
the exeexesuch preference
preference in the
to the United
United States
States such
refuse
give to
or shall refuse
refuse to build, supply, furnish, or
of such
such an order, or
cution of
manufacture the
material
quantity, or
or quality of ships or war material
the kind, quantity,
manufacture
so ordered
ordered at
such reasonable
shall be
be determined
determined by the
as shall
price as
reasonable price
at such
so
President, the
of any facmay take
take immediate
immediate possession of
the President
President may
President,
thereof without taking possession
possession
of any part
part thereof
person, or of
tory of
of such person,
of the
entire factory,
times and in
at such times
use the same
same at
and may
may use
factory, and
of
the entire
such manner
manner as
as he
may consider
necessary or
or expedient.
consider necessary
expedient.
such
he may
Cancel, etc., existing
Second.
of the
the amounts
therefor, contracts,
take
etake
Second. Within
Within the
the limit
limit of
amounts appropriated
appropriated therefor,
cont
tlts,
Sian of factory,
production, ion ofactory, t
to modify
any existing
existing contract
for the
building, production,
thebuilding,
contract for
or cancel
cancel any
to
modify or
or purchase
purchase of
of ships
ships or
or war
material; and
contractor shall refuse
if arty
any contractor
and if
war material;
or
or fail
to comply
comply with
with the
so modified
the President
President may
may
as so
modified the
the contract
contract as
fail to
or
contractor, or any
any
factory of such contractor,
possession of any factory
take immediate
immediate possession
part thereof
without taking
taking possession
of the
the entire
entire factory,
and may
may
factory, and
possession of
part
thereof without
use
same at
at such
such times
times and in
consider
as he may consider
manner as
in such manner
the same
use the
necessary
expedient.
necessary or expedient.
Require whole outThird. To
To require
occupier of
any factory
factory in
in which
which putRpLt
ctory, etc.
et.t
of any factory,
of any
the owner
owner or
or occupier
require the
Third.
ships
are built
built or
produced toplace
to _place at
at the
the disposal
disposal
or produced
war material
material are
or war
ships or
of
United States
the whole
whole or
or any
part of
the output
of such
such
output of
any part
of the
States the
of the
the United
factory,
and, within
the limit
limit of
of the
the amounts
therefor,
appropriated therefor,
amounts appropriated
within the
factory, and,
to deliver
such output
or parts
in such
at such
such
and at
quantities and
such quantities
thereof in
parts thereof
output or
to
deliver such
times as
be specified
specified in
the order
at such
reasonable price
as
price as
such reasonable
order at
in the
as may
may be
times
shall
be determined by the President.
shall be
Take over any far
Fourth. To
To requisition
requisition and
and take
or operation
operation by the toy
for use
use or
tory or
for Govanm
Governmentt
take over for
Fourth.
use.
Government any
any factory,
factory, or
thereof without
without taking
taking posses- use.
part thereof
or any
any part
Government
sion of
of the
the entire
factory, whether
the United
United States
States has
has or
has not
not
or has
whether the
entire factory,
sion
any contract
contract or
or agreement
agreement with
with the
the owner
owner or
factory.
of such
such factory.
or occupier
occupier of
any
Authority to cease
That
all authority
authority granted
to the
the President
this paragraph,
be March
1, 1918.to e
in this
paragraph, to
to be
MaXthtg
granted to
President m
That all
exercised in
time of
shall cease
cease on
first,
larch first,
on -March
emergency, shall
of national
national emergency,
in time
exercised
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eighteen.
eighteen.
nineteen
Compensation for
(d)
whenever the
the United
shall cancel
any canceled
tansts, etc.
ret.
nco contracts,
cancel or
or modify
modify any
United States
States shall
(d) That
That whenever
contract,
make
use
of,
assume,
occupy,
requisition,
or
take
over
any
contract, make use of, assume, occupy, requisition, or take over any
factory
part thereof,
ships or
or war
war material,
accordance
in accordance
material, in
or any
any ships
thereof, or
or part
factory or
with the
provisions of
paragraph (b),
(b), it
shall make
just compensation
with
the provisions
of paragraph
it shall
make just
compensation Part paymentt if unn
therefor,
by the
and suit
suit
and
r
amount satisfactory,
and if
if the
the amount
President, and
the President,
to be
be determined
determined by
therefor, to
for remainder.
thereof
determined by
by the
unsatisfactory to
person or remainder.
to the
the person
is unsatisfactory
the President
President is
so determined
thereof so
entitled to
receive the
the same,
such person
paid fifty
per c,entum
centum
fifty per
shall be
be paid
person shall
same, such
to receive
entitled
of the
the amount
so determined
determined by
by the
the President
and shall
be entitled
entitled
shall be
President and
amount so
of
to sue
sue the
the United
States to
to recover
such further
sum as
added to
to
as added
further sum
recover such
United States
to
said fifty
fifty per
amount as
be just
said
per centum
centum shall
shall make
make up
up such
such amount
as will
will be
just Vol.
ol. 36,
6,pp.
pp.10113
1093,1136
compensation therefor,
manner provided
twentyby section
section twentyfor by
provided for
in the
the manner
therefor, in
compensation
four, paragraph
twenty, and
section one
and forty-five
of
forty-five of
hundred and
one hundred
and section
paragraph twenty,
four,
Judicial Code.
the Judicial
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navessls
navy
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if
bidders
nav
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combine.
combine.
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The
Secretary of
the Navy
shall build
build any
herein
the vessels
vessels herein
any of
of the
of the
Navy shall
The Secretary

appropriated
appropriated for in such navy yards
designate should
it
yards as
as he
he may
may designate
should it
reasonably
reasonably appear that the persons, firms, or corporations,
or the
corporations, or
the
agents thereof, bidding for the construction
construction of any of
of said vessels have
have
entered into any combination, agreement,
or understanding,
understanding, the
agreement, or
the
effect, object, or purpose of which is to deprive
deprive the
of
the Government
Government of
fair, open, and unrestricted
contracts for
unrestricted competition
competition in letting contracts
for the
the

construction
any .of said
said vessels:
vessels: Provided,
Provided, That
of
construction of
of any.of
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
authorized to build any of the vessels herein
the Navy is hereby authorized
herein
authorized
may designate.
authorized in such
such navy
navy yards
yards as
as he
he may
designate.
Equipment of navy
Eyards
forconscEtiv
In the event the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy is
unable to
secure from
from the
of the
is unable
to secure
•arois
for construction,
the
if speedy_
contracts not
private
shipbuilders
contracts
for
the
expeditious
construction
of the
the
op.dgla
no
ontraots
private
shipbuilders
contracts
for
the
expeditious
construction
of
obtainable.
ships heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized at a
a fair and reasonable
reasonable price,
price, the
the sum
of $12,000,000,
$12,000,000, or so much thereof as may be
hereby
be necessary,
necessary, is
is hereby
appropriated
Secretary of
appropriated to enable the Secretary
of the Navy
Navy to
to equip the
the navy
navy
yards with suitable and necessary
necessary machinery, implements, building
building
ways, and equipment for the construction
of said
vessels as
as
construction of
of such of
said vessels
may be
for construction.
construction.
yards for
to navy
navy yards
assigned to
may
be assigned
b
ontrac fr
Contract
for battle
cruiser
ruiserat cost plus reareaIf, ifi
judgment of the Secretary
ifi the judgment
Secretary of the Navy, the most rapid
sonable profit.
sonabe proft.
economical construction
and economical
construction of the battle cruiser
cruiser herein appropriated
appropriated
for can be obtained thereby, he may
contract for
may contract
for the construction
construction
of said battle cruiser upon the basis of actual
actual cost,
plus a
areasonable
reasonable
cost, plus
profit to
be
determined
by
him.
profit
to
be
determined
by
him.
Criminal Code
forty-four of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to codify,
codify,
Code That
riminal
That section
section forty-four
Act entitled
amendment.
"An Act
Vol. 35, p.
1087,
p 1
09. revise,
penal laws
laws of
the United
United States,"
Voladed'
revise, and amend
amend the
the penal
of the
States," approved
approved
amended.
March fourth, nineteen hundred and nine, be, and
and the
the same
same is
hereby,
is hereby,
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Trespassingtmon, in"SEC. 44.
or destroy
destroy
jurns,.,fg
"SEc.
44. Whoever
Whoever shall willfully trespass upon, injure,
injure, or
juring,
etc., military
works, unlawful
unlawful.
any of
of the
the works
works or property
submarine mine
mine or
any
property- or material
material of any submarine
or
torpedo or fortification or harbor-defense
harbor-defense system owned or constructed or in process of construction
construction by the United States, or shall
interfere with the operation
willfully interfere
operation or use of any such submarine
mine,
torpedo, fortification,
fortification, or
or harbor-defense
harbor-defense system,
system, or
or shall
shall knowre
mine, torpedo,
knowViolating regulaticns
tin established
establshed de
within
de- ingly, willfully, or wantonly violate any duly authorized
authorized and profensive
sea
areas.
ensive sea are.
mulgated
mulgated order
order or
or regulation of the President governing
governinhpersons
or
persons or
which defensive
eensive sea
vessels within the limits
limits of defensive
defensive sea areas,
areas, which
sea
authorized to be established by order of
areas are hereby authorized
of the PresiPresident from
from time
time to
time
as
may be
be necessary
in
his
discretion
for
purin
his
discretion
for
purto
time
as
may
necessary
dent
tor
poses of national defense, shall be punished
Punishment for,
punished on conviction
conviction thereof
thereof in
in
aa district or circuit court of appeals
appeals of
the United
United States
for the
of the
States for
the
district or circuit in which the offense is committed, or
which
or into
into which
the offender
offender is first brought, by
by a
a fine
not more
more than
than $5,000,
fine of
of not
$5,000, or
or
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
exceeding five
years, or
by both,
for aa term
term not exceeding
five years,
or by
both, in
in
the discretion of the
court."
the court."
Restriction in
purIn purO
chasestcn,
ihcha
chase's,
etc., which
can
Off each of the sums appropriated
appropriated by
by this
except such
such amounts
this Act,
Act, except
amounts
be supplied by Govern- as
may
be
required
to
meet
obligations
authorized
in
previous
Acts
besupplnedbyGoernas
may
be
required
to
meet
obligations
authorized
in
previous
Acts
meat plants,
metpnt.
and for which contracts have been made, no part shall be used to procure
purchase or
or contract
vessels, armament,
articles,
cure through
through purchase
contract any
any vessels,
armament, articles
or materials
gun factories,
factories, or
or other
other mdustrial
materials which the nary
navy yards,
yards, gun
industrial
plants operated by the Navy Department are
are equipped
equipped to supply,
supply,
unless such Government plants are operated approximately
approximately at their
full capacity for not less than one regular shift each working day, exexcept when contract costs are less than costs in said Government
plants,
Government plants,
unable to
complete the
the
and except
except when
when said Government
Government plants
plants are
are unable
to complete
Proviso.
work within
within the
re qui
re d, an d exce pt i
n cases of emergency:
prisow
work
the time
time required,
and except in
cases of emergency:
No pay to
to ofcer,
et:iTo
officer, Provided,
Provided, That no part of the appropriations made in this Act shall
ing dde=ce
on work be available
available for the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superini
e
n
vice orwork
·ef employee,
ernlpe.
tenent,
tendent, foreman,
foreman or other person having charge
work of
ofany
an y
charge of
of the work
employee
employee of the United
United States Government
Government while making or causing
to be made with aastop watch or other
time-measuring device
device a
time
other time-measuring
a time
study of any job of any such employee between
between the
and cornthe starting
starting and
comDesinationofnavy
Designation
of navy
yards.
yards.
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pletion thereof, or of the movements
movements of any such employee while
while enrewards, etc.,
Cash
appropriations made .
part of the appropriations
gaged
upon such
work; nor
nor shall
shall any
any part
'
a
such work;
gaged upon
in this Act be available to pay any premium
premium or bonus or cash reward
to any
any employee
employee in
in addition
regular wages, except for suggesaddition to his regular
to
tions resulting
resulting in
in improvements
improvements or economy
economy in the operation of any
tions
Government
Government plant.
trust
rPchasesfrom
expended for combinations
be expended
shall be
That no
any sum
sum herein appropriated
Purchases from trust
appropriated shall
of any
part of
no part
That
etc., forcombinations, etc.,
the
purchase of
of structural steel, ship plates, armor, armament, or bidden.
the purchase
corporations who are parties
machinery from
any persons, firms, or corporations
from any
machinery
to
any existing
conspiracy to monopolize the intercombination or conspiracy
existing combination
to any
United States, or the comstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce or trade of the United
state
merce or
between the States and any Territory or the District
District
trade between
or trade
merce
on price.
price.
estrction on
purchase of Restriction
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in any of
articles aforesaid, and no purchase
the articles
of the
of
structural steel,
machinery shall be made at aa price
ship plates, or machinery
steel, ship
structural
Present contracts
Contracts
in excess
excess of
of a
profit above
manufacture. Present
cost of
of manufacture.
the actual
actual cost
above the
reasonable profit
a reasonable
in
f
not aaffected.
ectednot
case apply
But this
this limitation
no case
apply to any existing
existing contract.
shall in no
limitation shall
But
not
Approprtions not
'Increase of toAppropriations
under "Increase
appropriated under
That
no part
part of
of any
herein appropriated
sum herein
any sum
That no
be used for clerical,
De
ete.,servicesin
servicesin Departclerical, drafting,
drafting, etc.,
Navy" shall be used for the payment of any clerical,
the Navy"
ment.
inspection,
or for the pay of any of the other ment.
service, or
or messenger
messenger service,
inspection, or
Department,
Navy
the
of
bureaus
various
classified
classified force under the
Washington,
of Columbia.
District of
Washington, District
Specific authority for
this Act
by this
That no
any sum
sum appropriated
Act shall be used for usemcDepsrtmenf
appropriated by
of any
part of
no part
use in Department.
That
of
District
any
Washington,
Department at Washington,
Navy Department
the .Navy
of the
expense of
any expense
Columbia,
authority is given
expendigiven by law for such expendispecific authority
unless specific
Columbia, unless
ture.
to
Increase inn pa
ture.
Increase
pay to
recivilian employees re
hundred and eighteen
nineteen hundred
That
fiscal year
year nineteen
eighteen all civilian
the fiscal
during the
That during
ceiving not more tran
y ear.-'" t"
SSaayear.
civilian employees
employees in
Naval Establishment,
Establishment, including on the lump- SI,S0)
in the
the Naval
civilian
the close of
sum rolls
carried thereon at tho
persons who are carried
those persons
only those
rolls only
sum
the
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
shall receive
centum per
per
receive increased compensation at the rate of ten per centum
shall
annum to
to such
receive salaries
salaries or wages in such eswho receive
employees who
such employees
annum
increased
tablishment
the rate
per annum
annum of less than $1,200, and increased
rate per
at the
tablishment at
compensation
of five per centum per annum to such emrate of
the rate
at the
compensation at
a rate
establishment at a
ployees
who receive
salaries or wages in such establishment
receive salaries
ployees who
Precise*.
t
ros,
of
more than
than $1,800
$1,800 per annum: And provided,
provided, That so much as A
not more
of not
pproptiat ion.
any
of
may
be
necessary
for
such
purpose
is
hereby
appropriated
out
may be necessary for such purpose is hereby appropriated
Specific
Increases InInrclutl icrad
Providedfurther,
moneys in
in the
otherwise appropriatec:
appropriated: Provided
further, cluded,
Treasury not otherwise
the Treasury
moneys
That
in
computing
said
ten
per
centum
and
five
per
con
turn
increases
increases
centum
per
five
and
That in computing said ten per centum
of salaries,
salaries, the
the specific
in this Act shall be
made in
salaries made
of salaries
increases of
specific increases
of
included as
as a
part of
of such
such increase.
increase.
AT
Tropriaiions ImApropriations
a part
included
All appropriations
this Act
Act are
hereby made
immedi- niedlately
available,
available,
miatrly
made immediare hereby
in this
contained in
appropriations contained
All
eit
for deused for
tto be used
enbe
ately
but no
appropriation in
in this
this Act
Act shall be used for rotencies
no appropriation
available, but
ately available,
paymen
deficiencies.
of deficiencies.
paymenttof
Approved, March 4, 1917.
Approved,
C es

rewards,

etc,

.

CHAP. 181.-An
181.—An Act
For the
the restoration
restoration of
Medavrakanton and
to the Medawakanton
annuities to
of annuities
Act For
CHAP.
Wahpakoota (Santee)
Sioux Indians,
forfeited by
by the
the Act
February sixsixof February
Act of
declared forfeited
Indians. declared
(Santee) Sioux
Wahpakoota
teenth,
eighteen hundred
sixty-three.
and sixty-three.
hundred and
teenth, eighteen

91
March 4, 1917.
, 7
[S. 135.]

arch 1
[S. 1.]

[Public, No. 392
392.]

[Public, No.

-.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
the United
United Medawakanton and
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
States
of America
assembled, That
be, and
ahedawakaton
Siouxand
Inand Wahpakoota
jurisdiction be,
That jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
dians.
hereby
is, conferred
the Court
of Claims
Claims to
determine, dians.
to hear,
hear, determine,
Court of
upon the
court ofoClaimspven
conferred upon
hereby is,
clann for
for
ofclaim
ursdiction of
and
render final
final judgment
for any
that may
due jurisdiction
found due
be found
may be
balance that
any balance
judgment for
and render
restoration of forfeited
of
foareited
restoati
otherthe
Medawak
anton
and
Wahpakoota
Bands
of
Sioux
Indians,
otherannuities.
Indians,
Sioux
of
Bands
the Medawakanton and Wahpakoota
wise
known as
Sioux Indians,
Indians, with
with right
right of appeal as in other
Santee Sioux
as Santee
wise known
cases, for
may be
ascertained to be due
due to the said Vol. 7, p. 538.
be ascertained
that may
annuities that
any annuities
for any
cases,
bands of
and by
virtue of
of the
the treaties
treaties between
between said
said '.?,7p-538*
by virtue
under and
Indians under
of Indians
bands
bands and
and the
the United
twenty-ninth, eighteen
eighteen
September twenty-ninth,
dated September
States, dated
United States,
bands
hundred and
thirty-seven (Seventh
Statutes at
page five
hunfive hunLarge, page
at Large,
(Seventh Statutes
and thirty-seven
hundred
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dred and
and thirty-eight),
thirty-eight), and August
dred
August fifth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and fiftyfiftyfifth, eighteen

Vol. 1,
10, p. 954.
95
Vol. 12, p. 652.

Vol.

p.

olp
'
Post, p. 1608.
Post, p. 188.

Provisos.
aaton
Calculation

of
of

crued annuities.
annuities.
crued

1917.
1917.

acac-

Amounts
allowed as
0
set off.

at Large,
Large, page
page nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifty-four),
fifty-four), as
as if
if
one (Tenth
(Tenth Statutes at
the Act of forfeiture
forfeiture of the annuities
annuities of said bands
bands approved
approved February
February
sixteenth,
hundred and
been passed:
passed:
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-three,
sixty-three, had
had not
not been
Provided,
court in
rendering judgment
judgment shall
shall ascertain
ascertain and
and
Provided, That the court
in rendering
include therein
therein the amount of accrued
accrued annuities under the treaty of
September twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, eighteen
and thirty-seven,
thirty-seven, up
eighteen hundred
hundred and
up to
to
and include
include
the date of rendition
rendition of judgment,
judgment, and shall determine
determine and
value of the
the capital
capital
the present value
the same,
same, not
not including
including interest,
interest, and
and the
sum
in lieu_
of said
perpetual annuity
annuity
sum of
of said
said annuity,
annuity, which
which shall
shall be
be in
lieu of
said perpetual

setA ountsao
ascertain and
set off
off against
against any
any
wefas granted in said treaty; and
and to
to ascertain
and set
amount found due under said treaties all moneys paid to said Indians
by the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
States
or expended on their account by
of the

Payments under
u a er
treatv of 1868.

traypntv

ts

Vol.
Vol. 15,p.
15, P. 63
635.

since
the treaties
treaties were
were abrogated
abrogated by
by the
the Act
of February
since the
Act of
February sixteenth,
sixteenth,

•
hundred and sixty-three:
sixty-three: Provided,
That the treaty
April
d eighteen
hundred
Provided, That
treaty of
of April

twenty-eighth,
hundred and sixty-eight,
sixty-eight, shall not be aabar
twenty-eighth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
bar

to recovery, but all equities and benefits received
received thereunder
thereunder by
by the
the
Santee Sioux Indians
Indians shall be taken into consideration
consideration in
in the determidetermination of the amount of recovery. Upon the rendition
rendition of such
such
judgment and in conformity
conformity therewith
therewith the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
is hereby
directed to ascertain
hereby directed
ascertain and determine
determine which
which of said Indians
Preparation of roll.
PreparatonofroU.
now living took part in said outbreak
outbreak and to prepare
prepare a
a roll of the
9 II ent by placing
placing thereon
persons entitled to share
share in
in said ju
judgment
thereon the
the
members of
said bands
ands residing
residing in
in the
the United
United
names of all living members
of said
Exclusions.
Excjusios.
States at the time of the passage
passage of this Act, excluding therefrom
therefrom only
the names of
of those
those found
personally participated
outfound to
to have
have personally
participated in
in the
the outf
directed to
proceeds of such
ca p "Irth'
break; and
and he
he is
is directed
to distribute
distribute the proceeds
dis ribu break;
tiPer
such judgment,
hereinafter provided, per capita, to the
except as hereinafter
on
the persons borne on
the said
said roll.
roll.
pProcedure.
re
rocedu
Proceedings
commenced by petition
Proceedings shall be commenced
petition verified by or under
under
attorneys who have been heretofore
authority of one of the attorneys
heretofore employed
employed
by said bands of Indians to prosecute
prosecute their claims, under
under a
acontract
contract
heretofore approved
approved by
of Indian
Indian
which has been heretofore
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Affairs and the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior as provided
provided by law, upon
upon
information
information and belief as to the existence of the facts
facts stated
stated in
in said
said
petition, and no other verification
verification shall be necessary. Upon final
final
Feestoattrneys.
determination
Pees
to attorneys.
a
etermination of the cause
cause the Court of
fees
of Claims shall decree
decree such
such fees
as the court
court shall find to be reasonable
reasonable upon a
a quantum meruit for
for
services performed
performed or to be performed, to be paid to the attorney
attorney or
or
employed by the said band of Indians
attorneys so employed
Indians and their
associates,
their associates,
and the same shall be paid
paid by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury out of
the proceeds
proceeds of the fund arising from
judgment in favor
of said
said
from said judgment
favor of
bands of Indians when
when an appropriation
appropriation therefor
therefor shall
shall have been
Prmoio.
made by Congress: Provided,
Provided, That in no case shall
Proviso,
shall the fees decreed
decreed
Aggregate
restricted.*by the court amount
aggregate to more than ten per
gg g
amount in the aggregate
per centum
centum
of the amount of the judgment
recovered, and in no event shall the
judgment recovered,
the
aggregate
aggregate amount exceed
$50,000.
exceed $50,000.
Approved, March
March 4, 1917.
er (*Pita

A

re ate restricted

March 4.1917.
4. 1917.
March

[S.
5270.]
s. 5270-.
[Public,
[Public, No. 393.]
393.]
Paris, Tex.

Public building
auPuabic
biding aU-

thorizedat.
thorized
at.

182.-An Act For a
a public
at Paris,
CHAP. 182.—An
public building at
Paris, Texas.
Texas.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the sum
of $170,000,
$170,000, or
That the
sum of
or
States of
America in
assembled, That
so much
much thereof
as may
may b
bee necessary,
so
thereof as
necessary, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
authorized to be expended by the Secretary
authorized
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury for
for the
purpose of supplying
supplying the necessary
necessary building
building for the
Federal court,
the Federal
court,
offices at Paris, Texas.
post office,
office, and other Government
Government offices
Texas.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 4, 1917.
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inPittsburgh,
enlargement of the post-office
CHAP. 183.—An
183.-An Act For the enlargement
CHAP.
post-office building inPittaburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

March
1917.
March 4,
4,1917.
IS. 6601.]
6601.]
[S.
(Public,
No. 394.]
394.]
[Public, No.

United
Representatives of the United
House of Rpresentatives
it enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh,Pa.
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the Enlargement
Congress assembled,
States of America in
of postoffice
building.
offiebuiding.
the
to
cause
directed
and
authorized
hereby,
he
is
and
Treasury
Treasury be,
post-offioe building at Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to be
present old post-offiee
enlarged, extended,
and improved for the better accomremodeled, and
extended, remodeled,
enlarged,
otcost.
a cost
offices, at
modation
of the
the post-office
post-office and
and other
at a
cost Limit
governmental offices,
limit of
cost.
other governmental
modation of
not exceeding
exceeding $50,000,
in, extension of, or addichanges in,
including all changes
$50,000, including
not
tions and
and repairs
repairs to
the mechanical
equipment which may become
mechanical equipment
to the
tions
necessary
by reason
enlargement, extension
extension,
or incident
incident to, such enlargement,
reason of, or
necessary by
remodeling, or
or repairs
found
said building, or which it may be found
repairs of said
remodeling,
expedient to
to make
make to
such mechanical
mechanical equipment
because of such
such
equipment because
to such
expedient
enlargement,
extension, remodeling,
building; and
repair of said building;
remodeling, or repair
enlargement, extension,
the
annual appropriations
general maintenance
buildpublic buildmaintenance of public
for the
the general
appropriations for
the annual
in gsunder
under the
the control
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department shall be construed
construed
of the
control of
ings
to be available
all other
other repairs
repairs to and
said building,
equipment of said
and equipment
for all
available for
tobe
grounds,
approaches, and
equipment of such building as
mechanical equipment
and mechanical
grounds, approaches,
Open space
lq.require.
"v
opetw
authorized, ment
extended. And
.And the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
further authorized,
Treasury is further
waived.
extended.
in his
discretion, to
to disregard
disregard the
open
requiring forty feet open
provisions requiring
the provisions
in
his discretion,
space
protection.
space for fire protection.
Approved,
March 4, 1917.
Approved, March
of March
March third, eighteen
CHAP 184.—A
Act To
To amend
amend the
the irrigation
eighteen hundred
hundred
irrigation Act of
n Act
184.-A n
CHAP.

and ninety-one
ninety-one (Twenty-sixth
Statutes, page
page one
ninety-five), section
and ninety-five),
thousand and
one thousand
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
and
eighteen, and
and to amend section two of the Act of May eleventh, eighteen hundred
eighteen,
and
Statutes, page four hundred and four).
and ninety-eight (Thirtieth Statutes,

March
4,1917.
March 4,1917.
Is.
S.7710.]
710]
396.]
[Public,
/Public, No. 395.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Public
lands.
Publc lands.
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
Be it
Irrigation ditches.
ditches.
Irrigation
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section eighteen
eighteen of alZ
in Congress
America in
States
e
o
n
l
aer ,p. 1101,

what is
is generally
known as
as the
irrigation Act of
March third, eighteen
eighteen amendd
of March
the irrigation
generally known
what
hundred and
and ninety-one
thousand
Statutes, page one thousand
(Twenty-sixth Statutes,
ninety-one (Twenty-sixth
hundred
and
ninety-five), be,
hereby, amended
follows:
as follows:
to read
read as
so as
as to
amended so
is hereby,
and is
be, and
and ninety-five),
and
lands
the public
through the
way through
"SEC.
"SEC. 18. That the right of way
public
lands
and
u.ito
liadh
n
reservations of
of the
United States
States is
is hereby
granted to
canal or
or
any canal
to any
hereby granted
the United
reservations
ditch company
or drainage
drainage district
district formed for the purpose of irrigacompany or
ditch
tion
duly-organized
organized under
under the
the laws of any State or
and duly
or drainage
drainage and
tion or
Territory,
which shall
shall have
have filed
hereafter file
with the
the
file with
may hereafter
or may
filed or
and which
Territory, and
Secretary of
Interior aa copy of
incorporation and
and
of incorporation
articles of
its articles
of its
the Interior
of the
Secretary
due
proofs of
of its
its organization
organization under
under the
the same,
same, to
extent of the
to the extent
due proofs
ground occupied
occupied by
by the
and of
of the
canal and
the canal
reservoir and
the reservoir
of the
water of
the water
ground
its laterals,
laterals, and
fifty feet
feet on
side of
thereof;
the marginal limits thereof;
of the
each side
on each
and fifty
its
also
the right
right to
to take
from the
the public
lands adjacent
to the
the line
of the
line of
adjacent to
public lands
take from
also the
canal or
ditch, material,
earth, and
stone necessary
for the
constructhe construcnecessary for
and stone
material, earth,
or ditch,
canal
tion
of such
such canal
Provided, That
That no
no such
shall
way shall
of way
right of
such right
ditch: Provided,
or ditch:
canal or
tion of
be so
located as
to interfere
interfere with
proper occupation
occupation by
by the
the proper
with the
as to
so located
be
Government of
all maps
location shall
maps of location
and al
reservation, and
such reservation,
any such
of any
Government
be subject
subject to
to the
approval -of
of the
the department
of the
Government
the Government
department of
the approval
be
having jurisdiction
of such
reservation; and
the privilege
privilege herein
herein
and the
such reservation;
jurisdiction of
having
granted
control of water
water
interfere with the controlof
to interfere
construed to
be construed
not be
shall not
granted shall
for
irrigation and
and other
other purposes
authority of
respective
the respective
of the
under authority
purposes under
for irrigation
States
Territories."
or Territories."ndiand
States or
SEc.
That section
two of
of the
the Act
Act of
eighteen
eleventh, eighteen
May eleventh,
of May
section two
2. That
SEC. 2.
hundred and
(Thirtieth Statutes,
Statutes, page
four hundred
hundred
page four
ninety-eight (Thirtieth
and ninety-eight
hundred
and four),
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
so as
as follows:
follows:
read as
as to
to read
amended so
four), be,
and
"SEC. 2.
2. That
way for
for ditches,
canals, or
reservoirs herehereor reservoirs
ditches, canals,
of way
rights of
That rights
"SEC.
tofore
or
hereafter
approved
under
the
provisions
of
sections
eighteen,
eighteen,
of
sections
provisions
the
under
approved
tofore or hereafter
'An Act to
nineteen
and twenty-one
Act entitled 'An
of the
the Act
twenty-one of
twenty, and
nineteen, twenty,
repeal
for other
approved March
March
purposes,' approved
other purposes,'
and for
laws, and
timber-culture laws,
repeal timber-culture

Righ

P.

nt

or
to Rhtowayn
or
to
Rtrta
i
AoL
v
In psnles
om
ni,
or
drainage
districts.
dra e duicts.

r
Proviso.
Not
to interfere
with
with
interfere
Not to
Government
occupation,
io,,etc.
etc.

Control of
etc.
tate,etc.
of State,
Control

Indian lands.
Rights of
of way for
ditRihts
c
hes, etc. dwy for
dVitoe',
Vol.
30, p.
p. 404,
amended.
amended.ts
tise of rights of way
for
purposes.
public purposes.
or public
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third,
ninety-one, may
of
third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
may be
be used for purposes of
a
nature; and
of way
used for
for purposes
of
a public
public nature;
and said
said rights
rights of
way may
may be
be used
purposes of
Subsidiary
to irrigawater transportation,
transportation, for
for domestic
purposes, or
or for
Subsiiary to
rrig water
domestic purposes,
for the
the development
development
tion
of power, as subsidiary to the main purpose of
tion or
or daine.
drainage.
irrigationoor
drainage."
of irrigation
or drainage."
Approved,
March 4,
Approved, March
4, 1917.
1917.
March 4,1917.
4, 1917.
March

[S. 7905.]

[Public,
No. 396.]
396.]
[Public, No.

Chica go, M.

Riparian rights
ights on
on
Ripaan
Lake Michia
granted
Lake
Michigan granted

CHAP. 185.-An
185.—An Act To authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, in his discretion,
to
and convey
convey to
the commissioners
commissioners of
of Lincoln
Park, of
of Chi,
Illinois, the
the
Chicago, Illinois,
Lincoln Park,
to the
to transfer
transfer and
riparian
riparian rights of the United States, as the owner of land fronting on Lake Michigan
Michigan
and occupied as the site of the United States marine hospital in Chicago, Illinois.
Representatives of
Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
States of
Congre,ss assembled,
a,ssembled, That
That the
the Secretary of the
States
of America in Congress

Treasury
discretion, to transTreasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,

the commissioners of
t
iUincoln
tcocirppark.
mi
art°ners °f fer and
and convey
convey to
to the
the commissioners
commissioners of
of Lincoln
Lincoln Park,
Park, of
Chicago,
of Chicago

Conditions.
c iton.

Illinois,
riparian rights
rights of
of the
United States,
the owner
owner of
of land
land
Illinois, the riparian
the United
States, as
as the
fronting on
on Lake
Michigan and
occupied as
the site
site of
United
fronting
Lake Michigan
and occupied
as the
of the
the United
States marine
Chicago, Illinois,
Illinois, upon
the condition
that
States
marine hospital
hospital in
in Chicago,
upon the
condition that
present
the said
said rights and any
any lands
lands which
which may be
be added
added to the
the present
water front of said marine hospital site shall
other
shall be used for
for no other
the statute
statute of
of the
the State
State of
Illinois
purpose than that
that authorized
authorized in
in the
of Illinois
entitled "An Act
Act to
enable the
the park
park commissioners
having control
entitled
to enable
commissioners having
control
of any park bordering
bordering upon public waters
waters in this State to enlarge
enlarge
the
time to
to time
granting submerged
lands for
the same
same from
from time
time and
and granting
submerged lands
for the
the
purpose of
the cost
thereof,"
purpose
of such enlargements,
enlargements, and
and to
to defray
defray the
cost thereof,"
approved June fifteenth.,
eighteen hundred
fifteenth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, and
and upon
upon
such other terms and conditions
conditions as he
in order
he may impose
impose in
order to
to permit
permit
the proposed
proposed extension of Lincoln Park across the water
said
water front
front of
of said

p
Legaled.roceedings
site; and
empowered, in
in his
discretion,
uthegalroceedings
site;
and he
he is
is further
further authorized
authorized and
and empowered,
his discretion,
authoriz
in the name of the United States of America,
America, to undertake
undertake or
or conform
conform
to
proceedings provided
for under
under the
State of
of
to any
any proceedings
provided for
the statutes
statutes of
of the
the State
Illinois enacted
enacted for the purpose of enabling park commissioners
commissioners to
enlarge
enlarge parks by reclaiming
waters of
of
reclaiming submerged
submerged lands
lands under
under the waters
LakeMichigan
Lake Michigan and for the establishment
establishment and defining
defining of the
the boundary
line between
between the
of shore
and the
the park
park lands
lands of
of such
such
ary line
the lands
lands of
shore owners
owners and
Proviso.
Reversion
for nonnon_
park commissioners:
commissioners: Provided,
That in
the event
event the
the said
said lands
lands are
are
Provided, That
in the
park
eveion for
use.
not used for the purposes specified in this Act the same shall revert
use,
revert
Government of
to the Government
of the
the United
United States.
Approved, March
1917.
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1917.
March 4,1917.
4, 1917.
[S. 82:-s.]
2..S.]

[S.
397.1
No. 397.]
[Public, No.

[Public,

CHAP.
CHAP. 186.-An
186.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the commissioners of the Red River Bridge
District to construct aabridge across the Red River at or near Index, Texas.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
of
Bridge States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the commissioners
commissioners of
may bridge,
bridge, the Red
are hereby,
hereby, authorized
Red River
River Bridge
Bridge District be, and they are
authorized
to
and operate
and approaches
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a bridge
bridge and
approaches thereto
thereto
River at
at or
or near
near Index,
railroad and
other
over the Red River
Index, Texas,
Texas, for
for railroad
and other
traffic
at
a
point
suitable
to
the
interests
of
navigation,
in
accordance
in
accordance
of
navigation,
interests
to
the
a
point
suitable
traffic
at
Construction.
Construction.
Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 84.
84.
Vo.
with the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges
waters," approved
approved March
March twentybridges over navigable
navigable waters,"
twentythird, nineteen
nineteen hundred and six.
six.
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
S
EC. 2.
2. That
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
March 4, 1917.
Approved,
1917.
Red Ri

Red River,
Red Rlver
River
district may
ditrict
Index, Tex.

Red

Bridge
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CHAP.
To authorize
authorize the change
CHAP. 187.-An
187.—An Act To
change of name of the steamer Fred G.
G.
Hartwell to
Harry W.
Hartwell
to Harry
W. Croft.
Croft.

March
[.

1917.

March 4
4. 1917.
[S. 8300.]
[Public,
[Public, No. 398.]
398.]

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the United
rt"e
" "
. Hartwell.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Commissioner
Commissioner of stea.er
"Fred G.
Navigation
is hereby
and directed,
directed, upon
upon application
of Name changed
Navigation is
hereby authorized
authorized and
application of
changed to
to
"Harry VV.
the
owner, the
Headwaters Steamship
Steamship Company,
Comp an y, of
ofM
en t
or ,Lake
LakeCroft.
Mentor,
HarryW.Croft."
the owner,
the Headwaters
County, Ohio, to change
Fred G.
change the name of the
the steamer Fred
G. Hartwell,
Hartwell
official number
hundred and
and four
thousand n
i
ne hundred
hundred an
o'fficial
number two
two hundred
four thousand
nine
andd
eighty-seven, to the Harry W.
W. Croft.
Approved, March 4,
4, 1917.
1917.
3

mer.

"

CHAP.
CHAP. 188.-An
188.—An Act To authorize
authorize the change
change of name of the steamer Harry A.
Berwind to
Harvey H.
H. Brown.
Brown.
Berwind
to Harvey

March 4, 1917.
1917.
[S. 6301.]

[s. 831.]

[Public, No.
399.]
[Public,
No. 399.]

Be it enacted by the Senate
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
"Harry A.Berwind,"
assembled, That the Commissioner of "a^nyA.Bind,"
States of America
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
steamer.
Name changed
changed to
to
Navigation is hereby authorized
Navigation
authorized and directed, upon application
application of Name
"Harvey H. Brown."
.Bro"
Headwaters Steamship Company, of Mentor, Lake'Haey
the owner, The Headwaters
County, Ohio,
Ohio to change the name of the steamer Harry
Harry A. Berwind,
official number two hundred and five thousand and seventy-two,
seventy-two, to
the Harvey H.
H. Brown.
Approved, March 4,
4, 1917.
1917.
CHAP.
of certain
January
certain Indian wars from January
pension the
the survivors
survivorsof
CHAP. 189.—An
189.-An Act To pension
hundred and
fifty-nine, to
January, eighteen
ninety-one,
first, eighteen hundred
and fifty-nine,
to January,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
and for
other
purposes.
inclusive, and
for other purposes.

March 4,
4, 1917.
1917.
[H. R. 655.]
655.]

[H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 400.]
400.]
•

enacted by the
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
States
America in
provisions, limitalimita- Tosusvivorsof(dag;:na
suorsoidesigin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the provisions,
States of America
to 1
e18WaR1O'C,
tons,
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act granting
granting pensions
,
1
=1,112
,u.""a"-e". ,
to 1
"An Act
pensions to
tions, and
and benefits
benefits of
of an
an Act
Vol. 27, p.
Indian wars of eighteen
eighteen hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two to Vol.
p. 281.
281.
survivors of the Indian
eighteen
forty-two, inclusive,
inclusive, known as the
the Black
hundred and
and forty-two,
eighteen hundred
Seminole
Hawk War, Creek
Creek War,
War, Cherokee
Cherokee disturbances, and the Seminole
War,"
twenty-seventh, eighteen
and ninetyninety- Vol. 37,
p. 679.
War," approved
approved July
July twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
37, p.
679.
two, as
as amended
amended on
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
on February
February, nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
two,
extended from the date of the
same are hereby,
hereby, extended
thirteen, be, and the same
passage
this Act
Act to
officers and enlisted men
men of
of the
the surviving officers
passage of
of this
to the
l t
Texas
volunteers who
defense of
the frontier
frontier of
Service stated.
of that
that State
State Ser
au
of the
who served
served in
in defense
Texas volunteers
against Indian
Indian depredations
from January
January first, eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
depredations from
against
fifty-nine,
to January
January first,
and sixty-one,
sixty-one, inclusive,
inclusive,
hundred and
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
fifty-nine, to
and from
year eighteen
hundred and
and
from the
the year
eighteen hundred
and sixty-six
sixty-six to
to the
the year
year eighteen
eighteen Aeqem
hundred and
and seventy-seven,
inclusive, and
the surviving
surviving officers
requirement.
officers Age reqren
and to
to the
seventy-seven, inclusive,
hundred
and
men, including
militia and
volunteers of
of the
the military
military
and volunteers
including militia
enlisted men,
and enlisted
service of
United States,
States, who
who have
the age
sixty-two
age of
of sixty-two
have reached
reached the
of the
the United
service
years, and
and who
served for
thirty days
days in
campaign in
southern
in southern
in the
the campaign
who served
for thirty
years,
Oregon and
and Idaho
and northern
parts of
California and
Nevada from
from
of California
and Nevada
northern parts
Idaho and
Oregon
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five
eighteen hundred
sixty-eight,
and sixty-eight,
to eighteen
hundred and
sixty-five to
eighteen hundred
inclusive; the
the campaign
in Minnesota
the
Minnesota and
and the
the Sioux
Sioux in
campaign against
against the
inclusive;
Dakotas in
in eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-two
sixty-two and
and eighteen
hundred and
and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
Dakotas
sixty-three,
campaigns against
Sioux in
in
in Wyoming
Wyoming in
the Sioux
against the
and the
the campaigns
sixty-three, and
eighteen hundred
eighteen hundred
and sixty-eight;
sixty-eight;
hundred and
sixty-five to
to eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-five
eighteen
to
of the
the First
First Regiment
Militia
Nebraska Militia
Regiment Nebraska
organizations of
to the
the following
following organizations
engaged in
fighting Indians
and guarding
United States
States mails
mails on
on the
the
guarding United
Indians and
in fighting
engaged
western
frontier: Company
First Regiment,
Brigade NeNeFirst Brigade
Regiment, First
A, First
Company A,
western frontier:
braska
from August
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred
eighteen hundred
August thirtieth,
who served
served from
braska Militia,
Militia, who
and
sixty-four, to
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtytwelfth, eighteen
to November
November twelfth,
and sixty-four,
four; Company
B, First
who served
from
served from
Militia, who
Nebraska Militia,
Regiment Nebraska
First Regiment
Company B,
four;
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eighteen hundred
August thirteenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to February
February
and sixty-five;
Company C,
First Regithirteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-five; Company
C, First
Regiment, Second Brigade
Brigade Nebraska
Nebraska Militia,
who served
served from
from August
Militia, who
August
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
sixty-four, to February
February seventh,
eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five;
sixty-five; to Captain Edward
Edward P.
P. Childs's
Childs's
detachment, Nebraska
artillery detachment,
served from
from August
Au gust
Nebraska Militia,
Militia, who
who served
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
to Nov
ember twelfth,
tweffth,
hundred and
and sixty-four,
sixty-four, to
November
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-four;sixty-four;- and
and Company
Company A, First Regiment,
Regiment,
Second Brigade
served from
from August
August twelfth,
twelfth,
Brigade Nebraska
Nebraska Militia,
Militia, who
who served
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, to December
December twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and sixty-foursixty-four; the campaign
campaign against
against the
the Cheyennes,
Cheyennes,
Arapahoes,
Comanches m
in Kansas, Colorado,
Arapahoes, Kiowas, and Comanches
Colorado, and
and Indian
Indian
Territory from eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-seven
eighteen hundred
hundred
sixty-seven to
to eighteen
and sixty-nine, inclusive; the Modoc War
War of eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-two
seventy-two and eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-three;
seventy-three; the
the campaign
campaign
against the Apaches
Apaches of Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico, or either of
of them,
them, m
in
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-three;
seventy-three; the campaign
against the
the
campaign against
Kiowas,
Itiowas, Comanches,
Comanches, and Cheyennes
Cheyennes in Kansas,
Texas,
Kansas, Colorado, Texas,
Indian Territory, and New Mexico in
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventyin eighteen
four and eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-five;
campaign against
against
seventy-five; the campaign
the
Northern Cheyennes
Cheyennes and
and Sioux
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventyseventythe Northern
Sioux in
in eighteen
six and eighteen
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven;
seventy-seven; the Nez Perce War of
of
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven;
seventy-seven; the Bannock
Bannock War
War of
of eighteen
eighteen
seventy-eight; the campaign
hundred and seventy-eight;
campaign against the Northern
Northern
Cheyennes in eighteen hundred
hundred and
seventy-eight and
eighteen hunhunand seventy-eight
and eighteen
dred and seventy-nine;
seventy-nine; the campaigns
campaigns in the Black Hawk
Hawk Indian
Indian
war in Utah from eighteen
to eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
eighteen hundred and sixty-five
sixty-five to
and sixty-seven, inclusive;
inclusive; the campaign
against the
the Ute
Ute Indians
Indians in
in
campaign against
eighteen hundred
Colorado and Utah, from September, eighteen
hundred and
and seventyseventyhundred and eighty,
nine, to November, eighteen hundred
eighty, inclusive;
inclusive; the
the
campaign against the Apache
Apache Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New
Mexico,
New Mexico,
or either of them, in eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-five and eighteen
eighteen
hundred
eighty-six; and the campaign
hundred and eighty-six;
Indians
campaign against the Sioux
Sioux Indians
in
South
Dakota,
from November,
November, eighteen
hundred and
ninety, to
to
in
South
Dakota,
from
eighteen
hundred
and
ninety,
Widows.
Wio
January, eighteen
hundred and
eighteen hundred
and ninety-one, inclusive; and also to
include the surviving widows of said officers
officers and
enlisted men
men who
who
and enlisted
shall have married said survivor prior to the passage of this
Act:
this
Act:
p r vided,
Provisos.
Prorie
d
Provided,
That such widows have not remarried:
Provided _further,
remarried: Provided
further,
Not remarried.
That this Act shall extend
extend also to the surviving officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
Tyler's Rangers.
Rangers.
Tyler's
men
recruited at Black
men of the organization
organization known
known as Tyler's
Tyler's Rangers, recruited
Black
Hawk, Colorado,
Colorado, eighteen
hundred and
sixty-four, for
services
against
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
for
services
against
Period of
of service.
service.
Period
the Indians:
Providedfurther,
further,That if any certain one of the said
said camIndians: Provided
paigns did not cover aa period of thirty days, the
this
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall apply to those who served
during the
period of
of said
said
served during
the entire
entire period
Record of pay aproof
campaign: Provided
there is
no record
record of
of enlistoReerdo.paysproof
Provided_further,
further, That
That where
where there
is no
enlistof service.
ment or muster into the service
service of the United States in any of the
the wars
mentioned
mentioned in this
record of
of pay
the United
United States
States shall
shall
this Act,
Act, the
the record
pay by
by the
be accepted
accepted as
as full
full and
proof of
of such
such enlistment
enlistment and
and
be
and satisfactory
satisfactory proof
Fee contracts void.
Feeontractsvoid.
service: And provided
provided further,
further, That all contracts
contracts heretofore
heretofore made
between the beneficiaries
beneficiaries under this Act and pension
pension attorneys and
claim
agents
are
hereby
declared
null
and
void.
claim
agents
are
hereby
declared
null
and
void.
Determination
of
service.
Dservce.
EC. 2.
the period
period of
of service
service performed
performed by
by beneficiaries
beneficiaries under
under
ot S
SEC.
2. That
That the
this Act shall be determined
determined by reports from the records
records of the War
War
Department, where
where there is such a
arecord, and by the reports
reports from
from
records of the Treasury
Treasury Department
the.records
Department showing payment
the
payment by the
United States where there is no record of regular
regular enlistment
muster
enistment
or
muster
Provisos.
Sropts.
into the United States
States military service:
service: Provided,
Provided, That when there
State
records.
is no record of service or payment
payment for same in the War
War Department
Department or
Treasury Department, the applicant
applicant may establish
es t
ablish the
the service
service by
by
satisfactory
evidence from the muster rolls on file in the several
satisfactory evidence
several State
State
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Lack
of certificate
no
certificate no
Lackof
further, That the want
provided further,
want of aabar.
Territorial archives: And provided
or Territorial
benefits
applicant
any
certificate
of
discharge
not
deprive
applicant
of
the
not
shall
discharge
of
certificate

of this
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Y., improving, etc.
etc
317
317
45
for Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, La.,
La., below
below New
New
Aitkin County and Logan Township,
Township. Minn.,
finn.,
Orleans .......
317
..
...........
may bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River, Aitkin
Aitkin
317
for Conneaut,
Conneaut, Ohio, light station.......
station..
317
317
County
County.....................
724
for
for Kellett
Kellett Bluff, Henry Island.
Island. Wash.
Wash.
317 Akron, N.
N. Y.
Y.,
for Coquille River, Oreg.,
Oreg., improving_
improving ._ 317
317
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
to ..........
833
833
for Toledo
improving. __. 317
Toledo Harbor, Ohio, improving_
317 Akron
Akron, Ohio
Ohio,
for Dog Island, Saint Croix River, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation
appropriation
for public
public building
building .......
263
...........................
light ..-..
317
317
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Grand
for Delaware River, Pa. and Del., impost
Army
post...................
842
842
proving, etc.
proving,
317 Alabama.
etc
...........
317
Alabama.
for eighth
eighth district,
et c... ..
317
district, small
small tender,
tender, etc.....
317
appropriation
appropriation
for
relief
of
sufferers
from
for
relief
of
sufferers from
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reestablishing,
reestablishing,
floods in...................
in
434
etc.. Gulf
G'ulf of Mexico,
Mexico, damaged
damaged by
by
Alabama
Alabama
River, Ala.,
River.
hurricane, 1916....................
1916.
820
20
appropriation for improvement
of
improvement of........
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appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of...
of....
457
457
Alaska,
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
appropriation
etc., government
government
104,
1108
in ............................
104,
1108
1 o4,
to;
for legislative
legislative expenses
expenses ...............
104
10
for surveyorgeneral,
surveyor general, clerks, etc ....
103, 1107
103,
1107
for marking
marking boundary
between CanCanboundary line between
and .. .....................
ada and_
256, 1051
256,
1051
for relief, etc., of shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
American
seamen
seamen in ....................
262, 1058
buildings and wharf,
for buildings
wharf, Sitka ..........
270
27C
for quarantine
quarantine system
expenses ........
system expenses
278
278
for
for mine inspector;
inspector; per
per them
303
diem.......... 303
for Engineering
Engineering Commission
Commission ....... 306,1202
306,1202
supplies,
supplies, etc., employees
employees and
and contraccontractors ..............................
306
306
proceeds
of
material, etc., reproceeds
sales of material,
turned to fund ....................
306
306
for payment
306
payment to Old Bettis .............
306
for care of insane......................
insane
306
education of
for education
of natives
natives under Commissioner
Education ...............
306
sioner of Education
for
medical relief
relief of
of natives; hospitals,
hospitals,
for medical
etc ..............................
307
307
for reindeer
reindeer stations, etc.
etc ..............
307
307
for protection
protection of
of game .................
307
307
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic among
among
natives
......................
307
307
for marshal,
marshal, office
office expenses
expenses.............
313
for office
expenses,
district
attorney.....
office expenses, district attorney _ .. . 313
expenses of judge
for expenses
of official
official
judge outside
outside of
residence .............
residence
314
........
...
314
for meals for
for jurors, etc ...............
314
314
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous court
court expenses
314
expenses ......
314
for protecting
protecting seal fisheries, etc .......
323
323
for star route mail service
service in; emergenemergencies ..........................
418. 1064
418.
for mail equipments
equipments for ....
422, 1068
422,1068
Weather service
expenses in......
for Weather
service expenses
in
448, 1136
1136
448,
for
for agricultural
471, 1160
1160
agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations in
in 471,
equipping, etc.,
etc., station in Matanuska
equipping,
Matanuska
Valley.
Valley . . ........ ......
1160
. . .. . . .
1160
for military
military cable and telegraph lines...
lines
623
623
for
for constructing
constructing military roads, etc
638
etc. .... - 638
deficiency
appropriation for Engineering
deficiency appropriation
Engineering
Comnussion. locating
Commission.
locating railways,
railways. etc.
etc.
23
for investigating
investigating mineral
mineral resources of..
23
education of natives ...............
for education
30
30
for expenses,
expenses, protecting
protecting seal and salmon
salmon
fisheries
fisheries .. .......................
32
32
.........
for star
star route mail service
service in .
820, 830
820,
830
boundary line with Canada.
for marking
marking boundary
829
Canada.
829
aids to navigation,
navigation, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized in
538
in-....
538
bills of lading;
lading; restriction
restriction against issuing,
in parts not applicable
applicable to shipments
shipments
to
................................
539
nor requirement
requirement for
for marking"
marking "duplicate"
duplicate"
thereon .........................
539
539
bond issue for construction
construction of railroad,
railroad. etc
etc. 1002
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted to Grand
Army
Grand Army
Post, No. 22 ......................
832
832
Federal
provisions not appliFederal farm loan Act provisions
cable to
to...........................
362
362
homestead
homestead entries
entries allowed
allowed on unappropriated
ated lands in
in......................
352
352
former
a bar ...............
former entries
entries not a
352
352
claims not affected
affected ..............
prior claims
352
352
reserved lands excepted
excepted ..............
reserved
352
352
intoxicating liquors
prohibition provisions
provisions
intoxicating
liquors prohibition
903
Juneau.
Juneau. authorized
authorized to issue
issuebonds
bonds for
schoolhouse,
schoolhouse, etc ...................
741
741
McKinley National
Mount McKinley
National Park, estabestablished ......---- .....................
938
938
schools
schools for white and colored
colored children.
children. etc
etc..
-,,thr , - .i tr
Al from
ri Territorial
Te o it rial
f
.n a
authorized
--.
- funds
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appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, locating
locating railrailroads, etc
etc...................
306,
1202
306,1202
for
....................... 306
for Old Bettis
306
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
23
expenses.....
23
administration of Act for injuries
injuries to GovGovernment employees
employees by chairman
ernment
chairman of.
750
750
medical
examination, etc., expenses
medical examination,
expenses
from railroad funds ................
750
750
payment
payment of compensation,
compensation, etc.,
etc., by. to
be refunded
refunded from compensation
compensation
750
fund ...........................
750
purchase
purchase of supplies, etc.,
sale to
to emetc., for sale
employees
ployees and contractors
contractors permitted
306
permitted...
306
receipts
receipts from
from sales of materials, etc.,
etc., to be
be
returned
fund...................
returned to fund
306
306
Alaska
Alaska Fisheries
FisheriesService, Pribilof
PribilofIslcmds,
Islands,
appropriation
agents, etc
321
appropriation for
for agents,
etc ..............
321
for vessels; officers
officers and
and crew ............
323
323
for protecting
protecting seal fisheries; food,
etc.,
to
food, etc., to
natives
natives ..........
323
............... 323
for two motor
motor launches
launches for ..............
324
324
repairs to buildings,
for repairs
buildings, etc.............
etc
324
324
Alaska
Alaska Fur
Fur Seals,
Seals,
sale of skins
skins taken on Pribilof Islands,
authorized
authorized ..................
. 236
236
Alaska Prohibition
Prohibition Act,
manufacture, sale,
manufacture,
sale, etc.,
etc., of intoxicants and
alcohol after
alcohol
after January
January 1,
1, 1918,
1918, ununlawful .......................
903
etc.,
permitted
purchases, possession,
possession, etc., permitted ....
903
liquors, etc., specified
specified .................
903
alcohol excepted
wood alcohol
excepted ................
903
903
punishment
punishment for violations ...............
903
903
pure
pure alcohol
alcohol transportation
permitted
transportation permitted
pharmacists
pharmacists for specified use ........
903
903
required; application,
permits required;
application, issue,
issue.
records, etc ........... . ..........
records,
904
904
duties of carriers;
carriers; fictitious,
fictitious, etc.,
etc., deliveries unlawful ....................
904
sacramental purpose,
wine for sacramental
purpose, certificates
certificates
for transportation
transportation required..........
905
delivery,
delivery, record,
record. etc
etc...................
905
5
pure
alcohol purchases
purchases permitted
permitted for spe
pure alcohol
speciified purposes
purposes ..
.................... 905
95
permits required: application,
permits
application, issue.
issue,
records, etc........................
etc
records,
905
905
unauthorized
unauthorized use of buildings.
buildings. cars, etc
etc..
for intoxicants unlawful .............
906
importing,
importing, selling, possessing.
possessing, etc.,
etc., of
of
intoxicants unlawful
unlawful .................
906
drinking liquors.
liquors, and drunkenness
drinking
drunkenness in
in
public
public places,
unlawful .........
places, etc.
etc.. unlawful
906
clubhouses where
clubhouses
where liquors
liquors are
are kept.
kept, etc..
etc ,
unlawful
unlawful ..........................--------------906
testimony
testimony competent
competent to prove
violations
prove violations.
906
906
evasions
prohibition
evasions of
prohibition against
against liquors
liquors ununlawful
lawful ............................
906
906
procedure
procedure for prosecution
prosecution oi
violations.. _
ci violations....
906
seizures, evidence
seizures,
evidence admitted,
admitted. etc ........
907
possession
of liquors
facie evidence
possession of
liquors prima
prima facie
evidence
of violation
violation .........................
907
907
houses. etc.. used
used for unauthorized
unauthorized liquors
liquors.
declared
declared public nuisances
nuisances .......-..
907
maintenance
misdemeanor: punishpunishmaintenance a
a misdemeanor:
ment ...........................
907
907
actions
actions to abate
abate ........................
907
907
lease
conviction of
lease rendered
rendered void on conviction
tenant .........................
907
.. 907
permitting
permitting unauthorized
unauthorized use, deemed
deemed
assistance
assistance in maintaining
maintaining .......
908
.... 908
no property right
right allowed
allowed in unauthorized
unauthorized
liquors; destruction, etc.,
when
etc., when
1
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..............
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punishment for
for violations
violations not
specifically
not specifically
punishment
provided for ....................
908
908
provided
pharmacists convicted
convicted of violations may
may
have
licenses revoked
revoked ............... 908
have licenses
internal revenue
revenue special stamp tax, evidence
908
dence of sale of liquors ............
officers empowered to enforce this Act ....
908
prosecution procedure .................
. 908
prosecution
watercraft unimporting, etc., liquors in watercraft
lawful ........................
908
lawful
punishment for.....................
for
908
punishment
908
issue of liquor
liquorlicenses
licenses to terminate
terminate January
909
1, 1918, allowed .................enforcement by additional
additional Territorial legenforcement
islation allowed
allowed ..................
909
1, 1918; inconsistent laws
in effect January
January 1,
repealed
repealed................. ..... 909
Railroad Commission,
Commission,
Alaskan Railroad
appropriation for construction and operaappropriation
tion expenses
expenses................... 306,1202
Railway,
Alaskan Railway,
bond issue authorized
authorized for construction
construction of..
of. - 1002
Albion, Mich.,
appropriation for
building
263
for public building..........
appropriation
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Albuquerque, N.
appropriation
school ........ 143,981
appropriation for Indian school
deficiency
31
school..
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school..
also Intoxicating
Intoxicating Liquors),
Alcohol (see also
regulations for purchase, etc., of pure, for
regulations
Alaska...
905
scientific purposes, etc., in Alaska...
restrictions on sale, etc., of pure, in Alaska.
903
restrictions
withdrawal free of tax for colleges,
colleges, etc....
etc _
355
extended
extended to hospitals; conditions
conditions.......
355
bond required ....
355
..................
Alcohol,
Alcohol, Denatured,
Denatured,
allowance for accidental
accidental leakage
leakage during
transfer from distillery to denaturing
warehouse
233
...
.................
Alcoholic Liquors,
Liquors, D. C.,
C.,
beverages included in the term
term........... 1123
Alcoholism,
Alcoholism, Chronic,
Chronic,
aliens
excluded admission
875
aliens with,
with, excluded
admission ..........
Alcoholism, Fifteenth
International Congress
Fifteenth Internatinal
Congress
against,
against,
appropriation
for expenses of
260,
260, 1056
appropriationforexpensesof..............
Ale,
internal revenue tax on ................
783
Aledo. Ill..
deficiency appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
16
ing........................
16
Alfalfa (see also
also Grasses. etc.).
appropriation
seeds
appropriation for testing commercial seeds
of.
1142
of, etc .....................
453, 1142
for preventing admission of adulterated........................... 453,
ated
453, 1142
1142
Alford,
Alford, A. N.,
may bridge Savannah River, Browns Ferry,
Ga......................
534
....
Alien,
meaning
meaning of term, as used in Immigration
874
Act ...............................
Aliens (see
Aliens
(see also
also Immigration),
Immigration),
appropriation for enforcing laws regulating
regulating
appropriation
immigration of
325
immigration
of...................
325
inspection of immigrant
278
for medical inspection
immigrant......
278
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, nadeficiency appropriation
turalization of
of..................
turalization
.. 32,827
returning after temporary
temporary absence abroad
abroad
to unrelinquished
unrelinquushed domicile may be
readmitted; conditions
conditions ............
878
Aliens, Immigration
Immigrationof (see Immigration Act,
1917).
1917).
Alizarin,
Alizarin,
duty on,
derivatives.................
on. and derivatives
794

Alkali-Resistant Crops,
Page.
Crops,
Alkali-Resistant
appropriation
1142
454,1142
etc .......... 454,
for breeding,
breeding, etc
appropriation for
Allegany, N.
N. F.,
Y.,
reconstruction
across Allegheny
Allegheny
reconstruction of bridge across
River at, authorized
authonzed ..............
898
898
Allegheny County, Pa.,
Allegheny
Pa.,
may bridge
bridge Ohio
Ohio River,
River, Pittsburgh to
36
McKees Rocks ....................
McKees
Allegheny River,
appropriation
open
improvement of; open
appropriation for improvement
channel work ...................
393
channel
bridge authorized
authorized across, Oil City, Pa
4
Pa....
4
Pa. ............
............
53
Warren, Pa
reconstruction
reconstruction of bridge across, at Alleghany,
898
authorized ...........
ghany, N.Y., authorized
Warren County, Pa., authorized
authorized...... 871,871
Warren
Pa.,
Allentown, Pa.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ............
837
condemned
Alliance, Nebr.,
appropriation for
for public building .......... 263
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for public builddeficiency
16
ing ...
......
...............
16
Alligator
Alligator Creek, S. C.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterappropriation
way between
395
and........
between Charleston and
Indians (see Lands
Allotments in
in Severalty to Indians
in Severalty
Severalty to Indians).
Pa.,
Almedia Cemetery,
Cemetery, Espy, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to ...........
836
condemned
Mich.,
Alpena, Mich.,
appropriation
400
harbor..
improvement of harbor
appropriation for improvement
Altamaha River, Ga.,
appropriation
395
improvement of .........
appropriation for improvement
Alturas, Cal.,
Cal.,
condemned
granted to ............
condemned cannon granted
841
Altus, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
public building..........
building
263
263
appropriation for public
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
appropriation
252, 1048
1048
salaries.............. 252,
appropriation for salaries
Channel, New York Harbor,
Harbor,
Ambrose Channel,
appropriation
of
392
maintenance of..........
appropriation for maintenance
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made,
of waterway
waterway from Gravesend Bay to
to.
406
American Academy
Academy of Arts and Letters,
.D. C.,
Letters, D.
incorporated;
etc................
incorporated; purposes, etc
51
American Citizens,
Citizens,
approwiationfor relief
relief of destitute,
destitute, in Mexappropriationfor
ico ;
reimbursement ...............
ico;reimbursement
359
American Ephemeris,
Ephemeris, Nautical
Nautical Almanac and,
and,
appropriation
preparing .............
96, 1100
appropriation for preparing
American Ethnology,
appropriation for
researches in.
279
in.
for continuing
continuing researches
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for general
general expenses of Bureau ..................
32
32
American
Historical Association,
Association,
AmericanHistorical
appropriation for printing
printing and binding for
.
331
for..
American
American Indians,
Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for ethnological
ethnological researches
279
among .........................
National Red Cross,
American National
Cross,
details from Army Medical Corps to be
made to ..................
....... 171
from Navy Medical Corps to Military
Relief Division of ...................
581
may maintain buildings for storage of supmay
etc
173
plies, at Army posts, etc.............
temporary
temporary loan of medical, etc.,
etc., equip,1916
164
ment for training. May ,1916.........
make annual reports for fiscal, instead of
of
to make
calendar, year ....................
946
calendar,
American
American Registry,
granted foreign built saili
sailingg vessel "Gol"Golden Gate ......................
857
American
American Republics (see Pan American
Union).
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American Seamen,
appropriation for
for relief
protection of,
relief and
and protection
appropriation
in
foreign countries,
in foreign
countries, etc_
etc......... 262,1058
deficiency appropriation
etc....
31,
31,
for relief, etc....
deficiency
appropriation for
33, 802, 826, 829
33,802,826,829
American Seamen,
Seamen, Shipwrecked,
Shipwrecked,
appropriation
hfe saving testimonials
appropriation for life
for rescuing
rescuing_.....................
255,
1050
255,1050
for
in foreign
for
relief and
protection of, in
foreign
and protection
for relief
countries,
262,1058
etc...................
countries, etc
American
Engineers,
Society of Civil Engineers,
American Society
Alfred
may
memorial fountain to Alfred
may erect memorial
65
Noble in Washington,
Washington, D. C...........
C... Noblein
ConferAmerican
InternationalConferStates, Fifth International
American States,
ence of,
enceof,
appropriation
in ....... 259,1055
participating in
for participating
appropriation for
Amherst,
Mass,.
Amherst, Mass,.
appropriation
for
public
building.....
263
appropriation for public building..........
Amidonapthol,
Amidonapthol,
duty
on..................................
793
duty on
Amidophenol,
Amidophenol,
duty on
on. ...............................
793
duty
Amidosalicylic
Acid,
Amidosalicylic Acid,
duty
on
793
duty on................................
Amite
La.
River, La.,
Amite River,
of.......... 397
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of...
appropriation
Ammunition,
Ammunition, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
for mountain,
cannon;
etc., cannon;
mountain, etc.,
appropriation
contracts_
346,910
contracts...................346,911
........
for
seacoast
cannon;
contracts
346,911
forseacost cannon;contracts
346,911
for seacoastartillery practice
346,911
forseacoasartillerypractice...........
for
field, etc.,
etc., artillery
practice
346,911
artillery practice........
for field,
for
seacoast cannon,
insular posession.
possessions 349,912
349,912
cannon, insular
for seacoast
for' tools, etc.,
for immecliate
manufacture
immediate manufacture
etc.,'for
for'tools,
349
of
..........
......
of ........
in private
plans and
installations in
and installations
plans
349
349
........
plants_
plants............-----349
349
purchases
from present plants ........
purchases from
amount
purchases without compefor purchases
amount for
349
349
tition_
tition...........................642
642
for
small arms, etc....................
etc
for small
642
642
for
firing
morning and
etc
and evening gun, etc.
for firing morning
643
643
for
small arms target
practice ...........
target practice
for smallarms
643
643
issue to institutions,
etc
institutions, etc..............
issue
643
....... 643
.
for
etc. ...........
preserving, etc.
for preserving,
for reserve,
artillery, National
National
field artillery,
for field
reserve, for
for
644
644
Guard.
Guard..........................
for
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of
reserve, for
for
of reserve,
for manufacture,
644
644
National Guard
Artillery...
Guard Field Artillery.....
National
deficiency
and
automatic and
for automatic
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
811
811
machine rifles,
1917...............
rfles, 1917
machine
811
811
for mountain,
field, etc.,
etc., artillery
artillery practice
practice
mountain, field,
for
Ammunition
Factories, etc.,
Ammunition Factories,
list
privately owned,
owned, to
prepared;
to be prepared;
of privately
list of
214
214
data
specified ............-......data specified
214
214
.........
plants
that
may
be
so
used,
etc
used,
so
be
may
plants that
Ammunition,
Marine Corps,
Corps, .
Ammunition, Marine
appropriation for
for procuring,
preserving,
procuring, preerving,
appropriation
1190
etc
614,
614,1190
........................etc
614
614
for reserve
reserve supply
supply of,
arms....
amall arms....
for small
of, for
for
Ammunition,
Navy (see
(see also
Ordnance and
and
also Ordnance
Ammunition, Navy
Ordnance
Navy),
Stores, Navy),
Ordnance Stores,
appropriation for
powder.. - -563,
563,
smokeless powder.
for smokeless
appropriation
for, for
merchant auxiliarines.........
auxiliaries
for merchant
for,
564,
for issue
ships
to ships............-----issue to
for
for
issuing, totwo
to two Coast
Guard cutters
cutters
Coast Guard
for issuing,
..-, 617,
for new
vessels ..........
new vessels
for
deficiency
appropriation for issue to ships.
deficiency appropriation
Ammunition
Ammunition Ships, Navy,
construction
two, authorized;
etc.
cost, etc.
authorized; cost,
of two,
construction of
appropriation for
for construction
construction and
and mamaappropriation
chinery ........................
chinery.
Amortization
of Farm
Mortgages,
Land Mortgages,
Farm Land
Amortization of
agreement for,
for, with
with national
national farm
farm land
land asasagreement
sociations
-sociations......................-- -

1175
1175
1176
1176
1176
1176
1176
1176
1192
1192
815
815
617
617
617
617
370
370
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Pge.
D. C.,
Bridge, D.
Anaeostia River Bridge,
Anacostia
Page.
appropriation for
operating expenses...
689,1018
expense... 689,1018
for operating
appropriation
Anacostia
River,.D.
D. C.
C.,
Anacosta River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
ac:ross, for
for railroad
railroad conbridge
nectionwithWashingtonNavyYard.
566
566
nectionwithWashingtonNavyYard.
D. C.,
Flats,D.
Anacostia
River Flats,
Anaeostia River
appropriation for
reclamation and developfor reclamation
appropriation
ment
of
713,1040
.............
ment of.......
acquiring
connection
to lands in connection
title to
acquiring title
with
section desigimprovement; section
with improvement;
nated
nated............................. 1040
exchange of
of lands
lands with Philadelphia,
exchange
Railroad. 1041
Baltimore
and Washington Railroad
Baltimoreand
transfers
of titles, etc
etc .................. 1042
transfers of
Anahuac Channel,
Tar.,
Channel, Tex.,
Anahuac
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
398
for improvement
appropriation for
Anarchists, etc.,
Anarhists,
875
alien,
excluded admission ...............
875
alien, excluded
persons included
875
prohibition .........
in prohibition
included in
persons
provisions
alien
889
for deportation
deportation of alien.........
provisions for
894
punishment
aseisting, etc., entry of...
for assasting,
punishment for
Andote River, FPa.,
396
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of
appropriation for
"Amon,"
CanalSteamship,
Steamship,
PanamaCanal
"Anona," Panama
. 334
appropraition
reboilering ...........
334
for reboilering
appropraition for
334
............
transferred to Navy
not transferred
Andalusia,
Andaunsia Ala.,
263
appropriation for
for public
public building
building.........
appropration
Andmon,
C.,
S. C.,
Andron, S.
721
terms of
of court
court at
at.........................
terms
Andrortcosigin
Me.,
Androscggin River, Me.,
be
to
of,
etc.,
preliminary examination,
examination,
preliminary
made
406
made............................
Angeles
Forest, Cal.,
NationalForest,
Angeles National
appropriation
for maintenance,
of. 457,1146
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for
Anheuser-Busch
Association,
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association,
may
transfer right
through Saint
of way
way through
right of
may transfer
Louis
to ManufacMo., toManufacArsenal, Mo.,
Louis Arsenal,
turers'
Railway Company..........
Company
858
turers' Railway
Anilin Oil
and Salts,
Salts,
Oil and
Anilin
.........
duty
on ..............
793
duty on
Animal By-Products,
By-Products,
Animal
appropriation for
to
information as to
diffusing information
for diffusing
appropriation
marketing,
distributing, etc.,
etc., of
of. 473, 1162
marketing, distributing,
Animal Diseases,
Diseases,
Animal
appropriation for
for preventing
preventing spread
Tread of,
appropriation
another........ 450, 1139
from one State to another
from
450, 1139
for
etc .............
investigations, etc
for investigations,
for
mouth.........
492, 1167
and mouth
foot and
arresting foot
for arresting
Animal
Husbandry,
Animal Husbandry,
appropriation
investigations and experifor investigations
appropriation for
ments in ........................ 450,1139
450, 1139
mentsin
for
feedingand beetling experiments— 450,1139
forfeedingandbeedingexperiments..
for breeding
breeding military
military horses.........
horses
450,1139
450,1139
for
land near
Morgan Horse Farm, Vernear Morgan
land
1139
mont ...
...................
mont
for poultry
poultry feeding
450,1139
breeding. __.- 450,1139
and breeding.
feeding and
for
450
ostrich induarty
idusrty ....................
ostrich
for establishing
establishing sheep
experiment stasheep experiment
for
tion,
Idaho
1139
tion, Idaho.....................
for destroying
destroying animals
national forests,
forests,
in national
animals in
for
1155
467,
etc.,
to.............
injurious to
etc., injurious
for protection
protection of,
of, from
rabies by destroyfrom rabies
for
467, 1156
ing wolves,
etc ................
wolves, etc
ing
deficiency
appropriation for
for feeding
feeding and
and
deficiency appropriation
breeding
experiments............ 826
breeding experiments
Department of
Animal Industry
Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of
Animal
Agriculture,
Agriculture.
appropriation
for
chief,
clerks,
etc
1137
449,
etc....
clerks,
appropriation for chief,
for
general expenses
expenses.........-.... 449,1138
for general
quarantine work..
for
work_ 450,1138
inspection and quarantine
for inspection
for
eradicating southern
southern cattle ticks;
for eradicating
demonstration
450,1138
450,1138
.........
work...
demonstration work
limitation on
on expenditures
450, 1138
450,1138
expenditures .........
limitation

vi
vi
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Animal Industry
Industry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Page.
Animal
Department of
of Page.
Agriculture—Continued.
Agriculture-Continued.
appropriation for
appropriation
for dairy investigations,
investigations, etc.;
renovated butter inspection
450, 1139
renovated
inspection..... 450,1139
marketing, etc........
etc
450
cheese making, marketing,
450
for animal husbandry
husbandry experiments_
experiments. .450,1139
animal feeding
feeding and
and breeding
breeding...... 450,1139
450,1139
breeding horses
horses for
breeding
for military purpurposes
450 1139
poses......................... 450,1139
1139
land at Morgan Horse
Horse Farm
Farm..........
1139
poultry feeding
feeding and breeding
breeding...... 450,1139
ostrich industry ....................
450
sheep experiment station, Idaho.....
Idaho
1139
for
1139
for animal
animal diseases
diseases investigations....
investigations .... 450,
450,1139
contagious abortion
animals
451,
1139
contagious
abortion of
of animals.....
451,1139
for buildings,
buildings, experiment
experiment station and
farm
451,
farm......................
451, 1139
1139
for investigating, treating, etc.,
etc., hog
hog
cholera
451,
1139
cholera...........
.........
451, 1139
regulating traffic in animal
animal viruses,
viruses,
regulating
etc ...........................
451,
451, 1139
1139
for
etc., of
dourine
451,
1139
for eradication,
eradication, etc.,
of dourine......
451,1139
for administrative
administrative work ..............
451
1139
451,1139
for meat
meat inspection, additional.......
additional
451,
451, 1140
1140
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general expenses
31,826
penses. ............................
31,826
for meat
meat inspection.
826
inspection ...................
826
for animal
animal feeding and breeding........
breeding
826
Animals (see also
also Cattle),
appropriation for inspection, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of im450,1138
ported ....................
for tuberculin
tuberculin and =nein
mallein testing ofof. 450,1138
450,1138
Animals,
Animals, Domestic,
Domestic,
appropriation for
appropriation
for regulating
regulating sale, etc.,
etc., of
serums, etc.,
etc., treatment
treatment of diseases
of ........................
451,
1139
451,1139
for study of insects
insects affecting
health of
affectinghealth
of. 466,
466, 1154
1154
Annapolis, Md.
Md. (see Naval Academy).
Academy).
Anniston, Ala.,
condemned
condemned canon granted to............
to
843
843
Departments, etc.,
Annual Reports, Executive Departments,
time restricted for furnishing Public
Printer with copy ..................
336
Printer
returning complete
proofs
336
returning
complete corrected
corrected proofs....
336
printing and delivery................
deli yen?.
336
336
offices, etc., excepted
336
offices,
excepted.................
336
Anoka County, Minn.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi River
between
Hennepin County and.
between Hennepin
—.
34
and....
34
Anoka, Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
263
building.........
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building
166
ing.......................
.
condemned cannon granted to
to...........
832
Anthracene,
Anthracene,
duty on; minimum purity
purity...............
793
on free list;
793
list: maximum purity
purity............
793
Anthracene Oil,
Oil,
on free list .........................
793
Anthraquinone,
Anthraquinone,
duty on .
793
.
...........................
. 793
AntiaircraftGuns, Navy,
Antiaircraft
appropriation
Navy
appropriation for ships of the Navy.......
1176
for naval stations
1176
..............
1176
Antietam
Field, Md.,
Antietam Battle Field,
Md.,
appropriation
appropriation for repair, preservation,
preservation, etc
287
etc.
for superintendent
superintendent ...................
287
287
Antigo,
Wis.,
Antigo, WIs.,
appropriation
for
public
building
263
appropriation for public building..........
263
deficiency
builddeficiency appropriation for
for public
public building ................................
16
16
Antioch College, Ohio,
condemned cannon granted
granted to, as a
a memorial to Charles Oren,
etc...........
Oren, etc.
837

Antitoxins,etc.,
etc.,
Page.
Antitoxins,
Page.
appropriation for
for treatappropriation
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., for
treat450, 1138
1138
ing diseases
diseases of animals
animals .........
450,
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
451, 1139
etc., animal
animal....... 451,1139
Antitrust Act,
Act, 1914,
employees of Federal
Reserve or member
member
employees
Federal Reserve
banks may
may serve not
not more
more than
than two
two
noncompetitive banks .............
noncompetitive
121
Reserve Board.....
Board
121
consent of
of Federal
Federal Reserve
121
officers,
Federal Reserve
Reserve member
officers, etc.,
etc., of Federal
member
banks permitted
permitted employment
employment in
international banking corporation..
corporation
756
756
prohibition of officer,
officer, etc.,
etc. of common
common carriers having interest
interest in
in purchases
thereof,
deferred for
months
674
thereof, deferred
for six months....
674
deferred to January
January 8, 1918
1918............ 1201
Antitrust
Antitrust Laws,
appropriation for expenses
312
appropriation
expenses enforcing
enforcing.....
312
use
forbidden for
for prosecuting
prosecuting labor
labor
use forbidden
organizations, etc
312
organizations,
etc ................
312
associations
of farmers,
farmers, etc..........
etc
312
associations of
312
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for enforcing....
enforcing
43
deficiency
43
Antwerp, Ohio,
Ohio,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ....... 838,
838,840
condemned
840
etc., Indians,
Apache, etc.,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation for
from
appropriation
for agency
agency expenses,
expenses, from
funds
145,
tribal funds..................
145, 982
for
etc., of, from tribal
funds 145,
145, 982
for support,
support, etc.,
tribal funds.
982
for relief and settlement
settlement of
of three
three heads
heads
confined at Fort Sill,
of families of, confined
prisoners of war..............
war
as prisoners
146
Apache National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for maintenance, etc., of.
of. 457,
457, 1146
1146
Apalachicola Bay,
Fla.,
Apalachicola
Bay, Fla:,
appropriation for improvement of........
of
396
appropriation
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,.
made
preliminary
etc., to be made
of channel through Saint George's
George's
Sound to Gulf of Mexico
Mexico...........
408
Apalachicola
Apalachicola River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation
396
appropriation for improvement of
of........
for improvement
'Saint
improvement of channel to 'Saint
Andrews Bay ....................
397
payment
payment to Calhoun County, Fla., for
for
damage to public highways........
highways
397
Appeals,
appellate court merely for
dismissal by appellate
72'7
mistake in .procedure
procedure forbidden
forbidden....
727
time limit for bringing
bringing causes in Supreme
Court on ..........................
727
727
Appeals,
etc. t
Appeals, etc.,
judgments, etc.
finality of judgments,
etc., of circuit courts
of appeals
appeals in bankruptcy
bankruptcy causes
727
causes....
727
causes relating to injuries to railroad
employees
727
employees
.............
.....
727
railroad 16-hour
16-hour Act...........
Act
727
under railroad
under railway safety appliances
appliances acts
acts.. 727
certiorari
certiorari allowed
allowed from Supreme Court
727
for review, etc ....................
727
Appliances for Disabled
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers, Surgical,
Appliances
Surgical,
appropriation
appropriation for furnishing..............
furnishing
293
Appointments Division,
Division, Post
Post Office DepartDepartment,
appropriation
superintendent, assistants,
appropriation for superintendent,
clerks, etc ........................
106
106
1109
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistants
assistants.......... 1109
Appointments Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment,
appropriation for chief of division, etc .. 79, 1084
appropriation
1084
Appoguinimink River, Del.,
Appoquinimink
appropriation
improvement of
of........ 394
appropriation for improvement
Appraisers, Board
Board of General
Appraisers,
General (see Board of
General Appraisers).
General
Appraisers).
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Appropriations
Appropriations (see also Deficiency
Deficiency Appro- Page
PagePage.
Appropriations-Continued.
Appropriations—Continued.
Page.
pnations).
priations).
for expenses
expenses executing
executing warehouse
for
warehouse Act
Act....
491
vocational education
annual, for vocational
in cocoeducation in
for citizen
citizen training
training camp,
camp, Fort Douglas,
Douglas,
operation
operation with States
929
States ..............
929
Utah. ..........................
Utah
671
671
appropriation for preparing
statement of,
of,
preparing statement
for expenses
expenses of Shipping
Shipping Board
Board ........
738
first session, 64th
64th Congress
Congress......... 327
327
for Huron
Huron Cemeteror
or
Cemetery for Wyandotte
Wyandotte Indeficiencies ........................
for deficiencies
3,801
..
3,801
dians, Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Kan
Kans ..........
dians,
844
844
for urgent deficiencies
deficiencies ...............
15,
41, 867
15,41,867
for session employees
for entire
entire month
month of
of
employees for
Army
Army................................
45
45
September, 1916.................
1916
September,
853
Army and Navy
337
Navy.......................
337
for cost of living inquiry, wage earners,
earners,
for fiscal
fiscal year
year 1916
1916 continued
continued through
through
D.
C
D. C...........................
857
July, 1916, until regular
regular appropriaappropriafor
for expenses,
expenses, home
for lepers
lepers. ............
home for
873
tions are made
made
242
...................
242
for Congressional
inaugural
for
Congressional expenses
expenses of
of inaugural
431
through August, 1916
1916 ..................
431
ceremonies.
ceremonies......................
874
for legislative,
legislative, executive,
executive, and
and judicial
judicial
for
for maintaining
maintaining order,
etc., inaugural
inaugural cerecereorder, etc.,
expenses......................
expenses.
66,1070
66,1070
monies
monies in District
Columbia, 1917.
1917_
District of
of Columbia,
899
Department................ 123
for Indian Department
969
123,969
for paying
paying claims
claims of mail
mail contractors
contractors 1860186°for pensions
242,1132
.......................
242,1132
1862
1862...........
................
917
917
for Diplomatic
'diplomatic and Consular Service...
Service
252,1047
252, 1047
for bridge
bridge across
across San
San Juan
River, N.
N. Mex.
Mex
for
Juan River,
926
926
expenses................
for sundry civil expenses
262
262
for Federal
Federal Board for
Educafor Vocational
Vocational Educafor fortifications
fortifications_ ......................
345,909
345,909
annually_ ...................
tion, annually
933
933
for rivers and
harbors improvements
391
and harbors
improvements......
391
for Confederate
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans' Association
Association rerefor the postal service.................
service
412,1058
412,1058
union expenses, District of
Columof ColumAgriculture ........
446,1134
for Department
Department of
of Agriculture
446,1134
bia_
bia
...........................
942
for Military
Military Academy ....................
493
493
expenses of taking over
for expenses
Danish
over ceded Danish
for the naval service
service .................
556,1168
556,1168
West
Indian
Islands
West Indian Islands ............... 1133
1133
for Army....
Army ...........................
619
619
for payment
payment to
to Denmark
Denmark for
islands. 1133
for ceded
ceded islands.
1133
Columbia
678,1004
for the District of Columbia...........
67,
1004
for
war-risk insurance
insurance losses
losses .............
for war-risk
1131
for transfer
transfer of Government
Government exhibits
exhibits from
from
for preparing
preparing $150,000,000
$150,000,000 bond
bond issue......
issue__ 1201
Panama-Pacific Exposition to
Panama-Pacific
to Panfor
Alaskan Railroad
Commisfor expenses
expenses Alaskan
Railroad Commisama-California
ama-California Exposition
2
Exposition .........
2
sion
sion.........................
1202
International High
for expenses
expenses International
High CommisCommislump sum estimates
estimates to be
be submitted
submitted in
in
at
Buenos
Aires,
Arsion meeting
meeting at Buenos Aires, Arprescribed by
form prescribed
by Secretary
Secretary of
of the
gentina ...........
gentina
... ....
88
8..
Treasury
Treasury........................
336
for
new Aqueduct
for plans, lands, etc.,
etc., new
Aqueduct
permanent,
permanent, from sales of Panama Canal
Canal
Bridge, D. C
163
C .....................
163
bonds,
bonds, etc., for expenses
expenses of Shipping
Shipping
for repairing, etc.,
etc., old Aqueduct
Bridge,
Aqueduct Bridge,
Act
Act ............
................
733
D. C
C..
. .........................
164
164
Aquatic
Animals, Predacious,
Predacious,
Aquatic Animals,
for manufacture
manufacture of nitrates, etc., by the
the
investigations of damages
investigations
to fisheries
fisheries by,
by,
damages to
Government;
Government; from sale of Panama
Panama
etc ...............................
etc
232
bonds
..
.........
bonds.. ...............
215
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses .............
232
232
for paying
accrued taxes
on forfeited
forfeited
for
paying accrued
taxes on
Aqueduct
Bridge,
D.
C.,
Aqueduct
Bridge,
D.
C.,
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad land
land
Oregon
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction of
of new;
congrants ............................
221
new; con221
tracts
tracts .......
................... 291
for classifying
classifying Oregon
Oregon and
Railand California Railroad land grants
grants ..................
223
223
construction of
construction
new, across
across Potomac
River,
of new,
Potomac River,
for expenses
expenses National
National Guard
Guard at Army
authorized; cost
cost..........
..........
Army enenauthorized;
..................
163
163
acquirement of land for
campments, etc ...................
226
acquirement
for approaches,
etc.
approaches, etc.
163
for investigating
investigating damages
by
damages to fisheries
fisheries by
employment
of engineers,
engineers, etc............
etc.
employment of
163
163
dogfish, etc ......................
232
appropriation for
appropriation
plans, lands,
etc
for plans,
lands, etc.......
163
163
roads expenses
for rural post roads
expenses....-.........
advice of
advice
of Fine
Fine Arts......
Arts
356
of Commission
Commission of
163
163
for roads and trails in National
National forests
forests for
use of bridge;
for
bridge; conditions
conditions...............
164
164
use of adjoining counties ........... 358
358
trackage; Washington
Wahington and Old Dofor relief of destitute
minion Railway,
destitute American
American citizens
citizens in
in
Railway,
etc.; electric
electric
Mexico
power,
Mexico .........................
359
power, etc......................
etc. .
164
164 .
for subscriptions
subscriptions to stock of
payment
Federal
land
payment
for
passengers,
etc.,
by
of Federal land
for passengers, etc., by railrailbanks ..........................
ways .........................
365
ways
164
bonds.......
for preparing, etc., farm loan bonds
377
half to credit
of District
District of
of Columbia
credit of
Columbia.. s164
construction and
and maintenance
es
for temporary loans to Federal
Federal land banks.
banks
384
384
construction
maintenance expens
expenses
for organization
organization expenses
expenses to carry
out
carry out
payable one-half
payable
one-half by
by the
the District....
District
164
Federal
Act ............
Federal Farm Loan Act-______
384
appropriation for
for repairing,
repairing, etc.,
presen t
appropriation
etc., present
for expenses of special
special Joint Committee
Committee on
on
bridge
bridge.....................
164
Interstate and Foreign
388 Aqueduct,
Foreign Commerce._
Commerce.388
D. C. (see also Water
Water Service
Service
for new marine hospital, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
D. C.),
from proceeds of old..............
old
390
390
appropriation for
expenses
713, 1042
appropriation
for expenses..........
713,1042
expenses sale
marine hospital,
for expenses
sale of marine
hospital, CleveCleveCreek, Va.,
Aquia Creek,
Va.,
land, Ohio.
390
Ohio .......................
390 Aquia
appropriation
appropriation for
of........
394
for improvement
improvement of
394
for relief
relief of sufferers from floods in desigpreliminary examination, etc.,
preliminary
be
etc., of, to
to be
States ..............
nated southern
southern States
434
made
407
made...........................
407
available for West Virginia
available
534
Virginia ............
534
Aransas Pass,
Ter.,
Aransas
Pass, Tex.,
expenses, cotton fufor internal revenue expenses,
appropriation for maintenance
of channel
channel
appropriation
maintenance of
481
tures Act,
Act, unexpended
unexpended balance
balance.....
481
Christi_
to Corpus
Corpus Christi.......
for determining spot cotton markets,
markets, etc.,
etc.,
............... 399
399
unexpended balances...............
unexpended
balances
481
481 Arapahoe and Cleyenne
Cheyenne Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Oka.,
for expenses executing
executing grain standards
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of
appropriation
support, etc.,
of...... 145,982
145,982
Act.............................
Act
485
485
deficiency
for support,
support, etc..
31
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc..
31
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Arapahoee Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Cheyenne Page.
Arapalh
lont., Northern
Northern C'eyenne
rage
and,
and,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
139, 980
980
appropriation
for support,
of..... 139,
"line riders
riders"
139, 980
980
for "line
"..........
....... 139,
Arapahoe National
Arapahoe
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of.. 457,1146
457,1146
Arbitration,
Bureau of
of Interparliamentary
Arbitration, Bureau
Interparmentary
Unionfor Promotion
Unionfor
Promotionof
of International,
International
appropriation
appropriation for
for contribution
contribution .......... 257,1053
257,1053
Arbitration
ArbitrationConference,
Conference, International,
International,
invitation to foreign
foreign Governments
Governments to
to conconvene, for the peaceful
settlement of
peaceful settlement
of
disputes ......................
618
618
Arbitration, International
of PermaPermaArbitration,
International Bureau
Bureau of
nent Court
Court of,
of,
appropriation
appropriation for annual contribution..
contribution.. 257,
1052
257, 1052
deficiency appropriation
for ..............
16
deficiency
appropriation for
16
Architectural Competitions,
Competitions, Public
Buildings,
Architectural
PublicBuildings,
appropriation for,
for, under
under contracts
272
appropriation
contracts.........
272
Archives Building,
Building, D. C.,
National,
C., National,
requirement
requirement for inspection,
inspection, etc., of buildbuildin Europe,
241
ings in
Europe, repealed
repealed............
241
Ardmore,
Okla.,
Ardmore, Okla.,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to
833
to...........
833

Arkansas
Page.
Arkansas River, Ark. and
and Okla.—Continued.
Okla.-Continued. Page.
jurisdiction of Mississippi
CommisMississippi River
River Commission extended over;
over; allotment
allotment of
of
levees, etc
402
etc ......................
402
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to
preliminary
to be made
of, from Little Rock to
409
to mouth
mouth...... 409
Arkansas River,
River, Salt
Salt Fork
Fork of,
Arkansas
of,
appropriation
appropriation for bridge across,Ponca
Indian
across,PoncaIndian
Reservation, Okla.,
from tribalfunds.
tribal fimds.
237
Okla.,from
237
contribution
and Noble
contribution by
by Kay
Kay and
Noble CounCoun237
ties, Okla
Okla.......................
237
Arlington National
Cemetery tVa.,
Va •,
Arlington
National Cemetery,
appropriation for
for burial
burial of
indigent soldiers,
soldiers,
appropriation
of indigent
etc., in
in ...........................
•
286
etc.,
286
for memorial amphitheater and
292
and chapel_.
chapel..
292
for repairing
repairing military road east
side of...
of__ _ 637
637
east side
Arlington, Va.,
Va.,
Arlington,
appropriation for
appropriation
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
farm ...........
455, 1143
1143
................
455,
building for
infor repairs to buildifor
or colorant
colorant investigations, agricultural
agricultural farm....
farm
1152
vestigations,
1152
laboratory for
research work,
work, Office
Office of
for laboratofor
or research
of
Public Roads, etc.,
on Government
etc., on
Government
farm..............................
farm
1161
1161
terms of
terms
court at.....................
at.
927 Armament of
of court
927
Fortifications,
of Fortifications,
Argentina,
Argentina,
appropriation
appropriation for;
for; contracts
contracts ............. 346,910
346,910
appropriation for ambassador to
appropriation
to....... 252,1048
252,1048 Armor
Armor and
and Armament,
Armament,
Argentine
Ant
Argentine Ant,
appropriation for, increase
appropriation
increase of
of the Navy.
Navy. 617,
617, 1192
1192
appropriation
for investigating
1154 Armor Plant,
appropriation for
investigating....... 465,
Plant, Navy,
465,1154
Arid
Arid Lands,
erection or purchase
purchase of,
of, authorized
authorized....... 563
563
appropriation
appropriation for study, etc.,
etc., of
of droughtcapacity; location
capacity;
563
......................
563
resistant
resistant crops, etc .............
454,1142
appropriation
563
appropriation for
for
...............
563
development
etc., on;
development of water holes, etc.,
on; signsignacquirement of site by purchase,
acquirement
purchase, conconboards,,means of utilizing, etc
etc......
518
demnation,
demnation, or gift.
563
gift ................
563
time extended
extended for segregating,
segregating, under Carey
Carey
technical,
services
563
technical, etc.,
etc., services....................
563
Act, by Oregon
Oregon...................
942
942
cost per ton to be reported
reported .............
564
564
State Reclamation
Arid Lands, State
Reclamation of,
of,
bond issue authorized
authorized for
construction of
for construction
of.. 1002
1002
provisions for promotion of
506 Armored Motor
of...............
506
Cars, Army,
Motor Cars,
Army,
Arizona,
Arizona,
appropriation for purchase, etc.,
appropriation
of.
644
etc., of.......
644
appropriation for surveyor general,
appropriation
general, clerks,
clerks,
Armories (see
Armories).
(se Arsenals and Armories).
etc.............
etc
103,
1107
.........
103, 1107 Arms, eta.
etc. (see also
also Munition Manufacturers'
Manufatturers'
for support,
i etc.,
etc., of Indians
reservaIndians on
on reervaTax),
Tax),
tions in..........
n
.........
129,974
appropriation
tools, etc.,
for immediate
appropriation for
for tools,
etc., for
immediate
deficiency.appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
manufacture
manufacture of ....................
349
349
Ineians
in
30,
826, 829
Indians in.................
30,826,829
plans and installations
installations in private
auxiliary to Yuma reclamation
reclamation project
project
plants .............................
349
349
authorized in; disposal of lands,
authorized
purchases
purchases from present factories
349
factories......
349
etc ...
etc
868
......
...............................
868
amount for purchases
purchases without
without comcomsums for allotting lands, etc.,
to be
etc., not
not to
be used
used
petitive bidding ...................
349
349
Indians in, not residing on pubfor Indians
Arms,
Manufacture of,
of,
Arms, etc.,
etc., Manufacture
lic domain prior to June 30, 1914..
1914.. 124, 969
gauges, tools, etc.,
for immediate,
immediate, by
the
etc., for
by the
time extended for relinquishing to Indians
Government or
private plants,
be
or private
plants, to
to
be
railroad
railroad grant lands in
48
..............
48
prepared
215
prepared .....
..........................
215
Arkansas,
Arkansasz
laws requiring
for
procuring
laws
requiring competition
competition
for
procuring
preliminary examination
preliminary
examination to be made of
supplies may be waived...........
waived
215
215
Red River, etc., for flood
flood protection.
protection
408 Arms, Government Manufacture
408
of,
Manufacture of,
Arkansas
and Memphis Railway Bridge
Arkansas and
Bridge and
and
appointment
board to
to investigate
and
appointment of
of board
investigate and
Terminal Company,
Company,
report on feasibility, etc., of
214
of........
214
time extended for bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
of; time
time for
scope of;
for submitting
re
214
submitting report.
...
214
River, Memphis, Tenn............
Tenn
830 Arms or
830
or Ammunition Factories
Factories (see Ammuniuniconstruction
construction of highway bridge,
bridge, tolls,
tion Factories).
etc ..............
831 Army (see also
.............
831
also National
National Defense Act),
Act),
limit
charges for
Limit on passage charges
for passengers..
passengers
831
831
appropriation for support of
appropriation
the..
619
of the
..........
619
National Forest,
Ark.,
Arkansas National
Forest,Art.,
for all contingencies...................
contingencies
620
620
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
457,
1146
appropriation
maintenance,
restriction
restriction on use for personal services.
services
620
Arkansas River, Art.
Arkansas
Ark. and
and Okla.,
Okla.,
for Army War College ......
620
.......
620
appropriation
improvement of,
appropriation for improvement
of, includinformation. -_ 620
for contingencies,
contingencies, military information_
620
ing bank protection at Pine Bluff,
observing war operations
for expenses observing
operations
Little Rock
Rock, etc
399
etc.................
. 399
abroad. .....................
abroad
620
620
dredging plant .................
399
399
for military service schools .............
620
620
bridge
authorized
bridge authorized across,
across, in
in Conway
Conway
assignment of second lieutenants
assignment
lieutenants Field
Field
County, Ark ......................
927
927
Artillery
Artillery to School
School of Fire, for inTulsa, Okla
Okla ..........................
4
4
struction.
struction .........................
621
621
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Mississippi River
River Commisfor contingencies, headquarters
headquarters of dedesion extended over, up to Jefferson
Jefferson
partments, etc ............
...... 621
621
County, Ark .......................
402
402
for Coast
oast Artillery School.............
School
621
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appropriation for
for Signal
Service expenses
appropriation
Signal Service
expenses 621
621
purchase
purchase of
of airships,
airships, etc
etc..............
622
622
amount
reserve forces.....
forces
amount for
for aviation
aviation reserve
622
622
developing
developing aviation
aviation motor
motor............
622
622
for
aviation school,
school, etc.,
etc., CaliCalifor site
site for
for -aviation
fornia ......................
fornia
622
622
acceptance
aviation field,
acceptance of tracts for aviation
field,
etc.,
authorized
etc., authorized....................
622
622
for
lands for
aviation purposes,
purposes, if
if no
for lands
for aviation
no milimilitary reservations
mutable, etc......
etc
tary
reservations suitable,
622
622
acceptance of
of tracts
mobilization
acceptance
tracts for
for mobilization
stations, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ..........
stations,
633
633
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska cable, etc
etc.......
623
623
telephone service,
Coast Artillery...
Artillery.
for telephone
service, Coast
623
623
officers
for pay
pay of
of line
line officers................
623
623
status of
of assignments
assignments to
to Detached
Detached
status
Officers'
Officers' List,
List, etc
etc ................
623
623
retired officers of
retired
of Field
Field Artillery
Artillery......
623
623
generals of
relative rank of specified
specified generals
of
the
line
the line
.....................
623
623
for line
line officers,
officers, longevity...........
longevity
for
624
624
for Officers
Officers Reserve
Corps, on
for
624
Reserve Corps,
on duty
duty....
624
for
National Guard
Guard officers
for National
624
officers............
624
for
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men
for pay
men.... ....
624
624
ran,
to each recruit
rank, etc., of, detached
detached to
recruit
depot
624
624
for enlisted men,
for
men, longevity
longevity ............
624
624
for
Regular Army
Army Reserves............
Reserves
for Regular
624
for
for Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Corps
Reserve Corps........
624
624
....
for
enlisted men,
men, National
Guard
for enlisted
National Guard......
624
624
Government employees
employees restored
to
Government
restored to
positions at
military service
service
positions
at end
end of
of military
etc ...............
624
as volunteers, etc
624
pay
enlisted by
by States
States for
muspay to
to men enlisted
for muster of
of militia
militia organizations.........
organizations
624
ter
624
for
enlisted men,
men, Engineers............
Engineers
624
for enlisted
624
624
for
enlisted men,
men, Ordnance..........
Ordnance
624
for enlisted
for
enlisted men,
Corps
624
624
for enlisted
men, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps..
for
enlisted men,
men, Signal
Signal Corps..........
Corps
625
625
for enlisted
625
625
for
enlisted men,
men, Medical
Medical Department
for enlisted
Department..
proportion of
privates first
first class
class in,
in, and
and
proportion
of privates
625
625
Signal Corps
Corps .....................
Signal
625
625
for
Chief of
Staff...
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., office
office of
of Chief
of Staff...
for
messengers, etc.,
for pay,
pay, etc.
etc., clerks,
clerks, messengers,
etc., at
at
625
625
headqueirters,
etc
headquarters, etc.....
......
625
625
for additional
additional pay,
pay, foreign
for
foreign service
service.......
625
625
for commutation
quarters, etc
for
commutation of
of quarters,
etc........
headquarters clerks
clerks to
to be
be known
headquarters
known as
625
625
Army
field clerks;
clerks; pay,
etc
Army field
pay, etc.........
grade
grade of field clerks,
Quartermaster
clerks, Quartermaster
625
625
Corps
established ................
Corps established
626
626
for commutation
commutation of
etc
for
of quarters,
quarters, etc........
assignment;
duty in
in War
War Department
Department
assignment; duty
626
626
prohibited
prohibited ...................
for pay
of staff
staff officers;
officers; Adjutant
for
pay of
Adjutant GenGen626
626
eral's
Department; longevity
eral's Department;
lonevity .......
for Inspector
Inspector General's
General's Department;
Department;
for
626
626
longevity
longevity. ......................
626
626
for Engineer
Engineer Corps;
longevity
for
Corps; longevity..........
626
626
for Ordnance
Ordnance Department;
longevity
for
Department; longevity....
626
626
for Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Corps;
Corps; longevity....
longevity
for
Charles
P. Daly
Daly to
be military
military storestoreCharles P.
to be
626
626
keeper
keeper ..........................
626
626
bond
requirement modified.........
modified
bond requirement
626
626
for Medical
Medical Department;
Department; longevity
for
longevity.....
626
626
contract
contract surgeons
surgeons. ...............
626
626
Superintendent
Nurse
Corps
Superintendent Nurse Corps .........
626
626
nurses
(female) ...........--.......nurses (female)
for Judge
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Departfor
Depart627
627
ment;
longevity
ment; longevity..................
codification
laws; expenses
expenses
codification of
of military
military laws;
627
627
of
of revision
revision........................
627
627
for Signal
Signal Corps;
Corps;longevity
for
longevity ........
627
627
for
Bureau of
of Insular
Insular Affairs;
for Bureau
Affairs; longevity.
longevity.
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appropriation for
for retired
retired pay,
pay, officers;
appropriation
officer; lonlongevity...........................
gevity
627
627
command
post without
its garrison.
command at
at post
without its
garrison.
627
627
for
retired
veterinarians
for retired veterinarians.............
627
627
for
pay clerks
for retired
retired pay
clerks ...............
627
627
for
of retired
retired officers
officers on
for pay
pay of
on active
active duty;
duty;
longevity
longevity ................
627
627
brigadier
Col. James
James Jackson promoted brigadier
general,
retired
general, retired
............
627
627
retired
colonel to
retired colonel
brigato be
be promoted
promoted brigageneral; service,
dier general;
requited.
service, etc.,
etc., required.
627
627
promotions
any retired
retired brigadier
promotions of any
brigadier
general
to grade
grade of
general;
general to
of major
major general;
services,
etc., requirements
services, etc.,
requirements........
628
628
retired
brigadier general,
as
senior
retired brigadier
general, who
who as senior
colonel
commanded brigade,
brigade, etc
colonel commanded
etc.,,
during
Civil War,
War, may
be advanced
during Civil
may be
advanced
in
in Fade
grde ......................
628
628
appointment
retired list
appointment on
on retired
list as
as major
major
general,
specified Civil
general, officer
officer having
having specified
Civil
War, etc.,
service
War,
etc., service...............
628
628
for retired
men
retired pay,
pay, enlisted
enlisted men..........
628
628
for hospital
for
hospital matrons
matrons ................
628
628
for courts
courts martial,
etc., expenses
for
martial, etc.,
expenses.......
628
628
for officer in
in charge
charge public
buildings
public buildings
and grounds,
D. C
C .............
and
grounds, D.
628
628
for
commutation of
quarters, officers,
officers, etc
for commutation
of quarters,
etc.
628
628
for
for interest
interest on soldiers'
soldiers' deposits
deposits......
628
628
for translator,
for
translator, etc.,
information
etc., military
military information
section
section..........................
628
628
for
expert accountant.
for expert
accountant. ...............
628
628
for extra-duty
for
extra-duty pay,
pay, enlisted
enlisted men,
men, seasea
coast
service
coast fortifications
fortifications service.........
628
628
for
extra-duty pay,
pay, switchboard
switchboard operators
operators
for extra-duty
at
interior
posts
at interior posts ...................
629
629
for
pay, Alaska
Alaska telegraph
for extra-duty
extra-duty pay,
telegraph syssystem
tem .............................
629
629
for mileage,
mileage, officers,
for
officers, dental
surgeons, etc
dental surgeons,
etc.
629
629
for 10
per cent,
officers on
on foreign
foreign service.
service
for
10 per
cent, officers
629
629
for 20
20 per
cent, enlisted
enlisted men
men on
on foreign
per cent,
foreign
servi ce ....................
service
629
629
for computer, Artillery
Artillery Board
Board.........
629
629
for loss
lose by
by exchange,
disbursements
for
exchange, disbursements
abroad,
abroad, and
and Alaska
Alaska ...............
629
629
for additional
first reenlistments...
reenlistments...
for
additional pay,
pay, first
629
629
allowance, officers
and enlisted
for allowance
officers and
enlisted men
men
dying in
in line
of duty..............
duty
dying
line of
629
629
for
for pay
pay to
to beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, for
for deaths
deaths from
from
aviation accidents
accidents................ 629
629
for
officers furnishing
for additional
additional pay
pay to
to officers
furnishing
their own
their
own mounts
mounts.................
629
629
for
...
for Jennie
Jennie Carroll
Carroll and
and Mable
Mable Lamar.
Laear....
629
629
for
John R.
R. Kissinger...............
Kissinger
for John
629
629
medical
examinations of
of officers
officers remedical examinations
tired
tired for
for disabilities
disabilities...............
629
629
for
the field,
muster of
for clerks
clerks in
in the
field, muster
of addiadditional forces
forces ...................
tional
629
629
for
pay, Philippine
for pay,
Philippine Scouts
629
Scouts.............
629
foregoing accounted
accounted for
for as
foregoing
as Pay
Pay of
of the
the
Army;
exceptions
Army; exceptions..............
629
629
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
for
supplies... ........
630
630
meals
competitors in
national rifle
meals to
to competitors
in national
rifle
match
match .......................
630
630
for payments;
payments; commutation
commutation of
of rations,
rations,
etc
etc...............................
630
630
sales
supplies to
Navy and
and Marine
Marine
sales of
of supplies
to Navy
Corps
Corps...........................
630
630
purchase
from Navy
Navy .....
purchase of
of supplies
supplies from
630
Quartermaster Corps,
regular supsupfor Quartermaster
Corps, regular
plies ...........-...--.........-plies
630
630
heat and light to quarters,
quarters, etc......
heat
etc
631
631
poet
bakeries; ice
ice machines;
machines; laundries.
laundries.
post bakeries;
631
631
post
and officers'
officers' schools............
schools
post and
631
631
forage, etc......................
etc
forage,
631
631
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appropriation
Engineer school,
school, Washappropriation
Quartermaster Corps;
Corps;
appropriation for
for Engineer
Washappropriation for
for Quartermaster
641
ington,
restriction
Capt. Sam
Sam Van
Van Leer,
641
ington, D.
D. C.:
C.: restriction...........
Capt.
Leer, disallowance
disallowance in
in
631
for equipment
equipment of
troops
641
641
accounts removed
removed ................
631
for
of troops
............
motorcycles authorized.
641
631
641
stationery,
631
motorcycles
authorized............
stationery, etc.
etc ....................•
for services
641
launservices of
of civilians
641
civilians..............
printing; use of ice machines,
machines, laun631
Engineer operations
operations in
in the
641
etc
for Engineer
641
631
the field__
field ....
dries, etc.......................
641
632
Philippines
641
632
for contingencies
contingencies in
in the
tent equipments, etc.,
etc., additional....
additional....
the Philippines....
for incidental
incidental expenses
632
transfer
642
632
transfer of
of Puuloa
Puuloa Reservation
for
expenses...............
Reservation to
to Navy
Navy 642
632
subsistence
diem outside
outside of
of DisDisextra-duty pay;
etc
632
subsistence per diem
extra-duty
pay; rates,
rates, etc...........
642
allowance
to diRriplinary
barracks
642
trict of Columbia
Columbia .............
allowance to
disciplinary barracks
guard
632
for
632
guard .........................
for Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, current
current exexhorse expenditures
632
penses
642
642
horse
expenditures. .................
penses..............................
632
633
642
for transportation.
transportation.
for ammunition
ammunition for small
etc
642
633
..................
small arms, etc......
633
purchases
642
642
633
amount for purchases...............
on land
land grant
grant roads .................
634
appliances, etc.,
etc., for
for manufacturing
roads .........
634
appliances,
full pay
pay to
to excepted
excepted roads
manufacturing
draft
animals,
w
agons,.
e
t
c
634
ammunition
642
642
634
ammunition.....................
draft animals, wagons, etc..........
634
noncompetitive purchases...........
purchases
transport service,
etc
643
noncompetitive
634
vessels, transport
service, etc.......
small arms
ammusubsistence, emfor small
arms target
target practice.
practice;' ammuextra pay,
pay, in
in lieu of subsistence,
em634
nition, marksmen's
ployees on harbor
634
marksmen's medals,
medals, prizes,
prizes,
ployees
harbor boats ...........
643
etc
643
etc ............................
sale of
of transports
transports "Meade"
"Meade" and
634
issue
643
"Cook",authorized
authorized
634
issue to institutions,
institutions, etc
"Cook"
..............
etc.............
634
amount for
643
posts.
for purchases
purchases................
643
634
for water
water and sewers
sewers at
at military
military posts...
634
preparation of
643
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of arms
634
arms..........
preparation
of camp sites, etc .......
for
and garrison
643
tools for
643
for clothing
clothing and
and camp
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc ..........
camp and
garrison
634
noncompetitive purchases
purchases .........
643
634
643
equipage
equipage.......................
targets
etc., to
rifle clubs,
clubs, etc........
etc
634
643
destroyed clothing
643
targets,; etc.,
634
indemnity for destroyed
to rifle
clothing.....
for repairing and preserving
accounting for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies,
preserving ordnance
accounting
ordnance
supplies,
635
etc
stores
stores..............................
643
635
etc.............................
643
ordnance stores, etc..............
etc
643
supplies, services, and transportation
for ordnance
transportation
635
etc., equipments.........
equipments
for Infantry,
Infantry, etc.,
635
643
to constitute one fund............
fund.
amount for
for purchases
purchases ...........
for horses; limit .....................
635
643
635
sales to Cuba
for barracks
barracks and
and quarters
quarters ..............
635
643
Cuba................................
635
for annual
National Guard in service
636
annual rifle contests, trophy, medals,
service...........
636
Tex
636
etc
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.............
etc..............................
636
643
etc., of
automatic machine
machine
636
temporary shelter
636
Zone
shelter,'Canal Zone........
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
of automatic
commutation restricted;
restricted; civilian emrifles
commutation
644
rifles........................
644
ployees ................
National Guard
........
636
644
.....................
636
644
armored motor cars
removing buildings from Schofield
Schofield
for armored
cars..................
644
644
Barracks, Hawaii...
Hawaii................. 636
636
for Field Artillery material for National
for repairing
repairing damages to forts,
Guard ...........................
forts, etc.,
etc., from
from
644
Gulf hurricane....................
hurricane
636
amount for purchases
636
purchases............
644
644
for post exchanges
636
exchanges..................... 636
for reserve
reserve ammunition for Field
Field Artilfor roads, walks, wharves, and drainage
lery National Guard ............
644
atposts,
posts, etc ...................
637
amount for purchases................
purchases
644
Presidio of San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal.; Palace
tools, etc.,
private
etc., for
for manufacture
manufacture by private
etc
637
of Fine Arts on, etc................
637
parties of field artillery
parties
artillery ammunifor roads, bridges,
bridges ' and
and trails
638
trails in Alaska
Alaska..
tion..............................
tion
644
644
for shelter in the Philippines ........
638
638
noncompetitive
noncom
petitive purchases............
purchases
644
for post hospitals, construction,
construction, repairs,
per diem subsistence
subsistence to
to civilians
civilians...
644
etc
etc...........
.............
638
638
pay clerk may be commissioned
commissioned first
first
for
quarters for
638
for quarters
for hospital
hospital stewards
lieutenant.
stewards......
lieutenant .....................
644
644
for shooting galleries and
and ranges
ranges ........
638
for replacing bridge, Republican
Republican River,
638
Vancouver Bks., Wash., target range.
range
for Vancouver
638
638
Fort Riley, Kans .............
644
644
for Fort Bliss, Tex., target range........
range
639
639
exclusive control of transportation
for Army War College .
639
.............
639
systems for military
military uses in time of
for rent of buildings, District
District of Columbia
Columbia
639
war
639
war
............................
645
645
payment of
target
for payment
of damage
damage claims, target
for National
National Guard expenses; arming,
practice, etc.;
etc.; settlement
settlement by
by Auditor
Auditor
equipping,
645
645
equipping, training, etc
etc..........
for War Department.............
Department
639
639
for purchase of
of horses .................
645
for Medical
Medical Department;
Department; supplies, etc.
-etc...
639
639
for forage, etc.......................
etc
645
mosquito destruction,
destruction, Canal Zone. ...
639
639
for enlisted men for care of horses,
horses, etc.
645
etc.. _ 645
ambulances.................
motor ambulances
639
639
for participating
participating in Army encampments,
encampments,
contracts ......................
contracts.
639
639
645
etc.; pay, etc
etc.....
..............
preventing spread
spread of epidemics
epidemics......
640
640
for attending instruction camps; pay,
employees, etc .....................
640
640
etc
645
etc...............................
transportation, etc.,
etc. supplies
supplies......... 640
640
for transporting
transporting Regulars
Regulars to
to National
National
temporary
temporary hospital;.
hospitals.................
640
640
645
instruction camps .........
Guard instruction
appointments.......
limit of age, first appointments
640
reduced rates may be given by comfor hospital care, Canal
Canal Zone garrisons
garrisons...
640
640
mon carriers..--.........-.....
carriers
646
for Medical Museum;
Museum; library
library......... 640
640
for officers
officers and enlisted men attending
attending
for care of insane Filipino
Filipino and
and Porto
Porto
service schools, posts, etc.; pay,
Rican soldiers.......................
soldier;
Rican
640
640
646
allowances.
allowances, etc ..................
646
for Engineer Department; expenses, etc.,
etc.,
for officers assigned
Militia Bureau;
Bureau;
assigned to Militia
of depots ........................
641
641
allowances
pay and allowanese.................
646
646
,
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appropriation
appropriation for property and disbursing
disbursing
deficiency appropriation
Ordnance Deappropriation for
for Ordnance
Deofficers of States,
etc ...............
officers
States, etc
646
partment ...................
29,
46, 811
29,46,811
for arms, military
military supplies, etc., at camps.
646
Militiaencampments,
for Organized
Organized Militia
encampmenta, etc.
etc. 29,828
29,828
for promotion
promotion of rifle practice
practice............
646
pensions
30,
33, 826
for pensions.........
.........
30,33,826
for horses, forage, etc
etc .
........
......... 646
for expenses, raising
raising four additional
additional
for incidental
incidental expenses of field
field instrucinstrucregiments
33
regiments.........................
33
tion, etc
etc.........................
646
646
for pay of National Guard
337
Guard.............. 337
relief of responsibility
responsibility for prior issues.
issues
646
for
mileage to
etc., mustering,
mustering,
for mileage
to officers,
officers, etc.,
for Militia
Bureau, salaries
salaries and
for
Militia Bureau,
and expenses
expenses 646
etc., National
337
etc.,
National Guard
Guard...............
337
for travel of Army officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., for
for NaNaDepartment ...........
for Engineer Department_
338,811
338,811
tional Guard
Guard duty
duty .................
646
for arsenals and
armories.
810
and armories................
810
transportation of supplies,
supplies, etc.......
etc
for transportation
647
for
for roads,
roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
wharves, and
and drainage
drainage.. 825
825
sergeant instructors
instructors
for expenses of
of Army
Army sergeant
647
for water
water and sewer
sewer systems.............
systems......... .....
825
825
for
expenses; disbursement
disbursement of
for office
office expenses;
of
for hospitals ........................
825
825
funds, etc
etc ........................
647
for transporting, etc.,
etc., interned
interned Mexican
Mexican
for
etc. for
for arms,
arms, etc.,
for field
field service....
service
...........
647
refugees .........................
825
825
aviation
supplies
aviation equipment
equipment supplies...........
647
families of
drafted, etc.,
etc ,
for support
support of
of families
of drafted,
for
for Field
Field Artillery
Artillery pracfor target
target ranges
ranges for
pracenlisted
men
859
enlisted men.....
...........
859
tice, etc_
etc..........
............
..
.
647
accounting
accounting and responsibility
responsibility for supplies
for supplying
equipment,
supplying new
new Infantry
Infantry equipment,
and property......
property.
635
and
.........
..
635
etc
etc.............................
. 647
appointment authorized
authorized of
of Bernard
Bernard A.
A.
appointment
requests to
to be made
made for, etc
etc ........
647
Schaaf
as master
signal electrician_
900
Schaaf as
master signal
electrician.. _ 900
receipt,
accounting, etc
receipt, accounting,
etc .............
648
Articles
Articles of War provisions
provisions ............
650
650
prior
to be
be returned
returned on
on receipt
receipt
prior issues
issues to
aviation school
school to
receive
Coast
Guard
aviation
to receive Coast Guard
of
of new.
new..
......................
648
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men for
for inofficers
inexpenses of
maintaining civil
rifle
for expenses
of maintaining
civil rifle
struction ........................
601
601
648
ranges
.........................
648
of
Coast
Artillery
to
have
rank,
etc
,
Chief
of
Coast
Artillery
to
have
rank,
etc.,
nulgeB
appouitment,
etc., of
of Director
of CivilCivilappointment, etc.,
Director of
general.
349
of major
major general...................
349
ian Markmaanship
Mark
................
8
constitution
constitution of, under national
national defense
defense Act
Act. 166
166
for
citizen training
for expenses
expenses of
of citizen
tining camps_
camps.
48
draft of National
National Guard,
Guard, Organized
Militia,
Organized Militia,
for transporting
transporting teams
teams to
to national
national
and Reserves
service
339
Reserves into military service..
339
matches
................
matches.
648
..-------------.
persons
militia during
during
persons discharged
discharged from
from militia
proportionate
proportionate allotment;
allotment; designation
designation
service
340
service under
under.....................
340
of teams
648
of
teams........
...
....
648
pension rights .................
340
.....
340
no
officer using
using time-measuring
time-measuring
no pay to
to officer
combination of organizations
organizations into
into tactical
tactical
device on work of employees.......
employees
648
device
648
units
340
units ........................
340
for
support of
of families
of enlisted
men
for support
families of
enlisted men
officers for, to be appointed
appointed from ReguRegudrafted into
etc., until
until disdrafted
into service,
service, etc.,
lar
etc.; selection
340
dislar Army,
Army, etc.;
selection...........
340
charge
649
charge therefrom
therefrom..................
649
filling vacancies
vacancies made
made by
by appointappointdecision
of Secretary
Secretary of
649
decision of
of War
War final,
final, etc
etc.
649
ments in
in........................
340
340
649
restriction on
marriage
on time
time of marriage........
assignment
President;
649
assignment of
of command
command by
by President;
meaning
family" ................
649
meaning of "family"
340
649
otherwise .......................
340
no
to any
not aa citizen,
no pay
pay to
any person,
person, not
citizen,
precedence
precedence of Army officers; rank
to
rank to
appointed an
officer
in
time
of
peace.
.649
appointed
date
muster .................
340
an officer in time of peace.
.649
date from
from muster
340
repeal of restriction
restriction of
Civil War
repeal
of Civil
employment of,
of, authorized
enforce proproWar loyloyauthorized to
to enforce
649
pensions
alty in pensions..................
649
competition
visions against unfair competition
creation
creation of Council of National Deforeign commerce
commerce. ...............
.
800
in foreign
800
649
fense;
fense; purpose,
purpose, etc
etc ..............
649
enlisted men to
increased to
to maximum
to be increased
maximum
650
expenses of Council.................
Council
strength in
of emergency
36
for expenses
650
strength
in case
case of
emergency......
36
650
650
revision of Articles of War.............
War
unassigned recruits
recruits not
included .......
36
unassigned
not included
36
285
for armories and arsenals ...............
285
maintenance
maintenance required.
36
required ..................
36
285
military posts,
loan of tents,
tents, provisions, etc.,
for military
posts, construction,
construction, etc
etc...
285
etc., for relief of
for
of remains
remains of
of officers,
enfor disposition
disposition of
officers, ensufferers from floods of
of Mississippi
Missisppi
287
River and tributaries ..............
listed
listed men, etc. ...................
11
287
11
335
for
Panama Canal
fortifications.
to
sufferers
by
fire
at
Paris,
Tex
50
sufferers
for Panama
by
fire
Canal fortifications.. .......
at Paris, Tex.........
335
50
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll for,
and Navy,
for
345, 909
for, and
Navy, estabfor fortifications
fortifications ... .
estab................. 345,
909
for
Academy....................
493
lished
53
liahed ...........................
for Military
Military Academy
493
53
persons
53
for
National Guard
Guard in
in
persons entitled,
for participation
participation of
entitled, etc
of National
etc ..................
53
encampments, etc.,
etc., of...............
of
226
Military
of Cadets
encampments,
Military Academy
Academy Corps
226
Corps of
Cadets ininfor
242,1132
for pensions
creased ..........................
62
pensions. ....................
242,1132
62
for
inventions for
for
distribution of
62
for exclusive
exclusive rights of inventions
of appointments__
appointments............
62
radiodynamic
radiodynamic torpedo
appointments
torpedo control;
appointments from enlisted men authorcontrol; conconauthorditions
347
ditions ............
.........-..
. 347
ized.....................
ized.
62
....... .
62
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay..........
pay
22,
no pay
pay from
fortification Act
to officer
officer
no
deficiency
22,
from fortification
Act to
29,
33, 45,
810, 824,828
time-measuring device,
etc.,
29,33,
45,810,824,828
using time-measuring
device, etc.,
for Signal
29,
45, 339
339
for
Signal Service
Service ..................
on work of employees_
29,45,
employees .............
351
351
for enlisted
extra-duty pay.29,
824, 828
officers retired in
for
enlisted men,
men, extra-duty
pay.29, 33,
in recognition of
33,824,828
of Panama
Panama
for mileage
mileage to officers and contract
contract sursurtransferred
Canal services may be transferred
29, 33, 45, 824
geons ....
................ 29,33,45,
824
to active list.....................
list
937
937
for
29,
45, 337, 825
for subsistence
subsistence ..............
29,45,337,825
to rank in former
former grade as additional
additional
for
Corps.
29,
for Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps................
29,
number.
937
number ..........................
937
337, 810, 825,828,
825, 828, 859
859
33, 45,
45,337,810,
examinations
examinations required
required. .................
937
937
barracks and
and quarters
29, 33, 825, 828
for barracks
quarters...... 29,33,825,828
further retirement
retirement restricted
restricted ...........
937
transportation ........
29, 33, 45, 338, 825
825
for transportation
29,33,45,338,
punishment
punishment for forging,
forging, etc.,
etc., certificate
certificate of
of
for
Drmartment
.
.-----29.46.
33
for Mpdical
Medical
Department
29I,
,
,
P38
dicharhge.........................
.
-. - ---------------, 46 vw
discharge.
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quartermaster
quartermaster supplies, etc., may be issued
issued
instruction
to military schools for instruction
camps
camps.

......................

special preparedness
preparedness fund created for
for exexthe
penses of the.................
subsistence
supplies of Navy
Navy and
Marine
subsistence supplies
and Marine
Corps may be purchased
Corps,
purchased by
by officers
officers
and enlisted men.
men
..............
wearing
wearing uniform by persons
persons not in, ununlawful ....
..................
punishment
punishment for.
for...............

·....

Army and Navy, Medal
Army
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll,
Roll,
appropriation
appropriation for pensioners on ........
established in War and Navy Departments.
Departments
persons entitled to entry on; evidence
evidence required
quired.........................
certificates to be issued; special
certificates
special pensions
to be paid; limitations, etc.........
etc
Army Field
Army
Field Clerks,
Clerks,
headquarters'
headquarters' clerks to be known as
as.......
pay, etc., as pay clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster

Army

Corps..............................

Fie12
ngineer School, Fort
el 38EEngineer
Fort LeavenLeavenworth, Kans.
Kans.,
appropriation for
for instruction
appropriation
instruction expenses....
expenses
Army School of the Line, Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.,
appropriation for instruction
appropriation
expenses.. -instruction expenses....
Army War College,
College,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ..............
appropriation
for maintenance ..................
"Aroline," Steamship,
"Arodine,"
Steamship,
change of name authorized...........
authorized
Arrears
Arrears of Pay,
appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment of, Civil War
volunteers
...................
for War with Spain, etc...............
etc
Arsenals and
Arsenals
and Armories,
appropriation
Benicia, Cal ..........
appropriation for Benicia,
for Frankford,
Frankford, Pa ...................
for Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii..............
for Picatinny, Dover, N. J
J..........
for establishing
establishing powder
powder factory
factory..........
for Rock Island, I....................
Ill
Ground, N. J..
for Sandy Hook Proving Ground,
J
for San Antonio, Tex ................
for Springfield,
Mate
Springfield, Mass....................
Watertown, Mass..............
for Watertown,
Mass
for Watervliet, N. Y
Y..............
for repairs, etc.....
etc
................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for Frankford,
Frankford, Pa.
Pa
for Rock Island,
Island, Ill
Il1 ...............
for San Antonio, Tex
Tex................
for reserve supply
supply of sodium nitrate
nitrate.....
no pay to officer using time-measuring
time-measuring dedevice on work of employees.........
employees
cash rewards, etc., restricted
restricted ..........
operations of, not restricted by appropriaappropriafortifications...........
tions for fortifications
Artesian
Artesian Wells,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc......
appropriation
etc
Artiles of Domestic Production,
Production,
Articles
investgation,
investigation, etc., of, essential
essential for
for armies,
armies,
etc., if foreign commerce interrupted
interrupted
Articles of
of War,
War, Army,
Army,
............
meaning of words used in
persons subject to
to....................
courts martial clasified;
classified; officers competent
competent
to serve on...on
.........
.........
composition of,
special; sumof, general;
general; special;
sum-

mary ..-......

r°
11.
1
7

.

.............

appointment
appointment of, general;
general; special;
special; sumn of, for r....................
judge ar
advocates
juriadiction
jurisdiction of, general;
general; special; summary
summary
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courts
courts martial classified;
classified; military commiscommisdons,
etc. ,
not impaired;
impaired; officers
officers triatriasions,etc.,
not
123
123
ble only by
by general
general courts-martial.
courts-martial_ble
procedure;
procedure;
prosecutions;
challenges;
prosecutions;
challenges;
1000
1000
oaths .
.........................
continuances;
continuances; refusal
refusal to plead
plead.........
issue of process;
punishment for
process; punishment
for re630
fusing to testify, etc ................
fusing
compulsory self-incrimination
prohibcompulsory
self-incrimination prohib216
ited..............................
ited
217
admission,
admission, etc.,
etc., of depositions.......
depositions
courts of inquiry
inquiry records admissible...
admissible
courts
desertion of officers;
officers; enlisted men
242
desertion
men....
closed sessions;
sessions; voting...........
voting
closed
53
punishment
punishment for contempts...........
contempts
records,
authentication, etc.,
of
53
records, authentication,
etc., of......
irregularities waived..................
waived
irregularities
modification
54
modification of rules, etc.,
by the
the
etc., by
President;
transmittal to
to Congress..
Congress_
President; transmittal
625
limitation on time prosecutions.........
prosecutions
trial for same offense ................
626
punishments;
punishments; prohibited,
prohibited, specified
specified......
execution
penitentiary sentences....
sentences
execution of penitentiary
death
sentences .......................
death sentences
cowardice or fraud
fraud ..................
for cowardice
620
limits for...........................
for
sentences, approval;
approval; confirmation;
mitigaconfirmation; mitiga620
tion,
etc
tion, etc.......................
suspension of, death
suspension
death or dismissal
dismissal........
620
dishonorable
dishonorable discharge...............
discharge
639
forfeiture or confinement............
639
forfeiture
confinement
punishment
punishment for false enlistment..........
enlistment
436
of officer
officer making false enlistment
enlistment ......
false muster .......................
bil
se returns; omitting
to make returns
falsereturns;
omittingtomakereturns.
297
desertion; aiding, etc..............
etc
desertion;
297
entertaining deserter.................
entertaining
deserter
absence without
without leave
leave .............
282
disrespect
disrespect to the President, etc.; to su283
perior officer................
officer
283
assaulting, etc.,
etc., superior
superior officer..........
officer
283
insubordinate
insubordinate conduct toward
toward noncomnoncom283
missioned officer......................
missioned
officer
283
mutiny or sedition
sedition......................
284
284
failure to suppress mutiny or sedition;
failure
sedition;
284
quarrels, etc
......................
284
arrest; confinement,
confinement, etc.................
etc
284
284
neglect
investigate charges
charges. etc.......
etc
neglect to investigate
284
refusing
refusing to receive
receive or keep
keep prisoners
prisoners ....
285
reporting prisoners received........
not reporting
received
810,
improper relense
810,
release of prisoners
improper
........
810
810
failure to deliver
deliver accused
accused to
to civil auau810
810
thorities
......... ...........
thorities
810
misbehavior before
before the
the
810
in time of
of war; misbehavior
enemy.................
enemy
...........
351
subordinates
subordinates compelling
commander
compelling commander
351
surrender..................
to surrender
improper use of countersign........
countersign
351
forcing
a safeguard
safeguard..............
forcing a
neglect
to
secure
neglect
secure captured
captured property..
property
301
dealing
dealing in captured,
captured, etc.,
etc., property...
property
aiding
aiding enemy
enemy by
by correspondence,
correspondence, etc.
etc
spies...........
spies
. ..-.......
.. ..
650
650
willful loss, etc.,
etc., of military
property
military property...
wasting or unlawful use of property issued
650
to soldiers
soldiers ....................
651
drunk on duty
...................
misbehavier of sentinel ..............
misbehavior
651
personal interest in sale of provisions...
personal
provisions.... intimidating, etc.,
intimidating,
etc., persons bringing pro651
Visions
visons.......
......... ............
disorderly
disorderly behavior
behavior in quarters, etc
etc.....
652
using provoking,
provoking, etc.,
etc., speeches........
speeches
using
652
dueling. .............................
dueling
652
652
murder; rape ...........................
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653
653
653
653
654
654

654
654
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
656
656
656
656
656
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
658
658
659
659
659
659
659
659
659
659
660
660
660
660
660
660
660
660

660
660
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
661
662
662
662
662
662
662
662
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
663
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
664
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Pag
Page- Ashland,
Ashland, Pa.,
Pa.,
Page
Page
punishment for other felonies,
felonies, etc
etc.........
664
condemned cannon
to...........
84
664
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
843
against the
the Government;
Government; offenses
offenses
frauds against
Ashley County, Ark.,
Ashley
Ark.,
specified
specified...........................
may
bridge
Bayou
Bartholomew
665
Bartholomew ..........
445
conduct
conduct unbecoming
unbecoming an
and gengenan officer
officer and
at Wilmot
at
Wilmot ................
353
tleman
tleman..........................
66
666 I Ashley
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah and
and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
353
Ashley National
general offenses not designated
designated.......... 66(
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
666
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 457,1146
457,1146
etc., of.
courts of inquiry, authority
for
ordering
authority for ordering...
6666 Ashley
Ashley River, S.
S. C.,
C.,
composition; challenges;
challenges; oaths
oaths.........
66(
appropriation for improvement
666
appropriation
improvement of........
of..
395
395
powers; procedure
procedure ....................
66t
preliminary examination,
666
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
etc., of,
be
opinion on merits restricted .............
66
666
made
407
made ..........................
407
authentication...
666 Asiatics,
record of proceedings;
proceedings; authentication.
etc.,
Asiatics, etc.,
disciplinary powers
commanding officer
powers of commanding
officer.
667
667
natives of specified
specified districts
districts excluded
excluded
redress
to person
and property..
property
redress of
of injuries
injuries to
person and
667
667
admission_
876
admisson .......................
876
arrest of deserters
authorities.....
deserters by civil authorities
667
persons,
occupations,
667
occupations, etc.,
excepted;
etc., excepted;
soldiers; time lost I1yydesertion,
desertion, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
status to
to be maintained
maintained.............
876
made
made good
good .......................
667
667
bringing in
876
bringing
in excluded,
excluded, unlawful
unlawful...........
881
discharge requirements
discharge
requirements................
668
668
penalty
881
penalty for,
for, etc
etc...........
......
881
oath of enlistment
enlistment.. ......
.....
668 Asp
Asphalt
Okla.,
alt Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
reading and
explanation
and explanation of designated
designated
time extended for installments on tracts of
of
articles
articles............................
668
Choctaw and Chickasaw coal
668
coal and;
and;
record
furnished accused....
record of trials
trials to be furnished
accused.. -- 668
668
interest in full to
paid
868
to be paid.........
866
disposition
disposition of
effects of
deceased persons
of effects
of deceased
persons..
668 Assassination
Public Officials,
Assainationof
of Public
Official, etc.,
etc.,
inquests
at posts,.
etc
inquests at
pots, etc........
..........
669
669
aliens advocating, etc.,
excluded admiaetc., excluded
admisauthority
authority to administer
administer oaths
oaths.........
669
669
sion
876
sion
.............
..
........
.
876
appointment of reporters
appointment
reporters and
and interpreters_
interpreters.. . 669
669 Assessment and Permit
Permit Work,
Work, D.
D. C.,
C.,
powers
powers of assistant judge
judge advocates
advocates.......
669
669
appropriation for
684,1013
appropriation
for streets,
streets, etc
etc .........
684,1013
removal of civil suits from State to Federal
for sewers
sewers................
690,1018
........ 690,1018
courts.........................
court
669
deficieny
appropriation
669
deficiency iippropriation for
806
for...............
806
officers; separation
separation from
from service
disservice by
by disAssessor,
AUsessor, D.
D. C.
C.,
dismissal
charge or
or din
al
...........
669
669
of licenses,
licenses, etc.,
etc., transferred
to supersuperissue of
transferred to
dropped fr
for absence
absence or
imprisonment
dropped
or imprisonment..
670
intendent
670
intendent of licenses
from
1006
licenses from.........
1006
precedence among
Regulars,
rank and
and precedence
among Regulars,
Assessor's
Office, D.
C.,
Assessor's Office,
D. C.,
militia,
volunteers
militia, and
and volunteers...........
670
670
appropriation for
for salaries
677,1005
appropriation
salaries..............
677,1005
command,
command, when different
different corps or comcomfor assistant
677,
1005
assistant assessors, etc
etc .........
677,1005
mands happen to
join
to join..............
670
670
biennial assessments
assessments of
real property..
property..
678
biennial
of real
678
complaints
by commanding
commanding
complaints of wrongs
wrongs by
for
biennial assessments.
678
for extra
extra services,
services, biennial
assessments 678
officer
officer to
to the
the general
general commanding,
commanding,
for
furnishing copies
1011
for furnishing
copies of
of wills,
wills, etc.,
etc., to.
to. 684,
684, 1011
if redress refused
refused ..................
670
permanent tenure
670
permanent
assessor and
assistant
tenure of
of assessor
and assistant
to take effect March
1, 1917
March 1,
1917 ...............
670
670
assessors
repealed.................
670
assessors repealed
1005
1005
immediately,
immediately, articles designated
designated.......
670
records
accounts transferred
to
670
records and tax accounts
transferred to
prior offenses, etc.,
to former
law
etc., subject to
former law..
670
collector's office
1005
collector's
office................... 1005
inconsistent laws
repealed ...............
inconsistent
laws repealed
670
670
tax bills,
etc., to
be prepared
prepared therein...
therein
1005
bills, etc.,
to be
1005
Artificial Limbs, etc.,
Artificial
etc., for Disabled
DisabledSoldiers,
Soldiers,
ledgers
of
real
and
personal
taxes
to
be
real and personal taxes to be
appropriation
appropriation for
for ........................
293
annually
to
delivered
annually
collector
1005
collector....
1005
Carbonated Wines,
Atifircially Carbonated
Wines,
786
real propcopies of wills,
wills, etc.,
etc., relating
relating to
to real
proprevenue tax on
internal revenue
on .................
786
erty
to
be
furnished
erty
furnished
assessor
and
assessor
and
Artillery, Army
Army Mobile,
Mobile,
collector by
by register
register of
collector
of wills
wills........ 1006
1006
346,911
appropriation
appropriation for altering,
etc
altering, etc..........
346,
911 Assistant
Attorney General
Customs Cases,
Assistant Attorney
General in
in Customs
Cases,
Artillery
Board, Army,
Artillery Board,
Army,
appropriation
629
appropriation for, attorneys, special counappropriation
appropriation for
for computer
computer ..............
629
311
sel, etc
etc ..........................
311
Artillery,
Artillery, Chief
Chief of
of Coast,
Coast,
Assistant Attorneys General,
Assistant
General,
appropriation
appropriation for Coast Artillery School
School
appropriation for
621
appropriation
108,1110
for..................
. 108,1110
under ..........................
under
621
349
Assistant Attorneys,
Attorneys, United
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
Assistant
to have rank of major general
general............
349
appropriation
313
appropriation for,
for, in
in special
special cases.
cases ........
313
Artillery, Coast
Coast (see Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Army).
Army).
'
313
foreign counsel
counsel ..................
313
Artillery, Field
Field (see Field Artillery,
Artillery, Army).
Army).
Assistant
Custodians
and
Janitors
(see
also
Assistant Custodians and Janitors (see also
Artists, Alien,
Artists,
Alien
Operating
Force, Public
Buildings)
Operating Force,
Public Buildings).
not excluded admission under
contract
under contract
appropriation
878
appropriation for ........................
272
labor
laws ........................
labor laws
878
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ..............
828
deficiency
828
Ascertainment of Electors
Ascertainment
Electors for President
President and
and
to
the
General,
Assistant
to
the
Attorney
General,
Vice
President,
Vice President,
326
appropriation
for
108,
1110
appropriation
for
......................
108,
1110
appropriation for
of
for printing
printing copies
copies of.......
326
Assisted Emigrants,
Assisted
Emigrants,
Asheville, N.
Asheville,
N. C.,
C.,
rules
exclusion of
876
rules governing
governing exclusion
of..............
876
condemned cannon granted
granted to,
for
Concondemned
to, for Connot applicable
841
applicable to transit through
through to
to forforfederate
camp ......
federate Veterans'
Veterans' camp
...
841
eign
385
mgn country .....................
877
of appeals
appeals at.........
at
term of
of circuit
circuit court
court of
385
Associations,
Associations, Business,
Business,
Ashland, Ky.,
Ky.,
263
special
tax on
on capital
of domestic........
domestic
789
special tax
appropriation
capital of
appropriation for
for public
public building
building........
263
789
States business
790
foreign, for
for United
United States
business......
790
deficiency
for public
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuildAstrophysical Observatorg,
Observatory,
16
ing ....--.-...
mng
.-. ...............
16 Astrophysical
appropriation for maintenance...........
maintenance
279
appropriation
279
Ashland,
Ashand, Ohio,
Ohio,
263
printing
and bining
binding for............
for
331
for
printing
and
331
appropriation for
for public
public building
building .......
appropriation
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency
Outlet,
Atchafalaya Outlet,
building
........................
16
etc., for protection
protection from
Mississurvey, etc.,
...
16
from Mimiscondemned
cannon granted
granted to
condemned cannon
to ...........
sippi River floods,
foods, etc.............
843
etc
948
948
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Atchafalaya River,
Atchafalaya
River, La.,
La.,
Page.
appropriation for
for improvement
398
appropriation
improvement of
of .......
398
survey, etc.,
etc. ' to
made by
survey,
to be
be made
by Mlistsissippi
Mississippi
River
402
River Commission
Commission.... ...........
402
Atchison,
Railway,
Atchison, Topeka
Topeka and Santa
Santa Fe
Fe Railway,
acceptance
of way
way to
to be
be
acceptance from,
from, of right of
Elephant Butte
flooded by
by Elephant
Butte IrrigaIrrigation Dam, N
N. Nex
Mex ...............
351
water to be delivered
company ......
delivered to company
351
reversion if not used ..................
352
reversion
352
way across
across Chilocco
may change
change right
right of way
Chilocco
Indian School Reservation,
Reservation, Okla_
Okla...- 146
146
payment for
for land,
land, damages,
damages, etc........
etc
146
payment
146
Athens,
Ala.
Athens, Ala.,
condemned
833
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ..........
833
Athens,
Tenn.,
Athens, Tenn.,
appropriation for public
263
public building
building .........
263
Atkins, Ark.
Ark.,
condemned
cannon granted
840
condemned cannon
granted to ..........
840
Atlanta, Ga.,
Atlanta,
appropriation for
penitentiary, construcappropriation
for penitentiary,
construction ..............................
311
311
for
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance --------315
for penitentiary,
315
for
building ....................
263
for public building
263
deficiency appropriation
penitentiary,
deficiency
appropriation for
for penitentiary,
construction -----.................
42
42
maintenance--......
44,819
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
44,819
Atlantic Coast,
Coast,
appropriation
318
appropriation for surveys
surveys of
of ..............
318
islands and
entrances
limit for outlying islands
and entrances
to Panama
Panama Canal --..-.....--.....
318
318
aviation
authoraviation life
life saving,
saving, etc.,
etc., stations
stations authorized on
on...........................
601
commission to investigate and report
report on
on
advisability, etc., of establishing
advisability,
establishing
additional navy yard on, south of
additional
of
Cape Hatteras; details, etc.,
etc., to
to be
considered .........................
571
considered
571
submarine and aviation
aviation bases
bases ..---.....
571
submarine
571
Attleboro,
Attleboro, Mass.,
appropriation for public
building
263
appropriation
public building..........
263
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuilding ...........................
16
Attorney General,
General,

appropriation for,
General....
appropriation
for, Solicitor
Solicitor General
.... 108,1110
108,1110

for Assistant to,
atto, Assistants, Solicitors, attorneys, etc
1110
etc..................... 108,
108, 1110
for private
private secretaryand
secretary and assistantto,
assistant to, etc_
etc. 1111
assistant to,
cases
413, 1060
for assistant
to, in
in postal cases.......
413,
1060
authorized to deliver District of Columbia
authorized
Columbia
convicts
convicts to serve
serve remainder of
of sensentence in District Jail
or reformatory.
reformatory
711
Jail or
711
payment
payment of cost, etc ...............
712
may contract
contract. five-year lease for fireproof
fireproof
office
building for department
office building
department ......
109
one of assistants to, selected for
for commission on enrollment of White
White Earth
Band of
of Chippewa
Band
Chippewa Indians,
136
Indians, Minn
Minn...
136
to apply for writs of mandamus to compel
compliance with orders of Tariff
compliance
Commission, etc ..................
Commission,
797
797
to institute proceedings
proceedings to determine
determine
rights, etc., in forfeited Oregon and
California land grants
221
grants..............
221
to serve on board to make
make regulations
regulations for
enforcing child labor Act ..........
enforcing
675
Attorneys, Department
Department of
of Justice,
Justice,
appropriation
appropriation for, assistants ..........
108, 1110
1110
Attorneys, District
District (see District Attorneys).
Attorneys).
Attorneys in Customs Cases,
Cases,
appropriation for special, etc
311
appropriation
etc--...........
311
Auburn, Ala.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to,
for
Alacondemned
granted to, for Alabama
barna Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute.......
Institute
843

Auburn, N.
N. Y.,
Auburn,
Y.,

Page.

condemned
for Grand
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
Grand
Army
837
Army post
post ......- .............
..
837
D. C. (see
Fraudulent Auctions,
Auctions, D.C.
(see Fraudulent
Auctions,
D.
C.).
D. C.).
Audited Claims,
Claims,
deficiency
appropriation for
paying, certicertideficiency appropriation
for paying,
fied by
by accounting
accounting officers........
officers
28, 824
824
fied
28,
Auditor for Interior
Interior Department,
Auditorfor
Department,
appropriation
clerk and
and chief
chief of
of
appropriation for,
for, chief
chief clerk
division,
etc_
80, 1085
division, clerks,
clerks, etc.............
80,1085
mechanical devices,
devices, etc.
etc ....
80
for rent
rent of
of mechanical
80
deficiency
appropriation for paying
paying
deficiency appropriation
claims certified
certified by........
by
33, 825,
829
30, 33,
825, 829
Auditor
for Navy Department,
Auditorfor
Department,
appropriation for, chief
appropriation
chief clerk and chief
etc_ ............ 80,
1085
of division, clerks, etc
80,1085
deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
paying
claims certified
certified by
by ........
29,
33, 825,828
claims
29, 33,
825,828
Auditorfor
Auditor for Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
appropriation for,
chief
appropriation
for, assistant and
and chief
clerk, clerks, etc
81,
1085
clerk,
etc ...............
81,1085
for employees
employees on mechanical
devices 81,1086
mechanical devices.
81,1086
for pay to employees
employees on leave
leave ..-.... 81, 1086
1086
number
below chief
of
number of
of positions below
chief of
division may
may be
be diminished.....
diminished
81, 1086
81,1086
unexpended
balances to
to pay
pay ememunexpended balances
ployees on
ployees
on tabulating
tabulating devices
81, 1086
devices.... 81,
1086
for Postal Savings System
System accounts,
accounts,
for
etc
81, 1086
clerks, etc......................
81,1086
for contingent
contingent expenses.............
expenses
85, 1090
85,
1090
for labor-saving
labor-saving machines, etc
etc........ 85,
85, 1090
1090
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
paying
appropriation for paying
claims certified
certified by
by.............. 827,830
827, 830
Auditorfor
Auditor
for State, etc.,
etc., Departments,
Departments,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, chief
chief clerk and chief
chief
clerks, etc......
80, 1085
of division, clerks,
etc............ 80,1085
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
certified by ........ 31,
31, 33,826,
33, 826, 829
829
claims certified
accounts of Shipping Board
Board to be
accounts
be examexamined,
etc., by
ined, etc.,
by.
•730
730
....................
Auditor for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation for, chief
chief clerk
clerk and chief
appropriation
chief
.
1085
of division, clerks, etc.
etc............
80, 1085
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for paying
paying
claims certified
certified by........
by
28, 33, 824, 828
28,33,
828
Auditor for War Department,
Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation for, assistant
appropriation
assistant and chief
clerk, clerks,
clerk,
clerks, etc.
etc ................. 80,1085
for extra pay, auditing Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
accounts
333
accounts........................
333
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for paying
claims certified
824, 828
828
certified by ...-- .. 29, 33, 824,
settlement
settlement of target
target practice, etc
etc.,,damages claims by ...................
639
ages
639
Islands,
Auditor, Philippine
PhilippineIslands,
to be appointed
appointed by the President;
President;
authority,
authority, etc...................
etc
553
553
salary
salary.................................
556
556
Porto Rico,
Auditor, Porto
to be appointed
President;
appointed by the
the President;
authority, etc .................
authority,
.
957
Auditor's
Auditor's Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for salaries.............
appropriation
salaries
678,1006
Augusta, Ga.,
Augusta,
Ga.,
payment on public
time extended for payment
public
purchased by...........
by.
728
building purchased
728
interest, title, etc .....................
728
Auld, Joseph
Joseph C.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing
reimbursing
estate of.........................
of_
817
Aurora, Ill.,
Ill.,
bridges authorized
authorized across
across Fox River
River at..
at
5
5
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Aurora, Nebr.,
Aurora,
Page.
ag ' Aviation
Section, Signal
Corps, A_rmy-:-Con.
Sig
appropriation
Corps
Army-Con.
Page.
appropriation for public building
263
Pa.
.
26
3
appropriation for tract
appropriation
tract in
in California
Cahfonna for
for
aenciency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public
aviation
etc
field,
etc............
building .......................
622
622
116
6
for acquiring
acquiring land for aviation
aviation field,
field, if
if
Austin, Tex.
Tex.,
no reservations
reservations available
available.
appropriation for public building...
appropriation
263
building ........
622
622
263
for one year's
year's pay
pay to
to beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary,
of
officers and
and enlisted men
men dying
dying
appropriation
ambassador to
appropriation for ambassador
252,1048
to .....
252,104 8
from accidents
accidents in.........
in.
Automatic Machine
Machine Rifles, Army,
629
629
Automatic
Army,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for rent,
rent, 1917..
1917..
appropriation
811
appropriation for purchases, etc.
664
811
etc.........
66 4
acceptance
of
tracts
acceptance
tracts
donated
for
aviation
donated
for aviation
for National
National Guard .............
6444
64
field,
field, etc.,
etc., authorized.....
authorized
deficiency appropriation
622
622
deficiency
appropriation for, 1917
811
1917.......
81
composition
of,
composition
under
national
defense
for
ammunition..........
national
defense
. .81 ........
for ammunition
8111
Act............
Act
Automatic Weighing Scales, Customs,
174
174
Customs,
Aviation Stations,
Stations, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
appropriation
appropriation for ....................
277
27 7
establishment,
establishment,
on
coasts
and
Great
Lakes
on
coasts
and
Great
Lakes
Automobile Board,
C.,
Board, D.
D. C.,
authorized
authorized, for saving
saving lives,
__
lives, etc.
etc...
appropriation
601
appropriation for secretary..............
secretary.
680
601
684
aeronautic
aeronautic school
school to be instituted;
instituted; dididuties
transferred to license bureau.....
duties transferred
bureau
1006
100
rector
and
assistant..........
rector
assistant
Automobiles,
601
Aviators, Navy (see Naval Flying
Flying Corps)
Corps),
appropriation for care, etc., for
appropriation
Vice
for Vice
Aviators, Signal Corp,
Corps, Army,
Avators,
Army,
President
President
69,1073
.....
...................
69,107i
appropriation for
appropriation
of .............
for pay
pay of
for care, etc., for Speaker of
627
of the
the House
House
Avon, Mass.,
Avon,
Mas.,
of Representatives
Representatives ..........
73,
73, bi77
1077
condemned cannon
cannon
granted
to,
Rifle
condemned
Rifle
for Secretary
Secretary of State
1082
State...............
108
Club...................
Club
Automobiles, D.
839
839
D. C., (see Motor Vehicles,
Automobiles,
Vehicles,
D. C.),
C.),
B.
B.
Automobiles, etc.,
etc.,
introducing intoxicants into
into Indian
Indian
B
B Street NW.,
D. C.
C.,
NY., D.
country
country to be seized, etc
970
etc.........
970
appropriation for repaving,
appropriation
repaving, Ninth
Ninth to
to
Auziliary
Vessel, United States,
Auxiliary Vessels,
States,
Twelfth
Twelfth Streets
Streets ....
685
..
685
preference
preference to Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force in
in
for
for repaving,
"Paving, Seventh
Seventh to Ninth Streets_
685
Streets
685
shipping officers and
men for
for
and men
asessment
assessment on
on Washington
Washington Market
Market
service on
589
............
......
CompanyB...
589
Company ...
685
................
685
restricted to Naval Reserve
restricted
Reserve after two
Back Pay ad
and Bounty, Volunteers,
Volunteers,
years ...........................
589
appopriation for payment
appropriation
payment of
297
589
of..............
297
Avenues, D. C. (see Streets,
Streets, Avenues,
etc ,
Bac
Boa Rier,
River,
Avenues, etc.,
D. C.),
C.),
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across, near
near Savannah,
Savannah,
Aviation,
Ga
Ga
..............
appropriation
appropriation for scientific experiments
experiments
Bad River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wi..
Bad
Wis.,
of requirements
requirements of ............... 115,1116
sale of timber on alleged school and
115,1116
and swamp
swamp
Aviation Accidents, Naval,
Naval,
lands
lands in...
in
157
.
........
gratuity allowed for death from
585
from.........
disposition
585
disposition of proceeds..............
proceeds
157
double pension to
be paid..............
paid
585
to be
Baggage,
585 Baggage,
Aviation Bases,
Bases, Naval,
Naval,
carners not liable for
carriers
for actual
actual loss, etc., of,
of,
commission
commission to report
report on necessity,
necessity, etc
etc.,,
carried on passenger trains, etc.....
etc
442
442
for, on Atlantic,
Atlantic, Gulf
Mexico,
Gulf of
Baileyville, Me.,
Bcrileyville„Me.,
of Mexico,
and Pacific coasts, etc ...........
571
operation,
571
operation, etc.,
etc., of dam
dam across
across Saint
Saint Croix
Croix
appropriation for expenses.
appropriation
expenses
571
...........
571
River at,
534
River
at, authorized
authorized ............
534
Aviation Motor, Army,
Army,
Bailiff,
Bailiffs, etc., UnitedState
United States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for developing
developing suitable
suitable
apppropriation for
appropriation
for pay ...............
314
314
type of
of........................
622 Bainbridge
defciency
622
deficiency appropriation
appropnatioa for..........
for
32, 43, 827
827
32,43,
Aviation, Navy (see also Aeronautic
Aeronautic School,
School,
Bainbrdge,Ga.,
Navy),
Navy),
reconstruction of bridge
bridge across Flint
reconstruction
Flint River
River
appropriation for general expenses
appropriation
of _559,1169
559, 1169
expenses of..
authorized................
at, authorized
925
925
for advisory committee
aeronautics
committee on
on aeronautics
Baker County,
County, Ga.,
a.,
....
...............................
559,1170
Mitchell
559,1170
Mitchell County
County or, may
bridge Flint
may bridge
Flint
for securing
securing basic aircraft
patents, etc
1169
aircraft patents,
etc.
River.....................
1169
River.
52
arrangements auth;
arrangements
authorized; indemnity
indemnity
Baker, John
John T.,
T.,
bond for validity of
1169
of indents
patents ......
franchise granted,
1169
franchise
granted, for manufacturing,
manufacturing, etc.,
etc.,
Naval Flying
Flying Corps established;
established; duties,
duties,
gas, South Hilo,
Hilo, Hawaii,
Hawaii, ratified,
ratified ,
personnel,
personnel, etc.................
etc
582
etc...............
582
etc
524
.....
524
purchase
of
land
for
purchase
aircraft station
San
station San
Bakers Bay,
Bay, Wash.,
Wash.,
Diego County, Cal.,
Cal., authorized...
authorized
563
preliminary examination,
568
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
donation
additional land from
donation of additional
San
from San
made...........
made
410
110
required..
Diego required
................... 568
Bakersfield, Cal.,
568 Bakersfield,
Cal.,
Aviation School,
Aviation
Army,
School, Army,
appropriation for
building
263
appropriation
for public
public building....
2
263
appropriation
for site,
site, etc.,
etc., for...........
for_
622
appropriation for
622

admission of Coast Guard
Guard in, for instrucinstruction ...........
tionAviation Section,
Section, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation foreservesin
forreserves in active
active servservice ............
.........
airships, etc ...........
for airships,
.....
for developing
developing aviation
aviation motor
motor........

91890°-VOL
91890 °--vm 39-r
39--sr 11----77
77

deficiency
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuildappropriation for public
ing................-------..
ing

601 Baldwin and
601
and Mobile
Ala.,
Mobile Counties,
Counties, Ala.,

may bridge Spanish River; location...
location

622
622
622
622
622
622

Baldwin Locomotive Works, etc.,
etc.,
authorized
authorized to change
change channel
channel of
of Crum
Cram
River, Pa
Pa ..................
bridge to be
be maintained,
maintained, etc
bridge
etc............

16
16

520
5520
93
3393
93
3393
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Baltimore and
Railroad Company,
Page.
Baltimore
and Ohio
Ohio Railroad
Company,
Page.
payment required of, for part of
payment
of cost
cost of
bridge across tracks
tracks at South Dakota
Avenue, D. C
C ......................
1018
1018
Baltimore and Washington
Washington Transit
Baltimore
Transit Company,
D.
D. C.,
construction
construction conditions modified .........
519
519
Baltivriore, Md.,
Baltimore,
appropriation for assistant treasurer's ofappropriation
fice..........................
fice
1091
.... 87,
87,1091
for public building, immigrant
immigrant station.
station.. . 263
condemned cannon granted to ...........
condemned
. 832
832
immigrant station, interior
interior requirements,
requirements,
allowed from increased
increased approetc., allowed
appropriation............844
priation
844
jurisdiction
ceded to State over
jurisdiction ceded
over part of Fort
Fort
McHenry granted
park purposes
McHenry
granted for
for park
purposes

to ............................
46
.
46
Bangkok, Siam,
Bangkok,
appropriation
for
interpreter
appropriation
interpreter to legation and
consulate general
general at.............
at
253,1047
consulate
253,1047
Bangor,
Bangor, Me.,
Me.,
terms of court at............................
at
850
850
Bankruptcy Act,
circuit courts of appeal'
etc ,
appeals' judgments,
judgments, etc.,
final, in causes arising under...........
under
727
certiorari
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court for
for
review, etc .....................
727
727
affected by discharge; designadebts not affected
of
999
tion of-......-...................
999
accompanied by sebreach of promise accompanied
duction, added ..................
999
.
999
Banks, etc.,
service
service of officers, etc.,
etc. of Federal Reserve
Reserve
or member banks allowed
allowed in not
not
more than two other noncompetitive...........................
tive
121
Banks, Federal
Federal Land,
Land,
exempt from income tax
767
tax.................
767
Banks, Mutual
Mutual Savings,
exempt
exempt from income tax
766
tax ..................
766
Banks, Solvent,
deposit
deposit of postal savings funds in; interest.
interest
159
159
distribution
159
distribution of, locally ..................
159
Bannock
Bannock Indians,
Indians, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty with.
with. 133,976
133,976
Baratarw
BaratarnaBay,
Bay, La.,
La.,
authorized on
on coast
coast of
Coast Guard station
station authorized
of
Gulf of Mexico,
Mexico, near .............
239
239
Barley,
Barley,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating black
black rust,
etc .......................
etc
454, 1142
official
official standards
standards of quality and condition
condition
to be established .................
483
interstate and foreign shipments to coninterstate
form to ........................
483
483
Barnesville, Ga.,
Barnesville,
appropriation for public building........
building
..
263
appropriation
263
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public buildbuilding.................
ing
16
.
......
16
Barracksand
and Quarters,
Barracks
Quarters, Army,
appropriation for, storehouses,
appropriation
storehouses, etc........
etc....
635
635
commutation
commutation of fuel or quarters
quarters not
not
allowed from this fund ...........
636
636
civilian employees;
employees; restriction ......
636
636
Philippines..........
for shelter in the Philippines
638
for Scofield Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii
285
Hawaii.........-.
285
for seacoast defenses
285
defenses.................. 285
Ran Pedro, Cal., accommodations
accommodations for
for
San
Coast Artillery
Artillery285
................. an
285
for seacoast artillery,
artfflery, Philippines
Philippines and
Hawaii ............................
286
286
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for..............
for
29,
29,
33,
45, 338, 825, 828
33,45,338,825,828

Barracks
Quarters, Marine
Corps,
Page.
Barracksand
and Quarters,
Marine Corps,
Page.
appropriation
improveappropriation for repairs and improvements ......................
614. 1190
for renting, etc., buildings
District
buildings in District
of Columbia .................
614, 1190
614,
1190
Barrels, Lime,
Barrels,
Lime,
standard established for shipments
shipments of......
of
530
530
Barricklow, Walter E.,
Barricklow,
E.,
may perfect homestead
Glacier
homestead entry in Glacier
National Park....................
Park
342
National
342
Barry
Barry Farm
FarmSubdivision
Subdivision SE.,
SE. D.
D. C.,
C.,
new highway
highway plan for, to
be prepared.....
prepared
1014
tobe
1014
extension;
extension; widening of streets
1014
streets, etc .....
1014
condemnation
condemnation proceedings;
payment .of
proceedings; payment
expenses
1014
expenses.....
...
.......
1014
Bartow, Fla.
Fla.,
Bartow,
z
appropriation for
building ........
263
appropriation
for public
public building
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency
ing.... ...............................
ing
16
16
Basin, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Basin,
appropriation for
for public
public building
263
appropriation
building........
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public buildbuilding
16
ing ............................
16
Baskets, Fruit,
Fruit, Berry,
Berry, and
and Vegetable,
appropriation for administering
administering Act
appropriation
Act to fix
fix
standards for 1163
.................
. 1163
standards established
etc
673
standards
established for
for Climax
Climax grape,
grape, etc.
673
smaller for small fruits, berries, etc
673
etc.....
673
manufacture, shipping,
interstate
manufacture,
shipping, etc.,
etc., in interstate
commerce
commerce not conforming
standconforming to standard, unlawful ....................
674
674
penalty
674
penalty for ......................
.
674
foreign shipments
included
674
shipments not included.........
674
etc., to be made;
of toltoltests, etc.,
made; regulation
regulation of
erances.
erances
.................
....
674
prosecution
prosecution of violations................
violations
674
.
674
exemption by guaranty from producer..
producer
674
674
requirements
requirements of guaranty............
guaranty
674
674
November 1,
674
in effect November
1, 1917 ..............
674
Bastrop Bayou,
Tex.,
Bastrop
Bayou, Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of ........
398
398
Batavia, N. YI,
Batavia,
Y.,
appropriation for public building ........
appropriation
263
Bathing Beach, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for expenses............
expenses.
691,1019
appropriation
691,1019
additional
additional pay allowed for certain
certain employees of,
1917....................
806
ployees
of, 1917
806
Baton
Company,
Baton Rouge Bridge
Bridge and Terminal
Terminal Company,
time extended
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
extended for
River at Baton Rouge, La.,
243
La., by
by.....
243
Baton
La_,
Baton Rouge, La.,
extended for bridging
time extended
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
River at .......................
243
243
Batteries
Batteries for Ships
Navy, New,
New,
Ships of the Navy,
appropriation for
liners for eroded
564, 1176
appropriation
for liners
eroded guns.
guns. 564,
1176
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns 1176
..
...........
. 1176
for machine guns
guns.....
1176
............
1176
for one-pounder boat guns, etc.........
etc
1176
1176
auxiliaries............ 564,1176
for merchant
merchant auxiliaries
Battle
Battle Cruiser,
Cruiser,
contract
contract for building, at cost
cost plus
plus reasonareasonable profits, authorized,
authorized, to
to obtain
obtain
rapid construction
construction.............. 1194
1194
Battle Cruisers,
Cruisers,
construction
construction of six, authorized;
etc
616
authorized; cost, etc..
616
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction and
and machinery ..................
chinery
617,1191
... 617,1191
for armor
armor and armament
armament........... 617,
617, 1192
6
for ammunition for ..............
617,1192
limit of cost increased
increased of one,
be conconone, to
to be
structed as early as practicable
practicable....... 1191
1191
four additional
additional...................... 1191
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Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Hot Springs,
Springs, PagePage. Bayou
Bayou Terrebmne,
Terrebonne, La.,
Palle.
Pa.
S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.
of.. ......
... 398
398
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer Solappropriation
SolBayou Vermilion, La.,
La.,
dier'
diers' Home .........
296
........
296
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, and
and
appropriation
for improvement
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer SolSolpasses ..................
397
passes
......
397
diers'
diers' Home..
812 Beach
ome.....................
812
Beach Creek,
Va.,
Creek, Va.,
Battlement National
Battlement
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Co/o.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
etc., of,
be
aptropriation
appropriation for
of. 457,1146
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
457,1146
made
407
made..........
............................
407
Battleshsp,
Beacons, etc.,
etc.,
plans to be submitted for
for the
the largest
largest pracpracappropriation for ......
appropriation
317
........
..
317
ticable ..........................
619
619 Bear
Bear Creek,
Creek, Miss.,
Malt.,
Battleships, First
First Class,
Battleships,
Class,
appropriation
appropriation
for improvement
of.
397
for
improvement
of .....
.
397
construction
construction of ten, authorized,
authorized, prior
prior to
to July
July
Bearmstourn, Ill.,
Beardstown,
1,1919;
1, 1919; cost, etc .................
616
616
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
public
buildfor
public
buildappropriation
appropriation for construction and
and mamaIn~g------------------------------ 17
17
chinery.....................
chinery
617,1191 Beartooth
617,1191
Beartooth National
NationalForest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
..
for armor
armament ...........
armor and armament
617,1192
617,1192
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
for ammunition..................
ammunition
617,1192
617,1192 Beamfort
Beaufort Inlet, N.
N. C.,
limit of cost increased
increased of three,
three,. to
conto be
be conappropriation
appropriation for improvement
of
inland
improvement of inland
structed as early as practicable
1191
practicable ....
1191
waterway from Norfolk,
watervray
to....
394
Norfolk, Va.,
Va., to....
394
Battleships, Navy,
Battleships,
Navy,
for improvement of ...................
394
394
appropriation
appropriation for torpedo nets, etc.,
etc., for
564
for...
564
for improvement
improvement of waterway
waterway from
from
Bay City,
City, Mich.,
Mich.,
Pamlico Sound
395
Pamlico
Sound to
to .........
.
395
appropriation
for public
public building....
building
263
appropriation for
....
263 Beoufort,
Beaufort, N.
N. C.,
C.,
Bay City,
Tex.,
Bay
City, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
of waterway
waterway
appropriation
for public
public building........
building
263
appropriation for
263
from Core Sound to................
to
395
395
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuildfor improvement
improvement of
of waterways
waterways between
between
ing .............................
16
16
New
N5w River and
and .........
....
. 395
395
Bay
River, N.
C.,
Bay Rier,
N. C.
Beaufort,
Beaufort, S.
S. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
improvement of
395
appropriation
for improvement
of........
395
appropriation forimprovement
for improvement of
of waterway
waterway
appropriation
Bayonets,
Bayonets, etc.,
etc.,
between Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., and......
and
.395395
excise
excise tax on net
manufacturers
net profits
profits by
by manufacturers
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuildfor public
from
sales of
of .....
781
from sales
.............
781
in
g
ing
17
....................
17
Bayonne, N.
N. I.,
Wis.,
Beaver Dam,
Dam, Wi.,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building ......
233
263
appropriation
for public
public building
263
appropriation for
building. .......
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
Beaverhead National
Forest, Mont.
Mont. and
and Idaho.
NationalForest,
Idaho.,'
ing .....................
46
.- -.
46
appropriation
app
r
opriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,
1146
etc., of.
458, 1146
Bayou Bartholomew, La.,
La.,
Beck,
Va.,
iey, W.
W. Va.,
Be
appropriation
for improvement
of ........
398
appropriation for
improvement of
398
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to
833
to ...........
883
bridge
Ashley County,
County,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Ashley
Bee Culture.,
Culture.,
Bee
Ark.
445
Ark
. ................
.
445
appropriation
appropriation for
investigations in
for investigations
in..... 466,1154
466,1154
Morrell,
Morrell, Ark .....................
354 Buda...
354
Beecaer Island
Island Memorial
Memorial Association,
Association, Yuma
Yuma
Wilmot, Ark.......................
Ark
353,353
353,353
County, Colo.,
County,
Colo.,
Bayou
Bayou Corney,
Corney, La.,
La.,
condemned
condemned cannon
835
cannon granted
granted to
to...........
835
apppriation
ro
for
398 Beer,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
Beer,
398
Bayou D'Arbonne,
La.,
D'Arbonne, La.
internal revenue
revenue tax
tax on
on .................
783
783
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
of ........
398 Beet,
398
Beet, Sugar,
Sugar,
Cannes, La.,
Bayou des
des Cannes,
La.,
appropriation for invsetigations,
appropriation
etc.... 454,1142
454, 1142
investigations etc....
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
for developing
etc., of,
developing strains of seed,
be
seed, etc...
etc... 464,
464, 1142
1142
made
408
made...........................
Beeville, Tea.,
Tex.,
408 Beeville,
Bayou des Glaizes,
Glaizes, La.,
appropriation
for public
public building.........
building
263
ppropriation for
263
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
of, to
be
etc., of,
to be
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuildmade .............................
408
ing.............................
ing
17
408
17
Bayou Grossetete;
Bayou
La.,
Grossetete; La.,
Beggars,
Professional,
Beggars, Professional,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
398
alien,
alien, excluded
excluded admision...............
admission
875
of........
398
875
Bayou
La.,
Bayou Macon,
Belgium,
Macon, La.,
Belgium,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
398
appropriation
appropriation for
to ............
252, 1048
appropriation
of ....... .
for minister
398
ministerto
252,1048
La..,
Bayou Manchac,
Manchac, La.
Bel,
Graham,
Bell, Alexander
Alexander Graham,
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
397
improvement of
reappointed
member of
of Board
of Regents,
reappointed member
of. ........
Board of
397
Regents,
Bayou Marmotte, Ala.,
Ala.,
Smithsonian Institution....
Institution..
Smithsonian
11
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
to be
Bellaire, Ohio
Ohio,
Bellaire,
etc., of,
of, to
be
made......-...............-...-made
408
condemned cannon
cannon grnted
granted to
to ...........
843
.
408
843
Bayou Plaquemine
Plaquemine Brule,
Bellbrook, Ohio,
Brule, La.,
La.,
Bellbrook,
Ohio,
appropriation for
improvement of
397
appropriation
condemned cannon granted to
for improvement
condemned
to ............
836
of........
397
838
Bayou
Bayou Plaquemine,
Plaquemine, La.,
Fourche Irrigation
La.,
IrrigationProject,
Belle Fourche
Project, S.
S. flak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for
improvement of
397
appropriation
appropriation
for improvement
of. .......
maintenance, etc.;
appropriation for maintenance,
use of
397
etc.; use
of
Bayou
Bayou Nezpique,
Nezpique, La.,
balance .........................
305
305
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary
townaite
townsite lands, Newell,
Newell, reserved
reserved for
for adexamination, etc.,
admade.. .............
made
408
..........
408
ministrative
ministrative use of................
of
852
852
de Tortue,
Tortue, La.,
Bayou Queue
Queue de
Bellmont, N.
flak.,
La.,
Bellmont,
N. Dak.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of.
of ........
398
bridge authorized
398
across Red River
authorized acmes
of the
the
River of
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary examination,
to be
be
North at ....
514
--.... .............
....
514
made
----- ......
made ..-..----....---408 Belton, Mont.,
408
Mont.,
Bayou
Bayou Teche,
Teche, La.,
La.,
near, to Glacier
sale of lands near,
Glacier Park
Park Hotel
Hotel
appropriation
for improvement
of
397
appropriation for
improvement of........
397
Company
994
Company........................ 994
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Page.
Belton,
Page.
Belton, Tex.,
Bills of Lading,
Tez.,
Lading,
Page. Bills
appropriation
building_
interstate and foreign
issues of, in interstate
appropriation for
for public building........
foreign com263
deficiency
public buildbuildmerce governed
hereby
deficiency appropriation
merce
governed hereby............
appropriation for
for public
538
ing . ...............
straight bills defined .....................
539
.......
......
17
539
order bills defined;
defined; negotiability
539
Beltrami County,
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
negotiability declared
539
may bridge Mississippi
921.
Mississippi River
issue of, in sets for continental
River ............
921
continental use forBeltsville, Md.,
Md.,
bidden ........................
539
539
appropriation
inappropriation for buildings,
etc., use
use perbuildings, animal
animal infor insular, foreign,
foreign, etc.,
perfarm .................
1139
mitted
539
dustry farm
......................
. 451,
451,1139
539
Belvidere, Ill.,
Ill.,
duplicates
duplicates to have character indicated
condemned cannon granted to ...........
842
thereon; penalty if
not
539
842
if not............
539
Bemidji,
Bemidji, Minn.,
Minn.,
not applicable
applicable to insular, foreign, etc.,
etc ,
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building.
263
use...............................
263
use
539
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
straight, not negotiable.
negotiable ...............
539
Mississippi River,
River,
539
at ...............................
947
negotiability of order, not affected by havhairBenicia
Cal..
Benicia Arsenal,
Arsenal, Cal.,
ing name of consignee
*
539
consignee ..............
539
appropriation
carriers to deliver goods to consignee
or
appropriation for fire protection
protection.........
282
consignee or
for storage
storage facilities
.........
holder of order;
order; conditions
539
........ 282
conditions ........
539
for repairs, etc
etc. ......................
282
effect of refusal ..
539
282
................
539
improving water supply
supply ...........
283
for improving
persons entitled
entitled to delivery
delivery ..........
540
283
540
Bennetts
Ferry,
Ark.,
Bennetts Ferry, Ark.,
liability
liability of carriers for unauthorized
unauthorized debridge authorized
authorized across
at
440
livery of goods
goods.................
540
across Black River,
livery
River, at..
440
540
Benning
I). C.,
Benning Road, D.
after notice from owner
540
owner...............
540
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
upon information
information against
540
for viaduct
viaduct and
and
against..............
540
bridge over railroad tracks
806
notice required
540
tracks........
required....
............
540
if bill not taken up and canceled......
Benson County, N.
canceled
540
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
540
if part delivered, and bill not taken up,
appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for care of
up,
insane Indians...
Indians
145
etc
540
.................
etc...........................
540
Mo.,
Benton, Mo.,
without statement
statement thereof
bill_
540
thereof on the bill.
540
condemned cannon
cannon granted
838
alteration, etc., void .................
540
granted to
alteration,
to.............
838
540
Benzaldehyde,
Benzaldehyde,
delivery
delivery of goods if order, lost, etc........
etc
540
540
duty on..
793
on ..........................
approval by order of court
540
. 793
court.............
540
Benzidin,
Benidin,
on voluntary
voluntary indemnifying
bond
indemnifying bond......
541
duty on.............
on
793
...................
liability to purchaser
purchaser without
541
793
without notice.
notice..._ 541
Benzoic
Benzoic Acid,
liability for duplicate ..........
541
....
541
duty on .............................
793
793
for refusing
refusing to deliver
deliver goods ...........
541
Benzol,
protection against
against adverse claims
claims......
541
on free list
..........................
793
541
time to ascertain
793
ascertain rightful
rightful owner
owner.....
541
Benzylhloride,
Benzylchloride,
enforcement
third persons....
persons.541
enforcement of
of rights
rights of
of third
541
duty on
...........................
responsibility for goods when
loaded by
by
. 793
793
when loaded
Berkhire Trout Hatchery,
Berkshire
Hatchery, Mass.,
carrier ......................
541
carrer
541
gift of, accepted
accepted from.Mrs.
Scully.
431
if "shipper's
"shipper's weight, load,
from Mrs. Mary E. Scully.
load, and count"
count"
431
Berlin, N. H.,
wrongfully inserted.................
inserted
541
wrongfully
541
appropriation fo
for public
public building.........
building
263
appropriation
263
by shipper
shipper for packages
packages or in
in bulk;
bulk;
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
marloin,
541
marking, etc
etc......................
541
ing............................
when weighing facilities
17
facilities afforded carrier
542
ing
17
carrier.
542
Bermuda,
Bermuda,
effect of "shipper's
weight," etc
542
effect
'shipper's weight,"
etc......
542
appropriation
Service exappropriation for Weather
Weather Service
excarriers liable for acts of agents
542
agents..........
542
penses in ..................
protection of, against
against attachment,
etc
542
448, 1136
1136
protection
attachment, etc...
542
Berne,
Switzerland,
Berne, Switzerland,
legal rights of creditors
542
creditors ..............
542
appropriation for share in expense
appropriation
expense of
542
of InInliens oof carriers limited ..................
.
542
ternational Bureau
Bureau at...........
at
101,
1105
101,1105
carrier not liable for goods lawfully sold...
sold
542
542
for expenses, International Telegraphic
Telegraphic
negotiation of order; indorsement
542
negotiationof
indorsement in blank
blank
542
Union
indorsement
543
.....................
indorsement to order ................
258,1054
543
Berry
Berry Baskets,
Baskets,
by transfer of order; straight bills subject
subject
established for interstate
standards established
interstate shipto existing equities..........
equities
543
.....
543
ments, etc., of ..................
673
673
by possessor
possessor .................
543
543
penalty for violations ................
674
rights of purchaser
purchaser ..................
543
rights
674
543
Berwick, Pa.,
Pa.,
rights of transferee of order,
order, if not negonegoappropriation
for public
public building..........
building
263
appropriation for
263
tiated
543
tiated............................
543
Beth-da,
Md.,
Bethesda, Md.,
straight bill; notice
to carrier
carrier ..........
543
straight
notice to
543
appropriation for maintenance
appropriatioe
animal
maintenance of animal
attachment before notice
notice.............
attachment
543
543
experiment
experiment station ............ 451, 1139
1139
notification required ................
543
for buildings ...................
451,
1139
.
451,1139
indorsements;
indorsements; rights acquired
acquired by.........
by
543
543
Big Sandy River, Tug Pork,
Fork,
warranty
indorser. limit
543
warranty of indorser;
limit...........
543
bridge authorized across, Warfield,
Warfield, Ky.,
responsibility of mortgagee
544
responsibility
mortgagee ...........
544
to Kermit, W.
W Va
7
a ................
7
validity of negotiation
negotiation by purchaser
for
valdity
purchaser for
Big Stone Lake, Minn.
Minn. and
and S. Da.k.,
Dak.,
value, etc.,
etc. when wrongfully sold
544
sold.-..
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
etc
544
of goods mortgaged, etc................
544
made ........................
410
purchasers
purc., •rs for value, etc.,
etc., exempt from selBig Sunflower River,
Miss.,
River, Miss.,
lers'
lers' liens, etc .................
544
_appropriation
for improvement
397,397
ppropriation for
improvement of
of...... 397,397
rights of mortgagees or lien holders
544
holders........
Bihorzn
RiOorra National
Wyo.,
NationalForest,
Forest, Wyo.,
pw:dahment
544
punishment for counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc
etc.......
544
appropriation for maintenance,
1146
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 458,
458,1148
uttering counterfeits, etc......
etc
544
......
Billiard Room
Room Proprietors,
Billiard
Proprietors,
544
false statements, etc
etc ..................
544
special tax imposed
i
mposed on
on ..................
791
791
other violations
544
.......................
544
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Pg.
Pae.
Bills
Lading—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Bills of Lading-Continued.
Bismarck, N. Dak.,
meaning of terms used ......... ........
545
appropriation
144, 982
school........ 144,
appropriation for Indian school
545
prior yieues
issues of, not affected ..............
terms
386
terms of court at ..........................
invalidity of any part, not to affect reRange, Montana
Bison Range,
Montana National,
National,
invalidity
545
appropriation
for maintenance
467, 1155
mainder of Act ..................
appropriationfor
maintenance....... 467,1155
passage....... 545 Bitterroot
in effect January
January first, after passage
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Bitteroot National
Bills
Lading, interstate
Commerce,
Interstate Commerce,
Bills of Lading,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
appropriation for maintenance,
lo8s or
liability of carriers
carriers for full value of lohs
Black Death,
Death,
279
damage ......................
442
epidemic..
appropriation
appropriation for prevention of epidemic..
damage
Black, George,
George,
442 Blac,
agreements, etc., limiting, void........
void
agreements,
Managers,
not applicable
applicable to passenger
passenger baggage....
baggage..
442
appointed
on
Board
of
Managers,
Volunappointed
teer Soldiers' Home
Home .............
1134
shipments on declared
value, except
except
declared value,
Forest, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
National Forest,
ordinary live stock
442 Black Hills
Hills National
ordinary
stock.............
.
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
rates as to declared
declared value
value to be estabappropriation for maintenance,
restrictions on agricultural
agricultural entries, Lawlished
442
lished..............................
Pennington Counties
Counties in,
"ordinary live stock"
stock" construed.......
construed
442
rence and -Pennington
"ordinary
440
removed ..........................
Biloxi,
Bloxi, Miss.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor
397 Black, Jim,
Jim,
harbor..
appropriation for improvement
patent confirmed to.
to.
990
fee simple homestead patent
N. Y.,
Y.,
990
Binghamton, N.
Black
Black John
John Slough, Cal.,
Cal.,
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation•
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
17
17
ing ............................ .
410
made
410
made.......................
Binitrobenzol,
Binitrobenzol,
Black
Lake
Lake Harbor,
Harbor, Mich.,
793
duty on ...
--......................
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
Binitrochlorbenzol,
Binitrocdorbezol,
409
made .............................
793
duty on ..
................---.----..-.....
Black River, Ark. and Mo.,
Binitronaphthalene,
Binitronaphthalene,
appropriation for improvement of ........
399
793
appropriation
duty on ...............................
bridge authorized
Perry,
authorized across. Bennetts Ferry,
bridge
Binitrotoluol,
Btnitrotoluol,
Ark
440
440
Ark..............................
793
duty on............................
.....
5
5
Butler County, Mo ...................
Biologic Products,
Products,
Biologic
Mich.,
River,
appropriation
of..... 279 Black
expenses, control of
for expenses,
aproproiation for
Biological Survey
Bureau, Departmet
Department of
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, at Port
Survey Bureau,
BiolOgial
appropriation
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
401
Huron,
Huron,........................
appropriation
for
salaries
466,1155
..............
appropriation for salaries
River, N. C.,
Black River,
for
general
expenses
466,1155
...--.......
forgeneral expenses
395
appropriation
of
improvement of...........
appropriation for improvement
for preventing
shipment of illegally
preventing shipment
N. '.,
Harbor, N.
killed
etc.............. 466, 1155 Black Rock Harbor,
game, etc.
killed game,
appropriation for improvement
of
392
improvement of..........
appropriation
for
reserves, bird
maintenance of game reserves,
for maintenance
preserves, etc .......
........ 467,1155 Black
Warrior River, Ala.,
Ada.,
preserves,
Black Warrior
for improving game preserve, Sullys
post lantern lights, etc., authorized
on
538
authorizedon......
. 467,1155 Blackfeet Agency,
Park..................
Hill Park
Agency, Mont.,
for
investigating, etc.,
etc., food habits of
for investigating,
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
birds
mammals
467,
1155
467,1155
birds and mammals.............
138,980
.......................
animals.. 467,1155 BlackfeetatIndian
fur-bearing animals
rearing, etc., fur-bearing
Hospital, Mont.,
Indian Hospital,
467,1155 Blackfeet
destroying ground squirrels ........
destroying
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
125,970
of.. 125,970
etc., of
appropriation for maintenance,
study of
of ducks
Utah....
467
ducks in Utah....
diseases of
of diseases
study
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
destruction of
wolves, coyotes,
coyotes, etc.
467, 1155 Blaffeet
etc. 467,1155
of wolves,
destruction
139
appropriation
for cattle, etc. ,for Indians on.
on.
139
appropriation forcattle,
for protection of stock.
stock, etc., by suppresfor
irrigation systems on; reconstructing irrigation
for constructing
467,1156
animals.— .467,
1156
sion of rabies in wild animals....
140,980
.......................
payment
payment
for
investigating migration,
migration, etc., of anifor investigating
payment of charges
140
charges by settlers .......
payment
............... 467,1156
mals and plants .....
liability of allotment purchaers.......
purchasers
140
liability
law..... 467,1156
for enforcing migratory bird law
veallowance for pae
passenger-carrying
yi veallowance
for
expenses
467,1156
administrative expenses.........
for administrative
hicles
141,980
hiclee........................
deficiency
appropriation for destroying
deficiency appropriation
for Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway Company for
24
affected with rabies...
wolves, etc., affected
road; conditions.
308
ondition......
c
repairs to road;
32,826
for
general expenses.............expenses
forgeneral
Reclamation Servwork in, by Reclamation
irrigation work
Bird
Preserves,
Bird Preserves,
ice ..........
.................. 141
...
appropriation
protection, etc., of...
of... 467,1155
appropriation for protection,
announcement of
irrigaof assessments
assessments of irrigaannouncement
Birds,
tion charges;
charges; ratio
141
ratio..............
appropriation
appropriation for preventing shipment of
141
in annual installments, etc..
etc..
payment
illegally killed,
killed, etc
etc............. 466,1155
construction work to
tribal funds used for construction
tnbal
Birds
and
Mammals,
}1ammals,
Birds and
141
be returned to Indians ............
appropriation
habits,
investigating food habits,
appropriation for investigating
construction work
work reimbursed
from
reimbursed from
construction
etc
1155
467, 1155
--...
etc ........-......-141
charges ......................
Birds, Migratory
Migratory Game, etc.,
Birds,
141
share
Indian allottees
allottees..............
share of Indian
appropriation for
enforcing law protectfor enforcing
appropriation
payment of maintenance
operation
maintenance and operation
payment
ing
467,
1156
467,1156
in ----------/ng...........................467,1156
142
...........-.
cost
cost.............
Ala.,
Birmingham,
Birmingham, Ala.,
continuance of previous
previous water rights
continuance
appropriation
public building..........
building
263
for public
appropriation for
142
for Indian
142
Indin lands .............
deficiency
for public
public buildbuildappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
etc. 142
general
regulations to be prescribed, etc
general regulations
ing
17
17
.......................ing ...
142
...........
etc
collection of charges,
charges,
collection
loan
tents, etc.,
etc., for
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans'
for Confederate
of tents,
loan of
National Forest,
Foret, Mont.,
Blakfeet National
10 Black/set
encampment at ..............--10
encampment
appropriation for
of. 458,1146
maintenance, etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation
Biscayne Bay, .Fla.,
Fl.,
Biarne
Ark.,
BMckfiA
Bayou, Ark.,
h Baino,
Blao
appropriation
for
improvement
of
Miami
Mimi
of
improvement
for
pproriation
399
appropriation
for
of........
for improvement
improvement of
annronriation
Harbor;
396
Ir--r----lr2
U j, contracts
L.-v L ................
c-.
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Blackwell,
Okla.,
Page.
Blackwell, Okla.,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
for public building ......... 263
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing
17
ing ............................
17
Blair, Henry
Blair,
Henry W,
W.,
investigation, etc.,
etc., of claim
claim as attorney
attorney for
for
147
certain Indians ..................
147
Bland,
Bland, Ewing C.,
C.,
deficiency appropriation
818
deficiency
appropriation for services ......
818
D. C.,
Blind Children,
Children, D.
C.,
appropriation
for instruction
instruction of,
out of
appropriation for
of, out
of the
the
District
699,
District...
. ............
699, 1027
1027
deficiency appropriation
for instruction
806
appropriation for
instruction ...
806
Blind,
D. C.,
Blind, D.C.
appropriation
for aid, etc.,
National Library
appropriationforaid,
etc., National
Library
for
710, 1038
1038
for.......
...................
710,
for Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
Institute_ _ 710,
Polytechnic Institute..
710, 1038
1038
on Railroads,
Railroads,
Block-Signals, etc., Systems
Systems on
appropriation for investigations,
etc
280
appropriation
investigations, etc....... 280
Blocnnfield, Ind.,
Bloomfied,
Ind.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
for Grand
Grand
Grand Army
842
Grand
Army post
post ..................
842
Earth, Minn.,
Blue Earth,
Minn.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to
832
condemned
granted to............
832
Grass Kentucky
Canada
Blue Grass,
Kentucky and Canada,
appropriation for preventing
preventing admission
of
appropriation
admission of
adulterated,
of
453
adulterated, etc.,
etc., seeds
seeds of..........
453
percentage of
at pure
required
453
percentage
pure seeds
seeds required.....
453
Bluff
Tenn.,
Bluff City,
City, Tenh.,
condemned
cannon granted
to ..........
831
condemned cannon
granted to
831
Bluffton, Ind.,
Ind.,
Blufton,
appropriation
for public
public building
263
appropriation for
building..........
263
Board of
of Appeals,
Appeals, Interior
Board
Interior Depaetment,
Depaetment,
appropriation for
etc
99,
for members
members of,
of, etc.......
99, 1103
1103
Board
of Charities,
Charities, D.
Boardof
D. C.,
appropriation for expenses
expenses -............ 706,
appropriation
706, 1033
1033
or motor ambulance,
ambulance, etc
etc.............
1034
for
1034
Guardians, D.
(see ChilBoard of Children's
Children'sGuardians,
D. C.
C. (see
Children's Guardians, D. C., Board
Board of).
of).
Board of
of General
Appraisers,
Board
GeneralAppraisers,
appropriation for
fees, etc.,
etc., of
of witnesses
witnesses
appropriation
for fees,
before.........................
before
311
311
Board of
of Indian
(see Indian
Indian
Board
Indian Commissioners
Commissioners (see
Commission).
Commission).
Board
Board of Mediation
Mediation and Concilitation,
Concilitation, United
United
States,
States,
appropriation
salaries
281
appropriation for
for salaries.
.................
281
for expenses;
authority required
281
expenses; authority
required........
281
Board
of Ordnance
Ordnance and Fortification,
Boardof
Fortifiction,Army,
Army,
appropriation
general expenses
appropriation for
for general
expenses...... 350,
350, 913
913
for
350,
913
for civilian
civilian member ....................
350, 913
for tests of experimental
experimental guns,
guns. etc
350, 913
913
etc .... 350;
inquiry as to right of invention....
invention... _350,
913
inquiry
350, 913
Board
Board of Visitors,
Vistors, Military
Military Academy,
appropriation
for expenses.
498
appropriation for
expenses ..............
498
Board of Visitors,
Board
Visitors, Naval Academy,
Academy,
appropriation
expenses.
608, 1187
1187
appropriation for
for expenses............608,
composition of,
608
of, modified ..............
608
members appointed by the President
President .....
608
from the Senate
Senate and House of RepresenRepresentatives .........................
608
608
Naval Affairs
Comex officio,
officio, chairmen
chairmen of
of Naval
Affairs Committees ...........................
mittees
608
608
608
travel allowances ......
...............
608
Board on Mobilization
Board
Mobilization of Industries
Industries Essential
Essential
for Military
,4edness,
ilitary Pre
Preparedness,
appointment of, aut.
appointment
trized; clerical
asauthorized;
clerical assistance, etc.,
etc., for
214
........
...... 214
Boards
Boards of Trade,
exempt from income
income tax
766
tax.
.......
...........
766
Boards
Boards of Trade,
Trade, etc.,
tax on contracts
contracts for sales of cotton for future
future
delivery at ..
476
..................
476
CeigaBay, Fla.,
Boca Ceiga
Fla.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of channel
channel
appropriation
to Tampa Bay through ........ -- - - ..... 396
39_
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Page.
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc. to
to be
be made
made
preliminary examination,
for channel
channel through
through Johns
Pass to
to ..
408
for
Johns Pass
408
Boeuf River,
River, La.,
La.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
398
appropriation
of..........
398
Bogue
Falia, La.,
Bogue Falia,
La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
397
appropriation
improvement of.........
397
Bowe
Railroad,
Boise and
and Arrowrock
'Arrowrock Railroad,
sale authorized
authorized of, when no longer
longer used for
for
irrigation
construction work
work ........
506
irrigation construction
506
Boise,
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
office at.........
at
89,1093
appropriation for
for assay
assay office
89,1093
Boise Irrigation
IrrigationProjett,
Project, Idaho,
appropriation for
use of
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.;
etc.; use
of
balance
304
balance.........................
304
olf Boise and Arrowrock
Arrowrock Railroad
Railroad in...
in
506
sale of
506
Boise National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Boise
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,
458,1146
appropriation
1146
Bolivia,
Bolivia,
appropriation for
for minister
minister to...........
to
252,1048
appropriation
252,1048
Bonds , etc.
Bonds,
etc.,'
Pnto Rico,
taxation
•953
of Porto
Rico, exempt from
from taxation.......
953
Bands, etc.,
Railway,
Bonds,
etc., Railway,
appropriation for
for securing
securing information
conappropriation
information concerning issues
issues of ..................
281
cerning
281
Bonds, Farm
Farm, Loan
(see also
also Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
Bonds,
Loan (see
Loan Act),
Loan
provisions relating to
issue, etc.,
etc., of........
of
375
provisions
to issue,
375
Canal,
Bonds, Panama
Panama Canal,
sale of,
for manufacture
manufacture of
of
sale
of, authorized for
etc., by the
the Government
215
nitrates, etc.,
Government...
215
time for redemption
216
redemption modified
modified ..........
216
use of,
expenses of
of Shipping
Shipping Board,
Board, auauuse
of, for
for expenses
thorized
732
thorized
.......................
732
unused portion of, authorized
authorized for specispeciexpenses ..................
1003
fied expenses
1003
redeemable
1003
redeemable within fifty
fifty years
years......... 1003
also United
States
Bonds, United States
States (see also
United States
Securities),
Securities),
appropriation
appropriation forrefunding
for refunding two per
per centum,
centum,
per
into Treasury notes or three per
centum bonds ...................
276
centum
276
savings dedeinvestment of surplus postal savings
posits in
in .......................
160
posits
160
disposal
disposal of, toy
withdrawals
160
toay withdrawals..........
160
issue authorized
authorized of
o $100,000,000
$100,000,000 three per
cent, for specified
specified expenditures....
expenditures. 1002
1002
one year three per
per cent
cent certificates
one
certificates of
of deposit, increased
increased to $300,000,000
1003
$300,000,000...... 1003
issue of $150,000,000,
$150,000,000, to meet emergency
emergency
naval expenditures
expenditures .................
1201
maturity, interest .....................
1201
maturity,
1201
no circulation
circulation privilege.................
privilege
1201
exempt
exempt from taxation ...............
1201
1201
appropriation
expenses of preparing,
appropriation for expenses
preparing,
etc
1201
etc
..........................
1201
Bonne Terre, Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .........
263
Bonner County,
County, Idaho,
Idaho,
6
may bridge Pend Oreille River
River............
6
and Warrants
WarrantsDivision,
Bookkeeping and
Division, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of division,
division, etc..
etc.. 79,1083
79, 1083
Boone, Iowa,
appropriation for public building
263
appropriation
building..........
263
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation
appropriation for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office.......................
fice
87,
1092
87,1092
for transfer
transfer of city quarantine
quarantine station, to
for
270
Public Health Service .............
270
for maintenance
maintenance of harbor ............
391
for
for navy
navy yard,
yard, public works........
works
565,
565, 1177
for equipping
equipping navy
for
navy yard
yard to
to build
build ships
ships
for increase
increase of the Navy
618
Navy............
618
cnstnetl
on
m of
hin' fates
ita
.IA n t...
construction
of capital
ships
forthwith
618
M
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Pag
Conn.,
Bridgeport, Conn.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency
appropriation for
for public
public building
263
building.........
appropriation
824 Bridger
ing, rent
rent........................
National Forst,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Bridger National
contract authorized
authorized for use of dry
dry" dock;
contract
appropriation for
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
capacity, compensation,
1180 Bridges,
etc........ 1180
compensation, etc
capacity,
Bridges,
immediate construction, docking rates,
immediate
appropriation
for constructing,
constructing, in Nogales,
Nogales,
appropriation for
1180
etc ..............................
Ariz., customhouse
customhouse lands
lands............
Ariz.,
278
Botanic
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D.
D. C.,
for
Colorado
for constructing,
constructing, across
across Little Colorado
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, assistants,
appropriationfor
Rivers near
Diablo Rivers
and Canyon Diablo
and laborers
1079
and
laborers ...................... 75, 1079
bon, Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Ariz
Ariz ...
975
........ 975
Leupp
for repairs
75,1079
for
repairs and
and improvements
improvements ..-..-- . 75,1079
Mim.:,m..ppi River,
Cass Lake
Lake ReservaReservaMississippi
River, Case
general repairs
repairs
327
.....................
for general
Minn., from Indian
978
funds.....
tion, Minn.,
Indian funds
etc........
for
327
for removing
removing fence and wall, etc
San Juan
Juan River, San Juan County,
San
Boundary
Mezican,
Commission, Mexican,
Boundary Commission,
Mex.; repayment
repayment from Indian
N. Mex.;
appropriation for
work
256,1051
256,1051
continuing work.....
for continuing
appropriation
funds
926
funds..........................
Boundary
Canada,
Line, Alaska and Canada,
Boundary Line,
construction of,
.
of, authorized
authorized across Alleconstruction
appropriation for
and marking
marking 256,1051
surveying and
for surveying
appropriation
gheny River,
River, Pa
53
gheny
Pa...................
53
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
............... 829
for
deficiency
4
City, Pa..................
Pa
4
Oil City
Boundary
Canadian,
Line, Canadian,
Boundary Line,
Anacoetia
566
River, D. C..................
Anacostia River,
appropriation for
for marking,
marking, etc
etc ........-256,
1051
256,1051
appropriation
Arkansas
927
Arkansas River, Ark ..................
256,1051
for advances
advances to Commissioner ..-...
Tuba, Okla.
4
4
...........
...........
Tulsa
Okla
16, 829
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .........
16,829
deficiency
Back
— .
66
Ga........
near Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.
Back River,
River, near
Bounty,
Bounty,
Bayou
Ashley Camay,
County,
Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, Aahley
appropriation for
for volunteers,
volunteers, Civil
War....
297
Civil War....
appropriation
445
Ark
Ark...........................
endeficiency appropriation
seamen's enappropriation for seamen's
deficiency
Morrell,
354
Ark ......................
Morrell, Ark
.. 30
listment
listment...........-...........
Wilmot,
Ark
353,353
353,353
Ark......................
Wilmot,
for soldiers
who have
served in
in Army
Army outhave served
for
soldiers who
440
Black River, Bennetts Ferry, Ark......
Ark.
of continental
continental limits, re-enlistside of
Butler County,
Mo
5
5
Butler
County, Mo..................
188
188
Reserve......
ing
Regular Army Reserve.
in Regular
ing in
.
354
Tex. ................
Brazos River, Tex
Bowlegs,
David,
Bowlegs, David,
Chattahoochee
River, Ga
Ga ..............
6
6
Chattahoochee River,
986
986
appropriation for,
Creek funds......
funds
from Creek
for, from
appropriation
Colorado
533
River, Cal ....................
Colorado River,
Bowling
Proprietors,
Alley Proprietors,
Bowling Alley
Connecticut
Mass
536
536
Connecticut River, Mass.............
791
..................
on...
special tax
mposed on
imposed
tax i
special
Cumberland
Tenn
924,
92A
924,924
Cumberland River, Tenn.............
Box Elder
Elder County, Utah,
Utah,
Box
Delaware
River, N.
872
J.................
N. J
Delaware River,
appropriation for
for educating
educating Indian
Indian pupils
appropriation
Ga....
35
Flint River, De Vaughns Siding, Ga...
153
.........
at
at Washakie
Washakie school ....
Huguenins
513
Ga ............
Huguenins Ferry, Ga
Boy
Scouts of
D. C.,
C.,
of America,
America, D.
Boy Scouts
387
Murrays
Ferry,
Ga
..................
Murrays Ferry,
227
charter granted
..............
to ...........
granted to
charter
52
Ga .......................
Newton, Ga.
227
incorporators; powers,
powers, etc
etc................--incorporators;
5
m
5
Ill.................
River,
Aurora,
Fox
228
exclusive right
right to
emblems, etc
etc ...........
to emblems,
exclusive
923
...............
Lake Village, Ill ..
Fox Lake
229
annual reports
by
reports to be made by.............
annual
. 59, 223
Geneva ,Ill..
Il
.... ...........
Geneva,
Boyce, La.,
La.,
Boyce,
Calumet River, East Chicago,
Grand Calumet
928
at....
bridge authorized
River, at
Red River,
across Red
authorized across
bridge
251
Ind ............................
Boyd,
IL,
George H.,
Boyd, George
251
Hammond,
Ind ....................
Hammond, Ind
appropriation for,
superintendent Senate
Senate
for, superintendent
appropriation
Lake
County, Ind
11
Ind ................
Lake County.
Document Room
................ 66,1070
Room..
Document
352
Ark ......................
Little River, Ark
Boys' Reform
School, .D.
C. (see
National
(see National
D. C.
Reform School,
Boys'
Mahoning River,
529
529
Ohio.........
Warren, Ohio
River Warren,
Mahoning
Training
for Boys,
C.).
D. C.).
Boys, D.
School for
Training School
Youngstown,
•
... 9,671
Youngstown, Ohio ............
Bradley, Joseph,
Bradley,
Merrimack
River,
Mass
37
Merrimack River, Mass................
13
appropriation
for payment
to
133
payment to.............
appropriation for
Minn.
Mississippi River,
724
River, Aitkin County, Minn
Mississippi
Brandstedt, P.
F.,
P. F.,
Brandstedt,
Beltrami
921
Minn.............
Beltrami County, Minn
817
deficiency
appropriation for...............
for
deficiency appropriation
...................
Bemidji, Minn
Minn
947
Brazil,
1
Burlington,
1
Iowa..................
Burlington, Iowa
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to.......
to
252,1048
appropriation for
37
Lansing,
Iowa....................
Lansing, Iowa
Brazos(liver,
Tex.,
River, Tex.,
Brazos
34
Mmneapobs,
Minn
Minneapolis, Minn................
appropriation
for improvement
of mouth..
mouth..
398
398
improvement of
appropriation for
441
New
Oihians, La
................
La.
New Orleans,
for improvement
improvement of,
Old Washington
Washington to
to
of, Old
for
Missouri River,
58
Dak...
Chamberlain. S. Dalt_
River, Chamberlain.
Missouri
398
Waco;
locks and
dams..............
and dams
Waco; locks
Sheridan
Counties,
Richland Counties,
and Richland
Sheridan and
Velasco to
398
Washington...........
to Old Washington
Velasco
Mont ......................
14, 121, 510
14,121,510
Mont
bridge
Somerville
across, Somerville
authorized across,
bridge authorized
445
Williston,
Dak
N. Dak..................
Williston, N.
County,
Tex
354
354
.........
County, Tex...........49
Yankton
County,
Nebr
-...........
Nebr.
Yankton County,
preliminary
be made
made
to be
etc., to
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
52
Monongahela
Va.
Monongahela River, W. Va.........-..
of,
and tributaries,
tributaries, for
flood protecprotecfor flood
of, and
Nanticoke
Del
872
River, Del..................
Nanticoke River,
406
408
...tion
tion ............-.........
Niagara
Y
751
River. N. Y.................
Niagara River.
Breach ofPromise
of Promise of
of Marriage,
Marriage,
Breach
Pa. 751
North Branch
751
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Pa
Branch of
North
liabilities
for, accompamed
accompanied by
seduction,
by seduction,
liabilities for,
Ohio
Pittsburgh, to McKees
McKees
Ohio River. Pittsburgh,
not
released by
by discharge
discharge in banknot released
Rocks, Pa
36
................ ..--.-Pa
Rocks,
999
999
ruptcy
ruptcy ..........................-----..
55
Steubenville,
Steubenville, Ohio ......-............
Brenham, tex.,
Tex.,
Brenham,
948
Pearl River, Miss.
948
and La ...........
Miss. and
Pearl
appropriation
for public
263
263
building .........
public building
appropriation for
Pend Oreille
River, Metaline
Metaline
to Metaline
Metaline to
Oreille River,
Pend
deficiency
public buildbuildfor public
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
34
-----Falls,
Wash .................---Falls Waah
ing
17
Priest
River, Idaho
Idaho ....................
66
Priest River,
Brick Products,
Products,
Brick
Perdido
235
Bay, Ala.
Ala. and
and Fla
Fa. ............
Perdido Bay,
appropriation
for study
in
etc.,,in
proceses, etc
of promise,
study of
appropriation for
Potomac
Md.
899
Potomac River, Md...................
manufacture
115,1116
115, 1116
of.................
manufacture of
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construction of, authorized across Red
construction
Red
appropriation for South Dakota
Dakota Avenue,
Avenue,
appropriation
Lake
Lake River, Highlanding,
Highlanding, Minn..
512
Minn.. _
-.
construction over
Baltimore and
and
512
construction
over Baltimore
Kratka Township, Minn.
925
Minn.............
Railroad tracks
1018
925
Ohio Railroad
tracks .............
1018
La.........................
Red River. La
928
Anacostia, operating............
operating_
689, 1018
for Anacostia,
689,1018
Index, Tex.........................
Tex
1198
1198
for
for plans
plans for new Calvert
Calvert Street Bridge
Terral, Okla .........................
Terra!,
251
251
Rock Creek.................
Creek
689
over Rock
689
Red River of the North, Minn. and
and
for constructing
constructing new Aqueduct
291
Aqueduct.........
291
N.
N. Dak..........................
Dak
924
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Rock
Rock Creek,
Creek,
Bellmont,
N. fYak..................
Belmont, N
1Tak
514
Q Street........................
Street.
21
at Q
21
Caledonia, N. Dak .................
511
511
new Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, authorized;
authorized; cost,
cost, etc......
etc
163
163
Minn., and Elm River,
Hendrum, Mimi.,
appropriation
appropriation for plans, etc............
etc
163
163
N. Dak..........................
Dak
511
railroad, across Anacostia
Anacostia River to connect
connect
Wis .......................
Rock River, We
996
with navy
navy yard,
yard, authorized.
566
with
authorized.........
566
Saint Francis
Francis River, Browns Ferry, Mo.
Mo
7
7 Broad
Broad Creek River, Del.,
el.,
Butler and Dunklin
Dnnklin Counties, Mo.....
Mo
7
appropriation for improvement
7
improvement of
appropriation
394
of........
394
Craighead
Craighead County, Ark ..............
920 Brokers,
920
Brokers,
Parkin, Ark...................
Ark.
920,947
920,947
special tax imposed
imposed on
790
on.................
790
Saint Louis River, Minn.
Minn ................
436 Bronx
N. Y,
Y,
436
Bronx Hills,
Hills, N.
Saint Marys
Marys River, Ga. and Fla ..--..
165,436
165,436
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc. to be made
Savannah River, Browns Ferry, Ga
Ga.... - 534
of Harlem
Harlem River
River to Long Island
Island
Georgia and South Carolina
Carolina.......... 387
Sound
Sound from ......................
406
406
Idaho....................
Snake River, Idaho
34 Bronx,
Bronx, N.
N. Y,
Y.,
Idaho.....................
Hansen, Idaho
59
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to............
842
842
Strawberry Island, Wash
Strawberry
.
235 Bronx River,
Wash............
235
Y.,.
River, N.
N. Y.,
Spanish River, Ala.
520
Ala ..................
520
appropriation
improvement of
392
appropriation for improvement
of........
392
Susquehanna River, Milton to West
Susquehanna
Brooklyn,
Y.,
West
Brooklyn, N.
N. Y.,
Milton, Pa .........................
Milton,
49
49
appropriation
public building,
building, post
appropriation for public
post
Sunbury to Monroe, Pa ............
48
office
263
office..................................
263
Tallapooma
Ala.................
Tallapoosa River, Ala
.
928
928
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to, for McMcTennessee
Tennessee River, Tenn ................
47
47
Kinley Park
Park.......................
841
841
Tombigbee
Ala..................
Tombigbee River, Ala.
123
123
for Sunset Park........................
Park.
842
842
Tug Fork of Big Sandy River, Ky. and
Broom. Corn,
Broom
Corn, _
W.Va.............................
W.
Va.
77 appropriation
appropriation for study of,
of, and
and improveimproveWabash River, Ind....................
Ind
251
251
ment..........................
ment
454,1142
West Pascagoula
Pascagoula River, Miss
Miss_ ...........
236
236 Brown Transit
Transit Company,
Company,
West Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
may change
change name
name of steamer "Charles
"Charles L.
Montgomery
512
Montgomery and Muncy Creek -.--512
Hutchinson"
Hutchinson" to "Fayette
"Fayette Brown".
Brown"
946
946
Watsontown
Watsontown and White Deer, Pa......
Pa..—
513 Brown, William G., junior,
junior, late a
aRepresentaRepresentaWilliamsport
Will' amsport to Duboistown,
Duboistown, Pa
Pa...... 512
512
tive in
in Congress,
Congress,
Yellowstone
Yellowstone River, Richland
Rich/and. County,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay
pay to widow
Mont ............................
510
510
of.................................
of
820
820
Sidney, Mont........................
Mont
235 Browns Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.
construction of dam and, authorized
authorized
bridge authorized
authorized across Savannah River
River
across Mahoning
Mahoning River, Ohio.
921
Ohio....... 921
at................................
at
534
534
maintenance
wagon etc., at Memphis,
maintenance of wagon,
Browns Perry,
31o.
Ferry, Mo.,
Tenn.,
dispensed
Tenn., dispensed with.............
with
723
723
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint
Saint Francis
reconstruction of, authorized across,
across, AlleRiver
at
7
River at..........................
7
gheny River, Allegany,
Allegany, N. Y.......
Y
898
898 Brunswick,
Ga.,
Brunswick, Ga.,
Warren
Pa
871,871
Warren County,
County, Pa..................
871,871
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
395
appropriation for improvement
of harbor..
395
Flint River, Ch
925 Brussels,
a........................
925
Brussels, Belgium,
Belgium,
Wabash River, Silverwood,
50
Silverwood, Ind .........
50
appropriation for Bureau
appropriation
Bureau for Repression
Repression
repeal of Act authorizing
pontoon, across
authorizing pontoon,
across
of African
African Slave
Slave Trade
Trade at
at ---.... 256,1052
256,1052
Missouri River, Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S.
for Bureau of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
Union
Dak...............................
Dak.
58
for Promoting International
International ArbiPistakee and Nippersink Lakes, Ill .....
923
923
tration at.......................
at
257,
1053
257,1053
time extended
extended for constructing, Delaware
Delaware
Bubonic Plague,
Plague,
River. Trenton,
River,
Trenton, N.
J
861
N. J...............
861
appropriation for prevention
prevention of epidemic..
epidemic..
279
appropriation
279
Eastern Branch of Elizabeth
Eastern
Elizabeth River,
Va.,
Buckhannon, W. Va.,
Norfolk, Va
.
236
Va........................
236
appropriation
appropriation for public building_
...
263
building..........
263
Hudson River, Castleton
Castleton to Schodack
Schodack
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildLanding, N.
N. Y
....................
446
ing
17
ing................................
17
Mississippi River, Baton Rouge,
Rouge, La
243
La.....
Buena
Buena Vista, Va.,
Va.,
Memphis, Tenn
Tenn.......................
830
830
appropriation for public
public building.........
building
263
Missouri River, Kansas
511
Kansas City, Mo
Mo........
511
Argentina,
Mobile
Ala......................
Mobile Bay, Ala
246
246 Buenos Aires, Argentina,
appointment of delegates
delegates to International
International
Rock River, Colona
Colona Ferry, Ill ..........
4
4
High
High Commission
Commission at, ratified,
ratified, etc...
etc
88
Saint Francis River, Saint Francis, Ark.
Ark
1
1
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses .............
88
Bridges, D.
Bridges,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction and
and reBuffalo,
reappropriation for
pair............................ 689,1017
appropriation
for care of, Yellowstone
Yellowstone
PairM Street Bridge, replacing two trusses
trusses
Park..............................
Park
307
and floor.
689
floor...........................
for Montana
Montana Bison Range,
etc
Range, etc........
689
467,1155
repairing street bridges over railroads;
railroads;
Buffalo Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
repayment.....................
689,1017
repayment
preliminary examination,
preliminary
to be
be
examination, etc., of, to
for I'Vi&way,
Highway, operating, painting, etc.
etc 689,1017
408
made --....------------------......................
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of Corutrudien
and Repir,
Repair, NavyNavy-Page.
Page. Bureau
o
Buffalo, N.
Page.
ConsrutiOand
Bureau of
Y,
N. Y.,
Buffalo,
Continued.
Continued.
customappropriation for
public building,
building, customfor public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for additional
additional emappropriation for
263
deficiency
house,
263
etc..............................
house, etc
813
ployees,
Department. ..
1917, Navy Department
392
ployees, 1917,
of, harbor ............ .
for
improvement of,
for improvement
technical, etc.,
services limit,
limit, ininetc., services
technical,
Niagara River
bridge authorized
across Niagara
River at.
at
751
authorized across
bridge
813
813
creased ...........................creased
authorsubstitution
of tunnel
tunnel in
of, authorheu of,
in heu
substitution of
815
for
work on
on S.
S. S.
S. "Yantic"
"Yantic" ..........
ized
751
for work
.......................
ized ...
naval
assistant
be detailed
detailed from naval
assistant chief of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary
558
...................
constructors
constructors
canal....
of
creek, and
and ship
406
ship canal
harbor, creek,
of harbor,
authorof
percentage
Construction
Corps; percentage
Construction Corps;
Wyo.,
Buffalo, Wyo.'
Buffalo,
576
576
ized
officers. ..
......................
ized officers
.....
appropriatiOn for
for public
public building..
building_ .
....
264
appropriation
576
376
in rank, lower
advancement
lower grades.....
grades
advancement in
Building
Loan Associations,
Associations, Mutual,
Mutual,
and Loan
But/ing and
577
577
computation
of grades
grades semiannually
semiannually....
computation of
................. 766
exempt from
from income
income tax ...
766
exempt
577
577
...........
ratio
of distribution
distribution of
grades .
of grades
ratio of
C.,
Building Inspection,
Inspection, D. C.,
Building
filling
vacancies; ensigns eligible
eligible after
after
filling vacancies;
appropriation for
division of...
of... 677,1004
677,1004
salaries, division
for salaries,
appropriation
577
..................577
service...
one
year's service
one year's
for motor
motor cycles
cycles used
used by elevator
elevator ininfor
additional
numbers excluded
excluded from comadditional numbers
spectors ................
677,1004
spectors
577
577
putation .....................
putation
for transportation
677,1004
transportation ................
for
577
577
of number in
no reduction
reduction of
in grades.......
grades
no
Materials,
Building
Building Materials,
1916,
technical
services,
etc.,
allotment
for
1916,
allotment
technical services, etc.,
fire-resistappropriation for
investigating fire-resistfor investigating
appropriation
23
increased
increased...........-....-.....
ing properties
properties of
114,1115
of ............
ing
Bureau
Crop Estimates
Estimates (see
(see Crop Estimates
of Crop
Bureau of
Dangerous,
Buildings,
Condemnation of Dangerous,
Buildings, D. C., Condemnation
Bureau, Department
Department of
Agriculture).
of Agriculture).
Bureau,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
683,1011
of........
appropriation for
Bureau
of Education
(see Education
Education Bureau,
Bureau,
Education (see
Bureau of
Buildings,
C., Condemnationof
Condemnation of Inanitary,
Insanitary,
D. C.,
Buildings, D.
Interior
Department).
Interior Department).
691,1020
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
board.- 691,1020
of board....
appropriation for
Bureau
of Efficiency
(see Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau.
Bureau).
Efficen (see
Bureau of
Serbia,
and Serbia,
Bukam, Roumania,
Roumania, and
Bulgaria,
nof Engraving
Printing (see EnEngravng and Printing
Bureau of
252,1048
appropriation
for minister
minister to
252,1948 Bureau
..........
to
appropriation for
graving and
and Printing, Treasury Degraving
Bullion and Coin,
Coin,
Bulfon
partment).
partment).
appropriation
for freight
on.............
83,1088
freight on
appropriation for
Bureau
of Entomology
Entomology BuEntomology (see Entooloogy
Bureau of
Bullion., Gold,
Buflon,
Gold,
of Agriculture).
reau,
Department
Agriculture).
Department
reau,
of
issue
of
gold
certificates
for
deposits
deposits
for
certificates
gold
of
issue
of Equipmentt
Equipment s Navy,
Bureau of
stamped
225 Bureau
stamped....-----------..................----deficiency
for equipment
equipment of
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
not
two-thirds of
amount outof amount
exceed two-thirds
to exceed
not to
825
8
vessels
vessels......................
225
--...............----225
standing..
standing ......-----

Buoys, etc.,

.. 317
appzupriation
for..................
apropriation for
830
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
32,
826, 830
32,826,
for.......
deficiency
Bureau for
of Customs
(see
Tariffs (see
Customs Tanfla
Publicationof
for Publication
Bureau
International Bureau
Publication
Bureau for Publication
International
of
Customs Tariffs).
of Customs
Tade
Bureau for
Repressing African
African Slave Trade
for Repressing
Bureau
Re(see International
International Bureau
for ReBureau for
(see
pressing
African
Slave
Trade).
Trade).
pressing African Slave
Bureau of
of American
(see Pan AmeriRepublics (see
American Republics
Bureau
can Union).
Union).
can
Bureau
of Biological
Biological
(see Biological
Survey (see
Biological Survey
Bureau of
Survey Bureau,
Department of
Agriof AgnBureau, Department
Survey
culture).
culture).
Bureau
of Chemistry
Chemistry (see
(see Chemistry
Chemistry Bureau,
Bureau of
Department of
Agriculture).
of Agriculture).
Department
Bureau of
Construction and
Repair, Navy,
and Repair,
of Construction
Bureau
appropriation for
etc., of vesconstruction, etc.,
for construction,
appropriation
sels
604,1184
604, 1184
........................
sels
for
supplies .--.........
605,1184
equipment supplies
for equipment
606
for
Ulysses" and
and "Achilles"
605
"Achilles" .
colliers Ulysses"
for colliers
limit of
of repairs,
SO, 1184
ships.... 605,1184
wooden ships
repairs, wooden
limit
605,1184
other ships
605,11
ships ..................-other
605, 1184
ships in
in foreign
waters
605,1184
foreign waters..........
ships
605
...................-specified ships
ships....
specified
clerical, etc.,
605,1184
605,1184
services. ..........etc., services
clerical,
limit for
frsairs,
to capital
capital ships,
ships, etc.,
etc.,
repairs, to
limit
increased ..-....--605
.-----.----increased
605
sale of
etc
uxiliaie, etc..
unserviceable auxiliaries,
of unserviceable
sale
for
improvement
of
construction
of construction
improvement
for
plants ...
605,1185
... 605,1185
............
plants
Coast
Guard cutters;
cutters; limit
cost ininof cost
limit of
Coast Guard
. 1185
creased
creased ...-......-----for three
three additional
cutters; duties
duties desdesadditional cutters;
for
ignated
1185
ignated ....---.................
for construction
of new
new vessels
617,1191
vessels....... 617,1191
construction of
for
for clerks,
etc., Navy
Navy Department....
Department-.-. 97,1100
97,1100
clerks, etc.,
for
draftsmen, etc.,
be paid from
ma be
etc., may
draftsmen,
97, 1101
"Construction
Repair"
97,1101
".....
and Repair
Construction and
deficiency appropriation
for construction
construction
for
appropriation
deficiency
85.825.
422
:,
OA
99
,I 828
~
c__ repair
I,-I,-a 815, 825,
and
30,
33,
42,
828-»
,
-..........
-v,
Lnjou.L. ......
anu
anu
rjaux
* 22,W*
" ->
----

Bureau
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Bureau of Foreign
(see Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic Com(see
merce
Bureau, Department
Department of Commerce Bureau,
merce).
merce).
Bureau of
Immigration BuImmigration (see Immigration
of Immigration
Bureau
reau,
of Labor).
Labor).
Department of
reau, Department
Bureau of
Indian Affairs
(see Indian
Indian DepartAffairs (see
of Indian
Bureau
ment).
ment).
Bureau of
Atkin (see Insular
Insular Affairs
Affairs
Insular Afairs
of Insular
Bureau
Bureau, War
War Department).
Department).
Bureau,
Bureau
of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Arbitration
Arbitration (see
(see
Bureau of
roInterparhamentary
Interparliamentary Union for Promoting International
International Arbitration).
Arbitration).
moting
Bureau
of Labor
Labor Statistics
Statistics(see Labor
Labor Statistics
Bureauof
Bureau, Department
Labor).
of Labor).
Department of
Bureau,
Bureau
of
Lighthouses
(see
Lighthouses
Bureau of Lighthouses (see Lighthouses Bureau,
Department
of
e).
Commerce).
of
reau, Department
(e Markets
Bureau
of Markts
Markets (see
Markets Bureau,
Bureau, DeBureau of
pertinent of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
partment
Bureau
Navy,
Surgery, Navy,
edicine and Surgery,
of Medicine
Bureau of
appropriation for
for surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
necssanes and
appropriation
1180
571,
civil establihment.............
establishment
571,1180
civil
..............- 571,1180
for contingent....
contingent
571,1180
for
1180
motor
etc ...............
vehicles, etc
motor vehicles,
572,1181
dental
outfits .....
572,1181
..-- .....-dental outfit
572
Colo...
dairy, hospital
hospital at
at Las
Las Animas,
Animas, Colo..
dairy,
for
transporting
remains
for transporting remains............ 572,1181
not
deducted from
from six
six months'
months' gratuity
gratuity
not deducted
572, 1181
572,1181
. pay ................
for clerk,
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department
Department_ ....
_.. 97,1101
97, 1101
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contingent...
30
for contingent...
deficiency
for surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries .......---...... 339
for
339,825
for transporting
transporting remains............
remains
339, 825
for
for additional
additional clerks,
clerks, 1917, Navy Defor
814
814
partment
artment ........................
DentaCorps,
Reserve Cor
Corps
Corps, and Dental Rserve
Dental
573
573
created; composition,
composition, etc
etc .......-created;
recommissions to
present officers
officers in
in
to prent
recommions
574
574
Dental
Reserve Corps......--...
Dental Reserve
572
572
of.
Hospital
Corps, constitution
constitution and
and ratings of
Hospital Corps,
pharmacists and
and chief
pharmacists, warchief phamacist,
pharmacists
572
572
rant commissions
commissions to...............
to
rant
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Bureau
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Navy,
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Hospital Corps; enlisted men,
Hospital
men, pay,
pay, etc
etc.,,
appropriation
ordnance and ordnance
ordnance
appropriation for ordnance
established ........................
573
stores ........................
stores.
563,
1175
573
563, 1175
hospital and ambulance service.
service........
573
clerical, etc.,
etc., services ...........
563, 1175
1175
clerical,
563,
service of officers and men with
with Marines
Marines
for smokeless powder.
powder............... 563,
1175
563, 1175
detached to Army, subject
subject to rules,
price
price of powder restricted.........
restricted
563, 1175
1175
563,
etc., thereof ...............
573
......
purchases
573
purchases restricted
operation
restricted to full operation
increase of officers
officers and enlisted men in
in
of Indianhead
Indianhead plant.............
plant
A63,
1175
63, 1175
Department ...............
Medical Department
224
for Naval
Gun Factory
224
Naval Gun
Factory ...........
563, 1175
1175
Medical Corps; percentage of authorized
authorized
for naval magazine, Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.
Wash.
563
563
officers .
officers
576
..........................
projectile plant ................. 563, 1175
576
for projectile
limit
of
cost
increased
663,
1175
advancement in rank,
lower
grades;
asadvancement
rank, lower grades; aslimit of cost increased ................ 1175
for armor
plant, erection,
erection, etc...........
etc
1563
sistant surgeons ....................
576
576
for
armor plant,
5635
computation of grades semiannually
computation
semiannually..
576
for new batteries
batteries for ships ........... 564,
564, 1176
distribution of grades:
limit,
ratio of distribution
grades: age
age limit,
antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns, etc
etc..............
1176
assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons .
...
....... .. 576
for batteries
batteries for merchant auxiliaries_
564, 1176
auxiliaries. 564,1176
additional
additional numbers
numbers excluded
excluded from comfor ammunition
ammunition for merchant
merchant auxiliaries.
auxiliaries. 1176
putations ......................
576
576
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns at naval stations
stations ...
1176
1176
reduction of number
number in
577
no reduction
in grades
grades.......
577
for ammunition for ships.............
ships
564, 1176
1176
564,
surgeons increased by one; details from
from
for armament
armament and ammunition,
ammunition, Coast
Coast
Medical Corps to Red Cross ........
581
Guard cutters....................
cutters
1176
1176
Bureau of Naturalization
Naturalization (see Naturalization
Bureau
Naturalization
for torpedoes
torpedoes and appliances.........
appliances
564, 1176
564,
Bureau, Department
Department of Labor).
for air compressors
compressors for
for destroyers
destroyers .......
564
564
Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, Department
Bureau
Department of ComCombattleships
564
for torpedo nets for battleships.........
564
merce (see Navigation Bureau, Dereserve ordnance
ordnance supplies
564, 1176
for reserve
supplies ....... 564,1176
partment
partment of Commerce).
Commerce).
for torpedo
torpedo station, Newport, R. I...
564, 1176
1176
I..
Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, Navy,
Bureauof
Navy,
etc., submarine
submarine base,
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
base,
appropriation for transportation......
transportation
1170
appropriation
560, 1170
New-London,
London, Conn
1176
Conn............... 1176
Naval Reserve
1170
Reserve Force
Force................. 1170
for
experimental
work,
projectiles,
powfor experimental work, projectiles, powfor recruiting ...................... 560,1170
der, etc .......
564, 1176
1176
..
........ . 564,
payment to postmasters for procuring
procuring
for contingent
contingent building fund
564, 1176
fund........ 564,1176
enlistments ........-...............
560
enlistments
560
repairs .........................
for repairs
.
564, 1176
564,1176
motor passenger
p enger vehicles.............
vehicles
1170
1170
for contingent
contingent ......................
564, 1176
1176
564,
discharges after one year's
discharges
year's sea service
service
for
armor and armament, new
new vesselsvessels_ 617,
617, 1192
1192
forarmor
repealed
11n
repealed.........................
for ammunition, new
vessels
617,
1192
1171
new vessels.........
617, 1192
administering oaths by Reserve and
administering
for clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy Department....
Department.... 97, 1101
Volunteer
officers
1171
Volunteer officers.................. 1171
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may be paid from
draftsmen,
from
for contingent ................
560, 1171
"Ordnance and Ordnance
"Ordnance
Ordnance stores"
stores" 97, 1101
for gunnery and
engineering exerand engineering
exerdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ordnance
ordnance and
and
cises ..........................
560,
1171
560,1171
ordnance stores ............... 30, 42,
ordnance
42, 828
828
enlisted men and
for outfits, enlisted
and apprenapprenammunition for ships
ships ................
815
for ammunition
815
tices ........................... 560,
560, 1172
1172
for torpedoes
torpedoes and appliances
appliances ...........
815
815
gratuity, Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force........ 1172
1172
for additional
additional employees,
employees, 1917,
1917, Navy
Navy
naval auxiliaries
auxiliaries ................. 561,
561, 1172
1172
Department
813
Department .......................
813
for equipment
equipment instruments, supplies,
825
for new batteries
batteries for ships
ships..............
825
etc ...........................
561,
561, 1172
1172
for fire control for ships of the Navy......
Navy
825
825
for ocean and lake surveys.
1172
surveys .......... 561,
561,1172
Chief
Chief of, to serve on commission
commission to submit
submit
for naval militia, equipping, etc
1172
etc........ 1172
plans
plans for manufacture
manufacture of articles for
for
retainer pay ........................
1172
the Government
Government at United
United States
etc., "Topeka"
repairs, etc..
"Topeka"............. 1172
penitentiaries ....................
penitentiaries
819
819
issue of fuel oil to Volunteer Patrol
Bureau of Plant
Plant Industry (see Plant Industry
Industry
gasoline eliminated....
Squadrons; gasoline
eliminated --.. 1172
1172 Bureau
Bureau, Department of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
for training station, California ....... 561,
561, 1173
Bureau of Soils (see Soils Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Rhode Island ..................... 561,
Department
561, 1173
1173 Bureau
of Agriculture).
Great Lakes .....................
562,
1173
562,1173
Saint Helena ....................
562,
of Steam
Engineering, Navy,
Navy,
562, 1174
Bureau of
1174 Bureau
Steam Engineering,
for expenses, organizing Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
appropriation
machinery, repairs,
repairs,
appropriation for
for machinery,
Force; reenlistment
reenlistment............... 1174
etc ...........................
etc
606,
1185
606,1185
for schools, etc., of instruction, Naval Recoast
signal service
service ..........
coast signal
. 606,1185
serve Force .......................
serve
1174
office
office of Director of Naval
Naval Communicafor Naval War College...............
College
562,
1174
562, 1174
tions
18
15
tions
. . ......................
118.5
for Naval Home....................
Home
1174
562, 1174
engineering equipment
engineering
equipment. .........
606, 1185
1185
for clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy Department....
Department. _.. 95,
1098
95, 1098
electrical shop, Portsmouth,
electrical
Portsmouth, N. H.... 1185
1185
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for transportatransportaincidental expenses ..........
606,1185
tion............... . 29, 33,
tion
825, 825
33, 816, 825,
825
clerical,
clerical, etc., services.
services
........... 606,1185
606, 1185
for recruiting
29
recruiting.....................
....
..
29
limit for radio shore
stations sites
606, 1186
1186
limit
shore stationssites..
606,
for gunnery exercises
29, 825, 828
exercises............. 29,825,828
transfer of site for radio station, etc...
etc...
606
606
for contingent -......................
29
29
radio laboratory
laboratory .................. 606,1186
606, 1186
radio
first enlistment.
29
for outfits on first
enlitment ..........
29
machinery for "Maumee
machinery
"Maumee "...........
"
606
606
auxiliaries ..................
30
for naval auxiliaries
30
aerials
aerials for State, etc.,
etc., Department
Department
for training station, California
30
California-.........
30
Building ........................
606
606
for additional
additional employees, 1917, Navy
pneumatic
pneumatic tube from
from Navy
Navy annex
annex to
Departruent
Departrlent..................... 813
813
Department ....................
607
Department
607
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Bureau of
..teant E"neering,
ntd.
Page.
Navy-Contd.
Enineering,Navy-Co
ofSteam
Bureau
Accouant, Navy-Con. Page.
and Accounts,
of qupplies
Supplie and
Bureauof
stations,
radio stations,
appropnation
-power radio
appropriation forfreight.............
for freight
appropriation for high-power
604,1183
appropriation
Canal Zone, California
alifornia coast,
coast, etc....
607
preference,
preference, etc., to military traffic, by
604
for high-power radio station, Porto Rico. 1186
carriers
carriers..........................
604,1183
for engineering
engineering experiment
experiment station..
station
607,1186
for fuel,
etc .........
transportation, etc
fuel, transportation,
for
for machinery
machinery plants
at navy yards..
yards
607, 1186
plantsat
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
Navy Department....
97, 1101
Department.... 97,1101
etc., Navy
for
for machinery,
machinery, new vessels
vessels......... 617, 1191
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay ......
29, 33,
deficiency
for clerks,
etc., Navy
Navy Department.... 96,1100
for
clerks, etc.,

draftsmen, etc., may be paid from
"Engineering"
96,
1100
96,1100
"Engineering" ...............
for purchase, etc., of modem blueprinting plant.
1102
plant ..................
printing
deficiency
appropriation for engineering
engineering
deficiency appropriation
42, 816
23,42,
equipment ................... 23,
for steam machinery ......... 30,815,
30, 815, 816,825
for additional employees,
employees, 1917, Navy
Department
813
Department.....................
813
increased.
technical
,etc., services limit increased
technical,etc.,
officers .for engineering
engineering duty only; pro580
....... ............for.
visions for
technical services, etc., allotment for 1916,
increased
23
...increased ..................Bureau
Supplies and Accounts, Navy
Bureau of !Supplies
appropriation for pay of the Navy.....
Navy.- 575, 1181
appropriation
increased .........
575
enlisted strength increased
specified enlisted men......
men
575
ratings of specified
authorized. 576,1182
additional midshipmen
midshipmen authorized.
additional
Filipins into Naval ,
admission of Filipinos
...
Academy
576
.................
Academy
576
commissioned
personnel of the Navy..
Navy
commissioned personnel
580
officers
for
engineering
duty
only
only...
engeering
officers
no pay
pay for
absence resulting from
for absence
no
liquors ..........580
or liquors
drugs or
furloughs
unexpired
without pay for unexpired
furloughs without
580
enlistment term .................
status of retired officer on duty
581
with General Board.............
Board
with
581
pay
duty..
retired officers on active duty..
to retired
pay to
officers
be paid according to rank,etc.
rank,etc. 581
tobe
officers to
credits directed
directed in disallowed
disallowed accounts.
accounts.
581
credits
Harold Harrison
Little, promotion
promotion auHarrison Little,
Harold
582
---............
thorized .
.....--..
thorized
John D.
P. Hodapp,
Hodapp, date of appointD. P.
John
ment established ...............
582
ment
restriction on paying double salaries;
restriction
exception
582
extended ...........-.
exception extended
Naval
established; perNaval Flying Corps established;
sonnel,
582
sonnel, etc ..................---courts
provisions
586
courts martial provisions.............
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force established.....
established
587
593
.
Reserve...............
Marine Corps Reserve
shore duty
1181
officers.....
warrant officers
pay, warrant
duty pay,
shore
retainer pay, Naval
Naval Reserve
Force
1181
Reserve Force...
retainer
advances, sea duty and shore duty beadvances,
1181
orders.............
yond the seas, orders
for
Reserve Force.
593
Force...
Naval Reserve
expenses, Naval
for expenses,
pay
of
Naval
Militia
established
593
pay of Naval Militia established.....
Naval
provi'sions; creation of
Naval Militia provisions;
National Naval Volunteers......-.
Volunteers
593
National
oil
patrol boat squadto patrol
and gasoline to
oil and
rons
600
rons......---.....-----------------Coast
operating as part of Navy,
Coast Guard operating
etc ..-.....--------------------600
etc
emergency
emergency transfer of Lighthouse ServNavy or Army.
602
Army........-..to Navy
ice to
restoration
designated retired offiof designated
restoration of
cers
to
active
list
602
602
cers to active list...........--....
for
provisions; commutation of rations. 603,
1182
60, 1182
forprovisions;commutationofrations.
for Naval
farm ........
603
dairy farm
Academy dairy
Naval Academy
for
for
clothing and
and small
small stores
1183
fund....--.---. 1183
stores fund
for clothing
for war
reserve material for emergency
emergency
war reserve
for
use
use.. ----------------------------- 1183
maintenance and equipment
equipment supfor maintenance
1183
plies
603,1183
608,
...
..................-plies
food inspection
604 ,1183
.....-...- . 604,1183
inspection.-...
food
clerical, etc.,
etc., services....---..-services .
- 604,1183
604, 1183
clerical,

815,
825, 828
815,825,828
for
•
30, 815, 816, 828
30,815,816,828
provisions .............
for provisions
for
freight
30,
33, 815, 825, 828
30,33,815,825,828
for feight................
for additional
additional employees,
employees, Navy Departfor
ment,
1917
813
813
ment, 1917....................
for
coal and
transportation
815,
825, 828
815,825,828
and transportation......
for coal
offiPay Corps; percentage
percentage of authorized
authorized IAMB
576
cers...........................
576
advancement in rank,
grades
576
lower grades........
rank, lower
advancementin
computation of grades semiannually
577
semannually....
computation
ratio
of distribution of
of grades
grades.......... 577
ratio of
additional
numbers excluded
excluded from comadditional numbers
putation .........................
577
grades......
in grades
no
reductions of number
number in
577
no reductions
Offce).
Bureau
of the Census (see Census Office).
Bureauof
Bureau of
of Weights and Measures, International
International
Bureau
International Bureau of Weights
(see International
and Measures).
Measures).
Bureau
Nary,
and Docks, Navy,
Bureau of Yards and
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance .......
564,1177
appropriation for
clerical,
etc.,
services.
565,1177
............
services
clerical, etc.,
exchange of worn-out
worn-out motor vehicles..
565
vehicles..
for
contingent. ...................
565,1177
for contingent
for public
works, yards, and stations,
public works,
for
designated
designated....................565,1177
for
York, N.
N. Y.,
Y., storage facilities,
New York,
for New
shop
extension, etc
1177
etc ..............
shop extension,
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa., dry
565,1177
dock, etc. 565,1177
dry dock,
for
for Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C., gun
railgun shop; railfor
road siding, etc.; bridge authorized
565,1177
565,1177
...........-.
ized..........
transfer
from District of Columof lots from
transfer of
1177
bia
1177
bia.............................
Va., dry dock, structural
,
Norfolk, Va.,
for Norfolk,
shop,
567,1178
etc ..................
shop, etc.
for Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy, sea wall; extending
for
Bancroft Hall,
Hall, etc ............
567,1178
Bancroft
for Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.,
Fla., aeronautic
aeronautic station,
for
567
repairing storm damages
damages ...........
for
repairing storm
Ia., repairing
Orleans, La.,
New Orleans,
for New
damages
568
damages..5..................568
floating dock,
for Mare Island, Cal., foating
. 568,1178
.............
etc...........
r.
etc
improvements. 1178
for Pugt
Puget Sound,
Wash., improvements.
Sound, Wash.,
for
land
etc., San Diego,
naval base, etc.,
for naval
land for
568
County, Cal
Cal ..................--.
County,
for Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
dry dock.. 568,1178
Hawaii, dry
Harbor, Hawaii,
for
lands, Henry
P. R.,
R ,
Cayey, P.
Barracks, Cagey,
Henry Barracks,
lands,
568
Army..........
for
from Army
use, from
naval use,
for naval
tnsferred
lands, Fort
Hawaii, transferred
Island, Hawaii,
Fort Island,
lands,
-- ........-...... 568
to
Army
to Army
for guns
guns and
munitions storage
storage at
at magamagaand munitions
for
zines etc
569
etc .....................--zines,
for
powder factory........
factory
569
Head powder
Indian Head
for Indian
for magazines,
magazines, etc
569, 1178
etc ..............for
for fuel
fuel depots
depots..
570,1179
.....................
for
. 570,1179
for hospitals,
etc..
.................hospitals, etc
for
for Marine
Marine Corps,
barracks, etc
etc......... 1179
Corps, barracks,
for
Cal... 1179
for Marine
Marine Corps
Corps base,
base. San
San Diego, Cal
for
for experimental
experimental and research laboralaborafor
tory
570,1179
570,1179
-.............
....--tory--570
California.........
for
training station,
station, California
for training
Md. 1179
for damages to property, Indianhead,
Indianhead, lid
1179
fordamagestoproperty,
1180
work....
for lighting
lighting facilities
facilities for night work
for
570,1180
for repairs
repairs and
and preservation
570, 11 80
preservation .......
for
commission
to investigate
investigate necessity,
necessity,
commission to
etc. i of
navy yard or
additional navy
of additional
etc.,
station on
extent of
coast; extent
Pacific coast;
on Pacific
station
571
inquiry ..........................
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Bureau
Bureau of Yards and
and Docks, Navy—Contd.
Navy-Contd.
Page.
appropriation for
and preservation;
preservation;
appropriation
for repairs
repairs and
additional yards, Atlantic
need for additional
Atlantic
Hatteras, Gulf
coast south of
of Cape
Cape Hatteras,
Gulf of
of
Mexico, or
reMexico,
or Caribbean Sea
Sea to
to be
be reported on ........................
571
571
submarine and aviation bases on
on
Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific
Pacific coasts,
to be reported on ...................
571
571
amount for
571
amount
for expenses
expenses of
of commission
commission...
571
report on abolishing
abolishing present
present yards,
yards, etc.,
etc ,
report
if advisable.....................
advisable
571
571
contract for use of dry dock,
contract
dock, Boston,
Boston,
Mass.,
Ma., for largest ships
ships.................. 1180
1180
Navy Department_
for clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc., Navy
Department.._. 97,1101
97,1101
draftsmen,
from
draftsmen, etc., may be paid from
"Public works"
97,1101
"Public
works"
............
97,1101
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
30,
deficiency
appropriation for
for maintenance..
30,
33,
42, 815, 816,825,828
816, 825, 828
33,42,815,
for additional employees,
employees, Navy Depart814
ment, 1917
1917 .......................
814
technical services
services limit increased....
increased
814
814
814
for rent, District of Columbia
Columbia..........
814
preservation
816
for repairs and
and preservation...........
816
assistant chief, to be detailed
detailed from civil
engineer officers...
officers
558
....................
558
Corps of Civil Engineers;
Es 1.d•seers; percentage
percentage of
authorized o
s
cons
officers................
576
advancement
576
advancement in rank, lower
lower grades
grades.....
576
computation
semiannually
577
computation of
of grades
grades semiannually....
577
ratio of distribution
distribution of grades..........
grades
577
additional numbers excluded
additional
excluded from
comfrom computation
577
putation ...........................
577
no reduction of number in grades
577
grades......
577
Bureaus, International,
Bureaus,
International, etc. (see under International).
Burleigh,
aSenator,
Senator,
Burleigh, Edwin
Edwin C., late a
deficiency
for pay
to family
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
pay to
family
of
821
of.................................
821
Burlington,
Burlington,Iowa,
• bridge authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi River,
River,
at ..............................
11
Burlington, N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation
264
appropriation for
for public building
building ........ 264
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing................................
ing
17
Burlington,
Burlington, Vt.,
Vt.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor;
harbor;
repair of breakwater
breakwater ...............
391
391
Burlington,
Burlington, Wis.,
Wis.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public buildbuilding................................
ing
17
Business Leagues,
exempt from income tax ..................
766
766
Business Methods,
of Internal Revenue Bureau
Bureau to be
be investiinvestigated, etc.; recommendations
recommendations to
to be
be
prepared,
prepared, etc ......................
804
804
Business Methods in.
in Government Service,
Business
appropriation for
investigating, etc.,
etc., to
appropriation
for investigating,
to
avoid duplication
duplication of statistical work,
work,
etc ...............................
76
76
Butler and
and Dunklin
Dunklin Counties,
Counties, Mo.,
Mo.,
Butler
may bridge Saint Francis River
River..........
7
Butler County,
Butler
County, Mo.,
Mo.,
may bridge Black River......................
River
55
Butler,
Butler, Lute,
Lula,
appropriation for, from Creek
Creek funds
funds......
986
Butler, Mo.,
Butler,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public building
ing................................
17
Butter,
Butter,
appropriation for inspection of manufacture
appropriation
manufacture
of process, etc ..............
450,1139

Page.
Butter and
and Company, Samuel,
Samuel,
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for
for reimbursereimbursedeficiency appropriation
ment ...........................
30
Buzzards Bay, Mass.,
preliminary
made
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be
be made
of upper
upper end
etc ..............
406
end of, etc
406

C.
C.
Cabinet
National Forest
Mont.,
Cabinet National
Forest,s Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.458, 1146
1146
appropriation
Cable Cars,
Cars,
Cable
appropriation
for mail
mail transportation
transportation by
420,1066
appropriation for
by 420,1066
substitution
wagon service
ausubstitution of wagon
service au420,1066
thorized ......................
420,1066
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transdeficiency
transportation
24
portation by .....................
24
Cache
Forest, Utah and
Cache National
National Forest,
and Idaho,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of ..458,
1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
.458,1146
exchange of
Aquila Nebeker
Nebeker to
to
exchange
of lands with Aquila
become
922
become part
part of ....................
922
Cache
Cache River,
River, Ark.,
Ark.,
declared
declared nonnavigable,
nonnavigable, subject
subject to approval of Arkansas
399
proval
Akanucs.................
399
Cacti,
Cacti,
appropriation for
for investigating
appropriation
investigating utilization
utilization
of
455, 1143
of
...........................
455,1143
Cadets,
Cadets, Military
Military Academy,
Academy,
appropriation
493
appropriation for
for pay
pay.
....................
493
failing to pass
examination in
subject,
pass examination
in one
one subject,
reexamination
493
to have reexamination...........
493
in two subjects,
subjects, of former cadets........
cadets
493
493
limitations ............................
493
limitations
493
former, honorably
discharged for
for defidefihonorably discharged
ciency, eligible
eligible for citizen appointappointment as second lieutenants
lieutenants under
national
defense Act
Act ...............
493
national defense
493
number
increased; selection.............
selection
62
number increased;
62
at large;
number from military
"honor
large; number
military "honor
schools"
62
schools". .......................
62
residence
requirements; exceptions.....
exceptions
62
residence requirements;
62
appointing
successors to,
to, finishing
finishing three
three
appointing successors
years of course,
course, repealed...........
repealed
62
62
present
present appointments
appointments confirmed.......
confirmed
62
appointments
enlisted men
men of
of the
appointments from enlisted
the
Army and National Guard auauthorized ............................
62
62
age, etc
etc., qualifications
qualifications ..................
62
62
increase
divided into
into four
four annual
annual ininincrease of, divided
crements .........................
62
crements
62
distribution ...........................
distribution
62
62
Cairo, Egyptt
Eqpt,
Cairo,
appropriation for agent and consul
appropriation
consul general
252, 1048
at ...........
............
252,1048
Cairo, Ill.
Cairo,
Ill.,s
appropriation
public building........
building
264
appropriation for public
264
Calcasieu River
River and
and Pass,
Pass, La.,
CaTs
La.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of
397
397
Caledonta, N. Dak.,
Caledonia,
bridge
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Red River
River of the
at.
511
North, at........................
511
Calhoun
Fla.,
•
Calhoun County, Fla.,
appropriation for payment of damage
appropriation
damage to
to
public highways of................
of
397
Califorrna,
California,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
appropriation
general, clerks,
etc............................
etc
103, 1107
103,1107
for support,
in
132,975
support, etc., of Indians in.......
132,975
for lands, etc., for homeless
homeless Indians in.
in 132, 975
975
for naval
naval training
training station
station
561,1173
for
...... .. 561,1173
for
for public works,
works, naval
naval training station.
570, 1179
tion . ....
....................
570,1179
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for naval training
lasining
station
30
station.........................
30
for support, etc.,
etc ,Indians
31
for
Indians in
in ............
31
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Camps of
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Page.
Pa.
Instruction, Marine
Camps
of Instruction,
established; regulations
614
etc....
614
regulations governing,
governing, etc....
established;

expenses
.614,1190
appropriation for expenses.............614,1190

Canaan:1, P.
I.,
P. I.,
Capmao,

appropriation for naval hospital
appropriation
hospital...........

570

Canada,
Canada,

appropriation for
marking
for surveying andd marking
appropriation
line between Alaska and
and........ 256,1051
256,1061
boundary line between
between
for marking boundary
United States and.
and ............... 256,1051
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
marking boundary line between
between
United States
States and.
and ..............
United

16,829
16,829

for marking line between Alaska and....
and....
citizens intending to reside permanently
permanently
abroad
abroad leaving
leaving by
by frontier
frontier of, to be
recorded by immigration
immigration officials...
officials...
entering
head tax not levied on aliens entering
from, for temporary stay,
day, etc.......
etc

829

888
883

875
Commisn,
Canadian
Boundary Waters
Waters Commission,
CanadianBoundry
appropriation
salaries
and
expenses.
259,1054
259,1064
expense.
salaries
for
appropriation
allowance for subsistence away from
fro
allowance
Washington, limited
limited .............. 259
Washington,
for preparation
etc
259,1055
preparation of cases,
case, etc...........
2,1065
deficiency appropriation
802
appropriation for .............
802
dams across
Baileyacroes Saint Croix River, at Baileyville and Grand Falls, Me., subject
to approval,
approval, etc., of
of................
634
584
Canadian
Commission,
FiseriesCommission,
CanadianFisheries
appropriation for expenses............
expenses
258,1064
Canal
Dover, Ohio,
Ohio,
CanalDover,
condemned
to
841
condemned cannon granted to...........
CanalRoad N. W.,
Canal
W., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
retain%
reconstructing retinig
appropriation for reconstructing
687,1015
,1015
wall .........................
Canal
Zone (see
(see also
also Panama
Canal),
Panama Canal),
CanalZone
appropriation
high-power radio station.
station.
607
appropriation for high-power
for relief and protection
protection of American
American sea...... 262,1058
282, 108
men in.
in ....... ......
restriction on entry of aliens from
from......... 874
sanitary
regulations, etc.,
etc., subject to ausanitary regulations
527
thority of the President ............
punishment
527
punishment for violations ........
taxes,
etc., authorised; limit ofad
of ad valorem.
valorem.
528
taxes,etc.,authorised;
regulations, etc., of roads
528
road and highways...
highway...
regultions
528
automobile tax
tax........................
agreement with Panama for reciprocal
reciprocal
28
use of
of highways
highways....................
use
28
punishmenta ...........
police powers; punishments
deposit money orders
authorized; interest.
order authorized;
528
interest to be paid banks for departs
depite of..
of..
628
28
fees,
allowed
customs
officers
offices........
etc.,
fees,
seamen laws
29
aw applicable
applicable.....
Statees samen
United States
529
restrictions authored.......
immigration restrictions
immigration
authorized
deportations; clearances
clearances withheld ves529
for reaming
refung...................
sels for
punishment
violations............. 629
punishment for violations
injuries,
unlawful..
529
Panama Canal unlawful..
etc., to Panama
injuries etc.,
529
punishment for
for........................
acts
causing
death,
as
murder.
529
acts causing death, murder.......
Service,
Canceling Machines,
Postal Service,
Machines, Postal
Canceling
appropriation for rental and purchase of.42,
of.422, 1069
appropriation
Cane Juice,
Sirups of,
of,
Cane
Juice, Sirup*
provision
free entry of, after May 1,
provision for free
1916,.repealed
56
1916, repealed.....................
Cane,
Sugar,
Cane, Sugar,
appropriation
culture,
investigting, culture,
for investigating,
appropriation for
diseases, etc.,
etc., of; sirup, by-products, etc......................
etc
454,
1142
454,1142
for
investigating insects
affecting .... 465,1154
insects affecting
for investigating
Cane-Sugar
Districts,
Cane-Buga Districts,
appropriation
experiments, etc., in liveappropiation for expeiments,
Mock
production in.
in
491, 1166
491,1166
. ............
stock production
491,1166
erection of b
barns, etc...........
etc
491, 1166

55111 1551111 11HR

Pa.
California—Continued.
Pam.
California-Continued.
contribution
required from, for Sacramento
contribution required
removal, etc...
etc
949
flood control, debris removal,
226
established in......
in
Imperial land district established
Lassen Volcanic National Park, established
442
lished..............................
private land claims in, to be surveyed,
money for exetc., on deposit of money
penses ..........
995
995
............. ...
penses
representative
celebration of landing of
representative to celebration
Sir Francis Drake on coast of, to be
appointed
60
..........................
appointed
time extended
extended for relinquishing
relinquishing to Indians
48
railroad grant lands in..-..........
in
railroad
California
Coast,
CaliforniaCoast,
appropriation
power radio station
appropriation for high power
607
on....-.........-............-on
California
Debris Commission,
CaliforniaDebris
292
appropriation
......
expenses................
appropriation for expenses
improving
plans of, for controlling
controlling floods, improving,
etc.,
Sacramento
River,
to
carried
be
etc.,
949
on .. .......................
amount
authorized for expenditures...
expenditures..
949
amount authorized
950
expenditures under direction of........
of
California
Cal.,
Forest, Cal.,
National Forest,
CaliforniaNational
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 458,1146
appropriation for maintenance,
California
Northern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
CaliforniaNorthern
counties
constituting northern
division
122
northern division...
counties constituting
.................. 122
southern division.
division.
.
southern
terms
Eureka................. 122
terms of court, Eureka.
Sacramento
122
Sacramento...........................
122
San Francisco
Francisco .................... ....California
Southern Judicial
Ditrit,
JudicialDistrict,
CaliforniaSouthern
counties constituting
northern division...
division
122
constituting northern
counties
..... 122
southern division_
division ...............--Fresno ................--- 122
terms of court, Freno
...
Angeles. .......................
122
Los Angeles
Diego. ...............
122
.....----- . 122
San Diego
Fla.,
Caloosahatchee River,
River, Fla.,
Caloosahatchee
appropriation for improvement
of
396
improvement of.........
appropriation
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary
of,
from mouth
mouth to
408
Myers.......
to Fort Myers
of, from
Calumet, Ill.,
Calumet,
Ill.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
401
appropriation for improvement of harbor..
Calumet, Mich.,
Mich.,
Calumet,
appropriation for
for public
.... —. 264
building......
public building.
appropriation
mineral rights reserved on site for public
mineral
37
building at.
ST
.....................-..
Calumet
Ill.,and Ind.,
Calumet River, Ill.,and
appropriation
improvement of; limit of
appropriation for improvement
project
401
project ............................
Calvert Street Bridge, D. C.,
Calvert
appropriation
plans for
for new,
new, over
over Rock
Rock
for plans
appropriation for
Creek. .............
...--..---..--.-- 689
Creek
Cambridge,
Cambridge, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
building......... 264
public building.
for public
appropriation for
394
for improvement
harbor...........-improvement of, harbor
Camden
County,
N.
J.,
Camden County,
bridge
authorized
serene
Delaware
River,
Delaware
bridge authorized across
872
872
Petty Island
Island........-.........- --Cameron,
Cameron, Mrs. Joseph,
Joseph,
deficiency
appropriation for paying, for indeficiency appropriation
juries
husband
802
....--- 82
to husband........-juries to
Cameron,
Tex.,
Cameron, Tex.,
appropriation
public building........
building
264
64
for public
appropriation for
Camp
Euipage, Army,
Army,
Camp and
and Garrison
GarrisonEquipage,
634
appropriation
for........ ............
appropriation for
--------deficiency
for
338
338
appropriation for...............
deficiency appropriation
Camp
Sites,
etc.,
Army,
Camp Sites, etc., Army,
appropriation
for
preparation,
etc.,
of,
for
for
of,
appropriation for prepartion, etc.,
forces drafted
drafted into
into service in the
forces
. 634
States,
etc. .....
...........-States, etc
available
634
634
18, 1916
1916 .........
June 18,
from June
available from
Care
ltnrbation.
Military Instruction,
p, Military
Cam
l
iliiary suppliea
supplies may be issued to schools,
military
t..., for
Str....3.
etc.,
123
VW-.,
-us..
*.*
............
oo-- -.
..
.
--
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Canneries,
Page.
Canneries,
Page.
interstate, etc.,
of products
by,
etc., shipments of
products by,
using children of forbidden
forbidden ages, forforbidden...........................
bidden.
675
675
punishment
punishment for ........................
675
675
Canning Clubs, Boys' and
Canning
Girls',
and Girls',
child labor prohibitions
prohibitions not applicable
applicable to.
to. 675
675
Cannon, etc.,
Cannon,
etc.,
excise tax on net
net profits
by
manufacturers
excise
profits by manufacturers
from sales of .....
781
...... ..........
781
Canton,
Canton, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
for
asylum
for
insane
Inappropriation for asylum for insane Indians .......................
151,988
151,988
Canyon Diablo
Diablo River, Ariz.
Arti., ,
constructing bridge
appropriation for constructing
across,
across, near
near Leupp Indian Agency..
Agency._
975
975
Cape Charles
Charles City,
Va.,
City, Va.,
improving
improving aids to navigation leading
to
537
leading to...
537
Cape Charles,
Charles, Va.,
Va. ,
light vessel for hation
at, authorized
authorized ......
537
station at,
537
Cape Fear
FearRiver, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of,
of, above
above
Wilmington
395
Wilmington.......................
395
at and below Wilmington
Wilmington_..........
395
395
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
made
of, channel
channel to Carolina
Carolina Beach Pier,
Pier,
N.C
N.
C.............................
407
407
Cape Henry,
Va.,
Henry, Va.,
appropriation for building, etc.,
appropriation
etc., for
for
Weather Service
Service at
449
at...............
449
Cape Lookout, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for construction of harbor of
appropriation
of
refuge................
refuge
292
.............
292
J.,
Cape May, N.
N. J.,
appropriation for improving
improving Cold
Cold Spring
appropriation
Spring
Inlet....................
Inlet
. 292,393
292, 393
preliminary examination,
examination, etc..
etc., to
to be
be
made for waterway
waterway to New York
York
Bay, from
from.......................
407
407
Cape Sparyl
Spartel and
Cape
Morocco,
and Tangier Light,
Light, Morocco,
appropriation
contribution.. 254,1050
appropriation for annual
annual contribution..
Cape Town, Africa,
Cape
appropriation
appropriation for foreign hospital
hospital...... 262,1058
262,1058
Cape Vincent, N.
Cape
N. Y,
Y.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor.
appropriation
392
harbor.. - 392
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made
made
of harbor.
harbor ......................
406
406
Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriation for
trees, etc.,
grounds of
200
appropriation
for trees,
etc., grounds
of...
290
or repairs, etc..............
for
etc
.......... 298
298
for cleaning, etc., works
of art
298
works of
art..........
298
for care, etc., of grounds ...............
298
298
for repairs
repairs fire-engine
fire-engine house,
etc
298
house, etc........
298
for removing buildings, etc., from lands
lands
for extension
extension of grounds ............
298
298
use of Maltby Building by AgriculAgricultural Department
Department repealed........
repealed
298
298
for repairs, etc., Senate
Senate kitchens and
and
restaurants
restaurants .....................
327
327
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
23
for repairs, etc.
etc...- 23
for Charles E.
B. Monroe
817
Monroe ..................
817
for repairs, elevator
elevator machinery,
machinery, Senate
Senate
wing
817
ing..........................
817
Capitol
Buildings and
and Grounds,
Capitol Buildings
Grounds, SuperintendSuperintendnt of,
ent
If,
appropriation for, engineers,
appropriation
engineers, clerks, etcetc. 102, 1106
1106
for engineers, etc.,
etc., House of
of RepresentaRepreeentatives................
tives†††††††††††††† ......... † 70,
tives
1074
70,1074
701074
for elevator conductors, House
of RepRepHouse of
resentatives..
resentatives
70,1074
.............
70,1074
for engineers,
engineers, etc.,
etc. Senate ..........
68,1072
68,1072
for elevator conductors,
conductors, Senate
Office
Senate Office
Building ...................
68,1072
68,1072
for rear
re.irs and equipment,
equipment, Columbia
Columbia
ospital
for
Women,
Hospital
District of
of
Columbia, under ...................
279
279

Capitol Buildings and
Capitol
Grounds, SuperintendPage.
and Grounds,
Superintend- Page.
of—Continued.
ent of-Continued.
appropriation for placing railroad
appropriation
railroad siding
siding to
to
power plant
plant in safe condition
condition on
on
failure Terminal
Terminal company.........
company
328
328
recovery
recovery proceedings
proceedings ..............
328
328
designated on Public
Buildings CommisCommisPublic Buildings
sion. ..........................
•
328
sion
328
courthouse, D.
repairs, etc.,
etc., courthouse,
I). C.,
C., placed
under
298
..................
.......
298
Capitol
Police,
CapitolPolice,
appropriation for captain, lieutenants,
appropriation
lieutenants, and
and
privates ...................
69, 1073
privates
69,1073
for contingent expenses
expenses .............
69, 1073
1073
69,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for additional
additional
privates.........................
privates
3
3
salaries
salaries for December, 1915, to be paid
paid
December 17.....................
17
3
3
for September,
September, 1916, to be paid
paid on
of
on day
day of
adjournment
adjournment ....................
853
853
for December, 1916, to be paid
Decempaid December 22 .............................
861
861
Capitol
D. C.,
C.,
CapitolPower
Power Plant,
Plant,D.
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
327
maintenance, etc
etc.......
327
for fuel oil,
328
oil, etc ......................
328
purchase of supplies
supplies................
purchase
328
328
Carbazol,
Carbazol,
duty on; minimum
minimum purity ................
793
793
free list; maximum
on tree
maximum purity....
purity
793
793
Carbondale, Ill.,
Ill.,
Carbondale,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to...........
to
839
839
Carey Act,
Act,
time extended
extended for segregating
segregating and rereclaiming lands under, by Oregon...
claiming
Oregon
942
942
Cargo Boats,
Cargo
Boats,
deemed common
not deemed
common carriers
carriers by
by water
by
water by
Shipping Act ...................
Shipping
728
728
Caribbean Sea,
Caribbean
Sea,
appropriation
appropriation for Weather
Weather Service
Service exexpenses in...........
in
448, 1136
1136
....... 448,
commission
to
investigate and report on
commission
investigate
on
advisability, etc.,
etc., of
of establishing
advisability,
establishing
additional
additional naval station in; details, etc., to be
be considered.........
considered
571
571
Caribou, Me.,
Me.,
Caribou,
appropriation for
for public
building ......
264
appropriation
public buildin
g
264
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuilding................................
ing
17
17
Caribou National
Caribou
Idaho and
Wyo.,
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
and Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for
of. 458,
1146
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.. of.
458,1146
CarlintuQle, Ill.,
Carlinville,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building
264
building....
264
Carlisle,
Pa.,
Caruisle, Pa.,
appropriation for Indian school ........ 150,
appropriation
150, 987
987
use of bequest
bequest for training
training nurses,
nurses,
authorized ......................
authorized
987
987
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for Indian
Indian school.
school
31
31
Carlsbad
Carlsbad Irrigaton
Irrigation Project,
Mex.,
Project, N.
N. Mex.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
use
maintenance, etc.;
etc.; use
balance...................... 305
of balance
305
Carnegie Library,
D. C.,
C.,
Carnegie
Library, D.
appropriation
expenses..........
appropriation for expenses
680, 1008
680,
1008
Caro, Mich.,
Caro,
Mich.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
836
to...........
836
Carriers,
Carriers, Common (see Common
Carriers).
Common Carriers).
Carroll County, Ga.,
Carroll
Ga.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
River between
between Coweta
Coweta County and.
and.
66
CarrollFoundry,
Foundry, Houghton, Mich.,
Carroll
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for ...............
815
815
Carroll,
Carroll,Iowa,
appropriation for
appropriation
for public building..........
building
264
264
Carroll,
Jennie (widow),
Carroll, Jennie
(widow),
appropriation for
appropriation
for monthly
monthly payments
payments to...
620
to...
629
Carrollton,
Ill.,
Carrollton,Ill.,
rnnmnriantinn for
fur public building
I_... .n:lurr
"A
appropriation
264
-r....,.
.VtLWASCL
U--· _
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Carson City,
Page.
City, Nev.,
Nev.,
Carson
appropriation
for mint
mint at
88,
1093
88,1093
at ...............
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
school ....................
143,
981
for
143,981
for public
public building
building .....................
264
264
for
Carson Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Nev.,
Nev.
Carson
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 125,
970
125,970
etc., of..
appropriation
Carson National
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Carson
NationalForest,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of..
458,1146
458,1146
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of .
Cartridges,
etc.,
Cartridges,etc.,
excise
tax on
profits by
by manufacmanufacon net
net profits
excise tax
turers from
from sales
sales of;
781
781
of; exception
exception......
turers
Caruthersville,
Mo.,
Caruthersville, Ho.,
appropriation
for public
264
264
building.........
public building
appropriation for
Cary, Honorable
Honorable William
William J.,
J.,
Cary,
deficiency
appropriation for
for contested
contested
deficiency appropriation
election expenses
822
822
expenses .................
election
Casa
Grande Ruin,
Ruin, fires.
Ariz.,
Casa Grande
appropriation
for custodian...............
custodian
301
301
appropriation for
Cascade
Oreg.,
Forest, Oreg.,
National Forest,
Cascade National
458,1146
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
458,1146
of.
etc.,
for
maintenance,
appropriation
Cass
Reservation, Minn.,
Indian Reservation,
Cass .Lake
Lake Indian
appropriation
Missisacross Miesisbridge across
for bridge
appropriation for
sippi River
from Chippewa
Chippewa
on, from
River on,
sippi
funds............................
funds
978
Cassia
Counties, Idaho,
Idaho,
Minidoka Counties,
and Minidoka
Cassia and
may
bridge Snake
River .................
34
Snake River
may bridge
Castkton,
N. Y.
Y,
Castleton, N
time expended
bridging Hudson
Hudson River
River
for bridging
time
expended for
446
to
from ..........
446
nding from
to Schodack
Schodack landing
Eastern
(see
D. C.,
C.,
Casualty
Hospital, D.
Eastern DisCasualty Hospital
pensary
b. C.).
C.).
pensary, D.
InternaCatalogue
of Scientific
SCientific Literature,
Literature, InternaCatalogue of
tional,
of.
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses., preparation
preparation of
279
appropriation for
- 331
for printing
binding
and binding--.........---printing and
for
Catalogue .
of
Copyright Office,
Office,
Entries, Copyright
of Title
Title Entries,
Catalogue
331
of..........
appropr
iation for
publication of
for publication
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for printing
printing and
appropriation for
deficiency
binding .
...................--..- 822
binding
'Catawissa
Catawissa Railroad
RailroadCompany,
Milton
may
bridge
Susquehanna
may bridge Susquehanna River, Milton
49
to
Pa
Milton, Pa.................
to West
West Milton,
Bureau, and
Industry Bureau,
Cattle (see
also Animal
Animal Industry
(see also
Cattle
Animals),
Animals),
appropriation for
quaranand quaraninspection and
for inspection
appropriation
tine
450,1138
..............- 450,1138
......
tine.
for
t.cabies .............
450,1138
for eradicating
eradicating tcabies
450,1138
for inspecting
southern ..............
inspecting southern
for
treatment of exenforcing humane
for
humane treatment
for enforcing
450,1138
Port
450,
1138
port..............--.--....--450,1138
law............ 450,
for
28-hour law
1138
for executing
executing 28-hour
450,1138
diseases...
contagious diseases
for
for suppressing
suppressing contagious
reticks;
for
eradicating
southern
cattle
ticks;
cattle
for eradicating southern
strictions ....................
450,
1138
450,1138
strictions
for
supply,
as to supply,
information as
diffusing information
for diffusing
473,1162
prices, markets,
markets, etc.
of
473,
1162
etc., of..........
prices,
for
radicating, etc.,
etc.,
in e
eradicating,
use in
for emergency
emergency use
contagious diseases
492,1167
492,1167
of ..........
diseases of
contagious
payment
destroyed; appraiappraianimals destroyed;
for animals
payment for
sal of
492,1167
values .........----.---.
of values
sal
reservation
of public
watering,
for watering,
lands for
public lands
reservation of
865
driveways
e
tc
driveways, etc....................
Cattle
Ticks, Soot/1;m,
Southern,
Cattle Ticks,
appropriation
450,1138
eradicating ........... 450,1138
for eradicating
appropriation for
live-stock
reon rework on
demonstration work
live-stock demonstration
leased areas
450,1138
450,1138
............areas
leased
restriction
on use
of materials,
materials, etc.
etc 450,
1138
450, 1138
use of
restriction on
demonstration
,
450,1139
450,1139
etc.......
at fairs,
fairs, etc
demonstration at
Cavalry Army,
Cavalry
Army,
composition of
units, under
under national
national dedeof units,
composition
fense Act................-------Act
178
fense
..
increase
of
enlisted
men
allowed
179
increase of enlisted men allowed...--------assignment
of
officers
179
...-.......
assignment of officers
increased by
seventeen colonels;
colonels; to
be addiaddito be
by seventeen
increased
-...-....
.....
numbers .
tional
185
tional numbers
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Pag
Cedar Bayou,
Baru, Tex.,
Page.
Tex.,
Cedar
appropriation for
for improvement
of
398
398
improvement of.........
appropriation
Cedar Falls,
Falls, Iowa,
Iowa,
Cedar
appropriation for
for public building.........
building
264
appropriation
Cedar Rapids,
Rapids, Iowa,
Iowa,
Cedar
.. 12,55
12,55
terms of court
court at.....................
at
Cedarville, IU.,
Ill.,
Cedrvile,
condemned cannon
granted to
838
838
cannon granted
to ............
condemned
Cement, etc.,
etc.,
Cement,
appropriation for
for investigating
structural
investigating structural
appropriation
materials of
114, 1115
materials
of .................... 114,1115
Cemeteries, Mutual,
Mutual,
Cemeteries,
exempt from
from income
tax ..................
766
766
exempt
income tax
Census, Director
Director of,
of,
Census,
appropriation for,
for, statisticians,
clerks,
statisticians, clerks,
appropriation
etc ........................
110,1112
110,1112
etc
may procure
procure information
information for
tobacco rerefor tobacco
may
ports
by
mail,
agents,
etc
110
110
ports by mail, agents, etc...........
statistics of cottonseed
to prepare,
prepare, etc.,
cottonseed
etc., statistics
to
products
436
436
products..........................
etc.........
use
of cotton
cotton for
437
explosives, etc
for explosives,
use of
Census Office,
Office, Department
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Departmentof
Census
appropriation for
Director, statisticians,
statisticians
for Director,
appropriation
110,1112
clerks,
etc
110,1112
clerks, etc......................
for
collecting, etc.,
110,1112
statistics........ 110,1112
etc., statistics
for collecting,
for
....... . 110,1112
110,1112
etc...
special agents,
agents, etc
for special
for
records,
from registration
registration records,
for transcripts
transcripts from
etc -----.....--.-110,1112
110,1112
..--- ..-etc
additional for
collecting tobacco
statobacco stafor collecting
additional
tistics ...........................
110,1112
tistics
Tobacco StatisDivision
Cotton and Tobacco
Division of Cotton
tics created
created ......................
110
reprocuring information for tobacco reprocuring
ports .........-...
• ..............
110
agents............. 110,1112
pay of
of special
pay
special agents
for tabulating
machines, etc ......... 111,1112
111, 1112
for
tabulating machines,
331
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding for
for............
for
of
the
deficiency
appropriation
for
expenses
of
the
for
expenses
appropriation
deficiency
Thirteenth Census..................
32
for expenses
expenses of
of Twelfth
32
Census ..........
Twelfth Census
for
to be
be
statistics
and products
products to
of cottonseed
cottonseed and
statistics of
by.............
published
monthly by
436
published monthly
cotton etc.,
etc., used for guncotton,
guncotton, medicotton,
cated
etc., to be published
cotton, etc.,
cated cotton,
quarterly
437
by ......................
quarterly by
Central and South America,
Central
appropriation for
for promoting,
promoting, etc.,
cometc., comappropriation
111,1113
merce
with
111, 1113
merce with.....................
Republics,'
American Republics
Central and South American
Central
Second
invited to
send representatives
representatives to Second
invited
to send
Conference. 1052
Pan
American Financial
Financial Conference.
Pan American
Central Dispensary
Hospital,
Dispenary and Emergency Hospital,
Central
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for care
care of
of indigent
indigent paappropriation
tients
.. 708,1035
708,1085
tients ..................
Power Plant,
and Power
Central Heating,
Plant,
Lighting, and
Heating, Lighting,
Central
D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
for construction,
construction,
appropriation for
deficiency
19
etc ........-...------ ---....-....
19
etc
19
additional
buildings to
to receive
service.
receive service_
additional buildings
19
increased................
of cost
cost increased
limit of
limit
19
additional
sum for
for technical
technical services.
services
additional sum
Cereal Plank,
Plants,
Cereal
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations of insects
appropriation
465,1154
affecting ....................
affecting
Hessian fly and chinch
Hessian
chinch bug ...... 465,1154
Cereals (see
also Grains),
(irains),
(see also
Cereals
appropriation for
for investigating production,
appropriation
of...............
etc., of
diseases, etc.,
454.1142
diseases,
Navy,
Certificate of
Army or Nally,
of Discharge,
Discharge, Army
Certificate
punishment
punishment for forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.
etc
1182
States,
United States,
Certificates of
of Indebtedness, United
Certificates
per cent, authorized......
issue of three
authorized
1003
three per
issue
payable
payable in
in one year....-......-.......
year
1003
$300,000,000....
amount
exceed $300,000,000
1003
to exceed
not to
amount not

XXX
XXX
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Certiorari,
Writs of
of (see
(see Writs
of Certiorari.)
Certiorari.)
Page.
Certiorari,Writs
Writs of
Page.
Chadron,
Nebr.,
Chadron, Nebr.,
appropriation
building
264
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
264
deficiency
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
building
17
ing..................................
17
Challis
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Challis National
appropriation for
etc., of..
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1146
458,1146
Chamberlain,
Dak.,
Chamberlain, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
for
public
building
264
appropriation for public building.........
264
bridge authorized across Missouri
at
Missouri River at.
58
repeal of
of act
authorizing pontoon
bridge at.
at
58
repeal
act authorizing
pontoon bridge
58
temporary
maintenance .................
58
temporary maintenance
58
use during construction
construction of new
bridge
58
new bridge...
58
Chambers
Chambers of
of Commerce,
Commerce,
766
exempt from
from income
income tax
tax....
.................. 766
Chambers,
Washington Irving,
U. S
Chambers, Captain
Captain Washington
Irving, U.
S.
Navy,
Navy, retired,
retired,
admiral on
on active
active list;
place
602
to be rear admiral
list; place....
602
examinations
examinations required; to be
be additional
additional
number; no back pay; etc
etc.......... 603
Champagnes,
Champagnes, etc.,
internal revenue
on ..................
786
revenue tax
tax on
786
Chapel
N. C.,
C.,
Chapel Hill,
Hill, N.
deficiency
appropriation for
builddeficiency appropriation
for public
public building ...............................
17
17
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
appropriation
Representaappropriation for House of Representa70, 1074
1074
tives ......................
70,
for Senate..................
Senate.
66,
1070
......
66,1070
Chaplains,
Chaplains,Army,
Army,
appointment, etc.,
appointment,
under national
etc., of, under
national
defense
176
defense Act
Act .....................
176
preference
for
previous
war
service.
176
preference for previous war service.....
176
Charges d'Affaires ad
Charges
ad interim,
interim,
appropriation for salaries.
salaries ............. 252,1048
appropriation
252,1048
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries.
802, 826, 829
salaries. 802,826,829
Charitable, etc., Organizations,
Charitable,
Organizations,
exempt
exempt from income
income tax.....
tax
766
.............
766
Charities
Charitiesand
and Corrections,
Corrections,D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
Charities.... 706,1033
706,1033
appropriation
for Board
Board of
of Charities....
for reformatories
correctional inreformatories and correctional
institutions ..................
706,1034
706,1034
for medical
medical charities
707,1035
charities................ 707,1035
for childcaring
child-caring institutions..........
institutions
708,1036
708,1036
for temporary
temporary homes
homes............. 709,1038
for municipal lodging house
709,1038
house........ 709,1038
for aid to the blind...............
blind
710,1038
710,1038
...............
for indigent
indigent insane
710,1038
for relief
relief of the poor .............
710,1038
710,1038
for transporting
transporting paupers
paupers ...........
710,1038
710,1038
workhouse.................. 710,1038
for workhouse
710, 1038
for reformatory
reformatory .................
711,1039
711,1039
Chariton,
Chariton, Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation
building
264
appropriation for public
public building..
........ 264
Charles
Charles City, Iowa,
appropriation for public building
building ..........
264
appropriation
264
deficiency appropriation
public builddeficiency
appropriation for public
building,
17
ing ,..................
17
" Charles
Hutchinson," Steamer,
"
Charles L. Hutchinson,"
Steamer,
name of, changed to "Fayette
"Fayette Brown"...
Brown"...
946
Charles Town,
Va.,
Charles
Town, W. Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ..........
264
264
Charleston, Ark.,
Charleston,
Ark.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to.
to......... 834,840
834,840
Charleston, Ill.,
Charleston,
Ill.,
appropiation for public building..........
appropriation
building
264
Charleston,
Charleston, S. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterwaterand..
395
way between McClellanvile
McClellanville and
for improvement
improvement of harbor and channel
channel
to the sea
ea........... ....................
395
395
for navy yard, public works............
works
567
567
for dredgin
dredging Cooper
Cooper River .............
567
567
for equipping
equipping navy yard to build
build ships
ships
for u
ease of the Navy
increase
Navy ...........
618

Charleston
Page.
Chorleston,,S.
S. C.—Continued.
C.-Continued.
age.
appropriation
works,
appropriation for navy yard public
public works,
dredging, power
1178
power plant, etc
etc ......... 1178
for naval magazine, ammunition
storage
1179
ammunition storage.
1179
immigrant station, may
may be
be used
South
immigrant
used by
by South
Naval Militia
61
Carolina Naval
Militia .............
61
at. ......................
721
terms of court at
721
721
office of clerk .......................
721
Charleston, W.
Charleston,
W. Va.,
Va.,
condemned cannon
granted to
833
condemned
cannon granted
to...........
833
Charlevoix, Mich.,
Mich.,
Charl/vo,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor.
400
appropriation
harbor.
400
Charlotte, Mich.,
Mich.,
Charlotte,
appropriation for
public building
264
appropriation
for public
building..........
264
deficiency
appropriation for
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
for public
ing
17
Charlotte, N.
C.,
17
Charlotte,
N.'C.,.
17
appropriation
public building,
264
appropriation for public
building, rent
rent....
264
Charlotte, N.
Y:,
Charlotte,
N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement
harbor.
392
appropriation
improvement of
of harbor.
392
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of
harbor
of harbor
to
407
to be made
made ........................
407
Charlton
Nassau Counties,
Fla.,
Charltonand Nassau
Counties, Ga.,
Ga., and Fla.,
may
Mary River,
River, Calico
165
may bridge
bridge Saint
Saint Mary
Calico Hill
Hill.
165
Kolars
436
olars Ferry .........................
436
Charts,
Survey,
Charts, Coast
Coast Survey,
obsolete, may be distributed free to
to
schools, etc.
320
etc.....................
320
Chatham
Ga.
Chatham County
County,tGa.,
bridge authorized
River beauthorized 'across
across Back
Back River
between Jasper
Jasper County, S. C.,
C., and
6
and...
6
Chattahoochee River,
Chattahoochee
River, Ga., and
and Ala.,
Ala.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of,
of, below
below
Columbus,
395
Columbus, Ga
Ga ...................
395
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Coweta
Coweta and CarCarroll Counties, Ga
Ga ...................
66
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
authorized across
Tennessee River,
bridge authorized
across Tennessee
Elver,
at .............................
47
C'hautauquas, etc.
Chautauquas,
etc.,
exempt
s
pecial tax ................
791
exempt from special
791
Checks, Lost, etc.,
issue of duplicates for, by disbursing
disbursing ofofficers;
bond
37
ficers; bond
........................
37
postal warrants, etc
bond
38
etc.;;bond............
38
small amounts to postal employees
without bond.
38
bond ....................
38
Checks,
Outstanding,
Checks, Outstanding,
acceptance
Auditor's reports of, in
acceptance of Auditor's
in lieu
lieu of
of
disbursing
officers' returns
336
disbursing officers'
returns..........
336
Cheese,
Cheese,
appropriation
etc.,
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
making and marketing
marketing ...........
450
Chefuncte
River, La.,
La.,
Chefuncte River,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
of
397
appropriation for
397
C7whalis
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
Chehalis River,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, to
to
Montesano..
Montesano
405
..................
405
Chelan National
NationalForest,
Chelan
Wash.
Forest, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,
458, 1146
1146
Chelsea,
Chelsea, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation for naval hospital,
570
appropriation
hospital, sea wall.
wall.
570
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to...........
to
840
840
Chemical and
and Physicial
Physicial Researes,
Researches, Public
Public Domain,
appropriation for geological;
appropriation
geological; deposits of
potash salts.
301
salts........................
301
Chemistry Bureau,
Department of
of Agriculture,
Bureau, Department
Agriculture,
appropriation for chemist, clerks, etc...
appropriation
etc— 462,1151
for inspectors,
inspectors, laboratory
laboratory helpers,
helpers, etc. 462,1151
for general expanses..
463,
1151
expenses ..
................
463, 1151
for collaborating
collaborating with
with other departments,
departments,
etc........
etc
............
463,1151
for inspecting
impacting food
food products for exports,
etc..................
..........463,1151
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Cheyenne River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S.. Dak., Pra
rage.
Agricul- P
Chemistry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Page--a. Cheyenne
Department of AgriculChemistry
-....
appropriation
for school buildings....
buildings
988
ture—Continuecl.
appropriation for
ture-Continued.
no allotment
sectarian schools on
allotment for sectarian
no
appropriation for
poultry and egg investifor poultry
appropriation
988
completion of.
of.....................
completion
gations_
463,1152
gations........................
Chicago and Northwestern
Northwestern Railway Company,
for fish
fish investigations,
investigations, etc........
etc
463,1152
463,1152 Chicago
for
59
may bridge
bridge Fox
Fox River, Geneva,
Geneva, III
111 .......
_ _:
59
may
for
shipping, etc.; other shelloysters, shipping,
for oars,
Chicago, Burlington
Railroad ComBurlingtonand Quincy Railroad
463,
1152 Chicago,
463,1152
fih..........................
pany,
pany,
for
investigations of food and
biological investigations
for biological
may bridge
River, Aurora,
.....
55
Aurora, 111 .....-..
bridge Fox
Fox River,
may
drug
products. ..................
463,1152
drug products
Chicago, Ill.,
for utilizing
citrus fruit by-products.
by-products. _ 463,1152 Chicago,
utilizing citrus
for
appropriation
assi
stant treasurer's
treasurer's ofoffor aasistant
appropriation for
determing maturity
in fruits and vegematurity in
determing
fice
87,1092
...........fice.............
1152
............
tables
1152
tables.............
264
building ................
........
—
for public buildingt
colorants.. 463,
for utilizing
utilizing raw materials for colorants—
463,
for
for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Mound, Oakwood
Oakwood Cemfor
1152
287
...............
etery
...........
etery
experimental
building at
Arlington experimental
at Arlington
building
breakwater
for improvement
improvement of harbor; breakwater
for
farm
1152
farm ...........................
401
to form
outer harbor
harbor...............
form outer
to
464
for traveling
traveling laboratory
464
laboratory.................
for
condemned cannon
cannon granted to South Park
condemned
for investigating
investigating manufacture
manufacture of table
for
...-..--.... . 832
commissioners
commissioners-....
sirup.
1152
..........................
sirup
ights
removal of
of harborlit
harbor light stt
station,
d lights
and
light
on, and
removal
.........-464,1152
for executing
_464, 1152
pure food law .....
executing pure
for
on new
new breakwater,
breakwater, authrize..
authorized..
537
on
for
etc., naval
stores........ 464,1152
naval stores
grading, etc.,
for grading,
site tran
hospital site
riparian rights
marine hospital
transrights of marine
riparian
deficiency
appropriation for geneial
geneial exdeficiency appropriation
Linoln
ferred
commissioners of Lincoln
to commissioners
ferred to
32
penses
penses....--......................
1198
..
......
Park_
11
Park.............
for laboratory
32
...----laboratory ........-....--for
Puget Sound Railwy
and Puget
Railway
Milwaukee and
Chicago, _Milwaukee
for
food lavi
• 32,826 Chicago,
....-....
la.
pure food
executing pure
for executing
Company,
Cherokee Indians,
also Five Civilized
(see also
Okla. (see
Indians,Okla.
Cherokee
area
lease ofnds
oflands in
Fort Keogh, Mont.,
Mont ,
in Fort
of lease
area of
Tribes),
Tribes),
238
extended
extended .....................appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of orphan
orphan!
appropriation for
Railway
Paul Railway
Saint Paul
dilwaukee and Saint
Chicago, Milwaukee
training school---...------. .- ---- -147984
147,64 Chicago
training
Company,
Company,
147,984
for
schools. ..................
147,934
common schoole
for common
may
bridge Miasouri
Missouri River,
River, Chamberlain,
Chamberlain,
may bridge
Cherokee,
Iowa,
Cherokee, Iowa,
58
S. Dak ...........................
S.
appropriation
.264
building..........
public building.-for public
appropriation for
Chicago
Chicago River, Ill.,
Cherokee,
Cherokee, N. C.,
401
appropriation
improvement of
. ... ..
of.......
for improvement
appropriation for
144,981
appropriation for
Indian school
school .......
for Indian
appropriation
ch
Chattanooita .yational
Park,
NationalPark,
and Chattanooga
Chltamaugaand
Tahlequah,
Cherokee
Orphan Tining
Training School, Tahlequah,
Cherokee Orphan
appropriation
for
continuing
establishestablishcontinuing
appropriation for
Okla.,
Okla.,
288
. ............
ment of
of.....
ment
appropriation for
for support,
etc., of......
of .....
147, 984
147,984
support, etc.,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for motor
motor vehicle.
vehicle
810
810
deficiency
147,984
...........-.....
for additional
additional land
land. ..
f'or
Chickasahay River,
River, Miss.,
Miss.,
for road
road to,
to, from
from Cherokee
funds........ 986 Chickasahay
Cherokee funds
for
397
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........
of
appropriation
Cherryvale, Kans.,
ans.,
Cherryvale,
also Five CivilChwkaww Indians,
Okla. (see also
Indians, Okla.
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
264 Chkasaw
appropriation
ized
ized Tribes),
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company,
appropriation
for dormitories
dormitories for
children
for children
appropriation for
deficiency
for telephone
telephone servappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
in
Murray School
Agriculture,
School of Agriculture,
in Murray
C.......
D. C
ice,
Columbia Hospital,
Hospital, D
807
ice, Columbia
from
tribal
funds
983
from tribal funds..................
Chesapeake Bay,
Bay,
Chesapeake
for
per capita
capita payment
enrolled memto enrolled
payment to
for per
aids
to navigation,
etc., eastern
of,
shore of,
eastern shore
navigation, etc.,
aids to
146,983
bers, from
from tribal funds ...........
bers,
authorized
537
authorized ....................-146,983
use for
restricted Indiana
Indians .........
146,983
for restricted
use
Chester River,
Md.,
River, Md.,
Chester
etc.;•
exemption from
prior debts, etc.
from prior
exemption
394
appropriation
for improvement
of .........
improvement of.
appropriation for
146,984
attorneys'
claims
146,984
attorneys' claims...............
Chester
Pa.,
River, •Pa.,
Chester River,
allowance for
for distribution
distribution expenses
expenses. 147,984
allowance
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
of...
393
393
appropriation for
147,984
for
schools ..................
common schools
for common
Chestnut
Tree Bark
Bark Disease,
Disease,
Chestnut Tree
propfor expenses,
expenses, etc., selling
selling tribal lampfor
appropriation
for expenses
controlling,
of controlling,
expenses of
appropriation for
148,985
erty, from
proceeds ......-....from proceeds
erty,
etc
452,1141
452,1141
etc.........................segregated coal and asphalt lands
lands insegregated
La.,
Chettimanehi
Indians, La..,
Chettimanehilndian,
cluded
148, 985
appropriation
for clearing
clearing titles to lands of,
appropriation for
for
H. Johnston,
Johnston, from
from tribal
Douglas H.
for Douglas
etc. •trust
trust authornzed
authorized.— . .......----......133
133
etc.;
funds
986
funds.....................-------.--..-. 14-- 986
Cheyenne
Arapahoe Indian
Hospital,
Indian •Nospital,
and Arapahoe
Cheyenne arid
payments for
for surface
surface of
of coal
coal and asphalt
asphalt
payments
Okla.,
Okla.,
lands of,
further deferred
866
deferred.......... 866
of, further
lands
appropriation
for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
of..... 125,970
125,970
appropriationformaintenance,
866
all interest
to be
paid .................
be paid
interest to
all
Cheyenne
and Arapahoe
Reservation,
Indian Reseration,
Arapahoe Indian
Cheyenne and
Chickasha, Okla.,
Chikasha,
Okla.,
Okla.,
833
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to
granted to...........
condemned
further extension
extension of
of time
paying infor paying
time for
further
927
terms of
of court
court at.....................at
927
terms
stallments
for former
former agency,
etc.,
agency, etc.,
stallments for
Chico,
Cal.,
Cal.,
Chico,
937
lands
of.
937
lands of......................
appropriation for
lands, etc., for plantfor lands,
appropriation
Cheyenne
Indians,Mont., NorthArapahoeIndians,
andArapahoe
Cheyenne and
1143
breeding
station ...............breeding station
ern,
ern,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
139,980 Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the
of...... 139,980
etc., of
appropriation for
United States,
United
139,980
for "line
line riders".
riders" .................
139,980
for
118,1119
....---appropriation
for
118
,1119
appropriation for..........
Cheyenne
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Cheyenne and
Coast Artillery
Artillery (see Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery,
ofCoast
Chie of
appropriation
for support,
etc., of.......
of
145,982
145, 982 Chief
support, etc.,
appropriation for
Chief
of).
Chief of).
deficiency
for support
31
31
support..-...
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
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Chief of
of Engineers
Chief
Engineers (see
(see Engineers,
ineeneers, Army,
Army, Page.
Page.

Chief
Chief of).
of).
Chief of
of Ordnance,
DeChief
Ordnance, Army
Army (see
(see Ordnance
Ordnance Department, Army).
Chief
Staff, Army
Staff
Chief of
of Staf,
Army (see
(see also
also General
General Staff
Corps, Army),
appropriation
appropriation for Division of Militia Af92
fairs, office of
of....................
92
for
special topographic
for maps,
maps, special
topographic surveys,
surveys,
etc.,
293
etc., for
for .......................
293
620
for Army
Army War College
College ..................
620
information section.........
section
620
for military
military information
620
operations abroad.....
abroad
620
for observing
observing war
war operations
620
for service schools
schools .....................
620
625
for chief
chief clerk,
clerk, clerks, etc
etc
..............
625
for translator, etc.,
information
etc., military information
628
section ........................
Child Caring
D. C.,
C.,
Child
CaringInstitutions,
Institutions, D.
appropriation
for
708,1036
appropriation for....
............ 708,1036
Child Labor
Labor,'
interstate and foreign shipments
shipments of prodinterstate
products by, of designated
designated ages, forbidden
675
den..............
............
..
restriction on prosecutions .............
restriction
675
board to make regulations;
etc
regulations; inspectors,
inspectors, etc.
675
prosecutions for violations
violations............
675
boys' and girls'
girls' canning
canning clubs exempt
exempt...
675
punishment
punishment for
or violations
violations.................
675
guaranty from producer exempting
exempting
dealer;
conditions
675
dealer; conditions..................
675
statements in guaranty
false statements
guaranty..........
676
producers
certificate of
producers having
having certificate
of permissible age exempt ....
........
676
statements in
false statements
ia; age certificates;
certificates State
Statements
S
certificate
admitted
676
certificate admitted..
..............
676
676
construction of terms used ...............
676
in effect
effect in one year
676
year .....................
676
Child Life,
Life,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigations,
investigations, etc
etc ...... 1118
1118
Children,
Children, Alien,
under
sixteen
unaccompanied
by
parent,
under sixteen unaccompanied by parent,
excluded
excluded admission;
admission; discretion
discretion of
of
Secretary
876
Secretary.........................
876
Children's
Department of Labor,
Labor,
Children'sBureau,
Bureau, Department
appropriation for
chief, assistant,
assistant, etc...
etc... 117,1118
117, 1118
for chief,
appropriation
for investigations
investigations of welfare,
welfare, etc.; infant
infant
mortality1118
mortality.........................
1118
for
for additional
additional experts,
experts, agents, clerks,
etc ....
117,
1118
........................
117,1118
for temporary
temporary experts, interpreters,
interpreters,
1118
etc ........................
. 117,
117,1118
for
materials for
publications of,
117, 1118
for materials
for publications
of, etc
etc.. 117,1118
Children's
Children'sGuardians,
Guardians,D. C., Board
Boardof,
appropriation
appropriation
for administrative
administrative expenses .........................
708, 1036
708,
for salaries
salaries.......................
708, 1036
1036
for feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
children........... 708,
708, 1036
children
708,
1036
for board and care of children.......
708, 1036
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for board, etc
etc.,,of
children..........................
children
808
808
additional allotments to sectarian in808
stitutions ..........................
808
for feeble-minded
feeble-minded children ...........
808
Children's
Children's Hospital,
Hospital,D. C.,
appropriation
for care
care of
paappropriation for
of indigent
indigent patients ......................
708,1035
708, 1035
appropriation for care, etc
deficiency appropriation
etc.,,of
indigent
indigent patients...................
808
808
Childs, Robert
Chiads,
Robert W.,
deficiency
appropriation for services
deficiency appropriation
801
services......
801
Chile
Chile,
c aproLrialo
on for
for ambassador
to
252, 1048
approiation
ambassador to.......
252,1048

Caplwotht Mbo.,
hil1ico
appropriation'
for public
appropriation for
public building
building..........

264
264

Chilocco,
Page.
Chilocco, Okla.,
Okla.,
Page.
appropriation for Indian school..........
school
appropriation
145, 982
982
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school 31, 826
right of way across Indian school lands,
modified; payment
payment for
modified;
for damages,
146
lands, etc .............................
146
China,
China,
appropriation for
for minister
252, 1048
to......... 252,1048
appropriation
minister to
for
Chinese secretary
1048
for Chinese
secretary.
................. 253,
253,1048
for assistant
assistant Chinese secretary
secretary......... 253,
253, 1048
1048
for student interpreters
interpreters at legation.
legation .. 253, 1049
for cost of tuition ................... 253, 1049
for interpreters
interpreters at consulates
consulates in
in...... 261, 1057
for marshals, consular courts ...........
261
for expenses
expenses of American
American prisoners...
prisoners__ .262, 1057
for preserving
preserving monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., to
to solsoldiers who fell in ....................
287
China,
States
Court
for,
China, United
United
Courtfor,
appropriation for salaries and expenses
appropriation
expenses. 258,1053
258, 1053
Chinch Bug,
Chinch
appropriation for investigating, etc.....
etc..... 465, 1154
appropriation
Chinese
Chinese Exclusion,
Exclusion,
appropriation for
enforcing, laws
325
appropriation
for enforcing,
laws.......... 325
Immigration Act.........
Act
not altered by Immigration
. 897
897
Chinese
Plague,
Chinese Plague,
appropriation for prevention
279
appropriation
prevention of epidemic
epidemic..
279
Chipola
Chipola River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of lower
lower and
appropriation
and
upper, from Marianna
Marianna to mouth....
mouth
396
396
Chippewa
Indians in Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Chippewa Indians
appropriation for
civilization, etc.,
from
for civilization,
etc., from
appropriation
tribal funds .................
134,
134, 977
977
use for pay of employees, etc
etc....... 134, 977
employing Indians
etc
Indians on
on roads, etc....
134, 977
977
electric
Earth
electric light
light plant for White
White Earth
Agency, etc.....
etc
134
Agency,
..........................
134
drainage
drainage assessments authorized;
authorized; paypayment from Indian funds ............
978
ment
978
for annual celebration,
celebration, White Earth
134,978
Band ...........................
134,978
for advances
individual Indians
Indians from
from
advances to individual
permanent fund..
135
permanent
fund ..................
135
use for defectives
defectives........................
135
to be deducted from
from share in
in permanent fund .........................
135
subject to prior debts
135
not subject
debts.............
135
for bridge
bridge on Cass Lake Reservation;
Reservation;
contribution by Forestry
Forestry Service
Service
and local
local authorities
978
authorities.. ............. .
for paying Indians
Indians erroneously
erroneously stricken
stricken
from rolls, and reinstated ........... 979
979
for expenses
expenses of general
general councils, etc.;
delegates to Washington,
Washington, D. C..... 135, 979
William Madison
William
Madison and Gus
Gus II.
H. Beaulieu
Beaulieu 979
979
attendance of inspector, etc.,
etc., at meetattendance
ings authorized
authorized ....................
979
enrollment of allottees
allottees modified......
modified
979
136
for burial grounds for Fond du Lac Band
Band.
136
for education
education of Chippewa
Chippewa boys
boys from
from
tribal funds .......................
136
136
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for judgment of
Court of Claims to Mille Lac Band..
Band
823
enrollment of, on White
White Earth Reservaenrollment
tion;
tion. assistant to Attorney General
commissioner ............
136
to be one commissioner
136
unexpended balance for expenses .......
unexpended
136
appropriation
137
completing...........
137
appropriation for completing
logging
employees to
paid from
from timber
logging employees
to be paid
timber
sales receipts.......................
receipts
135
Red Lake Indian Forest
Forest created
137
created............
137
sale of lands of, to White Earth
Earth village, for
school .............................
846
proceeds to tribal funds ................
proceeds
846

INDEX.
Band,
Chippewa Indians,
Lake Band,
Red Lake
Minn., Red
Indians, Minn.,
Chippewa

receipts from Red Lake Innet proceeds of receipts
dian Forest
Forest to
to
to be credited to.......
dian

Mont., Rocky Boy's Band
Chippewa Indias,
Indians, Mont.,
Chippewa

Pase.
Page.
138

of,
of,
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of ....... 139,980
appropriation
allotment
abandoned Fort
allotment of lands in abandoned
Assinniboine Military
Military Reservation
Reservation
Assinniboine
739
to
to.............................
Mountain
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, N.
Dak., Trtle
Turtle Mountain
N. Dak.,
Chippewa
Band of,
of,
Band
appropriation
of....... 144,982
support, etc., of.
for support,
appropriation for
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
Superior, Wis.,
Was.,
of Lake
Lake Superior,
Chappewa
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of
of....... 156,991
support,
appropriation
etc.. 829
deficiency
appropriation
for
support,
etc..
deficiency appropriation
Chippewas ofthe
of the Mississippi,
Minn.,
Mississippi, Minn.,
Chippewas
134,977
appropriation
schools ...........
appropriation for schools
N. Mex
Mex, ,
Chiricahua
Ariz.,and N.
Forest,Ariz.,and
NationalForest,
ChircahuaNational
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of....
of....
458
appropritionfor
Ch&rophthalic
ChlorophthalicAcid,
793
duty
on
duton.................................
Chocolate
Bayou, Tes.,
Tex.,
Choeo/ate Bayou,
398
appropriation
of
improvement of.......
appropriation for improvement
Lands, Otla.,
Coal Lands,
and ChicEasao
Choctaw
Chickasaw Coal
Okla.,
Choctaw and
new
relinquishment
of
old,
and
grant
of
new,
old,
relinquishment
Ca
lands
lands under lease of Denison Coal
870
Company
Company .......................
870
use of
of part
surface...................
of surface
art of
use
Choctawan
and Chic.karaw
Hospital,Okla.,
IndianHospital,
Chickasa Indian
Chocaw
appropriation for
etc, of..
of.... 125,970
maintenance, etc
formaintenance,
appropriation
Civiized
Choctaw Indian,,
Indians, Okla.
Okla. (see
(see also Five Civilized
Choctaw
Vibes),
Tribes),
appropriation for
capita payment to enper capita
for per
apprpriation
rolled
funds 146,983
members from tribal funds.
rolled members
Indians.......... 146,983
restricted Indians
use for restricted
exempt
from
prior
debts,
etc
exempt from prior debts, etc....... 146,984
allowance for
distribution expenses.
expenses 147,
147,984
984
for distribution
allowance
147,984
for common
common schools..............
schools
for
for
expenses, etc., selling tribal propfor expenses,
erty, from
from proceeds
148,985
proceeds..............- 148,985
erty,
segregated coal
asphalt lands incoal and asphalt
segregated
98
cluded
148, 985
cluded ....................
for
treaties with .......... 148, 985
fulfilling treaties
for fulfilling
for
roadway to Wheelock
Academy, from
from
Wheelock Academy,
for roadway
.... . 149
tribal fund....
fund
......... -tribal
asphalt
payments
payments for surface of coal and asphalt
lands
of, further
further deferred.
866
deferred .......
lands of,
86
all interest
paid................. 866
interest to be paid
all
Choctaw
Sanatorium,Okla.,
Choctaw Sanatorium,
appropriation
road, etc.,
etc., from
from tribal
for road,
appropriation for
funds
986
Chickasaws..
of Choctaws and Chickasaws
funds of
and Ala.,
Choctawhatchee
River Fla.
Fla. and
Choctawhatchee River,
appropriation
improvement of, includappropriation for improvement
ing Cypress
Cypress Top Outlet
397
Outlet...........
ing
Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation
for prevention
79
epidemic.. 279
of epidemic
prevention of
appropriation for
Cholera,
(see Hog
Cholera).
Hog Cholera).
Ho (see
Cholera, Hog
Chopaka,
Wash
Chopaa, Wash.
immediate
transportation entry
privileges
entry privileges
immediate transportation
354
-..
extended
to ..........-.-extended to..
Choptank
Md.,
River, Md.,
Choptank River,
appropriation for
mprovement of
394
of......-- 394
improvement
appropriation for i
Chosen,
Chosen,
appropriation
for interpreters
at consulinterpreters at
appropriation for
ates
261, 1057
in ...----.....----- ......- 261,1057
ates in
for
of American
prisoners. 262,1057
American prisoners
expenses of
for expenses
Chugach
National Forest,
Alaska,
Forest, Alaska,
Chowt Nhatuional
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
for maintenance,
appropriation
Church
D. C.,
C.,
etc., D.
Parsonages,etc.,
Church Parsonages,
exempt from
estate taxes;
conditions..
515
taxes; conditions..
real estate
from real
exempt
Cider, D.
D. C.,
Fermented,
or Fermented,
Hardor
C., Hard
Cider,
included
liquors.............1123
alcoholic liquors
in alcoholic
included in
Cigar
Manufacturers,
Cigar Manufacturers,
special tax
tax imposed
on; rates
792
rates............
on;
imposed
special
792
-----.
vrt nnnravmnt_-.1,
punishment
nonpayment
792
Mpu nEU*"r for
- 1 ZiV"Ul
------------
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Cigarette Beetle,
Pas&
Betl,
Cigarette
appropriation for
465, 1154
for investigating.....,.
investigating......... 465,1154
appropriation
Manufactuers,
Cigarette Maniffodurers,
Cigarette
..
imposed on; rates..........
special tax imposed

punishment for nonpayment.......
nonpayment........,.
punishment
Tera. Reilway
and Texas
Orleans and
Cincinnati,
Railway
Cincnnati, New Orleans
Company,
Company,

792

792

may
may bridge Tennessee River, Chatta47
nooga,. Te.
Tenn
........
.....
noga,
Cincinnati
Olaw
Cincinnati,Ohio,
treasurer's
appropriation
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
office
87,1092
office....................
Railway,
Southern
Cincinnati
Southern
Cincinnati
transportation on
trustees, allowed
allowed free transportation
comp
any business
922
business.................
company
"
U. S.S..,S.,
"'Cincmiati U.
60
appropriation
repairs
606
appropriation for repairs.................
Courts of Appeals,
Circuit Courts
Circit
118,1119
judges ......
appropriation
. ..
118,
1119
appropriation for circuit judges.
118,1119
.... 118,
for
....
..
1119
clerks...................
for clerks
118,1119
for
messenger, etc.,
1119
circuit. - 118,
eighth circuit—
etc., eighth
for messenger,
119,1120
... 119,1120
.......
for
books for.......
for law
law bookafor
in
and writs of error from courts
appeals
courts in
appeals and
circuit..........
Porto Rico
Rico to,
... 966
to, first circuit.
Porto
ceded islands to third cirWest
Indian ceded
West Indian
1133
cuit ..............
..............
cuit
bankjudgments
and
decrees of, final in bankjudgments and decrees
727
ruptcy proceedings
proceedi'gs ............
ruptcy
causes relating
injuries to railroad
railroad
to injuries
reting to
causes
727
employees
emplo ees. ..................727
......
under railroad 18-hour Act
acts.. 727
under railway
railway safety appliances
appliances acts
certiorari from Supreme Court for re727
view, etc., allowed......- ..... ..
385
..............
Asheville, N. C
C ..
at Asheville,
term at
Circuit
Judges,
CircuitJudges,
118,1119
appropriation for ...................
118,1119
appropriation
Circus
Proprietors,
Circus Proprietors,
special
on
791
tax imposed on...............
special tax
etc............ 791
required for each State, etc
required
Okla.,,
Citizen
Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Okla
of Pottawatomie
Band of
Citizen Band
appropriation
payment to certain enappropriation for payment
rolled members of ...............
983
Citizen
Camps (see
Training Camps,
(see Training
Training Camps
Citizen Training
Citizen).
Citizen).
Citizens'
Bridge Company,
Company,
Citizens' Bridge
may
bridge Mississippi
Missisippi River at Burlingmay bridge
1
ton, Iowa.
Iowa....................... 1
Citizens
the United
United States,
States,
o/the
Citizens of
abroad
intending
to reside
reside permanently
permanently abroad,
intending to
vesel
reported by master of vessel
to
to be.reported
883
............
carrying......
eican border
nadian or Mexican
yl
lea4
an
glYs
y
ntanadian
border,
leaving
reported by immigration
immigration
be reported
to be
883
............
officials ..........
officials
Citizenship,
Citizenship,
declarations
erroneously made
declarations of intention erroneously
conditions.. 507
507
Montana, validated; conditions—
in Montana,
natives of
etc., included
in
included in
of Porto Rico, etc.,
natives
956
United States ..................
953
United
renunciation
953
renunciation requirements ............ 968
no
part of
appropriations to py
pay
Army appropriations
of Army
no part
appointed an
person, not aa citizen, appointed
64
officer in time of peace ...........
649
officer
Citrus Canker,
Canker,
Citrus
appropriation
investigating, eradicatappropriation for investigating,
452,1141
ing,
452,1141
ing, etc .........-.......
cooperation
States; local, etc.,
etc.,
cooperation with States;
452,1141
contribution required...........
required452,1141
contribution
paying
destroyed trees, etc.foretc.,, forfor destroyed
paying for
1141
bidden
bidden ...................
deficiency
investigating,
appropriation for investigating,
deficiency appropriation
24
etc
etc ..........................
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Claims-Continued.
Page.
Citrus Fruits,
Page.
Claims-Continued.
Page.
Citrus
Fruits,
Pag.
appropriation
deficiency
paying, cerdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying,
appropriation for
for improving
improving methods
methods of
of
by-products of
463,1152
tified by accounting officers
28,823
utilizing by-products
tified
of ........• 463,
1152
officers .....
28,823
determining maturity
maturity in
suits in
in. ......
43
in fruits and
for expenses,
and
expenses, defending suits
43
vegetables
1152
vegetables........................
paying judgments,
judgments, Court of
of Claims
823
1152
for paying
Claims.
823
investigating insects affecting....
affecting.
466,1154
for investigating
for paying Indian depredation
823
466,
1154
depredation........
823
Division, Post
the United
United States,
States,
City Delivery Division,
Post Office DepartClaims Against the
DepartOffice Service
ment (see Post Office
investigating
methods of examining
examining
Service DiviDiviinvestigating the methods
sion, Post Office
Office Department).
Department).
auditing, directed
directed............
1080
and auditing,
1080
Clarence, N.
T.,
City Delivery,
Delivery, Postal
PostalService,
Service,
Clarence,
N. F.,
appropriation for letter
appropriation
letter carriers;
carriers; promopromocondemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
833
to.........
833
tions .......................
417,1063
DepartClassificationDivision,
417,1063 Classification
Division, Post
Post Office Departno distinction in pay for collection
collection
ment,
or delivery service ...............
417
appropriating for superintendent,
appropriating
superintendent, etc..
etc.. 107,
107,1109
1109
restoration of reduced salaries ........
Point, N. Y.,
Y.,
417 Classon
Classon Point,
for substitute, auxiliary,
temporary
auxiliary, and
and temporary
preliminary
preliminary examnation,
examination, etc., to be
be
417,
1063
carriers .....................
made, of
406
417,1063
of harbor
harbor...................
406
for new offices; carriers ............. 417, 1063
1063 ClatskanieRiver, Oreg.,
Clatskanie
appropriation
River,
for
Oreg.,
i
mprovement
of...405
pay of substitutes for vacation,
vacation, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for improvement of .....
405
service rated ..............-..
417 Clay and
service
..
417
Ark.,
and Dunklin Counties, Ark.,
substitutes for employees off duty
may bridge Saint Francis
Francis River,
River, Browns
without pay.
Ferry ......................
pay .....................
Ferry
417
....
7
for
vehicle allowances
allowances ............... 417,
417,1063
for vehicle
bridging Saint
Saint Francis
Francis
time extended
1063
extended for bridging
ten-year leases for garages allowed .-.. 417
417
River by
...................
11
for mail messenger
messenger service-..........
service
1063 Clay
418, 1063
Clay County, Ark.,
Ark.,
tube, etc., service ...
for pneumatic tube
.. _418,
418,1064
may bridge Black River
River at Bemaetts
1064
Bennetts
bicycles
418,1064
for car fare and bicycles.....
......418,
Ferry .........................
440
1064
440
for street car collections
collections ..............- 418,1064 Clay
Clay Products,
Products,
for Detroit River
River service
418,1064
appropriation for study of properties,
properties, proproservice........... 418,
1064
for special
special delivery
418,1064
delivery--....-..-........ 418,
1064
cesses, etc.,
etc., of ................
115,1116
115,1116
for equipment for.
for -......-...---. 421,1068 Clays,
Clays, etc.,
dies for letter boxes....................
boxes.
421
appropriation
investigating structural
structural
appropriation for investigating
deficiency appropriation for
24
for supplies
supplies......
24
materials of .................... 114, 1115
for carriers
827 Clayton,
carrers............................
827
Clayton, Maj. B. T.,
for horse hire......-.........-...-...hire
827,830
827, 830
credit in accounts .....................
504
504
for substitute, etc.,
etc., carriers
Ma.,
carriers......... 827,830
827,830 Clayton,
Clayton, Mo.,
City Refuse, D. C.,
C.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to.........
to
842
condemned cannon
842
appropriation for disposal
disposal of; night soil.
soil. 690,1019
appropriation
690,1019 Clayton,
Clayton, N. Y.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for disposal....
disposal
21
deficiency appropriation
condemned
granted to
to .........
836
21
condemned cannon
cannon granted
836
Civic Leagues, etc.,
Civic
Clearances,
Clearances,
from income
766
exempt from
income tax ..
.............
be denied vessel
refusing freight
freight
766
may be
vessel refusing
Corps of
(see also
also
Civil Engineers,
Engineers, Navy,
Navy, Corps
of (see
from any citizen ................
738
738
Bureau of Yards
Bureau
Yards and
and Docks
vessels, in
United
Docksz Navy),
Navy),
vessels,
in time of war
war in
in which
which United
officers to rank
rank from
apfrom date
date of original
original ap
engaged, making
making ununStates is not engaged,
pointment
..........
.............. 1184
1184
equal, etc.,
etc., preferences
equal,
preferences under
under
Civil Service Commission,
Comnission,
Civil
laws of belligerents
799
belligerents ..............
799
appropriation for Commissioners,
Commissioners, secreappropriation
secrevessels of belligerent
vessels
belligerent countries
countries refus1081 "
tary, clerks, etc .................. 76,
76,1081
ing equal
equal facilities
facilities to neutral
for field force
force. ........
.
76,1081
...........
76,1081
American traffic,
traffic, etc............
etc
800
American
800
details from executive
departments
executive departments
Clearwater
ClearwaterHarbor,
Harbor, Fla.,
Fla.,
forbidden ....................... 76,1081
76,1081
forbidden
appropriation
improvement of,
chanappropriation for
for improvement
of, chanemployees ..............
transfer of employees
76,1081
Bay
396
nel to Tampa Bay................
396
for expert
expert examiners ................ 77,1081 Clearwater
National _Forest,
Idaho,
ClearwaterNational
Forest, Idaho,
for traveling,
traveling, etc., expenses..........
expenses
77,1081
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 458, 1146
1146
for field examiners
examiners for local boards,etc
77
boards,etc.
"Clemens A. Reiss,"
Reiss," Steamer,
Steamer,
77 "Clemens
expenses .............. 102,1107
for contingent
contingent expenses
name of
of""Frank T. Heffelfinger
Heffelfinger"
changed
" changed
103,1107
for rent
rent.........................
103,1107
to ..............................
914
for printing
330
printing and
and binding
binding for
for..........
330 Clerical
etc., to Senators,
Clerical Assistance,
Assistance, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for traveling
traveling
appropriation
appropriation for ....................
... 69,1073
69,1073
expenses ......................
15
15 Clerk
Clerk Hire,
Bare, Members, Delegates,
Delegates, and Resident
for field examiners,
examiners, etc
15
etc
.............
15
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
Division of
an indeof Efficiency
Efficiency made
made an
indeappropriation
appropriation for ....................... 72, 1076
1076
pendent establishment ...........
15
15
clerks to be placed
placed on roll of employees;
employees;
transfer of employees,
15
employees, duties, etc
etc .....
15
appointment, etc ................
72,
appointment,
72, 1076
1076
investigation of business
business methods of,
payment for September,
September, 1916,
1916, on day of
payment
of
by Bureau
Bureau of Efficiency,
Efficiency, directed.
directed
1080
1080
adjournment
853
adjournment....................
853
Claiborne, Md.,
Claiborne,
Md.,
Cleric of the House of Representatives,
Clerk
appropriation for improvement of harappropriation
appropriation for, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc ..........
70,
1074
appropriation
70,1074
bor .............................
394 Clerks
Clerks and Messengers
Mesengers to
to Committees, Senate,
Senate,
Claims,
Claims,
appropriation
appropriation for...................
for
66,1070
66,1070
appropriation for arbitrating
outstanding
appropriation
arbitrating outstanding
Clerks
Ccmsulates,
Clerks at Consulates,
British and American
American pecuniary.
pecuniary 258,1054
258,1054
aproprriation
appropriation for....
for
....................
261, 1057
for expenses,
expenses, defending
defending suits in
311 Clar
in .......
311
at Embassies
Clerks at
Embassies and
and LegioA,
Legations,
for defense
defense i
n Indian depredation-311
in
depredation....
311
appropriation
appropriation for ...................... 253,1048
253,1048

INDEX.
Pae.
Commit- rage.
Janitors to CommitClerks, Messengers,
and Janitors
Messengers, and
Clerks,
tees, House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
tees,

70,1074
appropriation for.......................
for
appropriation

Headquarters,
Army Headquarters,
Clerks, Messengers,
etc., Army
Messengers, ec.,
Clerks,
etc.,.
etc.,

appropriation for
pay....................
for pay
appropriation
for
service
additional pay, foreign service.......
for additional
etc........
for commutation of quarters, etc
assignment;
Department
assignment; duty in War Department
forbidden ........................
forbidden
deficiency
appropriation for
foe ...............
deficiency appropriation
headquarters
headquarters clerks to be known as Army
field
allowances
clerks; service allowances.....
field clerks;

625
625
625

626
33

625
RepresentaClerks
to Committees,
Committees, House of RepresentaClerks to
tives
tives,
session.............. 71,1075
appropriation
appropriation for, session
for
salaries,
entire month of September,
alaries,
or
853
1916
1916.......................--Clerks, United
United States
Courts,
States Courts,
Clerks,
appropriation for fees
313
.....................
fees
appropriation
seamen's
suits for wages, etc., admitted
seamen's suite
313
security .................
without security
326
cases....
assistance in naturalization cases).
for assistance
326
payments for June, 1916............
1916
payments
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fees
fees..-..-.. 32,827
deficiency
commisdeputy,
authorized to act with
deputy authorized
873
sioner
juries...........
in drawing juries
sioner in
Clermont
County,
Ohio,
County,
Clermont
condemned
granted to Mount
Mount Mocondemned cannon granted
833
833
Cemetery.....-....-..-...----riah Cemetery
Cleveland,
Charles,
Cleveland, Charles,
989
fee
confirmed
989
homestead patent confirmed....
simple homestead
fee simple
Cleveland
National Forest,
Cat.,
Forest, Cal.,
ClevdandNational
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
appropriation
Ohio,
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
appropriation for
improvement of harbor
harbor.. 406
for improvement
appropriation
deficiency appropriation for furnishing
furnishing
deficiency
new
building
29
public building.............
new public
bidder. 390
marine hospitalto
hospitalto be sold to highest bidder
marine
appropriation for
for new hospital, etc., from
appropriation
390
......proceeds
proceeds.............
390
appraisal expenses, etc ............
for appraisal
Climax Grape,
etc., Baskets,
Grape, etc.,
Climax
appropriation for administering
administering Act to fix
appropriation
......... 1163
standards for ...........
standards
shipstandard established for interstate shipstandard
673
ments,
etcj, of ...................
ments, etc.),
6..
74
.......
penalty
674
violations....
penalty for violations
Clinton
Clinton River, Mich.,
401
appropriation
i
mprovement of
of .......
for improvement
appropriation for
Clothing
Fund, Navy,
Stores Fund,
Small Stores
and Small
Clothing and
appropriation
purchases for issue from..
from
1183
appropriation for purchases
Clothing,
Army,
Clothing, Army,
634
appropriation
for, cloth, manufacture,
etc
manufacture, etc..
appropriation for,
634
indemnity for destroyed,
destroyed, etc..........
etc
indemnity
635
cuttings............-..... 635
sale of cloth cuttings
deficiency
appropriation for
46,338
for .............
deficiency appropriation
Clothing,
Corps,
Mariane Corps,
Clothing, Marine
appropriation for
613,1189
3,118......
for ................appropriation
exchange
of
sewing inaphines,
machines,
worn-out sewing
exchange of worn-out
etc
etc.........-------------------- 1189
Clover
Grasses, etc.).
etc.).
(see Grasses,
Clover (see
Clubhouses, etc.,
etc., Alaska,
Clubhouses,
keeping, etc.,
alcoholic liquors
in, a
misdea misdeliquors in,
etc., alcoholic
keeping,
meanor; punishment.............
punishment
906
meanor;
Clubhouses, etc.,
D. C.,
etc., D.C.,
Clubhouses,
maintaining,
liquor is kept, aa
where liquor
etc., where
maintaining, etc.,
1126
misdemeanor
misdemeanor........--..........--------- 1126
punishment
etc...................
punishment for, etc
Clubs, Pleasure,
Pleasure, etc.,
etc.,
Clubs,
...--........-- 767
exempt
tax.......
income tax
from income
exempt from
Coal
Lands, Okla.,
Okla.,
Asphalt Lands,
and Asphalt
Coal and
time
installments on surface
surface
for installments
extended for
time extended
interest
of Choctaw and Chickasaw;
Chickasaw; interest
.................
.
in
nid
o
Ib
t+
to
be
paid
full
866
----IV YV 1 --
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Coal Deposits,
Deposits, Public
Lands,
PublicLands,
Coal
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reservation of,
of, in stock raising homestead
reservation
864
entries
entries..........................
prospecting conditions, etc
etc............ 864

Coal
Depots (see
(see also Fuel Depots, Naval),
Coal Depots
appropriation
570,1179
570, /179
appropriation for ..................
Coal,
etc., Navy,
Navy,
Coal, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for, fuel handling, maintenance of depots, etc ................ _ 604
nance
815,825,828
deficiency
appropriation for
825, 828
for......... 815,
deficiency appropriation
Coal
Coal Lands,
Lands,
appraisal, etc., in school sections of ceded
appraisal,
Fort
Dak. 1131
Reservation, N. Dak.
Berthold Reservation,
Fort Berthold
Coal
Lands, Indian
Indian Reservations,
Reservations
Coal Lands,
surface agricultural
agricultural entries allowed on sursurface
plus
944
944
plus..........................
etc. 945
patents, etc
claemficationi
applications, patents,
classificationi applications,
etc..... 945
mining
permitted; prospecting,
prospecting, etc
ing permited;
Coal
Tar,
.
Coal Tar
....... .... 793
on free list, crude........
crude
pitch of.........................
.
,
— — .— .— — — ...... _ 793
natural
natural products of, not specially provide('
for
..-- .......---- 793
vided for ...........
Coal-Tar Products,
Products,
Coal-Tar
designated.........
on free list, specially designated
793
on
dAity on designated, not colors,
ad valorem duty
explosives, etc .............
794
dyes, explosives,
794
colors, dyes, explosives, etc ..........
additional specific duty on ............... 794
additional
years....
annual reduction,
reduction, etc.,
etc., after
after five
five years
794
annual
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey,
Coast
appropriation for; 'advances
318
advances................
appropriation
for
expenses, Atlantic
Atlantic and Gulf
or field expenses,
coasts .........................
318
.
etc...----...
limit, outlying
outlying islands, etc
318
limit,
for Pacific
Pacific coast
318
coast.... ...............
for
etc........ 318
hydrographic researches, etc
for hydrographic
for offshore
offshore soundings, Coast Pilot, etc.
etc
318
for
etc.........
for
observations, etc
319
magnetic observations,
for magnetic
for
special surveys ..................
319
for special
319
....-.
for miscellaneous..................
miscellaneous
delegates, International
International Geodetic
Geodetic Asdelegates,
319
sociation
sociation................--.......
........319
for vessels,
vessels, repairs, etc .........
319
for vessels, officers,
officers, and men...........
men
319
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistants, etc.......
etc
319
319
.............
....
........
for office
office force
319
320
for office
office expenses......................
expenses
obsolete charts
charts may be distributed to
obsolete
. 320
education
institution ...............
education institutions.
for
printing and binding, for .......... 331
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs to
deficiency
25
lExplorer".. ..............
steamer 'Explorer"
826
for party expenses.................
expenses
Army,
Coast Artillery,
Coast
Artillery„
telephone
appropriation for commercial
commercial telephone
appropriation
623
.........--..----service
service..........
Coast
Army, Chief
Chief of,
of,
Artillery, Army,
Coast Artillery,
appropriation for
expenses
fortification expenses
for fortification
appropriation
349,913
under,
insular possessions........
possessions
under, insular
made
additional member of General
General Staff
Staff
made additional
168
168
p.
Corps......---.................----Corps
349
349
to
general
have rank, etc., of major general.......
to have
Coast
Artillery Corps,
Army,
Corps, Army,
Coast Artillery
composition of, under national
national defense
defense
composition
180
officers.......... ........-.
Act; officers
180
bands..........------enlisted men; bands
enlisted
rated men, maximum number; pay of
.------ 180
..
coxswains
coxswains...........
Deof Chief of, War DcCoast
Artillery, Office
Ofice of
Coast Artillery,

partment,

cle, etc...............
appropriation
etc
appropriation for clerks,
Shool, Port
Coast
Fort Monroe, Va.,
Artillery School,
Coast Artillery
appropriation
for incidental
incidental expene...
expenses
appropriation for
for materials, apparatus,
apparatus, etc............
etc

1096
621
621
621
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Coast
Page.
Instruction,
Artillery War Instruction.
Coast Artillery
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
345,909
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of..
of.. 345,
909
Coast
Reserve (see
(see Naval
Coast Defense
Defense Reserve
Naval Coast
Coast DeDefense
Reserve).
fense Reserve).
Coast Defenses,
Coast
Defenses, etc.,
appropriation for
sites for
for .................
346
appropriation
for sites
346
Coast
Guard Cutters,
Cutters,
CoastGuard
appropriation
armament and
and ammuniammuniappropriation for
for armament
tion for two ...................
1176
authorized, two
two for
for Pacific
Pacific coast and
Alaskan waters ...................
601
anchorage patrol
one for anchorage
patrol New York
Harbor ...........................
601
Harbor
two or more for harbors and shoal waters
waters. 601
601
three light-draft
light-draft river
river
steamboats,
three
steamboats,
equipped
for rescuing
rescuing lives,
equipped for
lives, etc
etc.,,
Mississippi
601
Misissippi River floods, etc ........
601
amounts available for vessels ...........
601
601
construction at
601
at navy yards
yards ..............
601
increased of, for Pacific and Alaska
cost increased
coasts and New York Harbor
Harbor....... 1185
1185
designated
three additional,
additional, authorized for designated
duty; limit of cost .....
1185
....... 1185
appropriation for construction
1185
appropriation
construction......... 1185
Coast
Guard, Treasury
Department,
Coast Guard,
Treasury Department,
appropriation
allowances,
appropriation for
for pay
pay and
and allowances,
officers and enlisted
officers
enlisted men; cadets._
cadets...
274
274
for rations,
rations, etc .......................
274
for clerks to district superintendents...
superintendents.... _ 274
274
etc
274
for fuel,
fuel, ship's stores,
stores, etc..............
274
leases, etc -...
274
for repairs of buildings, leases,
274
expenses ................
274
for traveling expenses
274
etc
274
for death allowances, etc..............
274
animals; telephone
spefor draft animals;
telephone lines;
lines; special
274
cial services
services .....................
274
for contingent expenses
274
expenses................
274
274
for repairs
repairs to
to cutters
cutters ...................
274
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
repairs,
etc
,
for repairs, etc.,
certain stations.................
stations
20
to certain
20
33
for Life-Saving Service
Service.................
33
for contingent
805
contingent expenses
expenses .................
805
"Onondaga"
805
for repairs to cutter
cutter "Onondaga".......
805
Revenue Cutter
Cutter Service............
Service
828
for Revenue
828
double-pay
applicable to
double-pay restriction
restriction not
not applicable
to
retired officers and enlisted men....
men
retired
582
personnel subject to
governing Navy
Navy
personnel
to laws governing
when operating
operating as
as part thereof
thereof in
time of war
war. .....................
600
jurisdiction of punishments, etc
600
jurisdiction
etc ........ 600
expenses when
Navy Department
Department
expenses
when paid
paid by Navy
to be reimbursed
reimbursed from available
available appropriations
600
propriations .....
....
...................
600
precedence with personnel of
precedence
of Navy dedetermined by date of commissions...
commissions
600
600
assignment to duty by Secretary
Secretary of Treasury in time of peace
peace ...............
601
601
3ecretary of the Navy in time
601
Secretary
time of
of war
war....
601
construction,
etc., authorized
authorized of
cutconstruction, etc.,
of two
two cutservice;
ters for Pacific and Alaska service;
601
costt...............................
601
cutter for anchorage
anchorage patrol New York
601
Harbor; cost ....................
601
limit of cost increased
1185
increased ................
1185
two or more cutters for harbors or shoal
waters..
601
.....................
.
601
three light-draft
liOt-draft river steamboats
steamboats for
for
Mississippi
etc.; cost..
cost
601
Misissippi floods relief,
relief, etc601
amount available until expended......
expended
601
601
authorized
authorized to be built at navy
navy yards....
yards._
601
three additional,
additional, for designated
designated duty;
cost
1185
limit of cost...................
1185
appropriation for construction .......
appropriation
1185
aviation
Atlantic,
aviaton stations
stations authorized
authorized on
on Atlantic,
Pacific,
Pacific, and Gulf coasts and Great
Great
Lakes
Lakes.......................
. 601
601

Coast Guard,
Guard, Treasury
Department—Contd.
Coast
Treasury Department-Contd.
Page.
aviation stations authorized;
authorized; details
details for
for
aviation
aviation
aviation duty ....................
601
601
establishment
school; instructors.....
instructors
601
establishment of
of school;
601
instruction for, in Army and Navy aviation
aviation
schools authorized
authorized ................
601
increased
etc., for aviation details;
details;
increased pay, etc.,
number of yearly details
details limited....
limited
601
601
third lieutenants
lieutenants and third
third lieutenants
lieutenants of
of
engineers increased
increased ................
601
engineers
601
restriction
restriction on appointment
appointment of cadets reyoked .........................
601
voked
601
station authorized,
Barataria Bay, La
authorized, Barataria
La. _..
239
wearing
uniform
by
wearing
by persons
persons not in, prohibited, etc .....................
649
Coast Guard
Guard Office,
Office, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Coast
appropriation for chiefs of division,
division, clerks,
appropriation
etc
83, 1087
1087
etc......................
.. 83,
technical,
etc. services
83, 1087
1087
technical, etc.,
........... 83,
Coasters
Islan:cl, R. I.,
I.,
Coasters Harbor
HarborIsland,
appropriation for naval training
appropriation
training station,
station,
maintenance
..............
maintenance
. 561, 1173
clerical, etc., services............
services.
561, 1173
clerical,
561,1173
for Naval
Naval War College,
College, maintenance
562, 1174
maintenance. 562,1174
for naval training station, public works..
works
1179
Track,
Coastwise Trade,
foreign-built
American registry,
registry,
foreign-built vessels
vessels of American
and vessels of Shipping Board,
Board, etc.,
etc.,
and
admitted to
730
to .....................
730
etc.,
Coca Leaves, etc.,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing law restricting
restricting
appropriation
etc., of
86, 1091
1091
sale, etc.,
of ...................
86,
Cochetopa National
Colo.,
Cochetopa
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
appropriation
of. 458,
458, 1146
Coconino
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Coconino National
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458, 1146
appropriation
Cody, Wyo.,
Wyo.
Cody,

appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
264
appropriation
264
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public building.
17
ing .................
.............
17
Coeur d'Alene
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Idaho,
Coeur
d'Alen Indian
Idaho,
subdivision of Plummer townsite; disposal
subdivision
of tracts .........................
435
Indians, Idaho,
Coeur d'Alene Indians
Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling treaty with..
with.. 133,
133,976
976
Cour
Coeur d'Alene National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
458,1146
Cohoes, N.
Y.,
Cohoes,
N. Y.,
appropriation
building ........
264
appropriation for public
public building
264
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency
ing..........................
ing
17
17
Coins,
appropriation
recoinage of gold
276
appropriation for recoinage
gold.......
276
for recoinage
276
recoinage of minor ...............
276
McKinley
souvenir gold dollar authorized
11
McKinley souvenir
authorized.
11
tender quality,
quaiity, etc................
etc.
12
legal tender
12
delivery
delivery to National
National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace Memorial
Memorial Association
par
12
place
Association at par....
12
Cold Spring Inlet, N. J..
J.,
appropriation for improvement
of
292,393
appropriation
improvement of......
292,
393
Coldwater River, Miss.,
Coldwater
Miss.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of........
of
397
397
Collect on Delivery Mail,
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity for lost...
1067
appropriation
lost.... 24,
24, 1067
Collectors of
Collectors
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of,
deputies, etc..
etc
85,1090
..................
85,1090
for additional for, on
on emergency
emergency taxes....
taxes.... 86
86
all collections
collections to be deposited daily_.
86
daily..
86
deficiency
appropriation for salaries, etc...
etc...
deficiency appropriation
20
for salaries, additional, 1917
1917 ...........
803
Collector's
Collector's Office, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for salaries.............
salaries,.
678,1006
appropriation
678,1006
for preparing
preparing tax-sale certificates....
certificates.... 678,1006
678, 1006
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transferred to
1005
to.....................
transferred
certificatesof
all
be issued by; certificates
of
all tax bills to beissued
taxes
due ........................ 1005
taxes due
assessment
ledgers to be delivered
delivered annually
aaseanment ledgers
from
assessor to ................
1005
from assesor
copies
copies of wills, etc., relating to real property
wills 1005
to be furnished
furnished to, by registerof
register ofwills
tobe
Colleges,
Colleges, etc.,
alcohol
may be withdrawn from bond
alcohol for, may
355
tax
free of tax.....................
bond
required ....................
355
bond required
credit for
detailed Army
Army
under detailed
training in, under
for training
credit
officer,
officer, as service in senior division
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps.._
Corps.... 853
Reserve
having course
military instruction
instruction to be
course of military
having
197
supplied with arms, etc.; conditions
197
number
details from Army for; number........
maintenance
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
maintenance of Reserve
Corps
in, having
having military instrucCorps in,
191
tion
tion ...................
Colliers,
Panama Canal,
Canal,
Colliers,Panama
cot... 333
appropriation for
constructing two; cost
for constructing
appropriation
for repairs to "Ulysses"
"Ulysses" and "Achilles"
605
"Achilles".
forrepairsto
Colombia,
Colombia,
to.........
_appropriation
252,1048
propriation for minister to
Colon, Panama,
Panama,
Colon,
appropriation
public works,
operating pblic
appropriation for operating
etc., from
335
there........
receipts therefor
from receipts
etc.,
Ill.,
Colons
Ferry, Ill.,
Colona Ferry,
44
at.
River
time
extended
for
bridging
at
Rock
time extended far bridging
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriation for
for surveyor
general, clerks,
surveyor general,
appropriation
etc
103,1107
etc .....................
public
added to Pike and
be added
may be
in, may
lands in,
public lands
Colorado
National Forests, descripColorado National
.....
- 848
tion
-tion................
850
enlarged
entries allowed in..
in
homesteads entries
enlarged homesteads
use
Grand Junction
Indian school
Junction former Indian
of Grand
use of
128
property by, modified ............
property
Colorado
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Colorado Judicial
225
-...
constitution
of.....................
constitution of
225
terms,
Denver ........................
terms, Denver
225
Durango
Durango ............................
225
Grand
Junction .....................
Grand Junction
225
Montrose
Montrose ...........................
225
Pueblo .
225
Pueblo.............................
rooms to
be provided
provided in
public buildings,
in public
to be
rooms
225
Durango......
Grand
and Durango.
_.
Junction and
Grand Junction
adjournments
at Grand
Grand Juncauthorized at
adjournments authorized
be
tion
and Durango
if no
no business
business to be
Durango if
tion and
transacted .......................
225
transacted
deputies and
be maintained
maintained... . 226
to be
offices to
and offices
deputies
Colo.,
Colorado
Forept, Cob.,
NationalForet,
Colorado National
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of. 458, 1146
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
.............
additions
to,
authorized
848
...
authorized
aditions to,
Colorado
River,
Colorado River,
appropriation
improvement of, repair of
appropriation for improvement
levee
River, near Yuma,
Gila River,
on Gila
levee on
Ariz
404
Ariz........................
533
bridge authorized
Needles, Cal .
across, Needles,
authorized across,
bridge
Colorado
River Indian
Ariz.,
Reservation, Aria.,
IndianReservation,
ColoradoRiver
appropriation
channels, etc., for irrigafor channels,
appropriation for
tion
129, 974
purposes............--....- - 129,974
tion p
Colorado
mes
x.,
River, Tex.,
ColoradoRiver7Ye
preliminary
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on the
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South Hilo, Hawaii,
Hawaii, modified....
modified....
438
438
etc .............................
128,973
128,
973
Conservation
Conservation of
of Navigable
Navigable Waters, etc.,
etc., .
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of, live stock..
stock.. 450,1138
450, 1138
appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
maintenance of national
national
for emergency
emergency use, arresting,
arresting, etc
etc....
492, 1167
1167
.... 492,
forests acquired for ........... 460,
460, 1149
1149
payment for
for animals
destroyed; appayment
animals destroyed;
apfor acquiring
acquiring additional
additional lands,
lands, 1917
1917
praisal
praisal of values ................ 492,
492, 1167
1167
and 1918.........
1918
462
.............
462 Contagious
Contagious Diseases,
Diseases, I).
C.,
D. C.,
for employment of agents, etc.,
from
etc., from
appropriation for preventing
of. 702,1029
702,1029
appropriation
preventing spread
spread of.
Conservation fund..............
Conservation
fund
462,1150 Containers
462,1150
Containers for Small
Fruits, etc.,
Small Fruits,
etc.,
for cooperation
with
States
in
cooperation
fighting,
standards
established for
for interstate
interstate shipshipstandards established
etc., forest fires .
475,1166
............. 475,
1166
673
ments, etc.,
etc., of
of ..................
673
areas authorized
authorized in, for
game,
bird,
and
for game, bird, and
penalty
penalty for violations ...............
674
674
fish preserves .................
476
476 Contested
Contested Election Expenses, House
House of
of RepReppunishment
punishment for unlawfully
unlawfully hunting,
resentatives,
resentatives,
etc., in ...... ..................
476
476
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
822
appropriation for.
for...............
822
prospecting,
minerals, in acquired
prospecting, etc., minerals,
acquired
Contingent
ContingentExpenses,
lands authorized;
tenns, etc
authorized; terms,
etc..... 462,1150
462,1150
appropriation for
for Senate
Senate.
69,1073
............... 69,1073
Constantinople, Turkey,
Constantinople,
Turkey,
for House of
of Representatives
73,1077
Representatives....... 73,1077
appropriation for steam launch
launch for
for ememfor Library
Congress
75, 1079
1079
Library of
of Congress............
75,
bassy at
at.........
Z54, 10,50
...............254,
1050
for Executive
Executive Office................
Office
76, 1080
1080
76,
for prison expenses
expenses ...............
262,1058
for Department
of State
State............
78, 1082
1082
Department of
78,
Constants,
International Commission
Constants, etc., International
Commission
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department84,1088
for
...........
84, 1088
on Tables
Tables of,
of,
War Department
Department1096
92, 1096
for War
.................
92,
appropriation for contribution
appropriation
contribution to .....
257,1053
257,1053
for Navy
Navy Department
Department ...........
98, 1102
1102
. 98,
"Constitution,
"Constitution,"
(I. S.
S. S.
S.,
" US.
for Interior
Interior Department
102, 1106
Department............ 102,1106
appropriation for repairs
appropriation
605
repairs .............. ..
605
for Post
Poet Office
Office Department .........
108,
1110
108, 1110
Construction
Navy (see
Construction Corps, Navy
Bureau of
of
(see Bureau
for Department
109, 1111
1111
Department of Justice
Justice........... 109,
Construction and Repair, Navy).
Navy).
for Department of Commerce........
Commerce
115, 1116
1116
115,
Construction
Plants, Navy,
Construction Plants,
for Department
Department of Labor............
Labor
118, 1119
118,1119
appropriation
appropriation for repair
repairs and improveimprovefor
for Indian Department
Dep,rtment. ............ 127,972
127,972
ments at specified navy yards_..
yards... 605, 1185
1185
for foreign missions
254, 1049
1049
missions................. 254,
Consular Assistants,
Assistants,
Consular
262,
1058
for consulates
consulates ...................
262,
1058
appropriation
appropriation for bringing
home from
brining home
from
for Independent
Independent Treasury
Treasury .............
276
276
abroad remains
remainso...........
of 255,
1051
255,1051
for land offices
offices ......................
299
299
forsalaries
for salaries ...........
261, 1057
.........
261,1057
Department of Agriculture
for Department
Agriculture ....... 469,
1158
469,1158
Consular
Consular Inspectors,
Inspectors,
for
Navy
...........................
f
558, 1169
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries ..........
261,1057
appropriation
or Army
261,1057
for
Army .............................
620
620
for expenses
expenses. ....................... 261,1057
261,1057
for District of Columbia............
Columbia
681,
681, 1009
1009
Consular
Consular Officers,
Oficers,
Contiguous Foreign
Contiguous
Countries,
Foreign Countries,
appropriation for instruction and tranit
transit
head
head tax provisions
provisions on aliens entering
entering
pay.......................
253,1048
PAY
- 253,1048
from-.----.-875
..---------------875
fortranportationtoand
fortraneportation to and fromposts...
fromposts
254,1050 Contract
254,1050
Laws,
Contract Labor
Labor Laws,
for paying
paying heirs
heirs of, dying abroad .... 255,1050
255,1050
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, enforcing.. _.
appropriation
325

enforcing....

325
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Laborers,
Contract Laborers,
alien,
promised
if promised
admission, if
excluded admission,
alien, excluded
employment
of any kind,
labor of
employment at labor
etc
876
etc ...............................
applications
for admission
skilled
admission of skilled
applications for
877
labor,
hearings, etc................
etc
labor, hearings,
actors, professors
professors, ministers, servants,
servants,
actors,
877
etc.,
excepted .....................
etc., excepted
etc., to exhibits
attendants, etc.
exhibits at exposiattendants,
tions
878
conditions.. - 878
admitted; conditions.
be admitted;
may 13e
tions may
inducing, etc.,
etc., immigration
by preof, by
immigration of,
inducing,
paying
passage,
etc.,
unlawful;
punpaying passage, etc.,
ishment for
for ...................
879
879
...
ishment
by promise
promise of
employment, unlawful;
unlawful;
of employment,
by
punishment for ...................
879
punishment
special
employees authorized
enforceauthorized for enforcespecial employees
ment of
laws relating
alien...... 893
to alien
relating to
of laws
ment
payment
893
expenses ..................
payment of expenses.
Contract Surgeons,
Surgeons, Army,
Army,
Contract
appropriation for
for pay.
pay ...................
626
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage
mileage .....
29,
deficiency
33,45,
82i
33,45,824
Contracts,
Contracts,
excise
tax on,
on, for
for sale
sale of
of cotton for future
excise tax
.
delivmr
exchanges ............
476
delivery at exchanges
Contracts for
etc., D. C.,
Work, etc.,
for Work,
Contracts
688
bond required;
guarantees designated....
designated_
required; guarantees
bond
689
no cash
retent required
...........
required .
cash retent
no
Contracts,
Government,
Contracts, Goernment,
suspension of
of eight-hour
eight-hour labor
labor requirerequiresuspension
cases....-...- ..
ment in
in emergency
emergency cases
1192
ment
Contracts,
(see also
Postal Service),
Service),
also Postal
Mail (see
Contracts, Mail
provisions
relating
to
161
provisions relating to. .....--...-......-transportation,
signed by an Astansportation. may be signed
sistant Pstmaster
Postmaster General.........
General
1068
sistant
amines,
Convicts,
provisions
for deportation
889
alien........
deportation of alien
provisions for
Convicts, D.
C.,
D. C.,
Convicts,
appropriation for
support of,
of, out
of the
the
out of
for support
appropriation
District.
705,1033
705,1033
District ....................
out
deficiency appropriation
support of, out
for support
appropriation for
deficiency
41,807
of
the District
District ...................
of the
may
in District
reor reDistrict Jail or
imprisoned in
be imprisoned
may be
711
formatory
711
formatory ........................
transfers
from present
penitentiaries;
present penitentiaries;
transfers from
711
maintenance
711
maintenance ...............--.....-Conway,
Ark.,
Conway, Ark.,
834
condemned
cannon granted
granted to ............
condemned cannon
Conway County
County Bridge
Bridge District,
District, Ark.,
Ark.,
Conway
bridge
Arkansas River
across Arkansas
authorized across
bridge authorized
927
by
by............................
Cook,
if., U. S.
S. Navy,
Navy, reAllen M.,
Commander Allen
Cook, Commander
tired,
tired,
602
to
be commander
place
list; place....
on active list;
commander on
to be
examinations
required; to
to be
be additional
additional
examinations required;
603
etc.........number;
no
back
etc
pay,
number; no back
Cooper River,
J.,
N. J.,
River, N.
Cooper
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of ......... 393
appropriation for
Cooper River,
S. C.,
C.,
River, S.
Cooper
appropriation for
for dredging
dredging approach
to navy
navy
approach to
appropriation
567
567
.........
yard.---.----.----------Cooperative Agricultural
Agri(see AgriExtension (see
Agriculhtural Extension
Cooperative
cultural
CooperaWork, CooperaExtension Work,
cultural Extension
tive).
tive).
Coos Bay
Bay Military
Oreg.,
Reservation, Oreg.,
Military Reservation,
Coos
granted Marshfield
North Bend for park
and North
Marshfield and
granted
516
516
purposes;
conditions
conditions..............
purposes;
Coos
Oreg.,
Bay, Oreg.,
Coos Bay,
405
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
harbor. _ 405
appropriation for
Coos
Oreg.,
River, Oreg.,
Coos River,
405
405
appropriation
of
improvement of..........
for improvement
appropriation for
Coosa
River, Ala.,
Ala.,
Coosa River,
397
397
of.........
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
annrmnriation
Irr--r

r-

------
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Coosa
Ala.,
Page.
River, Ga. and Ala.,
Coosa River,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of, between
between
appropriation for
395
Rome and
Dam No.
No. 4.............
4.
395
and Dam
Rome
Dam
No. 4.........................
4
395
395
Dam No.
396
Dam
No. 5
5.........................
396
Dam No.
Copyright Ofice,
Office, Library
Congress,
Library of Congress,
Copyright
appropriation for
for Register,
assistant, clerks,
clerks,
Register, assistant,
appropriation
etc ...........................
74,1078
etc
331
for
for
and binding for.............
printing and
for printing
Coquille River, Oreg.,
Coquille
appropriation
River, Oreg.,
for improving
i
mproving aids
aids to
navigato navigafor
appropriation
tion
317
tion..............................
405
for
405
for improvement
improvement of .....................
Cordials, etc.,
etc.,
Cordials,
786
internal revenue
on
786
revenue tax on..................
internal
Cordova,
Alaska,
Cordova, Alaska,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency
17
ing..........................-Core
C.,
N. C.
Sound, N.
Core Sound,
waterway
appropriation
for
improvement
of
waterway
appropriation for improvement
395
to
from..................
Beaufort from
to Beaufort
Corn,
Corn,
appropriation
for adapting,
adapting, etc.,
from tropetc., from
appropriation for
ical
ical regions
regions.................... 453,1141
454,1142
for
454,1142
.......
study of broom ...
for study
for
improving., etc...
etc
454,1142
........... 454,1142
.
for improving,
official
quality and
and condition
condition
of quality
standards of
official standards
483
...........
established..
to be established
shipments to coninterstate
foreign shipments
interstate and foreign
483
form to........................
to
483
form
Coronado National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Coronado
458,1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 458,1146
appropriation
Coroner's
Office, D. C.,
Coroner'sOficce,
679,1007
appropriation
for salaries.
salaries
...........
appropriation for
683,1011
for expenses
expenses...........
683,1011
.........
for
1011
for cold-storage
cold-storage plant,
plant, morgue..........
morgue
1011
for
deficiency
appropriation for deputy
deputy corocorodeficiency appropriation
805
........
.......
ner
ner ..........
805
for
expenses
for contingent
contingent expenses................
C.,
D.
Corporation Counsel's
Counsel's Office, D.
Corporation
......... 678,1006
appropriation
salaries....
for salaries
appropriation for
Corporation Excise
Excise Tax,
Corporation
of..... - 20
deficiency
appropriation for refund of
20
deficiency appropriation
Corporations,
Corporations,
excess profits
profits tax
tax levied
on incomes of dolevied on
excess
.........- 1000
mestic
1000
..........
mestic
foreign,
derived
in
United
States....... 1000
foreign, derived in United States
services
exemptions
allowed;
personal
services
inexemptions allowed; personal
. 1001
cluded .......................
cluded
required to
to make sworn statements
statements of all
required
dividends
paid .................
1004
dividends paid
names of stockholders
stockholders ...............
1004
names
Corporations
Bureau (see
(see also Federal
Federal Trade
Trade
CorporationsBureau
Commission),
Commission),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for special attordeficiency

............
neys,
etc......
neys, etc
Corporations,
Domestic,
Corporations,Domestic,
...........
income
provisions .......
tax provisions
income tax
deductions
--..............
deductions............
special
tax on
on capital,
capital, etc.,
etc., of......
of
excise tax
special excise
insurance companies
companies exempted
exempted from
from reinsurance
serve
etc
funds, etc.................
serve funds,
.................
exemption
exemption of $99,000 tax..........
credit
allowed for
for munitions tax
credit allowed
etc.,
business,
notin
corporations
in
etc., exempt
exempt
corporations not
Co,
' orations, Foreign,
Foreign,
Corporations,
income
provisions .................tax provisions
income tax
..............
deductions
deductions...............
special
excise
tax imposed
imposed on capital of,
special excise tax
for
United States.......
States
business in United
for business
insurance companies
exempted from
from recompanies exempted
insurance
reserve funds,
etc
funds, etc.................
reserve

32
765
765
768
789
790
790
790
791
791

765
769
790
790
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Corporations,
Foreign :--Continued.
Corporations,Foreign-Continued.
special excise
excise tax imposed on capital
special
capital of;
of;
exemption of $99,000
790
exemption
$99,000 ............
790
subject to making returns
790
returns............
790
credit allowed for munitions
790
munitions tax
tax........
790
corporations not in business, etc.,
etc., ex790
empt .........................
790
CorpsofEngineers,
Corps
of Engineers, Army (see Engineer
Engineer Corps,
Corps,
Army).
Corpus
Tex.,
Corpus Christi,
Christi, Tex.,
appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
maintenance of channel
channel
from Aransas Pass
399
Pass................
399
Correspondence
Correspondence Division,
DepartDivision, Post Office
Office Department,
appropriation
appropriation for chief
chief.................... 1109
1109
Coshocton,
Coshocton, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building.........
building
264
264
Cost
C.,
Cost of Living of Wage
Wage Earners,
Earners, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
inquiry into
857
appropriation for inquiry
into............
857
Cost of Production,
Production,
investigation
investigation of, abroad,
abroad, to be made by
by TarTariff Commission...................
Commission
796
796
Cost of Production,
Production, etc., Dutiable
Dutiable Articles
Articles
Abroad,
appropriation for investigating, etc .......
appropriation
111
111
transfer of service, employees,
from
employees, etc.
etc.,' from
Department of Commerce
Commerce to
Tariff
Department
to Tariff
796
Commission .....................
796
Costa Rica,
Costa
appropriation
appropriation for
for minister to
to........... 252,1048
252,1048
for legation
legation premises,
premises, San
1058
San Jose
Jose......... 1058
Cotton (see also
also Cotton
Cotton Futures
Act),
Cotton
Futures Act),
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., disdis453,1141
eases of ......................
453,1141
for cultural
cultural methods,
methods, breeding,
breeding, etc
1141
etc.. 453,
453,1141
for investigation
investigation of insects affecting..
affecting
465,1154
465,1154
for investigating
investigating handling, etc.,
etc., standstandards, grades, etc ..............
473,
1163
473,1163
for testing spinning value
standard
value of
of standard
grades, etc .....
473, 1163
............ 473,1163
for emergency
emergency expenses, preventing
preventing
spread
boll worm
worm of
1164
spread of pink boll
of........1164
official standards to be established,
established, etc...
etc....- 479
479
restricted ...................
changes restricted
479
479
provisions for warehouses
warehouses for storage, etc.,
provisions
etc ,
of, for interstate
interstate or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce 486
486
statistics of cottonseed
products to
statistics
cottonseed and products
to be
be
collected
collected and published
published monthly..
monthly
436
436
raw, waste, etc.,
guncotton,
etc. used for guncotton,
medicated
medicated cotton,
cotton, etc.,
437
etc., quarterly
quarterly..
437
Cotton and Tobacco Statistics
Cotton
Division, Census
Census
Statistics Division,
Office,
Office,
created
created as an independent division
110
division........
110
Cotton
Cotton Boll Weevil,
Weevil,
appropriation for farmers'
appropriation
farmers' cooperative
cooperative demonstrations, and for meeting ravages
onstrations,
ravages
of ...........................
470, 1159
1159
restricted to cooperative contributions
contributions
within the State................
State
470,
1159
470,1159
Cotton Districts,
Districts,
Cotton
appropriation
appropriation for experiments,
experiments, etc.,
etc.. raising
raising
cattle, etc.
etc., in
1166
in..............
. 491,
491,1166
erection
of
barns, etc.,
erection
bairns,
etc., authorized_
authorized. 491,
491, 1166
1166
Cotton
FuturesAd,
Act, United
Cotton Futures
United States,
States,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses collecting
collecting tax
under........................
86,1090
under
86,
1090
for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., of enforcing......
enforcing.
474, 1163
1163
474,
title designated..............
designated
......... 476
476
construction of terms used
used............
.. 476
476
corporations, etc., liable for acts of
corporations,
offiof officials, agents, etc .....
476
...........
476
excise tax on contracts
contracts at exchanges,
exchanges, etc.,
etc ,
of sales for future delivery.........
delivery
476
476
written
written contracts required; contents; assumed weight of bales ............
476
476
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Cotton
States—Contd.
Cotton Futures
Futures Act, United States-Contd.
conditions relieving
conditions
contracts from tax...
tax
476
relieving contracts
476
conforming
terms of Act
476
conforming to terms
Act.............
476
specifying authorized
authorized grades, prices,
prices,
making, and
of delivery...
delivery
476
dates of making,
and of
476
middling accepted
grade not
accepted as basis, if grade
not
specified................
477
specified
....-...
477
for
delivery of,
or within,
within, standard,
for delivery
of, or
standard,
grades
477
grades ..........................
477
allowing
difference from
grade conconallowing for difference
from grade
tracted
477
tracted for
for...................
477
not to deliver prohibited grades........
grades
477
477
exclusions .............
477
details of exclusions
477
full weight
tendered, etc.........
etc
477
weight to be tendered,
477
notice of tender to be given; certificate
certificate
of identity, etc....................
etc
477
477
submission of disputes to
determination
to determination
of Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture........
Agriculture
477
477
acceptance
acceptance of conditions
conditions of Act........
Act
477
477
rules for determining
determining disputes to
made.
477
to be made.
477
effect of findings
findings in suits between
effect
477
between parties
parties. 477
determination
determination of difference
difference in prices......
prices
478
478
of delivdelivfrom spot market
market sales at market of
ery
478
ery ...............
.........
478
average at five spot markets.....
markets
478
from average
478
values based on
on standard
standard grades
478
values
grades.....
478
if based on another
another grade.............
grade
478
478
no tax on contracts agreeing
agreeing to
accept tentento accept
der of other than specified
specified grades, etc
478
478
applicable to adjustment
of prices
prices by
by
not applicable
adjustment of
fixed differences, etc...............
etc
478
478
designated
designated as Section 6A contracts;
evicontracts; evidence of character........
character
478
........
478
provisions
provisions of section
section 10 not applicable...
applicable
478
478
spot markets
markets to be designated..........
designated
478
478
public
public notice
notice to be
be given..............
given
478
478
method
method of determining
determining bona
bona fide.......
fide
479
479
fixing grade
grade values if spot markets not
not desdesignated ..
479
......................
479
official cotton standards
designated
standards to be designated
promulgated
479
and promulgated...............
479
changes, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized in present
present ....
479
479
restriction
of
479
restriction of ....................
479
year's notice
notice required
required of.........
of
479
one year's
479
preparation, etc.,
preparation,
etc., of official
official forms......
forms.
479
479
additional contracts
additional
not subject
subject to
to tax
479
contracts not
tax....
479
conforming to rules,
etc
479
rules, etc...................
479
having specified
specified requirements..........
requirements
479
having
479
providing
providing for delivery
delivery of cotton
cotton concontracted
for
480
tracted for...................
480
requiring
requiring actual
actual transfers
transfers of specified
specified cotcotton ..............................
ton
480
480
general acceptance
480
general
acceptance .....................
480
no tax on sales of spot
480
spot cotton.
cotton.........
480
section not applicable
applicable to other
other exchange
exchange.
etc., contracts
contracts.....................
480
etc.,
480
payment of tax; affixing stamps by seller
480
480
contracts not enforceable
enforceable unless law
comlaw complied
with
480
plied with
.........
..........
480
collection and
collection
and enforcement
enforcement of
tax
480
of tax.........
480
etc., to be kept; verified
accounts, etc.
verified returns
required
required
480
....................
480
clearing
clearing house records, etc
480
etc...........
480
?gents to be appointed;
appointed; pay, duties, etc.
etc
480
agents
480
internal revenue laws
internal
laws applicable.......
applicable
480
480
punishment
punishment for violations;
violations; imprisonment
imprisonment
of natural persons
480
persons..............
480
additional
additional penalty;
penalty; recovery
recovery,...........
481
481
one-half
one-half to informer
481
informer.............
481
prosecutions .......................
prosecutions
481
481
testimony
testimony compulsory
compulsory in actions under...
under_
481
481
criminal immunity to witnesses........
criminal
witnesses
481
481
State laws not impaired
impaired..................
481
481
appropriation of unexpended
appropriation
unexpended balance for
for
revenue expenses..................
expenses
481
481
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State--Con.
Cotton
Untited States—Con.
FuturesAct, Untited
Cotton Futures
appropriation
fordeterminingspotmarkets,
appropriationfordeterminingspotmarkets,
........481
etc.
establishing standards,
standards, etc
establishing
481
publication
results of investigations, etc.
etc
of results
publication of
into
receipts
etc., to be covered
covered into
costs, etc.,
receipts from costa,
481
the Treasury.......................
Treasury
the
sections
establishing standards and making
making
sections establishing
appropriations effective immediately
481
481
appropriationseffectiveimmediately
other, first
of the
month succeeding
succeeding
day of
the month
first day
other,
date of
passage ...................
48
481
of passage.
date
• prior
affected
482
contracts not affected............
prior contracts
former
482
repealed.......................
former Act repealed
status of
of rights,
rights, etc.,
under ............
482
etc., under
status
of any clause, etc., not to affect
invalidity of
482
remainder of Act................
Act
remainder
Cotton Production,
Consumption, etc.,
etc.,
Production, Consumption,
Cotton
appropriation for
for securing
information for
securing information
appropriation
census
on ............... 110,1112
reports on
census reports
Cottonseed,
Cottonseed,
appropriation for interbreeding
interbreeding experiappropriation
ments
1142
.............--..
ments-....
monthly
statistics of,
and products
products to be
of, and
monthly statistics
436
collected
published.............
collected and published
437
subjects specified;
specified; limit
expenses....
limit of e
subjects
information only
only for
437
437
purposes.
statitica purposes
for statistical
information
punishment for unauthorized
unauthorized divulgpunishment
ing
437
................-.......
of ...
ing of
mill owners,
manufacturers, etc.,
etc., to
to furnish
furnish
owners, manufacturers,
mill
detailed information
relative to, and
information relative
detailed
products
437
..................
products ..
punishment
437
refiul................
for refusal
punishment for
Cottonwood River
River, Sons.
Kam.,
Cottonuood
investigation
Periods of
410
f.........
flood pids
investigation oof flood
Council Bluffs,
Bluffs, Iowa,
Iowa,
Council
13,55
........- - 13,55
.........
terms
of court
court at ....
terms of

Council for National
National Defense,
Defense,
Councilfor
established for coordination
coordination of industries
established
and
security
for national
national security
resources for
and resources
649
......649
and
and welfare ..-- ...........
specified Decomposed
Secretaries of specified
of Secretaries
composed of
649
649
partments
partments .........................
advisory
commission to be appointed by
advisory commission
649
649
the
President on
on nomination
nomination of.....
of
the President
649
649
special qualifications
designated
qualifications designated........
special
allowances for
expenses; no comfor expenses;
allowances
649
649
pensation
.............
pensation..
investigations, etc.,
etc., to be conducted
conducted
investigations,
649
649
....---under
under ...............
frontier
railroad
transportation
for
frontier railroad
650
650
special
defense....-......special military defense
location of
railroads for
highways and railroads
of highways
location
650
650
military, etc.,
etc., purposes
purposes ........--.military
650
650
utilization of
waterways ................
of waterways
utilization
650
650
military and
and naval
resources
defense resources...
naval defense
military
domestic production
of necessities
necessities if
if
production of
domestic
650
foreign
commerce interrupted
650
interrupted.......
foreign commerce
development of
of seagoing
seagoing transportatransportadevelopment
650
650
tion
tion.........................
data of
of production,
production, etc.,
military
of military
etc., of
data
650
650
supplies
suppes ......................
information to
to producers
military,
to military,
as to
producers as
information
etc., supplies
supplies needed
Governthe Governby the
needed by
etc.,
650
650
..-----------ment
ment............-concentration,
etc., of
resources of
of the
of resources
concentration, etc.,
650
650
.........-------Nation
Nation........
650
650
regulations,
etc. to be
adopted..........
be adopted
regulations, etc.,
comwork
under
direction
of
advisory
of
advisory
work under direction
650
650
mission
mission ................-----650
650
•assistance
assistance by
subordinate bodies.......
bodies
by subordinate
employment
of experts,
special commitcommitexperts, special
employment of
650
650
tees,
tees, etc .......-----..----------650
650
appropriation for
travel, etc..
expenses of, travel,
for expenses
appropriation
650
650
submission
submission of reports, etc ..............
650
650
-account of
expenditures .-...-.......
of expenditures
account
650
itAms_
without
PrKidant
of
pnmrov,
h.,
by approval
President
items.
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Counselorfor the Department
of State,
Page.
Departmentof
Counselorfor
77,1082
appropriation
for
appropriation for...................
Counselor of
Legation,
of Embassy
Embassy or Legation,
Counselor
252
office
created; designation of secretary
secretary as..
as..
office created;
Counterfeiting,
etc.,
Counterfeiting,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses in
in suppressing,
appropriation for
277
etc.;
restriction ..................
277
etc.; restriction
277
protecting person
person of the President....
President
protecting
details under
under Secret
Secret Service Division
details
277
...............
forbidden
forbidden .....
suppressing,
deficiency
appropriation for suppressing,
deficiency appropriation
etc
824
etc ...........................
Court of
D. C.,
C.,
of Appeals,
Appeals, D.
Court
appropriation
for
salaries,
etc.,
half
from
appropriation for salaries, etc.,
District
revenues............... 119,1119
District revenues
for
reports of
decisions
703,1031
703,1031
of decisions..............
for reports
for care,
etc., of
705,1033
of building
building ............
care, etc.,
for
jurisdiction in
appeals from
decision of
from decision
in appeals
jurisdiction
Postmaster
Postmaster General of unfair discriminations
in second
second clas
class mail
criminations in
424
cases
.......................
cases....
Court
Claims,
Court of Claims,
appropriation
judges, clerks,
clerks, etc
.... 119,1120.
119, 1120 .
etc ....
for judges,
appropriation for
for auditors,
auditors, etc
... 119,1120
119,1120
etc....................
for
for
expenses............. .119,1120
contingent expenses
for contingent
120,1120
for
reporting decisions .............
120, 1120
for reporting
120,1120
for
of custodian................
custodian
for pay
pay of
298
for
repairs of
of building
building ................
for repairs
331
for
and binding
binding for............
for
for printing
prnting and
deficiency appropriation
printing and
and
for printing
appropriation for
deficiency
binding for.......................27
for
27
binding
for paying
judgments of
27,823
27,823
of.............
paying judgments
for
817
for
to building
buildin ...............
for repairs
repairsto
for
Mille Lac
Lac Indians
Indians judgment
udgment of 823
paying Mile
for paying
in Indian
Indan depredadepredajudgments, in
for paying judgments,
823
tion claims
claims ......................
tion
claim of
for premium
premium of
of coin,
coin,
Massachusetts for
of Massachusetts
claim
etc., referred
referred to ..................
355
etc.,
Sisseton and
Wahpeton Sioux
Sioux to be deterand Wahpeton
Sisseton
47
mined by........................
by
47
mined
jurisdiction to
determine claims of Medato determine
jurisdiction
wakanton
Wahpakoota Sioux
and Wahpakoota
wakanton and
annuities. 1195
Indians,
restoration of annuities.
for restoration
Indians, for
Court
of
Customs
Appeals,
Court of Customs Appeals,
119,1120
appropriation
salaries
119,
1120
for salaries............
appropriation for
119,1120
for rent,
rent, etc
119, 1120
......................
etc .
for
for............
for
331
printing and binding for
for printing
Courthouse, D.
D. C.,
C
Courthoue,
appropriation for
for restoration and reconappropriation
298
of ......................
struction of.
705,1033
for employees
for
employees...................... 706,1033
deficiency appropriation
reconstrucfor reconstrucappropriation for
deficiency
817
....................
etc., 1917
tion, etc.,
817
etc......
official,
for
rent
of
quarters
officials,
etc
for
for rent of quarters
half
from District
revenues.
817
District revenues...........
half from
quarters......
for expenses,
expenses, temporary
860
temporary quartf.rs.
for
allowed for
quartering troops
temporary quartering
for temporary
allowed
inagural cerein inaugural
participating
participating in
monies
903
.................monies....
Courts
C.,
D. C.,
Prisons, D.
and Prisons,
Courts and
appropriation
support of convicts out of
appropriation for support
705,1033
the
District, etc
..............
the District,
for
courthouse
employees
for courthouse employees ........... 705,1033
705,1033
etc.
for
court
of
appeals
building,
care,
etc
care,
appealsbuilding,
forcourtof
705,1033
for
supreme court
expenses
court expenses.........
for supreme
Courts Martial,
Martial, etc., Army,
Courts
428
appropriation
for expenses
expenses. ............ ...
appropriation for
Courts Martial,
National Guard,
Guard,
Martial, National
Courts
308
provisions
governing...................
provisions governing
Courts Martial,
(see also
Naval
also Naval
Militia (see
Naval Militia
Martial, Naval
Courts
Militia),
Militia),
598
provisions regulating
regulating .................
provisions
Martial, Navy,
Courts Martial,
Courts
prOVielODB
for
ordering,
extended
.......
586
provisions for ordering, extended
Courts of
(ee Circuit Courts
Appal, Circit (see
of Appeal,Circuit
Courts
APneal).
of Appeal).
-- rrs -
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Courts, UnitedStates
United States (see United
United States Courts). Page.
Pare. Crimes
Courts,
Misdemeanors-Continued.
Page.
penalty for violating
violating standard
standard grape, etc.,
etc ,
Coweta County,
County, Ga.,
bridge authorized
Chattahoochee
bridge
basket regulations .................
authorized across Chattahoochee
674
River between Carroll County and..
and
by common
common
66
unjust discriminations,
discriminations, etc.,
etc., by
Cowlitz River, Wash.,
carriers by water
water..............
733
733
appropriation for improvement
of.
405
unlawful
improvement of........
agreements, etc., by common
unlawful agreements,
common
405
Coyotes,
Coyotes,
carriers
water
carriers by
by water..............
733
appropriation
devising methods
methods for
appropriation for devising
etc., not
common carriers
camera by
by water, etc.,
not
destroying
destroying..... ............ . 467,1155
making
making reports, etc
467,1155
etc................
734
amount for destroying,
destroying, in national
national
violating
violating provisions of Shipping Act,
forests, etc ................
467,
1155
467,1155
general
general............................
738
of
for destroying, for suppression
suppression of
not making, etc.,
etc., estate tax returns
returns....
780
rabies ..................
467,
467, 1156
1156
inducing, etc., contract
contract labor importadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for destroying,
destroying,
tion ..
899
........
.........
affected with rabies...............
rabies
24
24
advertising
advertising abroad, soliciting, etc., conCraighead
Ark.,
CraigheadCounty, Ark.,
tract laborers...................
laborers
879
879
may bridge
bridge Saint Francis River
920
River.........
920
soliciting immigration
immigration by vessel owners,
owners,
Crane,
Crane, Robert T.,
T.,
etc
etc...............................
879
deficiency appropriation for credit in
deficiency
in acaclanding
landing passengers
passengers denied for
for percounts ..........................
805
805
sistent violations ..................
880
Crapo,
George R.,
R., Paymaster,
Crapo, George
Paymaster, Navy,
Navy,
bringing
aliens
bringing in diseased, etc., aliens........
880
credit in accounts
581
accounts of ....................
581
mentally
mentally and physically
physically defective
defective
CraterLake National
Crater
National Park,
Park, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
aliens
......................
880
880
appropriation
appropriation for constructing
constructing roads,
roads,
etc
illiterates, excluded Asiatics,
881
Asiatics, etc.....
bridges, etc ....................
289
289
failure to deliver manifests,
manifests, etc.,
etc., of
of alien
alien
for protection,
protection, etc ..................
308
308
passengers. ....................
884
passengers.
for
commissioner in
in ..................
1120
for commissioner
1120
refusing to return inadmissible
inadmissible aliens, etc
etc 887
deficiency
commissioner
818
deficiency appropriation
appropriation by
by commissioner
818
refusing
refusing to transport deported aliens...
aliens.... - 887
jurisdiction
over bads
in, ceded
ceded
jurisdiction assumed
assumed over
lands in,
falsely representing
representing alien as member
member of
of
521
by Oregon .......................
521
vessel's crew .................
895
rights reserved
522
reserved.....................
522
permitting landing
landing of inadmissible
inadmissible alien
included
district....
included in Oregon judicial district_
_
522
seamen ..........................
895
punishment
punishment ofoffensesin,
of offenses in, etc
......... 522
discharging inadmissible alien in port_
discharging
896
port..
hunting, fishing, etc., prohibited
prohibited........ •522
522
employing diseased, etc.,
employing
etc., aliens on
on paspasregulations,
regulations, etc., to be made.............
made
522
522
senger vessel........
vessel
896
...........
punishment for
game, etc
522
punishment
for killing
killinggame,
etc.........
522
nondelivery
nondelivery of crew lists, etc.........
etc
897
897
forfeiture of guns, traps, etc ...........
523
523
allowing excess number
number on
on passenger
allowing
passenger
commissioner
commissioner to be appointed;
appointed, powers,
vessels
918
vessels......................
918
523
authority, etc
etc ...................
523
punishment for
violating act
limiting hours
punishment
for violating
act
limiting
hours
arrests, etc.
523
etc.. ..................
...
523
of service
of railroad
railroad employees_
61
of
61
service of
employees...
service of process,
process, etc
etc..............
523
injuring, etc.,
etc., mail receptacles
receptacles or consalary;
etc.......
........
salary; residence, etc
523
523
tents --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --------- 162
162
costs, etc.;
etc.; deposit.
fees, costs
deposit
524
..........
524
willfully taking contents therefrom
162
162
notification of acceptance
acceptance...................
notification
524
524
assaulting carrier
duty
162
assaulting
carner while on duty.......
162
Crater National
National Forest,
and Cal.,
Crater
Forest, Oreg. and
Cal.,
aiding in
aiding
in such offenses
162
offenses.............
162
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458, 1146
fraudulent advertising,
District of
fraudulent
advertising, etc.,
etc., District
of
Creek Indians,
Indians, Okla.
Okla. (see also Five Civilized
Creek
Civilized
Columbia
Columbia.......................
165
165
Tribes),
Tribes),
refusing to
time of
refusing
to furnish arms,
arms, etc.,
etc., in
in time
of
appropriation for common
appropriation
common schools.......
schools
147, 984
war ........
.....................
213
213
for M. L. Mott from tribal funds........
funds
984
984
unlawfully wearing
uniwearing United States
States unifor land for pasture,
pasture, Nuyaka School,
form
.......................
217
from tribal funds .................
986
986
violating regulations, etc.,
etc., Yellowstone
Yellowstone
allotments to, only on specific authority
National Park.
...
National
Park ...................
238
238
of Congress .....................
986
986
offenses
offenses in
in Mount
Mount Rainier
244
Rainier Park,
Park, Wash
Wash..
per capita payment from tribal
tribal funds to
makingfalsestatementsinfarm
making
false statements in farm land loan
loan
citizens not receiving
receiving allotments
allotments of
applications
applications
382
.......................
382
..........................
land
986
overvaluing
security offered
for
farm
overvaluing security
offered
for
farm
Crematory, D. C., Public,
Crematory,.
Public,
land loans .......................
382
appropriation for maintenance
appropriation
maintenance ........ 703,1031
accepting gratuities, etc., by
bank
by land
land bank
Creosote Oil,
Creosote
Oil
examiners
examiners...................
383
on free list ......
793
....................
. 793
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., farm
farm loan bonds
bonds..
383
Cresol,
Cresol,
uttering, etc., counterfeit
farm loan
loan
counterfeit farm
on free list............
Iist
793
...............
793
bonds..
bonds...........................
383
Creston, Iowa,
Creston,
Iowa,
alter*, etc., farm loan bonds
altering,
383
bonds.........
terms of court at.
at ......................
13,56
receiving
unauthorized fees, etc., by
receiving unauthorized
Criers, United States Courts,
Criers,
Courts,
officials
officials of land
land banks or
or loan assoassoappropriation for .....................
appropriation
314
ciations
383
.....................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for..............
43
unauthorized divulging
information by
unauthorized
divulging of
of information
by
Crimes and Misdemeanors,
Misdemeanors,
Crimes
bank examiners,
land bank
384
examiners, etc
etc.........
penalty for refusal of railroads to perform
penalty
embezzlement of funds of farm loan assoembezzlement
service as provided
bylaw..
er6111
.. 431
431
mail service
provided by
law...
ciations and land banks, etc.......
etc
384
violating
violating cotton futures Act provision
provision..
480
false representation
representation of
..
480
of character,
character, etc.,
etc., of
of
_additional;
one-half to
481
additional; one-half
to informer
informer......
481
farm loan bonds
bonds................
385
violating regulations
regulations for
for use
violating
use of
of standard
standard
divulging reports
reports of cottonseed,
cottonseed, prodprodlime barrels ....................
531
531
ucts, etc., without
ucts,
without authority.......
authority
437

INDEX.
Page.
Crimes
Misdemeanors-Continued.
Crimes and Misdemeanors—Continued.
punishment for refusing to furnish statistics
of cotton-seed,
cottonseed, products, etc ........ 437
unlawfully hunting, etc., on game preserves set aside under Conservation
Conservation
serves
476
Act ..............................
violating cotton futures
futuresAct
Act provisions by
natural persons...................
persons
481
violating, etc.,
etc., provisions
provisions of grain
Act...................
standards Act
485
standards
assaulting official
official executing
executing grain standards act ..........................
485
ardsact
violating
'warehouse Act
.._
490
Act..
violating provisions
provisions of warehouse
injuries to water holes, etc., on arid and
518
desert lands ........................
desert
522
offenses in Crater Lake Park, Oreg......
Oreg
violating sanitary,
sanitary, etc.,
etc., regulations,
527
Canal Zone ......................
violating immigration
immigration restrictions,
restrictions, Canal
529
Zone ..............................
Panama Canal, etc
etc......... 529
injuries to Panama
violating rules,
rules, etc., of national park
service
service............................ 535
counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc., bills of lading in
544
interstate and foreign
foreitn commerce....
commerce_"
interstate
false statements, etc., in
m bills of lading,
544
commerce.
interstate, etc., commerce.........
violating,
provisions of Act relating
violating etc., provisions
544
544
lading ...............
to bills
bils of yding
violating provisions of child-laborAct..,
child-labor Act
675
722
violating
eight-hour workday
workday provisions
proviions
violating eight-hour
violating prohibitions
prohibitions of Shipping Act as
731
etc.
to foreigners,
foreigners, etc
veels to
side of vessels
to sale
falsifying, etc.,
etc. reports of common car736
riers by water.;
writer. .................
rers
divulging information
information received by inter773
nal revenue officials
officials. ...............
publishing income
returns.
773
tax returns.........
income tax
publishing
780
false statements in estate tax returns, etc. 780
violating requirements,
requirements, etc., of muniviolating
782
tions manufacturers'
manufacturers' tax...........
tax
avoiding payment
wines. 787
payment of stamp tax on wines
unauthorized divulging information,
information,
unauthorized
etc., obtained by Tariff Commis798
sion ........................
selling
imports below market price to
selling imports
create
monopoly
therefor
in
United
therefor
create
798
.........
...........
States .
countries proimporting articles from countries
hibited admission
admission under proclama799
tion of the President
President ...............
trade
facilities of trade
furnishing prohibited facilities
800
to prohibited
prohibited foreign
etc
foreign ships, etc.....
departure of detained vessel without
without
departure
800
clearance, etc
etc....................
clearance,
exceeding
permissive amount
amount of water
exceeding permissive
868
River above the Falls.
from Niagara Riverabove
importing aliens for
for prostitution
prostitution or imimporting
moralpurposes
878
..........
.. ...
purposes
moral
etc...... 878
return of deported
deported prostitutes, etc
inducing,
inducing, etc., contract labor importation
........................ 879
tion..............
880
illegally
aliens........
illegally landing, etc., aliens
landing
landing aliens at other than designated
881
places...- .............
times and places
failure to file lists of passengers,
passengers, etc.....
etc
885
false
evidence affecting
affecting landing, etc., of
false evidence
.......................
aliens..
886
aliens
obstructing, etc.,
immigration officials..
officials._
886
etc., immigration
obstructing,
etc......... 894
anarchists to enter, etc
aiding anarchists
in
desecrating, etc., United States flag in
900
District of Columbia ...............
Act....... 903
violating Alaska
Alaska prohibition Act
violating
etc., permitting
permitting excess number
number
master, etc.,
. 918
of passengers
918
passengers...................
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punishment
etc., threats
punishment for mailing, etc.,
against the President............
President
919
false representations
representations to settlers as to locality, etc., of public lands........
lands
936
mailing liquor
liquor advertisements
advertisements to State
or Territory
Territory in violation of laws
thereof..................
1069,1202
thereof
shipping liquors in interstate
interstate commerce
into State or Territory where laws
prohibit ...... ,................
1069
supplementing
Government
supplementing salary of Government
employee
from
sources
other
than
other
employee
official .........................
1106
official.
violating provisions of District of Colum1123
bia prohibition Act ............
etc., certificates
certificates
forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
of discharge
discharge from Army or Navy
Navy.... 1182
willfully trespassing
trespassing upon, injuring,
etc., military works
works............ 1194
etc.,
interfering
etc., defense
interfering with torpedo, etc.,
system ..........................
1194
violating
regulations,
establishing
defensestablishingdefensviolatingregulations,
ive sea areas
areas... ................ 1194
Crimes, etc.,
Crimes,
appropriation for detection and prosecution of ..
311
......................
311
President ..........
protection of the President
deficiency
appropriation for detection and
deficiency appropriation
pirosecutton of, etc
prosecution
etc...............
43
Code,
Criminal
Criminal-Code,
amended,
amended, section 44 .................
1194
162
_section 198
1 ...........................
National Bureau
Identiiation, National
Criminal
Criminal Identification,
Bureau of,
700,1027
appropriation
700,1027
to............
appropriation for aid to
Criminal Identifiaation
Identification Record!,
Records,
Criminal
appropriation for preserving, exchange,
appropriation
312
etc ..........................
Criminls,

appropriation for bringing home, from
abroad........................ 255, 1050
abroad
alien, excluded admission,
admission, if involving
. 875
moral turpitude
turpitude ................
Crisp County, Ga.,
Crisp
Ga.,
may bridge Flint River, at Huguenins
513
Ferry .............................
CanalZone,
Cristobal, Canal
Cristobal,
appropriation for constructing dock at....
at
333
appropriation
Canal Steamship,
""Cristobal,"
stoal " Panama
Panama Canal
........ . 334
appropriation for reboilering .
appropriation
Navy..................
tranferred to Navy
not transferred
334
Ari.,
Forest, Ariz.,
National _Forest,
Crook Natimuil
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 458,1146
appropriation
"Crook," U.
Army Transport,
Transport,
U..S. Amy
"Crook,"
634
authorized ........................
sale authorized
Department of AgriBureau, Department
Crop
Estimates Bureau,
Crop Estimates
culture,
appropriation for salaries
salaries.............. 468,1157
appropriation
or general expenses....
expenses
469, 1157
.................
for
publication.... 1157
monthly crop reports publication
expenses......... 469,1157
administrative expenses
469, 1157
for administrative
469,1157
field agents.
for field
agents. ...............
Crop
Plants,
Crop Plants,
physiology
investigating physiology
appropriation for investigating
453,1141
of, etc....................
etc
453, 1141
Crop Reports,
Crop
Reports, Monthly,
to be printed, etc.,
etc., the twelfth of each
each
month
1157
month......................
Crops,
Crops,
inappropriation for technological,
technological, etc.,
appropriation
.. 453,1142
vestigations. ..........-.vestigations
454,1142
breeding, study, etc.,
for breeding,
etc., arid-land..
arid-land
454,
1142
investigations of insects affecting
for investigations
.465,1154
cereal,
etc
465,1154
cereal, etc..-...............
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Crosby,
Page.
Crosby, W.
W. H.,
I., and
and others,
others,
rage.
may bridge Niagara
Niagara River, Buffalo, N.
N. Y
Y.
751
substitute tunnel
tunnel in lieu .............
751
Cross County,
Cross
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
near
may bridge Saint Francis River,
River, near
Parkin
920
Parkin.........................
920
Crow
Hospital, S.
Crow Creek Indian
IndianHospital,
S. Dak.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.. 125,970
125,970
Crow Creek
Creek Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for school buildings on
on......
988
no allotment for sectarian
sectarian schools on
on
of...................
completion of.
988
Crow
Crow Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
appropriation for fulfilling treaties
treaties with.
with. 139,980
appropriation
139,980
Crown Point
Crown
Reservation., N.
PointReservation,
N. Y.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
835
condemned
granted to
to -....... 835
Crum
Pa.,
Crum Creek, Pa.,
exchange of lands at Schooner Ledge light
light
station, Delaware
Delaware River,
River, mouth
239
mouth of
of.239
Crum.
River,
Pa.,
Crum River, Pa.,
change
change of channel
channel authorized
authorized by Alba
Alba B
B.
Johnson, etc .....................
393
bridge to be maintained over new course,
393
etc ...........................
393
Cuba,
appropriation for minister
to........... 252,1048
appropriation
minister to.
or acquisition of legation
for
legation premises, HaHabana
260
bana...........................
260
for preserving
preserving monuments,
monuments, etc., to solsoldiers -who fell in ................
287
admission to Military Academy authorized
authorized
of Rene W. Pinto y
y Wentworth....
Wentworth.. _.
50
head tax not levied
levied on aliens, entering
from, for temporary
temporary- stay, etc
875
etc.......
875
sales of ordnance and
stores to
643
and ordnance stores
to - 643
Cuero, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for public building.........
appropriation
building
264
264
Culion, P. I.,
Culion,
appropriation for care of lepers, etc., naval
station .......................
station.
559, 1170
559,1170
Cultures,
Cultures, Plant
Plant Nutrition,
Nutrition,
appropriation for testing
etc
453,1141
appropriation
testing samples,
samples, etc..
453,1141
Cumber
Cumberland River,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of, above
Nashville,
Tenn..
399
Nashville, Tenn.................
399
below Nashville ...................
399
399
bridge authorized
authorized across, near Clarksville,
Tenn
Tenn............................
924,924
Cumberland
Cumberland Sound, Fla.
Fla. and Ga.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of channel
appropriation
channel
to Saint Johns River from
from.......... 396
396
Cumidin,
Cumidin,
duty on .........................
.
793
... 793
Cummings Point,
Point, Fla.,
Fla.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Perdido Bay,
Bay, LilLillian, Ala.,
to. .......................
235
Ala., to
235
Cumol,
Cumol,
on free list ............................
793
793
CunardSteamship
Steamship Company (Limited),
Cunard
appropriation for refund to ..............
appropriation
325
325
Currency
Currency).
Currency (see National Currency).
Current
River,
Ark.
and
Mo.,
CurrentRiver, Ark. and Mo.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of
399
399
Cushman Indian
IndianSchool, Tacoma, Wash.,
Cushman
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of.....
of.
153,989
153,989
Custer National
Forest, Mont.,
Custer
National Forest,
Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
Custodians,
Custodians, Assistant (see Operating
Operating Force,
Public Buildings).
Buildings).
Customhouse
Customhouse Brokers,
special tax imposed
on. ...................
791
imposed on
791
Customs,
appropriation
277
appropriation for collecting
collecting revenue
revenue from.
from.
277
detection
detection of frauds,
etc
277
frauds. etc...........
277
for automatic recording scales
277
scales ..........
277
for compensation
compensation in lieu of moieties
moieties....
278

"

Customs—Continued
page,
Customs-Continued.
Page.
appropriation
Nogales, Ariz
appropriation for
for bridge
bridge at
at Nogales,
Ariz.,,
customhouse
278
customhouse lands ...............
278
deficiency
for collecting
collecting revdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
revenue from
from......................
28,824
enue
28, 824
bonded warehouses
imported
warehouses for storing imported
Mexican peas without
duty;
Mexican
without paying duty;
regulations, etc
etc....................
239
239
duties on imports
imports from ceded West India
India
Islands.
1133
Islands ...........................
1133
articles of insular production
production or of United
States,
1133
States, free
free ..................
1133
transportation
immediate
transportation
privileges
granted Chopaka,
Chopaka, Wash............
354
Laurier, Wash
354
Laurier,
Wash ..................
...
354
Jacksonville,
229
Jacksonville, Fla
Fla....... ..............
229
Northport, Wash...................
Wash
354
Northport,
354
435
Noyes, Minn.
Minn.......................
435
Winston-Salem, N.
232
Winston-Salem,
N. C
C.................
232
laborers, rate of
803
laborers,
of pay modified
modified ...........
803
extended for
withdrawals from
waretime extended
for withdrawals
from warehouse for export
725
export to Mexico
Mexico.........
725
Customs
Court of,
Customs Appeals,
Appeals, Court
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
119, 1120
appropriation
and expenses.
expenses. 119,
1120
Customs
Customs Cases,
appropriation for salaries and expenses,
expenses,
appropriation
conducting .....................
311
311
Board of
for fees, etc., witnesses before
before Board
of
General Appraisers.
311
Appraisers .................
311
Customs Division,
Division, Treasury
Customs
Department,
Treasury Department,
appropriation for chief of division, etc..
appropriation
etc.. 79,1084
Laws,
Customs Laws,
deficiency appropriation
administration
appropriation for administration
of.............................
of.
31
31
investigation of administration,
administration, fiscal and
and
industrial effects of,
of, etc.,
etc., by
by Tariff
Tariff
Commission
796
Commission.....................
796
relations to revenue, effect on industries
and labor, etc......
etc
796
............
796
Bureau for
for
Customs Tariffs, International
International Bureau
Publication of,
of,
Publication
appropriation for annual contribution..
appropriation
contribution.. 255,1051
255,1051
Cutters,
Cutters, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard (see Coast
Guard Cutters).
Coast Guard
Cutters).
Cypress Bayou, Tex. and La.,
Cypress
appropriation for
improvement of
399
appropriation
for improvement
of.........
399

D.
D Street NW.,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
repaving with
with asphalt,
asphalt,
appropriation for
for repaving
Twelfth to Thirteenth Streets......
Streets
1014
1014
L., Estate,
da Rosa,
Rosa, J. L.,
Estate,
deficiency appropriation
803
appropriation for
for .............
803
Richard,
Daeley, Richard,
additional
additional homestead
homestead entry allowed
allowed ....... 977
977
Dairy Farms,
Farms, etc., D.
Dairy
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for inspecting, etc
etc....... 703,
703, 1030
1030
Dairy Industry,
Dairy
appropriation for investigations and
and exappropriation
experiments
periments in ..................
450,
450, 1139
1139
for cheese
cheese investigations, etc
etc...........
450
Dairy Show, National,
Dairy
National,
appropriation
appropriation for exhibit
exhibit of agricultural exextension work at meeting
of
475
meeting of........
475
Dairying
Dairying Enterprises
Enterprises in Western Semiarid
Semiarid and
and
Irrigated Districts,
Irrigated
Districts,
appropriation for experiments,
appropriation
experiments, etc.,
etc., in
in
establishing
establishing ....
491,1166
... .........
491, 1166
Dallas and
and Southwestern Motorway
Company,
Dallas
Motorway Company,
may bridge Brazos River, Somerville
Tex
354
County, Tex.
...................
354
Daly,
Charles P.,
Daly, Charles
P.,
may be appointed military
military storekeeper,
storekeeper,
Quartermaster Corps;
Cornm; rank,
rank. pay,
Quartermaster
nav. etc. 626
r

,
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Page.
Dams
Dams,
construction of bridge and, authorized
authorized
across Mahoning
River, Ohio.......
Ohio
921
across
Mahoning River,
921
maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., across Saint
Saint Croix
Croix River,
River,
Baileyville
Baileyville and
and Grand Falls, Me
Me.,,
consented to
534
consented
to .....................
534
constructing, across
time extended for constructing,
34
Savannah River ...................
Danish West Indies
Indies (see also
Danish
also West Indian Islands acquired
acquired from Denmark),
Denmark),
lands
issue authorized
authorized for purchase of.....
of
bond issue
1002
temporary
government, etc.,
etc., for,
for, purtemporary government,
1132
chased from Denmark .............
Danville,
Danville, Ill.,
appropriation for
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
for expenses,
appropriation
•
Soldiers' Home ...................
296
Soldiers'
Darien,
Darien, Ga.,
Ga.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
harbor
395
395
appropriation
Datil National
National Forest,
Max.,
Datil
Forest, N.
N. Mez.,
appropriation for
of. 458,1146
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation
Daughters of American Revolution,
Daughters
condemned cannon
Gaffney,
to, Gaffney,
cannon granted
granted to,
condemned
832
..
832
S. C
C.......................
Daughters
of
the
American
Revolution,
C.,
D. C.,
Dauqhters of the American Revolution, .D.
appropriation
real
estate
of
real
for
refund
appropriation
taxes,
717,1009
717,1009
1916.......... ........
taxes, 1916
taxes....
real property
propertyof, exempted
exempted from taxes.
.....
514
1009
included ................
1009
additional lots
lots included
Dauphin
Island Railway and Harbor
Harbor ComDauphin Island
pany,
Pany,
time extended
extended for
for bridges,
bridges, docks,
docks, etc.,
etc., by,
time
by,
in
Mobile Bay,
Bay, Ala
246
246
Ala .................
in Mobile
Davenport, Iowa,
Davenport,
appropriation for public
building
264
public building..........
appropriation
terms of
of court
court at.............
at
13,56
.........
terms
Davis, J.
J. McCan,
McCan,
Davis,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
deficiency
822
election expenses
expenses .................
election
Days Creek,
Ark.,
and Ark.,
Creek, Tex. and
Days
preliminary examination
examination etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
preliminary
made
409
409
made .............................
Ohio,
Dayton, Ohio,
appropriation for
for expenses,
Volunteer Solexpenses, Volunteer
appropriation
diers'
293
........
Home ............
diers' Home
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers'
29, 825
Home................... 29,825
Soldiers' Home
designated
as headquarters
Volunteer
headquarters for Volunteer
designated as
297
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home ...................
sale
old post
post office
office building
building at;
at; proprosale of
of old
13
13
ceeds ............................
de
Ricardo, of Ecuador,
Ecuador,
J. Ricardo,
de Borja,
Borja, J.
admitted
to Military
Military Academy
Academy for
infor inadmitted to
504
struction
........
struction ............
De
Joseph,
De Fontes, Joseph,
828
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra services.
deficiency
De
Pla.,
De Funiak
Funiak Springs,
Sprinqs, Fla.,
264
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
appropriation
Pla.,
De Land,
Lanr, Fla.,
264
appropriation for
public building........
building
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency
ing....
.......... 17
.....
.....
ing
De Vaughrts
Vaughns Siding, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
35
at...
River at
across Flint River
bridge
Dead Letters,
Dead
Letters,
to be
be sent
to Post
or
Department or
Post Office
Office Department
sent to
to
designated
office .............--.
418
418
designated office
containing
be recorded
recorded and
and
value to
to be
containing value
kept
one year.................
year
418
for one
kept for
disposal if
if not
not claimed
claimed ...............
418
disposal
disposal
of
others
418
418
of
others....................-disposal
Dead Letters
Division, Post
Post Office
Department,
Office Department,
Dead
Letters Division,
superintendent .....
Deaf
appropriation
Oil
for superintendent
106,1109
appropriation
Dead Oil,
on
on free
free list ............................
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Deadwood,
S. Dak.,
Oak.,
Page.
Pare.
Deadwood, S.
appropriation for
for away
office at
89,1094
at........
89,1094
appropriation
assay office
Deaf
and Dumb
Dumb Institution,
Dec/and
Institution, D. C. (see
see Columbia Institution,
Institution, D. C.).
C.).
Congress,
Debates in
in Congress,
Debates
appropriation for
of
House of
appropriation
for reporting,
reporting, House
Representatives
Representatives .................. 72,1076
72,1076
69,1073
for reporting,
reporting, Senate
Senate................
69,1073
for printing and binding................
binding
330
330
deficiency
appropriation for extra services
deficiency appropriation
reporting,
Representatives
reporting, House of Representatives
822
for extra services reporting,
reporting, Senate .....
822
Decatur, Ala.,
Decatur,
Ala.,
appropriation for
public building
264
264
building.........
for public
appropriation
Decatur County,
Decatur
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
may
reconstruct
bridge
across
Flint
River,
may reconstruct bridge across Flint River,
at Bainbridge ...................
925
Decatur
Decatur County, Ind.,
Ind.,
condemned cannon granted to, for GreensGreenscondemned
post
841
burg Grand Army post.............
841
Decedents,
Decedents,
tax imposed
on net
estate of.........
of
777,1002
002
net estate
777,
tax
imposed on
rates etc........
etc
777,
1002
rates,
............
777,1002
Deciduous
Fruits,
Deciduous Fruits,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating insects
insectii afafappropriation
fecting
465, 1154
465,1154
fecting.....................
Deerlodge National
Deerlodge
National _Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation
of. 458,1146
etc., of.
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
in Claims,
Defending Suits in
appropriation
311
311
expenses .............
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses.....
43
Defensive Sea
Areas,
Sea Areas,
Defensive
punishment
regulations
punishment for
for violations
violations of regulations
established ..
1194
within etablished
............
1194
Deferred
Rebates,
Deferred Rebates,
etc., by
by
allowing, etc.,
by common carriers
carriers by
definition
733
733
water, forbidden;
forbidden; definition.........
penalty
for
733
733
penalty for...........................
Deficiency
Appropriations,
Deficiency Appropriations,
for Department
Department of State
3, 15,802
State............... 3,15,802
for
Pan
3
Pan American Scientific
Scientific Congress
Congress.......
3
foreign
intercourse ....................
15
foreign intercourse
diplomatic and consular
802
diplomatic
consular service .......
for
Department ...........
3, 23, 819
Office Department
3,23,819
for Post
Post Office
. 3, 23,820
postal service ..................
for
Department
3
3, 42,
23, 820
23,
817
3,,23,42,817
for Interior
Interior Department...........
817
817
public lands
lands ..........................
for
legislative
3, 26, 821
3,26,821
for legislative........................
for
Senate ...........................
26,821
for Senate
for
House of
26,822
26,822
of Representatives
Representatives............
for House
for Lincoln
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial Commission
Commission.........
15
for
Efficiency
15,801
15,801
for Buses
Burea of Efficiency..............
for
Service Commission.............
Commission
15
1
15
Civil Service
for Civil
for
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission......
Commission
15
for Interstate
15
for
Treasury Department
15,
802, 860
15,802,860
for Treasury
Department ...........
public buildings.
16,803
public
buildings.. .................
16,803
internal revenue
20,803
20,803
internal
revenue ...................
Guard
20,805
Coast Guard......................
Federal Farm
Board..............
803
Federal
Farm Loan Board
assay offices
offices .................
860
860
mints and
and assay
for
of Columbia..........
Columbia
21,
41, 805,
860
805, 860
for District
District of
21,41,
Department
22, 45, 337, 339, 809, 859
for War
War Department.....
22,45,337,339,809,859
• Army.
22, 45, 337, 810, 859
Army ...................
22,45,337,810,859
buildings
81
C............
810
buildings and
and grounds, D. C
armories
arsenals
810
armories and
and arsenals..................
river
harbor work
810
river and harbor
work..................
810
Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Homes............
Homes
812
Panama Canal .....................
811
811
Vicksburg
memorial celebration
......
812
812
Vicksburg memorial
celebration........
for State, War, and
and Navy Department
Department
Building
22
Building..........................
22
Department
22,
42,339, 813
for Navy
Navy Department...........
22,42.339,813
Navy
22,
42, 339, 814
Navy ..
...................
22,42,339,814
Corps.....................
Marine Corps
339,816

«
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Dental Reserve Corps,
Naval,
Page.
Deficiency
Page.
Corps, Naval,
Page.
Defciency Appropriations-Continued.
Appropriations-Continued
Page. Dental
composition of; qualifications,
574
composition
Agriculture
24
for Department
Department of Agriculture...........
qualifications, etc
24
etc'.......
574
recommissions to present officers.........
officers
574
recommissions
Department of Commerce
Commerce ..
for Department
......... 25, 820
574
820
Dental Surgeons, Army,
for Department
Department of Labor ................ 26, 820
820 Dental
Army, Acting,
immigration service ................... 26,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage.....
mileage
45
immigration
deficiency
26, 821
821
45
for Government
Office
27, 822
Government Printing Office..........
Denton, Tex.,
Tex.,
27,
822 Denton,
appropriation for
public building .......
264
public printing and binding ..........
appropriation
for public
27, 822
822
264
for judgments, United States courts .....
Colo.,
27, 823
823 Denver, Colo.,
27, 823
appropriation for
88,
Court of Claims.
Claims .
.................... 27,
appropriation
for mint at
at............
823
88, 1093
1093
depredation claims ............ 27,823
Indian depredation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mint
.....
deficiency
mint at..
at.......
860
for claims certified
certified by accounting
accounting officers
may sell schoolhouse,
officers. 28, 824
schoolhouse, lot,
824
lot, etc.;
etc.; use
use of profor Department
Department of Justice
42, 818, 860
900
Justice........... 42,818,860
ceeds, conditions,
conditions, etc
etc .............
900
Judicial
.
225
..........
Judicial ....................
818
818
terms of court at ..................
.....
225
United States Courts.................
Courts.
42,818 Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
for Federal Trade Commission ............
801
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
appropriation
Assistant, SoSoCompensation Commission.
Commission
821
for Employees'
Employees' Compensation
821
etc 447,1134
licitor, clerks, etc.
..........
447,1134
special and additional
additional estimates must
must
for Office
1135
Office of Farm Management
Management...... 447,
447, 1135
conform
conform to law ....................
830
for Weather
Weather Bureau
1136
Bureau.............. 447,
447,1136
Arlington
Arlington Memorial Amphitheater,
Amphitheater, John
cooperation with
1137
cooperation
with other
other bureaus
bureaus..... 448,
448, 1137
member of ComMcElroy designated member
station,
Va
449
station, Cape Henry, Va............
449
mission ............................
830
830
Greenville, S.
1137
Greenville,
S. C
C..................... 1137
election in Porto Rico to be postponed,
election
postponed,
for Animal Industry Bureau ......
449,
1137
449,1137
etc ..............................
830
inspection and quarantine
quarantine work
work.... 450,
450, 1138
1138
Delaware,
Delaware,
eradication
eradication of southern
southern cattle
cattle ticks.
ticks. 450,
450, 1138
1138
resident of, to be member of
of Guilford CourtCourtdairy industry investigations;
investigations; cheese
house National
National Park
Park Commission;
Commission;
marketing, etc
etc. ................ 450,
1139
450, 1139
allowance.........................
allowance
998
998
animal husbandry
husbandry investigations, etc.;
etc.;
Delaware Bay, Del.,
Delaware
Del.,
sheep experiment
station,
Idaho.
450,
1139
experiment station, Idaho. 450, 1139
appropriation for improvement of
appropriation
of inland
inland
investigations, etc.,
etc., animal diseases;
investigations,
diseases;
waterway
to_.
394
waterway from Rehoboth Bay to...
394
contagious
contagious abortion
abortion............ 450,
450, 1139
Delaware
Delaware Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
cholera eradication,
etc.; douhog cholera
eradication, etc.;
doumay bridge Nanticoke River, Seaford,
Seaford, Del.
Del.
872
872
rine ...................
rie
...... 451, 1139
1139
Delaware River, Par.
Delaware
Per. and
and Del.,
Del.,
451, 1140
additional for meat inspection
inspection.....' 451,1140
appropriation
appropriation for aids to navigation
navigation on....
on
317
for Bureau of Plant Industry........
Industry
451, 1140
1140
Delaware
Pa., N. J., and Del.,
Delaware River, _Pa.,
Del.,
plant diseases, etc., investigations;
investigations;
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
of, from
improvement of,
from
pecans ......................
pecans
452, 1141
1141
Philadelphia to
the sea;
sea; contracts
Philadelphia
to the
contracts
investigating citrus
investigating
citrus canker; white-pine
white-pine
authorized .........................
authorized.
..,
394
394
etc ..
blister rot, etc.
........ .. 452, 1141
1141
Philadelphia to Trenton
Trenton .............
394
soil bacteriology;
.. 453, 1141
bacteriology; fertility, etc.
etc....
1141
at Trenton, N.
394
N. J
J .....................
394
grain handling,
handling, etc .................
453
exchange of lands at Schooner
Schooner Ledge
light
exchange
Ledge light
acclimatization,
cottonseed inacclimatization, etc.;
etc.; cottonseed
instation, mouth of Crum Creek, Pa ..
239
239
terbreeding .....................
1141
terbreeding
1141
bridge authorized
authorized across, Petty Island,
commercial
commercial seeds, grasses, etc.; imCamden, N.
N. J......................
J
872
Camden,
872
porting adulterated seed
seed grain,
grain,
extended for bridging, Trenton, N.
time extended
N. J
861
J..
861
453, 1142
etc .........................
453,
1142
Delegates from the Territories,
Delegates
Territories,
cereal
cereal improvement,
improvement, etc.........
etc
454, 1142
454,1142
appropriation
appropriation for compensation
compensation ......... 69,
1073
69, 1073
sugar plant investigations,
investigations, etc
etc...... 454, 1142
for mileage
mileage ..........................
70,
1074
70, 1074
dry land crops, etc
etc............... 454, 1142
1142
for clerk hire ......................
72,
1076
72, 1076
fruit shipping, etc.; pecans ......
454, 1143
1143
clerks
clerks to be placed on roll of employforeign seeds and plants;
plants; new and rare
rare
ees; appointment,
appointment, etc.........
etc
72, 1076
seeds, forage, etc .........
455, 1143
1143
Deleterious Foods,
Deleterious
Foods, Drugs, etc.,
distribution .
Congressional seed distribution..
455, 1143
1143
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses preventing
Service.................. 456, 1144
for Forest Service
sale of, etc ...................
454,
1152
434, 1152
national
national forests; hunting, etc., perDenatured
Denatured Alcohol,
mits.
mits ..........................
457, 1146
1146
allowance
for
accidental
leakage
during
allowance
accidental
selecting,
etc., agricultural
agricultural lands in
selecting. etc.,
in
transfer from distillery to denaturdenaturnational
national forests................
forests
460, 1149
ing warehouse
warehouse ....................
233
233
survey of lands valuable for agriculDenison
Coal
Company,
Denison Coal Company,
ture .......................... 460, 1149
exchange
exchange of lands leased by, of Choctaw
Choctaw
fighting fire, permanentimprovements,
permanentimprovements,
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal lands, Oklaetc............................
etc
461, 1149
1149
homa ..........................
870
870
conservation of navigable streams,
conservation
surface
surface use allowed
allowed ...................
870
70
etc
..... ..................
462, 1150
Denmark
Denmark,
mining, etc., lands acquired
acquired under
under
appropriation
minister to
to .........
252,
appropriation for
for minister
252, 1048
1048
Conservation Act
Act............... 462,
Conservation
1150
462,1150
cession
cession of West Indian Islands to United
Chemistry
462,
1151
for Bureau of Chemistry.........
462,1151
States by, government,
government, etc........
etc
1132
poultry, egg, and fish investigations
investigations 463,
463, 1152
1152
appropriation
appropriation for payment for .........
1133
1133
by-products.....-.............
citrus by-products
.
1152
Dental Corps,
Dental
Corps, Army,
Army,
colorants from raw materials;
materials; farm,
appointment
173
appoin
tment of dental surgeons authorized.
authorized.
173
Arlington, Va.............
1152
..... 463,
463, 1152
ratio to Army enlisted strength........
strength
173
173
manufacture of table sirup ........
raanufse-ture
1152
rank, etc.; service promotions .........
173
173
enforcing pure food law; revising
revising Pharfifteen............
majors limited to fifteen
173
173
macopceia
464,
1152
macopeia.
..............
464,1152
examinations,
173
examinations, etc ..................
173
naval stores investigations
inveetigations......... 464,
464, 1152
1152
Dental
Corps, Naval (see Naval Dental
Dental Corp.,
for Bureau of Soils.................
Soils
464,
1152
464, 1152
Corp.).
Corps).
potah
465 1153
potash production; sales, etc ...... 465,

INDEX.
Pae.
Department
Page.
of Agriculture-Continued.
Agricuture--Continued.
Department of
appropriation for
of Entomolfor Bureau of
appropriation
465,1153
ogy...........................
ogy
485,
1153
preventing spread
moths
466,1154
of moths.......
spread of
preventing
466,1155
Survey ...
466,
1155
of Biological
Biological Survey
for Bureau
Bureau of
destroying predatory
predatory animals; suppresdestroying
ing
rabies
domestic
animals
467,1155
animals...
of
domestic
ing rabies
enforcingmigratory-bird
law...... 467, 1156
migratory-bird law
enforcing
for Division
Division of
Accounts and Disburseof Accounts
for
467,1156
ments .........................
ments
for
Publications ......... 468,1156
of Publications
Division of
for Division
468,1157
for
Estimates
Crop Estimates........
of Crop
Bureau of
for Bureau
for
469, 1157
library......................... 469,1157
for library
469,1158
for contingent
expenses
for
contingent expenses..............
469,
Columbia
4119, 1158
in District of Columbia......
for rent in
investigation and
Conby Joint Conreport by
and report
investigation
gressional
Committee ............... 1158
gresstonal Committee
for
States Relations
Relations Service, agricultufor States
470,1158
ral
experiment
stations
ral experiment stations....----...
extension
cooperative agricultural
agricultural
extension
cooperative
work
470,1159
work ............-............
470,1159
farmers' cooperation
work
cooperation work.........
farmers'
reports,
farmers' institutes
institutes. 471,1159
on farmers'
etc., on
reports, etc.,
experiment stations
Territories and
in Territories
stations in
experiment
islands
islands........................ 471,1159
investigating economy,
economy, etc.,
home
etc., of home
investigating
471,1160
use of
of agricultural
agricultural products......
products
471, 1160
use
Enfor
Public Roads and Rural Enof Public
Office of
for Office
471,1160
ineerin
1160
.. ....................
gineering
irrigation
investigations
472,1161
......-etig
iiigations
ir
drainage investigations,
investigations, etc.; farm
drainage
472,1161
water supply
supply..................-water
for
Markets and
Rural Organiand Rural
of Markets
Office of
for Office
zation
473
....-------------zation..-......-----for Bureau
Bureau of
Markets.................. 1162
of Markets
for
marketing, etc.,
products.... 473,1162
etc., farm products....
marketing,
live stock,
stock, meats,
meats, etc.;
production
etc.; production
live
473,1162
and marketing.
marketing
..--......-----and
cotton
grading,
etc
473, 1163
cotton grading, etc.............-studies in
products,
credits, farm products,
rural credits,
in rural
studies
etc.,
coo p
eration .............. 473,1163
473,1163
etc. cooperation
1163
---grain handling,
handling, etc
etc ..- .....-...-grain
for administering
administering Climax,
Climax, etc.,
baskets
etc., baskets
for
. 1163
...............-standard Act ..
standard
for
cotton futures
futures Act
Act...... 474,1163
enforcing cotton
for enforcing
1163
for
grain standards
standards Act .......
enforcing grain
for enforcing
Act....... 1163
for
warehouse Act
1163
administering warehouse
for administering
authority to
administer oaths, secure
to administer
authority
1163
testimony,
etc
testimony, etc......................
for
Act ........ 474, 1164
insecticide Act
enforcing insecticide
for enforcing
for
Federal
Horticultural
474, 1164
Board...... 474,1164
for Federal Horticultural Board
for
preventing spread
spread of
of pink
boll worm
worm
pink boll
for preventing
of cotton............
cotton
......-------..--- 1164
of
plant-disease and insegzest
quaraninsect-pest quaranplant-disease
1165
tine
modified.........--provisions mod"
tine provisions
interchangeable appropriations.......
appropriations
1166
1166
interchangeable
for
demonstrations, etc., on
agricultural demonstrations,
for agricultural
.. 475, 1166
reclamation projects.........
projects
reclamation
for
exhibit, International
Congress,
Farm Congress,
International Farm
for exhibit,
475
El
Tex
475
Paso, Tex...............-------...---El Paso,
475
invitation extended
extended to
to other
other nations
475
nations.
invitation
for
exhibit,
National
Dairy
Show,
SpringSpringShow,
Dairy
National
for exhibit,
field,
475
475
Mas ............------------field, Mass
invitation extended
extended to
other nations
nations
to other
invitation
to
Congress,
Irrigation Congress,
International Irrigation
to International
El
Paso, Tex.;
475
appropriation ...
no appropriation
Tex.; no
El Paso,
for cooperative
cooperative fire
fire protection
protection of
of State
State
for
forested
watersheds
475,
1166
475,1166
forested watersheds ............
designating
game preserve
in State
State
preserve in
designating game
etc....-.....--forested
watersheds,
etc
476
forested watersheds,
cotton future
future Act
476
Act ....---.........--cotton
grain
Act..................
482
standards Act
grain standards
486
warehouse
......----.--Act .....
warehouse Act
for live
live stock
stock experiments,
in cane
etc., in
experiments, etc.,
for
sugar
and cotton
condidistricts; condicotton districts;
sugar and
.-----491,1166
tions .................
tions
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appropriations for dairying
dairying and live stock
appropriations
experiments
on western
western irrigated,
irrigated,
experiments on
etc.,
lands................... 491,1166
etc., lands
amount
available
for
vehicles,
motor
amount available for vehicles, motor
restriction,
boats,
etc.;
restriction, report,
boats, etc.;
etc
491,1166
etc ...........................
detailed estimates for all officers and
492
employees
hereafter........
required hereafter
employees required
statement
investigations
completed investigations
statement of completed
492
to
be submitted
submitted ...................
to be
detailed
expenditures
statement of all expenditures
detailed statement
492
of
previous year
etc.
presented, etc.
to be presented,
year to
of previous
for
eradication of foot and mouth and
for eradication
other
animal
contagious
diseases.
492,1167
other animal contagious diseases.
payment for
for animals
animals purchased,
purchased, depayment
492,1167
stroyed,
etc ..................
stroyed, etc
for
increased pay
employees under,
under,
pay to employees
for increased
receiving
$1,800 aa year;
than $1,800
less than
receiving lees
1167
exclusions.
excluions...............---...--.
submitted...... 1168
detailed
reports to be submitted
detailed reports
invitations to
International Farm Conto International
invitations
1168
gress
authorized ...................
gress authorized
331
for............
for
binding for
printing and binding
for printing
ServForest
for
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
ice ..........-.-.-.--...24,
32, 826, 829
24,32,826,829
ice
for
canker investigation,
investigation, etc ......
24
citrus canker
for citrus
for
white pine
pine blister rust investigation,
for white
24
etc ...................--.---.....
24
for
destroying wild animals
animals affected with
for destroying
rabies
24
rabies.................----.----under...
for
judgments, Court
Claims, under
27
Court of Claims,
for judgments,
31
-31
for
for library ....................-..-....
31,
826,
829
31,826,829
for
Weather Bureau ..............
for Weather
31,826
Industry......... 31,826
for
Bureau of Animal Industry
for Bureau
31, 826, 829
31,826,829
for Bureau
Industry
Bureau of Plant Industry......
for
32,826
32,
ea
Bureau of Chemistry ..............
for Bureau
32
32
for
Entomology...............
of Entomology
Bureau of
for Bureau
32,826
for
of Biological
Biological Survey ....... 32,826
Bureau of
for Bureau
for
Publications .............
32
of Publications
Division of
for Division
for
drainage investigations
32
investigations ..............
for drainage
32
for International
Congress ....
Dry-Land Congress
International Dry-Land
for
826
for irrigation
irrigation investigations
investigations ..............
for
829
.
for
Bureau
of
Soils
for Bureau of Soils ....................
476
cotton
provisions ..................
futures provisions
cotton futures
exchange
of lands
Dakota, for
with North Dakota,
lands with
exchange of
dry
experiment station at Manland experiment
dry land
dan
344
".....----dan ..................
482
grain standards
standards provisions
provisions .................
grain
365
rural
provisions .................
355
rural post roads provisions
warehouses
products, proagricultural products,
warehouses for agricultural
visions
486
visions ....................-........
standard
grape, etc., basket regulations
regulations to
standard grape
674
be
established by ..................
be established
Department
Commerce,
of Commerce,
Department of
109,1111
appropriation
for Solicitor
111]
the....... 109,
Solicitor of the
appropriation for
for
Secretary, Assistant,
etc.. 110,1111
clerks, etc
Assistant, clerks,
for Secretary
for
of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, salaries
110,1112
salaries... 110,1112
Bureau of
for Bureau
110,1112
for
.....
110,
1112
etc......
salaries etc
Office, salaries,
Census Office,
for Census
Cotton and
Statistics DiviTobacco Statistics
and Tobacco
Cotton
110
sion
110
created ......................
sion created
for
Domestic Comfor Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
111,1112
merce,
salaries
111,
1112
merce, salaries ................
developing foreign
foreign and domestic comdeveloping
111,1113
merce .........................
111, 1113
merce
111
investigating
production
of production.......
cost of
investigating cost
promoting commerce,
commerce, Latin Amerpromoting
ica
III,
1113
111,1113
......-.......-.........
ica ..
111,1113
commercial attache.-....-.....-...
attaches
111,
1113
commercial
salafor Steamboat
Inspection Service salaSteamboat Inspection
for
ries
. 112,1113
112,1113
................
ries ....-...112,1113
salaries,
large......
service at large
etc., service
salaries, etc.,
112,1114
for Bureau
salaries.
112,1114
Navigation, salaries....
of Navigatio
Bureau of
for
salaries,
shipping
service at large, saii
ries,
shipping service
etc
112,1114
112,1114
............
etc ..........-113,1114
radio
1114
communication.............. 113,
radio communication
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Department
appropriation for suits affecting allotted
appropriation
appropriation
Standards,
Bureau of Standards,
for Bureau
appropriation for
312
Tribes.......
lands, Five Civilized Tribes
salaries
113, 1114
113,1114
salaries ....................
for
enforcing acts to
regulate commerce.
commerce
312
to regulate
for enforcing
apparatus,
114, 1115
expenses, etc .........
apparatus, expenses,
312
for suits affecting
affecting Seminole allotments.
allotments
312
member
International Committee on
on
member International
for
Federal Court
Reports and
Digests
312
and Digests..
Court Reports
for Federal
Weights
Weights and Measures .......... 114, 1115
for Lawyers'
Cooperative Edition, VolLawyers' Cooperative
investigations, etc .........
114, 1115
..... 114,1115
investigations,
---..-.. .
313
ume 60 .......................
313
for
contingent expenses
115, 1116
115,1116
expenses ...........
for contingent
for
Court, Volumes
Volumes
for Decisions of Supreme Court,
116,
1117
116,1117
for rent .......................
241 to 244 ........................
313
313
for civil expenses
under .
316
316
..............
expenses under
for
313
Railroads suits ..............
for Pacific
Pacific Railroads
313
for Bureau
Bureau of Lighthouses
316
316
Lighthouses ..............
for
313
courts ...........--.
313
for United States courts
for Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
Survey..........
318
318
for
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, maintenance
314
314
maintenance ........
for
320
320
for Fisheries Bureau .................
for National
National Training
Training School for Boys,
for Standards
Standards Bureau .................
324
D. C.,
maintenance ...............
316
-C., maintenance
binding for ............
331
for printing and binding
for printing and binding
binding for............
331
deficiency
Standards Buappropriation for Standards
deficiency appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
deficiency
reau
25, 32, 829
paying judgreau. ........................
ments,
27
States Courts, under.
ments, United
United States
for
Foreign and Domestic
Domestic Comfor Bureau
Bureau of Foreign
for
courts .32,
32, 33, 43, 818,
818, 827, 830
830
for United
United States
States courts.
......................... 25
merce ..
for
expenses ............
42,830
for contingent
contingent expenses
for
Inspection Service .......
25
for Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection
42
for penitentiaries,
construction ..........
•42
penitentiaries, construction
for Navigation Bureau
Bureau .................
25
43
for enforcing
enforcing antitrust laws .............
826
for Coast and Geodetic Survey ......... 25,
25,826
for
43
.
claims.....
defending suits
suits in claims.
for defending
25, 32, 826
Fisheries Bureau
Bureau ............
for Fisheries
for detection
prosecution of crimes
crimes..
43
detection and prosecution
for Bureau of Lighthouses..
Lighthouses.. 25, 32, 820, 826,
826, 829
829
for commissioner
commissioner Glacier
Glacier National Park,
for Census Office
Office ....................
32
43
Mont ............................
for Bureau of Corporations
Corporations ..............
32
for penitentiaries
maintenance ........
819
penitentiaries,zmaintenance
for contingent expenses.................
830
for National
National Training
Training School
School for
cost of
of production service,
service, employees,
etc.,,
employees, etc
for Boys,
Boys,
819
D. C.; building ...................
Commission
transferred to Tariff Commission
transferred
from
796
for
expenses,
supreme
court
D.
C
C.
supreme court
from .............................
860
...........
courthouse
courthouse ..........
emergency transfer
emergency
transfer of Lighthouse
Lighthouse vessels,
investigations of, not subject
etc., to service
Navy and Army
602
investigations
subject to restrictions
Army..
service of Navy
etc.,
for
on details
from classified service
service for
details from
Lighthouses Bureau,
Bureau, aids to navigation
navigation auLighthouses
120
duty outside of the
the District........
District
537
thorized...........................----------------thorized
537
Department
Labor,
and Labor,
Department
Labor,
Department of Labor,
Department of Commerce and
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent exappropriation for Solicitor
Solicitor of the, clerks,
clerks,
deficiency appropriation
etc ......................
109, 1111
penses ....................
109,1111
etc
32, 33, 826
Secretary, Assistant, clerks,
etc... 116, 1117
Department of Justice,
Justice,
Department
for Secretary,
clerks, etc
1117
General, Soliciappropriation for Attorney
appropriation
Attorney General,
etc. 116, 1117
for commissioners
commissioners of conciliation,
conciliation, etc
1117
1110
Bureau ........... 116,1118
116, 1118
tor General,
General, Assistants ........... 108, 1110
for Labor Statistics Bureau
etc......... 108, 1110
for Solicitors, attorneys,
attorneys, etc
injured emmedical examination
examination of injured
for medical
117
examiners,
for chief clerk, law clerks, examiners,
ployees ............................
117
108,1111
etc .
.........................
108,
1111
Immigration Bureau.............
Bureau
117, 1118
117,1118
for Immigration
etc.... 109, 1111
Naturalization Bureau ............ 117,1118
117, 1118
for superintendent
superintendent of prisons, etc
for Naturalization
109,1111
Investigation ........ 109,
for'Children's
for Division of Investigation
1111
for Children's Bureau
Bureau ................ 117,1118
117, 1118
for clerks,
clerks, etc ..................
109, 1111
contingent expenses
118, 1119
for contingent
expenses .............. 118,1119
1111
for Division of Accounts ............ 109,
for
rent; renewal
118, 1119
1111
of lease
lease........... 118,1119
for rent;
renewal of
109, 1111
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ..............
fireproof
five-year
five-year contract for lease of fireproof
transportation ..........
109, 1111
for official transportation
109,1111
authorized.......... 118
118
office building authorized
109, 1111
for rent ...
....................
324
for civil expenses
expenses under ...............
.
five-year
authorized ............
109
five-year lease authorized
stations. ..*..............
324
for immigrant
immigrant stations
etc.... 109, 1111
for Solicitor
Solicitor of the Treasury,
Treasury, etc
325
for expenses
regulating immigration
immigration .....
325
expenses regulating
for Solicitor
Solicitor of the Department
Department of Comfor refund to North German Lloyd Steam109,
1111
merce
Line .
325
merce......................
109, 1111
.....................
325
ship Line
for Solicitor of the
the Department
Department of
Steamship Company
325
325
Cunard Steamship
Company .........
109, 1111
Labor.....................
Labor
325
for refund for refrigeration
refrigeration services......
services
325
311
for sundry civil expenses
expenses under ........
311
Johannes, credit in accounts...
George
George Johannes,
accounts .
325
311
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, construction
construction .........
326
for naturalization
naturalization service
service expenses.......
expenses
restriction
restriction on new buildings .........
311
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to clerks
clerks of courts
326
for Assistant Attorney
Attorney General,
General, at1916..............
allowance for June, 1916
326
allowance
torneys, etc.,
customs cases ......
torneys,
etc., in customs
for standardization
311
standardization of first aid methods
311
for supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., customs
customs cases
cases ........
326
by industries
industries ....................
for witness fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., Board of General
General
331
for printing
for....... .....
printing and binding for
Appraisers
311
............
deficiency
commisdeficiency appropriation for commisfor defending
defending suits in claims ........... 311
26
sioners of conciliation ..............
26
prosecution
of
crimes,
for detection
and
detection
prosecution
26
Statistics Bureau
Bureau ..............
for Labor Statistics
etc
311
etc......................
.........
311
Immigration Bureau ..... 26, 32.33,821,
32. 33, 821, 827
827
for Immigration
protecting
protecting the person of the President.
Pr'dent
311
for printing and binding
binding................ 27
forprintingand
for inspection
inspection of prisons and prisoners..
prisoners
312
32
...- 32
expenses............for contingent expenses
traveling and
and emergency
emergency expenses
for traveling
expenses.. 312
Naturalization Bureau
Bureau .............
2. 827
32.
for Naturalization
enforcing antitrust
312
for enforcing
antitrust laws ............
for Scandinavian-American
Scandinavian-American Line
Line........
821
821
for
use forbidden
forbidden for prosecuting labor
821
for E. C. Terry
Terry .....................
821
organizations,
etc., associations of
organizations, etc.,
provisions.............. 874
Immigration Act provisions
874
Imigration
312
farmers, etc ....................
312 Department
Department of State,
foe expenses,
expenses, suits affecting
for
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
Assistants,
appropriation
landa ..--312
oil lands
..
. ..-----...................
312
Director
the Consular
Consular Service...
Service... 77, 1082
11082
Directorofof the
___
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for Counselor,
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Counelor, officers
officers on
on
foreign
relations,
etc
77,1082
foreign relations, etc ..
.........
. 77,1082
for assistant
solicitors, chief
chief clerk,
clerk, etc
for
assistantsolicitors,
etc. 77,1082
77, 1082
for
chiefs ofbureaus,
bureaus, clerks,
clerks, etc.......
etc
77,
forchiefsof
77, 1082
1082
for
force
for additional
additional force....
........... . 77,1082
77,1082
further additional
for further
additional force
force........... 77,
77, 1082
1082
for additional emergency clerks........
clerks
1082
payment for personal
services in WashWashpersonal services
ington, D.
D. C.,
C., from
from any
Act
ington,
any other
other Act
forbidden
forbidden....................... 78, 1082
1082
for contingent expenses,
expenses, stationery,
stationery,
furniture,
etc
78,
1082
furniture, etc ...................
78,1082
for books, periodicals, etc., for the library
78,1082
brary ...................
....... 78,1082
lithographer, etc
78, 1082
for lithographer,
etc................... 78,1082
for
miscellaneous expenses-........expenses.
for miscellaneous
. 78,1082
78,1082
78,
1082
for rent .............................
78,1082
for
Secretary............ 1082
for automobile
automobile for Secretary
branch
building,
branch printing
printing office
office in
in building,
abolished........................
abolished
1083
for
Solicitor for the .................
108,1110
forSolicitorforthe
108,1110
for diplomatic and consular
service..-. 252,1047
consularservice.
for
pnnting in the................
the
254,1050
forprintingin
254,1050
for
electoral votes
326
for printing
printing electoral
votes .............
326
for
binding for..
.. .... .... 330
for printing
printing and binding
for ........
330
deficiency
for diplomatic
diplomatic
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
consular service
3,15,
and consularservice..............
3,15,
31,
33, 802, 826, 829
31,33,802,826,829
for
Second Pan
Pan American
American Scientific
Scientific
for Second
Congress
3
3
Congress...............-.........
for
Ni
802
802
to Nicaragua..............
for payment
payment to
negotiations
direct:l
i
r
:for
allowing immiimmifor allowing
negotiations directed,
gration officials
officials on
gration
on vessels
vessels carrying
carrying
immigrants
882
....................immigrants..
use
emergency fund
personal services
for personal
services
use of
of emergency
fund for
in District
Columbia allowed .....
255
in
District of Columbia
Department
of the
the Interior
Interior (see
Interior De(see Interior
DeDepartment of
partment).
partment).
Departments, Executive
DeExecutive DeDepartments,
Executive (see
(see Executive
partments, etc.,
C.).
etc., D.
D. C.).
partments,
Deportation of Aliens,
Deportaton
887
persons.
provisions
881
relating to inadmissible persons
provisions relating
diseased
and defective
888
888
persons .........
diseased and
defective persons
after
admission, of
criminals,
after admission,
of prostitutes,
prostitutes, criminals,
889
anarchists,
889
anarchists, etc ....................
destination of;
of ;payment
of expenses.
expenses .....
890
890
payment of
destination
Deported
Aliens,
DeportedAliens,
denied readmission
readmission within
within one
one year;
year; exexdenied
ception
876
876
ception .........................
Depositing
Land Offices,
Depositing Public
Public Moneys,
Moneys, Land
Offices,
299
appropriation
299
for expenses
expenses ...............
appropriation for
Des
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation
for public
public building..........
building
264
264
appropriation for
condemned cannon
granted to
Army
cannon granted
to Grand
Grand Army
condemned
Post ............................
831
Pot
terms
of court
court at
at.
13,55
.....................
13,55
terms of
Deschutes National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Deschutes
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
458, 1146
1146
of. 458,
etc., of.
appropriation for
Desert
Entries,
Desert Land
Land Entries,
agricultural
in abandoned
military
lands in
abandoned military
agricultural lands
reservations, Nevada,
opened to;
reservations,
Nevada, opened
to;
conditions
518
.
518
conditions....................
allowed
persons who
enlarged
have made
made enlarged
who have
allowed persons
homestead entries;
946
946
conditions.......
homestead
entries; conditions
extension
allowed for final
final proof,
extension of time
time allowed
etc., of
Riverside County,
in Riverside
etc.,
of certain,
certain, in
Cal
49
49
Cal.............................
patents
for, under
under Reclamation
Act, not to
to
Reclamation Act,
patents for,
issue
paid
920
issue until
until all
all sums
sums due
due are paid....
920
Desert
Desert Lands,
Lands,
development of
of water
on;
etc., on;
water holes,
holes, etc.,
development
signboards, means
utilizing, etc
etc..
518
means of utilizing,
signboards,
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Destitute
Destitute Women and Children,
Children, D.
D. C.,
Piss.
appropriation for payments
abandoned,
appropriation
payments to abandoned,
etc.........................
etc
706,1034
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for payments
payments to..
to..
807
Destroyer Tenders,
Destroyer
Tenders, Navy,
Navy,
construction of
authorized ..........
617
construction
of two, authorized
617
appropriation for
and maappropriation
for construction
construction and
machinery .......................
617
1192
chinery
617.;1192
limit of cost increased of
of one,
one, to
to be constructed as early as practicable
structed
practicable..... 1191
1191
Destroyers,Navy (see Torpedo Boat
Destroyers,
Boat Destroyers
Destroyers.))
Destructionof Property,
Destruction
Property, Unlawful,
advocating, etc..excluded
etc.,.excluded admission.
admission.
876
alien advocating,
876
punishment for
punishment
for aiding entry of
of alien
alien advoadvocating, etc
894
cating,
etc........................
894
Officers' List, Army,
Detached Oicers'
additional line
officers created
created under
under naadditional
line officers
nadefense Act
constitute, with
tional defense
Act to
to constitute,
with
details to National Guard
details
Guard..........
183
vacancies caused by assignments to be
filled
filled by detaiU.
183
details ................
183
proportionate
proportionate number authorized........
authorized
183
examination for promotions
promotions to
vacancies
examination
to vacancies
second lieutenant,
by
above second
lieutenant, caused
caused by
assignments to
184
assignments
to ..................
184
service with
officers
service
with troops
troops required
required of
of officers
to
184
assigned to............
...... 184
continuance of
of present
continuance
present assignments;
assgnments; concon,..
184
ditions ..
.....
....
...
184
vacancies in,
vacancies
in, hereafter
hereafter to
to be filled from
from
corresponding grade
grade and arm
arm ......
184
corresponding
184
constructive dates of
of original
commissions
constructive
original commissions
assigned
officers on
623
assigned to
to officers
on...
........
623
seniority
in grades
623
seniority in
grades...................
623
advances on
623
advances
on reexaminations
reexaminations .
............
623
Details
ClassifiedService Employees, D.
C.,,
Details of Classified
D. C
restriction on, for duty outside
restriction
outside of the DisDistrict ..............................
120
applicable to Department
Department of
of Justice
not applicable
Justice
investigations ...
investigations
120
....................
120
Detroit, MicA.,
Mich.,
Detroit,
appropriation
for river
postal service...
service... 417,1064
417,1064
river postal
appropriation for
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon F
ranted to............
to
832
granted
832
lighthouse
improvements authorauthorlighthouse depot,
depot, Improvements
ized
537
.......................
Detroit
Detroit River,
River t
appropriation for
aids to
Fightfor aids
to navigation,
navigation, Fightappropriation
ing Island
Island Channel
ing
Channel .
............ . 316
316
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
be made
made
preliminary
to be
Livingstone Channel...........
Channel
409
of Livinstone
409
Devils
Dak.,
Devils Lake,
Lake, N.
N. Dak.,
deficiency appropriation
for support,
etc.
deficiency
appropriation for
support, etc.,
Indians at
i26, 981
Sioux Indians
at ................
826,981
terms of court at .......................
386
Dianindin,
Dianisidin,
on
- 793
duty on..............................
793
Dickinson Bayou,
Tex.,
Dickinson
Bayou, Tae.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of
398
398
appropriation for
D.
,N.
N. Del.,
Dickinson,
Dad.,
appropriation
for public
264
building.........
264
appropriation for
public building
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuild17
ing ................
..............
17
Dies,
and Plates, United
States Securities,
Dies, Rolls,
Rolls,andPlates,
UnitedStatesSecurities,
appropriation for
for custody
of
277
custody of..............
277
appropriation
Dm' est of
Rules, House
House of
Representatives,
Diqest
of Rules,
of Representatives,
appropriation
for
preparing
70,1074
appropriation for preparing............ 70,1074
Dimethylanilin,
Dimethylanilin,
duty on .............................
793
793
Dimond,
Dimond, W.
W. W.,
W.,
franchise to,
manufacture, etc.
etc., of
of gas,
franchise
to, for
for manufacture,
gas,
Honolulu .Island of Oahu, Hawaii,
Honolulu.
iHawaii,
extended,
extended, etc ....................
231
Diozynaphthalene,
Diozynaphthalene,
duty
.,
793
duty on ...........................
793
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Diplomatic and
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and Consular
Page.
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duty on ................
...........
794
appropriation for International
appropriation
International Geodetic
Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
Consular Serrice,
Service,
and Consular
Association ....................
Association.
1055
259,
259, 1055
appropriation
appropriation for diplomatic
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.................. 1014
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etc ..............
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bridge over steam railroad;
railroad; contriasphalt paving...........
paving
685, 1013
1013
limit for asphalt
685,
bution by railroad
1018
railroad company.
company....... 1018
for repaving
r_epaving Twelfth Street NW.,
NW., E to
for Anacostia
Anacostia ...................
689, 1018
F
F Street ...........................
685
685
for sewers,
sewers,
cleaning,
etc .............
690 1018
1018
690,1018
for
streets,cleaning,
cleaning,689,
for repaving Third Street NW.,
NW., PennPennfor streets, cleaning, snow removal,
sylvania Avenue
B Street south.
Avenue to B
685
etc
snow
690,
1018
n-01
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--.
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appropriation for disposal of city
appropriation
refuse 690,
1019
cityrefuse.
690, 1019
for parking commission
691,
1019
commission ............
691, 1019
for bathing
bathing beach
1019
beach................... 691,
691, 1019
for playgrounds....................
playgrounds
691,
1019
691,1019
for swimming pools, etc.,
etc., at
at playplaygrounds ................................ 691,1019
691,1019
volunteer
volunteer service
service permitted
1019
permitted ........
1019
for purchase
additional playground
purchase of
of additional
playground
site ............................
1020
1020
for public-convenience
stations...... 691,
public-convenience stations
1020
691,1020
new station, Eighth
Eighth and
F
Streets
and F Streets
NW...........
NW
1020
....................
1020
condemning insanitary
for condemning
insanitary buildings.
buildings. 691,1020
for electrical
electrical department
1020
department............. 691,
691,1020
lighting expenses
expenses ............
692,1020
for lighting
692, 1020
reduction in lighting periods..........
periods
692
692
for fire-alarm
fire-alarm boxes, etc.............
etc
.
692, 1021
692,1021
for motor
truck......................
692
motor truck
692
sale of old Baltimore & Ohio right
of way, square
square 857
692
857..................
692
for Washingtraffic speed regulations
regulations for
WashingAqueduct, roads, etc
ton Aqueduct,
693
etc............
693
storehouse, electrical
electrical department...
for storehouse,
department... ' 1021
1021
overhead wires
Water Street
Street SW.
SW:
overhead
wires on
on Water
to
removed .................
1021
to be removed
1021
for
Rock Creek
Creek Park
693,
1021
for Rock
Park .............
693,1021
for
693,1021
for public schools
schools.................
693,1021
vacation
694,1022
vacation schools and
and playgrounds
playgrounds. 694,1022
matrons in
high, and
and larger
matrons
in normal, high,
larger
buildings ...................
1024
grade buildings
1024
instruction
school
instruction camp
camp for
for high
high school
cadets
698,
1025
cadets.........................
98,1025
community
community forums,
forums, etc ............... 1025
1025
transporting
pupils
1026
transporting tubercular
tubercular pupils........
1026
free
tuition to
to children
children of
of Army
free tuition
Army and
and
Navy ..........................
1026
1026
buildings,
698, 1026
buildings, sites,
sites, etc
etc..............
698,1026
use of Franklin
for office
office
Franklin Building
Building for
purposes
1026
purposes.........................
1026
restriction on
on soliciting
subscriptions,
restriction
soliciting subscriptions,
etc
1026
etc.......
...
...........
.. 699,
699,1026
for
instruction of
for instruction
of deaf-mute
deaf-mute persons
persons. 699,
699, 1027
1027
colored deaf
699,
colored
deaf mutes
mutes ................
699, 1027
1027
of blind
children
699,
1027
for instruction
instruction of
blind children.....
699,1027
for
police
department..
700,
1027
for police department............... 700,1027
additional privates from March
additional
1027
March 11, 1917.
1917. 1027
National Bureau
Bureau of
of Criminal
Criminal Identiidentification ....................
700,
1027
fication
700, 1027
for
policemen and
and firemen's
relief fund.
1028
for policemen
firemen's relief
fund. 1028
701, 1028
for fire
fire department
department ..................
701,1028
702,
1029
for health department
department ...............
702,1029
for tubertuberfor establishing
establishing dispensaries
dispensaries for
culosis and
and venereal
diseases
1031
venereal diseases.......
1031
for alterations,
old emergency
for
alterations, etc.,
etc., old
emergency hoshosuses, health
pital for
for laboratory
laboratory uses,
health dedepartment ........................
1031
partment
1031
for
court
of
appeals
reports
703, 1031
for court of appeals reports ..........
703,1031
for
officers,
etc
704,
1031
for probation
probation officers, etc ............
704,1031
for juvenile
juvenile court
1031
for
court..................... 704,
704,1031
for police
704,1032
for
police court
court..................
704,1032
for municipal
municipal court
court ...............
704,
1032
for
704,1032
for lunacy
lunacy writs
704,
1032
for
writs... ...............
704,1032
for interest
interest and
sinking fund
705, 1032
for
and sinking
fund..........705,1032
for emergency
705, 1032
706,1032
for
emergency fund
fund ................
for
support of
of convicts
convicts out
out of
the DisDiafor support
of the
tnct, etc
etc .....................
705, 1033
trict,
705,1033
for
courthouse employees
employees .........
-705,1033 705, 1033
for courthouse
for
court
of
appeals
building,
care,
etc
705,
for court of appeals building, care, etc. 705, 1033
1033
for
court ........
705,1033
for expenses,
expenses, supreme
supreme court
705,1033
for
of Charities
706,
1033
for Board
Board of
Charities ..............
706,1033
for reformatories
reformatories and correctional
correctional institutions
706.1034
tutions .............
........
706.1034
for medical
medical charities
707, 1035
1035
for
charities .............
707,
Hospital
708, 1036
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital............
708,1036
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appropriation
Hosappropriation for
for Gallinger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital; new location
location
1036
......... ......1036
for care of children,
children, etc
708, 1036
etc............. 708,1036
709,1038
for temporary
temporary homes............
homes
709,
1038
for aid to the blind.................
blind
710,
1038
710,1038
for support, etc.,
etc., of insane
1038
insane........... 710,
710,1038
for relief
710,
1038
re ef of
of the
the poor
poor ................
710,1038
for transportation
transportation of
of paupers
paupers.......... 710,1038
710,1038
expenses. 710,1038
for workhouse,
workhouse, salaries and expenses
710, 1038
for reformatory,
reformatory, construction expenses,
expenses,
maintenance, etc .
711, 1039
...........
711,1039
confinement
confinement of convicts in
in District
penal
penal institutions
institutions...................
711
711
for
expenses
712,1039
for militia
militia expenses.............
712,1039
erroneous collections...
for refund of erroneous
collections
712,
1040
712,1040
for reclamation,
reclamation, etc.,
etc., Anacostia
Anacostia River
River
Flats..........................
Flats
713, 1040
713,1040
acquiring fee-simple
fee-simple title to lands
lands inincluded
in.........................
1040
cluded in
1040
railroad right of way
way adjusted
adjusted........ 1041
1041
for condemnation
condemnation of small
mnall park
park areas
areas
outside city limits
limits............... 713,1042
713, 1042
for trunk water
water mains, Reservoir Street
Street
Cut Road
Road. 1042
1042
and New Cut
Road to
to Conduit
Conduit Road.
for water service, out of revenues
revenues thereof ..............
.............
713,1042
713,1042
for Washington Aqueduct,
713, 1042
Aqueduct, etc
etc....... 713,
1042
for Conduit Road,
Road„ maintenance,
maintenance, etc
713,1042
etc. 713,
1042
for emergencies
emergencies ..................
713, 1042
713,
1042
for
Treasury and
and State,
State,
for water meters
meters in
in Treasury
etc.,
etc., Buildings ....................
1042
1042
McMillan Park gounds...........
for McMillan
grounds
713,1043
Secretary of War
War.. 713,1043
under control
control of Secretary
department, salaries,
etc... 713, 1043
for water department,
salaries, etc
1043
for extending
service......... 713,
extending water service
1043
713,1043
for continuing
high service
service
estimates for
continuing high
system ...
714
..............
.....
. 714
connection of
mains with
with lands
lands of
of
connection
of mains
Washington
Washington
Suburban
Sanitary
Suburban
Sanitary
Commission, authorized
authorized........... 1043
1043
employment
employment of temporary
temporary draftsmen,
etc., on sewers,
sewers, streets,
714, 1044
etc.,
streets, etc
etc...... 714,1044
legal holidays
allowed per
diem ememlegal
holidays allowed
per diem
ployees
ployees1045
...........
.............
1045
laborers, mechanics,
mechanics, etc
etc ...........
714, 1045
laborers,
714,
1045
horses, wagons
wagons,:etc ...............
1045
715, 1045
temporary engineers,
engineers, laborers,
etc., for
temporary
laborers, etc.,
for
water department
department .............. 715,1045
715,1045
payments from miscellaneous
payments
miscellaneous trust
trust
fund deposits
deposits.. ...............
715, 1046
715,1046
limit of payments
payments for
gas in
in public
for gas
public
buildings, etc ..................
716
716
gas to private
private consumers,
Washington
consumers, Washington
Comand Georgetown
Georgetown Gas
Gas Light
Light Com716
pany's, established
established ................
716
assessment
assessment of rent for space under sideside716
walks, etc
etc..........................
716
division of
assessments for
for paving
paving and
of assessments
and
repaving
repaving streets, etc
716
etc...............
716
protection
streams, etc.,
from
protection of
of park
park streams,
etc., from
Maryland sewage
717
Maryland
sewage ..............
..
717
estimates for
appropriations to
to be
furestimates
for appropriations
be furnished commissioners
by the
the
commissioners yearly by
1st of October
October..................... 1046
1046
erection
erection of Titanic Memorial
Memorial authorauthorized
1046
ized...............................
1046
licenses of junk dealers, etc.,
etc., revoked,
for buying stolen household
household fixtures
fixtures
without investigating
investigating title
title of
of sellr.
seller_. 1046
without
1046
for refund of taxes
taxes to Daughters
Daughters of AmeriAmerican Revolution
Revolution .....................
717
717
personal property
personal
property taxes,
taxes, extended
extended to
to
intangible property................
property
717
717
intangible property tax levy, modified 1046
intangible
1046
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D'strict
otumma-uontinued.
policemen and
firemen's relief fund,
deficiency
appropriation for Emergency
deficiency appropriation
esfund, esand firemen's
Emergency
policemen
tablished; sources
disposition of.
of.
718
Hospital......................
tablished;
sources and
and disposition
718
Hospital
807
for eastern
dispensary
807
appropriation for increased
eastern dispensary
..............
empay to emincreased pay
807
appropriation
ployees receiving
receiving less than $1,800
for Children's
Children's Hospital .................
808
for
$1,800 a
a
ployees
808
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital
hospital...............
808
year; restriction
1047
for
year;
restriction .................. . 1047
808
for
Children's Guardians
808
for attorney
attorney in
in charge
condemnation
for Board
Board of
of Children's
Guardians.......
for
charge of
of condemnation
808
proceedings
108,
1110
for
Industrial
Home
School
for
Colored
for Industrial Home School for Colored
proceedings.................
108, 1110
employment
of other
other counsel
forbidChildren
808
counsel forbidChildren....................
employment of
808
den ...........
108, 1110
for Industrial
808
.................. 108,1110
Industrial Home School .............
808
for indigent
indigent insane
808
appeals .................
119,
1119
119,1119
insane ................
of appeals
for court
court of
808
workhouse
808
for supreme
court ...............
119, 1120
for workhouse
....................
supreme court
808
for
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for
for Women;
Women; buildfor reformatory
reformatory and workhouse..........
workhouse
808
for Columbia
808
ing repairs,
279
for militia ....
808
..................
279
.......
.......
etc ....
ing
repairs, etc
808
for paying judgments....
judgments
808
for National Zoological
280
280
Zoological Park ..........
...........
808
for
parkway connecting
connecting
except Samuel
Kalbfus and
and Edward
for parkway
except
for lands,
lands, etc.,
etc., for
Samuel T. Kalbfus
Edward
Potomac and Rock Creek
Creek Parks
Parks ....
282
S. Wood ...........................
808
808
for policemen and firemen's
for burial of indigent soldiers,
etc., at
at
firemen's relief fund,
soldiers, etc.,
Arlington ..........................
286
1917 ........................
809
809
for courthouse, repairs,
repairs, etc.
817
for Potomac Park ......................
289
etc., 1917, 1918
1918..
817
for Montrose Park ...................
290
for rent of temporary
290
temporary quarters
quarters for court
court
for Meridian Hill Park .................
290
officials .....................
817
290
officials
817
for improving
old reservoir
reservoir grounds,
grounds, Wisfor supreme
supreme court,temporary
quarters,etc
860
court,temporary quarters,etc.
improving old
860
Avenue and R Street; added
alcoholic
liquors prohibitions...........
prohibitions
1123
alcoholic liquors
added
consin Avenue
1123
to park
park system
system ....................
291
bridge
authorized.
across
Anacostia
River
291
bridge authorized across Anacostia River
for Grant Memorial
291
for railroad
connection with
with navy
navy
for
Memorial ................
291
for
railroad connection
for
Lincoln
Memorial
291
yards...
566
for Lincoln Memorial .................
291
yards
..........................
566
Aqueduct Bridge, construction
construction ......
291
for Aqueduct
291
Confederate
Veterans' Association
Association reunion,
reunion,
Confederate Veterans'
courthouse, repairs,
for courthouse,
repairs, reconstruction,
reconstruction,
regulations
regulations for.....................
942
298
construction
Acqueduct Bridge,
construction of new Acqueduct
etc ...........................
Bridge, aurepaying from revenues,
revenues, excess
excess of indithorized; cost
163
for repaying
thorized;
................
163
amount paid.......
paid
309
309
gent insane over amount
appropriation for plans,
appropriation
plans, etc .........
163
for fees, United States
States district
district attorney .
313
continuance of
continuance
of appropriations
appropriations for expenses
expenses
for National
Training School for Boys,
National Training
during July, 1916..............
1916
'
during
242
maintenance ....................
316
maintenance
316
durin&
during August, 1916 ....................
431
transportation of teams to national
rifle
for transportation
national rifle
desecration, etc.,
American flag
flag forbiddesecration,
etc :,of American
matches; designation by Commismatches;
den '
•punishment ..............
den;
900
648
sioners ........................
648
fraudulent advertising
fraudulent
165
advertising in, unlawful
unlawful .......
inquiry into cost of living of wage
wage
for inquiry
punishment for........................
punishment
for
165
earners in
857
in ..........................
fraudulent auctions
prohibitions .........
846
auctions prohibitions
846
maintaining public order, etc.,
etc., inaugufor maintaining
incorporations,
authorized for
incorporations, authorized
for purchase,
purchase,
899
899
..................
ceremonies
ral ceremonies
etc., of
of merchant
merchant vessels under
proetc.,
under proconvenience stafor temporary
temporary public convenience
visions
of
Shipping
Act
731
visions
Act .........
731
tions, etc ......................
899 .
American Academy
Academy of Arts and Letters,
American
expenses, Confederate
Veterans' Assofor expenses,
Confederate Veterans'
chartered .........................
chartered
51
reunion ..................
ciation reunion
942
Boy Scouts of America, granted
charter
granted charter.
227
deficiency appropriation
Lincoln MemoMemodeficiency
appropriation for Lincoln
inaugural
reservations,
inaugural ceremonies, use of reservations,
15
rial ..............................
etc.,
etc., for stands, etc ...............
901
15
901
for central
central heating, etc.,
19
etc., plant ..........
19
overhead
electric wires allowed
902
overhead electric
allowed for
for......
902
commission.........
21
for public utilities commission
21
loans of flags, etc.; hospital appliances,
appliances,
for Q
lq Street
Street Bridge .....................
21
etc........................
etc
902
disposalof city
city refuse ...............
21
for disposal
telegraph
telegraph extensions permitted .........
903
903
for public
public schools .................
22. 806
courthouse
courthouse may be used for visiting
support of convicts out of District...
District
41, 807
for support
41.807
troops ......
903
................
903
for supreme court .................
41, 807
modified. 1046
intangible personal property tax modified
for coroner's
coroner's office ................
..... 805
juvenile court judgment not a
a civil disfor contingent expenses .................
805
qualification, etc., of child
56
qualification,
child.........
56
for judicial
judicial expenses .................
805
lands to be acquired
acquired for extension of navy
for advertising .........................
805
yard, etc .....
565
......................
565
for advertising
advertising taxes
805
taxes in arrears
arrears ..........
805
railroad track connections
566
connections...............
566
for vehicle
vehicle tags .........................
805
lots in square 801,
naval pur801, conveyed for naval
purfor maintaining
maintaining public order inaugural
inaugural
poses; price, etc ..................
1177
1177
ceremonies, 1913 ....................
805
ceremonies,
memorial
in
memorial to Admiral
Admiral Dupont permitted
permitted in
for
viaduct ..........
806
for Berming
Benning Road and
and viaduct
806
944
place of statue ..................
944
for assessment
806
assessment and permit work .........
......
to John Ericsson authorized
in
671
authorized in.........
for sewers
sewers.............................
806
fountain
erected
fountain to Alfred
Alfred Noble
Noble may be erected
for
ch...................
806
for bathing
bathing bea
beach
806
in
65
in ..
.......................
65
for instruction of deaf-mute
persons
....
806
deaf-mute
Military Academy cadets
cadets from, increased
increased
for indigent
blind
children.............
806
indigent
children
806
to four .............................
62
for juvenile court ..
................. 806
overhead electric wires allowed for inauguwrite -............. ........
for lunacy writs
806
ral ceremonies, 1917 ..............
902
for Washington
Washington Asylum
Asylum and Ian.
807
Jail ........
police motor-patrol
motor-patrol wagons authorized
for National Training School for Boys,
Boys,
from appropriation
appropriation for one additional
additional
care
inmates ..................
807
care of inmates
807
wagon......................
22
wagon
for Columbia
Hospital for Women
Women .......
Columbia Hospital
807
policemen
fund.......
policemen and firemen's relief fund
718
u
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Page. District
Columbia Prothbition
Prohibition Act-Con.
Act—Con.
Pass.
District of
of Columbia
Pae.
real estate tax exemption of Daughters
Daughters of '
druggists to sell alcoholic
liquors, etc.,
etc., only
alcoholic liquors,
only
the American Revolution,
church
Revolution, church
on prescription
prescription .........
1124
....
1124
parsonages, etc .....................
514
514
exception
exception if so medicated
as to
medicated as
to be
be memeextensions, publication
publication of notices
street extensions,
notices in
in
dicinal preparations
preparations1124 ............. 1124
dicinal
condemnation
cases
21
condemnation cases................
21
record, etc., to be
be kept;
kept; form,
form, etc
etc...... 1124
1124
street railways;
railways; Baltimore
and Washington
Washington
Baltimore and
may
may sell without
without prescription,
prescription, for
for memeTransit
Transit Company, construction
construction conconchanical,
chanical, etc.,
1124
etc., uses
uses. ............
1124
ditions modified .........
519
......
519
punishment
punishment for violations;
violations; license
relicense reWashington and
Dominion Railway
Railway
Washington
and Old
Old Dominion
yoked
on second
second conviction.........
conviction
1125
voked on
1125
in the District subject to
to Public
Public
physicians
punished for
prescribing liquors
li qu ors
physicians punished
for prescribing
Utilities Commission................
Commission
13
13
except for
1125
except
for disease
disease......................
1125
streets, closing of, etc.,
etc., in
in site
for Eastern
site for
Eastern
revocation
revocation of license on second convicHigh
698
High School
School ....................
698
tion ...........................
1125
1125
within area added to navy yard
567
yard.........
567
regulations
regulations for
purchasing wine
wine for
for sacrasacrafor purchasing
streets, condemnation,
condemnation, etc.,
for extension
etc., for
extension
mental purposes..............
purposes
1125
1125
of navy yard, etc .................
566
566
licenses for manufacturers
manufacturers of
of alcohol,
alcohol, etc
etc.. 1125
1125
Kenyon Street NW., Seventeenth
Seventeenth to
to
wholesale and
1125
and retail
retail druggists
druggists......... 1125
Mount Pleasant
Pleasant Street
688
Street ..............
688
manufacturers...
restrictions on sales by manufacturers
1125
1125
Seventeenth Street NW.,
Kenyon to
NW., Kenyon
to
punishment for
1126
for violations
violations ...............
1126
Irving .............................
686
686
purchases
of alcohol
alcohol by
by executive
departpurchases of
executive departtemporary
employees, etc., limitation
temporary employees,
limitation for
for
ments, etc.,
etc., not interfered
1126
interfered with
with ... 1126
1916 increased
increased ....................
22
22
records of
shipments to
manufacof shipments
to be
be kept
kept by
by manufactime extended
extended for report by
Joint
Con
,
by Joint Conturers
turers..........................
1126
gressional
gressional Committee
Committee on
relaon fiscal
fiscal relaby carriers
carriers .........
1126
.................
1126
tions with
with ...........
..................... 44
violations .............
1126
penalty for
for violations
1126
District of
District
Code,
of Columbia
Columbia Code,
delivery
delivery of prohibited liquors
liquors by
by carriers
carriers
Sec. 491, condemnation
land for
streets,
condemnation of
of land
for streets,
unlawful
1126
unlawful......................
1126
etc.;
proceedings.........
etc.; notices of proceedings
21
21
not
prohibited, unless
at
prescribed
times 1126
notprohibited,
unless at prescribed times
1126
Districtof Columbia,
District
of the,
Columbia, Commissioners
Commissionersof
the,
punishment for
1126
for violations
violations............. 1126
appropriation for
appropriation
salaries
677,1004
for salaries...
.........
677,1004
keeping
keeping clubhouses,
clubhouses, etc.,
etc. where
where liquor
liquor is
is
authorized
authorized to arrange connections
connections of
of sewers
sewers
sold,
etc., a
amisdemeanor
;misdemeanor__
sold, kept,
kept, etc.,
1126
.... 1126
with adjoining
adjoining Maryland
Maryland systems
systems of
of
punishment
punishment for;
testimony,
for; compulsory
compulsory testimony,
sewerage to prevent pollution
of
pollution of
etc
1126
etc............................
1126
streams in parks, etc
717
etc .............
717
evasions
evasions of provisions
provisions punishable........
punishable
1127
1127
to purchase
purchase car tickets, etc.,
etc., for
official
for official
punishment
punishment for advertising
advertising sale
of liquor,
liquor,
sale of
transportation................
transportation
683,1011
683,1011
etc.........................
etc
1127
1127
duties
Veterans' AssociaAssociaduties of,
of, Confederate Veterans'
presenting information
information as
as to
presenting
to violations;
violations;
tion reunion......................
reunion
942
942
issue of warrants..................
warrants
1127
1127
inaugural
inaugural ceremonies,
902
ceremonies, 1917
1917 .............
902
seizures, etc.,
as evidence
evidence ..........
1127
seizures,
etc., as
1127
policemen and firemen's
firemen's relief fund....
fund
718
718
punishment for
for drinking
in
punishment
drinking or
or drunkenness
drunkenness in
enforcement
enforcement of alcoholic
liquors prohibialcoholic liquors
prohibipublic .........................
1127
1127
tion provisions by
by....
1129
.... . .
.........
1129
special liquor dealers
tax, evidence
evidence of
of dealdealers tax,
dealjurisdiction vested in,
jurisdiction
in, over
over convicts
convicts sensenetc., in
liquors; certificate
certificate from
from
ing, etc.,
in liquors;
tenced to jail or reformatory
for more
more
reformatory for
collector
collector .....................
1128
1128
than a
a year
year ......................
711
711
places where
where liquors
liquors unlawfully
unlawfully sold,
sold, etc.,
etc ,
places
to establish regulations, etc.,
etc., for
vehifor motor vehideclared public
public nuisances...........
nuisances
1128
1128
cle licenses,
licenses, identification
identification tags,
tags, etc.
etc. 1012
1012
maintenance
maintenance a
a misdemeanor;
misdemeanor; closing on
on
frontage to
to Louis
E. Smoot
to lease
lease of water
water frontage
Louis E.
Smoot
conviction
conviction........................
1128
1128
in exchange for lands added
added to
navy
to navy
in abatement
abatement ...............
1128
action in
1128
yard...........
yard
567
...................
567
issue of injunctions;
injunctions; punishment
punishment for
for viovioto make
make regulations
regulations to protect
protect life
life and
and
1128
lations ..........................
1128
property,
inaugural ceremoproperty, etc.,
etc., inaugural
ceremosummary injunctions
injunctions to
violato prevent
prevent violanies, 1917 .......................
899
899
tions..............................
tions
1128
1128
punishment for violations
violations ..............
899
899
lease of tenant
maintaining, void;
tenant maintaiing,
void; reentry
reentry
District of
Prohibition Ad,
District
of Columbia
Columbia Prohibition
Act,
of owner..........................
owner
1128
1128
manufacture, sale, etc.,
manufacture,
etc., of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
owner permitting
permitting use
building for,
for,
use of
of building
for beverages
beverages prohibited after
after Nov.
Nov.
guilty of assisting in
in maintenance..
maintenance
1129
1129
1, 1917.
1917 ...........................
1,
1123
1123
no property rights in
in illegal
liquors
1129
illegal liquors.......
1129
for nonbeverage
nonbeverage purposes,
purposes allowed.....
allowed
1123
1123
seizure,
seizure, destruction,
destruction, etc.,
etc., authorized._
authorized.... 1129
1129
included under
alcoholic liquors...
liquors
1123
liquors included
under alcoholic
1123
right of action
action by injured wife,
against
wife, etc.,
etc., against
punishment for
violations
1123
for violations................. 1123
seller of liquor to
to intoxicated
intoxicated person
person 1129
1129
alcohol may
alcohol
may be
be manufactured,
manufactured, etc.,
etc., for
for sciscipunishment
punishment for
engine, car,
for operating
operating engine,
car, veveentific, medicinal,
medicinal, etc.,
etc., purposes
purposes... 1123
1123
hicle, etc., while intoxicated
intoxicated....... 1129
1129
on prescription
prescription alsales by druggists
druggists on
alenforcement
enforcement of Act by Commissioners
1129
Commissioners..... 1129
lowed............................. 1123
lowed
1123
police to be detailed
detailed for
1129
for detection,
detection, etc
etc.. 1129
manufacture,
manufacture, etc., for sacramental
pursacramental purpunishment
neglect of duty, etc..
punishment for neglect
etc
1129
1129
poses, restricted.................
1123
1123
violations in
prosecutions for violations
in police
police court.
court
1129
1129
record of all shipments of intoxicants
intoxicants to
to be
be
in supreme court on
indictment
1130
on indictment........
1130
kept by carriers; details ...........
1123
1123
invalidity of any section, etc.,
etc., not
affect
not to
to affect
failure of employee to keep,
keep, a
a misdemisderemainder of
of Act
Act .............
1130
remainder
1130
meanor
meanor ...........
1123
..........
. 1123
interpretation
interpretation of
used ..-...........
1130
of terms
terms used
1130
punishment for noncompliance
punishment
by ememnoncompliance by
to take effect November
November 1,
1, 1917
1917......... 1130
1130
ployer .........................
1123
1123
inconsistent laws repealed.............
inconsistent
repealed
1130
1130
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District
of Columbia
Columbia Prohibition
Prohibition Act—Con.
Districtof
Act-Con. Page.
Page.
excise
board abolished
on taking
effect of
of
excise board
abolished on
taking effect
Act
1130
.........................
1130
Dividends,
Dividends,
sworn statement
required of
statement required
of all,
all, paid by
by
corporations, etc ...................
corporations,
1004
names of stockholders included
included...... 1004
Dixie
National Forest,
Utah and
and Ariz.,
Dixie National
Forest, Utah
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
Representatives,
Document Room, House of Representatives,
appropriation
for
superintendent,
assistant,
appropriation for superintendent, assistant,
etc
71, 1075
etc........................
71,1075
for Joel Grayson
Grayson ....................
71,1075
71,1075
Document
Document Room,
Room, Senate,
appropriation
assistappropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, assistetc
1070
ants, etc.......
............. 66,
66,1070
Dog
Island, Me.,
Me.,
Dog Island,
appropriation for light station on, Saint
appropriation
Saint
Croix River ......................
317
317
Dog
Dog River, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation
maintenance of
channel
appropriation for
for maintenance
of channel
through ........................
397
through
397
Dogfish, etc.,
investigation
investigation of damages by, to fisheries;
fisheries;
232
use for food, etc ..................
232
appropriation
expenses.............
232
appropriation for expenses
232
Dollar
Dollar Exchange,
Exchange,
member banks of
Federal
reserve
system
of Federal reserve system
may accept
accept drafts,
drafts, etc., for
for furnishfurnishing ...........................
754
rediscounting by Federal reserve banks
allowed; restrictions
restrictions ................
754
754
Domestic
Foreign and,
and,
Domestic Commerce, Foreign
appropriation
develappropriation for promoting
promoting and
and developing .................
1113
..... 111,
111,1113
Domestic Corporations
Corporations(see Corporations,
Domestic
Corporations, Domestic).
Domestic Production,
Production,Articles of,
Domestic
of,
investigation, etc., of essential for
for armies,
armies,
etc., if foreign commerce intemipted
interrupted 650
650
Domestic Servants,
Domestic
Servants,
contract.
lanbor provisions not
e
contract labor
not applicable
applicable to
alien............................
878
878
Dominican
Dominican Republic,
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
to ..........
252,1048
Donaldson, Jacob
Donaldson,
Jacob C.,
deficiency
appropriation for pay to niece
deficiency appropriation
of .................................
26
26
Dooly County, Ga.,
Ga.,
Sumter
Sumter County or, may bridge Flint River,
River,
Murrays Ferry
387
Ferry ....................
387
Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for, special employees,
appropriation
employees, messengers, etc.....................
etc
71,
1075
71,1075
Double
Double Bayou,
Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for improvment
appropriation
improvment of.........
of...
398
398
Salaries,
Double Salaries,
restriction
restriction on paying, aggregating
aggregating over
over
$2,000.......................
$2.000
120,582
exemption of retired
retired officers,
officers, and militia
officers
officers and enlisted men..........
men
120
retired Army, Navy, Marine
Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard,
Guard, and militia excepted
582
excepted..
582
not to be deprived of pay for services
heretofore
rendered ..............
. 582
heretofore rendered
Douglas, Ariz.,
Douglas,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
264
building......... 264
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing ............................
17
17
Dcrurine.
Dourine,
appropriation
appropriation for paying Indians for destroyed
stroyed live stock infected with....
with ..
128
128
Dourine,
Dourine, etc.,
appropriation
investigating, treating,
treating,
appropriation for investigating,
etc
etc..........................
451,1139

Doverspike,
Daniel C.,
Page.
Doverspike, Daniel
C.,
Page.
homestead entry
in Glacier
may perfect
perfect homestead
entry in
Glacier
National
National Park ................
...... 342
342
Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for public
264
appropriation
public building
building ......... 264
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency
ing ..............................
17
17
Dowden,
Dowden, E.,
E.,
appropriation
for
settlement
with,
and
appropriation for settlement with, and
others,
to quiet
titles, Tuttle
townothers, to
quiet titles,
Tuttle town149
site, Okla .......................
149
Dowsett Company
Company (Limited),
to remove
remove private buildings
buildings from Schofield
Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii
636
Hawaii ..................
.
636
Doyle, Pat,
Pat,
may perfect
perfect homestead entry
entry in
in Glacier
Glacier
National
342
National Park
Park .....................
342
Drainage Assessments,
Drainage
Assessments, Minn.,
Minn.,
approval of, upon
reservaupon lands in
in Indian
Indian reservations ..........................
978
978
appropriation
reimbursable from
from
appropriation for;
for; reimbursable
tribal funds, etc .................
978
978
rights of way for ditches, etc...........
etc
978
978
patents in fee withheld
withheld until drainage
drainage
charges paid
paid .
978
....................
978
sales of public
public lands in Minnesota
for ununMinnesota for
paid, charges
722
charges .................
..
722
Drainage Districts,
Drainage
Districts,
allowed rights of way through
through public lands.
1197
lands. 1197
Drainage,
Drainage,Farm,
Farm, etc.,
appropriation
472, 1161
appropriation for investigation,
investigation, etc...
etc... 472,1161
Drainage,
Drainage,Indian
Indian Lands,
appropriation
124, 969
appropriation for expenses
expenses
.........
124,969
Drainage
Department of AgriDrainage Investigations,
Investigations, Department
culture,
culture,
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses
of farm,
swamp, etc .................
472,1161
472,1161
t
deficiency
deficiency apoprioa
appropriation
ion for
for- ......-......
32
Drake,
Francis,
Drake, Sir
Sir Francis,
appointment
appointment of representative
representative to celebration of landing
landing of, on coast of California,
fornia, authorized
authorized.
60
.................
60
Driveways
Drivewaysfor Live Stock,
reservation of public
reservation
public lands for, etc.; regulations........................
lations
865
865
Drought-Resistant
Drought-Resistant Crops,
Crops,
appropriation for breeding,
breeding, etc........
appropriation
etc
454,1142
Drug,
Drug, etc., Plants,
Plants,
appropriation for investigating
diseases
investigating diseases
of
1141
of............................. 453,
453,1141
for physiological
physiological and fermentation
fermentation investigations
vestigations
....................
453, 1142
Druggists (see Pharmacists).
Druggists
Druggists, D.
Druggists,
D. C.,
C.,
alcoholic
alcoholic liquors, restrictions
restrictions on sales by._
by.. 1123
punishment for violations
punishment
violations.............. 1124
1124
license,
tax. etc...............
etc
1124
license, tax,
....
1124
Drugs,
Drugs, Adulterated,
Adulterated, etc.,
appropriation for
sale,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses regulating
regulating sale,
etc.......................
etc
464, 1152
464,1152
detecting, District of Columbia ... 703,
for detecting,
703, 1030
1030
Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for chemical biological
appropriation
biological investigation
vestigation of.
of
1152
..................
463, 1152
Drunkenness, D. C.,
Drunkenness,
punishment for, in public places, etc.....
etc.
1127
1127
Dry Land Congress,
Congress, International,
International,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses,
expenses,
1913
1913...........................
.
32
Dry Land Farming,
Farming,
appropriation for methods of crop
crup producproduction under...................
under
454, 1142
Dry
Plants,
Dry Land Plants
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating utilization
of.............................
of
455,1143
. 455,1143
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Dublin, Ohio,
Ohio,
Dublin,
PeRePage. D'Warnish,
D'Wamish, etc.,
etc., Indians,
Wash.,
Pass.
Indians, Wash.,
Pge.
condemned
to.........
condemned cannon granted to
841
841
appropriation for
for support,
of ...... 153,989
appropration
support, etc.,
etc.,
of......
153,989
Dubois, Pa.,
Pa.,
Dye,
L.,
Dye, Leon
Leon L.
appropriation for public building..........
appropriation
building
264
264
deficiency
appropriation for,
credit in
in ac
acdeficiency appropriation
for, credit
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for public
buildappropriation for
public buildcounts ........................
counts.
816
816
ing............
...
.....
......
ing
17 Dyes,
Dye;
Duboistown,
Duboistown, Pa.,
Pa.,
duty on coal-tar
coal-tar products
products not
not used
used as...
as... 793,
793,794
794
across West Branch of
bridge authorized
authorized across
additional specific...................
additional
specific
794
794
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, from WilliamsDyestuffs,
Dyestufs,
port to
512
.......................
512
coal-tar
products,
seciall
desig
nated,
on
coal-tar products, specially designated, on
Dubuque, Iowa„
Dubuque,
Iowa,,
free list.............
list
-------793
free
...........
.
793
terms of court at..........................
at
12,55
12,551
ad
ad valorem
valorem duty on designated....:...
designated
794
794
Duchene
Utah
Duchesne,, Utah,
additional
additional specific duty on dutiable
794
dutiable....
794
grant of lands to, for cemetery;
cemetery; payment,
payment,
annual
after five
five years..
years
794
annual reduction
reduction of,
of, after
794
etc .........................
389
389 Dyestuff's,
etc.,
Dyestufs, etc.,
Duck Island,
Island, Conn.,
Cann. '
appropriation
appropriation for
for developing
developing color
color standstandappropriation
appropriation for harbor
refuge
392
harbor of
of refuge.........
392
ards
ards for ....................
115,
1116
115,1116
Duluth, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation for improving water
appropriation
water supply,
supply,
I.
fish cultural
cultural station............
station
324
324
Early, Iowa,
Iowa,
Early,
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Louis
Louis River,
River,
condemned cannon granted to Grand
condemned
Gand Army
at.....................
.....
436
at
4:
36
city park
838
post for
for city
park...............
838
Duluth-SuperiorHarbor,
Duluth-Swperior
Harbor, Minn.
end Wis.,
Wit.,
Minn. and
Tex.,
East
Bay
Bayou,
Tex.,
appropriation
for improvement
of, ,mainappropriation for
improvement of,
mainappropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of.
398
........
398
tenance
....
tenance .................
401
401
East Chester
Creek, N.
Y.,
East
Chester Creek,
N. Y.,
for enlarging Superior
Harbor basin;
basin; conconSuperior Habor
appropriation
for improvement
of.
392
appropriation for
improvement of.........
392
tracts...-.
tracts
....................
401
401
East Chuago,
Chicago, Ind.,
Ind,
East
Foreign Products,
Products,
Dumping of
of Foreign
bridge
authorized across Grand Calumet
bridge authorized
Calumet
investigation of,
Tariff Commision....
Commission
796
investigation
of, by Tariff
796
River
River at ........
251
............
..
251
Butler Counties,
Counties, Mo.,
Dunklin and
and Butler
Mo.,
East
Las
Vegas,
N.
Mex.,
East
Las
Vegas,
N. Mex.,
may bndge
bridge Saint
Saint Francis
Francis Raver
iver.........
77
appropria,tion
for
public
building
264
apppriation
for public building.......... 264
Dunklin
Ark.,
DunIlin County, Mo.
Mo. and
and Clay
Clay County,
County, Ark.,
Orange, N.
N, J.,
J.,
East Orange,
may bridge Saint
Saint Francis
Francis River,
River, Browns.
TBrownsappropriation
for
public buil
•
264
appropriation
for
public
building......:.
264
Ferry .....
7
Ferry.
...........
.....
7
deficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuildtime extended
Saint Francis
extended for
for bridging
bridging Saint
Francis
............................
ing
17
•
River, by
1
*River,
by .....................
17
.
1
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ............
843
Duplication
of Work
Work by
843
Duplicationof
by Departments,
Departnents,etc.
etc.,
East Pearl
East
PearlRiver,
River, Miss.,
investigation
investigation of, to be made
made by
by Burea'u
Bureau of
of
appropriation
appropriation for
improvement of..
397
for improvement
of.......
397
Efficiency
Efficiency ......................
1122
1122
East
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
report to
the President.............
President
1122
report
to the
1122 East Pittsburgh, Pa.,
appropriation
buil,ding
264
appropriation for
for public
public building........
abolishment authorized;
authorized; report
to Con264
abolishment
report to
ConEast River,
River, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
gress ......................
1122 East
1122
appropriation
appropriation
for
improvement
of
channel,
for
improvement
of
channel,
Dupontifemorial,
C.,
Dupont Memorial D.
D. C.,
New York
York Harbor to Brooklyn Navy
erection of,
of, and
and removal
erection
removal of
of present
present statue
statue
Yard;
contracts
392
Yard;
contracts
..................
392
authorized, etc
944
authorized,
etc .................
944
improving aids
aids to
to navigation
in, authorized
authorized
537
improving
navigation in,
537
approval of
of Fine
Arts
944
of Commission
Commission of
Fine Arts....
944
Ill.,
East Saint
Saint Louis,
ouis, Ill.,
area
etc ..................
944
area limited,
limited, etc
944 East
appropriation for
for public
public building
building ........
264
appropriation
264
Durango,
Colo.,
Durango, Colo.,
of Elizabeth
River,
Eastern .Branch
Branch of
Elizabeth River
appropriation for
building
264
264 Eastern
appropriation
for public
public building........
time extended
for bridging,
Va.
236
time
extended for
bridging, at
at Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
236
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuilddeficiency
for public
Di!pensary, D.
C.,
Eastern Dispesary,
D. C.,
ing
17 Eastern
ing ..........................
17
appropriation for care of
of indigent
indigent papaappropriation
grant
of lands
lands to,
to, for
for water
water reservoirs
reservoirs modimodi- _
grant of
tient.........................
tients
708,
1036
708, 1036
62
fied; conditions,
62
conditions, etc
etc..............
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
care,
etc
,
of
appropriation
for
care, etc., of
court at
at. ...
225
terms of court
................
225
indigent
indigent
patients
807
patients................
807
building. _ 225
225
rooms to
to be
be provided
provided in
in public
public building..
Pa.,
Easton, Pa.,
deputies
and offices
offices to
be kept
226 Easton,
deputies and
to be
226
kept at
at........
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
for Franklin
Franklin
Durango National
Forest, Colo.,
Durango
NationalForest,
Colo.,
School.........................
School.
838
838
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
appropriation for
for maintenance
458, 1146
for Grand
Grand Army
833
Army post
post................
.
833
Durant, Okla.,
Okla.,
Durant,
Mach.,
Eaton Rapids
Rapids City,
City, Mich.,
appropriation
for public
264
appropriation for
264 Eaton
public building
building........
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
to ...........
842
842
"During the
the Session,
Session,
"During
Eatonton, Ga.
Ga.,
mean 118
days
72
to mean
118 days...................
72 Eatonton,
appropriation
for
public
building
264
appropriation for public building........ 264
to
mean 210 days
days ........................
1076
to mean
1076
Eclipse
ofthe
the Sun,
1918,
Ecltpse of
Sun, 1918,
Dutiable
DutiableArticles,
Articles, Cost
Costof
of Production
ProductionAbroad
Abroad of,
of,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, naval
naval observaappropriation
observaappropriation for
appropriation
for investigations,
inveetigations, reports,
reports,
1100
tions of
of'
1...........100
etc...............................
etc
111
111
Ecuador,
Eruador,
Duties
Imports (see
(see also
Tariff),
Duties on
on Imports
also Tariff),
appropriation
addition of special
double, on
if
addition
appropriation for minister to..........
to1048
252,
special double,
on articles,
articles, if
252,1048
admission
admission of
.1. Ricardo
Borja, of,
of, to
to
purchaser
not to
to buy
those
of J.
purchaser restricted
Ricardo de
restricted not
de Borja,
buy those
Military Academy,
799
Military
Academy, for instruction..
instruction..
504
of another
another party
party..............
799
504
collected
ceded Danish
Danish
collected on
on articles
articles from
from ceded
Education Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
Education
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
1133
West Indies .....................
1133
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
clerks,
appropriation
Commissioner, clerks,
except
those of native
or United
except those
native or
United States
States
etc
.
101,
etc ..........................
101, 1105
1105
origin .
1133
.........................
1133
for investigating
investigating rural and
and industrial
industrial
imposed
on designated
794
imposed on
designated coal-tar
794
coal-tar products..
products..
education
education1105
02, 1105
...................
102,
1
4- traveling
--------7957
printing
795
printing paper
paper......................
for
- u..*v . expenses.
102,, .i.t
1106
A&m'rt5
u
...
.......
fOva

~-_];
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Education
Education Bureau,
Interior Department—Con.
Bureau, Interior
Department-Con. Page.
Page.
appropriation for
102, 1106
1106
appropriation
for books,
books, etc ........... 102,
for investigating
investigating school
school and
and home
home gargar1106
dening ....... ............... 102,
102,1106
for collecting statistics, etc ......... 102,
102, 1106
etc
102,
for documents, apparatus, etc........
102, 1106
no employee to
to receive
receive other than
than
Government salary for services.... 1106
Government
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries
deficiency
salaries......
30
Education,
Commissioner of,
Education, Commissioner
of,
appropriation
appropriation for, clerks, etc
etc.......... 101, 1105
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses .............
102,
1106
102, 1106
for education of Alaska
Alaska natives
natives under
supervision of ..................
supervision
306
for printing
printing and binding annual
annual report of.
330
330
designated a
member of Federal Board for
a member
for
Vocational Education
Education..............
932
to make recommendations
recommendations to board from
time to time .....................
933
933
Echwation, Vocational
Vocational EducaEducation,
Vocational (see Vocational
tion).
Educational
EducationalAssociations,
Associations, etc.,
exempt from income
income tax ................
766
766
Eel River, Cal.,
Cal.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
be
410
made .........................
410
Efficiency and Economy,
appropriation for, to secure
appropriation
secure methods of, in
Treasury Department............
Department
84,
1089
Treasury
84,1089
Efficiency
Effiiency Bureau,
Bureau,
appropriation
efficiency
appropriation for, establishing
establishing efficiency
ratings, investigating
investigating administrative
administrative
personnel, etc
etc....
.........
. 76,
76, 1080
1080
maximum pay.
76,1080
maximum
pay .................... 76,1080
deficiency
appropriation for investigating
investigating
deficiency appropriation
duplication work, etc.,
etc., of Government s(rvice
15
service ....................
15
for improving
improving system of paying
paying pensions;
pensions;
investigating
investigating business methods
801
methods.....
801
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses ................
802
802
business methods of Internal-Revenue
Internal-Revenue
Bureau
Bureau to be investigated,
etc., by;
investigated, etc.,
report................................
report
804
investigating
investigating efficiency ratings, personnel,
personnel,
etc., of Government
establishments,
Government establishments,
transferred from Civil Service
Service Commission to ........................
15
to investigate
method of
of examining,
etc.,
investigate method
examining, etc.,
claims
........................
1080
1080
disbursing officers'
accounts ........... 1080
disbursing
officers' accounts
1080
accounting for receipts
receipts and disbursedisbursements ......................
1080
subtreasuries
subtreasuries and report as to transfer of
work, etc .............
..........
.
1080
methods,
methods, etc.,
etc ,of Civil Service
Service Commission......
..
....
................ 1080
to ascertain
ascertain and compare
compare rates of pay of
Federal employees
employees with those of .
States, municipalities,
municipalities, and commerinstitutions.
1081
cial institutions
.......
............
1081
information
information to be furnished
furnished to, by executive departments,
departments, etc ..............
1081
investigate and report on duplication
to investigate
duplication of
departments, etc
etc......... 1122
work by departments,
abolishment
abolishment by President authorized if
existing.......................... 1122
existing
1122
to remain in present
present quarters
quarters in Winder
Winder
Building ........................
802
802
to submit
submit system of bookkeeping accounting for Indian Department complying with existing law .............
159
159
Effcie-ncy Ratings.
Efficiency
Ratings. Executive Departments,
Departments,
appropriation
expenses, investigations,
appropriation for expenses,
investigations,
etc.............................
etc
76,1080
76,1080

Efficiency
Ratings, System,
System of,
of,
Page.
Efficiency Ratings,
Page.
preparation of, transferred
preparation
transferred to Bureau of
of
Efficiency .......................
15
15
Eggs,
Eggs,
appropriation
investigating methods
of
appropriation for investigating
methods of
handling, etc .................. 463,
463, 1152
1152
Eight-Hour Standard
Eight-Hour
Standard Workday,
established for train employees of common
common
carriers in interstate commerce,
commerce, JanJan721
uary 1, 1917 .....................
721
electric street railroads,
excepted
721
railroads, etc., excepted..
721
interminal and transfer
transfer short lines
lines included .........................
722
722
commission
commission created to investigate
investigate operation
and
effect
of
the
Act
722
tionand effect of the Act...........
722
report of findings
722
report
findings.....................
722
appropriation for
.
722
for expenses
expenses.............
722
no reduction
reduction of
report
722
of wages
wages pending
pending report...
722
punishment for violations ...............
722
punishment
722
suspension of requirement for, in
in Government contracts
contracts in case of emergency.
emergency
1192
1192
overtime wages to be paid .............
1192
1192
Eighteen-Hour Law, Railroad
Eighteen-Hour
RailroadEmployees,
finality of decisions, etc., of circuit courts
courts
of appeals in causes
under
727
causes arising
arising under...
727
certiorari allowed from
certiorari
from Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
for review,
review, etc ....................
727
727
Judicial Circuit,
Eighth Judicial
Circuit,
appropriation
messenger, etc..........
etc
118
appropriation for messenger,
118
Eighth Lighthouse District,
District,
appropriation for small
small tender
and barge
tender and
barge
for
317
.......................
.........
317
El Raso,
Tex.,
Paso, Tex.,
appropriation for public building.........
building
..
265
265
for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at International
International
etc., at............
at
475
Farm Congress, etc.,
475
deficiency appropriation for public building
17
ng
.........................
17
Eldorado
Forest, Cal. and Nev.,
Eldorado National
National Forest,
Nev.
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
etc., of. 458,
458, 1146
1146
Electoral
Electoral Vote for President
President,
Presidentand
and Vice President,
appropriation for printing
printing certified
copies
appropriation
certified copies
of
326
of....................
326
for payment
payment to messengers conveying...
conveying
327
327
Electric Cars,
Cars,
Electric
appropriation for mail transportation
appropriation
transportation
by .........................
1066
. 420,
420, 1066
substitution
service authorsubstitution of wagon
wagon service
authorized......................
ized
420, 1066
1066
420,
deficiency appropriation
mail transdeficiency
appropriation for
for mail
transportation by.....................
by
24
24
Electric
Currents,
Electric Currents,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating destructive
destructive
effects of high power,
etc
114,
1115
power, etc.......
114, 1115
Electric Motor Boats,
Electric
etc.,
Boats, etc
excise tax on net profit by manufacturers
......................
on sales of
781
Electric
Plants, Army,
Electric Plants,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., at
at
622
posts
.......................
622
seacoast fortificafor installing, etc.,
etc., at seacoast
fortifications ...............................
909
909
for supplies for, seacoast fortifications.
fortifications. 345,910
345, 910
sale of surplus light and power
power permitted
631
permitted..
631
Electrical Department,
C.,
Electrical
Department, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries .............. 691,
appropriation
691, 1020
1020
for supplies, contingent
contingent expenses
expenses.... 692,1020
692, 1020
for placing
placing wires underground........
underground
692, 1020
692,1020
for extending
extending police-patrol
police-patrol system
1020
system... 692, 1020
for installing
telephone signal system,
installing telephone
precinct............... .
ninth precinct
692
692
for installing telephone signal system,
system,
precinct.................. 1020
third precinct
1020
for lighting expenses................
expenses
692,1020
692,1020
shorter periods authorized
-..----shorter
authorized
692
v--
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ElectricalDepartment,
Department, D.
Electrical
Page.
D. C.—Continued.
C-Continued.
Pae.
Emergencies, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Conslar
Consular Service, Page.
Page.
appropriation for fire-alarm boxes, etc..
appropriation
692,1021
etc.. 692,1021
appropriation for unforeseen
appropriation
unforeseen .......... 255,1050
255,1050
for
motor trick
trtick .
692
for motor
................
.
692
use of, for personal services
services in District
District
for additional
additional cables
cables ....................
1021
1021
of Columbia,
Columbia, allowed.
allowed
255
.............
255
for storehouse
storehouse
1021
....................
. 1021
deficiency
appropriation for
16
deficiency appropriation
for.
...............
16
removal
of overhead
from Water
Water
removal of
overhead wires
wires from
Emergency Fund,
Fund, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Street SW
1021
SW.......................
1021
appropriation
for
705,1032
appropriation for.....
................. 705,1032
Elephant
Elephant Butte Irrigation
Irrigation Dam,
Mex.
Dam, N.
N. Mex.,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
Emergency.Hospital,
C.,
acceptance
of part
part of
of right
of way
wayAlex.
of
,
acceptance of
right of
of Atchiappropriation
of indigent
708,
appropriation for
for care
care of
indigent patients..
patients.. 708,
son, Topeka and Santa Fe
Fe Railway
Railway
1035
Company to
to be
by.
351
Company
be flooded
flooded by .........
351
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for care,
care, etc.,
etc., inindelivery
to company
351
delivery of
of water
water to
company...........
351
digent
807
digent patients
patients ...................
807
if project abandoned....
lands to revert if
abandoned
352
352 Emergency
Hospital, D.
Old,
Emergency Hospital,
D. C.,
C., Old,
Eleventh Lighthouse
District,
Lighthouse District,
appropriation for
laboraappropriation
for altering, etc.,
etc., for
for laboraimprovement of depot,
improvement
Mich ,
depot, Detroit,
Detroit, Mich.,
tory uses,
Health Deprtment......
Department
1031
uses, Health
1031
authorized .........................
authorized
537
537 Emergency
Emergency Internal
Internal Revenue
Taxes,
Reveenue Taxes,
Branch of,
of,
Elizabeth River,
River, Eastern
Eastern Branch
appropriation
in office
office of
appropriation for
for employees
employees on,
on, in
of
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, Norfolk,
236
Norfolk, Va
Va...
236
Commissioner
82
Commiesioner..
.....................
82
Elizabeth
Elizabeth River,
J.,
River, N.
N. J.,
for expenses,
expenses, collecting
86
collecting ...............
86
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of .........
393
393
provisions levying,
le, continued during
during 1916
2
1916.
2
Elizabethtown, Pa.,
Elizabethtown,
Pa.,
appropriations for
collecting, etc.,
etc., made
appropriations
for collecting,
made
condemned
condemned cannon granted
of
granted to, for
for Sons of
available .........................
2
2
Veterans camp
834
camp
....................
834
repeal
repeal of;
of; provisions
Janprovisions continued
continued until
until JanElk River,
Elk
River, _Md.,
Md.,
uary
1, 1917,
1917, etc
.
792
uary 1,
etc ...................
792
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, to
to
Emergency
Naval Construction,
Construction,
EmergencyNaval
Elkton
394
Elkton .........................
394
1192
meaning of terms
terms used
used....
....................
1192
preliminary
preliminary exami'
nation, etc.,
be
examination,
etc., of,to
of, to be
additional
additional authority to the
President in
the President
in
made
made ...........................
407
war, or
emergency prior
prior to
to
time of
of war,
or emergency
Elkhart, Ind.,
Elkhart,
Ind.,
March 1,, 1918
1918.................... 1193
1193
appropriation for
for public
building
264
appropriation
public building..........
264
order ships or war material from
from any
any perpercondemned cannon
cannon granted
to ..........
836
condemned
granted to
836
son................................. 1193
son
1193
Elkins, W.
W. Va.,
Elkins,
Va.,
compliance and
compliance
and precedence
precedence compulsory
compulsory. 1193
1193
appropriation for public
public building ........
264
appropriation
264
possession of factory,
possession
etc., if
owner
factory, etc.,
if owner
Ellensburg, Wash.,
Wash.,
refuse, etc........................
etc
1193
1193
appropriation
public building..........
building
264
appropriation for public
modify or cancel existing
264
existing contracts
contracts..... 1193
1193
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildfor public
buildpossession and use of
factory, etc.,
on
of factory,
etc., on
ing ................................
17
17
failure of contractor to
comply
1193
to comply....
1193
Captain John
John Morris,
Ellicott, Captain
require
Morris, U.
U. S.
S. Navy,
Navy,
require whole output
output of factory, etc.....
etc
1193
1193
Retired,
Retired,
quantity, time, and price
quantity,
price............ 1193
1193
list; place
602
to be captain
captain on
on active
active list;
place........
602
to take over and operate any
any factory, etc
etc. 1193
1193
examinations
required; to
to be
examinations required;
be additional
additional
emergency
authority to cease
emergency authority
cease March
1,
March 1,
number; no back pay, etc..........
etc
603
603
1918 ..........................
1193
1193
Ellis Island
Island Immigrant
Station, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Ellis
Immigrant Station,
compensation
contracts, etc..
compensation for canceled
canceled contracts,
etc
1193
1193
appropriation for
for main inspection
inspection hall,
hall,
if amount
amount unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory half
be paid,
paid,
half to
to be
etc. .......................
324
walks, etc
324
authorized for
remainder
1193
and suit
suit authorized
for remainder..
1193
deficiency
for dredging.....
dredging
821 Employees' Compensation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
821
Compensation Commission,
Commission,
for repairing
repairing damages
821
damages by explosions
explosions.....
821
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses, 1917
821
for expenses,
1917 821
A.
consulting engiengiA. B.
B. Fry,
Fry, employment
employment as
as consulting
for employees
employees compensation
821
compensation fund,
fund, 1917.
1917.
821
neer authorized ...................
821 Employee
Employees Compensation Fund,
Fund, United
States
United States
temporary use
use of
hospital
facilities
at,
temporary
of hospital facilities at,
(see also
alsoInjuries
Injuries to Government
Government Emgranted
granted for New York, etc.,
359
etc., patients.
ployees),
patients.
359
ployees),
Dak.,
Elm River, N.
N. Dak.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
of
expenses of
Hendrum, Minn.,
Minn., and,
bridge Red
and, may bridge
Red
1917 ........................
821
821
River of the North
511 Employees, Government (see
North.................
511
(see also Government
Government
Elmore County,
County, Ala.,
Ala.,
Elmore
Employees),
Employees),
bridge authorized
authorized across Tallapoosa
River,
Tallapoosa River,
appropriation
for medical
medical examination,
appropriation for
examination,
Montgomery County
by Montgomery
County and;
and; localocaetc., of, receiving pay for
injuries...
117
for injuries...
117
tion ..............................
for increased
928
928
increased pay.to, provided for in
in InElsberry,
Mo.
'
Elsberry, Mo.,
dian appropriation act, receiving
receiving not
not
condemned cannon
834
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
to...........
more than
year
993
834
than $1,800
$1,800 a
a year...........
993
Elyria, Ohio,
Elyria,
provided
for
for increased
increased pay
pay to,
to, provided for in
in
appropriation for
for public
public building
265
appropriation
building..........
postal service
Act,
service appropriation
265
appropriation Act,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency
public buildreceiving
receiving not
not more
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 aayear
year 1069
1069
ing ...................
17
17
for increased pay to, provided for in
legin legcondemned cannon
to Sons
of
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
Sons of
islative,
islative, etc.,
etc., appropriation
appropriation Act,
Act,
Veterans
Veterans camp .................
843
843
receiving
receiving not more
more than $1,800 a
a
Embargoes, Transportation,
Transportation,
Embargoes,
year
.. .................. .......
year
1121
1121
not to
apply
to
shipments
to
agents
of
the
to apply to shipments to agents of the
for increased
increased pay
for in
in
pay to, provided
provided for
United
United States ....................
604
604
Agricultural Appropriation Act,
Agricultural
Act, rereEmbassies,
Embassies,
ceiving not more than
than $1,800
$1,800 a
year. 1167
1167
a year.
appropriation
253,1048
appropriation for
for clerks
clerks at
at............
253,1048
for increased
increased pay to civilian,
civilian, provided
provided
to. .................
253,
1049
for interpreters
interpreters to
253,1049
for in
in Navy Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, rerecounselor of, created
created ....................
252
252
ceiving
ceiving not
year. - 1195
1195
not more
more than
than $1,800
$1,800 a
a year..
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Employees,
Em ployees, Government-Continued.
Government—Continued.
Page.
Page.
compensation to, for injuries in service...
compensation
service. __ 742
742
details from classified service for
for service
service
outside of District of Columbia,
Columbia,
restricted......................
restricted
120,
1121
120, 1121
not applicable
applicable to Department of Justice
investigations .................. 120, 1121
1121
not to receive pay for official services
from
services from
other than the Government........
Government
1106
punishment for violations
punishment
violations
............. 1106
1106
Employees, Government
Government of District
District of Columbia,
lumbia,
appropriation
appropriation for increased pay to, receiving $1,800
$1,800 a
a year, and under ....... 1047
1047
Employees of Railroads,
Railroads,
judgments, etc., of circuit
circuit courts of appeals
appeals
final
final in causes relating to injuries
727
esto
to
727
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court
Court
727
for review, etc ..................
727
penalty for violating Act limiting hours
of service of, modified
modified .............
61
61
Emporia,
Emporia, Kans.,
Kans.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Grand
Army post ......................
835
Encampments and
and Maneuvers, National
Encampments
National
Guard,
Guard,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of participating
participating
with Regulars, in
226,645
in...
........ 226,
645
use for joint Militia encampments,
encampments,
etc ...........................
226
226
for training camps ....................
645
645
transportation of Regular troops for.
transportation
645
for.._ 645
reduced rates by carriers
646
carriers....... .....
646
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
828
expenses.....
828
Encampments,
Encampments, Maneuvers,
.Maneuvers, etc.
etc., Army,
Army,
participation
participation of National
National Guard in; allotallot206
ment for expenses
expenses............
206
pay,
etc.,
to
pay,
correspond
correspond with Army..
Army...._ 206
206
command
command to remain in Army officer....
officer_ ___
207
details from Army for instruction,
instruction, etc
etc..
207
payment
payment for full time may be
at
be made
made at
etc......................
muster, etc
207
Engineer Commisioner's
Engineer
Commissioner's Office,
Office, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries .............. 679,1007
679, 1007
Engineer
Engineer Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of enlisted men;
longevity
624
....
...............
624
for pay of officers; longevity
626
longevity.......... 626
composition
composition of, under national
national defense
defense
Act .........
173
..................
.... .
173
organizations; regiments;
regiments; battalions;
organizations;
battalions;
companies;
companies; band
173
band;;increased
increased allowed_
allowed.
173
mounted battalions;
battalions; mounted
mounted comcompanies:
panies; increase allowed...........
allowed
174
174
details of officers
a part of the
officers to; Corps a
line
...........................
174
174
filling vacancies
vacancies in grade of second lieutenant, caused
caused by national
national defense
defense
Act ...........................
183
183
Engineer
Department, Army,
Army,
Engineer Department,
appropriation for expenses of depots ...... 641
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance of school, Washington,
Washington,
D. C
.......................
C ...
641
641
for equipment
troops: motor cycles_
equipment of troops;
641
cycles...__ 641
for civilian
civilian assistants..................
assistants
641
641
for engineer
engineer operations in the field
field.....
641
contingencies, Philippine Islands__
for contingencies,
641
Islands..
641
per diem subsistence
subsistence outside of
of DisDistrict of Columbia
Columbia ................
642
642
for national parks
parks .......................
288
288
for publication of maps ............... 292
292
for expenses of fortifications
fortifications under....
under.... 345,
345,909
909
for expenses of fortifications,
fortifications, insular
possessions.................
possessions
348,913
348,
913
for nver
rver and harbor improvements ... 292,
292,391
391

Engineer
Army—Continued.
Page.
Engineer Department, Army-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for
for experiments
experiments in
in transporttransportappropriation
ing heavy freights
freights on
on Mississippi
Mississippi
ing
River
River between
between mouth
mouth of the Ohio
and Saint Louis ..................
403
between Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa,
Minnebetween
Iowa, and Minneapolis, Minn
Mimi .....................
403
403
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for depots
depots ....... 338
338
338, 811
for equipment
equipment of troops .............. 338,
811
for civilian
civilian assistants
assistants ..................
338
for
338
for
for operations
operations in
in the field, etc........
etc
338,
811
338, 811
for
for Sandy
Sandy Hook Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. J.,
protection of shore .................
811
protection
811
Engineer
Department,
Engineer Office, War
War Department,
appropriation
clerks, etc
appropriation for clerics,
etc........... 92, 1096
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., to be paid from rivers
etc ...............
92, 1096
and harbors,
harbors, etc
92,
1096
for salaries,
buildings and
salaries, etc., public
public buildings
and
grounds,
grounds, District of Columbia.
Columbia...
.. _93, 1097
1097
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
1917
809
1917............................
809
Engineer
Engineer School, D.
I). C.,
Army,
C., Army,
appropriation
appropriation for equipment
equipment and
and maintenance
tenance ...........
641
........
641
for power
power lithographic
press
641
lithographic press............
641
for
for constructing
constructing trade school
building
641
school building..
641
Engineering Experiment
Engineering
Experiment Station, Naval
Naval
Academy,
Academy,
appropriation for
for experiments,
experiments, etc.....
etc
607, 1186
appropriation
607,1186
for equipment
equipment of buildings, etc......
etc
607, 1186
1186
607,
Engineering,
Navy,
Engineering, Navy,
appropriation
machinery,
repairs,
appropriation for machinery,
......................
etc
606, 1185
1185
606,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for machinery,
machinery,
repairs, etc..................
etc
23,42,
815
23,42, 815
Engineers, Army,
Army, Chief
Chief of,
of,
Engineers,
index of reports of, 1866-1917,
1866-1917, ordered
ordered
printed; contents
411
contents ...
...........
411
may permit erection of memorial fountain
fountain
to Alfred Noble in Washington,
Washington, D. C.
65
C.
65
England(see Great
England
Great Britain).
Britain).
Engraving
and Printing
Engraving and
Printing Bureau, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Director, assistants, etc.
etc. 83,1088
for clerks,
clerks, watchmen,
83, 1088
watchmen, etc
etc.............. 83,1088
restriction on services...........
restriction
services
83, 1088
1088
83,
for
for salaries
salaries of employees;
employees; restriction
restriction on
increases...........................
increases
275
275
for
for wages
wages ...........................
275
275
for
materials; paper for internal revenue
for materials;
revenue
stamps...................
stamps
275
......
275
use of proceeds
proceeds from work............
work
275
275
for custody
custody of dies, rolls, and plates.....
plates
277
277
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
28
appropriation for salaries
salaries......
28
for repairs
repairs, etc.........................
etc.
803
803
delivery
delivery of plates of portraits of deceased
deceased
Senators and
Representatives to
Senators
and Representatives
to
heirs, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ............
275
275
increase of work
increase
work authorized
authorized .............
20
20
amount
amount for materials increased
increased by transfer from salaries
salaries and
and wages
wages .........
21
21
number of sheets for customs
number
customs stamps,
stamps,
checks, etc.,
etc., 1916, increased
226
increased .......
226
work authorized
275
authorized for 1917 ................
275
Enid,
Dicta.,
Enid, Okla.,
terms of court at .....................
927
927
Enlarged
Enlarged Homesteads,
Homesteads,
additional entries
additional
entries to complete, allowed
allowed
where former
former entry
entry less than
than a
a
quarter section
section ..................
925
925
desert land
land entries allowed
allowed persons who
who
have
have entered
entered.....................
__ _
946
946
entries of noncontiguous
noncontiguous lands
lands to
complete
to complete
former entry_
344
entry .....
.......
.......
..
344
on designated
only .............
designated
344
-, lands only
.........
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Enlm-ged
Homesteads-Continued.
Enla,-yed Homesteads—Continued.
Pao&
Pae. Enlisted
Enlisted Men, Army--Continued.
Page.
Arnn-Continued.
Pag
entries
entries of noncontiguous
noncontiguous lands; actual
actual culCulenlistment
enlistment term; additional
additional vocatiOnaledvocationaledtivation
tivation and residence
residence required....
required.
344
344
ucation to
be given;
given; teachers,
etc
186
ucation
to be
teachers,-etc..
186
allowance if
if additional
land. within
within 20
additional land
20
pay
for certain
grades created
napay for
certain grades
created by
by
namiles ....................
345
.........
34
tional defense Act ................
186
186
soldiers' additional
soldiers'
additional homesteads
homesteads not
not
no reduction of
pay, etc
187
of existing
existing pay,
etc......
187
affected............................
affected
345
45
discharge at end of seven-year
seven-year tsion
final discharge
187
term..
187
permitted in
entries permitted
lands, Coloin designated
designated lands,
Coloreenlistments
reenlistment& .......................
187
187
rado .........
850
.........
.......
850
accounts
accounts paid on furlough
furlough to
to Reserve
Reserve
entry of noncontiguous
noncontiguous lands in
in Idaho,
Idaho,
Corps
187
Corps................
...........
187
allowed to complete
complete prior
724
prior entry
entry....
724
permitted for
for support
support of
of dependent
permitted
dependent
restricted
designated lands
lands..........
restricted to designated
724
724
family; furloughs..................
furloughs.
187
187
residence
residence and cultivation
cultivation required
725
required ....
725
by purchase;
....
187
purchase; maybe
may be furloughed_
furoughed.......
187
Enlisted
Men,
Army,
Enlisted
Army,
Regular
Regular Army Reserve;
etc
187
eerve; composition
composition of,
of, etc.
187
appropriation
appropriation for pay; longevity
longevity ..........
624
624
enlistments in
in force at outbretik
outbreak of
of war
war
for pay, etc.,
etc., Regular
Regular Army
624
Army Reserve__
Reserve....
624
continued for one
,
etc
187
one
year,
etc.........
187
for pay, Enlisted
EnlistedReserve
Reserve Corps
624
Corps.......
624
prohibited leaving
leaving post
post for
for civil
civil employprohibited
employfor pay, National
Guard...............
National Guard
624
624
.
ment
............................
188
188
for Engineer
Engineer Corps; longevity
624
longevity..........
624
additional
additional sergeants authorized
for duty
duty
authorized for
for Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department,- longevity.
_
624
longevity....
624
with National
National Chia*
disGuard, and
and at
at disfor Quartermaster
artermater Corps;
624
Corps; longevity
longevity....
624
ciplinary
ciplinary barracks
189
acks.................
189
for
Corp; longevity.
..........
for Signal
Sigma Corps;
longevity
625
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps;
Corps; composition,
composition, etc..
etc
195
195
for Medical
Medical Department;
vity...._
625
Department; longevity..
625
increase
increase authorized
authorized of,
in Medical
—
.
Denartof, in
Medical
Departfor pay of retired ....
.
628
.... ........
628
ment..........................
ment
224
224
commutation of
of quarters,
quarters, etc........
etc
628
for commutation
628
may be detailed for duty with National
National
for interest on
on deposits.
628
depoits ............-..
628
Guard ..........................
208
208
for extra-duty pay, artillery
and ordordartillery and
maximum
maximum strength
strength of,
to be
kept in
case of
of, to
be kept
in case
of
nance
service, seacoasticatification&
nance service,
628
seacoastfortifications
628
emergency.......................
emergency
36
36
for switchboard
switchboard operators, interior
interior posts.
629
poets.
629
unasigned recruits
unassigned
recruits not
included, ratio
not included;
ratio
for
Alaska telegraph
for extra-duty
extra-duty pay,
pay, Alaska
telegraph
permitted
36
permitted.........................
36
system ............................
system
629
629
personnel,
personnel, etc., of
Department...
172
of Medical
Medical Department...
172
for 20 per
.
.per cent increase on
on foreign
foreign service.
service
629
629
rank,
etc.,
one,
detached
to
nmnmdt
do.
of
one,
detached
to
recruit
defor
additional
pay,
first
reenlistment__
629
for additional pay, first reenlistment...
629
pots.............................
pots
624
624
morals taw
in service.
629
for six
six months
pay of,
of, dying
dying in
service. _ 629
travel
allowance on
to place
of
travel allowance
on disc
discharge to
place of
for one year's pay
aviation
pay of, dying from
from aviation
muster, etc.;
travel
217
etc.; sea
sea travel............
217
accident.
629
accident...........................
629
Enlisted
Marine Corps,
Corp.,
Enlisted Men,
Men, Marine
for dependent
dependent families of,
discharge
of, until
until discharge
appropriation
appropriation for
612,1188
for pay
pay................
of National
National Guard from service,
etc
649
612,1188
service, etc.
649
increase
increase authorized;
additional
612
authorized; additional.......
for disposition of
of
287
of remains
remains of............
612
287
for retired
retired......
612
1188
................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for extra-duty
extra-duty pay,
pay,
appropriation for
612,1188
for
undrawn
clothing:
....- ... ...... _ 613,
1188
................
at headquarters,
613 1188
headquarters, etc..........
etc
33, 824, 828
33,824,828
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of,
of, dying
almond
for disposition of remains of..........
dying abroad
of
810,828
810,828
for support of families
etc _.
859
572,
1181
families of
of drafted,
drafted, etc....
572,1161
859
eligible for transfer
transfer to and from Hospital
Hospital
appointments as
appointments
Military
as cadets
cadets to
to Military
Corps,
573
Corps, Navy
Navy......................
Academy
authorized; conAcademy from, authorized;
con573
employment by,
by, interfering,
with
employment
interfering, etc.,
etc., with
ditions ........................
62
62
civilians, prohibited
188
civilians,
prohibited......................
competitive examinations of,
of, to
188
to appointappointincrease of noncommissioned
officers, aunoncommissioned offieru,
aument as second lieutenant
lieutenant .........
182
182
thorized.......................
thorized
224
after one year's service, for vacancies
224
vacancies
Marine gunner and quartermaster
quartermaster clerk
clerk
caused
caused by national
national defense Act
183
Act.....
183
grades established; appointments,
detail of,
appointments,
of, to institutions having Reserve
Reserve
pay,
ge ......................
611
pay, etc
Officers'
Training Corps units;
611
Officers' Training
units; numno
pay
for
absence
due
to
personal
misconabsence
due
to
personal
mieonber; additional
additional to
strength
192
to Army strength...
192
enlistment period not
duct; enlistment
not comcomdetails of, for citizen training
camps
195
training camps......
195
pleted until time made
made good....
580
good........
580
noncommissioned officers
details of noncommissioned
officers to
to other
other
ratings for
for aircraft
585
ratings
aircraft duty
duty.
.
..................
schools,
schools, etc:,
etc., for
585
for military
military training
training of
of
appointment as
as student
student flyers
586
appointment
flyers........
pupils...........................
586
pupils
197
197
strength of, increased; additional
612
additional........
enlistment
612
enlistment term to be
be seven
seven years
years........ 185
185
first three
Enlisted Men,
Men, Navy,
Navy,
in active service; last
three in
four in
Enidted
last four
in
in
in Regular Army Reserve
185
Reserve.........
appropriation
appropriation for transporting
transporting remains
of,
185
remains of,
reenlistment
reenlistment after three years;discharge
years ;discharge
dying
dying abroad...........
abroad
1181
.... 572,
572, 1181
185
from prior ......................
for pay, on retired
retired list
575,1181
list.. ............
185
575,1181
furlough to Reserve after one year in
for extra pay, on reenlistment.......
reenlistment
575, 1181
in concon575,1181
tinental limits
186
for pay, active list
limits.....................
575, 1181
1181
list................
186
575,
reenlistments restricted
reenlistments
restricted .............
186
appointments
appointments
midshipmen
from,
inof
midshipmen
from, in186
three years
years computed
computed enlistment
enlistment period
period
creasedto
creased
to one hun;
1182
hundred; conditions
conditions. 1182
for longevity pay ..................
186
authorized
authorized strength
575
strength increased
increased.............
186
575
noncommissioned officers
officers may
reenlist in
discharge
discharge from
first enlistment
enlistment allowed,
allowed,
may reenlist
from first
in
same grade, etc.,
etc., after
after three
ymus'
three years'
after one year's
year's sea
sea service;
service; condicondiactive service_
._.... ....
_- ..... _
186
active
service .....
tions
560
................
tions.........................
186
560
have written
consent o
parents,
minors to have
written consent
off
parents,
eligible for transfer to and from
Hospital
from Hospital
etc.;
exception ..................
etc. -exception.
..
186
Corps.......................
Conn
573
186
573
postmasters may be paid for procuring
procuring rereemployment
employment by, interfering,
etc., with
interfering, etc.,
with
cruits.
cruits
186
.
..
186
civilians, prohibited
188
prohibited.. ..........
188
91890°
39—PT
1
80
91890°-voL
39-P i--80
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furlough
allowed, for unexfurlough without pay allowed,
580
pired
term
580
.........
ired term..............
conditions;
subject to recall in time of
conditions; subject
war,
581
..--.........
--..
war, etc ...--..-additional to authorized
authorized strength
strength ........
581
additional
personal misconto personal
no pay for absence due to
duct; enlisted period not
completed
not completed
duct;
580
until time made good .............
rating changed,
fireman,
changed, of coal passer to fireman,
575
third class .......................
575
ordinary seaman,
575
class.
seaman, to seaman
seaman second class
printers, to printer first -class
class and chief
printer ..-...-.........-..-.....- .
575
printer
ratings established,
storekeeper in
established, of storekeeper
artificer branch;
branch; grades and pay....
pay
575
artificer
585
ratings .for aircraft duty................
duty
585
appointment
586
appointment as student flyers ..........
Enlisted
Corps, Army,
Army,
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
under national
national defense Act
Act
195
195
composition of, under
195
195
enlistment period; qualifications .........
certificates to be issued to; privileges concertificates
ferred.........................
195
ferred
195
preference
service_
195
195
preference when called into active service
rosettes to be issued to
to........ 195
distinctive rosettes
195
etc.......
new ones, if unavoidably lost, etc
punishment for unauthorized
unauthorized wearing,
wearing,
punishment
etc
195
etc...........................
assignment to Army as reserves ...........
195
195
assignment
as
separate units, etc.; details of officers
officers
as separate
for
195
195
for...............................
period of
of active
active training, etc., service;
service; extensions .......................
195
195
pay,
etc., when
when on active duty; no retirepay, etc.,
196
ment..........
................
ment
196
uniform same as Army
196
Army.................
clothing, etc., to be issued
issued to.........
to
196
196
remains United States property..........
property
196
remains
replaced if unavoidably
etc
196
196
replaced
unavoidably lost, etc........
unserviceable ....................
196
unserviceable
196
return when discharged
discharged ................
196
return
subject to Army regulations when in active
service ........................
196
discharges
discharge when no longer required; for
misconduct
196
misconduct........................
penalty for noncompliance
noncompliance with orders.
_
196
orders....
grade, etc.
service
etc., when called into active service
196
in time of war .....................
muster as volunteers;
volunteers; pay, etc
etc.......... 196
no vested right to muster into volunteers.
volunteers.. - 197
Enrollment
Enrollment of Vessels,
purchases,
Board enenpurchases, etc.
etc., by Shipping
Shipping Board
titled to benefits of
730
of...............
730
Entomology Bureau,
Department of AgriculEntomology
Bureau, Department
ture,
ture,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
.............. 465,1153
investigations
465,1154
for general expenses;
expenses; investigations..
465,1154
insects affecting
affecting fruits,
fruits, nuts, cereals,
for insects
forage, etc..................
etc
465,1154
pecan investigations
investigations................. 1154
Hesian
Hessian fly and chinch bug.........
bug
465,1154
southern field crop insects; forests;
for southern
forests;
truck crop;
crops; bee culture..........
culture
465,
1154
465,1154
for citrus fruit, etc.,
etc., insects
1154
...... .466,
466,1154
for Mediterranean
Mediterranean and other
other fruit flies 466,1154
investigating insects affecting health
for investigating
health
of man
man and animals ............
466 1154
1154
466,
administrative expenses
for administrative
expenses........ 466,1154
for preventing
preventing spread of moths.
moths ....
466,1154
466, 1154
Envelopes,
and Registry,
Envelopes, Postal
PostalOfficial and
Registry,
appropriation
appropriation for
for....
...............
421
Ministers PlenipoEnvoys Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Ministers
Plenipotentiary,
tentiry,
appropriation for
salaries .........
252,1048
appropriation
for salaries
... 252,
1048
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279
prevention of...........
appropriation for prevention
deficiency
prevention of
28
of.
deficiency appropriation for prevention
Epileptics,
Epileptics,
alien,
excluded admission................
admission
875
alien, excluded
Equipage, Army
Army Camp and
Garrison,
Equipage,
and Garrison,
appropriation for
for ........................
634
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.................
for
46
deficiency
Equipment
Post Office
Equipment and
and Supplies Division,
Division, Post
Office
Department,
Department,
appropriation
superintendent, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation for superintendent,
etc
107, 1110
.. 107,1110
clerks, etc................
Equipment Division,
Postal Service,
Equipment
Division, Postal
412
appropriation forrent
for rent for repairshops,
repair shops, etc..
etc..
appropriation
for
construction of new
building, site,
new building,
for construction
412
etc ...........................
for power
412
..................
power and light .
Shops, Post
Post Office Department,
Department,
Equipment Shops,
appropriation for light, power,
repairs to
to
power, repairs
appropriation
machinery
1059
...........
machinery.....
Equipment
Navy,
EquipmentSupplies, Navy,
appropriation
for Bureau
Navigation. 561,
561, 1172
1172
of Navigation.
Bureau of
appropriation for
Bureau of Suppliesand
Supplies and Accounts..
Accounts. 603,
603, 1183
for Bureauof
Repair.. 605,
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair..
for Bureau
1184
1184
for Bureau
Bureau of Steam Engineering.
_.. 606, 1185
1185
Engineering....
for
Ericsson, John,
Ericsson,
memorial authorized
Washington, D. C.,
C.,
authorized in Washington,
memorial
671
to; cost .......................
671
commission designated
designated for.............
for.
671
commission
subject to approval
approval of Commission
Commission of
672
Fine Arts ......................
Pa.,
Erie, Pa.,
appropriation for improvement
393
harbor..
improvement of harbor
appropriation
Erwin, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
Eruin,
through fish hatchery,
hatchery,
right of way granted through
for public highway
928
highway ................
Escambia River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Escambia
preliminary
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination, etc.,
408
made ..........................
made
Espy, Pa.,
Pa.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to Almedia
Cemetery at .....................
836
Cemetery
Estate
Revenue,
Estate Tax, Internal
InternalRevenue,
appropriation
for expenses, collecting.....
collecting
1091
appropriation for
construction of terms used ................
construction
777
persons dying hereafter
hereafter subject
subject
estates of persons
to;
rates ......................
777, 1002
777,1002
to; rates
determination of value
value of gross
gross estate..
estate_.
777
determination
etc., in anticipation
anticipation of death ingifts, etc.,
cluded
cluded.
.................. .......
777
joint interests ......................
778
joint
domestic stock,
stock, etc.,
etc., held by nonresidomestic
dents ..........................
778
778
value determined
778
net value
determined ..................
778
deductions, administration
administration allowances,
allowances,
deductions,
etc .............................
778
exemption of $50,000..................
$50,000.
778
778
exemption
proportionate
share of nonresident
nonresident in;
proportionate share
returns required .................
778
returns
prepayment
778
time when due; discount for prepayment..
interest if delayed; allowances, etc.....
etc
778
interest
returns
be made by executor
executor after
after qualireturns to be
fying; requirements
requirements ...............
778
$60,000..........
if gross
gross estate exceeds
exceeds $60,000
779
partial returns
returns ......................
779
collector ...............
assessment
779
assessment by collector.
.
by collector
administration granted
779
collector if no administrationgranted.
779
payment;
given
payment; receipts
receipts to be given..........
property for nonpayment,
nonpayment, etc.
etc ..
779
sale of property
780
lien if unpaid
unpaid......................
.
lien
lien on property
property transferred
transferred in contemplacontemplation of death.......
death
.......... ...
780
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punishment for false
etc
780
false returns, etc.........
78(0
provisions for, provisions
futures Act....
Act....
476
under cotton
cotton futures
476
returns .... .............
not making returns
780
78 Ezcusion,
Excursion, etc.,
etc., Vessels,
Vesels,
application of existing
application
existing laws
780
law
...............
78 0
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding
regulations
regulations to be made ...............
780
78(
of................
....
113,1114
of
113, 1114
prior
tranfers at former rates...
prior taxable
taxable transfers
rates. _ 1002
100f2
special permit to carry excess
excess number
number of
of
Estherville-Minim Creek
Estherville-Minim
Canal, S.
C.,
Creek Canal,
S. C.,
passengers,
passengers, etc.,
etc., .authorized
918
authorized........
918
appropriation for
for improvement
appropriation
improvement of..
of........
395
approval of supervising
395
approval
supervising inspector
reinspector reEstimates,
quired
quired .........................
919
919
for special appropriations
appropriations must
conform to
must conform
to
Executive Departments,
Departments, etc.,
etc., D.
C.,
D. C.,
law
law............
..........
......
83
I
appropriation
830
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of efficiency
efficiency
prescribed for
uniform method prescribed
for lump
lump BUM
sum
ratings of classified
classified employees..
employees.. 76,1080
76, 1080
appropriations ..
appropriations
336
................
.
33
for testing
miscellaneous
materials
testing
materials for. 115,1116
115, 1116
American,
Ethnology, American,
care, etc.,
etc., of
grounds
290
for care,
of grounds...............
290
appropriation for
for continuing
researches in .
279
appropriation
continuing researchesin.
27
for distinctive
distinctive mail equipments
equipments for..
for_. 422,1068
422,1068
for printing and binding
reports, Bureau
binding reports,
Bureau
increased pay
for increased
pay to
to employees
employees under
under
of
331
of....................
..........
331
appropriation Act
Indian appropriation
Act .........
993
993
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
32
appropriation for
for...............
32
increased pay to employees
for increased
employees under
posunder posEthyl Alcohol, .D.
C.,
).C.
Act .............
1069
tal appropriation
appropriation Act
1069
included
included in alcohoic
alcoholic
liquors
1123
liquor..............
1123
for increased
pay to
to employees
employees under
under
increased pay
Eureka,
Eureka, Cal.,
Cal.,
legislative,
etc.,
Act..
forincreased
legislative,pay
etc.,toappropriation
appropriation
employees, under
Act
'1121
1121
terms
terms of court at.......................
at
122
122
for increased pay to employees, under
Europe: War in
in
Europe,
Agricultural appropriation
Agricultural
appropriation Act
Act ....
1167
1167
deficiency appropriation
to
appropriation for
for assistance
asistance to
for
for increased
increased pay to
employees under
under
to employees
representatives of forehp
representatives
foreign GovernGovenaval appropriation
appropriation Act
ct........... 1195
1195
ments during.....................
during
802
commission
802
commission created
created to
recommend, etc.,
etc.,
to recommend,
international conference
international
conference proposed
proposed not
not later
later
Government
Government owned quarters
quarters for
all
328
for all..
328
than close of, for peaceful
settlement
peaciful settlement
cooperation
cooperation with Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission, details
details
of disputes, diearmament,
etc
818
disarmament, etc......
18
from,
from, etc., directed
directed ...............
797
797
Evanston),Ill.,
Ill.,
bvamton,
details
details from, etc.,
etc to
Service ComCornto Civil
Civil Service
preliminry examination,
examinati,
etc., to be made
preliminary
etc.,
made
mission
76,
1081
Imi ion -forbidden ..............
76,1081
for
410
fr harbor
harbor of refuge
refug ...............
details of classified
details
classified employees
employees Washington,
Washington,
410
Evanston,
anmmton, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
D. 0.,
0., for
for service
service outside
outside of
of District
District
831
condemned cannon
cnnon granted
granted to
restricted.
to...........
831
restricted
120, 1121
...................... 120,1121
Evansvilk, Ind.,
E/wnsville,
not
Ind.,
applicable to Department of Justice
not applicable
Iustice
appoiation
public
building
265
approriation for
for public building......... 265
investigations.
investigations
.................
120,1121
120,1121
Everett,
J ettt, Wash.,
ash.,
duplication
duplication of work
work by, to be investigated
investigated
preliminary
preliminary examination,
harbor,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
by Bureau
of
Efficiency
1122
by
Bureau of Efficiency...........
1122
to be made......................
made
410
abolishment by the
410
the President
President authorized.
authorized_ 1122
1122
Emmining Surgeons
Examining
for Pensions,
Surgeonsfor
employees to assist, etc.,
Pensions,
employees
etc., military
military reserve
reserve
appropriation
appropriation for
fees ..............
242,
1132
for fees.
organizations.....................
242,1132
organizations
188
188
fee, etc.,
etc., increased
for examination
examination at
at
increased for
permanently incapacitated
permanently
incapacitated persons in,
not
in, not
residence ................
claimant's residence
1132
1132
to be paid ................
120,1121
. 120,1121
Excess
Profits Tax,
Tax,
Excess Profits
preparation
efficiency ratings,
preparation of efficiency
ratings, etc.,
etc.,
meaning
meaning of terms used; "corporation,"
"corporation,"
transferred
transferred from Civil Service
Service ComCom"United
States," "
"United States,"
taxable year".
1000
"taxable
year".. _ 1000
mission
Bureau of Efficiency
mission to Bureau
Efficiency .....
15
15
first taxable
taxable year
1000
year 1917
restriction
1917................
restriction on time for
and
1000
for furnishing copy
copy and
levied on net incomes of
corporations and
and
of corporations
proofs
proofs of annual reports, etc.,
etc., to
to
partnerships exceeding
partnerships
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000, and
and
Public
336
ublic Printer
Printer ....................
33
8 per
capital; domestic
per cent
cent of
of capital;
printingand
domestic..... 1000
printing
and delivery
delivery .................
336
1000
336
foreign;
.
foreign; basis
basis of
applicable to Smithsonian
of computation
computation.......... 1000
Smithsonian Institunot applicable
Institu1000
tion, Commissioner of Patents, or
capital determined
determined .....................
1001
1001
tion,
or
money,
money, etc., borrowed
borrowed not
1001
not included
included ....
Comptroller of
Comptroller
of the
the Currency
Currency .......
336
1001
336
temporary details
computed
computed from income tax returns..
1001
retrn......
1001
temporary
details allowed
allowed to White
White House
Howe
fiscal
partnerships allowed
1001
cal year
year of
of partnership
allowed...... 1001
from
76,1080
fromre: ..................
76,1080
proportion of
into furnish
furnish information,
etc., to
to Bureau
Bureau of
of
of calendar
information, etc.,
calendar year
year 1916
1916 included
1001
cluded..........................
Efficiency.........................
Efficiency
1081
1001
1081
partnerships exempted.
corporations and partnerships
exempted . 1001
use of name of Congressman
Congressman or
or Government
Government
1001
incomes from asriculture
agriculture or personal
servpersonal servofficial in advertising
adverbsuig business before,
before,
included....................
ices included
1001
unlawful .....................
54
1001
54
deductions allowed
returns to be made; deductions
Executive Expenses,
appropriations for......................6,1080
for
76,1080
partnership.
appropriations
partnerships
1001
..................
1001
general
1001
Mansion, D.
C.,
general laws applicable
Executive Mansion,
applicable
...............
1001 Executive
D. C.,
regulations, etc.,
to be
1002
rellations,
etc., to
be made
made............
appropriation for care, etc., grounds
1002
appropriation
grounds south
south * .
Exchanges,
etc.,
Exchanges, etc.,
of
o .............................
289
289
tax on contracts
for
maintenance,
contracts for sale
sales of cotton
cotton for
for future
future
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of grounds
grounds .......
290
290
delivery at.........................
at
476
delivery
for
care,
repair,
290
etc ...................
476
290
Board, D.
D. C.,
Excise Board,
C.,
for fuel
fuel ..............................
290
290
appropriation
for salaries
678,1006
appropriation for
for greenhouses
greenhowies ...................
290
salaries ...........
for
678,1006
290
no pay
pay to nominee
nominee rejected
by the
for
for travel expenses
expenses of
of President........
President
290
rejected by
the
290
Senate
678,1006
Senate......................
for lighting
lighting grounds, etc.............
etc
290
678,1006
290
abolished on taking effect
effect of
of prohibition
prohibition
Erecutive
Executive Offs
Office (see also Executive
Executive Mansion,
Mansion,
Act ...........................
1130
1130
D. 0.),
Corporation,
Excise Tax, Corporation,
appropriation
appropriation for Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the President,
President,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for refunding....
refunding
20
20
executive clerk,
executive
76,1080
clerk, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc...... 76,1080
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appropriation for Secretary
appropriation
Secretary of the President;
details allowed
allowed for
assistfor temporary
temporary assistance ........................... 76, 1080
1080
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses............. 76,1080
76, 1080
for
binding ............
331
for printing
printing and binding
331
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contingent
deficiency
for contingent
expenses
expenses ...............
....
33
Executive
of Columbia,
Columbia,
Executive Office,
Office, District
District of
appropriation
for Commissioners,
Commissioners, secretary,
appropriation for
secretary,
clerks, etc
677, 1004
clerks,
etc ....
............. .. 677,1004
for divisions
in office
office..............
677, 1004
for
divisions in
677,1004
District Building.........
Building
677,
1005
for care of District
677,1005
Executors,
Executors,
returns to be made
made by, of property
property of
of
decedents ......................
decedents
778
payment
by ...............
779
payment of estate
estate tax by
779
Exhibitions,
Exhibitions, Public,
Public,
special
imposed on
proprietors of
791
special tax
tax imposed
on proprietors
of......
791
required for
etc. ............
791
required
for each
each State, etc
791
chautauquae, etc.,
etc., exempt
791
chautauquas,
exempt.............
791
Exhibitions,
Relious or Charitable,
Exhibitions, Religious
Charitable,
exempt from special
special tax.................
tax
791
791
Expatriation,
Expatriation,

etailedrecord
detailed
record by.immigration
immigration officials of
of
citizens
citizens leaving with intent to reside
permanently abroad
abroad ..............
883
permanently
883
Experimental Laboratory,
Experimental
Laboratory, Naval,
Naval,
appropriation
construction, equipment,
appropriation for construction,
etc.........................
ete
570, 1179
. 570,1179
conduct of work, etc.; report to
to Con570
gr es........... ................
570
Explosives,
Explosives,
duty on, derived from coal tar
794
tar..............
794
coal-tar products not
793
coal-tar
not................
793
used as
794
as..........................
794
additional
additional specific ..................
794
794
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
from sales of; exceptions...........
exceptions
781
781
statistics of raw cotton, etc., used in making,
to be published quarterly
437
quarterly ..........
437
Export
Export Cattle,
Cattle,
appropriation for enforcing
treatappropriation
enforcing humane
humane treatment
ment of ...................
450, 1138
1138
Export Duty,
Duty,
levied on sugar shipped from ceded West
West
Indian Islands ......................
1133
1133
Exports,
Exports,
tune
extended for withdrawals
time extended
withdrawals from cuscustoms warehouses
for, to
to Mexico....
725
warehouses for,
Mexico....
725
Exposition, International
Exposition,
International Soil Products,
Products,
appropriation
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural exhibit at...
475
at...
475
Exposition, Mississippi
Exposition,
Mississippi Centennial,
Centennial,
transfer of Government exhibit at PanamaCalifornia Exposition to............
to
854
854
Exposition, Panama,
Exposition,
Panama,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
15
for expenses
expenses .....
15
Exposition, Texas
etc.,
Exposition,
Texas Bicentennial,
Bicentennial, etc.,
countries invited to take part in
217
in..........
217
Expositions, etc.,
Expositions,
admission
admission of aliens attendants
attendants to exhibits
878
at, etc., permitted
permitted............... 878
Companies,
Express Companies,
investigation
Government
investigation ordered
of Government
ownership of, etc
ownership
etc ........
....... 387
Companies, D. C.,
Express Companies,
C.,
subject
subject to Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommission, excluded
excluded from jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Public
Utilities Commion,
Commission, D.
521
Public Utilities
D. C..
C..
521
Extradition,
Extradition,
appropriation
appropriation for bringing home criminals
from abroad
abroad .....
255,1050
...........
255,1050
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Fabyan,
George,
Fabyan, George,
may bridge
River, Geneva,
Ill
223
may
bridge Fox River,
Geneva, Ill.......
223
Facing Slips, etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Facing
appropriation for ......................
422
appropriation
422
deficiency appropriation
for ..............
24
deficiency
appropriation for
24
Factories
Factories,
interstate, etc.,
etc..shipments
products by,
by,
interstate,
shipments of
of products
children of prohibited
prohibited ages,
using children
ages,
forbidden
675
forbidden .......................
675
punishment for ........................
675
punishment
675
Fairmont,
Va.,
Fainmont, W. Va.,
River
52
may bridge Monongahela
Monongahela River..........
52
Fairport
FairportHarbor,
Harbor,Ohio,
Ohio,
improving aids
improving
aids to navigation
authorized
537
navigation at,
at, authorized
537
Fairs, Agricultural
Fairs,
(,11. Industrial,
Industrial,
Agricultural or
exempt from special
special tax ..................
791
791
Fake
Fraudulent AucFake Auctions,
Auctions, 10.
D. C.
C. (see
(se Fraudulent
Auctions,
tions, D.
D. C.).
C.).
Falls
Falls City, Nebr.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building .........
265
appropriation
265
deficiency appropriation
public builddeficiency
appropriation for
for public
build17
ing ...............................
17
Falmouth,
Falmouth, Mass.,
Mass.,
condemned
granted to............
to
842
condemned cannon
cannon granted
842
Families of
Families
of Resident
Resident Aliens,
restriction
restriction on admission of,
of, if
if affected
affected with
with
contagious diseases ...............
891
891
Fargo, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Fargo,
terms of
386
of court at .
.....................
386
Farm Congress,
Conress, International,
Farm
Internatonal,
appropriation for exhibit
exhibit of subhumid,
subhumid, etc
etc.,,
farming, at .......................
475
475
foreign
foreign nations invited to send delegates
Tex
475
gates to, .El
El Paso, Tex..............
475
foreign nations
nations invited to send delegates
delegates to,
to,
at
Peoria, Ill
1168
atPeoria,
ll.....................
1168
Farm Lando,
Farm
Lands,
allowed national banks
loans on, allowed
banks not
not in
in
central reserve
reserve cities;
cities. limitations...
limitations
754
754
Farm Loan Associations,
Farm
Associations, National
National (see also
Federal Farm Loan Act),
exempt from income
767
income tax
tax..................
767
provisions relating
relating to
to. ..................
365
365
Farm Loan
Farm
Loan Banks,
investigation,
investigation, etc.,
etc., as to transferring work
subtreasuries to.................
of subtreasuries
to
1080
1080
Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Bonds (see
(see also
also Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
Loan Act),
provisions relating to
etc. of
375
provisions
to issue,
issue, etc.,
of.......
375
Farm Management
Farm
AgriManagement Office, Department
Departmentof Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation for
salaries
447,1135
appropriation
for salaries............
447,1135
or general expenses ............
for
447,1135
447,1135
for farm management and practice...
practice
447,1135
447,1135
for study of "logged-off"
`logged-off' lands,
lands, bybyproducts, etc ........................
447
Farm Products,
Products,
Farm
appropriation
appropriation for
for experimental
experimental extension
extension
of parcel
parcel post for marketing
marketing........ 424
424
for diffusing information
information as to markets
for, etc....................
etc.
473, 1162
473,1162
for cooperation
cooperation with States in
in extending
extending
information
information as to distributing and
marketing of
474,1163
of..................
474,1163
for collecting statistics,
statistics, etc., of........
of
1157
1157
Farm Supplies,
Farm
appropriation for diffusing information
information as
to purchasing, etc...............
etc
473,1162
473,1162
Farmer John
(Indian),
Farmer
John (Indian),
appropriation
heirs of
128
appropriation for payment to
to heirs
of.....
128
Farmers,
Farers,
appropriation
for
expenses
of
studying
coappropriation for expenses of studying cooperation among, in rural credits,
operation
etc ....
..
..........
473, 1163
1163
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Bulletin',
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Pge,
appropriation
binding...
appropriation for printing
printing and binding...
331
33
Farner,
Farmers Cooperative
CooperativeDemonstration
Demotrtion Work,
Work,
appropriation for,
outside cotton
appropriation
for, outside
cotton belt
belt.. 470,1159
470,115
for meeting ravages of
of cotton
cotton boll
boll weevil,
etc.........................
etc
470,1159
470,115
Farmers' Institutes,
Farmers'
Institute,
appropriation
reports, etc
471,1159
appropriation for
for reports,
etc.......... 471,1151
Farmers'
Farmers' Local Associations,
Associations, etc.,
et.,
exempt from income
income tax
767
tax..................
76'
Farmers' Organizations,
Parmers'
Organizations,etc.,
etc.,
use of antitrust appropriations
for proseappropriation for
presecu, forbidden.................
forbidden
312
cuting,
31
Farmington,
Farmington, Ill.,
IIu.,
condemned
condemned cannon
to ............
839
cannon granted
granted to
831
Farmington,
Mo.,
Farmington, Mo.,
appropriation for
appropriation
building .........
265
for public
public building
261
condemned
cannon granted
condemned cannon
granted to,
to, for
for Grand
Grand
Army post
835
post. ..
................ ....
83
Farmington, N.
R. ilex.,
Farmington,
ex.,
appropriation for bridging San Juan River,
appropriation
near...........................
near
926
92
Farms,
Farms,
appropriation for
encouraging, etc.,
etc., imappropriation
for escoflraging,
anproved methedsof
methods of management
management and
practice
447,1135
pactice................
.......
447,1136
for
drainage investigafor irrigation
irigation and
ad draiae
investigadons
472,1161
tions............................. 472,1161
for investigating
investigating domestic water
water supply,
etc.,of
472,1161
etc.,
oi
......................
472,1161
Farmville,
Pannville, Va.
Va.
deficiency4
proprieties for
builddeficiency
aptprition
for public
public buildingj~:...-....
PyctU,
.............
17
1
Fayette,
appropriation
for public
public building
265
appropriation for
building..........
265
Brown," Steamer,
Steamer,
""Fayette
Fayette Brown,"
name
"Charles L. Hutchinson
changed
name of "Charles
Hutchinson ""changed
to .....
946
.........................
946
Feather
Sacramento and
and
Feather River,
River, Cal.
Cal. (see
(see Sacramento
Feather Rivers, Cal.).
Cal.).
Fechheimer, Charles
Fechheimer,
Charles M.,
M.,
investigation, etc.,
etc., of claim
claim as
as attorney for
for
certain Indians....................
Indians
147
certain
147
Federal
Boardfor Voctional
Vocational Education
(see also
FederalBoardfor
Eduation(see
also
Vocational Education),
Vocational
Education),
created; composition,
officio; appointcomposition, ex
ex officio;
appointive ............................
932
932
pay of
appointive
term of
of service
service and
and pay
of appointive
members
932
members ......................
.
932
powers
and duties
932
powers and
duties. ..................
..
932
recommendations to
recommendations
to be
be made
made by
by Commissioner of Education to
933
to.............
933
employees
933
employees authorized
authorized ................
933
annual appropriation
appropriation for administration
administration
expenses ...........................
933
933
expenses
annual
report to
to Congress;
Congress; reports
reports of
of State
annual report
State
boards to be
936
boards
be included
included ...............
936
Federal Court
Federal
Court Reports and Digest,
Digests,
appropriation for
continuation of
Federal
for continuation
of Federal
appropriation
Reporter ........................
312
Federal
Courts (see
(see United
United States
FederalCourts
States Courts).
Courts).
Federal Farm
Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act,
title designated;
designated; administration
administration by
by FedFedtitle
eral Farm Loan
Loan Board
Board............. 360
360
definitions;
"first mortgage,"
"farm loan
mortgage," "farm
definitions; "first
.......-..
........ ....
360
bonds" .
360
bonds"
Federal Farm
Loan Bureau
Federal
Farm Loan
Bureau established
established in
in
Treasury
360
Treasury Department
Department ..............
360
Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board, composition,
composition,
Federal Farm
qualifications,
pay,
etc
360
qualifications, pay, etc............
360
term of
of service;
service; executive
executive officer
be
term
fficer to
to be
designated Farm
Commiedesignated
Farm Loan
Loan Commisgoner
360
sioner.....................-......
360
first
first meeting;
meeting; restriction
restriction on
on other
other ememployment; vacancies
360
ployment;
vacancies .............
360
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Federal Farm Loan Board;
to appoint farm
farm
Board, toappoint
loan registrars, and
and land bank
bank apappraonrs and
and examiners
examiners
prasers
.....
361
361
other employment
restricted
oter
employment by,
by restricted....
361
361
salaries
expenses to be paid from
salaries and expenses
from the
Treasury
361
~
Tf
~re ry.............
.............
361
from
and associations.....
associations
from land
land banks and
361
361
employees authorized
not subject
subject to
authorized not
to
civil service
laws
service laws..................
361
361
in classified
service...
may be placed
placed in
classified service
361
361
land banks to submit schedules
schedules of salaries to-1
to.i ..................
361
report of operations to Congress.......
Congress
361
361
examinations of banks by; appraisals of
farm lands; preparation
preparation of amortiamortization
zation tables
tables ..................
361
statement
associations and
statement of loan associations
and land
banks to be tranemitted
to.. _
transmitted to........
361
bulletins
etc, to be prebulletins of information, etc.,
pared and
and distributed
distributed by
by.........
361
361
payment of expenses
expenses for,
payment
for, etc
etc......... 362
362
distrits to be
Federal land bank
bank districts
apporbe apportioned;
boundaries,
ete
.
_
—
tioned; boundaries, etc............
362
362
Federal
Federal land banks, one for each
each district
district
to be
be established
established...............
362
preliminary organization
preliminary
organization provisions.....
provisione
362
362
incorporation. powers
in charter
incorportion;
powe in
har.......
363
363
permanent
organization; capital
capital required
required
permanent organization;
363
board of directors; number;
number; terms......
terms
363
hocal
looale to be chosen
chosen by loan associations
associations
363
• district, to be appointed by Farm
Loan
Loan Board
Board..................
363
363
nomination
of focal.—
nomination and
and election
election of
local.....
363
363
chairman to be designated
from diedesignated from
district; term
term of
of each
trict;
each.................
364
364
terra
local ..........
term of local
........
364
364
qualifications; restriction on other
qualifications;
other ememployment
ployment.....................
364
364
approval, etc..............
etc
pay, etc.;
etc.; approval,
364
364
capital
capital stock,
stock, amount
amount required;
required; subscripsubscriptions;
tions; par
par value
value..
.............
364
held by loan associations
associations not to be
be
transferred
transferred..............
.....
364
364
dividend
limitations; voting
voting powers
dividend limitations;
powers..
364
364
opening
of
subscription
books;
Treasopening of subscription books; Treasury to take unsubscribed balance;
balance;
payment for..................
for
payment
364
364
retirement
subscriptions to
to. 366
retirement of original
original subscriptions
365
percentage of
from loan
percentage
of quick assets
assets from
loan
association payments.
association
payments. .............
365
365
investment
investment of five per cent in GovernGovernment
ment bonds.
bonds...................
366
365
365
may
may be designated
designated as Government
Government dedepositaries and financial
financial agents
agents....
365
365
security
required; use
security required;
use restricted
restricted...... 365
365
national
farm
loan
associations,
provisions
national farm loan associations, provisions
for
organizing.
for organizing-......................
365
365
board of
of directors;
directors; officers;
pay restricrestricboard
officers; pay
tions
tions........................
365
365
secretary-treasurer;
secretary-treasurer; duties; bond; reports ..................
ports
366
.......
366
payment of expenses
expenses ................
366
366
formation of; organization;
organization; application,
application,
etc
etc ....
.....
............ 366
366
issue of charter by Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board...
Board
367
367
corporate
powers; subscription
corporate powers;
subscription for land
bank stock,
stock, etc
•
bank
etc..:
367
..............
367
capital stock, par value;
value; voting
voting powers;
powers;
limit
limit...
...
................
367
shares restricted to borrowers;
borrowers; subrequirements ...........
368
scription requirements
368
loans..............
increase to secure loans
368
368
application for loans
mortgagee
loans on farm
farm mortgages
members; payment
stock_
by members;
payment for
for stock...
368
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national farm loan
loan associations;
associations; commiscommissions allowed;
allowed; use
368
use of
of...............
loans from land banks to ..............
loans
368
responsibility
369
369
responsibility of stockholders
stockholders.........
369
action of, on applications
applications for loans.....
loans
appraisal by loan committee;
committee; submission to land bank ...............
369
369
report of loan bank
bank appraisers
appraisers on
on applications
369
369
plications ........................
forma;
general duties
...
369
forms; general
369
duties of
of appraisers
appraisers....
borrowers not
appraisers, etc.
etc
369
borrowers
not eligible
eligible as
as appraisers,
designated powers; indorsement
indorsement of
designated
of mortmort369
gages
of
funds
to
borrowers
370
devery of funds to borrowers
property rights
370
.............
issue
certificates against deposits;
ssue of certificates
deposits;
370
disposal of
of.......................
loans by land banks; restricted to
to farm
land mortgages
mortgages.................. 370
amortization
agreements; interest;
amortization agreements;
interest; repayment ..-...--................370
payment
advance payments;
payments; determination
determination of
interest rate ......................
370
370
rate of interest ...
..................-370
designated
designated purposes...............
purposes
370
value of property;
property; reappraisal
for addiaddireappraisal for
371
tional loans
loans.........
....-...--..cultivation, etc.,
etc., of land mortgaged..-.
mortgaged.
371
371
amount limited ....................
371
use of prescribed
forms, etc..........
etc
371
prescribed forms,
371
interest on defaults; payment of taxes,
etc
371
etc............................
insurance required
required
...............
371
agreement to use money as
371
as specified
specified.....
validity, etc., protected
............. 371
funds at option of
al borrower
372
borrower..
.......
Federal land banks may issue, etc., farm
372
loan bonds ....................
purchase first mortgages on farm lands
lands..
372
deposit mortgages
mortgages as collateral
collateral for
for bonds
issued
issued.............................
372
collection
collection of interest .............
372
acquire, etc., property
property for business uses.
uses
372
satisfaction
real estate, temporarily, in satisfaction
of debts, etc.
etc
................
372
deposit funds, etc., in Federal member
banks
......................
372
accept deposits from loan associations
372
associations..
372
borrow money....................
money
borrow
372
372
deal in Government
Government bonds ...........
372
charge
borrowers; addition
addition
charge fees, etc.,
etc., to borrowers;
to loan
.....................
372
forbidden
forbidden to do other banking
banking business
372
business.
accept other than first mortgages
mortgages.....
373
issue bonds above limit
limit............
373
receive mortgages
in
mortgages from associations in
excess of limit................
limit
373
373
accept unauthorized
commissions, etc.
etc
unauthorized commissions,
373
agents for, in localities having no
no loan
association
association...................
373
373
restrictions.
loans to be made through; restrictions
373
payment for appraisal, etc
etc...........
373
373
expenses for, included
expenses
included in loan........
loan
373
373
collect interest, etc ............
to collect
373
mortgagee to be indorsed by,
etc
mortgages
by, etc......
373
373
termination
association
termination when
when loan association
formed
formed..
...................
373
joint stock land banks authorized
authorized........
374
individual liability
liability of stockholders
stockholders ......
374
etc. of Federal land banks
powers, etc.,
banks....
374
exceptetc.,
except
Government ownership of
stock
stock.............................
374
bond issue limited; banking restrictions_
restrictions.
374
374
capital stock required;
required; payment
for
capital
payment for...
374
when fully paid for, may issue bonds..
bonds
374
374
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joint stock land
distinctive form,
land banks;
banks; distinctive
form,
etc., of bonds required
374
etc.,
required...........
374
exempted
exempted from interest restrictions,
etc ................
374
374
use of
of loan,
loan, etc
rate of
of interest; commissions
commissions and charges
374
charges 374
form,
issue bonds
bonds based
based on
on mortgages;
mortgages; form,
etc
374
etc...........
.....................
374
powers desigFederal Farm Loan Board, powers
desig375
nated ..
.....................
375
organization of
asorganization
of land
land banks
banks and
and loan associations
375
375
sociations.......................
interest
interest rates on land loans..........
loans
375
375
authorize issue of farm land bonds
375
authorize
bonds......
375
charges, etc.,
375
etc., to borrowers
borrowers............
375
require reports
reports of banks and associations
375
tions............
...............
375
prescribe form of bonds, etc............
etc
375
375
direct reimbursements
reimbursements by banks .....
375
375
suspend, etc.,
etc., officials.................
officials
375
375
general
375
general supervision
supervision .
...............
375
incidental
375
incidental powers
powers .............
375
.........
farm loan bonds, application
by
application for issue
issue by
land banks;
banks; collateral required.....
required
375
375
transmittal by registrar to
deto board;
board; decision of board, etc .............
375
375
written approval required
376
written
required .........
376
delivery
delivery to bank; return of collateral
collateral if
if
refused
376
issue refused...................
376
collateral
trust
collateral to be
be held by registrar;
registrar; trust
assignments,
etc
376
assignments, etc...............
376
mortgages required;
required; bonds not
first mortgages
not to
to
exceed amount of deposit,
deposit, etc......
etc
376
376
376
additional may be called
called for
for.........
376
denominations,
rate
377
denominations, term, etc.; interest
interest rate.
377
payment; delivery to banks
377
banks............
377
preparation, etc.,
etc., at Treasury;
preparation,
Treasury; expenses
377
expenses.
377
responsibility of bank for acts of offiresponsibility
cials..........................
cials
377
377
issuing banks..........
banks
377
liability of
of issuing
377
payment of losses..................
losses
377
payment
377
record of obligations
obligations for;
requisites
377
for; form requisites.
377
mortgages pledged
pledged as collateral
collateral to
to be
be
credited
credited with amortization
amortization and interest payments..................
payments
378
378
canceled when paid in full ..
378
.........
378
substitutions
allowed
378
substitutions allowed.............
378
payment of bonds, coupons, etc........
etc
378
378
withdrawal of security
security on surrender
surrender of
bonds
378
bonds.............................
378
disposal
interest payments..........
payments
378
disposal of
of interest
378
payment of matured bonds, etc ..........
378
378
disposal of amortization
amortization payments........
payments
378
disposal
378
banks.......
notice of payments made
made by banks.
379
379
land banks to keep reserve fund from earnearnings........................
ings
379
.... .
379
suspension account; payments of divi379
dends ......................
379
loan associations
associations to keep reserve fund from
from
earnings ....................
379
earnings
379
annual additions;
additions; payment
annual
payment of
of dividends,
dividends,
379
etc .. .........................
379
380
to be notified of defaults on mortgages
mortgages..
380
payments to be made
made...........
380
tax exemptions of Federal land banks
banks and
farm loan associations.............
380
380
mortgages and income therefrom........
therefrom
380
380
not
shares in
stock
not applicable
applicable to
to shares
in joint stock
banks ....................
banks
380
380
real property
380
property....................
380
lawful fiducifarm loan bonds declared
declared aa lawful
fiduciary investment
investment ...................
380
380
deposits ...........
security for public deposits.
380
380
sale, etc.,
member
etc., by Federal Remove
Reseve member
banks
380
bans..........................
380
limitations of Federal
Reserve Banks
380
Federal Reserve
Banks..
380
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by
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Board........................
duties, authority,
etc.; pay
authority, etc.;
pay........
insolvency of land associations
insolvency
associations declared...
declared
extent of default necessary
necessary ............
receiver's authority, etc
etc............
deposit of moneys; interest
interest ..........
insolvency of land banks; proceedings....
proceedings. .
application of land bank stock held by
application
by ininsolvent associations
associations...............
voluntary liquidation
liquidation of loan
associations
loan associations
and
banks restricted
and land
land banks
restricted .........
State laws to be examined as to protection
protection
of mortgage
mortgage loans
loans...............
declaration of ineligibility ............
declaration
statement of requirements
requirements lacking
lacking .....
punishment for false statements in
punishment
in appliappliloans
cations for
for loans..................
overvaluation of
of security
security -...........
accepting
accepting gratuity by examiner;
examiner; service
service
of
examiners restricted
of examiners
restricted.............
counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., bonds, etc
etc ........
uttering, etc.,
etc., counterfeit
bonds ........
uttering,
countefeit bonds
falsifying bonds, etc...................
falsifying
etc.
receiving unauthorized
unauthorized fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., forforreceiving
bidden ....
bidden
...................
unauthorized disclosure
forunauthorized
disclosure of
of information
information forbidden; punishment for............
for
punishment for embezzlement
embezzlement of
of funds,
funds,
etc, by
employees
etc.,
by employees................
false
false representans
representations as
as to character,
character, etc.,
etc.,
of bonds
bonds
Of
............
use
Secret
Service
to
arrest,
etc.,
ofuse of
of Secret Service to arrest, etc., offenders ........................
temporary
loans from
to land
temporary loans
from Treasury
Treasury to
land
banks authorized
authorized................
interest; security
required ............
security required
amount limited ......................
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
of organizaorganization, etc
etc..........................
invalidity of any clause, etc.,
not to
affect
etc., not
to affect
remainder
of Act................
Act
remainder of
inconsistent
laws
repealed
inconsistent laws repealed...............
Federal
Farm Loan Board
Federal Farm
Federal
Board (see
(e also
also Federal
Farm Loan
Loan Act),
administration of Federal
Loan Act
Act
administration
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
under direction of
of...............
composition of;
of; appointment,
appointment, qualificaqualificaetc.;.term
term of
of office......
office
tions, pay,
pay, etc.;
executive
executive officer
Loan
officer designated
designated Farm Loan
Commissioner .....................
other employment
employment forbidden;
forbidden; filling
filling vavacancies
cancies ......................
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360
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360

360
appointment
farm loan
loan registrars,
appointment of
of farm
registrars, land
land 361
361
bank
examiners
bank appraisers
appraisers and
and examiners.....
361
salaries
by United
United States......
States.... -- 361
salaries to
to be paid
paid by
361
361
by.land banks
by.land
banks......................
employees
not subject
to civil
employees authorized;
authorized; not
subject to
civil 361
service
service laws ....................
381
361
placed in
service.... - 361
may be placed
in classified
clarified service.....
361
annual
annual reports
reports of operations
operations ............
381
examiruitions of
of
examinations
of land banks;
banks; appraisals
appraisals of
361
publication of
of amortizaamortizafarm lands;
lands; publication
tion
tables
tion tables......................
361
forms for statements
statements by land
land associations
associations 361
and banks
banks to be
361
be prepared
prepared by
by.....
361
bulletins of information,
information, etc.,
etc-, to
be pubto be
published
lished by
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361
land
by
land bank districts
districts to be
362
be apportioned
apportioned by..
establishment
establishment of Federal land banks in
in..
362
organization
arrangements ...........
organization arrangements
362
approval of
organization of
of national
national farm
approval
of organization
farm
associations by...............
by
loan associations
387
367
agents
for Federal
Federal Land
agents for
Land Banks
Banks may
may be
be auau373
thorized by
thorized
by .....................
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empowered to organize
empowered
organize and
and charter
Fedcharter F
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375
eral land
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banks. .............
375
charter national
national farm
farm loan
charter
loan associations
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and joint stock
stock land
land bank...........
banks
375
375
decide
decide interest rates on loa
loans_
—
..
375
..........
375
determine
determine issue
issue of farm loan bonds
bonds......
375
375
regulate
regulate charges
charges to borrowers,
borrowers, etc
etc .......
375
375
require reports from
require
from banks, etc..........
etc
375
375
prescribe
prescribe fom
form of bonds, etc
etc ...........
.. '
375
375
direct reimbursement
reimbursement of
of payments
payments by
by
banks
375
banks..........................
375
suspend, etc.,
etc., officers and
sumpend,
and employees.....
employees 375
375
general supervision
general
supervision of banks and loan associations..
375
sociatiosm..........................
375
incidental poers
powers
375
incidental
......
............
375
appropriation for
salaries and
and expenses...
expenses
1084
apprpriation
for slaries
1084
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
and
deficiency
for nMes
salaries and
expenses
expenses, report to
to Congrem
803
Jongres .......
803
detailed estimates
estimates to
submitto be
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annually submitted..........
ted
803
:............
;
.
803
Fedral
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Bureau, Teasury
Treasury DepartDepartLoan Bureau,
ment,
ment,
established
established for execution
execution of Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
LoanAct
........................
Loan
Act
360
360
appropriation for members
appropriation
members of
of the
the board,
secretary, clerks,
clerks, etc............
etc
1084
secretary,
.
1084
for salaries
alaries and expenses
expenses of the board...
board
1084
1084
estimates to be submitted.........
submitted.. ....
1084
1084
Federal Horicultural
Horticultural Board,
Federal
Board,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
etc., fruit
fruit
investigating, etc.,
flies
466,1154
flies......................
466,1154
for
slaries, etc ......................
for salaries,
.— ....... 474,1164
474, 1164
for
importation of
for regulating
regulating importation
.f nursery
nursery
stock, etc.; quarantine
quarantine districts
districts for
for
plant diseases, etc.............
etc.
474,1164
474,1164
for
for preventing,
preventing, etc.,
etc., introduction
of pink
pink
introduction of
boll worm of cotton
cotton from
from Mexico.
Mexico.... 1164
1164
modification
nursery stock,
stock, etc.,
etc ,
modification of
of nursery
quarantine
quarantine ......................
1165
1165
Federal LdBan
Land Bks
Banks (see
(see also
also Federal
Federal Farm
Farm
Federal
Loan
Loan Act),
Act),
exempt
exempt from income
tax .................
767
income tax
767
provisions
provisions for, under Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan
..............................
Act
362
362
Federal
Act,
FederalReserve
Reserve Act,
restriction that postal savings
restriction
ravings funds
defunds be
be depoached
in member
member banks,
banks, removed
159
posited in
removed.
159
preference to banksqualifying
preference
banks qualifying ...........
160
160
Federal
Federal Reserve Act Amendments,
Amendments,
Reserve Board
Board may allow
Reserve
allow member
member banks
banks
to carry
carry any part of reserves
reserves in district
trict reserve
reserve bank...............
bank
752
752
reserve
lay receive
eceive deposits
reserve banks
banks may
deposits from
from
member banks and
States. - 752
752
member
and United
United States..
maturing bills
bills for
for collection.
752
collection............ 752
for exchange
exchange and
and collectionsolely,
collection solely, from
from
for
other reserve
reserve banks..............
banks
752
752
commercial paper
discount commercial
by
paper indorsed by
member banka....................
member
banks. 752
752
agricultural and secured
agricultural
secured paper inincluded
752
cluded ................
........
752
stock trading paper
paper excluded;
excluded; GovernGovernment
ment securities excepted
752
excepted ...........
752
time limit;
for agricultural
agricultural
limit; additional
additional for
etc
752
notes, etc
.......................
752
restriction on rediscounts;
restriction
secured paper
paper
rediscounts; secured
excepted...................
excepted
752
752
may
rediscount foreign
acceptances ..
752
may rediscount
foreign acceptances
752
member banks
banks may deal
in foreign
foreign paper..
paper..
752
member
deal in
752
limit;
additional with
collateral
753
limit; additional
with collateral........
753
extension
extension allowed
allowed ..................
753
.
753
may
may receive
receive advances
advances from reserve
banks; collateral
753
banks;
collateral required
required..........
753
national
national banks;
banks; debts
debts limited
limited to capital,
capital,
At
.
etc
753
. ................................
.7^R
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Page.
Pag.
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Federal
Act Amendments-Continued.
Amendments—Continued. Page.
FederalReserve
Reserve Act
issue of;
of; collateral
collateral required;
classes specirequired; classes
issue
national banks;
banks; debts
limited to
to capital;
capital;
debts limited
national
.....- 754
fied .............. e........
exceptions;
circulating notes,
notes, deexceptions; circulating
daily notices
of, and
be
withdrawals to be
and withdrawals
notices of,
daily
753
posits,
etc ...........
posits, dividends, etc
made
754
Reserve Board
Board............
made to Reserve
753
Federal
reserve liabilities
liabilities ........
Federal reserve
additional security
security may
may be
for... 754
be called for.
additional
banks subject to
reserve banks
discounts, etc., by reserve
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission,
regulations, etc., by
Board. 753 Federal
by Reserve
Reserve Board.
regulations,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries ................
281
appropriation
national
agents for insurbanks may
may act as agents
national banks
for expenses,
expenses, special attorneys, experts,
ance
etc. ....--...--..-753
ance companies, etc
281
.
etc .............................
loans...
753
for real estate loans...---...........----for
expenses
282
for contingent
contingent expenses.................
guarantees forbidden
forbidden
753
....
..
....
guarantees
282
for rent ...........................
acceptances of
for dollar
dollar exexpaper for
of foreign
fqreign paper
acceptances
282
etc
754
...............
for witness fees, etc..
change allowed
allowed member banks.....
banks
change
binding for ............
331
754
printing and binding
for printing
rediscount
_
reserve banks
banks .........
rediscount by reserve
deficiency
appropriation
for
George
754
deficiency appropriation
restriction
person amount from one person
restriction on amount
801
754
Rublee ..........................
additional
maximum.
collateral; maximum
with collateral;
additional with
to
Tariff
to cooperate
cooperate fully with work of Tariff
reserve banks
allowed exchange accounts
banks allowed
reserve
Commission
797
754
Commissiaon .......................
with
other reserve
reserve banks ..........
with other
754 Feeble-Minded
Feeble-Minded Children,
Children, D. C.,
foreign accounts
accounts and agencies
agencies........
foreign
appropriation
maintenreace of
708,1036
754
of.... . 708,1036
for maintenance
etc..
appropriation for
accounts
correspondents, etc_
accounts for foreign correspondents,
754
808
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance.
deficiency appropriation
Federal
reserve notes; issue, etc.........
etc
Federal reserve
Persons,
754 FeebleMinded Persons,
Feeble-Minded
application
banks........
application for, by reserve banks
alien,
excluded admission ................
875
754
alien, excluded
required; paper added .......
security required;
Female Employment,
D. C.,
Employment, D.
754 Female
daily
withdrawals
daily reports of issue and withdrawals...
appropriation
i
nspectors, etc
754
680,1908
etc....... 680,1008
for inspectors,
additional security for protection
protection.......
appropriation for
loans
Fergus County, Mont.,
in
Fergus
loans allowed by national banks, not in
central reserve
lands
754
condemned
cannon granted to ............
834
condemned cannon
farm lands.
cities, on farm
reserve cities,
central
Fermented Liquors,
Liquors,
on other
other real estate; location
location restricted -..
755 Fermented
internal revenue
783
on............
revenue tax levied on
time and security
limited
755
security limited..............
penalty for withdrawing
from
for bottling from
withdrawing for
penalty
permissible amounts
755
amounts................
permissible
unstamped vessels ..................
789
unstamped
extension of restriction
restriction by Reserve
Reserve
extension
transferred from brewery
brewery to other
Board
755
Board.........................
may be transferred
etc.........
in
789
buildings by pipe lines, etc
national banks may establish branches in
conditions
755
unfermented
partially fermented
fermented
foreign countries; conditions........
unfermented and partially
invest
foreign
included
789
engaged in foreign
included..........................
invest in other banks engaged
755
payment of tax by stamps; cancellabusiness ....................
payment
applications; authority
authority of Board
Board ......
755
tion,
etc ...
789
.......................
applications;
tion, etc
penalty
789
information
furnished Comptroller;
Comptroller;
information to be furnished
penalty for violations ................
to Reserve Board
755 Fernandina,
Board.................
Fernandma,Fla.,
Fla.,
restriction
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterrestriction on purchase of stock in other
appropriation
..............
banks
banks.......
755
way
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., and
395
and..
395
way between
between Savannah,
separation
accounts.............
separation of accounts
756 Ferryboats,
Ferryboats,
officials of member
member banks may serve in
officils
certificates limiting
limiting number
passengers
number of passengers
certificates
such banks
756
banks...................
756
not required for ....................
918
Federal
Federal Realso Federal
Federal Reserve Banks
Bans (see also
Fertilisers,
Fertiliaers,
Amendments),
serve Act Amendments),
manufacture of nitrates, etc.,
provisions for manufacture
investigation,
etc. as to transferring
transferring work
investigation, etc.,
the producproducfor, in
in connection
connection with the
of subtreasuries
subtressuries to
to................. 1086
1086
by the
tion of munitions of war, by
service of class A
A director in not more than
service
Government ......................
215
Government.
two other banks, etc., allowed; conFertilizers, Potash,
Potash, Nitrates,
etc.,
Nitrates, etc.
Fertilizers,
ditions .........................
121
appropriation
for investigating
of
source of
investigating source
appropriation for
trading in farm loan bonds allowed memsupply
United States.
States. 464,1153
within United
supply of, within
380
ber banks .....................
380 Fiber
Fiber Plants,
Plants,
subject to limitation for reserve
reserve banks..
banks
380
380
appropriation
for
etc.... 453,1141
for improvement,
improvement, etc....
appropriation
Federal Reserve Board
Board (see also
also Federal ReFederal
Fibrous
Plants,
Plants,
Fibrous
serve Act Amendments),
Amendments),
appropriation
for paper maktesting, for
appropriation for testing,
member banks
to carry
carry any
any
may permit
permit member
banks to
ing
454, 1142
1142
ing ................-.......... 454,
part cof reserves in district reserve
=
Fiduciary Funds,
Funds,
ban}k.........................
752 Fiduciary
farm loan bonds declared
declared lawful investregulations,
regulations, etc., for dealing by member
ment for ..........................
580
banks in foreign
foreign paper for dollar
exchange puroses,
purposes, to be
exchange
be made by
by.. 754
Field Artillery, Army,
Army,
754 Field
rediscounting of,
754
rediscounting
o, by
by reserve
reserve banks,
banks, etc
etc..
754
appropriation for School for Fire for, Fort
may permit national banks to open foreign
Sill, Okla
620
620
........................
branches, etc.....................
etc
755
assignment of second lieutenants
lieutenants for in755
assignment
authority,
755
authority, etc., over
over
.................
struction
755
struction at School for Fire, Fort
Federal Reserve
Federal
Reserve Member
Member Banks,
Banks,
621
Sill, Okla
Okla..........................
service
etc. to serve
savice of officers,
officers, etc.,
serve in
in not
not
composition of units, under national
national decomposition
noncompetimore than two other
Other noncompetifense Act
179
Act..........................
tive banks, etc., allowed; condicondiadditional in time of war; temporary
temporary aptions
tions.......................
121
pointments from Officers
121
Officers Reserve
Reserve
Federal
Federal Reserve Notes,
Corps and Regular Army Reserve
179
Reserve..
issue of, to Federal reserve
reserve banks, on ap
apregimental organizations
regimental
organizations................
179
plication .........................
754
754
authorized...
additional enlisted men authorized
180
additional
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Pa.
Field
Artillery, National
Pass.
Guard,
NationalGuard,
Field Artillery,
644
imse.
appropriation
manufacture of, for inane
for manufacture
appropriation for
644
amount
purchases ...............
for purchases
amount for
for
for
644
ammunition for.............
for reserve
reserve ammunition
...
amount
purchases......
644
amount for purchases
for
for manufacture
manufacture of,
private
of, by private
for tools
tools for
parties
644
parties..........................
competition
requirement modified.
644
modified....
competition requirement
Field Cannon,
Cannon, etc.,
ec., Army,
Army,
Field
appropriation for
for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation
etc,of
346,910
..................
etc., of ..
contracts
authorized.............. 346,910
contracts authorized
for ammunition
ammunition for
for................... 346,910
for
contracts
910
authorized .................
contracts authorized
for ammunition
ammunition for
practice
346,911
for practice...........
for
Field
Fort Leavenworth,
Lavensworth,
School, Fort
Engineer School,
Field Engineer
Kans.,
620
expenses ...
instruction expenses
for instruction
appropriation for
Fighting Ships,
Ships, Commercial,
Fighting
use
by common
common carriers
carriers by
by water
forbidden;
waterforbidden;
use by
733
definition .......................
733
.......--....
.......
..
Penalty
for
7
1
33
penalty-for
Utah,
Fillmore
, •
Forest, Utah,
FihnoreNational Forest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc.,. of.
of. 458,1147
appropriation
Filtration Plant,
D. C.
(see Water Service,
C. (se
Plant, D.
Filtration
D.
C.).
D. C.).
Department,
Offi Department,
Post Office
Finance
•
DIAson, Post
FinanceDivision,
appropriation
supernitemtena, etc..
etc.. 106,1109
106,1109
for superintendent
appropriation for
Financial
Gosaoment,
Agents, Government,
FinancialAgents,
Federal
land banks,
banks, etc., may be desigFederal land
365
nated
required
security required.......
s; security
nated an;
American,
Financial
Pan American,
Seond .Pon
Confeence, Second
FinancialConference,
American
invitation to
Central and South American
to Central
invitation
Gevernnients to attend, at WashGovernments
1052
...............-----ington,
C
ington, D. C
appropriation for
expenses............. 1052
for expenses
appropriation
Fine Arts
Commission of,
Arts, Commission
Fine
appropriation
291
expense................
for expenees
appropriation for
design,
etc.,
Dupont memorial,
memorial, to
to
new Dupont
of new
design, etc., of
.............
be approved
by
944
approved by...
be
memorial to
to John
John Ericsson,
Erieseon, subject to apmemorial
proval
672
of .........................
proval of
plans, etc.,
etc., of
of new
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C.,
C,
new Aqueduct
plans,
163
to................
to be
be submitted
submitted to
to
site and
and design
design of
of "Titanic"
memorial to
to
"Titanic" memorial
site
1046
be
1046
approved by ...................
be approved
Fire
Installations, Fortifications,
Fortifications,
Control Installations,
Fire Control
345,909
appropriation
for
construction,
etc......
345,
909
appropriation for construction, etc......
for
seacoast defenses.......
defenses
346,910
346,910
operating, seacoast
for operating,
for
operating, seacoast
insular
defenses, insular
seacoast defenses,
for operating,
possessions
349, 912
possessions ....................
for construction,
construction, etc.,
posiesinsular possesetc., insular
for
sione
349,913
........---. 349,913
.......
sions.
Fire Department,
Department, D. C.,
C.
Fire
appropriation
chief engineer,
deputy,
engineer, deputy,
for chief
appropriation for
701,1028
officers,
701,
1028
etc ..................officers, etc
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous ........... .....--701,
701, 1029
for
apparatus
for,
may
be
constructed,
apparatus for, may be constructed,
701,1029
etc., in
shop ..........
repair shop
in repair
etc.,
for
contingent expenses
expenses ..........
. 701,1029
for contingent
for new
etc
1029
- 701,
701,1029
apparatus, etc..........new apparatus,
for
for relief
relief fund
allowances, etc..........etc
1028
fund allowances,
for
free
transportation on
street railways
to
railways to
on street
free transportation
members of,
on duty..............-duty
683
of, on
members
pension allowances
disabled, etc.,
etc., memfor disabled,
allowances for
pension
bers, established..................---------established
718
bers,
emergency service
service required
720
required..........-.
emergency
Fire-Resisting Qualities
Matrials,
of Building
Builing Materials,
Qualitiesof
Fire-Resisting
appropriation
for
investigating
114,1115
114,1116
appropriation for investigating .........
Firearms,
Firearms,etc.,
excise tax
on net
net profits
by manufacturers
manufacturers
profits by
tax on
excise
from sales of
of .......---------fromsales
First-Aid
Methods, Standardization
Standardiationof,
First-Aid Methods,
appropriation for
for compilation,
compilation, etc.,
etc., of, by
appropriation
........
..---.
;indll.rtio
industries
.
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Page.
irst Assistant PostmasterGenerl,
appropriation for, chief clerk,
ents of
of diviions,
divna etc..........
etc
105,
1109
106,1109
ents
Service
105,1109
of Post Office Svice...
for division of
1109
for division
division of
appointments
106,1109
10,
of appointments........
for
for division
division of
106,1109
1109
dead letters.
letters.... .... 106
of dead
for
for division
division of
106,1109
correspondence...-... 106,1109
of correspondence
for
for postal
postal service
service under.............
under
413,1060
for
413 1060
etc. 413,1060
for postmasters,
clers, etc
assistants, clerks,
postmasters, assistants,
for
for rent,
light, and
and fuel;
fuel; lees;limit..
leases; limit 417,1063
for
rent, light,
miscellaneous, first
first and
and second
second clam
cla
for miscelleous,
offices
417,1063
offices.......................
for city delivery
delivery..................... 417,1063
for
. 417
pay of substitute
carriers
substitute carriers........
payfor
travel and miscellaneous
expenses. 418,1064
miscellaneous expenses.
fortraveland
First
Matter,
Class Mail Matter,
First Class
clam matter
weight
limitations of fourth class
weight limitations
applicable to
to ...................
162
applicable
• restriettons
penalty privilege
privilege
restrictions of weight, penalty
162
articles.
articles.........................
First Street
Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
NW., D.
-PFst
_appropriation
appropriation for
for repaving
repaving with asphalt,
alpbalt,
1014
StrOet.
.Pennsylvania
Avenue-to B -Street.'
Pennsylvania Avemneto
.........
Defrees to IIStreet..
Street.
• 1014
Defreesto
SW., D. C,,
Fir' stStreet SW.,
a,
First
appropriation
for repaving
asphalt,
repaving with asphalt,
appropriation for
MarylandAvenue
Street . 686
685
Maryland Avenue to Canal Street.
Fish,
Fish,
appropriation for
investigating the
hand' ..
the han
for investigatin
-apprriation
ling.,
etc., of,
and utilizing
utilising by-prodbrprodof, and
aing, etc.,
463,
1152
463,1152
nets,
etc.....................
cts, etc
developing
sources of
food.... 483,
1152
463,1152
of food....
new sources
developing new
Fish Wuasf
Whorl and
C.,
D. C.,
tarket, D.
rM Market,
Fisk
and
appropriation for
for market
raaater and
market master
apprpriation
679,1007
•
whFfinger;
authority, etc ......
wharfinger; authority,
for
repairs, etc
1013
etc......................-.
for repairs,
...
.
...........
..
for
lighting.
1013
for lighting........
Deprtment of Comnma",
Fisheries Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Commerce
Fisheries
appropriation for
Commirraoner, deputy,
depuity,
for Comm-ioner,
appropriation
320
clerks,
320
etc.....................
clerks, etc
321
for Alaska
Alaska service,
service, Pribilof Islands......
Islands
for
321
for employees
large .................
at large..
employees at
for
321
for distribution
321,
distribution employees .............
for
..........321
.........
for station
employees
station employees
for
for vereel
322
service......................
vessel service
for
323
for
expenes...............
contingent expenses
for contingent
323
for propagation.
........................
propagation 323
for
restricted to
to States
States with
with laws protectrestricted
ing fisheries,
fisheries, etc
323
etc................
ing
free
fishing required
required of
operation of fishing
free operation
.................
laws.....
State laws
323
323
for maintenance
of vessels...............
vessels
323
maintenance of
for
for inquiries
food fishes............
fishes
323
of food
inquiries of
for
for statistical
inquiry ...............
323
statistical inquiry
for
for protecting
sponge fisheries........
fisheries
323
protecting sponge
for
for Alaskn
.Alaskan fisherie2
fisheries service,
service, protecting
protecting
for
seal
fisheries,
food
to
natives,
etc
323
etc...
seal fisheries, food to natives,
for payments
to Great
Britain and
and Japan,
Japan,
Great Britain
payments to
for
324
fur seal convention.........
under
for new
under
distribution
fur seal convention
ears
324
324
for new distribution cars...............
for lobster
rearing plant.
324
plant.............
lobster rearing
for
for marine
marine biological
biological station,
West,
station, Key West,
for
Fla
324
Fla.....................------service..
for two
motor launches,
324
Alaska servicelaunches, Alaska
two motor
for
324
repairs, etc., Pribilof Islands .......
for repairs,
for improving
water supply, Duluth,
improving water
for
324
.......
....Minn.,
station
Minn., station...........
324
....
for brooding
brooding basin,
basin, Gloucester,
Maas.—
Gloucester, Ma
for
for investigating
investigating damages
damages to fisheries
fisheries by
for
dogfish,
economic use for food,
etc.; economic
dogfish, etc.;
232
etc ..........................---232
etc
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance
deficiency appropriation
781
..---- .......-- 25
of
mm..b ........
vessels.
of v
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
32,826
expenses ...........
for
32
for
Alaskan fisheries
fisheries service ...........
for Alaskan
326
326
Pint
appropriation
Assistant Postmaster
for, chief clerk,
General,
superintendsuperintend-
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Fisheries Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
of CommerceCommerce— Page.
Page.
Fisheries
Continued.
acceptance of gift
Berkshire Trout
Trout
gift of Berkshire
Hatchery, Mass.,
Mass., authorized
431
authorized.......
431
rate of commutation
commutation of rations ...........
820
820
Fisheries
International,
Fisheries Commission, International,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, under CanaCanadian.
258;
dian ........................
25, 1054
1054
Fisheries,
Fisheries, Commissioner
Commissionerof,
of,
appropriation
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc
320
etc.....
investigations, etc.
damages to
to
investigations,
etc., by,
by, of
of damages
fisheries by dogfish,
dogfish, etc............
etc
232
232
means of taking,
232
means
taking, economic
economic using,
using, etc
etc..
232
appropriation for expenses............
expenses
232
appropriation
232
Fishe
Island, Long Island,
Island, N.
Fishers Island,
N. Y.,
Y'.,
transfers of rights of way, Fort H. G.
G
Wright, on ...................
909
909
Fishes, Predacious,
Predacious,
Fishes,
fisheries by,
investigations of
of damages
damages to fisheries
by,
etc .........................
232
232
appropriation for expenses
expenses ............
232
appropriation
232
Fishing Creek, N. C.,
Fishing
appropriation
of
395
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.......
395
FiAk.ke National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
Fistake
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
Fitzgerald
tGa.,
Fitzgerald,
appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public building
building........ 265
265
Five
o Indians,
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes of
Indians, Okla.,
Okla. l
appropriationforadzniniateringaffairsof.
appropriationfor administeringaffairsof. 146,983
146,983
for
dormitories for
Chickasaw children,
for dormitories
for Chickasaw
children,
983
Murray School of Agriculture
Agriculture......
983
to Choctaws
and
for -per
per capita
capita payment
payment to
Choctaws and

Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Five
Indians, Okla-Con.
Okla—Con. Page.
Tribes of Indians,
appropriation
payments in lieu
appropriation for payments
lieu of allotments, from Creek
Creek funds..........
funds.
986
986
for suits
aside conveyances
conveyances of
of alsuits to
to set aside
allands
312
lotted lands.....................
312
for clerk in Interior
Interior Department
to sign
sign
Department to
deeds of, etc
99, 1102
tribal deeds
etc............
99,1102
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
administering
for administering
affairs
affairs .
31,829
..... ................
31,829
for expenses,
829
for
expenses, sale of unallotted
unallotted lands..
lands..
829
lease
lease of Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw coal lands
lands
to Denison Coal Company
Company transtrans870
ferred to new area ................
870
provisions
for
determining
heirs
of
deceased
provisions for determining heirs of deceased
allottees not
127,972
allottees
not applicable
applicable to
to....... 127,972
Flag of the United States,
Flag
desecration, mutilation,
mutilation, improper
use,
desecration,
improper use,
etc., of, in
in District
of Columbia,
Columbia, a
a
etc.,
District of
misdemeanor
900
misdemeanor .......
............ 900
punishment for; representations
punishment
representations propro900
hibited .........................
900
Flandreau, S.
Dak.,
Flandreau,
S. Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school.........
school
150,987
appropriation
150,987
use of unexpended
unexpended balance
balance for dairy
dairy
cattle, etc .....................
150
cattle,
150
deficiency appropriation
for Indian
Indian school.
school
31
deficiency
appropriation for
31
granted for public
to
524
lot granted
public park, etc., to......
524
_Flathead Agency,
Flathead
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation
for support,
dian at...........
dians
at .
138,980
........
138,980
for additional land, from timber
timber proproceeds. ........................
ceeds
139
139
Chickasaws
from tribal
funds_ _ - 148,983
Chickasaws from
tribal funds.-..
Flathead Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
146,983 Flathead
Mont.,
disposition of amounts due
restricted
due restricted
appropriation
irrigation
appropriation for constructing
constructing irrigation
Indians..........
Indians
146,983
............
146,983
systems on;
on; repayment
139,980
repayment........... 139,980
money exempt from prior debts, etc
etc. 146,984
payment of charges
charges by
by settlers.......
settlers
139
payment
139
claims of specified attorneys to be
be exliability
liability of allotment
allotment purchasers
purchasers.....
140
amined,
amined, etc .....................
147
147
irrigation work in, by Reclamation
Service
141
Reclamation Service.
141
expenses of distribution
147,984
expenses
distribution .........
allowance for passenger
passenger carrying
carrying veve147,984
allowance
capita payment
Seminoles from
from
for per capita
payment to
to Seminoles
hicles.
141,980
hicles........................
141,980
tribal funds
hinds......................
147
147
announcement of assessment
announcement
assessment of irrigation
irrigation
amounts due restricted
•
disposition of amounts
restricted
charges; ratio ....................
141
charges;
141
Indians, etc ....................
radians,
147
147
payment
payment in annual
annual installments,
installments, etc.
etc.-.— 141
141
moneys
moneys exempt fromyrior
etc .
147
fromprior debts, etc.
147
tribal
tribal funds used for construction
construction work
work
expenses of
147
expenses
of distribution
distribution .............
147
to be returned to Indians..........
Indians.
141
for probate
probate attorneys, etc.,
etc., for allottees
allottees
construction cost reimbursed from charges
141
construction
charges.
141
of, and
Quapaws ................
147,984
and Quapaws
147,984
share of Indian allottees
allottees................
141
141
Orphan Training
School_ 147,
for Cherokee Orphan
Training School.
147, 984
984
payment of maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation
for common
common schools; children admitted
147,984
admitted 147,984
cost ...........................
142
142
property,
for expenses, etc., selling tribal property,
continuance of previous
previous water
rights for
for
continuance
water rights
from proceeds ...........
148,984
. 148,
984
Indian lands ....................
142
Indian
142
segregated coal and
lands ininand asphalt
asphalt lands
general regulations
142
regulations to be prescribed,
prescribed, etc
etc..
142
cluded......................
cluded
148,985
collection of charges, etc..............
etc
142
142
for collecting rents ................
148,985
148, 985
timber lands,
lands, opened
opened to agricultural
agricultural enno moneys
moneys to be expended from tribal
tries;
payment for timber..........
tries; payment
139
139
funds without specific
specific appropriaFlathead
Forest, Mont.,
Flathead National
National Forest,
tions; exceptions ................ 148,985
148,985
appropriationformaintenance,
appropriation
for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of..-458,1147
payment
payment for school maintenance,
maintenance,
Flavors,
Flavors,
buildings, etc ................... 148,985
148,985
duty on coal-tar
coal-tar products
not ...........
793
duty
products not
793
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with Choctaws..
Choctaws
148,985
used as ..............................
794
794
for oil and gas inspectors ...........
148, 985
148,
985
additional
additional specific
794
...................
794'
for purchase
purchase of land
lafor for
or roadway to
Flax,
Flax,
Wheelock Academy
Academy from Choctaw
Choctaw
Wheelock
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating cultivafunds............................
funds
149
149
tion, etc.,
etc., of, for seed purposes;
for payment to E. Dowden
o
Dowden for titl
titlee t
to
study of diseases
454, 1142
diseases............... 454,1142
Okla.............. 149 Flax Straw,
lands, Tuttle, Okla
for purchase of land for
forNuyakaSchool,
Nuyaka School,
appropriation
-for paper makmakappropriation for testing,
testing,'for
from Creek funds.
funds ...............
986
986
ing --..........................
454, 1142
454,1142
for road, etc., Choctaw
Choctaw Sanitorium from
from
Flaxseed,
Choctaw and Chickasaw funds......
funds
986
986
provisions for warehouses
provisions
warehouses for storage,
storage, etc.,
for road to Cherokee Orphan Training
Training
of, for interstate
interstate or foreign com986
School from Cherokee
Cherokee funds
funds.....
986
merce ..........................
merce.
486
for Douglas H. Johnston, from
from Chickasaw
Chickasaw
official
official standards
standards of quality and condition
condition
funds
......
..............
98
986
to be established
established
483
.. ..............
483
no allotments
allotments of land hereafter to
interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign shipments to conCreeks..........
............
(a
Creeks
988
-------form to ........................
483
483
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Pape.
Fleet
Reserve,
Page.
Fleet Naval Reserve,
enrollment; eligibility of former
enrollment;
former officers
officers
and
Navy
589
and men
men of the
the Navy...........
589
additional,
voluntary transfer
transfer from
from
additional, by
by voluntary
Navy;
term
required;
continuance..
Navy;
required; continuance. - 589
active
shipboard for
training;
active duty on
on shipboard
for training;
pay, travel
travel allowance,
allowance, etc
etc ........
590
590
pay,
enlistments
retainer pay; service rates; enlistments
during minority, etc............
etc
590
590
of
590
of officers
officers...............
............
590
reenrollment; increase
reearollment;
increase of retainer
retainer pay....
pay
590
590
privileges if
if reenlisting in
590
privileges
in Navy
Navy........
590
retainer pay,
increase; credit
credit
retainer
pay, longevity
longevity increase;
for heroism
590
heroism,'etc ...................
590
forfeiture
forfeiture of pay
pay for failure
failure to report
report for
for
inspection. ......................
590
inspection
590
warrants or commissions
etc ,
commissions for
for grades,
grades, etc.,
to
be given......................
given
to be
590
596
retainer pay, etc., not affected
591
retainer
affected ........
discharges restricted,
591
discharges
retricted, etc ..-.........
retirement after
after thirty
thirty years
service -591
retirement
years entire
entire service.
uniform
clothing outfit
outfit to
kept .....
591
uniform clothing
to be
be kept
service required
required in
war;
active service
in time of
of war;
pay,
etc
591
591
I Y,- etc .........
.........-Flint,
appropriation
Mick ,
for public
public building
building..----..
for
appropriation
?lint River,
PFlnt
Rier, Ga.,
Ga.,
appropriation for
of
improvement of......
for improvement
appropriation
bridge
authorized screen,
Bainbridge, Ga..
Ga
bridge authorized
acroees, Bainbridge,
De
De Vaughn's
Vaughn's Siding
Siding ................
Huguemns
Huguemns Ferry .. .................
Murray's
Murray's Ferry
Ferry..
..
........
Newton
Newton.........
....-.......--preliminary
etc., of,
to be
preiminary examination,
em
tion, etc.,
of, to
be
made .................-----.......-Flood Control,
Mississippi and Sacramento
Sacramento
Flood
Control, Miississippi
Rivers,
amount
improvement from
from
for improvement
amount authorized
authorized for
Head
to the
Ohio, and for
the Ohio:
for
Head of
of Passes
Passes to
controlling
floods, of
of the
Mississippi
the Mssisippi
controlling floods,
River
River.............................
annual maximum
maximum of
expenditures
of expenditures......
annual
expenditures for
and imimfor flood
flood control
control and
expenditures
p
rovement
on
plans
of Mississippi
Mississippi
provement on plans of
River
River Commission
Commission ...............
surveys,
Passes to the headheadHead of
of Pasees
surveys, Head
waters ....................-----waters
Atchafalaya
Atchafalaya Outlet
Outlet .............--salaries,
etc
clerical services, etc..........
salaries, clerical
levee
on local
local
contingent on
construction contingent
levee construction
contributions; amount
required_..._contributions;
amount required
under
Commission.........
direction of Commission
under direction
use
contributions restricted.....
restricted
use of
of local
local contributions
funds
for
levees
may
used up
up to
to Rock
Rock
be used
funds for levees may be
Island.
111
Island. Ill.................. ---rights
of
way
for
levees
to
be
provided
by
be
provided
by
for
levees
to
rights of way
.............
.
State, etc .....
expense for,
or temporary
temporary emergencies,
emergencies,
for, or
expense
not part
part of
of contribution
contribution .........
not
connecting watercourses
watercounes may
may receive
receive allotallotconnecting
ments, to
exclude flood
flood waters
waters.....
ments,
to exclude
levees
by
be maintained
maintained by
to be
on completion
completion to
levees on
district protected
thereby ......
...- district
protected thereby
.........
other
control retained
retained.... .........--other control
amount
authorized for
for controlling
controlling flood,
flood,
amount authorized
improving,
River,
Sacramento River,
etc., Sacramento
improving, etc.,
Cal
..-..--------------CaI..........-conditions;
annual limit
limit of
of expendiexpendiconditions; annual
tures
tures......----..----------------...
expenditures
on plans
of California
California Debris
plans of
D6bris
expenditures on
Commission
...........--Commisson .......
contribution
from California
California
annually from
contribution annually
required
required....................-------to
continue
until
full
equal
share
to continue until full equal share
paid
paid..................-......---

265
265

395
925
925
35
513
387
52
407

948
948
948
948
048
948
948
948
948
948
948
948
948
948
948
948

949
949

949
949
949
949
949
949

949
949
949
949
949
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Flood Control,
Missisippi and
Control, Mississippi
and Sacramento
Sacramento Page.
PageRivers--Continued.
Rivers-Continued.
expenditures on plans of California Debris
expenditures
Debris
Commission;
Commission; levee construction
construction required
quired ..............
.........
949
annual
limited....
annual expense
expense by State limited
950
contributions from State..........
total contributions
State
950
950
rights
way, etc.,
rights of
of way,
etc., to be provided free of
cost..........................
. 950
cost
not
a part of contribution
not a
contribution ..............
950
maintenance
commaintenance of
of works
works by State
State after completion
950
pletion. ........................
950
other control
retained
950
other
control retained...............
950
laws
surveys, improvements,
etc., aplaws for
for surveys,
improvements, etc.,
ap_plicable
to
works
of
950
plicable to works of................
960
disbursements
disburaements and accounting
accounting subject
subject to
to
general law
law....................
950
general
950
scope
reports of
examinations, etc.....
etc
950
scope of
of reports
of examinations,
950
details from other
other departments
to asset
assist in
in
details
departments to
studies,
etc_ ......
studies, etc
...
......... 950
950
submission
of reports
to House
House of
of RepreRepresubmission of
repors to
sentatives
950
sentatives.....................
950
statement fromBoard of EngineareforRivent
statementfromBoardofEngineerforRivem
and
Harbors as
as to
to Federal
Federal interest
interest in
and Harbors
in
improvement ....
improvement
.. _
.—
950
........
...........
950
share
share to be
by
United
States
950
be borne
borne by United States..... 959
advisability
advisability of project ................
951
951
examinations
examinations to be made on request of
Flood
Control Committee
951
Flood Control
Committee .........
951
pay of
civilian members
members Mississippi
River
pay
of civilian
Mississippi River
Commission increased...............
increased
951
Commission
951
Flood Sujfrers,
Sufferers,
Flood
appropriation for
for relief
relief of,
of, in
in designated
designated
appropriation
Southern States..................
States
434
Southern
434
issue of
of Army
supplies ...........
'
435
issue
Army supplies
435
available for relief in
in West
Virginia
534
available
West Virginia...
534
Florence
Crittenton Hope
Mission,
Florence Cittenton
Hope and Help
Hcp Mision,
D.
of
C.,
D. of C.,
appropriation for
chilappropriation
for care
care of women
women and chilunder
710, 1038
1038
dren under..................
710,
Florence,
Florence, S.
S. C.,
terms
at
721
terms of
of court
court at.............................
721
Florida,
Florida,
appropriation
of Seminole
Seminole
for relief,
relief, etc., of
appropriation for
Indians in.......................
in
132,976
for relief of sufferers
sufferers from floods in
434
in......
434
bridge
authorized across
across Saint
Saint Marys
Marys River,
River,
bridge authorized
Ga., and
and ..........................
Ga.,
436
patents
swamp lands,
lands, etc.,
etc., Key
Key BisBispatents for
for swamp
cayne, validated,
validated, etc
995
cayne,
etc.............
995
Florida National
National Forest,
Fla.,
Florida
Forest, Pla.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
appropriation
for maintenance,
458,1147
exchange of lands with
with private owner
owners to
to
exchange
add to
.........................
344
Florida
,
FloridaReefs,
Reefs, Fla.,
Pla.,
appropriation
for additional
aids to
to naviganavigaadditional aids
appropriation for
tion, etc ........................
317
Fluorene,
Fluorene,
on
free
list
793
on free list..........
................
793
Flying
Navy (see
Naval Flying
Corps)
Flying Corps,
Corps, Navy
(se Naval
Flying Corps).
Flying Corps,
Reserve (see
also Naval
Naval
Flying
Corps, Naval
Naal Reserve
(see also
Reserve
Flying Corps),
Reserve Flying
provisions
592
provisions creating
creating .....................
592
Fog Signals,
Fog
Signals,
appropriation for
of ..........
317
317
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
Folding Roam,
of Repretativ
Representatives,
Folding
Room, House
House of
appropriation for
for superintendent,
superintendent, folders,
folders,
appropriation
71,
1075
etc ..........
... -.. ...
71,1075
Folding Room, Senate,
Folding
Senate,
appropriation
assietant, foldforeman, asstant,
for foreman,
appropriation for
ers,
etc ......................
68, 1072
ers, etc
68,1072
Fond
Lac Band of Chippeuxt Indians,
Mimi.
Fond du LacBamdofCliippewva
diams, Minn.,
appropriation
from,
grounds for, from
appropriation for burial grounds
tribal fimds......................
funds
136
tribal
136
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Food
American,
Page.
Page
Food Products,
Products, American,
appropriation for
made
tests made
investigating tests
for investigating
appropriation
in
foreign
countries
of,
etc
463,
1151
in foreign countries of, etc.......
information as
as to markets
for diffusing
diffusing information
473, 1162
etc ......................
for, etc
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs zetc.,
Foods,
etc.,
appropriation
inbiological infor chemical
chemical biological
appropriation for
vestigation of ...............
463,1152
vestigation
for
investigating adulterations,
adulterations, false
false
for investigating
branding,
464,1152
etc ...............
branding, etc
Foods, etc., D.
C.,
Foods,
D.C.,
appropriation
for detecting
adulterations,
detecting adulterations,
appropriation for
false branding, etc
703, 1030
etc............. 703,1030
Foot
Foot and Mouth Disease, Animal,
appropriation for emergency
arresting,
emergency use, arresting,
appropriation
492, 1167
etc .......................
anirmds destroyed;
destroyed; apappayment for animals
1167
values......-.....--. 492, 1167
praisal of values
reappropriated. 1167
unexpended balances
balances reappropriated.
unexpended
Forage
Crops2
Forage Crops,
appropriation
diseases
for investigating diseases
appropriation for
of
- 453, 1141
of--.....................
455, 1143
of... ........ 455,1143
for improvement, etc., of
for investigations of insects
insects affecting.
affecting_ 465,1154
465, 1154
Hessian fly and chinch bug ......
465, 1154
465,1154
Hessian
Fords Island
Fords
Island, Oahu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
part of naval reservation,
reservation, transferred to
568
War Department .................
reserved, etc ..........
..........
569
uses reserved,
Fordyce, Ark.,
appropriation
265
building......... 265
public building
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
17
ing-..- .......................
17
Foreign Agencies,
Foreign
establishment of, by Federal reserve
reserve banks
establishment
allowed, for dealing in drafts, etc
allowed,
etc...
754
Foreign
Foreignand Domestic
Domestic Commerce,
appropriation for
promoting and
developand developfor promoting
appropriation
ing......................-.
111,
1113
111,1113
deficiency appropriation
etc_
25
appropriation for promoting, etc.
deficiency
Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic Commerce Bureau,
Bureau, Department
partment of Commerce,
appropriation for
assistants, clerks,
for chief, assistants,
appropriation
111,
1112
etc .....-.................
111,1112
for promoting
promoting and developing
developing foreign
foreign
and domestic
domestic commerce........
commerce
111, 1113
editorial
tistante
...................
editorial a
assistants
111
111
for investigating cost of production,
production, dutiable articles, etc....-...........
etc
111
for promoting commerce with South and
Central America
111,1113
America ............... 111,
1113
commercial attaches.............
attach&
for commercial
111, 1113
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting,
domestic commerce
etc., foreign and domestic
commerce
25
employees etc., investigations
employees,
investigations of cost of
production, dutiable articles, etc.,
etc.,
production,
transferred
796
transferred to Tariff
Tariff Commission....
Commission....
Foreign Branches
of National
National Banks,
Foreign
Branches of
establishment
authorized; conditions..
conditions..
establishment of, authorized;
755
may be fiscal agents of United States_
States ....
755
application
requirements ........ ........
755
application requirements
inormation tobefurnished
755
intormation
to be furnished Comptroller.
Comptroller
separate
required
separate accounts required.............
756
Foreign Commerce,
Foreign
Commerce
carriers
bills of lading issued
ssued by common carriers
in, regulations governing
538
governing.........
. 538
grain shipments
shipments in, to conform
conform to official
official
standards
standards........
-.............
483
provisions regulating .
................ 483
investigation ordered of Government
Government coninvestigation
trol, etc.22 of interstate and, by Joint
Joint
Congressional Committee
Committee ..........
387
Congressional
scope of; authority, etc ...............
387
appropriation
expenses ......-....
388
388
appropriation for expenses.
tume extended .....................
time
866

Foreign Commerce--Continued.
Commerce—Continued.
P.
Page.
Foreign
investigation,
etc., of production of necesinvestigation, etc.,
interruption of ........
650
sities during interruption
provisions
Warehouse Act for storage
provisions of Warehouse
of
agricultural products for..........
for
486
of agricultural
shipping products
products by child labor of prohibited ages,
ages, forbidden
675
in ..........
forbidden in
hibited
standard grape, etc.,
etc., basket regulations not
not
standard
applicable
674
applicable to shipments in .........
ForForeign
Corporations, ForCorporations (see Corporations,
Foreign Corporations
eign).
Foreign Counsel,
Foreign
Counsel,
appropriation
paying, employed in spefor paying,
appropriation for
cial cases ............-...........
313
Foreign Countries,
Countries,
Foreign
articles
admission of
which deny
deny admission
articles from, which
similar, etc., American
American goods, may
be prohibited
prohibited entry
799
.................
issuing,
bills of lading; restriction
restriction against laming,
applicable to shipments
in sets, not applicable
to
to.......................

.....

539
539

requirement for marking
marking "duplinor requirement
cate"
539
thereon ....................
cate" thereon
clearances
in
war in
in time of war
vessels, in
clearances refused vessels,
which United States is neutral,
neutral, denying under laws of belligerents,
nying
equal facilities
facilities to
to Americans.......
Americans
799
equal
investigation of tariff relations between,
between,
investigation
Tariff
and United States, etc., by Tariff
Commission ....................
796
cost
inproduction and dumping incost of production
cluded ........................
796
cluded
prohibition in time of war in which United
prohibition
States
engaged, of imports
imports
States is
is not
not engaged,
from, the
from,
the laws of which restrict admission
American goods
799
goods.........
mission of
of American
vessels of belligerent countries may be denied facilities of trade,
trade, etc., refused
to Americans
800
Americans .....................
American
which refuse equal facilities to American
traffic
800
800
traffic may
may be denied
denied clearance, etc
Foreigl.
ForeignGovernments,
Governments,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for representing
interests
growing out of war in
in
interests of, growing
802
Europe ......................
accredited
to
officials, etc., of, not subject to
accredited officials,
immigration act
878
immigration
............ ..
investigation by Shipping
Shipping Board
Board of cominvestigation
plaints that laws, etc.,
etc., of, make unplaints
just
discriminations against Amerjust discriminations
ican vessels, etc ....................
737
diplomatic action
action..
737
report to President; diplomatic
message to Congress if equal facilities not
not
message
737
secured .........................
restrictions on admission from insular
insular posrestrictions
etc., of persons holding passsessions, etc.,
ports of ........................
. 878
Foreign
Foreign Intercourse
Intercourse (see Diplomatic and ConService).
sular Service).
Foreign
Mails Division,
Division, Post
DepartForeign Mails
Post Office Department,
appropriation
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistant,
appropriation for
etc. ..........................
106,1109
etc.
Foreign
Foreign Mails,
Postal Service,
Mails, Postal
appropriation
420, 1066
appropriation for transportaion..
transportaion........ 420,1066
for clerks
clerks on
420, 1066
on steamships
steamships ...........
420,
1066
for pier transfers, New York, Ban
San Francisco, etc .
420
...................
for transferring
transferring contract mail...........
mail
420
superintendent,
for assistant superintendent,
New
York ....................
421,
1066
421,1066
contracts
contracts for fast service on American
American
ships with Great Britain authorized;
pay,
etc.......................... 1066
pay, etc.
for balance
due foreign
foreign countries
421,1066
for
balance due
countries.... 421,1066
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Msuiona (see Diplomatic
Foreign Missions
Diplomatic and ConuConan- Page.
Pge. Forest
Forest Service
Srviee,
.
,Deprtment
Deportment of AgricutureAgriculture-- Pass.
lar
Service).
ar Service).
Contain'.
Continued.
Foreign
Foreign Relations, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for general
general exexappropriation for officers,
officers, drafting imporappropriation
"ewes
penses.................... 24,
32, 828,829
24,32,826,829
tant work
..................77,1082
work on
on
771082
for improvement of national
national forests...
forests... 32,826
32,826
for additional force -----77,1082
..........
77,1082
for fighting forest fires,
etc
826
fires, etc............
826
Foreign Tariffs,
Foreign
Forests,
Forests,
investigation
investigation of, in
United
in relation to
to United
appropriation
for cooperation
cooperation with
with States,
States
States, by Tariff Commission.......
Commission
796
796
etc.,
etc. as to methods of
and
of managing,
managing, and
Foreign
Foreign Woods,
Woods,
forest lands..................
lands
461,1150
461,1150
appropriation
appropriation for tests, etc., of
of commercial
commercial
forinvesigatinisectsaffecting....
for
investigatinginsects affecting
465,1154
465,1154
importance of
461,1149
importance
of.............
461,1149 Forked Deer
Deer River, Tenn.,
enn.,
Forest
Fires,
Forest Fires,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
appropriation for fighting, etc.........
appropriation
etc.
481,1149
41,1149
made
made
409
...............
......
40
for cooperation
cooperation with States
States in
in protecting
Forrest
City,
Ark.,
Forrest City, Ark.,
watersheds
watersheds of navigable
navigable streams
streams
condemned
condemned cannon granted to
834
to..........
834
from....... ...............
from
. 475,1168
475,1166 Fort
Assinniboine Military
Fort Assinniboine
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
Mont.,'
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fighting,
fighting, etc..
826
etc..
826
lands reserved in
in abando
ne
d,
for
Rocky,
abandoned, for Rocky
Forest
Service,. .Department
of Agriculture,
ForestService,
Departmentof
Agriculture2
Boy's Band of Chippewas, etc
739
etc......
739
appropriation
supervisors,
appropriation for Forester, supervisors,
sold to Havre, Mont.,
Mont., for
reservoir
739
fo reservoir......
739
rangers, etc ...................
456,1144
456,1144
reversion for nonuser................
nonuser
739
739
for clerks,
clerks, etc......................
etc
456,1145
456,1145
set aside for camping ground ..........
739
739
for draftsmen, mechanics,
etc
456,1148
mechanics, etc.......
456,1146 Fort
Fort Atkinson,
Wis.,
Atkinson, Wis.,
for general
general expenses..............
expenses
457,1145
457, 1145
appropriation
appropriation for public building
265
building........
265
tests outside
outide United States forbiddeficiency
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
den..
.......................
den
457,1145
457,1145
ing
17
in.............
17
limit of cost of buildings
457,1145
buildings......... 457,1145
ma bridge Rock River.
may
996
River
.........
996
administration of forests; sale
administration
sale of timFort Barren:Cos,
Fort
BarranCas,Fla.,
Fla.,
ber ........................
457,1145
appropriation
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
etc., damages
by
damages by
care of fish and game ...........
457,1145
457,1145
hurricane,
hurricane, July 5, 1916
636
1916 ............
636
agents, labor,
labor, etc
457,1146
etc......... .....
457,1146
right of way granted
granted to George H. Hervey
Hervey
collating, printing, etc.,
etc., investigainvestiga&MSS
across............................
237
247
tions......................
tions
457,1146
457,1146 Fort
FortBelknap Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
relief of field employees
employees ..........
457,1146
457,1146
appropriation
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses; traveling
traveling exat..
.......
... ...............138,980
at
138,980
penses
penses ........................
457,1146 Fort
457,1146
FortBelknap Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
Mont.,
station expenses, maintefor field and station
mainteappropriation for irrigation
irrigation systems
system; on,
on,
nance of designated
designated forests.....
forests
457, 1146
maintenance,
etc................ 139,980
maintenance, etc
139,980
additional lands in
additional
in Nebraska
Nebraska for nurnurFort
Berthold Agency,
Agency, N.
Fort Berthold
N. Dak.,
sery ............................
1147
1147
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
of Indians
etc., of
Indians
for additional
additional national forests
forests under
under ConConof............................
of
144,'2
144,982
servation Act ..................
460,1149 Fort
460,1149
Fort I3erthold
Reservation, N.
N. Dak.,
Berthold Indian Reservation,
Dak.,
disposition of receipts under .........
1149
1149
appropriation for per capita payment
appropriation
payment to
to
for expenses,
expenses, district
administration 460,1149
460,1149
districtadministration
Indians of, from sales of
of surplus
interchangeable appropriations..
interchangeable
appropriations.. 460,1149
460,1149
144
lands ..............................
144
for selecting, etc.,
etc., lands within national
national
classification,
classification, etc.
lands in
etc., of
of coal
coal lands
in school
school
forests
forests for homestend entry
entry...... 460, 1149
1149
sections of ceded
Ceded .................
1131
1131
for survey, etc.,
etc., of agricultural
agricultural lands.
lands 460,
1149 Fort
460,1149
Bidwell, Cal.,
FortBidwell,
Cal.,
for fighting
fighting forest
forest fires, etc .........
461,
1149
461,1149
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school........
school
132,975
132,975
for supplies,
supplies, instruments, and equipequipdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
33
Indian school.
school.
33
ments.
461, 1149 Fort
ments .........................
461,1149
Fort Bliss,
Tex.,
Blisst Tez.,
for promoting economy in forest products,
appropriation
appropriation for target range, additional
additional
etc
etc ........................
461,
1149
461,1149
lands
...........................
639
639
for improving
improving range conditions.....
conditions
461,
461, 1150
1150
for increasing
increasing water supply, etc
639
etc........
639
for tree
tree planting,
planting, etc
461, 1150
1150
etc..............
461,
deficiency
radio instalinstaldeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for radio
cooperative, etc., investigations
investigations to
for cooperative,
lations ..........................
337
337
determine conservative
determine
conservative managemanageFort
Dodge,
Iowa,
Fort Dodge, Iowa,
ment of forests ...............
461,
1150
461,1150
court at
at ....................
12,
55
terms of court
12,55
for appraising,
appraising, etc.,
etc., timber
sale; exextimber for
for sale;
Fort
Fort
Douglas
Douglas Military
Reservation,
Utah,
Military
Reservation,
Utah,
penses
penses of sales, etc ............
461,1150
appropriation
for maintaining
appropriation for
maintaining citizen
citizen
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous investigations
investigations...... 461,1150
461, 1150
training camp on .................
671
671
for roads, trails, bridges,
461,1150
bridges, etc
etc......... 461,1150
Fairfield, Me.,
Me.,
eradicating poisonous
poisonous plants .........
1150
eradicating
1150 Fort
'Fort Fairfield,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
265
building........
265
traveling
traveling expenses
expenses restricted
restricted...... 461,1150
461,1150
FortH.
Wright Military Reservation,
H. G. Wright
Reservation, N. 1
71,
restriction on preparing articles for
Y.,
for
JFort
right
Mount Prospect
Prospect Tract
right of way
way between
between Mount
newspapers, etc................
newspapers,
etc
461, 1150
Tract
461,1150
and, transferred
transferred ..................
909
for acquiring
acquiring additional
additional lands
under
lands under
909
Conservation
Conservation Act.................
462
462 JFort
Reservation, Idaho,
Idaho,
Fort Hall
Hall Indian
IndianReservation,
for expenses in
in Washington under ConConappropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
servation
servation Act ................
462,1150
462,1150
on...........................
on
132, 976
132,976
special
special fund for disposal of debris,
etc.,
debris, etc.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, irrigation
132,976
irrigation System
system.... 132,976
depoits for, etc..................
deposits
etc
462
462
deficiency appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance,
deficiency
appropriation for
mining, etc..
etc., permitted in acquired
etc., irrigation
system
31
irrigation system.............
31
lands
.......................
lands
462,1060
462,1050
forsupport,
for
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indiana on
826
on...........
826
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Fort
Harrison Country
Club, Terre
Terre Haute,
Haute, Ind.
FortHarrison
Country Club,
Ind. Page.
Page
condemned
cannon granted
835
835
to ...........
granted to
condemned cannon
Fort
Fort Huachuca,
Huachuca, Ariz.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
radio installadeficiency
for radio
installations
337
337
..........................
tions
Fort Keogh
Military Reservation,
Fort
Keogh Military
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
area
Chicago, Milwaukee
and
lease to
to Chicago,
Milwaukee and
area of
of lease
Puget Sound
Sound Railway
lands
Puget
Railway Co.
Co. of
of lands
in,
238
238
in, extended
extended.....-.......-........
Fort
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Fort Lapwai
Lapwai Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Idaho,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of __ 125,970
125,970
appropriation
Fort
FortLaramie, Ohio,
Ohio,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
836
836
to...........
condemned
Fort Leavenworth,
Fort
Leavenworth, Kane.
Kans., ,
appropriation for
for Army
Staff College
and
College and
Army Staff
appropriation
service schools
620
service
schools at
at --..-----...-...
620
Fort McHenry Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Md.,
Fort
jurisdiction
to Maryland
jurisdiction ceded
ceded to
Maryland over
over porportion of,
of, granted
granted to
to Baltimore
tion
Baltimore as
as aa
park .............................
46
park
46
condemned cannon
granted to.------...
to..
833
833
condemned
cannon granted
Fort
Fort McIntosh, Tex.,
Tex.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for radio
radio installainstalladeficiency
tion
337
tion ...............................
337
Fort McRee, Fla.,
Fort
Fla.,
appropriation for
etc., damages
damages by
by
appropriation
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
hurricane
July 5,
5, 1916
636
hurricane of
of July
1916.........
636
right
of way
way granted
George H.
Hervey
right of
granted to
to George
H. Hervey
across
237
across........................
237
Fort Madison, Iowa,
Fort
Iowa,
condemned cannon
to, for
for Grand
Grand
condemned
cannon granted
granted to,
Army post......................
post
832
Army
832
Fort Mifflin
Pa.
Fort
Miffin Naval Magazine,
Magazine, Pa.,
appropriation
storage
569
appropriation for
for ore
ordnance storage........
569
...................
for public works ..
569,1178
569,1178
Fort
Pa. ,
Fort Muffin,
Mifflin, Pa.,
right of way
way through grounds
grounds of,
to
of, granted
granted to
Philadelphia; conditions
conditions ....-....
531
Philadelphia;
531
Fort
Fort Mojave,Arw.,
Mojave, Ariz.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
school......... 129,974
129,974
Fort
Fort Monroe, Va.,
appropriation for
Artillery school..
621
appropriation
for Coast
Coast Artillery
school...
621
for
wharf, roads,
and sewer
285
for wharf,
roads, and
sewer ............
285
Fort
Fort Morgan,
Morgan, Ala.,
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
etc., damages by
appropriation
hurricane,
July 5, 1916
hurricane, July
1916----636
......636
Fort
Morgan, Colo.,
Fort Morgan,
appropriation
for public
building
265
appropriation for
public building........
265
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing
ing ...............................
17
17
Fort
Military Reservation,
Nebr.
Fort Niobrara
Niobrara Military
Reservation, Nebr.,
time extended
extended for
time
for payments
payments by
by homestead
homestead
entrymen on
entrymen
514
on former
former ................
514
Fort Peck Agency,
Agency, Mont.,
Fort
appropriation for support,
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation
support, etc.,
Indians
at ...................
138,980
at
..........
138,980
Fort Peck Indian
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
appropriation
for constructing
irrigation
appropriation for
constructing irrigation
systems
140,980
systems on;
on; repayment
repayment........... 140,980
payment
by settlers.........
settlers
140
payment of
of charges
charges by
140
liability of allotment
140
allotment purchasers
purchasers ........
-- -- - 140
irrigation
irrigation workin
work in. by Reclamation
141
Reclamation Service_
Service.
141
allowance for
passenger-carrying veallowance
for passenger-carrying
vehicles. ..
141, 980
hicles
...............
.. 141,980
announcementof
announcement
of asseesmentof
assessment of irrigation
irrigation
charges;
ratio .
141
charges; ratio
....................
141
payment in
in annual
installments, etc__
141
annual installments,
etc...
141
tribal funds used for construction
construction work
work
be returned
returned to
to be
to Indians
Indians ......... 141
141
construction cost reimbursed from
141
constructioncostreimbursed
rom charges
charges
141
share
of Indian
Indian allottees
141
share of
allottees ........-.
141
and operation
payment of
of maintenance
maintenance and
operation
cost
cost
142
.... ......................
142
continuance
continuance of previous
previous water rights
for Indian
for
142
Indian lands
lands-..................
142
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Indian Reservation,
Mont.—Con.
Page.
Fort Peck Indian
Reservation, Mont.-Con.
Page.
irrigation;
general regulations
be prepreirrigation; general
regulations to
to be
scribed,
etc
142
scribed, etc ........................
142
collection of
of charges,
etc ..............
142
collection
charges, etc
142
sale
in, to
to Great
Great Northern
Northern Railway.
Railway_
940
940
sale of
of lands
lands in,
payments to
Indians .................
941
payments
to Indians
.
941
time
installments for
for
time extended
extended for
for paying
paying installments
homesteads
on ceded..............
ceded
994
homesteads on
994
conditions ............................
994
conditions
994
Fort Pickens, Fla.,
Fort
Fla.,
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc., damages
damages by
by
appropriation
hurricane,
636
hurricane, July
July 5,
5, 1916
1916 ............
636
Fort
Y.,
Fort Plain,
Plain,N. Y.,
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
building
265
265
appropriation
Fort
Fort Riley
Riley,! Kans.,
appropriation for
for Army
Army Mounted
Service
Mounted Service
appropriation
School ......-....................
620
School
620
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.,
Tex.,
Fort
appropriation
for additional
land and
conadditional land
and conappropriation for
structing supply
supply depots,
depots, etc
etc .......
636
structing
636
trackage
etc., authorauthortrackage arrangements,
arrangements, etc.,
ized
636
ized...............................
636
Fort Scott, Kans.,
Fort
terms
of court
at ........................
726
terms of
court at
726
offices of
of deputy
deputy clerk,
clerk, and
and marshal__
726
offices
marshal....
726
Fort Shafter, Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Fort
appropriation
for buildings,
buildings, etc.,
etc., ordnance
ordnance
appropriation for
depot
283
depot .............................
283
Fort
Fort Sill, Okla.,
appropriation
Army School
School of
of Fire,
Fire,
for Army
appropriation for
Field Artillery
Artillery ....................
620
Field
620
for
of Musketry...........
Musketry
620
for Army
Army School
School of
620
for
relief and
and settlement
of three
three heads
heads of
for relief
settlement of
of
families
Apache Indians,
Indians, confined
confined
families of
of Apache
as
at ..............
146
as prisoners
prisoners of
of war
war at
146
fish
may be
be operated
operated on,
by Oklafish hatchery,
hatchery, may
on, by
Oklahoma .........................
35
homa.
35
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, AbanFort Spokane
Spokane Military
doned,
doned,
sale
of unused
lands on;
on; proceeds
sale of
unused lands
proceeds to
to credit
credit
of Spokane
Spokane Indians
Indians ................
155
of
155
Fort Totten, N. Dak.,
Fort
Dak.,
a
ppropriation for
school ......... 144,982
144,982
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
deficiency
for Indian
school.
31
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Indian school.
31
Fort
Y:,
Fort Totten, .N.
N. Y.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, torpedo
torpedo
appropriation
depot ..........................
347,911
depot
347,911
Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Fort
appropriation
public building..........
building
265
appropriation for
for public
265
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation
gun and
mortar batbatappropriation for
for gun
and mortar
teries
345,
909
teries ...........................
345,909
transfers of
of rights
rights of
of way
Fort H.
H. G.
G.
transfers
way Fort
Wright,
Wright, N.
N. Y
909
Y.....................
909
modernizing older
older emplacements..
emplacements.. 345,
345, 909
for modernizing
909
for fire-control
for
stations, etc.;
etc.; range
findfire-control stations,
range finders,
345, 909
909
ers, etc
etc
.......................
345,
for war
war instruction
for
instruction at
at Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery
posts
..................
posts
345,909
........ 345,
909
for electric
electric installations,
installations, seacoast
seacoast defenses
fenses
909
.............................
909
for
searchlights for
for searchlights
for seacoast
seacoast defenses..
defenses._ 345,
345, 910
910
for
and repair
repair -...-.--..
345, 910
910
for preservation
preservation and
345,
etc., Galveston,
Tex., defor repairs, etc.,
Galveston, Tex.,
fenses .............................
345
fenses
345
for plans
for
345,
plans
...........................
345, 910
910
for supplies
supplies for electric
electric plants........
plants
345,
345, 910
910
forpreserving,
for preserving, etc.,
etc., torpedo
torpedo structures,
structures,
submarine
submarine mines, etc ........... . .345,
345, 910
910
for
for sites,
sites, etc
etc .......
346, 910
............ ..... 346,
910
.
910
for sea walls
walls and
and embankments
embankments .....-910
for
trails, water
water and
and sewer
for roads,
roads, trails,
sewer systems,
systems,
etc ..............................
910
910
for motor
motor pasesnger
for
passenger vehicles
vehicles ............
910
910
for operating
operating fire-control
fire-control installations..
installations.. 346,
346,910
910
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appropriation for airtshipe;
airshipe; purchases,
appropriation
purchases, equipment, etc.,
etc., for seacoast defenses.....
defenses
910
91(
statement of
available
buildings,
of available land,
land, buildings,
etc., to be
made ...................
910
etc.,
be made.
91
for armament
armament ........................
346,910
346,91(
for mountain, field,
field, and
and siege
siege cannon;
cannon;
contracts
contracts ....................
346,910
346,91C
for ammunition;
ammunition; contracts ............ 346,
346,910
91C
for seacoast
seacoast cannon; contracts
346,911
contracts....... 346,911
for ammunition
ammunition for
seacoast cannon,
etc.,
forseacoast
cannon, etc.,
contracts.....
contracts
................. 346,
346, 911
911
modernizing projectiles
projectiles ..........
346,
for modernizing
346, 911
911
for ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast artillery
artillery
practice, etc ..................
346,911
346,911
for altering, etc.,
artillery
346,911
etc., mobile artillery.....
346,911
field, etc.
for ammunition
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for
for field,
etc.,
artillery
artillery practice .................
346,
911
346,911
for altering, etc., to rapid-fire
batteries..
346
rapid-fire batteries..
346
for altering, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast guns
346,911
guns .....
346,911
expenses, Sandy
for expenses,
Sandy hook
Hook proving
proving
ground ....................
347,911
.. 347,911
allowance
allowance of quarters
quarters to
__ 347,911
347,911
to officers.
officers....
for supplies for submarine
pracsubmarine mine practice ......
347,911
...............
.
. 347,911
for maintenance,
submarine mines
347,911
maintenance, submarine
mines.... 347,911
for torpedo depot,
depot, Fort Totten,
Totten.,N.
N. Y
347,911
Y.. 347,
911
of radiodynanne
for purchase
purchase of
radiodynamic torpedo
torpedo
control
John Hays
control inventions
inventions of
of John
Hays
Hammond,
Hammond, jr..................
jr
347
347
subject
*object to approval
approval of board of
of Army
Amny
and Navy officers
347
officers ...............
347
for expenses of
347
of demonstrations
demonstrations .........
347
issue of
patents
to
United
States,
if
of patents to United States, if
contract
concluded ................
347
contract concluded
347
to remain
secret ararapplications to
remain in
in secret
chives and not open to
disclosure_..
347
to disclosure...
347
radiodynamic torpedo
torpedo unit;
unit; condifor radiodynamic
condition
348
tion.........................
348
patent
applications for
patent applications
for military
military dedefense, period extended
348
extended............
348
possesions ...............
for insular possessions
348,
912
348,912
for seacoast
atteries, Hawaiian
Islands..
912
seacoast batteries,
Hawaiian Islands..
912
for
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands 348,912
348,912
for preserving,
preserving etc.
Philippine Islands
348,912
slands .............
348,912
defenses, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands....
Islands....
348
for land defenses,
348
Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands ...................
348
348
for
land defenses,
defenses', Hawaiian
for roads for
for land
Hawaiian
Islands .........................
912
912
for electric plants,
supplies, etc.,
plants, supplies,
etc., HaHawaiian Islands
348,912
Islands ..................
348,912
Philippine Islands ................
Philippine
348,912
348, 912
for submarine mine
Hawaiian
mine structures,
structures, Hawaiian
348
Islands .........................
348
for
embankments, Hawaiian
Hawaiian
for sea
sea walls and
and embankments,
Islands ..........................
912
912
for automobile, Hawaiian
Islands
348,912
Hawaiian Islands....
348,912
for
fire-control installations,
installations, insular
insular
for fire-control
possesions...................... 349,
possessions
349, 912
912
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
for airships
airships,., etc.,
etc., seacoast
Philippine Islands -..............
912
Philippine
912
Hawaiian Islands...
Islands
912
................
912
for
seacoast cannon,
poeseasions;
for seacoast
cannon, insular
insular potsessions;
contracts
contracts ...................
349,912
349,912
for ammunition
ammunition for
seacoast
cannon,
for seacoast cannon, ininsular possessions;
possessions; contracts
349,912
contracts ...... 349,912
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery,
for altering,
altering, etc.,
artillery, ininsular possessions
possessions ......
349,912
........ 349,
912
purchase of
of submarine
submarine mines,
for purchase
mines, etc.,
etc.,
insular possessions
possessions...............
349
349
maintenance s submarine
for maintenance,
submarine mines,
mines, ininsular possessions...............
possessions
349,
349, 912
912
for constructing
fire-control stations,
constructing fire-control
stations, etc.,
etc.,
insular possessions
possessions.............. 349,913
349,913
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appropriation
range finders,
finders, etc.,
etc., instils?
appropriation for
for range
insular
·possessons..............
possessions
349,913
......
349,913
Chief of Coast
to have
ranlr,
Coast Artillery
Artillery to
have rank
etc.,
genral......
etc., of major general
349
......... 349
appliances necessary for
for aids and appliances
for imimmediate manufacture of
of arms,
arms, amammunition,
349
munition, etc
etc ...................
349
for Board of Ordnance
Ordnance and Fortification
Fortifiction 350,913
350, 913
member ................
350,
913
civilian member
350,913
inquiry
as to
to right
right of
invention
350,
913
inquiry as
of invention.....
350, 913
all material to be of
manuof American manufacture;
facture; exception ...............
350,913
350,913
additional
services of
of draftsmen,
additional services
draftsmen, etc.,
etc.,
in
in office of Chief of Ordnance, auauthorized .
thorized.
....................... 850
allowance for additional
allowance
additional space,
apace, etc..
etc.. 350,913
350, 913
pnce of powder restricted
price
350,913
restricted.......... 350,913
limit on purchases
li't
purchases from private
manuprivate manufacturers, etc.; waived
facturers,
waived in
in case
case of
of
emergency
emergency .................
350,914
350,914
operation of aeals
arsenals to
to be
be mainmaintained........
tained
- . 351,914
351,914
...................
time-Measuring
no pay to officer
officer using
using time-measuring
device on work of employees
employees ..... 351,914
351,914
cash rewards, etc.,
restricted
351,914
etc., restricted........
351,914
for Panama Canal
335
Canal .........
..........
335
deficiency
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for ammunition,
ammunition,
mountain,
mountain, field,
field, etc.,
etc., artillery
artillery pracpactice...........................
tice hce.
811
81....
1
811
for altering,
etc. mobile
mobile artillery
811
for
altering, etc.
artillery.......
811
punishment
punishment for willfully
willfully trespassing
trespassing upon,
upon,
injuring, etc....................
etc
1194
1194
special
preparedness fund created
special preparedneie
created for expenses of
of.......................
1000
1000
Fortfying Pure
Pure Sweet Winer
Wines (see
Fortgying
also Internal
(see alo
Revenue),
Revenue),
784
provisions for
for.........................
734
Foundlings'
Home, D.
I). C.,
C.,
Foundlings' Home,
appropriation for care of
appropriation
children in....
in.... 709,1037
of children
709,1037
Fournier,
Louis N.,
Fournmier, Louis
N.,
may
perfect homestead
homestead entry
in Glacier
Glacier
may perfect
entry in
National Park...
Park
342
National
............
342
Fourteenth
Street NW.,
C.,
FourteenthStreet
NW., I).
D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with
appropriation
with asphalt,
asphalt,
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to
F Street
685
toF
Street....
685
suspension
suspension of
Pennsylvania
of repaving, from
from Pennsylvania
Avenue to
FStreet................
Street
1014
to F
1014
Fourteenth Street
Street SW.,
SW., D.
D. C.,
Fourtenth
C.,
appropriation for repaving
appropriation
repaving with asphalt,
asphalt,
B to D
D Streets..................
Streets
1013
B
1013
Fourth Asistant
Fourth
Assistant Postmaster
General,
PostmasterGeneral,
appropriation for,
chief clerk
107,1109
for, chief
clek .........
107,1109
mails........... 107,1109
for division of rural mails
107,1109
for division of equipment
and supsupequipment and
plies..................
107,1110
..........107,1110
for topographer
topogmpher ....................
. 1110
1110
for Postal Service, office of
of........... 421,1067
421,1067
for postal
postal supplies ................... 421,1067
421, 1067
for expeses
expenses shipping
shipping supplies........
supplies
422,1067
422,1067
forpostalroutemaps;
sales.......... 422,1067
for postal routemaps; miss
422,1067
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first and
class
and second
second class
offices..
offices
422
.........................
422
for canceling
canceling machines;
machines;
rental and
purchase
purchase ...........
........... 422,1068
422,1068
for labor-saving
labor-saving devices, etc..........
etc422,1068
422,1068
for city delivery equipment..............
equipment
1068
1068
for mail
mail bags,
bags, locks,
equipments,
etc .......................
422,1068
422,1068
equipments, departments,
departments, Alaska,
Alaska,
etc..............-etc
422, 1068
...........
422,1068
for labor, equipment shops, I).
C. .. 422,1068
499, 1068
D. C.
for star route
route transportation,
transportation, except
except
in
in Alaska
Alaska ....................... 422.1068
22 1068
....
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Postmaster GeneralCon.
General—Con.
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Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
appropriation
for Rural
Delivery Servappropriation for
Rural Delivery
Serv423,
ice ............................
423, 1068
1068
reorganization
423
423
of service
service.............
reorganization of
for experimental
experimental extension
of parcel
for
extension of
parcel
post for
for farm
farm products..
products
424
post
..............
424
for
for village
village delivery
delivery service
service.......... 424,1068
424,1068
for
travel and
and miscellaneous
service_ 424,1068
424,1068
for travel
miscellaneous service..
Fourth
Class Post
Post Offices,
Fourth Class
assigning, quarterly
quarterly to
to higher
assigning,
higher class
class based
based on
on
increased receipts, etc
increased
163
etc. ............
163
Fox
Ill.,
Fox Lake Village,
Village, Ill.,
may bridge Fox
Fox Riv
River
er ....................
923
923
Fox Lake, Wis.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
837
condemned
granted to
to............
837
Fox River,
bridge authorized
across by
by Fox
Fox Lake
Lake
bridge
authorized across
Ill ......................
village, Ill
923
923
at Geneva,
Ill
59,223
at
Geneva, Ill..........
...............
59,
223
bridges
across, Aurora,
bridges authorized
authorized across,
Aurora, Ill
Ill......
55
Fox River, Wis.,
appropriation
for improvement
of, Depere
Depere
appropriation for
improvement of,
to
Portage .........
401
to Portage
...........
401
conveyance
of Portage
Portage Levee
to State
401
conveyance of
Levee to
State..
401
Prance,
appropriation
for ambassador
ambassador to.........252,
to
252, 1048
appropriation for
1048
"Frank H.
H. Peavey," Steamer,
"Frank
change
change of
A Reiss,"
Reiss,"
of name
name of, to "William
"William A.
authorized
914
authorized
.....................
914
"Frank 2'.
Hefelfinger," Steamer,
"Frank
T. Hefelfinger,"
name of,
of, changed
changed to
A. Reiss
Reiss ".
" _ 914
914
name
to "Clemens
lemens A.
Fr
fod Arsenal,
Aseal, Philadelphia,
Frankford
Philadelphia.,Pa.,
Pa.,
'appropriation
appropriation for
new shop
283
fornew
shop building
building .......
283
for
extensions, etc
283
for shop
shop buildings,
buildings, extesions,
etc........
283
for
storehouses_
for new
new storehouses.........
283
.........
283
for
of additional
additional land:
land: sewer,
for purchase
purchase of
sewer,
etc ..............................
etc
283
283
for
protection ....................
for fire
fire protection
283
283
for field
for
artillery ammunition
field artillery
ammunition manufacmanufacture
ture................
.............
283
283
for
five magazine
for five
magazine buildings
buildings ..............
283
283
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for repair
sea
deficiency
repair of
of sea
wall
wall...........................
810
810
Frankfort,
Frankfort, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor_
appropriation for improvement of harbor..
400
Franklin County,
Franklin
Couny, Wash.,
Walla Walls
Walla County
County and, may bridge
Snake River
Snake
River ...
.......................
235
Franklin, La.,
La.,
Franklin,
appropriation for
of waterwaterappropriation
for improvement
improvement oi
way to Mermentau
Mermentau from .............
397
Franklin, Pa.,
Pa.,
Franklin,
appropriation
for public
appropriation for
public building
building..........
265
265
Franklin,
Franklin, Va.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for
for public
public building.....
....
265
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
buildfor public
public build17
--------- Societies;
17
Fraternal
Beneficiary
Societies,- etc.,
Fraternal i-----------------.-.......
Beneficiary
exempt
tax ..................
exempt from
from income
income tax
766
766
interpleader in
district
may file bill of interpleader
in district
court, where adverse
adverse claimants
against,,are of different
different States........
States
929
929
procedure:
procedure: discharge
(lischarge of liability
on deliability on
deposit
in
registry
of
court
posit in registry of court ............
929
929
to be brought
brought in
of named
benein district
district of
named beneficiary,
etc
ficiary, etc....
...................
929
929
Fraudulent
Fraudulent Advertising, D.
D. C.,
C.,
off en described
offense
described.......................
165
165
prosecution in
police court
court ................
prosecution
in police
165
165
punishment
punishment for
for.......................
165
FraudulentAuctions.
Auctions. D. C.,
Fraudulent
auction
auction sales
sales without
without permit
permit unlawful...
unlawful....
846
if deceptive, etc.,
if
etc., permit
forbidden__
permit forbidden
...-.__
846
duration
fees, applications
duration of
of permit,
permit, fees,
applications.....
847
sales not
not requiring
requiring permit............
permit
847
suspension, etc., for
for violations
violations ..........
847

Fraudulent
C.—Continued.
FraudulentAuctions, D. C.-Continued.
Page.
evening sales of designated
designated articles, forbidden under
under permit
permit ..............
847
warranty of statements
statements made at sales;
punishment
punishment for breach_
breach......
.......... 847
prosecutions in police court; penalty.....
penalty
847
property tax released
no property
released .................
847
advertising provisions
false advertising
provisions not affected...
affected
847
etc., not
not impaired
impaired .........
848
other remedies,
remedies, etc.,
848
"Fred G. Hartwell,"
Hartwell," Steamer,
Steamer,
name
name changed
changed to "Harry
"Harry W.
W Croft"......
Croft"
1199
1199
"Frederick
"Frederick B. Wells,"
Wells," Steamer,
name
changed to "Otto
name of, changed
"Otto hi.
Reiss"...
915
M. Reiss"....
915
Frederick, Md.,
Frederick,
appropriation
building
appropriation for public building..........
265
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency
ing
.............. ....
17
Fre,clericktown, Mo.,
Fredericktown,
Mo.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to, for Grand
Grand
condemned
Army post...........
post
..............
835
Freedmen's Hospital,
I). C.,
Freedmen's
Hospital, D.
appropriation for salaries and expenses....
expenses. _ _ 310
appropriation
disposal
unclaimed money of dedisposal of unclaimed
decedents ........................
311
cedents
311
for care of indigent
indigent patients...........
patients
707,
1035
707, 1035
Freeport, Ill
Freeport,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ............
838
838
Freight, Navy,
Navy, and Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
Freight,
appropriation
for
604, 1183
appropriation for.......
............. 604,1183
carriers to give preference
carriers
preference to military
traffic
604
traffic.....................
....
604
deficiency appropriation
30, 33, 815, 825, 828
deficiency
appropriation for_
for.._30,33,815,
Freight
Freight Trains,
Trains,
appropriation
arrangement for
for
appropriation for special arrangement
conveying mails by, etc_
conveying
etc........... 1042
rates allowed
under
allowed for carrying mails in, under
special
arrangements_..............
special arrangements
428
Fremont County, Idaho,
Fremont
appropriation for establishing sheep experappropriation
in
iment station, etc., in.............
1139
Fremont
Fremont National
National Forest,
Forest,Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of
of. 458, 1147
Fremont,
Fremont, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation for public building........
building
appropriation
265
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
17
ing ...............
...............
17
Fresno,
Fresno, Cal.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to
condemned
to...........
842
terms of court at _
122
......................
122
Friend,
Friend, Nebr.,
Nebr., •
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to ...........
843
Front
Front River, Ga.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
m ade.............................
made.
407
Front
Front Royal, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
for public building........
building
265
appropriation for
265
Frontier
FrontierRailroads,
Railroads,
investigation,
etc., as to location of, for
for
investigation, etc.,
concentration
650
concentration of troops for defense.
defense.
650
Fruit
Fruit Baskets, Small,
standards established for interstate
standards
interstate shipments, etc.,
etc., of...................
of
673
673
penalty for
for violations
violations ................
674
penalty
674
Fruit
FruitBrandy,
Brandy,
distillers
distillers exempt from general spirit regulations_ -.
788
lations..........
.................
788
may use pomace
pomace from artificially
artificially sweetsweetened wines
wines........
...............
788
additions of sugar solution to grape
grape cheese
cheese
additions
allowed
788
allowed by .....................
788
Fruit
_Fruit Distilleries,
Distilleries,
special meters, locks, etc., to be used at..
at
787
Fruit Flies,
Flies,
Fruit
appropriation
appropriation for investigations, etc...
etc... 466, 1154

INDEX.
INDEX.
Fruits,
Fruits,
Psge•
pa
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
diseased of
orchard and other..............
other.
452,1141
452,114]
for investigating
investigating methods of
of growing,
growing,
shipping, etc.
454,1143
etc .................
464,114
forinvestigating,
for
investigating, etc.,
etc., maturity
in
1152
maturityin......
115'
for investigating
investigating i
nsects affecting
affecting deciddecidinsects
Uous ..........................
465,1154
uous
465, 1154I
for insects affecting
affecting tropical and subtropical .......................
tropical
466, 11544
466,115&
for diffusing information
information as to markets
for.........................
for
. 473,
473, 1162
116 2
Fry, A.
B.,
Pry,
A. B.,
employment
employment of, as consulting engineer,
engineer,
Ellis Island immigrant station, perEllis
mitted
mitted ............................
821
82]
Fuel
Depots, Naval,
uel Depots,
Naval,
appropriation for fuel
appropriation
570,1179
fuel storage
storage ......... 570,
1171
for petroleum
petroleum reserves
570,1179
reserves. .......... ...
570,117E
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc ................
604, 1183
604,1183
Fuel, etc., Marine
Corps,
Fuel,
Marine Corps,
aropriation
for...................... 613,1189
approjriation for
613,1189
Fuel,
and Water,
Water, Public
ul, Light.,
Lighs, and
Publie Buildings,
Buildins,
also Operating Supplies,
see also
Supplies, Pub'c
Public
Buildings),
unclip*,
deficiency
appropriation for
39,824
deficiency appropriation
for
.......... 29,824
Fuel,
Fuel, Nervy,
Navy,
appropriation
for, transportation,
appropration for,
transportation, etc..
etc.. 604,1183
604,1183

Fuel
Oil, ete.,
Pucs O/1,
cte.
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigation
investigation of,
of, for
for
naval use, etc .............
558, 1169
1169
58,
for
extending equipment
equipment plant,
plant, PhilaPhilafor extending
delphia
558,1169
delphia navy
navy yard
yard
..............
58,1169
Fuel
Navy,
Fuel Ships,
Ships, Navy,
construction
construction of three authorized;
coot, etc_
616
authorized; cost,
etc.
616
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction and
and mamachinery.........................
chinery
617
617
Fuels, Mineral,
Mineral,
Fuels,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc.,
etc., bebelonging to United States
302
States ...........
302
economic
economic changes
changes to be recommended
recommended
302
to departments
departments ...................
302
Fulton,
FdWton, Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
265
appropriation
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
buildfor public
public building ............................
17
17
Fungible
FungibleAgricultural
AgriculturalProducts,
Products,
mingling
mingling of, permitted
in agricultural
permitted in
agricultural
warehouses; conditions, etc.........
etc
488
warehouses;
488
Fungicides
Fungicides (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
Act).
Fur-Bearing Animals,
Animals,
Fur-Bearing
appropriation
appropriation for experiments
rearing 467,1155
467,1155
experiments in rearing
Pr
Fur Seal
Seal Islands,
hslands, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation for
appropriation
for repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovements, Pribilof Islands
Islands ............
324
Fur
PurSeals, Alaska,
skins
of,
taken
on
Pribilof
Islands,
sale of
of skins of, taken on Pribilof Islands,
authorized.........................
au
thorized
236
Furniture, Public
Public Buildings,
Furniture,
Buildings,
appropriation
273
etc............
appropriation for, repairs, etc.
lighting
fixtures to
be paid
from conconlighting fixtures
to be
paid from
struction funds
273
struction
funds ..................
273
assay
in Federal
buildings
273
assay offices
offices in
Federal buildings.......
deficiency
appropriation for........
for
29,
824, 829
deficiency appropriation
29,824,829
Gaffney,
S. C.,
C.,
Gaff
ey, s.

G.
6.

condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
condemned
to, for
for DaughDaugh832,837
ters of American
American Revolution
Revolution..... 832,837
Gage, Okla.,
condemned
cannon
granted
to
835
condemned cannon granted to ............
835
Gainesville,
Ganesville, Fla.,
Fla.,
condemned
cannon granted
to
834
condemned cannon
granted to..............
834
91800*—vor. 39-Pr
39—PT 1--81
91890"--vo
1--81

1xxix

seegs,
Galesbrg,Ill.,
Galesburg,
s
_appropriation
building.. ..
appropastion for
for public
public building...
* i65
:265
GaUatin
National
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Gaatin
~1
NationalForest,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., Of.
of. 456,
450,1147
appropriation for
maintenane, etc.,
1147
Galatin,
GalTatsn, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
2 deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public build
build-

4ing ... ..... '- .

.....

.

... . i

17

Gal'ingeriluniciped
Gallinget
Hospital,
C.,
aicpl
opito
, D.
D.C.,
appropriation
appropriation for construction
constructidn of;
of
of; limit of
cost,
etc
1036
cost, etc ...........................
1036
to be located
located on
Reservation No.
No. 13
1036
on Reservation
13.. 1036
former site repealed
repealed .................
1036
1036
Galveston Channel,
Tex.,
Galveston
Cisunet,
Tec.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of sea-wall
sea-wall
extension........................398
extension
398
donation of lands, etc.,
etc., required.....
required
398
398
construction by
city; control
of Secreconstruction
by city;
control of
Secretary of War,
etc
398
War, etc..................
398
for maintenance
maintenanee .....................
398
398
Galveston,
Tel.,
lveston, Tet.,
appropriatMn fofor repair%
defenses Olf.
of.
345
appropriation
repairm, etc.,
etc., defenss
345
a for
tor.mprovement
improvement of
harbor.
398
of hatbor...............
398
for improvement
improvement of channel to Texas
Tase
City .....................
308
City
398
deficiey
deficient
y appopriation
appropriation for repairs,
repa, etc
etc.,,
Coaset Guard station
Coast
station................. 20
20
Game,
Gane,
appropriation fr
ler prevailing
appropriation
preventing shipment
shipment of
of
fllelly killed, etc...........
etc
1155
4466,
466,1155
for
purcm, etc.,
for
reservations.
_
467,
1155
fopurhae,
etc., for reservtions... 467,1155
Game
Irish Laws,
D: C.,
C.,
Game and
a ndFis
tiw, D:
'appropiaton
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing ..........
683, 1011
683,1011
Game Buds,
Bds, Migratory,
Migratory,
appropriation
for
enforcing law protecting
487,
appriio
for
rproteciation
ng 467,
1156
1158
Game Preservs
Preserves on
Lamb,
on Public
PublicLands,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.... 467,1155
46_7, 1155
appropriation
designations authorized
authorized in
in lands
lands acquired
acquired
under
Conservation
Act
476
nder Conseration Act...........
476
lands granted Kansas
Kansas for
for................... 233
233
Game
Reservations,
Game Reservations,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc....
467,1155
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.... 467,
1155
Garbage,
.D. C.,
Garbag, D.
C.,
s!ppropriation
for disposal,
690,1019
aprpropriation for
disposal, etc
etc.......... 690,1019
deficiency appropriation
for disposal
of....
21
deiciency
ppropration for
disposal of....
21
Garbernzo ((Mexscan
Peas),
Garbamno
Mian
Psas),
bonded
warehouses authoi
authorized for
for stng,
storing,
bonded warehouse
storid
cleaning, etc., imported,
imported, without
without
paying
239
paying duty
duty ..................
239
duty on withdrawal of,
of, and
and by-products,
by-products,
from
239
rm-..................
........
239
payment for customs
customs widow;
special
services; special
aeecountiB,
accounting, etc...................
etc
239
239
Garde CityPrjet,
Garden
City Irrigahon
Project, Sans.,
ll.,
n
appropriation
appropriation formaintenance,
for maintenance, etc.......
etc..-304
304
Gwden
Garden City,
Oity, Kans.,
rKans.,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for public
public buildbuilding................................
17
Gardening, Landape,
Landscape, Vegetable,
Vegetable, etc.,
etc.,
Garening,
of---------455,1143
appropri
i
ation for stud of
455,1143
ng, School and
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, in
in cities
cities
appropriation for
thIvrrs
102, 1106
andltowm.........
............
102,1106
Gardiner, Frnt,
Prank,
Gardiner,
repeal
repeal of Act authorizing
brida:llig Lakes
authorizing bridging
Lakes
Pistakee and Nippersink
Nippersink by .......
923
Go:Winer,
Gcdiner, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation for
for public
building
265
appropriation
public building.........
265
deficiency
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
building
17
Ing
ing................................
.-17
17
Garfield
Hospital, D.
l). C.,
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital,
appropriation kir
destitute
appropriation
far maintenance
maintenanc of
of destitute
ptie.t............
patients.
293
293

INDEX.
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Garfield Memorial Hospital,
Page.
D. C.-Continued. Page.
Hospital,D.C.—Continued.
GarfieldMemorial
appropriation for
contagious ward
ward
minor contagious
for minor
appropriation
building.
building........................

293
293

for isolating
isolating ward
703,
1031
703, 1031
ward ................
for
Garrett,
Quenton,
Garrett, Quenton,
appropriation
Creek funds.......
funds
986
for, from
from Creek
appropriation for,
Company,
Gary Land Company,
River, in
in Lake
may bridge Grand Calumet River,
11
County,
11
Ind-.....................
County, Ind
Gas and
and Oil
Oil Lands,
Lands,
Gas
leases of,
authorized in
Shoshone Inin ceded Shoshone
of, authorized
leases
dian
Reservation, Wyo
Wyo ............
519
519
dian Reservation,
Tribes,
Gas and
Civilized Tribes,
Five Civilized
and Oil Lands, Five
Gas
Okla.,
appropriation for
for inspectors,
etc
148,985
148,985
inspectors, etc........
appropriation
Gas, D. C.,
Gas,
limit on price for, used in public buildings 716
private
consumers by
by Washington
Washington Gas
private consumers
Light
Company
716
Light Company...............
Georgetown Gas Light
716
Company.....
Light Company
Georgetown
reduction in prices for consumption,
consumption, not to
reduction
affect
Comr
powers of Public Utilities Corn
affect powers
mission ..........................
716
Gas,
Fixtures, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Gas, etc., Fiztures,
buildings to be paid from construcconstrucfor new buildings
tion funds ........................
273
Gas,
Natural,
Gas, Natural,
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations for ecoecoappropriation
nomic production,
etc., of ..........
302
nomic
production, etc.,
Gasconade Riser,
River, .Mo.,
Mo.,
Gasconade
appropriation
removal
improvement of; removal
for improvement
appropriation for
403
of obstruction
obstruction near
near................
Gasoline,
Gasoline,
volunteer patrol-boat
patrol-boat
delivered free to volunteer
squadrons
600
etc.
600
squadrons during practice drills, etc
eliminated from issue of fuel oil to volunpatrol-boat squadrons
squadrons.......... 11.72
1172
teer patrol-boat
Gasoline,
etc.,
Gasoline, etc.,
appropriation
investigating, etc., for
appropriation for investigating,
naval use
558, 1169
.................
General
Grant National
National Park,
Park, Cal.,
Cal.,
GeneralGrant
appropriation for
protection, etc..........
etc
308
for protection,
appropriation
General
General .Land
Land Office Building,
appropriation
care, etc...
etc.... 99,1103
employees, care,
appropriation for employees,
General Land Office,
Office, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
General
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner, assistant,
clerks, etc
etc.......................... 99, 1103
etc
99,1103
for investigations,
investigations, etc..............
for maps; distribution ................ 100,1104
General
Officers, Army,
GeneralOfficers,
title of general officers
officers of the line established; definition ................
167
general officers
officers of
167
general
of the
the staff; definition
definition...
increased ...............
167
number of line, increased
promotion to line, in time of peace ........
167
167
General
Line,
GeneralOfficers of the Line,
advanced for
relative rank determined of, advanced
623
Panama
Panama Canal service
service .............
General
also Chief of
GeneralStaff
Staf Corps,
Corps, Army
Army (see a/o
Staff, Army, Office of),
composition of
composition
of.........
........................167
officers to be detailed
detailed to,
officers
167
to, for
for four
four years—
years ....
tour of detail; temporary
temporary assignments
aignments...
167
limitations
of redetail.........
redetails
limitations of
167
.........
filling vacancies caused by
by...............
167
number on duty in Washington limited
limited...
167
duties of service in, specified
specified.............
167
recommendations
recommendations for details to be made by
board of officers
officers.....................
168
action on ............................
168
War
War College duties continued;
continued; amignments
assignments
to, restricted ....................
168
mobile army and Coast Artillery divisions in, abolished
sions
abolished..................
168
tranferred ................
168
business transferred
168

General Staff Corps,
Army—Continued.
Page.
Corps, Army-Continued.
General
Chief
Coast Artillery
Artillery made
made additional
additional
of Coast
Chief of
member
168
member of
of........................
specific
strictly adhered to...
to
168
duties to
to be
be strictly
specific duties
superior officer
etc., for
officer to forfeit pay, etc.,
superior
allowing violations
169
violations .................
allowing
detail of
promoted while serving in,
of officer
officer promoted
detail
continued
169
continued...............................
grade
increased, etc ....................
169
grade increased,
Chief
officio
to be
be ex
ex officio
Bureau, to
of Militia
Militia Bureau,
Chief of
203
member of ......................
General
Treasury DepartDepartCommittee, Treasury
General Supply Committee,
ment,
appropriation for superintendent
and
superintendent and
appropriation
clerks
79, 1083
1083
....................
clerks
Geneva, Ill.,
Ill.,
authorized across Fox River at....
at.... 59,223
bridge authorized
N. F.,
Y.,
Geneva, N.
condemned
836
.
cannon granted
granted to ..........
condemned cannon
Genoa, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Genoa,
142,980
appropriation
142,980
appropriation for Indian school ........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
school
deficiency
31
at .............................
Geodetic Association,
International,
Association, International,
Geodetic
appropriation
259, 1055
etc.........
for quota,
quota, etc
appropriation for
or delegates'
delegates expenses
. 319
.........
expenses ...
for
deficiency
maintenance
for maintenance
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
of
Ukiah, Cal .........
16
of observatory, Uldah,
16
16
to....................
for subscription
subscription to
Geological Survey, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Geological
appropriation
etc
301
for Director,
Director, clerks, etc....
appropriation for
for scientific assistants
assistants................- 301
for
301
expenses ..................
for general expenses
for skilled
laborers, etc
301
etc ................
skilled laborers,
for
topographic surveys; areas selected
for topographic
301
.
for Army use ..........-......301
for geologic surveys....................
chemical and physical researches;
for chemical
potash
de'ts ..................
301
potash deposits
..
filuatrations ..........
301
for preparing
preparing illustrations
resources.......... 301
for report on mineral resources
for gauging
gauging water
301
supply, etc ..........
water supply,
for
301
for books, etc .......................
geologic maps....................
maps
301
for geologic
surveys of national
forests
301
national forests.........
for surveys
for
special topographic
topographic surveys,
for making
making special
etc., for General
General Staff
293
Staff............
etc.,
103
.........
for rent
rent..............
for
330
etc., for
for.........
binding, etc.,
printing, binding,
for printing,
deficiency
appropriation for building
building for,
deficiency appropriation
and
19
other Department
Department offices ......
and other
23
for mineral resources
resources of Alaska..........
Alaska
expenses
30,
825, 829
30,825,829
for expenses.....................
W. .Peavey,"
Peavey," Steamer,
"George W.
name
"Richard J. Reiss"..
Reiss "..
915
of, changed
changed to "Richard
name of,
George
Hospital,D. C.,
University Hospital,
George Washington University
appropriation for care
indigent pacare of indigent
appropriation
tients
708,
708, 1036
tients..........................
Georges River,
River, Me.,
Me.,
Georges
391
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
appropriation
Georgetown Gas
Gas Light Company, D. C.,
Georgetown
pnce for
consumers established
established at 85
for gas to consumers
price
additional for nonpayment...
716
nonpayment...
cents; additional
Georgetown
University Hospital,
Hospital, D. C.,
Georgetown University
appropriation for care
of indigent
indigent pacare of
appropriation
tients
708, 1036
..........................
tients.
Georgia,
Georgia,
appropriation for relief of sufferers
sufferers from
from
appropriation
floods
434
434
floods in
in............ ..........bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Marys
Marys River,
bridge
Florida and
436
Florida
and.....................
Georgia Military College, Mlledgeville,
Milledgeville, Ga.,
Georgia
Ga.,
condemned cannon
to............ 839
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
Georgia
GeorgiaLumber Company,
Company,
may bridge Flint River, De Vaughn's
Vaughn's
Siding, Ga
35
Sidg,
Ga
...............
35

INDEX.
INDEX.
"Georgia," U. $.
Pam
8. S.,
Pa.
appropriation
repairs ...............
appropriation for
for rep
. 605
Germany,
Germany,
apptopriation
252,1048
appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to
to..252, 104E
Gettysburg
National Park,
Pa.,
Gettysburg National
Park, Pa.,
appropriation for
establishment
appropriation
for continuing establishment
of
288
of.............
.................
288
Gibbons, Captain
Gibbons,
Captain John
Navy,
John Henry, U.
U. S. Navy,
retired,
retired,
to be captain on
place
602
on active
active list;
list; place........
602
examinations required; tobe
examitatiomi
to be additional
additional
number; no
etc
603
no back pay,
pay, etc..........
603
Gilts
in Anticipation
Anticipation of
Gifts in
of Death,
Death,
included
provisions.........
777
included in estate tax provisions
Gila
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Gila National
National Forest,
Mae.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 468,1147
appropriation
458,1147
Gila River,
Gila
River, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for repair, etc.,
etc., of GovernGovernment levee
levee on,
on, near
near junction
ment
junction with
with
Yuma
404
the Colorado
Colorado at Yuma............
404
for examination
examination, etc.
further
etc., to prevent
prevent further
erosion, in
131
erosion,
in Grahain
Graham County
Cunty..........
131
for
extending bridge across,
San Carloe
Carlos
for extending
across, Sn
Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz
132
............
132
for
for Indian
Indian lnds.
lands
974
for diverting
diverting waters of,
of, for
974
for dam,
darn, etc.
diverting, above
Floretc.,,for
for diverting,
above Florence,
ence, to irrigate lands in
in reservation
reservation
County ................
130,975
and Final County
130,975
Gila
Gila River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
for
irrigation
system
129,974
appropriation for irrigation system....... 129,974
for diversion
ti
diversion dam,
dam, etc., for imaffitInV
lands on
130,974
on..
........
...
130,974
for additional
additional irrigation
irrigation project
project for;
for
for; dam
dam
above Florence
Florence.................. 130,975
130,975
distribution to,
to, and
and public
public and
and private
private
distribution
lands in Pinal County
County............. 131,975
]31,975
payment
etc—
131
payment of
of construction
construction charges,
charges, etc..
131
Gillespie, Ill.,
Ill.,
Gillespe,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to .............
838
condemned
838
Gilman,
Gilman, Ill.,
condemned
to
841
condemned cannon granted
granted to.............
841

Glenwood, Iowa,
PM&
Pag.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuildGlenwoodink
11
,
3
11o.,
17
-----------."..............17
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to
838„ 841
to .........
838,841
Glenwood
Glenwood Springs,
Springs, Colo.,.
Colo.,
appropriation
appropriation for public
building
......
265
public building.......
265
Globe, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building.
building
265
...
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
public buildbuildfor public
ing
17
ing.----..........................
17
Gloucester, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation
fish-cultural station,
station,
appropriation for fish-cultural
brooding basin...................
brooding
basin
324
324
Glucose,
Glucose,
provision for free entry of, after
May 1,
1,
after May
1916, repealed.......................
repealed
57
57
Gold
Certificates,
GoldCertiJfiates,
issue authorized
authorized for
deposits of
stamped
isue
for deposits
of stamped
bullion.................
bullion
225
..........
225
not to exceed two-thirds of amount outoutstanding
standing ........
225
........
...... 225

Gold Coins,
Gold
appropration
Coins,
for
of
appropriation
for recainage
recoinage of............
coinage of McKinley
souvenir dollar
aucoinage
McKinley souvenir
dollar authorized...........................
thorized
legal tender quality
oluality, etc
etc
..........
"Golden Gate,"
Vessel,
Gate," Sailing
Sailing Veel,
granted American
American registry
registry.....................
Good Roads
Rural Poet
Good
Roads (see
(see Rural
Post 'toads).
oads).
GoMpers, Mrs.
Sophia,
Gomiiper,
Mrs. Sophia,
appropriation
appropriation for payment
payment to; beneficiary
beneficiary
of
seaman William
of seman
William Gompers
Gompers........
Goulden,
Joseph A.,
A., Late
Goulden, Joseph
late a
a Representative
Representative in
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay
pay to
to widow
widow
of...........................
of
.
Gouverneur,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Gouverneur, N.
appropriation for
public building..........
building
appropriation
for public
deficiency appropriation
for public
builddeficiency
appropriation for
public building
g
................................
Government
Depositaries,
Gin,
Government Depositaries,
bottling
bond for
for export
free of
tax,
bottling in
in bond
export free
of tax,
Federal
Federal land banks, etc.,
etc., may be designated
designated
allowed
within eight
years after
after
allowed within
eight years
as; security required
required...............
entry
788 Government
entry ..........................
788
Government Deposits,
Deposits,
Girard, Kans.,
Girard,
Kans.,
temporary loans to Federal
temporary
Federal land banks....
banks ....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
builddeficiency
for public
public buildinterest, security, etc .................
17
ing ......... ...... ..........
....
17
payment; bruit
limit allowed
allowed ...............
Girls' Training
Training School, D.
D. C.,
Girls'
C., National,
National,
Government Employees
Employee (see al
Government
also Employees,
Employees,
appropriation
salaries and
707, 1035
1035
Government),
appropriation for
Government),
for salaries
and expenses.
expenses. 707,
Glacier
National
Park,
Mont.,
Glacier NationalPark, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for medical
examination,
medical examination,
appropriation
in
119,1120
appropriation for
for commissioner
commissioner in.....
119,1120
for injuries
etc., of,
of, receiving
receiving pay
pay for
injuries...
for administration,
administration, etc.,
307
for
receiving not
not more
more
etc., of
of ............
for
for increased
increased pay
pay to,
to, receiving
Comfor paying
paying Great
Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway Comthan $1,800
$1,800 a
ayear under Indian
Indian Depany
road in
Blackfeet ReservaReservapany for
for road
in Blackfeet
partment appropriation
............
forincreased
partment appropriations.
pay to postal service, retion
308
tion.................
............
308
for
increased
pay
to postal service, reacceptance
of lands,
lands, etc...........
etc
308
acceptance of
308
exceeding $1,000
ceiving not exceeding
(1,000 aayear
year.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for commissionercommissioner_
43
deficiency
classified service salaries
over $800,
salaries over
$800,
prior homestead
entrymen within,
prior
homestead entrymen
within, perperincluded........................
included
mitted to perfect entries ........
.. 342
for increased
increased pay to,
to, receiving
receiving not
not more
more
8
private lands
lands witlain,
to be
private
within to
be obtained
obtained by
by exexthan
than $1,
$1,800
00 under legislative,
legislative, etc.,
etc.,
change for
for public
in Park
Park or
change
public timber
timber in
appropriation Act.
or
appropriation
Act..................
national forests ..................
1122
1122
national
for increased pay to, receiving not
not more
more
determination
of value,
value, etc
etc ...........
1122
1122
determination of
than $1,800 aa year, in
in agricultural
agricultural
added to
on conveyance
1122
1122
to Park
Park on
conveyance ..--.
added
appropriation
appropriation Act ................
removal
timber for;
for; regulations,
regulations, etc._
etc.. 1122
1122
removal of
of timber
for increased pay to, receiving
receiving not more
Glacier
Park Hotel
Hotel Company,
GlacierPark
Company,
appropriation
than $1,800 in naval appropriation
sale of
of lands
lands to,
near Belton,
Mont
994
Belton, Mont-----...
to, near
sale
Act..........................
Act
Glasgow,
Ky.,
Glasgow, Ky.,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for compensation
compensation
appropriation for
for public
public building
_ 265
265
building..........
appropriation
to
injured, 1917...................
1917
to injured,
.
deficiency appropriation
for public
public builddeficiency
appropriation for
buildattending
attending drills, etc.,
etc., as
Naval
as members
members of
of Naval
ing
17
ing.............
.................
17
Militia
Militia entitled to additional
additional pay
pay.
rating not
efficiency rating
Mo.,'
not affected
Glasgow, Mo.
affected..--....
Araopmnep
cannnn
mrnted to.--.-.
condemned
cannon
granted
to.
IUYY-·I --I-·I
P-ll--

835
835

fcrmnrnaatin
ftr.
whil
a on
n dA.tu
compensation
for, inriPm
injured
while
---- u~W
I·IYJW _
Y duty
Y- -·

276
276
11
11
12
12
857
857

581
581

822
822
265
265
17
17
365
366
384
384
384
384
384
384

117
117

993
993
1069
1069
1069
1069
1121
1121
1167
1167
1195
1195
821
821
594
594
594
594
YlAO
742
-
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Government Employees-Continued.
Page.
when on special duty,
etc. not to lose efficiency
efficiency rating,
etc.,
position, etc
594
etc.....................
594
in National Guard
Guard or Medical
Medical Reserve volunteering for military
remilitary service
service restored to positions on
termination
stored
on termination
thereof ............................
624
investigation
investigation directed
directed of comparative
comparative pay
of, with those of States, municipalities, and commercial
institutions
1081
commercial institutions....
1081
leaves of absence with pay, etc., allowed,
allowed,
in National Guard, D. C.,
trainC., for training, etc......................
etc
203
203
payment of double salaries to, exceeding
exceeding
$2,000, forbidden
120,582
.............
120, 582
retired Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and
and
Coast Guard, and Militia excepted.
120, 582
excepted. 120,582
not to be deprived
deprived of pay for services
services
heretofore
rendered .................
heretofore rendered
582
prohibited from receiving
services
prohibited
receiving pay for
for services
from other than the Government....
Government
1106
1106
punishment for violation ................
1106
1106
readjustment
readjustment of salaries of clerks in
in DepartDepartment by Postmaster General.
General. .....
1109
1109
Government Hospitalfor
Hospitalfor Insane
Insane (see Saint Elizabeths Hospital).
Hospital).
appropriation
appropriation for current expenses........
expenses
309
for buildings and grounds, repairs, etc...
etc.._
309
309
for enlarging ice plant
309
ant...............
309
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for return
return of
of funds
funds
of patients
30,826
patient......................
30,826
support of indigent District
patient:L....
808
istict patients..
808
name changed to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital.
aintElizbeths
Hosptal. 309
309
an the
the Territories,
Territories,
Government in
appropriation for expenses..............
expenses
104,1108
104,1108
Government Manufacture
Manufacture of Annms
Arms,
appointment of board to investigate
investigate and reappointment
port on feasibility, etc.,
etc. of .........
214
214
submitting report
scope of; time for submitting
report.....
214
Officials,
Government Offcials,
useof
use
of name of, in
advertising business before
inadvertisingbusinembefore
departments, etc., unlawful.........
unlawful
54
54
Government Ownersip
Government
Ownership of Pdlie
Public Utilities,
Utilities,
investigation
investigation by Congressional
Congresional joint comordered
387
mittee of, ordered................
387
Government Printing
(see also
Printing Opt
Oite (se
also Public
Printing and Binding),
appropriation for
salfor Public
Public Printer
Printer and
and salof.....................
aries in office of
329
329
for Deputy Public Printer and
and salaries
salaries in
in
office of
of ................................
329
329
for watch force .....................
329
329
for paying salaries for holidays...........
holidays
329
329
for leaves of absence
absence to
employees
329
to employees......
329
for public printing and binding; allotment ..........................
329
329
from............
restriction on details from
332
expenditures towork
apportionment of expenditures
to work
executed .......................
332
332
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents and
and
salaries in
332
salaries
in office of
of ................
332
for contingent expenses
expense.................
332
332
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for holidays for
for
employees........................ 27,822
employees
27, 822
for leaves
absence to employees.....
leaves of absence
employees
27,822
27,822
for printing
printing and binding...
binding .............
27
27
for Samuel Robinson, William Madden,
Madden,
and Joseph DeFontes
DeFontes............. 822
822
branch office in State, War,
War, and
and Navy
DeNavy Department
partment Building,
Building, abolished
1083
abolihed....
1083
Gowanas Bay, N.
r,
Cowanus
N. 7'.,
improvement of, Red
appropriation for improvement
Hook
ed Hook
Chaanel..........................
Channel
392
392
Government
in
military
Employees—Continued.
service
in military
service when on special duty,

F,
Page.
Grahamsville, N.
N. 7.,
Page.
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ............. 839
839
Grain
StandardAct, United States,
Grain 'Standard
States,
appropriation
1163
appropriation for expenses of
of enforcing.
enforcing. 485,
485, 1163
title designated
designated .........................
482
482
construction of words
construction
words used;
used; "person".....
"person "
482
482
"in
"in interstate and foreign
commerce"
482
foreign commerce"...
482
corporations liable
corporations
liable for
officials, etc.
etc
482
for acts of officials,
482
standards of quality
standards
quality and condition
condition for corn,
wheat, etc.,
etc., to
established
482
to be established.......
482
promulgation
promulgation of date when effective.....
effective
483
483
known as
483
to be known
as official
official grain
grain standards
standards...
483
shipments of grain in interstate
interstate or
foreign
or foreign
commerce to be inspected
commerce
inspected and of
standard grades ...................
483
483
not
not offered
offered by grade
grade may be sold
sold by
by
sample; conditions.................
conditions
483
483
may be inspected
inspected at place
place of delivery
delivery or
or
483
on the way
way .........................
483
where
inspector, subject to
to determinadeterminawhere no inspector,
tion of grade
grade by Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture ........................
483
culture
483
certified, of other
than alleged
alleged standards,
standards,
certified,
other than
forbidden
483
forbidden.......................
483
describing grain shipped
describing
shipped as other
other than
than official standard
standard forbidden
forbidden ............
483
483
representing that grain is other than shown
representing
shown
certificate forbidden
forbidden ............
483
in certificate
483
examination if grain comforms
examination
comforms to certificate
483
cate............................
483
publication of findings
publication
findings
483
...............
483
appeals
determination of inspector
appeals from determination
inspector as
as
grade of shipment
shipment ..............
484
to grade
484
inspection
by Secretary
Secretary.of
of Agriculture..
Agriculture
484
inspection by
484
to be taken before
ttaken
before leaving
leaving place of shipment,
484
ment, etc
etc ......................
484
refund if
if appeal
appeal susfee to be assessed;
assessed; refund
sustained .............................
484
484
findings to be accepted
findings
accepted as prima
fade of
of
prima facie
true grade, etc.............
etc
........ 484
484
licenses to be issued
issued to inspectors........
inspectors
484
484
certificates
certificates from persons
persons not licensed
forbidden ........................
484
forbidden
484
preference
to persons
persons authorized
under
preferenceto
authorized under
State laws........................
laws
484
484
suspension or revocation
of ;hearings,
hearings, etc.
etc.
484
revocation of;
484
inspectors prohibited any interest
inspectors
interest in
grain elevators,
gram
elevators, trade, etc .........
485
485
records of all
all grain
grain inspected to be
be kept by
by
each inspector;
inspector; details
details ..............
485
each
485
semiannual
statistics.....
semiannual publication
publication of statistics
485
rules and regulations
regulations to be made..........
made
485
485
punishment
punishment for violations
485
violations .
.................
485
by inspectors, etc.
etc .................
485
485
assaulting,
officials...............
assaulting, etc.,
etc., officials
485
485
invalidity of any
invalidity
any clause,
clause, etc., not to affect
affect
remainder
remainder of Act..................
Act
455
485
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses .............
485
485
Grains
Cereals),
Grains (see
(see also Cereals),
appropriation for
investigating
handling,
appropriation
for investigating handling,
etc., of; fixing gmdes
•453,1163
etc.,
grades .... *:....
453,1163
official
official standards
standards of quality
quality and
condition
and condition
of, other
other than corn,
corn, wheat,
wheat, etc.,
etc, to
to
be established...................482
established
482
interstate
interstate and foreign shipments
shipments to
to conconform to.........................
to
483
483
provisions for warehouses
warehouses for
etc ,
for storage,
storage, etc.,
of, for interstate
interstate or foreign
foreign comcommere .......
merce
486
4.................
486
rand Army
Grand
Army Soldiersand Sailors
Sailors Home,
.D. C.,
C
Home, D.
appropriation for expenses...........
appropriation
expenses
709, 1038
709,1038
veterans of Spanish
Spanish War, Philippine
Philippine
Insurrection, and
Insurrection,
and China relief
exrelief ex•
pedition
709
pedition admitted
admitted.............
709
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Grand
Paw
Ciand Calumet
Calumt River,
River
Pa
aucthoacross,
ato,
e East
bridge authorized
Chicago,
Eat Chiasgo,
Ind .......................
251
251
Hammond, Ind
Lid ....................
251
251
Lake County, Ind.....................
Ind
11
11
Grand Falls,
Falls, Me.,
Grand
Me.,
aemo Saint
Saint Csoi
operation, etc., of dam across
Croix
River at, authorized.............
authorized.
534
634
Grand
County, N.
Grand Forks County
N. Dak.,
Dak.
Red River
the
North,
by
bridge across
across Red
River of
of the North, by
Polk County and,
924
and, authorized
authorized......
924
Grand Forks,
N. Dak.,
Grand
Porks, N.
Dak.,
terms of court at....................
at
386
386

Grand Haven, Mieh.,

Grand
appropriation
Haven, Mich.,
for
mprovement of
of harbor
appropriation
for i
improvement
harbor..
Grand Junction,
Junction, Colo.,
Grand
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
building
appropriation
use of buildings,
buildings, etc.,
etc., former
former Indian
Indianschool,
school,
by Colorado,
Colorado, modified
by
modified............
terms of court at
at....................
rooms to be provided in
room
building,
in public building.
deputies and
and offices
offices to
at.
to be kept
kept at......

Grand

400
400
2&5
265
128
128
225
225
225
225
226
226

arais, Mich.,

Grand
appropriation
Marais, Mich.,
for i
mprovement of
appropriation
for
improvement
of harbor
harbor

of refug.
refuge -..
400
of
......
......
*.,..
400
Grand
Grand Marais,
Maras, Minn.,
Min.,
appropriation
for improvepmet
improvement of
harbor
401
appropriation for
of harbor..
401
GrandRiver,
Grand
Rierw, Mick.,
Mia.,
appropriation
improvement of
400
appropriation for improvement
of..........
400
Grand
Colo.,
Gnd Valley
Vey Irrigation
Irrigation.Project,
Projet, Cob.,
appropriation for
formaintenteace,
etc.;
of
appropriation
maintea
etc; use
use of
balance........................
balance
304
304
Grande
Grande Ronde Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indiana
appropriation
of Indians
at
........................
. 149,986
Grandfied,
Grandfield, Ota.,
certain ceded
ceded Indian
Indian lands
for
sale of certain
lands to,
to, for
cemetery.
cemetery ........................
44,5
445
Granite Falls,
Granite
Falls, Minn.,
Minn.,
condemned cannon granted
to
834
condemned
granted to...........
834
Grant, Memorial
to Gen.
Ulysses S.,
8.,
Grant,
Memorialto
Gen. Ulysses
appropriation for
unveiling exercises,
exercises, etc
291
appropriation
for unveiling
etc..
291
Grape Baskets,
Baskets,
Grape
standards
for interstate
shipstandards established
established for
interstate shipments,
673
ments, etc.,
etc., of .................
673
Grape
Grape Sugar,
Sugar,
provision
for free
after May
1,
provision for
free entry
entry of,
of, after
May 1,
57
1916, repealed
repealed .................
57
Grasses,
Grasses, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
commercial
appropriation for
for testing,
testing, etc.,
etc., commercial
seeda
453, 1142
seeds of
of
.................... 463,1142
publishing misbranded,
misbranded, etc.......
etc
453,1142
publishing
453,1142
preventing admission
adulterated
preventing
admission of
of adulterated
seeds, etc.,
for seeding...........
seeding
453,1142
seeds,
etc., for
453,1142
vetch and
453
vetch
and ryegrase
ryegras ........................
percentage of
seed required;
blue
percentage
of pure
pure seed
required; blue
gram
grass........................453
for
investigating improvement
improvement of....
of... 455,1143
for investigating
455,1143
Graves
of Confederate
Confederate Soldiers
and Sailors,
Sailors,
Graves of
Soldiersand
time
marking, who
died in
in
time extended
extended for
for marking,
who died
northern prisons
pimps...................
52
52
Gravesend
Bay7 N. Y.,
GravesendBay'VT
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
to
be
made
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of waters
waters to Ambrose Channel from..
from
406
Grays
Wash.,.
Grays Harbor,
Harbor, Wash.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of inner
appropriation
inner
portion of .....................
405
Grays River,
Grays
River, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropmtion
405
of........
improvement of
appropration for improvement
Grayson, Joel,
Grayson,
Joel,
appropriation for
employment of,
appropriation
for employment
of, in
in House
House
Document Room
71,1075
Document
Room ................ 71,1075
Gazing
Lands, etc.,
Grazing Lands,
appropriation
investigating improveappropriation for
for investigating
improveand
454,1142
ments of wild
wild plants
plants and.........
454,1142
.
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Great
Pam.
GreatBritain,
Britain,
Pa.
appropriation for ambassador
„
252,1048
appropriation
ambassador to.
to.......
262,1048
for surveying,
surveying, etc.,
boundar. line,
etc., boundary:line,
Alaska
Alaska and Canada
...........
22154k 1051
1M51
for marking boundary
boundary line between
between
United States
States and
Canada.
256,1051
and Canada......
26,1051
for
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding
claims between
between United
States
claims
United States
and.
and
258,1054
...
.........................
258,1054
for Canadian
Fiseries Coommision..
Canadian Fisheries
Communion
258, 1054
258,1054
Boundary Waterways
for Canadian
Canadian Boundary
Waterways ComCommission.......................
mission
259 ;1054
2591054
for paying, under fur seal regulations....
324
regulations....
324
contracts
contracts authorized
authorized for
fast mail
service
for fast
mail service
with, on American
American steamships
steamships..... IOW
1066
Great
Sills, Staten
Y.,
GreatKills,
Staten Island,
Island, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
be
to be
made ......................
406
..
406
Great
Lakes,
GratLakes,
appropriation
for improvement
-ship
appropriation for
improvement of
of _hip
cbaimel between
between Chicago,
channel
Chicago, 'Duluth,
Duluth,
and Buffalo ...................
400
400
aviation
etc., stations
aviation life
life saving,
saving, etc.,
stations author.
gh
ized, on .....
601
.................
601
light vesels
vessels for, authorized
537
authorized..............
37
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of connecting waters, etc., of, for
_ passage
passage of
large vessels
411
of lrge
vessel ..............
411
Great Las,
Lakes, Naval
Naval Training
Station,
Great
raingStation,
appro.iation for maintenance
approJiationor
maintenace ......... 562,1173
662,1173
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services .............. 562,
562,1173
1173
for three contagious
contagious hospital
hospital wards.....
wards.
1179
1179
Northern Rateay
Great Northern
Raivapy Company,
Company,
appropriation for repairs
road in
appropriation
repairs by, to road
Blackeet
Blackfeet Reservation
Glacier
Reservation to Glacier
Park..............................
Park
308
308
may bridge Mimiesi'
sisippippi River above
above MinMinMinn ....................
34
neapolis, Minn
34
in Montana,
Montana, including
public lands in
including tracts
in Fort Peck Indian Reservation
Reservation to
to
be sold to, for terminals, etc.......
etc
940
payments for lands of Indians..........
Indiana
941
payments
941
price
price for Milk River irrigation
irrigation project
project
charges ..........................
941
941
irrigation
irrigation rights of way reserved........
reserved
941
Great
GreatPedee River,
C.,
River, S.
S. C.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
395
Great
PondLight Station,
Great Salt Pond
L,
Station, R. I.,
improvements, etc., =eluding
including keeper's
keepei's
dwelling authorieed..
autharked
537
.
...............
537
Great
Sodus Bay,
Bay, N.
N. F.,
GreatSoda
Y.,
appropriation for improvement of habr..
appropriation
hater
392
Greece,
Greece,
appropriation
to
962,1048
appropriation for
for minister
minister to...........
,1048
Green
Bay, WYi.,
Wis.,
Green Bay,
appropriation
harbor..
appropriation for improvement
impovemnt of harbor..
401
Greene
County, Ind.,
Greene County,
Ind.,
condemned cannon granted to............
to
842
842
Greenfield,
Grenfield,Iowa
Iowa,
condemned cannon granted
granted to
832
to.............
82
Greensburg,
Greensburg, lad.,
Ind.,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
265
building..........
condemned
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Grand
Army post
post.....................
841
Greenville, Cal.,
Greenville,
Cal.,
appropriation for
Indian school
132,975
appropriation
for Indian
school......... 132,975
Greenville, S.
(nexm///e,
S. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for Weather
Weather Bureau station-.
sltion. 1137
1137
terms of court at.....................
at
721
721
office of clerk .....................
721
Greenwich, Conn.,
Conn.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for public
public building........
265
Greenwood
Greenwood Lake, N. J.,
preliminary
preliminary e'xaminiition,
..
etc.,
examination
etc, to
o be made
channel at
at southern
southern
for dredging
dredging channel
end.........................
407
end
407
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Page.
Greenwood,
Greenwood, S. C.,
C.,
Page.
terms of court
court at........................
at
721
721
Grinnell,
Grinnell, Iowa,
Iowa.
appropriation for public
265
public building
building .........
265
deficiency appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding............................
17
ing
17
Guam,
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment
appropriation
stations in .................
471,
1160
471,1160
for care of lepers, etc.,
naval station..
station
559,1170
etc., naval
559,1170
for naval station, public works.......
works
569,1178
569,1178
for fuel storage
storage ......................
570
570
for marine barracks
barracks .--..............
570
..
570
for high-power
high-power radio station in
607
in .........
607
Guantanamo
GuantanamaBay
Bay Naval
Naval Station, Cuba,
Cuba,
appropriation
appropriation for fuel storage...........
storage
570,
1179
570,1179
for public works
1178
works.......................
1178
Guatemala
Guatemala,
appropriation
252, 1048
1048
appropriation for minister to ......... 252,
uilfod Battk-Ground
Battle-GroundCompany,
Guilford
acceptance
acceptance from, of tract for Guilford
Guilford Courthouse National
N. C.
997
National Military Park,
Park, N.
C.
997
Guilford Courthouse
Guilford
National Miitwy
Courthouse National
ilitary Park,
Park,
N.
N. C.,
established;
area described................
described
996
established; area
996
acceptance of lands conveyed;
acquiring
conveyed; acquiring
additional
additional ........
.--.........- -.
997
supervision,
etc., by
997
supervision, etc.,
by commission
commision..........
997
appointment,
appointment, duties, etc
998
etc ..............
998
monuments, tablets, etc.,
monuments,
etc., in,
in, authorized;
authorized;
subject to approval of Secretary
Secretary of
War
War.
...................... 998
998
punishment for
injuries, etc...
etc
998
punishment
for defacing,
defacing, injuries,
998
Gulf
of Mexico,
Ghulfof
Mexo,
deficiency appropriation
for reestablishdeficiency
appropriation for
reestablishing, etc., aids to navigation, damdamhurricane, 1916 ...........
aged by hurricane,
820
820
aviation, life saving, etc., stations authoraviation,
ized
ized on coast of ........
.......... 601
601
commnision to investigate
commission
investigate and report
report on
on
advisability, etc.,
etc. ' of establishing
estAblishing
additional
additional navy yard on United
United
States coast of; details, etc., to be
be
considered .........................
5n
5
submarine and aviation
aviation bases
bases........... 571
571
Gulf of Meico
Mexico Coast,
Coast,
appropriation
of ...............
318
appropriation for
for surveys of
318
Gulf of Mexico Hurricane,
1915,
Hurricane, 1915,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
to Coast
Coast
for repairs
repairs to
Guard stations injured by
20
by.........
20
for repairs,
repairs, etc., to aids to navigation
navigation injured by
by. . .......................
25
Gulfport, Miss.,
Gulfport,
appropriation for improvement of harbor.
appropriation
397
harbor.. _ 397
commemorate Mispostmarking stamp to commemorate
sissippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition auauthorized
thorized for
.....
.............. 854
854
Gulfport, Miss., Exposition
Exposition (see Mississippi
Mississippi
Centennial Exposition).
Centennial
Exposition).
Gull Lake, Minn.,
abandonment of ditches between Gull
abandonment
Gull
Lake and Round Lake,
Lake, and between
Round Lake and
Long Lake,
Lake, for
and Long
for
reservoir
headwaters of
reservoir dam at, headwaters
Mississippi River ..................
403
403
Gun and Mortar
Batteries, Army,
Gun
Mortar Batteries,
Army,
api ropriation for
for construction
of ......
345,909
appropriation
construction of
345, 909
Guni ts, Navy,
Gunboats,
Navy,
construction
construction of two, authorized;
authorized; cost,
etc.
617
cost, etc.
617
appropriation for construction
construction and
machinappropriation
and machinery ..............................
ery
617
617
Guneotton,
Guncotton,
statistics of raw cotton, etc., used in making, to be published
published quarterly.....
quarterly
437

Gunnery and
and Engineering
EngineeringExercises,
Exercises, Navy,
Page.
appropriation for
for prizes, trophies,
trophies, ranges,
ranges,
etc........................
etc
560, 1171
560,1171
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
29, 825, 828
for ........ 29,825,828
Gunnison,
Gunnison, Colo.,
Colo.,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
for State
to, for
State
Normal School
843
School ...................
843
Gunnison
Gunnison County, Colo.,
granted lands for public park;
park; payment,
etc ...........................
520
520
Gunnison
Gunnison National
Forest, Colo.,
NationalForest,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
Gunpowder,
Gunpowder,
excise tax on net profits
profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
on sales of; exceptions
exceptions ............
781
781
Guns and
of War,
War, Navy,
and Munitions
Munitions of
Navy,
appropriation
for storage
of,
at
specified
appropriation for
storage of, at specified
569
yards, etc .........................
569
Guthrie,
Okla.,
Guthrie, Okla.,
terms of court at
at.............
office of clerk
clerk........................

........... .

927
927
927
927

H.
Habana, Cuba,
Cuba,
Habana,
appropriation
_
260
appropriation for building
building for
for legation
legation....
260
Hackensack,
J.,
Hackensack, N.
N. J.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .........
265
265
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public
public buildbuilding
17
ing.............................
17
N. J.,
Hackensack River,
River N.
J.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
393
appropriation
of........
393
preliminary
preliminary examination,
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
made to New Milford
407
Milford..............
407
407
of lower
.....................
407
Hague, The,
The,
Hague,
appropriation
appropriation for share, International
International Bureau, Permanent
Permanent Court of
of ArbitraArbitration .......................
257,1052
257,1052
for contribution toward expenses
of
expenses of
Palace of
of Peace at
at.............. 258,1054
258,1054
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for International
International
Bureau, Permanent Court
Court of ArbiArbitration ............................
16
16
Haiti,
Haiti,
appropriation for minister
appropriation
minister to
252, 1048
1048
to ...........
252
authorized from
from Navy
and Marine
details authorized
Navy and
Marine
Republic of
223
Corps to
to assist Republic
of.........
223
compensation
compensation allowed,
etc
allowed, etc.............
223
Halifax
Va.,
Halifax County,
County, Va.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
832
to...........
832
Hamilton, Eugene,
Hamilton,
Eugene,
investigation,
of
claim
as
attorney
investigation, etc.,
etc., of claim as attorney
for certain Indians...........
Indians
147
Hammond, Ind.,
authorized across Grand Calumet
bridge authorized
Calumet
251
River, at ......................
251
Harnm,ond: John
jr.,
Hammond.
John Hays,
Hays, jr.,
appropriation for exclusive
appropriation
exclusive rights
radiorights of
of radiodynamic torpedo
dyramic
torpedo control
control inventions
of...— ..............................
of

subject
subject to favorable report of board of
Army and Navy officers
officers ...........
for tests, etc.; to be deducted
deducted from
from purchase price ................
patents to be issued
issued to United States
if
States if
contract
contract made..................
made
applications to be kept in secret archives
applications
archives
Hammond, La.,
Hammond,
La.,
appropriation
building
ppropriation for public building..........
deficiency
appropriation for
builddeficiency appropriation
for public
public build-

aing................................
-

Hampden
ounty, Mass.,
Mass.,
ampdenCounty,
may bridge
bae Connecticut
Connecticut River at
Springat Spring-

fie

.............................

347
347

347
347
347
347
347
347
347
265
17
17
536
536
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Hampton, Va.,
Pagp.
Va.,
PageHampton,
Pae.
Hawaii—Continued.
Page.
Hawaii-Continued.
appropriation for
Volunteer
expenses, Volunteer
for expenses,
appropriation
appropriation
for construction,
etc., Schoconstruction, etc.,
appropriation for
Soldiers'
Home
295
Soldiers' Home..................
field
Barracks ...................
285
285
field Barracks
deficiency
appropriation for
for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
for
artillery
for accommodations
accommodations for
for seacoast
seacoat artillery
Soldiers' Home....................
Home
812
Soldiers'
in
286
286
in.....
.................
Hansen, Idaho,
Idaho,
Hansen,
for
judges, outside
outside of
of
of district
district judges,
for expenses
expenses of
bridge
across Snake
Snake River,
River, near
59
official residence
residence
314
59
near
authorized across
bridge authorized
314
...............
official
Harbor
Beach, Mich.,
HarborBeach,
Mich.,
for
etc ................
348,912
for fortifications,
fortifications, etc.
348,912
appropriation for
improvement of
harbor of
of
of harbor
for
seacoast batteries
for improvement
912
appropriation
for seacoast
batteries ................
refuge;
400
for
repair, etc.,
etc., torpedo
torpedo
to breakwater,
breakwater, etc
etc...
400
refuge; repairs
repairs to
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
Harbor
Hawaii,
Commissioners, Hawaii,
Harbor Commissioners,
structures
. 348,912
348,912
structures...................
legislative act
act amending
amending Revised
for
etc ................
348
Revised Laws
Laws of
of
legislative
for land
land defenses,
defenses, etc
348
Hawaii,
relating
to,
confirmed
39
for
locating
strategic
roads,
land
de39 I
Hawaii, relating to, confirmed......
for locating strategic roads, land deHarbor Island,
Island, Tex.
fenses
912
Harbor
Tex.,
.
912
..................
fenses....
preliminary examination,
exankination etc.,
of channel
for
electric plants,
etc., seacoast
fortifichannel
etc., of
preliminary
seacoast fortifiplants, etc.,
for electric
to
to be
cations
348,912
408
be made
made...........
to Rockport
Rockport to
cations......................
348,912
Harbor Patrol,
for
embankments
912
D. C.,
C.,
912
Harbor
Patrol, D.
sea walls
walls and
and embankments........
for sea
appropriation for
for expenses............
expenses
701,1028
701,1028
for
fortifications..........
348,912
348,912
for automobile,
automobile, fortifications
appropriation
Harbors (see
(see also
also River
Harbor Improveforairshipe,
etc., seacoast
912
Improve912
River and
and Harbor
seacoast defenses
defenses......
forairships, etc.,
Harbors
ment),
for
equipments for.............
for
422,1068
422,1068
ment),
for mail
mail equipments
appropriation for
for
Weather Service
for
etc., for•
Service expenses
expenses in.... 448,1136
for Weather
for searchlights,
searchlights, etc.,
appropriation
defense
of ...... .............
345,910
fortural
stations
345,910
experiment stations
agricultural experiment
for .agricul
defense of
for
improvement
of
391
471,1160
391
471,1160
for improvement of..................
in.........................
Harbors,
Canals,
and
Channels,
for
agricultural
extension
work
471,1160
Harbors, Canals, and Channels,
for agricultural extension work.... 471,1160
for high-power
radio station
station in
607
plans
submitted for improving, for
for
for
high-power radio
in........
607
be submitted
plans to be
act of
of legislature
amending franchise
franchise of
of '
fleet defense
of coasts
coasts............',- '618
act
legislature amending
fleet
defense of
extension
of existing
existing projects
Island Electric
Electric Company
(Limited),
projects.......... 618
Island
Oompany (Limited),
extension of
ratified
51
cost
of, for
for completion
completion in
five years
618 •
57
years....
in five
ratified...........................
cost of,
lading; restrictionagainstissing,
restriction againstiaming, in
in
bills of
of lading;
Harlan,
Iowa,'
Harlan, Iowa
condemned
cannon granted
to Grand
sets,
not applicable
to.
539
539
to shipments to.
applicable to
sets, not
Grand
granted to
condemned cannon
nor
for marking "dupliArmy post
832
nor requirement
requirement for
832
Arm
y post.......................
cate"
539
539
cate" thereon
thereon.......... ...........
Harlem River; N. Y.,
franchise
of Hawaiian
Hawaiian Electric
Company
Electric Company
franchise of
appropriation for improvement of
392
modified,
etc
229
229
modified,
etc....................
Hammy
National
Forest,
S.
Dak.,
Dab.,
Harney National Forest, 8.
Kauai
County, for
for electric
electric light
and
light and
Kauai County,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1147
etc., of.
appropriation for
power ......
246
......................
power
Harris, T.
U. S.
S. Navy,
D., Paymaster,
Paymaster, V.
T. D.,
Harris,
to HonoluluGasCompany,
Honolulu Gas Company, extended,
extended, etc
etc. 231
to
credit
in accounts
582
accounts........--..............
credit in
manufacturing gas
gas, South H'ilo,
llo
for manufacturing
Harrisburg, Pa.,
Pa.,
Harrisburg,
granted John
524
John T.. Baker.
Baker............
appropriation for
public building,
rent
265
granted
265
building, rent....
for public
appropriation
Hawaii National
Hawaii
National Park established on isHarrisonville, Mo.,
Mo.,
Harrisonville,
432
lands of
Maui
and Maui..........
lands
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
appropriation
building
265
265
public building........
for public
appropriation for
legislative act
Revised Laws of,
amending Revised
act amending
legislative
"Harry
A. Berwind,"
Steamer,
Berwind, Steamer,
"Harry A.
relating
to
powers
of
comof
harbor
to
powers
relating
name
changed to
Brown". 1199
1199
H. Brown".
to "Harvey
"Harvey H.
of, changed
name of,
39
missioners, etc., confirmed ........
missioners,
"Harry W.
W. Croft,"
Steamer,
Croft," Steamer,
"Harry
conferring power
power of public utilities comconferring
1199
name
of
"
Fred
Cl.
Harty/ell"
changed
to
to..
changed
Hartwell"
name of "Fred G.
mission to regulate franchises, etc.,
etc ,
mission
Hartford,
Conn.,
Hartford, Conn.,
38
confirmed
confirmed .......................
appropriation for
for public
building
265
public building.........
appropriation
public
utilities companies, to pay franchise .
public utilities
Harts, Col.
William W.,
W.,
Col. William
Harts,
232
taxes to counties
counties ..................
taxes
credit
accounts
809
credit in accounts......................
Poulos
Reservation, Oahu, transMilitary Reservation,
Puuloa Military
"Harvey H.
Steamer,
H. Brown,"
Brown," Steamer,
"Harvey
642
ferred
Navy................
ferred to
to the Navy
1199
name
A. Bervrind"
changed to.
to
Berwind"changed
"HarryA.
of "Harry
name of
street
Hilo, modiSouth Hilo,
franchise, South
street railway
railway franchise,
Haskell Institute,
Institute, Laurence,
Kans.,
Laurence, Kans.,
Haskell
438
fied
fied..............................
appropriation for
for Indian
school
133.977
133.977
Indian school........
appropriation
Hawaii Island
of,
Island of,
Hawaii,
Hastings, Mich.,
Mich.,
Hashtngs,
establishment
of Hawaii
432
on.
Park on.
National Park
Hawaii National
establishment of
265
appropriation
for
public
building
appropriation for public building ........
Hawaii National
National Park,
Part,
Hawaii
Havre de
de Grace,
Grace, Md.,
Md.,
Havre
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of
of harbor,
established
islands of
Hawaii and
Maui.
432
and Maui.
of Hawaii
on islands
harbor,
established on
preliminary
407
description .......................
432
407
description
...............
to
made.......
to be
be made.
433
existing
affected....
land claims, etc., not affected
existing land
Havre, Mont.,
Mont.,
Havre,
lands
sold for
for reservoir
purposes to,
in abanabanadministration;
434
etc ..-..........
leases, etc
to, in
administration; leases,
reservoir purposes
lands sold
doned
Fort Assinniboine
limit
Military
on expenses
expenses...................... 434
limit on
Aseinniboine Military
doned Fort
Reservation
739 Hawaiian
Hawaiian Electric
Electric Company
Company (Limited),
Reservation ......................
(Limited),
reversion for
nonuser ....
........... 739
...
for nonuser
229
reversion
franchise
franchise of, extended ...--........-....Hawaii,
subject to
public utilities commission,
commission, as to
Hawaii,
topublic
subject
appropriation for
etc., government
government
230
......
salaries, etc.,
230
for salaries,
etc.......
extensions, etc
rates, extensions,
appropriation
04,
104,1108
....
....-----------in...-.....Hayden
National Park,
Park, Wyo.
Wyo. and
and Colo.,
Hayden National
for judges,
judges, circuit
circuit courts........-..courts
104,1108
for
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
458, 1147
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses
. 104,1108
104,1108 Hayward, Commander
expenses .........
for
George N., U.
Navy,
U.. S.. Nay,
for legislative
legislative expenses.........expenses
104
104 Hayward, Commander George
...- ..
for
retired,
retired,
for judges,
etc., district
court
118,1119
118,1119
district court........
judges, etc.,
for
to be
on active
603
place........
active list; place
captain on
to
be captain
for relief,
relief, etc.,
etc., of
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
American
for
examinations required;
required; to be additional
additional
examinations
seamen
262,1058
262,1058
in .....................
seamen in
number; no
no back
etc
603
pay, etc..........
back pay,
number;
for quarantine
quarantine system
system expenses;
leprosy
expenses; leprosy
for
Wis.,
Hayward, Wi.,
hospital .........................
278 Hayward,
278
hospital
appropriation for
far Indian
Indian school
156,991
school........ 156,991
appropriation
for ethnological
natives
among natives
researches among
for
ethnological researches
deficiency
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school.
school.
31
anuroDriation
deficiency
of
279
279
or
of....................--.-------errI
---
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Head Tax
on Aliens,
Head
Tax on
Aliens,
Page.
appropriation
erroneously
appropriation for refunding, erroneously
325
collected ...............-----...--.
325
amount increased
amount
increased to
to $8 ............-.....
875
875
seamen included......-................
included
seamen
875
accompanying parparchildren under
under 16
16 accompanying
ent, exempt
exempt --....--.
875
ent,
.....--.......
875
payment
by carrier
875
payment by
carrier ....................
875
by
alien
875
by alien ..-.....
................. .....
875
a
enforcement .......
875
a lien on vessel,
vessel, etc.; enforcement
875
exceptions;
exceptions; coming
coming from
from contiguous
contiguous councounstay
875
tries for temporary
temporary stay............
875
admissible residents of United States
possessions
possessions.
..................
875
in transit, pawing
passing through contiguous
contiguous
875
countries -----.................--.
875
payment on arrivals
arrivals from
from contiguous
contiguous councountries .............................
875
tries
875
entering the Philippines
Philippines ...... ...-- ..
on entering
875
refunded to
to rejected
rejected applicants
applicants from contiguous countries
countries --tiguous
.............
875
Headstones
for Soldiers'
Graves,
Headstonesfor
Soldiers' Graves,
appropriation for
286
appropriation
for ........................
286
unmarked graves
of civilians
for unmarked
graves of
civilians in
in post
post
cemeteries
286
cemeteries---...-.....--....----.
286
for unmarked
unmarked graves of Confederates
Confederates in
national cemeteries
286
cemeteries-..-..........
286
appropriation for
29, 33, 825,828
deficiency appropriation
for..... 29,33,825,828
Headwaters
HeadwatersSteamship
Steamhip Company,
may change name of steamer
steamer "Fred
"Fred G.
G.
Hartwell"
"Harry W. Croft"....
Hartwell" to "Harry
Croft".... 1199
"Harry A. Berwind"
Bervrind" to
"Harry
to "Harvey
"Harvey I
H.
Brown" ........................
Brown"
. 1199
1199
Health Department,
Health
Department, .D.
D. C.,
appropriation for health
(fficer, inspectors,
appropriation
health officer,
inspectors,
702, 1029
etc ......-..........-.........
702,1029
inspectors .............
702
assignment of inspectors
702
for preventing contagious diseases,
702, 1029
etc -.............-........... 702,1029
assignment,
bacteriologists...
1030
etc., of bacteriologists
asinment, etc.,
..
702
for repairs to buildings, etc
etc.............
702
for fire protection, smallpox
smallpox hospital.
hospital....
1030
service .............. 702,1030
i(12, 1030
for disinfecting service
for sanitary emergency fund,
fund, drainage
drainage
of lots, etc ...................... 702,1030
for expenses,
adulterations- 703,1030
expenses, food,
food, etc.,
etc., adulterations
703,1030
for bacteriological
laboratory
703,1030
bacteriological laboratory.........
703,1030
for
refrigerating machine
1030
for refrigerating
machine............... 1030
for supplies and expenses, biological
biological and
serological study of disease
1030
disease......... 1030
for chemical laboratory.
laboratory -703,
703, 1030
1030
.........
for contingent
contingent expenses, enforcing health
health
703,
1030
laws
........----...----...
703, 1030
inspecting dairy farms, etc
for inspecting
etc....... 703,
703, 1030
1030
for contagious diseases, isolating wards
wards 703,1031
703,1031
1031
for public crematory
crematory ................ 703,
703,1031
for motor vehicle
vehicle ................... 703, 1031
for alterations, etc., at the pound
pound ......
703
for establishing
establishing dispensaries
dispensaries for treating
tuberculosis, etc
1031
etc...................
for alterations, etc.,
etc., old emergency
emergency hospital for laboratory
laboratory uses
pital
uses.-.......... 1031
Health Officer,
Officer, I).
C.,
Health
D. C.,
appropriation for, assistant, deputy, etc
etc. 702, 1029
Public,
Health, International
InternationalOffice
Office of Public,
appropriation
annual quota
appropriation for annual
quota...... 258,1053
Hearings in Land
Entries,
Hearings
Land Entries,
appropriation for
for expenses
299
appropriation
expenses
.............
299
deficiency appropriation
for
30
deficiency
appropriation for...............
30
Helena,
Helena, Ark.,
condemned cannon granted to Mrs.
condemned
Mrs. John
John S.
Confederate cemetery
cemetery at.
837
Hornor for Confederate
Mont.
Helena, Mont.,
appropriation for assay
away office at
appropriation
at......... 89,1094
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for asay
assay office...
824
office...
824

Helena
Forest, Mont.,
Page.
Helena National
National Forest,
Page.
appropriation
of. 458,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
458, 1147
1147
Hemp,
Hemp,
appropriation
testing, etc.,
etc., for
paper
appropriation for
for testing,
for paper
making ...........................
1142
1142
Henderson, John
John B.,
B.,
Henderson,
reappointed as regent,
regent, Smithsonian
reappointed
Smithsonian Insti868
tution .............................
868
Hendrum,
Hendrum, Minn.,
Minn.,
Elm River, N. Dak., and, may bridge Red
Red
River of the North
River
North.................
511
S. S.,
"Henley," U. S.
appropriation
appropriation for repairs
repairs................
605
607
for engines for
for ............-........-..
607
Hennepin County,
Hennepin
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
bridge
authorized across Misissippi
Missisaippi River,
bridge authorized
River,
between Anoka
34
between
Anoka County
County and
nd.......
34
Henry
Island Counties,
Counties, Ill.,
Henry and Rock
Rock Island
III.
time
bridging Rock
River at
time extended
extended for bridging
Rock River
at
Colona Ferry by ...................
4
4
Henry Barracks,
Henry
Barracks, Cayey, P. R.,
transfer of part
for
naval
uses
568
transfer
part of,
of, for naval uses ...........
568
Henthorn,
Ernest R.,
Henthorn, Ernest
R.,
may perfect
perfect homestead
homestead entry
entry in Glacier
Glacier
National
342
National Park .....................
342
Hereford Inlet,
N. J.,
Hereford
Inlet, N.
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
407
made ...................-.........
407
Hervey, George
George H.,
H.,
granted
electric line across
granted right of way for electric
Barrancas and
Fla
237
Forts Barrancas
and McRee,
McRee, Fla....
237
Hessian Fly,
Hessian
Fly,
appropriation
465,1154
appropriation for investigating, etc.... 465,
1154
Hevia
Carlos, of
Hevia yyReyes Gavilan,
Gavilan, Carlos,
of Cuba,
Cuba,
Naval Academy
may be admitted to Naval
Academy for
for
instruction; conditions
10
conditions..............
Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, Sans.,
Kans.,
building........
265
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building ...............................
17
ing
17
Hickerson,
Hickerson, Charles
Charles M.,
M.,
homestead
confirmed -..........
155
homestead entry
entry of, confirmed
155
Hicksville, Ohio,
to
840
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to........
837, 840
High
(se. InterHigh Commission,
Commission, International
Itenational (sez
Commission).
national High Commission).
High
High Landing,
Landing, Minn.,
512
may bridge Red Lake River .............
512
Highway Bridge,
Bridge, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
689, 1017
expenses... 689,1017
operating expenses...
for operating
appropriation
689, 1017
for repairs, etc
etc....................
689,1017
Highways,
Highways, Extensive,
Extensive,
investigations, etc.,
for coordination
of railinvestigations,
etc., for
coordination of
railroads
military, industrial,
industrial,
roads with, for
for military,
and commercial
commercial purposes
650
purposes ...........
Highways System, D. C., Permanent,
Permanent,
new plan authorized for Barry Farm subnew
subdivision, southeast.
1014
division,
southeast ............-.... 1014
opening,
1014
opening, extending streets, etc ..-......
1014
Hill, Capt.
Frank Kinsey, U.
U. S. Navy, reHill,
Capt. Frank
tired,
tired,
captain on active list;
place.
602
list; place........
to be captain
examin9tions required;
be additional
examinations
required; to
to be
additional
number;
etc
603
603
number; no
no back
back pay,
pay, etc........--.
Hillsboro Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,
Hillsboro
appropriation
improvement of .......
396
appropriation for improvement
396
Hillsboro
Fla.,
HillsboroRiver, Fla.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
396
of........
appropriation
Hilo,
Hilo, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation for
architect,
for commission
commission to architect,
appropriation
public building ..............--..
272
public
Hilton,
Jones C., Passed
Paymaster,
Hilton, James
PasedAssistant
Assistant Paymaster,
Navy,
Navy,
I credit
581
credit in
in accounts ........................
581
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Hingham,
Page.
Hingham, Mass.,
Mass.,
Pagee.Homestead
ti onued
Homestead Eon
Entries—Continued.
Page.
Pag
appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public works,
works, navel
naval magamagaof noncoatiguou
ndfe
noncontiguous's/A/Q*11/mi
d tocomplete
tocmpte
zine.........................
zine
569,1178
569,11718 ..
enlarged
enlarged homestead
homestead entriee.
— . 344
entriea-.......
for ordnance
ordnance storage buildings......
buildings
569
56 9
of 640 acres
acres of designated public band&
hinds iiii-Historical
Historical Place,
Places, D.
D. C
., ,
thorized
for
Mock
raising..
—
. 862
thorized for stock aing............
862
appropriation for
for erecting,
erecting, etc.,
tablets for
appropriation
etc., tablets
for
on ceded Wind River
River Renervation:
Reservatian, Wyo.,
marking........................
marking
683,1011
683,
101 1
may be patented
patented where
where water not
not
Bodapp,
Assisant Paymaster,
Hodapp, John
John D.
D. P., Assistant
Paymaster,
obtained,
obtained, upon
et residence,
upon proof
proof of
residence,
Navy,
Navy,
etc..........
etc
841
...........
41
date of commission established
established ...........
582
58:
patents for, under.
AeclamaionAct,
patents
under iteciamanion ,Act,
not to
to
Hodgenville,
Hodgenville, Ky.,
Ky
issue until all sums due are
paid..
920
are
paid..
92D
birthplace of Abraham Lincoln,
Lincoln, memorial
memorial
settlersmking,
settlers
making,onnsurveyed,
on unsurveyed, etc.
etc., lmnds,
lands,
etc., at, accepted
accepted for public
hall, etc.,
public
allowed leave of absenceabsence............
allowed
.. ..
341
341
park, etc .........................
385
38 5
condition........................
conditions.
341
...
...
341
Hoffman, Leonard
Hofman,
Leonard G.,
G.,
Homestead Laws,
Laws,
Homestead
may be appointed
appointed assistant
paymaster,
assistant paymaster,
purchasers of ceded
ceded Indian
Indian lands at
desigat desigNavy .........................
1184
118
nated price, entitled to
to make
enmake enHog Cholera,
Cholera,
tries
under......
under
926
...........
.
926
appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
investigating, treating,
treating,
Homestead
Homestead Settlers
Settlers
etc......................
etc
451,1139
451, 113
le1s
than
a
having
less
than
a
quarter
section
may
section
may
Hogs,
Hogs,
entry to
to complete.
*ed
,
make entry
complete. =nkred
appropriation for diffusing information
appropriation
information as
as
homestead.
..... —
925
homestead..................
;
926
to supply, prices, markets, etc.,
etc., of
of 473,1162
time extended
extended for
for paying
for
payg ............
itallents
ing
for
Holbrook, Mass.,
Mass. '
Holbroot,
Cheyenne and
ceded lands of Cheyenne
and
condemned cannon
condemned
granted to
to Memorial
cannon granted
Memorial
...........
Arapahoe Indian,
Indi_ana, Okl
Okla..
—_ *. 937
937
Association of
of...-...........-....
836
836
Fort Peck Indian
Reservation,
Indian Reservation,Mont
Mont ..
994
994
Holidays,
Holidays,
Homesteads
Homesteads
(see
also
Enlarged
Homesteads),
also
Enlarged Homewteads),
compensatory time
compensatory
petal em
time allowed
allowed postal
emappropriation
appropriation for
lands
for classification,
classification, etc.,
etc., lands
ployees working on
416
...
...........
416
natinialforests,
within national
forests, etc.,
etc., for..
460,1149
for.. 460,1149
days specified as
416
as. .......
................
416
Homesteads, Enlarged
(see Enlarged
HomeEnlarged (seE
nlarged HomeHolidays, D. C., Legal,
Holidays,

D. C., Legal,

employees allowed
per diem employees
allowed pay for
for.....
Holland
Netherlands).
Holland (see
(see Netherlands).

steads).
1045
1045
Rondo Irrigation
Project, N.
Mex. '
Hondo
Irrigation Project,
N. Mex.,
a cc pupriation
lia
riation for maintenance, etc........
etc

Holland, Mich.,
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
400
appropriation for
harbor..
400
Holly
Miss.,
Holly Springs
Springs, Miss.,
appropriation
for
public
building
265
appropriation for public building.........
265
Holy Cross
Cross National
National Forest,
Colo.,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,
458, 1147
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
1147
Home Economics,
Home
Economics,
provisions for cooperating
with
States
to
cooperating with States to
pay
teachers, etc.,
etc., of
930
pay teachers,
of...............
930
annual
annual appropriations;
appropriations; basis
of
930
basis of..........
930
amount appropriated
amount
appropriated for training
training teachers,
teachers,
etc., of .........................
931
.
931
annual allotments;
931
allotments; basis
basis of
of .............
931
D. C.,
C.,
Home for Aged
Aged and
and Infirm,
Infirm, D.
appropriation for
salaries
707,
1034
appropriation
for salaries.............
707,1034
707, 1035
for maintenance
maintenance................. 707,
1035
for repairs and improvements
improvements ....... 707,
707, 1035
1035
Home
for
Incurables,
D.
C.,
Homefor Incurables, D. C.,
appropriation for
care of
indigent papaappropriation
for care
of indigent
tients
708,
1036
tients......................
708,1036
Homeopathic
Homeopathic Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
C., National,
National,
appropriation
care of
indigent paappropriation for
for care
of indigent
patients.........................
tients
708, 1035
708,
1035
Homestead
Entries,
Homestead Entries,
absence
of
settlers
in
military
service
absence of settlers in military service
equivalent to residence
671
residence............
671
agricultural
agricultural lands in
in abandoned
abandoned military
military
reservations,
reservations, Nevada,
opened to....
to
518
Nevada, opened
518
on unappropriated
lands in
in
allowed on
unappropriated lands
Alaska; conditions
352
Alaska;
conditions.................
352
former entries
entries elsewhere
elsewhere not
bar
352
not aabar.......
352
prior claims
claims not
352
not affected
affected ..............
352
reserved
reserved lands excepted
excepted ..............
352
352
assignments
assignments of, in
notin reclamation
reclamation projects,
projects, notwithstanding
withstanding part canceled
canceled to
to conconform with farm units; conditions_
65
conditions....
65
certain, in
Glacier National
Park, Mont.,
Mont.,
certain,
in Glacier
National Park,
prior to creation of,
of, may
may be
be perper..........................
fected
342
342
forfeited Oregon
Oregon and California
Railroad
California Railroad
land grants opened
219
opened to
to.............
219
H olland,
appronlation

305
30

appropriation
appropriation for minister
252,1048
minister to.
to .......
252,1048
Honey
Grove, Tea.,
Tex.,
Honey Grove,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation forpublic
for public building
building
18
18
Honolulu
Gas Company,
Limited,
HonoluluGas
Company, Limited,
franchise to, extended
extended ..................
231
231
subject to
public utilities
utilities commirion
commission as
as
subject
to public
to rates, extensions, etc............
etc
231
231
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Honolulu,
appropriation for
405
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor..
405
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for quarantine
quarantine
defciency
station, wharf, etc
803
etc................
803
construction, etc.,
construction,
etc., lighthouse
depot, auaulighthouse depot,
thorized.....................
538
38
temporary depot, Lighthouse
temporary
Lighthouse Serviee,
Serviee, auauorthz ........................
thorized
538
538
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Ordnance
Honolulu,
Ordnance Depot,
Depot,
appropriation for storehouses
appropriation
283
storehouses...............
283
for gun sheds
283
..................
. 283
for magazines.
magazines
283
.......................
283
for shop, office,
office, and barracks
buildings
283
barracks buildings..
283
for officers'
283
officers' quarters
quarters.
...................
283
for stable, wagon
283
wagon shed,
shed, etc
etc .............
283
for
transportation facilities,
etc
283
for transportation
facilities, etc.
283
Hoopa Valley
Hospital, Cal.,
Hoopa
Valley Indian
Indian Hospital,
Cal.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
125,970
appropriation for
etc., of..
of.. 125,970
Hoopeston,
Hoopeston, I12.,
Ill.,
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing .....
18
18
condemned cannon granted to
841
to ...........
841
Hoosick Falls,
Hoosick
Falls, N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
appropriation
public building
265
for public
building ........
265
Hope and Help Mission,
D. C.,
Mission, D.
C.,
appropriation for
of women
women and
and
for care of
children
710,1038
children......
.........
71038
o....
,
Hoquarton
Hoguartrm Slough, Oreg.,
preliminary
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc,
of, to
to be
be
made..........................
made
410
410
Horgan,
.1.,
Horgan, Francis
FrancisJ.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contested
eleccontested election expenses...................
expenses
822
22
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ge.
Horn Island Pass,
Page.
Pa
Pass, Miss.,
Horn
appropriation
maintenance of channels
channels
appropriation for
for maintenance
197
397
through ...........................
Hornell, N. Y,
Hornell,N.
Y.,
!65
appropriation for public building.......
building
265
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public build18
ing
..........................
18
Hornor,
Hornor, Mrs. John
John S.,
condemned
cannon
granted
to,
for
Helena,
Helena,
condemned cannon granted
Ark., Confederate
Confederate Cemetery
837
137
Ark.,
Cemetery.......
Horses, Army,
Army,
Horses,
appropriation
breeding,
for experiments
experiments in breeding,
appropriation for
1139
139
for military purposes
purposes........... 450, 1]
lands near Morgan
Morgan Horse Farm, Mid139
1139
dlebury, Vt
.................
11
for. ...................
632
332
for expenditures for
335
for purchase
purchase............................ 635
purchases at posts.
posts 635
635
limit; contracts; purchases
standard required
required....................
635
standard
635
no polo ponies except for Military
Academy
635
Academy.........................
335
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchase....
337
purchase.... 45,
45,.337
Horses,
Horses, National
NationalGuard,
Guard,
appropriation
......... 645
345
appropriation for purchase ....for forage, etc
etc...........----------..........- 645
645
etc.; payment of enlisted
enlisted
for care of, etc.;
...............
men for .........
645
645
Horticultural Board,
Board, Federal
Federal (tee
(see Federal HorHorticultural
ticultural
ticultural Board, Department of
Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Horticultural, etc., Investigations,
Horticultual,
Invatigations,
appropriation for
appropriation
for..................
454, 1143
1 L43
Horticultural
Organisations'
Hortult
ural Organiations,
exempt
tax
766
exempt from income tax..................
766
Hospital Corps,
Hospital
Corps, Navy,
constitution of; grades and rates ..........
572
constitution
572
transfers of enlisted men from and to
Navy and Marine Corps ....--....
572
572
pharmacists, promotions from
from chief phar572
macist's mate, to..................
572
572
pay, etc.....-.........-............Pay,
etc
572
pharmacists, service promotion
promotion of
chief pharmacists,
pharmacists to ......................
573
573
promotions of those in the service......
service
573
573
limit and number
number of ratings....-........
ratings
573
573
pay and
and allowances
allowances of enlisted
enlisted men estabpharmacist's mate
mate. ...
573
lished; chief pharmacist's
573
assignment to hospital and ambulance
ambulance
service ........................
573
service
573
to be constituent part of Medical
Medical Department, Navy;
enlisted men part of
Navy; enlisted
of
Navy enlisted strength
strength............
573
573
status when attached
attached with Marine Corps to
the Army
573
Army........................
573
Hospital Matrons,
Hospital
Matrons, Army,
appropriation
628
appropriation for pay
pay --................
628
.Hospital
.Hospital Ship,
Ship, Navy,
construction
construction of, authorized;
authorized; cost, etc
617
etc......
617
appropriation for construction
construction and maappropriation
chinery
617
chinery. .
.....................
617
Hospital
Hospital Stewards,
Stewards, Army,
appropriation for
638
approriation
for quarters for .............
638

Hospitals,
Army,
Hospitals, Army,
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction and repair of
post..............-.............
Post
638
temporary
camp,
...............
temporary
etc -.638
638
for erection or rental of temporary
640
temporary.....
640
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construction,
...........................
338, 825
etc
338,825
Hospitals,D. C. (see Medical
Hospitals,.D.
Medical Charities, D. C.).
Hospitals, Endowed, etc.,
Hospitals,
alcohol for, may be withdrawn from bond
tax-........................
free of tax355
355
use restricted ....
..................
355
bond required
required .........................
355
355

Hospitals for Indians,
Page.
Hospitals
Indians,
appropriation for
equipment,
appropriation
for construction, equipment,
and maintenance
970
maintenance of; limit.
limit...... 124, 970
limit of cost increased
970
increased ...........
124, 970
construction
expenditures limited
- 125, 970
970
construction expenditures
limited..
for designated
designated hospitals, etc.........
etc
125,
970
125, 970
Hot
Sprinys Army and
Hot Springs
and Navy Hospital,
Hospital, Ark.,
appropriation for burial in Little Rock
appropriation
Rock
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, of patients dying
in
288
in............................
288
for construction and repair
638
repair.............
for medical supplies...................
640
Hot Springs
Springs Reservation,
Reservation, Ark.
Ark.,,
free delivery of water to Leo N. Levi Hosauthorized; condition.........
condition
pital, authorized;
351
placed under control of National
National Park
Service ...-----.....--.......... ...
535
superintendent of national parks, etc.,
etc., to
superintendent
control administration
control
administration of ..........
309
Hot Springs,
Springs, S. Dak.,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer Solappropriation
diers' Home..
Home........................
296
'deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer Soldiers' Home.
812
diers'
Home ......................
Houghton,
Houghton, Mich.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
building ......... 265
Hours
of Service, Railroad
Hours of
RailroadEmployees,
penalty for violating
violating limitation of........
of
penalty
61
prosecutions; limitations,
limitations, etc ...........
61
unavoidable
unavoidable accidents, etc.
etc., excepted
excepted..
61
applicable to wrecking
wrecking and relief
not applicable
crews .........................
61
pending suits not affected
affected ............
pending
61
Housatonic
HousatonicRiver, Conn.,
Conn.,
appropriation for improvement
392
appropriation
improvement of ........
Detention, D. C.
House of Detention,
appropriation for expenses
1028
701, 1028
appropriation
expenses ............
House
House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for
compensation of
of Memappropriation
for compensation
bers, Delegates,
Delegates, and
Resident Comand Resident
missioners ....
69, 1073
1073
..............
for mileage, etc ...................
70,
1074
70,1074
for SDeaker's
gPea •
er's office;
office; Digest of Rules
1074
Rules.... 70,
70,1074
for Chaplain
.............
........ 70, 1074
for Clerk
Clerk of
House, clerks,
clerks, etc...
70, 1074
for
of the
the House,
etc...._70,
1074
etc
for chief engineer, assistants,
assistants, etc.....
70, 1074
1074
for clerks,
clerks, messengers, and janitors
janitors to
to
annual
committees, annual.............
70, 1074
1074
appointment
71, 1074
appointment and
and duties
duties of janitors
janitors.. 71,1074
for clerks
clerks to committees,
session
committees, session......
71, 1075
1075
Sergeant at Arms, deputy, etc.
_ 71, 1075
1075
for Sergeant
etc....
for police force, House
Building_ 71, 1075
1075
House Office Building.
for Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, special employees,
employees, etc.
etc_ 71,
71, 1075
messengers,
messengers, laborers,
laborers, etc
71, 1075
etc........... 71,1075
superintendent folding room, etc...
superintendent
etc
_71,1075
71, 1075
pages.........................
71, 1075
Pages
1075
superintendent document
document room, etc.
etc 71, 1075
1075
superintendent
employees
1075
fof minority employees................
72, 1075
for special employees,
72,
1076
employees, etc ............
72,1076
for clerk,
clerk, etc.,
conference minority_
1076
etc., conference
minority... 72, 1076
minority
for messengers, majority and minority
caucus rooms ...................
72, 1076
1076
72, 1076
1076
for postmaster, assistant, etc ........
horses and mail wagons
wagons ..........
72, 1076
72,
1076
for official reporters ...............
72,1076
stenographers to committees
committees .....
72
1076
for stenographers
72, 1076
"during the session"
session" to mean 118
days
72
72
days ...........................
"during
"during the session
session""to mean 210 days_
days. 1076
for clerk hire,
hire, Members,
Members, Delegates, and
Commissioners
72, 1076
Resident Commissioners........
placed on roll of employees;
employees; appointment, etc.......
etc
............
72,1076
for contingent expenses, materials
materials for
folding
folding.....................
73, 1077
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House of Representatives—Continued.
Representatives-Continued.
Page. Howeattk,
House
Poe&
Howeattle, Washington,
Washington,
Page.
Pags.
appropriation
appropriation for furniture and repairs..
repairs
73,1077
fee simple homestead patent confirmed
990
confirmed to.
to.
990
boxes ..................... 73,1077
73,1077 Hudson,
for packing
packing boxes
Henry,
Hudson, Henry,
miscellaneous items................
for miscellaneous
items
73, 1077
1077
73,
patent confirmed
to.
fee simple
simple homestead
homestead patent
confirmed to.
990
for expenses, special and select comcomHudson
Railroad CorporaCorporaHudson River
River Connecting
Connecting Railroad
mittees
73,1077
mittees--------------..........................
73,107
tion,
tion,
for stationery
73, 1077
stationery..................... 73,1077
time extended for bridging Hudson River
River
for postage stamps
stamps ....................
73,
1077
73,1077
by
by.........................................
446
for automobile
automobile for
Speaker
73,
1077
for Speaker..;..........
73, 1077 Hudson
N. Y.,
Et
HudsonRiver,
Rier, N.
for session
end of
of first
for
session employees
employees until
until end
first
appropriation for aids to navigation,
appropriation
navigation, addiaddisession 64th Congress.................
Congress
243
24
tional,
etc
tional, etc.........................
317
for session employees
employees for entire month
month of
of
for
improvement of,
of, at
at New
New York.......
York
392
for improvement
392
September, 1916
1916.....................
853
853
for
improvement
of,
maintenance,
etc
;
for improvement of, maintenance, etc.;
for expenses of inaugural
inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies,
. contracts
398
contracts .........................
39
874
1917 .............................
874
preliminary examination,
preliminary
exammation ' etc.,
etc. of;
of; to
be
to be
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
maintenance,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
made, or
toSpuiton
Duyvil
or channel
channel to
Spuyton Duyvil
etc.,
etc. House
Blouse Office
Office Building.........
Building
26,30
26,30
Creek .........................
Greek
406
406
for folding
folding............................. 26,822
26,822
Gastleton to
time extended for
for bridging,
bridging, Castleton
to
for widow of Joseph A.
822
A. Goulden
Goulden ........
822
Schodack
&bedeck Landing, N.
N Y
446
Y.. ......
446
Samuel A.
A. Witherspoon....
Witherspoon
822 Huguenins
for widow
widow of
of Samuel
822
Huguenin Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.,
for widow
widow of William G. Brown,
Brown, jr...
822
jr. .... _ 822
bridge authorized
authorized across Flint River, at...
at
513
513
for widow
widow of Hunter
Moss, jr..
... .
822 Humboldt,
Hunter H.
H. Mess,
jr........
822
Cal.,
Humboldt, Cal.,
for contested
contested election
expenses
822
election expenses-----........
822
appropriation
for improvement
of 'harbor
appropriation for
improvement of
harbor
for
822
for stationery
stationery..........................
822
and
bay .
404
and bay
........................
404
miscellaneous items...............
for miscellaneous
items_
822
822 Humboldt
Humboldt National
National Forest,
Nev.
Forest, Nev.,
for expenses,
expenses, special
special and
and select
select comcomappropriation
etc., of.
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
o.L 458,1147
458,1147
mittees.---..
.......--.........--...
mittees
822
822 Humiboldt,
Humboldt, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
for official reportersm...-...
reporters
822
..........
822
appropriation for
265
appropriation
for public
public building
building.............
265
for
822
for horses
horses and
and mail
mail wagons
wagons-............
822
deficiency appropriation
for public
deficiency
appropriation for
public buildbuilddelivery of
of deceased
deceased
of plates
plates of
of portraits
portraits of
ing
18
ing..............-...............
18
Members
authorized
275 Hungary
Members of, to heirs,
heirs, etc., authorized
275
Hungary (see
(see Austria-Hungary).
Austria-Hungary).
members to be appointed
appointed on
five members
on Board of
Huntington, Ind.,
Ind.,
Huntington,
Visitors, NayslAcademy.......
608
Visitors,
NavalAcademy ....
..... - 608
appropriation
for public
public building
appropriation for
building........ 265
265
chairman
Affairs Committee,
chairman of Naval
Naval Affair
Committee,
deficiency
appropriation for
public builddeficiency appropriation
for public
buildex
ex. officio
officio member
member ....
608
........
608
ing...............................
18
1i
salaries
salaries for December, 1915, to
to be
be paid
paid
Huntington, W.
Huntington,
W. Va.,
Va.,
December 17
3
December
17.....................
3
appropriation for public
appropriation
etc
265
public building,
building, rent,
rent, etc.
265
1916, to
day
for September,
September, 1916,
to be
be paid
paid on
on day
condemned cannon
condemned
to
842
cannon granted
granted to............
842
of adjournment
of
adjournment ..................
853 Huntley Irrigation
Pregect,
Mont.,
IrrigationProsct, Mont.,
December, 1916,
1916, to
to be
for December,
be paid
paid DecemDecemappropriation for
etc.
304
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc........
304
ber 22.--....-...................
22
861
861 Huron Cemetery, Kansas
Kansas City,
City, Kans.,
Kans.,
six
Buildings
six members, to
to serve on Public Buildings
appropriation for
appropriation
for preservation,
preservation, etc.,
etc., for
for
Commission
Commission .......................
328
Wyandotte Indians
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Agricultural Department
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etc....................
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95,
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Charts......................
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for maintenance..
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for
construction, etc ...................
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for ............
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light .....................
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enforcement
of Act
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in the
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enforcement of
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excluded admission,
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admission, after
children
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881
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875
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for...............
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on holders of foreign
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conditions
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........
..........
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admission of alien,
quished
domicile after
temporary
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after temporary
subject
subject to challenge ..............
887
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etc.............................
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.....................
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for ...................
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bringing in
bringing
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880
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if landed
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bringing ill
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for false
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etc..........
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deadl
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Secretary
final
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temporary
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charge....
891
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temporary detention,
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diseased of
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naturalized or
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conditions permitting
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conditions
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admission without,
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marriage subsesubsequent to naturalization
naturalization...........
quent
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if marriage
naturalization.......
marriage prior to naturalization
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Commissioner
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Immigration;
general
general authority,
authority, duties,
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etc...... 892
to prescribe
prescribe rules for entries
entries on Canadian
and Mexican
Mexican frontier.............
frontier
892
892
to detail officers
officers to *secure
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infortion; in
United
States.................
United States
892
in foreign
foreign countries; Public Health
Health offiofficers.........................
cers
892
administrative duties of commissioners
administrative
commissioners of
immigration,
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immigration, etc...................
892
landing accommodations
accommodations to be furnished
furnished
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countries 892
conditions;
conditions; penalty for failure .........
892
immigrant
immigrant stations at interior
interior ports authorized
thorized...... ............
893
discriminations
discriminations for admissions
admissions from contiguous countries forbidden ....... 893
compliance
compliance with regulations by carriers
required
required .........................
893
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conditions of admision................
admission
893
immigrant
immigrant inspectors,
inspectors, etc.; appointment
appointment
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pay.
......... .......
893
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employees on contract labor exclusion, etc...................
clusion,
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893
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accounting....................
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immigration
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immigration not altered
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893
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be prescribed
by regulations...
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courts; procedure...
jurisdiction of
appointment and
and status
unchanged
893
appointment
status of,
of, unchanged...
893
compromises restricted
894
894
restricted ..... ..........
compromises
Immigration,
Conference on,
on,
immigrant station
Immigration, International
InternationalConference
disposal of
of
immigrant
station privileges;
privileges; disposal
receipts
894
authority
to call,
call, etc........
etc
894
authority of
of President
President to
894
894
receipts ........................
sale
intoxicants at,
at, forbidden
894 Immigration
Immigration Matrons,
Matrons,
sale of
of intoxicants
forbidden .......
894
negotiations
directed for detailing, on
jurisdiction of
of local
local courts
preserve
negotiations directed
on imimjurisdiction
courts to
to preserve
migrant
882
peace,
migrant ships;
ships; duties
duties ..............
882
894
peace, etc
etc ........................
Immigration of
punishment for aiding, etc., admission
Immigration
of Aliens,
punishment
admission of
appropriation
325
anarchists,
etc.
894
anarchists, etc....................
894
appropriation for
for all
all expenses
expenses regulating
regulating..
325
destruction of
property ....
894
for preventing
preventing unlawful
of property
894
unlawful entry of
advocates of destruction
of ChiChiinternational
regulating ad325
nese; deporting,
deporting, etc .
..............
for regulating
325
international conference
conference for
for
refunding head
mission of aliens may be called by
for refunding
head tax
tax................. •325
325
894
purchase,
etc., of
of motor
894
purchase, etc.,
the President
President ....................
motor and
and horse
horse
vehicle ........................
325
agreement proposed
894
894
vehicle
proposed...........
.
325
scope of
of agreement
deficiency appropriation
information
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
information division,
division, Bureau of
expenses reguof ImmigraImmigration to be maintained;
maintained; duties,
etc
895
lating .............
26, 32, 33, 827
duties, etc...
lating
895
26,32,33,827
purchases allowed
26
agents
allowed at
prior purchases
allowed ..............
26
agents of States
States and Territories allowed
immigrant
895
for
immigrant stations;
stations; purposes,
purposes, etc
for immigrant
etc...
895
immigrant stations
stations................ 821
821
subject to
immigration rules,
rules, etc.......
etc..
895
maintenance of
of privileges
stations by
maintenance
privileges at
895
at stations
by
subject
to immigration
the Government
Government to
be abolished...
abolished
325
alien seamen; provisions
provisions relating
relating to ......
895
the
to be
325
penalty
for
'bringing
in,
with
intent
to
Purposes,
penalty for bringing in, with intent to
Immoral Purposes,
aliens coming
coming for,
excluded admission__
876
permit
landing
permit illegal
illegal landing
............. 895
aliens
for, excluded
admission....
876
importing aliens
878
falsely representing,
member of
representing, a
importing
aliens for,
for, a
a felony
felony............
a member
of the
878
crew
punishment
etc
878
crew .............................
895
punishment for,
for, etc...................
878
inadmissible. 895
restriction on
on landing, if inadmissible...
895 Immunity,
penalty
etc
etc
737
to witnesses before Shipping
penalty for
Shipping Board,
for violation;
violation; deportation,
deportation, etc.
Board, etc...
737
895
discharging inadmissible,
inadmissible, in
perjury excepted
737
discharging
in port,
port, unperjury
excepted......
.............
.
737
lawful
b96
lawful............................
District, Cal.,
Cal.,
96 Imperial
ImperialLand
LandDistrict,
reshipment allowed
allowed..............
established;
boundaries
896
established; boundaries
.................
226
arrest and return
——
land office; transfer
transfer of records,
records, etc.,
etc., from
arrest
return of
of illegally
illegally landed
landed ....
896
employment on passenger vessels
Angeles ..
227
............
vessels of
of
Los Angeles
aliens with designated diseases, unregister
receiver to be appointed
227
register and receiver
appointed....
lawful
896' Imports,
lawful............................
896
Imports,
penalty for violations, etc
penalty
etc ............
896
prohibition authorized
authorized of articles from
from
remission of fine ...................
remission
896
country
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admission of
of simisimicountry refusing
vessels arriving
arriving from foreign
foreign ports
ports to delar, from United States............
States
799
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896
employees
country whose
restriction, etc., on, from country
whose
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landed.......
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laws exclude articles from United
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897
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States contrary to law
law of
of nations
nations...
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etc
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897
penalty for noncompliance,
noncompliance, etc.......
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market price
if
selling, below
below market
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unlawful, if
construction of
897
construction
of "person"
"person ................
897
done
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in
done to
to restrain trade
principals liable for acts of officers, agents,
United States ....................
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897
Inauguration of the President,
President, 1917,
Inauguration
in
1917. ....................
in effect May
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897
appropriation
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Congresional expenses.
for Congressional
appropriation for
provisions iexceptions................
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897
repeal provisions;
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for
maintaining public order,
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897
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regulations
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899
899
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pending prosecutions,
continued
897
pending
prosecutions, etc.,
etc., continued....
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convenience stations, etc
899
for public convenience
etc....
Immigration Bureau,
Department of
of Labor,
Immigration
Bureau, Department
Labor,
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etc., for stands,
appropriation for Commissioner
appropriation
Commissioner General,
General,
decorations,
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901
decorations, etc.,
authorized.......
901
assistant, clerks, etc.........
etc
117,
1118
117, 1118
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Pae.
appropriatiaaon
appropriation for payment to hltr
heirs o0
of
Farmer
128
Farmer John..
John, ... ...........
,..
' 128
use
Junctio.n Schol
use of Grand.
Grand.- Yunction
School by
by
Colorado
Colorado modified.
modified ......
128
-.....
128
restriction
restriction on use of pro
Pria rat
rata share
share of
of
noncompetent
Indians of tribal
noncompetent Indians
funds.....................---------------.....
funds
128
128
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians
Indians for cattle
cattle dedestroyed: to prevent
spread of con.
strged
prevent spraid
cone
disases, etc..............
tagious diseases,
etc .... .....
128,
973
128,973
revious losses
amount for previous
krises ..........
973
3
for Charles
Charles J.
J. KapOer.
129
appler ...............
129
bids
bide for supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., to
be accomaccomto be
panied
panied with checks,
checks, bonds,
etc ,
bonds, etc.,
as security ......
..
........
129
i%
129
sale
of rm
lands
sale Bee
no longer
longer needed
needed for
for
schools or agencies.
...............
973
-schools
agencies..
973
titles to
to rights
rights oof way
for oil
titles
way for
oil or
or gas
gas
across Indian lands;
temporary
lads;, teo
ary
permits allowed............
permits
allowed.....
973
.... . 973
for support,
support, etc.,
ladMrie,
etc., of,
of, Isdia
s, Ari.
andN.
.
............ .
and N. Mex
Mex.-129, 974
129,974
for school,
129, 974
school, Fort
Fort Mojave, Ariz ........
129,974
Phoenix
Ariz ............
129,974
Phoenix Ariz
....
129,974
Truxton Canyon,
------- -- ---j25,
Truxton
Canyon Ariz..
129,
Ariz............
129,974
for irrigation
irrigation system,
system,Aria--974
for
Gila River ReserReservation, Ariz.
129,974
vation,
Ariz......... ........
129,974
for
for irrigation
pumping plant,
plant, Colorado
irrigation pumping
Colorado
R.iver
Ieservation, Ariz.........
River Reservation,
-. 129,974
129, 974
for water
water supply, Papago
Papago Indian
Indian vilvillgee,Ariz
A ....
..
•
lages,
130,974
............
130,974
for school
school facilities,
facilities, Navajo
Navajo Indians,
Ariz....
...................
Ariz
130,974
130,974
Arz--·--------------- ---------13097
for water
water supply, Navajo
Navajo Indians,
Indians,
Ariz. ...
Ariz
130,974
130,974
for water
water diverting
diverting works, Gila
Gila River
River
Reservation, Ariz..............
Reservation,
Ariz_ .. *
130, 974
130,974
for water
water rights for Salt
Salt River
River Indian
allotments,
allotments, Ariz ................. 130,975
130,975
for
for dam,
dam, etc.,
etc., Gila
Gila River,
River, above
above FlorFlorence,
ence, Ariz.,
Ariz., for
for irrigating
irrigating Indian
Indian
etc. .......................
130,975
lands, etc
130,975
for irrigation,
Navajo
Reservation,
irrigation,
Navajo
Reservation,
Ariz.;extendingGanado
Ariz.; extending Ganado project...
project
131,974
131.974
for
for examination,
etc., Gila
Gila River,
River,
examination, etc.,
Graham
Graham County,
County, Ariz.,
Ariz., to
to prevent erosion,
etc
131
vent
erosion, etc..................
131
for bridge,
bridge, Little
Little Co-lordo
Colorado River,
River,
Winslow,
Ariz
131
Winslow, Aria.
. . .... ............
131
for addition to bridge
bridge over Gila
Gila River,
Sn
Carlos
San Carlos Reservation,
Aria
132
eservation, Ari......
132
for preserving
tc., Navajo
preserving ruins,
ruins, etc.,
Navajo
National
National Monument,
Monument, Ari..........
Aria
132
132
Colorado and Canfor bridges.
bridges. Little
Little Colorado
yon Diabolo Rivers,
Aria..........
975
River*, Ariz
for support,
etc., of
of Indians
in Calisupport, etc.,
Indians in
California........................... 132,975
fornia
132,975
for
for lands for homeless
homeless Indians,
132,975
Indians, Cal
Cal.... 132,
975
Sherman Institute,
Riverfor school,
school, Sherman
Institute, Riverside,
Cal......
132,975
side, Cal
.................
132,975
for irrigation charges,
charges, Yuma
Yuma ReservaReservation, Cal.; repayment
132,975
repayment.......... 132,975
for school,
Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Cal..........
Cal
132,975
for
school, Fort
132,975
Greenville, Cal.....................
Greenville,
Cal
132,975
132,975
forroads,
forroads, etc.,
etc., Yuma
Yuma Reservation,
Reservation, Cal.
Cal 132,976
132,976
extension
extension of trust
trust period, Mission
Mission
Indians, allotments....................
allotments
976
976
Klunath lands
use of proceeds
proceeds from
from Klamath
lands
extended......................
extended
976
976
for relief
relief of distres
distress among
among Seminoles
Seminoles
in Florida..........
..........
in
Florida
132,976
for support, etc.,
Fort Hall
Hall ReserReseretc., of
of Fort
vation India,
vation
Indians, Idaho.............
Idaho
132, 976
132,976
9I3
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appropriation
support, etc.,
appropriation for
irrigation, etc.,
Hall
appropriation for support,
etc., of
of Fort
Fort
Fort Hall
for irrigation,
etc., Fort
approprnation
Belknap
Mont
138, 980
980
Reservation, Idaho
132,
Belknap Agency
Agency Indians,
Indians, Mont...
138,
Reservation,
............
132, 976
976
Flathead Agency
Mont
138,980
for
Bannocks,
Flathead
Agency Indians,
Indians, Mont....
138, 980
for fulfilling treaties with
with Bannocks,
Fort
Mont
138,980
Idaho
Fort Peck
Peck Agency
Agency Indians,
Indians, Mont...
138,980
Idaho.......
..................133,976
Coeur d'Alenes,
d'Alenes, Idaho
Idaho .............. 133,976
Blackfeet
Agency Indians,
Indians, Mont...
Mont
138, 980
980
Blackfeet Agency
Coeur
133,976
ReservaReserveThomas B. Le Sieur
977
for Thomas
..............
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort Belknap Reserva980
capita to
enrolled Sacs
tion, Mont
Mont..................... 139,
for per capita
to enrolled
Sacs and
139,980
and Foxes,
980
Iowa, from tribal funds ...........
for fulfilling treaty with Crows, Mont
977
Mont.. 139, 980
for school,
Kane
133,977
civilization, etc.,
etc. Northern
Northern Cheyfor
school, Haskell
Haskell Institute,
Institute, Kans....
for civilization,
133,977
CheyKickapoo
Reservation, Kens
Kickapoo Reservation,
Kans....... 133,977
ennes and
and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Mont 139,980
.... 139,980
for bridges, Pottawatomie
Reservation,
for "line riders"
riders" Northern
Northern Cheyenne
Pottawatomie Reservation,
Jackson County, Kans.............
Kens
133
Reservation,
Reservation, Mont ............... 139,
139, 980
980
for
for lands,
lands, etc.,
etc., for aettimanchi
for civilization,
civilization, etc., Rocky Boy's Band
Chettimanchi Indians,
Indians,
Band
133
La
..........................
of
etc., Mont .........
139,
133
of Chippewas,
Chippewas, etc.,
139, 980
980
for
school, Mount
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Mich
Mich _....
... 133,977
133,977
for
for school,
for cattle,
cattle farming implements,
implements, etc.,
etc.,
for
Joseph Bradley
133
for Joseph
Bradley ...................
for Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indians, Mont.,
133
Mont., from
for school, Pipestone, Minn
Minn.......... 134,977
tribal funds .....................
139
for schools for
for Chippewas
Chippewas of
of the MissisMissisfor strip of land for Flathead Agency
Agency
sippi in
in Minnesota
Minnesota.............. 134,977
134,977
reserve
reserve ........................
139
homestead patent to Richard Daeley
.. 977
977
homestead
Daeley...
agricultural timber
timber land
land on
on Flathead
agricultural
Flathead
etc., of
of Chippewas
for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
Chippewas in
in
Reservation, Mont.,
opened to homeMont., opened
Minnesota, from tribal funds
funds .... 134,977
134,977
Minnesota,
stead entry
entry.....................
139
amount for employees;
employees; preference
preference to
to
for irrigation, Flathead Reservation,
Reservation,
Indians ......................... 134,978
construction
Mont.; payment of construction
Chippewas in buildemployment of Chippewas
charges,
139,
980
charges, etc
etc... ............
139, 980
ing roads, etc .................... 134,978
for
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Reservation,
Reservation,
ele&ric light
electric
light plant, White Earth
Earth
payment of construction
Mont.; payment
construction
Agency,
etc., Mmii.
Minn....................
Agency, etc,
-134
etc980
140,
charges, etc....................
140, 980
drainage assessments
assessments on
resdrainage
on Indian
Indian resfor irrigation,
irrigation, Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
ervaonlands
ervation lands approved.....-.......
approved
978
978
payment of construction
Mont, payment
construction
payment
peymentfor
ditches, etc.
etc__
for benefits
benefts of ditches,
...
978
140,
charges, etc
etc980 ................
140, 980
reimbursement
reimbursement from tribal funds;
projects to be done
work on specified projects
rights of way....................
978
by
Reclamation Bervice
141
by Reclamation
Service...........
141
assessments
no patent in fee until all assessments
allowance
passenger carrying
allowance for passenger
carrying vevereimbursed ........................
978
hicles
on irrigation
projects.....
141,980
announcement
hicles on irrigation
of construction
projects charges;
141,980
for annual
annual celebration,
White Earth
for
celebration, White
Earth
announcement of construction charges;
Band of Chippewas,
Chippewas, Minn.......
Minn
134,978
134,978
assessment; payments...........
payments
141
assessment;
.
141
sale of land to Mahnomen County,
return of tribal funds used for conMinn.; distribution
Mimi.;
distribution of receipts to
to
struction ........................
141
Pembina Band
Indians........
134
Band of Indians
134
reimbursement
cost
reimbursement of construction
construction cost
corrected description
of
description
land granted
ted
141
from tribal funds, etc .............
to Northern
Northern Minnesota
Cozierence
Minnesota Conference
payment of operation
maintenance
payment
operation and
and maintenance
of
Church
135
of Methodist
Methodist Church..............
135
charges,
etc.. .
142
142
charges, etc......................
advances
Chippewa
advances to individual Chippewa
water rights to Indians continued
142
water
continued.....
142
Indians of Minnesota, from perrules, for use of water, etc., to be premanent fund
135
manent
fund ..
......................
135
scribed
scribed.......................... 142
payment of logging expenses, etc
payment
etc.,,
for
142, 980
142
for school,
school, Genoa,
Genoa, Nebr
Nebr .............
142,980
from sales of pine timber of Chipdrainage assessments
allotments of
of
assessments on allotments
Minnesota. ...............
135
pewas of Minnesota
135
Omahas and Winnebagoes,
Omahas
Winnebagoes, WakeWakefor bridge across Mississppi
Mississippi River, Cass
Case
field drainage
drainage district, Nebr.,
Nebr., apapLake Reservation,
Reservation, Minn.,
Minn., from Chipproved; payments reimbursable;
reimbursable;
funds
978
pewa funds.....................
978
rights
142
rights of
of way ....................
142
for per capita
capita to Chippewas reinstated
reinstated
assessments on other restricted
assessments
restricted alloton rolls,
rolls, from
979
on
from tribal
tribal funds
funds...........
979
ments,
approved; reimbursement,
reimbursement,
ments, approved;
for expenses of general councils, dele......................
etc
143
gates to Washington,
Washington, etc., from
from
for support, etc.,
in
etc.,
of
Indians
in
Netribal funds
135,979
tribal
funds .................
135,979
vada
143,981
vaa
.......................
for burial ground
ground for Fond du Lac Band
Band
for school, Carson City, Nev ........
143, 981
981
of Minnesota, from tribal
tribal funds...
funds_ _..
136
for farm sites, etc.,
nonreservation
etc., for nonreservation
education, etc., of Chippewa boys,
for education,
boys,
Nev
143
Indians, Nev.......
............
from tribal funds.....
funds
136
..........
136
for irrigation,
irrigation, Pyramid
Pyramid Lake
Lake ReservaReservaassistant to Attorney
Attorney General
General to serve
tion, Nev ...................... 143, 981
on commission to enroll ChippeChippefor land and water rights
rights for Washoe
was of White Earth Reservation,
Reservation,
Tribe, Nev .................
143
143
Minn
136
for school,
school, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.....
Mex
143, 981
for expenses
expenses of enrollment; reapproreappro143,981
pnation .......................
Santa Fe, N.
N. Mex
Mex.
..............
143,
981
priation
136
136
attorney, Pueblo Indians, N.
N. Mex.
Mex 144,981
144, 981
for attorney,
137
for completing
completing enrollment
enrollment.............
137
for highway
highway Mesa Verde Park to Gallup.,
creation
creation of Red Lake Indian Forest;
N. Max.,
Mex., Navajo Reservation....
Reservation.. _ 144,981
144, 981
administration,
137
administration, etc ................
137
enrollmentof Chippewaallotte
Chippewaallottees modifor fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with Senecas.
fied, etc .........
979
....................
979
N. Y
144,981
Y........
.............
invesigting condition of Indians
for investiga
Indians
Six
N. Y
144, 981
Six Nations,
Nations, N.
Y................
144,981
in Mississippi
Miiflppi.......................
138
144, 981
981
for school,
school, Cherokee,
Cherokee, N.
N. C
C ..........
144,
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appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Sioux
Sioux
appropriation
appropriation for
for oil
oil and
and gas
gas inspector
inspectors,
of Devils Lake,
Lake, N. Dak
Dak.......... 144,981
144,981
restricted lands of
Five Civilized
Crvilfzed
of Five
Fort Berthold Agency Indians,
Indians, N.
N.
Tribes ..
148,985
..................
.. 148,
985
Dak .........
... .............
144,982
144, 982
for roadway
roadway from
from Wheelock
Wheelock Academy,
Academy,
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Band of
Chippewas,
of Chippewas,
Okla., from
Okla.,
Choctaw funds
149
from Choctaw
funds.........
149
N. Dak .........
-.......
N.
144,982
-.... 144,
982
for
for E. Dowden
Dowden .....................
149
149
school, Bismarck,
for school,
Bismarck, N.
flak...
144,982
N. Dak......
144,
982
pasture land for Nuyaka
for pasture
Nuyaka School,
from
School, from
Fort Totten, N. Dak
144,982
Dak............. 144,
982
Creek funds.
986
funds....
..............
986
Wahpeton,
Wahpeton, N. Dak
144,982
.................
144, 982
for road,
road, etc.,
etc., Choctaw
Choctaw Sanitarium,
Sanitarium,
per capita distribution
receipts
of
distribution of
of receipts of
Okla., from
from tribal
funds .......
986
Okla.,
tribal funds
:.
986
lands on
Fort Berthold
Reservation,
on Fort
Berthold Reservation,
for
for road to Cherokee
Cherokee Orphan Training
Training
N. Dak
144
......
144
School_
986
School .........
..-.......
----986
forredeeming
for
redeemin gmortgageof
inortgage of Starr
kfcGillis
145
StarrMcGillis.
145
for Douglas
Douglas H.
H. Johnston,
from ChickaChickaJohnston, from
forreimbursing
for
reimbursing Benson County,
County, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak ,
saw
saw funds.......................
funds
986
986
for care
care of Insane Indians.........
Indians
145
145
no allotments
to
Creeks, without
allotments
without spespefor headstone
headstone for grave of
of Scarlet
Scarlet Crow,
Crow,
cificauthority
cific authority....................
986
986
Congressional
Congressional Cemetery, D. C.....
C145
145
per
capita payment
to Creekswho
Creeks who have
have
per capita
paymentto
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Wichitas,
etc ,
Wichitas, etc.,
had no allotments
allotments of
of land.....--..
land
869
869
Okla ..........................-.
Olaa
145,982
145,982
for
for support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians,
Indians, Klamath
lamath"
for support of Kiowa,
Comanche,
Kiowa, Comanche, and
and
Agency,
Oreg
149,986
Agency, Oreg....................
149,986
Apache Agency,
Agency, etc.,
etc., Okla.,
Okla., from
from
Warm
Springs Agency,
Warm Springs
Agency, Oreg
Oreg.-.
149,986
......
149,98
tnbal
tribal funds
145,982
funds......-...-......-.
145,982
Umatilla
Umatilla Agency,
Agency, Oreg
Oreg ..........
149,986
149,986
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., Kiowas, etc.,
etc., from
from
for school,
school, Salem, Oreg
Oreg ............... 149,986
149, 986
tribal funds...----...........
145,982
. 145,982
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Grande
Indians of
of Grande
for support, etc.,
etc., of Cheyennes and
and
Rondeand
Siletz Agencies,
Ronde
and Metz
Agencies, Oreg..
Oreg 149,986
149,986
Arapahoes,
Okla ................
Arapahoes, Okla
145 982
145,982
distribution of
of proceeds
from lands
lands of
of
proceeds from
Kansas
Kansas Indians, Okla............
Okla
145,
982
145,982
Siletz
Siletz Reservation,
Reservation, Ore...........
Oreg
149
149
Kickapoos,
Kickapoos, Okla............-Okla
...... 145,982
145,982
for
maintenance, Modoc
for maintenance,
Point irrigation
Modoc Point
irrigation
Poncas, Okla. and
and Nebr
Nebr........... 145,982
145,982
project;
Klamath
Reservation,
proect, -Klamath
Reservation,
for school,
school, Chilocco,
Chilocco, Okla
Okla .--.....-..
145,982
145,982
Oreg
150,986
Oreg...
........... .....
150,986
for fulfilling treaties, with Pawnees,
Pawnees,
for
of delegates
delegates of
Klamath InInfor expenses
expenses of
of Klamath
Okla--OkIa
146,
982
......................
dians, from tribal
. 146, 982
tribal funds............
funds
150
150
Quapaws,
Quapaws, Okla .............
146,983
for bridge
. 146,983
bridge on Klamath
Reservation,
Klamath Reservation,
for three families
families of Apache
Apache Indians,
Indians,
Oreg
150
f
Or eg. . . ..
.....
. .
150
prisoners of war, Fort Sill, Okla;
Okla;
for bridges on Umatilla Reservation,
allotments to
146
allotments
to ...................
.
146
Oreg
150
reg....
150
change of right of
through Chilocco
of way through
Chilocco
for fishing
fishing grounds
grounds for
for Warm
Warm Springs
InSprings In146
School Reservation
Reservation ..............
dians, Oreg..............
146
Oreg
986
........
98
payment to
for payment
to Citizen
Citizen Band
Band of
of PottaPottaallotments
allotments on Umatilla
Umatilla Reservation
Reservation,
watomies, Okla ..--.----.--.....-watomies,
•
983
Oreg.,
.
983
Oreg., to Indians
Indians who
who have
have received
received
Osage County, Okla., deemed Indian
none
none .........................
987
987
none-987
Osage
country
County,
for intoxicants
Okla., deemed
prohibition_
Indian
983
country
for
intoxicants
prohibition.
983
for school,
school, Carlisle, Pa
150,987
Pa ..............
i50,
987
appraisal of Osage CountyIndian
Countylndian allot-.
allotuse of bequest
bequest for
training nurses.....
nurses
987
for training
987
ments............................
ments.
983
for school,
school, Flandreau,
Flandreau, S.
S. Dak.........
Dak
150,987
983
150,987
Okla., adminfor Five
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes,
Tribes, Okla.,
Pierre,
adminPierre S.
S Dak .....................
151,987
151,987
istering affairs
affairs of.................
of
146,983
Rapid City, S. Dak ................
146,983
Rapid
151,987
51,987
for buildings for
School of
for Murray
Murray School
of AgriAgrifor support,
upport, etc.
etc., of Sioux
Sioux
of
different
i
of different
culture, Tishomingo,
Tishomingo, Okla.,
from
Okla., from
tibes, S. Dak
Da ..................
tri,
151,987
151,987
Chickasaw
for schools .....................
Chickasaw funds .................
983
983
151,988
151,988
for per capita payment
payment to
to Choctawsand
Choctaws and
investigation, etc.,
etc., of
of cost
cost of
addiinvestigation,
of addiChickasaws from
Chickasaws
from tribal
tribal funds
146,983
tional schools....................
funds..... 146,983
tional
schools
151
151
for
for payment of claims
of specified
atsubsistence, etc.,
claims of
for subsistence,
etc., Yankton
Yankton Sioux,
S
specified atSioux, S.
torneys ...........................
146
Dak-...
.............
146
Dak
151,988
-------- 151,
988
for asylum for insane Indians, Canton,
for per capita
capita payment
from
payment to
to Seminoles
Seminoles from
tribal funds ...--.
147,984
S.
....-....---.
S. Dak
147, 984
.......................... 151,988
151, 988
from Creek
funds .......
984
for M.
road, Standing
for wagon
wagon road,
Rock ReservaReservaM. L. Mott,
Mott, from
Standing Rock
Creek funds
984
for attorneys, etc.,
in probate
probate matters,
tion, S.
151
S. Dak
Dak ..................
etc., in
matters,
.151
for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
treaty with
Confederated
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
147,984
Tribes............ 147,984
with Confederated
School,
for Cherokee
Cherokee Orphan
Orphan Training
Bands of Utes, Utah
152, 988
988
Utah............. 152,
Training School,
Okla ..
...................
for support,
147,984
support, etc.,
etc., of
of detached
detached Indians,
Indians,
147,
984
common schools,
Five
Civilized
for common
Utah----------------------- 152,
schools, Five Civilized
Utah
152,988
988
Tribes and Quapaws
Quapaws ............ 147,984
147,984
for distribution
distribution of
principal funds
of
of principal
funds of
for expenses, sale of
unallotted lands,
of unallotted
lands,
Confederated
Confederated Bands
Bands of
of Utes......
Utes
152,988
152,
988
etc.,
etc., Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes......
Tribes
148,984
148,
984
to Navajo
Navajo Springs
Springs Band
Band in
in Colorado
152,988
Colorado. 152,
988
segregated coal
coal and
and asphalt
lands inin..
segregated
asphalt lands
Uintah,
Ilintah, etc.,
etc., Bands
Utah
.....
152,
988
Bands in
in Utah .......
152,988
eluded .. ......................
148, 985
cluded
148,
985
Southern
Southern Utes in
Colorado ...-....
152,988
in Colorado
152, 988
collection
collection of
rents -...-148, 985,
of rents
-- ...
...... 148,985
for promoting, self
self support,
etc., from acacsupport, etc.,from
specific
required for
for expendspecific authority
authority required
expendinterest................... 152,988
crued interest
152, 988
funds; exexing moneys
moneys from
from tribal
tribal funds;
agricultural implements to
for seeds and agricultural
to
ceptions --148,985
.------------.
148,985
Confederated
Confederated Bands of Utes
Utes i
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, etc....
etc
148,985
school maintenance,
148,985
Utah............................
Utah
52,989
152,989
for fulfilling
with Choctaws,
Choctaws,
for
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
for wagon
road, Kaibab
Ralbab Resrvation,
Reservation,
for
wagon road,
Okla ........................
148,985
148,
985
Utah.............
Utah
152
.............................
152
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appropriation
Shoshone
irrigation, Shoshone
appropriation for irrigation,
appropriation for
for extending,
etc ,irrigating
irrigating
extending, etc.,
appropriation
Reservation,
158,993
Reservation, Wyo ..............
systems on
on lands
of Uncompahgre,
Uncompahgre,
lands of
svstems
for
complete irrigation
irrigation
etc., for complete
for plans,
plans, etc.
Uintah,
and White
Utes,
Uintah, and
White River
River Utes,
ShOehone Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.
Wyo.
158
project, Shoshone
Utah
153,989
153,989
Utah.......................
for roads, etc.,
etc., Shoshone Reservation,
Reservation,
Indian children,
of Indian
children, Washafor education
education of
Wyo .......................
158,993
Wyo
kie School,
153
153
Utah ...................
kie
School, Utah
158
for Joseph
Joseph H. Norris
Norris ..................
Utah.........
for bridge repairs,
repairs, Myton,
153
Myton, Utah
detailed estimates of receipts and exdetailed
for support,
'Wamish, etc.,
etc., Insupport etc., of D'Wamish,
penditures of tribal funds to be subdians Wash
153,989
dians,
Wash................... 153,989
mitted annually;
annually; requirements
requirements .....
158
Makah Indians, Wash .............
153,989
Makah
no
from funds to
wi,thout
to be without
no payments
payments from
Qui-nai-elt and Quil-leh-ute
Quil-leh-ute Indians,
Indians,
Qui-nai-elt
specific authority;
authority; exceptions
exceptions ......
Wash .....................-.
153,989
159
specific
153,989
Wash
bookkeeping
accounting system
bookkeeping and accounting
Yakima Indians,
153,989
Indians, Wash
Wash ...........
Yakima
Indian Bureau to comply with
for Indian
Colville, etc,,
etc„
Agencies
Indians,
Indians,
Colville,
Agencies
existing laws to be submitted
submitted by
Wash
153,989
153, 989
Wash.....................
Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency ..............
159
Joseph's Band, Nez Perce Indians,
for
investigating condition of
for expenses
expenses of investigating
lik ash
153,989
153,989
ash.:°.....................
Representatives
Indian affairs by Representatives
Spokane Indians,
Indians, Wash ...........
153,989
Spokane
elected
Sixty-fifth Congress
Congress ......
993
elected to Sixty-fifth
for
irrigation, lands
Yakimas, Wash
Wash. 153,989
for irrigation,
lands of Yakimas,
for
compensation of employees;
employees;
increased compensation
for payment
for additional
additional water
water supply
supply
for increased
for
payment for
basis
993
basis..........................
993
989
reservation allottees............
allottees
989
to reservation
detailed report
submitted to
to
report to be submitted
detailed
School, Tacoma, Wash..
Wash.. 153,989
153, 989
for Cuslunan
Cushman School,
Congress
993
Congress .......................
Reservation,
for irrigation, Yakima Reservation,
for suits to set
set aside
aside Five Civilized
Civilized
for
Wash.; diversion dam,
dam 'etc .........
154
Tribes allotments
allotments ................
312
Tribes
additional water supply
supply
for payment for additional
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppressing
suppressing
to reservation
reservation allottees ........... . 154
deficiency
liquor traffic
traffic
.... ........... ... 30,826
Historical
liquor
Washington State Historical
lands to
to Washington
support of schools .
30, 826, 829
............. 30,826,829
for support
Society ........................
154
school and
agency buildings
30
buildings.........
and agency
for school
sale of unused land, Fort Spokane
Spokane
for industrial
industrial work
timber
30,
work and care of timber...
for
Military
Reservation, Wash ......
155
Mditary Reservation,
826,829
Klickitat County, Wash., for
lands to Klickitat
for purchasing
purchasing and transporting
supplies
30,
transporting supplies.
for
school
155
school...........................
33, 33,829
Se-cum-ka-nollax
Se-cum-ka-nullax given new allot30
for telegraphing
telephoning
telegraphing and telephoning.......
ment
155
ment..............................
30
commission .................
for citizen commission
Charles M. }Eckerson,
Hickerson, homestead enfor
826
155
contingencies ...................... 30, 826
try allowed
allowed ................
....
for contingencies
for
expenses ...............
30.829
30. 829
for general
general expenses
leases of unallotted mineral lands in
for
etc., of Indians
Indians in
in Arizona
Arizona
Spokane Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., alfor support,
support, etc.,
Mexico
30, 826, 829
30,826,
i55
i55
and New Mexico............
lowed .........................
for
Phoenix, Ariz...............
Ariz
30
for school,
school, Phoenix,
allottees,
for water rights for Indian allottees,
for
Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, Ariz.......
Ariz
31
31
Okanogan County,
County, Wash...........
Wash
155
Okanogan
for school
school,:Truxton
31
extension of irrigation
irrigation
for irrigation,
lands, Ariaz..
Ariz
31
irrigation, Pima Indian lands
for continuing extension
31
drainage system,
system, Yakima ResResfor
etc., Indian
Indians in California..
California
and drainage
for support,
support, etc.,
ervation,
31
for
irrigation, Fort Hall, Idaho.........
Idaho
....................
989
ervation, Wash
Wash
forirrgation,
homestead
homestead patents to designated
designated nonfor school,
school, Kickapoo
Reservation, Rana
31
Kan.
Kickapoo Reservation,
for
school, Genoa, Nebr
31
......................
989
tribal Indians
Indians
989
31
for school,
Nebr ................
school, Albuquerque,
Max .......
31
for school,
Hayward, Wis ............. 156,991
school, Hayward,
Albuquerque, N. Mex
for school,
for
flak .......
31
Tomah, Wis ...................
156,991
31
N. Dak
for school,
school, Fort Totten, N.
for
for support, etc.,
31
Okla.....
etc., Chippewas
Chippewas of Lake
Arapahoes, Okla
for Cheyennes
Cheyennes and Arapahoes,
for
Okla ............. 31,826
31,826
Superior,
Superior Wis.................
Wis
. 156
156,991
991
for school,
school, Chilocco, Okla
Pottawatomies,
991
for Five Civilized Tribes, Okla
Okla ........
Pottawatom;es, Wis
Wis.............. 156,
156,991
31,829
for later enrolled Stockbridzes
Stockbridges and MunlIttunfor school,
school, Carlisle, Pa.................
Pa
31
for school.
school. Flandreau,
S. Dak
flak ...........
sees, Wis.,
31
sees,
WiB., from tribal
tribal funds
de. .......
156
Flandreau, S.
for
tribes.. 31, 826, 829
cattle for Oneida
Oneida
for pure-bred
pure-bred dairy cattle
Sioux Indians,
Indians, different
different tribes..
for Sioux
school,
'Ms .........................
156
school, Wi
156
for Yankton
Yankton Sioux ...................
31
for self support,
Wiscons:n Band of
for Standing
Reservation, S.
Sand
N
support, etc.,
etc Wisconsin
and N.
for
Standing Rock Reservation,
flak
31
Pottawatomies,
. 31
Dak.._......
...................
Pottawatomies, Wis. and Mich
Mich .....
156
156
forself
support, etc.,
for self support,
etc., Menominees,
Menominees, Wis.
W is. 157,991
for Colville
Colville and Puyallup Agencies,
Agencies,
for
disposal
Wash
31
disposal of forest products,
products, Menominee
Menominee
Wash ..........................
31
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis., modified
157
Reservation,
Yakima Reservation,
modified.......
Reservation.
for irrigation, Yakima
sales of timber
timber from disputed lands,
bales
Wash ........
31, 826, 829
............ . 31,826,829
Flambeau
Bad River and Lac du
du Flambeau
for school,
school, Hayward,
Hayward, Wis ..............
31
for
Reservations, `Nis
Wi. .................
157
Reservations,
157
for school,
school, Tomah,
Tomah, Wis
Wis ................
31
for
disposal of flowage
flowage rights of allottees,
for school,
school, Fort Bidwell,
Bidwell, Cal ...........
33
for
etc., Lac Court Oreille Reservation,
Reservation,
826
for transporting
transporting pupils .................
826
for
Wis.............................
for
guppies
826
Wis
157
826
for supplies...........................
removal of timber from farming lands.
lands
991
for support, etc., Fort
Fort Hall
Hall Reservation
Reservation
for
per capita
992
capita apportionment,
apportionment, etc ........
992
826
Indians, Idaho
Idaho .....................
lands, etc..
transfers of Oneida
Oneida Indian Janda,
etc
992
for support,
stit
i
pT1 etc.,
etc., Sioux of Devils Lake,
for road on Red Cliff Reservation
158
Reservation, Wi..
158
826
.........................
N.D.ak..
...
826
for support, etc,
Shoehones, Wyo..
yo... 158,992
etc., of Shoshones,
158, 992
for bridge, Western
Western Navajo Reservation,
Reservation,
forschool,
for
school, Shohone
Shoshone Reeervation,Wyo
158,992
Reervation,Wyo. 158,
992
826
Ariz
.........
iz.................
for fulfilling treaty with Shoehones,
Wahpeton, N.
flak ..........
829
N. Dak
for school,
school, Wahpeton,
Wyo
158,992
Wyo ......
....................
158,
for support,
99
rapport, etc.,
etc., Indiana,
Indians, Klamath
Klamath
for repairs
repaimr old Fort Wahakie,
Waahakie, Wyo .....
158
158
829
Agency.
Agency, Ore......................
Ore9
829
Of
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Pete.
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
!support, etc
etc.,,
Indian
Indians of
of Warm
Warm Springs
Springs Agency,
Oreg
829
Oreg.......
.......................
829
for
support,
etc.,
Chippewaa
Lake Sufor support, etc., Chippewas of
of Lake
Superior, Wis .......................
829
829
payment to
Rosebud Sioux Indians
Indiana enenpayment
to Rosebud
rolled
order of
of court
509
rolled by order
court ............
.
509
capita requirement
school per capita
requirement repealed;
repealed;
maximum
741
maximum allowed
allowed .................
741
Indian
Depredation Claims,
Claims,
Indian Depredation
appropriation
311
appropriation for
for defense
defense in
in..............
311
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
judgdeficiency
paying judgments
in
27,823
ments in .....................
27,823
Indian
Farmers and Stockmen,
IndianFarmers
Stockmen,
appropriation
126,971
appropriation for
for ......................
126,971
certificate
competency required
certificate of
of competency
required herehereafter .................. ........
126,971
not
to present
126,971
not applicable
applicable to
present employees
employees.. 126,971
Indian
Lands,
Indian Lands,
authority
for rights
way across,
for pipe
authority for
rights of
of way
across, for
pipe
lines, modified
modified ....................
973
97
rights of way through, forirrigtion,
for irrigation, may be
used
for
transportation,
domestic
used for transportation, domestic
power, as
subsidiary
1197
uses, or
or power,
a sbsidiary.......
1197
Indian Laws
and Treaties,
Treaties
Indian
Laws and
appropriation
for compiling,
compiling, etc.,
etc., third
third
appropriation for
volume of
of ......................
129
volume
129
Indian
Indian Matrons,
Matrons,
appropriation
for
126,971
126,971
appropriation for......................
for additional
additional field......................
field
971
Indian Oasis
Indian
Oasis Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.
Ariz.,,
appropriation
etc., of..
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 125,970
125,970
Indian Office,
Interior Deptmnt,
Department,
Indian
Offee, Interior
appropriation
for
Commissioner,
asaistants,
Commissioner,
assistants,
appropriation for
clerks,
100, 1104
clerks, etc
etc .....................
100,1104
for
telephone messages
messages on
on
for telegraph
telegraph and telephone
Indian
Service with
126,972
Indian Service
with ............. 126,972
for
determining heirs of
of defor clerks,
clerks, etc.
etc., determining
deceased Indian
127,972
ceased
Indian allotteee
allottees.......... 127,972
Indian Polite,
Indian
Police,
appropriation
for .......................
127,972
appropriation for
127,972
Indian Pupils,
Pupils,
Indian
appropriation
for
support,
etc.,
of,
at
appropriation for support, etc., of, at
schools
125,970
schools..........................
125,970
for
transporting, etc.................
etc
for transporting,
125, 971
971
obtaining employment;
employment; refund.....
refund
obtaining
125,971
native pupils
Alaska
126,971
native
pupils from
from Alaskra........
126,971
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
Indian
appropriation for
survey, allotting
allotting in
in sevsevappropriation
for survey,
eralty,
etc., of
eralty, etc.,
of lands
lands in
in .........
123, 969
repayment
for expenses
expenses ............
124,969
124,
969
repayment for
available
124,969
available until expended
expended ...........
124, 969
for
irrigation
and
drainage
expenses
124,969
for irrigation and drainage expenses.. 124, 969
restricted
work .........
124,969
124,969
restrcted to
to general
general work
for
126,
971
for timber
timber protection,
protection, etc
etc ...........
126, 971
Menominee,
Wis., excluded
126,971
Menominee, Wis.,
excluded .......
126,971
for
for irrigation,
irrigation, Gila
Gila River,
River, Ariz
Ari........ 129,974
129,974
for
for irrigation,
irrigation, Colorado
Colorado River,
River, Ariz
Ariz... 129,974
129,974
for
supply, Navajo,
Navajo, Ariz
for water
water supply,
Ariz....... 130,974
130,974
for
River,
for dam
dam for
for diverting
diverting river,
river, Gila
Gila River,
Ariz
130
..
130
....................
Ariz
for
irrigation project,
Ariz
for irrigation
project, Gila
Gila River,
River, Ariz.,
dam above Florence
Florence ............. 130,975
130,975
for
water rights
Salt
for water
rights for
for allotments
allotments in
in Salt
River, Ariz
Adz ....
. 130,975
130,975
........-River
for
Ganado irrigation
project, Navajo,
for Ganado
irrigation project,
Navajo,
Ariz
.....-----. 131,974
Ariz..
.......
for irrigation,
Cal.; repayment..
repayment
132,975
for
irrigation, Yuma,
Yuma, Cal.;
132,975
for irrigation,
Fort Hall,
Hall, Idaho
132,976
Idaho....... 132,976
for
irrigation, Fort
for irrigation,
Hellman, Mont
139, 980
Mont.... 139,980
Fort Belknap,
for
irrigation, Fort
for
irrigation,
Flatheild,
Mont
139,980
for irrigation, Flathead, Mont......... 139, 980
for
irrigation, Fort
for irrigation,
Fort Peck,
Peck, Mont
Mont........ 140,980
140,980
for irrigation,
irrigation, Blackfeet,
Blackfeet, Mont
Mont........ 140,980
140,980
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appropriation for irrigation,
irrigation, Pyramid
Lake
appropriation
Pyramid Lake,
Nev........................
Nev143,
981
. 143,981
for irrigation,
irrigation, Modoc
Modoe Point, Klamath,
Klamath,

reg ........................

150,986

forirrigation,
°Feg
Yakima, Wash
150,986
153,989
for irrigation,
Yakima,
Wash........ 153,989
for enlarging,
enlarging, Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.,
Wash., irrigation
irrigation

system......................... 154,989

forirrigation,
system
Shoshone,
Wyo ........ 158,993
154,989
158,993
for irrigation,
Shoshone, Wyo
for expenses
expenses opening, to entry;
entry; reimreimbursable
300
bursble ........................
300
for roads in
in Spokane,
Spokane, Wash.,
Wash., from tribal
tribal
funds
521
funds ...........................
521
agricultural entries allowed
allowed for surface
surface of
surplus
lands in
944
surplus coal
coal lands
in..............
944
conditional patents
to issue,
issue, etc........
etc
945
conditional
patents to
945
mining for
945
mining
for coal
coal permitted,
permitted, etc
etc.......... 945
proceeds
proceeds to credit of Indians...........
Indians
945
945
not applicable to Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
lands.
945
lands .............
............
.
945
Colville, Wash.,
Wash., surplus
fumble lands
reserved for
lands reserved
for
agency,
mission, etc.,
etc., purposes.
672
agency, mission,
672
Znees
ominee,
disposal of forest producta,
products,Pui
Menoinee,
Wis., modified
modified ....................
157
Wis.,
157
drainage assessments
assessments on
Minnedrainage
on lands
lands in
in Minnesota
approved
978
sota may
may be approved
.............
978
payment from
fonds of
of Indians,
etc
978
payment
from funds
Indians, etc.....
78
further time
time allowed
allowed for
for paying
paying for
further
for ceded
ceded
lands of
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe,
lands
of Cheyenne
and Arapahoe,
Oa..............................
Okla
937
authorized on
ceded
oil and gas
gas leases 'authorized
on ceded
Shoshone, Wyo
Wyo ..................
519
519
purchasers
purchasers of ceded lands in
designated -in, at designated
.price, may
926
may make
make homestead
homestead entries_
entries.
926
Quimault, Wash.,
Wash., payment
labor of
of
Quiniault,
payment for
for labor
Indians on, from tribal funds
funds.. ......
353
63
Red
Red Lake, Minn.,
created in.
137
Minn., forest reserve
reserve created
in.
137
Indian
Indian River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for improvement
396
appropriation
improvement of
of ........
396
lii&an
Del.,
Indian River
River Inlet,
Inlet, De.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
etc., of,
be
made ..........................
407
Indian Schools,
Indian
appropriation
for
support
of
125,970
appropriation for support of............. 125, 970
provision for the deaf and
provision
and dumb
dumb and
blind
125,970
blind..........................
125,970
tuition
public schools
schools ...........
125,970
tuition in public
125, 970
restriction
children with
than
restriction an
as to
to children
with less
less than
one-fourth Indian
125,970
one-fourth
Indian blood .........
125,970
not
for specified
schools
125,970
not to
to be used for
specified schools..
125,970
buildings
126
'9"
for constructing,
constructing etc.,
etc., buildings.......
125,970
heat and light to employees'
employees' quarters
125
:9
97
71
1
ters..............................
125,971
etc., pupils
125
for transporting,
transporting, etc.,
pupils.........
125, 971
employment
employment for pupils; refunded,
refunded,
etc
etc........................
. 125,971
125,971
Alaska pupils
126,971
pupils...................
126,971
for
experiments on
for agricultural
agricultural experiments
on farms
farms
.........
of .....................
126,971
deficiency
support. 30,826,
829
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support.
30,826,829
buildings30 ......................
for buildings
30
for transporting
transporting pupils ................
826
826
per
capita expenditure
on
apper capita
expenditure restriction
restriction on appropriations
repealed
741
prpriations for,
for, repealed...........
741
maximum allowed
741
maximum
allowed....................
741
sale of lands no longer needed for; disdisposal
of proceeds...................
proceeds
973
posal of
973
Indian Service (see also
also Indian Department),
Department),
Indian
investigating conduct of,
appropriation for investigating
by members
Committee on
on
members elect
elect of Committee
Affairs of the House........
Howe
993
Indian Affairs
993
authority, etc
993
powers and
and authority,
etc.............
993
Indian Service
Indian
Service Inspectors,
Inspetors,
appropriation for
for pay
pay and
expenses
127,972
appropriation
and expenses.....
127,
972
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Indian Supplies,
Supplies,
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Indian
Page.
appropriation for purchase, telegraphing,
telegraphing,
appropriation
transportation,
transportation, etc
126, 972
etc ..............
. 126,
972
warehouses
warehouses restricted to two
126
two..........
126
purchases, etc., allowed withsmall purchases,
out advertising
advertising ...................
126
126
warehouses restricted
restricted to three
three......... 972
972
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchasing
deficiency
purchasing
and transporting ......
30,
33, 33, 826, 829
30,33,33,826,829
telegraphing and telephoning.......
for telegraphing
telephoning
30
30
accompanied with
with certified
certified
bids for, to be accompanied
checks, etc
etc ........
129
checks,
.............
129
acceptance
acceptance of bond allowed
allowed ...........
129
129
etc., on
forfeiture of check, bond,
bond, etc.,
on failfailure to execute
execute contract ............
129
return of check, etc., if contract
contract exeexecuted..........................
cuted
129
129
Indian
Tribal Funds,
Funds,
Indian Tribal
estimates
estimates of receipts to, and expenditures
recommendations from, to be subrecommendations
mitted annually
158
annually....................
158
details required
required.......................
158
158
no payments
payments without
without specific
specific appropriaappropriation; exception
exception
.................. 159
159
law as to Five Civilized Tribes not
affected
159
affected........................
159
pro rata
rata share of noncompetents
noncompetents to
to be
be exexpended
pended by Secretary
their benefit
Secretary for their
benefit 128
128
not to be withdrawn
withdrawn until needed,
etc
128
needed, etc..
128
IndianaHarbor,
Indiana
Harbor, Ind.,
Ind.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
401
appropriation for improvement of ..........
401
aids to navigation
authorized ..........
537
navigation authorized
537
Indiana, Pa.,
Indiana,
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
265
building..........
265
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Ind.,
appropriation for public building .........
appropriation
265
265
for care of Confederate
Confederate cemetery, GreenGreenlawn Cemetery..................
Cemetery
287
287
Indianhead Naval Proving
Indianhead
Proving Ground,
Ground, Md.,
appropriation for ordnance
appropriation
ordnance storage houses
569
houses.
569
for public works;
569
works; foot
foot bridge
bridge .........
569

factory ....
for improvements
improvements to powder
powder factory
1178
1178
for paying claims for damages to property
property
near ............................
1179
1179
purchase of smokeless powder
powder subject to
operation of factory, at full capaccapacity..........................
ity
5.13, 1175
563,1175
Indians,
Indians,
appropriation for survey,
appropriation
survey, etc.,
etc., for
for allotallotments in severalty to
to............. 123,969
restriction
restriction on use in Arizona and New
New
Mexico..................... . 142,969
Mexico
for suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among...
among
124,970
124,970
beer included
included .
.................... 124
124
possession, evidence
evidence of unlawful
unlawful introduction .................
duction
.
. 124
124
for relieving, preventing,
preventing, and treating
treating
diseases among
among................. 124,
970
124, 970
for maintenance
maintenance of hospitals, etc
etc...... 124,970
124,970
for directing
farming
and
stock
raising
directing farming and stock raising
among.....................
among
126,971
126,971
for legal expenses in allotment
allotment and propsuits ........................ 126,972
erty suts
126,972
for encouraging
encouraging industry and self-support
among; repayment...............
repayment
125,973
125,973
restriction
expenditure for any one
restriction on expenditure
tribe..........................
tribe
128,973
128,973
for live stock of, destroyed to prevent
prevent
contagious
contagious diseases, etc ...........
128,973
128, 973
reimbursement
reimbursement for prior losses.........
losses
973
for farm sites, etc., for nonreservation,
nonreservation, in
in
Nevada.........................
Nevada
143
143
Dak. 151, 988
for asylum for insane, Canton, S. Dak.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for suppressing
suppressing
liquor traffic, etc.,
etc., ariong
30, 826
arong ........... 30,826
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leases of irrigable arid lands of
aged, etc.,
of aged,
etc.,
allowed; terms,
128
terms, etc
etc ...............
128
proceeds of sales of surplus
surplus coal lands to
agricultural entrymen,
entrymen, to be
be credited
to ..............................
945
945
restriction
restriction on, going into Texas,
Texas, repealed..
repealed
128
128
time extended
extended for relinquishing
relinquishing lands
lands in
in
railroad grants
grants occupied
occupied by, in
in AriArizona, New Mexico, and
48
and California
California..
48
trust patent lands of Winnebago
Winnebago and
and
Omaha, in Nebraska subject to State,
State,
etc., taxes; payment
etc.,
865
payment..............
865
Indigent Soldiers,
Indigent
Soldiers, etc., D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for burial at Arlington,
Arlington, etc..
etc
286
286
Indigo,
duty on, derivatives
derivatives .....................
794
794
Industrial
IndustrialEducation,
Education,
appropriation
for investigating,
102,1105
appropriat ion for
investigating, etc
etc..... 102,1105
IndustrialHome School, D. C.,
Industrial
appropriation
and expenses.
expenses. 709,1037
709,1037
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
deficiency
appropriation for
808
deficiency appropriation
for maintenance..
maintenance..
808
Industrial Home
School for
Colored Children,
Industrial
Home School
for Colored
Children,
D.
D. C.,
C., .•
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
709, 1037
1037
expenses .........
709,
for cottage for boys ..................
-1037
1037
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
808
appropriation for
for maintenance..
808
Industrial Materials,
Industrial
Materials,
appropriation
in deterdeterappropriation for experiments
experiments in
mining physical
physical constants,
etc., of
115, 1116
mining
constants, etc.,
of 115,
1116
Industrial Property,
Industrial
Property, International
InternationalBureau
Bureaufor
for
Protection
of,
Protectionof,
appropriation
for annual
annual quota........
quota
101,1105
appropriation for
101,1105
Industrial
IndustrialRelations,
Relations, Commission on,
on,
final reports of, etc.,
ordered printed......
printed
59
etc., ordered
59
Industrial Subjects,
Industrial
provisions
provisions for cooperating
cooperating with
with States
States to
to
teachers, etc.,
of
930
pay teachers,
etc., of...............
930
appropriations; basis of..........
annual appropriations;
of
930
930
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated for
teachers,
for training
training teachers,
etc., of ............................
931
etc.,
931
annual allotments;
931
annual
allotments; basis of
of.............
931
Infant Mortality,
Mortality,
appropriation
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc.,
etc., of...
of
1118
1118
Infantry, Army,
Army,
composition of units, under national
composition
national dedefense
fense Act .........................
177
177
increase
increase of enlisted men allowed
178
allowed ........
178
assignment of
178
assignment
of officers
officers.................
178
increased
increased by four colonels;
colonels; to be additional
additional
numbers
numbers ................
........ 184
184
Infectious
Infectious Diseases,
Diseases,
appropriation for
among
appropriation
for preventing,
preventing, etc.,
etc., among
Indians.......................... 124,740
Indians
124,740
Information Division,
Division, Bureau
of Immigration,
Information
Bureau of
Immigration,
Department of
of Labor,
Department
Labor,
appropriation for chief,
assistants, etc..
etc.. 117,1118
appropriation
chief, assistants,
117,1118
maintenance of
of ................
895
maintenance
895
publication
publication of information
information of
of resources,
resources,
by
895
etc., of States and Territories
Territories by....
895
Inheritances
Estate Tax).
Tax).
Inheritances (see
(see Estate
Injuries
Employees,
Injuries to Government Employees,
appropriation for medical
medical examination,
examination,
etc., of
117
.......................
.
117
compensation for, in
duty
compensation
742
in line
line of duty..........
742
willful neglect
neglect and intoxication
intoxication excluded ...........................
743
743
excepted .......................
days excepted
743
743
rate for total disability
disability ....................
743
partial; affidavit
affidavit required;
required; nonpayment
nonpayment
on failure ........................
743
no pay if suitable work refused ......
743
743
allowance for total disability ..............
743
743
partial; for minors and learners
743
learners.........
743
decrease
decrease on account
account of age...........
age
743
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Governmenttemployees-Continaed.
Injuries to Government
employees—Continued.
allowance for total disability;
allowance
disability; no other
other
Government
Government pay
pay while receiving;
receiving;
pensions
pensions excepted
excepted.................
leave
of absence
to be
leave of
absence pay
pay to
be exhausted
exhausted
before, begins.....................
begins
before,
medical
attendance, etc.,
furnished. _
medical attendance,
etc., to be furnished..
allowance if death results; rates to benefibeneficiaries
ciaries..........................
relationship
construed
relationship construed..................
to remaining
mom-in-mg persons
persons on
on allowance
to
allowance to
to
others ceasing
others
ceasing ...................
modification of apportionments.........
apportionments
modification
construed.............
monthly pay construed
punishment
for
receiving,
after marriage.
marriage
punishment for receiving, after
for funeral
expenes
for
funeral expenes...................
employee..
computation of monthly pay of empIp
computation
patial diswage
capacity after partial
earning capacity
wage earning
ability
........
ability...........
commutation of
monthly payments;
method
payments; method
of monthly
commutation
of
of computing
computing.................
employee, etc.;
etc ;
notice of, to be given by employee,
particulars ........-............
particulars
no
in specified
specified time; exeXwithout, in
no pay without,
ceptions
-----............---------ceptions........
etc.
claim to be madetoComiion;
madetoCominitaion; forms, etc
time for
making ...
•
................
for making
time
medical examination
of
effect of
required; effect
examination required;
medical
refusal
.--------refusal ....---.....
by other
other physician
in case
case of
of disagreedisagreephysician in
by
ment
ment .......-----..-.............
fees
allowed
fees allowed.........................
report of,
of, by
by superior
superior oficial.............
official
report
assignment of
claim void
void................
of claim
assignment
if
other
party
liable
for,
damages
for damages
claim for
if other party liable for, claim
to
be assigned,
brought by
by
or action
action brought
assigned, or
to be
employees .-..-.......--...---employees
no compensation
compensation on
on refusal
refusal ...........
no
application
if assigned
assined......
proceeds if
application of proceeds
if
direct_ .....
employee direct
by employee
received by
if received
Employees'
Compensation Commission
Commission creEmployees' Compensation
.....--- -----------ated .....---composition,
appointment, term,
etc
term, etc....
composition, appointment,
salary;
salary; office
office.....................---employees,
etc.,
adjusting
claims
in
clim in
employees, etc., adjusting cing
Department of
of Labor
Labor transferred
transferred to
to.
Department
general authority;
office force,
etc
force, etc.......
authority; office
general
estimates
to be
submitted
be submitted.............
estimates to
rules, etc.,
to be
be made
made...............
etc., to
rules,
annual report
report to
to Congress
Congress...........
annual
appropriation
authorized for
for expenses.....
expenses
appropriation authorized
for
employees' compensation
fund
compensation fund.....
for employees'
permanently appropriated
payfor payappropriated for
permanently
ment
of compensation
compensation.....-.--..-ment of
determination
award of
of claims by
determination and award
Commission.
Commission. ...............----.
review.
etc.,
of
awards
review. etc., of awards..............- -cancellation
of mistakes-........----mistakes
...
cancellation of
in claims,
punishment for false statements in
etc
etc.....------..--......-------------construction
of terms
used ............- terms used
construction of
inconsistent laws
repealed
laws repealed.......--....inconsistent
settlement under
prior laws
laws..........-under prior
settlement
if
Railroad liable,
liable, employee to
if Panama
Panama Railroad
release, or
to
of action
action to
assign right
right of
or assign
release,
United States............-States
...--United
administration
of
Act,
by
Panama
Canal,
Canal,
Panama
Act,
by
of
administration
and Alaskan
Alaskan railroads........-...
railroads
and
Injuries
Railroad Employees,
Employes,
Injuries to
to Railroad
finality
judgments, etc.,
etc., of
of circuit
circuit courts
courts
of judgments,
finality of
of appeals
appeals in
causes relating
relating to....
to
in causes
of
certiorari allowed
allowed from
for
Court for
from Supreme
Supreme Court
certiorari
review,
etc
review, etc.........-----.....
Inland
Inland).
Water-ys (see Waterways,
Waterways, Inland).
Inland Waterways
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745
745
745
745
745
745
745
745
746
746

746
746
746
746
746
746
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747

748
748
748
748
748
748
748
748
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
749

Inquiries
and Investigations,1Senate,
=
Page.
lfsP
InversigationS Senate,
c
Inuiries and
appropriation
expenses of.
,.
appropriation for
for expenses
of.--2_.•„. .."._
. - 69,1073
9, 73
Insane
obl a
?l
ri, D.
O. (see
(see Saint
Saint Maabeth.
nane Aff
Asylum,
D. C.
Eliabeths
D. C,).C.).·
a, D.
Hob 'tab
.
D. C,.
Insane, D.
appropriation
for expenses
expenses executing
executing luappropriation for
nacy
writs
704,1032
nacy writs :.................... 704,1032
for
indigent ...........
1038
for support
support of indigent
710, 108
for deporting
deporting indigent
indigent nonresident..
nonresident
710,1038
for
7110,38
deficiency
deficiency appopation for support of
nigent.. .--......... .........
808
Insane
Persons,,Alaska,
s,.Salba,
Insane Per
appropriation for
for care
of
............. . 306
306
care of....
apopriation
Insane
etc.,
Insane Persona,
Pews, etc.,
alien,
excluded
admission
875
alien, excluded admission................
875
Insanitary
Buildings, D. C.,
InsanitaryBuildings,
appropriation
for condemning........
condem !lin&
.. . 691,1020
691, 1020
appropriation for
Insect Pec
Pats,
Districts
for Plaid
Ins
s Quarantine
Quaantine Di
nicts
far
Plant

Diseascsand,,

-:-,

appropriation
for enfeceingrgqulatioS
enforciniregulatione govgoy
appropriation for
enung. .
............... 474,1164
474, 1164
erning..................-....
modification
mistitkoi of prohibited
p
,
e arar,.
modification of; addition
tides, etc.-....-..-etc .........--.......
.. .- .,
1165
ticles,
1165
Insecticide Ad,
Ad,
s
Inseticide
appropriation
for
salaries,
errforcement
enforcement
for
salaries,
appropriation
of
1164
of..-......--.....-.....---. . 4'74,
474,1164
for general
general expensee
474,1164
for
expeuses.. — ...........
.. ........ 474,
1164
Insectivorous
)(oratory,
Birds, Migratory,
InsectivorousBirds,
appropriation for
for. encing
enforcing law
law . protectprotectappropiation
ing_
ing...--.............--. .... 467,1156
467,1156
(see also
Entomology Bureau,
DepartInsects (ac
aloEntomology
Bureau, Depart• mentof
merit of Agriclture),
Agriculture),
appropriation for
affecting health
study of, affecting
for study
appropriation
of
man,
etc
466,
1154
466,1154
of man, etc..............-..
Insolvent
National Banks,
Insolvent National
receivers
may deposit
assets in
adjacent
receivers may
deposit assets
in adjacent
banks; bond;
bond; interest..........
interest ... -.. .......
122
banks;
Inspector
General's Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
InspectorGeneral's
appropriation
for pay
pay of
of officers;
officers; longevity.
longevity
626
appropriation for
for
expert accountant;
mileage
628
for expert
accountant; mileage.........
628
deficiency appropriation
exappropriation for mileage, exdeficiency
pert
45
4
pert accountant
accountant .................
169
constitution of, underNational
constitution
under National DefenseAct.
Defense Act
169
Inspector General's
General's Office,
Department,
Inspector
Office, War Department,
appropriation for
for clerks,
clerks, etc..........90,1095
etc
90,1095
appropriation
deficiency
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc.,
1917
809
809
1917............................
Inspectors, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Inspectors,
appropriation for...
for
98,
1102
98,1102
..........
appropriation
for per
per diem,
diem, etc.....................
etc
99, 1103
99,1103
for
Inspectors, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Inspectors,
allowed
leaves of absence
absence for 30
793
allowed leaves
30 days....
793
Inspectors
of
qf Boilers,
BosIers,
and of
Inspectors of Hulls
Hulls and
at
appropriat
•
ion
for;
asustant
inspectors
at
inspectors
assstant
for;
appropriation
specified
ports
112,1113
................. 112,1113
specifiedports
942
authorized
Tampa, Fla ..............
942
authorized for Tampa,
Inspectors
Department,
Irrigation,Indian Department,
Inspectors of Irrigation,
appropria
•tion for
pay, etc...............
etc
124,969
124,
969
or pay,
appropriation

to be skilled rrgation engineers .... 124,969

7499
be skilled
iirrrigation
getl
engineers1
124',
24 96
969
for
expenses
...............
124,969
fortotraveling
traveling
expenses
749
750
for National
Guard,
NationalGuard,
Instruction Campsfor
750 Instruction
750
authorized to
to be
be conducted
conducted by Army
Army
authorized
750
750
officers
. 207
officers.......................
750
pay, etc.,
at rates
for Army
Army encampments,
encampments,
rates for
etc., at
pay,
..
etc.........................
etc
207
750 Instruction
Carps,
Instruction Camps, Marine
Marine Corp,
750
614,1190
appropriation
614, 1190
appropriation for expenses ..........-.
Consular
750 Instruction
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Pay, Diplomatic
Instruction Pay,
750
Service,
Service,
appropriation
for
253,1048
..--.. -- 253,1048
appropriation for............
Instruction Schools
Cam, Nvmy,
Navy,
Schools or Camps,
727 Instruction
appropriation
for
Naval
Reserve
Force.
_
589
appropriation far NavalBeserve Force .. __ 589
727
students;
certificate of
rank or rating on
of rank
students; certificate
727
completing
589
course........-........
completing course
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Insular
Affairs
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Insular Affairs
BureaU, War
War Department,
rage.
appropriation
appropriation for law officer, clerks, etc.
etc_ 92,1096
92,1096
for pay of officers; longevity
627
longevity............
627
for care
care of insane soldiers in Philippines
and
and Porto Rico
Rico ...................
640
640
constitution
constitution of, continued
National
continued under
under National
Defense
Defense Act .....................
176
176
Insular Possessions,
Possessions,
Insular
appropriation
appropriation for fortifications.........
fortifications
348,912
348,912
for seacoast
seacoast batteries, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
912
912
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
and
etc., of, and
torpedo structures, Hawaiian
Hawaiian and
and
Philippine Islands..............
Rhilippine
Islands
348,912
348,912
for land
Hawaiian and Philipland defenses,
defenses, Hawaiian
pine Islands.......
Islands
348
................
348
locating strategic
for locating
strategic roads,
roads, land
land defenses
defenses
Hawaiian Islands
Islands...................
Hawaiian
912
912
for supplies, etc., electric
electric plants HawaiHawaiian and Philippine Islands
348,912
348,912
for constructing
constructing sea walls,
walls, etc., HawaiHawaiian Islands
Islands .....................
912
912
for submarine
submarine mine structures,
structures, HawaiHawaiian Islands .....................
348
348
forautomobile,
Hawaiian fortifications.
fortifications. 348,912
forautomobile, Hawaiian
348,912
for operating
operating fire-control installations.
installations. 349,
349,912
912
for airships, aerial machines,
machines etc.,
etc., PhilipPhilippine and Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands
912
Islands.........
912
for seacoast cannon;
..... 349,912
cannon; contracts..
contracts
349,912
for ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast cannon;
cannon;
contracts
contracts .......................
349,912
349,912
for altering, etc.,
seacoast artillery
etc .
, seacoast
912
artillery.... 349,
349,912
for mine
material, maintenance......
mine material,
maintenance
349,912
349,912
for constructing
fire-control stations,
constructing fire-conixol
stations, etc.;
range finders, etc -----.......--........ 349,913
349,913
for mail equipments
equipments for
for............ 422,1068
branches in, may be established
branches
established by national banks; limitations,
limitations, etc ......
755
755
citizens of, not included
included as
as aliens
aliens in
in ImImmigration
migration Act ...................
874
874
restriction
restriction on entry of aliens
aliens from
from-........
874
Insurance Comp.niemz
Insurance
Companies,
may
file bill of interpleader
district
may file
interpleader in district
court, where
adverse claimants
court,
where adverse
claimants are
of different
different States
States.
929
929
procedure;
discharge of
deprocedure; .discharge
of liability
liability on
on depoits
in
registry
..........
posits
registry of court
929
to be brought
brought in district
district of named beneficiary,
etc
...
.....
...............
ficiary,
929
929
national
banks in small
national banks
small communities
may
communities may
act as agents for ................
753
753
special
special tax on capital of domestic; reserves,
etc., not included
included ................
etc.,
790
790
foreign,
foreign, for
for United States
States business;
business; reserves,
serves, etc.,
etc., not included ..........
790
790
Inwurance
Insurance Department,
Department, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for salaries .............. 680,
680,1008
1008
Insired Mail,
MJail Postal
Postal &Trice,
Srnie,
Insured
appropriation for indemnity for lost...
lost.. . 421,1067
appropration
deficiency
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity for
deficiency appropriation
for
lost, domestic............
domestic
24
........ 24
Inngible Personal
Intartgale
PersonalProperty
Property Tax,
Tax, D.
D. C.,
C.,
araeesment
assessment of, on moneys and
and credits
credits
of residents,
residents, business
corporations,
business corporations,
etc..........................
etc
•
717, 1046
1046
rate, four-tenths
four-tenths of one
cent........ 717
one per cent
717
three-tenths
of
one
per
cent
three-tenths
......... 1047
1047
exemptions;
savings
deposits
exemptions;
not enexceeding $500
$500................
717,
1047
717,1047
etc.. 1047
bank notes or discounts of banks, etc..
savings, relief, beneficial,
beneficial, etc.,
etc., assoassociations; labor
.............
1047
labor unions
unions ......
... ..... 1047
assessment beneficial organizations...
assessment
organigations. -_ 1047
mutual
companies; commutual insurance
insurance companies;
cornpanies
corporation
anies without special
special corporation
ane.his
. .........................
lranchmes
1047
1047
.
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IntangiblePersonal
Property Tax,
Intangible
Personal Property
Tax, D.
C.-Con. Page.
Page.
D. C.-Con.
exemptions; securities
securities owned
by corporaexemptions;
owned by
corporations
tions taxed
taxed on earnings or
capital; if
if
or capital;
held as trustees
trustees excluded
excluded ...........
1047
1047
Interest and
and Sinking
Sinking Fund,
D. C.,
Fund, D.
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
payment.............
705, 1032
for payment
705,
1032
Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation for Secretary,
appropriation
Secretary, Assistants, atat98, 1102
1102
torneys, etc ...................... 98,
special inspectors,
inspectors, etc
etc ............. 98,1102
98, 1102
for special
for clerks,
clerks, etc ...................
98, 1102
98,1102
for
for mechanics,
mechanics, watchmen,
watchmen, engineers,
engineers,
etc .............................
99,1102
99,1102
for clerk to sign tribal deeds..........
99, 1102
1102
99,
for employees,
General Land
employees, General
Land Office
Office
Building ...................
Building
99, 1103
99,1103
for board
board of
of appeals,
appeals, assistants,
etc.,
assistants, etc.,
office of Solicitor..................
office
Solicitor
99,1103
99,1103
for expenses,
expenses, special
special inspectors,
inspectors, etc
99, 1103
1103
etc... 99,
for Commissioner
Commissioner General
General Land
Office,
Land Office,
assistant, clerks, etc
etc ...........
99, 1103
1103
assistant,
99,
for
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
for Commissioner
Affairs, assistassistants, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc ...............
100, 1104
1104
100,
for
Commissioner of Pensions,
for Commissioner
Pensions, deputy,
deputy,
clerks,: etc ..................
clerks
100, 1104
1104
100,
for Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, assistants,
assistants,
examiners,
101,
1105
examiners, etc ...............
101, 1105
for Commissioner
Commissioner of Education,
Education, clerks,
clerks,
etc
etc .........................
101,1105
101,1105
no
Government employee
no Government
employee to receive
receive
other
other than salary,
salary, in connection
connection
with work; punishment
violapunishment for violation ...............................
1106
1106
for Superintendent
Superintendent of Capitol
Capitol Building
Building
for
and Grounds,
Grounds etc
10 1106
etc................ 102,1106
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ............
102, 1106
1106
for stationery
stationery.......................
102, 1106
1106
for
for law books,
books, etc
102,1107
............
102,1107
for rent, Civil Service
Service Commission...
Commission
103,1107
103,1107
for
for postage
postage stamps,
stamps, etc
etc ..............
103,1107
103,1107
for surveyors
surveyors general
general and
and their clerks
clerks 103,1107
for government
government in
in the Territories .... 104,1108
104,1108
for Solicitor
Solicitor for
108,1110
for.... ....
......... 108,1110
for civil expenses
expenses under ...............
298
298
for repairs of buildings
298
buildings.................
298
for Court of Claims
Building
298
Claims Building............
298
for Capitol,
Capitol, etc .....................
298
298
use
use of Maltby
Maltby Building
Building by Agricultural
Agricultural
Department repealed
repealed .............
298
298
for courthouse,
courthouse, D.
C...................
298
D. C
298
for public
public lands ........................
298
298
for Geological
Geological Survey
Survey.......................
301
301
for Bureau
Bureau of Mines ...................
302
302
Reclamation Service
for Reclamation
Service ................
303
expenses in disbarment
for expenses
disbarment proceedings.
proceedings
306
for Alaska
Alaska expenses ....................
306
306
for national
national parks
parks......................
307
307
Government Hospital for Insane
for Government
Insane ....
309
309
name
name changed
changed to Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital ...........................
309
309
for Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for the
the Deaf...
Deaf. ..
310
310
for Howard
Howard University
University ................
310
310
for Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital.
311
Hospital ..............
311
for printing and
and binding
binding for ............
330
330
Indian Department
for Indian
Department..............
123,969
123,969
for pensions ........................
242, 1132
1132
242,
for new building for offices .............
269
269
deficiency
appropriation for Patent
deficiency appropriation
Office 3,
3,829
Patent Office.
829
for office
office building for bureaus, etc .......
19
19
for Capitol...........................
Capitol
23,817
23,817
for Alaska
Engineering Commission
Commission......
Alaska Engineering
23
23
Survey .........
for Geological
Geological Survey
23, 30, 825, 829
23,30,825,829
for Patent
Patent Office,
Office, printing
printing and
and binding.
binding.
27
for Bureau
Bureau of Education
Education................
30
30
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P
a
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for House
deficiency
Office
House Office
Building ............
30
.............
3
for
Government Hospital for
for Government
Insane. ... 30,826
for Insane....
30,82(
for education
education in Alaska
Alasba .................
30
30
for public
30,825,
82
public lands
lands ...................
30,
825, 829
for Mines Bureau .................
30, 818, 825
pensions................. 30,33,826
30, 33, 826
for Army pensions
Department ........
33,826,
for Indian
Indian Department.
.... ... 30, 33,
826, 829
42
for Platt National Park, Okla ...........
courthouse, D. C.,
C., restoration,
restoration, etc...
for courthouse,
etc...
817
817
for rent of quarters
quarters for officials, etc......
817
for Northern
Northern Pacific grant .
817
............. 817
for Court of Claims Building
Building ............
817
Company...........
817
for National
National Mortar
Mortar Company
817
for Mukuntuweap
Monument,
for
Mukuntuweap National
National Monument,
Utah, 1917 ...........
818
818
for Columbia Institution for the Deaf—
Deaf... 818
818
for judgments, Court of Claims, under,
under....
823
pensions..........................
,
829
for pensions
National Park
service established
535
National
Park service
established ......... . 535
national
direction of
of
national parks placed
placed under
under direction
supaerintendent, etc ...............
supenntmdent,
23
expenses
administration, etc.,
from
expenses of
of administration,
etc., from
appropriations
23
appropriations for
for parks
parlks.............
23
personnel
of Patent
personnel of
Patent Office
Office officers
fice and
and ememployees
established
ployees established................. 8
Interlocking
Interlocking Directorates,
Directortes,
officers, etc.
Federal Reserve
memofficers,
etc., of
of Federal
Reserve or member
ber banks
banks may
may serve on
on not
not more
more
than
two other
banks; conditions
121
than two
other banks;
conditions...
121
Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
appropriation
Commifioner, deputies,
appropriation for Commiarioner,
etc
82,1087
etc.........................82,1087
for
commissioner, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
deputy commissioner,
for deputy
82,1087
82,1087
on income taxes ...............
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
emergency taxes .....
82
etc., on
on emergency
for
temporary clerical
for temporary
clerical help, office of
Commissioner
Commissioner .....................
82
for stamp
stamp agents,
etc .................
83,1087
83,1087
for
agents, etc
for salaries,
etc., collectors,
collectors, surveyors;
surveyors;
for
salaries, etc.,
85,1090
restriction .......................
85,1090
for
additional, for
86
taxes ....
86
for additional,
for emergency
emergency taxes
daily
internal revenue
revenue coldaily returns
returns of
of internal
colrequired ...................
86
lections required
86
86,1090
86, 1090
for agents,
agents, gaugers, etc ............
for
collecting
income
tax
86,
1090
for collecting income tax .............. 86,1090
personal services,
services, mechanical
devices,
mechanical devices,
personal
etc.,
.............. 86,1090
etc., in
in District
District.--for collecting
for
collecting cotton
cotton futures
futures tax
tax...... 86.
86 1090
1090
for collecting
collecting tax
on estates,
estates, munitions,
munitions,
for
tax on
etc ............................1091
etc
1091
employees, expenses,
1091
expenses, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized. 1091
employees,
amount for
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may bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Lansing,
River, Lansing,
Iowa ...........................
37
Interstate Commerce,
Interstate
bills of lading
lading issued
carriers in;
issued by common
common carriers
in;
regulations governing ..............
538
transportation allowed
free transportation
allowed trustees of CinCincinnati Southern
Southern Railway;
restriccinnati
Railway; restrictions........................
tions
922
922
grain shipments
shipments in, to conform to official
official
483
standards ........................
483
provisions regulating
483
regulating.................
483
investigation
investigation ordered of Government
Government control, etc.,
etc., of, by Joint Congressional
Congressional
Committee
387
Committee......................
387
scope of; authority, etc
387
etc................
387
appropriation for
388
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ............. 388
tune
time extended
extended for
866
for ...................
.
866
provisions of Warehouse
Warehouse Act for storage
provisions
storage of
of
agricultural products for ...........
. agricultural
486
486
shipping products by child labor of prohibited
hibited ages in, forbidden.........
forbidden
675
established for shipments,
standards established
shipments, etc., of
fruit and vegetable
vegetable baskets in
in...... 673
673
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Interstate
Commission,
appropriation
280
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries.....................
280
expenses regulating
for expenses
regulating commerce;
commerce; rent
280
rent
280
for
tor establishing
establishing uniform
of
acuniform system
system of accounting by railroads
railroads .
280
.......
280
for enforcing safety appliances
regulaappliances regulations..........................
tions
280
280
reports, etc.,
etc., of
280
for securing
securing reports,
of accidents._
accidents..
280
for investigating block signal
and train
train
signal and
control systems, etc .............
280
280
for physical valuation
valuation of railroads ......
281
for securing
securing information
information of stocks, bonds,
etc ...........................
281
281
rent allowance.
allowance ...................
281
locomotive
for compelling use of safe locomotive
boilers.........................
boilers
. 281
for printing and binding
binding for............
for
331
331

Page.
Interstate
Commission-Con.
Interstate Commerce Commission—eon.
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for expenses.....
deficiency appropriation
expenses
15
15
printing and
27
for printing
and binding
binding ...............
27
investigation by special joint committee on
investigation
on
proposed changes in organization
organization of.
387
proposed
of.
387
mail transportation
transportation rates, etc.,
etc., by railroads
429
to be fixed by
by.............
....
429
basis of determinng
determining ..................
429
429
procedure; statements of
requirements to
of requirements
to
be filed by Postmaster
Postmaster General;
General;
preparation expenses,
429
preparation
expenses, etc
etc ..........
429
plan for transporting,
transporting, rates, etc
430
etc......
430
notice to carers;
carriers; hearings
430
hearings ............
430
jurisdiction of Commission............
Commission
430
430
classification of carriers and rates........
rates
430
classification
430
additional
weighings allowed...........
additional weighings
allowed
430
430
rates to be established;
payments diestablished; -payments
directed ............................
430
430
reexaminations
reexaminations allowed after six months
430
months.
430
authority conferred on Commission
430
Commission.....
430
diminished allowance
allowance for land grant
grant
roads .
430
.......................
430
existing laws continued
continued until new rates
established
431
established.......................
431
funds available
431
available for
for expenses
expenses ............
431
punishment
punishment for refusal of railroads to perperform service .....................
431
431
powers of, not affected by Shipping Act...
Act
738
738
to enter complaints of
violations of
of 16-hour
16-hour
of violations
law...........
law
61
.................
61
to establish rates for property
transported,
property transported.
based on declared value; exception,
exception,
etc.............................
etc
442
442
to inform Postmaster
Postmaster General
General of revenue
revenue
to railroads
railroads from express companies.
companies.
428
428
Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Laws,
Laws, etc.,
etc.,
j' not applicable
Porto Rico
964
applicable to Porto
Rico..............
964
Interstate Commerce
Interstate
Commerce Regulations,
Regulations,
appropriation for legal expenses, enforcing.
appropriation
enforcing.
312
312
deficiency appropriation for expenses,
exedeficiency
expenses, executing ........................
15
15
carriers may allow reduced
reduced rates
militia
carriers
rates to
to militia
attending Army encampments,
646
encampments, etc
etc.
646
eight hours established
established as
standard day's
as standard
day's
work for train employees
employees of
of common
common
carriers...........................
carriers
721
721
investigation
investigation by special joint
joint committee
committee
of proposed changes in
387
in ...........
387
liability of carriers
carriers for
actual lose,
etc., not
not
liability
for actual
loss, etc.,
applicable
baggage on
on passenger
applicable to baggage
passenger
trams
442
trains ..................
442
other property, except live
live stock, at
at
rates dependent upon
value
442
upon value........
442
filed, etc
schedules to be filed,
442
etc............
442
"ordinary
live
stock"
construed........
"ordinary
stock" construed
442
preference to
given by
by carriers
to milipreference
to be given
carriers to
military traffic in time of
war
604
of war..........
604
shipments to agents of United
shipments
United States
in
States in
time of peace to be delivered
delivered as
as
promptly
promptly as possible .............
604
no embargo
embargo to apply to
to................
604
InterstateQuarantine
Interstate
Quarantine Service,
cooperation with States,
appropriation for cooperation
etc.,
contagious disetc., for preventing
preventing contagious
eases ...........................
eases.
279,440
Intoxicating Liquors
Intoxicating
Traffic),
Liquors (see also Liquor
Liquor Trafic),
advertisements of, not to be
advertisements
be mailed to
to adaddresses in
in places where it
it is prohibited by law in force
force .
............. 1069
punishment for mailing
punishment
mailing prohibited
prohibited matter,
prosecutions .....................
prosecutions
1069
1069
ordering,
ordering, sending, etc., in
in interstate
interstate
commerce, into State or Territory
Territory
prohibiting sale, etc...............
etc
1069
1069
shipments of liquors contrary to State laws
not authorized ....................
1069
1069
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Intoxicating Liquors-Continued.
Intoxicating
public
to be
States propublic notices
notices to
be posted
posted of
of States
prohibiting
liquor advertising,
advertising, etc....
etc
1069
1069
hibiting liquor
prohibition
against advertising
advertising in
i
n States
prohibition against
States
not permitting,
permitting, to
effect July
July 1,
1,
not
to take
take effect
1917
1202
1202
1917.....................................
manufacture, sale,
of, in
prosale, etc.,
etc., of,
in Alaska,
Alaska, promanufacture,
hibited as
as beverages
903
903
beverages ..............
hibited
in
1123
1123
of Columbia
Columbia ...............
in District
District of
sale,
Porto Rico,
sale, etc., of,
of, prohibited
prohibited in Porto
after one
one year
year ....................
952
952
after
may
be submitted
to voters.............
voters
952
952
submitted to
may be
Intoxication, D.
C. t
Intoxication,
D. C.,
punishment for,
places.........
1127
for, in
in public
public places
punishment
Intrastate
Commerce,
IntrastateCommerce,
not
affected
by
Shipping
Act
738
738
Shipping
Act.............
affected
by
not
Inventions,
Inventions,
for military
military defenses,
owned by
by the
the
defenses, etc.,
etc., owned
for
Government, may
may be
from disbe held
held from
Government,
348
348
closure by
Office; period.
period....
by Patent
Patent Office;
closure
Investigation Division,
Division, Department
Justia,
of Justice,
Departmentof
Investigation
appropriation
for chief,
chief, examiners,
109,1111
etc. 109,1111
examiners, etcappropriation for
Inyo National
National Forest,
and Nev.,
Nev.,
Cal. and
Forest, Cal.
Inyo
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
458,1147
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 458,1147
Iona Island
Iskrnd Naval
Naval Magazine,
N. E.,
Magazine, N.
lona
appropriation
for ordnance
buildstorage buildordnance storage
appropriation for
'figs
569
......................
ig.......
for
569,1178
public works
works...................... 569,1178
for public
Iowa Northern
Northern Judicial
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Iowa
counties
constituting eastern
division
12,55
eastern division.....
counties constituting
Cedar
division ...............
12,55
Rapids division
Cedar Rapids
central division
division........................
12,55
12,55
central
12,55
western
12, 55
division....................
western division
terms of
of court,
court, Cedar
Rapids .
12,55
12,55
.........
Cedar Rapids
terms
Dubuque
12,55
12,55
Dubuque ............................
Fort Dodge
............... 12,55
Fort
Dodge ...........
Sioux City
12,55
12,55
Sioux
City .......................
Waterloo
12,55
12,55
.........................
Waterloo .
Iowa
Southern Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Iowa Southern
counties constituting
eastern division.....
division
12,55
constituting eastern
counties
central division
12,55
12,55
central
division .....................
western division.
division .....................
12,55
western
southern
12,55
division ....................
southern division
Davenport division
13,55
13,55
division .................
Davenport
Ottumwa
division ..................
13,55
13,55
Ottumwa division
terms
of
court,
Council
Bluffs
13,55
terms of court, Council Bluffs............ 13,55
Creston
13,56
13,56
Creston. ..........................
Davenport
13,56
13,56
Davenport........................
Des
13,55
...... 13,55
Des Moines.
Moines .................
Keokuk
13,55
Keokuk ...................................... 13,55
Ottumwa ........................13,56
Ottumwa
Irrigated Western
Districts,
Western Districts,
Irrigated
appropriation
for experiments
experiments in
in dairying
dairying
appropriation for
and meat
production establishments
establishments
meat production
and
in
491
-...............
491
in..............
Irrigation (see also
also Reclamation
Service),
Reclamation Service),
Irrigation
appropriation
for
investigating
utilizing
of
appropriation for investigating utilizing of
water in
in farm,
etc_
472,
1161
472,1161
farm, etc...............
water
acceptance of
of lands
lands to
to be
flooded by
by Elebe flooded
acceptance
phant
Dam, N.
N. Mex.........
Mex
351
Butte Dam,
phant Butte
water to
to be
delivered to
to donor
351
donor.........
be delivered
water
reversion
of project
project abandoned
352
abandoned......... 352
reversion of
auxiliary
project, Ariz.,
Ariz., authorto Yuma
Yuma project,
auxiliary, to
ized; disposal
etc.
868
868
of lands,
lands, etc.........
disposal of
ized;
rights
through public
public lands
lands to
to
for, through
of way
way for,
rights of
ditch
companies1197
1197
ditch companies .................
through
Indian lands
be used
used for
may be
lands may
through Indian
transportation,
domestic
uses,
or
or
uses.
transportation, domestic
1197
....--.------- 1197
......-power.....
power
Irrigation Agriculture,
Western,
Agriculture, Western,
Irrigation
appropriation
for investigations
connecin connecinvestigations in
appropriation for
tion
of reclaimed
reclaimed lands
under
lands under
with, of
tion with,
Reclamation
Act
454,1143
.454,1143
Reclamation Act...............
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Irrigation, Indian Reservations,
PageReservations,
Irrigation,
appropriation for
for expenses;
expenses; investigating
investigating
appropriation
new projects, power, and reservoir
reservoir
124,969
sites .........................
124,969
reimbursement
funds 124,969
reimbursement from
from Indian
Indian funds.
124,969
available until
until expended...........
expended
124,969
124,969
projects
specifically
provided
for,
exprojects specifically provided for, excluded.
124,
969
cluded ....................
12496
for inspectors
irrigation; traveling,
etc.,
for
inspectors of
of irrigation;
traveling, etc.,
expenses........................ 124,969
expenses
124,969
superintendents
authorized.
124,969
superintendents authorized.........
124 969
maintenance, etc., Gila River, Ariz
Ariz 129,974
for maintenance,
129,974
for pumping
plant, etc.,
Colorado River,
for
pumping plant,
etc., Colorado
River
Ariz
129,974
Ariz..........................
129, 974
for diversion
for, Gila
Gila River,
Aria..
130
for
diversion dam
dam for,
River, Ariz..
130
for additional
additional project,
project, Gila River, Ariz..
130
Ariz..
130
for
extending Ganado
Navajo,
for extending
Ganado project,
project, Navajo,
Ariz
Ariz.......................
. 131,974
131,974
for maintenance
maintenance charges, Yuma, Cal..
Cal
132,975
for
maintenance, Fort
Hall, Idaho....
Idaho
132,976
for maintenance,
Fort Hall,
132,976
for
maintenance, Fort Belknap,
Belknap, Meat
980
for maintenance.
Mont 129,
139,980
for
construction, Flathead,
for construction,
Flathead, Mont_..
Mont..... _139,980
139,980
for
construction,
Fort
Peck,
Mont..
1*
980
for construction, Fort Peck, Mont.... 14, 980
for
construction, Blackfeet,
980 ..
for construction,
Blackfeet, Mont
Mont.... 140,
140,980
for
extending, Pyramid
for extending,
Pyramid Lake,
Lake, Nev
Nev.... 143,981
143,981
for
maintenance, Klamath,
for maintenance,
Klamath, Oreg
Oreg...... 150,986
150,986
for
for Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.
Wash.,isystem
system........... 153,989
153,989
for
Wash., system
system
for extending
extending Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.,
for
154,989
for Indian
Indian allotments
allotments ..........
154,989
for Shoshone,
Shoshone, Wyo................
Wyo..
158,
for
158, 993
993
deficiency
appropriation
for
Fort
Hall,
deficiency appropriation for Fort Hall,
Idaho
31
Idaho ...........................
31
for Yakima, Wash ....
31, 826, 829
............
31,826,829
Irrigation Projects,
Irrigation
Projects,
appropriation for maintenance,
construcappropriation
maintenance, construcetc., of designated............
designated
tion, etc.,
304
credit for residence,
credit
residence, etc.,
etc., to settlers
settlers within
within
Yuma, Ariz.,
unit enYuma,
Ariz., making
making farm
farm unit
entries ...
........
...
516
516
Isenberg,
Isenberg, Hans,
Hans,
franchise
for
electric
plant,
Kauai
County,
franchise for electric plant, Kauai County,
Hawaii, to, approved ............. .
247
Hawaii,
247
Island
Company, Limited,
Hawaii,
Limited, Hawaii,
Island Electric
Electric Company,
legislature amending
act of legislature
amending franchise of,
57
ratified ............................
57
Island
Me.,
Island End
End River, Me.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made
made .............................
406
Isthmian
Zone).
Isthma Canal
Canal Zone
Zone (see
(as Canal
Canal Zone).
Bak,
talpp
to.......
262,1048
ambassador to.
appropriation
.
262,1048
appropriation for ambassador
J.
J.
Jackson,
Ala.,
Jackson, Ala.,
bridge
authorised
across
Tombigbee River,
River,
bridge authorized across Tombigbee
Princes
Lower Landing,
near. .
Landing, near......
Princes Lower
Jackson
County, lams.
Jackson County,
Kans.,
contribution for
constructing bridges
in
bridges in
for constructing
contribution
Potawatomi
Reservation,
Indian Reservation,
Potawatomi Indian
of
required of....................
Jackson County,
County, Miss.,
Miss.,
Jackson
condemned cannon
to
granted to..........
condemned
cannon granted
may bridge
Pascagoula River,
River, PasPasbridge West
West Pascagoula
may
cagoula
cagoula .....................
Bridge Com,
Company,
Jackson Highway Bridge
bridge Tombigbee
Tombigbee River, Princes
Princes
may bridge
Ala..
Jackson, Ala__
near Jackson,
Lower Landing near
Jackson,
retired,
Col. James, retired,
Jackson, Cot
may
appointed brigadier
brigadier general
general on reremay be
be.appointed
ttr
list
.....--......
tired list...........--Jackson, John,
John,
Jackson,
fee
homestead patent
patent confirmed
confirmed to.
to.
fee simple
simple homestead

123
123

133
133
839
839
236
236
123
627
990
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Jackson,
Kate,
Jackson, Kate,
Page.
fee simple
simple homestead
patent confirmed
990
fee
homestead patent
confirmed to.
to. 990
Project, IdahoIdaho-Wyo.,
Jackson Lake Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Wyo.,
appropriation for enlargement
appropriation
enlargement work,
work, mainmaintenance, etc .....................
304
304
deposits required
required......................
304
Jackson,
Jackson, Mich.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for public building.......
265
Fla.,
Jacksonville, Fla.,
appropriation for public
building
266
appropriation
public building........
266
condemned cannon
cannon granted
Concondemned
granted to
to Old Confederate Soldiers'
837
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors' Home
Home. 837
granted immediate
immediate transportation
transportation entry
privileges
229
privileges..
.....................
229
Jail,
Washington Asylum
and
Jail, D. C. (see Washington
Asylum and
Jail,
Jail, D.
D. C.).
C.).
James River, Va.
Va.,
appropriation
394
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of........
394
Jamestown, N. Dak.,
appropriation
for
public
building
266
appropriation for public building .......
266
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuildi
ng
18
ing....--..........................
18
terms
terma of court at ............
•........... 386
386
Janitorsto Committees,
Janitors
Committees, House
House of Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for .....................
70,1074
appointment
appointment and duties
duties........... 71,1075
71,1075
Japan,
Japan,
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to .....
252,1048
for Japanese secretary..............
secretary
252,1048
for assistant Japanese
Japanese secretary
253,1048
secretary..... 253,1048
for student interpreters
interpreters ............ 253,1049
for cost
cost of
tuition; quarters
of tuition253 1049
quarters. .......
253,1049
embassy.
254,1050
for ground
ground rent
rent for
for embassy........
254,1050
consulates in261, 1057
for interpreters
interpreters at
at consulates
in.... 261,1057
for paying, under fur seal
seal regulations
regulations....- 324
324
Jasper,
Jasper, Ala.,
appropriation
building
266
appropriation for public
public building......
266
builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public buddng ................................
ing
18
Jasper
Jasper Conn,
County, S. C.,
bridge authorized across Back
Back River,
River, between Chatham County,
Ga., and..
and
County, Ga.,
66
Jefferson National
Jefferson,
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of.
458,1147
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1147
Jefferson, Ohio,
Ohio,
Jeffrson,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to .............
841
841
Jefferson,
Jeferson, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterfrom
399
way to Shreveport, La.,
La., from.......
399
Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville, Ohio,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to
836
to...........
836
Jersey City, N. J.,
J.,
appropriation for public building .......
appropriation
266
JiarillaIndian
Jiecuilla
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Indian Hospital,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of..
125,970
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 125,
970
Johannes, George,
Johannes,
George,
appropriation
appropriation for credit in accounts.......
accounts
325
325
Johns Pass,
Pass, Fla.,
Johns
Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made,
for channel to Boca Ciega Bay, Fla.,
through .......................
through
408
Johnson,
and Samuel M.
Johnson, Alba B., and
M. Vauclain,
Vauclain,
authorized
Crum
authorized to change channel
channel of Crum
River,
393
River, Pa
Pa................
-........
393
bridge to be maintained,
maintained, etc ..........
393
exchange of lands with, Schooner
Schooner Ledge
light station, Delaware River, at
mouth of Crum Creek;
Creek; conditions.
239
conditions..
239
Johnson City, Tenn.,
Johnson
Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
Soldiers'
296
Home.................
296
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
825
Home.................
825
Joknsons
Bayou, La.,
Johnsons Bayo,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
398
of........
398

Johnston, Douglas
Douglas H.,
Page.
Johnston,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for extra
extra expense
expense of, as chief
executive;
executive; from tribal funds of
Creek
Creek Indians ...................
986
Joint Committee on District
Joint
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
Taxes,
composition;
composition; investigation, report, etc....
etc
717
Joint
Committee on Interstate
Joint Committee
Interstate and Foreign
Foreign
Commerce,
Commerce,
created;
created; composition.................
composition
387
387
investigation by,
of Government
Government control
of
investigation
by, of
control of
interstate and foreign transportatransportation, etc
387
tion,
etc .......................
387
scope of authority;
authority; subjects
detarignated
387
subjects designated..
387
information,
information, etc.,
etc., from departments,
departments, commissions, etc....................
etc
388
388
authorized ..... ..
388
experts, clerks, etc.,
etc., authorized.
388
report to Congress.
report
Congress...................... 388
appropriation
expenses; accounting....
accounting
appropriation for expenses;
388
time extended
extended for investigation,
investigation, etc ....... 866
866
filling of vacancies
vacancies. ..................
867
867
Joint Committee on Printing,
Printing,
Joint
appropriation for clerk,
inspector, etc...
appropriation
clerk, inspector,
etc... 69, 1073
Congressional Directory.
Directory. 69,1073
for compiling Congressional
members
reelected to succeeding
succeeding Congress
Congress
members reelected
to serve until successors
successors chosen
chosen..... 1121
appointments to fill vacancies
vacancies on last day
appointments
day
Congress from
from members-elect
members-elect ....
of Congress
1121
powers
continued while Congress
Congress is not
not
powers of, continued
session........................ 1121
in session
Joint Committee on Space Requirements of
Joint
of
Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
composition
investigations to be made,
made,
composition of; investigations
etc ...-.......................
1158
1158
Joint Committee on
the Library,
Joint
on the
Library,
site, etc.,
Memorial to be
etc., of "Titanic"
"Titanic" Memorial
be approved by
1046
proved
by....................
1046
Joint
Congressional Committee
Joint Congressional
Committee on Expenses of
of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District
time for report
report by, extended
extended .............
4
4
Companies,
Joint Stock Companies,
special tax
capital of domestic
789
special
tax on
on capital
domestic.........
789
foreign,
789
foreign, for United States business
business...... 789
also Federal
Federal
Joint Stock Land Banks
Banks (see
(see also
Farm Loan
Act),
Farm
Loan Act),
exempt from
from income
income tax
tax on
on amount
amount rereexempt
ceived from
from bonds
bonds issued
issued under
under
ceived
Farm Loan
Act ..................
767
767
Farm
Loan Act
provisions
to ...................
374
provisions relating
relating to
374
Jones, Howard,
Jones,
Howard,
may perfect
in Glacier
Glacier
may
perfect homestead
homestead entry
entry in
National Park....................
Park
342
National
342
Tones,
J. P.,
etc.
Jones, J.
P., etc.,
may bridge
River between
may
bridge Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River
between
Coweta and Carroll
Carroll Counties,
Ga
6
Coweta
Counties, Ga....
6
Jones's Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.
Jones's
Ga.,
bridge
authorized across
across Chattahoochee
bridge authorized
Chattahoochee
River at
6
at......... ................ .
6
Jordan River,
River, Miss.,
Miss.,.
Jordan
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........
of
397
appropriation
397
Joseph's
Band of
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Joseph's Band
of Nez
Indians, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
of
153,989
appropriation
etc., of......
153,989
deficiency appropriation
support, etc..
etc..
31
deficiency
appropriation for support,
31
Judge
General. Navy
Department,
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
Navy Department,
appropriation for clerks.
clerks. etc., office
office of..
of... 94,1098
94, 1098
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
additional
deficiency appropriation
for additional
employees, 1917
813
1917............
....
813
assistant to, may
detailed from line
assistant
may be detailed
line
officers
Navy or Marine
Marine Corps...
Corps_
558
officers of Navy
558
Judge Advocate General's
Judge
General's Department,
Army,
Detment, Army,
appropriation forpay
for pay of officers;
627
appropriation
officers; longevity.
longevity.
627
constitution of, under National
National Defense
Defense
constitution
Act ..........................
169
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Department, ArmyGeneral'sDepartment,
JudgeAdvocate
Continued.
acting judge
acting
judge advocates
advocates may
may be
be detailed
detailed for
for
separate brigades,
brigades, etc
169
separate
etc..............
169
other duties .........................
.
169
appointment authorized,
authorized, not
not below major,
major,
appointment
from civil
life; qualifications.......
qualifications
169
from
civil life;
169
requirement of service
service with troops for derequirement
applicable only to acting
tails to, applicable
judge advocates
169
advocates ..................
judge
detachments to
169
detachments
to study
study law
law forbidden
forbidden......
169
examinations for promotion
169
promotion in,
in, required
required...
169
examinations
action
on unfavorable
unfavorable findings,
findings, majors..
majors
170
action on
170
lieutenant colonels..................
colonels
170
lieutenant
Judge
Office, War
War DepartJudge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Office,
Department,
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appropriation
of ..........................
123,969
123,99
of
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cxii
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Lands in
Severalty to Indians—Continued.
in Severalty
Page,
Indians-Continued. Page.
appropriation for
appropriation
for surveying,
surveying, allotting,
allotting,
repayment; available
etc.; repayment;
available until expended............................. 124,969
pended
use for Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New
Mexico
Mexico restricted
restricted ................. 124,969
124,969
for expenses
expenses determining
determining heirs of
of allotallottees; partition
partition of allotments......
allotments
127,972
for legal expenses in allotment
allotment suits..
suits.. 127,972
leases
leases of irrigable lands of aged,
aged, etc.,
etc., alalallowed; terms, etc........
etc
128
lottees, allowed;
128
Lanesboro,
Lanesboro, Mass.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
839,841
to.........
839,841
L'Anguille River,
L'Anguille
River, Ark.,
Ark.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
399
Lansing,
Lansing, Iowa,
Iowa,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi River,
River,
at.............................
at
37
37
Lamed,
Kans.,
Lamed, Kans.,
condemned cannon granted to...........
to
834
834
Hospital, Colo.,
Las Animas Naval Hospital,
Colo.,
appropriation for establishing
establishing dairy
dairy farm,
appropriation
farm,
etc ...............................
572
572
Cruces, N. Mex.,
Las Cruces,
Mex.,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building ..........
266
266
deficiency appropriation for public buildbuilding ..............................
18
18
Lassen
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Lassen National
Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1147
458, 1147
Lassen Volcanic
National Park,
Park, Cal.,
Cal.,
Volcanic National
established;
boundaries.............
established; boundaries
442
....
442
lands withdrawn;
withdrawn; removal
removal of trespassers..
trespassers
442
442
valid claims not affected;
affected; rights of way,
way,
etc ...........................
443
443
use by Reclamation
Service
443
Reclamation Service...........
443
management,
management, etc.,
etc., protection
protection of fish,
fish,
game, etc .........................
443
leases,
leases, etc.,
etc. for accommodation
accommodation of
visitors
444
of visitors.
444
sales of timber;
tiniber; charges, etc
444
etc.............
444
limit on appropriations
appropriations .................
444
444
Latitude Observatory,
Latitude
Observatory, International,
International,
Cal., to be deducted
expenses of, UlTah,
Ukiah, Cal.
deducted
from quota to International
GeoInternational Geodetic Association
Association ...............
259,1055
259,
1055
Laundries,
Army,
Laundries,Army,
outside work permitted; use of proceeds..
proceeds..
631
Laurel, Miss.,
Laurel,
Miss.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
deficiency
public build-...........-..
18
ilIF-ing-.-........ -...
Laurier,
'Koh.
Laurier, Wash.,
transportation entry privileges
immediate transportation
privileges
extended
ex
tended to...................
to
354
354
Law Library.
Library. Library
Libr
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for librarian,
74, 1078
appropriation
librarian, etc
etc.......... 74,
1078
Lawrence County, S.
Laurence
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
restriction
restriction removed
removed from
making homehomefrom making
stead entries in Black Hills National
National
Forest ............................
440
440
Lawrence,
Laurence, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation for Haskell Institute Indian
appropriation
school
......................
school
. 133,977
133, 977
Laws of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation for law clerk and assistant,
appropriation
editing, etc................
etc
77, 1082
. 77,1082
not applicable
applicable to Philippine Islands unless
specifically so provided ............
specifically
547
547
in force in Porto Rico, except internal
internal
revenue .......................
954
954
trade relations
relations of the Philippines
Philippines governed
governed
exclusively by
exclusively
548
...........
..
. 548
IrrigationProject,
Lawton Irrigation
Project, Okla.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc ......
appropriation for maintenance,
305
305
Lawton, Okla.,
Okla.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to
836
to...........
36
terms of court at ......................
927

Lawyers Cooperative
Cooperative Edition,
Edition, Volume 60,
Page.
Page.
appropriation for additional
appropriation
additional copies, United
States Reports
313
Reports .....................
313
Lazear, Mable
H. (widow),
(widow),
Lazear,
Mable H.
appropriation for monthly
monthly payments
to
629
appropriation
payments to...
629
Le Swum,
Sieur, Thomas
Thomas B.,
B.,
appropriation for reimbursing............
appropriation
reimbursing
977
977
Lead Arsenates
Insecticide Act).
.Arsenates (see Insecticide
Leadville National
Forest, Colo.,
National Forest,
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,
458, 1147
1147
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
Leaf River, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation
improvement of
397
appropriation for
for improvement
of .........
397
Island Navy Yard
League Island
Philadelphia,
Iard (see Philadelphia,
Pa.).
Pa.).
Leagues,
Leagues, Business, etc.,
etc.,
exempt from income tax...................
exempt
tax
766
766
Leavenworth,
Kane.,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
appropriation
SolVolunteer Soldiers' Home ......................
295
295
penitentiary, construction
construction ..........
311
for penitentiary,
311
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance ..........
314
for penitentiary,
314
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home .........
29
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
29
for penitentiary.
construction
42
penitentiary, construction..........
42
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance
maintenance ........
44,819
44,819
terms of court
at .........................
726
court at
726
Leaves of
of Absence Government Employees,
allowed
allowed civilian
civilian employees, at stations
outside
outside continental
continental limits;
limits; accumulation
mulation .........................
.
557
internal revenue
revenue agents and inspectors.
inspectors
793
members of National
National Guard, D.
D. C.,
C,
when training,
training, etc ................
203
when
203
employees at navy yards, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed
employees
annual,
annual, for 30 days .................
617
617
pro rata limitation
limitation ....................
617
617
discretion
discretion as to time to be taken.......
taken
617
617
restriction as
as to
to pay
618
restriction
pay ...................
618
allowance
allowance of sick leave or
or holidays
holidays not
not
affected
affected ........................
618
618
granted postal employees
granted
employees injured
on
injured while
while on
duty
duty ..............................
413
Lebanon,
Lebanon, Pa.
Pa.,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to...........
to
836
836
Lecture
Lecture Lyceums,
Lyceums,
exempt from
from special
tax ................
791
special tax
. 791
Lecturers,
Alien.,
Lecturers, Alien
not excluded
excluded admission
admission under
under contract
contract
labor laws.
878
laws........................
878
Lee Slough, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of.
396
appropriation
396
Leech
River, Minn.,
Minn.,
Leech Rver,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of..
403
appropriation
........
403
Legations,
Legations,
appropriation for
for clerks
clerks at
at ............
253.
1048
appropriation
253. 1048
for interpreters to...............253,1049
to
253, 1049
counselor of, created..............
created
252
counselor
.....
252
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial
JudicialExpenses,
appropriation for legislative
legislative expenses..
expenses.. 66.1070
66.1070
appropriation
Senate ......................
66, 1070
1070
for Senate
66
for Capitol
Capitolpolice
. lice
69, 1073
1073
..
................. 69
for Joint Committee on Printing; Congressional
gressional Directory.............
Directory
69, 1073
1073
69.
for House
House of Representatives
69, 1073
Representatives ...... 61073
"duringthesession"
"during the session" tomean
to mean 118 days.
days.
72
72
"during the session"
210
session" to mean
mean 210
days..........
days
1076
................
1076
Libraryof
for Library
of Congress
73, 1077
Congress.............. 73,
1077
for
for Botanic Garden
Garden .................
75, 1079
75
1079
for executive
executive expenses............
expenses
1080
. 76,
76, 1080
for President
76,
1080
for
President .......................
76, 1080
for
for Vice
Vice President ..................
76,
1080
76, 1080
for
Executive
for Executive Office.................
Office
76, 1080
1080
76,
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Efficiency
Efficiency..............
76, 1080
for
76,1080
investigations, etc.,
etc., directed........
directed
1080
1080
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appropriation
appropriation for Civil Service
Service CommisCommiusion .............................
76, 1081
76,1081
for Department of State
77, 1082
State ............
77,1082
no other appropriations
appropriations to be used for
personal services
services in
in Washington,
Washington,
D. C ......................
78,1082
... . 78,1082
branch printing
branch
printing office
office abolished
abolished ...... 1083
1083
for
Treasury Department
78, 1083
for Treasury
Department .............
78,
1083
collecting
internal
revenue
85,1090
collecting internal revenue .......
85, 1090
Independent Treasury
Treasury ............
87,1091
Independent
87,1091
mints
assay offices
88, 1093
mints and
and assay
offices .............
88,1093
for
Department ...............
90, 1094
for War
War Department
90,1094
public
and grounds
grounds ....... 93,1097
93,1097
public buildings
buildings and
State,
and Navy
Department
State, War,
War, and
Navy Department
Building........................
94,1098
Building
94,1098
for Navy Department
Department ..............
94,1098
for Interior
Department ..............
98, 1102
for
Interior Department
98,1102
employees to
receive no
other than
than
employees
to receive
no other
Government pay for services...
....
Government
services
1106
surveyors
surveyors general................
generaL--------------- 103,1107
government
Territories104, 1108
government in
in the
the Territories
.....- 104,1108
for Post
Poet Office
Office Department
104
1108
Department --------....
104,1108
for
Department of Justice
105, 1110
for Department
Justice ..........
105,1110
for Department
Department of
of Commerce.......
Commerce
110,1111
110,1111
for
Department of
Labor
116, 1117
for Department
ofLabor
.... ....
116,1117
for judicial expenses
116,1119
expenses ..
..--------------......
116,1119
for United
etc
118, 1119
United States courts,
courts, etc.........
118,1119
for National park
park commissioners
commisioners .......
.....
1120
for
for Court of Customs
Customs Appeals
......
119, 1120
Appeals.......
119,1120
for Court of Claims
Claims..
119, 1120
..........
119,1120
for extra
extra pay to
employeee provided
provided forin
for in
toemployees
this Act,
_Act, receiving
more than
receiving not mre
than
$1,800 a
ayear ......................
1121
1121
pay of switchboard
switchboard operators, assistant
assistant
messengers, etc.,
meesengers,
etc., rated
rated ........ 120,1120
120, 1120
permanently
incapacitated persons
permanently incapacitated
persons not
to
not to
120, 1121
be paid ........................
120,1121
restriction on prices for typewriters...
restriction
typewriters
120, 1121
120,1121
determination
determination of character
character of
of changes
changes
in machines
machines ...................
120, 1121
120,1121
in
restriction on detailing
restriction
detailing classified
classified employees for service
service outside of District of
120,
1121
Columbia .......................
120,1121
not applicable
applicable to investigations
investigations by DeDepartment
Justice ............
120, 1121
partment of
of Justice
120,1121
salaries aggregating
aggregating
payment of double
double salaries
year forbidden..
more than $2,000 a
ayear
forbidden..
120
exceptions
120
exceptions-.............................
120
continuing service
service of members
Joint
members of Joint
continuing
Committee
Committee on Printing reelected..
reelected
1121
vacancies to be filled ...................
1121
when Congress
Congress not in session
seesion.
authority when
1121
duplication of work by departments,
duplication
departments, etc.,
etc ,
1122
to be investigated ..................
report
1122
report to the President .................
abolishment authorized
1122
abolishment
authorized ..............--. -1122
Legislative Referene,
Reference, Library
Legislative
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
preparing material
material for
appropriation for preparing
74,
Congress, etc...................
74, 1078
Legumes,
Legumes,
appropriation
cultures for
appropriation for testing, etc.,
etc., cultures
inoculating -...............----------------.....
453,
1141
453,1141
inoculating
Leipsic
Leipsic River,
River, Del.,
Del., .
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
394
394
Forest, Idaho,
Lem
Lemhii National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of. 458,1147
458, 1147
appropriation
Staten Island,
Island, N.
LemonCreek,
Creek, Staten
N. Y.,
Y.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made---------.-.-------------.
made
406
Lena,
Wis.
Lena, Wis.,
onend cnnon
vranted
condemned
cannon
granted to ----------.. 838
838
---

ber
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Lao N.
N. Levi Meswrui
Leo
lifessoriel Hotpited
Ps"
d Association,
Aissomei
Pe.
free delivery
delivery of
water from
Springs,
free
o water
from Het
Bt Spin
Ark.,
to, authorized
351
Ark., to,
authorized ................
351
treatment
treatment of
of emergency
emergency patients at
hosat holpital, etc.,
etc., without
charge .........
351
without charge
351
Lepers, etc.,
etc.,
Lepers,
appropriation
for
care
of,
Islands
of
Guam
appropriation
care
and Culion
Cullen ....................... 559,
559, 1170
1170
Leprosy,
LerosY,
eome,
home, authorized
authorized for
for treatment,
treatment, etc., of
872
of...
872
use of abandoned
abandoned reservations,
reservations, etc.,
872
etc., for
for.
872
admission of patients; regulations, etc....
etc
873
873
transportation
by Public
Public Health
Health Service
873
transportation by
Service.
873
regulations
for
government
of
home,
deregulations for government of home, detention,
etc .......................
873
tention, etc
873
construction
buildings ..................
873
construction of buildings
873
additional pay
additional
pay to officers
officers detailed
detailed for
for duty.
duty
873
873
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of construction,
construction,
maintenance etc
maintenance,
873
etc..................
873
Les Chateaux
Mick,
Lea
Chneaux Channels,
Channels, Mi.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
preliminary
of, to
to be
409
made ..........................
409
Letter Carrier!,
Postal Saece,
Service,
Carriers,Postal
appropriation for
delivery; promopromoappropriation
for city
city delivery;
417, 1063
tions ......................
417,1063
no
distinction in
in pay
collection and
and
no distinction
pay for
for collection
delivery service
service ..................
417
delivery
417
restoration of
of reduced
reduced salaries
417
restoration
salaries........
417
pay of substitutes
substitutes rated...............
rated
417
pay
417
for rural
rural delivery
423,1068
delivery................... 423,1068
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for city
city delivery.
delivery.
827
827
for substitutes ........................
830
830
Letter Saes,
Scales,. etc., Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation for,
for, and
and repairs
421,1067
appropriation
repairs......... 421,1067
Leupp Indian
Leupp
Indian Ageney,.Ariz.,
Agency, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for bridges
bridges across Little Colorado and Canyon
Canyon Diablo Rivers
Rivers near
975
975
Levees, Mississippi
Rivet,
MississippiRiver,
construction,
to contribucontribuconstruction, etc.,
etc., subject
subject to
tions
from local
948
tions from
local interests
interests ...........
948
amount
required, etc
amount required,
948
etc.................. 948
rights of way to
provided free
of coot
949
to be
be provided
free of
cost...
949
expenses for,
by States,
etc., not
expenses
for, by
States, etc.,
not part
part of
of
contribution
contribution for work
949
work ...............
949
Lewes, Del.,
Del.,
Lewes,
appropriation
repair, etc.,
etc., Government
appropriation for repair,
Government
Department
pier; use
use by Treasury
Treasury Department
repealed
repealed ..........................
394
Lewis and
and Clark
Forest, Mont.,
Clark National
National Forest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.
458, 1147
of. 458,1147
Lewis
Lewis River, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for improvement
North
appropriation
improvement of; North
East Forks.....................
and Bast
Forks
405
405
Lewistown,
Pa.,
Lewistown, Pa.,
appropriation for
for public
public building ........
266
266
Liberia,
Liberia,
appropriation
and
appropriation for
for minister
minister resident
resident and
consul general
252,1048
general to
to ...............
252,1048
Liberty,
of,
Liberty, Statue of,
acceptance of gift
acceptance
for electric
electric plant
plant to
to
gift for
light,
light, on
on Bedloes
B. edloes Island,
Island, N.
Y
411
N. Y.....
411
Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress,
Congress,
appropriation
appropriation for,
for, chief
etc....
73, 1077
chief assistant,
assistant, etc
.... 73,1077
Library, D. C., Free
Public,
Free Public,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses.
680,1008
appropriation
expenses. 680,1008
Library of
of Congress,
appropriation
for
librarian, assistant,
appropriation
librarian,
assistant,
etc .........................
73,1077
73,1077
for chiefs of division, etc .............
73,
1077
73,1077
for reading
reading rooms, etc ................
73,1077
73,1077
for
74,1078
for law library
library .....................
74,1078
for Semitic and oriental
74,1078
oriental literature...
literature
for Cnvriht
........
A 11.
Copyright.Offi
Office
74,1078
___

-
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Library
of Congress-Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation
tor supplies.....
supplies
32,829
deficiency
appropriation for
32,829
appropriation
for legislative
reference_ , 74,
74,1078
1078
legislative reference...
appropriation for
for
repairs ..........................
32
for
distributing card
card indexes,
etc
74, 1078
1078
for repairs
indexes, etc...
74,
for distributing
for
etc .......................
826
for temporary
temporary services;
services; carriers......
carriers
74, 1078
1078
for keepers,
keepers, etc
826
74,
for
for Sunday
opening
74, 1078
1078 Lighthouses,
Beacons, and
and Fog Signals (see
Lighthouses, Beacons,
for
Sunday opening.................
74,
Navigation).
for purchasing
purchasing books,
1078
Aids to Navigation).
etc. 74, 1078
books, periodicals,
periodicals, etc
for
Department of
Commerce,
for contingent
75,1079
Lighthouses Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of Commerce,
for
contingent expenses
expenses............. 75,
1079 Lighthouses
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
deputy,
for superintendent
superintendent of
Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation
for
of building
building and
and
grounds, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc..............
75, 1079
etc
110, 1112
etc........................
110,1112
grounds,
75,
1079
for
to navigation
316
watchmen, engineers, etc.........
etc
75, 1079
for aids
aids to
navigation .................
316
75,
1079
for watchmen,
for general
expenses ...................
317
for
opening
317
for
general expenses
for Sunday opening..................
75, 1079
1079
for
keepers, salaries....
salaries .___ 318
for lighthouse,
lighthouse, etc., keepers,
for
for incidental
incidental expenses, care of building,
etc .....................
75, 1079
salaries, officers
officers and crews
crews a
for salaries,
of vessels
1079
ing, etc
75,
for
_
75
of
318
of..............................
318
for repairs,
repairs, driveway, boiler,
boiler, etc
etc........
75
inspectors in the
etc ..........
for
1079
for inspectors
the field, etc
318
1079
for repairing
repairing tunnel,
tunnel, etc ............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
repairing
for
system
1079
for repairing
deficiency
for installing
installing drinking 'water
water system.....
1079
for
etc....................
damages, etc.,
etc., Gulf
damages,
Gulf of Mexico
Mexico
75, 1079
1079
for furniture,
furniture, etc
hurricane,
25
etc. grounds
290
hurricane, 1915
1915.................
25
290
for trees
trees, etc.,
grounds of.
of..............
damages claims,
claims, collisions
collisions with
with
331
for damages
for............
331
for printing and
and binding
binding for
deficiency
vessels of
26
vessels
of ................
......
26
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for printing
and
general expenses
32,826
for general
expenses ...............
822
and binding
binding....................
Library
of
for supplies
32,829
Library of Congress,
Congress, Superintendent
Superintendent •of
for
supplies........................
32,829
Building
Grounds,
Building and Grounds,
for lighthouses,
32
for
lighthouses, repairs
repairs ................
32
appropriation
for,
clerks
watchmen,
for
buoyage
32,
826,
830
for buoyage ..................
. 32, 826, 830
appropriation for, clerks, watchmen,
for repairing
hurricane damages,
damages, aids
to
engineers, etc
etc ..................
75,1079
engineers,
75,
1079
repairing hurricane
aids to
for
License
D. C.,
Mexico, 1916...
1916. ..
820
License Bureau,
Bureau, D.
navigation, Gulf
Gulf of
of Mexico,
820
appropriation
superintendent, clerks,
Alaska..
828
clerks,
for Lincoln Rock
Rock Light Station,
Station, Alaska..
828
for superintendent,
appropriation for
1006
for lighthouses
829
etc
......................
1006
829
for
lighthouses .........................
transfer
for lighting
of rivers
830
transfer of
of duties
duties of
of assessor
assessor in issuing,
for
lighting of
rivers ....................
830
etc.,
1006
for light
light vessels
vessels. ......................
830
etc., licenses
licenses to .................
1006
830
for
Liens,
United States
Liens, etc., United
aids
navigation, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized in
in
States Courts,
Courts,
aids to navigation,
exemption of docketing, in State courts,
courts,
specified districts................
districts
exemption
specified
537
repettled
repealed....
..........................
531
emergency transfer
transfer of vessels, personnel,
personnel,
emergency
We Buoys,
Life
Buoys,
etc. to service of Navy or Army;
etc.,
requirements
requirements for, on passenger vessels,
restrictions ........................
602
restrictions
602
modified .......................
224
personnel subject
personnel
subject to Navy or Army laws,
Life Saving Service
Service (see also
also Coast
Coast Guard),
Guard), dedeetc
etc.............-...............
602
ficiency appropriation
29,
ficiency
appropriation for
for .........
29, 33,
33, 824
regulations governing,
602
prescribed..
602
regulations
governing, to be prescribed
for
for pay
pay of crews,
crews, etc ..................
33,824
exchange of lands, Schooner
exchange
Schooner Ledge StaStaTestimonials,
Life Saving Testimonials,
Delaware River, at mouth
mouth of
tion, Delaware
appropriation for rescuing
rescuing shipwrecked
shipwrecked
appropriation
Cram Creek,
Creek, Pa ................
239
Crum
American seamen,
seamen, etc
etc. .........
255,
1050
255,1050
assistants to be treated
treated
light keepers and assistants
Dues,
Light Dues,
marine hospitals, etc .......
533
free at marine
538
vessels owned by Filipinos exempt from...
from...
286
motorcycle allowed
allowed for service, Hawaii...
Hawaii...
538
motorcycle
Light Vessels,
etc., for all seagoing vesradio equipment, etc.,
appropriation for
expenses of..............
of
317
appropriation
for expenses
317
authorized ...................
sels authorized
538
officers and crew ..................
318
for officers
lighthouse reservation
reservation to Scituate,
Scituate,
sale of
of lighthouse
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
830
expenses.....
830
Mass.,
authorized; condition.......
condition
241
Mass., authorized;
241
for
etc ,
for general
general service
service on
on Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes, etc.,
Tompkinsville, N. Y.,
general depot,
depot, ofY., general
Tompkinsville,
authorized
authorized .....................
537
537
fices,
fices, and
and laboratory
laboratory .............
.
537
for station off Cape Charles, Va.,
Va., authorLighting, D. C.,
ized ..........................
537
appropriation for
expenses ............
692,1020
692,1020
for expenses
appropriation
nightly periods authorized..
authorized....
692
shorter nightly
692
Establishment (see Lighthouses
Lighthouse Establishment
Lighthouses
Lighting of Rivers,
Department
of
Bureau,
Department
of ComComappropriation for
expenses of............
of
317
appropriation
for expenses
merce).
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for.............
830
Lighthouse
Lighthouse Inspectors,
Inspectors, etc.,
etc.,
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
appropriation for
in the
the field,
etc_ _ 318 Lighting. Public
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, in
field, etc..
appropriation for
for fixtures,
fixtures, completed
completed
appropriation
Lighthouse Keepers,
Keepers, etc.,
etc.,
buildings
273
buildings ...
............
273
appropriations for
salaries
appropriations
318
for salaries...............
318
fixtures to be paid
paid for
for from
from construcfixtures
construcdeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries_
_
salaries......
862
tion funds of new buildings,
buildings, etc....
etc _
tion
273
dwellinm etc.
including sites,
dwellings,
etc., including
sites, for,
for,
for
gas, etc
etc ..........................
273
273
for gas,
authorized
authorized
........................
537 Lightning,
Lightning,
free treatment
treatment of, and assistants,
assistants, at maappropriation for
for investigating
investigating means
means of
of
appropriation
rine hospitals
hospitals ....................
538
538
protection from.
114. 1115
from............... 114,
physical
examination
appointees
physical exiLmi
nation of appointees
Lillian,
.
Lillian, Ala.,
necessary
necessary hereafter .................
538
538
bridge authorized
authorized across Perdido
Perdido Bay.
Bay, to
Lighthouse
Lighthouse Tenders,
Tenders,
Cummings Point, Fla., from........
from
235
appropriation for
of.
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of.............
317
317 Lime Barrels,
Standard,
Barrels,
Standard,
for salaries
salaries of officers and
and crews
crews......... 318
318
established
530
large and small sizes of, established.......
lighthouse district,
for third lighthouse
district, authorized...
authorized_
537
lime sold in interstate and
and foreign
foreign comhave radio
seagoing, to have
radio equipment
equipment........
538
538
merce not specifically
specifically marked,
marked, unmerce
Lighthouses,
Lighthouses,
lawful
lawful .........................
530
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of ..............
317
317
marking required
fractional parts
parts
marking
required if sold in fractional
...
for salaries
slaries of keepers, etc.
etc ...........
318
318
of small barrel
barrel ...................
.
530
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Lime
Barrels, Standard-Continued.
Standard—Continued.
Page.
lame Barrels,
Pag.
regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be made; variations
variations
allowed.
allowed .........................
531
unmarked, etc.,
etc ,
interstate shipments
shipments if unmarked,
unlawful
unlwful ........................
531
when less than
than standard
standard sizes
sizes............ 531
prosecutions ................
penalty; prosecutions
531
effective
January 1,
531
effective January
1, 1917
1917 .............
531
in force after passage ....................
in
531
531
Lincoln,
Lincoln, Birthplace
Birthplae of
o Abraham,
title
embracing, at
Hodgentitle to
to land,
land, etc.
etc., embracing,
at Hodgencondition
ville, accepted;
accepted; condition..........
385
endowment
endowment for maintenance
maintenance as public
public
park
accepted
385
park accepted ....................
385
Secretary of War...
War.
386
to be
be under control
control of
of Secretary
386
Lincoln
Lincoln Farm
Farm Association,
Association,
birthplace of
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln
gift of
of birthplace
of Abraham
accepted
•
accepted from
_
385
from....................
385
Lincoln, Memorial
Memorial to
to President
Lincoln,
President Abraham,
Abraham,
appropriation
construction
291
appropriation for construction..........
deficiency
construction,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for construction,
15
etc..........
...........-.-.
etc
limit of cost increased.
increased ..........-..--..
15
15
Lincoln
National Forest,
Mex.,
Lincoln National
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
appropriation
1147
of. 459,
459,1147
etc., of.
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
appropriation for
rent_t
266
266
building rent..
for public
public building;
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public buildbudddeficiency appropriation
ing
18
.
18
.........................
ing
condemned cannon
to
841
condemned
cannon granted
granted to..
........
841
Lincoln
Park, Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
Ill.,
Lincoln Park,
riparian rights
marine hospital
hospital on Lake
Lake
riparian
rights of
of marine
Michigan,
conveyed to commissioncommisionMichigan, conveyed
ers
of, for
1198
for park
park extension
extension.......... 1198
era of,
Lincoln
Lincoln Rock
Rock Light
Light Station,
Station, Alaska,
Alaska,
826
826
deficiency appropriation for .............
deficiency
Lincoln's Deathplace,
I). C.,
C.,
Lincoln's
Deathplace, D.
291
appropriation
291
for repairs
repa...............
appropriation for
Jd.,
Linthicum Heights,
Heights, Md.,
840
condemned
cannon granted
840
granted to ...........
condemned cannon
Liqueurs,
Luiruers,
786
revenue tax on ..................
internal revenue
Liquor Traffic
Intoxicating Liquors),
also Intoxicating
Traffic (see
(see also
Liquor
appropriation for
for suppressing,
Inamong Insuppressing, among
appropriation
dians
124, 970
124,970
dians .........................
beer included ......................
124
beer
fade evidence of
possession prima face
unlawful introduction
introduction .............
124
for suppressing,
suppressing, among
307
Alaska
natives of Alaska
among natives
for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for suppressing,
deficiency
suppressing,
among Indians
30,825
among
Indians.................. 30,825
automobiles,
etc.,
used
for
introducing
inautomobiles, etc., used for introducing intoxicants
to be
be
Indian country
country to
toxicants into
into Indian
seized, etc
970
970
seized,
etc ........................
Liquors,
Liquors,
manufacture, sale,
etc., in
in Alaska,
prohibAlaska, prohibsale, etc.,
manufacture,
ited, as
903
903
as beverages
beverages .................
ited,
in
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia................ 1123
in District
Rico.......
prohibited in Porto Rico
952
etc., prohibited
sale, etc.,
Liquors,
Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors, Adulterated,
appropriation
for
expenses
preventing
sale,
appropriation for expenses preventing sale,
etc.,
464, /152
464,1152
..............
of ........
etc., of
Litchfield,
Litchfield, Minn.,
Minn.,
834
834
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ..........
condemned
Literacy Tests,
Literacy
exclusion of
of alien
immigrants, unable
unable to
to
alien immigrants,
exclusion
877
877
pass............................------pass
877
877
classes
from...............--.
exempt from
classes exempt
Pa.,
Lititz, Pa.,
834
condemned
cannon
granted
to
834
to...........
condemned cannon granted
River,
ColoradoRiver,
Little Colorado
appropriation
for bridge
bridge across,
Winsat Winsacross, at
appropriation for
131
131
low, Ariz .........---.-.....---.
pa • it emit from
Indian funds;
one-half
funds; one-half
from Indian
payment
131
I
State or
131
State
or county
county ..............
from
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Little Colorado
River—Continued.
Page.
ColoradoRiver-Continued.
Pap.
appropriation for
for construction
construction of bridge
appropriation
bridge
across, near Leupp
Indian Agency,
across,
Leupp Indian
Ariz ......................
975
975
Little Elk
Elk River, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of, to Elkappropriation
394
ton ............................
394
Little Falls,
Falls, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
for public
public building
building ..........
266
appropriation for
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilding..............................
18
i
ng
18
S. Navy,
Little, Ensign
Ensign Herold
aroldHarrison,
Harison, U.
U. S.
Navy,
promotion
authorized
582
promotion authorized....................
582
Little River, Ark.,
Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized
across,
Mississippi
bridge
across, Mississippi
County,
Ark
352
County, Ark...
..........
52
Del.,
Little River, Del.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........
of
. 394
394
appropriation
Little River, S.
S. C.,
preliminary examimntion,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
be
preliminary
to be
made
made............
................
407
Ark., Little Rock,
Rock, Ark.,
appropriation
for
banal
of
patients
dying
appropriation for burial of patients dyng
Hot Springs
in national
iain
at Hot
Springs Hospital,
Hospital, in
cemetery at....................
at
288
cemetery
.
288
Live Oak,
Live
Oak, Fla.,
Fla.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency
building,
18
ing................................
18
Live
Cattle and
Live Stock
Stock {see
(see also
also Cattle
and Animals),
Animals),
appropriation for
for reimbursing
for,
Indians for,
reimbursing Indians
appropriation
destroyed
in eradicating
eradicating contagious
contagious
destroyed in
diseases,
etc
128,973
128,973
diseases, etc...................
treatment of exfor enforcing
enforcing humane treatment
Port ..................
450,1138
port
.... 450,1138
for
and publishing
information
for gathering
gathering and
publishing information
of marketing,
marketing, etc.,
etc., of..........
of
473,1162
of
473,1162
for
i
n production
production on
on irriirrifor experiments
experiments in
gated, etc.,
etc., lands
of western
States. _ 491,
491,
gated,
lands of
western States..
1166
1166
liability
of
carriers
for
full
value
of
loss
or
liability of carriers for full value of loss or
damage
damage in transit .................
442
442
construction of
of term ....................
442
construction
442
Live Stock Production
Production in
in Cane
Live
Cane Sugar and CotDistricts,
ton District,
appropriation for
cooperative experiments
experiments,
for cooperative
appropriation
etc., in
developing1166
491,
etc.
in developing.............
491,1166
Livingstone
Livingstone Channel,
Channel, Detroit River, Mich.,
Mich.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary examination,
of, to
made
made...;.......................
409
Associations.
, National
Farm (se
(see also
also
Loan Associations
National Farm
Federal Farm Loan Act),
Federal
provisions
to
365
provisions relating
relating to..................
365
Loans and Currency Division,
DeDivision, Treasury
Treaury Dpartmerunt,
partment,
appropriation for
chief of division,
etc.. 79,1084
79,1084
appropriation
or chief
division, etc..
Loans
(see Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Lau
Loans on Mortgages
Mortgages (see
Act).
Act).
Loans on
on Real
Real Estate,
Loans
Estate,
allowed national
national banks not in central
allowed
central rereserve cities
cities within limited
limited area
area on
on
serve
farm lands .......................
farm
754
unencumbered real
real estate
estate .....
755
on other
other unencumbered
755
limitations
limitations..........................
755
Lobster Rearing
Rearing Plant,
Plant,
appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., of, on
on
appropriation
New England
England coast ...............
324
New
324
Lock
Haven,
Pa.,
Lock Haven, Pa.,
appropriation
for
public
building
266
appropriation for public building ........
266
Locomotive Engine
etc., Safe,
S e
Engine Boilers,
Boilers, etc.,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, compelling
compelling railrailappropriation
roads to use .......................
281
Logan,
Logan, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
for public
public building
266
266
building... ....
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
building
18
ing..............................
18
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Logan Township,
Township, Minn.
Page.
Logan
Minn.,
Page.
authorized across
across Mississippi
bridge authorized
Mississippi River
724
by Aitkin
Aitkin County
County and
and.............
724
"Logged-of Lands,"
"Logged-of
Lands,"
appropriation
methods of
of
appropnation for studying
studying methods
utilizing, etc.; by-products
by-products .........
447
447
Lois National
Lolo
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.
Mont.,
appropriation
of. 459,
459, 1147
1147
appropriation for
for maintanance,
maintanance, etc.,
etc., of.
London,
London, England,
England,
appropriation
appropriation for dispatch agent.......
agent
254,
254, 1050
1050
Long Beach,
Long
Beach, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
appropriation for diverting
diverting dam to protect
protect
harbor; contribution
contribution by
by Los
Los AnAngeles ..............................
404
Long Island,
Y.,.
Island, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
be made
etc., to
to be
made
to
of, shore front
front from
from Jones
Jones Inlet
Inlet to
Rockaway Inlet..................
Inlet
406
Rockaway
406
Lorain, Ohio,
Lorain,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to ............
842
842
Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
266
building..........
266
for diverting
diverting dam to
to protect
protect harbor;
harbor; concon404
tribution, etc., by city
city or
or county
county... 404
for improvement
harbor
404
improvement of
of harbor.............
404
terms of court at .........................
122
122
Loss by Exchange,
appropriation
appropriation for Army
Arn
Air
asdisbursing
tiasbursing agents
agents
abroad and in Alaska .............
629
629
consulates.. .................
for, consulates
262,
262, 1058
1058
misions................. 254,1050
for, foreign missions
254,1050
Lost Checks,
Checks, etc.,
duplicates for; bond, etc.........
issue of duplicates
etc
37
37
Louisiana,.
Louisiana,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of inland
appropriation
inland
waterways
waterways on coast of .............
397
397
Louisiana
Louisiana Purchase
Purchase Exposition,
Exposition,
deficiency
appropriation for testing
deficiency appropriation
30
testing fuel
fuel...
30
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Army transportation
portation ..........................
29
29
Louisville, Ky.,
Louisville
delegates
to
delegatesK1.
to, World's
World's Purity
Purity Federation
Federation
Congress at, authorized
1134
authorized........... 1134
Lowell, Mass.
Mas., ,
may bridge
Merrimack River
River..............
bridgnMerrimack
37
Lower Brule
Indian Reservation,
Reserntion, S. Dak.
Bruk Indian
appropriation for school
appropriation
on
988
school buildings
buildings on......
988
no allotment for sectarian schools on
on
completion of....................
completion
of
988
988
Loyalty, Civil Wax,
War,
requirement of, for receiving
repeal of requirement
receiving
pensions
pensions .........................
649
649
Ludington
Ludington,! Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
400
improvement of harbor
harbor..
400
L,
Ludlow, Ky.,
granted to
to.............
condemned cannon granted
832
Lump Sum Appropriations,
Appropriations,
estimates for, to be submitted in form preprescribed by Secretaryof
Secretary of the
Treasury
336
the Treasury.
336
details of mechanics and
336
and laborers
laborers .......
336
Lunacy
Lunacy Writs,
Writs, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
forexpenses
of
executing.
appropriation for expenses executing. 704, 1032
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for .............
806
806
Luquillo National
National Forest,
P. R.,
Luquillo
Forest, P.
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
of. 459,1147
Luxemburg, Netherlands
Netherlands and,
and,
appropriation for minister to
to.......... 252, 1048
Luzerne County,
Pa.,
County, Pa.,
may bridge North Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
Wilkes-Barre ...
River, Wilkes-Barre
........
751
Lynomin
County, Pa.
Lyra:fling County
Pa.,
may
bridge
West
Pa.
,
may bridge West Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River, Montgomery
Montgomery to
to Mancy
Muncy Creek,
Creek,
Pa.
Pa
512
.
.512
Wiliamsport to Duboistovrn,
Williamsport
Duboistown, Pa
Pa........ 512
512

Lyons, Kans.,
Lyons,
Kans.,

condemned cannon
granted to
condemned
cannon granted
to ............
Lyons, N. Y,
Y.,
appropriation
for public
public building
appropriation for
building.........

Page.
Page.

838
838
266
266

M.
M.
D. C.,
M Street Bridge,
Bridge, D.
C.,
appropriation for
replacing two
two trusses
for replacing
trusses
and floor .
....................
if
Street High
High School,
School, D.
C.,
M Street
D. C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for equipment,
equipment,
etc ...........
etc
....................
Macatawa
Bay,
Mich.,
Macatawa Bay, Mich.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to
to be
be
made, of
of Black
Black Lake
on
made,
Lake Harbor
Harbor on...

689
689
22
22
409
409

McClellanville, S.
C.,
McClellanville,
S. C.,
appropriation for
of waterappropriation
for improvement
improvement of
water•
way between Charleston
and
395
Charleston and.......
395
McComb,
Miss.,
McComb, Miss.,
appropriation
public building........
building
266
appropriation for
for public
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public
building
18
building
....................
18
Julian B.,
B., etc.,
etc.,
McCurry, Julian
may bridge Savannah
Savannah River,
River, McDonMcDonaids Shoals, Ga.
and S.
C
387
alds
Ga. and
S. C...........
387
McDonald,
McDonald, Hector
Hector M.,
M.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
addeficiency
for paying
paying administrator of
803
ministrator
of ........................
803
McDonalds
McDonalds Shoals,
Shoals, Ga. and
and S.
S. C.,
bridge authorized across
across Savannah
Savannah River
River
at ............................
387
387
McElroy,
McElroy, John,
John,
designated member of Arlington
designated
Arlington MemoMemo830
rial Amphitheater ................
830
McGillis, Starr,
McGillis,
Starr, Turtle Mountain Chippewa
Chippewa
Indian,
'appropriation
•
appropriation for redeeming
mortgate on
redeeming mortgate
on
allotment of; reimbursement
of
145
reimbursement of.....
145
MeSees
Pa.,
McKees Rocks,
Rocks, Pa.,
appropriation
for
public
building
266
appropriation
building.......
266
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio
River.
Ohio River.
from Pittsburgh
36
Pittsburgh to
to.................
36
McKinley
McKinlei Souvenir
Souvenir Gold
Gold Dollar,
Dollar,
authorized to be coined in
in commemoration of memorial to late
late President
President
William McKinley
McKinley ................
11
11
to be legal tender,
tender, etc
12
etc .................
12
delivery
delivery to National McKinley
McKinley Birthplace Memorial
Memorial Association........
Association.
12
12
McMillan Park
Park Reservoir,
D. C.
C. (see
(see also
also
McMilla
Reservoir, D.
Water
D. C.),
C.),
Water Service,
Service, D.
appropriation for
appropriation
for parking
parking grounds
grounds of...
of... 713,1043
713,1043
MaNeil Island,
McNeil
Island, Wash.,
Wash..
appropriation for penitentiary,
mainteappropriation
penitentiary, maintenance
nance ........................
316
316
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for penitenpenitentiary ..........................
819
819
McPherson,
McPherson, Kans.,
Kans.,
condemned
granted to
842
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to ............
842
Machine
etc.,
Machine Guns, etc.,
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
from sales of....................
of
781
781
Machine Guns,
Guns, Navy,
Nary,
Machine
appropriation
1176
appropriation for,
for, and
and equipment
equipment......... 1176
Machine Ryles,
Rifles, Army,
Armny, Automatic,
appropriation
644
appropriation for
for ........................
644
for National Guard .....................
644
644
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for 1917 ........
deficiency
811
811
for ammunition ......................
811
.
811
Machinery
Plants, Navy,
Machinery.Plants,
Navy,
appropriation
appropnation for repairs,
repairs, etc., at Navy
Navy
yards...................
yards
607,
1186
.....
607,1186
Mackinac
Island, Mich.
Mackinae Island,
Mich.,,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of harhfrbor to
to
be
maden
bor
-.w- be
vv made
.
.....................

M
409
.-
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, Madden,
Madder!, William,
Page.
Willia,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for extra services
822
ices ...............................
822
Madison
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Madison National
Mont.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 459,1147
459,1147
appropriation for
etc., of.
Madison,
adison, S. Dak.,
appropriation
public building..........
building
266
appropriation for
for public
266
deficiency
appropriation for public builddefciency appropriation
ing
18
ing .......................
18
Madison,
Wis.,
Madson, Wis.,
sale
authorized .......
742
742
sale of
of public building, authorized
new
742
authorized........
Bite and
and building authorized
new site
742
etc.....
of former
former appropriations
appropriations for, etc
use of
Madisonville,
Madisonville, Ky.,
Ky.,
appropriation for
for public
266
building ........
public building
appropriation
condemned cannon
granted to
to............
832
condemned
cannon granted
Magnetic
Observations,
Magnetic Observations,
appropriation for
Coast
for continuing, under Coast
appropriation
.
. 319
Survey ....................
.Mahnomen County
County, Minn.,
Maimomen
abandoned Indian
Indian school
school granted
granted to,,
to, for
for
abandoned
demonstration school
134
school farm.........
demonstration
135
proceeds
Pembina Indians
Indians----...........
to Pembina
proceeds to
Mahoning
and
S'henango
Railway
and
and
Light
Mahmonng and Sheiango Raillwy
Company,
Company,
may dam and bridge Mahoning
Mahoning River
near Lowellville
921
Ohio ...
Borough, Ohio_
Lowellville B6rough,
near
Mahoning
Ohio,
Mahoning County,
County, Ohio,
construction
of dam
dam and bridge authorconstruction of
ized across
Mahoning River in;
in;
across Mahoning
ized
conditions
921
conditions..------------......................--------921
Mahoning
River
Mahoning River
bridge
authorized acros,
across, Warren,
Ohio...
529
Warren, Ohio...
bridge authorized
Youngstown,
9,671
Ohio ...................
Youngstown, Ohio
construction
of
dam
and
bridge
authorauthorbridge
and
of
dam
construction
ized
in Mahoning
Mahoning County,
County,
across, in
ized across,
Ohio; conditions.........-------...-------conditions
921
Ohio
Mail
Files Division,
DepartTreasury DepartDivision, Treasury
and Fes
Mail and
men!,
ment,
appropriation
for superintendent
mail,
of mail,
superintendent of
appropriation for
etc ..................-79,1084
....--- . 79,1084
etc
Mail
Bags, Empty,
Mail Bags,
Empty,
returned
in emergency
emergency cases, to be
to mails
mails in
returned to
paid
for from
from railroad
railroad transportation
transportation
160
160
paid for
payment of
for
allowance for
from allowance
of cartage
cartage from
payment
freight
or expressage
160
160
...-..--expressage...-freight or
Mail Bags,
etc., Postal
Service,
PostalService,
Bags, etc.,
Mail
appropriation for
for freight
expressage on
or expressage
freight or
appropriation
empty
419, 1064
1064
419,
empty. .....................
3
deficiency appropriation
snail bags....
3
appropriation for mail
deficiency
820,827,830
827, 830
empty......--....-820,
for freight on empty
Mail Bags,
Fuiprrient, etc., Postal
Postal
Locks, Equipment,
Bays, Locks,
Mail

Seroicc,
Sfrvice
,
appropriation for
rent, power,
412
412
etc....
power, etc....
shop rent,
for shop
appropriation
for new
new building
building for
for shops............
shops
412
412
for
for purchase,
purchase, repair,
repair, etc
422, 1068
422,1068
etc...........
for
for materials,
etc., equipment
equipment shops
422, 1068
shops.. 422,1068
materials, etc.,
for
distinctive
equipment
for
executive
distinctive equipment for executive
departments,
Alaska,
island
possespossesisland
departments, Alaska,
sions, etc.
etc .......
sions

422, 1068
......
--------- 422,1068

for labor
labor in
equipment shops
422,1068
422,108
shops.....
m equipment
for
Mail Contractors,
Contractors,
appropriation
for paying
of, in
in desdesclaims of,
paying claims
appropriation for
ignated States
for services
in 186°1860services in
aes for
ignatete
917
.....
1862
1862..................-.....--claims
excluded..
917
917
........----.---- ---claims excluded
estates
of decedents.............
decedents.
917
917
----estates of
restriction
on attorneys'
917
917
fees.. .....--attorneys' fees
restriction on
Mail
Contracts
(see
also
Postal
Service),
Service),
Postal
also
Mail Contracts(see
bidding,
etc.,
under
direction
of
Postmaster
of
Postmaster
bidding, etc., under direction
418
eneral
General...--.........---------..
Mail
in Bulk,
Mail in
regulations
affiv ing
without affixing
accepting, without
for accepting,
regulations for
162
162
stamps..
stamps........------------.---163
-prepayment
of
of postage
_
prepayment
--------------Ut
J.Kmjs. - .-...........prepaymvnt.
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Service), rage.
Fa.
Mail
Transportation (seealso
Mail Transportation
(ssealsoPostal Service),
appropriation for assistant to Attorney
Attorney Genappropriation
end
eral in postal cases..
cases............ 413,1060
418,
1064
for star routes in Alaska ...........
418,1064
for steamboat,
steamboat, etc., routes; aeroplanes
aeroplanes 418,1064
for railroad
railroad routes
routes ...............
419,1064
419,1064
arrangement for conveyance
conveyance in
special arrangement
freight trains, etc ................
1064
railway post office
office car service.......
service
419
for railway
for Railway
Railway Mail Service
........
419,1064
service
420,1066
for electric
electric and cable car service.....
420,1066
compensation; mail cars, etc
etc...... 420,1066
compensation;
420, 1066
routes outside of cities
cities............ 420,1066
unusual conditions;
conditions; substitution
substitution of
420,1066
wagon service ................
420,1066
420,1066
for foreign mails
mails.................. 420,1066
contracts for fast service
service in American
contracts
Great Britain .......
1066
vessels with Great
for star route, except in Alaska
Alaska. .... 422,1068
deficiency
appropriation for messenger
messenger
deficiency appropriation
..........
service
23
service.............
for wagon service .....................
23
for railroad routes ............
24,
820, 827
24,820,827
24
car
service........
for electric
electric and cable
service
for star routes
24,827
24,827
......................
for star routes in Alaska.............
Alaska
820,830
for power-boat
power-boat service ...............
. 827
allowance to carriers for increased
increased weight
limit of parcel-post packages, January 1, 1914 ......................
425
1913425
zones, since August
August 15, 1913.
in specified
specified zones,
determination of rates for fourth class matdetermination
ter and periodicals,
periodicals, authorized.....
authorized
428
428
discretionary less
dispatch of third
lees frequent dispatch
discretionary
428
428
periodicals....
and fourth class, and periodicals
diverted mails, repeal of limit on readjustdiverted
161
weighing periods
periods....
ing pay for, at weighing
first class limit of weight to be the same as
........ ..
162
fourth class matter ..
weight of penalty privilege matter restricted ......................
162
stricted.
readjustment of pay for, on railroad
railroad routes
425
routes. 425
readjustment
etc.
161
when weighiing
weighing interrupted
by
floods,
etc
interrupted
ascertaining average weights ........
161
ascertaining
161
weights....
basis of pay on estimated weights....
application to routes affected by Ohio
application
Valley floods, 1913 ............... 161
second class mail by
restriction on sending second
424
repealed
freight repealed..................
procedure on complaints of unfair dis425
crimination
publications .........
crimination on publications
special contracts
for, by railroads at higher
contract for,
rates, authorized
427
.................
authorized
427
report to Congress .................
report
star
contracts, provisions
provisions
star route service contracts,
amended
amended ...................... . 161
Mails
Service).
Mails (see Postal Service).
Judicial District,
District,
Maine Judicial
850
terms
Portland.....
terms of court at Bangor and Portland
offices of clerk and marshal
marshal at each city;
850
deputies authorized
authorized ..............
authority of
of deputy field marshal
marshal in
authority
charge of office
office ................-850
northern
created
850
northern and southern divisions created...
venue
venue of causes, etc.; separate status of
divisions .....................-851
judge and officers
officers not changed..........
changed
851
transfers
other
transfers on stipulations of parties to other
division
..--.- 851
division. ............. accused and claimants
claimants._
851
...
request of accused
on request
ex
determinable in
ex parte, etc., matters determinable
either division.
851
...................
division
change of
venue by
by order
order of
of court .......
851
of venue
change
pending causes,
continued under
causes, etc., continued
pending
former
law
851
former law.....................
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Maize (corn),
(corn),
Page.
Maize
Page.
standards of
and condition
official standards
of quality
quality and
condition
to be established
established .................
482
interstate and
foreign shipments
shipments to
to coninterstate
and foreign
conf
orm to
483
form
to. .........................
483
Makah Indians,
Wash.,
Makah
Indians, Wash.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
153,989
appropriation
of....... 153,989
Malheur National
Malheur
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 459,1147
459,1147
Malt
Malt Liquors, D.
D. C.,
included
included in alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
liquors............ 1123
1123
Maltby
Buildinq, D.
C.,
Maltby Building,
D. C.,
use of, by Agricultural
Agricultural Department
repealed
298
Department repealed
298
Mamaroneck,
Mamaroneek, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation
improvement of
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor_
harbor.._ 392
392
Mammals, North
North American,
American,
appropriation
investigating food habits
appropriation for
for investigating
habits
of,
1155
of, etc
etc...........................
467, 1155
Manatee River, Fla.,
Manatee
appropriation
River, Fla.,
for
i
mprovement of...
396
appropriation
for improvement
of .......
396
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
made
Palma Sola
Sola...............
made at Pabna
408
Mandan, N. Dak.,
Dak.
Mandan,
exchangry
e of lands with North Dakota for
exchange
for
344
dry land experiment
experiment station
station at
at....
344
Maneuvers etc.,
Army (see Encampments,
Maneuvers,
etc., Army
Encampments,
Maneuvers, etc., Army).
Manistiqu5,
Manlstique, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for improvement
of
400
appropriation
improvement of........
400
Manitowoc, Wis.,
Wis.,
improving light and fog signal station North
improving
Breakwater....
...
Breakwater
537
..................
Manokin River,
River, Md.,
appropriation for improvement
394
appropriation
improvement of
of ........
394
Manti
National Forest,
Manti National
Forest, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 459,
459,1147
appropriation
etc., of.
1147
Mantua
J.,
Mantua Creek, N. J.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
393
appropriation
improvement of .......
393
Manufacture of Arms, etc.,
Manufacture
gauges tools,
immediate, by the
gauges,
tools, etc.,
etc., for
for immediate,
Government or private
Government
private plants to
to be
be
prepared
prepared............
.......
....
215
procuring
laws requiring
requiring competition for procuring
supplies may be waived
waived...........
215
Manufacturers, etc.,
Manufaturers,
investigation, etc., for affording, informainvestigation,
information as to military etc.,
etc., supplies
supplies
needed
needed by the Government
650
Government ........
650
Manufacturers
Manufacturersof Munitions,
excise tax of
by, in
in
excise
of net
net profits of
of sales
sales by,
United States
781
United
States .....................
781
Manufacturers' Railway
Manufacturers'
Railway Company,
transfer of right of way through Saint
Saint LOWS
Louis
' Arsenal
Arsenal from Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association
Association authorized
to
authorized to.......
858
exchange
exchange of, with Saint Louis, Iron
Mountain, etc.,
Railroad Company
_. 859
859
etc., Railroad
Company..
Manufacturing Establishments,
Manufacturing
Establishments,
interstate, etc.,
interstate,
etc. shipments
shipments of products by,
using children of prohibited
ages,
prohibited ages,
forbidden
675
forbidden.....
........................
675
punishment for
675
punishment
for.......................
675
Manufacturing
Manufacturing Industries,
Industries, For
Foreign,
appropriation
commercial attaches
approppation for commercial
attaches to
to
investigate
111
investigate, etc
etc....................
111
Janzano
Manzano National
National Forest,
Mac.,
Forest, N. Mez.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
1147
appropriation for maintenance,
of.. 459,
459,1147
Maple
Sugar and
Sirup,
Mape Sugar
and Sirup,
provision for
for free entry of,
of, after May
May 1,
1,
1916, repealed ........
57
..............
57
Maps, United
United States,
States, etc.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for connected;
connected; distribudistribution.........................
tion
100,1104
separate State and Territorial
for separate
Territorial..... 100,1104
100,1104
designated
designated areas under
under enlarged
enlarged homehomestead proviions................
provisions
100,1104
100.1104

Maps,
etc.-Continued.
Maps, United States,
States, etc.-Continued
Page.
appropriation for geologic
geologic ................
301
appropriation
301
for post route, etc
etc ..................
422, 1067
Maps, War
Maps,
War Department,
Department,
appropriation for publication
Engineer.
292
appropriation
publication of Engineer.
292
topographic, from Geological
Geological Survey.
Survey.
293
for topographic,
293
Maquoketa, Iowa,
Maquoketa,
Iowa,
appropriation for
public building.........
building
266
appropriation
for public
266
deficiency appropriation
for public
appropriation for
public build18
18
Ma ingr,,,,
...... .
18
Marcushook
Pa., .......... ....
Marcushook, Pa.,
appropria:tion
improvement of
of ice
ice
appropriation for improvement
harbor
394
harbor............................
394
Mare
Cal.,
Mare Island, Cal.,
appropriation for navy yard,
yard, public
public works;
works;
floating crane,
crane etc
568, 1178
etc............... 568,1178
for
storage ..................
569
for ordnance
ordnance storage
569
naval magazine,
works
570, 1179
for naval
magazine, public
public works.....
570,1179
for
hospital, mess
mess hall
for naval
naval hospital,
hall............
570

for marine
barracks,
public
works........
extension
for marine
of barracks,
navy yard,
public
for construction
works
of 1179
1517790
extension
of
navy
yard, for construction of
battleships. etc..................
etc
10
battleships,
10
Marianna,
Ark.,
Marianna,Ark.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to.. ,
836
condemned
granted to...........
836
Marine
Marine City, Mich.,
Mich.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to ...........
834
condemned
granted to
834
Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for pay of officers,
appropriation
officers, active
active
list..............-..-.......
list
609, 1188
609,1188
increase;
increase; reorganization
reorganization of personnel..
personnel..
609
appointment of second lieutenants..'..
lieutenants_ ....
610
appointment
610
restoration to active
active list of retired offirestoration
cers ..........................
611
611
for pay of officers, retired
retired list.......
list
612, 1188
1188
for enlisted men
men....... ............
612, 1188
612,1188
force increased;
increased; additional............
additional
612
force
612
increased
increased pay to band; civilian
civilian employment restricted
restricted .................
612
ployment
612
service as mail
clerks with
mail clerks
with expeditionexpeditionary
shore forces .................
ary shore
1188
foreign shore service pay for
for gunners
foreign
and quartermaster
quartermaster clerks .............
1188
for retired enlisted men
men............. 612,1188
612,1188
for
clothing
613,1188
for undrawn clothing.................
613,1188
for mileage to officers without troops..
troops 613,1188
for commutation of quarters,
quarters, officers
officers
without troops
613,1188
without
troops..................
613,1188
for pay of civil force .............
613, 1189
613,1189
constitute pay fund
613, 1189
to constitute
fund........... 613,1189
for provisions;
provisions; commutation
commutation of rations_613.
1189
rations. 613. 1189
subsistence articles
sale of subsistence
articles to
to officers,
officers,
enlisted men,
613
men, etc
etc................
613
enlisted
enlisted men on shore
shore to have
Army
have Army
ration; exception
1189
ration;
exception................. 1189
for clothing ....................
613, 1189
613,1189
exchange of worn-out
worn-out sewing
sewing machines,
exchange
etc
1189
etc..............................
for fuel.......................
fuel
1189
. 613,
613,1189
for military
military stores, etc.; ammunition.
ammunition_ 614,
1189
614,1189
for camps of instruction, establishment,
establishment,
etc
614,
1190
etc....... .................
614, 1190
for transporting and
and recruiting......
recruiting....... _614, 1190
for repairs
repairs to barracks,
barracks, etc
614, 1190
etc.......... 614,1190
Columbia,
rent, etc.,
etc., in District of Columbia,
etc .........................
614,1190
. 614,1190
per diem, enlisted men
614, 1190
men .............. 614,1190
for forage........................
15
forforage
. 615,1190
for commutation
quarters, effies6,
r8
1190
for
commutation of
of quarters,
officers
615,1190
with troops, etc.
etc...............
615,1190
for contingent
contingent .....................
615,
1190
for
615,1190
men not
not
extra pay of detailed enlisted men
1191
forfeited
on furlough
furlough .........
forfeited while on
1191
to
constitute maintenance
maintenance fund,
Quarto constitute
fund, Quartermaster's Department
...... ... 615, 1191
1191
termaster's
Department.......
for Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve expenses...
expense.... 615,1191
615, 1191
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appropriation for additional
additional land, Quarterappropriation
master's depot,
depot, Philadelphia.....
Philadelphia_
565
master's
565
for officers
officers quarters,
quarters, Guam_
570
for
Guam...............
570
San Diego, Cal...
base at
at San
Cal... 1179
for establishing
establihing base
deficiency
appropriation
for
pay._
29,
33,
825,
828
deficiency appropriation for pay.. 29,33,825,828
29,
339, 816
29,339,816
for provisions ..................
commutation of quarters ...........
29
for commutation
for
816, 825, 828
828
339,816,825,
29; 339,
for contingent
contingent ........-.
29, 816
recruiting
and recruiting.........
for transportation
transportation and
339,816
stores ....................
for military stores
for Capt.
Capt. Davis
Davis B.
B. Wills
and Leon
Leon L.
L.
Wills and
for
Dye,
credit in accounts
accounts ............
816
Dye, credit
for
816
......................
for forage
forage...
for
Quartermaster Department
Department maintefor Quartermaster
nance
828
nance .........................
Army subsistence
subsistence supplies
be purpurmay be
supplies may
Army
630
men.
chased
630
enlisted men_
officers and enlisted
chased by officers
band, pay,
pay, etc.,
increased
612
612
etc., increased................
band,
civil
of members,
members, recivil employment
employment of
stricted .........................
612
stricted
details of officers and enlisted men
men to assist
assist
Republic
of Haiti
......... 224
Haiti........
Republic of
compensation,
etc
224
.
compensation, etc..-.....-..--......
224
..........
service
224
service pay, etc., continued
224
longevity,
etc. not affected............
affected
longevity, etc.,
double
applicable to
to
double pay restriction not applicable
582
men....
retired officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men._
_
582
retired
embarked
separate organization
organization on naval
as separate
embarked as
vessel subject
authority of officers
officers
to authority
subject to
vessel
of organization
organization ...............
586
586
...
of
increase
officers and
enlisted men, auand enlisted
of officers
increase of
thorized
224
thorized.........................
593
Marine
established
Reserve established........
Corps Reserve
Marine Corps
personnel
reorganized
609
personnel reorganized..................
strength
officers,
proportion
enlisted
strength
to
enlisted
proportion
officers,
authorized
609
..............
authorized..--...
brigadier generals,
generals, appointment;
appointment; promopromobrigadier
609
tions
vacancies ................
tions to vacancies
major general
appointcommandant, appointgeneral commandant,
major
609
ments
hereafter to..................
to
609
ments hereafter
senior staff
staff officers
officers made
brigadier genmade brigadier
senior
erals
609
.................
erals. ...
609
rank as
for determining
determining ratio
ratio..
as colonel
colonel for
rank
permanent
staff
officers
not
eligible
to
be
permanent staff officers not eligible to be
line
brigadier generals
generals .............
610
line brigadier
staff
comto comproportioned to
departments, proportioned
staff departments,
610
.
............
missioned
strength..
610
missioned strength
no further
appointments to
permanent appointments
no
further permanent
610
.....----- 610
be
made
..
....
be made
details
upper
to; appointments
appointments to upper
details to;
in............
grade; tour of
610
of service
service in
grade;
permanent,
may be
be recommissioned
recommissioned in
permanent, may
the line;
conditions, etc
etc ..........
610
the
line; conditions,
equalization
of line
line and
for senisenistaff, for
and staff,
equalization of
610
ority
in
promotions
610
..............
ority in promotions
examinations,
610
610
advancements..
for advancements
etc., for
examinations, etc.,
second lieutenant
vacancies; classes
classes elilieutenant vacancies;
second
gible;
ages of
610
610
Navy..
officers, Navy
petty officers,
of petty
gible; ages
appointments from
from civil
previous
life; previous
civil life;
appointments
610
service
service .........................
probationary period;
period; file
file determined
determined
probationary
by examinations,
etc ..............
...
611
examinations, etc
by
res
t
rictions on
cadets
or cadets
midshipmen or
on midshipmen
restrictions
failing
to
graduate
611
failing to graduate ...............
warrant grades
grades of
of marine
and
gunner and
marine gunner
warrant
quartermaster
established
611
611
clerk established.....
quartermaster clerk
number of
appointments, pay,
_
611
611
etc....
pay, etc_
of appointments,
number
retirement
of colonels
colonels as
as brigadier
brigadier gengenretirement of
erals;
service on active list required . 611
611
erals; serviceonactivelistrequired.
restoration
list of,
of, retired
by
retired by
to active
active list
restoration to
any board
for physical
physical disability;
disability;
board for
any
611
,t -rrl-----·--piwi ---- - ....... - ...
tio*.
examinations,
etc.,
required
611
urr·)
nlrU·I·· ra'uol
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officers; loes
loss of numbers in
in lieu of
officers;
of 0:aspensuspensiOn from
from promotion
in expromotion of, failing in
sion
aminations .
611
..................
..
611
aminations
reexamination,
etc.. effect of
of failure..
failure
reexamination, etc.;
612
training
camps for instruction
instruction authorized
training camps
authorized..
614
attendance, etc.,
etc., supplies to be
be used
Used ...
614
attendance,
614
614
sale of uniforms
uniforms for ...................
sale
subsistence, etc.
participants to pay for subsistence,
etc
614
appropriation for
expenses .............
614
for expenses
appropriation
wearnngurniform
uniform by persons
unlawwearinf
persons not in, iinlaw216
fu...............................
punishment for
for ........................
217
punishment
217
Marine Corps
Carps Reserve,
Marin
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ...........
615,1191
615,1191
appropriation for
established,
additional to authorized
authorized
established, additional
strength
593
strength........................
593
provisions of
of service,
service, etc
593
etc ..............
593
provisions
classes
constituting
593
593
classes constituting.....................
Marine
Training Canps,
Camps,
Marine Corps
Corps lTrinig.
established; regulationsgoverning....
614
614
established;
regulatiosgoverng ........appropriation for
for expenses............
expenses.....
614
614
appropriation
Marine
Hospitals,
Marine Hospitals,
appropriation for
repairs and
andpreservation;
270
270
appropriation
for repairs
preservation.
for mechanical
equipment for..........
for
271
for
mechanical equipment
271
for
278
.
.......................278
for maintenance
maintenance....
admission of contagious,
contagious, etc.,
etc., cases
cases for
for
admission
278
study ...............
........
keepers, etc.,
eta., admitted
admitted in, for
for treatlight keepers,
538
538
ment ..........................
riparian
rights of,
Chicago IIl.,
Ill., conveyed
conveyed
of, Chicago,
riparian rights
1198
to commissioner
commissioners of Lincoln
Lincoln Park...
Park
1198
sale
of, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohio ..................
390
90
sale of,
use
for new
new site, building, etc.
etc
390
390
use of proceeds
proceedsfor
Marine,
II.,
Marine, Ill.,
condemned
granted to............
to
837
condemned cannon granted
Marine
Marine Schools, State,
appropriation
for reimbursing
reimbursing New
New York
York
appropriation for
and Massachusetts
Massachusetts for expenses
expenses
and
of
559,1170
559,1170
of.............................
Marion,
lad.,
Marion, Ind.,
appropriatinn for
expenses, Volunteer
SolVolunteer Solfor expenses,
appropriation
diem' Home
Home ......................
296
diers'
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
29,812
Soldiers'
Home ..
29,812
..............
So
diers Home
Marion,
Icy.,
Marion, Ky.,
266
appropriation for public
building .....
266
public building........
appropriation
Marion,
Marion, S.
S. C.,
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building. .
266
266
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency
18
ing ...............................
18
soroducts, etc.,
et., Mutual AssoMarketingParm
P n Products,
Marketing Farm
ciations for,
ciation
exempt from
income tax
tax ..................
767
from income
exempt
Markets
Organization, Deparment
Department
Markets and Rural Organisation,
(se also
also Marof Agriclture,
Agriculture, Office of
of (see
of
kets Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Agrikets
culture).
appropriation
for salaries................
salaries
473
473
appropriation for
473
for
general
expenses .................
473
for general expenses
for distributing
information on marketmarketfor
distributing information
ing,
etc., farm
products ...........
473
473
farm products
ing, etc.,
for diffusing
diffusing by telegraph,
telegraph, etc., informainformafor
tion
prices of fruits, vegetion of
of market
market prices
473
tables,
473
tables, etc ......................

for publishing information as to marketfor publishing
ing, prices,ettcc..,,
of live
live as
stock,
to meats,
meats,
stock,
etc., of
of
prices,information
ing,
etc
etc............................
for
grading, baling,
baling, etc.,
etc., cotton;
cotton; invesfor grading,
tigations, etc....-................etc
tigations,
testing spinning
value of grades,
grades, etc..
etc._
spinning value
testng
for
studies in
rural credits, etc..........
etc
in rural
for studies

473
473

473
473
473
473
473
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Markets
Rural Organization,
Department Page.
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Markets and
and Rural
Organization,Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Office
Office of—Continued.
of-Continued.
appropriation for demonstrations,
appropriation
demonstrations, etc.,
etc., of
of
marketing farm products
474
products...........
474
for administrative
administrative expenses............
expenses
474
474
for enforcing Cotton Futures
Futures Act.
474
Act.......
474
Markets
Markets Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation
1162
appropriation for salaries
salaries ...............
1162
for general
general expenses
expenses .................
1162
1162
for distributing information on marketmarketing, etc.,
etc., farm products............
products
1162
1162
for diffusing by telegraph,
telegraph, etc.,
etc., market
market
prices of fruits, vegetables,
vegetables, etc......
etc
1162
for publishing
publishing information as
as to marketmarketprices, etc., of live
live stock,
meats,
ing, prices,etc.,of
stock, meats,
etc..........................
etc
1162
1162
for investigating
investigating production,
production, distribudistribution,
agricultural food prodtion, etc., of agricultural
products ..........................
. 1162
1162
for grading, baling,
baling, etc., cotton;
cotton; investiinvestigations,
gations, etc.....................
etc
1163
1163
testing spinning
spinning value of grades,
grades, etc..
etc
1163
1163
for studies in rural credits, farmers'
farmers' cooperation, etc
etc.---------.......--.
1163
1163
cooperation in demonstrations,
for cooperation
demonstrations, etc.,
etc.,
1163
of marketing farm
farm products..
products .......
1163
investigating grain handling,
for investigating
handling, grading,
grading,
etc..............................
etc
1163
1163
for administering
administering standards
standards for Climax,
Climax,
etc., fruit baskets
etc.,
baskets ...............
1163
1163
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses............ 1163
1163
for enforcing
Cotton
enforcing
Futures Act.
Act....... 1163
1163
for enforcing
enforcing Grain Standards Act
1163
Act....... 1163
for administering
administering Warehouse Act.
1163
Act....... 1163
authority for administering
administering oaths,
oaths,sesecuring testimony,
testimony, etc
etc ...............
1163
1163
Marlets, D. C.,
Markets,
appropriation for market
appropriation
market masters; exexpenses, etc ....................
679,1007
679,1007
for fish wharf and market expenses..
expenses
679, 1007
679,
1007
for repairs,
repairs, etc..
etc
.................. 684,1013
684,1013
for fish wharf and market
expenses
684,1013
market expenses..
684,1013
refrigerating
plant............684,1013
for rer..
,
.. rating plant
684, 1013
Farmers' Produce
for third steel shelter, Farmers'
Market.....................
Market
684
684
for auto truck, etc., for superintendent
684
superintendent..
684
Markham,
H.,
Markham, H.
H. H.,
appointed on Board of Managers
Managers Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home ................
1134
Marlin, Tex.,
Tex.,
Marlin,
appropriation for public building......
appropriation
building
266
266
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding......................
ing
18
18
Marquette, Mich.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
266
building.......
266
Marshal
Mardian Field
Field and
and Company,
deficiency
appropriation for ..........
deficiency appropriation
830
Marshals, Consular
Marshals,
Consular Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for,
for, in
China and
and Turkey.
Turkey. _ 261
261
appropriation
in China
Marhals,
Marshals, TUnited
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
etc.; advances..
313
salaries, etc.;
advances..
313
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for salaries, etc..
etc..
32,

Maryland,
Maryland,
Page.
Page.
connection
connection with sewer systems
systems of,
to prepreof, to
vent pollution of streams
streams in District
District
of Columbia parks, etc
717
etc ............ 717
jurisdiction ceded to, over part of
of Fort
Fort
McHenry granted
granted to
for
to Baltimore
Baltimore for
aapark ..........................
46
46
resident of, to be member of
of Guilford
Guilford
Courthouse
Courthouse National
National Park
Park ComCommission;
mission; allowance...............
allowance..
998
998
Maryland
Judicial Distrit,
District,
Maryland Judicial
punishment for violating traffic
traffic regularegulations for Washington
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct
roads by district court of
693
of .........
693
commissioners
commissioners to be
be appointed........
appointed
693
693
Maryville, Tenn.,
appropriation for
266
appropriation
for public
public building
building ........
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding ................................
18
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
appropriation
reimbursing, -for
marine
appropriation for
for reimbursing,
-for marine
school expenses ..............
559, 1170
559,1170
claim for
premium paid
for coin,
coin, etc.,
for premium
paid for
etc., exexpenses of Civil War, referred
to
referred to
C
ourt of Claims ...................
355
Court
355
evidence
evidence admitted
admitted .....................
355
355
Massachusetts Avenue
Massachusetts
Avenue NW.,
I).
C.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for grading, etc.,
appropriation
etc., Nebraska
Nebraska
Avenue to District
District line.............
line
688
Avenue
688
Matanuska Valley, Alaska,
Matanuska
Alaska,
appropriation
appropriation for
etc., agriculagriculfor equipping,
equipping, etc.,
tural station in.....................
in
1160
1160
Matawan
Matawan Creek, N. J.,
J.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ......
393
appropriation
393
Mattaponi
Mattaponi River, Va.,
Va.
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
394
improvement of
of........
394
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to
to be
be
made
407
.............................
407
Maui, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
establishment
establishment of Hawaii National
National Park
Park on
on
island of .........................
432
432
"Maumee,"
"Maumee„" U.S.
U. S. Fuel
Fuel Ship,
appropriation for
for machinery
606
appropriation
machinery.............
606
Mauna Loa
Volcano,
Mauna
Loa f Volcano,
included in Hawaii National
included
National Park
432
Park .......
432
Maurice
Maurice River, N. J.,
J.,
appropriation for improvement
393
improvement of.
of........ 393
Mayaguez, P.
P. R.,
R.,
at.......................
term of court at.
966
966
"
Mayrant," U. S.
"Mayrant,"
S. S.,
S.,
appropriation
605
appropriation for
for repairs.
repairs ................
605
for engines for ......................
607
607
"Meade,"
"
Meade, U. S. Army
Army Transport,
Transport,
sale authorized.
authorized .............
634
...........
634
Meat Inspection,
Inspection,
appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional expense&
451,
1140
expenses. 451, 1140
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
for ...........
826
826
Meat Production
Productzon in
in Western Semiarid
Semiarid and
and
Irrigated
Irrigated Districts,
Districts,
appropriation
appropriation for experiments, etc.,
in esesetc., in
49
tablishing .....................
49
Meats,
Meats,
appropriation for publishing
appropriation
publishing prices.
prices, etc.,
etc.,
Marshfield, Oreg.
43,
818, 827
Marshfield,
Oreg.,'
43,818,827
of .........
473, 1162
...................
473,1162
granted
use
of
Coos
Bay
Military Reservagranted
gran
Mechanical
Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering,
tion as public
public wk;
516
park; conditions
conditions..... 516
appropriation for standardizing
appropriation
standardizing apparatus,
apparatus,
Marshyhope
Marshyhope Creek,
Creek, Md.,
Md.,
etc.,
used in.
etc., used
115,
in...................
115, 1116
1116
appropriation
for
improvement
appropriation
improvement of..
of
394 Mechanical Equipment
...
394
for Public
Mechanical
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
Marten,
appropriation
appropriation for heating, hoisting,
271
hoisting, etc...
etc...
271
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing
appropriation
467, 1155
1155
rearing 467,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ...........
29,824
29,824
Martin, Tenn.,
Martin,
Tenn.,
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll, Army
Army and Navy,
Navy.
apiopriation for public building.........
appropriation
building
266
266 Medal
appropriation
appropriation for pensioners
pensioners on
242
........
242
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public buildbuildestablished in War and Navy Departestablished
ing.........................
ing
18
...
18
-n
mntfl
.ments
«............................

53
D3
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Medal of Honor
Honor Roll, Army and Navy-Con.
Na
Page.
Page
persons entitled
entitled to entry on;
on; evidence
evidence rerequired.................
quired
53
...
53
certificates to be issued;
certificates
issued; special pensions
pensions
to be paid; limitations
limitations ............
54
54
Medals of Honor,
Medals
Honor, Army,
Army,
investigated,
past awards to be i
nvestigated, etc.,
etc., by
board of five retired generals......
generals
214
214
if improperly issued, names
stricken
names to be stricken
off roll ........................
214
214
wearing, etc.
misdemeanor; return
etc., aa misdemeanor;
return
for cancellation
cancellation ...........
214
.
214
power
power of board; payment
payment of expenses
214
expenses.....
214
Medaakaanton Sioux Indians,
Medawakanton
Indians, Minn.
Minn.,
claims for restoring annuities,
annuities, etc.,, to be
brought
brought in
in Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims........ 1195
1195
etc
1196
distribution, etc.....
...........
1196
procedure;
procedure; attorneys'
attorneys' fees, etc .........
1196
Media, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
266
appropriation for public
public building
building .......
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public building................................
ing
18
18
Mdiation
Railway Employees'
Mediation of Railway
Differences
Emplyee Dieen
(see Board of
and Conof Mediation
Mediation and
Conciliation).
ciliation).
Medical Charities
Medical
Charities, D.
C.,
D. C.
appropriation for...................
for
707,1035
appropriation
707,1085
Medical
Corps, Navy
(see Bureau
Medical Corps,
Navy (see
Bureau of
of Medicine
Medicine
Surgery, Navy).
Navy).
and Surgery,
Medical
Deportment, Army,
Army,
Medical Department,
appropriation
Field Service
and ConeCorreappropriation for
for Field
Service and
spondence School for medical
medical offispondence
officers
620
cers ..........................
620
for pay of enlisted
enlisted men; longevity......
longevity
625
625
for pay of privates,
class, rated
as
privates, first
first class,
rated as
dispensary
etc
625
dispensary assistants,
assistants, etc...........
625
proportion
privates, first
first class.....
class
625
proportion of
of privates,
625
for
longevity ...........
626
for pay
pay of
of officers;
officers; longevity
626
for
626
for contract
contract surgeons
surgeons ..................
626
for superintendent,
superintendent, Nurse Corps
Corps ........ 626
626
for nurses (female)
626
(female) ....................
626
for
628
for hospital
hospital matrons
matrons ..................
628
for
Ark., hosfor repairs, etc.,
etc., Hot
Hot Springs,
Springs, Ark.,
hos638
pital ............................
638
for supplies, etc
etc ...................
... 639
639
destruction, Canal
Zone
639
for mosquito
mosquito destruction,
Canal Zone...
639
selection of motor vehicles without
without adadvertising .........................
639
639
supplies
639
written contracts
contracts for supplies........
639
for preventing,
diseases
640
for
preventing, etc.,
etc., epidemic
epidemic diseases..
640
for
employees,
nurses,
etc
640
for employees, nurses, etc..............
for temporary
temporary hospitals,
hospitals, etc ............
640
for fir&
lieutenants raised
640
limit of
of age
agefor
firstlieutenants
raised.
640
for paying
hospital
for
paying -Panama
anama Canal
Canal for
for hospital
care
garrisons
640
care of
of Canal
Canal Zone garrisons.......
640
for
museum; library...................
library
640
for museum;
640
for artificial
293
artificial limbs ....................
293
for
for disabled
disabled soldiers
293
for appliances
appliances for
soldiers......
293
for
293
for trustees
trustees .........................
293
for
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, D.
293
for Providence
D. C
C ...........
293
for
Garfield
Hospital,
D.
C
293
293
for Garfield Hospital, D. C.............
for
wards .....................
293
for isolating
isolating wards
for
bulletins, etc..............
etc
330
330
for printing
printing bulletins,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for supplies,
29,
deficiency
supplies, etc
etc.
29,
46,
338
46,338
constitution
of, under
defense Act.
Act.
171
under national
national defense
constitution of,
Surgeon
General, Medical
Corps, Medical
Medical
Surgeon General,
Medical Corps,
Reserve Corps,
Corps, VeterVeterReserve
Corps, Dental
Dental Corps,
lusty
Nurse
inty Corps,
Corps, enlisted
enlisted force,
force, Nurse
Corps,
and
contract
surgeons.
171
Corp, and contract surgeons....... 171
issue
of
supplies
to
sufferers
from
floods
in
issue of supplies to sufferers from floods in
designated
435
State......... 435
Southern States
designated Southern
limit
of age
age eligibility
eligibility for
for appointment
limit of
appointment as
as
first
640
640
extended..........
first lieutenant,
lieutenant, extended
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Medical
Medical Deparment,
Department, Army—Continued.
Page.
rmy-ontinned.
Page.
loan of supplies, etc.,
relief of
Miadssippi
etc., for
forrelief
ofMisssspi
sufferers
11
River flood
flood sufferers..............
11
Medical Corps, of officers
officers below brigadier
brigadier
general
171
general..........................
171
ratio cg,.
of, to Army enlisted
?rated strength
171
strength....
171
no
AO original appointments
when Army
appointments when
Army
reduced
...........................
uced
171
171
promotions
promotions above
above captain
captain restricted
restricted_
171
additional
appointments in
of war
war
additional appointments
in time
time of
to
be dicharged
..
whenArmy reduced
171
tobe
whenArmy
reduced.
171
qualifications for original appointments,
qualifications
promotion
captain ..............
171
promotion to
to captain
171
determination
of relative
rank
171
determination of
relative rank.........
171
details for Red Cross..................
Cross
171
in
enlisted force not included
included in
in Army enlisted strength
172
listed
strength ....................
172
personnel;
personnel; appointment
appointment of
of master
master hoshossergeants
172
pital sergeants...
..
.......
.......
172
original enlistments;
enlistments; transfers
of men
men
trasfers of
from Hospital Corps..............
Corps
172
number limited;
limited; additions
in time
time of
of
addtions in
............................
war .
172
172
percentage
percentage of grades; horseshoers,
horseshoers, etc
etc.,,
privates....
privates
172
...........
.
172
promotions
promotions restricted when
when Army
Army rereduced; reenlistments permitted....
permitted
172
172
discharges
application._
172
discharges allowed
allowed on
on application....
172
additional
additional pay ratings;
ratings; limit...........
limit
172
172
Dental Corps, appointment
appointment of
of dental
surDental
dental surgeons authorized;
authorized; ratio
pone
173
ratio............
173
service
service rank
rank,.,pay,
pay, etc
etc ...............
.173173
number limited to fifteen
fifteen majors........
majors
173
173
examinations,
examinations, etc ......................
173
173
Veterinary
provisions
176
Veterinary Corps
Corps provisions.............
176
Medical Department,
Department, Navy (ses
(see Bureau of
of
Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
Surgery, Navy).
Navy).
and Library,
.Army,
Medical Museum
Museum and
Library, Army,
appropriation
for preserving
preserving specimens,
specimens,
appropriation for
etc
640
etc.............................
640
pay,
superintendent of
809
pay, superintendent
of building,
building, reduced
reduced.
809
Micheal
Mdcal Reserve
Reserve Corps,
COrps, Army,
Army,
Government employees of, volunteering
Government
volunteering for
for
Army service, to
restored to
to be restored
to posipositions on termination
termination ...............
624
624
Medical Reserve
Resere Corps
Medical
Corps, Navy,
recommissions to officers in..............
in
574
Medicinals,
Medicnals,
duty on coal-tar products not..............
not
793
793
used
as
794
used as.................................
794
additional specific.....................
additional
specific
794
794
Medicine Bot
Bow Ntional
Kational Forest,
Wyo.,
Foret, Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 459,1147
Medicines, Adulterated,
Medcines,
Adulterated,etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
appropriation for
for expenses
sale,
etc.,
........................ 464,1152
etc., of
464,1152
Mediterranean
.Fly,
Mediterranean _Fruit
ruit Fly,
appropriation
for
investigations,
etc—
466,1154
appropriation for investigations, etc... 466,1154
lierrin
Meherrin River, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
395
improvement of
of........
395
Mekda,
etc.,
Melada etc.,
provision for
of, after
after May
May 1,
provision
for free entry
entry of,
1,
1916,
56
1916, repealed
repealed.....................
56
Melville,
Melville, R.I.,
R.I.,
appropriation for
station
570
appropriation
for naval
naval coaling
coaling station....
570
for
storage building
building ............
570
for torpedo
torpedo storage
570
'79
for naval fuel
fuel storage ...............
1179
Member
Banks, Federal
11
Member Banks,
Reserve
(see
Federal
Federal Reserve (see Federal
Reserve Act).
Reserve
Members of Congress,
Congress,
delivery of
of plates
of portraits
portraits of
delivery
plates of
of deceased,
deceased,
to heirs, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized .........
275
275
advertising business
business bebeuse of
of name
name of,
of, in
in advertising
fore departments.
departments. etc.,
54
etc., unlawful
unlawful....
54

.
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Members
of the
the House
Representatives,
Page.
of Representatives,
House of
Members of
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation......... 69,1073
appropriation
69, 1073
for
1074
for mileage
mileage
..........
............ 70,
70, 1074
clerk hire
72, 1076
for clerk
hire........................ 72,1076
clerks to be placed
placed on
on roll of employees; appointment,
appointment, etc.
etc....... 72,
72, 1076
Memorial Amphitheater,
,
Memorial
Amphitheater, Arlington, Va.,
appropriation for
for construction
construction ...........
292
appropriation
John McElroy designated
designated member
member of
of
commission .......................
830
commission
830
Memorial,
Lincoln,
Memorial, Lincoln,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additions
additions to,
to,
15
etc ...............................
15
Memorials,
Memorials,
fountain to Alfred Noble, in Washington,
Washington,
D. C...........................
65
D.C
65
authorized,
authorized, to John Ericsson, in WashingC......................
ton, D. C
671
by Titanic Memorial Association on
blic grounds in District of Columublic
Columia.............................
bia1046
1046
authorized in place of
to Admiral Dupont authorized
of
present statue, Dupont Circle, D. C.
C
944
Memphis, Tenn.,
appropriation for
building ........
appropriation
for public
public building
266
maintenance of wagon,
etc., bridge across
maintenance
wagon, etc.,
Mississippi
Mississippi River at,
by Kansas
at, by
City, etc., Bridge Company,
Company, disdispensed with .....................
723
723
time extended
extended for bridging,
bridging, by Arkansas
Arkansas
and Mamphis,
Memphis, Railway
and
Railway Bridge
Bridge and
Terminal
Terminal Company
Company...............
830
determined ..............
passage rates determined
831
Mena,
Mena, Ark.,
appropriation for public building........
appropriation
building
266
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
building
18
ing.g
..........................
18
1..
Wis ,
Menominee Harbor
Harborand River, Mich.
Mich. and
and Wis.,
appropriation
dredgappropriation for
for improvement
improvement of; dredgBridge
ing above Ogden Street Bridge.....
400
Menominee Indian
Reservation, Wis.,
IndianReservation,
Wis.,
disposal of forest products
products from,
from modified
157
modified..
forest investigations,
investigations, etc.,
Indian reseretc., on Indian
reservations
applicable to........
vations not applicable
to
126,971
Indians, Wis.,
Menominee Indians,
Wi.,
appropriation for self
appropriation
support, etc., from
from
sell support,
tribal funds .................
157,991
restriction
restriction on clearing
clearing timber lands...
lands...
157
removal of merchantable
timber;
merchantable timber;
limit, etc .......................
991
apportionment to enrolled
per capita apportionment
enrolled
payment..........
members; cash payment
992
shares of minors under 18 to be deetc
992
posited with parents,
parents, etc..........
992
all deposits
deposits subject
subject to regulations,
regulations, etc
etc. 992
992
Mentally DeJective
Defective Persons,
Persons,
alien, excluded
excluded admission if
if unable
unable to
earn a
a living
Living
875
.....
.................
875
Merchant
Navy,
Merchant Auxiliaries,
Auxiliaries, Nary,
appropriation
appropriation for batteries
batteries for ........ 564,1176
564, 1176
for ammunition1176 ......................
1176
Merchant Seamen,
Merchant
life buoy requirements
requirements on passenger
passenger vessels
vessels
224
modified .........................
224
Meridian
Meridian Hill
Hill Park,
Park, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
improveappropriation
for continuing
continuing improvement, etc.........
etc
290
...............
290
Mermentau, La.,
Mermentau,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of waterway from Franklin to
397
to.............
397
Mermentau
Mermentau River,
appropriation
for improvement
of inland
inland
appropriation for
improvement of
waterway to Sabine
River, La.
La. and
waterway
Sabine River,
and
Tex., from.
397
Tex,
from..
......................
.
397

Mermentau River-Continued.
Mermentau
River—Continued.
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
of, and
and
appropriation for
tributaries; removal
tributaries;
removal of
of wrecked
wrecked
mouth
lock, etc.,
etc., near
near mouth............
Merrill,
Wis.,
Merrill, Wis.,
appropriation
public building
building ........
appropriation for public
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public build-
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397
397
266
266

18
ing -..............................
18
Merrimack
Merrimack River,
River, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.......
of
391
appropriation
391
authorized across, Lowell,
Lowell, Mass....
Mass....
37
bridge authorized
37
Naticmat Park,
Mesa Verde National
Park, Colo.,
appropriation for
etc
308
appropriation
for protection,
protection, etc..........
308
roadway to Gallup
on Navajo
Navajo Indian
for roadway
Gallup on
Indian
Reservation .
Reservation
.................. 144, 981
981
Mescalero Indian
Mescalero
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N.
N. Mex.,
Mez.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of__ 125,
125,970
970
Messenger
Messenger Service, Mail,
appropriation
appropriation for
for ..................... 418,1063
418,1063
payments by postmaster
postmaster ..............
418
payments
418
contracts by
postmasters, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc ,
contracts
by postmasters,
allowed .......................
418
418
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............. 23,827
23,827
deficiency
Messengers,
appropriation for,
for, House
House of
of RepresentaRepresentaappropriation
71, 1075
1075
tives ........................
71,
68, 1072
1072
for Senate ......................
68,
Hetacresol,
Metacresol,
duty on; minimum
minimum quality..............
quality
794
794
maximum purity ............
793
on free list; maximum
793
Metaline
Metaline Falls,
Falls, Wash.,
,bridge
authorized across
across Pend
Pend Oreille
Oreille
bridge authorized
River, from
from Metaline
Metaline to
River,
to...........
34
Metaline,
Metaline, Wash.,
Wash.,
bridge
authorized across
across Pend Oreille
Oreille
bridge authorized
River to Metaline Falls from
from .....
River
34
Metanilic
Metanilic Acid,
Acid,
duty on .........................
............
794
Methodist Conference,
Conference, Northern
Northern Minnesota,
Minnesota,
lands in Nett Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
Minn., granted to ................
135
135
Methuen, Mass.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to...........
to
condemned
842

Methyl Alcohol,
Methyl
sale, etc.,
Alcohol,
of, i
903
sale,
etc., of,
innAlaska
Alaska not
not prohibited
prohibited.....
903
Methylanthracene,
Methylanthracene,
on free list...........................
list
793
Methylanthraguincme,
Methylanthraquinone,
duty on ................................
794
794
Methylnaphthalene,
Methylnaphthalene,
on free list ..........................
793
Metropolitan
C.)
MetropolitanPolice,
Police, D. C. (see Police,
Police, D. C.).
Mexican Border,
Border,
deficiency
appropriation for
Army radio
radio
deficiency appropriation
for Army
installations
installations on ...................
337
Mexican Peas,
Garbanzo,
Peas, or Garbanzo,
warehouses authorized
bonded warehouses
authorized for storing,
imported, without
cleaning, etc., imported,
without
paying
239
paying duty ....................
239
duty on withdrawals
withdrawals from
239
duty
from.
239
payment for customs
customs services;
services; special
payment
special
accounting, etc ..................
239
239
Mexican
Situation,
Mexican Situation,
bond issue authorized on account of expenditures for....
for
penditures
...............
1002
Mexican Soldiers and Refugees,
deficiency
appropriation
deficienci
erf
i
ffropriation for expenses
expenses of
in
•
interned.........................
825
Mexico,
Mezico,
appropriation for ambassador
to.
252,1048
appropriation
ambassador to.......
252,1048
for Boundary
Boundary Commission
Commission ........... 256,1051
for relief
relief of
destitute American
American citizens
citize2n5s6, 1051
for
of destitute
in; reimbursement.
reimbursement ....................
359
359
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Military
Pageeaccuw--)onunnued.
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Academy-Continued.
Military Academy—Ctontinued.
citizens intending
reside permanently
permanently
citizens
intending to reside
appropriation forextrapay,
for extrapay, detached
detached servservappropriation
abroad leaving by frontier of, to be
abroad
ice ..................
495
495
883
officials. ..
recorded
recorded by immgration
immigration officials
rank, pay,
etc., on duty in headquarheadquarrank,
pay, etc.,
head
levied on
entering from,
on aliens
aliens entering
head tax not
not levied
........................
ters...
ters
- 496
for temporary
875
for
497
.............
876
stay, etc
etc
..............
for
temporary stay,
for pay
pay of
of civilians
civilians
497
time
from cuswithdrawals from
for
extended for withdrawals
Visitors..........
time extended
for expenses,
expenses, Board of Visitors
498
for
contingencies, superintendent.....
superintendent
498
725
725
toms warehouses
warehouses for export to .....
for contingencies,
498
for
repairs and
and improvements
498
Miami,
Fla.,
......
for repairs
improvements .
Miami, Fla.,
498
for
fuel,
lights,
etc
498
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor;
lights,
etc.....................
harbor;
for
fuel,
of
498
appropriation for improvement
for postage, stationery,
stationery, etc ..........
396
contracts
•
396
499
contracts........................
for
transportation
499
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ...........
836
for transportation................
836
499
condemned
.
for
499
Michigan
499
Michigan City,
City, Ind.,
for printing
printing............'..........
for
expenses, department
department of cavalry,
cavalry,
for expenses,
401
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
harbor..
of harbor
appropriation for
artillery, and infantry tactics.......
tactics
artillery,
499
Michigan
Forest, Mich.,
National Forest,
Michigan National
for
of civil and military
military endepartment of
for department
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
459,1147
appropriation for
gineering ....................
500
gineenring
500
Middletown
Conn.,
Middletown, Conn.,
for department
department of natural
natural and experiexperi266
appropriation
for public
public building_
.-.
building......
appropriation for
•
mentiil
philosophy.
500
500
mental
philosophy............
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
for department
department of
of mathematics........
mathematics
500
for
500
ing
,18
18
..
.............
ing .
..............
department of chemistry,
chemistry, mineralogy,
mineralogy,
for department
Middletown,
Ohio,
Middletown, Ohio,
and geology
500
and
geology ...................
500
appropriation for
for public
public building
266
building......
appropriation
for
of drawing.............
drawing. ........
500
department of
for department
500
deficiency
appropriation lor
or public
buildpublic builddeficiency appropriation
of modern
modern languages.
!ravages:: .. 500
500
for department
department of
ing
18
18
................ing............
for department
law.
500
500
for
department of
of law................
Middlettnon,
Pa.,
Middldtown, Pa.,
for
department of practical military
military enfor department
834
to...........
condemned
cannon granted to
condemned cannongraated
gineering .....................
500
500
gineering
Midshipmen,
Midshipmen,
gunnery.
for
department of ordnance
ordnance and gunnery
501
501
for department
appropriation
temporary quarters at
appropriation for temporary
for
department of
of military
military hygiene....hygiene
501
for department
501
1188
Academy for ...............
1188
Naval Academy
department of
of English
501
history..
English and history
501
for department
appointments
of
enlisted
men
of
Navy
Navy
the
appointments of enlisted men of
.............
for lectures.
501
lectures........
501
as,
increased
one
condihundred;
to
one
increased
as,
incidental exfor miscellaneous
miscellaneous and incidental
1182
tions
tions..........................
501
.............
penses.......-Penr
8
501
course
of instruction
instruction may
may be
temreduced tenbe reduced
course of
for
plumbing, etc ............
501
for lighting,
lighting, plumbing,
501
years.............. 1182
porarily
three years
1182
porarily to three
for library, etc .....................
501
number
appointed increased;
increased; allotbe appointed
number to be
contingent, academic
academic board,
board, technifor contingent,
99
ment ..........-----------------cal supplies:
supplies *..................
501
cal
additional appointments
at
authorized, at
appointments authorized,
additional
for band instruments,
instruments, etc
501
etc .............
576
large......-........................576
501
mess utensils, etc
etc..........
for laundry, mess
576
from Navy
avy enlisted
men..............
enlisted men
from
502
etc .............
for policing barracks, etc.
502
barracks; furniture
furniture ..........
for cadet barracks;
Migratory
Birds, etc.,
MigratoryGame Birds,
502
for children's
children's school
school .........
.......
for
appropriation
enforcing law profor enforcing
appropriation for
tecting
467,1156
502
for fire
protection ......................
for
fire protection
tecting......................... 467,1156
502
for buildings
and grounds
grounds ..............
for
buildings and
Military
Academy,
Military Academy,
etc...
502
for
museum;
laboratory,
etc
laboratory,
museum;
ordnance
for
appropriation
for support
support of
of the.
493
493
the.........
appropriation for
502
for
soldiers'
.................
hospital
for
soldiers'
for pay
pay of
of professors
professors.................. 493
for
502
mess
for waterworks; cadet mess............
493
promotion to
colonel; service
service.........
to colonel;
promotion
for cadet
cadet hospital
502
hospital...................
502
for
cadet store
store manager
manager retired
retired as
pay
as pay
cadet
barracks
for cadet barracks....................
503
clerk
493
clerk..................-......---..
503
cemetery
for post cemetery....................
493
for pay
pay of
master of sword.....
sword
of chaplain;
chaplain; master
for
for walls, roads, etc..........
etc
........... 503
for
for pay of
493
cadets......................
of cadets..
for
stokers ................
for automatic stokers
503
second examination
allowed if defiexamination allowed
second
503
for office
office furniture, etc....................
etc
for
493
cient
in one subject
subject ............
493
cient in
for
retaining
wall
503
wall....................
retaining
for
in
two subjects...................
subjects
493
in two
503
stable........
reconstructing artillery stable
for reconstructing
applicable
to former
493
cadets......... 493
former cadets
applicable to
roads, grounds,
grounds, etc..
etc
503
for improvement
improvement of roads,
limit of
examinations
493
493
of examinations.............
limit
board
board to report on necessary
necessary enlargeenlargehonorably
for deficiency
deficiency
discharged for
honorably discharged
503
ments, etc .....................
eligible
for appointment
appointment as
as second
second
eligible for
adjusting accounts
with bureaus,
bureaus, etc..
etc_
504
accounts with
adjusting
lieutenant
national defense
under national
lieutenant under
allowance in
accounts of Maj.
T
Maj. B. T.
in accounts
allowance
Act..
,
493
493
...................-..-....Act
504
Clayton
Clayton........................
designation of
Filipinos by
by Governor
Governor
of Filipinos
designation
93
of
Borja,
admission
J.
Ricardo
de
Boris,
1.
of
admission
4
General
493
General......-------------------504
Ecuador, for instruction..........
instruction
591
Ecuador,
for extra
extra pay
officers
494
pay to
to officers.............
for
admission authorized
instruction, of
authorized for instruction,
admission
for
494
quartermaster......-constructing quartermaster
for constructing
Rene
W. Pint6
Pinto y
y Wentworth,
Wentworth, of
Rene W.
for
494
for longevity
longevity.........-------------.
50
50
Cuba
Cuba.......................
for
enlisted men
.- 4944
men.......- ..-.......
for enlisted
62
62
Corps of
of Cadets
Cadets increased;
selection .....
increased; selection.
Corps
4494
for
----......------band..... -....
for band
selection from
appointments
from
appointments at large; selection
..----..-for
musicians
494
for field
field musicians...-...-62
.............
"honor
schools"
62
"honor schools"...
for
general Army
Army service
service detachment..
494
detachment.. _ 494
for general
... _ 62
residence
exceptions...
requirements; exceptions
residence requirements;
for extra-duty
494
duty. -_ 494
quartermaster duty.
pay quartermaster
extra-duty pay
for
finishcadets
to
appointment
successors
cadets
appointment of successors
for Cavalry
detachment
494
for
Cavalry detachment...............
62
ing
years of course,
course, repealed..
repealed
62
ing three years
for
495
detachment .........-...
Artillery detachment
for Artillery
62
validated........
present
appointments
validated
appointments
present
for
detachment
495
for Engineer
Engineer detachment..............
Army
appointments
from '
Army and National
National
appointments from
for extra
marksmen. etc...........
etc
495
495
pay, marksmen,
extra pay,
for
Guard; age,
age, etc..
etc.. qualifications
62
qualifications.....
Guard;
for
clothing, not
not drawn;
drawn; interest
interest
travel; clothing,
for travel;
62
maximum
maximum number.
number ................62
-95
on deposits...-..-.........-----deposits495
on
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increase divided into four annual increments;
ments; distribution
62
distribution ................
62
olo ponies, purchase
polo
purchase limited for
for use
635
use of
of...
635
Military Attaches,
Military
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses abroad,
etc
_ 620
620
abroad, etc...
Military Defense, etc.,
Military
etc.,
applications for patent of, inventions, if
owned by the Government,
Government, may be
be
held from disclosure; period
348
period.......
348
Military Establishment
Military
Establishment (see Army).
Military, etc., Supplies,
Military,
Supplies,
investigation, etc.-,
investigation,
etc., of data
data as
as to
to production
production
and availability
availability. of
650
of .................
650
for affording producers
producers information
information as to,
to,
needed by the Government
650
Government.........
650
Military Information,
Information, Army,
Army,
appropriation
expenses
620
appropriation for contingent
contingent expenses....
620
for payment of travel, military attaches
620
attachs..
620
for observing
observing war
war operations
operations abroad
620
abroad...
620
628
for translator and
and librarian
librarian.............
628
Military Laws,
codification, etc., of, to be
codification,
627
be prepared
prepared.......
627
appropriation for expenses
expenses .............
627
627
Military Observers
Military
Observers Abroad,
Abroad, Army,
Army,
appropriation
620
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ..............
620
Military
Parks (see
National Parks).
Military Parks
(see National
Parks).
Military
Posts,
Military Posts,
appropriation
etc.; reappropriation for construction,
construction, etc.;
restrictions......................
strictions
285
285
for establishing water
and
sewer
systems
water and sewer systems
at....................................
at
634
.
634
for construction
construction, etc.,
etc. exchanges
exchanges ......
636
636
for constructing
constructing roads, walks, wharves,
wharves,
and drainage
drainage...................
637
.
637
for construction, etc.,
etc., of
hospitals at....
at- ..638
of hospitals
638
deficiency appropriationdeficiency
appropriation •for water
and
water and
sewers at ...................
45,
338, 825
825
45,338,
for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage.
drainage.
825
825
Military
Preparedness, Board
Board on MobilizaMilitary Preparedness,
tion of Industries
tion
IndustriesEssential
Essentialfor,
appointment of;
214
appointment
of; clerical
clerical assistance,
asistance, etc..
etc...- 214
Military
Reservations,
'ilitaryReservations,
Cooe Head, Oreg.,
Coos
Oreg. ., granted
granted Marshfield
Marshfield
and North Bend for use as public
public
park
516
park..........................
516
Oahu, Hawaii,
Fords Island, Oahu,
Hawaii, transferred
transferred
from Navy to be....
be
568
.........
568
Fort Sill, Okla.,
Okla., State fish hatchery
hatchery
authorized on
35
on....................
35
Henry Barracks,
Barracks, Cayey, P. R.;
R.; part
part
transferred
transferred to Navy
568
Nav ..............
568
investigation
investigation of suitability for
for aviation
purposes of, directed................
directed
622
622
jurisdiction ceded over part of
jurisdiction
of Fort
McHenry, Md., granted to BaltiMcHenry,
Baltimore .........................
46
46
extended of lands on Fort Keogh,
lease extended
Keogh,
Mont., to Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
and
Puget Sound Railway Company....
Company_ _
238
238
right of way granted across Forts BarranBarrancas and McRee,
em
237
McRee, Fla
Fla...............
237
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal
Cal.........919
Prersidio
919
Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, Wash............
Wash
233
233
sale, etc.,
etc., of lands in designated
designated abandoned, Washington
Washington..........
342
342
unused land
land on abandoned
abandoned Fort Spokane, Wash..................
Wash
L55
155
time extended
extended for payments for lands on
on
abandoned Fort Niobrara,
abandoned
Niobrara, Nebr.
_ _ 514
514
Nebr. ...
Military Reservations, Abandoned,
appropriation
appropriation for survey, etc., of..........
of
301
301
powder house
home lot, Saint Augustine,
Augustine, Fla.,
Fla ,
donated to city
city.. ............-.................
926
.
..-.........
-.-..--
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Army supplies
supplies may be issued
issued to,
to, for
for
instruction camps;
bond
123
camps; bond..........
123
eligibility
of .prior
prior graduates
graduates for
for appointappointeligibility of
Officers' Reserve
ment in Officers'
Reserve Corps,
etc.; requirements
193
requirements ................
193
maintenance of Reserve
maintenance
Reserve Officers'
Officers' TrainTraining Corps
Corps in designated
designated ............
191
191
in other;
other; requirements
191
requirements ................
191
Military
Military Service,
homestead entrymen
homestead
entrymen allowed
allowed residence
residence
credit
credit for,
for, on Mexican
Mexican border,
etc
671
border, etc...
671
Military Storekeeper,
Army,
Storekeeper, Army,
rank
rank revived
appointment of
of Charles
revived for appointment
Charles
P.
Daly as
626
P. Daly
as ......................
626
Military Stores, Marine
Military
Marine Corp.,
Corps,
appropriation for.................
for
614, 1189
appropriation
614,1189
reserve supply small
for reserve
small arms
arms ammu- .
nition
nition ..........................
614
614
deficiency appropriation
for ...............
816
deficiency
appropriation for
816
Military
in Time of War,
War,
Military Supplies in
orders for, may be placed
placed with
manufacwith manufacturers
turers ......................
213
213
compliance obligatory;
obligatory; precedence
precedence to
to
compliance
be given .......................
213
213
arms and munitions
munitions plants
plants or
or capable
capable
therefor, refusing, to be taken
taken by
by
Secretary
of War
War .
213
Secretary of
.................
213
operation
operation by Ordnance
Ordnance Department...
Department.. - 213
213
punishment for refusal
refusal by ..........
213
punishment
213
compensation
compensation for use, products,
products, etc.._
213
etc...
213
list of private
private munition
munition plants to be
be
made; data
data specified
specified
214
.............
214
plants
plants capable
manufacturing amamcapable of manufacturing
munition
munition ........................
214
214
plans for transforming,
transforming, etc., to be
be
prepared
prepared .......................
214
214
Militia
Militia (see also National
National Guard),
Guard),
composition
of
197
composition of ...........................
197
classes;
classes; National
National Guard,
Guard., Naval Militia,
Militia,
Unorganized Militia
Militia ...............
197
Unorganized
197
composition of National
composition
197
National Guard
Guard...........
197
exemptions
duty specified
specified ..........
197
exemptions from
from duty
197
from religious
religious belief;
belief; service required
197
required...
197
Militia
Militia Afairs
Alava Division,
Division War Departent
Department
(see also Militia
Militia' Bureau,
Bureau, War
War DeDepartment),
partment),
appropriation
office of
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
etc., office
of
Chief of Staff ....................
92
92
for miscellaneous
expenses
92
miscellaneous expenses.............
92
all payable
payable from militia appropriaappropriations ..........
92
............
92
for National
National Guard
Guard officers
officers assigned
assigned to...
to
646
646
for clerical
clerical and office
office expenses
expenses ..........
646
646
Militia
War Department,
Department,
Militia Bureau,
Bureau, War
appropriation
1096
appropriation for
for clerks, etc.
etc.............
1096
former Militia
Militia Division
Division to
to be
be known
as,
former
known as,
under supervision
supervision of Secretary.....
Secretary
203
203
Chief of, to be ex officio
officio member
member of GenGeneral Staff Corps
Corp ..................
203
203
assignments
assignments"'of
of colonel
colonel and lieutenant
lieutenant
colonel of National
National Guard
for
Guard for
duty in, to be paid
Militia
paid from Militia
allotment ......................
203
allotment
.
203
Militia,
C.,
Militia, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for expenses
expenses ............
appropriation
712 1039
1039
712,
for camps, etc..
etc
................
1039
712, 1039
for commutation
of subsistence,
subsistence, enencommutation of
listed men on special detail.....
detail
712,1039
712,1039
for rent of armories
armories ...............
712, 1039
712,
1039
five-year
five-year leases authorized;
authorized; Cavalry,
Cavalry,
etc.,
etc., use .......................
1040
1040
renewal of lease of armory
renewal
armory for
for
mnt-*-A I
k
ad
l
mounted
etc
1040
_u-uuucu troops,
uvuM, VWt...............
..
W
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appropriation for
appropriation
for pay of troops other
other than
than
Government employees
Government
employees........ 712,1040
712, 1040
deficiency
appropriation
deficiency .
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses
mob
.........................
mobilizing
808
808
Militia Division,
Division, ChiefofStaff,
Militia
ief of Sta ,
to
as Militia
Militia Bureau,
Bureau,
to be known
known hereafter
hereafter as
War Department;
Department; status, etc........
etc
203
Militia,
Organized
(see
also
National
Militia, Organized
also
Guard),
deficiency
encampment
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for encampment
and
29,828
and maneuvers
maneuvers ..............
29,828
appointments
appointments as cadets
cadets to Military
Military Academy from, authorized;
authorized; conditions..
62
conditions..
62
drafted
drafted into military service with Army..
Army..
340
340
Naval Militia
Militia provisions
provisions ..................
593
Naval
593
men exempt
exempt from
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
from
restriction against paying double
salaries to
to Government
120
salaries
Government employees
employees..
120
Milk, D.
D. C.,
Milk,
appropriation
of dairy
appropriation for
for inspection
inspection of
dairy
health officials__
farms, etc., by health
officials....703,1030
703,1030
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
Mont.,
Milk River Irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc........
etc
305
appropriation for
for maintenance,
305
maintenance, Fort
Bellmap Indian
for maintenance,
Fort Belknap
Reservation
Reservation......................
139
Northern Railway
Railway
lands sold to Great
Great Northern
within, subject to construction,
construction, etc.,
etc.,
charges ............................
941
Mille
Mille Lac
Lac InJians,
Indians, Minn.,
Minn.,
deficiency appropriation
for paying
appropriation for
paying judgjudgment of
Claims .........
of Court of
of Claims
823
allowance
interest, etc
823
allowance of
of interest,
etc............
823
Milledgeville, Ga.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to
Georgia
condemned
to Georgia
Military College
College ....................
Military
839
•
Mills,
interstate,
etc.,
shipments
of
products
by,
interstate, etc., shipments of products by,
children of prohibited
using children
prohibited ages,
ages,
forbidden
forbidden .........................
675
punishment
for
675
punishment for.......................
675
Milton, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge
authorized across
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
across Susquehanna
between West
49
River, between
West Milton anti
and ....
49
Milwaukee,
Wis.,
Milwaukee, Wis.,
appropriation
for public
public building
building .........
266
appropriation for
266
for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Home
294
294
for
Soldiers' Home.
for
improvement
of
harbor;
harbor
of
for improvement of harbor; harbor of
refuge
401
refuge.....
.....................
401
condemned cannon
granted to, for
condemned
cannon granted
for South
Shore
838
Shore Park
Park ......................
Mlinam National
Miriam
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.
Oreg.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,
459, 1147
1147
appropriation
Minden,
La.,
Minden, La.,
appropriation for
building
appropriation
for public
public building..........
266
Mine Accidents,
Accidents,
Mine
deficiency
appropriation
for
investigating
deficiency appropriation for investigating
causes, etc
30
causes,
etc.......................
30
Mine
Explosions,
Mine Explosions,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating causes
appropriation for
causes of,
of,
etc ..............................
302
Mine
Cars,
Mine Rescue Cars,
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, equipment,
appropriation for
equipment,
etc .................----.......
303
for site,
equipment, etc.,
etc., headquarters
headquarters
for
site, equipment,
...... 303
of
........
.......
of .
experiment station
station Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa., exexexperiment
388
change
of
lands
with
city
for
change of lands with city for......
388
Mineral
Deposits, Public
Mineral Deposits,
PublicLands,
Lands,
reservation of,
in stock
stock raising
homestead
reservation
of, in
raising homestead
entries ................864
-.......--entries
prospecting
864
prospecting conditions,
conditions, etc
etc.............
864
Mineral Fuels and
and Products,
Products,
appropriation
for testing,
testing, etc.,
etc., belonging
belonging to
to
appropriation for
~wall_
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Mineral Industries,
Industries,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for investigating economic
economic
development,
etc.,
of
development, etc., of..............
302
Mineral
MineralProducts,
Products,
appropriation
beappropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., belonging to
to United States
States ..........
„
302
Mineral
Mineral Resources of the United
United States,
appropriation for
report on....
on
for preparing
preparing report
301
Mineral Substances,
Substances,
Minera
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating safety
safety in
treatment of,
of, etc.;
treatment
etc.; restrictions
restrictions......
302
Mines,
interstate, etc.,
etc., shipments
shipments of products
products by,
by,
usng
using children of
of prohibited
prohibited ages,
forbidden
forbidden...............
............. 675
punishment
punishment for
for.......................
675
Mines Bureau,
Bureau, Interior
InteriorDepaartment,
Depaartment,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and general expenses ......................
302
302
for investigating
investigating mine explosions, methods of.muung,
302
mining, etc ................
.302
for
foie investigating mineral
mineral fuels
fuels and
and ununfinished product
products ..... ...........
302
302
for investigating treatment
ofofores,
302
treatmentof
res etc..
etc..._ 302
amount for personal services,
services, District
istrict
of Columbia...................
Columbia
302
for petroleum and natural-gas
natural-gas inquiries,
inquiries,
etc ............................
302
302
for mine experiment
experiment stations
302
stations..........
302
for equippng,
equipping, etc.,
etc. mining experiment
experiment
station, Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa
302
station,
Pa............
302
cars.
303
for mine
mine rescue
rescue cars.............
•
.....
303
for mine
mine inspector, Alaska;
Alaska; per
per diem;
diem;
clerk
303
clerk..........................
303 technical books, etc................
for technical
etc
303
303
for land for headquarters,
headquarters, mine rescue
rescue
cars,
cars, sidings, etc.; acceptance
acceptance of
of
lands .............................
303
303
temporary details
details of
employees;
temporary
of field
field employees;
restriction
303
restriction .........................
303
provisions for
absence of
of director
director and
provisions
for absence
and
of
303
of assistant
assistant .........................
303
for
rent. ...............................
103
for rent
103
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for general
general exexpenses
30
penses ..........................
30
mine accidents......
accidents
30,825
for investigating
investigating mine
30,825
for mineral mining investigations
30
investigations ......
30
for
Purchase Exposition
30
for Louisiana
Louisiana Purchase
Expoition......
30
for
818
for mine-rescue
mine-rescue cars,
cars, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc........
818
designation of officer
officer in
in charge
when
designation
charge when
director and assistant absent
absent....... 303
303
exchange
exchange of lands with Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa.,,
for experimental
experimental station,
etc
388
station, etc.......
388
Minidoka and Cassia
Minidoka
Cassia Counties,
Counties, Idaho,
River
34
may bridge Snake
Snake River................
34
Minidoka and Twin Pall
Minidoka
Falls Counties,
Counties,Idao,
Idaho,
may bridge Snake River, near
Hansen
59
near Hansen...
59
Minidoka
.Minidoka Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.......
etc
304
appropriation for
304
Minidoka National
.Minidoka
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho and
and Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
459, 1147
iMining,
inng,
prospecting,
in lands
naprospecting, etc.,
etc., in
lands acquired
acquired for
for naauthorized
462,
1150
tional forests,
forests, authorized.......
462,1150
Stations,
Mining Experiment Stations,
appropriation for
for equipping,
appropriation
equipping, etc.,
etc., PittsPitts
burgh,Pa......................
b
Pa
302
302
Minister
Resident and
MinisterResent
and Consul
ConsulGeneral,
General,
appropriation for,
for, Liberia
appropriation
Liberia............ 252,1048
252,1048
Hamsters,
Alien Religious,
Ministers, Alien
Religious,
excluded admission
under contract
not excluded
admission under
contract
labor
laws.
878
labor laws.......................
878
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
Ministers
Plenipotentiary,
nrnmriation for
for
mlalrina
9i;
1IAAl
appropriation
salaries
252,1048
.
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appropriation
experiments in
467, 1155
1155
in rearing
rearing 467,
for experiments
appropriation for
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn.,
Minn.,
deficiency appropriation
office
for post
post office
deficiency
appropriation for
803
building .......................
bridge authorized
Mississippi River,
River,
bridge
authorized across
across Mississippi
•
above ..........................
34
above
34
Minneapolis,
Red Lake,
and Manitoba
Manitoba RailRailMinneapolis, Red
Lake, and
road Company,
road
may
Mississippi River,
may bridge Mississippi
River, Bemidji,
Bemidji,
Minn
947
Minn. ...
...... .....-----....947
Minnesota,
Minnesota,
appropriation for
for repair
Topeka," for
for
"Topeka,"
repair of
of "
appropriation
Naval Militia ...................
559
Naval
559
bridge authorized
Red River
the
bridge
authorized across
across Red
River of
of the
North,
between North
North Dakota
Dakota and_
924
North, between
and .. 924
drainage assessments
Indian lands
in,
drainage
assessments on
on Indian
lands in,
allowed ...........................
978
payment from tribal, etc.,
etc., funds
funds .......
978
Minnesota Drainage
Minnesota
DrainageAssessments,
Assessments,
purchasers of
sold
purchasers
of unentered
unentered public
public lands
lands sold
for, may receive
receive patent therefor
therefor on
paying
fees etc
722
etc....... 722
paying Government
Government fees,
homestead
qualifications required.....
required
723
homestead qualifications
723
excepted .............
723
sales to States excepted
723
excess of
received to
be
excess
of drainage
drainage charges
charges received
to be
, used
etc
723
used for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of works,
works, etc..
723
purchasers of
receive
purchasers
of entered
entered lands may
may receive
patents after expiration of redemption period, on paying Government
Government
723
fees, etc .......................
723
entryman ...............
723
excess to entryman
723
forfeiture of rights on nonpayment
nonpayment of
of fees,
fees,
etc ...............................
723
723
subsequent purchaser...
723
subrogation by subsequent
purchaser
Minnesota National
Minnesota
National Forest,
Forest, Minn.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 459, 1147
appropriation for maintenance,
Minor Coins,
Coins,
appropriation
recoinage of............
of.
276
276
appropriation for recoinage
Minority Employees,
Employees, House of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for ....................
72,
72, 1075
1075
appropriation
Minors,
Minors,
restriction
restriction on enlisting in Army ..........
186
Minot, N.
Minot,
N. Doa.,
Dak.,
terms of court at ........................
386
Mints
Mints and
and Assay Offices,
appropriation
for Director, examiner,
examiner, etc.
etc. 83,
appropriationforDirector,
83, 1088
1088
for salaries and expenses, mint at Carson
Carson
.88,1093
88, 1093
City, Nev ..................
Denver,
Colo.................... 88,1093
Denver, Colo
88, 1093
New Orleans,
Orleans, La ................
16)3
89, 1033
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa ................
89, 1093
89,1093
San Francisco,
Francisco Cal.
1093
Cal................ 89,
89,1093
for salaries and expenses, assay office,
office,
89, 1093
1093
Boise, Idaho -.................
89,
Deadwood,
Deadwood, S. Dak
Dak...............
89,1094
Helena, Mont ...................
89, 1094
89,1094
N. Y.................
New York, N
Y
90,1094
Salt Lake City, Utah.............
Utah
90,1094
Seattle, Wash ...................
1094
90, 1094
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for New
New York
York
deficiency
assay office .................
20,860
20,860
for Helena,
Helena, Mont.....................
Mont
824
860
for Denver, Colo.
Colo ....................
860
860
for Philadelphia, Pa
Pa.................
860
for
860
for San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal
Cal...............
860
bMisbranded Foods,
Misbranded
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
appropriation
preventing sale,
appropriation for expenses
expenses preventing
sale,
etc., of
464, 1152
etc.,
of.....................
464,
1152
MisbrandedInsecticides,
Insecticides,
Misbranded
appropriation
preventing sale,
etc.,
appropriation for preventing
sale, etc.,
of
474,
1164
of...
.......
............
474,1164
Mispillion
River, Del.,
Del.,
JMipillionRiver,
appropriation
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
of.........
394
.

Mission Indians,
Indians, Cal.,
Page.
Mission
Cal.,
Page.
extension of
authorextension
of allotment
allotment trust
trust period
period author976
ized ...........................
976
Mississippi,
appropriation for
investigating condition
for investigating
condition of
of
appropriation
Indians in
138
Indians
in........................
138
for
in
434
for relief of
of sufferers from
from floods
floods in......
434
Mississippi
Centennial Exposition,
Mississippi Centennial
Exposition,
canceling postal stamp for Gulfport
special canceling
Gulfport
commemorate. ................
854
to commemorate
854
transfer of Government
Government exhibit
exhibit at
transfer
at close
close of
of
Panama-California
Exposition to,
to, at
Panama-California Exposition
at
Gulfport,
854
Gulfport, Miss ..................
854
continuance of
exhibit
of Government
Government exhibit
board,
etc., during
854
board, details,
details, etc.,
during........
854
exhibit
etc
855
exhibit may
may be
be rearranged,
rearranged, etc.......
855
nonliability
nonliability of
of Government
Government for debts, etc.,
855
of ............................
855
Mississippi
Mississippi County, Ark.,
Ark.,
authorized across
across Little
in ..
_
352
bridge authorized
Little River
River in
352
Mississippi
MississippiRiver
River (see also Flood Control,
Control, Mississippi
Sacramento Rivers),
sissippi and
and Sacramento
Rivers),
appropriation
for aids
navigation, etc
appropriation for
aids to
to navigation,
etc.,,
317
below New Orleans,
Orleans, La ...........
317
for
Cass Lake
Lake Reservation,
for bridge
bridge across
across Cass
Reservation,
Minn.,
Minn., from Indian
Indian funds
funds......... 978
for
improvement of passes
397
for improvement
passes at
at mouth....
mouth....
397
for Government
Government dike opposite Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Mo
401
Mo.........................
401
for improvement of, from Head
Head of Passes
to mouth of Ohio
Ohio River ............
401
surveys to headwaters
401
headwaters ................
construction of dredge
dredge boats, etc
402
construction
etc......
402
allotment for connecting
connecting water courses,
allotment
etc
402
etc ...........................
402
expenditures for levees on Arkansas
Arkansas
expenditures
River, Ark ........................
402
402
allotment for levees between Head of
Passes and Rock Island, Ill........
Ill
402
402
for improvement
improvement of, from the Ohio to the
the
Missouri ...........................
402
Missouri
402
for improvement
improvement of, from the Missouri to
to
Minneapolis, Minn......................
Minn
403
Minneapolis,
403
for experiments
experiments in transporting
transporting heavy
heavy
freights between mouth of the Ohio
freights
Ohio
403
and Saint Louis
Louis .....
...................
between Dubuque, Iowa, and MinneaMinneapolis, Minn
403
Minn.......................
403
for improvement
improvement of, from Saint Paul to
403
Minneapolis, Minn
Minn.................
403
for improvement
improvement of, between
between Brainerd
Brainerd
Grand Rapids, Minn............
Minn
and Grand
403
improvement of, and Leech River,
for improvement
Minn403
Minn
..........................
403
amount alloted for flood control
control and
and imimprovement from Head of Passes to
provement
the Ohio ........................
948
948
bridge authorized
authorized across, Aitkin County,
Minn...
........................ 724
724
Beltram
Minn
iCounty,
921
Beltrami
County, Minn
Minn ................
921
947
Bemidji, Minn .......................
947
Burlington, Iowa ....................
11
Lansing, Iowa ........................
37
Lansing,
Minneapolis, Minn ....................
34
Minneapolis,
34
New Orleans, La ...................
441
maintenance of wagon, etc.,
maintenance
etc. bridge at
Memphis,
Tenn. by
etc.,
Memphis, Tenn.,
by
Kansas City
and Memphis Railway and Bridge
Company, dispensed with
723
Company,
with...........
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
410
made, near Deer River, Minn
Minn......
410
extended for bridging, Baton Rouge,
time extended
Rouge,
La ...........................
La.
243
Memphis, Tenn
Memphis,
..................
830
traffic otructions
obstructions on, atSaintPaul,
Minn.,,
at Saint Paul, Minn
investigated, etc ...............
to be investigated,
409
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Mississippi
River Commission,
Commission,
rage.
.uissippt River
Pa.
appropriation
expenses of
of .............
appropriation for
for expenses
401
jurisdiction
jurisdiction extended
extended up Ohio River
River
to mouth of Cache River; locks
and
locks and
dame excepted
dams
excepted....................
402
survey, etc., of Atchafalaya
Atchafalaya River, La.
La_
402
jurisdiction extended
extended over
over Arkansas
Arkansas
River up to Jefferson
Ark ;
Jefferson County,
County, Ark.;
allotment
for levees,
levees, etc
allotment for
etc............
402
allotment for levees
Island,
allotment
levees up
up to
to Rock
Rock Island,
Ill .........................
Ill
402
for specified improvements
improvements .............
402
plans
plans of, for flood control
Mississippi,
control of
of the
the Mississippi,
and
and improving from Head of Passes
Passes
to the Ohio, to
carried on
to be
be carried
on contincontinuously
uously..............................
948
annual
limit of expenditures............
expenditures
annuallimitof
948
control of expenditures;
expenditures; allotment
allotment for
for
levees .
levees
.......................
948
connecting water courses
connecting
courses included.-included ...... - 949
salaryof civilian
increased
salaryof
civilian members
members increased......
951
Mississippi
River, etc.,
MississippiRiver,
etc., Floods,
Floods, 1916,
1916,
loan of
etc., for relief
of tents, etc.,
relief of
of sufferers
sufferers
from
from ......
..
................. 11
11
MississippiRiver, Reservoirs
Mississippi
Headwaters of
of,
Reservoirs at
at Headwaters
abandondment of
of ditches,
between Gull
abandondment
ditches, between
Gull
Round Lake,
Lake and Round
Lake, and
between
and between
Round
Lake
and
Long
Lake,
Round Lake and Long Lake, for
for
dam
dam at Gull
Gull Lake
Lake................
403
Mississippi
Mississippi Sound,
Sound, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation for
improvement of
of channel
channel
appropriation
for improvement
connecting Mobile
and
397
connecting
Mobile Bay
Bay,'and....
397
for maintenance
channel through
maintenance of channel
397
through...
397
_Missoula, Mont.,
Missoula,
Mont.,
appropriation
building, rent.
rent ..
266
appropriation for
for public
public building,
266
deficiency appropriation for public
deficiency
public build18
ing..........
....
.......
.
18
Missoula
Forest, Mont.,
Missoula National
National Forest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 457,1147
457,1147
lands added
added to
to ........................
922
Missouri
MissouriRiver,
appropriation for
for improvement
of to
to secure
appropriation
improvement of
secure
6-foot
channel, Kansas
to the
the
6-foot channel,
ansas City
City to
mouth
403
mouth. .........................
403
for
improvement of,
City to
to Sioux
for improvement
of, Kansas
Kansas City
Sioux
City
403
City ............................
403
for
improvement of; Sioux
Sioux City
to Fort
for improvement
City to
Fort
Benton
403
Benton..........................
403
at Vermilion,
Vermilion, S.Dak
for improvement
improvement of,
of, at
S.Dak.;;
bank revetment;
local contribubank
revetment; local
contributions
403
tions ..............................
403
Mo ;
for improvement
improvement of,
of, at
at Saint
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Mo.;
local contribution
contribution...................
404
bridge
Chamberlain, S
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Chamberlain,
S.
58
Dak ............................
58
Sheridan and
and Richland
Mont
14,
Sheridan
Richland Counties,
Counties, Mont.
14,
121,510
121,510
Williston,
N. Dak
flak ....................
445
445
Williston, N.
Yankton
49
Yankton County, Nebr .................
49
prelim
ing ry examination,
to be
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
made, from
Florence, Nebr.,
to DecaDecamade,
from Florence,
Nebr., to
tur, Nebr
Nebr ................
410
410
.....
tur,
time extended
extended for
bridging, Kansas
time
for bridging,
Kansas City,
City,
Mo
511
511
Mo.............................Missouri River Bridge Company,
Missouri
bridge Missouri
may brie
Missouri River, Williston, N.
445
Dak.................................
445
Company,
TransportationCompany,
Missouri River Transportation
Missouri
may
and
may bridge
bridge Missouri River,
River, Richland
Richland and
510
Sheridan Counties,
Counties, Mont
510
Sheridan
Mont............
Iron Company,
Missouri Valley Bridge
Missouri
Bridge and Iron
time extended
bridging Misouri
Missouri River
River
time
extended for
for bridging
511
at Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.,
511
Mo., by............
at
9189ir
1-84
91890°-VOL 39—Fr
39-PT 1--84
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Miltdl County, Ga.,
Mitchell
Page.
Page.
Baker
Baker County
County or, may bridge
bridge Flint
Flint River,
River,
at Newton .........................
52
52
Moberly,
Mo..,
Moberly, Mo.,
appropriati
on for
266
appropriation
for public
public building;
building; rent
rent....
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public buildbuild18
ing ..............................
18
Mobile,
Ala.,
Mobile, Ala.,
appropriation for
quarantine station
station rereappropriation
for quarantine
pairs,
-270
pairs, etc
etc.......................
-270
for
improvement
of
harbor
and
bar
397
for improvement of harbor and bar......
397
.Baldwin Counties,
Ala.,
Mobile and Baldin
Counties, Ala.,
may bridge
brid Spanish River; location
location......
520
520
Mobile
Army,
obieAr,
ArtiyArmy,
appropriation
346,911
appropriation for altering, etc
etc ........
346,911
deficiency
for altering,
altering, etc..
811
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc..
811
Mobik
Bay, Ala.,
Mobile Bay,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
channel
improvement of,
of, channel
connecting Mississippi
and..
397
connecting
Mississippi Sound
Sound and..
397
time extended for bridges, etc.,
etc., Dauphin
Island, etc
246
etc ......................
246
Mobile
Mobile River,
River, Ala.,
post lantern lights, etc., authorized
538
authorized on
on...
538
Mobiliatinof industries
Industries Essential
iliMobilization
Essential for Maion
tary Preparedness,
Preparedness,Board
Boardon
appointment of, authorized; clerical
appointment
moistclericalassistance, etc., for .....................
214
214
Mobilization Stations,
Mobilitation
Stations, Army,
Army,
acceptanceof landsdonatedfor,
authorized.
acceptanceof
lands donated for, authorized
623
Mocloc Natonal
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Modoc
Cal.,
appropriation
for maintenence, etc.,
of.. 459,1147
appropiationformaintenence,
etc., of..
459,1147
Modoc
System, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Modoc Point
Point Irrigation
IrriationSystem,
appropriati
on for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
appropriation
etc........ 150
150
Moeur-Paiford
Company,
Moeur-PafordCompany
appropriation for
for reimbursing
304
appropination
reimbursing ...........
304
Moieties,
Moieties, Customs,
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation on
on lieu
of.
278
appropriation
lieu of.
278
Mokelusnne
River, Cal.,
Cal.,
Mokelumne River,
appropriation
for improvement
404
appropriation for
improvement of
of.........
404
Molasses,
Molassaes
provision
for free
free entry
of, after
after May
provision for
entry of,
May 1,
1,
1916, repealed
56
1916,
repealed.....................
56
Mondak
Bridge Company,
Mondak Bridge
Company,
may
River in
in Montana
121
may bridge
bridge Missouri
Missouri River
Montana....
121
Monessen, Pa.,
Monassen,
Pa.,
appropriation
for public
public building
building .........
267
appropriation for
267
Money
Laundry Machines.
Money Laundry
dMacines.
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of .............
276
276
Money Orders
Orders Divisin,
Division, Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartment,
ment,
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
107
etc ...............................
107
for superintendent,
superintendent, chief clerk .........
1109
1109
Money
Packages,
Money Packages,
may be mailed by Treasury
as
Treasury Department
Department as
first or fourth
fourth class
class matter without
without
stamps
162
stamps...........................
162
prepayment
of postage
163
prepayment of
postage .................
163
National Forest,
Nev. and
Mono National
Forest, Nev.
and Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
for maintanance,
maintanance, etc.,
459,1147
appropriation for
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
Monongahela, Pa.,
Pa.,
Monongahela,
appropriation
building .........
267
appropriation for
for public
public building
267
Monongahela
River,
Monongahela River,
appropriation
for improvement
of; reconappropriation for
improvement of;
reconstruction of Lock and Dam No. 6...
6.. _ 393
393
bridge authorized arrow,
52
across, Fairmont,
Fairmont, W.
W. Va.
Va.
52
Monopolies,
Monopolies,
importing
market
importing and selling
selling articles
articles below
below market
price unlawful,
if done
create,
unlawful, if
done to
to create,
therefor in the United States
798
States.......
798
punishment, etc
798
punishment,
etc .....................
798
Monopolies,
(see Antitrust
Monopolies, etc.
etc. (see
Antitrust Laws).
Laws).
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Charles E.,
Page.
Monroe, Charles
deficiency
appropriation for services......
services
817
deficiency appropriation
Monroe, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge
authorized across
and
48
Sunbury and......
River, between Sunbury
Montana,
Montana,
appropriation for suryeyor
suryeyor general, clerks,
appropriation
etc
etc

.......................

103,1107
103,1107

declarations of intention
intention for citizenship in
declarations
certain counties of, improperly filed,
given a
arehearing, etc .............
505
given
505
entrymen.
limitations; applicable only to entrymen
lands reserved
reserved as
as camping
ground in abancamping ground
lands
doned Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Reservadoned
tion
739
tion...........................
sale of lands in,
Northern Railway
in, to Great Northern
Company
940
Company.........................
Montana
Montana National
NationalBison Range,
Range,
appropriation
maintenance ........ 467, 1155
appropriation for maintenance
Montclair,
Montclair, N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
public building..........
building
267
forpublic
appropriation for
Montenegro,
Greece and,
Montenegro, Greece
and,
appropriation
252,1048
appropriation for minister to ...........

Monterey
Forest, Cal.,
Monterey National
National Forest,
Cal.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
459,1147
appropriation for
Montevideo,
Montevideo, Minn.,
Minn.,
appropriation
267
building...........
public building
appropriation for public
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing
18
18
...................
Montezuma
Mfontezuma National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 459, 1147
appropriationformaintenance,
Montgomery County,
County, Ala.,
Ala.,
bridge authorized
across Tallapoosa
bridge
authorized across
Tallapoosa River
by
928
by Elmore
Elmore County and;
and; location
location...
928
Montgomery County, Tenn.
Tenn.,
Cumberland River, near Clarksmay bridge Cumberland
vile
ville........................
924,924
Montgomery, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
Branch of
authorized across West Branch
Susquehanna
Muncy Creek
Susquehanna River, Muncy
and ............-...........--....
512
Monticello,
Ark.,
Monticello, Ark.,
condemned cannon granted to ............
833
condemned
Monticello,
N. Y.,
onticello, N.
condemned cannon granted to ...........
839
condemned
Montrose, Colo.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to ........... 841
condemned
terms of court at .........................
225
terms
deputies and offices to be kept
226
deputies
kept...........
Montrose Park,
Park, D. C.,
Montrose
appropriation for
appropriation
for continuing
continuing improvement, etc
etc ......................
290
290
.Mooseheart,
Moosheart, Ill.,
condemned
Order
condemned cannon granted to, for Order
of Moose ...........................
842
842
Morehead
Morehead City, N.
N. C.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor.
harbor.._ 394
appropriation for improvement
Morgan,
Morgan, E. M.,
deficiency appropriation for .............
deficiency
827
Mormon Channel,
Channel, Ca.,
Cal.,
appropriation
improvement of
404
of.........
appropriation for improvement
Morocco,
Morocco,
appropriation
252
252
appropriation for
for minister to .............
for agent and consul general at Tangier...
Tangier. _ 1048
for Cape Spartel light ...............
. 254, 1050
for interpreters
interpreters and
and guards at consuconsulates in ....................
261, 1057
Morrell,
Morrell, Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew at
at..............................
354
Morralton,
Morrillton, Ark.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to--........-to
840
...
Mortar Batteries,
Batteries, Army,
Army,
Mortar
appropriation for construction
construction of ........ 345,909
appropriation
Mortgages,
Loan
Mortgages, Loans
Loans on (see Federal Farm Loan
Act).

Moss,
Hunter H., jr.,
a Representative
Page.
Moss, Hunter
jr., late a
Representative in Page.
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency
of..............................
822
of
Moths, Gypsy and
and Brown Tail,
Tail,
appropriation
etc., against
against
for quarantining,
quarantining, etc.,
appropriation for
466, 1154
spread of ...................
1154
Motor
Electric,
Motor Boats, Electric,
excise tax on net profits
profits of sales of, by
by
excise
manufacturers
.....................
781
manufacturers...
Motor
Cars, Army,
Army, Armored,
Motor Cars,
Armored,
appropriation for
for purchase
purchase and manufacappropriation
of
644
ture of........................
Motor Vehicles,
appropriation for purchase, etc.,
etc., fortificaappropriation
tions ............................
910
tions
910
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, aviation secdeficiency
Signal Service ................
45
tion Signal
Motor
Motor Vehicles, D. C.,
appropriation
purchase, maintenance,
appropriation for purchase,
etc., for specified District offices
etc.,
employees ................
681,1009
and employees
681, 1009
use
public purposes;
purposes;
use restricted
restricted to
to public
limit of cost ................
682, 1010
distinctive color and marking
marking..... 682, 1010
1010
etc., for ....................
for tags, etc.,
684
licenses for, to be issued annually; fees
fees..... 1012
1012
meaning of term
term ...................
1012
meaning
tags for Government
cost.... 1
1012
Government use without
without cost
1
0112
2
regulations, etc ...................
1012
required if registered
not required
registered in State accepting
,
cepting license of District
District.......... 1012
Mott,
Mott, M.
M. L.,
L.,
appropriation
etc., from Creek
Creek
appropriation for services, etc.,
tribal funds.........................
funds
984
Moultrie,
Moultrie, Ga.,
appropriation
267
building .........
for public
public building
appropriation for
Mount Carmel,
Ill.,
Carmel, Ill.,
appropriation
building
267
appropriation for public building.........
Mount McKinley National
Park, Alaska,
National Park,
established; area
938
established;
area included
included ..............
938
existing entries not impaired,
impaired, etc
existing
etc.......... 938
mineral land laws not affected
affected ...........
938
938
regulations:
game refuge established
reTt2
ng
established in....
in
..tions:
etc., for food allowed
939
killing game, etc.,
allowed......
etc., for
accommodating visitors ....
foraccommodating
939
leases, etc.
removal of dead
dead and down timber..........
timber
939
removal
limit on appropriations
appropriations ................
939
punishment
939
for violations
violations ................
939
punishment for
Morita Cemetery, Clermont
Clermont County,
County,
Mount Moriah
Ohio
Ohio,
condemned
cannon granted to
833
condemned cannon
to..... .......
Pleasant, Mich.,
Mount Pleasant,
appropriation for Indian
Indian school
133, 977
977
school......... 133,
appropriation
Pleasant, Tex.,
Mount Pleasant,
Tex.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing ...............................
18
18
Rainier National
National Park,
Mount Rainier
Park, Wash.,
appropriation for commissioner in
1120
in......... 1120
appropriation
for protection, etc ......................
308
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for commissioner
deficiency
commissioner.
818
jurisdiction
jurisdiction assured over lands in, ceded by
by
Washington .....................
243
Washington
243
rights reserved ......................
243
included in Washington
western judiincluded
Washington western
442
cial district.
district ....................
punishment of offenses
offenses in, etc...........
etc
244
244
hunting, fishing, etc., prohibited
prohibited..........
regulations, etc.,
244
regulations,
etc., to be made
made.............
punishmentfor
etc...........
punishment for killing
killing game, etc
244
forfeitureof guns, traps, etc
245
forfeitureofguns,
etc.............
commissioner to be appointed; powers,
powers,
commissioner
authority, etc ...................
245
245
arrests, etc ........................
service of process,
process, etc .................
245

INDEX.
INDEX.
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
Mount
Page.
National Ptak,
Park, Wash.—Con.
Wash.-Con. Pam
commiasioner;
commissioner. salary;
etc ......
246
salary; residence,
residence, etc
24
fees, costs, etc.; deposit
246
deposit
................
24(
notification of
acceptance ................
246
notification
of acceptance
24
Mount
Vernon, N.
Mount Vernon,
N. Y.,
Y.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
buildappropriation for
for public
public building. ............................
ing
18
18
Mountain,
etc.,
Cannon,
Army,
Mountain, etc., Cannon, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
et,c.,
of...........
346,910
etc., of
.........
346,910
contracts
346, 910
contracts authorized
authorized................ 346,
910
forammunitionfor;
for ammunition for; contracts
346, 910
contracts......... 346,
910
forammunitionfor
for
ammunition for practice
practice ..........
346,
346, 911
911
Mounted Service
Service School, Fort
Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans
Kans.,,
appropriation
for instruction
instruction expenses....
expenses....
620
appropriation for
620
Mukuntuweap National
National Monument, Utah,
Utah,
deficiency
appropriation for
for constructing
deficiency appropriation
constructing
road
818
road through,
through, 1917
1917.................
818
Mulberry Fork,
Fork, Warrior
River,
WarriorRiver,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
examination, etc.,
be
made ...........................
408
408
.Muncy Creek,
Muncy
Creek, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across West
West Branch
Branch of
bridge
of
Susquenanna River,
River, Montgomery
Montgomery
Susquenanna
and.............................
and
512
512
Municipa/
Architect's Office,
C.,
Municipal.Architect's
Office, I).
D. C.,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries .............. 680,1007
appropriation for
680,1007
Municipal
Court, D.
Municipal Court,
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries ............
704,1032
appropriation for
704,1032
contingent expenses
704, 1032
1032
for rent; contingent
expenses ....... 704,
Municipal Lodging
House, D.
D. C.,
Municipal
Lodging House,
C.,
appropriation for
expenses............
709,
1038
appropriation
for expenses
709,1038
for site
new building..............
building
709
for
site and
and new
709
Tax,
Munition Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Tax,
appropriation for
1091
for expenses
expenses of collecting
collecting..
appropriation
construction
construction of terms used ................
780
excise tax
tax on
net profits
profits of
sales
in
United
excise
on net
of sales in United
States of
States
of designated
designated munition manufactures
.....................
781
factures ...
additional to income tax ..............
781
not
payable for 1916, if
contract made
made
not payable
if contract
prior to
to January
1916
781
781
January 1,
1, 1916............
prior
terminates one
after close of
terminates
one year
year after
of present
present
war in
in Europe
Europe ................
781
computation
of net
profits, deductions
deductions alalcomputation of
net profits,
lowed
781
lowed .........................
781
determination of
of fair
fair market
price if
if sales
determination
market price
sales
made
at
less,
for
personal
benefit
made at less, for personal benefit...
781
returns to
sworn returns
to be
be made yearly
yearly by
by manufacturers of
specified articles
articles of
facturers
of specified
of
munitions .......................
781
particulars
782
particulars required
required ..................
assessment
tax; payment
assessment of
of tax;
payment............
782
investigation if,
etc.!'.
782
investigation
if, unsatisfactory,
unsatisfactory, etc..
assessment:
hearing to
to prove
prove
assessment: party
party on
on hearing
incorrectness
incorrectness..............-....
782
782
persons
persons liable
liable for tax
tax ..................
782
examination
of books,
books etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ...
782
examination of
unauthorized
information
unauthorized divulging
divulging of
of information
unlawful
782
..........unlawful.............
punishment
for
violations
782
for
violations
............
punishment
782
782
general laws
laws applicable
applicable ..................
general
regulations, etc.,
made
782
782
etc., to be
be made.............
regulations,
authority
require information
information
782
.......
to require
authority to
Munitions
Munitions of
of War,
War, Army,
Army,
appropriation
for tools,
tools, etc.,
for immediate
immediate
etc., for
appropriation for
manufacture
- 349
349
of........--....-----manufacture of
plans
and installations
installations in
in private
plans and
private
349
plants
349
plants...................349
purchases
present factories
349
factories.....
purchases from present
amount for
purchases without
amount
for purchases
without comcom349
petitive bidding
petitive
bidding ..................
349
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appointment of
board to
investigate, etc
appointment
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to investigate,
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feasibility
feasibility of manufacturing, by the
Government....................
Government
214
214
gauges, tools, etc., for immediate
immediate manumanuprepared...........
facture of, to be prepared
215
215
production of
of nitrates,
nitrates, etc.,
the Governproduction
etc., by
by the
Government
manufacture of
215
ment for
for manufacture
of.... • .....
215
Munitions of War, Navy,
Navy,
Munitions
appropriation
at specified
appropriation for storage of,
of, at
specified
yards,
stations
569
yards, magazines,
magazines, and
and stations....
569
Munsee and Stockbridge
Munsee
Wis.,
Stockbridge Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
payment to
members enrolled
since
payment
to tribal
tribal members
enrolled since
March
156
March 3,
3, 1893 ..................
156
iturderkill River,
Del.,
Murderkill
River, Del.,
appropriation
improvement of
394
appropriation for
for improvement
of........
394
Murray, Ky.,
Murray,
Ky.,
appropriation for public
appropriation
public building........
building
267
267
Murray State School of Agriculture,
Agriculture, TishoMurray
mingo,
Okla.,
mingo, Okla.,
appropriation
for dormitories
Chickaappropriation for
dormitories for
for Chickasaw children in,
in, from
tribal. funds.
funds.
saw
from tribal.
983
983
Murray's
Ferry, Ga.,
Murray's Ferry,
Ga.
bridge authorized
authorized across
scram Flint River at
at..
387
387
Museum Propriet6rs,
Proprietors,
Museum
special
tax on;
on; rates,
rates, etc
etc ..................
special tax
791
791
Muskegon,
Mich.,
Muskegon, Mid.,
appropriation
for public
building
appropriation for
public building..........
267
267
for improvement
for
improvement of
of .harbor
harbor............
400
400
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public
public build
building ---.--..--.--..-..--...........
18
18
Musketry,
Port Sill,
Sill, Okla.,
Okla., Army
School
Musketry, Fort
Army School of,
of,
appropriation
for
instruction
appropriation
instruction expenses
expenses...
620
620
Okla.,
Muskogee, Okla.,
condemned
to..........
condemned cannon granted to
833
833
terms of court at
at ......................
927
927
clerk's office.......................
office
92
Mutual Building ancl
and Loan Associations,
Associations,
Domestic,
Domestic,
exempt
income tax.................
tax
exempt from
from income
766
766
Myton, Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for
for protecting
protecting Government
Government
at
153
bridge at.........................
153
grant
grant of lands to,
to, for
public
uses;
for public uses; payment,
payment,
etc .
389
........................
389
N.
N.
Nacogdoches, Tex.,
Nacogdohes,
Tex.,
appropriation for
building
appropriation
for public
public building..........
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public build-

oing.

..

...........
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Nanticok
L
e
ntver, Del.
Del. and
NanticoeRiver,
and Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
of, includappropriation for
includjug
Northwest pork
ing Northwest
Fork ....
........
bridge
authorized across,
across, Seaford,
Seaford, Del....
Del
bridge authorized
Nantucket,
Nantucket, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation for
of harbor
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
harbor..
Napa
River, Cal.,
Cal.,
NapaRiver,
appropriation for
of
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of....
Naphthalene,
Naphthalene
on
on free
free list;
list; solidifying
solidifying point
point..........
duty on;
on; minimum
solidifying point
point.....
Naphthol,
minimum solidifying

Naphthol,
duty on.
duty
on ............................
Naphthylamin,
Naphthylamin,
duty
on .
duty on..-.........................
Nctphthylenediamin,
Naphthylenediamin,
duty
duty on
on...........................
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building.........
appropriation
Nassau and
and Charlton
Fla. and
and Ga.,
Ga.,
Nassau
Charlton Counties,
Counties, Fla.
bridge Saint Marys
Marys River
River. .........
may bridge
at
at Eolars
Kolars Ferry
Ferry......................

267
267
18
18
394
394
872
391
391

404
793
794
794 794
794
794
267
267
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Dairy Show,
Show,
National
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exhibit of cooperative
cooperative
appropriation for
expenses_ 559, 1170
1170
appropriation for exhibit
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses.
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agricultural extension
extension work at meetagricultural
National Archives Building,
National
Building, D. C.,
C.,
ing of .......................
475
475
requirement
inspection, etc., of
of buildbuildrequirement for
for inspection,
repealed ..........
241 National
ings in Europe, repealed
National Defense
Defense Act,
National
National Banks (see also
also Federal Reserve
appropriations for National
National Guard
Guard exReserve
appropriations
Act),
penses authorized
645
penses
authorized by
645
by.............
acceptance
acceptance of foreign drafts, for furnishland forces constituting
constituting the Army.........
Army
166
exchange, allowed meming dollar exchange,
Regular Army, constitution
constitution of ..........
166
166
Regular
ber banks ........................
754
enlisted strength,
strength, minimum
minimum to be mainenlisted
mainassets
deposited in
assets of
of insolvent,
insolvent, may
may be deposited
in
tained
166
tained.........................
166
adjacent banks;
122
adjacent
banks; bond; interest
interest ....
122
maximum not to be exceeded
exceeded except
except
maximum
having
capital of
establish
166
in time of war
war....................
166
having capital
of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 may establish
branches abroad
for furthering
abroad for
unassigned recruits
166
furthering forlimit of unassigned
forrecruits..........
166
etc..-..--....-..
eign commerce,
commerce, etc
755
organization of mobile
mobile troops into briorganization
gades and divisions
166
invest in stock of bank for international
166
international
gades
divisions..............
755
corps and armies
armies in time of war ......
166
banking, etc
etc.....................
166
conditions and restrictions
755
brigades, divisions, and corps...
corps
166
conditions
restrictions............
typical brigades,
166
communities may act
supply,
167
in small
small communities
supply, etc., trains
trains..............
167
act as agents for
for
insurance companies
753
changes authorized
authorized ..................
167
insurance
companes .............
changes
167
for
753
general officers of line
167
..................
753
general
167
for real estate loans
loans.
line and staff ..........
guarantees forbidden
forbidden ...................
number of line generals increased....
increased
167
guarantees
753
167
promotions in time of peace ...........
167
promotions
167
indebtedness limited
limited to amount of capital.
capital_
753
indebtedness
exceptions;
liabilities under
Federal
General
constitution of.......
of
167
167
exceptions; liabilities
General Staff Corps; constitution
under Federal
details to; limitations
167
Reserve Act
167
Reserve
Act.......................
details
limitations..................
753
filling vacancies
made.by............
by
167
vacancies made
167
central reserve cities may loan
loan
not in central
employment
in District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
employment in
within prescribed
prescribed area, on
on farm
farm
limited ..........--.......-..- ....
167
167
lands...-..........................
lands
754
duties defined.....
defined
167
duties
167
on other real estate..
..............
..-- .........---755
755
restriction on recommendation
recommendation for, selecrestriction
755
seleclimitations -........-- ......-.........
755
168
National Board for Promotion
tion, etc......................
etc
168
Promotion of
of Rifle PracPracWar College duties continued..........
continued
168
tice,
168
War
restriction on details
details to
168
to.............
168
to prescribe
prescribe regulations for conduct
conduct of citizens' rifle ranges....................
648
mobile army and coast artillery
artillery divizens'
648
sions in,
in, abolished;
abolished; duties transferred
transferred
168
168
NationalBureau
National
Bureau of Crimi
nal Identification,
Criminal
Identification,
Chief of
appropriation for
Chief
of Coast Artillery made
made an addiappropriation
for aid to, for Government
Government
tional member of .................
168
of Colum168
use, under
under police, District of
Columspecific duties to be strictly
strictly adhered
adhered to,
bia ............................
specific
700,1027
700,
1027
etc
168
National
Cemeteries,
168
etc..........................
National Cemeteries,
promotion
officers while
while detailed
detailed to;
to;
appropriation for
promotion of officers
286
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance ............
. effect.......................
effect
169
169
or superintendents
superintendents ...................
286
for
286
Adjutant General's
General's Department;
Department; constifor addition to lodge, Salisbury, N.
C
286
Adjutant
N. C...
286
169
of
169
for headstones
etc
286
headstones for soldiers' graves, etc...
tution of...
...............
286
Inspector
General's Department;
for repairing
restrictions
286
Inspector General's
repairing roadways to; restrictions..
Department; consti286
of
169
roadways
approach
286
169
tution of.....................
roadways limited
limited to
to one
one approach.....
286
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's
General's Department;
Department;
for burial of
of indigent
indigent soldiers,
soldiers, District
District of
of
Judge
constitution of
169
constitution
of....................
Columbia
286
169
Columbia.........................
286
for Antietam battle field
287
169
169
details of acting judge
field ...............
judge advocates;
advocates; duties
duties.
287
appointment of
rank;
for disposition of remains of officers,
officers, enappointment
enof one from civil
civil life; rank;
conditions.......................
conditions
169
169
listed men, etc.; removals ..........
287
287
reinterring, etc.,
details limited
limited to acting
acting judge
169
for reinterring,
details
169
etc., remains of Orman
judge advocates
advocates.
for study of law forbidden
forbidden ...........
169
K. Gabon
287
169
Osbon --..................-....
287
examinations for promotion, etc.........
etc
169
examinations
for Confederate
Confederate Mound, Chicago, Ill.....
169
Ill
287
majors, found
physically disqualified;
majors,
found physically
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
disqualified;
Cemetery
Stockade Cemetery,
'further action.....................
action
170
further
170
Ohio ........................
287
287
lieutenant colonels, found physically
physically
lieutenant
for Confederate
Confederate burial plats, care, etc
287
etc...
287
China_
287
disqualified; further
further action.........
action
170
for monuments, etc., in Cuba
170
disqualified;
Cuba and China.
287
Quartermaster Corps; constitution
constitution of......
of
170
for burial of indigent patients,
170
patients, Hot
Hot
Quartermaster
officers; status
status of
clerks
170
170
Springs Hospital, Ark.............
Ark
288
officers;
of pay clerks
.....
288
enlisted men;
authorized .......
170
deficiency appropriation for headstones
170
enlisted
men; grades authorized
for
headstones for
percentage
grades
170
soldiers' graves
170
soldiers'
graves ........
29,
33, 825, 828
percentage of grades...............
29,33,
828
for burial of indigent
indigent soldiers
29
master electricians
electricians to be
sergeants,
master
soldiers...........
be sergeants,
29
enfor disposition of remains
senior grade
grade .....................
170
170
remains of
of officers,
officers, ensenior
continued
171
listed men, etc.,
171
construction and repair work continued
etc., 1917.............
1917
29,810
29,
810
National Currency,
Currency,
National
Medical Department; constitution
constitution of.....
of..
171
171
Medical
appropriation for
superintendent, redempappropriation
for superintendent,
redempMedical Corps; grades of officers conMedical
contion of......................
tionof
. 81,1086
tinued
171
tinued......................
171
for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
etc
82,1087
clerks, etc.. -. .
82, 1087
strength of Army
171
171
ratio to strength
..........
for special examinations
examinations ..........
82,1087
82, 1087
restriction on appointment
appointment and
restriction
and proprofor distinctive paper,
paper. etc.
etc ...........
277
171
171
motions if Army reduced.
reduced ........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
expenses,
honorable discharge
discharge of increase
increase made
made
honorable
emergency......................
emergency
824
for time of war...................
171
171
__ ,- --------------------___
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additional
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Dental
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dental surgeons
surgeons to
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pay,
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a
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Red Cross
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officers
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battalion, and
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band
units; band......
......... ,...-mounted battalions
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mounted
iattalion and
and companies.
companies.....
constituted a
apart
the line..........
line
constituted
pert of
of the
Ordnance
of,
Ordnance Department;
Department; constitution
constitution of,
officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men.
men..........
selection of sergeants...:...............
sergeants
selection
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of officers
to ................
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officers to
student
for instruction.......
instruction
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officers for
Signal
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Corps; constitution
constitution of;
of; officers.....
aviation section;
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...............
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of
constitution of
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Department
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appointment of
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appointment
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etc
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appointment of
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of assistant
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supply
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companies......................
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in time
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and mortar
mortar
gun and
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battalions, gun
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batteries ..............----..---headquarters and
companies....
and supply companies
headquarters
gun or
or howitzer
battalions
gun
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Artillery
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.--..men constituting
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Regiment of Infantry;
Infantry; organizaorganizaPorto Rico
Rico Regiment
tion
of
tion of ......................
801
appointment and promotion of officers
officers..
appointment
180
180
detail of colonel
colonel from Infantry of
of Army
Army..
181
181
regimental promotions, etc...........
reental
etc
181
181
enlisted men to be natives of Porto Rico.
eted
Rico
181
appointment
of second
second lieutenants....
lieutenants. _
appointment of
181
181
status
status of officers of Porto Rico Provisional
Provisional
Regiment of Infantry
Regiment
Infantry .............
181
existing laws as to Military
Military Academy,
Academy, reretired lists, detailed and detached
detached
service, etc.,
etc., continued .........
181
181
second lieutenants, other
second
hereother than
than cadets, hereafter to receive provisional appointments
for two
years ............
ments for
two years
181
181
permanent if
termipermanent
if fitness
fitness determined,
determined, terminated
nated if
if not
not ............
......
181
181
promotion
promotion during provisional period...
period.... _ 182
increase to be
annual increbe made
made in
in five
five annual
ments
ments.....
.......-........
182
182
promotion
promotion of
of officers
officers.................
182
182
entire
strength authorized
authorized in
in case
case of
of war
entire strength
war.
182
filling
vacancies in
filling vacancies
in grade of second lieutenants; order
selection
order of selection.........
182
182
other vacancies
vacancies ....................
182
182
service
enlisted men
men after one
one year's
year's service..
183
183
in
Corps
in Engineer Corps................
183
rank,
etc .......................
rank, etc
183
recommissione authorized to
recommissions
to former
former offiofficers; conditions
conditions...........
183
183
examinations
extended to
examinations for promotion
promotion extended
general.. . 183
all grades
grades below brigadier
brigadier general.
limit for lieutenant colonel
colonel and
and major.
major...
183
retired officers
officers on active
active duty in
war
in time of war
to receive full
etc
full pay, etc...........
183
pay, etc.,
etc., on
for active
active duty.....
duty
183
on detail
detail for
pay,
183
Detached Officers'
Officers' List; increase
increase of line
line
officers
officers for
for.......................
183
183
constitution of; detailed
detailed provisions
provisions concoming
183
cerning......................
proportional number
183
proportional
number in
in grades
grades authorized
183
authorized
filling vacancies
promotion
filling
vacancies by
by promotion..........
184
184
assignments to promotions
promotions made;
hereasgnments
made; hereafter..............................
184
serafvitere
with troops
troops required;
present
service with
required; present
assignments
assinments continued
continued.........
184
184
number of Cavalry and Infantry
colonels
Infantry colonels
increased
increased to equalize
equalize inequalities
inequalities in
in
past
promotions
pat line
line promotions
................
184
184
to be
be additional
additional numbers, etc.
etc.........
184
promotions
transfers to
vacancies below
below
promotions or
or transfers
to vacancies
lieutenant colonel
colonel created by this
Act
185
Act.........................
185
Philippine
captains
Philippine Scouts;
Scouts; retirement
retirement of
of captains
and lieutenants;
lieutenants; pay, etc ...........
185
185
enlisted
term of
service to
to be
be seven
seven
enlisted men;
men; term
of service
years
185
years.............................
185
active
service 'three
years.
185
active service,
threeyears.............
with
Reserve, four
185
with Regular
Regular Army
Army Reserve,
four years_
years.
185
reenlistments; furloughs
furloughs to
to Reserve
Reserve after
after
reenlistments;
one
etc ..................
186
one year,
year, etc
three
years computed
computed as
as enlistment
enlistment
three years
period for
for longevity
longevity pay..........
pay
186
186
period
noncommissioned officers
officers may
reenlist
noncommissioned
may reenlist
in same
etc
186
186
in
same organization,
organization, etc...........
minors
have written
consent of
minors to have
written consent
186
186
parents, etc.......................
etc
parents,
postmasters
to be
paid for
for procuring
postmasters to
be paid
procuring
186
186
enlistments
enlistments...................
additional
be
additional educational
educational training
training to
to be
186
furnished; teachers,
etc
furnished;
teachers, etc...........
186
pay
grades created
pay of
of certain
certain grades
created in this
this Act.
Act.
187
187
present
etc., not affected........
affected
pay, etc.,
present pay,
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exfinal discharge
discharge only at exenlisted men; final
of
officers and
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enlisted men
men
of Army
Army officers
piration of full period ............
187
187
piration
192
for
instruction, etc................
etc
192
for instruction,
account closed
on entering Reserve..
Reserve_ _ 187
187
closed on
account
192
equipment, arms,
arms, etc.,
etc., to be issued to..to.. _ 192
equipment,
discharge
support of dedepermitted for support
discharge permitted
193
expenses, etc....
etc
for training
training camps; expenses,
187
pendent family ...................
187
pendent
graduates
appointed in Officers'
Officers'
be appointed
may be
graduates may
by
purchase, unless
to
unless furloughed
furloughed to
by purchase,
193
193
Reserve Corps;
conditions..........
Reserve
Corps; conditions
Reserve ...
187
.......................
Reserve
193
oath
etc.; number
allowed
number allowed.
service, etc.;
oath of service,
Regular
Army
Reserve;
enlisted
men
commen
Regular Army Reserve; enlisted
eligibility not
not affected
affected by
by postgradupostgradueligibility
prising; classes .................187
193
193
.
ate course ...
.......
187
assignment to duty with Army
Army .........
187
assignment
subsistence
years to students
subsistence for two years
separate organizations
authorized
187
organizations authorized......
separate
agreeing to
to complete
complete military
military course,
course,
agreeing
officers
187
187
to............
assigned to
be assigned
officers to be
193
193
................
etc
etc.........
187
period
187
etc..........
of field training, etc
period of
eligibility of prior
military
graduates of military
prior graduates
eligibility
war
187
187
schools, etc.,
etc., for Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
in case
case of war...........
active service in
schools,
193
193
enlistments in Army at outbreak
outbreak of war
Corps,
enlistments
Corps, etc...................
etc
temporary
appointment as second lieutemporary appointment
187
year.............
to continue for one year
194
tenants
duty and training.
training
Army duty
tenants for Army
annual payments to ............ .......188
194
194
no retirement
pay, etc ................
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for transportation
supplies of.........
of....
- 647
for expenses
inspectors;
expenses of sergeant
sergeant inspectors;
647
rent
office rent......................
•647
equipment, etc.,
for field
servfor arms,
arms, equipment,
etc., for
field serv- 647
ice .........................
647
647
aviation equipment
equipment. ...............
647
647
supplies: etc
supplies,
etc ...........-..........
647
for procuring
procuring ranges for Field Artillery,
Artillery,
etc., target practice............
practice
647
manufacturing, etc.,
new infantry
for manufacturing,
etc., new
infantry 647
equipment, for
647
equipment,
for.......... ..........
return of prior issues on receipt
648
receipt of
of ....
648
enlisted
men
drafted
or
for families
families of
of enlisted men drafted or
called
called into military service;
service; condiconditions .
tions
.......................
649
for pay of, ordered
service
ordered into
into service..........
337
appointments
Military
appointments as
as cadets to
to Military
Academy
from, authorized;
condiAcademy from,
authorized; condi62
tions .....
62
.....................
.National
Defense Act
provisions, consticonstiNational Defense
Act provisions,
197
tuted
of the
the Militia
Militia .........
197
tuted part
part of
composition of;
organizations same
as
of; unit
unit organizations
same as
Army
197
Army... ......
.....
......
maintenance
maintenance by States, etc.,
troops
etc., of
of troops
other than, in
peace, forin time of peace,
forbidden
bidden...........................
198
time of
right to
to use, by State in time
of peace,
peace, not
not
198
limited ............----..-----police or
or constabulary
authority for
for State police
constabulary
198
impaired .................
not impaired
number required
from each
each
required within
within aa year
year from
198
198
State
State and
and Territory
Territory.............yearly increase
quota attained...
yearly
increase until quota
attained....- 198
discretion
if
having
but
one
Represendiscretion if having but one Represen198
198
tative .........................less
authorized; existing
existing organiorganiless time
time authorized;
198
198
zations
allowed
zations allowed................
regiments with,
with, allowed
one
regiments
allowed States
States with
with one
198
Representative ...
Representative
..................
"
Territory " to
to include
include Hawaii,
"Territory"
Hawaii, Alaska,
Alaska,
198
198
and Canal
Porto Rico, and
Canal Zone
Zone........
198
198
organization
organization in Canal Zone
Zone.............
privileges
of
certain
organizations
conprivileges of certain organizations con198
tinued .............--...........
198
status of...................-...........
status
assignment to
to tactical
tactical units;
units; details
details from
from
assignment
1Q
198
YO~
Army to
to command
command ...............
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assignment; command
command of complete units
units
be displaced.............
displaced
not to
to be
chiefs of staff to be detailed
from Army
detailed from
Army...
assistant from Army or National
National Guard
Guard..
adjutants _general,
duties, etc.,
adjutants
general, duties,
etc., appointed
appointed
President .
by Pesident
................
annual
annual appropriations
appropriations to be made for support of;
of; supplies
supplies...................
port
appointment of
etc
appointment
of ratio,
ratio, etc..............
expenses
specified; to be
expenses specified;
against
be charged
charged against
general allotment..............
allotment
general
property and disbursing
disbursing officer
officer to
to be
be apappointed in
State, etc
in each
each State,
etc........
and
account
for
all
funds
and
to receipt
receipt and account for all funds and
property; returns
property;
returns.................
to receive and pay annual allotment;
allotment;
accounts
accounts .....................
bond; pay and allowances;
allowances; inspection,
inspection,
etc
etc...............
.........
location of units in
States, etc...........
etc
in States,
disbandment
or reduction
reduction restricted
disbandment or
restricted......
enlisted men; period
six years,
years, three
period six
three
active and
and three
three in
Reserve
active
in Reserve.......
enlistment
enlistment contract
contract and oath
oath required..
required..
issue of discharges; in
in time
time of peace
peace
prior to
to expiration
expiration of
of period
period........
oath required
officers; Federal
Federal oath
required...........
qualifications
ualifications; examinations
examinations required
required...
filling vacancis
vacancies when
drafted into
servwhen drafted
into service
ice .
........................
discharges, etc.;
findings of
unfitness;
discharges,
etc.; findings
of unfitnes;
absence without
leave
absence
without leave..............
Reserve ...............
by transfer
transfer to
to Reserve
National
National Guard Reserve;
Reserve; composition
composition of
of...
pay when training, other forbidden.,
forbidden....
battalions for recruit training
training to be asassigned from,
from, etc...................
etc
signed
composition
composition of;
of; provisional
provisional regiments,
regiments,
etc
etc.........................
transfers from,
from, to active service.........
service
assignment of
of officers
officers to................
to
assignment
officials,
officials, etc.,
Columbia alaletc., in District
District of
of Columbia
lowed leaves
leaves of
etc., for
for
of absence, etc.,
training
in
training in........................
National
Board abolished.........
abolished
National Militia Board
assignment of colonel and lieutenant colonel to Militia
Militia Bureau,
War DepartDepartBureau, War
ment; pay, etc.................
etc
uniform,
uniform, arms,
to
be
same
arms, and equipment
equipment to be same
as Army
Army...........................
issue authorized;
authorized; care,
care, etc.,
etc., required
required....
purchases from Army supply departpurchases
ment authorized
authorized for
for .............
new types of guns, etc.,
etc., to be
be issued to,
charge
without charge..................
return of prior issues
issues..
.
return
..................
additional stores
may be
be purchased
for,
stores may
purchased for,
from War Department by States,
States,
etc
etc..............................
requisition
requisition for Army
of war;
Army in case
case of
war;
credit
credit allowed,
allowed, etc
etc ................
property
property issued
issued to, remains property
property of
of the
the
United States
States..................
report, etc.,
etc., on survey of
etc
of damaged,
damaged, etc..
payment for,
if lost,
loot, etc.,
through
payment
for, if
etc., through
carelessness
carelessness...................
disposal
disposal of
of unserviceable...
unserviceable ............
refusal
refusal to pay for lost, etc.,
etc., debars
debars from
from
participation in
in appropriations.....
appropriations
participation
proceeds
proceeds of sales
sales to be covered into
into the
the
Treasury
Treasury........................
horses, etc.,
to
be
famished;
regulations.
etc., to be furnished; regulations.
Army horses......
horses
use of
of condemned
condemned Army
etc., of
of horses;
horses; men
men authorized;
authorized;
care, etc.,
pay, etc ....................
Pay,
..

Page.
Page.
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
201
201
201
201
201
201
201
202
202
202
202
202
202
202

202
202
202
202
202
203
203
203
203
203
203
203
203
203

203
203
204
204
204
204
204
204
204
204

204
204
204
204
204
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
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National Guard—Continued.
Page.
rage.
Guard-Continued
National
National
Guard—Continued.
Page.
National Guard-Continued.
annual estimates
submitted
213
to be
be submitted........
estimates to
annual
discipline to
correspond with
regulawith Army
Army regulato correspond
discipline
expenditures
appropriations. -_ 213
restricted to appropriations_
206
expenditures restricted
tions
tions .......------.------------•
drafted
into military
military service
service with
340
Army.:-.
with Army
drafted into
assembling
etc ,
drills, encampments,
encampments, etc.,
for drills,
assembling for
Government
volunteering
in, volunteering
employees in,
206
Government employees
required; time
time necessary
necessary ...........
206
required;
for
service, to be
restored
be restored
for military
military service,
minimum number
to be
be present; duranumber to
minimum
to
termination thereof.
thereof
624
on termination
206
to positions
positions on
tion ............. .. ................
Naval
Militia provisions
provisions ................. ---593
593
Naval Militia
inspection
nature of
by officers of Army; nature
inspection by
officers
reexempt from remen exempt
enlisted men
206
and enlisted
officers and
reports ......................
striction against
paying double salagainst paying
striction
participation
encampments,
Army encampments,
participation in Army
aries
employees.. 120, 582
206
Government employees..
to Government
maneuvers,
aries to
etc...--............-----maneuvers, etc
allotment of
expenses; pay,
while
payment
enlisted by
authorized of men enlisted
payment authorized
etc., while
pay, etc.,
of expenses;
allotment
for
206
organizations for
complete organizations
States to complete
attending.
attending .................
624
command
Army
service ...............
muster into service
retained by
by Army
command to be retained
207
sergeants to be enlisted in Army for duty
officers
officers ......................
189
details from
from Army
Army for
for instruction
207
207
additional..
organizations of; additional
with organizations
instruction. --....
details
travel
discharge from military servinstruction camps
camps may
travel pay
pay on discharge
for - - - 207
provided for
may be
be provided
instruction
ice,
allowed fromArmy
transportation
207
details
Army officers
for ..........
fromArmy transportation
ice, allowed
officers for
of Army
details of
1917
207
810
pay
attendance, etc
. ....................
1917 ......
etc...
..........
pay for
for attendance,
National Guard,
Guard, D.
(see also
C.),
pay for
for attendance
at Army
Army encampments,
C. (see
also Militia, D. C.),
D. C.
National
encampments,
attendance at
pay
applicable to. 120,582
etc. may be made at time of muster
muster
restriction not applicable
pay restriction
double pay
etc.,
207
340
for full
draftedinto
Army
into military service with Army..
drafted
period..........-------.
for
full period
National Guard
National
Guard Reserve,
Reserve,
authorized to receive instruction in military
schools ....--..----------..
207
207
organization
authorized under
under national deorganization authorized
service schools
tary service
207
posts, etc
fense
constitution of ..........
202
202
etc ..................
Act; constitution
at military jposts,
fense Act;
pay, etc.,
only allowed
while training
training
207
pay, etc.,
etc. limit
allowed while
limit...................
pay,
etc., only
pay,
details etc.,
of Army officers and enlisted
202
enlisted men
with
National Guard
Guard...............
of
details
with National
208
drafted
into military
service with Army.
Army 340
for
340
for duty with .................
military service
drafted into
208 National
retired officers---------.................--------officers
Solretired
for Disabled
Disabled Volunteer SolHome for
National Home
diers,
subject to laws governing Army when in
diers
208
active
...................
appropriation
expenses, Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio
293
active service ..
for expenses,
appropriation for
courts martial; constitution,
constitution, procedure,
procedure,
294
courts
Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis ...................
208
etc ..-------....-----...-------...-295
Me .
Togus, Me........................
208
general; authority for, powers, etc ....Hampton,
295
295
general;
Va....................
Hampton, Va
208
special; authority
special;
authority for, powers, etc .....
295
Leavenworth,
Kans ..............
Leavenworth, Bans
208
etc....
summary; authority for
.
for, powers, etc
summary;
295
Santa
295
...............
Santa Monica, Cal..
209
sentences; fines limited
limited .............
sentences;
- 296
.......-------Marion, Ind ...............
Marion,
209
approval for dismissal required.........
required
approval
296
Danville,
Danville, Ill ......................
209
etc........
arrests, execution of process, etc
296
Johnson City, Tenn .................
Johnson
pay
services;
pay of certain officers of, for services;
296
S. Dak -.
Mountain Sanitarium, S.
Battle Mountain
209
periods excepted
excepted ..................---periods
297
branches ...............
for clothing, all branches
209
determination of service.......
rate; determination
service
expenses, board
board of manfor salaries
salaries and expenses,
209
staff, etc.
officers .................
etc., officers
297
agers ..........................
209
required.
pay of enlisted men; drill service required
headquarters, to be at
Branch
297
Central Branch.
at Central
headquarters,
210
attendance
210
rate; computation
computation of attendance.......
deficiency
Ohio. 29,825
appropriation for Dayton, Ohio.
deficiency appropriation
210
other actual military duty .............
210
29
for Leavenworth,
Kans ................
Leavenworth, Kans.
for
accounting by Quarterdisbursing and accounting
Quarterdisbursing
for Marion,
Ind. ..................
29,812
Marion, Ind
for
210
master Corps, Army ...............
210
812
...........
812
for Hampton, Va ...........
restriction; action
action of States required,
restriction;
812
Dak
812
for Battle Mountain Sanitarium, S. Dak.
etc
210
............
etc ................
210
825
Johnson City, Tenn .................
for Johnson
210
210
legislation ............
time for State legislation
825
expenses. .............
and expenses
for salaries and
to be drafted into military
military service in case
Managers:
appointed members
Board of Managers:
members of Board
of
war;
period
of
service
211
211
of war; period of service.........
James W. Wadsworth,
West. James
John W. West,
to
discharged from militia
militia and subject
subject to
discharged
H.
George Black.
Black_ 1134
1134
and George
H. Markham,
Markham, and
H. H.
laws
governing Volunteer
Volunteer Army ...
211
211 National
laws governing
Blind, D. C.,
Library for the Blind,
National Library
commissions
211
211
officers..... ........
commissions to officers
appropriation for ...............
710, 1038
appropriation
entitled to Army pay, etc ..............
211 National
211
Memorial AssoBirthplace Memorial
National McKinley Birthplace
211
benefits of pension
pension laws extended
extended to ....
211
benefits
ciation,
ciation,
facilities for all secplans for rifle practice facilities
McKinley souvenir gold dollar
delivery of McKinley
delivery
211
etc.......tions to be estimated for, etc
211
12
at par to ........................
12
211
general use to be provided ..............
211 National
general
Board,
Militia Board,
National Militia
National
instructors
instructors from
from Army and National
203
abolished by national
national defense
defense Act ........
20$
911
Guard
211 i
Guard ......................
Ace
National Monuments,
211
National
issue of arms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc .......
211
211
appropriation
for preservation.
Navajo
etc.. Navajo
preservation. etc..
appropriation for
temporary promotions,
promotions, etc.,
etc., in Army due
temporary
Ariz ..............................
132
132
details to, in time of war .........
211
to details
211
......-- 309
for protection, etc ..............
212
limited............. -212
terms limited
officers; terms
staff officers;
deficiency appropriation for Mukuntudeficiency
permanent status not affected
212
affected........
permanent
212
weap, Utah, 1917...
818
1917 ..............
physical examinations
examinations required when
placed
control of National Park
under control
placed under
service ....__ 212
called into active Army service..
212
535
Service ........................
.......
when discharged ..........
212
212
National
National Mortar
Mortar Company,
Company,
benefits debarred
debarred States, etc., not complydeficiency appropriation
817
appropriation for ...............
deficiency
i
ng, with national
national defense Act, etc..
etc
212
212
ing,
provisions applicable
applicable only to land forces..
forces212
National Museum,
212 National
quota
Naval Militia
Militia ......
212
280
etc....
quota credited
credited with
with Naval
appropriation for
futures, etc
212
for salaries, fixtures,
appropriation
rules and regulations for, to be issued.....
issued
213
280
for heating.
heating, lighting, etc ...............
213
DA A
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National
Page. National
Page.
National Museum—Continued.
Museum-Continued.
NationalParks—Continued.
Parks-Continued.
Page.
appropriation
for preserving collections, emappropriationforpreservingcollections,
deficiency
appropriation for
Platt, Okla
deficiency appropriation
for Platt,
Okla..
42
280
ployees, etc
etc .......................
280
for Mount Rainier,
Rainier, salary of commisfor
etc
280
for books,
books, repairs,
repairs, etc.
.
........
280
sioner
sioner.............................
818
for printing and binding
binding for..
for
.......... 330
330
for Crater Lake,
Lake, salary of commsioner..
commissioner
818
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
preservation of
of
appropriation for preservation
creation
creation of National Park Service
Service for supercollections................... 31,826,829
collections
31, 826, 829
etc., of
of....................
vision. etc.,
534
National Naval
National
Naval Volunteers
Volunteers,
employment of superintendent,
etc., for
employment
superintendent, etc.,
for
appropriation for
for arming,
arming, equipping,
pay,
appropriation
equipping, pay,
administration
of
administration of..................
309
etc
1172
etc............................
1172
established,
C
established, Guilford Courthouse,
Courthouse, N.
N. C.....
996
996
for retainer pay .....................
1172
1172
Hawaii, on islands of Hawaii and Maui
Maui.
432
composition; by volunteer
of
volunteer enrollment
enrollment of
Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, Cal
Cal .......................
442
Naval
Naval Militia .....................
595
Mount McKinley,
McKinley, Alaska
Alaska ..............
988
from Naval Militia;
Militia; rank,
596
draft from
rank, etc ....
596
Glacier, Mont.; lands added
added to by exexissue of commissions, etc.,
etc., by the
the PresiPresichange of timber ................
change
1122
1122
.............................
dent
596
jurisdiction over lands in Crater
Lake,
jurisdiction
Crater Lake,
subject to Navy laws,
laws etc ...............596
Oreg.,
Oreg.., accepted from Oregon
Oregon........
521
to serve
serve during existence of emergency,
emergency,
Mount Rainier,
Rainier, Wash.,
Wash., accepted
accepted from
from
etc.; age
limit
596
age limit.....................
Washington
Washington
.....................
596
243
resignation
resignation or discharge
request.—
discharge from
from, on request....
lands added to Rocky
Mountains, Colo
596
Rocky Mountains,
Colo..
916
term
596
management, etc., placed
placed under direction
direction
term of
of enrollment; reenrollinents
reenrollments ........ 596
relieved
relieved from
from Naval Militia
Militia duty
596
of superintendent,
etc
duty.... ....
596
superintendent, etc............
23
596
subject to Navy laws, etc
expenses to be paid from appropriations
appropriations
etc-..-....
expenses
....
596
receive Navy
Marine Corps
pay 596
Hot Springs
to receive
for support of parks,
Navy or
or Marine
Corps pay.
596
parks, Hot
Springs
Navy, or separately.........
separately..
596
Reservation,
etc
service with Navy,
Reservation, etc..................
596
23
punishment
rank, grades, etc., to correspond with
punishment for violating
violating laws, regulations,
regulations,
etc.,
for
protection
of
Yellowstone,
Navy or Marine
Marine Corps.............
Corps
etc., for protection of Yellowstone,
597
determination
modified ........................
determination of command over commodified
238
bined force ...................
bined
...
597 National
National TrainingSchoolfor
Training School for Boys, D.
D. C.,
C.,
basis of precedence
precedence ....--............-..
597
appropriation
for
maintenance
316
appropriation for maintenance .......... 316
court martial
court
martial duties,
duties, etc
etc.................
597
for care
care of inmates .................
707,1035
pension laws
597
pension
laws applicable
applicable......
..............
597
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for copies of
of rererelease
release from active service by the President
597
port of
44
of trustees,
trustees, 1913 ...........
44
recognition of
service, etc...
etc.. _ 597
recognition
of distinguished
distinguished service,
597
etc., of
807
for care, etc.,
of inmates
inmates...............
807
National Park
Park Commissioners,
National
Commissioners,
for additional
additional land...................
land
819
appropriation
1120 National
1120
for specified
specified .............
appropriation for
D. C.,
C.,
National Training
Training School
School for
for Girls,
Girls, D.
National
Park
Service,
NationalPark Service,
appropriation for salaries
707, 1035.
1035
appropriation
salaries ............
707,
created in
Interior Department
Department ...........
..
535
created
in Interior
535
707,1035
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses.............. 707,1035
director,
etc., authorized;
authorized; pay,
pay,
director, assistant, etc.,
for additional
additional land,
land, buildings, etc
etc...... 707
535 National
etc.............................
etc
Zoological Park,
Park,
NationalZoological Park
Park(see Zoological
limit of employees in District of ColumD. C.,
D.
C., National).
National).
535 Natural
bia ..............................
Natural Gas,
Gas,
regulation of
national parks, monuments,
regulation
of national
monuments,
appropriation
for ecoappropriation for
for investigations
investigations for
ecoetc., under
under......................
535
nomic production,
production, etc., of
302
of..........
supervise, etc.,
etc., parks,
parks, monudirector to supervise,
monuDepartment of Labor,
Labor,
Naturalization Bureau,
Bureau, Department
ments,
reservations, etc............
etc
535 Naturalization
ments, reservations,
appropriation
Commissioner, assistant,
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
cooperate
of Agriculture
cooperate with
with Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
etc ............................ 117,
1118
117,1118
over monuments near national forests
535
for special
examiners,
examiners, interpreters,
interpreters,
prepared.......... 535
regulations,
etc., to be prepared
regulations, etc.,
clerks,
etc
326
clerks, etc .......................
326
punishment for violations..............
violations
punishment
535
expenses of travel, rent, etc
326
for expenses
etc........
326
535
sale of timber, etc
etc....................
for additional allowance
allowance to clerks of
permits,
etc., for
visitors
535
for accommodating
accommodating visitors..
permits, etc.,
courts, for clerical assistance
assistance in
in
stock
535
grazing live stock....................naturalization
cases
naturalization cases...............
326
ellowstone Park excepted.
excepted
536
...........-.
Yellowstone
payments for June, 1916.............
1916
326
payments
326
rights of
of way
not affected
affected ..............536
536
rights
way not
deficiency
appropriation for
miscellaneous
deficiency appropriation
for miscellaneous
National Parks,
Parks,
National
expenses .........................
32
appropriation for
1120
1120
in........
for commissioners
commissioners in
appropriation
naturalization ol
of aliens ............
for naturalization
32,827
for
Chickainauga and Chattanooga
Chattanooga ....
288
for Chickamauga
Naturalization of
of Aliens,
Aliens,
for Shiloh..........------..........
Shiloh
- 288 Naturalization
for
appropriation for
appropriation
for special examiners,
examiners, ex288
..-..
for Gettysburg
---Gettysburg...............
etc
326
penses, etc.....................
326
for
Vicksburg ........................
288
for Vicksburg
for
additional
clerical
assistance
to clerks
for
.....
........... 288,307
for Yellowstone
Yellowstone
courts
in
cases
of
326
of
courts
of................
326
for
288,308
Lake........-------..----for Crater
Crater Lake
payments
1916
326
payments for June,
June, 1916.............
326
for
307
for Glacier
Glacier ....-.......--------------deficiency
appropriation for expense&...
deficiency appropriation
expenses.... 32,827
32,827
for
- 308
for Yosemite
Yosemite.........- ...........--declarations
improperly filed
filed
declarations of intention improperly
308
.....--..-----------..
Sequoia....
for Sequoia
in certain counties in
in Montana given
given
General Grant...........-------Grant...
- 308
for General
rehearing, etc...................
etc aarehearing,
505
Rainier
for Mount Rainier......-.........--308
limited to homestead,
entrymen — - 505
limited
homestead, etc., entrymen....
505
for Mesa
Mesa Verde
308
308
Verde.....-..........----for
Naugatuck, Conn.,
Conn.,
for Rocky
Rocky Mountain
308
...
308
for
Mountain........--.-30
appropriation for public building_
......
267
appropriation
building.......
for
308
8
for Wind
Wind Cave .......--------------deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publie
publie builddeficiency
for
Platt
308
308
for Platt.............---------------ing
18
for
309
ing................................
18
309
monuments .........-.....for national
national monuments.
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Naugatuck
River, Conn.,
Page.
Page.
Conn.,
Naugatuck River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
etc., of, to
to be
preliminary
406
Waterbury.......
Derby and Waterbury
made, Derby
Nautical Almanac
Almanac and
American Ephemeris,
Nautical
and American
Ephemeris,
appropriation for
preparing ..............
96,1100
for preparing
appropriation
Nautical
Office,
NauticalAlmanac
Almanac Office,
appropriation
for assistants,
assistants, etc.........
etc
96,1100
96,1100
appropriation for
for preparing
preparing Nautical
Almanac
96,1100
96,1100
Nautical Almanac......
for
Navajo Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Navajo
Indian Reservation,
Ariz., •
appropriation
for water
water supply
supply for
for Inappropriation for
130,974
dians on ................
130,974
for Ganado
Ganado irrigation
irrigation project
project on......
on
131,974
131,
974
for
entries
allowed
on lands withdrawn
withdrawn for, allowed
entries on
504
patents, etc ...
...............
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Navajo Indian
appropriation
for highway
Verde
from Mesa
Mesa Verde
highway from
appropriation for
......... 144,981
Park to Gallup, on ..use of Indian labor
labor in
in construction
construction. 144,981
144, 981
Nattijo Indian
Sanatorium, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Nav'ajo
Indian Sanatorium,
appropriation
etc., of
of.. 125,970
125, 970
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Navajo
Indians, Ariz.,
Navajo Indians,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
schools; discretionary
discretionary
for schools;
appropriation
use
130,974
use .............................
130,974
for water supply
supply on
on reservation
reservation ...... 130,974
130,974
Navajo
Indians, N.
N. Mex.
Navajo Indians,
Mex.,
cost
San Juan
Juan River, to
to
bridge across
across San
cost of
of bridge
be repaid from funds
funds .3f
of........... . 926
Navajo National
National Monument,
Mfonument, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
preservation of ruins,
appropriation for preservation
etc
132
etc...............................
Springs Band
Band of Ute Indians
Indians, Colo
Colo.,,
Navajo Springs
appropriation
tribal
from tribal
payment to, from
for payment
appropriation for
Confederated Bands
Bands of
funds of Confederated
152,988
Utes .......................
152,988
Academy,
Naval Academy,
appropriation
professors and instructfor professors
appropriation for
ors
.......................
607,1186
etc., at discretion of SecreSecrenumber, etc.,
tary of the Navy; amount limited ..................
........
607
done
use for officers performing
performing duties done
by civilians prior to January
January 1,
1913, forbidden ................. 607,1186
607, 1186
1913,
for swordmaster,
1186
for
swordmaster, assistants,
assistants, etc
etc...... 607,
607, 1186
607,1186
for watchmen,
watchmen, etc ................
for department
department of ordnance and gunnery
608, 1186
1186
nery........................
for
departments of electrical
electrical engineerfor departments
engineerphysics ........
608,1186
ing and physics
....
608,1186
for
1187
for department
department of seamiumhip
seamanship....... 608,
608,1187
for department
department of marine engineering
engineering
and naval construction
construction ........
608,1187
for
for commissary
commissary department.
department......... 608, 1187
1187
for department of buildings and grounds .. 1187
fordepartmentofbuildingsandgrounds..
for current and miscellaneous expenses 608,1187
forcurrent
608, 1187
for books for library ................
608, 1187
608,1187
expenses, Board of Visitors.
Visitors . .. 608,1187
608, 1187
for expenses,
composition,
etc., of Board of Visitors
composition, etc.,
modified....... ...............
modified
608
contingencies, superintendent.
superintendent. _. 608,1187
608,1187
for contingencies,
forgeneral
for general maintenance
maintenance and repairs..
repairs ..609, 1187
for
temporary quarters
for temporary
quarters for
for midshipmidshipmen
men.......................... . 1188
for
rent,
etc
for rent, etc..
................... 609,1188
609,1188
for sea wall
567
........................
567
for installation of
of dairy and farm; repayrepayfund .............
ment from store fund.
603
for engineering
engineering experiment station..
station.. 607,1186
607, 1186
Bancroft
for public works; extending Bancroft
Hall,
etc
1178
al, etc........................
1178
deficiency appropriation
825
deficiency
appropriation for repairs
repairs......
acting ensigns for engineering
engineering duty only to
pursue one year's instruction
instruction at
580
at. ...
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admission for instruction
instruction authorized
authorized of
of
Gavilan, of
of
Carlos Hevia
Hevia yy Reyes
Reyes Gavilan,
Cuba
Cuba.............................
10
Filipinos authorized
authorized ............
of four Filipinos
576
576
appointments from enlisted men to, inappointments
creased to one
one hundred; conditions..
conditions
creased
1182
1182
reduced to
to
course of instruction may be reduced
three years,
period of two
years, for aa period
years ...........................
years
1182
1182
number of midshipmen
midshipmen to be appointed
appointed
increased
increased........................
99
additional midshipmen
authorized, at
at
additional
midshipmen authorized,
large
.
-- - --......
large ---..
576
.......
576
fromTNavy
men
576
from
Navy enlisted men
enlisted
.............--.
576
Naval
Attachis,
Naval Attaches,
appropriation for
expenses ........... 557,
appropriation
1169
for expenses
557,1169
Naval
Auxiliaries,
Naval Auxiliaries,
appropriation for
maintenance .......
561, 1172
561,1172
appropriation
for maintenance
for batteries for ..................... 564,1176
for
564, 1176
for ammunition
ammunition for.....................
for
for
1176
deficiency
appropriation for
30
deficiency appropriation
for maintenance..
maintenance..
30
etc., of unserviceable,
sale, etc.,
unserviceable, authorized;
authorized;
proceeds ................................
605
Naval Auxiliary
Auxiliary Reserve,
Naval
Reserve,
composed of enrollments
enrollments for
service
composed
for war service
merchant marine naval
naval auxfrom merchant
auxiliaries ............................
591
serve only
only merchant
type of
of
to serve
merchant ship type
emergencies.
vessels; emergencies..............
591
qualifications for
qualifications
for rank or rating
rating limited..
limited
591
officers command
command restricted
officers
restricted ..............
592
retainer pay .....................
592
annual retainer
592
Coast Defense Reserve,
Preserve,
Naval Coast
composed of members
Reserve
composed
members of
of Naval Reserve
Force
Force capable
capable of special
special service in,
defense of the
or for the
the Navy, in defense
coast .............................
592
coast
592
classes
classes of service
service specified;
specified; rank or ratwhich qualified ............
ings for which
592
yacht or power boat owners; contracts
contracts
authorized .................
592
with, authorized
592
active service
service required
required for confirmation
confirmation
active
of, or maintaining efficiency
efficiency in,
rating and
and rank...................
rank
592
592
annual retainer
pay. .....................
592
retainer pay
Naval
Civilian,
Naval Consulting
Consulting Board,
Board, Civilian,
appropriation for expenses
expenses............. 558, 1169
1169
appropriation
Naval
Corps,
Naval Dental
Dental Corps,
constitution
appointments, etc ......
573
constitution of; appointments,
573
original appointments
appointments probationary;
probationary; rank.
rank
573
573
examinations; qualifications.........
qualifications
examinations;
573
dental
surgeons, rank, pay, etc...........
etc
574
dental surgeons,
574
service
promotions; limit ...........
service promotions;
574
appointment of existing
existing officers; rank,
appointment
etc . ...........................
574
retirement
retirement provisions
provisions ...................
574
loss of service
advancement by court marservice advancement
martial sentences,
sentences, etc...............
etc
574
organization
of Navy Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
574
organization of
temporary
temporary service.
service. etc.................
etc
574
service
service credit for officers
officers appointed
appointed in _
...
1182
Naval Emergency Construction,
Construction,
bonds to meet expenditures......
expenditures
issue of bonds
1201
amount, maturity,
maturity, interest............
interest
1201
1201
no circulation
privilege_ ............
circulation privilege
1201
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of preparing,
preparing.
appropriation
etc
1201
etc...............................
Nava/
Fund,
Naval Emergency
Emergency Fund,
appropriation for
appropriation
for economical and expedideliveryof
ships, war material,
material,
tious delivery
of ships,
aircraft,
immediately available
aircraft, etc.;
etc.; immediately
available 1192
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alsoNavy),
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Page. Naval
Naval Flying
Flying Corps,
Corps,
Pag.
Page.
construction
porter to
to July
July. 1,
construction authorized,
authorized, prior
1,
composition
composition of; additional to total naval
naval
1919, of
first-class battleships;
battleships;
of 10
10 first-clas
strength
strength..........................
582
616
cost, etc ....................
.
616
yearly
detail ofooficers
officers to,
to, for
actual flying;
flying;
yearly detail
for actual
six
etc ............
616
six battle
battle cruisers;
cruisers; cost,
cost, etc
616
number
number........................
582
582
ten scout
scout cruisers;
cost, etc...........
etc
616
ten
cruisers; cost,
616
proportion of line;
etc...
83
proportion
line; student flyers, etc...
683
fifty torpedo
destroyers; cost, etc
torpedo boat destroyers;
616
etc..
616
pay
allowances.
pay and
and allowances .......
.......
83
583
four
four to be built on Pacific coast;
coast; conoriginal
original appointments
appointments of Navy
acting
Navy acting
ditione
616
ditions .........................
616
ensigns
ensigns and Marine
Marine Corps second
second
nine fleet
fleet submnarines
subbiarines .................
616
616
lieutenants
lieutenants for aeronautic
aeronautic duty
submarines; classes,
fifty-eight coast
coma submarines;
only .
only
........................
583
cost, etc .........................
616
616
eligibles from naval service
eligibles
service or civil
life
civil life.
583
appropriation
for
616
appropriation for...................
616
proportionate
proportionate distribution;
distribution; appointtwelve to be built on Pacific coast;
coast;
ments probationary
probationary ...............
583
conditions
616
conditions........................
616
detailed to actual
detailed
actual flying
flying duty
duty ......... 583
one submarine,
submarine, Neff propulsion, price,
price,
promotions after three
promotions
three years;
years; examinaconditions
616
conditions .......................
616
tions, etc ........................
583
three
ships; cost
616
three fuel
fuel ships;
cost ..................
616
probationary
probationary period;
period; ratings.........
ratings
583
one
616
one repair ship
ship ......................
616
choice of
of aeronautic
or line
duty ......
choice
aeronautic or
line duty
583.
583
transport ........................
one transport
617
617
commissions for aeronautic
commissions
aeronautic duty;
duty; rank,
rank,
one
617
one hospital
hospital ship; coat
cost
................. 617
examinations,
examinations, etc.; to be
be extra
extra
two destroyer
destroyer tenders .................
617
617
numbers ..............
numbers
.......
583
one
fleet
submarine
tender
617
one fleet submarine tender --.......- .
617
commissions
commissions for line
line duty;
duty; service
service retwo ammunition
two
ammunition ships;
ships; cost
cost............ 617
617
examinations, etc.,
etc., to
to
quired; grade, examinations,
gunboats; cost
617
two gunboats;
cost
......................
617
be extra numbers
numbers. ................
584
vessels directed
directed for prompt construction
construction
transfers
Flying Corps;
extransfers to Reserve
Reserve Flying
Corps; excontracted for,
for, etc.,
etc., in
to be
be contracted
in six
six
aminations;
commissions
during
proaminations; commissionsduringpromonths
617
months............
...........
617
bationary period
period ................
bationary
584
vessels to be built at navy yards if bid.of
of lower
grades if
qualified on
on
lower grades
if not qualified
prevent fair
comders combine to
to prevent
fair comexamination
examination .....................
584
584
petition ......................
617,1194
petition
617,1194
officers
for aeronautic
aeronautic duty
duty only,
only, eligible
eligible
officers for
Secretary to designate yards.
Secretary
yards..... 617,1194
617 1194
to grade
grade of captain, Navy, or colonel,
colonel,
limit of cost increased
increased and early construcMarine
Corps
Marine Corps....
..............
584
tion
designated vessels1191
tion directed
directed of designated
vessels..- 1191
examinations
examinations restricted; prior service
service reappropriation
maconstruction and
and maappropriation for
for construction
quired
584
quired.........................
584
617,1191
chinery .......................
617,1191
student
student aviators and
and airmen
airmen details
details not
not
submarine torpedo
.617,1192
for submarine
torpedo boats .......
617,1192
affected
affected.........................
584
armor and
armament.
617,1192
for armor
and armament............
617,1192
pay and
allowances ..................
pay
and allowances
584
ammunition ..................
617,1192
for ammunition
617,1192
student flyers;
flyers; appointment
appointment from Navy
Navy
student
suspension
eight-hour labor
labor requiresuspension of
of eight-hour
or civil
civil life for
for aeronautic
aeronautic instrucment
contracts authorized
authorized in
ment on
on contracts
in
584
tion ...........................
584
emergency
emergency .....................
:- 1192
1192
pay
allowances; age
pay and allowances;
age limit; examinaexaminafor
naval
emergency
fund
for
construcfor naval emergency fund for construc584
tions, etc .
......................
584
tion, purchases,
1192
tion,
purchases, etc_
etc...............
1192
appointments
years; examinaappointments for two years;
examinafor
for twenty
twenty additional
additional coast
coast submarines,
submarines,
585
tions
qualified aviators.
aviators.
tions for
for grade
grade of
of qualified
585
1192
contracts, etc .......
...
1192
ratings; transfers
to Reserve
Flying
ratings;
transfers to
Reserve Flying
construction
on Pacific
cost conconstruction on
Pacific coast;
coast; cost
conCorps
orps .........................
585
ditions. ..........................
1192
ditions
1192
ranks
rank
as aviators;
aviators; pay, etc ..............
585
585
emergency ship construction,
construction, war
war maemergency
commissions
ensigns for
aerocommissions as acting ensigns
for aeroprovisions.
1192
terials, etc.,
etc., provisions............
1192
nautic
duties only
585
nautic duties
only.................
585
for
for equipping
equipping yards, if speedy construcconstrucexaminations;
transfers to Reserve
Reserve
examinations; transfers
tion at
at reasonable
reasonable prices
not obtion
prices not
obflying
Flying Corps
Corps .......................
585
1194
1194
tained from private
private builders
builders ......
aeronautic
schools to
to be
established, etc..
etc..
585
aeronautic schools
be established,
585
contract for battle cruiser
cruiser on basis of
contract
temporary
details for
for aircraft
aircraft duty
duty not
not
temporary details
actual
reasonable profit,
actual cost plus reasonable
affected ........................
585
affected
585
authorized
to secure
authorized to
secure rapid
rapid construcconstrucaviation accidents;
accidents; gratuity
death
aviation
gratuity for
for death
tion
1194
1194
.....
....................
tion
from ............................
from
585
to secure
secure speedy
construction, etc.,
to
speedy construction,
etc., inindouble pensions
for death
death or
or disability.
585
double
pensions for
disability..- 585
crease
allowed if built in navy
navy
of cost allowed
crease of
student flyers
flyers and
and lower
grades subject
subject to
to
student
lower grades
yards
617
yards ...........................617
Navy laws,
laws, etc
etc ..................
585
Navy
585
premiums if
if by
by private
private contractors
contractors ......
617
617
premiums
contracts based
based on
on actual
cost plus
contracts
actual cost
enlisted personnel;
personnel; ratings distributed;
plus reareaenlisted
distributed;
sonable
profit
617
617
sonable profit ..................
transfers
years; limit
586
transfers within
within first
first two
two years;
limit. 586
new
be suspended,
suspended, if
if ininmay be
new construction
construction may
regulations for,
established .........
regulations
for, to be established
586
consistent
with international
plan
consistent with
international plan
appointment of
enlisted men as
appointment
of enlisted
as student
student
for disarmament,
etc ..............
618
618
disarmament, etc
for
flyers ............................
586
flyers
586
transfer of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for construction
construction
transfer
Factory, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Naval Gun Factory,
and machinery,
machinery, 1916,
extensions of
of
and
1916, to
toextensions
appropriation
etc
.. 563,1175
563,1175
appropriation for
for machinery,
machinery, ete.......
New
navy
New York
York and
and Mare
Mare Island
Island navy
for addition
addition to
to gun
gun shop,
shop, storage,
storage, etc
etc_ ..._ _ 565
565
for
10
.....................
yards....
yard!'
10
for
etc
1175
for
repairs,
etc ......................
1175
two seagoing
submarines authorized
in
authorized in
seagoing submarines
two
for
enuinment.
etc.
new mmn
..
1175
101i.
-Aero limit
mndifiei
.------- 237
237
equipment,
etc.,i-.for
gun sho.
shop
1175
1915;
speed
modified
-VL,
-I--.-limit
-- - · I ·
- -- _
.-.
....7
.-- ....-r-----
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Naval Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
Pa.,
Page. Naval
courts
commandcourts martial;
martial; punishments by
appropriation for maintenance,
by commandappropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., from
from
naval pension
fund
599
ing officer without .................
pension fund..............
562, 1174
1174
599
collection
disposition of
599
moneys from sales of
collection of
of fines; disposition
of materials to be
of........
599
.
turned
pension fund
courts of inquiry;
inquiry; institution, etc.,
etc., of.....
of
599
turned into
into naval
naval pension
fund.. 563,1175
563,1175
599
acceptance of commissions
acceptance
commissions in, by Navy
Navy or
or
Naval Information,
Information,
appropriation for expenses,
Marine Corps officers
599
appropriation
officers permitted.
expenses, collecting, at
permitted....
599
home and abroad
abroad ..............
557,1169
resignation of, if directed by Secretary
557,1169
Secretary
accounting for expenses abroad withaccounting
of the Navy; authority of Secretary
Secretary
out vouchers
vouchers --.......--..---..---557
not
by
599
not limited
limited by
................
599
line officers for deck, engineering,
aeroNaval Intelligence
Intelligence Office,
Office,
engineering, or
or aeroappropriation
etc
95, 1099
nautic duties only ................
600
appropriation for clerks, etc............
600
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
additional ememofficers and enlisted men
men authorized
authorized to
to
for additional
ployees, 1917......................
1917
813
attend
service schools; conditions_
attend service
conditions...
600
Naval Lands,
Lands,
serve in Navy or Marine Corps for inserve
inleases of, authorized;
559
leases
authorized; conditions ..........
struction .........................
600
oil, mineral and phosphate lands, expay, allowances, etc., limit of pay........
pay
600
cepted
560
annual
estimates for
required
600
.....-..------------.--...
annual estimates
.
for expenses
expenses required....
600
Militia Affairs Division,
Division, Navy DepartDepartNaval Militia
Naval
Naval Militia,
Militia,
ment,
ment,
appropriation for arming, equipping,
appropriation
equipping, pay,
appropriation
etc_.. 98,
559, 1101,1172
1101, 1172
appropriation for clerks, etc-..
98,559,
559, 1172
etc ...........................
559,1172
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses .......-..
98,1102
retainer
pay.....................
559, 1172
retainer pay
559,1172
payable from "Arming
"Arming and
and Equipping
Equipping
559
for ships for Illinois and Minnesota.
Minnesota.....
Naval Militia"
98, 1102
for reimbursing
reimbursing New
New York
State and
Militia" ................... 98,1102
York State
and
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional ememdeficiency
City and Massachusetts
Massachusetts for marine
ployees, 1917
814
1917 .....................
schools
559, 1170
schools................-........
814
559,1170
Nava/ Militia
Militia Board,
Naval
remains of
Board,
for bringing home
home remains
of officers
officers and
appropriation
appropriation for
for per diem for,
men dying abroad
for, to
to be estabestababroad.................. 1181
lished ........................
double pay
applicable to...
to
582
pay restriction
restriction not
559, 1172
not applicable
1172
582
Nava/ Observatory,
Observatory,
included in
i
n Militia --................-...
197 Naval
appropriation for assistants,
appropriation
assistants, etc.........
etc
96,1100
retainer
retainer p.y
pay for officers; attendance
attendance at
at
for computations,
computations, books, apparatus,
e
.
i. required
593
drills
required.
...............
593
enlisted men;
men. attendance
attendance at. drills, etc.,
etc ,
etc
96,
1100
etc.............................
96,1100
required .......- .................
for contingent expenses
expenses ............... 96,1100
required
593
qualifications
for care of grounds, etc
96,1100
etc............... 96,1100
qualifications required
required ..............-.
594
594
quarterly computation
594
for
eclipse, 1918
1918 ...
... 1100
1100
quarterly
for observations
observations of
computation of payments
of solar
payments.....
solar ecilpse,
594
computation for part of
year
594
for additions
additions to shop building..........
building
computation
of first
first year......
1100
594
other duty in place of drills, etc
motor truck authorized
22
authorized for
for-..............
594
etc.......
Nava/ Operations,
of,
Naval
Operations, Chief of,
Government
Government employees
employees to receive,
receive, in
to be admiral with rank next after The
addition to regular
regular pay ............
594
addition
594
compensation, etc.,
compensation,
Admiral ..........................
558
etc., not
not affected by
military duty ......................
orders from, considered as from Secretary of
594
disbursing officer to pay..........
pay
the Navy
558
State disbursing
Navy.........................
594
558
expenses allowed
details of officers of Navy and Marine Corps
pay and traveling expenses
Corps
from general fund ...............
with
558
for duty with.....................
594
58
accounting officers; appointment,
appointment, etc.,
etc., recaptain appointed
appointed as, to have
have the rank,
595
sponsibility .......................
etc., of admiral
558
admiral ....................
595
558
accounts, bond, etc.; issue of property to 595
retired
retired rank, etc.,
etc., of grade whence detailed
558
inspection of accounts
accounts by naval officer
595
Naval Operations,
officer..
Operations, Office of Chief
595 Nava/
Chief of,
of,
reimbursement for traveling expenses,
reimbursement
appropriation for clerks,
Deappropriation
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy Deetc.....
partment.
95,
1098
..............
etc
595
partment ...........---------------........
........
--595
95, 1098
responsibility for property, etc
595
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
etc.........
appropriation for additional em595
disbandment
disbandment forbidden without
without consent of
ployees, 1917......................
1917
813
813
the President
President .................
595 Naval
595
Petroleum Reserves,
Naval Petroleum
enrollment or draft of, into National
National Naval
appropriation for custody and care
care_ .
appropriation
.. _ 570,
570, 1179
Volunteers .......................
595
595 Naval
Projectile Plant,
Plant,
Naval Projectile
immediate service, etc .............
for immediate
595
595
appropriation
appropriation for erection, equipment, etc.
etc
1175
commisdons, service,
596
commissions,
service, etc
etc..............
596
limit
of
cost
increased
increased ...........
1175
.
released by service in, from Militia duty
released
596
duty.
Naval Records
Records and
and Library,
Library, Navy Department,
Department,
courts
officers .
...-..
597 Naval
courts martial duty of officers.
appropriation for clerks, etc
appropriation
etc ............ 94,1098
94,1098
applicable ..............
597
pension laws applicable
597
deficiency
appropriation for continuing
deficiency appropriation
continuing
recognition of distinguished
recognition
597
distinguished services,
services, etc_
etc.
597
publication
publication Naval
Naval Records of the
.......--------constitution of; age limit....
limit.
597
597
Rebellion ........................
814
814
enlistment term of three years; reenlistReeords of the Rebellion,
ments....................
ments
597 Naval Records
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for continuing
general....
courts martial; composition of general
598
publication ....................
814
publication
-814
summary; deck
.
deck.....................
598
procedure, etc., to conform
conform with
Navy
598 Naval Reserve,
with Navy..
598
place of holding, etc
etc...................
enrollment of persons of seagoing
598
enrollment
seagoing profespowers of punishment; general;
general; sumsion in ...........................
591
591
mary; deck.......................
deck
598
qualifications;
qualifications; experience
officers.
591
experience of
of officers....
598
591
confinement
confinement in lieu of fines
598
fines...........
minimum active service to qualify
598
qualify .......
591
approval of dismissal
dismissal sentences
598
sentences.........
598
to maintain efficiency.
efficiency ................
591
591
authority for arrests, etc ................
598
598
....................
annual retainer
retainer pay
591
execution of process,
execution
process, etc....-----..........-etc
599 Naval
W)-_.\
v-.l Reserve)
R
* VtR
RV.tl
f I
Nmnl Reserve,
Rimuw ty dv
Fleet
Naval
-·,.1·I
w^C· (see Fleet
K
1tVW).
VCS
AW

.........
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Naval
Reserve Flying
Naval Reserve
Flying Corps,
Corps,
composed of transfers
Naval Flying
composed
transfers from
from Naval
Flying
Corps ..............................
Cor
surplus graduates
aeronautic school;
surplus
graduate of
of aeronautic
school;
commissions and
promotions
commissions
and promotions.......
members
members of
of Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force skilled
skilled
aeronautics
in aeronautics......................
active service
service requirements
requirements for
for grade,
grade, rank,
rank,
active
etc
etc ..............................
retainer
pay
retainer pay ..........
..................
transfers of
transfers
of probationary
probationary officers,
officers, Naval
Naval
Flying
Flying Corps
Corps to
to ....................
student flyers
student
flyers .....................
aviators ...
aviators
......................
Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force,
appropriation
for expense;
expense; use
use of
balance
of balance.
appropriation for
retainer pay
retainer
pay from
from Navy
Navy and
and Marine
Marine
Corps pay
appropriations
Corps
pay appropriations.........
for
officers
mileage
for officers, mileage...................
for
men
for transportation,
transportation, etc.,
etc., enrolled
enrolled men....
for
for clothing,
clothig, etc.,
etc., gratuity
gratuity...........
for
recruiting, etc
for organizing,
organizing, recruiting,
etc..........
for
schools, etc.,
etc., of
infor maintenance
mintenance of
of schools,
of instruction .........................
struction
for
transporting remains
members,
for transporting
remains of
of members,
dying abroad
dying
abroad ..................
for retainer
and active
service pay......
pay
for
retainer and
active service
established;
established; classes
classes designated
designated .........
composition,
transfers for
composition, enrollments,
enrollments, and
and transfers
for
service
in time
service in
time of
of war
war..............
insular citizens admitted to
to naval auxilauxiliary reserve
reserve......................
administrative regulations,
to be made.
made
regulations, etc.,
etc., tobe
administrative
ordered into active service by
to be ordered
by the
the
Presidei4
President
................
....
ranks,
etc., deck
ranks, grades,
grades, etc.,
deck or
or engineering
engineering
duties
duties...........................pay, and
and rank
rank.......
commissions, ratings,
ratings, pay,
term
enrollment; oath..................
oath
term of enrollment;
provisional
rank
on
first
enrollment
provisional ran on first enrollment.......
assignment to
active service;
confirmaassignment
to active
service; confirmation on
etc
tion
on examination,
examination, etc...........
appointments and
promotions subject
appointments
and promotions
subject to
to
examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., by board
board of naval
naval
officers
officers.......................
retainer pay;
pay. additional
additional to
retainer
to service
service pay;
pay;
conditions ........................
conditions
reenrollment;
etc .....
increased pay for, etc
reenrollment; increased
retirement;
gratuity
retirement; cash
cash gratuity...........
payment
of
retainer
pay
payment of retainer pay ................
other
except in
other employment,
employment, except
in Army,
Army, alallowed
lowed .......-................---government and administration
of
government
administration of........
distinctive badge
or button
to;
button to
to be
be issued
issued to;
distinctive
badge or
punishment
unauthorized wearwearpunishment for unauthorized
mg
ng.........
..
-...
.........
pay, etc.,
when actively:
employed; when
actively employed;
etc., when
pay,
active service
not in active
service.......:.....
active
service required
the
throughout the
required throughout
active service
war, etc
etc ...............------.......
uniform gratuity;
for training
uniform
gratuity; for
training ..........
for
war service;
service; deduction
withon withdeduction on
for war
drawal
drawal.......-......-.........--preference,
for service
on naval
naval auxilipreference, etc.,.
etc., for
service on
auxiliary vessels.................-vessels
ary
transfers
application
transfers to classes allowed
allowed on application.
flag
pennant for;
of national
national
flag or
or pennant
for; not
not in
in lieu
lieu of
ensign
ensign....-.....--..........-...---be
schools
or
camps
for
instruction
to
estabschools or camps forinstruction
lished; admissions
lished;
admissions...............-qualification certificates
certificates for enrollment
enrollment
qualification
in class
reserve...-.......--...-in
class of
of reserve
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for expenses...........--
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Naval Reserve
Page.
Page
for Fleet
Naval Reserve
589
provisions for
Fleet Naval
Reserve.......
589
592
Naval
591
592
Naval Reserve
Reserve. .......................
.
591
Naval
Auxiliary Reserve
Reserve ..............
591
Naval Auxiliary
591
592
592
Naval Coast
Reserve
592
Coast Defense
Defense Reserve...........
592
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve..............
Reserve
592
592
592
592
Naval Flying Corps Reserve...........
Reserve
592
592
593
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
Reserve .................
593
592
592
allowance
allowance of continuous
continuous service pay to per592
592
sons of, reenlisting prior to
May 1,
to May
1,
1917
1174
1917 ..
..............
..........
1174
585
585
if serving therein August
August 29, 1916,
1916, may
may
585
585
be enrolled
enrolled prior to July 1,
1, 1917
1917.... 1174
1174
585
no
pay, etc
etc ...................
1174
585
no back
back pay,
1174
Naval Reserve, Volunteer (see
Nava/
Volunteer
Naval
(see Volunteer Naval
593
593
Reserve).
Reserve).
Naval
Naval Stores,
Stores,
593
593
appropriation for investigating
investigating grading,
grading,
1168
1168
handling, etc., of ...............
464,
1152
464,1152
1170
1170 Nava/
Naval Torpedo
Toro,
Station,
PaStation, Keyport, Wash., Pa1172
1172
dile,.
1174
1174
appropriation for ordnance
appropriation
ordnance storage_
.... — ..
569
storage.......
569
for
public
570,1179
for public work;
works .....
.....................
570,1179
1174 Naval Training
1174
Training Stations,
Stations,
appropriation
for California
561,1173
appropriation for
California ...
....
561,1173
118f
1181
for Rhode Island
............... 561,1173
561,1173
1181
Lakes .......................
562,1173
1181
for Great
Great Lakes
562,1173
587
for
Saint Helena
Helena .................
587
for Saint
562,1174
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for California...30
California....
30
587 Naval
Naval Volunteers,
National (see
also National
587
Volunteers, National
(see also
National
Naval Volunteers).
Volunteers).
Naval
587
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc
etc ...............
1172
587
appropriation
1172
587
587
retainer pay
pay
559,1172
for retainer
..................
559,1172
Naval Mr
War College,
Naval
Harbor Island,
Island,
College, Coasters
Coasters Harbor
587
587
R. I.,
appropriation
for maintenance
562, 1174
appropriation for
maintenance ........ 562,1174
587
587 Navasota,
Navasota, Tex.,
Tex.,
587
appropriations
appropriations for public building........
building
267
587
deficiency
for public
public buildbuild587
deficiency appropnation
appropriation for
587
ing.............................
18
Navigable
Waters, Watersheds
NavigaberVaters,
Watersheds of (see ConservaConserva587
tion of
587
tion
of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
Waters, etc.).
etc.).
Navigation,
Navigation,
i.ax and
and light
light dues
dues not
not assessed
assessed on
tonnage tax
on
587
587
Filipinos ................
286
vessels of Filipinos
286
Navigation
of Commerce,
Commerce,
NavigationBureau,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof
587
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
deputy,
587
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
588
588
clerks, etc
112, 1114
etc..................... 112,1114
588
588
for salaries
salaries of shipping
shipping comminsioners;
commissioners;
588
588
hie ...............
clerk hire
112, 1114
..... 112,1114
contingent expenses;
commission 113,
1114
for contingent
expenses; commission.
113,1114
588
588
admeaeurement of
for uniform
uniform admeasurement
of veeseb3,
vels,
588
etc ........................
113,1114
588
etc
113,1114
for instruments for
counting passenpassenfor counting
gers ...............
113, 1114
gers
.......
113,1114
588
for
etc., to
enforce naviga588
for motor boats, etc.,
to enforce
navigation laws
113,1114
tion
laws ......................
113,1114
588
for
new
588
for new
new engines
engines for
for "Dixie,"
"Dixie," and
and new
boat..........
boat
1114
.................
1114
588
for preventing
overcrowding of
of excurexcur588
for
preventing overcrowding
589
sion, etc.,
113, 1114
1114
589
sion,
etc., vessels
vessels ............ 113,
for wireless communication expenses
expenses. 113,
113,1114
1114
589
deficiency
appropriation for
for enforcement
of
589
deficiency appropriation
enforcement of
navigation laws..................
laws
25
navigation
25
589
shipping commissioners..
commisioners
25
589
for clerk
clerk hire, shipping
25
589 Navigation,
Navigation, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
of,
589
appropriation for,
for deputy,
etc_ _ 112,1114
clerks, etc..
112,1114
appropriation
deputy, clerks,
589
authorized
589
authorized to change
change name
name of steamship
steamship
"Aroline"
436
"Aroline
......................
436
"Charles L. Hutchinson"
Hutchinson" to
589
"Charles
to "Fayette
"Fayette
Brown"..............-.......Brown"
... 946
946
"Frank H. Peavey"
Peavey" to "William
"William A.
A
589
"Frank
589
589
Reis"..........................
Reiss"
914
914
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Navigation,
Commissioner of-Continued.
Navigation, Commissioner
authorized
steamship
name of steamship
to change
change name
authorized to
"Frank T.
"Clem"Frank
T. Heffelfinger"
Heffelfinger" to "Clemens
914
ens A. Reiss"
Reiss". ..............
914
"Fred G.
"Harry W
"Fred
G. Hartwell"
Hartwell" to "Harry
W.
Croft"
Croft"............................
1199
"Frederick B. Wells"
"Frederick
Wells" to
to "Otto
"Otto M.
M.
Reiss"
915
Reiss". ......................
. 915
"George W. Peavey"
Peavey" to
J
"George
to "Richard
"Richard J.
Reiss"
Reiss".
. .
.....................
... 915
915
"Harry
H
"Harry A.
A. Berwind"
Berwind" to "Harvey
"Harvey H.
Brown"
1199
Brown ": -----------......................---------...
1199
"Norraania"
Stile!"
235
"Normania" to "
" William F. Stifel"...
to enroll and license "Republic"
"Republic" steam914
ship ...............................
914
to issue American
American registry
registry to "Golden
"Golden
Gate"
Gate " .........................
857
Navigation Laws,
Navigation
Laws,
appropriation
appropriation for enforcement
enforcement of ....... 113,
113, 1114
1114
deficiency appropriation
enforcement,
deficiency
appropriation for
for enforcement,
etc ............................
25
25
Navy (see
Establishment),
Navy
(see also
also Naval
Naval Establishment),
appropriation
for
naval
service.
556,1168
appropriation for naval service ........
556,1168
schedule of
allowances to
schedule
of all
all pay
pay and allowances
be sent to Congress .............
557,1168
for
for pay,
pay, miscellaneous
miscellaneous...............
557,1168
Naval Reserve
Naval
Reserve Force, mileage
mileage to
to offi1168
cers ..........................
1168
allowance
allowance for naval information...
information... 557, 1169
limit, clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services at yards
yards
557,
and stations ...................
557, 1169
1169
interned persons
persona and prisoners of
war..
557,
war .......................
557, 1169
1169
lease of storage, Norfolk, Va..........
Va
1169
1169
accounts for naval
naval information
information exaccounts
penses abroad
abroad ...................
557
557
leaves of absence
absence to
to civil employees
employees
outside continental
continental limits ...........
557
admission of interned
interned persons, etc.,
etc., to
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital .........
558
558
rank,
etc., of
Naval
rank, duties, etc.,
of Chief of Naval
Operations
Operations .....................
558
assistant chiefs for Bureaus of Yards
and Docks,
Docks, and
and Construction
Construction and
and
Repair, and to Judge Advocate GenRepair,
eral
..........................
558
558
technical, etc.,
etc., allowances
allowances from lumptechnical,
sum appropriations................
appropriations
558
558
for contingent ......................
558,
1169
558,1169
for expenses, civilian Naval Consulting
Consulting
Board .....................
558, 1169
Board
558,
1169
etc
558,
1169
for investigation of
of fuel
fuel oil, etc......
558,1169
testing plant, Philadelphia ....... 558,1169
for aviation,
aviation, general
general expenses.......
expenses
559,
1169
559,1169
for securing basic
basic aircraft patents.
patents ....... 1169
1169
Advisory ComComfor expenses, National
National Advisory
mittee
Aeronautics
559,
1170
mittee for
for Aeronautics..........
559,1170
balances reappropriated
reappropriated ..............
1170
1170
arming, equipequipfor Naval Militia, pay, arming,
ping,
559
ping, etc
etc..........................
559
retainer pay, etc., militia and volretainer
unteers ...........................
559
559
for ships for Illinois and Minnesota
Minnesota
Militia
559
Naval Militia......................
559
for reimbursing New York and MassaMassachusetts for marine schools ..... 559,1170
559,1170
for care of lepers, Guam and Culion.
Culion 559, 1170
leases of unused
unused naval lands authorized,
authorized,
oil, mineral,
mineral, and phosphate
phosphate lands
excepted
excepted ..........................
559
559
for Bureau of Navigation,
Navigation, transportation
......................
560, 1170
560,1170
Naval Reserve Force
1170
Naval
Force ................
1170

Navy-Continued.
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appropriation for recruiting
recruiting ..........
appropriation
560, 1170
discharge after
discharge
after one
one year's
year's service;
service;
conditions
560
conditions......................
560
repealed
1171
repealed .......................
1171
payment to
to postmasters
recruits
560
payment
postmasters for
for recruits...
560
motor vehicles
vehicles for
use, reremotor
for official
official use,
striction
1170
striction .........-..............
1170
authority for
administering oaths
oaths exexauthority
for administering
tended
tended ........................
1171
examining boards
boards at foreign
examining
foreign stations
authorized
1171
authorized .....................
1171
contingent .....................
560, 1171
for contingent
560,1171
exercises 560,1171
for gunnery
gunnery and
and engineering
engineering exercises
for
enlistments ....... 560, 1172
for outfits
outfits on
on first enlistments
1172
clothing
gratuity, Naval
Naval Reserve
clothing gratuity,
Reserve
Force
1172
Force .........................
1172
for
auxiliaries, maintenance...
maintenance... 561,1172
for naval
naval auxiliaries,
561,1172
for
equipment supplies,
for equipment
supplies, instruments,
instruments,
etc
561,
1172
etc ....
...................
561,1172
for
and lake
lake surveys
561,
1172
for ocean
ocean and
surveys ..........
561,1172
for
Militia, pay,
pay, arming,
equipfor Naval
Naval Militia,
arming, equip1172
ping, etc ......................
1172
Naval
1172
Naval Militia
Militia Board
...............
1172
office
office of
of Naval Militia Affairs in DeDepa:rtment.......................
1172
partment
1172
retainer pay, etc.,
etc., militia and volvolunteers .........
.............. 1172
1172
for alterations, etc.,
etc., "Topeka
"Topeka" ........
1172
1172
issue
issue of
of oil
oil and
and fuel to
to volunteer
volunteer
patrol squadrons, gasoline
1172
patrol
gasoline omitted.
omitted. 1172
561, 1173
for training stations ................
561,1173
for expenses, organizing, etc.,
etc., Naval
Naval
Reserve Force
1174
Reserve
Force........-........
1174
reenlistment and service credits
credits alal1174
lowed ..................
...
...... 1174
for schools or camps of
of instruction,
Naval Reserve
1174
Naval
Reserve Force ...............
1174
for Naval War College...............
College
1174
562, 1174
for Naval Home .................
1174
562, 1174
for Bureau of Ordnance,
Ordnance, ordnance and
ordnance stores .................
563,1175
563,1175
clerical, etc., services............
services
563,
1175
clerical,
563, 1175
for smokeless powder, limitations
1175
limitations... 563, 1175
Factory
563,1175
for Naval Gun Factory...........
563, 1175
for Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.,
Wash., magazine.....
magazine
563
for armor plant, erection,
563
erection, equipment, etc
etc.
liners -for eroded
eroded suns...........
guns
564,
1176
for liners
564,1176
for antiaircraft, machine, boat, etc,
guns
1176
forantiaircraft,
etc,guns.
1176
merchant auxiliaries.
auxiliaries. 564, 1176
1176
for batteries for merchant
ammunition
ammunition .....................
1176
1176
etc., naval
1176
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns,
guns, etc.,
naval stations
stations. 1176
ammunition for issue
for ammunition
issue ............ 564, 1176
for armament and ammunition
ammunition for Coast
Coast
Guard cutters .....................
1176
1176
for torpedoes, etc ...................
564,
1176
564,1176
for air compressors
compressors for destroyers ........
564
for torpedo
torpedo nets for battleships ..........
564
for reserve
reserve supplies .................. 564, 1176
for torpedo station .................
564,1176
564,
1176
submarine base, New London,
London, Conn_
for submarine
Conn. 1174
1176
for experiments
experiments.....................
564,1176
for contingent building fund .......
564,1176
contingent .............
564,
1176
for repairs, contingent
564,1176
for Bureau of Yards and Docks, maintenance ....................
tenance
564,
1177
564,1177
etc., services
services .............. 565,1177
clerical, etc.,
.................. 565,1177
565,1177
for contingent
contingent
for public works, yards and stations_
stations. 565, 1177
for 'Iry
dry dock, etc.,
etc., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Marine Corps depot, etc
etc......... 565, 1177
1177
for gun shop, etc.,
etc., Washington,
Washington, D. C.
C 565, 1177
1177
additional
land, etc ................
additional land,
565
transfer
transfer of lots from
District of
Columbia ......................
1177
1177

/
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appropriation for dry dock, etc., Norfolk,
appropriation
appropriation. for
Bureau 'of
and,
appropriation
for Bureau
of SupOlieg'
Supli:s annd
Va ........................
567,1178
567,1178
Accounts;pay,
Accounts;
y, etc.,
to officerservinig
officer!terrine
etc., to
for buildings, etc.,
etc., Naval
Naval Academy..
Academy-. 567,1178
567,1178
on General Board and retailed
retaiied when
when
for marine recruiting station, Port
retired
"
581
retired........................581
Royal, S. C
C .....................
1178
1178
pay,
etc., of
retired
officers
detalIed
for
pay, etc.,
of retired officers detailed for
aeronautic station,
for aeronautic
station, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.
Fla. 567,
667; 1178
1178
active duty
581
duty............
........
581
for naval base, etc.,
etc., San Diego County,
County,
officers to receive same
same pay
pay etc.,
etc., acac::
Cal
567
Cal.............................
567
rank and leng4t
length of Seri
erv-,cording to yank
for dry dock, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
Hawaii. 568,1178
568,1178
-ice-.
ice .......--.1
581
581
Barracks, Cayey,
Cayey, P.
P. R
part of
of Henry
Henry Barracks,
R.,,
disallowed -telephone aecounts
581
disallowed'telephone
accounts allowed
allowed
581
transferred
from Army
Army .............
568
transferred from
568
George R.
• 581
George
R. Crapo
Crapo ..................
581
part of Fords Island naval
naval reservation,
reservation,
James
C. Hilton
Hilton -....................
581
JamesC.
581
to Army
568
Oahu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, transferred
transferred to
Army.
568
T..D. Harris ................
582
T.'D.
.....
582
and munitions
569
for guns and
munitions storage
storage.........
569
Harold
Harbld Harrison Little, promotion aufornaval
for naval magazines,
magazines, etc ...............
1178
1178
thorized
582
thorized......
.-' . .........
;
.
582
for fuel depots.
1179
depots ......................
1179
John D. P. Erode
Hodapp,
p, file
61e establiehed.
582
established.
582
for Marine Corps base, San Diego,
Diego, Cal_
Cal... 1179
1179
double salary
reneiction effect of exsalary restncbdn
exfor experimental
experimental and
and research
research laboralaboraceptions to ......
.-... ......
.582582
tory ..................
570,
1179
......
570,1179
Naval Flying Corps
establiab
Ccaptestab
,.:-... .
582
forproperty
for
property damages, Indianhead,.
Md. 1179
1179
Indianhead, Mdl.
courts-martial
courts-martial provison.:
providemt: - ,
586
,,,
. : 586
for lighting facilities
at
facilities for night work
*rlr'at
power of marine
marine offices
officers*hen'
bwhen f
o1.
yards
and stations
' 1180
yards and
stations .................
1180
vessels
vessels as separate organization
586
organization . ..
586
for repairs and preservation
570,1180
preservation ........
570,1180
Naval
Force established.
established ...
587
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
587
commission
created to investigate
commission created
investigate adMarine
Marine Corps
of_
593
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, constibition.
constitution of.
593
ditional
571
ditional stations,
stations, etc
etc...............
571
shore pay for warrant offices.-..----.
officers
1181
1181
for expenses of
571
of commission
commission ............
571
retainer,' etc.,
etc., pay
1181
retainer,
pay Reserve
Reserve Force.
Force...
1181
commission to report
report on abolishing
abolishing
advamnes
advances tr'
to officer?
beyondthe
offiers' duty beyond
the
existing navy yards,
etc
571
existing
yards, etc............
571
seas, ete ........... ....
1181
........
1181
contract for use of dry dock at Boston,
additional
additional" appointments
appointments of midshipMass.,
authorized; conditions
1180
Mass., authorized;
conditions- _. ..
1180
men from
enlisted men............
men 1182
from enlisted
1182
for Bureau
Bureau of
and S
urgery,
of Medicine
Medicine and
Surgery,
temporary reduction
reduction of "inatruction
instruction
surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries.
necessaries ......... _. 571,1180
571,1180
course at Naval
1182
coure
Naval Academy
Academy ........
1182
civil establishment
establishment ..............
571,1180
571,1180
examination of
officers for
examination
of staff
staff offcer
for propro
contingent ...................
571
1180
for contingent
571,1180
motion; Dental Corps not iffecteti
affected.. 1182
1182
etc., hospital at Las Animas,
dairy, etc.,
punishment
punishment for forging, ett.,
et., certificertifiColo ............................
572
cates of dischaige
cate's
discharge from Army
Army Orr
for transferring
of officers,
officers, enfor
transferring remains
remains of
enNavy ............................
1182
1182
listed men, etc
572,1181
etc ...............
for expenses, organizing
organizing Naval
Reserve
572,1181
Naval Reserve
constitution, etc.,
etc., of
572
constitution,
of Hospital
Hospital Corps...
Corps...
572
Corps .....................
593
Corps
. 593
status of Medical
Department officers
officers
Medical Department
Naval Militia
Militia provisions;
creation of
of
provisions; creation
with
with marines detached for
for service
service
National
National Naval Volunteers
593
Volunteers ........
593
Army......................
573
with Army
573
issue of oil and
Volunteer
and gasoline
gasoline to
to Volunteer
organization,
Naval Dental
organization, etc.,
etc., of
of Naval
Dental
Patrol Squadrons ..................
600
600
Corps and Dental
Dental Reserve
573
Corps
Reserve Corps
Corps....
573
provisions
provisions for Coast Guard operating
operating
for
603,
1182
for provisions
provisions.....................
603,1182
as part of Navy .................
600
600
for
Academy; rereconstruction of
for dairy and
and farm, Naval Academy;
construction
of additional
additional Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
603
payment .......................
601
603
cutters; amount
mount authorized
authorized........
601
for Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts,
of Supplies
establishment
establishment of aviation Coast
Guard
Coast Guard
Navy
575,
1181
pay of the Navy
............
575,1181
stations, etc ......................
601
601
enlisted
increased; emergency
emergency
enlisted strength
emergency
emergency transfer
strength increased;
transfer of
of Lighthouse
Lighthouse vesvesmaximum
maximum .........................
575
sels, personnel,
personnel, etc.,
jurisdiction
575
etc., to
to jursdiction
ratings,
enlisted men
575
of
or Army
Army .................
ratings, certain
of Navy
certain enlisted
Navy or
men ..........
575
602
additional
appointments of
retired officers
additional appointments
officers restored to active list:
list:
of midshipmidshipmen at
at large
and from
from enlisted
men
Ten Eyck De
large and
enlisted men_
men- 576
De Witt
576
Witt Veeder
Veeder.........
602
appointments
of Filipinos
Filipinos for
for instrucTemplm Morris
Morris Potts
appointments of
instrucPotts.............
602
Academy
576
tion at
at Naval
Naval Academy............
John Henry
Henry Gibbons
John
576
Gibbons ...........
.
602
commissioned
personnel established;
established;
Frank
Hill .
Frank Kinsey
Kinsey Hill
commissioned personnel
..........
602
Armistead Rust
Rust ...................
576
line; staff; warrant
warrant...-------....
Armistead
.
576
602
promotions to
commander,
John Gardner
Gardner Quinby
promotions
to grade of commander,
Quinby ..............
602
reguEllicott ..............
John Morris
Morris Ellicott
captain, and
and rear
rear admiral,
admiral, regu602
lated .......578
Frank W. Kellogg
Kellogg ................
lated
-..-.....--.
........
578
602
M. Cook
Cook ...................
service credit to officers for retireAllen M.
602
Emmet R. Pollock...........-..-.
ment;
64 established
579
Pollock
ment; age
age at
at 64
established........
579
602
Washington Irving
Irving Chambers
officers for
duty only;
only;, as
asWashington
for engineering
engineering duty
Chambers.......
602
George N.
signment, etc
etc. ...................
580
580
George
N. Hayward
H ward.............
603
examinations
pay for
absence
caused
by
personal
examinations
required;
officers
to
be
required;
no pay
for absence caused by personal
officers to be
misconduct
580
misconduct .....-- ....
additional numbers;
numbers; no
back pay,
pay,
..---------- 580
no back
furloughs
without pay
for unexpired
etc--...--furloughs without
etc
603
pay for
unexpired
........----------.
603
for clothing
enlistment
580
enlistment terms ..................
clothing and small
stores
1183
small stores...........
580
1183
additional surgeon
authorized; details
for war reserve
additional
surgeon authorized;
reserve material
material for emergency
emergency
details
to Red
Red Cross
from Medical
Medical DepartDepartto
Croes from
use- .............................
use
1183
1183
581
for maintenance
maintenance and equipment
equipment supsupment ...........-..---......
581
payments to
to Sophia
Sophia Gompers
Gompers and
plies .........................
payments
plies.
603,1183
and
603
1183
Eliza Orr .........................
581
clerical, etc., services
clerical,
1183
services............ 601,
604, 1183
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appropriation
appropriation for
for freight, Department
Department and
appropriation
equipping designated
appropriation for equipping
designated
bureaus
................... 604,1183
bureaus ....
604, 1183
yards for
for building
building new
ships etc
_
618
yards
new ships,
etc ....
618
preference to be given
given Government
Government
plans to be submitted by Secretaries of
of
troops, etc.,
etc., in time of war, by carWar and Navy for improving
improving harbors,
harbors,
riers; prompt delivery,
delivery, etc., in time
etc.
defense of specified
etc.,' for naval defense
specified
of
604
of peace
peace ..........................
ports...............................
604
Ports
618
for fuer
fuel and transportation
transportation
604,1183
for naval emergency
emergency fund; specified obrank of civil engineers
engineers from
original
from original
jects ...
1192
......................
1192
appointment
appointment....................
1184
emergency
and war
conemergency ship
ship and
war material
material conappointment
appointment of Leonard G.
G. Hoffman,
Hoffman,
struction authorized
1192
authorized ...............
1192
as assistant paymaster
paymaster ..............
1184
1184
vessels to
to be
be built
built at
at navy
navy yards
yards if
if bidbidBureau of Construction
for Bureau
Construction and
and Repair,
ders combine to prevent
prevent fair compeconstruction,
construction, etc .............
604,1184
tition .........................
1194
equipment supplies
supplies...............
605,1184
605,1184
yards
to be designated
1194
yardsto
designated by Secretary
Secretary... 1194
gun foundations, Panama Canal colfor equipping navy yards to build
build new
new
liers "Ulysses"
_. 605
"Ulysses" and "Achilles"...
"Achilles"....
ships,
s .ps, if private contracts
contracts at
at fair,
fair, etc
etc.,,
repairs, etc.; specified
specified ships......
ships
605,1184
price, not secured
secured......
....... 1194
1194
clerical, etc., services............
services
605,
clerical,
605, 1184
contract for
contract
for battle
battle cruiser at
at cost
cost plus
plus
limit to repairs of capital ships inreasonable profits authorized,
reasonable
authorized, to
to obobcreased ........................
605
creased
605
tain speedy
speedy construction ..........
1194
1194
sale of unserviceable
unserviceable auxiliaries,
auxiliaries, etc
etc..
605
policy declared
declared for
for adjusting interinterconstruction plants ............... 605,1185
for construction
605,1185
national disputes
disputes by arbitration,
arbitration,
Guard cutters,
inCoast Guard
cutters, limit of cost inetc..............................
etc
618
618
creased ..........................
1185
after
after close of war in Europe President
President
three
three authorized
authorized for designated
designated duty;
duty;
authorized to invite other great
great
cost
cost...............................
1185
Governments
Governments to a
a conference
conference to
etc., of cutters ........ 1185
for construction, etc.,
formulate plans for peaceful settlefor Bureau of Steam Engineering, repairs,
ment of disputes ..................
618
618
etc.,
representatives
etc., of machinery,
machinery, etc .......... 606,1185
representatives of the United States
office of Director
Director of Naval Communicaauthorized
618
authorized ......................
618
1185
tions
appropriation for expenses
expenses ...........
618
appropriation
1185
618
. .........................
.
.
engineering
engineering equipment .........
construction
606,1185
construction of new ships may be suselectrical shop,
shop, Portsmouth, N.
H.... 1185
electrical
N. H....
1185
pended if tribunal established renincidental
incidental expenses
expenses ............
606,1185
606,1185
dering expenditures
dering
expenditures inconsistent
618
inconsistent...
618
clerical,
etc.,' services
clerical, etc.
606,1185
serndices ...........
trespassing upon, injuring,
injuring, etc.,
606,1185
etc., milimiliradio shore stations; transfer
transfer of
of site,
site,
tary works, unlawful
1194
unlawful .............
1194
etc.;
etc. ;laboratory................
laboratory 606,1186
violating
violating regulations
regulations within estabestabmachinery for "Maumee"
606
"Maumee ".............
606
lished defensive
defensive sea areas, unlawful.
unlawful. 1194
1194
radio aerials, State, etc., Department
Department
punishment
of offenders............
offenders.
1194
punishment of
1194
Building..........................
606
606
restriction on purchases, etc.,
etc., unless
pneumatic tube
Department to
tube from Department
to
Government plants
are working
at
Government
plants are
working at
Navy
607
Navy Annex
Annex ......................
607
full capacity,
capacity, etc .............
618, 1194
1194
for high-power
high-power radio stations............
stations
607
607
no pay
timeno
pay to
to officer,
officer, etc.,
etc., using
using timehigh-power radio station
for high-power
station in
measuring devices on work
work of
in Porto
Porto
of employees
Rico .........................
1186
ployees.......................... 619, 1194
1186
for propelling
propelling engines for
607
forfor specified ships
payment of
of cash
ships.
cash bonuses,
bonuses, etc.,
etc., for607
engineering experimental
for engineering
experimental station.
station. 607,1186
bidden; exception
1195
exception .............. 619,
619,1195
for machinery plants at yards ......
607,
1186
no
607,1186
no purchases
purchases of
of steel,
steel, armor.
armor. etc.,
etc.. from
from
for Naval
Naval Academy
607,1186
Academy .............. 607,1186
combinations in
of trade,
combinations
in restraint
restraint of
trade,
number of professors, etc.,
etc., at discretion
discretion
etc.; existing contracts
contracts excepted.
excepted. 619, 1195
1195
Secretary .....................
607
of Secretary
report
report to be made on construction,
construction. etc.,
.
607
etc ,
Board of Visitors, composition,
of largest
largest practicable
battleship; dedecomposition, etc.,
of
practicable battleship;
modified .......................
608
tails required
619
608
required..................
619
temporary quarters for midshipmen._
midshipmen. - 1188
1188
none of sums for
for "Increase
"Increase of the
Marine Corps.....................
Corps
609,1188
for Marine
609,1188
Navy" to be used for Department
Navy"
Department
reorganization of personnel, etc .......
reorganization
609
609
clerks, etc.
619, 1175
etc .....................
619,
1175
enlisted strength increased ............
612
612
specific authority required
required for
for all
all
pay, etc.,
etc., of band
band increased;
increased; civilian
Department
expenses out of this
Department expenses
employment
employment restricted ..............
612
Act .......................
619,
1195'
619, 1195
instruction camps, etc.,
etc., authorized...
authorized .
614
614
for increased
increased pay
employees in
pay to civil
civil employees
in
for increase
increase of Naval Establishment..
Establishment. -. 616,
1191
616,1191
Naval Establishment,
Establishment, receiving
receiving not
not
for construction
construction and machinery, new
1195
more than
than $1,800
$1,800 a
a year
year ..........
1195
vessels.....................
vessels
617, 1191
1191
specific salary
qalary increases
1195
specific
increases included ... . 617,
1195
for submarine
submarine torpedo boats
boats-------....... 617,1192
all appropriations
appropriations immediately
immediately availfor armor and armamentarmament
1192
1195
..........617,
617, 1192
able; use
use for deficiencies
deficiencies forbidden
forbidden.. 1195
vessels
617
1192
for ammunition
ammunition for
for new
new vessels......
for pensions
617,1192
pensions...................... 242,
242, 1132
1132
speedy
increase in cost allowed
allowed for speedy
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying claims
construction
construction.......................
------------------ 617
617
for damages, collisions with
vessels
with vessels
leaves of absence for 30 days allowed
allowed
of
of--...-.......
---------.... 22,814
22, 814
all employees at yards, etc .........
617
617
for Bureau of Construction
Construction and
22,
and Repair..
Repair. 22,
eight-hour law
taw may be suspended
suspended on
242. 815, 825,828
30, 33
33.42.
825, 828
contracts
contracts in emergencies;
emergencies; overtime
overtime
Engineering- 23,
30, 42,
for Bureau of
of Steam Engineering...
23,30,42,
ware-----------.
i9
wages1192
8/5, 816, 825
815,816,825
mm~O~
--.....................~
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apppriation for pay.
29,33,825,82
deficiency appropriation
pay. 29,33,
825, 828
for Marine
orps.. 29,
29,33,339,816,816,
825,82
Marine Corps.
33, 339, 816, 816, 825,
828
miscellaneous.............
29,33,814
for pay, miscellaneous
29, 33, 8'14,
816, 816, 825,
825,828
816,816,
82
for contingent................
contingent
29,825
.... ...
29,
82
for Bureau of Navigation..
Navigation.. 29,33,816,825,82
29, 33, 816,825,828
for Bureau of Ordnance............
Ordnance
30,
30,442,
815, 825, 828
815,825,82
for Bureau of Yards and Docks....
Docks.
30,33,42,
30,33,42
815,
818, 825, 828
815,816,825,82
for Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery....
Surgery.. . 30,
30
339,825
339,82J
30
for Bureau of Supplies and Accounts...
Accounts.. -. 30,
815,
816,825,828
825, 82
815, 816,
for freight
freight................ 30,
30,33,815,825,
33, 815, 825, 821
828
for indemnity
indemnity for lost property...
825, 82
828
property... 30,
30,825,
for destruction of clothing
clothing, etc.......30,82
etc
30,825
for enlistment bounties to seamen
seamen......
30
3(
for Samuel Butter
Butter and Company
30
Company.......
31
for pensions
penons..
30
.......................
3
for New York Navy
815
Navy Yard .......-..
811
for
general account
account of
of ad
ad.
for reimbursing
reimbursing general
vanees
minces .............
816
..............
81
for Bureau of
Equipment ...
825
of Equipment
..........
..
82
for
Academy .................
825
for Naval
Naval Academy
82S
administration of justice; authority for
for
courts extended
extended .............
586
deck courts
58
summary courts
summary
courts martial;
martial; officers
officers qualiqualified
to
order
586
fied to order .................... . 58
in
hospitals or
hospital ships
ships..
in hospitals
or on
on hospital
.....— --- 586
586
approval
586
approval of
of sentences,sentence. . .............
586
general
general courts
courts martial;
martial; officers
tfficer authorauthorconvene ...........-...
586
ized to convene
.
586
in time of war .....................
• .
586
courts
of inquiry;
inquiry; authority
authority for
courts of
for conconvening .........................
vening
586
appointment
authorized of
of Leonard
G
appointment authorized
Leonard G.
Hoffman
as assistant paymaster....
paymaster
1184
1184
Hoffman as
Army
subsistence supplies
purArmy subsistence
supplies may
may be
be purchased
by
officers
and
enlisted
men.
630
chased by officers and enlisted men.
630
aviation school
to receive
receive Coast
Guard offiaviation
school to
Coast Guard
officers
enlisted men
cers and
and enlisted
men for
for instrucinstruction ............................
601
601
part of,
of, in
in time
Coast Guard
Guard operating
operating as
as part
time of
of
war; provisions
provisions governing
governing ..........
600
600
war;
commissioned personnel
personnel established
576
commissioned
established.....
576
authorized enlisted
ratio of officers
officers to authorized
enlisted
strength
576
strength ........................
576
proportion
of line
line officers;
service of
of lieulieuproportion of
officers; service
tenants,
junior grade
576
tenants, junior
grade.............
576
staff
of lower
with
staff officers; rank
rank of
lower grades
grades with
line
576
line officers
officers ......................
576
semiannual
grades
577
semiannual computation
computation of
of grades.....
577
ratio of staff
Corps; age
age
ratio
staff officers;
officers; Medical Corps;
restriction, assistant
577
surgeons......
restriction,
assitant surgeons
Pay
Pay Corps ....................
........-577
Construction Corps;
Corps; filling
filling vacancies;
Construction
vacancies;
ensigns
eligible ..............-..
577
577
ensigns eligible
...............
Engineers ..
577
Corps of Civil Engineers
professors
be no
no longer
longer
professors of
of mathematics
mathematics to
to be
577
appointed
appointed.....................---577
provisions
odd numbers
fracprovisions for
for odd
numbers in
in grade;
gr
fcfrade;
577
577
-........tions ...............
additional numbers
from comadditional
numbers excluded
excluded from
com577
putations.......
................
577
putations
577
rear admirals,
admirals, pay
pay and
allowances --........
577
and allowances
rear
578
578
rank in
rank
in staff corps .................
578
chief warrant
officers; pay and allowances..
allowances
578
warrant officers;
chief
578
heat and
light; leaves
leaves of
absence .......
578
of absence
heat
and light;
promotions to
to commander,
commander, captain,
and
promotions
captain, and
admiral of the line
be by
by
rear admiral
line to
to be
578
578
selection........................
selection
•
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promotions;
board ofrearadmirls
recompromotions;board
of rearadmirals to
torecommend
- .....................
578
mend.....
578
yearly appointment; oath.
yearly
578
oatl ..........
578
list of vacancies
vacancies and eligibles
eligibles to be
furnished
578
.
..................
..
578
communications
from eligibles; restrcrestriccommunications fromeligibles;
tion. .......... . —
tion
578
.
. —.... ...
578
service required
grade service
required of
ofeligibles...
eligibles..
578
578
engineeringdutyonly,
engineering
. duty only, etc.,
to be addietc., tobeadditional numbers.,.
ninnbers
- ....
• ....
578
678
recoinmendations
recommendations by
by board,
board; ,conc
*ewe
conetrrence
required;
of captains
captains yearly
yearly. .:
579
required; limit
limit of
579
tobe
ubmiion to th
report to
be made; submission
the
President
579
President.
.
.................
579
substitution
substitution for unacceptables
unacceptables ........
579
579
• officers
officers recommended,
recommended, eligible for
for promotion; examinations
terminations required;
required; efetc
579
fect, etc.........
............
579
• sea
for captain,
captains, comcoinsea 'service
service required
requir
for
manders and lieutenant
menders,
lieutenant commandcommand- '
ers;
579
era; age limit
limit...... - .:... • . .
579
not applicable
applicable to
to engineering
duty
engineeri
duty
only
only.........................
579
579
retired pay,
retired
pay, if
eligible for,
for, by
by ag...
age—
579
if not eligible
579
retirement
at 64
64 establiahed
579
retirement age at
established ........
579
no reduction di presentrank,
present rank, pay,
etc—
579
pay, etc;
..
579
details from-Medical Department
details-from-Medical
Department to -aist
assist
Republic
Republic of Haiti,
Haiti, authorized
authorized...... 224
224
compensation, etc.....
etc
compensation,
..................... 224
224
service pay, etc.,
etc., continued...........
continued
224
service
224
longevity, etc,
etc., not
not affected
224
longevity,
affected .........
224
double pay restriction
applicable to
to
double
restriction not
not applicable
retired
officers and enlisted
enlisted men..
men
120,582
retired officersand
120,582
employment of,
of, authorized
authorized to
to enforce
enforce proproemployment
visions against unfair
unfair competition
competition in
foreign
foreign commerce...................
commerce
800
800
examinations for
promotions applicable
applicable to
to
for promotions
regular advancement
advancement of
of staff
staff offioffiregular
cers
cers .........................
1182
1182
status
status of Dental
appointments not
not
Dental Corps appointments
affected .......................
1182
affected
1182
extension
extension of New
New York and Mare
Mare Island
Island
battleships,
navy yards
yards for
for building
building battleships
etc., from appropriation
appropriat ion "Increase
of
etc.,
"Increaseof
Navy, construction
and mathe Navy,
construction and
machinery"
1916 .....................
10
chinery" 1916
10
marines embarked
embarked as separate orgaization
organization
on naval
naval vessels
vessels subject to authority
of officers
officers of organisation
586
organization..........
586
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll for
for Army
Army and,
and, estabestabMedal
lished ...........................
53
lished
53
persons entitled,
entitled, etc
......................
53
midshipmen allotment
midshipmen
allotment increased..........
increased
9,576
9,576
from enlisted
enlisted men ...................
1182
1182
Naval Reserve
Force established.........
established.
587
Naval
Reserve Force
587
Fleet
Naval Reserve
589
Fleet Naval
Reserve...................
589
Naval Reserve
Reserve .........
591
Naval
.........
591
Naval Auxiliary
Reserve .............
591
Naval
Auxiliary Reserve
591
Naval Coast Defense
Naval
Defense Reserve .......... 592
592
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve .............
592
Volunteer
592
Naval Reserve
Flying Corps............
Corps
592
Naval
Reserve Flying
592
Marine
Corps Reserve.................
Reserve.
593
Marine Corps
593
officers
officers for engineering
engineering duty
duty only; anignassignments from the
the line
line .............
580
580
duty when
when below
below grade
of commanders.
commanders
580
duty
grade of
580
commanders
squadron enencommanders as fleet or squadron
gineers
580
gineers
..........
..........
580
line retained;
retained; promotions
status in line
promotions......
580
limit on assignments
assignments .................
580
580
acting
of the
line to
to be
be appointed
appointed
acting ensigns
ensigns of
the line
from
civil life
life for;
for; requirements....
requirement&
580
from civil
580
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officers
engineering duty
duty only;
only; probafor engineering
officers for
tionary period;
period; commission
commission as
as lieutionary
tenant, junior grade, on completion,
completion,
tenant,
580
580
etc ...............--------..........--580
duties
._•.
580
promotions ..........
required; promotions.
duties required;
punishment for
of
certificates of
for forging,
forging, etc., certificates
punishment
1182
1182
discharge
discharge.....................-officers restored to active list, Rear
Rear
retired officers
Admiral
Veeder.
602
De Witt Veeder.
Ten Eyck De
Admiral Ten
Rear Admiral
602
Potts....
Templin Morris Potts
Rear
Admiral Templin
602
Captain John
John Henry Gibbons
Gibbons..........
Captain
602
Captain Frank
Hill..............
Kinsey Hill
Frank Kinsey
Captain
Captain
Rust.
602
...............
Armistead Rust
Captain Armistead
Captain
602
Quimby ........
Gardner Quimby
John Gardner
Captain John
Captain
Frank W.
W. Kellogg
Kellogg .............
602
Captain Frank
602
Commander Allen M.
M. Cook ............ .
Commander
602
Commander Emmet R. Pollock .......
602
Captain Washington
Chambers Washington Irving Chambers..
Commander
George N.
Hayward
603
N. Hayward.......
Commander George
examinations required;
required; to
examinations
to be additional
etc...
603
603
no back pay,
pay, etc..tional numbers;
numbers; no
special preparedness
special
preparedness fund created for exof
1000
penses of......................
wearing uniform by persons not in, unlawwearing
ful_ ............................
216
ful
punishment for
217
for......................
Department,
Navy Deparment,
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
appropriation
clerks,
94,1098
..
............
clerks, etc
for Solicitor,
Solicitor, clerks,
clerks, etc
94,1098
etc............
clerks, etc., office of Naval Records
Records
for clerks,
Library_ ................
94,1098
and Library
94,1098
Judge Advocate
General's Office....
Office
Advocate General's
Judge
Naval Operations
Operations Office
Office ...........
1098
95, 1098
Bureau
Navigation.............. 95,1098
Bureau of Navigation
Naval Intelligence
Intelligence Office ........... 95, 1099
for Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office ..............
95, 1099
for Naval
Naval Observatory96,1100
Observatory............... 96,1100
for assistants, etc., Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Almanac
96,1100
96,1100
Office
...........................
clerks, etc.,
etc., Bureau of Steam Enfor clerks,
gineering
'
96, 1100
gineering......................
1100
Bureau of Construction
and Repair..
Repair
97,1100
Bureauof
Constructionand
Ordnance ..............
97, 1101
Bureau of Ordnance
97, 1101
1101
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts
Accounts.... 97,
Surgery
97, 1101
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery...
97,1101
Bureau of Yards and Docks
Docks......... 97, 1101
Naval Militia
Militia Affairs
Affairs Division......
Division
98,
1101
98,1101
98,1102
for contingent expenses .............. 98,
1102
use of Navy appropriations for Department offices, etc., forbidden.....
forbidden
98,1102
for rent............................
rent
98, 1102
98,1102
printing plant..............
plant
for blue printing
. 1102
restriction on use
appropriause of Navy
Navy appropriations for personal services authorauthorized in bureaus
bureaus ..............
....
98, 1102
for printing and binding for
for ...........
330
foroperatingforceand
annex. 94,1098
for
operating force and supplies, annex_
for the naval service
service........
....... 556,1168
no part of "Increase
"Increase of the Navy"
Navy" to
be used for clerical, etc.,
etc., services in
in
Department
Department .
................... 619, 1195
expenses of
no sums for, to be used for expenses
Department unless
unless specifically authorized ......619,
1195
........ ...
619,1195
for freight.....................
604,1183
freight
604,
1183
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
contingent
expenses
22
expenses.......................
22
. for rent of additional
22
additional quarters
quarters..........
22
paying claims for
for paying
for damages
damages from
from colcolnaval vessels
lisions with naval
vesels..
... 22,814
22, 814
for Navy .........
22, 29, 42,339, 814,825,828
814, 825, 828
for judgments,
Court
of
Claims,
under..
judgments,
under.. 27,823
27, 823
for fright
..--------..---.....
-a-i
a33,
. . 828
freight
30,
-- . 3.
- --,, 815, 825,
V-A-vy
_
------------------
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional employees,
designated offices, etc.,
ployees, in designated
1917
813
813
1917..........................
814
for
etc
814
Office of
of Naval
Naval Records, etc.........
for Office
for
814
814
for contingent
contingent expenses ...............
Army
Navy Medal
of Honor Roll
Roll esMedal of
Army and
and Navy
tablished
53
53
conditions ..........
tablished in; conditions
motor truck for Naval Observatory
Observatory author22
ized ...........................
vessels
for commercial
commercial uses
uses
suitable for
vessels of,
of, suitable
transferred to Shipping
may be
be transferred
Board.........
730
....................
730
Navy Department
C.,
Annex, D.
D. C.,
Navy
DepartmentAnnex,
appropriation
of
94,1098
etc., of.........
for care, etc.
appropriation for
for
installation to Defor pneumatic
pneumatic tube installation
partment
.............607
from
........
partment from
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fuel, lights,
deficiency
etc ...............................
22
reinforcing floors of Hydrographic
Hydrographic
for reinforcing
Office in ..........................
814
Clerks,
Navy Mail Clerks,
appropriation
enlisted men, Mafor pay, enlisted
appropriation for
rine Corps designated as
as............ 1188
service with expeditionary
expeditionary shore forces 1188
service
by, to be
be adjusted
adjusted by
claims for
for losses by,
Postmaster General
163
163
Postmaster
General................
Navy Yards
and Stations,
Stations,
Navy
Yards and
564,1177
appropriation for
for maintenance
564,1177
maintenance ........
appropriation
1177
public works
565,1177
.................... 565
for public
repairs and preservation
570,1180
preservation ........
for repairs
for repairs,etc.,construction pla,nts at. 605, 1185
forrepairs,etc.,constructionplantsat.
etc , at
for machinery
machinery plants, repairs, etc.,
specified
607, 1186
specified...................
' for equipping
designated yards for
equipping designated
construction of ships for increase
construction
increase
618
618
Navy. .....................
of the
the Navy
yards
618
..........
ships .
yards for capital ships
equipping, for building new vessels,
for equipping,
if speedy
speedy construction
construction by private
if
contracts not secured ...............
1194
contracts
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repair and
deficiency
preservation
815,816
...............
preservation..
825
for maintenance
maintenance .....................
commission of five line officers
officers to invescommission
tigate
tigate and report on desirability
of
coast....... 571
of additional on Pacific coast
571
South Atlantic coast ................
571
571
coast of Gulf of Mexico
Mexico...................
571
Sea
571
571
in the Caribbean Sea................
aviation bases on
submarine and aviation
571
........................
coasts
571
investigate and report on advisability
advisability
of abolishing
abolishing existing ..............
571
construction of new vessels at, if bidders
construction
bidders
combine to prevent fair competicompeti617, 1194
617,1194
tion .........
...
...........
leaves of absence for 30 days allowed all
employees, annually ...............
617
employees,
Navy Yearbook, 1915,
191.5,
appropriation
compilin • .............
68
appropriation for compiling
Navy Yearbook, 1916,
appropriation for compiling.
1072
compiling .............
appropriation
Nebeker, Aquila,
exchange
exchange of lands with, for addition to
Cache National
National Forest
922
Forest............
Nebraska,
Nebraska,
drainage assessment
assessment on allotments
allotments of
Omahas
Wimiebagoes in WakeOmahas and Winnebagoes
field district, approved
approved .....142
......
payment; limit;
142
payment;
limit; reimbursement
reimbursement.......
allowed, etc.
etc
143
rights of
of way
way for
for ditches
ditches allowed,
143
allotments in other dison restricted allotments
143
tricts, approved ........................
amount unpaid a
143
a lien on allotment, etc
etc.
143
authorized................
rules, etc., authorized
143
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Nebraska-Continued,
.Nebraska—Continued,
Page New Mexico,
Page.
Mexico,
Page.
lands
granted to University of, for dry- Page- New
lands granted
appropriation
appropriation for
clerks,
for surveyor
surveyor geneas1,
eneral, clerks,
land farming experiments.........
experiments
1130
113
etc........................103,974
etc --..
103,974
etc
:-T...
103,974
lands of Winnebago
Winnebago and Omaha
Indians
Omaha Indiana
for support,
support, etc., of Indibi
Indianan*
reserva- '
oireservaunder trust patents
under
patents subject
subject to
tionsin................;
dons
in
'
129,974
.
.....
129,974
taxes of,
of, etc
865
taxes
etc ....................
865
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
not subject to sale for nonpayment
nonpayment.....
865
865
Indiansonreservationsin.-...
Indians on reservationsin 30,
826, 829
30,826,829
tax to be paid from Indian funds.......
M.nds.
866
866
sums
for
allotting
sums
allotting
hinds,
etc.,
rititto
be
used
lands,
etc., net to be used
release
release if no fund available ............
866
866
Indians
not
for
Indians
in,
net
residing
on
public
Nebraska
Nebraska National
National Forest,
Forest, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
domain prior to June 30, 1914._
124,969
1914.... 124,969
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
of 459,1147
459, 1147
etc., of.
extended for relinquishing
relinquishing to
time extended
to Indians
young trees from, to settlers on
on arid
arid
railroad grant
48
grant lands
lands in
in...........
48
lands....
.....................
lands
459, 1147 New Orleans,La.,
459,1147
.
Orleans, La.,
additional
additional lands
lands for nursery
nursery site..........
site
1147
1147
appropriation
appropriation for assistant
assitant treasurer's
treasurer's
Neches River, Tex.,
office.......................
office
87,1092
87,1092
Neches
preliminary
River, Tex.
examination,
,
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
of, to
for mint at
at......................
89,1093
89
1093
made, for cut-off at lower end of
for dispatch
dispatch agent
254,1050
agent ..............
254,1050
408
Harbor Island
Island...................
408
for old customhouse
customhouse and
post
office
267
and
post
office.....
267
Needles and
and Oatman
Oatman Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
for quarantine
station, boarding
boarding vessel,
quarantine station,
vessel,
may bridge
bridge Colorado
Colorado River, Needles,
533
Needles, Cal.Cal..
33
re protection, etc ............
fire
270
270
Needles, Cal.
Needles,
Cal.,
for naval station,
station, public
works •.... 568;
1/78
public works..
568,1178
bridge authorized
authorized across Colorado
Colorado River at.
533
for equipping
equipping navy yard to•
to build
build ships
ships Neenah,
Neenah, Wis.,
Wis.,
nrease of the
for increase
theNavy,
NaVy' . ........
,
• 618
618
appropriation for public building.......
appropriation
building
"
267
267
may bridge
Mississippi
River
'
441
bridge Mississippi River...........
441
deficiency
deficiency
appropriation
for
public
appropriation
for public
tunnel under, in
lieu
of
bridge
'
411
in lieu of bridge........
441
building.........................
18
18
New
Pa.
.
New Oxford,
Oxford, Pa.,
Neff System
Boat,
Neff
System Sulnriarine
Sunarine Torpedo
Torpedo Boat,
condemned
cannon granted
condemned ra;mon
to .........
842
granted to
842
construction of one, authorized;
authorized; cost......
cost
616 New Philadelphia,
S616
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa.,
by owners; requirements..............
requirements
616
616 ,condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to
838
granted to.......r...
838
3
tests, etc.; payment
payment on acceptance...
acceptance
616
616
New
N. C.,
New River„
River,-N.
C., .
Nematodes,
Nematodes,
appropriation
appropriation for
for improvement
of, and
and
improvement of,
appropriation for
for study
of plant-infestplant-infestappropriation
study of
waterways to Beaufort............
waterways
Beaufort
395
395
ing........................
ing
453,1142
for improvement
improvement of
waterways between
of waterways
between
Neosho River,
River, Kans.,
,
Swansboro and
and ...................
395
Swansboro
395
investigation of flood
investigation
etc
410
flood periods
periods of,
of, etc.......
410 New Woodstook, N. Y.,
New Woodsto&, N. Y.,
Netherlands and
Luxemburg,
Netherlands
and Luxemury,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
to ...........
835
granted to
835
appropriation
for minister
minister to
252,1048
appropriation for
to..........
252,1048
.New
.
New York,
York,
Nett Lake
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Minn.
Minn.,
grant of
of land
land on
Northern
.Minn.
,
appropriation for reimbursing,
appropriation
reimbursing, for
for marine
grant
marine
on, to
to Northern
Minnesota
school
school expenses.
559,1170
expenses...... ........
559,1170
Methodist Conference
Conference............... 135
135
New
York Bay, N.
N. Y.
Y. and
N. J.,
I.,
Neuse
New YorkBay,
Neuse River
River, N.
and N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
395
preliminary examination,
of, to
examination, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of,
improvement of........
to be
be
395
made
waterway, Cape May,
Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
made for waterway,
May, N.
N. J.,
Act,
and...........................
appropriation for
and
407
appropriation
for expensea
expense under
nder..... 255,1050
255,1050
407
Nevada,
New York
City, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
New
York City,
appropriation for
appropriation
surveyor general,
for surveyor
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
etc............
etc
103,1107
............
88,
103,1107
office .........................
88, 1092
1092
for support,
support, etc., of Indians
Indians in........
in
143,981
143,981
for assay office
at
90,1094
office at....................
90,1094
for farm sites,
etc.,
for
nonreservation
sites, etc., for nonreservation
for dispatch agent ................
254, 1050
254,1050
Indians in........................
in
143
Indians
for assay office
building ...............
267
office building
143
267
homestead
homestead and desert land entries
entries alfor
customhouse
alfor pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube system,
system, customhouse
lowed
lowed of agricultural
lands in
in
agricultural lands
and appraisers'
271
appraisers' stores
stores .............
271
abandoned military
military reservations;
abandoned
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for
for marine
school exexreservations;
marine school
penses
559
restriction
penses...................:....
restriction ........................
618
618
559
Nevada National
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
for navy yard,
Nevada
yard, public
public works
565,1177
NationalForest,
works.......
. 565,1177
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance. etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
hospital, public
570
for naval hospital,
459,1147
public works
works.......
570
Ind.,
New Albany,
for equipping
Albany, Ind.,
equipping navy
navy yard
yard to
to build
build ships
ships
for inrease
increase of
the Navy...........
Navy
618
appropriation for
building, rent....
rent
267
of the
appropriation
for public
public building,
267
618
New Bedford,
Bedford, Mass.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for assay
assay office.
office. 20,
860
deficiency
New
Mass.,
20, 860
condemned
cannon
granted
to
841
condemned cannon
granted
to
842
condemned
condemned
cannon
cannon granted to...........
granted to...........
842
841
Bronx ........................
842
New Braunfels,
B, Tex.
...
Tex.,,
842
appropriation
for public
public building........
building. .
267
Fordham Square
242
Fordham
appropriation for
Square................-...
267
842
Jefferson Park ......................
deficiency
appropriation for
Jefferson
842
deficiency appropriation
842
for public
public buildbuildMount Morris Park
Park ..
843
ing
18
................
ing .............................
843
18
Richmond
843
Richmond Hill
Hill.......................
New Haven,
Conn.,
Haven, Con.,
. 843
extension of navy
navy yard,
appropriation
for public
yard, for
for construction
construction of
appropriation for
public building
building........ 267
of
267
battleships,
etc ...................
10
battleships, etc
New Jersey
Judicial District,
District,
Jersey Judicial
10
additional
temporary
temporary use
Island hospital
hospital faciliuse of
of Ellis Island
additional district judge authorized......
authorized....
48
facilities
deficiency
appropriation
for
818
granted
to
359
to ....
deficiency appropriation for ............
.............
818
359
New London, Conn.,
New
York Harbor,
Harbor, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
New York
New
appropriation
London, Conn.
for
i
mprovement of
of harbor..
harbor
_391
391
appropriation
for improvement
appropriation
for
preventing
injurious
appropriation for preventing injurious
for
submarine base....
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., submarine
base... - 1176
deposits
292
1176
deposits in
in........................
292
New
maintenance, including
including Ambrose
Ambrose
for maintenance,
New Madrid,
Madrid, Mo.,
M.,
Channel.-....
...........
......... 392
condemned cannon
to
837
Channel
condemned
cannon granted
granted to-..........
837
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New York
York Harbor,
N. F-Continued.
Y—Continued.
Page.
New
Harbor, N.
appropriation for
Gowanus
improvement of Gowanus
for improvement
appropriation
392
Bay, Red Hook Channel _.........
for
improvement of
River chanof Hudson
Hudson River
chanfor improvement
nel . ..........................
392
392
improvement of East River to
to
for improvement
Brooklyn Navy Yard from.........
from
392
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc. 'to
to be
be made
made
preliminary examination,
of North River
River channel
channel to
to Spuyten
Spuyten
406
Duyvil Creek ....................
New
York Telephone Company,
Company,
New York
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for service,
service, New
deficiency
York Navy Yard
Yard .................
815
Newark Bay, N.
N. J.,
appropriation for
improvment of........
of
393
393
appropriation
for improvment
Newark, Del.,
exchange of present public building, for
exchange
for
new site .........................
60
N. J.,
.7,
Newark, N.
appropriation for
public building
267
for public
building .......
appropriation
canceling postal
postal stamp authorized
authorized for
canceling
for two
two
hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary
celebration.......................
530
Newburyport,
Newburyport, Mass.,
appropriation
for public
building ......-.
267
public building
appropriation for
harbor
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor............
391
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building ........... ...
.
18
NewcastleiNyo.
Newcastle,
Wyo.,
appmpnation'for
for public building ......... 267
appropriation
S. Dak.,
Newell, 8.
reservation of unsold townsite
toWnsite lands,
lands, for
reservation
for
irrigation project
project..................
852
sale of remainder;
remainder; proceeds for town
town
water supply
water
supply ..................... . 852
balance to reclamation
reclamation fund
fund...........
852
Neufoundlawl,
Neufoundland,
head tax not levied on aliens entering
from,
875
etc.......
875
from, for
for tempotary
temporary stay,
stay, etc
Cal.
Newport Harbor,
Harbor, Cal.,
pierhead
pierhead and
and bullhead
bulkhead lines at, established
411
411
lished..........................
Newport, R. I.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building; rent
rent...
267
torpedo station, maintenance,
maintenance,
for naval
naval torpedo
etc
etc....... .................
564, 1176
for naval hospital,
wards
570
hospital, contagious
contagious wards.....
570
for naval
naval torpedo
torpedo station,
station, public
works
1179
public works..
1179
for
Newspaper
Wrappers, Stamped,
Stamped,
Newspaper Wrappers,
appropriation
or expressage
expressage
for freight
freight or
appropriation for
419, 1064
1064
on ...........................
. 419,
manufacture
for manufacture..................
421, 1066
for distribution, etc
1066
etc................. 421, 1066
Newspapers, etc.,
etc.,
Newspapers,
punishment for
publisher, etc., mailing,
punishment
for publisher,
liquor advertisements
advertisements into
into places
where
force... 1069
1069
where prohibited
prohibited by
by law
law in
in force...
to take effect
effect July
July 1, 1917..............
1917
120
0
102
.7.,
Newton Creek,
Creek, N.
N. J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
preliminary
to be
be
made.............................
made
407
Newton,
Newton, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge
across Flint
Flint River
at
52
bridge authorized across
River at..
52
Newton, Il/.,
Ill.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to,
to, for Grand
Grand
Army post ..................
Army
835
Newtown Creek, N. 7.,
P.,
appropriation
improvement of
392
appropriation for
for improvement
of ........
392
Nez Perce
Indians, Wash.. Joseph's
Joseph's Band of,
PereeIndians.
of,
appropriation for
support, etc..
of
153,989
appropriation
for support.
etc.. of.......
153,
989
Perce National
Nez Perce
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,

Niagara Falls,
Falls,
Niagara

Page.

temporary additional diversion of water
water
from river above, permitted to power
companies,
etc ...................
867
companies, etc
867
maximum allowed; termination........
termination
867
867
punishment
exceeding ............
868
punishment for exceeding
Niagara
NiagaraRiver,
River,
bridge authorized across, Buffalo, N. Y...
Y
751
Nicaragua
:
Nicaragua.
appropriation
minister to ......... . 252,1048
252,1048
for minister
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for payment to,
deficiency appropriation
Canal treaty..
treaty
802
..................
SE. 'D.
Nichols Avenue SE.,
D. C.
C.,
appropriation
685
...........
appropriation for grading, etc
transfer from adjoining
transfer
adjoining reservation
reservation to
widen
.........................
685
Night
Night Schools,
Schools, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
1022
1022
for ..... ................
appropriation
Night Work, Navy Yards,
appropriation for
1180
for...,. 1180
lighting facilities
facilities for
for lighting
appropriation
District,
Nineteenth Lighthouse District,
authorized; use of
construction of depot, authorized;
property for................
for
538
Navy property
538
Nitranilin,
Nitranilin,
duty on.
794
794
on ...............................
Nitrates, etc.,
Nitrates,
investigation
authorized to determine best,
investigation authorized
etc., means for
for producing,
producing, for munietc.,
tions of war and manufacture
manufacture of fertilizers, etc.,
by water
or other
other power
215
tilizers,
etc., by
wateror
power 215
designation of sites
sites for
for exclusive
exclusive use of
designation
215
United States .....................
215
construction on, of necessary
necessary power
construction
generate
houses and
and accessories
accessories to generate
electricity for
215
215
for producing
producing ...........
electricity
acquirement of necessary
necessary lands, etc
215
215
etc.......
acquirement
materials,
215
215
materials, processes, etc ..............
215
States
215
products for sole use of United States.....
...
215
sale, etc., of surplus ..................
215
employment of agents, agencies,
agencies, etc
etc.;;
employment
duties
215
duties..........................
appropriation for
for expenses;
available unexpenses; available
appropriation
til expended
215
til
expended......................
construction and operation of plants solely
solely
by the Government.................
Government
215
use of
necessary
to raise necessary
of Panama bonds to
use
money;
modified
215
215
of, modified....
redemption of,
money; redemption
Nitrates,
etc. Natural
Natural Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
Nitrates, etc.,
appropriation
source of
for investigating
investigating source
appropriation for
supply
464,1153
1153
States. 464,
United States.
within United
supply of, within
Nitro
Nitrobenzol,
duty on.............................
on '
794
794
Nitronaphthalene,
Nitronaphthalene,
794
on
duty.on...........................
Nitrophenylenediamin.
Nitrophenylenediamin.
duty on.
on
794
794
....
...................
duty
Nitrotoluol,
Nitrotoluol,
on
duty on...............................
794
Nitrotoluylenediamin,
Nitrotoluylenediamin,
on
duty on..........
...................
794
Noble, Alfred,
memorial fountain to, may be erected
erected on
on
memorial
Washington, D.
65
public grounds,
grounds, Washington,
D. C
C..
65
Nogales,
Ariz.,
Nogales, Ariz.,
appropriation for bridge
customhouse
bridge in customhouse
appropriation
lands ......
....................
278
Norfolk-Berkley
Bridge Company,
Norfolk-Berkley Bridge
Company,
time extended
extended for bridging Eastern Branch
Branch
236
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River by ..............
Norfolk, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
public building.........
building
267
for public
appropriation
for
waterway to Beaufor improvement
improvement of
of waterway
Beauanmrooriation
formaintenanco
otr
ntf 459,1148
Q5911A
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
fort
C., from
fort Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N.C.,
from............ 394
7~-F-I
-_
_-'
luVI z-i
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Norfolk, Va.-Continued.
Va.—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Northern and
and Northwestern
Northwestern Lakes,
Page.
Pae.
appropriation
appropriation for public works
navy yard;
works navy
yard;
appropriation for
for survey
of
292
survey of.............
292
crane, etc ..........
567
...........
567 Northern
Cheyenne and
Northern Cheyenne
Indians,
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Indians,
for dry dock, structural shop, etc....
567,1178
etc ... 567,
1178
Mont.,
lease
lease for storage facilities ..............
567
567
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of
....... 139,980
of....
139,980
for equipping navy yard
yard to build ships
for "line
line riders"
riders .
.......
for
139,
980
..
......
139
980
for increase
ncrease of the Navy...........
Navy
618
618 Northern
Northern Minnesota
Minnesota Conference,
Conference, Methodist
Methodist
construction
construction of capital ships
forthships forthEpiscopal
Church,
Episcopal Church,
with .
618
.....................
...
618
grant of land on
onNett
Nett Lake Indian
Indian RetervaResrvafor storage facilities,
facilities, navy yard; three
tion, Minn., to .................
135
135
years' lease
1169
..............
..... 1169 Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Grant,
Grant,
for marine
marine barracks,
barracks, improvements.....
improvements
1179
1179
deficiency appropriation '
deficiency
for classifying,
classifyin,
time extended for bridging Eastern Branch
Branch •
etc., lands m,
1917
817
m, 1917.....
.........
817
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River
River at...............
at
236
236 Northern
Northern Pacific
Company,
PacificRailway Company,
"Normania," Steamer,
Steamer,
settlers
settlers on unsurveyed
wisurveyed odd-numbered
odd-numbered seesecchange of name of,
"William F.
F Stifel,'"
of, to "William
tions of grant to, in'Washington,
in Washington, acacauthorized....
.........................
authorized
2
35
235
corded patent, etc .............
corded
946
946
Norris,
Norris, Joseph
Joseph H.
H.,
lieu lands to, on relinquishment..
relinquishment ....
946
946
appropriation
appropriation for salary, etc.,
etc., supervisor
supervisor
Northport,
Wash.
Northport, Wash
of Indian schools .................
158
158
immediate transrorr
immediate
transportationi entry
entry privileges
privileges
Norristoun, Pa.,
Norristown,
Pa.,
extended
extended to..
to... .. .
.
.54.
condemned
condemned cannon
granted to
to ...
cannon granted
.... 840
840 Northumberland
Northumberland and
Union
'Countirit''
and eTnio ' untea.
,
,'
North Alton,
Alton, Ill.,
North
Ill,,
may bridge West Branch
Branch of Susquehanna,
Susjhani'a
appropriation
appropriatio
O n for Confederate
Confederate cemetery—
287
cemetery..
River,
287
Watsntown to
Watsbntcrvrn
to White
.
White Deer,
Deer
North Bend,
Bend, Ore
reg.,
P
I
Pa ...............
513
...
....
51
granted use of dos
Bay Military
C008 Bay.
Militar Reseri;ii;
Reserv
Northville,
Mich.,
Northville, Mic
.,
:
tion as public ark;
k; conditions',
.
516
conditions....
516
codemned cannon granted
condemned
to ..........
.. 1r?838
836
granted to
North Branch
Branch of Susqu
na River,
anna
Northwest River, Va" dnh&2it (e
Northwest
Prolim=i'V#IiriatiOn,
Rivereixinin,
Vte; and-1V: <7,
etc., of, to be
bridge authorized
authorized across, Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre,
pre'hnuma':
etc., of, to be
Pa
Pa............
.......... .... 751
maOae.........:
...
..
.......
407
Norwalk, CInn.,
100:71." ...
' "" -.•.. •
•.North Carolina,
Carolina,
Narwal/,
"
appropriation for relief of sufferers
ufferers from
fro
appropriaion
appropriation for iniprovement
improvethent of harbor..
391
harbor..
391
floods in
in..."................
..
:
434 Norway,
434
resident of Guilford County, to be chairNorway,
appropriation
for minister
to
252,1048
appropriation for
minister to.......... 252,1048
man, etc., of Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse
Norwidh, N. Y.,.,
Norwich,
National Park commission;
commission; pay, etc
997
etc. 997
condemned cannon granted
granted to..........
to
842
842
CarolinaEastern
Easen Judicial
North Carolina
Judiia District,
Distit,
Nottoway, Va.,
Va.
additional terms of court at Raleigh
56
Raleigh......
condemned
condemned cannon granted to Confedeate
Contedeirat,e
56
North Dakota,
North
Dakota,
Monument Association
at..........
Association at
843
acrss Red River of the
bridge authorized across
Neyes, Minn.,
the
Noyes,
Minnesota and....
North, between Minnesota
and
immediate transportation
transportation facilities
924
924
facilities exexexchange of lands with, for dry-land agriagritended to..........................
to
435
435
cultural station ..................
Corps, Army
Army (female),
344 Nurse Carps,
344
school sections
sections of ceded Fort Berthold
Berthold
appropration
appropriation for pay of superintendent;
superintendent;
Reservation, containing coal,
Reservation,
to be
be
allowances,
coal, to
allowances, etc ....................
626
626
appaised,
appraised, sold, etc
1131
etc................ 1131
for nurses..............................
nurses
626
626
North Dakota
Agricultural College,
College,
for commutation
Daobta Agricultural
commutation of quarters,
quarters, etc........
etc
628
628
appropriation
appropriation for flax straw tests for making
making
Nurse
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Navy,
Nary,
paper
paper in cooperation
cooperation with ...... 44,1142
454,1142
appropriation
1181
appropration for
for pay,
pay, etc
etc.
............. 575,
75,1181
North Dakota
Nursery
Nursery Stock,
Dakota JudicialDistrict,
Judicial-District,
Stock, etc.,
counties constituting
southwestern divi-,
constituting southwestern
appropriation
for regulating
iniportatiene,
diviappropriation for
regulating inpostationa,
etc.; plant quarantine
quarantine for
sion ..........................
386
for diseased,
diseased,
southeastern
etc....... ....................
southeastern division ..................
386
etc
474,1164
386
474, 1164
northeastern division...................
modification of quarantine
northeastern
division
386
modification
quarantine against; farther
further
386
northwestern division .................
prohibitions......................
prohibitions
1165
386
western
Alien,
western division ........................
386 Nurses, Alien,
386
central division
division........................
not
excluded admission
admission under
laexcluded
386
under contract
contract la386
terms of court,
bor laws
laws..........
878
court, Bismarck ...
............ 386
..................878
Devils Lake.
Lake ....................
Nuts,
386
386
Fargo .......
appropriation
for
investigating
insects
afappropriation
...
for investigating insects af...... .........386
386
Grand
Forks.....................
fecting .........
1154
Grand Forks
386
....
.... . 465,1154
386
pecans............
Jamestown...................
Jamestown
..
386
..................
1154
........ 386
Peal=
1154
Minot ..
......................
386
386
North Dakota
0.
0.
Dakota Pumping
Pumping Project,
Project, N.
N. Pak.,
pak.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc
approp
riation for
f
or maintenance,
305
etc......
305 Oahu
Oahu Island,
Island, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
"North Dakota," I.
S.,
"North
U. S.. AS'.,
transfer of Puuloa Military
Military Reservation
Reservation to
to
appropriation
.................
appropriation for repairs
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.....................
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etc..-..................
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brigadier general
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having specified
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..............
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foreign commerce
record may be appointed
appointed to
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grade of major general
general..............
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maintenance, etc.,
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commanded
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brigadier general,
general, who
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for
improvement of
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for improvement
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Army
appropriation
improvement of
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for improvement
appropriation for
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retired....
.................
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condemned cannon granted
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condemned
retired colonel
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service
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of the
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record may be appointed
appointed brigadier
brigadier
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general on
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retired list
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for disposition
disposition of
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for pay
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of line;
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for pay
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for
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- service
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.......................
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for pay of 'National
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for disability,
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Guard..............
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years of
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service in General
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service
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National Guard,
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with National
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mileage
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.......
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pay, foreign
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temporary
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service...............................
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caused
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war;
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Guard
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mileage ......
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pay............... 609,1188
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personnel
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for retired ........................
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1188
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commission. .
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troops
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Officers Training
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conditions, etc
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personnel
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etc............
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retirement
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.............—
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retired.................. 575,1181
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jr....................
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duct, etc.....................
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for,
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to
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duty_
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Medical
Corps
to
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status
duty as
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retired while
while on duty
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of the
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Officers'
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of
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Page.
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Page.
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appropriation
for public
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building
267
appropriation for
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Ohio..........................
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5
Wash.,
5 Olympic National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Oil Lands,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
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459,
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appropriation
for maintenance,
of. 459, 1148
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, suits
affecting
Omaha Indians,
Indians, Nebr.,
suits affecting
Omaha
Nebr.,
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withdrawn .....................
312
drainage assessments on
on allotments
in
drainage
312
allotments of,
of, in
authorized in ceded Shoshone Indian
leases authorized
Indian
Wakefield district,
Wakefield
district, approved
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approved........
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Reservation,
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limit
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......... .......
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OilandGas
Oil
and Gas Lands, Five
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Okla.,
Five Civilised
Civilized Tribes,
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appropriation
appropriation for oil and
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subject to
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etc....................
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River,
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release if no
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Okanogan County, Wash.,
Okanogan
Omaha,
Omaha, Nebr.,
purchase of water rights
purchase
rights for Indian
Indian allotappropriation
appropriation for public building.........
building
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ments in .......................
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condemned
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granted to,
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to, for
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etc...................
reimbursement,
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Camp .............
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War Veteran
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Veteran Camp
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Okanogan Irrigation
Project, Wash.,
Okanogan
IrrigationProject,
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Onalaska,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc
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appropriation
maintenance, etc.......
condemned cannon
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condemned
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Okanogan
Okanogan .National
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Forest, Wash.,
Wash.,
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Ala.,
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etc., of.
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459, 1148
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preliminary
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of, to
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to be
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for
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N. F.,
Y.,
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drainage
asteamientis allowed on Sac and
and
appropriation for public building
appropriatiou
building......... 267
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in
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673
homesteaders
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homesteaders on 'Ceded
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school
to;
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allowed
Arapahoe
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admission
admission of
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further
payments..........
further time for payments
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N. Y.,
Oneonta, N.
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hatchery on Fort
Fort Sill
Sill
appropriation
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building
267
appropriation for public
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Fla.
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appropriation for improveent of
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field........................
field
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Ala.,
time extended for installments due
on
surdue on surappropriation for
appropriation
building
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for public building.........
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face tracts of Choctaw
Choctaw and
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Force, Public
Public Buildings,
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in
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appropriation for pay
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for
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appropriation
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deficiency appropriation
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appropriation for
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terms of court at ......................
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Buildings,
Public Buildings,
office
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deputy ...............
927
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for
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Judicial District.
District,
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pneumatic
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counties constituting
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927
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Guthrie -------..................
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Woodward .....................
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affecting
affecting.................. 465,1154
465, 114
appropriation
transfer
appropriation for improvement
improvement of; transfer
Ordnance
and Ordnance
OrdnanceStores, Navy,
Ordnance and
Navy,
of Kyle and Young
accepted;
Young Canal accepted;
appropriation for
appropriation
for procuring,
procuring, etc
etc....... 563
563,,1175
1175
extensions, etc ..................
396
or smokeless
for
smokeless powder
powder ................
563 1175
563,115
Old Bettis,
Betis,
price of powder restricted
restricted ......
563,
1175
5631175
appropiation for payinent
payment to ............
appropfiation
306
306
unless plant
no purchases
pure
unless
plant at
at IndianIndian0/14a
lough, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
°Bah Sugh,
head in full operation
63 ,1175
1175
operation........... 5563,
portion of, declared a
a nonnavigable
nonnavigable
for batteries and ammunition
ammunition for mermerstream
Bsteam......................
937
chant auxiliarie
auxiliaries ..................
1176
1176
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Ordnance and
and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy—Contd.
Ordnance
Page.
Navy--Contd. Page.
appropriationforammunitionforssue.
appropriation for ammunitio n f
or issue_ 564,
1176
564, 1176
tor reserve supplies
supplies ...............
for
564, 1176
564
for guns and munitions storage at specified magazines, yards, etc ........... 569
69
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..........
deficiency
30, 42, 828
30,42,828
Ordnarnce,
Ordnance, Amy,
Army, Cif
Ckiefof,
of,
to serve on communion
commission to submit
submit plane
to
for
plans for
manufacture of articles for the
Government in
in United States penitentiaries
tentiaries ..........................
819
819
Ordnance, Amr
Ordnance,
Army Obsolete
Obsolete,
granted to Akron,
Akron, Ohio
Ohio ..................
833
gnted
833
Akron, Ohio, for Grand Army post.....
poet
842
842
Allentown Pa...........
Pa
Allentown,
........ 837
837
Cemetery, Espy,
Almedia demetery,
Espy, Pa..........
Pa
836
836
Alturas, Cal
841
........
..........
841
Anniston, Ala ...........
843
........ ...
843
......................
Anoka, Minn
832
Antioch College, Ohio ...............
837
Antwerp, Ohio ...................
Antwerp,
840
838, 840
Ardmore, Okla ...........
833
..........
833
Asheville, N. C., Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans
camp ........
841
..
...................
841
Ashland, Ohio .....................
Ashland,
843
843
Ashland,
Ashland, Pa..
Pa
843
.....
...........
843
Athens, Ala
Athens
833
...........................
833
Atkins, Ark
840
...........
840
Auburn, Ala.,
Ala., for Alabama Polytechnic
Polytechnic
Institute..........................
Institute
843
843
Auburn,
Auburn, N.
N. Y.,
Y., for Grand
Army post...
post
837
Grand Army
837
Avon,
Club.............. 839
Avon, Mai.,
Mani., Rifle Club
839
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md
832
Md......................
832
Beckley, W. Va
833
Va....................... 833
Beecher
Beecher Island Memorial Association,
Association,
Colo.............................
Colo
835
835
Bellaire, Ohio ......................
843
843
Belbrook, Ohio
Bellbrook,
836
Ohio... ................
836
Belvidere, III
842
Il.........................
842
Benton, Mo
838
Benton,
Mo..........................
838
Bloomfield, Ind.,
Ind. Grand
842
Grand Army poet
post....
842
832
Blue Earth, Midi
Minn
.
................
832
831
Bluff City, Tenn
Tenn .....................
831
Bronx, N.Y
Bronx,
842
N. Y ........................
..
842
Brooklyn, N. Y., McKinley
Brooklyn,
McKinley Park
841
Park......
841
Sunset Park .....................
842
842
Canal Dover, Ohio ....................
841
841
Carbondale, Ill
Carbondale,
839
II .......................
839
Caro, Mich
Mich ........................
836
836
Carrollton,
Carrollton, Ga.,
Ga., Agricultural
Agricultural and Mechanical
chanical Schoo
School
l....................
841
Cedarville,
Cedarville, III
Il .....................
838
Charleston, Ark ..................
834,840
834,840
Charleston, W. Va
833
Va...................
833
Chelsea, Mas.,
Mass., for State soldiers'
home
840
soldiers' home..
840
Chicago, Ill
Chicago,
...........................
832
Chickaha,
Chickasha, Okla .....................
833
833
Clarence, N. Y.....................
Y
833
833
Clayton, Mo ..........................
842
842
Clayton,
Clayton, N.
N. Y ........................
836
836
Clermont
Clermont County, Ohio, for Mount MoMoriah Cemetery ....................
833
833
Confederate
Confederate Monument
Monument Association,
Association, LuLunenburg County,
843
County, Va
Va...............
843
Connelleville,
843
Connellsville, Pa
Pa ...................
843
Conway, Ark .............
Conway,
834
..........
834
Crown Point Reservation,
Reservation, N. Y
835
Y........
835
Decatur County,
County, Ind ................
841
Des Moines, Iowa, for Grand Army poet
post.. 831
Detroit, Minn
Minn ......................
832
832
Dublin, Ohio...........
Ohio
............ .... 841
841
Early, Iowa,
Iowa, Grand Army
Army post,
poet, for
city
for city
parkl.
.............
............ . 838
Park
East
East Orange,
N. I
843
Orange, N.
J ...
..............
843
Easton, Pa.,
Pa., for
for Franklin
838
Franklin School
School.......
838
for Grand Army
Army post ..
............... 833
833
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Page.
granted to Eaton Rapida
Rapids City, Mich
Mich......
842
Elizabethtown,
Elizabethtown, Pa.,
Pa., for Sons of Veterans
Veterans
camp
camp.....................
834
Elkhart, Ind
Ind......................
836
Elsberry, Mo
Mo .......................
834
Elyria, Ohio, Sons of Veterans
Veterans camp...
camp..
843
Emporia, Kans.,
Kans. for Grand Army post..
post..
835
Espy, Pa.,
for Almedia Cemetery....
Espy,
Pa.,Kans.,
for
Cemetery
836
Evanston, Wyo
Wyo. .....
Evanston,
................
. 831
Fahnouth,
Falmouth, Mass
Mas...................
.
842
Farmington, Ill

839

Farington,
Farmington, Mo., for Grand
Grand Army post.:
post.
835
Fergus County,
ounty, Mont
Mont................ 834
Forrest City, Ark.
Ark
......................
834
Harrison Country Club, Terre
Fort Harrison
Haute, Ind .
....................
835
Fort Laramie,
Laramie, Ohio...........
Ohio
......
836
Fort McHenry
McHenry Reservation, Md.......
Md
833
Fort Madison, Iowa,
Iowa, for
for Grand Army
Army
post
....................
832
Lake, Wis............:........
Wis
,
837
Fox '
837
Fredericktown,
Fredericktown, Bte.l.
Army
Mo., for Grand Army
post
Past .............................
835
Freeport, Il........'.........I
III
838
.. ..
838
Fresno, Cal
.
842
Cal............
........
842
Friend, Nebr....................
Nebr
. 843
843
Gaffney, S. C., Daughters
Daughters of American
American
Revolution .................
Revolution
832,837
. 832,837
Gage,
Gage, Okla ...................
835
835
Gainesville, Fla....................
Fla
834
Gainesville,
834
Geneva, N. Y
836
Y .................
...
836
Georgia
Georgia Military
Military College ..............
839
839
Gillespie, Ill
Ill ......................
838
838
Gilman, Ill ..........
841
.................
841
Glasgow,
835
Glasgow, Mo
Mo ...........
...........
835
Glenwood,
Mo
838,841
Glenwood, Mo...............
..... 838,841
Grahamaville, N.
Grahamsville,
N. Y.
Y...................
839
Grand
Grand Array
Washington
Army Post No. 22,
22, Washington
and Alaska ....................
832
832
Granite
Granite Falls, Minn
BEIM ...............
834
834
Greene
Greene County, Ind ..................
842
842
Greenfield,
Greenfield, Iowa..................
Iowa
832
832
Greensburg,
Greensburg, Ind., for Grand Army post.
poet
841
841
Gunnison, Colo .....................
Gunnison,
843
843
Halifax County, Va................
Va
832
832
Harlan, Iowa, for Grand Army
poet
832
Army post....
832
Helena,
837
Helena Ark .....................
837
Hicksville, Ohio ....
837,840
..........
837,840
Holbrook, Mass.,
Mass., Memorial
Memorial Association.
Association.
836
Hoopestown, Ill
841
Ill.............
.......
841
John S.................
8
837
Homer, Mrs. John
837
Huntington,
Huntington, W. Va
842
Va.................
842
Hutchinson,
Hutchinson, Kans.,
Kans., and Grand
Grand Army
Army
poet
at.
post at.......................
. 838
838
Jackson
Jackson County, Mies
839
Miss..................
839
Jacksonville, Fla., for Old Confederate
Confederate
Soldiers and Sailors'
Sailors' Home
837
Home........
837
Jefferson,
Jefferson, Ohio
Ohio. ......................
841
841
Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville, Ohio...................
Ohio
836
836
Kennett, Mo
Mo................
837
....... . 837
Kincaid, Kans.
835
Kincaid,
Kans.......................
835
Kingwood, W.
W. Va.
841
Kingwood,
Va ...................
841
Lamar, Colo.,
for Grand
post
841
Colo., for
Grand Army
Army post.....
841
Lanesboro, Mass
Mass ..................
839,841
839,841
Lamed, Kane
834 ,
Kans. ....................
834.
Lawton,
Lawton, Okla ........................
836
836
Lebanon, Pa .........................
836
836
Lena,
Lena, Wis................
Wis.
838
.....
838
Lincoln, Nebr.......-.............
Nebr
841
Lincoln,
841
Linthicum Heights, Md
840
Md ...................
840
Litchfield, Minn
Litchfield,
Minn......................
834
834
Lititz, Pa...........................
Pa....
834
834
Lorain, Ohio .....................
842
842
Ludlow, Ky ......................
832
Ludlow,
832
Kane ......................
838
Lyons, Kans
838
t
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granted to Schenectady,
Schenectady, N.
N. Y ...........
842
843
Scott County, Ind
833
Ind ...................
832
833
836
Scottsboro,
Ala
841
Scottsboro Ala...
...................
Marianna, Ark
841
Marianna,
Ark ........................
836
834
Scranton, Pa.,
Pa., for Grand Army post
post.....
841
Scranton,
Marine City, Mich ....................
834
837
Sheldon, Iowa,
Iowa, for Sons of American
Marine, I----------........................-----------...
._''
Sheldon,
American
837
842
Methuen, Mass......................
Mass.
Revolution
839
842
Revolution................... 832,
832,839
Miami,
836
Signal Mountain,
Term ...............
842
Miami, Fla
Fla...-........................
836
Signal
Mountain, Tennrm
842
834
Middletown, Pa
Middletown,
South Amboy, N. J.,
J., Grand
Grand Army post
Pa.....................
834
post.. 842
842
Sparta,
841
Milledgeville,
Milledville, Ga.,
Ga., for Georgia Military
Military
Sparta, Ohio
Ohio .........................
841
833
College............
................
College.
„,
839
Spencer, Ind
Ind.......................
833
Milwaukee,
Park.
838
Wis., for South
South Shore Park
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Stevens Greenland Cemetery, Lancaster,
Stevens'Greenland
Lancaster,
Monticello,
Ark. .
Monticello, Ark........................
Pa
834
833
Pa..............................................
834
Monticello,
839
Monticello, N. Y
Y................
....
839
Stoughton,
840
Stoughton Kans.,
Kans., for Grand Army post
post..
Montrose,
Cob
841
Montrose, Colo.......................
Sunbury, Pa.,
Pa., for Fort Augusta -........
Sunbury,
837
Mooseheart,
Ill., Order of Moose.......
Moose
842
Mooseheart, 11.,
Susanvflle, Cal.....................
Susanville,
Cal
833
833
Morrillton,
Ark
840
Morrillton, Ark........---..-.--....----Talladega, Ala......................
Ala.
842
842
Talladega,
Mount Moriah Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Clermont
Clermont
'
833
Tampa, Fla
Fla.............
. ............
County,
County, Ohio......................
833
Tennille,
Tennille, Ga .......................
837
Muskogee,
833
Muskogee, Okla ......................
Terre Haute,
Haute, Ind., for Fort Harrison
Terre
Harrison
New
Bedford, M28B842
.........
Mass..........New Bedford,
Country Club
835
Country
Club...........-:
.........
.
Madrid, Mo.
Mo ......-................
New Madrid,
837
.Ark .......................
835
Texarkana, Ark
New Oxford,
Oxford, Pa
Pa...-........--...........
842
The
Oreg .....................
841
The Dalles,
Dalles, Oreg
841
New Philadelphia,
Pa.
838
Philadelphia, Pa------........-----..-...----.
Thief River Falls, Minn ................
833
835
New Woodstock,
Woodstock, N.
N Y.
835
Y................
Thorntown,
840
Thorntown, Ind
Ind.......................
840
841
New York City, N. Y.
Y-..--.------.....-------....
Trenton,'Mo
836
Trenton,'Mo ........................
Fordhlun
Square -Fordham Square.
..-..----.----..-..--842
Trenton
842
Trenton, N. JI.........................
Jefferson Park ....................
Jefferson
842
Tuscaloosa,
Ala., University of
Alabama
843
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
of Alabama
843
Mount
843
Mount Morris Park ..------........---......
Ttscumbia, Ala...
Ala
843
Tuscumbia,
.............. 832,
832,843
Richmond
Hill
ichmond Hill....-----....-------..---..843
Ulysses, Pa.,,
Pa.„, Cemetery
838
Cemetery...............
838
Vernon, Ill.,
Newton,
ill., for Grand Army post
post...-..
835
University
of Alabama.
Alabama .....--.......
843
843
University of
Noaiestown
Pa .........................
840
Ncatistown, Pa.
840
Valley City, N. Dak
fDak................. 841
Northville, Mich.--Mich_
• .-.......-836'
Northille;,
---. 832,
832,836
Vanceb,
Ky., for Grand Army post..
post
839
Vancebu, Ky.,
N
ic, N.Y..
Norwich,
N. Y
. ,. ..
... . 842
V11.9Bar,
,
834
.............
834
Va
Mihch
hsar, ..Nottoway t Va:, Confederate Montzment
Monument
Nottoway.
Veederab,
Ind
838
.
Veedersburg,
Ind. ................
838
Association_
843
Association...
....................... '843
Vermont,
839
Vermont, fll
l5.......................
839
Odessa, Wash.
Wash..........
..
..........
831
Vernon,
833
Vernon, Tex .......................
Omaha, Nebr.,
Nebr., for
for Spanish
Spanish War
War Veterans
Veterans
Victoria, Va ........................
843
camp
838
camp...........................
Viroqua,
834
camp----------------------83838
Viroqua, Wis
Wis............................
834
On.alaska,
Wis.
'
839
Onalaaka, Wis................
......... 839
Wakefield,
Mass
841
841
...................
Wakefield, Mass
Orange,
Orange, N. JJ...............................
843
Walla Walla,
Walla, Wash.,
Wash., for Spanish Wax
War
Ozark,
Ark.
840
Ozark, Ark...........
.............
840
Veterans camp
832
Veterans
camp....... ................
Oxford, N. Y.,
Cr Home.
837
Oxford,
Y., for Relief Corps
Rome Warrensburg, Mo.,
Mo., State Noma].
839
Normal School
School.
839
Ilintoville,
Army post
842
PKintyville, Ky:,
Ky., Grand Arm
pst.....
842
Warrenton, Ga...
836
Warrenton,
.
.........
836
Paxagoulk
Pakagould, Ark
Ark
.
.....
833
841
Warsaw, Ky
Ky.......................841
Pardeeville,
Pardeeville, Wis.
Wis .................
835
Warwick, l&.
R. I
Warwick,
I.....
............
843
Pakersburg, W
Parkersburg.,
'
842
W. Va
Va:.......................
842
Waterloo,
Y............O. ... "... .
841
Waterloo, N. Y
Parkston8.Dak.
Ptarkstor4
S. Dak,
841
......................
841
Waynesburg,
Pa., Armory
oard.......
840
Waynesburg, ,Pa,
Armory Board.
840
Pawnee Reek,
831
Pawnee
Rock, Kaxis
ans-...................
831
Park
Park Association
Associat.on.............
.......
839
Pennington
Minn
833
Pennington County,
County, Minn.............
833
Weedsport,
Y
Weedsport, N.
N.Y....................
838
Phelps, N. Y.......................
Y
839
Phelps,
839
West New York, N. I
835
J..................
835
Phihpsburg, Pa., Grand Army post....
Philipsburg,
post
843
Weston,
Va., for Grand
Grand Army
835
Weston, W. Va.,
Army post
post...
835
Phoenix,
N
Y
834
Phoenix, N. Y....................
834
Westport,
Westport, Wash.,
Wash., for Grand
Grand Army post
post..
843
Pine Bluff, Ark..Ark
.....................
832
Westwood,
Westwood, Cal
Cal.......................
833
Plainview,
Plainview, Ark .......................
833
833
Whitesburg, Ky. ......................
843
Phummerville,
Plummerville, Ark ....................
836
Wilbur, Nebr
Nebr.........................
842
Poimeroy,
Wash., for Grand Army.......
Pomeroy, Wash.,
Army
832
832
Williamsburg, Iowa
Iowa....................
839
Poplar Grove,
Grove, Il.........................
Ill
843
843
Williamstown,
833
Wiiamstown, Ky
Ky............
........833
Men 's AssociaPort Washington
Washington Business
BusinessMen's
AssociaWinchester,
Winchester, Ill
ll------------....................-------...
833
tion
840
tion...............................
840
Winston-Salem, N. C........-........
Winston-Salem,
C
837
.
Princeton, W. •Ta
'
842
Princeton,
Va-..---.---.....-..-....
842
Woburn, Mass.,
841
Woburn,
Mass., for Grand Army posts -..
841
Queens,
Y
840
Queens, N. Y......
.....................
840
Nebr., for
Grand Army
Army
Wood River,
River, Nebr.,
for Grand
Racine, Wis., for Spanish War Veteran
Racine,
Veteran
831
pW=t..............................
831
camp
833
camp........---.......---------............
833
Wrijhtsville, Pa----------------------- 843
Writville,
Randolph,.
Mass., for
poet_
839
Randolp Mass.,
for Grand
Grand Army
Army post..
839 _ _Wynne,
Wynne, Ark
Ark......................-----------------------...
837
Pa........................-----------------------. 835
Reading, Pa
835 Ordnance
Army,
OrdnanceDepartment,
Department, Army,
Richmond, Mo..-..------------...
Mo
842
--------..... 842
appropriation
of enlisted
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
enlisted men;
men;
834
Rifle, Colo
Colo...................---------..........
834
longevity
longevity.........................
-------------------- 624
624
Rigglesville,
Pa
840
iggleville, Pa..-----.-------............------- 840
for pay of officers; longevity
626
longevity. ...........
Roseville,
Ohio
832
Rosevie, Ohio.........---------..----------....
832
for current
current expenses, etc ----....----------. 642
Roxbury, Conn-----------........-------...---.
Conn
831
831
ammunition for
for small
small arms,
arras, etc
for ammunition
etc...... 642
642
Russell, Kans.,
Kans., for Grand
832
Russell,
Grand Army
Army post.—
post....
832
for firing
morning and
and evening
gun, etcetc- -- 642
for
firng
morning
evening
gun,
Rnsselville,
Russellville, Ark
840
Ark---...--.--...
....------------840
642
amount for purchases-...:.............
purchases
642
RusseIlvll
Russellville,
Ohio
836
e, Ohio..--...........------------....----..
836
for tools, etc.,
etc., for manufacturing
manufacturing ammuSaint Clair, Mich
834
Mich....................
834
nition
nition by Government
Government and.
private
d priv
Saint Louis.
Citv Hall Park --.
Louis, Mo..
Mo., for City
843
aar
.. .
......
......
642
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McPherson, Kane
Kans .............
granted to McPherson,
Madisonville, Ky ........---..-............
Madisonville,
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Ordnane
Page
Oregon-Continued.
appropriation
purchases
appropriation for tools, etc.; purchases
lands granted to, for public park; condiwithout competition...............
competition
643
643
tions ............
....
......
for ammunition
ammunition for small arms target
target
patents to purchasers
purchasers of ceded lands
lands of
of
practice, etc., medals,
medals) etc..........
etc
643
64:3
Umatilla Reservation,
Reservation, useful only
only
educational institutions......
institutions
643
issue to educational
643
for grazing .................
amount for purchases
purchases ...............
643
64 3
to heirs of decedents
decedents...............
manufacture of arms, etc., at armofor manufacture
time extended
extended for segregating,
lands
segregating, etc., lands
ries...................
ries
6433
64
under Carey
Carey Act, by ............
under
for tools for manufacture
manufacture by private parparOregon and
and Califoria
Oregon
Califo
Grant Fund,
Land Grant
Fund,
ties..........................
6433
64:
disposal of moneys
moneys deposited in...........
in
purchases without competition.......
competition
6433 Oregon
64:
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
Railroad Company
Compan,,
issues to rifle clubs, etc., of materials
materials for
for
appropriation for protecting, etc., lands
lands
appropriation
target practice
practice......................
643
64 3
involved in suits against.. ........
643
for preserving, etc., stores...........
64'3
land grants
in theeUnited States.
grants to, vested
vested int
States_
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of ordnance stores
stores.... 643
64.3
rights of way, etc.,
etc., excepted
excepted.........
purchases
643
amount for purchases..............
64:3 _classification
power site
classification of restored lands; power
sales to Cuba
..............Cuba ......
643
lands.
64: 3
lands ........................
etc., rifle
6433
for national trophy, etc.,
rifle contests...
timber lands; agricultu
agricultitnil lands......
lands
contests...
64'
for automatic
automatic machine
machine rifles; for Nareclassification; rights of way, etc
reclassification;
etc.....
tional Guard
Guard...............-...mineral
6444
mineral laws extended
extended to, except power
power
for armored motor cars......
cars
6444
...........
. 644
site lands ........
..........
for Field Artillery
Artillery material for National
National
timber lands opened to homestead entry
Guard
Guard ..................-.....
644
timber removed ............
644I
when timber
amount
purchases...............
amount for purchases
€44
644I
disposal of timber;
timber; issue of patents
patents for..
for
for reserve ammunition for Field Artiltaxes.........
subject to State, etc., taxes.
agricultural lands opened to homestead
National Guard
Guard ...........-.
644
agricultural
lery, National
644
entries;
amount for purchases
purchases ................
entries; payments__
644
payments............
' no commutation
allowed cultivation,
cultivation,
commutation allowed;
for tools, etc., for
for manufacture
manufacture by
by prietc.,
vate parties
644
vate
parties............
etc., required.
required........ .......
.....64
purchases without competition
competition
644
timberlands
entries on cut timberlands....
purchases
-..
.... ...
preference
preference to present
present residence
residence on timsubsistence per diem civil employees
employees
berlands
....
outside the District.........---..
District
644
................
644
arsenals
282
homestead not a
abar.
prior homestead
for armories and arsenals...............
bar..............
reserved
for
two
years; descriplands
for fortification expenses
expenses undpr
346,910
for
years;
under....... 346, 910
description
tion.........................
fortification expenses, insular possespossesfor fortification
commissions
commissions
to
registers
registers
and
receivers
for
receivers
349, 912
sions ..........
..........---.. 349,
912
purchases of timberlands
timberlands ..........
purchases
deficiency appropriation
29
deficiency
appropriation for .............
legal proceedings
proceedings to determine amount
for current expenses, etc..............
etc
46
amount
46
due railroad
railroad company ..........
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
of arms
arms at
etc., of
at armoarmodetermination of
matters submitted; determination
ries
46
ries............................
46
taxes due ........
etc., ordnance ...........
46
...........
for repairing, etc.,
46
money in court vested in United States.
States_
for automatic
automatic machine
machine rifles, 1917 ......
811
appropriation for paying accrued
accrued taxes...
taxes
for ammunition
ammunition for machine
machine rifles, 1917
811
appropriation
1917.
811
moneys from lands and timber made a
constitution of,
national defense
a
defense Act 174
174
constitution
of, under national
special fund
fund.......................
selection of sergeants ................
174
selection
payment from, to railroad and lien
vacancies
174
details of officers to fill vacancies.......
holders;
holders; ascertainment
ascertainment of amounts
lieutenants
lieutenants as student officers;
officers; eligidue. ..............
due
..............
bility on completing course ........ 174
to railroad company
company if receipts
receipts inOrdnance Office,
Ordnance
Office, War Department,
Department,
sufficient
sufficient..........................
appropriation
1095
91,
appropriation for clerks, etc
etc..........
91,1095
balance
balance to refund taxes paid .........
draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., to be
be paid from
from apapmoneys received thereafter
thereafter from lands and
propriations
fortifications, etc.;
propriations for
for fortifications,
etc.;
timber, after deduction for taxes,
limit
91,
1096
limit....
........
.........
91,1096
etc., to be distributed..............
distributed.
etc.,
for rent
350, 1097
rent.......................350,
to State for irreducible school fund
fund...
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
deficiency
to counties for common schools,
schools, roads,
1917
809
1917.........................
809
etc
etc.............................
additional allowance
allowance of draftsmen in, by
by
to reclamation
.
reclamation fund .................
fortifications ActAct..............-.
350
to general fund of the Treasury......
Treasury
additional quarters for drafting force in,
from all other sources, to State for irreby fortifications Act; five-year lease
lease. 913
ducible school fund.
ducible
fund...............
OrdnanceStores, Army,
Ordnance
to counties for common schools, roads,
642
appropriation for ammunition, etc .......
etc
.......................
643
etc
for repairs, etc.....................
-643
to general
general fund of the Treasury
Treasury......
643
for purchase, etc ...
.
.........643
authority
conditions
authority for payments; conditions....
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for preserving,
regulations,
etc.,
to
be
made
regulations,
etc.,
made
..........
46
etc
................
etc........
punishment
punishment for false swearing, etc
etc.......
46
purchase, etc......
etc
for purchase,
.
..............46
appropriation
for
expenses
of
appropriation for expenses of classificaclassifica46
etc., equipments
equipments .........for Infantry,
Infantry, etc.,
46
tion.
tion
.......................
Oregon,
Oregon
and
Washington
Volunteers,
Oregon
and
Washington
appropriation for surveyor general,
general, clerks,
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
etc
deficiency
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc......
etc ......................
103,1107
103,1107
etc
Oregon
Judicial
District,
Oregon
Judicitl
District
navigation,, etc.,
authorized....
aids to navigation
etc., in, authorized....
538
jurisdiction
over lands
in Crater
jurisdiction extended
extended over
lands in
Crater
cession of jurisdiction
jurisdiction by, over lands in
Park
Lake Park..............
........
Crater Lake Park, accepted,
etc....
521
accepted, etc....
521
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505
923
923
942
222
222

299
218
218
219
219
219
219
219

219
219
219
219
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220

221

221

221
221
221
221
221
221
221

222
222
222

222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222

222
223
223
9
23
223
223

993

223
223
223
825
522
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Forest, Oreg.,
Page.
Oregon National
National Forest,
Oreg.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,of..
etc., of.. 459,1148
459,1148
appropriation for
formaintenance,
exchange
for
exchange of lands
lands with
with private
private owners
owners for
adding to
846
to........................
846
Ores, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
for investigating
safety,
appropriation
investigating safety,
economy, etc., in treatment of;
of;
restrictions ..................
302
restrictions
302
Organized
Organized Government,
Government, Opposition
to, etc.,
Opposition to,
etc.,
alien member
member of organization,
organization, etc.,
etc., teaching, excluded
excluded admissio
admission ..........
876
876
Organized Mlitia
Militia (see
(see Militia,
Organized
Militia, Organized),
Organized),
Organized Militia
Militia Reserve,
Organized
Reserve,
drafted into military service with
drafted
Army
340
with Army..
340
Orland Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Orland
Project, Cal.,
Cal., .
appropriation
etc.; use
use
appropriation for
for maintenance,
mainteance, etc.;
of balance.......................
balance.
304
304
Orlando,
Orlando, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for public
267
public building
building .........
267
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for public
public building .. ..........................
18
18
Orr, Mrs.
Mrs. Eliza,
Eliza,
Orr,
appropriation
appropriation for payment to, beneficiary
beneficiary
of William Orr,
581
Orr, fireman,
fireman, Navy
Navy.....
581
Orthocresol,
Orthoeresol,
duty onminimum purity
purity ...............
794
on;.minimum
794
on free list;
purity ...........
793
list; maximum
maximum purity
793
Osage
Osage County,
County, Okla.,
Okla.,
appraisement of Indian
appraisement
Indian lands
lands in, as
as basis
basis
of assesstaents
983
ofas
ents .................
983
use of tiba
we
tribal funds for expenses
983
expenses........
983
deend Id
dian coillitrY
countruner
damned
Indian
;under laws
laws prohibiling
ucante ...........
983
hibii
inginto
toxicat.
983
Osage Indian
Sdwol, Okta:,
IndianScool,
time extended for support of, from tribal
tribal
funds.........................
funds.
867
867
Osage
Osage Indians,
Indians, Okla.
Okla.,
appraisement of lands of, in Osage County
appraiaement
County
as basis of assessment
assessment .............
983
983
- use of tribal funds for expenses.........
expenses
983
983
provisions for determining
determining heirs of deceased allottees not applicable
to. 127,972
applicable to.
127, 972
Osage
Mo.,
Osage River,
River, Mo.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of ........ 403
403
appropriation
Oshon, Orman
Osbon,
Orn K.,
..
appropriation for
appropriation
remains of,
ior removal of
of remains
of,
from Philippines
Phffippines...................
287
287
Ostriches,
Ostriches,
appropriation for
in feeding
feeding
appropriation
for experiments
experiments in
breeding .
450
and breeding...................
450
Oswego, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
392
of, harbor.
harbor.
392
Ottawa
Ottawa Transit
Transit Company,
may change
change name of steamer
steamer "
Normania"
"Normania"
to "William
F. Stifel"
Stifel" .........
"
235
235
M. Reiss,"
Reiss" Steamer
Steamer,
"Otto M.
name
of
"Frederick
Wells" changed
name
"Frederick B. Wells"
to.
915
changed to.
915
Empire (see
(see Turkey).
Turkey).
Ottoman Empire
Ottumwa, Iowa,
terms of court at ..............................
13,56
13,56
OuachitaRiver, Ark. and La.,
Ouachita
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of; locks
dams.-...........
and
399
.............. ,399
399
and dams.
,
--open channel work
Camden ......
399
work to
to Camden
399
Outfits, Navy
Outfits,
Enlistments,
Navy First
FirstEnlistments,
appropriation for
for..................
appropriation
560,1172
560,1172
clothinggratuity,
clothing
gratuity, Naval Reserve
1172
Reserve force.
force- 1172
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
29
appropriation for
for ..............
29
Overhead Wires,
Overhead
Wires, D.
D. C.,
temporary .provisions
temporary
provisions for, inaugural
inaugural cereceremonies, 1917
902
1917 ...................
902
Overpeel Creek,
Overpek
Creek, N.
N. J.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of,
of, to be
be
made ...........................
407
407
N.. Y.,
Owego, N.
appropriation for public building
building......... 267
appropriation
267

Oxford,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Page.
Oxford, N.
Page.
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
to Relief
Relief Corps
Corps
Home .........................
837
837
Oyster
Oyster Creek,
Creek, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
398
appropriation for
of.........
398
Oysters,
Oysters,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating shipping,
appropriation
shipping,
etc.,
etc, of.
463,1152
of.....................
463,1152
Ozark, Ark.,
Ark.,
Ozark,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to
to............. . 840
840
Ozark National
Ark.,
Ozark
National Forest,
Forest, Ark.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1148
459,1148
p.
P.

PacificAlaka
Pacific
Alaska Navigation
Navigation Company,
Company,
may change
of st
steamship
436
change name
name of
ship "Aroline".
"Arolie".
436
Pacific Coast,
Coast,
Pacific
appropriation
for surveys
surveys of..........
of.. . ... .
318
appropriation for
318
aviation
etc., stations
stations authoraviation life
life saving,
saving, etc.,
authorized
on ....
ized on
.....
............. 601
601
commission to
to investigate
investigate and
and report
report on
commission
on
advisability, etc.,
of establishing
advisability,
etc., of
establishing
additional navy
additional
navy yard
yard on;
on; details
details to
to
considered ....................
571
be considered
571
submarine
submarine and
aviation bases..........
bases
571
and aviation
571
Pacific
Coast Torpedo Station,
Pacific Coast
Station, Keyport,
Keyport, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for
570,1179
for public works
works........ 570,1179
Pacific
Pacific Railroads,
Railroads,
appropriation
for expenses
affectappropriation for
expenses of
of suits
suits affecting .........................
313
313
Pages,
Pages,
appropriation for, House of
of RepresentaRepresentatives ......................
71,
71, 1075
1075
for,
for, Senate
Senate......................
68,1072
68,1072
Paine, Thomas,
Paine,
Thomas
fee simple homestead patent confirmed
confirmed
to ..............................
990
990
Paintaville.,Ky.,
Paintsville,
Ky.,
appropriation
appropriation for
public
building
267
for public building ......... 267
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to Grand
condemned
Grand
Army post at....................
at
842
842
Pala
IndianReservation, Cal.,
Pala Indian
Cal.,
appropriation for sewer
apropriation
sewer system
system for
for........ ,125
125
Palatka,
Fla.,
Palatka, Fla.,
appropriation for
appropriation
building ..........
267
for public
public buiding
267
deficiency
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
building........................
ing
18
.
18
Palisade
NationalForest,
Palisade National
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and
and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
459
appropriation
of...
459
Pamlico River,
River, N.
C..,
Pamlico
N. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
improvement
of
395
for improvement of........
395
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
be
made
407
........................
407
PamlicoSound, N.
Pamlico
N. C.,
appropriation
improvement of
of waterwaterappropriation for improvement
from ........ 395
395
way to Beaufort
Beaufort Inlet from
Pamunkey River,
River, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for
394
for improvement
improvement of
of........
394
Pan American Conference,
Pan
Conference, Fifth,
Fifth,
appropriation for participating
259, 1055
appropriation
participating....... 259,1055
Pan American Countries,
Countries,
Pan
invited to participate
participate in Texas
Texas Bicentennial Exposition
Exposition..
217
.................
217
Pan
Amrian
me S Exposition,
poson, Texas, Bicenten
Pan American
Bicentennial
and,
nial and
countries invited
take part
part in
217
invited to
to take
in ..........
217
Pan
Pan American Financial
Financia Conference,
Conference,
delegates
delegates authorized
authorized to International
International High
High
Commiasion
recommendaCommission to act on recommendstionsof
tions
of..
...............
8
Pan Arneriani
Amrican Financial
Pan
Financial Conference,
Conference Second,
Second,
invitation
invitation to Central and South
South American
American
Governments
Governments to attend,
at Washattend, at
Washin n D. 0
ington,
1052
0..............
approprition
appropriation for expnse..........
expenses
1052
..
1062
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Pan
Pan American Scientific
Scientific Congress,
Congress, Second,
Second, Page. Panama
Canal—Continued.
Page.
PanamaCanal-Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
expenses
appropriation for expenses....
33 appropriation
appropriation for submarine
submarine mi
ne su
pmine
supfor printing proceedings,
proceedings, etc
802
etc...........
802
plies
plies ........
...
.......
33
Pan
American Union,
Union,
PanAmerican
for fire-control installations .........
335
335
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses.............. 257,1052
257,1052
for purchase, etc.,
etc., seacoast
cannon;
335
seacoast
cannon;
for printing and binding for
331
for............
331
contracts ----contracts
.............................
contracts
----------5
Panama,
Panama,
for
ammunition
335
for ammunition.......................
335
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
252,1048
to ........ 252,1048
for installing,
artillery.
installing, etc.,
etc., seacoast
seacoast artillery...
335
335.
for
or annual payment
259,
155
payment to
to............
259,1055
for barracks
quarters
barracks and quarters..............
335
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for annual payno pay to
to officer
officer using
using time
time measuring
nopay
measuring
ment to ..........................
15
15
device
on work of employees
336
employees.......
336
bills of lading; restriction
restriction against issuing
restriction on land claims
churoa originating
originating
restriction
applicable to
shipin parts, not applicable
to shipin Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad..............
336
ments to ...................... --539
539
for relief and protection of American
American
336
requirement for
"duplinor requirement
for marking "dupliseamen
in.
.............
seamen in
262,1058
.. 262,1058
cate" thereon
539
cate"
thereon. .................
539
for surveys
surveys of Atlantic
Atlantic coast
to.
318
coast entrance
entrance to.
318
reciprocal
reciprocal use of highways, Canal
Canal Zone
Zone
for Weather
Weather Service
Service expenses in.....
in
448,1136
448,1136
and,
528
and, to be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon............
528
for installing
installing glin
foundations on
gun foundations
on colliers
colliers
Panama-California
Panama-CaliforniaExposition,
Exposition,
Ulysses 'and "Achilles
'Ulysses
"Achilles "
"........
605
606
foreign exhibits at Panama Pacific
Pacific ExExpower radio
for high power
radio station in
in Isthmian
position may be transferred
transferred to
to....
22
Canal Zone
Zone........ ........
607
appropriation for transfer
transfer ..............
appropriation
22
for temporary
temporary shelter of troops
Canal
troops on Canal
transfer of Government
Government exhibit,
exhibit, etc.,
etc.,
Zone..
.
Zone
635
... ..
.........
636
from, to Mississippi Centennial Exfor hospital
treatment of Army
garrihospital treatment
Army garriposition ...........................
854
854
640
sons, etc.; subsistence..........
640
Panama
Canal (see
Canal Zone),
Panama Canal
(see also
also Canal
Zone),
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for fortifications,
fortifications,
appropriation for all expenses;
expenses; objects
objects
appropriation
ordnance depot, dock, etc.........
ordnance
etc
812
812
designated .......................
332
332
administration
Act for injuries to Govadministration of Act
pay of officials and employees ........
332
ernment employees,
employees, by
by governor
governor of.
750
of. 750
contingent expenses
332
contingent
expenses................
332
medical
medical examination,
etc., expenses
expenses from
from
examination, etc.,
damages
damages to vessels passing through
Canal appropriations
750
Canal
appropriations...............
750
locks......................
locks
333
modification
modification authorized
authorized 'fOr
for making
making
losses or damages to property
property taken ....
333
333
claims, etc .....................
•750
750
claims for damages
damages to lands, etc......
etc
333
333
of minimum allowance
allowance to alien emexpenses sales of unserviceable
unserviceable propployees .......................
750
750
erty, etc ...........................
333
refund for expenses
compensation
333
refund
expenses from
from compensation
preparing estimates on Isthmus
Isthmus......
333
750
fund .............................
750
per diem subsistence, employees
increased, two colliers for
limit of cost increased,
for..... 811
811
traveling, etc ...................
333
officers retired.in
retired in recognition
recognition of services
333
services
miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
333
expenses...............
on may be transferred
transferred to
333
on,
to active
active
for construction
construction and equipment;
equipment; addi937
list, etc ..................-......
-937
tional to Auditor for War
War DepartPanama
Canal Bonds,
PanamaCanal
ment ............................
333
issue and sale of, authorized
authorized for carrying
carrying
for equipping,.
etc., colliers
equipping, etc.,
colliers "Ulysses"
"Ulysses"
out provisions
provisions of Shipping
Shipping Act.....
Act
732
732
and
333
and' Achilles "...................
333
payable within fifty
fifty years
733
payable
years. ...........
733
for building two colliers ...............
333
proceeds permanently
permanently appropriated....
appropriated
733
333
proceeds
733
quarantine stations
use for new quarantine
stations forbiduse of, to raise funds for
for manufacture
manufacture of
of
den
333
den............................
. 333
215
nitrates, etc ........................
215
for salary of Governor .................
333
333
use of unissued
unissued portion of,
for
of, authorized
authorized for
for procuring supplies, equipment, etc.,
etc ,
specified expenses
expenses................. 1003
1003
Panama Railroad, etc ..........
for, Panama
333
redeemable
redeemable within fifty years
years........... 1003
1003
all
receipts
added
to
333
all receipts added to.................
333 Panama
PanamaExposition,
for sanitation,
333
sanitation, hospitals, etc
etc........... 333
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses.....
expenses
15
deficiency
15
for civil government
government expenses; total
commissioner
commissioner authorized.............
authorized
15
334
available until expended
available
expended...........
334 Panama
PanamaPacific
Pacific International
Interiona l Exposition,
Exposition,
expenditures payable from
proceeds
from proceeds
foreign
be transferred
transferred to
foreign exhibits
exhibits at,
at, may
may be
to
334
exceptions
of bonds; exceptions...............
334
Panama California
California Exposition.....
Exposition
Panama
22
"Ancon"
"Cristobal" not trans"Ancon" and "Cristobal"
appropriation for
transfer of
of Government
Government
appropriation
for transfer
334
ferred to Navy ................
ferred
..
334
exhibit 2......................
2
legation building, Panama,
legation
Panama, transferred
transferred
Panama
Exposition
Panama Pacific International
International
Exposition
334
Secretary of
to Secretary
of State
State ............
334
Company,
Company,
restriction on employees
employees and
and comcompermission to
continue Palace
Fine Arts
permission
to continue
Palace of
of Fine
Arts
334
pensation ..............-......-334
Building on
on Presidio
Presidio of
Building
of San
San FranFranfor general expenses from moneys reReservation; conditions, etc..
etc
cisco Reservation;
637
334
ceived from specified sources
sources......
334
Panama,
Panama, Panama,
Panama,
net profits to be covered into the
appropriation
for operating
public works
appropriation for
operating public
works
Treasury
Treasury......-............... 335
335
353
etc., from
from receipts
therefrom_
353
therefrom-......
receipts
etc.,
public works, Panama
Panama and Colon, from
from
legation
building,
transferred
to
Secretary
legation building, tranferred to Secretary
revenues ......................--.
335
334
of State ....... .
.............334
335
fortifications ....................
for fortifications
335
Panama
Panama
Railroad,
335
for clearings
clearings and trails .........----..
335
appropriation for
supplies, etc_
333
appropriation
for supplies,
etc........... 333
335
for preservation, and repairs,
repairs, etc.......
etc ..... - 335
Railroad Company,
PanamaRailroad
Company,
for electric plants .............
..
-- -....- 335 JPanama
claims
for
injuries
to
Government
emclaims for injuries to Government em335
for seacoast batteries-.............--batteries
335
ployees by,
by, to
to be
to United
ployees
be assigned
assigned to
United
335
for submarine mine accessories,
335
accessories, etc.....
etc
750
7
States,
etc....... ..................
tates, etc
335
for purchase
335
purchase of submarine mines .......
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Pascagoula, Miss.,
Pascagoula,
Page.
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company-Continued.
Company—Continued.
Page.
Panama
Page.
appropriation for
harbor. - 397
397
claims origiappropriation
for improvement
improvement of harbor.
land commission
commission not to act on claims
bridge authorized
authorized across
nating
leases, etc.,
etc., of.........
of
bridge
across West Pascagoula
Pascagoula
336
nating under
under leases,
River at .........................
236
River
236
vessels of, not in use, may be transferred
transferred
vessels
to Shipping Board.................
Board... _
730 Pascagoula
Pascagoula River, Miss.,
Papago
Indians, Arzi.,
Ariz.,
PapagoIndians,
appropriation for
maintenance of
of channel
channel
appropriation
for maintenance
appropriation for water supply for vilvilappropriation
through
397
through........................
397
..-.
130,974
lages...-..............
lages
130,974
for
improvement of...................
of
for improvement
397
Paper,
Passaic River, N.
N. J.j
.T.i
Passaic
duty
printing, valued above
above 5
5 cents a
a
uty on printing,
appropriation for
of
393
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
393
pound
795
pound.......................
Passenger Act,
Passenger
Act, 1882,
countervailing
country imcountervailing duty from country
not altered,
altered, etc., by Immigration
Immigration Act
897
Act.....
897
posing export tax on, wood pulp,
pulp,
Passenger Vessels,
Vessels,
etc
795
etc..-.......
...-....--.
795 Passenger
inspection
certificates to state number
number of
inspection certificates
of
on
on free list, valued
valued not
not above
above 5
5 cents a
a
passengers allowed,
allowed, other
other than
passengers
than ferryferrypound
795
poand ........................
795
boats
918
boats ............ -------..........
918
Paper, Distinctive,
Paper,
Distinctive,
penalty
for carrying
carrying more
passengers than
than
penalty for
more passengers
appropriation for United
United States securities,
appropriation
allowed
by
certificate
918
allowed by certificate.............
918
national-bank, and Federal reserve
puniihment for
permitting excess
punishment
for master
master permitting
excess
bank
277
277
bank currency
currency .....................
of
918
of passengers
passengers. .................
918
contract for
for four
contract
four years
years authorized_
authorized ... _ 277
277
special permits
permits for allowing excursion,
excursion, to
to
Paper for Internal
Paper
InternalRevenue Stamps,
passengers, etc........
etc
carry excess passengers,
918
appropriation for-.......
for
275
275
appropriation
--- ....---..--.-.
approval of supervising
supervising inspector.......
mspector
919
approval
919
Paper Making,
Paper
Maki,
appropriation
etc., fibrous
testing, etc.,
fibrous
Passengers,
appropriation for testing,
Passengers,
plants, including flax
etc_ 454,1142
454, 1142
bringing
flax straw, etc.
lists, etc.
etc., required
required from vessels bringing
* for testing woods suitable
suitable for ...... 461,1149
in Len
882
alien- .
.... ......................
882
P
itracre,sol,
Paracresol,
carrying out
out aliens,
aliens, etc ..-..-.....883
....- 883
.
duty
on;
minimum
purity.
794
.duty on minimum purity .........
..-....
794
citizens intending
intending to reside permaon f.re
ist maximum
mai mu.m ppurityiy- - ----793
free list.;
793
nently abroad
883
nently
abroad. ..
.........
...
883
Art,
Paragodat,
alien, arriving,
arriving, to be grouped,
grouped, etc..
etc
884
lists of alien,
884
Paragould; Ark,
condemitne
condeninedcannOngianted
cannon.granted to .............
833
identification
identification certificates
certificates to be
be given
given. .....
884
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
certificate
officer.
884
certificate from ship's officer.............
884
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
to-..-.....-. 252,1048
of medical
examination .
884
medical examination
................
884
Parcel
Post,
ParcelPost,
penalty
penalty for nondelivery
nondelivery ..............
884
appropriation
experiments in extending,
appropriation for experiments
examination by immigration officials
officials of
products
for farm
farm products....-.....----.--.
424
885
alien, on arrival .................
885
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for insurance....
insurance... _
827
at immigrant
stations ...............
885
immigrant stations
885
allowance
allowance to railroads for increased
increased weight
weight
medical;
experts for mental
mental demedical; special experts
limit, since January
January 1,
1, 1914........
1914
425
fectives, etc
etc .......................
885
fectives,
885
eiied zones, since August 15, 1913.
in vm-..wfied
1913_
425
power and authority
authority of immigrant
immigrant inPardeev, Wis.,
spectors ........................
885
spectors
885
condemned cannon
granted to
835
cannon granted
to ..............
835
punishment for obstructing,
etc
886
punishment
obstructing, etc......
Paris
Pact,
ParisEconomy
Eonom Pact,
by board of special
inquiry
886
special inquiry............
investigation of, by
by Tariff Commission
Commission diinvestigation
Passengers' Baggage,
Pasemrs'
Baggage,
rected ...........................
798
798
liability of earners
value of loss or
or
liability
c ers for full value
Paris
ParisGreen
Green (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
Act).
damage in
in transit,
not applicable
applicable to.
to.
442
damage
transit, not
442
Paris,
Paris, Tex.,
Passes, Railroad,
Pases,
Railroad,
limit of cost for public
public building
at
1196
building at.......
1196
trustees, etc.,
Southern
allowed trustees,
etc., Cincinnati
Cincinnati Southern
loan of tents, etc., to sufferers by fire at..
at__
50
50
Railway .........................
922
Railway
922
Parkersburg, W.
Va.,
Parkersburg,
W. Va.,
Passports, Foreign,
Foreign,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to
to.............
842 Passports,
restriction
restriction of entry from insular possesParkin, Ark.,
Parkin,
sions, etc.,
etc., of aliens holding........
holding
878
bridge
authorized across Saint Francis
bridge authorized
Francis
Patent Office Gazette,
Gazette,
River
920,947
River.........................
920,947 Patent
appropriation
printing, binding, etc...
etc_
330
appropriation for printing,
330
Parking
Parking Commission, D.
D. C.,
deficiency
appropriation for printing, binddeficiency appropriation
bindappropriation
expenses
691,1019
appropriation for expenses.............
691,1019
Parks, D.
C.,
etc
ing, etc.........................
. 3,27
Paris,
D C.,
appropriation for care, etc.,
etc., Rock Creek
appropriation
Creek
Patent
Department,
PatentOffice, Interior
InteriorDepartment,
and Piney
Piney Branch............
Branch
693,1021
693,1021
appropriation
Commissioner, assistants,
assistants,
appropriation for Commissioner,
connections
Maryconnections with District sewers
sewers and Mary101, 1105
examiners, etc ................. 101,
land sewerage
sewerage systems to prevent
prevent
temporary typewriters
for special temporary
typewriters...... 1105
pollution
streams in.............
in
pollntion of stream
717
professional and scientific
books,
for professional
scientific books,
Pars,
Parks, D. C., Small,
etc
101, 1105
.......................
101,
appropriation for
condemning land for,
appropriation
for condemning
for,
for
for weekly
patents; drawings,
drawings,
weekly issue of patents;
outside city limits
limits..--........
713,1042
etc
101, 1105
etc........................
.. 101,1105
Parks, National
Parks,
National (see National Parks).
investigations, etc..............
for investigations,
etc
101, 1105
Parkttori, S. Dak.,
Partkton,
for
for expenses, International
International Bureau,
Bureau,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
to...........
841
Berne...........
.............. 101,1105
Berne
101, 1105
Parsonages, etc.,
de., D.
Church,
Paonages,
D. C.,
C., Church,
for
etc.
for printing
printing weekly
weekly issue of patents,
patents, etc.
330
330
exempted
exempted from real estate taxes; condi• for printing, etc.,
etc., Official
Official Gazette......
Gazette
330
330
tions..
tion
.......................
515
deficiency
appropriation for printing
•
deficiency appropriation
Partnerships,
Partnerships,
•weekly oise
name of patents, Official
Official
excess profits tax levied on incomes of
of... 1000
Gazette,
Grazette, etc
3, 27
etc........................
exemptions allowed; extended
exemptions
extended to agrifor public use of inventions,
inventions, etc ........ 829
829
culture
and
ermsnal
.
†hif
Ga
10
S
*
-elas
a
nl
Ubmins
.
V
a0
personal
services
....
. . ...........
_
...
1001
chief
clerk, and
authorized ....
__.
-R-ev w««a
auu examiners
vj
uvR
m Ou"lRuulWi
a9
- ___.
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Patent
Office, Interior
Interior Department--Cont'd.
Department--Cont'd.
Patent Ofice,
Page.
Pay, Army—Continued.
Army-Continued.
Pay,
Page.
appointed by the President,
officers to be appointed
appropriation
staff officers
appropriation for staff
officers ............
626
Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant commissionfor retired
retired officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men.....
627
ers, and five examiners
examiners in chief
chief.....
88 deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for .............
22,
22
assistant commissioners........
commissioners
duties of assistant
88
29,33, 45, 810, 824, 828
29,33,45,810,824,828
clerks, and employees
employees to be appointed
clerks,
for National Guard, ordered
orderedinto
service.
into service.
337
by Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior........
88 Pay
Army,
Pay Clerks, Army,
salaries of presidential appointees .......
9
appropriation for pay of,
appropriation
of, retired
retired...........
627
Patents,
Patents,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
mileage
..
45
appropriation for mileage.......
applications to be completed
completed in one year
applications
year..
348 Pay
Pay Corps,
Corps, Navy (see Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and
prosecuted within one year after
to be prosecuted
after
-Accounts, Navy).
any action
action .....................
348 Pay, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
in default, regarded as abandoned, unappropriation
for
609,1188
appropriation for....................
less delay unavoidable
unavoidable ............
348
deficiency appropriation
for
29,
825, 828
appropriation for.......
29,825,828
owned by Government,
Government, and for military
Pay,
Pay, Navy,
defense, may be held three years.
years...— 348
appropriation for ...............
appropriation
1181
. 575
575,1181
notice of termination
termination of period.......
period
348
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
................... 557,1168
tune
time extended
extended for filing apphcations,
applications, etc
etc.,,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for..
for.. 29,33,815,825,828
29, 33, 815, 825, 828
delayed by existing war
war........... 516
for miscellaneous.............
miscellaneous
29,
........
29,
reciprocal privileges
privileges to Amerlimited to reciprocal
33, 815, 816, 816. 825,828
33,815,816,816.
ican citizens.
citizens ..................
516
Payette National
516 Payette
National FPoret,
Forest, Idaho,
country at war with
not allowed if country
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Hague,
Peace Palace
Palaceat The Hague,
United States
States.... ...............
516 Peace
restricted to August 1, 1914, and Janrestricted
appropriation for contribution to.....
to..
258,1054
appropriation
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii
uary.1, 1918 ...................
Hawaii,
516 Pearl
Patents,
Banc Aircraft,
appropriation for naval station, dry dock,
Patents, Basic
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of, for Govern568,1178
etc .........................
for fuel storage
storage ....................... 570,1179
ment use; conditions, etc.
etc........... 1169
Patents, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
Pearl
Patents,
PearlRiver,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
below
appropriation for, assistant,
assistants, examiners,
examimers
appropriation
appropriation for
of, below
Rockport, Mies
397
etc
101,1105
Rockport,
Miss......
............
etc....--......-...... ......
397
101,1105
bridge authorized
authorized across, between Pearl
appointment of, and first assistant,
assistant, and
River
River County, Miss.,
Miss., and Washingassistant,
authorized
8
8
assistant authorized.............
ton
La
948
ton Parish,
Parih, La
........
established.....................
9
948
salaries established
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
to determine
determine character
character of typewriting
made,
between
Jackson
EdinJackson
and
machines
machines to be purchased
purchased for Govburg, Miss
.Miss. .............................
408
120,1121
ernment use ................
Pearl
PearlRiver County, Miss.,
time limit for furnishing copy for annual
bridge authorized
authorized across Pearl
Pearl River by,
bridge
reports not applicable
applicable to ..........
336
Washington Parish,
Parish, La ........
and Washington
948
to issue patents for radiodynamic
radiodynamic torpedo
Pecans,
Pecans,
control invented
invented by
by John Hays
Hays
appropriation for investigating
diseases of
of.. 1141
Hammond,
appropriation
investigating diseases
jr., to United States, if
Hammond, jr,
for improving, methods of harvesting,
contract
347
contract of assignment be made ......
etc .......................
1143
applications to be kept in secret
secret archives
archives. 347
applications
investigating insects affecting......
affecting
1154
for investigating
1154
Patrol
Squadrons, Naval Volunteer,
PatrolSquadron,
600
Pecuniary Claims
Claims between United States
States and
and
to.......
600 Pecuniary
issue and
and sale
sale of oil and gasoline
gasoline to
Great Britain,
Great
Britain,
1173
................
fuel..........
oil and fuel
appropriation
expenses, arbitration
arbitration of
of
appropriation for expenses,
maneuvers, etc
gasoline free
free during maneuvers,
etc .....
600
outstanding ..................
258,1054
repealed,
substituted......... 1173
repealed, and fuel substituted
Peekskill, N. E.,
F.,
Paupers,
Paupers,
appropriation for improvement
392
harbor..
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
875
alien, excluded
875
alien,
excluded admission ...............
Peking,
Peking, China,
China,
Paving Roadways,
Roadways, D.
Paving
D. C.,
appropriation for marine
marine guard barracks
appropriation
one-half cost of, assessed against abutting
one-half
American legation1179
............... 1179
publication of proposed
property; publication
Pellagra,
716 Pellagra,
work, etc ....................-appropriation for the
Public
of, by l!ublic
the study
study of,
appropriation
716
area assessable; extent excluded.........
excluded
279
Health Service
Service.................
street railways
railways to bear full expense
expense for
Pembina Indians,
Indians, Minn.,
roadbed,
716 Pembina
roadbed, etc .....................
proceeds of tract granted to Mahnomen
Mahnomen
proceeds
Pawcatuck River,
Pawcatuck
River, R.
R. I.,
I., and
and Conn.,
among
135
County to be divided among.......of.........
improvement of
appropriation
391
appropriation for improvement
Privilege Mail Matter,
Penalty Privilege
Pawnbrokers,
Pawnbrokers,
162
limit of weight under ...................
special tax imposed
imposed on ................
790
Oreille County, etc., Wash.,
Pend Oreille
Pawnee Indians,
Pawnee
Indians, Okla.,
Ola.,
may
River
34
34
Oreille River..........
may bridge
bridge Pend Oreille
appropriation
with. 146,
146,982
982
treaties with.
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
appropriation for
Pend Oreille
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho.
Idaho.
Oreille National
Pend
Pawnee
Pawnee Rock, Kans.,
appropriation
etc.. of.
459,1148
of. 459,
1148
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
condemned
granted to, for State
condemned cannon
cannon granted
OreilleRiver,
Ped Oreille
park
831
park
......................
831 Pend
bridge
authorized
across,
Metaline
to
Metabridge authorized across, Metaline to MetaPay,
Pay, Army,
Army,
34
line Falls, Wash..............--Wash..
appropriation for,
officers of
the line......
line
623
623
of the
for, officers
appropriation
6
Priest River, Idaho 6..................-624
for Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps .............
United States,
States,
Penitentiaries, United
-- . 624 Penitentiaries,
for National Guard Officers...-.....Officers
appropriation
for
construction.
Leavenappropriation for construction, Leavenmen
............ 624
for enlisted
enlisted men.........
311
wnrth. Bans
anas.. ..................
fnr National
hT«+»-»«1 Guard
r-·»«»l enlisted
A«1»4^u men
wm~i *
ft9
worth,
for
624
0
1-86
91890 °—voi.
-VoL 39—PT
39--PT 1---86
w vs

a,

s
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Penitentiaries,
Penitentiaries, United States—Continued.
Page.
States-Continued.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for construction, Atlanta,
Atlanta, Ga
Ga
311
311
use for new buildings forbidden....
forbidden.. _
311
311
for maintenance
maintenance .....................
314
314
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Kans.,
Kans., construction
construction ................
42
42
for Atlanta, Ga..,
Ga., construction...........
.
construction
42
42
maintenance ........
for Atlanta, Ga., maintenance
819
819
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans., maintenance..
maintenance
819
819
for McNeil
McNeil Island, Wash.,
maintenance
819
Wash., maintenance..
819
commission
commission created
created to submit plans,
plans, etc.,
etc.,
for manufacturing
manufacturing articles
articles for
for the
the
Government
Government at ..................
819
819
appropriation for expenses .............
819
819
Pennington
Pennington County, Minn.,
Minn.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to, for
for Thief
Thief
River Falls.........
Falls
833
............
833
Pennington County, S. Dak.,
Pennington
flak.,
restriction removed
making homeremoved from
from making
homestead entries
entries in
in Black
Black Rills
Hills National
National
Forest
440
......................
440
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Company,
RailroadCompany,
time extended
extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware River,
River,
Trenton, N.J.,
N. J., by
861
by ................
861
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
may bridge Allegheny River at
Oil City,
at Oil
City,
Pa .............................
4
4
time extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware River,
River,
J., by................
Trenton, N. J.,
by
861
861
Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of harbor
396
harbor..
396
for repairing storm damages,
damages, naval
naval aero
aeronautic station
station...................
567
567
station..... 1178
for public
public works,
works, aeronautic
aeronautic station
1178
Pension
Pension Office,
Ofice, Interior
InteriorDepartment,
Department,
appropration
Commissioner, deputy,
appropriation for Commissioner,
deputy,
examiners, etc
100,1104
.................
100,1104
for
disbursing
clerk
for
for disbursing
etcclerk
deputy,
for pensions,
pensions, deputy,
10, 1101
etc..............
............... 100, 1104
for clerks, etc...........
etc
100, 1104
...... 100,1104
restriction on filling vacancies
100, 1104
vacancies..... 100,1104
for per diem, special examiners,
examiners, etc..
etc
101,
1104
101,1104
for labor saving
saving devices, etc.........
etc
101,1105
101,1105
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for investigating,
investigating,
etc.,
etc. business methods
methods of...........
of
.
801
801
for labor saving devices, etc.............
etc
801
801

Penions,
Pensions,

appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner of,
deputy,
of, deputy,
clerks, etc.
etc..................... 100,
100, 1104
1104
disbursing clerk for payment
for disbursing
payment of..
of.. 100,
100, 1104
1104
for Army
and
Navy
................
Army
Navy..
242,
1132
242, 1132
Navy from naval
naval fund..........
fund
242,1132
242,1132
separate
separate accounts
accounts required
242,1132
required .......
242,1132
medal of honor pensioners
pensioners ............
242
242
for fees, etc., examining surgeons....
1132
surgeons.... 242,
242,1132
etc.,' established for
fee, etc.
for examination
examination
at claimant's residence
residence ............
1132
1132
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Army.... 30,33,826
30, 33, 826
forArmy....
for Navy
Navy ........................
30
30
for fees, etc.,
etc., examining
examining surgeons.....
surgeons
30,829
30,829
for improving
improving methods of paying, etc...
etc...
801
801
attorneys allowed no fee for widows'
widows' inincreased pension claims
845
claims...........
845
limited for reinstatement.
reinstatements. ...........
845
845
double, allowed for naval aviation
double,
aviation acciccidents.............................
dents
585
585
granted to survivors
survivors of designated
designated Indian
Indian
etc., from 181
campaigns, etc.,
1851 to
1891
199
to 1891.. 1199
widows included, if not remarried......
widows
remarried
1200
1200
Tyler's Rangers, included ............
1200
1200
records of service accepted
accepted ............
1200
1200
fee contracts
contracts with attorneys void.
1200
void...... 1200
determination
determination of service
service from State, etc.,
etc.,
records......................
records
1200
loyalty proof not applicable
applicable ..........
1201
1201

Pensions-Continued.
Pensions—Continued.
Page.
Page.
increased
increased rate to
to widow,
wife of
soldier
widow, wife
of soldier
during Civil War
service
844
War service..........
844
at age of 70, to those whose husbands
husbands
served in Civil, Mexican,
served
Mexican, or
or 1812
1812
.............................
wars .844
844
children's
children's pensions
pensions not affected.........
affected
845
845
no present
present pension
pension reduced............
reduced
845
845
restoration of, dropped for remarriage,
restoration
remarriage, on
on
becoming a
awidow; conditions......
conditions
845
845
allowance if pension
allowance
pension granted
to child...
child
845
granted to
845
widows of soldiers
soldiers dying
dying from
from Civil
Civil War
War
service,
service, but deprived
deprived by subsequent
subsequent
marriage,
marriage, entitled ............... .
845
845
whose husbands
husbands were honorably
dishonorably discharged
charged from Civil War service,
service, and
remarried, entitled ................
remarried,
845
845
under
under previous law,
if married
married prior
prior to
to
law, if
June 27,
27, 1905.................
1905
.
845
845
laws applicable
applicable to National
Guard members
National Guard
members
drafted into
drafted
into service
service in time
of war.
war.
211
time of
211
restriction
restriction on Civil War loyalty for
for rere. ceiving, repealed .................
649
649
special,
special, to be
paid persons
persons on
on Army
be paid
Army and
and
Navy Medal of Honor Roll;
limiRoll; limitations, etc......................
etc
54
54
Pensions, Commissioner
Pensions,
Commissioner of,
of,
appropration for, deputy, clerks,
appropriation
clerks, etc..
100, 1104
etc.. 100,1104
Peoria, .Ill.,
Peoria,
I.,
appropriation
building
267
appropriation for
for.public
public building.........
267
foreign
foreign nations invited
delegates
invited to
to send
send delegates
to International
International Farm
Farm Congress
Congress at
at
Soil-Products Exposition...........
Soil-Products
Exposition
1168
1168
Perdido Bay,
Perdido
Bay,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across, Lillian,
Ala., to
to
Tillian, Ala.,
Cummings Point,
Point, Fla ..............
235
235
Perdido
Bay and Bridge
Perdido Bay
Bride Company,
may bridge Perdido
Perdido Bay, Lilian
Lillian Ala.,
Ala., to
to
Cummings, Fla.....................
Fla
235
Pe Caummings,
235
Persia,
Persia,
appropriation for minister to
appropriation
252,1048
to ...........
252,1048
for iliterpreter
interpreter to legation,
etc.
253, 1049
legation, etc.......
253,1049
for interpreters
interpreters and
and guards
at
consulguards at consulin........................
ates in
261, 1057
261,1057
Personal
Personal Property,
.D. C.,
C.,
Property, D.
asessment of annual
assessment
annual tax on
intangible, of
of
on intangible,
residents,
residents, etc
etc. .....................
. 717
717
savings deposits
deposits not over $500,
717
$800,exempt
exempt..
717
rate reduced...........................
reduced
1046
1046
exemptions extended..............
extended
1046
1046
Personal Tax
D. C.,
C.
Peronal
Tax Board,
Board, D.
appropriation
appropriation for salaries.............
salaries
678,1006
678,1006
Personnel
Personnel of the Navy, Commissioned
Commissioned (see
(see
also Navy),
also
Navy),
provisions
provisions establishing
establishing ................
576
576
Peru,
Peru,
appropriation
to .........
252,1048
appropriation for
for minister
minister to
252,1048
Petaluma Creek,
Creek, Cal.,
Petaluma
Cal.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
404
404
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation for investigations
appropriation
investigations for
for ecoeconomic production,
production, etc.,
etc., of
302
of..........
302
Petroleum Reserves, Naval,
Petroleum
appropriation for
for care,
appropriation
care, etc
etc ............. 570,1179
Petty
N. J.,
570, 1179
Petty Island,
Island, N.

bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Delaware
Delaware River,
River,
at ..........................
.
Pharmacists,
Pharmacists,Alaska,
Alaska,
restrictions on using, etc.,
etc., pure alcohol
by.
alcohol by.
Pharnacists,D. C. (see also Druggists,
Pharmacists,
D. C.),
C.),
Druggists, D.
restrictions
restrictions on sales of alcoholic
liquors,
alcoholic liquor,

872
872
903
903

etc.
1123
etc. zby
by..
...............
.....
...
1123
PVhrmacoppa, Uinied
Pharmacopecto,
United $tates,
States,
appropration
appropriation for cooperating
cooperating in revision
revision
of
484, 1152
1152
of..........................
464.
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Phelps, N.
N. Y.,
Phelps,
Y.,
Page. Philippine
Philippine Islands-Continued.
Islands—Continued.
condemned cannon granted to ...........
condemned
839
839
enforcement
enforcement of Immigration
Immigration Act in, by offiPhenol,
Phenol,
cers
cers thereof
thereof
.................
duty on
794
..................
....
.
794
head tax on aliens entering, to be paid into
Phenolic Resin,
Phenolic
treasury of the islands...........
islands
duty on,
on, synthetic.
794
synthetic
......................
794
vessels exempt from tonnage and light dues
Phenylenediamin,
Pherylenediamin,
in United States ports........
ports
....
duty on ......
794
......................
refund authorized ....................
.
794
Phenylnaphthylamin,
Phenylnaphthylamin,
no exemption from taxes of .
........
Philippine Islands
Islands Government,
Government,
duty on ...............................
794
794 Philippine
autonomous
autonomous government
government provided
provided for.....
for
Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington
Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington RailRailterritory included
included in................
in
territory
road
road Company,
citizenship qualifications
qualifications declared........
declared
citizenship
authorized
authorized to make track connections, etc.,
etc.,
subsequent acquisition
acquisition by
law
by law........
with Washington,
Washington, D. C., navy yard
565
yard
565
general declaration
declaration of life and property
property
bridge Anacostia
Anacostia River to navy
566
navy yard
yard..
566
rights
rights.............................
old sidings, etc., to be removed
removed .......
566
566
slavery
prohibited;
prohibited; freedom of speech...
speech
exchange
exchange of lands with, in connection with
religious freedom;
freedom;polygamy
polygamy prohibitions
prohibitions
Anacostia River Flats improvements;
restrictions
legislative
restrictions
.................
titles, expenses, etc.
1042
etc ...............
1042
expenses to be paid by government
of
government of....
right of way on L
1043
L Street SE .............
1043
military,
etc.,
works
of the United
etc.,
United States
States
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa.,
excepted
.. ...................
...... ..... ....
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
general laws of the United States
not
States not apapoffice .......
88, 1092
................. 88,1092
plicable to ..... ..................
....... ....... .
for mint at .......
89,
1093
.............
89,1093
laws in force continued..............
continued ....... .... .
for post
poet office and courthouse building.267
building267
modification,
modification, etc.,
etc., by legislature
legislature.......
for Frankford
Frankford Arsenal
Arsenal ................
283
283
tariff and revenue laws included.....
included.
for navy yard,
yard, fuel-oil plant............
plant
558
558
legislaive powers
legislative
powers granted to
Philippine
to Philippine
for naval
naval home ........
562,1174
..................... 562,1174
Legsla.ture.....................
Legislature
for navy yard, public works ........
565,
1177
565,1177
property rights of the
property
the United
United States
Statee transtransfor dry dock
565,1177
................... 565,1177
to ....
.................
ferred to..
for marine barracks, public works
works... 565,1179
military reservations,
reservations, etc.,
etc. excepted....
excepted
for equipping navy
navy yard to build ships
ships
lands purchased
purchased from religious
religious organizaorganizafor increase
increase of the Navy.............
Navy618
618
tions, etc
etc........................
construction of capital
construction
capital ships
ships forthdisposal of public
public lands by legislature...
legislature
with
618
.. ......................
..
618
approval of the President
......
President...........
for naval fuel oil testing plant .........
1169
1169
control over reserved
reserved public lands redeficiency
deficiency appropriation for mint at
860
at .....
860
stored to the islands
islands .
.............
granted right of way through Fort Mifflin
Mifflin
trade relations
relations to be governed by
by United
United
reservation;
reservation; conditions............
conditions
531
States laws.......................
laws
Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
tariff, immigration,
immigration, currency,
currency, and coinage
coinage
appropriation for pay of Resident Comappropriation
Comlaws subject to approval
approval of the PresiPresimissioners from ..................
69,
1074
69,1074
dent; conditions
conditions..................
for expenses.......................
expenses.
70, 1074
export
70,1074
export duties prohibited
prohibited...............
for clerk hire, Resident Commissioners.
72,
taxation authorized
authorized by,
by, Provinces,
Provinces, and
Commissioners.
72,
and
1076
1076
municipalities....................
municipalities
etc., of shipwrecked
for relief, etc.,
shipwrecked American
bonds may be issued to anticipate
anticipate taxes,
taxes,
seamen
.....................
seamen in .
262,
1058
262,1058
etc.; maximum allowed
allowed...........
for accomodations
accomodations for seacoast artillery in
Philippine
in 286
Legislature
Legislature vested with general
286
for arrears of pay, war in ...............
297
legislative powers.................
powers
297
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
etc., fortificatemporary continuance
continuance of present auautions
......................
348,912
thorities ...............
348,912
...........
for preservation,
preservation, repair, etc., torpedo
legislative
torpedo
legislative authority of Commission to
to
structures ..................
cease on organization
organization of ..........
348,912
for land defenses, etc ......
.
............
348
senate; terms of members and qualifica...................
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tions..........................
for electric plants, seacoast fortifications
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348,912
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348,912
bers and qualifications
qualifications
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airships, etc., seacoast defenses......
defenses
912
..........
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qualifications of voters, first election
qualifications
for mail equipments
equipments for
......... .....
422, 1068
for.............
election...
. 422,1068
for careof
care of lepers, etc.,
etc., Culion ....... 559,1170
members elected
elected to present assembly
assembly
559,1170
1919............
to serve until 1919
in..........
for high power radio station
station in
607
qualifications
for shelter of troops in .................
638
qualifications of voters, first election;
election;
638
subsequent .....................
subsequent
restriction on amount for officers'
restriction
officers' quarquar.
ters..............................
senatorial districts defined
defined...........
ters
638
638
representative districts,
for care of insane Filipino soldiers
representative
districts. number
number.......
soldiers at
at
first election; publication
asylums in .....................
publication of
asylums
of notice
notice .....
640
terms of senators; thereafter
for contingencies,
contingencies, Engineer
Engineer Department,
Department,
thereafter..........
appointment of
Army
641
Army............................
of designated
designated senators
senators
bills of lading;
and representatives
representatives by
lading; restrictions
restrictions against issuing,
by Governor
Governor
General
General........................
in -------------------------------parts, not applicable
applicable to shipments 539ung
to
to...............................
elections thereafter to be prescribed
prescribed by
by
to
539
539
nor requirement
requirement for marking "duplilaw ..........
"dupli.................
commencement
cate" thereon ......................
commencement of terms of
cate"
.........
539
of members;
members;
539
designation
vacancies
designation of four Filipinos at Naval
.................
rights,
etc., of respective
Academy
etc.,
Academy by Governor, authorrespective houses;
houses; organorganized ............................ 493,576
officers, etc
ization, officers,
etc................
493, 576
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Legislature; sessions,
sessions, regular;
special
550
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550
pay
of members;
members; immunity
from arrest,
arrest,
pay of
immunity from
etc
551
etc...............................
551
office
ineligibility of members for office
created
etc
created by,
by, etc...................
551
of laws,
etc.; approval
approval by
r enactment
enactment of
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by
Governor General
Governor
General .................. 551
consideration if vetoed.................
vetoed
consideration
551
passage
551
passage over
over veto
veto ..........................
551
action
action by the President
President.............. 551
if
General in
Governor General
if not
not returned by Governor
twenty
days
551
551
twenty days.......................
submission to the President
submission
President..........
551
veto of separate
separate items
items in appropriation
appropriation
bills
5'51
bills.........
.....................
551
all
Congress
551
subject to action
action of Congress......
all laws
laws subject
continuation
for expenses
expenses
continuation of
of appropriations
appropriations for
if
551
if legislature
legislature fail
fal to enact
enact .........
551
Resident
Resident Commissioners to the United
States;
States; election
election..................
552
allowances; qualifications
qualifications .....
pay and
and allowances;
552
term of
of present
present ......... ... .........
552
filling vacancies, etc ......-.........
552
Governor
appointment and
and resiresiGovernor General;
General; appointment
552
dence.........................
appointments by,
by, with
with consent
consent of
of PhilipPhilipappointments
Senate.........................
552
pine Senate
general powers
•
552
genera
powers...
... ...............
........
52
authority
preserve peace,
552
authority to preserve
peace, etc
etc. ......
552
notification to
tothe
notification
the President.........
President.
553
553
made
annual reports
reports to Congress to be made
through Department
Department designated
designated by
by
the President.
President ................
553
additional
additional duties as assigned by the
President
President ......................
553
executive
departments; provisions
provisions for......
553
executive departments;
for
termination
Philippine Commission..
553
termination of Philippme
Commission..
general authority oflegislature
553
legislature over.....
over
supervison of Governor
Governor General........
653
supervision
General
bureau of non-Christian
non-Christian tribes
bureau
tribes estabestablished; functions..................
functions
553
vice governor;
etc..........
governor.' appointment, etc
553
department of public instruction
instruction under
under.
553
bureaus included in .................
553
transfer of bureaus
transfer
bureaus from, to
to departdepartinterior................
553
ment of the interior
provisions
foractingGovernorGeneral...
553
provisions for
acting Governor General
auditor, appointment, duties, etc.........
etc
553
appointment, etc .............
554
deputy, appointment,
administrative functions, decisions, etc
etc..
554
administrative
office force, etc .......................
554
appeals from decisions of; procedure....
554
procedure
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of supreme court and courts of
first
first instance
instance.......................
555
municipal courts ....................
municipal
555
appointment
court..
555
appointment of justices of supreme
supreme court
555
courts of first instance judges...........
judges
admiralty jurisdiction
to be
be changed
admiralty
jurisdiction not
not to
changed..
555
pending
pending cases
cases continued.
continued
555
jurisdiction of Supreme Court of the United
States .....................
555,727
555,727
grants of franchises
franchises for public ulilities authorized
.................
thorized
555
555
property,
limitation on taking private property,
etc .........................
555
amendment, etc.
etc., reserved to Congress
amendment,
Congress.. 555
555
regulation of charges;
charges; payment for franchise..........................
chise
556
slave labor
...................
labor prohibitions .............
556
556
penalty for violations
penalty
violations .
. .. ,
556
...........
556
salaries of officials not appointed
appointed by the
President to be determined
determined by legislegislature ....................
....
556
556
payable
revenues.....
556
payable from Philippine revenues
,....-
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dent,
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.
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...............
556
5f provincial
municipal officials
Officials paypayof
provincial and
and municipal
able
revenues thereof.........
thereof
556
able from
from revenues
556
laws not
not in
in conflict,
continued ............
556
laws
conflict, continued
556
Philippine
Supreme Court,
Court,
PhilippineIslands,
Islands, Supreme
writs Of
and appeals
appeals from,
from, not
not to
be rerewnts
of error
error and
to be
viewed hereafter
hereafter by United States
States
viewed
Supreme Court
Court ...................
727
Supreme
727
certiorari
etc., continued....
continued
727
certiorari for
for review,
review, etc.,
727
Philippine Scouts,
Philippine
Scouts,
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
of officers;
officers; longevity.
longevity
629
629
appropriation
or pay of enlisted
for
enlist
629
men; longevity
longevity......
629
retirement
retirement authorized
authorized of captains
captains and lieutenants of,
of, who are
are citizens
citizens ........
185
tenants
185
to receive pay, etc., of
master signal
of master
electricians
185
electricians ....................
185
no
in
185
no double
double time allowance
allowance for
for service
service in.
185
former officers
officers discharged,
dischaaged, retired
retired as
as enenformer
listed
put
listed men for disability, etc.,
etc., put
retired list as
of
...
185
on retired
as officers
officers of..........
185
transfer of retired enlisted
enlisted men
formerly
transfer
men formerly
officers of ........................
officers
185
Philippine Toriff,
Tari
Philippine
all acts
Philippine legislature
acts of Philippine
legislature relating
subject to approval
approval of
of the
the Presito, subject
President
548
dent...........................
548
Philipsburg, Pa.,
Philipsbg,
Pa.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to, for Grand
Grand
Army pot...........
post
843
Army
.........
843
Phoenix, Ark.,
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
appropriation for Indian
Indian school ....
...... 129,974
129, 974
appropriation
..........
deficiency appropriation for Indian
deficiency
Indian school.
30
school.
30
Phoenix Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Any.,
appropriation
of. 125,970
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for
Phoenix, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to
,
to............
834
Phoenixville, Pa.,
Pa.,
267
appropriation
for public buildingg........
building
appropriation for
PhotographicChemicals,
Photographic
duty on coal-tar
coal-tar product
products not...........
not
793
used as..............
as
794
used
.......... V ..
794
additional
794
additional specific
specific ....................
794
Phthalic
AdId,
Phthalic Acid,
duty on
794
...........................
794
Phthalic Adnhdride,
Anhydride,
Phthalc
duty on ............................
794
duty
794
Physical Constants,
Constants, etc.,
appropriation for operating
operating testing
testing maappropriation
chines
determine.... 114, 115, 1115,1116
chines to determine....
1115,1116
Physical
B:ydrography,
Physical Hydrography,
318
appropriation for continuing
continuing researches
researches in.
appropriation
Physial Valuation
Physical
of Railroads,
Railroads, etc.,
etc. ,
Valuation of
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of ascertaining.
ascertaining.
281
appropriation
Physically Defective Persons,
Persons,
alien,
alien, excluded
excluded admission if unable to earn
earn
a living
a
living.......................
875
PicatinnyArsenal,
Arsenal, Dover, N.
Picatinny
N. J.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for increasing
increasing facilities
facilities for
manufacturing
manufacturing powder.............
powder
283
for buildings.........................
buildings
283
for additional
additional land
land ....................
283
Pierce County, Wash.,
Pierce
abandoned military resergrant of lands in abandoned
vation to; payment ...............
343
343
Pierre, S. Dak.,
Pierre,
appropriation for Indian
151,987
appropriation
Indian school.........
school
151, 987
Pike
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Pike National
Col.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1148
4,59,1148
appropriation for
for maintenance,
additions to, authorized
authorized .............
848
lands added
added to.......................
to
844
844
Poaile,Ky.,
Pastille,
Ky.,
267
appropriation for public building........
appropriation
building
Pilot
Charts, Hg
Hydrographic,
Pilot Chart,
pAie,
anmDroriatinn
far preparation,
unaration.atr....
9O5.
1099
appropriation for
- ____- _-·--._- 95,1099
1 etc
___
-- r ----
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etc., of.
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Pima
Indians, Ariz.,
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appropriation
appropriation for soil fertility investigainvestigaappropriation
appropriation for irrigation system, Gila
tions; adapting
adapting crops from
from tropical
tropical
River Reservation ............
129,974
129,974
regions, etc ..................
453,1141
453, 1141
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation syscotton seed
interbreeding............. 1141
seed interbreeding
tem ...........................
31
31
for drugs, spices, etc.,
investigations. 453, 1142
etc. investigations.
1142
Pine
Bluff, Ark.,
Pine Bluff,
Ark.,
for crop technological
technological investigations,
condemned cannon
to...........
832
condemned
cannon granted to
etc........................
etc
1142
. 453,
453,1142
Pine
Island, Fla.,
Pie. ,
Pine Island,
for investigating
investigating handling, grading,
grading, etc.,.
etc.,.
preliminary
preliminary examination,
Aamination, etc., to be
of grain
grain .......................
453
453
made for channel
channel ................
408
for biophysical
biophysical examinations,
examinations, etc...
1142
etc... 453, 1142
Pine Lake, Mich.,
Pine
testing commercial
for testing
commercial seeds,
seeds, etc....
453, 1142
etc ... 453,1142
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of entrance
preventing
preventing importing of adulterated,
adulterated,
to.............................
to
400
400
etc.,
grases ..................... 453,1142
etc., grasses
453, 1142
Pine Ridge
Ridge Indian
Reservation, S.
Pine
Indian Reservation,
S. Dak.,
Oak.,
for improving
improving cereal, tobacco, etc., proappropriation
appropriation for school buildings on
on...... 988
duction ....................... 454,1142
no allotment
allotment for sectarian
sectarian schools on
flax cultivation, diseases, etc.....
etc
454,
1142
454,1142
completion of
988
completion
of......................
corn improvement
improvement and production.
production 454,1142
Piney Branch
Branch Parkway,
Parkway, D.
D. C.,
investigating
investigating black and stripe
stripe rust 454,1142
appropriation
appropriation for care and improvefor
tobacco production,
for tobacco
production, etc.........
etc
454,1142
454,1142
ment
693, 1021
for
ment. .....................
for breeding fibrous
fibrous plants
plants for paper
paper
693,
Pintb y
W.,
Pint6
MWentworth, Reni
Rene W.,
making ........................ 454,1142
making
454, 1142
admitted to Militia/
Military Academy for instrucfor drought resistant,
resistant, etc., crops....
crops
454,1142
454,1142
etc
for sugar plant, etc.,
investigations.. 454,
tion; conditions, etc..............
50
1142
etc., investigations
454,1142
Pipestone,
developing beet seed industry.....
industry
Pipestone, Minn.,
developing
454,1142
appropriation for Indian school
investigating cane
investigating
cane and sorghum
sirup
appropriation
school....... 134,977
sorghum sirup
Pittsburg, Tex.,
production, by-products, etc....
etc
production,
Pittsburg,
Tex.,
454,1142
for economic
economic botany, improving
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildimproving grazing
grazing
deficiency
lands, etc ..................... 454,1142
ing...............................
18
ing
Pittsburgh,
for dry land,
land, etc.,
etc, farming experiPittsburgh,Pa.,
Pa.,
ments
...............
appropriation for public building, post
post
.... 454,1142
appropriation
free distribution
distribution of trees
trees restricted.
restricted 454,1142
office
267
office.........................
utilizing reclaimed
for utilizing
connecreclaimed lands in connecetc, mining experiment
for installing, etc.,
experiment
tion with western irrigation
irrigation agristation .......................--..
302
culture......................... 454,1143
culture
454, 1143
for personal services
303
services. .
.................
pomological investigations,
for pomological
investigations, harvestfor improvement
improvement of harbor ............
393
pecans
454,
1143
ing, etc.;
etc.; pecans...............
454,1143
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio River
River to
for experimental
experimental gardens
gardens and
and grounds
grounds 454, 1143
1143
McBees Rocks from...............
from
36
36
McKees
for
investigating,
producing,
marketing,
enlargement of public building at, authorenlargement
etc.,
truck
etc.,
crops, potatoes, etc..
etc
454,1143
crops,
454,1143
ized .........-........
1197
.........1197
for farm, Arlington,
Arlington, Va .............. 455, 1143
1143
exchange of lands with, for mining experiexchange
foreign
for
foreign
seed
plant
introduction,
and
introduction,
ment station .....................
388
experiments, etc ............... 455,1143
455, 1143
Pittston,
Pa.,
Pittston, Pa.,
for land for plant breeding
breeding station.
station,
appropriation for public
building.......... 267
public building
appropriation
Chico, Cal ....................
1143
Chico,
1143
site for public
public building at,
at, may
may be acacfor purchase,
purchase, etc., new seeds, and invescepted with
mining rights
rights reserved.
reserved.
947
cepted
with mining
947
tigation of forage
forage crops;
crops; cacti, etc
1143
tigation
etc. 455, 1143
Plainview,
Plainview, Ark.,
Ark.,
for adminitrative
administrative expenses.........
expenses
455, 1143
1143
condemned cannon
granted to..........
to
833
cannon granted
condemned
for seed purchase
purchase and Congressional
Congressional disPlant
Diseases and Insect Pests,
PlantDiseases
Pests,
455, 1143
tribution ....................
455,1143
appropriation for maintaining
maintaining quarantine
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
investigating,
474, 1164
districts for ..............
etc., citrus canker.......
canker
24
etc.,
.........
Plant
Bureau, Department
of AgriPlant Industry
Industry Bureau,
Department of
for investigating, etc., white pine blister
blister
culture,
culture,
rust
24
rust ..........................
24
appropriation for chief
chief of bureau,
clerks,
bureau, clerks,
appropriation
general expenses
expenses .............. 31,
826, 829
for general
31,826,829
gardeners,
451,
1/40
451,1140
gardeners, etc ................
for seeds, distribution, etc
etc ............
32
for general expenses and investigafor purchase, etc.,
etc., valuable seeds
seeds...... 826
tions
452,1140
452, 1140
...
.......
tions .......
Plants, etc.,
etc., Agricultural,
Agricultural,
limit on buildings
buildings ..............
452,1140
452, 1140 Plants,
appropriation for investigating
diseases
appropriation
investigating diseases
for investigating
investigating plant, fruit, and tree
452,
1141
of .......................
452,1141
diseases
diseases................-.. 452,1141
pathological collections.........
collections
pathological
452,1141
pecans
1141
1141
pecans ........................
plant disease
disease survey................
survey
plant
1141
for citrus canker;
canker; use of balances.... 452, 1141
1141
etc., investigations....
for nutrition, etc.,
investigations.... 453, 1141
local contributions;
required
1141
contributions required..........
etc., cultures for inoculating
testing, etc.,
for forest, etc., trees, white-pine blister
legumes
453, 1141
legumes........
.........
453,1141
rot,
452, 1141
rot, etc
.............. .....452,1141
Platt National
Platt
NationalPark,
Park, Okla.
Okla.,
amount for cooperative
amount
cooperative eradicating
eradicating
appropriation
maintenance, etc.......
etc
appropriation for maintenance,
308
white-pine blister
blister rot; conditions...
conditions__ 1141
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairing
for investigating,
investigating, etc., cotton, truck,
bridges,
roads,
etc
42
42
roads, etc...
.......... ..
etc.,
plants
452,1141
etc., crop plants.................
Plattsburg2 N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
etc
453,1141 Plattaburg,
for physiology
physiology of crop plants, etc....
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
harbor
392
appropriation for
392
plant-nutrition
bacteriology and plant-nutrition
for soil
soil bacteriology
Rey Inlet
Inlet and
Cal ,
Playa del
dd Rey
and Basin,
Basin, Venice,
Venic,
Cal.,
investigations
investigations..............-453,1141 Playa
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
cultures for legumes,
legumes, etc..........
etc
453,1141
preliminary examination,
of, to
to be
be
453, 1141
cultures
publication of
tests, etc
etc ..........
of tests,
publication

453,1141
453,1141

made
made.......................
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C.,
Playgrounds,D.
D. C.,
appropriation
equipment, etc
691, 1019
etc...... 691,1019
for equipment,
appropriation for
691, 1019
691,1019
for salaries ........................
for
691, 1019
1019
etc ............. 691,
for swimming pools, etc
for
pools
691
691
two additional
additional swimming
swimming pools......
for two
volunteer
service permitted;
permitted; restricvolunteer service
tion
1019
1019
tion.............................
1020
site in
in square 555
555............. 1020
for new site
Pleasure
Pleasure Clubs,
Clubs,
exempt from income
income tax
767
tax................
767
Pleuropneumonia, etc., Animal,
Pleuropneumonia,
appropriation for
preventing spread
spread of,
for preventing
appropriation
from
another
450,
1138
450,1138
from one
one State
State to another.......
etc 492,
1167
492, 1167
use in eradicating,
eradicating, etc.
for emergency
emergency use
payment for
for animals
animals destroyed;
destroyed; appraisal
values.
1167
praisal of
of values...............
492, 1167
Plumes
Forest, Cal.,
Plumas National
NationalForest,
Cal.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of . .459,
459, 1148
1148
for maintenance,
appropriation
Plumbing
Inspection, D.
Plumbing Inspection,
D. C.,
1004
appropriation for salaries, division of..
of._ 677,
677,1004
appropriation
motorcycles
677,
1004
for motorcycles..................
677,1004
Plummer,
Plummer, Idaho,
Idaho,
subdivision of tracts in town site; sale,
sale, etc
435
etc.
grant
435
grant of lands to, for public uses ..........
payments;
of portion
forbuildings, etc
portionforbuildings,
etc. 435
payments; use
useof
Plummerville, Ark.,
Ark.,
Plummeville,
condemned
836
condemned cannon granted to ...........
Pneumatic Tubes,
Pneumatic
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., apappropriation
praisers stores and customhouse,
customhouse,
praisers'
271
York City...............
City
271
New York
· for connecting
Navy. Department
Department with
connecting Navy
Annex -— . . .....
....
607
607
AnneX.
...-..
............
Pneumatic
Tubes, etc.
etc., Pasta
Postal Serice,
Pneumatic Tubes,
Service,
appropriation
transmission by. 418,1063
418, 1063
appropriation for mail transmision
contracts extended
March 4, 1917._
1917.. 418
contracts
extended to March
extension of existing contracts for one
extension
year;
appropriayear; restriction
restriction on use of
of appropriation ...............................
1063
1063
Congressional
Congressional commission created to invesa view to purtigate service
service with a
chase
1064
1064
chase........................
steam to operate,
operate, furnished
furnished from appropriations for public buildings;
buildings; payment for....
274
..
..............
........
Pocomoke
Pocomoke River, Md.,
appropriation for
394
394
for improvement
improvement of .........
appropriation
Point
Paont Borinquen,
Borinquen, P.
P. R.,
station, etc.,
etc., authorized
537
removal of light station,
authorized..
537
Point
I.,
Point Judith,
Judith, R. I.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
made
for removal of shoals, harbor of
refuge
refuge...........................
406
Point Lookout, Md.,
Point
appropriation for Confederate
287
Confederate cemetery
cemetery...
appropriation
Point
Point Vincente,
Vineente, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
establishing light and fogappropriation for establishing
signal station
316
station ...................
316
PoisonousFoods,
Poisonous
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
preventing sale,
appropriation for expenses preventing
sale,
464, 1152
etc., of .
...................... 464,1152
Poionous
Plants,
Poisonous Plants,
appropriation
physiological and fermenappropriation for physiological
of ...... .
...... 453,1142
tation investigations
investigations of.
453, 1142
Police Couwt,
Police
Count, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
salaries
704,1032
appropriation for
for salaries............
704,1032
for
witness fees,
fees, jurors,
704,1032
or expenses,
expenses, witnes
jurors, etc
etc. 704,1032
violations of traffic
traffic regulations, Wadhington
Washington
Aqueduct,
etc., to
693
Aqueduct, etc.,
to be
be punished
punished in.
m..
693
Police, D.
C.,
Police,
D. C.,
appropriation for major,
major, officers,
etc.... 700,1027
appropriationfor
officers, etc...
additional
one, after
additional privates,
privates, class
class one,
after
March 1,
1, 1917
..........
1027
1917
1027
repeal
of restriction
on appointments
1027
repeal of
restriction onppointments.
1027
for aid.
aid to National
National Bureau
Bureau of Criminal
Identification.................
Identification
700,1027
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appropriation for
repairs, etc.....
etc ..... 700,1028
700, 1028
for fuel,
fuel, repairs,
appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses ...........
700, 1028
700,1028
detection of crime
crime .............
700,1028
detection
. 700,1028
maintenance
700, 1028
for motor vehicles,
vehicles, maintenance....
700,1028
for station, suburban
section..
700
for site
site for
suburban section..
700
second precinct.
precinct
701
for reconstructing
reconstructing cells, second
station house, suburban
section
1028
for station
suburban section.....
1028
reconstructing cells, etc., seventh prefor reconstructing
1028
cinct .........................
1028
detention
701, 1028
1028
for house of detention.............
701,
harbor patrol
701, 1028
for harbor
patrol.................. 701,1028
relief fund
fund allowances,
allowances, etc.........
etc
1028
for relief
duties in enforcing
alcoholic liquors
liquors prohiduties
enforcing alcoholic
bition Act ....................
bition
1129
free transportation
transportation on street
street railways
railways to
free
members of, on duty.
683,1011
members
duty ..........
683,1011
pension allowances
allowances for disabled, etc.,
etc., memmempension
bers, established
718
established......-...-......
718
emergency service required
required ..........
720
emergency
720
street railway
railway crossings
crossings officers made memstreet
bers of force.....................
force
720
bers
720
right, benefits, duties ................
720
substitution of other members
members of the
substitution
force
721
force for duty as .................
721
Policemen
C,
Policemen and
and Firemen's
Firemen's Relief Fund,
Fund, D. C.,
appropriation
1028
1028
for allowances
allowances from .......
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, 1917 .......
deficiency
809
consolidation
into..
718
consolidation of former
former relief funds into
718
sources
deficiency from district reverevesources of; deficiency
nues
718
718
nues. .........................
allowances for
for disabilities................
disabilities
718
allowances
718
case of death........
death
719
719
etc., in case
to widow, etc.,
719
burial expenses
expenses
..............
719
retiring and relief board
board created;
created; composition ..........................
719
719
pensions..
719
powers and duties
duties in granting pensions
719
powers
medical examinations
pensioners .......
720
720
examinations of pensioners
reduction or discontinuance
discontinuance of pensions
pensions for
720
in emergencies
emergencies pensioners
called
pensioners may be called
active service................
service
720
into active
720
Political Offene,
Offenses,
Political
aliens convicted
convicted of purely,
purely, not involving
moral turpitude,
turpitude, not excluded
excluded admission ........................
877
877
Polk County, Minn.,
Polk
bridge
County,
across
Minn.
Re ,River of the North, by
bridge
across
Red
River of the North, by
Grand
N. Dak., and,
Grand Forks
Forks County, N.
and,
authorized
924
authorized.......................
Commander Emmet
Navy,
R., U.
U. S. Navy,
Pollock, Commander
Emmet R.,
retired,
retired,
to be
commander on
on active
active list;
list; place
place ....
be commander
to

602
602

examinations required;
additional
examinations
required; to be additional
member;
back pay,
pay, etc.........
etc
603
member; no back
603
Pollock Rip Channel,
Polock
Channel, Mass.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of; use
use of
appropriation
dredges
391
dredges......................
391
Pollution
and Lakes,
Laes,
Pollution of
of Navigable Streams
Streams and
appropriation
for investigating
investigating sanitation,
appropriation for
sewage, and.....................
and
279
sewage,
279
Pollution of Streams,
Pollution
Streams, D. C.,
connection
connection of District sewers with Maryland
land sewerage
sewerage systems
systems to prevent, in
in
717
Government parks, etc ...........
717
Polygamists, etc.,
etc.,
Polygamists,
admission
875
alien, excluded
excluded admission.............
Pomeroy, Wash.,
Pomeroy,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to,
to, for Grand
Grand
Army .........................
832
832
Army
Ponca
Okla.,
PoncaIndian Reservation,
Reservation, Oka.,
appropriation for bridge
bridge across
across Salt
sat Fork of
appropriation
237
funds..
Arkansas River, from tribal funds
237
Arkansas
contribution by
by Kay and Noble
Noble Councontribution
ties, Okla......................
Okla.
237
ties,
Ponca Indians,
Indian, Okla. and Nebr.,
Ponca
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
of...... 145,982
145,982
appropriationfor
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P. R.,
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Pas Porto
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Page.
Page.
terms of court at ......................
966
bills of lading; restrictions against issuing,
"Pontiac," U.
U. S.
S. S.,
applicable to
shipments
in
parts,
not
to
shipments
appropriation for repairs................
repairs
6605
to.......
to
539
.................
539
Poor, D. C.,
Poor,
nor requirement
requirement for marking "dupli"dupliappropriation
appropriation for relief
relief of the
710,
1038
the......... 710, 10'
cate" thereon.................
thereon
cate"
539
for
or transportation of paupers
1038
paupers........ 710,
710, 10
election postponed
postponed if civil government
government bill
bill
Poorhouse, D. C.
C. (see Home for Aged and InPoorhouse,
not passed..................
passed
830
830
firm, D.
D. C.).
C.).
firm,
continuance of present officials, etc.....
continuance
etc
830
830
Poplar
PoplarGrove, Ill.,
Ill.,
Military
Military Academy cadets
cadets from, increased
increased
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
843
granted to
to ...........
8
to two...........................
two
62
62
PortAngeles, Wash.,
Port
part of Henry Barracks, Cayey, transferred
transferred
sales at auction of unsold suburban townto
Navy
to Navy..........................
568
site lots; price ...................
7740 Porto
Porto Rico Civil
Government,
CivilGovernment,
patents to prior purchasers
purchasers at reappraised
reappraised
territory included .......................
951
951
price
.............
74
Price .........
740
bill of rights; protection
protection of life, liberty, and
required;
value of improvements
improvements not
not required;
property........................
• property
951
951
conflicting laws repealed...
conflicting
repealed
740
74
7
slavery
slavery prohibited,
prohibited, etc...................
etc
952
952
Pr Aransas, Tex.,
Pori
Tex.,
freedom of speech, religion, etc ........
952
952
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of.......
of
3398
prohibited ..............
952
polygamy prohibited.
952
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
prohibition of intoxicants;
intoxicants; submission
submission to
to
made..........................
made
408
40
voters
voters.
952
.......................
952
Turtle Cove Channel................
Channel
408
40
taxation, etc
952
etc...............
..............
952
Port Arthur
Tex.,
Port
Arthur Canal,
Canal, Tex.,
restrictions..................
labor restrictions.
952
952
appropriation
improvement of........
of
398
appropriation for
for improvement
39
authorized; issue of bonds. 953
taxes, fees, etc., authorized;
953
PortBolivar,
Port
Bolivar, Tex.,
Tex.,
indebtedness
indebtedness limited;
limited; bonds
exempt
bonds exempt
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of channel
from taxation.
taxation....................
953
953
to...............................
to
398
39
San Juan
Juan ..................
953
capital to be at San
953
Port Chester,
Port
Chester, N. Y.,
declaration
of
the
declaration of natives as citizens
citizens of the
appropriation for improvement of,
harbor
392
appropriation
of, harbor..
39
United States
953
.....................
953
Port
Clinton, Ohio,
Ohio,
Port Clinton,
renunciation to retain
retain former alien
alien
appropriation for improvement
harbors.
40(
appropriation
improvement of harbor
400
status
953
status..........................
953
Port
Port Iluron,
wuron, Mich.,
persons born of alien
alien parentage
parentage considappropriation for improvement of Black
appropriation
Black
953
ered citizens
citizens......................
953
River at ....................
401
40:
expenses to be
revenues of......
of
953
expenses
be paid
paid from revenues
953
Part
Port Jefferson,
Jefferson, N. 7.,
Y.,
United States public works excepted....
excepted
953
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of harbor..
harbor
392
39'
public property transferred
of
transferred to people of....
954
Port
Port Royal, S. C.,
other transfers
transfers when no longer
longer needed
954
needed...
954
appropriation
hospital
567
appropriation for naval hospital...........
56
control of harbors and navigable
navigable streams
streams
quarters,
rentiqoished to
954
for marine recruiting station, quarters,
relinquished
to.....................
954
etc ............................... 117E
1178
subject to
tolaws to protect
protect navigation, etc
954
etc.
Port Washington Business
Busines Men's Association,
Port
Association,
etc., continued................
continued
954
permits, etc.,
954
condemned cannon granted
granted to
840
to...........
84(
authority of Secretary of War over, rePort
Washington, Wis.,
Port Washington,
pealed ............................
954
954
appropriation for improvement of
harbor
401
appropriation
of harbor..
laws of United States, except internal
internal
401
Portage River,
Portage
River, Mich.,
Mich.,
revenue, in force
954
force..................
954
aids to navigation
navigation entrance to Keweenaw
Keweenaw
internal
internal revenue tax receipts
receipts for use of
954
of....
954
Waterway
Waterway Harbor of Refuge author954
judicial process, etc
etc.......................
954
ized ....................................
reports to be submitted by officials
955
537
officials........
955
Porter,
Porter,
Governor
Governor to be appointed
appointed by the President
President. 955
internal
internal revenue tax on.
power and authority;
on ................
authority; execution
execution of laws..
laws
783
955
Portland, Me.
Portland,
Me.,
suspension of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus............ • 955
annual
850
reports, etc ...................
terms of cotirt
court at ........................
850
955
Portland, Oreg.,
955
Portland,
executive departments
departments created
created............
955
attorney
general
and
commissioner
of
appropriation for public building........
appropriation
building
267
attorney
general and commissioner of
267
grant of lands to, for public park; price,
education
education to be appointed
appointed by the
the
President
955
President .
..................
reversion, etc ........................
60
reversion,
955
60
Portland
Portland Street
others by the governor ................
Street SE., D. C.,
956
terms
of officers:
residence, etc..........
etc
appropriation
appropriation for grading, etc., Nichols
termsof
officers: residence,
956
Nichols
Executive Council formed; duties.........
duties
Executive
956
Avenue to Fourth Street
Street SW ......
688
annual reports from,
additional
Portland, Vancouver and Northern
annual
Northern Railway
Portland,
from, etc.; no additional
Railway
pay
956
Company,
pay..................
....
have charge
charge of
of admingranted right of way across lands of Vanattorney general
general to
to have
admin956
istration of justice ............
couver Barracks, Wash.;
Wash.;
condito
represent the people
people in
in legal
legal proceedproceedto represent
tions................................
tions
233
233
Porto Rico,
ings
Porto
lags ....................---..---- 956
treasurer,
bond required;
required; to
to collect
collect and
appropriation for pay
Resident Commisappropriation
treasurer, bond
pay of
of Resident
and
disburse
public moneys..........
moneys
956
disburse public
sioner from
from.......... ............ 69,1073
69,1073
depositaries to
designated by,
by. etc....
etc
956
for expenses
expenses ........................
70,
1074
depositaries
to be
be designated
70,1074
956
interest to
to be paid
for clerk hire, Resident Commissioner.
Commissioner 72,1076
paid by
by ...............
commissioner of
interior to
charge
commissioner
of the interior
for relief, etc.,
etc., of shipwrecked
to have charge
shipwrecked American
American
956
of
buildings, lands. etc
956
of buildings,
seamen in..................
in
etc............
seamen
262,1058
commissioner
education to supervise
supervise
commissioner of education
for quarantine system expenses ........
278
956
.
public instruction,
instruction, etc..............
etc
956
for mail equipments for.................
for
422,1068
commissioner of agriculture and labor,
commissioner
for agricultural
station... 471, 1160
labor. duagricultural experiment station
957
for hih
war radio
r.allosttion
on
..........-1186
...........
ties snecified........
specified
957
for
high
power
station on
1188
---o --l--··----------------------------------.........
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PortoRico
964
public
service commission;
composition
commission; composition...
957
public service
commissioner of
specified
of health, duties specified....
commissioner
964
elective members,
etc.............
pay, etc
957
members, pay,
elective
auditor
appointed by
the President
President...
by the
be appointed
to be
auditor to
franchises, privileges,
granted
privileges, etc., to be granted
franchises,
general
auditing, etc.,
etc., funds
957
funds...
authority auditing,
general authority
964
by
by.......................
jurisdiction
exclusive; reaccounts exclusive;
jurisdiction of accounts
approval
approval by the governor; action by
957
to...............
officers to
from officers
ports from
964
.... ...............
effect
of decisions;
of authority..
authority
957
Congress .....
extent of
decisions; extent
effect of
annual fiscal
be submitted
to
interstate commerce,
commerce, etc.,
etc., laws of United
957
interstate
submitted to..
to be
reports to
fiscal reports
annual
States
applicable
964
958
States not applicable...........
power
etc ..........
to administer
administer oaths, etc
power to
laws
regulating service
service of railway
railway carriers
carriers
laws regulating
administrative force under supervision
supervision of
administrative
authorized ...................
964
958
governor
...................
governor
provisions
964
franchises.......
required in franchises
appeals from
of; procedure....
procedure____
958
provisions required
from decisions
decisions of;
appeals
restrictions continued; report
real estate restrictions
executive secretary
secretary to be appointed by the
the
executive
965
958
governor
of agricultural holdings ............
governor .................... .,
judicial proceedings
965
preservation
and promulgation
promulgation of laws,
proceedings.......... ....
judicial
preservation and
965
958
established courts
continued; jurisdiction
jurisdiction.
courts continued;
...........
established
etc. by ....
etc.,
chief and
associate justices
of supreme
supreme
justices of
and associate
legislature to be transchief
enacted by legislature
laws enacted
court
be appointed
appointed by
the Presi958
by the
to be
court to
...........
mitted to Congress
Congress
mitted
dent
965
'965
........................ '
provision for acting governor during
during vadent...
provision
958
organization, etc., of courts by the legiscancy,
...........
organization,
cancy, etc .........
965
lature
lature.......................
958
legislature
.
composition....
established; composition
legislature established;
district
district court; appointment of judge, disnumber, qualifications,
qualifications, resisenate; number,
965
trict attorney,
marshal
965
attorney, and marshal.......
trict
958
dence, etc.,
etc., of
of members
members...........
dence,
965
salaries,
salaries, etc.; terms ..............
house
number,
representatives;
of representatives;
house of
jurisdiction same as United States disjurisdiction
qualifications, residence, etc., of
qualifications,
965
trict courts
courts...................members ......-............
959
between
naturalization
naturalization of aliens; suits between
election
representative; sendistricts; representative;
election districts;
965
parties of
different States,
etc
States, etc.....
of different
parties
..................
atorial ...
959
965
pending
cases continued
............
continued .
pending cases
election; members, etc., to be
first election;
salaries,
etc., from
from United
United States reverevesalaries, etc.,
chosen
959
chosen............................
966
nues ..........-............--.
nues
subsequent
959
.. ...............
subsequent ....
temporary
966
etc..........-temporary vacancies, etc
election; subseubseof office,
office, first election;
terms of
practice, procedure,
procedure, etc., of United
practice,
959
quent ......................
States
966
States courts
courts to govern ..........
member eligible for office, etc.,
etc ,
no member
supreme
writs
writs of error and appeals from supreme
960
created during his term ..........
court
court of appeals,
circuit court
of, to
to circuit
court of,
960
.............
pay and mileage .....
966
etc
-- --etc......-.............--..
qualificaeach house the sole judge of qualifica966
district
qualifications of jurors,etc
jurors,etc..
court; qualifications
district court;
960
tions
of members, etc...............
etc
tions of
disposal of
fines, etc.; allowance
allowance
fees, fines,
of fees,
disposal
regular
organization, first regular
meeting and organization,
966
for
for law
law library ...................
session
960
session ........................
966
determination of salaries
salaries of officials....
officials
determination
subsequent to
biennially; special
960
special..
to be biennially;
subsequent
967
fees to
to jurors
jurors and witnesses
witnesses............
fees
enactment of laws; budgets
budgets to be subenactment
967
writs of
of habeas
mandamus, etc..
etc
corpus, mandamus,
habeas corpus,
writs
960
mitted .......................
appointed by
officials to be appointed
other court officials
960
action on vetoed measures
measures............
action
967
067
...............
.......
governor..
separate items in appropriation bills
the governor
salaries
salaries of officials not appointed by the
may be vetoed by governor........
governor
961
961
President
insular
President to be paid from insular
laws to be reported to United States
revenues
967
revenues......................
Congress
961
Congress..........................
961
payment
legislature fail to
to appropriif legislature
payment if
appropriations for government expenses
expenses
967
ate
..-----------ate. ..........-continued if not acted upon at sescontinued
salaries,
appointed by the
salaries etc., of officials appointed
961
sions .............................
President to be
insular
be paid from insular
President
legislative proceedings;
proceedings; sessions to be
967
revenues .......................
open
open..............................
961
967
designated
...............
amounts designated
consideration and passage of acts; reconsideration
bond
967
payment of premium on bond........
strictions .....................
strictions
961
other salaries, etc., from municipal reveemployees .............
962
pay, etc.
etc.,,of employees
nues
967
nues .............-..........
appropriation bills
bills.........
962
revenue and appropriation
continuance
officers provided for
continuance of present officers
approval of orders, etc., by governor
governor....
962
approval
967
herein
.
herein ...................-...
punishment for bribery, attempts,etc....
attempts,etc
punishment
962
967
offices abolished
abolished ........................
insufficient to
allotment of revenues if insufficient
to
transfers
etc., authorized
authorized...... 968
transfers of bureaus, etc.,
meet all expenses
expenses............
962
acknowledgment
acknowledgment in, of deeds as to lands in
made in an
any
no appropriations
ppropriations to be made
968
Columbia, etc .........
District of Columbia,
fical year exceeding
exceeding revenues a
availfiscal
vailmatters
courts, continued.....
continued .
968
matters pending in courts,
................
able .......
963
963
n effect
approval of Act;
on approval
in
effect on
provisions i
election......
qualification of voters; first election..
963
qualification
963
present
functions of government
government
present functions
citizenship, etc
963
subsequent, citizenship,
etc..........
963
968
continued
temporarily ..........
continued temporarily
property, prohibited................
prohibited
963
963
laws, and ordinances
ordinances continued except as
election of Resident Commissioner;
election
Commissioner; term,
968
altered
hereby .................
altered hereby
963
salary, etc ..................
963
inconsistent
laws not in conflict
continued; inconsistent
conflictcontined;
laws
general legislative
legislative authority; may alter,
alter,
968
laws repealed
repealed ......................
laws
etc., existing laws.........
laws
964 Porto
repeal, etc.,
964
District,
JudiclDitrict,
PortoRico Judicial
allowed;
department allowed;
no new executive
executive department
constituted; jude,
judge attorney,
attorney, and marhal
marshal
coentuted;
consolidation permitte...........
consolidation
permitted
964
tenure, etc
...... . 965
964
etc.......
to be appointed;
appointed;
--
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luco Juicatal
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Post
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Post Office Department-Continued.
Department-Continued.
Page.
jurisdiction, etc
jurisdiction,
965
etc ........................
9965
appprioation
appropriation for superintendent
division
superintendent division
terms, Mayaguez
Mayaguez
966
........................
96
of appointment,
appointments, assistants.....
assistants.
.105,1109
105, 1109
Ponce................................
Ponce
966
966
for superintendent
superintendent division of dead letSan Juan ......
...........
..........
966
ters.......
...... .......
106,1109
ters .
106, 1109
writs and appeals to circuit court of appeals
for chief division of correspondence
correspondence.
eta. _- 106,1109
and Supreme
Court
966
first circuit
circuit and
Supreme Court....
966
for Second Aistant
Poetmaster General,
Assistant Postmaster
General,
qualifications of jurors, etc ..............
966
966
chief clerk.
clerk.........
1109
............
.. _ 106,
106,1109
fees, etc.,
United States......
States
966
etc., revenues
revenues of
of United
966
superintendent railway adjustments,
for superintendent
salaries, etc.,
determined by Attorney
etc. determined
Attorney
assistant
..................
assistant........
.. ......
106, 1109
General of United States ...........
966
966
for superintendent
superintendent foreign mails, assistasmstmileage
allowance,
etc.,
to
jurors
and
witmileage
etc., to jurors and witant.
--.............. - 106,
106,1109
ant .......
1109
nesses
...........................
nesses. .
967
967
for general superintendent
superintendent Railway Mail
Mail
writs of habeas
habeas corpus and mandamus.....
mandamus
967
967
Service, assistant
106,1109
assistant ............
106,
1109
Porto
of Infantry,
Porto Rico
Rico Regiment
Regiment of
Infantry,
General
for Third Assistant Postmaster General,
appropriation
soldiers
640
appropriation for care of
of insane
insane soldiers...
640
chief clerk...................
clerk
...... .106,1109
106, 1109
organization,
correspond with
organization, etc.
etc., to correspond
with InInassistfor director postal savings division, assistfantry of the Army .
fantry
............ .. 180
180
ant, etc .......................
ant,
1109
promotions
regimenpromotions below colonel to be regimenfor superintendent
superintendent stamps division__
division... 106,1109
106, 1109
tal; examinations, etc ............
for superintendent
180
superintendent division of finance 106,1109
106,1109
colonel
colonel to be detailed
detailed from Infantry
Infantry of
for superintendent
clasificasuperintendent division of c
u esifica_
Army
the Army.......................
tion.......,
181
tion ....... . .
. .
107,1109
..-........
107,1109
grades of lieutenant colonel and major to
superintendent division
for superintendent
division o
of registered
registered
be filled from senior captains ....... 181
mails............
mails
.
............. 107,1109
details allowed
allowed captains
captains and
181
for superintendent
superintendent division
division of money
money
and lieutenants
lieutenants.
181
enlisted men to be natives; term, etc......
etc
orders..
181
.................
107,1109
orders
for
director
service outside
outside of Porto Rico
181
postal
Rico...........
savings system, assistetc., same as Army
pay, etc.,
Army ................
181
ants,
clerks, etc ...............
107
181
107
for Fourth Assistant
second lieutenants from native
native graduates
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
clerks,
etc.....
clerks,
etc
.
..
.
.
....
..
107,
1109
...........
of Military Academy;
other
native
Academy; other
107,1109
citizens
181
for superintendent
superintendent division of rural
citizens .......................
181
Portraits
Deceased Members
mails, etc ...................
Portraitsof Deceased
Members of Congress,
Congress,
107,1109
for superintendent
superintendent division of equipment
equipment
plates of, to be given to heirs, etc ........ 275
supplies.
107,1110
and
supplies.................
107,1110
Portsmouth,
H.,
Portsmouth, N.
N. H.,
for topographer.
topographer...
.....
..................
1110
appropriation
appropriation for navy yard public works;
central
supplies
districts
offices
central
districts
and
offices
remodeling old machine
machine shop
remodeling
shop......
565
authorized;
authorized; accounting, etc..... 1069,1110
ships for
for equipping navy yard
yard to
to build ships
for
for contingent expenses............
expenses
108,1110
increase
Navy ..............
618
618
increase of the Navy
for rent........................
rent
108, 1110
108,1110
for navy
navy yard
yard public
public works.............
works
1177
for
1177
for Official Postal Guide.
108, 1110
Guide............ 108,1110
for naval hospital, threecontagiouswards.
three contagious wards
1179
fornavalhospital,
copies for executive
executive departments, etc.
etc.
108
electrical shop
for navy yard, tools for electrical
shop.. 1185
1185
receipts from sales ..........
use of receipts
1110
Portugal,
Portugal,
Postal Service
Service appropriations
appropriations not to
to be
be
appropriation for minister to...........
to
252, 1048
appropriation
252,1048
used
Department........ 108,1110
used for the Department
108, 1110
Post
Allowances
to
Consular
and
Diplomatic
Post Allowances to Consular and Diplomatic
108,1110
for Solicitor for the
the ................
108,1110
Officers,
Officers,
for
331
for printing and binding for............
331
appropriation
for,
in
belligerent,
etc.,
appropriation for, in belligerent, etc.,
for postal service....
service ................... 412, 1058
1058
countries
261,
1057
countries .....................
261,1057
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for postal service..
service.. 3,23
3, 23
Post
820, 827, 830
Post Office Car
Car Service,
Service,
820,827,830
appropriation for; sound
for judgments, Court of Claims under...
under... 27,
27,823
823
appropriation
sound and sanitary cars
419
for furniture, etc., 1917..................
1917 ... .
required
419
819
required ..........................
425
for Official Postal Guide, 1917
425
1917..
readjustment
etc.............
........ 819
819
readjustment of pay for, etc
427
for contingent expenses.
expenses
830
....................
requirements
construction, etc
etc.....
427
830
requirements for car construction,
Post
Inspectors,
Post Office
Ofice Inspectors,
Post
Office Department,
Department,
Post Office
appropriation
for
chief,
clerks,
etc.,
in
appropriation
chief, clerks, etc., in
appropriation for Postmaster General,
General,
Post Office Department..............
Department
105
105
clerks, etc....................
etc............
104
for
chief,
and
chief
and chief clerk,
clerk, in
in Poet
Post Office
Office
for engineers,
engineers, watchmen, etc
105
etc...........
Department
1108
...................
1108
for
Postmaster General, chief
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424
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freight...
....................
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class offices
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offices...................... 830
increase allowed
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railroads for
for parcel
parcel
Marshall Field and Company
for Marshall
Company........
830
post limit of weight increase........
increase
425
canceling
authorized for
Newark,
canceling stamp authorized
for Newark,
railroads
allowed for increase
railroads allowed
increase of
of parcel
parcel
N.
J., two hundred
N. J.,
hundred and fiftieth
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zones.
425
post weight in specified
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niversary celebration
niversary
celebration ...............
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readjustment
comreadjustment of
of railroad
railroad routes
routes comGulfport,
Misa.,, to commemorate Min.
Gulfp
.
ort, Mon.
Mispensation
pensation..
. ...
..................
. 425
425
sissippi Centennial
Expoeition.
Centennial Exposition......
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parcel poet
service modifications aupot service
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Sprin ail, Ill.
1., , to commemorate
commemorate adthorized; approval
thorized;
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of Interstate
Interstate
mission of Ilinois
Illinois an
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a 8tate.
State........
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Commerce Commission
Commission as
to weights,
weights,
Commerce
as to
chims for hence,
extended to
claims
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to Navy mail
mail
etc ...........................
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clerks ...
......................
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contracts for transportation
transportation may be
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allowed for
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for 163
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Postmaster
diverted mails,
mails, limit on allowance
allowance for, at
diverted
at
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1068
weighing periods repealed............
repealed
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for increased pay to employees
employees receiving
receiving
empty mail bags may be returned
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$1,000 a
a year
year........ 1069
not more than
than $1,000
mails in emergency
cases; cartage..
cartage
160
emergency cases;
160
only employees
employees under
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1069
underthis
affected. 1069
first class mail limit of weight to be same as
classitied
salaries
over
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excluded
1069
clasified salaries over $800 excluded.. 1069
fourth
162
fourth.............................
162
districts
distributing supplies to be
districts for di'stributing
limit to penalty privilege matter
162
matter........
designated
1069
designated .....................
. 1069
fourth class post
poet offices; provisions for
for asasliquor advertisements,
advertisements, etc.,
etc., not to be
amended.....
signing to higher class amended
163
mailed to places where laws prohibit
prohibit
issue of duplicates
duplicates for lost, etc., checks or
or
soliciting orders for liquors,
liquors, etc.....
etc
1069
warrants .................
38
warrants
....
punishment
punishment for mailing
mailing forbidden
forbidden mattransmission;
mail in bulk accepted for transmission;
actions.............. 1069
ter; venue
venue of actions
162
pieces of third class matter
matter ........
162
punishment for
interstate transportae
t
punishment
for inte
fourth
fourth class
class matter...........
matter
162
........
tion of intoxicant
intoxicants into
l
e
an
ern"C
a
into Stat
State
orsr
Terrimoney or securities
securities from Treasury Detor prohibiting
tory
prohibiting sale, etc.,
etc., therein..
therein
1069
partment
162
partment .....................
162
no shpmentofliquor
shipmentof liquoni contary
contrary to State
prepayment of postage
163
prepayment
postage required
required.... ..163
laws, authorized
authorized ................
1069
postal
savings system
.. _
159
postalsavings
system modified....
modified...........
159
notices of States prohibiting
prohibiting liquor
liquor adadpunishment for mjurying
receptacles,
injurying mail receptacles,
vertisements to be posted,
etc
1069
vertisements
posted, etc......
1069
etc
162
etc ........
..........
162
to
1917 ..........
1202
to take
take effect
effect July
July 1,
1, 1917
1202
threats against
mailing, etc.,
etc., threats
against the
the Presideficiency
appropriation for mail bags...
deficiency appropriation
33
dent
dent.............
.............
919
ervice ................
23,827
for messenger
messenger nervice.
23,
827
railroad transportation
transportation; readjustment
readjustment of
for
service.....................
f
or wagon service—
..... .... .. — ..... —.
23
service ramified
claiifia;
----..
pay
425
-- ayv for; service
------
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vice .........................
425
rate system;
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and emion of Commission
Commission ............
...
429
ployees
ployees includec
include in
m....................
426
carriers required
required to transport
carriers
transport mails;
mails; servclosed pouch servic by railroad emice and compensation
compensation .............
429
ployees; units of measurements.....
measurements
426
rates for, etc., to be determined by Inrates of pay
pay, full car service; initial and
terstate
Commerce
Commission
terstate
Commission .....
429
429
terminal rates .................
terminal
426
of determining;
determining; procedure.......
procedure
basis of
429
apartment car service; initial and terstatement
of
transportation
statement
transportation requirerequireminal rates.........................
rates
426
ments, etc.,
etc., to be filed by Postmasstorage
storage car service;
service; initial and termiGeneral
ter General..
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429
na
nal rates......................
rates
426
employees, etc., for preparation
preparation of....
of... - 430
430
deductions for cars below standard;
standard;
plan to be submitted
submitted ................
430
430
no allowance for extra lengths.......
lengths
426
answer of carriers ...................
430
closed
initialand
closed pouch service; initial
and termitaking of testimony, etc
taking
etc...........
430
430
nal rates..............................
ratee
426
classification of carriers
carners and rates by
classification
by
land grant roads to receive
receive reduced
reduced pay.
pay
426
Commission
Commission......................
430
included in initial and termiexpenses included
additional, etc.,
etc., weighings, pending
additional,
pending dedenal rates .....................
426
cision. .
cision..........................
430
variations in allowances
allowances authorized.....
authorized
variations
426
Commission;
rates to be established
established by Commission;
mileage computations;
computations; full and apartapartpayment of ...............
payment
....
430
cars
ment cars............................
427
reexaminations allowed
reexaminations
allowed after
after six
storage .
cars
cars ...........
........
.......
427
months
months.......................
430
changes in service allowed;
allowed; additional
additional
full authority
authority vested
vested in Interstate
Interstate Compay restricted
restricted.....................
427
merce Commision
Commission ...............
430
430
special contracts for service at higher
higher
reduced allowance
reduced
allowance to land grant roads
roads ...
430
430
authorized ..............
rates authorized
427
present pay continued, until
present
until rates fixed
fixed
report to Congress of .................
427
Commission
by Commialion..................
431
431
post office cars; construction
construction and mainappropriations
established
appropriations available for established
tenance.......................
tenance
427
rates, etc.....................
431
427
sound and sanitary condition
condition .......
penalty for refusal by carriers to perform
penalty
perform
restriction
restriction on wooden .............
427
service ............................
service
431
to be of steel after July 1, 1917.
1917.......
427
second
second class mail;
mail; prohibition
prohibition on sending
allowance
emergency cases.
allowance in emergency
427
cases........
by freight trains
424
trains repealed..........
repealed
responsibility
carrier for service over
responsibility of carrier
over
no unfair
discriminations .............
unfair discriminations
424
other roads ....................
427
submission of complaints;
hearings...
424
complaints; hearings.
land grant roads
427
................
appeal from
from adverse
adverse decision to court
appeal
facilities
427
facilities to be furnished
furnished by carriers
carriers.....
of appeals, District of Columbia....
Columbia
424
station space, rooms, etc...............
etc
427
station
jurisdiction of court
jurisdiction
court exclusive.......
exclusive
425
425
penalty for noncompliance
with
specinoncompliance
precedence
425
precedence and expedition
expedition of cases...
cases...
425
fied conditions
conditions .....................
428
stamps to be
be canceled
canceled at mailing
mailing office....
office....
162
general
authority
of
Postmaster
General
general
precanceled,
precanceled, may be furnished.........
furnished
162
162
over ........................
428
star route contracts, awarded
awarded to lowest
lowest
penalty for noncompliance
noncompliance with rebidder according to terms of adver428
quirements of ..................
tisement ...........
................. 161
428
deductions for diminished service.......
service
requirements of service
service .................
requirements
161
rail and water
water service included
included in.
in...... 428
substitution of other
other service
service if bids exorsubstitution
428
exception's
trains
exceptions as to mails by freight trains..
bitant, etc .......................
161
428
rates for ............................
temporary contracts
failure by acactemporary
contracts on failure
428
carriers
sworn statements to be made by carriers.
161
cepted bidder, for new
new routes, etc..
etc
161
carriage of other than first class mail at
limitations, etc
161
etc...................
161
428
-..-....
express
rates
rates...........express
cost charged to defaulting
defaulting contractor,
contractor,
information from Interstate
information
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
162
etc ............................
162
428
Commission to determine..........
determine
Commission
services to conconlien allowed persons for services
discretionary rates
rates for fourth
matter
discretionary
fourth class matter
tractor .......................
tractor.
162
428
and penodicals
penodicals ..................
payment
Postmaster General;
payment by Postmaster
General;
determination by Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
determination
162
162
limitation .....................
428
Commission
Commission.................
supplies
distributing and
and accounting
accounting disdissupplies distributing
less frequent dispatch of third and foiuth
fourth
lese
tricts
authorized, etc...........
etc
1069,1110
tricts authorized,
1069,1110
428
class mail and periodicals
periodicals authorized
authorized
Postal
Supplies (see
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also Equipment
Equipment and
and SupSupPostal Supplies
etc., in
return of postal cards, supplies, etc.,
plies Division,
Division, Post Office DepartDepartspace of mail
unused esace
mail cars, authorized
authorized 429
ment).
returned
empty mail bags, etc., may be returned
delivery
districts
for,
to
be
designated
1069, 1110
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delivery districts for, to be designated..1069,
to the mails
ma's in emergency
emergency cases bePostmarking,
Postal Service,
Postmarking,.etc.,
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Service,
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421,
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..........
additional
space...
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additional space
.............---Postmaster
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General,
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etc., hereafter at dis104
appropriation
for, clerks,
clerks, etc
cretion
appropriation for,
etc ......... ..
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cretion of
of Postmi;ster
Postmaster General;
General; exex105
for chairman,
c.hairman, board
board of
inspection
429
for
penses of
of computing
of inspection.......105
penses
computing ...............
for,
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1108
for, chief
---- 1108
decontinuance of present
continuance
present rates pent!'
pending defor appointment
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chairman. board
board
for
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mission' ......--------------.... 429
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etc ................
105, 1108
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assistants, etc.,
etc., at third and
and fourth
fourth class
class
for employees, care of city
post office,
city post
office,
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Washington,
C. ................
105
105
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418
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for postal service under............
under
412, 1058 Potash,
Potash,
412,1058
for rent of buildings for
for repair
repair shops,
shops, and
and
appropriation
appropriation for plants, etc., for
obtaining,
for obtaining,
Equipment Division..............
Division
412
on a
412
a commercial
commercial scale
465,1153
scale............ 465,1153
for construction
construction of new building
building for
for
sale
of experiments,
etc.....
465
sale of
of product
product of
experiments, etc...
465
shops, etc.; site..................
site
412 Potash
412
Potash Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
for power, light, etc ...................
412
412
appropriation for
source of
for investigating
investigating source
of
for rent, repair
repair shops, etc.; extended
to
extended to
supply of, within United
United States..
States 464,1153
464,1153
September
September 30, 1917 ................
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Salts,
PotashSalts,
for light, power,
power, etc.,
etc., equipment
equipment shops
appropriation
for geological
researches to
appropriation for
geological researches
to
building ...........................
1059
determine presence
1059
determine
presence of............
of
301
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for inspectors, etc.
etc ......
412, 1059
.....
Potatoes,
412,
1059 Potatoes,
acting employees
employees allowed in place
place of
of
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
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investigating diseases
injured .
..................
413
.....
413
of........ ,
of
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.453,1141
453, 1141
..
absence with pay allowed disaoled
absence
disabled
for study of producing,
producing, handling,
handling,
employees......................
employes
413
etc.......................
413
etc
454,1143
454,1143
payment
payment in case of death
death............ 413
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Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Kans.,
413 Potawatarni
Kans.,
specified
specified employees included........
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...
413
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contribution by
by
allowances...................... 413,1059
for allowances
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removed by .....................
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care, etc
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for
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embankment................
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employees, etc., for preparation
preparation of,
of,
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290
portions.. ..............
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authorized
authorized .....................
430
430
for extending
extending sea
sea wall
290
wall.... ..........
290
biddings, etc.,
bidding,
etc., for mail contracts put under
under
for extending Easbys
Easbys Point
Point sewer......
sewer
290
290
direction of.....................
of
418
for field house,
East.
290
418
house, East. ................
290
may pay persons for
services rendered
rendered on
on
for services
for parkway connecting
connecting Rock
Creek Park
Rock Creek
Park
star routes on failure
failure of employing
employing
and.
.......................
and
282
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contractor ......................
162
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additions authorized to parkway
parkway connectconnectmay
readjust
salaries
of
clerks
in
may
salaries
Departing Rock Creek
Creek Park
689
Park and
and..........
689
ment......................
ment
.
......1109
1109 Potomac
PotomacRiver,
to assign employees
employees to various bureaus,
bureaus,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of,
appropriation
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D C
C .....................•
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ment; report, etc., to be submitted.
1109
submitted. 1109
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Riverside,
Riverside, Md...
lid—
899
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to post bulletins of States prohibiting
prohibiting
construction of new Aqueduct
Bridge
Aqueduct
Bridge
liquor advertisements. etc.........
etc
1069
1069
across, authorized; cost, etcacross,
163
etc.........
163
to prescribe
prescribe regulations for issue of duplidupliappropriation for
for plana,
plans, etc
163
etc...........
163
cates for lost, etc., checks
checks or
or warwarPottawatoie
Pottawatatnie Indians,
Okla.,
Citizen
Band
of,
Indiaan, Okla., Citizen Band of,
rants .........................
rants.
37
37
appropriation
appropriation for payment to
to certain
certain enrolenroltransportation contracts
transportation
contracts may be signed by
by
led members of
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of...................
983
an Assistant ................
1068
Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Wis.
1068 Pottawatomie
Wis.,'
weighing
railroad mail transweighing periods
periods for railroad
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
156,991
etc., of
of....... 156,991
determined by......
portation to be determined
by
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Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Wis.
Wis. and
and Midi.,
Wis429 Pottawatomie
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Postmaster, House of Representatives,
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consin Band of,
consin
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant, money order
appropriation for self-support,
appropriation
self-support, etc.;
etc.; per
per
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72 1076
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etc............ 72,
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etc..........
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for
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and
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................
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Postmaster, Senate,
Postmaster:,
Senate,
appropriation for study of
of processes,
etc.,
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appropriation for, carriers, etc ........ 68,
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manufacture of
appropriation
1072
681072
of............
m manufacture
115, 1116
1116
115,
Postmasters,
Postmasters
Potts, Captain
Potts,
Captain Templin Morris,
Morris, U.
U. S.
S. Nary
Nary
appropriation
retired,
retired,
appropriation for compensation
compensation .....
413, 1060
413,
1060
to be
grading of annual
berear
rear admiral on active list;
—
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annual salaries from office
office
list; place.
place....
602
receipts........................
examinations required;
eicaminntions
'squired; to be additional
additional
receipts
413
413
for
assistants,
first and second class
number; no back pay, etc
etc .......... 603
for
603
offices........................ 414,1060
offices
Pottstowrn, Pa.,
414, 1060 Pottstown,
Pa.,
for assistants,
assistants, third cla
class offices
offices ...
417,
1063
417, 1063
appropriation for
appropriation
268
for public
public building
building.......... 268
deficiency
appropriation for compeneadeficiency appropriation
compensadeficiency
deficiency appropriation
for public
appropriation for
public buildbuild..
..............
tion ..--820, 827, 830
ing...................
820,827,
830
ing
18
18
for aaistant,
assistant, end clerks
clerks ........
F:27 Poultry....
827
and Egs
Eggs,
Poultry
and
allowances for procuring
allowances
procuring enlistments
enlistments in
in
apppriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, preparing,
preparing,
Army
186
Ary ----...
..
186..
formarket,
for
market, etc,................
etc
—
..
463,
1152
463,1152
Nae orMarine Corps
Navy
560
Corp .........
.
560
experimental
experimental shipments,
shipments, etc
et........ 463,1152
463,1152
mediate assignment of fourth class,
Immediate
class, to
to
Poultry
and Breeding,
Poultry Feeding
Peedingand
Breeding,
higher grades
..........
higher
grades ........
418
appropriation for experiments
experiments in
450, 1139
in....... 450,1139
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price for, other than small arms, limited. 350,913
Powder Factory,
Army,
Factory, Army,
appropriation for establishing, etc.........
etc
283
283
site may be accepted,
accepted, etc
283
etc ............
283
Powder, Navy
Navy (see also Ordnance and Ordnance Stores, Navy),
Navy),
nance
appropriation for purchase
purchase and manufacsmokeless ...............
563,1175
ture of smokeless
563,1175
limitation on price for, other than
small arms..............
...... 563,
563,1175
arms
1175
purchase
purchase of, subject to full operation
operation of
Indianhead
Indianhead plant...............
plant
563,1175
Powell
National Forest,
Utah,
Powell National
Forest, Utah,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 459,1148
Power Boat
Boat Routes, Postal
Power
Postal Service,
appropriation
transportation by. 418,
1164
appropriation for mail transportation
418,1164
Public Lands,
Power Sites, Public
withdrawal of forfeited Oregon and Caliwithdrawal
fornia
fornia Railroad
Railroad land grants suitable
suitable
for ................................
219
Prairie Dogs,
Prairie
appropriation
appropriation for devising methods for
for dedestroying
467, 1155
stroying ......................
467,1155
Precious Metals,
Precious
appropriation
appropriation for collecting statistics of..
of.. 84,1088
Predacious Fishes,
Predacious
Fishes,-etc.,
etc.,
investigation of damages to fisheries
fisheries by,
etc............
etc
232
.............
232
appropriation for expenses
expenses............
232
Preece,
Preece, W. H., and
and Associates,
Associates,
may bridge Tug Fork,
Fork, Big Sandy
River,
Sandy River,
Kentucky and West Virginia......
Virginia
7
7
Prescott,
Ark.,
Prescott, Ark.,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
268
building......... 268
Prescott
Forest, Ariz.,
Prescott National
NationalForest,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of_
appropriation
for maintenance,
of. 459,1148
Presidentof the United
United States,
President
States,
appropriation
compensation
76,1080
appropriation for compensation.......
76,1080
for Secretary
Secretary of, executive
executive clerk,
clerks,
clerk, clerks,
etc .......................
76,1080
etc
76,1080
for traveling expenses
expenses of ................
290
290
311
for protecting the person of ............
311
electoral
for printing ascertainment
ascertainment of
of electoral
vote for .......................
326
radiodynamic torpedo
torpedo
for purchase of radiodynamic
control inventions of John Hays
Hammond, jr., upon
upon approval of...
of
Hammond,
347
board of Army and Navy officers to
examine and report ..............
347
347
for inauguration
inauguration expenses,
expenses, 1917, at the
the
Capitol ............................
874
874
for naval emergency
emergency fund under; expenditures specified
specified................ 1192
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for administration
administration
laws ...................
31
of customs
customslaws
31
action
action on selection of naval
naval officers recommended for promotion
promotion by
mended
by board
board of
of
579
admirals .....................
authority in time of
emergency
authority
of war,
war, or
or emergency
prior to March
March 1,
1, 1918,
1918, to procure
procure
ships or war material from any perperson
1193
son..........................
1193
authority over Canal Zone specifically
specifically
designated
designated.......................
527
authorized to abolish duplication
duplication of work .
by
departments, etc.,
by
by departments,
etc., reported
reported by
Efficiency Bureau ................. 1122
Efficiency
to accept
accept gift of birthplace
birthplace of
Abraham
of Abraham
Lincoln
385
Lincoln...........................385
to appoint
appoint Bernard A. Schaaf, master
maser
electrician, retired .....-...
900
signal electrician,
900
commission of Navy officers to invescommission
etc., necessity for additional
additional
tigate, etc.,
navy yard, stations, etc ............
571
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officers; adviability
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of abolishing any present
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yards
571
delegates
delegates to World's Purity Federation
Federation
Congress
.............. .......
1134
....
1134
representative to celebration
representative
celebration of landing
of Sir Francis Drake on coast of California ...........................
60
60
to assume exclusive
control of transportransporexclusive control
tation systems,
systems, for military traffic,
traffic,
etc., in time of war ...............
etc.,
645
645
designate game, etc.,
etc., reserves on
lands
to designate
on lands
purchased
under
purchased
conservation
act
476
conservation act..
476
to draft National Guard,
Guard, etc., into military service
service with Army ............
339
339
to fill
vacancies in United
section
fill vacancies
United States
States section
of International
International High
High Commission..
Commission
8
8
delegates from other nations
to invite delegates
nations to
to
International Farm Congress......
International
Congress
475
foreign nations to send delegates to
Interntnational Farm Congress,
Cotes, 1918..
International
1913 •1168
Governments of Central
Central and South
South
America to Second Pan American
America
American
Financial Conference
Conference .............
1052
1052
great Governments,
conference
Governments to aa conference
for peaceful settlement
settlement of disputes,
disputes,
etc ....
etc

..............

....

618
618

appointrepresentatives
appointrepreeentativee of the United
United
.States
States .........................
618
618
construction of new
may suspend
suspend construction
established etc. 618
vessels if tribunal established,
Spain and Pan American countries
countries to
Texas Bicentennial,
Bicentennial, etc.,
etc., Exposition
217
tion...............................
217
to procure
procure military supplies
supplies in time
time of
of
means provided
war; means
provided for
for ......... 213
213
to raise maximum strength
strength of Army enlisted men ........................
36
36
to secure equal
equal facilities,
etc., to Amerifacilities, etc.,
can vessels
vessels by Foreign GovernGovernments .............................
737
737
to advise
advise Congress if not obtained by
diplomatic action
737
action................
737
cadets at large to Military
Military Academy to
be
to be
selected by
by........................
62
selected
62
"honor schools"
schools" ........
62
number from "honor
62
civil government
overnment provisions
provisions for Porto
Rico
951
co .............................
duties for enforcing
enforcing provisions
provisions against unfair
unfair
competition
799
competition............................
799
may add designated public
public lands
lands to
to ColoColorado and Pike National
National Forests,
Forests,
Colo
848
Colo.......................
......
848
may appoint Leonard G. Hoffman
Hoffman assistant
assistant
paymaster
1184
paymaster Navy ................
1184
general, reJames Jackson,
Jackson, brigadier general,
retired............................
tired
627
627
as brigadier general,
colonel
general, retired, any colonel
on
retired
list
having
specified
seron retired list having specified service record
record ..................
627
as
major
general, any
general
as major general,
any brigadier
brigadier general
having
specified
service
628
having specified service.........
628
any brigadier
general, retired,
retired, having
any
brigadier general,
having
ifled Civil
record ........ 628
specified
Civil War
War record
628
any retired
officer with
with specified
Civil
any
retired officer
specified Civil
War and Army
Army record...........-.
record
628
War
628
may
conference for
regumay call
call international
international conference
for regulating
immigration
of
aliens,
etc.
894
lating immigration of aliens, etc....
894
may
and enlisted
enlisted men
may detail officers
officers and
men from
from
Navy
Corps to
serve
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps
to serve
Republic
Republic of Haiti ................
223
may direct
of postal
postal savings
savings
may
direct investment
investment of
deposits in
Government bonds.....
bonds
160
deposits
in Government
160
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President
the United
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Page.
Philippine Islands;
authority of,
of, over
over acts
Islands; authority
deficiency appropriation
acts
appropriation for
deficiency
for support
support of
of jail
jail
807
807
of legislature
to tariff,
tariff, imimlegislature relating
relating to
for payments to abandoned families
families of
of 807
807
migration, currency,
coinage
548
migration,
currency, or
or coinage....
Prisonersof
548 Prisoners
of War,
War, etc.,
etc.,
approval,
etc., of
of acts
acts of
551
approval, etc.,
of legislature
legislature.....
551
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., of,
under
of, under
appointment of Governor
General, etc
Governor General,
etc.. 552
Navy Department
557, 1169
1169
552
Department.............. 557,
governor .....................
vice governor
553
insane, admitted to Saint Elizabeths
553
Elizabeths
auditor..........................
auditor
553
553
Hospital, D.
D. C
•
558
Hospital,
C ...................
558
chief, and associate
associate justices
of the
the
justices of
Prisoners, United
United States
Courts,
Prisoners,
States Courts,
Supreme Court ..........
555
appropriation
appropriation for inspection
555
inspection of
of prisons
prisons
punishment for mailing,
mailing, etc.,
etc., threats
threats
and, etc........................
etc
312
312
against......
..........
of, etc
etc ....................
314
for support of,
919
against
314
requested
requested to designate day to
to receive
receive
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
32,
support, etc
etc.
32,
funds
for relief
of Ruthenisns
(Ukrafunds for
relief of
Ruthenians (Ukra33,
44, 819,
819, 827
827
33,44,
inians) ............
999
.......... .
Prisons, United
999 Prisons,
United States (see
Penitentia(see also
also Penitentiato appoint advisory
advisory commission
commission for Connell
Council
ries),
ries),
Defense............... 649
of National Defense
649
appropriation for superintendent
appropriation
superintendent of...
of... 109,1111
109,1111
Board on Mobilizing Industries
EssenIndustries Essenfor inspection
312
inspection of,
of, and
and prisoners
prisoners .........
312
tial for Military
214
Military Preparedness
Preparednes ......
214
superintendent of,
commission
superintendent
of, to
to serve
serve on
on commission
commissionersof
commissioners of United States
States Shipping
Shipping
to submit plans for manufacture
by
manufacture by
Board ..........................
729
729
convicts
convicts of articles
the Governarticles for
for the
Governmembers of
795
of Tariff Commission
Commission.........
ment.....................
795
ment
819
...... . 819
information from, to be
disposal of
796
be at disposal
Private
of..
Claims,
796 Private Land Claims,
governor
governor of Porto Rico ...............
955
survey, etc.,
etc., directed
of, in
in California,
California, on
on
directed of,
955
auditor; authority, etc-.............
etc
957
957
deposit of
costs, etc.................
etc.
995
of costs,
.
995
supreme and
and distict
district court
iudges,
etc.
965
supreme
court judges, etc. 965
time extended
extended for filing, with
surveyors
with surveyors
seven
members
of Board of Visitors,
Seven
Naval
Visitors, Naval
general;
general; condition....................
condition
342
342
Academy.........................
Academy
608
Probation System, D.
.D. C.,
608 Probation
C.,
West Indian Islands ceded by Denmark
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses............ 704,1031
704,1031
placed
of .......
1132 Proceedings
placed under
under direction
in Congress,
Proceeding! in
Congress,
direction of
1132
appointment
appointment of
etc
1132
of governor,
governor, etc.........
appropriation for reporting, House
1132
appropriation
RepHouse of
of Repproclamation to issue
iue on
an payment
payment for,
for,
resentatives
resentatives .............
72,1076
.
72,1076
etc. ............................
etc
1133
for reporting,
1133
reporting, Senate .............
69, 1073
69,
1073
Presidioof San
San Francisco
Franciso,Ca.,
Presidio
Cal.,
for printing and binding
binding. ...............
._ ......
330
330
appropriation for road.
appropriation
road connecting
connecting Fort
Fort
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for extra
extra servservWinfield Scott and
637
and Fort
Fort Miley
Miley......
637
ices, reporting, House
of RepreRepreHouse of
permission
permission for occupying portion
of by
by
portion of
sentatives
sentatives ....................
822
822
Palace
of
Fine
Arts,
Panama
Palace
Panama Pacific
for extra services
services reporting, Senate
821
Senate...
821
Exposition,
continued;
Exposition,
conditions,
Procurers
Procurers (see
Prostitution),
(see also
also Prostitution),
etc..
.............................
etc
637
alien,
excluded admission................
637
alien, excluded
admission
876
876
right of way through,
through, granted
granted San FranFranProduction
Dutiable Articles Abroad,
Production of .Dutiable
Abroad,
cisco for sewer
.
919
sewer......
.............
919
Cost of,
Pribilof
lhamd,
Alasa (see
(ae also Alals
Prililof
Mond., Alaska
Alaska Fish
Fishappropriation
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, reports,
reports,
eries Service),
etc., on
etc.,
111
on.........
..................
111
sale of skins of fur seals
oeal taken for
for food on,
on,
duties transferred
transferred to Tariff Commission...
Commission 796
796
authorized........................
authorized
236 Professors,
Professors,etc.,
236
etc. ,Naval
Naval Academy,
Academy,
Priest River, Idaho,
Priest
Idaho,
number,
number, pay, etc.,
etc., at discretion
dicretion of
of SecreSecrebridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Pend Oreile
Oreille
tary of the Navy.
Navy
607
...........
.
607
River
River at ..
...
...........
Profesor for
etc., Alien,
...........
for Colleges, etc.,
6 Professors
Alien
PrincesLower Landing,
Landing, Ala.,
Princes
not excluded
excluded admission under
under contract
contract
bridge authorized
authorized across Tombigbee
Tombigbee River
River
labor laws
.........
...............878
878
at, near Jackson
Jackson..
123
............
Prohibitionin
in Alaska,
Alaska,
123 Prohibition
Princeton, W. Va.,
Princeton,
preventing
preventing manufacture,
sale, etc.,
etc., of
of inmanufacture, sale,
incondemned cannon
conderaned
842
cannon granted to
to...........
toxicating
842
toxicating liquors and
alcohol
903
and alcohol.......
903
Printing
and
Stationery
Division, Treasury
Printing
Stationery Division,
Treasury
permissive use, etc., regulations,
etc
903
regulations, etc...
903
Department,
Prohibitionin
District of Columbia,
Prohibition
in District
Columbia,
appropriation
appropriation for chief of division,
division, etc..
79,1084
etc.. 79,1084
provisions regulating sale, etc.,
etc., of alcoprovisions
alcoPrinting
Joint (see Joint Comliquors..................... 1123
holic liquors
1123
Printing Committee, Joint
ComProhibitionin
in Porto
Prohibition
Porto Rico,
mittee on Printing).
PrintingPaper,
provisions in civil government
relatPaper,
government Act
Printing
Act relating to intoxicants
intoxicants ...............
952
duty on, valued above 55cents per pound.
952
795
pound.
795
Projectile
Projectile Plant,
Plant, Navy,
Nary,
countervailing,
countervailing, from country imposing
appropriation
appropriation for erection, equipment,
563
equipment, etc
etc.
563
export tax on, wood pulp,
etc.. —
795
pulp, etc......
795
for completion and equipment of
on free list, valued
of....... 1175
5 cents per
valued not above
above 5
1175
per
limit of coot
cost increased ................. 1175
pound... .........................
pound.
795
1175
795
Projectiles, Army,
Projectiles,
Army,
Prints, etc.,
etc.,
Prints,
appropriation for modernizing,
appropriation
modernizing, etc
346,911
etc ...... 346,911
time extended for registering,
registering, etc.,
etc., dedeProjectiles Navy,
Navy,
layed by existing war
516 Projectiles,
war.............
516
appropriation for developing armor piercappropriation
piercPrison Commission,
Commission, International,
International,
Prison
.
.ing,
etc
564,1176
ing, etc......................
564,1176
appropriation for annual contribution.
contribution. 256,1052 Propertie
appropriation
Prope-tiesof
of Materials,
Mterials,
Prisners,D.
Prisoners,
D. C.,
appropriation for investigations
appropriation
investigations to deterappropriation for payments to abandoned
appropriation
abandoned
mine, etc....................
etc
114,
1116
114,1116
families of ..
................ 706,1034
706,1034 Property
Propry and Disbursing
Officers, National
National
Disbursing Officrs,
for support of jail, etc...............
etc
706,1034
706,1034
Guard,
Guard,
fortranspo
for transporting.
707,1034
rting ................
707,1034
appropriation for
appropriatioi
pay
646
for pay................
646

INDEX.
Property
Property of Carriers,
Carriers,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, determining
determining
appropriation
valuation of, subject to interstate
valuation
interstate
commerce regulations
commerce
regulations.............
Prostitutes,
Prostitutes,
alien, excluded
excluded admission.............
admission
provisions
provisions for deportation
deportation of alien
alien........
Prostitution,
Prostitution, etc.,
importing aliens
importing
aliens for, or other immoral
immoral purposes
poses aafelony ...................
punishment for, harboring,
harboring, etc.; jurisjurisdiction ...........................
attempts to
deportation._
to return after deportation..
evidence
husband or wife admissible.
evidence of husband
admissible.
deportation of aliens, inmates of, or connected with, houses of
of.-...........
employed in house of, dance hall, orsimior similar resort -..................
.
attempting
attempting to return after; punishment
punishment
for
......-----..
..... -..........
Providence
Hospital,D. C.,
Providence Hospital,
appropriation for support,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., destitute
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appropriation
appropriation for Bonne Terre, Mo.....
2ifo.
..........
for Boone, Iowa
.....
281
281
Tex. ................
for Brenham, Tex
Conn..............
for Bridgeport, Conn
876
876
for Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Y., post office......
office
889
Buckhannon, W
for Buckhannon,
Va
W Va.......
for Buena Vista, Va..................
Va
for Buffalo, N. Y., customhouse,
customhouse, etc
etc...
878
878
for Buffalo,
Buffalo, Wyo...................
Wyo
for Burlington,
Burlington, N. C
C...............
878
for Cairo, Ill....................
III
878
878
for Calumet, Mich
Mich....................
879
879
Md...............
for Cambridge, Md.
for Cameron, Tex.................
Tex
889
889
for Caribou, Me ...................
Ill...................
for Carlinville,
Carlinville, Ill
889
for Carroll,
Carroll, Iowa...............
Iowa
for Carrollton,
Carrollton, IlL
Ill_ .................
889
for Carson City, Nev..............
Nev
for Caruthersviille,
Caruthersville, Mo ..............
for Cedar Falls, Iowa .............
patients in .......................
293
for Chadron, Nebr
Nebr................
forisolating
patients
ward
in
703,1031
293
for isolating ward ...............
703,1031
for Chamberlain, S. Dak
Dak............
Providence, R. I.,
Y.,
for Chariton, Iowa...................
Iowa
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of river and
Charles City, Iowa
Iowa--.............
for Charles
harbor
292
..... ................
Ill................
for Charleston,
Charleston, Ill
Provisions,
Subsistence, Army).
Provisions, Army
Army (see Subsistence,
Army).
for.Charles Town, W
for.Charles
W. Va..
Va............
Provisi'ons,
Corps,
Provision, Marine
Marine Corps,
for Charlotte,
Charlotte, Mich................
Mich
appropriation for .....-----..-------613, 1189
Charlotte, N. C.; rent
for Charlotte,
appropriation
613,1189
rent...........
Army
Cherokee, Iowa
enlisted men on shore, to have Army
for Cherokee,
............
613, 1189
ration
.
.------------.
613,1189
for Cherrydale,
Cherrydale, Kans
an.................
foreign stations, etc.
etc 613,1189
Navy ration at foreign
for Chicago,
613, 1189
Chicago, Ill.,
Ill., post office, etc
etc......
deficiency
816
deficiency appropriation
for Chillicothe,
appropriation for
Chillicothe, Mo
for........ 29, 339, 816
e...............
Provisions, Navy,
Provisions,
for Cody, Wyo ...................
for Cohoes, N.
appropriation
603,
1182
appropriation for ...................
603,1182
Y.....................
N. Y
for Columbia, S. C
C ...............
deficiency
for ...... 30
30, 815, 816,
816, 828
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...
for Coshocton,
Coshocton, Ohio.................
Ohio
Psychopathic
Psychopathic Inferiority,
Inferiority, Constitutional,
Constitutional,
excluded ad
nil/anion ..........
875
aliens of, excluded
admission
for Cuero, Tex.......................
Tex
Public
for Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa..................
Iowa
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
for Decatur, Ala.....................
Ala
appropriation for Aberdeen,
Wash
263
Aberdeen, Wash.......
appropriation
Funiak Springs, Fla...........
Fla
for De Funiak
for Akron, Ohio
Ohio....................
263
Mich
263
for De Land, Fla ..................
for Albion, Mich.....................
Tex ..................
for Alliance, Nebr ...................
263
for Denton, Tex
for Des Moines, Iowa ..................
for Altus, Okla .........-..-- ....--..
263
for Dickinson,
Dickinson, N
N. Dak .............
for Amherst, Mass ...................
263
for Andalusia,
Andalusia, Ala ....................
263
for Douglas, Ariz
......................
for Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Rich
Mich................
263
for Anoka, Minn ....................
for Dubois, Pa
..................
for Antigo,
Antigo, Wis.
263
Wis .....................
for Durango, Col
Colo .................
for
Ashland, Ky..
263
Ky ..---..--.......---..
for Ashland,
for Durant, Okla .
................
for
Ashland, Ohio ....................
263
for Ashland,
Mex
for East Las Vegas, N. Mex.............
263
for Athens,
Athens, Tenn..-.....-............
Tenn
for East Orange, N. J
J
..............
office, etc.
263
etc........
Ga., post office,
for Atlanta, Ga.
for East Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pa................
263
for Attleboro, lease
Mass.......... ........
for East Saint Louis, Ill
Ill...............
Nebr
263
Aurora, Nebr...............-....for Aurora,
for Eatonton, Ga ..................
Tex..........-...........
263
for Austin, Tex
for Elkhart, Ind .................
Bakersfield, Cal....
.
263
Cal ...................
for Bakersfield,
for Elkins,
Va
Elins, W. Va................
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., immigrant station
263
station..
for Baltimore,
for Ellensburg, WashWash .................
263
......Ga ............
for Barnesville,
Barnesville, Ga
for El Paso, Tex
Tex....................
263
Bartow Fla ..-- ..-.---------for Bartow,
for Elyria, Ohio
Ohio....................
for Basin, Wo...............
Wyo...
263
for Evansville,
Evansville, Ind
Ind..................
263
for Batavia, N. Y ....................
for Falls City, Nebr
Nebr. _..............
263
Mich...............----for Bay City, Mich
for Farmington, Mo ...................
263
.--- ------for Bay City, Tex
Tex.......-for Fayette,
Fayette, Mo
Mo...................
for Bayonne, N. J
I.........-........263
for Fitzgerald, Ga
Ga................
for Beaver
Beaver Darn,
263
Dam, Wis ...-....--------for Flint, Mich
Mich....
..............
for
263
..--------Tex.--..--..
for Beeville,
Beeville, Tex
Ark
for Fordyce, Ark....................
for Belton,
Belton, Tex
Tex. ...--.--....- --------- 263
for
Fort
Atkinson,
Wis
Atkinson, Wis ................
Bemidji, Minn
Minn.....-...--- ------- 263
for Bemidji,
for Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me.....
Me
........
N. H...........-----H
263
---for Berlin, N
for
Fort
Colo
for
Fort
Morgan,
Colo...................
Berwick, Pa
263
Pa.................---for Berwick
for
Plain,
Fort
N.
Y
..................
263
Ala.......-----.....
Birminghsun, Ala
for Birmingham,
for Fort Wayne, Ind
Ind..................
263
for Blackwell,
Blackwell, Okla ...--......-for Franklin, Pa .
..............
263
Bluffton, Ind ....------------.-for Bluffton,
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appropriation for
Va ..........
Franklin, Va
for Franklin,
appropriation
for
Frederick, Md
for Frederick,
Md
.................
for Fremont, Ohio ..................
Va
for Front Royal,
Royal, Va......
..........
for Fulton,
Fulton, Mo.
Mo........................
for Galesburg, Ill ......................
for Gardiner,
Gardiner, Me.........
Me
..........
for
for Glasgow,
Glasgow, By
Ky..............
......
for Glenwood Springs, Colo .............
for Globe,
Globe, Ariz
Ariz ...................
for Gouverneur,
Gouverneur, N.
N. Y
Y .....
..........
for
Grand Junction, Colo
for Grand
Colo ...............
Greensburg, Ind
Lid. ...............
for Greensburg,
Greenwich, Conn ...............
for Greenwich,
Grinnell, Iowa
Iowa .............
for Grinnell,
...
Hackensack , N. J...................
J
for Hackensack
for
Hammond, La
for Hammond,
La......................
for Harrisburg, Pa.,
Pa., rent ...............
Harrisonville, Mo
Mo ..................
for Harrisonville,
for Hartford,
Hartford, Conn
Conn ....................
for Hastings,
Hastings, Mich
Mich ................
for Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, Bans
for
Kans .................
for Holly Springs,
Springs, Miss
Miss ...............
Y
for Hoosick
Hoosick Falls, N.
N. Y...............
Hornell, N.
Y ......................
for Hornell,
N. Y
Mich.
for Houghton, Mich...................
Tenn
for Humboldt, Tenn...............
for Huntington, Ind
Lad ...................
for Huntington,
Huntington, W. Va.,
Va., rent, etc...
etc....
for Indiana,
Indiana, Pa
Pa.. .................
for
for Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Ind ..............
for
Jackson, Mich
for Jackson,
Mich ......................
...
for
Jacksonville Fla
for Jacksonville,
Fla ..................
.
for
Jamestown, N.
N. Dak
for Jamestown,
Dak
..........
for Jasper, Ala ...................
for Jersey
Jersey City, N.
N. JJ
...............
for Kalispell, Mont
................
for Kendallville,
Kendallville, Ind ................
for Keokuk, Iowa
Iowa ......................
mat
for Kirksville, Mo.,
Mo., reat
............
Tenn ..
for Knoxville, Tenn
..............
for Laconia,
Laconia, N. H ....................
for Lakeland, Fla.
Fla....................
By
for Lancaster, Ky.....................
for Lancaster,
Lancaster, S. C
C .................
Men ................
for Las Cruces,
Cruces, N. Mex
for Lewistown,
Lewistown, Pa
Pa......................
for Lincoln, Nebr
Nebr.................
rent
rent........................
for Little Falls, Minn
Minn ..............
Haven, Pa
for Lock Haven,
Pa ...............
Logan, Ohio
for Logan,
Ohio ...................
for Los Angeles, Cal ......
..........
for Lyons, N. Y
Y............
...........
McComb, Miss ..
for McComb,
................
for McKees
McBees Rocks, Pa
Pa.................
Madison, S.
Dak ..................
for Madison,
S. Dak
Madisonville, By
for Madisonville,
Ky ..............
for Maquoketa, Iowa ...................
for Marion,
Marron, By
Ky ....
.................
Marion, S,
C ..-.-...............
for Marion,
S, C
for Marlin, Tex
Tex ...
...............
for Marquette, Mich ...............
for Martin, Tenn
Tenn.................
for
Term
for Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn...............
for
Pa
for Media,
Media, Pa.....................
for Memphis, Tenn ....-............
for
for Mena
Mena. Ark
Ark ....................
for Merrill, Wis ...................
for Middletown,
Middletown, Conn .................
for Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio ..................
for
for Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, Wis
Wis...............
for Minden,
Minden, La
La ...................
for Miasaula,
Minoula, Mont.,
Mont., rent
rent..............
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appropriation for
Mo
266
appropriation
for Moberly,
Moberly, Mo............
266
rent
266
rent..........
...............
266
for
Pa
267
for Monessen,
Monessen, Pa......................
267
for
267
for Monongahela,
Monongahela, Pa
Pa..................
267
267
for
J
for Montclair,
Montclair, N.
N. J-...................
267
for
267
for Montevideo,
Montevideo, Mimi
Minn.................
267
for
267
for Moultrie,
Moultrie, Ga
Ga.......................
267
267
for
Ill .................
for Mount
Mount Carmel,
Carmel, Ill
267
for
267
for Murray,
Murray, Ky
Ky .......................
267
for
Muskegon, Mich....................
Mich
267
for Muskegon,
267
267
for Nacogdoches,
Nacogdoches, Tex
Tex
for
.................
267
Nashville, Tenn ...................
267
for Nashville,
267
267
for Naugatuck,
Naugatuck, Conn
Conn....................
267
Tex
267
for Navasota,
Navasota Tex......................
267
for Neenah,
Wis
267
for
Neenah, Wis......................
267
Ind., rent----.........
rent
267
for New
New Albany,
Albany, Ind.,
267
267
for Newark,
Newark, N. JJ ......................
267
for
267
for New Braunfels, Tex .................
267
Newburyport, Mass
267
for Newburyport,
Mass.................
267
for
Newcastle, Wyvo.....................
Wyo
267
for Newcastle,
267
for
Conn ..................
267
for New Haven,
Haven, Conn
267
for
New
Orleans,
La.,
customhouse
and
for New Orleans, La., customhouse and
post office.........................
office
267
267
for
267
for Newport, R.
R. I
I......................
267
rent .............................
267
rent
267
for New York, N. Y., assay office
267
office-......
267
for
267
for Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va
Va........................
267
for Oklahoma
Okla
267
Oklahoma City,
City, Okla...............
267
for Olney, Ill ..........................
267
267
for Omaha, Nebr
267
Nebr.................
267
for Oneida, N.
N Y......................
Y
267
267
for Oneonto, N. Y..
Y
267
................
267
267
for Opelika, Ala
Ala.......................
267
267
for Orange, Tex ........................
267
for Orlando, Fla .......................
267
267
for Owego, N. Y.......................
Y
267
267
for Paintsville, By
267
Ky......................
267
267
for Palatka,
Palatka Fla
Fla.....................
267
267
for Peoria,
Peoria, 11.1
hl.
.................
267
267
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa., post office,
office, etc
etc.....
267
for Pikeville,
267
Pikeville, By
Ky......................
267
for
Pa
267
for Phoenixville,
Phoenixville, Pa....................
267
for Pittsburgh,
Pa
267
Pittsburgh, Pa.......................
267
for Pittston, Pa..................
Pa
267
267
267
for Portland, Oreg
Oreg......................
267
for Pottatown
Pa......................
Pottstown, Pa
268
268
Ark
268
for Prescott, Ark......................
268
for Pulaski,
Pulaski, Va
268
Va........................
268
for Putnam,
Putnam, Conn .....................
268
268
for Quincy,
Quincy, Ill
06
for
Ill .........................
2688
for Quitman
Quitman, Ga
268
Ga.......................
268
N. Men
268
for Raton, N.
Mex......................
268
Mass.....................
for Reading, Mass
268
268
for Red Bluff, Cal.....................
Cal
268
268
for Redfield, S. Dak....................
Dak
268
268
for Rhinelander,
268
Rhinelander, Wis ..................
268
Richfield, Utah
for Richfield,
268
Utah........
........
268
for Richmond, Va.....................
Va
268
268
for Ridgway,
268
Ridgway, Pa ..................
268
for Rockville, Conn............--...
Conn
268
268
for Rogers, Ark........................
Ark
268
268
for Roseburg, Oreg ................
268
268
for Rumford, Me
268
Me......................
268
for Saco, Me
268
Me.... .....................
268
for Saginaw,
Mich
268
Saginaw, Mich.....................
268
for Swint
Fla_
268
Saint Augustine,
Augustine, Fla...............
268
for
Oreg.
268
for Saint
Saint Johns,
Johns Oreg..................
268
for Saint Johnsbury,
268
Johnsbury, Vt
Vt .............
268
268
for Saint Joseph,
Mo
Joseph Mo................
268
Mo., post office-.......
for Saint Louis,
Lours, Mo.,
office
268
268
for Saint Marys, Ohio
268
Ohio..................
268
for Saint Paul,
Minn
268
Paul, Minn...-...............
268
for Saint Peter, Minn ...................
268
268
for Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Fla................
268
268
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appropriation
for Salamanca,
Salamanca, N.
N Y.......
Y
appropriation for
268
268
for Salisbury,
for
Salisbury, bid
Md
......
..........
..
268
268
for San
Pedro, Cal
for
San Pedro
Cal.................
..
268
268
for
Fe, N.
Men
for Santa
Santa Fe,
N. Mex.................
268
268
for Saranac
Saranac Lake,
for
Lake, N.
N. Y
Y ..............
268
268
for Savanna,
Savanna, Ill
for
Ill......................
268
268
for Sayre,
Sayre, Pa
Pa .........
for
............
268
268
for Seymour,
Cons ..................
for
Seymour, Conn
268
268
for
for Seymour,
Seymour, Ind
Ind ...................
268
268
for
for Shawnee,
Okla
Shawnee, Okla
...........
....
268
268
for
N. C
for Shelby,
Shelby, N.
C....................
268
268
for
Shelbyville,
Ind
for Shelbyville, Ind................
268
268
for Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, Ky
Ky ........
for
........ .
268
for Sidney,
Sidney, Ohio
Ohio..................
268
268
for Skowhegan,
Skowhegan, Me..................
Me
for
269
269
for Somersworth,
Somersworth, N
for
N. H ...............
269
for South
Bethlehem, Pa
Pa ...............
for
South Bethlehem,
269
for South
Boston, Va
for
South Boston,
Va ................
269
for
for Southbridge,
Southbridge, Mass
Mass...................
269
for
Fork, Utah
Utah ................
for Spanish
Spanish Fork,
269
for Springfield,
for
Springfield, Ohio
Ohio
................
.
269
269
for Stamford
Stamford, Tex...................
Tex
for
269
269
for State
State College,
Pa
for
College, Pa.................
269
269
for Statesboro,
for
Statesboro, Ga
Ga ....................
269
for Stockton,
Cal
for
Stockton, Cal....................
269
for Syracuse,
N. Y
for
Syracuse, N.
Y......................
269
for
for Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash........
Wash
...........
269
269
for
Tarentum, Pa...................
Pa
for Tarentum,
269
for
Taylorville, Ill
for Taylorville,
Ill ..................
269
269
for Terre
Haute, Ind..................
Ind
for
Terre Haute,
269
269
for Thomasville,
Thomasville, N.
N. C
C.......-.........
269
for Titusville,
Titusville, Pa........
Pa
..........
269
269
for
Wis ....................
269
for Tomah,
Tomah, Wis
269
for Tullahoma,
for
Tullahoma, Tenn
Tenn ..............
269
269
for
Tulsa, Okla.....................
Okla
for Tulsa,
269
269
Idaho ................
269
for Twin
Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho
269
Unionville, Mo
for Unionville,
Mo ..................
269
269
City, N.
N Dak
269
for Valley City,
Dak ..............
269
269
for Vancouver,
for
Vancouver, Washe.
Wash ................
269
for Van
Van Wert,
for
Ohio
269
Wert, Ohio...................
269
269
for
S. Dak
Dak ...............
269
for Vermilion
Vermilion, S.
269
for
Vineland
N.
j
for Vineland, N. J ...................
269
269
for Wahoo,
for
Wahoo, Nebr.........
Nebr
...........
.
269
269
for Walden,
Walden, N
269
for
N. Y
Y ......................
for Warrenton,
Va ..................
269
for
Warrenton, Va.
269
for Washington,
Washington, D.
for
Interior DepartDepartD. C.,
C., Interior
269
ment offices
offices ....................
ment
269
269
Winder Building ..................
269
270
Hygienic
270
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory ...............
269
Ind...................
269
for Washington, Ind
269
for
Washington, Iowa
for Washington,
Iowa....................
269
269
for
Court House,
for Washington
Washington Court
House, Ohio
Ohio......
269
269
269
for Waterloo,
Waterloo, N.
N. Y ...................
9
69
Waynesboro, Va ...................
269
for Waynesboro,
269
for Waynesburg,
269
Waynesburg, Pa ...................
269
for Waynesville,
Waynesville, N. C
C..................
269
269
for
W Va..................
Va
for Wellsburg,
Wellsburg, W.
269
269
for
Wenatchee, Wash
Wash ...................
for Wenatchee
269
269
269
for
Wheeling, W.
W. Va
Va .................
for Wheeling,
269
N. C..................
for Wilkesboro
Wilkesboro, N.
C
269
for Willow, Cal
...............
.
..-. 269
269
269
for Wilmington,
269
Wilmington, N. C...............-..
C
270
270
rent .......................-...270
Wilmington, Ohio.-............---270
for Wilmington,
Ohio
270
Winnemucca, Nev .................
270
for Winnemucca,
270
270
for Woodbury,
Woodbury, N. JJ. .................270
270
III ...................for
Woodstock, Ill
for Woodstock,
270
270
Okla.................for Woodward,
Woodward, Okla
270
270
for Worcester,
Worcester, Mass
Mass ....................
270
........
270
for Yoakum,
Yoakum, Tex..........
Tex
270
270
Ypsilanti, Mich ..................
for Ypsilanti,
270
270
construction, etc.,
etc., quarantine
for construction,
quarantine stations
stations
270
270
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation _..........
for
for heating,
heating,
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for
271
hoisting, etc....................
.
271
etc
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appropriation for
appropriation
for vaults
and safes,
safes, etc.....
etc
271
vaults and
271
expenses, skilled employees,
for general
general expenses,
employees,
etc., Office
Office of
Supervising Architect.
271
etc.,
of Supervising
Architect.
271
for additional pay
pay to Supervising
Supervising ArchiArchitect...........................
tact
271
271
tect
-271
for superintendents,
superintendents, inspectors,
etc., on
inspectors, etc.,
on
buildings
271
buildings..........................
271
for
mechanical labor
force
271
for mechanical
labor force..............
271
for contingent expenses,
etc
272
expenses materials,
materials, etc..
272
for commissions to architects.
architects ..........
272
272
for operating force; employees
employees specified.
specified
272
272
repairs..............
for furniture
furniture and repairs
273
273
for operating
for
operating supplies;
supplies; fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, water,
water,
......
etc .
273
....................
273
for Supervising Architect,
etc ....... 79,
1084
Architect, etc
79,1084
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for Aberdeen,
Aberdeen,
Wash...
Wash
16
..........................
16
for Aledo,
Ill
16
for
Aledo, Ill
........
................
16
for Alliance,
Nets16
for
Alliance, Nebr.
.................
16
for
Anoka, Minn.
16
for Anoka,
Minn ...
...............
..
16
for
Antigo, Wis
16
for Antigo,
Wis........
.......
..
16
for
Ashland, Ky
16
for Ashland,
Ky ........
....
16
for Ashland,
Ashland, Ohio
16
Ohio.............
. ... .
16
for Attleboro,
Attleboro, Mass
16
Mass ..................
.
16
for Aurora,
Aurora, Nebr
16
Nebr..
........... .
.
.
16
for Bakersfield,
Cal ...............
16
for
Bakersfield, Cal
...
16
for
Ga
16
for Barnesville,
Barnesville, Ga...............
.
16
Fla...................
for Bartow
Bartow, Fla
16
16
for Basin,
Basin, Wyo......................
16
16
City, Tex.....................
Tex.
16
for Bay City,
16
for Bayonne,
Bayone, N.
N. J.....................
J
16
16
for Beardstown,
Ill
17
Beardtown, I....................
17
for
for Beaufort,
17
Beaufort, S.
S. C.
C....................
17
for Beeville,
Beevile, Tex.....................
for
Tex
17
17
Tex...................
for Belton, Tex.
17
17
for Berlin, N.
N 11
17
H....................
17
for Binghamton, N.
N. Y
Y...................
17
17
for Birmingham,
Birmingham, Ala.................
Ala..
17
17
for Blackwell,
Blackwell, Okla
Okla ..................
17
17
for Boston,
Mass.,
Boston, Maas., rent ..................
824
824
Brenham, Tex
for Brenham,
17
Tex......................
17
for Buckhannon,
Buckhannon, W.
for
Va
17
W. Va...............
17
for
17
for Burlington,
Burlington, N.
N. C
C ....................
17
for Burlington,
Burlington, Wis
for
Wis ....................
17
17
Mo ......................
for Butler, Mo
17
17
for Caribou, Me
Me ......................
17
.
17
for Chadron, Nebr
17
Nebr ......................
17
for Chapel Hill, N. C
C ..................
17
17
for Charles
Charles City, Iowa .................
17
17
for Charlotte, Mich
Mich ....................
17
17
Cleveland, Ohio ...................
for Cleveland,
29
29
for
Cody, Wyo
Wyo ......................
17
for Cody,
17
for
C,ohoes, N.
Y ...........--.......
17
for Cohoes,
N. Y
17
for
for Columbia,
Columbia, S.
S. C...................
C
17
17
for
Commerce, Tex
Tex ..................
17
for Commerce,
17
for Cordova, Alaska
17
Alaska ...................
17
for De Land,
Fla .....................
17
Land, Fla
17
for Dickinson,
17
for
Dickinson, N
N. Dak
Dak ................
17
for
Ariz
17
for Douglas,
Douglas, Ariz........
............
17
for
Mich ..................
17
for Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich
17
for Dubois,
Dubois, Pa
Pa ...--..................
17
for
17
for Durango,
Durango, Colo..................
Colo
for
.17 17
for East
East Orange,
17
for
Orange, N.
N. JJ................
17
for Ellensburg,
Wash ..........
17
for
Ellensburg, Wash
........
17
for El
Paso, Tex
Tex .....................
17
El Paso,
17
for Elyria,
17
for
Elvria, Ohio
Ohio -...........
........
17
for
Falls City,
17
for Falls
City, Nebr
Nebr. .................
17
for
Farmville,
Va
17
for Farmville, Va .................
..
17
for Fordyce,
Fordyce,Ark
Ark...
17
for
.................
17
for
Fort
Atkinson,
Wis
17
for Fort Atkinson, Wis -....-.........
17
for
Fort
Morgan,
Colo
17
for Fort Morgan, Colo ..................
17
for
Franklin,
Va
17
for Franklin, Va...............
......
17
for Frederick,
Md ........................
17
for
Frederick, Md
17
for Fremont,
Ohio ..............
17
for
Fremont, Ohio
........ 17
for
FUlton, Mo.
Mo
17
for Fulton,
....................
.
17
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deficiency
17
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Gallatin,
Gallatin, Tenn
Tenn.
17
17
for Garden City, Kans
Kans..................
17
Me ............
17
for Gardiner,
Gardiner, Me
.....
17
for
Girard,
Kans
17
for Girard, Kans ...............
...
17
for Glasgow,
Glasgow, Ky ..................
17
17
Glenwood, Iowa ....................
17
for Glenwood,
17
17
for Globe, Ariz ...................
17
17
for Gouverneur,
Gouverneur, N.
N. Y
Y .................
17
for
Iowa ....................
17
for Grinnell,
Grinnell, Iowa
17
for Hackensack,
17
Hackensack, N. JJ..................
17
for
17
for Hammond,
Hammond, La ......................
17
for Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, Kans ....................
17
17
Honey Grove,
Grove, Tex
18
for Honey
Tex .............
18
quarantine stafor Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, quarantine
station
803
tion...............................
803
Hoopeston, III..................
Ill
18
for Hoopeston,
18
Hornell, N.
N. Y
18
for Homell,
Y......................
18
Tenn
18
for Humboldt, Tenn...................
18
18
for Huntington, Ind
Ind ...................
18
for Jamestown,
18
Jamestown, N. Dak
Dak.................
18
.18
for Jaspar, Ala ...................
.18
for Kalispell,
Kalispell, Mont ................
18
18
for Kirksville, Mo
18
Mo .................
18
for Laconia,
N. H
18
Laconia, N.
H .......................
18
for La Crosse, Wis
824
Wis......................
824
for
18
for La Junta, Colo .................
18
for Lancaster, Ky .................
18
18
for Las Cruces, N.
N. Mex
Men .................
18
18
for Laurel, Miss
18
..................
18
for Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebr
18
Nebr ...................
18
for Little Falls, Minn
Minn ..............
18
18
for Live Oak, Fla.................
18
18
for Logan,
Logan, Ohio ........................
18
18
McComb, Miss..
18
for McComb,
...............
18
for
Madison,
S.
Dak
18
for Madison, S. Dak
...............
18
for Maquoketa,
Maquoketa, Iowa...............
Iowa
18
18
C
18
for Marion, S. C.......................
18
18
for Marlin, Tex ....................
18
for Martin, Tenn ........................
18
18
Tenn
18
for Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn....................
18
for Media, Pa .........................
18
18
for Mena, Ark
18
Ark........................
18
Merrill, Wis ........................
18
for Merrill,
18
for Middletown,
Middletown, Conn
18
Conn.................
18
for Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio
18
Ohio.................
18
for Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn.................
Minn
803
803
for Missoula, Mont
18
Mont....................
18
for Moberly,
Moberly, Mo .
18
..................
18
Montevideo, Mimi
18
for Montevideo,
Minn........ .......
18
for Mount Pleasant, Tex ............
18
18
for Mount Vernon, N.
N. 1"
18
Y ...............
18
18
for Muskegon,
Muskegon, Mich ...................
18
for Nacogdoches,
18
Nacogdoches, Tex ..................
18
for Naugatuck, Conn .................
18
18
for Navasota. Tex
18
Tex..................
18
for Neenah,
Neenah, Wis ..................
18
18
for New Braunfels, Tex ..............
18
18
Newburyport, Mass
18
for Newburyprt,
Mass ................
18
for Orlando,
Orlando, Fla
18
la....................
18
Palatka, Fla
18
for Palatka,
Fla........................
18
for Pittsburg, Tex.....................
Tex
18
18
for Pottstown, Pa................
Pa
18
18
for Pulaski, Va
18
Va....................
..-18
for
Ga
18
for Quitman,
Quitman, Ga .....................
18
for Reading, Mass
18
Mass .................
18
Redfield, S. Dak ...............
for Redfield,
18
18
for Richfield,
18
Richfield, Utah
Utah....................
18
Ridgwav, Pa ..................
for Ridgway,
18
18
for Rockville,
Conn. ..............
19
Rockvife, Conn
19
for Rogersville, Tenn ..............
803
803
19
for Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oreg ................
19
for Rumford, Me................
Me.
19
19
19
for Salamanca,
Salamanca, NY
N. Y ...............
19
J
803
for Salem, N. J.
...................
803
for Sanford, Fla......................
Fla.
19
19
•
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deficiency
appropriation for Savanna,
Ill
deficiency appropriation
19
Savanna, Ill..
19
for Seymour,
Seymour, Conn
Conn....................
19
for Shelby,
N. C......................
C
for
Shelby, N.
19
19
for
Shelbyville,
Ky
for Shelbyville, Ky...................
19
19
Ohio
for Sidney,
Sidney, Ohio.......................
19
19
Me
for Skowhegan,
Skowhegan, Me....................
19
19
Pa
for South
South Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, Pa...............
19
19
for South
South Boston,
Boston, Va
19
Va ..................
19
Tex
for Stamford,
Stamford, Tex....................
19
19
for Statesboro,
Statesboro, Ga
19
Ga ....................
19
Tarentum, Pa.....................
Pa
for Tarentum,
19
19
Taylorville, Ill ....................
for Taylorville,
19
19
for Titusville,
Titusville, Pa.....................
Pa
for
19
19
for Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho
Idaho..................
19
19
Wert,
Ohio
for Van
Van Wert, Ohio...................
19
19
for
Vancouver,
Wash
for Vancouver, Wash..................
19
19
for
Vernon,
Tex
for Vernon, Tex......................
19
19
Wahoo, Nebr.....................
Nebr.
for Wahoo,
19
for
Warrenton, Va
for Warrenton,
Va....................
19
19
for
Washington, D.
C., central
heating,
for Washington,
D. C.,
central heating,
etc., plant
etc.,
plant.........................
19
19
building for
Interior Department
office building
19
for Interior
Department
19
Bureau of
803
of Engraving and
and Printing
Printing...
803
Ga ...................
for Washington,
Washington, Ga
19
19
for Washington, Ind...................
Ind
19
Iowa .................
for Washington,
Washington, Iowa
19
19
Waterloo, N.
Y
for Waterloo,
N. Y...................
19
Valley, Miss
for Water Valley,
Miss.................
19
for Waynesville,
Waynesville, N.
N. C..................
C
for
19
Webb City, Mo....................
Mo
for Webb
19
Wellsburg, W
Va
for Wellsburg,
W. Va..................
19
19
Ga
for West Point, Ga....................
19
19
Cal
for Willow, Cal.......................
19
19
C
for Wilmington, N.
803
N. C.................
803
for Woodbury,
Woodbury, N.
N. J ...................
19
19
for Yoakum,
Yoakum, Tex .....................
19
19
for repairs and preservation........
preservation
20, 29, 824
20.29,
20
for vaults, safes, etc
etc...................
20
operating force ....................
20
for operating
20
for operating
operating supplies
20, 824
824
supplies................. 20,
fuel, lights, and water
824
for fuel,
water.............. 29,
29, 824
for furniture,
furniture, etc................29,824.
etc
29, 824. 828
828
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
29, 824.
824, 828
828
equipment......... 29.
for general
general expenses
expenses ................ 29, 824,828
824, 828
for heating
heating apparatus...................
apparatus
824
824
for assistant custodians
828
custodians anti
and janitors
janitors......
828
Augusta,
Augusta, Ga.,
for
Ga., allowed extension of time for
amount due on old post office,
office, etc
etc.,,
purchased by
by ....................
728
Calumet,
Calumet, Wis.,
Wis., mineral rights on site,
site, rereserved in
title
in title......................
37
Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio, sale of old post office.......
office.
13
13
Madison,
Madison, Wis.,
Wis., sale of present
present building,
and purchase of site and erection
erection of
new one authorized
authorized.................
742
742
National Archives
National
Archives Building, D. C.,
C., requirement for inspection,
inspection, etc., in
in Europe
repealed
repealed...........................
241
Newark, Del., exchange
Newark,
exchange of present,
present, for new
site
site...............................
60
Tex., limit of cost
Paris, Tex.,
cost increased
increased......... 1196
Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa., enlargement
enlargement authorized.
authorized.. - 1197
Pittston, Pa.,
Pa., acceptance
acceptance of site with mining rights reserved
reserved
.................
947
Public Buildings Commission
Commission created
to
created to
recommend,
recommend,
etc.,
Government
Government
owned buildings for all public offices,
offices,
etc., in
in District of Columbia.......
etc.,
Columbia
...
328
new site
site and
Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio, purchase
purchase of
of new
and
construction authorized ............
construction
14
appropriation for
appropriation
for ......................
14
14
sale o0
occupancy of
of present building on occupancy
of
new
new..............................
14
14
York, Pa., sale of present, authorized
authorized......
444
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Public
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Buildings and Grounds,
Grounds, D. C.,
Page.
appropriation for additional
appropriation
additional pay, officer
officer in
in
charge.........................
charge
628
28
for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks, etc.,
etc., office
of
...................
of.
93, 1097
..........
93,1097
for foremen, gardeners,
gardeners, etc
etc. .........
93, 1097
93,1097
for watchmen, etc..................
etc
93,
1097
93,1097
for watchman,
Washington's birthwatch man,
birthplace .........
..........
93, 1097
for contingent expenses, uniforms, etc
etc. 93,
1097
93,1097
amount from District revenues.
revenues..... 93,1097
improvement and care of parks, etc..
for improvement
etc_
289
Monument grounds, etc ............ 289
for Monument
for Potomac
Potomac Park ....................
289
289
for maintaining
for outoutmaintaining portions of
of parks
parks for
door sports ....
290
................
290
for Meridian Hill Park, etc
etc..............
290
290
for old reservoir, Wisconsin Avenue and
and
R Street; added to park system....
system
290
290
for improving Rawlins Park
Park............ 290
290
for extending
extending sea wall, Potomac Park...
Park
290
290
Easbys Point sewer.................
sewer
290
290
for field house, East Potomac
Potomac Park.......
Park
290
290
etc., Library
Library grounds
for trees, etc.,
290'
grounds... .....
290
grounds of Capitol, and Senate
Senate and
House Office Buildings............
Buildings
290
290
for Executive
Executive Mansion grounds.........
grounds
290
290
for employing engineer,
engineer,. etc...........
etc
290
290

for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc. Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion ....
290
290
etc..............
for fuel, greenhouses,
greenhouses, etc
290
290
for travel expenses of President
President. ........
290
290
for lighting Executive Mansion, etc.
290
etc. -...
290
public
public grounds
' .................
291
...
291
for heating offices,
offices, greenhouses,
greenhouses, etc.....
etc
291
291
for telegraph,
telegraph, Capitol, Departments, etc
etc.
291
for Washington
Washington Monument ..........
291
Abraham
for repairs, building
building where Abraham
Lincoln
Lincoln died ........
291
............
.....
maintenance, Wakefield,
Wakefield, Va .........
for maintenance,.
291
for Grant Memorial ...............
291
.....
291
for Lincoln Memorial....................
Memorial
291
for new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge .
...............
291
for
for Arington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater...
Amphitheater
292
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Col. William
W. Harts
Harts.........................
809
for operating expenses,
expenses, Plaza fountains..
fountains
810
810
lighting, etc
etc. .......................
for lighting,
810
810
"Titanic" Memorial,
erection of "Titanic"
Memorial, authorized; site, etc ....................
1046
1046
new memorial
memorial to Admiral Dupont, etc..
etc
944
944
memorial
fountain to Alfred Noble may be
memorial fountain
grounds..........
erected on public
public grounds
65
officer in charge,
charge, designated
designated on Public
Buildings Commission .........
.. 328
use of reservations, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted for inaugural
augural ceremonies,
ceremonies, 1917 .........
901
Public Buildings
Buidings Commission,
Commission,
Public
created
Government-owned
created to provide Government-owned
quarters for all public offices,
offices, etc...
etc_..
328
quarters
328
composition
composition of; from Senate
Senate and House
committees .......................
328
Superintendent
Capitol ........
Superintendent of the Capitol...
328
officer in charge of buildingsand
buildings and grounds,
grounds,
328
D.C.............................
D. C.
328
328
Architect .................
Supervising Architect.
employees........
328
chairman; expert, etc.,
etc., employees
assistance of Commission
Commission of Ewe
Arts
Pine Arts....
328
to ascertain
ascertain requirements
requirements for the public
service in District of Columbia....
328
328
location; sites; costs,
costs, etc
328
etc..............
329
appropriation for all expenses............
appropriation
expenses
final =
report not later than January
329
January 1,
1918.
1, 1918
Public
Public Clarage,
aliens likely to become
become a, excluded
excluded admis876
sion ............................
876
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Stations, D. C.,
IPublic
Public Convenience Stations,
Page,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance.........
appropriation
maintenance
691,1020
691,
1020
for new station,
station, Eighth Street
Street NW., south
south
of F
F Street
1020
...........
........ 1020
Public Deposits,
Public
Deposits,
declared acceptable
farm loan
loan bonds declared
acceptable sesecurity for ........................
380
380
Public Health, International
InternationalOffice
Office of,
appropriation
appropriation for annual quota.
quota .....
258,1053
258,1053
Public Health Service,
Public
Service,
appropriation for Surgeon General,
appropriation
General, clerks,
etc
.....
...............
etc..
84,1088
for Hygienic Laboratory, building, etc..
etc..
270
270
for medical officers
officers and pharmacists.....
pharmacists
278
additional
additional assistant
assistant surgeons.........
surgeons
278
noncommissioned officers............
for noncommissioned
officers
278
278
for all other employees
278
employees ................
278
transportation, etc...........
for freight, transportation,
etc
278
278
for fuel, lights, water, etc................
etc
278
278
for supplies, etc.,
etc., depot ...............
278
for Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory, .............
278
278
for maintenance
maintenance of hospitals
hospitals ..........
278
278
admission
admission of cases for study .........
278
278
for outside treatment,
etc
278
treatment, etc...............
278
for medical inspection
inspection of immigrants...
immigrants
278
278
quarantine service
for quarantine
service ...............
278
278
for prevention
prevention of epidemics
279
epidemics..........
279
for field
field investigation
public health
health
investigation of
of public
matters..........................
matters
279
279
for interstate quarantine
quarantine service
279
service........ 279
for
studies,
etc.,
for
etc., of rural sanitation
sanitation.....
279
279
for
for study of pellagra....................
pellagra
279
279
for
regulating sale of
for regulating
of viruses,
etc
279
viruse, etc......
279
for
assistant surgeons,
for assistant
surgeons, additional.......
additional. _.....
440
440
for interstate quarantine
quarantine service,
service, additional ............................
440
440
deficiency
appropriation for outside
deficiency appropriation
outside treatment,
etc....................
ment, etc
21,
28, 828
21,28,828
for studies
studies in rural sanitation,
sanitation, etc......
etc
.
21
21
for
for prevention
prevention of epidemics
28
epidemics ...........
28
for expenses
expenses .
824
............
.............
24 ,
details abroad of officers of, in connection
Immigration Act
with Immigration
Act ............
892
892
examination of diseased
diseased alien seamen, etc.,
in port, by officer
officer of................
of
896
896
home
home for lepers
lepers to be administered
administered by....
by
872
872
regulations
regulations for admission,
admission, treatment, etc
873
etc. 873
additional pay to officers
additional
serving in
in ....
873
officers serving
873
appropriation for all expenses
appropriation
expenses..........
873
873
lighthouse keepers and assistants
assistants to receive
receive
free treatment at hospitals, etc.....
etc
538
538
officers of, to make
officers
make physical
physical and mental
examination
examination of alien
alien immigrants....
immi' grants.—
885
885
experts
experts for examination
examination of mental defects
..............................
885
885
sale of old marine
marine hospital,
hospital, Cleveland,
Cleveland,
Ohio.........................
Ohio
390
390
construction of new
construction
new building from
from proproceeds.............................
ceeds
390
Public
Public Lands,
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistant.
awlstont,
appropriation
clerks, etc
etc. ...................... 99,
1103
clerks,
99,1103
for surveyors
surveyors general,
general, etc..........
etc
103, 1107
103,
1107
for registers and
and receivers...............
receivers
298
298
contingent expenses
for contingent
expenses .............
299
299
999
for depositing moneys ................
299
expenses, timber
depredations
299
for expenses,
timber depredations.....
299
299
for protecting,
protecting, from
from fraudulent
fraudulent entries...
entries...
for
299
299
claims, etc
for swamp-land
swamp-land claims,
etc.
............ 299
for protecting,
etc., Oregon
Oregon and
and Califorfor
protecting, etc.,
Califor299
nia railroad
railroad lands.
lands .................
nia
299
299
for hearings in land entries .............
99
299
for
plats of
of surveys
surveys ........
for reproducing
reproducing plats
299
300
for restoring
restoring lands
in
national
forests....
lands in national forests....
300
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Lands-Continued.
Public
Lands—Continued.
Public Lands-Continued.
Page. 1Public
homestead entries; settlers
on lands
lands reappropriation
for opening
reservahomestead
settlers on
reappropriation for
opening Indian
Indian reservaserved for Navajo
Reserva300
served
Navajo Indian Reservations; reimbursable
reimbursable ...............
for surveying
surveying .........................
300
Ariz., allowed,
allowed, etc
504
504
300
tion, Ariz.,
etc..........
reclamations projects, assignments
abandoned military reservations,
301
in reclamations
for abandoned
reservations, etc
etc.
assignments
301
for expenses,
expenses, affecting
confirmed;
conditions
for
confirmed; conditions.............
65
affecting withdrawn
withdrawn oil
oil
lands..............................
lands
312
patents to settlers of Wind
Wind River
River ReserReserWyo., unable
unable to
vation, Wyo.,
deficiency appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
to secure
secure water;
water;
expenses ......................
30, 825
825
conditions. .......................
341
expenses
conditions
341
. 30,
for hearings in land entries .............
30
settlers allowed credit for
residence time
30
for residence
time
for surveying
surveying .......................... 30,
Mexican border,
30, 825
825
in military
military service
service on
on Mexican
for classification,
classification, etc., Northern Pacific
Pacific
671
etc .........................
671
grant
817
817
grant....................................
homestead entry confirmed,
M
confirmed, of Charles M.
for Joseph
Joseph C. Auld ..
817
..
........... . 817
Hickerson.........................
Hickerson
155
for protecting, etc
825
..
..............
homestead
homestead settlers on unsurveyed
unsurveyed lands,
for restoring
restoring lands
national forests..
forests._ _
ands in national
829
allowed leave of absence ........
341
922
added to Missoula National Forest, Mont
Mont..
922
notice of claim, etc.,
etc., to be filed.........
filed
341
Pike
844
Pike National
National Forest, Colo ............. 844
homesteaders
time to
to pay
pay
homesteaders allowed
allowed further
further time
Rocky Mountain
National Park, Colo
Colo_ ..
_
916
Mountain National
for Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Reserva916
and Arapahoe
ReservaTeton National Forest, Wyo.............
Wyo
515
tion, Okla.,
ceded lands .........
937
515
Okla., ceded
937
Whitman National
National Forest, Oreg
Oreg.........
852
Indian Reservation,
Mont_
994
Fort Peck Indian
Reservation, Mont....
994
Wyoming National
Wyo
516
National Forest, Wyo........
516
homesteaders having
having leas
than a
a quarter
quarter
less than
authorized to Colorado
Colorado and
additions of, authorized
section allowed
and
allowed additional
additional entry
entry to
to
848
Pike National Forests in Colorado_.
Colorado..
obtain enlarged homestead;
848
homestead; rereagricultural lands
lands in abandoned
abandoned military
agricultural
striction ..........................
925
striction
925
reservations,
opened to
reservations, Nevada, opened
Cal_
land district established,
established, Imperial, Cal....
226
homestead and desert land entries;
homestead
Minnesota, sold for
drainage assessment
assessment
Minnesota,
for drainage
conditions ........................
518
conditions
518
charges, etc ......
722
722
............
coal lands in school sections of ceded Fort
opened to homestead
homestead entry, forfeited
opened
forfeited OreBerthold Reservation,
flak., to
Reservation, N.
N. Dak.,
Railroad land
gon and California Railroad
land
be appraised, etc ................
1131
grants ...........................
219
grants
219
desert land entries may be made by appli- •
patent to John L. Sevy in
in exchange for
for
cants who have enlarged
homesteads.
enlarged homesteads.
946
lands in National
National forests .........
340
desert land entrymen in Riverside
Riverside County,
private land claims
in California,
California, to
be surprivate
claims in
to be
surCal., allowed extension
extension of time for
veyed, etc., on
of fees
fees by
on deposit
deposit of
by
final proofs, etc ...................
49
claimants ...................
995
995
etc., springs, water
developing, locating, etc.,
water
punishment for
representations to
punishment
for false representations
to ininholes, etc., on arid and desert
518
desert......
518
tending purchasers,
purchasers, settlers, etc., as
expenditure
authorized.................
expenditure authorized
518
to location, etc ..
936
..............
936
punishment
punishment for injuring,
injuring, etc...........
etc
518
purchasers
purchasers of
of ceded
ceded Umatilla Reservation,
Reservation,
disposition of reserved
reserved lands, abandoned
abandoned
Oreg., lands to have patent
patent if useful
Oreg.,
Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military
Military ReservaReservafor
923
for grazing
grazing only ..............
923
tion, Mont ......................
739
739
relinquishment
grant lands.
relinquishment of railroad
railroad grant
lands, to
enlarged homesteads; entries of nonconIndians in Arizona,
Mexico,
Indians
Arizona, New Mexico,
tiguous land to complete
complete former
and California, extended
extended for
for two
two
entry .........
.......................
344
years
48
years..........................
Idaho.,
Idaho., entry of noncontiguous
noncontiguous lands alrevocation
revocation of grant to Twin Falls, Idaho,
Idaho,
lowed .............................
724
for reservoir
reservoir
912
................
912
exchange
Nebeker, to add to
exchange with Aquila Nebeker,
companies or
drainrights of way to
to ditch companies
or drainCache National
National Forest .............
94'2
Cache
922
age districts
districts through
through ............... 1197
1197
North Dakota, for dry land experiment
experiment
control of Government
Government or State not instation .........................
344
terfered with ..................
1197
1197
Wyoming, authorized .................
64
64
sale, etc.,
abandoned milietc., in designated abandoned
grant to Duchesne,
Utah
389
Duchesne, Utah ................
389
reservations, Wash.,
tary reservations,
()cenWash., to
to occuColo., for water reservoirs,
Durango, Colo.,
reservoirs, modts
pants.......................
342
ified ...........................
62
62
343
to Pierce
ierce County .................
343
Flandreau,
Flandreau, S. Dak.,
flak., for public park, etc
etc.
524
near Belton, Mont.,
Mont., for hotel..........
hotel
994
994
Gunnison
Gun nison County, Colo.,
Colo., for public
public park
park.
520
Great Northern Railway
for
Railway Company
Company for
Kansas for game preserve.
preserve ............
233
terminal, in Montana
Montana ..............
940
terminal,
940
Myton,
..........................
Myton, Utah
389
settlers on unsurveyed
unsurveyed lands in Northern
Northern
Nebraska
Nebraska University
University for dry land exPacific grant
grant prior
prior to
July 1,
1913,
Pacific
to July
1, 1913,
periments ......................
periments
1130
1130
accorded
accorded patents, etc ..............
946
946
Oregon for public park, etc............
etc
505
lieu lands to Company
Company in
946
in Was
Washington...
946
California Railroad
Oregon and California.
Railroad Com640 acres
of desigdesigstock raising
raising entries of 640
acres of
pany, revested
revested in
in United
United States....
States
218
218
nated, authorized............
authorized
862
diposition of lands .....
disposition
219
................ 219
surface
surface agricultural
agricultural entries allowed on
on surPortland, Oreg.,
Oreg., for public park
Portland,
60
park......... 60
plus coal lands of Indian reservaSalida,
Salida, Colo., for public park uses......
uses
915
915
tions opened
opened to settlement
settlement .........
944
homestead
Alaska;
homestead entries allowed in Alaska;
swamp
swamp land patents, etc.,
etc., issued to Florida,
former entries not
352
not a
a bar
bar ............
352
on Key Biscayne
Biscayne .............
995
prior claims not affected
affected ..............
352
time extended
extended for
time
for filing
filing certain private
private
lands excepted
352
excepted .......................
352
cLaims
342
land claims-..........
342
Flathead Indian
Indian timber lands, Mont
Mont....
139
payments by entry,
entrymen
men on former
former Fort
designated,
342
designated, in
in Glacier
Glacier Park,
Park, allowed
allowed-...
342
Niobrara Reservation, Nebr
514
Niobrara
Nebr.......
514
purchasers of ceded lands at designated
purchosers
designated
segregating,
etc., under Carey Act, by
segrega
g, etc.,
price ............................
926
Ron
n.. .------942
942
.
---...............................
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townsite lands, Newell,
Newell, S.
Dak.; disposiS. Dak.;
disposition of unsold, etc ...............
852
852
Port Angeles, Wash.,
Wash., sales at auction of
unsold surburban
surburban lots
lots .............
740
740
withdrawals
withdrawals of, containing water holes,etc.
holes,etc
865
865
lands for access to, etc
etc..................
865
865
stock driveways, etc .................,
865
865
within State irrigation districts, subject
subject to
regulations,
506
regulations, etc.,
etc., thereof
thereof ............
506
Public
Library, D.
D. C., Free,
Public Library,
Park
Free, and Takoma Park
Branch,
Branch,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries .............. 680,1008
680,1008
for Sunday
and holiday
681,1009
Sunday and
holiday opening
opening.... 681,1009
for books,
books fuel,
fuel,, etc..................
etc
681,
1009
681,1009
Public
Division, Treasry
Public Moneys Division,
Treasury DepartDepartment,
ment,
appropriation
etc... 79,1084
appropriation for chief of
of division, etc...
79,1084
Publc Printer
Printer(see also Government
Public
Government Printing
Office),
Office),
appropriation for Deputy,
etc
329
appropriation
Deputy, clerks,
clerks, etc......
329
to remove printing machinery,
machinery, etc.,
etc., from
from
rooms assigned to Department of
State ............................ 1083
1083
office abolished
abolished ..................
1083
branch office
1083
Public Printing
Printingand
Public
Binding,
andBinding,
appropriation for Government
appropriation
Government Printing
Office, salaries ..................
329
329
for paying salaries for
329
for holidays
holidays .........
329
for leaves of absence.................
absence
329
329
329
for expenses of .........................
329
for Congress
330
Congress......................... 330
executive departments, etc.........
for executive
etc
330
division of allotments; restriction
restriction ...
331
certificate of necessity
certificate
necessity of work required; exceptions.................
quired;
exceptions
337
331
authority
authority of Congress
Congress for other printing.
332
in
g ..............................
details prohibited unless expressly authorized
thorized by law....................
law
332
expenditures to be equitably
all expenditures
charged to
charged
to work
work executed
executed.......... 332
332
for salaries
salaries and expenses, Superintendent of Documents
Documents................
332
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for Patent Office
Office.. 3,27
3,27
for holidays
.....................
. 27,822
27,822
for leaves
leaves of absence, Government
Government PrintPrinting Office
Office .....................
27,822
for Department
Department of Labor ..............
27
27
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission....
Commission
27
for Court of Claims ...................
27
for piuveedings,
proceedings, etc., Second Scientific
Congress...........................
Congress
802
802
for Library of Congress..................
Congress
822
822
branch office in State, War, and Navy Department
partment Building
Building abolished
abolished....... 1083
printing ordered; final reports
reports of
of CommisCommission on Industrial Relations........
E41011
Relations
59
index of reports of Chief of Engineers,
411
1866-1917 ......................
etc., of
flood
reports on examinations, etc.,
of flood
control, Mississippi
Sacramento
Missisaippi and Sacramento
951
Rivers.........................
Rivers
time
tune limit for furnishing
furnishing copy and proofs
for
reports
for annual reports..................
336
printing and delivery
delivery ...................
336
not applicable
applicable to Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution, Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, or
Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency........
Currency
336
Public Roads and
and Rural
Public
Rural Engineering
Engineering Office,
Office,
Department
Agriculture,
Department of
of Agriculture,
471, 1160
appropriation
appropriation for salaries ............ 471,1160
472,1160
for expense
expenses of inquiries, etc......
etc
etc
472,1161
for methods materials,
materials, etc.......
472,1161
for chemical, etc., investigations ..... 472,1161
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Public
Rural Engineering
Engineering Office,
Office, Pane.
Public Roads and
and Rural
Page.
Department of Agriculture-Contd.
Department
Agriculture-Contd.
appropriation for field
experiments,
conappropriation
field experiments, con472, 1161
struction, etc .................. 472,1161
investigations ...
472,1161
for farm irrigation investigations
472,1161
for drainage
drainage of farms, swamps, etc.;
472,
1161
plans, etc ................ ....
472,1161
for investigating
investigating farm
farm domestic
domestic water
water
supplyetc...............
supply, etc
472, 1161
472,1161
for admn
administrative
472,1161
tive expenses
......... 472,
1161
for laboratory for research work, Arlington farm......................
1161
tonfarm
1161
deficiency
deficiency .appropriation
appropriation for drainage in32
32
vestagations
vestigations....................
Public
Public Schools,
Schools, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for officers
693,1021
officers..............693,1021
or attendance officers.
officers ...........
for
693,1021
693,1021
for teachers
693,1021
.. ...
........... . 693,1021
salaries of principals, directors,
directors, etc.
etc.,
rated................
rated
693,
1021
.
693, 1021
for vacation schools and playgrounds
playgrounds. 694,1022
for librarians
librarians and clerks
694,1022
clerks ..........
. 694,1022
for
longevity pay...............
pay
.
694,1022
for longevity
.
694,1022
for allowance
allowance to principals.........
principals
695,1022
695,1022
for night schools ..............
695,1022
695,1022
for kindergarten supplies ............ 695,1023
695,1023
of buildings.....
buildings
695,1023
for janitors and care
care of
695,1023
for matrons in normal,
normal, etc.,
etc., schools
1024
schools..... 1024
for smaller buildings,
buildings, rented
rooms,
rented rooms,
etc ........................
. 696,1024
696,1024
medical inspectors;
for medical
inspectors; nurses.....
nurses
696,1024
696,1024
for rent, etc.; temporary
temporary rooms,
rooms, etc
697,1024
etc.. 697,1024
for repairs and improvements......
improvements
697,1024
697,1024
training expenses
1024
for manual training
expenses...... 697,
697,1024
for fuel, light, and power.......
power
697,1024
697,1024
for furniture; additions
additions to buildings
697,1024
buildings.. 697,1024
contingent expenses
for contingent
697,1025
expenses.............. 697,1025
for paper towels,
towels, etc
1025
etc.............
...... 1025
697,1025
for pianos ......................
. 697,1025
for textbooks, etc.; flags, playgrounds,
playgrounds,
school gardens, etc
697,
1025
etc..............
697,1025
for apparatus,
apparatus, etc ...............
697,1025
for expenses,
expenses, instruction camp
camp for
for high
high
698,
1025
school cadets ...............
698, 1025
telephone system
system to
for extension of
of telephone
to
buildings
698, 1025
new buildings...............
698,
1025
for community forums, etc.,
etc., in school
buildings
buildings.......................... 1025
1025
for transporting tubercular
tubercular pupils......
pupils
1026
1026
free tuition to children
children of Army
.Army and
Navy, stationed outside
outside of the District.........................
trict
1026
1026
for buildings,
buildings, sites, etc.................
etc
698,1026
698,1026
closing streets and alleys in site for
for
Eastern High School
698
School .............
698
construction,
construction, Eastern High
School
1026
High School.... 1026
equipment, Central
Central High School....
School
1026
other sites
sites and
buildings
698,
1026
other
and buildings...........
698,1026
sites and buildings not to exceed
exceed
limit
limit of
of cost
cost..................... 699,1026
699,1026
space in Franklin
office
Franklin Building for office
use
1026
use permitted
permitted ..................
1096
soliciting
soliciting subscriptions forbidden; exexceptions...
ceptions
699,1026
...............
. 699,1026
plans,
plans, etc.,
etc., to be prepared by municipal architect
architect. ...........
nicipal
. 699,1026
699,1026
exit doors to open outward, etc....
etc
699,1026
699,1026
deficiency appropriation for
to
for addition
addition to
Powell School ....................
22
PoweU
22
for equipment,
equipment, M
School....
22
M Street
Street High
High School
....
22
for allowance to principals
806
principals ..........
806
806
for teachers .........................
806
pay
806
for longevity pay.....................
806
for contingent
806
for
contingent expensf
expenses.s. ..............
806
addition ...........
806
for Birney School.
Schooladdition
806
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Public Schools,
Schools, D.
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Page.
chief medical and sanitary
sanitary inspector to
to be
under health
health officer................
officer
696
696
duties, etc .........................
696
696
Public
Utilities,
Public Utilities,
appropriation
for
investigating
appropriation
investigating standards
standards
of measurements,
measurements, etc.,
etc., of
1116
of ....... 114,
114,1116
investigation ordered
ordered of Government
Government
ownership
ownership of, etc.,
etc., by Congressional
Congressional
joint committee .................
387
387
Public Utilities
tilities Commission,
Public
COMMiSSi071, .D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for salaries;
restriction... 680,
appropriation
salaries; restriction...
680, 1008
1008
ror
for general expenses.............
expenses
680, 1008
680,
1008
deficiency
appropriation for valuation,
deficiency appropriation
valuation,
etc.,
expenses ....................
etc., expenses.
21
21
express companies
companies excluded
excluded from jurisdiction of ......................
521
521
jurisdiction
jurisdiction excluded from Washington
Washington
and Old Dominion Railway
and
Railway and
Washington-Virginia
Washington-Virginia Railway
Railway ComCompany, except in the District
536
District........
536
operation
operation of Washington and Old Dominion
Railway outside of District, not subject to ......................
13
...
.
13
reduction in price for gas consumption,
consumption,
not to affect
affect powers of
of. ............
716
716
Public
Public Utilities
Utilities Companies,
Companies, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
to make annual payments
payments to counties
in
counties in
which operating...................
operating
232
232
Public
Public Utilities,
Utilities, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
act of legislature
legislature conferring power
to regupower to
regulate franchises,
franchises, etc., by commission
commission
of, confirmed
confirmed......................
38
38
Publications Division,
Publications
Division, Department
Department of AgriAgriculture,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries ...........
468,1156
468,1156
for general expenses;
expenses; sales
photosales of
of photographs, etc
etc.................
468,1157
468,1157
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
general expenses ............................
32
32
Pueblo, Cob.,
Pueblo,
Colo.,
terms of court at.......................
at
225
225
deputies and offices
offices at...................
at
226
226
Pueblo
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N.
Mex.
N. Mex.,
appropriation
appropriation for attorney
attorney for
141,981
for........... 141,981
no judge allowed for
972
for........................
972
Puget Sound Naval
Puget
Wash.,
Naval Station,
Station, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for automobile, naval
naval magamagazine ..........................
563
563
works....................
for public works
568
568
for public
public works; central power plant,
storage facilities,
facilities, etc
1178
etc............... 1178
for ordnance storage,
storage, naval magazine...
magazine
569
569
for naval magazine, public works....
works.... 570,
1179
570,1179
for equipping,
equipping, etc., yard to build ships
ships
for increase of the Navy
618
Navy...........
618
construction
construction of capital
capital ships forthforthwith ...........................
618
618
for fuel storage
1179
..........
.......
........ 1179
Puget
Sound, Wash.,
Puget Sound,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterway connecting
connecting Tales
and
Lakes Union
Union and
Washington with
405
with. ..................
405
Pulaski,
Pulaski, Va.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
268
building......
268
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuilding............................
ing
18
18
PurchasingAgent, Post
Purchasing
Post Office Department,
Department,
appropriation for.
appropriation
for, clerks,
105
clerks, etc.
etc ............
10
for, and chief clerk .................
1108
1108
to serve on commission to
to submit
plans
submit plans
for manufacturing
manufacturing articles
articles for the
the
Government
Government at United States penitentiaries ......................
tentiaries
819
819
PurchasinqOfficer, D.
Purchasing
C.,
D. C.,
appropriaton
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc..
etc.. 677,1004
677,1004

Pure Food
Pure
Food Law,
Page.
Page.
appropriations
expenses of
enforcappropriations for
for expenses
of enforci
ng ............................
464
,1152
ing
464,1152
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses,
enforcing
enforcing ....
32, 826
826
...............
32,
Purity Federation,
Purity
Federation, World's,
delegates to International
delegates
Congress of,
of,
International Congress
authorized......................
authorized
1134
1134
Putnam, Conn.,
Putnam,
appropriation for
public
buildin&
268
appropriation
for public building........ 268
Puuloa
Puuloa Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
transferred to the Navy
642
Navy..................
642
Puyallup
Puyallup Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
of Indians
Indians
etc., of
at ..
...... ...........
153,989
153,989
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for support, etc.,
etc.,
Indians at .......................
31
31
Pyramid
Pyramid Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Nev.,
Reservation, Nev.,
appropriation for extending, etc.,
appropriation
etc., irriga143,981
tion systems on
on ................
143,981
Pyridin,
Pyridin,
on free list..............
list
793
.............
793
Q.
Q.
Q Street Bridge, D. C.,
Q
C.,
deficiency
appropriation for construcdeficiency appropriation
construction of, across Rock
Rock Creek
21
Creek........
21
Quapaw Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for fulfilling treaty
appropriation
146,983
treaty with
with . 146,983
for probate expenses ..............
147,
147, 984
984
for common
common schools .................. 147,
147, 984
984
Quarantine
Quarantine Districts
Districts for Plant
Plant Diseases
Diseases and
and
Insect Pests,
appropriation
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
appropriation for
regulations
governing ....................
.
governing
1164
474, 1164
interstate quarantine districts
interstate
to be
districts to
be esestablished ...................
1165
...
1165
shipments
shipments from, of specified
specified plants,
plants,
etc., forbidden ..................
1165
1165
stone or quarry products, or
or other
other
sources of infestation added
1165
added......
1165
movement of specified
movement
specified plants,
plants, etc
etc.,,
subject
subject to conditions
conditions .............
1165
1165
regulations
regulations for inspection,
inspection, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
promulgated
promulgated .....................
1165
1165
hearings, etc.,
before determining;
determining; pubetc., before
public notice to be given ............
1166
1166
QuarantineDistricts,
Quarantine
Districts, Live Stock,
Stock,
appropriation
1138
appropriation for
for establishing,
establishing, etc
etc...... 450,
450,1138
Quarantine
Service,
QuarantineService,
appropriation for
appropriation
pay,etc..
278
for maintenance,
maintenance, pay,etc..
278
Quarantine
QuarantineStations,
appropriation
purchase of
Boston,
appropriation for
for purchase
of Boston,
Mass., quarantine
Mass.,
quarantine station.
270
station ........
270
for Columbia
Columbia River,
River, repairs,
repairs, etc
270
etc......
270
for Mobile, Ala.,
270
Ala., repairs,
repairs, etc
etc .........
270
for New Orleans, La., boarding vessel,
vessel,
etc ............................
270
270
preservation, etc
for repairs, preservation,
270
etc ..........
270
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for
buildfor buildings .............................
ings
in--271
271
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc .................
278
278
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Honolulu,
deficiency
Honolulu,
Hawaii,
Hawaii, wharf, etc................
etc
803
803
pier, Lewes,
Lewes, Del.,
Del., restored to
to War
War DeDepartment .........................
394
394
Quarries,
Quarries,
interstate,
etc., shipments of products
interstate, etc.,
products by,
by,
using children
children of prohibited
ages,
prohibited ages,
forbidden
forbidden ......................
675
675
punishment
punishment for
675
for........................
675
Quarry
Quarry Products,
etc.,
Products, etc.,
quarantine
quarantine on, containers
containers capable
capable of
of
carrying
carrying plant diseases, etc .......
1165
1165
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Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, Army,

appropriation
appropriation for pay of enlisted
enlisted men;
longevity
longevity.......................
for commutation,
commutation, etc.,
etc., field clerks
clerks...
service,
service, etc.,
etc., appointment of clerks
as field clerks
clerks....................
officers; longevity.........
for pay of officers;
longevity
for pay, retired pay clerks.
.
clerks...........
for loss by exchange,
exchange, disbursing agents
abroad and in Alaska ..........
for subsistence
subsistence of the Army..........
Army
for regular
regular supplies ................
fuel,'heat, and light to quarters.
quarters....
fuel
post
post bakeries, ice machines, laundries, etc ..................
schools, forage,
forage, etc .............
disallowances in accounts
disallowances
accounts of Capt.
Capt
Sam Van Leer, removed .......
stationery,
printing constationery, printing;
printing; printing
tracts
tracts...........................
use of ice machines,
machines, etc.,
etc., for
for outside
work, etc ....................
additional tent equipments,
equipments, etc.,
etc., for
for

service...................
service
expenses .................
for incidental
incidental expenses
extra-duty pay, etc..................
etc
allowance to disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
barracks
guard
guard.
----......................
furniture,
furniture, etc
..................
civilian employees, etc..............
etc
care of horses, etc
etc...................
for transportation
transportation ....................
enlisted
enlisted men on discharge,
discharge, etc ......
due land grant roads not bond aided
aided..
full pay to excepted
excepted roads
roads..........
draft animals, wagons,
wagons, drayage, etc....
etc....
vessels, transport service,
service, etc
etc........
employees
on
employees
harbor boats
boats..........
sale of transports
;transports "Meade"
"Meade" and
and
"Crook" ..
'Crook'
.....................
posts....
for water and sewer systems at posts..
amount for preparing
preparing camp sates,
sites, etc.,
etc.,
for forces drafted into service,
service, etc..
etc
for clothing, camp and garrison
garrison equipage
equipage.
sale of cloth cuttings; use of proceeds.
proceeds
exchange of machines,
exchange
machines, vehicles,
etc.
vehicles, etc..
responsibility
accounting for supresponsibility for accounting
plies,
plies, etc ...
.................
for purchase of horses ...............
limit; contracts,
standard required;
contracts, standard
required;
exception .....................
exception
restriction on polo ponies .........
for barracks and quarters
quarters..............
National Guard in service included...
included...
National
Fort Sam Houston,
Houston, Tex.,
Tex., additional
land,
etc., for supply depots, etc....
etc....
land, etc.,
Canal Zone, additional
additional shelter for
for
troops ..........................
troops.
fuel
commutation not
not
fuel and quarters commutation
allowed
allowed from
.................civilian
civilian employees.............
employees
removal of private buildings Schofield
Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii ................
etc., to specified forts, damfor repairs, etc.,
aged
aged by Gulf hurricane,
hurricane, July 5, 1916
1916.
for military post
poet exchanges ............
for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage
at posts
posts ......................
road,
road, Arlington Cemetery,
Cemetery, Va........
Va
road, Presi
io of San Francisco,
Cal
road,
Presidio
Francisco, Cal..
for roads,
Alaska....
roads, bridges,
bri, and trails, Alaska
for shelter in the Philippines.
Philippines ........
officers' quarters
quarters.
limit for officers'
...........
for post hospitals;
construction, etc
etc....
hospitals; construction,
for quarters
quarters for hospital stewards.......
stewards. .
for shooting galleries and ranges ........

Page.
Page.
624
624
626
626
626
626
626
626
627
627
629
629
630
630
630
630
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
631
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
632
633
633
633
633
633
633
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
634
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
635
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
636
637
637
637
637
637
637
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
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Quartermaster
Corps, Army-Continued.
Army--Continued.
Quartermaster Corps,
Page.
appropriation for VancouverBarracks,Wash
appropriation
VancouverBarracks,Wash
638
638
or Fort Bliss, Tex...........
for
Tex
639
i......
..
.-639
for Army War College; fuel,
fuel, etc.....
etc
.639639
for rent of buildings
buildings in District of Columbia ...
.......
.............
.........
639
for settlement of damage claims........
claims
639
639
for military posts, buildings, etc .......
285
285
for Schofield
Schofield-Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii........
Hawaii
285
for barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses.....................
fenses
... ,285
285
Coast Artillery, San Pedro, Cal .
' 285
285
for Fort Monroe, Va .......
285
....
285
for seacoast
artillery,
seacoast
Philippines and
Hawaii
286
Hawaii......................
286
for national
national cemeteries ...............
286
for headstones
headstones for soldiers' graves......
graves
286
286
for disposition of remains of officers
and
officers and
enlisted men......
men
287
............ .
287
for interment of civil employees
employees dying
abroad.......................
abroad
287
287
for removing remains from abandoned
abandoned
posts, etc
287
etc.......
..........
287
for reimbursement
reimbursement for burial expenses.
287
expenses.._ 287
reinterring, etc.,
for reinterring,
etc., remains
Orman
remain, of
of Ormm
K. Osbon........................
Osbon
287'
287'
for national parks ...................
288
288
deficiency
appropriation for subistence..
29,
deficiency appropriation
subsistence_.
45, 337, 825
supplies..... 29,
for regular
regular supplies
33, 45, 337, 825, 828
29,33,45,337,825,828
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses. 29,33,45,337,825,828
for
29, 33, 45, 337, 825, 828
forbarracksand
for
barracks and quarters 29,33,45,338,825,828
29, 33, 45, 338, 825,828
fortransportation
for transportation ......
29, 33, 45, 338, 825, 828
29,33,45,338,825,828
for headstones for soldiers'graves
soldiers '
gmves .......
29,
29
33, 825, 828
for burial of indigent soldiers...........
soldiers
29
29
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers, etc.
etc. 29,
29, 828
828
for horses ........
45,337
.................. 45,
337
for water and sewer systems at
military
at military
posts ....
.............
825
. 45, 338, 825
and garrison
for clothing, and
and camp
camp and
garrison
equipage.................... 46,
equipage
338
46,338
for pay .National Guard ordered
into
ordered into
service ..........................
337
337
for hospitals
hospitals............. .. ........ 338, 825
825
for rent, aviation section, Signal
Corps,
Signal Corps,
1917 ...................
811
......
811
for roads, walks, wharves, and drainage
drainage
at posts ...........................
825
825
825
for interned Mexican
Mexican refugees,
refugees, etc
etc...... 825
for support of families of drafted
drafted enlisted
enlisted
men, etc .........................
857
bond requirement
requirement waived for officers,
officers, not
not
accountable
accountable for public
public funds,
funds, etc_..
626
etc...
626
years of
and
clerks of, after twelve years
of service
service and
detached,
detached, etc.,
etc., to be known as field
clerks; allowances,
allowances, etc
625
etc............
625
constitution of, under
national defense
defense
under national
Act
170
Act..........................
170
officers; rank pay,
pay clerks....
clerks_
170
officers;
pay, etc.
etc., of pay
170
enlisted
men
limited;
etc.,
170
enlisted men limited, grades established.
established.
170
percentages
grades. ..............
170
percentages of
of grades
170
master electricians
electricians rated as
as sergeants,
sergeants,
senior grade
grade .....................
170
170
construction and repair
by .......
171
repair work
work by
171
miliCharles P.
P. Daly,
Daly, may
may be
be appointed
appointed military storekeeper
626
storekeeper................
626
in
issue of supplies to
to sufferers
sufferers from floods
floods in
designated
States
435
designated Southern
Southern States........
435
of tents,
tents, provisions,
provisions, etc.,
etc. ' for
of
loan of
for relief
relief of
Mississippi
sufferers
11
Mississippi River flood sufferers....
11
pay clerk, may be appointed
first lieutenappointed first
lieutenant...............................
ant

supplies may
to military
supplies
may be
be issued
issued to
military schools
schools
for instruction
camps
for
instruction camps.............

644
644
123
123
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Quartermaster General's
General's Office, War Department,
Quartermaster
Department, Page.
Page.
appropriation for
1097
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc
etc............ 91,
91, 1097
for architect, engineers, etc
91,
1097
forarchitect,
etc ........
91, 1097
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for clerks, etc.,
etc.,
1917
809
1917..............................
809
Quartermaster's Department,
Department, Marine
Marine Corps,
Quartermaster's
Corps,
appropriation
maintenance, etc....
etc.... 613,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
613, 1189
1189
Queens Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
preliminary
etc.,
of,
to
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made .........................
407
407
Queens,
New
York,
Queens, New York,
condemned cannon granted
840
condemned
granted to
to.............
840
Queenstown, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
harbor
394
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
394
Qui-nai-elt and
Indians, Wash.,
Qus-nai-elt
and Quil-leh-ute
Quil-leh-ute Indians,
Wash.,
appropriation
etc., of
989
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
of...... 153,
153, 989
Quniby, Capt. John
John Gardner,
Quimby,
Gardner, U.
U. S. Navy,
retired,
retired,
to be rear admiral on active list; place...
602
place....
602
examinations required; to be additional
additional
examinations
number; no back pay, etc..........
etc
603
603
Quincy,
Quincy, IIIll.,
appropriation for
for public
268
appropriation
public building
building........
268
Quiniault
Quiniau/t Indian
Wash. ,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
payment for
for labor
of Indians
Indians on,
on, from
from tribal
payment
labor of
tribal
funds
353
funds.........................
353
Quinnipidc
QuinnipiacRiver, Conn.,
Conn.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
be
preliminary
etc., of, to
to be
made, New Haven
Haven to Meriden ....
406
406
Quinolin
Quinolin,
on free bet
list...........................
793
.
793
Quitman, Ga.,
Quitman,
Ga.,
appropriation for public building
building.........
268
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
buildappropriation for
for public
public building
ing ..........................
18
.

Radiotelegraph, Naval,
Naval,
Radiotelegraph,
Page.
appropriation
expenses of
of experiments,
experiments,
appropriation for
for expenses
etc
606, 1185
etc........................
606,1185
for
coast signal
service...
606
for maintenance
maintenance of
of coast
signal service...
606
of shore
sites, etc....
etc.._
606
for purchase
purchase of
shore station
station sites,
606
transfer of site
for
station
from
other
site for station from other
departments ....................
606
departments
606
Navy DepartDepartfor aerials, State,
State, War,
War, and Navy
ment Building
606
Building .....................
606
etc., high-power
stations
for installing, etc.,
high-power stations
at
specified locations ................
607
at specified
607
Radiotelegraphic
Convention, International,
International,
RadiotelegraphicConvention,
appropriation for
expenses
258,1054
appropriation
for share
share of
of expenses.....
258,1054
deficiency
appropriation for
share of
of exexdeficiency appropriation
for share
penses ............
802
..................
802
Railroad Grant
Grant Lands,
Lands,
Railroad
time extended
extended for relinquishing,
relinq, occupied
occupied
by Indians
Indians in Arizona,
Arizona, New
Mexico,
New Mexico,
and California ....................
48
48
use
for surveying
use of fund
fund for
surveying lands
lands in,
in, for
for office
office
work;
1108
work; limit
limit.................... 104,
104,1108
Railroad Routes, Postal
also Postal
Railroad
Postal (see
(see also
Postal ServService),
ice),
appropriation for
transportation by.
by. 419,
appropriation
for mail transportation
419, 1064
1064
free
carriage of
of postal
postal officials.
free carriage
officials......... 419
419
Mississippa
Mississippa River bridge service Saint
Saint
Louis
419
Louis.
........
419
transfers, East
Louis and
and Saint
Saint
East Saint
Saint Louis
Louis..........................
Louis
419
419
special arrangement
arrangement for mail
by freight
mail by
freight
trains,
etc
1064
trains, etc.....................
1064
deficiency
•
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mail
mail transportransportation
tation by
24,
820, 827
827
by.... .............
24, 820,
allowance for increased weight
weight limit of
of parparcel post packages, January
January 1,
191.4..
425
1, 1914..
425
in specified
specified zones,
1913.
425
zones, since
since August
August 15,
15, 1913.
425
R.
I.
readjustment
readjustment of pay for mail
transportation
mail transportation
Rabies,
etc
425
by, etc........................
425
appropriation
for
suppression
appropriation
suppression of, by destroyreadjustment of
pay
mail
transportation,
readjustment
of
pay
of
mail
transportation,
ing
predatory animals....
animals
467, 1156
ing certain
certain predatory
467,1156
interrupted by
when weighing
weighing interrupted
by
deficiency
appropriation for destroying
deficiency appropriation
etc
161
floods, etc......................
161
wild animala
with
24
animals affected
affected with.........
24
estimating by average
average normal
161
estimating
normal weights
weights...
161
Raccoon Creek, N.
J.,
N. J.,
applicable to routes
applicable
routes affected
affected by Ohio
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
393
appropriation for
for improvement
393
etc., floods, 1913
Valley, etc.,
1913 ........... 161
161
Racine,
Racine, Wis.,
is.,
Carriers),
Railroads(see
(see also
also Common
Common Carriers),
appropriation
harbor..
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
401 Railroads
appropriation for establishig,
establishing, etc.,
uniform
appropriation
etc., uniform
condemned
condemned cannon granted to, for
for Spanish
Spanish
system of accounting by...........
by.
280
280
War Veteran camp
camp ...............
833
833
safety appliances
appliances by
for enforcing use of safety
by 280
280
Radio Communication,
Radio
Communication,
of accidents,
for securing reports
reports of
accidents, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for enforcing,
enforcing, on
on ocean
ocean steam•) 8,0
from
from..............................
280
ers, etc ..................... . 113,
1114
113,1114
investigating
block
signal
and
train
for
investigating
block
signal
and
train
for investigating, etc.,
etc., methods and
and inincontrol
for
280
control systems,
systems, etc.,
etc. for...........
280
struments employed
employed in........
in
115,1116
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical
physical valuation
valuation of
of
furnishing,
etc.,
for
all
seagoing
vessels,
furnishing, etc., for all seagoing vessels,
property of ........................
281
property
281
Lighthouse Service,
Lighthouse
Service, authorized......
authorized
538
538
for securininformation
securing information of stocks, bonds,
bonds,
Radio
Laboratory, D.
D. C.,
Radio Communication
Communication Laboratory,
C.,
etc., o............................
of
281
etc.,
281
ppropriation
ropriation for construction, etc........
etc
324
324
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
Radio Engineering
Enginering Company,
Company,
281
boilers by
by .........................
281
appropriation for purchase
of exclusive
exclusive
appropriation
purchase of
•
carrying
carrying mails
mails to deliver, receive,
receive, and
and
rights from, of ra.diodynamic
radiodynamic tortortransfer them
transfer
them without
without additional
additional pay 426
426
pedo control inventions
347
inventions............
347
discretionary exemptions..
427
discretionary
exemptions ....... .....
427
tets, etc.,
tests,
etc., required.................
required
347
347
Radio Engineers,
ngneers, Army,
eight-hour
eight-hour standard workday
Amy,
workday for train ememappropriation for; limit
limit. ..............
91,1095
appropriation
ployees of, in interstate
interstate commerce._
791
commerce..
721
91,1095
Installations,Army,
Radio Installations,
Army,
independent short lines,
lines, and
and electric,
independent
electric,
appropriation fr...............
deficiency appropriation
kir
45
721
street,
etc., railroads excepted
etc.,
excepted...... 721
45
7.) ,
)
for Mexican
Mexican border ......................
339
terminal
terminal and transfer lines included...
included .... - 722
339
Radiodynamic Torpedo Control,
Radiodynamie
Control,
finality
final
ity of judgments,
judgments, etc., of
of circuit
circuit courts
appropriation
appropriation for purchase of rights of John
John
of
causes arising
under
of appeals
appeals in
in causes
arising under
Hammond's invention
of
347
Hays Hammond's
invention of.....
eighteen-hour
347
eighteen-hour law ..................
7727
tests,
testa, etc
347
......
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court
certiorari
Court
..............
..
347
for examination,
examination, etc., of board of Army
Army
for review, etc ...................
727
fficers..................
and Navy
Navy officers.
347
347
investigation,
coordination of exinvestigation, etc.,
etc., for coordination
assignment of patent, etc ..........
347
347
tensive
tensive highways
highways with, for military,
military,
for purchase and installation
installation of one unit.
unit
348
industrial
industrial and commercial
purposes.
650
commercial purposes.
650
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Page
Page
* Range Conditions,
Conditions,
investigation ordered
ordered of Government
Government own-

ership of, etc.,
etc., in interstate
forinterstate and foreign commerce
commerce .................
387
38
penalty for refusing to perform mail service
service
as provided by
431
by law
aw
...........
431
violating Act limiting hours of service
service of
employees
employees of, modified
61
modified .......... .
61
special contracts
contracts for mail transportation
transportation by,
at higher rates, authorized
authorized ........
427
427
report
report to Congress
427
....................
427
sworn statements to be made of mail service
by...........................
by
428
428
Railway
Division, Post
Railway Adjustments Division,
Post Office
Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, assistant,
assistant,
clerks, etc .....
106
..............
106
for superintendent, assistant ............ 1109
Railway Employees,
appropriation
appropriation for Board of Mediation
Mediation and

Page.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for experiments,
experiments, etc., in
in imimforests ......
proving in national forests..
461, 1150
461,1150
Range Finders,
Finders, Army,
Range
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
etc., fortificapurchase, etc.,
fortifications......................345,
tions
345,909
909
forpurchase,
for purchase, etc., insular possessions.
possessions 349,913
349,913
Rapid City,
ity, S. Dak.,
Rapid
appropriation
appropriation for Indian
school
151,987
Indian school.........
151, 987
Rapid-Fire
Rapid-Fire Field
Field Batteries,
Batteries, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
for alterations,
alterations, etc.,
to
appropriation
etc., to
346
Raintles
Part'sh,La.
Rapwdes Pariah
La.,

may bridge Red River,
River at
at na..
.
. 928
i -.
a," I't,Boyce
-y..........
ya.
Rappahannock River,
Va.,
ier, Va.,
for improvement
appropriation for
improvement of..
.....
394
of........
394
Raritan Bay, N.
1.,
appropriation for
[or improvement of
of........ 393
393
Raritan River, N..for
J.,
J.,
for
maintainin.
_mnr~v
appropriation
maintaining improvement of .93.
393
Conciliation....................
Conciliation
281
281 Raton, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
-....-.
judgments, etc., of
judgments,
of circuit
circuit courts
courts of
of appeala
appeals
appropriation
for
public
building
268
building........
268
final in causes relating to injunes
injuries to.
to
727
727 Reading,
ReoIng, Mass.,
certiorari allowed
Superme Court
allowed from Superme
appropriation
appropriation for public building
268
building........
268
for review, etc
etc.....................
727
727
deficiency appropriation for
deficiency
public buildfor public
buildRailway Equipment,
Railway
Equipment,
ing..................
ing
18
18
appropriation for investigating
------ --. 18
investigating materials
---- .........
--appropriation
-.
Pa ,-------Reading, Pa.
Reading,
Pa.,
used in.............
in
115, 1116
....... 115,111
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
835
to
...........
835
Mail Service,
Service
Railway Mail
Real
Estate Loans,
Real Estate
appropriation
Superintendent,
appropriation for General
General Superintendent,
allowed by national banks not in
central
in
central
assitant, etc.,
etc.,in
assistant,
in Post Office
Office Departreserve cities;
citMa; limitationa
... ..
limitations.........
754
ment.......................... 106,1109
ment
106,1109
'national
'national banks in smaller
smaller communities may
may
for division superintendents,
superintendents, assistants,
for
act as brokers for ................
75
753
clerks,
clerks, etc.....................
etc
419,1064
419,1064 Real Estate
Estate Tazes,
Taxes, D. C.,
clerks in charge
crews .............
charge of crews
419
419
exemption of property of Daughters
exemption
of the
the
Daughters
of
full time credited
credited when deadheading
deadheading
American Revolution,
American
Revolution, church
parchurch parunder orders
1065
.................. 419,1065
sonages,
sonages, etc., from ...............
514
514
appointments and assignments
appointments
r
e-'
assignments reReceiptsand
Diurements
Receipts
Disbursements of
of the
the Government,
Government,
stricted ...........................
419
419
investigation of methods of
of accounting
accounting for,
for,
substitutes to be appointed to
regular
to regular
directed.......................
directed
1080
1080
service after one year's equivalent
equivalent
Receivers of Public
Public Moneys, Land
Office!,
LandOffices,
service .......................
1065
1065
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries and commissions.
commissions.
298
298
no reduction
reduction on change of assignments 1065
1065
appointment
appointment authorized for Imperial
Imperial disdispromotions
promotions to clerks in charge of crews.
crews. 1065
trict, Cal .........................
227
227
for travel allowances; increase.......
increase
419,
1065 Reclamation
419, 1065
Reclamation Act,
Act,
for emergency
emergency clerk hire............
hire
419,
419, 1065
1065
appropriation for
investigations
for
utilizappropriation
for investigations for utiliz.
substitutes for clerks
for substitutes
clerks on vacation
419,1065
vacation. 419,
1065
ing
ing lands reclaimed
reclaimed under, etc.. 454,1143
454, 1143
leaves
leaves with pay; allowance
allowance without
without
for demonstrations
demonstrations to assist agricultural
agricultural
pay when furnishing
furnishing substitute....
419
substitute....
419
development
projects
under,
development of
of projects under,
use for regular clerks
clerks ................
1065
1065
etc.. ........................
etc
475, 1166
475,1166
for travelling expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., away from
from
acceptance
acceptance by present
present owners of extension
extension
headquarters................... 420,1065
headquarters
payments. ..............
390
of time for payments
390
miscellaneous expenses
for miscellaneous
420,1065
expenses......... 420,1065
notice to Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior...... 390
390
rent of space at terminals ........ 420,
1065
420, 1065
acceptance
acceptance after time expired,
expired, allowed;
allowed;
for per diem, two assistant superintendpayment of interest, etc ...........
391
391
ents......................
ents
420, 1065
420,1065
assignments of homestead entries
entries within,
within,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for injured
injured ememnotwithstanding original
entry conconoriginal entry
ployees ..........................
827
formed to farm units; condition....
condition
65
827
65
for travel allowance ................
827
auxiliary project under, to Yuma project,
827
project,
for salaries .......
827,830
..............
Ariz..............
827,830
Ariz
868
...............
868
for assistant
assistant superintendents
superintendents ..........
830
farm units entries by settlers
Yuma,
830
settlers within
within Yuma,
Railway
Safety
Appliances Acts,
Rcnlway
Appliances
Ariz., project allowed
allowed credit
for resiresicredit for
judgments, etc.,
finality of judgments,
etc., of circuit courts
courts
dence, etc
516
etc.......................
516
of appeals in
causes
arising
under...- 727
i
n
under..
homestead patents under,
under, not
homestead
not to
to issue
issue until
until
certiorari
from
Supreme
certiorari
Court allowed
920
all sums due are paid
paid.............
920
for review,
review etc ............
727
Fund,
Reclamation Fund,
727 1Reclamation
Rainier
Rainier National
Forest, Wash.,
NationalForest,
Wash.,
appropriation
expenditures of
306
appropriation for
for all expenditures
of......
306
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of Arid
Arid Lands,
etc., of. 459,1148
459,1148 Reclamation
1Reclamation of
Lands, State,
State,
Ranier, Oreg.,
Rainier,
public lands
lands within
State
irrigation
diswithin State irrigation dispreliminary
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
tricts subject
subject to regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc ,
etc., to be made
etc.,
made..
410
..................
thereof
506
thereof...... ......................
410
506
Raleigh, N. C.,
Raleigh,
rights, privileges,
privileges, etc.,
to
be
accorded
507
etc., to be accorded...
507
additional
additional terms of court at
56
at............
applicable
if
majority
of
area
unennot
56
if majority of area unenRandolph, Mas.,
Mass.,
tered lands.
lands .......................
507
507
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to,
to, for Grand
construction charges,
construction
charges, etc.,
equitably
etc., to
to be
be equitably
Armypost
Army
postt.....................
839
507
apportioned ......................
839
aPP'zti
507
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Page.
Reclamation
Reclamation of Arid
Arid Lands, State—Contd.
State-Contd.
Page.
construction
charges, etc.; list to
construction charges,
to land
land
offices. .........................
507
offices
507
liens for, on public lands; enforcement
enforcement..
507
priority of charges
charges under reclamation
reclamation
Act .............................
Act.
507
507
subrogation of tax
purchaser on
subrogation
tax title
title purchaser
on
thereof..................
payment thereof.
507
507
public lands not subject to tax, etc.,
etc., liens
until plans submitted to Secretary
of the Interior
Interior ....................
507
507
release if work not constructed,
constructed, etc ....
508
organized districts,
districts, on
on approval
of
in organized
approval of
Secretary, subject
etc ....
508
Secretary,
subject to
to taxes, etc
508
plans for, to be recorded
districts..
recorded in land districts
508
unentered
lands not
unentered lands
taxes
508
not to
to be
be sold
sold for
for taxes...
508
tax a
before
a continuing lien; payment before
approval of entry
508
approval
entry .................
508
unpatented lands, not subject to reclamaunpatented
reclamation Act, may be sold for taxes.....
taxes
508
508
conditions........
patent to purchaser;
purchaser; conditions
508
applicable to sales to irrilimitations not applicable
gation districts ...................
508
gation
508
on default of fees, etc.,
etc., any qualified
qualified entryman
layman may purchase
purchase. .............
508
508
etc., required .............
509
payment, etc.,
509
entered
entered lands vacated,
vacated, open to
any applito any
applicant ..........................
509
509
proof of payment of liens, etc., required.
required
509
509
delivery
delivery of irrigation district notices
notices as to
unpatented
509
unpatented lands
lands..................
509
hearings,
509
hearings appeals, etc
etc ................
509
disposal of moneys received
received from public
public
lands
.
..............................
509
Reclamation Service,
Reclamation
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for all expenditures, from
from
reclamation fund; objects
reclamation
objects specified
303
specified.
303
for maintenance,
etc., of designated
maintenance, etc.,
designated irrigation
gation projects ....................
304
304
for secondary
secondary projects
..................
projects
305
305
limitation
on
expenditures
limitation
305
...........
305
interchangeable appropriations
interchangeable
appropriations
alallowed;
restriction
.
306
lowed; restriction
.................
306
use of moneys refunded.............
refunded
306
306
irrigation projects on Indian
reservations,
irrigation
Indian reservations,
Montana,
Montana, to be executed
by
141
executed by........
141
sale of Boise and Arrowrock
Arrowrock Railroad,
conRailroad, coDstructed
structed for Boise, Idaho, project...
project
506
506
terms, conditions,
conditions, etc ................
5°6
Recorder of Deeds, D. C.,
C.,
Recorder
appropriation
appropriation for book typewriters
1012
typewriters........ 1012
rates of pay for copying, etc., established.......................
lished
1012
1012
appropriation for temporary
deficiency appropriation
temporary
quarters
quarters ..........................
860
860
Recruiting, Marine
Recruiting,
Corps,
Marine Corps,
appropriation for; advertising
advertising agencies.
agencies. 614,
614,1190
1190
defciency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for..............
for
29,816
29, 816
Recruiting,
Navy,
Recruiting, Navy,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of
1170
of .......... 560,
560, 1170
discharges allowed after one year's sea
discharges
service; conditions
conditions...............
560
560
repealed
1171
repealed...........
............ . 1171
payments to postmasters
postmasters for procuring
enlistments
enlistments ........................
560
560
purchase, etc.,
vehicles auauetc., of motor
motor vehicles
thorized; limit....................
limit
1170
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
29
29
Red Bluff,
Bluff, Cal.,
C'al.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
building........ 268
Red Cliff Indian
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis.,
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for completing
appropriation
completing road on;
on; rerepayment ..............
.........
158
Red Cross
Cross (see American
American National
National Red Cross)
Cross).
Red Hook Ckrrnwl,Gcrwanus
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Channel,Gowanus Bay,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of........ 392
392

Indian Forest,
Forest, Minn.,
Red Lake
Lake Indian
Minn.,
Page.
created in Red Lake Indian Reservation
137
Reservation..
137
area designated
designated .........
137
............. .
137
schools, etc.,
lands for
for churches,
churches, schools,
etc., rereserved ............................
served
137
137
allotments of agricultural
137
agricultural lands
lands within
within....
137
sales of timber from ..................
137
137
administration by Secretary
Secretary of
of the
137
the Interior
Interior. 137
disposition of timber products, sawmills,
sawmills,
nurseries, etc
137
etc ....................
137
leases for camping, etc.,
138
etc., allowed .........
138
easements,
138
easements, etc.,
etc., retained
retained ..............
138
net receipts to be credited
credited to Red Lake
Indians ........................
138
138
use of interest
interest
138
......................
138
townsite reserved
Indian townaite
reserved ................
138
138
sale of timber outside of Forest; use of
of proceeds ............................
138
ceeds.
138
Red
Minn.,
Red Lake,
Lake, Iinn.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
be
409
made ..........................
409
Red Lake River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Highlanding,
Highlanding,
bridge
Minn
512
Minn..............................
512
Kratka
Kratka Township,
Township, Minn..............
Minn
925
925
preliminary examination,
preliminary
etc., of, to
examination, etc.,
to be
made .............................
409
409
Red
Red River,
River,
appropriation
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
of below
below
Fulton, Ark......................
Ark
398
398
for improvement
improvement of, and
repair of
of levees
levees
and repair
between Fulton,
Fulton, Ark.,
between
Ark., and
and Washita
Washita
River, Okla
399
................... 399
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Boyce, La.
928
La......
928
Index, Tex
1198
Tex ......
...........
1198
Terral,
Okla ......
251
Terral, Okla
...........................
251
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, and
and
preliminary
examination, etc.,
tributaries, for flood protection,
to be
be
protection, to
made ............................
408
408
District,
Red River Bridge District,
may bridge Red River, Index,
Index, Tex.......
Tex
1198
1198
the North,
North,
Red River
River of
of the
bridge authorized
Bellmont, N
authorized across, Bellmont,
N.
flak
514
Dak ...............................
514
Caledonia,
Caledonia, N.
N. flak
511
Dak ....................
. 511
Hendrum, Minn.,
Minn., to Elm
N. Dak.
flak
511
Hendrum,
Elm River,
River, N.
511
County, Mum.,
and Grand
Grand Forks
Forks
Polk County
Min., and
County, N. flak
County,
Dak ....
.................. 924
924
Redfield,
Dak.,
Redfield, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation for public
public building
268
appropriation
building
......
268
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for
public buildbuildfor public
ing ..............................
18
18
Redwood Creek,
Creek, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation for
of
404
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
404
Reeves, Ora,
Ora,
homestead entry in Glacier
may perfect homestead
Glacier
National
342
National Park ...................
342
Reformatories and Correctional
Reformatories
Correctional Institutions,
Institutions,
l). C.,
D.
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for Washington
Washington Asylum and
Jail ........................
706,1034
706,1034
for Home for Aged and Infirm
707, 1034
1034
Infirm....... 707,
for National Training
Training School for Boys 707, 1035
1035
for National Training
Training School
for Girls
707,1035
School for
Girls 707,
1035
Reformatory, D. C.,
Reformatory,
appropriation
quarters,
etc..
711
Jaifor
appropriation
---- temporary
-- --- ---quarters,
for
temporary
--- -- -etc..06, 03
711
for construction
buildings,
construction of permanent
permanent buildings,
improvements, etc..
improvements,
711, 1039
1039
etc.............
711,
maintenance ..................
for maintenance
711,
1039
711, 1039
for fuel ..
..................
712,1039
.....
712,1039
for enlarging
enlarging central
central power plant
plant for,
workhouse .
712
and workhouse
.......
.....
712
completing central
and refrigfor completing
central power
power and
refrigerator plants,
plants, etc
1039
erator
etc................ 7 1039
deficiency
annronation -fMr
maintnannr
8MI
appropriation
for maintenance
808
------J--+---· IIY~·
---V
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Reformatory, D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Page.
Pa! e. Reiss
The-Contd.
Reiss Steamship
Steamship Company, The--Contd.
Page.
sentenced for
imprisonment of convicts
convicts in, sentenced
for
authorized to change name of "George
authorized
"George W
W.
more than a
a year ..............
. 711
711
Peavy"
Reie"..
915
Peavy" to "Richard
'Richard J.
J. Reiss"—
915
Commissioners over
jurisdiction of Commissioners
over....
7711
11 Relief and
and Protection
Protection of American Seamen,
residue
residue of term may be in ............
7711
11
appropriation
appropriation for, in foreign countries
countries,
transfers; maintenance ............
7711
11
etc ......................
262, 1058
262,1058
not applicable
training
applicable to boys' or girls' training
deficiency appropriation
31,33,802,826,829
deficiency
appropriation for.. 31,
33, 802,826,829
schools ...........................
712
7 12 Religious,
etc., Associations,
Associations,
Refrigeration,
Refrigeration,
exempt
exempt from income
income tax................
tax
766
appropriation for investigations to deterappropriation
deterReligious Persecution,
Persecution,
Relihious
mine units of, etc ............--1114
14
aliens escaping
escaping from,
aliens
from, allowed
allowed admission
admission
InternalRevenue Ta.es,
Refund of Internal
Tates,
without literacy
literacy test.............
test
877
appropriation
appropriation for ......................
276
2 6 Remount Stations,
Stations, Army,
Army,
deficiency
corporation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for,
for, corporation
acceptance of tracts donated
acceptance
donated for, authorexcise .........................
220
20
ized
.................
622
622
for, illegally collected.....
collected
28, 33,804,824,82
33, 804, 824, 828
28 Removal of Causes
Causesfrom State to United
United States
Register of the Treasury,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc..
etc- -82,1086
82,10836 suits against revenue
revenue officers
officers ..............
632
532
Register of Wills, D. C.,
Register
officers
officers of Federal
Federal courts..............
courts
532
appropriation
appropriation for furnishing copies of wills,
wills,
officers
officers of Congress..................
Congress
532
532
etc.,
etc., to assessor.
684,1011
assessor .............
684,1011
procedure; filing of petition, etc
etc .......
532
532
copies of wills, etc.
etc., relating to real estate,
certiorari
for records,
certiorari for
records, etc
etc...
...
....
33
533
to be furnished collector
collector of taxes
capias proceedings;
proceedings; duty of marshal....
marshal
533
533
and assessor by ...................
1005
100
5
declaration
by
plaintiff,
if
declaration
plaintiff, record not
not obRegistered Mail,
Mail,
tained
tained ........................
533
appropriation
appropriation for indemnity, for lost, doRenovated Butter,
mestic articles ................
421,1067
421,1067
appropriation
for
inspection
of,
factories,
appropriation for
factories,
international..-421,106
for indemnity
indemnity for lost, international
421,1067
etc
450,1139
7
etc............................
450,1139
appropriation for indemnities
deficiency appropriation
Rent,
Rent, D.
D. C.,
C.,
for lost domestic matter.......
matter
24, 827, 830
24,827,
83 0
appropriation
for
Department
of
State..
78, 1082
appropriation
Department
State.. 78,1082
for indemnities, international
827
international........... 82
7
for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ............. 84,1089
84,1089
Registered Mails Divwion,
Post Office DeRegistered
Division, Post
Department ............
for War Department.
93,1097
993,1097
partment,
for Navy Department
98,1102
for
Department .............
98,1102
appropriation
superintendent .....
appropriation for superintendent
107,1109
107,1101
for
Department............ 103,1107
for Interior
Interior Department
Registers of Land Offices,
for Post-Office
Post-Office Department..........
1081110
Department
108, 1110
appropriation for salaries
salaries and commissions.
298
commissions.
29l3
Department of Justice
109,1111
for Department
Justice .........
109, 1111
appointment authorized
appointment
authorized for Imperial disCommerce........ 116,
116,1117
for Department of Commerce
1117
Cal
227
trict, Cal.......................
22 7
Department of Labor ............ 118,1119
for Department
Vessels,
Registry of Vessels,
for
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
280
Commerce Commission-Commission....
280
purchases,
purchases, etc., by Shipping
Shipping Board enfor
for Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission ..........
282
282
titled
of
730
titled to
to benefits
benefits of
...............
73(
for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture....... 469, 1158
Regular
(see Army).
Regular Army (see
Army).
Joint Committee to investigate
investigate reRegular
Regular Army Reserve
Resen e
quirements of
of................
1158
quirements
1158
constitution
of,
under
national
defense
constitution of, under national defense
for buildings,
buildings, etc..
etc., Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps.
'orps.
639
Act
187
...........................
187
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
War Departappropriation for War
Departassignment to
to Army
Army organizations
187
assignment
organizations ........
187
ment
809
ment..... ........................
organization into units, etc.
187
organization
etc..............
187 Rent. Light, and Fuel, Post Offices,
training; pay, etc ................
187
yearly training;
187
appropriation for
for ten-year
leases
417, 1063
1063
appropriation
ten-year lesee.......
417,
retention for active
active service
service in time of war
137
war.
187
limit, third class offices.............
offices
417.
417. 1063
enlistments in force at outbreak
enlistments
outbreak of war
war
of Court Rooms,
Roenns,
Rent of
continued for one year ............
187
187
appropriation for
for ...................
314
314
semiannual pay to members
semiannual
members of
of............
188 Repair
Repair Ship. Navy,
Navy,
war
188
pay when in active service in time of war.
construction of one,
one, authorized........
authorized
616
construction
616
longevity pay ...........
longevity
.......
.....
188
Shop. D. C.,
allowance
allowance when reporting
reporting............. 188 Repair
appropriation
improvements, machines,
machines,
appropriation for improvements,
service in;
retirement, etc., not allowed for service
etc
684
etc ...........................
684
pensions ........
........---188 Reporting
in Congress.
Congress.
Reporting Proceedings
Proceedingsin
use of department
department employees,
employees, etc.,
etc., in conconappropriation for
for House
House of
of Representaappropriation
Representa188
nection with .......---..........
188
tives
7?.,
1076
tives........................
72.1076
reenlistment as aux
iliar=
auxiliary
to, in time
time of war,
for
Senate....................Senate.
. 69.1073
of honorably disc
discharged soldiers
soldiers who
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for extra
extra services,
services,
deficiency
continental limits;
limits;
served outside
outside of
of continental
House of
Representatives
829
House
of Representatives...........
822
188
................---188
conditions
for extra
extra services,
services, Senate
Senate .............
822
822
188
bounty for.......................-for
188
Representatives
Representatives in
in Congress.
Rehoboth Bay, Del.,
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation ........
69, 1073
appropriation
69,1073
appropriation for improvement
improvement of,
of, inland
for mileage .....................
70,1074
.waterway from Delaware Bay to....
394
72.1076
for clerk
clerk hire .........-.........---72.
1076
Reindeer,
Reindeer, Alaska,
Alaska,
clerks to be placed
clerks
placed on roll of
of employappropriation
support of
appropriation for
for support
of stations, etcetc..- 307
ees;
appointment.
etc
72
1076
ees; appointment, etc...... ....
72. 1076
Reiss Steamship Company,
Company, The,
The,
delivery
of portraits
portraits of
of deceased.
deceased,
delivery of
of plates
plates of
authorized to change
change name of "Frank
"Frank H.
to
heirs, etc.
275
to heirs,
etc., authorized
authorized............
275
914
Peavey" to
to -William
'William A.
Reiss"....
Peavey"
A. Reiss
".. .
914
use of
of name
of, in
in advertising
advertising business
beuse
name of,
business be"Frank T.
Heffelfmger" to
to "Clemens
"Frank
T. Heffelfinger"
"Clemens A.
A.
fore departments,
etc., unlawful...
unlawful
54
fore
departments, etc.,
914
Reiss".
Reiss" ...........................
914
of Surveys,
Surveys,
Reproducing Plats
Platsof
"Frederick
Wells" to "Otto
"Otto M.
"Frederick B. Wells"
M.
appropriation
299
appropriation for
for.........................
915
299
Reime"........................915
Reiss
".
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Republic Iron
Iron and
Kepublie
anad Steel
teet Company,
Company,

Mahoning River, at
may bridge Mahoning
at YoungsYoungsOhio......................
town, Ohio

"Republic," Steamship,
Steamship,
"Republic,"

"

Page.
rage.

9
9

formerly
"Walk-ure," to
and
formerly "Walkure,"
to be
be enrolled
enrolled and
licensed
914
licensed.....
....................
914
Republican River,
Republican
River,
appropriation for replacing
bridge across
across
appropriation
replacing bridge
refund from
from
near Fort
Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans.;
Kans.; refund
Kansas
644
Kansas.........................
644
Reservations,
Reservations, .D.
D. C.,
C.,
connection
and MaryMaryconnection with District
District sewers
sewers and
land sewerage
sewerage systems to prevent
prevent
pollution
717
pollution of
of streams in .............
717
s' Training
Reserve Offieers'
Training Corps,
Corps,
established in
established
in civil educational instituinstitutions
191
tions ..............................
191
colleges,
senior division in
in universities,
universities, colleges,
State institutions
191
and State
institutions .............
191
junior division at
at other
other public
public or
or private
private
191
military schools
schools ..................
191
designated schools
organized in
in
designated
schools may
may be
be organized
191
senior division
division ....................
191
application of
for estabapplication
of State institutions
institutions for
establishing;
lishing; requirements
191
requirements .............
191
191
other institutions;
institutions; requirements
requirements.......
191
be prescribed
military training
training to
to be
prescribed......... 192
192
eligibility for membership;
membership; citizenship,
citizenship,
age,
and physical
192
age, and
physical.................
192
details of Army officers
officers as
professors, etc.;
as professors,
etc.;
limitation
192
limitation........................
192
retired officers;
officers; pay,
pay.,etc ................ 192
192
list
tour of service for officers on active list.
192
details of enlisted men; maximum;
maximum; to
to be
be
additional numbers
numbers .............
192
192
limitation on retired; pay,
pay, etc
192
etc..........
192
institutions; bond
192
issue of arms, etc., to institutions;
bond..
192
training camps
for
193
camps to be maintained
maintained for.......
193
payment of expenses;
expenses; use of Army
Army.....
193
graduates may be
graduates
be appointed
appointed in
in Officers'
Officers' ReCorps; conditions
conditions ...
193
serve Corps;
......... 193
eligibility
eligibility of,
of, undergoing
undergoing postgraduate/
postgraduate4
193
course .........................
193
subsistence
subsistence allowed selected students,
students, for
for
to complete
complete
two years, agreeing
agreeing to
military course
193
course....................
193
credit for training in schools
schools under
Army
under Army
officer as service in
in senior
senior division
division
Of .................. ............
853
of
853
Reserve
Reserve War
Material, Navy,
Navy,
War Material,
appropriation
appropriation for procuring
procuring for supply dedepartments to fit out ships
partments
ships in emeremergencies .......................
1183
1183
use, etc.,
etc., to prevent deterioration,
deterioration, etc
etc.;;
reimbursement .................
reimbursement
1183
1183
Resident Commissioners,
Resident
Commissioners,
appropriation for compensation.........
compensation
appropriation
69, 1073
1073
expenses ........................ 70,
for expenses.
70, 1074
1074
for clerk hire ......................... 72,1076
^2, 1076
clerks to be placed
placed on roll
employroll of
of employees; appointment,
appointment, etc
etc........... 72, 1076
1076
election, etc., of, from the Philippines...
Philippines....
552
552
election, etc.,
etc., of, from
963
election,
from Porto
Porto Rico
Rico........
963
term, salary, etc
963
etc.......................
963
Resorein,
Resorin,
duty on
on.............................
.
794
794
Restraintof
Restraint
of Trade, Combinations
in,
Combinationsin,
purchases of structural steel, armor, etc.,
etc.,
for ships of the Navy,
Navy, not to be made
made
from......................
from
619,
619, 1195
selling imports below market price to effect, therefor, unlawful ...........
fect.
798
798
punishment, etc
798
punishment,
etc ......................
798

also separate
separate Titles,
Revenue Act, 1916
1916 (see
(see also
Titles, Page.
etc.),
etc.),
Income Tax, on individuals
Title I, Income
individuals......
756
on
on corporations
corporations .....................
765
administrative
administrative provisions
provisions............
773
773
II, Estate Tax .....................
Title II,
777
Manufacturer's Tax..
Tax. _ 780
Title III,
III, Munition
Munition Manufacturer's
780
Title IV,
IV, Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Taxes
Taxes ..........
Title
783
fermented
fermented liquors
liquors...............
783
wines and
spirits
and spirits............
783
special
special taxes
taxes .
789
.................
789
tobacco, cigar,
manufaccigar, and cigarette
cigarette manufacturers ...........................
791
repeal
internal revenue
revenue
repeal of emergency
emergency internal
tax Act,
1914
tax
Act, 1914.....................
792
leaves
thirty days
leaves of
of absence
absence for
for thirty
days to
to
inspector's
793
agents and inspectors.............
793
Title V, Dyestuffs,
Dyestuffs, tariff provisions.......
provisions
793
793
Title VI,
provisions
VI, Printing Paper, tariff
tariff provisions.
795
795
Commission ...........
Title VII, Tariff Commission
795
Title VIII, Unfair Competition
Competition ..........
798
798
prohibition
against systematic
systematic sales
prohibition against
sales of
of imported articles
articles at
at less
less than
than market
market
price,
price, etc .......................
798
punitive
sold with
with conconpunitive duty
duty on
on imports
imports sold
dition against purchasing
purchasing from
from
others
others.....................
799
799
retaliation if
if American
proretaliation
American products
products prohibited entry in foreign country....
country
799
prohibition of imports from belligerent
prohibition
belligerent
country denying entry of similar
similar
American articles
articles abroad
799
abroad...........
799
refusal of
of clearance
clearance in time
time of aa foreign
foreign
war,
discriminating unwar, to
to vessels
vessels discriminating
unfairly in traffic of citizens, etc
etc......
799
clearance
may be withheld from vessels
clearance may
of country
country denying equal commercommercial facilities to Americans
Americans during
warin
war in which United States iB
is not enengaged.
-.
----------...---..-. -.-...- 800

use of land
land and
and naval
naval forces
forces to
to enforce
enforce
provisions hereof...................
hereof
provisions
Title IX, invalidity of any clause, etc
etc.,,
remainder of
not to affect remainder
of Act
Act......
basis of payment
payment to families of enlisted
called into
men called
into military
military service
service....
in effect the day after passage,
passage, unless otherotherwise provided;
provided; conflicting
wie
conflicting laws repealed
Pealed .............................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses colcollecting, etc
etc ...................
employees, supplies,
payment of employees,
supplies, etc
etc..
allowance
allowance for additional
additional clerical help,
etc., in District
of Columbia........
Columbia
etc.,
District of
Revenue Act,
Revenue
Act, 1917,
1917,
Special Preparedness
Preparedness Fund created for
for milimiliuses
tary and naval uses................
excess profits tax ...............
one-third of estate
estate tax
tax..................
annual amount
amount from increased
increased receipts
under revenue Act of 1916.
1916 ......
reimbursement to, if temporarily
temporarily direimbursement
diverted .......................
verted
excess profits tax
incomes of
tax on incomes
of corporacorporations and partnerships
partnerships ..........
estate tax increased for
for................
payment on prior transfers...........
transfers
payment
issue of three
three per cent bonds to meet designated expenditures
expenditures..
..........
Mexican situation; armor plate plant;
Alaskan
railway; Danish
Alaskan railway;
Denial West Indies
dies........................
$100,000,000 ....
amount not exceeding
exceeding $100,000,000

800
800
800
801
801
801
804
804
804
804
804
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1002
1002
1002

1002
1002
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Revenue Act, 1917-Continued.
19/7—Continued.
Page•
Page. Richie,
Rishie, Tom K.,
S.,
Page.
Ppae.
issue of three per cent bonds; exempt from
from
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repayment
to.
819
repayment
to.
819
all taxes ......................
1003
1003 Richland
County, Mont.,
Richland
ont.,
not receivable
receivable as security for national
authorized
across
Missouri
bridge
authorized
Missouri
River,
River,
bank circulation
circulation ..............
1003
1003
Sheridan
121, 510
Sheridan County to .......... 14,
14,121,510
disposal of ......................
1003
1003
Yellowstone
Yellowstone River in ................
510
510
Panama Canal bonds
bends in addition
addition to
to..... 1003
1003 Richmond, Mo.,
Mo.
redeemable
redeemable within fifty years
years........... 1003
condemned
granted to
condemned cannon granted
to.......
............ 842
42
issue of three per cent certificates
certificates of inRichmond,
Va.,
Richmond, Va.,
debtedness......................
debtedness
1003
1003
appropriation
appropriation
building;
addifor
public
building;
addipayable within
within one year
year .............
1003
tional land ....................
268
268
amount increased
increased to
to $300,000,000
$300,000,000....... 1003
1003 Ridgway,
Pa.
Ridgway, Pa.,
income tax; corporation
corporation dividend
dividend payappropriation
appropriation for public building
268
building...
268
ments
1004
.........................
1004
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public buildbuildsworn returns to include names
names of stocking......... .
.
18
18
holders .......................
1004 Rifle, Colo.,
holders
1004
Rife, Colo.,
Revenue Agents,
Agents, Internal,
Internal,
condemned cannon granted to ........... 834
condemned
834
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries and expenses...
expenses... 86,1090 Rife
Rifle Contest!,
Contast, Army,
Army,
allowed thirty dap'
absence .......
793
allowed
days' leave of
of absence
793
appropriation
trophy,
etc.,
for_
_
propriation
for
tophy,
medals,
etc.,
for..
643
Revenue Cutter Service (see also
Guard),
also Coast
Coast Guard),
National,
Rifle Matches
Matches,/ National,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses....
expenses.... 28,828
appropriation for ammunition,
rites, etc..
etc
appropriation
ammunition, prizes,
648
Revenuefrom
from Custous,
Osstoms,
Revenue
for
of teams
to; apporapporfr transportation
transportation of
tems to;
277
appropriation for collecting
collecting................
277
tionment to
to States
States
..............
648
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for collecting...
_28, 824 Rifle
deficiency
collecting.. .28,824
Rifle Practice,
Practice,
Revenue Officials,
Officiate,
appointment of
appointment
or Mari
Marine
Corps
of Army or
r
Corps
removal
removal from State to Federal
Federal courts of
officer
civilian marksofficer as director
director of
of civilian
maragainst
532
suits, etc.,
etc., against-.................
532
manship.
mnhip.
..........................
648
648
Revised
Reaised Statutes,
Statutes,
Rifle
Rife Ranges,
Ranges,
amended,
section 440-............amended, section
...
9
9
appropriation
for expenses
of maintaining,
appropriationfor
expensesof
section 476.......-....................
476
88
etc., for
civilian
etc.,
for civilian
................
648
section
section 477.....-----477
.............
----....
99
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, instructors,
etc.
instrctors, etc...
648
section 674 ...................-.....-..
252
252
to be
be provided in all sections for
for rifle
rifle pcprac...........-...........section 1342 -650
650
tice
gce......................
heee
211
section 1513 ...............-........-..
9
9
general use of; details
details of
instructors ....
general
of instructors
211
section 2971 ..........------............
725
725
arms and ammunition
ammunition to be issued for.
for... 211
211
section 3167 ................ ...
773 Rifles,
........
773
etc.
Rifles, etc.,
section 3172......-3172
773
....- .....-.........
773
excise tax
manufacturers
exam
tii.x on net profits by manufacturers
section 3173
3173 ..........................
774
section
774
from
sales of
from sales
of ........-.........
781
section 3176
-..........-----775
..........
775 Rigglesville,
Pa. '
Rigglerille, Pa.,
section 3244
740
3244.........................
condemned
740
condemned cannon granted to..........
840
section 3255
788 Rights
3255 ...........................
788
Rights of Way,
section 3264.........
3264
787
..............
787
change authorized
authorized of, Chilocco Indian
3287
788
section 3287.--........................
788
School Reservation,
Reservation, Okla
Okla. —
_
.........
146
146
3297
354
section 3297..........
...........
354
granted
granted across Forts Barrancas and daft,
McRee,
section 3339 ........................
783
783
Fla .
............................
237
section 3354
789
3354 .........................
789
Indian
lands for oil and gee
Indian lands
gas subject to
section 3646 ....
37
...................
37
approval of Secretary
of the
the Interior.
Secretaryof
Interior. 973
section 4414 .......................
942
942
temporary permits for construction
construction auausection 4464 ............................
918
section
918
thorized .......................
974
section 4465 ......................
918
ditch com'es
918
companies or drainage
drainage districts
section 4466 ........................
918
918
through
through public lands...............
lands.
1197
section 4894 ...........................
348
348
conditions, etc.
1197
etc ..................
1197
section 5234
5234.........
121
...........................
through lands of Indians
121
irrigation
Indians for irrigation
section 5202
.......................
753
ditches, etc .....................
1197
1197
repealed,
repealed, section 4716
649
4716....................
subsidiary
649
subsidiary uses allowed
1198
allowed.............. 1198
section
section 5193..........
5193 .
........................
225
Erwin, Tenn.,
Tenn., fish
hatchery...
.
—
928
fih hatchery .............
928
Revolutionary
Revolutionary War,
Philadelphia, Pa., through Fort Mifflin
Mifflin
establishment
establishment of battle
battle field of Guilford
military reservation............
reservation
531
....
531
Courthouse, N. C., as a
Portland, Vancouver
Vancouver and Northern Raila military
military
Portland,
Railpark ..........................
park
996
way Company across lands of Van996
Carlos Hevia y,
y, of Cuba,
Reyes Gavilan,
Garilan, Carlos
Cuba,
Barracks, Wash
couver Barracks,.
233
Wash.............
233
may be admitted to Naval Academy for
for
Cal...........
919
Presidio of
of San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal
919
instruction .........................
transfers of, through Saint Louis Arsenal,
transfers
Arsenal,
10
Rhinelander, Wis.,
Wis.,
Rhinelander,
Mo.,
authorized.
857
Mo., authorized....................
857
_appropriation
appropriation for public building..
building......... 268 Rinderpest,
R inderpest,
Rhode Mond
Island
Rhode
appropriation for
emergency use
appropriation
for emergency
use in
in eradieradiappropriation
appropriation for naval training station.
station_ 561,
1173
cating, etc
492,1167
cating,
etc.......-....-......
561,1173
492,1167
Rice Crops,
Crops,
animals destroyed;
destroyed; appayment for animals
appropriation for investigation
appropriation
investigation of insects
492,1167
praisal of values.
value.................
.. 492,
1167
affecting..........................
affecting
Janeiro,Brazil,
465 Rio
Rlio de Janeiro,
"Richozd J.
"Richod
appropriation for seamen's
mission. ..........
1058
J. Reiss,"
Reiss," Steamer,
appropriation
Steamer,
seamen'smision
1058
"George W. Peavey"
915 Ri
name of "George
Peavey" changed to
Rio
Project, N.
to..
i Gemd!
GrueIrrigation
IrrigationProject,
N. Mex.-Tex.,
Me.-Tex.,
Richfield,
Utah,
Richfield, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
appropriation
for public
......
268
halance..........................
appropriation for
balance
305
public building
building........
268
306
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
Rio
Ri iGrande
Grmnde NZonal
National Forest,
Forest,Colo.,
ung............................
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
1148
18
ing
18
etc., of. 459,
459,1148

.

CXC
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River and Harbor
Harbor Improvements,
Improvements,
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction of
of works
works on,
on,
under contracts,
contracts, etc_
etc ................
for construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc .....
East River to New York Navy Yard;
Yard;
contracts ........................
Hudson
Hudson River, N. Y.; contracts
contracts......
diversion of Crum
Crum Creek,
Creek, Delaware
Delaware
River, bridge,
bridge, etc................
etc
Delaware
Delaware River to the sea; contracts..
contracts
Government pier, Lewes, Del ........
Government
inland waterway,
waterway, Norfolk to Beaufort
Beaufort
Inlet, N. C
C.......................
removing
removing water hyacinth,
hyacinth, Fla
Fla .......
Passes at mouth of Mississippi River
River..
removing
removing water hyacinth, Ala.,
Miss ,
Ala., Miss.,
La.,
La., and Tex
Tex.................
Galveston
Galveston Harbor
Harbor and Channel,
Channel, Tex
Tex..
inland waterways,
waterways, Texas
Texas coast
coast.......
Arkansas River, Ark. and Okla......
Okla
Cache
Cache River, Ark., nonnavigable
nonnavigable wawater; condition.....................
condition
Cumberland and Tennessee
Cumberland
Tennessee Rivers,
Rivers,
Tenn.,
Tenn., Ky., and Ala...............
Ala
Ohio River..............................
River
Saint Marys River
River, Mich
Mich ..........
Duluth-Superior
Duluth-Superior Harbor,
and
Harbor, Minn.
Minn. and
contracts.................
Wis.; contracts
Mississippi
Mississippi River Commission,
Commission, exexpenses, etc
etc ...................
heavy freight experiments,
Mississippi
experiments, Mississippi
River.........................
River
Missouri River ....................
Los
Los Angeles, Cal.,
diverting dam,
etc..
Cal., diverting
dam, etc..
San Diego, Cal.; donation from
city...
from city...
Sacramento
Sacramento and Feather Rivers,
Cal ;
Rivers, Cal.;
contribution
contribution by State .........
Willapa Harbor and River,
Wash.; conRiver, Wash.;
contracts ...............................
waterways,
waterways, Puget
Flirt Sound with
Lakes
with Lakes
Union
Vashington,
Union and NI
,ashi gton, Wash
Wash......
Kahului, Hawaii; contracts
contracts........
for examinations,
examinations, surveys, etc.........
etc
special authority
authority required
required for
for new
new
works.....................
works
restriction on supplementary
supplementary reports..
reports
no work authorized
authorized until appropriated
appropriated
for. .
for.......................
preliminary
preliminary examinations
examinations and surveys
ausurveys authorized ...........................
thorized.
New York Harbor, for 40-foot
depth of
40-foot depth
of
Hudson River
River Channel
Channel..........
ship channel, Lake Erie to
Ontario
to Lake
Lake Ontario.
inland waterway
waterway between Cape May,
N. J., and New York Bay
Bay...........
Northwest Channel,
Channel, Key West, Fla
Northwest
Fla.....
Texas, etc., rivers,
rivers, for flood protection
protection..
Mississippi
Mississippi River, Saint Paul,
Minn.;
Paul, Minn.;
traffic restrictions
restrictions. ................
Kansas, etc., rivers, Kans.,
Kans., for flood
preflood prevention.
vention ..........................
Columbia
Columbia River
...........
..........
connecting
connecting waters of Great Lakes
Lakes .....
harbor lines, Newport
Newport Harbor,
Harbor, Cal.,
Cal., estabestablished ...................
printing ordered
ordered of index of
of reports of
of Chief
Chief
Engineers, 1866-1917;
1866-1917; matter
of Engineers,
matter inincluded ....................
electric
electric lighting
lighting plant for Statue
of LibStatue of
Liberty, New York Harbor, accepted
e,
accepted
with thanks to donors..............
donors
no
work to be done by private contract
no work
contract if
if
25 per cent in excess
excess of cost by Gov.enunent
plant.
ernment plant...............
.....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
claims
for damage
damages to veeela
vessels by ..........
..
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rage
Page.

29'
292
391
39:
39:
392
393
393
39:
393
39'
394
39'
394
394
394
391
396
39;
397

398
39E
398
39E
398
395
399
399
399
40C
400
40C
400
401
401
403
403
403
404
404
404

404
405
405
405
405
406
406
406
406
406

406
406
406
406
406
406
407
407
407
407
408
408
409
409
410
410
410
410
411
411

411
411
411
411
411
411

411
411
810
81 0

River
and Harbor
Improvements—Continued. Page,
jwver and
Haroor Improvements-Continued.
Page.
authority to print reports from
authority
from approappropriations for,
repealed
330
for, repealed.............
330
Rivers,
Rivers,
appropriation
appropriation for
of. .............
317
for lighting
lighting of
317
deficiency
appropriation for lighting
deficiency appropriation
lighting of....
of
830
830
Riverside, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
appropriation for Sherman
Sherman Institute InIndian school ................
132,975
132,975
Riverside
Riverside County,
Cal.,
County, Cal.,
extension
extension of time allowed
allowed for
final proof,
proof,
for final
etc.,
desert land
in.
49
etc., of
of certain
certain desert
land entries
entries in.
49
Riverside,
Md.,
Riverside, Md.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
Potomac River
899
across Potomac
River at.
at.
899
Riverview Ferry
Ferry Company,
may bridge Yellowstone
River, near
Yellowstone River,
near SidSidney, Mont ......................
235
235
Road
Construction, etc.,
etc.,
Road Construction,
appropriation for field
472,
1161
field experiments,
experiments, etc.
etc. 472,1161
Road Making Materials,
Materials,
appropriation for
and
experiappropriation
for investigations
investigations and experiments...
ments
472, 1161
................
. 472,1161
Road Management,
Road
Management, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for investigations,
appropriation
472, 1161
investigations, etc
etc.... 472,116i
for determining
determining best materials
materials....... 472,
472, 1161
1161
for chemical, etc.,
etc., investigations.
1161
investigations. _.. 472,
472,1161
Roads, Rural
Rural Post
Post (see Rural Post
Roads).
Post Roads).
Roads, Trails,
Trails, etc.,
etc., Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation for construction
appropriation
construction ............
910
910
Roads, Trails, etc., National
Forests,
National Forests,
appropriation for construction,
etc.... 461.
1150
construction, etc....
461. 1150
Robinson, Samuel,
Samuel,
Robinson,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra
extra services.
822
services.
822
Rock Creek
D. C.,
Creek Park,
Park,D.
C.,
appropriationforcareand
appropriation for care and improvement.
improvement. 693,
693, 1021
1021
for parkway
parkway connecting
con nectin • Potomac
Potomac Park
Park
and...........................
and
282
282
additions authorized
authorized to parkway
parkway connectconnecting Potomac Park
689
Park and
and.............
689
C.,
Rock Hill,
Hill, S.
S. C.,
terms of court at ......................
721
termsofcourtat
721
Rock
Rock Island
Island and
and Henry
Henry Counties,
Counties, Ill.,
IU.,
time extended
extended for bridging Rock River
River at
at
Colona Ferry by
4
by ....... : ..........
4
Rock Island
Arsenal, Ill.,
Ill.,
Island Arsenal,
appropriation
in high
service
tank,
etc
283
appropriation in
high service tank, etc....
283
or road repairs
repairs......................
for
283
283
for toilet facilities, barracks
building
283
barracks building....
283
for auto fire engine....................
engine
283
283
for manufacturing
manufacturing field artillery
artillery ammuammunition: contracts
nition;
contracts ..................
283
283
for increasing
increasing capacity
for field
capacity for
field artillery
artillery
vehicles; storehouse, etc
vehicles;
283
etc..........
283
for ice-making
ice-making plant; power plant,
284
plant, etc
etc..
284
for bridges, etc
284
etc ...................
.
284
deficiency
appropriation for additional
deficiency appropriation
additional storstorage facilities...............
facilities
810
...
810
Rock Island,
Island, Ill.,
appropriation for
appropriation
cemetery
287
for Confederate
Confederate cemetery...
287
Rock
Rock River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Fort
Fort Atkinson,
Atkinson,
Wis.... ..............
Wis
-.......... 996
996
time extended for bridging,
at Colona
bridging, at
Colona
I1 ........................
Ferry, Ill
4
4
Rocichall,
Rockhall, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of
394
of harbor
harbor
394
Rockville,
Conn.,
Rockhille, Conn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building
268
268
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public
public buildbuilding ............................
19
19
Rocky
Band of Chippewa
Rocky Boy
Boy' 'a Bond
Chippeva Indiana,
Indian, etc
etc.,,
Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc.,
appropriation
139, 980
etc., of.
of....
139,980
lands reserved for,
in abandoned
abandoned
for, etc.,
etc. in
Fort Asinniboine
Assinniboine Reservation.
Reservation
739
.
739
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Rocky Mountain
NationalPark,Colo.,
Rocky
Mountain NationalPark,
Page•
Pa s. Rural
Rural Delivery, Postal
PostalService—Continued.
Service-Continued.
Page.
Page.
appropriation for protection,
etc..........
appropriation
protection, etc
308
3
08
increases
increases allowed;
allowed; rates of pay ..........
423
423
boundaries
to ...... 9916
boundaries changed;
changed; lands added to
16
carriers
equipment............
carriers to provide equipment
423
423
Rogers, Ark.,
motors allowed on horse
horee drawn routes..
routes
423
423
appropriation
appropriation for public building ........
2268
68
adequate equipment
adequate
equipment required..........
required
423
423
RogersDule,
Rogermle, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
increased
for
mail,
increased
pay
pouch
etc.;
limit
423
etc.;
limit..
423
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
readjustment of existing routes
readjustment
423
routes......... 423
ing
803
03
preference
preference on new routes
routes to
to former
former disdisRogue River Indian War,
placed
placed carriers.............
carriers.
423
423
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
d
eficiency appropriation
expense....
8825
25
payment
payment for service in 1915
1915........... 424
424
Rome, Italy,
Italy,
no
part to attorneys,
nopart
attorneys, etc
424
etc..............
424
appropriation
appropriation for International
International Institute of
Rural Education,
Rural
Educaion,
Agriculture
at...............
Agriculture at
257,1053
257, 10153
appropriation for investigation of.....
of
102,1105
102 1105
International Office
for International
Office of
of Public
Public
Rural Mails
Mails Division,
Division, Post
Post Office DepartRural
Deprt................
Health.....
258, 1053
258,10f
53
ment,
Rcmdout,
Y,
Rondout, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation
superintendent, assistant,
appropriation for superintendent,
approriation
improvement of harbor_.
harbor..
3 92
appropriation for improvement
392
clerks, etc..................
etc
107
107
Rose, Henry M.,
M.,
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistant, etc
1109
etc...
1109
appropriation
appropnation for, as assistant secretary of
Rural
Roads,
Rural Post
Post Roads,
the Senate ................
66, 1070
..... 66,107
'0
cooperation with States for construction
construction of,
of,
Rosebud Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
authorized...
..............
authorized
355
355
appropriation
appropriation for school buildings
buildings on
on .....
9988
38
all roads to be free from tolls
356
tolls...........
356
no allotment
allotment for sectarian
sectarian schools
schools on
construction
construction of terms used; "rural
"rural poet
post
completion of ......................
completion
988
988
roads" ........................
roads"
356
payment to Indians
Indians of, enrolled by order
"State
"State highway
highway department"...........
department"
356
of court, from tribal funds..........
funds
509
509
'construction
"construction of
of;;" "properly
"properly mainmaindetermination
determination of attorneys'
receipt
attorneys' fees; receipt
tained"
tined".......................
356
in full required
required for ................
510
51
0
bridges and culverts
included in.........
in
bridges
culverts included
356
Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oreg.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for 1917;
1917; annual
annual increase
increase....
356
appropriation
for public
public building
building .......... 268
appropriation for
268
conditions for apportionment
apportionment to
to States
States..
356
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
reapportionment of unexpended
reapportionment
unexpended balbalRng
..........................
.....
. ing
19
l9
ances ...
.................
356
Roseville
Ohio,
Roseville, Ohio,
11
payments for use of counties where work
work
condemned
condemned cannon granted to ............. 8
832
2
by States prohibited by constituRouge River, Mw'h.,
'Jfih.,
tion
tion.......................
356
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to
be
of, to be
administration expenses
deducted
expenses to
to be deducted
made ...
409
..................
40 9
before
apportionment ............
before apportionment
356
Roumania,
Serbia, and Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
Roumania, Serbia,
notification to States, etc.,
etc., of allotment...
allotment
notification
357
appropriation
appropriation for minister to ...........
252, 1048
10418
population
ratio of apportionment;
apportionment; area; population.
357
Routt National
National Forest,
Forest, Co/o.,
Colo.,
mileage
rural, delivery and starmileage of rural,
maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
appropriation for maintenance,
459, 114E
route service......................
service
357
Roxbury, Conn.,
Conn.,
certificate
certificate of apportionment
apportionment to
Treasury
to Treasury
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ............. 831
and States..................
States
83]
357
Rubles, George,
George,
construction
construction projects
projects in
in States
States to
to be
be subsubdeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for services ...... 801
mitted to Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
mitted
of Agriculture..
357
357
Ruby National
Forest, Nev.,
National Forest,
Nev.,
approval of plans; apportionment
apportionment of
of
appropriation
459
appropriation for maintenance, etc.
etc., of..
of...
459
amounts
.........................
367
Rules ofthe
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, Digest
Digest of,"
payments to States; during construction.
payments
construction
357
appropriation
appropriation for preparing ..........
70, 1074
70,1074
supervision of work,
work, etc.,
etc., by States.....
States
358
Rumford,
Rumford, Me.,
Me.,
manner of payments for
for .................
358
appropriation
appropriation for public building
268
maintained by State
building..........
roads to be maintained
268
State authorities
authorities. 358
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
suspension of apportionment
apportionment on
for public buildon failure
failure..
358
g............................
19
19
roads and trails in national forests
forests........
358
Rural
also Federal Farm Loan
Rural Credits
Cruel, (see also
appropriations for
.annual appropriations
for...............
358
Act),
requests from State,
requests
State, etc.,
etc., authorities
authorities....
358
appropriation
appropriation for studies of cooperation
cooperation required;
required; limit.............
limit
cooperation
cooperation in
in,
358
etc .........................
473,
1163
report to
to Congress
Congress ................
473,1163
.. 358
Rural Delivery, Postal
Rural
notification of allotments.............
allotments
notification
PostalService,
358
appropriation for equipment
reimbursement from forest revenues
reimbursement
appropriation
equipment for......
for
422, 1067
revenues....
359
422,1067
for
or earners,
423, 1068
administration expenses;
expenses; employees
employees from
carriers, station clerks, etc
etc ..... 423,1068
civil service eligibles
carrier on Lake Winnipesaukee..
Winnipesaukee
159
eligibles ..............
423,1068
for experimental
experimental extension
rent, supplies
extension of parcel
supplies, etc
159
etc.......
...........
regulations to be
made
post
regulations
poet for farm products ..............
424
be made..................
3359
in effect on passage
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ............... 827
passage........ ...........
3
Sanitation,
for carriers
carriers ...........................
827
Rural Sanitation,
827 Rural
759
appropriation
for supplies.......................
supplies
827
appropriation for studies of,
of, Public
827
Public Health
Health
for tolls.
tolls
.............................
Service ........................
827
2279
for carriers and clerks...................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
studies and
clerks
deficiency
827
for studies
and
21
dembnstration
demonstration work.......-.....work
service to be extended to entire rural population ........................
423
423 Russell, Kans.,
Kans.,
condemned
for Grand
classification of routes; horse drawn
classification
condemned cannon
drawn...... 423
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
Grand
832
motor vehicles; petitions required
Army post......
post
required for
for
.................
832
Russellville,
Ark.,
establishing
establishing hereafter
423 RusselillUe, Art.,
hereafter .............
840
40
condemned cannon
granted to............
to
lesser horse drawn, allowed
allowed .............
423
condemned
cannon granted
423
91890°-voL
91890
°—vor- 39-PT
39—pr 11-88
88

excii

INDEX.
Saint Augustine,
Fla.,
Page.
Saint
Augustine, Fla.,
Page.
appropriation for
building
268
appropriation
for public
public building........
268
powder house lot
powder
lot donated to,
to, for
for public
park ..........................
926
926
Saint
Mich.,
Saint Clair,
Clair, Mich.,
condemned
cannon granted
to ............
834
condemned cannon
granted to
834
Saint
River, Mich.,
Mich.,
Saint Clair
ClairRiver,
appropriation
for improvement
channel
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, channel
at Port Huron
400
Huron.....................
400
Saint
Croix Island
Indian Islands
Islands
Saint Croix
Island (see
(see West
West Indian
Acquired
from
Denmark).
Acquired from Denmark).
Saint
Saint Croix
Croix River,
River, Me.,
Me.,
appropriation for
light station
Island
appropriation
for light
station at
at Dog
Dog Island
entrance to
317
entrance
to.....................
317
across, at
dams across,
at Baileyville
Baileyville and Grand
Grand
534
Falls, consented
consented to
to................
534
approval of Boundary Waters CommisCommission, necessary
534
necessary....................
534
534
conditions, etc
etc ......................
534
Saint
Water Power
Saint Croix
Croix Water
Power Company,
Company,
operation,
Croix
operation, etc., of dams
dams across
across Saint
Saint Croix
Me., by, authorized;
condiRiver, Me.,
authorized; conditions ........
.................. 534
534
Saint Elizabeths
C.,
Saint
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
general
expenses
309
appropriation for general expenses.......
309
for buildings and
and grounds,
309
grounds, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc..
309
enlarging ice
ice plant
plant ...............
309
for enlarging
309
399
399
in excess
excess of
for amount due for patients in
of
charges, from District funds ......
309
309
398
398
for support
support of indigent insane, District of
of

Russellville,
Ohio,
Page.
Russellville, Ohio,
Page.
condemned cannon
to
836
condemned
cannon granted
granted to.............
836
Russia
Russia,
appropriation for
for ambassador
appropriation
ambassador to
to........ 252,1048
252,1048
Rust,
Captain Armistead,
Armistead, U.
Rust, Captain
U. S.
S. Navy,
Navy, retired,
retired,
active list;
list; place
to be
be captain
captain on
on active
place........ 602
602
examinations
additional
examinations required;
required; to
to be
be additional
number; no back
etc
603
number;
ack pay,
pay, etc..........
603
Rust,
Black and
and Stripe,
Rust, Black
Stripe,
appropriation for
wheat,
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, in
in wheat,
etc
454, 1142
etc ...........................
454,1142
Ruthenians,
Ruthenians,
designated to
to receive
request for
for a
a day
day to
to be designated
receive
funds for relief
relief of, in belligerent
belligerent
countries ......................
999
999
Rye,
Rye,
official
and condition
condition
official standards
standards of
of quality and
to be established
483
established...................
483
interstate and foreign
interstate
foreign shipments
shipments to
to conform to .......................
483
483
S.
S.

Tex.,
Sabine-Neches Canal,
Canal, Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, from
from
Neches River
River to
Ship
to Port
Port Arthur Ship
Canal ...........................
Sabine
Tex.,
Sabine Pass
Pass, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement
of
appropriation
improvement of........
Sabine River,
Sabine
River, La. and Ter.,
Tex.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
of waterwaterto
...
397
way from Mermentau
Mermentau River
River to.......
397
Sac and
and Fox
Fox Indian
Sac
Indian Agency, Iowa,
appropriation for land
Day
appropriation
land for Mesquakie
Mesquakie Day
School ........................
971
and Fox
Fox Indian
Sac and
Indian Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
drainage assessments allowed
allowed on agency,
agency,
etc..........................
673
673
Sac and Fox
Fox Indian
Sac
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Iowa,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of.. 125,970
125,970
Sac and Fox Indians,
Indians, Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation for benefit of, from tribal
appropriation
fund.............................
fund
977
Saco, Me.,
appropriation
building
...
268
appropriation for public building........
268
Sacramental Wine,
•
Sacramental
Wine,
restrictions on purchases,
purchases, etc., of, in Alaska.
restrictions
Alaska.
905
in District of Columbia...................
Columbia.
1125
1125
Sacramento and
Cal.,
Sacramento
and Feather
FeatherRivers,
Rivers, Cal.,
appropriation for improvement of ........
appropriation
404
404
amount
subject to
amount for Feather
Feather River subject
local contribution ...............
404
404
abolished
404
special engineer board
board for, abolished..
404
for improvement of, in accordance
accordance of reCommission
404
port of Debris Commission........
404
contribution by State
contribution
404
State ..............
404
Sacramento, Cal.,
Sacramento,
terms of court at ......................
122
122
Sacramento River (see also
Sacramento
also Flood Control, Mississippi and Sacramento
Sacramento Rivers),
provisions for controlling
controlling floods, removing
debris, and improving ...........
949
949
Safety Appliances (see Railway Safety Appliances Acts).
Acts).
Safety
Safety of Railway Operation,
Operation,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc., syssystems to promote .................
280
280
Saginaw,
Saginaw, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
building.......
268
Saint
Fla.,,
Sava Andrews Bay, Fla.
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of channel
Apalachicola River to
397
from Apalachicola
to........ 397
Saint Ann's Infant
Infant Asylum,
Asylum, D. C.,
Saint
appropriation
appropriation forcareof
for care of children in....
in..
709,1037
709,1037

Columbia,
in ..................
710,1038
Columbia, in
710,1038
name of Government
Government Hospital for Insane
Insane
changed to
to
changed
................
. 309
309
Saint Francis,
Francis, Ark.,
Ark.,
Saint
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Saint Francis
River at .........................
11
Saint
Francis River,
Saint Francis
appropriation for improvement
and
appropriation
improvement of,
of, and
tributaries .......................
399
tributaries
399
bridge
authorized across, Browns Ferry,
bridge authorized
Mo .......................
7
.
7
Butler and Dunklin Counties,
Counties, Mo
7
Mo......
7
CraiKhead County, Ark
Craighead
Ark ...............
920
Parkin,
Parkin, Ark
.............
920,947
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
preliminary
to be made,
made,
of "sunk
lands" .................
"sunk lands"
.
409
time extended for bridging at Saint
Francis,
Saint Francis,
Ark.
1
Ark..............................
1
Saint
Fla.,
Saint George
George Sound, Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made
made
waterway connecting
connecting Tampa
of waterway
Tampa Bay
Bay
and ...........................
408
Saint
Helena Naval Training
Training Station,
Va.,
Saint Helena
Station, Va.,
appropriation for
maintenance ....... 562,
562, 1174
1174
appropriation
for maintenance
Saint
Idaho,
Saint Joe National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 459,1148
459,1148
Saint
Idaho,
Saint Joe
Joe River, Idaho,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
made......................-......
made
410
Saint John
John Island
Saint
Island (see West Indian Islands
Islands
Acquired from
Denmark).
from Denmark).
Saint Johns,
Johns, Oreg.,
appropriation for public building .......
268
Saint
Saint Johns
Johns River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for aids to navigation,
appropriation
navigation, below
below
Jacksonville ....................
Jacksonville
316
Jacksonville to
for improvement
improvement of, from Jacksonville
to
the ocean ........................
396
Jacksonville
Jacksonville to Palatka .............
396
Palatka to Lake Harney.............
Harney.
396
396
for improvement
improvement of channel
channel from,
to
from, to
Cumberland Sound, Fla. and Ga
396
Cumberland
Ga....
396
Saint
Saint Johnsbury,
Johnstrury, Vt.,
Vt.,
apDronriation
nubihc
huildini ....
268
appropriation
for public
building
I
r
-,--
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Saint
Saint Joseph, Mich.,
Mich.,
Page. Salaries,
Government Employees, etc.-Contd.
Salaries, Government
etc.—Contd. Page.
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
harbor
improvement of harbor
appropriation for increased,
increased, provided
provided for
for
and river ...................
400
400
in
appropriation Act,
in Agricultural
Agricultural appropriation
Act,
Saint Joseph, Mo.,
Saint
notreceivingmorethan$1,800
not receiving more than $1,800 ayear.
ayear
1168
1168
appropnatm for public
appropnatio
public building
building......... 268
268
persons excluded....................
excluded
1168
1168
Saint Juliens
Juliens Creek, Naval
Saint
Naval Magazine,
Magazine, Va.,
for
increased pay
pay to
to civilian
employees,
for increased
civilian employees,
appropriation
ordnance storage ........
appropriation for ordnance
569
receiving
receiving not more than $1,800,
$1,803, unfor public works
570,1179
................
570,1179
der naval appropriations
appropriations ..........
1195
1195
Saint Louis Arsenal,
Mo.,
Arsenal, Mo.,
investigation directed
directed of,
investigation
of, compared
compared with
with
transfers of rights of way, grounds of, authose of States, municipalities,
municipalities, and
and
thorized .........................
858
thorized
858
commercial
institutions
. 1081
commercial institutions.............
1081
Saint Louis County, Minn,
Minn.,
restriction
restriction on paying double,
double, exceeding
exceeding
may bridge Saint
Saint Louis River, Duluth,
$2,000
year
120,582
$2,000 a
a year...............
120,582
Mimi
436
Minn...........................
436
exemption of
of retired
exemption
retired officers,
officers, and militia
militia
Saint
Saint Louis, Iron
Iron Mountain
Mountain and
and Southern
Southern
officers and enlisted men.........
men
120,582
120,582
Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
Coast
added ................
582
Coast Guard
Guard added
582
exchange of right of way through Saint
not
of present
etc
582
not deprived
deprived of
present salaries,
salaries, etc...
582
Louis Arsenal, Mo.,
Mo., with
with AnheuserAnheuserSalem, N.
J.,
N. J.,
Corporation, authorBusch Brewing Corporation,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
buildfor public
public buildized .............................
859
859
ing site
803
ing
site
...........................
803
Saint Louis, Mo.,
Salem,
Oreg.,
Salem, Oreg.,
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
appropriation for Indian school;
appropriation
school; Alaska
Alaska
office....
..................
office
88,1092
pupils
149,986
pupils
....................
149,986
for post office
268
office ...........................
268 Salem
River, N.
Salem River,
N. J.,
J.,
mail
conveyor
system
abandoned
268
mail
system abandoned .....
268 appropriation
appropriation for
for improvement
393
improvemet of..
of ........
393
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to, for City
City
"Salem,"
"Salem, U. S.
S. S.,
S.,
Hall park .........................
843
843
appropriation for
repairs
605
appropriation
for repairs...............
605
SaintLouis River,
Saint
River,
for engines
607
for
engines for
for ........................
607
bridge authorized across, Duluth, Minn
436
Minn...
Salicylic Acid,
Salicylic
Acid,
Saint
Marys Ohio,
Saint Marys,
Ohio,
duty on.................................
on.
794
794
appropriation for
268 Salida,
appropriation
for public
public building
building........ 268
Colo.,
Salida, Colo.,
Saint
Marys
River,
Saint Marys River,
lands conveyed
conveyed to
to for
for park
park uses;
payment
915
uses; payment.
915
bridge
Georgia and
and
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Georgia
mineral deposits
mineral
reserved
915
deposits reserved...............
915
Florida
Florida.....
165,436
.................
Salina,
Salina, Kans.,
Kans.,
Saint Marys River, Idaho,
Idaho,
of court
court at........................
terms of
at
726
726
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, to be
office of deputy
deputy clerk
clerk ..................
726
726
made ..........
410
............ ... 410 Salisbury,
Md.,
Salisbury, Md.,
Saint
Saint Marys
Marys River,
River, Mich.,
appropriation
for public
building
268
appropriation for
public building........
268
appropriation for improvement
appropration
improvement of, at the
Salmon National
National Forest,
Salmon
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
292,400
falls; new lock ..
.................. 292,400
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
459, 1148
appropriation
of.. 459,1148
Saint Mary's
Mary's School and Mission,
Mission,
Salt lake
Salt
Lake Oiti,
City, U,
Utah,
diminished Colfee simple patent tract on diminished
Colappropriation
at
90,1094
appropriation for
for assay
assay office
office at.........
90,1094
Reservation, Wash
672 Salt
ville -Indian Reservation,
Wash.....
672
Salt River
Iliver Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, An,,.,
Arit.,
Saint Paul,
Saint
Paul, Minn.,
appropriation
for water
water rights
rights for
Indian
appropriation for
for Indian
appropriation for public building
268
appropriation
building.........268
allotments
130,975
allotments in
in....................
130,975
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, harbor;
preliminary
Salt
River Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Salt River
Ariz.,
report on traffic obstructions
report
obstructions to be
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.;
etc.; use
appropriation for
use
made .............................
409
of balance
balance......................
304
304
Saint
Saint Peter,
Peter, Minn.,
payment to Moeur-Pafford
payment
304
Moeur-Pafford Company
Company..
304
appropriation for public building ........
268
appropriation
268 Salvador,
Salvador,
Saint
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for
minister to
252, 1048
appropriation
for minister
to ........
252,1048
appropriation for public building
appropriation
building........
268 Samoa, American,
or improvement
unprovement of harbor
for
harbor............
396 Samoa,
appropriation
American,
for high
high power
radio station
appropriation
for
power radio
station
Saint
Saint Thomas Island (see West Indian
Indian Isin
607
in ................................
607
lands Acquired from Denmark).
San
San Antonio
Antonio Arsenal,
Arsenal, Tex.,
Tex.,
Salamanca, N.
Salamanca,
N. F.,
Y.,
appropriation
for storehouse
and equipappropriation for
storehouse and
equipappropriation
for public
building. .......
268
appropriation for
public building
268
ment ............................
ment.
284
284
for ground
grorou rent, public building ........
274
for
improving
water
supply;
roads
and
for
improving
water supply; roads and
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildwalk............................
284
284
ing................................
19
ing
19
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for increasing
increasing
Salaries and Allowances Division
Salaries
Division (see Post
storage facilities
facilities .....
810
storage
..........
810
Office Service
Office
Service Division, Post Office
San
Antonio
River,
Tex.,
San
Antonio
River,
Tex.,
Department).
Department).
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary examination,
to be
be
Salaries, Government
Government Employees, etc.,
Salaries,
etc.,
made
made ...................
409
...... .
409
appropriation for increased
appropriation
increased pay, to persons
for flood
flood protection...................
protection
408
for
408
receiving not more than $1,800 a
a
receiving
Antonio, Tex.,
Tex.
San Antonio,
year,
Indian Department
993
year, under
under Indian
Department. ..
993 San
countries invited
to take
take part
part in
in Texas
countries
invited to
Texas
for
for increased
increased pay to postal
postal service
service ememBicentennial, etc.,
etc., Exposition
Exposition at
217
Bicentennial,
at...
217
ployees receiving not more than
San Bernard
River, Tex.,
Tex.
BernardRiver,
$1,000 a
1069 San
a year
year...................
preliminory examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary
to be
be
classified service
service salaries
$800,
salaries over $800,
408
made ............................
made
408
excluded.
1069
excluded .........................
San Carlos
Indian Reservation,
for increased,
San
increased, provided for in legislative,
Caros Indian
Reservation, Ariz.,
Ar/.,
appropriation
to bridge
etc., appropriation
Act, receiving
appropriation Act,
appropriation for
for additions
additions to
bridge aeres
acrs
132
$1,800 a
Gila
River on
on ..................
Gila River
not more than $1,800
132
a year ........ 1121
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San Diego,
Diego, Cal.,
Cal.,
Page.
rage
San
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor;
harbor;
appropriation
donation of
404
city.......
by city
of tidelands by
donation
for
naval fuel storage
1179
storage 1179.................
for naval
for
establishing Marine
...... 1179
base1179
Marine Corps base
for establishing
donation
land for
for naval
required
base required
naval base
of land
donation of
from,
aircraft station
station estabestabwhen aircraft
from, when
lished on
on San
San Diego
Diego Bay
Bay ..........
568
lished
Panama Pacific Exposition
Exposition
at Panama
exhibits at
Panama Calimay be transferred
transferred to Panama
2
fornia
2
Exposition ................fornia Exposition
-..
122
terms of court at .................-transfer of Government
Government exhibit from Expotransfer
sition
at, to Mississippi
Centennial
Mississippi Centennial
sition at,
854
Exposition .........................
Diego County, Cal.,
Cal.
San Diego
authority
to purchase
purchase land
land for
for aircraft
aircraft staauthority to
tion on
Diego Bay
Bay............
568
San Diego
tion
on San
donation of
land from San
of additional
additional land
donation
Diego required
568
required ...................
Diego
Francisco, Cal.,
San Francisco,
appropriation
treasurer's
assistant treasurer's
for assistant
appropriation for
office
88, 1092
...............
office........
for
89,1093
mint at
at.....................--.. 89,1093
for mint
for
254,1050
agent...............
for dispatch
dispatch agent
for
improvement of harbor ............
. 404
for improvement
for road,
road, etc., at the Presidio
637
Presidio..........
deficiency
appropriation for mint at........
at
860
deficiency appropriation
abandonment
abandonment of streets, etc., adjoining the
637
Presidio,
consented to; conditions..
conditions
Presidio, consented
granted
right of way through Presidio of
granted right
San Francisco,
sewer
919
Francisco, tor sewer...........
occupation
of portion
portion of the Presidio by
occupation of
637
Palace of Fine Arts, continued ....
jurisdiction ceded to California.........
California
637
jurisdiction
revested in United States on revocarevested
637
tion of privilege ...................
terms of court at
122
at......................
San
Francisco Exposition
Panama Pacific
(see Panama
Exposition (see
San Francisco
International
Exposition).
International Exposition).
San
Isabel National
Forest, Colo.,
Co/o.,
National Forest,
San Isabel
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., oi.
of. 459,1148
appropriation
San
Cal.,
River, Cal.,
San Joaquin
Joaquin River,
appropriation for improvement
of
404
improvement of.........
appropriation
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
410
made ...............................
San
Run,
Jose, Costa
Costa Rica,
San Jose,
appropriation for
premises........ 1058
for legation
legation premises
appropriation
San
Juan National
National Forest,
Cob.,
Forest, Colo.,
San Juan
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 459,1148
etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation for
San
Juan, P.
P. R.,
San Juan,
appropriation for
harbor
406
for improvement of harbor..
appropriation
at
953
capital of Porto Rico to be at............
966
terms of court at .......................
N. Mex.,
San Juan
Juan River, N.
Mex.,
appropriation for bridging, Farmington;
appropriation
repayment
Navajos
repayment from funds of Navajos...
926
Coast Guard
Guard Station,
Station, Tex.,
Tex.,
San Luis Coast
deficiency
appropriation for repairs, etc
deficiency appropriation
etc...
20
San Pablo
San
Pablo Bay,
Bay, Cal.,
appropriation for
improvement of
appropriation
for improvement
of........
404
_
San Pedro,
Pedro, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
building
268
268
appropriation for public building.........
tor
ror barracks and quarters, Coast Artillery
Artillery. 285
Sand
Sand Hills,
Hills, Mich.,
light
station authorized
authorized at
537
light and
and fog
fog signal
signal station
at..
537
Sandusky,
Ohio,
Sandusky, Ohio,
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
400
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor..
400
purchase of site and construction
construction of public
purchase
public
building at
at.......................
14
14
appropriation for.....................
appropriation
for
14
occupancy
present building to be sold on occupancy
of new ......................
14
J.,
Sandy Hook
Hook Army
Army Proving
ProvingGround,
Ground, N. J.,
appropriation for range tower; fireproof
appropriation
vault, etc ........................
284

,.,
I
I .1 J.—
- Ground,
Sandy Hook
Sanay
Hook Army
Army Proving
1V. J.- Page.
ragu.
frovng
Grouna, N.

Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for
stable
234
for fireproof
fireproof stable..........
appropriation
for
tool, etc.,
etc., storage house; concrete
for tool,
traverses ...........................
284
current expenses.................
expenses
347,911
for current
347, 911
etc. 347,911
for expenses of officers,
quarters, etc
officers, for quarters,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for protecting
deficiency
shore ox
811
o........................
Sanford, Fla.,
Sanford,
Fla.,
deficiency appropriation for public builddeficiency
.
ing.............................
ing
19
Sanitary
Bureau, International,
SanitaryBureau,
International,
appropriation
for annual
annual share of mainteappropriation for
257, 1053
nance ......................
1053
Sanitation
SanitationRural,
Rural,
appropriation
appropriation for studies of, Public Health
279
Service ............................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for studies and
21
demonstration
in
demonstration work in.............
Santa
Barbara National
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
Santa Barbara
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 459, 1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Santa
Cruz Island
Indian Islands
Islands
Santa Cruz
Island (see West Indian
Acquired
from Denmark).
Denmark).
Acquired from
Santa
Mex.,
N. Mex.,
Santa Fe, N.
143,981
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school .........
public building.....................
building
268
for public
Santa
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Santa Fe National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 459, 1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Santa
Santa Monica, Cal.,
appropriation
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation for expenses,
Soldiers' Home.....................
Home
295
Soldiers'
Santa
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
NationalForest,
Santa Rosa
Rosa National
appropriation
of
459
maintenance, etc., of....
appropriation for maintenance,
Santee
C.,
S. C.,
Santee River, S.
appropriation
improvement of
395
of.........
appropriation for improvement
Santee
Sioux Indians,
Indians (see also Sioux
Santee Sioux Indians
Different Tribes),
Different
claims
Medawakanton and
and Wahpaof Medawakanton
claims of
forfeited annuities
annuities
koota Bands for forfeited
to
determined by Court of
to be determined
Claims
Claims............................ 1195
Santiago,
Chile,
Santiago, Chile,
appropriation
delegates to Pan Ameriappropriation for delegates
can
Conference at
at............... 259,1055
can Conference
Santiam
Oreg.,
Forest,Oreg.,
National Forest,
Santiam National
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of. 459, 1148
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Santo
Dominican Republic).
Republic).
Domingo (see Dominican
Santo Domingo
Saranac
N. Y'.,
I.,
Lake, N.
SaranacLake,
appropriation for
268
building..........
for public building
appropriation
Sarasota Bay,
Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,
Sarasota
appropriation for
for improvement
_
396
of.........
improvement of.
appropriation
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
made
preliminary examination,
of
River
408
Miakka River......
of waterway,
waterway, to bliakka
"Saratoga," U.
S. S.,
U.S.S.,
appropriation for
605
for repairs
repairs ...................
appropriation
Saugatuck, Mich.,
Saugatuck,
appropriation for improvement
harbor.
400
improvement of harbor...
appropriation
Saugerhes, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Saugerties,
appropriation for
for improvement
392
harbor..
improvement of harbor
appropriation
Tommy,
Saux, Tommy,
fee
confirmed to.
to
990
patent confirmed
homestead patent
fee simple
simple homestead
Bridge Company,
Company,
Savage Bridge
may
Richland
Yellowstone River, Richland
bridge Yellowstone
may bridge
County, Mont ..
510
................ .
County,
Savanna, Ill.,
appropriation
building.
268
appropriation for public building........
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
19
ing
19
ing,..............-.............
Savannah, Ga.,
Savannah,
Ga.,
appropriation
improvement of waterappropriation for improvement
395
Beaufort, S. C.,
C., and...
and
way between Beaufort,
395
for improvement
improvement of harbor.............
harbor
for improvement
improvement of waterway
waterway between
between
Fernandina, Fla.,
Fla., and ..............
395
Fernandina,
6
near..
bridge
authorized across Back River
River near
6
- authorized
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Savannah
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Savannah River,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of, at AuGa
395
gusta, Ga......................
below
Augusta
below Augusta..............
......
395
bridge authorized across, Browns Ferry,
Ga
534
Ga...........................
McDonalds
C..
387
McDonalds Shoals, Ga. and S. C.......
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, at North Augustus,
Augustus, S.
C
407
8. C.....
407
Kings Island, Ga
Ga.......................
time extended
extended for constructing
constructing dams
across, above Augusta, Ga
34
Ga..........
Savings
Mutual,
Savings Banks, Mutual,
exempt from income tax...............
tax
766
Sawtooth
Forest, Idaho,
NationalForest,
Sawtooth National
appropriation for
459,1148
of. 459,1148
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation
Sayre,
Fa.,
Sayre, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
building......... 268
appropriation
Scabies
Cattle,
Scabies in Sheep and
and Cattle,
appropriation for eradicating
.450,1138
450, 1138
eradicating .........
appropriation
Scales, Railroad
Railroad Track, etc.,
appropriation
324
appropriation for testing, etc ............
Scandinavian-American
Scandinavian-American Line,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for refund to....
to
821
deficiency
Scarlet Crow, Sioux
ioux Indian,
Indian,
appropriation
monument for grave of,
for monument
appropriation for
C....
Cemetery, D. C
145
in Corem;onal
Congresional Cemetery,
Schaaf,
Bernard A.,
A.,
Schaaf, Bernard
electriappointed master signal electribe appointed
may be
cian,
900
Army.........-.......-....-cian, Army
Schenectady, N. Y.,
843
condemned cannon granted to.
to...........
condemned
Schodack Landing,
Y.,
Landing, N. Y.,
Schodace
time
Hudson
time extended for bridging Hudson
446
River from Castleton to ...........
448
Hawaii,
Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii,
285
appropriation
construction...........
for construction
appropriation for
of... 636
removal
buildings on lands of
636
of private
private buildings
removal of
School Hygiene,
Hygiene,
1105
appropriation for investigation
investigation of ........
appropration
School
1105
FortSill,
Artillery, Fort
Field Artillery,
for Field
Firefor
of Fire
School of
Okla.,
620
appropriation for
for instruction
.s
expense..s...
instruction expense.
appropriation
assignment
lieutenants for inof second lieutenants
assignment of
struction at
at....................----.- 621
struction
Schools, D.
C. (see Public Schools, D. C.).
D. C.
Schools,
Schools,
Schools, etc.,
to
having
instruction to
of military instruction
course of
having course
be supplied
supplied with arms, etc.; conbe
ditions
197
ditions.................-----..-----197
details
details from Army for; number ........
Schools of
of Instruction,
Force,
Instruction, Naval Reserve Force,
Schools
of......... 1174
appropriation for
maintenance of.
for maintenance
appropriation
Schooner Ledge Light Station,
Station, Pa.,
Pa.,
Schooner
exchange
of lands
lands at, Delaware
at
Delaware River at
exchange of
mouth
Creek .............
239
Crum Creek
mouth of Crum
Scientific
Associations,
Scientific Associations,
exempt
income tax...............tax
766
from income
exempt from
Scientifk Congress,
Congress, Second
Pan American,
Second Pan
Scientific
3
deficiency appropriation
expenses .....
3
appropriation for expenses
deficiency
for
printing proceedings,
etc._
802
proceedings, etc..
expenses, printing
for expenses,
Scientific Literature,
Catalogue
International Catalogue
Literature, International
Scientific
of
2
of,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, preparation of 279
appropriation for
331
binding
for printing and binding..............--Scituate,
Scituate, Masa.,
Mass.,
authorized;
sale
lighthouse reservation, authorized;
of lighthouse
sale of
price
241
41
.........................----------price
maintenance
landmark....... 242
maintenance as historic landmark
Scott County, Ind.,
Ind.,
833
833
condemned
to .........condemned cannon granted to.
Scottsboro,
Scottsboro, Ala.,
Ala.,
841
condemned
cannon granted to...........
to
841
condemned cannon
Scout Cruisers,
Cruisers,
616
construction of ten, authorized
authorized cost, etc..
etc
construction
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Scout Cruisers-Continued.
Cruisers—Continued.
machinappropriation
construction and marhinappropriation for construction
ery ............................ 617,1191
617, 1191
for
armament............. 617, 1191
for armor
armor and armament
for
617, 1191
617,1191
for ammunition
ammunition ................
limit of cost increased of three, to be con82 practicable
structed as early
early as
practicable..... 1191
three additional
1191
additional................... 1191
Scranton,
Scranton, Pa.,
Pa.,
condemned cannon
Grand
condemned
cannon granted to, for Grand

841
........................
Army post
post
Scully, Mrs.
ifia. Kerry
841
Scully,
MIary E.,
E.,
accepted
Hatchery accepted
gift of Berkshire Trout Hatchery
from
431
from.........................
Se-cum-ka-nullax,
Se-cum-ka-nullax,
lieu allotment of lands to, in Colville Reservation, Wash .................
155
ervation,
Areas, Defensive
Defensive,
Sea Areas,
punishment for violating regulations
regulations withpunishment
in established.................
established
1194
Sea Walls and Embankments,
Fortifications,
Embankments, Fortifiations,
appropriation for
910
etc........
construction, etc
for construction,
appropriation
Air Line Railroad
Seaboard
Seaboard Air
Railroad Company,
bridge Back River, near Savannah,
Savannah,
may bridge
66
Ga.
Ga............................
Seacoast
Seacoast Artillery,
appropriation
for
ammunition,
etc.,
for
pracappropriation for ammunition, etc,
tice ......................
346,911
tice
346,911
for altering, etc .................
for altering, etc.,
possessions. . 349,912
etc., insular possessions.
for
Batteries,
Seacoast
SeacoastBatteries,
appropriation for construction,
construction, Hawaiian
Hawaiian
appropriation
912
Islands
912
Islands...............-...--.....Seacoast Cannon,
Army,
Cannon, Army,
Seacoast
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
appropriation
contracts...........--.....
346,911
etc.; contracts
'for
ammunition for,
for, and practice-....
practice
346, 911
'for ammunition
346,911
for altering, etc ................-.
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, etc., insular
insular
for purchase,
possessions
possessions....-.........-.... 349,912
. 912
contracts ......................-912
for ammunition,
ammunition, insular possessions...
possessions... 349,912
for
912
contracts
912
contracts......................................
912
912
.-... ..
etc ...............
altering, etc
for altering,
Defenses,
Seacoast D
Seacoast
.
efenses,
288
appropriation
for
appropriation for buildings for............
for
artillery, PhilipPhilipaccommodations for artillery,
for accommodations
pines
286
Hawaii ...............
and Hawaii
pines and
temporary
oversea
cantonments for oversea
temporary cantonments
286
garrisons
garrisons................. ......
for
etc., e
l
ect
ri
c p
l
an t
s .... 345,909
345,909
plants....
electric
for installing
installingzetc.,
for
sewer systems
water and sewer
trails, water
roads, trails,
for roads,
910
f
or
910
for..............-...-------.......----------.
for operating,
operating, etc.,
etc., fire-control installafor
346, 910
tions
910
tions......................--------for airships,
for
910
etc., for.........-....--.-airships, etc.,
for
for supplies,
electric plants, insular possupplies, electric
for
348,912
sessions
sessions.....-....--.---.---------.-for operating
operating fire-control
fire-control installations,
installations,
for
insular
possessions
349,913
insular possessions ...........-

Seaford,
Seaford, Del.,
Del.,
bridge
Nanticoke River,
authorized across Nanticoke
bridge authorized
at
872
at........-..............---..----------------.....-872
Seagoing
Transportation,
Seagoing Transportation,
investigation, etc.,
development of, for
etc., of development
investigation,
national defense, etc............etc
650
national
Seamen,
Alien (see
Immigration Act),
also Immigration
(see also
Seamen, Alien
construction
of term,
in Immigration
Act
874
Immigration Act..
term, in
construction of
Act. 895 895
pr
ovisions relating
relating to,
Immigration Act
to, in Immigration
provisions
Seamen, American,
American,
Seamen,
appropriation for
life saving
saving testimonials
testimonials
for life
appropriation
-.. 255,1050
for
shipwrecked
255,1050
rescuing shipwrecked...for rescuing
for
relief and
protection of, in foreign
and protection
for relief
countries
262,1058
262,1058
.....
countries..........-....
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Seamen,
Page.
Seamen, American—Continued.
American-Continued.
Page. Second Lieutenants,
Lieutenants, Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for relief
relief and
and proappointments
appointments hereafter
hereafter of;
of; permanent,
permanent, if
if
tection of ...........
31, 33,802,
33, 802, 827, 829
829
fitness
determined, terminated
terminated
fitness determined,
without
may enter suits for wages,
wages, etc.,
etc., without
181
if not .........................
181
bond, etc.,
etc., for
313
bond,
for costs ..............
313
promotions during
during provisional
provisional period...
period
182
182
Seamen from Foreign
ForeignPorts,
Ports,
vacancies made
filling vacancies
made by national
national defense
defense
penalty
penalty for bringing in inadmissible
inadmissible aliens
Act..
182
Act
..............................
182
with intent to land ................
895
895
temporary appointments
appointments as, allowed rerepresenting
representing alien bona fide member of
of
etc., in
in
serve officers,
officers, for training, etc.,
crew ..........................
895
895
time of peace
194
peace....................
194
inadmissible alien,
to land
895
alien, not
not permitted
permitted to
land.
895
duty with
with Army; pay, etc.............
etc
194
194
temporary
landing
for
treatment,
temporary
etc ....
895 Second
Second Lighthouse
Lighthouse District,
District,
penalty for
895
for violations
violations...................
895
depot
depot for, authorized ....................
537
537
discharge of inadmissible
inadmissible alien, in
in port
port ununSecret
Service
Secret
Division,
Treasury
Department,
Division,
Treasury
Department,
896
lawful ............................
896
appropriation for
for chief,
appropriation
chief, assistant,
assistant, clerks,
clerks,
permitted for reshipment..............
reshipment
896
896
etc .............................
83,1088
illegally landed,
etc., in
landed, to be
be returned,
returned, etc.,
in
details for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc.,
three years
896
years........................
896
277
from, forbidden.
forbidden ...................
277
employment
diseased, etc.,
employment of diseased,
etc. alien on
on
detection and
arrest of
use of, for
for detection
and arrest
of violators
violators
passenger
passenger vessels, unlaNirful;
unlawful; deterdeterof Farm Loan Act .................
385
.
385
mination, etc
896
...................
896
Secretaries, Diplomatic
DiplomaticService
Service,
penalty
penalty for violation ...................
896
896 Secretaries,
appropriation for salaries ..............
appropriation
252,
1048
etc. of alien,
to be
252,1048
names, etc.,
alien, on
on vessels
vessels to
be furfurembassy or
counselor of embassy
or legation creatcreatnished
nished on arrival ..................
896
896
ed ............................
252
report of
896
252
of illegally
illegally landed
landed ................
896
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
list required on departure
departure ..............
897 Secretary
897
penalty for noncompliance
appropriation
for,Assistant, Solicitor,clerks,
Solicitor, clerks,
noncompliance...........--appropriationfor,Assistant,
897
897
Searchlightsfor Seacoast
Searchlights
Seacoast Defense,
etc .......................
446, 1134
Defense,
446,1134
for printing annual report .............
approprination
331
purchase, etc
appropriation for purchase,
etc.........
345,910
331
cooperation with National
National Park Service
Philippine Islands ......
for Hawaii
Hawaii and Philippine
348
Seattle,
over monuments
monuments adjacent
Seattle, Wash.,'
Wash.,'
adjacent to
to national
national
forests
535
appropriation for assay office at.........
forests............................
appropriation
at
90,1094
535
Second Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
designated
PostmasterGeneral,
General,
.
designated as member of Council of Naappropriation
tional Defense ....................
appropriation for, superintendents, clerks,
649
649
etc ...................................
106
on Federal Board for Vocational Educa106
etc ..............
for, superintendents,
superintendents, etc.
1109
tion ...........................
932
1109
932
Oregon
duties, classifying,
classifying, etc.,
for division of railway adjustments..
adjustments.. 106,1109
etc., forfeited
forfeited Oregon
for division of foreign
foreign mails
106,
California Railroad
Railroad land
land grants
219
and California
mals ..........
106, 1109
grants. 219
1109
construction of rural
355
for division of Railway Mail Service.
Service 106,1109
rural post roads
roads .........
106,1109
355
for postal service, office of..........
under cotton futures
futures Act ..............
476
of
418,
1064
418,1064
476
under grain standards Act
482
for star route transportation
transportation in
Act ..............
in Alaska_
Alaska. 418,1064
482
under
under warehouse
.
486
warehouse Act
steamboat, etc., routes; aeroAct .
for steamboat,
............
486
to allow removal of timber
planes ......................... 418,1064
timber from
from national
national
forests in exchange
exchange for lands added
added
allowance
allowance for aeroplanes,
aeroplanes, etc
etc ..........
1064
for railroad transportation............
transportation
to Glacier
Glacier National
National Park, Mont
419, 1064
Mont..... 1122
1122
arrangement
to establish
freight train, etc.,
arrangement for freight
etc., conestablish standards
standards of agricultural
agricultural prodveyance .......................
1064
ucts, under warehouse
warehouse Act
489
Act .........
1064
489
for freight on postal cards, etc ....... 419, 1064
to transfer
transfer abandoned reservation, etc.,
etc., for
for post
poet office car
419
car service
service ................
home
home for lepers....................
lepers
872
872
419
Railway Mail Service ..........
for Railway
419,
1064 Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce,
419,1064
Commerce,
for electric
electric and cable car service
service ..... 420,
1066
420,1066
appropriation
Assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc.
110, 1111
appropriation for,
for, Assistant,
etc. 110,1111
expenditure
expenditure for wagon
wagon service....
service.
420,
1066
420,1066
designated as
Naas member
member of
of Council
Council of
of Naforeign mails
mails .................
420
for foreign
420, 1066
tional
tional Defense ...................
649
649
contracts
contracts for fast service
service with Great
Great
on Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational Educaauthorized ................. 1066
Britain, authorized
932
1066
tion ...........................
932
for travel and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.
expenses. 421, 1066
1066
may grant
grant right of way through fish
fish hatchhatchSecond Class
Second
Class Mail
Matter,
Mail Matter,
ery, Erwin, Tenn.. for public
public highsending, by freight, repealed
restriction on sending.
repealed-_ 424
424
way ...........................
928
928
unfair discrimination
discrimination forbidden ..........
424
424
may sell skins of fur seals taken on Pribilof
submission
submission of complaints;
complaints; hearings.....
hearings. ... _ 424
424
Islands;
proceeds ................
Islands; proceeds.
236
236
no change
change pending
pending determination..
_
424
determination......
to make regulations
424
regulations for standard lime barbarappeal to court of appeals of District of
rels
531
rels ...........................
531
Columbia
Columbia from adverse decision_
424
decision- _...
424
to serve on board to make regulations
regulations for
for
procedure;
procedure; jurisdiction
jurisdiction of court
court excluexcluenforcing
enforcing child labor Act ..........
675
675
sive
...........................
425
of Labor,
Labor,
425 Secretary
Secretary of
precedence and expedition
precedence
of, in
in
expedition of,
appropriation for, Assistant,
appropriation
.116, 1117
Assistant. clerks, etc.
etc. .116,
1117
court ..........................
425
425
authorized
to employ
employ
inspectors,
etc.,
for 675
authorized
enforcingch
to
ild
labor
inspectors,
Act..
etc.,
for
Second-Hand
Goods,
I).
C.,
Stolen,
Second-Hand Goods, D. C., Stolen,
enforcing child labor Act.......... 675
revocation
revocation of dealer's license
license buying, withuse
use hospitals, Ellis
Ellis Island, temporarily,
temporarily,
out reasonable
reasonable inquiry, etc
1046
etc.
1046
for New York patients .............
359
359
Second Lieutenants,
Lieutenants, Army,
Army,
designated
designated as
as member
member of
of Council
Council of
of NaNaappointments
appointments hereafter
hereafter of, other than Militional Defense ....................
649
649
tary Academy graduates, provisional
on Federal Board for Vocational Educafor two
two years ....................
181
181
tion .............................
932
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&eretary
Page.
Secretary of Labor-Continued.
Labor—Continued.
Page. Secretary
Navy—Continued.
Secretary of the Navy-Continued.
Page.
may permit use of Charleston immigrant
immisrant
may buid
build vessels for increase
Navy
increase of the Navy
station by South Carolina
Carolina navl
naval miat navy yards, if bidders combine to
litia ..............................
61
61
competition........
prevent competition.
. ..
617, 1194
617,1194
Immigration Act ...........
provisions of Immigration
874
authorized to designate
designate yards
yards.....
617,1194
authorized
to serve on board to make regulations
regulations for
for
may loan sanitary
sanitary equipment
equipment to American
American
enforcing child labor Act
enforcing
675
Act.......... 675
Crossfor
Red Cross
for training, May, 1916.—
164
1916...
164
Secretary of State,
Secretary
Naval Academy
Academy professors and instructors,
instructors,
appropriation
etc.77,1082
appropriation for, Assistants, clerks, etc.77,
1082
number, pay, etc., at discretion of..
of..
607
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior,
plans for improvement
improvement of harbors, etc.,
etc., for
for
appropriation
appropriation for, Assistants ...........
98,1102
naval protection
protection of coasts, to be subfor assistant
98,1102
assistant to, attorneys, clerks, etc..
etc
mitted by Secretary
mitted
Secretary of War
and
618
War and.....
618
acceptance of extension of time for payacceptance
appoint annually
annually board of rear admirals
to appoint
admirals
Reclamation Act, by,
ments under Reclamation
recommend promotions
to recommend
promotions to
to grades
grades
etc ...............................
390
of commander, captain, and rear
rear
authorized
authorized to lease oil and gas lands in
admirals ......................
578
admirals
578
ceded Shoshone Indian1eeervation,
Indiant eservation,
to expend for technical, etc.,
etc. services,
519
Wyo ....
.....................
519
amounts
amounts specially authorized
authorized from
Arrowrock Railroad,
BOille,
sell Boise and Arrowrock
Railroad, Boase,
lump sum appropriations
appropriations. ......... 558
Idaho, irrigation
irrigation project
506
Idaho,
project ...........
606
to loan flags,
flag, etc.,
etc., to Confederate
Confederate Veerans'
Veterans'
designated as member
designated
member of Council of NaAssociation
Association reunion in
in District of
tional
tional Defense
Defense ....................
649
Columbia.
943
Columbia
.........................
943
duties, classifying,
classifying, etc.,
etc., forfeited Oregon
Oregon
inaugural ceremonies...................
ceremonies
902
902
and California railroad land grants
219
grants.
219
abandoned reservation,
to transfer abandoned
reservation, etc., for
control of Lassen
Lassen Volcanic
control
Volcanic National
National Park,
home for lepers....................
lepers
872
Cal
.............................
442
unserviceable
unserviceable naval auxiliaries,
auxiliaries , etc
etc.,., may
Hawaii National Park ................
432
be sold by; proceeds .............
605
Rainier National
National Park, Wash
Mount Rainier
Secretary of
the President
of the United
United States,
Wash..
244 Secretay
ofthe
President of
National Park Service ..................
National
535
35
appropriation
appropriation for ...................... 76,1080
76, 1080
promoting State irrigation
promotin
irrigation of arid lands..
lands
506 Secretary
of the Senate,
Secretary o/the
Senate,
stock raisng
raising homestead provisions
provisions...... 862
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant,
1070
assistant, clerks, etc
etc.. 643,
66,1070
estimates of Indian tribal funds receipts
receipts
Secretory of
ofthe
Secretary
the Treasury,
1easury,
and expenditures
appropriation for,
expenditures to be
be made
made by,
appropriation
by,
for, Assistant
ssistant to,
to, Assistants,
Assistants,
annually
annually .........................
158
clerks, etc ........................ 78,1083
clerks,
details required;
required; restrictions ...........
158
of
78, 1083
for divisions in
in office
office of.
.............. 78,
1083
White Earth Village,
Village,
may sell lands to White
appointment
appointment of United
United States Section of the
Mhm.; proceeds to Chippewa
International
International High Commision
Minn.;
Commission by,
Chippewa fund.
fund. 846
by,
payment by, to Indians of Rosebud
Rosebud Sioux
ratified
ratified............................
88
appropriation for expenses
expenses ............
appropriation
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Dak., enrolled by
88
authorized to borrow $150,000,000 for naval
order of court, from tribal funds, etc.
509
administer, etc., Red Lake
Indian Forexpenditures
expenditures and issue three per
to administer,
Lake Indian
cent bonds therefor ...............
1201
est, Minn.........................
Minn
1201
137
McKinley souvenir gold dollar.....
dollar
11
coin McKinley
to direct expenditure of per capita share of
11
duties
of ,
rural post roads construction, etc.' 357
dutiesof,ruralpostroadsconstruction
helpless, etc., Indians,
Indians, in tribal
leprosy
home
to
be
established,
etc.,
by..
872
128
be established, etc., by...
funds ..........................
872
appropriation for
mainteto exchange
appropriation
for construction,
construction, mainteexchange timber for private lands to be
nance,
etc.
873
added to Glacier National Park,
nance, etc .......................
Park,
873
chairman ex officio
officio of Federal Farm
made chairman
Mont ...........................
1122
Loan
360
to
grant
Saint
Augustine,
Fla.,
abandoned
Board
......................
360
to grant Saint Augustine, Fla., abandoned
may deny clearance
clearance to vessel refusing
military
military powder house lot
lot..........
926
freight from any citizen ...........
738
to make regulations governing
governing Mount
Mount Mcissue and sell Panama bonds for exKinley Park, Alaska
Alaska ............. ..
938
penses of manufacture
manufacture of nitrates,
nitrates,
to subdivide,
subdivide, etc., townsite
townsite of Plummer,
Plummer,
etc.,
Government
215
etc., by the Government.........
215
Idaho .......................
435
make
temporary use
make deposits for temporary
use of FedFedto transfer
etc., for
transfer abandoned
abandoned reservation,
reservation, etc.,
eral land banks_.
384
banks .................
home for lepers
872
...................
to invite
invite representative
representative citizens to
to take
take
to use fund from
from sale of Newell,
Newell, S. Dak.,
part in
in Second
Second Pan American
American YuanFinantovrnsite lands
lands for
for town
town water
townsite
water supsupcial Conference...................
Conference
1052
852
852
...............
ply, etc ...........
to pay
quarterly to
treasurer
to
pay out
out quarterly
to State
State treasurer
Secretary of the Navy,
Secretary
amount allotted for vocational edueduappropriation for, Assistant, clerks, etc.. 94,1098
appropration
cation
cation..-........................
935
for purchase of basic aircraft patents by,
to
prescribe form
estimates
to prescribe
form for
for submitting
submitting estimates
Secretary of War...............War
1169
and Secretary
appropriations
336
336
for lump
lump sum appropriations........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional
deficiency
rules, etc.,
etc., for
of
rules,
for enforcing
enforcing provisions
provisions of
employees, 1917 .................
813
employees,
813
unfair competition
competition law, etc
799
etc........
799
unfair
authorized
appoint additional
authorized to appoint
additional midshiprules,
etc. ' for
excise stamps
stamps on
rules, etc.,
for excise
on cotton
cotton
576
men......
from Navy enlisted men
men from
futures
. 480
futures contracts
contracts............-..
increased to one hundred.
1182
hundred ..............
rules, etc.,for
etc., for issue
of duplicates
rules,
issue of
duplicates forlost,
forlost,
designated as member of
designated
of Council
Council of NaNaetc.,
checks ......
37
.........
etc., checks
tional Defense ..................
649
to
report on
discontinuance, etc.,
etc., of
to report
on discontinuance,
of subsubon commission
commission for memorial to John
treasuries
88
88
treasuries...................
Ericsson
672
672
...... ............
.......
Ericsson
to
subscribe for
of Federal
Federal land
land
to subscribe
for balance
balance of
may admit to Naval Academy for instrucbank
stock
remaining
unsubscribed
bank stock remaining unsubscrihed
.
tion
Carlos Hevia
Hevia y
y Reyes
tion Carlos
Reyes Gavilan,
Gavilan,
365
for ..........................10
10
Cuba..
.......................of Cuba
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Secretary of War,
Secretary
Page.
Page.
appropriation for, Assistant, assistant and
appropriation
and
chief clerk, clerks, etc...........
etc
90,1094
90, 1094
for establishing powder factory; selection
selection
283
of site, etc
..........
.......
283
for purchase of tools,
immediate
tools, etc.,
etc., for immediate
manufacture of arms, etc
manufacture
349
etc.........
349
purchase of war material from
from present
present
plants ..........................
349
349
amount without competitive bidding349
bidding.
349
for relief of sufferers from floods
desigfloods in
in designated
nated southern States; Army supplies to be issued
issued..
................ 434
434
temporary additional
additional clerks
for temporary
clerks in
in the
field,
field, mustering additional forces...
forces_. _ 629
629
expenses of civilian
for expenses
civilian rifle ranges, etc.,
under .........................
648
648
for expenses
expenses of citizen
citizen training
training camps at
at
Army posts.
648
posts .....................
648
for families of enlisted
enlisted men called
or
called or
drafted into service from National
Guard, etc.monthly
649
etc.; amount monthly......
649
for
families
of Army enlisted men until
for families etc.;
of
until
discharge of National Guard from
from
service ...........................
649
649
action of Secretary
Secretary final; no
right
no legal right
created
created ...........................
649
649
restriction of marriages
649
marriages...............
649
for citizen
citizen training camp
camp at Fort
Fort Douglas,
Douglas,
Utah, under
................
. 671
671
for purchase of basic
basic aircraft
patents
aircraft patents by,
by,
and Secretary of Navy .............
1169
1169
deficiency
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
1917 ..........................
809
809
for camp equipment,
equipment, etc., Vicksburg,
Vicksburg,
Miss., memorial celebration
812
celebration........
812
authority of, over fiscal accounts, etc.,
etc., of
of
Philippine
Philippine Islands ...............
554
554
authorized to accept gift of Kenesaw
authorized
MounKenesaw Mountain, Ga.,
battlefield ................
Ga.,battlefield
901
901
accept, etc.,
etc., gift of lands, etc., embracing
embracing
homestead
homestead where Abraham
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln
was born............................
born
385
385
accept, with thanks, gift
eft of
of funds raised
raised
by New York World for
electric plant
forelectric
plant
to light Statue of Liberty, Beflioes
Bedloes
Island, N. Y......................
Y
411
411
Mississippi River
carry on plans for Mississippi
River flood
flood
control and improvement
improvement to the
948
the Ohio 948
Californa Debris Commission
plans of Califonua
Commission
for Sacramento
Sacramento River
River flood control,
etc ...........................
949
949
construct
Aqueduct Bridge
construct new Aqueduct
Bridge across
across
Potomac River, D. C
163
C..............
163
grant continuance
continuance of
of Fine
of Palace
Palace of
Fine Arts
Arts
on grounds
grounds of Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.; conditions,
conditions, etc
637
etc..........
637
loan tents, provisions,
provisions, etc., for
for relief
relief of
of
sufferers from Mississippi River,
River,
etc.,
etc., floods .......................
11
11
supply tents,
tents, etc.,
etc., to sufferers by fire
fire at
at
Paris, Tex....
Tex
50
......................
50
codification, etc.,
codification,
etc., of military
military laws to be
prebe prepared by ...........................
627
627
appropriation
expenses..............
appropriation for expenses
627
..
627
control over wharves, etc., in Porto Rican
control
Rican
waters by, repealed..................
repealed
954
954
.designated
_designated as member
member of Council of National Defense .........
649
......
649
directed
directed to grant use of Coos Bay Military
Military
Reservation, Oreg., to Marshfield
Reservation,
Iarshfield
and North
North Bend for public park.
park....
and
-_. 516
duties
duties over
over Guilford
Guilford Courthouse National
Park, N. C.
.
C .
996
.
.........................
996
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may
may admit to Military
J. Ricardo
Ricardo
Military Academy
Academy J.
de &Fria,
Borja, of Ecuador
504
Ecuador...............
504
Ren6 W. Pinto
Rene
Wentworth, of
of Cuba...
Cuba
50
Pint6 yy Wentworth,
50
may extend
extend area of lease to Chicago,
Chicago, MilMilwaukee and Puget
waukee
Puget Sound Railway
Railway
Company of lands
lands in
Fort Keogh
Keogh
Company
in Fort
Military Reservation,
Military
Reservation, Mont
238
Mont.........
238
may issue supplies, etc.,
military schools
etc., to military
schools
for instruction camps
camps ...............
123
123
temporary
temporary permits
permits for additional
diveradditional diversion of water above Niagara
Falls
867
Niagara Falls...
867
may loan sanitary equipment
equipment to
to American
American
Red
for training,
training, May,
May, 1916
164
Red Cross
Cross for
1916... 164
tents, etc.,
etc., for Confederate
Confederate Veteran's
Veteran's enencampment at Birmingham,
campment
Birmingham, Ala.....
Ala
10
10
plans for improvement
improvement of harbors, etc.,
for
etc., for
naval
naval protection
protection of coasts, to
subto be
be submitted
mitted by Secretary
Navy and
and
618
Secretary of the
the Navy
618
to appoint three officers
officers to report
report on accomaccommodations, at West Point,
Point, for increased
of Cadets
Cadets ............. 503
503
creased Corps of
to approve exchange,
exchange, etc.,
etc., of
of way,
way,
of rights of
Saint Louis Arsenal,
Arsenal, Mo
Mo ...........
859
859
to grant permits for use
reservations, etc.,
etc.,
use of reservations,
inaugural ceremonies
for inaugural
ceremonies ...........
901
901
to grant right of way through
through Fort Mifflin
Mifflin
reservation
reservation to Philadelphia.........
Philadelphia
531
531
to loan flags, tents, etc.,
etc., for reunion
reunion of ConConfederate Veterans'
federate
Veterans' Association,
Association, in
in
District of Columbia
Columbia ................
943
943
inaugural
ceremonies, 1917.............
inaugural ceremonies,
1917
902
902
to prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for accounting, etc.,
etc.,
for quartermaster
quartermaster supplies or property ............................
635
635
to submit annual
annual estimates for militia exexpenses .........................
213
. 213
to transfer
transfer abandoned
abandoned reservation,
etc., for
reservation, etc.,
for
home for lepers
872
home
lepers ....................
872
Securities, Railway,
Railway,
Securities,
appropriation for securing
appropriation
securing information
information conconcerning
cerning issues of.................
of
281
281
Securities, UnitedS
tides (see
(see also
also United
States
States
United States
Securities),
Securities),
appropriation
appropriation for distinctive
distinctive paper
paper for
277
for....
277
four-year
four-year contracts
contracts authorized.......
authorized
277
277
of dies,
rolls, and
and plate
s
277 ,
for custody
custody of
dies, rolls,
plates....
277'
for refunding
cent bonds........
bonds
276
refunding two per
per cent
276
investment
investment of postal savings funds
funds in.....
in
160
160
may
may be mailed
mailed by Treasury
Treasury Department
Department as
as
first or fourth
fourth class matter, without
without
stamps.
stamps
162
...............................
162
prepayment
of postage
postage ................
163
prepayment of
163
Seeds,
Seeds,
appropriation
appropriation for
for testing commercial,
commercial, aduladulterated,
terated, etc ..................
453, 1142
1142
453,
preventing admission of adulterated,
preventing
adulterated,
etc., for seeding
seeding................ 453,1142
etc.,
453, 1142
for investigating
investigating introduction
introduction of foreign
foreign
plant..
plant
455, 1143
................ ....
455,1143
for purchase,
purchase, testing, etc.,
etc., new
rare. 455,
455,
new and rare.
1143
Seeds,.etc.,
Seeds,.etc.,. Congressional
CongressionalAllotment,
Allotment,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, distribution,
distribution,
etc
.....................
etc
455, 1143
... 455,1143
selection
selection as to locality ............. 455,
1144
455,1144
seed-packet
seed-packet contracts
contracts .............. 455.
455. 1144
1144
Congressional
Congressional distribution
distribution .......
455, 1144
455,1144
southern
southern delivery ................. 456,1144
456 1144
report of purchases; diversion
diversion forbidforbidden ...............
.............
1144
456, 1144
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for purchase
purchase and
and
distribution
distribution.......................
826
826
Seimologial Association,
Association, International,
Seismological
International,
appropriation
258.
appropriation for
for annual
annual contribution..
contribution.. -u-r
258, 1054
1054
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Selway National
Pare.
National Forest,
Forest: Idaho,
Idaho,
Page Senate-Continued.
Page.
Senate-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,
1148
appropriation
459, 1144
delivery of plates
delivery
plates of portraits of decesed
deceased
Semiaria Land
Semnarid
Land Farming,
Farming,
Senators to heirs, etc., authorized
Senators
275
authorized.
275
appropriation for
for improving
improving methods
454, 1142
appropriation
methods of
of 454,
114' 2
Board of
four Senators to be appointed
appointed on Bonn!
Semiarid Western Districts,
Serntmrid
Distriets,
Nava Academy
608
Visitors, Nava
Academy..........
608
appropriation
appropriation for experiments
experiments in dairying
chairman of Naval Affairs
Affairs Committee, ex
ex
and meat production establishments
establishments
608
officio member .....................
608
in
491,
1166
in.............................
491,116(
salaries for December,
December, 1915, to be paid DeSeminole Indians,
Indians, Fla.,
Fla.,
cember 17...................
17
3
3
appropriation for
132, 97(
976
appropriation
for relief,
relief, etc.,
etc., of
of ....... 132,
September, 1916, to be paid on day of
Seminole
Indians, Okla. (see also Five
Senmnote Indians,
Five Civiadjourmmnt
adjournment.....................
853
853
lized Tribes),
December,
1916, to be
December
December, 1916,
be paid
paid December
appropriation
payment to
appropriation for per capita payment
to enen22 ..........
. 861
rolled members from tribal
tribal funds
984
funds. 147,
147,984
six Senators to serve on
on Public Buildings
Buildings
Indians .......... 147,984
147, 984
use for restricted Indians
Commission
328
Commission.......................
328
exempt from
etc
from prior debts,
debts, etc.......
147,984
three Senators to be designated on commisallowance for distribution expenses
147,984
expenses. 147,
984
sion to investigate, etc.,
etc., pneumatic
pneumatic
for common schools.................
schools
147,984
147, 984
tube mail service..................
service
. 1064
1064
for suits affecting
affecting titles to allotted lands
joint committee on space required by
of
312
of............................
312
Agricultural Department
1158
Agricultural
Department.........
1158
Senate,
Senate,
use of name of Member
Member of,
in advertising
advertising
of, in
appropriation
appropriation for compensation of Senabusiness before
before departments,
departments, unbusiness
66, 1070
tors ..........................
66,1070
lawful.........................
lawful
54
for mileage
mileage ..........................
66,1070 Senate Manual,
Manual,
secretary to Vice President,
for secretary
President, etc
etc.... 66,1070
appropriation
for
preparation
of
68,1072
appropriation
preparation of... ....
for Chaplain
66,1070 Senate 0,,ffice
Chaplain..............
...........
Building,
Ofice Building,
Secretary, assistant, clerks, etc
for Secretary,
etc.... 66,
66, 1070
1070
appropriation
for police
police force
ppropriationfor
force........... 68,1072
68,1072
for superintendent of documentroom..
document room
66,1070
forsuperintendent
66,1070
for
68,1072
for elevator
elevator conductors
conductors.... --.........
68,1072
messengers to commitfor clerks and messengers
for trees, etc.,
etc., grounds of............
of
290
66,1070
tees ...........................
66, 1070
for maintenance,
327
maintenance, etc
etc ...............
327
preparation of Senate
Senate Manual
preparation
Manual...... 68,1072
furniture
327
for furniture.
.................
. 327
68
for compiling Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook, 1915
1915.....
for construction
construction.....................
327
for compiling
compiling Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook, 1916.....
1916
1072
kitchens and restaurants
327
for kitchens
restaurants..........
327
for
Doorkeeper,
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and
and Doorkeeper,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance,
assistants, etc ...
68,1072
.....
etc ..........................
26
for messengers,
messengers, laborers, pages, etc.
- 68,1072 Senators,
etc....
Senators,
for police force, Senate Office Build/fadappropriation for compensation
compensation .......
66,1070
66,1070
ing
68, 1072
mg ....................-...
68,1072
for mileage ....................... 66,1070
66, 1070
for Postmaster, etc ...............
68,1072
for clerical, etc., assistance to, not chairfor foreman folding room
room, etc .........
68, 1072
69,1073
men of committees
committees............... 69,1073
for chief engineer, assistants, etc......
68, 1072
etc
delivery of plates of portraits of deceased,
deceased,
delivery
for elevator conductors, Senate
Senate Office
Office
authorized ..........
to heirs, etc., authorized
275
Building ......................
68,1072
Building
use of name of, in advertising business befor clerical,
clerical, etc., assistance
Senators
assistance to Senators
fore departments, etc.,
etc., unlawful..
54
unlawful....
not
of committees
not chairmen
chairmen of
committees...... 69,
69, 1073
1073 Seneca
Seneca Indians,
Indians, N.
N. Y.,
for contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses; stationery...
stationery
69,1073
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with. 144,981
144,981
for postage
postage stamps
stamps .................... 69,
1073
for
69, 1073
Sequoia
National Forest,
Cal.,
Sequoia
National
Forest,
Cal.,
for mail vehicles, etc .............
69,
1073
69,1073
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 459, 1148
maintenance, etc., of.
1148
appropriation
for automobile
for Vice
Vice President
President ....
69,
1073
69, 1073
for
automobile for
National Park,
Park, Cal.,
for folding materials;
materials; folding.........
folding
69,
1073 Sequoia National
69,1073
appropriation for protection,
protection, etc
etc........... 308
appropriation
for fuel, etc .....................
69, 1073
.
acceptance of lands
acceptance
lands............... 308
for furniture, repairs, etc
69 1073
69,
etc..........
private holdings, etc....
for purchase
purchase of private
308
for packing boxes ..
69, 1073
............... 69,
1073
Serbia, Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,and
and Roumania,
for
documents.... 69,1073 Serbia,
for rent,
rent, warehouse
warehouse for documents
appropriation
appropriation for minister to
to........... 252,1048
for
miscellaneous items .............
1073
69, 1073
for miscellaneous
Sergeant at
at Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, Senate,
Snate,
for inquiries and investigations
investigations ....... 69, 1073
1073 Sergeant
appropriation
debates ................
69, 1073
appropriation for,
for, assistant, assistant
assstant door69,1073
for reporting
reporting debates
keepers,
messengers, etc......
etc
68,1072
keepers, messengers,
authority for additional
additional clerks
68,1072
reclerks reauthority
for
Office Buildfor police
police force,
force, Senate
Senate Office
1073
pealed
pealed........................
ing
68, 1072
ing..........................
fast
for session employees until end of first
64th Congress ..............
243 Sergeant
Sergeant at
at Arms,
Arms, House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
session 64th
House of
for
Shively
327
appropriation for,
deputy, cashier,
Benjamin F. Shively.
for pay
pay to widow of Benjamin
appropriation
for, deputy,
cashier, etc..
etc.. 71,
71, 1075
1075
for folding
folding speeches,
speeches, etc
327
etc.................
Howe Office Buildfor police force, House
Buildetc., kitchens
ing .......................
71, 1075
for repairs, etc.,
kitchens and
and restau771,1075
rants
.....-.... 327 Serums,
rants ................
Serums, etc.,
etc.,
for session employees for entire month of
appropriation
for regulating
sale, etc.,
appropriation for
regulating sale,
etc., of.
of. -_ 279
279
September,
853 Serums,
September, 1916 .................
Domestic Animals,
Serums, etc., for
for Domestic
inaugural ceremonies,
for expenses of inaugural
appropriation for purchase,
1139
450,1139
etc ........ 450,
purchase, etc
appropriation
1917
874
...... 874
........................
1917
etc., of ........
451,
1139
451,1139
for regulating
regulating sale, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for niece
niece of Jacob
investigating ...........-....451,
--451, 1139
1139
for investigating
C. Donaldson
Donaldson..................... 26
Servants, Domestic,
Domestic,
26 Servants,
for Senate Office
Office Building .............
contract labor
provisions not
not applicable
to
contract
labor provisions
applicable to
for family
family of Edwin C. Burleigh ........
821
878
878
arien ...........................
alien
.................
for official reporters
reporters ..
821
Servia (see Serbia).
Serbia).
for Dennis M. Kerr
Kerr.................822 Scrvia

7.,
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Army,
Service Schools, Army,
Page.
appropriation for instruction
expenses
620
appropriation
instruction expenses.....
620
for expenses of
National Guard
of National
Guard officers
officers
pay,
and enlisted men
men attending;
attending; pay,
646
etc ...............
...........
646
attendance
National Guard
Guard
attendance of
of members
members of
of National
at,
authorized, etc
207
at, authorized,
etc................
207
pay,
207
pay, etc.;
etc.; limit
limit .......................
207
Session
Congressional,
Session Employees, Congressional,
appropriation
first
appropriation for
for salaries until end
end of
of first
session Sixty-fourth Congress......
Congress..
243
243
September, 1916_
853
for entire month of September,
1916 ...
853
NW., I).
Seventeenth Street NW.,
D. C.,
C.,
condemnation
extending, Kencondemnation of
of land
land for
for extending,
KenStreets
686
yon to Irving Streets................
686
appropriation for ......................
687
687
Seventh- Street
D. C.,
Street NW.,
NW., D.
C.,
appropriation for
with asphalt,
asphalt,
appropriation
for repaving with
R Street to Florida Avenue
685
Avenue.........
685
Sevier National
National Forest,
Utah,
Forest, Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,
459, 1148
1148
lands added to, by exchange with John
John L
L.
341
S evyJo ..........................
341
Sevy, Ton,
Sevy,
John L.,
patent to, for lands exchanged
exchanged by,
by, in
in
Sevier and Powell National
National Forests.
Forests.
340
Sewers, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
repairing 690,1018
appropriation for cleaning
cleaning and
and repairing
690,1018
etc
690,
1018
for pumping station, etc.............
690,1018
pipe................... 690, 1018
for main and pipe
for suburban;
suburban; two
two motor
motor trucks
trucks authorauthorized
690,
ized..........................
690, 1018
1018
for assessment
assessment and permit work.....
work
690,1018
690,1018
for rights of way .................
690,
1018
690,1018
for Anacostia main interceptor.
690
interceptor ........
690
for Rock Creek main interceptor........
interceptor
690
690
for Upper Potomac interceptor......
interceptor.
690, 1018
690,1018
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for rights
806
rights of
of way.
way.
806
connections
connections authorized with
with adjoining
Maryland
Maryland sewerage
sewerage systems
systems to
to preprevent pollution of streams
streams in parks
and reservations
reservations ...................
717
717
Seymour, Conn.,
Conn.,
appropriation for public building..........
building
268
appropriation
268
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public building .............
ing

..........

.........

19
19

Seymour, Ind.,
fnd.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
268
building.........
268
Shallowbag
Shallowboa Bay, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for
394
appropriation
for improvement of
of ........ 394
Shamokn, Sunbury and Lewisburg
Shamokin,
Railroad
Lewisburg Railroad
Company,
Company,
may bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Sunbury
Sunbury
to Monroe, Pa
48
.................
48
Shanghai,
Shanghai, China,
China,
appropriation for expenses, United
appropriation
United States
States
court for China
Chins ............
258, 1053
for acquisition
acquisition of premises for consulate
consulate
general, court,
260
court, etc ...............
260
for prison expenses
expenses ...............
262, 1057
Shasta National
National Forest,
Shasta
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 459, 1148
Shawnee,
Shawnee, Okla.,
Otkla.,
appropriation for public building
268
building.........
268
Sheep,
appropriation for
scabies in.
in. 450.
for eradicating
eradicatingscabies
450. 1138
1138
for station, Fremont County,
County, Idaho,
Idaho, for
for
investigating problems,
problems, of and farm
.....
..............
industry .
1139
for diffusing
information as to supply,
diffusing information
prices, markets, etc., of........
of
473, 1162
Sheephead Bay, N. Y,
Sheepsheld
Y.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary evarnination,
made .....
.......................
406
406

Shelby,
N. C.,
C.,
Page.
Shelby, N.
Page.
appropriation
for public
public building
268
appropriation for
building..........
268
deficiency
appropriation for
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
for public
ing.....
ing
19
.
...
.............
19
Ind.,
Shelbyville, Ind.,
appropriation
268
appropriation for
for public
public building
building..........
268
Shelbyville, Ky.,
Shelbyvwlle,
Ky.,
appropriation
public
building
268
appropriation for
for public building..........
268
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding
19
ing. ..
.........................
19
Sheldon, Iowa,
Iowa,
Sheldon,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to,
of
to, for Sons of
American
Revolution
832, 839
839
American Revolution.............
832,
Shellfish,
Shellfish,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating
investigating packing,
packing,
463, 1152
1152
shipping, etc ..................
463,
Sheridan County, Mont.,
Sheridan
Mont.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Missouri River,
Richland County to
to........... 14,
14, 121,
121, 510
510
Sherman
Institute, Riverside,
Riverside, Cal.,
Sherman Institute,
Cal.,
appropriation for Indian
appropriation
975
Indian school
school ........ 132,
132, 975
Shiloh
Park, Tenn.,
Shiloh National
NationalPark,
Tenn.,
appropriation
continuing establishestablishappropriation for continuing
ment of ..........................
288
288
Shinnecock
N. Y,
Shinnecock Bay, N.
Y.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to be
be
made ...............
.............
406
Ship Brokers,
Brokers,
special tax imposed on
791
special
on ...................
791
Ship Island
Pass., Miss.,
Miss.,
Ship
IslandPass.,
appropriation for
for maintenance...........
maintenance
397
appropriation
397
Letters,
Ship, Steamboat,
Steamboat, and Way Letters,
appropriation for payment
421, 1066
1066
appropriation
payment for
for....... 421,
"Shipper's Weight, Load, and Count,"
"Shipper's
liability, etc.,
etc., for, on bills of lading......
lading
542
542
Shipping,
Shipping,
clearances
clearances may be refused merchant
merchant vessels
vessels
refusing freight from any citizen...
citizen
738
clearances,
clearances, etc., in time of a
a war, may
may be
be
refused
refused vessels which under laws of
of
belligerents
unequal preferbelligerents make unequal
preferences in
American traffic,
etc
799
in American
traffic, etc......
799
clearances may be denied vessels of belbelligerent
denying equal
ligerent countries,
countries, denying
equal fafacilities to neutral
ci'ties
neutral American
American traffic..
traffic
800
800
facilities
etc., may
may be
vesfacilities of trade,
trade, etc.,
be refused
refused vessels of foreign
foreign belligerents,
belligerents, denied
denied by
by
them to Americans
800
Americans ...............
800
requirements on steam vessels
life buoy requirements
vessels
modified ....................
°24
224
vessels owned
owned by Filipinos exempt
exempt from
from
tonnage and light dues
286
dues .............
286
Shipping Act,
Act, 1916,
meaning of
carrier
of terms
terms used;
used; "common
"common carrier
by water in foreign
728
foreign commerce"
commerce" ..
728
ocean tramps
tramps excepted ..............
7°S
28
"common carrier by water in interstate
"common
interstate
commerce" .....................
728
commerce"
728
"other persons subject to this Act"...
Act"
728
728
"persons"
729
"persons ..........................
729
citizenship
citizenship requirements
729
requirements..................
729
receivers
receivers and trustees
trustees subject
subject to.........
to
729
729
United
United States Shipping Board
Board created....
created
729
729
appointment; officers;
officers; tenure..........
tenure
729
729
qualifications; restriction
qualifications;
restriction on other
other ememployment.......................
ployment
729
729
removal,
removal, filling vacancies,
vacancies, etc
729
etc ......-.
,729
procedure ...............
729
seal; business procedure
729
salaries
employees......
salaries of officers and employees
729
authorized
details from Army and Navy
Navy authorized_
729
employees
employees from classified civil service;
service;
exceptions ......................
729
exceptions
729
payment of expenses; rent; accounting
729
accounting..
729
authorized
authorized to build merchant
merchant vessels..
vessels
730
730
preference to American shipyards...,
preference
730
shipyards....
730
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Shipping Act,
United
United States Shipping Board; may purchase,
charter vessels.....
vessels
chase, lease, or charter
730
vessels prohibited;
engaged in active
prohibited; engaged
commerce
commerce ........................
730
of country at war ..
............
730
not
adapted for specified use.........
use
not adapted
730
condition
730
in unserviceable
unserviceable condition..........
730
transfers to, of suitable Government
Government vessels
730
sels............................
to
vessels of, may be chartered,
chartered, etc., to
citizens
730
citizens.............................
unserviceable,
of
730
unserviceable, to be disposed of......
730
enrollment....
to receive registry and enrollment
foreign built, etc., admitted to coastwise trade....-................
trade
730
shipping laws apnlicable
730
apnlicable..........
transfers of, to foreign
foreign registry, or sale
731
of, forbidden
................
forbidden...
leases, etc.,
etc., restricted
restricted........ ........ 731
etc. restricted
restricted in time of war, of
etc.,
sale,
other
etc.,
731
731
American vessels.........
other
American vessels to foreigners
sales of American
forbidden unless first tendered to
forbidden
731
exception....-... .........
Board; exception
forfeiture
violations; additional
additional
forfeiture for violations;
731
penalty
penalty....................
possession
authorized for military
military
possession of, authorized
731
purposes
purposes....................--payment
ascertainment of
payment to be made; ascertainment
731
value
value............-.....---...-.--formed by
shipping corporation to be farmed
731
charter ..............
Board; charter
731
stock; United
majority
United States to own majority...
stock;
731
731
sale
restrictions ...............-sale restrictions.
operating
vessels by, when no citizen
operating vessels
731
obtainable
obtainable ...........-...........
notice
declaration by the Presinotice of offer; declaration
732
dent of conditions ............
732
time
for
dissolution;
of property
property.
disposal of
time for dissolution; disposal
732
732
redemption
redemption of stock ...........----Shipping
investigate cost of shipBoard to investigate
Shipping Board
732
abroad, etc
etc....
at home and abroad,
building at
rules
of construction;
classifying marine
construction; classifying
rules of
732
insurance, etc...................
etc
condition
of navigation
navigation laws, with reccondition of
732
ommendations
improving ......
ommendations for improving
732
etc........... 732
status of loans on vessels, etc
annual
recommemdations,
with recommemdations,
reports with
annual reports
732
732
made..........--....---etc., to be made
issue of
of Panama
bonds for
expenses; limit. 732
for expenses;
Panama bonds
issue
733
payable in fifty years
years ..............
proceeds
permanently appropriated;
appropriated; all
proceeds permanently
other
from any
any source
source.......
receipts from
other receipts
to
common carriers
water forbidden
forbidden to
by water
carriers by
common
allow
rebates............
deferred rebates
allow deferred
use fighting ships................--.---ships
retaliate
retaliate by refusing space accommodations,
etc
tions, etc.......---....-----------make
contracts
discriminatory shipping contracts.
make discriminatory
penalty
violation .................penalty for violation
common carriers
file
water, etc., to file
by water,
carriers by
common
agreements
agreements as to rates, etc., with
Board
Board................----..----------all agreements subject
subject to action of Board.
Board
status
subsequent
existing; subsequent....---status of existing;
all
unlawful without
approval of
without approval
all unlawful
Board
Board..........------------------antitrust
laws not applicable
applicable to lawful
lawful.
antitrust laws
violations......---...--.penalty for violations
preferences
forbidden; for
against perfor or
or against
preferences forbidden;
sonfi
traffic
or traffic............
sons, localities, or
allowing
less rates
rates by
means....
..
unfair means.by unfair
allowing less
inducing insurance
discriminations...
inurance discriminations...
inducing

733
733
733
733
733
733
733
734
734
734
734
734
734
734
734
734
734
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1916-Continued.
Act, 1916—Continued.
Shipping Act,
foreign
discriminating rates forbidden
forbidden in foreign
discriminating
734
ports....
commerce
commerce between ships or ports..
competbetween exporters
exporters and foreign compe
t734
itors
itors.........................
correction by Board.....................
Board
734
etc.,,
regulations of receiving, delivering, etc
regulations
property to be just and reasonable
734
reasonable...
property
735
enforcement
enforcement by Board ...............
reasonable rates required
required of interjust and reasonable
735
carriers...............
state water carriers
735
specified....................
details specified
tariffs, etc., to be
filed; through routes
rontes ..
735
befiled;through
increases subject
subject to
approval of Board...
Board
735
increases
toapproval
735
correction of unjust rates, etc
735
etc..........
increased unless
reduced rates not to be increased
reduced
............. 735
approved by Board .
diinformation
information as to shipments not to be di735
conditions...............
vulged; conditions
cases in which allowed................
allowed
735
filed by carriers, etc
736
etc..........
reports to be filed
736
......
etc .......
form of statements,
statements, etcpenalty for violations...................
violations
736
penalty
punishment for falsifying, etc..........
etc
736
punishment
complaints of violations
violations to be filed with
complaints
736
Board
Board..............................
investigation, etc.,
etc., if not satisfied.......
satisfied
736
investigation,
736
.
payment of reparation
reparation..................
payment
Board..
violations may be investigated
investigated by Board—
736
violations
orders relating
hearings
736
relating to; hearings.............
orders
continuance of, except for payment of
continuance
736
money .......................
etc., findings...
findings
736
record of investigations, etc.,
publication and report of
of............. 736
publication
rehearings
736
orders may be modified; rehesrings.....
complaints
complaints of unfair treatment of American
foreign Governments
Governments
can vessels by foreign
737
Board....
investigated by the Board_.
to be investigated
diplomatic action to secure equal prividiplomatic
leges
737
leges..............................
unsuccessful
737
report to Congress if unsuccessful.....
737
testimony,etc..
authorized to secure testimony,etc
Board authorized
subpcenas; depositions, etc ............
737
subpoenas;
witness
etc., allowed
allowed .............
737
witness fees, etc.,
compulsory
attendance of witnesses,
witnesses,
compulsory attendance
........... 737
etc
..............
criminal
natural percriminal immunity of natural
sons; perjury excepted
excepted ...........
737
enforce orders
jurisdiction of courts
courts to enforce
other
money payments
payments........ 737
than money
other than
737
for
payment of money;
procedure .......
money; procedure
for payment
finding's of Board prima facie of facts
facts ....
738
findings
successful peticounsel fees allowed successful
738
......
tioner ..............-..
joining
of plaintiffs
plaintiffs and defendants in
joining of
reparation
suits
738
reparation suits ....................
738
service of
738
etc....-............
of process, etc
service
money
limitation for enforcement
enforcement of money
limitation
payment
orders ...
738
.................
payment orders
738
venue
procedure738
and procedure.................---..
venue and
general
penalty for violations ............
738
general penalty
jurisdiction
Commerce ComInterstate Commerce
of Interstate
urisdiction of
738
mission
738
affected.................
not affected
mission not
provisions not
applicable to
intrastate
to intrastate
not applicable
provisions
738
commerce
738
commerce.................--------------------invalidity
provision not to affect
affect
invalidity of any provision
738
remainder of
738
Act................--of Act
remainder
738
appropriation for
expenses ...............
for expenses
appropriation
clearance to
be refused
vessel not
accept
not acceptrefused vessel
to be
clearance
ing
by any cititendered by
freight tendered
ing freight
zen;
738
738
conditions..............--zen; conditions
CommisioWners,
Shipping
Shipping
appropriation
Commissioners
for salares
,
.
112,1114
112,1114
appropriation for salaries ............
113,
1114
113,1114
for clerks in offices
offices of................
of
113,
1114
113,1114
for
expenses
contingent expenses.........
for contingent
25
deficiency
appropriation for
hire....
clerk hire....
for clerk
deficiency appropriation
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appropriation for
for salaries
salaries of
of commissioncommissionspecified ports............
ports
112, 1114
1114
ers at specified
112,
for clerk hire; contingent
contingent expenses
1114
expenses.. 113, 1114
for adme,asurement
of vessels;
vessels; countadmeasurement of
counting passengers...................
passengers
113, 1114
113,1114
motor boats, for
for .
-motor
for enforcing
enforcing naviganavigalaws
113,1114
tion laws........................
113,1114
for expenses,
expenses, preventing
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding
etc., vessels
113,1114
of excursion,
excursion, etc.,
vessels....... 113,1114
for enforcing wireless communication
communication
laws
113, 1114
laws.............
.........
113,1114
Ships,
emergency
emergency authority vested
vested in President
President
to procure, etc
etc..................
1193
ShipwreckedAmerican Seamen, etc.
Shipwrecked
etc.,,
appropriation for life saving testimonials
appropriation
testimonials
for rescuing.......
rescuing
255 1050
.........
255,1050
for relief, etc., of
262, 1058
of ....................
262,
1058
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for relief, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
of ..................
31, 33, 802,
827, 829
31,33,
802, 827,
Shively, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
F., late a
a Senator,
Senator,
appropriation
widow of
327
appropriation to pay
pay to
to widow
of .........
327
Shoal
Shoal Harbor,
Harbor, N.
N. J.,
J..,
appropriation
for maintenance
of imimappropriation for
maintenance of
provement of.........
of
393
............
393
Shooting Galleries
Shooting
Galleries and Ranges, Army,
Army,
appropriation for expenses.
638
expenses ..............
638
for Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, Wash.,
target
Wash., target
range .............
638
................
638
for Fort Bliss, Tex.,
Tex., target range
639
range........
639
Shoshone Indian
Shoshone
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for Indian school ......... 158,992
appropriation
158,992
for repairs to old Fort Washakie........
Washakie
158
for irrigation system
system ................ 158,993
158,993
for preparing
preparing plans for irrigating
irrigating all
N11
lands
and ceded...............
ceded
158
lands in,
in, and
158
surveys, etc., for extending project
993
project....
993
repayment
repayment ..........................
993
993
for roads and bridges
158,993
bridges.............. 158,993
homestead entrymen on ceded,
ceded, unable to
to
secure water, to be given patent
secure
upon proving residence
residence ...........
341
oil and gas leases on ceded lands of,
of, auauthorized ...........................
519
519
proceeds to credit of Indians; royalties,
etc ...............................
519
519
Shoshone Indians,
Indians, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc., of.......
of
158,992
158.992
for school ...........
.......... 158, 992
for fulfilling treaty with.............
with
158, 992
Shoshone Irigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.; use of
appropriation for maintenance,
balance
balance ......................
305
305
Shoshone National
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of ............
459, 1148
........... 1148
459,
Shows, Public,
Public,
special
special tax imposed
imposed on proprietors,
791
proprietors, etc.,
etc., of
of.
791
required for each State, etc ............
791
Shreveport
La.,
Shreveport,z La.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterway from Jefferson,
Jefferson, Tex.,
Tex., to
399
to ........ 399
Shrewsbury
Shrewstrury River
River, N. J.,
J.,
appropration for improvement of.
appropriation
393
of........
393
Shrubs,
Shrubs,
appropriation for study of diseases
diseases of...
of... 452, 1141
1141
Siam,
appropriation for minister to...........
appropriation
to
252,
252, 1048
1048
etc....... 253,
for interpreters
interpreters to legation, etc
1049
253,1049
forexpenses
for expenses of American
American prisoners.
prisoners . 262, 1057
Siberia,
Siberia,
appropriation for interpreters
appropriation
interpreters at consulates
consulates
. 261, 1057
in .........................

Sidewalks, etc., D. C.,
C.,
Page.
rent to be paid for use of
space under, for
for
of space
716
business purposes ................
716
Sidney, Mont.,
Mont.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Yellowstone
Yellowstone
River near .........................
235
235
Sidney,
Sidney, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
appropriation for
public building
268
for public
building .......
268
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
buildappropriation for public building ................................
19
19
Army,
Siege Cannon,
Cannon, Army,
appropriation for
manufacture,
for purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
etc., of ......................
346, 910
910
contracts authorized
346, 910
contracts
authorized ............... 346,
910
contracts
346, 910
for ammunition for; contracts........
346,
910
for ammunition
ammunition for practice...........
practice
346,
346, 911
911
Sierra National
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
Sierra
National Forest,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,
459, 1148
1148
Signal Corps,
Signal
Corps, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for pay of enlisted
enlisted men;
longevity
625
longevity.........................
625
for pay of officers; longevity
longevity............
627
627
aviators.....................
for pay of aviators
627
627
for one year's pay to beneficiaries
beneficiaries of officers and enlisted
enlisted men
men dying from
from
aviation accidents
629
aviation
accidents ................
629
deficiency appropriation
for aviation
deficiency
appropriation for
aviation secsec811
tion, rent, 1917
1917 .
..............
811
constitution of,
of, under
Act;
constitution
under national
national defense
defense Act;
officers ...
174
...
..........
174
aviation
aviation section,
section . officers; additional
additional detailed
section,
as
tailed
as military aviators..........
174
details;
redetail of
proficient military
details- redetail
of proficient
military
aviators...........
aviators
174
.............
174
ratings, certificates
certificates required
required ...........
175
175
examinations
examinations for certificates.........
certificates
175
175
service of junior aviators
aviators for rating as
aviator...........................
aviator
175
175
increase pay
175
increase
pay for
for service
service ..............
175
rank, pay, etc.,
etc., junior aviators;
aviators; aviators.
tors •.............
175
.........
175
former,, repealed...................
former
repealed
175
175
married officers
eligible;
age
limit
reofficers eligible; age limit removed............................
moved
175
175
appointments from civil
appointments
grade
civil life;
life; grade
established.......................
established
175
175
discharge if unsatisfactory
discharge
unsatisfactory ............
175
175
pay;
elecpay i allowances
allowances of master
master signal electrician
trician. ... ......................
175
175
enlisted men;
176
men- strength limited
limited...........
176
grades
established; percentages
grades established;
percentages allowed;
allowed;
privates
privates ...
176
..................... 176
unit organizations
organizations authorized
176
authorized ..........
176
proportion of privates, first class
proportion
625
class ..........
625
Mountain, Tenn.,
Signal Mountain,
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
842
to...........
842
Signal Office, War
Signal
Department,
War Department,
appropriation for clerks, etc ........... 91,
appropriation
91, 1095
1095
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., to
from apto be paid
paid from
appropriations for fortifications,
fortifications, etc
91, 1095
etc. 91.
1095
for radio engineers
engineers ................
91,
1095
91,1095
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc.,
1917............................
1917
809
809
limitation on technical
limitation
services increased
339
technical services
increased.
339
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Sans ,
Signal School, Army,
Army, Fort
appropriation for instruction
appropriation
instruction expense
expense...... 620
620
Signal Service, Army
Army (see also Signal Corps),
Corps),
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; war balloons,
etc ...........................
621
621
amount for aviation reserves
in service.
service
622
reservesin
622
amount for aerial machines, etc.
etc......
622
development
motor.......
development of aviation motor
622
+-Irh-i-l
4ininltin
-r DISH
technical
instruction
to
w.We.
WUUt
I
W officers
.L-WUI
........

CRf

622
VAUO
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Serice, Army-Continued.
Signal Service,
Signal
Army—Continued.
school,
sites for aviation
appropriation for altos
aviation school
appropriation
California
622
etc., in California.................
acceptance
aviation field
field
acceptance of tracts for aviation
and remount
remount station,
station, authorized
622
authorized....
payment of accounts
accounts with other officers, etc .....................
622
...
contract requirements ................
622
investigation of suitability of military
military
investigation
reservations
aviation purposes
622
purposes...
reservations for aviation
for
aviation, etc., if no reservafor lands for aviation,
622
suitable ....................
tion imitable
acceptance of donated lands for moacceptance
bilization, etc., stations, authorized
authorized. _ 623
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska cable and tele623
graph ............................
operating fire-control
fire-control installations,
for operating
346,910
defenses under..........
under
seacoast defenses
operating fire-control
fire-control installations,
for operating
insular powelsions
possessions ................ 349,912
349,912
airships, etc.,
poseeionns....
912
for airships,
etc.. insular posseeeions.....
29,339
deficiency appropriation for.............
for
deficiency
expenses; amount for aerial mafor expenses;
45
etc.........
vehicles, etc
chines, motor vehicles,
radio installations
Mexican border 339
installations on Mexican
for radio
Oreg.,
Siletz Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
for support,
appropriation for
at .............................
149,986
&lets Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Siletz
appraisal
149
and sale of lands in .............
appraisal and
per capita
capita distribution
distribution of proceeds to enrolled
members
150
rolled tribal members...........-....
Springs, Fla.,
Fla.,
Silver Springs,
preliminary examination.
examination, etc., to be made
from.. 408
for
for waterway to Ocala, Fla., from
Silverwood, Ind.,
Ind.,
reconstruction of bridge authorized
authorized across
reconstruction
50
Wabash River at ..................
Wabash
M., and others,
others
Simpson, C. M.,
Morrell,
Bartholomew, Morrell,
may bridge Bayou Bartholomew,
354
Ark ---...................-.......
Singers,
Singers, Alien,
not
contract
excluded admission, under contract
not excluded
--laws
878
labor laws.--...........---........--Sinking Fund,
Fund, I).
D. C.,
appropriation
clerk in Treasurer's
Treasurer's
appropriation for clerk
Office
678, 1006
-..................----Office
for payments to .................... 705, 1032
Iowa,
Sioux City, Iowa,
terms
of court
12,55
at ......................
court at
terms of
Sioux Indians,
Indians Different Tribes,
appropriation for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with.
with 151, 987
appropriation
987
for agency
agency employees
employees
151,987
............ 151,
...
for
151, 987
... .......
......
etec..
subsistence, etc
for subsistence,
schools................. 151, 9888
of schools
support of
for support
for
additional school
school facilities
151
facilities..........
for additional
for building,
building, equipping,
etc., school
equipping, etc.,
for
988
buildings on specified
reservations specified reservations.
buildings
no
sectarian schools on
allowance for sectarian
no allowance
988
completion of
......- 9 88
........
of
completion
988
151, 988
for Yankton Sioux
Sioux.................. 151,
support,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support,
31,
826,
829
31, 26,829
........
etc.........
etc
31
31
for Yankton
Yankton Sioux ...................
claims of Sisseton and Wahpeton
Wahpeton Bands of,
claims
referred
ai
ms ....
..- . 47
Claims.
Court of Cl
to Court
referred to
Reserva-payment to Indians of Rosebud Reserva
enrolled by order of court,
court ,
tion, enrolled
509
509
funds ................
tribal funds
from tribal
Medawatantonand Wahpaoota
Sioux Indians,
Wahpakoota
Indians, Medawakanton
Bands,
Bands,
claims
for restored annuities
annuities referred
referred to
to
claims for
1195
11
...-------Claims
Court of Claims.......--Sioux
Late, N. Dak.,
Devils Lake,
Indians of Devils
Sioux Indians
appropriation for support, etc., of...of.. ..... 144,
144, 98
981
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
support, etc
826
oeic..
for suppor,
appropriation for
deficiency
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Dak. and Mont.,
National Forest,
Sioux National
Forest, S. Dok.
Parappropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Sirup,
Sirup,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating producappropriation for
sorghum.. 454,1142
tion, etc., of cane and sorghum..
Sirup,
Sirup, Table,
Table,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating production,
etc
etc..................................... 1152
Sirup
Juice,
Sirups.of Cane
Cane Juice,
1,
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
1916, repealed
56
1916,
repealed..
.............. ...
Siskiyou
Forest, Oreg.
Oreg. and
and Cal.,
Sisiyou National
National Forest,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 459,1148
appropriation
Wahpeton Bands of Sioux Indians
Sisseton
Indians
Sisseton and
and Wahpetan
all
clams
of,
against
United
States
referred
referred
all claims
47
to Court of Claims ................
moneys found due to be placed to credit
credit
47
of Indians.....................
Indians
allowance for attorneys'
fees
48
attorneys' fees...........
Indian Agency,
Dak.
Agency, S. Dak.,
Sisseton Indian
appropriation
appropriation for water right, etc., to buildings
970
ings....
....
............
Reservation,S..Dak.,
IndianReservation,
Sisseton Sioux Indian
988
appropriation for school buildings on
on.....
appropriation
no allotment
allotment for sectarian schools on
988
completion of
of..................
completion
Sites for Fortifications,
Fortifications, etc.,
Sitesfor
910
appropriation
346,910
for..................... 346,
appropriation for
Sitgreaves
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Sitgreaves National
appropriation
maintenanceo etc., of. 460,1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Siuslaw
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Siusaw National
appropriation
for maintenance,
of. 460,
46% 1148
1148
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Siuslaw
River, Oreg.,
Siuslaw .River,
405
appropriation for
improvement of.........
of
forimprovement
appropriation
o be
tof, of, to
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
preliminary
4410
....-.....
410
made ............
N. Y.,
Y,
Indians, N.
Nations Indians,
Six Nations
appropriation for
fulfilling treaties
with. 144,981
144, 1
treaties with.
for fulfilling
appropriation
Sixteen
Railroad Employees,
.Employees,
Hour Law, Railroad
Sixteen Hour
61
61
penalty for violations
modified
violations of, modified........
penalty
Sixteenth
NW., D. C.,
Street NW.,
Sixteenth Street
appropriation
Montague
appropriation for grading, etc., Montague
687
Avenue...........
Street to Alaska Avenue
Skilled Laborers,
Laborers,
determination
alien....... 877
admission of alien
of admission
determination of
877
hearings,
applications
hearings, etc., on applications..........
Me.,
Skowhegan, .Me.,
269
appropriation for
building
269
public building........
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ng....
19
ii
Bureau for ReSlave Trade,
Tril, International
International Bureau
Slave
Afrian,
pressing African,
pressing
contribution.. 256,1052
appropriation for annual contribution..
appropriation
Smallpox,
appropriation for
for prevention,
etc., among
prevention, etc.,
appropriation
Indians ...........---------970
24, 970
...... 124,
Indians
279
for prevention of epidemic ............
Smith,
Robert,
Smith, Robert,
fee
simple homestead
patent confirmed
to.
990
990
confirmed to.
homestead patent
fee simple
Smithsonian
Institution,
Smithsonun Institution,
appropriation
international exchanges.
exchanges
279
for international
approDriation for
279
for
American Ethnology
279
Ethnology................
for American
for
International Catalogue
Catalogue of Scientific
Scientific
for International
Literature
279
..------------...
Literature......
for
279
Observatory ......... 279
Astrophysical Observatory
for Astrophysical
- 280
......---.
.
for
Museum ...
for National Museum
for
National Zoological
Zoological Park............
Park
280
for National
for
and binding
for ...........
330
binding for
printing and
for printing
deficiency appropriation
for National
MuNational Muappropriation for
deficiency
seum
31,
826, 829
31,826,829
----.........-seum
appointment as
Regent of
of Henry
Henry White...
866
White. .
as Regent
appointment
reappointment as
as Regent
Alexander
Regent of Alexander
reappointment
11
Graham Bell
11
Bell ...................
Graham
John B.
Henderson .................
868
B. Henderson
John
time
limit for
furnishing copy for annual
for furnishing
time limit
36
anDlicable to..........
rmnnrts. not applicable
reports,
to
336

cciv
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Navy,
Smokeless Powder,
Powder, Navy,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for purchase and manufacmanufac-

ture of.
ture
of ...................
. 563.
563. 1175
1175
no purchases
purchases unless plant at IndianIndianhead in full operation
operation......... 563, 1175
1175
Smoot, Louis E.,
E.
lease or water front, Anacostia
Anacostia River,
River, D.
D. C.,
wharfage, etc., surin exchange for wharfage,
surrendered for navy yard extension..
rendered
567
extension..
567
Smyrna River, Del.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of; condiconditions ..
........................
394
394
Smyrna, Turkey,
appropriation
of
prison,
etc.,
for
appropriation for rent
rent of prison, etc., for
American
1058
American convicts
convicts............. 262,
262, 1058
Snake River
River, Oreg., Wash., and
Idaho,
and Idaho,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of, to Pittsburg Landing,
Landing, Oreg
405
.............
405
bridge authorized
across near Hansen,
authorized across
Hansen,
Idaho
.......................
59
Minidoka
Xfinidoka and Cassia
Cassia Counties,
Counties, Idaho...
Idaho...
34
Walla
Walla Walla and Franklin
Franklin Counties, Wash
Wash.,,
may bridge .....................
235
235
Snoqualmie National
Snogualmie
Forest, Wash.,
NationalForest,
Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 460,1148
Snow and
and Ice,
Ice, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for removing,
appropriation
removing, from
from streets,
streets,
sidewalks, gutters,
gutters, etc..........
etc
690,1018
Sodium Nitrate,
Nitrate,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for providing
providing a
a reserve
serve supply
supply of, Army, 1917 .......
810
810
Soil Bacteriology,
Bacteriology, etc.,
appropriations for investigations,
investigations, etc...
1141
etc... 453,
453,1141
testing
bacterial cultures for inoculattestingbacterial
ing legumes ..................
453,
1141
453,1141
publishing tests; names of dealers
dealers in
impure,
impure, etc .................
453,
1141
453, 1141
Soil Fertility,
Fertility,
appropriation for investigations......
appropriation
investigations
453,
453, 1141
1141
Soils Bureau,
Bureau s Department
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Departmentof
appropriation
for
salaries..............
appropriation
salaries
464,1152
for general expenses .............
464,1153
464,1153
for chemical
chemical and physical investigation.
1153
investigation.
1153
for potash,
potash, etc., investigations ..... 465,1153
465,1153
for plant, etc.,
etc., to demonstrate
demonstrate commercial production
production of potash
potash.......... 465
for cooperative
cooperative investigations
investigations of soils
soils... 1153
for mapping, etc., results of investigations ........
465, 1153
..........
..465,
1153
for classifying, etc.,
etc., agricultutal lands in
in
National
National Forests
Forests .........
465, 1153
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses......... 465, 1153
1153
unexpended balance for potash plant
reappropriated..................
reappropriated
1153
deficiency appropriation for general
general expenses......................
penses
829
829
Soils Products
Exposition, International,
International,
Products Exposition,
appropriation
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
at
475
exhibit at..
475
foreign nations invited to International
International
Congress at, in 1918.........
Farm Congress
1918
1168
Solar
Eclipse, 1918,
Solar Eclipse,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses naval observations of
......................
1100
1100
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors' Home, D. C., Grand
Soldiers'
Grand
Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses ............ 709,1038
7091038
veterans of Spanish War, Philippine
Insurrection
Insurrection and China relief exexpedition admitted
atimitted ...........
709,
1038
709, 1038
Solicitor, Department
Departmentof
Solicitor,
of Agriculture
Agriculture,,
appropriation for, law c
l
er k
s etc......
etc
446,
appropriation
clerks,
446, 1134
1134
Solicitorfor
Soltator
for the Department
Department of State,
State,
appropriation for
1110
.................... 108,
108,1110
for assistants,
assistants, law clerk ..............
77,1082
77,1082
----------77,1082
for additional
additional assistants
assistants............. 77,
77 1082
1082
for additional law clerks ............
77,
1082
-77,· 10R2

Solicitor
Departnent,
Page.
Solicitorfor the Interior
Interior Departnent,
Page.
appropriation
108,
appropriation for ....................
108, 1110
1110
for board of appeals, office
office of
of.......... 99,
99, 1103
1103
for assistant attorneys, etc
etc........... 99,
99, 1103
1103
for per diem,
diem, etc.,
1103
etc., inspectors
inspectors ........ 99,
99,1103
Solicitor for the Post Office Department,
Solicitor
Department,
appropriation for
108,
for ....................
108, 1110
1110
for attorneys,
attorneys, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
of....
105
etc., division of....
105
Solicitor
General,
Solicitor General,
appropriation for .................
appropriation
108,1110
108,1110
Solicitor, Navy Department
Department,
appropriation for, clerks,
clerks, etc...........
etc
94, 1098
1098
94,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
clerks,
813
clerks, 1917 ..................
....
813
Solicitor of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Solicitor
appropriation for
108, 1110
1110
for ....................
108,
Solicitor of the Department
Solicitor
Department of Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc..
etc
109,1111
109,1111
Solicitor of the Department
Solicitor
Departmentof Labor,
Labor,
appropriation
clerk, etc......
etc
109, 1111
appropriation for, law
law clerk,
109,
1111
Solicitor of the
Solicitor
the Treasury,
Treasury,
appropriation for, assistant, clerks,
appropriation
clerks, etc.
etc. 109, 1111
1111
Somersworth, N.
N. H.,
H.,
appropriation for public
public building
269
appropriation
building........ 269
Somerville County, Tex.,
Tex.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Brazos River in..
354
in..
354
Sons of the
the American Revolution,
Revolution,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to Sheldon,
Iowa, chapter .................
832,839
832,839
&prig
Forest, Coto.,
Sopris National
NationalForest,
Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
of. 460,1148
maintenance, etc., of.
Sorghum,
appropriation
investigating production
production
appropriation for
for investigating
of, sirup; diseases of; by-products..
by-products.. 1142
1142
Grain,
Sorghums, Grain,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating handling,
handling,
etc., of; fixing grades ..............
453
453
1142
for culture,
culture, etc .....................
1142
.T.,
South Amboy,
Amboy, N.
N. J.,
condemned cannon
granted to,
condemned
cannon granted
to, for
for Grand
Grand
Army
Army post......................
post
842
842
South
Central America,
South and Central
appropriation
promoting, etc.,
appropriation for promoting,
etc., comcommerce with..................
with
111,1113
South and
Republics,
and Central
Central American Republics,
invited to send representatives
representatives to '
Second
Second
Conference 1062
1052
Pan American Financial Conference
South Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation for
building
269
appropriation
for public building..........
269
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for public
building
19
ing..............................
19
South Boston,
Boston, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building
269
269
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuild19
ing ................................
19
South
Carolina,
South Carolina,
appropriation for relief of
from
of sufferers
sufferers from
floods in .......................
434
434
South Carolina
Judicial District,
Carolina Eastern
Eastern Judicial
District,
terms of court, Aiken
721
Aiken..................
721
Charleston............................
Charleston
721
721
Columbia
Columbia ..........................
721
Florence
Florence ..........................
721
721
office
office of clerk, Charleston ...............
721
721
South Carolina
South
Carolina Naval Militia,
Militia,
may
may use Charleston
Charleston immigrant
immigrant station as
armory, etc.; repairs,
repairs, etc
etc..........
61
South Carolina
Carolina Western Judicial
South
Judicial District,
District,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salary
salary of judge
judge
43
43
terms of court, Anderson................
Anderson
721
721
Greenville .....
721
Greenville
................
721
Greenwood.........................
Greenwood
721
721
Rock Hill
Hill. .........................
721
721
offipc of
of Al-rl (Greenville
rnivillT701
office
721
veo
_ clerk,
.r...
A
t,
............
I.
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CC V

South Dakota,
Dakota,
Page
Pas • $.e
Special Preparedness
Fund-Continued.
Page.
Special
Preparedness Fund—Continued.
Psg5.
appropriation
general, clerks,
appropriation for surveyor
surveyor general,
clerks,
reimbursement
if used for other purreimbursement to, if
etc ....................
103,
1107
103,11
07
poses .............................
1000
1000
South Dakota
DakotaAvenue Bridge,
Bridge, I).
D. C.
C.,
excess profits
profits tax levied
levied for;
for; basis
basis of
of...... 1000
1000
appropriation
chon
tion of,
of, over
Balappropriation for
for construc
construction
over Balincreased for; rates
1002
estate tax increased
rates ...........
1002
timore and Ohio Railroad tracks..
tracks.. 1018
10:18 Special
Taxes,
Internal
Special
Internal Revenue (see also Inpayment
share by
Baltimore and
payment of
of share
by Baltimore
and
ternal Revenue),
Revenue),
Ohio Railroad
Ohio
Railroad Company
Company.........
10 18
1018
imposed
on
corporations,
imposed
corporations, designated
designated octo be
paid by
by street
street railroad
share to
be paid
railroad
cupations,
etc ..................
cupations, etc
789
789
using
using..............................
10
1018
18
tobacco
manufacturers, etc.,
tobacco manufacturers,
etc., selling perSouth Haven, Mich.,
sonally
to
dealers,
not
construed
as
sonally
to
dealers,
not
construed
as
South
appropriation
Haven, Mich.,
for i
mprovement of
harbor
appropriation
for
improvement
of harbor..
4( 0
400
peddlers............................
p
eddlers
740
740
South Hilo,
Hilo, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Spencer, Ind.,
gas franchise
franchise granted
granted John
John T.
T. Barker,
gas
Barker,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
to
833
granted to.........
833
ratified, etc
ratified,
etc......................
52
524
!4 Spices,
Spices,
street railway
railway franchise,
franchise, modified
modified ........
4 18
438
appropriation
of plants
appropriation for investigations
investigations of
plants
South McAlester, Okla.,
yielding .
453,1142
.................
453,1142
terms of court at ....................
9217 Spokane Agency,
927
Agency, Wash.,
River, N.
South River,
.T.,
N. J.,
appropriations for
for support,
appropriations
support, etc.,
etc., of
of InInappropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.
of........
3393
>3
dian
dians at.
at .......................
153,989
153,989
Sou
e, Mass.,
SouOtbdge,
Spokane Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Wash.,
appropriation for
public building..........
building
appropriation
for public
26
269
39 appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
of
125,970
Southern
Cattle Ticks
Tieks (see
Southern Cattle
(ee Cattle Ticks, SouthSpokane Indian
Spokane
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.
Wash.,'
ern).
appropriation
appropriation for roads in, from tribal
Southern
Crops,
Southern Field
Field Crops,
funds; contribution
contribution by Stevens
appropriation
appropriation for investigating insects
insects
County
521
County......
................
521
affecting ......................
465, 1154
affecting
465,115
4
unallotted mineral
leases of unallotted
on;
mineral lands
lands on;
Southern
Southern Relief Society
Society, D. C.,
conditions
155
conditions
.................
155
appropriation for
for aid
aid to Confederate
Confederate veterappropriation
veterSpokane
Spoane Indians, Wash.,
ans,
710,1038
ans, etc
etc ........
...........
710,103
appropriation
appropriation for
of
989
for support,
support etc.,
, etc.,
of........ 153,
153,989
Southern
Colorado,
Southern Ute Indians,
Indians, Colorado,
proceeds
proceeds of sale of lands on Fort Spokane
Spokane
appropriation for
for payment
to, from
appropriation
payment to,
from tribal
tribal
abandoned
military reservation to
abandoned military
to
funds
Bands of
cff
funds of
of Confederated
Confederated Bands
credit of...
of
155
... .....
......
155
Vies
152,988
Utes...
Fisheries,
...
..............
152, 98 3 Sponge Fisheries,
Spain,
Spain,
appropriation
323
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, protecting
protecting....
323
appropriation
for ambaaeador
252,10488 Spot Cotton
appropriation for
ambassador to
to...... 252,1041
Cotton Markets,
Markets,
invited to
to participate
Texas BicentenBicenteninvited
participate in
in Texas
designation
designation and publication of,by
of, by Secretary
Secretary
nial
Exposition.
217
nial Exposition
.............
2177
of
479
of Agriculture
Agriculture.....................
479
Fork, Utah,
Utah,
Spanish Fork,
Sprague
Falls Manufacturing
Manufacturing Company,
Sprague Falls
appropriation
for public
269
appropriation for
public building
building........
26
operation,
operation, etc.,
etc., of dams across Saint Croix
Croix
Spanish River,
Spanish
River,
River, Me.,
by, authorized;
authorised; condiRiver,
Me., by,
condibridge authorized
authorized across, by Baldwin and
tions
534
tions ..................................
534
520
Mobile
Ala .............
Mobile Counties,
Counties, Ala
62 Springfield
Springfield Arsenal,
Arsenal, Mass.,
Mas.,
Sparkling
Spartling Wines,
appropriation
for extending
extending-wing
of milling
milling
wing of
appropriation for
internal revenue
internal
revenue tax
tax on
on ................
786
shop
284
shop
...................................
284
Sparta, Ohio,
Sparta,
for
to streets.....
streets
284
for fire
fire protection;
protection; repairs
repairs to
284
condemned cannongranted
cannon granted to............
to
841
condemned
841
Springfield,
SprinIfEld, Ill.,
Ill.,
Representatives,
Speaker of the House
House of Representatives,
special postal
canceling stamp
authorized,
special
postal canceling
stamp authorized,
appropriation
secretary to
70,1074
appropriation for
for secretary
to ............ 70,1074
for celebrating
celebrating centennial
centennial of
of admisadmisfor
or clerk
clerk to
to Speaker's
Speaker's table..........
table
70,
1074
70,1074
for
sion
Illinois as
862
sion of
of Illinoi
as a
a State
State ..........
862
preparing
Digest of
of Rules
70,1074
preparing Digest
Rules ..........
70,1074
Springfield, Mass.,
Mass.,
for
messengers ..........
70,1074 Springfield,
for clerk
clerk and
and messengers
70,1074
appropriation
exhibit at
appropriation for
for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
at
for care,
care, etc.,
automobile for
73,1077
etc., automobile
for .......
73,1077
for
meeting
of National
National Dairy
475
meeting of
Dairy Show.
Show...
475
Special
Special and
and Select Committees, House of Repbridge
authorized
across
Connecticut
River
bridge
authorized
across
Connecticut
River
resentatives,
resentatives,
at
536
at..........................
536
appropriation for
expenses .............
73,1077
for expenses
73,1077
appropriation
Springfield, Ohio,
Ohio,
822 Springfield,
deficiency appropriation
for expenses.....
expenses
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public building
appropriation
building........ 269
269
Special Assessment Office, D.
Special
D. C.,
Springs etc.,
appropriation
680,1006 Springs,
etc., on Arid
Arid Public
PublicLands,
680,1006
for salaries
salaries .............
appropriation for
provisions for
rendering accesprovisions
for developing,
Special
Postal Service,
Specal Clerks,
developing, rendering
Clerks, Postal
accessible, etc
518
416
sible,
grade established;
etc
promotions, etc........
etc .......................
grade
established; promotions,
.
518
eight-hour law
law applicable
416 Square
416
eight-hour
applicable ................
Square 555, D. C.,
Special
Delivery, Postal
Special Delivery,
PostalService,
appropriation
purchase of
of lot
appropriation for
for purchase
lot in,
in, for
for
appropriation
emergency
appropriation for car fare in emergency
playground site
playground
site..............
.10201020
cases ........................
418,1064 Square
418,1064
cases
Square801, D. C.,
C.,
for
fees to
to messengers
418,1064
for fees
messengers.............. 418,1n64
l
ots 13
13 and
conveyed for
use of
of navy
lots
and 14,.
14, conveyed
for use
navy
deficiency
messengers
820
820
fees to
to messengers
appropriation fees
deficiency appropriation
yard; price,
price, etc
1177
yard;
etc..................
1177
Immigration Service,
Special Inquiry Boards,
Boards, Immigration
Squose 857, D.
Square
D.
C.,
composition of,
power and
and authority......
authority
887
of, power
composition
sale
of, containing
contqining old
old Baltimore
Ohio
sale of,
Baltimore and
and Ohio
Special Preparedness
Preparedness Fund,
Special
Fund,
right of
of way;
way; terms
and conditions.
692
right
terms and
conditions.
692
created from
receipts of
of excess
tax
created
from receipts
excess profits
profits tax
Ground,
Squirrels, Ground,
1000 Squirrels,
and one-third
one-third of estate
estate tax........
tax
appropriation for
appropriation
for destroying,
destroying, etc.,
etc., on
on nanause
restricted for military
military and
and naval
use restricted
naval purpurtional
forests
467, 1155
467,1155
tional forests..................
poses
poses .........-......-....... 1000
1000
Staff College,
Army,
Staf
ColleCe, Army,
additional annual
from receipts
receipts
additional
annual credit
credit from
appropriation
for instruction
instruction expenses....
6!.%)
620
expenaes ...
appropriation for
under
Act of
of 1916........
1916
1000
1000
under Revenue
Revenue Act

Covi
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Stains,
Page.
Stains,
Page.
duty on coal tar
793
tar products not
not used as
as.....
793
used as
as ............................
794
794
additional specific .....................
794
794
Stamford, Tex.,
Tex.,
Stamford,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
..
269
building........
269
deficiency appropriation
for public
public builddeficiency
appropriation for
building .............................
19
Stamped Envelopes, etc., Postal
PostalService,
Service,
appropriation for freight or expressage
appropriation
on..............................
on
419,
1064
419,1064
for manufacture .................
421, 1066
1066
421,
for distribution ..................
421,1066
421,1066
Stamps Division,
Division, Post
Department,
Post Office Department,
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent,
etc
superintendent, etc..
106,1109
Stamps,
Stamps, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue,
to be prepared for tax on wines
784
wines...........
784
Stamps,
Stamps, Postage,
Postage,
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture, etc....
etc.... 421,1066
421,1066
Standard Lime
Lime Barrels,
Barrels,
Standard
provisions for, in interstate
interstate and
and foreign
foreign
commerce ................
commerce
530
....
530
Standards
Standards Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
appropriation for Director,
Director, assistants,
assistants,
etc.........
etc
113,
1114
............
113,1114
for apparatus, machinery, etc
etc ......
114,1115
114,1115
114,1115
for repairs, etc.,
etc., buildings
buildings ..........
114,1115
contingent expenses ...........
for contingent
114,
1115
114,1115
International Committee
Committee of
member, International
of
Weights and Measures
Weights
Measures......... 114,1115
114,1115
for care of grounds, etc..............
etc
114, 1115
114,1115
for investigations
minimi7e dangers
of
investigations to minimize
dangers of
high-potential electric currents,
high-potential
currents,
etc...........................
etc
114, 1115
114,1115
for refrigeration
114
refrigeration investigations ........
114
for investigating
investigating structural materials.
114, 1115
materials. 114,1115
for expenses,
expenses, determination
determination of physical
constants,:etc ...............
constants
114, 1115
114,1115
for investigating
inveshigatmg fire-resisting
fireresisting properties
of building materials
materials........... 114,1115
114,1115
for investigating standards
standards of measuremeasurement, etc.,
etc., of public utilities....
utilities
114,1116
matefor testing railway
railway equipment
equipment materials .........................
115,1116
115,1116
for testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous materials
115, 1116
materials... 115,1116
radio communication
for standardizing
standardizing radio
communication
instruments, etc ...............
115, 1116
1116
developing color standards, etc
115, 1116
for developing
etc... 115,1116
for study of clay products, processes,
..........................
etc
In, 1116
115,1116
for experiments
experiments in effective utili7ation
utilization
of physical properties
properties of materials,
materials,
etc........................
etc
115, 1116
. 115,1116
for investigations,
investigations, etc., of aeronautics
aeronautics
aviation requirements
and aviation
requirements...... 115,
115, 1116
1116
forinvestigating
for
investigating opticalglass
optical glass production_
production. 1116
1116
for testing large scales
324
scales.................
324
for laboratory
laboratory for research
research in radio
radio communication.......................
munication
324
324
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for constructing
constructing
appropriation for
chemical laboratory;
chemical
25
laboratory; equipment
equipment....
25
for general expenses.......................
expenses
32,829
32, 829
for testing machines ..................
32
32
for testing structural materials.........
materials.
829
829
Standards
Standards Bureau,
Director of,
Bureau, Director
standardization of
to make regulations
reoul
b
ation.s for standardization
lime barrels.......................
barrels
531
531
Standing
Indian Reservation,
Standing Rock Indian
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for share in constructing
appropriation
constructing
highway through ................
151
151
use of Indian labor;
152
labor; repayment
repayment ......
152
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for surveying, etc.
31
deficiency
etc
Stanislau National
Staniskeus
Cal.,
NationalForest,
Forest, Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 460,1148

Star Routes,
Postal Service,
rage.
Star
Routes, Postal
Service,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transportation
transportation by,
by,
Alaska ..................
418, 1064
1064
in Alaska
418,
emergency
emergency service
418, 1064
1064
service............... 418,
for inland mail transportation
transportation by,
exby, except in Alaska
Alaska ...............
422, 1068
422,
1068
discontinued
discontinued when
when served
served by
by rural
rural
delivery ....................
delivery
423,
1068
423,1068
new routes
routes restricted ............
423,
423, 1068
1068
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
24,827
for............ 24,827
for,
Alaska
for, in
in Alaska .....................
820,830
contracts, etc.,
etc., for,
for, under
direction of
under direction
of
Postmaster General ...............
418
418
contracts
for, to
to be
awarded lowest
contracts for,
be awarded
lowest bidder
bidder
according to terms of
161
according
of advertisement
advertisement.
161
requirements
service if
if bids
requirements of other
other service
bids
exorbitant, etc ....................
161
exorbitant,
161
temporary contracts
contracts for, on failure
failure by
by
accepted bidder
new routes,
routes,
accepted
bidder for new
etc.;
limitations, etc
etc ..............
161
etc.; limitations,
161
charged to
cost charged
to defaulting
defaulting contractor,
contractor,
etc ..........................
162
162
lieu allowed
allowed persons for
for services
services to
to conlien
contractors for
162
tractors
for .......................
162
payment
limpayment by
by Postmaster
Postmaster General;
General; limitations ........................
162
itations.
162
Pa.,
State College, Pa.,
appropriation for
public building
269
appropriation
for public
building.........
269
Courts,
State Courts,
writs of error allowed
allowed to Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
from decisions of, against
against validity
validity of
of
treaty or statute, etc............
etc
726
726
in favor of validity of State laws,
laws, etc.,
etc., as
as
not repugnant
repugnant to Constitution......
Constitution
726
726
certiorari from Supreme Court
where
certiorari
Court to, where
validity of Federal
Federal law
treaty is
is
law or
or treaty
questioned,
questioned, and judgment is in
in
favor thereof
thereof ....................
726
726
where
where validity of State law
etc., as relaw,, etc.,
repugnant to the Constitution,
Constitu tion, etc.,
etc., is
is
in question, and decision
decision is
is adverse
adverse
thereto ..
726
.............. ........
726
where decision is for or against any
any right,
title. etc.,
etc., claimed under the Constitution,
tution, authority,
authority, etc., of
of the
the
United States ....................
727
United
727
State
Department of
of
State Department
Department (see
(se also
also Department
State),
branch
in, abolished
branch printing office in,
abolished ....... 1083
1083
State
State Educational
Educational Institutions,
Institutions,
maintenance
maintenance of Reserve
TrainReserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps in, having
military ininhaving military
struction .......................
191
191
State
Disabled Soldiers
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
Sailors,
State Homes for Disabled
appropriation
continuing aid
to__ ._ 297
297
appropriation for
for continuing
aid to.....
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for continuing
continuing
aid to..............................
to
812
812
State, War,
War, and Navy
Navy Department
Department Building,
Building,
D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for clerks, engineers,
engineers, watchwatchmen, etc ...................
94, 1098
94,1098
for fuel, lights, repairs,
94, 1098
repairs, etc
etc........
.. 94,1098
for services,
services, operating
operating supplies,
supplies, etc.
etc.,
Navy Department
Department Annex.......
Annex
94,
1098
94,1098
for laborer, State Department Annex.
Annex. 94,1098
for new elevators
elevators .......-............
1098
1098
for aerials for naval radio service.
606
service.....
606
for pneumatic tube to Navy Annex_
Annex .- 607
607
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Navy
Navy De‘1.7
partment Annex ....................
partment
22
for fuel, lights, etc ........
31
.............
31
printing
printing machinery
etc. to
be removed
removed
machinery,: etc.,
to be
assigned to
from rooms in,
in, assigned
to State
State
Department
1083
Department......
.......................
1083
branch
office -abolished
abolished
108l
branch
1083
-- office
...........
-------..... -------------- ----
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INDEX.
State,
Page.
Building, Page.
Department Building,
State, War,
War, and Navy Department
C.-Continued.
D. C.—Continued.
1).
reapportionment
reapportionment of space authorized;
conditions ........................
conditions
94
ejectment of present offices,
offices, etc., forejectment
bidden ...........................
.
bidden
94
vacated rooms
vacated
rooms not
not to be used as museums .............................
94
Appropriations, etc.,
Statement of Appropriations,
appropriation
melon
preparing, first session
appropriation for preparing,
327
64th Congress .....................
Staten
Island Sound, N. Y.
Y. and
and N. 1,
J.,
Staten Island
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
393
appropriation for improvement
States,
appropriation for
for cooperation
cooperation with, in
appropriation
protecting watersheds
watersheds of naviganavigaprotecting
ble streams from fire
461,1166
fire............
for transportation
transportation of teams to national
rifle
matches; designation by
governors .......................
648
governors
Army stores,
etc., may be purchased
purchased
Army
stores etc.,
from War Department by, for use
204
of National Guard ...............
may be requisitioned by United States in
204
credit to be allowed
allowed.
time of war, credit
construction of
cooperation
cooperation with, for construction
355
rural post roads .................
promoting vocational
cooperation
vocational
cooperation with, for promoting
929
....
education ..................
education
acceptance
required;
acceptance by legislature required;
931
designated
board to be designated............
temporary by governor,
governor, until next
932
legislature .............
meeting of legislature
932
allowed, etc..
.....
etc........
optional, in part allowed,
conditions
932
receiving allotments .....
conditions for receiving
plans
be submitted
submitted for using allotplans to be
933
..... ..............ments by
requirements for
educaagricultural educafor agricultural
requirements
934
tional use .................---.
trade
economics, and industrade, home economics,
trial subjects .....-934
.........---.. 935
training of teachers.................teachers
training
treasurer to receive
receive and disburse money
money
treasurer
..-- -----received ...........--935
deduction
from allotments,
allotments, if
previous
if previous
deduction from
one not expended.............-..
expended
936
allotment to
to be
not
from, if not
be withheld from,
allotment
properly
used
936
properly used............-..-............... 936
appeal
Congress, etc ..
appeal to Congress,
losses,
replaced to fund by
by...
936
losses, etc., to be replaced
no part
part of
of fund
fund to be used by, for buildno
ing, etc., or support religious, etc.,
--schools
936
.......-.....schools.
cotton contracts,
imnot imof, not
etc., laws
laws of,
contracts, etc.,
cotton
481
paired
Act.....
by cotton futures Act
paired by
provide
examination
examination whether laws of, provide
safeguards far loans
loans on first mortsafeguards
382
382
gages -.......-.....-------.-declaration
issuing
ineligibility for issuing
of ineligibility
declaration of
382
382
farm loan bonds ................
382
382
.............
mortgage loans ..
first mortgage
382
382
statement of requirements
requirements lacking.....
lacking
statement
exemption of
docketing liens, etc., of
of docketing
exemption
Federal courts
etc., of,
courts in courts, etc.,
Federal
531
531
repealed ......................
immigration agents of, given access
access to
immigration
immigrant
stations
to
present
inimmigrant stations to present in895
895
ducements to settlers, etc ......
warehouses for agrilaws of, relating to warehouses
cultural
etc., not
not improducts, etc.,
cultural products,
490
paired by warehouse Act
Act........... 490
maintenance of troops in time of peace
peace
other than National Guard forother
198
..-....
hidden. ----.... .---.bidden
- -- - ............
----0
39 FT 1----89
1---89
91890 °--voi.
-voL 39-PT
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States—Continued.
Page.
States-Continued.
maintenance of troops; right
maintenance
right to use National Guard not limited
198
limited. ........
198
allowed
198
State police or constabulary allowed....
198
number of cadets,
cadets, Military Academy,
from, increased
increased ..................
62
enlisted by, to compayment of men enlisted
plete organizations
organizations
for muster
muster
service, authorized,
authorized, etc
etc ........
—
624
into service,
public lands within
within irrigation
irrigation districts
of,
regulations relating
relating
of, subject
subject to regulations
thereto
thereto
...............
.....
506
States Relations
Department of AgriReations Service,
ervice, Derent
culture,
culture,
appropriation for salaries
salaries .............. 470,1158
appropriation
for
expenses, State allotments
allotments
for general
general expenses,
for experiment
stations
470,1159
experiment stations..........
agricultural extension
for cooperative
cooperative agricultural
extension
470,1159
wort ......... ..........
work
470,
1159
for cooperative
demonstration work
cooperative demonstration
outside of cotton belt .........
* 470,1159
for farmer's
farmer's cooperative
cooperative demonstrameeting ravages
ravages of cot\ tions and meeting
weevil ...............
470,1159
ton boll weevil
470,1
59
for reports on farmers'
farmers' institutes and
agricultural schools.............
schools
agricultural
471,1159
for stations in Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Porto
Rico,
and Guam...............
Guam
471,1159
Rico, and
471,1159
for extension work in Hawaii.......
Hawaii
471,1160
471,1160
utility and economy
economy
for investigating
investigating utility
of agricultural products in the
home, etc...................
etc
471,1160
471,1160
home,
expenses
471, 1160
471,1160
for administrative expense.........
Statesboro
Ga.,
Statesboro,tGa.,
269
appropriation
..
appropriation for public building.........
deficiency
buildappropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing
19
ing............................
.
19
PostalService,
Stationery
etc., Postal
Stationery,tetc.,
appropriation
421,
1067
421,1067
.................
for
appropriation
Statwmery,
Department,
Stationery, Treasury Department,
appropriation
bureaus and offices
offices
appropriation for bureaus
combined in one appropriation...
appropriation... 84,1088
combined
Statistical Work, etc.,
Statistical
appropriation
investigations, etc., to
appropriation for investigations,
76
avoid duplication
duplication of ...............
76
Statistics
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Statistics Bureau, Department
Bureau, DeDe(see Crop Estimates Bureau,
partment
Agriculture).
partment of Agriculture).
Statue
Laerty, New York
York Harbor,
Harbor,
ofLiberty,
Statue o
acceptance of donated
donated electric
electric plant
plant for
acceptance
411
lighting........................
lighting
411
Statutes at Large,
Statutes
appropriation for editing, etc ........... 77,1082
appropriation
not applicable
to Philippine
Phihppine Islands
unIslands unnot
applicable to
547
specifically provided
provided.........
less specifically
Steam Engineers,
D. C., Board
Board of Examiners,
Engineers, D.
Steam
appropriation for salaries
salaries ..............
680,1008
appropriation
Inspection Service,
Steamboat Inspection
appropriation for
for Supervising
Supervising Inspector
Inspector
appropriation
General, clerks,
1113
112, 1113
etc............
clerks, etc
General,
inspectors ......... 112,1113
112, 1113
supervising inspectors
for supervising
for salaries,
salaries, inspectors
inspectors of hulls,
hulls, and of
for
boners
112, 1113
112,1113
.............
.......
boilers
for assistant
assistant inspectors
inspectors ............
112, 1113
112,1113
for
for clerk
clerk hire,
at large
112, 1113
large........ 112,1113
service at
hire, service
for
112, 1113
for contingent
contingent expenses.
expenses
..........
for
112, 1113
112,1113
witness fees.....................--fees
witness
deficiency
appropriation for
for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
25
expenses
expenses.............-.........
inspection
to state
number of
of
state number
certificates to
inspection certificates
passengers
allowed on vessels, other
other
passenger allowed
than ferryboats;
ferryboats; reportof
report of changes-.
changes
918
918
than
penalty
carrying more
passengers
more pas.engers
for carrying
penalty for
918
than
by..........--allowed by
than allowed
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Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service—Continued.
Steamboat
Service-Continued.
Page.
inspection
inspection certificates
certificates to state
number of
of
state number
passengers allowed
allowed on vessels,•
vessels; punpunishment for
for master,
master, etc.,
etc., allowing
allowing
excess ............................
918
91
special permits for excursion
excursion vessels to
carry excess
excess paesenngers,
etc
918
passenngers, etc.......
91E
approval of supervising
supervising inspector
inspector for...
for
919
919
inspectors of hulls and boilers at Tampa,
Fla ..............................
942
94
Steamboat Inspection,
Inspection, Supervising
Steamboat
Supervising Inspector
Inspector
General,
General,
appropriation
appropriation for, clerks,
clerks, etc
112, 1113
1113
etc.......... 112,
Steamboat Routes, etc., Postal
PostalService,
appropriation for
mail
appropriation
mail transportation
transportation
by .......................
418,
1064
418,1064
Steele Bayou, Miss.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
of
397
improvement of.
.
397
Stenographers to
to Committees,
Committees, House
Stenographers
RepreHouse of
of Representatives,
sentatives,
appropriation for ........................ 72,
appropriation
72,1076
1076
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for extra
services_
822
extra services.
822
Steubenville, Ohio,
Ohio,
bridge authorized
authorized across Ohio River
at_......
River at
55
Stock Raising Homesteads,
Homesteads,
entries of 640 acres
authoracres of public lands authorized for
for..
.
.............
. 862
862
lands to be previously
designated
862
previously designated.......
862
character of lands reserved for
for.......... 862
862
applications for, if not designated
applications
designated lands..
lands..._ 862
862
fees,
fees, etc., required
862
required
................
.
862
susp
ensi
suspension of entry
862
try..................
862
lands not to be dispoed
disposed of during ECUssuspension
pension ........................
862
862
occupancy before designation.......
no occupancy
designation
862
862
areas allowed; additions to former entries..
entries__
863
863
selection of contiguous,
contiguous, prior to nonnoncontiguous, lands..................
contiguous,
lands
863
863
improvements
improvements for stock raising
required
863
raising required.
863
entry of contiguous
contiguous lands additional
additional to
to
pending homestead entries........
entries
863
863
improvements required ...............
improvements
863
863
homesteaders may enter additional
homesteaders
additional con. tiguous lands ..........................
863
863
improvements required ..............
improvements
863
863
may relinquish
relinquish present holding for
grazing
entry
grazing
863
.....................
863
no commutation
commutation allowed
864
allowed ....................
864
preference
preference to present owners
owners for addiadditional contiguous
contiguous lands
864
lands.............
864
between two or more applidivision between
appli.. ........ .........
cants
864
allowance
applicant.............1
allowance to first applicant
864
864
coal
coal and mineral deposits in, reserved_
reserved __. 864
disposal under mineral laws
864
laws...........
864
entry for prospecting, etc.,
etc., permitted
864
permitted...
864
entry of surface for mining uses; conditions ............................
864
864
patents for, subject to grazing entries_
patents
864
entries...
864
reservation
reservation of water holes, etc............
etc
865
865
lands foraccess
to,
stock movements, etc.
for access
etc_
865
865
limitations of driveways, etc
865
etc.........
865
regulations
to
be
made
r
egulations
865
................
865
Stockbridge
and
Indians, Wis.,
Stockbridge
Munsee Indians,
payment
payment to tribal members enrolled
since
enrolled since
March
March 3, 1893....................
1893
156
156
Stocks,
Stocks. Bonds, etc.,
etc., Railway,
Railway,
appropriation
appropriation for securing information
information
concerning
concerning issues of
281
of...............
281
Stockton and
and Mormon Channels,
Channels, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
of .404
improvement of.....
404
Stockton, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building........
building
269
269
Stockton Channel, Cal.,
Stocetoe
Cal.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
be
made .................
410
..........
410

Stone,
etc.,
Page.
Stone, etc.
Page.
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating structural
materials of ...................
materials
114, 1115
1115
114,
Products, etc.,
etc.,
Stone or Quarry Products,
quarantine on containers
quarantine
containers of, capable of
of
carrying plant
plant diseases,
diseases, etc
1165
carrying
etc ........
1165
Storage
Storage of Guns and Munitions of
Navy,
of War,
War, Navy,
appropriation for,
at specified
appropriation
for, at
specified magazines,
magazines,
yards, and stations...................
stations
569
yards,
569
Stoughton, Mass.,
condemned
granted to,
for Grand
Grand
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to, for
Army post.....................
post
840
Army
840
Stowaways,
Stowaways,
alien, excluded
excluded admission; exception
876
exception ...
876
Strawberry
Muth.,
Strawberry Island,
Island, Wash.,
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across Snake River
at
235
River at...
235
Strawberry Valley
Valley Irrigation
Project, Utah,
Utah,
Strawberry
IrrigationProject,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc
305
appropriation for
maintenance, etc........
305
Cleaning Division, D.
C.,
Street Cleaning
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
680, 1008
appropriation
salaries...........
680,1008
for dust prevention,
prevention, removing
removing snow,
snow,
etc .........................
690, 1018
1018
690,
Street
Policemen, D.
D. C.,
Street Crossings
CrossingsPolicemen,
C.,
made members
members of
regular police
police force:
made
of regular
force:
rights, duties, etc................
etc
720
720
Street
Fars,
Street Fairs,
special
special tax imposed
791
imposed on .................
791
Street
C.,
Street Railways,
Railways, D.
D. C.,
construction conditions
conditions modified,
modified, BaltiBalticonstruction
more and
and Washington
Washington Transit Com519
pany ........................
519
not relieved
relieved from expenses
expenses of
of paving
paving roadroadbeds in streets, etc ................
716
716
to furnish free transportation
transportation to police and
firemen
firemen when
when on duty..............
duty
683
683
Streets, Avenues,
etc., D.
D. C.,
Avenues, etc.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for assessment and permit
permit
684, 1013
1013
work ......................
. 684
for work
work on; schedules, etc
etc ........
684,
1013
684,1013
for grading........................
gmding
685, 1014
1014
685,
for condemnation,
condemnation, etc .............. 685,1014
685, 1014
for constructing
constructing designated
designated suburban
suburban
roads .........................
reads
685, 1014
1014
685,
opening, etc.,
688, 1017
1017
for opening,
etc., outside of
of cities
cities.... 688,
widening of Woodley
Woodley Road
Road suspended.
suspended. 1017
1017
for repairs
repairs. ........................
1017
688, 1017
for replacing
replacing sidewalk
sidewalks and curbs around
around
reservations,
etc
689, 1017
1017
reservations, etc...
.......... 689,
area assessment
assessment extended
extended in
area
in proceedproceedings for
opening alleys,
ings
for opening
alleys, etc
etc........ 1017
1017
suburban roads..........
roads
689, 1017
for repairs, suburban
689,
1017
sweeping, cleaning,
cleaning, removing
removing snow
snow
for sweeping,
and
ice,
etc
690,
1018
and ice, etc ..................
690,1018
for improvements,
improvements, etc.,
etc., street-cleaning
street-cleaning
stables ......................
690, 1019
1019
stables
690,
closing
closing of alleys and, in si
site for Eastern
Easte rn
High
High School.....................
School
698
698
Washington Navy
Washington
Navy Yard
Yard additions
567
additions ....... 567
condemnation
condemnation of land for; notices
notices required.
required_
21
21
division of cost of paving, etc.,
division
etc., chargeable
chargeable
against abutting property
property .........
716
716
railroads not relieved
relieved from expense of
railroads
paving roadbed
roadbed on................
on
716
716
rent to be paid for space used for business
purposes under ................
purposes
716
.
716
Strickland's
Ferry, Ga.,
Strickland's Ferry,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
6
River at
at...........................
6
Strikes, etc. (see Labor Disputes).
Strikes,
Structural Materials,
Structural
Materials,
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, of stone,
stone,
etc.......................
etc
114, 1115
114,1115
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
testing, etc...
etc...
829
appropriation for
for testing,
829
Students,
etc.,
Students, Asiatic,
Asiatic, etc.,
condition
condition regulating
temporary admission
admission
regulating temporary
..-.
7R
of
876
---........--.
.... . .....
...........
..
...
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.iuotumtt
Land Farming,
farming,
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appropriation
improving methods
methods of. 454,
1142
appropriation for improving
454,1142
Submarine
Submanne Base,
Base,
appropriation for equipping, etc., New
London, Conn
Conn .....................
1176
London,
1176
commission to report
report on necessity,
commission
necessity, etc ,
for, on Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico,
Mexico, and
and
Pacific coasts, etc ..................
571
571
appropriation for expenses
571
appropriation
expenses .............
571
Submarine "F-l,"
'
F-1,"
Submarine
a_ppropriation for repairs
repairs ................
appropriation
605
Submarine "F-2,"
"F-2,"
Submarine
appropriation
for
repairs
605
605
appropriation for repairs .................
Submarme "F-3
A,"
Submanre
appropriation
605
for repairs .................
605
appropriation for
SubmwIne
Subzmrne Harbor
Harbor Defense System,
punishment for willfully interfering
interfering with,
etc ..........................
1194
Submarine
Mines,
Army,
Submarine
Army,
appropriation for preservation, etc......
etc
345,
910
345,910
appropriation
347, 911
for supplies, for submarine practice...
practice
347,911
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc;.............
etc.
347, 911
. 347,911
for expenses, torpedo depot, etc......
etc
347,911
for purchase, etc.,
etc., insular possessions;
possessions;
349
supplies ......................
Submarine Tender, Navy, Fleet,
Submarine
construction of one, authorized
authorized ............
617
appropriation
construction and maappropriation for construction
chinery
. 617,1191
chinery .......................
of one,
one, to
to be
be conlimit
of cost increased
increased of
limit of
structed as soon as practicable
practicable...... 1191
Submarine
Submarine Vessels, etc.
etc.,,
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
excise
781
of......................
from sales of
Boats,
Submarines,
Torpedo Boats,
Navy (see
(see also Torpedo
Submarines, Navy
Submarine),
Submarine),
construction authorized
authorized of nine fleet......
fleet
616
construction
fifty-eight
616
etc.......
classes; cost, etc
coast; classes;
fifty-eight coast;
early
construction .................
616
early construction
appropriation
616
appropriation for ...................
twelve
on Pacific coast;
built on
to be built
twelve to
conditions .......................
616
conditions.
616
conditions........
propulsion, conditions
one, Neff propulsion,
appropriation
construction and mafor construction
appropriation for
chinery
617, 1192
chinery ........................
617
....
ammunition.................
for ammunition
of cost
cost increased
increased of eighteen coast, to
limit of
1191
practicable
be constructed
constructed as soon as practicable.
twenty additional,
additional, on
on most
most approved
approved lines,
lines,
twenty
authorized
1192
............--..........
authorized
to be
be constructed
on Pacific
Pacific coast; cost
to
constructed on
condition
--- 1192
condition.....................-appropriation
1192
for ..................
appropriation for
Subsistence,
Subsistence, Army,
Army,
appropriation
630
supplies, etc ...........
for supplies,
appropriation for
...................
for transport service
630
6
for
30
................ 630
.....
meals, etc .
for meals,
for
630
etc., rifle
rifle matches
matches............
for food,
food, etc.,
for
payments; commutation
commutation of rations..
rations
630
for payments;
..................
for
rations
630
for special diet rations
for
advertising .............----------630
for advertising.
etc......... 630
for prizes for cooks, bakers, etc
for
preserving,
accounting,
etc
630
630
for preserving, accounting, etc.........
sales to Navy and Marine Corps, permitted
630
630
mitted .........---......------.--purchase
of naval
naval supplies
supplies by Army,
purchase of
allowed
630
......
allowed .................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
45, 337, 825
29,45,337,825
for...... 29,
deficiency
Subtreasuries,
Subtreasuries,
investigation
work of,
1080
of, directed
directed.......... 1080
of work
investigation of
report as
as to
to transfer,
etc
1080
1080
transfer, etc.........---.....
report
report tobesubmitted
to bembmitted on
discontinuance of
88
ondiscontinuanceof.
report
Subtropical Fruits,
Fits,
Subtropical
appropriation for
investigation of insects
for investigation
appropriation
affecting
466,
6----1154
-,
........
affecting........

ocix

Suburban
and Streets, D.
Page.
Suburban Roads and
D. C.,
construction, etc., of
appropriation for construction,
appropriation
designated.....................
designated
685,1014
for repairs....................
repairs
.... . 689,1017
Sugar,
Sugar,
export duty on, from ceded West Indian
a foreign counexported to a
Islands, exported
try or shipped to the United
United States
States. 1133
try
of, after May 1,
provision for free entry of,
1916, repealed
56
........
.........
56
Sugar Cane,
Sugar
Cane,
appropriation for investigating insects
appropriation
affecting....................... 465,1164
affecting
465,1164
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
57
1916, repealed
repealed ...................
57
Sugar Cane
Cane Districts,
Sugar
Districts,
appropriation
appropriation for experiments,
experiments, etc., cattle
raising in
1166
in ...................... 491,
491,1166
erection of barns, etc., authorized.
erection
authorized 491,1166
Sugar
Plant,
Sugar Plant,
appropriation for investigations;
investigations; seed imappropriation
etc ....
.......... 454,1142
provement, etc.
454,1142
developing strains of sugar
sugar--beet
seed ...................
. 454,1142
cane and sorghum sirup production,
......................
454,1142
etc
•
454,1142
for utilizing by-products .......... 454,1142
454,1142
8st/weld,
Sulfoaded,
tar.
duty on, and salts of coal tar.............
794
Sully* Hill
flak.,
Sullys
ill National
NationalPark,
Park, N. Dak.,
appropriation for
improvement of game
game prefor improvement
appropriation
serve in.....................
in
467,1155
Sulphanilic Acid,
Sulphalilic
duty on ................................
794
794
Sulphur
Sulphur River, Tex. and
and Ark.,
preliminary
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
made.........................
409
made
.

Sumter
Ga.,
County, Ga.,
Sumter County,
Dooly County or, may bridge Flint River,
Murrays Ferry.....................
Murrays
387
Sun River
River Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Mont.,
Sun
Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance,
305
appropriation
maintenance, etc
etc.......
306
Sunbury, Pa.,
Sunbury,
Pa.,
authorized across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
bridge authorized
River, between Monroe
Monroe and
and........
48
condemned cannon granted to Fort Aucondemned
gusta
837
.........................
Sundry
Appropriations,
Sundry Civil
"ivil Expenses
Expenses Appropriations,
Treasury Department,
Department, for
for public
under Treasury
buildings
buildings....
..
..........................
262
stations
270
quarantine stations...
................. 270
Coast
274
oast Guard .......................
Engraving and Printing
Printing Bureau ........
Engraving
275
miscellaneous, internal revenue, etc....
etc
miscellaneous,
276
two per cent bonds ........ 276
refunding two_per
Independent Treasury,
Treasury, etc.........
etc
276
Independent
United States securities, etc
...
277
etc.........
suppressing counterfeiting, etc........
etc
277
collecting
etc
277
customs revenue,
revenue, etc.........
collecting customs
Service ................
278
Public Health
Health Service
quarantine
service -.................
278
quarantine service
prevention
279
epidemics ..............
prevention of epidemics
field
investigations, etc ............... 279
field investigations,
under
District of Columbia, for Columbia
Columbia
under District
Hospital
Women ..............
279
Hospital for Women
under
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, for Naunder Smithsonian
etc
279
Museum, etc..............
tional Museum,
National
280
Park.............
Zoological Park
National Zoological
Commerce Commission,
under Interstate Commerce
280
280
for salaries, etc .................
281
valuation
of railroads .................
valuation of
under
Board
of
Mediation
and
Conciliation,
under Board of Mediation and Conciliation,
281
for salaries, etc ..............
under Federal
Commission, for
alafor salaTrade Commission,
under
Federal Trade
281
.............
ries, etc
etc............-

y
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Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriations—Con.
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under Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
Parkway
282
Commission, for acquiring lands
lands....
282
under War Department, for
armories and
for armories
and
arsenals, etc .
282
.................
282
military posts,
poets, etc ....................
285
285
national
national cemeteries,
cemeteries, etc
286
.............
286
national parks, etc.....................
etc
288
national
288
buildingsand
buildings a.nd grounds,Washington, D. C
C.,,
etc .........................
289
289
Arts
291
Commission of Fine Arts..
..........
291
General Grant Memorial
Memorial
291
............
291
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial ....................
291
291
Bridge....................
Aqueduct Bridge
291
291
Arlington Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater......
292
292
rivers and harbors, contract work
292
work.......
292
maps, surveys, etc
292
................
292
California
Cahfornia Debris Commission ..........
292
292
New York Harbor
Harbor ...............
292
292
topographic
topographic maps.
293
maps.
................
293
artificial limbs, etc.; hospitals, D.
293
D. C
C....
293
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home ...........
293
293
State and Territorial
Territorial Homes ..........
297
297
back pay, bounty, and commutation
commutation of
of
297
rations ............................ 297
arrears of pay,
Spain ........
297
arrears
pay, War
War with
with Spain
297
under Interior
Interior Department,
buildings
298
Department, for
for buildings.
298
Capitol and grounds ................
298
298
courthouse, Washington, D.
D C
298
C..........
298
public lands ...
298
...................
298
Geological
Geological Survey
Survey .....................
301
301
Bureau
Bureau of Mines ...................
302
302
Reclamation
Service................
Reclamation Service.
303
30
miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, disbarment
disbarment proceedings..
proceedings
306
306
railroads, education,
etc
306
Alaska, railroads,
education, etc......
national parks........
parks
307
..........
Government Hospital
Government
Hospital for Insane; designated Saint Elizabeths Hospital....
Hospital
309
309
Columbia Deaf Institution ............
310
310
Howard University
310
University
.................
310
Freedmen's Hospital ...................
310
310
under Department
Department of Justice, for penitenpenitentiary buildings..........
buildings
311
.........
311
miscellaneous, conduct
of customs
customs cases,
cases,
miscellaneous,
conduct of
etc..
.....................
etc
311
311
defense in
in claims, prosecution of
crimes, etc ...................
311
311
enforcing
enforcing antitrust laws, etc.; restric........................
tion
312
312
enforcing
enforcing interstate
interstate commerce laws,
laws,
etc ......... . ..................
312
312
reports, etc., for courts, etc .........
312
312
Pacific
suits.................
Pacific railroad suits
313
313
United States courts, salaries, etc ......
313
313
penitentiaries, maintenance
314
penitentiaries,
maintenance .........
314
National Training
Training School
School for
for Boys,
C
316
National
Boys, D.
D. C
316
under Department
Commerce, for Lightunder
Department of Commerce,
Light-.
houses
316
houses Bureau
Bureau................
316
Coast and Geodetic Survey ...........
318
318
Bureau
of
Fisheries
................
Bureau
Fisheries
320
320
Bureau of Standards
Standards ................
324
324
under Department
Department of Labor, for
for immigraimmigation expenses
expenses .
324
................
324
Bureau of Naturalization............
Naturalization
326
326
standardization of first-aid methods
standardization
326
methods....
326
under Department
Department of State, for printing
printing
electoral
electoral vote.................
vote
326
326
under legislative,
legislative, for Senate
Senate..............
327
327
statement of appropriations
327
appropriations........... 327
conveying
electoral vote
vote............
convey
.
ng electoral
327
327
Botanic
Garden
327
Botanic G
rden...................:
327
etc...........
Senate Office Building, etc
327
327
House Office
Office Building ............
327
327
Capitol power plant.................
plant
327
327
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
Commission .........
328
328
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Sundry Civil
Civil Expenses
Expenses Appropriations—Con
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under Government
Printing Office,
for
under
Government Printing
Office, for
329
salaries ........................
329
public printing and
329
and binding
binding............
329
superintendent of
documents
332
superintendent
of documents..........
332
under Panama Canal, for
for all
all expenses.....
expenses
332
332
fortifications .......................
335
fortifications
335
annual
with documents,
to be
sent
annual reports,
reports, with
documents, to
be sent
Public Printer
designated times..
times
336
Public
Printer at
at designated
336
return of
of completed
completed proofs
proofs .............
336
return
336
time for
printing, distributing,
336
time
for printing,
distributing, etc
etc......
336
not applicable
applicable to
to Smithsonian
Institunot
Smithsonian Institution,
or
tion, Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Patents,
Patents, or
Comptroller
of Currency...........
Currency
336
Comptroller of
336
lump
estimates to
to be
be in
prelump sum estimates
in form
form prescribed
336
scribed by
by Secretary
Secretary of
of Treasury
Treasury...
336
details of mechanics
mechanics and
and. laborers
336
laborers.......
336
acceptance of
auditor's reports
reports of
of outstandoutstandacceptance
of auditor's
ing checks of disbursing
disbursing officers
officers in
in
returns
336
lieu of
of personal
personal returns............
336
to be in
in full;
full; conflicting
all sums
sums for
for salaries
salaries tobe
conflicting
laws repealed
repealed .....................
336
laws
336
Superintendent of
of Capitol
Capitol Building
Building and
and
Superintendent
Grounds
(see Capitol
Capitol Building
and
Grounds (see
Building and
Grounds,
of)
Grounds, Superintendent
Superintendent of).
Superintendents
of Irrigation,
Irrigation,
Superintendentsof
employment
for systems
systems on
employment authorized
authorized for
on
Indian
124,969
Indian reservations,
reservations, etc
etc......... 124,969
Superior
Superior National
National Forest,
Forest, Minn.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of..
of.. 460,1148
460,1148
Superior, Wis.,
Superior,
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
appropriation for improvement
harbor..
401
for enlarging harbor basin; contracts....
contracts....
401
401
Supervising
Department,
Supervising Architect,
Architect, Treasury
Treasury Department,
appropriation
for, executive
officer, chiefs,
chiefs,
appropriation for,
executive officer,
etc
79, 1084
1084
etc...
.........
..........
79,
for additional pay to
271
271
for additional pay to ..................
for
271
271
in office
office of
of........
for skilled
skilled employees
employees in
to serve
serve on
on Public
Public Buildings
328
Commission..
328
to
Buildings Commission
Supplies, Military,
etc.,
Supplies,
Military, etc.,
investigation, etc.,
etc., of
investigation,
of data
data as
as to
to production
production
and
650
and availability
availability of
of...............
650
for affording producers
information
to,
producers information as
as to,
needed
by the
650
needed by
the Government
Government.........
650
Supplies,
Postal Service,
Service,
Supplies, Postal
appropriation
for stationery,
etc
421,1067
appropriation for
stationery, etc........
421,1067
for postal savings system ...... ...
421, 1067
421,
1067
for city
city delivery..........................
delivery
421
for
421
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous .................... 422,
422, 1067
1067
for
rural
delivery
422,
1067
for rural delivery ................... 422,1067
for expenses
expenses of
shipping
422,
1067
for
of shipping
.
.........
422, 1067
deficiency appropriation
for city
city delivery.
delivery.
24
deficiency
appropriation for
24
for
for shipping
shipping..............
........ 827,830
827,830
districts and
for distributing,
districts
and central
central offices
offices for
distributing,
etc., authorized................
authorized
1069,1110
etc.,
1069,1110
no authority
authority to abolish offices,
offices, change
change
officers, etc.,
etc, given
1110
officers,
given .................. 1110
Supplies, United
United States
States Courts,
Supplies,
Courts,
appropriation for;
exchange of
typewriters,
appropriation
for; exchange
of typewriters,
etc
314
etc ...............................
314
Supply Committee,
Committee, General,
General,
appropriation for
superintendent, clerks,
appropriation
for superintendent,
clerks,
etc
79, 1083
etc
............................. 79,1083
Supreme Court,
Court, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries;
from
salaries; half
half from
District revenues
revenues ..............
119, 1120
for
printing
and
binding
for
for printing and binding for ........... 119, 1120
331
for probation officers
officers................ 704,1031
for
fees
of
witnesses
704,
1031
for fees of witnesses................... 705, 1033
jurors..
jurors
...............
705,1033
for
of bailiffs,
c
705,
1033
for pay
pay of
bailiffs, et
etc..............
70,1033
for
705, 1033
1033
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses......... 706,
706,1033
for additional miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
while in temporary
quartera............ 1033
temporary quarters.
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Supreme Court,
Court, D. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Page. Surveying
Page
Public
Lands-Continued.
Public Lands—Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation for witness fees,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; irrigation
irrigation or
etc ........................
41
41
dry-farming lands ...............
dry-farming
300
300
for fees of jurors
jurors.....................
4411
reservations, or national
national forests.......
forests
300
for miscellaneous expenses....
expenses
41,807
...... 41,
80
f compensations;
compensations; supervisors of surveys
surveys. 300
300
for additional
additional miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses....
expenses....
860
86
ffor
or resurveys;
resurveys; mineral locations,
locations etc
etc.....
300
convicts sentenced
a year,
year to
sentenced for more than a
for metal corner monuments ...........
300
300
be confined in District Jail or Reefor abandoned military
military reservations
reservations......
301
formatory.........................
formatory
711
71]
deficiency appropriation for
30, 825
for..........
30,825
Surveyors eal,
Surveyors
Supreme Court
Courtof
of the United
UnitedState,
States,
appropriation for Chief and Associate
appropriation
appropriation
Associate Jusappropriation for, and office expenses...
expenses... 103,1107
restriction
office expenses.......
expenses
104,1108
tices .......
restriction on
118,1119
......
on office
.......... 118,
104,1108
111
for marshal .......................... 118,
temporary details
from one
one surveyor
temporary
details from
surveyor
118, 1119
1119
general
general to another;
another; travel
travel allowfor clerks to justices ..............
118,1119
118,
111
for printing and binding for ............
etc.....................
ance, etc
104,
1108
331
104,1108
331
use of fund for surveying lands in railrailappropriation for pay to widow of
deficiency appropriation
road grants, for work in offices
offices of;
Justice.Joseph R. Lamar
Lamar........... 818
Justice.Joseph
818
limit .......................
104, 1108
. 104,
1108
appeals and writs of error from district
district
Surveyor's Office, D.
Surveyor's
D. C.,
court of Porto Rico
966
Rico................
966
appropriation for salaries, etc .......... 680,1008
appropriation
certiorari
certiorari allowed to circuit courts of apfor temporary
services, supplies, etc
temporaryservices,
etc.. 680,1008
680,1008
peals from, in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, railway
railway
Stutanville,
Susanville, Cal.,
Cal.,
employees, etc., causes ............
727
727
condemned cannon
to ............. 833
833
cannon granted
granted to
certiorari allowed to State courts where vacertiorari
Susquehanna River,
Susquehanna
lidity of Federal law or treaty is
bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across, Milton to West
West
questioned, and judgment is
49
Milton, Pa ......................
is in
in
49
Sunbury to
Monroe, Pa..................
Pa
48
thereof........................
favor thereof
726
Sunbury
to Monroe,
726
48
Susquehanna
River, North
Branch of,
where validity of State law, etc., as reSusgquehannaRiver,
NorthBranch
bridge authorized across, at Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre,
pugnant
pugnant to the Constitution,
Constitution, etc
:,
etc.,
Pa..
Pa
751
ui
..........
.....
IS questioned and the decision is
751
Susquehanna River, West Branch
Branch of,
adverse....................... ....
of,
adverse
726
726 Susqueanna
authorized across, Montgomery
bridge authorized
Montgomery to
to
where decision is for or against any
Muncy
Muncy Creek,
Creek, Pa ..............
512
right, title, etc., claimedunder
claimed under the
512
Watsontown
Watsontown and White
White Deer,
513
Deer, Pa
Pa ....... 513
Constitution, authority,
authority, etc., of the
Williamsport to Duboistown,
Duboistown, Pa........
Pa
512
.................
United States.
States
727
Swamp Land
Land Claims and Indemnity,
Indemnity,
jurisdiction over
jurisdiction
over decisions,
decisions, etc.
etc., of Suappropriation for
for adjusting
299
appropriation
adjusting ............
299
preme
preme court of Philippine Islands..
islands
555
Swansboro, N. C.,
special..........................
C.,
term of; special
728 Swansboro,
726
appropriation
for improvement
limitfor
appropriation for
bringingcausesforreview...
improvement of
of waterwater727
time limit
for bringing
causes for review
ways between
between New River and
and....... 395
additional for Philippine
Philippine Islands causes.
causes
727
Sweden,
Sweden,
writs
Writs of error allowed from State courts
appropriation for minister to...........
to
252,1045
appropriation
252,1045
decision is against
where decision
against validity
validity of
Fort•'ttg Pure
Pure(see also
also Internal
Internal
Federal
Federal law or treaty..............
treaty
726 Sweet Wines, Fortifying
Revenue,
Revenue),
decision
decision in favor of State law claimed to
provisions for .......................
784
be repugnant to Constitution
Constitution.......
726
&unit Creek,
Creek, N. C.,
effect of; power
power of court.
court
...........
726 Swift
appropriation
for
improvement
of
395
appropriation for improvement of......... 395
writs of error and appeals from Philippine
Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Islands supreme court not to be reappropriation for
minister to
252,1048
appropriation
for minister
to ...........
252,1048
viewed
hereafter
.........
viewed hereafter
727
Syracuse, N.
Y.
N. Y.,
certiorari
727 Sacuse,
certiorari for review, etc., continued
continued ....
727
appropriation for
for
,
public
269
yr
appropriation
public building
building.........
269
Supreme Court
Reports,
Court Reports,
appropriation for copies of Volumes 241 to
T.
244 ..........................
313
Section, Treasury Department,
Department,
Surety Bonds
Bands Section,
International CornTables of Constants,
Constants, etc., International
Comappropriation
appropriation for chief of section, clerks,
mission on,
missien
etc ......................
.. 79, 1084
1084
appropriation for annual contribution to. 257,1053
appropriationforannualcontributionto.
257,1053
Surgeon General,
General,Public
PublicHealth
Health Service,
Tabulating Equipment,
Equipment, etc.,
Talatng
tc.,
appropriation for, chief clerk,
clerk, etc......
etc
84,
appropriation
84, 1088
appropriation
for,
Auditor
for
Post
Office
appropriation for, Auditor for Post Office
Department
85,1090
SurgernGeneral's
Department................ 85,1090
Department,
Surgeon
General' sOffice, War Department,
Tabulating
Machines, Census
Census Office,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.............
etc
91,1095 Tabulating Macines,
Office,
appropriation
for experimental
experimental work
work in,
in,
for
dispensary.....................
93
appropriation for
or rent, dispensary
93
etc
111, 1112
........
........
1....11,
etc
640
for medical museum and library........
640
library
Tacoma, Wash.,
Wash.,
Tacoma,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
School
Indian School
for Cushman
Cushman Indian
appropriation
1917 ..........................
809
at ..........................
153, 989
153,989
at
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, medical Mu269
for public
public building
building..........--.......-269
seum, reduced
reduced ..............---..
809
Tahlequah,
Tahlequah, Okla.,
Okla.,
Surveying,
Surveying,
appropriation
for
Cherokee
Orphan
Trainfor
Cherokee
Orphan
Trainof private land claims in California
California diing
984
ing School at
at ...........-.. 147,
147,984
995
rected on deposit by claimants......
claimants
995 Tahoe National
Forest,
Cal.
and
Nev.,
Tahoe
National
Forest,
Cal.
and
Nev.,
Survbeyig
Public Lands
Lands (see also
also Public
Surveyintairublic
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of. 460,
1148
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of.
460, 1148
Lands),
de),
Taholah
Agency,
Wash.,
Taholah
Agency,
Wash.,
300
appropriationforexpense..............
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of
of Indians
Indians
appropriation for
for support,
300
preferences; occupied
preferences;
occupied townships,
townships, etc
etc..
300
at
at......................................... 153, 989
89
300
grants to States and Territories
Territories....... 300
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Takoma
Park Branch
Takoma Park
Branch Library,
Library, I)
D C.
C. (see
(see Pub- PagePage.
Library, D. C.,
C., Free).
Free).
lic Library,
Indian),
Talcas (nontribal
(nontribalIndian),
fee simple homestead
990
homestead patent confirmed
confirmed to.
to.
990
Talladega, Ala.,
Talladega,
condemned
842
condemned cannon granted to
to...........
842
Tallahatchie
River, Miss.,
Miss.,
TallahatchieRiver,
appropriation
improvement of
appropriation for
for improvement
of........ 397
397
Tallapoosa
River,
TallapoosaRiver,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, between MontMontgomery and Elmore Counties,
Counties, Ala
928
gomery
Ala.
928
Fla.,
Tampa Bay, Fla.,
appropriation for improvement
396
improvement of
of........
396
for improvement
improvement of channel
channel from ClearClearHarbor to ....................
water Harbor
396
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
preliminary
waterway connecting Saint
George
of waterway
Saint George
Sound and .....................
408
Tampa,
Tampa, Fla.
Fla.,
condemned cannon granted
833
granted to
to...........
833
inspectors of hulls and boilers
inspectors
boilers authorized
authorized
at
942
at..............................
942
Tangier Light, Morocco,
Tangier
appropriation for annual
254, 1050
1050
appropriation
annual contribution..
contribution.. 254
Tangier,
Tangier, Morocco,
appropriation
agent and consul
general
appropriation for agent
consul general
at ................................
1048
Tangipahoa
Tangipahoa River,
River, La.,
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made .............................
408
Tank Bottoms,
provision for free
free entry of, after
after May 1,
1,
1916,
1916, repealed ....................
56
56
Tar Acids,
on free list, distillates yielding less
less than
than 55
793
per cent of ...........
.......
793
Tar
Tar River, N. C..
appropriation for improveme
improveme , t
' of
of .......
395
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
407
made .............................
407
Tarentum, Pa.,
Tarentum,
Pa.,
appropriation for public
public building
building .........
269
appropriation
269
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public
public building .............................
19
19
Target Practice,
Target
Practice, Army, Small-Arns,
Small-Arms,
appropriation
appropriation for ammunition
ammunition for, targets,
etc
...................
............ 643
643
for marksmen's medals, prizes,
643
prizes, etc
etc......
643
issue of targets.
etc., to rifle clubs
targets. etc.,
clubs........ 643
643
Target
Practice, etc.,
Target Practice,
Army,
etc.. Army,
appropriation for paying claims for damages
appropriation
from ..............................
639
for ranges for field artillery .............
647
647
Target Practice,
Practice, etc., Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for markmen's
appropriation
markmen's medals, etc. 560, 1171
Targhee
Forest, Idaho
Targhee National
.National Forest,
Idaho and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., ofof_ 460, 1148
Tariff (see also Duties on Imports),
coal tar products,
products, specially designated,
designated, on
free list ..........................
793
793
ad valorem duty on, not colors, dyes, etc
etc.
793
colors, dyes, etc
794
etc ...................
794
specific duty in addition ...............
specific
794
794
annual reduction
reduction of special duty
duty after
five years, termination
termination............
794
794
special duty abolished after five years
if not designated
designated quantity of domestic production
production ................
794
794
repeal of provisions
provisions under former
law
794
former law....
794
Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commssion,
created;
President...
created; appointment
appointment by the President
795
terms; chaiman
chairman....... 795
chairman and vice chairman
795
otheremployment
other-employment forbidden; removal, etc.
etc
795
795
organization,
organization, etc ........................
796

Tariff Commission-Continued.
Commission—Continued.
ITariff
Page.
organization, etc.; employees
employees to
be from
from
organization,
to be
service eligibles;
eligibles; exceptions..
exceptions
civil service
796
expenses, offices,
expenses,
offices, meetings,
meetings, etc
etc.........
796
duties; investigation
investigation of
of specified
specified subjects
subjects
relating to customs,
796
customs, etc
etc.............
796
information,
information, etc., at disposal
disposal of the President,
796
dent, etc
etc ......................
796
submitted to
annual reports to be submitted
to ConCongress.
gress .............................
796
tariff relations
relations with
countries, and
with foreign countries,
and
allied subjects to be investigated
investigated by.
by.
796
competition with
foreign industries,
competition
with foreign
industries,
dumping, cost
production, etc...
etc.
796
cot of
of production,
796
transfer
of Commerce
transfer from Department
Department of
Commerce
employees, etc., of cost
cost of
of production service....................
796
796
full authority to secure information,
information, secure
secure
testimony, etc ..................
797
797
attendance of witnesses; aid of district
attendance
district
797
trict courts, etc ...................
797
writs of mandamus
mandamus authorized
authorized to
to compel
compel
compliance with orders of,
797
of, etc ......
797
depositions maybe
may be ordered
depositions
ordered by;
by; procedure,
procedure,
797
etc ..............................
797
etc.
797
witnesses allowed fees,
fees, etc...............
797
compelled
compelled to testify; immunity, etc....
etc
797
797
cooperation with
executive departments,
departments,
cooperation
with executive
etc., directed;
etc.,
directed, information
information and
and dedeauthorized ............
797
tails from, authorized
797
unauthorized divulging
of
information
obunauthorized
divulging of information obtained
by,
unlawful
798
tained by, unlawful...............
798
punishment for
798
or
...........................
798
appropriation
798
appropriation for
for all
all expenses
expenses.............
798
authorized each year
798
authorized
year hereafter
hereafter.........
798
Terre"
1913,
Tarif
f of 191
S,
printing paper duty rate amended
amended ........ 795
795
free list provisions
provisions amended
795
amended...........
795
repeal of designated
designated coal tar products provisions ...........................
794
794
sugar schedule provisions for free
frt e entry
after May 1, 1916, repealed
56
repealed ........
56
InternationalBureau
Tariffs, International
Bureaufor Publication,
Publication,
of,
of,.
appropriation for annual contribution..
contribution.. 255,
1051
appropriation
255, 1051
Tarrytown,
Y.,
Tarrytown, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
392
appropriation
harbor..
392
Tax, Income
Income (see Income
Income Tax).
Tax).
Taxes, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
overdue perappropriation for
for collecting
collecting overdue
personal ........................
683,1011
683,1011
for advertising notices of arrears
arrears of
of.. 683, 1011
1011
for refund of real estate, to Daughters
Daughters of
the American
American Revolution
717
Revolution..........
717
refund for 1916 _..........
for additional refund
1009
assessment on intangible
intangible personal
personal properproperty; rate ......................
717
717
rate reduced; and exemptions
exemptions extended 1046
1046
assessments of real estate to be biennial
biennial...
678
exemption of Daughters
Daughters of American
American Revoexemption
Revochurch parsonages,
parsonages, etc.,
514
lution, church
etc., from 514
additional lots, Daughters
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at...........
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.........
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for
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Bridge, Miss...................
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laws ................................
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to
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Ari.,
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appropriation
Train Employees,
Railroad,
Employee, Railroad,
Train
Kans.,
Topeka, Kans.
eight
standard day's
day's
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eight hours
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court at
terms
work
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work for,
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military
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War Department
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for,
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for
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etc.....-------------..................-347
report on
tracts necessary
etc
623
necessary for; cost, etc...
tracts
on
report
for expenses
expenses of
of examinations,
examinations, etc.,
etc., by
for
Training
(es Naval Trining
Naval (see
Stations, Naval
Training Stations,
347 Training
Army
officers
officers.......... 34
Army and Navy
UAR
Stations).
Stations).
Y-2
348
for purclase
purchase of
one unit
oI one
unll................
for
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Trumps,
Ocean,
Page.
nramps,
cean,
rage.
not deemed common
common carriers by
by water
water in
in
foreign commerce
commerce ................
728
72E
Transfer Railroads,
Railroads,
included
included in eight
eight hour standard workday
workday
for train employees ...............
722
72
Transit
Service,
TransitPay, Diplomatic
Diplomaticand Consular
ConsularService,
appropriation
appropriation for ...................... 253,
1048
253, 1048
Transport,
Transport, Navy,
Navy,
construction of one, authorized
617
construction
authorized ..........
617
appropriation for
construction and
maappropriation
for construction
and machinery ...........
chinery
617
.....
.....
617
Transportation
Recruiting, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Transportationand
and Recruiting,
appropriation
advertising agencies.
agencies. 614,1190
appropriation for;
for; advertising
614, 1190
deficiency
for
816
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
816
Transportation,
Army,
Transportation,Army,
appropriation for,
633
for, and supplies ............
633
Guard, in
in service,
service,
members of
of National
National Guard,
discharged for physical disabilities..
disabilities
633
633
baggage of
enlisted men
men discharged
discharged for
baggage
of enlisted
for
disability....................
disability
633
633
discharged National
discharged
National Guard members
dependent families
633
with dependent
families.. ..
........ 633
subsistence per
633
per diem allowance
allowance....... 633
payment
grant roads
roads not
payment to land grant
not bondbondaided ........................
633
633
full pay to excepted roads ...........
634
634
animals wagons,
wagons, drayage,
drayage, etc..
634
draft animals,
etc.. - 634
vessels, transport service,
etc
...
634
service, etc........
634
for National Guard supplies
647
supplies............ 647
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
29,
appropriation for
for .............
29,
33, 45, 338,
825, 828
338, 825,
828
travel pay, etc.,
etc. of National
National Guard
Guard on
on disdischarge from military service, allowed
from.............................
from
810
810
Transportation
Transportation Companies,
Companies, etc.,
etc.,
soliciting immigration of
by, unlawunlawof aliens
aliens by,
ful; punishment
punishment for .............
879
879
advertisements
advertisements of sailings,
tailings, etc.,
etc., permitpermitted
880
............
880
presumption
presumption of knowledge
knowledge of alienage
880
alienage...
880
landing, etc.,
etc. of inadmissible
aliens by,
inadmissible aliens
by,
unlawful; punishment
unlawfill;
punishment for .........
880
880
diseased, etc., aliens by, unbringing in diseased,
unlawful;
lawful; punishment
punishment for ............
880
disabilities specified;
disabilities
specified; fine
fine if embarkation
.permitted ........................
880
bringing in persons incapable
incapable to earn a
alivliving, etc.,
etc., unlawful
unlawful................
880
880
embarkation permitted ......... 880
fine if embarkation
880
bringing
bringing in illiterates
illiterates or inejigibles,
ineligibles, ununlawful ........................
881
881
fine if embarkation
embarkation permitted,
etc
881
permitted, etc......
881
to prevent aliens landing
landing at other than
than designated
ignated times and places...........
places
881
881
punishment
punishment for infractions; additional
pecuniary
pecuniary penalty................
penalty
881
881
Transportation,Diplomatwiand
Transportation,
Diplomatic and Consular
Consular ServService,
ice,
appropriation
..................
appropriation for
254,1050
254,1050
Transportation Lines,
Lines '
Transportation
payment of head tax by, on
on aliens from
from
countries..............
contiguous countries
875
875
Transportation, Mail
Mail (see Mail TransportaTransportation,
tion).
tion).
Transportation, Navy,
Navy,
Transportation,
appropriation
appropriation for.................
for
560,1170
560,1170
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for
........... 29,
29
33, 816, 825, 828
33,816,825,828
Transportation,
Seagoing,
Ir rporrfaron, Seagot,
investgation, etc.,
development of, for
investigation,
etc., of development
national defense,
defense, etc
etc ............
650
ITansrato
Transportation Systems,
Systems,
exclusive control
exclusive
the President
aucontrl of,
of, by the
President authorized, in time of war, for military
traffic,
traffic, etc ............................
645
645

Transports, Army,
Transports,
Army,
Page.
appropriation
of .............
634
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
634
Travel Allowance,
Allowance, Army,
Army,
Travel
to discharged
discharged enlisted
to place
place of
musenlisted men to
of mustravel ...................
217
ter; sea travel
217
Traverse Lake,
Minn. and
and S.
S. Dak.,
Traverse
Lake, Minn.
Dak.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
be
of, to
made
410
made.............................
410
Treasurer of
of the United States,
States,
Treasurer
appropriation for,
for, assistant,
assistant, deputy,
deputy, cashcashappropriation
ier, tellers, etc ..................
81,
81, 1086
1086
superintendent redemption
for superintendent
redemption of
of nacurrency
81,1086
tional currency.............
. 81,1086
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., business of
Postal Savings
Savings
of Postal
82
System .........................
82
for District of
sinking fund
of Columbia, sinking
fund
accounts ...................... 678,1006
accounts
678,1006
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
Assistants,
78
clerks, etc
etc....................
78
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant
Assistant to,
to, Assistants,
Assistants,
1083
clerks, etc .......................
1083
for chief clerk,
superintendent,
clerk, assistant superintendent,
clerks, etc ......................
78,1083
78,1083
watchmen, laborers,
for engineers,
engineers, watchmen,
laborers, etc.
etc 78,1083
78,1083
for General
Committee....... 79,
General Supply Committee
1083
79,1083
for divisions in
Secretary's office,
office, clerks,
clerks,
in Secretary's
etc..............
etc
79,1083
.........
79,1083
bookkeeping and
and warrants
warrants ......... 79,1083
bookkeeping
79,1083
customs ..........................
79,
1084
79,1084
appointments.................... 79,1084
appointments
79,1084
surety
79,1084
surety bonds
bonds ..................
79,1084
public moneys ...................
79,1084
79,1084
loans and currency
currency ...............
79,1084
79,
1084
printing and stationery
stationery ...........
79,1084
79,1084
mail and files.
files ..................... 79,1084
79,1084
for
for disbursing clerk,
clerk, deputy,
deputy, clerks,
etc
........................
79, 1084
1084
Federal Farm Loan
for Federal
Loan Bureau
Bureau.......... 1084
1084
Supervising Architect, executive
for Supervising
executive offiofficer, etc .....................
79, 1084
79,
1084
Comptroller of
Treasury, assistassistfor Comptroller
of the Treasury,
ant, clerks,
etc
80,1085
clerks, etc....
.........
80,1085
for Auditor for Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
clerks, etc
80,1085
etc.....................
80,1085
for Auditor for War , Department,
Department, clerks,
clerks,
etc .......................
1085
80, 1085
for Auditor for
for Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
clerks, etc
80, 1085
1085
etc ......................
80,
for Auditor for
for Interior Department,
Department,
clerks, etc
etc ...................
80,
1085
clerks,
80,1085
for Auditor
Auditor for State, etc.,
etc., Departments,
Departments,
clerks,
clerks, etc
etc
1085
. 80,
80, 1085
................
for Auditor for Post Office
Office Department,
Department,
chief clerk,
clerk, clerks,
clerks,
assistant and chief
etc .............................
etc
81,1085
81,1085
for salaries, Postal Savings System acaccounts .......................
81,1086
81,1086
for Treasurer,
Treasurer, assistant,
deputy, cashier,
cashier,
assistant, deputy,
tellers, clerks,
etc.
81, 1086
1086
clerks, etc.............
81,
for
force for
for Postal
Postal Savings
Savings System....
System.. _ 82,
82, 1086
1086
for force
for Register, assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc....
etc
82, 1086
for Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency,
Currency, depudeputies, clerks,
clerks, etc
82,1087
etc.................
82,1087
for Commissioner
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue,
of Internal
Revenue,
deputies,
deputies, clerks,
clerks, etc.............
etc
82,
1087
82,1087
employees on income and emergency
emergency
taxes ...........................
82
82
for Coast Guard Office,
Office, chiefs of
division,
of division,
clerks, etc
etc ................
83,1087
83,1087
for Director
Director Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and
and
assistant, clerks, etc....
Printing, assistant,
etc.. _. 83,1088
for Chief Secret Service
Service Division,
Division, clerks,
clerks,
etc ............
83, 1088
................. 83,1088
for Director
Director of the Mint, clerks,
clerks, etc...
etc
83,1088
83,1088
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Page
appropriation for Surgeon General
General Public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public buildHealth Service,
Service, clerks, etc.......
etc
84,1088
ings...............
jugs
16, 29, 803, 824, 828
16,29,803,824,828
for contingent
expenses..---. .......84,1088
contingent expenses
for internal revenue.
revenue....
33, 803,24,
803,524,828
... 20, 28,
28,33,
828
for stationery
stationery.......
.................. 84,1088
20
for refunding corporation
corporation. excise taxes...
taxes. _
for investigations
investigations to secure better ad20,805
for Coast Guard.......................
Guard
ministrative
methods,
economy,
ministrative
economy,
20,824,860
for mints and assay offices........
offices . ...
20,
824, 860
etc
etc.........................
84, 1089
1089
for Engraving and
an Printing
Bureau..... 20,28
20, 28
Printingilureau
for
rent,
etc
84,1089
for rent, etc .....................
. 84,1089
for Public Health
ealth Service
Service........ 21,28,828
21, 28,828
for supplies, etc ..
84,1089
..............
84, 1089
Health and Marine
Marine Hospital
Hoepital
for Public Health
for labor saving
saving machines,
machines, etc
etc........ 85,1089
85,1089
Service .
Service
...................
28,824
carpets, furniture, etc............
etc
85,1089
for carpets,
judgments,
ments, United States
States courts,
for judgments,
automatic fire alarm ............... 85,1090
for automatic
under ........................... 27,823
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Auditor for
for
judgments, Court of
of Claims,
Claims, wider
for judgments,
under. -. 27,823
Post Office Department
85,1090
Department .......... 85,1090
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses............... 28,824
:824
revenue collectors,
collectors, deputies,
deputies,
for internal revenue
for collecting
collecting customs revenue
revenue..... ... 28,824
agents, etc ...................... 85,1090
85,1090
agents,
emergency national
national currency
for emergency
currency ex-28824
daily deposits
deposits of all collections
collections re_Tenses
28,824
penses
..
...................
28,824
.............................
86
quired
Service.
28,828
for Revenue
Revenue Cutter
GutterService............ 28,
828
for
income tax.......
tax
... 86,1090
86,1090
for collecting
collecting income
for Life Saving Service
Service .........
29, 33, 824
for
29,33,824
for collecting
cotton futures
futures tax.
collecting cotton
tax.. .... 86,1090
for Mrs.
Mrs. Joseph
Cameron ...............
802
Joseph Cameron
for collecting
collecting tax on estates, munitions,
munitions,
Estate
803
for J. L. da Rosa Estate................
1091
etc ...............................
803
McDonald......
estate of Hector
Hector M.
M. McDonald
903
for estate
for opium,
opium, etc.
special tax ........
86,1091
etc., special
Federal Farm Loan Board
Board ..........
803
for Federal
for miscellaneous internal revenue exexpenses collecting
collecting Revenue
Revenue Tax of
for expenses
penses ......................
87,1091
804
.......................
1916 ..
designation of official posts of duty;
805
..............
for RobertT.
Robert T. Crane
Crane
87
allowed ............
per diem allowed
87
for suppressing
counterfeiting, etc......
etc
824
suppressing counterfeiting,
salaries, assistant treasurers'
offices. 87,1091
treasurers' offices.
for salaries,
for
Independent Treasury..............
Treasury
for Independent
828
report to be made on discontinuing
Coast Guard;
Guard; provisions
provisions governing,
governing, when
when
Coast
88
......... .
oubtreasuries
subtreasuries....
operating
operating with Navy in time of war,
88,1093
for mints and assay offices...............
offices
etc
. 600
etc..........................
paying war-risk
insurance lomes
tomes.
... - 1131
1131
e....war-risk insurance
for paying
farm
prepared, etc.,.....
etc,
277
377
be prepared,
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds to be
262
for sundry civil expenses under.........
under
custody of plates,
plates, dies,
dies, etc ............
377
custody
263
377
for public buildings .................
reimbursement..
payment for expenses; reimbursement
377
payment
Winder
repairs............ 269
360
Winder Building, repairs
provisions.........
Federal farm loan
loan Act provisions
..
360
270
quarantine
270
quarantine stations ..................
gold certificates
certificates allowed for deposits of
gold
maximum inDepartment buildstamped bullion;
bullion; maximum
for repairs, etc., to Department
stamped
270
.............--..-225
ings
creased
creased .......................
Ing8 -.....mechanical equipment
equipment for DepartDepartinvestigation of work of subtreasuries, etc.,
etc ,
for mechanical
investigation
271
ment buildings...................-buildings
1080
directed
1080
directed...........................
274
274
for Coast Guard ....................mailing of money or securities
securities as first
first or
mailing
275
275
162
for Engraving and Printing Bureau.....
Bureau
fourth class
class matter ................
163
for refunding
refunding internal revenue collecprepayment
postage ................
prepayment of poster
276
276
..........
tions ................
special estimate not to be transmitted
transmitted unspecial
for pun-jailing
conforming to law
law .............
830
punishing violations of internal reveless conforming
276
276
...--nue laws ...........-...--tonnage and
and light dues
dues paid on vessels
vowels of
details
to
of Filipinos
Filipinos to be refunded
refunded. .........
286
for enforcing laws relating to
details for
276
276
department,
from
Insurance Bureau,
Bureau, time for sussunauthorized from......
department, authorized
War Risk Insurance
514
expenses, refunding
pension extended
514
refunding two per cent
extended.....................
for expenses,
276
. 1131
.................
bonds.................- ..-.....--- 276
bonds
further extended
Trees,
contingent expenses,
expenses, Independent
Independent
for contingent
appropriation
276
diseases of, instudy of diseases
for study
appropriation for
276
........
....
Treasury....
Treasury
452,1141
cluding
etc452,
1141
276
cluding chestnut bark, etc.......
for recoinage,
coins
276
for
recoinage, gold and minor coins....
white
pine
blister
rust
eradication
276
white pine blister rust eradication. 452,1141
276
for money laundry machines
machines ...........
national
for
seeding and planting,
for seeding
for
securities, national
national
paper, securities,
for distinctive
distinctive paper,
forests ..
461,1150
.............-.
forests
277
277
etc...........-....---currency,
currency, etc
277 Trent River, N. C.,
277
four-year contracts
contracts for, authorized
authorized_..-four-year
395
.
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.......of
appropriation
277
277
for custody of dies, rolls, and plates...
plates
Mo.,'
277
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting,
277 Trenton, Ho.
etc......
counterfeiting, etc
for
condemned
granted to ............ 836
836
cannon granted
condemned cannon
payment for details
details under Secret Servpayment
./.,
277
277 Trenton, N. J.,
forbidden.......---ice Division forbidden
842
condemned
to
842
granted to...........
cannon granted
condemned cannon
277
277
etc..............for custody of lands, etc
time
for brdging
bridging Delaware
Delaware River
extended for
time extended
277
77
for collecting customs revenue.........
revenue
861
861
at......-------........................
at
_
277
77
for
automatic scales, customs
customs......----for automatic
National
Forest, Cal.,
National Forest,
278
278 Trinity
moieties...for
for compensation in lieu of moieties
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 460,1148
460,1148
278
appropriation for
278
for Public Health Service.............Service
Tex.,
278 Trinity River, Tex.,
- 278
quarantine service .........-......for quarantine
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
of398
398
279
appropriation
279
epidemics..........
prevention of epidemics
.
for prevention
or continuing
continuing.improvement
improvement of
399
99
......... 399
of
for
health
for
field
investigations
of
public
health
for field
Locks and
and Dams
Dams Nos.
3and
5
399
and 5.....
Nos.3
Locks
279
279
matters
matters.......................-----------------open-channel work
work399
.....-- 399
.....
.
open-channel
279
...- 279
quarantine service ...
for interstate quarantine
contribution
by local
local interests
399
.......
interests
by
contribution
279
279
for
study
of
rural
sanitation.
.........
sanitation
for study
preliminary
examination,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
etc.,
examination,
reliminary
279
279
...................
pellagra
study of pellagra
for stiv
made
near Liberty, Tex...........40
Tex
408
made near
279
79
for r
egulating sale of viruses, etc........
etc
regulating
for
for flood
flood protection
406
protection.....................
for
330
for
'printing
and
binding
for
330
for...........
for printing and binding
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Tropical
Tropical Fruits,
Fruits,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
insects
affecting
466,
affecting...................
466, 1154
1154
Tropical
Tropical Plants,
Plants,
appropriation
__453,
appropriation for acclimatizing,
acclimatizing, etc..
etc....
453, 1141
1141

Truck Crops,
Truck
Crops,

Turkey—Continued.
Page.
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Page.
appropriation for expenses, American
appropriation
American prisoners........................
oners
262, 1057
262,
1057
for prison expenses,
expenses, Smyrna........
Smyrna
262,
1058
262,1058
Constantinople....................
Constantinople
262,
262, 1058
1058
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for interpreters
deficiency
31
and guards ......................
31
Turtle Bayou,
Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
398
improvement of
of........
398
Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Mountain Band
Band of Chippewa
N.
Dale.
N. Dak.
appropriation
appropriation for support,
etc., of......
of
144,
support, etc.,
144, 982
982
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Indian
Turtle
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N.
N. Dale.,
Dak.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of...
of... 125,
125, 970
970
Ariz.,
Tusayan National
National Forest,
Forest,Ariz.,
appropriation
460, 1184
1184
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 460,
Tuscaloosa,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to University
University
of Alabama
843
Alabama at ...................
843
Tuscumbia,
Tuscumbia, Ala.,
condemned cannon granted to........
condemned
to
832, 843
843
832,
Tuttle, Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for quieting titles to
to land in,
in,
townsite ........................
149
149
reimbursement
reimbursement from sale
sale of
of lots.......
lots
149
149
Tutuila, Samoa,
Samoa,
Tutuila,
appropriation for naval station,
appropriation
station, officers'
officers'
quarters
569
quarters. .......................
569
for naval station,
station, public works..........
works
1178
1178
Twelfth Street NW.,
NW, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for repaving
appropriation
repaving with asphalt,
asphalt,
E to FFStreets..........
E
Streets
.685
685
Twentieth Street NW.,
.D. C.,
NW., D.
C.,
appropriation for repaving with
appropriation
with asphalt,
asphalt, II
1014
to K Street .....................
1014
Twenty-eight Hour
Hour Law, Animal TransportaTransportation,
appropriation for
for executing...........
executing
450,
appropriation
450, 1138
1138
Twmn
Czty Power
Twin City
Power Company,
time extended
extended for damming
damming Savannah
Savannah
River by .....................
34
34
Falls and Minidoka
Counties, Idaho,
Twin Falls
Minidoka Counties,
Idaho,
may bridge Snake River near Hansen....
Hansen
57
57
Twin Falls,
Twin
Falls, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation for public building
appnpriation
building........
269
deficiency
builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
19
ing.
.......
19
revocation of grant
to, for
revocation
grant of lands to,
for reservoir
reservoir
uses .. .........................
912
912
Twine and Tying Devices, Postal
Postal Service,
appropriation
appropriation for...............
for
1067
.. 422,
422,1067
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
24
appropriation for ..............
24
Two Per
Per Cent Bonds,
appropriation
expenses refunding.....
refunding
276
appropriation for expenses
276
Two Rivers, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
harbor_.
401
improvement of harbor..
401
Tyaskin Creek,
Creek, Md.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of
394
of........
394
Tying Agreements,
special
special double duty added to imported
imported artiarticles, if purchaser
restricted not
not to
cles,
purchaser restricted
to
799
buy those of another
another party
party.........
799
Typewriting Machines,
Typewriting
Machines,
prices
prices on, purchased
purchased for Government
Government use,
use,
restncted ...................
120,
120, 1121
1121
determination of character
determination
character of
machines
of machines
submitted......................
submitted
120,
120, 1121
1121
Typhus
Typhus Fever,
appropriation for prevention
appropriation
prevention of epidemic..
279
epidemic..
279

appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating diseases
diseases
of...........................
of
453,
1141
453,1141
for investigating
investigating insects affecting,
affecting, included stored products..........
products
465,1154
465,1154
Truckee-Carson
Truckee-Carson Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Nev.,
Nev ,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.; use of
appropriation for maintenance,
balance
balance ............................
305
305
Trumbull County, Ohio,
may bridge Mahoning River at Warren...
Warren
529
529
Trusses
Trussesfor Disabled
DisabledSoldiers,
Soldiers,
appropriation for ........................
appropriation
293
293
Trust
Companies, etc.,
etc.,
Trust Companies,
service of officers,
officers, etc.,
of
Federal
reserve
etc., of Federal reserve
and member banks allowed in not
not
more than two other noncompetitive.
121
noncompetitive.
121
Funds,
Trust Funds,
farm loan bonds declared
declared lawful investment for .......................
580
580
etc. '
Trusts, etc.,
purchases of structural steel,
purchases
steel, armor, etc.,
etc.,
for ships of the Navy, not to be made
from.......................
from
. 619,
619, 1195
1195
Truatan.
Ariz.
Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.........
school
129,974
129,974
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
school.
31
31
Truxton Canyon
Canyon Indian
Indian Camp
Camp Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
appropriationfor
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of... 125,970
Tuberculin,
Tuberculin, Serums, etc.,
appropriation for purchase,
etc., of,
for
appropriation
purchase, etc.,
of, for
treating diseases of animals
animals...... 450,
450, 1138
1138
for investigating, animal............
animal
451,
1139
451,1139
Tuberculosis,
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for prevention,
appropriation
prevention, etc.,
etc., among
Indians ......................
Indians
124,970
preventing spread of, District of
for preventing
of
Columbia ....................
702,1030
702,1030
for dispensaries
dispensaries for treatment
treatment of, in
Districtof
District
of Columbia
1031
Columbia ..............
1031
aliens
aliens afflicted
afflicted with, excluded admission..
admission
875
Tuberculosis, etc.
Tuberculosis,
'
Animal,
etc., Animal,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread of,
from one State to another........
another
450, 1138
450,1138
Tuberculosis Hospital,
Tuberculosis
Hospital, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
708, 1036
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance......... 708,
1036
buildings and grounds, etc ..... 708,
for buildin!4:
708, 1036
1036
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance. .
808
808
Fork of Big
Tug Fork
Big Sandy River,
River,
bridge authorized across, Warfield,
Warfield. Ky.,
Ky., to
to
Kermit, W. Va
7
Va....................
7
Tugaloo River, Ga.,
Ga.,
preliminary
examination,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
etc.,
made..........................
made
407
407
Tullahcmta, Tenn.,
Tullahoma,
Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ......... 269
269
Tulsa County,
County, Okla.
Okla.,
may bridge Arkansas River, Tulsa, Okla
Okla..
44
Tulsa, Okla.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
269
building.........
269
bridge authorized
authorized across Arkansas
Arkana. River
River at
4
4
at ........................
terms of court at..
927
927
Turkey,
appropriation for ambassador
appropriation
ambassador to
252,1048
to....... 252,1048
secretary .............
for Turkish secretary
253,1048
253,1048
for assistant Turkish secretary.......
secretary
253,1048
for student interpreters
interpreters ............. 253,1049
253, 1049
for cost of tuition;
253 1049
tuition- quarters.
quarters.......... 253,
1049
U.
for steam launch
for embassy.......
launch kr
embassy
254,1050
254,
1050
for interpreters
interpreters and guards at consulates
Uhl,
Byron H.,
H.,
Uhl, Byron
in dominions of
261, 1057
of................ 261,
1057
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for payment of
of
marhals, consular
for marshals,
consular courts ...........
261
ncot against
a a'inat
costs
-w
.
......................

9
226
......
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Uintah
Utah,
Uintah Indians,
Indian.", Utah,
Page.
Pag
B- Unfair
Unfair Competition--Cantinued.
Competition-Continued.
Par.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for payment to, fom
from tribal
restriction, etc.; punishment for violating.
violating
799
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
of
modification,
revocation,
revocation, etc.,
etc., authorUtes
..........
152, 988
98
Utes
ized...............799
ized
799
of..... . 163,
for irrigating allotted lands of
153, 989
9 19
799
·89
clearances,
etc., may be refused vessels
clearances, ------------etc.,.
vessels
Uintah National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Uintah
denying,
in
of
war
in
whir+
time
war in which
appropriation for
etc., of.
of. 460,114
460,1148
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
oappropiation
8
vUnited States is not engaged,
United
engaged, equal
Ukiah,
Cal.,
facilities
to
American
American citizens and
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of maintaining
traffic
traffic.........
..........
. 80
800
latitude observatory;
repayment...- 1055
observatory; repayment._
1055
vessels of belligerent countries in which
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for International
International
Americans.
are
denied
equal
equal
trade
Latitude
Latitude Observatory,
Observatory, maintenance.
maintenance_
16
16
facilities may be refused clearances,
expenses
Observatory, to be
expenses for Latitude
Latitude Observatory,
etc
etc............................
800
deducted
deducted from quota to InternaInternasuspension of facilities to vessels of belligtional Geodetic
Geodetic Association........
Association.
259
259
not
allowed
erents
allowed
by
them
to
Ukrainians,
Ukrainians,
Americans
Americans ..................
800
00
request
request for a
designated to
rea day to be designated
to reproclamation
proclamation to be issued.............
issued
800
ceive funds for relief of, in belligbelligpunishment
punishment for violations.............
violations
800
800
erent countries
countries ..................
999
99
punishment for departure
departure of detained vesUlysses, Pa.,
Pa.,
sels without clearances,
clearances, etc
etc—.
800
....... 800
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to
8388
to........... 83
employment
employment of land and naval forces au"Ulysses," Panama
Panama Canal
"Ulysses,"
Collier,
CanalCollier,
thorized to enforce
enforce purposes
purposes of this
appropriation
appropriation for equipping, etc...........
etc
333
33
Act ........
800
........................
800
for installing gun foundations
foundations on
605
an........
6
Unicoi County, Tenn.,
Unicoi
Umatilla
Umatilla Agency,
Agency, Oreg.,
road commissioners
mad
commissioners of,
right of
of way
way
of, granted
granted right
appropriation for support,
appropriation
support, etc., of Indians
through fish
fish hatchery,
Erwin
928
hatchery, Erwin....
of...
928
.......................
of
149,986
149,98f Uniform,through
United States,
Ulnform, United
States,
Umatilla
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg.,
Umatilla Indian
wearing,
by persons
persons not
not in
Army, Navy,
or
earing, by
in Army,
Navy, or
appropriation
appropriation for bridges across
across Umatilla
Mare Corps, unlawful
Marine
216
unlawful...........
216
River on ........................
150
150
Coast Guard added....
added
649
............ .
649
cooperation
cooperation by State and county
county auaunot applicable to
uniform
of
National
to
uniform
of
National
thorities...................
thorities
150
.
150
Guard
Guard and designated
designated organizaorganizaallotments
allotments to living Indians
Indians on,
on, who have
have
tions
216
tions.............................
216
received
allotments...
received no previous allotments...
987
honorably discharged
discharged officers who
purchasers
purchasers of ceded
ceded grazing
grazing lands of, to
to
in
time
served
of
war
216
.............
216
have patents
patents on full payments,
payments, etc.
etc.
923
923
persons returning home after discharge.
discharge
216
216
heirs ot
of decedents
ileirs
decedents ......................
923
military
military societies;
societies; composition
composition of
of..... 216
Umatilla
IrriationProject,
Umatilla Irrigation
Project, Oreg.,
military
military school cadets, etc
216
etc........
216
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
etc
305
maintenance, etc.......
305
civilians attending military or
or naval
Umatilla
Umatilla National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
instruction .......................
216
216
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 460,1148
actors, etc.; conditions
..........
216
Umpqua
Umpqua National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
distinctiveinsignia
actors, etc.; conditions
rewired
217
216
distinctive insignia required.........
217
appropriation for maintenance,
460,1148
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 460,1148
insignia
insignia similar
similar to Army, etc., forforUmpqua
Oreg,,
Umpqua River, Oreg.,
bidden ..........
217
........
217
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
made
punishment for violations
217
violations .............
217
of bar and entrance ................
410
410 Union and
NorthumberlandCounties,
Union and Northumberland
Counties, Pa.,
Pa.,
Uncompahgre
IrrigationProject,
Uncompahgre Irrigation
Project, Colo.,
may bridge West Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.
304
etc .......
304
Watstontown and White
River, Watstontown
White
UnormpahgreNational
Forest, Colo.,
Uncompahgre
National Forest,
Deer
513
Deer.
........................
513
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of .460,
460, 1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Union Station Plaza,
Union
Plaza, D. C.,
C.,
Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre Utz
Ute Indians,
Indians, Utah,
Utah,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
operating,
for operating,
appropriation forpayment
appropriation
for payment to, from tribal
etc., fountains
fountains in.................
in
810
810
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
Mo. '
Unionville, Mo.,
Utes....... ...............
ITtes
152,
988
152,988
appropriation
appropriation for public building
269
building.......... 269
for irrigating allotted lands of ........ 153,989
United
United Kingdom (see Great Britain).
Britain).
Unfair
Unfair Competition,
Competition,
United States
United
Cotton
States Cotton Futures
Futures Act (see
(see Cotton
importing
importing and selling articles
articles below market
Futures Act, United States).
price
unlawful, if done to restrain
price unlawful,
Jersey
Jersey Railroad
Railroadand Canal
Canal Comtrade,
trade, etc., in United States........
States
798 United New
pany,
punishment for ....
........................
798
may bridge Delaware River, Petty
Island,
Petty Island,
three-fold
three-fold damages
damages allowed parties inCamden, N. J
J..................
872
872
jured thereby....................
thereby
798
States,
State laws not affected
affected ...............
799 United States,
meaning of term in Immigration
Act
874
Immigration Act.....
874
double
double duty added to articles imported,
imported, if
if
United
Court for China,
China,
UnitedStates Courtfor
purchaser restricted not to buy those
appropriation for salaries and
and expenses.
expenses. 258,1053
of another party ..................
258,1053
799
exclusive
agencies not affected; condiCourts,
exclusive agencies
United States Courts,
tions on sales by
by....................
799
appropriation for Chief
Associate JusJusappropriation
799
Chief and Associate
articles from country refusing admission of
tices of Supreme
Supreme Court ..........
118, 1119
of
118,1119
similar American
American articles may be
Court
118,
1119
for marshal,
marshal, Supreme
Supreme Court.........
be
118,1119
118,
1119
for clerks to Justices ..............
.prohibited
prohibited entry ................
799
118,1119
restriction,
etc.,
for circuit judges ................
1119
restriction, etc., in time of war, of imports
. 118,
118,1119
for clerks, circuit
appeals
118, 1119
from country denying
denying entry
entry of simicircuit courts
courts of
of appeals...
118,
1119
lar American
for messenger,
messenger, eighth circuit.........
circuit
118, 1119
articles. ..........
American articles
799
118,1119
proclamation
118, 1119
issued..............
proclamation to be issued
for district judges..
judges.................. 118,1119
799

.
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United States Courts-Continued.
United
Courts-Continued.
Page.
. appropriation
appropriation for
district court,
Hawaii_ 118,1119
118,1119
court, Hawaii.
for district
for
retired judges
judges .................... 119
1119
for retired
119,1119
for
C............
119, 1119
for court of
of appeals, D.
D. C
119,1119
for
119,1120
for supreme
supreme court, D.
D. C
C .............
119,1120
for
119,1120
for national
national park
park commissioners -..... 119,1120
for law books for judicial officers ..... 119,1120
119,1120
for Court of Customs Appeals ........ 119,1120
for Court of Claims ...............
119,1120
for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., marshals;
marshals; advances....
313
advances...313
for salaries, etc., district
district attorneys
attorneys and
assistants.
313
assistants .........................
313
for fees,
fees, district
313
district attorney,
attorney, D.
D. C
C ..-.....
313
for
regular assistants
313
for payment of
of regular
assistants........
313
313
for special assistants .................
313
foreign counsel
.....................
313
for fees,
fees, clerks; suits by seamen........
seamen
313
313
commissioners
313
commissioners......................
313
jurors ..............................
313
313
witnesses ...........................
314
314
of court
court rooms
314
for rent
rent of
rooms .....
............. 314
for bailiffs,
314
bailiffs, etc ........................
314
for expenses, judges, etc ................
314
for jury commissioners .................
314
314
for miscellaneous; Alaska
314
Alaska .............
314
for supplies .......
314
.....................
314
for support of prisoners................
prisoners
314
314
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans...
Kans
314
314
Atlanta, Ga ........................
315
315
McNeil Island,
316
Island, Wash
Wash .................
316
for
National Training
for Boys,
for National
Training School
School for
Boys,
C.............................
.
316
D. C
316
deficiency
appropriation for
for paying
paying judgjudgdeficiency appropriation
ments of ........................
27,823
for law books,
etc., for judicial officers....
officers....
32
books, etc.,
32
for marshals
marshals ..................
32, 43,818,827
43, 818, 827
clerks .......................
827
for fees, clerks
------------------ 32,
32,827
fees, jurors .................
32, 33,
43, 827
for fees,
32,
33,43,827
for support of prisoners
prisoners.....
.- - 32, 33, 44, 819, 827
for fees,
fees, commissioners.
commissioners .....
- - 32, 33, 43,
43, 820,
827
820, 827
for bailiffs, etc ..................
32, 43, 827
32,43,827
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses .............
32,44
32, 44
for fees, witnesses .............. 32,
43, 827, 830
32,43,827,830
for judge, South Carolina western district
43
for district attorneys and assistants
43,819
assistants...... 43,819
for penitentiaries
penitentiaries.................... 44,819
44,819
for Ewing C. Bland ...................
818
818
commission on manufacturing
articles
for commission
manufacturing articles
for the Government
Government at penitentiaries ..............................
819
819
for Tom K. Richie
Richie....................
. 819
819
California judicial
judicial districts
122
districts ..............
122
Colorado judicial
judicial district
225
district.................
225
Iowa judicial
judicial districts ...................
12,55
12, 55
Kansas district .......................
726
726
Maine district, divisions created,
850
created, etc
etc ......
850
New Jersey district, additional
judge auanadditional judge
thorized ..........................
thonzed
48
48
North Dakota district
district ...................
386
386
districts. .....................
Oklahoma districts
927
927
965
Porto Rico
Rico district created
created ...............
965
Texas
northern district, new division esTexas northern
tablished .........................
939
939
Texas western
western district, additional judge
authorized
938
.......................
938
jurisdiction in immidistrict courts
courts given jurisdiction
gration cases
caseq ....................
893
893
violations of orders of
737
of Shipping Board
Board.
737
to enforce orders of Tariff Commission to
procure testimony, etc
797
etc .............
797
to have jurisdiction of interpleader
interpleader by insurance companies,
companies, etc.,
etc., if
if adverse
claimants of different
different States ........
929
929
exemption of docketing liens, etc,
exemption
etc., of,
of, in
in
State courts,
courts, repealed
repealed ..............
531
531

United
Page.
United States
States Courts-Continued.
Courts-Continued.
Page.
jurisdiction accepted over
over lands
lands in
in Crater
Crater
Lake Park,
522
Lake
Park, Oreg
Oreg ...................
522
Mount Rainier Park,
Park, Wash ............
243
243
jurors;
drawings by
and comcomjurors; drawings
by deputy
deputy clerk
clerk and
missioner,
873
missioner, authorized .............
873
courts to;
removal of
of causes from State courts
to;
suits against court
added
532
court officers
officers added....
532
seamen may enter suits for
for wages,
wages, etc
etc.,,
without
313
without bond
bond for costs, etc ........
313
Supreme Court,
Court, term,
term, etc
etc ................
726
Supreme
726
writs of mandamus
mandamus authorized
authorized to compel
writs
compel
with orders,
compliance with
orders, etc.,
etc., of
of
Tariff Commission
797
Commission................
797
721
terms, Aiken,
Aiken, S. C
C ......................
721
Anderson, S.
721
Anderson,
S. C
C
......................
721
Ardmore, Okla.......................
Okla
927
Ardmore,
927
Bangor,
850
Bangor, Me ........................
850
Bismarck,
N. Dak
386
Bismarck, N.
Dak.....................
386
12,55
Cedar Rapids,
Rapids, Iowa
Iowa ....................
12,55
Charleston, S.
721
Charleston,
S. C
C.......................
721
Chickasha, Okla
Okla. .......................
927
Chickasha,
927
S. C
721
Columbia, S.
C .......................
721
Council
13,55
Council Bluffs,
Bluffs, Iowa
Iowa ...................
13,55
Creston,
Creston, Iowa
Iowa ......------.................. 13,56
13,56
13,56
Davenport, Iowa ......................
13,56
Colo ........................
225
Denver, Colo
225
Moines, Iowa ..................
Des Moines,
. 13,55
13,55
386
Devils Lake, N. Dak
Dak ..................
386
Iowa ........................
12,55
Dubuque, Iowa
12,55
Durango,
225
Durango, Colo
Colo ........................
225
Enid, Okla
927
Okla ............................
927
Eureka, Cal ...........................
122
122
Fargo, N. Dak .........................
386
386
Florence, S. C
C ..................
721
Fort Dodge, Iowa
12,55
Iowa ......................
12,55
Fort
726
Fort Scott, Kans .......................
726
Fresno, Cal .............................
122
122
Grand Forks, N. Dak
386
...................
386
Grand
Junction, Colo
Colo..................
225
Grand Junction,
225
Greenville,
721
Greenville, S.
S. C
C.......................
721
Greenwood,
C........................
721
Greenwood, S.
S. C
721
Guthrie, Okla
Okla......................
927
927
Jamestown, N.
N. Dak .....................
386
Jamestown,
386
Kansas City,
City, Kans ......................
726
726
Keokuk,
13,55
Keokuk, Iowa
Iowa.......................... 13,55
Lawton, Okla
Okla
927
.........................
927
Leavenworth, Kans .....................
726
Leavenworth,
726
Los Angeles,
Cal .......................
122
Angeles Cal
122
Mayaguez, P.. R
966
Mayaguez,
R...................
.
966
Minot, N.
386
Minot,
N. Dak .......... ...............
386
Montrose, Colo .........................
225
Montrose,
225
Muskogee, Okla
Okla .......................
927
Muskogee,
927
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Okla ...................
927
Ottumwa,
Ottumwa, Iowa ........
13,
..........
13, 56
56
Ponce,
Ponce, P.
P. R...........................
R
966
Portland,
Portland, Me .........................
850
850
Pueblo, Colo ..........................
225
Raleigh, N.
C .....................
Raleigh,
N. C
.
56
Rock niu,
C .........--721
Rock
ill, S.
S. C
.....--- ....
721
Sacramento, Cal
Sacramento,
...-------------------- 122
Salina, Kans
726
.................----------------------726
San Diego, Cal
..................
.---122
San Francisco, Cal
122
Cal ......................
122
San Juan, P. R
966
R.
........................
966
Sioux City, Iowa
Iowa....................... 12,55
12, 55
South McAlester, Okla
Olda .................
927
Topeka, Kans
Topeka,
Kan.-........................
726
Okla._
927
Tulsa, Okla-----------...
---.............--------927
Vinita, Okla ...........................
927
Waterloo, Iowa........................
Iowa
Waterloo,
12,55
Wichita Falls,
Falls, Tex .....................
939
Wichita, Kans ........................
726
Winchester, Tenn ......................
232
Winchester,
232
Woodward,
Woodward, Okla
927
Okla........................
927

INDEX.
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United States
States Grain
Standards Act (see Grain
United
Grain Standards
Standards Act, United
United States).
United
United States
States Reports,
Reports,
appropriation
appropriation for Lawyers'
Lawyers' Cooperative
Cooperative
Edition, Volume
Volume 60 ..............
for Volumes 241 to 244
244................
states), (see also Securities,
United States Securities
appropriation
Securities
United States), ( also Securities,

Page.
Pag

313
313
813
813

appropriation
tion for refunding two per cent
cent
bonds.........................
bonds
276
for distinctive paper for
277
for..............
277
four-year contracts for, authorized.....
authorized
277
issue and sale of Panama Canal bonds
authorized,
authorized, for carrying out provisions of shipping Act...............
Act
732
732
issue of $100,000,000
$100,000,000 three per cent bonds
authorized for specified expendiexpenditures ............................
1002
exempt
exempt from all taxes
taxes................ 1003
not receivable
receivable as security for national
bank circulation..................
circulation
1003
disposal
disposal of; expenses of preparing,etc...
preparing,etc
1003
Panama Canal bonds in addition ......
1003
redeemable
1003
redeemable within fifty years
years ...........
1003
issue of $300,000
lame
2000 three per cent cer$300,000,000
tificates of indebtedness
indebtedness authorized
authorized. 1003
payable in one year
year.................... 1003
1003
issue of $150,000,000
$150,000,000 bonds to meet naval
emergency
expenditures
1201
emergency expenditures...........
1201
maturity, interest, etc................
etc
1201
maturity,
1201
no circulation privileges .............
1201
1201
exempt from taxation
1201
exempt
taxation..............
1201
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of preparpreparing, etc ......................
1201
United States
United
Shipping
States Shipping Board
Board (see Shipping
Act).
United
(see Warehouse
United States Warehouse
Wruse Act
A (arehouse
(se
Warhous
Act, United States).
Universities, etc.,
Universities,
etc.,
aithdrawn from bond
alcohol for, may be withdrawn
tax.
...................
355
free of tax
required ...................
355
bond required
356
maintenance of Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training
maintenance
Officers' Training
Corps in, providing military inrstueinrstuction ...............................
191
University
University of Alabama,
Alabama,
condemned cannon granted
granted to.
843
to...........
University of Nebraska,
University
Nebraska,
lands granted to, for agricultural experiment station at Scottsbluff ........
1130
Urgency Deficiencies
Deficienies (see Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriations).
priations).
Uruguay,
Uruguay,
appropriation
to
252,1048
appropriation for
for minister
minister to...........
Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
appropriation for surveyor
etc
103,
103, 1108
etc......................---for support, etc.,
etc., of detached
Indians
detached Indians
in ........................
157,988
Utah
Utah Volunteers,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support, etc...
etc...
825
deficiency
Indians, Confederated
Ute Indians,
ConfederatedBands of,
appropriation
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with.
with. 152,
152, 988
983
appropriation for
for
principal funds
for payment
payment from principal
funds of,
Navajo
Band in Colorado
Navajo Springs
Springs Band
Colorado.. 152,988
152, 988
bands in Utah
Utah....... 152,988
152, 988
Uintah, etc., bands
Colorado
152,988
Southern Utes in
in Colorado........
etc., front
for promoting self support,
support, etc.,
from
accrued interest .............
152,988
detailed
detailed statement
statement of
of expenditures
expenditures. 152,988
furnishing seeds and agricultural
agricultural
for furnishing
implements ...................
152,989
152,989
implements
for irrigating
irrigating allotted lands
lands........... 153,989
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Ute Mountain
Mountain Band
Band of
(Its
of Indians,
Indians, Colorado,
Colorado,
Page.
appropriation for payment
payment to, from
appropriation
from tribal
funds
of
Confederated
funds
Confederated Bands of
Utes ..
. ............ .
152,
Utes
152,968
988
V.
V.

Vacation Schools and
and Playgrounds,
Playgrounds, D. C.,
appropriation
694,1022
appropriation for expenses, etc........
etc
694, 1022
Vagrants,
Vagrants,
alien,
excluded admission
admission ...
alien, excluded
.........
875
875
Valley City, N.
N. Da.,
Dak.,
appropriation for public
public building .........
appropriation
269
condemned
to
condemned cannon granted to...........
41
Valley Creek,
Creek, Ala.,
Ala.,
Valley

preliminary
prelinary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made...........................made
Valuation of Property
Valuation
Carriers,
Proprtyof Carriers,
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of determining
determining.
Van Leer, Captain
Captain Sam,
suspension
in accounts
accounts removed..........
removed
suspenrson in

841

408
408
281
631
631

Ohio,
Van Wert, Odio,
appropriation
appropriation for public
public bUildinr.........
libilding
269
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
19
19
Vanceburg, Ky.,
Ky.,
Vancebwug,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to Grand
Army post
post........................
839
Vancouver Barracks,
Baracks, Wash.,
appropriation for target
target range,
additional
appropriation
range, additional
land, etc . .......................
638
land,
638
right of way acrom,
across, granted
granted Portland,
Portland, Vancouver and Northern Railway Comcouver
conditions .................
pany; conditions
233
Vancouver, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation
public building.........
building
269
appropriation for public
269
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building
19
ing......
............... .
19
Vassar,
Vassar, Mich.,
Miem.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
834
condemned
to............
834
Vauclain
M., and Alba B.
B. Johnon,
Johnson,
Vauclain,:Samuel M.,
authorized to change
authorized
change channel of Crum
River, Pa..........................
Pa
393
393
bridge to be maintained, etc............
etc
393
393
exchange of lands
lands with,
with, Schooner
Schooner Lodge
Ledge
light station, Delaware
Delaware River
River at
at
mouth of Crum Creek;
Creek; conditions..
conditions
239
Buildings,
Vaults and Safes, Public
Public Buildings,
appropriation for,
for, equipments,
equipments, etc........
etc
271
appropriation
271
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.
for
deficiency
........
20
Veeder, Commodore Ten EyeA
Eyck De
l)e Witt,
Witt, U. S.
8.
Navy,
Navy, retired,
retired,
to be rear admiral
admiral on active list;
place....
list; place....
602
examinations required;
required; to be additional
additional
examinations
number; no back pay, etc.........
etc
603
Vezdersburg, Ind.,
/rid.,
Veedersburg,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
838
condemned cannon
to...........
838
Vegetable Baskets, Small,
standards established
established for interstate
interstate shipstandards
shipments, etc.,
etc., of....................
of
673
673
penalty for violations
violations.................
penalty
. 674
Vegetables,
appropriation for diffusing
appropriation
diffusing information
information as
to markets
markets for
for................. 473,1162
for investigating
investigating maturity in..........
in
1152
1152
Vehicles, D.
(see also
also Automobiles,
D. C.,)
C.,)
D. C.,
C., (see
Automobiles, D.
appropriation for
for tags,
tags, etc.,
etc., motor
motor and
and
appropriation
horsedrawn
684, 1012
horsedrawn.
..-............
684,
1012
Carrying,
Vehicles, Passenger
PassengerCarrying,
allotment
maintenance and
and purchase
allotment for maintenance
in Indian field service..-.........
service
128
128
Velasco Coast
CoastGuard
Station, Tex.,
Tex.,
GuardStation,
deficiency
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, etc
etc
20
deficiency appropriation
20
Diseases, D.. C.,
C.,
Venereal Disease,
appropriation for
appropriation
for dispensaries
dispensaries for
for treattretmental
1031
of
ment of.......................
1031
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Venezuela,
Page.
Venezuela,
Page.
appropriation for minister
minister to
252,1048
appropriation
to .........
252,
1048
Vermilion,
Vermilion, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
for improvement
harbor_ _ 400
400
appropriation for
improvement of
of harbor..
Vermilion, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Vermilion,
appropriation
building .........
269
appropriation for
for public
public building
269

Vermont, Ill.,
Vermont,
condemne
Ill. ,cannon granted to
839
condemned
cannon granted to.............
839
Vernon,
Tex.,
Vernon, Tex.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuild19
ing .............................
19
condemned
cannon
granted
to
833
condemned cannon granted to.............
833
Vessels
(see
also
Shipping),
Vessels (see also Shipping),
appropriation for
securing uniformity
appropriation
for securing
uniformity in
in
admeasuring ....................
-113,
1114
admeasuring
113, 1114
Steamboat Inspection
Inspection SerVessels, Steam (see Steamboat
Service),
Veterinarians,
Army,
Veterinarians,Army,
appropriation for retired
retired pay.............
pay
627
appropriation
627
deficiency
mileage ......
45
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage
45
Corps, Army,
Veterinary Corps,
Army,
created under national
national defense
176
created
defense Act
Act.......
176
veterinarians
veterinarians and assistant veterinarians
veterinarians
to be appointed; qualifications,
qualifications, etc
176
etc. 176
Medical Department
176
made a
a part of Medical
Department....... 176
assistant
aasistant veterinarians,
veterinarians, rank, pay,
pay, etc
etc.;; '
service promotions
176
service
promotions ..................
176
veterinarians, rank pay, etc.,
etc., service
service promotions
176
motions...........................
176
examinations of assistant veterinarians;
examinations
veterinarians;
discharge,
discharge, if inefficient
inefficient .............
176
176
in;
present employees
employees to
to be
be appointed
appointed in;
177
service grade, etc
etc ................
177
examinations; retirement if physically
examinations;
physically
disqualified ........................
177
disqualified
177
reserve veterinarians
veterinarians to be employed;
employed;
pay, qualifications,
etc
177
pay,
qualifications, etc.............
177
eligible
eligible as assistant
assistant veterinarians
177
veterinarians........
177
probationary appointments, etc
177
probationary
etc............ 177
discharge, if service
unsatisfactory ...... 177
177
discharge,
service unsatisfactory
boards of examiners
examiners to be appointed
appointed......
177
Vice Canauls,
Consuls,
appropriation
261,1057
appropriation for
for salaries. ............. 261,1057
no payment except
except to citizens
citizens ........
261
261
temporary employment
employment of noncitizens.
noncitizens
261
deficiency
salaries...... 31,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for salaries
31,
33,
802, 826, 829
33,802,826,829
Presidentof the United States,
Vice President
States,
appropriation
76,1080
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation ........ 76,1080
for
messenger, etc..........
or secretary,
secretary, messenger,
etc
66,
66, 1070
1070
for care,
care, etc., of automobile
automobile for......
for
69,1073
69, 1073
for printing ascertainment
electoral
ascertainment of
of electoral
vote for ......................
326
326
Vicksurg
emorial Celebration
and Peace
Vicksburg Memorial
Celebration and
Peace
Jubilee,
Jubilee,
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses
812
deficiency appropriation
expenses .....
812
Vicksburg National
National Military Park,
Park, Miss.
Miss.,
appropriation for continuing establishment
establishment
of
288
of...............................
288
Victoria, Va.,
Va.
Victoria,
to ...........
condemned cannon granted to.
843
Village Delivery
Delivery Postal
Postal Serice,
Service,
appropriation for town or villages,
villages, with
second
second or third clas
class offices
424, 1068
offices..... 424,1068
Vineland, N.
Vineland,
1.,
N. J.,
appropriation
for public
public building
269
appropriation for
building.. ........ 269
Vineyards,
Vineyards,
investigating insects afappropriation for investigating
fecting .....................
465,1154
fecting.
465, 11.54
Vinita,
inita, Okla.,
Oila.,
terms of court at
......................
at.
927
Virgin
Islands (see West Indian Islands
Virgin Islands
Acquired
Acquired. from Denmark).
Virgin River, Nev.,
Virgin
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made...........................
made
411
411

Virginia,
Virginia,
Page.
appropriation
improvement of,
appropriation for
for improvement
of, inland
inland
waterway on
394
waterway
on coast
coast of
of ..............
394
"Virginia," U.
U. S.
S. S.,
S.,
appropriation
repairs .................
605
appropriation for
for repairs
605
Wis.,
Viroqua, Wis.,
condemned
granted to
834
condemned cannon granted
to...........
834
Viruses, etc.,
etc.,
Viruses,
appropriation
sale, etc.,
etc., of
279
appropriation for regulating sale,
of..
279
Serums, etc.,
etc ,
Viruses, etc., for Animals
Animals (see Serums,
for
Domestic Animals)
for Domestic
Animals).
Vital
Statistics,
Vital Statistics,
appropriation for
for transcripts
transcripts from
from State
State
appropriation
etc., registration
registration records
records ......
110, 1112
etc.,
110,
1112
Vocational
Education,
Vocational Education,
annual
appropriations for cooperating
cooperating with
with
annual appropriations
States to promote...............
promote
929
States
929
allowance for
for administration
administration expenses..
expenses..
929
allowance
929
agricultural
subjects; pay
teachers, etc.
930
agricultural subjects;
pay of
of teachers,
etc.
930
amounts annually
increases
930
amounts
annually allowed;
allowed; increases...
930
rural population.
930
ratio in proportion to
to rural
population.
930
minimum allotments;
allotments; annual
annual provisions ............................
930
930
trade, home economics,
economics, and industrial
subindustrial subjects;
teachers etc..........
etc
930
jects; pay
pay of
of teachers,
930
amounts annually
allowed; increases
930
amounts
annually allowed;
increases...
930
ratio in proportion
proportion to
population
930
ratio
to urban
urban population
930
minimum
annual proviproviminimum allotments;
allotments; annual
sions ............................
931
931
proportion
home economics.......
economics
931
proportion for
for home
931
preparing
teachers, etc., in cooperation
cooperation
preparing teachers,
931
with States .....................
931
amounts annually
931
amounts
annually.allowed
allowed............ 931
ratio to total population
931
ratio
population.............. 931
minimum
minimum allotments;
annual provisions.
provisions
931
allotments; annual
931
acceptance
acceptance of benefits by States required;
required;
designated ............
931
board to be designated
931
temporary,
meeting of
of
temporary, by
by governor
governor until meeting
legislature
legislature.
932
932...........
in part allowed......................
allowed
932
932
limit required
required for agricultural
agricultural instruction
932
tion..................
......
932
trade, home economics,
trade,
economics, and industrial
instruction......................
instruction
932
932
Federal
Federal Board for,
for, created;
composition
932
created; composition..
932
organization, etc.;
appointive members,
members,
organization,
etc.; appointive
term and
932
and pay ....................
932
duties; scope
of studies,
inpowers and duties;
scope of
studies, investigations, etc ..................
vestigations,
932
932
cooperation
Federal departments,
departments, etc.
etc
932
cooperation of Federal
932
Department of Agriculture;
Labor;
Department
Agriculture; Labor;
Commerce
932
Commerce.
....................
932
Bureau of Education
Education ................
933
Bureau
933
Commissioner
Education to make
Commissioner of
of Education
recommendations, etc.............
etc
933
recommendations,
933
appropriation for administration
administration expenses,
penses, employees,
employees, etc............
etc
933
plans
plans to be prepared by
by State boards;
studies specified
specified ...................
933
approval by Federal Board.............
approval
Board
933
933
annual report from State
State boards
boards ........
933
933
payment of salaries
qualified
payment
salaries restricted to qualified
instructors, etc ..................
933
instructors,
933
supplementary instruction
instruction at State,
State, etc
supplementary
etc.,,
expense
933
expense.........................
933
expenditures by States
equal expenditures
States required..
required
933
conditions for allotting
allotting amounts
for traintrainconditions
amounts for
ing teachers,
teachers, etc...................
etc
933
requirements
requirements for use by States
States of
of amounts
for agricultural
agricultural teachers,
teachers, etc........
etc
934
for
934
trade, home
home economics,
economics, and industrial
industrial
teachers, etc....
etc
934
teachers,
.............. ...
934
part time schools and
and evening
classes
934
evening classes...
934
modification of, for
modification
for small towns, etc
983
etc....
935
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Vocational
requirements
requirements for use by States of amounts
for training teachers,
teachers, etc
etc...........
953
experience
experience qualifications;
qualifications; division of
allotments
allotments
.................
935
receive and disburse
disburse
State treasurers
treasurers to receive
allotments for
allotments
for ...................
935
Federal
Federal Board
Board to
to ascertain
ascertain if
if fund be
be used
by State
State........................
935
certificate to Secretary of the Treasury;
Treasury;
quarterly payments
payments ..............
935
portion of fund not used to be deducted
deducted
allotment
from subsequent allotment........
936
936
allotment not properly
properly expended
expended to be
allotment
withheld ....................
936
disposal of, on appeal to Congress.
Congress ......
disposal
936
losses, etc.,
etc., of moneys received by custodian to be replaced
replaced by State
State .......
936
religious
use of fund
fund for buildings, lands,
lands, religious
etc., forbidden...........
forbidden
schools, etc.,
936
annual reports
aubmitted by Federal
reports to be submitted
Board
Board.-......................
936
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve,
composed of members
members of Naval Reserve
Reserve
Force eligible for other classes, oblitheraselves to
Navy,
gating themselves
to serve
serve the Navy,
592
pay...............
without retainer pay
Volunteer Patrol
PatrolSquadrons,
Squadrons,
600
gasoline to vessels of ......
issue of oil and gasoline
600
gasoline
free, during maneuvers, etc....
etc
600
gasoline free
to...... 1172
issue of fuel oil instead of gasoline to
Volunteer
National Home
Home
(see National
Soldiers' Home (see
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers).
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers).
Volunteers,
Volunteers,
deficiency appropriation
for organizing,
organizing,
deficiency
appropriation for
29
29
etc
............---------etc ......-.
Volunteers,
National Naval
Naval (see National
Volunteers, National
Naval
Volunteers). Naval Volunteers).

w.
W.
Wabash
Ind.,
Wabash County, Ind.,
may
bridge Wabash
Wabash River,
River, Wabash,
Wabash, Ind.
Ind. 251
may bridge
Wabash, Ind.,
Ind.,
251
bridge
authorized across Wabash River
River at.
bridge authorized
Wabash
River,
Wabash River,
251
251
bridge
authorized across, Wabash,
Ind...
Wabash, Ind
bridge authorized
reconstruction of bridge authorized
authorized across,
reconstruction
50
Silverwood, Ind ................
Silverwood,
Waccamaw River,
N. C. and
and S. C.,
Wacamaw
River, N.
395
395
appropriation for
improvement of
of.......
for improvement
appropriation
James W.,
Wadsworth, James
appointed
on Board
Board of
Managers, Volunof Managers,
appointed on
1134
teer Soldiers' Home .............
Wage
Earners, D.
Wage Earners,
D. C.,
appropriation
inquiry into
cost of livinto cost
for inquiry
appropriation for
857
857
* of
ine
of ...-........----------------Wahoo, Ne
Nemr.,...............
269
269
appropriation
building........
for public building
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
buildpublic builddeficiency
19
19
ing
----------............
...ing..
Wahpakoota Sioux
Indians, Minn.,
Minn.,
Sioux Indians,
Wahpakoota
claims for
for restoring
restoring annuities,
etc., to
be
to be
annuities, etc.,
claims
1195
brought
brought in Court of Claims
Claims...---.. 1195
1196
1196
etc
distribution, etc...-.........----.------1196
procedure; attorneys'
attorneys' fees,
etc
fees, etc........
procedure;
Walipeton
Bands of
Sioux
of Sioux
Wahpeton and
and Sisseton
Sisseton Bands
Indians,
Indians,
all
against United
States referred
referred
United States
of, against
all claims
claims of,
47
47
...----------to Court of Claims .
moneys
credit
placed to credit
to be placed
found due to
moneys found
47
47
of Indians ..-.........-----.------4S
48
allowance
fees
attorneys' fees.....--....
allowance for attorneys'
0
91890°—VOL 39—er 1-90
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Wahpeton, N. Dak.,
Paa.
Wahpeton,
raga
appropriation for Indian school.........144,982
school
144,982
appropriation
deficiency
for Indian
Indian school.
deciency appropriation
appropriation for
school. 829
829
District, Nebr.,
Wakefield Drainage
DrainageDistrict,
assessments on allotments
allotments of Omaha and
and
assessments
Winnebago Indians in, approved...
Winnebago
approved...
142
payment; reimbursable
payment;
reimbursable from Indian
funds.
funds
142
......................
.
142
rights of way for ditches approved; payment for ......................
143
Wakefield, Mass.,
Waefield,
condemned cannon granted
granted to.
to ..........
841
Va.,
Wakefield, Va.,
appropriation
watchman, monument
appropriation for watchman,
monument
and dock at .....
............ 93,1097
for maintaining
grounds, Washington's
maintaining grounds,
Washington's
birthplace...
birthplace
...............
......
291
Walden, N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation
269
appropriation for
for public building
building. ....... 269
"Walkure," Steamship,
Steamship,
"Walkure,"
to be enrolled
enrolled and licensed as "Repblic".
"Republic" . 914
Walla
Walk County, Wash.,
Walla Walla
Franklin County and, may bridge Snake
River
235
River............ .............
Walla Walla,
Walla
Walk, Wash.,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to, for Spanish
832
War Veterans
Veterans camp ................
832
Forest,
Wallow
National
Wallowa National Forest, Oreg.,
•
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 460,1148
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
Wapato Charlie
(nontribal Indian),
Indian),
Wapato
Charlie (nontribal
fee simple homestead
homestead patent confirmed
to
990
confirmed to.
990
Wappinger Creek,
Creek, N.
N. Y.,.,
Wappinger
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, mainappropriation
tenance ..........................
393
War
War Balloons, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for
for .........................
622
War
College, Army,
War College,
Army,
appropriation
expenaes.
620
appropriation for expenses...............
639
for maintenance
maintenance ....................
duties of, under General Staff Corps
Corps.....
168
restriction on officers attached
attached to.........
to
168
restriction
mobile army,
army and Coast Artillery divisions
abolished .....................
168
in abolished
168
business transferred...................
transferred
War College,
College, Naval,
Naval,
War
appropriation
1174
562,1174
maintenance......... 562,
appropriation for maintenance
Department,
War Department,
appropriation for Secretary
Secretary, Assistant,
appropriation
assistant and chief
chief clerk, clerks,
etc
etc........................... 90,1094
etc., Adjutant
General's
Adjutant General's
for clerks, etc.,
Office .................
... 90,1094
Inspector General's
General's Office ........ 90,1095
Inspector
Judge Advocate
Advocate General's Office...
Office
90,1095
Signal Office;
Office; radio engineers
engineers...... 91,1095
Quartermaster
General's
Office
91,1095
General's
Office.....
Quartermaster
Surgeon
Office.......... 91,1095
Surgeon General's Office
Office
Ordnance......... 91,1095
Chief of Ordnance
Office of Chief
Office of Chief of Engineers........
Engineers
92,1096
Bureau
Insular Affairs...........
Affairs
92,1096
of Insular
Bureau of
Militia Bureau
92,1096
...........
Bureau ......
Militia
1096
Office of Chief of Coast Artillery....
Artillery
Office
92,1096
expenses
for contingent expenses..............
for
stationery, etc
etc .................. 93,1097
for stationery,
. 93,1097
for rent....
rent
...................
for
grounds, superbuildings and grounds,
for public buildings
intendent, clerks, engineers,
engineers, watchwatchintendent,
ct3,
1097
93,1097
men, etc ...................
War, and Navy
Department
Navy.Department
State, War,
for State,
Building, clerks, engineers, watchBuilding,
men, etc ...................
94,1098
94,1098
men,
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses under........
under
282
civil expenses
for
282
armories and arsenals.............
arsenals
for armories
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appropriation
for military
military posts
posts .............
285
appropriation for
285
Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii
285
for Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii..........
285
for
quarters, seacoast
seacoast defor barracks
barracks and quarters,
285
fenses
.............................
285
for
285
for Fort
Fort Monroe
Monroe .....................
285
for seacoast
defenses, Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands
seacoast defenses,
Hawaii .....................
286
and Hawaii
286
taxes, etc.,
etc., imposed
imposed by Philippine
Legislature
Legislature ratified .................
286
for national
cemeteries ................
286
national cemeteries
286
for disposition
disposition of remains
remains of
of officers,
officers, enlisted men, civilians, etc
..
287
etc........
287
for Orman K. Osbon .................
287
287
288
for national
national parks .....................
288
for buildings and grounds,
grounds, Washington,
Washin
D. C..............................
289
for
290
for Executive
Executive Mansion
Mansion ................
290
for
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
the President
290
for traveling
President.
290
telegraph ..............
291
for Government
Government telegraph
291
for
Monument .............
291
for Washington
Washington Monument
291
for repairs, etc., Lincoln's
Lincoln's death place..
place
291
Wakefield, Va
Va.....................
291
for Wakefield,
291
Fine Arts
Arta............
291
for Commission
Commission of
of Fine
291
291
for Grant
Grant Memorial
Memorial ....................
291
291
for Lincoln Memorial
Memorial ...................
291
Aqueduct Bridge
Bridge .................
291
for Aqueduct
291
292
for Arlington
Arlington Memorial
Memorial Amphitheater
Amphitheater..
292
contract work...
work
292
for rivers and harbors,
harbors, contract
292
for engineering
engineering maps
292
maps ..................
292
for survey of northern
northern and northwestern
northwestern
lakes
292
lakes ..............................
292
Commission .......
292
for California Debris Commission
292
for New York Harbor ..................
292
292
for topographic
topographic maps from
from Geological
Geological
293
Survey ............................
293
artificial limbs ......................
293
for artificial
293
for appliances for
293
for disabled
disabled soldiers
soldiers ......
293
for trusses............................
trusses
293
for
293
for Prbvidence
Providence Hospital, D. C
293
C
......... 293
for Garfield
Garfield Hospital
293
Hospital, D. C
C .............
293
for National
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers ......................
293
293
for aid to State and Territorial homes
297
homes.
297
for back pay, bounty, and commutation
commutation
of rations, volunteers of Civil War..
War
297
for arrears
arrears of pay, War with Spain, etc..
etc
297
297
for survey by Geological
Geological Survey, of areas
selected
by,.... ...................
selected by,
301
for printing and binding
binding for
330
for ............
330
Army medical
medical bulletins ..............
330
330
river and harbor reports to be printed
printed
from ..............................
330
330
for river and harbor improvements.....
improvements
391
for fortifications
fortifications
345,909
..................
345, 909
for Military Academy
Academy ...................
493
493
619
for Army ..........................
619
for Militia Bureau details of National
Guard officers ...................
646
646
for Militia Bureau
Bureau clerical
clerical and
and office
office exexpenses ............................
646
646
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Army ......
deficiency
22,
29, 33, 3.39,
339, 810, 824, 828, 859
for judgments, United States courts,
courts,
under ..........................
29
29
for judgments, Court of Claims, under_
27, 827
under...27,
827
for Adjutant
Adjutant General's
General's Office,
Office, salaries..
salaries
29
29
for Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home .....
29, 812, 825
29,812,825
for recruiting ........................
29
29
for organizing, etc., Volunteers
29
Volunteers .........
29
for Signal Office ....................
339
339
for Adjutant General's Office
Office ............
339
339
for
W. Harts..................
Harts
809
for Col. W. W.
809
additional employees, in designated
for additional
designated
bureaus, etc.,
etc., 1917 ..................
809
809
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deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for rent
rent...........
for
and grounds,
grounds, Washington,
Washington,
for buildings
buildings and
D.
C...............................
D. C
for
arsenals ................
for armories
armories and
and arsenals
for
cemeteries ..................
for national
national cemeteries
for Chickamauga
Chattanooga Nafor
Chickamauga and
and Chattanooga
National Park
Park .....................
river and
harbor work,
work, damages
for river
and harbor
damages to
vessels .........................
for
fortifications .....................
for fortifications
for fortifications,
Canal
fortifications, Panama
Panama Canal........
for
for State or Territorial
Territorial homes
homes ...........
for Vicksburg
memorial celebration
celebration ....
Vicksburg memorial
for
Oregon and
Washington volunteers
for Oregon
and Washington
volunteers..
for Utah
Utah volunteers
volunteers ..................
for Rogue River Indian
Indian war
war............
Army
esArmy and Navy
Navy Medal
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll
Roll established
tablished in;
in; conditions, etc ........
Army stores, supplies,
etc. may be
pursupplies, etc.,
be purchased from,
from, by
by States, etc.,
etc., for
for use
use
of
National Guard
of National
Guard .................
may
be requisitioned
requisitioned for
may be
for military
military service
service
time of war;
war; credit to
be given..
given
in time
to be
graves of Confederate
sailors;
graves
Confederate soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors;
time for marking
marking extended
extended .........
time
vessels of,
of, suitable
suitable for commercial
uses,
vessels
commercial uses,
may
transferred to
may be
be transferred
to Shipping
Board .............................
War in Europe,
Europe,
extension of time for filing
filing applications
applications for
for
extension
patents, delayed
delayed by; conditions
patents,
conditions....
international conference
proposed, not
not
international
conference proposed,
later than close of, for peaceful
peaceful settlement of disputes,
disputes, disarmament,
disarmament,
tlement
etc .........
.................
request for day to
receive funds
funds for
relief of
to receive
for relief
of
Ruthenians
(Ukrainians)
Ruthenians (Ukrainians)...........
Navy,
War Materialfor
Materialforthe Navy,
emergency
authority vested
vested in the
emergency authority
the PresiPresident to procure,
procure, etc ..............
War Operations
OperationsAbroad,
Abroad,
appropriation for
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of Army officers
officers
observing ........................
War Risk Insurance
DepartInsuranceBureau, Treasury Department,
time for suspension
suspension of provisions
provisions extended
extended
time
one year .......................
further extended
extended
..............
.
moneys from premiums
premiums and salvages
moneys
salvages available to pay lasses,
losses, etc .........
514,
appropriation
appropriation for paying losses.
losses ...........
War with Spain,
appropriation
appropriation for arrears
arrears of pay ..........
United States,
Warehouse Act,
Act, United
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of administering
administering
appropriation
designated
title designated
.........................
meaning
"warehouse " .........
meaning of terms;
terms; "warehouse".
"agricultural
"agricultural product"
product"................
"
person;" "warehouseman;"
"warehouseman;" "receipt"
"receipt".
"person;"
storage,
storage.,etc.,
agricultural products
etc., of agricultural
products to be
Investigated
.......
investigated ........
warehouses
applying for licenses
licenses to be inwarehouses applying
spected, etc
spected,
etc .....................
issue of licenses .......................
determination
storage..
determination of suitability for storage
classification
classification of, etc ....................
duties of warehouseman
warehouseman receiving
receiving license
licenses for conducting
conducting warehouse
warehouse to be
issued .........................
conditions
conditions of; term of .................
bond to be filed; conditions
conditions ..........
sureties; term of ...................
additional may be required ..........
additional
suits on bond for damages .............

Page.
Page.
809
809
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
811
811
811
811
812
812
812
812
825
825
825
825
825
825
53
53
204
204

204
52
52
730
730

516

618
618
999
999
1193
1193
620

514
514
1131
1131
1131
1131
297
297

1163
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
486
487
487
487
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Warehouse
United States—Continued.
States-Continued.
Warehouse Act, United
Page.
bonded warehouses
warehouses to be designated......
deeignated
487
authorizing
conditions authorizing.................
487
warehousemen to
licenses to persons not warehousemen
licensee
agricultural products for storaccept agricultural
storage ...............................
487
conditions; receipts to be issued,
issued., and
bond required
required .....................
487
inspections
charges for examinations, and inspections
of warehouses
warehouses......................
487
licenses to classifiers and weighers of prodlicenses
ucts ...........................
487
conditions; suspension
suspension and revocation..
revocation
487
warehousemen in use of
discriminations by warehousemen
discriminations
facilities, forbidden
forbidden ...............
488
deposits in warehouses
subject to terms of
deposits
warehouses subject
Act .............................
488
inspection of fungible
fungible products
...
inspection
products........
488
stored to be kept separate
separate .............
488
mingling of fungibles permitted.......
permitted
mingling
488
grades to be kept separate
separate...........
488
actually
receipts to be issued for products actualy
stored ........................
488
stored
488
required; details
details.................
form required;
to show grade or class; statement
statement of
488
standard .......................
489
on.........
advances, etc.,
etc., to be shown on
489
signature
warehouseman or agent....
agent. —
signature by warehouseman
nonnegotiable,
authorized for other than
nonnegotiable, authorized
489
fungible products ................
standards
standards of agricultural products to be
established
promulgated....... 489
and promulgated
established and
489
official, adopted
adopted by Congres
Congress, confirmed.
confirmed
issue of other than original
original receipts
receipts for489
bidden.-......................
bidden
489
provisions, for lost or destroyed
destroyed .......
compliance with State laws; security
489
if no law applicable
applicable ...........
products to be delivered
delivered to holder of reproducts
489
. 489
ceipt
ceipt.........................receipt...... 489
conditions; cancellation
cancellation of receipt
conditions;
preservation
of records of
of products stored,
preservation of
receipts, etc.,
490
required ............
etc., required
receipts,
490
reports
operations to be made..
made
of business operations
reports of
examinations
examinations of stored products; publica490
...........490
findings ....
tion of findings
warehouseman's
suspension or revocation of warehouseman's
suspension
490
490
license for violations, etc..........
etc
result of
warehouses
lists of warehouses
investigations, lists
of investigations,
result
490
490
licenses, etc., to be published......
published
490
official
examinations of records,
records, etc.......
etc
490
official examinations
490
490
made.........
rules and regulations
regulations to be made
cooperation auimpaired; cooperation
not impaired;
State laws not
.........---- ----.-- 490
thorized ....operation
District of Columbia,
operation of laws in District
490
affected.......
Territories, etc., not affected
490
490
punishment
licenses ......
for forging, etc., licenses
punishment for
490
etc..............
issuing
receipts, etc
issuing false receipts,
491
........
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
invalidity of
of any
any clause,
affect
clause, etc., not to affect
invalidity
491
remainder
491
Act.......-........
remainder of Act
491
right to
reserved
491
expressly reserved..
etc., expressly
amend, etc.,
to amend,
right
Warehouses, Agricultural
Agricultural Bonded
Bo:nded,
Warehouses,
provisions
for storage,
storage, etc.,
agricultral
etc., of
of agricultural
provisions for
486
........ 486
..................
in.
products in
Warehouses,
Warehouses, Customs
Customs Bonded,
Bonded,
authorized for
for storing,
Mexietc., Mexistoring, cleaning, etc.,
authorized
239
can
can peas
peas .........--.........--.
payment
services bypropieby propriecustomsservices
for customs
payment for
239
-----......
--.......... --tor
tor........---time
withdrawals from, for
extended for withdrawals
time extended
725
725
Mexico ..................
export to Mexico
Ky.,
Warfield, Ky.,
..
bridge
authorized across Tug Fork of Big
bridge authorized
Sandy River,
to Kermit,
Kermit, W.
Va ,
W. Va.,
River, to
Sandy
7
from
from..........---.-------------.--

Warm Springs
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Page.
Pace.
Springs Aency,
Warm
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
of...........
...... ............. 149,986
of
149, 986
deficiency
appropriation for support
support, etc
etc.,
deficiency.appropriation
Indians at
Indians
at..................
829
Warm
Springs, etc., Indians,
Indians, Oreg.,
Warm Spings,
Oreg.,
appropriation
on
appropriation for
for fishing
fishing grounds
grounds for, on
Columbia
Columbia River
River ................
986
Warm
Reservation,
IndianRe
ervation, Oreg.,
Warm Springs
Springs Indian
claim of Indians of, for additional lands
investigated, etc
to be investigated,
etc.............
969
Warrant
Officers, Navy
Navy,
WarrantOicers,
pay while on shore duty, etc
etc............ 1181
service rank, pay,
etc., of
pay, etc.,
of chief
chief ........
578
Warren
Pa.,
Warren County, Pa.,
may bridge Allegheny
Allegheny River, at Warren...
Warren
53
reconstruction of bridge
Allegheny
bndge over Allegheny
authonzeu ..............
River, authorized
871,871
Warren, Ohio
Warren,
Ohio,
i.ver,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mahoning
Mahoning Miver,
at
. 529
at.................................
Warren, Pa.,
Pa.
bridge
authorized across Allegheny River
bridgeauthorized
River..
53
Warrensburg, Mo.,
Warrensburg,
condemned cannon granted
granted to State Norcondemned
mal School at ...................
839
Warrenton,
Warrenton, Ga.,
Ga.,
condemned cannon granted to.
836
to ..•..
........... 836
condemned
Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va.,
appropriation
for public
public building
building......... 269
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
19
19
ing ............................
Warrior River, Ala.,
Warrior
post lantern lights, etc.,
on
538
authorized on...
etc., authorized
Warrior River, Mulberry
Fork of,
of,
Warrior
Mulberry Fork
preliminary examination,
be
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
408
made ........................
Warroad Harbor,
Minn.,
Warroad
Harbor, Minn.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of, and
and
appropriation
River
401
...................
River......
Sy.
Warsaw, Ky.,
condemned cannon
granted to ............. 841
cannon granted
condemned
L,
Warwick, R. I.,
843
condemned cannon granted to ............
condemned
Warwick River, Md.,
appropriation
improvement of ......... 394
for improvement
appropriation for
Forest, Utah,
National Forest,
Wasatch National
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 460,1148
460, 1148
appropriation for maintenance,
Washakie
Naticraa/ Forest,
Wrest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Washakie National
appropriation
etc., of. 460,1148
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Washakie,
Utah,
Washakie, Utah,
appropriation for
for educating
Indian pupils
pupils
educating Indian
appropriation
.... ...... ..... 153
school153 ........
at school
Washington,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks.
clerks,
appropriation
etc
103, 1108
103,1108
etc.................-----------------aids
to navigation,
navigation. etc.,
in. authorized.. 538
etc., in,
aids to
condemned cannon
cannon granted
Grand
granted to Grand
condemned
Army
No. 22
21. ...-...........
.
832
Post, No.
Army Post,.
confirmation
of right
of settlers
settlers in
unsurin unsurright of
confirmation of
veyed
Pacific grant
grant lands.
Northern Pacific
veyed Northern
made prior
.
946
1, 1913 .........
July 1,
prior to July
made
jurisdiction over
over lands
in Mount Rainier
lands in
jurisdiction
243
ceded to United States
243
States........
Park ceded
lands in
abandoned military
designated abandoned
in designated
lands
reservations,
to
be
sold,
etc.,
to
presreservations, to be sold, etc., to pres313
343
ent
occupants...............-ent occupants
343
34
to Pierce County ..-..-------- .. ---343
.. 343
disposal of
------..-..
of unsold .....
disposal
Washington-Alaska
Cable and TeleMilitary Cable
Washington-Alaska Military
graph
graphSystem,
appropriation
for cost
of extension
and
extension and
cost of
appropriation for
623
receipts..........
betterments
betterments from receipts

-------
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Washington
Dominion Railway,
Page.
KWashington and
and Old
Old Dominion
Railway,
Page.
excluded from jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Public
excluded
Public UtiliUtiliC., except
except
ties Commission, D.
D. C.,
within the District ...............
536
536
operation of,
of, out
out of District
District of Columbia,
not subject
subject to Public
Public Utilities
Utilities ComCommission.........................
mission
13
13
Washington Aqueduct (see also Water Service,
Service,
C.),
D. C.),
enforced
traffic speed regulations to be
be enforced
over public roads
693
roads of ...............
693
penalty;
penalty; enforcement
enforcement in
in District
District of
Columbia..................
693
Columbia
...
693
in district
district court for Maryland
693
Maryland........
693
Washington Asylum
Washington
Asylum and
Jail, D.
and Jail,
D. C.,
appropriation
salaries and
and expenses.
706,1034
appropriation for
for salaries
expenses. 706,1034
prisoners. 706,1034
706,1034
for payments
payments to
to families
families of prisoners.
prisoners...............
706,1034
for support
support of
of prisoners
706,1034
for
transportation of
of prisoners.......
prisoners
707,
1034
for transportation
707,1034
deficiency appropriation
contingent exdeficiency
appropriation for
for contingent
ex807
penses ............................
807
for abandoned
families of
807
abandoned families
of prisoners
prisoners ......
807
for support
support of
prisoners..
807
of prisoners
................
807
Washington Bayou, Miss.,
Miss.,
Washington
appropriation for improvement
of .......
397
improvement of
397
Washington Court House,
Ohio,
House, Ohio,
appropriation for
for public
269
public building
building.......... 269
Washington,
Washing ton, I).
C. (see also
D. C.
also District of Columbia),
bia),
appropriation for post office,
appropriation
105
office, care, etc
etc......
105
for Naval Gun Factory, new machinery,
etc..............................
etc
563
563
for public works, navy yard;
yard; additional
additional
565,1177
gun shops, etc
etc.................
565,1177
for additional
additional lands for
yard ....
565
for navy
navy yard
565
construction
construction of railroad siding,
siding, etc.,
etc., to
to
navy yard ......................
565
authorized across Anarailroad bridge authorized
costia River for track connection
connection
with navy yard ..................
566
566
removal
removal of old tracks, etc
566
etc.......
566
condemnation proceedings
condemnation
proceedings for
for lands,
lands,
etc ...........................
566
566
closing of streets, etc ...............
567
lease of water frontage to Lewis E
E.
Smoot; surrender
surrender of
of former
567
former........
567
purchase of lots from
purchase
from District
District of
of
Columbia; price
1177
price.................
1177
for navy yard, ordnance
ordnance storage
569
storage........
569
for expenses,
expenses, Second
Second Pan American
American
Financial Conference
Conference at
at........... 1052
1052
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
American
appropriation for Pan American
Scientific Congress at..............
at
33
for central heating, lighting, and power
power
plant for specified
specified public buildings.
buildings
19
Washington,
Washington, Eastern
District,
Eastern Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
jurisdiction
jurisdiction extended over lands in Mount
Mount
Rainier Park ................
244
244
Washington, Ga.,
Washington,
Ga.,
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing
, - - ing................................
- , , -19
19
19
Washington
Light Company,
Company, D.
Washington Gas Light
D. C.,
price for gas to consumers established at
75 cents; additional for nonpayment.
nonpayment_
716
716
Washington,
Washington, Incl.,
Ind.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building
269
269
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building
mg .....................
19
19
Washington, Iowa,
Washington,
appropriation for public building.......
appropriation
building
269
269
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
19
mig...-- ..........................
19

Monument, D.
D. C.,
Washington Monument,
C.,

Page,

Page.

appropriation
for care,
etc.:' of
grounds. _
289
appropriation for
care, etc.
of grounds....
289
for care and maintenance
291
maintenance...........
291
for fuel, repairs, etc
etc...................
291
291
for
opening ..............
291
for Sunday,
Sunday, etc.
etc.,'opening
291
Washington
Washington National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for
etc., of.
1148
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 460,
460, 1148
Washington-Newport
Washington-Newport News
News Short
Short Line,
Line,
River, Riverside,
Md _ 899
may bridge
bridge Potomac
Potomac River,
Riverside, Md.
899
Washington Parish,
Parish, La.,
La.,
Washington
bridge authorized
by
bridge
authorized across
across Pearl
Pearl River
River by
Pearl River
River County, Miss.,
Miss., and.....
and
948
948
Washington. State Historical
Historical Society,
Washington
Society,
Reservation granted
granted to;
to;
lands in Colville Reservation
description
154
description......................
154
payment for; proceeds
proceeds to
to credit
credit of
of reserreservation
Indians
155
vation Indians ...............
155
intoxicants
intoxicants prohibited
prohibited ...............
155
155
Washington Suburban
Suburban Sanitary
Commission,
Washington
Sanitary Commission,
delivery of water
from District
of Columbia
Columbia
water from
District of
mains to property of,
of, authorized
1043
authorized.... 1043
conditions; legislative
legislative authority
conditions;
authority from
from
Maryland
for agreement
1044
Maryland for
agreement...........
1044
location
location of meters; rates;
rates; payment
payment to
to
colletctor
of taxes
1044
colletctor of
taxes.........
.1044
amount
1044
amount limited;
limited; maximum
maximum.......... 1044
right to investigate
investigate distribution,
1044
distribution, etc
etc.. 1044
Washington
Terminal Railroad
Railroad Company,
Washington Terminal
Company,
place siding
siding to Capitol
to place
Capitol Power
Power Plant
Plant in
in
safe condition;
condition; penalty
penalty .............
328
328
Washington-VirginiaRailway
Washington-Virginia
Company,
Raiway Company,
excluded from jurisdiction
jurisdiction of Public
UtiliPublic Utilities Commission, D. C.,
C., except
except
within
District .................
536
within the
the District
536
Washington Western Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
District,
jurisdiction
jurisdiction of district court over offenses
offenses
committed in Mount Rainier
Rainier NaNational
tional Park ........................
244
244
Indians, Nev.,
Nev.,
Washoe Indians,
appropriation
appropriation for purchasing land and
water rights for ..................
143
143
WashougalSlough, Wash.,
Washougal
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made .............................
410
410
Water Department,
Department, D. C.
Water
C. (see also
also Water
Service,
C.),
Service, D.
D. C.),
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries .............. 713,
713, 1043
1043
for general expenses ...............
1043
714, 1043
extending mains,
for extending
mains, installing meters,
meters,
etc...........................
etc
714, 1043
1043
714,
temporary draftsmen, etc.........
temporary
etc.
1045
715, 1045
temporary
temporary laborers,
laborers, etc...........
etc
715,1045
715,1045
Water
Public Lands,
Water Holes,
Holes, etc.,
etc., Public
Lands,
development,
development, etc.,
etc., of, on arid desert
desert lands.
518
lands.
518
erection of signboards,
utilization, etc...
518
erection
signboards, utilization,
etc... 518
expenditures
expenditures authorized
authorized ................
518
518
punishment for injuring,
injuring, etc.; regulations_
518
regulations.
518
reservation of, etc., for public use, in
reservation
865
in.....
865
Hyacinth,
Water Hyacinth,
appropriation for removing from
appropriation
from waters of
Florida ...........................
396
396
for removing from waters of Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas...
Texas
398
398
Service. D. C.,
Water Servie,
C.,
appropriation for Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct,
appropriation
reservoir,
reservoir, tunnel, filtration
filtration plant,
plant,
etc., maintenance,
etc.,
maintenance, from water reverevenues......
...
nues
713,
1042
.............
713, 1042
for Conduit Road, repairs, etc.......
etc
713,
1042
713,1042
for lining tunnels, Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct 1042
1042
for emergency
emergency fund
fund .................
1042
1042
for water meters, Treasury,
Treasury, and State,
State,
War, and Navy Department
Department BuildBuildin .........
1ta9
ings
1042
-- - ------------------------------..
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Water Service, D. C.—Continued.
C.-Continued.
appropriation
McMillan Park
Reservoir,
appropriation for McMillan
Park Reservoir,
713,1043
grounds ...................
713,
1043
under control of Secretary
Secretary of Wan
War.. 713,1043
for water
water department, salaries
salaries........ 713,1043
713,1043
for general
general expenses
expenses.................... 714,1043
714,1043
for extending
extending mains, installing
installing meters,
meters,
etc ...........................
714,1043
714,1043
estimates for high service system extension to be submitted in detail._
detail...
714
delivery of water to property of Washdelivery
Washington Suburban
Suburban Sanitary Commission in Maryland;
Maryland; conditions, etc.
etc... 1043
temporary draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc
ii5,1045
etc.....-----.... 715,1045
temporary laborers, etc ........... 715, 1045
1045
traffic regulations for protecting Aqueduct,
traffic
etc ...............................
693
Water
Water Street
Street SW.,
SW., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for wharf, etc.,
etc., on Governappropriation
ment land south of
of................ 1013
overhead wires, etc., on, beremoval of overhead
tween Sixth and Fourteenth Streets,
Streets,
ordered
1021
ordered...........................
States,
Water Supply of the United
United
appropriation
investigations to deterfor investigations
appropriation for
wells ---------- 301
mine the; artesian wells...........
Water Valley,
Valley, Miss.,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public build1112
19
ing------------------...............................
Wateree River,
River, S. C.,
appropriation
of
395
improvement of........
for improvement
appropriation for
Waterloo,
Waterloo, Iowa,
Iowa,
12,55
terms of court at ........................
Waterloo,
W. Y.,
Waterloo, N.
appropriation for
building
269
public building......
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency
ing .........--...---............---.19
19
ing.
condemned cannon
grunted to
to............
841
cannon granted
condemned
Navigable Streams (see ConWatersheds of Navigable
servation
Navigable Waters, etc.).
etc.).
of Navigable
servation of
Watertown Arsenal,
Arsenal, Mass.,
appropriation
smith
etc., smith
improving, etc.,
for improving,
appropriation for
284
shop
284
shop----------...........--.------------for increasing capacity for manufacturing
carriages
284
ing gun carriages---................
armor-piercing
284
projectiles...........
armor-piercing projectiles
for fire
284
284
for
fire protection .....................
-------etc
284
for buildings, etc...--------....-etc., testing machines
284
machines....
for operating,
operating, etc.,
Watervliet
Y.,
Troy, N. E,
Arsenal, West Troy,
Watervliet Arsenal,
appropriation for
improving large
shop
284
large gun shop.
forimproving
appropriation
for
284
284
shop ---.----..-..-..--for extending
extending smith shop
for
siege gun
shop
284
gun shop.............
and siege
for field
field and
284
284
fire protection
protection-.....................
for fire
284
for
etc
compressor; power plant, etc.....
air compressor;
for air
for toilet
shed,
storage shed,
facilities, etc.; storage
toilet facilities,
for
285
etc ........---------------------for
car for shipping 16-inch
16-inch guns,
for railroad
railroad car
etc
285
etc.------------.-----------Waterways
Commission, Canadian,
Canadian,
Waterways Commission,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses.
expenses 259,1054
259,1054
appropriation for
for
preparation of
of cases, etc
etc.......... 259,1055
for preparation
Waterways,
Inland,
Waterways, Inland,
appropriation for
improvement of, Rehofor improvement
appropriation
394
Del- ...
to Delaware Bay, Del....
Bay to
both Bay
on
coast
of
Virginia
394
on coast of Virginia...............- 394
Norfolk,
Beaufort Inlet,
N.C
394
394
to Beaufort
Inlet, N.C..
Norfolk, Va.,
Va., to
Pamlico Sound
395
C.
to Beaufort
Beaufort Inlet, N. C
Sound to
Pamlico
Core Sound
Sound to
to Beaufort,
Beaufort, N.
395
Core
N. C.
C........ 395
between Beaufort
Beaufort and
New River,
between
and New
River,
N.
C. and
and New
New River
SwansN. C.
River and
and Swanshero
395
boro-..--------------------.---Charleston
to McClellanville-..........
McClellanville
395
395
Charleston to
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., to
S. C
C..... 395
to Beaufort,
Beaufort, S.
Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., to
Fla.
395
to Fernandina,
Fernandina, Fla...
Savannah,
..............
coast of Louisiana.
Louisiana ....
397
coast

Waterways, Inland—Continued.
Inland--Continued.
Page
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appropriation for improvement of; Frankappropriation
lin
to Mermentau,
La
397
lin to
Mermentau, La..............
397
Merinentau River to Sabine
Sabine River,
River,
Mermentau
Tex. ...........
397
La. and Tex
........... 397
Texas .......................
on coast of Texas
398
connecting Puget Sound
Lakes
connecting
Sound and Lakes
Washington, Wash
405
Union and Washington,
Wash...... 405
preliminary
examination, etc.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
made, for ship
ship channel between
between
Lakes Erie
Erie and Ontario...........
Ontario
406
Lakes
406
Cape May
May to
to New
York Bay.........
Bay
Cape
New York
. 407
407
Silver Springs
Springs to Ocala, Fla
Silver
Fla........... 408
408
Sarasota Bay
Bay and Miakka
Miakka River, Fla
408
Fla... 408
George Sound
Sound and
Saint George
and Tampa
Tampa Bay,
Bay,
Fla
Fla................................

Watsontoum, Pa.,
Watsontown,
Pa.,
bridge authorized
of
bridge
authorized across West Branch
Branch of
Susquehanna River,
Susquehanna
River, White Deer
and...................,........
and
Waukegan, Ill.,
Ill.,
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
appropriation for improvement
of harbor...
Waynesborp
Waynesboro, Va.,
Va.,
appropriati
on for
public building
appropriation
for public
building........
Wayneesur, .Pa.
Pa.,
Waynesburg,
appropriation
..
appropriation for
for public building
building........
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
Armory
condemned
to, Armory

Board............................
Board.

Park Association.
Association .
-.........
.........
Waynervily, N. C.,
Waynesville,
C.,
appropriation for public
public building........
building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public build-

ing
ing..........- ....................
Weather Bureau,
Bureau,

408
408

513
513
401
401
269
269

269
840
840

839
839
269
269
19
19

appropriation
salaries, etc.........
etc
447,1136
appropriation for salaries,
447,1136
cooperation with other bureaus,
cooperation
bureaus, etc.
etc. 448,1137
448,1137
for expenses
expenses in Washington
Washington .......... 448,1137
for printing
printing office
office expenses
expenses .......... 448, 1137
1137
restriction on printing
restriction
by Bureau
448, 1137
printing by
Bureau.. 448,1137
for expenses
expenses outside
outside of Washington
448, 1137
Washington.. 448,
1137
for traveling
expenses ................ 449,
traveling expenses
449, 1137
for building,
building, etc.,
etc., Cape Henry,
Henry, Va......
Va
449
for station, Greenville,
Greenville, S. C.........
C
. 1137
for printing and binding for...........
for
331
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general
deficiency
general expenses.
penses ..................
. 31, 826, 829
Webb City, Mo.,
Mo.,
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing
19
ing.................................
19
Weeds,
appropriation
methods
investigating methods
for investigating
appropriation for
eradicating ..............
1143
of eradicating
455, 1143
F.,
Weedsport, N. Y.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to ...........
838
Weeks Law (see
(see Conservation
Conservation of Navigable
Navigable
Weeks
Waters, etc.).
etc.).
Waters,
Weights and Measures,
Measures, International
International Bureau
Bureau
of,
"
of,
appropriation for annual contribution..
contribution. -255,1051
appropriation
International
Measurements, International
Weights and Measurements,
Committee of,
appropriation
member.. 114,1115
114,1115
of member..
expenses of
appropriation for expenses
Measures, and Markets, D. C.,
C., SuWeights, Measres,
pfrintendentof,
perintendent of,
appropriation
for, inspectors,
inspectors, etc.......
etc
679,1007
appropriation for,
for
auto trucks,
trucks, etc.................
etc
1013
forauto
1013
Weiser
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
NationalForest,
Weiser National
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 460,
114.9
460,1148
appropriation for
Welfare oefare
of Children,
Children,
appropriation for investigations,
1118
etc....... 1118
investigations, etc
appropriationfor
Wellstrarg,.W
Va.,
Wdlsbarg,
W. Va.,
appropriation for
building
269
public building........
for public
appropration
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildde(ciency
ing..............-..--.............19
ing
19
Wenaha National
Forest, Wash. and Oreg.,
National Forest,
Wenaoa
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
460, 1148
of. 460,1148
appropriation for
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Wenatchee National
National Forest,
Wash.,
Page.
Forest, Wash.,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 460, 1148
1148
Wenatchee, Wash.,
appropriation
269
appropriation for
for public building
building........
269
Rene W. Pinto
y, of
of Cuba,
Cuba,
Wentworth, Ren
Pint6y,
admitted to Military Academy for inin50
struction .........................
50
West Branch
Branch of
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River,
authorized across,
across, Montgomery
bridge authorized
Montgomery to
Muncy Creek, Pa.................
Pa
512
512
Watsontown, and White Deer
Deer Creek,
Creek,
Pa
513
Pa................................
513
Williamsport
Williamsport to Duboistown, Pa
512
Pa........
512
West Indian
Indian Islands,
Islands, Acquired from
Denfrom Denmark,
mark,
government
government of, to be exercised
exercised by the
the
President...................... . 1132
President
1132
appointment of governor,
appointment
governor, etc
1132
etc..........
1132
assignment
assignment of Army or Navy officer...
officer
1132
1132
compensation, etc ....................
compensation,
1132
1132
insular
insular laws continued;
changes, etc
continued; changes,
etc.,,
authorized
authorized .....................
1132
1132
jurisdiction of present court;
of
court; writs of
error and appeals to court of
of appeals
peals of third circuit ...............
1133
1133
imports from, subject to customs, etc
etc.,,
taxes............
taxes
1133
................
1133
articles of island, or United States
product, admitted
admitted free
free............ 1133
1133
present island revenue laws continued.
continued....
1133
articles of United States product adadmitted free ......................
1133
export
export duty, etc., on sugar
sugar............ 1133
receipts from duties, etc., to be
receipts
be used for
for
insular expenses
expenses ...............
1133
1133
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of taking
tsdring
possession, etc.
etc ....................
1133
for payment
payment to Denmark
Denmark for cession
1133
cession .... 1133
in effect
effect on payment
payment of consideration.....
consideration
1133
1133
proclamation to issue
issue.ipublication........
proclamation
publication
1133
payment to
be made
made immediately........
immediately
1134
payment
to be
1134
West
West Indies,
Indies,
appropriation for
Weather Service
for Weather
Service exexpensesin
in ...................... 448,1136
448,1136
e
s7I3
s
anish :
West Inge
Indies,
Danish,
bond issue authorized
authorized for
of
1002
bond
for purchase
purchase of......
1002
West, John
John W,
W.,
appointed
appointed on Board of Managers
Managers Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers' Home....................
Soldiers'
Home
1134
1134
West
West Milton,
Milton, Pa.,
Pa.,
authorized across
bridge authorized
across ,Susquehanna
Susquehanna
River, between Milton and........
and.
49
49
West New York, N. J.,
J.,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted to ............
835
835
West Okanoaan
Okanon Valley Irrigation
District,
Irrigation District,

appropriation
appropriation for purchase of water rights
for Indian allotments in;
conditions,
in; conditions,
etc ...............................
155
155
West Pascagoula
Pascagoula River,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Pascagoula,
Pascagoula,
Miss
236
...................
236
Point, Ga.,
West Point,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public building .........
19
....................
19
West Point,
N. Y. (see Military Academy).
Point, N.
West Virginia,
Virginia,
appropriation
appropriation for relief of flood sufferers in
in
specified Southern States made
available
available for .........
534
............. 534
Western New York and
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania RailRailway Company
Companyt:
may reconstruct
reconstruct bridge across Allegheny
Allegheny
River, Allegany,
Allegany, N. Y
898
Y..............
898
Warren
............
Warren County, Pa. ...
871,871

Western Shoshone Indian
Western
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Page.
Reservation, Ariz.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for bridge.......
bridge
826
826
Weston, W. Va.,
Va.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to, for
Grand
for Grand
835
Army post ........................
835
Westport, Wash.,
Wash.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted Grand
Grand Army
Army at 843
843
Westwood, Cal.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
condemned
granted to
to............. 833
833
Weymouth Fore
Weymouth
Fore River,
River, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of..........
of
391
appropriation for
391
Wheat,
Wheat,
appropriation
for
investigating
black
rust,
appropriation for investigating black rust,
etc .......................
454,1142
official standards
standards of quality and condition
condition
to be established......................
established
483
483
interstate and foreign
foreign shipments
shipments to
to conconinterstate
form to .........................
483
483
Wheeler,
Howard,
Wheeler, Howard,
fee simple homestead
homestead patent confirmed
to
990
confirmed to..
990
Va.,
Wheeling, W. Va.,
appropriation
for public
public building............
building
269
appropriation for
269
WheelockAcademy,
Academy, Choctaw
Wheelock
Choctaw Nation, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
etc.,
for
roadway
to,
appropriation for land,
land, etc., for roadway to,
from Choctaw
Choctaw funds...............
funds.
149
149
White
Deer,
Pa.,
White Deer, Pa.,
bridge authorized
authorized across West
West Branch
Branch of
of
Susquehanna River, Watsontown
Susquehanna
Watsontown
and ...............................
513
White Eagle Indian
Indian Agency,
Agency, Okla.,
appropriation for bridge
appropriation
bridge across Salt Fork
Fork
of Arkansas
Arkansas River near, from tribal
tribal
funds ..............................
237
237
Noble CounCouncontribution by Kay
Kay and Noble
237
ties, Okla
Okla .....................
237
White Earth
Earth Band,
Chippewa Indians,
Minn ,
Band, Chippewa
Indians, Minn.,
appropriation for annual
from
appropriation
annual celebration,
celebration, from
tribal funds ...................... 134,978
134,978
White Earth
Indian Reservation
Minn.,
EarthIndian
Reservation,' Minn
General made
made
assistant to
to the
the Attorney
Attorney General
enroll ChippeChippeone commissioner
commissioner to
to enroll
was on .........................
•
136
136
unexpended balances
use of unexpended
balances for
for exexpenses incurred
136
incurred.....................
136
appropriation for
for completing
completing enrollment
137
appropriation
enrollment.
137
White Earth
Earth Village, Minn.,
846
sale of lands to,
to, for
for school
school...............
846
proceeds
proceeds to credit of Chippewa
Indians
846
Chippewa Indians..
846
White,
White, Henry.
Henry.
appointed
regent, Smithsonian
Smithsonian Instiappointed as
as regent,
Institution .............................
866
866
White Pine
Pine Blister
Blister Rust,
Rust,
appropriation
etc., of.........
of
452,1141
appropriation for
for study,
study, etc.,
452,1141
for expenses
expenses of eradicating,
eradicating, etc
etc......... 1141
1141
local, etc., cooperation
1141
cooperation ..
..............
1141
paying
destroyed trees,
paying for destroyed
trees, etc.,
etc., forforbidden ..................
bidden.
1141
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
investigating
appropriation for
for investigating
24
spread of, etc
etc .....................
24
White River,
River, Ark.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of;
of; preventing cut-off at DeVall's
DeVall's Bluff....
Bluff
399
399
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
be
of, to
to be
above Batesville............
Batesville
409
made, above
409
White
Forest, Colo.,
White River
River National
NationalForest,
Colo.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
of. 460,1148
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
460,1148
Cie Indians,
Indians, flak,
White River
River Ute
Utah,
appropriation for payment to, from
appropriation
from tribal
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
Utes ...........................
152,988
152,988
for irrigating
irrigating allotted
allotted lands of ........
152,989
152,989
White River Fizlley
Valley Company,
repeal of act authorizing,
authorizing, to bridge
bridge across
across
Missouri
Chambe, S.
S.
Missouri River, Chamberlain,
Dak
Dak..............................
58
temporary maintenance,
maintenance, etc ............
temporary
58

INDEX
INDEX.
Whiteburg,
Ky.,
Whitesburg, Ky.,

Page.
condemned cannon
cannon granted
843
granted to
to.............
843
Whitman National
NationalForest,
Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 460,1148
460, 1148
timber
lands, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be added
to .......
852
timber lands,
addedto
862
from private owners
from
owners in
in exchange
exchange for
for GovGovernment
timber
852
ernment timber
....................
852
Wichita,
Wichita, etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
145, 982
appropriation
for support,
etc., of
of......
145,982
a
.
wirsta Falls,
Wichita
Tex.,
terms of
court at
939
terms
of court
at ........................
939
Kans.
Wichita, Kans.,
terms of
court at
726
terms
of court
at .....................
726
office of
of deputy
clerk ................
726
office
deputy clerk
726
Wichita National
NationalForest,
Forest, Okla.,
appropriation
etc., of.
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 460,1148
460,1148
Wiaonico
Wiccnnico River, Md.,
improvement of
of ..........
394
appropriation for
for improvement
394
gra Pensions,
w
Widows
Pensions,
rate increased
increased to
who was
was wife
of
rate
to widow
widow who
wife of
soldier during
soldier
during Civil
844
Civil War
War...........
844
after age
if husband
husband served
in Civil,
after
age of
of 70,
70, if
served in
Civil,
Mexican,
or 1812
wars ............
845
Mexican, or
1812wars
45
allowance
allowance to
to children
children notaffected
not affected ......
845
845
no pension reduced.........
reduced
845
...........
845
reinstatement
at former
former rate,
rate, if
reinstatement at
if dropped
dropped for
for
remarriage,
on becoming
remarriage, on
becoming widow,
widow,
etc
845
etc...............................
845
at
rate, if
845
at new
newrate,
if entitled
entitled..............
845
allowance
children, restrictions
845
845
allowance to
to children,
restrictions....
of
widows whose
whose husbands
died from
from
of widows
husbands died
Civil War
War service,
but barred
by reCivil
service, but
barred by
remarriage,
845
marriage, etc
etc..............-....-845
allowed, under
under former
former Act,
married prior
prior
allowed,
Act, if
if married
to
June 27,
845
845
to June
27, 1905
1905 ...................
restriction, if
if child
child pensioned..........
pensioned
845
845
restriction,
jiaymentto
attorneys restricted
restricted .........
845
845
paymentto attorneys
Wirles-sa (nontrilml
Indian),
W-lesa
(nontribalIndian),
fee
homestead patent
to.
990
fee simple
simple homestead
patent confirmed
confirmed to.
990
Wilbur,
Wilbur, Nebr.,
Ner.,
condemned
granted to..............
to
842
condemned cannon
cannon granted
842
Wild Animals,
appropriation for
etc., affected
affected
for destroying,
destroying, etc.,
appropriation
with rabies
467,1156
with
rabies...................
467,1156
deficiency appropriation
for destroying,
destroying,
appropriation for
deficiency
affected
with rabies
24
24
rabies.............
affected with

Wild Ducks,

Wild
appropriation
Ducks,
for investigating
of,
disease of,
investigating disease
for
appropriation
Salt
Lake Valley,
Utah............
Valley, Utah
Salt Lake
Wild
Birds,
Wild Game, etc., Bird,
w s
a
gp
es_
rozirr
isetjio for
enforcing law
law protecting
protecting.
for enforcing
appropriation

W'ike-Barre, Pa.,

bridge authorized
authorized acros
across North
North Branch
of
Branch of
bridge
Susquehanna River
River at
at.............
Susquehanna
Wilkesboro.,R.
N. C.,
C.,
Wieaboro,
appropriation for
for public
building..........
public building
appropriation

Willamette
Ores.,
W'lmectte River, Oreg.,
appropriation
above
of, above
improvement of,
for improvement
appropriation for
Portland
................
Portland ..
for improvement
of, below
below Portland,
for
improvement of,
Portland,
Oreg
Oreg........................
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of, to
to be
be
etc., of
preliminary examination,
made, Corvallis
Oreg
Corvallis to Eugene, Oreg...
made,
Wi//apa
Harbor
and
River,
Wash.,
Willapa Harborand River, Wash.,
appropriation for
of; conconimprovement of;
for improvement
appropriation
tracts
tracts... .......................
Steamer,
Reiss," Steamer,
""William
William A. Rei'ss,"
name of
of "Frank
"Frank H.
Peavey," changed
changed to.
to.
H. Peavey,"
name
"Wilhiam T.
Steamer,
T. Stifel,"
Stifel," Steamer,
"William
change.of name of "Normania" to, authorized
Williams, Honorable
William Ela,
Elza,
Honorable William
Wlliams,
deficiency
appropriation for
for contested
contested
deficiency .appropriation
election expenses
expenses...................
election
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Williamsburg, Iowa,
Williamsburg
Pge.
Page.
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to........... 839
condemned
granted to
Wiliaunon
River,
Williamson River,
appropriation for bridge
acrosa, on Klaappropriation
bridge across,
math Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Oreg ...
150
150
Williamsport,
Wi'liamsport, Pa.,
Pa.,
bridge authorized acros
across West Branch of
Susquehanna River, to Duboistown
Susquehanna
Duboistown
from
from..............................
512
Williamstown, Ky.,
condemned
granted to
condemned cannon granted
to........... 833
Va.,
Willis River, Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examnation,
made... ..................
made
. 407
407
Williston,
Willuston, N. Dak.,
bridge authorized across Missouri
Missouri River
iver at. 445
445
Willow, Cal.,
Cal.,
Willow,
apprimriation for public
building
. 269
269
appropriation
public building........
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building...........................
19
ing
19
Capt. Davis
Wills, Capt.
Davis B.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, credit in
deficiency
in accounts
counts..........................
816
Wills,
I). C.,
W'sls, D.
copies
relating to real estate to be
copies of, etc., relatingto
furnished
register of wills
furnished by
by register
wills to collector and asessor................
assessor
1005
Wimington, Del.,
appropriati
on for maintenance
maintenance of harbor...
harbor._
appropriation
394
Wilmington, N. C.,
appropriation for
customhouse and apappropriation
for customhouse
praisers' stores
praiers'
stores.....................
269
for poet
post office
office ......................
269
rent
for rent.............................
270
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public build-

ing.................
803
803
ing
Wilmington,
Wilbnmington, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation for
for public
building
270
appropriation
public building........
270
Wilmot, Ark.,
.Ark.,
bridge authorized
Bayou Bartholoauthorized across Bayou
mew
at........................
mew at
353,353
353,
363
Wilson, Jack
Wlson,
Jack Elton,
appropriation
Creek funds.......
funds
986
appropriation for, from Creek
986
VW'wtcr,
Winchester, IU.,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ...........
833
Winchester, Tenn.,
terms of court at .....................
232
Wind Cave
National Park,
Dak.,
Park, S. Dab.,
Wimd
Cave National
tio for
467
467
for protection,
protection, etc ........... 308
approriation
srvation (see Shoshone
W
i
sIrlir
ia kilo»
Wind
RRer
Indian Reservation
Indian Reservation, Wyo.).
Wyo.).
467
467
Winder Building,
Building, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
repairs
269
269
appropriation for repairs...............
751 Wine,
Wine,
751
for
sacramental
.
p=;
restrictions
on
for sacramental purposes; restrictions on
905
. 905
use, etc., an
in Alasa..............
269
Wine,
C.,
Winec .D.
D. C.
liquors........... 1123
included in alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
1123
purchases for
sacramental uses,
uses, permits,
permits,
405
purchases
for sacramental
405
etc
1115
112
etc.................-.........
Sacramental Purposes,
Purposes, D. C.,
C.,
Winefor Sacramental
405 Wine
manufacture,
authorized
1123
etc., of, authorzd...
sale, .etc.,
manufacture, sale,
1125
112
urchase......
410 _permits,
410
ermits, etc., required for purchase
(see Internal
Internal Revenue).
evenue)
Wine, Natural
Natural(se
Wines (see
also Internal
Revenue),
Internal Revenue),
(see also
Wines
still
....- 783
...-- -.....405
tax on
on still.............
..... ...---786
on
sparkling..............
on sparkling
Winnebagg Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
914 Winnebago
914
appropriation
of.. 125,
125,970
970
etc., of..
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Winnebago Indians,
Indian, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
assessments on
on allotments
allotments of,
in
of, in
drainage assessments
235
drainscakefield
district, approved..
142
approved.......
Wakefield district,
142
payment;
limit.......................
payment; limit..
reimbursable
of Indians...
Indians
142
142
rom funds
funds of
reimbursable from
822
822
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Winnebago Indians,
Indians, Nebr.—Continued.
Page.
Winnebago
Nebr.-Continued.
Page. Wood River, Nebr.,
Page.
Page
trust patent lands of, subject to
etc ,
to State,
State, etc.,
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
to Grand
Army
Grand
Army
taxes ............................
865
865
post
831
po---------------------------831
not subject to levy
tax sale
865
levy and
and tax
sale-........
865 Woodbridge
Creek, N.
N. J.,
Woodbridge Creek,
J.,
payment of tax from Indian funds
funds .....
866
86(
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of........
of
393
393
release if none available
866
available .............
866 Woodbury Creek, N.
,I.,
N. J.,
Winnemucca, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation for improvement of
appropriation
of ........
393
393
appropriation
appropriation for public building
270
building........
27C Woodbury,
Woodbury, N.
J,
N. J.,
Winslow, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building........
building
270
270
appropriation for bridge across Little
ColoLittle Colodeficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
buildpublic
buildrado River at; payment
payment by
Indians,
by Indians,
ing ...--------.................
ing
19
etc ......................
131 Woods Hole, Mass.,
131
Mass.,
Winston-Salem,
Winston-Salem, N.
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation
appropriation for lighthouse
lighthouse depot,
depot, imimgranted
granted immediate transportation
transportation delivery
delivery
provements provements
316
..........---------.
316
privileges .........................
232
232 Woodstock,
Woodstocic, Ill.,
Ill.,
condemned cannon
granted to...
837
cannon granted
to...........
837
appropriation
appropriation for public building....
building
270
270
Winthrop, Md.,
Md.,
Woodward,
Okla.,
Woodward. Okla.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvements,
improvements, Marine
Marine
appropriation for
appropriation
public building........
building
270
for public
270
Corps rifle range.
range ..
1179
1............
1179
terms of court at ............
927
927
Winyah Bay, S. C.,
Woodley
Woodley Road,
Road, D. C.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
395
improvement of
of ........
395
widening
widening of, suspended.................1017
suspended
1017
preliminary examination, etc.,
preliminary
be
etc., of,
of, to
to be
Wool,
Wool,
made ..................
407
407
provisions for warehouses
warehouses for
storage, etc.,
etc.,
for storage,
Wireless Communication
Communication (see also Radio
Radio ComComof, for interstate
interstate or
foreign
comor
foreign
communication),
munication),
merce
..... ................ .
merce.
486
486
appropriation
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing laws for
for oceanoceanWool
Industry,
Wool Industry,
going steamers, etc
113, 1114
etc -113,
.........
1114
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
of,
investigating problems
problems of,
Wisconsin,
on western
western farms, etc .............
1139
1139
Wisconsi
sale
ofntimber
timber
,
on Bad
Bad River
River and
Lac du
sale of
on
and Lac
du
Worcester, Mass.,
Worcester,
Mass.,
Flambeau
Flambeau Indian Reservations
Reservations subsubappropriation
for public
public building
270
appropriation for
building.
....
270
ject to school and swamp
swamp land
land
Workhouse D.
C
Workhouse,
D. C.,
claims of..........................
157
157
appropriation for
for salaries
710, 1038
1038
appropriation
salaries......... ...
710
Wisconsin Avenue NW,
NW., D. C.,
C.,
for operation
operation and
maintenance; Occoand
maintenance;
Occoappropriation
appropriation for repaving
asphalt, M
repaving with asphalt,
M
quan,
.....................
quail, Va
710, 1039
710,1039
quan,
Va------710,
1039
to P
PStreet
Street ............---.....1014
1014
for fuel, etc --....................
711,
711, 1039
1039
Witherspoon,
Samuel A.,
a Representative
Witherspoon, Samuel
A., late a
Representative
for materials
materials for repairs, etc.........
etc
712,
1039
712,1039
in Congress,
in
Congress,
Workshops,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to widow
widow
interstate,
interstate, etc., shipments
shipments of
of products
products by,
by,
..------..................
of
820
.-820
using children of
of prohibited
prohibited ages,
ages,
Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River
Fla.,
River, Fla.,
forbidden .....................
675
. 675
appropriation
appropriation fdimprovement
of ......
39,6
for improvement of
396
punishment for......................
for
675
675
Witnesses, United States Courts,
Courts,
World's Purity
Purity Federation,
Federation
appropriation for fees,
appropriation
fees, etc...............
etc
314
314
delegates to International
International Congress
Congress of,
auof, audeficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
fees,
etc
32,
for fees, etc.....
32,
thorized..
thorized
1134
...•
.....................
1134
43, 827,830
827, 830 Wrapping
Wrapping Paper,
Paper, Postal
Service,
PostalService,
Woburn,
Woburn, Mass.,
appropriation for
422
appropriation
for.............
.........
422
condemned cannon
cannon granted to, for
for Grand
Grand
Pa.,
Wrightsville,
Pa.,
Army posts
posts.....................
841
841
condemned cannon granted
condemned
to ...........
843
granted to
843
Wolf Point
PointBridge
Bridgeand Development
Wolf
Company,
Development Company
Writs of Certiorari,
Certiorari,
may bridge
bridge Missouri
Missouri River
River between SheriSheriallowed
allowed from Supreme
Supreme Court to
to State
State courts
courts
dan and Richland Counties,
14
Counties, Mont
Mont..
14
where validity
law or
or
validity of Federal
Federal law
Wolf River, Miss.,
Wolf
treaty is in question, and
judgment
and judgment
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.......
appropriation
of
397
-397
is in favor
thereof
favor thereof
. .............. 726
726
Wolves,
Wolves,
where validity of State law,
law:, etc., as
as rereappropriation for devising
devising methods
for
methods for
pugnant to the Constitution,
Constitution, etc.,
etc.,
destroying -..............-...
467,
1155
467, 1155
is in
in question, and
and decision
decision is
is adadamount for destroying, in national
verse thereto......................
thereto
726
726
forests, etc ...
..-.......... . 467,
467, 1155
1155
where decision is for or against any
right,
any
right,
for destroying,
destroying, for suppression
of rasuppression of
ratitle, etc.,
etc., claimed under
under the
the ConConbie -----bies
467, 1156
1156
------------.....
467,
stitution,, authority, etc.,
stitution
the
etc., of
of the
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for destroying, afafUnited States.-...-.......-States
727
...-...
727
fected with rabies--.....-......-rabies
24
.
24 •
'allowed
allowed to supreme court of
of Philippine
Philippine
Women's Titanic
Memorial Association,
Women's
Titanic Memorial
Association,
Islands, for review, etc
727
etc ............
727
permitted to erect memorial in
permitted
of
in District of
time limit for applying
applying to Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Columbia
to
those
who
sacrificed
Columbia
for ....................-----727
-.
727
their lives to save women and chiltheir
Writs
Writs of
of Error,
Error,
dren at sinking of steamship "Tidren
"Tiallowed from State courts
to Supreme
courts to
Supreme
tanic
"..--- .--........
tanic"
1046
1046
Court in
in causes involving
involving v'dity
validity
approval of site; no expen
approval
se incurred
i
ncurred --.
1046
expense
1046
of
treaty,
statute, or
or authority
under
authority under
Wwd
aow Akoltod,
leoohol,
Federal laws, etc -...............
726
726
ale, etc.
sale,
etc., of, in Alaska not prohibited....
prohibited _. . 903
903
validity
of State laws as repugnant
repugnant to
to
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Chesed Congregation.
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Secretary of
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a parcel
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Vicksburg, Misspipi.
to the
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Anshe Chesed Congregation,
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Omnibus pension Act, error corrected.
corrected. Joint Resolution
Omnibus
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"An Act
Act granting
granting
an Act
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pensions
and
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of
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pensions and increase
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War and
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Pensions,
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Pensions, Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and
increase of
of pensions
to certain
and
and increase
pensions to
certain soldiers
soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
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1204............
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relief of Michael
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Howard
Payne.
John Howard
An Act For the relief of
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.......... 1212
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Granting pensions
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of the
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and sailors
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Pensions,
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Granting pensions and increase
Pensions, Civil War.
War. An
An Act Granting
increase of pensions
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soldiers and
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to certain
certain soldiers
sailors
Civil War
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sailors of
of the
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certain widows
widows and dependent
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children of
of soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors of
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certain soldiers
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of the
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War and
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1916 ..-...........
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Lata
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Latham.
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of the payment
paient of e*h
Mand funds
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fronl the
the post
poet ofie.
offiee. April
A,
Pril 11,
lee fod
1, 1243
1916 .
1916............
..............
.....
......................
1243
Bevterly
E.
Whitehe.
Beverly E. Whitehead. An Actad.
Act For the relief of Beverly E. Whitehead. April
April 12,
12, 1916.
1243
1916............. 1243
Warren
Day. An Act For th
Warren E. Day.
Warren E.
Day. April
14,
1916
1243
thee relief of Warren
E. Day.
April
14,
1916
...................
1243
Williamsburg,
Williamsburg, Va.
Va., Masonic
Masonic Lodge. Joint Resolution
Resolution Authorizing
the Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress
Congress to
to
Authorizing the
return to Williamsburg

Lodge, Numbered
return to Williamsburg Lodge,
Numbered Six,
Free and
and Accepted
Accepted Masons,
Masons, of
of VirVirSix, Ancient
Ancient Free

of the
ginia, the original
original manuscript
manuscript of
the record
record of
of theproceedings
the proceedings ofsaid
of said lodge.
lodge. April
April 19,1916..
19, 1916
1243
1243
Pensions,
Pensions, Civil War. An Act
ActGranting
Granting pensions and increase
of pensions
to certain
soldiers and
and
increase of
pensions to
certain
soldiers
sailors
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows
widows and dependent
relatives of
and
dependent relatives
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
sailors. April 20, 1916
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w
G
ti
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War. An
ran ng pensions
increase of
Pensions,
Civil War.
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pensions and increase
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to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors of
of the
War and certain
sailors
the Civil
Civil War
certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors. April
April 20,
20, 1916
...............................................
sailors.
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1252
Daughter of the American
American Revolution.
Revolution. An
Daughters
An Act To
To renew patent
patent numbered
twenty-one thousand
thousand and
and
numbered
twenty-one
fifty-three. April 20, 1916
..................................................
fifty-three.
1916
1260
1260
Genora
G. Harris.
An Act
Act To
To validate
validate a
Glenora G.
Harris. An
acertain
certain title whereon
whereon the
the purchase
money has
has been
been paid
purchase money
paid
on a
a private
of the United States district court for the middle
on
private sale
sale by
by order
order of
middle district
district of
of PennPennsylvania,
sylvania, at number
number eighty-three,
eighty-three, June term,
term, nineteen hundred
hundred and
ten, sitting
in
bankand
ten,
sitting
in
bankruptcy. April
1916
April 26, 1916.
....................
1261
New England
England Coa
Coal a
and Coe
Coke Company, etc.
etc. An
An Act
Act For
eli efof
ofNew Engl
an d Coaland Coke
For th
thee r
relief
New England
Coal and Coke
Company,.,owner
owner of the American
Company
American barges Emilie
Emilie and C'assie, and
and Bruusgaard,
Bruusgaard, Kiosterud
Kiosterud
Dampskibeaktieselskab, owner of the Norwegian
Norwegian steamship
Dampskibsaktieselskab,
steamship Heeperos.
Hesperos. April
April 26,
26, 1916
1261
1916...... 1261
United
tates Drainage
IrrigationCompany. An
reliefothe
United States
Drainage and Irrigation
An Act Forthe
For the relief
of the United
United States Drainage
Drainage
and Irrigation
Irrigation Company.
Company. April 27, 1916
1916 .............
1262
..........................
..............
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James
Stanton. An
An Act
For the
the relief
relief of James
1916...................
James Stanton.
Act For
James Stanton. April
April 28, 1916
1262
1262
Ellis
An Act
the relief
Ellis P.
P. Garton.
Garton. An
Act For
For the
relief of Ellis P. Garton, administrator
administrator of the
the estate
estate of
H. B.
B
of H.
Garton, deceased.
Garton,
deceased. April 28,
28, 1916 ..............
1262
..............................
1262
Edwad
B.
Caig.
Joint
Resolution
Athorizin
and
directing
Edward B. Craig. Joint Resolution Authorizing
directing the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury to
to
credit the stamp
stamp account of
Edward B.
Craig, as
as collector
collector of
revenue for
for the
the colcolof Edward
B. Craig,
of internal
internal revenue
lection district of Tennesee,
lection
Temiessee, in the sum of
being the
the representative
of $2,034.89, being
representative value
value of
of
certain
internal-revenue
documentary
stamps
which were taken from
certain internal-revenue documentary starnpe which
from the
the office
office of
of said
said
collector by an act of burglary. April 28,
28, 1916.....................................
1262
1262
ginia,
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Philip
H. Heberer.
An Act
H. Heberer.
1, 1916
1263
Philip H.
Heberer. An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Philip
Philip H.
Heberer. May
May 1,
1916 .................. 1263
Patrick J. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald. An Act For the relief
Patrick
relief of the widow
and heirs
of Patrick
Patrick J.
Fitzgerald,
widow and
heirs at
at law
law of
J. Fitzgerald,
deceased.
deceased. May
May 3, 1916 ............................
1263
......................
1263
Anatasia
postmaster at
at Kegg,
Kegg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, for
money and
Anatasia Hogan.
Hogan. An Act To reimburse
reimburse the postmaster
for money
and
May 4,
4, 1916
1916_
1263
stamps taken by burglars.
burglars. May
................................................. 1263
Elsie MeCaulley.
McCaulley. An Act Authorizing
Elsie
Authorizing the health
health officer
officer of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to issue
of the District
District of
issue aa
wrmit
McCaulley from
from Glenwood
Glenwood Cemetery,
Cemetery,
permit for
for the
the removal
removal of
of the
the remains
remains of
of the
the late
late Elsie
Elsie McCaulley
District of Columbia, to Philadelphia. May
8, 1916
1916 .....................................
1263
May 8,
1263
lands in
the possession
of G.
G. B.
B. Dickson,
Dickson, and
and
G. B.
B. Dickson. An Act To quiet the title to
to certain
certain lands
in the
possession of
for other purposes.
purposes. May 11, 1916
1264
1916 ......................................................
1264
Pensions,
pensions to
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
Pensions, Civil War.
War. An
An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
and increase
increase of
of pensions
to certain
relatives of
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
sailors. May 25, 1916 .....................................................
1264
1264
E.
Hornor. An
An Act
Act For
E. C.
C. Hornor.
Horner. May
May 29,
1270
E. C.
C. Hornor.
For the
the relief
relief of
of E.
29, 1916
1916 .......................
1270
Pensions,
Pensions, Civil War. An Act Granting
pensions to
to certain
soldiers and
and
Granting pensions and
and increase
increase of pensions
certain soldiers
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows
dependent children
of soldiers
and sailors
of
widows and dependent
children of
soldiers and
sailors of
said war. May 29, 1916
1270
1916 ........................................................
1270
Pensions,
Civil War.
War. An Act Granting pensions and increase
Pensions, Civil
increase of pensions
soldiers and
pensions to certain
certain soldiers
and
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows .and
and dependent
dependent children
children of
of soldiers
and sailors
sailors
soldiers and
1280
of said war. June
June 5, 1916
1916 ..............................................................
1280
Pensions,
Pensions, Civil
increase of pensions
to certain
soldiers and
and
Civil War.
War. An Act Granting pensions and
and increase
pensions to
certain soldiers
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of such
such soldiers and
sailors. June 9, 1916...........................................................
1289
...
1289
for the
the payment
certain services
services arising
arising under
Navy Department.
Department. An Act Providing for
payment for
for certain
under the
the Navy
Navy
Department.
lime
12,
1916
1297
Department. une 12,1916 ...............................................
1297
Colorado, land titles, etc. An Act To correct title to certain
Colorado,
certain lands
Colorado. June
June 15,
1916....
- 1297
lands in Colorado.
15, .....
1916
1297
Thomas S. Johnson.
Johnson. An Act For the relief of Thomas S.
S. Johnson.
Johnson. June
June 15,
1916
1298
15, 1916 ................ 1298
Frances.
.Frances L. L.lewllyn.
Llewellyn. An Act For the relief
relief of Frances
June
15,
1916
1298
Frances L. Llewellyn.
Llewellyn. June 15, 1916 ............ 1298
Oscar R. Hcrwirrd.
Howard. An Act To authorize the issuance
Oscar
issuance of patent to Oscar
Oscar R. Howard,
Howard, and
for other
and for
other
purposes. June 15, 1916.................................................
1916
1298
1298
George
To validate
validate the
homestead
entry
of
George
S.
Clark.
June
15,
1916
1299
George S. -Clark.
Cark. An Act To
the homestead entry of George S. Clark. June 15, 1916.... 1299
.M. A.
A. Sweeney
Sweeney Shipyards
ShAiards and Foundry
Foundry Company.
Company. An Act For
M.
For the relief of
of the
the M. A. Sweeney
Sweeney
Shipyards and Foundry
Foundry Company. June
June 19,
1299
19, 1916
1916 ....
...........................
1299
Mrs. George
Miler. An Act For the relief of Mrs. George
George A. Miller.
Miller. June22,
Mrs.
George A.
A. Miller.
June 22, 1916..........
1299
VilAelmTorkildsen.
Vilhelrn Torkildsen. An Act For the relief
relief of Vilhelm Torkldsen.
Torbldson. June 22, 1916
1916................
1299
1299
Charles
Charles H. Bingham. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the health officer
officer of the District of
Columbia to
issue a
of Columbia
to issue
a
permit for the removal of the remains of the late
late Charles
Charles H.
H. Bingham
Bingham from Congressional
Congressional
Cemetery, District of
Haven, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. June
June 27,
27, 1916
1300
of Columbia, to
to Lock
Lock Haven,
1916 ...........
1300
Iomas L. Griffiths.
Griflths. An Act Authorizing issuance
Thomas
certain lands to Thomas
Thomas L.
L. Griffiths.
Griffiths
issuance of patent for certain
June 28,
28, 1916 ....................
1300
.......
.... ...........................
1300
H. L. Corbin. An Act Permitting H. L. Corbin
Corbin to purchase
certain public
public lands. June
June 28,
1916 1300
1300
purchase certain
28, 1916.
William G. Williams,
Williams, sr. An Act For the relief of William
William G.
G. Williams, senior. June
June 28,
28, 1916....
1916
1300
1300
Mathilda
Mathilda P. Hansen.
Hansen. An Act For the relief of Mathilda
Mathilda P. Hansen.
Hansen. June 28, 1916 .............. 1301
John
John Alexander Besonen. An Act For the relief of John
Alexander Besonen.
28, 1916
1301
John Alexander
Besonen. June
June 28,
1916...... 1301
Public
lands, issue
issue of
o homestead patents.
ptent. An Act Validating certain applications for and entries
Public lands,
entries
of
publiclands.
lands. June
28, 1916
1916.
1301
of public
June 28,
.............................................
1301
B. D. Shefeld.
B.
Sheffield. An Act To authorize the
of lot
section nineteen,
nineteen, township
township forty-five
forty-five
the exchange
exchange of
lot ten,
ten, section
meridian, for certain private
north, range one hundred
hundred and fourteen
fourteen west, sixth principal
principal meridian,
needed in connection
Jackson Lake Reservoir, Wyoming,
lands needed
connection with the construction of Jackson
Wyoming,
and for other purposes. June
28,
1916
.......................................
June
1305
Edward
Eduard J. Lynch. An Act For the relief of Edward I.
J. Lynch, collector of internal revenue for
for the
the
June 28, 1916
district of
of Minnesota. June
1306
...............................
1306
Pensions,
pensions and
pensions to
certain soldiers
and
Per s, Civil
Civil War.
War An Act Granting pensions
and increase
increase of pensions
to certain
soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
widows and dependent relatives
relatives of such soldiers and
June 28
sailors. June
28, 1916
..........................................................
. 1306
1306
Lemmon, S. Dak
Dak.. An Act Authorizing the
the Secretary of the Interior to sell certain lands to the
the city
1320
of Lemmon, South Dakota. June 30, 1916
1916 .........................
1320
Mai, e Central
Central Railroad
Railroad Company. An Act-For the relief of the Maine
Maine
Maine Central Railroad
Railroad Company.
Company
June 30,
June
30, 1916
1916.
...................................................
1320
1320
usHkingum River water
water leases,
leases, Ohio. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
Muskingum
directing the Secretary
Secretary of War to
abrgate
a regale a
water power
power on the
the Muskingum
a contract lease of land and water
Muskingum River, Ohio. June
30, 1916...
30,
1916. .................
...............................
1320
1320
Barour and
and Andrew
Gladden. An
An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
reliefofofD.
A. Barbour
Barbour and Andrew
D.D.A. Barbour
Andrew P. Gladden.
D. A.
Andrew P.
Gladden. June30,1916.....................132
June 30, 1916
Gladden
1321
Daniel
M. Frost.
......................1321
Daniel M.
Frost. An Act For the relief of Daniel M. Frost. July 3, 1916
1916.
Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.
Fla. An Act Releasing the claim of the United
United States Government to lot numbered
three hundred and six in the old city
Pensacola, Florida. July 3,
3, 1916 ................
city of Pensacola,
1321
Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.
Fla. An Act Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue aapatent to
to that portion
of land,
be
a
bounded on
on the
rth and
east by
Bayou Cad
et, on
on the
th e
of
land, being
a fractional
fractional block,
block, bounded
the no
north
and east
by Bayou
Cadet,
west by Cevalles
Cevallos Street, and on the south by Intendencia
Intendencia Street, in the old city of Pensacola,
Pensacola,
in
the
State
of
Florida.
July
3,
1916
1322
in theStateof Florida. July 3, 1916.....
......................................
1322
Benjamin F. Robinson
Robinsonand John
Dows. An Act For the issuance of a
a patent
Government
John Dozes.
patent for certain Government
land
to Benjamin
F. Robinson
John Dows.
July 3,
3, 1916
1322
land to
Benjamin F.
Robinson and
and John
Dows. July
1916 .................
1322
Davis and
collected on
certain tobacco
tobacco cutti
ngs
Davis
and Kershaw.
ersha. An Act Providing
Proiding for
for the refund of duties
dutaes collected
on certain
cuttings.
July
8,
1916
July8, 191
...........................................................
1322
1322
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Pensions, Civil War. An Act Granting pensions
pensions and increase
Pensions,
certain soldiers
and
increase of pensions
pensions to
to certain
soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent children of soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
of
sailors of
said war. July 8, 1916 .............................................................
1322
1322
Craighead
Craighead County, Ark. An Act To quiet title in certain
certain citizens to
to certain lands lying
lying within
within the
the
meander
meander line on the Saint Francis River,
River, and
and being parts of
of lots
lots and
and tracts
tracts of
of land
lying in
land lying
in
Craighead County, Arkansas. July
July 8,
8, 1916
1335
1916.............;...........
1335
William Foglio.
Foglio. An Act For the relief of William
William Foglio.
FogIto. July'
11,
1916
1336
July 11, 1916....................
1336
Pensions,
Pensions, Ciil
Civil War. An Act Granting
Granting pensions
and
increase
of
pensions
to
certain
soldiers
and
pensions and increase of pensions to certain soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certiun
certain widows and dependent children
children of soldiers
soldiers and
sailors of
of
and sailors
said war. July 17, 1916 .................................................
1336
1336
Mary S. Corbin.
An
Act
For
Corbin.
the relief of Mary
Mary S.
S. Corbin.
26, 1916
1916......................
1346
Corbin. July
July 26,
1346
Mrs. C. I).
D. Corbin.
Corbin. An Act For the relief of Mrs.
Mrs. C.
C. D.
I). Corbin.
Corbin. July
July 26,
26, 1916
1916 ....-...........
1346
134
JuliaR. Goodloe.
Julia
Goodlot. An Act For the relief of Julia R. Goodloe. August
August 1,
1, 1916
1916 ................
1346
1346
Hundley V. Fowler.
Fowler. An Act For the relief of the heirs of
V. Fowler,
Fowler, deceased.
deceased. August
of Hundley
Hundley V.
August
1, 1916............................
1916
1346
...................................
1346
Joseph A.
A. Budholdt.
Joseph A. Buckholdt.
Joseph
Buckholdt. An Act For the relief of Joseph
Buckholdt. August 4, 1916.
1916
1347
..........
1347
George
W.
Trahey.
George
An Act For the relief of George
W. Trahey. August 7,
1347
GeorgeW.
7, 1916 ............... 1347
R..
Delapenha
and
Company.
k. U. Delapenha
Company. An Act Providing for the
the refund
refund of
certain additional
additional duties
duties
of certain
collected on pineapples. August
August 7,
1916
1347
7, 1916
.......
...................................
1347
Mrs. Joseph
Joseph Cameron.
An
Cameron.
Act For the relief
relief of Mrs. Joseph Cameron. August
1347
August 7, 1916 .........
1347
Elizabeth
M. Dodge.
Dodge. An Act For the relief of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
August 7,
7, 1916
1348
Elizabeth M. Dodge.
Dodge. August
1916 ...........
1348
A.
A. S.
S. Walker. An Act For the relief of
of
Coll ec t
or o
Revenue A.
A. S.
Walker. August
August 7,1916.
7, 1916
1348
Collector
offInternal
Internal Revenue
S. Walker.
1348
Frank
P.
Sammons.
Frank P.
An Act For the relief of Frank P. Sammons.
Sammons. August
7, 1916
1916 ...............
1348
August 7,
1348
COntha
CYntha Ramey.
Barney. An Act For the relief of Cyntha
Cyntha Ramey. August
7, 1916
1348
August 7,
1916..................... 1348
Ella
Sone.
Ella Slone. An Act For the relief of Ella Slone.
1916 ................
1349
Slone. August 7,
7, 1916
..........
1349
Louis Jones.
Jones. August
Jones. An Act For the relief of Louis
Louis Jones.
August 7, 1916.........................1916
1349
1349
Wiliam A. Hutson. An Act For the relief of William A.
William
A. Huteon.
Hutson. August
7, 1916
1349
August 7,
1916 ............. 1349
MarthaA.
A. Moffitt.
Moitt. An Act For the relief of Martha A. Moffitt.
Martha
August 7,1916
7, 1916
1349
Mffitt. August
.................
1349
Thoas J.
Thomas
I. Bye. An Act For the relief of Thomas
Bye. August
August 7,
7, 1916..
1916 ...............
1349
Thomas J.
J. Bye.
1349
Mathilda Hesterman.
Hetean. An Act For the relief of Mathilda
Mathilda
Hesterman. August
August 7,
7, 1916
1916 ............
1350
Mathilda Heterman.
1350
Samuel .D.
D. Kingsbury.
Kingsbury. An Act For the relief of Samuel
Samuel D. Kingsbury.
Kingsbury. August
August 7,
7, 1916
1916 .........
1350
1350
Wallce L..Be.
Wallace
Bell. An Act For the
the relief of Wallace
August 7,1916
7, 1916.....................
1350
Wallace L. Bell.
Bell. August
1350
Isaac R. Strouse.
Strouse. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
Isaac
directing the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury to
credit the
the
of the Treasury
to credit
Strouse, collector
stamp account
account of Isaac
Isaac R. Strouse,
collector for the seventh
seventh internal-revenue
internal-revenue district,
district, in
in
the sum of $14,570.42.
$14,570.42. August 7
7, 1916 ...............
1351
.........................
1351
J.
da Roza Estate.
Estate. An Act For the relief of the J.
J. L. da
J. L. da Roza Estate,
Incorporated, of
of Elk
Elk Grove,
Grove,
Estate, Incorporated,
California.
California. August 7,1916...........................
7, 1916
1351
.................................
1351
Joseph
J. Scott. Joint
Joint Resolution
Joseph J.
Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
directing the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury to
to
credit the stamp
account of Joseph
Joseph J. Scott, as collector
•
stamp account
collector of internal revenue
revenue of
of the
first colthe first
collection district of California,
California, in
in the sum of $300, being
being the representative
certain
representative value of certain
internal-revenue
internal-revenue special-tax
special-tax stamps which were lost from
office of
collector.
fom the office
of the
the said
maid collector.
August 7, 1916 ....................
1351
......
.........
............
.......
131
James Houyde.
H
. An Act fors the
Hoe.
Houye. August
An
Ames
relief of James Houyde.
8, 1916
1351
8,191.................
1351
OlafNelson.
Olaf Nelson. An Act For the relief of Olaf Nelson.
August 8,
8, 1916
1916.
1352
Nelson. August
....................
1352
Borden H.
H. Mills.
Mills. An Act For the relief
Borden
relief of Borden IT. Mills.
August 8,
1916 ....................
1352
Mills. August
8, 1916
1352
Cowden and
and Cowden. An Act To pay Cowden
Cowden and Cowden, of Amory,
Amory, Monroe
Monroe County,
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi,
for the loss of a
ahorse while
used by
by the
Department of
of Agriculture.
9, 1916..
1916
1352
while being used
the Department
Agriculture. August
August 9,
1352
John H.
H. Bruce. An Act For the relief of the legal representatives
John
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bruce,
Bruce,
representatives and
and heirs
heirs of
deceased, widow of the late John H. Bruce. August
1352
August 9, 1916
1916 ............................
1352
Barbieriand
and Company. An Act For the relief of De Barbieri
De Barbieri
Company, of
of Valparaiso,
Valparaiso, Chile.
Chile
Barbieri and
and Company,
August
August 9. 1916 ...........................................................
1353
1353
Tennessee River, claims.
claims. An Act For the relief
relief of Doctors
Doctors Blair
Blair and Blake, Doctor
J. Maxwell,
Maxwell,
Doctor W. J.
Doctor
J. B. Blalock. August 9,
Doctor R. C. Evans, and J.
1916 .................................
1353
9,1916
1353
Eastern Transportation
TransportationCompany. An Act For the relief of the Eastern Transportation
Eastern
Company
Transportation Company.
August 9, 1916 ..............................................................
•.
1353
1353
W. W. Blood. An Act For the
the relief of W. W. Blood. August
August11,
1354
11, 1916 .......................
1354
Sherman
settlers. An Act To adjudicate
Sherman County, Oreg., settlers.
adjudicate the
the claims
certain settlers
in Sherman
Sherman
claims of certain
settlers in
County, Oregon. August 11,
11, 1916
1354
1916............
..... ...........................
1354
E.
E. E. Johnson.
Johnson. An Act For the relief
relief of Doctor E. E. Johnson.
August 11,
11, 1916................
1916
1355
Johnson. August
1355
Letitia W.
W. Garrison.
Garrison. An Act For the relief of Letitia
Garrison. August
11,
1916
1356
Letitia W.
W. Garrison.
August 11, 1916.............. 1356
Kondo Fisheries
FisheriesCompany. An Act For the relief of
M. Kcnulo
M. Kondo
Kondo Fisheries
Company.
August
of the M.
Fisheries Company. August
11, 1916 ................................................................
1356
1356
Union
Oil
Company.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
the
Union
Oil
Union
Union
Company. August
August 11,
11, 1916 .....
1356
1356
Samuel H. Walker. An Act For the relief
relief of Samuel
Samuel H.
.August 11,
11, 1916
1356
H. Walker.
Walker. August
1916 ............
1358
Sarah S. Plank.
Sarah
Plank. An Act For the relief
relief of Sarah S. Plank. August
August 11,
1357
11, 1916 ..................
1357
Nabor
Victoria Leon. An Act For the relief of Nabor and Victoria Leon. August 15,
Nabor and Victoria
1916.. 1357
1357
15, 1916..
George
H.
Hammond.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
George
H.
Hammond.
George H. Hammond.
George
Hammond. August 15, 1916
1357
1916......... 1357
John H.
H. Janssen.
Janssen. An Act For the relief of John
John H.
11. Janssen.
Janssen. August
August 16,
16, 1916
1357
1916................
1357
Thomas P.
Sorkilmo.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Thomas
P.
Thomas P. Sorkilmo. August
August 16,
16, 1916..........
1916
1358
1358
John M. Waples. An ActAct For the relief of the administrator
administrator of the estate of John
John M.
M. Waples.
Waplee
August 16, 1916..
........................................................
1916
1358
1358
Pensions, Regulars,
Regulas, and other than Civil
Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase
Pensions,
of pensi
pensions
increse of
to certain soldiers
and
sailors of the Regular
soldiers
Regular Army
Army and Navy
Navy, and of wars
wars other
other than
than the
Civil War, and to certain
certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives of such soldiers
sailors
soldiers and
and sailors.
August 18, 1916
........ .......... ......................................
1358
1358

Ir.
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Pensions, Regular.
Regulars, and
and other
than Civil
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
Pensions,
other than
Civil War.
War. An
An Act
and increase
of pensions
pensions

to
soldiers and
sailors of
Army and
and Navy
and of
other than
than the
the Civil
Civil
to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Navy and
of wars
wars other
War,
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors.
August 18,
War, and
and to
to certain
certain widows
relatives of
of such
sailors. August
18,
1916 361
...............
..................
..............................
Charlotte
M.
Johnston.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Charlotte
M.
Johnston.
August
18,
1916
Charlotte M. Johnston. An Act For the relief of Charlotte M. Johnston. August 18, 1916......
Pensions,
Regulars, and
and other
than Civil
War. An
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
of pensions
Pensions, Regulars,
other than
Civil War.
An Act
and increase
pensions
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
of the
the Regular
and Navy,
Navy, and
certain soldiers
soldiers and
to
and sailors
sailors of
Regular Army
Army and
and certain
and sailors
sailors
was other than the Civil War, and to widows
widowsof
of wars
of such soldiersand
soldiers and sailors. August 18, 1916.
916.
Pensions, Regulars
Regulars, and
and other
other than
Civil
War.
An
Act
Granting
pensions
and
increase
of
pensions
Pensions,
than Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions
to
diers and
and sailors
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Navy, and
and certain
soldiers and
sailors
to certain
certain sol
soldiers
sailors of
Army and
and Navy,
certain soldiers
and sailors
of wars other than the Civil War,
War, and
and to widows
widows of
soldiers and
sailors. August
August 18,
1916.
of such
such soldiers
and sailors.
18,1916.
Pensions,
Pensions, Regulars
Regulars, and
and increase
of pensions
pensions
and other then
than Civil
Civil War.
War. An Act Granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
to certain
certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular
Regular Army and Navy, and certain soldiers and
and sailors
of wars other than
than the Civil War, and to widows
widows of such soldiers
1916.
soldiers and
and sailors. August 18,
18,1916.
Pensions, Regulars
Regulars, and
Granting pensions
pensions and
and increase
pensions
Pensions,
and other
other than Civil War.
War. An
An Act
Act Granting
increase of
of pensions
certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular
and sailors
sailors
to certain
Regular Army and
and Navy, and
and certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
of wars other than the Civil War, and to widows of such soldiers and sailors. August
August 18,
1916.
18,1916.
Pensions,
Regulars, and other
other than Civil War.
Pensions, Regulars,
pensions and increase
increase of pensions
War. An Act Granting pensions
to certain
certain soldiers and sailors
certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy, and certain
of wars other than theCivil
the Civil War, and to widows
widows of such soldiers and sailors.
1916.
sailors. August
August 19,
19,1916.
Prank J. Deutsch.
Deutsch. An Act For the relief
Frank
relief of Frank J.
I. Deutsch. August
21, 1916 ................
August 21,
WilliamD.
therelief
William D. Allen.
Allen. AnActFor
An Act For the
relief of the estate of William
D Allen.
August
21, 1916....
1916
William D.
August21,
Minnesota
andOntario
Minnesota and
Ontario Power Company. An Act For the relief of the Minnesota
and Ontario Power
Power
Minnesota and
Company. August 21, 1916
...........................................................
California
Harbor Commissioners.
Commissioners. An Act For the relief of the State Board of
California Harbor
of Harbor
Harbor Commissioners of the State of California.
California. August 21, 1916
sioners
1916...............
.......................
Lillie B. Bandell.
Randell. An Act For the relief of Lillie B. Randell.
Lillie
Randell. August
August21,
21, 1916
1916 ..................
Hector M. McDonald. An Act For the relief of the legal
Hector
McDonald, deceased
legal heirs
heirs of hector
Hector M. McDonald,
deceased.
August21,
ugust, 1916 ..........
........
...........................
..........
Erskine R. Hayes.
Hayes. An Act For the relief
relief of Erskine
Erskine R. Hayes. August 21,
21, 1916................
1916
Hiram P.
P. Geaslin.
Hiram
P. Geaslin.
Geaslin. An Act For the relief of Hiram P.
Geeslin. August 21, 1916..............
1916
Elisha
Elisha A.
A. Crandall.
Crandall. An Act Granting
Granting a
Elisha A.
Crandall
a patent to aacertain strip of land to Elisha
A. Crandall.
.......
August 21,1916.
21, 1916
..................
...................:.........
Patrick
Curran.
the dependent
Patrick Curran. An Act For the relief of the
dependent widow
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Curran,
civilian ememCurran, civilian
ployee of the Government,
Government who was killed while in the discharge
discharge of his duties at
at the United
United
States naval
magazine at
naval magazine
Island, New
New York.
York. August
August 21,
21, 1916
at Iona Island,
1916..................
M. E.
E. Sitters.
Sitters. An Act For
For the
M.
Sitters. August
21, 1916
1916 ..................
the relief
relief of
of M.
M. E.
E. Sitters.
August 21,
Farmer's
State
Bank,
Eureka, Ill.
Ill. An Act For the relief of the Farmer's State
Farmer's
Eureka,
State Bank
Bank of
of Eureka,
Eureka
Woodford County, Illinois. •August 21, 1916
1916.
.................................
J. M. Potter.
Potter. An Act For the relief of J. M.
M. Potter. August 21, 1916 ..................
...
J. T. Nance,
Nance. An Act To reimburse J. T. Nance. August
August 21,
21, 1916 ........................
Illinois
Central
Railroad
Comnpany.
An
Act
Illinois Central Railroad Company.
For the relief of the Illinois Central Railroad
Railroad (ompany,
'ompany,
and for other purposes.
purposes. August
1916 ...............................................
August 21,
21, 1916
PredHenderson.
Henderson. An Act For the reli
relief
Henderson. August
Fred
efof
ofFred Henderson.
21,
1916
August 21, 1916................
TheodoreBage.
Theodore Bagge. An Act For the relief
relief of Theodore
Bagge. August
August 21,
1916
Thedore Bage.
21,1916.......
..........
"Mabel
I.
Meyers,"
Barkentine.
An
Act
For
the
reliefof
the
owners of the barkentine
"Mabel
Meyers," Barkentine.
relief of
barkentine Mabel I.
I
M[eyers
and
her
master
and
crew,
Meyers
crew, and for the relief of the owners
owners of cargo of
on
of molasses
molasses late
late on
bord
aid barkentine.
21, 1916
1916..
............
boird said
barkentine. August 21,
.........
William E. Heffner,
effner. An Act For the relief of William E. Heffner. Auguqt
Aug,ust 21, 1916 ..........
Mary H. S. Robertson. An Act For
thee relief of the estate of Mary H.
For th
IH. S.
S. Robertson,
Robertson, deceased
deceased.
August
.........................
ugust 21,
21, 1916
1916
W. W. Finn.
Fin. An Act For the relief
..
relief of W. W. Finn. August 21,
21, 1916 . ...................
Mr. John
Act For the relief of Mrs. John A.
1916.............
Mrs.
John A.
A. Fox.
Fox. An Act
A. Fox.
Fox. August
August 21, 1916
Nathaniel Monroe.
Monroe. An
An Act For
For the
the relief
relief of Nathaniel
Nathaniel
Nathaniel Monroe.
Monroe. August 23, 1916...........
1916
elson T. Saunders.
Saunders. An Act For the relief
Nelson T. Saunders. August
23,1916
Nelson
relief of Nelson
August 23,
1916 ............
JohnL.
Moon. An Act For the relief
John L. Moon.
relief of John L. Moon. August24,
August 24, 1916 ...................
C.
HoratioScott.
C. Horatio Scott. August 24,1916
.......
C. Horatio
Scott. An Act For the relief of C.
24, 1916 ......
JohnDo.d.
An Act To confirm the entry of John Dowd. August 25,1916.
.......
John Dowd. An
25, 1916
Wiliam
.
Ingle.
An Act
Act Authorizing
Willia H
William H.
An
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to issue patent
patent to William
Ingle for
August 25,1916..........
25, 1916
Ingle
for homestead
homestead entry in Colorado. August
Mie G.
G.Womak.
ActFor
therelief
Mike
Womack. An Act
For the
relief of Mike G. Womack.
Womack, August 26, 1916............
Matthew
correct the military record of Matthew
C. Butler, junior. August
Matthew C. Btler,jr.
Butler, jr. An Act To correct
Matthew C.
99. 1916.
29,
1916
. .
.
.
.............
HSalor
V'lsen. An Act For the relief of Halvor Nilsen. August 31,
i9i6 ......................
Halvor Nilsen.
31, 1916
Pensions,
Granting pensions
increase of
pensions to
soldiers and
and
Pension Civil
Cil War. An
An Act
Act Granting
pensions and
and increase
of pensions
to certain
certain soldiers
sailors of the Civil War and certan
certain widows and dependent children of soldiers and sailors of
said war.
war. August 31, 1916
......................

Civil War. An Act Granting
increase of pensions
pensions to certain soldiers and
Pensions, Civil
Granting pensions and increase
ailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows and dependent
sailors
dependent children
children of soldiers and sailors of
1916
said war. August 31,
31. 1916.......................1411

1
1361
1366
1366
1366
366
1369
1369
1373
1373
1376
1376
1382
1382
1388
1388
1389
1389
1389
1389
1389
1389
1389
1389
1390
1390
1390
1390
1390
1390
1390
1390
1391
1391
1391
1391
139f
139f
1391
1391
1392
1392
1392
1392
1392
1392
1392
1392
1393
1393
1393
1393
1393
139
1394
1394
1394
1394
1394
1394
1395
1395
1

1395

1395
1395
1395

1396
1396
1396

1396

1396

1411
Pensions.
Civil Wr. An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensn to certain sdis
a
1411
Pensions. Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions to certain soldiers and
sailor
ertain widows and dependent
sailors of the Civil War and certain
dependent children
children of soldiers and sailors of
said
August 31, 1916
aid war.
r. August31,
1916
................................................
1424
1424
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Charleston-Dunbar Traction
Traction Company.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
to
Charleston-Dunbar
Company. An
An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing the
War to
lease to Charleston-Dunbar
Charleston-Dunbar Traction Company a
a certain strip or parcel of land owned by
by the
United States Government
September 1,
Government on the Great Kanawha
Kanawha River
River in West
West Virginia.
Virginia. September
1,
1916
.......................
....
.........................
Pensions,
Regulars, and
Pensions, Regulars,
and other
other than
than Civil War.
War. An Act
Act Granting pensione
pensions and increase
increase of pensions
pensions
certain soldiers and sailors
sailors of the Regular
to certain
Regular Army and Navy and of
of Wars other than the
the
Civil War, and to certain widows and dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
September 5, 1916.
1916 .
........
.....................................
Pensions,
Granting pensions
pensions and increase
pensions to certain
and
Pensions, Civil War.
War. An Act Granting
increase of pensions
certain soldiers and
.
dependent relatives
relatives of such
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows and
and dependent
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
September 5, 1916
sailors. September
...................................
Oleanne
Marie Zahl
Branum. An Act For the relief of Olea,nne
Branum. September
September 5,
Oleanne Marie
Zahl Branum.
Oleanne Marie Zahl Branum.
5,
1916 ...............................
.....
.............................
McCabe,
validate title to the town site of McCabe,
McCabe, in the State
McCabe, Mont. An Act To validate
State of
of Montana
Montana.
September
September 5, 1916.
1916 ............
........................................................
Martin
Martin Huhn.
Buhn. An Act For the relief of Martin Huhn.
Hnhn. September 5, 1916
1916.........................
John
P. Sutton.
John P.
Sutton. An Act For the relief of John
John P.
P. Sutton. September
September 6, 1916
1916..................
John
Duggan. September 7, 1916
John Duggan.
Duggan. An Act For the relief of John Duggan.
1916
........................
Eva M. Bowman. An Act For the relief of Eva
M. Bowman.
Bowman. September
8, 1916
EvaM.
September8,
.................
Sorenson
James Lyle. September
Sorenson and Lyle. An Act For the relief of Karen S. Sorenson
renseon and James
September 8,
1916.
1916 .............-...........
.......
i..............
...............
John
E. Keys.
relief of
E. Keys.
September 8,
1916
JohnE.
Keys. An
An Act
Act For
For the relief
of John E.
Keys. September
8,1916.....................
September 8,
1916
James L. Yokuni.
Yokum. An Act For the relief of James
James L. Yokum.
Yokum. September
8, 1916.............
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1447

1447
1449
1465
1465

1466
1466
1466
1466
1467
1467
1467
1467
1467
1467
1467

STATUTE II.-1916-1917.
11.-1916-1917.
STATUTE
Harvey H. Young.
1916
Young. An Act For the relief of Captain Harvey H. Young. December 19, 1916.....
Thomas M.
M. Jones. An Act For the relief of Thomas M. Jones. December 30, 1916 ..............
Thomas
James Anderson. An Act For the relief of James Anderson.
Anderson. January
James
January 16, 1917
1917...........
.........
Wiliam H.
William
H. Woods. An Act For the relief of William H. Woods.
Woods. January
1917
January 18, 1917..............
Allen J.
M. Hitter.
Hiller. .A..0
For the
relief of Allen.
M. Hiller. February 8,1917
8 1917...................
An Act
ActFor
the relief
Alen M.
EdwardP.
Edward
P. .McDermott.
Williams
McDermott. An Act For the relief of Edward
Edward F. McDermott, alias James Williams.
February
February 8, 1917 ...
-.....................................
.........
Napoleon B. Guidings.
Napoleon
Giddings. An Act For the relief of the legal representatives
representatives of Napoleon
Napoleon B. Giddings.
Giddings
February 8, 1917.......
1917
.......
...............................................
Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Elliott.
E. Elliott. February
February 8,
1917. .................
Elliot. An Act For the relief of Sarah E.
8, 1917
Charles
Charles L. Moore. An Act For the relief of Charles L. Moore.
Moore. February 8, 1917..............
1917
John
Brodie. An Act For the relief of John Brodie. February
John Brodie.
February 8, 1917
..........................
Valentine Brasch.
Breach. An Act For the relief of Gottlob Schlect and Maurice D. Higgins
Higgins and for the
relief
of the heirs
legal representatives of Valentine
Broach. February
1917 ........
reliefof
hi and
ndlegalrepresentativesof
ValentineBrasch.
February 8,
8,1917
James
A.
C
ba.
An
Fr
Act
the
lief
of
the
truteean
who are now
or who ma
may
James A. Chamberlain.
Let For
relief
th2 trustee awl parties
PartieeYhe
nowor
hereafter become
n the
1he estate
ete
of James
Jamei A. Chamberiton
Chamberlin under the terms of his
become interested
interested in
will. February 8, 1917
1917.................................
...............................
Jennie
Buttner. An Act
.Act Forthe
For the relief of Mrs. Jennie Buttner. February
1917
Jennie Buttner.
February 8,
8, 1917................
Gertie
Foss.
An
Act
For
the
relief
of
Gertie Foss.
Gertie Foss. February 8, 1917
1917..........................
P. H. Aylett. An Act For the relief of the legal representative
IL Aylett. February
1917
representative of P. H.
February 8, 1917..
Ida
Turner. An ActForthe
Act For the relief of
Turner. February
Ida Turner.
of Ida
IdaTurner.
February 88, 1917
1917..........................
Anna
Anna C.
Parrett. An Act For the relief
relief of Anna C. Parrett. February
February 9,
1917
C. Parrett.
9, 1917.................
S. E.
E. Bennett. An Act For the relief of S. E.
E. Bennett. February
February 9, 1917
1917. ........................
Stephen J.
T. Simpson. An Act For the relief of Stephen
Stephen J.
February 12,
J. Simpson. February
12, 1917
1917..........
"Esparta," steamship. An
Act For the relief of the owners of the steamship
Esparta. February
14,
"Esparta,"
AnActFortherelief
steamshipEsparta.
February14,
1917 ............................................................................
Everett H. Corson.
Corson. An Act For the relief
Everett
relief of Everett
Everett H. Corson.
Corson. February
February 14, 1917.
1917 ...............
S.
S. L. Burgard.
February 14, 1917
S. L.
L. Burgard.
Burgard. An Act For the relief of S.
Burgard. February
1917..................
Joseph
A. Jennings.
Joseph A. Jennings.
Jennings. An Act For the
the relief of
of Joseph A.
Jennings. February
February 14,
14, 1917 ..........
Peter
PeterKenney.
Kenney. An Act For the relief of Peter Kenney.
Kenney. February
February 15,
15, 1917
1917 ....................
Martin V. Farmer.
Parmer. An Act For the relief
Martin
relief of Martin
Martin V. Farmer.
February 15, 1917 .............
Parmer. February
Gardiner
Eastman. An Act For the relief of Gardiner L.
L. Eastman.
Eastman. February
February 15,
GardinerL. Eastman.
15, 1917 ......
reimburse John Sim
$-en. February
February 15,
John Simpson. An Act To reimburse
Simpson.
15, 1917 ....................
L Hoover. February
February 15,
1917. .............John B. Hoover. An Act For the relief of John B.
15, 1917
.
Patents in
Patents
fee to
in Washington. An Act Confirming patents
patents heretofore
heretofore issued to
certain
infee
to Indians
Indians in
to certain
Indians
Indians in the State of Washington.
Washington. February 15, 1917.....
1917
...
...................
Ivy
Merrill. An Act For the relief of Ivy L. Merrill.
Merrill. February
19174
Iry L. Merrill.
February 15, 1917.................
Alma Provost.
February 15, 1917 1477
Provost. An Act For the relief of Alma Provost. February
....................
S. S. Yoder. An Act For the relief
B.
relief of S. S. Yoder. February
February 17, 1917.....................-.
19171478
William Blair.
Blair. An Act To reimburse William Blair for losses and
William
and damages sustained
sustained by him by
the negligent dipping of his cattle by the Bureau of Animal Industry,
Industry, Department
Department of Agriculture. February
February 17, 1917 1478
.........................................................
James Philip.
Philip. An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to extend the lease of certain land
land
in Stanley
Stanley County, South Dakota,
Dakota, for a
pasture. February 17, 1917 .......-.....
a buffalo pasture.
S.Speneer
S.
Spencer Carr.
Carr. An Act For the relief of S. Spencer
Spencer Carr. February
1917 ..................
February 19,
9,1917
Rihard
Daeley.
An
Act
Secretary
of the Interior
Ridiard
land
Daeley.
entry An
of Richard
Act Authorizing
Authorizing
Daeley. the
February
20, 1917
Interior to accept the application for
for

of

land entry of Richard Daeley. February 20, 1917 .................................

1469
1469
1469
1469
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1471
1471
1471
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1472
1472
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1
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2
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Thomas Smart.
Smart. An Act For the relief
relief of Thomas Smart. February
February 20,
20, 1917.....................
1917
1479
1479
John P.
P. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerad. An Act To amend
amend the military
military record
record of
of John
Fitzgerald. February
20,
John P.
P. Fitzgerald.
February 20.
1917.
1917 ..

.............................................................................

1479
1479

George L. Thomas. An
Act For
For the
of George
George L.
L. Thomas.
1917 ............
1480
George
An Act
the relief
relief of
Thomas. February
February 20,
20, 1917
1480
Pensions Civil War. An Act Granting
Pennons,
Granting pensions and increase
increase of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors of the Civil War and certain
certain widows
widows and dependent relatives
relatives of
such soldiers
soldiers and
of such
and
sailors. February
February 20, 1917.............
1917
1480
..................
.
..............
1480
Honoullu,
public building
rite. An Act To confirm and ratify the
Honolulu, public
building site.
sale
of
the
Federal-building
the sale of the Federal-building site
site
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, Territory
for other
other purposes.
purposes. February
February 21,
21, 1917
1480
Terrtory of Hawaii, and
and for
1917 .............. 1480
Bayard. An Act
ActFor
Antoine Bayard.
For the relief of the heirs
February 23,
1917 .....
1480
heirs of
of Antoine
Antoine Bayard.
Bayard. February
23, 1917
1480
KentucySpanish
Kentucky
Spanish Warclaim.
War claim. An Act
For the relief of the State of Kentucky. February
February 26,1917.
26, 1917
1481
ActForthereliefoftheStateofKentucky.
1481
Corporationtaz.
Refund of Corporation
tax. An Act For the relief of sundry building
building and loan
loan associations.
Febassociations. February 26,
26,1917
................niwy
1917 ----........................---......
1481
. ....
1481
Standard Chemical,
Standard
Chemical, etc., Company. An Act Providing
Providing for
of certain
illegally
for the refund
refund of
certain duties
duties illegally
levied and collected on acetate
acetate of lime. February 26,
1495
26, 1917
....................
. 1495
Meredith G. Corlett.
Corlett. An Act For the relief of Meredith
Meredith
Meredith G.
G. Corlett, a
citizen and
resident of
of WilWila citizen
and resident
liamson County, Tennessee.
February 26,
1917
1495
Tennessee. February
26, 1917
.............
1495
Joseph Beech.
Beech. County
Joint
,
Joseph
Joint Resolution
To grant citizenship to Joseph
Joseph Beech.
1495
Beech. February
February 26
26,.,1917
1917....... 1495
Omnibus clams
Making appropriations
appropriations for payment
Omnibus
claims Act. An Act Malang
cl
aims in
in accordance
accordance
payment of
of certain
certain claims
with findings
findings of the Court of Claims,
provisions of
Claus, reported under the
the provisions
of the
the Acts
Acts approved
approved
March third,
third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three,
eighty-three, and March
hundred and
and
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
eighty-seven, and commonly known as the Bowman and
eighty-seven,
Acts, and
the
and the
the Tucker
Tucker Acts,
and under
under the
provisions of section numbered one hundred and fifty-one of the Act approved March
provisions
third,
March third,
nineteen hundred and eleven, commonly known
as the
Code. Februa
ebruary 27,
1495
known as
the Judicial
Judicial Code.
27, 1917
1917.. 1495
Riverside Military Academy. An Act For the relief of Riverside Military
Riverside
Military Academy.
ebruary 27,
Academy. February
27,
1917
1917 ..................-..-.....- ....-......
1497
.................... 1497
Caleb
Caleb T. Holland.
Holland. An Act For the relief of Caleb T. Holland.
Holland. March 2,
1917
2,19177..................
1498
Pensions,
War. An Act Granting pensions and increase
Pensions, Civil War.
and
increase of pensions to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent relatives
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
relatives of
of such
sailors.
March
sailors.
2, 1917 ...................................
1498
.......
1498
Pension, Civil War.
War. An Act Granting pensions
Pensions,
pensions and increase
increase of pensions
pensions to
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
to certain
sailors
of
the
Civil
War and certain
certain widows and dependent children of
•
sailors
and sailors
sailors
of soldiers and
of said war. March 2, 1917 ..........- .......
1513
...---1...........
513
Penions,
Cvil
War.
An
Act Granting
Pensions, Civil
Granting pensions and increase
increase of pensions
to certain
soldiers and
pensions to
certain soldiers
and
sailors
of
the
Civil
War
certain widows
sailors of the Civil War and certain
widows and dependent
dependent children
children of soldiers and sailors
of said war. March
..................
March 2, 1917
1917..
1529
. ....---------------------1529
Pensions,
Civil
War.
An
Act
Granting
Pensions,
pensions and increase
increase of
to certain
soldiers and
of pensions
pensions to
certain soldiers
and
sailors
of
the
Civil
War
and
certain
sailors
certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
and
March
3, 1917.....
sailors.
1549
Haysa~rtilors.
.
a..
...
11917
rch.
........
. ......
.. ......................................
1549
Hays Gaga&
askill.
An
Act3 For
the 9reliefofHays
relief of Hays Gaskill.
Gaskill. March3,
March 3, 1917 ..
1557
................ ....
.
1557
Penion, Civil
Cinil War. An Act Granting
Granting pensions and increase
Pensions,
increase of
pensions to
to certain
of pensions
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent
dependent children of soldiers
and sailors
sailors
soldiers and
aid war. March 3,
of •Jaid
3, 1917 .............
1558
1558
Pension,
than Civil
Civil War. An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions
Pensions, Regulars,
Regulars, and
and other
other than
pensions
to
certain
soldiers
and
sailors
of
the
Regular
to certain soldiers and sailors
Regular Army
Army and Navy, and
certain soldiers
sailors
and certain
soldiers and
and sailors
of
other than
than the
the Civil
CivilWar,and
towidowsof
of wars
ware other
Wax, and to
widows of sucholdierandailors.
such soldiers and sailors. March
3, 1917
1573
March3,1917..
1573
Pensions,
Regulars
andother
than
Ciil
War.
An
Act
Granting
pensions and increase
Pensions, Regulars, and other than Civil War.
increase of pensions to
certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular
Regular Army and Navjr,
and
certain
soldiers
and
sailors
avy, and certain soldiers and sailors
of
wars other
of wars
other than
than the Civil War and to widows of such soldiers and sailors. March
March 3,
1917
1580
3,1917..
1580
Lnen
Thread Company.
Linen Thread
Company, An Act Providing
Providing for the refund
refund of duties
duties collected
collected on
on flax-preparatory
flax-preparatory
machines, parts,
part, and accessories
accesories imported subsequently to August
August fifth,
fifth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
and nine,
prior to January
January first, nineteen
and
nine, and prior
nineteen hundred and eleven.
eleven. March
March 4,
4, 1917.
1587
1917........ 1587
omesteadentriesin
Forthe
Homestead
entries in Colorado
Colorado. AnAct
An Act For
the relief
relief of Guy A.
Jesse L.
ISAAC
A. Richards,
Richards, Jese
L. Robbins,
Robbins, Isaac
M. C. Grimes,
Grimes, William L.Irvine,
M.
L. Irvine, and David
Dav id C
ox.
M
arc h 4,
1587
Cox.
March
4, 1917
1917...........
1587
Marguerite
Mathilde Slidell dErlanger.
Marguerite Mathilde
d'Erlanger. An Act For the relief of Marguerite
Marguerite Mathilde Slidell
Slidell
d'Erlanger.
M
arc
h
4,
1917
d'Erlanger. March 4, 1917...............
.................................
15
Penion,
Regulars, and
other thn
Civil War.
War. An Act Granting
Granting pensions and increase
Pensions, Regulars,
and other
than Civil
of pensions
pensions 1588
increase of
to certain
and sailors of the Regular
RegularArmy
to
certain soldiers
Army and
and Nav
iavy and of wars other than
than the
the
Civil
War, soldiers
and to
Civil
War,
and
to certain
certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent relatives of such soldiers and sailors.
sailors. M
arch
March

4,
4, 1917
1917 ..
........
..................
................................
1588
Pension, Regulars, and other
1588
than Civil
Civil War.
An Act
Granting pensions
ensions and increase
Pensions, Regulars, and
other than
War. An
Act Granting
increase of pensions
pensions
to
certain
soldiers
sailors of
the Regular
and avy
a and of wars other than
to certain soldiers and
and sailors
of the
Regular Army an
the
than
the
Civil
certain widows
widows and
and dependent relatives of such soldiers
Civil War,
War, and
and to
to certain
soldiers and sailors.
sail ors . March
March
4,
1917
1917
.......................................................
1594
Edith
Blankart
Punslon.
An
Act
a pension
Edith Blankart Funnon. An Act Granting
Granting a
pension to Edith Blankart Funston,
Funston, widow
widow of the
the 1594
late Major General
Frederick
General Frederi
ck Funston.
1917
1596
March 4, 1917............................
. 1596
.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS.
LIST OF CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS.
For
joint meeting
the two
Houses. December
6, 1915
1599
Forjoint
meeting of
of the
two Houses.
December 6,
1915................................
holiday recess.
For holiday
recess. December
December 17,
17, 1915
................
.....................................
Printing ordered of reports of Alaskan
Alaskan Engineering
Commission. February
3, 1916............
19161599
Engineering Commission.
February 3,
Printing ordered of report on Diseases of
of the
the Horse.
Horse. February
3,
1916
February 3, 1916 .......................
Printing
Printing ordered of report on Diseases of Cattle. February
February 3,
1916 ........................
3, 1916
Correcting
Correcting text of urgent deficiency
appropriations bill.
February 12,
deficiency appropriations
bill. February
12, 1916
1916 ....................
Accepting
Accepting statue of Henry
Henry Mower
Mower Rice
March 11,
11, 1916
1916 .......................
Rice from
from Minnesota.
Minnesota. March
Printm
g ordered of proceedings
Printing
proceedings of unveiling statue of Henry
Mower Rice.
April 8,
8, 1916
Henry Mower
Rice. April
1916.......
For joint meeting of the two Houses.
Houses. April 18, 1916 .......................................
Printing ordered
ordered of Journal of Grand Army Encampment,
1916. May
9, 1916
Encampment, 1916.
May 9,
1916 ..................
Printing ordered
ordered of revised edition of Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Laws. May
9, 1916
1916 ......................
May 9,
Requesting return from President
Requesting
Aqueduct Bridge,
C., bill.
bill. May
12, 1916 ..............
President of Aqueduct
Bridge, D. C.,
May 12,1916
Reenrolment of Aqueduct Bridge, D. C.,
Reenrollment
ordered. May
C., bill ordered.
May 13,
13, 1916
1916 ......................
enrollment of omnibus pension bill S.
Correcting enrollment
4856. May
S. 4856.
May 27, 1916
1916..........................
enrollment of orivaibus
Correcting enrollment
14484. June 29,
1916 ....................
omnibus pension bill H.
H. R.
R. 14484.
29, 1916
Correcting enrollment of omnibus pension bill H. R. 1348.
13486. June 30,
30, 1916 .....................
Requesting return from President of bill to construct bridge
Requesting
bridge across Bayou Bartholomew. July
July 8,
8,
1916..........................................
1916
..................
Requestingthe
todesignate
a day
dayfor
Requesting
the President
President to
designate a
for contributingaid
contributing aid to Armenians.
Armenians. July
July 18,
18, 1916
1916 .... :
Correcting enrollment of Post Office appropriation
appropriation bill. July 19, 1916 .........................
etc., ordered of bill to construct
Reenrollment, etc.,
construct bridge
bridge across
Bartholomew. July
1916._
acros Bayou Bartholomew.
July 26,
26,1916..
Accepting statue of Zebulon Baird
Baird Vance
Vance from North Carolina.
Carolina. July
July 29,
29, 1916
1916..................
Printing ordered
ordered of proceedings
proceedings of unveiling statue of Zebulon Baird Vance. July
July 29,
29, 1916
1916.....
enrollment of naval service appropriation
Correcting enrollment
appropriation bill. August
August 10,
10, 1916
1916....................
enrollment of District of Columbia appropriation
Correcting enrollment
bill
August 23, 1916
1916.............
appropriation bill.
August
For joint meeting
meeting of the two Houses.
Houses. August 29
29, 1916........................................
1916
Printing ordered
ordered of additional
additional copies of Federal Farm Loan Act. September
September 7, 1916...........
1916
For adjournment
adjournment of Congress. September 8,1916
8,1916
.............................................
For joint meeting of the two Houses.
Houses. December 4, 1916
1916 ....................................
Authorizing joint Congressional
to arrange
arrange for
the inaugu
rati on of
ofth
Pres id en t- el
ec t
Authorizing
Congressional committee
committee to
for the
inauguration
thee President-elect.
December 7, 1916 ...........
..........................................
recess. December
20, 1916
For holiday
holiday recess.
December 20,
19161605 ......................................
For holding
....................
holding funeral
funeral services
services of Admiral Dewey. January
January 18, 1917
For counting electoral votes. January
January 27, 1917 ..................................
...
.......
For joint meeting
meeting of the two houses. February 3, 1917
........................................
Printing ordered of Journal of Grand Army Encampment,
Encampment, 1917.
1917. February
February 13,
13, 1917
1917 ............
Printing ordered of digest of contested
contested election
election cases,
cases, House
Representatives, 1901-1917.
1901-1917. FebHouse of Representatives,
February 13, 1917..............................................................
1917
education, etc.,
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of vocational
vocational education,
etc., bill. February
February 17,
17, 1917
1917 ...................
For paying
paying expenses
expenses burial of Admiral Dewey. February
21, 1917
February 21,
............................
additional copies of Immigration
Printing ordered of additional
Imungration Act. February 26, 1917 ..........
.
Correcting
Correcting reenrollment
reenrollment of Porto Rico Bill. February
February 26, 1917
1917..................................
For joint meeting of
1917
of the two Houses.
Houses. February
February 26,
26, 1917
........................
..
Correcting enrollment
enrollment of Medawakanton,
Medawakanton, etc.,
Indian Bill.
Bill. March
March 2,
2, 1917...................
1917
Correcting
etc., Indian
Printing ordered
ordered of proceedings
proceedings of unveiling
unveiling of
Kosciuszko statues.
March 3,
3, 1917..
1917_
of Pulaski
Pulaski and
and Kosciuszko
statues. March
ix
ix
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LIST OF TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS.
General peace treaty with Peru. Signed at Lima July 14, 1914; proclaimed
March 6,
1915
proclaimed March
6, 1915......
General peace treaty with Paraguay. Signed at Asuncion
Asuncion August 29, 1914; proclaimed
proclaimed March
March 17,
17,
1915 ............................
.........................................................
General
withItaly.
General peacetreaty
peace treaty with
Italy. Signed
at Washington May
5, 1914; proclaimedMarch24,1915..
proclaimed March 24, 1915
SignedatWashington
Ma 5,1914;
,1914
October
General peace
Signed at
at Washington
Washington suor
ber
7
,
4194;
1914 ,proclaimed
General
peace treaty with
with Russia. Signed
etber
, 81
proclaimed March
March 25,
1915 ...........................................................................
.
Arbitration
Arbitration agreement
agreement with the Netherlands. Signed at Washington
proclaimed
Washington May 9, 1914; proclaimed
August 21, 1915
............................................................
Parcel post convention with the Argentine
Washington March
Argentine Republic.
Republic. Signed at Washington
March 12, 1915;
1915;
approved by.the President March
approved
March 15, 1915, andby
and-by the Argentine Republic September
September 15, 1915..
1915
Protocol with Russia relating to embargoed
September 23,1915...:
23, 1915
embargoed goods. Signed at Washington
Washington September
General peace treaty with China. Signed at Washington September
General
September 15, 1914; proclaimed OctoOctober 23, 1915.................
..........
.......
.............................
General peace treaty
General
treaty with Chile. Signed at Washington
Washington July 24, 1914; proclaimed
proclaimed January 22,
1916 ......
............................
General peace treaty with Ecuador.
General
Ecuador. Signed at Washington
Washington October 13, 1914; proclaimed
proclaimed January24,
........ ....................................................
ary
24, 1916
Treaty of
of amity and development
development with Haiti. Signed at Port au Prince
Prince September
September 16, 1915;
1915;
proclaimed May 3, 1916
proclaimed
..
....................
.............................
Canal
convention with Nicaragua. Signed at Washington
Washington August 5, 1915; proclaimed
Canal convention
proclaimed June 24,
1918...........................
......................
1916
Parcel post convention
convention with China. Signed at Peking May 29,
1916, at
Washington July
July 11,
11, 1916;
29,1916,
at Washington
1916;
approved
approved by China
China June 9, 1916, by the President
President July
July 12, 1916
1916 ........................
General
General peace
peace treaty
treaty with Honduras.
Signed at Washington November
proclaimed
November 3, 1913;
1913; proclaimed
July 28
28, 1916.
...........................................................................
1916
Pan American trade mark convention.
convention.
Buenos Aires August 20,
Signed at Buenos
20, 1910; proclaimed
proclaimed
September 16, 1916 ........................................
September
..................
General
General peace treaty with Brazil. Signed
Signed at Washington
Washington July 24, 1914; proclaimed
proclaimed October 30,
1916 ..................
...................................................
Convention
Convention with Great
Great Britain
Britain for the protection
August
protection of migratory
migratory birds. Signed at Washington
Washington August
16,
16, 1916; proclaimed December
December 8, 1916...............................................
1916
Convention
Convention with Denmark
Denmark for cession of the Danish West Indies. Signed at New
New York
York August
August 4,
1916; proclaimed
proclaimed January 25, 1917
1917.................
•
............................
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LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS
Directing
Directing disposal
disposal of lands
lands in Standing
Standing Rock Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak. and
and S.
S. Dak.
Dak. March
March
15 1915
.................
.............
....................................
..
Diminishing
Diminishing area of the Sierra
Sierra National
National Forest, Cal.
April 27,
27, 1915
Cal, April
1915
.............................
Copyrights,
benefits to Italy extended to mechanical
Copyrights, 'benefits
mechanical musical
musical reproductions.
May 1,
1, 1915........
1915
reproductions. May
Modifying
Modr
ing area
area of the Mount Olympus National Monument, Wash.
Wash. May 11,
1915
11, 1915...............
Warnng
violations of neutrality
Warning against violations
neutrality during war between
between Italy and Austria.
Austria. May
May 24,
24, 1915
1915...
Diminishing
National Forest, Cal. June
Diminishing area
area of Santa Barbara
Barbara National
June 9, 1915 .........................
Sequoia National
Diminishing area of the Sequoia
National Forest, Cal. June 9, 1915
1915. ...........................
Enlarging
Waatch National
National Forest,
Enlarging area of the Wasatch
Forest, Utah. June
June 23, 1915
1915.........................
Diminishing area of the Nebo National
National Forest,
Utah. June
23, 1915
Forest, Utah.
June 23,
1915..............................
Modifying area of the Uinta National
National Forest, Utah.
Utah. June
June 23, 1915
1915...........................
Commending the National Negro Exposition. July 1, 1915....................................
Commending
1915
Directing disposal of certain ceded
ceded lands of Crow Indian Reservation, Mont. July
19, 1915
July 19,
1915......
Modifying
Modifying area of the Crater National
National Forest, Oreg. and Cal. July 19, 1915
1915.....................
Enlarging area of the Deschutes
Deschutes National
National Forest, Oreg. July 19, 1915......................
1915
Modifying area of the Fremont National Forest, Oreg. July
July 19,
19, 1915
..........................
Eliminating the Paulina
Eliminating
Paulina National
National Forest, Oreg.
19, 1915
1915
Oreg. July 19,
..................................
Enlarging area of the Nebraska
Nebraska National
National Forest, Nebr. July
July 19, 1915
1915 ............................
Modifying area of the Chugach National
August 2,
National Forest, Alaska. August
2, 1915
1915 ........................
Warning against violations of neutrality
neutrality during war between
between Italy
Turkey. August
1915
Italy and
and Turkey.
August 22,
22, 1915..
Diminishing area of the Datil National
National Forest, N. Mex. August
25, 1915........
1915
August25,
Diminishing area of the Cleveland National Forest, Cal.
31, 1915
1915 ....................
Cal. August
August 31,
Opening
Indian Reservation,
Opening to entry coal lands in Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, N. Dak. September
September 17, 1915_
1915..
Reserving land at Honolulu, Hawaii, for lighthouse purposes.
Reserving
October 4,
purposes. October
4, 1915
1915 ..................
Setting aside the Dinosaur National
National Monument,
Monument, Utah. October
October 4,
1915
4,1915 .........................
Discontinuing the Kansas National
National Forest,
Kans. October
14, 1915
Forest, Kans.
October 14,
1915............................
Warning against
Warning
against illegal shipment of arms,
etc., to
to Mexico.
Mexico. October
arms, etc.,
October 19,
19, 1915
1915.................
Designating Thurday,
Thursday, November
November 25,
25, 1915, as a
a day of general thanksgiving.
thanksgiving. October 20,
20, 1915
1915..
Warning against violations of neutrality during war between
between France,
Great Britain,
Britain, Italy,
Italy, and
and
France, Great
Servia and Bulgaria.
November 11,
Bulgtai.
1, 1915
1915
...................................................
Setting aside the Walnut Canyon National Monument,
Ariz. November
30,
1915
Monument, Ari.
November 30, 1915................
a day to contribute
Designating a
contribute aid to suffering Polish people.
people. December
December 18,
18, 1915
1915 ...........
Designating
Designating a
aday to contribute
contribute aid to stricken
stricken Jewish people. January
January 11,
11, 1916
1916 ...............
Reserving
Navassa
Island,
West
Indies,
for
lighthouse
Reserving Navaasa Island,
lighthouse purposes.
purposes. January 17, 1916
1916..............
Setting aside the Bandelier
Monument, N. Mex. February 11, 1916 ................
Bandelier National
National Monument,.
Setting aside the Natural
Bridges
National
Natural
National Monument,
Monument, Utah. February
February 11, 1916
1916..............
Diminishing area of the Ozark
OzarkNational
National Forest, Ark. February 17, 1916 ...................
Diminishing area of the Arkansas
Arkansas National Forest, Ark. February
February 23, 1916....................
1916
Diminishing
Diminishing area of the Chelan National Forest, Wash.
2, 1916
Wash. March
March 2,
1916..........................
Reserving
Reserving land at Lahaina,
Hawaii,
for
lighthouse
purposes.
March
6,
Lahaina,
for lighthouse purposes. March 6, 1916
1916........................
Warning
violations of neutrality
Warning against violations
neutrality during war between Germany and Portugal. March
March 13,
13,
1916 .....................................................................
Reserving
Reserving certain
certain coal lands in Alaska from leases, etc. March 15, 1916 .....................
Modifying area of the Alamo National Forest, N. Mex. April
April 3,
3, 1916
1916........................
Directing
disposal
disposal of certain ceded lands of Devils Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Dak.
Aril 26,
Dak. April
26,
1916
1916 .....................................................................
Reserving Annette Islands, Alaska, for the use of Metlakahtla
Metlakahtla Indians, etc. April 28,
28, 1916.
1916......
pening to homestead
Opening
certain lands
Reservation, Wash.
Wash. May
May 3,
homestead entry certain
lands in Colville
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
3, 1916_
1916...
Modifying
Modifying area
area of the Dixie National Forest,
May 10,
10, 1916
Forest, Utah
Utah and Ariz.
Ariz. May
1916 ......................
Requesting observance,
observance, etc.,
etc., of Flag Day
May 30,
30, 1916
Day.-. May
1916......................................
Diminishing area
Teton National
Forest, Wyo.
June 30,
1916
Diminishing
area of
of the
the Teton
National Forest,
Wyo. June
30, 1916
...........................
Enlarging
Enlarging area of the Bridger National
National Forest. Wyo. June
June 30, 1916
1916 .........................
Modifying
Modifying area of the Washakie
30, 1916
Washakie National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.
Wyo. June
June 30,
1916 ......................
Setting
Setting aside the Sieur de Monts National
National Monument,
8, 1916
1916.......................
Monument, Me.
Me. July
July 8,
Setting aside the Capulin
Mountain National
Capulin Mountain
National Monument,
Moriument, N. Mex.
1916
Mex. August
August 9, 1916...............
Prescribing regulations
regulations for protecting
migratory birds.
August 19,
19, 1916.
Prescribing
protecting migratory
birds. August
1916.....................
Modifying area of
1916. .......................
Modifying
of the
the Angeles
Angeles National
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.
Cal. August
August 22,
22, 1916
Warning
Warning against violations of neutrality during war between Germany
Germany and
Italy. August 30,
30,
and Italy.
1916.....................
1916
.................................
...
Designating a
aday to contribute aid to Lithuanian
people. August
31, 1916.....................
1916
Lithuanian people.
August 31,
Designating aaday to contribute aid
Designating
Armenian people.
August 31,
31, 1916
aid to Syrian and
and Armenian
people. August
1916............
Dinishing area of the Tahoe National
Diminishing
National Forest, Cal.
1, 1916.
Cal. and
and Nev.
Nev. September
September 1,
1916..............
xiifi
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1778
1781
1781
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1782
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LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.

Warning against violations
between Roumania and Austria-Hungary,
Austria-Hungary,
violations of neutrality during war between
Germany
September 18,
18, 1916 ...........................................
Germany and Turkey. September
Opening to homestead
homestead entry
certain lands
abandoned Fort
Reservation,
entry certain
lands in abandoned
Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military Reservation,
Mont.
Mont. October 2, 1916 .......................................................
Setting apart the Pisgah National
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. C. October 17,
17, 1916
........................
Setting aside the Pisgah
Piagah National
National Game Preserve, N. C. October 17, 1916 ......................
Setting aside the Old Kasaan
Kaman National
October 25, 1916 ................
National Monument,
Monument, Alaska. October
Designating Thursday,
30, 1916,
1916, as a
of general thanksgiving.
thanksgiving. November
Thursday, November
November 30,
a day ogeneral
November 17,
17, 1916_
1916.
Enlarging
Whitmairliatiobal
Oreg. Ismail
Enlaring area of the Whitmap
atiohal Forel*,
rit, Or^.
Januay 31, 1917 ........................
Warning
siglimst transfers
foreign ownership.
ownership. February
1917 ..........
Warng against
transfers of American
American vessels to foreign
February 5,
5,1917
Changing
reservations, Honolulu,
Changing lighthouse
lighthouse reservations,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Hawaii. February
February 14,
14, 1917
1917 ....................
Convening
session of the Senate.
Senate. February
February 23, 1917.
Covenig special season
1917
.............................
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OF THE
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PRIVATE LAWS OF THE SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
OF
OF THE
THE

UNITED STATES.
UNITED
STATES.

Passed
first session,
session, which was begun and
Passed at the first
in the
and held at
at the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, in
the
District
District of Columbia,
December, 1915, and was adjourned
Columbia, on Monday, the sixth day of
of December,
adjourned
without day on Friday,
Friday, the eighth
September, 1916.
eighth day of September,
1916.
W
OODROW WILSON,
W ILSON, President;
THOM_AS R.
R.MARShAL,
M ARSHALL, Vice
Vice President;
AMES P.
P.
WOODRO
President; THOMAs
President; J
JAMES
CLARKE,
C
LARKE, President of the Senate pro
pro tempore;
tempore; LEE S
S..OVERMAN,
OVERMAN, Acting
Acting President
President
of the Senate pro tempore,
tempore, March
March. 17 and 18, 1916; J
AMES A. O'
GORMAN, Acting
JAMES
O'GORMAN,
Acting
President of the Senate
OHN H
BANKHEAD, Acting
Acting
Senate pro
pro tempore, April 7,
7, 1916;
1916; J
JOHN
H..BANKHEAD,
President of the Senate
Senate pro
8, 10, 13 and 16,
W ILLIAM
pro tempore,
tempore, June 3, 8,
16, 1916; WILLIAM
HUGHES,
President of
September 2,
1916; OLLIE
M.
HUGHES, Acting President
of the Senate pro
protempore, September
2, 1916;
OLLIE M.
JAMES,
JAMES, Acting
Acting President of the Senate pro tempore, September
HAMP
September 7,
7, 1916;
1916; C
CHAMP
CLARK,
Speaker of the House
C
LARK, Speaker
House of Representatives;
Representatives; CHARLES
CHARLES M
STEDMAN, Speaker
Speaker
M..STEDMAN,
of the House of Representatives
Representatives pro tempore, July 29,
29, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 21.-An
21.—An Act Directing the Secretary
Secretary of War to reconvey
reconvey a
parcel of land
a parcel
to
Anshe Chased
Congregation, Vicksburg,
MiiippL
to the
the Anahe
Chesed Congregation,
Vicksburg, Misairippi.
-

February 10, 1916.
February
1916.
[H. R. 10,
4954.]
. 1.
1.I
[Private, No. 1.1

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
qf the United
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Anshe Chesed
Chesed ConAmerica in
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of War
War is
is gregation,
gregation, Vicksburg,
Vicksburg,
Miss.
Miss.
hereby directed
directed to convey by deed
deed to the Anshe Chesed Congregation,
Congregation, Part
Vicksburg
Part of
of Vicksburg
National
Park
National Military Park
Vicksburg, Mississippi, aa small tract of land for cemetery
Vicksburg,
cemetery _purposes,
purposes, granted
granted to.
which land is now part of the Vicksburg
Vicksburg National
National Military Park,
Park, and
more particularly
particularly described by metes and bounds as
follows:
as follows:
Description.
Commencing at the southeast
a tract of land as described
Commencing
southeast corner of a
described Deseription.
in deed book C
C C, page six hundred and eleven, in
in chancery
chancery clerk's
clerk's
office, Warren County, Mississippi;
thence with an
aziMississippi; thence
an astronomical
astronomical azimuth one hundred
hundred degrees
degrees and forty minutes
minutes nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-two
a stone post; thence
ninety-two feet to a
thence two hundred
hundred and nine degrees
and ten minutes five hundred
hundred and
stone post;
thence
and nine feet to a
a stone
post; thence
two hundred
hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five degrees and fifty-five
fifty-five minutes four
hundred and sixty-one
sixty-one feet to aastone post; thence two hundred
hundred and
twenty degrees and fifty minutes three
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight feet
three hundred
hundred and
feet
to a
astone post on the south side of the Baldwins
road; thence
Baldwins Ferry road;
thence
two hundred and ninety-six degrees
ten minutes
one hundred
degrees and
and ten
minutes one
hundred
and ninety-eight feet; thence
thence three hundred and fifty-five degrees
and ten minutes one hundred
twenty-three dehundred and five feet; thence twenty-three
grees and fifteen minutes one hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight feet to the
point of beginning.
Thence with an astronomical
astronomical azimuth no degrees
degrees and fifteen minutes five hundred and thirty-four feet,
feet; thence two hundred
hundred and seventy degrees and fifteen minutes
minutes three hundred and eighteen
eighteen and
and onehalf feet; thence one hundred and thirty-two
thirty-two degrees and five
five minutes
minutes
two hundred and fifty-one feet; thence one hundred
hundred and seventy-one
seventy-one
degrees and twenty minutes two hundred and fifty-nine feet; thence
one hundred
hundred and thirty-four degrees
degrees and twenty-five
twenty-five minutes one
hundred and forty-three feet to the point of be
beginning; containing
containing
one and sixty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more
or less,
and being
part
more or
less, and
being part
Proviso.
of section twenty-one, township sixteen, range four east: Provided,
Prowled, Proviso.
No expense.
expens
expense shall be incurred
Unted States in carrying No
That no expense
incurred by the United
out the provisions of this Act.
Approved, February
1916.
February 10, 1916.
2

2

10
6 0°-VOL 39—rr
39-pr 2-2
2-2
102620°—von

1203
1203

1204

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

SESS. I.
I. CHs.
38, 44.
44.
SESS.
CHS. 38,

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 38.—Joint
(TRAP
To amend
amend an
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
pensions
38.-Joint Resolution
Resolution To
an Act
Act granting
granting pensions
pensions to
and increase of pensions
of the
the Civil
certain
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors of
Civil War
War and
and certain
widows and
and dependent children
of soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
war," approved
children of
soldiers and
of said
said war,"
approved FebruFebruary twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred
and fifteen.
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and
fifteen.

Febrnary 28,
February
28, 1916.
1916.
[H. J.
J. Res.
(H.
Res. 89.1
89.]
[Priv. Res.,
No. 1.1
[Priv.
Res.,No.
1.1

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
the paragraph
in the
Congress assemb,
assembled, That
That the
paragraph in
the
Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act granting
and increase
pensions to
granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
of pensions
to
certain soldiers and sailors of
War and
certain widows
of the
the Civil
Civil War
and certain
widows
and dependent children
children of
of soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
of said
said war,"
war," approved
soldiers and
approved
February twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, private
Act
and fifteen,
private Act
Numbered
Numbered One hundred
hundred and
Sixty-third Congress,
Congress,
and ninety-three,
ninety-three, Sixty-third
granting an increase of pension
Kogle, late
late of
of Company
Company
pension to
to George
George A.
A. Kogle,
I,
I, One hundred
hundred and sixtieth Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
a pension at the
and to pay him a
of $50
per month
in lieu
of that
that
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
lieu of
•he is now receiving,
receiving, be
be corrected
to read
follows:
corrected and
and amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
"The name of George A. Kogle,
Kogle, late
"The
late of
Company.1,
hundred
of Company
I, One
One hundred
and sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
a .pension at the rate of $50
him a
$50 per
that he
now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving."
receiving."
Approved, February
Approved,
February 28,
28, 1916.
1916.

Omnibus pension
pension
Omnibus
Act, February
1915.
Act,
February 25,
25,191.
Error corrected.
corrected.
Error
Vol.
38, p.
p. 1489.
1489.
Vol. 38,

Georg A. Roes.
Pension incressed.

March
16, 191.
1916.
March 16,
[S.
3518.1
IS. 351a]

[Private,
[Private, No.
2-1
No. 2.

Pensions.

CAP.
pensions and
CHAP. 44.-An
44.—An Act Granting pensions
soland increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain soldirs
sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
diers and
and sailors
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
such
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
soldiers

Be it enacted by the Senate aind
Be
arid House
of Representatives
of the
United
House of
Reresentatives of
the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assemb, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to place
on the
and directed
place on
the
pension roll, subject to the provisions and
pension
limitations of
of the
the pension
and limitations
pension

laws—
lawsJaggers ' late
of Company
F, S
even t
een th
The name of
of George
George Jaggers,
late of
Company F,
Seventeenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
him aa pension
pension at
the
rate of
month in
i
n lieu
li eu o
th athe
he i
s now
now receiving.
of $40
$40 per
per month
offthat
is
receiving.
Barnet
Barnet Rawer.
auver.
The name
The
name of
of Barnet
Barnet Hauver, late of Company B,
B, Seventy-second
Seventy-second
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
David
Ph
,
rate of $50 per month in
that he
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
David Phillips, alias
charids
The name
name of David Phillips, alias Charles
Charles Gray.
The
late of
Charles Gray,
Gray, late
of United
United
States ships
shps Bey
Key West, Great
Great Western,
Western, and
States
United States
States
and Naumkeag,
Naumkeag, United
Navy, and pay him aapension at the rate of $50
of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Thompson
R.
that
he is
now receiving.
is now
John John
R. Thompson.
n Thom.
R.
The
name of
John R.
The name
of John
R. Thompson,
Thompson, late of Company H, One hundred
hundred
and
forty-third Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
and forty-third
and pay
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
k ch
r
pension
at
the
$30
per
pension
rate
of
month
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving
Frederick Scimetzer.
The
name of
Company G,
The name
of Frederick
Frederick Schnetzer, late of Company
G, One
One hunhundred and
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
dred
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
pay
pension at
the rate
is
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensios increased.
increased.
George Jaggers.

Geoergeaggers.

James
Goldsboagmes H.
H. Goldsbo
rough-

The name
name of
of James
H. Goldsborouh,
The
James H.
Goldsborough, late of Company B, One
One
hundred
fifty-fourth Regiment Indiana
hundred and fifty-fourth
nf
an t
ry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer I
Infantry,
and
pay him aa.pension at the rate o
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
i
s
off$40
40 per month
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Emma
F.
Webster.
Emma F. websr.
The name of Emma F. Webster, widow of George A. Webster,
The name of Emma F. Webster, widow of George A. Webster , late
of
of Company
Company H,
H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment,
Regi
men t
, and Company
Company E, Sixth
Sixth Regiment,
Regiment,
New York
Volunteer Heavy
New
York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay her a
apension at the
John A.
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
John
A. Mors.
Morris.
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name
John A. Morris,
The
name of
of John
Morris, late captain
captain and assistant
assistant quarterquartermaster,
nited
States
Volunteers,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at the rate
master,
of
$50
per
United
month
States
in lieu
lieu
Volunteers,
of
that
he
and
is
now
pay
receiving.
him
a,
pension
of
$50
per
month
in
of that he is now receiving
Spencer J. Dyer.
The name of Spencer
Spencer J.
Dyer, late
of Company
], Third Regiment
The name of
J. Dyer,
late of
Company Et
Regiment
Illinois
Cavalry, and second lieutenant
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
lieutenant Company
Company K,
Fifth
United States
States Colored
Artillery,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
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rate of
$36 per
in lieu
of that
and pay him aa pension at the rate
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
that
he is now receiving.
Jane
J
The name
name of
Bloss, widow
widow of
of George
E. Bloss,
Bloss ,lat
Bloss.
The
of Jane
Jane E.
E. Bloss,
George E.
latee o
off
ane E.
EBlossCompany
II, Fiftieth
Company H,
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
pay her a
is
she is
receiving and $2 per month additional on account of the
now receiving
the minor
minor
child of the said George
George E. Bloss until she reaches the age of sixteen
years.
years.
Cyr u SSpooner.
The name
name of
Cyrus Spooner,
Spooner, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Cyrus
The
of Cyrus
POO er
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
of
a pension at the rate of
$40
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Delius W. Compton.
name of
of Delias
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, ThirtyThee name
Delias W.
W. Compton,
Compton, late
Thirty- Delas
. C(mpton.
eighth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $36 ..p
er month in lieu of
per
of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Catherine Scheibel,
widow of
of William
Scheibel, late
late Catherine
The name
name of
of Catherine
Scheibel, widow
William Scheibel,
Catherine Scheibe.
Scheibel.
Connecticut Volunteer Cavalry, and
of Company M,
MI Fii;st Regiment Connecticut
pay her a
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
J Smith.
The name
name of
of Charlotte
Smith, widow
widow of
Frederick L.
Charlotte J.
The
Charlotte J.
J. Smith,
of Frederick
L. Smith,
Smith, late
late charlotte
. Smith
of Company F, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu
i
snow receiving.
of that she is
The
Smith, widow
widow of
of Augustus
Smith, late
late Lydia
Lydia A. Smith.
The name
name of
of Lydia
Lydia A.
A. Smith,
Augustus E.
E. Smith,
Smith.
of Company E, First Regiment Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy ArtilArtilpension at the rate of $20 per month in
lery, and pay her a
apension
m lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
that
is now
The
of Company
Company G,
L. Tallcott.
Talloott.
The name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel L.
L Tallcott,
Tallcott, late
late of
G, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Daniel
Daniel L.
Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and
Inf
antry,pay him aa pension
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
at the rate of
of $30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
The name
of Aurelia M.
The
name of
widow of
Todd, late
of Aurelia
M. Todd,
Todd, widow
of Samuel
Samuel D.
D. Todd,
late of
Aurelia M.
M. Todd.
Todd.
Company D, Sixteenth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
at the
the rate
per month
month in
of that
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that
snow receiving.
she i
is
receriving.
Emm If. Bowman.
ma n
The name
of Emma
Emma M.
M. Bowman,
widow of
The
name of
Bowman, widow
of Edward
Edward Bowman,
Bowman, late
late Emma
Bow
.
of
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry,
and
of Company
Company E, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
she is
is
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
now
now receiving.
receiving.
S
The
name of
of Susie
S. Flanders,
Flanders, widow
of George
George J.
Flanders, late
late Susie
Flanders.
The name
Susie S.
widow of
J. Flanders,
Sus S.. Flanders
of Company D, Eighteenth Regiment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
J
Josiah
P.
The
Josiah P.
Hackett, late
late of
A, Seventeenth
SeventeenthHackett.
The name
name of
of Josiah
P. Hackett,
of Company
Company A,
Hackett
oslah P.
Regiment United States Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
ewell
The name of Andrew Jewell, late of Company A, Eighteenth Regi- Andrew
Andre JJewell.
merit
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
ment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
him aa pension
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
late of
William j.
J. Young.
The
of William
William J
J. Young,
Young, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth wnlam
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay
pay him aa pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
ec a Hutton.
The
Michael Hutton,
of Reb
Rebecca
The name
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Hutton
Hutton,' widow
widow of
of Michael
Hutton, late
late of
nuttonPennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and Company D, Two hundred
second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
hundred and second
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Miller.
The name of Peter M. Miller, late of Company
Peter M.
M.Miller.
Company E, Forty-fifth Regi- Peter
ment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
merit
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
and pay him a pension at the rate of
$30per
$30 er month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
terhom
A. CarPenCarpe
Ilie name
name of Thomas A. Carpenter, late of Company H,
H, Twelfth
Twelfth ter
T
.
h°InasA.
Cavalry, and pay him a
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cav,
a pension at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The name of Mary
Mary Bresnahan,
Bresnahan, widow
widow of
of John
John Bresnahan,
Bresnahan, late
of
late of

Company F, Tenth Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer

and pay
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
of $12
month.
The name
of Josiah
Josiah A.
late musician,
musician, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
The
name of
A. Dadmun,
Dadmun, late
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
Infantry,-,and pay
pension at
rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
Irvm
VCoombs.
. Coombs.
The name of Irving W.
Irving W.
W. Coombs,
late of
of Company
H. Fifteenth
Fifteenth
Coombs, late
Company H,
Regiment New Hampshire
Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pay him
a penpension at the rate of $30 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
receiving.
samuel
Hodgkins.
The name of Samuel
SamueTHodgkins,
Samuel Hodgkins.
The
Hodgkins, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
the rate of $50 per month in
of thathe
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
Theophile A. DauThe name
The
of Theophile
Dauphin late
of Company
Company K,
K, Eightyname of
Theophile A.
A. Dauphin,
late of
Eightysixth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
pay
him
penInfantry, and
and pay him aapension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
lieu of
of that
that he
is
now
receiving.
at the
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he
is now receiving.
alias
oph Wilson.
Wi
e ' The name of
of John
Wool, alias
alias John
John Wilson,
Wilson, late
late of
of Company
Company
John W.. Wooley,
alias John
F, Third
Battalion,
Fifteenth
Third
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
a pension
payhim
;bin) a
pension at the rate of $24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is
per month
month in
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
wmiua H.
Steel
The name of William
H. Steel,
William
H. SteeL
William 11.
Steel, late
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment
late of
Company D,
D, First
Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
the rate
a pension at
at the
rate of
of
$30 per month in
$3g_per
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
I c.
The name of Frederick
Frederick Iokley.
Frederick Ickley, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Cavalry,-,and
and pay
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
Caoline E.
Bek.
Caroline
E. Beek.
The name of Caroline
Caroline E.
Beck, widow
widow of
George A.
A. Beck,
Beck, late
late of
E. Beck,
of George
of
Company
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Company 11",
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
NichoasA.Boe.
The name of Nicholas
Nicholas
A. Bovee.
Nicholas A.
of Company
Company E,
A. Bovee
Bovee, late
late of
E, Seventh
Seventh
Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois Volunt
eer Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the
pay him
at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now
rate
receiving.
now
receiving.
Matilda.Hampton.
The
of Matilda
J. Hampton,
P
'
The name
name of
Matilda J.
Hampton, widow of John Hampton,
Hampton, late
late
of Company
H, First Regiment
Company II,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Caval
ry, and
an dpay
pay h
er
Volunteer Cavalry,
her
aa pension
pension at the rate of $20
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Harvy E. Derrn.
The
name of
of Harvey
unassigned, Fourteenth
Harvey E. Herrin.
The name
Harvey E. Derrin,
Derrin tlate unassigned,
Fourteenth RegiRegiment, and Company
Company L,
Is, Sixth Regiment,
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Regiment, New
New York
York Volunteer
Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Al
.
To
To
The
nae
Town, late of Company
Alverton H. Town.
The name of
of Averton.
Alverton IL. Town,
Company- G, Ninety-sixth
Ninety-sixth
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
a pension at
Regiment New
and pay him a
at
the
rate of
of $36
per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
$36 per
month in
Pension.
Ruby. L. Knapp.
Ruby
Knapp.
The
Th name
of Ruby
Knapp ,helpless
hel
pl
ess and dependent child of
The
name of
Ruby L.
L. Knapp,
and dependent child of
William B. Knapp, late
late of Company D,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
D, Twenty-fourth
Regiment
Michgan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and hospital steward,
Michigan
steward, United
United States
States
Army,
and pay her aapension
pension at
Army, and
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Tere
McGrathd.
Pension McGrath.
Increased.
The
name of
McGrath, late
of United
United States
States ships
Ohio,
The name
of Terance
Terance McGrath,
Terance
late of
ships Ohio,
Lockwood,
Lockwood, and Hetzel,
Hetzel, United
United States Navy, and
aid pay
pay him aapension
pension
him
at the
of $40
he is
at
the rate
rate of
$40 per month in lieu of that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
ride
ckett.
The name
Bridget Prickett,
Prickett, widow of
Bridget
Pension.Prickett.
The
name of
of Bridget
of Milton
Milton Prickett,
late of
of
Prickett, late
Company A,
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Company
A, First Regiment
pay her
her
aapension at the rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Peiion incShawe.
Pension
increased.
The
William Shaw,
Shaw, late
late of
Company K,
K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regie name
name of
of William
of Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsm Volunteer Infantry,
Wment
illiam
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
pay
him
the
rate
$30 per
per month
month in.
in lieu of that he
rate of
of $30
he is now receiving.
recei.
Horace
.
LocThe
name
of
Horace
H.
Lockwood,
Pension. H. LockHorace
Lockwood, late
Company D,
D, Second
Second
Horace
late of
of Company
wood.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Independent Comwood.
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and First Independent
Company, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of
pany,
of
$21 per month.
JosihnS
iadmu.
Pensions
Josiah
A. Increased.
Dadmun.

Theaphile

Jahn

W.

A.

Dan-

.w"Y

Matilda L Ham

taa
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Pension inreased.
increased.
The name of George W. Sargent, late of Company
Company F, TwentyTwenty- Pension
George W. Sargent.
seventh Regiment, and Company F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment,
Regiment, Iowa Volun- G
teer Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $30
month in
in
$30 per
per month
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Mary B. Yermgton
Yerington, former
former widow
of Alm
on YeringYering- Mary
widow of
Almon
ary B.
B. Yerington.
Yerington.
ton, late of Company E, Sixth Reginient
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pensions increased.
The name of Matilda
Matilda Davis, Widow
William H.
late of
widow of William
H. Davis,
Davis, late
of Matildas
Matilda Danvcs.ed
Davis.
Company
Company D, Fifth Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now
per month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Henry Wagoner.
Wagoner, late
The name of Henry Wagoner,
late of Company,D,
Seventy-seventh Henry
D, Seventy-seventh
Wagoner
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
be is now receiving.
receiving.
Rufus S.
Maxwell.
The name of
of Rufus S. Maxwell,
Maxwell, late of Company
Company F, Nineteenth
S.Maxwell.
The
Nineteenth Rufs
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
pension at the
rate of $36
$36 per month
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Herbert M.
Starbird.
The name
Starbird, late
Company M, First
M.Strbird.
The
name of Herbert
Herbert M. Starbird,
late of
of Company
First Regi- Herbert
ment District of Columbia Volunteer
and Company
Company D,
D, First
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
First
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay him a
the
a pension
pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Abbie F. Dyer.
The name of Abbie F.
F. Dyer, widow of Ambrose
Ambrose S.
S. Dyer,
Dyer, late
late first
first Abbie
F. Dyer.
lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company H, Fifth Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $25 per month in
she
in lieu of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
Henry J.McFadden.
J. McFadden.
McFadden, late
The name of Henry
Henry J.
J. McFadden
late second
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company Henry
D, Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay hi
un a
a
him
pension at the rate of $40 per mo
nth in
he is
is now
now
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
receiving.
B. Hubbell
Hubbell.
The name of Harris B. Hubbell, late
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Harris
Harris B.
The
late of Company
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ri
The name of Orin W. Goodale,
Goodale.
Regiment oOrin
Goodale, late of Company
Company A,
.A, First Regiment
W.Goodae.
n W.
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
$30
at the rate
rate of
of $30
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Eliza M. Watkins, widow
M. Watkins
Watkins.
Watkins, late
late Eliza
widow ofoseph
ofJoseph H. Watkins,
Ell a M.
of Company
Company K, One hundred
hundred and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per
pension at
of $24
$24 per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Proided, That
That in the event r
Prisos.
rmitios.
0 .
Watkins, helpless
of the death of Essie Watkins,
helpless and dependent
dependent child
of said
dea%rease
of chrd
lease on
on
child of
said death
de
tochil
Joseph H. Watkins, the additional
additional pension herein granted
cease
granted shall cease
and
Provided further,
further, That in the event
child a
on
the death of
and determine:
determine: Provided
event of the
of Pension
Pension to child
t of mother.
Eliza M. Watkins the name of the said Essie Watkins
Watkins shall be placed
placed death
o mother
on the pension roll, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
pension laws, at the rate of $12 per month, from
from and
date
and after
after the
the date
Eliza M. Watkins.
Watkins.
of death of said Eliza.
William Howard
Howard.
The name of William Howard,
Company B, One
hundred william
Howard, late of Company
One hundred
and second Regiment United States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
8 H
Isaac
13. BodenhaThe name of Isaac H. Bodenhamer,
Bodenhamer , late
A, SeventySeventy- mer.
late of
of Company
Company A,
. Bod nha
mer.
eighth Regiment,
Regiment, Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension
pay him
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
receiving.
he is now receiving.
Pension.
The name of Aliza A. Gordon,
widow of
Eli P.
P. Gordon,
Fate of
of Aliza
Gordon, widow
of Eli
Gordon, late
-iaOGordn.
A. Gordon.
Company
E,
Fifth
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
Company
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
her
aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Americus
of Company
Americus V. Larrance,
Larrance, late of
Company G,
G, One
One hunhun- Pmesine
&merlons vT.1arV. Lara nce dred and twenty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
twenty-fourth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and rranee.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per month in
is
in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
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Pension.
Harriet A.
Harriet
A. TurnTurn-

bull.

increased.
Pensions Increased.
Emma
D. Phelps.
Emma D.
Phelps.
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The
of Harriet
A. Turnbull,
Jan M.
M. Turnbull,
The name
name of
Harriet A.
Turnbull, widow
widow of
of J6hn
Turnbull, late
late
first lieutenant
lieutenant Company C, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and former
former widow of Samuel R.
Edwards, late
of Company
Company
R. Edwards,
late of
D, One hundred and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
at the
of $20
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
D. Phelps, widow
The name of
of Emma I).
widow of George W.
W. Phelps,
late of
Phelps, late
of

Company
Company H, Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her

a pension at the rate of
a
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rereof $20
month in
in lieu
ceiving.
ceiving.
Franklin H. Gett.
Franklin H.
Franklin
Gillett.
The name of Franklin
H Gillett, late of
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
of Company
Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
him aa.pension
at the
pay him
pension at
the
rate of $50
$50 per month
month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
George W.
w.Halsey.
George
Halsey.
The name of George
The
George W. Halsey,
Halsey, late of Company
Company D, One hundred
and thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,.
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $36
$36 per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Laina
Lavine Hunter.
The
The name of Lavina
Lavina Hunter,
Hunter, widow of William
William F. Hunter,
Hunter , late
late of
of
Regiment Indiana
Company.A, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pensi
on at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
at the
of that
she
now receiving.
she i
issnow
receiving.
Abraham
.es
The
of Abraham
Abraham Jones,
Jones, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Regiment
The name
name of
Abraham Jones.
I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of
at the
the rate
$40
per month in lieu
$40r
lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now receiving.
Willim
Knmyo
The name of William
William Kenyon.
William Kenyon,
late of
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Kenyon, late
of Company
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per
that he
he is
is now
no w receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Ebnem-r
C. IsfolThe name
Ebenezer C. Lafollett,
Ebenezer C.
IntelLafollett, late
name of Ebenezer
of Company
Company F,
One hunlate of
F, One
hunlett.
dred and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
and pay
pay
Indiana Volunteer
pension at the
$30 per
him a
apension
the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
per month
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
Catharine Mayer.
Mayer.
The
name of
of Catharine
The name
Catharine Mayer, widow of Nikolas Mayer,
Mayer, late
late of
of
Company
hundred and.
and forty-third
forty-third Regiment
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $24
per month
$24 per
month
Provisos.
Poreito.
in lieu of that she is now receiving: Provided, That in the event of
Increamse to cease on
Increase
on in lieu of that she is now receiving:
death of child.
the death of Clara Mayer, helpless
helpless and
dependent child
child of
said
and dependent
of said
Nikolas Mayer,
Mayer, the
Nikolas
the additional
additional pension
pension herein granted
granted shall cease
Pension to child
determine: Provided
further, That
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of
chid on
on and determine:
Providedfurther,
That in
in the
death of
o mother.
Catharine
mother.
Mayer the
of the
the said Clara Mayer
Catharine Mayer
the name
name of
Mayer shall be placed
on the pension roll, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the
and limitations
pension laws, at the rate of $12
$12 per month
from and
after the
the date
date
month from
and after
of death of said Catharine
Catharine Mayer.
Mayer.
George Rnge.
Ringle.
Geage
Ringle, late
The name of George Ringle,
of Company
K, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
late of
Company K,
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him aa pension
the rate of $40 per month in li
lieu
that
hee is
the
eu of th
ath
snow receiving
receiving.
i
Afred
Allred P. willams.
Williams.
The name
name of Alfred P.
P. Williams,
Williams, late
The
late of Company
Company. G, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth
Company F, Sixty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Regiment, Indiana
VolunIndiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
teer
and pay
pension at the rate of $40 per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
George E. Fleming.
Fleming
The name
George E.
E. Fleming,
Fleming, late of Company
The
name of
of George
Company D, Sixty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
month in lieu
the
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
Pension.
SPesa
The name of Susan
Lysinger, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Lysinger,
Susan M.
M. Lysinger,
ysinger,
Susan
IL Lyinge.
Lysinger.
late of United
mnited States
States Navy, and pay her a
apension
pension at the
rate of
of $12
$12
the rate
per month.
Pensionsird.
increased.
Pesios
The
of George
Company A,
The name
name of
George W.
W. Aldrich,
Aldrich, late
late of
of Company
A, Fifth RegiRegiGeorge W. Aldrich.
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him aapension
ment Indiana
and pay
pension at the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
August
Baker.
Augt Baker.
The
name of August
Company K,
The name
August Baker, late of Company
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-third
Regiment Indiana
twenty-third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
s pension
pension at the rate
rate of $40 per
per month in lieu of that he is now recei
ving .
receiving.
Samuel Dunham.
The
name of
late of Company
The name
of Samuel
Samuel Dunham,
Dunham, late
Company G, Thirty-third
T.'giment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
and pay
pay him
at the
the
rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The
name of
of William
Fickas, late
late of
Company-L,
L, Second
Second RegiWilliam C.
C. Fickas.
Fickas.
Regi- William
of Company
C. Fickas,
The name
William C.
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Light Artillery, and
pension at
and pay
pay him aapension
Volunteer Light
ment
the
$36 per
receiving.
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
the rate
rate of $36
per month in lieu
Hacker Davis.
The name
of Company
Company I,
Thirty-first RegiRegi- Hacker
Davis.
I, Thirty-first
late of
of Hacker
Hacker Davis,
Davis, late
The
name of
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
pension at the rate
rate
pay him
him aapension
and pay
Volunteer Infantry, and
ment
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Amelia Hubbard.
The name
Amelia Hubbard,
Hubbard, widow
widow of
Lucius F.
F. Hubbard,
Hubbard, late
late Amelia
Hubbard.
of Lucius
of Amelia
The
name of
colonel Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
brevet
Infantry, and brevet
Volunteer Infantry,
colonel
Regiment Minnesota
brigadier general
general United
Volunteers, and pay her a
apension
pension
United States Volunteers,
brigadier
receiving.
at the rate of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
James Wilson.
James
Thirteenth Re
egi-iof James Wilson,
Wilson, late of Company-L, Thirteenth
The name
name of
meat Tennessee
pension at the
him aa pension
and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry, and
ment
Tennessee Volunteer
rate
of $36
per month
month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
$36 per
rate of
William R. Morrcll.
winiam
Morrcll.
The name of William R. Morrell,
Morrell, late of Company A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment Tennessee
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aa.pension at
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment
the
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
Richard H. McMoRichard
Whorter.
no name
Richard H. McWhorter,
McWhorter, late first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company Whorter.
The
name of Richard
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry
C,
a
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
the rate
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
George W. Hill.
The
name of
W. Hill,
the United
States ram
Queen George W. Hill.
ram Queen
United States
Hill, late
late of
of the
The name
of George
George W.
a pension at the rate
of the
the West, United
United States Navy, and pay him a
of $21.50 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George Bond.
Bond.
George
The name of George
George Bond, late of Company
Company C, Thirteenth RegiRegiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry
the rate
pension at the
Infantry,.,and pay him aapension
ment
Kansas Volunteer
of $50
$50 per
per month
now receiving.
he is now
month in lieu
lieu of
of that he
of
George W. Adams.
George
Adams.
The
Adams, late
TwentyCompany B, Twentylate of
of Companyof George
George W.
W. Adams,
The name
name of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
second Regiment
pension
$36 per
of that he is now receiving.
receiving. Marla
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
Maria E. Bowers.
Bowers.
second
Bowers, widow of Ira M. Bowers, late second
The name of Maria E. Bowers
lieutenant
H, First
First 'Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Regiment Maine Volunteer
lieutenant Company
Company H,
Artillery,
lieu
Artillery and pay her aapension at the rate of $25 per month in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
Charles P.
P. De Forest.
Forest.
Charles
The name of Charles P. De Forest, late of Company A, Tenth
Tenth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
name of
Henry- H.
Geer, late
late of
Company B, Eighteenth
Henry H.
H. Geer.
Gee-.
Eighteenth Regi- Henry
The
of Henry
H. Geer,
of Company
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
ment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
of that
that he
rate
$36 per
per month
Semple.
The
name of
of Margaret
widow of
James W.
Semple, late
Margaret Semple.
The name
Margaret Semple,
Semple, widow
of James
W. Semple,
late Margaret
of
Company
A,
Eighteenth
Regiment
Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company A, Eighteenth Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
the rate
rate of
in lieu
of that
that she
she
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Henry H. Klock.
The name
name of
lieutenant and
H.
The
of Henry
Henry H.
H. Klock,
Klock, late
late first
first lieutenant
and adjutant
adjutant Klock.
Ninth
Regiment Illinois
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
at
the rate
of $50 per
per month
of that
that he
is now
now receiving,.
lieu of
he is
receiving.
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
Bell Anderson.
The name
of May
May Bell
J. Anderson,
May Bell Anderson.
The
name of
Bell Anderson,
Anderson, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
Anderson May
United
late first
first lieutenant
and aid
Lane's staff
staff_, United
aid de
de camp
camp General
General Lane's
late
lieutenant and
States
Volunteers, and
and assistant
assistant adjutant
adjutant general,
States Volunteers,
and major
major and
general, United
United
States
Volunteers, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per
States Volunteers,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
month
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
that she
uene B.
Fisher.
The
name of
of Eugene
B. Fisher,
Company D,
D, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Eugene
B. Fisher.
of Company
The name
Eugene B.
Fisher, late
late of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
at the
the
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
J. Munus.
The name
of Henry
late of
of Company
Company A,
Twenty-fourth Henry
Henry 3. MullIns.
The
name of
Henry J:
J. Mullins,
Mullins, late
A, Twenty-fourth
Regiment
at
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the
the rate
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
$36 per
per month
that he
receiving.
H
Hannah
R. Linton.
The name
name of
Hannah R.
Linton, widow
.of James
D. Linton,
Linton, late
lateLinton.
annah R
The
of T
Hannah
R. Linton,
widow.of
James D.
of
Company D,
D, One
hundred and
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylof Company
One hundred
and twenty-fourth
Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and former
former widow of
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Benjamin
Benjamin Linton,
Linton, late
of Company F, Fourth
Jersey Volunteer
of
Fourth. Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
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and
pay her
her a
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
of that
that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
Sarah E.
E. Hanes.
Hanes.
The name of Sarah E. Hanes, widow of
Comof John
John Hanes, late
late of
of Company D, Twenty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $24
of that
she is
Provisos.
Provsos.
Provided, That in the event of the death of Joseph
now receiving: Provided,
Joseph
Increase to cease on
H.
helpless and
and dependent
of said
said John
Hanes the
the
death of childeaS
child.
death
H. Hanes,
Hanes, helpless
dependent child
child of
John Hanes,
additional pension herein granted
and determine:
determine: 'Progranted shall
shall cease
cease and
Provided further, That
of Sarah
the
Pension to child on videdfurther,
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
Sarah E.
E. Hanes
Hanes the
death of
of mother.
death
mother,
name of the said Joseph
Joseph
. H. Hanes shall
shall be
be placed
on the
placed on
the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
of the
pension laws,
at
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
laws, at
the rate of $12
$12 per month from and
after the
the date
of death
death of
said
and after
date of
of said
Sarah E.
E. Hanes.
Hanes.
Pensions.
Fouts, widow
widow of
William P.
P. Fouts,
Fouts, late
Pensior o.
The name
name of Nancy C.
C. Fouts,
of William
late of
of
Nancy C. Fonts.
Company.B, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and former
former
widow of Norman J.
Painter, late of
J. Painter,
of Company
Company B,
First Regiment
Regiment
B, First
Michigan Engineers
Engineers and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
and Mechanics, and
pay her
the
rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Mary Norton.
The
of Mary
helpless and
child of
of Patrick
Mary
Norton.
The name
name of
Mary Norton,
Norton, helpless
and dependent
dependent child
Patrick
Norton, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Forty-second
Regiment New
York VolVolNorton
Forty-second Regiment
New York
unteer
pension at
at the
ension iesed.
unteer Infantry,
infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension
increased.

The name of Napoleon Tulip
Tulip, late of CompanyCompany I,
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth

Napoleon Tulip.
NapoleonTulip.

Regiment Vermont
Infantry, and pay him a
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Pension.
The name
Ann L.
Elliott, former
former widow
widow of
PSnSL.Eiott.
The
name of
of Ann
L. Elliott,
Ann
L. Elliott.
of Jesse
Jesse Elliott,
Elliott, late
late of
of
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company H,
H, Thirteenth
pay her
at the
the rate
month.
eepay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensions
Pensions
increased.
arha C.. Igo.
Igo.
Martha
The name of Martha
widow of
Igo, late
Martha C.
C. Igo,
Igo, widow
of Daniel
Daniel Igo,
late of
of Company
Company
E, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer•
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and first
first
I, Two hundred
lieutenant Company I,
and eleventh
Pennhundred and
eleventh Regiment
Regiment PennInfantry, and pay her a
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfantry,
of $20
$20
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per
month
in lieu
of
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that
she
per
month
in
lieu
Jess
Tompson
Jesse Thompson.
The name of Jesse
Jesse Thompson, late of Company
Company E, Thirteenth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
at the
rate
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
he is
is now
of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Bella Curry,
BellaC,
The name of Bella Curry, widow of Amos P. Curry, late captain
captain
Company B, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
Missouri Volunteer
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20
her
month in
in lieu
that she
$20 per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Susanun
Robbisom
The name
name of
Susan Robinson,
widow of
late of
of
The
of Susan
Robinson, widow
of Squire
Squire Robinson,
Robinson, late
Company G, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
of Robert
G. Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, late
Company K,
K, Thirand former widow
widow of
Robert G.
late of
of Company
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
pay her
her aapension
aroinerome
that she
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Caroline I. Cromwell. the rate of $20 per month in lieu
CrolJ.omwe
The name of Caroline J.
The
J. Cromwell, widow of Charles W. Cromwell,
Cromwell,
late first lieutenant Company H,
First Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer
H, First
Mounted Rangers, and pay
pay. her aapension
pension at
Mounted
the rate
rate of
$25 per
per month
month
at the
of $25
in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
Gidnan
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Gideon Mason.
The name of
of Gideon
Gideon Mason,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Ninety-second
Mason, late
Ninety-second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and One hundred
Regiment
hundred and
twentyand twentysixth Company, Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay
Reserve Corps,
him aa.pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he
him
now
he is now
aliG
asa
c
Iriel lAn
m derson,

aiabrelsOnde

Joseph Iappier.
Joseph
Lappier.

'

receiving.
receiving.
The
of Gabriel
Oleson, late
late of
The name
name of
Gabriel Anderson,
Anderson, alias
alias Gabriel
Gabriel Oleson,
of ComCompany
Thirty-eighth Regiment, and
pany.
-D, Thirty-eighth
and Company
Company .11,
.H, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment,
Regiment, Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
the
at the
rate ot
per month
i
n lieu
li eu o
at h
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
offth
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
The name
of Joseph
Joseph Lappier,
Lappier, late
late of Company
The
name of
Company D, Second Regiment
Reg,iment
Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry, an
and
pay hi
him
a pension at the rate
MinnesotaVolwateer
d pay
m a
rate of
$30 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
is now
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The name
M. Terry,
Terry, late
late of
of Troops
and K,
Second
The
name of
of Samuel
Samuel M.
Troops D
D and
K, Second
Regiment
Cavalry, and
him a
pension at
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
of $50
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name
George Gaither,
Gaither, late
late of
ConThe
name of
of Louisa
Louisa Gaither,
Gaither, widow
widow of
of George
of Cornpany H,
H, Sixth
Regiment United
States Colored
pany
Sixth Regiment
United States
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
and pay
a pension
at the
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
she
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The
of John
late of
Regiment
John Wiebel,
Wiebel, late
of Company
Company F, Third
Third Regiment
The name
name of
Potomac Home
Brigade, Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Potomac
Home Brigade,
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him
a
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
that he
now
a pension
pension at
at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Elander R.
R. Grant,
Grant, late
of Company
Company D,
Second RegiRegiThe name
of Elander
late of
D, Second
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa pension
rate
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
of
per month
month in
is now
receiving.
The
Joseph Wentworth,
United States
ships Ohio,
States ships
of Joseph
Wentworth, late
late of
of United
Ohio,
The name
name of
Albatross, and
Princeton, United
United States
States Navy,
pay him
penAlbatross,
and Princeton,
Navy, and
and pay
him aa pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
sion
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
The name
Edward A.
A. Savage,
The
name of
of Edward
Savage, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred
and
twenty-sixth Regiment
and twenty-sixth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
at the
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
William 0.
Freeman, late
The name
name of
of William
O. Freeman,
late of
of United
United States
States ships
ships
Sabine, Ohio,
and Casco,
Casco, United
States Navy,
Sabine,
Ohio, and
United States
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that the
at
the rate
rate of
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Zadoc
McFarland, alias
Samuel G.
G. West,
late of
ComThe name
name of
Zadoc McFarland,
alias Samuel
West, late
of Company G,
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany
G, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
pay
him a
apension
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
that he
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Robert R.
The name
name of
of Robert
R. Ferris,
Ferris, late
of Company
Company G,
One hundred
and
late of
G, One
hundred and
seventy-ninth
Volunteer Infantry
seventy-ninth Regiment New York Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him
Infantry,-,and
a pension
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
now
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
recerving.
The
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of Benjamin
F. Davis,
Davis late
late of
of
Benjamin F.
The name
Sarah E.
E. Davis, widow
Companies IIand
A, Fourteenth
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Companies
and A,
Fourteenth Regiment
and .
pay
12 per month.
pay her a
apension at the rate of $12
Forty-eighth Regiof John
John Kemmer, late
late of Company
Company K,
The name of
K, Forty-eighth
ment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
at the
ment Missouri
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate
of
$30 per
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
The
Mary C.
C. Estes,
Estes, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert H.
H. Estes,
Estes, late
late captain
captain
The name
name of
of Mary
Company E,
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
Company
E, Tenth.
Tenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
and pay
her
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
that she
she is
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
of band,
Ninth Regiment
The name
name of
of George
Osten, late
late leader
leader of
band, Ninth
Regiment
The
George Osten,
Illinois
IlliD
ois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
him aapension
pension at
of $30
$30
per
lieu of
that he
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Joseph
Buckley, late
of Company
Company E,
E, First
The
name of
Joseph L.
L. Buckley,
late of
First RegiReiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
the
ment
West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate
per month
in lieu
is now
receiving.
The
of Christopher
Blake, late
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Second
The name
name of
Christopher C.
C. Blake,
late of
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Regiment
Sharpshooters, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a penpension at
at the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
sion
the rate
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
receiving
The
William Wilkins,
Wilkins, late
late of
Company D,
D, Twelfth
RegiThe name
name of
of William
of Company
Twelfth Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
ment
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of True
True W.
W. Lovering,
Lovering, late
Company F,
F, Thirteenth
The
late of
of Company
Thirteenth
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
penRegiment
Hampshire Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
is now
receiving.
sion at
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name
name of
W. Adams,
Adams, late
late of
Company A,
A, Ninety-seventh
The
of Eli
Eli W.
of Company
Ninety-seventh
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him aapension
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.

Samuel
M. Terry.
Terry.
Samel M.
Louisa Gaither.
Gaither.
Louisa

John
Wiebel.
JohnWiebel.

Slander R.
R. Grant.
Grant.
Elander
Joseph
Joseph

Wentworth.
Wentworth

Edward
Edward.A. Savage.
avage.

William O. Freeman.
WiliamO.Freeman.
Xadoc
McFarland,
Zadoc
McFarland,
Samuel
G. West.
Samuel

.

Robert R
R. Ferris.
Ferris
Robert
Pension.
ension

Sarah E.. Davis.
Davis.
Sarah
ensionsncrease
Pensions
increased.
John Kemmer.
John
Kemmer.

Mary
Mary C. Estes.
Estes.

eorge Osten.
Osten.
George

Joseph L. Buckley.

JosephL. Bnckley.

Christopher
C. Bake.
Blake.
ChristopherC.

William
Wiam Wilkins.
Wilins.

True W. Lovering.

TrueW. Loverng.

Adams.
EliW Adams-

Eli W.
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The name of Lydia F. Goodaker,
Goodaker, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel C.
C. Goodaker,
Goodaker,
late of Company M, Second
Volunteer Cavalry,
Second Regiment California
California Volunteer
and pay her
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
Mary L
L Fawcett.
Fawcett.
The name of Mary
Mary I. Fawcett, widow of Thomas Fawcett,
Fawcett, late
late of
of
the United States Navy,
her a
apension
at the
of $12
$12 per
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
The name
name of Thomas B. Carey,
Carey, late of Company
Company H,
RegiH, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiThomas B. Carey.
Thomas
B Carey.
ment, and Company
Company F, Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
at the
rate of
of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
c
of that
he is
is now
Jacob Conrad.
The name of Jacob Conrad, late
late of Company
Company E, Thirtieth
RegiThirtieth RegiVolunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and
ment Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
a pension
ension.
50 per month in
of $50
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
Pension.
Rose A. Reed.
The name of Rose A. Mooney,
M.00ney, now
now Reed, former
former widow
of Julius
Julius C.
C.
widow of
Mooney, late of Company
Company K,
and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12
and pay
her aapension
of $12
per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The
Sallie A.
Erastus L.
L. Hawks,
Hawks, late
late of
of
Pi°.iA. Hawks.
The name
name of
of Sallie
A. Hawks,
Hawks, widow
Sallie
widow of
of Erastus
Company
F, One hundred
Company F,
hundred and
and twenty-first
twenty-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry, and major, Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
VolUnited States
States Volwith Spain,
unteer Infantry, War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $25 per month
of that she
month in lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, March
March 16,
16, 1916.
1916.
Pensions.
Pensions
Lydia F. Goodaker.

aer.

Lydia.

March 20,1916.
20,1916.
(H.
[H. R.
R. 4530.)
4530.)
[Private,
[Private, No.3.]
No. 3.]

Michael F. O'Hare.
Michael
O'Hare.
Payment to.

Aprila3,1916.
'
[tH.
R MC)
296
[H. R.

CHAP 51.—An
51.-An Act
Act For the relief
of Ifiehni.1
F. O'Hare.
relief of
Michael F.
O'Hare.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House of
enacted by the Senate
ofRepresentahves
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury
he is
Treasury be, and he
i
shereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out
of any money in the Treasury of the
the United
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, to Michael
Michael F. O'Hare,
of Tyngsboro,
Tyngsboro, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
O'Hare, of
the sum of $85 in full compensation
compensation for loss of
of cow
cow and
and injury
injury to
his
to his
business through negligence
negligence on the part
part of employees
employees of
of the
the United
United
States Department
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of
Entomology, on
June
of Entomology,
on June
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
eleven.
and eleven.
Approved,
March 20,
Approved, March
20, 1916.
1916.
CHAP.
8.-An Act
CHAP. 58.—An
Act For the relief of the"
of John Howard Payne, deceased,
tb heirs of
deceased,

consul at Tunis.
liPrvat.No late United States consul

[Private,
No. 4.1
41
(Private, No.

John Howard Payne.
eirs of
Payment to heirs
of.

April 3, 31916.

[H. R.3,19.
84934I
A
s.
r
[Private, No. 5.)
5.1

Pensions.

Pensions increased.
John W. Priest.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and Rouse
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
of Amer
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
sum of
of $205.92
$205.92 be,
the sum
be,
and the same is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of
any money
in the
the TreasTreasof any
money in
ury not otherwise
appropriated, in payment of the
ury
otherwise appropnated,
the amount
amount found
found to
to
be due John
John Howard
Howard Payne,
Payne, late
States consul
consul at
at Tunis,
Tunis, and
and
late United
United States
that the same be paid to
his heirs.
heirs.
to his
Approved,
Approved, April
April 3,
1916.
3, 1916.
CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting pensions
and increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
C
dAP.59.—An
59.-An Act
pensions and
and sailors
sailors of
the Civil
War and
and certain
and
of the
Civil War
certain widows and dependent
dependent children
children of soldiers
soldiers and
and
sailors of said war.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to place
place on
on the
pension
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension
pension roll,
provisions and
the pension
laws—
laws-*
The name of John W. Priest, late of Company
Company F, One
hundred and
and
One hundred
fortieth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment Indiana
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
sion
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The name of James
Meranda, late of
Company C, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth James Memnda.
James Meranda,
of Company
eranda.
Regiment Indiana
pay him
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
receiving.
rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is now
now receiving.
The
Baker, late
ordinary seaman
seaman United
United States
The name
name of
of James
James Baker,
late an
an ordinary
States

JJames

Baker.
ames Baker-

month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Navy, and pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
The
of Ella
Day, widow
of William
Day, late
late of
of CornElla Day.
The name of
Ella Day,
widow of
William Henry
Henry Day,
Com- Ella
Day.
pany G, One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company A,
A,
Thirty-fourth Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
penThirty-fourth
and pay
pay her
her aapenin lieu
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
sion at the rate of $20 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
The
name of
Mary Johnson,
widow of
W. Johnson,
Johnson, late
of Mary
Mary Johnson.
Johnson.
Johnson, widow
of Henry
Henry W.
late of
The name
of Mary
Company C,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
Company
C, Second
Second Regiment
pay
month in lieu
of that
is now
now
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
receiving.

The name
name of
of William
A. Parr,
late of
Company G,
G, Seventy-first
A. Parr.
Parr.
The
William A.
Parr, late
of Company
Seventy-first William
Wiiam A
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a .pension
rate
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
ohn W. MeDanield.
The name
name of
John W.
McDanield, late
late of
Company E,
E, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegi- J
The
of John
W. McDanield,
of Company
John W- McDanield
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate of
$50
ner month
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
sonWilson, late
Company .A,
One hundred
hundred and
and D
Davidd Wil
Wilson.
Theename
name of
of David
David Wilson,
late of
of Company
A, One
eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
eleventh
and pay him a
pension
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receivint
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
that he
is now
e t e is
i Retheiser.
The name of William Retheiser, late of Company C, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth William
Regiment,
and Company
Compan K, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Regiment, and
Volunteer Infantry, and
and'pay
of $30
per
pay him aa pension at
at the rate
rate of
$30 per
receivmg.
month in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
The
James P.
late of
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiJames P.
P. Tindle.
Tindle.
The name
name of
of James
P. Tindle,
Tindle, late
of Company
Regi- James
ment
merit Kansas
Kansas Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Deborah Hart.
that he
receiving.
Deborah
Hart
The name of Deborah Hart, widow of James
James S.
S. Hart, late
late of
of Company B, Third Regiment Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia
Militia, and
and
pay
the rate
of $24
$124 per
month in
of that
;he is
is
pay her
her aapension at.
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
Company C,
C, .Eighth
Regiment William
Davis.
The
of William
William Davis,
Davis, late
late of
of Company
Eighth Regiment
wlam D
avis
Delaware Volunteer
pay him
pension at
the rate
Delaware
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
rate of
of
receiving.
$30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
James MeGhle.
The name of James McGhie, late of Company
Company D, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
pension at
at the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
L. Phillips,
Phillips, late
late of
L. Phillips.
The name
name of
of Henry
Henry L.
of Company
Company F, Sixteenth Regi- Henry
Henry L.
Phip
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and
ment Wisconsin
and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Winfield S.
Hunter, late
late of
of CompanyL,
Company L, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Wied
Winfield S.
Hunter.
The name
of Winfield
S. Hunter,
S Huter
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
John R.
Webb, late
Company.I,
I, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth RegiRe
John
The name
of John
R. Webb,
late of
of Company
John R. Webb.
ebb
merit
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
•
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
him aa pension
rate
that he
is now
rate of
of $36
$36 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Schneider, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
Twenty- deY.aximilian
SehneiThe
of Maximillian
Maximillian Schneider,
M, Twentyder.
eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry (First Cavalry),
Cavalry), and pay
him a
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month
in lieu
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Mary
P. Rous,
Percy Rous,
late of
of Company
Company Marm
Mary P.
Rous.
The
name of
Mary P.
Rous, widow
widow of
of Percy
Rous, late
P'Rous
E, Fiftieth Regiment Indiana
and pay her a
apenpenIndiana Volunteer Infantry, and
sion at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Company C, First Battalion Willam
William Evans.
The name of William Evans, late
late of Company
Evans
Eighteenth Regiment United States Infantry, and pay him a
Eighteenth
a pension
pension
at the rate of $36
$3Qper
per month in lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ia C.
The name
name of
William C.
C Gardner,
of Company
G, Sixth
RGardner.wiu
WMm
The
of William
Gardner, late
late of
Company G,
Sixth Regic-G
ment
merit Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Angelette Van BusAngette
kirk.

nameof
Angelette Van
The name
of Angelette
Van Buskirk, widow
widow of
of John
0. Van
V.an Buskirk,
Buskirk,
John O.
late of Company D,,One
One hundred
hundred and
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennand thirty-second
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
per month
she
is
now
receiving.
Mary
ary J. White.
white.
The name of Mary J.
J. White,
White, widow
widow of William B.
B White,
late of
William
White, late
of
Company I,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
I, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
and
pay her
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
her a
a pension at
the rate
of $20
month in
now
now receiving.
receiving.
John Baker.
Baker.
The name of John Baker, late of Company, D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-sixth Regiment
and pay
him a
a
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
P
.ension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
Pension.
George W. Stanford.
George
Stanford.
The name of George W.
W. Stanford,
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Stanford, helpless
helpless and
Emory M. Stanford, late of First Battery
Artillery,
Battery Wisconsin
Wisconsin Light
Light Artillery,
and pay him a
of $12
$12 per
per month.
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
month.
Pensions increased.
PE^zatmh
Fry.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Fry,
John T.
T. S.
S. Fry,
Fry, late
late of
of ComComFry, widow
widow of
ofJohn
Elizabeth Fry.
pany C, Fortieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
a
per month in
pension at the rate of $24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Emily
Thorn.
mfly Tho.
The name of Emily-Thorn,
Denison R.
'Morn, widow of Denison
Thorn, late
late of
of
R. Thorn,
Company.G, First Regiment
Regiment New
New York Engineers,
Engineers, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pena pension at the rate of $20 per month in
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that she
receiving.
Newton
Ward.
Newton D.
D. ward.
The name
name of Newton D. Ward,
The
Ward, late of Company
Company F,
Second RegiF, Second
ment Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he is
is now
Kenyon.
Patrick Kenyn.
The name of Patrick Kenyon, late
late of
of Company
Ninety-second
Company E,
E, Ninety-second
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him a
apension
pension at
the
at the
Pension.
Pensiona
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
Fiirabeth
M.
Cooper.
Elizabeth M.Cooper.
The
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M. Cooper, former widow
of Oliver
Oliver J.
widow of
J. HadHaddock, late of Company
Company I, Twelfth
Reoiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
TwelfthRegiment
Psions increased
Pensions
increased
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12_per
month
pay her aapension
per month
Daniel
Connor.
DacielCnor.
The
Daniel Connor,
of Company
The name
name of
of Daniel
Connor, late
late of
Company K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment, and Company
Company E, One hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment,
Regiment,
New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at
rate of
at the
the rate
of
$36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
$36 per
per month
month in
Sarah C. Parish.
Parish.
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah C. Parish, widow of Joseph H.
late of
of
H. Parish, late
Company
Regiment New York
Company G, Sixty-seventh Regiment
York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and
payreceiving.
her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate of $20 per month
she
is
andnow
pay
her
month in lieu
lieuof that she
Van Bus-

rances. woods.

Frances M. Woods.

Mary Burke.

Jane
Jane Cone.
Cone.

Charles R.
Hayward.
Charles
R. Hayward.

Henry Mumah.
Henry
umnah.

Alfred I'Vheelden.

red

heelden.

Oliver C. Smith.
OliverC.sith

is now receiving.

The name of Frances M. Woods, widow of George
B. Woods,
George B.
Woods,
late of Company
Company F, Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
month in
she
is now receiving.
The name of
widow of
of John
John Burke,
Burke, late of Company
Company
The name
of Mary
Mary Burke,
Burke, widow
Regiment Michigan
B, Sixth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apenpension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
now receiving.
Cone, widow of Byron Cone, late of
The name of Jane (.one,
Company
of Company
Twentieth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
F, Twentieth
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her aapenpenpay her
sion at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that
she
is
now
receiving.
The name
Charles R.
R. Hayward,
late of
The
name of
of Charles
Hayward, late
of Company
Company E, One hundred
hundred
and
fourteenth
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,., and pay him
a pension at the rate of $40 per
a
per month
mon th i
n lieu of that
he is
in
that he
is now
now receivreceiv'he
Henry Mumah,
Mumah, late
ing
ile name
name of
of Henry
late of Independent
Independent Battery
Battery I,
I, PennPennsylvania Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a1
.
1pension
at the
rate of
of $40
pension at
the rate
$40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Wheelden, late
The
of Alfred
Alfred Wheelden,
late of Company
Company D
D, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
pension at the
the rate of
$36 per
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Oliver
Olver C.
C. Smith,
late of Company E, Thirty-first
The name
Smith, late
Thirty-first
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
receiving.
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The name of itlargaretha
Margaretha Johler.
Margaretha Johler,
Johler.
Johler, widow
Johler , late
of Margaretha
widow of
of Philip
Philip Johler,
late of
Company
Company F, Fifth
United St
at
es Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
States
Corps, Missouri
Missouri
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
a pension at
at the
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Heely.
The name of Daniel Heely,
Hedy , late of
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
of Company
Twenty-ninth Daniel Heely.
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
the
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Mabel F. Coen, widow
G. Coen,
Coen late
late of
of Mabel
widow of Charles
Charles G.
Coen.
Mabel F. Coen.
Company D, Eleventh
Company
Eleventh Regiment
eso t
a Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Minn
Minnesota
and
pay her aapension at the
$12 per
the rate
rate of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Perlia
Perlis J.
J. Wilcox, widow
Jeremiah C.
C. Wilcox,
late of
widow of
of Jeremiah
Wilcox, late
Perlia J. Wilcox.
Wilcox.
of Perlis
Company-H, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Cavalry,
of the
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Cavalry, and
and of
the Sixth
United States Cavalry, and pay her aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$24
rate of
of $24
per month in lieu
she is
is now
receiving.
lieu of that
that she
now receiving.
Josephus Williams.
The name of Josephus
Josephus Williams, late of
Thirty-fifth Josephus
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirty-fifth
Regiment Missouri
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $24 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
The name of Michael
Michael Devine, late of Company
Michael Devine.
Company L, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Michael
New York Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
and pay
him aapension
pension at
$30
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Silas A. Reynolds, late of Company
Company F
Twentieth RegiRegi- Silas
Silas A.
A. Reynolds.
Reynolds.
F,zTwentieth
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
at the
of
him aapension at
the rate
rate of
$50 rmonth
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
$50per
in lieu
lieu of
he i
issnow
now receiving.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Gross, widow of
The
Reuben Gross,
late of
Com- Pension.
of Reuben
Gross, late
of ComElizabeth
Elizabeth Gross.
pany-A, Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
The name of George
George Amyx, late of Company
C, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Pensions
Company C,
George
Amyx.
George Amyx.
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
and pay him
him aapension
the
rate of $36 per month
month in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
now receiving.
The name of George
George Martin.
Martin.
George Martin, late
late of Company
Company F, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regi
Regi- George
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of $40 per month in lieu
lien of
that he
he is
now receiving.
of that
is now
receiving.
James Gipson.
Gipson.
The name of James Gipson, late
Tenth Regiment
Regiment James
late of
of Company
Company F
F,t Tenth
Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
Kentucky
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
of
lieu of
is now
$40 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he is
now receiving.
receivi.
The name of Joseph Corn, late of Company G,, Fifty-eighth
Joseph Corn.
Fifty-eighth RegiRegi- Joseph
ment
ment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
pension at
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of $30 per month in lieu
that he
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John J. Foster, late of Company
Fifteenth RegiCompany D,
D, Fifteenth
Regi- John J. Foster.
ment Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
the
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
ow receiving.
rece iving.
that he
is n
now
Alexander D. Green.
Green.
Alexander D.
The name of Alexander
D. Green,
Green, late
K, FortyForty- Alexander
late of
of Company
Company K,
fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
penpay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $24 per month
of that
that h
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
hee issnow
R. Beveridge.
The name
name of
John R.
R
i F, Sixty-fifth
The
of John
Beveridge, late of Company
U. Beveridge,
Company
Sixty-fifth John Beveridge.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
at
and pay him a pension at
eu o
ath
i
s now
receiving.
the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in li
lieu
offth
that
hee is
now receiving.
Seth Loomis.
Loomis.
The name
Loomis, late
name of Seth Loomis,
late of Company
Company M, Seventh Regi- Seth
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pension at
at
and pay him
him a
a pension
the rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
of that
he is
receiving
Lorena S. Thatcher.
The name of Lorena S.
S. Thatcher, widow of Hiram
Thatcher, Laena
Hiram E.
E. Thatcher,
late of Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment,
InRegiment, Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of
$20 per
permonth
month in
lieu
of $20
in lieu
of that she i
issnow receiving.
Almecla Goodwin.
Goodwin.
The name of Almeda
Almeda Goodwin,
Goodwin, widow of Charles
Charles H. Goodwin,
Goodwin, Almeda
late of Company
Company D, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment,
and
Company
D,
Regiment, and Company D, Thirtysecond Regiment,
Regiment, Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at
at the
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
John W. Johnson.
The name of John W. Johnson,
Johnson, late of Company,K,
K, Fifty-second
Fifty-second John
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Kentucky
pay
him
a
pension
at
and pay him a pension at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Isaac Jacobs, late of Company,I,
I, One hundred
hundred and
and
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
forty-second
him
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
a pension
$36 per
per month
in lieu
receiving.
receiving.
Joins P.
P. Overton.
Overton.
John
The name of John P. Overton, late of Companies
Companies G
G and
and H,
H, Third
Third
Regiment Maryland
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
at
Regiment
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him aa pension
pension at
the
rate of
month in
in lieu
receiving
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving
Thomas
Thomas W.
name of Thomas W. Hill,
Company C, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiW. Hill.
Hil
The name
Hill, late
late of Company
ment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
ment West
him aapension
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
Ruth
Baldwin.
uth C.
C. Baldwin.
name of
Ruth C.
The name
of Ruth
C. Baldwin,
Baldwin, former
former widow
Widow of
of John
John Gosman,
Gosman,
late of
of Company
Company D,
late
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
D, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Infantry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
per month
month in
in
lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
Mary Lawler.
The name
of Mary
Mary Lawler,
Lawler, widow
of James
James Lawler,
Lawler, late
late of
of ComComwidow of
The
name of
Lvler.
Mar
pany K,
K, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
pany
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
of that
she is
is
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Ellen -Brant.
M. Breast.
Ellen
The name
name of
M. Brant,
widow of
of Henry
I. Brant,
Brant, late
late of
The
of Ellen
Ellen M.
Brant, widow
Henry I.
of
Company C,
C, First
Connecticut Heavy
and pay
pay
Company
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
her
pension at
at the
per month
month in
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Lucy
Lucy M.
former widow
of Henry
Henry Kimberly,
Kimberly,
Lucy it.
Lncy
M.Griswold.
The
name of
Griwoid
M. Griswold,
Griswold, former
widow of
late of Company E, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
recei.
of
now receiving.
Sphie M. Einniininncutt,The
e M. • -cutt widow
Sophie
The nameophie
name of Sophie
widow of George R.
R. Kinnicutt,
Icinnicutt,
cutt. c t t
late of Company E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Rhode
Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
per month
of that
that she
she is
is now
of
now receiving.
receiving.
William
Willis.
illiam wflis.
The name of William
late of
of Company
William Willis,
Willis,late
Company H,
H, Third
Third Battalion,
Battalion,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United
Fifteenth
United States
States Infantry,
him aapension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate
of $24
$24 per
at
rate of
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
Ananias Cameron.
Ananias
Cameron.
The name of Ananias
Cameron, late of Company
Fifteenth
Ananias Cameron,
Company B, Fifteenth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the
the rate of
of that
that he
he is
is now
of $30_per
$30 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
George E.
George
Halstead
E. Halstead.
The name of George E. Halstead,
Halstead, late of Company
Company K, Fifteenth
Regiment New
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a:pension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
per
month
the
rate
of
Pesion.
Pension.
l
Louis
G. W
WeinLouis G.
nThe name
name of
The
of Louis
Louis G.
and dependent
dependent child
child
G. Wein.schenk,
Weinschenk, helpless
helpless and
Schenk.
schenk.
of Edward Weinschenk,
Weinsohenk, late of Company
Company A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and in Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him a
a pension at the rate
rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ncrease of
Pensions increased.
John A.
Belcher.
John
A. Melcher.
The name of John A. Melcher,
Mekher, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
pay him
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of
rate
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
he is
now receivig.
Alvin M.
Owens.
Alvin
MOwens.
The name of Alvin M. Owens, late of Company
Company E, Iifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that h
now receiving.
the
lieu of
hee is
is now
receiving.
Stephen L.
L. Fre
Preel.
Stephen
The name
The
name of Stephen
Stephen L. Freel,
Free!, late of Company
Company C, One hundred
hundred
and fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
receiving.
Rebecca A.
A. Searles.
Rebecca
Searles.
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca A. Searles,
Searles, former
former widow of Michael Heater,
B, Sixty-third
late of Company B,
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Isaac
Jacobs.
Isaac Joobs.

Pensions increased.
incresed
William Moses.
WiiamMoes.

Ethan
Ethan

A.

and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.

The name
of William
Moses, late
The
name of
William Moses,
late of Company C,
C, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Regiment
him a
a pension at
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
the
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
Bradish.
Bradish.
The name of Ethan A. Bradish,
The
Bradish, late of Company A, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
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The name of John F. M. Burk, late
late of
Company K,
K, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth John
John F. M.
Burk.
M. Burk.
of Company
and Thirty-sixth Regiments
Regiments Massachusetts
and
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
'Infantry, and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $50 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving..
receiving.
The name of George
George Armen
Armer.
George Armer, late of
Company E,
One hundred
hundred and
and George
of Company
E, One
twentieth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
The name
Benjamin E.
E. Hoy.
Hoy.
The
name of Benjamin
Benjamin E. Hoy, late of Company
Company I, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Benjamin
Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Isaac Stapp.
The
name of Isaac Stapp, late of Company
Company B, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth RegiRegi- Isaac
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteeer
Volunteeer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
of $24 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Henrietta
Henrietta M. Majors,
of Pleasant
P. W.
Majors, Henrietta
Majors, widow
Henrietta M. Majors.
widow of
Majors.
Pleasant P.
W. Majors,
late of Company C, Twelfth Regiment
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Mullennix.
The name of John R. Mullennix,
John R.
R. Mullennix.
Mullennix late
Company B,
B, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegi- John
late of
of Company
ment Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
ment
pension at
him aa pension
at the
the
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name
name of Elijah
Elijah Cate, late of Coraiiany
Cate.
Company F, Nith
The
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Elijah Cate.
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
at the
$30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Patterson.
The name
name of
Company F, FortyThe
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel Patterson,
Patterson, late of Company
Forty- Nathaniel Patterson.
seventh
Regiment Wisconsin
seventh Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Ivers.
The name of Cynthia A. Ivers, widow of
The
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Ivers,
Ivers, late
late of
of Cynthia A. Ivers.
Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment Illinois
Company E, Twenty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
month in
in lieu
is
now receiving.
Pension.
The name of Imogen.
Imogen P. Ingersoll.
Ingersoll.
Imogen P. Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, widow
widow of
Charles T.
T. Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, Imogen
of Charles
late acting assistant ssurgeon
urgeon United.
States Volunteer
and
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension at the rate of $12
pay her a
$12 per
month.
per month.
Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
The
of Allen
Allen J.
Phelps, late of Company C, Tenth
Allen J.
7. Phelps.
Phelps.
The name
name.of
J. Phelps,
Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, Allen
and
Company F, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment,
and Company
Regiment, Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantrv,
and pay him a
.pension at
per month
month i
eu ofthat he
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
inn li
lieu
of that he
is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
Sarah S.
S. Brewer.
of Sarah
The name
name of
Sarah S. Brewer, widow of Oliver Brewer, late
late of
of Sarah
Company D, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company G,
One hundred
hundred
G, One
and eighty-seventh
eighty-seventh Regiment, New York
and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension
pay
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Catharine
Catharine Bucher,
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph L.
L. Bucher,
Bucher, late
Bucher, widow
Catharine
Catharine Bucher.
Bucher.
late of
of
Company E, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company K,
hundred
and Company
K, One
One hundred
and
and second Regiment,
Regiment, New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at the rate of $20 pr month in lied of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
The name of Jennie
Jennie E.
Nelson.
E. Nelson.
Jennie E. Nelson, widow of Edward
of Jannie
Edward Nelson,
Nelson, late
late of
Company
Regiment New York Volunteer
Company D, Sixtieth
Sixtieth Regiment
Volunteer Infan,
and
Infantry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $24 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
per month
lieu of
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provisos.
Provided, That in the event of
of the
the death
death of
of Ida
Ida Proviso.
Increase
Increase to cease
on
cease on
Nelson,
helpless and dependent daughter of said Edward
Nelson, helpless
Edward Nelson
and d<
death
child.
aath of
Nelson and
of child.
Jennie
Jennie E. Nelson,
Nelson, the additional pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
cease
shall cease
and
provided further, That
and determine:
determine: And provided
That in
in the
event of
of the
the death
death Pension to child on
an
the event
eath of
of mother.
of Jennie E. Nelson, the name of said Ida
Nelson shall
shall be
placed on
on death
Ida Nelson
be placed
the pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions and
the
limitations of
of the
the
and limitations
pension laws, at the rate of $12
$12 per month
month from
from and
after the
the date
of
and after
date of
death of said Jennie E. Nelson.
The name
name of Pheoby J.
Streeter.
J. Streeter.
The
J. Streeter, widow of Andrew
J. Streeter,
Streeter, late
late Pheoby J.
Andrew J.
of Company
Company K, Seventh
of
Seventh Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
pay
per month in lieu
of that
that she
she
lieu of
Is now receiving.
is
receiving.
The name
name of
of Viola
Viola R.
Brackett, late Viola
The
R. Brackett, widow
widow of George Brackett
Viols R.. Bracktt.
Brackett.
captain
of
the
hold,
captain of the hold, United States ships Antona and Keimei,eck,
Kennebeck,
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United
States Navy,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
United States
Navy, and
rate of
$20 per
per
month in
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Mary
R. Franklin,
Franklin, widow
widow of
of William
H. Franklin,
Mary
Mary R.
R. Franklin.
Frankln.
The
Mary R.
William H.
Franklin, late
late
of Company
K, Twenty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
of
Company K,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
her a
apension.
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
s resed and
and pay
pension at
of $12
per month.
The
of John
John G.
G. Corbett,
Corbett, late
late of
CompEgly B,
B, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
John O. Corbet.
The name
name of
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aa pension
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$30 per
per month
that he
Alonior.
urden
Alonzo F. Murder].
The name
name of
F. Murden,
late of
Company B,
B, SeventySeventyThe
of Alonzo
Alonzo F.
Murden, late
of Company
•
seventh
and thirtieth
thirtieth Regiments
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
seventh and
and One hundred
hundred and
Regiments Illinois
at the
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry, and
and pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of $24
per month
of that
that he is
is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
Paris Meadows
Meadows.
The name of Paris Meadows,
Meadows, late of Company
Company L,
L, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Provisional Enrolled Missouri Militia,
Militia and
him aapension
at the
Provisional
and pay him
pension at
the
rate of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
Pension.
Helot MLitohBed.
M. mama&
The
of Helen
Helen M.
widow of
of Andrew
Andrew F.
F. Litchfield,
Heki
The name
name of
M. Litchfield,
Litchfield, widow
Litchfield,
late
assistant surgeon,
surgeon, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and first
first Regiment
late assistant
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
and pay
pay her aa pension
month.
month.
Pinsionsa
Pensions Increased.
James M.
The name
of James
M. Silvey,
Silvey, late
Company K,
K, First
First RegiRegiJams
M.Silvey.
Salny.
The
name of
James M.
late of
of Company
Tennessee Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and pay
at the
the
ment Tennessee'Volunteer
pay him a
a pension at
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $36 per
wflamor.
Willktni Orr.
The name
name of
of William
Orr, late
H, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment
Regiment
The
William Orr,
late of
of Company
Company H,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Wlliam
K. Smith.
mit
The name of William K. Smith, late of Company
William K.
Company B, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
hi.m aapension
pension at
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $30 per month
of that he
he is
is now
The
name of
of John
John B.
B. Kelley,
Kelley, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
John B.
B. Kelley.
Keley.
The name
First Regiment
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $30
$30 per
month in lieu of that he is now receivin
g.
receiving.
Joseph AtcaBon.
Joseph
Melee.=
The name of Joseph Atcheson, late of Company
Company A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Elzabeth
Elizabeth Wlson.
Wilson.
The
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Wilson,
Wilson, former
widow of Marion
D. Fortner,
Fortner,
former widow
Marion D.
late of Company
Company K, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay her aapension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
is now receiving.
catheina
The name of Catherina
Catherina Tarleton, widow
Catherine Tarleton.
Tarleton.
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas W.
W. Tarleton,
Tarleton,
late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry,
late
Company E,
E, Fourth
Regiment Missouri
Militia Cavalry,
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
The name of David B. Marshall,
David B. Mshall.
Marshall.
RegiMarshall, late of
of Company:
Company G, Fourth
Fourth Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Iowa, Volunteer
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
and pay
him aapension
at the
of
$50
lieu of
of that
he is
$50 ncr
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jame Long.
Long.
The
Twenty-ninth RegiJames
T
cie name of James Long, late of Company
Company E, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
month in
in lieu
$36 per
per month
aret. Wads- $35
Margaret J. WadsThe name
Wadsworth, widow
widow of
Wadsworth,
worth.
worth.
Wads
The
name of
of Margaret
Margaret J.
J. Wadsworth,
of Job
Job Wadsworth,
F and A, One
hundred and
and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
late of Companies
Companies F
One hundred
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate
her aapension
the rate
of
$20 per
per month
month in
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
Stephen.J. Milhw.
Mie
The name of Stephen
J. Miller, late of Company
Company B,
Stephen
Stephen J.
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him aa
iam
Howard
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
he is
William Howard.
The
name of
of William
William Howard,
Howard, late
late of
Company G,
G, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
The name
of Company
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
is
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Estella
Howlett,.
The
of Estella
Howlett, former
wid ow of
George W.
BaldPreI.a Howlett.
The name
name of
Estella M.
M. Howlett,
former widow
of George
W. Baldwin, late of Company
Company A,
A, Third
Regiment New
New Jersey
Volunteer
Third Regiment
Jersey Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
per month.
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.

roehinn.senoircatated-
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The
Theodore W.
late of
of Company
C, NinetyNinetyW. Goodsell,
GoodseU, late
Company C,
The name
name of
of Theodore

Pensions
increased.
enis
inorea
Theodore
W.Od
Good-

fifth Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
pension at sell.
sell.
him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
fifth
the
rate of
of $30
of that he is now receiving.
in lieu of
per month
month in
$30 per
the rate
zra Cather.
CatherRegi- EEzra
The
of Ezra
Ezra Cather,
Company K,
K, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiof Company
Cather, late of
The name
name of
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate
a pension
ment Illinois Volunteer
receiving.
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
W. Clark.
Leroy W. Clarkhundred and Leroy
One hundred
The
of Leroy
Leroy W.
of Company
Company G, One
late of
W. Clark, late
name of
The name
fifty-second Regiment
Tnfarttry, and pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
fifty-second
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is now receiving.
in lieu
of that
$30 per
at the
rate of
pension
Richard B.
B. Linville.
Linville.
The
name of
of Richard
Richard B.
B. Linville,
of Company
Company H,
Fifth Re
Re- Rihd
H, Fifth
late of
Linville, late
The name
ment Missouri
Missouri State
Militia Volunteer
Cavalry, and
E,
and Company
Company E,
State Militia
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
Thirty-fifth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Thirty-fifth Regiment
pension at
receiving.
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
of $40
$40 per
the rate
rate of
at the
pension
Nathaniel F.
Berry.
The
name of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel F.
Berry, late
II, Thirteenth
F.Brry.
Thirteenth Nathaniel
Company H,
late of
of Company
F. Berry,
The name
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
a pension
Regiment
at
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension
Pension.

Sarah c.
C. Foster.
Foster.
The
of Sarah
C. Foster,
of Samuel
Samuel H.
H. Foster,
Foster, late
late of
of Sarah
widow of
Foster, widow
Sarah C.
name of
The name
Company
Tenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her
Regiment Maine
I, Tenth
Company I,
ensions increased
aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pensions
increased.
and Henry
Henry B.
The name
of Henry
B. Hale,
Hale, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
B. Hale.
Henry B.
name of
The
forty-fourth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapenInfantry, and pay
Regiment Ohio
forty-fourth Regiment
sion
receiving.
of $24
$24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the rate
rate of
sion at
at the
Thomas Gall.
Gl
Sharpshooters' Company, Tho
Thomas Gall, late of Flegles Sharpshooters'
of Thomas
The name of
a
Infantry and pay him a
Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
ceiving.
Dominick
omn k Dennedy.
Dennedy.
Dominick Dennedy, late of Company K, One hundred
hundred D
The name of Dominick
eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
and eighty-first
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Robert
Robert C.
C. Holder.
Holder.
receig.
older
obert
Company D, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh
The name of Robert C. Holder, late of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
apension at the
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
now receiving.
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
Charles H. Leach.
Lea
es
Seventh RegiThe
name of
of Charles
Leach, late
Company E,
E, Seventh
late of
of Company
Charles H. Leach,
The name
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
ment Vermont Volunteer
of
$30 per
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
in lieu of
month in
per month
of $30
William Davis.
Company H, Twenty-ninth
The
Twenty-ninth Wiiam Davis.
The name of William Davis, late of Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in lieu of that he is now
rate of $30 per
The
of Edmund
Edmund T.
T. Connelly,
Connelly, alias
alias John
Marks, late
late of
of ComCorn- nelly,alasJohnnaris.
ne=hn'ritan
s:
John Marks,
name of
The name
pany
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
B, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
pany B,
per month
pay him aa.pension
pension at the rate of $50 per
month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Evelyn Wakefield.
akefeld.
The name of Evalyn Wakefield,
Wakefield, widow of Hezekiah
Hezekiah B. Wakefield,
Wakefield, Evaly
late of Company A, Fifty-third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,
Regiment Indiana
and
month in lieu of that she
and pay her aapension at the rate of $24 per month
cease on
Provided, That in the event of the
the death
death of Edith Ids
(=as:.to
to cease
on
receiving: Provided,
is now receiving:
ofchld.
death of
Stella
Wakefield, helpless
and dependent
dependent child
child of
said Hezekiah
Hezekiah B. death
chiid.
of said
helpless and
Stella Wakefield,
Wakefield, the
the additional
additional pension
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
de- PPrzt
. tta ild on
shall cease
and deWakefield,
pension herein
deatho mother.d
further, That in the event of the death of des
termine: And provided
provided further,
Evalyn
Wakefield, the name of said Edith Stella Wakefield
Wakefield shall be
Evalyn Wakefield,
provisions and limitations
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
limitations of
the pension laws, at the rate of $12
$12 per month from and after the date
of death
Wakefield.
of
death of
of said
said Evalyn.
Evalyn Wakefield.
ak
er
Regiment JOhnW
1'bn W. Baker..
The name of John W. Baker, late of Company M, Second Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
of
that he
he is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
per month
month in
of $30 per
orge W
Tma '
Company G, One
The name of George
George W. Tilman,
Tilman, late of Company
One hundred
hundred
W. Taman
and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
apenVolunteer Infantry,
and tenth RegimentIllinois
sion at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
at
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Edward T. Wolfe.
Wolfe.

Stephen Clevenger.
Stephen

1916.
1916.

The name
name of
of Edward
T. Wolfe,
Wolfe, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
One hundred
Edward T.
B, One
hundred
and twentieth
twentieth Regiment
him
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
reaapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
The name of Stephen Clevenger, late of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred

and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay
him a
apension
at the
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
him
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
tHarriet
E. CupenCapen- The name of
of Harriet
Harriet E.
Harriet E.
E. Carpenter,
Carpenter, widow
widow of
William B.
Carpenter,
of William
B. Carpenter,
tar,
late
assistant surgeon
surgeon Fifth
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry',
late assistant
Fifth Regiment
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she
the rate
of $24
lieu of
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Mary Slier.
Siler.
The name of Mary
Maly Siler, widow
Suer, late
widow of
of Francis
Francis M.
M. Siler,
late of
of Company
Company
A,'Eighth
A;Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rererate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
ceiving.
ceivmg.
perry
Mortimer
F.
Sperry.
The
name
rmer F S
. The name of Mortimer
Mortimer F. Sperry, late of Company
Com_sny D,
One hundred
hundred
D, One
and thirty-ninth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
and
thirty-ninth Regiment
llinois Volunteer
him
,a
apension
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now rerepension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month

ceiving.
ceiving.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah H.
H. Hunter,
Hunter, widow
of Malick
Mali ck H
un t
er ,l
at
e of
The name
widow of
Hunter,
late
of
Company. B,
B, Ninety-first
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
and
pay her
her apension
apension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
•
and pay
rate of
The name
Ann M.
of Abraham
Abraham Ellenberger,
Ann.Ellenberger.
Ann
M. Ellenberger.
The
name of
ofAnn
M. Ellenberger,
Ellenberger, widow
widow of
Ellenberger,
late of
of Company
late
Company A,
A, Van
Van Horn's
Horn's battalion,
battalion, United
United States
States Reserve
Reserve
Corps, Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aa.pension
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $20
per month
in. lieu
lieu of
receiving.
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
of
$20 per
Mars
Mary Marsh.
The name
Mary Marsh,
Marsh, widow
of Edwin
late of
of Company
The
name of
of Mary
widow of
Edwin Marsh,
Marsh, late
Company
K, Twenty-ninth
K,
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $24
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
at the
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
Maria
Maria Pierce.
Pierce.
The name of Maria
Maria Pierce
widow of
James T.
Pierce, late
of ComComPierce, widow
of James
T. Pierce,
late of
pany M, Sixth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
York Heavy
pay her
her aa
pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
is now
now rerein lieu
lieu of
she is
ceiving.
ceiving.
Aaron
Fanshaw.
The name
name of
of Aaron
of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
AaronFashaw.
The
Aaron Fanshaw
Fanahaw,'late
late of
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
Infantry, and
pension
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
at
rate of
per month
month in
of that
is now
Jeptha
Tucker.
The
of Jeptha
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-second
JepthaTcr.
The name
name of
Jeptha Tucker,
Tucker, late
Twenty-second
Regiment Michigan
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
him a
apension
pension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
he is
oeph
H.Tha
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Joseph
Thomas.
The name
of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Thomas,
of Company
Company H,
H, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegioseph H.
H. Thomas.
The
name of
Thomas, late
late of
ment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
at
pension at the
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Company I,
WilliamamSth.
Smith.
The name of William
William Smith,
Smith, late of Company
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of
a pension
rate of
$3Qper
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now- receiving.
receiving.
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
suem.$S30
W.Hk.
The name
Samuel W.
Samuel W.
Hicks.
name of Samuel
W. }licks,
late of
of Company
F, First
First Regiment
Hicks, late
Company F,
Regiment
Engineers and Mechanics,
Michigan Engineers
Mechanics, and
at the
the
and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
rate of
o $40
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
GeorgeW.
Johnst
The name
Gecege W '
1(thnstalL
name of George
George W. Johnston,
Johnston, late
late of Company
Company E,
E, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and payhim
apension
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
S per month in li eu ofthat he is now receiving.
rate
rate of
of $36
36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
ames
late of
lanleS Farr.
The name of James Farr, late
of Companies
and D,
D, Sixty-ninth
Companies E
E and
Sixty-ninth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
that .he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
Eliza
The name
name of
of Eliza
Eliza A.
Garthwait, widow
widow of
of Mathew
Mathew Garthwait,
Eliza A.
A. Garthwalt.
Garthwai.
The
A. Garthwait,
Garthwait,
late of Twentieth Battery, Indiana
Indiana Light
Light Artillery,
and pay
pay her
Artillery, and
her aa
pension
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
Margaret Kinley.
e
month in
in lieu
is now
The
Margaret Kinley
Kinley, widow
of Seth
Kinley, late
l
at
e unas
The name
name of
of Margaret
widow of
Seth Kinley,
unas-signed Fifty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Fifty-ninth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Pension.
Sarah
Sarah H.. Hunter.
Hunter.
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a pension at the rate of $20 per
her a
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Sarah E.
E Parish.
The name
name of
E. Parish,
Parish, widow
wid ow o
avid Parish,
Pari
sh,late
l
ate of
ofComCorn - Sarah
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
offD
David
- Parish
pany D, One hundred
hundred and forty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
forty-eighth Regiment
Infantry and pay her aapension at the rate
Infantry,
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
rate of
of $20
per month
of
that she
is now
receiving.
of that
she is
now receiving.
The name of
of John
John G.
G. Powers,
Powers ' late
late of
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third ,John
John (.
G. Powers.
Powers.
of CompanyCompany G,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay him
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Lewis.
The name
name of
The
of Mahala
Mahala Lewis,
widow of
James J.
J. L
ew i
s,
l
at
e of
ofCornCorn- Mahala
Lewis, widow
of James
Lewis,
late
Mahala Lewis
pany I, Forty-third
Forty-third Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $20 per
her a
in lieu
that she
she is
per month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
A. Christy,
Christy, widow
widow of
J. Christy,
of Sarah
A. Christy.
name of
of Sarah
Sarah A.
of Thomas
Thomas J.
Christy, late
late of
Sarah AChristy.
Company C, One hundred and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
VolunIllinois Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay her a
apension at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in
the rate
rate of
lieu of that she is now receiving.
The name
The
Thomas Nichols,
late of
Company A,
Thomas Nichols.
name of
of Thomas
Nichols, late
of Company
A, Eightieth
Eightieth Thomas
NicholsRegiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him aapension
pension at
rate of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
Shuber.
The name of
of Lewis
Lewis Shuber,
late of
Company G,
G, Seventh
Seventh RegiShuber, late
of Company
Regi- Lewis
Lewis Shu ber
ment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
the
at tYe
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
The name of Mary
Mary A.
Farrell, widow
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel Farrell,
Mary A.
A. Farrell,
Farrell late
late of
of Mary
Farrell
- Farrell.
Company G, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
a pension at the
and pay her a
of that
she
the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Robert J.
J. Pense, late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Robert JJ. Pense.
ment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry.
,and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
pay him
at the
of $30 per month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
The name of Robert
Robert Collins,
Collins, late
Company K,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Robert
Collins.
late of
of Company
K, Tenth
Robert Coins.
Cavalry,.,and
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $36
a pension
the rate
$36
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
The name of William Postelwait,
Postelwait, late
of company
D, Sixth
Sixth RegiWilliam Postelwait.
Postelwait.
late of
Company D,
Regi- wan
ment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
ment
and paym
at the
the
pay him aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
Pensons.
The name of Sarah A.
A. Farnsworth,
Farnsworth, former
former widow
widow of
of Edward
Edward G.
G. wShh
S4rth A.
arn sA. F
FarnsFoss, late of Company
Seventh Regiment
Company B, Seventh
Regiment New
VolunNew Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer Infantry, Unassigned Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
and Company
Company D,
D,
Corps, and
Twenty-fourth
Regiment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her aapenpension at
sion
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
st
The
name of
form erwidow
w id ow of
ofNicholas
Nichol
as P.
P. wait.Ct
waLucretia M. P
PestleThe name
of Lucretia
Lucretia M.
M. Postlewait,
Postlewait, former
it.
Company,C, Thirtieth
Wycoff, late of Company
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
InfanVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
$12 per
Pensions
increased.
The name
name of
of William
Sexton, late
Ninth Regiment
William J
J.. Sexton.
William J.
J. Sexton,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Ninth
Regiment wiliam
extonCavalry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
ayhi
m a pension
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
and p
pay
him
at the
rate of
per
month in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
receiving.
Thomas H. Batley.
The name
Fourth
name of Thomas
Thomas H.
H. Bailey,
Bailey-, late of Company A, F
ourth RegiRegi- Thomas
H.Baiey.
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Heavy
Artillery,
and
Heavy Artillery,
pay him
the
pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
L. Fisher.
The
The name
L. Fish
er, late
late o
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegi- Edward
name of
of Edward
Edward L.
Fisher,
offCompany
Edward L
Fisherment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
and pay
him a
a, pension
pension at
at
Missouri Militia,
Militia, and
pay him
per month
the rate of $27 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
of that
is now
now receiving.
J. Hunter,
Hunter, late
The name of Andrew J.
late of
G, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- Andrew J. Hunter.
Hunter.
of Company
Company G,
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Bashaw, widow
Bashaw, late
of CornCorn- Emily
Bashaw.
The name
name of
of Emily
Emily Bashaw,
widow of
of Alfred
Alfred Bashaw,
late of
Emly Bashaw.
Regiment Illinois
pany I,
I, Seventy-sixth Regiment
and pay
pay
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
apension at the rate of
of $24
in lieu
of that
now
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event
event of
receiving:
of the
death of
of Mamie
Mamie Bashaw
Bashaw Inreeifs: to amse on
the death
on
helpless and dependent
the additional
dependent child of said Alfred Bashaw, the
additional deathof
death of child.
wo.

i

'
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pension
pension herein
herein granted
and determine:
And provided
provided .furfurgranted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine: And
on ther,
th€P, That in the event of the death of Emily.Bashaw
Bashaw the
the name
name of
of
said Mamie Bashaw shall
shall be
be placed
placed on
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the
on the
provisions and limitations of
of the
laws at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per
the pension
pension laws,
the rate
of $12
month
month from and after the
death of
of said
said Emily
Emily Bashaw.
Bashaw.
the date
date of death
Charles A. Lauman.
Lauman.
Charles
The name of Charles
Charles A.
A. Lauman,
late of
of Company
Company D,
13, One
One hundred
Lauman, late
hundred
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment, and
Company K,
K, One
hundred and
and
and Company
One hundred
thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment, Illinois Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Companies
Companies F
F and
H,
and H,
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Thirty-fourth
States Infantry
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenRegiment United States
Infantry,.,and
sion at the rate of $30 per month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that he
he is
illiam B. Rut
Rut-- The name of
William
B. Rutledge,
Rutledge, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiof William
Wiliam B.
late of
ledge.
edge.
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
rate of
of
the rate
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Joel K. P.
P. Wood.
Theename of
of Joel
Wood.
Th
of Company
Company G,
G, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
Joel K.
K. P.
P. Wood,
Wood, late
late of
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
rate of $24
$24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
harles
ars W.. Nelson.
W. Nelson.
Charles
The name
of Charles W. Nelson,, late
late of
Company I,
I, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him a
a .pension
rate of $30 per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
Robert
oDenby.
The name
Denby,of Robert Denby, late of Company H,
Robert
Denby.
H, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Tiifantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
John
.
Bannett.
The
Mtn& Barnett.
name of John S. Barnett, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
One hundred
K, One
hundred
and forty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
forty-sixth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
at
rate
$30
pension
the
of
per
month
in
lieu
he
is
now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
AlvinD.Mohr.
The name of Alvin
Alvin D. Mohr.
Alvin D. Mohr, late of Fifth Independent
Independent Battery,
Battery,
Ohio Light Artillery, and pay him a
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per
a pension
pension at the
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Hnry
Wittenmyer.
The
Henry Wittenmyer,
Wittenmyer, late of Company
Company D,
Hoary WittettalYet '
The name
name of
of Homy
D, One
One hundred
hundred
and fiftieth Regiment
egiment Pennsylvania
and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him
pay him
aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
now
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Lewis
W. Ciro,.
The name of Lewis W. Chase, late of
Lewis W. Chre.
The
of Company
D, Ninety-ninth
Company D,
Ninety-ninth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
Infantry, and pay
pension at
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
rate
receiving.
Mary C. Triplett.
The
Mary C. Triplett.
The name of Mary C. Triplett, widow of Joshua D. Triplett, late
late
unassigned,
unassigned, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Cavalry, and
pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
lieu of
that she
she is
is
month in lieu
of that
now
receiving.
now receiving.
atdaA.Manning.
The name
name of
Matilda A. Manning
Manning, widow
Matilda A. Manning'
The
of Matilda
widow of Ezra L.
L. Manning.
Manning. late
late
of Company H, On
Onee hundred
hundred and 'fourteenth
Regiment New
New York
York
fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
pension at
at the
per
lieu of
month in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
WUliamF.Ba.
The name of William
William
F. Braught.
William F
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred
F. Braught, late
late of
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aapension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receivreceivthat he
enon
Pension

to chid

to child ell

death of mother.

Maryv
Mary A.
Holland.
A.HOand

James R. Johnson.

James R. Johnson.

e _name of Mary A. Holland, widow of John Holland, late of Comename of Mary A. Holland, widow of John Holland,
Com-

pany I,
I, Second Regiment
pany
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry and ComCompany.D,
Regiment Wisconsin
pany
D, First
First Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery
Artillery, and
pay
a pension
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she is
is
now receiving.
The
name
of
James
Johnson, late of Company F, Seventh
The name of James R. Johnson,
Seventh RegiRegiVolunteer Cavalry, and
ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
pension at
at the
rate
and pay him
him aapension
the
rate
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
of
that he is now receiving.

will
A. et on
Witham A. Peterson'

The name
name of
William A. Peterson, late first-class
in the
The
of William
first-class boy in
the United
United

States Navy-,
Navy, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $24 per
month in
per month
in

ra H. Phillis.

Ira H. Phillips.

lieu of that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving
The name
aH
hipsof
of Company
The
name of
of Ira
H. Pluilips,late
Company H,
H, Seventh Regiment
Regiment

Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $24
$24
per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Anna Young, former widow
widow of Samuel Cornell, late
late of
of
Company I, Seventh
Regiment Michigan
Company
Seventh Regiment
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
a pension at
her a
rate of
of $12
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of Alvah
K. Palmer, late of
Alvah K.
of Company
Company K,
K, Second
Second RegiRegiment New York Veteran Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Henry Snyder, late
lath of
G, Forty-sixth
Regi
of Company
Company G,
Forty-sixth Regiment
ment New
New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
the
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
The name of Lemuel R. Wilcox, late of Company
Company C,
The
C, Second
Second RegiRegiment New York Veteran Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of $30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Harriet
Harriet A. Voelz, widow of
of William
William Voelz,
ComVoelz, lath
late of
of Company E,
E, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pany
Infantry, and
her
and pay
pay her
aa pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
month in
that she
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Philip
Philip Ruebel,
of Company
C, Major
Major Daniel
Ruebel, lath
late of
Company C,
Daniel
Abby's
Scott County battalion, United
Abby's Scott
United States
States Reserve
Corps, MisMisReserve Corps,
souri
pay him
souri Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per month in
in lieu of
th ath
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
hee is
The name of Jerome
Jerome Dano
late of
d
Dano, late
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred an
and
twenty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
twenty-seventh Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pay him
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
in lie
u of
ofth
at
he is
month in
lieu
that
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lavinia Weast, widow
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob Weast,
Weast, late
of Comlate of
Company K,
K, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
rate of
her a
apension
pension at the rate
per month
month in
of that
she is
is now
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Jane
of David H.
The
Jane Hoover, widow of
Hoover, late
late of
H. Hoover,
of ComCompany G, Two hundred
hundred and second Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at
Infantry,
at the
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
of
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of William Gilliland, late of
The
C, Seventy-eighth
of Company
Company C,
Seventy-eighth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
and pay
pay hun
at the
of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lydia Hawkins,
Hawkins, widow
Hawkins, late
of
widow of
of Richard
Richard Hawlins,
late of
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Company D, Fifty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
pension at the rate of
of $20 per
pay her a
apension
month in.
in lieu
of that
that she
per month
lieu of
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of William Taylor, late of Company H,
The
H, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
rate of $40 per month in
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, April
April 3,
3, 1916.
1916.
CHaP. 61.-An
CHAP.
61.—An Act Granting pensions and increase of
to certain
certain soldiers
of pensions to
soldiers
and sailors
sailor of the Civil War and certain widows
and
widows and dependent
dependent children
children of
and
of soldiers
soldiers and
sailors
of said
sailors of
said war.
war.
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1223
Pension.
Pension.
Anna Young.
Anna
Young.

Pensions increased.'
increased.
Alvah K. Palmer.
Palmer.

Henry Snyder.
Henry
Snyder.

Lemuel R.
R. Wilcox.
Wilcox.

Harriet A.
Voelz.
A. Voelz.

Philip Ruebel.
Ruebel.

Jerome Dano.

Lavinia Weast.
Weast.

Jane Hoover.
Hoover.

William
William Gilliland.
Gilliland.

Lydia Hawkins.

William Taylor.

pf.
.Anril
R.5,
10037.]
1916.
Al
5,1916.
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 6.]
6.]

Be it enacted
and House of
Be
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
ofRepresentatives
of the
States of America
Congress assembl
ed, Th
atthe
th
e Secretary
America in
in Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary of
of the
the Pensions.
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to place
directed to
place on
on the
the
pension roll, subject to the provisions
pension
provisions and limitations of
pension
of the
the pension
laws, the name of Miles Fuller, late of Company L,
laws,
L, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Miles
Miles Fuller.
Fuller.
Provisional Enrolled Missouri Militia, and pay him aapension
Provisional
the
pension at
at the
rate of $20 per month.
month.
Mary G. Fruit.
The name of Mary J. Fruit, former widow of William
William L.
L. Fruit,
late if
Fruit late
of Company
Ninth Regiment
of
Company C, Ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay
her a
apension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
The name
Pensions
Increased.
name of Nancy Gould, widow of James D. Gould, late of
increased.
The
of ComCom- Nancy
Nancy GoukL
GoulLd
pany B, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
at the rate of
her
pension at
of $20 per month in lieu of
she is
now
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
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The name
name of
Joseph A.
Hollister, late
of Company
One hundred
hundred
of Joseph
A. Hollister,
late of
Company A,
A, One
and
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pay
him a
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay him
a
pension
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
he
is
now
JaesKirw.
The
name
of James
James Kinser.
James Kinser, late
Company G,
G, One
hundred and
late of
of Company
One hundred
and
forty-fourth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
forty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $27
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
George W.
age.
The name
ame of George
George W. Page,
Page, late
George
W. Page.
late of
of Company
Company I,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
I, Eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate of
of $40
$40
Cavalry, and
pension at
the rate
per month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
John
Greenamyer, late
John Greenmyer.
Greenarnyer.
The name of John Greenamyer,
of Company
Company H,
II, One
hundred
late of
One hundred
twenty-ninth Regiment
and twenty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
a .pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
receiving.receiving.
Pensions.
The
of Ruth
E. Hering,
Hering, widow
of Samuel
Samuel Hering,
Hering, late
late of
uth'.Hering.
The name
name of
Ruth E.
Ruth
E. Hering.
widow of
of
Company
United States
Company I,
I, Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her aa
Cavalry and
pension at
pension
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
of $12
UahaP
The name of Mahala Burns, former
Mahal* Bun.
Burns.
The
former widow
widow of
of John
John T.
Montgomery,
T. Montgomery,
late of Company
Company C,
C,
.Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay
i)ity her
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
pansi
. and
her a
a pension
pension at
of $12
per month.
Isaac
M.
Pensions
increased. 'The
The name
name of
Isaac M.
Emh?y, late
Company A,
A, One
hundred and
and
of Isaac
M. Emley,
Isaac
M. Eley.
Emley.
late of
of Company
One hundred
twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and of
of Company
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
K, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
Corps, and
pension
at the
at
the rate
rate of
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Jm
The nameP.
James P. Barton.
name ofJames
of James P. Barton,
Barton late
late of
of Company
C, Thirty-sixth
Company C,
Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Infantry and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
apension
pension at
at the
the
pay him.
him a
rate of $30 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that lie
he is
now receiving.
unius R. Clift.
The name
name of Junius
Junius R. Clift, late of Company E, Eighth Regiment,
Junius R. Oift.
The
and of Company A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment, Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
apension
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of
he is
is now
that he
now receiving
receiving.
Eliss Worley.
The
name
of
Elias
Worley, late of Company K, One
Elias Worley.
The name
hundred and
and
One hundred
fiftieth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pensio n
Infantry, and
at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
of th
at
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that
he
Pension.
Delnsion.
Delia Anderson.
The
of Delia
Delia Anderson,
Anderson,f
ormer widow
w id ow of
ofNicholas
Ni chol
as P
arks, late
late
The name
name of
former
Pars,
of Company D, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
s
and
pay her
of $12
month.
amuae
A. Parrish.
arrishh.
Pensiansincl
'
eased
*
The name of Samuel A. Parrish,
Parrish, late
late of
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred
Samuel
A.
of Company
and forty-fourth
Regiment Indiana
forty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
aapension
$30 per month in lieu of that
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30
that he
he is
now rereis now
ceiving.
ceiving.
811n8elemne
onL. Miles,
Miles!
The
Simeon L.
L. Miles,
Miles, alias
ali as Simeon Lorance, late of CornailseonL
The name
name of
of Simeon
Simeon Lorance, late of Company B, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
alisi
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
a pension
rate of
him a
pension at the rate
of $24
month in
in lieu
li eu of
ofthat
that he
he is
is now
now
$24 per
per month
receiving.
receiving.
Jame
. onnso.
The name
name of
of James
M. Johnson,
James It.YohnsonThe
James M.
Johnson, late
late of Company
Company D,
D, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry-,
Infantry, and
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay him
him aapension
at the
the
pension at
of that
rate of $36 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth Weldon.
The name of Elizabeth Waldon,
Pension.
Walden, former
widow of
of Christian
Christian Cieving,
Cieving,
former widow
Elizabeth Waldon.
late
Company H, Fifth Regiment
late of
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
Luas
Covert,jr.
name
offLucas
Lucas Covert,
Pensions
increas
The n
am e o
G, Sixth
Covert, junior,
Lucas
Covert,
jr.edjunior, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Sixth RegiRegiment
pay him
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of
he is
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
A..Martin*
of Nancy
Nanc
ancy A
The name
name of
William H. Martin,
late of
of
Nancy A.
A. Martin,
Martin, widow
widow of
of WilliamH.
Martin, late
Company
Missouri State
Company IH,
II, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and of
of
CompanyB,
Company
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth. Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
her
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Lcy L. Lymon.
The
name of
of Lucy
Lucy L.
L. Layinon,
Laymon, widow
Lucy L. LaymanThe name
widow of
of Stewart
Stewart M.
M. Laymon,
Laymon, late
late
of
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
of Company
Company A,
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
lieu of
pay
rate of $20 per
per month
month in lieu
now
of that
that she
she is
Ls now
receiving.
receivng.
Joseh
Joseph

A.

H
Hamster.
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m e s Corn.
James
The name
of James
Company B,
Regiment Ja
The
name of
James Corn,
Corn, late
late of
of Company
B, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Corn.
Indiana Volunteer
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
pay him
pension at
of $30
per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
Emily Schwartz.
z.
George Schwartz,
The name of Emily Schwartz, widow
widow of George
Schwartz, late
late of
of Enylschwart
Independent Battalion, New
Company F, Independent
New York
York Infantry,
Infantry, and
and of
of
Company D, First Regiment New York
and pay
pay her
York Engineers,
Engineers, and
her a
a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
is now
relieu of
of that she
she is
now receiving.
ceiving.
Pension.
The name of Catharine
Catharine Maconaughay,
Maconaughay, helpless
helpless and
dependent Catharine
and dependent
calote
M
Maconacon.
child of James Maconaught
.
iy, late of Company
G, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and aughay.
auShaY•
Maconaughay,
Company G,
fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
her a
apenpenPennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay her
sion at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
3sed.
The name of Andrew Watts,
Watts, late
One hundred
hundred and
and Andrew
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, One
PniSe'wsa`.
Watts.
seventy-third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $27 per month
month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that he is now
Christopher C. Estes.
The name of Christopher
Christopher C. Estes, late of Companies
Companies B
B and
and A,
A, One
One ChristopherC.
IEstes
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
hundred and tenth
tenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pay
of $40
per month
lieu of
ofthat
thathe
he i
now
him apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
in lieu
iss now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
helpless and
The name of Cora E. Brooks, helpless
dependent child
child of
of Cora
and dependent
cs E.
E Brooks.
Brooks
Charles U. Brooks, late of Company II,
H, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
a pension
the rate
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
The name of John T. Lovett, late of Company
Company H,
H, Eighteenth
Eighteenth John
Joshn. T. Lovett.Ad.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in
that he
is now
in lieu
lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving. POD210119.
pesio
Sarah A. Cardwell.
The name of Sarah A. Touseul (now Cardwell),
Cardwell), former widow
widow of sarahA
rdwoa.
Charles J. Touseul, late of Battery
Battery H, Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United
States Artillery,
Artillery'and pay her a
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
M. Je
Jenkins.
A"
m M
n
aIS.
The name of Anna M. Jenkins, former widow of Joel N. Camp, late Anna
k.
of Company B, Twenty-second
Volunteer
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her aapension
pension at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $12
Mary A. Brackett.
The name of Marylate Mry
Mary A. Brackett,
Brackett, widow
widow of
of Tryon J.
J. Brackett,
Brackett, late
A Brack Itt.
Sixty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
of Company A, Sixty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of Marquis D. Lillie, late of Company M, First Regiment
Regiment Pensions
Pensquin increased.
i ed.
Marquis I). Lillie.
ie.
Iowa Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
a pension at
per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary Lyons, widow of John
Lyons.
John E. Lyons, late of ComCom- Mary
Mary Lyons
Eighteenth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pany K,
K, Eighteenth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Margaret
Margaret M.
M. Hack,
Hack, widow
widow of
of George
A. Hack,
Hack, late
George A.
late of
of Margaret
agare M.
Hack.
M.Ha
Company E, One hundred
hundred and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment,
Regiment, New
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry, and Company- F,
and TwentyTwentyF, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth and
seventh Regiments, United States Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension
and pay her
her aa pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
ad.
The name of Ruth Ann James, former widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles L.
L. RobRob- RuSthAnn
Ruth Ann Ja
James.r.
bins, late of Company B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of William C.Taylor,
C. Tayl.
Taylor.
C. Taylor , late
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
or.
late of
hundred William
William c.
and thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per
month in
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
per month
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Laura A.
A. Peters.
widow of Amos D. Peters, late of Lau
The name of Laura A. Peters, widow
Peters.
Company
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment Nebraska
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Nebraska Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
I
The name of William H. Doll, late of Company
Company A, One hundred and William
wiliam H.
H. Doll.
DiL
seventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and of
of ComCom-
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pany K, First Potomac
Potomac Home Brigade
Brigade Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he
month in
lieu of
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Disia Stamper.
Disi
tamper.
The name
The
of Disia Stamper,
widow of
of William
Stamper, late
of
name ofDisia
Stamper, widow
William Stamper,
late of
Company L, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Cavalry, and
and
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her a
apension at the
the rate of $20 per month
lieu of
that she
she is
month in
in lieu
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
dames
R.
Parker.
James R. Parker.
The name of James
James R. Parker,
Parker, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana, Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him a
a.pension
rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
William
D.
.AlexanWaiam D. Alexa
The
The name of William
William I).
A, Third
Third
D. Alexander,
Alexander, late
der.
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment
Regiment New Mexico
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry,. and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Mexico Volunteer
pension at the rate of $27_
$27 per month
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
Sarah
Newton.
Sarah I.. New
The
of Sarah
S. Newto
widow of Charles
The name
name of
J. Newton,
Newton, widow
Charles L. Newton,
Newton, late of
of
Company C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
of Company
K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
and of
Company K,
Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the
and pay
pension at
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
now
receivig.
Mary I.
Keen..
Mary
Iee.
The
name of
of Mary I. Keen,
een, widow of George W. Keen,late
The name
Keen, late of
of ComCompany G, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
Butches.
Boman R.
R. Butcher.
The name
The
name of Boman R. Butcher, late of Company
Company H, Second RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
payhim
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
$io.
30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Saah
J Gloer.
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah
J.
Gloves.
The
Sarah J.
J. Glover, former
former widow
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel Shelley,
late
Shelley, late
of Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolVolunteer Infantry and pay her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
$12 per
Pensions
Pens increased.
ncreased
The name of William
William E.
E Hopkins,
Hopkins, late of
of Company
Company G,
Fourth RegiRegiG, Fourth
William E. Hop.
s.
ides.
p ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he i
iss now
Mary K.
Dtmn.
Mary
K. Dunn.
The
of Francis
The name
name of Mary K. Dunn, widow of
Francis M.
Dunn, late
of
M. Dunn,
late of
Company
Company F, Eleventh Regiment Indiana Volunteer
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Adlade Holland.
Rolland.
The name
widow of
name of Adlade Holland,
Holland, widow
of Patrick
Patrick Holland,
Holland, late
late of
of
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Company A, Thirty-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
in lieu
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
Catherine A.
A. Payne.
ayne.
The name
name of
The
of Catherine
Catherine A. Payne, widow
widow of Freeman
Freeman S.
S. Payne,
Payne,
late of Company
Company I, One hundred and sixty-second
sixty-second Regiment,
Regiment, New
New
York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
an dof
ofCompany
Company K,
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment,
Regiment,
Veteran Reserve Corps, and pay her aapension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
pension at the
of that
month in lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
Pensions.
SParaeh
.
The
Sarah B. .Scott.
The name
name of Sarah B. Scott, widow of
of William
William G.
Scott, late
of
G. Scott
late of
Company A, First Battalion,
Batt alion ,Sixteenth
Sixt
eenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
rate of
per month.
Jane
Harris.
ane Hais.
The name
of Jane
Harris, widow
widow of Smith A. Harris, late
late of ComThe
name of
Jane Harris
Company-K, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pany
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of .$12
$12 per month.
pay
Emma R.
R. Shattuck
Emma
Shattuck.
The
name
Emma R.
R. Shattuck,
Shattuck, widow
widow of James
The name of
of Emma
James H.
H. Shattuck,
late of Company G, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
an d pay her
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
$12 per
Pension increased.
Emily E. Scer.
Spencer.
The name
name of
of Eily
Emily E. Spencer,
Spencer, widow
widow of
of Nimrod
Nimrod A.
A. Spencer,
late
Spencer, late
of
E, Third
of Company
Company E,
Third Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
and .pay her a
apension
lieu of
of that
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
Pesi
Pensions.
Eliza J. Glover.
Glover.
EliaJ.
The name of Eliza J. Glover, former
widow of
of Leander
late
former widow
Leander Dean,
Dean late
Regiment Alabama
of Company C, First Regiment
Alabama Vidette
Vidette Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Nancy
McClellan.
NI
ncida.
The name of
of Nancy
McClellan,' widow
widow of
The name
Nancy McClellan
of Riley
Riley H.
H. McClellan,
McClellan, late
of
Company
B,
First
Regiment
of Company
First Regiment Alabama Vidette Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
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The name of James
Holtzman, late of Companies
James H. Holtzman,
and C,
C, One
On
Companies K
K and
hundred
hundred and fourteenth
fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
i
$50 per
per month
that he
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Hiram H. Persell, late of Company
Company E,
Third Regi
E, Third
Regi-ment North Carolina
Mounted Infantry, and pay
Carolina Mounted
pay him
at
him aa pension
pension at
the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
The name of Eliza Riehl, former widow of
Isaac IL
late of
of
of Isaac
H. Steele,
Steele, late
Company G, Fifty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
York National
Guard InInNew York
National Guard
fantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The name of Anna Holmes, widow of Lafayette
Lafayette Holmes,
of
Holmes, late
late of
Company F, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
$12 per
The name of William P. Morris,
late of
of Company
Company A,
Twelfth RegiRegiMorris, late
A, Twelfth
ment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
and pay
pay him
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
The
name of
Arzila Wolf,
dependent child
of John
The name
of Arzila
Wolf, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
child of
John
Company F, Thirty-third
Wolf, late of Company
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry,
and
pay
her
Infantry,
a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
a pension
at the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of Stillman Young, late
late of
of Battery
Battery E
VirE, First
First West
West Virginia Light Artillery, and pay
him a
apension
pensi
on a
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per
pay him
attthe
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name of Julia
Julia E. Watson,
Watson, now
Jones, former
former widow
widow of
David
now Jones,
of David
M.
M. Watson,
Watson late of Company
Company I,
ven ty- ei
ghth Regiment
Regi
men t Ohi o
I, Se
Seventy-eighth
Ohio
Infantry, and payher
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of Sidney
Sidney
Tripp, late of
of Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred
W.R. Tripp,
and sixty-first Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
him aa.pension at the
t
he rate of $30 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
now
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Adelaide L. Curry, widow
The name of Adelaide
of Edgar
Edgar W.
W. Curry,
Curry.,late
late
widow of
of Company
Company L, Third Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Iow
Iowaa Volunteer
her aapension at the rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
The name
The
name of Maria W. Wilson, widow
widow of George E. Wilson,
Wilson, late
late of
of
Company
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
Company D, Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry , and
and
pay her a
apension at the rate of $24
$24 p
er mon
th in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
;the is
per
month
of that
is

now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
Weirich, late of Company
Company A, Sixty-fifth
The
of James L. Weirich,
Sixty-fifth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
the
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of $36 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
i
s now
iving.
per month
month in
lieu of
now rece
receiving.
The name
name of William F. Petty, late
Company II,
If, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi
late of Company
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa pension
at the
the
pay him
pension at
rate of $30 per
in lieu
of that
that h
i
s now
now receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
hee is
receiving.
The
Blackburn, late of Company
The name of William P. Blackburn,
Company D,
D, FortyForty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
ninth
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Hanes,
Hanes, late
of Company
B, One
One Hundredth
Hundredth
late of
Company B,
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volu
nt
eer Infantry,
Inf
an t
ry, an
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at
Volunteer
andd pay
the rate of $40 per month
month in
lieu of
that he
w receiving
receiving.
in lieu
of that
he is
is no
now
The name
name of Friederike
Friederike Potter, widow of Frederick
Frederick W.
W. Potter,
Potter,
alias William Potter, late a
a seaman in the United
alias
and
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her a
a pension at the
$12 per
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
The name of Harriet
Harriet L. Busick, former
T'he
widow of
Freeman Leonard,
Leonard,
former widow
of Freeman
late of Company A
A4? Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Cavalry,
Minnesota Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay hera
rate of
of $12
her apension at the rate
per month.
month.
$12 per
The name of
of Harriet
Harriet L. Ferris
Ferris, widow
of Joseph
Ferris, late
late of
of
widow of
Joseph E.
E. Ferris,
Company C, One hundred
hundred a
and
Company
nd thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio National
National
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
Guard
$20 per
per month
of $20
month
in lieu of that she
now receiving.
she is
is now
receiving.
The name of Mary A. Kane, widow of John
John J.
J. Kane,
Kane, late
late of
of CornComPany D, Ninetieth
Ninetieth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pany
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
er a
a pension
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
her
pension at
lieu of that
she is
now
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
James H.
H. Holtzman.
James
Holtzman.

Hiram H. Persell.
Persell.
Pensions.
Eliza
Riehl.
Eliza Riehl.

Anna Holmes.
Holmes.
Anna

Pension increased.
increased.
William P.
William
P. Morris.
Morris.

Pension.
Pension.
Arzila Wolf.

Pension
Pension Increased.
increased.
Stillman Young.
Stillman
Young.

Pension.
Pension.
Julia E. Jones.
Jones.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Sidney R.
R. Tripp.
Tripp.
Sidney

Pension.
Adelaide
Adelaide L.
I.. Curry.
Curry.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Maria W.
Maria
W. Wilson.
Wilson.

L. Weirich.
Weirich.
James L.

William F. Petty.

William
burn.
rn.

P. Black.

John Hanes.
Hanes.
John

Pensions.
Pensions.
Friederike Potter.
Friederike
Potter.

Harriet
L. Busick.
Musick.
Harriet L.

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
Barriet L. Ferris.
Harriet

Mary A. Kane.
Mary
Klux.
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The name of Samuel Swope, late of Company
Company D, Ninetieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
the rate
rate
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
of
$50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$50
per
month
in
of
that
is
now
Mary E. Merrill.
Mary
Merr E.
E. Merrill,
widow of Rufus
Rufus Merrill,
The name of Mary
Mary E.
Merrill, widow
late of
of ComComMerrill, late
pany D, One hundred and thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
tension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
Infantry, and
and pay her
her aa pension
month in
in
lieu
of
that
she
i
s
now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
George Hull.
Gorge
The name of George
George Hull,
"late of Company
E, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh
Hull, late
Company E,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volnriteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
EllenC.
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Ellen Carr.
The name of Ellen Carr,
late musician,
musician,
Carr, widow of Thomas Carr
Carr,, late
band, Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
a
pension at the rate of $20
that she
she is
is now
now re.
a pension
$20 per month in lieu of
of that
recaving.
ceiving.
PeMite].
The
name of
of Lida
Lida W.
Ashton, former
former widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles L.
L. Ashton,
Ashton,
Lida
Ashton.
a W. Ashtom.
The name
W. Ashton,
late of Company G, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
$12 per
a pension at the rate of $12
per month.
month.
Pension Increased.
The
Mary A.
Hawks, widow
widow of
of Alfred
D. Hawks,
Hawks, late
late of
of
MaS
w,.i
The name
name of
of Mary
A. Hawks,
Alfred D.
Mary A. Hawks.
Company B, Denver City Home
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Home Guard Colorado Volunteer
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
lieu of
of that
that she
she
per month in
in lieu
is
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
casswt.
The name of Clara Wilt, widow of George
of Company
George W. Wilt, late
late of
Company
Clara Wilt.
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
E, One hundred
and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
The
of Helen
Helen M.Brown,
M. -Brown, former
former widow
of Harvey
M. Brown,
Brown,
Helen MM. Br.
Brown.
The name
name of
widow of
Harvey M.
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
late lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel Thirtysixth
Infantry, and pay her apension at the rate of $30 per month.
enis in
Pensions
increased Infantry, and pay her a pension at the rate of $30 per month.
B
Barbara
The
Barbara Marx.
Marx, widow
The name
name of Barbara Marx,
of Paul
Paul Marx,
Marx, late
late of
widow of
of Company
Company
C, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa
C,
Regiment Illinois
and pay
pay her
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rerepension at the
the rate of $20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
ceiving.
ceiving.
Charles
Charles Clark.
Clar.
The name of Charles Clark, late
Company: E,
E, Eighth
late of
of Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
pay him
him aapension
the rate
per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
of that
Pension.
per month
Pension.
Sophia Anderson.
Anderson.
The name
The
name of
Anderson, former
widow of
Z. HolHolof Sophia
Sophia Anderson,
former widow
of Edward
Edward Z.
brook, late of Company
Company B,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer
B, Ninth
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
creased
Peons
Infantry, and
her aapension
pension at
the rate
Pensions Increased.
Mary
C. Kitchen.
Mary C.
Kitchen.
The name
name of Mary
Mary C. Kitchen, widow
of William
William N.
N. Kitchen,
Kitchen, late
late
widow of
of Company
Company I, Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month in lieu
lien of that she is
Provisos.
prto,
cse
Provided, That
of the
receiving: Provided,
That in the event
event of
the death
of Nora
Nora A.
A.
death of
Increase to twee on now receiving:
death of child.
Kitchen, helpless
dependent child
helpless and dependent
child of said William N. Kitchen,
Kitchen
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine: And
And
herein granted
and determine:
Pension to child on
death
o mother.
provided further,
further, That
event of
the death
death of
of Mary
Mary C.
C. Kitchen,
Kitchen,
herd
provided
That in
in the
the event
of the
deathto
of
the name of said Nora A. Kitchen
Kitchen shall be placed on
on the
roll,
the pension
pension roll,
pension laws, at the
subject to the provisions and limitations of the pensionlaws,
rate of $12 per month from and after
after the date of death of
of said
said Mary
Mary
C. Kitchen.
Kitchen.
•
Hiram J.. Mills,
.Hiram
Mls, alias
alis
The name of Hiram
J. Mills,
Thomas,'late of
Ifiram J.
Mills, alias James H.
II. Thomas
of ComComJames H. Thomas.
JaH Thmas
pany F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
Cavalry, and
and pay
him
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
a
rethat he is now receiving.
AnnieAnn.
J. Henderson.ceiving.
Henderson.
The name of Annie
Annie J. Henderson, widow of Joseph
Joseph D. Henderson,
Henderson,
late of Company
Company H, Twelfth Regiment
Pennsylvania Reserve InfanRegiment Pennsylvania
try, and pay
pay her a
a „pension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Penon
that
Pension.
EMia March.
Elba
March.
The
name of
March, widow of Henry
The name
of Eliza March,
Henry March, late of Company
Company
K, Ninety-fourth
Ninety-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
of $12
$12 per
month.
pesios increased. her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions
James Galbighpr.
James
Gallagher.
The name of James
James Gallagher,
Gallagher , late of Company I, Fifty-first
Fifty-first RegiRegiInfantry, and
and pay him
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
at
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in li
eu of
of that
thathe
he is
i
s now receiving.
the
rate of
lieu
receiving.
Samuel
Samnue Swope.
Swope.
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The
name of Clarinda Shields, widow of William
The name
William B. Shields, late
late of
of Clarinda
Clarinda Shields.
Shields.
Company G, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Militia,
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
month in
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary E. Kirk, widow
of William
The
widow of
Kirk, late
of M,
Mary
E. Kirk.
Kirk.
William M. Kirk,
late of
y E.
Company E, Hickory
Hickory County
County Battalion, Missouri
Home Guards,
Guards, and
and
Missouri Home
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is
per month
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
The name of William A.
William
A. James.
James.
Company H,
H, Fifty-fi
rs tR
egiA. James,
James, late
late of
of Company
Fifty-first
Regiwilli A.
ment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay
ment
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
of $50 per month
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The
The name of Martha
Martha A. Crain, widow of William
William D.
D. Crain,
Crain, late
late of
of Martha
Martha A
A. Crain.
CraL
Company K, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry,-,and
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now
in lieu
of that
receiving.
The
of Douglass Smith, late an
officer's servant,
The name
name of
an officer's
and pay
pay him
him Douglass
Douglass Smith.
Smith.
servant, and
a pension at the rate
off$20 per
a
rate o
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receivreceivmonth in
lieu of
of that
ing.
ingThe name of Jennie Galbreath,
Galbreath, widow
of G
eorge Galbreath,
late
Jennie
Galbreath.
widow of
George
Galbreath, late
ne oalbreath.
of Seventh
Seventh Independent
Independent Battery, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery,
Light Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
of $20 per
per month
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Aaron
Aaron Hall, late of Company D, Eighth Regiment
Hall.
Regiment Aaron
The
Amoun Hai
Kentucky Volunteer
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
H, Fifty-third
Fifty-third RegiRegiCompany H,
ment Kentucky Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a penpenand pay
pay him
sion at the rate of $30 per
sion
permonth
month in lie
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Samuel
Samuel-Miller,
Miller, late of Company
Company E,
One hundred
hundred and
and Samuel
E, One
samne MMer.
.
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
fifty-second
Volunt
eer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name Juliet
widow of William Kimbrough,
The name
Juliet Kimbrough,
Kimbrough,.widow
Kimbrough, late
Juliet Kimbrough.
late Jut
Kimbrough
of Company
I, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
of
Company I,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20
per month
month in
of that
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Margaret B. Bradley,
widow of
The name
Bradley, widow
of Hgh
Hugh M.
M. Bradley,
Bradley, late
late leyMart
M.
orgatot D.
Brad'
B. Brad.
of Company
of
Company I, Third Regiment Missouri State Militia
Cavalry, and
Militia Cavalry
and y.
pay her
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
pay
month in lieu
that she
she is
is
lieu of that
now receiving.
L
The name of Leasen E. Callen,
Company K,
The
Callen, late of Company
Thirty-eighthCallen.
Leasen
E. Call
K, Thirty-eighth
s en E.
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry-,
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
at
the rate
the
rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pesioan
The
of William
The name of Jemima
Jemima Furnier, widow of
William H.
Furnier.
H. Funuer,
Furnier, lat
latee o
off Jemhna
emim- Funmer.
Company F, Eighty-first
Eighty-first Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension at the rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
The name of Charles
McMath, late
Charles McMath,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Charles
McMath.
C, Twenty-third
Twenty-third charis
sMicahrd.
Regimen
o Volunteer
onthieer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
pay hi
him a
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
asAA. Wardlow.
The name of Silas A. Wardlow,
Wardlow, late
One hundred
Silas
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
hundred sa
Wardlow.
seventy-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and seventy-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $27 per
per mon
th in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving
receiving.
month
that he
he is
The name
name of William H. Brown,
Eighty-eighth waiam
The
Brown, late
late of Company
Company F, Eighty-eighth
William A.
H. Brown.
Brown.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
the
pay him
him aa pension.
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
ALm Butler.
The name of Lizzie Butler, widow
Lizzie
of James
The
widow of
James F.
Butler, late
F. Butler,
late of
of ComCom- LI
Butler.
pany K, Fourteenth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
pay
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
per month in
in lieu
now receiving.
new
The name of Louisa Patrick, widow
of Francis
widow of
Francis M.
M. Patrick,
Patrick, late
late of
Louisa Patric
Patrick.
of Losa
Companies II and B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer InInRegiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
fantry,
fantry-, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Elisabeth C.
C. John.
The name
of Elizabeth
The
name of
Elizabeth C. Johnson, widow of Joseph H.
H. Johnson,
scs.
Johnson, soULbeth
Johnlate
of
Company
H,
Ninety-third
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
late of Company
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
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Sar.

ing.

Sarah A. Haring.

James
James H. Howe.

Cirtwell.
Albert Cirtwel.

John
John Brannan.
Bra an.

Wright
Mary A.
A. wrighf.

H. Jemsess
H.
Jenness PauL
Panu

Samuel w.
W. Pyle.
Pyle.
Samuel

Pension.
Pension.
Julia Kibbe.

JuliaKibbe.

Pensions
incra.
Pensions Increased.

Mllie Rowe.

Millie Rowe.

Anna M. Smiler.
Ana
M. Goeller.

sau

Samuel Steele.

ea

Harriet F. Kidd.

HarietF. K.

Clara Keller.
Clara

Provisos.
Increase to cease on

PrXto
.

death of child.
death
childa

Pension
to child
child on
Pension to
o
death of mother.

Jordan J.
McCann.
Jordan
J. McCann.

Freeman H.
H. BentFrman
Bent.
ley.

1916.
1916.

Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $20
of that
that she
is now
of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
eA.name
Sarah
mef.
Haring. , widow of Charles B. Haring, late of
The
of Sarah A. flaring,
Company G,
G, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
and
Company
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company F,
F, Second
Second Battalion
Jersey Veteran
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Battalion New
New Jersey
Veteran Volunteer
and
her a
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
she is
i
snow
receiving.
she
now receiving.

James H.
of Company
C, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiThe name of
of James
H. Howe,
Howe, late
late of
Company C,

ment Pennsylvania
and pay
at the
the
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
now receiving.
The name
Albert Cirtweil,
of Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
The
name of
of Albert
Cirtwell, late
late of
eighty-sixth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfantry
and pay
pay him
him aa
eighty-sixth
Regiment New
New York
Infantry,.,and
pension at
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
at the
rate of
$30 per
is now
John Brannan,
Brannan, late of Company A, Fortieth
The name of John
Regiment
Fortieth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
at the
of $50
$50
Iowa
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
The name of Mary A.
A. Wright,
Wright, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles H.
Wright, late
late of
H. Wright,
of
Company K,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
K, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now
pay
a pension
month in
lieu of
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of H.
H. Jenness
Jenness Paul,
of Band,
Second Brigade,
Brigade,
Paul, late,
late, of
Band, Second
Second -Division
Ninth Army
Army Corps,
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Second
Division Ninth
Corps, and
pay him
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lien of
of that
he is
rate
of $50
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Samuel
Samuel W. Pyle, late of Company M,
M, Fifth
Regiment
Fifth Regiment
Kanssis
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
$40
Kansas Volunteer
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $40

per
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
The name
The
of Julia
Kibbe, widow
Converse A.
A. Kibbe
late of
name of
Julia Kibbe,
widow of
of Converse
Kibbe, late
of
Company G,
G, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
her
at the
rate of
of $12
month.
aapension
Pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
The name of
of Millie
Millie Rowe,
Rowe, widow
widow of
W. Rowe,
Rowe, late
late of
of
of Richard
Richard W.
Company
First Regiment
Company H, First
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
her
a pension
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now
of $20
per month
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Anna
Anna M. Goeller, widow of Balthasar
Balthasar Goeller, late
late of
of
Company F,
Company
F, First
First Regiment
pay
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension at
her
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
at the
the rate
of $20
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Samuel
Company A, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth RegiThe
Samuel Steele,
Steele, late of Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
lum aapension
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
of $50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
The name
The
name of Harriet
Harriet F. Kidd, widow of Meredith
Meredith H. Kidd, late
lieutenant colonel
Regiment Indiana
lieutenant
colonel Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension
rate of $30 per
pension at the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
lieu of
she
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Clara
Clara Keller, widow of Henry
Henry W. Keller, late
l
at
e o
off
Company H,
H, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment,
and Company
Company H,
Company
Regiment, and
H, Twelfth
Twelfth
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment, Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
That
in lieu
of that
that she
Provided, That
Keller helpless and
in the event of the death of George C. Keller,
and dependent
dependent
Henry W. Keller, the additional pension
pension herein
child cof said Henry
herein granted
granted
shall -cease
ease and determine:
determine: Providedfurther,
Provided further, That
That in the event
event of the
death of Clara Keller the name of said
said George
George C.
shall be
be placed
placed
C. Keller
Keller shall
of the
on the pension
pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of
the
pension laws, at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month
month from
from and
after the
the date
of
and after
date of
death
of said
Keller.
death of
said Clara
Clara Keller.
The name of Jordan
Jordan J.
J. McCann,
McCann, late of Company
Company K, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
Regiment Wisconsin
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
the rate
rate of
the
$24 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
recei
of $24
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
The name of Freeman
Freeman H. Bentley, late of Company F
Thirty-fifth
Mirty-fifth
Regiment Wisconsin Volunter
Infantry, and
Regiment
Vohniter Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
pay him
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of that
he is
that he
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
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The name of Samantha
Pension.
Samantha March,
March, widow
of Lewis
B. March,
of Pesion.
widow of
Lewis B.
March, late
late of
Samantha March.
Company
Regiment, and Company
Company G,
Company B, Forty-first Regiment,
G, Fifty-third
Fifty-third
Regiment,
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
apension
at the
the
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
of $12
rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of John J.
J. Lee, late of Company
Company H,
H, Sixtieth
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
John J. Lee.
Illinois Volunteer
Illinois
Infantry, and
and Troop
Troop M,
United
Volunteer Infantry,
M, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
States
pay him
him apension
States Cavalry, and pay
at the
rate of
per month
mon th
a pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William H. WilThe name of
of William
Williams, late
of Company
Company C,
C, EightyWilliam H.
H. Wiliams,
late of
Eighty- liams.
William
H. wfisecond Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him a
a pension
the rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name of George
George w.
W. MarshalL
Marshall
of Company
Company I,
George W. Marshall, late of
One hundred
hundred George
I, One
and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,. and
pay him
penVolunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aapenof $24
sion at the rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
per month
of that
is now
receiving.
James T.
T. Rider.
The name of James T. Rider, late
of Company
late of
Company H, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh James
Rider.
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
apension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at the rate of
of $27
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receivin.
$27 per
that he
receiving.
Sarah A.
A. McKenzie.
The name of Sarah A. McKenzie,
McKenzie, widow
widow of Charles C. McKenzie,
McKenzie, Sarah
McKezie.
late of
of Company
Fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volun t
eer Infantry,
Inf
an t
ry, an d
late
Company K,
K, Fifth
Regiment Ohio
and
pay her a
a pension
at the
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
the rate
of $20
per month
in lieu
she is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah Quest.
The name of Sarah Quest, widow of William
C. Quest,
Quest, late
William C.
late of
of CorCom- sarah
Quest
pany D,
D, First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her
and pay
pay her
aa pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 p
ermon
th in
i
n lieu
of that
that she
she is
now
per
month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Laura E. Molar.
The name of Laura E.
E. McFarland,
McFarland, widow
McFarland, landra
widow of Winfield
Winfield S. McFarland,
E. McFarland.
late of Company
C,
Twenty-sixth
Company Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of
$20 per
lieu of
of that
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Gorton.
Gorton, late of Company
Company B,
The name of Stewart Gorton
B, Twentysecond
Twenty-second Stewart
swartootO
Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving
M
Hillery
A.
Mo.
The name of Hillery A. McVieker,
K, Ninth RegiMcVicker, late of Company
Company 11r,
Regi- VIcker.
iker
A.
ment West Virginia Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay liini
pension at
at the
and pay
hir aapension
the
rate of $36 per month
month in
in lien
lieu of
that he
is now
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
o
Mathews.
The
name of Cornelia Mathews,
The name
Mathews, widow of Jacob Mathews,
Mathews, late
late of
of cCornelia
mella Mathews.
Company
twenty-seventh Regiment,
Company I, One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-seventh
and
ComRegiment, and Company
Fifty-fourth Regiment, New
pany I,
I, 'Fifty-fourth
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
month in
in lieu
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
Charles Leonard.
Leonard.
of Charles Leonard, late of Company M, First Regiment
The
name Regiment Charles
Potomac
Potomac Home Brigade, Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
William Cook.
Company F,
Forty-ninth RegiThe name of William
William Cook, late of Company
F, Forty-ninth
Regi- Willim
cook
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
him aa pension
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
pension atthe
rate of $27
lieu of
$27 per month in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
now receiving.
The name of Philip E. Robertson, late of Company
Philip E. Robertson.
Company B, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegi- PhiipE.Robertn.
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
$50 per month in
in lieu
$50
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
David C
C. Woodru
Woodruff.
C. Woodruff,
Woodruff, late
The name of David C.
Company F,
F, Eighteenth
Eighteenth David
late of
of Company
Regiment
Wisconsin
Infantry, and
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
him aapension
at
the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
th athe
he is
is now
receiving.
of $27
$27 per
per month
now receiving.
Pensions.
The name of Clara
Clara May
May Brawner,
helpless and
dependent child
Brawner, helpless
and dependent
child of
of Clara
cla May
ayBrawner
Brawner.
F, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Henry K. Brawner, late of Company F,
Regiment
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
her a pension at the rate of
$12
per month.
month.
$12 per
The name of Maggie
Maggie S. Ford.
Ford.
Maggie S.
S. Ford,
Ford, former
former widow
Barton W.
Ford, Maggie.
widow of
of Barton
W. Ford,
late of
of Company B,-Forty-ninth
late
B, Forty-ninth Regiment Missouri
InfanMissouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
increased.
The name
The
name of
of Samuel
Reed, late
Companies F
and K,
K, Third
Regi- Pensions
Samuel Reed,
late of
of Companies
F and
Third RegiSamuelnSRed.
Samuel
Reed.
ment Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
that he
of $50 per month in lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
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Michael R. Mimed.
Michael
Harned.

James P.
P. Flaugher.
James
Flaugher.

James
H. Baker.
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Baker.

Robert
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Michael R.
R. Harned,
late of
of Company
Company A,
Thirty-third
The name of Michael
flamed, late
A, Thirty-third
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the
rate
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
Flaugher, late of Company
The name of James P. Flaug,her,
Company D, Fortieth
Fortieth RegiRegiment
Kentucky Mounted
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
ment Kentucky
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
the rate
rate
of
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
The
The name of
late of
of Company
II, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
of James H.
H. Baker,
Baker, late
Company H,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
rate of
of $30
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
rate
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.

The
Robert S.
The name
name of
of Robert
late of
Company I,
I, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
S. McDonald,
McDonald, late
of Company

Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Company H, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiment Iowa
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of
ment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aapension
pension at
$40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
month in
he is
is now

The
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
widow of
of George
George M.
M. Marsh,
late of
of
A. Marsh,
Marsh, widow
Marsh, late

Pension.

Elizabeth A. Marsh.
Elizabeth
A.Marsh. Company I, One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-third
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
and pay
her &
a pension
rate of
Pensions increased.
The
Robert Stuart,
late of
of Company
Company 11,
Sixteenth RegiRegiStuart, late
H, Sixteenth
The name
name of
of Robert
PRieotnsicr"eaed.
Robert Stuart.
ment
Indian
. aVolunteer
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
ment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
of
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry Grove.
Henry
Grove.
The name of Henry
Henry Grove,
Grove, late of Company I, One hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-sixth Regiment
Pennsylvania, Drafted
Drafted Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
sixty-sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
him
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
him &pension
a pension at
at the
of $30
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Aaron Freed.
Aaron Freed.
The name of Aaron Freed, late
late of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-first
Twenty-first RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
rate
month
in
lieu
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James H. Stump.
James H Stump.
The name of James
KenJames H. Stump,
Stump, late
late of
of Hewett's
Hewett's Battery,
Battery, First
First Kentucky
Light Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate
tucky Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
a pension
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
month in
in lieu
that he
he
is
Andrew J. Allen.

Andrew . Allen.

Paulina
Anderson.
Paulina Anderson.

The
Andrew J.
F, Thirty-ninth
The name of Andrew
J. Allen, late of Company
Company F,
Thirty-ninth

Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $50 per month in
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of that
that he
he is
receiving.
The name of Paulina
Paulina Anderson,
widow of
of John
L. Anderson,
Anderson, widow
John L.
Anderson, late
of
late of
Company II, First Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay her
her
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now
aa pension
pension at
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that

receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Thomas A.
A. Williamson,
quartermaster sergeant
sergeant
The
of Thomas
Williamson, late
late quartermaster
One hundred and eighty-second
eighty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay him aapension
at, the
of $40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he
pension at
the rate
rate of$40
per month
in lieu
is now receiving.
receivinz.
Levi
Airy.
Levi Airy.
The
Levi Airy,
Airy, late
late of
of the
The name
name of
of Levi
the Fourth
Fourth Battery,
Battery, Iowa
Iowa Light
Light
Artillery, and pay him a
a pension
pension at theorate
thearate of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
John W. Carmichael.
Jehn W. Carmichael.
The name
name of John W.
\N. Carmichael,
Carmichael, late
late of Company
Company H,
H, TwentyTwentysecond Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension at
Volunteer Infantry,
at
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
$40 per
month in
ame Lery,
the rate
James
Leary, alis
alias the
James O'Leary.
The name
of James
James Leary,
Leary, now
The
name of
now known
known as
James O'Leary,
O'Leary, late
as James
late a
a
landsman, United States
States ship Ohio, United
United States
Navy, and
and pay
States Navy,
pay
a .pension at the
him a
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
the rate of
of $30
month in
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
John H. Moore.
The name of John H. Moore,
Moore, late of Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-first
twenty-first Regiment, and
K, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment,
New
and Company
Company-K,
Regiment, New
York 'Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension at the rate
rate of $27
$27
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
that he
is now
receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
Aibert W. Ctt
Utter.
Albert
Albert W. Utter, late of Company-C,
The name of Albert
Twelfth Regiment
C, Twelfth
Regiment
Iowa
n d pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, a
and
a pension
pension at
that he is now
per month
month in lieu of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name
of Emma
A. Smith.
former widow
of Whitman
The
name of
Emma A.
Smith, former
widow of
Whitman B.
B.
Emma A. Smith.
Regiment California
Smith, late of Company I, First Regiment
California Volunteer Ina pension at the rate
fantry, and pay her a
rate of $12 per month.
Thomas

liamo
liamson..

A.
A

Wilil
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The name of Manly R. Yardley, late of Company
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment Pensions
Pensios increased.
increased.
R. Yardley.
New Hampshire
New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the Manly
Manly R. Yardley
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
The name
name of Sallie E.
The
E.Mullin,
Mullin, widow of George H. Mullin,
Mullin, late
of Sallie
Sallie E.
E. Mullin.
late of
Muin.
Company
Company I, First Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
now
per month
in lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Alexander Norf.
The name of Alexander
Alexander Noffsinger,
Noffsinger, late
late of
Fifteenth sminXder.
of Company
Company H,
H, Fifteenth
Noff
singer.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
apension
pension at
and pay
pay him
at
the rate of $27 per month
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
J ia h Fosnot.
The name of Josiah Fosnot,
Fosnot, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Two
hundred and
late of
Two hundred
and Josiah
os
oanot.
seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
him a
pension at the rate of $27 per month in lieu of
he is
now receiving.
of that he
is now
receiving.
The
name of George W. Short, late of Company H,
H, Tenth
The name
Tenth Regiment
Regiment George
George W.
W.Short.
hort
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
rate of
of $50
$50
him aapension
pension at
the rate
per month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
he is
is now
G. Otis.
The name of
of William G.
Otis, late
late of
of Company
G. Otis,
Company K,
K, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth William
Wiliam G OtisRegiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
Pension.
The name of Sarah Gunsolly,
Gwasolly, former
former .widow
of John
Clingersmith, Sarah
widow of
John Clingersmith,
parahunsolly.
Gunsolly.
late of
Company 1,
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
late
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension
the rate
of $12
per month.
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pension Increased.
The name of Austin Williams, late of Company
A, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Austin
Company A,
Williams.
Austinwiliams.
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and
Seventieth Company,
and in
in Seventieth
Company,
Second Batallion,
Corps, and pay him
Batallion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve Corps
pension at
him aapension
at
the rate of $30
month in
$30 per month
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Sarah E.
E. Wilson,
Wilson, formerwidow
former widow of
of William
William H.
H. Binkley,
Binkley, SaaE.
Sarah E. Wilso.
Wilson.
late of Company
Regiment Ohio
late
Company A, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and in Company G,
Fifti
e
th
R
eg
i
men
t
Ohi
o
V
o
l
unteer
I
n
f
antry,
and
G, Fiftieth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
payher
pay
her aapension at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Louis C.
C. T.
T. Kramer,
as Louis
Kramer, Louis
Kramer, now
now pensioned
pensioned as
Louis Kramer,
PLuis C.
C.T. Kramer.
ramer.
late of Company G,
GIFirst Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Light
Artillery,
and
pay
Light Artillery, and pay
him
a
pension
at the rate
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
him a.
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
widow of
The name of Mary E. Roseberry,
RosebeIry, widow
William W.
W. Roseberry,
koseberry, Pension.
of William
Pension
Mary E. Roseberry.
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Second Regiment
Regiment Missouri State
late
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
r
and
and former widow of Richard B.
IL Price, late of Company
Company B,
B, ThirtyThirtyninth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
ninth Regiment
her a
apension
pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
The
of Joseph M. Thomas, late of Companies
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
Companies B
and A,
A, Joseph
B and
Pensions
M.increased.
Thomas.
Seventy-third
Regiment New
New York
Seventy-third Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
aapension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receivreceivmg.

uThee name
Mary Gardner,
of Mary
Mary Gardner.
name of
of Mary
Gardner, widow of Frank Gardner,
Gardner , late of
Gardner.
Company
Company B, One hundredth Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now receiving.
receiving.

Approved,
Approved, April 5, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 62.-An
CHAP.
62.—An Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and increase of
pensions to
soldiers
of pensions
to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Civil War
dependent children
War and certain widows and dependent
children of soldiers
and sailors of said war.

Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by th
enat
e and
and H
ouse o
f Re
esentatives of
the
thee S
Senate
House
of
Representatives
of the
United States
States of
United
o
fA
meri
ca i
That the
America
inn Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
e,
an d h
hereby, authorized
authori
zed and directed to place
of the
the Interio
Interiorr b
be,
and
hee i
iss hereby,
and directed to place
on the pension
subject
pension roll,
roll, su
bj ectt
o the provisions
and limitations
limitations o
to
provisions and
otfth
thee
pension laws—
lawsThe
of Joshua
Matchett,
The name
name of
Joshua R. M
at
chett, late
l
at
e of
ofCompany I,
I, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry,-,and pay him a
a pension
at the
the rate
ment
pension at
rate
of $50 per month in
eu o
ath
i
ving.
in lilieu
offth
that
hee i
iss now
now rece
receiving.

April
APr 5,
5 1916.
ii .
R. 11078.]
Inns.)
R.

.

No. 7.]
7.)
[Private, No.

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pensions increased.
increased.
JJoshua R. Matehett.
0h R. Matchet.

1234
1234
George
F. Lewis.
George F.
Lewis

James
Reed.
James D.
D. Reed.

Mary
Mary E. Leavitt.

E. Leavitt.

Allen Osborn.
Osborn.
Alen

George W.
W. Bowser.
George
Bowser.
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I. CiH.
Cm 62.
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SESS.
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The
of George
George F.
late of
Forty-second
The name of
F. Lewis,
Lewis, late
of Company
Company-A,
A, Forty-second
Regiment Missouri
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
the
of $27
$27 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
The name
James D.
D. Reed,
Reed, late
late of
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The
name of
of James
of Company
Provisional Enrolled
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at
Provisional
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
Militia, and
and pay
the
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Mary
of Alden
C. Leavitt,
Leavitt, late
late of
Mary E.
The
E. Leavitt,
Leavitt, widow
widow of
Alden C.
of
Company G,
Third Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
G, Third
Regiment Minnesota
Infantry, and
pay
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is
rate of
lieu of
of that
pay her
her aapension
pension at
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of Allen Osborn,
The
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Osborn, late of Company
Company D,
Michigan
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
him a
a.pension
pension at
the
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pay him
at the
rate of
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receivmg.
rate
of $40
$40 per
in hen
lieu of
that he
he is
The name of George
The
George W. Bowser, late of Company
Company C, Ninth Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
rate
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of

The name
of Eliza
J. Michael,
The
name of
Flint J.
Michael, widow
widow of
J. Michael,
of Stephen
Stephen J.
Michael, late
late
of
Company I,
Regiment Missouri
Cavalry, and
of Company
I, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
lieu of
she is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Anna M.
Healy.
Anna
M. Healy.
The name
name of Anna M. Healy, widow
widow of Dennis Healy, late of Battery
D, Second
Second Regiment
States Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
tery D,
Regiment United
United States
pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
pension at
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions Increased..
ncraseed.The
of Nannie
Nannie J.
J. McDowell,
The name
name of
McDowell, widow
widow of
of James
James H.
H. McDowell,
McDowell,
Nannie J. McDowell.
late of
late
B, Seventeenth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
Company B,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry, and
her aapension
of that
that she
receiving
of
she is
is now
now receiving
Frances M. Hamam
The name
M. Hammond,
Hammond, widow
widow of
of George
George P.
P. Hammond,
Hammond,
name of
of Frances
Frances M.
The
Frmnces M. Hs
mond.
late
of the
the United
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
late of
United States
and pay
rate of
$Ze± per
month in
lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
now
receiving.
Pension.
The name
of Mattie
Mattie J.
former widow
widow of
of Almon
Almon W.
W. French,
French,
Rattle J.. Johnson.
Mattie
The
name of
ohnson.
J. Johnson,
Johnson, former
late of
late
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
of Company
Company A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
$12 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
Jaciob
inuread.
The
of Company
A, Twelfth
Regiment
The name
name of
of Jacob
Jacob Buzan,
Buzan, late
late of
Company A,
Twelfth Regiment
Jacob Buzau.
Infantrv, and
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27
per
month in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
Noah C. Standiford.
Noh C. Standod.
The name of Noah C. Standiford,
Standiford, late of Company B,
Sixty-sixth
B, Sixty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
the
the rate
rate of $40
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
Lucinda Findley.
Londa Findley.
The name of Lucinda
Lucinda Findley,
Findley, widow
widow of
of George
George H.
H. Findley,
Findley, late
late
of Company
Company I, One hundred
hundred and
Regiment PennsylPennsyland sixty-eighth
sixty-eighth Regiment
vania Drafted
Militia Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
Drafted Militia
and pay
pay her
rate of
$20 per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Cynthia
Bowles.
nthia M.
M. Boes.
The name
name of
M. Bowles, widow of Justus
The
of Cynthia
Cynthia M.
Justus C. Bowles,
Bowles, late
of Company K, Ninety-second
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
the rate
rate of
$20 p
er month
mon th i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
th at
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $20
per
in
she i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is
Nancy J. Oaks.
ancy .as.
The name of Nancy:
Nancy J.
J. Oaks, widow of Daniel Oaks,
of ComComOaks, late
late of
pany B, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
her aapension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
Starling B. Hendren
StariingB.Hendren.
• The name
name of Starling B. Hendren,
Hendren, late of Company
Company I,
I, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
a pension
at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
the rate
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Robert
Darrah.
Robert Darrah.
The name
The
name of
of Robert
Robert Darrah,
Darrah, late
of Company
Company E,
Ninety-third
late of
E, Ninety-third
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
Ezra Kramer.
Ezra
ramer.
The name of Ezra Kramer, late
late of Company C,
C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiRegiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
the rate
rate
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
of $27 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
is now
Elba J..MiehaeL.
Michael.
EBiJ
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of Company F,
The name of William Runkel, late of
F, Two
hundred William
Two hundred
william RuneL
and first Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
he is
now
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
s
The name of Daniel B. Morris
Daniel B.
Morris.
Morris, late
late of
of Company
D, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Daniel
Company D,
B. Morri
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
te
him a
a pension
at the
in lieu
of that
thathe
he i
receiving.
rate of $40 per
per month in
lieu of
iss now
now receiving.
The name of Hester Stephens, widow of Elijah
Elijah Stephens,
Stephens late of Pestio
PensfrmHester Stephens.
Company B, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Regim ent Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
per month.
month.
and pay her
her a
a pension,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
ilunka

The name of
of Wilson Jones, late
Company A,
late of Company
A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegi- WRsiS
Tveittn;2e'Me'e
3
7.'
l
ment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
the rate of $30 per
lieu of
that he
he i
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
iss now
now receiving.
The name of Charles H. Holbrook, late
late of
of CompanyD,
Company D, Coast
Coast CharlesH.Horook.
Charles 11 .
310Thrcok•
Guards, Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the
pay him
pension at
rate of $24 per month in
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
ley
The
of Francis H. Bailey, late of Company
H Twelfth RegiThe name
name of
Company H,
Regi- Francis
Francis H.
H. Bai
Bailey.
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, a
n dp
ay him
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
of $
$24
24 per month in lieu of that
that h
hee is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of David B. Averill, late
late of Company
Company E,
Tenth RegiDavid B.
B. AverlL
Averill.
E, Tenth
Regi- DaVd
ment Michigan Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
receiving.
The name of Matilda A. Hammond,
Jonathan Hammond,
Hammond, widow of Jonathan
Hammond, Zmadtda
a
ceida A.
A.
n
"a"
Hamlate of Company
Company H, One hundred and
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment
and thirty-second
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
her apension
rate of
of
a pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per month in lieu of that she
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
o
The name of Francis M. Hockinbery, late of Company G, Fifteenth Fram
s I- so-ionRegiment
The name
West
of Francis
Virginia
M.Volunteer
Hockinbery,
Infantry,
late ofand
Company
pay him
G, a
Fifteenth
.pension b j yraneis
.

Regiment West Virginia Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Ann M. Goulding, widow of John Goulding, late
The
late of Ann M- °°u'ding•
Ganldg.
Battery
G,
First
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
Battery
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery,
and pay her a
apension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
at the
the rate
month in
is now receiving.
The name of Sanford B. Dickinson,
Dickinson, late
B, One
hun- Baufwd
late of
of Company.
Company B,
One hunndIa B. Dikin
dred and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension at the rate of
of that
that he
he
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now receiving.
receiving.
Ann IL

plain-

The name of
a Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Gray, late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Sixty-first
Sixty-first

Thomas J. Gray.
ray.

The name of Luther C. Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, late
of Company
Company H,
Sixth
late of
H, Sixth

Luther C Hitchcock.
LutherC.Hitchco

Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of $40 per month in lieu
ofthat
th ath
receiving.
lieu of
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension
at the rate of $36 per month in
in lieu
that he
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
The name of Mary E. Cox
Cox, now Wilson, former widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph
S. Cox, late of Company E, One hundred
hundred and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer pension at
at the
rate of
of
pay her
her aa pension
the rate
$20 per month in
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
that sshe
receiving.

Thomas J.

Mary
E"E.

Wson-

E. Wilson.

The name of Julia McDade, former widow
The
of john
John Coffey,
Coffey, late
of
widow of
late of

Pensions.
Julia MeDad.
McDade.

The
The name
name of
of Solomon
Solomon Goff, late of Company K, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth

Solomon Goff.
solron
io .

Jun

Company E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
CuComm.
The name of Jennie
Jennie Betts, now Corum, former widow of Sheldon
Jeanie"or
Sheldon Jen
mc
Independent Battery, Ohio
Betts, late of Second Independent
Light
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month.
Artillery,
Pensions increased.
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
the
him aa.pension
at the
rate of $40 per month
in lieu
lieu o
th athe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
offthat
The name of Don C. Salisbury, late of
Company C,
Sixteenth
of Company
C, Sixteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
and pay him
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of James H. Stevens, late of Company
C, One
hundred
Company C,
One hundred
and forty-ninth
Volunteer Infantry, and
forty-ninth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him
102620°-VOL
39-pr 2102620*—voL 39—pr
2-44

a

e

Don
C. Salbury.
Salisbury.
Don C-

J es H. Stevens.
James
H. Stevens.

m
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a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
month in
of that
he is
now rea pension
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
re-

ceiving.
The
name of Melissa A. Borland, widow of
'?name
Borland, late
late
of Joseph
Joseph Borland,
A and
and I,
I, Forty-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
of Companies
Companies A
Forty-eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
rate of
month in
Provisos.
that she
is now
receiving: Provided,
That in
in the
event of
of the
the death
death
rncree to
to ceaseon
of that
she is
now receiving:
Increase
cease on of
Provided,That
the event
death of child.
of Sadie Borland, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent child of
Joseph BorBorof said
said Joseph
land,
land, the additional pension
pension herein
granted shall
and
determine:
herein granted
shall cease
cease
and
determine:
Pension to child on
death of mother.
in the
the event
event of
of the
of Melissa
mothe
on And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
death
the death
death of
Melissa A.
A.
Borland the name of
Sadie Borland
Borland shall
shall be
be placed
on the
of said
said Sadie
placed on
the penpension roll,
to the
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension laws,
roll, subject
subject to
and limitations
laws,
month from
from and
and after
after the
the date
of death
of said
said
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month
date of
death of
Melissa A.
A. Borland.
Borland.
David MeCrory.
McCrory.
David
The name of David McCrory,
McCrory, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
him ?,
a pension
pension at
rate of $27 per month
month in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving: .
lieu of
of that
is now
Robert A. Evins.
Evris.
The name of Robert A. Evins, late
late of Company
Company E,
E, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegiVolunteer Mounted
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
1, penhim. a47.
pension at the
the rate of $30
$30 per
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
Swinger.
Jacob Supinger.
The name of Jacob Supinger, late
of Company
C, One
hundred and
late of
Company C,
One hundred
and
seventy-fifth
seventy-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Ohio Volunteer
pension at the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40 per
lieu of
that he
Edgar
Scott.
1a J.J.s.
The name
name of
J. Scott, late of Company
The
of Edgar
Edgar J.
Company B, One hundred and
and
eighty-ninth
Regiment New
eighty-ninth Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $24
a
$24 per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now reremonth in
lieu of
ceiving.
ceiving.
Ulm
Batch.
JohnT. Hath.
The
Hatch, late
late of Company .G, Forty-fifth
The name
name of
of John
John T.
T. Hatch,
Forty-fifth RegiRegiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
Ohio Volunteer
and
thirty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
thirty-fifth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $27
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now rere$27 per
in lieu
ceiving.
ceiving.
Sarah
A. Nichols.
Nichols.
Sarah A.
The name of Sarah A. Nichols, widow of Henry B.
The
B. Nichols,
of
Nichols, late
late of
Company
Company C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay her aa pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Annie Grady.
Grady.
The
of Annie
widow of Edmund
The name
name of
Annie Grady,
Grady, widow
Edmund W. Grady, late of
Company K, First Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
that she
receiving.
receiving.
Mary Mellor.
or.
The name of Mary
Mary Mellor, widow of Albert
Albert C.
C. Mellor,
late of
of ComComMellor, late
pany H, First Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
apenpenInfantry, and
and pay
sion
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
Pension
sion at
Pension.
at the
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Maggie Barron.
Maggie
Barron.
The name of Maggie
Maggie Barron, widow
widow of Patrick
Patrick Barron,
Barron, alias
alias
Patrick Ryan, late of Company - I, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
York Volunteer
Company G, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
Veteran
Reserve Corps, and
Veteran Reserve
at the
rate of
$12 per
per
and pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $12
Melissa
Melissa A. Borland.

Borland.

-

month.
The name
name of Weltha
The
Weltha A. Brown, widow
widow of Edward
Edward 0. Brown, late
late
captain
aide-de-camp, United States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
captain and aide-de-camp,
and pay
her aa
pay her
pension
the rate
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
th atshe
sh
ei
i
vi
ng.
pension.
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
iss now
now rece
Pension.
receiving.
Fainiesmith.
Fannie
Smith.
The name of Fannie Smith, widow
widow of Wesley
Wesley P.
P. Smith,
Sm ith, late
l
ate of
of
ComCompany
pany D, Third Regiment
Regiment Mi
ssouriVolunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay h
er a
a
Missouri
her
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Pe:io
inc
eas
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
month.
per
Pemions increased.
Jaeob
skies.
Jacob SkiloN.
The name of Jacob
Jacob Skiles, late of Company
Company A, One hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapenpension
at the
the rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
sion at
now'receiving.
receiving
Snsanah
M: Frker.
Fraker.
Sunah MI.
The name
Fraker,
widow
The
name of
of Susanah
Susanah M. F
raker ,
widow of Robert
RobertM. Fraker,
Fraker, late
late
of Company
Company E, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Cavalry, and
her
her aapension at the rate of $30 per
per month
month in lieu of that
is now
that she
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
ViTeltha A. Brown.

Weltha A.Brown.

month.
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E.Kingsley.
The name of Lodemia
Lodemia E. Kingsley,
Kingsley, dependent mother of Henry Lodemia
LodemiaE.Kinssley.
Kingsley, late of Company A, One hundred
Kingsley,
hundred and seventy-ninth
Regiseventy-ninth Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her a
apension at the rate
rate
of $20
she is
is now
$20 per month in lieu of that she
now receiving.
receiving.
C. PiercePierce.
of Company
The name of Guy C. Pierce, late of
Company D,
D, Fourth
Regiment Guy
Fourth Regiment
uy C.
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and of
of Company
D, Fourth
Regiment
Company D,
Fourth Regiment
Wisconsin
pay him a
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
pension at
at the
$50
month in
$50 per month
in lieu
of that
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Robert
Hunt.
The
Robert Hunt, late of Company
Company I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiRegi- Robert
Robert Hunt.
ment Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate
a pension
pension at
of $24
$24 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Burnell.
The name of Jacob Burnell,
Burnell, late of Company G, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Jacob
Jacob Burnell.
Michigan Volunteer
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of
$30 per month in
lieu of
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
F. Nicholas.
Nicholas.
F. Nicholas,
Nicholas, widow
The name of Sarah F.
widow of Horatio Nicholas,
Nicholas 'late
late of
of Sarah
Sarah F.
Company
Company G, Fourth Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Mi
ssouriMilitia,
Militia,
Missouri
and pay her aapension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
that she
she
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Sarah V.
V. Howren.
Howren.
The name
Howren, widow
name of Sarah V. Howren,
C. Howren,
Howren, late
late Sarah
widow of
of Charles
Charles A.
A. C.
Regiment Indiana
of Company A, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in
and pay her a
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of that
is
Provisos.
Lillian PrO
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in
in the event
event of the death of Lillian
esos
Increase to cease on
May Howren,
helpless and dependent
child of
Howren helpless
dependent child
of said
said Ch
arl
es A.
C. death
Charles
A. C.
deathoofchild.C
child.
o
Howren,
Howren,
the
Howren,
the additional pension herein
herein granted shall
shall cease and
and deterdeterPension to child on
mine:
And proded
mine: And
provided further,
further, That
That in the event
event of the
the death
death of Sarah dethofmtthed
on
death of mother.
V. Howren
Lillian May
Ilowren, the name
name of said Lillian
May Howren
shall be
be placed
plac edon the
the
Howren shall
pension roll,
roll, subject
pension
subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
laws,' at the rate of $12 per month from and after
after the
laws
of death
death of
of
the date
date of
said Sarah
Sarah V.
V. Howren.
Howren.
The name of Elmanda
of Thomas
Elman.da Scott, widow
widow of
Thomas H.
Scott, late
late of
H. Scott,
of Pension.
en
Scott.
Elmanda
Scott.
Company
D, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Company I),
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
her a
a pension
pay her
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
increased.
The name
Wells, late
late of
of Company
The
name of
of Peter B.
B. Wells,
Company E,
E, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth RegiRegi- Pensions
tslonB. Wells.
T-er.T
Peter
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him apension at the rate of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
sa
The name of Asa
Asa W.Taylor.
W. Taylor.
D, Eighty-third
Asa W. Taylor
Taylor, late of
of Company
Company D,
Eighty-third A
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
and pay
the rate of $50 per month
month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Elliott
Elliott
Barnett.
Elliott Barnett, late of Company
Company K, Thirteenth RegiReElliott Barnett.
ment
and pay him
ment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary A. Heckman,
Mary A.
A. Heckman.
Heckman.
The
Heckman, widow of Daniel Heckman, late of
of Mary
F, One hundred
Company F,
hundred and
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa_pension
pension at
at the
Volunteer
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
$20 per
m'onth
that she
she is
is now
month in lieu of that
now recetvmgg.
receiving.
Mathias Boberg.
The name of Mathias
Mathias Boberg,
Boberg, late
late of
Company A,
Thirty- seventh
of Company
A, Thirtseventh Mathias
Boberg.
Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
and pay
him aapension
of $24
of that
$24 per month
month in lieu of
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
J
The name of John J.
John J.-.Wolff.
J. Wolff,
Wolff, late of Company C,
0, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth RegiRegi- John
Wol
and pay him
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Lum a
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
pension at
per month in
$36 per
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Pensions.
The
The name of Ida M. Prame, widow of Jerome
Jerome B.
Prame late
late of
of Ida
B. Prame,
daPrame.
M. Prame.
Company
C,
Ninety-fourth'Regiment
Company
Ninety-fourth Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry,
York Volunteer
a pension
and pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
J. Ross.
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca J.
J. Ross, former
former widow
of Thomas
H. B.
widow of
Thomas H.
B. Ross,
Ross, Rebecca
Rebecca J Rosslate of
Company K,
K, Eighty-ninth
late
of Company
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
n increased.
Pensions
The
P. Bard,
Bard, late
The name
name of Louise K. Bard, widow of John
John P.
late of
of CorCom- Peo
Louise K
K.creased
Bard.
pany K,
K, Forty-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunteerInfantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Forty-second Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she
a pension
at the
lieu of
of that
is now receiving.
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The name of Mary A. Jolly
Jolly,.,widow of Joseph Jolly, late of
of Company
Company
C, Thirty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
C,
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
Caswell, late of Company
The name of John D. Caswell,
Company G, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
he is
The
name of
H Hubbard,
Hubbard, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
Thirty-sixth
The name
of William
William H.
E, Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Iafantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
per month
lieu of
is now
The name of Lizzie
The
Lizzie Hayes, widow of Joseph
Joseph M. Hayes,
Hayes, late
late of
of
Company
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Company G,
G, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
she is
is now
now
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
name of
Kenyon, late
late of
Company C,
C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
of Marcus
Marcus Kenyon,
of Company
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and of
I, Tenth
Tenth
New
Heavy Artillery,
of Company
Company I,
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at
Regiment
York Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
the rate
rate of
the
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he

The name of George
George W. Hadley, late of Company
Company C, Forty-first
Forty-first

Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry., and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Regiment
the
rate
of
$27
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
the
rate
of
$27
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John P. Powell.
Jo owe.
P.
The
of John
The name
name of
John P.
Powell, late
late of
of Company
K, One
One hundred
huirdred
P. Powell,
Company K,
and first
first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
and
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension
at
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
at the
the rate
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
Deborah J.
widow of
of Augustus
Deborah
The name
name of
of Deborah
Deborah J. Meek.
Meek.
J. Meek,
Meek, former
former widow
Augustus Henry,
Henry,
late of
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
late
of Company
Company H
H,tSixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment
and
her a
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions increased.
Feli°Allbash.
The name
of Felix
The
name of
Felix Allbaugh,
Allbaugh, late
of Company
Company C,
CIFifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegilate of
Felix Allbaugh.
ment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
and pay
pay him
him a
rate of
of
$30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
receiving.
$30
per
month
in
of
that
is
now
receiving.
William Hall.
The name of William Hall,
Hall, late of Company
Company: F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer Cavalry
pension
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry,' and pay
him aa peion
pay him
the rate
rate of
$24
pension at
at the
of $24
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
per month
now receiving.
receiving.
Frank A. PPenninge n
The
Pennington, late
of Company
First Re'
A. -gThe name
name of
of Frank
Frank A.
A. Pennington,
late of
ton.
Company M,
M, First
Regiment District
of Columbia
Columbia Volunteer
and of
ment
District of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
of Company
Company D,
First Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apension
at
First
Regiment Maine
pay him
pension at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
that
he
is
now
in
lieu
of
of
$30
per
month
the
rate
Jacob (3. Robinson.
Jacob
Robinson
The name
G. Robinson,
The
name of
of Jacob
Jacob G.
Robinson, late of Company
Company A, National
National
Guards East Tennessee,
Guards
and pay
him a
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
Tennessee, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
sionmonthmonth in
lieu of
is now
Pension.
sarah
Benedit.
Sarah H.
H. Benedict.

incrased.

Pen. ion increased.
Asa T. Brown.
Asa

Brown.

Pension.
Eva Gerber.

iva rber

Pensions
vtorsio
ino,,increased.
r
Victoria Goepfert.

William F. Doran.
Doran

The name of Sarah H. Benedict, widow
widow of John Benedict,
Benedict, late of
of

Company
C, Nineteenth
Company C,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry;
New York
Volunteer Infantry;
Company
Third Regiment
Company C,
C, Third
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Light
Artillery,
York Volunteer
Light Artillery,
and of Company D,
and
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New
Artillery, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
Artillery,
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The name
name of
The
of Asa T.
T. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment
E, Fortieth
Wisconsin Volunteer
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin
and Forty-eighth
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 p
er
him a
a pension
per
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Eva Gerber,
Gerber, widow
late of
widow of Henry Gerber,
Gerber, late
of Company
Company
to
A, Van Horn's Battalion
Battalion United States Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, attached
attached to
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
and pay
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
pension
rate of
$12 per
e The name of Victoria
Goepfert, widow
John Goepfert,
Victoria Goepfert,
widow of John
Goepfert, late
late of
of
Company H, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
month in
$20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
William F
F. Doran,
hundred
The name
name of
of William
Doran, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
Regiment Ohio
and thirty-ninth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at the rate of $24 per month is
in lieu of that
now receiving.
that he
he is now
receiving.
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The name of Dora A. Davis, former
late
The
former widow of George
George A. Davis, late
of Company
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Company I, Twenty-eighth
Infan-.
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infan-

try, and pay her aapension
rate of
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.

The name of
of Hannah
Hannah M.
M. Lansing,
Lansing, former
widow of
of James
James Rogers,
Rogers,
former widow
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
late of Company
Company A, First Regiment
Volunteer Light
Artillery,
Light Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
$12 per
per month.
rate of $12
month.
The name of ,John
John Rockwell, late of Company
Company F, One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer
twenty-first
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him s,
Infantry, and
pay him
a penpension at the rate of
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The name
name of
of Josiah
R. Sampson,
of Company
Company D,
Twenty-fifth
Josiah R.
Sampson, late
late of
D, Twenty-fifth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay hinl
hinm a
a pension
rate of $30 per
ath
snow
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of th
that
i
hee is
now receiving.
The name of Mary
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of John
Mary Carroll, helpless
and dependent
John
Carroll, late of the United States Navy, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
The name of Caroline Spragg, former
Jerome B.
B. Heath,
Heath,
former widow
widow of
of Jerome
Regiment Wisconsin
late of Company G, Thirteenth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
per month in
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Stack, late of Company
A, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth RegiCompany A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at
and pay him
a pension
the rate of $30 per month in
that he
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
The name of
Wetherall, late of the United States Navy,
Navy,
of Thomas Wetherall,
and pay him aapension at the rate of
lieu of
of that
he is
of $24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Jasper Stoops
Stoops, late of
of Company
Company H, Fifty-fifth
RegiFifty-fifth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate
a pension
of $18
$18 per month.
The name of Robert B. McCrory, late
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
late of
of Company
hundred
and sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,.
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension att the rate of $34
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month in
in lieu
of that
The name of John
John W. Burks,
late of
of Captain
Hawkins's indeBurks, late
Captain Hawkins's
independent company Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
at the rate of $24 per month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
name of
of Donat
The name
Donat Weissenberg,
late of
of Company
A, First
Regi
Weissenberg, late
Company A,
First Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is n
ow rece
iving.
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving
The name of Mary
M. Varble,
Varble, former
Mary- M.
of John
Varble, late
former widow
widow of
John -H.
I. Varble,
late
of Company A, Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Missouri Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $12
pay her a
$12 per
per month.
The
George White,
White/ late
late of
Company F,
One hundr
ed an
The name of
of George
of Company
F, One
hundred
andd
forty-eighth Regiment Illinois
forty-eighth
Infantiy, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $24
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
$24 per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of
of Orin
Orin Brewster,
child of
of Joel
Brewster, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
Joel T.
T.
Brewster, late of Company G, Fourteenth Regiment
Wisconsin VolunVolunRegiment Wisconsin
teer
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
of $12
month.
The
The name
Slater, late
late of
of ComComname of
of Alvira
Alvira Slater,
Slater, widow
widow of
of Edgar
Edgar Slater,
Thirty-sixth
pany F, Thirty
-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her a
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Hiram Swank, late of Company
Company G,
0, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
twenty-sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a
Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
The name of Henry Nye, late of Company D, Thirty-third
Regiment
Thirty-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
$36
a pension at the rate of $36
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Johanna
JohnNeil,
Johanna Neil, widow of John
Neil, late of Company-E,
Forty-third Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and Fifty-first
Fifty-first
Company, Second Battalion
Company,
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay her a
a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
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The name of Simeon
J. Dalbey,
Simeon J.
Dalbey, late of Company B,
Fortieth RegiRegiB, Fortieth
ment
Iowa Volunteer
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
ment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
of
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$50 per
of that
he is
John
Johnson.
John R.
R. Jobnson.
The name of John R. Johnson, late of
Company H,
H, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay himapension
at the
the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
him a pension at
rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
Margaret J.
tMrgaret
J. Valen
Valen-" The name
of Margaret
J. Valentine,
name of
Margaret J.
Valentine, widow
Alfred Valentine,
Valentine, late
late
widow of
of Alfred
tine.
hospital steward,
steward, United
Army, and
and Company
Company F,
F, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
hospital
Inited States
States Army,
Regiment Illinois
her p,
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
receiving.
rate
per month
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
Azubath Stole.
Azabath
rofe.
he name of Azubath Srofe, widow of John V.
V. Srofe,
The
late of
of ComComSrofe, late
pany E, Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and
a
pension
pension at the
the rate of $24
per month
month in
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
receiving.
Jacob
L.
Renshaw.
Jacob L. Renshaw.
L. Renshaw,
Company D,
The name of Jacob L.
Renshaw, late
late of
of Company
D, One
hundred
One hundred
and
sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
Militia Infantry,
and sixty-eighth
Drafted Militia
Infantry,
and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
$27 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate of
of $27
per month
of that
that he
he
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
Theodore Ludwig.
Theodore Ludwig.
The name of Theodore
Theodore Ludwig,
Company E,
E, One
hundred
Ludwig, late
late of
of Company
One hundred
and eighty-sixth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
linn aa
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension
at the
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now Feceiv
.
ing.
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving
Payton Blackburn.
payton
Blaekbn.
Blackburn, late
The name of Payton Blackburn,
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
late of
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
.
the rate
rate of
month in
Albert
Albert Thompson.
Thompson.
The name
name of Albert
.Albert Thompson,
Thompson, late of Company,D,
D, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate of $50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
Maranda
E. Fisher.
Fisher.
aranda E.
The name
name of 3,Iaranda
Maranda E.
E. Fisher, widow
widow of
The
of John
John W.
W. Fisher,
Fisher, late
late of
of
Company
Company C,
C, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pension at
pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
the rate
now receiving.
receiving.
Sahois.
now
Sarah Hollis.
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah Hollis,
Hollis, widow of Newton Hollis,
late of
of ComComHollis, late
pany C,
C, First
First Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay
Regiment New
Heavy Artillery,
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per month
in lieu
she is
is now
now
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
receiving.
James H.
I). GoodHI. D.
Good-receiving.
win.
D. Goodwin,
The name of James II.
IL D.
Goodwin, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, ThirtyThirtythird Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at
Infantry, and
pay him
m
B
rate
of
$50
in
the
per
month
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James H. Bryan..
. Brya
H. Bryan,
Company B,
Eighty-fifth
The name
name of James H.
Bryan, late
late of
of Company
B, Eighty-fifth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Darid A. Sawyers.
Davi . Saws.
The name of David
David A.
A. Sawyers,
Sawyers, late
hospital steward,
United
late aa hospital
steward, United
States Army, and of Company
C, Thirty-sixth
Company C,
VolunThirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in
rate of
Pension.
riension.
lieu
of that
that he is
lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Elizabeth B. Dickmcn.
mih
B.
The name
Elizabeth B.
name of Elizabeth
Diclonan, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles B.
B. DickDickB.Dickman,
man, late acting ensign,
United States Navy,
ensign, Navy, and pay her aapension
pension
Pensions
Penrions increased.
increased. at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Jo!in. C. Gorman.
Join C. Gorman.
Theename of John C. Gorman,
Gorman, late of Company
Company G,
G, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Indiana 1
,olunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of
of $30
$30
Margaret Wolf
per
month in lieu of
he is
per month
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret Wolf.
The
of Margaret
Margaret Wolf, widow
The name
name of
widow of Joseph
Joseph W. Wolf,
Wolf, late of
of
Company
Company K, One hundred and fifty-eighth
fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
pension at the rate
olunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension
rate of $20 per
per
month in
in lieu
she is
now receving.
receiving.
month
of that
that she
is now
lieu of
E!,eca RPeed.
Rebecca
Reed.
The
Rebecca Reed,
The name
name of Rebecca
Reed, widow of Kennedy
Kennedy Reed,
Reed, late of Company C, One hundred
hundred and eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at the rate
olunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her a
rate of $20 per
per
Mntivil Cks.
month in lieu
she is
now mewling.
of that
that she
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Montiviil Cooksey.
The name of Montivill Cooksev,
The
Cooksey, late of Company
Company G,
G, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
iirn aa
pay him
pension
at the
the rate of $30
pension at
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Simeon
Dalbey.
Simeon J.
J. Dalbey.
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The name of Ephraim
W ilhoit, late of
Ephraim B. Wilhoit,
of Company I,
I, TwentyTwentysecond Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
penVolunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Cyrus A. Lewis, late
late of Company
IC, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Company K,
Regiment
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
pension at
at the
of $27
$27
him aapension
the rate
rate of
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
The name of Francis King,
of Company
C, Seventh
King, late of
Company C,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him
rate of
of $50
$50
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of James
James P. Shewman,
Shewman, helpless
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of
and dependent
Sidney A. Shewman,
late of
I, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
New
Shewman, late
of Company
Company I,
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of George W. Widener,
Widener, late of Company K, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a
pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.

The name of Jane Darling, widow
of Charles
Charles P.
P. Darling,
Darling, late
l_ate of
widow of
of
Twenty-second Regiment
Company F, Twenty-second
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
York Volunteernlfantry,
and pay her a
pension at the rate of
$12 per
month.
a pension
of $12
per month.
The name of Harvey
Harvey Dittenhafer,
Dittenhafer, late
of Company
Sixtylate of
Company I,
I, Sixtyfourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
tanks
pension at
at
pay him
a pension
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
now receiving.
The name of James D. Scoles, late of Company
Company A,
Regiment
A, Third
Third Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aa pension at the
the rate of
of $36
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Thomas J.
J. Rowlett, late of Company
Company M, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer Cavalry, .and
the
and pay him aapension at
at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Eliza S. Bowen, widow of Aldxander
AlEixander S.
late of
S. Bowen, late
of
Company H, Forty-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania
InfanPennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at
er month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
at the rate of $24
$24 p
per
lieu of
she
i
snow
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Elmer P. Shepherd, late of Signal Corps, United States
Army, and pay him apension
of $40
month in
in lieu
of
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
40 per
per month
lieu of
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Taylor Otis, late of Company.G, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry, and pay him
pension
him aa pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Caroline Simons, widow
widow of Joshua
Joshua B. Simons, late of
of
Company H, One hundred and eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Infantry,
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Henry Neely, late of Company
Company E, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
of $36
$36
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Ambrose Parish, late of Company
Company K,
K Fifty-third RegiRegiment, and Company D, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regrment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry-, and pay him a
rate of $36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension at the rate
per month
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lewis R. Morgan, late of Company E, Twelfth RegiRegiment Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Ellen Moffatt,
Moffatt, helpless arid
dependent child of
Wiland dependent
of William Moffatt, late of Company F, One hundred
hundred and
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth RegiRegiInfantry, and pay her a
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate
of $12 per month.
The name of Patrick Martin, late of Company G, Second RegiRegiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,and pay him a
apension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

Ephraim
B.Wilhoft..
Ephraim B.Wilhot.

Cyrus A.
A. Lewis.
Lewis.
Cyrus

Francis King.
King.
Francis

Pension.
Pension.
James P.
P. Shewman.
James
Shewman.

Pension increased.
Increased.
Pension
George W.
W. Widener.
Widener.
George

Pension.
Jane Darling.
Darling.
Jane
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
Harvey Dittenhafer.
Dittenhafer.
Harvey

James D. Scoles.
James
coles.

Thomas J
Rowlett.
Thomas
J...Rowlett.

Eliza S. Bowen.
Bowen.
Eliza

Shepherd,
Elmer P. Shephrd.

Taylor Otis.

Caroline
Caroline Simons.
Simos.

Henry Neely.
Neely.
Henry

Ambrose Parish.
AmbroseParish.

Lewis B.
R. Morgan.
Morgan.

Pension.
Ellen Moffatt
Moffatt.
Ellen

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Patrick Martin.
Martin.
Patrick
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charlesW.Bushndel

Charles W. Bushnell

The name
The
name of Charles W. Bushnell, late of the Fourth
Fourth Independent
Independent
Battery, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Light Artillery, and pay him aa pension at
the
at the
rate of
of $40
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
is now
Adeliade Wagner.
Adead Wagner.
The name of Adeliade Wagner,
Wagner, widow
Lewis J.
J. Wagner,
Wagner, late
of
widow of
of Lewis
late of
Company
Company H, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
that she
lieu of
of that
she
is
now
receiving.
IS
now
receiving.
Pension.
MPeansiHonthaway.
The name
name of
of Maryette
Maryette Hathaway,
Hathaway, widow
of Gilbert
Hathaway,
The
Maryette
Hathaway.
widow of
Gilbert B.
B. Hathaway,
E, One
hundred anddfifth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
late of Company
Co
,rapdanpyayr
a hundred
rate
re
thReefg1r12enpterOhieoLo.lunteer
i
ions ncr
pension at
at the
the rate of $12 per month.
Infantry,
and pay her a pension
Pensions increased.
John W. Bush.dThe name of
of John
W. Bush,
late of
of Company
Company A,
Seventeenth
John W.
Bush, late
John
Bush.
A, Seventeenth
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $27 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
Nancy M.
M. Gray.
Nancy
Gray.
The name
name of
M. Gray, widow of Abner
The
of Nancy
Nancy M.
Abner S. Gray,
Gray, late of
of ComCompany F, One hundred and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
iliamH
Bro
of
is now
now receiving.
William •
H. Brown.
WiaH.Bron.
The name of William H. Brown,
Brown, late of Company
TwentyCompany A,
A, Twentyseventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
and pay
a penpenarahJ
sion
at
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Mler.
sion
at
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Sarah J. Miller.
The name of Sarah.
Sarah J. Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of James F. Miller, late
of
late of
Company C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
pay
Cavalry, and pay
her a
a pension at the rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
of $24
in lieu
of that
that she
now
Provisos.
Incre
to cease
cease on
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the event
of the
the death
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Miller,
Miller,
That in
in the
event of
Increase
on receiving:
death of
death
of cild.
child.
deathof
helpless and dependent
dependent child of said
James F.
Miller, the
the additional
said James
F. Miller,
additional
Pension to
to child
chld on pension herein granted
Pension
granted shall
cease and
and determine:
_provided
shall cease
determine: And
And
provided
death
mother.
death of mother.
further, That in the event of the death
death of
further,
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Miller,
Miller, the
name
the name
of said Elizabeth Miller shall be placed on the pension
pension roll,
subject
roll, subject
to the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
ohnTone
$12
$12
per
month
and
after
the
date
-of death
death
of
said
Sarah
J.
Miller.
from
and
after
the
date-of
of
said
Sarah
J.
Miller.
John Toner.
TThe name
The
name of John Toner, late of Captain
Captain Jones'
Jones' company, NinetyNinetyseventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
Columbus
W. Don$27 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
Columbus W.
Don- pension at the rate of $27
ne
u.
nell.
The name of Columbus W. Donnell, late of Company
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Company E,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
pension at the
Ann E. Noan
rate of $24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that 'he
he is
Anne E. Nolan.
The name of Anne E. Nolan, widow of James
James Nolan, late of ComComI,.,Fifth Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
pany I
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension at the rate of $20 per
a
per mon
th in
of that
that she
is now
now
month
in lieu of
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Hannah F.
F. Blood.
The name
name of
Hannah F.
F. Blood
The
of Hannah
Blood, widow
widow of Adorno Blood,
Blood, late
l
at
e of
of
F One hundred
Company F,
hundred and fifth
fifth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company E,
E,
and Company
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Thirty-eighth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her aapenpension
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month
sion
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Jacob Hare.
. The name of Jacob
Jacob Hare, late of Company
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment West
West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
George WJac.
per month
receiving..
month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving
is now
George W. Jacobs.
The name
name of George W. Jacobs,
The
Jacobs, late of Company
Company E, Eighth ReeiRegiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the
a pension
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Approved,
Approved, April 5, 1916.
1916.
April
April 11,
11, 1916.
1916.

CHAAP. 72.—An
72.-An Act
CHAP.
Nicolson.
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Nicolson.

pi8.9221
22
IS.

[Private. No. S.]

LPrivate,

No.

f.I

Mary
E. Nicolson.
Mary E.
Nicolsor
Payment to, fo
death of son.
r

oson.

Be

eacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Hou s e of
of Reesentatives
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
States
in Congress assembled That
Secretary of
of the
th e
the Secretary
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby , authorized
authorizedand
directed to
pay to
to
and directed
to pay
Mary E. Nicolson,
Nicolson, of Id
aho Falls, Idaho, out
ofany
money in
n the
the
Idaho
out of
any money
i
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $900,
$900, to
to compencompen-
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son, C.
killed while
while fightsate her for the death of her
her son,
C. Val Nicolson,
Nicolson, killed
fighting fires on the Coeur d'Alene
d'Alene National
National Forest
Forest on August twentieth,
nineteen hundred
nineteen
hundred and
and ten.
ten.
Approved, April 11,
11, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
CHAP 73.—An
Act To
To relieve
J. Lawrence
postmaster at
at Eupora,
CHAP.
73.-An Act
relieve J.
Lawrence Latham,
Latham, postmaster
Eupora,
Webster County,
Mississippi, of
of the
payment of
and funds
stolen from
from the
the post
post
Webster
County, Mississippi,
the payment
of cash
cash and
funds stolen
office.
office.

Apt 11,1916.
Aril11,1916.
in• R. 8466.]
84661
[R.
[Private, No.
No. 9.]
9.]
[Private,

Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
the United
J. .Lawre
in Congress
assembl, That
J. Lawrence
Lawrence Latham,
Latham, tham.r
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That J.
La "
postmaster
Webster County,
postmaster at Eupora, Webster
Mississippi, be, and
and he
he is
.111
'1
0 '14
P
luaj
d;
County,
is mRelele
of 1Pay
-men
postal
funds
hereby, relieved
of the
the payment
of $3,098.78,
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, the
from.
hereby,
relieved of
payment of
$3,098.78, or
stolen from.
the stolen
to the
the
same being the
the amount
amount of cash and funds
funds held
held due
due from
from him
him to
States Government
Government for
for moneys
and stamps
stamps and
and other
other property
United States
moneys and
property
stolen from the post office of
of Eupora,
Eupora, Webster
Webster County, Mississippi,
Mississippi,
on November
November fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen hundred and fourteen, by unknown
unknown
persons.
persons.
Approved,
April 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, April
t

CHAP. 74.-An
Whitehead.
CHAP.
74.—in Act For the relief of Beverly E. Whitehead.

nce

La.

April 12,1916.
12,1916.
Apl

[Eh 707.]
ri
[Private,
10.]
Be it
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
United
and House
House of
No. 10.]
vate, No.
America in
States of
of America
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Bevrly
Congress assembled,
Beverly E.
E. White.
assembled, That
That the
White
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
out head.
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay, out
Pay
Paymenttto.
to.
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
of $102.60
Beverly E.
E. Whitehead
Whitehead for
the balance
balance due
due him
him for
the
$102.60 to Beverly
for the
for the
transportation
transportation of the United States mails under
contract prior
prior to
to
under contract
May thirty-first,
thirty-first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
route numbered
numbered
and sixty-one, on
on route
sixty-one hundred and ninety-nine,
balance having
having been
been
ninety-nine, Georgia,
Georgia, said
said balance
found due by the Auditor for the Post Office Department
reported
Department and reported
to the Senate
for the
Department on
on
Senate by the
the Auditor
Auditor for
the Post
Post Office
Office Department
January seventeenth,
January
and three:
Provided, That
That Proviso.
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
three: Provided,
AdsSea
.Me.
Attorney's
exceeding twenty-five
twenty-five per centum
attorney's fee
not exceeding
cent= attorney's
fee is
is allowed,
allowed.
Approved, April
April 12,
12, 1916.
Approved,
1916.

CHAP. 76.—An
E. Day.
Day.
76.-An Act For
For the
the relief of
of Warren
Warren E.

April
14, 1916.
Al4,109
113. 1048.]1 6.
[Private, NoNo. 11"
11.]
[Private,
Warren E
E.tODay
Day.
Warl
Payment to.

enacted by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of the
the
Treasury be,
and directed
direct
ed to
t
o p
ay t
be and
and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
pay
too
Warren E. Day,
Day.
,out of any moneys in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $1,200,
services renappropriated,
$1,200, being for professional services
dered and medicine
medicine furnished the
in Arizona
Arizona Territhe Hualapai
Hualapai Indians
Indians in
Territory, under the orders and approval
tory
approval of
of Indian
Indian
of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Affairs,
Affairs, during the years eighteen hundred
hundred and
and eighty-three
and
eighty-three and
eighteen hundred
hundred and eightyTour:
eighty-four: Provided,
acceptance of
Provided, That the acceptance
of Proviso.
Sro
i In fall.
uo.
Settlement
said sum shall be considered as final settlement of all
all claims
claims of
of every
every
kind whatsoever against the United States.
Approved, April
14, 1916.
Approved,
April 14,
1916.
CHAP
Librarian of Congress
return to
CongreTs to return
the Librarian
Authorizing the
Resolution Authorizing
81.--Jint Resolution
CRAP. 81.—Joint
Williamsburg Lodge,
Williamsburg
Lodge, Numbered
Numbered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted
Accepted Masons,
Masons, of Virginia,
the original manuscript
of
the
record
of
the
proceedings
of
said
lodge.
[Priv.
manuscript

April Res.
19, 1916.
21
(Si
[S. J. Res.
24.]

[Priv. Res.,
No. 2.]
2.]
Res., No.

Resolved by the *Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Williamsburg,
Va.,
States of
ofAmeria
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Librarian
Librarian of Congress Masonic
Wiliasburg
America in
in Congress
Lodge. va.,
Manuscript returned
directed to
to return to
to Williamsburg
is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
Williamsburg Lodge, toM.msutrptretuned
Numbered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted
Masons, of Virginia,
the
Accepted Masons,
Virgnia, the

1244
1214
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original manuscript
manuscript of the record
record of
of the
proceedings of
of said
said lodge,
lodge,
the proceedings
which is contained in one
now in
in the
the Manuscript
one bound
bound volume
volume now
Manuscript
Division
Library of
Division of the Library
marked "Williamsburg
"Williamsburg Lodge,
Lodge,
of Congress,
Congress, marked
5775,
" and which manuscript was taken
5775,"
taken from
from the
the files
files of
of said
said lodge
lodge
during the Civil War by some
unknown.
some party
party or
or parties
parties unknown.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 19,
19, 1916.
1916.
April 20,1916.
April
20,1916.
[5.3984.]

[I. 3941]
[Private, No. 12.]
12.1

HAP. 82.—An
CHAP.
and increase
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
8.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
increase of
and sailors of the Civil War
War and certain
certain widows
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
such
soldiers and
sailors.
and sailors.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Congress assembled,
That the
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
place on
on the
the
authorized and
directed to
to place
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
of the
the pension
pension
pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
limitations of

Pensions.
Pisions.

laws—
laWSThe name of Patience
Patience Rosa Archer,
Archer, former
former widow
widow of
of John
John Rosa,
Rosa,
Archer.
late
of Companies E
E and D, Tenth Regiment
late of
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Pensions
Pensions ',
and pay
the rate
of $20
month.
increweedd. and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month.
John T.
John
T.Pfibble.
Pribble.
TheePr
name of John T. Pribble, late
The
of Company
Seven th RegiRegilate of
Company E,
E, Seventh
ment Kentucky Voluntee
Volunteerr Cavalry, and pay
ment
him a
pension at
pay him
a pension
at the
the
rate of $36 per month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Sarah Saxy.
Salary.
sarah
The name of Sarah
Sarah Saxey,
widow of
of Alfred
Saxey, late
late of
of Company
Company
Saxey, widow
Alfred Saxey,
F, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, and
first lieutenant
lieutenant
Volunteer Infantry,
and first
Company H, First Regiment
Company
Regiment Indian Home
Home Guards,
Guards, and
pay her
her aa
and pay
pension at the rate of $24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
reper month
month in
that she
is now
now receiving.
ceiving.
Erasmus W.
W. Tatlock.
Erasmus
Tat.
The name
name of
W. Tatlock,
Tatlock, late
l
at
e of
of Company.
A, Third
Third
of Erasmus
Erasmus W.
Company A,
~lck.
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
aval
ry , and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer C
Cavalry,
pay him
rate of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
Silas W.. Norris.
Norris.
The name of
W. Norris,
Silas
of Silas
Silas W.
Norris, late
of Comp
an y B,
eventyseventh
late of
Company
B, S
Seventy-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
in lieu
that he
Simeon
L. Wilson.
Simeon L.
Wilson.
The name
name of
The
of Simeon
Simeon L.
L. Wilson,
Wilson ,late
l
at
e of
ofC
ompany K,,
Twelfth
Company
Twelfth RegiRegiment
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
ment Indiana
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rat
e
pension at
the rate
Pension.
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
rece iving.
Pension,
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
John Nighswander.
The
John Nighswander.
The name of John Nighswander,
Nighswander, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
of
son of
Martin Nighswander, late of Company
Company B,
B, Fifty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Volunteer
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension at
at the
the rate
per
Pensions
Peninsios increased,
month.
increase. month.
william
E.Howard.
The
name
William E.
E. Howard, late of
of Company
William E. Raward•
The name of
of William
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred
and twentieth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
him
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
a
pension at the rate of 830
in lieu
of that
is now
now
$30 per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Palemans.
Paleman
S. Castle.
Castle.
The
The name
name of
of Paleman
Paleman S. Castle, late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Eleventh
Eleventh
Regiment Michigan Volunteer. Cavalry, and
Regiment
pay him
him aa pension
pens i
on at
at
and pay
rensins.
the rate
rate of
Pensions.
per m
on th in
i
n lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
recei
ving .
of $30
$30 per
month
lieu of
is
now
Jennie
R. Cusick.
enie
R.
Csick.
The name of Jennie
Jennie R.
R. Cusick, widow
of Thomas
Thomas Cusick,
late of
of
widow of
Cusick, late
the Third
Third Battery
Battery Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
the
pay
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Annie
Bridges.
Annie Bridges.
The
of Annie
Annie Bridges,
Bridges, Willow
widow of Elisha
Elisha Bridges,
Bridges. late
The name
name of
of ComComlate of
pany
E, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
Regument Missouri
pany E,
Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
her a
pension at
at the
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
reased. pay
Pensions
pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
month.
Rosa REssiter.
Rossiter.
The name of Rosa Rossiter,
Rossiter, widow
The
widow of
of Lemuel
Rossiter, late
late second
second
Lemuel Rossiter,
lieutenant Company
lieutenant
Company B, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer InfanInfanWisconsin Volunteer
try, and
and captain
captain Company
Company C, Sixth Regiment
try,
Regiment United
at
es Veteran
Veteran
United St
States
V olunteer Infant
Infantry,
pay
Volunteer
ry, and
an dpay her a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per
month in lieu of that
that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
PensioLn.
Patience
tience
Archer.

R
os a
Rosa
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Anna Barker.
Barker.
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna Barker,
Barker, widow
widow of
of William
B. Barker,
Barker, late
late of
of Anna
William B.
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Wisconsin Volunteer
Company K, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United States Veteran
Volunteer InVeteran Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu
pay her aapension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
Gustav Schoneck.
The name
name of Gustav
The
Gustav Schoneck,
Schoneck, late
of Company
Company D,
Thirty-second Gustav
late of
D, Thirty-second
schoneck
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
pension at
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $40 per month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now
Theodore Basterdes
Twenty- Theodore
The name of Theodore Basterdes,
Basterdes, late of Company B, TwentyBasterde
fifth
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
fifth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension
at the rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
.
of $30
$30 per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
Margaret P. Sher
The name
Margaret P.
P. Sherman,
widow of
of Philo
Philo B.
B. Sherman,
The
name of
of Margaret
Sherman, widow
Sherman, man.
fargaret P. Sher
late second lieutenant
lieutenant Second
Battery Connecticut
Second Independent
Independent Battery
Connecticut
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay her a
rate of
of
a pension
pension at the rate
$24
is now
$24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles R.
R. Potter.
Potter.
The name
name of Charles
Charles R.
R. Potter,
Potter, late
late of
of CompanyE,
Company E , Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Charles
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that
that he is now receiving.
Hiram F.
F. Brndage
Brundage,
The name of Hiram F. Brundage
Brundage,'late of Company
Company D,
13, Sixth RegiRegi- Hiram
ment New York Volunteer
Artillery, and pay
pay him
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
him aapension
pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Mary C.
C. Hils.
Hills.
The name of Mary
C. Hills,
Hills, widow
widow of
Leroy T.
Mary C.
of Leroy
T. Hills,
Hills, late
of Comlate of
Com- Mary
pany G, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Patrick J. Quigley.
The name
name of
of Patrick
Patrick J.
Quigley, late
late of
E, Fifteenth
J. Quigley,
of Company
Company E,
Fifteenth Patrick
. Quigle.
Regiment Connecticut
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Tnfantry, and
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
im aapension
pension
per month
at the rate of $40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
in lieu
that he
Pension.
Judkins.
The name of Nellie Judkins, widow
Harvey D.
widow of Harvey
Judkins, late
D. Judkins,
ate of
of Nellie
NelieJdns.
Company G, Third Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Vermont Volunteer
a pension
at the
the rate
her a
pension at
of $12
per month.
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions Increased.
Titchout.
The name of Alva M. Titchout, late of Company
Company I,
I, First Regiment
Regiment Alva
Alva M.
M-Titchout
Vermont Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
him a
a pension
the
rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
ien of
of that
receiving.
ls Blanchard.
Francis
The name of Francis
Blanchard, late
of Company
Francis Blanchard,
late of
Company E,
Ninth RegiRegi- Franc
E, Ninth
Blanchard.
ment
ment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay hmhim- a
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
rate of $50 per
per month
month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he i
issnow
now receiving.
Pension.
M. Waffle.
The name of Fidelia M. Waffle,
Fldeli a M
Waffle, former widow
widow of Hiram F. Moe,
Moe, Fidelia
Wafflelate of Company
Company K, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
her a
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
Pensions
Pensions Increase.
Increase I.
John R.
R. Mabee.
of John
John R.
R. Mabee,
The name of
Mabee, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth John
Mabee.
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
him aapension
at
the rate of $40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
William I.
Scott.
The name of
of William
William I.
late of Company
I. Scott, late
Company K, One
One hundred
hundred wiiam
I Scott.
and sixteenth
sixteenth Re
giment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa
at the rate
pension at
rateof
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
per month
of that
he is
receiving.
Edwin D.
Kaynor.
D. Kaynor,
Kaynor, late of Company
The name of Edwin D.
Company K,
K, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Edwin
D.Kaynor.
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
and pay
a pension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
at
of $24
$24 per
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
George A. Barker.
The name of George
George A. Barker,
Barker , late of Company D, Seventh Regi- George
A Barker
Cavalry, and
and pay
ment Iowa Cavalry,
pay him
him a
a.
p
ension at
the rate
$30 per
per
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. i C. Baker.
Meicenia
Melcenia C. Baker, widow
widow of
The name of Melcenia
of Simeon
S. Baker,
Baker, late
late Melcen
Simeon S.
a C Bakerfirst lieutenant,
lieutenant, Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at
Infantry, and pay her aapension
the rate
rate of
$25 per
per month
month in
in. lieu
at the
of $25
lieu
now receivin
receivig.
of that she is now
Pension.
H.
The name
name of
of Christiana
The
Christiana Ti. Niclolls,
Nicholls, widow
widow of
B. Nicholls
NiCeporliss.t ia n a
of Thomas
Thomas B.
Nicholls,, NCstiana
HI.
H.
late quartermaster
Volunteer
quartermaster sergeant,
sergeant, First Regiment
Regiment New York
York. Volunteer
Engineers,
Engineers, and
and pay
pay her
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
pensions
icreased.
Pensions increased.
Theename of Clarinda
Clarinda A.
A. Spear, widow
Otis G.
G. Spear,
Spear, late
late of
of Clarinda
Clarinda A. Spear.
Spear.
widow of
of Otis
Company
Infantry, and
Company B, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and acting
acting
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master's
master's mate, United
States Navy,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
United States
Navy, and
and pay
a pension
the
rate of $20
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
rate
$20 per
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
receiving.
The name of Daniel L. Thompson,
Thompson, late of Company
Company C,
Forty-fifth
C, Forty-fifth

Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
at
Regiment
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
Aad Peterson.
Aad
Peterson.
The name of Aad
.Aad Peterson,
Peterson, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Second
Regiment
Second-Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
$40
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
e Reynolds.
R
Reynolds,. Adeline
Th
nam of Adeline Reynolds, widow
Adeline
The name
widow of
of William
William Reynolds,
Reynolds, late
late of
of
Company
A, Eighth
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Company A,
Eighth Regiment
York Volunteer
Artillery,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
and
of that
that she
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
George H. Shelter.
George H Shter
The
of George
H. Shefter,
Shefter, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
RegiThe name
name of
George H.
A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
of
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
$30
per month
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
John F.
late of
of Company
E, Second
Second RegiRegiJohn F.
F Treadwell
Tredwell..
The name of John
F. Trea,dwell,
Treadwell, late
Company E,
ment Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
pay him
at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
Hy . wi
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry G. Wilson.
nryG. is
The
name of Henry
Company,K, Eighth
The name
Henry G. Wilson, late of Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
a pension
pension at
of $30
per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
lieu of
that he
John it. Snook.
John ok.R.
The name
name of John
John R. Snook, late of Company
Company A, One
and
One hundred
hundred and
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him aa
thirty-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth
pension at
per month
that he
Elizabeth Knifiln.
he is
is now
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Kniffin,
Kniffin, widow
of Daniel
Daniel Kniffin,
Knilfin late
late of
widow of
of
Company
K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
Company K,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Corps, and
and
Company K,
K, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
pay
her a
a pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
thatshe
sh
e is
i
s
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
of that
now
now receiving.
receiving.
David
The name
of David
Youth, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-first
Fifty-first RegiRegiDavid Youts.
outs.
The
name of
David Youts,
ment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,. and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at te
the
and pay
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $40 per
per month
in lieu
now receiving
Gerge Bateson.
George
Bateson.
The name of
George Bateson,
late of
of Company
A, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth
of George
Bateson, late
Company A,
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
a pension
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30 per
per month
in lieu
is now
Daniel W
Daniel
W. Coan.
Con.
The name
name of Daniel W. Coan,
Coan, late of Company B, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegi-

Mary king.
Mr

Jon
John

'

i.

W.. Greene.
Greene.

S. Hei.

Peter S. Hare.

Jefferson Lyons.

ndy

en.

Andy Perrin.

Buron
Gillaspie.
Burton Gillaspie.

Henry
cery.
Henry Creery.

ment, and Company
forty-first Regiment
Illinois
Company I, One hundred and forty-first
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and .pay
him aa pension
pension at
at the
of $30
per
pay him
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
of that
that he
The name of
Mary King,
widow of
M King,
King, late
of Mary
King, widow
of Cassius
Cassius M.
late of
of Company
Company
G, Ninth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apenpenpay her
sion at the rate of
$20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $20
The name of John W. Greene, late of
of Company
Company E,
hundred and
and
E, One
One hundred
thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Tnfantry,. and
and pay
him a
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a
rate of
pension at the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
ofthat
thathe
he is
now receiving.
recei •
of $30
is now
name of
Hare, late
Company I,
Seventy-fourth
The name
of Peter
Peter S.
S. Hare,
late of
of Company
I, Seventy-fourth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
The name of Jefferson Lyons, late of Company K, Tenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
Infantry, and
pay him
the rate
$50
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Andy Perrin,
The
Perrin, late
late of Companies
Companies D
D and
and F,
F, Fiftieth
Fiftieth
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the
pay him
a pension
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now
receiving.
The
name of
of Burton
Burton Gillaspie,
The name
Gillaspie, late of Company I,
I,Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving
The
name of
of Henry
The name
Henry Creery,
Creery, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Fith
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cava, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at the rate of
of $30
$30
per month in lieu of
ho is
is now
now receiving.
of that he
receiving.
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Turner Barns.
Barns.
name of Turner Barns,
The name
Barns, *late of
Company I,
I, Seventeenth
Regi- Turner
of Company
Seventeenth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate
a pension at the rate
of $50 per month in
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Rachel A.Woodman.
The
name of
A. Woodmansee,
former widow
widow of
William see.RachelAWoodmanThe name
of Rachel
Rachel A.
Woodmansee, former
of William
Twenty-second Regiment
M. Gould, late of
of Company
Company C, Twenty-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
the rate
rate of
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per
month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
Increased.
Bacon.
The name
name of
of James
The
James E.
Bacon, late
late of
Company K,
E. Bacon,
of Company
K, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegi- James
James E. Bacon.
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company I,
Infantry, and
and Company
I, Second
Second
Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension
Massachusetts Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Ald Pow.
Aides
Powers.
The
late of
of Company
The name
name of
of Alden
Alden Powers,
Powers, late
Company F,
F, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment Maine
at the
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
rate
of $40
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving
Duane
Perkns
Duane F.
F. Perkins.
The name of Duane F.
II' Sixth
Sixth RegiF. Perkins,
Perkins, late of
of Company
Company i,
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
•
pay him
a pension
at
the
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
that he
receiving.
Sylvester Stewart.
The name of Sylvester Stewart, late of Company
Company K, First
First RegiRegiment District of Columbia
and Company
A, First
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company A,
First
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
Joseph F.
F. Grawe.
of that
that he
receiving.
Joseph
Gre.
The name
of Joseph
Grawe, late
late of
of Company
Ninety-third
The
name of
Joseph F.
F. Grawe,
Company G,
G, Ninety-third
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George
rate of
of $40
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
George F.
F. Cowan.
owan.
The name of George F. Cowan, late
late of Company
Company B,
B Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
the
Cavalry, and
and pay him
him aa.pension
at the
rate of $40 per month
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
Frederick A.
A. Heeb
Heebin lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Frederick
D '
The name of Frederick
Frederick A. Heebner, late
Twelfth nor
late of Company F,
F, Twelfth
er.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
in lieu
rate of $30 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
William cake
Cake, alias
alias
he is
is now
now receiving.
wmimn
The name
name of
of William
William Cake,
Cakn, alias
alias William
William Baker.'
William Baker,
Baker, late
late of
of Company
Company Wiliam
Baker.
fl,
Thirty-first Regiment
. Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
h, Thirty-first
Regiment WiSCOUSIII
Wisconsin
and pay
him
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
him aapension
pension at
at the rate of
of $40 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
wmliam H.
William
II. mls.
Hills.
William
The name of Wi'l
liam H. Hills, late hospital steward, United States
Army, and pay
pay him a
month in
lieu of
of
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Ellza J. Banning.
Eliza
Banning.
The name
name of Eliza J.
widow of
Samuel M.
M. Banning,
Banning, late
late
J. Banning,
Banning, widow
of Samuel
Company A, Twenty-sixth
of CompanyTwenty-sixth. Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
lieu
that she
of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
.
Martha
Martha Connor.
The name of Martha
Martha Connor, widow of William Connor,
of
Connor, late
late of
Company
A, Eighteenth
Regiment Indiana Volunt
eer Infantry,
Inf
antry, and
Company A,
Eighteenth RegimentIndiana
Volunteer
and
a pension at the rate of
pay her a
month in
of that
that she
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Anas
Cocoan.
Anastasia
Corcoran.
The name of Anastasia Corcoran, widow of William J.
J. Corcoran,
late of Company E, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving:
of
she is
is now
Maryc.DnMa.
Mary C. Daniels.
The name of Mary C. Daniels, widow of Albert E.
late first
E. Daniels,
Daniels, late
first
lieutenant Company F, Sixty-first Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts VolunVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $25 per month in
in
lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
arah F. Hovey.
Hovey.
Sarah
The name of
Hovey, widow
of Lewis
Lewis Hovey,
of ComComof Sarah
Sarah F.
F. Hovey,
widow of
Hovey, late
late of
pany A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
a pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
month in
of that
that she
now receiving.
wrlimRonudebusb
William
Rondebush.
The name of William
William Roudebush, late of Company G, One hundred
and twenty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
him a
apension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu
is now
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
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Charles
Charles Whitkemper.
whitkemper.

John
John Smiley.
Smiley.

Pension.
Pension.
Nancy Wilson.
Wilson.
Nancy

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
William Whitten.
illiam Whitten.

Georgia B.
Georgia
B. Nelson.
Nelson.

Sarah
Writ
Sarah T.
T. Wright.

Eli . W.

Eliza J. Wells.

John M.. Pittman.
John
Pittman.
Pension.
Pension.
Martha A. Reynolds.

Reynolds.

Martha.

Pensions

Pensions inereaed.
increased.
Oliver
Oliver K.
K. Landrew.
Landrew.

George Crawford.

,eorge Crawford.

Edward Morris.

Edward Mors.

Nelon
Briley

Nelson Briley.

Non
Biley.

James L. Spaulding.

aes L. Spading.

James M. Jameson.
James
M Jameson.

Henry Wilcox.

.. S

James
js A. Snodras
Snoass.

Jane P. Weer.
eter
James

.

1916.
1916.

The name of Charles
Charles Whitkemper,
Company I,
The
Whitkemper, late of
of Company
I, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $40
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The name of John Smiley, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth RegiRegiment Indiana
and pay
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
Wilson, dependent
The name of Nancy Wilson,
dependent mother
of Chester
Chester Callaway,
Callaway,
mother of
late of Company E,
Sixty-seventh Regiment
E, Sixty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month,
month, the
the
a pension
rate of
same to be paid
her without
deduction or
on account
account
paid to
to her
without deduction
or rebate
rebate on
former alleged
alleged erroneous
erroneous payments
of former
payments of
of pension.
pension.
The name
name of William Whitten,
Whitten, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him a
a pension
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Georgia B. Nelson, widow of Jesse P.
Nelson, late first
P. Nelson
first
lieutenant of
lieutenant
E, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Kentucky
of Company
Company E,
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
of $24
per
month
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
month in
in lieu
The name of Sarah
Sarah T. Wright, widow
widow of
John H.
Wright, late
late of
of
of John
H. Wright,
Company D, Thirty-sixth
Company
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
at the
rate of
$20 per
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Eliza J.
J. Wells,
Wells, widow of John
E. Wells,
late second
second
John E.
Wells, late
lieutenant and captain Company
lieutenant
G, Sixteenth
Kentucky
Company G,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and pay her aa pension
at the
rate of
$25 per
per
pension at
the rate
of $25
month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
of that
she is
is now
The name of John M. Pittman,
Pittman, late of Company
Company H,
H, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
him aapension
of $15
$15 per month
of that
that he
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
of Martha
A. Reynolds,
John T.
The name
Martha A.
Reynolds, former
former widow of
of John
T. GillesGillespie, late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
The
name of
K. Landrew,
The name
of Oliver
Oliver K.
Landrew, late of Company
Company A, Eleventh
Eleventh
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
rece iving.
rate of
month in
of that
he i
iss now
The name
The
name of George Crawford, late of Company
Company C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment Mlichigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
him aapension
of $24 per month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Edward
Edward Morris,
Morris, late of Company
The
Company A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth ReiRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
now receiving.
The name
Brilev, late
The
name of
of Nelson
Nelson Brilev,
late of
of Company
Company K, One
One hundred and
eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Cnited
Colored Volunteer
Infantry, and
United States
States Colored
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay him aapension at the rate of $36 per
per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name
name of James
The
James L. Spaulding,
Spaulding, late of Company
Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
'Pension at
at the
the
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of $40 per month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The name
of James
James M.
The
name of
M. Jameson, late first lieutenant
lieutenant and regimental
regimental
quartermaster
quartermaster Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him aapension at the rate of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he
per month
in lieu
is now
receiving.
is
now receivinm
Wilcox, late of Company G,
The name of Henry
Heruy Wilcox,
G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Infantry, an
payhi
m a
a pens
i
on at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
anddpay
him
pension
per month
he is
is now
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of James
James A.
A. Snodgrass,
Snodgrass, late
The name
late of
of Company
Company H, First RegiRegiment
pension at the rate
ment Colorado
Colorado Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him aapension
rate
oof $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
f $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
of James
James P. Weter,
Company C, Twenty-second
The name
name of
Weter, late of Company
Twenty-second
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
an d p
ay hi
m a
at
pay
him
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of William
William H.
late of
of Company
E, Twenty-fifth
H. Lewis,
Lewis, late
Company E,
Twenty-fifth

Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and Company
C, First
First RegiRegiCompany C,
ment Missouri Volunteer Engineers, and pay him aapension
ment
at the
pension at
the
month in
rate of $40 per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
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William H.
H. Lewis.
Lewis.
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The name of Elias B. Thompson,
Elias B
B.
Thompson.
late of
Thompson, late
Company G,
G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Elas
of Company
- Thompson.
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
him a
pension at
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah E.
E. Prender.
E. Prender,
Prender, widow
widow of
of George
George Prender,
late of
of Sarah
Prender, late
Sarah E.
Prender.
Regiment New
Company D, First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
New York
York Volunteer
and pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
lieu of
is now
now
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Enoch F.
F. Anderson.
F. Anderson
name of Enoch
Enoch F.
ship s Ohio,
Ohi o, Enoch
Anderson, late
late of
of United
United States
States ships
erson.
Rhode Island,
Island, and Sassacus,
Sassacus, United
Un ited States
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
States Navy,
pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
$30 per
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Maria Savage, widow
Maria Savage.
David Savage,
widow of David
Savage, late
late of
of ComnCom- Mari
Savage
pany K, Twelfth Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
Marrietta Fowler.
The name of Marrietta
of John
John B.
Marrietta Fowler, widow of
Fowler , late
late of
of Marretta
B. Fowler,
FowlerCompany
Company. A, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
and
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
in .lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Francis
Francis B.
B. Nof
NO
B
The name of Francis B.
acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
surgeon, singer.
B. Nofsinger, late
late acting
sn
No.
United States Army, and pay him aa pension
per
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
•
Pensions increased.
increased.
oh n Alexander.
The name of John Alexander, late of Company
Company B,
The
B, Thirty-second
Thirty-second JJohn
Alexander.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
him apension
at the
the
and pay him
a pension at
$30 per
rate of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
th athe
he i
lieu of
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary Ja
Jane Drew.
The name of Mary Jane
Jane Drew,
Drew, widow
widow of
F. M.
Drew , late
late of
of Mary
of Daniel
Daniel F.
M. Drew,
ne DrewCompany
Thirty-fifth
Company G, Thirty
:fifth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company C,
egi
men tVeteran
Vet
eran Reserve
Reserve C
orps, an d
and Company
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth R
Regiment
Corps,
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
she is
aow receiving.
now
Enoch
Enoch M.
If. Martin.
Martin.
The name of Enoch M. Martin, late of Company
Company A,
Regiment
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
a pension at the rate of
Kansas
him a
of $50
$50
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
per
B. Taylor.
Gardner B. Taylor, late of Company A,
The name
name of Gardner
One hundred
hundred Gardner
A, One
dn B Talor
and
fifty-first
Regiment
Pennsylvania
and fifty-first
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at the rate of $30 p
er month
mon th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
he is
now
per
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Agnes E. Tooker.
Agnes E. Tooker.
The name
The
name of Agnes E. Tooker, widow
widow of John S. Tooker, late sergeant of Company G, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
a pension at the rate of $20
and pay her a
per month
in lieu
ofthat
th at
$20 per
month in
lieu of
she is
i
snow receiving.
receiving.
Nelson Haggerty.
The
eson agert
The name
name of
of Nelson
Nelson Haggerty,
Haggerty, late
late of Company
Company K, First RegiRegiment New Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the
and pay
him aapension
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Miie ahler
Minnie Mahler.
The
The name of Minnie Mahler, widow of Paul R. Mahler, late
of Comlate of
Company C, One hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
rate of
of $20
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
AnnieT.
Annie T. MCrery.
McCreary.
The name of Annie T. McCreary,
McCreary, widow of Charles
Charles C. McCreary,
McCreary,
late captain
captain Company H, Fourth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
CavRegiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $24 per month
alry,
month in lieu of
of
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
James A.
James
A. Lucas.
Lucas.
The name of James
Lucas, late of Company
James A. Lucas,
B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiRegiCompany B,
ment
Iowa
Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
pension at the rate
rate of
of
a pension
$40
per month in lieu of that he
he is
$49_per
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
A
Amanda Philips.
Phillips.
The
of Amanda
Amanda Phillips, widow of Alexander
The name
name of
Alexander Phillips, late of
of
Company I,
I, Eleventh
Regiment West Virginia
Company
Eleventh Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
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and pay her aapension at
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
in lieu
she
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Ellen L.
widow of
Webster, alias
alias
L. Webster, widow
of Edson
Edson H.
H. Webster,
Edwin Webster, late of
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
and pay
of the
the United
Corps, and
pay her
her
a pension
at the rate of
a
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
per month
in lieu
now
..

receiving.
receiving.
The name of Annie
Annie E. Nave, widow of Mark
Mark Nave,
late of
of Company
Nave, late
Company
Thirteenth Regiment Tennessee
A, Thirteenth
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Volunteer Cavalry,
aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
pnon at the rate of $12 per month.
The name of Maria
Maria J.
J. Mahon,
widow of
of Peter
Peter Mahon,
Mahon, late
late of
of ComComMahon, widow
pany I,
I, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Island Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
per month
month in
that
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
i
snow
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
The name of Sigmund
Sigmund Bauer, late
Company E,
E, One
hundred and
late of Company
One hundred
and
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment New York
Forty-second
Volunteer infantry,
and pay
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
permonth in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
aapension
pension at
$36 permonthinlieuof
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Martin B.
B. Worrell,
Worrell, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at
Infantry, and
and .pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
of that he
the rate of $40-. per month in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ei
The name of Ruth
Ruth A. Smith, widow of Allen Smith, late of Company
B, Fifth Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at the rate
rate; of $20 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
The
name of
of Edwin
Edwin W. Haynes, late of Company A, One
The name
One hundred
hundred
and seventeenth
seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $40 per
per month in lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Daniel
Daniel K.
K. Cummings, late of Company G, First
The name
name of
First
Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Heavy
pay him
him
Hampshire Volunteer
Heavy .Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
aa pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
that he
is now
of that
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of James
James M. Crossman, late of Company
E, Fourth
Fourth
Company E,
Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
at
pension at
the rate of $36 per month
month in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
The name
name of George
George Dallison,
The
Dallison, late of Company
Company H, Second RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
pension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
The name of Elijah Booher, late of Company
Company I, One hundred and
forty-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him aa
pension at the
of $24
per month
month in
of that
he is
receiving.
the rate
rate of
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
The name of Mary E. Taylor, widow
widow of William Taylor
Taylor,, late of
Company H, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
The name of Burton Vanhook, late of Company
Company H,
One hundred
hundred
H, One
and fiftieth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
and
him a
a
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that
he
is
now
The name
name of
of Andrew
J. Woolf,
The
Andrew J.
Woolf, late of Companies
Companies F
F and C, Seventh
Seventh
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
Regiment Indiana
pension at the
rate
of $50 per
per month
month i
n li
eu o
th ath
rate of
in
lieu
offthat
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Woods, late of Company C, One hundred
The
and
undred and
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
of that
that he
he is
is now
pension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
The
hundred
The name
name of
of Milton
Milton P. Julian, late of Company D, One
One hundred
and fifteenth
and
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a
pension
pension at
the rate
month inlieu
in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
rate of
of $36 per
per month
of that
The
The name of Mary
Mary C. Lyon,
Lyon, widow
widow of
Willis Lyon,
late of
Comof Willis
Lvon, late
of Company
Iowa Volunteer
pany H,
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay
pay
her aapension
the rate
her
pension at
at the
rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lucie
Harvey A.
Lucie B. Kasson,
Kasson, widow of Harvey
A. Kasson, late of
of
Company K, First Regiment
Company
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
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rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
that she
and pay her apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
she
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Stacy.
The
of Norman
Stacy, late
late of
Eighteenth Norman
Norman B.
B. Stacy.
The name
name of
Norman B.
B. Stacy,
of Company
Company D,
D, Eighteenth
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and
pay him
at
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Florence
The
Florence K.
Patterson, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Patterson,Patter.
orence K.
K. Patter.
The name
name of
of Florence
K. Patterson,
Joseph B.
B.Patterson,
son.
late of United States ships Alleghany,
Alleghany, Release,
Release, and
and Maratanza,
Maratanza,
United States Navy, and pay her
of $12
$12 per
per
her a
a .pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that
that she is now receiving
receiving.
Pensions.
Hoon.
The name of Mary
loon, widow
of Francis
Francis loon,
late of
Mary A.
A. Hoon.
Mary A.
A. Hoon,
widow of
Hoon, late
of CornCom- Mary

pany A, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
of $12
per month.
and pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12.per
month.
Callahan, junior,
Milton T. Callahan,jt
The name of Milton T. Callahan,
junior, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent MiltonT.Callahanjt
son of Milton T. Callahan,
KenCallahan, late major Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
tucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay
rate of
$12
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
Pension
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
William Thomas.
Thomas.
The
name of
of William
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third William
The name
William Thomas,
Thomas, late
late of
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
at the
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Edmund Hishley.
Edmund Ffishley,
helpless and
dependent child
Hishley.
The name of Edmund
Hishley, helpless
and dependent
child of
of Edmund
Coonrod
Coonrod Hishley, late of Company
Company A, Second Battalion District
District of
of
Columbia
Columbia Militia Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
and pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12
per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensins
ncreased.
Stephen P.
P. Stites.
Stites.
The name of Stephen
Stephen P. Stites, late
of Company
Company K,
K, TwentyTwenty- Stephen
late of
seventh Regiment
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu
he is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
The name of Carrie V.
Lawton_,_ junior,
junior, Carrie V. Lawton.
V. Lawton,
Lawton, widow
widow of
of Winslow
Winslow Lawton,
late of
of Comany
Company F,
F, Thirteenth
Regiment, and
Company
B,
Thirtieth
late
Thirteenth Regiment,
and Company B, Thirtieth Carrie V. Lawton.
Regiment, Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay he
pension at
at the
the
Regiment,
Maine Volunteer
herr aapension
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receivmg.
John
John M.
late of
Company A,
RegimentNull.
M. Null
The name of
of John
John M.
M. Null,
Null, late
of Company
A, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania
at
the
rate
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at the rate
in lieu of that he
he is now
of $30
$30 per month in
now receivpg.
Pension.
receiving...
Pension.
Mary II.
H. Babcock.
Bbcock, widow
Babcock.
The name of Mary H. Babcock,
widow of Benjamin BabcoOk,
Babcock, late
late Mary
of Company H, One hundred and ninety-seventh
ninety-seventh Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Volunteer
.
her a
apension at therate
therate of $12
$12 per
Pension increseds
Increased.
per month.
month. Pension
Johnston.
The name of John Johnston,
,Tohnston, late of
hundred John
John Johnston.
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
and eighty-seventh
eighty-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
him
pay him
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
a
he is
of that he
is now
now
Pen
Pension.
receiving. sion.
Ells Taylor.
Taylor.
Ella
The name of Ella Taylor, former widow of Robert
Robert D.
Pad, p.
p. 1557.
D. McCracken,
McCracken, Post,
late of Companies
Companies A
A and B, First Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
a pension
Pensions increased.
Cavalry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pensions
increased.
Sidney A.
A. Ladd.
Ladd.
The name of Sidney A. Ladd, late
late of
of Company
Company- C,
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Sidney
Regiment Vermont Volunteer Infantry,
him a
at
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that he is
Daniel Casey.
Casey.
of Daniel Casey, late of
The name of
D, Sixth
Sixth. Regiment
Regiment Daniel
of Company
Company D,
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, a
nd pay
pay hi
m a
pension at
at the
rate
of
and
him
a pension
the rate of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
S. Tweed.
The name of Jimeson
Jimeson S. Tweed,
M, First
Masson S.
Tweed.
Tweed, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
First RegiRegi- nimeson
ment Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Applegate
The name of Lucinda Applegate,
of Andrew
Andrew J.
Applegate, Lucinda
Lucinda Applegate.
Applegate, widow
widow of
J. Applegate,
late of Fourth Independent
Independent Company, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
she
is now receiving.
The name
name of Bernard McNaney,
McNaney, late of Company D, Fifth RegiRegi- Bernard
Bernard McNaney.
MeNaney.
ment
Iowa
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
ment
a
rate of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Approved, April 20, 1916.
Approved,
102620°-voL
102624r—voL 39—pr
39--r 2-5
2-5
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April 20,
April
20, 1916.
IS.4991[S.
4399.]
[Private, No. 13.1
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CHP.
Granting pensions
pensions and
CHAP. 83.-An
83.—An Act Granting
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
and increase
and sailors of the Civil War
War and
and certain
certain widows
and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
soldiers
widows and
such soldiers
and sailors.
and
sailors.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
th,e United
United
Representativesof
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Interior be, and he
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pension roll,
to the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension
pension
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
of the
laws—
lawsJPonsinErle.
Pensions
The name
name of
Joanna E.
E. Kiley,
Kiley, widow
of John
John M.
M. Kiley,
Kiley, late
late of
of
The
of Joanna
Joaruaa
E.increeayse.d.
Kil
widow of
Company C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pay her a
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
month in
of that
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
John Denton.
Denton.
The name of John Denton,
Denton, late
John
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, One
an d
One hundred
hundred and
fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
IndianaVohmteer
and pay
him a
penVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension at the rate of $24 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
receiving.
Jacob Boyd.
Boyd.
The name of Jacob Boyd, late
Jacob
late of Company
Company C,
C, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Tnfantry, and
and Company
Eleventh RegiVolunteer Infantry,
Company G,
G, Eleventh
Regiment Veteran Reserve Corps, and
and pay
him a
rate of
of
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receivg.
tephen W. CottingStephen
CotthagThe
name of
Cottingham, late
of Company
B, ThirtyThirtyThe name
of Stephen
Stephen W.
W. Cottingham,
late of
Company B,
ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
pay him
the rate
at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
of that
Samuel Franklin,
Frankunjr.
The name
Samuel Franklin,
Franklin, junior,
Samuel
jr,
name of Samuel
junior, late
H, Thirtylate of
of Company
Company H,
ThirtyVolunteer Infantry,
first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pension
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
at the rate of $36 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
RobertPosey.
The name of Robert
Robert Posey.
Robert Posey,
late of
Company I,
II Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh
Posey, late
of Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him aa pension
the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
now
receiving.
Zachariah
urdy.
Zechariah V.. Purdy.
The name of Zachariah
Zachariah V. Purdy, lat
D, Fifteenth
latee o
offCompany
Company D,
Fifteenth
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pension at
pay lira
him aa pension
at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
Helen
Morgan.
The
name
of
Helen
Morgan,
widow
Helen Morgan.
The
Helen
widow of William
William Morgan, late
late of ComCompany I, One
One hundred and thirty-first
thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
Infantry,
pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Abraham
The name of Abraham
Abraham Smith.
Smith.
Abraham Smith, late of
of Fifteenth
Fifteenth Battery
Battery Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
$30 per month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Joseph H. Wilson.
Wilon.
The name of Joseph
H. Wilson,
Joseph 11.
Joseph H.
Wilson, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
pension at
at the
him aa pension
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
•
now receiving.
Johnsnider.
The
name of John Snider, late of Companies
John Snider.
The name
Companies B
B and
and G,
G, ThirtyThirtyfirst Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
first
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
J. Thompson.
Thompson
The name of Mary J.
J. Thompson,
Mary J.
Thompson, widow
of Robert
Robert Q.
Q. Thompson,
widow of
Thompson,
late captain Company G, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer InfanInfanIllinois Volunteer
try, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
of that
she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John C.
The name of John C. McNaight,
MeNaight, late
John
C. McNaight.
McNeight.
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred
late of
Company D,
and fifty-first Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him aa.pension
him
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Maria L.
L. Roratuck.
Roraback.
Maria
The name of Maria L. Roraback, widow
Nathaniel Roraback,
widow of
of Nathaniel
Roraback,
Company B, Second Regiment
late of Company
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
apension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
the rate
of that she
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elizabeth
Turner.
The name
widow of
of Peter
Elizabeth Turner.
The
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Turner, widow
Peter Turner,
Turner, late
late of
Comof Company K,
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
pany
VOlunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Company
New Jersey
Company C, First Battalion New
Infantry,
Jersey Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
that
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
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The
name of
of Mary F. Weed,
Mary F.
F. weed.
Weed.
The name
Weed, widow
widow of Charles L.
L. Weed,
late of
of Mary
Weed, late
P0 ,
34 P. 353.
Company B, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Company
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInf
an- P",
.1
try, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20
lieu of
of that
that
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
now receiving.
receiving :
she
is now
The name of Lovma
Lovina S. RemingLovina S.
Remington, widow
widow of
of Asaph
Asaph Remington,
Remington, tovna
S. Remington,
s. Reming
ton.
late
H, Second Regiment
late of
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
InfanVolunteer Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
try, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month
lieu of
of that
month in lieu
that
she is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
of Grace
S. Wood, helpless and dependent
Grace S. Wood.
Wood.
The name
name of
Grace S.
dependent daughter
daughter Gracs.
of Thomas
of
Thomas Wood, late second lieutenant
lieutenant Company K, Fifty-first
RegiFifty-first Regiment New
ment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
the
of $12
$12 per
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions
inreas
Pensions Increased.
The
name of Mary
Elisha R.
The name
Mary E.
E. Starr, widow
widow of Elisha
R. Starr,
Starr, late
late first
first Mary
Mary E.
Starr.
E. Starr.
lieutenant
Regiment Connecticut
lieutenant Company
Company K, Fifth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
of that she is now
receivmg.
now receiving.
The name
name of
m es K. Stebbins.
of James
James K. Stebbins,
The
Stebbins, late of United States
States ships
Ver- JJames
ships VerK.Stebbins.
mont, New
New Ironsides, and Princeton, United States
mont,
and pay
pay
States Navy,
Navy, and
him apension
a pension at the rate of $30 per m
onth in
i
n lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
month
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Carrie M. Pierce.
The
name of
of Carrie
The name
Carrie M.
M. Pierce,
Pierce widow of George
George W. Pierce,
Pierce late
late of
of Cae
M PierceCompany C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
lieu of
of that
per month,in
month in lieu
that she
she
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Lucy A. Pond.
The name
Lucy A.
A. Pond,
The
name of
of Lucy
Pond, widow of Seth C. Pond,
Pond, late
late of
of ComCom- Lucy
. Pond.
pany
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
pany A, Second Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
Heavy Artillery,
and
a pension at the rate of $20 per
and pay her a
in lieu
of that
that
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
i
snow receiving.
receiving.
The name
Jennie E. Puffer.
E. Puffer,
Puffer, late
The
name of
of Jennie
Jennie E.
E. Puffer, widow of Charles E.
late of
of Jennie
E. Pufer.
Company
Company K,
K, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and former widow of James H. Hough, late
Company E
E, SixSixlate of Company
teenth Regiment
teenth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay ier
her aa
and pay
pension at
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
pension
she is
is now
now receivreceivJerome S. Manches.
Manc hes
S. Manche:).

Tmhe
Manchester, late
The name of Jerome S. Manchester,
late of
of Companies
and B
B, tJeroe.
Companies C
C and
Second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apenpenpay him
sion at
of $40 per month in lieu
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

The name of Mary G.
G. F
ox ,widow
w id ow o
James F.
F.Fox,
Fox, late
l
ate of
CornFox,
offJames
of CornRegiment
Regiment Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
at the
the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of that
that
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.

pany G,
G, Twenty-fifth
pany
Twenty-fifth
and .pay
her aapension
pension
and
pay her
The name

Mary o.
G. Fox.
Mary
Fox.

of Mary
Mary L.
L. Case,
Case, widow
of Ellsworth
Case late of ComnThe name of
widow of
Ellsworth Case,
Com- Mary L Case
pany E, Thirteenth
pany
Thirteenth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer infantry,
pay her aa pension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
per month
month in
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Ervin Nye.
The name
of Ervin Nye, late of Company
The
name of
Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Ver- Ervln
Regiment VerNyemont
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
mont Volunteer
apension
rate of
of $40
$40
pension at the rate
per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name
name of Stephen Johnson,
Johnson, late of Company
Company B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Ste
phen Johnson.
Johnson.
tephen
Regiment, and Company
Company G, Sixth
Regiment, Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Sixth Regiment,
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay him a
a pension
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $36
$36 per month
month in lieu
lieu
of that he is now receiving.
The name of James Kephart, late of
Company C,
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Jame
James Kephs
Kephart..
of Company
Regnient United
United States Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
paj him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate
of
40 per month m
of $40
in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
George C. Jones, late of Troop
Regiment GeorgeC.Jo
The name
of George
Troop I,
I, Third
Third Regiment
George C. Jones.
United States Cavalry,
pay him
him aa pension
rate
United States
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at the
the ra
t
e of
of $40
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
n ok The name of James W
W. Lankford,
Lankford, late of Company
Company A, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Jamws
James W.
W. L
Lankford.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at the
the
a pension
rate of
of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that he
rate
now receiving.
he is now
receiving.
Mary L. Case.
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Anna Paden.
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Cyrus F. Martin.
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.

.

Pension.
Mary M. Clark.

Mary

. Clark.
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Victoria G. McFadden,
McFadden, widow of John W. McFadden,
McFadden,
The name of Victoria
C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment,
Regiment, and hospital
late of Company C,
hospital steward,
steward, One
One
hundred
and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment,
Regiment, Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
hundred and
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
and
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
The name of Anna Paden,
Paden, widow
widow of
of James
James Paden,
Paden, late
late of
of Company
Company
B,
One hundred
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
B, One
hundred and
and twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and
Company K,
K, Twelfth
Regiment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay
and Company
Twelfth Regiment
Veteran Reserve
her
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
in lieu
of that
now
receiving.
receivmg.
Th name
The
name of Sarah H.
H. White,
widow of
of Adrian
Adrian C.
C. White,
late
White, widow
White, late
first
lieutenant Company
Company K,
K, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
first lieutenant
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per month
month in
in lieu
Infantry,
a pension
at the
lieu
of
now receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
The
of Cyrus
Cyrus F.
late of
E, One
One hundred
and
The name
name of
F. Martin,
Martin, late
of Company
Company E,
hundred and
second
United States
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
second Regiment
Regiment United
States Colored
and
pay
him a
of $24
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
in lieu
now
receiving.
now receiving.

The name of Mary M. Clark widow of Nelson W. Clark, late first

lieutenant
The name
Company
of MaryIC,
M.Seventh
Clark, widow
Regiment
of Nelson
Michigan
W.Volunteer
Clark, late
Infanfirst
lieutenant

Company K, Seventh Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
$12 per
try,
L.
The name of Martin
Martin L. Fisher, late of Company
Company F,
Seventy-fourth
F, Seventy-fourth
Regiment
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
rate
of
$40 per
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate
of
$40
per
month
in
now
receiving.
David
R. Miller.
DavidR.
The name
name of
of David
Company D,
Seventh RegiRegiThe
David R. Miller,
Miller' late of Company
ljlventh
ment
Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
at the
rate
ment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $21
$21 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
per
month
Artemisia McCowen.
ArtemisiaMcCowen.
The name
name of Artemisia
Artemisia McCowen,
The
McCowen widow
widow of Sampson McCowen,
McCowen,
late of
late
of Company
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanCompany D,
D, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
try, and pay her
her !L
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
a pension
rate of
of that
Provisos.
Proto°.she is now receiving:
the death
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in the event of the
death
Increase to c-aes
cease on
on
death of child.
death
McCowen, helpless
of John N. McCowen,
helpless and
and dependent
child of
of said
said Sampson
Sampson
dependent child
McCowen, the
the additional
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and
McCowen,
additional
pension
Pension to child on
determine:
And provided
provided further,
That in
event of
of the
the death
death of
deathnll
moth
der
mine: And
further, That
death of mother.
in the
the event
of
Artemisia McCowen
name of
McCowen the name
the said
John N.
N. McCowen
McCowen shall
of the
said John
shall be
be
placed on the pension roll, subject
to the
the provisions
provisions and
subject to
and limitations
limitations of
of
the pension laws,
$12 per
per month
laws, at the
the rate of $12
from and
the
month from
and after
after the
date
date of
of death
death of
of said
Artemisia McCowen.
said Artemisia
McCowen.
Joel
Boor.
oel T.
T. IBo,.
The
name of
of Joel
Joel T.
Booz, late of Company D, Tenth Regiment
The name
T. Booz,
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
$36
per month
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
Daniel
Danil M.
M. Banks.
Banks,
The name of Daniel
RegiDaniel M. Banks, late of Company
Company D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
of
of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
that he
Pension.
Pension
The name
name of Matilda
Matilda Bennett,
Bennett, former
former widow of
of Francis M.
M. Smith,
Smith,
Matilda Bennet;.
late of Company C,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
C, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increasel. Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 p
er month.
mon th.
Infantrv, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
per
Charity E. Smith.
Chadty E. Smith.
widow of Franklin
The name of Charity
Charity E. Smith,
Smith, widow
Franklin A. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of
Company D, Eleventh
Regiment Illinois
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalrv,
Cavalry, and
and pav
pay
Illinois Volunteer
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Alfred Hooker.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Martin
Fisher.
Martin L. Fisher.

Afred Hooker.

Henry L. Miller.

Hea-ey

I.

ille-r.

Leroy
F. Morse.
Lero- F.

Msore.

The
name of
of Alfred
Hooker, late
of Company
The name
Alfred Hooker,
late of
Company B
B, Eighty-first Regi-

ment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
he is
is now
The
Thirty-first RegiRegiThe name
name of Henry
Henry L. Miller,
Miller, late of Company
Company C, Thirty-first
ment Ohio Volunteer
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of
$36 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Leroy F.
The
of Leroy
F. Morse,
Morse, late acting assistant surgeon, United
States Navy, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $40 per
per month
month in
in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of John Ensley Hixon, late
late of Company
II, SeventyCompany H,
Seventyfifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now receiving.
The name of Henry Gathman, late of Company
Company G,
G, Eighty-third
Eighty-third
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
the
pay him aapension
pension at
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now receiving.
The name of John W. W. Craig, late of Company
Company E, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $36 per month in
in lieu
of that
is now
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Dewitt C. Burns, late of Company
Second RegiCompany F, Second
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pension at
and pay him
him aa pension
at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of John M. Barber,
F, One
One hundred
and
Barber, late of Company
Company F,
hundred and
eighty-eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
eighty-eighth
pay him
him a
penVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
that he
receiving.
of that
he is now receiving.
The name of Charles Thurston, late of Company
Company D, One
hundred
One hundred
and twenty-first
twenty-first Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
ordinary
ordinary seaman, United States ships Sabine,
Hibiscus, and
and Ino,
Ino,
Sabine, Hibiscus,
United States Navy, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
pay him aapension
pension at
per
month in hen
lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Frank S. Mildram, late of United States
States shis
ships Colorado,
Colorado,
Carolina, and Mohongo,
North Carolina,
Mohongo, United States Navy, and pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Ella Farnum, widow of Luther
late of
Luther B.
B. Farnuin
Farnum, late
of
Company F, Seventeenth
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Seventeenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
pay her aapension at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate of $12
Gilmore, late of Company
The name of John E. Gilmore
Company A,
A, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of John B. Goodie, late of Company
1, Eightieth RegiRegiCompany I,
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
a pension
at the
the rate
of $36 per month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
The name of Jonas H. Munson
of Company
Company B,
B, Second
Second RegiRegiMunson, late
late of
ment Vermont Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry:, and pay him a
apension at the rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Elmer M. Yocom,
Yocom late
K, Sixty-first
Sixty-first
late of Company K,
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
bun a
a pension at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah J. Ailing, widow of Ichabod
Ailing, late
of
Ichabod E.
E. Alling,
late of
Company H, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
pay her aapension
and .1:my
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
pension at the rate of $20 per
lieu of
she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Charlotte
of Giles
Giles W.
W. Avery,
Avery, late
of
Charlotte A.
A. Avery,
Avery, widow of
late of
Company
Company. K, Twenty-sixth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Ifantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name of Jane A. Babcock, widow of
L. Babcock,
of William L.
Babcock, late
late
acting master
master United States Navy, and pay her a
apension
rate
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24 per month in lieu of that she
she is now receiving.
Frederick Boardman,
The name of Abbie C. Boardman, widow of Frederick
Boardman,
late of Company E, Eighth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
Martha Crumb, widow of Franklin H. Crumb,
The name of Martha
Crumb, late fife
major Eighth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
of that
that she
is now
now
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary Moriarty, widow of Henry
Henry Moriarty,
of
Moriarty, late
late of
Company E, Second Battalion, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment United
United States
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay her a
in lieu
lieu
rate of $20 per
per month
month in
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
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R. Palmer.

Ethan S. Anderson.
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Pensions.
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The name of Nellie R. Palmer, widow of Willard
Willard L. Palmer, late of
of
Company G,
G, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
and
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
of $20
$20 per
of that
that she
is now
receiving,.
is
now receiving.
name of
The name
S. Anderson,
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
of Ethan
Ethan S.
Anderson, late
late of
hundred

and forty-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him
forty-third Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
per month
lieu of that
that he
he is
a pension at the
the rate of $30 per
month in
in lieuof
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of John
A. Smith,
Smith, late
of Company
Company II,
RegiJohn A.
late of
H, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiInfantry, and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
ment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a pension
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
of $36 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that he
he is
is now
The name
of Emma
Emma McCue,
McCue former
former widow
widow of
of Stephen
Stephen Cornelius,
Cornelius,
The
name of
late of Company
Company F,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
F, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Infantry,
and pay her a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of Mary
E. Brown,
of Henry
Brown, late
late of
of
Mary E.
Brown, widow
widow of
Henry Brown,
Company H, Thirteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry,
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
The name of Clementine
Clementine Williams,
Williams, widow
widow of
William H.
H. Williams,
of William
Williams,
Regiment Kentucky
late of Company, H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
pension at the rate
month.
a pension
rate of $12 per month.
The name
W. Detwiler,
Detwiler'late
of Company
Company F,
F, Seventy-sixth
name of John W.
late of
Seventy-sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
pension
Infantry, and pay him aapension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Joseph E. Clough, late
late of
of Company
D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Company D,
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him a
a.pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name of Virgil D.
late of
of Company
Comp&ny F,
F, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth
D. Keaton, late
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry., and pay
pay him a
apension
the
pension at
at the
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
The name of
B. Crawford,
widow of
of Amos
Amos Crawford,
Crawford, late
late of
of
of Mollie
Mollie B.
Crawford, widow
Company C, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Company
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $12
$12 per
and
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
The name
Zephaniah Roberts,
name of
of Zephaniah
Roberts, late of Company
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Company F,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
the
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of that
The name of Peter Williams,
Williams, late of
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
of Battery
Battery B,
United States Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
a pension
of $30
per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receivng.
The name of Oliver E. Durrant, late
of Company
Company C,
Regiment
late of
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
at the
rate of
of
pension at
the rate
$30 per
er month in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
receiving.
The
T ename of
of Ellen
Conley, widow
widow of
of James
James Conley,
of ComComEllen Conley,
Conley, late
late of
pany F, Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment New
New York Veteran
Cavalry,
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and .pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
of $20
she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receving.
The
name of
Merritt J.
The name
of Merritt
J. Hedges,
Hedges, late of Company
Company A, Fiftieth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him aapension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving
receiving.
uli a J
ac kson, widow
widow of
of Andrew
Jac-loon, late
late of
of
The nam
namee o
offJ
Julia
Jackson,
Andrew Jackson,
Company C, Two hundred and third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of$20
$20 per
i
n
her aapension
per mont
monthhin
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
that she
she is
The name
The
name of William K. Griffith, late
late of Company A, Fourth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary R. Strayer
Strayer,' widow
widow of
Isaa c P.
P. Strayer,
Strayer, late
l
ate
of Isaac
captain Company
hundred
Company B, One
On e h
un d
re d and fifty-second
Regiment Illinois
fifty-second Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name
of
Theodore
A.
Cox,
late
of
Company
H, One
The name of Theodore A. Cox ,late of-Company II,
One hundred
hundred
and forty-sixth
forty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at
at the
pension
the rate of $30 per
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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limys.
The
of Mary
S. Underhill,
of Leeman
Underhill, late
late of
S. Underhill
ofUnderhill
May
Underhill, widow
widow of
Leeman Underhill,
The name
name of
Mary S.

Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Artillery,
and
month in
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of $20 per month
in lieu of that
that
she is now receiving.
receiving.

Fifty-sixth Richard
Richard Whitten,
Whitten, late of Company
The
The name of Richard
Company E,
E, Fifty-sixth
Richard Whitten.
Whitten.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him aapension
pension
at the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Herman
Tischer, late
late Louise
Louise Tischer.
The
of Louise
Louise Tischer,
Tischer, widow
widow of
Herman Tischer,
musician,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
musician, band Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
her
her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
Pensions.
receiving.
The
name of
Melissa J.
J. Chandler,
Chandler, former
former widow
widow of
Edwin S.
S. Bowers,
MelissaI.J. Chandler.
of Edwin
Bowers, Melssa
The name
of Melissa
late of Company A, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infan$12 per month.
a pension at the rate of $12
try, and pay her a
The
Estes, former
widow of
of Pharaoh
Perry, ClaraA.Estes.
Clara A. Estes.
Clara A.
A. Estes,
former widow
Pharaoh Perry,
The name
name of
of Clara
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
late of Company D, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
$12 per
Pension
The
name of
of Henry
S. Moulton,
Company L,
Henry S.
S. Moulton.
The name
Henry S.
Moulton, late
late of
of Company
L, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Henry
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Artillery), and
Regiment
Infantry (First Heavy
Heavy Artillery),
pay
h;ria aa.pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
in lieu of that
that he
he is
pay him
per month m
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Pension.
Ida M. Maughlin.
McLaughlin.
The
The name
name of
of Ida
Ida M.
M. McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles H. McLaughlin,
McLughlin, Id
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
late of Company
pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
month.
Pensions increased.
increased
Pensions
The
name of
Thename
of Michael
Michael Hickey, late
late of
of First
First Battery,
Maine Volunteer
Michael Hickey.
Battery, Maine
Volunteer Michael
Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $40 per
per month
in
lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now receiving.
inlieu
The
name of
of Benjamin
Clifford, late
fate of
of Company
Company H,
Benjamin F. Clif.
CHf.
The name
Benjamin F.
F. Clifford,
H, Twentieth
Twentieth Benjamin
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the frd
Regiment
receiving.
rate of
of $50 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of David Walker,
late of Company
Regiment David
David Walker.
Walker.
Walker, late
Company D, Third
Third Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
rate of
per month
lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
month in lieu
$50 per
Thename
Holmes' late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Andrevr
A. Holmes.
A*
A.
of Andrew
Andrew A.
A. Holmes,
The
name of
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
bun a
apension
pension at the
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Ebenezer
Ebenezer Watson,
of Company
Company E,
Thirty-seventh Ebenezer
Ebenezer Watson.
Watson.
The
Watson, late
late of
E, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at
a pension
the rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
The
name of
of William
William O.
0. White,
late of
of Company
Company H,
Thirteenth Wnllam
waliam o.
0. White.
H, Thirteenth
The name
White, late
Regiment
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receivin
g.
receiving.
e Suer.
ner
The name
name of
of Ella
Le Suer,
Suer, widow
widow of
of William
Le Suer,
late of
of Ella Le
The
Ella Le
William H.
H. Le
Suer, late
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and
Company G, Twenty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
J b sSchmidt
The
name of
of Jacob
late of
Company- E,
E, Seventh
Re- Jacob
The name
Jacob Schmidt,
Schmidt, late
of Company
Seventh Regichmidt
ment New York Volunteer
pay him
pension at the
t
he
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him aapension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
a A. Newell.
The name
name of
Zernah A.
Newell, widow
of Eben
Newell, late
of Zer
Zernah
The
of Zernah
A. Newell,
widow of
Eben Payne
Payne Newell,
late of
h A-Newe
Company F, First Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Artillery,
Company
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
L
The
of Robert
0. Jones,
of Company
Company B,
B, Eighteenth
Eighteenth BRobert
Jones.
The name
name of
Robert O.
Jones, late
late of
ert 0. Jons.
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
and pay him
him aa pension
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
a JJ. Cottrell
The name
name of
of William
William J.
C, One
One hundred
hundred wfli
William
The
J. Cottrell,
Cottrell, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
m . Cottr
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
and fifty-first
fifty-first Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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James A. McAllister.
McAllister.
Tames

Edward Mason.

Edward Mason.

1916.
1916.

The name
name of
of Company
Company L,
L, First
The
of James
James A.
A. McAllister,
McAllister, late
late of
First RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
$50 per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
The name
of Edward
late of Company
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiRegiCompany A,
The
name of
Edward Mason,
Mason,Infantry,
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him a9, pension
pension at
rate of
of $40
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now

The name of Lucy
Lucy L.
L. Wessels,
Wessels, widow
widow of
of James
James H.
H. Wessejs,
Wessels, late
late of
of
hundred and forty-first
Company D, One hundred
forty-first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
VolunYork Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
and .pay
pay her
her a
a pension
in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that she
Balser Minges.
Miges.
Balser
The name of Balser Minges,
of Company
Company F,
F, Forty-second
Forty-second
Minges, late
late of
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunteerSInfantry,
Volunteer".nfantry, and
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
rate of $36 per month
month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Edward L.
Curtis.
Edward L.
L. Curtis,
Edward
L. Curtis.
The name of Edward
Curtis, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him a
apension
at the
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that he
now receiving.
Elizabeth
Sperling.
The
name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth S Pazillig'
Elizabeth Sparling,
Sparlinig, widow
widow of Almon
Almon Sparling,
Sparhng late
late of
of
Company. B, Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
of $20 per
per month
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
George
w.Holdson.
The name of
George W.
Holdson.
of George W. Holdson,
Holdson late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, NinetyNinetyseventh
seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
Pension.
Pension,
at the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving .
Madeline Smith.
mith.
Madeline
The name of Madeline
Madeline Smith, widow
of James
Smith, late
late of
widow of
James H.
H. Smith,
of
Company
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Company C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
Company C, Sixth
United States
and pay
her a
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
a
at the
Pensions increased,
increased, pension
pension at
rate of
month.
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Lemuel
Lemuel Emmerson.
Emmerson.
The name of Lemuel
Emmerson, late
of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred
Lemuel Emmerson,
late of
and twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and
pension
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
ames
Moier
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
Je
Mor.
The name of James Mosier, late of Company D,
James Mosier.
One hundred
hundred and
and
D, One
sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
of $40
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Cbarles
lie
pension
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
Charles M.
M. Smilie.
in lieu
The
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles M. Smilie,
Smilie, late of Battery G, First Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $24 per month in
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
Wic.
Do.
William
C. Doak.
The name of
C Doak,
of Company
Company B,
B, Second
Second RegiRegiof William C.
Doak, late
late of
ment North Carolina Volunteer
Mounted Infantry,
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
ph C Too
pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
that he
now receiving.
Jph
To C.
The name of Joseph
ke'h C.
MalleY.
Joseph C. Tousley, late of Company
Company A,
A, Second
RegiSecond Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aapension
$40
month in
that he
he is
is now
Mii
H.
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now reeeiving.
reeiving.
Minnie Hole.
The
name of
of Minnie
Holz, widow
widow of William Holz,
The name
Minnie Holz,
Ilolz, late of Company
Company
D, Forty-fourth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her
and pay
a pension at the rate
a
rate of $30 per month in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receivreceivlieu of
Lucy L.
Lucy
L. Wessels.
Wessels.

Daav

C. Ehrhart. e

DaielC.

Ehrhart
Daniel C. Ehrha
rt.

aaceon.er.
coner
Isaac

S.

Anna S.Waver.
Weaver.

nderson
Sarah R.
Sarah
R. Anderson.

'
the
name of
Daniel C.
C. Ehrhart,
Ehrhart, late
late of
of Company
L, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
he name
of Daniel
Company L,
enm

Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry' and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the
$30 per
per mon
th i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $30
month
in
he is
is now
The name
Conner,, late of
name of Isaac Conner
of Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth
Regiment, and Company
CompanyH,
Thirty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
H, Thirty-fourth
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Infantry,
pay him
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu
of
that he
is now
g.
of that
he is
now receivin
receiving.
The name
name of Anna S. Weaver, widow
The
widow of John H. Weaver,
late of
of
Weaver, late
Company E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Artilery,
Artillery, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu
of
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
that she
of that
The name
of Sarah
Sarah R. Anderson, widow of Allen L. Anderson,
The
name of
Anderson, late
late
colonel Eighth Regiment
Regiment California Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
her
a pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
her a
she is
is now
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
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B. Garrigus;
The name of Stephen
Stephen B.
Garrigus ilate
of Company
Company H,
Fifty-third Stephen
B. Garrigus
Garrigus.
late of
H, Fifty-third
StephenB.
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $40
lieu of
$40 per month in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of George F. Edmunds, late
late of
Company D,
George F. Edmunds.
of Company
D, Eleventh
Eleventh GeorgeF.
Edmunds
Regiment
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenVolunteer Infantry,
of $40
$40 per
sion at the rate of
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
The name
name of
of Olive
Olive L.
widow of
Benjamin F.
F. Baldwin
Baldwin, Olve
Olive L.
L. Baldwin.
The
L. Baldwin,
Baldwin, widow
of Benjamin
Baldwn.
late of Company B, Sixteenth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment New
her a
and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
ofth
at
a :pension
of $20
$20 per
month in
that
she is
i
snow
receiving.
she
now receiving.
The name of Gorham
Gorham Tufts, late
late of
of Company
A, One
hundred and
Gorham Tufts.
Tufts.
Company A,
One hundred
and Gorha
forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receivi
ng .
pension
the rate
per month
that he
H. Taylor,
The name
name of William
William H'.
Taylor, late
late of
of United
ships VicksVicks- Wlnam
William H.
H. Taylor.
United States
States ships
Tayl r.
burg,? Hartford,
burg
Hartford, and
and Wyoming,
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Wyoming, United
United States
a
at the
the rate
pension at
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
$50 per
month in
that he
now receiving
The name
name of
The
of Ernest
E. M.
Vinton, late
Company G,
G, Twenty-ninth
Ernest E.
E. M.Vinton.
Ernest E.
M. Vinton,
late of
of Company
Twenty-ninth Ernest
M.Vmitoa
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
Maine Volunteer
pension at
rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
that he
now receivin
g.
$24 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
of Company
The name of Joseph M. Elliott, late of
Company K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegi- Joseph
Joseph M.
M. Elliott.
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
$50
month in
in lieu
of that
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
The
Charles A. Pepper,
Pepper, late
late of
of Company
Charles A
A.-Pepper.
Pepper.
name of
of Charles
Company H,
H, Seventh
Seventh Charles
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
rate
and pay
pay him
him a,
a pension
the rate
of $36 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
am s L. Zeigler.
e
late of Company p,, Twenty-seventh
The name of James
James L. Zeigler, late
Twenty-seventh James
er
Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
per month
of that
he is
now receiving.
<
tw
Zones
The name of
of Zenas
Zenas R.
R. Detwiler,
Detwiler, late
of CompanyG,
Company G, Thirteenth
R.
late of
Thirteenth Detwiler.
Z
as RDe
iler.
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month in
lien of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
wa
F. Walker, late of
of Company K,
The name of Ozro F.
K, First
Regiment Ozro F.F. Walker.
First Regiment
e.
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him apension
apension at
at the
rate of
of $40
the rate
$40
of that
per month in
in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
P0338101.
that he
Pmsin.

The name of Nancy.Miller, helpless and dependent daughter of Nancy Miller.
of Company
Hiram Miller, late of
Company A,
A, Third
Third Regiment
North Carolina
Regiment North
Carolina
Volunteer Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pension at
at the
$12
$12 per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The
Thename of Garrett C. Brewer,
Brewer, late
late of
Company D
D, Seventeenth
Sevent
eenth Garrett
Garrett C.
Brewer.
of Company
C. Brewer.
Indiana Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50
a pension
rate of
per month in
in lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
Rupert, late
The name of John M. Rupert,
Company E,
Twelfth RegiRegi- John
John M.
M. Rupert.
late of
of Company
E, Twelfth
Rupert.
ment Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cava,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
at the
lieu of
$30 perrmonth in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that heeis
The
Company E, Eighty-fourth
Thename of Robert
Robert C. Young, late of Company
Eighty-fourth Robert
Robert C.
C. Young.
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
per month in
rate of $40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
1
The name
name of
Thomas Mullen,
ofCompan
-Company E,
Thoma„s
Maloney.
Mullen,
of Thomas
Mullen, alias
alias Maloney,
Maloney, late
late of
E, alias
MisM
leo^ne"'
n,
Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment Missouri Volunteer
pay him
him aapenpenVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
sion at
at the rate of $30 per month in
he is now
sion
in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rah
The
Lewis W.
late of
of Companies
and C,
Lewis W.. Graham.
The name
name of
of Lewis
W. Graham
Graham,'late
Companies I
I and
C, Second
Second Lw
am.
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
him
a
.
pension
at
the
Cavalry, and
and pay him a pension at the
that he
rate of $40 per month in
in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
The name of John C. Gray, late of Company G,
G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegi- JohnC.
John C. Gay.
Gray.
ment
and pay
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
him aa.pension
the rate
of $36 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
teh s
The name of Hanson
Hanson Hutchings, junior, late
late of
Company E,
E, First
First jr.
Jr.
' Hutchings,
of Company
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and pay
Regiment
and
him a
a.pension
pension at
the
pay him
at the
rate of $36 per month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
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Lockhart.

James Gallagher.

James Galagher.

William P. McCartney.
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William Wright.
Wright.
William
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The name
P. Lockhart,
Lockhart, late
late of
name of
of Oliver
Oliver P.
of Company
Company K,
K, Seventieth
Seventieth
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
$36 per
per month
rate
The
name of
The name
Eighty-first
of James
James Gallagher,
Gallagher, late
late of
of Company
Company I, Eighty-first
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Regiment
at
rate of
$40 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
per month
month in
of $40
the rate
at the
P. McCartney,
The name
of William P. McCartney, late
late of
of CompanyI,
Company I, One
One hundred
hundred

and sixty-sixthRegiment,
sixty-sixth Regiment, Ohio
Ohio National
National Guard
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
Guard Infantry,
and pay
and
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
he
is
that
of
in
lieu
per
month
$30
of
pension at the rate
The
name of
Wright, late
of Company
hundredth
H, One
One hundredth
late of
Company H,
of William
William Wright,
The name
Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Regiment New
New York

at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
at
of $40
$40 per
month in
he is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Teodora
Teodora Antonia
de Martinez,
Martinez, widow
widow of
CandoThe name
Antonia Baca
Baca de
of Candelario
first lieutenant
lieutenant Companies
Companies A
A and
and K,
K, First
First RegiRegilate first
lario Martinez,
Martinez, late
ment New
Mexico Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the
pension at
New Mexico
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$20 per
of $20
rate
osa L.
Rosa
L. Tobin
Tobin.
The
The name
of Rosa
Rosa L.
of William
William Tobin,
Tobin, late
late of
Comname of
L. Tobin,
Tobin, widow
widow of
of Company I,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
and ComComVolunteer Infantry,
pany
I, Seventh
panies G
G and
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
panies
and A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
nophiaE.BissoThe name of Sophia
Sophia E.BissoSophia E.
E. Bissonett,
Bissonett, widow
widow of
of Marble
Marble Bissonett,
Bissonett,
net t.
late of
of Company
Company G,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
InfanVolunteer Infanlate
G, Fourteenth
try,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
try,
that and
she i
pay
snow
her
receiving.
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
of
Ellen
A. Sheehan.
that she is now receiving.
Ellen A. Sheehan.
ean The name of Ellen A. Sheehan,
Sheehan, widow of James A. Sheehan,
Sheehan late of
of
CompanyA,
Fourth Battalion
Battalion District
of Columbia
Infantry-,
Company
A, Fourth
District of
Columbia Militia
Militia Infantry,
and
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
is now
now receiving
receiving
is
George
W. Miller.
Miller.
George TV.
The name
of George
C, One
One hundred
hundred
The
name of
George W.
W. Miller,
Miller, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
and
eighty-seventh Regiment
Infantry, and
him a
and eighty-seventh
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a
pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
Henry
rate of
$30 per
(Clilett.
pension at
Henrv Collett.
The
I, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of Henry
Henry Collett, late of Company I,
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
rate of
of $36
$36
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Martha A.
A. White.
now receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
Martha
white. per
The
White, late of
of ComComThe name
name of
of Martha
Martha A.
A. White, widow of Henry
Henry White,
pany B,
B, One
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
pany
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,
lieu
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her aapension at the
the rate of $20 per
per month in lieu
of that
that she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Henry T.
T. Raymond.
Raymond. of
Raymond, late of Company C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
The name of Henry T. Raymond,
Regiment Vermont
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him aa pension
pension at
at
Vermont Volunteer
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
that he
the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
William Blair.
The
Fourteenth RegiThe name
name of
of William
William Blair,
Blair, late of Company-E,
E, Fourteenth
Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
nment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension
Pension.
at
he is
Pension.
at the rate
rate of
of $30 per month in
in lieu of that he
is now receiving.
Eliza P.
Eiza
ullihur.
The
name of
of Eliza
Eliza P.
Gullihurlate
The name
P. Gullihur,
Gullihur, widow
widow of
of James
James K.
K. Gullihur
'late of
of
Company
en tIo
w aVolunteer
Vol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry ,and
and former
former
Company F,
F, Seventh
Seventh Regim
Regiment
Iowa
Infantry,
widow of Ebenezer
Ebenezer T. Jones, late of Company
Company A, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment
New
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
$12 per
$12
per month.
month.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 20,
20, 1916.
1916.

eodoa
An
Ba. deMatmze~.

Teodora Antonia
Baca de Martinez.

April a1.1916.
April
2.1916.
[S. 4889.]

[S. 489-I

(Private, No.
14.]
[Private,
No. 14.1

CHAP. 84.—An
84.-An Act
Act To
To renew
renew patent
numbered twenty-one
and fiftyCHAP.
patent numbered
twenty-one thousand
thousand and
fiftythree.

Be it
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
Senate and
and House
the Senate
it enacted
Be
Daughe
o th
Amerian Revolution. States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
patent
That a
acertain design patent
issued by the United States Patent Office of date September
September twentytwentysecond, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, being
being patent
patent numbered
numbered

Daughters of
the
American Revolution.
Design
of
Design patent
patent of
badge renewed.

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

Sass. I.
I.
SESS.

1261
1261

Cm. 84,86,
84, 86, 87.
87. 1916.
1916.
CHS.

twenty-one
twenty-one thousand and fifty-three,
fifty-three, is
is hereby
hereby renewed
and extended
extended
renewed and
a period of fourteen years from and
for a
this Act,
and after
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
Act,
with all the rights and privileges pertaining to
to the
the same
as of
same as
of the
the
original patent, being generally
generally known
.
, own as the badge
badge of the Daughters
Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Revolution.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 20,
20, 1916.
CHAP. 88.—An
86.-An Act To validate a
whereon the
the purchase
purchase money
money has
a certain title
title whereon
has
been paid on a
aprivate
private sale by order of the United
United States
district court
court for
for the
middle
States district
the middle
district of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, at number
number eighty-three,
and
eighty-three, June
June term,
term, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ten, sitting in bankruptcy.
bankruptcy.

April 26.1916.
26,1916.
April
is. 3560.1
3560.]
[S.

[Private, No.
No. 15.]
15.]
[Private,

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
it .enacted
of the
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
0 G HS
States of
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of real
real estate
to '1e"
Tenorruapo.
of America
in Congress
the sale
sale of
estate to
I Oit
Glenora
G.
Harris,
l
estate
to, valimade
by
Charles
Glenora
Charles West, Frank D.
Houck, and
and real
rea estate to,
D. Houck,
valWilliam
McConnell, receivers
receivers of
of the
the American
Union Telephone
William C
C. McConnell,
American Union
Telephone datedCompany,
Company, for the consideration
consideration of
in cash,
cash, which
which sum
of $5,000
$5,000 in
sum was
was
paid by said Glenora
Glenora G. Harris to the said
receivers and
and by
said receivers
by them
them
distributed
distributed to the creditors of said
corporation, and
and the
the
said bankrupt
bankrupt corporation,
deed made in pursuance
pursuance thereof, under and by virtue
virtue of
of an
an order
order or
or
decree of the United States district
district court
court for
for the
the middle
middle district
district of
of
Pennsylvania, at number eighty-three,
term, nineteen
nineteen hunhuneighty-three, June
June term,
dred and ten, sitting in bankruptcy, said deed being
the sixth
sixth
being dated
dated the
of January, anno Domini nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and being
being
hundred and
of record in the recorder's
recorder's office of
the county
of Clearfield,
the
of the
county of
Clearfield, in
in the
State of Pennsylvania, in deed book one
hundred and
and ninety-seven,
ninety-seven,
one hundred
page two hundred and fifty, are hereby validated
and confirmed,
confirmed,
validated and
notwithstanding that said order or decree
notwithstanding
decree was for a
a private instead
instead
of aapublic sale.
sale.
Approved,
Approved, April 26, 1916.
dat ed

CHAP. 87.-An
87.—An Act For th
tht relief of New
New England Coal and Coke Company,
Company,
bares Emilie
owner of the American barges
Emilie and Casae,
Cassie, and Bruusaard,
Bruusgaard, Kioterud
Mosterud DampDampskibsaktieselakab,
skibsaktieselskab, owner
owner of the Norwegian
Norwegian steamship
steamship Hesperos.
Hesperos.

26

Aril 26,1916.
,1916.
April
[H. R. 7862.]

R 8.]

(Private, No.
No. 16.]
16.]
[Private,

and House
House of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Barges
" Emilie"
America in
States of
of America
assembled, That
of the
the New
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the claim
claim of
New and
nBarg
EfcassmeEfla
"Cassie"
and
England Coal and Coke Company, owner
steamship
"
Hespethe American
American barges
England
owner of the
barges steamship
"Hesperos."
Emilie and Ca,ssie,
Cassie, and the claim
claim of Bruusgaard
Bruusgaard Kiosterud
Kiosterud DampDamp- Claims
Claims for damages
damages
by collision with
skibsaktieselskab, owner
owner of
skibsa,ktieselskab,
the steamship
Hesperos, for
for injuries
injuries bys
of the
steamship Hesperos,
liSiArethu
L. S. S. "Arethusa"
in collisions
alleged to have been suffered
suffered in
collisions which
occurred in
in Elizabeth
Elizabeth submitted
which occurred
submitted to district
River,
Virginia, on
nd
re d an
dfifteen,
fifteen ,court.
River, Virginia,
on October
October eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hu
hundred
and
court.
between the United
United States
States steamer
Arethusa and
said barges
barges and
and
steamer Arethusa
and said
United States steamer Arethusa
Arethusa and
on account
and the
the Hesperos,
Hesperos, for
for and
and on
account
resulting to
of the damages resulting
and said
said steamship
steamship Hesperos,
Hesperos,
to said
said barges
barges and
respectively, by reason
respectively,
reason of
of said
said collisions,
may be
submitted to
the
collisions, may
be subnutted
to the
United States court in the district in which
which suit
Umted
shall be
be filed
filed by
suit shall
by the
the
United States
States to
to recover
damages and
and losses
losses by
said collision,
collision, under
recover damages
by said
under
and in compliance
compliance with
with the
of said
said court
sitting as
as a
a court
the rules
rules of
court sitting
court of
of
etc.
admiralty; and the said court
court shall have jurisdiction, to
to hear
hear and
and Determination,
etermation, etc
whole controversy
determine the whole
controversy and
and to
judgment or
decree
to enter
enter aajudgment
or decree
for the amount
amount of the damages
damages sustained
sustained by
reason of
of said
said collisions,
collisions,
by reason
if any
any shall
shall be
if
be found
either for
United States,
States,
found to
to be
be due
due either
for or
or against
against the
the United
upon the same principles and measure
measure of
of liability,
with costs
costs as
like
liability, with
as in
in like
cases in admiralty
admiralty between
between private
private parties,
same right
right
parties, and
and with
with the
the same
of
appeal.
of appeal.
d re
Procedure.
SEC.
of process
S
EC. 2. That the mode of service of
process shall
to the
the Proc
shall conform
conform to
u .
provisions
provisions of the Act of March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
eighty- voL.24,p.505
VoL 24, p. 505.
and eightyseven, entitled
"An Act to provide
entitled "An
provide for
for the
of suits
the bringing
bringing of
suits against
against
the United States."
the
States."
Approved, April
Approved,
26, 1916.
1916.
April 26,

1262
1262
April

S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.

27, 1916.
1916

IPrivate,

[Private, No.
No.17.]
17.1
United States
States Drainage and Irrigation
Irrigation Company.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

April 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
April
[[H. R. 5831.]
H. R. 55.]
_
[Private,
No. 18.1
18.]
[Private, No.

'

-..

-

[Private, No. 19.]
Ellis P..Garton.
Ellis
Garton.

claim of,

1916.
1916.

Company.
Compan

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the
United States
States of America
United
America in
in Congress
assembled! That
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
and he
he i
iss hereby,
to
pay to the United
United States
States Drainage
Drainage and
and Irrigation
Irrigation Company,
Company, aa corcorporation
poration existing
existing under
laws of
of the
the State
of New
York, out
out of
of
under the
the laws
State of
New York,
any money
money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum
Treasury not
not otherwise
the sum
of $9,498.43, which sum is hereby
appropriated, the
same being
being
hereby appropriated,
the same
payment in full for additional
performed by
by said
said United
States
additional work
work performed
United States
Drainage and Irrigation
Irrigation Company under
Drainage
its certain
certain contract
with
under its
contract with
the War Department, dated December
December fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and eleven, for jetty work at
of Broadkill
River, Delaware.
at the
the mouth
mouth of
Broadkill River,
Delaware.
Approved, April
April 27,
1916.
Approved,
27, 1916.
CHAP. 99.—An
99.-An Act
CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of James
James Stanton.

Be itit enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Repreentatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
and House
the
United States
States of America in
United
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled,I That
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
pay to James Stanton,
Stanton, of Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas, out of
of any
money
any money
m the Treasury
in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,912.40,
$1,912.40,
the same being for extra work performed
performed by said James
James Stanton
Stanton
on aacontract
Department, dated June eighth,
contract with the War Department,
eighth,nineteen
nineteen
hundred
hundred and eight, for grading,
grading, paving,
curbing, and
and rock
rock hauling
paving, curbing,
hauling
on Grant Avenue,
Avenue, Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas.
Kansas.
Approved,
Approved, April 28, 1916.

ames Stanton.
stanton.
James
Payment to.
Payment

[ri.S

CHS. 94,99-101.
94, 99-101.
CHS.

CHAP. 94.—An
94.-An Act
Act For the relief
relief of the
the United States Drainage
Drainage and
and Irrigation

[H. It. 7248.]
[H.
. 7248.1

April
280916.
1916.
[H. R.
no2.1

S
ESS. I.
SESS.
I.

rerred to
to

Claim of, referred
Court
Court of Claims,
Claims.

CHAP.
100.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
Ellis P.
P. Garton,
Garton, administrator
of the
the estate
estate
LCHAP. 100.-An
Act For
of Ellis
administrator of
of H. B. Garton,
deceased.
Garton, deceased.

Be it enacted
enacted by
b• the Senate and House
Re esentatives of
of the
the
House o
of Representatives
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
balled States
in Congress
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
is
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred upon the Court of
of Claims
to rehear,
rehear, retry,
retry, deterdet
erClaims to
mine, and finally
finally adjudicate
adjudicate the
the claim
claim of
Ellis P.
P. Garton,
Garton, adminisadminisof Ellis
trator of the estate of H. B. Garton
Garton, deceased,
deceased, numbered
numbered s
even ty
seventy
thousand and seventy-five,
thousand
seventy-five, Indian
depredations, in
in the
the Court
Court of
of
Indian depredations,
Claims,
award judgment
Claims, and to award
judgment .therein as fully and
completely as
as
and completely
if the
the petition
if
petition had not been dismissed.
dismissed. Full jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and power
power
is hereby
hereby given to the Court of
Claims to
and retry
claim
of Claims
to rehear
rehear and
retry said
said claim
upon
upon all evidence that has
been or
or may
may be
be presented
presented upon
upon aahearing
hearing
has been

in said
said case.
in
case.
Approved, April 28, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
April
28, 1916.
Aprl28,1916.
[II. J. Res. 87.1

tRes. .

-P

[Priv. Res., No. 3.]

Priv. Res.,No.

Edward B.. Craig
Edward
Craig.
Creitin
acounts.
Credit in accounts.

CHAP.
101.-Joint Resolution
Resolution Authori7i
CHAP. 101.—Joint
directing the
the Secretary
of the
Authorizingg and
and directing
Secretary, of
the
reasury to credit the stamp
account of Edward
Treasury
stamp account
Edward B.
B. Craig,
Craig, as
collector of
internal
as collector
of internal
revenue
district of Tennessee,
revenue for the collection
collection district
Tennessee, in
in the
the sum
sum of
of $2,034.89,
$2,034.89, being
being the
the
representative
representative value of certain internal-revenue
internal-revenue documentary
stamps which
which were
were
documentary stamps
taken from the office of said collector
collector by an act of burglary.

Resolved by the
Senate and
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
of Representatives
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Secret ary of
ofthe
the
Treasury be, and he is he
hereby,
Treasury
reby, au
thori
zed and
directed to
to credit
authorized
and directed
credit the
the
Edward B. Craig,
stamp account
account of Edward
Craig, as
collector of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue
as collector
for the
the collection
collection district of Tennessee,
for
Tennessee, in the sum of $2,034.89,
being
$2,034.89, being
the
representative value of certain internal-revenue
the representative
internal-revenue documentary
documentary
stamps which, on the
twenty-third, nineteen
stamps
the night
night of June twenty-third,
hundred
nineteen hundred

SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS. I
I..C
CHS.
SIXTY -FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
HS. 101,
101, 105,
105, 108,
108, 111,
111, 116.
116. 1916.
1916.
and
fifteen,
were,
by
act of burglary,
from the
and fifteen, were, by an
an act
burglary, taken
taken from
safe in
in which
which
the safe
the
same had been properly
deposited while
the same
properly deposited
in the
the custody
care
while in
custody and
and care
of said
collector.
of
said collector.
Approved,
April 28, 1916.
Approved, April

1263
1263

May 1, 1916.
1916.
May

CHAP. 105.—An
106.-An Act For the relief of Philip H. Heberer.
CHAP.

[H. R.
R. 7239.1
72391
[H.

[Private,
Be it
and House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Repre,sentatives of
the United
United20.] [rivate, No.20.1
No.
of the
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the Philp
Zyn
lip
,
e
g
t
.
fle,trreci,
H.
Heberer.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pa.y, out
out of
of Juriesand directed
to pay,
uries.
or
moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to Philip
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Philip H.
H.
Heberer the sum of $634, for
f
or injuries
sustame while
injuries sustained
while employed
employed as
as aa
lineman in the United States telegraph
telegraph corps
lineman
corps near
Valdez, Alaska,
Alaska, in
in
near Valdez,
June, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen.
fourteen.
hundred and
Approved, May
May 1,
1916.
1, 1916.

CHAP. 108.-An
108.—An Act For the relief
Fitzgerald, deceased.
deceased.

MayR.
3,
3,
1916.
[H.
2235.]

ofth
w id ow and
an d h
ei
rs at
at law
l
aw of
Patri
ck J.
of
thee widow
heirs
of Patrick
J.

[H. R. 2235.]

[Private, No. 21.1
[Private.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
States
assembled, That
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
!rick J.F
ttz g=1.
Secretary of
of the
the Paytriek
Fitgerald.
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
the widow
widow and
and eteC
etc.
to the
heirs at law of Patrick
heirs
Patrick J.
J. Fitzgerald,
Fitzgeraldt deceased,
deceased, out of
any money
money in
in
of any
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $2,000,
in full
full
sum of
$2,000, in
compensation
compensation for the death of said Patrick
Fitzgerald, on
on January
Patrick J.
J. Fitzgerald,
January
third, nineteen hundred and seven,
seven caused by:
received on
on
by injuries
injuries received
December thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and six,
thirty-first, nineteen
six while
while employed
as
employed as
aachain
chain maker, fourth
fourth. class,
Class, in
in the
yard of
six,
the navy
navy yard
of
the United
United States at
at
Boston,
Boston, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Approved,
Approved, May 3, 1916.
t

,

ay

Private, No. 2.1

Be
it enacted
Senate and
Iouse of
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States
the sum
sum of
of $88.27
$88.27 be,
be,
That the
and
same is
is hereby,
appropriated, out of any money
and the
the same
hereby, appropriated,
money in
in the
Treasthe Treasury not otherwise appropriated;
appropriated, for
ury
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of reimbursing
reimbursing
Anatasia Hogan,
Anatasia
Hogan, postmaster
postmaster at
at Kegg,
Kegg, Bedford
Bedford County,
County, PennsylPennsylvania, for money
stolen from
vania,
money- and stamps stolen
office by
by burglars
burglars
from that
that office
March seventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ten ' the
said Anat
as i
a Hogan
and ten,
the said
Anatasia
Hogan
having
having made good
go od th
l
oss to
t
o the
th e Post
Post Office
out of
of
thee loss
Office Department
Department out
her
own funds by
her own
by payment
payment of the aforementioned
aforementioned sum
sum to
to an
an inspector
inspector
of the
the said
twenty-eighth, nineteen
of
said department
department February twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
hundred
and twelve.
and
twelve.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 4,
4, 1916.
1916.

Be it
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
States
of America
America in
That the health officer
Officer of
District of
of Columbia
be, and
issue a
District
Columbia be,
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to issue
a permit
permit
for the removal of the remains of
of the
the late
late Elsie
Elsie McCaulley
McCaulley from
from GlenGlenwood Cemetery, District of
wood
of Columbia,
Columbia, to
to Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Approved, May 8, 1916.
Approved,
1916.

v4

May 4, 1916.
[H. R.
48811
411.

CHP.
reimburse the postmaster at
CHAP. 111.-An
111.—An Act To reimburse
at Kegg,
Kegg, Pennsylvaia,
Pennsylvania, for
for
money and stamps taken
taken by
burglars.
by burglar

CHP. 116.-An
CHAP.
116.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the health officer
officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia
to issue a
a permit
the removal
of the
the remains
of the late Elsie McCaulley
to issue
permit for
for the
removal of
remains of
McCaulley from
Glenwood
Cemetery,
Glenwood
District of Columbia,
Columbia, to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

u

[Private, No.
No. 22.1
22.1
[Private,

Anatasia Hogan.
Anatasia
Hogan.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to.

May 8 1916.

Eay
[EL il90.1
?216
-Prit,
No. 23.]
[Private, No.
[Private, No.
El

! T
i b
sie Mecanlley.

Elsie

leC0

11 eY

e

removed fro
from District
reoved
Disrict
Columbia.
oof Columbia

1264
1264
May 11, 1916.
1916
[H. R.
8067.]
[H.
R. 8067.]
[Private, No. 24.]
24.]
G. B. Dickson.
Patent in fee to.

PGaten
e

1916.
May 25, 1916.
S. 525216.
IS.
5221.]
Private,
N
[Private,
25.]
[Private, No.
No. 25.1

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pension.

CorneliusA.Ahearne.
CrneliusA.Ahearne.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Eliza J. Crittenden.
Eliza

Delis Carey.
Carey.
Delia

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I
Cm. 119,
129.
SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS.
I.. CHS.
119,129.

1916.
1916.

119.-An Act To quiet the
the title
CHAP. 119.—An
title to
to certain
certain lands
lands in
in the
the possession
possession of
of
G.
G B. Dickson,
Dickson, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
States
of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the
States
o.
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to issue
issue aapatent
patent
Interior be,
he is
is hereby,
in
that portion
portion of
of land,
the title
title of
of which
is now
now in
in the
the United
'United
in fee
fee to
to that
land, the
which is
States
States of
in section
section sixteen,
sixteen, township
township fourteen
fourteen
of America,
America, comprised
comprised in
north, range
six east,
in the
the county
Craighead, State
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas,
range six
east, in
county of
of Craighead,
to
G. B.
Dickson, the
the present
of the
the land,
by
to G.
B. Dickson,
present occupant
occupant of
land, upon
upon proof
proof by
him that there are no adverse
adverse claimants
and that
that he
he has
has continuously
claimants and
continuously
occupied
land in
occupied the land
by tenant
since January
first, eighteen
in person
person or
or by
tenant since
January first,
eighteen
hundred and
and eighty-two.
eighty-two.
hundred
Approved,
May 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, May

CHAP. 129.—An
129.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
and increase
increase of
of pensions
soldiers
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors
War and
and certain
widows
and dependent
dependent relatives
of such
such soldiers
soldiers
and
sailors of
of the
the Civil
Civil War
certain
widows
and
relatives
of
and
]ilors.
and sailors.
and
sailors.

enacted by the
Be it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
Interior
authorized and directed
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pension
pension
subject to
the pension
laws—
laws--

The name of Cornelius
Cornelius A. Ahearne,
The
Ahearne, late acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
United States Army, and
and pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
him aa pension
at the
of $12
month.
month.
The name of Eliza J.
J. Crittenden,
of Charles
Crittenden, widow
widow of
Charles Crittenden,
Crittenden, late
late

of CompanyI, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Connecticut VolunteerInfantry,
Voluriteer Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
and pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
of $20
month in
she
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
The name of Delia Carey,
Carey, widow of Michael
Michael Carey, late of
of Company
Company
Regiment Connecticut
I, Seventh Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry , and
and pay
her aa
pay her
pension
pension at
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lie u of
of that
th atshe
sh
e is
is now
now receivat the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
receiv-

ing.
ing.
The
of Susan
Susan Bryant, widow of George
The name
name of
George Bryant, late
late of Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
aapension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receivlieu of
she is
receiving.
ing.
Lucy Babcock.
Babcock.
nThe
name of
Lucy Babcock,
The name
of Lucy
Babcock, widow
widow of Aaron E. Babcock,
Babcock, late of
of
Company
B,
Sixth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
the rate
$20 per
per month
of that
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Walter 11.. liutchinsW-ater
HuthinThe name
H. Hutchinson
Hutchinson, late
late first lieutenant
Company
The
name of
of Walter
Walter H.
lieutenant Company
son.
A, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Colored Volu
nt
eer I
nf
an t
ry,
States Colored
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension
at the rate of
pension at
of $36
per month
in lieu
that he
is
$36 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Joseph
Crowell.
The
of Joseph
Joseph W.
W. Crowell.
The name
name of
Joseph W. Crowell,
Crowell, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First Battalion
Battalion
Nebraska
Nebraska Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Pension.
rate of
Pension,
rate
per month
month in
that he
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
ar Megrady.
The name
Mary
Megrady.
name of Mary Megrady,
Megrady, former
former widow
widow of Edward
Edward Haney
Haney, late
late
of Company
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Company B, Fourteenth
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased. and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
Luther W.
W. Garrett.
Garrett.
Luther
The name
W. Garrett,
late of
The
name of
of Luther
Luther W.
Garrett, late
of Company
Company D, One hundred
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him aa.pension at the rate of $30 per month in
of that
that he
now
in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
William M. Bern.
Wlliam .De
The name
name of
William M.
M. Dern,
The
of William
Dern, late of Company
Company A, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Susan Bryant.
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James Cronan.
The name of James Cronan,
Cronan late of Company C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Jamesronan.
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry.,
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at the
the
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $36
Jeremiah
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
Cramer.
Jeremiah Cramer.
name of
Jeremiah Cramer, late
Company D,
hundred
late of Company
D, One hundred
The name
of Jeremiah
and
Infantry, and
him
and pay
pay him
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and fifty-second
aa pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Francisco
Francisco Wadsb
Wads.
worth.
The
name of Francisco
Francisco Wadsworth,
Wadsworth, late of Company
Company C, First RegiRegi- worth.
The name
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension at the rate of
of
ment Maine Volunteer
$30
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving
receiving.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
sewell. W. Hewett.
Sewell
Hewett.
Company C, Fourth RegiRegiThe name of Sewell W. Hewett, late of Company
ment
pension at the rate of
of
a pension
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
$30
month in
of that
he is
is now
Mary
Mary F.. Pucier.
Pulcifer.
The
widow of Alfred H. Pulcifer, late
of Mary F.
F. Pulcifer, widow
The name of
captain Company
Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Second Regiment
captain
Company D, Second
Heavy Artillery-,
$24 per month
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $24
Artillery, and pay
Heavy
in
receiving.
now receiving.
of that she is now
in lieu of
Nancy D.
Morey.
D- Morey.
Morey, late of Nancy
of Israel
Israel C. Morey,
The
D. Morey,
widow of
Morey, widow
of Nancy
Nancy D.
name of
The name
Company
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Minnesota
Company F, Seventh Regiment
pay
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
now
Pension.
now receiving.
receiving.
Austin L.
L. Myers.
Myers.
The name
name of
of Austin
Austin L.
Myers, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child of Austin
L. Myers,
The
Thomas W.
W. Myers,
Myers, late
late of Company
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Company C, Thirty-ninth
Thomas
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
month.
month.
M. Jennings.
John M.Jennings
The name
of John
Jennings, late
lieutenant Company
Company K, John
second lieutenant
late second
John M. Jennings,
name of
The
Seventy-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Seventy-fourth Regiment
a
pension at the rate
lieu of that he is now
rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
8
George W. Parsons.
W. Parso
George W. Parsons, late of Company K, One hundred
hundred George
of George
The name of
seventeenth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry.,and pay
pay him
him
Volunteer Infantry,
and seventeenth
a
month in lieu of that he is now
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
receiving.
receiving.
Richard Simpson.
The name of Richard
Richard Simpson,
Simpson late of Company B, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Richard impson
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
that he is now
in lieu of that
month in
rate of
of $50 per month
l on Neligh.
nt NelighNeligh, late of Company I,
I, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh C Clinton
The name of Clinton Neligh,
Regiment Indiana
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
receiving.
rate of
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Cyrus Stephenson.
Sephenson
The name of Cyrus Stephenson, late of Company- I,
I Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth cyrs
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
receiving.
that he is
is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
at the
the rate of
P. Walker.
alkerJoh PCompany H, One hundred
hundred and John
The name of John P. Walker, late of Company
thirtieth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension at the rate.
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
i er
Jesse Miller.
Regiment
The name of Jesse Miller, late of Company L, Eighth Regiment
Indiana
Cavalry-, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30
Volunteer Cavalry,
Indiana Volunteer
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
that he is
lieu of
per month in lieu
m mers.
r
Summers.
Ma is S
Eighty-second Mauris
The
Company D, Eighty-second
of Mauris Summers, late of Company
The name of
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
rate of
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John Wthers.
per month
in lieu
that he
rate
of $30
John Withers.
The
Company A, One hundred and Jn
The name of John Withers, late of Company
ninety-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay
ninety-second Regiment
now
him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
s o s Backus.
Backus
widow of Jerome
Jerome Backus, late of Com- Susan
The name of Susan Backus, widow
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry
pany D, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
her
lieu of that
that she
she is now
at the
the rate of $20 per month in lieu
her aa, pension at
receiving.
receiving.
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Pension.
Pension.
Mary
McHenry.

M
M

y

Pensions increased
increased.
Jonathan
B HuffJonathan B.
Huff-

ECIA11.

Cyrus Bowman.

yr Boman.
,

William Green.
Wiliam
Green.

Asa Gatton.
Asa
Ostton.

Henry S. Fargo.

HenryS.
a

Bosley.

James Bosley.

Pension.

Pension.
May
May Vandiver.
Vandiver.

1916.
1916.

The
Charles H.
H. McHenry,
McHenry, late
late
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary McHenry,
McHenry, widow
widow of
of Charles
of Company
Regiment Illinois
Company H,
11 Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pay
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
The name of Jonathan B. Huffman
Huffman, late of
oi Company
Company A, ThirtyThirtyIowa Volunteer
fourth Regiment
Regiment Iowa,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
rate of $30
the rate
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
receiving.
of Cyrus Bowman,
The name of
late of
of Company
B, McLaughlin's
Bowman, late
Company B,
McLaughlin's
uadron Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry and
and Company
Company C,
Regiment
Squadron
C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Ohio
"o Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
rate of
$50 per
per
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
month in
in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
now receiving.
The name
William Green,
Green, late of United
The
name of
of William
United States
States ships
ships Rattler,
Great Western, and Tyler, United States
States Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension at the rate of $50 per
per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
now receiving.
The
name of Asa Gatton, late of Company
The name
Company A, One hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-seventh Regiment Ohio
eighty-seventh
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a
pension at the rate of
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$24 per
of that
now receiving.
The name of Henry S. Fargo, late of
D, Third
Third Regiment,
of Company
Company D,
Regiment,
and Company
Company A, Fifth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Fifth Regiment
pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
month in
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name
name of James
Company E,
The
James Bosley,
Bosley, late of Company
E, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
ment Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
of $50 per
of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
of that
receiving.
The name of May
Benjamin F.
The
May Vandiver, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
F. Vandiver,
Vandiver, late
late
Sixty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and
of Company
Company C, Sixty-sixth
and Company
K, Seventy-third
Seventy-third
Company K,
2

Regiment Pennsylvania
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a pension
Pensions
Pensionsincreased.
increased. at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
T H.
her H. Palmer, late
late of
The name
of Luther
of Company
Company C, Third
Third RegiInfantry, and pay
ment California Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay lum
pension at
at the
the
him a
a pension
rate of $40 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
William A.
william
A.Willard.
Willard.
The name of William A. Willard
Company H,
H, One
One hu
nd
re d
Willard late
late of
of Company
hundred
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
n lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month i
in
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
William
illiam L.
L.Mayden.
Mayden.
The
Mayden, late
late of Company
The name of William
William L. Mayden
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteen th
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and
and pay
pay him
lum a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
Samuel
Samuel Graham.
The name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel Graham,
The
Graham, late of Company
Company A, Ninetieth
Ninetieth RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
$40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
Pension.
$40er
month in
that he
Pension.
is now
now receiving.
Parthenla
I'rthenla MatMat- The name
name of Parthenia
Parthenia Mattingly,
of David
Mattingly,
Mattingly, widow
widow of
David C.
C. Mattingly,
tingly.
tgy.
alias
Mattingly, late
late of Company H, Sixth Regiment Kenalias Cosmas
Cosmos Mattingly,
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
Pensions
increased. per
Pensions Increased.
per month.
month.
William Hall.
wnliam
Hail.
The name
C, One hundred
The
name of William Hall, late of Company
Company C,
hundred and
and
thirty-first Regiment,
Regiment, and Company F, Twenty-ninth
thirty-first
Twenty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, IlliIllinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
rate of
$50
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
John Lynn.
The name of John Lynn, late of Company A, Forty-eighth Regiment
The name of John Lynn, late of Company A, Forty-eighth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
nfantry, and pay him
Kentucky
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
of
$40 per
per month in lieu
$40
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
John Penrod.
John
Penrod.
The name of
of John
Penrod, late
late of
Companies C
D, Twentieth
The name
John Penrod,
of Companies
C and D,
Twentieth
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him a
rate
of $36
receiving.
rate of
$36 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
Walter S. Gibson.
walter
Gibson.
The
name of
S. Gibson,
Gibson, late
of Company
Company D, Fortieth
The name
of Walter
Walter S.
late of
Fortieth RegiRegiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
ment
Indiana Volunteer
the rate
rate
pension at
at the
of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
now receiving
receiving.
is now
Adam Pulley.
Adam Pulley.
The
The name
name of Adam Pulley, late of Company F, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth RegiRegiment Indiana
Infantry, and pay him
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Luther
her H. Palmer.
Palmer,
ame
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C. Warrick,
of Company
C, Eighty-sixth
The name of George C.
Warrick, late
late of
Company C,
Eighty-sixth
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension

1267

George C. Warrick.
GeorgeC.Warick.

rate
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
rate of
of $36
lieu of
of that
Pension.
The
Mary E.
E. Corson,
Corson, widow
John W.
Corson, late
of Mar
Mary E.
E. Crson.
Corson.
The name
name of
of Mary
widow of
of John
W. Corson,
late of
Company F,
Company
Twenty-fifth Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Infantry,
F, Twenty-fifth
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
and former
former widow
widow of
of Alexander
Alexander McCormick,
McCormick, late
late of
of United
United States
States
and
ship Shenandoah,
ship
Shenandoah, United
United States
Navy, and
pay her
the
States Navy,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
rate
$12 per
month.
Pensions
Do
The name
of Dolores
widow of
of Vicente
Vicente Salaz,
late saia
de
ziores
Lucero de
The
name of
Dolores Lucero
Lucero de
de Sabaz,
Salaz, widow
Salaz, late
Lucero
Dolores
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment New
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of
Infantry, and
and
pay her
at the
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
James McKinney,
late of
of Company
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment James
McKinney.
The name
of James
McKinney, late
Company A,
James McKmney.
Michigan
Volunteer Engineers
and Mechanics,
Mechanics, and
and pay
pay him
him a.
pens
ion
•
Michigan Volunteer
Engineers and
a pension
at
the rate
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
The name
Thomas F.
F. Rowley,
Rowley, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twelfth
F. Rowley.
The
name of
of Thomas
Twelfth Thomas
Thomas F.
Regiment
Massachusetts VolunteerInfantry,
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
h. a
Regiment Massachusetts
pay him
a pension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
at the
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Francis
Fancis M.
M. Kenerson,
Kenerson' late
late of
Company F
Kenai%
The
of Company
F,I Seventh
Seventh soFran"i
B.Zands M. Kener.
Regiment New
New Hampshire
and pay
pay him
Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa penpension at the rate
sion
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
of $30
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Nancy L.
L. King.
King.
The
name of
Nancy L.
L. King,
widow of
John H. King,
late of
of CornCorn- Nancy
The name
of Nancy
King, widow
of John
King, late
pany
Ninety-third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
T nfantry, and
and
pany G,
G, Ninety-third
Regiment Indiana
pay her
her a
pay
pension at
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
now
now receiving.
The
name of
A. Hogue,
late of
Compltny . G,
G, Fortieth
Samuel A.
A.
Hogue.
The name
of Samuel
Samuel A.
Hogue, late
of Company
Fortieth Samuel
Og
Regiment Illinois
Regiment
Infantry, and
captain Com
.
pany H,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and captain
Company
Thirteenth
Regiment Illinois
Cavalry,,
and pay
pay him
penThirteenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,,
and
him aapension at
at the
the rate
sion
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
of $50
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. •
I
re
The
name of
of Isaac
late of
Company A,
A, Osage
Osage County
County Isaac
The name
Isaac F.
F. Green,
Green, late
of Company
ac F. Green.
Regiment
Home Guards, and
Regiment Missouri Home
pay him
at the
the rate
and pay
him aapension
pension at
rate
of $27
$27 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
of
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
The name
of William
William Eth
Ethelred&
W A of
n yI,
1, Third
ThirdRegint
Regi
men t,
William Ethere
Eheredg•
The
name of
dg lat
of Compa
Company
Wam
Iowa Volunteer
Iowa
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
the re
rate of
of $30
Volunteer Cavalry,
him apension
pension at
at te
$38
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.im
receiving.
•
per month
of that
that he
is now
William Roberta.
t
The
of Company
H, Fifty-first
The name
name of
of William
William Roberts,
Roberts, late
late of
Company H,
Fifty-first Regil
oer
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
rate
of
$50 per
per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
he is
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Lydia A. Heatherly.
The name of Lydia A. Heatherly, widow
widow of Elam T. Heatherly, Lydia A Heatherly.
late of Company E, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
rate of
month.
Pe
s
The name
name of Charles W.
The
W. Thornton,
of Company
Company B,
PIensrilonsW.
rreTagdrn.
Thornton, late
late of
B, Eighth
Eighth Charles
ThornRegiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pay him
him aa ton
t°11.
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
pension at the rate
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
that he
receiving. C s
a l E. Abbott.
The
E. Abbott,
late of
Company-B,
B, One
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles E.
Abbott, late
of Company
One hundred
hundred Charles
Abbott
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
the rate
rate of
him a
apension
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
per month
he is
receiving.
receiving.
am B. Dickey.
The name
William B.
Dickey, late
late captain
captain and
and assistant
assistant quarterQuarter- Wl
William
The
name of
of William
B. Dickey,
B Dickey
master, United States
States Volunteers,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Volunteers, and
and pay
him aapension
of
$36 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
A. Gould.
me A
G ld
The name
name of
of James
James A.
A. Gould,
Gould, late
late of
E, Sixteenth
Regi- JJames
The
of Company
Company E,
Sixteenth Regi- o
ment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
of $30
$30 per month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Bates, late
of Company
Company I,
One hundred
and Edw
Edwin BatesBates.
The
of Edwin
Edwin Bates,
late of
I, One
hundred and
fifty-sixth Regiment
fifty-sixth
Regiment Tllinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapenpension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
e we
The name
name of
of Alonzo Newell, late
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United
The
late of
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Sixth
United Alonzo
lonzo Newell.
N uStates Cavalry,
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
Cavalm and pay him a
$40 per
per month
month in
of $40
in
that he
lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
6 2
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The name of Joseph N. Foster, late
late of Companies
Companies B
B and
and D,
D, Ninth
Ninth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry' and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
Gdman P. Lombard.
GiCanmp.iLmbrd
The name of Gilman
Lombard, late
Gilman P. Lombard,
late of
Company C,
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
of Company
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
the
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Arthur
G. Sawyer.
tr G.
Sawy.
The
Arthur G. Sawyer,
The name of Arthur
Sawyer, late of Company I,
First Regiment
I, First
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
Maine Volunteer
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
pension at
of $50
$50 per month
month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
George
Garge IL. Stillman.
stiina
The
name
Sti of
of Geor.
The name
George H. Stillman,
Stillman, late of Company
Company G,
G, One
hundred
One hundred
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him
aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receivof that
he is
now receiv-

Joseph N. Foster.
JosephN.FoBter.

James S. Ad
Anderson.
m

s.

P4aan.

rellSkinS.

MyL

Mary E. Ldsay.
Lindsay.

Ella C. Moody.
Moody.
EIaC.

ing.

'theename
of James
S. Anderson,
Anderson, late of Company M, Fifth Reginame of
James S.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay him
him a
apension at the rate of
of
$36 per
receiving.
$36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
E. Lindsay,
The name of Mary
Mary E
Lindsay, former widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Schively,
Schively,

late of Company
Company G, Sixteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Sixteenth Regiment
Cavalry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $12 per month.

The name
Ella C. Moody, widow of Joel Moody,
name of Ella
Moody, late
late captain
captain
Company.H, Second Regiment Indian
Indian Home Guards,
Guards, and
and former
former
widow of John M. Porter, late of Company
Twenty-ninth RegiRegiCompany H, Twenty-ninth
ment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the
pay her
a pension
at the
Pensions
sis increased. rate of $20 per month.
Lars Isaacson.
ssaCsO
The name of Lars
Lars Isaacson, late
late of
of Company
Second Battalion,
Battalion,
Company A,
A, Second
Sixteenth Regiment United States
K, FortyFortyStates Infantry, and
and Company
Company K,
fourth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
at
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30
30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Jolm
D. Vance.
JohnD.vance.
Vance, late of Company
The name of John D. Vance,
Company D,
D, and
and sergeant
sergeant
major,
major, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
a pension at the rate of $40 per month
him apension
month in lieu of
that he is
is now
now
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Stephen M.
M. Teachtpben
The
name of
of Stephen
Stephen M.
M. Teachout
The name
Tea,chout, late
late of Company
Company F,
F, First
First RegiRegiout_
ment Michigan Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him
at
him aapension at
the rate of $36 per month
month in lieu of that
he is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
Adonham C.
C. HarBarAdoir
The name
The
name of
of Adoniram
Adoniram C. Harper, late of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred
Per.
and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
him apension
a pension at the rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Parley B. West.
West.
The name
name of
of Parley
B. West,
West, late
late of Company
The
Parley B.
Company B, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
ment
pension at the rate
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Samuel
aOmuel Campman.
Campman.
The
name of
of Samuel
The name
Samuel Campman,
Campman, late of Company
Company B, One hundred
hundred
and eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a
pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Shirley
M.
Nichols.
Shiley M. Nichols.
The name of Shirley M.Nichols
Nichols, widow of Edwin C.
C. Nichols,
Nichol
s,late
l
at
e
captain of Company G, Ei
Eighth
g hth Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Regiment New
Volunteer
Infantry, and first lieutenant
Twenty-fourth RegiTnfantry,
lieutenant of Company
Company F, Twenty-fourth
ment
Reserve Corps, and pay her aa pension at the rate of
ment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
of
$24 per
er month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
$24
Frolic Seavey.
The
name of
of Frank Seavey,
A, Twenty-seventh
The name
Seavey, late of Company
Company .A,
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay him aa.pension at the
Pension.
reason.
rate of $30 per month i
in
lieu
n li
eu o
th athe
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
offthat
iss now
Kate A. Brown.
te A.
The name of Kate A. Brown,
Brown, widow
of Thomas
G. Brown,
Brown, late
late
widow of
Thomas G.
major,
Sixty-fifth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
major, Sixty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Pensions incras
increased. her a pension
i'ions
apension at the rate
$20 per
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
Louise M. Wilson.
Lu. on
w
The
Wilson, widow
widow of William M. Wilson, late
The name
name of
of Louise
Louise M.
M. Wilson,
of Company
Company C, Third Regiment
Regiment Rhode
of
Rhode Island Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
former widow
Landric M. Holcomb,
Holcomb, late of Company 131,
t,
and former
widow of Landric
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na Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
'
Connecticut Volunteer
her
peAsioD at
rata of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
pnisioin
at the rate
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lloyd Roberts,
Lloyd Roberts.
Roberts.
Roberts late of United States ships Sabine, Lloyd
Ohio
Hampshire, United States
States Navy, and pay him a
a
Ohio,! and New Hampshire,
pension at
the rate
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of $50
$50 per
per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
pension
at the
rate of
The name
P. Sellmer,
Sellmer, widow
widow of
of Charles
late mrion
mrxi°n KmP
P. SellThe
name of
of Marion
Marion K: P.
Charles Sellmer,
Sellmer, late
Sellcaptain
Company: B,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Maine Volunteer
of Company
B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
captain of
rate of
month in lieu
lieu of that
that she
of $30 per
per month
and pay her a
a pension at
at the rate
ia
i3 now receiving.
The
name of
Mercer, late
Company I,
Second Regiment
Regiment Samuel
Mercer.
Samuel Mercer.
late of
of Company
I, Second
Samuel Mercer,
The name
of Samuel
Maine
and pay
him aapension
$36
pension at the rate of $36
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
Maine Volunteer
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is now
per month in
Hrret A.
of Charles
dependent mother
The name
name of
of Harriet A.
A. Mills,
Mills . dependent
mother of
Charles B. Harriet
A. Mls.
Mills.
The
Mills, late of Company
Massachusetts
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Company B, Thirteenth
Volunter Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
per
month in
lieu of
she is
receiving.
Pensions.
month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
The
widow of
of Jonah
Jonah Thompson,
Thompson, late
late Emiy
Emily Thompson
Thompson.
The naine
name of
of Emily
Emily Thompson
Thompson, widow
of Company I, One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Tnfantry, and
Henry H. Brown,
Brown, late of
and former
former widow of Henry
unteer Infantry,
Indiana VolunCompany G, One
One hundred and eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
VolunTnfantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
teer Infantry,
pay her
Cora E.
E. Gossin.
The name
name of
of Cora
E. Gossm,
Gossm, widow
Andrew J.
J. Gossin,
Gossin, late
late of
of C E. ossin
of Andrew
widow of
The
Cora E.
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Company A, Thirteenth
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
her
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
The
name of
of George
George W.
W. Fernald,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, EightyEighty- George
George W.
W. Fernald
Fernald.
The name
Fernald, late
Regiment New York Volunteer
a
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
second Regiment
pension at
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu of
of thathe
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. RRollin .0. Joslyn.
y.
in lieu
at the
the rate
$50 per
per month
pension
The name of Rollin
Rollin O.
0. Joslyn, late of Company I,
I, Fifteenth Regiment Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and pay hmn
him a
apension
pension at the rate
of
is now
now receiving
receiving.
of $36
$36 per month in
in lieu of that
that he is
S.
The
Steel widow
of James
James M.
M. Steel,
Steel, late
late of
ofSteel.
Hester Ann
Ann Steel,
widow of
The name
name of
of Hester
Hester Ann
Company A, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Volunteer EnUnited States
Veteran Volunteer
Company A, First Regiment
States Veteran
and Company
Regiment United
gineers, and pay her aa pension
pension at the
gineers,
the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu
lien
of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Samuella Goodrich,
widow of
Goodrich, late
Goodrich.
of Sanmella
muela GoodrichThe name
name of
of Samuella
Goodrich, widow
of John
John T.
T. Goodrich,
late of
Company F, Twenty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Twenty-third Regiment Indiana
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
that
she i
receiving..
she
issnow
now receiving.
rd.
Mors .
Morris P. Gossard.
rd
late of Company
The
The name
name of
of Morris
Morris P.
P. Gossard, late
Company C, One
One hundred
hundred
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
and forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
him aa
pension at
month in lieu
lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month
pension
The
name of
of James
James H.
H. Isbell,
Company H,
H, Eighteenth
Eighteenth James
James H. Isbel
Isbell.
late of
of Company
Isbell, late
The name
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
$36 per
in lieu
now receiving.
rate of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
D.Looo
The
name of
Henry D.
late of
The name
of Henry
D. Lockwood,
Lockwood, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Henry D. Lockwood.
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
•
Amo
Gr
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
the
of $40
month in
Amos L G t
Amo
The
L. Griffith,
late of
Company F,
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
RegimentGriffith.
L.
Griffith, late
of Company
The name
name of
of Amos
Amos L.
4

a pension
him a
pension at the rate of
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him

of that
now receiving.
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$50
in lieu
The name
Jackson, widow
widow of
of Isaac
Jackson, late
late
Isaac Jackson,
H. Jackson,
The
name of
of Elvira
Elvira H.

unassigned,
Reent Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry:,
Infantry,
unassigned, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Company B, Third RegiRegiand former widow of Daniel Miller, late of Company
ment Michigan
a pension
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of
$12 per
month.
per month.
$12
Chase, late of Company A, Coast Guards,
The name of Henry M. Chase,
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
rate of $30
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension
$30
receiving.
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.

Pension.
Pension.
vl

Eivira
Jackson.
ra H.. Jackson.
El

Pensions increased.
inereesed.
Pensions
Henry M. Chase.

enry.

Ch
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The name Jeremiah
Lloyd, late
Jeremiah Lloyd,
late of Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
eighteenth
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
now remonth in
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
ceiving.
ceiving.
The name of Lidia M. Gosnel, widow
widow of Simeon Gosnel,
Gosnel, late
of
late of
Company E, Second Regiment
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Regiment North
North Carolina
Infantry, and pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
pension at
of that
she is
now receiving.
of
that she
is now
receiving.
The name of Janet
widow of
Pardon B.
Lamoreux, late
Janet Lamoreux,
Lamoreux, widow
of Pardon
B. Lamoreux,
late
second
lieutenant Company K, First
second lieutenant
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
First Regiment
Volunteer
Cavalry,
a pension
Cavalry, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
lieu
in lieu
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
The name
name of John Cook, junior,
junior, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundredth
hundredth
Regiment, and Company
Company A.,
One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-seventh
eighty-seventh RegiRegiA, One
ment, New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay him
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$30 per
in lieu
he is
is now
The
of Mary
Thibodo, widow of Stephen
The name
name of
Mary Thibodo,
Stephen Thibodo,
Thibodo, late of
of
Mounted Rifles,
Troop G, United States Mounted
Rifles, War
War with
with Mexico;
Mexico; and
Comand Company B, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a
pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now rereper month
is
now
-Th

Henrietta Thayer.

ce The

Lidia M. Gosnel.
Lidia
Gonel.
osne.

Lamoreux.

Janet Lamoreux.
Janet

jr.

Cook jr.
John Cook,

Mary Thibodo.

HIenrietta Thayer.

Emma E. Keyes.

Pensions increesed
icreased.,
Pensions
Virginia Bailey.

LydiaC.

Locke.
Lydia C. Locke.

CeiVing.

name of
of Henrietta
Henrietta Thayer,
Thayer, former
former widow
of Septimus
Ireland,
The name
widow of
Septimus Ireland,
late of Company
Company K, Thirty-third
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
InThirty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
$12 per
per month.
mon th.
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
The name of Emma E. Keyes,
Keyes, widow
widow of
of William
William T
of
T. Keyes,
Keyes, late
late of
Company
Company C, Tenth
Tenth. Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
Regiment,
Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
widow of Mark Bailey, late of ComThe
of Virginia
Virginia Bailey,
Bailey, widow
pany D, Ninth Regiment
Regiment United States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
thats
he
at the
per month
in lieu
she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving
The name of Lydia
Lydia C. Locke, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles E.
E. Locke,
late of
Locke, late
of
Company I,
Regiment, and
Company
I, Eighth Regiment,
and Company
B, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh
Company B,
Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
pay her
her aa pension
the
rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Approved,
Approved, May 25,
25, 1916.
1916.

May 29, 1916.
May
[H. 11.
R. 5115.3
8'tiS.1

[private.
[Private, No.
No. 26.
261
E.

E. C.
Horner.
C. Hornor.
Payment to.

to.

May 29, 1916.
[11. R. 120274
[Private.

27.

[Private, No. 27.3

[Private, No. 27.]

ensions

Pensions.

enions.

CHAP.
the relief
of E.
E. C.
Hornor.
CHAP. 132.—An
132.-An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
C. Hornor.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Remsentatives
of the
United
Be
Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof
the United
States of
America in
in Congress
States
cf America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury be,
be, and is hereby,
Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay
to E.
E. C.
C.
pay to
Iornor, of Helena, Arkansas,
Arkansas, the sum of $1,000,
Hornor,
$1,000, out
out of
of any
money in
any money
in
the Treasury of the United
United States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, on
on
account of forfeiture
forfeiture of
in case
case of
of Anna
B. Taylor.
Taylor.
of bond in
Anna B.
Approved, May
May 29,
1916.
29, 1916.

CHAP.
CHAP.
diers
and
diers and

133.-An
133.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting
sailors
the Civil War
sailors of
of the

soldiers
soldi ers and sailors
,
tqilors of said war.
war.

pensions
pensions and increase
increase of
of pensions to certain
certain solsoland
and certain
certain widows
widows and dependent children
of
children of

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
Representativesof
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to place
on the
directed to
place on
the
pension roll,
roll, subject
limitations of
pension
subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
of the
the pension
pension
laws—
law s-
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The
name of
of John
John Baker,
Baker, late
late of
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
K, Eighth
of Company
Company K,
The name

Pensions
JPeion
B Increased.
Cased.
John Baker.

The
Brown, widow
of William
H. Brown,
Brown, late
of
late of
William H.
widow of
Lucetta Brown,
The name
name of
of Lucetta

Lucetta Brown-

Indiana Volunteer
$50
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $50
per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
The
Company F, Second
The name of James
James Whyde
Whyde,'late of
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment James Whyde.
hde
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay him
him aapension
pension at the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
of
month in
lieu of
of that
Ellen McEnenney.
The name of Ellen McEnenney,
Patrick McEnenney,
McEnenney, late
late Elen
McEnenney.
McEnenney, widow of Patrick
Seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Inof Company
Company A, Seventy-third
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of $20
month in lieu
lieu of
of
$20 per month
fantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Lucetta Brown.

Company C,
One hundred
hundred and
fifteenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Company
C, One
and fifteenth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Thirteenth Battery,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery,
Battery, Indiana
Infantry,
and Thirteenth
and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of $24 per
per month
month in lieu of that she
.
Provisos.
is now receiving: Provided,
death of Earl
Earl Increase
Provided, That
That in the event of the death
ncrease to
to cease
cease on
on
death of child.
of child.
Brown,
child of
of said
said William
William H. Brown,
Brown ' the
the death
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
Brown, helpless
additional pension
pension herein
shall cease
cease and
determine: And
And
additional
herein granted
granted shall
and determine:
Pension to child on
provided
further, That
That in
the death
death of
of Lucetta
Lucetta Brown,
Brown, death
Pdethn
of
the event
event of
of the
in the
providedfurther,
of mother.
mother.
the name of said Earl Brown
Brown shall
shall be placed
placed on the pension
ension roll,
subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the pension
pension laws,
laws, at the
the
rate of $12 per month from and after the
Lucetta
thor date of death of said
said Lucetta
Brown.
Brown.
Henry Waumpler.
The
of Henry
Henry Waumpler,
Waumpler, late
of Company
a
E, Sixty-fifth Henry Waumpler.
Company E,
late of
name of
The name
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry
Infaniry, and pay him
bun a
apension
Regiment
pension at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $30
in lieu
that he
is now
Pension.
Pension.
Barnes.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary Barnes,
widow of
late of
of ConCom- Mary
ary Barnes.
Abram Barnes,
of Abram
Barnes,late
Barnes, widow
The name
pany G,
and Company
Company -L,
Second Regiment,
Regiment, New
pany
G, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Regiment, and
L, Second
New
York
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
York Volunteer
a pension

of $12
per month.
of
$12 per
month.
Pensions increased.
increased
John A.
weaver.
A. Weaver.
Sixty-sixth John
The
name of
of John
John A.
A. Weaver,
late of
Company K,
K, Sixty-sixth
of Company
Weaver, late
The name
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
Regiment Indiana
the
the rate of $40
$40 per
per month in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Harriet Overlin.
The name
of Mwriet
Overlin, widow
Antall 11.
Overlin, late ofer
of
of Ancil
H. Overin,
widow of
Harriet Overlin,
The
name of
Company C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company G,
0, Fourth RegiRegipension at the
ment, Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Cavalry, and pay
pay her aapension
rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Margaret Hill.
Wallace Hill
Margaret Hill, widow
The name
name of Margaret
The
widow of Wallace
Hill, late of CoCom- Margaret Hillpany
A,
One
hundred
and
forty-third
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
pany A, One hundred and forty-third Regiment New York Volunteer
lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month in lieu
of that
she is
of
that she
is now
now receiving..
receiving.
John A.K ilpatrick.
patric
The
Company A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth John
of John
John A. Kilpatrick, late of Company
The name
name of
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
him apension
a pension at
at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
of Bertha ClaussenClaus
Claussen.
of William Claussen, late
late of
widow of
ofBertha
The name
name of
of Bertha
Claussen, widow
Bertha Claussen,
Company A, Seventh Regiment California Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
rate of
of $12
month.
a pension
at the
pay her
Pensions increased.
DeaSion3JS.nyase
late of
of Company II , Twenty-first
J. Ryan
Ryan,' late
The name
of David
David J.
Twenty-first David
The
name of
J. Ryan.
Regiment,
and
Company
D,
Forty-first
Regiment,
Wisconsin
VolRegiment, and Company D, Forty-first Regiment, Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
unteer
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
in lieu of
of that he
he is now
now receiving.
Gotshall.
The
William Gotshall,
Grotshall, late of
a Gotsh
Regiment William
of Company
Company F, First Regiment
name of William
The name
Pennsylvania Light Artillery, and pay him a
pension at the rate of
Pennsylvania
a .pension
of that
that he
is now
$30 per
per month in.lieu
in.lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
James H. Taylor.
H.Taylor
The
Company E, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth James
The name of James H. Taylor, late of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
a.pension
rate
per month
receiving.
is now receiving.
of $24
$24 per
month in lieu of that he is
rate of
Orrin Edwards.
Edwards, late of Company
The name of Orrin Edwards,
Company I, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Orr in Edwards.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa.pension
the
pension at the
-receiving.
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now-receiving.
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Mary
Mary E. Dowling.

The
of James
The name of Mary E. Dowling, widow
widow of
James Dowling,
Dowling, late
late of
of
Company
C, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
and
Company C,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
her aapension
pension at
at the
per month
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Thomas P. SteadStead
Thomas
- The
name of
Thomas P.
alias Thomas
Thomas Porter,
Porter, late
late of
manalias
ThoeasThe name
of Thomas
P. Steadman,
Steadman, alias
of
man,
alias Thorna
Porter.
Company
hundred and eighty-eighth
Company D, One hundred
eighty-eighth Regiment
VolunRegiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $27
per month
month
him aapension
rate of
$27 per
in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
Joseph W.
Joseph
w. Nichols.
Nichols.
The name of Joseph.
Joseph W. Nichols, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Fifty-fifth
G, Fifty-fifth
Regiment, and unassigned,
unassigned, Seventy-ninth
Indiana VolVolSeventy-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
unteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
pension at
per month
month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
in
lieu of
he is
Hannah Giffin.
Giffin.
Hannah
The name of Hannah
Hannah Giffin,
Giffin, widow of Robert
Robert M. Giffin, late of
Company B, First Regiment
West Virginia
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
Pensions increased.
inrse. pay
pa her
$12 per
per month.
month.
N. Maxwell.
Maxwell.
Agnes N.
The name
name of Agnes N. Maxwell,
Maxwell, widow
Maxwell, late
late of
of
widow of
of William
William Maxwell,
Company A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
$20 per month in
and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of $20
lieu of
that she
she
in lieu
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Henry L. Cushing.
Henry L. Cshing.
The name of Henry L.
Cushing late of Company
L Cushing,
Company H,
H, Eleventh RegiRegiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and in the
the Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth
Company, Second
Second Battalion, Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Veteran Reserve
pension
pension at the rate of
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Fli ,abeth Smith.
Elizabeth mith
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Smith, widow of Charles Smith, late
late of
Comof Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apenpenUnited States
States Infantry,
sion at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Frances Gaskins.
Gaskini.
Frances
The
Gaskins, widow of
The name of Frances
Frances Gaskins,
of Charles
Charles F.
late of
of
F. Gaskins
Gaskins, late
Company,G. Thirteenth
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,
and pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
of $20
per month
lieu of
E.Dowling.

Margaret
Weber.
Margaret Weber.

Proviso.
Increase to ca
cease on
death of child.

Rnosto

Franklin
White.
Franklin White.

Solomon Lawler.
Solomon
Lawier.

Jame,
Paul.
Jame, Paul.

Jon A.
A. Greeaaw.
Greenlaw.
John

Penion.
Nellie Ham.

Nellie

.

Pens ion increase.
Pension
increased.
weLim
W
liam R. Coe.

cOa.

Pension.
PerL,ion.
Phebe Beaumont.
Beaumont.

is
now receivig.
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret Weber, widow of Charles
The
Charles Weber,
Weber, late of Company E, Fifty-third
Fifty-third. Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $24
$24 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
month in
that she
she is
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
the event
event of
death of
of Charles
Weber,
receivmg:
in the
of the
the death
Charles Weber,

helpless and
and dependent
helpless
dependent child
of said
Charles Weber,
Weber, the
the additional
additional
child of
said Charles
pension herein granted
granted shall cease and determine.
determine.
The
Thirteenth RegiThe name of Franklin White,
White, late of Company
Company L, Thirteenth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
of $30 per month in lieu of that he
be is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
The
of Solomon
late of
of Company
D, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Solomon Lawler,
Lawler, late
Company D,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
him aapension
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
The
of James
James Paul,
Paul, late
late of Company
Twenty-seventh RegiThe name
name of
Company K,
K, Twenty-seventh
Company G,
ment New York Infantry, and
and Company
G, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry-,and
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
pay him
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
A. Greenlaw,
Greenlaw, late
late of
CompanyK,
The name
of John
John A.
of Company
K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
rate of
$36
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Nellie Ham, widow
widow of Henry Ham, late of Company
Company
M, Sixth Regiment
Regiment New York Cavalry, and
Second Regiment
New
and Second
Regiment-New
York Provisional
Provisional Cavalry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $12
per
month.
per
per month.
month.
The name
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The
name of
of William
William R
R. Coe,
Coe, late
late of
Company I,
I, 'Fourth
West Virginia Cavalry, and
A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment West
West
and Company A,
irginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $40
$40
Virginia
Infantry, and pay him a
per month
that he
receivin.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
Beaumont, former
The name
of Phebe
Phebe Beaumont,
former widow
widow of David Kell, late
of Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company B, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her aapension
per month.
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
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The name
Mary G.
G. Paulmier,
of Thomas
B. Paulmier,
Paulmier, Proins
Pensions increased.
widow of
Thomas B.
The
name of
of Mary
Paulmier, widow
Mary G. Paubnisr.
late
F, One
One hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York
late of
of Company
Company F,
hundred and
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
rate of
$20 per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per
month
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Smith,
Smith, widow
of Edward
Edward W. Smith,
of
'
Smith, late
late of
The
widow of
Company
Fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
InfanVolunteer InfanPennsylvania Volunteer
Company I,
I, Fifty-second
try, and
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
pension at
the rate
$20 per
try,
a pension
she
is now
receiving.
Pension.
she is
now receiving.
pnsio
The name
name of
of Florence
helpless and
dependent child
child of
Daniel Flo""r
Florence Cobb.
Cobb.
of Daniel
and dependent
Florence Cobb,
Cobb, helpless
The
Cobb,
of Company
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
Maine Volunteer
Cobb, late
late of
Company D,
Infantry, and
her a
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
pensions increased.
inc-.L
Thom.
The
of Anna
Anna A.
of James
James Thom,
Thom, late
late of
Corn- Anna
Ann A.
A ThoI
of ComThom, widow
widow of
A. Thom,
name of
The name
pany
H_, Twenty-third
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry,
Infantry, and of the
any H,
Twenty-third Regiment
Signal
United States
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
at the
Corps, United
States Army,
Army, and
ignal Corps,
of
$20 per
month in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $20
per month-in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
e
The
of Cinderella
of Wesley
Wesley R.
R. Leversee,
Cinderella
Leversee, LevCider
la Leoman
Leversee, widow of
The name
name of
Cinderella Leversee,widow
late of
of Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment New
New York
C, Twenty-sixth
late
Company C,
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
month in
lieu
at the
of $20
Cavalry, and
pension at
of
receivig.
of that she is
is now receiving.
Jo hn Coultbard.
The name
name of
of John
John Coulthard,
of Company
D, One
hundred John
One hundred
c""'late of
Company D,
Coulthard, late
The
and
Regiment Indiana
nfantry, and pay
pay
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer T
Infantry,
him apension
of $30
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now
him
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
S30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
receiving.
Bo e
The name
name of
Nicholas Rottier„
G, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Nihols
Nicholas Bottler.
tt r
late of
of Company
Company G,
The
of Nicholas
Rottier, late
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
the
$30 pr
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
of that he is
rate of
of $30
per month in
the rate
w
s
The name
of Emeline R.
R. Caldwell,
Caldwell, former
Eskew, jnieuna
.
R.
R
. cOddml
former widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Eskew,
The
name ofEmeline
late of
F, Twelfth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, '
Twelfth Regiment
late
of Company
Company F,
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
and pay
pay her
she i
issnow receiving.
receiving.
The
Harvey, .late
RUf°21 W. Harw
lim"Y•
Battery, Illinois aRnus.
W. Harvey
late of Bridges Battery,
The name
name of
of Rufus
Rufus W.
Artillery, and
and Company
Company B,
B, lFirst
First Illinois Light Artillery,
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month in
in lieu of that he is
of $50 per
pay him
pension at
now
now receiving.
receiving.
rt MA
The name
Leonhart Sfiller,
late of
Company G,
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Le
L'art
of Leonhart
Miller late
of Company
The
name of
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
at
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension
of that
that he
he is now receiving.
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
James
.
The name
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundredCombed/
J'm"Do"b.
of James
James Dougherty,
Dougherty, late
late of
Company D,
The
name of
and
Infantry, and
and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
and eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth Regiment
month in lieu
that he is
of $30 per
per month
lieu of that
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the rate of
now receiving.
The
name of
Waddle, widow
widow of
of Young
D. Waddle,
Waddle, late
late Nancy
Nancy
J. Weddle.
l.waddl
Young D.
of Nancy
Nancy J.
J. Waddle,
The name
Arkansas Light Artillery, and pay her aapension
pension
A First Arkansas
of Battery A,
at
per month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
The
of Thomas
Thomas S.
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, TwentyTwenty- Thomas
S..a Apple.
Th as
The name
name of
S. Applegate,
Applegate, late
a
eighth Regiment
pay him aapension
ate.
pension g
Volunteer Infantry, and ipay
eighth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
teat
of that
that he issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of
at the rate
The
Nancy Hanes,
Corn- Nancy
'°' H
"•
Hanes, widow of James
James P. Hanes
Hanes late of ComnThe name of Nancy
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany A, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
in lieu
of $20 per
per month in
lieu of that she isis
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
receiving.
now receiving.
aB
Christian
The
Buckwalter, late
late of
of Company
One welter.
EL }
BeekG, One
H.
Christi
Company G,
The name
name of
of Christian
Christian H.
H. Buckwalter,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Inhundred and
and eighty-eighth
eighty-eighth Regiment
fantry,
per month in lieu
lieu
pension at the
the rate of
of $36
$36 per
fantry, and pay
pay him aapension
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that he
Pension.
Pensio
has a aia0
The
Mahala Clifton,
of Isaiah
Isaiah vWallah
Clifton.
and dependent
dependent child
child of
The name
name of
of Mahala
Clifton, helpless
helpless and
Clifton late of Company A, Sixth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Clifton,
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer
pen
i
Cavalry, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Pension increased.
The name
of John
John Wilson,
Wilson, late
Twenty-ninth RegiRett- John
John Wilson.
WUiso
Company B,
B Twenty-ninth
late of
of Company
The
name of
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him apension
ment New Jersey Volunteer
a pension at thee
rate of
of $36 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Fil;lbeth Smith

Me
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Pension.
pension.
Edwin R. Smith.

The name
name of Edwin
Edwin R.
R.Smith,
Smith, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Flavius J.
J. Smith, late
late of
G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment and
and Third
Third
of Company
Company G,
Regiment Michigan
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
pension at
at
Infantry, and pay him
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
the rate
increased.
month.
Thomas J. Turner.
Turner.
The name of Thomas J.
Thomas J.
J. Turner, late of Company
Company B,
Fourth RegiRegiB, Fourth
ment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
rate of $40 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
month in
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
Julia
Sourwine.
The name
Julia A.. Sourwine.
name of Julia A. Sourwine, widow
of Tilghman
Tilghman Sourwine,
Sourwine, late
late
widow of
of Company K, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Re
giment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
of $20
per month
in lieu
a pension at the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu
of that she
is now
receiving.
she is
now
receiving.
Stephen
Johnson
The
name
of Stephen Johnson, late of
Stephen Johnson.
The name of
Company C,
C, One
and
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
twenty-ninth Regiment,
twenty-ninth
Company H,
H, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
xander G.
ArmThe name of Alexander
Alexander
G. ArmAlexander G.
ng ,late
l
at
e of
ofCompany
Conipany H,
H, One
One
G. Armstro
Armstrong,
stron
g.
hundred and fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Company H, First Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indian a Volunteer
Vol
un t
eer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $36 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
now receiving.
Lucy
F.
Brown.
iy
F. Brown.
The
name
Brown, widow
The name of
of Lucy
Lucy F.
F. Brown,
widow of Latham
Latham A. Brown,
Brown, late
master United
acting master
United States
States ship Kineo,
Kineo, United States
Navy, and
and pay
pay
States Navy,
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
receiving.
Franin Gorham.
Gorham.
Franklin
receving.
nThe
The name
name of Franklin Gorham, late of Company
C, One
One hundred
Company C,
hundred
and forty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry-,and
and pay
pay him
him
Volunteer Infantry,
aa pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
now
that he
is now
receiving.
Thomas W.
W. Moor- receiving.
head.
The name of Thomas W. Moorhead,
Moorhead, late of Company
head.
CompanTun
K
, TwentyK,
Twentyseventh
seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
,
a
Infantry, and pay
a pension
pension
Christian
Christiat
at the rate
rate of $36
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
Christian Christianson.
The name of Christian Christianson,
son.
Christian son ,late
l
at
e of
of Company
Company, H,
H, First
First
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Heavy.Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
sion
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
wilnm Rose.
The name of William
Company.A,
William Rose.
The
William Rose, late
late of Company
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
New
Volunteer Heavy Artillery
Artillery, and pay him a
a.pension
at the
pension at
the
Pensions.
rate of $36
Pensions,
month in
i
n lieu
li eu of
ofth
ath
i
s now
now receiving.
receivmg.
$36 per
per month
that
hee is
Ellen G. Roder.
The
name
Ellen G. Roder.
The name of
of Ellen
Ellen G.
G. Roder,
Roder, widow
widow of Stephen Roder,
Roder, late of
of ComCompany I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Elizabeth J.
Alguire. a
apension
at the
the r
at
e of
of$12
$12 per
per mont
h.
Elizabeth
J. Alguire.
pension at
rate
month.
The name of Elizabeth J.
Alguire, former
J. Alguire,
Daniel Free,
Free,
former widow of
of Daniel
late of
late
of Company
Company K, Third Regmuent,
Regiment, and Company F,
F, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
an d pay
pay h
er a
pension at
at the
the
her
a pension
Pensionsincreased.
rate of $12
Pensions increased,
$12 per month.
George F.
The
of George
Baxter, late
Company G,
G, Second
Second RegiGeorge
F Baxter.
Baxter.
The name
name of
George F.
F. Baxter,
late of
of Company
Regiment
New York
York Veteran
ment New
Veteran Cavalry,
Cavalry and Company B, Eighty-sixth
Eight y si
xt h
Regiment
York
Regiment New
New Y
or k Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him aapension at
at
Edwn
L. Hartley.
the rate of $40 per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
Edwin L.
Hartley.
lieu of
The
name of
of Edwin L. Hartley
Hartley,, late of Company
The name
Comp an y A,
A, S
event h
Seventh
Regiment Connecti
Connecticut
Regiment
cu tVolunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
pension
and pay
cension.
at
the rate
Pension,
at the
rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
christianno
Childs.
The name of Christianna
Childs.
F.
Christianna F.
Childs, widow
widow of
of John
Childs, late
late
F. Childs,
John L.
L. Chilbhs,
of
Company C, One hundred
hundred and
of Company
and thirtieth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate
of $12
$12 per
rate of
per
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased. month.
month.
Eliza R. Scott.

. cott.

The
of Eliza
R. Scott,
The name
name of
Eliza R.
Scott, widow
widow of Romine
Romine P. Scott, late of
of

Company
Ninth Regiment
Company E,
E, Ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
pay
$20 per month
month in lieu of that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
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The
of George
George H.
H. Wheeler,
The name
name of
Wheeler, late of Company M,
M, First
First RegiRegiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunt
eer C
aval
ry ,and
an d pay
im a pens i
on at the
Volunteer
Cavalry,
pay h
him
a pension
at the
rate of $50 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
receiving.

1275
1275
George
George II.
H. Wheeler.
Wheeler.

Pension.
Pension.

The name of Eliza Johnson, widow of
Eliza Johnson.
The
of Nathan
Nathan A.
Johnson, late
A. Johnson,
late of
of EUza
Johnson.
Company C, Second Regiment North Carolina
Carolina Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at
rate of
$12 per
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The
of Charles Bauschard,
Charles Bauschard.
band, Eighty-third
The name
name of
Bauschard, late of band,
Eighty-third RegiRegi- Charles
Bauschard.
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
at
and pay
pension at
the rate of $36 per
per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
W. Camp.
The name of
of Joseph W. Camp,
Camp, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Sixty-third Joseph
I, Sixty-third
JsephW.camp.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Hall.
The name of William Hall, late of Company G, Fifteenth and
and Tenth
Tenth William
Wlliam Hall
Regiments
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiments West Virginia
Infantry, and
a
pension
and pay
pay him
him a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
that he
is now
receiving.
Daniel Grebe.
The name of Daniel Grebe, late of Company M, Seventh
Regiment Da
Seventh Regiment
iel Grebe.
Indiana
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Indiana
and pay him a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
$36
$36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
Reichold.
The name
name of Caroline Reichold, widow of George Reichold,
Reichold, late
late Caroline
CarolineReichod.
of Company
Regiment New York Volunteer
of
Company K, Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The name of Hattie A. Beach, widow of
Hattie A.
Beach.
The
of Seba
of ComSeba Beach,
Beach, late
late of
Cor- Hattie
A. Beach.
pany C, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Connecticut Volunteer
er a
a pension
her
pension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension
Pension.
The
name of William Bieber, helpless
William Bieber.
Bieber.
and dependent
The name
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of Will
Oscar
Oscar Bieber, late of Company . K, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
MassaRegiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
chusetts Volunteer
at the
of
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$q_per
$12 per month.
Pension
increased
Pension Increased.
The name
The
name of Enoch Cox, late of Company
Company E,
Regiment EcshCox.
E, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Enoch Cox.
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aa.pension
West
the rate
rate
pension at
at the
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The
Margaret C. Darling.
name of Margaret
Margaret C. Darling
Darling widow of
The name
of Charles
Charles W.
Darling, Mretc.
W. Darling,
Drling.
late
of Company
Company H,
Sixtyxty
h Regiment
Regment Ohio Volunteer
late of
II? Sixty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her aapension
and pay
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Increased.
Pensions increased.
The
of Cornelia E.
E. Pence, widow
Cornelia E. Pence.
The name
name of
widow of James M.
late of
of cor"ala
M. Pence,
Pence, late
E.Pence.
Battery
Artillery and pay her
Battery B, Second Illinois Light Artillery,
pension at
her aapension
at
the
$20 per month
leu of that she is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
Ad
Thompson.
The name of Addison Thompson, late of
Company H,
H, Thirty-fifth
of Company
Thirty-fifth Addison Thompson.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and pay
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pension at
at the
pay him
him aapension
the
of that
rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receivingJoseph
Sherman.
The name of Joseph Sherman,
Sherman, late of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-first
Forty-first Joseph Sherman.
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
at
Infantry, and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles C. Eckert
Charles C. Eckert,
The
The name
name of Charles C. Eckert,
Eckert, alias Conrad
Conrad Eckert,
late of
Eckert, late
of BatBat- alas
alias Conrad Eckert.
Eckert.
teries
teries A
A and
and D, Third Regiment United States Artille,
War with
with
Artillery, War
Mexico, and principal musician Fifty-fifth Regiment Kentucky
Mexico,
Kentucky VolVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
unteer
of $50
$50 per
per month
the rate of
month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
August M. Collignon.
The
Collignon, late of Company
Company D, Twenty- AugutM.Collignon
The name
name of August M. Collignon,
second Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate
per month in lieu of that
rate of $30Eper
he is
that he
is now
now receivi
receiving. Pension.
Pension.
The
of Barbara E..Nettleton, former widow of John G. Beck,
E. NettleThe name
name of
Bec, toBarbara
Brbara E.
Nettlelate
E, Seventh
Seventh Regiment Michigan
late of
of Company
Company E,
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of 812
per month.
month.
$12 per
Pensions increased.
Pensions increased.
The
of William
William W. Morton,
Morton, late of Company
The name
name of
Company F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth William W
W. Morton.
orton.
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
at
the
him aapension
pension
at
the
rate of
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
of $50
receiving.
The name of Henry Chairsell,
Chairsell, late of Company
K, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Henrychaeire
Henry CheirselL
Company K,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay hun aa.pension
pension at
the
at
the
rate of
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The
The name of Charles Fairchild,
Fairchild, late of Troop F, Fourth
Regiment
Fourth Regiment
United States
States Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
at the
month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Ellen E.
E. Orchard.
Orchard.
Ellen
The name of Ellen E. Orchard,
Orchard, widow of William
The
William J. Orchard,
Orchard, late
of Company D, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
of that
that
at the
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
she is
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension.
Pension.
Elizabeth Sheckells.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sheckells, widow of Otis B.
B. Sheckells,
late
Sheckells, late
of Company
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Maryland Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased. her
her a
a pension
rate of
Elizabeth C.
Eiabeth
C. Slack.
Slck.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth C. Slack, widow of William
William H.
H.Slack,
late
Slack, late
of Company K,
K, Eighth Regiment West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she
pension at
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
is now receiving.
George M.
M. Smith.
George
mith.
The name of
of George M. Smith, late of Company
Company D, Third
Third RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and .pay him a
a pension at the rate
of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receivmg.
Elizabeth F. SpinElizabth
The
The name of Elizabeth F. Spinney, widow
widow of Lyman
Lyman P.
P. Spinney,
Spinney,
ney.
n.
Kearsarge, United
late of United States ship Kearsarge,
United States Navy, and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
Horace J. Poland.
Horace
Poland.
The name
The
name of Horace J.
J. Poland, late of Company C, First Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
.Artillery, and pay him aapension
pension at
at
the rate of $50 per month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of
that
Jonas Trotter.
The name
name of
The
of Jonas
Jonas Trotter,
Trotter, late of Company
Company D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
pension at the rate
apension
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Surelda
SureIda Ruge.
Ruge.
The name
of Surelda Ruge, widow of William G. Ruge,
The
name of
Ruge, late of
of
Company
Regiment Missouri
Company C, Third Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu of that she is
now
is now
receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Martha
.1. Davis.
Davis.
Martha J.
The
name of
of Martha
J. Davis, widow of Joshua B. Davis, late first
The name
Martha J.
lieutenant
lieutenant and quartermaster
quartermaster Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment Illinois VolunVolunteer Infantry, and former
former widow
of Samuel
Benedict, late
of Company
widow of
Samuel Benedict,
late of
Company
B, One hundred
hundred and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer InInIllinois Volunteer
Pensions Increased.
ncreased. fantry,
fantry, and
and paypension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pay her
her aa pension
Pensions
month.
John H. Hazleton.
anzleton.
The
name of
The name
of John
John H. Hazleton, late
late of Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred
and sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay
payhim
him
a pension at the rate of $50 per
a
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
lieu of
receiving.
K.P.McClary.
James K.
P. McClary. receiving.
The name of James K. P. McClary, late of Company
Company E,
E, Second
Second
Regiment Michigan
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pay him
him aa pension
at
Infantry,-,and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the
receivin i
c,,r,.
Miron
Fellows.
Miron Fellows.
The
Fellows,
offC
Company
The name of Miron
Miro n F
ell ows ,late
l
at
e o
ompany C, First Regiment
Regiment
New York Veteran
New
Veteran Cavalry,
Cavalry and Company K, Second
Secon d Regiment
Regiment
New
York Volunteer
Cavalry,,and
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him a
apension at the rate of
of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$30
receiving.
ElizabethG
Elizabeth Cr..Mahan.
Mahan
The name of Elizabeth G. Mahan, widow of William H. Mahan,
The name of Elizabeth G. Mahan, widow of William H. Mahan,
late
late of
of Company
Company E, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
a .pension at the rate of $24 per
Infantry,
pay her a
per month
mon th i
n lieu
li eu
in
Proclaim.
Pro
sos.
of that she is now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
event of
the death
in the
the event
of the
death
Increase to cease on
death of child.
child,
of
Laura L. Mahan,
Mahan,helpless
dependent child of said
of Laura
helpless and dependent
said William H.
H.
Mahan,
the additional
Mahan, the
additional pension herein granted
granted shall cease and deterdeterPenion
Pension to child on
on mine: And provided
providedfurther,
further, That
That in the
the death
death of
of ElizaElizathe event
event of
of the
death of
death
of mother.
mother.
beth G.
G. Mahan,
name of
of said
Laura L.
L. Mahan
Mahan shall be placed
beth
Mahan, the
the name
said Laura
placed on
on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
the penpension laws,
sion
laws, at the rate of $12 per month from and after the date of
death of said Elizabeth G.
G. Mahan.
Mahan.
Washington P.
manhigton
P.. AltItThe
name of
Marl.
The name
of Washington
Washington P. Altman, late of C
ompany A,
A, Dale's
Dale's
Company
Battalion Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania 141ilitia
Militia Cavalry,
Battalion
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $27
$27 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
Charles Fairchild.
Charles
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The name
name of James
The
James Feagles, late of Company
One Hundred
Company E,
James Feagles.
Feagles.
E, One
Hundred and
and James
twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu
of that
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Arabella
Irwin.
The
Arabella Irwin, widow of William Irwin,
late of
of ComCom- Arabella Irwin.
Irwin, late
pany I, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiment
pany
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and i
pay
herreceiving.
a pension at th
thee rate
she
and
s now
a
ra t
e of
of$20 per
i
n lieu
li
eu of
that
per mont
monthh in
of that
she is now receiving.
The name of Jonathan D. Butler, late of
Jonathan D.
D. Butler.
Company H,
H, First
Regi- Jonathan
of Company
First Regiment
ment Michigan
Michigan Engineers
Engineers and Mechanics,
Mechanics, and
at
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of Robert H. Gaines, late of Company E,
H. Gaines.
The name
hundred Robert H.
E, One hundred
and
Volunteer Infantry, and
and fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him a
and pay
a
pension at the rate of $24 per month in
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Edwin Underhill,
Underhill, late a
States Edwin
Edwin Underhill.
Underhill.
a coal heaver,
heaver, United
United States
Navy,
Navy., and pay him apension
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 p
er month
mon th in
lieu of
of
a pension at
at the
per
in lieu
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Nancy Ross, former widow
of Charles
late Nancy
Nancy Ross.
Ross.
widow of
Charles C.
C. Guard,
Guard, late
aasurgeon,
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
surgeon, Twenty-ninth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $35 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
per month
in lieu
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary M. Julian,
Julian ' widow of Paris Julian,
Julian, late
late of
of ComCom- Mary M. Julian.
pany B, Fifty-fourth Regiment
RegimentIndiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
her
of that
she is
is now
now
that she
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Philena O.
0. Norton, widow
widow of
George H.
Norton, late
late Philena
0. Norton.
Philena 0.
of George
H. Norton,
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
a pension
at the
the rate of
of $20 per month in lieu of that she
a
pension at
she is
is now
now rereceiving.
celving.
The name of William B. Stahl, late of Company
B. Stahl.
The
Company A,
A, Sixty-first
Sixty-first William B.
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him apension
a
pension
at the rate of $24 per month
in
month i
n lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that he
receiving.
The name of James C. Hakes,
The
Hakes, late of
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
C. Hakes.
Hakes.
of Company
hundred and
and James C.
forty-first
forty-first Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in
i
n lieu
lieu o
at he
now receiving.
offth
that
he iss now
receiving.
Haskett.
The name of Eli Haskett,
Haskett, late of Company
Company: H,
Ninth Regiment
H, Ninth
Regiment Eli Haskett.
Iowa
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
Iowa Volunteer
at the
the rate
rate of
$24
of $24
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Julia Ann Ross, widow of William
Ann Ross.
Ross, late
of Julia Ann
William L.
L. Ross
late of
Company
Regiment
Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth R
egi
men tTennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
of that
is
now receiving.
The
0. Bushnell, late of Company
The name of Fordis 0.
Fordis 0.
0. Bushnell.
Bushnell.
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Fordis
Regiment Vermont
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month i
n lieu of that
he is
is now
ece iving.
in
that he
now r
receiving.
The name of Solomon C. Miller, late of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Solomon C. Miller.
Miller.
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the
him aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of Enos W. Erick, late of Company H, and
The
chaplain Enos W. Erick.
and chaplain
Eighty-ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,and
him aa
and pay
pay him
pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
that he
The name of Moses Reeves, junior, late of
Company M,
Twenty- Moses Reeves, jr.
of Company
jr.
M, Twentyfirst Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
apension
pension
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
The
name of Nancy
Nancy Humphreys,
The name
Humphreys, widow
widow of
of William
William J.
J. Humphreys,
Humphreys, Nancy
Nancy Humphreys.
Humphreys.
late of
Company K, Eleventh
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer CavLate
of Company
Eleventh Regiment
Cavalry, and pay her aa pension at the rate
of $20
er mon
th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
of
rate of
$20 p
per
month
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Elihu G. Grinstead,
Ellhn G.
G. Grinstead.
Grinstead.
The
Grinstead, late of Company
Company M,
M, Eighth
Eighth Ellhu
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
a
pension at
at
pay him
him
a
pension
the rate
of $40 p
per
month
the
rate of
er mon
th in lieu of that he is n
ow receiving.
receiving.
now
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Esther
Esther A.
A. Karsch
Karsch.
ner.

M. Van Pelt.
Eva M.Van
Pelt.

Catherine Flo
Caine
Floden.

John
R. Gartn311.
John R.
Gartrel.

Cavell.

Mary E. Cavell.

Frances A.
Bright.
A. Bright.

Marla

Marian Mentch.
Mentch.

Freda Dunn.
Freda
Punn.

Day.
John iy.

Pension.
Leando
N. Muck.
Muck.
eando N.
Pensionsncresed.
Pensions
Increased.
Mary F. Anderson.
Anderson.

Morgn
Bron
Morgan
Brown.

arand R. Strong.
trong
Harland

Maria
T. Fleming
Maria T. Fleming.

Wiimt.R. Kellev.
Willtam
Kelley.

ilamR

gh

elley

Hugh 3.. Clevenger.
Clevenger.
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The name
name of Esther
- The
Esther A. Karschner,
Karschner, widow
widow of William
William H.
H. Karschner,
Karschner,
late of Company G, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at
of $20
per month
month in
that
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she i
now receiving.
receiving.
she
issnow
The
name of
of Eva M. Van
The name
Van Pelt, widow of William D. Van
Van Pelt,
Pelt, late
late
of Company
Twenty-first Regiment
Company A, Twenty-first
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and pay
pension at
of $20
$20 per
she is
i
snow
she
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name
Floden.
den, widow
The name
of Catherine Floden,
widow of Charles E. Floden, late of
of
Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
is
per month
in lieu
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of John R. Gartrell,
The
Gartrell, late of Company G, Fourth RegiRegiment Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
him a
a.pension
the
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $27 per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
The name
name of Mary E. Cavell, widow of Edwin
late of
of
Edwin B.
B. Cavell,
Cavell, late
Company
Company G, One hundred and ninety-ninth
ninety-ninth and
and One
One hundred
and
hundred and
eighty-eighth
Regiments Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
eighty-eighth Regiments
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
receiving.
The
of Frances
A. Bright,
late of
The name
name of
Frances A.
Bright, widow of John
John N. Bright, late
of
Cpmpany G, One hundred
forty-third Regiment
Company
hundred and forty-third
Regiment Illinois
VolunIllinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
mon th in
i
n
pension at
at the
lieu of that she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Mariah
Mariah Mentch,
Mentch, late
The
Mentch, widow
widow of Moronia
Moronia Mentch,
late of
of
Company E, Fifth Regiment
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry
pay
her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
permon
th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
that she
is now
now
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The
The name of Freda Dunn, widow of Clark Dunn,
C,
Dunn, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
First Regiment
Regiment Colorado
Colorado Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ca v alry, and
an d p
ay her
pay
her a.pension
a pension
at the
the rate of $20 per month
at
month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
of John
The
name of
John Day, late of Company
Company I,
I, Forty-fifth
Fort
y -fifth Regiment
Regiment
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate of
n lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of $24
$24 per
per month
month i
in
lieu of
he is
is now
The
Leando N.
The name
name of
of Leando
N. Muck,
Muck, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Joseph
Joseph Muck, late of Company I,
I, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
per mon
th .
and pay him
pension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
The name
The
name of
of Mary
Mary F.
F. Anderson,
Anderson, widow of Andrew
Andrew M. Anderson,
Anderson,
late of Company C,
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and regimental
regimental quartermaster
quartermaster
of One
One hundred
hundred and eighty-ninth
Regiment, Ohio
of
eighty-ninth Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
and .pay
pay her aa pension at the rate
and
rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
per month
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
The
The name
name of
of Morgan
Morgan Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company B, One hundred
hundred
and
twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and twenty-fifth
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
rat e of
of$27
per month
lieu of
of th
ath
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
$27 per
month in
i
in lieu
that
hee is
The
name of Harland
R.
The name
Harlan dR. Strong,
Strong, late of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per
month in
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
of that
The name
name of Maria
Maria T. Fleming, widow of Lew
Lew Fleming,
The
late of
of
Fleming, late
Henshaw's
Henshaw's Independent
Independent Battery, Illinois Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay
and pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
her
per month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
The name
The
name of William
William R.
R. Kelley, late of Company B, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
the
a .pension
pension at
rate of
$30 per
per month
mo nth in
i
n lieu
li eu o
hat he
he is
i
s now receiving.
rate
of $30
offt
that
now receiving.
The name
name of
Hugh J. Clevenger, late ordinary
The
of Hugh
ordinary seaman,
United
seaman, United
States
him aapension
pension at the
States Navy, and
and pay him
rate of
of $24
$24 per month
mont h i
the rate
inn
lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Rebecca J.
J. Calhoun, widow
Rebecca J.
J. Calhoun.
Calhoun.
Joseph Calhoun,
Calhoun, late
late Rebecca
widow of
of Joseph
of Company
Company D, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Iow
ol
unt
eer I
nf
ant
ry,and
an d
Iowaa V
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
is
per month
in lieu
that she
she is
now receiving.
The name
Josephine A. Stewart, widow of
Josephine A.
A. Stewname of Josephine
of Charles
Charles H.
H. Stewart,
Stewart art.
Josephine
StewB and E, Fifteenth Regiment
late of Companies
Companies B
Volun- ar
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunCavalry,, and pay her aapension
teer Cavalry
pension a
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
i
n
attthe
lieu of that she is now receiving.
The name of Mary A. Clark, widow of James R. Clark, late of CorA. Clark.
Clark.
Com- Mary
My A.
pany F, Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
pay her
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
taat she
she is
is now
now
in lieu
lieu of that
receiving.
receiving.
ar J. Stout.
The name of Sarah
Sarah J.
of John
John 0.
of CorCom- S
J. Stout,
Stout, widow
Sarah
widow of
O. Stout,
Stout, late
late of
ah J. stout.

pany K, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri Militia,
Militia,
and pay her a
a pension at the
of $20
per month
mon th in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
the rate
rate of
$20 per
she
she is
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
F,1 Sixth
name of Charles A. Clark, late of Company
Company F
Sixth Regiment
Regiment

har A. Clark.
Charles
C
les A Clark

Minnesota Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Minnesota
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$27 per month in lieu of that
$27_per
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Jo M.
da
Langsdale.
The name of John M. Langsdale,
Langsdale, late of Company I, Sixtieth Regi- John
M.Lsno
le
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Ohio Volunteer
Infant
ry, and
an d pay
pay hi
m
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
him a pension at the rate of
per month
of that
$30 per
month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of S. Maria Little
Little.
Little, widow of Milo G. Little, late
l
at
e of
ofComCorn- sS. Maria
aria Little
pany
B, Twelfth Regiment Massachusetts
pany B,
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
that she
she is
is
of that
now receiving.
arah Fields.
The
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah Fields, widow of John
John Fields, late of Company
Company Sarah
Fields.
B, Fifth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her aa pension
pension
pay her
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
at
of that
she is
receiving.
that she
is now
now receiving.
li s
L. Menus.
The name of Plilip L.
L, Melius, late
late of Company
Company D,
D, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Philip
Phip L.Me
n
Regiment Illinois VoTunteer
Vohniteer Infantry, and pay
a
pension
at
the
pay -him
im a pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Norman Messenger.
The name of Norman
Norman Messenger,
Messenger, late
One hundred
hundred Norman
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, One
Mesene
and seventy-fourth
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension at the rate of $36 per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
now
receiving.
receiving.
John R. Tallentire.
The name of John
Tallentire, late
John R. Tallentire,
of Company
El Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth JohnR.Talentire.
late of
Company E,
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
and pay
pay him
at the
of $50 per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
E. Williams.
The name of Martha E.
Williams, late
E. Williams, widow of Isaac Williams
late of
of Martha
Martha E
Wiliams.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company A, Sixty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
of that
that she
she is
is
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
The name of Christian Warner, late of Company
Warner.
Company A,
hundredth Christian
A, Two
Two hundredth
Christian Warner.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
pay him
pension
Infantry and
and pay
him aapension
at the rate of $27 per month in
that he
receiving.
in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
The name of Edward Craft, late of Company C,
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegi- Edward
Craft.
EdwardCraft.
ment Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
him a
a pension
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
The
of Sitha J. Sholley, widow
widow of Jacob H. Sholley
Sholley, late of
of Sitha J. Shelley.
hotler.
Company M, Second Regim
en t Mi
ssouriState
St at
e Mili
ti
a Cavalry,
Regiment
Missouri
Militia
Cavalry and
and
nurse, Medical Department,
Departm ent, United
Unit ed St
at
es V
ol
unteers, an
pay her
her aa
States
Volunteers,
andd pay
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
pension
is
now
reof that
that she
she is now receiving.
ceiving.
Baughman, late
late of
of Company
The name of Daniel
Daniel Baughman
Company G,
Fifty-third Daniel
Daniel Baughman
G, Fifty-third
Baghman.
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
pay him
rate of
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving. •
rate
of $40 per
The name of Kate Ridgway,
Ridgway, widow of John W. Ridgway,
Ridgway, late of
Ridgway.
of Kate
ateRidgwa.
Regiment Kentucky
Company E, Fifty-fourth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per
month in
of that
she
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now receiving.
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Alice
Alice

E. Pangbom.
Pangborn-

E.

Jonathan Toliver.
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The name of Alice E. Pangborn,
Pangbom, widow
widow of Howard
Howard Pangborn,
Pangborn, late
late
of Company D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension
the rate
her a
pension at the
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now
rate of
per month
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Jonathan
Jonathan Toliver,
Toliver, late
of Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second RegiRegilate of

ment Missouri Light Artillery
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
rate of
of
Artillery,.,and
a pension
at the
the rate
$30 per month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
inlieu
of that
that he
he ic
ic now
The name of William H. Jenkins,
William H.
H, Jenkins.
Jenkins.
Jenkins, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirty-ninth
late of
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
"rate of $30 per month in
that he
he is
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Helen
Helen D.
D. Harrison.
The name of Helen D. Harrison, widow
widow of
of George
W. Harrison,
Harrison, late
late
George W.
captain, assistant
assistant quartermaster,
quartermaster, and
and brevet
colonel, Un
'
ted
brevet lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
Un'ted
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
month
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $24
in lieu of
now receiving.
of that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Approved, May
May 29,
29, 1916.
1916.
June 55, 1916.
1916.

[H. R.
R. 128.13.]
[.
12S43.]

[Private, No. 28.]
[Private,

CHAP. 136.-An
136.—An Act
Granting pensions
and increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
certain soldiers
soldiers
Act Granting
pensions and
to certain
and sailors of the Civil War and
and certain
certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent children
children of
of soldiers
soldiers
and
sailors
of
said
war.
and sailors of said war.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
Interior be, and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
pension
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
laws—
Pension.
Pension.
Lucie C.
C. Bostian.
The name
The
name of Lucie C. Bostian,
Bostian, widow of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F Bostian,
Bostian, late
late
of Company
Company: L, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment, and Company
Company D, One
One hunhundred and ninety-ninth
ninety-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions incresed
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
Pensions
increased.
Peariey I.
H. Elwell.
The name of Pearley
Pearley H. Elwell, late
late of Company
C, One
hundred
Company C,
One hundred
and twelfth
twelfth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
him aapenpension at the rate of $50 per month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Eliza Jane Bachtel.
Bachtel.
Elizaane
The name
name of
Jane Bachtel,
The
of Eliza
Eliza Jane
Bachtel, widow of Elijah Bachtel, late of
of
Company B, Fifty-seventh
Company
Fifty:-seventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
is now
Followill.
Mary Followill.
The
The name
name of
of Mary Followill, former widow of William T. Followill,
late of Company B,
B, Eleventh
Regiment Missouri
MissouriVolunteer
Vol
un t
eer Infantry,
In f
antry,
Eleventh Regiment
Pensions increased. and pay her a
apension
pension at the
the rate
of $12
per
month.
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Kate E. Ferguson.
Ferguson.
The
name of
widow of William W. Ferguson,
The name
of Kate
Kate E. Ferguson,
Ferguson, widow
Ferguson,
late of Company
late
Company H, Fourth
Fourth New
New York
York Heavy
and pay
pay
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now
month in
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Robert Bigger.
Bigger.
Robert
The name
name of
The
of Robert
Robert Bigger,
Bigger, late of Company
Company D,
One hundred
hundred and
and
D, One
sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
sixth
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
Peion.
Pension.
at the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
of that
now receiving
receiving
Anna
nna Harleman.
Harleman.
The
name of
of Anna Harleman,
Harleman, former
The name
former widow of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Myers,
Myers,
late of Company G, Two hundred
hundred and third
late
third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay her aa pension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
month.
Pensions increased.
increased. month.
Pensions.
Pensions.

Robert Si.
M. Dickson.

Oscar F. Houghland.
Houghland.

oscarF.

Sarah E. Ticknor.

Sara

E. Ticknor.

The name
name of
of Robert
of Company
The
Robert M.
M. Dickson,
Dickson, late of
Company C, Twelfth Regi-

ment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer I
nf
an t
ry ,and
an dpay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
of $24 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
The
of Oscar
Houghland, late
late of
The name
name of
Oscar F.
F. Houghland,
of Company
Company E, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
Regiment
Indiana V
ol
unt
eer Infantry,
Inf
antry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
rate of
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
The
name of
of Sarah
widow of
Ticknor,, late
The name
Sarah E.
E. Ticknor,
Ticknor, widow
of Elias W. Ticknor
late of
of
Company K, Twenty-seventh
Regiment Illinois
Company
Twenty-seven th Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
and pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the
the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of that
receiving
is now receiving
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Isaac Thomas.
The
Isaac Thomas
late of
of Company
Company G,
Regiment Isaac
Thoma.
Twelfth Regiment
G, Twelfth
name of
of Isaac
Thomas, late
The name
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
id
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$50
$50
rate
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension
per month
receiving.
now receiving.
of that he is now
lieu of
per
month in lieu
Joseph T. McCombs.
The
T. McCombs,
West Virginia
Virginia Jo seph T McCombsD, West
late of
of Battery
Battery D,
name of
of Joseph
Joseph T.
McCombs, late
The name
Light
a pension
pension at the rate of $36 per month
Artillery, and
and pay him a
Light Artillery,
in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
inlieu
Vickers.
Henry Vickers.
name of Henry
Henry Vickers, late aalandsman, United States Navy, Henry
The name
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the`
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
and pay him a pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
is
Elizabeth R. HorThe
name of
Elizabeth R.
R. Horton,
Horton ' former
of Solomon
B. ton.
R. Hor
Elizabeth
widow of
Solomon B.
former widow
The name
of Elizabeth
Hobbs late
Company H, Fiftieth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer ton
Fiftieth Regiment
of Company
late of
Hobbs,
Infantry,
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Infantry, and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name
name of
Benjamin F.
Morland, late
Company E,
Benjamin F. MorMorof Company
E, Forty- Benjamin
F. Morland,
late of
The
of Benjamin
ninth
pension lnd
l
andand pay him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
at
receivin.
the rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at the
Mary Ballinger.
The name
of Mary
widow of
John Ballinger,
Bathnger, late
late of
of CorCom- May
Ballinger.
name of
Mary Ballinger,
Ballinger, widow
of John
The
pany
Regiment Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
Cava, and pay
pay her
her
pany G,
G, First Regiment
month in lieu of that she is now
aa pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
receiving.
receiving.
Frederick Rice.
ice.
of Frederick
Rice, late of Company
The
The name
name of
Frederick Rice,
Company A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Frederick
New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay him a
pension at the rate of
a pension
New York Volunteer
$40
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
per month
$40 per
The name of Andrew R. Jones,
Jone3, late of Company
Company D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Andrew
Adrew R.. Jones.
Jones.
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry
pension at the
Cavalry,' and pay him aa pension
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
Hamilton Adams.
Company I,
The name
of Hamilton
Hamilton Adams,
late of
of Company
I, Fifty-third HamiltonAdms.
Adams, late
The
name of
Regiment
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
month in lieu of that
that he is now
aapension at the rate of $24 per month
receiving.
Barbara J. Ward.
J. Ward, widow of James D. Ward, late of Babaa
ard
of Barbara
Barbara J.
The name of
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
L, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Company L,
$20 per month in lien
lieu of that she is now
her aapension at the rate of $20
receiving.
receiving.
Th
Thomas Cannon.
The name of Thomas Cannon,
Cannon, late of Company C, Fifty-fifth RegiRegi- Thma
cannon
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
at
ment Massachusetts
receiving.
the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
dri
el
trriet
W. Hilil
Frederick L.Hildreth,
The name of Harriet
Harriet W. Hildreth, widow of Frederick
L. Hildreth, drHtrriet W.H
Fifteenth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
late of Company A, Fifteenth
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Infantry, and pay her a
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Elizabeth J. Leavitt
widow of
of Granville
The name
of Elizabeth
J. Leavitt,
Granville A. Leavitt,
Leavitt, ElizabethJ.Leavitt
Elizabeth J.
Leavitt, widow
The
name of
late
Volunteer Infantry,
late of Company I, Thirteenth Regiment Maine Volunteer
and
pay her
pension at
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Aaron B. Allen.
B. Allen.
Fourth Regi- Aaron
Allen, late
of Company
The name
name of
of Aaron
late of
Company C, Fourth
Aaron B.
B. Allen,
The
a pension at the rate
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him a
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
David J
Braughler.
-J. Braughier
of Company
F, Two hundred David
of David
J. Braughler,
late of
The
name of
David J.
Braughler, late
Company F,
The name
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry-,
Infantry and pay him
sixth Regiment
and sixth
aa pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
Robert Clara.
The
name of
of Robert
Robert Clara,
Company G,
and Robert
Clara
of Company
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
Clara, late
late of
The name
thirty-fifth Regiment
a penVolunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
thirty-fifth
sion
now receiving.
sion at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
Pensions.
The name of Annie Kennedy,
K:ennedy, widow of Patrick
Patrick Kennedy, late
late of Pensen
Annie Kennedy.
Company
G, One hundred
Company G,
hundred and
and ninety-third
ninety-third Regiment
Regiment New York
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
the rate of $12 per
per
a pension
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
a Schultz.
schun t
The name of Anna Schultz, widow of Daniel
Daniel Schultz, late of CorCom- .- Anna
pany- E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pany
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
a pension
pay her a
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The name of Isaac
Isaac Brenneman,
Brenneman, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
rate of $36 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
Marshall
Marshall Caldwell.
The name of Marshall
Caldwell, late
late of
Marshall Caldwell,
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
receiving,.
Pension.
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
Harriet Depew.
Depew.
The name of Harriet
Harriet Depew
Depew,.,former
former widow
widow of
of Henry
W. Sayer,
Sayer,
Henry W.
late of Company
Company F, Second Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Heavy
Pension increased.
Artillery, and
Artillery,
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
and pay
pay her
pension at
Pension
Increased.
rate of
per month.
Nelson
Nelson P. Atwood.
Atwood.
The name of Nelson
Nelson P.
P. Atwood,
Atwood, late
late of
of Company
Company- A,
A, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
and
Cavalry, and
and Company
hundred and
twenty-fourth Regiment
twenty-fourth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
Pensions.
pension
at the
the rate
per month
of that
that he
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
rate of
of 830
$30 per
month in
Pensions.
in lieu
lieu of
issnow
E. Bender.
Sarah E.
The name of Sarah
Sarah E. Bender, widow of Joseph
Joseph C.
C. Bender,
Bender, late
of
late of
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company D, Sixth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her
a
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
month.
Elizabeth B. Wa tElizabeth B.
atThe name
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth B.
B. Watson,
Watson, former
of Conrad
Shuey,
former widow
am.
widow of
Conrad Shuey,
K,z Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
late of Company K
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension at
and 'Day
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
month.
Carrie
E. Howell.
arrieE.
Howell.
The
name of
Howell, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent child
The name
of Carrie
Carrie E. Howell,
child of
of
Anthony W. Howell, late
Anthony
Company F,
F, Seventy-eighth
late of Company
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of
a pension
at the
rate of
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
12 per
$12
month.
per month.
Sarah
arah E.
E.Stroup.
trop.
he name of Sarah
E. Stroup,
Stroup, widow
Uriah Stroup, late of ComThe name of
Sarah E.
widow of
of Thiah
pany H, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
er aapension at the rate of $20 per month
her
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
in lieu
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Nancy
Harrison.
Nancy E. Harrison.
The
E. Harrison,
of William H. Harrison,
The name
name of
of Nancy
Nancy E.
Harrison, widow
widow of
Harrison,
late unassigned,
unassigned, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a
and pay
Pensions
increased. pension
Pensions increased.
rate of
$12 per
month.
pension at the rate
of $12
per month.
Henry H. BenningHenr H. BenningThe name
H. Bennington,
Bennington, late
name of Henry
Henry H.
of Company
F, Second
Second
late of
ton.
Company F,
Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Virginia Volunteer
at the rate of $40
month in
in lieu
$40 per
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
George
George L.
L. Eyestone.
Eyestone.
The
The name
name of George L. Eyestone,
Eyestone, late
late of
E, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
of Company
Company E,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
and pay
the
rate of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month
that .he
he is
is now
Mello L. Bray.
Bray.
FideiloL.
The
Fidello L.
L. Bray,
L, Eighth
The name
name of
of Fidello
Bray, late of Company
Company L,
Eighth Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay hm
him a
a pension
at tie
the
pension at
Pension.
Pension.
rate of $40 per month in
that he
rate
in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Harriet Weeks.
arrit eks.
The name
Edward Weeks,
The
name of Harriet Weeks,
Weeks, widow
widow of
of Edward
Weeks, late
late of
of ComCompany
pany A,
A, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Pensions
nsim increased.
increaed. her aapension at the rate
rate of $12 per month.
Carolyn G. Dow.
Carolyn . Dow.
The
name of
G. Dow,
Lorenzo H.
H. Dow,
The name
of Carolyn
Carolyn G.
Dow' widow
widow of
of Lorenzo
Dow ,late of
of
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry and
Company D,
D, Tenth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry-,
and
Regiment
Company I, Eleventh
Eleventh Regim
en t Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
pay
Veteran Reserve
and pay
Tobi
Wihoite. her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
her a
a pension
at the
$20 in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
Tobias C.
C. Willhoite.
.
The
The name
name of Tobias
Tobias C. Willhoite, late
late of Company
Company E,
E, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry-, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Mounted Infantry,
a
atharpension pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
at the
of $30
30 per
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
Catharine Ewing.
The
name of Catharine
The name
Catharine Ewing, former
former widow
of Jefferson
Jefferson H.
Zane,
widow of
H. Zane,
late of Company
Company H, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her a
apension at the rate
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
rate of
of $20
month in
of
that she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is
now
William J. Ray..
illi J. Ray.
The name
William J
J. Ray,
Regiment
The
name of
of William
Ray, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him
him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of
Levi Sanderon.
$30
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
30 per
per month
month in
of that
Levi Sanderson.
The
name of
Sanderson, late of Company I, Twenty-second
The name
of Levi
Levi Sanderson,
Twenty-second
Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension
pay him aa pension
of $30
at the rate
rate of
m onth in
i
n li
eu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$30 per
per month
lieu
now receiving.
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The name of Leah A. Mullen, widow of Hugh L. Mullen,
Mullen, late
late of
of
Company C, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
pay
that she
she is
is
in lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Timothy H. Gibson, late of
G, Sixty-third
of Company
Company G,
Sixty-third
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company A,
A, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
a pension
at the
of
$50 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of James L. Giles, late of Company
Company I,
I, Seventh
RegiSeventh Regiment, and Company
Company E, Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
and pay him a
of that
that he
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he
is now receiving.
receiving.
F. Weed, widow
The name
name of Mary F.
widow of Charles L.
late of
L. Weed,
Weed, late
of
Company B, Twenty-eighth
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer InInTwenty-eighth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
fantry, and pay her a
the rate
$20 p
er mon
th in
i
n li
eu
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
per
month
lieu
issnow receiving.
of that she i
The name of Ruth J. McCann, widow
widow of
K. McCann,
McCann, late
late
of Thomas
Thomas K.
captain
captain and assistant quartermaster,
quartermaster, United States Volunteers,
and
Volunteers, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
of $24 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is
now receiving.
receivng.
The name of John W. Beckett, late of Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apenand pay
pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas N. Swain, late
Regilate of
of Company
Company H,
H, Seventh
Seventh Regiment, and Company G, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InfanIndiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that
of $30
per month
lieu of
he is now receiving.
The name of Anna Carroll, widow of Thomas Carroll, late
late of
of ComCompany K, Fifth Regiment
edStates
St at
es Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapenpenRegiment Unit
United
and pay
sion at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of WilliamL.
William L. Reece, late of Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
thirty-fifth
pension
Infantr, and pay him
him a
a pension
at the rate of $27
27 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
The name of Sherman L. Abbott, late of Company
Company F, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegiment New York Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, an
him aapension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Wesley Gurney, late
late of
Forty-sixth. RegiRegiof Company.F,
F, Forty-sixth
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company G,
G, Second
Second
Infantry, and
and Company
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment Massachusetts Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Heavy Artillery,
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Nathan Williams, late of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
and twelfth Regiment, and Company
Company A, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth. Regiment,
Regiment, Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 pe
the rate
perr
month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
he i
issnow
receiving.
The name of Christian
Christian Schlosser, late of Company
I, Second
Company I,
Second RegiRegiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him aa pension
the
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu
ofth
ath
rece iving.
.
lieu of
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
The name of Elias Hall, late
late of
ofCompany
CompanyB, Filth
Regiment MichiFifth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
L. Gravlin,
The name of Nelson L.
Gravlin, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixty-second
Sixty-second
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment New York Volunteer
and pay
pay him a
pension at
at
a pension
the rate of
of $30 per
per m
on th in
i
n lieu
li eu o
ath
month
offth
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mattie
Mattie Smith,
Smith, widow
widow of
C. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel C.
Company G, Twentieth
Company
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
The
The name of Alfred Yauckler,
Yauckler, late of.Company
of •Company K,
Twenty-ninth
K, Twenty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
the
now receiving.
receiving.
2
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Leah A.
Mullen.
Leah
A. Mullen.

Timothy H. Gibson.

James L. Giles.
Giles.

Weed.
Mary F. Weed.
Ante, p. 1253.

Ruth J. McCann.
Ruth
McCann.

John W. Beckett.
Beckett.

Thomas
Thomas N.
N. Swain.
Swain.

Anna Carroll.
Anna
Carroll.

William
William L. Reee.
Reece.

Sherman
Sherman L. Abbott.
Abbott.

Wesley
Wesley Gurney.
Gurney.

Nathan Williams.
Williams.

Schlosser.
Christian Schlossr.

Elias
Hall.
Elias Hall

Nelson L. Gravlin.
Pension.
Pension.
Matti* Smith.
Mattie

Pensions increased.
increased.
Alfred Yauckler.
Yanckler.
Alfred
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The name of Cornelius Chapman,
The
Chapman late of Battery
Battery H, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Rhode
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
a pension
the
rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
lieu of
he is
Matilda
Matida F. Hedrick.
The name of Matilda
Matilda F. Hedrick, widow
The
widow of Charles
Charles W. Hedrick,
late
Hedrick, late
of Company
G, One
Company G,
hundred and
and seventeenth
VolOne hundred
seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in
rate of
of $20
lieu of that she is
i
snow receiving.
receiving.
Elsie
Deffinger.
siBDefnger.
The
The name of Elsie Deffinger,
Deffinger, widow
widow of Henry Deffinger,
Deffinger , late
late of
of
Company D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
pay her a
a pension at the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
rate of
she is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Melchior
elehior Weiler.
Weiler.
The
Melchior Weiler,
The name
name of Melchior
Weiler, late of Company
Company E,
E, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
pension at
Pension.
of $50
$50 per
per month
of that
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Hanna
Pietenpol.
Bam Pietenpol.
The name
The
name of Hanna
Hanna Pietenpol,
Pietenpol, widow of Henry
Henry W.
late
W. Pietenpol,
Pietenpol, late
of Company
Fourteenth Regiment Wisconsin
Company G, Fourteenth
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Painrd.increased. and pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
Punka
Martha
Martha A.
A ThompThompThe
name of
The name
of Martha A. Thompson,
Thompson, widow of
Justin G.
of Justin
G. Thompson,
Thompson,
son.
late surgeon, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer InfanNew York
Infantry, andpay
and pay her a
a pension at
rate of
of $25
$25 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that
at the rate
month in
lieu of
«sion.
she is now receiving.
Pension.
receiving.
Emilie
L. Durant.
Emi L.
Dant.
The
of Emilie
The name
name of
Emilie L. Durant, widow
widow of William L
late of
of
L. Durant,
Durant, late
Company A, One hundredth
hundredth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InfanRegiment Pennsylvania
InfanPriimns increased.
increased. try,
Pensions
try, and pay her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pension at
month.
MaB
Margaret
The name
of Margaret
A. Hoffman,
George Hoffman,
Hoffman, late
late
a.-A.
S Hoff- The
name of
Margaret A.
Hoffman, widow
num.
widow of
of George
of Company
Company C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now
of $20
per month
month in
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Thomas J. Blanton.
Thomas
J. Blanta
Thomas J.
J. Blanton, late
The name
name of Thomas
Company I,
Thirty-first
late of
of Company
I, Thirty-first
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate of $36 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
John
C.
Briggs.
Jo C.Bris
The name
of John
C. Briggs,
The
name of
John C.
Briggs, late of Company
Company C, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment
West
Virginia
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him aapension
of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
Inez M.*.
Craig.
Crag.
The
name
of Inez
Inez M.
Craig, widow
widow of Jacob
The name of
M. Craig,
Jacob A. Craig, late of ComCompany F, Fifty-fifth
Kentucky Volunteer
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
her a
that she
she is
is now
now
of that
Cornelius
Chapman.
orneius Chapman.

PTTei.
receiving.
receiving.
ebecca D. TimThe
name of Rebecca
Rebecca D
D. Timmons,
Timmons, widow
The name
widow of Henry
Henry Timmons,
Timmons, late
late
of Company
Company G, Tenth
of
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Ptbion
Pension increase.
increased.
a pension at
at the
her a
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Alonzo B. Alexandrm.
B. AlexanThe name
The
of Alonzo
Second Independent
Independent Batname of
der.
Alonzo B.
B. Alexander,
Alexander, late
late of
of Second
Battery Iowa Light
Artillery, and pay him a
a pension
tery
Light Artillery,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
Pe=kill.
Peinon.
per month in
he is
in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving
receiving.
Simon V. Fritcher,
ai Simon
Fritcher.
The
Fritcher, alias Simon Fritcher,
alias
Simon Fritcher.
The name of Simon
Simon V. Fritcher,
late of
of ComFritcher, late
Company
C, Fiftieth Regiment
pany C,
Regiment New
New York Engineers,
Engineers, and
pay him
penand pay
him aapenPsionsincased.
Pensions
increased.
sion at
at the
rate of
per month.
sion
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
Jonathan
W.
Clenathan
w. cle- The
land_
The name
name of
of Jonathan
Jonathan W. Cleland, late
late of Company
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth and
and
Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiments
Regiments Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
pension at the rate
now receiving.
receiving:.
he is now
Frank
Frank Hogan.
Hogan.
The name ofrate
Frank Hogan,
Hogan, late
The name of Frank
late of
of Company
Company B, One hundred and
fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
fifty-third
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
POaOitce
Pension.
pension at the rate
$24 per
month
in
pension
rate
of
$24
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Mary
Mary J.1. Mitchell.
itehel.
The
name of Mary
J. Mitchell,
Mitchell, widow
widow of
The name of
Mary J.
of Charles
Charles C. Mitchell, late
late
of
Company
K,
Thirty-first
Regiment Iowa
of Company
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
aa increased.
eased
Pensions
pay her
$12 per
per month.
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
J Bloodgood.
B
oo
Anna
J.
A. loodg d .
The
J. Bloodgood,
The name
name of
of Anna
-Anna J.
Blood,o-ood, former
former widow
widow of John
John W.
W. Wright,
Wright,
late of Comp
Company
Regiment Iowa
late
any I, Second Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cav al
ry, and
Iowa Volunteer
and
pay
a pension
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of -25
$25 per month in
lieu of
of that
that she
in lieu
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Rebecca D. Tim-
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The name of Albert Stonehart, late
late of
Company I,
I, Tenth
of Company
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
of $40
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$40
per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Emily P.
P. Zeak,
of John
W. Zeak,
Zeak, late
late of
Zeak, widow
widow of
John W.
of
H, One
One hundred
Company H,
and thirty-sixth
Regiment New
New York
York
hundred and
thirty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her
Volunteer Infantry-,
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
per
a pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
The name of William H.
H. Gillum,
late of Company
Company K,
Gillum, late
Fourteenth
K, Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
of $36 per
the rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Eunice E.
E. Dodge,
Dodge, widow
of Rodolph
L. Dodge,
widow of
Rodolph L.
Dodge, late
late
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
of Company C, Second Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
her
rate of
of $12
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
Squire P.
The name of Squire
P. Reamer,
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixty-first
Reamer, late
late of
Sixty-first
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
and pay
at the
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of that
he is
now receiving.
The name of Judith
E. Haskell,
Judith E.
widow of
Haskell, late
late
Haskell, widow
of Augustus
Augustus Haskell,
of Company
Third Regiment
Company F,
Ft Third
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
of $20
per month
of that
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Martha A. Halsey, former widow
widow of
of Alson
.Alson E.
E. Lashier,
Lashier,
late of Company
Company F,
F, One hundred
hundred and
and eleventh
York
eleventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer
pay her
her a
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per
rate of
month.
month.
The name of Melara C.
Abbott, widow
widow of
Charles W.
W. Abbott,
Abbott, late
late
C. Abbott,
of Charles
lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
colonel Forty-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
The name of Martha
Smith, former
Martha L. Smith,
former widow
widow of
of James
James Smith,
late
Smith, late
of Company F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry, and
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
The name of Addie
Addie C. Wiley, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles T.
Wiley, late
of
T. Wiley,
late of
Company
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Company- D, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Volunteer Infantry,
--Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
of that
that she
she
per month
month in
in lieu
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nauslar, late of
The name of James W. Nauslar,
of Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred
Company I,
and twenty-fifth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
aa pension at the rate of $40 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Clara McPherson,
McPherson, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
John McPherson, late of
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
G, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
The name
name of
of Cyrus
Cyrus R.
R. Rand,
coal heaver
the United
Rand, late
late aacoal
heaver of
of the
United States
States
Navy, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
in lieu
or
of $40
per month
month in
lieu oi
that he
is now
receiving.
that
he is
now receiving.
The name of Ida C. Wilcox, widow of John
John A.
A. Wilcox,
late captain,
captain,
Wilcox, late
Fourth Regiment,
Regiment, United States
States Cavalry,
and lieutenant
colonel
Cavalry, and
lieutenant colonel
Third Regiment
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
at the
the
and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
is now
now receiving.
that she
she is
receiving.
The name of Mary Y.
widow of
of William
A. Tarbox,
Tarbox, late
late
Y. Tarbox,
Tarbox, widow
William A.
of Company
ninety-second Regiment
Company G, One hundred and ninety-second
New York
York
Regiment New
Volunteer
a pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
month
rate of
of $20 per
per month
in lieu of that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Daniel flouts,
Houts, late
late of
A, One
and
of Company
Company A,
One hundred
hundred and
ninety-second Regiment
ninety-second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
month in
pension at the rate of $27 per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
* The name of Torbet
•
Torbet C. Canfield,
Canfield, late
of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
late of
hundred
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him ayension
a pension at the rate of $36 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
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Albert Stonehart.
Stonehart.
Albert
Emily
Emily P.
Zeak.
P. Zeak.

William H.
H. GilUnm.
Gillum.
Wiliam
Pension.
Pension.
Eunice E.
ge.
Eunice
E. Dod
Dodge.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
S
quire P.
P. Reamer.
Reamer.
Squire
Judith
Haskell.
Judith E.
E. Haskell.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Martha
Halsey.
Martha A.
A. Halsey.

Melara
Melara C.
C. Abbott.
Abbott.

Martha L.
L. Smith.
Martha
Smith.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Addle C.
C. Wiley.
Wiley.
Addie

James W.
W. Nauslar.
Nauslar.
James

Pension.
Pension.
Clara
Clara McPherson.
McPherson.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Cyrus R.
R. Rand.
Rand.
Cyrus

Ida C.
C. Wilcox.
Ida
Wilcox.

Mary Y.
Y. Tarbox.
Tarbox.
Mary

Darnel Houts.
Hoists.
Dariel
Torbet C.
C. Canfield.
Canfield.
Torbet
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Zachariah
Cravens.
Zachariah Cravens.

John
Flight.
John Flight.

Francis Fomorin.
Francis
Fomorin.

Charles W. Parks.

Charles w. arks.

John Irvin.

ohnrvin.

David
David Cornelison.

Conelson.

George L.
George
L. Clonts.
Clonts.

Charles
Charles Lang.
ng.

1916.
1916.

The name of Zachariah
Zachariah Cravens, late of Company
Company H,
Sixth RegiRegiH, Sixth
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
ment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
a pension
the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
of $36 per month
month in
that he
is now
receiving.
The name of John
The
John Flight,
Flight, late of Company K, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment New
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the rate of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving..
$30 per month
in lieu
he is
The name of Francis Fomorin, late of Company
Company I, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
fifty-third Regiment Ohio
fifty-third
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
rate of
of $36
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the
the rate
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
receiving.
The name of
Charles W.
W. Parks,
late of
Company I,
I, Third
Regiment
of Charles
Parks, late
of Company
Third Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
the rate
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
The name of John Irvin,
Irvin, late
lath of Company
Company E, Sixty-fourth
RegiSixty-fourth RegiVolunteer Infantry,
ment Ohio Volunteer
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
$40 per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
of thnt
that he
he is
is now
The
name of David
Cornelison, late of Company
The name
David Cornelison,
Company B, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Provisional
Provisional Enrolled Missouri Militia, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
The name of George
Clonts, late
George L.
L. Clouts,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirty-second
Thirty-second
Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at the
the
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
is now

The
name of
of Charles
Charles Lang,
Lang, late
E, Thirty-seventh
The name
late of Company
Company E,
Thirty-seventh

Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
a pension

of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
lieu of
of that
of
The name of John
John A. Golden,
Golden late of Company F, One hundred
hundred
forty-second Regiment
and forty-second
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Illinois
him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
George W.
W. Corner,
George
Comer,
George W. Comer, alias George
The name of George
George W.
W. Pierce,
Pierce, late
of
late of
alias George W. Pierce.
alias eorge . Piere. Company
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
and
Company
Company A, One
One hundred
hundred and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment
VolunRegiment Ohio
Ohio VolunPensions increased.
increased. teer Infantry, and
him aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month.
and pay him
pension at
per month.
Ademah W.
W. Rich,
iAdemah
Rich,ke
The name of Ademah
Ademah W. Rich, alias
Parker, late
late of
of ComComalias William
William Parker,
alias William Parker.
pany G, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Regiment New
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
li eu of
ofthat
th athe
he is
i
s
pay
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Nancy E. Galyan.
ancy E. Gayan.
The name of Nancy
Nancy E.
E. Galyan,
former widow
of Samuel
Samuel I.
I. AlexAlexGalyan, former
widow of
ander, late of Company
Twenty-second Regiment
Company C, Twenty-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolVola pension at the rate of $20 per
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
month
per month
in lieu of
receiving.
of that she is
is now
now receiving.
Henry Peoples.
enry Peoples.
The name
name of
Henry Peoples,
late of
Regiment
The
of Henry
Peoples, late
of Company
Company B, Ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Infantry, and pay him aa.pension at the rate
Pennsylvania Reserve Infantry,
rate of
of
$50
$50 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he
is now
receiving.
in
lieu
that
ho
is
now
receiving.
John W. Hague.
John e. iage.
The name
The
name of John W. Hague,
Hague, late of Company
Company A, Third Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
and pay him aapension at the rate of
of
Pension.
Pension.
$30 per month
month in lieu
is now
now receiving
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
Frances W
Rumi.rances
W. RumThe name
name of
W. Rumbolz,
Rumbolz, widow
The
of Frances
Frances W.
widow of James G. Rumboz,
Rumbolz,
bolz.
late of Company
Company D, First Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Cavalry, and
Pension
increase l.
Persion increase,.
pay her aapension at the rate of $12
month.
$12
per
Joseph
A. Weller.
Joseph A. Weller.
T"h name
name of
Joseph A.
Weller, late
The
of Joseph
A. Weller,
late of Company K, One hundred
hundred
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Pensions
Alice
Pensions.
A. Garner.
pension at the rate
rate of $24 per month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
The name
name of Alice A. Garner, former widow of Reuben
Reuben L. Parrott,
late of Company A, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Sab
ins O'Donnell.
and
her a
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Sabina
O'Donnel.
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of
The name of Sabina O'Donnell,
Dominick O'Donnell,
O'Donnell, widow of Dominick
O'Donnell, late
late
of Company
Company F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Company K, Tenth Regiment
York Volunteer
Regiment New
New York
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, an'
pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
John A.
. Golden.
Goden.
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The name of John Edwards, late of Company
B, Thirteenth
RegiCompany B,
Thirteenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension at
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Frederick F.
K, One
The name of Frederick
F. Pfaff,
Pfaff, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
One hundred
hundred
and ninety-third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pay him a
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name of Eliza Smith, widow of Clinton D.
of ComComD. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
pany C, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
it the rate
of $25
$25 per
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
of that
that she
now receiving.
The name of James Robinson, late of Company
Company C, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
Regiment,
Regiment, Company I, One hundred
hundred and
and seventeenth
Regiment, and
seventeenth Regiment,
and
Company E, One hundred and forty-sixth Regiment,
VolRegiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
unteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Meredith
Meredith Fletcher,
late of
of Company
Fourteenth
Fletcher, late
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
him a
a pension
at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
The name of Merritt
Merritt D. En Earl, late of Company K, Ninety-first
Ninety-first
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at
a pension at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now receiving.
The name of Alonzo O.
0. Cody,
Company F,
FzEighth
Regiment
Cody, late
late of
of Company
Eighth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and .pay him aa pension at
rate of
of
at the
the rate
$30
ug_per
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receivmg.
per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
The name of John R.
of Company
RegiR. Greenwood,
Greenwood, late
late of
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Vohmteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,and pay him
pension at the rate
him a
a:pension
rate of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Joseph M. Ferguson,
Ferguson, late
Company G,
G, Thirtylate of
of Company
Thirtyseventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Vohmteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Hannah Hagan,
Hagan, Widow
widow of John Hagan
The name of Hannah.
ComHagan, late of
of Company. I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Hagan,Cavalry, and
pany
Regiment Pinsylhnia
Voluteer
pay her aapension at the rate df
of $12
$12-per
per Month.
month.
The name of William F. Nelson, late of tompany
0,Fourth
Regimpany 0,
Fourth RegiMaryland Volunteer
Infantry, and pay hima
ment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry-,
him a pension at the
the rate
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Abel Longworth,
Longworth, late of Company
Thirty-sixth
Company G,
G, Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him apension
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
the
a pension at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that he
he is now
now receiving.
The name of George W. Resoner, late of Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred
Company I,
Regiment Indiana
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
him aa.pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary E. Jolly, widow
Jolly, late
major,
widow of John H. Jolly,
late major,
Eighty-ninth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Eighty-ninth Regiment
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
her aa
pension at the rate of $25 per month
month in lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of James H. La Rue, late of Company D, One hundred
hundred
Regiment New
and pay
pay him
and eleventh Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa
pension at the rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $36 per month
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
The name of Jane Crumpton,
Crumpton, widow
widow of Francis
W. Crumpton,
Francis W.
Crumpt6n, late
late
of Company
Company B, Second Regiment Missouri State
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
The name
name of Sylvester
Sylvester M. Martin,
Martin, late of
C, Third
Third Regiof Company
Company C,
RegiRegiment, West
Volunment, and Company
Company I,
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment,
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
per month
month in
in
a pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
heu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Joseph C. Cloyes, late of Company
Company F,
F, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry, and pay
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Pensions Increased.
Pensions
increased.
John
John Edwards.

Frederick F.
F. Pfaff.
Pfaff.
Frederick

Eliza Smith.
Eliza

James Robinson.
Robinson.

Meredith Fletcher.
Fletcher.

Merritt D.
D. En
En Earl
Earl.
Merritt

Alonzo 0.
Cody.
Alonzo
0. Cody.

John R.
R. Greenwood.
Greenwood.
John

Joseph IL
Joseph
M. Ferguson.
Ferguson.

Pension.
Pension.
Hannah
Hagan.
Hannah Hagan.

Increased.
Pensions increased.
William
Nelson.
Willam F. Nelson.

Abel
Longworth.
Abel Longworth.

George W. Resoner.
Resoner.

Mary E. Jolly.

James H. La
Rue.
James
La Rue.

Pension.
Pension.
Crumpton.
Jane Crumpton.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Sylvester M.
M. Martin.
Sylvester

Joseph
Cloyes.
Joseph C. Cloyes.
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The name
name of James Olin, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
First Minnesota
Minnesota
Heavy Artillery, and pay
pay him a
apension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month
month
at the
rate of
of $30
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in
lieu of
that he
is now
The
name of
of Edward
E. Crady,
Crady, late
late of
of Company
G, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiEdward E. Crady.
Crad.
The name
Edward E.
Company G,
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
T. McCatr. $50
n
in lieu
of that
he is
John T.
McCanister.
The name
John T.
T. McCallister,
AlcCallister , late
late of
Company H,
H, SeventyohnT.Caister.
The
name of
of John
of Company
Seventythird Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
at the rate of $36 per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
of that
Elia A.
A. Spangler.
Spangler.
of Eliza
Eliza A.
A. Spangler,
widow of
.Eliza
The name of
Spangler, widow
of Reuben
Reubtn B.
B. Spangler,
late
Spangler, late
of Company
Company C,
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a:pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
and .pay
pay her
pension at
at the
month in lieu of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
am W. Tker
Tucker.
namJames
James
Tucker.
TheW.
name of James W. Tucker,, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegiInfantry, and
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
of
and pay
pension at
rate of
$40 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
EUen
M.Hoover.
Hoover.
The name of Ellen M. Hoover,
Hoover, widow
widow of
Ellen M.
of Thomas
Thomas M.
M. Hoover,
late
Hoover, late
of Company- C, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
a pension
per month
month in
in
lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Anna
The name of Anna Z. Monson, widow
widow of
of Whitney
Anna Z.
Z. Monson.
Monson.
The
Whitney-C.
C. Monson,
Monson, late
late
of Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
and pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
her aapension
at the
of $20
$20 per
of that
she
now receiving.
Pension.
she i
issnow
receiving.
Ella
J.Brewster.
The name
of Ella
J. Brewster,
Ella J.
Brewster.
name of
Ella J.
former widow
widow of
of John
John Brewster,
Brewster,
Brewster, former
Eighty-first Regiment
late of Company
Company B, Eighty-first
Regiment IllinoisVolunteer
Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensions increased.
increased and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
.
pay her a
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Elizabeth Kelley.
The name of
Kelley, widow
Elizabeth
Kelley.
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Kelley,
widow of Jeremiah
Jeremiah M.
M. Kelley,
Kelley, late
late
of Company
Company K,
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
K, Thirty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
apension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
of that
she is
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Peter
H. Baker.
The name
name of
Peter H.
H. Baker,
of Company
Peter H. Baker.
The
of Peter
Baker, late of
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aa
pension
of that he is
pension at the rate of $36 per month
month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
M
andy M.
M. Weaver.
Weaver.
The name
Weaver, widow
Mandy
name of Mandy
Mandy M.
M. Weaver,
widow of
of David
David B.
Weaver, late
late
B. Weaver,
of Company
Tennessee Volunteer
Company G, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension at the rate of
pay her a
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
of $20
of that
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Miler Hoffman.
Hoflman.
Miller
The name of Miller
Miller Hoffman,
late of
of Company
Company B,
One hundred
Hoffman, late
B, One
hundred
and fifty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Illinois Volunteer
T.
$30 per
pension at the rate of $30
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is
now
artha. odd.
The name of Martha
J. Todd,
Marthal. Todd.
The
Martha J.
Todd, widow of
Robert N.
Todd, late
late sursurof Robert
N. Todd,
geon, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate
rate of
of $25
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
$25 per
per month
of that
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Samuel Patterson.
Samuel atterson.
The name of Samuel Patterson,
Patterson, late of Company B, First RegiThe
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
Jach Myers.
flyers.
The name of
Jacob Myers,
Jacob
of Jacob
Myers, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Third Regiment
Regiment
C, Third
West Virginia Volunteer
pay him aa pension
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
at the
pension at
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving •
Louisa
Fields.
The name
Lou.ba Fields.
name of Louisa
Louisa Fields,
Fields, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Fields,
Fields, late
ate of
of ComCompany D, Nineteenth
mineteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Comp any A,
Seventh R
eg i
ment,
A, Seventh
Regiment,
Kentucky Volunteer
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
that
she
is
now
receiving.
BoAon W. Van 0,
doB.t
w Van O°
The name
dol.
The
name of Boston
Boston W.
W. Van
Van Osdol,
Osdol, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Fiftieth
Fiftieth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and .pay
pay hm
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $40 per
per month
month i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
i
s now
receiving .
in
that he
he is
now receiving.
HenryeryC
C. Golden.
The
Henry- C.
old en ,
l
at
e ofCompany I
Regiment
Golden
The name
name of
of Henry
C. G
Golden,
late
of Company I,,Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
pay him aapension
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
James Olin.
Olin.
James
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The name
name of
Mary J.
J. Finnegan,
widow of
of John
John Finnegan,
late of
of
The
of Mary
Finnegan, widow
Finnegan, late
Company F,
Fifteenth Regiment
Company
F, Fifteenth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
and
pay her
a pension
at the
of $20
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
Approved, June
5, 1916.
Approved,
June 5,
1916.

Mary I. Finnegan.
Mary
J.Finnogan

CHAP.
CHAP. 138.-An
138.—An Act Granting pensions and
and increase
certain soldiers
increase of pensions to certain
certain widows
widows and dependent
such solsoland sailors of the Civil War and certain
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
diers and sailors.

1916.
June 9
9,1916.

(s. 44564

[Private,
29.1
[Private, No. 2a.

Be
by the
the Senate
ofRepresentatives
.& eseniatives of
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
States
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Pensions.
Pensions.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
on the
the
Interior
and he
he is
place on
pension roll,
subject to
pension
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
limitations of
the pension
provisions and
and limitations
of the
pension
lawslawn
Pension.
Pension.
The
name of
of John
John W.
W. Johnson,
Johnson, late
The name
of Nettie
Nettie Johnson,
Johnson, widow
widow of
late of
of Nettle Johnson.
Company F,
hundred and
and fifty-fifth
Company
F, One
One hundred
fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
month.
Pension increased.
Pension
inrese&
GeorpBaln
The
john George
late of
Company G,
G, Fifth
Regi- John
John George
Bailer.
The name
name of
of John
George Bauer,
Bauer, late
of Company
Fifth Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
ment
Iowa Volunteer
him a
a pension
at the
of
$30 per
per month in
in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
that he is
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Corda P. Oray.
The name
of Cords,
Gracey, widow
widow of
of Samuel
Gracey, late
Grainy.
The
name of
Corda P.
P. Gracey,
Samuel L.
L. Gracey,
late Cords
chaplain,
Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry
and
chaplain, Sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry,, and
former
widow of
Harrison 0.
Pratt, late
of Company
Company M,
FirseRegiformer widow
of Harrison
0. Pratt,
late of
M, First
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
her aa
ment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
$12 per month.
pension at the rate of $12
Pensions increase.
increased.
Pensions
The name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Propson,
Propson, widow
widow of
late of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Prqma
Pr9P6911.
of John
John Propson,
Propson, late
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
twenty-eighth Regiment
New York
and twenty-eighth
Regiment New
York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Mard
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
of Charles
Charlesil.
late of
of Sarah
Sarah E. Marsh.
The name
E. Marsh,
Marsh, widow
widow of
H. Marsh,
Marsh, late
Company
First Regiment
Company D,
D, First
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Connecticut Volunteer
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
s-he is
is now
now
rate of
month in
of that
that she
receiving.
receiving.
ltmphy.
The
name of
of Cecilia
Cecilia Murphy,
Murphy, widow
of Charles
'Murphy, late
late of
of Ceci
Cecilia
Murphy.
The name
widow of
Charles Murphy,
Battery M,
M, Third
York Volunteer
Lht Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
Battery
Third Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Light
pay her
rate of
per month
of that
that she
she is
is
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
Iieu of
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
Andrew H.
H. Nichols,
Second RegiRegi- Andrew
Andrew H.
IL Nicohk
Nichols.
The
of Andrew
Nichols, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Second
ment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
him a
apension
pension
ment Connecticut
Heavy Artillery
and pay
pay him
at
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the
the rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
The
of Mary
Mary-E.
Norton, widow
widow of
of Silas
Norton, late
late of
Mary E. Norton
Norton.
The name
name of
E. Norton,
Silas M.
M. Norton,
of Mary
Company K,
K, Sixteenth
Regiment Connecticut
Infantry, and
Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
her a
at the
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
now receiving.
now
receiving
The
name of
of Ann
widow of
Thomas Odell,
Odell, late
late of
of Company
Odell.
The name
Ann Odell,
Odell, widow
of Thomas
Company Ann Odde
K,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her
K, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
a
pension at
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
receiva pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
ing.
B. Latimr.
The name
name of
Latimer, late
late of
of Company
Fourteenth William
William IL
Latimer.
Thhe
of William
William R.
R. Latimer,
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
L. Lapaindi.
Ipaugh.
The
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca L.
L. Lapaugh,
Lapaugh, widow
of John
John D.
late Rebecca
Rebecca L.
The name
widow of
D. Lapaugh,
Lapaugh, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Sixteenth
of
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Enfantry,
Infantry,
of $20
$20 per month
in lieu
and pay her a
apension at the rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Lide Smith.
The name
The
name of
of Lide
Lide Smith,
widow of
of Albert
G. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company Lids
Smith, widow
Albert G.
F, Fifty-second Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay her aa
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
pension
the rate
rate of
$12 per
at the
of $12
per month.
month.

1290
1290
Alice
son.
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R. HutchinR.
Hutchin-

Mary Prithard.
Pritchard.
Mar

Henry Brown.
Brown.
Hey

Pensionsincreased.
Pensions
increased.
Moses Green.
Green.

oses

George
erge E. Newall.

E. NewalL

Pensions.
Pensions.
Alice
li Quigley.
Quigley.

SESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 138.
138.
SESS.

1916.
1916.

The name
name of
The
of Alice
Alice R.
R. Hutchinson,
Hutchinson, widow of Henry A.
A. Hutchinson,
Hutchinson,
late of Company B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Volunteer
Island Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12
per month.
month.
of
$12
per
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Pritchard,
Pritchard, widow
The
widow of Claudius B. Pritchard, late
late
of Company
Company I, Second
Regiment Minnesota
of
Second Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
former widow
widow of
John Pelas,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
of John
Pelas, late
Regiment
Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
at the
per
month.
per month.
The name
of Henry
Henry Brown,
The
name of
Brown, late
late of Company
Company B, Fifth Regiment,
Regiment,
and Company
Company A,
Regiment, Delaware
Del
aware V
ol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry,
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment,
Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at
and pay him a pension
the rate
rate of
$21 per
month.
at the
of $21
per month.
The name
of Moses
Moses Green,
Green, late
Fourteenth Regiment
The
name 'of
late of Company B,
B, Fourteenth
Regiment
Michigan
Infantry, and pay
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
a pension
lieu of
$30 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Newall, late first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
The
name of
of George E. &wall,
Company A,
A,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Eighth
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
penInfantry, and
him a
a pension at
at the
sion
the rate of $40
$40 per
per month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
receiving.
The name of Alice

widow
The name of Alice Quigley,
Quigley, wi
dow of Charles
Charles Quigley,
Quigl
ey, late
l
at
e of
ofComCom pany G,
pany
G, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
aapension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
per month.
Winifred
Whitney.
Wid Whitney.
The
of Winifred
Winifred Whitney,
The name
name of
Whitney, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Adrial
Adrial L. Whitney, late of Company
Company C,
First Regiment
Maine VolunVolunC, First
Regiment Maine
teer Light Artillery, and pay her aa pension
teer
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
pension at
month.
Marie A. Smith.
The
of Marie
Marie A. Smith.
The name
name of
Marie A.
A. Smith,
Smith, widow
widow of
of Lawrence
Lawrence Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of
Company
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Company K, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
eth s. cp- and
her a
pension at
of $12
$12 per
and pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
abh
. Ch
The
lain.
Elizabeth
8. char'
The name
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth S.
S. Chaplain,
Chaplain, former
former widow
widow of
of John
John W.
W.
Minton, late of Company
Minton,
Company C,
0, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Cavalry,
widow of Charles Chaplain,
Chaplain, late of
Cavalry, and
and widow
of Company
Company A,
A, Fortieth
Fortieth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the
and pay
pension at
increased. rate
rate of
of $12 per
'Pensions
Pensions increased.
month.
per month.
Ellen
Ellen Edwards.
Edwards.
The name of Ellen Edwards, widow of Presley Edwards,
of
The name of
Ellen Edwards, widow of Presley Edwards late of
Company
hundred
Company H, One hu
nd
re d and
an dfifty-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
fifty-fifth Regiment
Infantry,
at the rate
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
rate of
lieu
that she
she is
receiving.
s . George. of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Francis M. George.
ncThe
Francis M. George, late of Company
The name
name of
of Francis
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred
and fifty-fourth
and
fifty-fourth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him
Infantry, and
and pay
aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receivreceivper month
lieu of
he is
ing.
Harvey W. Hoover.
Harvey W. ioover.
he name
name of Harvey
Harvey W.
The
W. Hoover,
Hoover, late
late of
ompany A,
A,First
First RegiRegi
of C
Company
ment
Mississippi
ment Mississippi Marine Brigade
Brigade Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
Infantry, and
and pay
him
aapension
pension at the rate of $36 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receivreceivin lieu
that he
ing
John Fry.
Fry.
The name of John Fry, late of Company G, Eighty-ninth
ename of John Fry, late of Company G, Eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
im aapension at the rate of $36
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
$36
per
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
John M. Davidson.
John
M.Dvidson.
The name of
Davidson, late
late of
of Company
The name
of John
John M.
M. Davidson,
Company I,
I, Ninety-first
Ninety-first
Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company F, One
One hundred and
and twentieth
Regiment,
twentieth Regiment,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving
.
Justine M.Thrt
M. Thrift.
Jstine
The name of Justine M. Thrift,
widow
of
The name of Justine M. Thrift, widow of
of William
William H.
H. Thrift
Thrift, late
late of
Company
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Company D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
major
and major
and additional
paymaster, United
United States Volunteers,
and
additional paymaster,
Volunteers ?War
War with
Spain,
with Spain,
and pay
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at the rate of $25
$25 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now receiving.
Samuel E.
E. Wilson.
Samuel
Wilson.
The name of Samuel E. Wilson, late of Company
The name of Samuel E. Wilson,
Fifty-sixth
G, Fifty-sixth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate
of
iss now
now receiving.
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in lieu of that he i
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The name of John Harper, late
late of
Company A,
A, Ninth
of Company
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40
per month
per
that he
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
J. White,
The name of Mary J.
White, widow
of Albert
Albert E.
White, late
late of
of
widow of
E. White,
Company K, Eighty-ninth Regiment
Company
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
that she
she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
widow of
The name of
of Elsie A. Platt, widow
of Comof Charles
Charles Platt,
Platt, late
late of
Company,B, First Battalion
Battalion Connecticut Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
her aa
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
is now
now receivreceiv$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
m5ihe

mThe name of Adelaide
M. Tarbox
Tarbox, widow
Adelaide M.
Tarbox,
widow of
of George
George II.
H. Tarbox,
Eighteenth Regiment
late of Company
Company E, Eighteenth
Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
pension at
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
at the
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
the rate
$20 per
in lieu
lieu
of
that she
is now
receiving.
of that
she is
now receiving.
The name of Mary
Mary Whipple,
Whipple, widow
Lucian A.
late of
of
widow of
of Lucian
A. Whipple,
Whipple, late
Company F,
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
F, Second Regiment
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20per
$20 per month
month in
of that
she
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of Hannah A. Hill
Hill, widow of Robert Hill,
Hill, late
late of
of ComComSixty-fifth Regim
pany E, Sixty-fifth
en tIllinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
Regiment
and pay
her a
a pension
of $20
pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
now
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of John C. Brown, late of Company
H, Eighth
Company H,
Regiment
Eighth Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
the rate
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
of
$36 per month
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
r
ecei
ving .
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
The
Michael Reuss,
of Company
CompanyH,
Me name of Michael
Reuss, late of
H, Sixty-first
RegiSixty-first Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
York_Volimteer
Infantry., and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Waltz, late
name of HenrynWaltz,
late of
K, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiof Company
Company K,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
r fantry, and pay
him a
at the
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
$30per
$3Q per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of Moses Hull, late of Company D,
Seventh Regiment
D, Seventh
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Cavaly,
Cavalry, and pay him
at the
rate of
hnn aapetition
peion at
the rate
of
that he
he is
$40 per month in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
reeeivn.g.
The name of Margaret
Margaret M. Lane,
Lane, widow
widow of
of Marion
Lane, late
Maron D.
D. Lane
late of
of
United
United States ships Grampus, Nymph,
Nymph, and
and Hastings,
Hastings, United
United States
States
Navy, and pay her aa pension at the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of $20
month in
lieu of
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of William Crome, late of
One hundred
hundred and
and
of Company
Company H,
H, One
thirty-sixth
Infantry, and
thirty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
and pay
a
pension
in lieu
m.receiv
pension at the rate of $50 per month in
lieu of
that he
of that
he is
is now
now receiv-

mg.
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mTheename
name of James
James C. Green,
Green, late of Company,C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventh Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aapension at the rate of $24 per month
in lieu
month in
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now rec,eivreceivMg.
ing.
Gowland, late
The name of John Gowland,
late of
Regiment,
of Company
Company G,
G, Eighth
Eighth Regiment,
and Company M, Sixteenth Regiment, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry
rate of
of $50
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension at the rate
$50 per
per month
in lieu
month in
lieu
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John B. Hammer, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension
pay him a
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per month
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is
at the
the rate
of $50
month in
he is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
The name
name of Henry
Henry Lichtley, late of Company B,
Fiftieth RegiRegiB, Fiftieth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $21 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Malisa
Malisa A.
of
A. Sherk,
Sherk, widow
widow of
of William
William Sherk,
Sherk, late
late of
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Company M. Fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and

John Harper.

Mary J.
J. White.

Elsie A.
A. Platt.

Adelaide M.
M. Tarbox.
Adelaide

Mary
Mary Whipple.
Whipple.

Hannah A.
HIM
Hannah
A. Hill.

John C. Brown.

Michael Reuss.
Reuss.

Henry
Henry Waltz.
Post,
Post, p. 1601.
1601.
Moses Hull.

Margaret M.
Margaret
M. Lane.
Iane.

William Crome.

James C.
C. Green.
Green.

John Gowland.
Gowland.

John B. Hammer.

Henry Lichtley.
Liehtley.

Pensions.
Molise
Shark.
Malisa A. Sherk.
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Company F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
and pay
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
pay
her
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
Fannie
Fannie M.
M. Carey.
Carey.
The name of Fannie M. Carey,
Carey, widow
widow of
W. Carey,
Carey, late
late of
of
of Daniel
Daniel W.
Company I,
I, and
principal musician
musician One
hundred and
and third
Regiment
and principal
One hundred
third Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
Pensions increased.
increased. $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Nathaniel
Haskell.
The name of Nathaniel
Nathaniel Haskell.
Nathaniel Haskell, late of Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Company E,
E, Fifth
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine
Veteran
Volunteer Infantry,
Veteran Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
pay him
at the
of
$36
lieu of
of that
i
snow
receiving.
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
Robert N.
N.B.
B. Simp
sinIP- The
of Robert
Robert N.
N. B.
B. Simpson,
late of
Company A,
Fourth
The name
name of
Simpson, late
of Company
son.
A, Fourth
Regiment
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
the rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
william O'Neal.
The name
name of William O'Neal, late of Company E,
William O'Neal.
The
E, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
rate of $40 per month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
Silas Blodgett.
The name of Silas Blodgett, late of Company
Silas
Blodgett.
Company H,
H, First
Regiment
First Regiment
District of Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Company
Company K,
K, First
First
Regiment
Cavalryj; and pay him
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
him a
pension at
at the
a pension
the
rate of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
he is
now receiving
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
Ella
A. Tyler.
The name of Ella A. Tyler,
Tyler, widow
Ella A.
Tyler.
widow of
of Benjamin
F. Tyler,
Tyler, late
late of
of
Benjamin F.
Company K,
K, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Company
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension at the
the rate
$20 per
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Emma J.. Beal.
Beal.
The name of Emma J.
widow of
Emma
J. Beal, widow
of Horace
W. Beal,
Beal, late
of
Horace W.
late of
Company A, Thirteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate of $20 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is
in lieu
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
James
Beaton.
The name of James Beaton,
Beaton, late
late of
James Beaton.
The
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
at
Pension.
the
rate of
per month
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
the rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
Pens i
on.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
Mary
C. Knowlton.
Knowlton.
The name of Mary
Mary C. Knowlton,
Knowlton, widow of
Mary C.
John O.
0. Knowlton,
Knowlton, late
of John
late
of Company C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
payher
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
ension
increased.
pa
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Pensions increased.
Sarah
C.Gnreenfield.
he name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah C. Greenfield,
Greenfield, widow
widow of John
John Greenfield,
Greenfield, late
Sarah C.
G reenfield.
The
late
Company L,
L, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
New York
Cavalry, and pay her
her a
apension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu
the rate
of $20
in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
AdehiaC.
Macauley, widow
Adella C. Macauley.
Macauley.
The name of Adelia C. Macauley,
widow of
of Orlando
H. Macauley,
Macauley,
Orlando I.
late captain Company H,
II, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Kansas
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $24
$24 per
she is now
of that she
receiving.
now receiving.
Barney Sancomb.
The name
name of
Barney Sancomb,
Sancomb, late of Company
Barney Sancomb.
The
of Barney
Company I,
I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment New
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
Cavalry, and
a pension
at
lieu of that
the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu
that he
is now
i
vi
ng .
he is
now rece
receiving.
William
P.
Nelson.
The
of William P.
P. Nelson,
late of
of Company
William P. Nelson.
The name
name of
Nelson, late
Company D,
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him a
pension at
the
a pension
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving
Mion Kilborn.
lb.
The name
Marion
The
name of
Marion Kilborn,
late of
of Company
I, Ninety-eighth
of Marion
Kilborn, late
Company I,
Ninety-eighth
Sixty-first Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company H, Sixty-first
Volunteer
Regiment, Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in
lieu
in lieu
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
bAlbert
J.
Company B,
Albert J. Sprinkle.
The name of Albert J. Sprinkle,
Sprinkle, late
late of
of Company
Eighty-first
B, Eighty-first
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aa pension
at the
the
and pay him
pension at
rate of $24 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Thoas White.
hiteThomas
The name of Thomas White,
White, late
Company E,
Twenty-seventh
late of
of Company
E, Twenty-seventh
Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company C, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment, Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $36 per month
teer
month in
in
lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that he is
now receiving.
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James S.
S. Meek.
Meek.
The name of
of James
James S.
S. Meek,
Meek, late
late captain
captain Company
Company H,
H, NinetyNinety- James
seventh Regiment
seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
at
the rate
rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving
at the
of $50.per
$50.per month
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving
i
Michael Dem
Demuth.
th
The
name of
Michael Demuth,
Demuth, late
of Company
G, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
The name
of Michael
late of
Company G,
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
of Company
The name of Benjamin Simpson,
Simpson, late of
Company I,, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Benjamin
Benjamin Simpson.
Simpson.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay him a pension at the
rate of $40 per month in
lieu of
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
of that
is now
receiving.
Aaron Benjamin
The
The name
of Aaron
Benjamin Waggoner,
Waggoner, alias
Benjamin, waggoner
name of
Aaron Benjamin
alias Aaron
Aaron Benjamin,
ai Aaron
Waggoner, alias
Aaron
Benjamin.
late of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Benjamin.
pay him
him .a
a pension
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
John Merchant.
The name of John Merchant, late of Company
Company M,
M, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment John
Merchant.
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
New York
Heavy Artillery,
and Company
Tenth RegiArtillery, and
Company G,
G, Tenth
Regihim aa pension
ment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
the
at the
rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
Elmira E
E. Morrison.
The
name of
E. Morrison,
James W.
The name
of Elmira
Elmira E.
Morrison, widow
widow of
of James
W. Morrison,
Morrison, Elmira
Morrison.
late of
of Company C,
late
C, Sixty-ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
she
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
month in.
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Sarah
a h J7. Cadle.
of Sarah
J. Cadle,
Cadle, widow
The name of
Sarah J.
widow of
of Richard
Richard Ladle,
quarter- sar
Cadle, late
late quarter-Cad l
master Eleventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay her
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now
aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension..
Temperance Smith, helpless
The name of Ellen Temperance
helpless and dependent
dependent Ellen Temperance
Temperance
Smith.
daughter of
of George
W. Smith,
Company C,
Fifteenth RegiRegi- Smithdaughter
George W.
Smith, late
late of
of Company
C, Fifteenth
ment
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate
ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $12
of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increase
increased.
Carrie s.
S. Cross.
The name of Carrie S. Cross, widow
widow of
of Samuel
K. Cross,
Cross, late
late first Carrie
Samuel K.
Cross.
lieutenant
Company A,
A, Second
Second Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
lieutenant Company
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
m on th i
n.
lieu of
ofthat
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
in
lieu
that
she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
James
Hans
James Hawkins.
The name
name of
James Hawkins,
of James
Hawkins, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Tennessee
Mounted Infantry,
pay him
him a
a.penson
pension at
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry, and
and pay
at
the rate of $30
in lieu of
of that
$30 per month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Martha A. Hodges.
The name
name of
A. Hodges,
Hodges, widow
James L.
L. Hodges,
Hodges, late
late
The
of Martha
Martha A.
widow of
of James
captain Company
Company K, Third Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
that
in lieu
lieu of
she
is now
she is
now receiving
receiving
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Leora L. Macarey,
L. Macarey.
Macarey, late Leora L.
Macrey.
Macarey, widow of Harlow
Harlow E. Macarey,
first
lieutenant Company
K, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan
first lieutenant
Company K,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
at the
of $12
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
moth.
ensions increased.
Leeder.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegi- Charles
Charles Leader.
Leeder, late
of Charles
Charles Leeder,
The name
ment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
Illinois Volunteer
pay him
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John
John S.
S. Allison
Allison.
The
The name
name of
of John
John S.
Allison, late
of Company
Company G,
One hundred
hundred
S. Allison,
late of
G, One
Illinois Volunteer
and sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
Infantry, and
a
pension
rate of
of $59
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving. ,.
pension at
at the
the rate
$50 per
of that
he is
now receiving.
niu
Ida C. Martin.
The name of Ida C.
C. Martin, widow
widow of
of Edwin L.
L. Martin
Martin,' late of
The
Company
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Tilinois Volunteer
and
Company K,
K, Fifty-seventh
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
rate of
$20 per
lieu of
of that
she is
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Guy Beebe.
The name
Guy Beebe
of Company
Company F,
Seventy-third RegiRegi- Guy
The
name of
of Guy
Beebe,' late
late of
F, Seventy-third
Beebe.
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
at the
$50_per
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
$50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Pension.
The name of
The
of Ellen
Ellen Lambert,
Lambert, former
former widow
widow of
of Robert
Lambert, late
late Ellen Lambert.
Robert Lambert,
ambert.
of
Company F,
F, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
of Company
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her
her a
and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
a pension
pension at
month.
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Pensions increased.
PensionsW.increased.
George
Doyle.

The name of George W. Doyle, late of Company
Company A, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
pension at
rate of
$30
and pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
alias
Harvey
}Jamey
D. D.
D. Pick
The name
name of
of Harvey
alias Harvey
of
alias
Harey
Pick-- The
Harvey D.
D. Plummer,
Plummer, alias
Harvey D.
D. Picknell,
Picknell, late
late of
nell.
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
nell.
Company,H, First Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
ArtilHeavy Artillery, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
a pension
of $30
lieu of
he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Benjamin
Benjamin H.
Benjamin H. WhipWhipple, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First
H. Whipple,
pie.
pe.
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay him aa
pension at the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$30 per month
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
William H.
Th e name
ofWilliam
Willi am H..Gallup, late of Company
H. Gallup.
Gallup.
The
name of
Company D, One
One hundred
hundred
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry:, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of $50
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Peter
The name of Peter
Soncrant, late
Peter Soncrant.
Soncrant.
Peter Sonerant,
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
late of
Company A,
A, One
and
eighty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
eighty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
pension at the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
$30 per
per month
receiving.
DavidMoody,
The name of David Moody, junior, late of
David Moody, jr.
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment, and Company I,
I, Twentieth
Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Twentieth Regiment,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension at
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
at the rate
rate of
lieu
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
Alphanso w.
W. LongTh e name
name of
ofAlphonso
Alphonso W.
W . Longfellow,
Longfellow, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
First
aflphonso
LongThe
C, First
fellow.
ellow.
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at
a pension
the rate of $36
of that he is
$36 per month in lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
g D

Plummer ,

The name of Clara
Clara P. Boulter, widow of Eugene
of
Eugene A. Boulter, late of
Company C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
she is
is now
now
that she
receiving.
receiving.
Chrstian C.
The name of Christian
Christian
C. Forney.
Forney.
Christian C. Forney, late
Company F,
F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
late of
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
pension at
at the
him a
a pension
the rate
rate
of $30 per month in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that he
he is
now receiving.
Mary A.
A. Moreland.
Moreland.
Moreland, widow of George
Mary
The name of Mary A. Moreland,
George W.
W. Moreland,
Moreland, late
late
I, Eighty-second
of Company I,
Eighty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
a pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
in lieu
is now receiving.
receiving
Rebecca
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca J.
Rebecca I.. Short.
Ferdinand E. Short, late
late of
of
J. Short, widow of Ferdinand
Company
Regiment Illinois
Company C, Thirty-fifth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate of
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
of $24
per month
month in
is
Protiso..
Proviso&
now receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
death of
of John
event of
John L.
L.
increaso
to 0e(k~;o
Increase
cease on
death of child.
cehild.
death
Short, helpless and dependent
dependent child
child of said Ferdinand
Ferdinand E.
E. Short,
Short, the
the
additional pension herein granted
shall cease
and determine:
Progranted shall
cease and
determine: ProPension to
further, That
That in
event of
death of
of Rebecca
Rebecca J.
Short, the
the
Pension
to child
cild on Tided
vided further,
in the
the event
of the
the death
J. Short,
death of mother.
name
name of said John L. Short shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension roll, subject
subject
to the provisions and
and limitations of the pension
pension laws, at
the rate
at the
rate of
of
$12
$12 per month from and after the date of death of said Rebecca
Rebecca J.
J.
Prei-'
Short.
ension.
Short.
Pension.
Mary
Finlay.
The name of
of Mary
Mary C. Finlay, widow of Andrew
Mary C.f.Finlay.
Andrew Finlay,
late of
of ComComFinlay, late
Forty-seventh Regiment
. panies D and K, Forty-seventh
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and former widow of John Dolman, late of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred
and
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
a
and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her a
Pensions incrased.
pension at the
P'ons
increased,
pension
of $12
$12_ per
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Annie
P.
Marchant.
Annie P. Marchant.
The name of Annie P.
P. Marchant,
Marchant, widow
widow of Amaziah
Am azi
ah B.
B. Marchant,
M archant,
late of Company
Company H, Twelfth Regiment Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
toenrv'.
ton.
Pening- The name of Henry C. Pennington,
1-1PnrY. C. Penninglate of
One hundred
hundred
Pennington, late
of Company
Company E,
E, One
and eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
a
Edward P.
P. Carman.
C r an - The name
Edward
Carman, late
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment
name of
of Edward
Edward P.
P. Carman,
Company F,
F, First
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the
Infantry, and
and pay him a
of $36
the rate of
$36
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Clara P.
P. Boulter.
Clara
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Pension.
The name of Sophronia
John W.
W. Porter,
late of
Sophronia Porter, widow of John
Porter, late
of Pension
.
Sophronia Porter.
Ninety-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Company K, Ninety-fourth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
opo
a pension
pension at
pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Julia C.
C. Bradley.
Bradley.
The
The name of Julia C. Bradley, widow of David B. Bradley,
Bradley, late of Julia
Company F, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
rate of
of $20
pay her a
pension at the rate
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
month in
in lieu
that she
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Weger.
The name of Matilda
Weger, late of ComCorn- Matilda
Matilda Weger, widow of John
John W. Weger,
Matilda Weger.
pany F,
pany
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa
Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
$12 per month.
pension at the rate of $12
month.
Pensions increased.
The name of Mercy A. Martin,
Mercy A.
Martin.
Milton Martin,
Martin, widow of Milton
Martin late
late captain
captain Mercy
A. Martin.
Wisconsin Volunteer
Company F,
F, First Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $24
month in
$24 per month
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Mandana C. Thorp.
The name of Mandana
of Thomas
Thomas J.
Mandana C.
C Thorp, widow
widow of
J. Thorp,
late Mandana
Thorp, late
C. Thorp.
thirtieth Regiment
colonel One hundred and thirtieth
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
rate of
of $30
per month
receiving.
that she is
i
snow receiving..
Pension.
Mary M
M. Lose.
The name of Mary M.Lose,
Company Mary
M. Lose, widow
widow of Daniel
Daiaiel Lose, late
late of Company
Lo seG, Two hundred
hundred and third Regiment
Volunteer InfanRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
her a
a pension
pension at
month.
Pensions increased.
Lula S. Knight
BigeThe name of Lula
Jonathan G.
Lula S. Knight
Knight Bigelow,
I3igelow, widow
widow of Jonathan
G. BigeBige- low.
Luas.
K.night Bige
low, late captain
and Company
captain Eightieth Regiment and
Company IC,
Eighty-third
K, Eighty-third
United States
Regiment United
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a
of $24
per month,
pension at the rate of
$24 per
month, with
per month
month
with an
an additional
additional $2
$2 per
on account of the minor child of said Jonathan
Jonathan G. Bigelow
Bigelow until
until she
she
reaches
sixteen years,
reaches the age of sixteen
be in
in lieu
of all
all pension
pension
years, said
said pension
pension to
to be
lieu of
now being paid
paid on
on account
of this
soldier.
account of
of the
the service
service of
this soldier.
arah A. Hanson.
The name of Sarah A. Hanson, widow
widow of George H. Hanson,
Hanson, late
late Sarah
A. Hanson
Regiment Indiana
of Company G, One hundred
hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aa pension
the rate
pension at the
rate of
$25 per
per
of $25
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Harbinst;n.
The name
name of Hugh
Hugh Harbinson
Harbinson late of Company
Company B, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Hugh
ughHarbon.
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Indiana Volunteer
hun aa pension
the rate
the
rate of
of $50
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
e e S. Nason.
The name of :Nellie
Nellie S. Nason, widow of
of Nahum
Nahum A.
A. Nason,
Nason, late
late Nellie
N
S.
Nason.
of Company I,
I, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
and
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension at the
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
A. Hazzard.
The name of Ruth A. Hazzard,
Hazzard, late Ruth
Hazzard, widow of Robert
Robert C. Hazzard,
Ruth A.
Hazzard.
of Company A
A,z Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Delaware
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
is
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Celina C. Smith.
The name of Celina C. Smith, widow
widow of
Jesse Smith,
of Comof Jesse
Smith, late
late of
Cor- Ceina
c.Smith.
pany G, One hundred
and twenty-sixth
hundred and
twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu
of $20
$20 per
per month
that she
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
*•
Jacob Baker.
The name of
of Jacob
Baker, late
of Company
Company F,
Sixteenth Regiment
Jacob Baker,
late of
F, Sixteenth
Regiment Jacob
BakerMichigan Volunteer
Michigan
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
of that
$30 per month in lieu of
that he
i
snow
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
Wadsworth
The name of Herbert
Herbert Wadsworth, late second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company Herbert
erbertWadsrth
E, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
a
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now rerethe rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
is now
ceiving.
celving.
Joanna Swander.
Swander, widow of William
H. Swander,
Swander, late
The name of Joanna
Joanna Swander,
William H.
late Joanna swander.
assistant surgeon Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry.,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
and pay her a
apension
rate of
lieu of
of that
that she
she
the rate
of $25 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Hanners, late of Company G,
Fifth Regiment
The name of James
James Hanners,
GI Fifth
Regiment James
s Hanners.
aisonners.
Missouri State Militia Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
$16 per
$16
per month.
month.
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Pensions
ncreased.
Pensions increased.
John Stone.
n one.

Eva Helena
atten.
Eva
Helena Patten.

Job D. Marshall.
Marshall.

Hiram Stevens.
Stevens.

Louis Badger.
Louis
Badger.
Pension
Pension.
Martha
Martha Nutter.

pensions
increased.
Pensions increased
ErastusT.
Erastus
T.Bowers.
Bowers.

David McLean.
McLean_

Alonzo E.
Marti.
E. Martin.

Edwin
W. Clark.
Edlin
Clark.

Join Kern.
Jo-,.n
kern.

Corydon
Corydon

B. Lak.
B.
Lakin.

Emma
Emma J..Wamaling.
Wamaling.

Thomas E.
Sharp.
E. Sharp.
Thomas

·
Pension.
Pension,
Dell
Della W..Wrane.
Crane.

Pen;ions increased,
PenRions
increaei.
Ehira Louisa KanE,-i- Louisa
anady

,a

Lorenzo

E.

Emory.

LorezEm

S
ESS. I.
I. CH.
Cu. 138.
138.
SESS.

1916.
1916.

The
of John
The name
name of
John Stone,
late of
Et Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Stone, late
of Company
Company E,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry,-,and
Missouri
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
him aa pension
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
of Ambrose
The name
name of Eva
Eva Helena
Helena Patten,
Patten widow
widow of
Patten,
Ambrose E.
E. Patten,
late of
of Company
Maine Volunteer
late
Company E,
E, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth 1iegiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer InfanInfantry,
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
try, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
month in
that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
she
is now
The name of Job D.
D. Marshall,
Marshall, late of Company
Company G,
G2 Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Delaware
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
Delaware Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
$24
month in
is now
now receiving.
The name of
Hiram Stevens,
Stevens, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiof Hiram
late of
RegiInfantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
rate
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
lieu of
that he
is now
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Louis
Badger, late
Louis Badger,
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
late of
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
and pay
pay him
pension at
$40
per month
lieu of
is now
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Martha
Martha Nutter,
Nutter, former
former widow
of George
George D.
D. Trembley,
Trembley,
widow of
G, One
hundred and
and forty-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
late of Company
Company G,
One hundred
forty-second Regiment
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
$12 per
month.
month.
The
name of Erastus
The name
Erastus T.
T. Bowers,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-sixth
Bowers, late
Fifty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
at the
Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
the
per month
of that
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
The name of David
David McLean,
McLean, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
the rate of
the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
of $40 per
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of
late of
of Company
H, Fourth
Regiof Alonzo
Alonzo E.
E. Martin,
Martin, late
Company H,
Fourth Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
of $36 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
The name
name of
Edwin W.
W. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
of United
United States
States ships
ships Sabine,
Sabine,
The
of Edwin
States Navy,
Ohio, and Passaic, United
United States
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
the rate of $30
$30 per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
The name
of John
The
name of
John Kern,
H, Seventeenth
RegiKern, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Seventeenth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
in lieu
lieu of that
rate of $40 per month in
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
The name
Corydon B.
The
name of
of Corydon
Lakin, late
first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company B,
B,
B. Lakin,
late first
First Regiment
Regiment District of Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay
him a
apension at the rate of $40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Emma J.
Wamaling, widow
J. Wamaling,
of C.
C. Thomas
Wamaling,
widow of
Thomas Wamaling,
late acting
late
acting third
third assistant
engineer, Unit
ed States
St at
es Navy,
Navy, and
an d pay
pay
assistant engineer,
United
her a
a pension at the rate of $25
$25 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
is now
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas
E. Sharp,
hundred
Thomas E.
Sharp, late
late of Company E, One hundred
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and ninety-ninth
ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pension at
pay him a
apension
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
The name of Della W. Crane,
Crane, widow
The
widow of James
James M.
M. Crane,
late of
of
Crane, late
Company
Company C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
former widow
Thirtieth
widow of Edwin R. Clark, late captain
captain Company B, Thirtieth
Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension
at
rate of
of $12
per month.
at the rate
$12 per
month.
The name
of Elvira
Elvira Louisa
The
name of
Louisa Kanady,
of Sanford
Sanford B.
Kanadv,
Kanady, widow
widow of
B. Kanadv,
late of Company
Company C, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay her aapension
rate of $20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving
receiving.
The name of Lorenzo
TwentyLorenzo D. Emory, late of Company K,
K, Twentythird Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
him aapension
pension
Volunteer -Infantry, and pay
pay at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
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The name of Alvin E. Tennant, late of Company
Company C, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi-ment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
rate

Pension.
Penion.
Alvin E. Tennant.
Tennant.
Alvin

of
per month.
of $30
$30 per
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Nephi Owen.
Owen.
The name of
of Nephi
late of
of Company
Company A,
and Nephi
Nephi Owen,
Owen late
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapenpension at the rate of $40 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
ha
H. Bellamy.
The
name of
Richard H.
late of
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred BRichard
The name
of Richard
H. Bellamy,
Bellamy, late
of Company
ic rd H.Bellamy.
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Tllinois
him
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
aa pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
James H. Dailey.
The
James M.
M. Dailey,
Company E,
E, Jam
The name
name of
of James
Dailey, late
late second
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
es M Daile y One hundred and twentieth
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
rate of $50 per month in
that he
he
a pension at the rate
in lieu of
of that
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Elizabeth Holt,
Holt, widow
widow of
of John
Holt, late
late of
of ComThe
John Holt,
Com- Elizabeth
lizth
Holt.
Holt.
pany B,
B, Twenty-second
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Provisos.
rate of
$24 per
per month:
month: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in Additional
pay her aa pension
pension at
at the rate
of $24
Acl
al to cease
on death
death of
of child.
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Anna
Anna Holt,
Holt, helpless
and dependent
dependent child
the death
helpless and
child on
child.
of said John Holt, the additional pension
pension herein granted shall cease
Pension
to child
on
and determine:
providedfurther,
That in
in the
determine: And provided
further,That
the event
event of
of the
the death
death death
Pension to
child on
of mother.
Holt, the
the name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Holt,
name of
Anna Holt
Ilolt shall
on the
of said
said Anna
shall be
be placed
placed on
the death of moth
pension roll, subject to the
of the
the pension
pension
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
laws, at the rate of $12
$12 per month from and after the date of
of death
of said Elizabeth Holt. •
Approved, June
Approved,
June 9, 1916.
cc

146.-An Act Providing
CHAP. 146.—An
Providing for the payment for
for certain services arising under
the Navy
Navy Department.
Department.

June 12,
1916.
June
12, 1916.
[H. It. 66511
[H.
R. 6651.
[Private, No. 30.]
(Private,
30.1

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Represenatives of
of the United
States of
of America
America in
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
That the
of the
the Nav
Depamrtment.e4
117:InenWrs erli
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
out rendered
rendered to.
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the followfollowig
sums of money to the respective claimants
ing slims
claimants enumerated
enumerated herein,
herein,
the same being the amount due said claimants
rendered
claimants for service
service rendered
under the Navy Department as certified
certified to
to the
the House by letter from
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury March
March twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred
the Treasury
twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred
and fourteen:
fourteen: To W. F. Durand, Stanford University,
University, California,
$228.05; to Burton McCullom,
McCullom, Bureau
Bureau of Standards, Department
Department of
of
Commerce, $325; to Pay Director
Director J. S. Phillips, United
United States
States Navy,
Inspector Z. W.
States Navy,
Navy, $529.93;
$70; to Pay Inspector
W. Reynolds,
Reynolds, United
United States
$529.93;
P. Andrews Paper Company, Washington, District of Columbia,
to R. P.
Columbia,
$21.15.
$21.15.
Approved, June
June 12,
12, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
11

149.-An Act To correct
certain lands
in Colorado.
Colorado.
CHAP. 149.—An
correct title to certain
lands in

i

niel,at

June 15,
15, 1916.
1916.
Joune
R. 2744.]
2744.]
[H. R.
[Private,
No. 31.]
311
[Private, No.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of Representatives
Colorado.
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, that
That the
the Secretary
Secretary CPatentdor
Patent for certain
lands
granted.
of the Interior be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and
a lands granted.
and directed to issue a
patent conveying
conveying to the State of Colorado
all of
of lots
lots
Colorado and
and its assigns all
two and four in section twenty-three;
twenty-three; lots seven, nine,
nine, and eleven in
in
twenty-four; lots three, four, five, six,
section twenty-four;
six' seven,
seven, eight, twelve,
thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, seventeen,
seventeen, and nineteen
nineteen in section
section twentytwentyfive; lots one,
on e, t
wo,seven
ei
ght, nine,
ten, fifteen,
fifteen, and
and seventeen
seventeen
two,
seven,,eight,
nine, ten,
in section t
wen ty-si
x ,township
t
owns hi
p six
si
x nor
th, range
range ninety-nine
west,
twenty-six,
north,
ninety-nine west,
sixth principal meridian,
meridian, Colorado, containing
hundred and
and
containing six
six hundred
thirty-nine
thirty-nine and fourteen
fourteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more or less, accordaccord-
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Vol. 33,
vol.
33, p.
p.519.

ing to
resurvey made
ing
to resurvey
made in pursuance
pursuance of the Act of April twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and four
(Thirty-third Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page five
five
four (Thirty-third
Large, page
hundred and nineteen),
nineteen), being
the same
transferred to
to the
the Lily
Lily
being the
same land
land transferred
Park Stock Growing Association,
Association, a
corporation of
of the
the State
State of
Utah,
a corporation
of Utah,
Colorado by patent
by the State of Colorado
September sixth,
eighteen
patent dated
dated September
sixth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-four,
ninety-four, and
filed for
for record
record _August
nineand filed
August fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and one, in
page eighteen,
eighteen, one
of
in Book
Book Thirty-seven,
Thirty-seven, page
one of
the land records
records for Routt
Routt County, Colorado,
Colorado, and
and described
described in
in said
said
Proviso.
patent
Proviso,
patent from the State
State as section
said township:
township: ProProsection thirty-six
thirty-six of
of said
Lands relinquished. vided, That
That the State of Colorado
the said
Lands relinquished.
Colorado and
and the
said Lily
Lily Park
Park Stock
Stock GrowGrowAssociation, its successors
ing Association,
successors or assigns, if
if any,
relinquish to
to
any, shall
shall relinquish
the United States any and
and all
claims to
to section
thirty-six of
of said
said towntownall claims
section thirty-six
ship and range as shown
shown by the survey
in pursuance
pursuance of
said
survey made
made in
of said
Act of April twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and four,
four, which
which
nineteen hundred
survey was approved
approved August
and
August fourteenth,
fourteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven.
seven.
Approved,
15, 1916.
1916.
Approved, June
June 15,
June 15, 1916.

CHAP. 150.—An
150.-An Act For the relief of Thomas S. Johnson.
Johnson.

[11. R.
R. 37944
(H.
3794.]

[Private, No.
No. 32.]
32.]
Thomas S.
S. Johnson.
Payment to.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
and House
qf the
the United
United
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatiesof
States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Secretary of the
the
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out of
of
to pay
pay,.,out
any money in th4
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Thomas
homas S.
S.
Johnson, of Beaver Dam, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, late
chaplain One
One hundred
hundred and
late chaplain
and
twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
the pay and allowances
a chaplain
allowances of a
chaplain of
of Infantry
Infantry from
from November
November
fourth to December
December fourteenth,
fourteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four, not
not
and sixty-four,
to exceed $200.
$200.
Approved,
Approved, June 15,
15, 1916.
1916.

June 13,
15, 1916.
1916.

[H. R. 4297.]
4297.]

CHAP. 151.-An
151.—An Act For the relief
Frances L.
L. Llewellyn.
Llewellyn.
relief of
of Frances

[Private,
No. 33.
334
[Private, No.

Be
Representatives of
Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
FranesLLewellyd States of Amerwa
in Congress
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to allow
allow Frances
Frances
L. Llewellyn
Lewellyn to enter,
enter under
L.
the homestead
law and
and subject
s
u bj ec tto
t
o the
th e
under the
homestead law
terms, conditions,
limitations of the reclamation
terms,
conditions, and limitations
reclamation Act and
and Acts
Acts
amendatory thereof,
amendatory
thereof, lots one, four, five, and
six and
and the
the southeast
southeast
and six
quarter of the northeast
quarter
northeast quarter of section fifteen, township
township twentytwentyroviso.
one south, range one west of the New Mexico
Mexico principal
principal meridian,
Proviso.
meridian, New
New
Subject to reclama- Mexico,
Subject
Mexico, Las
Cruces, New
New Mexico,
land district:
district: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Las Cruces,
Mexico, land
the
tion service use.
use.
entry
and
patent
therefor
shall
expressly
reserve
entry and patent therefor shall expressly reserve to the United
United States
the right to take
take for use, without
without compensation
compensation to
to entryman, patentee,
patentee,
or her assigns, any or all of the said lands which
or
be actually
which may
may be
actually
needed
for or
or in connection
connection with the construction, operation,
operation, and
needed for
and
maintenance of the
maintenance
the Rio
reclamation project.
project.
Rio Grande
Grande reclamation
Approved, June
1916.
June 15,
15, 1916.
Frances L. Llewellyn..
Allowed homestead
entry.

June
15, 1916.
June 13, 1916.
[JH.R. 7T4.]
[H. R. 7804.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 34j
34.1

R Howard.
od
OscarOscar
R.

Homesteadpatentto.
Hotnestead patent to.

CHAP. 152.—An
152.-An Act
Act To
authorize the
issuance of patent to Oscar
CHAP.
To authorize
the issuance
Oscar R.
H. Howard,
Howard, and
and
or other purposes.
for
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States
Congress assembled,
tates of
of America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
assembled, 1hat
Tat
the
Interior be,
be, and
and hereby is, in consideration
consideration of improvements
Interior
improvements and
and
payments made
residence upon the land, authorized
payments
made for and residence
authorized and
and
directed to issue patent to Oscar R. Howard
directed
Howard for lot three,
three, section
section
S

SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS.I.
CHS. 152,153,159,172,173.
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I. ens.
152,153,159,172,173. 1916.
1916.
ten, and lots fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen, section
township
section fifteen,
fifteen, township
thirteen north, range eight west, Indian meridian, Oklahoma, containing eighty-seven
eighty-seven and seventy-eight
hundredths acres
seventy-eight one hundredths
acres of
of
land, more or less, without
without payment of the balance
of purchase
price
balance of
purchase price
due
under the sale heretofore
due under
heretofore held, pursuant
pursuant to
to Act
CongressapAct of
of Congress
approved June seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten, entitled
entitled" 'An
An Act
to open to settlement
settlement and entry under the general
the
general provisions
provisions of
of the
homestead laws of the United States, certain
certain lands
lands in the State
State of
of
Oklahoma, and for other purposes."
purposes."
Approved, June 15, 1916.

CHAP.
homestead entry
CHAP. 153.-An
153.—An Act To validate the homestead
entry of
Clark.
of George
George S.
S. Clark.

1299
1299

Vol.
36, p. 533.
L 36
33

June
June 15,
15, 1916.
1916.
E.f[H.
R.
ie. 7817.1
717.

Be it
House of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted by the Senate and House
of the United P r i v a te '
, No. 35.1
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the homestead
homestead entry
entry George
George S.
S. Clark.
Clark.
-Homestead entry
of George S. Clark, numbered
numbered naught
twenty-nine thousand
naught twenty-nine
thousand nine
nine validated.
validated.
[Private

No. 354

hundred and sixty-one, made October
October twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen hunhunfourteen,' for the southeast quarter
dred and fourteen
northwestquarter,
quart
er , east
east
quarter northwest
half southwest quarter, and southwest
southwest quarter
quarter southe
as tquarter
quarter of
southeast
of
section thirty-four, township seven north, range
range thirteen
thirteen east, of the
the
Black Hills Meridian, in the State of Smith
South Dakota, be, and the same
is hereby, validated.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 159.—An
159.-An Act For the relief of the M. A. Sweeney
Sweeney Shipyards and Foundry
Foundry
Company.
Company.

Senate and House of
Representatives of
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of ll_epresentatives
of the United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the

June 19,
1916.
iJne
91916.

[H. R..13064]
13064.]
[H.
36.]
[Private, No. 36.1
M. A. Sweeney
Sweeney ShipShipM.A.

irds and Foundry
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
to the
the M.
M. A.
Sweeney ~aSo=r.
A. Sweeney
mpcmy. Foundry
Payment to.
to.
money in the Treasury
Shipyards and Foundry
Foundry Company,
Company, out of any moneyTreasury Payment
appropriated, the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
$2,635, and
which sum
sum of
of
the sum
of $2,635,
and which
money is hereby appropriated for this purpose
the same
same being
being the
purpose, the
the
amount of money withheld
withheld by
Government from
said firm
firm for
for
by the
the Government
from said
a steamboat named "John
building and constructing
constructing a
"John Ewens."
Ewens."
June 19, 1916.
Approved, June
1916.

CHAP. 172.—An
172.-An Act For the relief
CHAP.
relief of Mrs. George A.
A. Miller.
Miller.

June
1916.
June 22,
22, 1916.
[S. 142.1
142.]
[8.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives
(Private, No.
No. 374
of Representatives of
of the United IPrivate,
37.1
States of
of America
America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Mrs.eorgeA.Miller.
Mm. George A. Muir.
Payment to.
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out Pay"et
and directed
pay, out
to
the Treasury
of any money-in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum
Treasury not
the sum
of $108.50 to Mrs.
Mrs. George A.
of money
en d
ed
A. Miller,
Miller on
on account
account of
money exp
expended
by
a suit
by her husband in defending
defendin g a
su it brought
brought against
against him
growing out
him growing
out
of his effort to enforce the law against
to Indians.
against selling
selling liquor
liquor to
Indians.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
CHAP.
Torkildlen.
CHAP. 173.-An
173.—An Act For the relief
relief of Vilhelm
Vilhelm TorlalclApn.

Ame 22,
22, 1916.
1916.
Jne
[S. 1326.1
1326.]
[S.

[Private, No. 384
Be it
House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
Private, No- 38.1
States of
of America
America in
Vilhelm Torkildsen.
Secretary of the Vilhem
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Torkildsen.
Payment for damages
Treasury be,
be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
Treasury
directed to
to pay,
out to steamship
pay, out
steamship
,
ienra
f1 'Henr
Ibsen."
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not
not otherwise
otherwise Iben."
appropriated,
appropriated, to Vilhelm Torkildsen
Torkildsen the
the sum
$13,561.88, as
cornsum of
of $13,561.88,
as com-

2 62 0
10
°-VOL 39-PT
102620°—vot
39--pr 2-8
2-8
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pensation for the injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
his vessel,
the steamship
steamship
by his
vessel, the
Henrik Ibsen, while
Henrik
while coaling
coaling war
war vessels
vessels of
of the
the United
United States
of
States of
America
America in
December, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight.
eight.
in Panama
Panama Bay
Bay in
in -December,
Approved,
Approved, June
June 22, 1916.
June 27,
1916.
June
271916.
is. 5.-

[Private, No. 39.1

[Private, No. 39.]

H.

Charles H. Bingham.
Bingham
Charles
Remains of may be
removed from,District
District
of Columbia.

removed

of Colmbi.

•

,

June 28,
June
28, 1916.
1916.
[S. 6.]

[
[Private No. 40.1
40.]
[Private

CHAP. 177.-An
officer of
177.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the health officer
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
a permit
permit for the
the removal
to issue a
removal of
of the
the remains
late Charles
H. Bingham
Bingham from
remains of
of the
the late
Charles H.
from
Congressional Cemetery,
Congressional
Cemetery, District of Columbia,
Columbia, to Lock Haven,
Haven, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
by the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the health
States
in Congress
health officer of
of the
the
District of Columbia be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to issue a
apermit
permit
to Charles Bingham for the removal of the remains
remains of his
his son,
son, the
the late
late
Charles H. Bimgham,
Bingham, from Congressional
of
Congressional Cemetery, District of
Columbia, to Lock Haven, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, but such permit
permit shall not
not
be issued until there has been filed in the health
health department
department of
of the
the
District of Columbia aapermit from the proper
governmental authorproper governmental
located, authorizing
ities at the place where said cemetery
cemetery is located,
authorizing the interment there of said remains.
remains.
Approved, June 27, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 185.—An
185.-An Act Authorizing
Authorizing issuance
for certain
CHAP.
issuance of patent for
certain lands
lands to
to Thomas
Thomas
L. Griffiths.
L
Griffiths.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
Thomas L. Griffiths.
Thma
ndtLGrifths. States of America in
in. Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
Land patent to.
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to issue
issue to
to

Thomas L. Griffiths aapatent for lot three of section
section thirty in
township
in township

Provistwenty-nine
twenty-nine south
of range
range eight
west of
Lake meridian,
in
south of
eight west
of the
the Salt
Salt Lake
meridian, in
Proviso.
Payment required. the State
Utah: Proved,
shall first
first have
have paid
paid at
at the
the rate
State of
of Utah:
Provided, That
That he
he shall
rate
of $1.25
$1.25 per
acre therefor.
therefor.
of
per acre
Approved,
Approved, June
June 28,
28, 1916.
June
28, 1916.
Jue 28,
1916.
(S. 17.)
(Private, No. 41.)
Private, No 41.]
H. L. Corbin.
Purchaseof landsby,
lands by,
permitted.
permitttedted

urchaseo

CHAP.
Permitting H.
H. L. Corbin to
CHAP. 186.-An
186.—An Act
Act Permitting
to purchase
purchase certain
certain public lands.
lands.

enacted by the
Senate and
and House
Be itit enacted
the Senate
House ofRepresentatives
of Representatives of
the United
United
of the

States of America in
Congress assembled, That
Congress
That H. L. Corbin be perto purchase
purchaseinthe
west half
half of
section
mitted to
the west
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section
thirty-five,
south range
thirty-five, township eight south,
range seventy
seventy west
west of
of the
the sixth
sixth
principal meridian,
containing eighty acres, at $1.25 per
meridian, containing
per acre.
acre.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 28,
1916.
28, 1916.

June 28, 1916.
June8,
(S. 32.)
[S.
32.]1916.
[Private, No. 42.1
[Private,
42.]

William G. W ilhams, sr.
Homestead entry
etry of,
of,
authorized.

liam, sr.
Homestead

CHAP. 187.-An
G. Williams,
187.—An Act For the relief of William
William G.
Williams, senior.
senior.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of Representative,s
Representatives of
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the United

States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary, of
Interior be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
Interior
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to allow William
William

Williams, senior,
G.. Williams,
senior, to enter, under
under the homestead
homestead laws
laws and
and subject
subject to
to
the terms, conditions, and limitations of the reclamation
reclamation Act
and
Act and
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof, lot one of section
section two
and lots
lots one
and two
two and
one and
two
of
section three, township
township eight south,
range one
one east,
east, Salt
Salt Lake
south, range
Lake
Prot:,o.
Proviso.
Reclamation
meridian, Salt Lake
Reclamation rights
Lake City, Utah, land
land district: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
rights
reserved.
reserved
entry
and patent
patent therefor
shall expressly
entry and
therefor shall
expressly reserve
reserve to the United States
the right to take
take or use, without compensation
compensation to entryman,
entry man, patentee,
patentee,
assignees, any
or his assignees,
any or all of the
said land
land which
may be
the said
which may
be actually
actually
needed
connection with the
needed for or in connection
construction, maintenance,
and
the construction,
maintenance, and
operation
operation of the Strawberry
Strawberry Valley
reclamation project.
project.
Valley reclamation
Approved, June
Approved,
June 28,
1916.
28, 1916.
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CHAP. 188.—An
188.-An Act For the relief of Mathilda
Mathilda P.
P. Hansen.
Hansen.

Be
and House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the United
United

States of America in
Congress assembled, That
States
in Congress
of the
the
That the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby authorized
authorized to
Treasury be, and he is herebyr,
pay, out of
of any
any moneys
to pay,
moneys
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
Mathilda P.
P. Hansen, of Salt Lake City, Utah, widow of Christian
Christian
Hansen, the sum of $500, for improvements
improvements made
made by
Christian
by Christian
Hansen on lots numbered
numbered one, two, three,
three, four,
and five,
five, section
section
four, and
twelve, township twenty-one
twenty-one north, range eleven
eleven east,
Willamette
east, Willamette
meridian,
meridian, North Yakima,
Yakima, Washington,
district.
Washington, land district.
Approved,
Approved, June 28,
28, 1916.
CHAP. 189.-An
Besonen.
189.—An Act For the relief of John Alexander
Alexander Besonen.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
United
the Unied
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
to
John Alexander
Alexander Besonen,
Besonen, of the county
Marquette, State
State of
of MichiMichicounty of Marquette,
gan, out of any money
money not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
of $297.27,
$297.27,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
iin compliance
compliance with the findings
finding's of the Court of Claims,
Claims, Senate
Senate DocuDocument Numbered
Numbered Seven hundred
hundred and eleven,
eleven, Sixtieth Congress,
Congress, second
second
session.
session.
Approved,
Approved, June 28, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 190.-An
certain applications
applications for and entries
190.—An Act Validating
Validating certain1
entries of public
public
lands.
lands.

June 28,
28, 1916.
1916.
June

[S.
(S. 67.)
67.)

43.]
[Private, No. 43.1

Mathilda P. Hansen.

Paymentto.
Payment to.

June
1916.
Iune 28,
28,1916.
IS. 3436.)
IS.
3436.]
•
[Private,
rivate, No.
No. 44.]
44.]
John Alexander
Beon
Besonen. Alexander
Payment to.
to.
Payment

June 28, 1916.
is. 3929.)
28,1916.

__3929.]

[Private, No. 45.1
45.)
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and Hous_ep
fRepresentatives
the United
United
House of
Representatives of
of the
States
Amerca in
in angress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America
the entries
entries hereinafter
hereinafter
That the

Public lands.

Hobiesad
Homestead

entres
entries

validated.
validated, and the Secretary
named be, and the same are hereby, validated,
Secretary of
of validated.
the Interior authorized
to
issue patents
authorized
patents thereon
thereon upon
upon the
submission
the submission
of satisfactory proof of compliance
compliance with the laws under
under which
which such
such
entries were
were allowed:
allowed:
y G. Skinner.
Homestead entry, Roswell,
Homestead
Roswell, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, numbered
ght twentyt
wen tyRoy
numbered nau
naught
RO
. Sk-inr.
eight thousand
eight
hundred
seventy-one, made by
thousand
hundred and seventy-one,
by Roy
Roy G.
G.
twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred
Skinner on July twenty-seventh,
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, for
for
the southwest
northwest quarter, west half of
the
southwest quarter of the northwest
the
of the
southwest
quarter, section three, and the southeast
southwest quarter,
southeast quarter
quarter of
of .the
.the
northeast quarter, section four, township nine south,
south, range
thirteen
range thirteen
es e
reserved,
east, New Mexico meridian, with
with a
the coal
coal thereunder
a reservation
reservation of the
thereunder Coal
Coal 36.
pp. 583..
Vol.
to the United States under the Act of June
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and ten (Thirty-sixth
(Thirty-sixth Statutes
Statutes at
at Large,
page five
five hundred
Large, page
hundred
eighty-three).
and eighty-three).
Homestead entry, San Francisco,
A
iLlen Harder With,
Francisco, California,
Homestead
California, numbered
numbered naught
naught ereAlen
Harder Witb
sixty-five hundred
hundred and ninety-six, made by
by Allen
Harder Witherell
Allen Harder
Witherell
on October third, nineteen hundred
for the
the west
west half
half
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, for
of the northeast quarter, northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter,
section twenty-four, and the southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast
quarter, section thirteen, township
township eleven
range thirteen
thirteen west,
west,
eleven north,
north, range
Mount Diablo meridian.
meridian.
Homestead
Homestead entry, Bellefourche,
Bellefourche, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, numbered
naught George
George E.
Brink.
numbered naught
E. Brink.
fifty-three, made
nine thousand and fifty-three,
by George
Brink on
on March
March
made by
George E.
E. Brink
twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred
hundred and eleven, for the northwest quarter,
section twenty-two,
twenty-two, township seven north, range eleven east, Black
section
Black
Hills meridian.
meridian.
Homestead
New Mexico,
Homestead entry, Las Cruces, New
numbered naught
naught Mahlon
Mahlon Bown.
Brown.
Mexico, numbered
eighty-eight
eighty-eight hundred and four, made
made by
by Mahlon
Mahlon Brown,
Brown, on
Septemon Septem-
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ber fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
the southwest
southwest
nineteen hundred
thirteen, for
for the
quarter, section
section fifteen
township twenty-eight
twenty-eight south,
south, range
range seven
seven
fifteen, township
west,
New Mexico
meridian.
west,
New
Mexico
meridian.
John E lock.
Homestead entry, Havre, Montana
Montana,' numbered
Homestead
numbered naught
eight hunnaught eight
hundred and thirty-three,
thirty-three, made by
by John Rieck,
Rieck, on
on June
June twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth,
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine, for
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
section sevensevenfor the
the southwest
teen,
township
thirty-two
north,
range
six
east,
Montana
meridian.
Magda
Sof
Ludteen,
township
thirty-two
north,
range
six
east,
Montana
meridian.
Magda Soffie LundHomestead
berg.
Homestead entry, Glasgow,
Glasgow, Montana,
Montana, numbered
naught twentytwentynumbered naught
eight thousand three hundred and twenty-two,
twenty-two, made
made by
Magda Soffie
by Magda
Soffie
Lundberg, on June
Lundberg,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fourteen,
for
June seventeenth,
hundred and
fourteen, for
the southeast quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, east
east half
half of
the
of the
southwest quarter, and
and southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
section thirty-five, township thirty-one
thirty-one north,
range thirty-four
thirty-four east,
east,
north, range
Montana
meridian.
B. SpellMontana meridian.
Lornda
SLorinda B.
man.
Homestead
entry, Roswell, New
Man.
Homestead entry,
New Mexico,
Mexico, numbered
numbered naught
naught twentytwentyhundred and eighty, made by
eight thousand two hundred
by Lorinda
Lorinda B.
B. SpellSpellman, on March
hundred and
March second, nineteen hundred
fourteen, for
for the
the east
east
and fourteen,
half of the southeast quarter, northwest quarter
of the
quarter of
the southeast
southeast
quarter, and northeast quarter
of the
the southwest
quarter, section
section
quarter of
southwest quarter,
eighteen, township
township eight south,
south, range eleven
New Mexico
eleven east,
east, New
Mexico
meridian.
Wilson Humphries.
dian.
Homestead entry,
entry' Santa Fe, New
numbered naught
naught eigheighNew Mexico,
Mexico, numbered
teen thousand
thousand and fifty-six, made
by Wilson
Wilson Humphries
Humphries on
on March
March
made by
hundred and
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen for
for the
the south
half of
the
south half
of the
northwest quarter
northwest
quarter and north half of the
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
the southwest
section
nineteen township
north, range
range ten
ten east,
east, New
New Mexico
Mexico meridian.
meridian.
Homad
appnineteen,
township three
three north,
Homestead appli.
cationls
athoriped.
SEC.
cations authorized.
S
EC. 2.
2'.That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
he is
hereby,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized to
to allow
allow the
following applications
applications to
to make
make entry:
entry:
authorized
the following
John N.
N. Gordon.
Gordn.
Homestead application,
John
application, Las Cruces, New Mexico,
Mexico, numbered
numbered naught
naught
nine thousand and forty, filed on December
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
December first,
and thirteen, by John
John N. Gordon
Gordon for
the east
east half
half of
of the
the southwest
southwest
for the
quarter, section
section seven,
seven, township sixteen south,
south, range
range four
four west,
New
west, New
Mexico meridian,
meridian, subject to the
of
the terms,
terms, provisions,
provisions, and
and limitations
limitations of
the reclamation
reclamation Act.
Act.
the
Wiiam E.
Homestead application,
application, Roseburg,
William
E. Hosford.
Rosebnrg, Oregon,
ten
Oregon, numbered
numbered naught
naught ten
thousand
and
forty-six,
made
thousand
made by William E
March ninth,
ninth,
E. Hosford
Hosford on
on March
nineteen hundred and
for ninety
and seventeen
seven t
een
one and fifteen
fifteen, for
ninety and
onehundredths acres of land, described
hundredths
described as
lot two,
two, northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
as lot
the northeast
northk half
northeast quarter, northhalf of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
of the
the
quarter of
northeast
southwest quarter
northeast quarter, southwest
the southeast
quarter of
of the
the
quarter of
of the
southeast quarter
northeast
northeast quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
the southeast
southeast quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter
three, towntownquarter,, section
section three,
ship seventeen south, range
range eleven
eleven west,
west, Willamette
exWillamette meridian
meridian, exstrips each
fifty links
links wide
wide within
within the
exterior boundaries
boundaries
cept two
two strips
each fifty
the exterior
thereof, described as follows:
at aapoint
point fifteen
fifteen and
and
follows: First,
First, beginning
beginning at
thirty-six
one-hundredths chains east of the
thirty-six one-hundredths
the quarter corner
on the
the
corner on
north
seventeen south, range
north line of section three,
three, township
township seventeen
range eleven
eleven
west, extending
twenty-five links
links on each
extending thence
thence twenty-five
each side
side of
of the
line runruntheline
twenty-two degrees
ning south twenty-two
degrees east
east two
two and
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine oneonehundredths
chains; thence
hundredths chains;
thence south sixty-four
west three
three and
and
sixty-four degrees
degrees west
eighty-eight
eighty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains;
thence south
south eleven
eleven degrees
degrees west
west
chains; thence
one
and thirty
one and
thirty one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains; thence south eleven degrees
deg,rees east
east
two and ninety-nine
ninety-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains; thence south
south nine
degrees
nine degrees
west two and fifty-six
one-hundredths chains
chains;•thence
fifty-six one-hundredths
thence south fortyfortynine degrees east one and fifty-three
fifty-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains
thence
chains;•thence
south sty-four
sixty-four
degrees east four and
ix
degrees
and eight
eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths'chains;
chains;
sixty-three degrees
thence south sixty-three
degrees east
two and
twenty-five oneoneeast two
and twenty-five
hundredths
hundredths chains; thence
thence south
south eighteen
east one
one and
and fifty
fifty
eighteen degrees
degrees east
one-hundredths chains to aapoint where
one-hundredths
where the strip closes on the eastern
eastern
boundary
boundary of the original tract; second, beginning
beginning at
point fifteen
fifteen
at a
a point
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chains west
west of the east quarter corner
corner of section
section three, township
chains
township
seventeen south, range eleven west, extending
extending thence
thence twenty-five
twenty-five
links on each side of a
a line running north
twelve degrees
west one
one
north twelve
degrees west
and five one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains; thence
thence north ten
de
east one
one
ten degrees
east
seventy-three one-h
and seventy-three
un d
re dths c
hai
ns; thence
thence nortt
f
e
o
s
urteen dedeone-hundredths
chains;
northrefourteen
grees
grees east two and fourteen
fourteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains;
thence north
chains; thence
north
eight degrees west one and seventy one-hundredths
chains- thence
thence
one-hundredths chains;
north nine degrees east two and seventy-four
one-hundredth chains;
seventy-four one-hundredths
chains;
thence north
north twenty-nine
thence
twenty-nine degrees
degrees east one and twenty-four
twenty-four oneonehundredths
hundredths chains to the point where the
on the
the northern
the strip closes
closes on
northern
boundary
Provided, That the
boundary of the original
original tract: Provided,
the said
said Hosford
Hosford Proviso.
Proviso.
shall pay the sum
per acre
acre for
f
or said
said land
within thirty
thirty days
days Payment
Payment required.
required.
sum of $2.50
$2.50 per
land within
from receipt of notice from the register
register and receiver
the
allowance
receiver of
of the allowance
of his said
said. application.
Homestead application,
application, Havre, Montana,
Montana, numbered
numbered naught
Homestead
naught Edith
Edith A.
Purdy.
A.Purdy.
twenty-eight thousand
twenty-eight
thousand one hundred
hundred and fifty-eight,
fifty-eight, filed
filed by
by Edith
Edith
A. Purdy, on December
twenty-eighth,) nineteen
December twenty-eighth
and fourfournineteen hundred
hundred and
teen, for the west half, section
section eight, township thirty-three
thirty-three north,
north,
range
range twelve east, Montana
Montana meridian.
meridian.
Homestead application, Fairbanks, Alaska, numbered
numbered naught
naught GeorgeKolde.
GeorgeKolde.
ninety-two, filed by
three hundred and ninety-two
George Kolde,
Kolde' on
by George
on February
February
twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and fifteen, for
twenty-fourth,
twelve, section
section
for lot twelve,
ten, lots one and six, section fifteen, and
half of
of the
tie northnorthand the south
south half
west quarter,
quarter, section fourteen,
fourteen, township one
west,
one south,
south, range
range one
one west,
Fairbanks
Fairbanks meridian.
meridian.
e
Homestead
application, Boise,
Homestead application.,
Boise, Idaho,
Idaho, numbered
twelve i
o
the
zt
t
.
r
ude Kell
Kelley
numbered naught
naught twelve
'iletude
thousand
thousand and nineteen,
nineteen filed by Gertrude
January
Gertrude Kelley
Kelley Gilbert
Gilbert on
on January
fourth, nineteen hundred
hundred and twelve,
twelve, for the south
south half of
of the
norththe northwest quarter of section twenty-six,
west
twenty-six, in township
three, north
north of
of range
range
township three,
four west of the Boise meridian.
meridian.
Allotment application
application, Glasgow,
Glasgow, Montana,
Allotment
Montana numbered
numbered naught four- vea
v Campbell
a
i
m.campbon
teen thousand and twenty-eight, filed by Anna Campbell
Campbell Valentine,
Valentine,
for the east half southeast quarter
.
section seven,
the northeast
section
seven, the
northeast quarter
quarter
northeast
eighteen, and northwest
northeast quarter
quarter section eighteen,
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
northwest
quarter section seventeen,
seventeen, township
thirtytownship thirty-four
thirty-four north,
north, range
range thirtyfive east, Montana
Montana principal meridian.
meridian.
SEC.
That the Secretary
the.Interior be, and
he is
SEC. 3.
3. That
Secretary of the.Interior
and he
is hereby,
hereby, tombiesed
to tr
stad ptents
Pat'
authorized to issue patents upon the entries hereinafter
hereinafter named,
named, upon
upon
which satisfactory
satisfactory proof of compliance
compliance with
filed:
with law
law has
has been
been filed:
Homestead entry, Dodge City,
Homestead
City, Kansas,
naught ninetyninety- George
GeorgeH.
IL Lorey.
Lowrey.
Kansas, numbered
numbered naught
five hundred and forty-eight,
forty-eight, made
made by George
George H.
on October
October
H. Lowrey,
Lowrey, on
nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and three,
three, for the
the northwest
quarter,
northwest quarter,
section twenty-seven,
twenty-seven, township seventeen
range forty
forty west.
west.
seventeen south,
south, range
Homestead entry, Little Rock, Arkansas, numbered
Homestead
numbered naught
naught thirthirteen
Edwards, on
teen hundred and five, made by Glenn
Glenn Edwards,
on August
August twentytwenty- Glenn
Glenn Edwards.
Edwards.
third, nineteen hundred and four, for
for the
the north
of the
the north
north
north half
half of
half, section thirty-six, township four
four north,
north, range
range fifteen
west,
fifteen west,
reserving to the United States the
balding stone
stone on
on said
land and
the building
said land
and
the right to quarry and
and remove
remove the
the same.
same.
Homestead entry,
entry, Fort
Homestead
H. McDaniel.
Fort Sumner,
Sumner, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, numbered
numbered naught
naught Willie
WlieH.cDaniel.
thirteen
hundred and eighty-nine,
eighty-nine, made by Willie
thirteen hundred
H. McDaniel,
McDaniel, on
Willie H.
on
January fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and nine, for the west half of the
•
southwest quarter, section
township two
section sixteen, township
north, range
range thirtythirtytwo north,
seven east,
east, New Mexico
of said tract
seven
Mexico meridian,
meridian, and in lieu of
the State
State NiLiri
exLo
elec
.lion by
by
tract the
ie'"lfu
selection
of New Mexico
Mexico shall have the right to select
select an
equal area
area of
of public
public
an equal
land of the character
character subject
land
subject to selection under
under its
school-indemnity
its school-indemnity
grant.
Homestead
numbered naught
Homestead entry, Salt Lake
Lake City, Utah, numbered
naught seventyseventy,- Lewis
F. Koch.
Lews F.
Koch.
six hundred
eighty-three, made
Six
hundred and eighty-three,
made by Lewis F. Koch,
on April
April
Koch, on
fourth, nineteen
fourth,
nineteen hundred and eleven, for the
the southeast
quarter of
southeast quarter
of
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the northwest
north:vv
. est quarter
and northeast
quarter of
the southwest
southwest quarquarthe
quarter and
northeast quarter
of the
ter,
section six,
six, township
township seventeen
seventeen south,
south, range
range six
Lake
ter, section
six west,
west, Salt
Salt Lake

meridian.
meridian.
Homestead entry,
entry, Havre,
Havre, Montana,
Montana, numbered
numbered twelve
thousand
Homestead
twelve thousand
two
made by
by Hubert
Hubert Schroeder
Schroeder on
on June
June
two hundred
hundred and
and ninety-nine,
ninety-nine, made
tenth,
nineteen hundred
and one,
south half
half of
of the
the southeast
tenth, nineteen
hundred and
one, for
for the
the south
southeast
quarter
thirteen and
east half
half of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter
quarter of
of section
section thirteen
and the
the east
of section
thirty-two north,
north, range
range twenty-one
twenty-one
of
section twenty-four,
twenty-four, township
township thirty-two
east, Montana
east,
Montana meridian,
meridian,
Frank
Homestead entry,
South Dakota
naught twelve
Frank- Olsen.
Olsen.
Homestead
entry, Pierre,
Pierre, South
Dakota, numbered
numbered naught
twelve
thousand six
six hundred
made by
by Frank
Olsen, on
on May
May fifth,
thousand
hundred and
and four,
four, made
Frank Olsen,
fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
for the
northwest quarter
quarter of
the southeast
southeast
of the
nineteen
and ten,
ten, for
the northwest
quarter of
of section
section thirty-two,
one hundred
hundred and
and twentyquarter
thirty-two, township
township one
twentyeight
north, range
eight north,
range fifty-three
fifty-three west.
west.
SEC.
4. That the
the entries
entries hereinafter
hereinafter named
Shoshone Indian
Indian
S
EC. 4.
named be,
the same
be, and
and the
same are
are
Reservation, Wyo.
Entries of
validated as
as though
allowed after
after two
two and
and within
five years
years
though allowed
within five
o ceded
dede hereby,
hereby, validated
lands on, validated.
Vol.
33, p.1016.
from
the lands
to entry
provisions of
of the
the
the provisions
entry-under
under the
lands to
opening of
of the
from the
the opening
p.101ted.
l.3n,
Act
approved March
March third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and five,
five,
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
entitled "An
"An Act
agreement with
with the
the Indians
entitled
Act to
to ratify
ratify and
and amend
amend an
an agreement
Indians
residing
on the
the Shoshone
Shoshone or
or Wind
in the
the
residing on
Wind River
River Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation in
State
to make
make appropriations
appropriations for
for carrying
carrying the
the
of Wyoming,
Wyoming, and
and to
State of
same
into effect":
same into
effect":
William E.
E. Dtmcan.
Homestead entry,
entry, Lander,
Lander, Wyoming
numbered naught
naught six
six thouthouwilliam
Duncan.
Homestead
Wyoming, numbered
sand
eight hundred
hundred and
by William
William E.
E Duncan,
Duncan, on
on
sand eight
and twenty-six,
twenty-six, filed
fied by
February- seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, for
for the
south
February
the south
half
the northwest
quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
northeast
half of
of the
northwest quarter,
the northeast
quarter,
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the southwest
quarter, section
quarter, and
and northeast
southwest quarter,
section
twenty-six,
eight north,
north, range
range three
east, Wind
Wind River
River
twenty-six, township
township eight
three east,
meridian.
meridian.
Ralph E.
Homestead entry,
entry, Lander,
Lander, Wyoming,
naught six
six thouthouRalph
E. Kelly.
Kelly.
Homestead
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
sand
nine hundred
and seven,
Kelly, on
on March
sand nine
hundred and
seven, filed
filed by
by Ralph
Ralph E.
E. Kelly,
March
fifteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen, for
the west
west half
of the
fifteenth, nineteen
and fifteen,
for the
half of
the
southeast
quarter, and
and southeast
southeast quarter
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter,
southeast quarter,
quarter of
section thirty-six,
range three
section
thirty-six, township
township eight
eight north,
north, range
three east,
east, and
and the
the
northeast *quarter
of the
the northwest
quarter, section
section one,
township
northeast
quarter of
northwest quarter,
one, township
seven north,
range three
three east,
meridian.
seven
north, range
east, Wind
Wind River
River meridian.
Additional homestead
entry, Lander,
Lander, Wyoming,
Wyoming;, numbered
naught
Charles Granger.
Additional
homestead entry,
numbered naught
six
six thousand
thousand nine
filed by
by Charles
Charles GranGrannine hundred
hundred and
and twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, filed
ger, on
and fifteen,
fifteen, for
for the
the
ger,
on March
March seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
northeast quarter,
quarter, section
section five,
five, township
southeast
the northeast
township
six
range one
Wind River
six north,
north, range
one east,
east, Wind
River meridian.
meridian.
Jay K. Smith.
J.mi.
Homestead
Wyoming, numbered
Homestead entry, Lander, Wyoming,
seven
numbered naught
naught seven
thousand one
one hundred
filed by
by Jay
Jay K.
Smith, on
on
thousand
hundred and
and eighty-five,
eighty-five, filed
K. Smith,
June eighteenth,
nineteen hundred
northeast
eighteenth, nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, for
for the northeast
quarter of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, section
half of
of the
the
section eighteen,
eighteen, north
north half
quarter, and the northwest
northwest quarter of the
northeast
northwest quarter,
the northeast
quarter,
quarter, section
section seventeen, township eight north, range
range four east,
Wind River
River meridian.
meridian.
Clif. Wind
Charles A. Clifton.
Chles A. C
Homestead
Wyoming, numbered
Homestead entry,
entry Lander,
Lander, Wyoming,
numbered naught
seven
naught seven
thousand
hundred and two, filed
filed by
by Charles
Charles A. Clifton, on May
thousand one hundred
May
twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
southwest quarter
hundred and fifteen, for the southwest
quarter
northeast quarter, and
and the
the south half of the
of the northeast
the northwest
northwest quarquarter, section twenty, and
and the
the southeast
southeast quarter
the northeast
quarter of
of the
northeast
quarter, section
quarter,
section nineteen,
nineteen, township
township six
north, range
range four
four west,
west, Wind
Wind
six north,
River
meridian.
River meridian.
Ralph E. Allen.
alph E. a
Additional
entry, Lander,
Additional homestead
homestead entry,
Lander, Wyoming,
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
naught
seven thousand
and three, filed
thousand one hundred
hundred and
filed byRalph
by Ralph E.
Allen, on
on
E. Allen,
nineteen hundred
May thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, for
for the
the northeast
northeast
quarter of the southwest
section thirty,
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
thirty, township
township one
one north,
north,
River meridian.
range four east, Wind
Wind River
meridian.
Hubert
Schroeder.
Hubert Sheder.
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Homestead
Lander, Wyoming,
Homestead entry,
entry Lander,
Wyoming, numbered
seven
numbered naught
naught seven

John E.
E. Woodson.
Woodson.
John

Homestead entry,
Homestead
entry, Lander,
seven
Lander, Wyoming,
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
naught seven

Mahan°
G. Hays.
Hays.
Mabelle G.

thousand one hundred and four, filed
filed by
John E.
Woodson, on
on May
May
thousand
by John
E. Woodson,
thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen, for
for lot
lot four
the southsouthhundred and
and fifteen,
four and
and the
east quarter of the southwest
southwest quarter, section thirty, township
township one
one
north, range four east, Wind
Wind River meridian.
meridian.

thousand
hundred and twenty
thousand one hundred
Mabelle G. Hays, on May
May
twenty,.,filed by Mabelle
twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
fifteen, for
and fifteen,
for the southwest
southwest
quarter of
southeast quarter,
the south
half of
the southwest
of the
the southeast
quarter, and
and the
south half
of the
southwest
one, and the northeast
quarter, section one
northwest
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northwest
quarter, section
three north,
two west,
Wind
section twelve,
twelve, township
township three
north, range
range two
west, Wind

River meridian.
River
meridian.
Morrisd.
m
O is M Alexander.
L
Additional homestead
homestead eau
,Lander,
numbered naught
Additional
entry,.
Lander, Wyoming,
Wyoming, numbered
naught M
Ale nde
seven thousand one hundred
hundred and twenty-nine,
twenty-nine filed
MorrisM.
filed by
by Morris-M.
Alexander,
Alexander, on May twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and. fifteen,
fifteen, for
for
hundred and
the northeast quarter of the northeast
northeast quarter,
section twenty-nine,
quarter, section
twenty-nine,
township five north,
Wind River
meridian.
north, range
range four
four west,
west, W'md
River meridian.
J. Simla.
Homestead
Homestead application,
Wyoming, numbered
numbered naught
naught Lawrence
application, Lander,
Lander, Wyoming,
Law r. ce Jh Kirh
seventy-one hundred and thirteen
seventy-one
J. Kirch,
Kirch, on
on
thirteen, made by Lawrence
Lawrence J.
May fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and fifteen,
nineteen hundred'
fifteen, for the northwest
northwest
quarter, section sixteen, township two
range four
four east,
east, Wind
two north, range
Wind
River
River meridian.
meridian.
John %oboe.
SEC. 5.
homestead claim
claim of
John Kehoe
Sehoe for
for unsurveyed
SEC.
5. That
That the
the homestead
of John
unsurveyed JohmKeation
Homestead location
validated.
lands near
lands
Tanana Alaska,
he recorded
recorded a
location notice
notice valda ted
near Tanana,
Alaska, for
for which
which he
a location
August fifth, nineteen hundred and eight, be, and the same is hereby,
hereby,
validated.
validated.
Approved, June
June 28, 1916.
Approved,

To authorize
authorize the
the exchange
exchange of
of lot
lot tent
CHAP. 191.-An
191.—An Act To
ten, section
section nineteen,
nineteen, towntownship
north, range
range one
one hundred
and fourteen
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, ship forty-five
forty-five north,
hundred and
fourteen west,
land needed
the construction
construcon of Jackson
for certain
certain private lands
needed in
in connection
connection with
with the
Jackson Lake
Lake
Reservir,
Wyoing, and for
for
paopeee.
Reservoir, Wyoming,
other purposes.

June 28, 1916.
91
s.n.l5348.]
[S.
[Private,
No. 46.]
46.]Private, No.

Be
enacted .by
by tie
the Senate
o
fRepresentatives
the United
Be it
it enaeted
Senate and
and House
Hosae of
Representatves of
fthe
United B.. D. Shedleld.
held.
States of Ameria
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
upon delivery
of deeds
Amertea in
delivery of
deeds Exchange
Exchangeof
of lands
lands

conveying
good title to
near the
conveying to the United States
States good
to certain
certain lands
lands near
the w thoutlet of Jackson
Jackson Lake, Wyoming,
Wyoming, needed
by the
States in
in
needed by
the United
United States
connection with
Lake Dam,
Dam, and
and
connection
with the construction
construction of
of the
the Jackson
Jackson Lake
sought to be condemned
condemned and
particularly described
described in
in the
the comcomand more
more particularly
plaint on file in the case of
against B.
B. D.
Sheffield and
and
of United States
States against
D. Sheffield
others, now pending
pending in the District Court of the United States in
in and
for the District of Wyoming, then in exchange
lands so
so conconexchange for
for such lands
veyed to the United States lot ten
nineteen, township
township
ten of section
section nineteen,
forty-five
forty-five north, range
and fourteen
fourteen west,
range one hundred
hundred and
west, sixth
sixth principal
principal
meridian,
Wyoming containing
meridian, in the State of Wyoming,
containing approximately
approximately twentyacres, as
shown on
on the
the amended
amended
one and thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
as shown
plat of said section nineteen,
nineteen, approved
approved by
by.the
Commissioner of
of the
the
the Commissioner
General Land Office on January - twentieth,
hundred and
and
twentieth nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixteen, and filed in the United
Land Office
Office, shall
be granted
United States
States Land
shal be
granted
and conveyed by the United States to said B.
his heirs,
heirs,
B. D. Sheffield,
Sheffield, his
executors, administrators,
assigns, and
upon delivery
of satisadministrators, or
or assigns,
and upon
delivery of
satisfactory evidence of title to the
conveyed to
the said
said lands
lands to be
be conveyed
to the
the
United States and the delivery of deeds conveying
conveying the
same to
to the
the
the same
United States patent to said lot
to said
said B.
B. D.
lot ten
ten shall be issued
issued to
D.
Sheffield.
Sheffield.
Approved, June 28, 1916.
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[S.
5495.]
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[Private,
[Private, No. 47.]
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Edward J.
J. Lynch.
Lynch.
Edward
Credit in accounts.

June 28, 1916.
IS. 5911.1

June 528,916.

(Private,
Private, No.
No. 48.]
48.1

Pensions.

ensions.

Pension.

Pension.
Nellie M.
M. Leonard.
Leonard.

increased.
Pensions increased.
BowmanC.McEwen.
BowmanC.McEwem.

Bumum W. Francis.
BumW.
Francis.

Elizabeth R.
IL Frink.
Elizabeth

Anna M. Holt.

Fitzhugh
Hoag.
Fitzhugh S.
S. Hoag.

Ella P. Hines.
Ela
Hines.

Sarah L. Lunt.

arah L Lnt.

George H. Bishop.

eoe

shop

tchCamberi.

Hatch Chamberlin.

atch mbein.

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 192.—An
192.-An Act
Edward J.
Act For the relief of Edward
collector of
internal
J. Lynch,
Lynch, collector
of internal
revenue for
for the district of Minnesota.
Minnesota.
revenue

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
and House of
of the
assembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
authorized and
to credit
credit
J. Lynch,
Edward J.
Lynch, collector
collector of
for the
district of
of
of internal
internal revenue
revenue for
the district
Minnesota,
Minnesota, and his accounts
accounts with
with the sum
$35,207.141, being
being the
the
sum of $35,207.14],
value of currency,
coin and
currency, coin,
and various
of stamps
charged to
to him
him
various kinds
kinds of
stamps charged
and which were stolen
stolen from the vault
vault of his
his office during
night of
of
during the
the night
January sixth,
sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, together
together with
with other
hundred and
other
stamps which
which have since been returned
returned him.
him.
Approved,
Approved, June
28, 1916.
1916.
June 28,

CHAP 193.—An
193.-An Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and increase
soldiers
increase of pensions
pensions to certain
certain soldiers

and sailors of the Civil War and
and certain
certain widows
and dependent
such
widows and
dependent relatives
relatives of
of such
soldiers
and sailors.
sailors.
soldiers and

Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
and House
House of
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
assembled, That
That the
Interior
Interior be, and he is
authorized and
place on
the
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
on the
ension roll,
pension
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
roll, subject
subject to
laws-taws—
The name of Nellie M. Leonard,
The name of Nellie M. Leonard, widow
widow of
of Willard
Willard R.
R. Lemon,
Lemon,
known as William L. Leonard,
Leonard, late of Company
Company D,
Third Regiment
Regiment
D, Third
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her aapension
Volunteer Cavalry,
at the
the rate
$12 per
per
pension at
rate of
of $12
month.
month.
The
of Bowman
The name
name of
Bowman C.
C. MeEwen,
McEwen, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First
Regiment
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Heavy Artillery,
pension
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month
month in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving
lieu of
that he
now receiving
Burnum W.
The name of Burnum
W. Francis,
Francis, late
of Company
Company K,
Sixteenth
late of
K, Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the rate
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $36
in lieu
that he
he is
The
name of
Elizabeth R. Frink, widow
The name
of Elizabeth
widow of
of Rufus
Rufus S.
S. Frink,
Frink, fate
late of
of
Company, G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy ArtilArtillery, and pay
pay her a
a pension
rate of $20
pension at the rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of
$20 per
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
that she is
The name
name of
Anna M. Holt, widow
The
of Anna
widow of Thomas Holt, late major
major
and lieutenant colonel
colonel Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment New
New York
Infantry, and pay her aapension at
$25 per
in lieu
lieu
at the rate
rate of
of $25
per month
month in
of that she is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The
Fitzhugh S.
of Company
Company K,
The name
name of
of Fitzhugh
S. Hoag,
Hoag, late
late of
K, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
Regiment
Militia Infantry,
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving
receiving.
The
of Ella
P. Hines,
The name
name of
Ella P.
Hines, widow
widow of Thomas J.
J. Hines,
Hines, late
late chief
chief
Regiment New
musician, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
New York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
a pension
pay
her a
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
is
she is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of Sarah L.
Albert C.
The name
L. Lunt, widow
widow of
of Albert
C. Lunt,
Lunt, late
of ComComlate of
anies IIand F, First Regiment
panies
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension at the
the rate
her a
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of George
George H. Bishop, late of Company G, Fifty-second
The
Fifty-second
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay hini
pension at
the
him aapension
at the
rate of $50
rate
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
The name of Hatch Chamberlin,
Chamberlin, late
of Company
Fourth Regilate of
Company B,
B, Fourth
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension at
at the
rate
the rate
of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu of that
that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
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Michael Kelly.
Eleventh Regi- MichaeKelly.
The name of Michael
Michael Kelly, late
late of Company
Company B, Eleventh
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
him aapension
pension at
the
lieu of
rate of $30 per month in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving
Pension.
Pension.
Horace Berlew, late of
of Company
The name of Horace
Company B,
One hundred
hundred and
and Horace
B, One
Hoace Berlew.
Berlew.
ninety-sixth
ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him aapenpension at the
the rate of
$14 per
of $14
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Irvin E.
E. Scott.
The name of Irvin E. Scott, late of CompanyCompany B, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Irvin
Scott.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Militia Infantry, and
and Company D, First
First
Battalion, Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
and pay him
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu
a
is now
now receivreceivlieu of that
that he
he is
in
ing.
John B. Way.
Tiheename of John B. Way,
Way, late
late of
Seventeenth Regiof Company
Company D,
D, Seventeenth
Regi- Johl
B. way.
ment Kansas Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
rate
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of William
William Comstock,
Comstock, late
late of
Company C,
William comstock.
Comstock.
of Company
C, Seventh
Seventh Wliam
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name of George H. French,
French, late
late of
Company- A,
Forty-eighth George
French.
of Company
A, Forty-eighth
George H.
I. Fr'nchRegiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
him a
a.pension
pension at
at
Infantry, and
and pay him
the rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
David Devore.
The name of David Devore, late
late of Company C, Fifteenth RegiRegi- David
Devore.
ment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer
and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receivng.
receiving.
The name of
T. Roberts,
of Company
Company B,
B, Sixty-first
Sixty-first Storm
Storm T.
T. Roberts.
Roberts.
of Storm
Storm T.
Roberts, late
late of
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
The name
name of Horatio
Horatio N.
N. Washburn,
Washburn, late
late of
Comp any F,
F, Fourth
Fourth bHratio
b Horatio N.
N. WashWash
of Company
Regiment, and Company
Company- F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment,
Regiment, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and Twenty-third
Twenty-third Company, Second
Veteran
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
a pension
pension at the rate
Reserve Corps, and pay him a
of $40
$40 per
rate of
per month
month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Teter
Wedge late
late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-second
Thirt
ysecond Peter
The
name of
Peter Wedge,
of Company
Peter Wedge.
wedge.
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry '•
and pay
the
and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
he is
is now
now receiving..
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of -Mary F. Fernald,
Fernald, helpless
and dependent
helpless and
dependent daughter Mary
Fernald.
Mary F.Fernald.
Hamilton, late of Company G,
of James L. Fernald, alias Francis Hamilton,
Thirteenth Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and ComComInfantry, and
pany H, Twentieth Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay her
her
aa pension at the rate of $12
per month.
$12 per
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
The
The name
name of
of Hiram
R. Brackett,
late of
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Hiram
Hiram R.Brackett.
R. Brackett.
Hiram R.
Brackett, late
of Company
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
mm aapension at the
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Harriet S.
S. Crooks,
Crooks, widow
Crooks, late
late Harriet S.
S. Crooks.
widow of
of William
William Crooks,
rooks.
colonel
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
colonel Sixth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Volunteer Infantry,
aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
she is
is now
now
of that she
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Frances A.
A. Hall,
Charles H.
late of
of Frances
A. Hall.
Hall, widow
widow of
of Charles
H. Hall,
Hall, late
Fraces A.
Hall.
Company K, First Regiment
Company
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
apension at the rate
per month
of that
that she
she is
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving.
The name of Elzie W. Grindle, late of Company F, Forty-second
Forty-second Elzie W.. Brindle.
Grindle.
Regiment,
Company E, Ninety-sixth
Regiment, Company
Ninety-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
A,
Company A,
Battalion Seventy-seven,
Seventy-seven, Ohio
and pay
him a
a
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
per month
pension at the rate of $30 per
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving. Pension
Pension.
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
The name of Celia E. Gibson, former
former widow
widow of
of William
Celia E.
Gibson.
William Gibson,
Gibson, Celia
E. Gibson
late of Vaughn's Independent
Independent Battery, Illinois
Light ArArIllinois Volunteer
Volunteer Light
tillery, and
and pay
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
tillery,
$12 per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
of Stephen
The name of Amanda
Amanda Brewster, widow of
Stephen G.
Brewster, Amanda
Amanda Brewster.
G. Brewster,
Brewster.
late unassigned, Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infant"-,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
and pay her a
lieu of
that
month in lieu
of that
she is now receiving.
.
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The name of Henry
Henry Vanderpool,
Vanderpool, late of Company
Tenth RegiRegiCompany II,
I, Tenth
ment
and pay
the
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
rate of
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
The name of Charles
Charles F. Cooken,
Charles F. Cooken.
Cooken.
Cooken, late of Company
F, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Company F,
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the
Regiment
pay him
at the
rate
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $36
per month
that he
Orrin S. Williams.
illiams.
Orrin
The name of Orrin S. Williams,
Williams, late of the Seventeenth
Seventeenth Battery,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Indiana
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
at the
the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
is now
Mary
Holliday.
The name of Mary J.
Mary J. Holliday.
J. Holliday, widow
widow of
of George
George W. Holliday,
Holliday, late
late
Company H,
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
of Company
H, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu
pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
of
receiving.
Samuel I.
Smmon.
I. Scammon,
late of
Samuel
I. Scammon.
The name of Samuel
Samuel I.
Scammon, late
of Company
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
Amanda M. icker
The name
name of
of Amanda
Ricker, former
Amanda M. Rinker '
The
Amanda M.
M. Ricker,
former widow
widow of William
William E.
E.
Barrows,
Barrows, late of Company
Conipany I,
I, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and widow
Infantry,
widow of
Ricker, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
of Isaiah
Isaiah Ricker,
Regiment
and pay
her a
at the
the
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
rate of $20 per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
Henry
The name of Henry
Henry Stewart.
Stewart.
Henry Stewart, late of Company
Sixty-ninth
Company I,
K, Sixty-ninth
Regiment, and
I, One
One hundred
and fortieth
fortieth Regiment,
Regiment,
and Company
Company I,
hundred and
Regiment,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per
month in
receiving.
ian s.
Ford.
The name of Ivan S. Ford, late of Company
Ivan
S. Ford.
Company F, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
apension at the rate of $36
$36
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Miles Gary.
Gary.
Miles
The name of Miles Gary, late of Company I,
Forty-seventh RegiRegiI, Forty-seventh
H, Twenty-fifth
ment, and Company
Company II,
Twenty-fifth Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer In$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
fantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Josephine Taylor.
The name of Josephine
Josephine
Taylor.
of Isaac
late of
of
Josephine Taylor,
Taylor, widow
widow of
Isaac Y.
Y. Taylor,
Taylor, late
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
Company H, Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aa pension at the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
rate of $20 per
lieu of
Pension.
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
she is
Pension.
Frances W.
The name
name of Frances W.
Frances
W. Wood.
Wood.
W. Wood, widow of George
George L. Wood,
Wood, alias
George Surgent
Surgent, late of Company
Company E,
Third Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey
E, Third
Regiment New
Volunteer Cavalry, 'and
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12 per
per
Pensions increased.
increased. month.
Pensions
Mathew
Farley.
The name
Mathew Farley.
name of Mathew
Mathew Farley,
Farley , late of Company
Company. C,
RegiC, Forty-ninth Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles B.
Sntton.
The name of Charles B. Sutton, late of Company G, First RegiCharles
B. Sutton.
ment Oregon
Volunteer Infantry,
Oregon Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
apension at the rate
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30 per month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
John Harrigan.
Harrigan.
The name of John Harrigan, late of
John
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
United States Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $40
$40 per
per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Johnson
Johnson White.
White.
The name of Johnson
Johnson White, late of Company H, First Regiment
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
him aapension
pension at the
the rate
of
rate of
$50
month in
he is
is now
$50 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Stinson Books.
Theename
Th
name of Stinson Books, late
late of
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
of Company
Company K,
and
fifty-fifth
Indiana Volunteer
fifty-fifth Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a
pension at the
the rate of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is nowreceiving.
nowreceiving.
per month
month in
he is
Eliza E.
The name of Eliza
Vose, widow of Charles
Vose, late of
Eliza
E. Vose.
Wee.
The
Eli7a E.
E. Vose,
Charles S. Vose,
of ComCompany H, Second Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aa
pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
on
T. W
t
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
receiving.
John
warbrton.
The name
John T. Warburton.
name of John
John T. Warburton,
Warburton, late
of Company
Company I,
Thirteenth
late of
I, Thirteenth
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.

Vanderpool.

Henry VanderPool.
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The name of Phebe J.
J. Asher, widow of Charles
Charles Asher, late of Company D, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and pay
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
a
receiving.
The name of Albertus
Albertus Bowen, late of Company
Company B, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Milton Rhodenbaugh,
Rhodenbaugh, late of Company-D,
Company D, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him aapension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
The name of Minnie Anderson,
Anderson 'widow
widow of
Calvin Anderson
of Calvin
Anderson, late
late of
of
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
apension at the rate of $12 per month.
The name of Christian Howald, late of
The
Company K,
K, Tenth
Regiof Company
Tenth RegiVolunteer Infantry,
ment Michigan Volunteer
Infantry:and pay him a
the rate
rate
a pension
pension at the
of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of George Lucas,
Lucas, late
Company G,
G, Twelfth
ii ent
late of Company
Twelfth Rey
Regiment
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
at the
tie rate
pension at
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of JeAse
Jesse L. Felton,
Company H,
H, One
One hundredth
hundredth
Pelton, late of
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aa pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
The name of William
William E.
E Chappell, late of Company
Company D,
Thirteenth
D, Thirteenth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
at the
the
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now
now receiving.
The name of Sarah E. Hathaway,
Hathaway, widow of John F. Hathaway,
Hathaway,
late acting assistant surgeon, United
United. States
States Army-,
and pay
pay her
her a
apenpenArmy, and
sion at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name of Hiram Bender, late of
H, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer infantry,
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay him aapension
at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
The name of John P.
of Company
Thirteenth
P. Martin
Martin, late
late of
Company C,
C, Thirteenth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantiy, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him aa. pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
The
A. Johnson,
Johnson 'late
of Company
Company I,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Orrin
Orrin A.
late of
I, Sixth
Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him a
a pension at
$36 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
Thename of Harriet A. Cady, widow
widow of Stephen
Stephen G.
late of
of
G. Cady, late
Company G, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
is
month in
in lieu
she is
now receiving.
The name of Julia G. Hottel, widow
widow of Martin V. Hottel,
Hottel late
captain Company
Company K, Fifty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer InfanInfanRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
try, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of
of that
that
she is now receiving.
The name of Edgar Thompson, late of Company
Company A, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regi
Regiment New York Volunteer Engineers,
and pay
him a
apension
t
he
Engineers, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
that he
he is
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas H. Webley,
Webley, late
late of
of Company
F, Fifth
RegiCompany F,
Fifth Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Inantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Inantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aa pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Harriet E. Vose, widow
Thatcher Vose,
late of
of
widow of
of Thatcher
Vose, late
Company K, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
apension at the rate
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The name
name of Charles E. Sawtelle, late of Company
Company F,
F, First RegiRegiVolunteer Heavy
ment Maine Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,.
pension at
at the
the
Artillery, and
and pay him aapension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Richard Harmon, late of Company
RegiCompany F,
F, Third
Third Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

Phebe J.
Asher.
Phebe
J. Asher.

Albertus Bowen.
Bowen.
Albertus

Milton
Milton
baugh.

Rhoden-

Pension.
Pension.
Minnie Anderson.
Anderson.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Christian
Christian Howald.
Howald.

George Lucas.
George
Lucas.

Jesse
L. Peiton.
Jesse L.
Pelton.

William
E. ChappelL
William E.Chappel.

Sarah E.
E. Hathaway.
Hathaway.

Hiram Bender.

Martin.
John P. Martin.

Orrin A.
A. Johnson.
Johnson.
Orrin

A. Cady.
Harriet A.

Julia G.
G. Hottel.
Julia

Edgar Thompson.
Thompson.

Webley.
Thomas H. Webley.

Pension.
Harriet E. Vose.
Vose.
Pensions increased.
Charles E. Sawtelle.
Sawtelle.
Charles

Richard Harmon.
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The name of
Wannofsky, widow
of Caroline
Caroline Wannofsky,
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Wannofsky,
Wannofsky,
late of Company
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Maine
Company E,
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry;
Infantry;
Company 1',
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
One hundred
hundred and
eighth Company,
Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran
and eighth
Reserve
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
month
Corps, and
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
per month
in
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
Sylvanus
Ward.
The
name of
Sylvanus H.
H. Ward.
The name
of Sylvanus
Sylvanus H.
H. Ward,
Ward, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
Sixteenth
E, Sixteenth
Regiment Maine
Regiment
Infantry, and
and Company
Company E,
E, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiMaine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Veteran
Veteran Reserve Corps, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
James
The
James Rogers,
James Rogers.
Rogers.
The name
name of James
Rogers, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Maine
Maine Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him aapension
of $30 per month
month in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
Alonzo J.. Nevers.
The name
Nevers, late
Alonzo
Nevers.
name of Alonzo J.
J. Nevers,
late of
Company B,
of Company
B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
him aapension
rate of $50 per month
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
in lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Mary
Mary A.
Mary A. Holland.
Holland.
The name of
of Mary
A. Holland,
Holland, widow
widow of
of John
John Holland,
Holland, late
of
late of
Battery B, First Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery,
Island Volunteer
and pay her aapension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
at the rate
of $20
per month
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
James
Somerville.
The name
name of James
Somerville, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
James Somerville.
The
ames Somerville,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Vermont Volunteer
at the
rate of
of
a pension at
the rate
$30
per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30per
in lieu
he is
Richard
M.Johnson.
Richard M.
Richard M.
Johnson.
The name
name of Richard
M. Johnson,
Johnson, late
late of
of Company
B, Eighth
Eighth
Company B,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry :and
and pay
pay him
the
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
in lieu
of that
is now
James McNamara.
The name
James
McNamara.
The
name of
of James
McNamara, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
James McNamara,
Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
him a
apension
pension at
the
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,:and
and pay
pay him
at the
rate of $30 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Hamilton Ds.
i
The
of Hamilton Davis,
avis, late of Company
Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Hamilton
Davis.
The name
name of
Fourteenth
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Michigan Volunteer
at the
the
pension at
orate
month in lieu of that
that he
rate of $36 per month
he is now receiving.
receiving.
John J. Foraker.
The name of John J.
J. Foraker, late of Company K, One hundred
hundred and
and
forty-third
forty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per
lieu of
of that
that, he
he is
is now
receivin g.
per month
month in
in lieu
now receiving
John
Curtis.
John Curtis.
Th
of Company
Company K,
Regiment
Thee name of
of John
John Curtis,
Curtis, late
late of
K, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
$30
per month
month in
of that
is n
ow receiving.
receiving.
$30per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
nenry A.
A. C.
c. ()TonO'Connor.
Henry
The
of Henry
or ,
l
at
e o
Company A,
A, Seventh
Seventh
The name
name of
Henry A.
A. C.
C. O'Conn
O'Connor,
late
offCompany
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month i
n li
eu o
th ath
i
s now receiving.
receivin_g.
in
lieu
offthat
hee is
Simon
Jenson.
Simon Jensn.
The
name of Simon Jen
Jenson,
latee of
'The name
son, lat
ofCompany
Com pany G, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
and pay
pay him
rate of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John
Win
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John Wilson.
The
name of
John Wilson, late of Company E, Fifteenth
The name
of John
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment
Infantry; and ipay
United States Infantry,
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
th e rate
ra t
e of
of$30
$30
, per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
thath
now receiving.
receiving.
R Bratto.
Pobrt R.
per month
month in
hee issnow
Robert
Bra t
The name of Robert
Robert R. Bratton, late of Company
Company E,
Twenty-E, TwentyIndiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
seventh Indiana
ension at
atthe
th e
pay him aap
pension
$36 per
rate of $36
per month
month in
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
HenryHenry
Quint.
The name
name of
of Henry
Company H, Twentieth
The
Henry Quint, late of Company
Twentieth Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension at the rate
$50 per
per month
eu of
ofth
athe
he i
now receiving.
M Youn
Y g. of
of $50
month in
in li
lieu
that
iss now
receiving.
Morrison
The name
name of Morrison Young, late of Company
Company H, Fourth RegiRegiment
iment Maine Volunteer
Volunte er Infantry,
Inf
an t, and
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
pension at
of $50
850 per month
month in lieu of
is
now
receiving.
of that he
he is now receiving.
Frnk
Frank A.. Colcor.l.
The
of Frank
Frank A.
A. Colcord,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, TwentyCo:cori.
The name
name of
Colcord, late
Twentysixth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay 'him
*him aa pension
pension
at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
m onth in
i
n li
eu of
ofth
at h
lieu
that
hee i
iss now receiving.
receiving.
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The
name of
Johnston, widow
widow of
of Francis
Francis Johnston,
Johnston, Jane
MeD. Johnston.
The name
of Jane
Jane McD.
McD. Johnston,
Jane MD.
ohnston.
late of Troop K, Fourth Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in
she is
is now
now
in lieu of that
that she
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Abbie Sloggy,
Sloggy.,widow
widow of
Harrison Sloggy
Sloggy, late
late of
of .AbbieSloggy.
.Abbie Sloggy.
of Harrison
Company B, Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per month in
that
in lieu of
of that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of George M. Titus,
Titus, late
of Company
E, Eleventh
George MTitusM. Titus.
late of
Company E,
Eleventh George
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
pay him
at the
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Sarah
Sarah A.
A. Welliever,
Welliever, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph S.
A. Welliever.
S. Welliever,
Welliever, Sarah
Sarah A.
elliever.
late of Company A, Ninth Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry
and
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry,'and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
is
in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
The name of Catherine Goodwin, widow
widow of
H. Goodwin,
Goodwin, Catherie
Catherine Goodwin
Goodwin.
of William
William H.
late of Company I, One hundred and forty-sixth
Indiana
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
The name of Henry Harpham,
Company
Harpham, late of Compan
y C, Tenth RegiRegi- a"Henryarham
ment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
h
The name of Charlotte
Charlotte .Randall,
Randall, widow
of William
Randall, late
widow of
William Randall,
late CCharlotte
arlott e RandalL
andalL
of Company
Company E, One hundred
hundred and seventy-ninth
Regiment New
New York
York
seventy-ninth Regiment
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her a
pension at
of $20
$20 per
per
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jon
The name of Cassius M. Jones, late ofCompany
of Company H,
H, Eighth
Regi- Cassius
Eighth Regicass us M.
MJones.
Innsin
and
ment Wisconsilunteer
Wisconsin Vlunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him
him a
apension
the
penon at
at the
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receivngJohn
Little.
The name of John Little,
Company C
Little ' late of Company
C, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth RegiRegi- Joh
ment, and Company
C, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Company 0,
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him a
apension
pension at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
month
the rate of
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
Company K,
K, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Marion D Egbert
name of Marion D. Egbert, late
late of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
h. a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
that he is now
receiving.
Wam
R. DonaldWilliam R. Donald.
The name of William
William R. Donaldson, late of Company
Company E, First son.
son.
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and .pay
pay him a
pension at
a pension
at
the rate
rate of .30
$30 per month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
u n k le
The name of Charles
Eighty-ninth Charles F. Runkle.
Charles F. Runkle, late of Company K, Eighty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at
pension at
the rate of $36 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receivm
that he
is now
now receiving
B wn
The name of John Brown, late of Compa
ny I,
Four th Regiment
iregiment JJohn
Company
I, Fourth
h Brown.
New Jersey Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him a
apension at the rate
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William Painter.
The
The name of William Painter, late of Company
Company A, One hundred
hundred
and fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
now
is now
receiving.
receiving.
N. Carson.
l N
The name of Peleg
Forty-seventh Peleg
Peleg N. Carson, late of Company I, Forty-seventh
g . o
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and pay
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
at the
the
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Solomon
Heller.
o
The name of Solomon Keifer,
Keffer, late of Company
Company B
B, Cass
Cass County
County
Missouri Home Guards, and pay him
him aa pension at the
the rate
rate of $30
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Charles H. ThompThe name of Charles H. Thompson, late of Company
Company E,
First son.
son.
E, First
T
Regiment
Cavalry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now receiving.
John Was.
hburn
The name of John Washburn,
Washburn, late
Company G,
late of Company
G, Second
Second RegiRegi- JohnWashbun
ment New York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company E, Second
RegiSecond RegiHenry Haroham.

John Little.

Marion D. Egbert.
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Charles H.
Charles
H. Johnson.
Johnson.

Charles W.
Charles
W. Sager.
Sager.

J. Hull.

William
iliam J. Hull.

Benjamin Weatherb.enjamin
Weatherby.

Andrew J.
Andrew
J. Messer.
Messer.

Diantha K. Dickey.
DianthaK.
Dickey.

Pension.
Pension.
Virginia R. Coates.

irgiia R. oates.

1916.
1916.

and pay
him a
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay him
a penpension
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
sion at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
The name of Charles H. Johnson,
Johnson, late of
of Company
E, First
RegiCompany E,
First RegiNew Hampshire
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pension
pension at the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
of that
receiving.
The name of Charles
Charles W. Sager, late
late of
Company L,
L, First
First RegiRegiof Company
ment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
ment
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pension
at the rate of $36
$36 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
The name of William J.
J. Hull, late of
Eighty-third
of Company
Company E,
E, Eighty-third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the rate of $30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
he is
The name
The
name of
late of
Company .G,
G, TwentyTwentyof Benjamin-Weatherby,
Benjamin' Weatherby, late
of Company
fifth Regiment
Regiment New
Infantry, and
pension
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
The
name of
of Andrew
Andrew J.J. Messer, late of Company
The name
Company C, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of $30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.

The name
Dickey, widow
widow of
name of Diantha K.
K. Dickey,
of Nahum
B. Dickey,
Dickey,
Nahum B.

alias Hiram B. Dickerson,
Dickerson late
Regiment
late of
of Company
Company I),
D, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
her aa.pension
the rate
rate
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name of Virginia
Virginia R. Coates,
Coates, widow of Darwin
Darwin C.
Coates, late
late of
C. Coates,
of
Company
Company C,
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment New
New Hampshire

Infantry,
a pension
Infantry, and
and pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The
name of
of Nancy
Nancy R.
R. Brady, widow
The name
widow of Thomas H.
H. Brady,
Brady, late
late of
of
Company H,
H, Twelfth
Regiment, and
and Company
Company K,
Twenty-third
Twelfth Regiment,
K, Twenty-third
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay her
rate of $20 per month in
of that
she is
now receiving.
redeiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
Allis A. Richey.
AleA. Rihey.
The name of Allie A. Richey, widow of John Richey,
Richey,late
late of
Comof Company C, One hundred and forty-first
ptiny
Regiment Ohio
Ohio National
National Guard
Guard
forty-first Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay her a
apension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
at the
rate of
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
of
now receiving.
receiving.
Marget
E.
Schrieber.
Marget E. Schrieber.
The name of Marget E. Schrieber, widow
The
widow of Frederick
W. Schrieber,
Frederick W.
Schrieber,
Company L, First Regiment
late of Company
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home
Brigade, MaryHome Brigade,
Maryland Volunteer Cavalry-,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $20
per
her aa.pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
month
that she
she is
is now
Elia
Harrison.
Eliza Harrison.
The name of Eliza Harrison, widow
widow of William
William Harrison, late of
of
Company,I, One hundred and twenty-fourth
Regiment United
United States
States
twenty-fourth Regiment
Colored Volunteer Infantry,
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
rate of
$ 20 per month
$29_per
that sh
now receiv
ing.
Nie
P
Bron
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
shee is
is now
receiving.
Nannie P. Brown.
The name
name of Nannie
Nannie P. Brown,
widow of
Charles C.
C. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of
Brown, widow
of Charles
Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred and eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension at
Pension.
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
she
is
of
Pensioa.
Tabitha Rask.
Talta
Rk.
The name
name of
Tabitha Rask,
The
of Tabitha
Rask, former widow
widow of Martin Tiffany,
Tiffany, late of
of
Company
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Company F, Ninety-fifth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased
pay
at the
the rate of
pay her a
a pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Lewis C. Cleavinger.
Lewis C. Cleavinger.
The name
of Company
name of Lewis C. Cleavinger,
Cleavinger, late
late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
him a
a pension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Louis Collett
Ella Louise
Collett. rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
The
name of Ella Louise Collett,
Collett, widow
widow of John R. Collett, late of
of
Company B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
and
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
pay her aapension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
Pronises.
iPcreto to cease
ce on now receiving:
Increase
Protided,That
That in
receiving: Provided,
in the
the event
event of
the death
death of
Marie P.
P.
of the
of
Marie
death
of child.
deah of
child.
Collett,
helpless and
and dependent
child of said John R. Collett, the
Collett, helpless
dependent child
additional
additional pension herein
herein granted
granted shall cease
cease and determine:
determine: And
And
Pension
on protidedfurther,
Pevnion to
to child
child on
Louise Collett
provided further, That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of EUa
Ella Louise
Collett
death of mother.
the name of the said Marie P.
P. Collett
Collett shall
shall be placed on the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
and limitations of the pension
pension laws,
laws,
at
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month, from and after
at the
after the date of death
death of said
said
Ella Louise Collett.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Nancy It. Brady.

Nancy R. Brady.
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The name of Ellen Collins, widow of John
John S. Collins, late
late of
Comof Company A, First Battalion
Battalion Nevada
Nevada Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aa
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
The name of Margaret
Margaret L. Wood,
Wood, widow
widow of Samuel N.
N. Wood,
Wood, late
late
captain Company I, Second Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry,
and lieutenant colonel Sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
pay
her
aapension
in
she
and i
pay
s
now
her
receiving.
pension at the rate of $30 per month i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
that

she is now receiving.
The name of Charles E. Cole, late of Company
Company A, Third Regiment
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and Company I,
1, First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine
Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
rate of
of $50
a pension at the rate
$50
per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Charles E. Low, late of
D, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
of Company
Company D,
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of William Banta, late of Sixteenth Battery,
Battery, Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Celestia M. Lull, former
former widow of Alonzo J.
J. Sawyer,
late of Company A, First Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
The name of John Murphy, late of Company A, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
nfantry, and
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in
he i
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
that he
iss now
receiving.
The name of Joseph Lyman, late of Company C, First
Regiment
First Regiment
Maine
Maine Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
at the
and pay him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Hamilton
Hamilton Rogers,
Rogers, late
late of CompanyD,
Company D, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
a pension
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now
s49
now receiving.
receiving.
widow of Snoden
The name of Roxalina Kinney, widow
Snoclen S. Kinney,
Kinney, late of
of
Company,A, Fourteenth
Regiment West
Company
Fourteenth Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
she
of $20 per
per month
in lieu
that she
is now receiving.
The name of Mary A. Hapgood,
Hapgood, widow
widow of George W.
W. Hapgood,
Hapgood,
late of Company
Company D, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment New
New York
Infantry, and Company
Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Mounted
Mounted Rifles, and pay her a
apension
of $20
per month
pension at
at the rate of
$20 per
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
Company A, Thirty-fourth
The name of George Pullen, rate
late of Company
Thirty-fourth
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer Infantry, and
Company M,
Second
and Company
M, Second
Regiment United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
Regiment
a pension at the rate
rate
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Pugsley, late of Company
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Company D,
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
pay him
pension
and pay
him aa.pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
The name of Margaret L.
widow of
M. Sexton,
L. Sexton, widow
of Charles
Charles M.
Sexton,
late of Company
Company C, Second Regiment
Regiment Colorado
Colorado Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Company E,
E Veteran Battalion,
Battalion, First Regiment
Regiment Colorado
Colorado VolunVolunteer Cav
Cavalry,,and pay her aapension
pension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the rate of
per month.
The name of Amanda J. Johnson, widow
widow of Edward
Johnson,
Edward P.
P. Johnson,
late of Companies H and A, Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
month in
lieu
per month
in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Joseph Zeimer, late
late .of
D, First
First Battalion
of Company
Company D,
Battalion
Massachusetts Volunteer
Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
him a
apension
at
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of George T. Conner, late
late of Company C, Forty-second
Forty-second
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.

1313
Pension.
Pension.
Ellen Collins.
Ellen
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Margaret L.
L. Wood.
Margaret
Wood.

Charles E.
E. Cole.
Cole.

Charles E.
E. Low.
Low.
Charles

William Banta.
William
Banta.

Pension.
Pension.
eelestia M.
M. Lull.
Celestia
Lull.

Pensions Increased.
Increased.
John Murphy.
Murphy.
John

Joseph Lyman.
Lyman.
Joseph

Hamilton Rogers.
Rogers.
Hamilton

Roxalina
Rozalina Kinney.

HapgoOd.
Mary A. Hapgood.

George Pullen.
Pullen.

John
John Pugsley.

Pension.
Margaret
Beaton.
Margaret L. Sexton.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Amanda J.
Johnson.
Amanda
J. Johnsn.

Joseph Zeimer.
Zeimez.
Joseph

George T.
George
T. Conner.
Conner.
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Amelia Trowbridge.
Arcelia
Trowbridge.

Chester C.
C. Smith.
Chester
Smith.

Mary C. Harvey.

.f

Henry W. Botsford.

. Botsord.

Hery

Eliza A.
A. Reed.
Eliza
Reed.

Thomas
Pemberton.
Thomas Pemberton.

Th embrton

Pension
Pension.

Armenia.
Antonio Armenta.

increased.
Pensions increased

John j.
J. Buckley.
John
Bucdey.

James
James

Welsh.

elsh.

David
Ham.
David Ham.

Catherine E. Stamp.
Catherine
E. Stamp.

Catharine M. DunCatharine
ham.

am

Luther D.
Luther
D. Whitten.
Whitten.

Harriette
H.elllly.
Harriette H.
Kelly.

Frank B. Steams.

Frnk B. Steans.

Mary E.
E. Bradford.
Bradford.
Mary

1916.
1916.

The name of Arcelia
Arcelia Trowbridge, widow
widow of Ira Trowbridge,
Trowbridge, late of
Company
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company-G,
G, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The
of Chester
Chester C.
The name
name of
C. Smith,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Smith, late
Rhode
Volunteer Cavalry
pay him
him a
a.pension
at the
the rate
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Cavalry,' and
and pay
pension at
rate
of
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
of that
is now
The name of Mary C. Harvey, widow of Thomas J.
J. Harvey, late
late of
of
Company B,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
B, Fourteenth
Illinois Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
pay
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name
name of
Henry W.
Botsford, late
late unassigned,
unassigned, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
of Henry
W. Botsford,
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
pay -him
him apension
at the
the
New
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
a pension at
rate of
of $30
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
The name
Eliza A. Reed,
Reed, widow
widow of John
name of Eliza
John C. Reed,
Reed, late
late of
of Company
Company
K,
and first
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
first Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
pay her
a pension
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company D,
13, Fourth
Fourth
The name
of Thomas
Thomas Pemberton,
Pemberton, late
Regiment
him a
apension
at the
the
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
of $30
per month
in lieu
rate
The name
name of Antonio Armenta
Armenta, late of Romero's
Romero's independent
independent
Company A,
A, New
New Mexico
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at
Company
Mexico Militia
Militia Infantry,
and pay
pension at
the
rate of
of $21
the rate
$21 per
per month.
month.
The name of John J.
J. Buckley,
Buckley, late of
of Company
The
Company H,
11„ Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
of
Minnesota Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
$36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
late of
of Company
The name
name of James
James Welsh,
Welsh, late
Company G,
G, Fifteenth
Reziment
Fifteenth Regiment
New
Company G,
G, Second
Second Veteran
eteran
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Battalion
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Battalion New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate of
per month
lieu of
is now
The name
of Company
E, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
name of David
David Ham,
Ham, late
late of
Company E,
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
the rate
of $36 per month
of
lieu of
receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
E. Stamp,
Stamp, widow
of Andrew
The name of Catherine
Catherine E.
widow of
Andrew H.
H. Stamp,
late
Stamp, late
of Company F, Eighth Regiment
New York
Heavy Artillery,
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
and One
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
and
One hundredth
hundredth Company,
Company, Second
Reserve
Corps, and pay her
her a
apension at the rate
per month
of
rate of
of $20 per
month in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
that
now receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
name of
of Catharine
Catharine M. Dunham, widow
widow of William
William Dunham,
late of Company K, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Reserve
Company B,
B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps,
Corps„ and pay her a
apension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of
of $20
in lieu
that she
receiving.
she is
is now receiving.
The name
name of
of Luther
Luther D.
The
D. Whitten,
Whitten, late of Company
Company I,
I, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth
Regiment,
Company G,
Regiment, and Company
Regiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
G, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment,
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
the rate of
$40 per
per month
m on th i
n lieu
li eu
a pension
pension at the
of $40
in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that he
The name
of Harriette
Harriette H.
The
name of
II. Kelly, widow
widow of Robert
Robert M.
M. Kelly, late
late
colonel
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
colonel Fourth
Ken tu cky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry,
Mounted Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of that she
she
is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name of Frank B. 'Stearns,
the United
States ships
Stearns, late
late of
of the
United States
ships
and
North Carolina,
Carolina,. Kansas, and Princeton,
Princeton, United
United States Navy, and
a pension
pension at the rate of $36 per
pay him a
per month in lieu
of that
he is
is
lieu of
that he
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Mary E.
E. Bradford,
Bradford, widow
widow of
Bradford, late
The
of Mary
of William
William J.
J. Bradford,
first lieutenant
lieutenant and
Regiment Rhode
and adjutant
adjutant Second Regiment
Rhode Island
Island VolunVolunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $24
per mo
n th in
i
n
her apension
a pension at
rate of
$24 per
month
lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
receiving.
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eavi
The name of Leafy
widow of
of Edward
Leafy J.
J. Leavitt, widow
Edward N.
late Leafy
N. Leavitt,
Leavitt, late
Leafy J. Leavitt.
L
tt
of Company C, Third
Third Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
United States
Battery K, Third Regiment
Regiment United
States Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension at the rate of $20 per month
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu of that
is now
The name of William A.
A. Collins,
Seventy-ninth William
Collins, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventy-ninth
William A.
A. Collins.
ollins.
Regiment, and Company E,
Seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
E, Seventy-third
Ohio Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $50 per month
Infantry, and pay him a
month in lieu
of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Nettie Lamprey.
Lamprey.
The name
name of
of Nettie
Nettie Lamprey,
Lamprey, widow
widow of
of Lyman
Lamprey, late
late Nettle
The
Lyman H.
H. Lamprey,
of Company H, Twelfth Reg
Regiment
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
ment New Hampshire
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that she
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
L. Gould.
The name
of Minnie
Minnie L.
The
name of
Gould, widow
widow of
Arthur J.
J. Gould,
Gould, late
late of
of Minnie
L. Gould,
of Arthur
Minnie L Gould
Company K,
K, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
Eighty-seventh Company,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
and Eighty-seventh
Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Corps, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of $20 per
per month in
in lieu of
of
that she
that
is now
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Sarah S. Humiston,
Hum iston, widow
of John
John F.
F Humiston,
late of
of Sarah'.
widow of
Humiston late
Sarah S. Humiston.
Humiston.
Company E, One hundred and fifth
ent Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
fifth R
Regiment
Infantry,
Infantry, and former widow of Robert
rnet
a
Dickens, late of
Robert g
Emmet
Dickens,
Company D, Fiftyeighth
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New York
National Guard
Guard
York National
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
name of
of john
John Coffron,
The name
Coffron late
late of
First Regiment
of Company
Company C,
C, First
Regiment JsPocoaSe
'
John Coffron.
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
and pay him
lan a
a pension at
at the
the rate
of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
l
Eleanor
The name
name of
The
Eleazer 0.
Company K,
Sixteenth E
of Eleazer
0. Additon,
Additon, late of
of Company
K, Sixteenth
O. Additon.
eaer 0.
dditon
Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
apenpenpay him
him a
sion at the rate
rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Harriet
Harriet Aylward.
Aylward.
Aylward, widow
Harriet Aylward,
widow of
Lowell C.
C. Aylward,
Aylward, late
late Harriet
of Lowell
seaman United States
States ships Sabine, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, and
and Nipsic,
United States Navy,
Neu, and pay her a
a pension
rate of $24 per
pension at the rate
Proviso*.
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided
Provided, That
That in the Increase
PI-e'to
to cease on
event of the death of Mabel Aylward,
death of
of child.
dependent child
Aylward, helpless
helpless and dependent
child dath
child.
of said Lowell C. Aylward, the additional pension
herein granted
shall
pension herein
granted shall
Pension toS
to child
on
That in the
cease and determine:
determine: And providedfurter,
further, That
the event
event of
of the
the death
Penioni
ehUd On
of mother.
death of Harriet Aylward the name of the said Mabel
Mabel Aylward
Aylward shall
shall
be placed on the pension
pension roll, subject
provisions and
and-limitations
subject to
to the provisions
limitations
of the pension laws, at the rate of $12 per month, from
and after
after the
from and
the
date of the death of the said Harriet
Aylward.
Harriet Aylward.
Samuel E.
E. Griffin.
The name of Samuel E. Griffin,
Griffin, late of Company
riffin.
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment samu
Maine
Cavalry and pay him a
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the
$50
a pension
the rate of $50
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
George sS. Ayer.
Ayer.
The name of George
S. Ayer
The
George S.
late of
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment George
Ayer,, late
of Company
Company A,
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36
pension at
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
F. Witham
Witham.
The name of Edwin F.
F. Witham,
the Fifth
Battery, Maine
Maine Edwin
Edwin F.
Witham, late
late of the
Fifth Battery,
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
$36
rate of $36
per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
Joeephus Clark.
The name
name of
of Josephus
Josephus Clark, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
and Jophus
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
Clark
twentieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
and
pay
him
a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension
pension at the rate of $36 per month
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
John A.
A. Baird
Baird.
The name of John
John A.
The
A. Baird,
Baird, late
United States
States ships
ships Great
Great Jobn
late of
of the
the United
Western
Western and Juliet,
Juliet, United States
him a
a pension
at
States Navy, and
and pay him
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
H. Hlbrt.
Hulburt.
The name of Alfred
Alfred H.
The
Hulburt, late
E, Ninety-third
H. Hulburt,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Ninety-third Alfred
hlfred H.
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him
a
pension
pay him a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
that he
of that
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Samuel EE. StaiaStainThe name of Samuel E. Stainbrook,
Stainbrook, late of
of Company
Company F,
F, FortyForty- brSa
brook.
eighth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
apenpenInfantry, and
and pay
sion at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
of Nicholas
Nicholas J.
J. O'Brien,
O'Brien, late
The
name of
late captain
captain Company
Company F,
F, Seventh
Seventh
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
of
$50 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $50
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Adolphus W. Jones.
Adolphus
Jones.
The name of
of Adolphus
W. Jones,
Jon, late
Company K,
Forty-third
Adolphus W.
late of
of Company
K, Forty-third
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate of
$22.50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
rate
of $22.50
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
VictoriaFleisehThe
name of
Victoria
FleischThe name
of Victoria
Victoria Fleischmann,
Fleischmann, widow
widow of
of John
John B.
B. FleischFleischmann.
ann
mann, late of Company G,
Volunteer Light
G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Light
Artillery, and pay
Artillery,
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
in lieu
lieu
her a
a pension
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
-of
that she
she is
is now
now receiviiag.
of that
receiving.
Michael O'Brien.
The
of Michael
Michael O'Brien,
O'Brien, late
late of
of the
United States
States Marine
Marine
Michael
The name
name of
the United
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
Corps,
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles B.Clark.
B. Clark.
The
Charles B.
Clark, late
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
The name
name of
of Charles
B1. Clark,
late of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
of
$40 per
lieu of
is now
receiving.
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Matilda
Nason.
The name
Matilda I.
I. Nason
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas C.
Nason, late
late of
of
Matilda I. Nason.
The
name of
of Matilda
Nason,'widow
C. Nason,
Company
K, Seventh
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Company K,
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
a pension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Webster
Webster A.Whitng.
A.Whiting.
The name of
Webster A.
A. Whiting,
captain Company
Company B,
B, EightyEightyof Webster
Whiting, late
late captain
eighth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month in
lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
he
is
Abraham J.
MILS.
The
name of
Yoemans, late
second lieutenanttimpany
mbraham J. YGe.
Yo '
The name
of Abraham
Abraham J.
J. Yoemans,
late second
lieutenant Company
I,
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
I, One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-second
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
a pension
the rate
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
of Sarah
Sarah Denney,
now Sinley,
Sinley, former
former widow
of Theodore
Theodore J.
J.
eSinley.
The name
name of
Denney, now
widow of
Sarah
Sinley.
Denney, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Delaware
Volunteer
Denney,
Company I,
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
ension
increasedInfantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
Pension
The name
of Mary
Mary A.
Flynn, widow
of Patrick
Flynn, late
late of
of
Mary
A. increased.
Flynn.
Ma-'
A.
The
name of
A. Flynn,
widow of
Patrick Flynn,
Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Company F, One
One hundred and twelfth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and Twenty-first
Twenty-first Battery
Battery Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu
that she
she
lieu of that
is
receiving,.
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Mary Whitesides.
The name
name of
Whitesides.
The
of Mary
Mary Whitesides,
former widow
widow of
Edwin Wentworth,
Whitesides, former
of Edwin
Wentworth,
late of Company
Michigan Volunteer
InCompany I,
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, and Eighty-third
Eighty-third Company, Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay-her
her aapension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pesions increased.
pension at
Pensions
increased. Corps,
the rate
rate of
Nancy J.
Fleming.
The
J. Fleming,
Nancy
J. Fleming.
The name of Nancy
Nancy J.
Fleming, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph T.
T. Fleming, late
late
captain
captain Company F, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
receivin becca
McC.
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
Rebecca
McC.
Laptad
ea
MC. Iap
The
name of
of Rebecca
lcC. La
Laptad,
Laptad, late
late
tad.
The name
Rebecca IC.
tad, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Laptad,
of Company B, First Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
$20 per
per month
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is
now
Robert Irvin Rea.
ISnOW receiving
oertrin
Res.
name of
of Robert
Irvin Rea,
Rea, late
Robert
Ircm Rea.
The name
Robert Irvin
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
$36 per
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Rbcc
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Rebecca
Jane rate
he is
Thompson.
The
Jane Thompson,
Thompson, widow
Thompson.
The name
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Jane
widow of
of Jesse Thompson,
late of
E, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
Company E,
and
n at
atth
rate of
of$20
$20 per month
lieu of
that
month in
in lieu
of that
her a
a pensio
pension
thee rate
and pay
pay her
&hei
receiving.
issnow
now receiving.
she
B. Srgent.
Frank B.
Frank
Sargent.
The name
Frank B.
B. Sargent,
Sargent, late
The
name of
of Frank
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiment, and
and Company K, Sixth Regiment,
Regiment, New
New Hampshire
ampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay 1ini
him aapension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
of
John S.. Farquhar.
Farquhar.
The name
of John
John M.
late captain
John
The
name of
M. Farquhar, late
captain Company
Company B,
B, EightyEightyRegiment Illinois Volunteer
a pension
ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nicholas
Nicholas

J.

O'Brien.
J. O'Brien.
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The name
of Robert
Ninth Regiment
The
name of
Robert Nichols, late of Company
Company D, Ninth
Regiment
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, a
nd pay
pay him a
apension
rate of
of
and
pension at
at the
the rate
$24
er month in lieu of th
$2 _
,tper
ath
receiving.
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
The
name of
of Francis
Francis B. Ainsworth, late of Company
The name
Company M, Sixth
Sixth

Robert
Nichols.
Robert Nichols.

Frr r
n is
iD
B.
Ainsrarois
B.
A
Regiment, and
and second
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Regiment,
Company B, Sixth
Sixth Regiment,
Regiment,
New York Volunteer
New
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
and pay him aapension
at the
the
pension at
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
th athe
he is
i
s now receiving.
receiving
Edward H. Allison,
The name
alias Henry
The
name of Edward
Edward H.
H. Allison, alias
A. West,
late of
Henry A.
West, late
of alias
Ealard
WAesto
HenryHyA.
A. West.
Company
Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Company D,
D, Tenth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
him aapension
pension at the rate of $40
per month
month in
i
n li
eu of
ofthat
th at he
he is
i
s now
now
$40 per
lieu
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Lucy M.
M. Roach.
Roach, Luy
The
name of Lucy M. Roach, widow
widow of Jeremiah
Jeremiah P. W. Roach,
Roach.
late
of Company
late of
Company B, Battalion,
Battalion, Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company C,
C,
Twenty-ninth
Infantry,' and
Twenty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pay her
her aa
and pay
pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
NicholasB. Langley.
Nicholas B. Langley,
Langley, late
late of
name of Nicholas
of Company
Company F,
F, Second
Second NicholsB.Langy.
Regiment
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry' and
him apension
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
is now
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Emaline King.
King, former
The name of Emaline King,
widow of
of Robert
Campbell, Emaline
former widow
Robert Campbell,
ing.
late of Company C, Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12
Infantry, and pay her
$12 per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The
Andrew Mitchell,
Mitchell, late of Battery
Andrew Mitchell.
The name
name of
of Andrew
Battery B, First Battalion
Battalion Andrew
itchell.
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him
Maine
pension at
at the
the rate
him a
a pension
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Alphonse E. Libby.
The name of Alphonso
Alphonso E.
E. Libby,
Libby, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Al
ph.nEs
LiEbby
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and .pay
pay him
him -a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
rate
of that
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
James
Ja m es F. Walker.
The name
name of
James F.
F. Walker,
Walker, late
The
of James
late of Company
Company K, Twelfth
Twelfth 'w
FRegiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
him aapension
the
rate
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu
lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Uranus Stacy.
The name of Uranus Stacy, late
late of
Company E,
E, Twenty-ninth
of Company
Twenty-ninth uranusstac.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
him a
.
pension at
at the
the
pay him
a pension
rate of
of $36
that he
rate
$36 per month in lieu
lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
George S. Thing.
The name of George
George S. Thing,
Thing 'late
late of Company
Company I,
I, First
Regiment Geoge
First Regiment
s. Thin g Volunteer Cavalry,
District of Columbia Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of th
ath
now rece
iving.
that
hee i
iss now
receiving.
Allen T. Hodgkins.
The name of Allen T. Hodgkins,
Hodgkins, late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth AlenT.
odgkHns.
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension
at
the
him a pension at the
lieu of
rate of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu
of that
that he
i
sn
ow receiving.
he is
now
receiving.
Abram Hall.
The
One hundred
The name
name of Abram Hall, late of Company K, One
hundred and
and AbramHall
*sixth Regiment
.sixth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa.
pension
and pay him
pension
at the rate of
of $30
$30 .
p
er month
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
J. Bradford.
The
of William
William J.
J. Bradford,
I, Sixteenth
The name
name of
Bradford, late of Company I,
Sixteenth William
illamB
Regiment
New
Hampshire
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aa penRegiment
Hampshire
pension
at the rate of $40 per month
sion at
month in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
Myra R
R. Daniels.
The name
Myra R. Daniels, widow
The
name of Myra
widow of William
William H.
H. Daniels,
Daniels, late
late Myra
-Daniels.
of
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment District of Columbia
of Company
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and Company F, First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
and
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she i
receiving.
issnow receiving.
Alonzo P. Hart.
The
Alonzo P. Hart, late of Company
Company E,
The name of Alonzo
E, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Alonzo
P Hartment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
name of
Alfred A
A.- Bony.
Bonney.
Company E, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Alfred
The
of Alfred
Alfred A. Bonney,
Bouncy, late of Company
Wisconsin Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Wisconsin
at the
rate of
of
him aapension
pension at
the rate
$30 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
White.
The name of George A.
A. White,
of Company
Company E,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment GGeorge
White, late
late of
E, Ninth
eore .A. Whte
New York
York Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him aa.pension
New
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
w, rt
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The name
name of Melvan Tibbetts,
Tibbetts, late
of Company
Company H,
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
late of
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
the
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $40 per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
Sallie Rigney.
The name of Sallie Rigney, widow of Joab Rigney, late
late of
of Company
Company
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
her
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
a
rate of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
a pension at the rate
$20 per month
of that
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
Henry w.
W. Crow.
The name of
W. Crow,
Crow, late
of Company
C, Ninety-first
Ninety-first
The
of Henry
Henry W.
late of
Company C,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and pay him
him aa pension
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
George
George B.
The name of George
Pelt, late
late of
Company K,
K, First
First RegiB. Van Pelt.
Pelt.
The
George B.
B. Van
Van Pelt,
of Company
Regiment New York Volunteer
Engineers, and pay
at the
the
Volunteer Engineers,
pay him aa pension
pension at
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Jon llen,
rate
of $24
per month
receiving.
al as
John
Allen,
The name
name of
John Allen,
alias John
John McGuire,
late of
of Company
Company K,
ohn
MGr'
e alias
The
of John
Alien, alias
John
McGuire.
McGuire, late
K,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
Cavalry, and pay him
a pension at the
of $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
of that
Sarah Maurer.
Sarh aurer.
The name of Sarah
Sarah Maurer, widow
widow of John A.
A. Maurer,
late of
of ComComMaurer, late
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
and Company
Company
pany B, Eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
D, First Regiment
and
Regiment United
United States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, and
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
pay her a
that she is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary I. Bradbury.
Mary Bradtury.
The name of Mary I. Bradbury,
of Eben
Eben H.
H. C.
C. Bradbury,
Bradbury,
Bradbury, widow
widow of
late of Company K, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu of
of that she is
is
Pensions,
now
receiving.
Pensions.
now receiving.
erances
V. Kelley.
Frances B. V.
Frances B. V.
V. Kelley,
widow of
George H.
H. Kelley,
The name
name of Frances
Kelley, widow
of George
Kelley, late
late
Company D, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Regiment
of Company
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,
Regiment Veteran
and Company H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and
pay
pay her a
a pension at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
the rate
of $12
per month.
Mary
Tailor Kain.
The name
Mary Taylor
Mary Tailor Kain.
The
name of
of Mary
Taylor Kain, widow of John L. Kain, late principal musician Seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
Pension increased,
pay
pension at
increased.
pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
valentine M.
M.HodgThe name of Valentine M. Hodgson,
Valentine
HodgHodgson, late first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company
son.
K, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
at the rate of
Veteran Reserve Corps, and pay him a
apension at
of $40
$40 per
per
Pension,
month
lieu of
of that
that he
Pension,
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Florence
anders.
The name of Florence Sanders, helpless
Florence Sanders.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
John Q. Sanders, late of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-second
'Twenty-second. Regiment, and
Company C, One hundred and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
rensions increased. Infantry, and pay her a
Pensions
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
a pension
per month.
James L. Boothe.
Boote.
James
The name of-James L. Boothe, late
late of
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
of Company
and
fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
penInfantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Howard
Miller.
The name of Howard Miller, late of Company
Howard Miller.
The
Company F, One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-eighth
hundred and eightyseventy-eighth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company E, One hundred
first Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving,.
receiving
Jasper
Reeier.
The name of Jaspe
Jasperr R
Reeder,
late
Jasper Beerier.
ee der,
l
at
e of
ofSecond
Secon dBattery,
Battery, Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Light Artillery, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
of $36 per
month
rate'of
per month
in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Harlo,
(;reen-ae(i
J. Greenfield.
The name
Greenfield, late
Harlow J.
name of Harlow J.
J. Greenfield,
of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
late of
and thirty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
thirty-second Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay- him
him
-as Lefe
apensionat
a
pension at therate
the rate of $30
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
$3 0 per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Ch.ser.
Charles Leffler.
of Charles
Charles Leffler,
Leffler, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
hundred and
and
The name
name of
A, One
One hundred
sixteenth Regiment, and Company
Company G, Thirty-third
sixteenth
Thirty-third Regiment, Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per
month in lieu of that
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
issnow
ichal Gaian
The name of Michael
Galligan, late of Company E,
Michael
Galligan.
Michael Galligan,
Twentieth RegiRegiE, Twentieth
ment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
Meiv3n
MeIvan. Tibbetts.
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The
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna Stanley, widow of William
William M.
M. Stanley,
Stanley, late
of Pensions.
Pensions.
late of
Anna Stanley.
Company E,
E, Fifth
Indiana Volunteer
Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa Anna
Stanley.
pension at the rate
rate of
per month.
of $12
$12 per
month.
The
name of
of Edith
The name
Edith A. Grover, widow of
of Benjamin P. Grover, late of
of Edth
Edith A.
A. Grover.
Grover.
Second Company Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters attached
Twenty-second RegiRegiattached to
to Twenty-second
ment
Massachusetts Volunteer 'Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
ment Massachusetts
G, ThirThirCompany G,
teenth
Reserve Corps,
teenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
a pension
at
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.Pensiinreased
Pensions increased.
The name
Terrence Dobson, late
The
name of Terrence
late of
of Company
Company C,
Terrence Dobson.
C, Ninety-third
Ninety-third TerrenceDobson.
Regiment
Regiment New York National Guard
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
and pay him a pension
at the rate of $2
$24,1_per
per month in lieu
of that
that he
i
s now
now receiving.
lieu of
he is
receiving.
The
name of
of Allen
Conner, late of Company E, One
The name
Allen Conner,
One hundred
hundred and
and Allen
Conner.
Allen Conner.
fty-sixth Regiment
fifty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate of $30
pension
$30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
Gillson, late of Company
The
name of Oliver P. Gillson,
Company L, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiOliver P.
P. Gillson.
GiRsort.
Regl- Oliver
ment New
York Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry, and Company
ment
New York
Company' L,
Second RegiRegiL, Second
ment New York
Provisional
ment
York Pro
visionalVolunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpension at the rate of $40 per
per month
sion
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receivmg.
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
O i i E. Schemer.
The name of Loami
Company C, Eighth
Loami E. Scherer, late of Company
Eighth RepRegi- Loami
E.Sehere
ment United
ment
United States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apepenInfantry, and
pay him
sion at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
sion
that he
is now
now receiving.
of that
he is
receiving.
The
name of
of John
John R.
Company M, Tenth
The name
R. Kingman,
Kingman, late of Company
Tenth ReglRegi- John
o n R.
R. Kigan.
Kingman.
ment Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
Volunteer Ca,
at the
the rate
rate of
of
him aapension
pension
at
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
-$30
$30 per
per month
The
name
of Oliver
Oliver Harding, late
Company A, One hundred
hundred and
Thename of
late of Company
and Oliver Harding
Harding.
eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volu
Volunteer Infantry,
apenpenInfntry,
fnteer and
and pay
pay him
him
a
sion at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
sion
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Albert A.
A. Burleigh, late of Company
The
of Albert
Company M,
M, First
Regi- Albert
Albert A.
A. Burleigh.
First RegiBurleigh.
ment District of Columbia
ment
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
H, First
and Company
Company H,
First
Regiment
Cavalry,' and pay -him
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
at the
him a
a.pension
pension at
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
is now
recei.
that he
he
is
now
receiving
The
name
of
Charlotte
a
oding, widow of Harrison
Harrson oding,
The name of Charlotte Godingovidow
•, late of
of rPension.
Gion.
CharlotteOoding.
Charlotte Goding.
Company
Company L, First Regiment
Regiment Mame
Mame Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her a
Cavalry, and
and pay
a
pension at the rate 6f
of S12
$12 per month.
"
The
PeIISAMS inereaSed.
name of Annie K. Ames
Ames, widow
widow of
The name
of Charles
Charles A.
es ,
l
at
e querA. Am
Ames,
late
quar- Annie
Ans.i K. Anne.
sd
termaster sergeant Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New
termaster
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $20
Infantry, and pay her a
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now receiving.
The name
of Elizabeth
The
name of
Elizabeth J.. Beck,
Beck, widow
widow of Henry
Henry D.
late of
of Elizabeth
Beck.
D. Beck,
Beck, late
Eliabeth J.. Beck.
Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
The
name of Sarah L.. Chute, former widow of
Samuel Chute,
Chute, late
late SsiL
sarah
Pension.
of Samuel
hte.
L. Chute.
of Company A, S
Second
econ d Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Maine
her aapension
rate of
pension at the rate
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
incr
J

h

The
of George
George W.
W. Lukenbill,
Company F, One
The name
name of
Lukenbill, late
late of CompanyOne hun- George
Zisigrsv
i
,n
r.
crL
e
=iW.kendred
and seventeenth
dred and
seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and bil'-'
pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
per month
month in
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas E. Niles,
Niles late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Fift
yseventh Thomas E. Niles.
Fifty-seventh
Thomas E. Niles.
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Vol
un t
eer Infantry, and Tenth
Battery, Indiana
Indiana
Tenth Battery,
Volunteer
Light
Volunteer
Artillery, and pay him
at the
rate of
$36
him aa.pension
pension at
the rate
of $36
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per
bin

The name
Fuller late of Company
The
name of
of Ira H.
H. Fuller,
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
forty-eighth
Regiment Ohio National
forty.-eighth Regiment
National Guard
him a
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now recei
•
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving
The name
The
name of Laban
Laban A.?Fernald,
A. Fernald, late
late of
B, Twenty-ninth
of Company
Company B,
Twenty-ninth

Regiment
aine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Maine
and pay
at the
pay him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
rate
now receiving
receiving.

ra

ira 11

H Fller.

Laban A. Fernald.
Laban
A Fernad.
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name of Simeon
Simeon Noble,
Noble, late
late of
Regiment
The name
of Company
Company M,
M, Third
Third Regiment

Simeon Noble.

Simeon Noble,

Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
Kentucky
pension at
of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
$50
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.

The name
A. Sanborn,
of Augustus
Augustus D.
D. Sanborn,
late
The
name of
of Nellie
Nellie A.
Sanborn, widow
widow of
Sanborn, late
captain
Company G,
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
captain Company
G, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
apension
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
lieu of
of
that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
The name
of Delia
Delia L.
L. Trask,
Trask, widow
of William
William A.
A. Trask,
Trask, late
late of
of
The
name of
widow of
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Company B,
B, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
and
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
Approved, June
28, 1916.
Approved,
June 28,
1916.

Nellie A. Sanborn.

Nellie A.sanbor.

Pension.
Delia L. Trask.

Pension.
Delia L. Trask.

June 30, 1916.
IS.
LS.3203.)

CHAP. 204.—An
Authorizing the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to sell
sell certain
certain
CHAP.
204.-An Act
Act Authorizing
Secretary of
lands
the city
Lemmon, South
South Dakota.
Dakota.
city of
of Lemmon,
to the
lands to

[Private
[Private, No.
No. 491]
49.)

Be it
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
Repesentatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to cause
an
Interior be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
cause an
appraisement
to be
be made
made of
of the
the land,
land, exclusive
exclusive of
appraisement to
of all
all improvements,
improvements,
embraced in
in the
the southeast
northeast quarter
of section
section
embraced
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northeast
quarter of
ten and
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section
ten
and the
the southwest
southwest quarter
eleven, in
township one
hundred and
north, of
of range
range
eleven,
in township
one hundred
and twenty-nine
twenty-nine north,
ninety-two west
west of
the fifth
meridian in
in the
county of
of
ninety-two
of the
fifth principal
principal meridian,
the county
Adams and
and the
State of
and in
Dickinson, North
Adams
the State
of North
North Dakota
Dakota and
in the
the Dickinson,
North
Dakota,
land district,
containing eighty
eighty acres;
acres; and
upon the
payDakota, land
district, containing
and upon
the payment
by the
the city
of Lemmon,
Lemmon ' in
the State
State of
of
ment of
of the
the appraised
appraised price
price by
city of
in the
South
to convey
by patent
patent to
said city
of Lemmon
"Ammon the
said
South Dakota,
Dakota, to
convey by
to said
city of
the said
land.
land.
June 30,
30, 1916.
1916.
Approved, June

Lemmon, S.
S. Dak.
Lemmon,
Sale oof lands
lands to.
to.

June 30,
1916.
30, 1916.
June
[S. 3405.1
34051
[S.
[Private, No. 50.1
501
[Private,

Central

SESS. I
CHs. 193,
204-206. 1916.
193, 204-206.
1916.
SESS.
I.. CHS.

206.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 205.—An
relief of the
the Maine
Maine Central
Central Railroad
Railroad Company.
Company.

enacted by the
the Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
-States
of Arnerica
in congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
of the
the
Treasury
be, and
authorized and directed
directed to
pay out
out of
of
to pay
hereby is,
is, authorized
and he
he hereby
Treasury be,
any
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
of
any money
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
the sum
$1,566 to the Maine
Maine Central
Railroad Company
for a
special train
train
Central Railroad
Company for
a special
Maine, to New
from Mount Desert Ferry, Maine,
New York City conveying foreign
the steamship
steamship Sronprinzessin
Cecile, per
order of
of
eign mails
mails from
from the
Kronprinzessin Cecile,
per order
the Acting Superintendent
Superintendent of the Railway
Railway Mail
Service at Boston,
Mail Service
Massachusetts, August
Massachusetts,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
August sixth,
sixth, nineteen
and fourteen.
fourteen.
Approved, June
1916.
June 30,
30, 1916.

Maine Central Rail
Railroad Company.
Company.
Payment
to.

rad

e

June
Jun 30, 1916.
lks. 4-026. J

-

[Private,
No. 51.]
61.)
[Private, No.
Muskingum
River,
l
River,
Ohio.
Contracts for
power,
Contracts
for
power,
etc.,
at
Darns
Nos.
etc., at Dams Nos. 3,
3,
4, 5, and 13 abrogated.
Payment req mired.

Ohsking m

,,andlahbrogateti.'
Pa-ment required.

CHAP. 206.-An
CHAP.
206.—Au Act Authorizing
Authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to abrogate
abrogate aa
contract lease of land
land and
contract
Muskingum River,
River, Ohio.
and water
water power
power on
on the
the Muskingum
Ohio.

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the United
States of
of America
America in
in Co'ng'ress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That upon
upon the
payment of
of an
States
the payment
an
additional
States Government,
additional $8,800 by the lessees to the United
United States
Government, to
to
six months
after this
be paid
paid within six
months after
this act
act is
is approved
approved and
with the
the
and with
understanding
the lessees
understanding that no part of the moneys
moneys paid by the
lessees to
to the
the
United States Government
Government shall ever be refunded,
United
refunded, and in
in satisfaction
satisfaction
of all claims of both parties
parties the Secretary
Secretary of War
War be authorized
authorized to
abrogate
a contract
twenty-eighth day
day of
abrogate a
contract lease entered
entered into on the
the twenty-eighth
of
February,
February, nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirteen, between
between said
Secretary of
of
said Secretary
War, for the United
America, and William
United States of America,
of
William W. Mills,
Mills, of

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
CIEs. 206,
207, 221,222.
SESS.
206,207,221,222.

1916.
1916.
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Marietta,
D. Camden and Henry
Marietta, Ohio, and S. D.
Henry H.
of ParParH. Archer,
Archer, of
kersburg, West Virginia,
Virginia ' for
the land
power at
at Dams
Darns
for the
land and
and water
water power
Numbered
Numbered Three, Four, Five, and
and Six
Six on
the Muskingum
in
on the
Muskingum River,
River, in
the State
State of
of Ohio.
Ohio.
Approved, June 30,
30, 1916.
1916.

June 30, 1916.
4368.]
[S. 4368.1

207.-An Act For
For the
CHAP. 207.—An
the relief
D. A.
A. Barbour
Barbour and
P. Gladden.
Gladden.
relief of
of D.
and Andrew
Andrew P.

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 52.]
52.1
D. A. Barbour and
D.
A. Barbour and
Andrew
P. Gladden.
Gladden.
Andrew P.
toto. Payment
Payment to.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America
States
the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the

Treasury
hereby, authori
ze d and
and directed
direct
ed t
pay to
Treasury be, and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized
too pay
Andrew P. Gladden,
D. A. Barbour
Barbour and Andrew
Gladden, copartners,
Clarksburg,
copartners, of Clarksburg,
West Virginia,
money in the Treasury
Virginia, out of any money
Treasury not
otherwise
not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $758,
$758, due
said Barbour
Barbour and
and Gladden
Gladden for
for
due said
material
material furnished
furnished by
them in
in the
the performance
performance of
contract
by them
of a
a certain
certain contract
between
between said firm and the Quartermaster
Quartermaster of
United States
States Army
of the United
Army
repairing barracks
for repairing
barracks and constructing
constructing bathhouse
and closets
closets at
at Fort
bathhouse and
Fort
Monroe, Virginia, in compliance
compliance with the findings
of the
Court of
of
findings of
the Court
Claims reported to Congress
Congress February
February twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
nineteen hunhundred and seven.
seven. Approved,
Approved, June 30, 1916.
1916.

CHAP. 221.—An
221.-An Act For the relief of Daniel
Frost.
CHAP.
Daniel M.
M. Rut.

July 3, 1916.
[S.
33.]
s.33.16
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 53.]
53.1

Be it
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Hose
House of
Rep•esentatives of
of the United
United Daniel
Daniel M.. Frost.
Frost.
States of America in
Homestead patent
patent
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Daniel
Frost be
be Homestead
Daniel M.
M. Frost
to.
authorized to make aahomestead
homestead entry
entry for an unappropriated
unappropriated quarter
quarter to.
section
section of public
entry, as
as though
though his
his former
public land,
land, subject
subject to
to said
said entry,
former
entry numbered sixty-five
sixty-five hundred
hundred and
and ninety-five,
ninety-five, Lamed,
Kansas,
Lamed, Kansas,
series, had not been
been made.
made.
Approved, July
1916.
Approved,
July 3,
3, 1916.
July 3,
1916.
July
3, 1916.

CHAP.
to
CHAP. 222.-An
222.—An Act Releasing
Releasing the claim of the
the United
United States Government
Government to
lot numbered
numbered three hundred and six in the
of Pensacola,
the old city of
Pensacola, Florida.
Florida.

8 1
[S. 35
3580
[.
0..1

[Private, No. 54.]
54.1
[Private,

Be it
Senate and
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United Pensacol a Fla.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
assembled, That
of the
of title
to
Secretary of
the netease
ReeSaeoaf
tile to
1 owner allot in.
Interior be, and he is hereby,
directed to
to issue
patent Privateo
private
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
issue aapatent
wnrolot"in.
remising, releasing, and quitclaiming
quitclaiming forever
all right,
forever all
right, title,
title, claim,
claim,
and interest of the United States
States of
of America
America in
in and
and to
to lot
lot numbered
numbered
three
hundred and six in the old city of Pensacola, in the county of
three hundred
of
Escambia and the State of Florida,
to such
person or
or persons,
Florida, to
such person
persons, firms
firms
or corporations,
corporations, as shall make proof that
he himself,
himself, or
and his
his
that he
or he
he and
grantor
grantor or grantors, has had continuous
under
continuous possession
possession thereof
thereof under
claim of ownership during the last twenty
years next
before the
the
twenty years
next before
passage of this Act. Such patent,
however, shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to any
any
patent, however,
other adverse
public easement
easement or other
right suffered
granted by
adverse right
suffered or
or granted
by the
the
patentee or
grantor.
patentee
or his
his grantor.
Approved, July
Approved,
1916.
July 3,
3, 1916.
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FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. S
ESS. I.
I. CHS.
Cris. 223,224,237,238.
223, 224, 237, 238. 1916.
1916.
SIXTY-FOURTH
SESS.
CHAP. 223.-An
223. —An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
to issue
issue aapatent
patent
the Secretary
Interior to
to
that portion
portion of
to that
of land,
land, being
being aafractional
block, bounded
bounded on
the north
by
fractional block,
on the
north and
and east
east by
Bayou
west by
Bayou Cadet,
Cadet, on
on the
the west
by Cevallos
Cevallos Street,
Street, and
and on
on the
by Intendencia
Intendencia Street,
Street,
the south
south by
in the
in
the old
old city
city of
of Pensacola,
State of
of Florida.
Florida.
Pensacola, in
in the
the State

1916.
July 3,
3,1916.
18.
3581.]
St 3581.]
.
(Private,
No. 55.]
55.)
[Private, No.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
States
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
pivate
P
rivate owerof
owner of land
land Interior
hereby, authorized
directed to
to issue
issue a
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
a
ID.
patent, remising, releasing, and quitclaiming
quitclaiming forever
forever all
all right,
right, title,
title,
claim, and interest of the United
of America
America in
and to
to that
that
United States
States of
in and
portion of land, being
being a
afractional
on the
the north
north and
and
fractional block,
block, bounded
bounded on
east by Bayou Cadet, on the
west by
by Cevallos
Cevallos Street,
Street, and
the west
and on
on the
the
south by Intendencia
Intendencia Street, in
the old
city of
of Pensacola,
Pensacola, in
in the
the
in the
old city
county of Escambia
Escambia and
and the
Florida, to
to such
such person
person or
or perperthe State of
of Florida,
or corporations
sons, firms, or
corporations as
make proof
proof that
that he
he himself,
himself, or
or
as shall
shall make
continuous possession
he and his grantor or grantors, has had contmuous
thereof
possession thereof
under
under claim of ownership
ownership during the last
years next
next before
last twenty years
before
the passage of this Act.
however , shall
subject to
Act. Such
Such patent,
patent, however,
shall be
be subject
to
any public
basement or
adverse right
suffered or
or granted
granted by
by
public easement
or other
other adverse
right suffered
his grantors.
the patentee
patentee or
or his
grantors.
Approved, July
3, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
July 3,
Peaasacola, Fla.
Release of title to
Release

slay

July 3,
3, 1916.
916.
[H. 11. 112861

- . 51
[Private, No. 56.1
56.]
[Private,

CAMP. 224. —An Act
of a
CHAP. 224.-An
Act For
For the
the issuance
issuance of
apatent
patent for
for certain
certain Government
Government land
land to
to
Benjamin F.
Benjamin
F. Robinson
Robinson and
and John
John Dows.
Dows.

and House
House of
Representatives of
United
Benamin F. Robin- (3. Be
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by .the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the United
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the InteInteson
States of
America in
assembled,That
Land patent
to.
Land
patent to.
nor be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to cause
cause to
be issued
issued to
Benjamin
to be
to Benjamin
F. Robinson
a patent
Robinson and John
John Dows a
patent for
lots eight,
eight, nine,
nine, ten,
ten, and
and
for lots
eleven,
eleven, in section
section twenty-two,
twenty-two, township
township ninety-nine
north, range
range
ninety-nine north,
PTrouo.
.
thirty-two
thirty-two west of the fifth principal
principal meridian,
meridian, Iowa:
Iowa: Provided,
That
Provided, That
Payment required.
ayment equied
three months
months after
within three
after the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act
Act they
they shall
shall have
have prepresented
application therefor
therefor and made
sented their application
made payment
for said
said tracts
at
payment for
tracts at
ts not imim- the
the rate
rate of
of $1.25
Prior rig
rights
$1.25 per
per acre:
further, That
That nothing
herein conconacre: Provided
Providedfurther,
nothing herein
paired,
paired,
tained shall
shall have the effect of defeating
defeating the rights of any other
person
tamed
other person
or persons
persons which may have
have attached
attached to the
the land or to
to any
any part
part thereof.
thereof.
Approved, July
July 3,
Approved,
3, 1916.
1916.
Benjamin F. Robin-

son and John
Jelin B
ows.
Dows.

Proviso...

July 8, 1916.
Jly
8,1916.1
R. R.
72.93.]

e . 5 -[Private, No. 57.]
(Private,

Kershaw.

Davis
and Kershaw.
Davisand
Refund of customs
duties
to.
duties to.

CHAP. 237.
237.-An
Providing for
—An Act Providing
for the
refund of
of duties
duties collected
collected on
certain
the refund
on certain
tobacco
tobacco cuttings.
cuttings.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Rpreseniatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
at the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Treasury be,
he is
directed to pay, out
Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
out of
of

any money in
in the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
any
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to Davis
Davis and
and
Kershaw, of Ranier, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the sum of $554.40,
$554.40, being
being the
the amount
amount
of duties
duties collected
of
collected at the port of Ranier, Minnesota,
Minnesota, in August,
„August, ninenineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, on certain tobacco
teen
tobacco cuttings
cuttings which
which were
intended
exportation and
intended for
for exportation
and erroneously
erroneously entered
entered for consumption.
consumption.
Approved, July 8,
Approved,
8, 1916.
1916.
8, 1916.
July 8,

. R.

14484.)

[H. It. 14484.]

[Private, No.
No. 581
58.]
[Private,
Pensions.
Pensions.

CHAP.
Granting pensions
pensions and
of pensions
CHAP. 238.-An
238.—A n Act
Act Granting
and increase
increase of
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
and
of the
the Civil
and certain
widows and
and sailors
sailors of
Civil War
War and
certain widows
and dependent
dependent children
children of
of soldiers
soldiers
and
and sailors
sailors of
of said
war.
said war.

Be it
it enacted
Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
United States of America in
the Secretary
Secretary

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. I
CH. 238.
SESS.
I.. CH.
238.
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1916.
1916.

of the Interior be, and he is
is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to place
authorized and
place
on the pension
roll, subject
pension roll,
provisions and
the
subject to
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the
pensions laws—
pensions
lawsPensions increased.
The name of
of Thomas
Thomas Klugh,
Singh, late
of Company
B, Ei
ghty-four th
late of
Company B,
Eighty-fourth
Thonms Kiugd.
Regiment Indiana. Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
in lieu
the rate of $40 per month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receivi.
of that
he is
C. Kilgore.
Leonidas C. Kilgore,
The name of Leonidas
Kilgore, late
of Company
Com any A,
A, Fortieth
late of
Fortieth LLeonidas
eonidasC.KilgoreRegiment Indiana
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
per month
month in
the rate of $50 per
in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
late of
The name of John T. Hetherlin, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifth
T. Hethatin.
Hetheriin.
Fifth RegiRegi- John
John T.
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
Infantry, and
Reserve Infantry,
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
of that
th ath
snow
month in
in lieu
lieu of
i
hee is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
widow of
ofIsaac
Isaac W.
W. C
annon, late
late MaiaCannon.
Melinda Cannon.
The name
of Melinda
Malinda Cannon,
Cannon, widow
Cannon,
of Company
Company D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
Cavalry,
and pay
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
mon th i
n li
eu of
ofthat
that
the rate
rate of
in
lieu
she is
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Albert
Albert Peterson,
Company H,
First Regiment
Regiment Albert
Peterson, late
late of
of Company
H, First
Albert Peterson.
PetersonIndiana Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay him
at the
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
$30 per
rate of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Benja.
R
FF Ri
name of
The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F. Richardson,
Ri chardson,l
at
e of
of C
ompany G,
G, O
ne ardson.min
late
Company
One
ardi."m
. ich"hundred and thirty-sixth
hundred
thirty-sixth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of
of $30
and pay him a
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
$30 per
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Martha V. Baker,
Baker'widow
widow of
of William
P. Baker,
of MantaV.
Martha V. Baker
Baker.
William P.
Baker, late
late of
Company C, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry,
and
Militia Cavalry, and
pay her a
a pension
at the rate
pension at
of $12
per month.
month.
rate of
$12 per
Pensions
.
The
name of Samantha E.
E. Clark, widow
of John
The name
widow of
John F.
Clark, late
late of
samantha
E. Clark.
F. Clark,
of Sa^ntha
E.Clark.
Company F,
Regiment Indiana
F, Fifty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Intantry,
Indiana Volunteer
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
lieu of
of that
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
BrimberrY.
The name of
of Perry
Perry Brimberry,
Brimberry, late
l
at
e o
Company C,
C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Perry
offCompany
erry Bmberry.
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
the
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of $24 per month
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
in lieu
of tlaat
that he
he is
now receiving.
ad
The name of Charles F.
F. Anderson,
Anderson, late
late of
Eighth Ch
CbarleaF.Anderson.
of Company
Company E,
E, Eighth
rF.Anderson
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
the
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of $36
$36 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
th athe
he i
receiving.
lieu of
issnow
now receiving.
0 land° C. LimThe name of Orlando C. Limbocker,
Limboeker, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, First
First bacifer
bocrdo
C. LmRegiment Iowa Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
he is now
now receiving.
rate
that he
receiving.
Pens
of Mariah
Mariah W.
The name of
W. Smith,
f
ormer widow
widow of
of Robert
Robert J.
J. Wilso
n , Mariah
W. Smith.
Smith, former
Wilson,
wariah
W.
Smith.
K, Two
Two hundred
late of Company
Company K,
hundred and
seventh Regiment
and seventh
Regiment PennsylPennsylvania
her aapension
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
at the
per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name of Mary A. Cardinal,
Cardinal, widow
widow of
Joseph Cardinal,
late of
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Cardinal.
of Joseph
Cardinal, late
Cardinal.
Company
Company G, Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
of that
that she
is
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
Thomas Klugh.

increased

ion.

now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name of Charles Beavers, late
late of
of Company
I), Ninety-first
Ninety-first
Company D,
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the rate of
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
The name of Malone
J. Jones,
Jones, widow
D. Jones,
Jones, late
late of
of
Malona J.
widow of
of Marquis
Marquis D.
Company
D, Seventh
Company D,
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
her
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
her a
in lieu
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary
The
Mary E. Beal, widow of Charles
Charles B. Beal, late
late of
of
Company
Regiment Maine
Company G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Maine Volunteer
her
a pension at the rate of $20 per
her a
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now
of that
that she
is now
receiving.is
receiving.
The
Holley, late
Regiment
The name
name of
of Lewis
Lewis Holley,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
a pension
Connecticut
him a
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
of that
of $40 per month in lieu of
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.

Charles Beavers.

B av

Ml
Mama J. Jon
Jones.

Ma

ea

Mary E. Beat.

Holey.
Lewis Holley.
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The name of Mary Jane Strong, widow
Maston G.
Strong, late
late
widow of
of Maston
G. Strong,
G, Fifty-third
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
of Company G,
Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and
pay
$12 per
per month.
month.
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
Pensions increased.
JameSp
amer".
James
Parser.
The name of James Parmer, late
of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
late of
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
of $40 per
the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that
he
now
receiving
Alexander
Draper.
AlexanderDraper.
The name of Alexander
The
Alexander Draper, late of Company
Company D,
D, Tenth RegiRegiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Pensio
$40 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Elizabeth Lamere.
The name of
Elizabeth
of Elizabeth
Lamere, widow
ol William
William M.
late
Elizabeth Lamere,
widow of
M. Lamere,
Lamere, late
of Company
Company A, One
hundred and
Regiment New
One hundred
and sixty-fourth
sixty-fourth Regiment
New York
York
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
of $12
Pension.
Pension.

y Jane Strong.
ensions s

Mary Jane Strong.

_The name
of Company

month.
month.
The name
name of
Edward F.
F. Phelps,
Company C,
C,. Eighth
Eighth RegiThe
of Edward
Phelps, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
a pension
at the
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Frederick
D. Owen.
The
name of Frederick
Frederick D. Owen.
The name
Frederick D. Owen,
Owen, late
of Company
Company H,
H, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
late of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
bun a
pension at
at the
a .pension
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he
is
William Trulove.
The
William Trulove.
The name of William
William Trulove,
Trulove, late
late of Company F,
Eleventh RegiRegiF, Eleventh
ment Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the
a pension
pension at
rate of $36 per month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Charles
A.
Edwards.
The
name
of Charles
late of
of Company
Charles A. Edwards.
The name of
Charles A. Edwards,
Edwards, late
Company K,
K, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Regiment
Kentucky- Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at
the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
Pensions.
Harriet Gillespie..
The
name
C. Gillespie,
of
The name
of Harriet C. Gillespie, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Gillespie,
Gillespie,
late of Company B, Fifty-fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
late
Pennsylvania Emergency
Emergency
Militia
former widow
Militia Infantry, and former
of William
William T.
T. Stevenson,
Stevenson late
widow of
late
commissary
commissary sergeant,
sergean t, Fifth
Fifth R
egi
ment Pennsylvania
Heavy
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery,
and pay
Zay her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
Elmira
L. Stiles.
Stiles.
Elmira L.
The name of Elmira L. Stiles, widowrate
The name of Elmira L.
Stiles, widow of
of Mortimer
Mortimer Stiles, late of
Company
Regiment Indiana
Company B, Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
and
Pensionsincreased.
Pions incd.
Pa
pension at
the rate
rat
e o
$12 per
per month.
pa her a
aher
a pension
at the
off$12
month.
Henry
Mey.
Theename of Henry Mey, late of Company
Henry May.
C, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh RegiRegiCompany C,
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
pay him
the
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of $40 per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving
receiving.
in lieu
he is
is now
aws
Albert
arbIam,' The
The name
name of William A. Bibbs,
alias
Albert
Markham.
Bibbs alias Albert
Willi
am A
.
Albert Markam,
M arkh am, late
l
ate of
of
Company
Company G, One hundred
hun dre dand
an deighth
United States
Colored
eighth Regiment
Regiment United
States Colored
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension
Infantry, and
pension at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
the rate
rate of
Pension.
Pension,
of that he is now re
receiving.
eiving.
Katherine Gaser.
Thee name
of Katherine
Katherine Glaser,
Katherine Glaser.
Th
name of
Glaser' widow of
Gl aser, late
l
at
e of
of
of Mathias
Mathias Glaser,
Company
F,
Eleventh
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company- F, El even th Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
herrrxHi_O
a pension
the rate
rate
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased. her
a
pension
name ofat
at
Frankli
the
n
of
$12 per
month.
rrension T.
inTcr.lsed.
The
Franklin
Randall.
x
name of Franklin T.
T. Randall,
Randall, late of Company K,, One hundred
hundred
and
seventy-ninth Regiment
and seventy-ninth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pay
him
a
a
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$30
perrmonth
lieu of that
is
pension
rate
of
$3
,
month
in
that
he
now
receiving.
receiving.
savla Millian.
The
name
of
Savilla
Savilla Milligan.
The name of Savilla Milligan,
Milligan, widow of Beverly W.
W. Milligan,
Milligan, late
late of
of
Company B, Fourteenth
Company
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry,
and
pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $24 per month in lieu
pay
her a
pension at
at the
lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
now
Pro"ims.
mro,
.fds. o receiving:
Inrease to case
Increase
cease on
receivmg: Provided, That in th e even tofthe death of Fay Milligan,

PEdwsard

os.

Pensions
h
Edward increased.
F. Phelps.

Bibb's

n

Proided,That in the event of the death of Fay Milligan,
helpless and
dependent

Beverly W.
W. Milligan,
Milligan, the addihelpless and dependent child
child of
of said
said Beverly
to .il o,
tional
pension
herein
granted
on
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
and
dete
rmine: And
And pro
cease
and
determine:
pro-death of mother.
vided further, That in
in the
the event
the death
of Savilla
Milligan the
death of mother.
tided further, That
event of
of the
death of
Savilla Milligan
name
of said
name
said Fay
Fay Milligan
Milligan shall
shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension roll, subject
subject
to the of
provisions
and limitations
limitations of
laws, at the rate of $12
to the provisions
and
of the
the pension
pension laws,
$12
William H. Hfudon. per month from and after the date of death of
William H. Hudson. per month from
and after
death
said Savilla
Savilla Milligan.
Milligan.
The name
of William
William H.
Hudson, late of Company
The
name of
H. Hudson,
Company K, One hundred
hundred
and
forty-sixth
Infantry, and pay
and forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa
pension at the
the rate of
of$30
per month
lieu of
of that
he iss now
now rere$30 per
month in
in lieu
that he
i
ceiving.
death of child.

death of child,
Pension to child
Pension
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The name of Mary
Mary M. Duffy, former
former widow
widow of
of Lawson
Lawson Duffy,
Duffy, late
of PensionPension.
late of
Mary M. Duffy.
Company E, Ninth Regiment
Regiment West
Company
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
. Duf
pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Woodman
Woodman S. Sample,
Sample late
Company E,
E, Sixty-first
Sixty-first WoodmanS.Sample.
Woodman S. Sample.
late of
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunt
eer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension
at the
the rate of
of $50 per month i
in
offth
that
at
n lieu
li eu o
athe
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
Horatio R.. HutchinHutchiniss now
Horatio
The name
Hutchinson, late of Company
The
name of Horatio R. Hutchinson,
Company F4
One son.
,,One
on.
hundred
and seventh Regiment
hundred and
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him aapension
at the rate
pension at
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
rate of
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of William W. Blachly, late of Company
Company H,
The
H, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegi- wilamW.Blachly.
William W.Blachly.
ment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
in lieu of
of $40 per month in
of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lo
The name of Isaac Sloan
Sloan, late of Company
Company A,
Regi- Isaacc Sloan.
A, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regian
ment Kentucky
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry, and
ment
Kentucky Volunteer
Mounted Infantry,
and pay
pay him
apension
him a pension
at
in
at the rate of $40 per month i
n lieu of
that he
receiving.
Pension.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension
The
Buffham, late of Matilda
The name
name of Matilda
Matilda Buffham,
Bufrham, widow of George Buffham
Buffham.
Matilda Buffham.
Company F,
Regiment Wisconsin
CompanyF, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Wisconsi
n Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
and
her a
apension
at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensiinreaed
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca Phipps, widow of John Phipps
'late of CornPhipps late
Cora- Rebecca
Rebecca Phipps.
Phipps.
Thirty-fourth Regiment
pany A, Thirty-fourth
Regimen tIndiana
Indiana Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
per month
$20 per
month in
of that
she is
is
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Joseph Dyden.
Joseph Dryden.
The name
name of Joseph
H, One
hundred and
The
Joseph Dryden, late of Company H,
One hundred
and
eighty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
eighty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
rate of
is now
pension at
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
Pios
The name
name of Adeline
Adeline Temple, widow of Joseph
The
Joseph Temple
Temple„ late
late of
of Adeline
Temple.
Adeine Temple.
Sixty-third Regiment
Company D, Sixty-third
Regimen tNew
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Helen Conrad.
Conrad.
Helen
The name of Helen
Helen Conrad, widow
Conrad, late
The
widow of Otto Conrad,
landsman,
late aalandsman,
United States
a pension at
States Navy, and pay her a
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
at the
the rate
month.
month.
Pension
Pension inreaed.
increased.
The name
name of
of Fannie A.
McNear, .widow
widow of Thomas McNear,
The
A. MeNear
McNear, late
late Fannie
Fannie A.
A. McNear.
of Company
E,L First Battalion, Maine Sharpshooters,
of
Company E
Sharpshooters, and
and Company
Company
E, Twentieth
E,
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer TInfantry,
iafantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in
i
n lieu
li eu o
at
s
he is
snow
now receiving.
receiving. Pension
Pension.
offth
that
she
i
The name
J. Austin,
name of America
America J.
Austin, former
former widow
of Theoren
Theoren Austin,
Austin, America
America J.
J. Austin.
widow of
Austin
late of
Company G, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
late
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
and
pay her
her a
Pensions increased.
ncreased
The
name of
of William
William L. Ford, late of Company
Seventh RegiThe name
Company E, Seventh
Regi- William L.
L. Ford.
Ford.
ment
him aapension
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and pay him
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
William R.
is now
receiving.
william
R. W
Wil.
s
The name of William
of Compani
Companies
The
William R. Williams,
Williams, late of
es D
D an
d E,
E, hii amsand
am Fourth
Fourth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension
lieu of
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving. collins
Collins Washburn.
now receiving.
ashburn.
The
of Battery
The name
name of Collins
Coffins Washburn,
Washburn, late of
Battery F,
First Regiment
F, First
Regiment
Ohio Light Artillery,
pay him
Artillery, and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per
a pension
rate of
month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Edward ADav
A. HavenEdward
The name
name of
of Edward
Davenport, late
Port.
The
Edward A. Davenport,
late first lieutenant and
and com- Port.
missary Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
missary
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at the rate of $40 per month
pension at
month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
Hallman.
he is
is now
receiving. He
Henry Hallman.
The
Henry Hallman, late of Company M,
M, Fifth
The name
name of
of Henry
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay him a
apension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
$27
$27 per
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
The name of Melinda Hubert, widow of Nelson
Nelson Hubert,
late of
of Melinda
Melinda Hubert.
Hubert.
Hubert, late
Massachusetts Heavy
Company D, Third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Artillery, and
Heavy Artillery,
and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12 per month.
pa
her a
the rate
rate of
Lucy A.Hokins
A. Hopkins.
Lcy
Theename
name of Lucy A. Hopkins, widow
H. Hopkins,
Hopkins, late
widow of Thomas
Thomas II.
late
o
of Companies
A and
of
Companies A
and. K, Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12 per
and
per month.
month.
Isaa
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Pensions
increased.
inreased
William Muer.

wPesion

The
name of William
William Muer,
Muer, late
The name
late of
of Company
CompanyH,
H, Forty-sixth
Fort
ysi
xt hRegiRegiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at
pay him
pension
at
the rate
rate of
the
of $50
$50 per month in lieu of
of that
th athe
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Charles Hasty.
The name
name of Charles Hasty, late
Charles Hasty.
The
Second Regiment
Regiment
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Second
New York
and pay
New
York Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
the rate
of
Samuel Morrow.
Morro.
$40
in lieu
lieu of
of that
thath
e is
i
s now recei
ving.
$40 per
per month
month in
he
now
receiving.
The name of Samuel Morrow, late of Company H,
The name of Samuel Morrow,
Company
One
hundred
One hundred
and fifty-seventh
fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
pay him
him aa
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,.,and
asunley
Silas Bunley.
pension
the rate
of $24
$24 per
er mon
th in
i
n li eu of
th
at h
e is now receiving.
pension at
at the
rate of
month
lieu
of
that
he
s
now
receiving.
las
uy.
Hunley, late
The name of Silas Hunley,
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment
late of
Company C,
C, Second
West Virginia
Virginia Veteran
Veteran Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company K,
K, Fourth
Regiment
and Company
Fourth Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
a pension
the rate
nof
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
thath
s now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu o
offthat
hee i
is
receiving.
Adeine
Lampman.
The name
ldeilt Lampman.
The
name of Adeline
Adeline Lampman,
Lam_pman, widow
widow of
Lampman late
late of
of
of Isaac
Isaac Lampman
Company
Company G,
G, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment New York
YorkVolunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
Company I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
and Company
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment New
Pensions
inceed Cavalry, and
Pensions increased.
and pay
pay her
atth
e ra
t
e of$
12 per month.
her aapension
pension at
the
rate
of $12 per month.
John maguet.
The name of John Maguet, late
John Maguet.
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Heavy
'e ns

n.

Artillery and pay him aapension
Ohio Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $36 per month
month in lieu of
of that
is no
w receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
now
The name
of Helen
Helen M.
M. Lind,
Lind, widow
widow of Robert J.
The
name of
late of
of ComComJ. Lind,
Lind, late
pany
pany A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate .of
of $20 per
her
per month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
month in
in lieu
that
she
now
receiving.
Samantha J. o.receiving.
Samantha J. Wood.
The name of Samantha J. Wood widow of David
The name of Samantha J. Wood widow
R. Wood,
late of
of
R.
Wood, late
Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Company C,
C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
a pension
pension at
per month
pay her
her a
at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
month in
lieu of
receiving.
MyF. onnow
W now receiving.
Mary F. wThe
Wilkinson.
The name of Mary
Wilkinson widow
of William
Willi am Wilkinson,
Wilki nson, l
ate
Mary F.
F. Wilkinson,
widow of
late
of
Company E, Third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
of Company
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Massachusetts Militia
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
pay
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Myra A. Putnam.
Helen
Helen

ind.
M.. Lind.

Pension.
Pension.

Anna M. 1:cselring.
AnnaM.
eKsering.

rension
incred
rension
ed.
John W. FlIok.

John W. Flook.

Pensifn.
Mary
Derision.
A. Caulk.

.ary A. Caulk.

ren.ion increaserl.
Pensions
inereasel.

haries Copenspire.

Charles Copenspire.

Hamilton.
Daniel V. Hamilton.

James Johnson.

James Johnson.

Aba:i

abe Nolen.

Aba,Labe Nolen.

The name
of Myra
A. Putnam, widow of
The
name of
Myra A.
John F.
F. Putnam,
Putnam late
late
of John
commissary
commissary sergeant
sergeant Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer InfanMaine Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
a pension
try, and
pay her
her a
pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she is
is now
she
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna M. Kesselring,
Kesselring, widow
widow of
of Adam
Adam Kesselring,
Kesse hing, late
late
of The
Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and
of Company C,
Cz Fourth
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay her aapension
pa
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Theename
name of John W. Flook, late
late of Company
Company H,
H, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiRegiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
ment Indiana
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $36 per m
month
on th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Mary A. Caulk, widow of receiving.
Jacob Caulk, late of ComThe name of Mary A. Caulk, widow of Jacob
Company B,
B, First
Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
pany
First Regiment
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her aa
pay
her
pension

pension at the rate of $12 per
per month.
month.
The name
The
name of
of Charles
Charles Copenspire,
Copenspire, late of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
and
New York Volunteer
and sixtieth
sixtieth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him
and
pay
aa pension
at the
rate of
of $36 per
pension at
the rate
per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.

The
name of
of Daniel
V. Hamilton
Hamilton, late of Company
The name
Daniel V.
Company B,
B, Thirty-first
Thirty-first
Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry:
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
a
pension
rate of

per month in lieu of that
rate of $24
$24 per
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
James Johnson,
Johnson, late
The name
name of
of James
late of Company
K, Sxty-seventh
Sixty-seventh
Company K,
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
Regiment
York Volunteer
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at
pay
him
the rate of $30 p
per
er month
monthin lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
r
ecei
vi
ng.
he is
The name
Abashabe Nolen,
Nolen, widow
widow of Reuben
Reuben Nolen,
The name of
a Abashabe
late of
of
Nolen, late
Company K,
K, One
Company
One hundred
hundred and forty-fourth
Indiana VolunVolunforty-fourth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aa p
ension at the rate of $20 per month in
teer
antry and
pension
at the rate of $20 per month in
lieu
of that
that she is now
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Catherine
Catherine Bangs, widow of William C. Bangs, late of
Company
I, Thirteenth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Company I,
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that she
pay her a
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.

1327
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Catherine Bangs.
Bangs.
Catherine

Henry R. Thomas.
The name of Henry R. Thomas, late of Company
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred Henry
R Thomasninety-seventh Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and ninety-seventh
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $24
a
$24 per month in lieu of
now receivof that
that he
he is now
receivinil
ing.
of Noble
Noble Bryant,
Bryant, late
Company H,
H, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Noble
Noble Bryant.
nTheename
name of
late of
of Company
Bryant.
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
rate of
of
pension at the rate
$40
per month
month in
he is
is now
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of John
John R.
R. MeReynolds
McReynolds,_late
of Company
John R.
R. McReyThe
late of
Company II,
H, First
First RegiRegi- ohn
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted Infantry,
pension
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
receivna
he is now
now receiving.
Baldridge.
The name
name of Vicy Baldridge, widow of
John Baldridge,
late of
of Comom- Vicy
of John
Baldridge, late
vicy Baldridge.
pany A, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Kentucky Volunteer
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
that she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Esther
Esther A.
widow of
of Frank
Frank B.
Webb, late
of Esther
Esther A.
A. Webb.
Webb.
The
name of
A. Webb,
Webb, widow
B. Webb,
late of
Company
Regiment, and Company
Company C, Eleventh
Company M, Third Regiment,
Eleventh Regiment,
Regiment,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay her
of $20
her aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20
per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of Catherine
Catherine Gardner,
of Aaron
Aaron B.
B. Gardner,
late of
of Catherine
Catherine Gardner.
Gardner.
Gardner, widow
widow of
Gardner, late
Company
Company D, Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that she
she is
is now
now
receiving: Provided,
receiving:
Provided, That
the event
death of
of Nathan
Nathan D.
That in
in the
event of
of the
the death
D. Provisos.
etoseaseon
Increase
to cease on
Gardner,
Gardner , helpless
and dependent
child of
of said
said Aaron
death ofchild.
of child.
helpless and
dependent child
Aaron B.
B. Gardner
Gardner,, :the
the death
t c
hild on
additional
herein granted
additional pension herein
granted shall
Provided aert
e
:s
cVnoIer.
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
deathonof
otthe
n
further, That in the event of the death
further,
death of
Catherine
Gardner
the
name
of Catherine Gardner the name
of said Nathan D
D. Gardner
Gardner shall
shall be placed on the pension roll, subject
subject
of the pension
pension laws,
to the provisions and limitations
limitations a
laws, at the rate of
$12
$12 per month from and after the date of death
Catherine
death of
of said Catherine
Gardner.
Gardner.
The name of
The
of Wilson
Wilson H.
late of
Thirty-sixth 4
1
.
11'
n Hy.
H. MeKinH. McKinney,
McKinney, late
of Corapa.ny
Company A,
A, Thirty-sixth
new
Meh
Ki
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
rate
of $50
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
Benamin
F. Tip
Benjamin F. Trip.
The name of Benjamin F. Triplett, late of Company A, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth lett.
Tp
Infantry, and pay him aa.pension
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
rate
rate of
of $30
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
The
late of
of Company
Company H,
First Regimentreean.
RegimentFreeman.
Albert A.
The name
name of
of Albert
Albert A.
A. Freeman,
Freeman, late
H, First
Arkansas Volunteer
at the
rate of
of $30
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
$30
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Martin Jon.
Martin Johnson.
The name of Martin Johnson, late of Company G, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Mounted
and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
rate
of $36 per
of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Ps
Pension.
The name
name of
of Anna
widow of
of William
Duffner, late
late of
Anna S.
S. Duffner.
Duffner.
The
Anna S.
S. Duffner, widow
William Duffner,
of An
Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Company H, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $12
and pay her a
$12 per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
ensions iresed
The name of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
The
A. Hollingsworth,
Hollingsworth late
late of
Company D,
D, One
Joseph A.
A. Holings.
Hollingsof Company
One Joseph
hundred and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment
Tnfantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and worth.
worth.
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
ol
The name
name of
of Levi
seaman, United
States Navy,
Navy, Lei
Levi HH. C
Colburn.
The
Levi H.
H. Colburn,
Colburn, late
late a
a seaman,
United States
burn.
and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
he
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
D Seabury.
The name
name of
of Ammi
Ammi D.
D. Seabury,
late of
of Company
Seventeenth Ammi
The
Seabury, late
Company E,
E, Seventeenth
Ammi D.
- Seabnr.
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of William
Benjamin, late of
of Company
Company B,
William Benjamin,
B, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegi- wsim
William Benjam
Benjamin.
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
Cava, and pay him aapension at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
Jie is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
late of
of Company
The
name of Joel
Joel Alldaffer, late
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-seventh Regiment
eighty-seventh
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenVolunteer Infantry,
sion at the rate
rate of $24 per month
month in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
he is
receiving.
David
The name of David Luke,
Luke, late
David Luke.
Luke.
The
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One'hundred
One hundred and
and
forty-ninth
Regiment Illinois
forty-ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving
receiving
in lieu
lieu of
is now
Hugh
M. Parkinson.
The
Hugh M.
Parkinson.
The name of Hugh M. Parkinson,
Parkinson, late
of Company
Fortieth
late of
Company H,
H, Fortieth
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
the
and pay
him aapension
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu
that he
lieu of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Jane Curry.
Jane Curry,
Curry, widow
Jane
Curry.
The name of
of Jane
widow of
John F.
Curry, late
late of
of Company
Company
of John
F. Curry,
K, Second Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a penpension at
rate of
per month
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
ension
sion
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now
receiving.
Pension.
PMarys.i
Gr
The name of Mary T. Green
Green, former
former widow
Mary
T. Green.
of Thaddeus
Thaddeus Albert,
Albert,
widow of
late of Company F, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
a pension
pay her a
pension at
the rate
$12 per
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
of
Ferdinand Mittelstaedt,
Pension
increased.
The
name
Ferdinand
Mittelstaedt, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Third
Third
Ferdinand
Mittelstaedt.
Regiment
Cavalry, and
staedt.
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
Pension.
The name
of Gurney
Gurney E.
helpless an
d dependent
dependent child
child of
Pension.
The
name of
E. Hall,
Hall, helpless
and
of
Gurney E. Hall.
Gurney
E
Elijah P.
Elijah
P. Hall, late of Company D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
per month.
Pensions increased.
The name
of Kate
A.
Bowers, widow
widow of
Pensions increased.
The
name
Kate
Bowers,
of John
John M.
M. Bowers,
Bowers, late
late of
of
Kate A. Bowers.
teA.Bwers.
Company
Company K, Tenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
in lieu
receiving.
receiving.
John M. Barly.
The name
name of
John M. Barkly, late
of Company
John M. Barkly.
The
of John
late of
Company G,
G, One
hundred.and
and
One hundred
ninety-second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ninety-second Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a
pay him
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
that he
Pension.
The
helpless and
Pension.
The name
name of Emma Richards, helpless
dependent child
child of
of
and dependent
Emma Richards.
George W. Richards, senior, late of Company
Company B,
B, Eightieth
Eightieth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
$12 per
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
per
month.
wensinsHineaalsde.
Pensions H.
increased.
The
of William
William H.
H. Palmer,
of Company
Company B,
B, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
The name
name of
William
Palmer.
Palmer, late
late of
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
Infantry, and
the rate
of $40 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
Robert
err.
The name
Robert Kerr,
Robert Kerr.
The
name of
of Robert
Kerr, late
late of Company I, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth RegiRegiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
Pensnshaffer.
Pensions.
The name of Anna C. Shaffer,
Shaffer, former
former widow
widow of
Peter Shaffer
Shaffer, late
late of
of
Anna
C. Shaffer.
of Peter
Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
her a
Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
a pension
the rate
$12 .
per
Addie B. Carvin.
The name
of Addie
Addle I). Garvin.
The
name of
Addie D.
D. Garvin,
Garvin, widow of John
John M. Garvin, late
late of
of
Company C, One
hundred and twenty-sixth
One hundred
twenty-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
ns ncrea.
Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the rate
rate of
$12 per
per mon
th.
pension at
the
of $12
month.
Penis
PensionsJincse.
The name
name of
J. Cra
y ,
late
of Company
Comp any C,
Si xt h R
eg i
ment
The
of Andrew
Andrew J.
Craig,
Andrew
J.Increased.
Craig.
late of
C, Sixth
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer C
Cavalry,
aval
ry ,and
an
pay
him a
apension
pension at
of $30
$30
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in
lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
receiving.
Care B. Kemp.
The
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Kemp,
Charles B. Kemp.
The name
name of
Kemp, late of Company F, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that he
he
is
now
receiving.
Catherine Brennan.
The name
Catherine Brennan.
The
name of
of Catherine
Catherine Brennan,
Brennan, widow of John
John P. Brennan,
Brennan, late
late
captain
of
the
hold,
United
captain
United States Navy, and pay
pay her
at
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
the
now receiving.
receiving.
Fnncis M.Sexon.
The
name
of-Francis
Francis M. Sexton.
The name of Francis M.
M. Sexton,
Sexton, late of Company D,
D, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
pension at
at
the
rate of
$36 per
per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the
rate
of
$36
month
receiving.
Jane A. Dickinson.
The
of ,Jane
Jane A. Dickinson,
Dickinson, widow of
Jane A. Dickinson.
The name
name of
of William
William M.
M. Dickinson,
Dickinson,
late
Company M,
late of
of Company
M, First Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
Artiller
a pension
Artillery, and pay her a
pension at the
the rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu
per month
month in
of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Joel
Joel Alldaffer.
Alldaffer.
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The
Benjamin, widow
Benjamin, late
late
The name of
of Sarah E. Benjamin,
widow of
of Howard
Howard Benjamin,
of Company,C,
of
hundred and seventy-ninth
New York
York
C, One
One hundred
seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer
and former
Ellison, late
late of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
former widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Ellison,
Company
D, One
New York
Company D,
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-ninth
seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
York
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her aa pension
at the
rate of
month.
month.
The
J. Cadwell,
widow of
of Frank
Frank L.
Cadwell, late
of
The name of Abby
Abby J.
Cadwell, widow
L. Cadwell,
late of
Company
E, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Infantry,
Company E,
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company G, Second
.
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy
and Company
Second Regiment
Regiment
Connecticut
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
of
is now
now receiving.
name of
B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth RegiRegiThe name
of John Carey, late of Company
Company B,
ment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay hun
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
a pension
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of $40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Edward Walsh,
late of
Company A,
Battalion NineThe name of Edward
Walsh, late
of Company
A, Battalion
Nineteen,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
teen, Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry-,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
rate of $50 per month
month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now
now receiving.
The name of Johanna
The
widow of Patrick
Stanley-, late
Johanna Burke,
Burke, former widow
Patrick Stanley,
of Companies
Companies G
G and K, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment New York VolunInfantry, and
and pay
pay
. her
$12 per
per month.
teer Infantry,
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
The name of William A. Jones,
Jones, late of Company C, Two hundred
hundred
and ninth
ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him
and
month in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now
now
aa pension at the rate of $24 per month
receiving.
Seventh
The name of Azariah
Azariah Rankin, late of Companies
Companies H and C, Seventh
Regiment West
Company F,
F Sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
Regiment
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
him a
a pension
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Dora Huffman,
Huffman 'helpless'and
helpless and dependent
dependent child of Henry
Huffman late of Company I, One hundred
hundred and thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh RegiHuffman,
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
of $12
$12 per month.
The name of Joseph
. C. Yutzy, late of Company
Company C, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
receiving.
at the rate of $40 per month in litm
lieu of that he is now receiving.
Crippen, widow of Joseph M. Crippen,
Crippen late
late of
The name of Eliza Crippen,
Company I, First Regiment
United States Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company
Regiment United
Company
F
Infantry, and pay her a
apenpenVolunteer Infantry,
K, Filrst
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer
sion at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Anderson
Scott, late
late of
K, Third
Third Regiment
of Company
Company K,
Regiment
The name
name of
Anderson Scott,
Illinois
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
a pension
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry and
Illinois Volunteer
$22.50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
$22.50
The
name of
of Walter
Walter J.
J. Wall,
Fourth Independent
Company,
Wall, late
late of
of Fourth
Independent Company,
The name
Ohio
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24
pay him
a pension
Ohio Volunteer
per
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
in lieu
lieu of
per month
The
of Mary
A. Blodgett,
Blodgett, widow
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph C.
C. Blodgett,
Blodgett, late
late
The name
name of
Mary A.
of
E, Second
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Second Regiment
of Company
Company E,
pay
her a
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
pay her
a pension
The
A. Baxter,
Baxter, late
of Company
Company I,
I, First
Regiment
First Regiment
late of
The name
name of
of Francis
Francis A.
Missouri
Infantry, and Company
Company A.,
A, Fourteenth.
Fourteenth RegiMilitia Infantry,
Missouri State
State Militia
ment
and pay
pay him
him aapension at the rate
Volunteer Cavalry, and
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
of
$40 per
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $40
The name
name of
of Eliza
Eliza Ellard,
widow of
Ellard, late
late of
of Company
Company
Dennis Ellard,
Ellard, widow
of Dennis
The
B,
Battalion, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
Regiment United
B, First
First Battalion,
pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is
lieu of
month in
rate of
of$20
at the
pay her
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
Sanders, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Seventy-sixth
C, Seventy-sixth
of Albert
Albert Sanders,
The name
Regiment Pennsylvania
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
'Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension
at the
the rate
$40 per
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
rate of
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
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Pension.
Pension.
Benjamin.
Sarah E. Benjamin.

Pensions
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Abby J. Cadwell.
Cadwell.
Abby

John Carey.

Edward Walsh.
Walsh.
Edward

Pension.
Johanna Burke.
Johanna
increased.
Pensions increased.
William
Jones.
William A. Jones.

Azariah Rankin.

Pension.
Pension.
Dora Huffman.
Huffman.

Pensions
Increased.
Pensions increased.
Joseph C. Yutzy.
Yutzy.
Joseph

llra Crlppen.
Eliza
Crippen.

Anderson
Anderson Scott.
Scott.

Walter J. Wall.
Wall.
Walter

Pension.
Pension.
Mary A.
Blodgett.
Mary
A. Blodgetr.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Francis A.
A. Baxter.
Baxter.
Francis

Eliza Ellard.
Ellard.
Eliza

Albert Sanders.
Albert
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Jonathan M.
Glatfelter, late
late of
of CompanyH, Two
Two
The name of Jonathan
M. Glatfelter,
Company H,
hundredth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
pay him
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
a
month in lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that he is
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.a
The name of Sarah H. Mathenv,
Matheny, widow
widow of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel B.
Matheny,
B. Matheny,
Sarah H. Matheny.
late of
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
late
of Company
Company D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12 per
Pensions increased.
Charles
The
Claudius Early,
Early, fate
Company D,
D, FortyFortyClaudius
CS"harlys
.
Charles
causd
Claudius
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles Claudius
[ate of
of Company
E ar
Early.
ly.
sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Jon
W. i
.
pension
at
of
$24
per
month
of
that
receiving.
John W. Bigelow.
ohn
. Bgeow
John W.
W. Bigelow,
Bigelow, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirty-second
Thirty-seco n d
The name of John
late of
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer -Infantry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
rate of $50
$50 per month in
lieu
of that
that he
is
now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
he
is
now
receiving.
Elias
Elis C.
C. Decker.
Deer.
The name of Elias
Elias C. Decker, late of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment, and Company B, One hundred and
eighty-seventh
and SeventySeventyPennsylvania Volunteer
seventh Regiment, Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
ply him
him
Infantry, and
aa pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
he is
is now
now
of that he
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pensiole.
George Vansickle,
The name of George
Vansickle, late of Company
Company B,
B, One
hundred
Geor
ge
Vansickle.
One hundred
and
eighty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
and eighty-fifth
ht
arthe
fifthrate
teg:fmse3no
er month.
.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month.
Pensions
increased.
Henry^S
A. Kline.
ine!
The name of Henry
Henry A. Kline,
late of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
Henry A.
Kline, late
of Company
fifty-first
fifty-first Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
Infantry, and
a
pension at the rate
rate of $24 per
lieu of
of that
he
is
now receiving.
receiving •
per month in
in lieu
that
he
is
now
Melvina
A. Horner.
elvina A.Homer.
The name of Melvina A. Horner, widow of John
The name of Melvina A. Homer, widow
John R. Horer,
Horner, late of
Company
Regiment Kansas
Company E, Eighth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
her
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
month in
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
Sarah
Jane Clark.
Clark.
Sarah Jane
The name
name of
of Sarah
Morgan Clark, late
The
Sarah Jane
Jane Clark, widow of Morgan
late of
of
Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
lieu of
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Jonathan
B.
Davis,
lJoasthn
Davis.
The
of Jonathan
alias
John B.B.Davis.
Jonathan B. Davis, alias John
The name
name of
Davis, late
late of
of
John B.
B. Davis,
Company D, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
Militia,
and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $27
and
$27 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
per month
lieu of
he
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
Geor
g
e
W.
Zi
g
ler.
;eorge W. Zigler.
The name
name of
W. Zigler,
Zigler, late of Company K, One hundred
The
of George
George W.
hundred
and seventeenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
seventeenth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him
and pay
aa pension
pension at the rate
rate of $36 per month
month in
he is
is now
in lieu of
of that
that he
now
receiving.
receiving.
Geor
ge
B. Cock.
George
B.
Cock.
The
George B. Cock, late of Company.F, Fourth Regiment
The name
name of
of George
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio
Infantry, and Company
Company G,
Cr, Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United
States Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
an d pay
pay him
him a
apension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
at the
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving
Joseph E.
E. Wierman.
Jnseph
Wierma.
The name
Joseph E.
E. Wierman,
The
name of
of Joseph
Wierman, late of Company
Company I,
I, One hundred
hundred
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Regiment Pennsylvania
and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
per month
month in
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Cornelia N.
Cliffe.
Corneli
N. Clife.
The
name of
of Cornelia
The name
Cornelia N. Cliffe,
Cliffe, widow
widow of James
James A.
A. Cliffe,
Cliffe, late
late of
of
Company L,
L, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Company
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
her a
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Homer Day.
Day.
Hmr
The name
The
name of
of Homer
Homer Day,
Day, late of Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred and
and
seventieth
Infantry, and pay him a
seventieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry-,
pension
a
pension
at
the rate
$36 per
month in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at the
rate of
of $36
per month
receiving.
John
Adair.
ohn adair.
The
name of
of John
John Adair, late of Company
The name
Company B, Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Iowa
owa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
per
er month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Cynthia
Cynthia J.
J. AA. GGra
rant.
nt.
The name of Cynthia J. A.
A. Grant,
Grant, widow
of
The name of Cynthia J.
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Grant,
Grant, late of
Company
H, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
ompany H,
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
ay her a
she is
is
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
.
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The
Immon, _latent
CompanyiG,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Jam
7alne6 T Inmon.*
,iTenth
late of Company
T. Inmon,
The name
name of James T,
Tennessee Volunteer
paension at the rate of
hiim a, pension,
Volunteer Infantry, and pay 'him
Tennessee
$36
he-is
is now receiving.
of that
that he
lieu of
$36 per month in lieu
The
of Thornton
Thornton A.
Merrifield, late
Of Company
Company A,
T
e
tornton A.
A. MealMerri
A, =Sixth
,Sixth fleThornton
late of
A. Merifield,
The name
name of
Regiment
pension
Infantry, and pay him a&pension
Volunteer Infantry-,
West Virginia Volunteer
Regiment West
at the
receiving. .
he is
is now receiving.
lieu of
of that he
month in lieu
$24 per
per month
at
the rate
rate of $24
o hn
The
of John
late of
of Company
Regiment JJohn
Flood.
Flood.
D, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Company D,
Flood, late
John Flood,
name of
The name
New
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of
Infantry, and pay him aapension
New York Volunteer
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
per month
month in
$24 per
The name
name of
M. Simon,
K, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Peter
Peter M.
M.Simon.
Company.K,
of Company
late of
Simon, late
Peter M.
of Peter
The
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
a pension at
and pay
pay him a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
he is now receiving.
lien of that he
month in lieu
$40 per
per month
the rate of $40
The
widow of
Charles Gallagher,
late of
Gallagher.
Honora Gallagher.
of Honore
Gallagher, late
of Charles
Gallagher, widow
Honora Gallagher,
of Honors
The name
name of
Company
E, Thirty-seventh.
State Militia
New York
York State
Regiment New
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Company E,
month in lieu
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
pay her a
Infantry, and pay
of
that she
is now
receivin g.
of that
she is
now receiving.
i e M. Badger.
The name
name of
of Bracket
Bracket H.
H. Badger,
Badger, late
late Har
Harriet
t M.Badger
widow of
M. Badger,
Badger, widow
Harriet M.
of Harriet
The
of
Company
G,
Thirteenth
Regiment
New-York
State
Militia
Heavy
Heavy
of Company G, Thirteenth Regiment New York
Artillery,
$20-per
lieu
per month in lieu
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20
and pay her
Artillery, and
of that she is now receiving.
,
Frank H. Converse.
onve
Eleventh.
The
Converse, late of Company
Company D, Eleventh
of Frank H. Converse,
name of
The name
a pension
Infantry and pay him a
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
Regiment Massachusetts
at
he is now receiving.
per month in lieu of that -he
at the rate of $30 per
The
Eli Cotton,
Cotton, late
One hundred
hundred and
and Eli
Cotton.
EliCottonL
E, One
of Company
Company E,
late of
of Eli
The name•
name of
a
and pay him a
Infantry, _and
Volunteer Infantry,
forty-sixth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
pension
at the rate of
month in
receiving.
now receiving.
e of
of that be
he is now
in lieu
of $40
$40 per month
pension at
T
The
of John
John F.
Pearl*, late
Company G,
Cr,- Two
F. Pearca
Pearce.
ohn F.
and John
Two hundred
hundred and
late of
of Company
F. Pearce,
name of
The name
sixth
RegimentgPentitylvaniaVolunteer
-I.nfantry,
an
pay
him
a
Volunteer Iantry, andpay hin
sixth Regiment'qPennyl·vaia
pension at
$24 permonthin
per month-in lieu
receiving,
heis net*
no receiving.
of thitt
hathheris
lieu of
rate of
of $24
I* the
the rate
pension
The
late of
Eighth Regiment Esha
Blithe Morton.
on
Mortn,
of Company
Co
Company K,
Morton, late
of Elisha
Elisha Morton,
name of
The name
Kentucky Volunteer
pension at the
the rate of
him aa..pension
and pay him
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Kentucky
$30 per
per mouthin
that
hit is
month4- lien-a
$3
iur
is n*
nO 'receiving.
that he
evmg.
ason H
.
Then
nanie
One hundred
hundred Hanson Harmon.
C, One
'ompany .C,
lfat offdiCompany
o'iftn H-Anon, late
e
of tbineon
Th
and
second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry4
i
pay him ita
Ifantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
and fifty
fifty-second
pension
that ltis
hen; now receiving.
ofthat
in lieu of
per month in
of $24
$24 per
rate of
at the
the rite
pension at
ur
The name
of Margaret
Burbridge widow
of John
Burbridge, briwiw
.
J. Bubridge,
John J.
widow of
J. Barbridge,
Margaret J.
The
name of
bro.:ertt 3.. B
Bur.
late
of Company
Assouri State Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
C, Third Regiment
Company C,
late of
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
per month in lieu of that she
of $20
$20 per
the rate
rate of
at the
and pay
is now receiving..
receiving.
Amos J. M
Moore.
The
J. Moore,
late of
Company H, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
of Company
Moore, late
of Amos
Amos J.
name of
The name
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
pension
pay him aapension
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
eighteenth
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
in lieu
of-that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the
$40 per
month in
lieu of-that
receiving.
Larim
ame H. Larimer.
The
of James
Larimer, late
of Company
C, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment James
Company C,
late of
H. Larimer,
James H.
name of
The name
Iowa Volunteer
pension at
the rate
$50
rate of $50
at the
him aapension
and pay
pay him
Infantry, =and
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.thshebNe
per
The
name of
Bathsheba Newman,
of Egbert
Newman, late
late Bathsheba Newman.
Egbert Newman,
widow of
Newman, widow
of Bathsheba
The name
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventy-eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Seventy-eighth Regiment
of
and
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
that she
she
lieu of
of that
month in lieu
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
pay her
is now receiving.
J-me
M.Pritchett.
itchett
James M.
The
Company A, Ninth RegiThe name of James M. Pritchett, late of Company
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and
a pension
pension at the rate
and pay him a
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Ebrt.
lieu of
is now
Jon
of $36
$36 per
Jam Ebert.
The
name of
of John
Ebert, late
late of
Company A, One
One hundred and
of Company
John Ebert,
The name
fourteenth
and pay
penhim aa penpay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
fourteenth Regiment
sion
at the
rate of
in lieu
lien of
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
of that
that he
per month
month in
of $36
$36 per
the rate
sion at
es Reynolds.
The name
name of
of James
late of
of Company
C, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegi- Jam
James
Reynolds
Company C,
Reynolds, late
James Reynolds,
The
merit
pension at the rate of
pay him aa.pension
and pay
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
ment United
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving
reeeivmg.
Pe
of that
that he
month in
$40
pension.
The name
name of
of Orilla
Orilla F.
F. Porter
widow of
of Milo
Milo -Porter,
Porter, late
late of
of CornCoin- Oa
Orilla F.
F. Porter,
Porter.
Porter,.,widow
The
panies F
F and
and E,
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
E, Sixteenth
panies
and pay
at the
month.
$20 per month.rate of $20
the rate
pension at
her a
a pension
pay her
and
AnM°11
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d.
Penson
ir F. Harrold.
William

Pelisim increased '

Pension.
Pensioyan.
Mary A. Ryan.
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The
name of
of William.
Thirteenth
A, Thirteenth
late of
of Company
Company A,
F. Harrold,
Harrold, late
William F.
The name
and pay him
a pension
Infantry, and
Regiment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension
Regiment
at
rate of
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now. receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
The name
of Mary
widow of
of John
John Ryan,
late of
of Company
The
name of
Mary A. Ryan,
Ryan, widow
Ryan, late
Company
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
K,
and eighty-first
eighty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer

and pay her a
apension at
$12 per
at the rate
rate of $12
per month.
month.
The
name of
of Elbridge
Jacobs, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
First Regiment
Regiment
G, First
Elbridge Jacobs,
The name
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at
rate of
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Louise 11.. Crombe.
The
Louise H. Cronabie,
Crombie, widow of Abner
Louise
Crombie.
The name of Louise
Abner B.
B. Crombie,
Crombie, late
late
Regiment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
New Hampshire
Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu
lieu
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
of
is now
receiving.
Annie
Iuneal, widow
widow of Sebastian
Annie C.
C. Duncan
Duncan.
The name
name of Annie
Annie C. Duncan,
Sebastian Duncan,
Duncan late of
of
Company-E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regimant.New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
egiment..New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
and pay her a
apension
the rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
pension at the
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
hi Brewer.
The name
ofMartha
name of
Martha Brewe:id
Brewer,:widowofeneze
of:EbenezerBrewer,
Brewer, late
late of
of
Martha
Brewer.
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Company E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry,
and Company C, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
pay her:a
pension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
per
month.
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Mary
widow of
of Charles
Charles F.
late of
of
ary E.
The name
Mary E.
E. Jalm,
Jahn, widow
Mary
E. Ja.
Jahn.
F. Jahn,
Jahn, late
Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment New
Company D, Fifteenth
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy-ArtilArtillery, and.pay
pay her
.
pension• at Abe
per month
lieu of
lery,
her a
a pension
the rate of $24
$24 per
mnonth in
in lieu
of
that
she
is
nowreceiving.
reoelying. -•,
; . ...;
that
she
is
now
..
;
Pension.
Jemima Clevenger.
JeiaClevenger
The name of Jerrnma
Clevenger; widow*Mani:F.
F :Clevenger,
Jemima Clevenger,
widow ?(iofisf Wlliai
Clevenger,
late of Company A,
Forty-eighth.Regtjievt 14)T4
Ia
olteer Infantry,
Infantry,
ArForty-eighthitegimalt
V4)1Anteer
and former widow
vhdow-of Heny
lienry-RiehardRAIn,
late! of,Vomp4iny
MI.
Twelfth
Ricarony
0f atpiy *ate
M.
Twelfth
Regiment
Binois Volunteer
Volunteer eavelry,,
Cavalry, and.
and -pay
pal her.s
pensio, at the
Regiment Illinois
hex- &Tension,
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
,
per month.
rate
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
ofAlva
Alva.Ville
Villers. late
late oof Com
ComeRhoda Villers.
siers.
Rhoda
The
of Rhoda
Rhoda Villers,
Villers, widow
widow of
pany K, Fourteenth
Regiment West
Fourteenth Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of$20
$20 p
er month
month in
in lieu
of that
and pay her
her a
a pension
per
lieu of
that
she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
Samuel
Bridgeforth.
Samuel Bridgeforth.
The name of Samuel Bridgeforth,
Bridgeforth, late of Company
Company ,D,
D, One hundred
hundred
and eleventh Regiment United States
States Colored
Colored Infantr,.
rnfantrf, and pay
pay him
him
a pension
a
pe n
sion at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of-that he
he is
now
month in
lieu of--that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Cecilia McCullough.
loughz.
The name
name of
of Cecilia
Cecilia McCullough,
McCullough, helpless
helpless and
child of
of
Cecilia
and dependent
dependent child
Daniel McCullough,
McCullough, late of Companies
CompaniesER and
and A, One hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-second
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ninety-second Regiment
Infantry, and pay
her aapension at the rate of $12
month.
$12 per month.
Clara May
Armstoa
May AThe name of Clara May Armstrong,
Armstrong helpless
and dependent
dependent child
strong.
helpless and
child
of Cassius
Cassius M. Armstrong,
Armstrong, late of Company
of
Company C,
Of Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, ad
Pennsylvania
and pay her
6r a
at the
the rate
rate
a pension
pension at
of
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The
William F.
F. HumelPetizns
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Humelbaugh,
Humelbaugh, widow
widow of
of William
HumelElizabeth incred.
Humelbaugh.
baugh.
baugh, late
late of
of Company
Company F, Two hundred
baugh,
hundred and seventh Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
Protisos.
$24 per
per month
of that
she is
is now
novr receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That
njeasto
cee on of
Increase
to cease
of $24
month iin lieu
lieu of
that she
death
deth of
of child.
child.
n the event
event of the death of Sadie Humelbaugh,
in
Humelbaugh, helpless and
and dedependent
child
said
William
Humelbaugh,
additional
pension
pendent
of
William
F.
Humelbaugh,
the
Pension to child on
death oi mother.
death
herein granted shall cease
Prvidedfurther,
frther, That in
herein
cease and determine:
determine: Provided
the event of the death of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Humelbaugh,
Humelbaugh, the name of said
Sadie
pension roll, subject to the
Sadie Humelbaugh shall be placed
placed on the
the_pensima
provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations o
of $12
per
offthe pension laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month from and after the date of death of said Elizabeth
month
Elizabeth HumelHamelbaugh.
baugh. •
Pensions increased.

Elbridge
Jacobs.
Jarbs.
Pensions

Patrick Glllin.

Patric
Gi.

The
Gillin, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Third
Regiment
the name
name of
of Patrick
Patrick Giffin,
Third Regiment
New
York Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
New York
pension at the rate
rate of
ieu.of that he is now receiving.
$40 per month in lieu.of
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The name of John Fuller, late of Company I,
Regiment
I, First Regiment
a pension
Michigan Sharp Shooters, and pay him a
pension at the
the rate of $24
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mariett Geer, widow of Samuel
Samuel E. Geer, late
late of
of Company C, Seventh Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of John Dill, late of Company
Company H, Ninety-fifth
Regiment
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
pension at
at the
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving..
receiving.
The name of Hubert W. Waling,
Mealing, late of
of Company
Company F, First RegiEngineers, and pay him aapension at the rate of $40
ment New York Engineers,
$40
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Elizabeth Combs, widow
widow of
Combs, late
of William
William W.
W. Combs,
late
Company G, Twenty-second
of Company
Twenty-second Regiment,
Regiment, and Company A,
A, Seventh
Seventh
Regiment,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment, Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
at
Infantry and
and pay
pension at
the rate of $20 per
she is
per month in
in lieu of that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Jacob H. Wierraan,
Wierman, late
late of Company
Company B,
Twenty-first
B, Twenty-first
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Caval
ry, an
pay him
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry
andd pay
him aa pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
he is DOW
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
The name of Adelbert
Adelbert Price, late of Company
RegiCompany H,
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate
a pension
pension at the
the rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Arthur Robinson,
Robinson? late
late of Company
Company H, One hundred
hundred
and thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $27 per month
month inlieu
a
now
in lieu of that he
he is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Kitty E. Farr,-widow
Albert J.
Ferri-widow of Albert.
j. Farr
Parr, late
ate of ComSecond Regiment
pany C, Second
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and former
former
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
McCoy, late of Company
widow of Charles McCoy,
Company D, Fifth
Regiment WisWisFifth Regiment
consin Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
month.
month.
c
•
=.
'•
..L. Phillips,
Phillip ,Nci(liiw
widwof
Wili
Ai rhigir
The name of Mariah
Menai L.
of William
late
bli, lat
of Companies
Companies A
A and F
Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
F,? Sixty-tird
Volunteer
Infantry, and former
of Nathaniel
former widow
widow of
Nathaniel Edwards
of ComComEdwards, late
late of
pany F, Twenty-second
Regiment, and
One hundred
hundred
Twenty-second Regiment,
and Company
Company D;
D, One
Regiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
and fiftieth Regiment,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
a
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
Elizabeth Woliver
Woliver, former
widow.of Selah
Selah Baxter,
Baxter,
The name of Elizabeth
former widow
late of Company G, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at the rate
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
The name of Michael
Michael Burke, late of
Company II,
of Company
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him a
a_pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Myra Bethia.
James A.
A. Young,
Bethia Young,
Young, widow
widow of
of James
Young, late
late
of Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
per month
of that
she
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now receiving.
The name
of Josephine Sibley, widow of Solomon
name of
Solomon Sibley,
Sibley, late of
Company D, Second
Second Battalion,
Infantry, and
Battalion, District of Columbia Infantry,
and
pay her a
apension at the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
rate of $20 per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
The
widow of
George B.
Congdon, late
The name of
of Celia
Celia F. Congdon,
Congdon, widow
of George
B. Congdon,
late
major and additional paymaster,
paymaster, United
and
United States
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
pay her a
month in
is
a pension at the rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu of
of that
that she is
now receiving.
The name of Clara A. Stott, widow of William
William W. Stott, late of
of
Company
Company K, One hundred
hundred and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment PennsylPennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
vania
and pay
pay her
a pension
the rate
$24
now receiving.
per month in lieu of that she is
is now
receiving.

John Fuller.

Mariett
Mariett Geer.
Geer.

John Dill.

Hubert W.
Metallic',
Hubert
W. Mealing

Elizabeth Combs.
Combs.

Jacob H.
H. Wierman.
Wierman.

Adelbert Price.
Adelbert

Arthur Robinson.
Robinson.
Arthur

Pensions.
Kitty E. Farr.
Kitty

Mariah L.
L. Phillips.
Mariah
Phillips.

Elizabeth Wollver.
Woliver.
Elizabeth

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
Michael Burke.
Burke.
Michael

Myra Bethia
Bethia Young
Young.
Myra

Josephine
Sibley.
Josepl ine Sibley.

Celia
Congdon.
Celia F.
F. Congon.

Clara A.
A. Stott.
Stott.
Clara
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hundredth
late of Company
name of
John G.
The
of John
G. W. Book, late
Company E, One hundredth
The name
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
at
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
the rate
rate of
at the
Julia A. Reach.
The
name of
of Julia
Julia A.
widow of
of James
James M.
M. Keach,
Keach, late
late of
of ComComJulia
Keach.
The name
A. Keach, widow
pany G,
Sharpshooters,
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
G, Second
Second Regiment
pany
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
she
lieu of that she
in lieu
of $24 per
at the
pay her
her aapension
and
the event
Provisos.
is
Provided, That in the
event of the
the death of Amanda
receiving: Provided,
is now
now receiving:
Parmos.
n B. Keach, helpless and dependent child of said James M.
de=rof
7:h
t
irase °n B.
Keach,
death
child
Keach, helpless and dependent child of said James M. Keach,
the
pension herein
herein granted
cease and determine:
determine:
granted shall cease
the additional
additional pension
Pension to
child on
That in
in the
the event
Julia A. Keach
Keach
the death of Julia
event of the
further, That
Provided further,
on Provided
tohd
desion
the name
placed on the pension
pension
Keach shall be placed
Amanda B. Keach
the
name of said Amanda
roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
laws, at
at
pension laws,
roll, subject
date of death
after the date
death of said
said
$12 per
per month
month rfrom
from and
and after
the rate
rate of $12
Julia A. Keach.
ohn C.
The name of John C. Sw
Swaney,
John
C. Swaney.
artey, late of Company G,
G, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
a .pension
Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
in lien
lieu of
of that
that he
per month
rate of
The name
Rchard WWaler.
Richard
W.'
Walter '
name of Richard W. Walker, late of Company G, First RegiMinnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
apension
pension at the
ment Minnesota
rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
is now
receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Josephine
PCMS1011. Nolot.
Nolot.
The
of Josephine
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
helpless and
Nolot, helpless
Josephine Nolot,
name of
The name
Joephief
Claud F. Nolot, late of Company
Regiment Indiana
Company E, Fifty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her aa pension
pension at the rate of $12 per
per
month.
month.
rier
e
rr. g
i
le
gt
i.
The name
name of
of Helen
widow of
of John
John M.
M. Chadwick,
Chadwick,
Chadwick, widow
Helen L. Chadwick,
The
chadwiek.
HelenL.
late of Company E, Twenty-first
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer InTwenty-first Regiment
pension at the rate of $20 per
month in lieu of
fantry, and pay her aapension
per _month
that she is now rec,eiving.
receiving.
William Wood.
The name
of William
Wood, late
Company B,
13, Fifteenth
Regiment
Wilam
The
name of
William Wood,
late of
of Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $40
$40
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
per
George
The name
name of
of George
George W.
W. Harding,
George W. Harding.
The
Harding, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,.
and eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth Regiment
Infantry, and pay him aa
pension
the rate
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
$2 4 per
that he
Samuel
B. Turner.
The name
name of
Samuel B.
Turner, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
One hundred
hundred
amuel B
Tamer.
The
of Samuel
B. Turner,
A, One
and thirty-third
Regiment Illinois
thirty-third Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
reaapension
pension at
lieu of
now receivnig.
celving.
Petry Bl.
Black.
The name
name of
of Perry
of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Regiment
Prr
The
Perry Black,
Black, late
late of
Twelfth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per
month in
that he
is now
Bernard
The name
Bernard O'ReiUy,
O'Reilly, late
of 'fluted
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
Berard O'Reilly.
name of
O'Rey.
The
of Bernard
late of
Umted States
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is
and
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $30
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Thomas
Johnson.
The name
name of
of Thomas
Johnson, late
late assistant
assistant surgeon,
surton, TwentyTwentyThomas M.
M.Johnson.
The
Thomas M.
M. Johnson,
first
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
payhim
'm aapension
pension
first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
of $36
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month in
James Sillett.
The name
name of
James Sillett,
Sillett, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
Fifth Regiment
ilett.
The
of James
F, Fifth
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of
of $36
$36
lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in lieu
Margaret
E. Cler.
Cullers.
The name
name of
Margaret E. Cullers, widow of Jacob
Margaret E.
The
of Margaret
Jacob M. Cullers, late of
Company
egiment Blinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
Company A,
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay her
her
aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
pension at
of $24
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Gerge F. Richard- receiving.
Geerge
son.
The name of George F. Richardson,
Richardson, late
late of Company
Company A,
A, EightyEightyfourth Rement
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
at
the
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
in lieu
per month
$24 per
of $24
rate of
the rate
John Back.
Black%
The name of John
Fourth Independent
John Black, late
late of Fourth
Independent Company
Company Ohio
Ohio
and pay him
him aapension
pension at
Volunteer Cavalry, and
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month
rate of
in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John

O. W.

G. W. Book.
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K, Fifty-fifth RegiRegiThe name of John Courtney, late
late of
Company B.,
of Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension
ment Kentucky
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of
of that he is
is now
now receiving

John Courtney.
John
Courtney

Pension.
The name
E. Hardy,
G. W.
W. Hardy,
of Sarah
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
Hardy, widow
widow of
of James
James G.
rd
Hardy, late
ate of
Pesion
E. Hardy.
Company
K, Eleventh
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Company K,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
pay
b.er a,
payher
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Hoge,
Hoge, widow of
of George
late of Pensionsincreased.
George W. Hoge,
Hoge, late
Rebecca Hoge.
Company II,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
H, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
$20 per month in lieu of that
pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $20
that she is
now receiving.
Sarah R.
R. SanksSanks.
of George
George W.
W. Sanks,
Sanks, late
late of Sarah
The name
of Sarah
R. Sulks,
widow of
The
name of
Sarah R.
Sanks, widow
Company I, One hun.drecl
hundred and forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $24
teer Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
$24 per
per month
month in
in
lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
Ella Heminger,
Heminger, helpless
helpless and
of James
James Ella
The
name of
of Ella
and dependent
dependent child
child of
eainger.
Ilemhager.
M. Heminger,
late of
Company K, Thirteenth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
M.
Heminger, late
of Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
Pensions increased.
l
The name
of David
David S.
S. Milliken,
Milliken, late
late of
Third RegiRegi- rDavid
The
name of
of Corapany
Company B,
B, Third
ias.^
S.
Milliken.
e.
ment
and pay
pension at
the
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
lieu of
that he
rate
$30 per
month in.
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Marietta L. Adams.
L. Adams
late of Marietta
widow of
The
name of
of Marietta
Adams, widow
of Edgar
Edgar A. Adams,
Adams, late
Marietta L. Adams,
The name
Company
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry,
and
her a
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
of that
that she
she
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
l
Sarah E
E. McCann.
The name
name of
Francis McCann,
- MeCa n
of Sarah
of Francis
McCann, late
late of
E. McCann,
McCann, widow
widow of
The
of Sarah
Sarah E.
Company K,
Rhode Island
Island Infantry,
and First
Company
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Infantry, and
First
Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
her a
Company,
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
a
pension at
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now rerepension
at the
the rate
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
Provisos.
ceiving: Provided,
That in
the event
McCann, Increase
ceiving:
Provided,That
in the
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Francis
Francis E.
E. McCann
s to
to ce
cease o
on
death
of child.
child.
of
death
additional
the
helpless
child of
said Francis
McCann, the
of said
Francis McCann,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
Pension to child on
to chd on
dPension
Provided further
pension herein
shall cease
cease and
determine: Provided
further, death
and determine:
granted shall
pension
herein granted
of mother.
That
event of
death of
of Sarah
the name
name of
of said
said
That in
in the
the event
of the
the death
Sarah E.
E. McCann
McCann the
Francis E.
E. McCann
McCann shall
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to the
the
Francis
shall be
he placed
placed on
on the
provisions and
of the
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of'$12
of $12 per
per
provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension laws,
month from
from and
the date
death of
said Sarah
Sarah R
McCann.
month
and after
after the
date of
of death
of said
E. McCann.
Angeline Jackson.
The name
name of
Angeline Jackson,
Jackson, widow
widow of
Cyrus A.
A. Jackson,
Jackson, late
of
late of
g"ie Jacson.
of Cyrus
The
of Angeline
Company H,
H, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company
Regiment Indiana
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
of $24
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and
pay her
a pension
at the
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
is
Provided, That
That in
in the
death of
of Sarah
the event
event of
of the
the death
Sarah increse.
to cease
tn:. rte
e .to
cease on
on
death of child.
of child.
E. Jackson,
Jackson, helpless
helpless and
dependent child
of said
said Cyrus
Cyrus A.
Jackson, death
A. Jackson,
child of
and dependent
E.
the
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
and determine:
determine:
the additional
additional pension
cease and
Pension to child on
Provided
in the
the death
of Angeline
Jackson, death
Provided.farther,
further, That
That in
the event
event of
of the
death of
Angeline Jackson,
n
deathof
of mother.
the
name of
of said
Sarah E.
Jackson shall
be placed
placed on
pension roll,
roll,
on the
the pension
said Sarah
E. Jackson
shall be
the name
subject
provisions and
limitations of
of the
laws, at
at the
the
the pension
pension laws,
and limitations
subject to
to the
the provisions
rate
of $12
$12 per
and after
the death
death of
said Angeline
Angeline
of said
from and
after the
rate of
per month
month from
Jackson.
Jackson.
Annie Morrison.
The name
name of
Annie Morrison,
Morrison, late
late aa Annie orrsonwidow of
of James
James Morrison,
of Annie
Morrison, widow
The
seaman,
United
States
Navy,
and
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
of
at
the
rate
and
pay
her
a
pension
seaman, United States Navy,
$20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
$20 per
month in
Approved, July
July 8,
1916.
Approved,
8, 1916.

s
.1 1916..
Julyit8,
191. 3

certain lands lying
CHAP. 239.-An
239.—An Act To quiet title in certain
certain tcitizens to
lying within
within
o certain
the
the Saint
Saint Francis
and being
parts of
of lots
lots and
and tracts
tracts of
of land
land
being parts
Francis River,
River, and
line on
on the
the meander
meander line
lying in Craighead County, Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
ofthe
the United
United
Be
it enacted
and House
House of
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
of the
the
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
Interior is
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
patent to
to each
each
to issue
issue aapatent
authorized and
Interior
is hereby
of
following lots
lots and
of land
lying and
and being
being in
the county
county
in the
land lying
and parcels
parcels of
the following
of the
of
Craighead and
Arkansast to
to the
the party
party or
or parties
parties whose
whose
of Arkansas
and State
State of
of Craighead

[H.
L R. 14630.]
(Private,
No. 59.]
59.)
[Private, No.

ghd

ArC
kraig
.
head

oty

omty,
hed County,
11
Pater
to designated
ted
tat8 tdesgd
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Lake
City, Ark.
ake City
tolot in.
Patent to

PatetI

'

Condition.
condition

July 11,
11 1916.
[H.
R. 7430.]
7130.]
[EIR.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 60.1
60.]
William Foglio.
Willam Foglio.
Land patent to.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Condition.

July 17, 1916.
[El.
R. iMsi.]
134661
[H. R.
Private, No.
No. 611
61.
[Private,

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pen_siorm increased.
James C. Bakar.

reions icred.

Jhua Shriver.

Joshua Shriven

Ma rr a y M
Murray Myers.
iyers

1916.
1916.

name
names appear
or parcels
of land,
land, respecname or
or names
appear opposite
opposite the
the parcel
parcel or
parcels of
respectively; that
is, tract
numbered one
J. H.
Carter, tract
tract numbered
numbered
tively;
that is,
tract numbered
one m
m J.
H. Carter,
two m
m G.
G. W.
Spencer, tract
tract numbered
three in
in Annie
B. Robertson,
Robertson,
two
W. Spencer,
numbered three
Annie B.
tract
four in
Robert C.
C. Born,
tracts numbered
numbered five
and
tract numbered
numbered four
in Robert
Born, tracts
five and
eight in
in C.
C. L.
six and
and seven
seven in
in J.
T. Williams,
Williams,
eight
L. Davis,
Davis, tracts
tracts numbered
numbered six
J. T.
tract
numbered nine
in William
William Craddock
Craddock and
J. W.
Purcell, tract
tract numbered
nine in
and J.
W. Purcell,
tract
numbered
numbered ten
in William
William Craddock,
Craddock, tract
tract numbered
numbered eleven
eleven in
ten in
in Alonzo
Alonzo
Durham and Oney Durham,
Durham, tract
tract numbered
numbered twelve
twelve in
in J.
T. Williams,
Williams,
J. T.
tract numbered
thirteen in
in C.
and A.
A. E.
E. McAlister,
McAlister, tract
tract
tract
numbered thirteen
C. L.
L. Davis
Davis and
numbered fourteen
fourteen in
numbered
Samuel Bedwell,
Bedwell, tract
tract numbered
fifteen in
in John
John
in Samuel
numbered fifteen
numbered twenty-one,
Pace, tracts numbered
and twenty-three
in
twenty-one, twenty-two,
twenty-two, and
twenty-three in
Joseph Davis. All
All lands
lands herein
mentioned are
situated in
in the
the county
county
herein mentioned
are situated
Craighead, State of
of Arkansas,
of Craighead,
Arkansas, and
are comprised
comprised in
in and
and form
form aa
and are
two of the
part of lot two
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
northeast quarter
quarter of
of the
the northeast
of
section twenty-seven
twenty-seven, township
township fourteen
six east,
east, conconfourteen north,
north, range
range six
taining eleven
and thirty-eight
acres.
eleven and
thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres.
SEC.
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
hereby authorized
S
EC. 2. That the Secretary
is hereby
authorized and
and
directed to issue a
a patent
patent to the
the incorporated
incorporated town
town of
of Lake
City, in
in
Lake City,
Craighead County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
all that
part of
two of
the northto all
that part
of lot
lot two
of the
northeast quarter
quarter of
east
of the
of section
twenty-seven, townthe northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
section twenty-seven,
township fourteen north,
north, range
east, which
which heretofore
by said
town
range six
six east,
heretofore by
said town
public use
had been
been dedicated to the public
use for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of public
public streets
streets
and alleys.
alleys.
and
SEC.
to either
SEC. 3. That no patent shall issue to
either of
of the
the parties
parties mentioned
mentioned
in section one of this Act
Act until
it shall
be made
to appear
to the
the satissatisuntil it
shall be
made to
appear to
of the
the Ipterior
faction of the Secretary
Secretary of
Ipterior that
that there
is no
adverse claimclaimthere is
no adverse
ant to that part of
of said
said lands
which said
said patent
patent is
is to
to issue.
lands for
for which
issue.
Approved, July
8, 1916.
Approved,
July 8,
1916.

fCAP. 243.—An
243.-An Act
William Foglio.
CHAP
Act For the
the relief
relief of William
Foglio.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United

States of America
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the

Interior
Interior be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to issue patent
patent to
to William
William
Foglio for the southwest
southwest quarter section
section twenty-three,
twenty-three, and
and the
the northnorthtwenty-six, township
west quarter section
section twenty-six,
township twenty-nine
twenty-nine north,
north, range
range
thirty east, Montana:
Provided, That no
no adverse
Montana: Provided,
adverse right
accrued
right had
had accrued
to said tract prior to January
January first,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
I
C
AP.
251 .- An Act Granting
Granting pensions
and increase
CRAP.
251.—An
pensions and
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
soldiers
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Civil
Civil War
certain 'widows
dependent children
children of
War and
and certain
widows and
and dependent
of soldiers
soldiers
and sailors of
of said
said war.
war.

enacted li
by the Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Interior
e, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
of
Interior be,
and directed
directed to
to place
place
on the
pension roll,
subject to the provisions and limitations of the
on
the pension
roll, subject
pension
pension lawslaws—
The
name of James C. Baker, late
of Company
Sixth Regiment
The name
late of
Company G,
G, Sixth
Regiment
Missouri State Militia
pension at
Missouri
Militia Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The
The name of Joshua Shriver, late of Company
Company E,
E, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of tnat
that he is now receiving.
the
per month
in lieu
The name
name of
of Murray
late of Company
The
Murray Myers,
Myers, late
Company C,
C, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
olunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
at the
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pension at
rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
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William
The
Hershberger, late
rliam C.
C. HershHershThe name
name of
of William
William C. Hershberger,
late of•
of Company A, Fif- berger.
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, an.dpay
him aa pension
teenth Regiment
and pay h.m
at
of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in lieu of
James E.
E. Peirce.
The
E. Peirce,
late of
Company L,
Regiment lames
Peirce.
of Company
L, Third Regiment
The name
name of
of James
James E.
Peirce, late
Massachusetts
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry.,and pay him a
pension at the
a pension
Massachusetts Volunteer
receiving.
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $24
$24 per month in
rate of
Harrison Hancock.
Harrison
The
Harrison Hancock,
Hancock, late
Seventy-fifthHancock.
B, Seventy-fifth
late of Company,B,
The name of Harrison
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment and Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
be

is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is

Ella A.
Walker.
The name
name of
of Ella
Ella A.
A. Walker
widow of
Alfred Walker,
Walker, late
late of Ella
A. Walker.
of Alfred
Walker,, widow
The
Company
and forty-third Regiment Illinois VolunCompany I, One hundred and
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month
a pension
teer Infantry, and pay her a
in
is now
now receiving.
she is
of that she
in lieu of
Sweet.
The
Sweet, late of Twelfth Independent
William Sweet.
Battery, William
Independent Battery,
William Sweet,
The name
name of
of William
Massachusetts
a pension at the rate
pay him a
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
Massachusetts Light
$30 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
of $30
Lemuel Gassaway.
The
Gassaway,late of
C, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Gassaway.
Regiment Lemuel
Company C,
of Company
of Lemuel
Lemuel Gassaway,late
The name
name of
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry,-,and pay him aa pension at the rate of
Kansas Volunteer
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
lieu of that
in lieu
$36 per month
month in
James G.
Eighth Regi- James
G. Doane.
Doane.
late of
of Company
Company A, Eighth
G. Doane, late
of James
James G.
The name of
Volunteer Infantry-,
flini a
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay him
ment Kansas Volunteer
receiving.
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Joseph Fike.
Companies B
B and H,
Ti Two hun- Joseph
Film
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph Fike, late of Companies
dred
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
dred and seventh Regiment
pay him aapension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
is
receiving.
now receivmg.
R. Kelley.
The
name of
Alice R.
R. Kelley,
widow of
of Charles
Alice R. Kelley.
late of Alice
Kelley, late
Charles W. Kelley,
Kelley, widow
of Alice
The name
seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
and seventh
Two hundred
hundred and
Company A, Two
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of $20 per
pay her aa pension
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer
receiving.
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
George Ware.
The
Company K, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regi- George
name of
of George Ware, late of Company
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
he is now receiving.
of $30 per month in lieu of that lie
M. Skelton.
Company G, First Regi- Joseph it.
Joseph M.
M. Skelton, late of Company
The name of Joseph
a .pension
ment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the rate
Cavalry and pay him a
ment Indiana
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
of $30
$30 per month
Lo se h Thomas
Joseph
The
name of
of Joseph
Thomas Ritchey,
Ritchey, late
E, EightEight- Ritchey.
Rp
Thom as
of Company
Company E,
late of
Joseph Thomas
The name
eenth
and pay
i him a
a
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
eenth Regiment
pension
reper month
month in lieu of that he issnow re$36 per
at the rate of $36
pension at
h ey

ceiving.
ceiving.
Osborn .late of Company D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
of John E. Osborn,
The name of
Regiment
at
Regiment New York Heavy Artillery, and pay him aa pension at
the
n lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
in
month i
rate of
of $24 per month
the rate
The name
of Samuel
Samuel W.
I, TwentyTwentyof Company- I,
late of
W. Turner,
Turner, late
The
name of
seventh
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Company C,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
seventh Regiment
Battalion Engineers, United States Army,
Army, and pay him a
a pension
pension
at
the rate
$36 per
now receiving.
receivm
of that he is now
in lieu of
month in
per month
rate of -36
at the
The name
of Joseph
C. Brewer,
Brewer, late
Company B,
Eighth RegiB, Eighth
of Company
late of
Joseph C.
name of
The
nient
Infantry, and
the
at t
pension at
him aapension
and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
ment TennesAee
Tennessee Volunteer
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in lieu
receiving.
is now receiving.
lieu of
of that he is
per month
rate of
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles A.
Webber, late
G, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
Company G,
late of
of Company
A. Webber,
The
Regiment
Company H, Second
Infantry, and Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New York Volunteer
Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
a pension
pension at the rate
pay him a
Corps, and
and pay
Regiment Veteran
receiving.
of
$36 per
month in lieu of that he is now receivmg.
per month
of $36
The name
P. Kill,
widow of
Darius Kill,
of CoraComlate of
Kill, late
of Darius
Kill, widow
of Lucretia
Lucretia P.
name of
The
pany
A, One
One hundred
hundred and fifty-second
Regiment New York
York Volfifty-second Regiment
pany A,
a pension at the rate
unteer Infantry, and pay her a
rate of $20 per month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.

John E. Osborn.

John E. Osborn.

Samuel
W. Turner.
Samuel W. Turner.

Joseph C. Brewer.

Joseph C. Brewer.

A. Webber.
Charles
Charles A. Webber.

Lucretia
P. Kill.
Lucretia P.
Kill.
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John
alias John McHughes.
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name of
of John
The name
The
John McDonald,
McDonald, alias John McHughes,
MeHughes, late
late of Com-

Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Tennessee
Twelfth Regiment
pany F, Twelfth
Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
aliasoh Mcgh pany
him a
the rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
that he
is now
now
he is
of that
lieu of
per month
month in
of $30
at the
a pension
pension at
him
receiving.
receiving.
Levi
Pike.
The
name of
Levi Pike,
Pike, late
late of
Regiment West
West
Company A, Fifth Regiment
of Company
of Levi
The name
Levi Pie.
Virginia
and pay
pay him
pension at
of
the rate
rate of
at the
him aa pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
receiving.
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Samuel
L. Coulter.
Coulter.
samuel L.

Lewis
Shepard.
Lewis J.
J. Shepard.
Penion.
Pension.
Charlotte
Cole.
ChaleCole.

Pension
increased.
ension Increased.
Rachel
McMillan.
RachelMMillan.
Pension.
Pension.
Marie
N.Teasdale.
Teesdale.
Marie N.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
Benjami'n
F. natl.
BenjaminF.
Hall.

Mary
Ellen Thomas.
Thomas.
Mary Ellen

Pension.
Pension.
Maggie Nelson.
Magie Nelson.

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
George
S.
wilcox.
Geor
ge
J. Wilcox.
Charles
Charles E.
E. Filer.
Fler.
Pension.

PEmmaio1
Emman.HIL

baugh,
baugh.

aWam-

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Oliver P. Smith.

Oliver P. Smith.

Pension.
ension.
Martha 0. Bakh.

Martha 0. Balch.

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
Arthur C. Hamilton.

Athr C.

amilto.

Barbara
Barbara L. Johnson.
johnson.

The name
name of
of Samuel
L. Coulter,
Coulter , late
late of
of Independent
Independent Battery
Battery C,
C,
Samuel L.
The

Pennsylvania Volunteer
Artillery, and
Company K,
K, Fifth
Fifth
and Company
Light Artillery,
Volunteer Light
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay.him
pay him aa
Heavy Artillery,
Regiment
pension at
at the
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
month in
per month
the rateof
rate of $30
pension
The
of Lewis
Lewis J,J. Shepard,
Shepard, late
late of
Company D,
First Regiment
Regiment
D, First
of Company
name of
The name
Massachusetts
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension at
at the
Volunteer Cavalry,
Massachusetts Volunteer
rate
of
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
he
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
rate of $40
The name
name of
Cole, late acting
acting
Cole, widow
widow of Philip
Philip C. Cole;
of Charlotte
Charlotte Cole
The
pension
assistant
Volunteers, and pay her aa pension
assistant surgeon United States Volunteers,
at the rate of $12 per month.
The
of Rachel
Rachel McMillan,
widow of
of Edwin
Edwin McMillan,
McMillan, late
late of
of
McMillan, widow
name of
The name
Company B,
B, Ninth
United States
States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
InVolunteer InRegiment United
Ninth Regiment
Company

fantry,
and pay
pay her
$20 per
lieu
per month in lieu
rate of $20
at the rate
pension at
her aapension
fantry, and
of that she is
i
snow receiving.
receiving.
Marie N. Teasdale,
Teasdale, widow
widow of George
George B. Teasdale,
Teasdale, late
The name of Marie
of Company D, One hundred
hundred and
and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
and pay
per
$12 per
rate of $12
the rate
pay her aa pension at the
nfantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
month.
The name of Benjamin F. Hall,
Hall, late of Company
Company A, Fifth
Fifth RegiYork Cavalry, and Company
Company I, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment
ment, New York
a pension of the rate of
and pay him a
Tnfantry, and.
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
receiving.
$40 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Thomas, widow of Charles R. B. Thomas,
The name of Mary Ellen Thomas,
Thomas,
Volunteer
Thirty-second Regiment Illinois Volunteer
late of Company D, Thirty-second
Infantry,
$20 per month in lieu
lieu
Infantry, and
and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
widow of Alonzo
The name of Maggie Nelson, former viridow
Alonzo Nelson, late
Seventeenth Regiment
InWisconsin Volunteer Irof Company
Company A, Seventeenth
Regiment Wisconsin
$12 per month.
a pension at the rate of $12
fantry, and pay her a
Thirty-seventh
George J.
J. Wilcox, late of Company
The name of George
Company I, Thirty-seventh
tb,,
pension at tb
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of $50 per month
receiving.
The name of Charles
Charles E.
E. Filer, late of Company
Company G, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
the
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay -him
hirn aapension at the
rate
he is now receiving.
rate of
of $27
$27 per month in
in lieu of
of that
that he
The- name
H. Wambaugh,
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin WamWainWambaugh, widow
Emma H.
of Emma
name of
The
baugh, late
late of Company A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
baugh,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunteer Infantry, and
$12 per month.
and pay
pay her aapension at the rate of $12
The name of Oliver
Oliver P. Smith, late
late of Company
Company L, Ninth
Ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
late of
The name
name of
Balch, widow
widow of
William Balch
The
of Martha
Martha O.
0. Balch,
of William
Balch, late
of
Company B, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and former widow of William H. Rudd, late of Company I, One
hundred and forty-fifth Regiment
and
Regiment Tllinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate
$12 per month.
rare of $12
hunThe name of Arthur
Arthur C.
C. Hamilton,
Hamilton, late of Company
Company H, One hunand pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
and ninety-fifth
dred
dred and
ninety-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
him a
a .pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now
now
receiving.
The name of
of Barbara
Barbara L. Johnson,
The
Johnson widow
widow of James D. Johnson,
Johnson,
late of Company
Company K, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu of that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
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The name
of Company
Company Cr,
Twenty- GeOrge
George EartsgrV
Hartsgrove.
G, Twentylate of
Hartsgrove, late
George Hartsgrove,
of George
name of
The
a
pay him a
ninth
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
ninth Regiment
isnow
pension
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
the rate
at the
pension at
Frederick
eg
d RegiSe
I,
The name
name of
late of Company
Company W,
I, Send
Second
Frederick Wulff.
FrederiI, Wulff, lateof.
of Frederick
The
of
the
pension
ment
United
States
Infantry,
pay
him
a
pension
at
rate
of
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
States
United
ment
i
receiving.
$36 per
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per month
$36
Swnne
-The
name of
Swinehart, former
former widow
widow of Phulip.B
Pension. nio.
'e
Philip
R. Swinehart,
Jemima R.
of Jemima
The name
Ferguson,
late of
Company F,
Volunteer hart.
h;rt—
Swine
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Fifty-fifth Regiment
F, Fifty-fifth
of Company
Ferguson, late
Infantry,
and pay her
per month.
pension at the rate of $12 per
a pension
her a
Infantry, andpay
ineased.
E, Tenth RegiCompany E,
of Company
The
late of
Regi- Pensios
Pensions increased.
epler, late
W. llepler
Andrew W.
neameof Andrew
The nameof
ment Iowa
Iowa. Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate A
Andrew Weper
W. liepler.
a pension
pay him
ment
lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $3erper
mw* in
iniieu
receiving.
$36-per moht
of
The namename a
Foster, late
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First Battalion
William Foster.
Battalion wiliam
late of
WiiamFoster,
of William
The
RegiTwentieth
Sharp
,
Shooters
Maine
Infantry,
and
Company
Twentieth
B,
Company
and
Sharp Shootrs Maine Infantry,
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate
and pay him a
Infantry, and
Maine Volunteer
ment Maine
receiving.
of
$38
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
now
receiving.
is
he
that
of
lieu
in
of $36 per month
The name
name of
of John
J. Hahn,
Hahn, late
late of
of Company
C, Forty-seventh
John J. Hahn.
Forty-seventh JohnJ.Hahn.
Company C,
John J.
The
the
at
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Tnfantry,
and
pay
a.
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
i
receiving.,
rate
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
,:
now reeeiving
is now
of that
month in
$30 per
rate of
WFm
Fortieth RegiThe name
name of
late of Company
Re
William Brant
Brant.
Company A,, 'Fortieth
Brant, late
William Brant,
of William
The
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pensioh at te
the
a pension
and pay him a
ment
rate of
$30 per
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
of $30
rate
T.Brown.
ames T.
The
name of
James T.
T. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Company
hundred and James
Brown.
Company G, One hundred
of James
The name
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
seventy-fourth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
a
Volunteer
Ohio
seventy-fourth Regiment
pension at
at the
of $30
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
recein
he is
of that
in lieu
P
per month
$30 per
the rate
rate of
pension
The name
of Mary
Tow ley, former
former widow
widow a
Sylvester L
ension.
ary L. Townsley.
Townsley.
F. MarL.
of Slvester
L. Townsley,
Mary L.
name of
The
t Ohio VolunRe
Sixty-fourth Regiment
Townsley, late
VolunI, Sixty-fourth
Company I,
late of Company
Townsley,
teer
Infantry, and
her .apesion
at
the rate
of $1
$12,per
per mont
month.
h, rate of
at the
aapension
payher
and pay
Infantry,
teer
The name
Alexander Field,
late of
of Company
E, Forty-thir4
Pemsions
e
Alexander
Field.
FI
dr increased.
Fortyt hi
Com any E,
Field, late
of Alexander
The name of
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month. in
lieu of
receiving.
now receiving..
is now
he is
that he
of that
in hie
rate of
w
s
The
late ofof
Company
Woods.
Regiment John Wood
Fifteonth Regiment
B, Fifteenth
Company B,
Woods, late
John Woods,
of John
name of
The name
Pof
rat
the
ata
s
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, and
and, pay
him aapen810.4
at
ratfli of
pe
y h
Inta Yblunteer
Michigan
i
'-.i,
$36 per
per month
month in
he is now feeitvg.
min lieu of that heisnow
$36
The name
hmSmith.
t Isaiah
Ieg
it Begunent
E, Fifth1
Company E,
of Company
late of
Smith, late
Isaiah Smith,
of Isaiah
The name of
40
of
rate
Michigan
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
$40
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Michigan
per month
month in
of that
now receiving
Pension.
Ps
_
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
per
The name
widow of
W. Brown,
late of
Brown.
erancesBrown.
of Frances
Brown, late
Charles W.
of Charles
Brown, widow
Frances Brown,
of Frances
name of
The
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
Ohio VelmaVolunRegiment Ohio
twenty-first Regiment
and twenty-first
hundred and
Company
teer
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12_per
month.
Pensions
increased
ensions increased.
$12 per month.
pension at
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
teer Infantry,
The
name of
of William
late of
of Company
G, Eighty-second
Eighty-second wilamBain.
William Bain.
Company G,
Barn, late
William Bain,
The name
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension at the
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
on . Tobas.
now receiving.
is now
lieu-of
of $50
$50 per
rate
The
name
of
John
J.
Tobias,
late
of
Company
I,
Forty-eighth
Regi- John J. Tobias.
Forty-eighth RegiI,
Company
of
late
Tobias,
J.
John
The name of
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Pennsylvania
M
the
rate
of
$24
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
that
of
month in lieu
of $24ofper
ratename
theThe
Martha J.
widow of
of Charles
Hebbard, Martha
t J. Hebbard.
H Hebbard,
Charles H.
Hebbard, widow
J. Hebbard,
of Martha
The name
late of Company B,
Thirty-third
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
InInVolunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Thirty-third
CompanyherB,apension
late of and
fantry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
per month
$20 per
pay her a pension at
fantry, and pay
that
she
now
Laura W. Adams.
receiving.
now
is
that she
da
Homer C.
The
W. Adams,
Adams, widow
C Adams,
Adams, late
late of
of Homer
widow of
Laura W.
of Laura
name of
The name
and
Infantry,
Company
C,
Eleventh
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Reserve
Infantry,
Reserve
Pennsylvania
Regiment
Company C, Eleventh
pay
her aapension
at the
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that she
per month
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay her
is
now
receiving.
William
Ingraham.
iingraham
is now receiving.
The name
William Ingraham,
Ingraham, late
late of Company A, Seventyof William
name of
The
second Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apenpenpay him
York Volunteer
New York
second
sion
at the
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now nreceiving.
lieu of
Luther.L. Grant.
in lieu
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
the rate
sion at
The
name
of
Luther
L.
Grant,
late
of
Company
Forty
.
-sixth
Forty-sixth
B,
Company
of
late
Grant,
L.
Luther
of
name
The
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
.
pension at
aapension
hm
pay h
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
iii
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
that
of
lieu
in
month
per
the rate of $30
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The name of Marie
widow of Conrad
The
Marie Goetz,
Goetz, widow
Conrad Goetz,
late of
of Company
Company
Goetz, late
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
F, Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a.pension
pension
at the rate of $20
$20 per
in lieu
of that
that she
is
now receiving.
receivmg.
per month
month in
lieu of
she
is
now
SarahJ. Palmer.
The
J. Palmer, widow
Sarah J. Palmer.
The name of Sarah J.
widow of
of Jacob
Jacob G.
G. Palmer
of
Palmer,, late
late of
Company
Eighty-seventh Regiment,
Company -E, Eighty-seventh
and Company
Company D,
SeventyRegiment, and
D, Seventyeighth Regiment,
Regiment, Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now remonth in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
ceiving.
Willm
F.Emrson.
The
William P .
Emerson *
The name of William F. Emerson,
Emerson, late of
of Company
First RegiRegiCompany C,
C, First
ment
Maine Heavy
nient-Maine
Heavy Artillery, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay him
of
$40 per month in lieu of that
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
Napoleon
B.
SumNapoeon B. Sum- The name
MOM.
name of Napoleon
Napoleon B. Summers,
Summers, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One.hunOne-hundred and
and forty-fifth
dred
forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
infantry, and
pension at the
him a
apension
the rate
rate of $40 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
month in
in lieu
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Amanda M. cope.
The name
name of
Amanda M.
M. Warner,
Amanda M. Cope.
The
of Amanda
Warner, now Cope, former
former widow
widow of
of Levi
Levi
Warner, late of Company
Warner,
Company G, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
VolunIllinois Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
a pension
of $20
20 per
in
lieu
of
that
she is
is now
receiving.
slieu
of
that she
now receiving.
Leslie R. Hyde.
The name of Leslie R. Hyde, late of Company D, One hundred and
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illnois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in
i
n lieu
that he
is now
now rerelieu of
of that
he is
ceiving.
George W..Ha
The name
George W. Harris.
The
name of George
George W. Harris,
Harris, late
Company B,
B, Sixty-first
Sixty-first
late of
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aa pension
i E.
rate of $40 per month
William
E. Pritt.
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
mE. Prt.
The name
name of
William E.
The
of William
E Pritt,
Plitt, late of Company
Company E, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment
West
Virginia Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Sanford C. MeMains. rate
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Sanford c.Mein
The name
name of Sanford C. McMains,
The
McMains, late of
Company C,
C, Seventh
Seventh
of Company
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
Mary Lemon.
he is
is now
no w rece
i
ving .
of that
that he
receiving.
Mary Lemon.
The name
The
name of Mary Lemon,
Lemon, widow
widow of Wickliff Lemon,
Lemon late
of ComComlate of
pany E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Re
gi
men t, an
Company H,
H, Thirteenth
RegiRegiment,
andd Company
Thirteenth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
of $20 per month
month in lieu of
she is
is no
w rece
iving.
of that
that
she
now
receiving.
Martha E. Glaslie.
The
name of
of Martha E. Gillaspie, widow
widow of
Martha E. GillaspieThe name
Gillaspie, late
late
of John
John J.
J. Gillaspie,
of
Company F, Fifty-second
of Company
Fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
of that
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
George W. Beeb
The
name of
George W. Beebe,
Beebe, late
late of
George W. BeebeThe name
of George
of Company
Company D,
D, Brackett's
Brackett's
battalion,
battalion, Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
him a
pension at
pay himun
a pension
at
the rate of $40 per
William H ix.
pe r mon
th in
i
n li
eu o
thathe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
lieu
offthat
Wi'liam Hix.
The name of William Hix, late of Company B, Second Regiment
The name of William Hix, late of Company
Regiment
Illinois Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
a pension at the rate
Illinois
pay him a
rate of $30
$30 per
per
receiving.
month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
oscar w. Douglass.
The name of Oscar
Oscar W. Douglass,
Oscar W. Douglass.
Douglass, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Twentylate of
Twentyeighth
Wisconsin Volunteer
eighth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapenand pay
pension
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
sion at
at the
thaehe
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
Albert T. Fengler.
lbert T. Fenger.
The
name
of
Albert
The name of Albert T. Fengler, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension
pension at
the rate
of $27 per month in lieu of that he is
at the
rate of
is now
now
rec,eiving.
receiving.
Pension.
M
Lmcoin.
The name
Mary Lincoln.
Mary Lincoln,
Lincoln, helpless
The
name of
of Mary
helpless and dependent
dependent child
child of
of George
George
Lincoln, late of Company
Company L,
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
L, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Cavalry, and p
pay
a pension at
Cavalry-,
ay her
her a
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
at the
$12 per
month.
Pensions inc r
casi
Fryer. - The
The name
Calvin
Fryer.
of Calvin
Calvin Fryer,
Company D,
name of
lryer, late of
of Company
D, One
hundred and
and
One hundred
fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay
so -sr him
him aapenenW
RoAd
sion at
rate
at the
the
rate o
of $24
per month
month in
Wesley Rowland.
$24 per
in lieu of that he is now
now receivin
receivinp
g.
The
of Wesley
The name
name of
Wesley Rowland, late of
ofCompany
Company H,
One hundred
humolred
H, One
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
and pay
him a
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantr,
and
pay
him
a
pension
the rate
rate of
pension at
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
Marie Goet.

Marie Goetz.
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William
cwlam
The name
name of
C. McCracken,
McCracken, late
late of
K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Cracken.
of Company
Company K,
The
of William
William C.

1341
1341
cC.

-

c
McM
-

Regiment Kentucky
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
helpless and dependent
D. Truax,
Truax, helpless
The name
name of
dependent child of Pension.
of Homer D.
The
P
HeckTnie
°
r
Truax.
rnb. T
r
Company C, Second
William Truax, late of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
$12 per
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of 412
per
Volunteer
month.
month.
P'mslons
Pepsions increased,
Increased.
.Jdackson.
The
Daniel R.
Jackson,' late
late of Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Dslek
Daniel R.,
Jackson.
of Daniel
R. Jackson
The name
name of
Regiment West
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer
at
rate of $40
$40 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at the
the rate
we
als R. tStowe.
The name
Sto*ik-late of
A, Second
Second Battalion,
Willis
Sto Battalion, w
of Company
Company A,
The
name of
of •WffioR.
Willis R. Stowe,dlate
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, and pay him a
apension
$24
mouth
now receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now
at the rate of=$24-per
The
M. Strong,
Strong, widow
widow of
George W.
Strong, late
of Helen M..Strong.
Strong.
late of
of George
W. Strong,
Helen M.
The name
name of
of Helen
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
COrpany A, Seventh Regiment
CoMpany
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
m
The name
Revere Hunn,
late of
of Company
Revere H
Holm
n
Fan Revre
Regiment Paul
Company I,
I, First
First Regiment
Hunn, late
name of
of Paul
Paul Revere
The
Connecticut Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension at the rate of
of
Connecticut
$3Qper month in
receiving.
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$30
of Annie
Annie Sweet,
Sweet, widow
Sweet, late
late of
of ComnCoin- AieSet.
Annie Sweet.
widow of
of Gilbert
Gilbert Sweet,
Theename
name of
Volunteer Heavy
pany I, Eighth Regiment United States Colored Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Artillery
of
receiving.
of that she
she is now
now receiving.
sA.W
The name
name of
of Thomas
late of
any C,
Eleventh ThomaA.Wl
Thomas A.Williams.
C, Eleventh
of Cora
Company
A. Williams,
Williams, late
Thomas A.
The
Regiment
pension at
Infantry and pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry„,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
receiving.
the rate of $40 per
permonth
month in lieu of that he is now tecei
t
The
Peter Weber,
Weber, late
late of
of Company
Company .C,
0; First
First Regiment
1tegint PPeter
Weber.
Weber
The name
name of
of Peter
a pension at
him a
Minnesota Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery; and pay him
at the .
Minnesota
lieu of
that he
rate of $24
$24 per month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Simpson, widow
of John
John Simpson,
Simpson, late
late first
firstSimpom
Julia
W. mpson
Jua W.
widow of
of Julia
Julia W.
W. Siipson,
The name
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
nety-nintih Reginient
lieutenant
lieutenant and quartermaster
quartermaster Nuiety-nintli
Volunteer
pay hera
herii,penai_ort*Irtluirate
$25 pol-ssith
ate off-$25pererh
piens
ar
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
in
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
•-•
"
in lieu
that she
now receivig.
.. •
.
'; * ' .A
Absalom
. sShell.
sel.
F, Seventy-seeond
Company
The name of Absalom
Absalom Shell, late of ,Com
• y F,
Seventy-sedond
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ia a
pension at
the rate
at the
rate
pay him
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
James
Irvin.
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ame Irin.
The
of James
D, One
hundred and
One hundred
late of
of Company
Company.D,
James Irvin,
Irvin, late
The name
name of
sixteenth
Regiment United
Colored Infantry,
pay him
him aa
and pay
Infantry, and
United States
States Colored
sixteenth Regiment
receiving.
pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
Preston W.
W. Lett,
Lett, late
Company F,
F, One
hundred and
and Preston
W. Lett.
Lett.
Preston w.
One hundred
of Company
late of
of Preston
name of
The
forty-fifth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
penhim aapenand pay
Infantry, and
forty-fifth Regiment
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in lieu of that
of $30
$30 per month
the rate
rate of
sion at the
The name
of Henry
of Company
and Henry
Henry Peifer.
Peltier.
hundred and
I, Two
Two hundred
Company I,
late of
Peiffer, late
Henry Peiffer,
The
name of
first
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapenRegiment Pennsylvania
first Regiment
sion
at the
of $30
per month
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
lieu of
of that
that he
in lieu
month in
$30 per
the rate
rate of
sion at
The
of Lucinda
Lucinda Ulmer
of Sears
late of
Corn- Lucinda
Lucinda Ulmer.
of ComS. Ulmer,
Ulmer, late
Sears S.
Ulmer widow
widow of
The name
name of
pany
Fifteenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her a
a
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine
E, Fifteenth
pany E,
pension
of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now rerate of
at the
the rate
pension at
Pnsion
ceiving.
ceiving.
'
Pension.
Cunning.
The name
name of
of Rosetta
Rosetta Cunningham,
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of Rosetta
osetta cunning.
helpless and
Cunningham, helpless
The
Moses
Company A, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri hm.
ham.
late of Company
Cunningham, late
Moses R. Cunningham,
State Militia Cavalry, and
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
a pension
and pay
pay her a
State
month.
Pensions increased.
Regi- Wi^ree
The
name of
of William
Wiffiam H.
William H.. Potter.
ate
I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Reglate of
of Company
Company I,
H. Potter,
Potter, late
The name
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
t
he
a pension
pay him a
Infantry, and pay
Wisconsin Volunteer
ment Wisconsin
rate
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
rate of
Davis.
The name
name of
Oliver Davis,
Company y,
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Olier
Oliver Davis.
Davis, late
late of
of Company
The
of Oliver
Missouri
Volunteer Cav,
pay him
him a
apension
$30
rate of $30
pension at the rate
and pay
Cavalry, and
Missouri Volunteer
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The
Myrtle Hardy,
of Daniel
Hardy, late
of ComComThe name of
of Myrtle
Hardy, widow
widow of
Daniel Hardy,
late of
pany D,
One hundred
pany
D, One
hundred and
and thirty-first
thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
teer Infantry,
pay her
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The
of Adelaide
Adelaide E.
E. Kennedy,
Kennedy, widow
widow of
Ronald A.
A. Kennedy,
Kennedy,
Pednsitne E.
E KenenThe name
name of
of Ronald
Adelaide
nedy.
late of Company
Company K, Third Regiment, and lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel Fifth
Fifth
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay her a
a pension
rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
Pension,
rate of
of $30
month in
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
Pension.
c. Jennie
Jennie Stephens.
Stephens.
The name
C.
C. Jennie
The
name of
of C.
Jennie Stephens,
widow of
of John
John J.
J. Stephens,
Stephens, late
late of
Stephens, widow
of
Company E
E, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her aa
Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at the rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
Pension Increased.
ensin nree
The name
name of
Eighteenth
The
of Benson
Benson CBellamy,
CABellamy, late
late of Company
Company G, Eighteenth
Benson C. Bellamy.
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
pay him
rate of $30 per month in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
Pension.
The name
name of
of Mary
Jackson, widow
of Abiel
H. Jackson,
Jackson, late
late of
of
esioE. Jackson..
The
Mary E.
E. Jackson,
widow of
Abiel H.
Mary
Company
Company A, Forty-eighth
:tent Pennsylvania
Forty-eighth :Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry,-,and pay
try
pay her a
aperion
$12 per
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension
ension increased.
ined.
The
of Anna
E. Ritchey,
late
The name
name of
Anna E.
Ritchey, widow
widow of Adelbert
Adelbert L.
L. Ritchey,
Ritchey, late
Anna E. Ritchey.
assistant surgeon,
Sixteenth Regiment
suksistant
surgeon, Sixteenth
RegAmmit Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and surgeon, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay -her aapension
pension at the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
rate of $25
$25 per month
in
receiving.
ension.
n now
now receiving.
Pension.
Ann H.
M.coady.
Ann
Coady. •
The name of
of Ann
M. Coady,
Ann M.
Coady, widow
of William
William J.
J. Coady,
Coady, late
late of
of
widow of
Company
Company H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment United States
States Veteran
Veteran Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
Eugene B.
B. Guild,
Guild late
late of
any I,
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiPensinsB.Bid.
The
of Eugene
of Com
Company
RegiEugene
Guild.
ment New York Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
the rate
rate
him a
a pension at
at the
of $30 per month
in lieu
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
that he
he is
now reeei
receiving.
George
D.
Seely*.
George D.seeye.
George D. Seelye,
The name of George
Seelye, late
late of CompanyI,
Company, First Regiment
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer Cavalry, and
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
$30 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Mary A. Baltzell.
Mary A. Baitze.
The name of Mary A. Baltzell, widow
widow of
of George
George A.
A. Baltzell,
Baltzell, late
of
late of
Companies D
D and C, Second Regiment
Militia Cavalry,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry,
and pay her aapension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she
pension at
at the
the rate
lieu of
of that
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
Elisabeth S.
S. Boswibeth
. Bos- The name of
Elisabeth S.
Boswell, widow
widow of
Frederick D.
of Elisabeth
S. Boswell,
well.
of Frederick
D. Boswell,
Boswell,
Thirteenth Regiment
late of Company
Company D, Thirteenth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
and pay her aapension
pension at
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
at the
the rate
rate of
Provisos.
is
receiving: Provided,
event of
the death
death of
of Fannie
Fannie
rastoo
is now
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
of the
Increase to cease on
death of
child.
oI child
Boswell, helpless and dependent
dependent child of said
Frederick D.
D. Boswell,
said Frederick
Boswell,
the additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall cease
cease and determine:
determine: And
And
Pension
to
child
on
ension to child on provided
further, That in the event
death of
provided further,
event of the death
of Elisabeth
Elisabeth S.
S. BosBosdeath of mother.
well, the name
name of said Fannie
Fannie Boswell shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
at
the rate of $12
$12 per month
after the
the date
date of
of death
of said
said
month from and
and after
death of
Elisabeth S.
S. Boswell.
Boswell.
Elisabeth
ox.
L. Cox.
Irene L.
Irene
The name of Irene L. Cox, widow of Hugh P.
of Company
Company
P. Cox, late of
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension
and pay
a pension
at
the
of
$24
rate
per
month
lieu
she
is
now
receiving.
in
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Barbara A.
Barbara
A. Mott.
rbara
bara A.
The na
name of Barbara
Mott, widow of
George Mott,
Mott, late
late of
of ComComA. Mott,
of George
panies K and D, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
eso, e. and pay her aapension at the
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
Pensions increased.
RortionM. Hewkiens.
The name of Robert
Hawkins, late
late acting
master's mate,
mate, United
Robert M. Hawkins,
Robert
Hawkins.
acting master's
United
States steamship Gazelle,
Gazelle, United States
States Navv,
Navy, and pay him
pension
him a
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
is now
Charles B. Mathe-s.
Mathews.
CharlesB.
The
name of
Charles B.
Mathews, late of Company
Thirty-third
The name
of Charles
B. Mathews,
Company H, Thirtv-third
Regiment,
Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment,
Regiment, Wisconsin
Regiment, and Company
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and
rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu
of that
that le
ensions
of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Henry Matteson.
atteson.
The name
name of Henry Matteson,
Matteson, helpless
of Oliver
The
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
Oliver
S.
Matteson, late of Company
S. Matteson,
Nmpany A, Second Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island VolVolPension.
PeSon.ar
Myrtle Hardy.
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unteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
him a
a pension
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
unteer

month.
month.
ary Matteson.
The
name of
Matteson, helpless
dependent child
child of
of Oliver
Mary
atteson
Oliver M
and dependent
helpless and
Mary Matteson,
of Mary
The name
S.
Matteson,
late
of
Company
A,
Second.
Regiment
Rhode
Island
VolIsland
VolRhode
Regiment
S. Matteson, late of Company A, Second
unteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month. Pension icreased.
unteer Infantry,
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
increased.
and Joseph
The name
of Joseph
A. Miller,
Miller, late
of Company
Company E,
Joseph A.
A. Miller.
hundred and
Two hundred
E, Two
late of
Joseph A.
name of
The
sixth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Tnfantry,
and pay
a penpay him a
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
sixth Regiment
sion
at the
of $24
per month
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
of that
in lieu
$24 per
rate of
the rate
sion at
The name
name of
of Julia
former widow
widow of
Charles E.
E. Hulbert,
ulia L. Hulbert.
lbert.
Hulbert, JJuiaO
of Charles
Hulbert, former
Julia L.
L. Hulbert,
The
late of
and B,
B, Ninety-fourth
Ninety-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
VolYork VolNew York
A and
of Companies
Companies A
late
unteer
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
rate of
per month.
month. P
unteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
Penons increased.
increased.
Paulina
Baker, late of ComAugustus Baker,
The
name of
Baker, widow
widow of
Corn- Pauli
ne Baker.
Baker.
of Augustus
Paulina Baker,
of Panlina
The name
pany
F, Eleventh
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Eleventh Regiment
pany F,
her
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu of that she is now
month in
of $20
$20 per
at the
pension at
her aapension
receiving.
receiving.
e at
Ha
The name
of Harmon
Company I,
I, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighthVeatch.
Harmon
on V ch.
of Company
late of
Veatch, late
Harmon Veatch,
The
name of
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
he is
is now
$50 per
rate of
of $50
Pension.
The
name of
F. O'Meara,
O'Meara, widow
William A.
O'Meara, JposSine.O'Mweara
Josephinel. O'Meara
A. O'Meara,
widow of
of William
of Josephine
Josephine F.
The name
late of
of Captain
Captain McDermott's
McDermott's company,
company, Fifth
Battalion, District
District of
Fifth Battalion,
late
$12 per
per
Infantry, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $12
Columbia month.
Pensions
Pensions Increased.
increased.
The
C, Seventh
Regiment George
Shults.
George Shoits.
Seventh Regiment
of Company
Company C,
late of
Shults, late
George Shults,
of George
The name
name of
West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension at the rate
West Virginia
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
of $50
$50 per month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Ponut
The
name of
of Philson
Company I,
I, Twenty-first
Twenty-first mason nutchin.
late of
of-Company
Hutchinson, late
Philson Hutchinson,
The name
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay hive.
him aapension at the rate
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
of
now receiving.
•
Pension.
of $50 per
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
of Tirzah
Tirzah Maria
Maria Willson,
Willson, dependent
dependent mother
of Joseph
Joseph II.
wiilriairiamar% wmH. vitzati
mother of
The name
so
Willson,
Company H,
II, Ninety-second
Regiment New
York VolVol- son.
New York
Ninety-second Regiment
of Company
late of
Willson, late
unteer
and pay
pay her
her a
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month. rensons
Pensions increased.
need
rate of
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
The
name of
of Daniel
Daniel S.
S. liriner,
C, Second
Second Regiment
B. Kriner.
Kriner.
Daniel s.
Regiment Daniel
Company C,
late of
of Company
Kriner, ',Ate
The name
Indiana Volunteer
tit the
of $40
S40
the rate
rate of
a pension
penion at
pay him
him a
and pay
Cavalry, sad
Volunteer Cavalry,
Indiana
-D
now receiving..
reeiing.
that he is now
in lieu
lieu of that
per month in
James H. Durham.
The
name of
of James
late of
B, Ninth
Dur
RegiNinth Regiof Company
Company B,
H. Durham,
Durham, late
James H.
The name
ment;
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer . Infantry,
Infantry-,
adjutant Thirty-third
ment; adjutant
and
Battery, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Volunteer Light
Twenty-second Battery,
and Twenty-second
pay
month in
lieu of that he is
inlieu
per month
the rate of $40 per
him aa pension
pension at the
pay him
now receiving.
The
name of
of Walter
Walter S.
of Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and Walter
Walter S.
S. Hood.
Hood.
Company I,
late of
S. Hood,
Hood, late
The name
fortieth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
pension
a pension
Regiment Indiana
fortieth Regiment
at the rate of $30
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
$30 per
per month in
at
The
name of
E. Clapp,
Clapp, late
late of
E, Eleventh
Reg.i- Edward
Edward E.
E. Clapp.
Clapp.
Elevent Regiof Company
Company E,
Edward E.
of Edward
The name
ment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the
him aa pension at the
and pay him
ment Michigan
rate
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
month in
$30 per
rate of
The name
Hoffman, late
Company E,
E, Fortieth
Regi- Henr
Henry CC. Hoffman.
Hoffa.
Fortieth Regiof Company
late of
C. Hoffman,
of Henry
Henry C.
name of
The
ment
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
pay bin
at the rate
a pension
pension at
bin a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Missouri
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $24 per
The
James W.
of Company
Company K,
James W.
Malo
W. Maloy.
Sixty-second James
K, Sixty-second
late of
W. Maloy,
Maloy, late
name of
of James
The name
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
name of
widow of
of Delos
Delos A.
of CoraWard.
Com- Jane A.. Ward.
late of
Ward, late
A. Ward,
A. Ward,
Ward, widow
Jane A.
of Jane
The name
pany F,
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Infantry,
captain
and captain
Infantry, and
F, Fourteenth
pany
Twenty-fifth Regiment
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
Twenty-fifth
at
of $24
per month
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Andrew
J. FrederFrederAndrew J.
she is
is now
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
$24 per
rate of
at the
the rate
kThe name
Andrew J.
of Company
Company B,
Twenty- lc
tok.
B, Twentylate of
J. Frederick,
Frederick, late
of Andrew
name of
The
second
him a
a
pay him
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
pension
rate of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving. jThorito
a n R. B
HenThe
of Thornton
Hendrickson, late
of Company
Company,A, EightyEighty- drickson.
late of
R. Hendrickson,
Thornton R.
name of
The name
seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Tnfantry, and
him a
a
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
seventh Regiment
pension
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
$40 per
rate of
of $40
the rate
pension at
Pension.
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The name
name of Alonzo
.Alonzo Knox
of Company
Company F,
Fourth Regiment
Regimen t
Knox, late
late of
F, Fourth
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
New Hampshire
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
the
rate of $50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
he
is
now
Elvira
Pies.
Elvira Pierce.
The name of Elvira Pierce, widow of Samuel
Samuel Pierce,
Pierce, Tate
late of
of ComCompany-B, Fifty-sixth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Fifty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
$20 per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
fsgesnt
B.
ford.
r
B. C0awCrawThe name of Sergeant
B. Crawford,
of Comp
an yB,
B, O
ne hunhunSargeant B.
Crawford, late
late of
Company
One
dred and twenty-second
geant
twenty-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Illinois
a pension at
pay him a
of $50
i
n li
eu of
ofthat
thathe
he is
i
s
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
novr
now receiving.
receiving.
a t
IUi
h B
-p The
The name
name of Elizabeth
Elisabeth 8fiaIJUDElizabeth Simpson, widow of John
John T.
Simpson, late
T. Simpson,
late
of Company
Company C, Twenty-fist.
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay her a
apension at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she
rate of $20 per
lieu of
of that
is now receiving.
receiving.
Bso."
i 1"* PatlerA
s Th.
e name
Be°-1'
The
name of Benjamin
Benjamin'F
Pattemon, .late
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First
F. Patterson,
late of
Regiment
Provisional
Enrolled Ifissotai
Missuri Militia,
Regiment Pro
visional Enrolled
and pay
pay him
penMilitia, and
him aapension at the rate of $30 per month
month inlieu
inlietrof
thathe
is now
now receiving.
of
that
he
is
receiving.
John
Fih.
The
late of.Comliany
of Company K, ,One
John Fisher°.
The name of John Fishero,
Fishero;late
hundred and
and
One hundred
fifty-fourth Regiment
fifty-fourth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volnteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,' and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $30
in lieu of that he
830 permonth
permonth in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
MarPetemnn.
The
Petermann, widow of Henry
Mary Petermann.
The name
name of Mary Petermann,
late
Henry Petermann,
Petermann, late
of Company A, One
second Regiment
Pennsylvania VolVolOne hundred
hundred and
and second
Regiment Pennsylvania
unteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
month
$20 per
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Thanti
pendieto.
The name
of Thankful
Pendleton, widow
Ms/WU/ Pendiet°14
The
name of
Thankful Pendleton,
widow of Ethan D. Pendleton, late
of Battery
Battery F, First Rhode
and pay
pay her
her a
apenpenRhode Island
Island Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
sion at the rate of $20
20 per month
month in lieu of that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
aon BStutnn.
The
name of Aaron B.
Mix= 1"4 ""mumm
The name
B.. Stutzman,
Stutzman, late of Company A,
hundred
A, One hundred
and sixty-ninth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
sixty-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now re$24 per
per month
in lieu
is now
receiving.
Samuel Gates.
ceiving.
Samuel Gates.
The
Gates, late
late of Company A, One hundred
The name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel Gates,
hundred and
and
sixteenth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
sixteenth Regiment
him a
apension
pension
a t the
John F.
Williams.
at
the rate
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
ofth athe i
now recei
vi
ng.
Jo wis
rate of
$40 per
that he iss now
receiving.
The name
The
name of John F. Williams,
Williams late of Company F, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
pay him
a pension
at the
the
Hey Short
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
Henry
Shonert.
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name of Henry Shonert, late of Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Company C,
C, Fifth
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of
Samuel W.. A.
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
Adams. $40
that he
he is
receiving.
The name of Samuel W.
IV. Adams, late of
Company C,
C, Ninth
Regiof Company
Ninth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
at the
the
Pension.
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving
Pension
rate of
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.,.
Rose Salisbury.
Saisbury.
name of
of Rose
Rose Salisbury,
Rose
The name
Salisbury, widow
J. Salisbury,
late
widow of
of Daniel
Daniel J.
Salisbury late
of Company
eighty-fifth Regiment
of
Company K, One hundred and eighty-fifth
Regiment New
New York
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per
a pension
the rate
$12 per
Pensio Increased.
increased. month.
month.
Pensimis
Robert Jolley.
Jolley.
Robert
The name
name of Robert
Robert Jolley,
Jolley, late
Company H,
H, One
hundred and
late of
of Company
One hundred
and
forty-third
forty-third Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
pension at
he is
is now
now reresaac G. Thompson. ceiving.
eiving.
Isaac
The name
name of
of Isaac
The
Isaac G. Thompson, late of Company
Company L, and quarterquartermaster
sergeant Third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
master sergeant
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
him apension at the rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
he is
receiving.
ohn Pope.
receiving.
John Pope.
The name
name of
John Pope,
Pope, late
of Company
The
of John
late of
Company H,
H, One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company D, One hundred and
thirtyand thirtyfourth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
fourth
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
pay him
him a
a pension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he

.
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Divid
T. McFarThe name
name of
David T.
McFarland, late
late of
CompanyF
irth RegiRegi- David
T.
McFarSixth
F,.rFii
of Company
T. McFarland,
of David
The
ment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
'
at the rate of
a pension at
Infantry, and
ment Iowa
$40
er month
month in lieu
'
.
Pension.
P3ai.
lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
$40 per
imae.
Com- Mary
Kures, late
The
Mary E.
Jacob Sures,
/ate of CornMary R.
H. Karns.
widow of Jacob
E. Kures, widow
of Mary
name of
The name
pany
A, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
New York
Regiment New
pany A,
paV
ier a
at the
the rate
of $12
,
pay aher
a pension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
ension increased.
Pension
increased.
Elizabeth J.
J. Frush
Fresh.
name of
of Elizabeth
J. Frush,
of John
John H.
H. Frush,
Frush, late
late of
of Elizabeth
widow of
Frush, widow
Elizabeth J.
Theename
Company
K, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
her
and pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
Company K,
a
the rate
of that she is now
month in lieu of
$20 per month
rate of $20
at the
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Ann Grady.
Gnady.
The name
name of
Ann Grady,
widow of
of James
Grady, late
late of
of Company
Company Ani
James Grady,
Grady, widow
of Ann
The
G,
United. States
States Infantry,
pension
a pension
pay her a
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment United
Third Regiment
G, Third
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
nsions increased
Pensions
increased.
Ormsby.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles Ormsby,
Ormsby-,late
late of
of Company
Company K,
Charles Ormsby.
Ninety-sixth Charles
K, Ninety-sixth
The
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at
pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
now receiving.
g T.
receiving.
he is
is now
of that
that he
in lieu
$30 per
month in
of $30
the
George
T. Poulson..
The name
name of
of George
Poulson, late
Company F,
F, Seventy-third
Seventy-third
late of
of Company
T. Poulson,
George T.
The
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
the
pension at the
pay him aapension
Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
rate
of $40
per month
$40 per
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving. •
J
S.
Jennie
S. Bnh.
Bunch.
Bch
The name
Leondias Bunch, late of
of Leondias
S. Bunch, widow of
Jennie S.
of Jennie
The
name of
Company D,
D, Eleventh
Volunteer Infantry, -and
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Eleventh Regiment
Company
pay
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in lieu of that she
of $20
$20 per
pension at
pay her
her aa pension
is now receiving.
receiving.
oph K. Kelly.y
Joseph
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph K.
K. Kelly,
Kelly, late
late of
Ninth Regiment
K ey
Regiment
F, Ninth
of Company
Company F,
The
Illinois
Cavalry, and
pension at the rate of $24
$24
a pension
pay him a
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving
Nathan
Nathan H. Miller.
Miller.
The
Nathan H.
H. Miller,
Seventh
Company A, Seventh
late of Company
Miller, late
of Nathan
name, of
The name,
Regiment
Volunteer Cava
pay him a
a pension
pension
Cavalry,,and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
at the
rate of
lieu of
is now
teeei
ohn Kane.
Ea.
that-he
he is
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
of $40
$40 per
per month
at
the rate
John
The
John Kane,
late of Company
hundred and
and
Two hundred
Company B, Two
Kane, late
of John
The name
name of
fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
fifth Regiment
pension at
i
snow re$36 per
per month in lieu of that he is
of $36
at the rate of
pension
ceiving.
Pson.
Pension.
ceiving.
Martha
H. RanRan
arth HI
adoh,,dolph.
B. Raid°
The
of Martha
Randolph, widow of Charles B.
H. Randolph,
Martha H.
name of
The name
late
of
Company
A,
One
hundred
and
forty-eighth
Regiment
ew
New
doph
Regiment
forty-eighth
and
hundred
late of Company A, One
York Volunteer
and pay
her a
pension at
$12
rate of $12
at the
the rate
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
York
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Increased.
per
John List.
The name
name of
List, late
late of
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
and John
List.
hundred and
of Company
John List,
of John
The
ninety-fifth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
ninety-fifth Regiment
him a
apension
pension at
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of that he
now
he is
is now
month in
$50 per
the rate
rate of
at the
him
Mary Winegardner.
Winegardner.
Mary
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Winegardner,
Winegardner,
Winegardner, widow
of Mary
Mary Winegardner,
The
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Regiment, and
Forty-first
Company K, Forty-first
and Company
Eighth Regiment,
late
Regiment, Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
the Proviso.
provio.
at the
a pension
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment,
on
seon
to
.
deInr.se
rate of
receiving: Provided,
Provided, de=
lieu of that she is now receiving:
in lieu
per month in
of $24
$24 per
rate
5
:11od.cease
That in
of the
death of Carrie
Winegardner, helpless and
Carrie Winegardner,
the death
event of
in the
the event
That
dependent
child of
of said
said Samuel
the additional
additional pension
pension
Winegardner, the
Samuel Winegardner,
dependent child
Mary
R. Wolf.
olf.
herein granted
Mary E.
determine.
and determine.
cease and
shall cease
granted shall
herein
The name
widow of
Wolf, late of
of ComComDuncan Wolf,
of Duncan
E. Wolf,
Wolf, widow
of Mary
Mary E.
name of
The
pany
F, Two
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
seventh Regiment
and seventh
Two hundred
pany F,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of $20
rate of
a pension
her a
nfantry, and
Julian
Wen.
JulianMyers.
is now
of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of that
The name
name of
Myers, widow
widow of
of Caleb
Caleb Myers
Myers, late
of ComComlate of
of Julian
Julian Myers,
The
pany D,
One hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fifth
Pennsylvania Drafted
Drafted
Regiment Pennsylvania
sixty-fifth Regiment
D, One
pany
Militia Infantry,
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month
rate of
of $20
her apension
a pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Militia
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
Approved,
17, 1916.
Approved, July 17,
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CHAP.
258.-An Act For the
the relief of Mary
Mary S. Corbin.
Corbin.
CHAP. 258.—An

July
1916.
ly 26, 191.
[H.
R. 11261.1
[H. R.
1261.i

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 62.]
House of Representatives
Be itit enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of
United
of the
the United
Mary S. Corbin.
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the
That the
Secretary of
esloss States
States of
America in
in Congress
pMary
S Cor
Payment
to, for

Treasury
he is
is hereby,
to pay,
pay, out
Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out
of
any money
money in
Treasury not
to Mary
Mary
of any
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated to
S. Corbin,
Corbin, of
of Oconee
Carolina, widow
widow of
of W.
S.
Oconee County,
County, South
South Carolina,
W. B.
B. F.
F.
Corbin, who,
the discharge
discharge of
duty as
as a
a deputy
deputy United
Corbin,
who, while
while in
in the
of his
his duty
United
States marshal,
was murdered
Belcher, Lou
J.
States
marshal, was
murdered by
by Robert
Robert Belcher,
Lou Belcher,
Belcher, J.
Palmer, and
States postal
B. Palmer,
and Charles
Charles Palmer,
Palmer, violators
violators of
of the
the United States
postal
laws and
and regulations,
regulations, on
the eighth
day of
of March,
March, nineteen
laws
on the
eighth day
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
the sum
sum of
the murder
murder of
her said
said
and nine,
nine, the
of $1,000,
$1,000, on
on account
account of
of the
of her
husband while
the service
of the
Government of
of the
the United
United States.
husband
while in
in the
service of
the Government
States.
Approved, July 26,
Approved,
26, 1916.

of husband.
ofhusband.

July 26,
Jul
26 1916.
1.
(H. R.
R. 11262.1
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CHAP.
Corbin.
CHAP. 259.-An
259.—An Act
Act For the relief
relief of
of Mrs. C. D.
D. Corbin.

[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 63.]

63.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
United
Howse of Representatives
Rresentatives of
of the United
States of America
America
in
Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
in
Congress
assembled,
Secretary of
of the
the
1
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
and directed
directed to
out
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
to Mrs.
Mrs.
of
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
C. D.
D. Corbin,
Corbin,. of
of Oconee
Oconee County,
County, South
widow of
C. D.
D. CorCorC.
South Carolina,
Carolina, widow
of C.
bin, who,
while in
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of his
duty as
deputy United
United States
bin,
who, while
his duty
as a
a deputy
States
marshal, was murdered
murdered by Robert
Belcher, Lou Belcher,
J. B.
marshal,
Robert Belcher,
Belcher, J.
B. PalPalviolators of
States postal
postal laws
laws
mer, and
and Charles
Charles Palmer,
Palmer, violators
of the
the United
United States
the eighth
day of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and regulations,
regulations on
on the
eighth day
of March,
March, nineteen
and
nine, the sum
$1,000, on
sum of
of $1,000,
on account of
of the
the murder
murder of
of her
her said hushusband
in the
of the
States.
band while
while in
the service
service of
of the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 26,
26, 1916.
1916.

Mrs.
C. D
D. Corbin.
C.
Mrs.
Payment
to, for loHs
loss States of
Iaynt
of husband.
husband
Treasury

orbin.

August 1, 1916.
[H.
[A.S.R. 4866.)

CHAP.
— An Act
Act For
relief of
of Julia
R. Goodloe.
CHAP. 265.
265.--An
For the
the relief
Julia R.
Goodloe.

]

[Private, No. 64.]

Private, No. 6

Julia R. Goodloe.
Title to landinAaland in Mamma
confirmed.
a0ma co0nfmeI

August 1,1916.
1, 1916.

CHAP. 266.-An
Act For
For the
266.—An Act
heirs of
of Flundley
V. Fowler,
Fowler, deceased.
the relief of
of the
the heirs
Hundley V.
deceased.

[H.

PH. R. 8787.]
8787.1

[Private, No. 65.]

[Private, No.

65.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the title
title of
of Julia
Julia R.
R.
Goodloe
Goodloe in and to fractional section thirty-one, township two, range
thirteen,
Alabama, be,
the same
is hereby,
thirteen, Colbert
Colbert County,
County, Alabama,
be, and
and the
same is
hereby,
quieted and
to the
and confirmed,
confirmed, and
and patent
patent therefor
therefor shall
shall issue
issue to
the said
said
Julia
Julia R. Goodloe.
Approved, August
August 1,
Approved,
1, 1916.

Be itit enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
o. States
States of America in
in Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the

Hundley V. Fowler.
pyment to heirs of.
Payment

to

Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to pay,
pay, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to
to the heirs
heirs
$2,202.83, for services
of Hundley V. Fowler, deceased,
deceased, the sum of $2,202.83,
rendered in carrying mail on route numbered
eighty-six hundred
hundred and
numbered eighty-six
and
ninety-seven, in the State of Texas, from January first,
first, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-one,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtythirty-first, eighteen
Pro-o.
dred and
sixty-one, to
to May
May thirty-first,
Limit on
Limi
on attorneys'
attorneys' one: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury
shall
require,
Treasury
fees.
e.
from all
attorneys having
before making payment, from
all attorneys
having a
contract with
a contract
with
the said heirs of Hundley V. Fowler for attorney's fees,
waiver of
of
fees, a
awaiver
all the said fees in excess of twenty per centum.
Approved, August
August 1,
1, 1916.

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

Sass.
I.
SEss. I.

Cns. 269,277-279.
269,277-279.
CHS.

1916.

1347
1347

August
1916.
41916.
st 4,
Aug

CHAP. 269.-An
269.—An Act
For the relief of Joseph A. Buckholdt.
Act For
CHAP.

[H. R. 2536.]

66.)
[Private, No. 66.]
United [Private,
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
Joseph
A. BuckBuc k Jodph A.
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the holdt.
of America
States of
Payment
payment to, for inauthorized and directed to pay, out of.
Treasury
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of juries.
he is
be, and
Treasury be,
j
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Joseph A. unes.
not otherwise
Treasury not
any
Buckholdt, of
Antomo, Texas, the sum of $3,000,
$3,000, in full comof San
San Antomno,
Buckholdt,
pensation for
for injuries
received by him by reason of an accident which
which
injuries received
pensation
occurred
on January
twenty-sixth, nineteen
hundred and fourteen,
nineteen hundred
January twenty-sixth,
occurred on
Government on the Panama
while
the employ
employ of
the United
Panama
States Government
United States
of the
in the
while in
Canal.
Canal.
Approved,
August 4, 1916.
Approved, August

August
7, 1915.
191.
August. 7,
[H.
R. 1592.1
1592.]
[H. R.

George W. Trahey.
relief of
the relief
CHAP. 277.-An
277.—An Act
For the
of George
Act For
CHAP.

[Private,
67.]
[Private, No. 67.)

Be
by the
the Senate
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United,
United
N.
of the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
TrofoherinGaygen.
States of
assembled, That there be paid to George igkry-fi
g
ifficT,tr
eTiain Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States
jurie.
the
W.
Trahey,
of
Bremerton,
Washington,
out
of
any
money
in
the
j
uries
'
in
money
any
of
out
Washington,
Bremerton,
W. Trahev, of
Treasury not
appropriated, the sum of $762
$762 for damages
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury
suffered
account of an
received by him while peran injury
injury received
him on
on account
by him
suffered by
forming
as master
shipwright at
Puget
navy yard, Puget
the navy
at the
master shipwright
duties as
his duties
forming his
twelve, said injury
Sound,
on May
hundred and
and twelve,
nineteen hundred
eighth, nineteen
May eighth,
Sound, on
resulting from
from gunshot
gunshot wounds
wounds inflicted upon him by one John N.
resulting
Haley,
an
employee
of
said
yard, who
shooting
who at the time of such shooting
yard,
of
said
employee
an
Haley,
was insane.
insane.
August 7, 1916.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 77, 1916.
1916.
August

CHAP.
278.—An Act Providing for the refund of certain
certain additional duties colCHAP. 278.-An
lected
on pineapples.
pineapples.
lected on

H. R. 2184.)
[
. 2184.]
[H.

[Private,
68.)
[Private, No. 68.]

Representatives of
Be
Senate and
of the
the United
United R. Dpenha
House o
of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
Be it
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Com
y.
compay.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled
That the
assembled,,That
of America
America in
States
lg
of csm
Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay.
und of
to defd
pay customs
directed to
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
$782.31,
R.
Delapenha and
and Company,
of New
York, the
the sum of $782.31,
New York,
Company, of
U. Delapenha
R. U.
being
of additional
duties collected
from them by the
collected from
additional duties
amount of
the amount
being the
collector
of customs
at the
the port
of New
shipments of
York, on four shipments
New York,
port of
customs at
collector of
nineteen
and March, nineteen
pineapples
imported in
February, and
January, February,
in January,
pineapples imported
hundred
and thirteen;
sum of
approhereby approis hereby
of $782.31 is
said sum
the said
and the
thirteen; and
hundred and
priated
for this
this purpose
from any
moneys in
in the
of the
the
Treasury of
the Treasury
any moneys
purpose from
priated for
United
States not
appropriated.
otherwise appropriated.
not otherwise
nitted States
Approved, August
August 7, 1916.
Approved,

U. Deiapenha and

du

,s.

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
August

CHAP. 279.—An
Act For
Mrs. Joseph
Cameron.
Joseph Cameron.
of Mrs.
relief of
the relief
For the
279.-An Act
CHAP.

[H.
2554.]
R. 25&4.1
[H. It.

[. R. 2554.
[Private No.
No. 694
69.1
[Private

Be
by the
and House
House of
the United
United Mrs. Joseph Cameof the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
'
States
the Secretary
Secretary of
the ron.
oseph Cameron.r
of the
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Payment to, for intofor iniPayment
to Mrs.
Treasury be,
be, and
and is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay to
Mrs. juries
to pay
directed to
is hereby,
to husband.
Treasury
Joseph Cameron,
Cameron, widow
the sum
for date,
02.
p. 802.
r,
$242 for
sum of
of $242
Cameron, the
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph Cameron,
Joseph
p.
Cameron
physical and
injuries sustained
sustained by said Joseph Cameron
personal injuries
and personal
physical
while in
employ of
States Government
MinneGovernment near MinneUnited States
the United
of the
the employ
in the
while
haha Falls,
Falls, Mississippi
River, in
in the
of Minnesota,
he
while he
and while
Minnesota, and
State of
the State
Mississippi River,
haha
was working
working on
Government Dam
Numbered One
August ninth,
on August
One on
Dam Numbered
on Government
was
nineteen
hundred and seven.
seven.
nineteen hundred
Approved, August
7, 1916.
August 7,
Approved,
39-pT 2--11
102620°—voi. 39—pr
2-11
102620°-VOL
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

Szss. I.
SEfS.
I.

Cas.
CHs. 280-283.
280-283.

1916.
1916.

CHAP.
For the
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
M. Dodge.
CHAP. 280.—An
280.-An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Dodge.

August 7,1916.
7, 1916.
Auust
R. 7423.]
I[H.B.743.1

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be itit enacted
House of
States of
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
America in
.=M
. States
Treasury
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
out of
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
directed to
pay, out
of
any moneys
moneys in
in the
the United
United States
States Treasury
not: otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
any
Treasury not
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of $1,000
to Elizabeth
Elizabeth M.
widow of
the
$1,000 to
M. Dodge,
Dodge, widow
of Wallace
Wallace Dodge,
Dodge, in
in
full
claims she
may have
against the
the Government
Government for
full of
of all
all claims
she may
have against
for the
the death
death
of
Dodge while
while employed
States as
as teamof said
said Wallace
Wallace Dodge
employed by
by the
the United
United States
teamster
aster's Department
Department at
the Presidio
of Monterey,
ster in
in the
the Quartermaster's
at the
Presidio of
Monterey,
California; where
the ninth
ninth day
of June,
June, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and nine,
California,
where on
on the
day of
nine,
he,was shot
shot and
and killed
by a
stray bullet
from the
of some
member
he.was
killed by
a stray
bullet from
the gun
gun of
some member
of Troop
United States
Cavalry, at
at target
target
of
Troop D,
D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
practice.
practice.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 7,
7, 1916.

70.)
(Private No. 70.

P'a^S

Elizabeth M '
Badg
e'
Payment to, fo loss
of husband.
r
at

;
husband.

st71916
August
7, 1916.
Ag
[H. R. 8697

[Private,
No. 71.1
Ti.)
[Private, No.

walker.

A. S. Walker.
Credit In internal
revenue accounts.

CHAP. 281.-An
ActFor
Revenue A. S.
8. Walker.
281.—An Act
For the relief of Collector
Collector of Internal
Internal Revenue
Walker.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Bpresentatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Reresentatives

Credit in internal States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
merica in.
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary

revenueaccounts.

August 7, 1916.
August
82 1
[H. R. 9082.]
[H.
R. 90 .
[Private, No. 72.]
72.]
[Private,
Prank P. Sammons.
Fraymk.
enoPtto,amLo
Payment
for Injuries.

ines.

fi

Treasury
ereby, authorized
to credit
Treas
, be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
credit
A.
S. Walker,
collector of
of internal
revenue of
A. S.
Walker, the
the collector
internal revenue
of the
the State
State of
of Texas,
Texas
and his
with the
the sum
the value
and
his accounts
accounts with
sum of
of $683.33,
$683.33i, being
being the
value of
of internal
internal
revenue stamps charged to him, stolen, lost, or
revenue
accidentally destroyed
or accidentally
destroyed
at Austin,
Texas, in
in the
the spring
spring and
and winter
of nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
at
Austin, Texas,
winter of
hundred and
fourteen.
fourteen.
Approved, August 7, 1916.
1916.

CHAP.
282.-An Act For the relief of Frank P.
CHAP. 282.—An
Sammons.
P. Sammons.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of
of America
America in
there be,
there is
is
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That there
be, and
and there
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United
States not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
$100, the
the same
to be
States
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
of $100,
same to
be
paid to
Sammons, of
of Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa,
Iowa, as
as compensation
to Frank P. Sammons,
compensation for
for
inuries received
P. Sammons while
injuries
received by the said Frank P.
while an
an employee
employee
of the
United States
Government at
at the
Rock Island
Arsenal, on
on
of
the United
States Government
the Rock
Island Arsenal,
nineteen hundred
and four.
four.
August twenty-fourth, nineteen
hundred and
Approved, August
7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
August 7,

August 7.
7, 1916.
Augst

[ R.
R 9377.]
3 7.
[H.
_ _

.

1_-

[Private, No. 73.]
[Private,
3.1
Cyntha Ramey.
rnthtmaoa to, for
Payment
death
death oof husband.

husband.

CHAP. 283.-An
283.—An Act For the relief of Cyntha Ramey.
Barney.

Senate and
and House of
Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the United
United
of Representatives
States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
States of
in Congress
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
the
authorized and
directed to
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay out
out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Cyntha
to Cyntha
Ramey, of Praise, Pike County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, widow
of Marion
widow of
Marion Ramey,
Ramey,
discharge of his duties as a
who while in the discharge
posseman, having
having been
been
a posseman,
acting with J.
duly summoned
summoned by and acting
J. M.
M. Potter, aa deputy
deputy United
United
States marshal, was murdered
nineteen hundred
hundred and
murdered on April
April fourth,
fourth, nineteen
and
thirteen, by violators of the United States internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws,
the sum of $1,000,
on account
account of
$1,000, on
murder of
of her
of the
the murder
her said
said husband.
husband.
Approved,
August 7, 1916.
Approved, August

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS. SEss.
SEss. 1. C118.
284-288.
CHS. 284-288.
SIXTY-FOURTH

1349'
1349

1916.

CHAP.
284.—An Act
Act For
of Ella
Slone.
Ella Slone.
the relief
relief of
For the
CHAP. 284.-An
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
States of
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
be, and
Treasury be,
any money
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Ella Slone,
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
any
of Pikeville,
Pike County,
widow of
of John
John Slone,
Slone, who,
who,
Kentucky, widow
County, Kentucky,
of
Pikeville, Pike
having been duly
while
in the
his duties
duties as
as a
aposseman,
posseman, having
of his
discharge of
the discharge
while in
United States
summoned by
and acting
acting with
J. M.
M. Potter,
deputy United
a deputy
Potter, a
with J.
by and
summoned
marshal,
was murdered
murdered on
April fourth,
fourth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirthiron April
marshal, was
laws, the
teen,
by violators
the United
States internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws,
United States
of the
violators of
teen, by
husband.
sum
of $1,000,
of her
her said
said husband.
murder of
the murder
of the
account of
on account
$1,000, on
sum of
Approved,
August
7,
1916.
7,
1916.
August
Approved,
CHAP.
285.-An Act For the relief of Louis Jones.
CHAP. 285.—An

August
August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 9378.]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 74.]
74.]

Ella
Ella Slone.
Slone t t
Payment to for
deataliYof
oThus
n ban
°d.
°r
husband.
death

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
August
[H. It.
19642.]
R. 10642.)
[H.
[Private,
75.]
No. 75.]
[Private, No.

United
Representatives of the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
Be
Louis Jones.
n
States
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the LousJn
the Secretary
That _the
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
Payment to,
juries.
and directed
Treasury
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to pay to juries.
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
Louis
the sum
sum of
$61.50, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
the Treasury
of $61.50,
Jones the
Louis Jones
otherwise appropriated,
for injury
injury sustained
sustained on
twenty-eighth
the twenty-eighth
on the
appropriated, for
otherwise
employed
day
of August,
August, i
n the
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six,
while employed
six, while
year nineteen
the year
in
day of
by
United States
Government arsenal at
at
the Government
in the
Government in
States Government
the United
by the
Rock
Illinois.
Island, Illinois.
Rock Island,
Approved, August
August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 286.—An
Act For
the relief
relief of
of William
A Hutaon.
Hutson.
William A.
For the
286.-An Act
CHAP.
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the
the Secretary
States of
Treasury
be, .and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay,out
of
out of
he is
and he
Treasury be,
any
moneys in
m the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to William
Treasury not otherwise
any moneys
A. Hutson,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
comPennsylvania, the sum of $720, in comof Philadelphia,
Hutson, of
A.
pensation for
by him
employee in the
him while an employee
received by
injuries received
for injuries
pensation
Bureau of
Standards of
Department of Commerce and Labor
Labor in
the Department
of the
of Standards
Bureau
the
hundred and
six.
and six.
nineteen hundred
year nineteen
the year
Approved,
August 7, 1916.
Approved, August
CRAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
of Martha
Moffitt.
A. Moffitt.
Martha A.
relief of
287.-An Act
CHAP. 287.—An

n.
for
for in.

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
August
[H. R. 10858.1
[H. R. 10658.]

[Private, No.
76.]
[Private,
No. 76.]

William
William A.
A. Hutson.
Hutson.
jurieasY.ment
urment

to for iin"

to, for

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
August
[11. R. 11304.]
[IL R.

11304 .]

[Private, No.
No. 77.]
77.]
[Private,

Be
it enacted
o Representatives
Re esentatives of the United
and House of
enacted by the Senate and
Be it

at the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the MarthaA.Moitt
A. Moffitt.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl, That
America in
States
Payment
any death
Treasury be,
hereby is,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
death of
of husband.
husband.
of any
out of
and directed
is, authorized
and hereby
be, and
Treasury
Martha

money in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
Martha A.
A. Mofappropriated, to Martha
not otherwise
the Treasury
in the
money
fitt, of
of Randolph
Randolph County,
County, North
Moffitt, who,
widow of E. A. Moffitt,
North Carolina, widow
fitt,

while in
the discharge
discharge of
of his
duties as
was murdered
murdered
collector, was
deputy collector,
as deputy
his duties
in the
while
internal revenue laws,
by Lee
Turner, a
violator of the United
United States internal
a violator
Lee Turner,
by
ninety-six,
day of December, eighteen
on the
the fourth
eighteen hundred and ninety
-six, the
fourth day
on
said husband
her said
sum of
on account
husband. while in
murder of her
the murder
of the
account of
$1,500, on
of S1,500,
sum
Government of the United States.
the service
service of
the Government
of the
the
Approved,
August 7, 1916.
Approved, August

J. Bye.
CHAP.
288.—An Act For the relief of Thomas J.
Bye.
CHAP. 288.-An
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
House of
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
America in
of America
States
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to pay to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Treasury

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
Angnst
[H. R.
11377.]
R. 11377.]
[H.
[Private, No.
78.]
[Private,
No. 78.]
Thomas J. Bye.
Pment
Payment toye.
to.

1350
1350

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. L
Ctrs. 288-291.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. SEeS.
L CHS.
288-291.

1916.
1916.

Thomas J.
Bye, of
Marie, Michigan,
out of
of any
any money
money
Thomas
J. Bye,
of Sault
Sault Sainte
Sainte Marie,
Michigan, out
not otherwise
the sum
sum of
of $500,
$500, in
in full
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
ful
settlement of his
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States
settlement
his claim
claim against
against the Government
his team
team of
of .
liorses through
through drowning
while
by reason
reason of
of the
the loss
loss of
of his
horses
drowning while
employed on
Government work under
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of GovernGovernemployed
on Government
officials.
ment officials.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 7, 1916.
1916.
August 7, 1916.
[H.
n R. 11660.]
i0.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 79.1
MUM& HesterManthilda
HesterPayment to,
to for
death of husband.
de of husbad.

August 7,
7, 1916.
August
[H. R. 11679.1

[H. R. 11679.1

CHAP. 289.—An
289.-An Act
Mathilda Hesterman.
CHAP.
Act For the relief of Mathilda
Hesterman.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
the United
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
States of
of America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
of the
Treasury
be, and he is hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
authorized and directed
directed to
pay to
to
to pay
Mathilda lIesterman,
Hesterman, widow
widow of Herman
Herman Ilesterman,
Hesterman, out
out of
any
of any
money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
the sum
sum of
of
money in
the Treasury
otherwise _appropriated,
appropriated, the
$1,248, on
of the
death of
said Herman
Herman Hesterman,
Hesterman ' which
$1,248,
on account
account of
the death
of said
which
was
the negligence
of employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States
was caused
caused by
by the
negligence of
Government
Yard, in the State
State of
New York,
York,
Government at
at the
the Brooklyn
Brooklyn Navy
Navy Yard,
of New
on
twenty-eighth of
of February,
February, nineteen
hundred and
and
on or about
about the
the twenty-eighth
nineteen hundred
•
thirteen.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 7,
7, 1916.

CHtA.
CHAP. 290.-An
290.—An Act For the
the relief
relief of Samuel
Samuel D.
D. Kingsbury.

[Private, No. 801

Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
D. Kings States
States of America
America in,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Treasury be,
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to issue
tion of Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
issue a
a

Private,
No

Samuel D. KingsSamuel
bury.
Redemption
of
btRdem
stolen bond-.

stolen
o

Prori.
Proriso.
Indemnity bond.
Indemnity

August 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
[II. It. 12267.]

R. 12271

[Private
(Private No.
No. S1
81.:I
Wallace L.Bell.
Bellto.
Payment tn.

ayment

registered
registered bond of the three
three per centum loan of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and
eighteen, with
with interest
interest from
from May
May
and eight
eight to
to nineteen
nineteen hundred and
and eighteen,
and four,
four, in
of Samuel
Samuel D.
D. Kingsbury,
Kingsbury,
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
in favor
favor of
Indianapolis, Indiana,
lieu of
of United
States three
three
aa resident
resident of
of Indianapolis,
Indiana, in
in lieu
United States
per
coupon bond of
said loan,
loan, for
numbered one
hunper centum
centum coupon
of said
for $500,
$500, numbered
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-one,
the said
dred and forty-eight
forty-eight thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
thirty-one, the
said
bond
with coupons
attached dated
dated August
first, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
August first,
coupons attached
bond with
and four, to maturity
maturity, inclusive,
inclusive, having
having been stolen:
stolen: Provided,
Provided,
That the said
shall first
first file
file in
in the
the Treasury
said Samuel
Samuel D. Kingsbury
Kingsbury shall
Treasury
Department aa bond in the penal sum
Department
sum of double the amount of the
pruicipal
coupon of
of the
the said
said bond,
bond, in
in such
such
principal and
and the
the unpaid
unpaid interest
interest coupon
form and with
Secretary of
with such sureties
sureties as
as may
may be
be acceptable
acceptable tD
to the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury to indemnify
indemnify and save
save harmless
from
harmless the
the United
United States from
the stolen bond
hereinbefore described
described or
or the
any loss on
on account
account of the
bond hereinbefore
the
belonging thereto.
thereto.
coupons belonging
Approved, August
August 7,
7, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
CHIAP.
291.-An Act
Wallace L. Bell.
CHAP. 291.—An
Act For the relief of Wallace
Bell.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the United
United
Senate and
and House of
Representativesof
States of America
Ameica in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That, the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay
pay to
to
authorized and
and directed
Wallace
Wallace L. Bell, out of any money
money in the Treasury
otherwise
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
thirty-two days'
appropriated, the sum of $160,
$160, for thirty-two
days' automobile
automobile hire
Government as special
for the use of the Government
special agent
agent in collecting
collecting statistics
for the Bureau of the Census
Census i
n district
di strict numbered
numbered twenty-four,
twenty-four, in
in
in
Georgia, in March and April, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen.
fourteen.
Approved, August 7,
Approved,
7, 1916.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

SESs. I.
Silas.

CHs. 292-294,298.
292-294,298.
Cris.

1916.
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CHAP. 292.-An
Authorizing and
directing the Secretary
August 7,1916.
292.—An Act Authorizing
and directing
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to
7, 1916.
[H. R. 13027.]
credit
stamp account
of Isaac
collector for
for the
seventh internal-revenue
the seventh
internal-revenue 13027.][H.
R. Strouse,
Strouse, collector
account of
Isaac R.
credit the
the stamp
district, in
in the sum of
of $14,570.42.
[Private, No. 82.1
district,
$14,570.42.
[Private,
82.]

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
States
of America
in Conress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States of
America in
That the
thetro Creditit
trouse.
Rsa R. g13.se.
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
to credit
accounts.
Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
credit revenue
revenue acountts.
the stamp account
account of
the
Strouse, collector
the seventh
seventh interinterof Isaac R.
R. Strouse,
collector for
for the
nal-revenue district,
district, in
in the
of $14,570.42,
the representanal-revenue
the sum
sum of
$14,570.42, being
being the
representative
of certain
stamps which
which were
taken by
by
tive value
value of
certain internal-revenue
internal-revenue stamps
were taken
an
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen
an act of
of burglary on
on the night
night of
of October
October seventeenth,
hundred and fifteen
hundred
same had
had been
been
fifteen, from
from the safe
safe in
in which
which the
the same
properly
deposited while
the care
and custody
of said
said collector.
collector.
properly deposited
while in
in the
care and
custody of
Approved, August
August 7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 293.-An
293.—An Act For the relief of the J. L. da Roza
Estate, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of
Roza Estate,
Elk
Elk Grove,
Grove, California.
California.

August 7, 1916.
August

[H. R. 13728.]

[Private, No. 83.]
[Private,
83.1

Be
enacted by
by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United J. L. daRosa
of the
the United
da Rosa Estate,
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the Inc.
efd o internal
Refund of internal
directed to refund
refund to
revenue taxes.
taxes.
Treasury be,
be, and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to revenue
n
803.
te, pp. 803.
Grove, California,
the J.
J. L. da Rosa
Rosa Estate,
Estate, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Elk Grove
California the AAnte,
sum of
being the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes
taxes paid'
sum
of $1,158,
$1,158, being
paid on twenty
bartwenty '
barrels
of grape
grape brandy
brandy destroyed
destroyed by
fire on
on the
evening of
rels of
by fire
the evening
of November
November
eighteenth, nineteen hundred
eighteenth,
hundred and eleven,
while stored
stored in
in the
the
eleven, and while
designated place
of deposit
deposit on
on the
distillery premises
the custody
custody
designated
place of
the distillery
premises in
in the
of an
an officer
officer of internal
internal revenue
before being
special
revenue and
and before
bemg stamped
stamped with
with special
bonded warehouse
stamps permitting
warehouse stamps
permitting removal
removal to
bonded warehouse,
warehouse.
to bonded
Approved, August
7, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
August 7,

Resolution Authorizing
Authorizing and directing
Secretary of the
294.-Joint Resolution
directing the Secretary
CHAP. 294.—Joint
Treasury
Joseph S.
reveTreasury to credit the stamp account
account of
of Joseph
J. Scott,
Scott, as
as collector
collector of internal
internal revereprecollection district of California,
nue of the first collection
California, in the sum of $300, being the
therepresentative value of certain
certain internal-revenue
internal-revenue special-tax
special-tax stamps
stamps which
from
which were
were lost from
the
office of the said collector.
the office

August
7, 1916.
August 7,1916.

[H. J. Res.
158.)
[HAut
7R.156.
Res., No. 4.1
(Priv. Res.,
[Priv.
4.)

Resolved by
Senate and
the United
United
Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Rejresentatives
Representatives of
of the
States
in congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the ~Joh
‘.(Ae,0 Jctt
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Scott.
Treasury
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to credit
credit the
the revenueaccounts.
revenue accounts.
and directed
directed to
and he
is hereby,
Treasury be,
stamp
Joseph J.
J. Scott,
Scott, as
as collector
of internal
revenue of
of
internal revenue
stamp account
account of
of Joseph
collector of
the
first collection
collection district
of California,
California, in
in the
the sum
of $300,
$300, being
the
being the
district of
sum of
the first
representative
value of
of certain
certain internal-revenue
internal-revenue bowling
bowling alley
alley and
and
representative value
billiard
special-tax stamps
from the
of said
which were
were lost
lost from
the office
office of
said
billiard table
table special-tax
stamps which
collector
during the
the rush
rush of
business incident
incident to
to the
the collection
of the
the
collection of
collector during
of business
Vol. 38, p. 745.
special taxes
taxes imposed
by the
Act of
Congress dated
dated October
October twentytwenty- VOl 38 p -745.
the Act
of Congress
imposed by
special
second, nineteen
fourteen, it
been definitely
definitely
hundred and
and fourteen,
it having
having been
second,
nineteen hundred
ascertained that
same have
never been
been issued.
issued.
the same
have never
that the
ascertained
Approved, August
August 7,
Approved,
7, 1916.
1916.

CHAP. 298.—An
For the
relief of
James Houyde.
Houyde.
the relief
of James
Act For
CHAP.
298.-An Act

August 8, 1916.
19.16.
August
[H. R.
R. 32.1.1.1
(H.
3255,.

(Private, No. 84.]

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United James
j
(
a
P
m
rie
v
s
a
n
te, Nod.e84
. .)
Honyde.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
States
of
America
in
congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
of
the
dea
P
It
h
yT
i
en
so
t
n
to,
f)r
fir
Payment
to,
Secretary
of
the
That
the
in
Congress
assembled,
States of America
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
to deathofon.
pay to
hereby,-,authorized
be, and
and he
Treasury
James Houyde,
of Morton,
Morton, Washington,
out of
any money
money in
in the
the
of any
Washington, out
James
Houyde, of
Treasury not
not otherwise
sum of $858,
compen$858, to compenappropriated, the sum
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
sate
the death
of his
his son,
son, Joseph
Joseph
of the
death of
on account
account of
sate him
him for
for damages
damages on
Houyde,
was killed
killed in
line of
his duty
duty while
while an
an employee
employee
of his
in the
the line
Houyde, who
who was

1352
1352

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
SESS. I.
I.CHS.
Cris. 298-300,308,309.
298-300, 308, 309. 1916.
1916.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. SEES.
of the
the United
United States
States Forest
Service in
National Forest,
Forest,
Rainier National
Forest Service
in the
the Rainier
of
and the
the said
said sum
sum is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the purpose
purpose above
above set
and
set
forth.
forth.
Approved,
August 8, 1916.
Approved, August

August 8,1916.
AR.s
8,1916.
[H. R. 5411.3
[. 541
R.
[Private, No. 85.1
Olaf Nelson.
Paymentson.
to, for injuries.

NOlaf lr

.nes.t
to, f

August

x.

1
211
.
.

_8_1-L

[Private, No. 8.]1

[Private, No. 86.3
Borden H. Mills.
Payment to.
,

ormn

Ml
toH.

Aq[ust 9, 1916.
[H. R..1161.1

.R. '161.1

[Private, No. 8
[Private, No. 87.1

CowdenandCowden.

Cowden and Cowden.
Payment to.

to.

August 9, 1916.
Augst
[H.
[H. R. 8188.)
8108.]

[Private, No.
88.]
No. 88.1
John H. Bruce.
John
H.Brum
Payment to.

ACHAP. 299.-An
relief of Olaf
CHAP.
299.—An Act
Act For the relief
Olaf Nelson.
Nelson.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
and House
of Rpresentatives
Representativesof
United
Be
it enacted
enactedby
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the
of the
the Secretary
in Congress
States
Treasury
hereby, authorized
directed to pay to Olaf
Olaf
-T
reasury be, and he is hereby
authorized and directed
Nelson, out
out of
mrey in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
Nelson,
of any
the sum
$1,200, in
compensation for
the
in compensation
for injuries
injuries sustained
sustained on
on the
the
sum of $1,200,
Panama
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of his
duties.
his duties.
Panama Canal
Canal while
while in
Approved,
8, 1916.
Approved, August
August 8,
1916.
300.-An Act
CHAP. 300.—An
Act For the
the relief
relief of Borden
Borden H.
H. Mills.
Mills.

Be
it enactedby
Representatives of
of Representatites
f the United
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
States
(1 America
America in
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of
Treasury
be, and
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay, out
out
and he
he i
isshereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Borden
Borden
Treasury not
not otherwise
of any
any money
IL Mills,
Mills, United
United States
States commissioner
commis.sioner at
at Albany,
Albany, in
the northern
in the
northern
EL
district of
of $84.50,
in payment
payment of
of the
the amount
amount
the sum
sum of
$84.50, in
district
of New
New York,
York, the
foes earned
States commissioner
commissioner while perperas such
such United
United States
of fees
earned by him
him as
forming
duties of
of such
such office
office in connection
connection with the
cases of the
the cases
forming the
the duties
United
Quong, Charles
against Lee Ning, Yee Quong,
Charles Wong, James
United States against
Bennett,
alias Charles
Charles Lee, the said
Lee Ning,
Ning, alias
said
Bennett, Arthur
Arthur Smith,
Smith, and
and Lee
sum
being the
the amount
amount disallowed
disallowed by
the Auditor
Auditor for the State and
by the
sum being
Other
Departments on
quarterly accounts
accounts of
of
on the
the settlement
settlement of the quarterly
Other Departments
ending June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
said commissioner
commissioner for the quarter ending
hundred and
fifteen, which
is hereby
hereby appropriated.
which amount
amount is
appropriated.
hundred
and fifteen,
Approved, August
8, 1916.
Approved,
August 8,
CHAP. 308.—An
Act To
and Cowden,
of Amory,
Amory, Monroe
Monroe County,
County,
Cowden, of
To pay
pay Cowden
Cowden and
308.-An Act
CHAP.
Mississippi,
of a
ahorse
horse while
being used
used by
the Department
Miaiippi, for
for the
the loss
loss of
while being
by the
Department of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.

Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be itit enacted
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
out
of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Cowden
Cowden
Monroe County,
Mississippi, the sum of
$135,
and Cowden,
Cowden, of Amory,
Amory, Monroe
County, Mississippi,
of $135,
which
hereby appropriated
appropriated in
full payment
payment for aa horse
in full
which amount
amount is
is hereby
that
Agriculture.
that died while in use by
by employees
employees of
of the
the Department
Department of Agriculture.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 9, 19161916.
CHAP. 309.-An
For the
the relief
relief of the
the legal
legal representatives
and heirs
heirs of
of
CHAP.
309.--An Act
Act For
representatives and
Elizabeth Bruce,
the late John
H. Bruce.
Elizabeth
Bruce, deceased,
deceased, widow
widow of the
John H.
Bruce.

of Representatives
the United
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and Haase
ouse of
Representatives of
of the
United

States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
States of America
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury
Treasury be,
be and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
of
and he
hereby, authorized
to pay,

any
be,in the Treasury
any money
money
Treasury of the United States not otherwise
otherwise apappropriated to the legal
representatives and heirs
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bruce,
Bruce,
propriated,
legal representatives
heirs of
deceased, widow
;widow of
John H.
Rowan County, Kendeceased,
of the
the late
late John
H. Bruce,
Bruce, of Rowan
tucky, the sum of $155,
$155, pay and bounty
bounty due said John H. Bruce
Bruce for
for
services rendered
rendered as aaprivate in Company
services
Twenty-second RegiCompany G, Twenty-second
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry.
Volunteer Infantry.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 9, 1916.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRE SS. SESS.
SESS. I
CHs. 310-312.
310-312.
I.. CHS.

1353
1353

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 310.—An
310.-An Act For the relief of De Barbieri
Barbieri and
Company, of
of Valparaiso,
and Company,
Valparaiso,
Chile.

August
1916.
Auust 9,
9,1916.
[H.
8318.]
[H. R.
R. 8318.]
[Private, No. 89.]

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
United [PrivateNo. 89.]
De
De
Barbieri and
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That there be, and is
States
is hereby Company.
Barbieri
and
appropriated,
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appro- Payment
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
otherwise approPayment to.
to.
pnated, the sum of
of $2,470,
priated,
pay in
full claims
out of
of an
$2,470, to
to pay
in full
claims arising
arising out
an
agreement
agreement by De Barbieri and Company,
of Valparaiso,
to
Company, of
Valparaiso, Chile,
Chile, to
furnish fresh meats to the United
ship South
in June,
United States
States ship
South Dakota
Dakota in
June,
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and ten.
ten.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 9,
9, 1916.
.
311.-An Act For the relief of Doctors Blair and Blake, Doctor W. J.
CHAP.
CHAP. 311.—An
Maxwell, Doctor
Doctor R.
C. Evans,
B. Blalock.
Maxwell,
R. C.
Evans, and
and J.
J. B.
Blalock.

August
Agust 9,
9, 1916.
1916.
[H. R.10931.]

. 10931.]
[Private, No. 90.]
Tennessee River

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
House of
United
ayment
ennesseefoRri r.
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the TPayment
services
forservices
to em
foyeeo
Treasury
Treasury be, and he
he is
is hereby,
ze d and
an d di
rec t
ed t
o pay,
pay, out
out o
hereby, authori
authorized
directed
to
tonn eor in. injured
ed
of any money in
in the
appropriated, the
the sums
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sums
of $375 to Doctors Blair and Blake, $25 to Doctor
Maxwell,
Doctor W. J.
J. Maxwell,
$25 to Doctor R. C. Evans, and $4.15 to
J. B.
of Sheffield,
to J.
B. Blalock,
Blalock, all
all of
Sheffield,
Alabama, in full payment of all claims and demands for
Alabama,
servfor surgical
surgical service rendered and material
material supplied
supplied by them to employees
employees of the
the
United States Government
Government who
injured by
who were
were injured
by aapremature
premature dynamite
dynamite
performance of duties
explosion while in the performance
by the
duties assigned
assigned to
to them
them by
the
Government engineers,
engineers, and while engaged
Government
in channel
channel work
work in
in the
engaged in
the
at Cogers Island
Tennessee River at
Island near
Alabama, on
on the
near Smithsonia,
Smithsonia, Alabama,
the
twenty-fifth
of June,
June, nineteen
fourteen.
twenty-fifth day
day of
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 9,
1916.
9, 1916.
ie NTili
rtree

injured

August 9, 1916.
[H.
[H. R. 15635.]

CHAP. 312.-An
312.—An Act For the relief of the Eastern
Eastern Tansportation
Transportation Company.

161

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
of the
the United
United
91.1
Eastern TransportaStates of America
America in
Congress assembled,
against the
TransPortain Congress
assembled, That
That the
the claim
claim against
the tEtoen
tion Company.
United States
States of
Eastern Transportation
Company, a
United
of the
the Eastern
Transportation Company
a corporation
corporation May bring
brin g suit for
for
!1 mageN ol
)!ge "John
organized and
the laws
of the
of Delaware,
organized
and existing
existing under
under the
laws of
the State
State of
Delaware, with
with 4
. Domnou'te"Oh
its principal
business in
principal place of business
Baltimore, State
Maryin the
the city
city of
of Baltimore,
State of
of Maryland, owner of
John T.
T. Donohue,
for damages
of the harp
barge John
Donohue, for
damages alleged
alleged to
to
have been caused
caused by collision
the said
and the
collision between
between the
said barge
barge anld
the United
United
States steamer
steamer C-2,
Bay, off
off Smiths
Point, on
C-2, in
in Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay,
Smiths Point,
on the
the
twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day of March, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen, may
mav be
be
sued for by the said Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company
Company in
the United
United
in the
States
District Court
Court for
for the
of Maryland,
sitting as
court
States District
the District
District of
Maryland, sitting
as a
a court
Jurisdiction of court.
of admiralty
acting under
under the
governing such
of
admiralty and
and acting
the rules
rules governing
court, and
and Jursdictionofcou.
such court,
said
court shall
have jurisdiction
to hear
hear and
such a
a suit
suit
said court
shall have
jurisdiction to
and determine
determine such
a judgment
judgment or
and to enter a
decree for the
of such
such damages
damages
or decree
the amount
amount of
and costs, if any shall be found to
due, against
against the
States
to be
be due,
the United
United States
in favor of the said Eastern
Eastern Transportation
Company upon
upon the
same
Transportation Company
the same
principles and measures
measures of liability
in like
like cases
m admiralty
admiralty
liability as in
cases m
Provisos,.
between
Provided, Proriso..
between private parties,
parties, and with the same rights of appeal: Provided,
etc.
That such notice of the suit shall be given to the Attorney General of Notice,
Notice, etc
the United
United States as
order of
the said
said court,
it
as may be
be provided
provided by
by order
of the
court, and
and it
the duty
shall be the
to cause
States
duty of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General to
cause the
the United
United States
to appear
appear and
defend for
the United
United States:
States:
attorney in such
such district
district to
and defend
for the
of damages.
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the
Provided
losses alleged
have been
been Payment
the amounts
amounts of
of the
the losses
alleged to
to have
Pymet ofdamages
sustained
sustained). by the master
master and
the barge
barge John
John T.
T. Donohue
Donohue
and crew of
of the
om
Commencement
may be included in
Provided, That
That said
suit shall
shall be
be Suit.
mencement of
of
in such decree: Provided,
said suit
5 C
brought
commenced within four months from the date
brought and commenced
of the
date of
the
this Act.
Act.
passage of this
Approved, August 9,
Approved,
9, 1916.
[Private,
No. 91.]
[Private, No.

.
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August 11
Ast11
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[it. R. 2irlefl.]

L[rivate, No. 9.]

[Private, No. 92.]
W. W. Blood.
payment to.
Payment

Angst 11,
i, 1916.
August
1916.
fH.. R. 234.l
2534.1IB.

Sass.
L
SEss. L

CHs. 334,
335.
CH&
334, 335.

1916.
1916.

QhtiA.
34.-An Act
Act For
For the
CRAP.
334.—An
the relief
relief of
of W.
W. Blood.
Blood.
W. W.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of Re
Representatives
Be it
and House
esentatives of
of the
the United
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of the
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the
Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
Treasury be,
be, and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
of
any money in the Treasury of the United States
otherwise approStates not
not otherwise
appropriated, to W. W. Blood, of Greenville,
Greenville, Plumas
Plumas County,
County, California,
California,
the sum of $439.09, in full payment
and labor
labor done
and
payment for all work
work and
done and
performed
performed by him for the
Government of
United States
States or
its
the Government
of the
the United
or its
official representatives
representatives at the Indian school near Greenville,
Indian
Greenville, Indian
Valley,
Valley, Plumas County, California,
California, during the
the year
year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and seven.
seven.
Approved, August 11, 1916.
1916.
A
336.-An Act
adjudicate the
CHAP.
335.—An
Act To
To adjudicate
the claims
claims of
in Sherman
of certain
certain settlers
settlers in
Sherman
County,
County, Oregon.
Oregon.

[Private,
No. 93.1
[Privast, No.
VS.}

Be it
irtreseritatives of
the United
United
it enacted by the
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
County, States
Staes of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembed, That
That the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay,
out
of
any
money
PaynasoterTeasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
to
pay,
out
of
any
money
Paying claims of cer-

Sherman County,
herman
Oreg.

the Treasury
not otherwise
following
tain dispossessed
dispossesed in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
te
following several
several
homesteaders in.
homeaders.
sums of
of money
to the
assigns,
sums
money to
the respective
respective claimants,
claimants, their heirs, assigns,
H
a
H
ll
Harry
Hill.

rry E .
Hirm E. Powell.
Otis B.
B. Messinger.
OtsB.
g
David W.
W. Hull.
Huff.
David

Hiram E. Powell.

Eliza J. Powell.
Eluiza
. Powe.
Luther B. Hill.

Luther B. Hill.
Alva B. Craft.

Alv B Cmt.

Benjamin E.
E. Dough-

erty.

. il.
James H.
Jaes
H.Clements.
Clements.
Absalom B.
Allison.
Absalom
B.Allison
Edgar Lewis.
Edgar
Lewis.
Elizabeth A.
A. Bates.
Bates.
Eliabeth

Theron S. Hill.
Theron

Lena Wegener.
Lena
Wgener.

Rufus

H. King.

H. King.

Charles K. Huff.

charles K. Hul.

Grace T. Hill.
Graoce
. Hl.
John B. Coon.

John B. oon.
Merit F.. S.
s. Renton.
Henton.
Robert L.
Robert
L.

Allison.

llison.

Clark
E. Brown.
Clar E.Brown.
Reuben D.
D. Allison.
Reuben
Allison.
Adolph Perralt.
Perrault.
Adolph
Lester A.
A. Heath.
Heath.
Warren D. Marshal.
Marshall.
Perrault.
Anastasse Perrault.

JohnWillet.
John W.Willis.
Diedrich Patjens.
Patjens.
Ellen E.
E. Somer.
Somer.
Ellen

John Willet.

John W. Willis.

George
George M.
M. Simpson.
Simpson.

Henry Nachand.
NaTon.anda
Henry

W. Faircascious W.

Cascious

child.

Frank Watkins.

Frank Watkins.

William Daugherty.

liam Daugherty.

Alice M. Coats.

Alce
. Coats.

or legal representatives;
representatives; the amount
amount to be
paid to
each settler,
settler, his
be paid
to each
his
heirs,
or legal
legal representatives:
heirs, assigns,
assigns, or
representatives:
To Harry
Harry Hill,
TJill ,$1,255.
$1,255.
To
Powell, deceased,
deceased, $2,000.
To Hiram
Hiram E.
E. Powell,
$2,000.
Messinger.
T
To Otis
Oti B.. Messinger,, $2,000.
To
Otis
To David
David W. Huff,
$1,440.
To
Huff, deceased,
deceased, $1,440.
To Eliza J.
Powell, $1,265.
J. Powell,
$1,265.
Luther B.
To Luther
B. Hill,
Hill, $800.
$800.
To Alva
To
Alva B.
B. Craft,
Craft, $1,290.
$1,290.
To Benjamin
Benjamin E.
E. Dougherty,
Dougherty, $1,600.
$1,600.
To Theron
S. Hill, deceased,
To
Theron S.
deceased, $2,000.
To James
James H. Clements,
To
Clements, $1,360.
$1,360.
To Absalom B.
B. Allison,
Allison, $1,375.
$1,375.
To
Edgar Lewis,
Lewis, $1,180.
To Edgar
$1,180.
To
Elizabeth A.
A. Bates, $1,385.
To Elizabeth
To
Wegener, $1,280.
To Lena
Lena Wegener,
To
To Rufus H. King
King, $2,000.
To Charles K. Huf,
Huff, $1,600.
$1,600.
To Grace
To
T. Hill,
Hill, $1,625.
Grace T.
$1,625.
To
Coon,
John B.
To
John
B. Coon, $1,426.41.
$1,426.41.
To Merit
Merit F.
F. S.
S. Ilenton,
Henton, $1,500.
To
$1,500.
To Robert
Robert L.
To
Allison, $1,618.
L. Allison,
$1,618.
Brown, $1,515.
To Clark E. Brown,
$1,515.
To Reuben
To
Reuben D.
1). Allison, $1,450.
$1,450.
To Adolph
Adolph Perrault,
Perrault, $2,000.
$2,000.
To
To Lester
Lester A.
A. Heath,
Heath, $1,830.
To
To Warren D. Marshall,
arshall, $1,970.
To Warren D.
$1,970.
To Anastasse
Anastasse Perrault,
Perrault, $1,460.
To
To John
John Willet,
Willet, $1,190.
To
To John
John W.
W. Willis,
Willis, $800.
$800.
To
To Diedrich
Diedrich Patjens,
Patjens, deceased,
To
deceased, $850.
To Ellen
now Ellen E.
E. Somer, $800.
$800.
To
Ellen E.
E. McLeod,
McLeod, now
To
George M.
Simpson, $800.
$800.
To George
M. Simpson
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

Henry
Nachand $800.
$800.
Henry Nachand,
Cascious W. Fairchild,
Cosmos
Fail-child, $855.
Frank Watkins, deceased,
deceased, $560.
S560.
William Daugherty,
Daugherty, deceased,
deceased, $1,039.
$1,039.
Alice
Alice M. Coats, deceased,
deceased, $570.
$570.
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1916.
1916.
J

Thomas J. Farra.
Thomas . Farra.
To
deceased, $1,760.
J. Farra, deceased,
Thomas J.
To Thomas
Edgar
G. Messinger.
Messinger.
Edgar G.
To
$1,760.
Messinger, $1,760.
G. Messinger,
Edgar G.
To Edgar
Louisa M. Clements.
LouisaM.Clements
To
Clements, $1,600.
To Louisa
Louisa M. Clements,
George D. Clements.
George D.Clements.
D. Clements,
To
Clements, $1,605.
To George
George D.
l l
William
rusow.
Wi
iam Krusow.
$1,899.72.
Krusow, $1,899.72.
To
To William Brusow,
Thomas F. Cochran.
F. Cochran.
Thomas
F. Cochran,
To Thomas
Thomas F.
Cochran, $300.
$300.
To
George Meader.
George Meader.
$2,000.
To George
George Meader,
Meader, $2,000.
To
William H.Andrews.
.Andrews.
Williaml
Andrews, $2,000.
To William
William H.
$2,000.
H. Andrews,
To
Charlie W. Barzee.
Charlie W.Barzee.
To Charlie
W. Barzee,
Barzee, $1,900.
$1,900.
Charlie W.
To
eed
el H. Reed.
Joel
.
. R
Jo
H. Reed,
To
Reed, deceased,
deceased, $1,370.
$1,370.
Joel H.
To Joel
owe
J o h n 0. Powell.
John
ll.
0. P
To
Powell, $1,400.
$1,400.
O. Powell,
John 0.
To John
A b r ah a m C. Hufl
Abraham
C. Hutt.
To Abrahan
Abrahan C.
$1,400.
C. Huff, $1,400.
To
hn
John
Wilcox.
D. Wilcox.
Jo D.
$1,200.
To John
John D.
D. Wilcox,
Wilcox, $1,200.
To
Eugene W. Garlick.
W. Garlick.
Eugene
To Eugene
Eugene W.
W. Garlick,
$1,400.
Garlick, $1,400.
To
Goodrich D. Board;
oodrich . BoardTo
Goodrich D.
D. Boardman,
$700.
Boardman, $700.
To Goodrich
man.
Elisha T.
VallandT. VallandElisha
$1,080.
Vallandingham, $1,080.
T. Vallandingham,
To Elisha
Elisha T.
To
Mrank
qWilliam
han
ran
t A.
A. Sayrs.
To Frank A.
Sayrb, $1,900.
$1,900.
A. Sayrs,
To
S. Powell.
William . Powell.
To William S
George W. Mark,
Mark, $1,590.
$1,590.
transferee of George
Powell, as transferee
S. Powell,
Thomas Macken.
Thomas Macken.
To Thomas
Thomas Macken,
Macken, $1,120.
$1,120.
To
James Macken.
James Macken.
To James
$1,200.
Macken, $1,200.
To
James Macken,
Joel) M. Powell.
Joeb M. Powell.
$2,000.
To Joeb
Powell, deceased,
deceased, $2,000.
M. Powell,
Joeb M.
To
Leon V. Moore.
Leon V.Moore.
To Leon
V. Moore,
Moore, $1,540.
$1,540.
Leon V.
To
Fred K
Krusow.
Fred rusow.
$1,255.
To
Srusow, $1,255.
Fred Krusow,
To Fred
Uriah Serviss.
Serviss.
Uriah
$2,000.
To
Serviss, $2,000.
Uriah Serviss,
To Uriah
Alexander Scott.
Alexander cott.
To
Scott, $1,350.
$1,350.
To Alexander
Alexander Scott,
Thomas Walsh.
Thomas Walsh.
To
deceased, $480.
Walsh, deceased,
Thomas Walsh,
To Thomas
Johan Janssen.
To
$1,550.
Joha Janssen.
To Johan
Johan Janssen,
Janssen, $1,550.
Elmer F. Heath.
hner F Heth.
To
Heath, $1,600.
$1,600.
F. Heath,
To Elmer
Elmer F.
John Fulton.
Cal Peet.
To
$1,200.
Fulton, $1,200.
John Fulton,
To John
Carl Peetz.
To
Peetz, $2,000.
John W. Meesir.
$2,000.
Carl Peetz,
To Carl
John W. Messtogir.
To
W. Messinger,
Messinger, $2,000.
$2,000.
nr
Appro
To John
John W.
Appropriation lox.
and the
In all,
all, $94,648.13,
$94,648.13, which
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, and
the ApprOptia.
is hereby
amount is
which amount
In
Secretary
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed to make the
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
payments
claimants herein
herein named and
provided for by his pno.
and provided
to the
the claimants
payments to
Provisos.
Attorney's, etc., fees,
Attorney's,etc.,fees,
warrant
the Treasury
of the
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That no restricted.
the United
Treasury of
upon the
warrant upon
engaged heretofore
any persons
persons engaged
agent, attorney,
attorney, firm
firm of
attorneys, or
or any
heretofore retricted.
of attorneys,
agent,
or
preparing, presenting,
prosecuting this claim
claim
or prosecuting
presenting, or
in preparing,
hereafter in
or hereafter
shall,
indirectly, receive
receive or
retain for
for such service
service in preor retain
or imdrectly,
directly or
shall, directly
paring,
whatsoprosecuting such claim, or for any act whatsoor prosecuting
presenting, or
paring, presenting,
ever
connection therewith
an amount
amount greater
per centum
centum
five per
than five
greater than
therewith an
in connection
ever in
of
amount allowed
under this
bill to
the person
Lmitation.
to the
person for
for whom
whom he
he has
has Limitation.
allowed under
this bill
of the
the amount
or
purchaser or
acted as
as agent
agent or
attorney: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no purchaser
or attorney:
acted
assignee of
the claims
claims of
of the
claimants shall
receive
shall receive
said claimants
the said
any of
of any
of the
assignee
paid to the claimant for his
therefor
amount than
than was paid
greater amount
therefor aa greater
assignment.
assignment.
Approved,
August 11, 1916.
Approved, August

1916.
August 11, 1916.

Act For
For the
relief of
of Doctor
E. E.
E. Johnson.
Johnson.
Doctor E.
the relief
336.-An Act
CHAP. 336.—An
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
pay to
to
to pay
directed to
and directed
authorized and
he is
he, and
Treasury
Doctor
E. E.
E. Johnson,
Johnson, of
of Cortez,
Colorado, out
money in
the
in the
any money
of any
out of
Cortez, Colorado,
Doctor E.
Treasury
appropriated, the
sum of
for expenses
expenses
$512, for
of $512,
the sum
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
Treasury not
incurred
services rendered
surgeon to injured
injured
physician and surgeon
as physician
rendered as
and services
incurred and
members of
of renegade
renegade Indians
Indians at
arrest of
the arrest
in the
marshals in
of deputy
deputy marshals
members
Bluff City,
City, Utah.
Utah.
Bluff
Approved, August
11, 1916.
August 11,
Approved,

[II.
57~.1
7.
Ill. R. 6729.]
9.
A
1
(Private,
94.)
[Private, No. 94.]
E. E. Johnson.
Payment to.

paymtto.
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August 11
AuNt
1t. 1916.
916
(H. B. 61.81.3

iPat

96.1

(PrivateNo.
No. 99.1
Payment to.
payment
oiG.

Proviso.
Indemnity bond.

IxeUnitybond.

AnOstA 1916
lirse
[RB.91, .]-1
1916.

9172

1Private,
No.96.1
itriite, No.96.
M..L'Condo Ffaies
Fisheries
CentPanY.

Komo

cmPayment to.

AngtU11,91.
Angmt
21, 1916.
73 1
(H.
[. * 99173.1
(Private,
No. 97.]
[Privat, No.

Union
nion on Company.
Paymentt to.

ocmpany.
Pyment

August 11, 1918.
[H. R. 99k4

' 1}.
R

1916.
1916.

CHA. 337.-An
CHAP.
337.—An Act
Act For
For the
W. Garrison.
the relief
relief of
of Letitia
Letitia W.
Garrison.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
States
of America
in Congress
the
Treasury
authorized and
directed to
of any
any money
money
Treasury is
is hereby authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
out of
in
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $375
$375 to
in the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
to
Letitia W.
W. Garrison
duly_authorized
Provided, That
That
her duly
authorized agent:
agent: Provided,
Letitia
Garrison or
or her
before paying
paying the
same Letitia
Letitia W.
shall deliver
deliver to
to the
the SecSecbefore
the same
W. Garrison
Garrison shall
retary of
of the
and sufficient
sufficient bond,
bond, with
retary
the Treasury
Treasury aagood
good and
with the
the surety
surety
to
be approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury,
to indemnify
indemnify the
the
to be
of the
Treasury, to
United States
against all
all losses,
losses, costs,
damages incurred
incurred by
by reason
United
States against
costs, or
or damages
reason
of making
the said
said payment.
payment.
of
making the
Approved,
August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
CHAP.
(MAP.

338.-An
Company.
338.—An Act For the relief
relief of the M. Kondo Fisheries Company.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
the Senate and
and House
of the
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
States of
Treasury
be, and
is hereby,
Treasury be,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay-to
pay to the
the
M.
Kondo Fisheries
of San
San Diego,
Diego, State
of California,
California, out
M. Kondo
Fisheries Company,
Company, of
State of
out
of any money
of
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
the sum
sum of
of
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
$7, the same being
$7,
anchor which
to the
being value of rope and
and anchor
which was
was loaned
loaned to
the
officers
of the
Cape d'Ano,
to the
United
officers in
in charge
charge of
the launch
launch Cape
d'Ano, belonging
belonging to
the United
States Immigration
Immigration Service,
at sea
sea when
Service, and
and was
was lost
lost at
when that
that vessel
vessel
wrecked on
was wrecked
on April
April thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
CHAP. 839.-An
Act For the
the relief of the Union Oil Company.
CHAP.
339.—An Act

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
of Representatives
the United

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
is hereby,
directed to
to pay
pay to
Treasury be, and
and he is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
to the
the
at San
State of
of California,
California, out
of any
Union Oil Company,
Company, at
San Diego,
Diego, State
out of
any
the Treasury
money in the
Treasury not
the sum
sum of
of $10,
$10,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the same
same being value
of one
one barrel
value of
barrel numbered
numbered forty
forty thousand
thousand four
four
hundred and sixty-seven,
hundred
sixty-seven, which
was loaned
loaned to
to the
the officers
officers in
in charge
charge
which was
Cape d'Ano,
of the launch Cape
to the
the United
States Immigrad'Ano, belonging
belonging to
United States
Immigration Service, and
at sea
sea when
when that
that vessel
wrecked on
on
and was lost
lost at
vessel was
was wrecked
April thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen.
hundred and fifteen.
Approved, August
Approved,
1916.
August 11, 1916.
CHAP.
Act For
For the
CHAP. 840.-An
840.—An Act
the relief
relief of Samuel H. Walker.

9l.
Samuel
H.
Walker.
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
amuel
t.
Walker.
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
Payment to, for usPa s.
id' States of America in
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
to pay
pay to
to
Samuel H. Walker,
Walker, out of any money in the
Treasury not
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
compensation for
for injuries
appropriated, the sum of $480, in full compensation
injuries
received by the said Samuel H. Walker
performing his duties
Walker while performing
as a
a laborer in the fireroom
fireroom of the General Land Office,
Office, Department
Department
of
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
Approved,
Approved, August
August 11, 1916.
(Private,
No. 913.]
[Private, No.
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Act For
For the relief
CHAP.
CHAP. 341.-An
341.—An Act
relief of Sarah
Sarah S. Plank.

1357
1916. 1357
August 11,1916.
11, 1916.
August

[11. R.
R.13785.]
[H.
13785.]
No. 99.1
99.)
United [Private,
[private, No.
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Senate and
Be it
S a rah SS. Plank.
Plank.
of the Sarah
the Secretary
assembled, That
States
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
Payment to, for
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
of husbnd.
husband.
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
and directed
to pay,
out death
deathaof
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
sum of
appropriated, the
the sum
of
of
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
$1,000 to
Sarah S.
was killed
killed in
in
of Ed.
Ed. S.
S. Plank,
Plank, who
who was
to Sarah
S. Plank,
Plank, widow
widow of
$1,000
the discharge
of his
United States
officer in
in seeking
seeking to
the
discharge of
his duties
duties as
as aa United
States officer
to
enforce the
the United States
in the
the Indian
Indian country.
country.
laws in
United
States laws
enforce
Approved,
August 11,
11, 1916.
Approved, August
1916.

CHAP.
CHAP. 343.-An
343.—An Act For the relief of Nabor and
and Victoria
Victoria Leon.

Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of
pay, out
Treasury be,
and he
hereby, authorized
any money
money in
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
of
the sum
in the
the Treasury
any
be paid
paid in such
such
$780,
and said
said sum
sum of
of $780
$780 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
approprated, to be
$780, and
portions
and under
under such
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor may
may
such regulations
as the
portions and
prescribe
to Nabor
Leon and
the
Leon, being,
being, respectively,
respectively, the
Nabor Leon
and Victoria
Victoria Leon,
prescribe to
the United
United
father and
mother of
of Rumaldo
Leon, an
employee of
of the
an employee
father
and mother
Rumaldo Leon,
States, who
the course
course of
his employment
employment on
on conconin the
of his
States,
who was
was drowned
drowned in
struction
the reclamation
reclamation of
of arid
Granite Reef,
Reef, on
on
arid lands
lands at
at Granite
struction work
work in
in the
seventeenth,
Salt River,
River, Maricopa
Maricopa County,
County, Arizona,
Arizona, on
February seventeenth,
on February
Salt
nineteen
hundred and
and nine,
sum being
being the
the amount
amount to
which the
nineteen hundred
nine, such
such sum
to which
the
above
relatives would
been entitled
the provisions
of the
provisions of
the
above relatives
would have
have been
entitled under
under the
Act
of Congress
Congress of
of May
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
eight, but
but
and eight,
nineteen hundred
May thirtieth,
Act of
which
they did
did not
the required
of claim
required affidavit
affidavit of
claim
which they
not receive
receive because
because the
was
not filed
behalf within
within ninety
ninety days
days after
death, as
as
after the
the death,
was not
filed on
on their
their behalf
required
by section
section four
the said
said Act.
Act.
four of
of the
required by
Approved, August
August 15, 1916.
Approved,

August
1916.
15,1916.
August 15,
[H.
5096.]
[H. R.
R. 5696.1
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 100.]
M10.]
Nabor and Victoria
Leon.
LePayment to
for
to, for
death
son.
deathytof sont
o

Vol.
35, p. 556.
vo. 3abS.

August 15,
August
15 1916.
1918.
CHAP. 344.—An
George H. Hammond.
Hammond.
344.-An Act For the relief of George

[
.
R. 51854
[R.585.

[Private, No.
No. 101.1
[Private,
101.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United oeorge
Geor geH. Ham.
Ham.
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the m
the Secretary
mond.
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Paymentt to, for InTreasury
and he
he is
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
out of
juries.
of jues.
to or
and directed
to pay,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury be,
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to George H.
the Treasury
any
Hammond,
Dekalb County,
County, Georgia,
Georgia, for
in the
the
injuries received
received in
for injuries
of Dekalb
IIammond, of
performance
of his
the postmaster
and in
post-office
in the
the post-office
postmaster and
under the
his duties
duties under
performance of
building
in the
the city
of Atlanta,
Georgia, the
of $1,200.
$1,200.
the sum
sum of
Atlanta, Georgia,
city of
building in
Approved,
August 15,
15, 1916.
Approved, August
August 1,16, 1916.
Augost
1916.

[H.
38961
H. R.
R. 3896.1
[Private,
No. 102.]
[Private, No.
102.]
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the United
Be
enacted by
and House
of Rpresentatives
epresentatives of
of the
United John
Janssen.
Jon H.
H.IanssPn
Payment to.
to.
States of
of America
Secretary of
of the
the Payment
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
pay, out
to pay,
out
and directed
he is
and he
Treasury
of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum
appropriated, the
in the
of any
of
$1,355, in
full compensation
all claims,
claims, to
to John
Janssen, of
of
H. Janssen,
John H.
for all
compensation for
in full
of $1,355,
Woonsocket,
Dakota, found
found and
and held
to be
be due
the
him by
by the
due him
held to
South Dakota,
Woonsocket, South
fifteenth, nineof January
January fifteenth,
Secretary
contract of
under contract
of the
the Interior
Interior under
Secretary of
teen hundred
and seven,
seven, for
for drilhing
two six-inch
on
artesian wells
wells on
six-inch artesian
drilling two
teen
hundred and
the
the Yankton
Yankton Indian
in
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, in
Andes, in
in the
of Lake
Lake Andes,
the shores
shores of
Charles
County, South
South Dakota.
Dakota.
Mix County,
Charles Mix
Approved, August
August 16, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
of John
John H.
Janssen.
relief of
H. Janssen.
346.-An Act
CHAP. 3443.—An

1358
1358
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CHs. 347,348,351.
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Apergst 16,l6.
August
1916.
6116e.1
[Private, No.
[Prvate,
No. 103.1
Ml.
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1916.

CHAP. 347.—An
347.-An Act For the relief of Thomas
Thomas P. Sorkilmo.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Represeniatives of the
the United
United

ThnmsP.Sorkflmo. States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the

Thomas P.Forkilmo.
Payment to.

Payent

AmstiA, E6.

Anast 16, 1916.
11791]
[H. R.F-.
Ti7M

[Privait,

(Privirke, No. 104.1
lot]
t

Jahn
Yalv. M. Waples.
Wai..
'ayz
atthadmin
reen
tt to

Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
pay, out
directed to
to pay,
out
of any
an.y money
money in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
of $1,848.38 to
Sorkilmo, of
of Dell
Dell Rapids,
Rapids, South
South Dakota,
to Thomas P. Sorkilmo,
Dakota,
for the balance
balance due
construction of
of a
a brick
brick hospital
due him for
for the
the construction
hospital at
at
the Canton Indian
Indian Insane Asylum
Asylum under
contract of August
under his contract
August first,
first,
nineteen hundred and thirteen.
thirteen.
Approved,
August 16,
16, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
CHAP. 348.-An
CHAP
348.—An Act For the relief of the administrator of
the estate
of John
John M.
of the
estate of
M.
Waples.
Waplee.

'
At to aWnt-,_ Be itit. . enacted
enacted by the Senate
Bepre8entatives of
Senate and
ad House
House of Representatives
of the
the United
United

August
18,
1916.
Anu
5t
18,1916.

46.4A1
i
,l1916[Private, No. 106.)
(Private,
106.1

States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
assembled, That
That the Secretary
of the
the
hereby,-,authorized
authorized and
Treasury be, and he is hereby
to the
and directed
directed to pay to
the
administrator
gaynunqtrator of the
estate of John
deceased, out-of
out of any
any
the estate
John M.
M. Waples
Waples, deceased,
money
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum-of
sum of $130.43,
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
8130.43,
which sum
hereby appropriated,
being the
the amount
,
of acsum is
is hereby
appropriated, the
the same
same being
amount.of
aomrued pension due the deceased
crued
deceased from June fourth,
fourth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
and fifteen, until the day of his death, December fifth, nineteen
nineteen hunhundred
dred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
Approved,
16, 1916.
Approved, August
August 16,
1916.

CHAP. 351.-An
Granting pensions
inreae of penionsto
361.—An Act Granting
pensions and increase
pensions to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
and
sailors of the
the Regular
and sailors
Regular Army and Navy and of wars other than the Civil War,
War, and
and
and dependent
of such
sailors.
to certain
certain widows
widows and
dependent relatives
relatives of
such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
States of America
America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to place on the
pension
pension roll, subject to the
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
the provisions and
laws—
lawsPensions.
Pensions.
Joseph
Wessler.
Joeph Wesler.
The name
name of Joseph
Joseph Wessler, late of Battery B, Battalion Utah
Utah
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, War with Spain, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the
$12 per
month.
y.
the rate
Cbl A. Myers.
rate of
of $12
per month.
Cherie*
The name of Charles A. Myers, late of Company B, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Iowa
Iowa
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
rate
month.
$24 per
per month.
rate of
of $24
Peters
William
William Peters.
The name of William
late of
Corps, United
United States
William Peters,
Peters, late
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
States
Army, War with Spain, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
of $24
$24 per
per
month.
month.
Floyd E.
E. Driskel.
The name of Floyd E. Driskel, late of Troop I,
I, First Regiment
Regiment
United States Cavalry, War with Spain, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
the rate
GeorgeBh.
George Beals.
The name of George Beals, late of Company I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and
and pay him
him aa
pension
at the
per month.
Omar E. Brown.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
The name of Omar E. Brown, late of Company
Company K, Eighteenth
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Pensions increased.
increased. him
a pension
him47 a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
Anson
Meyers.
Anson Meyers.
The name
E, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
The
name of Anson Meyers,
Meyers, late of Company E,
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
pay
him aa.pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now
receivi
Joseph
receiving.
Joseph D. Sovern.
Severa.
The name of Joseph
Sovern, late of Company H,
Joseph D. Sovern
RegiH, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment United States Inf
Infantrv,
an t
ry, Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pensios.
Pensions.
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SESS.
I.
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1916.

The
name of
of Virginia
Virginia Watson,
Watson, widow
widow of
of Eugene
Eugene W.
W. Watson,
The name
Watson, late
late
rear admiral
admiral United
retired, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at
rear
United States
States Navy,
Navy, retired,
a pension
the rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
The name
Conway, late
maker, United
United States
Navy,
The
name of
of James
James Conway,
late boiler
boiler maker,
States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at the
rate of $30 per
the rate
per
month.
month.
The
States Navy,
Navy, United
United
The name
name of
of Peter
Peter Black,
Black, late of
of the United
United States
States ship
War with
Mexico, and
pay him
at the
the
States
ship Ohio,
Ohio, War
with Mexico,
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month.
of $20
per month.
rate
The
of Henry
Dussault, late
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
Henry Dussault,
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, First
New
pay him
him a
a
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pension
the rate
of $12
month.
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
The
of James
The name
name of
James C.
C. Larimer,
Larimer, late
late of
of Troop
Troop K,
K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
United
the
United States
States Cavalry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $14
month.
rate
$14 per
per month.
The name
name of Lizzie
widow of
G,
Lizzie Breen,
Breen, widow
of Patrick Breen, late
late of
of Troop
Troop G,
First
Regiment United
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
First Regiment
United States
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
and
pay
her a
the rate
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Twenty-first
of George
George Milholland,
Milholland, late of Company
Company H,
H, Twenty-first
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
pay him
Regiment United
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
him aa
pension at
rate of
of $30
lieu of
of that
he is
pension
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Cyreneus Rodgers,
The name
name of Cyreneus
Rodgers, late
late of
of Company
Company C
C, Third RegiRegiment Kentucky Volunteers,
Volunteers, War with
with Mexico, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at
the rate
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
at the
rate of
of $40
that he
now receiving.
The
of James
James M.
Freeman, late
Company E,
E, Eighth
RegiThe name
name of
M. Freeman,
late of
of Company
Eighth Regiment, United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
pay him
penment,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
sion at
$20 per
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name
John A. Smith, late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
The
name of
of John
sixty-first
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
sixty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
and
at the
the rate
per month.
The
Company B,
Eleventh RegiB, Eleventh
Reginame of
of Caleb
Caleb St.
St. Clair,
Clair, late
late of
of Company
The name
ment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
him a
a
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
ment
States Infantry,
pension at
of $20
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
of Carrier
Carrier Thompson,
Thompson, late
RegiSixteenth Regilate of
of Company
Company L, Sixteenth
The
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
him
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
ment
a
pension at
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
of that
rate of
of $20
$20 per
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of James
Royse, late
of Captain
company,
Parker's company,
G. Royse,
late of
Captain Parker's
The
name of
James G.
Iowa
Dragoon Volunteers,
War with
with Mexico,
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
Mexico, and
and pay
Volunteers, War
Iowa Dragoon
at the
rate of
820 per month.
month.
of 820
at
the rate
The
of Dennie
Dixon, late
of Company
Company L,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
L, Sixth
late of
name of
Dennie Dixon,
The name
United
States Infantry,
with Spain,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
Spain, and
and pay
War with
Infantry, War
United States
the
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
in lieu
the rate
$24 per
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia P.
P. Denny,
widow of
of Frank
Frank L.
Denny, late
late colonel
colonel
L. Denny,
The
Denny, widow
and quartermaster,
States Marine
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension
Corps, and
United States
Marine Corps,
quartermaster, United
and
at the
the rate of $30 per month.
The name
Louisa M.
M. Fletcher,
Fletcher, widow
widow of
of William
William Fletcher,
Fletcher, late
of
late of
of Louisa
The
name of
Company
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteers,
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and
Volunteers, War
War with
G, First
Company G,
captain,
United States
major,
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and major,
captain, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
United States
Army, retired,
and pay
pay her
of $35
$35
at the
the rate
rate of
her .a
a pension
pension at
retired, and
United
States Army,
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
per month
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
William Bradley,
late of
Regiment
L, Second
Second Regiment
of Company
Company L,
Bradley, late
name of
of William
The
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
War with
and pay
a
pay him
him a
Spain, and
with Spain,
Engineers, War
United States
pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving..
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Samuel
A. Greenlee,
Greenlee, late
Company I,
I, First
First RegiRegilate of
of Company
Samuel A.
The
ment
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
Virginia Volunteer
ment West Virginia
him aapension at
at the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
him
$12 per month.
The name
name of
Caroline Heywood,
of Charles
Charles Heywood,
late
Heywood, late
widow of
Heywood, widow
of Caroline
The
major
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular
general commandant,
commandant, United
major general
Establishment, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
month
the rate
and pay
pay her
Establishment,
in
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
in lieu
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Black.
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Henry Dnssault.
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Larimer.

Lizzie
Breen.
Lizzie Breen.

Pensions increased.
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Milholland.
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James M. Freeman.
Freeman.
James

Pensions.
John
John A. Smith.
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Increased.
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Carrier
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Pension increased.
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Pension.
Julia I'.
P. Denny.

Pensions increased.
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William
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Samuel A.
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Pension increased.
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Heywood.
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Pensions.
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The name
Avirett, late
late of
Company I,
Fourteenth RegiThe
name of
of John
John A.
A. Avirett,
of Company
I, Fourteenth
RegiWar with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
pension
ment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month.
month.
at
of $30

The
The name
Andrew Houlihan,
Houlihan, late
late of
name of
of Andrew
of Company
Company D,
D, Nineteenth
Nineteenth

Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
him a.
Regiment
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
a
i
pension at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
he is
The name of Edward
Edward J. Gainan, late
first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
D,
late first
Company D,
First Regiment
First
Regiment Montana Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay_him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month.
month.
pay
him a
a pension
pension at
$20 per
The name
name of John P. Todd, late of Troop
Second Regiment
Regiment
Troop I,
I, Second
United States
States Cavalry, Texas
Mexico Indian
Indian War,
Texas and New
New Mexico
War, and
and pay
pay
him aa.pension at the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month.
rate of
month.
The name
Sarah Warnack,
widow of
The
name of
of Sarah
Warnack, widow
of Frederick
Frederick C.
C. Warnack,
Warnack,

late of Company E, Second
Second Regiment Illinois
Volunteers, War
with
Illinois Volunteers,
War with
Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
apension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of
rate of
per month
in lieu
that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Frank McCabe,
of Company
Company I,
I, First
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Frank
McCabe, late
late of
New Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
War with
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Grant E.
E. GetcheU,
The name of Grant
Getchell, late
late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Thirteenth
Thirteenth

Regiment Minnesota
Infantry, War
War with
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month
him a
apension
that he
he is
is now
now
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Clifford T. Cheek.
Cheek.
The name
T. Cheek, late of Company C, Thirtieth RegiClifford T.
The
name of Clifford T.
Regiment United States
Volunteer Infantry, War with
States Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
with Spain,
pay
him a
apension at the rate of $24 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
of that
that he
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Edward
.c-o .
Edward
J. Gazzort.
The name of Edward J.
J. Cuzzort, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Iate of
Infantry, and
Regiment United States Infantry,
United States
States
and Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, United
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
of $16
lieu of
$16 per month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Louise M. Swift, widow of Franklin
Louise M. Swift.
late lieulieuFranklin Swift,
Swift, late
tenant, United States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at the rate
of $35
$35 per
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
rate of
per^ month
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
Joseph C.
Chluton.
^
The name of
Joseph C.Chilton.
C. Chilton.
Joseph C.
C. Chilton,
Chilton, late
the United
United States
States Marine
of Joseph
late of
of the
Marine
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
of
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24
per month in lieu
$2Lper
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that he
ElizabethJ.BUrt.
The name
Elizabeth I. Burt.
The
name of Elizabeth J.
J. Burt, -widow of Andrew
Andrew S.
S. Burt,
Burt, late
late
brigadier
brigadier general United States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
that she
lieu of
of that
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
esds.
Lenesty.
The
Pension.
The name
of Edward
Edward Lenfesty,
late of
of Company
Company,M,
M, One
name of
Lenfesty, late
Edward
Lenfesty.
One hundred
hundred
and fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
with
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and pay him a
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
of $20
per month.
Pension
increased.
The name
name of
Edward D.
D. Smith,
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Fourth
Fourth Regidward D.
The
of Edward
Smith, late
Edward
D.Sith
Smith.
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
him a
a penpension at the rate of $12
$12 per month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receivmg.
lieu of
of that
PW
i 19m o n s.
Pensions.
of Williamson
S. Wright,
Wright, late
eu t
enan tF
ourteenth
S. The
The name of
Williamson S.
late first
Williamson
first li
lieutenant
Fourteenth
Wright.
Company
United States
Wright.
Company United
States Volunteer Signal Corps, War with Spain, and
and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Paul
F.
Busch.
Thee name
name of Paul F. Busch,
Paul F. Busch.
Th
Busch, late of Company D,
Signal Corps,
Corps,
D, Signal
United States Army, Regular Establishment, and pay him
pension
him aapension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Emer
Emer A.
A. Robbins.
The name of Emer A. Robbins,
L, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Robbins, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
a
Mi pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of 820
Michael H. Spauldgiae
H. Sauling.
The name of Mi
ch
ae lH
Spaulding, late
of Company
H, Third
Michael
H.. Spaulding,
late of
Company H,
Third
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment United
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, War with Spain, and
and
pay him aapension at the rate of $17
pay
$17 per
per month.
ran.ee
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The name
name of
Kelsey, late
late of
Regiment
Second Regiment
of Troop D, Second
of Benjamin
Benjamin Kelsey,
The
United
Dragoons, Regular
and pay
pay him aapenEstablishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Dragoons,
United States
in lieu of that
sion
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per month
month in
rate of $30
sion at
at the
the rate
The name
name of
Fred Lamke,
Lamke, late
Second Regiment
Regiment
A, Second
of Company
Company A,
late of
of Fred
The
at
him aapension
United
pension at
and pay
pay him
War with
with Spain, and
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
United States
the
per month.
month.
of $12 per
the rate of
The
name of
Robert F.
Seawell, late
B, First Regilate of
of Company
Company B,
F. Seawell,
of Robert
The name
ment Alabama
Alabama Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him aa
Infantry, War with
ment
pension at
at the
the rate of
per month.
of $12 per
pension
C, First Regiment
The
name of
of Curt
Battery C,
Regiment United
United
of Battery
Seay, late of
Curt Seay,
The name
States
Artillery, War
War with
with Spain,
pay him
him a
pension at the
the rate
a pension
and pay
Spain, and
States Artillery,
of
$16 per
of $16
per month.
A, Third Regiment
The name
John T.
T. Krenek,
Regiment
Company A,
Krenek, late of Company
of John
name of
The
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him aapenpenand pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
United States
sion
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
per month
month in
rate of
sion at
The
Soplironia Neel, widow
Thomas Neel,
Neel, late of ComComwidow of Thomas
of Sophronia
The name
name of
pany C,
First Regiment
Regiment Illinois
War with
and pay
pay
with Mexico_,
Mexico, and
Volunteers, War
Illinois Volunteers
C, First
pany
rate of $20
her a
$20 per
per month in lieu of that she is now
now
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of James
James A.
A. Saurbaugh,
Saurbaugh, late
late of
the Hospital
of the
Hospital Corps,
The
United States
Army, War
with Spain,
and pay
pension at the
a pension
pay him
him a
Spain, and
War with
States Army,
United
rate
of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of
The name
of Frank
Simpson, late
late of
D, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
of Company
CompanyD,
L. Simpson,
Frank L.
The
name of
Regiment Iowa
him aa
Spain, and pay him
War with Spain,
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
$15 per month
pension
mont.a in lieu of that he is now receiving.
pension at the rate of $15
The name
C. McConville,
Edward McConville,
McConville, late
late
of Edward
widow of
McConville, widow
name of
of Viola
Viola C.
The
major
First Regiment
Regiment Idaho Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain, and
major First
per month
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
month in lieu of that she is
is
of $35 per
the rate
rate of
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Howard Smith, late surThe
Bertha Z. Smith, widow of Howard
of Bertha
The name
name of
geon,
Navy, Regular
and pay
her aa
pay her
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Navy,
United States
geon, United
pension
rate of $30
$30 per month.
month.
at the
the rate
pension at
The name
Allen, widow
Allen, late
late
J. Allen,
Charles J.
of Charles
widow of
C. Allen,
W. C.
Elizabeth W.
of Elizabeth
The
name of
brigadier
general, United
United States
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
States Army,
brigadier general,
pay her
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she is
is
month in
$50 per
at the
the rate
pension at
her aapension
pay
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
of Elie
Elie Jones
Jones Quinby,
Ira Quinby,
Quinby, late major
major
of Ira
widow of
Quinby, widow
The name
lieutenant colonel, United
First Regiment
Re giment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and lieutenant
United
United States
First
States
retired, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per
of $40 per
a pension
Army, retired,
States Army,
month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
lieu of
month in
The name
H. Cote,
Cote, late
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
First Regiment
G, First
late of
of Joseph
Joseph H.
name of
The
and pay him aapension at
Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
War with
Infantry, War
Maine Volunteer
the rate
$30 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
per month
of $30
rate of
the
The name
name of
Maria L.
L. Dougherty,
Dougherty, widow
widow of
William E. Dougherty,
of William
of Maria
The
late
brigadier general,
general, United
and pay
pay her
pension at
her aapension
Army, and
States Army,
United States
late brigadier
the rate
S50 per
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
rate of
of 850
the
The name
of Eliza
Eliza J.
J. Salmon,
widow of John
Salmon, late of CapJohn Salmon,
Salmon, widow
name of
The
tain
Thomas Graves's
Eighteen
War of Eighteen
Militia, War
Virginia Militia,
Company, Virginia
Graves's Company,
tain Thomas
a pension
pay her
hundred
her a
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per
twelve, and i
and twelve,
hundred and
month
of that
that she issnow
now receiving.
receiving.
month in lieu of
18, 1916.
Approved,
1916.
August 18,
Approved, August

Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Benjamin Kelsey.
Kelsey.
Benjamin

Pensions.
Pensions.

Fred Lamke.
Lemke.
Fred

Robert F.
F. Seawell.
Robert

Curt Seay.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Krenek.
John T. Krenek.

Sophronia Neel.
Neel.
Sophronia

James A.
A. Saurbaugh.

Frank L. Simpson.
Simpson.

McConville.
Viola C. McConville.

Pension.
Bertha Z.
Z. Smith.
Bertha
increased.
Pensions increased.
Elizabeth W. C. Alien.
Allen.
Elizabeth

Elie Jones Quinby.
Elie

Joseph f.
H. Cote.
Joseph

Maria L.
L. Dougherty.
Maria

Eliza J. Salmon.
Salmon.

August 18,
18, 1916.
1916.
August

certain soldiers
pensions to certain
CHAP.
Act Granting
and increase
increase of pensions
Granting pensions and
CHAP. 352.—An
352.-An Act
and
of the
Regular Army
Army and
Navy and
of wars
the Civil
Civil War,
War, and
wars other
other than the
and of
and Navy
the Regular
sailors of
and sailors
to
certain widows
widows and
dependent relatives
relatives of
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
of such
such soldiers
and dependent
to certain

L.
5914.].1
[S. 5914
[Private, No.
No. 106.]
106.1
[Private,

Pensions.
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United Pensions.
Senate and
Be it
enacted by
That the Secretary
States of
of America
America in
Secretary of the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
Interior
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
place on
to place
directed to
he is
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Interior be,
the
pension roll,
to the
limitations of the
and limitations
provisions and
the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
the pension
pension
lawspension laws—

1362
1362
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The
name of
of Michael
Michael Lacey,
Lacey, late
late of
Company L,
Battalion
of Company
L, Third
Third Battalion
The name
Engineers, United States Army,
with. Spain,
and pay
pay him
Army, War with
Spain, and
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension
The name
of Margaret
Margaret Rowsell,
Rowse% widow
widow of
of George
George Rowsell,
Rowsell, late
late of
of
Persio increased.
The
name of
Margaret
nowsell..
Company D, Fourth Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
EstabRegular Establishment,
lishment, and pay her a
apension
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
receiving.
of that
that she is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
John
John E.
E. Halms.
The name
late of
of Company
name of John E.
E. Halaas
Halaas, late
Company I,
I, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth
Regiment United States Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and
Spain, and
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
l rl, as pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
crles Welsh.
Welsh.
The name
name of
of Michael
Charles
The
Michael Urell,
Urell, alias
alias Charles
Charles Welsh,
of Company
Welsh, late
late of
Company
K, Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular EstabEstablishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate of
$20
per
month.
Thom
F.
- lishment,
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month.
L ac
jhomas F. LancesThe
Thomas F.
Eleventh
th.
The name
name of
of Thomas
F. Lancaster,
Lancaster, late
late of
of Troop
Troop E,
E, Eleventh
Regiment United
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
Cavalry, War with
and
pay him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
pension at the
$12 per
per month.
Adesta
The name of Adesta L. Kendall,
Adesta L.
L. Kendall.
Kendall.
Kendall, widow of
Lucius H.
Kendall, late
late
of Lucius
H. Kendall,
colonel First Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
War with
Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay her a
of $30
per month.
month.
a pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
Wilber
Fester.
The
late of
Company C,
Wilber Feaster.
The name of Wilber Feaster, late
of Company
hundred
C, One
One hundred
and sixty-first Regiment Indiana 'Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
Spain, and pay him a
a pension
rate of
per month.
month.
pension at the rate
of $12
$12 per
Joseph
T. Eng.
The name of Joseph T. Kling,
Joseph T.
Kling.
The
Kling, late of Company
G, Second
RegiCompany G,
Second Regiment Kentucky.Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
and pay
him
a pension at the rate of
per month.
month.
of $20
$20 per
Minnie
Thee name
of Minnie
Minnie A.Curs.
A. Curtis.
name of
Minnie A.
Lee A.
of
A. Curtis
Curtis, widow
widow of
of Lee
A. Curtis,
Curtis, late
late of
Battery
Volunteer Light
Battery B, Utah Voltmteer
Lighi Artillery,
with Spain,
Artillery, War
War with
Spain, and
and
pay_ her
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
pay
her aa pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
Thomas E.
E. Sims.
The name
of Company
Thomas
Sims.
name of Thomas
Thomas E.
E. Sims,.
Sims late
late of
Twenty-first
Company K,
K, Twenty-first
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry, War
Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
War with Spain,
pay
him
at the
month.
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate. of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pension increased
increased.
Pension
Jenn G.
George
The name
name of
of Jennie
Jennie
G. George.
The
Jennie G.
G. George,
of Charles
P. George,
George, late
late
George, widow
widow of
Charles P.
captain,
captain, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and major,
major,
United States Army, retired,
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
her
and pay
a pension at
a
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now
at the rate
rate of
of $35
$35 per
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving, and $2 per month additional
additional on
account of
minor
on account
of the
the minor
child of said Charles P. George until
she reaches
age of
of sixteen
until she
reaches the
the age
sixteen
years.
years.
Pensions.
Geo.rg A. Wilson.
Wion.
George A.
A. Wilson,
late of
George
The name of George
Wilson, late
Battery C,
C, Utah
of Battery
Utah Volunteer
Volunteer
Light Artillery, War with Spain, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
pay him
him a
a pension
rate
month.
of $24 per
per month.
enry Lee.
The name of Henry Lee, late of Company
Henry
Lee.
Company K,
K, Second
Regiment
Second Regiment
Oregon Volunteer
Infantry War with Spain, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $12 per month.
MarS.
Cor.
Mary
S. Colborn.
S. Colborn,
Robert G.
G. Colborn,
Colborn, late
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary S.
Colborn, widow
widow of
of Robert
late
of Company G, Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment United States
Infantry, War
War
United
States Infantry,
with Spain,
a pension
Spain, and pay her a
pension at the
of $12
month and
the rate of
$12 per
per month
and
$2 per month additional on account of the minor
minor child of
said
of said
Robert
he reaches the age of sixteen
Robert G. Colborn
Colborn until .he
sixteen years.
years.
Edward
Smith.
The
name of Edward
Edward Smith.
The name
Edward Smith, late of Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiRegiment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
him a
a penpension at
at the
rate of
month.
$8 per
per month.
of $8
the rate
sion
Pensionincred
Pension increased.
Mrtha
Martha L. Stern
StemThe name of Martha
M. Sternberg,
Sternberg,
Martha L.
L. Sternberg,
Stemberg, widow
widow of
of George
George M.
late
berg,
late brigadier general and Surgeon
Surgeon General
General United
United States
States Army,
Army,
Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $100
$100
Pensions.
per month
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
Pensions
per
month in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Henry Koehler.
Koehier.
The name of Henry
Koehler, late
Henry
Henry Koehler,
late of
Troop D,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
of Troop
D, Seventh
United States Cavalry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
at
a pension
pension at
the rate of $12 per month.
Dale
C.Co
The name
Dale C. Cook, late of Company
Dale C. Cook,
The
name of
of Dale
Company C, Fortieth RegiRegiment United
United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $20
him a
month.
$20 per
per month.
Pension.

PeSiney.
Michael. Lacey.

Michael

t

Urell, alias
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The name
name of Raymond
Raymond Christian, late of Company B, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Raymond Christian.
Christian.
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
him a
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
George P. Thomp•
Thompson, late
m pany B,
rs tR
egi- son.
The name of George P.
P. Thompson,
late of
of Co
Company
B, Fi
First
Regison. e P. Thomp
ment West Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension at
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of $8
$8 per
Henry Sparman.
The name
Henry Sparman,
Company G,
G, Se
con d R
egiThe
name of
of Henry
Sparman, late
late of
of Company
Second
RegiHenrySpa.
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
ment Louisiana
Louisiana Volunteer
him aa
pension at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
month.
Pension Increased.
The name of Milford W. Oxley, late of United
United States ship
ship Franklin,
Franklin, Milford
Misord W.
W. Oxley.
United States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
is now receiving.
receiving.
of that he
he is'now
ensions.
Pensio.
The
John B.
B. Lucas,
Lucas, late
of Battery
Battery A,
A, Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer John
rAgss.
The name
name of
of John
late of
John B.
B.nsLmcas.
Light Artillery, War
War with Spain, and pay him a
apension at
at the
the rate of
of
$12 per
per month.
month.
$12
The name
name of Minnie Jeffers,
widow of
Le Roy
Jeffers, late
late of
of CornJeffers, widow
of Le
Roy Jeffers,
Com- Minnie
Midne Jeffers.
Jeffes.
pany I, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with
Spain,
Spain, and pay her aapension at
rate of
month and
and $2
at the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
$2 per
per
month additional
additional on account
each of
of the
of said
said
account of
of each
the minor
minor children
children of
Le Roy Jeffers
Jeffers until
until they
reach the
the age
years.
they reach
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
The
name of
of Fonetta
W. D.
Scott, widow
widow of
of Bernard
0. Scott,
late FonettaW.D.Scot
Fonetta W. D. Scott.
The name
Fonetta W.
D. Scott,
Bernard O.
Scott, late
commander, United States.
States Navy, Regular Establishment, and pay
her aapension at the rate of $30 per month.
cc
of John
The name of
of Company
One hundred
John McClintic,
McClintic, late
late of
Company G,
G, One
hundred and
and John
John MoClintie.
Mc lticfifty-ninth
fifty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain,
and pay him aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
ie
The name of Minnie
Kinder, widow of Everett
Minnie Kinder,
Kinder, late
late of
Kinder.
Everett Kinder,
of CornCor- Minnie
Min
Kinder
pany D, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
United States Volunteer Infantry, and
One hundred
Company, United
hundred and third Company,
United States Coast Artillery,
War with Spain, and pay her a
apension at
$12 per
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
month
and $2 per month
moonth additional
additional on
account of
each of
on account
of each
of the
the minor
minor children
children
of the said Everett
Kinder until they reach the age
Everett Kinder
sixteen years.
years.
age of
of sixteen
The
of William
William Meyers,
of Company
Company M,
Ragi- William
The name
name of
Meyers, late
late of
M Twentieth
S,
Twentieth
Regiwfl la Meyers.
MYers.
ment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $12 per
month.
per month.
The name
name of Joseph
Joseph England,
of Company
Company B,
Regiment Joseph
England, late
late of
B, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Joseph England.
England
Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain, and pay
pay him aa pension
$12 per month.
at the rate of $12
Pensions increased.
The
name of George
Company C, Second
Incrld.
The name
George W. Mosier,
Mosier, late
late of Company
Second Bat- Peos'on
George W.
Mosier.
talion, Nineteenth
Regiment United
Nineteenth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular EstabEstablishment,
pension at
lishment, and pay
pay him aapension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
rate of
of $30
$30 per
lieu
of that he
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
The
name of
of Reuben
late of
of Company
Reuben Allred.
The name
Reuben Allred,
Alred, late
Company A,
A, Mormon
Mormon Battalion,
Battalion, Reben
Alled.
Iowa Volunteers,
with Mexico,
Volunteers, War with
Mexico, and pay
pay him a
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
rate
of .50
$50 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pen.sions.
The
The name of Harry
Harry B. Helm, late of Company
hundred and
and Harry
Company A, One
One hundred
ersB. Helm.
Him.
fifty-eighth Regiment
fifty-eighth
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him aapension
rate of $12
pension at the rate
$12 per month.
month.
Rhode.
The
Second United States George
The name
name of George
George Rhode, late of Troop I, Second
Gerge Rhode
Cavalry, Regular
Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
Establishment, and pay
the rate
of $17
$17 per month.
of
The name of
of Margaret
Gemberling, widow
of John
John W.
Margaret S.
S. Gemberling,
widow of
W. GeraberGember- no,
rPensgants'
Pens
gi
aTetir ra
s
ld
ber.
ember.
ling, late second
lieutenant Company
second lieutenant
hundred and
and seventyseventy- lilingCompany F,
F, One
One hundred
ng
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
second Regiment
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
and deDrafted Militia
dependent mother
George B.
late of
Company. A,
pendent
mother of
of George
B. Siegles,
Siegles, late
of Company
A, Fourth
Fourth
Regiment
R' egiment United
United States-Infantry,
States Infantry, War
War with
her a
a
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
pension at the
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now rethe rate of
of $20
per month
month in
receiving.
ceiving.
Pension.s.
The name of Jennie
S. Gilman, widow
Jennie S.
J. Gilman,
late of
of Jennie
widow of
of Forrest
Forrest J.
Gilman, late
JPeni s.S. Gilman.
olman.
Company
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Company M, First Regiment
with
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and pay
a pension at the rate
pay her a
rate of $12
monili and
per
$12 per
per month
and $2
$2 per
102620°—voL 39-Pr
39—PT 2-12
102620°-VOL
2
12
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month additional
additional on
account of
children of the
the said
said
of the minor children
on account
of each of
month
Forrest
J. Gilman
until they
they reach
the age
sixteen years.
years.
Forrest J.
Gilman until
reach the
age of
of sixteen
The name of William
Bowen, late of Company E,
William A. Bowen,
E, Third RegiVolunteer Infantry, War with
him a
a
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
ment Georgia
Georgia Volunteer
pension at
$12 per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
pension
of William
C. Kaigler,
widow of
A. C.
The
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
Kaigler; widow
William Kaigler, late of

Company D,
First Regiment
Regiment Georgia
Georgia Volunteers,
War with
CompanyD, First
Volunteers, War
with Mexico,
Mexico,
pension at the
rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu of that
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
that she
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
The name
Hail, late
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment WisWisCompany E,
late of
of Company
of Willie
Willie Hall,
The
name of
wiiesH.
Willie
Hall.
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, War with
consin Volunteer
with Spain, and pay him
him aapension
pension
at
$8 per month.
at the
the rate
rate of $8_per
Pension Increased.
of Thomas
Thomas Campbell,
Campbell, late of Battery L,
The
Penion icncreed.
The name
name of
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Thomas Campbell.
Artillery, Regular
United States
States Artillery,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
him aapenUnited
receiving.
sion at
at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month in
in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
Caroline Carr,
dependent mother
mother of
of William
H. Carr,
Carr,
William H.
Carr, dependent
of Caroline
The
Caroline
Carr.
c cartr.
Company A
A,, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry;
Infantry;
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Company
Alvin Carr,
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry;
Infantry;
K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Alvin
Carr, Company
Company K,
and
K, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
and Philo V. Carr, Company K,
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her aapension at the
Volunteer
$20 per month.
rate of $20
Charles Grove.
Grove's.
Charles
The name
Groves, late of Company D, Seventh Regiment
name of Charles
Charles Groves,
Regiment
United States Infantry, War with Spain, and
and pay him aapension at
at
United
rate of
the rate
of $12 per month.
Newton H. Reed.
Newton H. Reed.
The
The name of Newton H. Reed, late of Company
Company- M, Fourth RegiVolunteer Infantry, War
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
War with Spain, and pay
pay him aa
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Oliver
Oliver Bryant.
Bryant.
The name of Oliver
Oliver Bryant, late of Company
Company F, Fifteenth Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him aa
pension
$12 per
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
Horace A. Gerald.
The name
name of Horace
Horace A.
Gerald, late
Company K, First RegiHoraeA. Gerald.
A. Gerald,
late of Company
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
ment Maine
Infantry, War
with Spain, and
and pay
pay him aa
$12 per month.
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
Pensions
increased.
Peionscreaed
The name
J. Lewis,
widow of
Lewis, late
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah J.
Lewis, widow
of Samuel
Samuel Lewis,
late of
of
Sarah J. Lewis.
Company
Mexico, and pay
pay her aa
Company C,
C, Mormon
Mormon Battalion, War
War with Mexico,
pension
rate of $20
pension at
at the rate
$20 per
per month
month in lieu
lieu of that
that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
Jen
Rody Chauncey.
nRodyChauncey.
The name of Jen Rody
Rody Chauncey, late
late of Company H, SevenRegiment United States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
teenth Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
and pay him aapension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles M. BradCharles M. BradThe name
name of
of Charles
Bradbury, late
First
Charles M.
M. Bradbury,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
bury.
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
aa pension at the rate
rate of $24 per
now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Robert
Robert H. Cowan.
Cowa
The
name of
of Robert
Robert H.
H. Cowan,
Cowan, late
second lieutenant
The name
late second
lieutenant Company
Company K,
Second Regiment
Regiment North Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Spain, and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
lieu of
Spain,
a pension
of $40
month in
in lieu
of
receiving.
that he is now receiving:.
Pension.
The
Blalock, widow
widow of
of Vernon
Vernon D.
of
D. Blalock,
Blalock, late
late of
name of
of Irene
Irene Blalock,
The name
Irenseioc.
Irene Blalock.
Sixth Battery, United
United States Field Artillery,
Establishment,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay her aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $12 per month and $2
$2 per month
month
said Vernon
Vernon D.
D. Blalock
additional on account
account of
of the minor
minor child of
of said
Blalock
until she reaches
reaches the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pension increased.
TPension
increed.
The name of Joseph
Joseph W. Carrier, late
late of Company A, Third
Third RegiRegiJoseph W. Carrier.
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him
aa pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
that he is now
now
in lieu of that
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
B Hanley,
of Company
Company F,
F, Third
Third RegiRegiWillim
S
Hanley.
The name of William B.
B. Hanley.
Hanley, late
late of
William
B.
a
Volunteer Infantry, War
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
War with Spain, and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
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Weasel.
The name of
The
F. Weasel,
Weasel, late
of Company
Company I,
Sixteenth Regiof Peter
Peter F.
late of
I, Sixteenth
Regi- Peter F. Weasel.
ment United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
States Infantry,
a
the rate
rate of
of $10
pension at
at the
$10 per
per month.
month.
Newstrom.
The name of Karl S. Newstrom,
1Newstrom, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second Karl S. Newstrom.
Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
with Spain,
and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $12
him a
month.
$12 per
per month.
Pension Increased.
increaed.
The name of Margaret A.
widow of
of Alfred
A. Ede,
Ede, widow
Alfred L.
L. Ede,
Ede, late
late lieulieu- Pension
Ede.
Margaret A.
A. Eda.
tenant (junior grade),
grade), United
United States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
her aapension
and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
that she
she
the rate
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
and $2
$2 per
additional on
of each
is now receiving,
receiving, and
per month
month additional
on account
account of
each of
of
the minor children
the
children of
AlfrAd L.
L. Ede
Ede until
reach the
of
of said
said Alfred
until they
they reach
the age
age of
sixteen years.
years.
sixteen
Pensions.
The name
name of
The
C. Plumb,
Plumb, widow
widow of
of Flora C.
of Flora
Flora C.
C. Plumb.
of Charles
Charles F.
F. Plumb,
Plumb, late
late of
Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
States Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain, and
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay her
her aapension
the rate
The name of Margaret
R. Thomp.
Margaret R. Thompson,
Thompson, widow of
of Richard
E. ThompThomp- Margaret
Margaret R.
Richard E.
son.
son, late colonel,
colonel, Signal Corps,
Army, Regular
Regular EstabCorps, United
United States
States Army,
Estab- son.
lishment, and pay her a
apension
$30 per
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month.
month.
O'Hara Carnes.
The name of Mary
Mary O'Hara
O'Hara Carnes,
Carnes, widow
widow of
of John
late of
John Carnes,
Carnes late
of Mary O'Hara
Battery
United States
St at
es Artillery,
Artillery, War
War with
Battery M,
M, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
with
her aapension
at the
rate of
$12 per
month, and
and $2
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month,
$2
additional on
per month additional
each of
the minor
minor children
on account of
of each
of the
children of
of
the age of sixteen
said John
John Carnes until they reach the
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
increased.
The name
name of Grace W. Post, widow of Henry
Post, late
second Pension
Henry B. Post,
late second
Gmce W. Post.
Grace
Post.
lieutenant, Twenty-fifth Regiment
United
States
Regiment
States Infantry, Regular
Regular
Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her a
of $25
$25 per
per month
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
month
in lieu
lieu of
in
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name of Edward Louden,
Louden, late of Company
Company F,
Regiment Pensions.
F, Fifth Regiment
Edward Louden.
Edward
United States
Infantry, Regular
and pay
him
a
penStates Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him a pension at the rate of
of $12 per month.
month.
Mary A.
A. Loveland.
Loveland.
of Leslie
The name of Mary
Mary A. Loveland,
Loveland, widow
widow of
Loveland, late
Leslie R.
R. Loveland,
late Mary
of Company H, Third Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
with
United States
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month,
and $2
$2 per
per
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month, and
month additional on account
account of
each of
of the
the minor
of said
of each
minor children
children of
said
Leslie R.
the age
of sixteen
R. Loveland
Loveland until
until they
they reach
reach the
age of
sixteen years.
years.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
The name of Maria
Maria A. Hastings,
widow of
Daniel M.
Hastings, late
Hastings, widow
of Daniel
M. Hastings,
late Maria
A. Hastings.
of Captain Walker's
Walker's company,
First Regiment
company, First
CavRegiment Texas
Texas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, War
War with
and pay
the rate
$20 per
per
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pay hr
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month in lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Lilias E. Knapp.
The name of Lilias E. Knapp,
John J.
J. Knapp,
Knapp, late
late capcap- Lilies
Knapp, widow of
of John
tain,
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
and pay
her a
tain, United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
a
pension at the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
that she
she is
is now
Pension.
The name of Isaiah
Isaiah S. Watkins,
Watkins, late
steward, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Isaiah
late hospital steward,
Isaiah S. Watkins.
Watkins.
Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
War with
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spam,
Spam, and
and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pay him a
a pension
at the
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name of Sarah A. Herndon, widow
Herndon, late
late Sarah A.
widow of
of Dabney
Dabney Herndon,
A. Herndon.
assistant
assistant surgeon, United States Army,
Florida Indian
War, and
Army, Florida
Indian War,
and pay
pay
her
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of that
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of
widow of
Rand, late
late rear
of Susan L. F. Rand,
Rand, widow
of Stephen
Stephen Rand,
rear Susan L. F. Rand.
admiral, United
United States
Navy, retired,
States Navy,
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
pay her aapension
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Louise
The
Finley, widow
widow of
L. Finley,
Louise D.
D. Finley,
of Walter
Walter L.
Finley, late
late Louise D. Finley.
colonel, First Regiment United
United States Cavalry,
EstablishCavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
in lieu
pay her
pension at
at the
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of
that
she is
receiving.
that she
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of Susan S. Stran, widow of
V. Stran,
late of
of Susan S. Stran.
of Thomas
Thomas V.
Stran, late
Company
Company A, Second Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War
with 1Nlexico,
Mexico, and pay her aa pension
pension at
at the
month in
in
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
The
name of
of Frank
Haskell, late
late of
Ordnance Detachment,
Frank D.
D. Haskell,
of Ordnance
Detachment,

United States Army, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
lens.A.sibbs
The
of Helen
A. Gibbs,
dependent mother
mother of
The name
name of
Helen A.
Gibbs, dependent
Helen
Gibbs.
of Randolph
Randolph H.
H.
Gibbs, late of United States ship Annapolis,
Navy,
Annapolis, United
United States
States Navy,
Regular Establishment, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
pay her aapension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
ThomasJ
Theame
Thomas J. McBrid.
McBride.
of
Thomas
J.
McBride,
late
of
Battery
K,
The name of Thomas J. McBride, late
Battery K, Fourth Regiment United
United States
States Artillery, War with
and pay
pay him
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
Approved, August 18, 1916.
August 18, 1916.
Ast
1916.

CHAP.
353.-An Act For the relief of Charlotte M.
CHAP. 353.—An
M. Johnston.
Johnston.

[H
[H. R.
. 7883.)
7883.] I.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representative,s
Representatives of the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
the United
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
the
That the
the Secretary
of the
for
for Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
and directed
pay, out
directed to
to pay,
out
of0
any
moneyin
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
the sum
sum
of $1,000 to Charlotte
Charlotte M. Johnston,
Johnston, mother
mother of
Frank Volney
Volney JohnJohnof Frank
ston, postmaster at Tecate,
Tecate, California, border
border line of
of Mexico,
who
Mexico, who
was killed
lolled in the discharge
discharge of
of his
his duty.
duty.
Approved, August 18,
18, 1916.

(Private,
107.)
Private, No.
No. 107.]
Charlotte M.
N. JohnCharlotte
John.

ston.
spament
Payment

S

of son.
ddeath
th of
o

to,

August 18,
Agnst
18, 1916.
1916.
(H. R.11240.)

110.]

CHAP. 354.-An
pensions and
CHAP.
354.—An Act Granting pensions
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
soldiers
and increase
to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy, and certain
and
certain soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
soldiers and
of wars
wars other
other
than the Civil War and to
to widows
widows of
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.

Pensions.
Virgil Womack.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Re
it enacted
presentatives of
the United
United
Representatives
of the
States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl, That
Secretary of
of the
the
That the
the Secretary
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to place
place on
on the
the
directed to
pension roll, subject
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension
subject to
to the
provisions and
of the
taws—
The name of Virgil Womack, late of Troop
F, Fourth
Fourth United
United
Troop F,
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa pension
States
Cavalry, Regular
pension at
at
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
The
Annie Dougherty,
The name
name of
of .Annie
Dougherty, widow of Daniel Dougherty, late
late
machinist of the United States
machinist
States Navy, Regular Establishment,
and
Establishment, and
pay her aapension at the rate
$12 per
rate of $12
per month.
month.

.

[Private, No. los.]
108.]
(Private,

Pensions.
Pensions.

Vigil Womack.

Annie Dougherty.

Pension increased.
Augustin Buhl.

aPenion ince.n

Pensions.
Thomas Baxter.

Penion

r.

. Holliday.

Ella V. Holliday.

II. Dalton.
Edward It.

Nancy A.
A. Sumner.
Nancy
Sumner.

M.

Ellen H. Haney.
Haney.

The name of Augustin Buhl, late
late of
The
of band,
band, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment United

United
States
Infantry, Was
War with
States Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
apension at the rate
of $17
$17 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas Baxter, late of Battery A,
A, Third
Regiment
Third Regiment
United
a pension at
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him a
at
the rate
rate of $17 per
per month.
The name of Ella V. Holliday, widow of Alexander G. Holliday,
The name of Ella V. Holliday, widow of Alexander

late of Company H, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, War
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War
with Spain,
Spain, and pay her a
a pension
with
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per
month.
The
of Edward
Edward H.
H. Dalton,
late of
the Hospital Corps, United
The name
name of
Dalton, late
of the
States Army,
Establishment, and pay him aapension at
States
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
the
at the
rate of $12 per month.
The name
Nancy A.
The
name of
of Nancy
A. Sumner, widow of James Sumner, late
late of
of
Company
Regiment United States Infantry,
Company A,
A, Fourth Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular
Establishment, and pay her aapension at the rate
Establishment,
$12 per
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of Ellen
M. Haney,
Haney, widow
of Charles
The name of
Ellen M.
widow of
Charles R. Haney, late
of
Companies G
and F, Tenth Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
of Companies
G and
War
with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the rate
with Spain,
her a
rate of $12 per month,
month,
and
$2 per
per month additional
and $2
additional on account
account of each of
the three
three minor
of the
minor
children of the said Charles R. Haney until
they reach
reach the
of
until they
the age
age of
sixteen years.
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o
n P. Chesley.
The
Leon
Chesley.
The name
name of
of Leon
Leon P.
P. Chesley,
Chesley, late of the One hundred and twenty- Le
first Company
Company United States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establislment, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
lishment,
rate of $12
$12 per
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
W. Ward,
Robert W.. Ward
Ward.
The name
name of
of Robert
Robert W.
Ward, late
late of
of Troop
Troop D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Robert
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
a pension at
at the rate of $12
sion
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
ireaed.
G, Saensiofl
late of
Isaac Hill,
Hill, late
of Isaac
Sarah Hill, widow
The
The name
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of Company
Company G,
Sarah Hill.
War with
Mexico, and
pay
First Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Foot
Foot Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
with Mexico,
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
site is now
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Martha
Benjamin, widow
widow of
Fordyce J.
Ben- mmrtha
Zartila Ann
BeniaMartha Ann
Ann Benjamin,
of Fordyce
J. BenAnn BenjaThe
name of
jamin,
jamin, late
late of Company
Company H, Seventh
Seventh (subsequently
(subsequently First)
First) Regiment
Regiment
New
at
New York Volunteers, War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay her
her aa pension at
the rate
$20 per
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
The
name of
R. Hodges,
of the
and EightyEighty- Charles
Pensions.R.. Hodges.
The name
of Charles
Charles R.
Hodges, late
late of
the Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth and
Hodes.
Charles
sixth Companies
Companies United States Coast Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him
of $12
him a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
$12 per month.
month.
The name
Pierce B.
B. Boyer,
Boyer, late
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment Pierce
Pierce B.
B. Boyer.
Boyer
K, Second
late of
Company K,
The
name of
of Pierce
Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
sion
rate of
of $12
$12 per
The
name of
S. Sams,
Sams, late
Thirty-eighth Mn.u
Pension S.
increased.
Sa.
The name
of Manuel
Manuel S.
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Thirty-eighth
Manuel S.
Sams.
Regiment United
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
a pension at
at the rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
is
pay him a
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
L. Clark,
Clark, late
of Company
Company- L,
L, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Harlin
Pensions.
The
name of
of Harlin
Harlin L.
late of
'HarlinL.
L. Clark.
Regiment United States
Regiment
and Sixty-third
Sixty-third. ComComStates Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pany
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, War
War with
and pay
pay him
pany United
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension at
per month.
month.
The name
of Anna
Phillips, now
former widow
widow of
of AnnaJ.
Anna J. Shepherd.
hepherd.
now Shepherd,
Shepherd, former
Anna J.
J. Phillips,
The
name of
Orange
H. Phillips,
of Company
Company I,
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
Orange H.
Phillips, late
late of
Volunteer Infantry,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
the
Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Mexico,
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
rate
of $20
The
Charles W.
W. Clark,
Companies E
E and
and M,
Charles W.
Clark.
M, ThirThir- Charles
w Clar
Clark, late
late of
of Companies
The name
name of
of Charles
tieth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
tieth
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
Spain,
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
and
pay him
him a
a pension
The
name of
of Albert
Company M,
M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Albert
Albert
Kelley.
w.W. Keley.
of Company
Albert W.
W. Kelley,
Kelley, late
late of
The name
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
him
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
The
name of
of Laura
Laura N.
Thomson, widow
widow of
of James
Thomson.
late Laura
Lara N. Thomson
James W.
W. Thomson,
Thomson, late
N. Thomson,
The name
rear admiral
admiral and
Chief Engineer,
Engineer, United
States Navy,
pay her
her a
rear
and Chief
United States
Navy, and
and pay
a
pension
$30 per month in lieu of that she
receivshe is now receivpension at the rate
rate of $30
ing.
ing.
Pensions.
The name
of William
Leach, late
late of
Thirty-seventh WninSF.
William F. Leach.
The
name of
William F.
F. Leach,
of Company
Company B,
B, Thirty-seventh
Leach.
Regiment
States Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Regiment United
United States
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per month.
of $12
him
pension at
C BBall.
al
The name
name of
of Willie
K, First
Regiment w
Willie
'""e C.
of Company
Company K,
First Regiment
Willie C.
C. Ball,
Ball, late
late of
The
Alabama
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain, and pay
pay him aapension
Ala)bama Volunteer
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month.
month.
at
Pensions increased.
.
The name
name of
of Vergus
Vergus May,
May, late
late of
L, Twenty-first
Twenty-first RegiRegi- Vergus May
May.
of Company
Company L,
The
ment
Kansas Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
pay him
a
with Spain,
and pay
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
ment Kansas
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
$12 per
Spes.
Snipes, late
of Mary
of Benjamin
The name
name of
Snipes, widow
Benjamin Snipes,
late of
Mary A.
A. Snipes.
A. Snipes,
widow of
of Mary
Mary A.
The
Company
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian wars, and
and
Oregon Mounted
Company G,
G, Second
Second Oregon
pay
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per month
month in
in lieu of
of that she is
is
pay her
her aapension
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas West, late of Company A, Forty-first RegiRegi- Thomas
T
Pensions.
homas West.
Volunteer Infantry,
ment United
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
$12 per month.
pension at the
the rate of $12
him a
a pension
The
Daniel Geyer,
Geyer, late
of Battery
Battery F,
Regiment DanielGeyer.
Daniel Geyer.
F, Third
Third Regiment
late of
name of
of Daniel
The name
United
at
United States Artillery, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him aapension
pension at
the
rate of $12
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
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Mayme Hall.
Ha.

The
of Mayme Hall, widow of Harry C. Hall, late
The name
name of
late of Company
Company
G, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain,
States Infantry,
War with
and pay her aapension at the rate of
per month,
month, and
per month
month
of $12
$12 per
and $2
$2 per
additional on account
account of the minor child
said Harry
child of
of the
the said
Harry C.
C. Hall
Hall
until she reaches
reaches the age of
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Charles 0.. Woesner.
Wesner. The
name of Charles 0.
O. Woesner, late of Company
The name
Company B,
RegiB, Second
Second Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
him a
War with
with Spain,
and pay
a penpen-

the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Frederick
at the
$12 per
Frederick
W. Brownsion
Brown. sion at
FreckW.Bn.
The name of Frederick
Frederick W.
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Second
W; Brown,
Second
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Massachusetts
War with
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Increased. pay him a
a pension at the rate of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
John W.
John
W. Gahan.
Gahan.
The name of
of John
W. Gahan,
The name
John W.
Gahan, late
late of Company
Company K,
K, Second Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, War with
and Company
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
Company
D, Fifty-third
Volunteer
Fifty-third Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $50 per month in
in lieu
of that
he
is now
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Harry A.
Harr
A. Merrill.
Merrll.
The
of Harry A. Merrill,
The name
name of
Merrill, late of Company
E, Third
Company E,
Third Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
Spain, and
at
Pension.
Pasn
the rate of $24 per month
the
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George Duryea.
eos
The name of George
George Duryea,
Duryea, late of Company
Company: D,
D, Fifty-second
Fifty-second
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
and pay
pay him
him a
with Spam,
Spain, and
a
Pensions incrsed.
Pensions
increased. pension at the rate
per month.
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
rebec
Rebecca Ramsey.
Ramsey.
The name
Thomas J.
The
name of
of Rebecca
Rebecca Ramsey,
Ramsey, widow of Thomas
late
J. Ramsey,
Ramsey, late
second lieutenant
lieutenant of Company
Company B, Crowson's
second
Crowson's battalion,
battalion, Mississippi
Mississippi
Riflemen, War with Mexico
Mexico, and pay
pay her
atthe
the ra
t
eo
$2 0
her aapensio
pensionn at
rate
off$20
u
.
per month
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Julia Tomlin.
JuiaTl
The name
name of Julia Tomlin, dependent
dependent mother of
of Archie
Tomlin,
Archie Tomlin,
late of Company
Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
War with Spain
Spain, and pay her a
apension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
at the
$20 per
month
Pensions
Pensions.
in lieu of that she
is now
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Clara
L. Vawn.
Clara L.
Vawn.
The name of Clara L. Vawn, widow of William A. Vawn, late
The name of Clara L. Yawn, widow of
late of
of
Troop
Regiment United States
Troop M, Fourth Regiment
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular EstabEstabhaes
o Seers.
a
a pension at the rate
lishment, and pay her a
$12_per month.
month.
rate of
of $12per
Charles
0.
Chs.
Sa.
The
Saers, late of Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles 0.
0. Saers,
District
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
District of
of Columbia
pay
and pay
Pensionincreased.
Pension increased. him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per month.
at the
of $12
William
W.
Tinch.
Wiam W. Tinch.
The
name of
of William
The name
William W. Tinch, late of Company K,
K, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay him
and
pay
him a
a
PensioS.
at the rate of $12
Pension. A. Sea- pension
pension at
$12 per month in lieu of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
nlumbia
A.
e
The
name
man.
Columbia A. Seaman,
late of
The name of
of Columbia
Seaman, late
Troop H,
H, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
of Troop
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and
Pension
Increased.
J^ensnicres-d.
pa him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
James
McKay.
month.
Theename
name of
of James
James McKoy,
McKoy, late
late of band, Fifth Regiment United
United
States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
States Infantry,
a
pension
at
him
a
pension
at
Pensions.
Pensions.
the
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
Mary E. Galbraith. the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
The
Mary E. Galbraith,
The name of /irlary
Galbraith, widow of
of William
William W.
Galbraith,
W. Galbraith,
late first lieutenant and captain, Fifth Regiment
late
Regiment United
States ArtilUnited States
Artillery, and
and captain,
captain, United States Army, retired, Regular
lery,
Regular FIstablishEstablishment, and
and pay her a
a pension
ment,
pension at the rate of
the
of $20 per
per month,
month, and
and the
sum of $2
$2 per month additional
additional on
account of
of each
the three
three minor
on account
each of
of the
minor
children
of the said William W. Galbraith until
children of
they reach
reach the
the age
until they
age of
of
sixteen years.
years.
.
Beer.
Martha
Martha S. Becker. sixteen
The name
name of
of Martha
dependent mother of John
The
Martha S. Becker, dependent
Becker,
John Becker
late
of the
the United
United States Navy,
late
of
Navy, Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her
Pensin increased
Pension
increased. a
in
at the rate of $12 per month.
William M.
M.Weaver.
William
Weaver. a nsion at the rate of $12 per month.
Theename
name of William M. Weaver,
Weaver, late of Company
Com-any G, Third
Third RegiRegiment Missouri Mounted
Mounted V
ol
un t
eers, War
War with
with Mexico,
and pay
pay hun
him
Volunteers,
Mexico, and
aa pension
pension at the rate of $50 per month in
lieu
of
that he
is
now
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
Jacob Merce
Mercer.

eiving.
The
name

of Jacob
Jacob Mercer,
late of
Regiment
The name of
Mercer, late
of Troop
Troop F, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
United
United States
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
penand pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
sion at

.
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The name
name of
Sawyer, late of
of
The
of Hannah
Hannah Sawyer,
Sawyer, widow of Joesph Sawyer,
Company
Infantry, War
War with
with
Company B, Third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Mexico,
pay her
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
Mexico, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
of
that she
she is
is now
that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Samuel
H. Glover,
Glover, late
late of
Company E,
The
Samuel H.
of Company
E, Forty-second
Forty-second
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
pay
Regiment
States Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
him aapension
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The
of John
John Shanks
(insane), late
late of
Company H,
The name
name of
Shanks (insane),
of Company
H, First
First RegiRegiment Idaho
Idaho Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spai,
Spam, and
pay him
him aa
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
and pay
pension at the
month, payments
pension
the rate of
of $12 per month,
payments to be
be made to
to the
duly appointed
appointed guardian.
guardian.
duly
The name
of Elizabeth
Lowd, widow
of Howard
D. Lowd,
Lowd, late
late of
of
The
name of
Elizabeth C.
C. Lowd,
widow of
Howard D.
Company
Regiment Mississippi
Mississippi Volunteer
Second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War
Company B,
B, Second
with
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate of $12 per month.
with Spain,
pay her aapension
The
name of
Louis L.
L. Jones,
Jones, late
of Company
Company I,
I, Second Regiment
Regiment
The name
of Louis
late of
South Carolina
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
pay him
South
Carolina Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
pension at
per month.
month.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
The name
name of
of Jay
Jay A.
of Company
First Regiment
The
A. Griffith,
Griffith, late
late of
Company D,
D, First
Regiment
Washington
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
and pay
him a
apenpenWashington Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pay him
sion at
the rate
$12 per
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
sion
at the
The
name of
of William
William A.
A. Shively,
recruit, Foot
The name
Shively, late
late unassigned
unassigned recruit,
Foot
Service, white,
United States
States Army,
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
Service,
white, United
Army, War
War with
and pay
him aa
pension
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
of Rachel
C. Waskom,
widow of
of James
The name
name of
Rachel C.
Waskom, widow
James Waskom,
Waskom, late
late
unassigned
Fourth Regiment
unassigned recruit
recruit of Fourth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
War
with Mexico,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
of $20
per month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month.
War with
Mexico, and
Approved,
18, 1916.
August 18,
Approved, August

CHAP.
355.—An Act
Act Granting
pensions and
of pensions
and increase
increaseof
pensions to certain soldiers
Granting pensions
CHAP. 355.-An
and sailors
sailors of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army and
Navy, and certain
certain soldiers and sailors
sailors of wars
and
and Navy,
wars
other than the Civil War, and to widows of such soldiers and sailors.

Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Hannah
Hannah Sawyer.
Sawyer.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Samuel
H. Glover.
Glover.
Samuel H.
John Shanks.
Shanks.
John

Elizabeth C.
Lowd.
Elizabeth
C. Lowd.
Louis
L. Jones.
Louis L.
Jones.
Jay A.
A. Griffith.
Griffith.
Jay
William
Shively.
William A.
A. Shively.
Rachel
Waskom.
Rachel C.
C. Waskom.

Au
gust 18,
18, 1916.
1916.
August
[H.
1194.
[H. R.. 12194.1
[Private, No.
No. 109.]
109.]
[Private,

United
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the United
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
by the Senate
the Pensions.
States oJ
of America
America in
assemb, That
Secretary of
of the
That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
Interior
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
and directed
is hereby,
Interior be,
be, and
pension
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
pension
of the pension
and limitations
limitations of
to the
pension roll,
Pension
Increased.
Pension increased.
lawslaws—
Oden Lake.
The name
name of
of Oden
Lake, late
late of Troop
Regiment United Oden Lake.
L, Sixth Regiment
Troop L,
Oden Lake,
The
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
at the
rate
the rate
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Spain, and
and pay
War with
with Spain,
States
of $12
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
that he
is now
$12 per
of
Edward
Burring
Edward IT.
H. BurringThe
H. Burrington,
Burrington, late
of Company
Company H,
First ton.
H, First
late of
of Edward
Edward H.
The name
name of
ton.
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
pay
Spain, and
and pay
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Pensioh
Pensioh increased.
Increased.
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
a pension
him
Joseph Weinstein.
Weinstein.
Joseph
The
of Joseph
Weinstein, late
Company A,
A, Third
RegiThird Regilate of
of Company
Joseph Weinstein,
The name
name of
ment Connecticut
Infantry, War
and pay
pay
Spain, and
War with
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
ment
him a
rate of
of $24
lieu of
that he
is now
now
of that
he is
in lieu
$24 per
per month
month in
the rate
pension at
at the
him
a pension

receiving.
receiving.
The
of Henry
S. Corp,
Regiment
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
of Company
Company B,
late of
Corp, late
Henry S.
The name
name of
United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
penhim a
a penInfantry, Regular
United States
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
at the
sion
The name
name of
of Martin
W. Rvan,
Ryan, late
late of
of company
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Company D,
Martin W.
The
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
with Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
Regiment
pension
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
at the
pension at
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Walter, widow
widow of
Frank E.
Walter, late
late of
of
E. Walter,
of Frank
Elizabeth Walter,
The
Company
E, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
with
War with
Infantry, War
Ohio Volunteer
Company E,
Spain, and
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pension at
pav her
her aapension
and pay
Spain,
The
name of
of Charles
Charles W.
W. Smith,
late of
Company G, Eighth
RegiEighth Regiof Company
Smith, late
The name
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay
with Spain,
and pay
War with
ment
him
$17 per
him aapension
pension at the rate of $17
per month.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Henry
S. Corp.
Corp.
Henry S.

Martin

W.
Ryan.
W. Ryan.

Elizabeth
Elizabeth Walter.
Walter.
Charles W. Smith.
Smith.
Charles
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B, Third
Regiof Company
Company B,
E. Doyle,
Doyle, late
The
The name
name of
of Walter
Walter E.
late of
Third Regi-

ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
a
him a
and pay
War with
with Spain,
ment
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
at the
pension
The name
name of
Samuel P.
Kahler, late
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment
E, First
Company E,
of Samuel
P. Kahler,
The
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
a penpenpay him
him a
and pay
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
United
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
sion at

The
name of
Grasse, late
The'name
of Herman
Herman Grasse,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pena penand pay
with Spain,
Infantry, War
Wisconsin Volunteer
sion
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
at the
sion at
William A. Grslin.
Gruslin.
of Company
Gruslin, late
The
william
The name
name of
of William
William A.
A. Gruslin,
late of
Company G, Thirteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
and
Spain, and
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
pay
pension at
at the
of $12
per month.
month. w,
$12 per
rate of
the rate
him aapension
pay him
Ella
The name
name of
of Ella
Marcellous Goddard,
Goddard,
of Marcellous
widow of
Goddard, widow
Ell M.
M. Goddard,
The
M.Goddard.
Goddard.
Ella M.
late of
of Troop
Troop I,
I, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
States Cavalry,
late
Establishment,
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.'
month.:
$12 per
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
and pay
Establishment, and
Connelly, late
Cornelius
Conley,
The name
cornelius Conley,
name of Cornelius Coley,
Conley, alias Cornelius
Cornelius Connelly,
late of
of
Conalias Cornelius Conalias
Troop
B,
Second
Regiment
United
States
Cavalry,
Regular
Estabtab
nelly. Conel
Troop B, Second Regiment United States Cavalry, Regular Estabei.
$12 per month
lishment,
month.
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $12
lishment, and pay
of Company,
Pension increased.
The name
name of
Bogert, late of
of William T.
T. Bogert,
Company I, First Regiment
Regiment
William T. Bogert.
hi aapayim
enT. Bgert. California
California Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spa,
Spam, and pay him
pension
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
month in
$12 per
per month
rate of
of $12
at the
sion at
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
of Granderson
late of
of the
The
name of
Granderson Welling,
Welling, late
the detachment
detachment of
of enGrandeason
gineers, United
States Military
Military Academy,
Establishment, and
and
Regular Establishment,
Academy, Regular
United States
Granersnellig. gineers,
pay
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
the rate
rate of
at the
pension at
him aapension
pay him
Ezekiel H.
Banal).
The
name of
of Ezekiel
Ballah, late
of Company
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment
late of
Ezekiel H. Ballah,
The name
H. Ballah.
Ezekiel
West Virginia
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
West
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
per month.
of $12
$12 per
the rate
pension
Pensions increased.
late of Troop H,
The
name of
Pensionsincreased.
The name
of Victor Fousse,
Fousse, late
II, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Victor Fousse.
penpay him
United
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him aapenEstablishment, and
Cavalry, Regular
United States
Victor Fousse.
sion
at the
$17 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
he is
month in
in lieu
rate of
of $17
sion at
the rate
James w.
W. Poole.
The name of James W. Poole, late of Company B, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and
with Spain,
Infantry, War
United States
Regiment United
pay
him aapension
rate of
of $17
lieu of that he is
month in
in lieu
$17 per
per month
the rate
at the
pension at
pay him
now receiving.
receiving.
now
John
J. Fitzsimons.
The name of John J.
JohnJ.
J. Fitzsimons, late of United
United States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
per
of $40
$40 per
pension at
him aapension
Regular
month in
in lieu
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of that he is
month
Pension.
The name of John
Company I, Sixth
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
John F.
F. Scott,
Scott, late
late of
PensioThe
John F. Scott.
Missouri
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pension
him aapension
and pay
pay him
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
issouri Volunteer
M
$12 per month.
at the rate of $12
Pension Increased.
Company D, Thirty-seventh
sd
The name of David F. Leach, late of Company
Pension
Thirty-seventh
David F. Leech.
Spain, and
and
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
War with
Regiment United
pay
$17 per month in lieu of that he is
a pension
pension at the rate of $17
pay him
him a
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
The
name of
of Harry
Harry Bidwell,
late of
RegiSixty-fifth RegiA, Sixty-fifth
Company A,
of Company
Bidwell, late
The name
Harry
sarry Bidwell.
ment New
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
ment
a
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
a pension
Pensions Increased.
The name
George Sylvester,
late of
Second Regiment
Regiment
H, Second
Troop H,
of Troop
Sylvester, late
of George
name of
The
Georgensnylesterd.
George Sylvester.
a penpenUnited
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Cavalry, Regular
United States
sion at
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month in
sion
at the
the rate
John P. Bloodworth.
The name of John P. Bloodworth, late of Company D, Third RegiBioodworth.
United States Volunteer
with Spain, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
ment United
him aapension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Joseph Smuczynski.
Smuczynski.
The name of Joseph Smuczynski,
Twentieth
Smuczynski, late of Company H, Twentieth
a
Regiment United
United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
Regiment
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
McP. EgglesEgglestnharlesMcP.
The name of Charles McP. Eggleston, late of Company F, Fifth ReaiRegiton.
to.
ment United
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him a
a
pension at
at the
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
receiving.
pension
the rate
of $24
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
Herman Grasse.
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Pension.
The name
name of
of Leon
Andrews, late
of Company
Second RegiRegi- PE
Andrews.
late of
Company D.
D. Second
The
Leon E.
E. Andrews,
Leon E. Andrews.
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and pay him aapenwith Spain,
Infantry, War
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
Pension increased.
sion
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
the rate
sion at
Frank Keller.
Keller.
Regular Frank
The name
Frank Keller,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
of United
late of
Keller, late
of Frank
name of
The
$12 per month
Establishment,
pension at the rate of $12
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Establishment, and
in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.

James T. Gallagher.
T. Gallgher.
Thirty-third James
The
name of
of James
James T.
late of
Company F,
F, Thirty-third
of Company
Gallagher, late
T. Gallagher,
The name
and
pay
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Regiment Michigan
him
the rate
rate of
$17 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
of $17
at the
pension at
him aa.pension
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
E. Penewit.
Peewit.
OliverE.
The
E. Penewit,
Company F, Second Regi- Oliver
Penewit, late of Company
of Oliver
Oliver E.
name of
The name
a
pension
him
pay
and
ment
Infantry, War with Spain,
apension
States Infantry,
United States
ment United
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
at
Mobey.
Charles JJ. Mobley.
M, Third
The
Charles J.
Mobley, late
of Company
Third RegiRegi- Charles
Company M,
late of
J. Mobley,
of Charles
name of
The name
ment Georgia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantiy, War
War with Spain, and pay him aa
Georgia Volunteer
ment
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $17
$17 per
pension
J Hovey.
Martha J.- Hovey
of Martha
Hovey, late
W. Hovey,
The
name of
J. Hovey,
of Horace
Horace W.
late of
widow of
Hovey, widow
of Martha
Martha J.
The name
Infantry,
United
Captain
Jones's
company,
Twelfth
Regiment
United
States
Infant,
Regiment
Twelfth
Captain Jones's company,
War with
with Mexico,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month.
mont.
of $20
her aapension
Mexico, and
War
Griffith.
Aurora Grifith.
Griffith, late Aurora
D. Griffith,
widow of
The
of Aurora
of Frederick
Frederick D.
Griffith, widow
Aurora Griffith,
name of
The name
of troop
troop A,
A, Fifth
United States Cavalry, War with Spain,
Regiment United
Fifth Regiment
of
of $12
and pay
pay her
$12 per month and $2
$2 per month
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
her a
and
additional
account of
of each
children of the said
the five minor children
each of the
on account
additional on
Frederick D.
D. Griffith
sixteen years.
reach the age of sixteen
until they reach
Griffith until
Frederick
Ernest B.
B. Brown.
Brown.
First Regiment
Company D,
of Company
The name
name of
B. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
D, First
Regiment Ernest
Ernest B.
of Ernest
The
a
him
South
Dakota
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spam,
and
pay
a
Spain,
with
War
Infantry,
Volunteer
South Dakota
pension
rate of
of $12 per month.
at the
the rate
pension at
D. Kilburn.
Kilbrn
Bert D.
Thirty-third Bert
D, Thirty-third
The
Bert D.
D. Kilburn,
Kilburn, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
of Bert
name of
The name
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay
Infantry, War
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
$12 per month.
him a
apension
of $12
at the rate of
pension at
him
M.Connolly.
Connolly.
Jlia M.
E. Connolly,
The
name of
of Julia
Julia M.
of Edward
Edward E.
Connolly, Julia
widow of
Connolly, widow
M. Connolly,
The name
Battery B, Sixth Regiment
alias
E. Eugene,
Eugene, late
Regiment United
United
of Battery
late of
Charles E.
alias Charles
States
War with
Spain, and pay her aapension at the rate
with Spain,
Artillery, War
States Artillery,
of $12 per
per month.
month.
of
Frank H. HendersoFran H. enderlate of
The
name of
of Frank
Frank H.
IT. Henderson,
Henderson, late
of Company
Company-G, Thirtieth son.
The name
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
War with Spain,
United States
Regiment
month.
per month.
$17 per
the rate
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17
a pension
pay
William 0. Tram.
o. Tram
me
he name
of William
William 0.
Trammell, late
Regi- mall.
Company C, Ninth Regilate of Company
0. Trammell,
name of
The
a
ment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
and
Spain,
ment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, War with
pension at
the rate
of $30 per month.
rate of
at the
pension
Charles Vermi I
I
Ion.
harles VermnllionD
Thirteenth
H, Thirteenth
of Company
The
name of
of Charles
Vermillion, late
Company H,
late of
Charles Vermillion,
The name
Regiment
States Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay him aa
Infantry, War
United States
Regiment United
pension
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
at the
pension at
Raymond E. DanThe name
name of
Daniels, late
Company G,
G, TwentyTwenty- iels.
d E Danie.
of Company
late of
E. Daniels,
Raymond E.
of Raymond
The
Establishment,
Regular
seventh
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
seventh Regiment
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
of $24 per
rate of
and pav
pay him
per month.
month.
the rate
at the
pension at
him aapension
and
John Campbell.
JohnCampbell.
Regiment
First
H,
The
name
of
John
Campbell,
late
of
Company
H,
First
Regiment
The name of John Campbell, late of Company
Illinois Volunteers,
War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
a pension
and pay
Volunteers, War
Illinois
Pension.
Pension.
the
that he
is now receiving.
he is
lieu of
of that
in lieu
per month
month in
of $40 per
the rate
rate of
Nathan E. Morgan.
Wis- Natha E. MorganRegiment WisSecond Regiment
The
of Nathan
Nathan E.
E. Morgan,
major, Second
late major,
Morgan, late
name of
The name
consin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
pay him
a pension
him a
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
Infantry, War
consin
Pension
increased.
Pensioninreased.
at
$25 per
month.
per month.
of $25
the rate
rate of
at the
Edward Stoyle.
toyle.
Edwrd
Regiment
L,
Fourth
The
name
of
Edward
Stovle,
late
of
Company
L,
Fourth
Regiment
Company
of
The name of Edward Stoyle, late
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with Spain,
at
Spain, and pay him aapension at
War
Ohio
Pensions.
the
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
n.
ension
of that
per month
of $30
the rate
rate of
Benjamin F. Barden.
d
The
Benjamin F.
First RegiRegi- Be
G, First
of Company
Company G,
late of
Barden, late
F. Barden,
of Benjamin
name of
The name
a
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and pay him a
with Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
Georgia Volunteer
ment Georgia
pension
at the
of $12 per
month.
ouse.
tep House.
per month.
rate of
the rate
pension at
Stephen
The
of Stephen
late of
of Troop
C, Fourteenth
Regiment,
Fourteenth Regiment,
Troop C,
House, late
Stephen House,
name of
The name
and
Troop B,
Fifth Regiment
War with
Cavalry, War
States Cavalry
United States
Regiment United
B, Fifth
and Troop
$12 per month.
Spain,
and pay
the rate of $12
at the
pension at
him aapension
pay him
Spain, and
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Cash Keeiey.

Cash Keeley.

Henry B. Osley.
Owsley.
Henry

Pension increased.
John W. Edington.

ohn

Eding

Pension.
Orville Fox.

oreiion.

Pensions
inr.
P ens
E
dwar
.cds H. Brown.

Pensions.
Grsioe.cCar.
Grace P. McCarty.

Martha E. Brabson.
Brabson.

Pension
Pension increased.
Increased.
Adelaide
I. Feeter.
Feeter.
Adelaide I.

Ci. 355.
355.

Cu.

1916.
1916.

The
name of
of Cash
Cash Keeley,
The name
Keeley, late of Troop C, Third Regiment
United
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
pension
and pay
him aa pension
at the rate of
of $17
per month.
month.
$17 per
The name
name of
of Companies
Companies D
The
of Henry
Henry B. Owsley, late of
D and
and I,
I, Sixth
Sixth
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
United States Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
and
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
pay
a pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
late of
Company I,
I, Seventh
Seventh
The name of
of John
John W.
W. Edington,
Edington, late
of Company
Regiment United States Infantry, War with
pay him
with Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $17 per month
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
The name
of Orville
Fox, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Regiment
name of
Orville Fox,
Fourth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
and pay
penWar with Spam,
Span, and
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $12 per
per month.
month.
The name
name of Edward
H. Brown, late
The
Edward H.
late of
of Company
M, TwentyTwentyCompany M,
sixth Regiment
sixth
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Spain, and
pay him
him
with Spain,
and pay
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $17 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
m lieu
now receivreceiv-

ing. ~
The
Steagal, late of CompanyCompany H,
The name of
of John
John Steagall,
Eleventh Regiment
H, Eleventh
Regiment

8tegauL

John Steagall.

artha

SEss. I.
I.

SESS.

United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
United States
War with Spain, and pay him
him a
pension at
a pension
at
the rate of $24
$24 per month
lieu of
of that
that h
receiving.4
month in
in lieu
hee i
iss now
now receiving
,The
The name of
of Grace
Grace P.
McCarty, widow
widow of
Lawrence F.
F.
P. McCarty,
of Lawrence
cCarty,
late of Company
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Company I, Thirty-eighth
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer
States Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Infantry,
with Spain, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$12
her aapension
pension at
of $12
per
month.
per month.
The name
name of
of Martha
H. Brabson,
The
Martha E.
E. Brabson,
Brabson, widow of Charles H.
Brabson, late
late
of
of Company
Company B, Fourth Regiment United
United States
War with
with
States Artillery,
Artillery, War
Spain, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
Spain,
$12 per
per month,
month, and
$2
of $12
and $2
per month additional
additional on account of each
the three
minor children
each of
of the
three minor
children
of the
the said
said Charles H. Brabson,
Brabson, until they reach
of
of sixteen
reach the
the age
age of
sixteen
years.
years.
The name
of Adelaide
I. Feeter, dependent
dependent mother
The
name of
Adelaide I.
mother of
of George
George I.
I.

Feeter, late first lieutenant of Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States InfanInfantry, War with Spain, and pay her a
try,
at the
rate of
of $20
per
a pension
pension at
the rate
$20 per
month
in
lieu
she
is
now
receiving.
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
'ensBen. The name of Henry Boesen, late
Henry Boesen.
late of
Company K,
Regiment
of Company
K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
United States Volunteer
United
Volunteer Infantry, War with
him a
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a
Pension
creaedpension
pension at
the rate
$17 per
month.
at the
rate of
of $17
per month.
Pension Increased.

PNorsinW.Jreds
Norman
W. Jones.

Pensioing;
Pensions.
David
David A.
A. Nelligan.
Nelligan.
Henry
Henry

Langley.

L-ley.

Pensions hicreased .
wiiam
H.incokd
William H.
Cooke.

Fnk
Frank E. Putnam.
Putnam.

Narcissa R. Cooper.
Narissa.Coop.

Martha
F. Allen.
Martba F.
AIL

The name
name of Norman W. Jones,
Jones, insane,
The
of Company
insane, late
late of
Company C, First

C, First
Regiment
Regiment Idaho
Idaho Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with Spain,
and pay
him
Spain, and
pay him
aapension
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receivlieu of
that he
receiving payments
payments to be made
made to
the duly
duly appointed
to the
appointed guardian.
guardian.
The name of David A. Nelligan, late
Fourth Regilate of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
and pay
him
aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
name
The
of
Henry
Langley,
late
of
Troop
'rile name of Henry Langley, late of Troop C, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
United
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a penpension at the rate of $12 per month.
The
H. Cooke, late ef
The name
name of William II.
States Navy,
of the
the United
United States
Navy
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
a pension
Regular
pension at the
rate of
the rate
of $30
$30
per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of Frank E. Putnam, late
D and
The name of Frank E. Putnam, late of Companies
Companies D
and K,
K,

Eleventh
Regiment United
Infantry, and
Eleventh Regiment
United States Infantry,
Gompany M,
and Company
M, Third
Third
Battalion
Battalion Engineers, United States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
and
a pension
$24 per month in
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at the rate of $24
that he
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
1
is
receiving.
snow receiving.
The
of Narcissa
The name
name of
Narcissa R. Cooper, widow of Frank L.
L. Cooper,
Cooper, late
late
first sergeant
sergeant.Mauldin's
first
Mauldin's company,
company, First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee VolunVolunteers, War
teers,
War with
with Mexico, and pay her a
apension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
$20 per
month in lieu of that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
The
name of
of Martha
Martha F.
widow of John Allen, late of Captain
Captain
The name
F. Allen,
Allen, widow
Russell s company,
Missouri Militia, Indian wars, and
Russell's
company, Missouri
her a
penand pay
pay her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
ion at
of $20
receiving.
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Maria J. G.
HamHammack, mack.
m"aria
J. G - HamThe name of Maria J. G. Hammack, widow of Lewis Hammack,
late of Company
Company K, Second
Volunteer Infantry,
Second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
War with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension at the
the rate of
of $20
$20 per month
in lieu
lieu of that
receiviiT.
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Abraham H. Martin.
H. Martin.
Abraham H.
H. Martin, late of Company A, Thirty-fifth
The name of Abraham
Thirty-fifth Abraham
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
War with
rate of
him a
a pension at
at the rate
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensionincreased.
Pension Increased.
Jamesv.Chenoweth.
The name of James V. Cb.enoweth,
Chenoweth, late of
of Company K, ThirThir- JamesV.Chenoweth.
teenth
Establishment,
teenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $17
month in
lieu. of that he
$17 per month
in lieu
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Ettie L. Markham.
The
Markham, widow
widow of
Benjamin 0.
The name of Ettie
Ettie L.
L. Markham,
of Benjamin
O. Markham, EttieL.Markham.
Regiment United
United States Volunteer
Infanlate of
of Company
Company M, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
try,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
her a
a pension
month, and $2
$2 per
per month
on account
four
month,
month additional
additional on
account of
of each
each of
of the
the four
minor
reach
minor children
children of the
the said
said Benjamin
Benjamin 0.
O. Markham
Markham until they reach
the
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
the age
years.
Approved, August
18, 1916.
1916.
August 18,
Approved,

CHAP.
356.—An Act
Granting pensions
increase of
soldiers
pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
pensions and
and increase
of pensions
CHAP. 356.-An
Act Granting
and sailors
sailors of
the Regular
and Navy
certain soldiers
and sailors
of wars
and
of the
Regular Army
Army and
Navy and
and certain
soldiers and
sailors of
wars
other than
than the
the Civil
Civil War,
of such
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
other
War, and
and to
to widows
widows of
such soldiers

Be
enacted by
the Senate
the United
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Secretary of
of the
the
authorized and directed
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to place on the
pension roll,
roll, subject
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
pension
subject to
to the
of the
the pension
pension
taws—
laws-The name of Emeline Castle, now Vanata, former
former widow
widow of Israel
Israel
United States
T. Castle, late
late musician,
musician, Company II,
H, Eleventh
Eleventh United
States Infantry, War
War with
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per
try,
with Mexico,
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
I
month.
The
States Navy,
E. Trazzare, late
late of United
United States
The name of
of Edwin E.
Regular Establishment,
pension at
rate of
Regular
Establishment, and pay him aapension
at the
the rate
of $17 per
per
month in
in lieu
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
Third Regiment
The name of
of Fred
Fred Bundy,
Bundy, late
late of
of Company
Company G, Third
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
United
Infantry, Regular
pension
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $17 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
The name
The
name of
of Henry Marsden,
Marsden, late of
of Troop I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United
Cavalry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
United States
States Cavalry,
War with
with Spain,
at
the rate
of $17
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
$17 per
in lieu
lieu of
is now
The name
of William
William F.
Minnick, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
The
name of
F. Minnick,
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and pay
pay him aa
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
pension at the rate of
$30 per
he is
receiving.
of $30
per month in
in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
Twenty-second
neller, late of Company F, Twenty-second
The name
name of Albert
Albert Kneller,
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
Regiment United
United States
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a
pension
the rate
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
The
Arthur C.
C. Null,
late of
of the
Twenty-fifth Battery
Null, late
the Twenty-fifth
Battery
The name
name of
of Arthur
United
States Field
Field Artillery,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
him
United States
a
pension at
at the
ox $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now
a pension
the rate
rate o!
$24 per
per month
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Thomas W.
W. Ethridge,
Ethridge, late
late of
Company L,
L, First
RegiThe
of Thomas
of Company
First Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
pay him
a pension
pension
and pay
him a
Spain, and
Infantry, War
ment
at
the rate
rate of
of $17
per month.
at the
$17 per
month..
The name
John B.
late of Company
Company M, Second RegiThe
name of
of John
B. Eakles,
Eakles, late
and pay
pay him
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and
ment
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
month.
aapension
rate of
of $12
per month.
The name
name of
Fels, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Ernest
Ernest A.
A. Fels,
Fels,
The
of Augusta
Augusta Fels,
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirteenth
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer
late
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Infantry,
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
at the
rate of
per
per month.
month.

August
1916.
August 18,
18, 1916.
[H.
R. 13620.]
13620.1
[K. R..

[Private,
110.1
[Private, No. 1101

Pensions.
e si

Pension.

Pension.
Emeline Veneta.

Ereline Vanata.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Edwin E. Truman).

Edwin E. Trazre.
Fred Bundy.

rednd

henry Marsden.
"enr
Marsden

wam F.
F. Mnnick.
William
Minnick.

bt nr.

Albert
ne er
Albert Kneller.

Arthur C. Null.

Arthur.

Null.

Pensions.
Thomas
o m as W. Ethridge.

Pensions.

Th

o

W.Ethridg
Eak

John B. Eakles.

Auua

Augusta Fels.

A

1374
1374
Pension
Pioenso in Increased.
eed.
Frederick Gaylor.
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The name
name of Frederick
The
Frederick Gaylor,
Gaylor, late of Troop
Troop C, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pensio.
E
The name of Charles R. Eakins
Eakins, late of
of Company
Company F,
F,Two
hundred
Two hundred
Charles R. FA:ins
and second Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain,
and pay him a
a pension at the
per month.
month.
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pension
increased.
Pensio inaed.
widow of
The name of Mary- Willhoff,
Willhoff, widow
of Leonard
Willhoff, late
late
Leonard Willhoff,
Mary Wifiholt
second lieutenant
lieutenant of
of Company
Company F,
F, First
First Regiment
Arkansas VolunRegiment Arkansas
Volunteer Infantry, War with Mexico, and pay her
the rate
rate
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $25 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
The
of Charles
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, TwentyTwentyensions.F. Schantz.
The name
name of
Charles F.
F. Schantz,
Schantz, late
Charles
third Regiment
Regular Establishment,
Regiment United
United States Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
the rate
rate of
month.
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $17
$17 per
per month.
John B.
Gilliam.
John
B.Gilliam.
of John
The name of
John B. Gilliam, late of Company C, Second RegiWar with
Spam, and
pay him
ment Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spam,
and pay
him aa
pension
pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of $17 per
William
A. Pollard.
William A.
Polard.
The
name of William
The name
William A. Pollard, late of Company
Company K, First Regiment Colorado Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Laura
McIver.
aura Mever.
The
name of Laura
McIver, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Clarence
Clarence G.
The name
Laura WcIver
G.
McIver, late of the United States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
pay
her aapension at the rate
pay_her
$12 per
per month.
rate of $12
month.
Charles
Charles I.r. Meggison.
eggison.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles J.
of Company
Company B, Thirteenth
The
J. Meggison,
Meggison, late
late of
Thirteenth
Regiment
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
pay
apension
rate of
month.
him a
pension at
at the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
Pension Increased.
enbSecainD. sedr.
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca D. Stewart, widow of James Stewart, late of
Rebecca
Stewart.
Battery
Battery B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Artillery,
Artillery, Indian
Indian wars,
wars,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month m
in lieu of
of that she
she
is now receiving.
Pension.
r
The
of Charles
R. Walters,
late
EP
Emma
Walters.
ma'.R. Walters.
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma R.
R. Walters,
Walters, widow
widow of
Charles R.
Walters, late
of Company
Company. D, Second Regiment United States
Infantry, ReguStates Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her aa pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per
month.
Pension increased.
EiabthO
General James
James E.
E.
Sayer. The
The name
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth 0.
O. Sawyer,
Sawyer, widow
widow of
of General
Elizabeth
0. Sawyer.
Sawyer, late assistant quartermaster
quartermaster general
general with rank
colonel,
rank of
of colonel,
United States
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
United
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay her
at the
of $24
$24 per
month in lieu of that
receiving.
that she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of William
William J
Grimm, late
late of
G, First
First RegiPensions.
The
J. Grimm,
of Company
Company G,
RegiWilliam
J. Grimm.
ment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay
Spain, and
him a
a pension at the
month.
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month.
Addle
R.
Kite.
Addle R. Kite.
The name
name of
of Addie
Kite late
late of
The
Addie R. Kite, widow of Edmund A. Kite,
of
Company
Company I, First United States
States Volunteer
Engineers, War
Volunteer Engineers,
War with
with
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Spain, and pay her a
month.
Eichrnan.
Alvin Eichman.
The name
name of
Alvin Eichman,
Navy,.,War
The
of Alvin
Eichman, late of the United States Navy
War
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
with Spain, and pay him a
Orville A. Hammers.
OrvlleA.
Hammers.
The name
name of
of Orville
Company C,
C, Fourth
The
Orville A. Hammers,
Hammers, late of Company
Fourth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $12
him a
$12 per month.
Harry
R.
Watkins.
Harry R. Watkins.
The
Twentieth
The name
name of
of Harry R.
R. Watkins, late of Company H, Twentieth
Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer Infantry, War
pay him
him
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
a
Pensions Increased.
Pensions Wincased.
The name
widow of
of George
George M.
Wilson, late
name of Nellie L.
L. Wilson,
Wirson widow
M. Wilson,
late of
of
Nellie L. Wilson.
Company F, Ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
Spain, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
Spam,
in lieu
of
per month in
lieu of
that she is now receiving, and $2 per month additional
additional on account
account
of the minor child of the said George
George M. Wilson until he reaches the
the
age of sixteen years.
CharlesStocker,jr.
Charles
Stocker, jr.
The
name of
Second
The name
of Charles
Charles Stocker, junior,
junior, late of Battery F, Second
Regiment United States Artillery, War with Spain, and pay
Regiment
pay him a
a
pension at the rate of $12 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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Pension.
The name
name of Frank Klatt, late of Company G, Fifteenth Regiment Pension.
Frank Klatt.
United States Infantry, Regular Establishment, and pay him a
a
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Pension increaed
increased.
Pension
Fourteenth Jesse
The
.Austin, late of Company H, Fourteenth
The name of Jesse G. Austin,
G. Austin.
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and pay him aa
United States Infantry,
Regiment United
pension at the rate of $12 per
pner month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
of Fred
A. 1K
app, late
late of
of Company
L, Fortieth
Fortieth United
The name
Fred A.
Knapp,
Company L,
United fredKnapp
Fred A. Knapp.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him aa pension
States Volunteer
at
month.
per month.
of $12
$12 per
the rate
rate of
at the
Martin V. Stanton.
V Stanton
The name
name of
Martin V. Stanton, late
Twenty-first Mart
late of Company I, Twenty-first
of Martin
The
pay
and
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment
$12 per month.
him aapension at the rate of $12
M. Brown.
Brown
Francis M.
The name
name of Francis M. Brown, late quartermaster
quartermaster sergeant Francis
The
Nineteenth
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
Regular EstablishVolunteer Cavalry, Regular
Nineteenth Regiment
ment, and pay him a
$17 per month.
a pension at the rate of $17
Clark.
Sarah F.
F. Clark.
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah. F.
Zachariah Clark, late of Sarah
widow of Zachariah
F. Clark, widow
The name
Company K, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular
Company
$12 per month.
a pension at the rate of $12
Establishment, and pay her a
Establishment,
Minnie Nordyke.
Nordyke.
The
Minnie Nordyke,
Nordyke, widow
widow of Edward C. Nordyke,
Nordyke, late of Minnie
of Minne
The name of
Troop L,
United States Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
L, Third Regiment
Regiment United
Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per month.
at the
pension at
Establishment, and
F. O'Donnell.
O'Donnell.
John F.
The name
O'Donnell, late of Company
Company -D, Eleventh John
name of John F. O'Donnell,
The
Infantry, War with Spain,
Regiment
Spam, and pay him aa
Regiment United States Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
pension
rate of
Barbara Boyle.
Boyle,
yBoyle
The
name of Barbara
widow of Dennis S. Boyle, late of
of Barbara
Barbar Boyle,
The name
Company L, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Company
$2
a pension at the rate of $12 per month, and $2
Spain, and pay her a
per month additional
additional on account
account of each of the four minor children
children
of the said Dennis S. Boyle until thew
reach the age of sixteen years.
they,reach
Pensions Increased.
The name
of Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Asher,
Asher, late
of Company
E, Fourth
ncreased.
Poensions
Fourth RegiRegi- Joseph
Company E,
late of
name of
The
B. Asher.
osep
ment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
hina
ment Tennessee
a
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
ra
H. ThompThomp,FFrank HThe name
name of
Thompson, late of Company A, Second son.
H. Thompson,
of Frank
Frank EL
The
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,War with Spain, and pay him a
a
Oregon Volunteer
Regiment Oregon
pension
rate of
$30 per
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
per month
month in
of $30
at the
the rate
pension at
Norma E. McEnhill.
E.McEnhul.
The name
name of
of Norma
Norma E.
McEnhill, widow
of Frank McEnhill,
McEnhill, late Norma
widow of
E. McEnhill,
The
Regular
Cavalry,
second
lieutenant,
Second
Regiment
States
Cavalry,
Regular
States
United
Second
Regiment
second lieutenant,
rate of $25 per month
Establishment,
at the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
and pay
Establishment, and
receiving.
in lieu
of that
is now receiving.
that she
she is
lieu of
in
Sarah A. Harrison.
widow of John B. Harrison,
The
Sarah A. Harrison,
Harrison, late of Sarah A. arrisonHarrison, widow
of Sarah
The name
name of
Company
I,
Third
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteers,
War
with
with
Mexico,
War
Volunteers,
Tennessee
Third
Regiment
Company I,
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
of that
that she
in lieu
per month
month in
rate of
at the
her aapension
pay her
and
is now
receiving.
is
now receivin
Pension.
WillminaPorste.
Porste.
The
name of
Willmina Porste,
Porste, widow
widow of
late of
of Wilmi
Porste, late
of James
James Porste,
oI Willmina
The name
Company
United States
States Infantry,
Regular
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
Fifteenth Regiment
K, Fifteenth
Company K,
$12 per month,
Establishment, and
and pay
pension at the
the rate of $12
a pension
pay her
her a
Establishment,
and $2
month additional
on account
of the
the minor
child of
the said
said
of the
minor child
account of
additional on
$2 per
per month
and
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
James Porste
she reaches
of sixteen years.
reaches the age of
until she
Porste until
James
Sarah Jane Sadler.
The name
Sarah Jane
widow of
Sadler , late of SarahJaneadler.
of Henry
Henry Sadler,
Sadler, widow
Jane Sadler,
of Sarah
name of
The
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
Mounted Volunteers,
War with
with
Volunteers, War
Texas Mounted
Regiment Texas
Company
Mexico,
pension at
the rate
per month in lieu
rate of $20 per
at the
a pension
her a
and pay
pay her
Mexico, and
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
Bele P.. Yog.
she is
now receiving.
of
Belle
Young.
The name
name of
of Belle
Belle P.
P. Young,
Young, widow
widow of
Lucien Young,
Young, late rear
of Lucien
The
admiral, United
States Navy,
a
her a
and pay
pay her
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Navy, Regular
United States
admiral,
in lieu
lieu of
of that she is now receiving.
pension
at the
850 per month
receiving. Pension.
month in
rate of
of $50
the rate
pension at
Groves.
RobertGrovesThe name
name of
Robert Groves,
Groves, late
late of
of CompanyM, Second Regi- Robert
Company M,
of Robert
The
ment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
ment Massachusetts
him
$12 per month.
at the rate of $12
him a
a pension at
increased.
tincrased
Pions
The name
of Anna
Nottingham, widow
widow of William
William Thomas Not- Pensions
Anna Nottingham,
name of
The
Anna Nottingham.
Volunteers,
tingham,
late of
of Company
Regiment Virginia
Virginia Volunteers,
First Regiment
Company I,F, First
tingham, late

1376
1376
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and Company
Company H, Seventh Regiment United States
States Infantry,
War
Infantry, War
with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
apension at the
of $20
month in
in
the rate of
$20 per
per month
lieu of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William H.
Wlam
H. DeLong.
Deong.
The name
name of William H. De Long, late of Company
The
Company H,
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment United States Infantry, War with
with Spain,
pay him
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month in
he is
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Sarah Jackson
Jackson.
The
name of
Sarah Jackson,
The name
of Sarah
Jackson, widow of
of Brinkley
Brinkley Jackson,
late of
of
Jackson, late
Captain Sutton's company,
company, Georgia Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian
Wars, and pay her aapension at
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
at the rate
rate of
of $20
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pension
that
receiving.
Pension.
Aa. J. Miostru
Anna
Meilstrup.
The name
name of
Anna J.. Meilstrup,
dependent mother of
The
of Anna
Meilstrup, dependent
of Elmer
Elmer M.
M.
Meilstrup,
Meilstrup, late of the United States
States
States steamship
steamship Maine,
Maine, United
United States
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay her
at the
the rate
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of
per month.
Pensions incr
Pensions
increased. $12
12 per
month.
Maria
Louise RiehRichMaria Lonise
The
of Maria
Richardson, widow
widow of
The name
name of
Maria Louise
Louise Richardson,
Richardof Robert
Robert Richardardson.
ar.
son,
late of
of Troop
son, late
Troop I,
I, First Regiment
Regiment (Marshall's)
(Marshall's) Kentucky Cavalry,
Cavalry,
War with Mexico,
War
Mexico, and pay her a
apension at the
rate of
$20 per
the rate
of $20
per month
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
t at
Priscilla m
Melton.
L
The
name
of
Priscilla
widow of
of Meredith
The name of Priscilla Melton, widow
Meredith Melton,
Melton, alias
alias
Meiday Melton, late of Captain Dodson's
Monday
Dodson's company,
company, Colonel
Colonel Lindsay's
Lindsay's
regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers,
regiment
Volunteers, Cherokee Disturbances,
Disturbances, Indian
Indian Wars,
Wars,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
that she
per month
lieu of
of that
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 18, 1916.
August
18, 1916.
[

- (R. R.14576.1
14576.1_
Private, No.

111.
[Private, No. Ill.)

'CHAP. 357.—An
357.-An Act
CHAP.
Act Granting pensions
pensions and increase
increase of pensions to
soldiers
to certain
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy,
Navy, and certain
and
and sailors
of wars
certain soldiers
soldiers and
sailors of
wars
other
than
the
Civil
War,
other
and to
to widowq
widows of
of such
such soldiers
sailors.
soldiers and
and sailors.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
it enacted
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of
of America
in Congress
Secretary of
the
of the
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and
to place
place on
the
and directed
directed to
on the
pension
pension roll, subject to the
provisions and
and limitations
pension
the provisions
limitations of
of the
the pension
laws—
Jaws-

Pensions.

Pensions.
Pensions.

The
name of
of August Johns, late of
The name
of Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment

August Johns.

United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and pay him a
a pension at
at
the rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.

ary

The
Gould, late
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Gould,
Gould, widow
widow of George K.
K. Gould,
late of
of

Mary Goald.
Gould.

Company
M, One hundred
Company M,
hundred and sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her a
apension
rate of
of $12
$12
pension at
at the
the rate
per month, and $2 per month additional
additional on
on account
each of
of the
the
account of
of each
two
minor children of the said George K.
two minor
until they
the
K. Gould
Gould until
they reach
reach the

.

Pension increased.
Harory J. Symonds.
Barry

iSyonds.

Pensions.
en Watson.
atson.
James

Emily
Gerardin.
Emly Geardin.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
lp
William P.
P. Wa
Walpole.
William
ole.

Lam

Frank s'. Lam p.

k

amp.

age of
sixteen years.
age
of sixteen
years.
The
name of Harry J.
The name
J. Symonds,
Symonds, late
Company K,
late of
of Company
K, Second
Second

Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with. Spain,
War with
Spain, and
and
pay
a pension at the rate of $17 per month in lieu
pay him
him a
of that
that he
lieu of
he is
is now
now

receiving.
receiving.

The
Watson, late
The name
name of James
James Watson,
late of
Company D,
D, Second
Regiof Company
Second Regi-

ment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Massachusetts
Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
pay
Spain, and
him aapension at the rate of
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
The name of Emily
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin M. Gerardin,
The name of
Emily Gerardin,
Gerardin, widow
Gerardin,
late first
first lieutenant
late
lieutenant and adjutant,
adjutant, Fourth Regiment New
Jersey
New Jersey
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
Volunteer
and pay
her a
pension at
pay her
a pension
at the
the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
rate of
month.
The name of William P. Walpole, late of
The name of William P. Walpole, late of the United
United States Navy,
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa pension at
Regular
at the
rate of
of $12
the rate
$12
per
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
The
The name of Frank C. Lamp,
Lamp, late of Troop
Troop I,
States
I, Fifth
Fifth United
United States
Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
Cavalry, Regular
at the
pension at
the rate
rate
of $17
$17 per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of
per month
receiving.
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The
Sarah Dwyer,
Morgan Dwyer,
Dwyer, late
The name
name of
of Sarah
Dwver, widow
widow of
of Morgan
late of
of Pensions.
Pensions.
Sarah Dwyer.
Company F, Third
Third Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Sah Dwyer.
Establishment, and pay her aapension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Establishment,
The name of John F. W. Kuchenbecker,
Kuchenbecker, late of Company G, John F.
F. W. KuchSecond
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, enbecker.
enbecker.
and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Saney Gray.
Gray.
The name of Sankey Gray, late of Company
Company L, Eighth Regiment Sankey
United
pay him
him a
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at
the rate
the
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
rate of $17
he is
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Bernhard.
Philip Bernhard.
The name of Philip Bernhard, late of Troop H, Sixth Regiment Philip
United States
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pension
Establishment, and
and pay him aapension
at
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
at the
$12 per
per month.
Ellen Kearns.
The name
name of Ellen Kearns, widow of Thomas Kearns, late of EllenKears.
The
Company I,
Twentv-third Regiment
Company
I, Twenty-third
Regular
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Establishment,
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Establishment, and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
The name
N. Parker,
Third. Regiment
The
name of
of John
John N.
Parker, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Third
Regiment John N. Parker.
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
him aa
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
pension at
rate of
per month.
increased.
Pension increased.
John C.
C. Clark.
The
Seventh. Regiment
Clark.
The name
name of
of John C.
C. Clark, late
late of
of Company
Company E, Seventh
Regiment John
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at the
of $17
per
United
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$17 per
month in
in lieu of that
that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
ensions.
Pensions.
Roy Hamby.
Hamby.
R. Roy
The name of R. Roy Hamby,
Hamby, late of Company
Company H, Sixteenth Regi- R.
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
and pay
pay
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain, and
him
pension at
the rate
month.
him aapension
at the
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
Harvey C. Van Meter.
The
name of Harvey
of Company
F, ThirtyThe name
Harvey C. Van
Van Meter,
Meter, late
late of
Company F,
Thirty- HarveyC.VanMeter.
second Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
second
Infantry, War
with
pay him
him a
pension at
of $8
Spain, and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$8 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
Tygret.
amuel Tygret.
Regiment Samuel
The name
name of Samuel
Samuel Tygret, late of Company L, Fourth Regiment
The
United States
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
United
States Infantry,
and pay
a pension
the
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now

late of
of Troop
name of
Frank R.
The
of Frank
R. Porter, late
Troop A,
A, Eleventegiment
Eleventh e II ent
The name
United
Volunteer Cavalry,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
I
United States
States Volunteer
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
pay him
aa
pension
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate of $24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
CornThe name of Julia M. Hill, widow
widow of Frank M. Hill, late of ComSecond Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
pany H,
H, Second
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,War
War
with
at the
$12 per
per month,
with Spain, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
month and
and
$2 per
additional on
on account
the two
minor children
children
$2
per month
month additional
account of
of each
each of
of the
two minor
of
of sixteen
years.
of the said Frank
Frank M.
M. Hill until they
they reach the
the age of
sixteen years.
The name of Martin
Martin H. Gavin,
Gavin, late of Company E, Fifteenth
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
a
pension
rate of
$17 per
of that
that he
now receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
The
Mary A. Powell, widow of
The name of Mary
of David J.
J. Powell,
Powell, late
late of
of
Company
United States
Volunteer InfanCompany I,
I, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per
try, War
with Spain,
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
at the
month.
month.
The
name of
of Nora
of Lewis
Singleton, late
late
The name
Nora E.
E. Singleton,
Singleton, widow
widow of
Lewis C.
C. Singleton
of the
Corps, United
pay
of
the Signal
Signal Corps,
United States
States Army,
Army, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $12 per
her
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
The name of Ambrose A. Clarke, late of Company
Company I,
I, Third Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
a
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
pension at
The
of Frank
B. Pauley,
Company B, Fifth Regiment
of Company
Regiment
The name
name of
Frank B.
Pauley, late of
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and
Missouri
and pay
pay him aapension
pension
at
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that he
The
name of
of Mary
widow of
McKelvey,
of William
William S.
S. McKelvey,
Mary McKelvey,
McKelvey, widow
The name
late
Hospital Corps,
States Army,
Army, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
late of
of Hospital
Corps, United
United States
War with
and
pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
$2 per
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month,
month, and
and $2
per month
month
additional
on account
of each
of the
the four
four minor
of said
said
additional on
account of
each of
minor children
children of
William S
William
reach the age
years.
S. McKelvey
McKelvey until
until they
they reach
age of sixteen
sixteen years.
McClaughrv, widow
McClaughry,
widow of John G. McClaughry,
The name
name of
of Alice
Alice T.
T. McClaughrv,
late
adjutant and
and first
first lieutenant,
Third Regimiint
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
late adjutant
lieutenant, Third
•

Frank
R. Porter.
RPorter,
Fk

Pension.
Julia M. HM.

nion.

Increased.
Pension increased.
Martin H. Gavin.

Martin H avin.
Pensions.

Pensions.
Mary
A. Powell.
Mary A.
Powell.

Nora E. Singleton.

Nora Eingleto-

Ambrose A. Clarke.

Ambrse A Clarke

Pension
Pension increased.
Frank B. Pauley.

increased.

Frank B- Pauley-

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary McKelvey.

May

Kelvey.

Alice C.McClaughry.
AliceC
Mcecaughry.
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Infantry, War with Spain,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12
Spain, and pay
a pension
of $12
per month and $2 per month additional
additional on
on account
account of
of each
each of
of the
the two
two
children of the said
minor children
said John G. McClaughry
they reach
reach the
the
McClaughry until
until they
age of
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pensions increased.
chPisions
ion.
The name of Christ
Nelson, late
Christ
Nelson.
Christ Nelson,
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regilate of
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain,
and pay
pay
Spain, and
him a
apension
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
li eu of
ofthat
th athe
he is
i
s now
now
pension at the
the rate
per month
receiving.
receiving.
Eliza
L. Nonfood.
Eza L.
Norwood.
The
of Eliza
L. Norwood,
The name
name of
Eliza L.
Norwood, widow of William
William W. Norwood,
Norwood,
late of Company I, Third Regiment
Regiment United
Dragoons, War
War with
with
United States
States Dragoons,
Mexico,
pension at the rate
Mexico, and pay her a
apension
rate of $20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
A, Forty-seventh
The name
name of Joseph
Joseph Roach,
Roach, late
late of Company
Company A,
Forty-seventh
Joseph Roach.
Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
pay him aa pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Lena Griffle.
Grillers.
The name of Lena Griffee, widow
widow of Andrew
Andrew Griffee,
Griffee late
late of
of ComCompany G, Nineteenth:RegimentUnited
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
`War with
with Spain,
Spain,
RegimentUnited States
and pay her aapension at the
$12 per
and $2
per month
month
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month
mper and
2 per
additional
additional on account
account of
minor children
children of
of the
the said
of each
each of
of the
the three
three minor
said
Griffee until they
Andrew Griffee
they reach
reach the
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
the
age
Oscar
Oscar Smith.
mith
The name
name of
Smith, late
late of
stor Battery, United States
The
of Oscar
Oscar Smith,
of .Astor
States
Artillery,
Artillery, War with Spain, and pay him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17
$17
a pension
the rate
per
month.
per month.
John
Joh E.
E. Seeger.
eeger
The
of John
John E. Seeger, late of Company G, Fourteenth
The name
name of
Regiment United States Infantry, War
War with Spain,
and pay
pay him
Spain, and
him aa
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per
month.
Stroup.
John W. Stmop.
Thname
of John
John W.
Stroup, late of Company
The
name of
W. Stroup,
Company I,
I, Second Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $12 per
per month.
month.
Pension Increased.
ension
increased.
The name of
of Fred Windgoetter,
Windgoetter, late
late of
A, Second
Second RegiRegiof Company
Company A,
Fred
Windgoetter.
ment United
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him
and pay
aa pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
PeryioDn.
The name
name of Henry
Henry Dana, late
late of Companies
Companies MG,G,
M, G, and
and A,
Henry Dana.
A, Fifth
Fifth
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
Infantry, War
War with
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
Melvin
P. Campbell.
Campbell.
The name of Melvin P. Campbell, late of the
Melvin P.
States Navy,
Navy,
the United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
him aapension
of $12
month.
month.
Henr W.
Akers.
The
Henry W. Akers, late of Company .F,
Henry
W. Akeis.
The name
name of Henry
F, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension
at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Hyram
Colrel.
The name of Hyram
Hyram Colwell.
Hyram Colwell
Colwell late
late of
of Troop
Al, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Re •11 ent
Troop M,
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
a
Establishment, and
and pay
I•
II
a
pension
pension at the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
rate of
per month.
F
Pr.firintremed:
The name
name of
of Frank
Dorman late
late of
of Fourth
Fourth Company
Company United
United
FraSnk
E.Do.rma
The
Frank E.
E. Dorman,
States
States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
Establishment, and
pay him
a
pension
pension at the rate of
of $24
$24 per
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now
receiving.
Patrick.Hyde.
The
name
of
Patrick
Patrick S. H yde.
The name of Patrick J.
J. Hyde,
Hyde, late of the United States Navy,
Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per
pension at
sion,
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
Peions.
ns
claa
B. Lowe.
Clara B.
The name of
of Clara B.
B. Lowe,
Lowe, widow
of Bert
Lowe, late
late of
of Company
Company
widow of
Bert Lowe,
K, Second Regiment
Regiment Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
An
and
her
a
pension
at
pay
a
pension
the
rate
of
per
month.
of
$12
per
month.
Andy
H. Frtt
Peitz.
Andy H.
The name
The
name of
of Andy
Andy H.
H. Frittz,
Frittz, late of Company H, Fourth RegiRegiment
ment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him aa
pension
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Mos A.
pension at
the rate
at the
rate of
month.
.
The name of Moses
Moses A. Reiman.
A. Reimert,
late of
CompanK E,
E, Fourth
R
Moses A.
Reimert, late
of Company
Fourth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
wit Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
him
laim a
apension at the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
of $12
per month.
8
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late of
The name
name of Martin
Martin O'Loughlin,
O'Loughlin, late
of Company
Company D,
Fourth
D, Fourth

Martin
Martin O'Loughlin.

The name
of Company
The
name of Fred Porter, late
late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth RegiRegi-

Pension increased.
Fred Porter.

Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
Regiment Pennsylvania
with. Spain,
and
Spain, and
him aapension
rate of
of $17
per month.
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
$17 per
month.

ment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay
him apension
a pension at
at the
the rate
per month
in lie
u of
ofthat
th ath
i
s now
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
lieu
hee is
now

O'Loughlin.

receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of George H. Cope, late of Company
Company D,
D, First
H. Cope.
First Battalion
Battalion George
eeorgeH.
Cope.
United States Engineers,
Engineers, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
penRegular Establishment,
and pay
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
siln at
month.
$12 per
per month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
The name of Charles P.
Dovell, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Seventeenth
P. Dove11,
late of
P. Dovell.
Dovell.
Seventeenth Charles
Charles P.
Regiment
Regiment United
United States Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
him a
Spain, and
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $17 per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Walker Anderson.
Anderson, late of Troop A,
The name of Walker
Walker Anderson,
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Walker
Anderson.
United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
$12 per month in
pension at the rate of $12
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
of that
he is
receiving.
Edmund Gerber.
of Company
The name of Edmund Gerber,
Gerber, late
late of
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegi- Edmund
Gerber
ment United States Infantry,
with Spain,
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
at the rate of $12
per month
in lieu
$12 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
Daa F. arvis.
Dallas F. jarvis.
The name of Dallas F. Jarvis, late of Troop G, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
United
States
Cavalry,
Regular
Establishment, and pay him
United
Regular Establishment,
him aapension
pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name
Lewis, late
late of
of Company
L, Eighteenth
name of Richard W. Lewis,
Company L,
Eighteenth Richard
Richard W.
W. Lewis.
Lewis.
Regiment United
United States Infantry, War
Spain, and
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The name
Charlotte Poe, widow
Poe.
widow of
Poe, late
late of
name of Charlotte
of Isaiah
Isaiah Poe,
of Captain
Captain Charlotte
Charlotte Poe.
William Johnson's company, Missouri Militia, War
of Eighteen
Eighteen hunhunWar of
dred and twelve, and pay her apension
the rate
rate of
of $20
month
a pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
in lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
in
that she
she is
is now
Pensions.
Pensions.
Jonah E. HM.
The name of Jonah
Jonah E. Hill, late of Company
Compa_ny M,
M, Forty-third
Regi- Jonah
Forty-third RegiE Hill
ment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
Spain, and
pay
him a
a pension at the rate of
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
H
isD.WilamHarris D. WilllamThe name of Harris D. Williamson,
son.
Williamson late of Company
A, Second
Company A,
Second sonRegiment Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spam, and
and pay
War with
with Spain,
pay
him aapension at
of $12
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
Thomas J. Reynolds.
Reynolds.
The name of Thomas J.
Reynolds, late
of Troop
Troop D,
D, First
J. Reynolds,
late of
Regiment ThomasJ.
First Regiment
Ohio Cavalry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
rate of
of
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month
$17
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
of that
is now
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Frederick M. HohThe name
Hohmann, late of
of Company
M, TwentyTwenty- mann.
The
name of Frederick
Frederick M. Hohmann,
Company M,
Frederick M. Hohfirst United
first
United States
States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at
at the
pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
rate of
per month.
month.
H. Campbell.
Campbell.
Frank H.
The name of Frank IH.
II. Campbell,
Campbell, late of the band,
band, First
First Regiment
Regiment
North Carolina
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
him a
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension at
$17 per
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Samuel B. McPheeThe name of Samuel
Samuel B. McPheeters,
McPheeters, late
Medical Reserve
late of
of the
the Medical
Reserve tersmu
B McPhee
ters.
Corps, United States Army, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
Der month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving. Pensions.
Pensions.
Frank B.
B. Norris.
The name of
late of
of Company
Company C,
of Frank
Frank B.
B. Norris,
Norris late
C, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiRegi- Frank
Norris.
ment United States Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
rate of
of $17
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month.
monta.
Dauben
Della A. Daubea.
The name of Della A. Daubenspeck,
Daubenspeck, widow of Lloyd
Lloyd M. DaubenDauben- speck.
speck.
Fifteenth Re
speck, late of Company
Company F, Fifteenth
giment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunRegiment
VolunInfantry, War with Spain, and
teer Infantry,
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
and pay
payher
a pension
at the
of
$12 per month and $2
$2 per month additional on account of
the
of each
each of
of the
four minor children of the said
said Lloyd
M. Daubenspeck
reach
Lloyd M.
Daubenspeck until
until they
they reach
the age
age of
the
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Hugh J. Gallagher.
The name
States Marine
ugh. GaLlagher
The
name of Hugh
Hugh J.
J. Gallagher,
Gallagher, late of United
United States
Marine
Corps, United States Navy, Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $12 per month in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
102620°-voL 39
102620°—voL
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The name of Mary C. Ryan, widow of William J.
J. Ryan, late captain
captain
and
of subsistence,
subsistence, United
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
War with
and commissary
commissary of
United States
with
Spain,
and pay
pay her
apension
pension at
the
rate
of $12
per
month.
Spain,
and
her
a
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
John J. Brogan.
The
name of
of John
Brogan, late
Company A,
Corps,
ohnJ. Brogan.
The name
John J.
J. Brogan,
late of
of Company
A, Signal
Signal Corps,
United
Army, Regular
Establishment, and
pay him
United States
States Army,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him aapension
pension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
at
the rate
month.
Minnie Riffle.
Minnie Riffle,
Riffle, late
of ComThe name of Minnie
Riffle, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles F.
F. Riffle,
Minnie
Rie.
late of
Company K,
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War
pany
K, Forty-fifth
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
month.
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
with
and pay
a pension
Bridget E. Williams.
The name
Bridget E.
Williams, widow
of Thomas
Williams,
The
name of
of Bridget
E. Williams,
widow of
Thomas Williams,
BridgetE.William
late of
of Company
First Regiment
States Infantry,
Regular
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
late
Company B,
B, First
Establishment, and pay her aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pension
increased.
PFens^in.reed.
The name of
Company H,
Regiof Frank
Fra E.
E. Hill, late of Company
H, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth RegiFrank E. Rill.
ment
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
United States
States Volunteer
ment United
him
apension
at the
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month in lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
Mary Buckley,
widow of
of John
late of
of ComComJohn Buckley,
Buckley, late
Buckley, widow
of Mary
The name
Busk.
Per Buckley.
Mary
pany
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Infantry, Regular
EstablishUnited States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishpany B,
Regiment United
ment, and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
of $12
month.
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
and pay
ment,
Thomas
G.KeEwan.
ThomasG.cEwan.
The name of Thomas G. McEwan,
McEwan, late of Battery G, Sixth Regiment United
United States
Artillery, War
him a
pay him
a pension
pension
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
ment
States Artillery,
at the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Pension increased.
The name
name of
John E.
of Troop
C, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Troop C,
John
Lauer.
JohnE. Lr.
The
of John
E. Lauer,
Lauer, late
late of
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
United
and pay
a pension
pension
at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
lieu of
of that
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
per month
month in
Pension.
The name
name of
of William
William B.
B. Clouse,
late of
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
of Company
Clouse, late
The
William
William B.
B. Clouse.
Clouse.
Regiment
Spain, and pay him
him aa
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War with Spain,
pension at
pension
at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
increased.
Pension increased.
The name of Joseph
Joseph D. Donellen, late of Company
Company D, TwentyTwentyJoseph D. DoneIlen.
Joseph D.Donelen. seventh
Infantry, War with Spain,
seventh Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
and pay
pay him
him aapension at the
the rate of
of $17 per month in
in lieu of
of that
that he
he
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
of Wiley
Cadenhead, late
late of
Company H,
H, First
First
of Company
A. Cadenhead,
Wiley A.
The
WPleyA.cadenhead.
Wiley
A. Cadenhead.
Alabama Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
Alabama
with Spain, and pay him a
a pension
pension
at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the rate of
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Jesse
Barnwell, late
States ship
ship
United States
of the
the United
late of
Jesse J.
J. Barnwell,
The name
Jese J.i.Barnwell.
Barnwela.
Jesse
Bancroft, United States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
paw him
Establishment, and pay
him
a
of $17
$17 per
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rateof
per month
month in lieu of
of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
T h name of Clara B. Hatfield, widow of
The
late
C. Hatfield,
Hatfield, late
Richard C.
e name of Clara B: Hatfield, widow of Richard
B.Hatfeld.
Clar B.
Clara
Ilatfield.
of
of Company
Company K,
K, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War
War
with Spain, and pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
William G. McCoy,
G. Mccoy,
wJrailm
The name of William G.
G.§McCoy,
junior, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Third
McCoy, junior,
late of
Third
Jr.
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
Kentucky
and pay
pay him aa
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month.
month.
Archie F. Pejano.
Archie F. Peiano.
The name of
Archie F.
F. Pejano,
The
of Archie
late of
Troop C,
C, First
First Ohio
VolunPejano, late
of Troop
Ohio Volunof
teer Cavalry,
Cavalry, War with
with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of
$1
per
month.
$12
Bessie
Bloodgood.
per month.
BesieG.Bloodgood.
The
Th ename of Bessie G. Bloodgood, widow of Edwin Bloodgood, late
of Company
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Nebraska
Nebraska Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, War
War
a pension at the rate of $12
with Spain, and pay her a
$12 per
per month, and
and
$2 per month additional on account of each of the six minor children
of said Edwin E. Bloodgood until
years.
until they reach
reach the age
age of sixteen
sixteen years.
Louise Crane.
Lose Crane.
Louise Crane, widow of Richard
Richard E.
Crane, late
late of
The name of Louise
E. Crane,
of
Company
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, War
War
Company M, Second
Second Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with
at the
rate of
month, and
with Spam,
Spain, and pay
pay her a
a pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month,
and
$2 per month additional on account of one minor child of the said
Richard E. Crane until he reaches
Richard
reaches the age of sixteen years.
Phillip Klaus.
Phillip Kus
The name of Phillip Klaus, late of Company
Company C,
Regiment
C, Third Regiment
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him aapension
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfantry,
at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Alphozine
Bastian.
Alphone Bastian.
The name of Alphozine
Alphozine Bastian,
Bastian, dependent
dependent mother of Eli Bastian,
late of Company D, Thirty-fourth
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Pensions.
Mary C. Ryan.
Mary C. Ryan
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Infantry, and Hospital
Hospital Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army, War
War with Spain,

and pay
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
and
pay her
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $12
month.
William A.
The
name of
of William
Company A,
A, First
First ter.
A.BannisBannisThe name
William A.
A. Bannister,
Bannister, late
late of
of Company
tWilliam
Regiment
Regiment Texas
Texas Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
pension at
the rate
of $12
month.
pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Peter McVay.
The
of Peter
Peter McVay,
McVay, late
late of
Compa,ny K,
Twenty-eighth PeterMcVay.
K, Twenty-eighth
The name
name of
of Company
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and
pay him
pay
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
a pension
at the
of $17
$17 per
month.
Pensions Increased.

me name
name of
Hubbell, widow
of William
The
of Martha
Martha W.
W. Hubbell,
widow of
William B.
B. Hubbell,
Hubbell, Martha
Martha W.
W. Hubbell.
Hubbell.
late
of Company
C, First
First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Infantry,
late of
Company C,
Tennessee Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
War
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pay her
pension at
per month
month
in
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.ames
otma.
in lieu
lieu of
that she
receiving.
James 0,. Cotman.
The
name of
of James
James 0.
Cotman, late
Company H,
H, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
The name
O. Cotman,
late of
of Company
Regiment United
States. Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay
Regiment
United States
him apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
him
apension at
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Warren Whiteman.
The name
name of
Warren Whiteman,
Whiteman, late
Company. L,
L, Thirteenth
Whiteman.
of Company
Thirteenth Warren
of Warren
late of
The
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pay
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
him
pension at
rate of
month.
increased
Pensions increased.
Pensions
The
name of
of Barbara
Barbara Henderson,
widow of
John B.
Henderson.
The name
Henderson, widow
of John
B. Henderson,
Henderson, Barbara
Barbara Henderson.
late
late of
of Troop
Troop F,
F, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular
United States
Establishment, and
pay her
at the
rate of
$24 per
month
Establishment,
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
of $24
per month
in
month additional
additional on
on
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving
receiving and
and $2
$2 per
per month
account of
of Edith
Edith G.
Henderson, minor
minor child
child of
of said
said John
account
G. Henderson,
John B.
B. HenderHender- Provisos.
Provio.
Increase to
to cease
cease on
on
son,
age of
of sixteen
years: Provided,
Provided, That
the age
sixteen years:
That Increase
son, until
until she
she reaches
reaches the
death of
child.
of child.
Susie Elgretta
Henderson, helpless and death
event of the
the death of Susie
in the event
in
Elgretta Henderson,
dependent child
said John
B. Henderson,
$12 additional
additional pension
pension Pension
dependent
child of
of said
John B.
Henderson, the
the $12
to child
chd on
Pension to
death of
of mother.
mother.
herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and determine:
determine: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in
in death
herein granted
the event
event of
of the
death of
Barbara Henderson
Henderson the
the name
of said
said Susie
the
the death
of Barbara
name of
Susie
Elgretta
Henderson shall
shall be
be placed
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
to
placed on
on the
Elgretta Henderson
the
limitations and
provisions of
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
the limitations
and provisions
of the
per month
month from
after the
the death
death of
said Barbara
Barbara Henderson.
Henderson.
per
from and
and after
of said
Ma
Green.
Mary Green.
The
of Mary
of William
William W.
late of
of
Green, widow
widow of
W. Green,
Green, late
The name
name of
Mary Green,
War with
with
Captain Duncan's
of Ohio
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
Ohio Mounted
Duncan's company
company of
Captain
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
of $20
per month
a pension
pension at
at the
Mexico,
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
of that
is now
receiving.
Pension
Pension.
Marine Ralph
The
Bryant, late
of the
Ralph 1.
II. Bryant.
States Marine
the United
United States
late of
H. Bryant,
of Ralph
Ralph H.
The name
name of
Corps,
United States
Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Corps, United
States Navy,
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
pension at
per month.
month.
Pension
Pension increased.
increased.
Elizabeth Commons.
The name
name of
Elizabeth Commons,
Commons, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin L.
L. Commons,
Commons, Elizabeth
Commons.
The
of Elizabeth
late
of Company
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
late of
Company G,
War with
pension at
the rate
of $20
month
$20 per
per month
a pension
at the
rate of
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her a
War
with Mexico,
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
in
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
John C.
C. KoepplinoepplinThe name
of John
John C.
C. Koepplinger,
of Company
Company C,
John
C, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- ger.
Koepplinger, late
late of
The
name of
ment
Ohio Volunteer
War ,with
with Spain,
and pay
him a
pen- ger.
a penSpain, and
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
ment Ohio
sion
per month.
month.
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Adolph
Adolph Dirmeyer.
Dirmey(r.
The name
name of
of Adolph
Dirmeyer, late
late of
Company B,
Second RegiRegiof Company
B, Second
Adolph Dirmeyer,
The
ment
and pay
him a
a penpenWar with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Pension
sion
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
sion at
the rate
of $12
at the
$12 per
Roy Tow.
The name
name of
Tow, late
third-class electrician,
electrician ? United
United States
States Ry
Tow.
late third-class
The
of Roy.
Roy Tow,
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
Pension.
Pension.
of
812 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
of $12
William H. SalisThe name
H. Salisbury,
Salisbury, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth bury.
wbram H. SalisThe
name of
of William
William H.
Regiment
pay
and pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Pension increased.
increased.
month.
him
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
him a
a pension
Julia E. Jones.
The name
of Julia
widow of
of James
James L.
L. Jones,
Jones, late
of ComCom- Julia
E Joneslate of
Julia E.
E. Jones,
Jones, widow
The
name of
pany
Third Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
C, Third
Regiment Tennessee
pany C,
in lieu
lieu
Mexico,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
a pension
Mexico, and
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
Approved,
August 18,
18, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August
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19, 1916.
August 19
[H.
[H. R. 15957.1
15957.]
[Private,
No. 112.)
[Private, No.
112.]
Pensions.
Pensions.

Pension.
Frank O'Brien.

rnkiO'Brien.

Pensions increased.
e.
Charles E. Shermer.
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CHAP. 358.-An
358.—An Act
Act Granting
and increase
increase of
of pensions
pensions to
CHAP.
Granting pensions
pensions and
to certain
certain soldiers
soldiers
and
the Regular
Regular Army
and sailors
sailors of
of the
Army and
and Navy,
and certain
certain soldiers
sailors of
wars
Navy, and
soldiers and
and sailors
of wars
other than
the Civil
War, and
and sailors.
other
than the
Civil War,
and to
to widows
widows of
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
sailors.

Be it
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representativesof
the Senate
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
the
States
of America
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the
Interior be
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
on the
the
Interior
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to place
place on
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
the pension
pension
to the
limitations of
of the
pension
laws—
laws-

The
of Frank
Company E,
One hundred
hundred and
and
E, One
of Company
late of
O'Brien,' late
Frank O'Brien
The name
name of
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
sixty-first
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Inty him
him a
at the
rate of
$12 per
and
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
The
name of
Charles E.
Shermer , late
late of
of Company
The name
of Charles
E. Shermer,
Company K,
K, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
War with
Regiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
pay him aapension
pension at
at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.

The name of
of Daniel
Grubb, late
late of
C, Thirty-seventh
Daniel Grubb,
of Company
Company C,
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay
him
rate of
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now
him a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
J. McHale,
late of
of Company
Company M
M, Forty-sixth
James J. MeHale.
JamesJ.
Mcie.
The
name of
of James
James J.
McHale, late
Forty-sixth
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and
pay him
at the
month.
pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Isaiah
H. Hunnewell.
IsaiahLnmnewel.
The name of Isaiah H.
H. Hunnewell,
Hunnewell, late of Troop M, First Regiment
Regiment
and pay
pay him
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him a
a penpenat the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
. ssion at
sionreas
Peni
Pension increased.
Charles H. Lederer.
The name
Charles H.
The
name of
of Charles
H. Lederer,
Lederer, late
late of
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
United
Corps, United
pay him
pension at
rate of
$17
States Army, War
War with Spain, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $17
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
that he
per month
Pensions.
Pensions.
Cal
Spradling.
cal spradling.
The name of Cal Spradling,
Spradling, late of Company I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States
Establishment, and
pay him
him a
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
a
pension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Frank
Carper.
Frank J.J. Carper.
The name of Frank J.
late of
of Company
Company E,
J. Carper,
Carper, late
E, One
One hundred
hundred
fifty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
and fifty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Spain,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
Spain, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
per month.
month.
Brooks
Harry E. Brooks.
The name of Harry E. Brooks, late of Company F, First Regiment
Regiment
New
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa
New Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
pension
per month.
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
month
George E. Grubbs.
Grubbs.
George
The
of George
E. Grubbs,
Grubbs late
The name
name of
George E.
late of
of Company
B, and
band, SeoSecCompany B,
and band,
ond Regiment
Regiment Georgia
War with
with Spain,
end pay
Georgia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay
him
pension at
per month.
month.
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Ebbin A.
A.Irvin.
The name
name of
Ebbin A. Irvin,
Irvin, late
The
of Ebbin
late of
of Company
0, Second
Company G,
Second Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him aapenpension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
William
William Andrews.
Andrews.
The name of William Andrews,
Andrews, late of Company L, Eleventh
United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
George W.
W. Pinion.
George
Pinion.
The name of George W. Pinion, late of Company L, Third Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
him a
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension
at the
rate of
$17 per
month.
per month.
of $17
the rate
pension at
increased.
Pension
Pension Increased.
Andrew
Andrew Tanner.
Tanner.
of Company
Company L,
L, Second
The name of Andrew
Andrew Tanner, late
late of
Second Regiment
Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer Infantry, War with
penwith Spain, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
Pensions.
Pensions.
sion at
at the
of $17
Albert L.
Daniels.
Albert
L. Daniels.
The name of Albert L. Daniels, late
One hundred
hundred and
and sixth
sixth
late of
of the One
Company United States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular EstablishEstablishment, and pay him aapension at the rate of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Joseph
tehell.
Joseph Pi
1itehell.
The name of Joseph Mitchell, late of Company H, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with
payS him
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $12
pension at
i npr:erisl pension
pensions
Pensions increased.
James
James F.
Adams.
F. Adams.
The name of James F.
F. Adams, late
late of
of Company
H, One
One hundred
Company H,
hundred
and sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, War with
with
a pension at the
Spain, and pay him a
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
that he is now receiving.
Daniel Grubb.
DanielGrubb.
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The name of Tennessee
Tennessee A. Blackburn,
Tennessee A.
A. BlackBlackBlackburn, widow
widow of Gideon H. Black- Tennessee
burn.
burn, late of Company K, Third Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers,
Volunteers,
War with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
at the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
of that
that she
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Patrick McCarthy.
The name of Patrick McCarthy, late of Company
Company H, First Regi- Patrick
McCarthy
ment
New
Hampshire
Volunteer
ment
Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Spain, and
pay
with Spain,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
J. Frink.
The name of Walter J.
J. Frink, late of the United
Marine Walter
United States
States Marine
walter . Frin kCorps, United States Navy, War
with Spain,'
Spain, and
and pay
pension
War with
pay him
him aapension
at
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
The name of Tina Quinn, widow
widow of John Quinn, late of Troop G, Tina
Tina Quinn.
Quinn.
Eighth
Regiment United States
Eighth Regiment
States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
and pay her
her a
a pension at the $12 per month,
and $2
month, and
$2 additional
additional per
per
month
month on account
account of each of the two minor children
the said
children of
of the
said John
John
Quinn until they reach
the age
of sixteen
sixteen years.
reach the
age of
years.
Pensions increased.
Pensions increased.
The name
name of Mary Jane
Jane Ragan,
Ragan, widow
widow of
of David
David C.
C. Ragan,
of Mary
Ragan, late
Mary Jane Ragan.
Ragan.
late of
Company
Company A, Fourth
Fourth. Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War
Infantry, War
with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate
in
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that she is
now receivig.
Lucy W. Poweli.
Powell.
Owen C.
The name
name of Lucy W. Powell,
Powell, widow of Owen
late of
C. Powell, late
of LucyW.
Company A, First Regiment Texas Mounted
War with
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
with
a pension
Mexico, and pay her a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret English,
The name of Margaret
English, widow of John E.
E. English,
English, late
late of
of Margaret
Margaret English.
English
Captain Handley's
Han.dley's company,
company, First
nt
ed VolunFirst Regiment
Regiment Texas
Texas Mou
Mounted
Volunteers, War with Mexico, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Edward
Banister.
Edward S. Banister, late of Company L,
Second RegiRegi- Edward
L, Second
Edward S.
S.Banister.
ment Arkansas Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
and pay
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
is now
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret E.
widow of
of Florence
J. Canty,
Canty, late
The
E. Canty,
Canty widow
Florence J.
late Margis
ranty.
Margaret E. Canty.
of the United States steamship
steamship Wabash,
Wabash, United
Regular
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and pay
pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ar G. Rottman.
ott an
The name of Oscar G.
late of
of Troop
Troop D,
D, Twelfth
Regiment Oscar
G. Rottman, late
Twelfth Regiment
United States Cavalry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
pension
him a
a pension
at the rate
per month.
month.
rate of $12
$12 per
Pension increased.
The name of Morris E. Miller, late of Company H,
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegi- m
nE.Mrris
Mller.
Morris E.
Miller.
ment Minnesota
Minnesota Vounteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay
him a
War with
Spain, and
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
Pensions.
The name of William C.
Wittfelt, late
of Company
K, Fourteenth
C. Wittfelt,
late of
Company K,
Fourteenth ^ell
ittfelt.
William C.. Wittfelt.
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regiment
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
him aapension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Frank Klingler.
The
of Troop
Troop L,
Second Regiment
The name
name of Frank
Frank Klingler, late
late of
L, Second
Regiment Frank
lingler.
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War with Spain, and pay
pension at
at the
pay him
him a
a pension
the
$12 per month.
rate of $12
month.
The name of August Gruenwald, late
late of Company
Forty-fourth August
Company F,
F, Forty-fourth
August Gruenwald.
Gmenwad.
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
and
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
a pension at the rate of
pay him a
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
Alexander A.
A. LeishLeishThe name of Alexander
Leishman, late
Company E,
E, Thirtyq'he
Alexander A. Leishman,
late of
of Company
Thirty- tnan.
Alexander
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
second Regiment
Infantry, War
Spain, and
War with
with Spain,
and m
pay
him aapension
pay him
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
E. Semark.
The name
name of
E. Semark,
The
of Clark E.
Semark, late
of Company
late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Clark
larkE.
emark.
Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
him aapension at the rate
rate of $17 per month in
he is
now
in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of William
of Troop
L, Nineteenth
Nineteenth RegiWilliam W.
W. Merriss,
Merriss, late
late of
Troop L,
Regi- William
mialim W.
w. Merriss.
ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
and pay
pay
$12 per
him aapension at the rate of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions incrased
Pensions increased.
The
of Frank
Perry, late of Company G, Thirteenth
The name
name of
Frank A.
A. Perry,
Thirteenth RegiRegi- Frank A.. Perry.
ment United States Infantry, War with Spain,
Spam, and pay
pension
pay him
him aapension
of $24
$24 per
at the rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
per month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
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The name of Howard G.
of Company
G, First
G.Cleaveland,
Cleaveland, late of
Company G,
First
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
pay
Regiment Nebraska
Nebraska Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
the rate
$17 per
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
now
him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Pensions
receiving.
Pensions.
William C. Johnson.
The
of William
C. Johnson,
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth
wuiaumc.
The name
name of
William C.
Johnson, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
Regiment
with Spai,
him
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
L. An
An - a
ard L.
a pension
rate of
of $12
per month.
month. •
Willard
The name
name of
Willard L.
Anthony, late
late of
of Company
M, Fourth
Fourth
tuoyd.
The
of Willard
L. Anthony,
Company- M,
likonY.
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
Regiment
and pay
him a
a
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
pension
rate of
of $12
John
Blueford.
John
John
d.
TheBlueford,
Troop B,
The
name of John Blueford, late of
of Troop
B, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
United States
Establishment, and
penUnited
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
month in.
of that
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
in lieu
lieu of
per month
17 per
sion
Pensions
Pensions.
Floyd
T. Patterson.
ydT.Patterson.
The name
of Floyd
Patterson, latFloyd.Batteries
The
name of
Floyd T.
T. Patterson,
late of Batteries H
H and
and M,
M, Sixth
Sixth
Regiment United
Artillery, War
with Spain,
pay him
him a
Regiment
United States Artillery,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
a
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pension
at the
Mary Miste
McAlister.
Y ier.
The name
name of Mary McAlister,
McAlister, dependent
of Francis
Francis J.
dependent mother
mother of
J.
D, First
California Volunteer
Volunteer
McAlister, late of
of Company
Company D,
First Regiment
Regiment California
pension at
the rate
of $12
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain, and
and pay
pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
$12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased
increased.
per
John
W. Lattimore.
ohn W.
Lattimore.
The name of John
Lattimore, late of Company
John W. Lattimore,
Company C, Ninth Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
ment
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pension
at
$30 per
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
John W.
John
W.Brace.
Bruce.
The name of John W. Bruce,
K, Second
Bruce, late of Company
Company IC,
Second Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, War with
Spain, and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
with Spain,
pay him
the
rate
of
$12
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
that
he
lieu
of
in
per
month
of
$12
rate
the
Pensions
Pensions.
Henry ostian.
Ostman.
The
of Henry Ostman,
Ostman, late
of Company
Company B,
The name
name of
Henry
late of
B, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
and pay
him aa
pension
at
the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
Daniel M. Moser.
DM.oser.
The name of Daniel M. Moser, late of Company
L,
Sixteenth
Company •
L, Sixteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
pay him
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary P.
P. Byram,
of Quincy
late
Mary'
Bram.
Mary P. B3
ram.
Adams Byram,
The
Byram, widow
widow of
Quincy Adams
Byram, late
Keener's company,
wars,
of Captain
Captain Keener's
company, Alabama
Alabama Volunteers,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian wars,
pension at
per month
in lieu
she
and pay her aapension
at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
Pensions.
The
of John
John J.
J. Harrington,
Harrington, dependent
dependent father
father of
of Lawrence
J.
JohJJ. aington.
The name
name of
Lawrence J.
John
Harrington.
Harrington, late of Company H,
Harrington,
II, Forty-sixth Regiment United
United
States Volunteer Infantry, War with Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
month.
at the
the rate of $12 per month.
Minnie F. Zimmer.
nnio F. ZommerThe name of Minnie F.
widow of
F. Zimmerman,
Zimmerman, widow
of Henry
Henry Zimmerman,
Zimmerman,
EMIL.
late of Company
Company A, Fifteenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her a
the rate
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
per month, and $2 per month additional
additional on account
account of each of the
four minor children
children of said Henry Zimmerman
Zimmerman until they reach
reach the
the
age
of sixteen
years.
age
of
sixteen
years.
Clarence E. Gleason.
clarnce E. Geaso.
The name of Clarence E.
E. Gleason,
of Company
Gleason, late
late of
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay
pay him
a
ponsion at
the rate
$12 per
month.
per month.
of $12
rate of
at the
a pension
George L. Hollis.
Honis
The name of George
George L. Hollis, late
Regiment
late of
of Troop F,
F, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
United States
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
pay him a
a pension at
$12 per
per month.
of $12
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
Pension increased.
sion
Incred.
Pension
Darling L. Peeples.
peeples.
The
name of
of Darling
L. Peeples,
The name
Darling L.
Peeples, late
late major
major and
and surgeon
of the
surgeon of
the
Second Texas
Texas Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
a
pension
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
Pensions.
pension of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Persions.
Joseph Dairy.
Daley.
The
of Joseph Daley,
Company L, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
The name
name of
Daley, late of Company_
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War
Regiment United States Volunteer
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and
pay him a
apension
per month.
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per
month.
tcLemore.
Robert IfcLemore.
The name
name of Robert
Robert McLemore,
McLemore, late of Company H, Second
Second Regiment Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him aa
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
CleaveHoward G. Cleaveland.
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The name
Andrew Conley,
ship Baltimore,
The
name of
of Andrew
Conley, late of United States
States ship
Baltimore, Andrew
Andrew Conley.
Conley.
United States
Establishment, and
States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
and pay
him aapension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
The
name of Jacob
Amberg, late
late of
of Troop
The name
Jacob Amberg,
Troop D,
D, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Jacob
Jacob Amberg.
Amberg.
United States Cavalry, Regular
Establishment,
Regular Establishment, and
him a
apenpenand pay
pay him
sion at the rate of $30
sion
$30 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
that he
is now
J os e p
m
The name of Joseph W. Hill, late of Company M, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Joseph
h W.
W. Hill.
H .
Georgia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Georgia
with Spain, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of William
William C. Winslow,
Winslow, late
late of Company
Company I,
I, Second
United wlliam
William C.
Winslow.
Second United
c.Winslow.
States Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, War with Spain, and pay
States
him a
apension
pension
pay him
at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
F. Comman.
The name of James F.
F. Cornman,
Cornman, late of Company
Company D, First
First RegiRegi- James
JanesF.
ormnan
ment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
and pay
pay him
him a
a
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
The name of Adolphus J.
Wacaster, late
The
J. Wacaster,
late of
of the
the Hospital
Corps, tAdolphus
Hospital Corps,
Adolphus J.
Wacas,
J. Wacas
ter.
United States
States Army, War with Spain,
United
Spain, and pay him
him a
apension at
the
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
W. Trott.
Trott.
The name of Carl W. Trott, late of Company
Company L, Fiftieth
The
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Carl
carl W.
Iowa Volunteer
Iowa
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay
him a
pension at
at
pay him
a pension
$17 per
the rate of $17
month.
per month.
Joshua Harland.
The name of Joshua
Joshua Marland,
Marland, late of Company I,
I, First Regiment
Regiment Joshua
MarlndRhode
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
pay him
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
The name of Patrick
A. Galvin.
Patrick A. Galvin,
Galvin, late of Company
Company C, First
First Regiment
Regiment Patrick
atri e A.
Galvn.
Maine Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain,
pay him
him aa pension
Spain, and
and pay
pension
at the rate of
per month.
month.
of $17
$17 per
The
John Shannon.
The name of John
John. Shannon, late of Troop B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment John
hanon.
United States Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him aapenpenpay him
sion at the rate of $12 per month.
The name
Born, late of Company
Gus BORL
Born.
H, First Regiment
The
name of
of Gus Born,
Company H,
Regiment Georgia
Georgia Gus
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
pension at
the
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of $17 per month.
month.
Dunn.
The name of James
Company
G, Fourth
James G. Dunn, late
late of Comp
anyG,
Fourth Regiment
R 1•it ent James
James G.
G. Dunn.
United States Artillery, Regular Establishment,
and pay
a
Establishment, and
pay him
6•
a
pension
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pension Increased.
The name of Thomas H. Ivers, late
Sixty-ninth ThoSsni
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Sixty-ninth
Thomas H. Ivers.
Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him aa pension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
now
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Alden.
The
The name of William Alden, late of Company A, Ninth Regiment William
lliam Alden.
Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
and pay
pay him
pension
Spain, and
him a
a pension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name of Joseph L.
L. Hall, late
of Battery
The
late of
Battery M,
M, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment jsnLninHalsed.
Joseph L. Hall.
United
States
Artillery,
Regular
Establishment,
United
Regular Establishment, and
pay him
penand pay
him aapension at the rate of $30 per
lieu of
that he
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
sions.
The name
late of
of the
name of David W. Graves,
Graves, late
the United
United States
States Marine
Marine David
David W.
Graves.
W. Graves.
United States
Corps, United
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of Wilfred
Murray.
Wilfred Murray, late
late of
Company L,
The
of Company
Thirty-fourth Wilfred
L, Thirty-fourth
ilfred Mrray.
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, War
pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of
pension at the rate
per month.
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pension Increased.
The name of Fred
Fred Opperman,
Opperman, late
late of
Regiment Feensineraed.
of Company
Company K
K,i Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Fred Opperman.
United
United States Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
at
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $12
$12 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of Robert
Robert Trexler, late
of Company
Company K,
Regiment Robert
late of
K, Third
ThirdRegiment
e!rTrexier
Tresler.
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain,
pension
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
name of
Leverett O.
The name
of Leverett
0. Wilsey,
of Company
C, Forty-first
Wilsey, late
late of
Company C,
Forty-first Leverett
0. Wilsey.
Wilsey.
Leverett 0.
Regiment, United
Volunteer Infantry,
United States Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and
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pay
him a
apension
at the
of $17
$17 per
that he is
in lieu
lieu of that
month in
per month
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay him
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Robert H. Roerts.
Roberts.
RobertH.
H. Roberts, late of Company L,
L, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
The name of Robert H.
Regiment,
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and
and
United States
Regiment, United
pay
him a
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
at the
a pension
pension at
pay him
Pension
increased.
ensioincreased
William H.. Lilly.
The
name
of William H. Lilly, late of Company
Company L, Second RegiThe nameilliam
H. Lilly,
Will
ment, Arkansas
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain, and pay
him a
a
pay him
Infantry, War
Arkansas Volunteer
ment,
pension at
rate of
$12 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
per month
of $12
the rate
at the
pension
Pension.
Pension.
N. Walker.
Isaac N
Walker.
The name of Isaac N. Walker
(insane), late of Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth CornComWalker (insane),
yUnited
United States
States Coast
Coast Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay
pany
I It
a pension
rate of $50 per month. Pay to the duly
at the
the rate
a
pension at
him
guardian.
Pensions
increased appointed
appointed guardian.
Pensions increased.
Andrew Manuel.
ManuAndrew
TAndrew
Manuel, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, One
Andrew
Mnue.
hundred
The name of Andrew Manuel,
One hundred
and
sixty-first Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Regiment Indiana
and sixty-first
Spain,
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month
month in lieu of
a pension
pension at
and pay
Spain, and
receiving.
he is
is now receiving.
that he
Rebecca Thatcher.
he name
ofebeecca
widow of
P. Thatcher,
Thatcher, late
late
The
name of
Rebecca Thatcher,
Thatoher , widow
of John
John P.
second
lieutenant Company
Third Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteers,
Volunteers, War
War
K, Third
Company K,
second lieutenant
with
her aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in
Mexico, and pay her
with Mexico,
lieu
receiving.
is now receiving.
Pensions.
of that
that she is
lieu of
Pensiona
Lona
B. Porter.
Lon B.
Porter.
The name of Lona B. Porter, late of the Coast Artillery School
The
detachment, United
States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
United States
detachment,
him
$17 per month.
a pension at the rate of $17
him a
Edward
M. Riley.
Riley.
Edward M.
Company M, Second
The name of Edward M. Riley, late of Company
Second Regia
ment Alabama
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain, and pay him a
War with
Infantry, War
Alabama Volunteer
ment
pension at
$12 per
per month.
at the rate of $12
pension
Roger
Wearne.
K, First South
Wearne, late
late of Company
The
G.Wearne.
Roger G.
The name
name of
of Roger
Roger G. Weame,
Company K,
Dakota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
and pay him aapension
Spain, and
Infantry, War with Spain,
Dakota
at the
the rate
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
at
Pensionincreased.
Pension
increased.
Milford
The name
of Milford
Milford Lady,
Lady, late
of Company
Company C, Fifth
Fifth United
United States
late of
The
name of
Milord Lady.
Lady.
$12
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $12
a pension
pension at
him a
Infantry,
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
per month
Pensions.
Pensions.
Cbarles F.
The
Regiment
Coe, late of Company
Company A, Second Regiment
The name of Charles
Charles F. Coe,
F. Coe.
Coe.
Charles
a penKentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and pay him a
War with Spain,
Kentucky Volunteer
sion at
at the
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
sion
Harvey J. Ruggles.
Thirty-third
Ruggles late of Company K, Thirty-third
of Harvey
Harvey J.
J. Ruggles,
The name of
Hey J. Ruggles.
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
pay
Spain, and pay
with Spain,
War with
Regiment
him aapension
at the
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
pension at
him
William A. Buckley.
wIam A. Buckley. The name of William
William A. Buckley, late of Company.M, SeventyVolunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
Regiment New York Volunteer
first Regiment
pay
him a
apension
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
of $12
$12 per
at the
pension at
pay him
Arthur Magoon.
The
name of
Regiment
L, Eighth Regiment
Company L,
of Company
of Arthur
Arthur Magoon,
Magoon, late of
The name
rthu
g
a pension at
United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
George
Quinlan.
George F.
F. Qunl.
The name of George
George F. Quinlan, late of Company B, Eighth Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Vo unteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
him
Spain, and pay him
War with Spain,
ment
pension
at
the
rate of
$24
per month.
month.
per
$24
of
rate
at
the
pension
a
ars
y
C.
Mary C. Parsons.
name of
of Mary
widow of Martin Parsons, late of
C. Parsons, widow
Mary C.
Theename
Troop C,
C, Fifth
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
United States
Fifth United
Troop
pay
her
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
month.
$12
per
rate
of
at
the
her
a
pension
pay
CarleH
Charles H. Yeagle.
The
Charles H. Yeagle, late acting hospital steward, HosT
he name of Charles
har Yeage
a
pital
Corps, United
War with Spain,
Spai, and pay him a
Army, War
States Army,
United States
pital Corps,
p
ension inerea,,ed.
pension
at the
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
rate of
at
the rate
penpens
Pensonincred
The
name of
of Frederick
A. GreenFrederick A.
The name
Frederick A. Greening, late of Company C, Thirtythird Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
third
pay
him a
pension at
of $17
$17 per
of that he is
in lieu of
per month in
the rate
rate of
at the
a pension
pay him
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension
Effa M.
M. Rule.
Rule.
Efa
The name of Effa M. Rule, widow of William H
H. Rule, late of Company
pany I,
I, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with Spain,
Spain,
$12 per month.
and
pension at the rate of $12
her a
a pension
and pay her
Pension.
Pensio.
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Pension
increased.
The name of Susan R. Freeman,
Pensionincreased.
Freeman, widow of Thomas Freeman,
Freeman, late Susan
R. Freeman.
Battalion of Texas Mounted
of Conner's
Comier's Battalion
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers, War with Mexico,
Mexico,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
and
at the
rate of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
Charles 0.
O. Hopping,
late of
Troop F,
First Regiment
Regiment Charles 0.
O.Hopping.
The name
name of
of Charles
Hopping, late
of Troop
F, First
United
States Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
a
United States
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
and pay
pension at the
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
W. Beville.
BevilleRegiment James
James W.
The
James W. Beville, late of Company M,
M, First Regiment
The name
name of
of James
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
him a
apension
pension
Florida Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
at
rate of
of $12
month.
F. Rowland.
WiamF.Rowland.
Company H, Second
The
F. Rowland,
Rowland, late of Company
Second William
The name of
of William
William F.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
Regiment South
South Carolina
Carolina Volunteer
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $12 per month.
Pension Increased.
increased.
Pierce L.
Trible.
L. Trible.
The name
Pierce L.
L. Trible,
Trible, late
of Company
Regiment Pierce
Second Regiment
late of
Company H, Second
name of
of Pierce
The
Carolina Volunteer
War with
with Spam,
pay him
him a
a
South Carolina
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
Pensions.
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving. Pensions.
Reuben Solomon.
euben SolomonThe name of Reuben Solomon (insane),
(insane), late of Company
Company F, Fourth
Infantry, War with Spain,
Regiment United States Infantry,
Spain, and pay him
him aa
pension at
per, month.
Pay to
to duly
appointed
pension
at the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month. Pay
duly appointed
guardian.
guardian.
Daniel
e lH. Gerald.
The
name of
of Daniel
H. Gerald,
Gerald, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Dan
i . Gerald
The name
Daniel H.
Georgia Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
Georgia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
him aapension
pension
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
at
rate of
of $12
Medi= F. Day.
The name
of Medicus
F. Day,
Second Regiment
of Company
Company K, Second
Regiment Medius
F DayThe
name of
Medicus F.
Day, late
late of
South Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Charles W ..Reeves.
of Company
I, One hundred Cas
Reeves.
Reeves, late
Company I,
The name
name of Charles
Charles W. Reeves,
late of
and
fifty-ninth Regiment
and fifty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
and
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
E Madden.
M en
Sue E.
- add The name
name of
Madden, late of sue
of John
John W. Madden,
of Sue
Sue E. Madden, widow of
The
Company
,Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Company G
G,.
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with
Spain, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
month, and
Spain,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month,
and $2
$2
per month
on account
account of
of Thomas
Madden, minor
minor child
child of
per
month additional
additional on
Thomas Madden,
of
the
sixteen
the said John
John W. Madden,
Madden, until he
he shall reach
reach the
the age of
of sixteen
years.
years.
John Buckelew.
F, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiBuckelewRegi- John
late of Company
Company F,
The name of John Buckelew, late
ment United
United States
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension
ment
States Infantry, War
at
the rate
per month.
monta.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
at the
Charlotte M.
M. BeckThe
name of
of Charlotte
Charlotte M. Beckham,
Robert II. BeckBeckBeck- ham.
Charlotte
widow of
of Robert
Beckham, widow
The name
ham,
and commissary
commissary of subsistence,
subsistence, United
United States
ham, late
late captain
captain and
a pension at the rate
Volunteers, I%
War
ar with Spain, and pay her a
rate of
$20
month and
and $2
month additional
on account
account of
of the
minor
the minor
additional on
$2 per
per month
$20 per
per month
child
said Robert
Robert H.
Beckham until
reaches the
the age
age of
of sixsixIH. Beckham
until she
she reaches
child of
of the
the said
teen years.
Pension Increased.
teen
years.
Pension
increased.
Margaret A. Osborn.
The name
Margaret A.
A. Osborn,
Osborn, widow
of Charles
Osborn, late
late Margaret
A Osborn
E. Osborn,
widow of
Charles E.
The
nane of
of Margaret
of Company
First Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War
Infantry, War
A, First
Regiment Kentucky
of
Company A,
in
with
Mexico, and
pay her
month in
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month
and pay
her aa pension
with Mexico,
Pensions.
Pensions.
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
liet
Henry C. Brant.
The
name of
C. Brant,
Brant, late
of Company
Company M, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment H ryC. Br n t.
late of
of Henry
Hlenry C.
The name
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him aa
I'nnsylvania Volunteer
pension at
the rate
rate of
pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Thomas P. Pope.
The
P. Pope, late of Company M, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Thomas P. Pope
The name
name of Thomas P.
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
United States
Regiment
Pensions increased.
him
a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Pensionsincreased.
him a
Frank C. Andrews.
The
Andrews late
late of
of the
United States
States Marine
Marine FranC.Andrews.
the United
of Frank
Frank C.
C. Andrews,
The name
name of
Corps, United
United States
v:rith Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
War with
Spain, and
States Navy,
Navy, War
Corps,
at
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
at the
the rate
$24 per
Daniel Corcoran.
The name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel Corcoran,
First Regiment
Regiment DanielCorcoran
Company A,
A, First
late of
of Company
Corcoran, late
The
Nebraska Volunteer
Infantry, War
him a
pay him
a pension
pension
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
War with
Nebraska
Volunteer Infantry,
at
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$15 per
per month
at the
the rate of $15
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Louisa Flemtg.
Fleming.
Louisa

The name
name of
of Louisa
James FlemFlemThe
Louisa Fleming (incompetent),
(incompetent), widow
widow of
of James
ing, alias
Company G,
alias James
James Hay,
Hay, late
late of
of Company
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment United
United
States Artillery, War with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pension at
and pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of $20 per month in
she is
in lieu
lieu of that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pay
Pay to
to duly
duly
appointed guardian.
appointed
guardian.
Emily Jane
Jane Hilton.
Emly
Hiton.
The name
name of Emily
F. Hilton,
The
Emily Jane
Jane Hilton, widow
widow of William F.
Hilton, late
late
of Troop B, First Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Cavalry, War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pay her a
pension at the
of $20
$20 per
of that
that she
a pension
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Sulfa
Ueltschy.
Juli A.
A. Veltscby.
The name of Julia
Julia A. Ueltschy, widow of Albert Ueltschy,
of
Ueltschy, late
late of
I, Eleventh Regiment United States
Company I,
Infantry, War
War with
States Infantry,
with
Mexico, and
pension at
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
and pay her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of
that she
is now
now receiving
Pension.
Pension.
that
she is
receiving.
Charles
Harris.
Chles Harris.
of CharleHarris,
Charles
e arris, late of
The name of
Company B,
B, Eleventh
of Company
Eleventh RegiRegiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aa
and pay
pay him
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
pension
pension at
the rate
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Melvina J. Jarvis.
Mlva
.ar.
The name of Melvin&
Melvina J.
J. Jarvis,
Jarvis, widow
William H.
H Jarvis,
Jarvis, late
late of
of
widow of
of William
United States ship Independence,
Independence, United States
States Navy,
War with
with
Navy, War
Mexico,
Mexico, and pay her a
tile rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
a pension
pension at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
Pensions.
Pensions.
that
is
now
receiving.
that she
she
is
now
receiving.
Lorenzo J.
Lreno
J. McEvoy.
cBoy.
The
name of
of Lorenzo
G, Thirty-fourth
The name
Lorenzo J.
J. McEvoy,
McEvoy, late of Company G,
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $17
a
$17 per
per month.
month.
Clarence
Matehett,
Clarence Mateeft
The name
name of Clarence
Matchett, alias
Clarence Matchett,
alias Harry
Harry J.
Reed, late
of United
United
J. Reed,
late of
alias Harry J. Reed.
States Marine Corps, United States
Regular Establishment,
States Navy, Regular
Establishment,
and
pay him
Pensionincreased.
and pay
him aapension
pension at
$17 per
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
Pension Increased.
per month.
month.
Cordella
CordeUla Mulford.
uind.
The name of Cordelia
Mulford, widow
Cordelia Mulford,
widow of
late of
of
of Jacob
Jacob Mulford,
Mulford, late
Captain
Captain Lindsley's
Lindsley's company, New Jersey
Jersey Militia,
Militia, War
of Eighteen
War of
Eighteen
hundred
twelve, and pay her a
hundred and twelve,
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per
month in
she is
is now
now receiving.
ensions.
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
Pensions.
Andy R. Fetter.
AndyR.
The
of Andy
of Battery G,
Fifth Regiment
The name
name of
Andy R.
R. Fetter, late
latefattery
G, Fifth
Regiment
United States Artillery, War with Spain,
pension at
at
Spain, and pay
pay him
him aapension
the rate
month.
the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
Iolm T. Densmore.
oh T Densmore.
The name of John
,John T. Densmore, late of Company M,
M, Fifth RegiRegiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
him
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
apension
pension at
the
rate of
$17 per
month.
month.
per
of
$17
the
rate
at
a
E.
onald
Donald E. Graham.
The name of Donald E. Graham,
Graham, late of Company
G, Third
Third RegiCompany G,
Regiment Georgia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
pay him
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
Pensionsincreased,
Pensions Increased.
pension at the rate of
$12 per
per month.
of $12
month.
Narcissus Ne.
New.
Narcissus
The
New, widow
widow of Jesse
Company
The name
name of
of Narcissus
Narcissus New,
Jesse New, late of Company
C, United States Voltigeurs,
Voltigeurs, War with Mexico,
her a
apension
pension
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary A. Scott.
A. Scott.
The name of Mary
Mary A.
A. Scott,
Scott, widow
widow of
of Jeptha
late of
Captain
Jeptha Scott,
Scott, late
of Captain
Grant's
company, Georgia
Grant's company,
Georgia Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, Florida
Florida
Indian War, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
Indian
lieu of that she is now receiving.
Approved,
Approved, August 19, 1916.
1916.
August
August 21,
21, lilt.
1916.
(1-1. R.
[H.
R. 17771
1777.]

[Private,
[
Private, No.
No. 113.]
113.]

e

Frank Fk
2. Deutsch.

CHAP.
374.-An Act
For the
the relief of Frank J. Deutsch.
CHAP. 374.—An
Act For
Deutsch.

Be
it enaced
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
United
Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United

Paymentto,forinjuStates of America
America in.
Payment to, for inju- States
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
ri es
ries.

.

Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
Treasury
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay to
Frank J.
Deutsch, out of any money
Frank
J. Deutsch,
money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $1,000,
$1,000, which sum is hereby appropriated,
appropriated,
appropriated,
in full settlement of all claims of any nature whatsoever
whatsoever that the
the
said Frank J.
J. Deutsch may have against the United States Governsaid
Government for injuries
injuries sustained while employed
ment
employed in the Coast Guard at
at
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Approved,
Approved, August 21,
21, 1916.

SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY
FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS . SESS.
SESS. I.
I. CHS.
CHS. 375-378.
375-378.
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1916.
1916.

375.-An Act For the relief of the estate
CHAP. 375.—An
estate of William
William D.
D. Allen.

August
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 2052.]
2052.]

[Private,
No. 1141
114.]
[Private, No.
United William
and House
House of
enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
D. Allen.
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
the Payment to heirs
heirs o.
of.
Treasury
and he
authorized and
directed to
to the
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay to
the
legal
of William
D. Allen,
Allen, deceased,
of Oswego,
New York, out
out
Oswego, New-York,
legal heirs
heirs of
William D.
deceased, of
of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum
of any
in the
appropriated, the
of $320,
$320, for
work performed
lighthouse
the release and rescue of the lighthouse
of
for work
performed in
in the
tender
tender flare.
Hare.
Approved,
Approved, August 21, 1916.
1916.

CHAP.
relief of
Ontario Power
Company.
of the Mimiesota
Minnesota and Ontario
Power Company.
CHAP. 378.—An
376.-An Act
Act For the relief

16.
August 21,1916.
rrit..2ke..
2555.]
[H.

A

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
[
v
.
rivatee a
o
i
v iL
n-.
[PrivateN'aid
the United
United m
Be
enacted by
the Senate
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretaiof
Power
Company.
company.
Power
of the
the tario
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
Refund
of
customs
Refund
Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to pay
to the
the Minnesota
Minnesota duties.
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
pay to
duties.
and
Power Company,
corporation organized
laws
under the
the laws
a corporation
organized under
Company, a
and Ontario
Ontario Power
of
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, from
from any
in the
not otherany moneys
moneys in
the Treasury
Treasury not
of the
the State
wise appropriated,
appropriated, the
being duties
duties paid
paid by
by
the sum of
of $714.66,
$714.66, the
the same being
wise
the
Minnesota and
and Ontario
Power Company
collector of
of
Ontario Power
Company to
to the
the collector
the said
said Minnesota
customs for
for the
district of
of Minnesota
Minnesota on
on May
May thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen
customs
the district
hundred and
certain boilers
especially imimand machinery
machinery especially
hundred
and twelve,
twelve, on
on certain
boilers and
ported from
Canada for the
operating
equipment of
of a
a steam
steam barge
barge operating
ported
from Canada
the equipment
in the
the Rainy
Rainy River
between Minnesota
Minnesota and
Ontario said
said boilers
and
boilers and
and Ontario,
in
River between
machinery having
been refused
for such
in the
the United
States by
machinery
having been
refused for
such use
use in
United States
by
the Secretary
of Commerce
Commerce and
and Labor
and at
at once
once having
having been
been
Labor,, and
the
Secretary of
returned to
Canada without
for any purpose in the United
United
to Canada
without being used for
returned
States.
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
August

CHAP.
377.—An Act For the relief of the State Board of Harbor Commissioners
Commissioners
CHAP. 377.-An
of the State of California.

[H. R. 5453.]

[..
5
[Private,No. 116

[Private, No. 1161

Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary of
cadioormez
t
ele.
assembled, That
That the
of the
the BcBoana
Sotarbortm
States
America in
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
of msementto
"
Treasury be,
be, and
to pay,
out of
Reimbursement to .
any money
in the
the United
States Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated,
any
money in
United States
the sum
8199.62 to
to the
the State
Board of
Harbor Commissioners
Commissioners of
of
of Harbor
of $199.62
State Board
the
sum of
the
of California,
California, for
the purpose
of reimbursing
the said
State
said State
purpose of
reimbursing the
State of
for the
the State
Board of
of Harbor
for repairing
damages to Piers
Piers
repairing damages
Board
Harbor Commissioners
Commissioners for
Numbered Fifteen
Fifteen and
and Twenty-seven,
Twenty-seven, in
city of
of San
San Francisco,
Francisco,
in the
the city
Numbered
California, caused
caused by
by the
the steamship
steamship Angel Island, of the United
California,
States Immigration
Immigration Service,
Service, on
August eighth,
and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
on August
eighth, nineteen
States
ler&

eleven, and
seventeenth, nineteen
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven,
nineteen hundred
and on.
on August
August seventeenth,
eleven,
respectively.
respectively.
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 378.—An
Act For
relief of Lillie B.
B. Randell.
Randell.
378.-An Act
For the
the relief
CHAP.

August 21, 1916.
[H.
61801
[Agu.
R. R.ti1916.
[Private, No. 117.]

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
United Lillie
PiateS,
'No117
the United
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
B. Rande11.
States of
of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Payment to.
of the
the Payment
Secretary of
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to pay,
pay, out
any moneys
moneys
out of
of any
directed to
and directed
authorized and
Treasury
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
$975 to
to
of $975
the sum
appropriated, the
in
the Treasury
Proviso.
Lillie B.
B. Randell
Randell or
duly authorized
Provided, That
That before
before Pro.vi
Lillie
or her
her duly
authorized agent:
agent: Provided,
Indemnity bond.
paying
the
same
Lillie
B.
Randell
shall
deliver
to
the
Secretary
of
the
of
the
emn
Secretary
deiver
to
the
paying the same Lillie B. Randell shall
Treasury
good and
sufficient bond,
bond, with
surety to be
be approved
approved
and sufficient
with the surety
Treasury aagood
by
Secretary of
the United
United States
States
indemnify the
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
to indemnify
of the
by the
the Secretary
against
damages incurred
incurred by
by reason
reason of making the
against all losses, costs, or damages
said
payment.
said payment.
Approved,
Approved, August 21,
21, 1916.
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

August 21,
August
16.
21, 1916.
[H. R. 6758.)
[H.
.
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 118.1
118.]

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

CHs. 379-382.
379-382.
CHs.

1916.
1916.

379.-An Act
CHAP. 379.—An
Act For the relief of the legal
legal heirs of Hector
Hector M.
M. McDonald,
McDonald,
deceased.
deceased.

Be
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
of America
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
States of
Paitent
to admin- Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
istPraatYomrent
and he
he is
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay.to
to
of.
istator
Ante, p. 803.
8.
M.
J. Haynes,
M. J.
Haynes, public
public administrator
administrator of
of the
the city
city and
county-of
of San
and county
San
Francisco, State
California, as administrator
administrator of
of the
the estate
estate of
Hector
Francisco,
State of California,
of Hector
McDonald, deceased,
deceased, for
account of
of the
the legal
legal heirs
heirs of
M. McDonald,
for, and on account
of
i261.20, taken
taken from
from the
the body
body of
of said
said deceased,
deceased, the
the sum
sum of $261.20,
said
Hector M.
deposited to
the credit
of the
the
Hector
M. McDonald,
McDonald, deceased,
deceased, and deposited
to the
credit of
Treasurer of
the United
United States
States with
the First
First National
Bank of
of Juneau,
Juneau,
Treasurer
of the
with the
National Bank
Alaska,
sixteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and subseAlaska, on May
May sixteenth,
and eight,
eight, and
subsequently covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
States by
by miscellamiscellaquently
covered into
the United
warrant numbered
numbered two
two thousand
thousand and
eighty-three, fourth
fourth
neous warrant
and eighty-three,
quarter
eight.
quarter of nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eight.
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
Approved, August
1916.
Hector M.
M.
Hector
M
ald.
aldtr.

to

Do

McDon-

cD

admin-

August 21,1916.
21, 1916.
Aust
(H. R. 7062.1

H.R. 76B.]

[Private, No.119.1

[Private, No. 11l
Erskine R. Hayes.
R-Haye s Ere
rie.
°
r

ies.
Payment
y
t to,
t fortnjuor i n j u

August 21,
21, 1916.
111.
[H. R.
R. 7396.1
7396.]

(Private, No. 120.]

(Private No. 120.]

Hiram P. Geeslin.
ac-

Credit in oslacpostal
counts.
Ceunts.

August 21,
1916.
August
21, 1916.

I. R.
R.7419.1
111.
7419.1
(Private,
No. 121.
121.]
[Private, No.

CHAP. 380.-An
380.—An Act
the relief
of Erskine
Erskine R
Hayes.
CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of
R. Hayes.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
States of
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
of America
America in
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Treasury
be, and
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
out
and directed
directed to

Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Erskine
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Erskine
Hayes, the sum of $3,000,
$3,000, in
in full
full compensation
for injuries
injuries received
received
R. Hayes,
compensation for
nineteen hundred
hundred and
two, while
while
on the sixteenth
sixteenth day
day of
of December,
December, nineteen
and two,
in the performance
performance of his duty as
employee of the
Bureau of
of EnEnas an employee
the Bureau
graving and Printing, Treasury
Department, in the city
Washgraving
Treasury Department,
city of Washington, District
Columbia.
ington,
District of
of Columbia.
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 381.-An
381.—An Act
Act For
the relief
relief of
Hiram P.
CHAP.
For the
of Hiram
P. Geeslin.
Geaslin.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States
America in.
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
Treasury be, and
authorized and
and directed
to credit
credit the
the
accounts of or to pay, out of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
any money
the Treasury
appropriated,
Hiram P.
Gea.slin, of
of Hornersville,
Missouri 'the
appropriated, to
to Hiram
P. Geaslin,
Hornersville, Missouri,
the sum
sum
of
value of
of documentary
documentary stamps
stamps taken
taken from
his
of $81.71,
$81.71, being the
the value
from his
custody as postmaster
Hornersville, Missouri,
Missouri, by burglars on the
postmaster at Homersville,
sixth day
of April,
April, nineteen
nineteen hundred
sixth
day of
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
382.-An Act Granting
Granting aa patent to a
a certain strip of land to Elisha A.
CHAP. 382.—An
A.
Crandall.
Crandall.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
House of
of the

States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Hoxstead
ctentto States
of America
That the

Elisha A. Crandall.
Homestead
patent to.

Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
issue to
to
to issue
Elisha A. Crandall aapatent
a strip of land formerly occupied by
patent to a
the Northern
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railroad Company as a
aright of way and
and emembraced within the homestead
homestead entry
entry of the said
said Elisha A. Crandall
Crandall to
the east half
southwest quarter
quarter and
and lots
lots six
and seven,
seven, section
section
half of
of the southwest
six and
six, township
township fifty-six
east, Boise
Boise meridian,
meridian, for
for
fifty-six north,
north, range
range two
two east,
which patent was issued to entryman
entryman on October
October sixteenth, ninenine-.
teen hundred and
and three, the said strip of
having been
been abanabanof land having
doned by the said Northern
Railroad Company.
Northern Pacific Railroad
Approved, August
Approved,
1916.
August 21,
21, 1916.

SIXTY
FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SESS. I.
I. CHs.
SESS.
CHS. 383-386..
383-386.

1391
1391

1916.
1916.

CHAP. 383:-An
383:—An Act
the relief
relief of
of the
the dependent
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Curran,
August
21, 1916.
Agust 21,1916.
Curran,
dependent widow
Act For
For the
CHAP.
of
was killed
killed while
while in
in the
the discharge
his8141.] [H.
[H. R.
R. 8141.]
discharge of
of his
who was
of the
the Government,
Government, who
duties
at the
the United
United States
States naval
naval magazine
magazine at
at Iona
[Private, No. 122.1
122.]
York.
Iona Island,
Island, New
New York.
duties at

civilian
employee
civilian employee

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
Be
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the pen
Curran.
EUenCurran.
That the
Secretary of
bStates of
for
Payet to,
for
Treasury
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay, out
out deathofsban.
deatthyl:;Titsbat;3ia.
authorized and
is hereby,
Treasury be,
be, and
of
money in
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to Ellen
Ellen
not otherwise
appropriated, to
the Treasury
of any
any money
Curran,
Haverstraw, New
York, the
the dependent
dependent widow
Patrick
widow of Patrick
New York,
Curran, of
of Haverstraw,
Curran
employee of
the Government,
while
killed while
of the
Government, who was killed
civilian employee
Curran,' civilian
in
the discharge
his duties
the fourth
day of
ninefourth day
of November,
November, nineduties on
on the
in the
discharge of
of his
teen
and three
magazine on
on
the United
United States naval magazine
three, at the
teen hundred
hundred and
Iona Island,
in the
the Hudson
Hudson River,
New York,
by the
the explosion
of
explosion of
York, by
River, New
Island, in
Iona
gunpowder and
without his
or negligence,
his fault
fault or
shell, without
and thirteen-inch
thirteen-inch shell,
gunpowder
the
sum of
of $624.
the sum
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

CHAP. 384.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
of M.
M. E.
E. Sitters.
Sitters.
relief of
CHAP.
384.-An Act

August
August 21,
21, 1916.
[H., R. 8200.]

[H. R. 8200.

[Private, No.
123.1
[Private,
No. 123.]

Be it
enacted by the
the Senate
Representatives of the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Be
it enacted
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of the M.ySitteorlos
H.
nyen
m
tto, for loss
husband.
ofhusband.
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay to of
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
he -is
Treasury
Joe Sitters,
Sitters, out
out of
of funds in the Treasury not
not
M. E.
E. Sitters, widow of Joe
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $1,095
$1,095 as
her
to her
sum of
as compensation
compensation to
otherwise
twenty-fourth day.of May,
for the loss
loss of her husband, who, on the twenty-fourth
official duties
duties
nineteen hundred
hundred and
discharge of
of his official
and fifteen, while in discharge
nineteen
as
United States
States custom service
service in
inspector of
of the United
as a
a mounted inspector
Presidio County,
County, Texas,
assassinated by
Mexican bandits.
by Mexican
Texas, was
was assassinated
Presidio
Approved, August
Approved,
August 21, 1916.
E .Si

WoodState Bank
Bank of Eureka,
Eureka, Woodthe Farmer's
Farmer'sState
CHAP 385.-An
385.—An Act
relief of the
Act For
For the
the relief
CHAP.
ford County,
Illinois.
ford
County, Illinois.

AuUSt 21,
21 1916.
19
August
In. R.
8630.1
R. 8230.1
['.

I[rivate,
[Private, No. 124]
124.1

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Rpresentatives of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
by the
States
of America
America in
sn Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
the ofreka,
e .t1 Bank
of the
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
States of
f
}
E
au
rr
mer
c:8
,
Pre
Payment
to.
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
directed to
of Payment to.
pay out
out of
to pay
authorized and
and directed
hereby, authorized
be, and
and he
Treasury be,
any money
in the
the Treasury
of the
the United
not otherwise
otherwise approStates, not
United States,
Treasury,of
money in
any
County,
priated,
the Farmer's
Farmer's State
Woodford County,
Bank of
of Eureka,
Eureka, Woodford
State Bank
to the
priated, to
Illinois, the
the sum
sum of
$200, in
in full
claims on
account
on account
for claims
compensation for
full compensation
of $200,
Illinois,
of the
the loss
loss of
of revenue
stamps purchased
purchased and
and paid
for by
by said
bank
said bank
paid for
of
revenue stamps
the
in transmission
and
were lost
transmission of the
lost in
in the
the United
United States mails in
and which
which were
same
from the
the Office
Office of
Collector of
Internal Revenue
Revenue at Springof Internal
of the
the Collector
same from
field,
Illinois, to
to Eureka,
Eureka, Woodford
County, Illinois.
Illinois.
Woodford County,
field, Illinois,
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

386.—An Act For the relief of J. M. Potter.
CHAP. 386.-An

August
Au t 21, 1916.
1916.
[H. R. 9375.1

[l'R. 9375.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
United [Private,
No. 1251
125.]
[Prvate, N
of the
the United
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
by the
Be
IP
Portter;
Secretary of
the
That the
in Congress
States of
of America
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the
Secretary
of
the l
iaM
ma
c
iVo
for inj....
to,r. for
of S.~ecretary
of
hePayment
hereby, authorized and directed
Treasury
directed to pay, out of res.
ries. Y
ju
be, and he is hereby,
Treasury be,
any money
money in
in the
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise approapprothe Treasury
any
priated,
priated, to J.
J. M. Potter, of Pikeville, Pike County, Kentucky, the
for expenses
expenses incurred for surgical
sum of
$140, as
reimbursement for
of $140,
as a
a reimbursement
sum
and
medical aid
and hospital
hospital fees
having wounds
wounds treated
which
treated which
fees in
in having
aid and
and medical
were received
in the
the discharge
discharge of his duties
United
deputy United
duties as deputy
received while
while in
were
marshal, and for loss of time, suffering, and permanent
permanent disStates marshal,
ability
said wounds.
wounds.
resulting from said
ability resulting
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

1392
1392

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.

August 21,1160
21, 1916.
(H. R. 10052.)

August

Snss. I.
I.
SESS.

CHs. 387-390.
CHs.
387-390.

1916.
1916.

CHAP.
CHAP. 387.—An
reimburse J.
387.-An Act To reimburse
J. T. Nance.

(Private, No.
House of
Representatives of the
the United
United
[Private,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House
No. 126.)
12.1
Be
of Representatives
T.
J. T.
T. Nance.
assembled, That
Secretary of
Reimbursement to.
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
JRimbursement
to. States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress

Treasury- be,
be, and
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of
of
any
in the
otherwise appropriated,
of
appropriated, the sum
sum of
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
any funds
funds in
881.78 to
to J.
J. T.
postmaster at
at Harrodsburg,
to reimHarrodsburg, Indiana,
Indiana, to
reim$81.78
T. Nance,
Nance, postmaster
burse him
him for
for losses
losses sustained
by reason
reason of
of that
that post
post office.
burse
sustained by
of robbery
robbery of
office.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 21,
21, 1916.

August
1916..
August 21
21, 191
10546.1

[H.

. 10546.

(Private,
127.)
[Private, No. 127.]

CHAP. 388.-An
388.—An Act
CHAP.
Act For the
the relief
relief of the
the Illinois Central
Central Railroad
Railroad Company,
and
other purpoe.
purpoeee.
and for
for other

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Rpresentatives
the United
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted

of 'America
America in
at the
sum of
$100 be,
be,
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
rlinois central Rail- States
assembled, That
the sum
of $100

Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Reimbursement to.

eimbrsementto.

August 21 1916.
H .l.161

August 21, 1916.
(II. R. 10641.)
(Private, No. 128.]
128.)
[Private,
Fred Henderson,
pFred
tlenderson.r
Payment to, for injuri
es.

ri

t t,

August
1916.
August 21,
21,1916.
(H. It.
R. 10643.1

(t.

10643.1

and the
same is
the
and
the same
is hereby,
hereby, appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any moneys
moneys in
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to reimburse
reimburse the Illinois Cenit of
of a
a fine of like amount
amount
tral Railroad
Railroad Company
Company for the payment
payment by it
levied
collected by
Secretary of
on
Treasury for failure
failure on
and collected
by the Secretary
of the Treasury
levied and
the
of the
railroad company
clear a
a shipment
shipment of
the part
part of
the railroad
company to
to clear
of household
household
goods
originating in
in Habana,
Habana, Cuba,
Edmondton,
goods originating
Cuba, and
and destined
destined to Edmondton,
.Alberta, Canada,
Alberta,
Canada, through the
the United
United States customs at
at Portal, North
North
Dakota,
ascertained by
by the Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Dakota, it
it having
having been
been ascertained
subsequent
payment of
the fine
the carrier
that the
shipsubsequent to
to the
the payment
of the
fine by
by the
carrier that
the shipment
through the United States customs
customs at
ment had
had been
been duly
duly cleared
cleared through
Noyes,
were due
collectible
Noyes, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and that no customs duties were
due or collectible
thereon.
Approved, August 21,
21, 1916.
Approved,

CHAP. 389.-An
389.—An Act For the relief of Fred Henderson.

Be it enacted
enacted by the
Representatives of the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
of the
the
States
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
Treasury
to
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to
money in the Treasury
Fred Henderson
Henderson the sum of $43.75, out of any money
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for injury sustained on the sixteenth day
of September, in the year nineteen
nineteen hundred and six, while employed
employed
by the United States Government
Government in the Government
Government Arsenal at
Rock Island,
Island, Illinois.
Illinois.
Approved,
Approved, August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.

CHAP.
390.-An Act For the relief of Theodore
CHAP. 390.—An
Theodore Bagge.
Bagge.

(Private, No.
No. 129.)
[Private,
129.1

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Rpresentatives of
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
and House
House of
the Senate
Be
it enacted
B e
eodor
Paymetooreaae.- States
States of America in
in Congress
Secretary of the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
authorized and
and directed
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay
to
pay to

Theodore Bagge.
riPayment to, for injues.
rks.

Theodore
Bagge the
the TreasTheodore Bagge
the sum
sum of
of $221.91,
$221.91, out of any money
money in
in theTreasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
sustained on
the twentyury not
not otherwise
for injury sustained
on the
twentvfourth day of April, m the year nineteen
nineteen hundred and seven,
seven, whie
while
employed by the United States
States Government
Government on the United States
dredge
Ajax.
dredge Ajax.
Approved,
Approved, August
1916.
August 21, 1916.

SIXTY FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

SESS. I.
I.•CHs.
Cas. 391-393.
391-393.
SEss.

1393
1393

1916.
1916.

CHAP.
391.—An Act
Act For
relief of
of the
the owners
of the
the barkentine
barkentine Mabel
Mabel I.
I.
owners of
the relief
For the
CHAP. 391.-An
Meyers and
and her
her master
and crew,
crew, and
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
of cargo
of molasses
molasses
cargo of
the owners
owners of
and for
master and
Meyers
late on
on board
board said
barkentine.
late
said barkentine.

August
21, 1916.
August21,1916.
[rt. R.11129.]
R. 11129.]
(H.
(Private. No.
130.]
(Private,
No. 130.]

Be it
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
United
the United
House of
Representatives of
by the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
claim of
of the
owners Bar
ta
i
b
lei
.•
Meyer
eyerss ,""
BarkentieI
the owners
the claim
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
of the
Mabel I.
I. Meyers
Meyers and
master and
and crew,
crew, and
and the
the Claim
of ow
ners of
of,
of
the barkentine
barkentine Mabel
and her
her master
Claim
of
owners
ilairicte
cosabnn
. tied to
claim
of the
owners of
the cargo
of molasses
molasses late
on board
said barkenbarken- district court.
late on
board said
of the
cargo of
the owners
claim of
tine,
in alleged
the United
United States
Nebraska
steamer Nebraska
States steamer
with the
alleged collision
collision with
tine, in
about
of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts,
the thiron the
thirMassachusetts, on
Cape Cod,
southeast of
thirty miles
miles southeast
about thirty
tieth
day of
July, nineteen
liundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, for and on account
account of
of July,
nineteen hundred
tieth day
the
losses alleged
by the
the owners
owners
collision by
in said
said collision
been suffered
suffered in
to have
have been
plleged to
the losses
of
said barkentine
barkentine and
and by
her master
and by
the owners of
of
by the
and crew,
crew, and
by her
master and
of said
said
States Court for the Disthe United States
may be
be submitted
submitted to the
said cargo,
cargo, may
collision octrict
of Massachusetts,
district nearest
to which the
the collision
nearest to
the district
Massachusetts, the
trict of
curred, under
in compliance
compliance with
said court
Jurisdiction of
of
sitting as
as Jurisdiction
the rules
rules of
of said
court sitting
with the
under and
and in
curred,
of admiralty.
said cowl,
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction court.
court'
court shall have
that the
the said
And that
admiralty. And
court of
aacourt
to
hear and
controversy and to enter a
a judgment
judgment
the whole
whole controversy
to hear
and determine
determine the
or decree
decree for
for the
the amount
amount of
of the
the damages
damages sustained
sustained by
by reason of said
or
United
collision, if
if any
any shall
be found
due, either
either for
the United
for or
or against
against the
be due,
found to
to be
shall be
collision,
States upon
principles and
and measure
measure of
of liability, with costs,
costs, as
as
the same
same principles
States
upon the
in
between private
private parties
with the
rights Proviso.
the same
same rights
parties with
admiralty between
in like
like cases
cases in
in admiraltyof
appeal: Provided,
no award
award or
shall be
N
a7Igw
roserctive proffor its
itNowroctiveprofbe made
made for
judgment shall
or judgment
That no
Provided, That
of appeal:
prospective
profits.
Service.
service.
prospective profits.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
service of
shall conform
Vol 24, p. 506.
to the
the Vol-24,p-506
conform to
of process
process shall
of service
the mode
mode of
That the
SEC.
provisions
Act of
of March
eighteen hundred
hundred and eightyeightyMarch third,
third, eighteen
of the
the Act
provisions of
seven,
"An Act
to provide
for the
of suits
suits against the
the bringing of
provide for
Act to
entitled "An
seven, entitled
United
United States."
States."
Approved, August
August 21,
Approved,
21, 1916.
1916.
August 21
21, 1916.
1916.
August

William E.
CHAP. 392.—An
E Heffner.
the relief of William
392.-An Act For the
CHAP.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
o Representatives
of the
the United
Representativesof
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be
That the
of the
the
Secretary of
That
the Secretary
States of
in Congress
assemb
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
Treasury
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay to
be, and
Treasury be,
William
E. Heffner,
Heffner, out
Treasury not otherwise
of any money
money in the Treasury
out of
William E.
appropriated,
being the
the amount of money due said
of $525,
$525, being
sum of
the sum
appropriated, the
William
E. Heffner
Heffner for
for the
the construction
construction of
of a
a barracks
barracks and bathhouse
William E.
at West
Lawn Cemetery,
Ohio.
Canton, Ohio.
Cemetery, Canton,
at
West Lawn
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
1916.
Approved, August

[H. R.11934.]
[H.11.]
(Private,
No. 131.1
(Private, No.
131.]
William
E. Heffner.
Hefner.
WiliamE.
Payment to.
Paymentto.

August 21,
1916.
August
21, 1916.
III.
R. 12248.]
[H. R.12248.]

CHAP.
393.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
H. S.
deceased.
S. Robertson,
Robertson, deceased.
Mary H.
estate of
of Mary
of the
the estate
Act For
CHAP. 393.-An

[Private. No.132.1
Be
Senate and
of Remsentatives
the Senate
and House
House of
Representativesof
of the
the United
United Mary
MPriva. H. N.
132Rob
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
S. RobertStates of
of America
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the son.
Ro
son.
Secretary of
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
out of
istp
maymen
oft
admint.to
to adminof istP
to pay,
pay, out
and directed
and he
is hereby,
Treasury
any
money in
otherwise approUnited States not otherwise
of the
the United
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
any money
priated, to
to S.
Stephens Stone,
Stone, administratrix
administratrix of
of the
estate of
of Mary
Mary
the estate
S. Stephens
priated,
H.
S. Robertson,
Robertson, deceased,
deceased, late
County, Kentucky
Kentucky,
of McCracken
McCracken County,
late of
H. S.
the
sum of
of $2,936,
$2,936, in
full compensation
and occupation
of reai
real
occupation of
use and
for use
compensation for
in full
the sum
estate situated
situated at
at Paducah,
Paducah, Kentucky,
by United
United States
authorities
States authorities
Kentucky, by
estate
from September
September tenth,
and sixty-one,
October
sixty-one, to October
hundred and
eighteen hundred,
tenth, eighteen
from
eighth,
hundred and
as found
the Third
Third
due by
by the
found clue
and sixty-five,
sixty-five, as
eighteen hundred
eighth, eighteen
Auditor
of the
the Treasury
twenty-seventh, eighteen
hun- Proiso
Auditor of
Treasury on
on February
February twenty-seventh,
eighteen hunThat said S. Stephens Stone shall Certificate, etc., re
Provided,
and
eighty-nine:
dred
file
dredinand
the eighty-nine:
Treasury Department
Provided, That
a certificate
said S. showing
Stephensher
Stone
appointshall quCertT
i
rem&....cate, etc.,
p

file in the Treasury Department a certificate showing her appoint- qird
inent
as administratrix
administratrix of
of said
copy of
of her
her
and aa certified
certified copy
estate and
said estate
ment as
hereby
at least equal in amount to the sum hereby
bond,
which bond must be at
bond, which
appropriated.
appropriated.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 21, 1916.

0.

1394
SIXTYFOURTH CONGRES
S. SESS.
SESS. I
CHs. 394,395,402,403,405.
394,395,402,403,405. 1916.
1916.
1394 SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
I..CHS.
August 21,1916.
Auust
[H. R.14528.]
R. 14528.1

[Private, No. 133.
Wa. W.Fni.

[Private, No.133.]
W. W. Thin.
Payment to.

394.-An Act
CHAP. 394.—An
the relief
of W.
Finn.
Act For
For the
relief of
W. W.
W. Finn.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
by the
the Senate
and House
the United
States of
of America
States
America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out
of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to W.
W. W.
W.
Finn, of Wesley, Iowa, the
$177.83, to
to compensate
compensate him
him for
the sum
sum of $177.83,
for
the loss by burglary of certain
certain war revenue
revenue emergency
emergency stamps
stamps of
of
which he was
was custodian.
custodian.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 21,
21, 1916.
•

August
21.1916.
August 21.1916.
[H. R.14952.]

[.R. 14962.1

[Private, No. 134.]
134.J
[Private,
Private
N134
Mrs.
Jahn A. Fox.
MP.JohnA.
Fox.

Payment to, for loss
of husband.

ofhnsband.

August 23
1916.
23,1916.

Is.
1781.
IS. 178i.]

CHAP.
395.-An Act For the relief of Mrs.
CHAP. 395.—An
Mrs. John
John A.
A. Fox.
Fox.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
be, and
and he
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
ou to
to pay,
off
any money in
i
n the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of
not otherwise
appropriated, the
$1,000, to Mrs. John
John A. Fox, widow of John A.
at
A. Fox,
Fox, postmaster
postmaster at
Glenarm,
Glenarm, Oldham
County, Kentucky,
who was
killed in
in the
the discharge
Oldham County,
Kentucky, who
was killed
discharge
of
of his
his duty.
duty.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 21,
1916.
21, 1916.
CHAP. 402.-An
402.—An Act For the relief
relief of
Nathaniel Monroe.
of Nathaniel
Monroe.

[Private, No. 135.]

•

Priate, No. 135.]
Be it
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
ofthe
the United
United
it enacted
House of
Nathaniel Monroe.
Nathaniel
Monroe. States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in, Congress
assembled, That
That in
in the
the administration
administration
Military record corrtedry recor.
rected.
of the laws conferring
rights, privileges,
conferring rights,
privileges, and
and benefits
honorably
benefits upon
upon honorably

Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

Nrospye

August 23,1916.
August

s. 1818.]

[S. 1818.]
[Private,
No. 136.]
136.)
[Private, No.
Nelson ''. Saunders.
Military
record cort
rected.
re ed-

discharged
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, Nathaniel
Nathaniel Monroe,
who was
privat
e o
omMonroe, who
was aa private
offC
ComRegiment East Tennessee
pany B, First Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, shall
shall
Tennessee Volunteer
hereafter
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have
been discharged
have been
discharged honorably
honorably
from the military
military service
service of
the United
United States
States as
of said
said
of the
as a
a member
member of
company
company and regiment on the first
first day
day of
of May,
May, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and sixty-three:
sixty-three: Provided,
Provided, That
no back
pay, bounty,
or pension
and
That no
back pay,
bounty, or
pension
shall accrue to him prior to the passage of this
Act.
this Act.
*•Approved,
Approved, August 23,
1916.
23, 1916.
CHAP. 403.-An
CHAP.
403.—An Act For
the relief
of Nelson
T. Saunders.
For the
relief of
Nelson T.
Saunders.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of
it enacted
of Representatives
of the United

Nelson T. Saunders. States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the administration
administration

Prey*.
No back pay, etc.

payret
°rpay,'e.

August
Augtm 24, 1916.
S.339.1
3539.j
[s.
[Prirate. No.
[Private,
No. 137.)
137.]
[PrivaNo. .

John L. Moon.
Payment to.

oayn L.

toon

of the laws conferring
privileges and
of
conferring rights, privileges
and benefits
benefits upon
honorably
upon honorably
discharged
discharged officers, Nelson T.
Saunders, late
late commissary
sergeant of
of
T. Saunders,
commissary sergeant
the Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
shall
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, shall
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have been
been mustered
mustered into
into service
service
as aasecond lieutenant of Company
Company F,
Sixty-fourth New
New Yo
rkVolunVol
un F, Sixty-fourth
York
teer Infantry, Sept
September
em ber thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four,
hundred and
sixty-four,
vice Charles W. Schutt, promoted,
promoted, and to
to have
honorably disdishave been
been honorably
organization October
charged as of that grade and organization
thirteenth,
October thirteenth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
That no
no back
back pay,
pay,
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: _Provided,
Provided, That
bounty, or pension shall become
become due or payable by reason
reason of
the
ofthe
passage
passage of this Act.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 23, 1916.
CHAP. 405.—An
405.-An Act For the relief of John
Moon.
CHAP.
John L.
L. Moon.

it enacted by the
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
the Senate
Senate and
of the
States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Treasury
hereby, authorized
Treasury be, and
and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay, out
out
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of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to John
appropriated, to
John
L. Moon,
Moon, of Opelika, Lee County, Alabama,
Alabama, the sum of $200, as a
a
reward
reward for services
services rendered
rendered in the
apprehension of
criminals in
the apprehension
of criminals
in the
the
burglary
burglary of the United
United States post office
office at
at Auburn,
Auburn, Alabama.
Alabama.
Approved, August
24, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
August 24,

CHAP. 406.—An
406.-An Act For the relief
relief of
of C.
C. Horatio
Scott.
Horatio Scott.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
the United
United
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
in Congress
the Secretary
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to pay
to
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay to
C. Horatio
Horatio Scott, postmaster
postmaster at Sault Sainte
Michigan, the
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Michigan,
the
sum of $596.52 paid to the United
United States on account
account of
of funds
funds embezembezzled by Frank Higgins, a
a post-office
post-office clerk
clerk in
in the
post office
Sault
the post
office at
at Sault
Sainte Marie, Michigan; and
of $596.52
is hereby
and the sum of
$596.52 is
hereby approappropriated, out of any money
the United
States not
not
money in the
the Treasury-of
of the
United States
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
payment of
the payment
of this
this claim.
claim.
Approved, August
August 24,
1916.
Approved,
24, 1916.
CHAP. 410.—An
410.-An Act To confirm
confirm the entry of John Dowd.
Dowd.

1916.
August 24, 1916.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 4559.]
4559.]

[Private, No.
No. 138.1
C. Horatio Scott.
Payment to.

1916.
August 25,
25,1916.

[S. 6013.]

[Private, No.
No. 139.]
139.]

it enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
and House
John Dowd.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the
the 1=2.
That the
Secretary of
Homestead
Interior be, and he hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized and directed
to issue
issue United
t.
directed to
United to.
States Government patent on
entry of
John Dowd,
Dowd,
on the
the homestead
homestead entry
of John
known as Boise
Boise naught six
for the
the followingsix thousand
thousand and
and fifty-four,
fifty-four, for
followingdescribed land:
land:
Description.
Lot five of section thirty-four,
thirty-four, township
three north,
north, range
township three
range four
four Description.
west, and lots two and three and southeast
southeast 'quarter
'quarter of
of northwest
northwest
quarter,
section three,
three, township
quarter, section
township two
two north,
north, range
range four
four west,
west, Boise
Boise
meridian, Boise land
land district,
district, Idaho, containing
containing one
hundred and
and ProVso.
one hundred
Proviso.
forty-seven
forty-seven and eighty-six
acres: Provided,
eighty-six hundredths
hundredths acres:
Provried, That
That the
the Payment.
said
John Dowd
his transferee
pay to
the United
said John
Dowd or
or his
transferee shall
shall pay
to the
United States
States
Government the
price of
$184.83.
Government
the commutation
commutation price
of $184.83.
Approved,
1916.
Approved, August
August 25,
25, 1916.

CHAP.
CHAP. 411.-An
411.—An Act Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
issue patent
the Interior
to issue
patent to
to
William II. Ingle
for homestead
in Colorado.
Colorado.
Ingle for
homestead entry
entry in

patent

August
25 1916
August 25,
1916.

fU. 6331.]
633i.]
[Privat,
140.
[Private, No
No. 140.]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United William H.
11. Ingle.
mestead entry val.
States of
of America
assembled, That
That homestead
States
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
homestead entry
entry idp
Homesteadentryva!d.
naught
fourteen thousand three
naught fourteen
hundred and
three hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen, Sterling
Sterling series,
series,
made by William H.
H. Ingle
for
the
southeast
quarter
of
section
five,
Ingle for the southeast quarter of section five,
township
township one north, range forty-nine
forty-nine west, sixth principal
principal meridian,
meridian,
and it
it is
Colorado, he, and
validated and
permitted to
is hereby,
hereby, validated
and permitted
to remain
remain
intact, in the same manner as though said
said Ingle
the year
year
Ingle had
had not,
not, in
in the
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and seventy-three, made a
entry for
for
a homestead
homestead entry
one
hundred and
and sixty
sixty acres
and perfected
perfected title
one hundred
acres and
title thereto.
thereto.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 25,
25, 1916.
1916.

413.-An Act For
CHAP. 413.—An
For the
the relief
relief of
of Mike
G. Womack.
Womack.
Mike G.

August
26, 1916.
1916.
August 26,
[S. 35331
[S.
3533.]
11
Privato Nri
[Private,
No. 1A
1411

Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United.
United
of the
z. a
i
13te G.-omacck.
G.
States
Arerica in
in Congress
States of
of America
Can,gress assembled,
the Secretary
the iq
assembled, That the
Secretary of
of the
ike
t To
o,
for l'ju
Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay, out
out of
of ries.
ies.
any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to Mike
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Mike G.
G.
102620°—vm. 39—rT
iO2620°-VOL
39-rr 2
2-14
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Womack, the sum of $657.30, in full
for injuries
injuries received
full compensation
compensation for
received
by him on July twenty-eighth,
twenty-eighth, nineteen
hundred and
and fourteen,
nineteen hundred
fourteen, while
while
in the performance
performance of his duties as an
an employee
employee of
States
of the
the United
United States
Government in connection
Government
connection with the construction
construction of
roads within
of roads
within
the Crater Lake National
National Park,
in the
the State
of Oregon.
Oregon.
Park, in
State of
Approved, August
August 26,
1916.
Approved,
26, 1916.
August
29, 1916.
1916.
August 29,
[S. 6740.]
6740.]

CHAP. 421.-An
421.— An Act To correct
correct the military
military record
of Matthew
Matthew C.
C. Butler,
junior.
record of
Butler, junior.

rjirl ta NT
1
[Private,
No. 1A
142.]

Matthew

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
ofthe
C. Bntler, States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That Matthew C.
C. Butler,
Butler,
junior,
major in
the Sixth
Regiment, United
United
junior, deceased,
deceased, who
who was
was a
a major
in the
Sixth Regiment,
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and who was nominated
nominated by the President
President for
for appointappointment as lieutenant
lieutenant colonel of Cavalry, to
the first
day of
of
to rank from the
first day
July, nineteen
'nineteen hundred and sixteen,
sixtee, said nomination being
conbeing confirmed by the
the death
death of
of said
Butler, which
which occurred
the Senate
Senate before
before the
said Butler,
occurred
on the twentieth day of July, nineteen hundred
sixteen, before
before
hundred and
and sixteen,
the issue to him of a
a commission
commission evidencing his advancement,
advancement, shall
shall
hereafter be held and considered
hereafter
become a
considered to
to have
have become
a lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel
of Cavalry in the service of the
United States
States on
on the
the first
of July,
July,
the United
first day
day of
nineteen hundred
hundred and sixteen, and
held that
that office
and to
to have
have held
office until
until the
the

Matthew C. Butler,
jr.
ji
ilitary record corMilitary
rected.
ro

cted

Issue of
commission. date of his death; and the President
issue
of commissin
President is
hereby authorized
to issue
is hereby
authorized to
issue aa

commission as lieutenant colonel
commission
the name
name of
of Matthew
colonel of
of Cavalry
Cavalry in
in the
Matthew
C. Butler, junior, with rank to
July first,
to date
date from July
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and sixteen.
Approved, August
1916.
Approved,
August 29,
29, 1916.

August 31,1916.
31, 1916.
August
118
[H. R.
R. 11860.]
[H.
.
(Private, No. 143.]
143.]

CHAP. 428.—An
428.-An Act
the relief of Halvor Nilsen.
CHAP.
Act For
For the

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
of the
Representativesof
the United
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of the
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary
Sec
to.
Interior is hereby
to issue
issue a
Halvor Nilsen,
Nilsen, of
hereby authorized
authorized to
a patent
patent to
to Halvor
of
Wabanica,
Minnesota, for the northwest
Wabanica, Minnesota,
northwest quarter
quarter
quarter of
of northwest
northwest quarter
section twenty-four, township one
hundred and
and sixty-one
north., range
one hundred
sixty-one north,
range
thirty-two
meridian, Minnesota,
thirty-two west, fifth principal meridian,
Minnesota, regardless
regardless of
of
the fact that said Halvor Nilsen commuted a
a former
former homestead
homestead entry
entry
R. S., sec.
2301, p.
se
421' S'.
' p. under the provisions of section
section twenty-three
and one,
twenty-three hundred
421.
hundred and
one, ReReVol. 31, p. 29.
269.
Vol.31,p.
vised Statutes,
Act of
of June
vised
Statutes, subsequently
subsequently to the date
date of the Act
June fifth,
fifth,
nineteen
page two
and sixtypvis.
nineteen hundred
hundred (Thirty-first
(Thirty-first Statutes,
Statutes, page
two hundred
hundred and
sixtyProviso.
seven): Provided,
Provided, That
That said
said Halvor
satisfactory proof
Condition.
Condition.
seven):
Halvor Nilsen
Ni sen make
make satisfactory
proof
of his compliance
compliance with the homestead law and pay any
amounts due
due
any amounts
under the entry for the land herein described.
described.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 31,
31, 1916.
1916.
Halvor
Nilsen.
Halmor Nilsen.
Homestead
patent
patsnt
to.

August 31,
Augu.t
31, 1916.
1916.
[i.
R. 1504s1.]
[H. 12.
15048.]
[Private, No. 144.]
[Private,

Pension.

Pensions.

Pension increased.
Pension
increased,

Laura E. HeadingE
E.
Heading-

ton.r
ton.
ura

429.-An Act Granting pensions
CHAP. 429.—An
pensions and increase
increase of pensions
pensions to
to certain
certain solsoldiers and sailors of the Civil War and
widows and
children of
of
and certain
certain widows
and dependent
dependent children
soldiers and sailors
sailors of said war.
war.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
Representatives of the United
Be
of Representatives
States of
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of
States
of America
America in
in amgress
the Secretary
the
of the
Interior
authorized and directed to
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
on
to place on
the pension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
the
limitations of
of the
pension
pension lawslaws—
The name of
of John
John W.
Headington,
of Laura
Laura E.
E. Headington,
Headington, widow
widow of
W. Headin
ton,
late of Company H, and major, One hundredth
hundredth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pension at the
Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
of $25 per
per
rate of
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
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Pension.
The name of Robert H.
II. Wood, helpless and dependent
dependent child
of Robert
Pension.
child of
jl.Wood.
Robert P.
Wood.
William P. Wood, late of Company
Company F,
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay
Cavalry,
pension at
the rate
per
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Joins Brin.
Brin.
The name of John
John Brin, lat
of Company
Company G,
First Battalion
Min- John
latee of
G, First
Battalion MinVolunteer Infantry, and
nesota Volunteer
of $24
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24
per month in lieu
is now
now receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
receiving.
John
name of
of John
C. Messers
chmidt, l
at
e o
ompany E,
E, FiftyFifty
oC
..MesserMesserThe name
C.
John C.
Messerschmidt,
late
offC
Company
schmidt.
second Regiment
Vol un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry ,and
an d pay
pay him
him aaraidt
sen
second
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at the rate of $30
per month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
$30 permonth
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
The name of Nannie B. Turner, helpless and dependent child of Pension.
Is'le
ann
ns ?elk
Turner.
Nannie
B. Turner.
William Turner, late of Company G, Fifth
Regiment Provisional
Provisional
Fifth Regiment
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia, and pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$12
per month.
month.
per
s
szr
e
ea
y,sec
ai
i
ias
Pensions
increased.
late of
The name of Thomas Haley, alias Thomas
Thomas Burke, late
Company msion
of Company
Thomas Haley, alias
Thomas Burke.
G, One hundred
fourth Regiment
Regim en tN
ew York
York Volunteer
Burke.
hundred and
and fourth
New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, Thomas
and pay him a
apension at the rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
of $30
$30 per month
month in
that he
he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name
name of Benjamin F.
late of
K, Tw
en tyBenjamin
oodF. Goodman,
Goodman, late
of Company
Company K,
Benjamin F.
TwentyF. G
Goodsecond Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aaman.
man.
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Catherine Strafford,
Strafford, widow
widow of
of William
Strafford, Catherine
Catherine Straflord.
StrafforcL
William P.
P. Strafford,
late of Company
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at
Artillery,
at the
of $20
month in
lieu
the rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
of that
receiving.
Penshms.
Pensions.
The name
Elizabeth C
umming ,
f
ormer w
idow of
ofTh
omas C
um - Elizabeth
g.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Cumming,
former
widow
Thomas
Elizabeth Cummin
CumCumming.
ming, late of Company
B, Twenty-eighth
Company B,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
the rate
of $12
per month.
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
E. Pierce.
The name of Matilda
Matilda E. Pierce,
Pierce, former
of De
C. Matilda
Matilda E.
Pierce.
former widow
widow of
De Witt
Witt C.
Kinsman, late of Company
E, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Company E,
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per
a pension
the rate
of $12
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
The name of William Pierce, late of Company H, Second
Regiment William
William Pierce.
Pierce.
Second Regiment
New York Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension at
at the
rate
of
the rate of
$30 per month in lieu of that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
F. Duran,
Josiah Duran,
Duran, late
lat e of
of Roeana
Roeana F.
F. I)uran.
Duran.
of Roeana
Roeana F.
Duran, widow
widow of
of Josiah
Company C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
pay her a
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
month in
of that
is
receiving.
now receiving.
David F.
F. Landon.
Landon.
The name of David F. Landon,
Landon, late
late of
Company K,
K, Eighth
Regi- David
of Company
Eighth Regi-

ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate
of $27
S27 per month in lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
is now
Isaac M.
it. Chrissinger.
Chrissinger.
The name
of Isaac
Isaac M.
M. Chrissinger,
late of
an y E,
E, One
One h
un - Isaac
name of
Chrissinger, late
of Comp
Company
hundred and fifty-fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him aapension at
in lieu
he is
at the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is

now
receiving. Pensions.
now receiving.
Pensions.
Winkle.
Amanda J.
J. Winkle.
The name of Amanda
Amanda J.
J. Winkle,
Edward S.
Winkle, Amanda
Winkle, widow
widow of
of Edward
S. Winkle,
late of Company
Company G,
Fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company K,
Eighth
G, Fourth
K, Eighth
Regiment,
Regiment, Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aa pension
pension
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
mnnie
E. Os
Osgood.
The name of Annie E. Osgood,
widow of
H. Osgood,
Osgood, late
late of
ie E.
g
Osgood, widow
of James
James H.
of ood.Ann
Regiment Massachusetts
Company,E, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
her aapension at
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
L. Yachmann.
Yachmann.
The name
Anna L.
Yactunann, former
widow of
Robert W.
Anna L.
The
name of
of Anna
L. Yachnann,
former widow
of Robert
W. Anna
Scott, late of Company F, One hundred
and
fifty-third
Regiment
hundred and fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $12
pay her
pension at
rate of
$12
per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Charity C.
Hughes.
The name of Charity C.
late of
C. Hu
ghes.
C. Hughes,
Hughes, widow
widow of
of Logan
Logan Hughes,
Hughes, late
of Charity
One hundred
Company K, One
and fourteenth
fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
hundred and
Illinois VolunVolunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
ermonth
m on th i
n
rate of
$20 p
per
in
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
Eudora E.
The
name of
of Eudora
E. Phillips,
widow of
Absalom B.
B. Phillips,
Phillips,
Phillips, widow
of Absalom
late
of Company
Company B,
Fifty-first Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
Colored
late of
B, Fifty-first
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
the rate
$24 per
month in
of
of $24
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
that she
is now
receiving.
that
she is
now receiving.
Catherine
Catherine Beard.
Beard.
The name of Catherine
Catherine Beard,
late of
Beard, widow
widow of
of Robert
Robert Beard,
Beard, late
of
Company
A, One
One hundred
seventeenth Regiment
New York
Company A,
hundred and
and seventeenth
Regiment New
York
Volunteer
Infantry, and
per
and pay
pay her aa pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
Volunteer Infantry,
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
lieu of
Franklin
Franklin Agnew.
Agnew.
Agnew, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifty-third
The name of Franklin
Franklin Agnew,
late of
Regiment
pension at the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
rate
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
month in
per month
Pension.
rate of
Pension
Mary Gertrude
Gertrude RusMary
RusThe name of Mary Gertrude
Gertrude Russell, helpless and dependent
dependent child
sell.
of John
John Russell,
sergeant, Fourth
Inof
Russell, late
late sergeant,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Ins'
fantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensions
month.
her a
a pension
pension at
Penlions iucreamd.
increa ed. fantry,
pay her
William
James
illiam
Jmes
The name of William James Riehey,
Richey, late of Company
Company B, Fourth
Richey.
Richey.
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
pension
and pay
him a
at
receiving.
at the rate
rate of
of $30 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now receiving.
James Kelly.
Janms
Kelly.
The name of James
E, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment
James Kelly- late of Company
Company E,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania
Infantry, and Company
Company A, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegiment Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and pay him aapension at the rate of
$30 per
in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
$30
per month
month in
Andrew
Andrew Silberman.
iean.
The name of Andrew
E, Second
Second BatBatAndrew Silberman,
Silberman, late of Company E,
talion
Fourteenth United
States Infantry
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at
talion Fourteenth
United States
Infantry,.,and
pension at
the
month in lieu
receiving.
the rate of $24
$24 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
Jacob Mapes.
Mapes.
'acol,
The name of Jacob Mapes, late of Company
K, One hundred
hundred and
and
Company K,
thitry-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
thitry-sixth
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
a
pension
the rate
$27 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receivina.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
per month
of $27
rate of
at the
pension at
Frank S.
Frank
S. Brady.
Bradley.
The
Twenty-sixai
The name of Frank
Frank S. Bradley, late
late of Company C, Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
month in
the rate
Joan
Sohn Groat.
Groat.
Company G,
One hundred
The name of
of John Groat, late of
of Company
G, One
hundred and
and
fifty-fourth
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him
a
rate of
lieu of
that he
rea pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
ceiving.
Aadrew J. Stort.: .
Adre
.
.
The name of Andrew J.
Company H, One hundred
J. Storts,
Storts, late
late of Company
hundred
and
and pay
pay him
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now rerea pension
at the
$24 per
per month
he is
is now
ceiving.
ceiving.
Aram la Smith.
Arabella
The
Whitmer Smith, late
The name
name of Arabella
Arabella Smith, widow
widow of
of Whitmer
late a
a
a pension at the rate of
seaman, United
United States Navy,
Navy, and pay her a
Pension.
I'ensiun.
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
$20
month in
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
Julia A. Shack.
Julia A. sheck.
former widow
Christian Shock,
Sheck, late
late
The name of Julia A. Sheck, former
widow of
of Christian
of
Regiment Pennsylvania
of Company
Company G,
G, One hundred
hundred and seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $12
month.
re:::ed. month.
"c.-lsi, I
irncreravd.
Pcnsforr:
Johanna
.lwaimn.a Rost.
Iost.
The name of Johanna
Johanna Rost, widow of Gustav
Gustav Rost, late
Comlate of
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pany I,
I, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
pay
$20 per
pay her
her a
a pension at the
the rate of
of $20
per month
month in lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Ellen
Count.
The
Le Count,
I.eCoun
Eiieln Le
The name
name of Ellen
Ellen Le Count, widow
widow of
of William J.
J. Le
Count, late
late
of Company E, Tenth Regiment, and Company B, Fifty-second
Fifty-second
Regiment.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at
Regiment. Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
receiving.
the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of that
that she is
is now
now receiving.
.ffannah Wait
anah
nae Thee name
Wit. of Hannah
Hannah Wait,
ait, widow of Miles Wait, late of
of ComComMichigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her
pany D, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
pay her
aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
relieu of
of that
that she is now receiving.
ceiving.
Aaron
EgeIston.
.aron D.
D. Egelston.
The
of Aaron D.
Egelston, late of Company
The name of
D. Egelston,
Company C, Seventh
Seventh
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Eudora F. Phillips.
EudoraE.
Phillips.
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Pensions.
Uimer, widow of David Ulmer, late of Com- Jane
Pensions.
The name of Jane
Jane E. Ulmer,
E. Ulmer.
pany M,
pany
M, Fourth
Cavalry, and
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
her
her aapension
rate of
of $12
month.
pension at
at the rate
$12 per
per month.
Julia -A
A. Walker.
Walker.
The
of Julia
late of
The name
name of
Julia A.
A. Walker,
Walker, widow
widow of
of K.
K. Walker,
Walker, late
of ComCom- JIlia
pany
Fifteenth Re
giment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
paY
pany H,
H, Fifteenth
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
her aapension
pension at
at the
her
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pensons nreased.
Pensions increased.
Warren S.
S. Read.
The name
name of
of Warren
Warren S.
S. Read,
The
Read, late
of Company
hundred Warren
late of
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
Read.
and thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
aapension at the rate of $30 per
per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Anna R. Laing.
The name
of Anna
R. Laing,
Laing, widow
late of
nna R.Laing
The
name of
Anna R.
widow of
of William
William H. Laing,
Laing late
of
McClellan Dragoons, and
Company A, McClellan
Company H, Twelfth
and Company
Twelfth RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
her aa pension
at the.rate
the .rate
and pay
pay her
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Euphema Gatts.
Gatts.
The
name of
of Euphema
Gatts, former
of Francis
The name
Euphema Gatts,
former widow
widow of
Francis Walton,
Walton, Euphema
late of
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
late
of Company
Company F,
F, Ninety-second
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
fantry,
and pay
pay her
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Pensions increased.
Rodkey.
The
name of
Rodkey, late
The name
of John
John H.
H. Rodkey,
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Second
Second Battalion
Battalion John
H- RodkeyJohn H.
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania
at the
rate
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Bridget Brassill.
The
name of
The name
of Bridget
Bridget Brassill,
of John
John Brassill,
Brassill, late
late of
Brassill, widow
widow of
of ComCom- Bridget
Brassill
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pany D, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
and pay her
and
the rate
of $20
$20 per
that she
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
is now
now receiving.
a
Pittluker, HHarriet
riet Quail.
Qual.
The name of Harriet
Harriet Quail, former widow of Frederick Pitiluker,
late
G, One
One hundred
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment New
York
late of
of Company
Company G,
hundred and
and thirty-third
New York
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
$20 per
Infantry, and pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per
month in
of that
that she
is now
month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
The name
of Thomas
Thomas E.
late of
E. Kellogg,
Kellogg, late
of Company
Company E,
E, ThirtyThirty- Thomas
Thomas E.
E. Kellogg
Kellogg
fourth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension
Pension.
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
he is
is now
at
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Catherine E. BentThe name of Catherine
Catherine E. Bentley, widow
Bentley, late
late lley.. e e E Ben
widow of
of Harvey
Harvey Bentley,
of Company
Company B,
Regiment Illinois
pay
of
B, Second
Second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
Pensions
increased.
her
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensionsincreased.
William
m M. DonoThe
name of
William M.
Donovan, late
First RegiThe name
of William
M. Donovan,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, First
Regi- van.
wm.i
M. DonoHeavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
the
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
F. Terwilliger.
The
Mary F.
widow of
of William
H. Terwilliger,
Terwilliger, Mary
The name
name of
of Mary
F. Terwilliger,
Terwilliger, widow
William Hl.
Mary F. TevilligeM
late
Company E
and Company
Sixty-third Regiment
New
late of
of Company
E and
Company A,
A, Sixty-third
Regiment New
York
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $24
$24
per month
month in
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Sabrina
The
name of
of Sabrina
Sabrina A.
A. Broadfoot,
former widow
of Bela
Bela E.
The name
Broadfoot, former
widow of
E. foot.
Sbrinar A.
A. BroadBlroarBrown, late
late of
of Company
E, Forty-ninth
Wisconsin VolunVolunBrown,
Company E,
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
teer
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
of $12
$12 per
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
J. HardThe
name of
Company F,
F, Seventh
The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin J.
J. Harding,
Harding, late
late of
of Company
Seventh ing.Benjamin
Benjamin J.
hardg'
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
Retgiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
a pension
the
rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William Bogue.
The name
The
name of
William Bogue,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
and w iliam "ogue
of William
Bogue, late
hundred and
fifty-fourth Regiment
fifty-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
penRegiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him aapension at
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
sior
at the
of $27
$27 per
per month
lieu of
that _ie
he is
is now
receiving.
Eugene H. Steward.
The
of Eugene
H. Steward,
Steward, late
late of
of Company
The name
name of
Eugene H.
Company E,
E, Sixty-second
Sixty-second Eugene H. Steward.
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
George W. Miller.
The
name of
of George
W. Miller,
late of
li, Second
Second RegiThe name
George W.
Miller, late
of Company
Company F,
Regi- ' eorge . iller.
ment Ohio
Volunteer Ca.valry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
ment
Ohio Volunteer
a pension
pension at
rate of
of
$36 per
per month
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
$36
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
T. Myers.
The name
The
name of
of John
John T.
T. Myers,
Mvers, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and John
Jim T.yers.
seventy-fifth
and Company
Company D,
seventy-fifth Regiment,
Regiment, and
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and eightyeightyninth Regiment,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
ninth
Regiment, Ohio
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
at
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
Sl
C. J. SSlocum.
The
J. Siocum,
widow of
Lewis F.
Slocum, late
The name
name of
of Susan
Susan C.
C. J.
Siocum, widow
of Lewis
F. Slocum,
late Susan
usan C.
J. lou"un.
of Company
A, Ninth
Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of
Company A,
Ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
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pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Martha M. Miller, widow of James
James M. Miller, late of
Company
I, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and One
Company I,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
One
hundred
and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Company,
Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
hundred and
Veteran
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
Corps, and
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
sioReserve Reserve Corps,
Pensions increased.
The
name of
of John
Myers, late
Company G,
G, Fourth
The name
John F.
F. Myers,
late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
John F. Myers.
Infantry, and pay
$30
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
William W.
W. Echols.
wliam
Echols.
The name
William W. Echols,
of Company
A, SeventyThe
name of
of William
Echols, late
late of
Company A,
SeventyRegiment Ohio
seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension
at
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
he is
now receiving.
Luther Wing.
Luther wing.
The name of Luther Wing, late of Company I, Third
Regiment
Third Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay him
Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
him aapension
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
$36 per
Pension.
the rate
Leonora
Turner.
Leonor Tuner.
The name
name of
Leonora Turner,
Turner, former
widow of
of George
The
of Leonora
former widow
George Schaefer,
late
Schaefer, late
of
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
of Company
Company A,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
Pensions increased.
at the
the rate
her aapension
creaed. pay
pay her
Pensions
Elijah Coffman.
ElijahCoffman.
The name of Elijah Coffman, late of Company
Company F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
at
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
ment West
the
rate of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
George H.
Solifelt
George
H. Sowet
The name of George H. Solifelt, late of Company E, Twentieth
Twentieth RegiRegiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Conpany C,
First RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Cavalry, and
and Company
C, First
ment
Pennsylvania Provisional
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cav, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
ment Pennsylvania
Provisional Volunteer
pension
rate of
of $36
of that
that he
is now
Pensions.
pension at
at the
the rate
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Lydia Ripley.
Ripley.
Lydia
The name of Lydia
widow of
Lydia Ripley,
Ripley, widow
of Manson
Manson M.
M. Ripley,
Ripley, late
late of
of
Company
Arkansas Volunteer
and pay
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment Arkansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
Alice
A. Wing.
Alice A.
Wing.
The name
of Alice
Alice A.
name of
A. Wing,
Wing, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles E.
E. Wing,
of
Wing, late
late of
Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer.
Volunteer. Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company I,
I, Fifty-third
Fifty-third Regiment
Illinois
pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
pay her
pension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
The name
ofJohn
JohnHolleley,
Holley, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
John Holley.
The
name of
Thirteenth RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at
ment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
the
$30 per
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
Pension.
The name
Eliza M.
Baxter, widow
of Philo
Philo N.
N. Baxter,
Baxter, late
Eliza
late of
of
The
name of
of Eliza
M. Baxter,
widow of
Baster.
Etia°M. Baxter.
Company
Eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
Company C,
C, Eighty-sixth
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
month.
and
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Peion i
Pension increased.
Jimes
K. Cowgiil.
Cowgiil.
The name
name of James R. Cowgill,
James H.
Cowgill, late of
of Company
Company K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
Pension.
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
per month
TP
trebig. $40
$40 per
aB.
Theresa
B. Strelbig.
The
Theresa B. Streibig,
helpless and
The name of Theresa
Streibig, helpless
and dependent
dependent child of
of
Rony
Company G,
hundred and nineteenth
nineteenth RegiRony Streibig, late of Company
G, One
One hundred
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
ment Pennsylvania
her aapension
pension at the
the
Pensions increased.
PenT.ions
increased. rate of 812
$12 per month.
Mary E. Clark .
Mary E. Clar.
William M.
The name of Mary E. Clark, widow of William
M. Clark, late
late of
of
Seventeenth Regiment
Company C, Seventeenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry:,
Infantry, and
pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she is now
receiving.
receiving.
Frank L. Weiss, ans.
The name
of Frank
Frank L.
L. Weiss,
Weiss, alias
Louis Weiss,
late of
of Company
Company
Weiss, late
The
name of
alias Louis
i
ILs.Weiss
Louis Weiss,
M,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aa
o RKe
pension at the rate of $40
.
per month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
$40
Joseph R. Kemp.
Regiment PennThe name of Joseph R. Kemp, late major,
major, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Pennsylvania Heavy
$36
Heavy Artillery, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $36
Pension.
Pen.rnion
oc
per month in
he is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Martha V:. Pollock.
The name of Martha W. Pollock, widow of James
James W. Pollock, late
of Company G, One hundred and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
$12 per
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions incroead.
increased.
John
Montgomery.
John Montgomery.
The ename
of
John
Montgomery,
of
Company
K,
n
na
t
m
lste
o
h
f
ig
Je
o
n
hnve
llont
tgormie
e
r
i ,late
t, a
o
n
fdC
p
oay
mph
an
iy a
K, Twenty-first
Tw
nsie
nn
nty
a-first
Regim
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension,

Pension.
Martha M. Miller.
MarthaM.
Miller.
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L. Taylor.
Mary L
Taylor.
The name of Mary L. Taylor, widow of James P. Taylor, late of Mary
Company
C,
Sixteenth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Company C, Sixteenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
pay
pension at
at the
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
z
William Koontz.
Koont The
Company H,
Seventy-fifth William
The name of
of William Koontz, late
late of
of Company
H, Seventy-fifth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry;
Infantry, and
him aa pension
Pension.
Pension.
the
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the rate of
of $30 per
Sinnie Young.
The
widow of
of William
William M.
V. Young,
Young, late
late of
The name
name of
of Sinnie
Sinnie Young,
Young, widow
M. V.
of Sne Young.
Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company I,
I, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
her
$12 per month.
Charles
e s R. Brackett.
ra
The
of Charles
Brackett, late of
e
of Company B, Fourth
Fourth RegiThe name
name of
Charles R.
R. Brackett,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at
ment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
the
$40 per
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
A.Pratt.
William A.
Pratt.
Company C, Forty-eighth
The name of William A. Pratt, late of Company
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
the rate
rate
of
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
Wia
William Jne
Jones.
The
Company G, One
and
The name
name of William
William Jones, late
late of Company
One hundred
hundred andones
sixth
Regiment Illinois
pension
sixth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension
Pensions.
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Elizabet
Linsey.
Elizabeth
Lindsey.
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Lindsey, helpless
The name
helpless and dependent
dependent child of
Joseph M.
M. Lindsey,
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Missouri
Joseph
Lindsey, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
per
and pay
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
State
Militia Cavalry,
month.
month.
Jessie L. Higby.
Jessie
Rigby.
Jessie L.
Jasper N. Higby,
The name
name of Jessie
L. Higby,
Higby, widow of Jasper
Higby, late
late of
of
Company M, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Company
Cavalry,
M, Third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania ProviProvi- Pensions increased.
Cavalry, and
and Company
Company M,
sional Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
$12 per month. Thomas
rThnonsSTh^t
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $12
and pay
pay her
her a
sional
Thrall.
The
K. Seventh Regir
RegiThe name of
of Thomas
Thomas Tirrell
Tirrell,7 late of Company
Company K.
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
at
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $21
$21 per
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
Annie E.
E. McCombs.
MeCome.
Annie
Annie E. McCombs,
McCombs, widow
widow of
of Isaac A.
A. McCombs,
McCombs, late
The name of Annie
Company E,
Volunteer Infantry,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry,
of Company
and pay
pay her
the rate
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
she
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and
her a
a pension
pension at
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
oh H..Sders.
John
Sanders.
The
of John
H. Sanders,
Sanders, late
of Company
Company G,
Fourth RegiRegiThe name
name of
John H.
late of
G, Fourth
ment New
New York
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pension
pay him
him aapension
ment
York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Iuue E.E.Spaulding.
Suldin.
Lillie
The name
E. Spaulding,
widow of
of Charles
Charles A,
A, Spaulding,
Spaulding,
e E
Spaulding, widow
The
name of
of Lillie
Lillie E.
late
of Company
Company K,
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Fourth Regiment
K, Fourth
late of
and
pay her
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
atd pay
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Wilford M. Taylor
The
of Wilford
Wilford M.
Taylor, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Seventh
Regi"WlordMTaylor
Seventh Regilate of
M. Taylor
The name
name of
ment Kentucky
him a
apension
the rate
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
ment
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
'he is
is now
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
that he
now receiving.
Pension.
Lena McKee RuffThe name
name of Lena McKee
McKee Huffman, widow of James Huffman,
Huffman, late Man.
luffLena McKee
of
Company F,
F, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth Regiment,
and Company
H, One
One hundred
hundred
Company H,
Regiment, and
of Company
and
eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and eighty-eighth
Pensions
increased.
Pnsionsinrrased.
pav
a pension at the rate of $12
pay her a
$12 per month.
A. Lantz.
li
The name
of Eliza
A. Lantz,
Lantz, widow
Jacob F.
Com- Film
late of
of ComE zaA. Lantzwidow of
of Jacob
F. Lantz,
Lantz, late
Eliza A.
The
name of
pany
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunand thirtieth
thirtieth Regiment
panv II,
teer
Company K,
VolPennsylvania VolRegiment Pennsylvania
K, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and Company
teer Infantry,
unteer
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in
month in
the rate
per month
Cavalry, and
unteer Cavalry,
lieu of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Perry F. Holstein.
The
of Perry
F. Holstein,
Seventh RegiHols
RegiD, Seventh
late of
of Company
Company D,
Perry F.
Holstein, late
The name
name of
ment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
the
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
Virginia Volunteer
ment
Pension.
rate
$30 per
lieu of
is now
Pension.
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving
rate of
Abbie H. Holyoke.
The
of Abbie
Holyoke, former
former widow
of Eugene
Eugene J.
J. HolHol- Abbie .Holoe
widow of
M. Iolyoke,
The name
name of
Abbie M.
yoke, late
late of
of Company
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts VolVolK, Fifty-seventh
yoke,
Company K,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
unteer Infantry,
her a
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month. Pensions increased.
increased.
William H
H. Willie.
The
of William
William II.
E, Third
Regi- william
Willie.
Third Regilate of
of Company
Company E,
H. Willie,
Willie, late
name ot
The name
ment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
pay him
him aapension
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
of
lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of $50
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The name of Edward M.
M. White,
White, late
late of
H, Eighty-sixth
of Company
Company H,
Eighty-sixth

Regiment, and
and Company
One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-ninth
RegiRegiment,
Company B,
B, One
seventy-ninth Regiment, New York Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of

The name
name of Lewis G. Haiston, late of
of Company
Company A,
The
Fiftieth RegiA, Fiftieth
RegiIllinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
ment Tllinois
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
of $30
$30 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Mary
Wiliams.
The name of Mary Williams, widow
widow of
Mary Williamq.
of John
Williams, late
ComJohn Wlliams,
late of
of Company
pany- L, First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Heavy Artillery,
and
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20
month in
of that
that she
she is
is
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
lAen Johnston.
johnston
The name of Ellen Johnston,
of Benjamin
Ellen
The
Johnston, widow of
Benjamin S.
Johnston, late
late
S. Johnston,
of Company H, Twenty-first
Regiment New
Volunteer InfanInfanTwenty-first Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
try, and pay her a
$24 per
month in
lieu of
that
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
of that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
Fex . obrson
The
name of
of Felix
E, One
Felix R. Robertson.
The name
Felix R.
R. Robertson,
Robertson, late of Company
Company E,
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-fifth
eighty-fifth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a
pension at the rate of $30
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
a B. Jackson.
name of
of James
James
The name
James K.
Company I
Twenty-fourth
K. Jackson,
Jackson, late
late of
of Company
IIITwenty-fourth
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment Kentucky
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah
E.
Shermw
E. Sherman,
Sherman, former
Sarah E. Sherman.
The name of Sarah E.
widow of
Personett,
former widow
of James
JamesPersonett,
late of Company G, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
of
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
that she
she is
receiving.
illiam
Wifliam Cl." liabafha
The name of William G. Mahaffey,
Mahaffey, late
late of
leY•
of Company
F, One
Company F,
One hunhundred and thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
dred
and pay him aapension at the
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
in lieu
of $36
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving
Hemy Feisr.
The
Henry
Fleisher.
The name
name of
Fleisher, late
late of
and
of Henry
Henry Fleisher,
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him a
apension at the rate of $40 per month
he is
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Adaine
Power.
The name of Adaline
L. Power,
Power, widow
widow of
Adeline L.
L. Power.
Adaline L.
of John
Power, late
John M.
M. Power,
late of
of
Companies F
F and I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Companies
Volunteer InRegiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate of
lieu of
of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Ade
iac.
Augr.
Adella
C. Augur.
The name of Adelia
Adelia (.
C. Augur,
Augur, widow
widow of
E. Augur,
A, late
of
of William
William E.
late of
Company C, Seventh Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
of that
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
AmandaM. Smith.
The name
of Plumer
Amanda M. Smith.
name of Amanda M. Smith, widow of
Plumer Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of
Company A, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $20 per
in lieu
of that
that
per month
month in
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Perry
The name of Perry C.
C. McIntosh,
Perry C.. McIntosh.
McIntosh.
McIntosh, late
late of
Company B,
of Company
B, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at
a pension
pension at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receivig.
Heatry
C. Metcalfe,
Metcalfe, late
Henry Ct.
C. Metcalfe.
The name of Henry
Henry C.
late of
Company E,
of Company
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
at
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per
pier month in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he.
he is
CharlesVanotd.
The
Charles Van Ostrand, late
late of
of Company
Charles Van 'strandThe name
name of
of Charles
Company A,
A, Ninth
Ninth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay
pay him
him aa
John N. Bayles
Bavles.
pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receivinr.
The name of John N. Bayles, late of
D, Eleventh
Regiof Company D,
Eleventh Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pension at
at the
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate of $36 per mo
month
lieu
NVilliam II. Moore.
n th in
i
n li
eu of
ofth
at h
i
s now
rece i
vi
ng.
that
hee is
now receiving.
iltEo
Theename of Willi
William
Th
am H. M
oore ,
l
at
e o
Company K,
K ,and
and sergeant
sergeant
Moore.
late
offCompany
major Fogy-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
major
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantrv,
Infantry, and pay
pay
him .a
a .pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Lewis
G. Haiston.
Lewis G.
Haiston.
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The name
name of Mary M. Slater, widow of Henry
Henry W. Slater, late of
of
Company
One hundred
and third
Regiment Ohio
Company E,
E, One
hundred and
third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Katharina Betz, widow
of Comwidow of
of John Betz, late
late of
Company D, Thirty-first Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
One hundred and forty-sixth
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
forty-sixth Company,
Company, Second
Veteran
Reserve
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate
Reserve Corps, and
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
that she
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
The
major and
lieutenant
The name of Henry
Henry Lee
Lee Anderson,
Anderson, late
late major
and brevet
brevet lieutenant
colonel, One
and ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
colonel,
One hundred and
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
in
pay him
him aa pension at
at the
the rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
H, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiThe name
name of
of Andrew
Andrew Chase,
Chase, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
ment Massachusetts
Volunteer .
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
him a
ment
Massachusetts Volunteer.
Heavy
Artillery, and
pay him
a
pension
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
pension at
at the rate of
of $30 per
per month
month in
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Samuel Brown,
Brown, late of
The name of Samuel
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirtieth RegiRegiment
him a
a pension
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
The name of Alfred S. Gates, late of Company -E,
E, Fiftieth RegiRegiment New York
rate of
York Engineers,
Engineers, and pay
pay him aa pension at the
the rate
of
$30
month in
that he
now receiving.
S30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
Prudie Duncan,
Duncan, widow
widow of
late
The name
of Prudie
of Jackson
Jackson D.
D. Duncan,
Duncan, late
of
Company B,
B, Phelp's
Infantry, and
of Company
Phelp's regiment
regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
pension at
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
that she
pay her
her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving
is
The
Company I,
I, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
The name
name of
of Francis
Francis M.
M. Ellis,
Ellis, late of
of Company
itegiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
the
Regiment
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The name
of James
James F.
Biittain, late
E, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
The
name of
F. Brittain,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
him a
a pension
the
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
of $36
mon.th in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
rate of
$36 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Kerr, late
late of
Company B,
B, Fourteenth
The
of John
John B.
B. Kerr,
of Company
Fourteenth RegiRegiment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate
ment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
pension at
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of
$40 per
now receiving.
The
name of
Sunderland, widow
widow of
of Albert
The name
of Nialissa
Malissa Sunderland,
Albert Sunderland,
Sunderland,
late
of Company
Company D,
D, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Inlate of
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
the rate
of $12
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
The
V. Trapp,
of Company
Company H,
H, Fourth
RegiThe name
name of
of Martin
Martin V.
Trapp, late
late of
Fourth Regiment
Militia, and
and pay
pay him
pension
ment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia,
him aa pension
at the
$27 per
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $27
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
The
of Ida
E. Hazen,
widow of
of John
late of
of -ComComThe name
name of
Ida E.
Hazen, widow
John Hazen,
Hazen, late
pany D,
Sixteenth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany
D, Sixteenth
Regiment Wisconsin
pay her
$12 per
per month.
month.
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
The
William W.
Myers, late
late of
Company D,
of Company
D, Twelfth
Twelfth
'The name
lname of
of William
W. Myers,
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
the
rate of
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
Chalmers Canan,
Callan, late
Company D,
D, One
The name
of Chahners
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred
and
eighty-seventh RegLment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
and eighty-seventh
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
him
pension. at
the rate
rate of
of $24
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
at the
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Thomas R.
Maples, late
Company F,
F, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
The
of Thomas
R. Maples,
late of
of Company
Regiment Missouri
pension at
Rergirent
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at
the rate
rate of
$27 per
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
the
of $27
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
The name
of John
late of
of Company
Third kegiment
John W.
W. Moon,
Moon, late
Company A,
A, Third
Regiment
The
name of
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him a
a pension
of $30
per
month in
that he
he is
is now
receivi g.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
The
A. Romi
L
e,.er, late
late of
of Company
A, Third
Third RegiRegiThe name
name of
of Lewis
Lewis A.
Rominger,
Company A,
ment
North Carolina
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Carolina Mounted
him a
a pension
ment North
month in
the rate
rate of $30
830 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Mary M. Slater.
Slater.
Mary

Katharina Betz.
Katharina

Henry
Henry Lee
Lee Anderson.

Andrew Chase.

Samuel Brown.

Alfred S. Gates.
Alfred

Prudie Duncan.

Francis M. Ellis.

James F. Brittain.
Brfttain.
James

John
John B. Kerr.
Ker.

Pension.
Melissa Sunderland.
Malissa
Sunderland.

Pension increased.
increased.
Martin V. Trapp.
Pension.
Ida E. Hazen.
increased.
Pensions increased.
William W. Myers.

Chalmers Canan.

Thomas R. Maples.

John
Moon.
John W. Moon.

Lewis A. Rominger
Rominger
Lenis
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The name of Hermund
Hermund Gudmandson,
Gudmandson, late of
Company A,
of Company
A, TwentyTwentyRegiment Wisconsin
third Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
at the rate of $40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
John T. Cox.
Cox.
JohnT.
The name of John T. Cox, late of Company K,
K, Fifty-first RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate of $30 per
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
Mary L.
Mary
L. Tingle.
Tigle.
The name of Mary L. Tingle, widow of John W. Tin
Tingle,
gle, late
late of
of
Company
Company G, Ninety-third
Ninety-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
and
pay her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is
a pension
at the
$20 per
month in
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
Susan
G. Graham.
usan G.Grahm.
The name
Graham, widow
name of Susan G. Graham,
widow of
B. Graham
late of
of John
John B.
Graham, late
of
Company H, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Company
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
p
.ension at
rate of
month in
lieu of
and pay
pay her a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that
receiving.
she is
is now receiving.
Gre.
William B. Gere.
The name
Wiam B.
The
name of
of William
B. Gere,
Gere, late
late major
major and
and lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
colonel,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
penMinnesota Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa pension at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
Pens.
sion
at the
rate of
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Viola
Merry.
Viola Merr.
The name of Viola Merry, widow
Philander B.
B. Merry,
widow of Philander
Merry, late
late of
of
Company H, Second Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
at the
the rate
her
ce
Pesions
Pensions increased.
William
William Girdler.
The
name of
The name
late of
First Regiment
of William
William Girdler,
Girdler, late
of Company
Company C,
C, First
Regiment
Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pension at
and pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$36 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
of that he
now receiving.
James F. Dowis.
James
The name
James F.
name of
of James
F. Dowis
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Dowis, late
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now
now receiving.
Mary His
MaryRice.
The name of Mary
Mary Rice,
Rice, widow
widow of
of William
William Rice,
Rice, late
late of
of ComCompany A, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now
pension at
at the rate of
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Catherine Hogg.
Catherine
The name of Catherine
Catherine Hogg, widow of Joseph Hogg, late first
first
lieutenant
lieutenant and commissary of subsistence, Sixth Regiment
Kentucky
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her a
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Kate if.
Hiller.
Kate
f. Miller.
The name of Kate M. Miller, widow of
of Stephen
The
Stephen C.
Miller, late
late
C. Miller,
captain and commissary
commissary of subsistence,
subsistence, United
United States Volunteers,
Volunteers,
and pay her aapension at
of $24
in lieu
she
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
William H. Zombro.
The name
of William
William H.
The
name of
H. Zombro,
Zombro, late of Company B, Sixty-sixth
Regiment, and
A, One
One hundred
Regiand Company
Company A,
hundred and
and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
rate
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Orb o G.. F.
F. Marv.
Marvin.
Orio
OrlooG. F. Marvin, late of
The name of Orb
Company D,
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred
and seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
and pay
a .pension at the rate
him a
rate: of $30 per month
month in lieu of that
now
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Wallace
Wallace Orcutt.
orcutt.
The
name of
The name
of Wallace
Wallace Orcutt, late of Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-ninth
eighty-ninth Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
him
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
a
lieu of that he
now rerehe is
is now
cerving.
Pension.
Pension.
ceiving.
Nancy
Wigginton.
-ancy J.J.Wigginton.
The name
name of
of Nancy
J. Wigginton,
Wigginton, widow of James Wigginton,
The
Nancy- J.
Wigginton,
late of Company B, First Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Alabama
Alabama Volunteer
Peains
and
Pert ions increas.
increased.
pay her
and pay
her a
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
a pension
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
John E.
John
E. Buehler.
Buehier.
The name
John E.
Company D,
The
name of
of John
E. Buehler, late of Company
D, One
hundred and
One hundred
and
thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aapension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
now rereceiving.
ceivnmg.
Hannah
Hnah M
M.Styles.
styles.
The name
name of
of Hannah
Hannah M. Styles, widow of Hyman F. Styles, late of
The
Company B, Eightieth Regiment
CompanyRegiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pen.sion at the rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
of $20
that she
is now receiving.
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The
name of
James Jerolaman,
Jerolaman, late
late of
Company A,
The name
of James
of Company
A, Thirtieth
Thirtieth

Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at

1405
Jame Jerolaman.

James Jerolaman.

the rate
$36 per
is now
receiving.
the
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
h
oore
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Eighth
Moore.
The name
of -Michael
Michael Moore,
Moore, late
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Michael
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension at the rate
$40
rate of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
per
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
E
l i ah C. D a
The
of Elijah
Davey, late
of Twelfth
Elijah
The name
name of
Elijah C.
C. Davey,
late of
Twelfth Battery,
Battery, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Davey.
C. eyVolunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him a
a pension
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
$30
per monthin
month in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
Company G, One hundred and Evan
Evan E.
E. Griffs.
Griffis.
of Company
The name of
of Evan
Evan E.
E. Griffis, late
late of
sixth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
sixth
New York
pension
rate of
of that
at the rate
of $36
$36 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
J
The name
of Mary
Glaser, widow
of William
William M.
Mary Jane
Glaser.
The
name of
Mary Jane
Jane Glaser,
widow of
M. Glaser,
Glaser, late
late Mary
ane Glaser.
of
Regiment Pennsylvania
of Company
Company II,
H, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and former widow of
Infantry,
S. Koch,
of William S.
Koch, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K,
One
Volunteer
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-eighth
fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
her a
a pension
Infantry, and pay her
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
pension at the rate of
of $20
month in
of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that she
she is
is now
The
name of
Cunigunda indlekofer,
of Martin
korganda
Ind*
The name
of Cunigunda
ndlekofer, widow
widow of
Martin Indlekofer,
Indlekofer, kcue"gna
Indle
seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunlate of Company
Company F, One hundred and seventh
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
in
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
$20 per
per month
lieu of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
Tames H.
H. Hower.
The
name of
of James
James H.
H. Hower,
Hower, late
One hundred
hundred James
and thirty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
thirty-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
him a
at the
rate of
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
of William
Z. Leitner,
Leitner , late
Company D,
Leitner.
The
William Z.
late of
of Company
D, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Wilha
limsn Z. LeitwrRegiment,
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company A,
A, One
and sixty-ninth
sixty-ninth Regiment,
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
of $30
$30
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receivmg.
per month
in lieu
receiving.
The name
name of
George G.
G. Cowan,
Cowan, late
late of
of Company
Seventh RegiG. Cowan.
Regi- George G.
Company F,
F, Seventh
The
of George
ment
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
of
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
that he
receiving.
$36 per month
in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
Beach, late
late of
Company B,
B, Second
Beach.
The name
of William
William Beach,
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment William
wliam Beach.
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay him
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30
that he
receiving.
rate
$30 per
per month in
in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
of Hiram Laughlin,
Laughlin, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Laughlin.
The name
name of
C, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Hiram
Hiram Laughlin.
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
Regiment Ohio
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate
$36 per
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
rate of
of $36
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
ki s
name of
of Levi
of Company
Company F,
Sixty-fifth Regiment
The name
late of
Levi Perkins,
Perkins, late
F, Sixty-fifth
Regiment Levi
Levi Perkins.
Per
.
United
pension at
the rate
of
United States
States Colored
Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
at the
rate of
$40
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
The
M. Lorain,
of Lorenzo
The name
name of
of Fannie
Fannie M.
Lorain, widow of
Lorenzo Lorain,
LoraiLorain, late
late Fannie
Fannie M.
M.Lorain.
captain, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Artillery, and
and pay
captain,
States Artillery,
pay her
her a
a
pension
of $25
of that
that she
now repension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$25 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
ceiving.
h ar s Decker.
The name
of Charles
Charles Decker,
Decker, late
Company I,
Twentieth RegiRegi- Charles
The
name of
late of
of Company
I, Twentieth
C le Decker.
meat Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
menit
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
S30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
s
The name
of Frances
Powell, widow
widow of
George,C.
C. Powell,
Powell, late
Frances Powell.
The
name of
Frances Powell,
of George
late of
of France
Powell
Company C,
Company
C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
per month
that
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
she
now receiving.
The
of Jesus
Jesus Ochipti,
late of
of Company
Company A,
First Regiment
esus °oho°.
A, First
Regiment Jesus
Ocho a.
The name
name of
Ochba, late
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer
and Company
New
pay him
at the
the rate
New Mexico
Mexico Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
rate
of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
ma
cDon
The
W. McDonald,
of Company
Company I,
Thirty-first ak
W. McDonThe name
name of
of William
William W.
McDonald, late
late of
I, Thirty-first
drilliam
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
.
a
pension
at
the
rate
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the rate
of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
name of
of Annie M. Sweeney, widow
Dennis Sweeney,
The
widow of
of Dennis
Sweeney, late
late
Twenty-ninth Regiment
of Company I, Twenty-ninth
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
of that she is now receiving.
Thomas
S.
Bostick.
Thomas S. Bostick.
The
Thomas S. Bostick,
Bostick, late of Company
K, One
The name
name of
of Thomas
Company K,
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in
him a
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
he is
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
Lydia A.
A. McKnight.
McKnight.
The
name of
McKnight, widow of William J.
J. McKnight,
The name
of Lydia
Lydia A.
A. McKnight,
McKnight,
late of Company G, Forty-sixth Regiment Missouri
Volunteer InMissouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions
fantry,
and pay
payher
a pension
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
saac F. Moore.
Moore.
The
name of
Isaac F.
Isaac
The name
of Isaac
F. Moore,
Moore, late
of Company
late of
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-second
eighty-second Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
him
aa pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
now
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Lofton.
Sarah A. Lofton.
receiving.
The name of Sarah A. Lofton, widow
of John
widow of
John G.
G. Lofton
Lofton, late
late of
of
Company
Company I, Thirty-second
Thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
'Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
the rate
$20 per
per mon
th in
i
n lieu
that
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month
lieu of
of that
she is
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
Robertson
Robertson S.. Allen. she
The name of Robertson S. Alien,
Allen, late of
Company E,
of Company
E, First
First RegiRegiment Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
at the
rate
Cavalry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $40
per month
month in
Jefferson O'Hara,
Jefferson
'Hara, of
$40 per
lieu of
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
alias Thomas J.
The name of Jefferson
alias Thomas
Thomas J.
Jefferson O'Hara,
O'Hara, alias
late of
J. O'Hara,
O'Hara, late
of
O'Hara.
Olara.
Battery
Light Artillery,
Battery E,
E, Third Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery
and pay him aapension at the rate of
in lieu
of $30 per month in
lieu of
of that
that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he
cy .A. Butts
Lucy
Butts.
The name
name of Lucy A. Butts, widow of Frank A. Butts, late of
The
of
Company H, and major, Forty-seventh
Regiment New
New York
York VolForty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay
her a
per month
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $25
$25 per
month
in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
Angeine Murray.
in lieu
lieu of
she is
receiving.
Angeline
The name of Angeline
Angeline Murray,
Murray, widow of John
John A. Murray,
late of
Murray, late
of
Company K, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
pay
her a
apension at the rate of $20
$20 per
of that
that she
is now
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now
receiving.
George Mahaffey
Mahaffey.
receiving.
The name of George Mahaffey,
Mahaffey, late of Company
I, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Company I,
Regiment
Regiment United States Colored
Infantry, and
him a
pension
Colored Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
LevisBsl.
at
the rate
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
of that
is now
now receiving.
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Lewis Bish.
The name of Lewis Bish, late of Company
Company E,
Thirteenth RegiRegiE, Thirteenth
ment Illinios Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him apension
at the
the rate
and pay
pay him
a pension at
rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $40
per month
$40 per
Jackson HughbanLs.
Hughbanks. of
of that
receiving.
Jackson Hughbanks, late of
The name of Jackson
I, Follyof Company I,
FortyVolunteer Infantry,
seventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
serge \l1wimn.
at the
rate of
of that
that he
is now
Geerge
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of George Ahlheim, late of
E, One
of Company
Company E,
One hundred
hundred
and seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Thomas R. Gregory.
the rate of
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
of $40
$40 per
of that
he is
receiving.
ThomasH.
Gregory. pension at
The name of Thomas R. Gregory, late of Company B,
EightyB, Eightyfourth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
pay him
him aa.pension
at
the rate
$36 per
per mon
th i
n li
eu of
ofthat
thath
i
s now
rece iving.
Villiam H. Cx
at the
rate of
of $36
month
in
lieu
hee is
now receiving.
William
Cox.
The name of William H. Cox, late of Company
Company B,
B, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
4.$40
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving,.
Louis l D. Hum- of
$40 per
month in
in lieu
Louisa
is now
now receiving.
phrey.
The name of Louisa D. Humphrey, widow of Charles
Charles H. Humphrey,
1
late
D, First Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
ate of Company D,
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
she is
Josiah
F. Staubs.
Stauhs.
Josiah F.
The name of Josiah
Josiah F. Staubs, late of
of Company
Company- H,
First Regiment
Regiment
H, First
Potomac
Volunteer Infantry,
Potomac Home Brigade,
Brigade Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
infantry, and pay
pay
him aponsion
a pension at the rat
ratee of $36 per month in
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now
receiving.
eceiving.
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The
name of
J. Graves,
Graves, late
of Company
Third RegiRegiM, Third
Company M,
late of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
The name

Andrew I. Graves.

Andrew

T.Graves.

him
a pension at the rate
pay
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Iowa
ment
ment
of
$40Iowa
per month
Volunteer
in lieu
Cavalry
of that
,and
he i
pay
snow
him
receiving.
a pension at the rate
of .S40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Eugene E.
Eugene E.
The
Spainhower, late of Company
Company C, Twenty- hower.
E. Spainhower,
Eugene E.
of Eugene
The name
name of
sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
sixth
at the
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$30 per month
of $30
the rate
rate of
at
Green.
CalvinGreen.
The
name of
Calvin Green,
Green late
late of
Regiment Calvin
A, First
First Regiment
Company-A,
of Company
of Calvin
The name
the
at
pension
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
a
apension
the
pay
him
and
Artillery,
Wisconsin Volunteer Heavy
receiving.
rate
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
of $40
rate of
Ambrose W.
The name
of Ambrose
Ambrose W.
Company K, Eighty- sin.
Kearsing, late of Company
W. Kearsing,
sing.
name of
The
fourth
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
fourth Regiment

Spain-

Spain-

Kest,

pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Solomon
of that
is now
pension at
of $24
per month
month in
Solomon Berliner.
Berliner.
The name
name of
K, Sixty-second
Sixty-second
Company K,
late of
of Company
Berliner, late
of Solomon
Solomon Berliner,
The
a pension
pension
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him a
and pay
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
Regiment
at
of $24
receiving.
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
month in
$24 per
the rate
rate of
at the
Esther Randolph.
The
Randolph, widow
widow of
of Francis
Francis M.
M. Randolph,
Randolph, EstherRandolph
of Esther
Esther Randolph,
name of
The name
and Company
late
Company G,
G, Seventh
Company I, First RegiRegiment, and
Seventh Regiment,
of Company
late of
ment,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the rate
and pay her aa.pension
Cavalry, and
ment, Missouri
Pension.
receiving.
she is now receiving.
of
lieu of that she
per month
month in lieu
of $20 per
A. Cross.
ross.
SusanA.
The name
name of
of Susan
Susan A.
F. Jackson,
Jaclon, Susan
Jacob F.
widow of Jacob
former widow
Cross, former
A. Cross,
The
late of
of Company
Volunteer
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Sixteenth Regiment
F, Sixteenth
Company F,
late
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
Pension increased.
month.
of $12
rate of
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry,
Pension
Increased.
William G.
G. Stine.
Stine.
Two hundredth
Company B,
of Company
The
name of
of William
Cr. Stine,
late of
B, Two
hundredth William
Stine, late
William G.
The name
pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
at
Pension.
H. Smith.
Smith.
Ottilla H.
of Ottilla
Smith, late
Amos T.
widow of
The
Ottilla H.
H. Smith,
of Amos
T. Smith,
late of
Smith, widow
of Ottilla
name of
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Company D,
D, Ninth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Ninth Regiment
Company
her a
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions increased
per month.
month.
her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
Pensions
increased.
F. Barry.
Barry
The
name of
Milton F.
Barry, late
late of Battery
Regiment Milton F.
Battery H, First Regiment
F. Barry,
of Milton
The name
$24
New
and pay
pay him
a pension at the rate of $24
him a
Artillery, and
Light Artillery,
York Light
New York
per
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
inlieu
month in
per month
William
A A. Wilson.
ll
A.""-ilson.
The name
name of
Wilson, late
Company F,
hundred
One hundred
F, One
of Company
late of
A. Wilson,
William A
of William
The
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
Regiment New York Volunteer
and
him
at the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
a pension at
him apension
receiving.
receiving.
Vila Stevens.
tevens
H. Stevens, late of CorThe
name of
Coraof John H.
widow of
Stevens, widow
Una Stevens,
of Una
The name
Company
panv K,
K, Fifth
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Michigan Volunteer
Fifth Regiment
panv
Infantry,.,and pay her aa
K, Ninth
Ninth United
Veteran Volunteer Infantry
States Veteran
United States
K,
pension
the rate
of $24
$24 per
month in
now receivreceiv- Prothog.
prs.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
rate of
per month
p)ensioll at
at the
Increase
on
«1, That
That in
event of
the death
death of
of Lovina
Lovina Stevens,
ease on
to cease
Increase to
Stevens, death
of the
in the
the event
I'rmodfd,
Ing: Provid
of child.
helpless
and
dependent
child
of
said
John
H.
Stevens,
the
additional
ofelid.
d0e-h
the
additional
11.
Stevens,
said
John
of
child
and
dependent
h(lpless
Pension to child on
pension herein
herein granted
And provided
fur- ri-.!itofof
moher.i
mother. o
providedfurdetermine: And
cease and
and determine:
shall cease
granted shall
pension
of Una Stevens the name
ther. That
That in
in the
name of said
said
of the death of
event of
the event
tlFr.
Lovina
Stevens shall
shall be
pension roll, subject to the
on the pension
placed on
be placed
Lovina Stevens
provisions and
and limitations
of the
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of812
per
of.12 per
laws, at
the pension
limitations of
provisionllS
Pension.
month
and
after the
of death
Una Stevens.
of said
said Una
death of
the date
(late of
arnd after
fron
nionth front
V. Disbrow.
The
former widow
widow of
W. Os'delaidev. Dishrow.
Os- _Adelaide
David W.
of David
Disbrow, former
V. Disbrow,
Adelaide V.
of Adelaide
name, of
The name
trander,
William Arnold,
late of
Company A,
A, Eleventh
RegiEleventh Regiof Company
Arnold, late
alias William
trailder, alias
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
the
at the
a pension
her a
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
New York
nment New
rate
$12 per
month.
Pensions increased.
pl(r month.
rate(ofof $12
Joseph Baldwin.
Baldwin.
hundred Joseph
G, Two
The
Baldwin, late
Company G,
Two hundred
of Company
late of
Joseph Baldwin,
of Joseph
name of
The name
and second
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
second Re,giment
and
a
at the
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
month in
per month
$36 per
of $36
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
receiving.
Robert J. Yeoman.
eomn.
receivibert
a
. o
The
name of
J. Yeoman,
Yeoman, late
Company I,
hundred
One hundred
I, One
of Company
late of
Robert J.
of Robert
Thle name
a
and
sixty-eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him a
Regiment Ohio
and sixty-eighth
pension
$30 per
month in
of that
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of$30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. S
Medy.
Sarah H.. NIedary.
The
of Sarah
Medary, widow
of Charles
Charles S. Medary, late
widow of
II. Medary,
Sarah H.
name of
The name
pay
first
lieutenant, Third
Third Regiment
United States
States Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
Reoiment United
first lieutenant,
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
that she
she is now
of that
lieu of
month in
of $20
pension at
her
receiving.
lloath
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Preeilla A. Chilton
Chilton.
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The
of Precilla
Precilla A.
former widow
of James
P. Chilton,
The name
name of
A. Chilton
Chilton, former
widow of
James P.
Chilton,
Company K,
K, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
late of
of Company
Regiment Wisconsin

Pensions increased.

Pensions

Infantry, and
and pa
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Infantry,
at the
month.

overto Gor
Overton
Gore.

receiving.

The name of Conrad
Conrad Orth, late of Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
rate of
of $36 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Sarah B.
B. LongSarah
L on gThe name of Sarah B. Longnecker,
Longnecker, widow of John
Longnecker,
John K. Longnecker,
meeker.
late of Company
One hundred
hundred and
Company C,
C, One
and fifty-eighth
fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment PennPennsylvania Drafted.
Drafted Militia Infantry,
sylvania
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate
and pay her a
a pension
pension at
of $20 per month in lieu of that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
Joseph
Babbin.
Joseph Bahbinn,
The name of Joseph Babbin, late of Company F,
f, First Regiment
Regiment
Maine Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Thomas
Lee.
Thomas.J. Lee.
The name of Thomas J. Lee, late of Company D,
Regiment
D, First Regiment
Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
ancl pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, anQ
pay him
a pension
pension at
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
per
month
in
lieu
Oh
.
witebread.
John H. Whitebread.
The name of John H. Whitebread,
Whitebread, late of Company
Company F,
F, Two hundred
dred and third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer -Infantry,
nfantry, and
and pay
pay
him
a pension
receiving.now
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
Conrad Orth.
Conrad
Orth.

Sarah Jane
ane Ruby.
Ruby.
Sarah

lliam H.
'WMiam
H. Hunter.
Hunter.

Joseph P. Wells.

oseph P. Wells.

Charles E. Rowlen.

Calres. Vying.

Charles A. Vining.

Malinda
Malinda Pauley.
Pauky.

Luman W.
Ames.
Luman
.Ames.

Samuel
amuel E. Rumsey.

E. Rumey.

Pensions.
Pensions
Melia
Alella I. Cummings.

I. Cummings.

Benjamin F. Longenecker.

Bcan
r.

Longse

The name of Overton
Overton Gore,
C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Gore, late of Company C,
Tennessee Mounted Infantry, and pay him
Tennessee
him a
pension at
at the
of
a.pension
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$24
month in
is now
The name of Sarah Jane Ruby, widow of Walter B.
Ruby, late of
of
B. Ruby,
Company K, One hundred
hundred and thirtieth
and Company
thirtieth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company B,
B,
eighty-seventh Regiment,
One hundred and eighty-seventh
Regiment, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
a pension
pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
of
that she
The name of William H. Hunter, late of Company
Company K, Ninth
RegiNinth Regiment West Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at
the rate of $36
$36 per
per month in lieu of
of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
P. Wells, late of Company
The name of
of Joseph P.
Company F, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
receiving.
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of
E. Rowlen,
Rowlen, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E,Sixty-second
of Charles
Charles E.
Sixty-second
Regiment, and Company I, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
the rate
rate of
of $50
in lieu
lieu
him aapension at
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
name of Charles
Charles A. Vining, late of Company
Company B, Ninth RegiRegiment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Kansas Volunteer
pension at
Cavalry and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate
of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
The
of Malinda
Malinda Pauley,
Pauley, widow
widow of Shadle R. Pauley,
The name
name of
Paulen late of
Company E, Thirty-ninth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of $20
in lieu
that she
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Luman
Luman W. Ames, late of Company C, One hundred
The
Regiment New
New York
and sixth
sixth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
he is
now receiving.
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
The name
name of Samuel E. Rumsey, late of Company E,
The
E, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
at
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Adella I. Cummings, former
former widow of John
John A.
A. CumCumRegiment New Hampshire
mings, late of Company
Company E, Sixth Regiment
Hampshire VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and major, First Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
of $12
per month.
Cavalry,
an d pay
pay her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
The name of Benjamin F. Longenecker,
Longenecker, late of Company B, Seventh Regiment,
Regiment, Company D, Fourth Regiment, and Company L,
Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment,
Recriment, Illinois Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pension
pay him
him aapension
at the rate Of
month.
of $25 per month.
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Pensions increased.
The name
of Company
Company D,
Thirty-eighth JPensionsinre"ased
The
name of
of John
John Brough,
Brough, late
late of
D, Thirty-eighth
John Brough.
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
at the
the
rate
month in lieu
lieu of
rate of $30 per month
receiving.
of that
that he is now receiving.
Mary Jane McKee.
McKee.
The name
of Mary
McKee, widow
widow of
B. McKee,
late of
of Mary
The
name of
Mary Jane
Jane McKee,
of James
James B.
McKee, late
Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Regiment Iowa
and pay
pay her
Fourth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
her
a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now
a pension
the rate
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
George H.
H. Hoiday.
Holliday.
H. Holliday, late of Company
Company G, Sixth RegiThe name of George H.
Regi- Geogment West
West Virginia Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
the rate of $36
$36 per
per month in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
E. Ash.
Ash.
The name
name of
of Grace
Ash, widow
widow of
of Reuben
GraceE.
The
Grace E.
E. Ash,
Reuben Ash,
Ash, late
late of
of ComCom- Grace
pany
Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
pany E,
E, Second
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
her a
apension
of that she is
is now
receiving.
Jennings.
The
name of
of John
late of
of Company
John W.. Jennings.
The name
John W. Jennings,
Jennings, late
Company H,
H, Fortieth
Fortieth John
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
that he
ae is
now receiving.
rate of $36 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
Summers.
The
James C.
Summers, late
late of
of Company
James C.
C.Summers.
The name
name of
of James
C. Summers,
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- James
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
rate
ment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30 per
he is
is now
Pe
Pet er
Haywood
The name
name of
of Peter Haywood
Gregory, late
late of
Eighth Gregory.
The
Haywood Gregory,
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Gregory.
Regiment Tennessee
Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a
pension
rate of
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
Nelson Benjamin.
The
Regi- Nelson
The name
name of
of Nelson
Nelson Benjamin, late
late of
of Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiBenjamin.
ment New York
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
at the
the
ment
York Volunteer
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
$30 per
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
John A. Holland.
The name
of John A.
A. Holland,
Holland, late
late of
of Company C,
C, Seventy-fourth
The
name of
Seventy-fourth John A Holland.
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him apension
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
a pension at
at the
$50 per
receiving.
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
Margaret J.
J. Deaver, widow
The name
name of
of Margaret
widow of John W. Deaver,
Deaver, late of
Deaver
of Margaret
Margaret J.J Deaver.
Company
Regiment Indiana
and pay
Company B, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her
rate of $20
of that
she is
her aapension
pension at the rate
$20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Porter.
a rie P
ort e
The name of Carrie Porter, widow of Carlile P.
P. Porter, late admiral's cCarrie
secretary,
Navy, and
and lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
United
States
secretary, United
United States
States Navy,
colonel, United States
'Marine Corps, and pay
per month
month in
Marine
pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in
lieu
lieu of
of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Alvin Calmos
The name of
of Alvin Calmes,
CaImes, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Alvi
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at the
$40 per month
receiving.
rate of
of $40
month in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
dams.
The name of Thomas Adams, late of Company K, Two hundred and Thomas Adams.
tenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantrv, and pay him
him aa
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
ho is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
the rate
rate of
in lieu
Alvena A. DunhamThe name of Alvena A. Dunham, widow of Simeon
Dunham.
Simeon H. Dunham, Alena.
late of
Regiment United
late
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First Battalion,
Battalion, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
United
States Infantry,
and former
former widow
widow of
of Peter
Peter Plant,
Plant, late
of Company
late of
Company
States
Infantry, and
II,
One hundred
hundred and
Volunteer Infantry,
and tenth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Infantry,
II, One
that
and pay her aa.pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
1
she
receiving.
shl
is now
now receiving.
Cornelis Shoemaker
of Cornelia
of Andrew
Andrew Shoemaker,
The name
name of
Cornelia Shoemaker,
Shoemaker, widow
widow of
Shoemaker, Com ela Shemaker
late
Twenty-fourth Independent
Ohio Light
Light Artillery,
late of
of Twenty-fourth
Independent Battery, Ohio
and
pension at
month in
that
of $20 per
per month
in lieu of that
and pay her a
a pension
at the rate of
she is now receiving.
James H. Raney.
The
name of
James II.
late of Company
Company E,
Regi- Jams H Raney.
E, Fourth
Fourth RegiThe name
of James
H. Raney,
Raney, late
a pension
pension
Tennessee Volunteer Mounted Infantry, and pay him
ment Tennessee
ment
him a
at
the rate
of 824
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
at the
rate of
S24 per
month in
is now
now receiving.
Danel B
Daniel Bowman.
The
Bowman, late of
Forty-seventh
a
of Company
Company A,
A, Forty-seventh
The name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel Bowman,
at
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
a pension at
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Pension.
receiving.
Pension.
the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Elizabeth Foisia.
The
Foisia, widow
of Joseph
Joseph Foisia,
Foisia, late
late of
of Elizabeth Foisia
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Foisia,
widow of
Company F, Ninety-second
Ninety-second Regiment New York Volunteer
olunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of $12
and pay her a
$12 per month.
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The name
name of
Williams, late
late of
of Company
A, Fifty-first
The
of Chancey
Chancey Williams,
Company A,
Fifty-first
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volnmteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
the
pension at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
month in
rate
G. Haner.
James G.
James
The name of James
late of
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
James G.
G. Haner, late
of Company
and
twenty-third Regiment
pay him
a
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
twenty-third
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
is now
month in
of $50
at the
the rate
pension
Hiram
Beach.
The name
name of
Hiram Beach,
Beach, late
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
Himrm Beach.
The
of Hiram
late of
and
forty.-third Regiment
Regiment New
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
York Volunteer
forty-third
issnow receiving.
pension at
the rate of $30
month in lieu of that he i
$30 per month
at the
pension
Pleasant D.
The
name of
of Pleasant
D. Broaddus,
Broaddus, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighth
D. BroadThe name
Pleasant D.
late of
Eighth
dus.
us
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
.
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month
in
lieu
of that
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
James Mitchell.
Jaes Mitchell.
The name of James Mitchell, late of Company I,
I, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois
and pay
him a
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
per
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he is
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
per month
jc
'
sePh
Andersw
The name
of Joseph
Joseph W.
Anderson, late
of Company
A, Tenth
Tenth
Company A,
late of
W. Anderson,
name of
ndes " The
Joephw.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
the
a pension
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $30
per
month
in
lieu of
that
he
is now
now receivin
g.
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
receiving.
rate
noN. Ho
Lenora N. Hoyt.
William R. Hoyt, late of
of
of Lenora
Lenora N.
N. Hoyt, widow of William
LenaN.Ho. The name of
Company I,
Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and unassigned,.
Fifth Regiment
VerRegiment Verunassigned, Fifth
I, Tenth
Company
mont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
rate of
of $24
$24
the rate
at the
and pay
pay her
her aapension
Infantry, and
mont
Jeremiah
. Perrig
Perrigone.
.
per
lieu of
receiving.. .
now receiving
is now
she is
that she
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
jeriah
Forty-third
Perrigone, late
late of Company I, Forty-third
Jeremiah Perrigone,
The name of Jeremiah
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
at
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
Regiment Wisconsin
the
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
month in
in lieu
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
the rate
Joseph
A. Gbant
Gibant.
The
of Joseph
Joseph A.
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
A. Gibant,
Gibant, late
late of
The name
name of
JosephA.
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
rate
the rate
at the
Cavalry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
of $30 per month in lieu of that lie is now receiving.
Adh
Adolph H. SchSchu- of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
mann.
The name
Adolph H.
of Battery
C, New
Jersey
mann.
The
name of
of Adolph
H. Schumann,
Schumann, late
late of
Battery C,
New Jersey
Light
Artillery,and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
month
the rate
of $36
$36 per
and pay
him aapension
Light Artillery,
in
of that
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
Valentine
Hinton.
The
Valentine Hinton,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
Hinton, late
The name
name of
of Valentine
alentine Hinton.
Regiment New
and pay
pay him
at
him a
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
the
rate of
of $30
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate
$30
per
month
in
of
that
is
now
Alexander Ada,.
The name
name of
late of
Two hundredth
hundredth
E, Two
Adams, late
of Company
Company E,
The
of Alexander
Alexander Adams,
Aleander Adams
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pension.
Pension,
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
at
the rate
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receivin.
Jessie E. Stover.
eE.tover.
The name
The
name of Jessie E. Stover, helpless and dependent
dependent child of
of
Frederick Stover,
late of
Company G,
G, Fourth
Maryland
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Maryland
Stover, late
of Company
Frederick
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
Pension increased.
month.
Ambrose S. UselThe name
name of
of Ambrose
late of
One hunmbrose SseThe
Ambrose S.
S. Uselman,
Uselman, late
of Company
Company C,
C, One
hundred
pay
and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
dred and
him
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
$30 per
month in
of that
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Zechariah
The
of Zachariah
Zachariah McClain,
McClain, helpless
child of
of
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
The name
Zachariah McClain.
:Caii.
name of
Samuel
McClain late
Regiment
late of Company
Company E,
E, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Samuel L. McClain,
Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12
Sarah
month.
per month.
M. Roberts. per
Sarah M.
The name
name of
James M. Roberts, late
of Sarah M.
M. Roberts,
Roberts, widow
widow of
of James
The
of
Company E,
Missouri State
Cavalry, and
of Company
E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Missouri
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
and
increased
pay her
pension at
at the
Pensions increased,
pay
her aapension
the rate
rate of
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Daniel J. Masters.
DanmelJ. Masters.
The name
name of Daniel
Daniel J.
H, Eleventh RegThe
J. Masters,
Masters, late of Company H,
iment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
iment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
the
Lseac
Thacker
rate
of
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
he
of
that
in
lieu
month
per
$40
of
rate
saac Thacer.
The
Thacker, late
Company E,
The name
name of Isaac
Isaac Thacker,
late of
of Company
E, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$36 per
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
$36
McDoli..
Peter McDoll
Peter
The
name of
Peter McDoll,
McDoll, late
The name
of Peter
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth RegRegiment
at the
the rate
iment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Chancey WiMaraq.

CaceWilliams.
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The
of Company
Company A,
Twenty-fourth
A, Twenty-fourth
late of
Turner, late
William Turner,
of William.
:lamle of
The name
a pension
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
him a
and pay him
Regimlent
the
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
in lieu
per month
350 per
rate of
of $50
the rate
The name
James P.
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Third
Third RegiRegiP. Griffin,
Griffin, late
of James
name of
The
Volunteer
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment, Tennessee
H, Fourth Regiment,
ment,
and Company
Company H,
ment, and
Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
the rate of $30 per month in lieu
a pension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and

William Turner.
William

James P
J

mes

James P.. Griffin.

Frederick
of
Frederick M.
M. ChamChain.
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
of that
The name
of Frederick
late unassigned,
Second berlain.
erlain•
unassigned, Second
M. Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, late
Frederick M.
name of
The
Regiment
New Jersey
him aapension
pension at
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
Jersey Volunteer
Regiment New
the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
lieu of
per month
of $40
the
M i
l a J7. Minks.
The
of Eliza
widow of
of James
James H.
Minks, late
late of
of E
Eliza
ns
z .
H. Minks,
Minks, widow
J. Minks,
Eliza J.
name of
The name
Company K,
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
Nineteenth Regiment
K, Nineteenth
Company
and
her a
apension
rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu of that
that
the rate
at the
pension at
pay her
and pay
she
r3ceiving.
is now receivig.
she is
The name
Charles E.
Company A,
Regiment Chares
Charles E.
Watts.
E.Watt
Sixth Regiment
A, Sixth
of Company
late of
Watts, late
E. Watts,
of Charles
name of
The
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension at the rate
West
o.
ius.
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
per month
of
Pius W. Wonner.
The
of Pius
Wollner, late
of Company
Seventy-sixth
Company -D, Seventy-sixth
late of
W. Wonner,
Pius W.
name of
The name
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
at
of $36
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
$36 per
month in
rate of
at the
the rate
The
name of
Frank A.
late of
One hundred
hundred Frank A. Boyd.
B, One
of Company
Company B,
Boyd, late
A. Boyd,
of Frank
The name
and thirty-second
Regiment Indiana
Tnfantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
thirty-second Regiment
and
him
at the
the rate
rate of $30
month in lieu of that he
he is now
$30 per month
pension at
him a
a pension
Augusta
receiving.
receiving.
Augusta A.
A. Yin
King.
gsta
The name
of Augusta
widow of John W. King, late of
Augusta A. King, widow
name of
The
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Eighty-ninth Regiment
Company
Company C, Eighty-ninth
pay her
pension at
month in lieu of that she is
$24 per
per month
of $24
rate of
at the
the rate
her aapension
pay
now receiving.
M S. Switur.
receiving.
Mary
Switzer.
Switzer, late of
The
name of
S. Switzer, widow
widow of James Switzer,
of
Mary S.
of Mary
The name
Company I,
I, Sixth
Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Sixth Regiment
Company
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per
lieu of that she is now
per month in lieu
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
lohn
Osby
The name
of Company
Company B,
One hundred
hundred Yohn H. Ormsby.
B, One
late of
H. Ormsby,
Ormsby, late
of John
John H.
name of
The
and
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment New
hitantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
New York Volunteer
and twenty-third
him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
month in lieu of that he is now
$40 per month
a pension
him a
receiving.
receiving.
Approved, August
August 31, 1916.
Approved,
31, 1916.
August 31,

CHAP.
pensions and
pensions to
certain solsolto certain
of pensions
increase of
and increase
Granting pensions
Act Granting
430.-An Act
CHAP. 430.—An
diens and
the Civil
Civil War
War and
certain widows
widows and
dependent children
children of
and dependent
and certain
of the
sailors of
and sailors
diers
and sailors
sailors of said war.
soldiers and
soldiers

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
States of
of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
Interior
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to place on the
directed to
authorized and
he is
and he
be, and
Interior be,
pension roll,
subject to
to the
limitations of the pension
provisions and limitations
the provisions
roll, subject
pension

(H.
15494.1
H. R.
R. 15494.1

[Private,
(Private, No. 145.1
1451

Pensions.

Pensions.

Pension.
Pension.
laws -Ellen Rohr.
The
Ellen Rohr,
former widow
widow of
E. Scott,
Scott, late Ellen Rohr.
William E.
of William
Rohr, former
of Ellen
name of
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Indiana
Thirteenth Regiment
of
Pensions
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions inereased.
increased.
month.
per month.
pay
W. Guilliams.
The
of John
hundred John
John W. Guilliams.
One hundred
B, One
Company B,
of Company
late of
Guilliams, late
W. Guilliams,
John W.
name of
The name
and fifty-first
Infantry, and
pay him aa
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
fifty-first Regiment
and
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
month in
of that
is now
now receiving. Iolm
he is
that he
in lieu
lieu of
per month
rate of
at the
pension
olhn WelshWelsh.
Regiment
The name
name of
John Welsh,
Welsh, late
late of Company G, Tenth Regiment
of John
The
Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
$36
pension at the rate of $36
him .aapension
and pay
Illinois Volunteer
per
month in
lieu of
of that he
he is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
John Wilson.
The name
name of
of John
Wilson, late
of Company
D, Third
Third Regiment
John
Regiment Wilson.
Company D,
late of
John Wilson,
The
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky
receiving.
$36
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
$36 per
2- 15
39 -- r 2-15
)2&O°—voL 39--rr
iIJ26'20-VOL
laws--
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McCain.
McCain.

The name of Joseph McCain,
The
McCain, late of Company G,
G, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
the
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now
now
receiving.
Pets.
Carrie M.
M. Peters.
The
Carrie M.
Peters, widow of Samuel
S. Peters,
The name
name of
of Carrie
M. Peters,
Samuel S.
Peters, late
late of
of
Company H, One hundred and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and unassigned, •Fifth Regiment
Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
Cavalry,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
and pay her a
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now receiving.
Jacob
A.
Wandling.
Jacob A. Wndi g.
The
of Jacob
Wandling, late
late of Company
The name
name of
Jacob A.
A. Wandling,
Company H,
H, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
Regiment, and Company I,
I, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment,
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment, Iowa
Infantry,
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay him a
$30 per
per month
lieu
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
John II.. Murrey.
urrey.
The
nameofJohn
I, One hundred and
The name of John H.
H. Murrey,
Murrey, late of Company I,
ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the
in lieu
of
that
he is
now
receiving.
the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Sylvester
ylvester T.
T. Chick.
The
name
Sylvester T.
T. Chick,
Chick, late
late of
of Company
Company K, One hundred
The name of
of Sylvester
and seventy-third
seventy-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
pay him
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in
a
now rerein lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
ceiving.
ceiving.
Samuel Lenix.
Samuel Lenx.

The
name of
Samuel Lenix, late of Company E,
E, Forty-second
The name
of Samuel
Forty-second
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$311
month in
he is
is now
receiving.
$J30per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Joseph
Joseph J.. Samoa.
.
The name
name of Joseph J.
The
J. Sanson,
Sanson, late of Company F,
Twenty-sixth
F, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at
a pension
Pension.
Pension.
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret
L.
Miller.
Margaet L. Min.
The name
name of
The
of Margaret
Margaret L.
L. Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of John Miller, late of Company G,
hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
G, One
One hundred
and first
first Regiment
Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$12
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
rate
of
$12
per
Sarah E. Toon.
Toon.
The
of Sarah E.
widow
The name
name of
E. Toon, wid
ow of
ofHarvey
Harvey B.
late of
of
B. Toon,
Toon, late
Company B, Fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month
of that
that she
she is
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Robert L.
L. Stroud.
Stroud.
Robert
The
late of
The name of Robert
Robert L. Stroud, late
of Company
RegiCompany D,
D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
apension
at the
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
is now
Sarah Sane
Elliott.
ane Elliott
The
name
of Sarah
widow of Edwin Elliott, late
late of
of
The name of
Sarah Jane
Jane Elliott,
Elliott, widow
Company B, One hundred and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
VolunOhio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and pay her a
at the
$20 per
in
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
lieu of
receiving.
of that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
john W.
John
w. Skiff.
sr.
The name of John
late of
The
John W. Skiff, Tate
of Company
Company K,
K, Nineteenth
Nineteenth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
rate
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
Pension.
of $36 per month in
lieu of
that he
is
now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Marian
Marin Lemon.
The name
name of
Lemon former
Stockton,
The
of Marian
Marian Lemon,
former widow of John C.
C. Stockton,
late of Company
Company- E, Thirteenth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InInPensions
Increased.
Pensionsinesed.
fantry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Margaret Berigan.
.raret Brign.
The name
name of Margaret
The
Margaret Berigan, widow of Nicholas Berigan,
Berigan, late
late of
of
Company C, Seventeenth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Company.
Volunteer Infantry.
Infantry.
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of $20
month in
of that
is now
Sl
is
now receiving..
receiving
Silas
SI.
Abers.
silas .
eR.
The name
of Silas
The
name of
Silas M.
M. Abers, late of Company E, Thirty-sixth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the
and pay
him a
a pension
Pension.
T'neon.
rate of $40 per month in lieu
he is
is now
lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary B. Cooley.
The name of Mary
of Darius
The
Mary B. Cooley,
Cooley, widow
widow of
Darius Cooley,
Cooley, late
Comlate of
of Company G, Fourth Regimen
Regimen Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
Pensions
increased.
Pens-in.lincreasl.
a pension
a
pnsion at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Alpheus D. Coulson.
Alpheus D. Coulon.
Thee name
D. Coulson, late
late of
of Company
name of Alpheus D.
Company B,
B, Second
Second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
and pay
him a
pension
pay him
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
CaIrin Covert.
calin
The
of Calvin
Covert, late
E, Fiftieth R
Regiment
Th.e name
name of
Calvin Covert,
late of Company E,
egi
men t
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $30
Illinois
$30
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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name of
of Philip
L. Davis,
Davis, late
late of
of Compa
n y A,
Thirty-first Phlip
Philip L.
The name
Philip L.
Company
A, Thirty-first
L. Davis.
Davis.
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
the
and pay
pay him aapension
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
Peach, widow
widow of
of Jo
se ph Pe
ach, late
l
at
e of
ofCompany
CompanyPeach.
Mary
The name
Mary Peach,
Joseph
Peach,
Mary PeachK, One
hundredth and
thirty-eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
One hundredth
and thirty-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
$20 per
lieu
of that
she is
now receivig.
receiving.
of
that she
is now
H
The name
of George
George II.
Beeber, late
late of
Company D,
Beeber.
The
name of
H. Beeber,
of Company
D, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth George
George H.. Beeber.
Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay him
a pension
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that he is
receiving.
The name
George W.
W. Taylor,
late of
of Company
Company B,
The
name of
of George
Taylor, late
B, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth

Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
rate of
of $50
$50 per
that he
now receiving.
receiving.

George
W. Taylor.
Grge W.

Taylor.

The name
of Isaac
Isaac Strauss,
Strauss, late
States Navy,
Navy, Isaac
Isaac Strauss
Strauss.
The
name of
late a
a landsman,
landsman, United
United States
a pension at the rate of
and pay him
him a
of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The
H. Hoos,
Hoos, late
Charles H.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles H.
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Chares
H. Hoos.
HoosRegiment and Unassigned,
Regiment,
Unassigned, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment,
Regiment, New
York VolVolNew York
unteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
of $30
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month
in
lieu of
he is
is now
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Company F,
Forty-seventhSaucier.
A. Saerm.
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
A. Saunier,
Saunier, late
late of
of Company
F, Forty-seventh
Joseph A.
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer .Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving..
rate of
of $36 per
month in
that he
now receiving.
The
of Jeremiah
Fleagle, late
late of
F, Seventh
Regi- Jeremiah
The name
name of
Jeremiah Fleagle,
of Company
Company F,
Seventh RegiFleale.
Jeremiah Fleagle.
ment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
merit
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the
pay him a
a pension
pension at
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
rate of
of $40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of William
William P.
P. English,
Company E,
E, Fifty-first
Fifty-first William
The
name of
English, late
late of
of Company
Wiam P. English.
English
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
pay him
him aa pension
at
Infantry and
and pay
pension at
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $24
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Pension.
Pension.
Mar
The
of Mary
Mary C.
of Samuel
Samuel Hynes,
late of
y C.
C.
The name of
C. Hynes, widow
widow of
Hynes, late
ofHynes.
Mary
ynes.
Company
H, Sixty-first
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company H,
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay
her aapension
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions inreased.
increased.
The
Stephens, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Fifty-fifth
M. Stephens.
The name
name of
of Ross
Ross M.
M. Stephens
late of
Fifty-fifth Ross
Ros s M.
Stephens.
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
pay him
him aa pension
at the
at
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
the rate of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
The name
Alonzo M.
M. Hobbs,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Sixty-second Alonzo
Alonzo H.
The
name of
of Alonzo
Hobbs, late
E, Sixty-second
M.Hobbs.
Hohbs.
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa pension
at the
rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
rate of
of $40
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
name of
of Benjamin
W. Havner,
Havner, late
late of
of Company
One hunBenjamin
ay.
Benjamin W.
Company B,
B, One
hun- ner.
Benjamin W.
Hayv
w. s
dred and seventieth
seventieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him ner.
dred
Regiment Ohio
and pay
pay him
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
per month
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Jam
a
art
The name
James Martin,
late of
of Company
I, One
hundred and
and James Martin.
The
name of
of James
Martin, late
Company I,
One hundred
eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him it
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
a
pension at
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving. Benjamin
Benjamin B.
B. Clrk.
Clark.
$36 per
that he
now receiving.
The name
name of
B. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
One hundred
The
of Benjamin
Benjamin B.
of Company
Company B,
B, One
hundred
and
and twenty-first
Infantry, and
and pay.him
pay
a
twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a
pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
pension at
rate of
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
11. Eaton.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving. Frances
rances M.
aton.
The
Frances M.
of George
George C.
C. Eaton,
The name
name of
of Frances
lM.Eaton,
Eaton, widow
widow of
Eaton, alias
alias
George Purdy,
Purdy, late
late of
Fifty-second Regiment
Wisconsin
George
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifty-second
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $20
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
minnth
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
t
0
The
name of
Constantina E.
E. Pollard,
The name
of Constantine,
Pollard, widow
widow of
of William
William Pollard,
Pollard, late
late lad°.nstantina
E°1laCStan
E. Po
commissary
sergeant Sixth
Sixth Regiment
and
commissary sergeant
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
a pension at the rate of $20
pay her a
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Pension
The name
of Nancy
of Meker
Debolt, late
Debolt.
The
name of
Nancy J.
J. Debolt,
Debolt, widow
widow of
Meker Debolt,
Nancy J.. Debolt
late of
of Nancy
Company
and seventy-fourth
VolCompany B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
unteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate of
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The
name of
N. Murray,
Thirty-third
E, Thirty-third
Company E,
of Company
late of
Murray, late
of Joseph
Joseph N.
The name
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Pension.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Pension
rate
lieu of
he is
receiving.
SarahC.
The name of Sarah C. Rawlins, widow of Daniel
Daniel S.
Rawlins, late
late of
Sarah C. Rawins.
Rawlins.
S. Rawlins,
of
Company-B,
B, Sixty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Sixty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
Pensions
increased,
and
pay her
pension at
month.
of $12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
her aapension
and pay
Pensions increased.
George E. Doty.
of Company
Company F,
The name of
of George
George E.
E. Doty,
Doty, late
late of
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry_, and pay him a
a pension at the
New York
York Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
rate
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
Bridget Murray.
Murray.
The name of Bridget Murray,
Murray, widow of Thomas
Thomas Murray, late of
Company
Ohio Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay her
her aa
G, Fifth Regiment Ohio
Company G,
Pension.
Pension.
pension
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
rate of
of $20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
Lodema C. Hodges.
Iodema
C. Hodges.
of Henry
Henry Hodges, late
The name of Lodema
Lodema C. Hodges, widow
widow of
late of
of
Company
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Company H, Seventy-fourth
Pensions increased.
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
of $20 per
month.
per month.
a pension
the rate
rate of
Pensions
and
JohnC.
Logue.
John
C. Logue.
C. Logue,
of Company
Eighty-fourth
The name
name a
of John
John C.
Logue, late
late of
Company I,
I, Eighty-fourth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the
pay him
him aapension
pension at
Regiment
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
Bridget Lohman.
Brdget Lohman.
The
widow of
Henry F.
F. Lohman,
of
The name
name of
of Bridget
Bridget Lohman,
Lohman, widow
of Henry
Lohman, late
late of
Company M,
M, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Cavalry , and
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
Company
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
a pension at the
the rate
her a
receiving.
Henry
receiving.
Henry C. Jones.
Jones.
Henry C.
Jones 'late of
Forty-ninth RegiC. Jones,
of Company A,
A, Forty-ninth
The name
name of Henry
ment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
a pension
pension at the
the rate
him a
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
of $30
$30 per
month in
he is
of that
that he
is now
now, receiving.
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
Pensions.
Griffin.
The name
name of
widow of
late of
The
Eliza J.. Griffin.
of Eliza
Eliza J.
J. Griffin,
Griffin, widow
of William
William affm,
Griffin, late
of ComCompany- D,
D, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Regiment
New York
Infantry, and
and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
pany
pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at
rate
of
her
pension
pay
Virginia E. Jones.
Thie name of Virginia E. Jones, former widow of Henry
The
Henry C. Smith,
late of
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
late
of Company
Company I,
I, -Tenth
Pensions
her a
pension at
the rate
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
of $12
at the
a pension
pay her
Pensions increased. pay
Samuel T. Maxey.
The name
of Company
Eilasey.
The
name of
of Samuel
Samuel T.
T. Maxey, late
late of
Company H,
Regiment
H, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Cavalry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $40
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
per
receiving.
in lieu of that he
he is
is now receiving.
per month
month in
Wallace W.. Btiley.
Bailey.
The name
Wallace W.
Bailey, late
Company C,
C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Wallace
The
name of
of Wallace
W. Bailey,
late of
of Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
at
Regiment
the
of $40
$40 per
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
rate of
William LI.
The name
name of
of William
H. Crites,
Seventh Regi(rites.
The
Xilliam
11.Crites.
William H.
Crites, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Seventh
Regiment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
at
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay
ment
the
rate of
$36 per
per month
lieu if
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
month in
in lieu
if that
that he
the rate
of $36
E. crawr.
Crawford.
The name
of Julia
Julia E.
E. Crawford
Crawford, widow
widow of
of Samuel
K. Crawford,
late
Julia K.
name of
The
Samuel K.
Crawford, late
surgeon, Seventeenth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry,, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry
surgeon,
Seventeenth Regiment
her
pension at
at the
per month
month in lieu of that she
she is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $25 per
her aapension
Pensions.
receiving.
receiving.
Tatthyna Bourstine.
Boursline.
Taubyna Bourstine,
Bourstine, widow
Simon Bourstine,
Bourstine, alias
alias
Taubya
The name
name of
of Taubvna
widow of
of Simon
Simon Bursint, late of Companies
B and C, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Regiment
Simon
Companies B
a pension at the rate of $12
$12
Ohio -Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her a
per
month.
per month.
Louisa
The name
Louisa Snyder,
Snyder, widow
Snyder, late
late of
of
Pnyder
TheD
name of
of Louisa
widow of
Ioia Snyder
of William
William Snyder,
Company
Company F, One hundred and twenty-ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
twenty-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
the rate
$12 per
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per
Pen
mont!l.
Pen, ion increased,
increased.
month.
Margaret A.
G. MaeMargaret
A. G.
Macnaara.
The
name of
of Margaret
A. G.
widow of
namai a.
The name
Margaret A.
G. Macnamara.
Macnamara, widow
of Daniel
Daniel G.
G.
Macnamara,
Macnamara, late first lieutenant
lieutenant and quartermaster,
quartermaster, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Massachusetts
and pay
pay her
her aapension at
at the rate
rate
Pen-ion.
of
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
of that
month in
per month
of $24
Pen-ion.
Jennie
The name of Jennie
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of Thomas
Thomas
Jennie Allen.
Allen.
Jennie Allen, helpless and
Allen, late of Company E, Third Regiment
Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Heavy Artillery, and pay her a
apension at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pencion increased.
PenonN. Murray.
Joseph

inreased.

urray.Regiment
Regiment

,

increased.
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The name of James
of Company
Company E,
James Davis,
Davis, late
late of
RegiE, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regi-

ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
per month
month i
n lieu
lieu o
athe
he i
rate of $40
$40 per
in
offth
that
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.

1415
1415
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased
James Davis.

F. Rice.
Rice.
Rice, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Fortieth
The name of Robert
Robert F.
F. Rice,
late of
Fortieth RegiRegi- Robert
Robert F.
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
Pension
Pension.
The name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Temple,
Temple, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas Temple,
Temple, late
late of
of Mary
Mary E. Temple.
Company
Company H, Fifteenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
rate of
and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
Pensionsincreaed
Pensions increased.
The name of Jeremiah
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred JeremiaB
Jeremiah Vance.
Jeremiah Vance, late of Company
Vane
Volunteer Infantry,
and fortieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
of $30
per month
month in
is now
receiving.
The name of Isaiah Walker,
Walker, alias
alias Isaiah
Pittman, late
Isaiah Pittman,
Company Isaiah Walker,
Walker, alias
late of
of Company
alias
Isaiah Pittman.
G, One hundred and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment United States Colored
Colored Laiah Pittman.
Infantry, and pay him a
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
a pension
pension at
the rate
in lieu
lieu
of
he is
now receiving.
of that he
is now
receiving.
w
Griswold.
The name of Delia E. Griswold,
Griswold, widow
C. Griswold,
late of
widow of Oscar
Oscar C.
Griswold, late
of Delia
Dela EE.. Gris
old.
Company
Company C, One hundred
hundred and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
per
a pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
month in
that she
Provided, That
That in
the Provisos.
in the
Proto
' s
a
Increase to cease on
event of the death
death of
Lena Griswold,
Griswold, helpless
helpless and
of Lena
of child.
child.
and dependent
dependent child
child death of
of said Oscar
Oscar C. Griswold,
Griswold, the additional
additional pension
herein granted
granted
pension herein
Pension
child on
shall cease
And provided
provided further,
further, That
cease and determine:
determine: And
That in
in the
the event
event death
desion
tto to child
on
of mother.
of the death of Delia E.
Griswold, the
of said
Griswold deatmother
E. Griswold,
the name
name of
said Lena
Lena Griswold
shall be placed
roll, subject to
placed on the pension roll,
the provisions
to the
provisions and
and
limitations of the pension laws, at the rate
limitations
per month
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month from
from
and after the date of death
death of said
said Delia
Delia E.
E. Griswold.
Griswold.
G Bliss.
David G.
G. Bliss,
Bliss, late
of Battery
Battery F,
F, First
The name of David
late of
Regiment David
First Regiment
David G.
. Bliss
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
a pension
the
pension at
at the
rate of $36
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
$36 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Melvin.
The name of Elizabeth
of James
Melvin, late
Elizabeth Melvin,
Melvin, widow
widow of
James Melvin,
late of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Melvin.
Company B,
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
and
pension at the rate
pay her a
a pension
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
that she
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
Ross.
The name of Olive M. Ross, widow of
S. Ross,
Ross, late
late of
Com- Olive
of Charles
Charles S.
of Cor"'*i;e hi.i. Ropany H, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
er aapension
pension at
r'ensons
incren: e.
Pensions increased.
Ann tuilm.
tittinn.
The name of
of Ann
Quinn, widow
widow of
Ann Quinn,
of Felix
Felix Quinn,
Quinn, late
late of
of Company
Company -Ann
Regiment Connecticut
K, First Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
pay
a pension
pension at
her a
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
of that
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
L. Welch.
The name of John L. Welch, late of
Fourth Regiment
Regiment John
of Company
Company E,
E, Fourth
Joh L'
Welch.
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Infantry, and pay
him a
a pension
the rate
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Edmund P. MathThe name of Edmund P.
P. Matheny, late of Company H, Fourth any.
enmund
P. MathRegiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him
a
pension
and pay him a pension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
f
Sanford
R. Bryant.
The name
name of
Bryant, late
The
of Sanford
Sanford R.
R. Bryant,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth San
ordR.Bryant.
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
and pay
at
the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William K. Sanders.
The
name of
of William
William K.
The name
K. Sanders,
Sanders, late
of Company
Company E,
Eighty-ninth William
late of
E, Eighty-ninth
K. Sanders.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company A,
A, First
First RegiRegiment Mississippi
Mississippi Marine Brigade,
Brigade, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
and pay
a pension
the rate
of 836 per month in lieu
lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
a E. Hamilton.
The name
name of Sarah
E. Hamilton
David N.
N. Hamilton,
H am ilton , Farah
Sarah E.
Hamilton, widow
widow of
of David
amlton
late of Company
Company C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
that she
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension
Pension.
The name
The
name of
of Frank
Frank Haight,
Haight, helpless
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of Fredand dependent
Fred- Frank
Frank Haight.
Iaight.
erick G. Haight, late
late of Company
B, Twenty-fifth
Michigan
Company B,
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry;
Infantry; Company
Fifteenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
ThirtyCompany K
K Fifteenth
and Thirty-
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fourth Company, Second
Reserve Corps,
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay
him
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
George W.
East.
w. East.
The name of George
George
George W. East, late of Company E, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
him
and pay
pay him
a
of $24
that he
he is
now
a pension at
at the
the rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Joseph
H. Woolaston,
Woolaston, late
late of
Joseph H. WoolasWw 19'
s"
The name of Joseph
Joseph H.
of Battery
Battery D,
D, First RegiRegiton.
ment United States
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
States Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
$40 per
per month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
Ellen
Champion.
Ellen Champion.
The name of Ellen Champion, widow of William Champion,
Champion, late
late of
of
Company H, Eighth
CompanyEighth Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and unasunassigned, Veteran
Veteran Reserve Corps, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of
$20 per month in lieu of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
ashingtonH.SwitWashington
H. SeritWashington H.
late of
of Company
A, One
The name of
of Washington
H. Switzer,
Switzer, late
Company A,
One
zer.
hundred
forty-sixth Regiment Illinois
hundred and forty-sixth.
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
and
pay him a
a pension at
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
at the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
is
receiving.
now receiving.
wHiiam
The name of William A
A. Miller,
Miller, late
of Company
William A.
A. Mler.
Wier.
late of
E, One
One hundred
Company E,
hundred
and second Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
penOhio Volunteer
and pay
a penmonth in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Peter
A. Cox.
The name
name of Peter A. Cox, late of Company
Peter A. Cox.
The
Company A, Sixty-first
RegiSixty-first Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
at the
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
the rate
lieu of
of that
he is
of $30 per month in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John Heimroth.
The name of John Heimroth, late of Company D,
John Heimroth.
One hundred
D, One
hundred
and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him
aa pension
pension at
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
at the
the rate of
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
that he
now
receiving.
receiving.
vriah T.
The name of Uriah T. Tapscott, late of Company I,
tiriah
T. Tascott.
Tapscott.
Seventh RegiRegiI, Seventh
ment, and Company E, Sixth
Kentucky Volunteer
CavSixth Regiment,
Regiment, Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Pension,
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Pension.
that
now receiving.
Elizabeth Schwing.
schwing.
The name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Schwing,
Schwin, widow
Joseph Schwing,
Schwing, late
late of
of
widow of
of Joseph
Company
Company I, One hundred and sixteenth
Regiment New
sixteenth Regiment
New York
York VolVolunteer
unteer Infantry, and former
former widow of John
John Meyers,
of Company
Meyers, late
late of
Company
C, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
pay her
her a
a
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
Pensions increased.
incrased. pension
the rate
rate of
Pension,
pension at
at the
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Hiram Morgan.
The
name of
of Hiram
Hiram Morgan,
late of
of Company
Company F,
Morgan.
The name
Morgan, late
F, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu
of that
that he
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Benjamin
I. Sayler.
Sayler.
The name
Benjamin L.
name of
of Benjamin
Benjamin L.
late of
Company K,
K, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
L. Sayler,
Sayler, late
of Company
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
the
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
piinwill wit
injaco
The
name of
Jack.,
-on (;ilThe name
Jackson Gilpin,
Gilpin, late
late of
of William
William Jackson
of Company
Company L,
L, First
First
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
him a
a pension
pension at
the
pay him
at the
rate of $24 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
i'idti C.I-. Bouldea.
,ldeil.
The name of Matilda
Matilda
Matilda C.
widow of
of Joseph
L. Boulden,
Bouldeu,
C. Boulden,
Boulden, widow
Joseph L.
late of Company I, First Regiment New
Mexico Volunteer
New Mexico
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at
$20 per
month in
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Po er.
The name of Hiram Powers, late of Company
Iiiramira
Povert.
H, One
hundred and
and
Company H,
One hundred
fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapenpen- i
I
sion at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
receiving.
of that he is
is now
now receiving.
Mtron Hi>.
I
The name of Myron H. Isbell, late of Company
3.1:;-ron H. Isbell.
The
Eleventh RegiRegiCompany E,
E, Eleventh
ment Michigan Volunteer
a pension at the
ment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
lieu of
is now
now receiving
Stephen..
iLon.
The
Stephen S. Wilson.
The name of Stephen
Stephen S. Wilson, late of Company D,
D, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at
Regiment
at the
the
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
rate
40 per
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
ohn Branson.
Branson.
The name
name of
John
John Branson,
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment
of John
Branson, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fiftieth
Missouri
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at the
Missouri Volunteer
th e ra
t
e o
rate
off
$24 per month in lieu
lien of that he is now receiving.
Pensions
increased
Pensionsincreased.
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The
name of
of Frederick
Frederick Flesher,
late of
of Company
Comp any A,
A, One
One h
un d
re d
Flesher.
Frederick Flesher.
The name
Flesher, late
hundred
Frederick
and fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
late of
F, First
First Battali
on , Albert
Albert McHenry.
The
name of
of Albert
Albert McHemy,
McHenry, late
of Company
Company F,
Battalion,
McHenry.
and Captain
Captain Thomas'
Thomas' company,
One hundred
and third
Regiment,
company, One
hundred and
third Regiment,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay
him a
pension at
rate
pay him
a pension
at the
the rate
that he is
of $27 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of Thomas Armstrong, late of
D, Thirty-ninth
Thomas Armstrong
of Company
Company D,
Thirty-ninth Thomas
Armstrong
Regiment,
I, Fifteenth
Regiment, and Company
Company I,
Fifteenth Regiment, Illinois
Volunteer
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay him aapension
Infantry, and
pension at
of $30
$30 per
per month
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
of
he is
now receiving.
The
of Lutisha
widow of
John II.
Carpenter, Lutisha
Lutisha A.
CarPen
The name
name of
Lutisha A.
A. Carpenter,
Carpenter, widow
of John
H. Carpenter,
A. Carpen
Company D,
Forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Infan- ter
late of Company
D, Forty-sixth
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infanter
try, and pay
her a
of $20
per month
lieu of
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of
that
she i
snow
now receiving.
that she
is
receiving.
The name
of Francis
Ashens, late
of Company
Fifteenth RegiRegi- Francis
name of
Francis Ashens,
late of
Company M,
M, Fifteenth
Francis Ashens.
and pay him a
ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
the rate
rate
a pension
pension at
at the
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $36 per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
The
of Seth
Seth Farn
swo
rth, late
lateFarnsworth.
Maria L.
L. Farnsworth.
The name
name of
of Maria
Maria L.
L. Farnsworth,
Farnsworth, widow
widow of
Farnsworth,
Maria
of Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry,. and
and pay
pay
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
her a
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
of that
now
a pension
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary
Fieber, widow
Mary Fieber,
John Fieber,
Tenth Marieber
Mary Fieber.
widow of
of John
Fieber, late
late of
of Tenth
Battery
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay her
Battery Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
of $20
per month
month in
that she
now receiving.
The
MaryPross,
widow of
of George
George W.
W. Pross,
late of
of Fifth
Mary Prose.
The name
name of
of Mary
Press, widow
Pross, late
Fifth Mary
ProIndependent
Independent Ohio
Battery, and
pay her
$20
Ohio Battery
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
lieu of
of that
that she
per month in
in lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
late of
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment Sanford
P. Clark.
Clark.
The name
name of
of Sanford
Sanford P.
P. Clark,
Clark, late
of Company
Company K,
Sanford P.
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
$50
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
of $50
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
per month
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Mary Keeny,
widow of
of Jacob
Seeny, late
of Company
The
name of
of Mary
Keeny, widow
Jacob Keeny,
late of
Company Mary
My Beeny.
Keeny.
E, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
her
and pay
pay her
aa pension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
month in
lieu of
she is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension
Pension.
The name
of Semantha
Semantha Williams,
former widow
Nicholas Van
Van Semantha
The
name of
Williams, former
widow of
of Nicholas
Semantha Williams
Williams
Deusen, late of Company K, Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
the rate
rate of
per
her aa pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
month.
Pensions Imre& mi.
The name
name of
of Clark N.
The
Ditto, late
M, Second
Second Regiment
Clark
N. Ditto,
late of
of Company
Company M,
Regiment Clek
s N.
itto.
N. Ditto.
Cavalry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
the rate
rate of
$36
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
of $36
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
The
name of
The name
of Delos
Delos Johnson,
late of
Company G,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Delos
Johnson, late
of Company
G, Sixth
Delos Johnson.
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
him a
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
$40 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
The
of Margaret
Margaret Berg,
Berg, widow
of Frank
late of
of CornMargaret Berg.
Berg.
The name
name of
widow of
Frank J.
J. Berg,
Berg, late
Com- Margaret
pany
pony D, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
her a
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
a
pen)sion
$20 per month
pension at the rate
rate of $20
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
lieu of
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
of Ellen
Ellen M.
M. Stafford,
The name
name of
A. Stafford,
Stafford, late
late Ellen M.
Stafford, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry A.
Staford.
M Stafford.
of Company
Company H, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
at the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
of that
she
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name
C. Ross,
Ross, former
widow of
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Clark,
late Della
The
name of
of Della
Della C.
former widow
Clark, late
Della C.
C. Ross.
Ross.
of Company I,
New York
York
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-second
twenty-second Regiment
Regiment New
pay her a
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
of $12
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per
month.
Pension
increased.
month.
Pension increased.
1 1 mcc.
ey
The name
of Samuel
late of
Company C,
C, Sixth
Sixth nolsnsa
rael
Rey
The
name of
Samuel MCC.
McC. Reynolds,
Reynolds, late
of Company
Mcc - R
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State Militia
Cavalry, and
at
Militia Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
of that
now receiving.
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p so
Pension.
en
Ella Morrow.

The name of Ella Morrow,
of Hezekiah
late of
of
Morrow, widow
widow of
Hezekiah Morrow,
Morrow, late
Company F,
Regiment Maryland
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company
F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Maryland Volunteer
and
pay her
her a
$12 per
pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions
Increased.
Pensions increased.
The name of Robert Elliott, late of
Company
Thirty-ninth Regiof
Company B, Thirty-ninth
RegiRobert
Robert Elliott.
Elliott.
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a .pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
month in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.

David
E. Lindsey.
David E.
Lindsey.
Julia
nlia Dumas.
Dumas.

Marion
E. Lair.
Laird.
Main E.

The name of David E.
E. Lindsey,
Lindsey, late
Company F,
late of
of Company
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and

eighty-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
peneighty-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Julia Dumas,widow
Dumas,widow of Peter Dumas, late
late of
of ComCompany D, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
pension at
at the
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
of that
that she
she is
now
now receiving.
receiving.

The name of Marion E.
E: Laird, widow
of George
George F.
The
widow of
Laird, late
F. Laird,
late of
of
Company D, Sixth
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry, and
Sixth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her a
apension at the rate
of $20
per month
of that
that she
she is
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Velma
Veona Thurber.
Thuber.
The name of Verona Thurber, widow of Ira H. Thurber, late of
of
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company D,
D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
per month
of that
that she
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Samuel
Daniels.
same Danls.
The name of Samuel Daniels, late of Company
D, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiCompany D,
ment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
rate
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jacob
Winter, alias
acob^
Wit
aas
Winter, alias
The name of Jacob
Jacob Winter,
alias Jacob
late of
Company F,
F,
Jacob Strisle,
Strisle, late
of Company
Jacob
Strisle.
Fourteenth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $50 per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
now
Thomas Kildurff.
Thomas
KUldur.
The
The name
name of Thomas
Thomas Kildurff, late of Company H, Eleventh Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
Cavalry, and
him aapension
rate
Pension.
Pension.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now
receiving.
of $36
$36 per month in
that he
is
now
receiving.
Catherine
Rose.
Catherine Rose.
The
name of
Rose, late
The name
of Catherine
Catherine Rose, widow of George
George W.
W. Rose,
of
late of
Company I, One hundred
hundred and ninety-second
ninety-second Regiment
Ohio VolunRegiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
at the
Pensions
sions increased.
increased
The
name of
late of
Company E,
E, Twenty-third
The name
of John
John H.
H. Smith,
Smith, late
of Company
Twenty-third
John H. Smith.
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William
R.
Ronnels.
wiliam R. Rennels. The
The name
name of
of William
K,
William R. Rennels,
Rennels, late of Company
Company K, One huntwenty-third Regiment Illinois Volunteer
dred and twenty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
him a
apension at the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
is now
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mariam Hall.
MariamHall.
The name
name of Mariam Hall, widow of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Hall, late of
Comof Company H, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
her
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
a
receiving.
receiving.
Newton
Baker.
Nwton 0.. Bar
The name of Newton G. Baker,
of Company
Company F,
rt
een th
Baker, late
late of
F, Thi
Thirteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
at the
the
a pension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
John
H.
Larry.
John H. Lar.
The name of John H. Larry, late of Company
Company H, Third
Regiment
Third Regiment
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
at
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Marietta Trowbridietta
TrowThe name of Marietta Trowbridge,
of James
brid
ge.
Trowbridge, widow of
James A.
A. Trowbridge,
Trowbridge,
Connecticut Volunteer
late of Company F, First Regiment Connecticut
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the rate of $20
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
is now receiving.
Benjamin
F. Eddis.
Eddins.
Benjamin F.
The name
name of
of Benjamin
Eddins, late
ReaiThe
]Benjamin F.
F. Eddins,
late of Company
Company H, Tenth
Tenth Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
a
lames
C. BBaker.
Ja C.
.
The
of James
James C.
Baker, late
late of
Company F,
The name
name of
C. Baker,
of Company
F, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at
receiving.
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The name
of Edna
Edna J.
J. Ward,
Ward, widow
widow of
of Peter
Peter Ward,
Ward, l
at
e of
ofC
om pan y Pension.
The
name of
late
Company
Pension.
B, Twenty-second
Regiment New
se y Volunteer
Vol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry, and
Edna J.
B,
Twenty-second Regiment
New Jer
Jersey
Infantry,
and Ward.
pension at the rate
of $12
$12 per
pay her a
a pension
rate of
per month.
month.

Pensions increased.

The name of Charles H. Edgecomb, late of Company I, Fifteenth chsares"scHE deRegiment
The name
Maine
of Charles
Volunteer
H. Edgecomb,
Infantry, and
latepay
of Company
him a
apension
I, Fifteenth
at the
the comb.
comb.
Charles H.
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
pension
at
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
The
name of
of Thomas
Hart, late
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and
The name
Thomas Hart,
Company B,
B, One

third Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him aa

Thomas
Hart.
Thomas Hart

pension at
at the
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Hit
. i
pi n
e. amnion ss
.'
The
Gillespie, late
late of Company
Company B,
B, and
and lieu- pie".t"
The name
name of
of Hamilton
Hamilton S. Gillespie,
tenant
colonel, Fiftieth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
tenant colonel,
Fiftieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
him aapension
pension at the rate
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
rate of
of $50
$50 per month
month in
of that
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
late of
Company D,
Twenty-first Elijah
Bagley.
The
of Elijah
Elijah Bagley,
Baglev, late
of Company
D, Twenty-first
Eliah BagleyRegiment
Volunteer Infantry-,
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
of that
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
name of
of Emma
L. Edwards,
Edwards, former
former widow
widow of
Gilbert Keene,
Emma L.
L. Edwards.
Edwards.
The
Emma L.
of Gilbert
Keene, Emma
late
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
forty-third Regiment
Regiment New
late of
hundred and
and forty-third
New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of
York
Volunteer Infantry,
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12
per
per month.
month.
Pattie
D. Davis.
Davis.
Pattie D.
The name
name of
Pattie D.
Davis, widow
widow of
Jonathan B.
B. Davis,
late
The
of Pattie
D. Davis,
of Jonathan
Davis, late
of
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
and
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
Pensions increased.
increased.
The
name of
Bellen, widow
widow of
Anthony Bellen,
late of
Com- Electa
Electa Bellen.
Bellen.
of Anthony
Bellen, late
of ComThe name
of Electa
Electa Bellen,
pany
New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pany K,
K, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
her
now
her aapension
pension at
at the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that she
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Shick.
John D. Sick.
The name
name of
of John
Shick, late
of First
First Independent
The
John D.
D. Shick,
late of
Independent Battery
Battery
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
apension
the rate
rate
Iowa
Light Artillery,
him a
pension at
at the
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
EahW. Taylor.
Elijah
The
of Elijah
Elijah W.
of Company
Company C,
Fifty-second
The name
name of
W. Taylor
Taylor,, late
late of
C, Fifty-second
ayor
Regiment
Volunteer Mounted
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Mounted Infantry,
pay him
pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
pension
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Ellen A.
Phillips, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert H.
Phillips, late
A. Phillips.
Phillips late of
of Ellen
Ellen AH. Phillips,
The
of Ellen
A. Phillips,
Company
Thirty--fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Company A, Thirty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and
a :pension
pension at
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
receiving.
she is
i
snow receiving.
Pensions.
Pension.
Emma Rudy.
Rudy,.,late of ComThe
widow of Jacob W. Rudy
Corn- Emma
Rudv, widow
The name of Emma Rudy,
Volunteer
fifty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pany D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and fifty-first
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
InfLatrv,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
rate of
per month.
month.
John M. Gray.
Company B,
Twentieth RegiThe name
name of
M. Gray,
Gray, late
late of
of Company
B, Twentieth
Regi- J o M-Gray
The
of John
John M.
meat,
and Company
K, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
ment, and
Company K,
Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $30 per
per month, the
the
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
a pension
same to be paid to him under the rules of the Bureau of Pensions as
to modes
of payment,
without any
reduction or
or rebate
any reduction
rebate
to
modes and
and times
times of
payment, without
on
of former
former alleged
alleged overpayments
overpayments or
or erroneous
erroneous payments
payments
on account
account of
of pension.
of
pension.
The
Ellen Jane
Jane Taylor,
former widow
widow of
of George
M. Taylor,
Ellen JaneTaylor
Jane Taylor.
George M.
Taylor, Ellen
Taylor, former
The name
name of
of Ellen
late of
of Company
Company F,
Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
F, Sixth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
late
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
anal pay
The
name of
Mary J.
Wooley, widow
of George
George C.
C. Wooley,
Wooley, late
late of
Mary J.
I.Wooley.
Wooley.
of Mary
widow of
of Mary
J. Wooley,
The name
Company M,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
York Volunteer
Cavalry and
(Company
M, Ninth
former widow
widow ffNelson
Raymond, late
late of
of Company
RegiM, Ninth
Ninth RegiCompany M,
Nelson Raymond,
former
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
at the
the
pay her
a pension
pension at
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
rate
of $12
r
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
widow of
of George
late of
of EmnaL.
Emma L. Porter.
Porter.
George W.
W. Porter,
Porter, late
of Emma
Emma L.
L. Porter,
Porter, widow
The
lao.
Company B,
hundred and
thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Pot,
Post p.
p. 1510.
and thirty-fifth
B, One
One hundred
Company
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
$24 per
per
pension at
at the
the rate of $24
her aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
month in
in lieu of
she is now
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
the ine"rea
month
of That
That in
that she
on
in the
Prors
is°s
s
e
.to cense on
event
of the
the death
death of
of Clara
Clara Porter,
helpless and
child of
death of
child.
and dependent
dependent child
of death
ofchild
Porter, helpless
event of
said
Porter, the
the additional
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
shall
granted shall
W. Porter,
said George
George W.
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cease
and determine:
urther That
cease and
determine: And provided further,
in the
of the
That in
the event
event of
the
death
name of
death of Emma L. Porter the
the name
of the
the said
said Clara
Clara Porter
Porter shall
shall

be placed
placed on the pension roll, subject to
the provisions
to the
provisions and
and limitalimitations of the pension laws, at
of $12
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
month from
from and
after the date of death of said
Emma L.
said Emma
L. Porter.
Porter.
Martin Frey.
Martin
The name
of Martin
Martin Frey, late of
of Company
Company A,
The
name of
A, Two
Two hundredth
hundredth
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension
at the rate of $24
$24 per month in lieu
of that
he is
is now
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
David
David R.
R. Edmonds.
Edmonds.
The
name of
David R. Edmonds, late
late of
The name
of David
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Mounted
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Mounted Infantry,
pension
pension at the rate
rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now
receiving.
of that
that he
is
now
receiving.
James
White.
James A. white.
The
of James
James A. White, late of Company
The name
name of
Company F,
Second RegiF, Second
Regment
Massachusetts Volunteer
ment Massachusetts
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and Company
Company D,
D,
Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
him aapension at the rate of $30 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
now
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Adeaide McGreevey.
The name
McGreevey, widow
name of Adelaide
Adelaide MeGreevey,
widow of
of James
James W.
W. McGreevey,
Adelaide McGreevey.
McGreevey,
late of Company A, Second Regiment
United States
States Veteran
Veteran VolunRegiment United
Volunensiirsed
teer
teer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
of $12
per
month.
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$12
Pensions increased.
per
month.
ArenahAi
The
Arah Ann Busard.
Bussard.
widow of
The name
name of
of Arah
Arah Ann Bussard, widow
of John
John S.
Bussard, late
late of
S. Bussard,
of
Company
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Company G, Ninety-ninth
Regiment Pennsylvania
InPennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate of
fantry, and pay her a
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
of $20
$20 per
that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary Redman.
edma.
The name
name of
Redman, widow
widow of Washington
Washington Redman,
The
of Mary
Mary Redman,
Redman, late
late
of Company
Company K, First Regiment West Virginia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry'
Virginia Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in
and
of that
that she
she
in lieu
lieu of
is now receiving.
receiving.
Mary Killian
Kilan
The name of Mary
Mary Kilian
Kilian, widow
The name of
widow of Leonard
Leonard A. Kilian,
Kilian, late aa
sergeant United States Marine Corps, and
sergeant
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the
pension at
rate
of
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
rate
of
$20
receiving.
Lavinia
Lainia H.
H. Pierce.
Pierce.
The
name of
The name
of Lavinia
Lavinia H.
H. Pierce,
Pierce, widow
widow of Benjamin F.
Pierce, late
late
F. Pierce,
assistant
assistant surgeon
surgeon United States Navy, and pay her
her a
at the
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Sarah
C. Knights.
Sarah C.
nights.
The
name
of
Sarah C.
C. Knights,
The name of Sarah
Knights, widow of Jacob M. Knights, late
late of
of
Company E, Seventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and
pay
her aapension at the rate of $20
and pay her
in lieu
lieu of
that she
$20 per month
month in
of that
she
is now
is
now receiling.
reee i
ving.
Rubin
A.
J.
HornsRubin A. J. Hornms
The
ofRubin
by.
J. Hornsby, late
The name
name of
Rubin A. J.
late aalandsman,
landsman, United
States
United States
Nnav, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the rate of $30 per month in
Navy-,
him a
of
in lieu
lieu of
that
hat he is now receiving.
Hannah L Fortune.
ia--abh . Fortune.
The
of Hannah
Hannah I.
Fortune, widow of William
The name
name of
I. Fortune,
William M.
M. Fortune,
Fortune,
late
of Company I, Tenth
1
Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
Company M, Second Regiate of Company I,
and Company
Regiment, Missouri
ment,
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
off.°20
0
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of that she
:She is now receiving
receiving.
Mary A.
A. Hicks.
Mary
cks.
The
name of Mary A. Hicks, widow of Andrew E. Hicks, late of
The name of Mary A. Hicks widow of Andrew 'E.
Company
D, Second Regiment
Regiment 'Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
ompany D,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Cavalry, and
1
her
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
ier a
that she
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now
eceivmg.
recelvuing.
John J.
Collins.
J. Collins.

Ianet
Smith.
iet W.
W. Smith.

Eliza
Eliza
Haines.

Amanda
Amanda

ntv r
oin.

name of
of Company
Company C,
The name
of John
John J.
J. Collins, late of
C, Eighty-fifth

Eighty-fifth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
the
rate
of
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving
he rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
The name of Janet
widow of
The name of Janet W.
W. Smith,
Smith, widow
of John
John D. Smith,
Smith late
lath of
Company
A,
Twentyeighth
ompany A, Twenty-eighth Regiment, and Company
Company H,
dne hunhunH, One
dred and
and forty-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
dred
forty-seventh Regiment, Pennsylvania
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry
a
and
her a pension
at the rate of $20 per month in
and pay
pay her a
pension aterate
of that
that
in lieu
lieu of
she
he is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name
of
Eliza
Amanda
The name of Eliza Amanda Haines,
Haines, widow of William R. Haines,
Hains,
11
late
of band,
band, Twenty-eighth
Twentvy-ighth Regiment Pennsylvania
Ite of
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
nfantry, and
her aapension
in lieu
lieu
0
offthat she is now receiving.
receiving.
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The
name of
Harrow,, late of Company
B, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth
The name
of Jeptha
Jeptha Harrow
Company B,
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
the rate
rate of $40 per m
onth in
i
n li
eu o
thath
now receiving.
receiving.
month
lieu
offthat
hee i
iss now
D. Roberts, late
The name of James D.
late first
first lieutenant
lieutenant and
and adjutant,
adjutant,
Fifty-third
Fifty-third Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
penand pay
pay him
him a
a penof that
sion at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
The
of Company
A, Seventh
Seventh IndeThe name of William Duffy, late of
Company A,
IndeMassachusetts
pendent Battery
Battery Massachu
se tt s Light
Light Artillery,
him a
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
a penpension at the rate of $24
$24 per month in lieu
that he
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of James E.
E. Leslie,
Leslie, late
Company C,
late of
of CompanyC, One
hundred
One hundred
and forty-third
forty-third Regiment N
ew York
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him apension
a pension at the rate of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
ofthat
thathe
he i
$50 per
lieu of
iss now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Charles H. Twomey, late of Company
Company H, One
One hundred and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
him apension
a pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now
lieu of
that he
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Jephtha Harrow.

Jephtha Harrow.

J
James
Roberts.
am e s D. Roberts.

William Dffy.
Duffy.
Wilam

James
Leslie.
James E.
E. Leslie.

Charles H. Twomey.
Charls
H. Twomey

receiving.
receiving.

McCullough, widow
The name of Catharine
Catharine McCullough,
of Hugh
Hugh McCullough,
widow of
McCullough,
alias John
a seaman, United States
John Williams, late a
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay her
and pay
her
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month
she is
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas A. Carter, late of Company
Company A,
Thirty-sixth
A, Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Susan C. Clough,
Clough, widow
widow of Oliver G. Clough,
late of
of
Clough, late
Company D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Volunteer InRegiment New
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
fantry, and
in lieu
lieu of
of
month in
that she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.

Catharine

louCg
lough.

McCulc

-.

Thomas A. Carter.

Thomas A Carter

u s a C. Clough.
Susan
n

C.Clough-

James W. Pace.
The name of James W.
W. Pace,
Pace, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment James
W Pace
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
p
a
y
hi
m
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$36
Cavalry, and pay him a pension at the rate of $36
per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Harmon Kaylor,
late of
of Company A,
Thirteenth Harmon
Kaylor, late
A, Thirteenth
Harmon Kaylor.
r^ylor.
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of
rate
of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
$30 per
per month
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Thomas A. ShepThe name of Thomas A.
Shepherd, late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Twelfth
Twelfth herd.
A. Shepherd,
herd.mS A- 8hep
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
and pay him a pension at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
James M. Jobe.
The name
name of
of James
M. Jobe,
Jobe, late
James M.
late of
Company G,
Forty-seventh James
of Company
G, Forty-seventh
M.Jobe
Regiment Wisconsin
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the rate of $30 per month
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
E. Rhoads.
The name of Annie
Annie E. Rhoads, widow
John Rhoads,
late of
widow of
of John
Rhoads, late
of Annie
Anie E-hoadsCompany A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
A, Seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Reserve
Company I, One
and ninetieth
ninetieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
One hundred
hundred and
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
at the
of $20
per
and pay
her aa pension
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
Zachary Miller.
The name of Zachary
Zachary Miller, late of Company A, Twentieth RegiRegi- Zachary Milerrment
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
and Company
First RegiRegiCavalry, and
Company A,
A, First
nment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Provisional
ment
Provisional Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that he
he is
is now
Pensions.
The name of Fannie
widow of Henry
Fannie T. Smith, widow
Henry C.
Smith, late
late of
C. Smith,
of Fannie
ann°enT.
T. smith
SmithCompany K, Seventh Regiment,
and
Company
F,
Tenth
Regiment,
Regiment, and Company F, Tenth Regiment,
Maryland Volunteer
Maryland
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
the rate
of
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
$12
per month.
month.
Emma Zapf.
The name of Emma Zapf,
Zapf, former
former widow of Curtis
Blanchard, late
late
Curtis Blanchard,
mmap
of Company
K,
Sixteenth
Regiment
Michigan
Company
Sixteenth Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate
$12 per
month.
rate of
of $12
per month.
Huldah E. Bryant
ryan
The name of Huldah
Huldah E. Bryant, former widow of John W.
Walker,
W. Walker.
late
late of Company L,
L, Sixth
Regiment New
Sixth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Artillery, and pay her aapension
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension at
the rate
rate of
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
Angle, late
of Aaron
Aaron Angle,
C First
First Regiment
Regiment AronSAngie.
late of
of Company
Company C,
Aaron Angle.
New York Engin
Engineers,
eers ,an
d pay
pay him
hi m a
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
and
a pension
at the
rate of
per
month in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name of Mary A. Allen,
widow of
Allen, widow
of Joshua
B. Allen,
of
Joshua B.
Allen, late
late of
I and
Companies I
and A, First Mississippi Marine
Marine Brigade
Brigade United
United States
States
Infantry, and pay
pension at the rate
pay her a
apension
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
rate of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
of
that
she
now
is
Elizabeth
Collier.
Elizabeth Collier.
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Collier, widow
widow of
The name
of Paris
Collier, late
late of
of
Paris J.
J. Collier,
Company
Company M, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
Indiana Volunteer
pay
her a
pension at
of $12
$12 per
month.
her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
The name
name of
John N.
late of
of Fifth
Fifth Independent
Independent Battery
Battery
of John
N. Havlin,
John
N. Harlin.
Havlin, late
Ohio Light
Light Artillery, and pay him a
a pension at
Ohio
at the
the rate
$36 per
per
rate of
of $36
month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
William Roush.
Roush.
The name
of William
The
name of
William Roush,
Roush, late of Company
Company E
E, Seventy-second
Seventy-second
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the
and pay
at the
rate of $50 per month
rate
month in lieu of that he is
now
receiving.
is
now
receiving.
James
es. M. Minton.
James
to.
The name
name
Minton,
of James M.
G, Seventh
Seventh RegiThe
of
M. Minton late of Company G,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
pay him
him aa.pension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
Otis Miller.
OtisMluer.
The name
name of Otis Miller, late
late of
Company A,
The
of Company
A, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri
and pay him
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
at the
of $30
$30
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
per month in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Smeaton.
Thomas Smeaton.
The name
name of
of Thomas
The
Thomas Smeaton,
Sm.eaton, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred
and fifteenth
Regiment, and
fifteenth Regiment.,
and Company
Company F,
One hundred
hundred and
F, One
and ninetyninetysecond Regiment, New
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $36
month in
in lieu
of
that
he is
now
receiving.
$36 per
per
month
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James
Horton.
James Horton.
The name
Horton, late of Company
The
name of James
James Horton
Company E,
E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regimen t
Volunteer
New Hampshire
Hampshire Vol
un t
eer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
_um aa.
pension at
at the
the
pension
rate of $30 per month
month in
i
n lieu
lieu of
ofth
ath
i
s now
receiving.
that
hee is
now
receiving.
Joseph
A. Hester.
Joseph A.
Hesler.
The name
A. Hesler,
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
Ilesler, late of Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred
and fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
aapension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receivreceivof that
in.
ing.
Henry
Henry Startzel.
Tnhe name of Henry Startzel, late of Company B,,Second Battalion
The name of Henry Startzel, late of Company B„Second
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania,
pay him
the rate
ra t
e
Infantry, and
and pay
him apension
a pension at
at the
of
per month
he is
is now
rece iving.
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
James Wilkins.
James Wilk-ins.
The
James Wilkins,
G, One
The name
name of
of James
Wilkins, late of Company
Company G,
One hundred
and
hundred and
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
thirty-fourth
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
and pay
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
pension
of that
that lhe
now receiving.
receiving.
e is
is now
Harriet E. Corbly.
arriet E. Corbly.
The
name
of
Harriet
E.
Aaron S.-Corbly,
The name
E. Corbly, widow
widow of
of Aaron
S. -Corbly, late
late of
of
Company
A, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company A,
Company C,
C, Thirty-sixth
Regiment, Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
of $20
of
$20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Ezra Rodgers.
Ezra Rodgers.
The
name of
Ezra Rodgers
The name
of Ezra
Rod gers ,late
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiRegiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volun t
eer Cavahy,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
Cavairy, and
pay him
at the
of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
John H. Peck.
John 11. Peck.
The
name of
of John
Peck, late
of Company
Company B, Forty-fifth
The name
John H.
H. Peck,
late of
Forty-fifth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
ment Iowa
pension at
the rate
at the
rate of
of
Darius ons
$27
$27 per
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Darius Emmons.
Darius
Erl
The
Darius Emmons,
Emmons, late of Company
Company H.
The name
name of
of Darius
H, One
hundred
One hundred
and
fifty-sixth Regiment
and fifty-sixth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
pension at the rate
per month
pension
rate of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
Lee Brand.
of that
is
now
.e Bn.
The
The name
name of
of Lee
Lee Brani,
Brand widow
widow of John C. Brand, late of Company
Company
A,
Seventh
Illinois Volunteer Infantry
A, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and pay
pay her
her aa
el
pension at the rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
of $20
lieu of
is now
Samuel P. Marlette.
receiving.
amue P. Marlete.
The name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel P.
The
P. Marlette,
Marlette, late of Company
Company A,
A, First
Regiment
First Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Minnesota
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Ann E. Capner.
nn E. Capner.
The name
name of
Ann E.
Capner, late of ComThe
of Ann
E. Capner,
Capner, widow
widow of Hugh Calmer,
pany B,
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
pany
B, Twenty-third
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate
rate of $20
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
$20 per
per month
in
lieu
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
name of
of Pierson
Hendrickson, junior,
junior, late
late of
of Company
D, .PiersonHendricksou,
Pierson Hendrickson,
Company D,
Pierson Hendrickson,
The
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay •
Twenty-third
now
him
pension at
$40 per
month in
lieu of
he is now
of that
that he
in lieu
per month
of $40
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
him a
Jr

receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
Seidel, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of John
John John Seidel.
of John
John Seidel,
The
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Seidel,
of Company
Company H,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
H, Fourth
late of
Seidel, late
Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
Pensions increased.
month.
$12 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
Cavalry, and
Scott.
Albert Scott.
The name
Scott, late
of Company
C, Thirty-first
Regi- Albert
Thirty-first RegiCompany C,
late of
Albert Scott,
of Albert
name of
The
a pension at
ment
Infantry, and
and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Massachusetts Volunteer
ment Massachusetts
is now receiving.
the rate
rate of
per month
that he is
lieu of that
in lieu
month in
$40 per
of $40
the
The name
name of
Henry J.
late of
of Company
Company- C,
C, Ninety-third
Doyne.
Ninety-third Henry JS. DoyneJ. Doyne,
Doyne, late
of Henry
The
a pension at
and pay him a
Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
New York
Regiment New
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the
rate of
of $40
receivinc,.
month in
per month
$40 per
the rate
The
name of
widow of
of John
John Gnau,
late of
of Company
Company Matilda
Gnau
Matilda Gnau.
Gnau, late
Gnau, widow
of Matilda
Matilda Gnau,
The name
pay her aa
E, First
Pennsylvania Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
Regiment Pennsylvania
First Regiment
E,
pension
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
of that she is now receivreceivlieu of
per month
$20 per
of $20
rate of
pension at
ing.
•
ing.
The name
E. Busey,
Buse, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles H.
use yLamanda E. BI3usey.
late Lamanda
H. Busey,
Busey, late
Lamanda E.
of Lamanda
name of
The
Volunteer
of Company
Company K,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Eighty-seventh Regiment
K, Eighty-seventh
of
Infantry , and
her a
apension
pension at
rate of $20
per month
month in lieu
$20 per
at the
the rate
pay her
and pay
Infantry,
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
she is
The name
T. Francis,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Zachary
T. Francis.
Francis.
Zachary T.
Francis, late
Zachary T.
of Zachary
name of
The
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
rate of
in lieu
now receiving.
that he is now
lieu of that
per month
month in
of $30
$30 per
rate
The
of Sarah
Kissinger, widow
Kissinger, late
Kssinger
Sarah Kissinger.
late Sarah
Emanuel Kissinger,
of Emanuel
widow of
Sarah Kissinger,
name of
The name
a
pay
and
of
band,
First
Regiment
Maryland
Volunteer
and
her
a
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Maryland
Regiment
of band, First
pension at
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that she
receivshe is now receivper month
of $20
$20 per
rate of
at the
pension
ing.
of sah
The name
of Sarah
Sarah C.
C. Hikes,
Hikes, widow
Andrew G.
G. Hikes,
Hikes late
Sarah CC. HikesHikes.
late of
of Andrew
widow of
name of
mthe
Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
Company
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Two hundredth Regiment
E, Two
Company E,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
at the
$20 per
in lieu
month in
per month
rate $20
the rate
pension at
a pension
and pay
Infantry,
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
of that
The name
name of
H. Holtzinger,
Holtzinger, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
geA
r. lbert
H.
H. Holtz1n.
t
One hundred
hundred ger.lt
E, One
of Albert
Albert H.
The
Infantry and pay
and ninety-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ninety-fifth Regiment
and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
month in lieu of that he is now
per month
of $27 per
the rate
rate of
him
receiving..
receiving
am
The name
A. Cheney
late of
Company-A,
A, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegi- wili
William A.heney.
A. Cheney.
of Company
Cheney,-,late
William A.
of William
name of
The
ment New
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Hampshire Volunteer
New Hampshire
ment
of that he is now receiving.
the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of S24
S24 per
the rate
The
of Eliza II.
Hector, widow
widow of
of John
John II.
Hector, late
ector.
"". 11. Hector.
of Eliza
late of
H. Hector,
II. Iector,
Elliza
name of
The name
Heavy
Company
Eleventh Regiment
United States Colored heavy
Regiment United
G, Eleventh
Company G,
Artillery,
pay her
pension at
the rate of $20 per month in lieu
at the
her aapension
and pay
Artillery, and
of
that she
is now receiving.
she is
of that
Bra y
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
Brady, widow
of Samuel
R. P.
Brady, late
late of
A. Brady.
d
ary A
of Mary
P. Brady,
Samuel R.
widow of
A. Brady,
The
Company
D, Seventy-eighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Seventy-eighth Regiment
Company D,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
her aapension
pay her
Infantry, and
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
I
DealFra
nlin Deal.
The name
of Franklin
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
and Franklin
hundred and
late of
Deal, late
Franklin Deal,
name of
The
seventy-third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Militia Infantry,
Infantry,
Drafted Militia
Pennsylvania Drafted
seventy-third Regiment
and
him aapension
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
pension at the
lav him
and pay
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Lucy A.
A. Manrose,
widow of
of Charles
Charles Manrose,
Manrose, late
late of
of Lucy
u A. Manrose.
Manrose, widow
Lucy
of name of
The
Companies
L, G,
G, and
E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavand E,
Companies L,
alry, and
pay her
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
pension at
her aa pension
and pay
alry,
that she is now receiving.
The name
name of
Baylis, widow
widow of
Benjamin M.
Baylis, late
late of
of Margaret
a
rgart Baylis_
M. Baylis,
of Benjamin
Margaret Baylis,
of Margaret
The
Company
Delaware Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment Delaware
A, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Company A,
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
her a
apension
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Edward L.
L. Swem,
late of
of Company
Fourteenth Edward L.
Swam.
L.Swem.
A, Fourteenth
Company A,
Swem, late
of Edward
name of
The
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension at the rate
Regiment Iowa
of
per month
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
month in lieu
$50 per
of $50

1424
1424
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Rachel S. Flood.

Aims Delong.
Belong.
Anna

Pensions
Pensions Increased.
increased.
Agnes B. Thomson.
AgnesB.
Thomson.

L. Morgan.

John L. Morgan.

Sarah A. Thatcher.

SaahA.Thatcher.

John M. le

John M. MMan.

Pension.

Fey.
Katharine Fey.

Pensionsincreased.
Pensions
Increased.
Antoine Conia.

Antoine

John Shactinger.
John
Shdinger.

Chauncey A. Mead.

ancey A. Mead.

George L.
L.Johnson.
Johnson.

A

o

Lewis Brown.

irown.

artonof

Barton Kearns.
pms.
Poet, la
1465.

p9on,

1.

Ellen B. Thomas.
Thomas,
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The name
Rachel S.
S. Flood,
former widow
widow of
of John
John B.
B. Rice,
Rice, late
ofod
The
name of
of Rachel
Flood, former
late
of
K, Ninth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company K,
Ninth Regiment
Infantry,
and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay
the rate
rate of
The
The name
name of Anna Delong, widow of Abraham
Abraham Delong, late
late of
of
Company
Eighty-third Regiment
Company D, Eighty-third
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
New York
and
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
The name of Agnes B. Thomson,
Thomson, widow
widow of
of James
L. Thomson,
Thomson,
James L.
late of Company B, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
of $20
$20 per
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name of John
L, Fourth
The
John L. Morgan,
Morgan, late of Company
Company L,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
the rate
of $24 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sarah
Sarah A. Thatcher, widow of Jonas
Jonas P.
P. Thatcher,
Thatcher,
late of Company
Company C, Tenth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Cavalry, and
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
of that
that she
now
month in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
M. Millan,
The name
of John
John M.
Milian, late of Battery
Battery A, First Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
at
and pay
him aapension
the rate of $36 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
The
of Katharine
Katharine Fey,
Fey, widow
Ferdinand Fey, late of
The name
name of
widow of Ferdinand
Company H, First Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
pay
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
Coniae
a, late
The name
of Antoine Conia,
late of Company
Companf E, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment,
and Company K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pay him a
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu o
thathe
he
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
offthat
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The
name of
of John
John Shadinger,
Shadinger, late
E, Thirty-eighth
The name
late of Company E,
Thirty-eighth
Regiment
Regiment New Jersey Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
at
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name of Chauncey
Chauncey A. Mead,
Mead, late of
of Company
E, First
First RegiRegiCompany E,
Engineers and Mechanics,
ment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers
Mechanics, and
him aa
and pay
pay him
pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving
receiving.
that he
is now
The
name of
of George
Johnson, late of Company B, Thirty-fourth
The name
George L.
L. Johnson,
Thirty-fourth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the rate
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
of $30 per month
of that
is now
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Lewis Brown,
Brown, late of
of Company
Company I,, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
Artillery, and
and pay
at the
rate
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
$36 per
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The
Company C,
C, Fifty-ninth
The name of Barton
Barton Kearns,
Kearns, late
late of
of Company
Fifty-ninth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Thomas, widow
The name of Ellen B. Thomas,
of Dexter
S. Thomas,
widow of
Dexter S.
Thomas, late
late
of Company 11,
B, Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
that she
now receiving.
Approved,
31, 1916.
Approved, August
August 31,
1916.

August
31, 1911S.
1916.
August 31,

-[H.
R. 1529
[H. R. 16290.1
[Private,
No. 146.1
146.]
[priv ate ,
No,

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pensions
increased.
Pesions increa.sed.

Kate
Kate M.
M. Bailey.
Bailey.

CHAP.
431.-An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
CHAP. 431.—An
pensions and increase
increase of pensions to certain
certain
soldiers and sailors
sailors of the
the Civil War
War and
and certain
certain widows
dependent children
children of
of
widows and
and dependent
soldiers and sailors
war.
sailors of said
said war.

Be itit enacted
by the
of Representatives
of the
United
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Interior
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Interior be, and he is hereby,
directed to place on the
the
pension
pension roll, subject
subject to the provisions and
and limitations
the pension
pension
limitations of
of the

laws—
laws-The name of Kate M. Bailey, widow of Eli Bailey, late of Company
The name of Kate M. Bailey, widow of Eli Bailey, late
Company ,
K, Thirteenth
Volunteer Infantry, and
Thirteenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
pension
receiving.
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SIXTY-FOURTH

SEss. I.
I.
SESS.

Cn. 431.
431.
CH.

1425
1425

1916.
1916.

c

C. Vance.
\ane.
ames C.
E, Thirteenth
of Company
Company E,
The
name of
C. Vance,
Vance, late
Thirteenth Regi- Tames
late of
James C.
of James
The name
a pension at the
ment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
ment Kentucky
rate
of $36
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
in lieu
per month
month in
$36 per
rate of
Clayborn Clements.
lements.
Twentieth Clayborn
The
name of
Clayborn Clements,
late of
of Company
Company B,, Twentieth
Clements, late
of Clayborn
The name
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment,
and
Company
E,
Fourteenth
Indiana
Volunteer
Regiment,
Fourteenth
Regiment, and Company E,
Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
of
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
of that
r ow n
Philip W. Brown.
.
. B
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Philip
The name
name of
of Philip
W. Brown,
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Philip W.
The
the
a
pension
and
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
pay
him
a
at
the
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment
lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
$30 per
in lieu
per month
month in
of $30
rate of
Sturdevant.
Clark Sturdevant.
The name
name of
Clark Sturdevant,
of Company
Twenty-seventh Clark
E, Twenty-seventh
Company E,
late of
Sturdevant, late
of Clark
The
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at
a pension
pension at
Regiment
Pension.
Pension.
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
$30 per
the
Mary L. Miller.
Miller, late
Henry Miller,
of Henry
The
name of
Mary L.
Miller, widow
late of
of CorCom- Mary L. Miller
widow of
L. Miller,
of Mary
The name
pany E,
E, Sixty-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Sixty-fifth Regiment
pany
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
a
$12 per
month.
per month.
of $12
the rate
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
Elbridge Lufkin.
name of
of Elbridge
G, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth Elbridge Lufkin.
Company G,
of Company
late of
Lufkin, late
Elbridge Lufkin,
Thee name
pension
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
and pay
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment 'Massachusetts
Pension.
he is now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of that he
receiving.
in lieu
per month
$30 per
of $30
at the
Mary E. Tyler..
E- Tyler.
of Mary
John J.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Tyler,
Tyler, former
of John
J. Lutz,
Lutz, late of
widow of
former widow
The
Company A,
A., One
and seventy-first
seventy-first Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
hundred and
One hundred
Company
Drafted
Militia Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the rate of $12 per
Infantry, and
Drafted Militia
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
month.
month.
Daniel
O'Harra.
a n i e l I.. O
'H a rra
J
D
of
The
name
of
Daniel
J.
O'Harra,
late
Company
F,
Third
Regilate
O'Harra,
The name of Daniel J.
ment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
pay him
a pension at the.
him a
Cavalry,' and
ment Wisconsin
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Overton L. DimL Dim
The
late of
of Company
One hun- matt.
mtt.
D, One
Company D,
Dimmett, late
L. Dimmett,
of Overton
Overton L.
name of
The name
dred
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
Infantry, and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
twentieth Regiment
and twentieth
dred and
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now
him a
apension
at the
pension at
him
receiving.
receiving.
Emy
Emily L
Lett.
e
The
Emily Lett,
widow of Sylvester D. Lett, late of Com- Emiy tt
Lett, widow
of Emily
name of
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
pany.H,
H, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Inthan.a
pany
in lieu of that she is
pay
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$24 per month in
of $24
the rate
at the
pay her
Provisos.
of Elliot R. Prsto
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
in the
of the death of
event of
the event
receiving: Provided,
now
Increase to cease
cease on
on
death
of
child.
of child.
death
Lett,
helpless
and
dependent
child
of
said
Sylvester
D.
the
Lett,
D.
Lett, helpless and dependent child of said Sylvester
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
and determine:
determine: And
Awl Pension
to child on
shall cease
additional
Pension to child on
mother.
death of
of mother.
of Emily Lett, the death
pravided further,
the event
of the
death of
the death
event of
in the
That in
further, That
proviided
subject
name
Elliot R.
Lett shall
placed on the
the pension roll, subject
be placed
shall be
R. Lett
of said
said Elliot
name of
to the
the provisions
and limitations
the pension laws, at the rate of
of the
limitations of
provisions and
to
$12
from and
and after
after the
date of
of death
death of
of said
Lett.
Emily Lett.
said Emily
the date
month from
per month
$12 per
Clinton S. Lamb.
nton . Lamb.
The name
Lamb, late
late of Company
Company C, One hundred
S. Lamb,
Clinton S.
of Clinton
name of
The
and
thirty-fourth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and thirty-fourth
a
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
of that
$30 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Dorcas M. Watkins.
The name
Dorcas M.
of Charles A. Watkins, DorcasM.atkins.
widow of
M. Watkins,
Watkins, widow
of Dorcas
name of
The
late of
of Company
Volunteer InfanMaine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Twenty-fifth Regiment
F, Twenty-fifth
Company F,
late
try,
pension at
at the
$20 per month in lieu of that
rate of $20
the rate
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
try, and
:she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
shle
Charles S. Robbins.
The name
S. Robbins,
late aa landsman,
United States Charles . Robbins.
landsman, United
Robbins, late
Charles S.
of Charles
name of
The
Navy,
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
the rate
him aapension
and pay
Navy, and
that
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
Oscar Race.
The name
of Oscar
Oscar Hoce,
Hoce, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Hoce.
Regiment Oscar
Sixth Regiment
name of
The
West
Virginia
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
rate
rate
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
West Virginia Volunteer
of
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
in lieu
lieu of
per month
$30 per
of $30
Brock.
The name
of Jacob
late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Jacob Brock
Regiment Jacob
L, Fourth
Company Id,
Brock, late
Jacob Brock,
name of
The
West
Virginia Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Company I, Second
Regiment
Second Regiment
and Company
Volunteer Cavalry,
West Virginia
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension at the rate
Virginia Volunteer
West
of $'30
$30 per
lieu of that
he is now receiving.
that he
in lieu
month in
per month
of
Flora A
A. Williams.
The
of Flora
Flora A.
A. Williams,
Williams, widow
widow of
of Adelbert
0. Williams, late Flom - William
Adelbert O.
name of
The name
of
Company F,
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment New
of Company
and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she
rate of
a pension
pay her
and pay
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
J

1426
1426
Catharine J. Warren.
Catharine

Pension.

Pension.
Elizabeth Sawyer
Sawyer.
Elizabeth

Pension increased.
P. Boyd.
Boyd.
David P.

Pension.
Eugenie B. Ba
Balou.
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The name
name of
of Catharine
The
Catharine J.
J. Warren,
Warren, widow
widow of
of William
S. Warren,
William S.
Warren,

late of
of Companies
F, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
York VolVollate
Companies C
C and
and F,
Regiment New
New York
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
month
unteer
her aapension
the rate
$20 per
per month
in lieu
that she
she is
in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Sawyer,
former widow
The name of
Sawyer, former
widow of
Parker,
of Freeman
Freeman Parker,
and E,
Regiment New
New York
York Vol-.
late of
of Companies
Companies F
F and
E, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Regiment
Volunteer
and pay
pay her
month.
unteer Infantry
Infantry,, and
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The
David P.
Boyd, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
The name
name of
of David
P. Boyd,
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
Tennessee Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
of
$36 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
$36per

The name
Eugenie B.
widow of
of Walter
Ballou, late
name of Eugenie
B. Ballou,
Ballou, widow
Walter Ballou,
late of
of
Company
hundred and
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
VolCompany D,
D, One
One hundred
and forty-sixth
York Volpay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
$12 per
month.
Pension increased.
inased. unteer
Pensions
Catharine M.
M. Grim.
Grim.
Catharine
widow of
The name of Catharine M. Gnm,
Grim, widow
of Frederick
Frederick Grim,
Grim, late
late of
of
Companies
A and
and E,
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Companies A
E, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $20
month in
of that
that she is
is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
Elba
I. Hawley.
EihaJ.
Dawey.
J. Dawley,
The name of Elza
Eliza J.
Dawley, widow of George
late of
of
George W.
W. Daw1ey,
Dawley, late
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Company C,
C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Rhode
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is
pay her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
now
Pension.
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Timothy
Timothy P. Russell
Russel.
The name of Timothy P. Russell, late of Company C, First RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
creasedrate
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
Lycurgus J.
J. Bosworth,
of Company
hunLycurgus
B osLynurgus J. BosThe
of Lycurgus
Bosworth, late
late of
Company F,
F, One
One hunworth.
dred and fortieth
lllinois Volunteer
dred
fortieth Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
month in
in lieu
aapension at the
the rate
rate of $24
$24 per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now rereceiving.
ceivmg.
iliam Porgy.
William
The name
William Forgy,
Company F,
F, Eleventh
Forgy.
The
name of
of William
Forgy, late
late of
of Company
Eleventh RegiReiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
him a
pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
a pension
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
Powhatan Crawley.
Powhatan
Powhatan Crawley, late of Company F,
The name of Powhatan
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
receiving.
William H.
tH. Smith.
mith.
The
William H.
of William.
H. Smith, late of CompanyCompany B, Twenty-first
The name
name of
Twenty-first
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John H. Sullivan.
The name
John H.
United States
The
name of john
H. Sullivan, late ordinary seaman,
seaman, United
States
Navy,.,and pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per
Navy
lieu of
per month in heu
of
that he is now receiving.
Pension.
P61191011.
ic k e r that he is now receiving.
Mary
I..
WickerMsary
W - The name of Mary
Mary J. Wickersham,
Wickersham, widow of Christopher
Christopher C. Wicksham.
ersham, late of First Independent
Independent Battery,
Light Artillery,
Battery, Indiana
Indiana Light
Artillery,
and former widow of John Pulleyblank, late of Company
Company A,
A, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at
her a
a pension
at the
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions Increased.
Pensionsincreased.
rate
per month.
month.
Joseph David.
David.
The name
name of Joseph David, late of Company E, First Regiment
The
Regiment
Kentucky
a pension at the rate
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
rate of
of
$40 per month in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Mathew H.
Mci. Mie
The name of Mathew
McCreight, late of Company K, One himhunMathew H.
FL McCreight,
Creogt.
Creigh t.
Volunteer Infantry,
dred and eighty-eighth
eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay
him aa.pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
now
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
John C.
C. Lyon.
The
name of
of John
John C.
Lyon, late of Company
The name
C. Lyon,
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $30
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
$30
per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
Lindley
Thornburg.
!.mdley Thornburg.
The
name of
of Lindley
Lindley Thornburg,
Thornburg, late
late of Company
Thirty-sixth
The name
Company B, Thirty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
a pension at the
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receivi g.
rate of $36 per month
month in
is now
Samuel Mlclian.
McMillian.
Samuel
The
The name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel McMillian,
McMillian, late
late of Company H, Seventh ReoiRegiment
West Virginia Volunteer Cavalry, and pay hun
him aapension at the
ment West
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The
name of
of Joseph
Ellis, late
of Company
C, Ninth
Regiment
Ninth Regiment
Company C,
late of
Joseph A.
A. Ellis,
The name
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
at the
the rate
of $30
$30
rate of
pension at
pay him
him aapension
Cavalry, and
and pay
Indiana
per month
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
is now
month in
lieu of
per
The
of Philomena
widow of
of Adolph
Adolph Heintz,
Heintz, alias
alias
Heintz, widow
Philomena Heintz,
name of
The name
Adam
Heintz, late
Company A,
Fifth Regiment
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
A, Fifth
late of
of Company
Adam Heintz,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
per month
in lieu
lieu
$20 per
month in
the rate
rate of
of $20
pension at
at the
her aapension
Infantry, and
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
The name
of William
William Rech,
Rech, late
late of
of Companies
Companies H
G, TwentyTwentyIH and
and G,
The
name of
third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at
pay him
him aapension
Infantry, and
third
the
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
lieu of
$50 per
per month
the rate
of $50
The
of Eunice
Eunice Peck,
Peck, late of
of Comof John
John W. Peck,
Peck, widow
widow of
name of
The name
pany
I, Tenth
Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Company
Infantry, and
Minnesota Volunteer
Tenth Regiment
pany I,
F, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Regiment
United States
States Colored
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Colored Volunteer
Regiment United
F,
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
that she
she
lieu of
of that
month in
of $24
$24 per
the rate
her a
a pension
and
pay her
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.
The
name of
Stone, late
late of
Forty-seventh
G, Forty-seventh
of Company
Company G,
of Charles
Charles Stone,
The name
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Regiment Wisconsin
the
rate of
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
of $30
$30 per
per month
the rate
The name
name of
George White,
White late
of Company
G, One hundred and
Company G,
late of
of George
The
ninety-third
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa
and pay
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
ninety-third Regiment
pension
rate of
$24 per
receiving.
now receiving.
of that he
he is now
per month
month in lieu of
of $24
at the
the rate
pension at
The name
name of
of Horace
late of
of Company
K, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Company K,
Mudge, late
Horace Mudge,
The
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
of
at the
the rate
a pension
and pay
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan
$30
per month
month in
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
in lieu
$30 per
The name
of Richard
Wood, late
I, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth
late of
of Company I,
A. Wood,
Richard A.
The
name of
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
Regiment
rate of
that he
_le is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
lieu of
of that
month in
in lieu
$40 per
per month
rate
of $40
George W. Baird, late of
The
Harriet E.
E. Baird,
Baird, widow
widow of George
of Harriet
name of
The name
Company B,
New York
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
Regiment New
B, Ninety-first
Ninety-first Regiment
Company
and pay
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of that
the rate
of $20
her a
and
pay her

is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
M. Little,
late of
of Company
Company K,
RegiK, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiLittle, late
Samuel M.
of Samuel
The name
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
rate
the rate
him aapension
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
ment
of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
_le is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that he
month in
in lieu
of $30
The name
late of
C, One
One hundred
hundred
of Company
Company C,
H. Brower,
Brower, late
of William
William II.
The
name of
and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a
him a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
month in
$30 per
at the
pension
Company E, Sixty-ninth
The name
Sixty-ninth
late of Company
Dinwiddie, late
of James
James M. Dinwiddie,
The
name of
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him a
a pension
pension at
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
rate
of $30
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
in lieu
lieu of
rate of
$30 per
The name
of George
Levline, late
of Company
Ninth Regiment,
Regiment,
E, Ninth
Company E,
late of
George Levline,
name of
The
and
One hundred
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
and sixty-seventh
sixty-seventh Regiment
F, One
hundred and
and Company
Company F,
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
per
$30 per
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
name of
W. Shroyer, late of
James W.
widow a
of James
Shroyer, widow
of Belle
Belle Shroyer,
The name
Companies G
H, Fourteenth
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment West
and H,
Fourteenth Regiment
G and
Companies
Infantry,
former widow
Benjamin Jones,
Company B,
B,
Jones, late
late of
of Company
and former
widow of
of Benjamin
Infantry, and
Sixth
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
a
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Regiiment West
Sixth Regiment
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
per month.
rate of
$12 per
pension at
The name
name of
Robert L.
Boseley, late
of Company
Company E,
E, First
First RegiRegiThe
of Robert
L. Boseley,
late of
ment
West Virginia
a pension
pension
and pay him a
Artillery, and
Light Artillery,
Volunteer Light
Virginia Volunteer
ment West
850 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at
of $50
rate of
at the rate
The name
widow of
Toliver Bronaugh,
late
Bronaugh, late
of Toliver
Bronaugh, widow
of Cornelia
Cornelia Bronaugh,
The
name of
of
Company E,
Regiment Kansas
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
Kansas Volunteer
E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
of Company
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
in lieu
per month
of $20
S20 per
a pension
and
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
K. Chadwick,
of Edmond
B. Chadwick,
Chadwick,
Edmond B.
widow of
Mary K.
Chadwick, widow
The name
late of
K, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Iowa Volunteer
late
of Company
Company K,
pay her
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
month in
in lieu
of $20
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
pay
now receiving.
now
receiving.
2
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Joseph A.
A. Ellis.
Ellis.
Joseph

Phi'lomena
Heintz.
Philomena Heintz.

William Rech.
Rech.
William

Eunice
Eunice Peck.
Peck.

Charles
Charles Stone.
Stone.

George
White.
George White.

Horace Mudge.
Mudge.
Horace

Richard A.
A. Wood.
Wood.
Richard

Harriet
E. Baird.
Baird.
Harriet E.

Samuel M.
Samuel
M. Little.
Little.

William H.
H. Brower,
Brower,
William

James
James M.
M. Dinwiddie.
linwiddie.

levline.
George Levline.
(George

Pension.
Pension.
Belle Shroyer.
Belle
Shroyer.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Robert
L. Boseley.
Boseley.
Robert L.

Cornelia Bronaugh.
Cornelia
Bronaugh.

Mary
K. Chadwick_
Chadwick
Mary K.

1428
1428
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Alexande
Alexander Mcoy.
McCoy.

rancis T.
Francis
T. PowelL

PowelL

Penson.
Pension

tella H. Wagoner.
waggoner.

eorge H. Stowell.
Stowell.

1916.
1916.

The
The name of Alexander McCoy, late of Company
Company H,
H,Sixth
RegiSixth Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pay him
him a
Infantry and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Francis T.
T. Powell, late
late a
United States
States
a landsman,
landsman, Unted

Navy, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
per month
month in
of
that he is
that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of Stella H.
II. Waggoner,
Waggoner, widow
widow of
of Lewis
Lewis S.
S. Waggoner,
Waggoner,

Stella

Pesions
Pensions increased.
increased
David
ilgore.
David Kilgore.

CH.
431.
CH. 431.

late of Company I, One hundred and seventy-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
seventy-fifth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per

month.
month.

The
The name of David Kilgore, late of Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
fortieth
Volunteer Infantry,
fortieth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
penInfantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
name of George H.
H. Stowell, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Thirty-fourth
B, Thirty-fourth

George

Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $36
lieu of
that he
aeorgew.Pman.
George W.
W. Poorman
G
e°rge w- P"man- The name of George
of Company
Company E,
Poorman, late
late of
E, EightyEightyfourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
Pens
mi
of $36
$36 per
Pension.
at the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Lova B.
B. Chase.
Chase.
Lovina
The name of Lovina
Lovma B. Chase, former
former widow
of William
William S.
S. Shideler,
Shideler,
widow of
late of Company G, One hundred
hundred and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
at the
the rate
a pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per
Pensionsincreased
Pensions increased.
month.
month.
a me s
James Stewart.
S
The
name of
of James Stewart, late of Company
The name
Company K, Forty-first
Forty-first RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
rate
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Isaa
Mler.
The
name of Isaac Miller, late of Company C, Fifty-third
Isaac Miller.
The name
Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infant
ry, and
an dpay
payhi
m a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
him
pension at
the rate
per month in lieu of
he
is
now receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Joseph Scill.
The
name of
of Joseph
The name
Joseph Schill, late of Company
Company E,
E, Thirty-ninth
RegiThirty-ninth Regi-

Joseph Schill.

PensionL
Pension.

Myra

hine.

Myra Shine.

Pensions Increased.
Pensionsncreased.

ment New York Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
and pay
him aapension
rate
of $24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
of Myra
of William
William Shine,
The
Myra Shine, widow of
late of
Shine, late
of the
the

United
United States Navy, and pay her a
pension at
at the
per
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
month.

John A. Foster, alias
Joh A.A.Bump.
Foster aliasThe
John

The name
name of
of John
John A.
A. Bump,
late of
Company
A. Foster,
Foster, alias
alias John
John A.
Bump, late
of Company
H, First Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay
pension at the rate
him a
apension
per month
i
n lieu
li eu o
ath
i
s now
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
offth
that
hee is
now
receiving.
receiving.
N
rma.
The name of
Noah
Norman.
of Noah
Noah Poorman,
Poorman, late
late of
Company B,
Twenty-first
of Company
B, Twenty-first
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment
pension at
at the
the
pay him
him a
a pension
rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that he
he is
now receiving.
Geore W. ined.
The name
of George
George W. Winfield.
The
name of
George W. Winfield, late of
of Company
Company H,
H,Fiftieth
Fiftieth
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
pay him
at the
the
rate
rats of $27 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Ashtod
E.
Fortney.
The
name
Ashford E.
Ashford E. Fortney.
name of Ashford
E. Fortney,
late of
Company- E,
Fifteenth
Fortney, late
of Company
E, Fifteenth
Regiment
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
homas
at the rate of $30 p
per
er month
mon th i
n li
eu o
that he
he i
in
lieu
offthat
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.
Th
cha
The name of Thomas
Thomas Cochran.
Thomas Cochran,
Cochran, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
penInfantry, and
and pay
a pension at
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
wullia
M. Worley. sion
at the
$30 per
the rate
rate of
of $30
William M.
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
a . Worley.
The
William M. Worley,
The name
name of
of William
Worley, late of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hunhundred
and
dred and thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him aa.pension
pension at the rate of $30
him
$30 per month in lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now
Mary E.
E. Gayi.
receiving.
Gaylord.
The name
Mary E.
The
name of
of Mary
E. Gaylord, widow of John A. Gaylord, late of
Company
C,
Fifth
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company
and pay
pay her
her
aa pension at the
the ra
t
e o
$20 per
per mont
h in
i
n l
i
eu of
of that
she is
s now
rate
off$20
month
lieu
that she
now
i
receiving.
receiving.
i.: Tincher.
The name of Louisa Tincher,
Louise
Tincher.
Tincher, widow
widow of
Tincher, late
of Thomas
Thomas B.
B. Tincher,
late of
of
Company A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry,
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and pay
her a
apension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of that
of $20
$20 per
the rate
pay her
pension at
and
is now
is
now receiving
receiving.,.
John Stepp.
Stepp.
The name
John Stepp,
Company F, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh John
of Company
Stepp, late
late of
of John
The
name of
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at
a pension
pension at
and pay
pay him a
Regiment Kentucky
he is
is now receiving.
the rate
$36 per
per month
receiving.
that he
month in lieu of that
the
rate of
of $36
Rachel E. Laughlin.
E. Laughlin
The
Rachel E.
E. Laughlin,
Laughlin, widow
widow of
of James
Laughlin, Racbel
W.Laughlin,
James W.
of Rachel
The name
name of
late
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunlate of
teer Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
month
of $20
$20 per
per month
a pension
pension at
pay her
teer
Infantry, and
in
lieu of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
she is
in lieu
James Logston.

The
name of
Logston,. late
Regi- JamesLogston.
A, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiCompany A,
late of
of Company
of James
James Logston,.
The name
ment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at
pay him
a pension
pension at
ment West
Pension.
the rate
of $36
month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
$36 per
the
rate of
Sarah E. Holton.
of Sarah E. olton.
The
of Sarah
of Noble
late of
Holton, late
Noble Holton,
widow of
E. Holton,
Holton, widow
Sarah E.
name of
The name
Company B,
B, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Company
pay
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pay her
a pension
at the
month.
Pension increased.
Isaac L.
Griswold.
The name
L. Griswold,
of Company
L. Griswold.
Twenty- Isaac
D, TwentyCompany D,
late of
Griswold, late
of Isaac
Isaac L.
name of
The
seventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
Connecticut Volunteer
seventh
pension
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
that he
he is
reis now
now rein lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
at the
pension at
ceiving.
ceiving.
Pension.
A. Tilton.
The name
of John
John M.
Tilton late
late of
Mary A. Tilton
of Mary
M. Tilton,
widow of
A. Tilton
Tilton, widow
of Mary
Mary A.
The
name of
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Company A,
First Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
A, First
Company
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
and
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
month.
per month.
at the
a pension
and pay
Albert G. Ingraham.
The name
name of
of Albert
Ingraham late of Company
Company A, One hun- Albert G.Ingraham.
G. Ingraham,
Albert G.
The
dred
and ninety-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
ninety-fourth Regiment
dred and
in lieu of that he is now
him
at the
per month in
of $30
$30 per
the rate
rate of
a .pension
pension at
him a
receiving.
receiving. '
Lydia A. Mason.
A Mason
Mason, late of Lydia
The name
name of
Lydia A.
of .Theophilus
Theophilus Mason,
widow of
A. Mason,
Mason, widow
of Lydia
The
Company K, Twelfth Regiment Kansas Volunteer Infantry, and
pay 'her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
lieu of
per month
the rate
pay
her aa pension
Provi4os.
receiving: Provided,
the death
of Bertha
Bertha Increase
is now receiving:
Provided, That in the
the event of
of the
death of
cese on
nrea to cease
on
death
child.
ofhild.
said Theophilus
Theophilus Mason,
of said
Mason, helpless
dependent child
child of
Mason, the
the death of
and dependent
helpless and
Mason,
I'ension to child on
o
additional pension
cease and
determine: And
death of
ofnother.i
And death
and determine:
shall cease
herein wanted
granted shall
pension herein
additional
mother.
provided further,
That in
the event
event of
Lydia A. Mason,
Mason,
of the death of
of Lydia
in the
provided
further, That
the
the name of said Bertha Mason
Mason shall be placed on the pension roll,
pensionlaws,
and limitations of the pension
laws, at the
the provisions and
subject to the
death of
of said
said Lydia
rate of
of $12
month from
from and
date of
of death
and after
after the
the date
$12 per
per month
rate
A. Mason.
Alanson D. Simpson.
D. simns,,,
A, One
The
Alanson D.
late of
of Company
Company A,
One hunhun- Alanon
D. Simpson,
Simpson, late
name of
of Alanson
The name
and
pay
dred
eighteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
Infantry,
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
dred and
and eighteenth
him
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
lieu of
that he is
is now
of that
in lieu
per month
$50 per
at the
him aa.pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
C. Cooley.
ay l'C
The name
name of
Nancy C.
Daniel W.
W. Cooley, late of Nancy
of Daniel
widow of
Cooley, widow
C. Cooley,
of Nancy
The
Company
I,
Forty-second
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry,
Company I, Forty-second Regiment Missouri Volunteer
and
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of that she
her a
a pension
and pay
pay her
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
r
John W. Grover.
The name
name of
of John
W. Grover,
Grover, late
I, One
hundred and John Grover
One hundred
Company I,
late of
of Company
John W.
The
seventy-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
seventy-third
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
lieu of
that lie
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
in lieu
$40 per
pension
C
rl
JJ. Chick.
ha es . Chick
hundred and
and Charles
The name
name of
Charles J.
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
late of
J. Chick,
Chick, late
of Charles
The
forty-fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pa
.y him a
a
Regiment Ohio
forty-fourth
pension at
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now rereof that
month in
$24 per
rate of
of $24
at the
the rate
pension
ceiving.
ceivlng.
Ezra Deeren.
C, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth EzraDeeren.
The
of Ezra
Ezra Deeren,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Deeren, late
name of
The name
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Indiana
rate
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
Buener
John Buettner.
n ee
hundred and
The name
John Buettner,
Buettner, late
late of Company
G, One hundred
Company G,
name of
of John
The
a
forty-sixth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
Indiana Volunteer
forty-sixth Regiment
is now
now receiving.
pension
he is
receiving.
of $30 per month in lieu of that he
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
a Hughes.
S h Hughs.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Hughes, widow of Samuel
B. Hughes, late of Sarah
Samuel B.
Sarah Hughes,
The
Company
hundred and
and sixty-ninth
Volunteer
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
sixty-ninth Regiment
C, One
One hundred
Company C,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
of $20
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
and pay
Infantry,
of that
is now
receiving.
that she
she is
now receiving.
of

1430
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The name of Samuel
Samuel Sigman,
Sigman, late
late of Company
Company K,
K, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh

Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
rate
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate of $36 per month
month iL
lieu of
he is
receiving.

Th name of James
The
James A. Buck, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Regiment New
New York
the
of $50
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
he is
William
William Lent.
Bent.
The name
name of William
William Bent, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-eighth Regiment
thirty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa
pension at
the rate
of $24
$21 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
Pensionsion
Pension.
at the
rte of
per month
of that
Sarah
Warner.
Sarah Belle
Bele Warner.
The name
name of Sarah Belle Warner,
Warner, former
former widow
widow of
of Philander
Philander C.
Holmes, late of Company
K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Company K,
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased Infantry,
Infantry, and
Pensions
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
Stephen N.
N. Pierce.
Stepen
ierce.
name of
The name
of Stephen
Stephen N.
Pierce, late
of Company
Company G,
G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
N. Pierce,
late of
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry' and pay him
him a
a pension
the
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
George
W.
Blevins.
Gerge . Bevins.
Company I,
The name of George W. Blevins, late of
of Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-fifth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and
and pay
him
twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
pay him
aa pension at the rate of $40 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
receiving.
HarrietRss.
Harriet
Wis.
The name of Harriet
Harriet Ross,
Ross, widow
widow of Samuel
Samuel Ross,
Ross, late
late of
of Company
Company
E, One hundred and thirty-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
thirty-fourth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,
pension at the rate of $20 per
Infantry, and pay her aapension
lieu
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
of
Nathanvau.
Nathan Vaughn
The
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of Nathan
Nathan Vaughn,
Vaughn, late
Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee
Cavalry, and pay
pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of
a pension
of
$36 per
per month
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
Lucinda Goodall.
Lc
Goodal.
The name
name of Lucinda
Lucinda Goodall,
Goodall, widow
widow of
Richard Goodall,
Goodall, late
late of
of Richard
of
Company E, One hundred
hundred and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Illinois VolunVolunRegiment Illinois
teer Tnfantry_,
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
month in
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Hugh McNulty.
lieu
McNult.t
of that
that she
is now
The name of Hugh
McNulty, late of Company C,
Hugh McNulty,
RegiC, Thirtieth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
a pension
$36
per
in
lieu of
that
he is
now
receiving.
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Robert J.
deft
. DiefenDieenThe name
name of Robert
Robert J.
J. Diefenderfer,
Diefenderfer, late
Fiftylate of Company
derfer.
Company F,
F, FiftyPennsylvania Volunteer
fourth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
at the
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Jk
Geg.
pension
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
is now
now receiving.
Jackson Gellinger.
ason
emger.
The name of Jackson
Jackson Gellinger,
GeIlinger, late of Company E,
One hundred
E, One
hundred
and forty-second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pay him a
.
pension at the rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
of $36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
now
receiving.
receiving
now
F
William
William F. Wilson.
a F. ilson.
The name of William
William F. Wilson,
Wilson, late
late of Company F, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regunent Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Pension.
Pen
o.n
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary C. Banks.
The name of Mary C. Banks,
Banks, widow of Absalom Banks,
of
Banks, late
late of
hundred and thirtieth
thirtieth Regiment,
Company H, One hundred
Regiment, and
and Company
Company B,
B,
Seventy-seventh Regiment, Illinois
Seventy-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her
Illinois Volunteer
Pensionsincreased.
aapension
pension at
Pensions Increased.
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Achilles
B. Williams.
Ac.illesM.
riihams. The
Achilles M.
M. Williams
late of
of Company
The name
name of
of Achilles
Williams late
Company H,
H, Thirtyninth
Regiment
ninth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
Jons !eichards
pension at the rate of $50
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$50 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
Jonas lteichards.
The name of Jonas Reichards,
Reichards, late of Company H, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
The
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension
l'ensions.
oi',ionFr
per month
mont h in
i
n lieu
li eu of
ofthat
that he
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
the
rate
of $30 per
Olive Sanders.
dependent child of Hiram
The name of Olive Sanders, helpless
helpless and dependent
Sanders, late of Company I, Two hundred
hundred and second Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
and pay
pay her
a pension
$12 per month.
month.
of $12
Caroline G. Yockel.
aline
G ocke
The name
of Caroline
of
name of
Caroline G.
G. Yockel, widow
widow of George
George Yockel, late of
Company F, First Regiment
Company
Regiment Potomac
Potomac Home Brigade, Maryland
Maryland
Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay her a
a pension at the rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
rate of $12
$12 per
month.
month.
James . Buck.

James A. Buck.
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Regiment
Third Regiment
G, Third
The
name of
of William
William Lepper,
Lepper, late
late of
Company G,
of Company
The name

i.n.eased.
Pensions
l'enio
ns.epp
increears.ed.
illiam

the rate of1,
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
and pay
Missouri
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
The
name of
of Zachariah
Zachariah Minnear,
Minnear, late
late of
Company A,
Sixth RegiRegi- Zachariah
chah in
A, Sixth
of Company
The name
ment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at the
a pension
pay him
and pay
ment
rate
of $30
$:30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
month in
rate of
K
The
name of
of Louisa
widow of
of Thomas
Kimball, Louisa J.
ll
J Kimball.
C. Kimball,
Thomas C.
Kimball, widow
J. Kimball,
Louisa J.
The name
late
of
Company
I,
Eighth
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
late of Company I, Eighth Regiment
pay
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
per month
in lieu
that she
she is
of that
lieu of
month in
of $20 per
rate of
pension at
pay her
E
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
Eleanora Taylor,
Taylor, widow
of Thomas
Eleanora Taylor.
Taylor
of Eleaora
late of
Taylor, late
Thomas Taylor,
widow of
of Eleanora
name of
The
Company
Forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
A, Forty-fifth
Company A,
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
that she
of that
lieu of
month in
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension at
a pension
and
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
P
is
The name
of Commodore
of Company
Company I,
I, SevenP.
Burchfield
Seven- B_uCrcohmfiemld.odore
late of
Burchfield, late
P. Burchfield,
Commodore P.
name of
The
teenth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapenKentucky Volunteer
teenth Regiment
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $40
that he
is now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
$40 per
at the
sion
av
The name
name of
of David
late of
of Companies
K and
E, First
Leveret t.
D deretFirst David
and E,
Companies K
Leverett, late
David -1.verett,
The
pension
a
Regiment
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
him a pension
pay him
and pay
Artillery, and
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
lieu of
month in
$50 per
at
The name
name of
of Joseph
Herndon, late of Company.I,
I, Second
Second RegiJoseph Herndon,
The
a pension at
ment
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay
pay him a
Missouri Volunteer
ment Missouri
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
of $50
the
The
name of
.Alexander Morrison,
Morrison, late
late of
of Company
One hunhunE, One
Company E,
of Alexander
The name
dred and
and fiftieth
fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Illinois Volunteer
dred
at the
rate of
month in lieu of that he is now
per month
$27 per
of $27
the rate
aa pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of John
of Company
Company D,
D, Second
RegSecond Regilate of
Pannick, late
M. Pannick,
John M.
The name
a.pension
merit
Cavalry , and
pension at the
and pay him a
Militia Cavalry,
State Militia
Missouri State
ment Missouri
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
that ho
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of $36
rate of
The
widow of
Benjamin
of Benjamin
former widow
Honeywell, former
Malinda Honeywell,
of Molina,
name of
The name
Honeywell, late
enty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Iowa VolD, Twenty-eighth
Company D,
of Company
late of
Honeywell,
unteer
pay her
her a
apension
month
$20 per month
of $20
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
unteer Infantry,
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that she
in
The
name of
Moss, late of Company
Company A, Thirtieth RegiR"P. Moss,
Buford P.
of Buford
The name
a .pension
ment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at the
and pay him a
Kentucky Volunteer
ment
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
that he
month in
of $30
per month
rate
The
name of
Illingworth, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred
William Illingworth,
of William
The name
him
and
forty-second
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
forty-second
and
a
pension at
of $24
$24 per
lieu of that he is now
in lieu
month in
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Jacob
Jacob Miller,
Miller, late
of Company
Company D, One
hundred and
One hundred
late of
name of
The
pension
him aapension
fifty-third
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
fifty-third Regiment
at
or$24
per month
mouth in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
$24 per
at the
the rate
rate of
The name
Steinmetz, widow of William Steinmetz, late
Emma Steinmetz,
of Emma
name of
The
Volunteer Infantry,
of
G, Eighty-third
Eighty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Comnpany G,
of Company
Reserve
and
Ninetv-seventh Company,
Company, Second
Second Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
and Ninetv-seventh
a pension
Corps
and-pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
her a
Corps, and
that she is now receiving.
The name
name of William W. Ong, late of Company
Company G, One hundred
The
and pay him
and thirty-ninth
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
thirty-ninth Regiment
and
the rate
of $24 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that he is now
rate of
at the
pension at
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
Company F, Eighty-third
The
name of
of Leander
Leander Futhey,
Futhey, late of
of ,Company
The name
a pension
Regiment Illinois
and pay
pension at the
him a
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
tlRegiment
rate
of 830
$30 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that he
lieu of
per month
rate of
The name
name of
Company A, One hundred and
of Companv
late of
Toothman, late
John Toothman,
of John
The
seventy-eighth
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
seventy-eighth Reziment
pension
of S30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
aa
month in
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
The name
of John
John M.
M. Jackman,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Twenty-fourth
E, Twenty-fourth
Jackman, late
name of
The
Regiment
and pay him a.a pension at the
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
rate
of $36
month in
that he is now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
per month
836 per
rate of

ern

joseph Herndon.

Aleder Mrrion
Alexander Morrison.

John M.
M Panniek.
Pannick.

Mallnda Honeywell.
Melinda Honeywell.

Buford P. Moss.

Wlliam Ilingworth.
William Illingworth.

Jacob Miller.
Miler.
J aco

M

Steinmetz.
Emma
Emma Steinmetz.

wiiamw.g.
william W. On.

er Fuhe.
Le:miler
FutheY.

John
John Toothman.

o. Jackson.
Jacson.
Jon
John M.
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The name
name of
of Carrie
Carrie Atkins
Atkins Coddington,
widow of
of Charles
Charles CoddingCoddingThe
Coddington, widow
ton,
of Company
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
ton, late
late of
Company A,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of William H.
A, Seventh
Seventh RegiII. Craven, late
late of Company
Company .A,
William H. Craven.
William H. Craven. ment Missouri
pay him
him a
a pension
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $40
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
of
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
William F. rDy.
Daly.
William
William F.
Daly, late
The name of William
F Daly:,
late of Company
Company K, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
and pay
pension at
at th
the
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, and
pay him
him a
a pension
e
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
rate of $36 per
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
Harry A.
Hary
P. MayA. P.
MayThe name of Harry A. P.
P. Mayville
Mayville, late of
of Company
Company C,
C Second
Second
Ve.
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Massachusetts
pay him aapension
pension
at the
of $50
per month
of that
is now
at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Justus H.
H. Lyon.
The name of Justus H. Lyon,
Lyon, late of Company
Company G,
G, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
at
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
Sarah Dotson.
Dotson.
The name of Sarah
Sarah Dotson,
Dotson, widow
widow of
of John
John Dotson,
late of
ComDotson, late
of ComIT, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and
pany-H,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
pay her a
a pension
at the
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Harlow B.
B.Elliott.
The name of Harlow
B. Elliott,
late of
Harlow B.
Elliott, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Third
Third RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
and Company
Company C,
C,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
One
hundred and
eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
One hundred
and eighty-eighth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
Infantry, and pay
pay "him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that he
he is
C. Sinclair.
Maria C.Sinclair.
of Sidney
The name of Maria C. Sinclair,
Sinclair, widow
widow of
Sidney F.
F. Sinclair,
Sinclair, late
late
One hundred
hundred and
and eighty-eighth
eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
of Company
Company G,
G, One
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
$25 per
month
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a pension
the rate
of $25
per month
in
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Calvin D.
Leaman.
Calvin
D. Lean.
The name of Calvin
late of
Calvin D. Leuman,
Leuman, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
Pension.
Pension.
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Clara Daughters.
Clara Daughters.
Daughters, helpless
helpless and
The name of
of Clara Daughters,
dependent child
child of
and.dependent
of
Henry Daughters,
Daughters, late
late of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and tenth
tenth
Company D,
D, One
Regiment
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
rate of
per month.
month.
Pensions iucrtled.
increased.
rate
of $12
$12 per
Caroline Lincoln.
Lincoln.
Caroline
The name
former widow
name of Caroline Lincoln,
Lincoln, former
widow of
of George
George Demerest,
Demerest,
late of Company
Company B, First Regiment
Shooters, and
and
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Sharp
Sharp Shooters,
pay her aapension
month in
of that
she is
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
now receiving.
Thomas
J. Itaybe
Thoma. 3.
Raylell.
The name of Thomas J.
late of
J. Raybell,
Raybell, late
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred
Regiment, and Company
and eighteenth Regiment,
thirtyCompany A,
A, One hundred and
and thirtyeighth
eighth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension
pay him
him aapension
at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Joseph
McNeight.
Joseph .Mcxeigilt.
The
of Joseph
McNeight, late
The name
name of
Joseph McNeight,
late of Company K,
K, Ninth
Ninth Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
the
and pay
a pension
at the
in lieu
lieu of
he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $36
$36 per month in
of that
that
he
is
now
Dan
le IMcMnaaa.
Sic Manawa
Daicl
The
name of
of Daniel
Daniel McManawa,
The name
McManawa, late of Company
Company I,
I, One hundred
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension at the rate of $24 per month
a
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
David Winsor.
Da.ri' rmser.
The name of David Winsor,
Winsor, late of Company
Company B,
B, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Ne.w
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
John
Steffen.
JohnSeffen.
The name
late of
Company H, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth RegiRegiThe
name of
of John
John Steffen,
Steffen, late
of Company
Volunteer Infantry, and
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
and. pay him
him aa pension
pension at the
the
rate
i
n lieu
li eu o
ath
rece iving.
rate of
of $36 per month
month in
offth
that
hee i
iss now receiving.
John
Benkelman.
Joh Benkelman.
The name
of John
late of
of Company
Company D,
The
name of
John Benkelman,
Benkelman, late
D, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth
Regiment Wisconsin
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
at
and pay
pension at
the rate of $36 per month in lieu
lie is now receiving.
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
John W.
k .
John
w. wilit
hitaker.
The name
of Company
Company H,
H, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
The
name of
of John
John W.
W. Whitaker,
Whitaker, late
late of
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that 'he
he is now
now receiving.

Pension.
Carrie Atkins
dingtom

Pension.

dinton.

a
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Cod-
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William A. Greene.

D, Louisville williama.reene.
of Company
The name
A. Greene,
late of
Company D,
Greene, late
William A.
of William
name of
The
and
Infantry,
Provisional
Guards,
Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay him aa
Volunteer
Kentucky
Guards,
Provisional
receiving.
pension at
rate of
of $27
month in
that he is now receiving.
in lieu of that
per month
$27 per
the rate
at the
pension
Elmira Goshen.
The name
name of
Goshen, widow
Goshen, late of ElmiaGs""en
widow of Martin V. B. Goshen,
Elmira Goshen,
of Elmira
The
Company B,
Eleventh Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Illinois
B, Eleventh
Company
her a
apension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of that she is now
at the
the rate
pension at
her
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Mahala
Lee Claflin
Mahala Lee
Lee,
H.
John
of
The
name
of
Mahala
Lee
Clain,
former
widow
of
John
H.
Lee,
widow
former
Claflin,
Lee
Mahala
of
name
The
Michalias John
H. Williams,
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment
H, Second
Company H,
late of
Williams, late
John H.
alias
igan
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $12
$12
a pension
her a
Volunteer Infantry,
igan Volunteer
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
per
month.
per month.
Alester D. 8
Sly.
Company A,
of Company
late of
The
of Alester
A, One hundred
hundred and AlesterD. 7.
Sly, late
D. Sly,
Alester D.
name of
The name
a
him
pay
and
eighty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
a
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
eighty-second
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving
now receiving.
he is
of that
month in
per month
$30 per
of $30
pension
William WilderWldermuat
Seventeenth muds.
The name
name of
of William
Wildermuth, late
K, Seventeenth
Company K,
of Company
late of
William Wildermuth,
The
the
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
pay him aa pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
receiving
rate
$40 per
month in
of that he is now receiving.
in lieu of
per month
of $40
rate of
Benjamin Diggs.
Diggs.
of William
father of
The name
of Benjamin
dependent father
William H.
H. Benin
Diggs, dependent
Benjamin Diggs,
name of
The
IndiDiggs,
late
of
Company
D,
One
hundred
and
fortieth
Regiment
fortieth
and
Diggs, late of Company D, One hundred
ana
pay him
a pension
pension at the rate of $24
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ana Volunteer
receiving.
per
that he
he is now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
John H. Admire.
Company B,
of Company
The name
name of
of John
H. Admire
B, Forty-sixth John H. Admire.
late of
Admire, late
John H.
The
at
a
him
Infantry,
Regiment
Missouri
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
pension
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
the rate of $30 per month
am A. Chap.
William
A. Cha.
The name
late of Company A, One hun- mWil
Chapman, late
A. Chapman,
William A.
of AWilliam
name of
man.
The
Infantry, and pay
dred and
and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfantry,
dred
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of that he is now
of $40
a pension
him
Pension.
Pension
receiving.
receiving.
nn
Etta E. Vinn.
of Company
late of
The
name of
Etta E.
E. Vinn,
Vinn, widow
widow of
of John
Company Etta E. i .
Vinn, late
John Vinn,
of Etta
The name
Volunteer
D,
One hundred
hundred and
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
York Volunteer
Regiment New York
D, One
Pensions Increased.
Pensionsincreased.
month.
Infantry, and
pay her
her aapension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
of $12
the rate
at the
and pay
Infantry,
Reuben Clark.
I, Forty-fifth
The
Clark, late
of Company
Company I,
Forty-fifth RegiRegi- RubenCark
late of
Reuben Clark,
of Reuben
name of
The name
ment
a pension at the
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
ment Kentucky
rate
of $50
receiving.
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$50 per
rate of
tt
Isaac Kittc.
A, Second
The
name of
late of
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment Isaac Ki .
Company A,
Kitts, late
Isaac Kitts,
of Isaac
The name
the
pension
Tennessee
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
a
pension
at
rate
of
a
him
pay
and
Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
$36
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
is now
of that
lieu of
per month
$36 per
Thomas Stubbs.
H, Seventeenth
The
name of
Seventeenth T'omas Stubhs.
Company H,
of Company
late of
Stubbs, late
Thomas Stubbs,
of Thomas
The name
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
a pension at
at
Cavalry, and pay him a
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kentucky
now receivng.
the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he is
receiving.
is now
of that
month in
$30 per
of $30
the rate
Edwin C. Albertson.
The name
name of
of Edwin
Edwin C.
C. Albertson,
late of
B, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Edwn C. Albertso.
Company B,
of Company
Albertson, late
The
at
a
pension
him
Regiment
New
Jersey
Volunteer
Infantry
,
and
a
pension
at
pay
and
Infantry,
Regiment Now Jersey Volunteer
receiving.
now receiving.
the
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
lie is now
in lieu
of $40
rate of
the rate
hn a
Heath.
The name
Heath, widow
widow of
of Charles
Charles E. Heath,
Heath late of Hannah Heath.
Hannah Heath,
of Hannah
name of
Tho
Company
Fifth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Heavy
Heat,
Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
G, Fifth
Company-G,
and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
lieu of that
month in lieu
per month
$20 per
of $20
rate of
the rate
a pension
and pay
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
she is
M eggs
B
The name
of James
M. Beggs,
Beggs, late
late of
Company H,
H, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegi- James
of Company
James M.
name of
The
James
Seymour
s.
M. Beggs.
H
of
rate
the
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
at
pension at
a pension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
lieu of
in lieu
$30
Reyno
r H ReyCompany A,
The name
name of
H. Reynolds,
Reynolds, late
late of
A, Sixth
Sixth no.
of Company
Seymour H.
of Seymour
The
a
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving. Harriet E. Hallen$36 per
pension
E HalleThe name
of Harriet
Harriet E.
Hallenbeck, widow
of George
George Hallenbeck,
Hallenbeck, bet
beck.
widow of
E. Hallenbeck,
name of
The
late of
of Company
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
New York
Seventh Regiment
D, Seventh
Company D,
late
Artillery, and
pay her
the rate of $20 per month in lieu
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
Artillery,
of that
is now
Rodney W.. Andernow receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
of
Rodney
The
of Rodney
Rodney W.
Anderson, late
late acting
surgeon, son.
assistant surgeon,
acting assistant
W. Anderson,
name of
The name
United
Army, and
Second Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment -Missouri
of Second
and of
States Army,
United States
Ught
him a
apension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
pay him
and pay
Artillery, and
Light Artillery,
in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
inlieu
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The name
Shaw, late
The
name of Jane
Jane Shaw, widow of Almond Shaw,
late of
Company
of Company
C,
One hundred
hundred and
and second
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
C, One
second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay her a
rate of
in lieu
of that
a pension
pension at the
the rate
of $26
$25 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that
now receiving.
she i
issnow
receiving.
James
W. Campbell.
The name of James
Cambell, late
of Company
Company K,
James W.
Campbell.
James W. Campbell,
late of
K, One
One hundred
hundred
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
a pension at the rate
a
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Mary H.
H. Atkinson.
Mary
Atkinson.
widow of
of John
John M.
The name
name of Mary
Mary H. Atkinson, widow
M. Atkinson,
Atkinson, late
late
of Company B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
Pension
she i
snow
ension.,
she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Williaam
The name
W
ill'l am
The
name of
of William
William A.M.
A. M. Streeter,
Streeter, alias
of
alias Henry
Henry Stanley,
Stanley, late
late of
Streeter
alias a^.e
HenrY
Stanley.
the United
United States Revenue-Cutter
Stanley.
the
Revenue-Cutter Service,
Service, and pay him aapension
pension at
per month.
month.
Pensions
increased- the
Pensonsincraed
the rate
rate of
of $22.50
$22.50 per
Orlando
Orando D.
D. Rowe.
Rowe.
The name
name of Orlando D. Rowe,
Rowe, late of Company B, Third RegiThe
ment
ment Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
First United
United
and Battery
Battery K,
K, First
States Artillery, and pay him
at the
the rate
month
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu of that
that ho
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Joseph Fields
Fields.
Joseph
The
Joseph Fields, late of Company D,
hundred and
The name
name of Joseph
D, One
One hundred
and
fifty-fifth
fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
at the rate
rate of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret Good.
MasartGo.
The
name of Margaret
The name
Margaret Good, widow of Solomon Good, late of
of
Company E, One hundred
hundred and
Indiana
and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry-,
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
per
a pension
rate of
$20 per
month in lieu
lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John
H.
Burnett.
John H. Bumett
The
of John
John H.
late of Company H,
The name
name of
H. Burnett,
Burnett, late
H, One hundred
eighty-ninth Regiment
and eighty-ninth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is
is now
now receiving.
Albert E.
Albert
E. Sherman.
Sheman.
The
name of Albert
E. Sherman, late of Company E,
E, One
The name
Albert E.
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-ninth
eighty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
him a
apension
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that h
now
pension at
at the rate of
$30 per
in lieu
hee i
iss now
receiving.
receiving.
John B.
John
B. Arm.
ArmThe name of John B..Aruistrong,
B. Armstrong, late
of Company
late of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
stron
g.
and second Regiment
Pennsylvama Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
pay him
Infantry, and
and pay
him
aa pension at the rate of
$30 per
of that
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
Florence W.. Ball.
Ball.
Forence
The
The name of Florence
Florence W. Ball, widow of George
E. Ball,
George E.
Ball, late
late of
of
Company E, First Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
'ensions increased.
increased. pay
at the
of $12
month.
pay her
Pensions
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Leonard H.
it. WashWashThe name of Leonard
Leonard H.
H. Washburn,
late of
Company E,
First
Washburn late
1 ,oard
of Company
E, First
burn.
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him apension
a pension
at the rate of
$40 per
per m
onth in
in lieu
l
ieu of
ofthat
th ath
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
month
hee is
William A.Mi
A. Miller.
wuam
mu.
The name
The
name of William
William A. Miller, late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Eleventh
Eleventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
him a
pension
pay him
a pension
Pensions.
Pensions,
of $30
$30 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Margaret Mallery.
MargaretMallery.
The
of Margaret
Mallery, widow
widow of
Henry W. Mallery, late
The name
name of
Margaret Mallery,
of Henry
of Company F, One hundred and fifte
enth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
fifteenth
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per
pay her a
a pension
rate of
month.
Elizabeth
rlizabeth White
W hite
The name
of Elizabeth White
H. Orr, late of
Orr.
The
name of
White Orr, widow of Harvey
Harvey II.
of
Company K, One hundred and ninety-fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and former
former widow of
W Lite, late
late of
Company D,
of John
John H.
H. White,
of Company
D,
One hundred and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her aapension
month.
Pensionsinreaed.
pension at
Pensions
increased. and
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
812 per
per month.
Charles W.
Charles
W. Noyes,
Noves
The name
of Charles
Charles W.
alias Charles
Charles W.
W. Benton,
Benton, l
late
The
name of
W. Noyes,
Noyes, alias
at
e of
of
alias
ajis Charles W. lienBenton.
tn.
Company D, First Battalion
Nebraska Volunteer Cavalry,
Company
Battalion Nebraska
and pay
Cavalry, and
pay
him aa.pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
thal he
he is
is now
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
James Hickman.
The
name
of James
James Hickman, late of Company
Company I,
James Rickman.
The name of
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Company E, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
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Regiment United
pension at the rate
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment
that he is now receiving.
of
per month
receiving.
lieu of that
in lieu
month in
$50 per
of $50

William B. Clark.
Company H,
The
B. Clark,
late of
of Company
H, Forty-sixth William B. Clark
Clark, late
William B.
of William
name of
The name
Regiment, and
and Company
Company B,
Regiment, Indiana
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Thirty-fifth Regiment,
B, Thirty-fifth
Regiment,
Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
pension at
pay him
Infantry, and
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that
Charles B. Smith.
Forty-seventh Chares B. Smith.
The name
name of
Charles B.
Smith, late
late of
F, Forty-seventh
Company F,
of Company
B. Smith,
of Charles
The
a pension
Regiment
State Militia
pension
Infantry, and pay him a
Militia Infantry,
York State
New York
Regiment New
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
month in
per month
$27 per
of $27
at
ch f
James Ratchford.
The name
name of
of James
James Ratchford,
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth JamesRat ord.
Ratchford, late
The
FourM,
Company
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Regiment
teenth
Heavy Artillery, and pay him
Volunteer Heavy
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
teenth Regiment
in lieu of that he is now rea
of $50
$50 per
month in
per month
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
ceiving.
celving.
Schouten.
ert Schouten.
The name
name of
Schouten, late
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment Albert
H, First
Company H,
late of
Albert Schouten,
of Albert
The
rate
the
a
him
Ohio
Volunteer
Light
Artillery,
and
pay
a
pension
at
of
pay
and
Artillery,
Light
Volunteer
Ohio
Pension.
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Pension.
now receiving.
is now
$36
helpless and dependent
The name
name of
of Guy
W. Johnson,
dependent child
child of
of GyW.
Guy W. Johnson
Johnson.
Johnson, helpless
Guy W.
The
Michigan
Regiment
Sixth
Henry
Johnson, late
late assistant
Regiment Michigan
assistant surgeon,
Henry Johnson,
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $12 per
per
Cavalry, and
Volunteer
month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
month.
Richards
J. Richards.
The name
Richards, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
ge
J.
George
Fourteenth Geor
J. Richards,
George J.
of George
name of
The
pena
him
and
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Artillery,
pay
a
Heavy
Regiment New York Volunteer
sion at
the rate
$50 per
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving. Silas H.
ey.
H.Avery.
is now
he is
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
at the
sion
Ninety-eighth Si
The name
name of
of Silas
H. Avery,
Company E, Ninety-eight
late of Company
Avery, late
Silas H.
The
Regiment New
New York
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
Regiment
Pension.
the
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
Pension.
is now receiving.
that he
in lieu
of $30
rate of
the rate
Mcaw.
Anie
late of
The
name of
McCaw, widow
widow of
of Samuel
M. McCaw,
of A
nnie M
°
Cavi.
McCaw, late
Samuel M.
Annie McCaw,
of Annie
The name
and
Infantry,
Company
F,
Forty-sixth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
Company F, Forty-sixth
Pensionsincreased.
pay her
her a
month.
Pens
.
ions increased.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay
"
KaH- itcaThe
name
of
William
H.
Koffman,
late
of
Company
E,
Seventh
H.
mavi.
Seventh
E,
Company
of
late
Koffman,
H.
The name of William
a pension at the
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
receiving.
rate of
of $27
per month
lieu of
that he is now receiving.
of that
in lieu
month in
$27 per
rate
The name
John R.
Roe, late
late of
of Company
Second Regiment
Salm R.. Roe.
Regiment Jo
B, Second
Company B,
R. Roe,
of John
name of
The
a
Umted
States
Volunteer
Sharpshooters,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
pay
and
Sharpshooters,
Volunteer
States
United
now receiving.
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
is now
that he
month in
per month
$40 per
of $40
the
The
name of
Company F,
Lorenzo Haris
Harris.
Regi- Lor
Fourteenth RegiF, Fourteenth
of Company
late of
Harris, late
Lorenzo Harris,
of Lorenzo
The name
ment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at
him aapension at
Iampshire Volunteer
ment
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
of $30
the
The name
name of
widow of
Francis, late
late of
COM- Harriet
Francis.
"arnet Francis
of CornElijah Francis,
of Elijah
Francis, widow
Harriet Francis,
of Harriet
The
Infantry,
pany
A, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
pany A,
and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per month in lieu of that she
of $20
rate of
pay her
and pay
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The name
W. Blair,
B, Nineteenth
Blair.
ilm W.. Blir.
Nineteenth William
Company B,
of Company
late of
Blair, late
William W.
of William
The name of
him aapension
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
Regiment
at the
the rate
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $36
rate of
at
iller
The
John Miller,
Miller, late
late of
C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment John
John Millen
Company C,
of Company
of John
name of
The name
rate
the
at
Vermont
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
of
pension
a
him
pay
Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and
Pension.
Pension.
now receiving.
is now
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
Rose
A.
that he
lieu of
howell.
A. Rowell.
Rose
$36
Rowell,
P.
of
The
name
of
Rose
A.
Rowell,
former
former
widow
Martin
P.
Rowell,
The name of Rose A. Rowell,
late of
Company E,
Second Regiment
Regiment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer
New Hampshire
E, Second
of Company
late
ensions increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
Pensions
increased.
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
Infantry, and
n
The
name of
John Davis,
late of
of Company
John Davis.
Regiment Jol
Eightieth Regiment
F, Eightieth
Company F,
Davis, late
of John
The name
$50
a pension at the rate of $50
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Illinois
per
in lieu
that he
he is now
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
The
name of
David T.
Manor, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, One
hundred David
Manor.
adT T. Man
One hundred
T. Manor,
of David
The name
a
and fifty-second
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
and
pension at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
that he
receiving.
L.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
lieu of
month in
rate of
the rate
pensionat
The name of Sarah L. Robinson, widow of Thomas Robinson, late Sarah L. Robinson.
n.
The name of Sarah L. Robinson, widow of Thomas Robinson, late Saah
VolRegiment
of
Company
K,
One
hundred
and
twenty-third
Regiment
Ohio
twenty-third
and
hundred
One
K,
of Company
unteer Infantry,
pay her
rate of $20 per month
month
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
unteer
now
is
in
lieu
of
that
that
she
receiving.
of
in lieu
Wilbain
.
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The
name of Alexander
Hensley, late of Company
The name
Alexander Hermley,
Company I, Twelfth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
Pension.
Margaret
Hohn.
Margaret D.
D. Hohn.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret D.
D. Hohn,
of Louis
Louis Hohn,
Hohn, late
late of
Hohn, widow
widow of
of
Company C, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
York Volunteer
Infantry,
and Company
Company E, Tenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Corps, and
and pay
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
pay
her
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
ension increased.
increased.
her aapension
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pension
AUgustus G. Cary.
The name of Augustus
Augustus
Augustus G. Cary, late of United
United States
RevenueStates RevenueCutter Service, and pay him aapension
at the
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
month
pension at
rate of
in lieu
he is
Pension.
in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Isaphene Finch.
lsaphene
The name of Isaphene
Isaphene Finch, widow
widow of
of Jesse
Finch, late
late of
of ComComJesse R.
R. Finch,
pany G, One hundred
hundred and
and seventy-sixth
seventy-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Pensioninced.
Infantry,
and pay
at the
rate of
month.
Infantry, and
Pension Increased.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Carrie A.
A. Ashby.
Ashby.
The
o Carrie A. Ashby„
Ashby widow
of Joseph
The name of
widow of
Joseph T.
T. Ashby, late
late of
of
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Company D, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
$20 per
per month
of that
is now
now
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Louise C. Kimberly.
Kimberly.
Lose
The
C. Kimberly, widow of Robert
The name
name of
of Louise
Louise C.
Robert L.
Kimberly,
L. Kimberly,
late colonel
hundred and
colonel One hundred
and ninety-first
ninety-first Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Pensionsincreased.
Infantry, and
Pensions
Increased.
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
oi1.2
per month.
month.
her aapension
pension at
$12 per
Washington
ashington G.
G. MararThe
name of Washington
The name
Washington G. Marshall, late of
Sixtieth
of Company D,
D, Sixtieth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
at the
pension at
the
rate of $36 per month
month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
Lucy J. Lyon.
Lyon.
The
name
of Lucy
Lucy J.
J. Lyon,
The name of
Lyon widow of Thomas C. Lyon,
Lyon, late
Comlate of Company F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Lyon,Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
pany
Regiment
Cavalry , and
and pay
her
pay her
a pension at the
a
$20 per
month in
lieu of
thati
she
now
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
she issnow
receiving.
receiving.
William
wiliam Goodwin.
oooi
The name
The
name of William Goodwin,
Goodwin, late
late of Company
Company L,
L, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
Cavalry, and pay
him aa pension
pension at
at
pay him
the
rate of
per
month in
lieu
ofthat
thath
ei
s now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
the rate
of $36
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
he
is
now
receiving.
Samantha Taylor.
Taylor.
Samantha
The
name of Samantha
Samantha Tvlor
Taylor,, former
widow of
The name
former widow
of John
John Scott,
Scott, late
late
of Company
Company H, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Pesionsinreased.
Pensions increased.
pay
a pension at
at the
pay her a
the rate
of $24
per month.
rate of
$24 per
month.
Mildred J. Stolp.
ldred . Stolp.
The
Mildred J.
J. Stolp, widow
The name
name of
of Mildred
widow of Edwin A. Stolp,
Stolp, late
late of
of
Company E, Eighty-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Eighty-eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
apension at the rae
rate
per month
month in
of that
she is
ate of
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
receiving.
now receiving.
Anna
Kirk.
Anna t.
The name of Anna Kirk, widow of Charles
The
Charles P.
Kirk, late
late of
of ComComP. Kirk,
hundred and
pany F
Fi One hundred
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
York VolVoland twenty-fourth
New York
unteer infantry
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
David lCronee.
raroua.
The name
name of
David Krouse,
The
of David
Krouse, late of Company G,
0, One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay him a
a pension
pay
pension at the
the rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
receiving.
now receiving.
Leonard
T.
Butler.
oard T. Butler.
The name
Leonard T. Butler, late of Company H, One hundred
The
name of
of Leonard
hundred
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment New York
and
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
pay him a
a .pension at the
the rate
$30 per
mon th i
n lieu
li eu of
ofth
at he
he is
i
s
rate of
of $30
per month
in
that
receiving.
now receiving.
Silas Rippee.
Silas
Rippee.
The name of Silas Rippee, late of Company F, Sixteenth Regiment
The name of Silas Rippe°, late of Company
Regiment
Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry , and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
01$.36
.
per
in lieu
ofthat
that he
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Olodyine
osmei
o Higgins.s $36The
name
of Olodyine Higgins,
widow of John Higgins,
The name of Olodyine
Higgins, widow
Higgins, late of
of
Company M, Fifteenth
Regiment New
Fifteenth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer C
aval
ry, and
an d
Cavalry,
Company M,
Company
M, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment New York Provisional Cavalry, and
and
pay
pay her
her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20 per
per month in lieu of that
she is
is
that she
now
now receiving.
receiving.
William
A.
Reames.
iliam A Reames.
The
name of
William A.
Company B, Ninth RegiThe name
of William
A. Reames,
Reames, late of Company
Regiment KentuckyKentucky V
ol
un t
eer C
aval
ry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the
Volunteer
Cavalry,
pension at
at the
rate
of $36
$36 per
lieu of
receiving
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he is now receiving.
Ann Ki
tioy
DThe
name of Ann
The name
Ann Killoy, widow
widow of Michael
Michael Killoy, late of ComCompany
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
pany L,
L, First
First Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
and
Alexander Hensley.
Hensley.
Alexander
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pay
her a
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
is
that she
lieu of
month in
$20 per
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The
name of
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Regiment
Second Regiment
late of
Rose, late
John Rose,
of John
The name
Pennsylvania
Heavy Artillery,,
pension at
at
a pension
him a
pay him
and pay
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy
Pennsylvania Volunteer
the rate
rate of
of $30
in lieu
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
$30 per
the
The
King, late
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
of Company
late of
James King,
of James
name of
The name
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
a pension
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
West
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
of that
per month
$30 per
of $30
The name
of Jasper
Jasper Tillbery,
late of
of Company
B, One
and
hundred and
One hundred
Company B,
Tillbery, late
name of
The
twenty-ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aa
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
twenty-ninth Regiment
pension
rate of
per month
month in
of that
is now
now
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
$30 per
of $30
the rate
at the
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
The
R. Wilson,
Wilson, late
of
late of
Thomas R.
of Thomas
widow of
Wilson, widow
Malvina Wilson
of Malvina
name of
The name
Company L,
First Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry , and
and
Regiment West
L, First
Company
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
in lieu
of that
is
she is
that ale
lieu of
month in
per month
$20 per
of $20
rate of
pension at
pay
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Charles
Charles W.
Stowe, late
of Company
Company D,
Thirtieth
D, Thirtieth
late of
W. Stowe,
name of
The
Regiment,
and
Company
I,
One
hundred
and
twenty-eighth
RegiRegitwenty-eighth
and
hundred
One
I,
Regiment, and Company
ment
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate of
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
in lieu
month in
$40
The name
of Jacob
Brenner, late
late of
of Company
Ninety-third
D, Ninety-third
Company D,
Jacob Brenner,
name of
The
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
at the
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
rate
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
The
of Phillip
late of
of Compau
Eleventh RegiRegiI, Eleventh
Company I,
Leach, late
H. Leach,
Phillip H.
name of
The name
ment, and
Company C,
C, Twelfth
Regiment, Kentucky
Volunteer
Kentucky Volunteer
Twelfth Regiment,
and Company
ment
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu
in lieu
month in
rate of
at the
a pension
him a
and pay
Cavalry,
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of
The name
name of
of Jeduthian
Jeduthian Weller,
of Company
Eleventh RegiF, Eleventh
Company F,
late of
Weller, late
The
the rate
ment
Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
him a
apension
pension at the
pay him
Cavalry,' and
Illinois Volunteer
ment Illinois
of $30
$30 per
per month
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
of
The
of Preston
Campbell, late
late of
Company L,
L, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
of Company
Preston Campbell,
name of
The name
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
at the
the
pension at
a pension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
rate of
of $50
$50 per
of that
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
rate
The
name of
P. Brooks,
Brooks, late
Griffith's independent
independent comof Griffith's
late of
William P.
of William
The name
him aapension
pany,
Pennsylvania
Drafted
Militia
Infantry,
and
pay
pension
and
Infantry,
Militia
Drafted
pany, Pennsylvania
at
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
in lieu
month in
$36 per
of $36
at the
The name
of Silas
Silas Buswell,
Buswell, late
of Company
Regiment
Eleventh Regiment
D, Eleventh
Company D,
late of
name of
The
Maine Volunteer
pay him
$40
pension at the rate of $40
him aapension
and pay
Infantry,' and
Volunteer Infantry
Maine
per month
lieu of
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
of that
in lieu
month in
per
The
John H.
Baker, late
of Company
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
Company G,
late of
II. Baker,
of John
name of
The name
eighteenth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay him aa
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Illinois
Regiment
eighteenth
pension at
of $30
per month
month in
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
of that
in lieu
lieu of
S30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension
The
of George
George W.
late of
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
of Company
Story, late
W. Story,
name of
The name
forty-fourth
and pay him aa
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
forty-fourth Regiment
pension at
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension
The
name of
of John
John W.
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth
Saylor, late
W. Saylor,
The name
a pension at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, arid
him a
and pay him
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment lllinois
rate
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
of that
per month
$30 per
rate of
The
name of
of William
William Syfer,
of Company
Regiment
Second Regiment
B, Second
Company B,
late of
Syfer, late
The name
New Jersey
Jersey Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the
at the
a pension
him a
pay him
New
rate of
of $21
per month
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$21 per
rate
The
Baker, former
widow of
James F.
Wasson,
F. Wasson,
of James
former widow
M. Baker,
Alice M.
of Alice
name of
The name
late of
D, One
hundred and
seventy-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
New
and seventy-ninth
One hundred
Company D,
of Company
late
'York
Volunteer Infantry,
her aa pension
at the
the rate
of $12
rate of
pension at
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
per
per month.
month.
The name
of George
George W.
W. Statler,
Statler, late
late of
Company G, Eighty-second
Eighty-second
of Company
name of
The
a pension
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
pay him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
receiving.
of
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
he is now
that he
of that
in lieu
per month
$30 per
of $30
The
name of
Thomas J.
Conboy, late
late of
of
J. Conboy,
of Thomas
widow of
Conboy, widow
Bridget Conboy,
of Bridget
The name
Company
A,
One
hundredth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Regiment
hundredth
One
A.
Company
Infantry, and
pay her
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
month in
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Infantry,
of that
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
that she
of

John Rose.

James
James King.

Jasper Tillbery.
Jasper

Melville
Wilson.
Malvina Wilson.

Charles W. Stowe.

Jacob Brenner.
Jacob

Phillip H. Leach.
Leach.
Phllip

Tedntblan Weller.
Jeduthian

Preston
Campbell.
Preston Campbell.

William P. Brooks.
Brooks.
William

Buswell.
Silas Buswell.

Baker.
John H. Baker.

George W. Story.

John W. Saylor.
John

William
Syter.
William Syfer.

Pension.
Pension.
Alice M.
M. Baker.

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
George
W. Statler.
Statler.
George W.

Bridget Conboy.
Conboy.
Bridget
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The name of Alphonso T. Gould, late
Company D,
Forty-fifth
late of
of Company
D, Forty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
$36 per month
rate of -$36
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
of that
he is
is now
AdamCrawshaw.
The name of Adam
Crawshaw, late
Adam Crawshaw.
Adam Crawshaw,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Fourteenth
G, Fourteenth
Regiment
Regiment United
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
rate
of $30 per month in
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Thomas
W.
Ford.
The
name
of Thomas W.
Ford, late
Thomas W. Ford.
W. Ford,
late of
E, Thirty-second
Thirty-second
of Company
Company E,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
rate
of $50 per month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Isaiah
Isaiah Higdon, late
Isaiah Higdon.
Higdon.
The name
name of
of Isaiah
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
late of
of Company
forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Indiana Volunteer
pension
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
re ceiving.
James W. Hager.
Hger.
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
James w.
The name
name of James
James W.
W. Hager,
Hager, late of
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
hundred
of Company
and seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Ohio Volunteer
him aa.pension
pension at the
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
the rate
rate of
per month
receiving.
Orville
Dunnin
. gton. receiving.
Orville Dunnington.
Orville Dunnington,
The name of Orville
Dumington late of
G, ThirtyThirtyof Company
Company G,
third Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
at the rate of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
Phyllihannels.
The name of Phyllis
Phyllis Channels.
The
Phyllis Channels,
Channels, widow of
Sidney Channels,
Channels, alias
of Sidney
alias
Wilmott, late of Companies IIand
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment United
and B,
B, Sixty-second
United
States Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
at the
of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
muel
F.
Lad.
The
name of
of Samuel
Leard, late of Company B, One
Samuel F. Leard.
The name
Samuel F. Leard,
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of
him aapension
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
$30 per
month in
receiving.
.Inna R. Burket.
nnB .
The name
name of Anna R. Burket, widow of
The
John Burket,
late of
of
of John
Burket, late
Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her
her a
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
a pension
pension at
the rate
per
month in
of that
she is
is now
Hecker
month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry He,ekler.
enry ecThe
The name of Henry Heckler, late
of Company
G, One
One hundred
hundred
late of
Company G,
Regiment Pennsylvania
and Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him aa.pension at the rate
of $50
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
John E. Clark.
Clark.
receiving.
The name of John
John E. Clark, late
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
late of
of Company
Company G,
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Henry Stover.
pension
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
pension at
at the
per month
in lieu
receiving.
Henry
Stover.
The name of Henry .Stover, late of Company
Company C,
and
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
twentieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
Pen,/
ans.
at
the rate
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
esion
atthe
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Louisa
Price.
The name of Louisa Price, former widow of
of William
Trim, late
late
William E.
E. Trim,
Iowa Volunteer
of Company K, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Infantry, and
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
the ra
t
e of
of$12 per mon th.
Lor
a
adwalla- her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
12 per month.
derLoretta E.. CadwallaThe name of Loretta E. Cadwallader,
der.. e
The
Cadwallader, former
former widow
widow of
of Francis
Francis
W. Brown, late of Company H,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
H, Ninth
York VolunVolunP'ensionsincreased,
teer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Pensions
increased.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
and pay
e.orge Athey.
The
name
of
George tithey.
The name
George Athey, late of Company H,
H, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
atth
pension at
thee
John
rate
th i
n li
eu of
oft
hat he
receiving.
rate of
of $30 per
per mon
month
in
lieu
that
he i
issnow
now receiving.
7101111 IN'. W
ood.
The name of John W. Wood, late of Company
Seventh RegiRegiCompany I,
I, Seventh
ment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at. the
the rate
him aapension
rate
of
per month
i
n lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
of $27
$27 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
Itiaae J. Knight.
Iac J3.Eight.
The name of Isaac
J. Knight,
Knight, late
Is aac J.
of Company
Company D,
D, Seventh
Seventh Regilate of
Regiment Iowa
ment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate
him aa pension
pension at
of $30 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receivina.
receiving.
?alien Rollins. alLq
!eorie
Gor.gn.
.
The name of Albert Rollins,
Gorgan,6late
George
Gorgan.
'The
Rollins, alias George
George Gorgan,
late of
of Company
Company
H, Twentieth
H,
Twentieth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company I, Fifth Regiment, ConnecConnecticut
olunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
ticut Volunteer
and pay him aa pension at the rate of
of $40
S40
per month in leiu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
per
AlphonsoT.
Gould.
Alphonso T. Gould.
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The name
N. Purdy,
Purdy-, late
of Company
E, Second
Second RegiRegiCompany E,
late of
Marion N.
of Marion
name of
The
a pension
and pay -him a
ment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
pension at the
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in lieu
of $50
rate

E, Seventy-fifth
The name
name of
Rex, late
late of
Company E,
Seventy-fifth Regiof Company
B. Rex,
Lewis B.
of Lewis
The

a pension at the rate
ment Illinois
Infantry, and
pay him a
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
ment
of $40
per month
month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
$40 per
of
Jonathan Roberts,
of Jonathan
The
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Roberts,
widow of
Roberts, late of
Roberts, widow
The name
Company F,
Regiment, and
I, First Regiment,
and Company I,
F, Seventh
Seventh Regiment,
Company
a pension at the rate
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and
rate of $20
$20
pay her a
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri
per month
in lieu
that she is now receiving.
of that
lieu of
month in
per
ComThe name
name of
of Marion
widow of James
James S. Hey, late of CornMarion A. Hey, widow
The
pany
Fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Massachusetts Volunteer
K, Fifty-third
pany K,
pay
her a
apension
rate of $12 per month.
at the rate
pension at
pav her

N. Purd.
Marion N.
Purdy.

B. Rex.
Lessis
Lewis B.
Rex.

Sarah
Sarah E. RIoierts.
Roberts.

Pension.
Pension.
Marion A. 11ey.
Marion A.

Hey.

The name
of Henderson
Morgan late
late of
of Company
Company D,
or t
yseven th
Pensions increased.
Pensiosinreae
Forty-seventh
D, F
Henderson Morgan,
name of
The
Henderson Morgan.
Morgan
pension atenderson
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
at
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
the
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
$24 per
the rate
The
name of
of James
W. Barton,
late of
of Company
Regi- James
James W.
W. Barton.
Eighth RegiA, Eighth
Company A,
Barton, late
James W.
The name
ment
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the rate
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Kentucky
of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
in lieu
of $30
$30 per
l
ate of Dalton
ll c
of Dalrn Hin"hma,
Hinchman, alias Samuel McBurson, late
The
name of
of Dalton
el M eBur:
Dalton Hinchman,
The name
son.
pay
and
Cavalry,
Company
I,
Second
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
son.
Volunteer
Michigan
Company I, Second Regiment
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
that he is now
in lieu of that
$40 per
of $40
a pension
him
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Lorana
A. Weaver,
Weaver, widow
of Henry
Weaver , late
late of
of Lorana A.Weaver.
Henry Weaver,
widow of
Lorana A.
The name
Volunteer InPennsylvania Volunteer
Company F,
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
F, Fifty-seventh
Company
fantry-,and
pay her
her a
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
and pay
fantry,
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that
SamuelA.
hundred Samuel
The name
of Samu
Samuel A.
late of
of Company
One hundred
A. Kelce.
A, One
Company A,
el ce, late
A. Kelce,
name of
The
Militia Infantry,
and seventy-first
Pennsylvania Drafted
Infantry,
Drafted Militia
Regiment Pennsylvania
seventy-first Regiment
and
and
pay him
the rate
of $40
month in lieu of that
that he
per month
$40 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
him a
and pay
is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
The name
name of
of Fanny
Reid, widow
widow of
lath of
of ComCorn- Fanny
Fanny Reid.
Reid, late
of Alexander
Alexander Reid,
Fanny Reid,
The
pany F,
F, One
One hundred
Voluntwenty-third Regiment New York Volunhundred and twenty-third
pany
teer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
rate of $20
$20 per
per month in
the rate
at the
her aapension
teer Infantry,
lieu of that
that she is now receiving
lieu
receiving.
cho
c B. NichoThe name
name of
Patience B.
Nicholas, widow
widow of
Lafayette G.
G. Nicholas,
Nicholas, las.ae
Patience
e B. N
of Lafayette
B. Nicholas,
of Patience
The
late
of Battery
Ltht Artillery,
and pay her aa
Artillery, and
Island Light
Rhode Island
First Rhode
B, First
Battery B,
late of
pension
$20 per
per month in lieu of that she is now
of $20
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
receiving
p.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
.
Sarah r. Dain
Der- s.ralSl
W. DerThe name
Sarah C.
C. Daisey,
former widow
widow of
paisey.
Charles W.
of Charles
Daisey, former
of Sarah
name of
The
Volunteer InRegiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
In
rickson, late of Company E, First Regiment
fantrv,
and pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
a pension
pension at
fantry, and
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
Laura Liming,
widow of
of George
Goers° W.
Liming, alias
alias Laur
Laura Liming.
W. Liming,
Liming, widow
of Laura
The
Volunteer
Lyman, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Lynan,
Cavalrv,
and pay
the rate
rate of
$20 per month in lieu of
of $20
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
pay her
Cavalry, and
receiving.
that
she
is
now
receiving.
now
that she is
The name
name of
Patrick McAndrew,
Brdget McAndrew.
late Bridget
McAndrew, late
of Patrick
widow of
McAndrew, widow
Bridget McAndrew,
of Bridget
The
Arof
CompivIv
C,
Third
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Heavy
Heavy
Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Regiment
Third
(,
of Compa:yv
tillery, and
and pay
her a
the rate
month in lieu of
$20 per month
of $20
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
pav her
tillerv,
Ce.
that
she
is
now
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
The name
Richard H.
Crone, late
of Company
H, Forty-eighth
Richard II. Crone.
roe
Forty-eighth Riad
Company H,
late of
H. Crone,
of Richard
name of
The
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
$30 per
month in
of that
he is
now receiving
receiving.
is now
that he
lieu of
in lieu
per month
of S(30
rate
Snyde
da
and Adam
undred and
The
Snyder, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
Snyder.
Adam Snvder,
of Adam
name of
The name
and pay him aapension
fifty-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio
fifty-third
now receiving.
that he
of that
at
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
month in
of $30
the rate
at the
Peter Capp.
The name
name of
of Peter
I, One hundred and
and sevCapp, late of Company I,
Peter Capp,
The
enty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
entv-third Regiment
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
he is now rerelieu of that he
$30 per
of $30
at the
aa pension
ceiving.
ceiving.
ali as

a mu

in

h

Lorana A. Weaver.
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The name of Madison
late of
L, Second
RegiMadison B.
B. Mann,
Mann, late
of CompanyCompany L,
Second Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pension at
at
Light Artillery,
pay him
him aa.pension
the rate of $40 per
per month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
is now
Marset.A. Bass.
Margaret
The name ofMargaret
of Margaret A. Bass, widow
widow of
of Brooks
Brooks A. Bass,
Bass, late
late of
of
I, One hundred and thirty-second
Company I,
thirty-second Regiment
Pennsylvania
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
Infantry, and
a pension
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
HEiettastaimetz
HenriettaBteinmetz.
The
Henrietta Steinmetz,
Steinmetz, widow
George Steinmetz,
Steinmetz,
The name
name of
of Henrietta
widow of
of George
late of Company
Company I,
Eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanI, Eighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
try, and pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
the rate
month in
she
is now
now receiving.
she is
receiving.
om Showater.
John
Showalter.
The name of John Showalter, late of Company
Company F,
F1Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the rate
of
pension at
at the
rate of
Penso.
$30
Pension.
$3(1.per
lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in lieu
he is
receiving.
FransW.
Gras.
Frances W. Graves, widow
widow of
Franoes
W. Graves.
The name of Frances
Edward P.
P. Graves,
of Edward
Graves, late
late
assistant quartermaster
captain and assistant
United States
States Volunteers,
and
quartermaster United
Volunteers, and
regimental quartermaster
quartermaster One
One hundred
hundred and seventh
seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension at
at the
rate of
the rate
of $12
Pension incrased.
increased.
per
month.
per month.
waim
J. cup.
William J.
Culp.
The name of William
William J.
J. Culp, late
late of Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Michigan Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$40
a pension at
of $40
Pension.
Pension.
per month
month in
Margaret
per
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
^
-aetThut
The name of Margaret
McAlevy, former
TYhurst
Margaret Tyhurst
Tyhmst McAlevy,
former widow
widow of
of Alfred
Alfred
MeAlevy.
Tyhurst, late of Company B, One hundred
hundred and
and ninety-second
ninety-second RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the
Pensionsincreased.
rate of
per month.
month.
ensionsincreased.
rate
of $12
$12 per
Ls
1
tmp. The name of Louisa J.
14tits" K°ttkamP.
J. Kottkamp,
Kottkamp, widow
widow of Casper
Casper H.
Kottkamp,
H. Kottkamp,
late of Company H, Two hundredth
hundredth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
VolunPennsyvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
apension at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in
rate of
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
t
lieu
is now
receiving.
George W. Stoors.
The name of George
George W. Stoors,
Stoors, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
First Regiment
Regiment
A, First
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, and pay him
at the
rate
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
ames
of
$36
uch.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James IE. Couch.
The
of James
The name
name of
James H.
H. Couch,
Couch, late
late of Company
Company E, Second RegiRegiment Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
pension at
Simeon . Freer
$40
per
rate
of
month
in
lieu
lieu
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Simeon A. Freer.
The name of Simeon A. Freer, late
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
late of Company
and
forty-fourth Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
York Volunteer
him
aapension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
renow receiving.
ceiving.
JeansB.
The name of Jesse B. Rich,
Jesse B. Rich
Rich.
Rich, late
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixtieth
Sixtieth Regiment
Regiment
late of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Illinois Volunteer
Company A,
A, Fifteenth
Regiment
and Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Veteran Reserve
a pension
Reserve Corps, and pay him a
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Hiram
Baer.
Hiram Baer.
The name of Hiram Baer, late
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
and
late of
hundred and
twenty-ninth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
twenty-ninth Regiment
him aa
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate of $36 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
month in
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Honad Foaer.
The name
Howard Forster, late
Howard Forster.
The
name of
of Howard
late of Company
Company E, One
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
twenty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
a pension
pay him
him a
pension at the rate
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
he is
of that he
is
now
now receiving.
Ingeoll
hite.
The name
Ingersoll White.
name of Ingersoll
Ingersoll White, late of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
of Company
eighty-fifth Regiment New York Volunteer
eighty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $36
pension
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
George Blanden.
The name
George Blanden.
The
name of
of George
George Blanden, late of Company
Company E, Seventh RegiRegiment Ohio
a pension
ment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of
of
830 per month
$30
month in lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Wilbur F. Weadon.
The mime
name of Wilbur F. Wheadon,
Wheadon, late of Company
Wilbur F. Wheadon.
Company I,
Eighty-eighth
I, Eighty-eighth
Regiment
a pension at the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
the
rate
of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
'da
dB. B. Mann.
awm
Madison
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Hiigley, late of Company
The name of Henry
Henry W. Higley,
Company G, Third Regiment
Regiment Henry
Henry
W. Higley.
.
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
at the
$50
per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of John
of Company
One hundred
C. Jamison.
OhnC.Jamison.
F, One
hundred JJohn
C. Jamison
Jamison,' late
late of
Company F,
The
John C.
and
United States
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer
and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Colored
pension at
at the rate .of $30
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
$30 per
per month
month in lieu
of
that he
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Bridget
Bridget Trainor,
widow of
of Michael
late of
of Bridget
Trainor.
BidgetTramor.
Michael Trainor,
Trainor, late
Trainor, widow
The
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company F,
F, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and
at the
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
receiving.
is now receiving.
.
The name
name of
of William
H. Crawford,
Crawford, late
late of
Company B,
H
crawCraw
of Company
B, Eighth
Eighth ford.
ford.m
William H.
The
Regiment,
and
Company
A,
Sixteenth
Regiment,
Iowa
Volunteer
Regiment, and Company A, Sixteenth Regiment, Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at the
Infantry,
rate of $36
$36 per month
month in lieu
the rate
lieu
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
James H. Hopkins.
William

The
H. Hopkins,
Hopkins, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Fifteenth
The name
name of
of James
James H.
late of
Fifteenth JamesH. Hopkl ns.
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer
Engineers,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
Regiment New York Volunteer Engineers, and pay him a pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
the
$50 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry
en ry Schaffer.
cer.
The
name of
Henry Schaffer,
late of
Company A, One hundred and
of Henry
Schaffer, late
of Company
The name
seventy-third
Regiment Pennsylvania
Drafted Militia
Militia Infantry,
seventy-third Regiment
Pennsylvania Drafted
Infantry, and
and
Company
One hundred
and ninety-fifth
Company H,
H, One
hundred and
ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
of $36
per month
month
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
the rate
rate of
$36 per
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Charles
E Bems.
Charles E. Bemis.
The
E. Bemis,
late of
Company D,
One hundred
hundred
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles E.
Bemis, late
of Company
D, One
Regiment, and
Company A, One hundred
and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment,
and Company
hundred and
and
fifty-first
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aa
fifty-first Regiment, Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The
Christian, late
late of
H, Sixth
Regiment Charles
Christian.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles Christian,
of Company
Company H,
Sixth Regiment
Cha rles ch
stianPennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
rate
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
of $30 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Pomeroy, late
late of
E, One
hundred Charles
H. Pome".
Pomeroy.
Charles H
The
of Charles
Charles H.
H. Pomeroy,
of Company
Company E,
One hundred
and
forty-second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
and forty-second
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
him
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
ln
The
name of
of Addie
Addie P.
P. Shoffner,
of Michael
Michael R.
R. Shoffner,
Shoffner, late Ad
Addle
Shoffner.
die P. Shof
er.
widow of
Shoffner, widow
The name
of
of Company
Company A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Infantry,
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
Infantry, and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$20 per
per month
lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.y
receiving.
of
she is
,A. Wnsor.
The name
name of
of Mary
C. Win,sor,
late of
ofWinsor.
an
VWinsor, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert C.
Winsor, late
The
Mary A.
A. Winsor,
Company A,
A, Tenth
Tenth "leaiment
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company
Regiment Rhode
pay her
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
that she
is
pay
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
of Albert
Albert Flanagan,
of Company
C, Third
Third Regiment
Albert Fa'"n.
Flanagan.
The name
Flanagan, late
late of
Company C,
Regiment Albet
Pennsylvania
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
of
per month
month in
that he
now receiving.
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Ed.
J. HarshThe name
name of
of Edward
Harshman, late
ward J. HarshThe
Edward J.
J. Harshman,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth Edard
Regiment
Infantry, and
the
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of $40
$40 per
of that
receiving.
Pension.
H
te of
of CornCom- Nina
Nina
H.- Love
Love.
The
of Nina
Love, widow
widow of
of David
David F.
F. Love,
Lov, late
Pension.
H. Love,
The name
name of
Nina H.
pany D,
D, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pany
Regiment Indiana
and ComCompany F,
Fifth Regiment
United States
States Veteran
Infantry, and
pay her
her
pany
F, Fifth
Regiment United
Veteran Infantry,
and pay
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
of $12
per month.
aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
am
The
name of
of Samuel
Gibbs, late
of Company
Company E,
Thirty-third SSamuel
N. GibbsGibbs.
uelN.
E, Thirty-third
late of
N. Gibbs,
The name
Samuel N.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
pension at
the
and pay
him aapension
Regiment
of $40
per month
month in
is now
rate of
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Ebeth
Elizabeth Cole.
The
widow of John
John Cole, late of Company Eabeth ole
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Cole,
Cole, widow
The name of
A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
a
A,
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Frederik
H. rris
Frederick H. Perris.
The
name of
of Frederick
H. Ferris,
Ferris, late
Company H,
late of
of Company
H, Thirty-third
The name
Frederick H.
Regiment Illinois
him aa pension at the
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment
:ate
of $30
$.30 per
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
per month
month in
rate of
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The name
late of
Second Independent
name of Cutler D. Sanborn,
Sanborn, late
of Second
Independent
Battery, Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pay him
him a
Light Artillery,
and pay
a
pension at the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
The name of Stanbery Jenkins,
Jenkins, late of Company
Company E,
RegiE, Second
Second Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
of $30
$30 per month
of
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
month in
lieu.of
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
Solomon, late
The name of Richard N. Solomon,
late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Eighth
Eighth

Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
a pension
at
the rate of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he

The name
name of
of Juliann
The
Juliann Bloom, widow
widow of
of John
John H.
H. Bloom,
Bloom, late
late of
of

Thirteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
Regiment Missouri
pay her
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
lieu of
that she

now receiving.
now
receiving.
The
Mary M. Baugher,
The name
name of Mary
Bangher'widow
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Baugher,
Baugher, late
late
I and B, Ninth
of Companies I
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Pensisincreased.
Cavalry, and
Pensions increased.
Cavalry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
month.
Satterfield.
Ida M.
M Sattereld.
The name
name of
Ida M.
Satterfield, widow of Sidney W.
The
of Ida
M. Satterfield,
W. Satterfield,
Satterfield, late
late
of Company
Company A, Sixth Regiment
Regiment West
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
of $20 per
in lieu
that she
she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving.
Waldo
R ay ns waido
do. F. BaynsThe
The name
name of Waldo F.
F. Raynsford,
Raynsford, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Eleventh
ford.
Eleventh
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
him aa.pension
pension
Pension.
Pension.
at the rate
at
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
rate of
of $50
in
lieu
is
now
receiving.
Mary Elizabeth
Maru'
tin.
YE
eth arThe
Elizabeth Martin,
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary Elizabeth
former widow
widow of
Sampson M.
Martin, former
tin.
of Sampson
M.
Archer, late of
of Company
Seventeenth RegiRegiCompany C,
C, and
and lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
colonel, Seventeenth
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
Pensions ineresed.
increased. of
Pensions
of $12
per month.
$12 per
month.
Mary 0. Horton.
Mary . orton.
The name of Mary 0.
O. Horton
Horton, widow
The
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Horton,
Horton late
late
adjutant, First
first lieutenant and adjutant,
First Regiment
United States
States VolunVolunRegiment United
teer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
at the
the rate
rate of
$25 per
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
of $25
per
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Wfiliam Murphy.
Wiliam
The
name
of
William
of Company
The name
William Murphy, late
late of
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
at the
of $36
$36 per
in li
eu of
ofthat'he
th athe i
iving.
of
per month
month in
lieu
iss now
now rece
receiving.
E. Welch.
Annie E.
Welch.
The name
name of
The
of Annie E. Welch, widow
widow of
of John
John H. Welch,
Welch, late
of
late of
Battery
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Battery B, Pennsylvania
Artillery, and
and dependent
dependent
Light Artillery,
mother of John
John R.
R. Welch,
Welch, late of
Company M,
M, Sixteent
of Company
Sixteent Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, War
United States Infantry,
War with Spain,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the
Spain, and
pay her
pension at
rate
of
$20
per
month
-in
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
month
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
T
Elizabeth
Botinier.
Zbeth Boti
er.
The
of Elizabeth
widow of
The name
name of
Elizabeth Botinier, widow
of William
William Botinier,
Botinier, late
late of
of
Company C, Thirteenth
Regiment United
Thirteenth Regiment
United States
States Colored
Colored Heavy
Heavy
Artillery and pay her aapension at
Artillery,
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
at the
rate of
of that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
James
Jeffers.
a" Je
f
.
The name of
Jeffers, late
Company C, Sixth
The name of James
James Jeffers,
late of
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
of
at the rate of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
in.
he
is
now
receiving.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
William N.
N. Grimes.
Wiiam
Orimes.
The name
of William
William N.
The
name of
N. Grimes,
Grimes, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
the
a pension
pension at
Pension.
Pension.
rate of $30 per
month
in
lieu
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Cahsta
E. Wright.
Calsta E.
Wright.
The name
name of
The
of Calista
Calista E.
E. Wright,
Wright, widow of Henry 0.
0. Wright,
Wright, late
late
of
of Company
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Pensions
increased. and pay
Pensions incrased.
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
pay her a
$12 per
month.
per month.
Sarah D. Woad.
arah D. Wod.
The name
name of
of Sarah
E. Wood, late
The
Sarah D.
D. Wood, widow
widow of Jonathan
Jonathan E.
late of
of
Company H, Seventh Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted
Infantry, and pay
a pension at the rate of $24
Infantry,
pay her
her a
$24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William H. Park.
illim Park
The name
name of
of William
William IL
I. Park,
Park, late of
The
of Company F,
F, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
E$en
D
36 per month
$36
month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Ellen Davenport.
EUeDaveort.
The name
name of
Ellen Davenport,
Davenport, widow
widow of Edwin
The
of Ellen
Edwin L.
L. Davenport,
Davenport, late
late
of
Company
F,
and
first
lieutenant and adjutant, Fifty-second
of Company
and
lieutenant
Fifty-second RegiRegiPension.
Pension.

Mary H.
M.Baugher.
Baugher.
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a penVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
ment United States Colored Volunteer

sion at
rate of
of $24 per
receiving.
of that she
she is now receiving.
per month
month in lieu of
the rate
sion
at the

I, Twenty-sixth
of Company
Company I,
Prior, late
The name
name of
of John
John S.
S. Prior,
late of
Twenty-sixth RegiThe

John S.
Prior.
S. PriorJohn

ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
him aapension
pension at the rate of
Infantry, and
and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
ment

per month
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
is now
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
Pensions.
ary Clapper.
cpper.
Cor- MMary
The name
Mary Clapper,
Clapper, widow
Jacob Clapper,
Clapper, late of Comof Jacob
widow of
of Mary
The
name of
and
former
pany
F,
Eighth
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
former
Infantry,
pany F, Eighth Regiment Vermont Volunteer
widow of
Marshall G.
G. Hardy,
of Company
Company I, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh RegiRegilate of
Hardy, late
of Marshall
widow
a pension
Infantry, and pay
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
pension at the
Massachusetts Volunteer
ment Massachusetts
Elizabeth
StafElizabeth N. Stat.
rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
ford.
The
of Elizabeth
Stafford, ford.
of David
David M. Stafford,
widow of
N. Stafford,
Stafford, widow
Elizabeth N.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-sixth
Volunteer
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Twenty-sixth Regiment
late
Infantry,
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
Pensions
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
at the
of $12
pay her
her a
a pension
Infantry, and
and pay
nc y S. H. Good.
s . H. Goo d Goodwin, wZ ancy
of Richard
The name
widow of
Richard Goodwin,
H. Goodwin,
Goodwin, widow
S. H.
of Nancy
Nancy S.
name of
The
late
Company C,
and Company
Company B,
ConsoliB, ConsoliRegiment, and
Thirtieth Regiment,
C, Thirtieth
of Company
late of
dated
Battalion, Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her a
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
dated Battalion,
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in lieu of
of that
per month
at the
Hovis.
The
name of
Eli Hovis,
of Company
Company K,
K, Fourth
Regiment Eli
EliHovis.
Fourth Regiment
late of
Hovis, late
of Eli
The name
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay him a
apension at the rate
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Pennsylvania
of $40
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
month in
of
$40 per
per month
John W. Buskirk.
The name
of John
John W.
Buskirk, late
of Company
Company F,
Regiment J o W- BuskirkF, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
late of
W. Buskirk,
The
name of
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate of
$36
of $36
a pension
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Indiana
Pension.
Pension.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
per
Melissa Elliott.
elissaEiott
The name
of Melissa
Melissa Elliott,
Elliott, former
former widow
widow of
of Paul
Paul Sisley,
Sisley, late
late of
of
name of
The
Companies K
K and
and A,
A, One
hundred and
fifty-first Regiment
Regiment New York
and fifty-first
One hundred
Companies
$12 per
her aa pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at the rate
rate of $12
and pay her
Volunteer
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
month.
month.
A. sell.
CatharTieA.-Ve
of ComThe name
Catharine A.
Mell, widow
widow of
of John
John Mell,
Moll, late
late of
Com- Catharine
A. Mell,
of Catharine
name of
The
Volunteer
pany F,
ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
and ninth
hundred and
Two hundred
pany
F, Two
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
per month
in lieu
lieu
month in
$20 per
rate of
of $20
at the
the rate
a pension
Infantry, and
ame Dunn.
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving
of that
she is
James Dunn.
The name
name of
of James
Dunn, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Twenty-first RegiRegiH, Twenty-first
James Dunn,
The
ment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension at the
pay him
Infantry, and
ment Wisconsin
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
Pension.
rate of
Henrietta Schmidt.
The
of Henrietta
former widow
of Peter
Peter Eberle,
Eberle, HenriettaSchmidt.
widow of
Schmidt, former
Henrietta Schmidt,
name of
The name
late
Company B,
B, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
InfanVolunteer InfanRegiment Ohio Volunteer
late of
of Company
try, and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
of $12
a pension
try,
and pay
McHenry.
Amanda McHenry.
McHenry, late Amanda
John N.
N. McHenry,
The name
name of
of Amanda
widow of
of John
McHenry, widow
Amanda McHenry,
The
of
Company
I,
Thirty-second
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Iowa
of Company I, Thirty-second Regiment
pay
at the
the rate
of $20
per month
lieu of that she is
month in lieu
$20 per
rate of
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
now receiving.
receiving.
Washington
E. Ca
now
Washington E.
CaThe
of Washington
E. Carothers,
Carothers, late sergeant
sergeant major, Ono
One rothers.
rothers.
Washington E.
name of
The name
hundred and
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
hundred
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
per month in lieu of that he is
$50 per
rate of $50
at the
the rate
pay
now receiving.
receiving.
nlow
alias
Emil
B. King, alias
receiving.
Iow
Emil B.
Emil B. Koenig.
The name
of Emil
B. King.
Emil B.
B. Koenig,
of Company
Company EmilB.
late of
Koenig, late
King, alias
alias Emil
Emil B.
name of
The
I), Seventh
Seventh Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him aa
Infantry, and
Regiment New
I),
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
pension at
James P. Martin.
Regiment Jam es MrtinH, First
The name
name of
of James
James P.
P. Martin,
Martin, late
of Company
Company H,
First Regiment
late of
The
Wisconsin
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
him aapension at the
pay him
Wisconsin Volunteer
rate
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
in lieu
rate of
of $30
Phebe A. Talcott.
The name
Talcott, widow
of Israel
Israel Talcott,
late of
of PhebeA.Talcott
Talcott, late
widow of
A. Talcott,
of Phebe
Phebe A.
name of
The
Company
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Company.F,
and
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
month in
$20 per
at the
pension at
and pay
pay her
is
is now receiving.
Samuel A. Pye.
The name
Pye, late
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred and
and Samuel A.Pyelate of
of Company
A. Pye,
Samuel A.
name of
of Samuel
The
seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
seventh Regiment
pension at
at the
the rate
$40 per
per month
of that
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $40
rate of
pension
Hoover.
amuel Hoover.
The name
Samuel Hoover,
Regiment Samuel
E, First Regiment
Company E,
of Company
late of
Hoover, late
name of
of Samuel
The
Illinois
Volunteer
Light
Artillery
,
and
pay
him
apension
at
the
rate
the
rate
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him a pension at
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
of
v
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The
name of
of Companies
The name
of John
John Amberg,
Amberg, late of
Companies IIand
and C,
C, Ninth
Ninth Regi.
Ro.
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
an d pay
pay him
him f1,
t
he
a pension
pension at
at the
Pesion.
Pension.
rate
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he
is
now receiving.
rate of
of $40
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Susanna
Ssanna E.
E. Martin.
Mrtin
The name
of Susannah
Martin, former
The
name of
Susannah E.
E. Martin,
former widow
widow of
of Joseph
W. Blair,
Blair,
Joseph W.
late of Company H, First Regiment
Regiment Arkan
sa
s Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Arkansas
Pension increased.
creasd
pay her a
Pension
a pension at
at the
of
$12
per
month.
the rate
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Andrew Rambo.
Andrew
ambo.
The
Andrew Rambo,
Rambo, late
The name
name of
of Andrew
late of Company
Company G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
the rate
Pension.
$50
per month
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he is
now
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Martha
Bell.
Iartha B
Tohe
name of Martha
former widow
The name
Martha Bell, former
of George
George W.
W. Fullhart,
Fullhart,
widow of
late
late of Company K, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanPensionsincreased.
Peaionsinsed. try,
try, and pay her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
Roderick Schoonie
ooThe
name of Roderick
over.
Roderick Schoonover,
Schoonover, late
The name
of Companies
C and
and B,
B,
late of
Companies C
Second Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and Company
Company K.
K,
State Militia
Thirteenth
Volunteer
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunt
eer Cavalry,
Cava, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at the rate of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
that heeis
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
Benjamin
W. Skel.nijaninw.
- i. The
name of Benjamin
Benjamin W. Skeltoi,
The name
Skelton, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
ton.
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him a
a pension
rate of
$40
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
of
$40
per
receiving.
Augustus F.
Augustus
F. WoltWoltThe
of Augustus
Augustus F.
F. Wellman,
Woltman, late
Wan.
The name
name of
late of CompanyE,
Company E, Two
Two hunhunR
dred and seventh
egiment Pennsylvania
seventh Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
month in
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Joseph
JOphW
.
The name of Joseph
Walton, late
Joseph Walton,
late of
Company H,
One hundred
hundred and
of Company
H, One
and
ninety-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ninety-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of
a
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
of $30
$30 per
per month
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Samuel
Platt&
samo Pltts.
The
name of
Samuel Platte,
Platte, late
late of
The name
of Samuel
of Company
Company A,
A, Two
Two hundredth
hundredth
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regunent
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay him
him a
pension
Infantry,
and
pay
a pension
$
Pensions
tlhe rate of $30
Pensions.
30 per month
month in
at the
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
is
now
Mary
R. Ramsey.
ry B.
amsey.
The
of Mary
Mary R. Ramsey,
Ramsey, widow
The name
name of
widow of
of William
William R.
Ramsey, late
late of
of
R. Ramsey,
Company
One hundred
eighty-fifth Regiment
Company G,
G, One
hundred and eighty-fifth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and pay
Infantry,
pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
Hattie S.. Swif
Swift.
The
name of
of Hattie
Hattie S.
former widow
widow of
The name
S. Swift,
Swift, former
of Asahel
Asahel H.
H. Hewett,
Hewett,
late
Regiment Michigan
late of Company E, Fifth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
Pensinasiaa.
pay her a
Pensions
increased.
a pension
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Ernestine
W. Shetrnetne W.
ShetThe
name
of
Ernestine
W.
Shetrone, widow
The name of Ernestine W. Shetrone,
widow of
of Martin
Martin H.
IL Shetrone,
Shetrone,
Me.
late
Battalion, Pennsylvania
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First Battalion,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
pay her
a pension
and pay
her a
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
that she
is now receiving.
wml. H.
William
Swartz.
H.Swtm.
The name
Swartz, late of Company
The
name ofWilliam
of William H. Swartz,
Company G,
G, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and
him aa
.pension
pension at
at tTle
the
and pay
pay him
rate
rate of $27 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
is
now
receiving.
Laura
L~ V.V. Croll.
cro.
The name
name of
of Laura
Laura V. Croll, widow
The
widow of William H.
IL Croll,
Croll, late
of
late of
Company
I, Eleventh Regiment
Company I,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay
pay her
and
her a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she
of that
is now receiving.
Sarah A. Parker.
arker.
The name of Sarah A. Parker, widow of Henry G. Parker,
The name of Sarah A. Parker , widow of Henry
late of
of
late
Company
Company K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
pay her a
apension
pension at the rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
of $20
per month
month in
of that
Pensions.
now
Pensions.
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Mary S.. Lovekoy.
Lovjoy.
The
of Mary
S. Lovejoy,
Lovejoy, widow of Stephen
The name
name of
Mary- S.
Stephen Lovejoy,
Lovejoy, late
late of
of
Company
D, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer Infantry,
Company D,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
her
her aapension
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Nora Dikeson.
Die_kerson.
The name of Nora Dickerson, widow of Lyman W. Dickerson,
The name of Nora Dickerson, widow
Lyman
Dickerson, late
late
of
Company F, Sixth Regiment Ohio
of Company
Ohio Volunteer
former
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
former
widow of
Chivington, late of Company E,
widow
of Clement Chivmgton,
E, One
and
One hundred
hundred and
fifty-second
Indiana Volunteer
fifty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Peionsi
ed pension at the rate of $12
Pensionsincreased.
$12 per month.
aMIL Robards.
Ella
Ftobards.
The name of Ella
Robards, widow
Franklin E. Robards,
The name of
Ella M.
M. Robards,
widow of Franklin
Robards, late
late
of Company
C, Fourth
of
Company C,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
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pay her aapension at
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is
at the rate
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Hezekiah Allen.
Allen.
Hezekiah
The
name of
late of
of Company
E, Tw
enty-third
The name
of Hezekiah
Hezekiah Allen
Allen, late
Company E,
Twenty-third
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
the
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
F. Eaton.
Eaton.
The name of Lois F. Eaton,
Eaton, widow
John L.
L. Eaton,
Eaton, late
late of
of ComCom- Lois F.
widow of
of John
pany I,
I, First Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island
Island Cavalry,
Cavalry, and Twelfth
Company-,
Twelfth Company,
Second
Reserve Corps,
her a
pension at
at the
the
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate
rate of $20
is now
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Josephine
Ham
The name
name of Josephine
Josephine P. Ham, widow
widow of
Charles F.
F. Ham,
Ham, late
of Josephine P. Ham
of Charles
late of
Company
I, Twenty-sixth
Company I,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry,
and pay
her a
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
ot
she is
is now
ol that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
S. Davis.
Davis.
name of
of Charles
Charles S.
Davis, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Eleventh
Regi- Charles S.
The name
S. Davis,
late of
Eleventh Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
ment New
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
the rate of
of $36
$36 per month
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
Isaac Koon.
Koon.
Isaac
The name of
of Isaac Koon,
late of Company
Company B,
Sixth Regiment
West
Koon, late
B, Sixth
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
of $30
$30
Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
now receiving.
per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
George Binnix.
Binnix.
name of
George Binnix,
late of
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Regi- George
The name
of George
Binnix, late
of Company
Eleventh RegiMaryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
ment Maryland
pension at
at the
the
and pay him
him a
a pension
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
is now
receiving.
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pension.
Payton.
Payton, late
of Company
I, One
hundred and
and George Payton.
The name of George
George Payton,
late of
Company I,
One hundred
forty-fourth
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him a
forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a
pension at the
the rate
pension
$18 per
rate of
of $18
per month.
month.
Pensions Increased.
increased.
John M. Gilbert.
The name
name of John M. Gilbert,
Company F,
Fourth RegiRegi- John
Gilbert, late of Company
F, Fourth
ment
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
and pay
pay him
him aapension
ment Tennessee
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension
at the rate of
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $36 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
E. Cole.
The name of Matilda E.
Cole, widow
E. Cole,
widow of Joseph S.
S. B.
B. Cole,
Cole, late
Iate of
of Matilda E.
Ninth Independent
Independent Company,
Company, Ohio
Ohio Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
her a
and pay
pay her
a
pension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
that she
she is
now receivreceivpension at
at the rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
ing.
of Ellen
Merritt, widow
Walter E.
The name
name of
Ellen Merritt,
widow of
of Walter
E. Hall,
Hall, alias
alias Walter
Walter
E. Merritt,
seaman, United
United States
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
Merritt, late ordinary
ordinary seaman,
States Navy,
her aa
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
pension
per month.
The
The name of
Elijah J.
J. Freeman,
Freeman, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Twentyof Elijah
late of
Twentyseventh
Regiment Iowa
and pay
him aapension
pension
seventh Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
lieu of
at the
the rate
rate of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
ie is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
David Gilbert,
of Company
Company D,
One hundred
hundred and
and
The name of
of David
Gilbert, late
late of
D, One
eleventh Regiment
United States
States Colored
and pay
pay him
eleventh
Regiment United
Colored Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
pension
rate of
per month
of that
is now
now receiving.
The
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Eighty-fifth
The name
name of
of Silas
Silas Garrison,
Garrison, late
Eighty-fifth RegiRegiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
him aa pension
the rate
of $40
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The
of James
Regiment
The name
name of
James D.
D. McBride,
McBride, late
late major,
major, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
United States
United
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
he is
is now
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
Alexander Gudgel,
Gudgel, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred
The name
name of
of Alexander
and forty-fifth
and pay
pay him
him aa
and
forty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
of $50
per month
in lieu
receiving.
pension
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
Emily E.
Smith, widow
of A.
A. B.
B. Cooley
Smith, late
The
of Emily
E. Smith,
widow of
Cooley Smith,
late of
of
Company
Infantry,
Company H,
II, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
she
and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
month in
lieu of
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
The name
name of Charlotte
Charlotte H.
Moore, widow
widow of
George Moore,
Moore late
late of
of
H. Moore,
of George
Company
A, Sixteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company A,
Sixteenth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and
pension at the rate
rate of
that she
she
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The
name of
of Henry
Henry H.
H. Howes,
Howes, late
B, Fourth
The name
late of
of Company
Company B,
Fourth RegiRegiment
pay him
pension at
the
ment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
receiving.

Pension.
Pension.
Elen
Ellen Merritt.

Pensions increased.
Freeman.
Elijah J. Freeman.

David Gilbert.
David

Garrison.
Silas Garrison.

McBride.
James D. McBride.

Alexander Gudgel.
Gudgel.

Emily E.
E. Smith.
Smith.

Charlotte I1.
11. Moore.

Howes.
Henry H. Howes.
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The name of John
Company L, Third
John F. Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, late of Company
Third Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and,. pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the rate
ment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
rate
of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
of that
James T.
T. Clark.
James
Clark.
The name
T. Clark, late
name of James T.
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Third
Regiment
Third Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
of
$36 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
Edward
Edward C. Eubank.
Ebank.
The name
name of
The
of Edward C.
Eubank, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Seventh
C. Eubank,
G, Seventh
Regiment
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Cavalry, and
him aa pension
at
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Julia
V. White.
Julia v.
V. White,
White, widow
of Fred
White, late
late of
of
The name of Julia V.
widow of
Fred W.
W. White,
Forty-seventh Regiment
Company- D, Forty-seventh
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
and
pay
her
aapension at the rate
she
and i
snow
her
receiving.
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
that
John F.
F. Hitchcock.
John
Hitchcock.

she is now receiving.

The name
The
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred
name of
of Lemon
Lemon McGrew,
McGrew, late
Regiment United States
and tenth Regiment
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
States Colored
and
pension at
the rate
of $40
$40 per
hen of
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he
IS now receiving.
receiving.
is
tevenson.
Daniel Stevenson.
The
Daniel Stevenson,
F, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
The name of
of Daniel
Stevenson late
late of
of -Company
Company F,
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Iiafantry,
pay him
him aa-pension
at
Infantry, ,and
and pay
penslon at
the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
that -he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
John A.
A. white
White.
The
of John
John A.
A. White,
White, late
G, Nineteenth
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company G,
Nineteenth
Regiment,
Company H, Fifty-eighth
Reo'iment, and Company
Fifty-eighth Regiment,
Massachusetts
Regiment, Massachusetts
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
month in
in lieu
of
that
he is
now receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Thomas
Thoms
JL H
larThe name
F, Eightybaugh•
Hai'
The
name of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. Harbaugh,
Harbaugh, late of Company F,
Eightyfirst Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Sixth RegiRegiand chaplain
chaplain Sixth
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay him
and pay
him aapenpension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Jacob Green.
Green
The name
Green, late
name of Jacob
Jacob Green,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-third Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
twenty-third
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving.
achariah Camp.
The name
name of Zachariah
Zachariah Camp, late of
Zachariah Camp.
The
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
and pay him a
apension at the rate
rate of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
he is now
now receiving.
Mary
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. English.
Mary E.
English, widow
of Edward
late of
of
E. English,
widow of
Edward English,
English, late
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company G, Third Regiment
and pay
pay her
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
Penk ion.
receiving.
receiving.
Lounie H.. Thayer.
Thayer.
name of
Louise H.
Louise
The name
of Louise
widow of
of Charles
Charles D.
HumH. Thayer,
Thaver, former
former widow
D. Humphrey, late of Company
Company F, Eighth
Heavy
Eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Heavy
Artillery, and of United States Navy, and pay her a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
'PnsionsIncreased.
rate of $12
Pensions
Increased,
rate
$12 per
month.
per month.
Clara I.
The name of Clara L. Presley,
Presley, widow
widow of
Clara
T.. Pre.ley.
PreAey.
Charles R.
R. Presley,
Presley-, late
of Charles
late
aalandsman, United States Navy, and pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate
a .pension
at the
Nfarcilla Dusseau.
of
$20 per
per month
lieu o
atshe
she i
rece iving.
Mareilla
l)usseau.
of $20
month in
in lieu
offth
that
iss now
now receiving.
The name of Marcilla Dusseau, widow
widow of Oliver Dusseau
late of
of
Dusseau, late
Company H, Fifteenth
Regiment Michigan
Fifteenth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her
is
John W. Dewro,e,
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Jelin
Dewrose.
The name
name of John
John W. Dewrose,
DeNv-rose; late of Company C, Fourteenth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
at
lieu
Maroret C. Showell. the rate of $36
8,36 per month in li
eu of
ofthat
th athe
he is
i
s now rece
i
vi
ng.
receiving.
Marrethotel.
The
Margaret C. Shotwell, widow of William
William H.
The name
name of
of Margaret
H. Shotwell,
Shotwell,
late
Fifty-third Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
late of
of Company B, Fifty-third
Regiment Kentucky
Vol
un t
eer
Infantry,
pay
her
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of $20
Infantry, and
and p
ay h
er a
$20 per
per month in lieu
lieu
William
H .0.
of that
that she is
ow receiving.
illiam f.
;. Mur- of
is n
now
receiving.
ray.
ray alias Henry
The name
name of William
H: G. Murray,
don. sa. Hiery (,orThe
William H.
Murray, alias Henry
Henry Gordon,
Gordon, late
l
at
e o
off
United States
Navy, and
and pay
a pension at the rate of $40 per
United
States Navy,
pay him
him a
per
Pension
month in lieu of that he
Pension.
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
F G
l in
Lois . odr .
The name
name of
1.0i5 F. Godwin.
The
of Lois F. Godwin,
Godwin, widow
widow of Orin M. Godwin, late of
Company C,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Company
C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
pay
a pension at the
her a
the rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
McGrew.
Lemon McGrew.
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of Company
Company L, Ninth RegiBostwick, late
late of
Joseph L.
L. Bostwick,
The name of Joseph
ment, and
New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
Second Regiment,
Regiment, New
ment,
and Company M, Second
Heavy Artillery,
pension at
per month
month
of $50 per
him a
a pension
at the rate
rate of
Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay him
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
in
The
Artemas C. Barclay,
Barclay, late of the
the United
United States Navy,
of Artemas
The name
name of
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
in lieu
that he
he
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of that
and
him aapension
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Approved,
1916.
31, 1916.
Approved, August
August 31,

Pensions increased.
Joseph L. Bostwick.

CHAP. 435.-An
435.—An Act
Act Authorizing
Authorizing and
directing the
War to
to lease
lease to
to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
CHAP.
and directing
Charleston-Dunbar Traction
Traction Company
Company a
strip or
parcel of
of land
owned by
by the
the
a certain
certain strip
or parcel
land owned
Charleston-Dunbar
United States
on the
Kanawha River
in West
River in
West Virginia.
Virginia.
the Great
Great Kanawha
States Government
Government on
United

Pensions increased.

Artemas C. Barclay.

Artemas C. Barclay

September 1
September
1 1916.
5103.'
IS. 5104
[S.

[Private No 147 .

(Private, No. 147.1

Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Charleston-I) unbar
CharlestonDunbar
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled
States of America in
Secretary of War Traction
Company.
land to,
be, and
and he
authorized and directed to lease,
lease, at a
anominal Lease of land
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
be,
Great Kanawha River
Gprt vBehat W.River
the Charleston-Dunbar
rental value
Charleston-Dunbar improvement,
per year,
year, to the
value of not exceeding
exceeding $50 per
rental
Va.
Traction Company,
corporation, its successors
assigns, the
or assigns,
the strip
a corporation,
successors or
Traction
Company, a
of land
fifteen feet
and six
and eight-tenths
eight-tenths
six hundred
hundred and
and one and
of
land fifteen
feet wide
wide and
feet long,
long, or
or approximately
approximately twenty-one
hundredths of an
acre, which
which
an acre,
twenty-one hundredths
feet
said
land is
situated at
or near
near United
States Government
Government
at or
United States
said strip
strip of
of land
is situated
Lock and
Six of
the Great
improveRiver improveof the
Great Kanawha
Kanawha River
and Dam
Dam Numbered
Numbered Six
Lock
ment, near
in. the State
which
Virginia, which
Charleston, in
State of West Virginia,
near the
the city
city of
of Charleston,
ment,
said
of land
land said Charleston-Dunbar
Charleston-Dunbar Traction
Traction Company
Company is now
said strip of
Proviso.
occupying with
with its
its track:
Provided, That
said annual
rental shall be Proviso.
That said
annual rental
track: Provided,
occupying
Payment, etc.
etc
promptly
paid as
War, and that the Payment,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War,
required by
as required
promptly paid
United
Government shall sustain
reason
expense by reason
sustain no loss or expense
United States
States Government
Maintenance of
of
of
traction company:
company: And providedfurther,
providedfurther, That said crtMatenance
of said
said lease
lease to
to said traction
crossings, etc.
traction
company
shall
not
fence
up
said
strip
of
land
unless
required
e
traction company shall not fence up said strip of land unless required
to do
by the
of War;
War; and shall,
shall, at its own
own expense,
to
do so
so by
the Secretary
Secretary of
keep up
the existing
over said
said traction
comexisting crossings
crossings over
traction comkeep
up and
and maintain
maintain the
Station to be repany's
line on
the Government
property: And
provided _further,
to be r
further, That
That taion
Government property:
And provided
pany'sline
on the
tained.
said traction
remove its
station or stop upon
upon or
traction company shall not
not remove
its station
said
near
the Government's
said stop
and station
station is
property as said
stop and
is at
at
near the
Government's said
said property
present located.
present
located.
Approved,
September 1, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September

pensions to certain soldiers
pensions and
and increase
CHAP.
442.—An Act Granting
Granting pensions
increase of pensions
CHAP. 442.-An
and sailors
the Regular
Regular Army
Navy and
and of
of Wars
the Civil
War, and
and
than the
Civil War,
Wars other
other than
Army and
and Navy
of the
and
sailors of
to certain
certain widows
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
of such
such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
relatives of

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
enacted by
the Senate
Be it
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States
of America
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
Interior
pension roll,
subject to
provisions and
limitations of
of the
pension
the pension
and limitations
to the
the provisions
roll, subject
pension

laws—
lawsThe
Fred Burnstead,
late of
of Company
Twenty-third
A, Twenty-third
Company A;
Burnstead, late
of Fred
The name
name of
Regiment
United States
with Spam,
Spam, and
him aa
pay him
and pay
War with
Infantry, War
States Infantry,
Regiment United
pension at
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
the rate
rate of
pension
Johnson, widow
The
Mary A. Johnson,
widow of John Johnson,
Johnson, late of ComComname of Mary
The name
pany H1,
II, Twenty-fourth
and Troop
Troop
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
Twenty-fourth Regiment
pany
Establishment,
K.,
Ninth Regiment
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Regiment United
K, Ninth
and
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per month
month and
and $2
$2 per
per month
month
at the
and pay
additional
children of said John
John
of the minor
minor children
of each
each of
on account
account of
additional on
Johnson until
reach the age
sixteen years.
age of sixteen
until they
they reach
Johnson
The
name of
Mary L.
L. Munvon,
Munvon, widow
F. Munyon,
Munyon alias
alias
of William
William F.
widow of
of Mary
The name
William Anear,
Anear , late
late of
United. States
States Navy,
EstablishNavy, Regular
Regular Establishthe United
of the
William
$12 per month.
the rate
rate of $12
ment, and
pay her a
apension at the
and pay
ment,

September 5,
1, 1916.
1916.
September
Is. (369.)
6369.1
[S.
(Private, No. 148.)

[Private, No. 148.)

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Fred
Burnstead.
Fred Burnstead.

Mary A.
A. Johnson.
Johnson.
Mary

Mary L.
L. Munyon.
Munyon.
Mary
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Walter B.
B. Hockett.
Walter
Hockett.

1916.
1916.

The name of
of Walter
Walter B. Hockett,
The
Hockett, late of Company
Company M, Second
Second RegiRegiSpain, and
pay him
him aa
ment Oregon
Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
pension
$12 per
per month.
month.

Elizabeth Dunn Howe,
widow of
of Walter
Walter Howe,
The name of Elizabeth
Howe, widow
Howe, late
late
brigadier general
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment, and
general United States Any,
pay her aapension
the rate
of $30
per month.
month.
pension at the
rate of
$30 per
Tlespie
C. Holway.
espieC.
Holway.
The name of Hepsie C. Holway, widow of
of Wesley
Wesley O.
0. Holway,
Holway, late
late
chaplain, United
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
her
chaplain,
United States
States Navy,
Regular Establishment,
pay her
a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
a pension
the rate
Joshua E.
Howard.
Joshua
E. Hoard
The name of Joshua E. Howard,
Howard, late of Company
Company C, Second
Second RegiRegiInfantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
a
pension at
rate of
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month.
month.
Anna Neff.
Anna
Nef.
The name of Anna
Anna Neff, widow of William L. Neff, late
late of
of Band
Sixteenth Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
Regiment United
War with
and
of $12
pay her a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Tone
L
Bell.
Ie
L
The name of lone
Ione I. Bell, widow of William
William H. Bell, late
late of
of United
United
States ship Yantic, United States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
Rd
.
tory M. Wilder.
Wilder.
ialoryM.
late surgeon,
The name
name of Hillory
Hillory M. Wilder, late
surgeon First
First Regiment
Regiment
North Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, ?
and pay
War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
Pension inionn
Increased.
Pension
pension
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
ension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
John 0. McMahon.
John . McMahon
O. McMahon
The name of John O.
MeMahon late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
War with
with. Spain,
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry, War
Spain, and
him a
apension
of $15
$15 per
month in
he is
is now
pension at
at the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Benjamin H. MeadThe name
Benjamin
Mead- The
name of
of Benjamin
Benjamin H.
IL Meadows,
Meadows, late
late of
E, Second
Second
of Company
Company E,
ows.
ow.
Regiment North Carolina
Infantry, War with
Regiment
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with. Spain, and
pay_ him
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
at the
rate of
him aapension
ensionsinreasedpay
Pensions
increased.
Charles H. Dorman.
Dorman.
The name
Charles II.
H. Dorman,
Dorman, late
late of
name of
of Charles
of Company
Company A
A of
of Instruction,
Instruction
Service, United
United States
States Army,
Allay, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
General Service,
and
pay him aapension at the
the rate of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
per month
now
g.
now receivi
receiving.
Jotham B. Jacobs.
otham B. Jaob
The name of
B. Jacobs,
Jacobs, late
of Jotham
Jotham B.
late of
Troop H,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
of Troop
H, Eighth
United
Cavalry, Regular
pay him
him a
pension
United States
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
a pension
at the rate of
of $17
$17 per
month in
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
is now
receiving.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Sarah A. Workman.
sarah
a. Work
The name
name of Sarah A. Workman,
Workman, widow
of Andrew
Andrew J.
widow of
J. Workman,
Workman,
late of Company
Company B, Mormon
Mormon Battalion,
Volunteers, War
War with
with
Battalion, Iowa
Iowa Volunteers,
Mexico, and
Mexico,
and pay
pay her a
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
a pension
pension at the
of $20
now receiving.
of that
that she i
issnow
receiving.
Lucy Cole.
uLy Cole.
rThe name
name of Lucy Cole
late of
Company
The
Cole, widow
widow of James B. Cole, late
of Company
D, Mormon Battalion
Battalion Volunteers,
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
Volunteers, War
War with
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now receiving.
in lieu
she isnowreceiving.
David W. Tierriman.
r)avi . errman.
The name
name of
of David
David W.
W. Herriman
Herriman, late of Company
Company B, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him aa
pension at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
of $12
$12 per
per month
is now
F:ridy J. Workman.
e:tl::
J. workman.
The name of Eddy
Workman, late
Eddy J.
J. Workman,
late of
of Battery
Battery I,
I, First
First Regiment
Regiment
United
States
L
States Artillery,
Artillery, War
War with Spain, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
that
the
rate
of
he
is
now
receiving.
Henry Scblobohm.
Iftnry Sehlobohm.
The
name of
of Henry
Regiment
The name
Henry Schlobohm,
Schlobohm, late of Troop K,
K, First
First Regiment
United
'United States Cavalry, War with
with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him aapension
pension at
rate of $24 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month in
of that
that he
receiving.
PerLiiort.
McCauley.-.
Maoel McCauley
!Label
The name of Mabel McCaulev,
McCaulev,
McCauley, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Thomas W.
W. McCauley,
late of Company C, One hundred
hundred and sixtieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay her aa pension
pension at the
the
rate of $12 per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
Lorui Hines.
The name
Louis
Louis Hines,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Seventh
The
name of
of Louis
Hines, late
Seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
eenth Regiment,
Regi
ment, U
ni
te d S
tates Infantry,
I
nf
antry,
and Company
Company D,
D, Fift
Fifteenth
United
States
Regular Establishment,
a pension
Regular
Establishment, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $36
$:16
receiving.
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
George w.
W. Dawson.
Dawson.
The name
name of
W. Dawson,
Dawson, late
the United
Marine
The
of George
George W.
late of
of the
United States
States Marine
Corps, United
United States Navy, Regular
Corps,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay him a
a
Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Howe.

oe

Dunn
Dunn
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pension
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
$17 per
is now
of $17
per month
month in lieu of
of that he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Emma
Emma E. Boswell,
widow of Benjamin
Benjamin D.
D. Boswell,
Boswell, widow
Boswell,
late second lieutenant
lieutenant Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
pension at
the rate
rate
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $25
$25 per
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
of
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
The name
name of
Kate K.
widow of
of James
James M.
Henry, late
The
of Kate
K. Henry,
Henry, widow
M. Lake
Lake Henry,
late
second
lieutenant, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War
United States
second lieutenant,
with
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
in
of that
she is
now receiving.
The
of Mary
McElroy, widow
widow of
of Jackson
Jackson C.
McElroy, late
late
Mary A.
A. McElroy,
C. McElroy,
The name
name of
first lieutenant
Company E,
Third Regiment
Volunteers,
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteers,
lieutenant Company
E, Third
first
War with
with Mexico,
pension at the
the rate
month
pay her
her aapension
rate of $20 per month
War
Mexico, and
and pay
receiving.
that she is now receiving.
in lieu of that
The
name of
Frank Lintz, late of
Fourteenth Regiof Company
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
The name
of Frank
ment United
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him aa
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
ment
pension
at the
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
the rate
$40 per
lieu of
of that
The name
of Charles
Skilling,s, late
late of
of Company
RegiM, First
First RegiCompany M,
Charles H.
H. Skillings,
The
name of
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Spain, and
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
ment
pension at
the rate
that he
he is now
now receiving.
$16 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that
at the
rate of
of $16
pension
of ComThe
name of
Mary Miller, widow
John W. Miller,
Miller, late of
widow of
of John
The name
of Mary
pany K,
K, Thirty-fifth
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Regular
Infantry, Regular
United States
pany
Thirty-fifth Regiment
Establishment, and
$12 per month.
and pay her aapension at the rate of $12
Establishment,
The name
of Mary
Mary J.
Nolan, widow
widow of
Joseph F.
F. Nolan,
Nolan, late
late of
of
of Joseph
J. Nolan,
The
name of
United States
Corps ' War
with Spain,
Spain, and
a pension
pension
and pay her
her a
War with
States Marine
Marine Corps,
United
at
the rate
rate of
month, and
per month
additional on
on account
and $2
$2 per
month additional
account
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month,
of
minor child
of said
said Joseph
until he reaches
reaches the
age
the age
Joseph F.
F. Nolan
Nolan until
child of
of the
the minor
of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
The name
name of
James M.
Brown, late
of Troop
C, Third
Regiment
of James
M. Brown,
late of
Troop C,
Third Regiment
The
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him aapenEstablishment, and
United
States Cavalry,
sion at
at the rate of $12
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that he
$12 per month
sion
Company A,
A, Thirteenth
The
Henry T. Hertslet, late of Company
Thirteenth
of Henry
The name of
Regiment
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
United States
Statesi Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment United
him
pension at
$30 per
now
lieu of that
that he is now
of $30
per month
month in lieu
at the
the rate
rate of
him aapension
receiving.
The name
of David
David Noe,
Noe, late
of Company
Company H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regilate of
The
name of
ment United
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
and pay
Establishment, and
Infantry, Regular
United States
ment
at the
the rate
rate of
of $.12
per month.
month.
$12 per
aapension
pension at
The name
Leary, widow
widow of
Cornelius Leary,
late of
of
Leary, late
of Cornelius
C. Leary,
name of
of Hannah
Hannah C.
Thec
Company C,
United States
Regular
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment United
Company
C, Twenty-first
Establishment,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
the rate
pay her
Establishment, and
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph W.
W. Hicl
a: 'late
of United
States ship
ship QuinneUnited States
IIicks,
late of
The name
baug,
United States
States Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa
haug, United
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
pension
Approved, September
September 5, 1916.
1916.
Approved,
CHAP. 443.—An
Act Granting
Granting pensions
increase of
of pensions
certain soldiers
soldiers
to certain
pensions to
pensions and
and increase
443.-An Act
CHAP.
And
sailors of
War and
and certain
certain widows
widows and
relatives of such
such
and dependent
dependent relatives
Civil War
of the
the Civil
And sailors
:Oldiers
(,ldifersand sailors.

Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
United
epresentatives of the United
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Stotts
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
Interior be,
be, and
he is
and directed
place on
on the
the
to place
directed to
authorized and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
Interior
pension
subject to
to the
provisions and
limitations of
of the
pension
the pension
and limitations
the provisions
ension roll,
roll, subject
laws—
lawsThe name
widow of
George T. Seaver, late of
of George
Seaver, widow
of Anne
Anne M.
M. Seaver,
The
name of
Company D,
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
D, Eighteenth
Company
and, pay
pay her
her a
at the
the rate
of $20 per month in lieu of that
rate of
a pension
pension at
and
she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Stanton,
widow of
Samuel GreenGreenof Samuel
Stanton, former
former widow
The name
wood,
late of
of Company
Company F,
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut
Twenty-fourth Regiment
F, Twenty-fourth
wood, late

Emma E.
E. Boswell.
Boswell.
Emma

Bate K.
K. Henry.
Henry.
Kate

Mary A.
Mary
A. McElroy.
McElroy.

Frank Lintz.
Lintz.
Frank

Charles H.
II. Skillings.
Skillings.
Charles

Pensions.
Pensions.
Mary
Miller.
Mary Miller.

Mary J.
J. Nolan.
Nolan.
Mary

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
James M.
M. Brown.
Brown.
James

Henry T.
T. Hertslet.
Hertslet.
Henry

Pensions.
Pensions.
David
David Noe.
Noe.

Hannah C.
C. Leary.
Leary.
Hannah

Joseph W.
Hicks.
Joseph
W. Hicks.

September 5,
1916.
September
5, 1916.
[S. 6370.1
IS.
6370.]
[Private, No.
No. 149.]
1491
[Private,

Pensions.
Pensions.

Pensions increased.
Pensions
inereaser.
Anne M.
M. Seaver.
Seaver.
Anne

Mary E.
E. Stanton.
Stanton.
Mary

1450
1450
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Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
of $20
month
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
that she
receiving.
Miy
E. Northmd.
The
Northend, widow
widow of
John Northend,
Mary E.
Northend.
The name
name of Mary E.
E. Northend,
of John
Northend, late
late of
of
Company
Company A, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that
a pension
pension at
month in
in lieu
she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
sarah H.
idge.
Sarah
H. Pidge.
The name
name of Sarah H. Pidge, widow
widow of
L. Pidge,
Pidge, late
late of
of
of Frank
Frank L.
Company,A, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Veteran
Veteran 'Volunteers,
Volunteers,
•
and pay her
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
that
her aapension
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
she
receiving.
she i
issnow
now receiving.
lmira H. Cowles.
Cowes.
The name
Elmira
The
name of
of Elmira
of Lester
W. Cowles,
late of
Elmira H.
H. Cowles,
Cowles, widow
widow of
Lester W.
Cowles, late
of
Companies D and K,
Companies
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
and pay
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
that
she is
i
snow
she
now receiving.
receiving.
Fannie
The name
Cutting, widow
Fannie M. Cutting.
name of Fannie
Fannie M.
M. Cutting,
widow of
of John
John R.
R. Cutting,
Cutting, late
of
late of
the Ninth Independent
Independent Company,
Company, New
York Volunteer
SharpshootNew York
Volunteer Sharpshooters, and pay her a
a pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
the rate
lieu of
that she
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
MaryA.
Clark.
Mary A. Clark.
The name of Mary
Mary A. Clark, widow of Milton
Milton D.
D. Clark,
Clark, late
of
late of
Regiment Connecticut
Company B, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
a pension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
per month
that
she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Sarah
A.
Brown.
The
name
of
Sarah
of John
John Patrick
Sarah A. Brown.
The name of Sarah A. Brown, widow
widow of
Patrick Brown,
Brown, late
late
Company E,
of Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy ArtilArtilE, First
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Heavy
lery,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 p
ermon
th in
in li
eu of
of
lery, and
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
of $20
per
month
lieu
that she i
receiving.
issnow
now reeeiving.
pensions.
The
name of
Belle Palmer,
Palmer, widow
widow of
David G.
G. Palmer,
Palmer ' late
late first
&St
Psiner
The name
of Belle
of David
Belle
Palmer.
lieutenant and
quartermaster First
Regiment Michigan
Michi gan Volunteer
Volunteer
lieutenant
and quartermaster
First Regiment
Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters, and
and pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Jennie
Moul.
The name of Jenme
Jennie Moul, widow of John Moul, late of Company
Jennie Moul.
Company K,
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Caval
ry, and
an dp
ay her
her aa pension
pay
pension
$12 per
at the rate
rate of $12
per month.
month.
LydiaKeate.
The
Lydia
Keatley.
The name
name of
of Lydia
Lydia Keatley,
Keatley, widow
widow of
John H.
H. Keatley,
late first
first
of John
Keatley, late
lieutenant, Company
Company E, One hundred
hundred and
and fourth
fourth Regiment
Regiment PennPennsylvania
sylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay her
$12 per
month.
$12
per month.
SarahM.Thompson.
The name of Sarah
M Thompson,
Sarah
M. Thompson.
Sarah M.
Thompson, widow
of John
John F.
F. Thompson,
Thompson,
widow of
late of Company
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Company F, Thirty-fourth.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanensions Increased
nresed.. try, and
a pension
Pensions
and pay her a
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Mary . Hayes.
The
name of Mary
late of
Mary J. Hayes.
The name
Mary J. Hayes, widow of James Hayes,
Hayes, late
of ComCompany
pany H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New York
York Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
she
that she
is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
Miel.
The
Charles H.
H. Miel.
The name of Charles H.
H. Miel,
Miel, late
late of
of Company
Company- F,
Twenty-first
F, Twenty-first
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
Pensions.
Pensions,
the rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
is now
Russ
aggieE
ell.
Maggie
E. Russell.
name of
of Maggie
Maggie E.
Russell, widow
of Benjamin
F. Russell,
Russell,
The name
E. Russell,
widow of
Benjamin F.
late first lieutenant
Regiment New
lieutenant Company
Company F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey VolunVolunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Sarah . Erdman.
The
name of
Erdman, former
Sarah J. Erdman.
The name
of Sarah
Sarah J.
J. Erdman,
former widow
widow of
Charles W.
W.
of Charles
Andrews,
Andrews, late of Company
Company K, Second Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota VolunVolunPensions
reased.
pay her a
Pensionsincre
ased . teer Infantry, and pay
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
the rate
James
imberlin.
The name of
of James
James H. Kimberlin.
James H.
of Company
Company D,
D, FiftyFiftyH. K:imberlin,
Kimberlin, late
late of
second Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension
pay him
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
EdgarOgan.
Edgar
Ogan.
The name of
Edgar Ogan,
Company A,
One hundred
of Edgar
Ogan, late
late of
of Company
A, One
hundred and
and
fiftieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
haAlln.drew S. MendenThe name
name of
Andrew S.
S. Mendenhall,
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighteenth
Kg,hteenth
hail.nr
MedenThe
of Andrew
Mendenhall, late
late of
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
and pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $50
rate of
$50 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The
Virginia C.
C. Crawford,
Crawford, widow
William A. Crawford,
Crawford,
of William
widow of
of Virginia
name of
The name
late of
Forty-second Regiment
Volunteer
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
G, Forty-second
Company G,
of Company
late
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
pension at
of $12
per month.
$12 per
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
pay her
Infantry,
The
name of
W. Johnson,
Company H, Forty-eighth
late of Company
Johnson, late
of George
George W.
The name
a pension at
Regiment
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
Regiment New
receiving.
the
$24 per
in lieu
of that
that he is now receiving.
lieu of
month in
per month
of $24
rate of
the rate
The
of John
C. Matheny,
Matheny, late
Company H, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiof Company
late of
John C.
name of
The name
ment
Virginia Volunteer
at
and pay him aa pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
West Virginia
ment West
receiving.
the
of $40
month in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
$40 per
rate of
the rate
The name
name of
Jeremiah Hurley,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Thirty-first
B, Thirty-first
Hurley, late
of Jeremiah
The
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
him aa pension at the
and pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate of
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
of that he is now
in lieu of
per month
of $50
$50 per
rate
The name
name of
Thomas F.
late of
of Company
Fourth RegiRegiH, Fourth
Company H,
Green, late
F. Green,
of Thomas
The
ment Maine
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
pension at the rate
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Maine Volunteer
ment
of
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he is now receiving.
of that
in lieu
of $40
The name
name of
of Henrietta
R. Young,
Young, widow
widow of Oren C. Young, late of
Henrietta R.
The
the
United States
Sabine, Colorado,
and Vandalia,
Vandalia, United
United
Colorado, and
ships Sabine,
States ships
the United
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
$12 per month.
the rate of $12
at the
her aapension
States
of Elias H. Eby, late of ComThe name
name of
of Laura
E. Eby,
widow of
Eby, widow
Laura E.
The
pany
A, First
First Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers
Engineers and Mechanics,
Mechanics,
Regiment Michigan
pany A,
and
pay her
pension at the
$12 per month.
the rate of $12
her aapension
and pay
The name
name of
widow of Charles
Charles Critchel,
Ciitchell, late of ComComCritchell, widow
Ida Critchell,
of Ida
The
pany G,
G, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
pany
her a
pension at
rate of
of $20
month in lieu
lieu of that she is now
per month
$20 per
the rate
at the
a pension
her
receiving.
receiving.
H, One hundred
The
Reynolds, late of Company
Company II,
hundred
Amos Reynolds,
of Amos
name of
The name
and
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment New
eighty-sixth Regiment
and eighty-sixth
of that he is now
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu of
$30 per
pension at
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
The
Samuel McCord,
McCord, late of Company
Company E, Forty-sixth
of Samuel
name of
The name
Regiment Iowa
Infantry, and
him aapension at the
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
rate
of $30
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
$30 per
rate of
The name
name of
widow of
of Matthew
Matthew Buell,
Buell, late
late of
of
B. Buell,
Buell, widow
Annie B.
of Annie
The
Company E,
E, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Company
and
her a
apension
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
The name
name of
William A.
Company B,
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
of Company
late of
Sutton, late
A. Sutton,
of William
The
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at the
a pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $40
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
$40 per
rate
The
name of
of George
George W.
W Kimball,
late of
Company K,
One hundred
hundred
K, One
of Company
Kimball, late
The name
and forty-sixth
forty-sixth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Indiana
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$27 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
that he
per month
of $27
aa pension
pension at
receiving.
The
name of
of John
John Wilson,
Wilson, late
of Company
A, One
One hundred
and
hundred and
Company A,
late of
The name
thirtieth Regiment
and pay
pena penhim a
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
thirtieth
sion at
at the
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
rate of
sion
The
of Melvina
J. Davis,
Davis, widow
of Samuel
Samuel B.
Davis, late
of
late of
B. Davis,
widow of
Melvina J.
name of
The name
Company D,
Volunteer Cavalry,
former
and former
Cavalry, and
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Ninth Regiment
D, Ninth
Company
widow of
Enos W.
W. Hathaway,
of Company
F, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Company F,
late of
Hathaway, late
of Enos
w-idow
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
the rate
pension at
her aapension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Indiana
per
month.
per month.
The
name of
G. Pickett,
Pickett, late
G, Forty-first
Forty-first
of Company
Company G,
late of
of Henry
Henry G.
The name
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at the
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
Regiment
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
lieu of
$40 per
rate
The
name of
Diantha A.
A. Batting,
widow of
John T.
Batting, late
late
T. Batting,
of John
Batting, widow
of Diantha
The name
of United
Sabine, Niagara,
Carolina, United
United
North Carolina,
and North
Niagara, and
ships Sabine,
States ships
United States
of
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $20
per month in
in
$20 per
the rate
at the
her aapension
pay her
States
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that she
lieu
The name
Charles L.
Chappell, late of Company
Company B, TwentyTwentyL. Chappell,
of Charles
name of
The
sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapenInfantry, and pay
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
sixth
sion at
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
hen of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of that
month in
rate of
the rate
at the
sion

Pension.
Pension.

Virginia C. Crawford
Crawford
Virginia
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
George W. Johnson.
George

Matheny.
John C. Matheny.

Jeremiah Hurley.
Hurley.
Jeremiah

Thomas F. Green.
Green.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Henrietta R. Young.
Henrietta

Laura E.
E. Eby.

increased.
Pensions increased.
Ida Critchell.
Critchell.

Amos
Reynolds.
Amos Reynolds.

McCord.
Samuel McCord.
Pension.
Pension.

Annie B.
B. Buell.
Buell.
Annie

Pensions increased.
increased.
William A.
A. Sutton.
Sutton.
William

George W.
Kimball.
W. Kimball.
George

John
Wilson.
John Wilson.

Pension.
Melvina
I. Davis.
Davis.
Melvina J.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
G. Pickett.
Henry G.

Diantha A.
A. Batting
Patting
Diantha

Chappdl
Charles L. ChappFil

1452
1452
Hannah Clift.
Ult.
Hanah
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The
The name
name of Hannah
Hannah Clift, widow of Amos Clift,
Clift, junior,
junior, late
late of
of
Company G, Eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
at the
of $24
per month
month in
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
Ann Corey.
Corey.
Ann
now
The name of Ann
Ann Corey, widow
widow of
late of
of Company
Company
of Paris
Paris H.
H. Corey,
Corey, late
C, Third Regiment Rhode
Artillery, and
and
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
pay her a
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
a pension
at the
rate of
$20 per
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah
Sarah B.
B. Davis.
Davis.
now
The name of Sarah B. Davis,
W. Davis,
late of
of
Davis, widow of
of Phineas
Phineas W.
Davis, late
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company.G,
G, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Battery
Battery K, Third Regiment United
and pay
her aa
United States Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay her
pension at the rate of $20
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
$20 per
per month in
of that
that she
now
receiving.
Harriet
A. FFairHarriet
A.
a i r - receiving.
t
banks.
b ks.
The name of Harriet A. Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, widow of Alexander
Alexander H.
H. FairFairbanks, late of Company- K,
Sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts
K, Sixty-first
Volunteer Infantry, and
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per
and pay her
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
Francis
Hat.
month
Francis J.. Hart.
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Francis
J. Hart, widow of Orville
Francis J.
Orville A.
A. Hart,
late of
of
Hart, late
Company
Company G, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay her aapension
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving..
George
Gerge A. Howard.
How,
is
The name of George A. Howard, late of Company
Company D,
D, Battalion,
Battalion,
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment New York
Seventy-seventh
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him aapension
pension at the rate of $24 per
per month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
in lieu
Pension.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Rachel B.
R. Gwy.
Gwyn.
Rachel
The
of Rachel
Rachel R.
Gwyn, widow
widow of William T.
The name
name of
R. Gwyn,
T Gwyn,
Gwyn, late of
of
Company
Company E, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay
and pay
Pensions
Pension increased.
increased.
a
the rate
rate of
of $12
at the
month.
$12 per
per month.
James M. Harrison. her apension at
ason
M. Harrison,
The name of James
James M.
Harrison, late
late of
Company K,
K, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
eslev Desert.
Desrt.
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
Wesley
The name
name of Wesley Desart, late of Company
Company E,
Regiment
E, Ninth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50
the rate
per month
he is
receiving.
M. Newmyer.
Emma M.
Nemyer. per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Emma
The name
name of Emma
Emma M. Newmyer,
Newmyer, former
former widow
widow of
George H.
of George
H.
Newmyer,
Newmyer, late of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
$20 per
at the
of $20
per
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
James B.
B. II.
McDa- month
James
II. McDanin lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
receiving.
iel.
I.
The name of James B. H. McDaniel,
McDaniel, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
One
hundred
hundred and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regimen tIlli
no i
s Volunteer
Vol
unteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Illinois
and
pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $24 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is
per month
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
ey. now
Wiiam
H
William
H. Fbmey.
Willa.Fi.
The name of William
H. Finney, late of Company
William II.
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Company C,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay
him a
pension at
the
Infantry, and
and
pay
him
a
pension
at the
Pension.
Ssie
i. M. Gilbert.
Gilbert.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
Susie
of that
that he
The
The name of Susie M. Gilbert, widow of Franklin T. Gilbert, late
late
lieutenant
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
lieutenant colonel Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Pensions
increased.
hnrFite.
and
her a
a pension
pension at
and pay her
the rate
rate of
month.
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
John
S. Fite.
The name of John S. Fite, late of Company
Company C, Eighty-first
Eighty-first RegiRegiInfantry, and pay him
ment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the
him aa pension
pension at
John S. Gilmore.
Gilore
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
John
The name
name of John S. Gilmore, late of Company I, Twenty-sixth
The
Twenty-sixth
Regiment Maine
a pension
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Darius S.. Sanborn.
Darius
Sanb.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
The name
Sanborn, late of Company D,
The
name of Darius S. Sanborn,
Maine VolD, Maine
Volunteer Coast Guards, and pay him
him a
a pension at the rate
of $36
per
rate of
$36 per
fenry R
R. liutiey.
Henry
Iuntley.
month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The name
of Henry R. Huntley,
The
name of
Huntley, late of Company B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
Caroline L. Ackie.
Ackley, rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Ackley, widow of Delos Ackley,
name of Caroline
Caroline L. Ackley,
Ackley, late
late of
of
Company C, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Connecticut
Company
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer InIn-
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fantry,
lieu
fantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $20 per
per month
month in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
of
The name
of Company
Company H,
H, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth
of William
William Mower,
Mower, late
late of
The
name of
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
the
Regiment Iowa
rate
that he is
now receiving.
rate of
of $30 per month
month in
in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
widow of John
Roach, late
late of
The name of Mary J.
J. Roach,
Roach, widow
John II.
H. Roach,
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
and
Company G,
G, Ninth Regiment
pay
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
she is
of that
is
in lieu
at the
the rate
pay her
her aapension
now
now receiving.
receiving.
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Newman, widow of William
William Newman,
Newman, late
The name of
of
Regiment Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Tennessee Volunteer
and
of Company F,
F, Ninth Regiment
pay
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
pay her aapension at the
of Company G, Second RegiThe
name of
Prosser, late
late of
of Ledroit C. Prosser,
The name
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at the
Cavalry, and
and pay
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
receiving.
that he
he is
month in
in lieu of that
rate
$30 per month
The name
of Albert L.
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment
late of Company
L. Picket, late
The
name of
a pension
pension at the
Michio;an
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Light
receiving.
rate of
of $50
of that
that he is now receiving.
month in lieu
lieu of
rate
$50 per month
The name
Julia Churchill,
widow of James
James F. Churchill, late of
Churchill, widow
name of
of Julia
The
Infantry, and
Company
D, Eighth
Regiment California
Volunteer Infantry,
California Volunteer
Eighth Regiment
Company D,
pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that she is
lieu of
month in
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
late of ComComof John
John A.
A. Sapp, late
widow of
W. Sapp,
Sapp, widow
of Anna
Anna W.
The
pany
I, and
and second
lieutenant Company
Company C,
C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio
second lieutenant
pany I,
$12
her a
a pension at the rate
Volunteer Heavy
rate of $12
and pay her
Heavy Artillery, and
Volunteer
per month.
month.
The name
name of
William H.
Company C, EightyEightylate of
of Company
H. Grafton,
Grafton, late
of William
The
One hundred
second Regiment,
H, One
hundred and seventy-ninth
seventy-ninth
and Company H,
Regiment, and
second
Regiment, Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at the
pay him
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment,
rate of
$36 per month
now receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now
of $36
rate
The name
name of
of Albert
late of
Company F,
Eighth RegiRegiF, Eighth
of Company
Kelley, late
W. Kelley,
Albert W.
The
ment Illinois
Cavalry, and
pension at the rate
and pay him aapension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Illinois Volunteer
ment
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
of
$36 per
The name
name of
Patrick H.
Crowley, late
H. Crowley,
widow of Patrick
Crowley, widow
of Martha
Martha Crowley,
The
of
Companies IIand
Sixth Regiment
Infantry, and
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
and B,
B, Sixth
of Companies
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Jersey Volunteer
Battery E,
E, First Regiment
Regiment New Jersey
Battery
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
her aapension
and
pay her
The name
of David
David Bethurum,
Bethurum, late
late of
of Company
Nineteenth
G, Nineteenth
Company G,
The
name of
at
pension at
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him aa pension
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
receiving.
is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that he is
month in
the
The
A. Bush,
Bush, former
former widow
George W. McElroy,
McElroy,
widow of George
of Zilpha
Zilpha A.
The name
name of
late
of Company
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Volunteer
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
Company B,
late of
Infantry,
her a
pension at
per month.
$12 per
rate of $12
at the
the rate
a pension
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
The
name of
and dependent
dependent son
of
son of
helpless and
Norton, helpless
A. Norton,
Laforest A.
of Laforest
The name
Regiment Maine
William
W. Norton,
Norton, late
late of
Company K, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Maine
of Company
William W.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per
$12 per
pension at
pay him
him aa pension
Volunteer
month.
month.
The
name of
Charles Harris,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Regiment
B, Tenth Regiment
Harris, late
of Charles
The name
Maine Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
of $30
$30
rate of
at the
the rate
him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Maine
per
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
of that
month in lieu of
per month
The
name of
of David
late of Company I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
David F. Pierce, late
The name
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
the
at the
pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
that he is now receiving.
in lieu of that
$24 per
rate
The
late of
Company L,
L, Second
Second
of Company
N. Ames,
Ames, late
of Frederick
Frederick IN.
name of
The name
pension at the
a pension
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay him a
Cavalry, and
Regiment Maine
rate
of $30 per month
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of
The
name of
Brooks, late
late of
of Company
EightyB, EightyCompany B,
B. Brooks,
William B.
of William
The name
second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
pay him
Indiana Volunteer
second
at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at the
The name
name of
of David
Company D, Thirty-third
late of Company
McConnell, late
David McConnell,
The
a pension
Regiment
and pay him a
pension at the
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
rate
lieu of
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
of that
per in
in lieu
of $36
336 per
rate of
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William
Mower,
William Mower.

Mary J.
Mary
J. Roach.
Roach.

Pension.
Pension.
Mary
A. Newman.
Mary A.
Newman.

Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Ledroit
C. Prosser.
Prosser.
Ledroit C.

Albert L.
L. Picket.
Picket.
Albert

Julia Churchill.
Churchill.

Pension.
Pension.
Anna
W. Sapp.
Anna W.
Sapp.

Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
William H.
H. Grafton
Grafton.

Albert W.
W. Kelley.
Albert
Kelley.

Pension.
Pension.
Martha Crowle.
Crowley.
Martha

Pension increaed..
increased.
Pension
David Bethurtim.
David
Bethlulm.

Pensions.
Zilpha
A. Bush.
Zilpha A.
Ils>h.

I.aforest A.
A. Norton.
Norton.
Laforest

Pensions increased.
increased.
Charles
Charles Harris.
Harris.

David
F. Fierce.
Fierce.
David F.

Frederick
Frederick N.
N. Ames.

William B.
William
B. Brooks.

David McConnell.
McConnell.
David
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The name
Levi A. Ross
The
name of Levi
captain Company
Company K,
K, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth
Ross,' late
late captain
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him .aapension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
rate of $40
$40 per month
month in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
Michael Archer.
Michael
Archer.
The name
The
name of Michael Archer, late of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company C,
C, Twentieth
Twentieth
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
Reserve Corps, and pay
pay him
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Martha
Martha T. Scott.
ott.
The name of Martha
Martha T. Scott, widow
The
widow of James H. Scott, late
of
late of
Company A, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
Julia
S.
Brown.
ulia s. Brown.
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia S. Brown, widow of Charles
A. Brown,
The
Charles A.
Brown, late
of
late of
Company H, Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aapension
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
is now receiving.
receiving.
George
McDowell.
Georg MDowal.
The
name of
Company H,
The name
of George
George MDowell,
McDowell, late of Company
II, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
Regiment Wisconsin
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him aa pension
at
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
Thomas
Williams.
Thomas Williams.
The
Company D, First
The name of Thomas
Thomas Williams,
Williams, late
late of Company
First Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and Company
Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Provisional
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
pension
Provisional Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aapension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
that he
is now
receiving.
Robert L.
Hamill.
Robert
L. Hamll
The name of Robert
Hamill, late
RegiRobert L. Ffamill,
late of Company D, Fourth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $36 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
David Smail.
Smail.
The name
name of
of David
Small, late
A, One
The
David Smail,
late of Company
Company A,
One hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving
Henry Bohan.
Bohall.
The name
of Henry
Henry Bohall,
The
name of
Bohan, late of Company
Company B, First
First Battalion
Battalion
California Mountaineers
Mountaineers Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
$30 per
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
Miranda A. Wheeliranda A WheelThe name of Miranda
Miranda A.
A. Wheelock,
Wheelock, widow
widow of
of Lewis
L. Wheelock,
Wheelock,
Lewis L.
late first lieutenant
B and
and captain
captain Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
lieutenant Company
Company B
hundred
and sixtieth Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Harvey B. Stout.
Harvy B Stt.
The name of
of Harvey
Harvey B.
B. Stout,
late of
Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
Stout, late
of Company
thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at
the rate
of $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
$24 per
per month
at the
rate of
pension
John Eaton.
nton.
The name of John Eaton, late of Company K, Fifty-second
Fifty-second RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
himun
apension at
at the
the rate
a
rate
Pensions.
Penso.
month in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
of $24 per month
George Jeffs.
orgThe
of George
Regiment
The name of
George Jeffs,
Jeffs, late of Company D, Ninth Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and Company M, First Regiment
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him aapension at the
Vermont
rate of $30 per month.
month.
Catharine Burgett.
Burgett.
Catharine
The
name of
The name
of Catharine
Catharine Burgett,
Burgett, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert G. Burgett, late
of Company E, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Peter Riynard,
and former widow of
Riynard, late
of Company
Company D,
First
late of
D, First
Oregon
Volunteer
Regiment
Ore
go
n V
ol
unteer Cavalry, and pay
pay
at
her
a
pension
the
Ielisions increased.
rate of
per month.
:'ionsp 0.iad.Bayard. rate
Joseph
of $12
S12 per
month.
The
name of Joseph 0.
O. Bovard,
Eleventh
The name
Bovard, late of Company
Company G
Cr, Eleventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserves
Reserves Volunteer
Volunteer Inf
an t
ry, and
and Company
Company
Infantry,
C, One hundred and ninetieth
ninetieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer
Infanty, and pay
Infantry,
pension at
the rate
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $50
month in
of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
fo rd
Marion Bradfccd.
Marin Brad
.
The
name of
of Marion
Marion Bradford,
late of Company
The name
Bradford, late
Company D, Second
Second Regiment North
Carolina Volunteer Mounted
North Carolina
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
receiving.
Irvine Carman.
ir in .
The
name of
The name
of Irvine
Irvine Carman,
Carman, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-ei
ghth
late of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
at
the rate of $36
$36 per
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Levi A. Ross.
Levi
A. Roa
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The name
name of
Eaton Smith,
late of
E, Fifty-eighth
Fifty-eighth RegiThe
of Eaton
Smith, late
of Company
Company E,
Regi-

ment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay him
him a
a pension
$30
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
Samuel Feldner,
Feldner, late
late of
G, Sixty-third
Sixty-third
The name
name of
of Samuel
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
the
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is
is now receiving.

Eaton

Smith.

F

Samuel
Samul Feldner.
eldner

u
The
Parker, widow
widow of
Jackson 'V.
Parker, late
late JJulia
A. Parker.
The name
name of
of Julia
Julia A.
A. Parker,
of Jackson
V. Parker,
arker.
lia A.
captain Company
B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
captain
Company B,
Vermont Volunteer
and
pension at
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
and pay
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
of $25
$25 per
per month
that she
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Ebenezer Ricketts,
late of
Company D,
Ebenezer Ricketts.
The name
of Ebenezer
Ricketts, late
of Company
D, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- Ebenezer
Ricketts.
ment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
merit Maine
Infantry, and
Company K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
and Company
at the
Maine Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate
of that
is now
Pension.
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension
The
of Nancy
The name
name of
Nancy J.
J. Willey,
widow of
of William
of Nancy
Nancy J. Willey.
Willey, widow
William H.
H. Willey,
Willey, late
late of
Company F, Ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Company
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
her
pension at
at the
increased.
Pension increased.
The
of Laura
E. Knox,
widow of
David Knox,
Knox, late
The name
name of
Laura E.
Knox, widow
of David
late of
of CoraLaura E
E. Knox
Knox.
Con- Laura
pany
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pany K,
K, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
her a
a
pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pension.
in lieu
she is
ension.
The name
name of
of Francett
Francett Dickinson,
Dickinson, former
widow of
of Charles
Charles E.
E. Francett
Francett Dickinson.
Dickinson.
The
former widow
Leighton,
Ninth Regiment
Volunteer
Leighton, late of
of Company
Company A, Ninth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Infantry,
pay her
her aapension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pension increased.
The name
name of Charles F. Delon,
Delong, late
late of Company
Company D, One
One hundred
hundred Charles
Charles F. Delong.
and seventy-fourth
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him
month in lieu of that he
is now
now
aa pension at the
the rate
rate of $36 per
per month
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
name of
of India
The name
India Reisner,
Reisner, widow
of Eliphaz
Eliphaz Reisner,
Reisner, late
of ComCorn- India
India Reisner.
Reisner.
widow of
late of
pany K, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
pay
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
her
rate of
per month.
month.
The
name of
of John
Hornback, late
late of
Eleventh RegiPensions increased.
The name
John Hornback,
of Company
Company D,
D, Eleventh
Regi- John
John Hornback.
Hornback.
merit Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
the rate
rate
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
a.pension
at the
of
month in lieu
he is
now receiving.
of $36 per
per month
lieu of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Sadie M
The name
Sadie M.
M. Likens,
Likens, former
former widow
widow of David
David I.
I. WashWash- Sadie
M. Likens.
Likens:
The
name of
of Sadie
burn, late of Company H,
Wisconsin Volunteer
H, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer
and widow
widow of
William W.
Likens, late
Company H,
II,
Infantry, and
of William
W. Likens,
late captain
captain Company
Forty-third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
and pay
pay her
her aa
Forty-third
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $24 per month
month in lieu of that she is now
renow roceiving.
ceiving.
The name
of Avril
Harris, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighty-ninth
Eighty-ninth RegiRegi- Avril
Avril Harris.
The
name of
Avril Harris,
late of
"ams
ment
him apension
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
a pension at the
rate
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
The name
L. Wehe,
Wehe, late
late of
of Company
Twenty-fourthWehe.
Charles
The
name of
of Charles
Charles L.
Company I,
I, Twenty-fourth
- Weh .
charles II,.
Regiment
at
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
the rate
$30 per month
of that
is now
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Homer II. T
Throon.
Throop, late of
D, Second
Second RegiRegi- Hom
The name of Homer
Homer H.
H. Throop,
of Company
Company D,
h
ment
pay him
pension at the
the rate
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa pension
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
The
name of
Dennis B.
late capcap- Mary
Mary L
L. Jeffers
Jeffers.
The name
of Mary
Mary L.
L. Jeffers,
Jeffers, widow
widow of
of Dennis
B. Jeffers,
Jeffers, late
Company C,
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry,
tain Company
C, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
and
her aapension
the rate
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
she
atid pay
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is
receivin g.
is now receiving.
The
name of
W. Tibbetts,
Tibbetts, late
late of
First RegiRegi- beWtIllam
'
ffs
illia
.
TibThe name
of William
William W.
of Company
Company B,
B, First
V-. TibMaine Volunteer
Fourteenth
ment Maine
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and Company
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Regiment Veteran
Corps, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension at the rate
rate

of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving
of The
$30 name
per month
of Sadie
in lieu
L. Elliott,
of that widow
he is now
of William
receiving.
F Elliott, late of
The
name of
Sadie
L. Elliott,
widow
of William
F.
Elliott, late of
United
States
ships
Ohio
and
Huron,
United
States
Navy,
and pay
pay her
her
United States ships Ohio and Huron, United States Navy, and
a
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
a pension
pension at
of $12
per month.
The
name of
of Warren
B. Monroe,
Monroe, late
First Regiment
Regiment
Warren B.
The name
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
District
of Columbia
and Company
I, First
First RegiRegiDistrict of
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company I,

Pension
L Euiott

Sadie
pension.
adie L. Elliott

S

Pensions increased.

I'ensionsincreased.

B
ro
Warren B. Moo
Monroe.
Warren
e.
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Edwin B.
B. Lampson.
Lampson.
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ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
him a
a pension
the rate
rate
$50 per month in lieu of that he
of $60
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
The
of Edwin
The name
name of
of Company
Company K,
K, First
RegiEdwin B.
B. Lampson,
Lampson, late
late of
First Regi-

ment District of Columbia
Columbia Volunteer
him a
apension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension
at the rate of $50
$50 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now
now receiving.
Samuel Lockwood.
Lockwood.

The name of
Samuel Lockwood,
Lockwood, late
of Samuel
of Company
One hundred
hundred
late of
Company H,
H, One

and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension
pension at the
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
the rate of
of $40
$40 per
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.

The name of Susan
Susan G. Snowden,
Snowden, widow
widow of
of John
John P.
P. Snowden,
Snowden, late
late
of Company E, Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserves
Volunteer
Reserves Volunteer
Infantry, and Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Company K, Fifteenth
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
Corps, and pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in
in lieu of
of
that she
receiving.
she is now
now receiving.
Edwin Ayers.
The name
name of
of Edwin
Edwin Ayers,
Ayers, late
late of
Battery, Vermont
Vermont VolunVolunof Second
Second Battery,
teer Light Artillery, and Company B,
Regiment Vermont
Vermont
B, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at
rate of
of $40
a pension
at the rate
$40 per
per
month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
Philip Rabuck.
The name of Philip Rabuck, late of
Philip
Rabuck.
of Company
Company A, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him a
a pension
$36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Ira
Chaberlan.
Chamberlain, late
Ira Chamberlain.
The name of Ira Chamberlain,
late of
of Company
Twenty-fifth
Company H,
H, Twenty-fifth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
a pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
William Grogn
The name of William Grogan,
Grogan, late
late of
William
Grogan.
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth
Regiment, and Company K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment,
Regiment, New
New Je
Jeisey
Volunsey Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate
rate of $30 per
per month
month in
in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
Ellen Billcock.
The name
Ellen Billcock.
The
name of Ellen Billcock, widow of John Billcock, who served
in
served in
Company
Company A, Ninth Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
month in
she is
now
Pensions.
receiving.
'ensions.
receiving.
Arthur
lark.
The name
Arthur M.
M. Clark.
The
name of Arthur M. Clark, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of Lewis
Lewis
M. Clark, late
unassigned, Thirtieth
Maine Volunteer
late unassigned,
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Charles Raney.
Raiey.
The name of Charles
Charles
Charles Railey,
Kelley, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Seventh Battalion
Battalion
C, Seventh
District of Columbia Militia
Militia Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $21 per month.
month.
Marlla Bares.
The name of Manila
Marilla Barnes,
Marina Barnes.
The
Barnes, widow of George H. Barnes,
late of
of
Barnes, late
Company
Regiment New
Company,E, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Regiment
New York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
ension increased.
increased.
pension at the
a pension
Pensions
and pay
laiity her a
$12 per
month.
the rate of
of $12
per month.
Sarah
M. Monroe.
Monroe.
The name
Sarah M.
The
name of Sarah
Sarah M. Monroe, widow
widow of
of John
John I.
I. Monroe,
Monroe, late
late of
of
Company D, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry, and Battery
Battery K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United States
States Artillery, and
and
Pro,,o...
a pension
Prnr
pay her a
pension at the iate
tate of $24 per month
of that
she is
is
month in lieu of
that she
deathit
e.hrdse
on now
death
Increese
of child.
to
cease on
now receiving:
Provided, That
in the
event of
the death
death of
of Alma
Alma M.
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
of the
M.
Monroe, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
said John
I. Monroe,
Monroe, the
the
child on Monroe,
eno to
of said
John I.
Pension
to child
dethof
on additional pension herein
death
of motherd
mother.
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine: And
And
and determine:
provided
provided further,
further, That in the event
event of the death
death of Sarah
Sarah M. Monroe
the name of the said Alma
the
Alma M. Monroe
Monroe shall be placed
placed on the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the pension
laws, at
at
and limitations
pension laws,
the rate of $12
$12 per month from and after the
of death
death of
of said
said
the date of
Sarah M.
M. Monroe.
Monroe.
Henry Carl.
The
of Henry
Twenty-fourth
Henry Carl.
The name
name of
Henry Carl,
Carl, late of Company
Company B, Twenty-fourth
Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and Unassigned
Una.s.signed Veteran
Veteran Reserve Corps, and pay him aa pension at the rate
$40 per
per month
rate of $40
month
in
m lieu of that he is now receiving.
PhRecca Ramsey.
Riamse
The name of Rebecca
Rebecca Ramsey,
Rebecca
Ramsey, widow of -William
W. Ramsey,
William W.
Ramsey.
late
late of Company
Company C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment North Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer
Mounted Infantry, and pay her aapension at the rate
Mounted
rate of $20 per month
in lieu of that she is now receiving.
susan

G. Snowden.
Susan G.
Snowden.
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The
The name
name of
Nellie Loucks,
widow of
late of
Nellie Loucks.
of Nellie
Loucks, widow
of Jerome
Jerome B.
B. Loucks,
Loucks, late
of NellieLoucks.
Battery G, First Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate
rate of $20
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
$20 per
per month
in lieu
is now
is
now receiving.
receiving.
V. Kalsem, late
of Company
orenV.
The name of Soren V.
late of
Company C,
C, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Soren
V. Kalsem.
Kalsem.
Infantry, and
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him aa pension at
the rate
rate
at the
of $36
$36 per month in lieu of that
now receiving.
that he
he is now
receiving.
M.JJames
lieutenant, Company
Company D,
Thomas M.
James, late
late first lieutenant,
The name
The
name of
of Thomas
M. James
D, Thomas
Thomas M.
ames.
First Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
Heavy Artillery,
him aa
pension at the rate of $40 per month
month in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
Morgan W.
W. Jones
F, Twenty-third
Twen ty-third Morgan
Morgan W.
W. Jones.
Jones.
The name
name of Morgan
Jones, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
Regiment Michigan
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Merrick
L. Streeter,
Harriet A. Streeter.
Streeter.
The
name of
of Harriet
Harriet A.
A. Streeter,
Streeter, widow
widow of
Merrick L
tree.
late of Company E, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Infantry, and pay her aapension at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
mon th i
n lieu
li eu
rate of
per month
in
of
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
The
name of
of John
W. Erwin,
Erwin, late
late of
The name
John W.
Company B,
John W.
W. Er.in.
Ery in.
of Company
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment John
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
him a
the rate
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$50 per month in lieu
of that
he is
is now
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of David
David Roach,
Roach, late
The name
name of
late of
Company K,
K One
One hundred
hundred and
Roach.
of Company
and David
David Rach.
fortieth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
fortieth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pension
at the rate
$24 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
of that
receiving.
M
The
name of
of Mary
Mary F.
F. Knowles,
widow of
late of
F. Kno"les.
Knowles.
The name
Knowles, widow
of Hiram
Hiram Knowles,
Knowles, rate
of Mary
FCompany
Company D, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Infantry, and
former widow of Charles A.
Knights, late
G, Fourth
Fourth
A. Knights,
late of
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the
pay her
at the
$20 per month in
rate of $20
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
of that
that she
Alfred
W. Russell.
ed W
Bus
The
Company A,
A, Twenty-second
The name of Alfred
Alfred W.
W. Bull,
Bussell, late
late of
of Company
Twenty-second
.lRegiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the
rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
recei.
rate of
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
D. Nutten,
late of
Company G,
The name
of Oscar
Oscar D.
Nutten, late
of Company
Regi- Os
Oscar
G, Second
Second RegirD.D. Nutten.
Nutten.
ment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
of $40
$40 per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Elmore
Montgomery, late
late first
first lieutenant
Corn- ery."'.
4.1n
Mceitgcull.
Elmore T. Montgomery
lieutenant Comtg mpany C, One hundred and
and first
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
first Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
and pay him a
pension at
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
he
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
The name
of Thomas
S. Henderson,
Henderson, late
M, First
First sonT
.
honlits s.
S. HenderThomas S.
late of
of Company
Company M,
Thorms
IlenderHeavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
pay urn
im aa pension
pension
at
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
at the rate of
per month
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
The name
of Corydon
Corydon L.
Cole, late
Company E,
Seventeenth Cordoi
Corydon L.
L. Cole.
Cole.
The
name of
L. Cole,
late of
of Company
E, Seventeenth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Company E,
E, First
RegiInfantry, and
and Company
First Regiment
Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy- Artillery,
and pay
him a
a pension
at
the rate of $30 per month
lieu of
is now
receiving,.
Pension.
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
ension.
The
Saloma V.
V. Bedell,
widow of
Albert J.
J. Bedelt,
Bedell, late
late of
of Salonaa
Bedell.
The name
name of
of Saloma
Bedell, widow
of Albert
v Be'ell'
Saloma V.
Company A,
Eleventh Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Company
A, Eleventh
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
pay
her a
a pension
at the
of $12
$12 per
ensions increase
Pensions
increased.
The
of William
William Mitchell,
Mitchell, late
llianm MSitchell.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company H,
II, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- William
Mitchell.
ment
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
The
Winfield S.
S. Webster
of Company
Eighth Winfield
The name
name of
of Winfield
Webster,, late
late of
Company L,
L, Eighth
w i f eld S.
ebster
S. Webster.
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
in lieu
lieu of
he is
Pen.
,ions
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
'ensions
Hedrick.
The
name of
Hedrick, late
of Company
F, Eighth
Regi- Robert
The name
of Robert
Robert Hedrick,
late of
Company F,
Eighth RegiRoert Hedrick.
ment Virginia
(subsequently Company
CompanyI,F, Seventh
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry (subsequently
Seventh
Regiment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer cavalry),
pension
Regiment
West Virginia
Cavalry), and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month.
Anna L. Warren.
The name
The
name of
of Anna
Anna L.
Warren, widow
widow of
D. R.
R. Warren,
L. Warren,
of James
James D.
Warren,
a L. sae
late of Company
Company A,
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
A, Fifth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
at the
month.
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
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Francis E.
Pellett, late
The name of Francis
E. Penett,
late of
Company A,
A, First
First RegiRegiof Company
ment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate of $40
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
$40 per
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
Rose
i Gibbon.
Gibbon.
The name of Rose L. Gibbon,
Rose L.
Gibbon, widow
widow of
of Homer
Homer E.
E. Gibbon,
late of
of
Gibbon, late
Company
Company F, Eighty-fifth
Eighty-fifth Regiment,
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred
Regiment, and
and Company
and twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her
Infantry, and
aa pension at the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
rate of $20 per
now
receiving.
receiving.
Gerret G.
G. Seger.
Gerret G.
Gerret
Seger.
The name of Garret
G. Seger,
Seger, late
late first
first lieutenant
Company E,
lieutenant Company
E,
Seventy-third Regiment
Seventy-third
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay him
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now
aa pension at the rate
of $30
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Hannah A.
Hannah
A. Holden.
Holden.
The name of
of Hannah
Hannah A.
Holden, widow
widow of
Simeon A.
A. Holden,
of Simeon
A. Holden,
Holden,
late of Company
Company D, First Regiment
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Maine Volunteer
pay her a
pension at the
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Ls B.
Crot..
The name
name of
of Lewis
Lewis
B. Crout.
Lewis B.
B. Crout,
late of
of Company
Company C,
One hundred
hundred
Crout, late
C, One
and thirty-third
thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio National
National Guard,
Guard, Infantry,
pay
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapenson at the
the rate
rate of $24
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
$24 per
per month in
receiving.
receiving.
Catha
E.Wison.
name of
Catharine
E.
Wilson.
The name
of Catharine
Wilson, widow
George F.
F. Wilson,
Wilson,
Catharine E.
E. Wilson,
widow of
of George
Regiment Delaware
late of Company
Company D, Third
Third Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her aa pension at the rate
rate of $20
lieu of
of that
that
$20 per
per month in
in lieu
she
now receiving.
she i
issnow
receiving.
FraneS A. Kifl.
The
Frances A.
The name
name of
of Frances
Kniffin, widow
widow of
of Robert
J. Kniffin,
Kniffin, late
late
A. Kniffin,
Robert J.
of Company
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Company G,
Cr, Twenty-fifth
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
a pension at
and pay her a
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
that
she i
issnow receiving.
JohCond.
The
John Condon,
Condon, late of Company B, First Battalion
John Condon.
The name of John
Battalion
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
pay him
of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
per month
lieu of
he is
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Sord
Stanford H. Chase.
Chase.
The name of Stanford
H. Chase
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
RegiStanford H.
Chase, late
First Regiment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Chase,Heavy Artillery,
ment
New Hampshire
Volunteer
and pay
Artillery, and
pay him
him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Mry Lynch.
Lynch.
The name of Mary
Mary
Mary Lynch,
Lynch, widow
widow of Patrick
Lynch, late
of ComPatrick Lynch,
late of
ComMaine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pany I,
I, Ninth Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a
pay her
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that she
is now
Simeon II.it.Haskell.
laskel.
The name of
IL Haskell,
Haskell, late
late of
of Company
E, Twenty-third
of Simeon H.
Company E,
Twenty-third
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of $24 per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
receivinp,.
month in
in lieu of
of that
he is
. Bennett.
The name of Henry
Henry B.
Bennett.
Henry M.
M. Bennett,
late of
of Company
Ninth RegiRegiBennett, late
Company A,
A, Ninth
ment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate
at the
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
l"cY
B
Settle.
The
name of
of Lucy
Lucy M. Settle.
The name
Lucy- M.
M. Settle, widow
widow of
of James
late of
of
James C.
C. Settle,
Settle, late
Company I,
I, Eleventh.
Eleventh Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
her
aa pension at the rate of
of$20
$20 per month in lieu of that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Eliza Jane McCoy.
Elizane C
The
of Eliza
of James
The name
name of
Eliza Jane McCoy, widow of
James R.
McCoy, late
late of
of
R. McCoy,
Company
Company- F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
she
rate of $20 per
month in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
Ezra A. Miller.
The
name of
Ezra A. Miller,
The name
of Ezra
Miller, late of Company
Company H, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
at the
the
him aa pension
pension at
joh
Bun
month in
lieu of
of that
rate of $50 per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
3cce h Burton.
t
The name of Joseph
Joseph Burton, late of Company C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and Company K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Provisional
Provisional Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him aapension
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
.nonl
.Dean
The name
name of
of Alanson
.ALanson
V.
Dean
Alanson V.
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
V. Dean,
Dean, late
late of
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
$40 per month in lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
Francis E. PeIlea.

Franees A. TCniffin.
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Zimri Steams.
Stearns.
Thirteenth Regi- zimri
The name of Zimri Stearns, late of Company C, Thirteenth
ment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
at
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
n W. Yount.
John
The name of John W. Yount, late
late of
Second Regiment
of Company I,
I, Second
Regiment Joh
W-Yount.
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pension at
pay him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36
per month in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of that
now receiving.
Dunn.
The name of James Dunn, late of Company
,,Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regi- James
Comp a
James Dunn.
ment New York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
a pension
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Richard M. Clark.
The name of Richard
Richard M. Clark, late of Company
Company E,
Seventy-ninth Richard
E, Seventy-ninth
M.Clark Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
W. Johnston
Johnston.
The name of John W. Johnston,
Johnston late
late of Company
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth John
JOhnw
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
the
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Ri
anand.
Scanland, late of Company
The name of Richard Scanland,
Company G, Seventieth
Seventieth Richard Scanland
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
the
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
now receiving
Levi A
A. Waikle.
a l
The name of Levi A. Waikle,
Waikle, late of Company G, One
i
u hundred
undred and
and Le
first Regiment
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
is now
Harvey Martin.
The name of Harvey
Martin, late
late of
Thirty-eighth Hvt
Harvey Martin,
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirty-eighth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receivng.
H. Clay.The name of Charles
H. Clay,
late of
Irgiinety-sixth
Charles H.
Clay, late
of Company
Company H,
Ninety-sixth Charles
Charles H.
ay.
Regiment
New
York
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the rate of $46 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Jo F.
F Nie
Nicholes.
The name of John F. Nicholes,
Nicholes late of Company
Company A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regi- John
ment
Indiana Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
of $40 per month in lieu
that he
is now
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
ri 0. Smith.
O. Smith, late of Company C,
Twelfth
The name of Eri
En 0.
j,In
Icelfth Regiment
Regiment EEr!
0. mith
Michigan Volunteer
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
pension at
$40 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
ort
The name of Henry
Henry J.
J. Porter,
Porter , late
First Regiment
Regiment Henry
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, First
Henry J.J. PPorter.
t
Vermont
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
and
Company
0,
Second
RegiVermont Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and Company G, Second Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
$50
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
l o nz o Rose.
Re.
The name of Alonzo Rose, late of Sixth Battery, Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volun- AAlonzo
teer Light Artillery,
him a
Artillery, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month
a pension
rate of
in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
receiving.
Betty R. Lynch.
The name of Hetty R. Lynch, widow
widow of
of Peter
Peter Lynch,
Lynch, late
late of
of ComCom- Hetty
R Lynchpany A, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Delaware
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
Delaware Volunteer
and pay
her
a
pension at the
rate of
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now
a pension
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
of that
that she
receiving.
Mary J. Yocum.
of Samuel H. Yocum,
The name of Mary J.
J. Yocum,
Yocum, widow of
late of
of Mary J . Yoc m.
Yocum, late
Company M,
Company
Regiment Indiana
Cavalry, and
and pay
M, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
rate of
per month
of that
she is
is now
now
of $24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
Provisos.
Provided, That in the event
receiving: Provided,
the death
George W.
W. Increase
event of
of the
death of
of George
Inces to cease on
on
death of child.
Yocum,
child of
Yocum, helpless and dependent
dependent child
Samuel H.
H. Yocum,
Yocum, deathofchild.
of said
said Samuel
the additional pension herein
cease and
and determine:
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
determine:
Pension to child on
provided further,
And provided
the death
death of
of Mary
J. dPenothd
further, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
Mary J.
on
death of mother.
Yocum the name of the said
W. Yocum
Yocum shall
shall be
be placed
placed on
on
said George
George W.
the
the pension
to the
the provisions
and limitations
of the
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject to
provisions and
limitations of
the
pension laws,
rate of
of $12
per month,
month, from
after the
the date
date
laws, at the
the rate
$12 per
from and
and after
of
death of
said Mary
Yocum.
of death
of said
Mary J.
J. Yocum.
Stephen Rice.
The name
Stephen Rie,e,
late of
of Company
Second Regiment
Regiment Stephen
name of
of Stephen
Rice, late
Company A,
A, Second
Rice
Volunteer Mounted
North Carolina Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
Mounted Infantry,
pay him
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
John A. Jones.
The name
name of John A. Jones,
Jones, late of Company
Company C,
Regiment Jo
C, First
First Regiment
. oDe
Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay
him
a
.
pension
at
the
rate
of
and pay him a pension at the rate of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
102620°—VOL
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Minks, late
late of
of Company
The name of Nathaniel
Nathaniel Minks,
Company B,
B, Forty-second
Forty-second
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry-,and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
the rate of $36 per
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
he i
issnow
Frits
Breter.
The name of Fritz Brendler,
Brendler, late
Fritz Brendier.
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer Cavalry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
pay him
rate of
of
Cavalry, and
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
E. Addd
$30
he is
is now
now receiving.
Sarah E. Aldridge.
The
Aldridge widow
Aldridge, late
. dge.
The name
name of
of Sarah
Sarah E.
E. Aldridge,
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Aldridge,
late
of Company
Company H, Fifth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
her aapension
of $20
per month
that she
receivmg.
receiving.
sybilieGGrossart..
The name of Sybilie Grossart,
Grossart, widow
Sybilie
of Frederick
W. Grossart,
Grossart,
widow of
Frederick W.
late
Company C,
Forty-first Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer
late of
of Company
C, Forty-first
New York
Infantry,
and Company
Regiment Veteran
Veteran
Infantry, and
Company D,
D, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Regiment
Reserve
Corps, and
her a
a. pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pay her
H enry H. T
in lieu
lieu of
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that she
mas in
Hey
mamas.
The name of
Thomas, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
of Henry
Henry H.
H. Thomas,
late of
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
and pay
pay him
him a
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
a pension
pension at
at
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
the
rate
month
in
lieu
now
receiving.
Joins C. Hughes.
JC.
gh
The name of John C.
0. Hughes,
Hughes late
of Company
Company I,
Nineteenth RegiRegilate of
I, Nineteenth
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
of $50
per month
in
lieu of
that
he is
now
receiving.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
Mar awAma.
7
M wink
' '
Mary A.
The name of
of James
James A.
A. Williams,
late
of Mary
Mary A.
A. Williams,
Williams, widow
widow of
Williams, late
of Company B, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State Militia
Cavalry,
Militia Cavalry,
and former widow of James Ferrell,
Ferrell, late of
Company E,
E, Hickory
Hickory
of Company
Battalion, attached
attached to Osage County (Missouri) Home
Home Guards,
Guards, and
and
a pension at
pay her a
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is
at the
rate of
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
Joshua
U.
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Riler.
M. Roller,
Jo,
The name of Joshua M. Roller, late
of Company
Twenty-fourth
late of
Company C,
C, Twenty-fourth
Company F, Eighteenth
Regiment, and Company
Eighteenth Regiment,
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
pay him
him a
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
in lieu
of that he is now receivmg.
Ml LamLaM of that he is now receiving.
Priscilla If.
The name
phier.
Priscilla M.. Lamphier,
widow of
J. LamLamname of Priscilla
Lamphier, widow
of Wesley
Wesley J.
phier, late of Company E, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Veteran
Veteran
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her a
pension at
rate of
$20 per
a pension
at the
the rate
of $20
per
month in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
she is
receiving.
Lizfie B. Wla-.
The
name of
Lizzie B.
Lizzie
Williams.
The name
of Lizzie
Williams, widow
widow of
of Leland
Leland J.
J. Williams,
B. Williams,
Williams, late
late
of Company
Company C, Tenth Regiment,
Company C,
C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment,
Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
Infantry, and pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$2Qper
month
in
lieu
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
e
E.
R.
20
per
month
in
lieu
of
she is
is now
Annie E. Rock.
The name of Annie
Annie E. Rock, widow of William Rock, late of
of ComCompany K, Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
er a
a pension
her
pension at the rate of $20 per month in
she is
is now
now
in lieu
lieu of that she
receiving.
receiving.
Lan.
Lydia A. Lane.
Lydia
The name of Lydia A. Lane, widow of Joseph
Joseph H. Lane,
Lane, late
late of
of
Company
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer Infantry
Company E, Eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
now
she is
is now
PenFion.
Pension.
receiving.
receiving.
Isab
,ll Joho.
Johnson.
The name
of Isabell
Isabell Johnson,
Johnson, widow
widow of
of Henry
Johnson, late
Isab'll
The
name of
Henry Johnson,
late of
of
Company B, Second Regiment
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Infantry,
and
Pensions increased.
PensTnere"'d
Pad her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $12 per month.
Erastus T. CresseY. pay_her
The name
Cressey, late of Company H, Second
name of Erastus
Erastus T. Cressey,
Second RegiRegiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay lini
him aapension at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
ade
rate
per month
in lieu
he is
HelenHelen
Slade.
The
of Company
Company
The name of Helen
Helen Slade, widow of Ozro D.
D. Slade,
Slade late
late of
E, Second Regiment
New
Regi
men tN
ew York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
pay
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
lieu of that she is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Hart.
The
of Samuel
ComMary B. Hart.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Hart,
Hart, widow
widow of
Samuel S.
S. Hart,
Hart, late of Company
Twenty-first Regiment
pany B,
B, Twenty-first
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension
pension at the rate
that she is
pay her a
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
is
receiving.
now receiving.
Nathaniel Minks,
Mink&
Nathaniel
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The name
name of Annie
Annie Davis,
Davis, widow
widow of
The
Cora- Pensios.
Pensions.
of Daniel Davis
Davis, late
late of Corpany
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
He avy Artillery,
and pay
pay Annie Davis.
pany G,
G, First
First Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
her aapension at th
the
of $12
$12 per
month.
e rate of
per month.
The
of James
of William
James KelleyKelley.
The name
name of
Kelley, helpless
James Kelley,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent son
son of
William James
Seventeenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Kelley, late of Company B, Seventeenth
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension at
per month.
month.
Pensions increased
increased.
The name
name of Eugene
Eugene A. Libby, late of Company E, First Regiment Eugene A. Libby.
Libby.
Maine Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
of $40
$40
at the rate of
per month
month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
th
The
of Nora
E. Danforth,
Danforth, widow
widow of
of Otis
Otis Danforth,
of Noa
Nora E
E. Danfr
Danforth.The name
name of
Nora E.
Danforth, late
late of
Fourth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Cavalry,
Company A,
A, Fourth
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
and pay
pay her
a pension
rate of
per month
that
she is
now receiving.
she
is now
receiving.
The name
of Joseph
late of
Fernald.
The
name of
of Abbie
Abbie M.
M. Fernald,
Fernald, widow
widow of
Joseph Fernald,
Fernald, late
M Feraldof Abbie M.
Company
Twenty-ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
and Company A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and
Regiment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
pay her a
apension at
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
she is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
ar
The name
Bridges, late
late of
D, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Ch
Charles
G. Bridges.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles G.
G. Bridges,
of Company
Company D,
les G.
Bridges.
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
month in lieu
rate of $40 per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
Gustavus A. Thump.
The
Gustavus A.
A. Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
Company K, Third
Third SOILGustav-sA.ThonW
The name
name of
of Gustavus
of Company
Regiment, and Company
Regiment,
Company B,
Maine VolunB, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment,
Regiment, Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
teer
Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
$50 per
month
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
that he
he is
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
e s Fairbrother.
The name
Fairbrother, late
late of
Unassigned CornJames
The
name of
of James
James Fairbrother,
of Fifth
Fifth Unassigned
Com- Jam
Farbothe.
pany,
Infantry, and
Company I,
Nineteenth
Regipany, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
I, Nineteenth Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate
Maine Volunteer
him aapension
pension at
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
of
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Joseph H. K
Knox.
The name of
Knox, late
late of
of Company
E, Eleventh
of Joseph
Joseph H.
H. Knox,
Company E,
Eleventh RegiRegiH a
ment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
rate
ment
Maine Volunteer
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
of
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
George W. Butter.
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Seventh
Seventh field.
The
name of
of George
George W.
W. Butterfield,
Butterfield, late
late of
W- Buttg
Regiment
Maine
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
rate
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
The name
name of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
Dill, late
late of
E, Eighth
Regiment Thomas
Thomas J.
Dill.
The
J. Dill,
of Company
Company E,
Eighth Regiment
J. DiU.
Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
$40
that he
now receiving.
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The
of William
William E.
of Company
A, Fifth
a
liim
am
E.
CtmThe name
name of
E. Cunningham,
Cunningham, late
late of
Company A,
E. CuI
Fifth n ZWhlliam
Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
at
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
the rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
The
The name
of Aaron
Aaron 0.
of Captain
Wardwell's Aaron
Aaron 0.
Houghton.
name of
O. Houghton,
Houghton, late
late of
Captain Wardwell's
0. Houghtc.
unattached
unattached company,
pencompany, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
$17 per
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving. klbion K. P. Mars.
K
K. P.
P. Marston
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirtyton.
The name
name of Albion
Albion K.
Marston,' late
late of
Thirty- tm
second
Regiment, and
D, Thirty-first
Regiment, Maine
Maine
second Regiment,
and Company
Company D,
Thirty-first Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
of $40
$40 per
per
Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
iti.s A. Lothrop.
The name of Elias A. Lothrop,
Lothrop, late
G, Seventh
Seventh BatBat- E as
late of Company
Company G,
tery, First
First Battalion,
Battalion, Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him
tery,
Light Artillery,
a
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
m lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
a pension
pension at
rate of
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Hiram
Ellis, late
of Companies
Companies K
K and
and E,
E, Ninth
Regi- Hiram
Hiram El
Mk
The name
Hiram Ellis,
late of
Ninth Regiraent Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
$50 per
of $50
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
Brown.
Thomas Brown.
The
of Thomas
Thomas Brown,
Brown, late
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegiInfantry, and
the rate
rate
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension at
at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
of
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
Mary A. Miller.
The
name of
Mary A.
A. Miller,
Miller, widow
widow of
of Henry
late of
The name
of Mary
Henry II.
Miller, late
H. Miller,
of Ma y A.
er.
Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
now
receiving.
now receiving.
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McDonald, late
late of
Second
The name of Thomas
Thomas McDonald,
of Company
Company H,
H, Second

Regiment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at
Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the rate
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the
$36 per
in lieu
is now
Mize King.
EUi
King.
The name
widow of
Newell D.
name of Elize King, widow
of Newell
D. King, late
of ComComlate of
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pany C,
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
and
pay her
her a
apension
at the
rate of
$20 per
of that
that ,she
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
is now
Is
now receiving.
receiving.
Nathan B. Martin.
Nasa.
Mi
The name
name of Nathan
Nathan S. Martin, late of Company F, Forty-second
Forty-second
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Rben
Powa.
J.
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Reuben Y. Powell.
The
name of
of Reuben
Reuben J.
J. Powell,
Powell, late
late principal
principal musician,
musician, One
One hunhunThe name
dred and twenty-eighth
dred
twenty-eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pay hin
pay
him a
apension
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
that he
now
receiving.
Aim
W. Shepard.
Shepherd. receiving.
an w.
The name of John
John W. Shepherd,
Shepherd, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry
a pension
pension at
rate of
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
in lieu
month in
of $30
$30 per
rate
Insley
mnr Cook.
Cook.
The name of
of Insley
of Company
Company I,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Insley Cook, late
late of
I, Fourth
Provisional
Missouri Militia,
Provisional Enrolled Missouri
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
Militia, and pay
the
penion.
Pension.
of $30
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
Mary A. Gillogly.
Mary

A. Glilgy.

n
eansims
meaed

Pensions increased.
Julius C. Wright

Iliu C.Wht.

wusam
William

In.
11111111L

The name
of Mary
Gillogly, helpless
name of
Mary A.
A. Gillogly,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter . of
of

Gillogly, late
late of
Thomas Gilnogly,
of Company
Company I,
I First
First Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State
State
Militia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
a pension
per month.
month.

The name of Julius
Wright, late
late of
Julius C. Wright,
of Company
Company C,
Thirty-sixth
C, Thirty-sixth

Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
$36 per
month in
in lien
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that he
lieu of
per month
of $36
rate of
Wait rate
H. Wait'
The
- name
The
H. Waitman,
late of
of Company
Company C,
Sixty-third
name of
of William
William H.
Waitman, late
C, Sixty-third
Regiment, and unassigned
Regiment,
unassigned One
hunalred and
and twelfth
Regiment, Ohio
One hundred
twelfth Regiment,
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
$36 per
per

month
lieu of
he is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of Mary E. Roberts,
Roberts, widow of Richard
Richard Roberts,
Roberts, late
late of
of
Company H, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay ber
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pension
po increased.
incraed. pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
Nelson
Nea Barber.
Barber.
The name of Nelson Barber, late
Company I,
I, Twelfth
The
late of
of Company
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
at the
the rate
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate
Pension.
PnnaL
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Hanna M. Sutton.
B^
Sutto
The name of Rufina M. Sutton,
Sutton, widow
widow of
of Reuben
Reuben Sutton,
late of
of
Sutton, late
Company
Company L, Third Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy ArArRegiment Rhode
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
tillery,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
soince.
tillery, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
of $12
Pensions
increased.
Thaddeus
Cross.
Thaddes Crom.
The
The name
name of
of Thaddeus Cross, late
late of Company
Company A,
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $50
and pay
him aapension
at the
rate of
$50
in
per month in
lien of
is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
Charles E. Cook.
Chars a. cook.
The name of Charles E. Cook, late of Company
The
Company F, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
a pension at
Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
the
rate
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
now receiving.
rate of
of $36
per month
Peson.
Pmsion.
Florence M.
Irsence
M.Moore.
Moore.
The name of Florence
Florence M.
widow of
of Merrill
Moore, late
M. Moore,
Moore, widow
Merrill Moore,
late of
of
Company F, Sixth Regiment, and
and Company E,
Twenty-eighth
E, Twenty-eighth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her aa pension
at the
the
pension at
rate
per month.
month.
Piems
anresed.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions
increased.
Truman F. Maxim
Maxim.
Tonan
The name
name of Truman F.
F. Maxim,
E, Ninth
The
Maxim, late of
of Company
Company E,
Ninth RegiRegiInfantry, and pay him aapension at
ment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Horato P
Abb.
of
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
Horatio
P. Abbott.
The name
The
name of Horatio
Horatio P. Abbott,
Abbott, late of Company
Company E, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him aa
pay him
pension
at, the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pasna*.
pension at
rate of
month in
Pension.
he is
AmaFrambes
Alma
Frambes.
The
of Alma
Frambes, helpless
helpless and dependent
The name
name of
Alma Prambes,
dependent child of
William A. Frambes, late of Company
Company K, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment
C, One hundred
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Company C,
and fiftyfiftyhundred and
National Guard
Infantry, and pay
third Regiment Ohio National
Guard Infantry,
her aapension
pension
pay her
at
$12 per
at the
the rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension.
nsion.

Mary E.
Mary
E. Roberts.
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Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
The
name of
of John
John S.
S. Kephart,
Kephart, late
Company C, Third Regiment
Regiment John
late of Company
The name
S. Kephart.
Indiana Volunteers,
Mexico, and
lieutenant Comand second
second lieutenant
with Mexico,
War with
Volunteers, War
Indiana
and pay him aa
pany
F, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry-, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Indiana
pany F,
pension
at the
rate of
month in lieu of that he is now reper month
of $50
$50 per
the rate
pension at
ceiving.
ceiving.
E dw
Foster.
The
name of
Foster, late
of Company
C, Ninth
Regiment Edward
ard Foster.
Ninth Regiment
Company C,
late of
Edward Foster,
of Edward
The name
at
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
him
a
pension
the
rate
of
a
pension
pay
him
and
Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Pension.
$30 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
$30
Emery.
Leo JJ.. Emery
The name
name of
of Leo
Leo J.
helpless and dependent
dependent child of Charles Leo
Emery, helpless
J. Emery,
The

F.
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
F. Emery, late of Company D, Thirty-ninth
Infantry,
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
the rate
$12 per
pay him
him a
a pension
Infantry, and
and pay
John Ferguson.
Ferguson.
The name
name of
of John
John Ferguson,
late of
Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegi- John
of Company
Ferguson, late
The
Infantry, and Company
Company C, Sixth RegiConnecticut Volunteer Infantry,
ment Connecticut
ment Veteran
Veteran Reserve
and pay him a
a pension at the rate of
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
ment
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
of that
$40
per month
Gilbert.
The name
E. Gilbert,
Gilbert, widow
widow of
H. Gilbert,
Gilbert, late
late of
Mar EE. Gilbertof Mary
Philip H.
of Philip
of Mary
Mary.E.
name of
The
Heavy ArVolunteer Heavy
Company
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
First Regiment
Company G, First
Pensions
tillery, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
inreasd.
Pensions increased.
of $12
per month.
month.
at the
a pension
tillery,
Apple.
CharlesApple.
The name
Charles Apple,
Apple, late
of Company
Company D, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Charles
late of
of Charles
name of
The
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
of that
month in
$24 per
of $24
rate of
Adolphus B. Capron..
B.capr.
The
name of
Company Adolphus
lieutenant Company
late first lieutenant
B. Capron,
Capron, late
of Adolphus
Adolphus B.
The name
eleventh
K, and
and first
and eleventh
and adjutant One hundred and
lieutenant and
first lieutenant
K,
pension
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Regiment New York Volunteer
at the
$50 per
in lieu
of that
receiving.
he is now receiving.
that he
lieu of
month in
per month
of $50
rate of
at
the rate
Madeline A. Rowell.
owe.
Rowell, MadelneA.
The name
A. Rowell,
widow of George
George H.
II. Rowell,
Rowell, widow
of Madeline
Madeline A.
name of
The
Regiment Missouri
Second Regiment
H, Second
late
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Company 71,
captain Company
late captain
month in lieu
Cavalry,
at the
the rate
rate of $24
$24 per month
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
pay her
Cavalry, and
is now receiving.
of that
she is
that she
of
Elias M. Flint.
i:t.
The
Eliza M.
James F.
late of Eia.
Flint, late
F. Flint,
of James
widow of
Flint, widow
M. -Flint,
of Eliza
name of
The name
InVolunteer
Company A,
A, Thirty-ninth
Massachusetts Volunteer InRegiment Massachusetts
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Company
fantry, and
and pay
pension at the
per month
month in lieu of
the rate of $20 per
her a
a pension
pay her
fantry,
that
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
she is
is now
George L. Wait WiltThe name
George L.
Wait Viriltbank,
George L.
L. Wait,
Wait, bGeorgeL.
alias George
Wiltbank, alias
L. Wait
of George
The
name of
bank ,aliasWalotW
George lL.
Wait
Wait'
Colored
States
United
Regiment
late
of
Company
K,
Twenty-fifth
Regiment
United
Colored
K,
Twenty-fifth
late of Company
Volunteer
pay him
him a
pension at the rate
rate of $30 per
per
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
now receiving.
he is now
lieu of
in lieu
month
Daniel
A. Ray.
D
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company B,
One hundred Daie A.ayB, One
A. Ray,
Ray, late
of Daniel
Daniel A.
The
and
twentieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
York Volunteer
New York
Regiment New
and twentieth
him
$30 per
in lieu of that he is now
month in
per month
of $30
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
a pension
him a
receiving.
receiving.
U
George E
Mars.
ar.
The
name of
of George
Ellars, late
Company A, One hundred
hundred and George
of Company
late of
George Ellars,
The name
thirteenth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa penOhio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
thirteenth Regiment
sion at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
lieu of
that he
he is now receiving.
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
rate of
at the
sion
James E.
E. Breaat
Bresett.
The
name of
of James
James E.
E. Bresett,
Bresett, late
of Company
Comp_any E,
Forty-eighth Jame
E, Forty-eight
late of
The name
Battery
Twenty-first
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and Twenty-first
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him aa pension at the
Light Artillery,
Indiana
is now
rate
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he is
lieu of
per month
of $40
$40 per
rate of
John McGuire.
The
name of
of John
late of
of Company
E, One
one hundred
hundred JohnMcOGue
Company E,
McGuire, late
John McGuire,
The name
and
Infantry,
and
eighty-eighth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
and eighty-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania
$36 per month
pay
him a
pension at the
rate of
month in lieu of that he
of $36
the rate
a pension
pay him
is now receiving.
is
Ludwig N. AnderThe name
name of
of Ludwig
late of
Company A,
A, First
First son.
Ludwig N. Ander
of Company
N. Anderson,
Anderson, late
Ludwig N.
The
a
penhim
pay
Regiment
Minnesota
Volunteer
Heavy
Artillery,
a
penand
Artillery,
Heavy
Volunteer
Minnesota
Regiment
sion
at the
of $36
month in
receiving.
lieu of that he is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
$36 per
rate of
the rate
sion at
George W. Bolster.
. Bolster.
The
name of
of George
W. Bolster,
Bolster, late
of Company
Tenth RegiRegi- Gege
B, Tenth
Company B,
late of
W.
George The name
ment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
an First Battery, VerInfantry, an(d
Massachusetts Volunteer
ment
pension at the rate
mont Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
and pay him aa pension
Artillery, and
mont
ension.
receiving.
Pension.
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $50
Estedler Barrows.
Barrows
The
name of
of Esteller
Barrows, helpless
helpless and
dependent daughter
danggiter Esteiler
and dependent
Esteller Barrows,
The name
of Isaac
Isaac C.
Barrows, late
late of
of Company
Regiment ConFourteenth Regiment
E, Fourteenth
Company E,
C. Barrows,
of
Second Batnecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Forty-first Company, Second
and Forty-first
Infantry, and.
necticut
talion, Veteran
Corps, and
and pay
pension at the rate of
of
her aapension
pay her
Reserve Corps,
Veteran Reserve
talion,
$12 per
month.
per month
$12
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name of
of John
W. Bash,
late of
D, Ninth
Regiment
.esirBd The
The name
John W.
Bash, late
of Company
Company D,
Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
at the
rate of
of
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
$30 per
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
TilleE.
The name of Tillie E. Reeves,
Reeves, widow
Tillie E. Rees.
Reeves.
Orange D.
D. Reeves,
Reeves, late
late
widow of
of Orange
of Company
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Cavalry,
Company I,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her a
a pension
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
pension at
at the rate
$20 per
she
she is
is now'
now receiving.
receiving.
Hrace
The name
Horace G.
G. Malcom.
The
Horace G.
G. Maloon,
of Company
Fifteenth
name of
of Horace
Maloon, late
late of
Company A,
A, Fifteenth
Regiment Maine
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the
rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $40
$40 per month
month in
he is
is now

P

Pendons increased.
Joim W. Bash.

The name
name of
John H.
The
of John
H. Lowell,
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-seventh
Lowell, late
late of
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
rate
of $36
$36 per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
L-oyrHarding.
The name of Leroy
of Company
Leroy
Harding.
The
Leroy Harding,
Harding, late
late of
Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per
per month in
in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
Hen F.
Goodwin.
The name of Helen
Helen
F. GoodwinHelen F.
F. Goodwin,
Goodwin, former
former widow
widow of
J.
of Andrew
Andrew J.
Harmon, late of Company I,
I, Seventeenth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Seventeenth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
the rate
rate of
month in
and $2
additional on
on account
of that she is
is now
now receiving,
receiving and
$2 per
per month
month additional
account
of Lucina
helpless child
of said
said Andrew
Andrew J.
Harmon:
Lucina H.
H. Harmon,
Harmon, helpless
child of
J. Harmon:
Proviso.
Dimas°
t
o cease
Provided, That
death of
of Lucina
Lucina H.
H. Harmon,
as to
case on
on Provided,
That in
in the
the event
event of
of the
the death
Harmon,
child.
helpless
death of child,
helpless and dependent
dependent child
J. Harmon,
the addichild of
of said
said Andrew
Andrew J.
Harmon, the
additional
pension herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine.
tional pension
herein granted
and determine.
Elisabeth C. HenderThe name
Sabethc.Hende
The name or
of Elizabeth
80EL
Elizabeth C. Henderson,
Henderson, widow
widow of
of Robert
Robert R.
R. HenHendemon,
derson, late of Company
Company C,
and sixty-eighth
Regiment
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
sixty-eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
and pay
her aa pension
pension at
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
cn
M D
per
she is
Clementine M. Densme
Desk„..
The name of Clementine
Clementine M.
Gilbert, now
former widow
widow
M. Gilbert,
now Denslow,
Denslow, former
Adam F.
of Adam
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
F. Gilbert,
Gilbert, late
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
rate
off $20
per month
lieu of
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that she
ohi
$20 per
month in
Melissa L
L. W
White.
The name of Melissa L. White, widow
widow of Chancey White,
White, late of
Company
Seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Company C, Seventy-fourth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per month in lieu of
that she
she is
of that
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
EieH.
Ellen
H. Croggo.
Croggna.
The name
H. Crogon,
widow of
of William
William J.
J. Croggon,
Croggon,
The
name of
of Ellen
Ellen H.
Croggon, widow
late of Company
Company D,
Fourth Battalion
of Columbia
Militia
D, Fourth
Battalion District
District of
Columbia Militia
pay her
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
is now
lieu
a ns on
n Osmanson.The name of Austin Osmanson,
Austin
Osmanson late of Company
Company__CC,, One
One hunhundred and forty-second
forty-second Regiment.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Regiment. Illinois Volunteer
pay him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
pension at
at the
of $24
per month
now
receiving.
now receiving.
ry F.
F. Ewfg.
The name of
Wry
Ewing.
of Mary
Mary F.
F. Ewing,
Ewing, widow
widow of
L. Ewing,
Ewing, late
late
of Addison
Addison L.
captain Company I, Sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer InInIndiana Volunteer
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in
fantry, and.pay her a
in lieu
lieu
of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Witham
Wlia
c.
McThe name of William
C. McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, late
Laughlin.
C.
Mc.
William C.
late of
G, Sixth
Sixth
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
Pension.
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he
receiving,.
he is now receiving.
Jesse
Watkins
The
of Jesse
Jesse Watkins,
Jesse Watkins.
The name
name of
W atkins, l
at
e o
om p
an y H,
El, Sixty-third
Sixty-third
late
off C
Company
Regiment
Regiment Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri Militia, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
Pensions
rate
Pensions increased.
increase.
rate of
of $18
$18 per
per month.
month.
Daniel W .Smith.
W. Smith,
Smith.
The name
name of
of Daniel
Daniel W.
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Twentieth
Twentieth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
a pension at the
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate
of $50
$60 per
per month
n lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
Owen
rate of
month i
in
of that
he is
receiving.
Owen Stacy
Stacy.
The name of Owen Stacy,
Stacy, late of Company
Company I,
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment
a pension
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $40
$40
A
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
i
s now
now r
ece i
vi
ng.
n
per
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
Mary A..Hanson.
The name of Mary
Mary A. Hanson,
Hanson, widow
widow of Daniel
Hanson, late
late of
of
Daniel Hanson,
Company A, Tenth and
Company
and Twenty-ninth
Tweiaty-ninth Regiments
Regiments Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
JobnH. LOwL

John H. Lowell.
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Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
month in lieu
at the
the rate of $20 per month
a pension
and pay
Infantry,
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of
The
name of
J. Batman,
widow of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Batman,
Batman, widow
Azupah J.
of Azupah
The name
Regiment Indiana
forty-fourth Regiment
late of
One hundred
hundred and
Indiana
and forty-fourth
D, One
of Company
Company D,
late
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
her a
rate of $24 per month
month
the rate
a pension
pension at the
pay her
Volunteer
in
lieu of
that she
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That in the event of
is now receiving:
she is
of that
in lieu

Azupah 3. Batman.
AzapahJ.Batman.

Provisos.
P"X
d
Increase to

acease

on

eath of child.
child.
the death
death of
of Walter
L. Batman,
Batman, helpless
child of
of said
said death
dependent child
and dependent
helpless and
Walter L.
the
Andrew J.
J. Batman,
Batman, the
additional pension
pension herein
herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
the additional
Andrew
Pension to child on
toehi d on
Penion
in the event of the eath
and
determine: And
further, That in
provided further,
And provided
and determine:
of mother.
Andrew J.
death
of Azupah
J. Batman, widow of Andrew
J. Batman,
Batman, the name
Azupah J.
death of
of said
Walter L.
L. Batman
placed on the pension
subject
pension roll, subject
be placed
shall be
Batman shall
of
said Walter
to the
of the
pension laws,
laws, at the rate of
the pension
limitations of
and limitations
provisions and
the provisions
to
$12
month from
and after
the death
death of
of the
J. Batman.
Azupah J.
the said Azupah
after the
from and
per month
$12 per
Hannah Dowd.
Oliver Dowd, late of ComThe name
of Hannah
widow of Oliver
Com- HannahDowd.
Dowd, widow
Hannah Dowd,
name of
The
pany
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Rhode Island Volunteer
Regiment Rhode
H, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
pany H,
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
month in lieu of that she is
of $20
$20 per month
rate of
a pension
her a
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Eaton Ferrin.
Fer
Twenty-eighth Eaten
late of Company C, Twenty-eighth
The name
of Eaton
Eaton Ferrin, late
name of
The
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
and pay him aa pension at the
Maine Volunteer
Regiment
receiving.
rate
per month
in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
month in
$36 per
rate of
of $36
J
Hawksley.
A Hawksiey.
The name
name of
John A.
Hawksley, late
Maine JohnnA.
late of Third Battery, Maine
A. Hawksley,
of John
The
a pension at the rate of $30
and pay him a
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
he is now receiving.
of that he
lieu of
per
Benjamin King.
The
name of
Regiment Benjamining
of Company B, Eighth Regiment
King, late of
of Benjamin
Benjamin King,
The name
pension at the rate
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him a
rate of $50
$50
a pension
Volunteer Infantry
Maine
ension.
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.
of that
that be
he is
lieu of
per
in lieu
is now
per month
month in
Elsina H
H. BRckard
Rickard.
A. Rickard,
Henry.A.
The
of Elsina
H. Rickard,
Rickard, late
late Elsina
widow of Henry
Rickard, widow
Elsina H.
name of
The name
Vermont Volunteer
of
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Company D,
of Company
and pay
her a
of $12 per month.
ratensions
at the
the rate
Pensions increased.
increased.
a pension
pension at
pay her
and
John M.
M. Canady.
Canady.
The name
of Company
Company A,
A, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth John
late of
Canady, late
M. Canady,
John M.
of John
name of
The
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
rate
of $36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
rate of
Georp J. Beeman.
Aorge
The name
of George
J. Beeman,
alias George
George Armstrong,
late of ais
Armstrong, late
alias Gemge brmArm.
Beeman, alias
George J.
The
name of
trong.
pay strong
First Independent
Independent Battery,
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery
Artillery, and pay
a
Ohio Volunteer
Battery, Ohio
First
inlieu
the rate of $36 per month
him
pension at
month in
lieu of that he is now
at the
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
Alfred Featheringill.
r
Fifty-ninth Alfed Fethelil
F, Fifty-ninth
Company F,
The name
of Alfred
of Company
late of
Featheringill, late
Alfred Featheiingill,
name of
The
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him a
apension at the
Regiment Illinois
rate of
of $50
he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per month
S50 per
rate
John Jay
y Ingersoll.
The name
name of
of John
John Jay
late of
of Company
Company-C,
C, Eighty-ninth
Eighty-ninth J o J Ingersoll.
Ingersoll, late
Jay Ingersoll,
The
Regiment, and
and Company
Fifty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
F, -Fifty-ninth
Company F,
Regiment,
Infantry, and
pay him
the rate
rate of $24 per month in lieu
lieu
at the
pension at
a pension
him a
and pay
Infantry,
Pensions.
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
Jennie Raley.
Raley.
The
of Jennie
Jennie Raley,
Thomas Raley, late of Jene
of Thomas
widow of
former widow
Raley, former
name of
The name
Companies C
First Regiment
Regiment District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer
B, First
and B,
C and
Companies
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
$12 per
month.
rate of
of $12
per month.
a pension
pension at
Cavalry,
her a
Benjamin R. BufR. BuThe
of Benjamin
R. Buffington,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, FifFif- fington.
Bngmon
Buffington, late
Benjamin R.
name of
The name
Regiment, Ohio
Twenty-fifth Regiment,
teenth
Regiment, and
and late
the Twenty-fifth
of the
late of
teenth Regiment,
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30 per
per
rate of
Volunteer Infantry,
increased
Pension increased.
month.
nlorith.
Barton Kearns.
Kears.
Bton
Fifty-ninth Ante,
The name
name of
Barton Kearns,
Kearns, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Fifty-ninth
of Barton
The
p. 1424.
p
pay him
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
him a
a pension
pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
receiving.
rate of
lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in lieu
per month
of $40 per
rate
Approved,
September 5, 1916.
Approved, September
d

5, 1916.
September 5,

Branum.
CHAP. 444.-An
444.—An Act
Oleanne Marie
Zahl Branum.
Marie Zahl
the relief of Oleanne
Act For the
CHAP.

[S. 6497.]

S.64

[Private, No.
150.]
No. 150.]
[Private,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of ReEesentatives
of the
the United
United oleane
Zae
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Ole.cno Marie zahl
Zabl
Be
.
Brantm
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That homestead
homestead entry Branum.
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States
Homestead entry val-

Honumbered
ted
anead
hundred
seven
thousand
naught
seven thousand
idated.
numbered naught
seven hundred
dated.
eighteen, een,
and eighteen,
hundred and
seven
thousand
seven
naught seven
numbered
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Duluth,
Minnesota series,
series, made
twenty-ninth, nineteen
nineteen
November twenty-ninth,
made November
Duluth, Minnesota
hundred and
by Oleanne
Oleanne Marie
Marie Zahl
Zahl Branum,
Branum, for
the north
north
for the
nine, by
and nine,
hundred
half of
of the
southwest quarter,
quarter, southwest
southwest quarter
of the
the southwest
southwest
quarter of
the southwest
half
quarter,
section four
and northwest
quarter of
of the
northwest quarter
quarter
the northwest
northwest quarter
four,, and
quarter, section
section
township sixty-two
range twenty-one
twenty-one west,
west,
north, range
sixty-two north,
nine;z township
section nine
fourth
principal meridian,
be, and
and the
the same
same hereby
is validated;
validated;
hereby is
meridian, be,
fourth principal
and
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
is authorized
the Interior
the Secretary
and the
accept commutation
commutation proof
proof in
in support
of said
entry and
and issue
patent
issue patent
said entry
support of
accept
thereon
said proof
proof shows
shows compliance
with the
the requirerequirecompliance with
provided said
thereon, provided
ments
thereon,
with respect
to residence,
cultivation,
residence, cultivation,
respect to
law with
homestead law
ments of the homestead
and
improvements.
and improvements.
Approved,
September 5,
5, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
September 5, 1916.
September
[H. R.
6001
[H.
R. 600.1
[Private,
151.1
[Private, No. 1514

in the State
CHAP. 445.—An
validate title
title to the town site of McCabe, in
Act To validate
446.-An Act
CHAP.
of
Montana.
of Montana.

Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the United
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
Interior be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed to accept
accept for
for
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
and he
Interior
heretofore
limited patent
patent only
Pacific lieu-land
lieu-land selection heretofore
Santa Fe Pacific
only Santa
limited
made and
and designated
designated as
as Glasgow,
serial number
number
Montana, land office serial
Glasgow, Montana,
made
naught fifteen
thousand seven
hundred and
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, for
for the
following
the following
seven hundred
fifteen thousand
naught
described land:
land: Southwest
Southwest quarter
of the
southeast quarter
quarter of section
section
the southeast
quarter of
described
four, in
twenty-nine north, range fifty-six
fifty-six east, Montana
Montana
township twenty-nine
in township
four,
Lundquist, trustee, for
to John Lundquist,
meridian; and
and issue
issue patent
thereto to
patent thereto
meridian;
McCabe, in the
the original purchasers of town lots
of the town site of McCabe,
lots of
eral rights isre- the original purchasers of town
Mineral
reservation to the
shall contain
State of
contain aa reservation
patent shall
which patent
of Montana,
Montana, which
State
United States
States of all coal, oil, or other
other mineral
mineral deposits
deposits in the land,
United
and the
the right
United States,
States, its
or lessees,
lessees, to
to mine
its grantees
grantees or
of the
the United
right of
and
and remove
same.
remove same.
and
Approved,
5, 1916.
1916.
September 5,
Approved, September

McCabe,
McCdle, Mont.
Town site patent to.

September 5, 1916.
September
[H. R.
1528.]
[H.
R. 1528.1

[Private, No. 1521
152.1
[Private,
Martin Huhn.
Hahn.
Martin
Payment to.

tember 6,
1916.
September
6, 1916.

1n719.1
sefri.
H. It.
R. 167191

(Private, No. 1.53.)

CHAP. 446.-An
446.—An Act For
the relief
relief of
Martin Huhn.
Huhn.
of Martin
For the
CHAP.

Be
enacted by
by the
Rresentatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Secretary of the
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
America in
States
directed to pay, out
Treasury
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
out
and he
Treasury be,
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Martin
M.artin
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
money in
of
employment of the United
Huhn, who
who was
was disabled
disabled while
while engaged
engaged in employment
Huhn,
States Government
office, in the State of New
post office,
at Hoboken
Hoboken post
Government at
States
thirteenth, nineteen
Jersey, on or about August
August thirteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen,
Jersey,
the
the sum
sum of
of $500.
$500.
Approved,
5, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
September 5,

CHAP. 449.-An
449.—An Act For the relief of John P. Sutton.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of the United
of
Houseeti
Senate and House
the Senate
Be
assembled,,That in the administration
in C,angress
Congress assembl
States
America in
States of America
administration
Military reeerct
t
y recod cor-of the pension laws John P. Sutton,
Sutton, who enlisted in Company H,
rected.
twenty-seventh
Regiment United
Eighteenth Regiment
Eighteenth
United States
States Infantry, on the twenty-seventh
day of March, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and sixty-six, under the name of
of
hereafter be held and considered
Gilbert Sutton, shall hereafter
considered to have
have been
been
military service
honorably
discharged from the military:
honorably discharged
service of the United
United States
as a
a member of said company
company and regiment
regiment under his true name
name of
John
John P. Sutton.
Sutton.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 6, 1916.
Private, No.

i
ien

Gilbert

3.)

P. Staten, alias
Sutmon

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

S
ESS. I.
I. CHs.
Cris. 462,
482-485.
462,482-485.
SESS.

1916.

CHAP. 482.—An
462.-An Act For the relief of John Duggan.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Representativesof the United
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be
administration
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in the administration
in Congress
America in
States of
McCarthy),
of the
the pension
Duggan, alias
McCarty (or McCarthy),
John McCarty
alias John
John Duggan,
laws John
pension laws
of
shall hereafter
and considered
honorably disto have been honorably
considered to
held and
be held
hereafter be
shall
a private
charged from
from the
the military
service of
United States as a
the United
of the
military service
charged
of
Troop K,
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, on the
the twentyUnited States
Regiment United
of Troop
seventh
of July,
eighteen hundred
Provided, That
That
sixty-five: Provided,
and sixty-five:
hundred and
July, eighteen
day of
seventh day
Act.
no pension
shall accrue
accrue prior
the passage
of this Act.
passage of
to the
prior to
pension shall
no
Approved,
September 7, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September

M. Bowman.
CHAP. 482.—An
482.-An Act For the relief of Eva AL
CHAP.

Representatives of the United
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
and House
enacted by
it enacted
Be

1467

September 7, 1916.
September
[S.
3268.]
[S. 32681
[Private,
154.1
[Private, No. 154.]
John
Duggan, alias
John Duggan,
John
John McCarty.
Military
record corMilitary record
rected.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No prior pension.

September
8 1916.
1916.
September 8
[S.
1361
(S. 136.1
[Private, No. 155.]
155.1
[Private,

l
Eva M.
t
3owmt
a
owmeat.
M.n 1
of the
Secretary of
That the
in Congress
America in
States of
States
of America
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
the pva
Payment to, for death
of
h
a
usbrld.
tA
for
th
husband.
of
out of
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
Treasury
is hereby,
directed to pay, out
of
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of
sum
any
money
i
n
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
the
appropriated,
otherwise
not
Treasury
the
in
any money
$1,460
Eva M.
Bowman, widow
widow of
L. Bowman, who was
Robert L.
of Robert
M. Bowman,
to Eva
$1,460 to
agent.
killed
in
the
discharge
of
his
duty
as
Indian
as
duty
his
of
discharge
the
killed in
Approved, September
September 8,
1916.
8, 1916.
Approved,

•

CHAP.
483.—An Act
For the relief of Karen S. Sorenson and James Lyle.
Act For
CHAP. 483.-An

September 8,
8 1916.
September
[H. R. 1636.1
[Private, No. 156.]
156.]
[Private,

United Sorenson
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Be
Sorenson and Lyle.
States
of America
Cangress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of the Payment to.
the Secretary
in Congress
America in
States of
Treasurry
be, and
and he
authorized to
to pay,
pay-,out of any money
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
Treasury be,
to
in
Treasury of
United States
not otherwise appropriated, to
States not
the United
of the
the Treasury
in the
Karen
business as copartners at
doing business
Lyle, doing
James Lyle,
and James
Sorenson and
S. Sorenson
Karen S.
Honolulu, Territory
Hawai, under the firm name and style of
of Hawaii,
Territory of
Honolulu,
Sorenson and
Lyle, for
for use
railway, work done, and
marine railway,
of marine
use of
and Lyle,
Sorenson
materials furnished
furnished in
making necessary
schooner
necessary repairs to the schooner
in making
materials
Charles Levi
Levi Woodbury,
damaged as the
was damaged
schooner was
said schooner
which said
Woodbury, which
Charles
result of
the United
States ship
Irociuois in the Pacific
ship Iroquois
United States
with the
collision with
a collision
of a
result
Ocean,
off the
Hawan, on May fourth,
Territory of Hawaii,
Kauai, Territory
of Kauai,
coast of
the coast
Ocean, off
nineteen
and five,
$1,019.69.
five, $1,019.69.
hundred and
nineteen hundred
1916.
Approved,
September
8,
September
Approved,
CHAP. 484.—An
Act For
For the relief
relief of John E. Keys.
484.-An Act
CHAP.

September 8,
8, 191.
1916.
[H.
1963.]
R. 1963.]
[H. R.

157.1
[Private, No. 157.]

E. Keys.
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Revresentatives of
the United
United John
of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
John E.
Keys.
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
for inS
injuto for
States of
of America
in Congress
That the
Secretary of
of the
the Payment
Payment to
the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States
ries.
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
to pay, out of ria
directed to
and directed
authorized and
hereby, authorized
Treasury
sum of
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
the Treasury
any
$602 to
to John
JOhn E.
E. Keys,
for injuries
construction of
the construction
during the
received during
injuries received
Keys, for
$602
the
the Shoshone
Shoshone Reclamation
Reclamation Project
Project in
in Wyoming.
Wyoming.
on the
Tunnel on
Corbett Tunnel
the Corbett

Approved,
September 8, 1916.
Approved, September

CHAP. 485.—An
Act For
For the
the relief
relief of
James L.
L. Yokum.
Yokum.
of James
485.-An Act
CHAP.

Sep
T tember 8,1916.
8, 1916.
September
H.
R.. 22081
28.
RI R.
[Private,
[Private, No. 158.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of the
the United
United JaL.
Ym
James L. Yokum.
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
Be it
Payment to.
to.
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the sum
of $1,000
$1,000 be, Payment
sum of
That the
assembled, That
Arnerica in
States
and
same is
is hereby,
appropriated out of any money in the Treashereby, appropriated
the same
and the
ury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury is
of the
the Secretary
and the
ury not
hereby
to pay
pay James
James L.
L. Yokum,
Yokurn, a
citizen of
Bluff,
Red Bluff,
of Red
a citizen
directed to
hereby directed
Tehama County,
County, in
in the
the State
for the arrest of
reward for
California, reward
of California,
State of
Tehama
mail-train
robber on
the night
night of
of November
nineteen hundred
hundred
eighth, nineteen
November eighth,
on the
mail-train robber
and
twelve.
and twelve.
Approved,
September 8,
8, 1916.
1916.
Approved, September
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THE SIXTY-FOURTH
OF THE
PRIVATE LAWS
OF
THE
OF THE

UNITED
STATES
TUNITED STATES
in
city of Washington,
the city
Passed
at the
second session,
session, which
and held
held at
at the
Washington, in
begun and
was begun
which was
the second
Passed at
the
District of
Columbia, on
on Monday,
Monday, the
day of December, 1916, and
and was
fourth day
the fourth
of Columbia,
the District
1917.
adjourned unthout
the fourth
day of
of March,
March, 1917.
fourth day
Sunday, the
on Sunday,
day on
without day
adjourned
W OODROW WILSON,
W ELSON, President;
HOMAS R.
MARSHALL, Vice
Vice President;
President; WILLARD
W ILLARD
R. MARSHALL,
THOMAS
President; T
WOODROW
the
SAULSBURY, President
of the
Senate pro
tempore; CHAMP
CHAMP CLARK,
CLARK, Speaker
of the
Speaker of
pro tempore;
the Senate
President of
SAULSBURY,
House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House
December 19,
1916.
19,1916.
December
[H. R.10049.]

CHAP. 1.—An
Act For
For the relief of Captain Harvey H. Young.
1.-An Act
CHAP.

[H. R. 10049.]

United
Representativesof the United
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be

the administration
administration of
States of
of America
America in
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
in the
of
assembled, That
States

[Private, No.
159.]
No159.]
[Private,
Harvey H. Young.
Yourng
re
Harvey
Military record cor-

rected.
honorably dis- rected.
upon honorably
any laws
confe
rights, privileges, or
benefits upon
or benefits
rights,privileges,
laws conferring
any
charged
soldiers
Harvey
IL
Young,
late
captain
Company
C,
RingC,
RingCompany
captain
late
.
Young,
charged soldiers Harvey
hereafter be
gold's battalion,
battalion, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, shall hereafter
Volunteer Cavalry,
gold's
the
honorably from the
held and
considered to
to have
been discharged
discharged honorablyhave been
and considered
held
Proviso.
,etc.
NP backcpay
other than as No
military
service of
That other
Pronided, That
pay ,etc.
States: Provided,
United States:
the United
of the
military-service
emolument
pension,
set
forth
above
no
bounty,
pay,
pension,
or
other
emolument
shall
pay,
bounty,
no
above
forth
set
passage of this Act.
accrue
by reason
reason of
the passage
of the
to or
or by
prior to
accrue prior
Approved, December
December 19, 1916.
Approved,

December 30,1916
30, 1916.
DHcmbr
[II.
R.1788.]
1788.]
[H. R.

CHAP. 11.-An
11.—An Act
Act For
Jones.
M. Jones.
Thomas M.
of Thomas
relief of
the relief
For the
CHAP.

[Private, No. 160.]
No.160.]
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
United [Private,
Representatives of
of Representatives
Iouse of
enacted by
Be
Thomas M. Jones.
States
of America
America in
in Congress
in the
administration Thmas
the administration
That in
Military M.rJones.
retard corassembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
reeted.
soldiers' homes rected.
of
the pension
pension laws
laws and
laws governing;
entrance to
to soldiers'
governing entrance
and laws
of the
Thomas M.
Jones be
held and
and considered
to have
mustered into
been mustered
have been
considered to
be held
SI. Jones
Thomas
the
as aadrummer
drummer in
in Independent
Independent Company C,
service as
States service
United States
the United
eighteen
Pennsylvania
on September
September eighth,
eighth, eighteen
Infantry, on
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
hundred
sixty-two, and
discharged on Proviso.
honorably discharged
been honorably
have been
to have
and to
and sixty-two,
hundred and
pay,etc.
April
twenty-third., eighteen
eio-hteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-three: Provided,
Provided, That No back pay,
etc.
and sixty-three:
April twenty-third,
by
no
bounty,
pay,
or
otTier
allowance
shall
become
due
or
payable
payable
or
due
become
shall
allowance
other
or
pay,
no bounty,
reason of
the passage
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage of
of the
reason
Approved, December
December 30,
30, 1916.
1916.
Approved,

January 16, 1917.

CHAP.
Act For
For the
the relief
of James
James Anderson.
Anderson.
relief of
15.-An Act
CHAP. 15.—An

16,1917.
January
[H. R.1093.]

[Private, No. 161.]
No. 161.]
[Private,
of the United
Be
the Senate
Representatives of
United James
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Ander7 n.
recordcorStates
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in the
the administration
Military r
coradministration Military
That in
in Congress
America in
States of
rected.
of
the pension
pension laws
who was
in Company
Company A, rected.
private in
was aaprivate
Anderson, who
James Anderson,
laws James
of the
Cass
County Regiment,
Regiment, Missouri
and Company
Company A,
A,
Guards, and
Home Guards,
Missouri Home
Cass County
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Missouri
Militia Cavalry, and Company F,
State Militia
Missouri State
Second
hereafter be
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
shall hereafter
Cavalry, shall
Fourteenth
held and
considered to
to have
been honorably
honorably discharged from the
have been
and considered
held
d

1469

1470
1470

SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
ESS. II.
II. CHs.
15, 17,37-39.
17, 37-39.
SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS. S
SEss.
CHS. 15,

1917.
1917.

military service
as a
amember
member of
of the
the last-menlast-menmilitary
service of
of the
the United
United States
States as
tioned
company and
on the
the nineteenth
nineteenth day
day of
tioned company
and regiment
regiment on
of December,
December
eighteen hundred
That no
pension shall
shall
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
Provided, That
no pension
accrue prior
prior to
to the
the passage
passage of
of this
Act.
accrue
this Act.
Approved, January
January 16,
16, 1917.
Approved,
1917.

Proviso.
No prior pension.

Nopriorpeson

17.-An Act
CHAP. 17.—An
Act For
the relief
of William
William H.
Woods.
For the
relief of
H. Woods.

January
1917.
January 18,181917.
[H. R. 10007.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 162.]
William H. Woods.
WilliSam H.Wod.
Payment
from
Chlekanjw to, from.
Chickasaw
funds.
C
to.

wamt

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of
assembled, That
That the
the sum
is
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
sum of
of $152.21
$152.21 is
hereby
appropriated, out
hereby appropriated,
of any
money in
in the
of the
out of
any money
the possession
possession of
the United
United
States belonging
to the
Chickasaw Indian
Indian Tribes
Tribes not
not
States
belonging to
the Choctaw
Choctaw and
and Chickasaw
otherwise
appropriated, to
to reimburse
William H.
Woods for
expenses
otherwise appropriated,
reimburse William
H. Woods
for expenses
incurred by him
him as assistant
assistant tribal
tribal attorney
attorney of
Chickasaw Indians
Indians
of the
the Chickasaw
between
of December
December thirty-fast,
hundred and
between the
the date
date of
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
thirteen, and
fourth, nineteen
inclusive.
and May fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
fourteen, inclusive.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 18,
18, 1917.
1917.
CHAP. 37.—An
37.-An Act
relief of
of Allen
M. Hiller.
Act For
For the
the relief
Allen M.
Hiller. •

February
1917.
Febrary 8,
8117.

enacted by
by the
House of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United
of Representatives
the United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in the
the administration
cor- States
States of
Congress assembled,
That in
administration
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges or
of any laws conferring_
benefits upon
honorably
or benefits
upon honorably
discharged soldiers Allen
who was
was a
a first
first lieutenant
lieutenant in
in
llen M.
M. Hiller, who
Company
Company G, One hundred and
Regiment Pennsylvania
and ninety-ninth
ninety-ninth Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, shall hereafter
hereafter be
have
be held and
and considered
considered to
to have
been discharged
discharged honorably
honorably from the military service
United
service of the United
States
as an
an officer
officer of
company and
and regiment
regiment on
on the
O.
States as
of said
said company
the twentytwentyProviso.
eighth day
day of
of June,
June, eighteen
and sixty-five:
sixty-five: Provided,
Provided, That
No back
pay, etc.
etc.
eighth
ack pay,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
That
no
pension be
passage of
of this
Act.
no back pay
pay or
or pension
be allowed
allowed prior
prior to
to the
the passage
this Act.
February 8,
8, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

163.]
[Private, No.
No. 163.]
Allen M. Hiller.
.
Myreord
Military
record corrected.

ar

February
1917.
Febray 8,
8,917.
[H. R. 6145.]

CHA. 88.-An
CHAP.
38.—An Act For the relief
relief of Edward F.
F. McDermott,
McDermott, alias
Williams.
alias James
James Williams.

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in the
the administration
administration
Congress assembled,
That in
liams :
of
the pension
pension laws
laws and
the laws
governing the
National Home
Home for
for
tams ed
of the
and the
laws governing
the National
Military record cortred rd
- Disabled
rected.
Volunteer Soldiers,
Soldiers, or
or any
Disabled Volunteer
thereof, Edward
F.
any branch
branch thereof,
Edward F.
McDermott,
McDermott, who served as James Williams in Company
Company C,
C, Ninetieth
Ninetieth
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, now aaresident
Regiment Pennsylvania
New
resident of
of New
York, shall hereafter be held to have been
been honorably discharged
discharged
from the military service of the United States on
twenty-fourth
on the
the twenty-fourth
Previte.
of October,
October, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
no
Nopriorpensionetc.
day of
No prior pension, etc. day
Provided, That
That no
pension, bounty,
bounty, nor other emolument
pension,
emolument shall accrue
accrue prior to the pasAct.
sage of this
this Act.
Approved, February
February 8, 1917.
1917.
1t.]

[Private, No. 164.]
Edward F. McDer-

mEtdts
D
mott, aliaswJams
James Wil-

CHAP. 39.-An
39.—An Act
Act For
For the
of Napoleon
B.
CHAP.
the relief
relief of
of the
the legal
legal representatives
representatives of
Napoleon B.
Giddings.
_ Giddings.

Ferar
February 8, 1917.
1917.

FL
H. Rli 8°67.1
7. ]
[Private, No.
No. 165.]
165.]

Npoleon
Napoleon
dings. dist.

B.
B.

GidGid-

Icnvestigation

of

Investigation
of
Ci3IM
for
property

taken
taken from.
from,

Be
by the
and House
of the
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
States of
ongress assembled,
assem bled, That
Secretary of
War
States
of America
America i
inn C
Congress
That the
the Secretary
of War

cause to
to be
investigated the
is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to cause
be investigated
the
circumstances
from Napoleon
Giddings, in
circumstances of the alleged taking
taking from
Napoleon B.
B. Giddings,
in
January, eighteen hundred
hundred and forty-seven, at Santa Fe, New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
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FOURTH CONGRE
SS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

CHS. 39-42.
SESS.
SESS. II.
II. Cm.

1917.
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and
depositing with
with A.
lieutenant of ordnance,
ordnance United
B. Dyer,
Dyer, lieutenant
A. B.
and depositing
commanding the
States
Al'illy, by
by order
Sterling Price, colonel commanding
order of Sterling
States Army,
Army
New Mexico
Mexico at
hundred and forty kegs of
of one hundred
that time,
time, of
at that
in New
Army in
reasonable market
gunpowder,
ascertain and determine
determine the reasonable
to ascertain
and to
gunpowder, and
value
of such
such powder
powder at
that time
time and place,
to exceed the value
not to
place, not
at that
value of
of
$1,950, and
the same or
thereof was ever returned
returned
part thereof
or any
any part
whether the
and whether
of $1,950,
or delivered
delivered back
back to
to said
disposition of such
the final
final disposition
and the
Giddings, and
said Giddings,
or
same, or any part thereof, was never returned
powder;
returned to
and if the same
powder; and
and in the opinion of such Secreor delivered
delivered back
to said
said Giddings,
Giddings, and
back to
or
tary the
the case
render the
the United
United States
States liable
case render
of the
circumstances of
the circumstances
tary
the
for
the value
powder, then
Secretary of the
to certify
certify to the Secretary
then to
such powder,
of such
value of
for the
Treasury the
the amount
the reasonable
reasonable market
value at that
that time
market value
of the
amount of
Treasury
eof
of the
the powder
powder so
returned or
delivered back to said
or delivered
so never
never returned
and
place
and place
to
legal
Payment
authorized representatives
Giddings; and
Payment
to
and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
Giddigs;
of. legal
and directed
directed to
cause to
to the
the legal
legal representatives
of said
said representatives of.
representatives of
be paid
paid to
to be
to cause
and
Napoleon
Giddings the
amount so certified
certified by the Secretary
said amount
the said
B. Giddings
Napoleon B.
of War
the reasonable
value of
of such
aforesaid.
powder as aforesaid.
such powder
market value
reasonable market
be the
to be
of
War to

February 8, 1917.
Approved,
Approved, February
CHAP. 40.-An
40.—An Act
For the
the relief
relief of
of Sarah
Elliott.
E. Elliott.
Sarah E.
Act For
CHAP.

81917.
Febrary 8,
February
1917.
[H. R.
R. 3288.]
3238.]

United [Private, No. 166.]
Be it
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the United
166.]
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
hereby sh
there be,
States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembl, That
That there
be, and
and hereby
7,aitrah E.Elliott loss
America in
States of
is,
appropriated, out
of any
the Treasury
not otherwise
of hsband.
husband. '
otherwise of
Treasury not
in the
money in
any money
out of
is, appropriated,
E. Elliott, to
appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of $1,073,
$1,073, to be paid to Sarah E.
appropriated, the
compensate
P. Elliott,
of her
her husband, James K. P.
the death
death of
for the
her for
compensate her
accidentally
killed on
on April
April tenth,
tenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and one, while
accidentally killed
Government of the
in
the discharge
his duty
duty in the
the service
service of the Government
of his
discharge of
in the
United
States in
in the
Mare Island Navy Yard.
the Mare
United States
Approved,
1917.
February 8, 1917.
Approved, February
Charles L. Moore.
CHAP.
41.-An Act For the relief of Charlee
Moore.
CHAP. 41.—An

Representatives of the United
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
United
of Rpresentaiives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
States
Congress assembledThat
Secretary of the
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out
to pay, out
hereby, authorized
be, and
Treasury be,
of
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Charles
not otherwise
in the
of any
L.
l'esotum, Illinois,
sum of
of $26,
the amount
due
being due
amount being
$26, the
the sum
Illinois, the
of Pesotum,
Moore, of
L. Moore,
him
disallowed October
October ninth,
ninth, nineteen
hundred
nineteen hundred
and disallowed
pay and
extra pay
for extra
him for
and one.
and
Approved, February
February 8,
1917.
8, 1917.
Approved,
CHAP.
42.—An Act
relief of John
John Brodie.
the relief
For the
Act For
CHAP. 42.-An

8, 1917.
1917.
February 8,
[H. R. 8452.]
[H.
8452.]
[Private,
No. 167.]
167.]
[Private, No.
Charles
Charles L. Moore.
Moore.
Payment to.
Payment

February
1917.
8,1917.
February 8,
R. 12240.]
12240.]
[H. R.

No. 168.]
168.]
Private, No.
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Rpreseniatives of
the United
United [Private,
of the
House of
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
John Brodie.
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Ihat the
Secretary of
the JohnBrodie
of the
the Secretary
in Congress
of America
States of
Payment to.
t
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay
pay to
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
Treasury
John Brodie,
of San
San Francisco,
sum of $1,000, on
the sum
California, the
Francisco, California,
Brodie, of
John
account
of personal
personal injuries
injuries received
by him
through the
the explosion
explosion of
of
him through
received by
account of
box of
of percussion
while loading
loading the
United States Army transthe United
caps while
percussion caps
aabox
port Sherman,
the twenty-second
twenty-second day of
on the
Harbor, on
Francisco Harbor,
San Francisco
in San
Sherman, in
port
Proviso.
September, eighteen
eighteen hundred
Provided, That
tta
no Profro
That no
ninety-nine: Provided,
and ninety-nine:
hundred and
September,
Free from attachment
,etc.
ment,ete.
under
Brodie
John
sum
of
money
due
or
to
become
due
to
the
said
John
Brodie
under
said
the
to
due
become
to
or
due
sum of money
under'
this
Act shall
to attachment,
attachment, levy,
or seizure by or under
levy, or
liable to
be liable
shall be
this Act
any
or equitable
benefit
shall inure to the benefit
whatever, but shall
process whatever,
equitable process
legal or
any legal
said John
John Brodie.
of the said
Approved, February
February 8,
1917.
8, 1917.
Approved,

1472
1472

SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.
S
IXTYFOURTH CONGRE
SS.

February 8,1917.
8, 1917.
February
[H. R.12742.]
R. 12742.
[Private,
169.]
[Private, No. 169.]

Valentine Brsh.
Valentine
Brasch.
Payment
to heirs,
heirs,
Payment to
etc., of.
etc.,of.

Proviso.
Pre
to o
allowe
No fee to attorneys
Iowed.
· d.

Febuary
February 8,,17.
1917.
[H.
. 1306.]
[B. R.13106.]
[Private,
[Private, No. 170.]
170.]
lais

SEES.
S
ESS. II.
II. CHS.
Cm. 43-45.
43-45.

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 43.-An
43.—An Act For the relief of Gottlob
Gottlob Schlect
Schlect and
D. Higgins
Higgins •
and Maurice
Maurice D.
and for
for the
of the
the heirs and legal representatives
and
the relief
relief of
representatives of Valentine
Valentine Brasch.
Brasch.

Be
the Senate
ofRepresentatives
Representatives of
United
Be itit enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary of
the
of the
Treasury
be, and
and he
authorized and directed
directed to
Treasury be,
he is hereby, authorized
out
to pay,
pay, out
of any moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Gottlob
Gottlob
Schlect, $499.20;
$499.20; to Maurice D. Higgins,
Higgins, $499.20;
$499.20; to
to Margaret
Margaret Krone,
Krone,
remarried widow of Valentine
Valentine Brasch, $124.80;
$124.80; to
to Emily
Emily Brasch
Brasch
Kingsley,
Kingsley, $124.80;
$124.80; to Charles Brasch, $124.80;
$124.80; and to
to Kate
Kate Brasch,
Brasch,
$124.80:
Provided, That
no agent,
agent, attorney,
firm of
attorneys,. or
$124.80: Provided,
That no
attorney, firm
of attorneys,
or
any persons
persons engaged heretofore or hereafter
hereafter in
presenting,
in preparing,
preparing, presenting,
prosecuting this claim shall, directly or
or prosecuting
receive or
or
or indirectly,
indirectly, receive
retain for such service
preparing, presenting, with
service in preparing,
or prosecuting such
such
claim, or for any act whatsoever
connection with
claim,
whatsoever in connection
claim, any
any
with this
this claim,
fee or compensation
compensation whatsoever.
whatsoever.
February 8,
Approved, February
8, 1917.
1917.

CHAP. 44.-An
44.—An Act For the relief
the trustee
trustee and
and parties
parties who
now or
who
relief of
of the
who are
are now
or who
may
hereafter become
become interested
interested in the estate
Chamberlain under
may hereafter
estate of James A. Chamberlain
under the
the terms
terms
will.
of his will.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
ofRepresentaives
Represento2ive8 of
the United
House of
of the
United

A. Chamber- States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
assemb, That the
the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the

lain.
James A. Chamber-

Payment
Payment totrs,
to trustee,
etc., of,
or lost bonds.
etcof, for

Proviso.
dProviso bond.
d
Indemnity

February
February 81917.
8, 1917.
[H. R.'13820.]

7

[Private, No.
No. la.)
[Private,
1]
Jennie
Buttert.
Jennie Buttner.
Paymet
tor
loss
Payment to,
for loss

ofhusband.

of husband.

Treasury
Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay to
to
he is hereby,
directed to
to pay
Ferdinand
Ferdinand M. Holmes, trust officer
officer of the Old Colony Trust
Trust Company,
Company,

Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, which institution is trustee of
of
of the
the estate
estate of
James A.
A. Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, the sum of $1,600, out of
any moneys
of any
moneys in
in the
the
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, which
Treasuryotherwise appropriated,
which sum is for
the redemption
for the
redemption
followingg United States
of the followin
States six
six per
s,issue
per centum
centum coupon
coupon bond
bonds,
issuedd
under the Act of March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-five
hundred and
sixty-five (consols
(consols
of eighteen
eighteen hundred and sixty-five),
sixty-five), namely: Bond
Bond numbered
fiftynumbered fiftysix thousand seven hundred and forty-three,
forty-three, for $100,
six
8100, included
included in
in the
the
fifty-third call; bond numbered
numbered seventeen
seventeen thousand
thousand six
and
six hundred
hundred and
twenty-six, for $500,
twenty-six,
$500, included in the forty-ninth
forty-ninth call; bond numbered
numbered
eighty-three
eighty-three thousand seven hundred
hundred and ninety-four,
$1,000,
ninety-four, for
for $1,000,
included
included in the fifty-third
fifty-third call, with interest
interest from
from July
July first,
first, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
seventy-one, to the dates on which said
hundred and seventy-one,
bonds ceased
ceased to
said bonds
to
bear
interest, said bonds and interest coupons attached,
attached, dated
bear interest,
dated JanJanuary first, eighteen hundred and seventy-two
seventy-twos and
and subsequently,
subsequently,
which are outstanding having been lost by the said
or
said Chamberlain
Chamberlain on
on or
about January
January fifth, eighteen
seventy-two: Provided,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and seventy-two:
Provided
That Ferdinand
thee Treasury
That
Ferdinand M. Holmes first file in th
Treasurya
ab
on di
n a
penal
bond
in
a penal
sum equal to double
double the amount of principal
principal of said bonds and
the
and the
interest accrued
accrued thereon, with good and sufficient
interest
sufficient surety, to be
be apapproved
proved by the Secretary of the Treasury, with condition
condition to
indemnify
to indemnify
and save
harmless the United States from any loss on account of the
and
save harmless
redemption of said bonds and the payment of the
accrued interest
interest
the accrued
thereon.
thereon.
Approved,
Approved, February
8, 1917.
1917.
February 8,

CHAP.
45.-An Act
Act For
For the relief
Jennie Buttner.
CHAP. 45.—An
relief of Mrs. Jennie

enacted by the Senate
Be itit enacted
and House
House of
Rpresentatives of
of the
United
Senate and
of Representatives
the United
States of Amerca
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the
the
assembled, That
That the
Secretary of
Treasury
be, and
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay Jennie
Jennie
Buttner,
Buttner, widow
widow of the late Morris S. Buttner, out of funds
funds in the
Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $1,380,
$1,380, as compencompensation to
her for
the loss
her husband,
husband, who, on the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh
sation
to her
for the
loss of
of her

SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
SIXTY-FOURTH

II.
SESS.
SEss. IL

45-48,50.
CHS. 45-48,
CRS.
50.

1917.
1917.

1473
1473

day of
February, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fever
sixteen, died of typhus fever
and sixteen,
hundred and
of February,
day
inspector
contracted while
in discharge
official duties as mounted
mounted inspector
discharge of his official
while in
contracted
of the
the United
Service.
Immigration Service.
States Immigration
United States
of
Approved, February
February 8,
8, 1917.
Approved,
For the relief of Gertie
CHAP.
Gertie Foss.
46.-An Act For
CHAP. 46.—An

February
8, 1917.
1917.
February 8,
[H. R. 14572.]
14572.]

[Private, No. 172.)
United [Private,
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the United
172.]
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
ertieFoss.
assembled, That the Secretary
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the 1Gertie
Fr' t
America in
of America
States of
for
of husband.
Treasury
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
out death
deatlivin
otTusban°i.
directed to
and directed
hereby, authorized
and he
be, and
Treasury be,
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
in the Treasury
money in
of
of
to Gertie
widow of Olaf Foss, late gunner in the
Foss, widow
Gertie Foss,
$1,170 to
of $1,170
Revenue-Cutter
injured while in the discharge of
who was injured
Service, who
Revenue-Cutter Service,
his
duty on
on October
October eighth,
eighth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen,
nineteen hundred
official duty
his official
and later
died on
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen,
November eleventh,
on November
later died
and
as the
the result
of such
such injuries.
injuries.
result of
as
Approved,
February 8, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP. 47.-An
47.—An Act
Act For
For the
relief of
of the
legal representative
representative of P.
P. H. Aylett.
the legal
the relief
CHAP.

February
1917.
8, 1917.
February 8,
14645.1
[H. R. 14645.]

the United
173.]
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
United [Private, No. 173.]
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
H. Aylett.
P.H.Aylett.
That the
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of the P.
Congress assembled,
States
Payment
1Payment to legal representative of.
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to pay to the rePeaivetoLreP
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
be, and
Treasury
$595, being
legal representative
representative of
deceased, the sum of $595,
being
H. Aylett,
Aylett, deceased,
P. H.
of P.
legal
the amount
draft numbered
numbered fifty-eight
hundred and
fifty-eight hundred
Treasury draft
of Treasury
amount of
the
forty-five,
issued April
April eighteenth,
eighteenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-one,
eighteen hundred
forty-five, issued
in
favor of
of said
H. Aylett,
attorney,for
eastern
the eastern
for the
States attorney
United States
Aylett, United
P. H.
said P.
in favor
district of
of Virginia,
Virginia, in
in payment
payment of
attendance, travel, and fees from
of attendance,
district
January
first to
eighteen hundred and sixty-one,
sixty-one, said
third, eighteen
April third,
to April
January first
draft having
having been
and standing
standing unpaid
unpaid on the records of the
lost and
been lost
draft
said purpose is hereby
Treasury Department;
Department; and
and aasum
sum sufficient
sufficient for
hereby
for said
Treasury
appropriated out
out of
in the
Treasury not
appro- Proviso.
otherwise appronot otherwise
the Treasury
money in
any money
of any
appropriated
legal reprethe said
same the
priated: Provided,
Provided, That
before paying
paying the
the same
said legal
repre- Indemnity bond.
That before
priated:
sentative of
of P.
H. Aylett
to the
the Secretary
Treasury
the Treasury
of the
Secretary of
deliver to
shall deliver
Aylett shall
P. H.
sentative
surety to be approved by the
a
good and
sufficient bond,
with the surety
bond, with
and sufficient
a good
States against
Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, to
indemnify the
against
United States
the United
to indemnify
Secretary of
all
losses, costs,
or damage
damage incurred
reason of making the said
by reason
incurred by
costs, or
all losses,
payment.
payment.
1917.
Approved,
February 8, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP. 48.—An
Act For
the relief of Ida Turner.
For the
48.-An Act
CHAP.

February
8, 1917.
February 8,1917
[H. R.14978.]
R. 14978.]

174.]
No. 174.]
[Private, No.
Be
it enacted
Rpresen1atives of the United
United [Private,
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
Ida Turner.
lo
IdaT erto, for loss
Secretary of the Payment
States.
of America
Congres,s assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America In
States. of
husband.
ofhusband.
out of
to pay,
Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay, out
is hereby,
Treasury be,
appropriated, the sum
of any
any money
money in
sum
not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
the Treasury
in the
of
a guard at
of $840
$840 to
to Ida
Ida Turner,
Turner, widow
of Andrew
Andrew F.
F. Turner,
Turner, late a
widow of
of
the
United States
States penitentiary
at Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, who, while
penitentiary at
the United
in
discharge of
of his
his duties
duties as
guard, was
was stabbed
stabbed to
to death
death by
by a
a
as guard,
the discharge
in the
prisoner.
prisoner.
Approved,
February 8,
8, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

of Anna C. Parrett.
CHAP.
50.—An Act
the relief
relief of
For the
Act For
CHAP. 50.-An

February 9, 1917.
9, 1917.
Fuay
10173.]
[H. R. 10173.1

175.]
No. 175.]
[Private, No.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United [Private,
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
Be it
tt.
'to,
oes
tfor logs
paynact
the jPCd
of the
Secretary of
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
PaymentParre
America in
States of
son.
ofson.
Treasury
authorized and directed to pay to of
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
be, and
Treasury be,

1474
1474

S
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SESS. II.
Cm. 50-52,
65, 66.
SESS.
II. CHS.
50-52,65,66.

1917.
1917.

Anna
dependent mother
mother of
Ralph G.
who lost
lost his
Anna C. Parrett,
Parrett, dependent
of Ralph
G. Dusell,
Dusell, who
his
life
accidental drowning
thirteenth, nineteen
and
life by
by accidental
drowning on
on July
July thirteenth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
fifteen,
the employ
employ of
of the
sum of
$900,
fifteen, while
while in
in the
the Biological
Biological Survey,
Survey, the
the sum
of $900,
the
the amount
amount of
of the
which the
the said
said Ralph
the same
same being the
the annual
annual salary
salary which
Ralph
G.
receiving from
from the
department at
death,
G. Dusell was
was receiving
the department
at the
the time
time of
of his
his death,
and the
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the
the sum of
of $900 is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
Treasury not
appropriated, to
out the
the provisions
Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to carry
carry out
provisions of
of
this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
February 9,
9, 1917.
Approved, February
1917.

February 9,1917.
9, 1917.
February
[H.
R.11745.1
[H.R
11745.]

[Private, No.176.]
[Private,No.
176.]
S. E. Bennett.

seimbsBentto.
Reimbursement to.

Febrary 1917.

February 12, 1917.

[Private,
[Private, No. 177.)
177.
Stephen J. Simpson.
Ste-phen.so.
Military ie•-o•d cor-

rc.

rected.

Proviso.

No
c.
No pay
pay, etc.

Februa 14,
14,1917.
February
1917.
[8.3681.]
[Private,
No. 178.]
[Private, No.178.]

Es"part,"
sh‘l'EsPerta'"

·

steamsteam-

of ownes,
t d

•tidm
C
PCalm of owners of,
may be brought in dlstrict court.

o

Jurisdiction, etc.

isditonete

February 14,
1917.
Febru
14 1917.
[H. R. 1368.]

[Private, No. 179.]
[Private, No. 179.
Everett H. Carson.
Payment to, for injuries.

CBAP.
relief of
of S. E.
CHAP. 51.-An
51.—An Act For the relief
Bennett.
E. Bennett.

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Howe
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
Secretary of
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to pay, out of any funds
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
appropriated, the
$133.60 to
to
the sum of
of $133.60
S.
Bennett, veterinary
veterinary inspector,
inspector, to
reimburse him
him for
for expendiS. E. Bennett,
to reimburse
expenditures made by him under
under the direction of
of the
of the chief
chief clerk of
the
Bureau
of Animal
Animal Industry.
Industry, Department
Department of
of Agriculture.
Bureau of
Agriculture.
Approved,
February 9, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
CHAP.
Stephen J.
CHAP. 52.-An
52.—An Act For the relief
relief of Stephen
J. Simpson.
Simpson.

Be it
House of
of Representatwes
of the
United
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House
Representativesof
the United
States
That in
in the
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembl,
assembled, That
the administration
administration
of
rights, privileges,
and benefits
benefits upon
honorof any laws conferring
conferring rights,
privileges, and
upon honordischarged soldiers
soldiers Stephen
J. Simpson,
of Company
ably discharged
Stephen J.
Simpson, late
late of
Company F,
F
Thirt-first Illinois
Thirty-first
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, shall
held and
anal
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be held
considered
considered to have been discharged
discharged honorably
honorably from
from the
the military
military
service
service of the United States as a
amember
member of said company
and remregicompany and
ment on the nineteenth
nineteenth day of
eighteen hundred
hundred and
of July,
July, eighteen
and sixty-five:
sixty-five:
Provided,
That no
bounty, pay,
or allowance
allowance shall
shall accrue
virtue of
Provided, That
no bounty,
pay, or
accrue by
by virtue
of
the passage
passage of this
this Act.
Approved, February
12, 1917.
Approved,
February 12,
1917.

CAP.
65.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 135.—An
relief of
Esparta.
of the
the owners
owners of
of the
the steamship
steamship Esparta.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House of
Representatives of the United
Be itit enacted
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
States of
in Congress
assembled, That the claim
of America in
Congress assembled,
theo
Wners
claim of the
owners

of
the British
British steamship
steamship Esparta
of
the
Esparta against
against the
the United
United States
States for
for
•

damages
damages sustained by them in and
account of
of the
and on
on account
the collision
collision between
between
their said vessel and the United States lighthouse
tender Magnolia
lighthouse tender
Magnolia
on October twenty-sixth,
twenty-sixth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and five, in the Passes
Passes

of the
the Mississippi
River, below
New Orleans,
Orleans, be
referred to
to the
the
of
Mississippi River,
below New
be referred

District
District Court of
Eastern District
ofthe United States
States for
for the
the Eastern
District of
of LouisiLouisijurisdiction and authority to determine
ana, with jurisdiction
determine the liability of
the United States therefor,
therefor, and,
and, if found liable, to render judgment
judgment
against the United States for any damages
the owners
damages sustained
sustained by
by the
owners
of said steamship Esparta.
Esparta.
Approved,
February 14, 1917.
Approved, February
CHAP. 66U.-An
H. Corson.
CHAP.
86. — An Act For the relief of Everett
Everett H.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
the United
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United

in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
parmeEt
nt, Ctor in- States
States of
of America
America in
Secretary of
the

uries.

Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to pay
pay to
to
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Everett
Corson, an
an employee
Department of the Int3rior,
Int.rior,
of the
the Department
employee of
H. Corson,
Everett H.
General Land
$1,237, as
as full compensation for
of $1,237,
the sum
sum of
Office, the
Land Office,
General
permanent injuries
injuries and
and damages
damages received
Corson in an
by the said ()arson
received by
permanent
accident caused
runaway, without any contributory
contributory negligence
by aarunaway,
caused by
accident
and while
while in
his official
official duties,
the twenty-third
and
in the
the discharge
discharge of
of his
duties, on
on the
twenty-third
sufficient
day
August, nineteen
hundred and six; and an amount sufficient
nineteen hundred
day of
of August,
to
the same
same is
is hereby
appropriated out
any money
money in the
out of
of any
hereby appropriated
pay the
to pay
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
Treasury
Approved,
14, 1917.
1917.
February 14,
Approved, February

67.-An Act For the relief of S. L. Burgard.
CHAP. 67.—An
CHAP

1475
1475

1917.
1917.

ppropriation for.

Appropriation for.

pio

February 14,
14, 1917.
1917.
Febrary
[H.
[H. R.1609.1
R. 1609.j

[Private, No.
1801
No. 180.1
of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United [Private,
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
S. L. Burgard.
States
Congress assembled,
the Payment
PaymeSL tfor
the Secretary
Secretary of the
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
to, for in
juries.
Treasury
and he
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
money in juies
out of
of any money
hereby, directed
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Treasury be,
sum
L. Burgard the
the Treasury
appropriated, to S. L.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
Treasury not
of $559.36
received by the said S. L.
compensation for injuries received
$559.36 as compensation
of
Government
Burgard
in the
the United States Government
the employment
employment of the
while in
Burgard while
Island Arsenal, in the State of Illinois, on June thirteenth,
at the Rock
Rock Island
eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight.
eighteen hundred
Approved,
February 14, 1917.
Approved, February

CHAP. 68.
— An Act
Act For the
the relief of Joseph A. Jennings.
Jennings.
68.-An
CHAP.

F

ebHrry 14 1917

February 14, 1917.
[H. R.6732.j
R. 6732.j

No. 1811.
United [Private, No.1811.
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
the United
and House
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
t-;oagsStates
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the J-P^Sh
frPh A
t
-M.
the Secretary
That the
America in
of America
States of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay to
rie.
to Juries.
authorized and
is hereby,
he is
Treasury
Joseph
A. Jennings
of $2,500,
account of
of the amputation
amputation
$2,500, on account
sum of
Jennings the
the sum
Joseph A.
of his
incurred while
while employed
employed in
carriage shop
shop of
of
gun carriage
in the
the gun
of
his left
left arm,
arm, incurred
the United
States Navy
Navy Yard,
at Washington,
Washington, District
Columbia,
District of
of Columbia,
Yard, at
the
United States
and a
asufficient
sufficient sum
sum for
is hereby approprithe same is
payment of the
for the
the payment
and
ated,
out of
of any
money in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated.
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
any money
ated, out
Approved,
February 14,
1917.
14, 1917.
Approved, February

CHAP.
76.—An Act
Act For
of Peter
Peter Kenney.
Kenney.
relief of
For the
the relief
CHAP. 76.-An

15, 1917.
February 15,
February
[S.
[S. 1553.]
1553.]

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United [Private,
[Private, No. 182.1
182.1
of the
the United
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
by the
Be it
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled', That
That in
in the
the administration
administration PeiterKene
m'ent
I
i
er Kenneym cor.
in Congress
of America
States of
corof any
any laws
laws conferring
or benefits
benefits upon
upon honorably reeted•
rected.
privileges, or
rights, privileges,
conferring rights,
of
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, Peter
Peter Kenney,
late of
of Company
Company G,
RegiG, Fifth RegiKenney, late
discharged
ment Michigan
Infantry, shall
hereafter be
be held
and conconheld and
shall hereafter
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
ment
sidered
have been
discharged honorably
honorably from
service
the military
military service
from the
been discharged
to have
sidered to
of the
the United
United States
as aamember
member of
company and
regiment on
on
and regiment
of said
said company
States as
of
Proviso.
the fifth
day of
of February,
hundred and
Pro- No
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Proeighteen hundred
February, eighteen
the
fifth day
No priorpension.
prior pension.
vided,
That no
no pension
pension shall
to the
the passage
passage of
Act.
of this
this Act.
prior to
accrue prior
shall accrue
vided, That
Approved,
15, 1917.
1917.
February 15,
Approved, February

CHAP.
Act For
For the
relief of
of Martin
Farmer.
V. Parmer.
Martin V.
the relief
77.-An Act
CHAP. 77.—An

11, 1917.
February 15,
[S.
S80.]
[S. 2380.1

1i.]
[Private, No. 1E3.]
of the
of Representatives
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United [Private,
and House
by the
the Senate
Be
Martin V. Parmer.
Vcrdor.
of Mata,-re
administration of
the administration
States
America in,
assembled, That
That in
in the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
Military recerd cot
rected.
any
laws conferring
rights, privileges,
privileges, or
benefits upon
upon honorably
honorably dis- reeled.
or benefits
conferring rights,
any laws
charged
soldiers, Martin
Martin V.
late of
of One
and thirtythirtyOne hundred
hundred and
V. Parmer,
Parmer, late
charged soldiers,
eighth
Company, Second
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
shall
Corps, shall
Second Battalion,
eighth Company,
hereafter
be held
considered to
to have
have been
been discharged
discharged honorably
honorably
held and
and considered
hereafter be

,

2-19
39-Pr 2
102620°—vot. 39—Pr
102620°-VOL

19

1476
1476
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SESS. II.
II. CHS.
CHs. 77-81.
77-81.
SESS.

1917.
1917.

from
of the
the United
member of
of said
from the military
military service
service of
United States
States as
as aa member
said
August, eighteen
company on the fourth
fourth day of
of August,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixtysixtyfour:
pension shall
accrue prior
passage of
four: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no pension
shall accrue
prior to
to the
the passage
of
this Act.
Act.
this
Approved, February
February 15,
1917.
Approved,
15, 1917.

Proviso.
Promiso.
No prior pension.

CHLAP.
78.-An Act For the relief
CHAP. 78.—An
Gardiner L.
relief of
of Gardiner
L. Eastman.
Eastman.

February 15,
1917.
February
15, 1917.
[S. 5203.)
52m.]

Private,

[Private, No. 184.1
84.]
Gardiner L. EastGardiner
man.
Military record
reord corrected.r ec

L. Ea

Mitary

Be itit enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and
House of
of the
United
the United
States of America in
Conress assembled,
assembled, That in the administration
in Congress

of any laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
privileges, and
and benefits
benefits upon
upon honorably
honorably

discharged soldiers, Oardmer
Gardmer L. Eastman,
discharged
of ComEastman, who was aaprivate of
Company
H, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
shall herepany H,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, shall
hereafter be held and considered
considered to have been
honorably from
been discharged
discharged honorably
from
military service
the United
United States
States as
company
the military
service of
of the
as a
a member
member of
of said
said company
and regiment
regiment on
eighteen hundred
hundred
on or
or about
about the sixteenth
sixteenth day
day of
of June,
June, eighteen
Proviso.
Soriras
nt
sixty-five: Provided,
pension bounty,
nor other
Provided, That no pay,
pay, pension,
bounty, nor
other
No prior pension,
etc. and sixty-five:
emolument shall
emolument
shall accrue
accrue prior to the
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Approved,
1917.
Approved, February
February 15,
15, 1917.
February 15,
1917.
Febrer
15, 1917.

CEHAP.
79.-An Act To reimburse
reimburse John
CHAP. 79.—An
John Simpson.
Simpson.

[S.
3743.)
(S. 3743.]

[Private,

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be itit enacted by the Senate
Rpresentatives of
of the United
United
Ihat the
or States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the

(Private, No. 185.)
85.]
John Simpson.
JPhment
o, for
Pav ment
to,

property
proprt damages.
damag.

T
February 15,
15, 1917.
FebRN

[H. R.5252.)

authorized and directed
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
pay, out of
of
any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
not otherwise
of
$100 to
of Pulaski
Pulaski County,
to John Simpson, of
County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, to
to reimburse
reimburse
him for damages
damages arising
arising from
ford due
to
from the destruction
destruction of
of a
a creek
creek ford
due to
backwater
construction of Lock
backwater created by the construction
Lock and
and Dam
Dam Numbered
Numbered
Twenty-one on the Cumberland
Cumberland River,
Twenty-one
River, and
recomand which payment
payment is
is recommended
mended to Congress by the Chief
Engineers, with a
arenewed
renewed recChief of
of Engineers,
recommendation
ommendation therefor,
therefor, in
report for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
in his annual
annual report
for the
year ending
June
nineteen hundred
and fifteen
ten hundred
June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
fifteen (pages
(pages ten
hundred and
and
eighty-five, twenty-eight
twenty-eight hundred
hundred and
and thirty-seven,
thirty-seven, and
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight
hundred
hundred and thirty-eight),
thirty-eight), which
which is
House Document
is printed
printed as
as House
Document
Numbered Ninety-one, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Congress,
first session.
Congress, first
session.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 15,
15, 1917.
1917.
CHAP.
L"
80.-An Act For the relief of John B. Hoover.
CHAP
80.—An

(Private,
No. 186.)
(rvte, No.
18.1
John B. Hoover.
Payment
hayment to.

it enacted
Be it
Senate and
and House
Be
enacted by the
the Senate
of the United
United
House of
of Rpresentatives of
SooAertef America in Congress assembled, Representatives
States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
States f America in Congress assembled, That
of the
the
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
hereby, authorized
directed to_pay
to pay to John
John
B. Hoover the sum
sum of $145.30,
$145.30, out of any money in the Treasury not
not
appropriated, amount
otherwise appropriated,
amount expended
his personal
personal
expended by him
him out
out of
of his
funds for medical services of agency physician
physician during his
his incumbency
incumbency
as superintendent
superintendent at Fort
Indian School,
July first,
first,
Fort McDermitt
McDermitt Indian
School, from
from July
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and nine,
nine, to October
October fifteenth,
fifteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred
and nine.
Approved, February
15, 1917.
February 15,
1917.

151917.
February 15,
1917.
[H. R.8092.)

CHAP. 81.-An
patents heretofore
heretofore issued to certain Indians
CHAP.
81.—An Act
Act Confirming
Confirming patents
Indians in
the State of Washington.
Washington.

JohnB.

..802.

[Private,
(Private, No.
1874
No. 187.1

andttsto

di
Land patents to Indians
as in
id Washington.
ashingMtoL.
Mary Seaples.
Mary apies.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the patents heretofore
in Congress

issued m the name of Mary Seaples, June
twelfth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
June twelfth,
hundred
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SESS. II.
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CHs.. 81-83.
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and seven,
seven, for
for the
the east
east one-half
southwest quarter,
quarter, and lots
of the southwest
one-half of
and
three
and four,
four, section
section eighteen,
range
three and
eighteen, township
township twenty-three
twenty-three north,
north, range
twenty east
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and aasimilar patent in the
of the
the Willamette
east of
twenty
name
of Silico
Saska, September
sixth, nineteen
two,
and two
nineteen hundred
hundred and
September sixth,
Silico Saska,
name of
for
lots numbered
numbered three
and four,
sixteen, and lots
and
lots one and
four, section
section sixteen,
three and
the lots
for the
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter, section
two, and
and the northeast
section
quarter of
northeast quarter
two,
seventeen,
twenty-five north,
range twenty-one
twenty-one east
east of
of the
seventeen, township
township twenty-five
north, range
the
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and a
a similar patent in the name of Theressa
Theressa
Willamette
mate, August
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and four, for the south half of
hundred and
Klate,
August first,
the
section twenty-nine, and lots two and three,
the southwest quarter, section
section thirty-two,
thirty-two, township
north, range
range twenty-two
twenty-two
section
township twenty-eight
twenty-eight north,
east
of Willamette
Willamette meridian;
meridian; and
similar patent
patent in the
the name of
a similar
and a
east of
southwest
Osella,
nineteen hundred and four, for the southwest
Osella, August first, nineteen
quarter
northeast quarter, and lots numbered
numbered two, three, four,
of the
the northeast
quarter of
five, and
six, section
twenty-five, township
north,
five,
and six,
section twenty-five,
township twenty-eight
twenty-eight north,
range twenty-one
twenty-one east
Willamette meridian;
similar
meridian; and aa similar
of the
the Willamette
east of
range
Felix, July thirteenth,
patent in
thirteenth, nineteen hundred
hundred and
the name
name of Felix,
in the
patent
four,
southeast quarter,
section thirteen,
township twentytwentythirteen, township
four, for
for the
the southeast
quarter, section
a
Willamette meridian; and a
three north,
nineteen east of the Willamette
three
north, range nineteen
similar patent
in the
the name
March seventh,
seventh, nineteen
nineteen hunMesil, March
name of Mesil,
similar
patent in
dred
southeast quarter,
dred and two,
two, for the southwest quarter of the southeast
and
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
thirty--southwest quarter, section thirty
of the southwest
and the
three,
twenty-four north,
range nineteen
nineteen east
east of
of the
Wilthree, township
township twenty-four
north, range
the Wilmeridian; and aasimilar patent m the name of Louis Judge,
lamette meridian;
southwest
four, for the southwest
September sixteenth,
sixteenth, nineteen
hundred and
and four,
nineteen hundred
September
quarter, section
twenty-four, township
township twenty-four
twenty-four north,
north, range
range
quarter,
section twenty-four,
eighteen
the Willamette
Willamette meridian,
situated in
in the
the State of
meridian, all situated
east of
of the
eighteen east
Washington be,
be, and
same are
and confirmed
as
confirmed as
ratified and
are hereby,
hereby, ratified
the same
and the
Washington
fee
restrictions against
against alienation
alienation as of their
their
fee simple patents
patents without restrictions
dates
dates of issuance.
Approved, February
15, 1917.
February 15,
Approved,
of Ivy
CHAP. 82.-An
82.—An Act
Act For
the relief
Ivy L.
L. Merrill.
Merrill.
relief of
For the
CHAP.

1477
1477

1917.
Sil

Shico Saska.

mate.

Thersa KlaM.
Theressa

ose

Osella.

FelL
Felix.

Mes
MesU.

Louis Judge.
Jdge.

February 15
15, 1917.
1917.
Febrary
[H.
[H. R. 116U.]
11685.]
[Private, No. 188.]

United [Private, No. 188l.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the United
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
Be it
L. Merrill.
Ivy L-Mernrll.
of the
the Ivy
That the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
America in
of America
States of
from
Payment
Payment to, from
Pottawatomie
tribal
tribl
out
Pottawatomie
to
pay,
and directed
directed to pay, out
hereby, authorized
authorized and
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
be, and
Treasury be,
funds.
of any
money in
Treasury of
of the
belonging to the funds.
the United
United States belonging
the Treasury
in the
of
any money
Pottawatomie
appronot otherwise approOklahoma not
of Indians
Indians in Oklahoma
Tribe of
Pottawatomie Tribe
priated,
Merrill, a
Pottawatomie Indian,
Indian,
blood Pottawatomie
quarter blood
a quarter
L. Merrill,
to Ivy
Ivy L.
priated, to
of
Pottawatomie County,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, the
in full
full comcomsum of
of $500, in
the sum
of Pottawatomie
pensation
received, without
without
injuries received,
lasting injuries
and lasting
permanent and
for permanent
pensation for
States
negligence
on her
part, while
the employ
employ of
of the
United States
the United
in the
while in
her part
negligence on
the Shawnee
Government
as a
civil-service employee
employee at the
Shawnee Indian
a civil-service
Government as
School
in Pottawatomie
County, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma.
Pottawatomie County,
School in
Approved, February
February 15, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
CHAP.
83.—An Act
Act For
For the
the relief
of Alma
Alma Provost.
Provost.
relief of
CHAP. 83.-An

February 15,
1917.
15,1917.
February
[H.
14784.]
[H. R.
R. 14784.]

No. 189.]
1s.]
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of the
the United [Private,
[Private, No.
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
by the
the Senate
Be it
Alma Provost.
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
there
be,
and
is
hereby,
tofor
Payent to,
for inStates ofAmerica in Congress assembled, That there be, and is hereby, Payment
juries.
appropriated,
out of
Treasury not other- juries.
States Treasury
United States
the United
in the
of funds
funds in
appropriated, out
wise appropriated,
the sum
to compensate
Alma Provost,
Provost,
compensate Alma
of $540,
$540, to
sum of
appropriated, the
wise
of
South Dakota,
for permanent
permanent bodily
injuries sustained
by
sustained by
bodily injuries
Dakota, for
of Martin,
Martin, South
her
on the
first day
day of
February, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and fifteen,
at
fifteen, at
of February,
the first
her on
the
Rapid City,
South Dakota,
Dakota, while
City, South
at Rapid
school at
Indian school
the Government
Government Indian
engaged
in work
her under
under the
in
persons in
direction of persons
the direction
of her
required of
work required
engaged in
charge
of said
school.
said school.
charge of
Approved, February
February 15, 1917.
Approved,

1478
1478
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SIXTY-FOURTH
CONGRESS.

Febrry 17,1917.
[. R. 1128s.]

February 17, 1917.
[H. R. 11288.]

[Private, No. i.]

[Private, No. 190.]
S. S. Yoder.
Payment to.

.y. Yo'r.

3,p.

Vol. 34, p. 894.
Vol.

1917.
February 17,
7,1917.
[S. 6595.]

- . 65-.1[Private, No.
191.]
No. 191.]

Sues. II.
SESS.
II.

Cm. 88-90,
97.
CHs.
88-90, 97.

1917.
1917.

CHAP. 88.-An
88.—An Act For the relief of
of S. S.
S. Yoder.
Yoder.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the United
United
Representativesof
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
the
in Congress
assembled:
,That the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
out of
of
Treasury be,
be, and
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
the revenues
the
District of
S. Yoder
sum of
revenues of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia to
to S.
S. S.
Yoder the
the sum
of
$1,000,
which said
sum was
was deposited
with the
the proper
proper authorities
as
$1,000, which
said sum
deposited with
authorities as
a
guaranty that
that the
the Washington,
Washi gton, Spa
and Gretta
Gretta Railroad
a guaranty
Spa Springs
Springs and
Railroad
would be constructed
constructed in
in. accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
with the
of an
an Act
Act of
of
Congress approved
approved February
February eighteenth,
eighteenth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
seven, and
which provisions
provisions have
complied with.
and which
have been
been complied
with.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 17,
17, 1917.
1917.
CHA. 89.-An
Act To
reimburse William
CHAP.
89.—An Act
To reimburse
William Blair for losses and damages
damages sustained
sustained
by him
him by
by the
dipping of
of his
his cattle
cattle by
Animal Industry,
the negligent
negligent dipping
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Animal
Industry,
Department of Agriculture.

Be
enacted by
by the
United
of the
the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Wiam
Bl
aRimabet to. States
in Congress
That there
there be,
and hereby
hereby is,
is,
States V
f .America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
be, and
appropriated, out
of any
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise approapproappropriated,
out of
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
priated, the sum of $18,000,
$18,000, to
William Blair,
of Hominy
Hominy,
to reimburse
reimburse William
Blair, of
county of Osage, State
losses and
and damages
damages sustained
State of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
for losses
sustained
by him
of one
one of
emby
him through
through the
the negligence
negligence of
of the
ir
the veterinary
veterinary inspectors
inspectors
employed by the Bureau
Bureau of Animal
of Agriculture,
'culture,
Animal Industry,
Industry, Department
Department of
in dipping cattle belonging
to said
Blair, in
County, Oklahoma
klahonia,
m
belonging to
said Blair,
in Osage
Osage County,
on or
on
twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth.,
and twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth of
or about the
the twenty-seventh,
twenty-eighth, and
of
August, nineteen
nineteen hundred and fifteen,
fifteen, said
said sum
be paid
paid to
to said
said
sum to
to be
Blair in full for all losses and damages
sustained by
by him.
him.
damages so sustained
Approved, February
17, 1917.
Approved,
February 17,
1917.

William Blair.
Reimbursement to.

February 17,1917.
17, 1917.
February
[H. R. 8669.]
R.
R.
j
(Private, No. 192.]
[Private,

CHAP.
Authorizing the Secretary
extend the lease
CHAP. 90.-An
90.—An Act Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior to extend
lease
of certain land in Stanley County, South Dakota, for a
a buffalo
buffalo pasture.
pasture.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and.House
Be it enacted
House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the United
United
James Philip.
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Lease of bualo
buffalo pas- States
That the
of America
in Congress
iLaseof
ture extended to
heirs, Interior
toeteadato
oeirs,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
Interior be, and
and he
authorized to
to extend
extend for
for a
period of
of
a period
etc.
not exceeding
exceeding ten years
years to the
the heirs
heirs or personal
personal representatives
representatives of
of
deceased, or to their
James Philip, deceased,
assignees or
or transferees,
transferees, the
their assignees
the lease
lease
executed to him July first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
seven, for
buffalo
and seven,
for a
a buffalo
pasture, of sections
sections twenty-six and twenty-seven, north half
sechalf of section thirty-four, north half
half of the northeast
northeast quarter and north
half
north half
of the northwest
thirty-five, and lot four of
northwest quarter of section
section thirty-five,
of section
section
twenty-five, township six north,
range thirty
thirty east,
east, Black
Black Hills
Hills menorth, range
me-,
ridian,
and he
he is
is authorized
authorized to
to withdraw
withdraw said
from entry
during
entry during
said lands
lands from
ridian, and
Provisos.
Cancellation.
of said
That the
Cancellation.
the terms
terms of
said lease:
lease: Provided,
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
ayt
t
may at any time cancel said renewed
renewed lease,
contain all
lease, which
which shall contain
all
Payment of rent.
the
provisions of
of the
the provisions
the original
original lease:
lease: Provided
further, That
That the
parties
Providedfurther,
the parties
in interest
interest shall be allowed an extension of time until July first,
the last
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen, to pay the
installments of
of
last two
two installments
lease.
rent under the original lease.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 17,
17, 1917.
February
Febr
19, 1917.
[H. R. 10697.]

17.
[H. R. 197.]

CHAPS.
97.-An Act For the relief of S.
CHAP. 97.—An
S. Spencer
Spencer Carr.
Carr.

Be itit enacted
enacted by
Senate and
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
si. srec cor- States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
the administration
administration
in the
ret
red
of any laws conferring rights,
benefits upon
upon honorably
rights, privileges,
privileges, and benefits
honorably
[Private, No.
1931
[Priate,
No. 19a.]

S. Spencer Carr.
Military record corrected.
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discharged soldiers,
soldiers, S.
Carr, who
who was
was a
a first
first lieutenant
lieutenant of
discharged
S. Spencer
Spencer Carr,
of
Company B,
Eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
shall
Company
B, Eighth
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, shall
hereafter be
be held
have been
been discharged
discharged honorably
honorably
hereafter
held and
and considered
considered to
to have
from
service of
of the
the United
United States,
as a
first lieutenant
lieutenant
from the
the military
military service
States, as
a first
of said
company and
the eighteenth
day of
of
said company
and regiment,
regiment, on
on the
eighteenth day
of September,
September,
eighteen hundred
That no
no bounty,
pay,
eighteen
hundred and
and sixty-four:
sixty-four: Provided,
Provided, That
bounty, pay,
or allowances
be held
held as
as accrued
to the
the passage
of this
Act.
or
allowances shall
shall be
accrued prior
prior to
passage of
this Act.
Approved,
19, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 19,

CHAP.
103.—An Act
Secretary of
accept the
the
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to accept
the Secretary
Act Authorizing
Authorizing the
CAP. 103.-An
application for
Richard Daeley.
application
for land
land entry
entry of
of Richard
Daeley.

Proviso.

Noackpay,etc.
No back pay, etc.

February 20 1917.
February20
[S. 809.1
[S. 809.1
[Private, No.
No. 194.]
[Private,
194.]

Be
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United Richard
hard Daeley.
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
the Land
States of
of America
America in
applicain Congress
Secretary of
entryapplica.
Land entry
authorized.
Interior
be, and
and he
authorized and
and directed
directed to
accept the
the tion
Interior .
be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
to accept
tioAnte,
auth°nored
p. 977.
application
Richard Daeley
to enter
enter lot
lot eight,
thirty-one,
application of
of Richard
Daeley to
eight, section
section thirty-one,
township
hundred and
north, of
west of
township one
one hundred
and forty-seven
forty-seven north,
of range
range thirty
thirty west
of
the
fifth principal
principal meridian,
Cass Lake,
Lake, Minnesota,
land district,
conthe fifth
meridian, Cass
Minnesota, land
district, containing
more or
or less,
Govtaing one and one-third acres,
acres, more
less, according
accordin to
to the
the Government
survey thereof, as assignee
Evaline Gallagher,
Gallagher, widow
widow of
of
ernment survey
assignee of
of Evaline
Edward
S. Gallagher,
and to
to issue
issue patent
patent thereon
thereon to
Edward S.
Gallagher, and
to said
said Richard
Richard
Daeley upon
upon proof
of his
with the
of the
Daeley
proof of
his compliance
compliance with
the requirements
requirements of
the
law and
and regulations
issued thereunder
thereunder relative
making soldiers'
soldiers'
law
regulations issued
relative to
to making
additional homestead
additional
homestead entries.
entries.
Approved,
February 20,
20, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February

CHAP. 104.—An
104.-An Act For the relief of Thomas Smart.

20, 1917.
February 20,1917.
[S. 1361.]
1361.]
[S.

Be it
Senate and
and House
of Representative,s
Representativesof
[Private, No.
No. 195.]
195.]
United [Private,
Be
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
House of
of the United
Thomas Smart.
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the administration
administration Thosamart.
States
in Congress
Military record corof any
any laws
privileges, or
or benefits
rected.
of
laws conferring
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
benefits upon
upon honorably
honorably rected.
discharged
Thomas Smart,
of Company
B, Eighth
discharged soldiers
soldiers Thomas
Smart, late
late of
Company, B,
Eighth
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
shall hereafter
hereafter be
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, shall
be held
held
and
considered to
have been
present with
and regiment
and considered
to have
been present
with his
his company
company and
regiment
from
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
of February,
hundred and
from the
day of
February, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
sixty-four, to
to May
May twenty-seventh,
hundred and
sixty-four,
twenty-seventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and sixty-four:
sixty-four:
Proviso.
Provided, That
other than
forth no
pay, bounty,
no pay,
bounty, or
or PNoyoThat other
than as
as above
above set
set forth
Provided,
No pay, etc.
other emolument
of the
passage of
other
emolument shall
shall accrue
accrue by
by reason
reason of
the passage
of this
this Act.
Act.
p
Approved,
20, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 20,

105.-An Act To amend
John P.
P. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald.
CHAP. 105.—An
amend the military record
record of
of John

February
20, 1917.
February20,1917.
[S.
8. 1.378.]
1378.]

[Private, No.
Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the United
196.]
No. 196.]
United [Private,
Representatives of
and House
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
P. Fitzgerald.
States
Congress assembled,
That the
War be,
be, John
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
litaryrecrd
Military record cr.
corrected.
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
amend the
the military
and
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to amend
military r"te
record
John P.
Fitzgerald, who
enlisted and
and served
served under
under the
the
record of
of John
P. Fitzgerald,
who enlisted
assumed name
name of
of Joshua
Joshua Porter
in Company
K, Seventh
Seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
assumed
Porter in
Company K,
Company C,
First Regiment,
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, from
and Company
C, First
Regiment, Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
from
March
ninth, eighteen
eighteen Andred
and sixty-five,
March tenth,
tenth,
March mnth,
hundred and
sixty-five, to
to March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and to
issue to
to him
him an
honorable
eighteen
and sixty-six,
sixty-six, and
to issue
an honorable
discharge in
his true
true name
of John
John P.
discharge
in his
name of
P. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald.
Approved,
20, 1917.
Approved, February
February 20,
1917.
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February 20, 1917.
Felbruary20,917.
CHAP. 108.—An
106.-An Act For the relief of George L. Thomas.
CHAP.
IS. 2749.]
IS.
2749.]
[Private,
No. 197.1
[Privte, No.
197.]
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
Representativesof the
Be it
enacted by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
United
Geor
ge
„
L. Thomas.
Thomas. States
L.
Geore
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That the
the Postmaster
of America
Postmaster General
General
Credit In postal
acbe,
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
credit the
the accounts
to credit
accounts
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
counts i 'P ia
counts.
of
Thomas, postmaster
of George
George L.
L. Thomas,
postmaster at
at New
New Bethlehem,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
the sum
sum of
of $5,711.93,
$5,711.93, and
said credit
credit to
the Auditor
Auditor
in the
and to
to certify
certify the
the said
to the
for the
the Post
Post Office
Department, being
the amount
for
Office Department,
being the
amount of
of money-order
money-order
funds embezzled
by Ella
Latimer, an
an employee
employee in
said post
post office,
funds
embezzled by
Ella E.
E. Latimer,
in said
office,
without fault
fault or
or negligence
of the
the said
without
negligence on
on the
the part
part of
said George
George L. Thomas.
Thomas.
Approved,
February 20,
Approved, February
20, 1917.
1917.

Febrsr20,M.
FelmulerY
20, NM
48
S-7486.]
]
[S.
[Private,
No.
[Privs, No. 198.1
.]

CHA.
107.-An Act Granting
CHAP. 107.—An
pensions and increase
of pensions to certain
certain soldiers
Granting pensionsand
increaseof
soldier
and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows
widows and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of such soldiers
soldiers
and sailors.
sailors.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House ofRepresentatives
ofRresentatives of
of the
the United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
United
States of America
Ameica in
Congress assembled, That
States
in Congress
Secretary of
the
That the
the Secretary
of the
Interior be
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to place
place on
the
Interior
be and
hereby, authorized
directed to
on the
pension
roll,
subject
to
the
provisions
and
limitations
of
the
pension
ension roll, subject to the provisions and limitations of the pension
laws—
PensonawsPension.
The name of
Celia A.
A. Blodgett,
Blodgett, widow
widow of
of Benjamin
F Blodgett,
Blodgett,
Celia
gett.
celia A.
A. Blod
Blogtt.
The
of Celia
Benjamin F.
Company F,
First Regiment
Regiment United
Sharplate of
of Company
F, First
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters, and
and pay
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
shooters,
pay her
her
a
per
month.
Pensions increased.
PWSoiaW.oW. Olmsted,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Twenty-first
The name
name of
of William
William W.
Olmsted, late
Twenty-first
William
W. Olmsted.
steod
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pension at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
John
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
John W. Hendrik- of
The name
John W.
Hendrickson, late
late of
of Independent
Battery H,,
SOIL
so. w.
c0k
The
name of
of John
W. Hendrickson,
Independent Battery
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and Company
Fifth RegiFtegiPennsylvania
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Company C,
C, Fifth
Pennsylvania Volunteer Heavy
ment Pennsylvania
and pay
pension
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $27
per month
he is
receiving.
that he
is now
now receiving
in lieu
lieu of
of that
$27 per
month in
rate of
at
C Rodocker.
odoc.
Aaron
Aaron C.
The name of Aaron C. Rodocker,
Rodocker, late of Company
Company G, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
of $36
per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
lieu of
of that
in lieu
month in
$36 per
schess- of
John J.
John
I. Schliessmann.
mann.
The name of John J.
J. Schliessmann,
of Company
A, One
One hunhunSchliessmann, late
late of
Company A,
dred and forty-sixth
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay
forty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
him
at the
of $30
of that
is now
him apension
a pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Richard
Richard Mltebl
Mitchell.
Richard Mitchell,
Mitchell, late
of Company
Company G,
Seventh RegiThe name
name of
of Richard
late of
G, Seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him a
at the
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate
of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
in lieu
per month
of $40
$40 per
Nash
Banche F.
Blanche
F. Nash.
The name
name of Blanche
Blanche F.
T. Nash,
Nash, late
late of
of ComF. Nash, widow
widow of Guy
Guy T.
Company C, Twelfth Regiment
Vermont Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Vermont
and pay:
pay her
her aa
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mayask.
John Mayfield.
John
Mayfield, late
late of
Company D,
D, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of John
John Mayfield,
of Company
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
Iowa
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
William W
e per
William
W. Prine.
The name of William W. Prine, late
Company G,
late of Company
G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension at
at the
the
rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
per month
rate of
H.Jarrett.
arrett.
John H.
The name of John H. Jarrett, late of Company II,
H, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
at the
him aapension at
the rate
rate
of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
of $50
per month
Wiuiam
Richey.
William Richey.
Twenty-first
The name of William Richey, late of Company
Company M, Twenty-first
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
month in
lieu of
rate of
per month
Roa
Mary
P. Ross.
Mary P.
P. Ross, widow of
The name of Mary P.
late of
of Henry
Henry S.
S. Ross
Ross, late
of
Company
ven th Regiment
Regim en tI
n di ana Volunteer
Infantry,
Company E, Eighty-se
Eighty-seventh
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Pr n
Pensions.
et
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and pay her aapension
pension at
per month
of that
at the
the rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
receiving.
she is now receiving.
The name
name of Isaac R. Johnson,
late of
of Company
Johnson, late
Company B,
B, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
pay him
rate of $30 per month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that
he is
is now
The name of Columbus Walton,
Walton late
of Company
B, One
hundred
late of
Company B,
One hundred
and thirty-seventh
thirty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
rate of $24 per
him a
apension at the rate
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now
per month
month in
of that
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Sada Gleeson, widow
of William
of
widow of
William J.
J. Gleeson,
Gleeson, late
late of
Company C, Fortieth
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Fortieth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
pay her
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
is
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that
that she
now receiving.
now
receiving.
The name of
L. Parks,
Parks, late
late of
Company A,
A, Eighty-seventh
of Severn L.
of Company
Eighty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $24
paid him
$24 per month,
month, the
the same
same to
to be
be paid
him without
without deducdeduction or rebate on account of former alleged
alleged erroneous
erroneous payments
payments or
or
overpayments
of pension.
pension.
overpayments of
The name of Ellen Rush, widow of
Ebenezer C.
Rush, late
late of
of
of Ebenezer
C. Rush,
Company E, Fourth Regiment
and
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her aapension at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
The name of
of George
George A.
Blose, late
late of
C, Second
Second Battalion
Battalion
A. Blose,
of Company
Company C,
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Militia Infantry, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
pay him a
a pension
pension at
of
$30 per month in lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
The name of Elizabeth Lander, widow
widow of
David D.
D. Lander,
Lander , late
of
of David
late of
Company
H, Forty-fourth
New York
Company-H,
Forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
that she
is now
now receiving.
is
receiving
The name
name of George
George D. Smith, late of
K, Second
Second Regiment
of Company
Company K,
Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
apension
at the
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
$36
per month
month is
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
$36 per
is lieu
is now
now receiving.
The name
J. Crocker, late
name of William
William J.
A, First
First Regiment
late of Company
Company-A,
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
and Seventh
Seventh Independent
Battery
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
Independent Battery
Wisconsin Volunteer
Wisconsin
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
rate of
of $40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Peter Sheplar,
of Company
Company G,
G, Eleventh
The name
name of
of Peter
Sheplar, late
late of
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry,-,and
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate
of $36 per month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
The name of La Fayette
Fayette Piatt, late of Company
H, One
Company H,
One hundred
hundred
and Twelfth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
Regiment Illinois
him aa
pension at the rate of $50
$50 per month in
is now
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Cornelius
Cornelius T.
T. Ham,
The name
name of
Ham, late
late of
of Seventh
Seventh Company,
Company, unasunassigned,
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
the rate
signed, Maine
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
month in
of $30 per month
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that
that he
he is
The name of Joseph C. Patterson, late
Company G,
G, Eighth
Eighth
late of
of Company
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
Cavalry, and
a pension
the rate
rate
of
per month
month in
of that
that he
now receiving.
of $36
R36 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
of Company
Two hundred
hundred and
and
of Mathias
Mathias Eyer, late
late of
Company D,
D, Two
tenth Regiment
tenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer -Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
per month
lieu of
of that
The name
name of Emily P.
George M.
Hubbard, late
P. Hubbard,
Hubbard, widow
widow of
of George
M. Hubbard,
late
first lieutenant
lieutenant and quartermaster,
quartermaster, Seventy-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana
Seventy-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
per
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in lieu of that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of William
H. Cleland,
of Company
Company F,
The
name of
William H.
Cleland, late
late of
F, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-eighth
thirty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
pay him
him
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
aa pension at the rate of $27 per
per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
The name of James
Wesley, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
James K. Wesley,
I, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
the rate
the
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $36 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
now receiving.
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1481
Isaac R.
R. Johnson.
Isaac
Johnson.
Columbus
Walton.
Columbus Walton.

Sada
Gleason.
Sada Glewson.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Severn L.
L. Parks.
Severn
Parks.

Ellen
Rush.
Ellen Rush.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Geor
ge
A. Blose.
Blose.
George
A.
Elizabeth Lander.
Lander.
Elizabeth

George D.
D. Smith.
George
Smith.
William J.
William
Crocker.
J. Crocker.

Peter
Peter Sheplar.
Sheplar.
La
Fayette Platt.
La Fayette
Platt.
Cornelius T.
T. Ham.
Ham.
Cornelius
Joseph
C. Patterson.
Patterson.
Joseph C.
Mathias Eyer.
Mathias
Eyer.
Emily
P. Hubbard.
Emily P.
Hubbard.

William H.
H. Cleland.
William
Cleland.

James K.
Wesley.
James
K. Wesley.

1482
1482
Hery
Henry M.
M. Bryant.
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The name of Henry M. Bryant, late of Company
Company F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment Michigan
pension at
at the
the
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
Michigan Volunteer
rate
of $27
$27 per
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
per month
month in
rate of

The name
Samuel D.
D. Sherman,
Sherman, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth
The
name of
of Samuel
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the
pension at
at the
Infantry,.,and
Regiment Illinois
rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving
is now
of that
that he
month in
rate of
of $30
Elmore Y.
The
of Elmore
surgeon United
United States
States Volunlate surgeon
VolunThe name
name of
Elmore Y.
Y. Chase,
Chase, late
Elmore
Y. Chase.
teers, and
and pay
pay him
at the
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of
of $40
the rate
rate of
him apension
a pension at
teers,
that he
is now
receiving.
that
he is
now receiving.
John E.
The
name of
John E.Madison,
E. Madison, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Regiment,
The name
of John
B. Madison.
MadiBn.
John
and Company
Company K,
Second Regiment,
New York
Heavy
Volunteer Heavy
York Volunteer
Regiment, New
K, Second
and
Artillery-,and
and pay
him a
pension at
month in
in lieu
lieu
per month
rate of
of $30
$30 per
at the
the rate
a pension
pay him
Artillery,
of
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
John
Elliott.
The
name of
of John
late of
of Company
K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment
Elliott, late
Company K,
John Elliott,
The name
John Elliott.
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
pay him
him aa.pension
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan
$30 per
month in
lieu of
he is
is.now
receiving.
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
per month
wiam.
$30
winiam C. Pope.
The name
of William
William C.
C. Pope,
Pope late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Twenty-fourth
B, Twenty-fourth
Twe
name of
Regiment Michigan
and pay
him a
pension at
at
a pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
the
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
lieu of
of $24
month in
the rate
Leo= B. Hawke.
The name
name of
of Leona
Haucke, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert Haucke,
Haucke late
of
late of
B. Haucke,
Leona B.
Hanc.
The
LeonaB.
Company D,
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
D, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth Regiment
Company
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month
and
month in lieu of that
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay her
she i
receiving.
now receiving.
she
issnow
Iamb
W * Per/ins,
The name
name of
of Jacob
Jacob W.
W. Perkins,
Perkins alias
William West,
West, late
of CornComlate of
alias William
eriWs, The
wia.
aiacb
alias
William
West.
pany
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
him
Cavalry, and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
L, Third
Third Regiment
pany L,
a
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
now
that he is now
in lieu
month in
of $30
rate of
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
Levi J. Richardson.
The name
Levi J.
J. Richardson,
Richardson, late
Company I,
I, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Lvi.
chardson.
The
name of
of Levi
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry and Company
Regiment Veteran
Company B, First
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ohio
Reserve Corps,
and pay iiina
at the
the rate
rate of $40 per month
a pension at
him a
Corps, and
Reserve
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of that
he is
now receiving.
in
Niels
The
Niels Attleson,
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Niels
Attleson, late
tleson.
siels Attleson.
Wisconsin
Infantry, and
him a
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at the
and pay
pay him
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
he
is
$30 per month in lieu of that
Pension.
topographical engineer,
engineer,
Frederick A.
ChurchFrederick A. Churchill, late
late topographical
The name
name of Frederick
A.Churchl
i.
iu.
captain, and volunteer
volunteer aid-de-camp
aid-de-camp to
McClellan and
and
to General
General McClellan
General A.
A. E.
Burnside, United
him a
a pension
Army, and
and pay him
United States Allny,
E. Burnside,
General
at
of $20
per month.
month.
rate of
$20 per
at the
the rate
Pensions increased.
James
B. 'Thornton.
The
name of
James B.
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
B. Thornton,
Thornton, late
of James
The name
rnton.
JameB.
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
pay him aa pension at
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
per month in lieu of that
the rate of $27 per
ohnN.eMClure.
The name of John N. McClure,
Eighty-ninth
John
N. McClure.
McClure, late of Company A, Eighty-ninth
a pension
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
month in
rate
James T. Piggott.
The name
name of
T. Piggott,
Piggott, late
of Company
One hundred
hundred
JaeT.
igott.
The
James T.
of James
late of
Company F,
F, One
Samuel D.
D. Sherman.
Sherman.

J.Han.
Thomas j
'ilarriscim

Thaomas

Henry

H Niles.
ie.
Henry H.

Ephraim
EphrSim Smith.
mith.

Leis.
Edgar P. Lewis.

a
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and sixteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
the rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
per month
in lieu
at the
rate of
pension at
J. Harrison,
The name of Thomas J.
Harrison, late of Company
Company D, Sixteenth
a pension at
Regiment
at
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
that he
receiving.
the rate of
of $40 per month in
in lieu of
of that
he is now receiving.
The name of
H. Niles, late
late of
of United
United States
Moose,
of Henry H.
States ship
ship Moose,
pension at the rate of $30
per
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and pay
pay him aapension
$30 per
month
receiving..
month in lieu
lieu of that he is
is now receivng.
The name
of Ephraim
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company- I,
I, Two
Two hundred
The
name of
Ephraim Smith,
hundred
and seventh Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
hima
him
a .pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu of
of that he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The
P. Lewis,
Lewis, late
late of
of Company
K, Sixty-seventh
Sixty-seventh
The name
of Edgar
Edgar P.
name of
Company K,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension
at the rate
rate of $30
at
hi lieu of that
$30 per
per month
month in
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Solomon Terpenning.
Terpening
Sixth Solomon
The
Solomon Terpenning,
Terpenning, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixth
of Solomon
name of
The name
at
a
Regiment
Minnesota
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
pay
and
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
is now receiving.
he is
lieu of
month in
the
Reed.
CharlsReed
Regi- Charles
The
name of
late of
of Company
Thirty-third RegiA, Thirty-third
Company A,
Reed, late
Charles Reed,
of Charles
The name
ment
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension at the
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
ment Wisconsin
rate
month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
of that
lieu of
per month
$36 per
of $36
rate of
John C. Cook.
The name
John C.
late of
Company F,
Regiment JonC.Cook.
Eighth Regiment
F, Eighth
of Company
Cook, late
C. Cook,
of John
name of
The
of
Michigan
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry , and
and pay
him a
a pension at the rate of
pay him
Michigan Volunteer
receiving
$24 per
per month
month in
now receiving.
issnow
he i
that he
of that
lieu of
in lieu
$24
o se
Joseph
A. Miller.
The
name of
A. Miller,
of Company
Regiment, i ph A- Miller.
Third Regiment,
D, Third
Company D,
late of
Miller, late
Joseph A.
of Joseph
The name
him
pay
Potomac Home
Home Brigade,
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Brigade, Maryland
Potomac
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu of that he is now
month in
$36 per
of $36
rate of
at the
aa pension
receiving.
receiving.
John Stouffer.
Sanno's independent John touffer.
The name
name of
of John
John Stouffer,
late of
Captain Sanno's
of Captain
Stouffer, late
The
pension
a
company,
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
a
pension
him
pay
and
company, Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
at the
the rate
per month
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
in lieu
month in
$24 per
of $24
rate of
at
s S. Sisson.
J
ame S.Ssson.
hundred and James
The name
name of
James S.
late of
Company B,
B, One hundred
of Company
Sisson, late
S. Sisson,
of James
The
a penninety-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
ninety-third Regiment
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving. John Unteriate.
is now
he is
month in
per month
$24 per
sion at
hn
The
name of
of John
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and Jo UnferfateCompany B, One
Unferfate, late
John Unferfate,
The name
eighty-seventh
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
eighty-seventh Regiment
a
pension at
at the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now
in lieu
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
George R. Gibney.
The name
name of
of George
R. Gibney
of Company
B, One
One hundred
hundred George. (ibney.
Company B,
late of
Gibney,.,late
George R.
The
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
fifty-fourth Regiment
and fifty-fourth
pension
at the
the rate
$24 per
of that
that he is now receiving. George M. Kimble.
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
of $24
rate of
pension at
The
name
of
George
M.
Kimble
late
of
Company
K,
Sixty-sixth Geoe . mbe.
K, Sixty-sixth
Company
of
late
Kimble,
M.
George
of
name
The
pension at the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
bun a
a pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
rate
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
in lieu
$30 per
rate of
Charles N. Chatty.
The name
Charles N.
Chatto, late
of United
States ship Nipsic,
Nipsic, Chrles N Chato
United States
late of
N. Chatto,
of Charles
name of
The
per
$30 per
United
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate of 830
a pension
him a
United States
month
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
month in
Pension.
Wylie Brown.
Brown.
The
name of
of Wylie
Wylie Brown,
Brown, late
of Company
Company A, Forty-third Regi- wwyn
late of
The name
the
at
ment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
rate
of
a
him
pay
and
Infantry,
ment Ohio Volunteer
$12 per
per month.
$12
Pensions increased.
rc^s^c
The name
Clark, late
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Charles
Asa Clark.
Company I,
late of Company
Asa Clark,
Charles Asa
of Charles
name of
The
a
him
Regiment
Kansas
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
luta
a
.
pension
at
the
pay
Regiment Kansas Volunteer Cavalry, and
rate of
in lieu
that he is now receiving.
lieu of that
month in
per month
$30 per
of $30
rate
Edwin D. Sweet.
D. Sweet.
Twenty-sixth Edin
D, Twenty-sixth
Company D,
The name
of Edwin
Edwin D.
D. Sweet,
Sweet, late
of Company
late of
name of
The
at
pension
a
him
Regiment
Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry
.
,
and
pay
a
pension
at
pay
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Connecticut
Regiment
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
the
George 0. Whitman.
The
name of
Whitman, late
late of
of Company
K, Twenty- George . hitman.
Company K,
O. Whitman,
George 0.
of George
The name
a
him
pay
second
Regiment
Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
a
and
Infantry,
second Regiment Connecticut Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
of that
reso
receiving. Pension.
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
$24 per
rate of
pension
Fares.
Alexander Ferias.
The
name of
of Alexander
Faries, late of Company A, Sixth Regiment Alexander
Alexander Faries,
The name
Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Company F, Seventh Regiment
Infantry, and
Delaware
Delaware
pay him
him a
the rate of
of
pension at the
a pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Delaware Volunteer
Pensions
increased.
ensions increased.
$21
per month.
month.
$21 per
illiams.
B.Williams.
Thomas B.
One hundred Thomas
K, One
The name
of Thomas
Thomas B.
Williams, late
Company K,
of Company
late of
B. Williams,
name of
The
and sixteenth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
iim
Volunteer Infantry, and pay Imr
sixteenth Regiment
and
a
at the
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
that he
receivhe is now receivlieu of
in lieu
per month
rate of
the rate
pension at
a pension
ing .
Lemuel Evans.
The
Lemuel Evans,
Evans, late
of Company
D, First Regiment LemuelE
Company D,
late of
of Lemuel
name of
The name
$36
rate
Kansas
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
.
at
the
rate
of
$36
a
pension
him
Kansas Volunteer Infantry, and pay
per month
of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per
John Walker.
The name
name of
of John
Twenty-second John aller.
Walker,, late of Company G, Twenty-second
John Walker
The
Regiment, and
G, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment, Michigan VolCompany G,
and Company
Regiment,
unteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
rate of $30 per month
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
unteer Infantry,
receiving.
in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now receiving.
in lieu
William H. Bradley.
Company G, First
of Company
late of
The name
H. Bradley,
First RegiRegi- wam H. Braey.
Bradley, late
William H.
of William
name of
The
cadet,
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
medical
Infantry, and medical
Reserve Volunteer
Pennsylvania Reserve
ment
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United States Army,
Army, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
of $50
$50 per
per
month in lieu
month
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receiving
Chales
StUrt
The name of Charles R. Stuart, late of Company H, Sixtieth RegiCharles R.
R. Stuart.
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
pension at
at the
the
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $30
month in
now receiving.
ElimByd.
Elialcim
Byard.
The name
name of
of Eliakim
late of
of Company
Twenty-sixth
Eliakim Byard,
Byard, late
Company D,
D, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
the
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
month in
of that
now
receiving.
asper
Trimble.
Jasper Trimble.
The name of Jasper
Jasper Trimble,
Trimble, late of Company
Nineteenth RegiCompany A,
A, Nineteenth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
the rate
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
of that
now receiving.
rge G..T.ue
The
George
Thename of George G. Tuell,
Tuell, late
late of
A, First
of Company
Company A,
First Battalion
Battalion
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Sharpshooters,
Sharpshooters ' and
Company A,
A, Twentieth
Regiand Company
Twentieth Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at
the rate
rate
at the
of $50 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
MaUtidA.
BikdL
The name of Matilda A. Bickford,
Matilda A. Bickford.
of George
George H.
Bickford, widow
widow of
H. Bickford,
Bickford,
late of Company IC,
K, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and Twenty-third
Twenty-third Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
a pension
Corps, and pay her a
pension at
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Baieyu
Mte
The name of Bailey
Baileyitchell,
Bailey
Mitobon
'Mitchell, late
late of
States ship
Huron,
of United
United States
ship Huron,
United States Navy,
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
per
Navy, and
and pay
a pension
at the
of $50
$50 per
month in lieu of
he is
of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Bobert
EL Beller.
.
The name of Robert I.
Keller, late of
Robert H.
H. Keller,
Company B,
B, Eighth
Eighth Regiof Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
pay him
him a
a pension
rate
of that he
of $36 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
cSester
ark.
The name of Sylvester Clark, late of the Seventh Battery
Sylvester Clark.
Battery Indiana
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay
him a
$50
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
eorge
ward.
George w.
W. Ward.
The name of George
George W. Ward,
Ward, late
of Company
Company D,
First Regiment
late of
D, First
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
hint a
pension at
the rate
of $50
a pension
at the
rate of
$50
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Francis J. Consuls.
The name
name of
of Francis
Cousens ' late
of Companies
H and
F,
FrancisJ.Couns.
The
Francis J.
J. Cousens,
late of
Companies H
and F,
Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment Maine
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
moRidenour.
idmo.
The name of Simon Ridenour, late
Simon
late of
of Company
Company G,
hundred and
G, One
One hundred
and
eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Infantry, and
at
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
Ja"
Fe-'
Jefferson Foncannon.
Foncannon, late
K, One
The name
name of
of Jefferson
Jefferson Foncannon,
late of
of Company
Company K,
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him
a pension
a
pension at the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
Maier.
aaT.
The name
Angelis T. Hosier.
Mosier, widow
widow of
Byron Mosier,
late of
of
name of
of Angelia
Angelia T.
T. Mosier,
of Byron
Mosier, late
Company G, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
of that
per month
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now
N than j.
I. way.
Way .
now receiving.
Nathan
The name of Nathan
Nathan J. Way, late
of Company
Company I,
of the
late of
I, Engineers
Engineers of
the
West, Missouri Volunteers,
Volunteers ' and
pension at
at the
the rate
$30
and pay him
him aapension
rate of
of $30
n
per month
month in
lieu o
athe
he is
now receiving.
per
in lie
offth
that
is now
receiving.
EnochEnoch
Jones.
The name of Enoch Jones, late of the United
Marine Corps,
Corps,
United States
States Marine
a pension at the rate of $36 per
and pay him a
of that
he is
is
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
John W. Torrance.
W. Tnu The name of John
John W. Torrance,
Torrance, late of
Companies F
of Companies
F and
and D,
D, One
One
hundred and twenty-sixth Regiment
hundred
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
a pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
and pay
pay him a
he
is now receiving.
receiving.
is
hles Gimore.
Charles
GtImore.
The
name of Charles Gilmore,
The name
Gilmore, late of Company A, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Tnfantrv,
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
Regiment
the rate
rate
of $40 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The name
William J.
J. Love,
Love, late
late of
Company F,
Regiment
The
name of
of William
of Company:
F, Tenth
Tenth Regiment

William I.
J. Love.
Love.

The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin Tackitt,
The
name of
Tackitt, late
late of
of Company
B, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Company B,

Benjamin
Benjamin Tackitt.
Tacitt.

Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
of $50
$50
Missouri
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month in
per
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.

Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
at
the'
month in
that he
he is
the rate
rate of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.

Pension.

Pension.

The name
Elizabeth Brown,
The
name of
of Grace
Grace Elizabeth
Brown, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent Grace
Grace Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Brown.
daughter of
daughter
Vermont, Brown
of Thomas
Thomas E. Brown, late of United States
States ship
ship Vermont,
United
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
$12 per
per
United States Navy,
Navy, and
her aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
month.
month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name
name of
of Boadicea
widow of
C. Gray,
Gray, BoadiceeT.Dinsmor
The
Boadicea T.
T. Dinsmore,
Dinsmore, former
former widow
of Sewell
Sewell C.
BoadicesT.Dinsmorc
late captain
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry;
late
captain Company
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine
her a
of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she
and pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
is now
receiving.
is
now receiving.y
B. B
Henry B. Burgh.
The
name of
lieutenant colonel
colonel Ninth
RegiThe name
of Henry
Henry B.
B. Burgh, late
late lieutenant
Ninth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate
ment Illinois
Cavalry, and
pension at
the rate
of
$50 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
of $50
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
Ephraim J. Allen.
The name
Ephraim J.
J. Allen,
The
name of
of Ephraim
Allen, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth EphraimJ.Allen.
Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
tura
a
pension
at
the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
rate of
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
Edwin Rogers.
The name
name of Edwin
The
G, Fortieth
Regiment, En
Edwin Rogers,
Rogers, late
late of Company G,
Fortieth Regiment,
Rogrs.
Company A,
Regiment, Wisconsin
Infantry, and
and Company
A, First
First Regiment,
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
the rate
month in
lieu of
that he
is
pay him aapension at
at the
rate of'
of $27
$27 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
George Banghart.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Twelfth
RegiThe name
of George
George Banghart,
Banghart, late
eoe BangBat.
Twelfth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate
ment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry,, and
and pay
at the
the rate
of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
month in
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
LyE.stnrnt
Lucy E. Sturdevant.
The
E. Sturdevant,
widow of
of Marcus
Marcus Sturdevant,
The name
name of
of Lucy
Lucy E.
Sturdevant, widow
Sturdevant,
late of
Company I,
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
late
of Company
I, Nineteenth
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfantry,
her a
apension
pension at
$20 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that
try, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu of
she
receiving.
she is
is now
now receiving.
Toyger Peterson.
The name
name of
of Toyger
Toyger Peterson,
Peterson, late
of Company
Company G,
RegiThe
late of
G, Fifth
Fifth Regioyger eterson
ment
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate
$30 per
in lieu
is now
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Royal E. flake.
name of
commissary sergeant
Regi- R
The name
of Royal E. Dake,
Dake, late commissary
sergeant First
First RegiDake.
ment
York Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Cavalry ' and
pay him
pension
ment New
New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him a
a pension
at
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Frederick
W. M
Mese.
c k W
se
Frederick W.
W. Mase,
Mase, late
Company D,
ThirtyThe name
name of
of Frederick
late of
of Company
D, Thirtysecond
Regiment
Wisconsin
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pensecond Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a penin lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
A. McMillan.
The
name of
of Ruth
McMillan, widow
widow of
of Jonathan
H. McMillan,
McMillan, Ruth
A. McMillan,
The name
Ruth A.
Jonathan H.
Ruth A.McMillan.
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment,
and captain
late of Company
Regiment, and
captain Company
Company K,
K,
Twenty-third Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
Twenty-third
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
a
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now
pension
at the
rate of
month in
of that
she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Sarah Wright.
The name
name of
widow of
H. Wright,
Wright, late
late capcap- Sarah right
The
of Sarah
Sarah Wright,
Wright, widow
of William
William H.
Company C, Fifth
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
tain Company
Fifth Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
month in
that she
now
now receiving.
receiving.
oh n Lamberson.
The
John Lamberson,
The name
name of
of John
Lamberson, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-ninth
late of
Twenty-ninth JJohn
La mberson.
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him a
pension at
pay him
a pension
at the
the
rate
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Frank T. Bolton.
The name of Frank T. Bolton, late of Company H, Fourth RegiRegi- FkBot
ment Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Pension.
Frances I. Wallace.
The name of Frances I. Wallace, widow of William
allace.
William A. Wallace, Fanes.
late of Company E, Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment New York State Militia
Militia
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
$12 per
month.
rate of
of $12
per month.
ensions increased.
Pensions
Edward Neugent.
The name
of Edward
name of
captain Company
Company A,
Neugent.
The
Edward Neugent,
Neugent, late
late captain
A, One
One hunhun- Edward
dred and seventh Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
and pay
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the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Jeremiah B. Davis.
Jeremiah
Davis.
The name of Jeremiah
Jeremiah B. Davis, late of
of Company
Company E,
E, First
First RegiRegiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
pension
Cavalry,-,and
pay him
him aa pension
at the rate of $30 per
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
John
Stearns.
John S.
S. Stms.
The name of John
John S. Stearns, late
late of
of Companies
Companies D
D and
and B,
B, FortyFortythird Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $40
per month in lieu of
$40_per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Henry
W. Gash.
Gash.
HenryW.
The name
Company A, Sixteenth
name of Henry W. Gash, late
late of
of Company
Sixteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
pension at
and pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate of $50 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is
now receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Ferdinand Davis.
The name of Ferdinand
Ferdinand Davis, late of Company
Company K,
K, First
Regiment
First Regiment
United States Veteran
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension
at
the rate
$36 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Johnooper.
at the
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
John Cooper.
The name
name of John Cooper, late of Company
D, One
One hundred
and
Company D,
hundred and
fourteenth
fourteenth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
at the rate of $40
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John HudsonJohnHudan.
John Hudson,
The name of John
Hudson late of Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-third
Twenty-third
Regiment,
Regiment, and unassigned, Twenty-ninth Regiment,
Volunteer
Regiment, Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
a pension
Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the rate of $36 per month
month in
in
lieu
of that
is now
Henry
that
of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry Daltonelby
Dalton Selby. lieu
The
n amehe
The name of Henry Dalton Selby,
Selby, late of Company
E, Third
Company E,
Third
Regiment
Pennsylvana Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Cavalry , and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension
at the rate of $50 per
in lieu
lieu of
th athe
now receiving.
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
JohnL.
Fiser.
John L. Fisher.
The name of John L. Fisher, late
Company D,
late of
of Company
D, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
the rate
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
AndrM.vanover.
Andrew
M. Vanover.
The name of Andrew
.Andrew M.
M. Vanover
late of
aCompany
Company H, Sixty-sixth
Sixty.-sixth
Vanover, late
Regiment Indiana
Regiment
pay him
pension at
at
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aa pension
the rate of $30 per month in
lieu
of
that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
Lewis Mensch.
Le
Mch.
The name of Lewis
I.,ewis Mensch, late of Company
Company G,
hundred and
and
G, One hundred
seventy-second
seventy-second Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
Drafted Militia
Infantry,
Militia Infantry,
and pay him aapension
the rate
$30 per
lieu of
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
samuelHoiday.
Samuel
Holliday.
The name
name of Samuel Holliday, late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
the
pension at
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
of that he
now receiving.
HoaceN.HoIbroot
liwaCe 14 *
Rabmk'
The name of Horace N. Holbrook, late of Company
Sixteenth
Company A,
A, Sixteenth
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
Robert . Heick
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Robert F. Hedrick.
The name of
of Robert F. Hedrick, late of Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
pay him
him a
at the
the
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
a pension
pension at
Clvin
Sh
e
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Calvin Sharpnack.
rp
The name of Calvin Sharpnack, late of Company C, First Battalion
Battalion
Pennsylvania
Infantry and pay him apension
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
rate
a pension at
Charles E. oins
of $24 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Charles E. Collins.
The name of Charles E. Collins, late of Company D, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
Regiment
pension at
the
a pension
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
John
w
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
John R. Sparrow.
J Spaw The name of John R.
R. Sparrow,
Sparrow, late of Company I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
the
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of 850
$50 per month in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of
that
he
now
receiving.
R ey110 1d D. W.
Th e name f
Camb
D- WThe name o
of Reynold
Campbell.
Reynold D.
Campbell, late
Company F,
D. W.
W. Campbell,
late of
of Company
F, Sixth
Sixth
Regiment Maine XVolunteer
olunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month
is now
now receiving.
month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
James H. Treat.
.
Jas
at.
The name of James M. Treat, late of Company E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth RegiRegiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
rate
and pay
pay him
him a
a .pension
pension at
the rate
Lousa
A. Arto
is now
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Louisa A. Atherton. of $40 per month in lieu of
The name of Louisa A. Atherton,
Atherton widow of Daniel W.
W. Atherton,
Atherton,
late of Company
Company B, Ninety-ninth
Ninety-ninth Regiment
Regiment New York
Volunteer
York Volunteer
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Infantry,
month in lieu
lieu
pension at
at the
the rate of $30 per month
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
Ezekiel P.
Rowell.
P. Rowei
Fourteenth Ezekel
Company I,
Rowell, late
late of
The
P. Rowell,
of Company
I, Fourteenth
Ezekiel P.
The name
name of
of Ezekiel
Regiment Maine
and pay
pension at
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
lieu of
rate of
of $36
Aura V. Thurston.
T rs
The
name of
Thurston, late A Ua
H. Thurston,
widow of James H.
of Aura
Aura V.
V. Thurston,
Thurston, widow
The name
of
Company A,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
A, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment
of Company
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at the rate
month in
in lieu of that she
rate of $20
$20 per month
a pension
and
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
G. Mitchell.
Henry G.Mitchell.
A, Twentylate of
of Company
The
name of
of Henry
G. Mitchell,
Mitchell, late
Company- A,
Twenty- Henry
Henry G.
The name
and pay him
him aa pension
pension
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
ninth Regiment
Regiment Maine
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
$40 per
per month
month in
at
John W. Sperry.
W.Sperry.
K, Seventh
Company K,
The name
of John
W. Sperry,
Sperry, late
of Company
Seventh RegiRegi- John
late of
name of
John W.
The
ment
Iowa
Volunteer
pay
him
a
pension
at
of
at
the
rate
of
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
ment Iowa Volunteer
$40
per month
month in
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
$40 per
u t he B. Johnson.
so
B
First Regi- LLuther
The
B. Johnson,
Company C,
C, First
Johnson, late
late of Company
of Luther
Luther B.
The name
name of
ment
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
in lieu
lieu of that he is now receiving.
$50 per
per month
month in
Edward F.Griswold.
Company F,
The
Griswold, late
late captain
captain Company
F, First
First Edward
F. Griswold,
name of
of Edward
Edward F.
The name
Regiment
Regiment Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, andipay him a
a pen$50 per
month in
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
lieu of that
that he issnow receiving.
sion at the
H. Frampton.
enryH.Frampton.
Sixty-fifth Henry
of Company
Company I,
Frampton, late
The name
Henry H.
H. Frampton,
late of
I, Sixty-fifth
The
name of
of Henry
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
Regiment
pay him
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $36
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
rate of
$36 per
William F. Wilson.
F. Wison
Regi- William
of Company
Company H,
The
William F.
late of
H, Fifth
Fifth RegiF. Wilson,
Wilson, late
of William
The name
name of
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
penment Pennsylvania
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension at
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
of that
he is
CharlesEdgarMason.
The name
Company I,
I, One
One hunhun- CharesEdgarMaon
late of
of Company
of Charles
Charles Edgar
Edgar Mason,
Mason, late
The
name of
dred
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
dred and
Regiment Illinois
him a
apension
in lieu
of that
he is
now
lieu of
that he
is now
him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
receiving.
receiving.
Jonas H. Upton.
The name
Jonas H.
H. Upton,
Upton, late
Company-D,
Regi- Jonas H. pton
of Company
D, Tenth
Tenth Regilate of
The
name of
of Jonas
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
ment Iowa
$40 per
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
that he
$40
per month
David Galbreath.
th
The
name of David Galbreath,
of Company
Company K, Second Regi- Da d
Galbreath, late of
The name
ment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
of
at the
the rate
rate of
and pay
him a
a pension
ment Iowa
$50 per
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
that he
lieu of
$50
per month
month in
John Cook.
The
of John
late of
Battery B,
B, First
First Regiment
Rhode John oo
Regiment Rhode
of Battery
John Cook,
Cook, late
The name
name of
Island
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pay him
him a
a.pension
rate
at the
the rate
pension at
and pay
Light Artillery,
Island Volunteer
of
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
that he
in lieu
of $21
$21 per
per month
Joseph S. Morgan.
Twentieth Joseph. Morgan
Company B,
late of
The
S. Morgan,
Morgan, late
of Company
B, Twentieth
of Joseph
Joseph S.
The name
name of
at
a
pension
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
a
pension
the
and
pay
him
Infantry,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
rate of
of $30
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
month in
in lieu
$30 per
per month
rate
Watkin
CountryC
nt
The name
of Watkin
late of
Company A,
A, ThirtyThirty- mw""a
of Company
Countryman, late
Watkin Countryman,
The
name of
man.
third
Infantry, and
him a
penpay him
a penand pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
sion at
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pension.
Anna E.
Tenney.
E.Tenney.
of Ana
and dependent
Tenney, helpless
The
name of
of Anna
Anna E.
helpless and
dependent daughter
daughter of
E. Tenney,
The name
Samuel Tenney,
Tenney, late
of Company
Maine Volunteer
Guards,
Volunteer Coast
Coast Guards,
D, Maine
late of
Company D,
Samuel
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
and
a pension
at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensionsincreased
Pensions
increased.
Gerrish
Theodore Gerrish.
H, Twentieth
Twentieth Theodore
The
of Theodore
Theodore Gerrish,
Company H,
late of
of Company
Gerrish, late
name of
The name
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at the
and pay
pay him
him a
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
rate
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of $40
$40 per
per month
rate of
Charles P. Betts.
harles P. Btts
The
name of
Charles P.
P. Betts,
Betts, late
of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
late of
of Charles
The name
Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
Regiment New
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
the
of $36
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William
Brownn
The
R. Browning,
of Company
Company I,
I, One
One hunhun- ing.
. m R. Bro
Browning, late
late of
name of
of William
William R.
The name
Regiment Ohio National Guard Infantry, and
forty-ninth Regiment
and
dred and
and forty-ninth
pay
him aapension
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
that he
he is
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
the rate
pension at
at the
pay him
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Jennie Reamer.
The
Jennie Jamison,
now Beamer,
late nurse
nurse Medical
Medical JenieBeamer.
Beamer, late
Jamison, now
of Jennie
The name
name of
Department,
United States
States Volunteers,
Volunteers, and
widow of
of Marion
Beamer,
and widow
Marion Beamer,
Department, United
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late of Company A, Forty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois'Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay her aapension at the rate of $24
lieu of
of that
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
she
Pension.
Pension.
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary
J. Crandall.
iary J.
randell.
The name of Mary J.J. Crandell, widow of David Crandell, late of
of
Company-K, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Pensions
Increased.
Pensionsincreaed.
pay her aapension at the rate of $12 per month.
and 'Jay
Charles Washington.
Charles Washington.
The name
name of Charles Washington, late of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
and sixteenth Regiment United States Colored Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
him a
of that
that he
he
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Hugh Stevens.
HughSteves.
The
Company D, Thirty-third RegiThe name
name of Hugh Stevens, late of Company
ment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
at the
rate of
a pension at
the rate
of
$50
per month in lieu of that he is now
$59_per
receiving.
now
receiving.
Adna H.
Adna
H. Bowen.
Bow.
The name of Adna
lieutenant Company F,
Adna H. Bowen, late second lieutenant
F,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
major, Sixth
Sixth
Infantry, and
and major,
Regiment, United
United States Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him aa
pension
at the
the rate
of
$50
per month
in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
pension
at
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
receiving.
Paul
Paul Strauss.
ta
The name
Paul Strause,
orty-seventh RegiRenThe
name of
of Paul
Strause late of Company K, Forty-seventh
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him a
a pension
rate of $40 per month in
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu of that
that
he
now
receiving.
Mm L.
L. Skinner.
John
S r.
The name
of John
John L.
late of Company
The
name of
L. Skinner,
Skinner, late
Company G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
the
pension at
Pension.
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
William W.
W. Nally.
Wiliam
Naiy.
The name of William W. Nally, late of Company
The
Company C, Sixth Battalion
Battalion
Columbia Militia Infantry, and pay him a
District of Columbia
p•
nsion at
a pension
at the
the
rate
of $21
month.
Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.
rate of
$21 per
per month.
Andrew Goodwin.
Andrew
Goodwin.
The name
ame of Andrew
Seventh RegiThe
Andrew Goodwin,
Goodwin, late of Company
Company E, Seventh
ment New Hampshire Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Infantry, and pay
at the rate of $50
$50_ per month in lieu of that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
Henry Thompson.
Henry Thompson.
The name
name of Henry
Henry Thompson,
Thompson, late
of Company
Seventylate of
Company H,
H, Seventyfourth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
at the rate of $40 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
per month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Jacob R. Stillwagon.
Jacob . Stiwagon.
The name of Jacob R. Stillwagon,
Stillwagon, late of
D, Ninth
Ninth
of Company D,
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
Regiment Kansas Volunteer
him a
at the
the
a .pension
pension at
rate
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
rate of $40 per
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
William S.
Rowe.
william
s. Rowe.
late of
of Company
Company D,
The name of William
William S. Rowe, late
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
a pension
Pension.
Pension.
$30
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
in lieu
of that
now
receiving.
Thomas
L. Irwin.
Irwin.
Thomas L.
The name
name of Thomas
L. Irwin, late acting assistant
assistant surgeon,
The
Thomas L.
surgeon,
United States Army, and pay him a
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $21
$21 per
per
Penons
Pensions
Increased.
month.
increased.
month.
Maurice
M.
Kaighn.
Maurice M. ighn.
The name of Maurice
Maurice M. Kaighn, late of Company
Company F, One hundred
ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
and ninety-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
apension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
he
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
IS
P. Colby.
Stephen P.
Stephen
The name of Stephen
Stephen P.
P. Colby, late second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company F,
F,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
pension at the rate of
him a
apension
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
of $30
$30 per month
in lieu
is now
now
receiving.
Job
Wilbur
receiving.
Job Wilbur.
The name of Job Wilbur, late of Company A, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment Michigan
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
at the
pension at
the
Pension.
Pension.
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receivmg.
Minnie S. Hodge.
Mne J.Hodge.
The name of Minnie
Minnie J.
J. Hodge,
Hodge, widow of Allen T. Hodge,
Hodge late
late of
of
Company
Company C, First Battalion Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery,
Pensions increased
and pay her a
increased.
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
Martin Pool.
MartinPoo.
The name of
of Martin Pool, late of Company C, Forty-second
Forty-second RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and y
ay him a
pension at
the
a pension
at the
rate of
of $36
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Margaret
Margaret Stevenson
Stevenson- rate
$36 per
per month
in lieu
now receiving.
The name of Margaret Stevenson,
Stevenson, widow of Grandson F.
F. Stevenson,
Stevenson,
late of Company A, Thirty-sixth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
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and
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
that she
she
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Samuel
C. Clossin,
late of
Company B,
Second RegiRegiThe name of
Samuel C.
Clossin, late
of Company
B, Second
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
the rate
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
rate
of
of that
receiving.
of $36 per
per month in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Isaac R. Atlee, late of Company
Forty-fifth RegiCompany E,
E, Forty-fifth
RegiVolunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
the rate
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay hun
a pension
at the
rate
of
receiving.
of $24 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Thomas
Thomas Brown,
Brown, late of
Company D, Fifteenth RegiRegiof Company
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
rate of
of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
the rate
$40
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
is now
Simpson, late
late of
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment
The name of John R.
R. Simpson,
of Company
New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Marine
Artillery, and
and pay
New York
Marine Artillery,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $30
month in
of that
he is
The
name of
of Theodore
of Company
Company G,
G, FiftyThe name
Theodore Longfellow,
Longfellow, late
late of
Fiftyseventh
seventh Regiment, and Company
Company G, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth Regiment, MassaMassachusetts
Infantry, and
and pay
rate of
chusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$40 per
per month
$40
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Kate M. White, widow of
of Henry
Henry A.
A. White, late of
of
Company, C,
C, Sixteenth
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Sixteenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
per month
of that
that she
she
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The
C. Predmore,
Predmore, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph C.
G, EightyEightyninth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $50
lieu of
that he
White, late
of Company
Company H,
Twenty-eighth
The name
name of James
James S. White,
late of
H, Twenty-eighth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension at
at the
the
rate of
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
The
of Josephine
William Ure,
of
The name
name of
Josephine E.
E. Ure,
Ure, widow
widow of
of William
Ure, late
late of
Company H,
hundred and
Volunteer
Company
H, One hundred
and fortieth
fortieth Regiment
Regiment Tllinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
apension
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
of
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
she is
The name
name of
Beauchamp, late
late unassigned,
unassigned, Thirty-ninth
The
of William
William Beauchamp,
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
pension at
at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
The
of Henry
Sanders, late
of
The name
name of
of Mettie
Mettie Sanders,
Sanders, widow
widow of
Henry Sanders,
late of
Company
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Company H,
H, Forty-second
Forty-second Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she
per month
of that
that she
and
pay her
is
receiving.
is now receiving.
The name
of Sidney
Smith, late
late of
Company K,
K, Seventh
Seventh RegiReginame of
Sidney M.
M. Smith,
of Company
The
ment Kansas
Cavalry, and
and pay
a pension
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rite
rate
ment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
of $30
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of
The name
name of
of Joseph
Joseph Chapman
Forty-ninth
Company C,
C, Forty-ninth
Chapman, late
late of
of Company
The
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
Regiment
the rate
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
the
The name
name of
Mayer, late
E, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
C. Mayer,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Regiment
The
of .John
John C.
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
$30
him a
a pension
rate of
of $30
Iowa
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
per
The name
William F.
Wahl, late
of Company
Company G,
G, First
Regiment
The
name of
of William
F. Wahl,
late of
First Regiment
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
Delaware
$36 per
per month
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
s36
The
name of
of John
John Stevens,
late of
of Company
A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Stevens, late
Company A,
Regiment
The name
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate
him aapension
pension at
West
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
he is
is now receiving.
of $50
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
$50 per
per month
month in lieu
of
The name
Timothy Welch,
Welch, late
late of
of Company
H, Thirtieth
RegiThe
name of
of Timothy
Company H,
Thirtieth Regiment Maine
and pay
pension at
the rate
ment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
at the
rate
receiving.
of $36
$36 per
that he is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu of that
of
The
of Charles
F. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighth
RegiThe name
name of
Charles F.
Eighth Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension
him a
a .pension
ment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
at
the rate
rate of
$40 per
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
at the
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu

1489
1489
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The name of George Maybury,
Maybury, late of Company D, Second Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
ment Maine
Cavalry, and
him aapension
the rate
rate
of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
of $36
$36 per
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Moses E.
E. Lowell.
The name of Moses E. Lowell, late of Company A, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Regiment Maine Volunteer
and Battery
Battery E,
E, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Light
pay him
him a
a pension
of
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
Levi
G. Foss.
Levi G.
Foes.
The name of Levi G. Foss, late of Company G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Maine Volunteer
him a
apension
the rate
rate
ment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pnan.
of
per month
that he
he is
Pemsion.
M. Paine.
Ida M.Paie.
The name
name of Ida M. Paine, widow
widow of Joseph
Joseph C. Paine,
Paine ' late of
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
and
Company
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
Pensions
increased. pay her
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
Penesionsncras
her aapension
at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
George F. Boothby.
Gege
F.Boothby.
The name of George
George F. Boothby, late of Company
Regiment
Company E,
E, First Regiment
Maine Volunteer
pension at
at the
rate of
Maine
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
the rate
of $36
$36
per
month in
lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
in
lieu
of
is
now
Thomas King.
The
Thomas King,
late first
lieutenant Company
Company F,
Thomag
The name of
of Thomas
King, late
first leutenant
F,
Ninety-second
Colored Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Ninety-second Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Colored
and
at the
of $50
month in
in lieu
of that
and pay
pay him aa pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
lieu of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
he
is
now
receiving.
Anna C. Stahel.
Ama
C. sl.
The name of Anna C. Stahel,
Stahel, widow of John Stahel, late captain
captain
Company K,
K, Second
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company
Second Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry,
and
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
of that
pay her
pension at
at the
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Reason
D.
EvenThe
of Reason
late of
Company G,
G, One
One hunSian
D. Eve.
The name
name of
Reason D.
D. Evensizer,
Evensizer, late
of Company
hunsizer.
dred
ninety-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
dred and ninety-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
pay
him a
apension at the rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
of $24
$24 per month
month in
in lieu
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Charles
F. Palley.
CharlesF.Pey.
The name of Charles F.
F. Penley, late of Company C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
rate
he is
is now
rate of
of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Barber B. Durgin.
Barber B. Durgi.
The name of Barber B. Durgin, late
K, Twelfth
late of
of Company
Company K,
Twelfth RegiRegiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
of
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, February
Approved,
February 20,
20, 1917.
1917.
George Maybury.
George
Maybuy.

February 21,1917.
21, 1917.
February

(S. 7872.
78721
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 199.)
199.1
Castle & Cooke.
Sale of public'
public bnad-

CIHAP. 112.—An
112.-An Act To confirm and ratify
Federal-building site
CRAP.
ratify the sale of the Federal-building
at Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
of Representatives
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
Be

States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sale of the Federalin Congress
building site
site at
at Honolulu,
in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, made
under
aSit,
building
l
l
twat
(o, rater"'
trt=r
lw
Honolulu, in
made under
the provisions
provisions of the Act of March third,
third, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen
Vol. 3s,p.
38, p. sg
892.
(Thirty-eighth Statutes, page eight hundred and ninety-two),
(Thirty-eighth
ninety-two), to
to
Castle & Cooke Limited, a
a corporation,
corporation, be, and the same is hereby-,
hereby,
ratified and confirmed;
confirmed; and the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury is hereby
hereby
the Treasury
authorized to convey said property,
authorized
said
property, by
by usual quitclaim
quitclaim deed,
deed, to
to said
Castle & Cooke Limited, aa corporation, the highest bidder
bidder for and
purchaser of said
property at said sale.
sale.
said property
Approved, February 21,
Approved,
21, 1917.

ir

e

it;

February
2 23, NM
191
February
(S. a:a.)

CHAP. 118.—An
For th
of the
th e h
eirs o
Antoin e Bayard.
118.-An Act
Act For
thee relief
relief of
heirs
offAntoine
Bayard.

Be itit enacted
of Representatives
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary of the
States
ndwarrant
arraissued
land
issued to. Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to issue
the
and directed
directed to
issue to
to the
heirs of Antoine Bayard,
Bayard, late member of
Mississippi Militia,
Militia,
of the
the Mississippi
during the War of Eighteen hundred and twelve, aaduplicate
duplicate bounty
bounty
[Private.
No.ard.
2131]
[AntriateBBal
No.
0 1
Antoine
Duplicate
ounty
Duplicate bounty
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SIXTYFOURTH CONGRESS.
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SESS. II.
118, 128, 129.
II. CRS.
CHs. 118,128,129.
land warrant
warrant for one hundred
hundred and twenty acres, in
in lieu
lieu of
of warrant
warrant
numbered thirty-four thousand
numbered
thousand two hundred and
and five,
five, heretofore
heretofore
under the
the Act
Act of
eighteen hundred
issued under
of March
March third,
third, eighteen
and fifty-five,
hundred and
fifty-five,
which has heretofore
heretofore been lost and has
been used.
used.
has never been
Approved, February
23, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
February 23,

CHAP. 128.—An
128.-An Act For the relief of the State of Kentucky.
CHAP

1491
1491

1917.
1917.

Vol. 10, p. 713.

Vol.10, p. 73.

February 26,
1917.
February
26,1917.
[S.
(s. 2543.]
2543.1

2011
Be it
the Senate
House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representativesof
United [Private,
[Private, No.
No. 201.1
Kentucky.
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the claim
claim of
of the
the State
State of
of Claim
KentuckyClaim of, expenses
Kentucky
for expenses
Kentucky for
for reimbursement
reimbursement for
expenses incurred
its governor
governor equipping volunteers,
volunteers,
incurred by
by its
etc., to be reopened,
in aiding
aiding the
raise the
Army for
War t, to be reopened,
in
the United
United States
States to
to raise
the Volunteer
Volunteer Army
for the
the War
30, p.
1358.
with
with Spain,
Spain, arising
arising under
under the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress of
of July
July eighth,
eighth, eighteen.
eighteen etcV.ol.
Vol. 30,
p. 1358.
hundred and ninety-eight,
and the
the Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereto,
which
hundred
ninety-eight, and
thereto, which
has heretofore
heretofore been filed before
before the Treasury
Department and
and disTreasury Department
disbecause such claim had not been "filed
allowed because
disallowed"
"filed and disallowed"
before
before the passage of
the amendatory
Act of
of April
twenty-seventh,
of the
amendatory Act
April twenty-seventh,
nineteen
hundred and
four, shall
shall be
nineteen hundred
and four,
reopened, examined,
and allowed
be reopened,
examined, and
allowed Vol. 33p.
33, p. 312.
in accordance
accordance with the
of said
said Act
of April
April twentythe second section
section of
Act of
twentyseventh, nineteen hundred
hundred and
and in
the
and four, and
in accordance
accordance with
with the
rulings of the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
Treasury Department,
Department, herehereof the
the Treasury
tofore made in claims of like character
said allowance
character of other States, said
allowance
not to exceed
exceed in amount
amount $1,400.44.
$1,400.44.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.

CHAP. 129.-An
129.—An Act For the relief of sundry building and loan aisociation.
aaeociatione.

February 26, 1917.
[S. 56i 2.]

Febrry

261917.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be it
and House
House of
United [Private, No- 202.1
Excise
corporation
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
That the Secretary
the tExcie
crpornotion
tax.
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
Refund of illegally
directed to pay to the
the Refnd
[Private, No. 202.)

several
associations herein
several associations
of the
moneys in
in the
Treasury
herein named,
named, out
out of
the moneys
the Treasury

collected,
bu1il6din6g1

not otherwise
appropriated, the sums herein specifically
otherwise appropriated,
specifically set
set forth,
forth, ciations.
ciationsthe same being
being aarefund of the tax illegally collected
collected from
from said
said asso-

ciations
ciations under
excise Act
hundred and
and
under the
the excise
Act of
of August
August fifth,
fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
nine,
namely:
nine, namely:
To the Rapides
Rapides Building
Building and Loan Association,
Association, of
of Alexandria,
Alexandria,
Louisiana, $23.70.
Louisiana,
$23.70.
To the Shreveport
of Shreveport,
Shreveport, Louisiana,
Shreveport Building
Building Association,
Association, of
Louisiana,
$929.47.
To the Sixth District Building
and Loan
of New
New
Building and
Loan Association,
Association, of
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, $41.64.
$41.64.
To the Fidelity Homestead
Homestead Association,
Association, of New
New Orleans,
LouisOrleans, Louisiana, $70.26.
iana,
$70.26.
To the Union Homestead
Association, of
New Orleans,
Louisiana,
Homestead Association,
of New
Orleans, Louisiana,
$190.98.
To the Iberia
Iberia Building Association,
Louisiana,
Association, of New Iberia,
Iberia, Louisiana,
$723.55.
$723.55.
To the Teutonia
Teutonia Loan and Building
Building Company,
Company, of
of New
New Orleans,
Orleans,
Louisiana, $312.16.
$312.16.
To the Citizens
Homestead Association,
Association, of
of New
New Orleans,
Orleans, LouisLouisCitizens' Homestead
iana, $21.63.
$21.63.
To the Portsmouth Savings and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
of Portsmouth,
Portsmouth,
Ohio,
$111.57.
Ohio, $111.57.
To the Ninth West Columbia Permanent Building
Association, of
of
Building Association,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $88.41.
$88.41.
To the State Mutual Building Association, of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland,

$247.55.
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To the Citizens' Saving and Loan Association
Association Company,
PortsCompany, of
of Portsmouth, Ohio,
Ohio, $243.48.
$243.48.
To
and Loan
of Newark,
Newark, New
To the
the Reliable
Reliable Building
Building and
Loan Association,
Association, of
New
Jersey,
$811.59.
Jersey, $811.59.
To the Orvil Cooperative
Cooperative Building
Loan Association,
of AllenBuilding and
and Loan
Association, of
Allendale,
Jersey, $38.74.
$38.74.
dale, New Jersey,
Monticello Mutual
Building and
Loan Association,
of Jersey
To the
the Monticello
Mutual Building
and Loan
Association, of
Jersey
New Jersey,
Jersey, $261.36.
$261.36.
City, New
To the Junior Order
Order Building and
Association, of
of Newark,
Newark,
and Loan
Loan Association,
New Jersey
Jersey,.,$228.61.
$228.61.
the Ironbound
Building and
Loan Association,
To the
Ironbound District
District Building
and Loan
Association, of
of
Newark, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, $97.28.
To the Hilton Building and
and Loan
Loan Association,
New
Association, of
of Newark,
Newark, New
Jersey,
Jersey, $134.82.
$134.82.
To the Duncan Building
of Jersey
Building and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
Jersey City,
City,
New Jersey,
Jersey, $47.46.
$47.46.
To the Columbia
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Jersey
City,
Columbia Building
Building and
Jersey City,
New
Jersey, $201.05.
New Jersey,
$201.05.
To the Commonwealth
Commonwealth Building and Loan Association
Association of
of Newark,
Newark,
New
New Jersey,
Jersey, $77.40.
$77.40.
To the Woodlawn
Woodlawn Building
Association, of
Building and
and Loan
Loan Association,
of Jersey
Jersey City,
City,
New Jersey,
Jersey, $10.95.
$10.95.
To the Boonton
Boonton Building
New
Building and
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Boonton,
Boonton, New
Jersey,
$149.23.
Jersey, $149.23.
To the Twelfth Ward Building
of Newark,
Newark,
Building and Loan Association,
Association, of
New
Jersey, $11.01.
New Jersey,
$11.01.
To
Building and
Loan Association,
of Newark,
Newark, New
New
To the
the Woodside
Woodside Building
and Loan
Association, of
Jersey, $404.69.
$404.69.
To
To. the State Mutual Building and
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Los
and Loan
Los
Angeles, California,
California, $1,969.66.
$1,969.66.
Angeles,
To the Fidelity Savings and Loan Association,
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
Association, of
of Los
California, $2,392.29.
$2,392.29.
California,
To the Kern
Bern County Mutual
Mutual Building and
and Loan
of
Loan Association,
Association, of
Bakersfield, California,
California, $189.20.
$189.20.
To the Pasadena
Pasadena Building and
of Pasadena,
Pasadena,
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
California
California (formerly
(formerly the Los Angeles
Angeles County Mutual
Mutual Building and
and
Loan Association, of Pasadena),
Pasadena), $62.74.
$62.74.
To the Home Builders'
Pomona, California,
Builders' Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Pomona,
California,
$117.55.
$117.55.
To the San Diego Building and
Association, of
San Diego,
and Loan Association,
of San
Diego,
California,
California, $317.68.
$317.68.
To the Provident Mutual
Mutual Building Loan Association,
Association, of Los Angeles,
California,
California, $4,403.12.
$4,403.12.
To the People's Mutual Building
Association, of
of BakersBuilding and
and Loan Association,
Bakersfield, California,
$199.35.
field,
Califorima, $199.35.
To the Santa Fe Building Association,
Bernardino, CaliAssociation, of San Bernardino,
California, $571.90.
$571.90.
To the Home Investment
Investment Association,
of Redlands,
California,
Association, of
Redlands, California,
$157.65.
$157.65.
To the Western
Loan and Building Company, of Salt Lake
Western Loan
Lake City,
City,
Utah,
Utah, as successors
successors to the Western Loan and Savings
Company,
Savings Company,
$768.38.
$768.38.
To the Yakima Savings and Loan Association, of
Yakima,
of North
North Yakima,
Washington,
Washington, $121.54.
$121.54.
Association, of Seattle,
To the German
German Savings, Building and Loan Association,
Washington, $37.54.
$37.54.
Washington,
To the Pacific Building and Loan Association, of Tacoma, WashingWashington, $268.33.
$268.33.
To the Jefferson
BirJefferson County Building
Building and Loan Association, of Birmingham, Alabama, $1,034.59.
$1,034.59.
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To the
West Baltimore
Building Association,
Baltimore, MaryM ary_Taxrefund-Contd.
Tax refund—Contd.
To
the West
Baltimore Building
Association, of
of Baltimore,
land,
land, $168.17.
$168.17.
Campany, of Columbus,
Columbus,
and Savings
Savings Campany,
To the Fidelity
Fidelity Building, Loan
Loan and
Ohio,
Ohio, $541.28.
$541.28.
To the
Trumbull Savings
and Loan
Company, of
Ohio,
To
the Trumbull
Savings and
Loan Company,
of Warren,
Warren, Ohio,
$173.07.
$173.07.
To the
Permanent Savings
and Loan
Loan Company,
of Akron,
Savings and
Company, of
Akron, Ohio,
Ohio,
To
the Permanent
$56.22.
$56.22.
To
Home Building
Building Loan
and Savings
To the
the Home
Loan and
Savings Company,
Company, of
of Coshocton,
Coshocton,
Ohio, $164.92.
Ohio,
$164.92.
To
Third Savings
Loan Company,
Ohio, $151.23.
$151.23.
To the
the Third
Savings and
and Loan
Company, of
of Piqua,
Piqua, Ohio,
To
the Cleveland
Savings and
and Loan
Loan Company,
of Cleveland,
Ohio,
Company, of
Cleveland, Ohio,
To the
Cleveland Savings
$405.31.
$405.31.
To the
and Loan
Loan Company,
Cleveland, Ohio,
To
the Union
Union Savings
Savings and
Company, of
of Cleveland,
Ohio,
$1,389.70.
$1,389.70.
To the
People's Savings
Savings Association
of Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, $835.61.
$835.61.
To
the People's
Association, of
To the
Allemania Building
Columbus,
Building and
and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
of Columbus,
To
the Allemania
Ohio, $10.58.
To the
Cambridge Loan
and Building
Company, of
Cambridge,
To
the Cambridge
Loan and
Building Company,
of Cambridge,
Ohio,
Ohio, $122.82.
$122.82.
To the
the Bellefontaine
Bellefontaine Building
Building and
and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
of Bellefontaine,
Bellefontaine,
To
Ohio,
Ohio, $194.44,
$194.44.
To
Centerburg Building
Building and
and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
Centerbing,
To the
the Centerburg
of Centerburg,
$331.10.
Ohio, $331.10.
To
the Central
Central Ohio
Building and
and Loan
Loan Company,
of Columbus,
To the
Ohio Building
Company, of
Columbus,
Ohio,
Ohio, $353.68.
To the
Home and
Savings Company,
Marysville, Ohio,
To
the Citizens'
Citizens' Home
and Savings
Company, of
of Marysville,
Ohio,
$80.11.
To
Home Savings
Savings and
Defiance,
To the
the Defiance
Defiance Home
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of Defiance,
Ohio,
Ohio, $269.58.
$269.58.
To
and Loan
Loan Association
Association Company,
of Delphos,
Delphos,
To the
the Delphos
Delphos Savings
Savings and
Company, of
Ohio,
Ohio, $155.39.
$155.39.
To the
the Home
Home Savings,
Savings, Loan
Loan and
and Building
Building Association
Association Company,
Company,
Bryan, Ohio,
Ohio, $122.42.
$122.42.
of Bryan,
To
Savings Association,
Association, of
To the
the Mutual
Mutual Loan
Loan and Savings
of Chillicothe,
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Ohio,
$105.45.
$105.45.
To
of Sidney,
To the People's
People's Savings and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
Sidney, Ohio,
Ohio,
$58.02.
Employees' Building
To the
the Railroad
Railroad Employees'
Building and
and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
Columbus, Ohio,
8478.25.
Columbus,
Ohio, $478.25.
To
Building and
To the
the Savings, Building
and Loan
Loan Company,
Company, of
of Sandusky,
Sandusky, Ohio,
$50.08;
$50.08;
To
$338.70;
To the
the Star Building
Building and Loan Company,
Company, of
of Ironton, Ohio, $338.70;
To
the West
West Side
Building and
Columbus,
To the
Side Building
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Columbus,
Ohio, $31.73;
Ohio,
$31.73;
To
the Savings
Savings and
and Homestead
Homestead Association,
Association, of
of New
New Orleans,
Orleans,
To the
Louisiana, $28.49;
$28.49;
Louisiana,
To the
the Citizens'
Citizens' Building
and Loan
Company, of
To
Building and
Loan Association
Association Company,
of
Newark, Ohio, $83.60;
$83.60;
Newark,
To the
Savings and
and Loan
Association, of
Ohio,
To
the Eagle
Eagle Savings
Loan Association,
of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
$141.24;
$141.24;
To the
the Home
Home Building
Association, of
of Newark,
Newark, Ohio,
$351.13;
To
Building Association,
Ohio, $351.13;
To the
Building and
Loan Association
Association Company,
Company, of
To
the Johnstown
Johnstown Building
and Loan
of
Johnstown, Ohio,
Ohio, $116.34;
Johnstown,
$116.34;
To the
the People's
People's Building
Building and
Loan Company,
Ohio,
To
and Loan
Company, of
of Delaware,
Delaware, Ohio,
$206.04;
$206.04;
To
People's Building
and Savings
Savings Company,
Company, of
of Troy,
Ohio,
To the
the People's
Building and
Troy, Ohio,
$197.16;
$197.16;
To
Orange Building
and Loan
Association, of
CaliTo the
the Orange
Building and
Loan Association,
of Orange,
Orange, California,
fornia, $238.72;
$238.72;
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To the
the Silver
Silver Gate
Gate Building
Building and Loan Association,
Association, of San Diego,
To
California
$232.73;
California,'$232.73;
To the Modern
Modem Building and Loan Association,
Association, of Newark,
Newark, New
New
Jersey, $110.76;
$110.76;
To the Preferred
Preferred Building and Loan Association,
Newark, New
New
Association, of
of Newark,
Jersey,
$116.22;
Jersey, $116.22;
Permanent Loan and Savings
To the Assurance Permanent
Savings Association
Association of
of

Baltimore Maryland, $97.01;
Baltimore,
To
Maryland,
altic Perpetual
$97.01;
Building
of BaltiTo the
the B
Baltic
Perpetual
Building and
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $59.82;
$59.82;
To the Calvert Mortgage
Company, of
Mortgage Company,
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland,
$1,734.18;
$1,734.18;
To the Eureka Permanent
of Baltimore,
Permanent Building
Building Association,
Association, of
Baltimore,
Maryland, $44.69;
$44.69;
Maryland,
To the Fidelity Permanent
and Loan
Loan Association,
Permanent Building
Building and
Association, of
of
Baltimore,
$16.20;
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $16.20;
To the Hampden
Hampden Building Association,
Baltimore, Maryland,
Association, of
of Baltimore,
Maryland,
$21.11;
$21.11;
To the Mozart
Mozart Building and Loan Association,
Baltimore, MaryAssociation, of Baltimore,
Maryland,
$12.13;
land, $12.13;
To the North Avenue
Avenue Permanent
Permanent Building
and Loan
Loan Association,
Building and
Association, of
of
Baltimore, Maryland,
$3.13;
Baltimore,
Maryland, $3.13;
To the North Baltimore Permanent
Association, of
BaltiPermanent Building Association,
of Baltimore, Maryland,
$25;
Maryland, $25;
To the Orleans Permanent
Permanent Building Association,
Association, of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore,
Maryland, $186.40;
$186.40;
Maryland,
To the West Lafayette
Lafayette Building and
Baltiand Loan
Loan Association,
Association, of
of Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $6.91;
$6.91;
To the Central
Central Building, Loan
of Columbus,
Columbus,
Loan and Savings Company,
Company, of
Ohio,
$103.57;
Ohio, $103.57;
To the Industrial
Industrial Savings
Savings and Loan Association,
Association, of Bellevue,
Bellevue, Ohio,
Ohio,
$201.44;
$201.44;
To the Royal Savings and Loan Company, of Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Ohio,
$130.48;
$130.48;
To the Granville Building, Savings and Loan Company,
Company, of
of GranGranville, Ohio,
Ohio, $25;
$25;
ville,
To the Riverside County Mutual
Mutual Building and
Loan Association,
Association, of
of
and Loan
Riverside,
Riverside, California, $105.78;
$105.78;
Perpetual Savings
To the Pearl Street Perpetual
Savings and Building
of
Building Association,
Association, of
B
altimore, Maryland,
$84.17;
Baltimore,
Maryland, $84.17;
To the Pearl Street Perpetual
Perpetual Savings and Building Association
Association
Numbered Two,
$70.98;
Numbered
Two, of
of Baltimore,
Baltimore, Maryland
Maryland, $70.98;
To the East End Loan and Savings Association,
Association, Baltimore,
Baltimore, MaryMaryland, $354.88;
$354.88;
To the Millington
Millington Building and Loan Association,
Baltimore,
Association, of
of Baltimore,
Maryland,
$15.52;
Maryland, $15.52;
To the Northeast
Permanent Building Association, of Baltimore,
Northeast Permanent
Maryland, $30.54;
Maryland,
$30.54;
To the Standard Permanent
Permanent Building and Savings
Association, of
Savings Association,
of
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland, $30.59;
Baltimore,
$30.59;
In
all, the
sum of
of $29,859.93;
In all,
the sum
$29,859.93; which said sum is hereby approappropriated,
priated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, in full settlement
above-named
settlement of the claims of the ninety-six
ninety-six above-named
associations.
associations.
Approved,
February 26,
Approved, February
1917.
26, 1917.
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CHAP. 130.—An
130.-An Act Providing
duties illegally
illegally levied
CHAP.
Providing for the refund
refund of certain
certain duties
levied
and collected
collected on
on acetate
lime.
and
acetate of
of lime..
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February 26,
1917.
February
26,81917.
[H. R.. 9288.1
8.1
[Private, No.
203.1
No. 203.1

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Rpresentatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Standard Chemical
States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
States
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the Iron
starnaarLu
Chem
and Lumber
ComPanY•
Treasury be, and he
hereby , authorized
and directed
directed to
pay,
out
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay, out pany.
Refund
duties.
et
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to Standard
Standard R
fmd of
ofduties.
Chemical
Chemical Iron and Lumber Company, of Toronto, Canada,
Canada, the
the sum
sum
of $881.30,
$881.30, being the amount illegally levied and collected
three
collected on
on three
hundred and ninety-one
ninety-one thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
nineteen pounds
seven hundred
and nineteen
pounds
of acetate
acetate of lime.
lime.
Approved,
26, 1917.
1917.
Approved, February
February 26,
CHAP. 131.-An
131.—An Act For the relief of Meredith
Meredith G. Corlett, a
a citizen
citizen and
resident
and resident
of
Williamson County,
Tennessee.
of Williamson
County, Tennessee.

of teUid
Hos of Re nati
*~l .t ence 7y 7h Seat a.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
Be
it
and House
ofJepresentatives
United
States of America
America in
States
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary of
of the
is hereby, authorized
Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
to pay,
pay, out
and directed
directed to
out
of any money in the
the United
States not
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
otherwise
appropriated, to Meredith
appropriated,
Meredith G.
G. Corlett,
Corlett, of
of Williamson
County, TenWilliamson County,
Tennessee, the sum of $62.80,
$62.80, for and
account of
of excess
excess payment
payment
and on
on account
made by him to the collector of internal revenue of the
the United
States
United States
for the fifth district of Tennessee,
Tennessee, as surety on
on the internal-revenue
internal-revenue
bond of
Corlett.
bond
of J.
J. W.
W. Corlett.
Approved, February
26, 1917.
1917.
Approved,
February 26,
Resolution To grant
grant citizenship
CHAP. 182.-Joint
132.—Joint Resolution

to
to Joseph Beech.
Beech.

26,
26, 1917.
1917.
[H. R.
R. 12463.]
[H.
M.]
(Private, No. 201.1
[Private,No.
20a.]

February
February

G.

Meredith G. Corlett.
Payment to.
to.

26, 117.
1917.
February 26,
[S. J.
1. Rea.
[8.
Res. 2084
208.
[Priv. Res.,
5.3
No. 6.
es., No.

Whereas Joseph
Whereas
Joseph Beech
been under
the jurisdiction
Beech has
has constantly
constantly been
under the
jurisdiction of
of
the
States since
since the
the age
of four
the United
United States
age of
years; and
Preamble.
four years;
and
Preamble.
Whereas the said Joseph Beech is not entitled to immediate
immediate naturalinaturalization under
statute; and
zation
under any
any existing
existing statute;
and
Whereas the
said Joseph
is not
citizen of
of any
any other
other GovernGovernthe said
Joseph Beech
Beech is
not a
a citizen
ment: Therefore
Therefore be it
it
Resolved
by the
and House
of Representatives
the United
Resolved by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
oe h
hh..
States of America in
assembled, That
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
be, and
i
leatrech
as
That Joseph
Joseph Beech be,
and JA
dtie
.
he is hereby, unconditionally
unconditionally admitted
admitted to the character and privileges
privileges zon"
as
of aacitizen of the
of
United States.
the United
States.
Approved, February
26, 1917.
Approved,
February 26,
1917.
CHAP. 142.—An
142.-An Act Making appropriation
appropriation for
for payment
payment of
of certain
certain claims
claims in
in
accordance
accordance with findings of the Court
of Claims,
provisions of
Court of
Claims, reported
reported under
under the
the provisions
of the
the
Acts approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and eighty-three,
eighty-three, and
March third,
and March
third,
eighteen
and eighty-seven,
eighty-seven, and
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and commonly
as the
and the
the
commonly known
known as
the Bowman
Bowman and
provisions of
Tucker Acts,
Acts, and under the provisions
and fiftyof section
section numbered
numbered one
one hundred
hundred and
fiftythird, nineteen
one of the Act approved
approved March third,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven,
eleven, commonly
commonly
known a.s-the
known
as-the Judicial
Judicial Code.
Code.

27,
27 1917.
1917.
[S. 1878.1
[S.
1878.1

February
February

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 205.1
206.]

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Rpresentatives of
of the
the United
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
Omnibus claims Act.
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the OmpbUeclaims
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Payment of claims
Act.
reported by
by Court
Court of
of
Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed to pay
pay, out rPorted
Claims.
of any
any money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise anpropriat
ed, t
claim- Vol.
Treasury not
anpropriated,
too cfaim22, p.
485
Vol.
Vol.
2,
p.
85;; Vol.
36, p.
appropriated herein, the 24,ps4p.' 507;
507; Vol.
Vol. 36p.
ants m this Act named the several sums appropriated
same
same being in full for and the receipt of the
same to
to be
taken
and
the same
be taken and
accepted in each case
case as a
and discharge
discharge of
of
a full
full and
and final
final release
release and
their
claims, namely:
namely:
their respective
respective claims,
To Anastacio
Anastacio de Baca, administrator
administrator of
Francisco de
of Francisco
de Baca,
Baca,
deceased,
deceased, of
Ana County,
of Santa Ana
County, $1,325.
$1,325.
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To Edward
New Mexico,
Edward H. Bergmann,
Bergmann, of New
Mexico, $1,200.
$1,200.
To
W. J.
Goodwin, of
New Mexico,
Mexico, formerly
formerly of
Woodruff County,
To W.
J. Goodwin,
of New
of Woodruff
County,
Arkansas,
$2,980.
Arkansas, $2,980.
To
County, Arkansas,
$13, 200.
To Prairie
Prairie County,
Arkansas, $13,
200.

gimibunlaima—Cwl •

ALABAMA.
ALABAMA.

Alabama.
Alabama

To the
representatives of
of Isaiah
Isaiah Attaway,
deceased, of
of Macon
To
the legal
legal representatives
Attaway, deceased,
Macon
County,
County, $275.
$275.
To
Jane P.
P. Paulk,
Bullock County,
To Jane
Paulk, of
of Bullock
County, 8635.
$635.
To
of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
of Pleasant
Pleasant
To the
the trustees
trustees of
the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Church of
Springs,
Springs, $350.
$350.
GEORGIA.
GEORGIA.

Georga.
Georgia.

To
trustees of
of the
the First
First Baptist
of Rome,
To the
the trustees
Baptist Church
Church of
Rome, $870.
$870.
Kmatky.
Krattneky.

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY.

To R.
R. W.
W. Harris,
of James
P. Harris,
Floyd
To
Harris, administrator
administrator of
James P.
Harris, of
of Floyd
County,
County, $330.
$330.
To the
vestry of
of Ascension
Protestant Episcopal
Church, of
Mount
To
the vestry
Ascension Protestant
Episcopal Church,
of Mount
Sterling, $825.
Stering,
$825.
To
the fiscal
fiscal court
of Oldham
Oldham County,
County, $1,100.
$1,100.
To the
court of
To
the treasurer
of Stanford,
To the
treasurer of
of the
the Christian
Christian Church
Church of
Stanford, $420.
$420.
LOUISIANA.
LOUISIANA.

Louiana.

To
Madeleine Lement,
administratrix of
Lement, of
To Madeleine
Lement, administratrix
of Pierre
Pierre Lement,
of Saint
Saint
Landry
Landrv Parish,
Parish, $295.
$295.
To
McWaters, Margaret
Margaret McWaters
James H.
H. McTo Kate
Kate P.
P. McWaters,
McWaters Bell,
Bell, James
McWaters,
McWaters, and
Moses McWaters,
equal
Waters, B.
B. P.
P. McWaters,
and Moses
McWaters, junior,
junior, in
in equal
shares, heirs
heirs of
of Moses
Moses McWaters,
McWaters, of
of West
Parish, $950.
shares,
West Feliciana
Feliciana Parish,
$950.
la

Maryland.
Mary d.

MABYLAND.
MARYLAND.

William H
of Frederick
$137.50.
To the heirs
heirs of
of William
H. Bradshaw,
Bradshaw, of
Frederick County,
County, $137.50.
MIS88ISIPPI.
MISSISSIPPI.

MIsippL

To the trustees of
at Natchez,
Natchez,
of the
the Protestant
Protestant Orphan
Orphan Asylum
Asylum at
$3,500.
MISSOU.
MIS880URI.
MISSOURI.

i

Missouri.
Missour

To William
William W. Green,
County, $270.
$270.
Green, of Camden County,
North
North Carolina.
Caola

NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.

To Sarah F. Trenwith, executrix
executrix of C.
Simpson, deceased,
C. F. Simpson,
deceased, of
of
Craven County,
Craven
County, $815.
$815.
the Baptist
Baptist Church
Church of
To the
the deacons
deacons of
of the
of Beaufort,
Beaufort, $250.
$250.
Ohio.
Ohio.

South
Carolina.
Southcuroauu

o h

i

OHIO.
OHIO.

To the trustees of the African
Affican Methodist
Methodist Episcopal
Episcopal Church
Church of
of
Gallipolis,
$250.
Gallipolis, $250.
SOUTH
OUTH CAROLINA.
CAROLINA.
To John Duncan,
Duncan, surviving
firm of
of Duncan
surviving partner
partner of
of the
the firm
Duncan and
and Son,
Son,
of
Charleston, $8,450.
$8,450.
of Charleston,
To the
of Beaverdam
Beaverdam Baptist
Baptist Church,
Church, of
of Marlboro
To
the trustees
trustees of
Marlboro County,
County,
$1,600.
$1,600.
To the trustees of Saint Johns Baptist
Baptist Church, of
of Bamberg
County, $275.
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TENNESSEE.
TENNESSEE.

To Lulu H.
H. Doyle
Doyle and
Berry, sole
H. and
and Anna
Anna V. Berry,
sole heirs
heirs of
of Patrick
Patrick H.
and
Margaret
County, $333.34.
Margaret E.
E. Watkins,
Watkins, deceased,
deceased, of
of Hamilton
Hamilton County,
$333.34.
To the trustees of
Methodist Church,
of Davidson
of the
the Hobson
Hobson Methodist
Church, of
Davidson
County,
$1,800.
County, $1,800.
To the treasurer of the corporation of
of the
the Cumberland
Cumberland PresbyPresbyterian
Church of
terian Church
of Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, $500.
$500.
To the trustees
of Columbia,
trustees of the
the Christian
Christian Church
Church of
Columbia, $375.
$375.
To
trustees of
the Cumberland
Church of
To the trustees
of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church
of MurMurfreesboro,
freesboro, $900.
$900.
To
trustees of
of the
the McKendree
Methodist Episcopal
Episcopal Church
Church
To the
the trustees
McKendree Methodist
South, of
of Nashville,
$1,200.
South,
Nashville, $1,200.
To the trustees of Liberty Springs Missionary
Baptist Church,
Church, of
Missionary Baptist
of
Stewart
Stewart County,
County, $475.
$475.
VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.

Omnibus claims-Con.
claims—Con.
Omnibus
Tennessee.
Tennessee.

Virginia.
Virginia

and John
A. Johnson,
Johnson, sole
sole heirs
heirs of
of Armistead
To Lucy
Lucy E. Johnson and
John A.
Armistead
M.
Johnson, deceased,
deceased, of
of Loudoun
County, $784.
$784.
M. Johnson,
Loudoun County,
To
$100.
To the
the session
session of
of the
the Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church
Church of
of Greenwood,
Greenwood, $100.
To
of the
the Christian
Church of
Suffolk, $540.
$540.
To the
the trustees
trustees of
Christian Church
of Suffolk,
WEST
WEST VIRGINIA.
VIRGINIA.

West
Virginia.
West Virginia

of Josiah
Josiah M.
Davisson, deceased,
deceased, of
of
To the legal representatives
representatives of
M. Davisson,
Taylor
Taylor County,
$720.
County, $720.
To the
the trustees
of Christ
Christ Protestant
Protestant Episcopal
Church, of
Bunker
To
trustees of
Episcopal Church,
of Bunker
Hill, $300.
$300.
SEC.
2. That
That the
SEC. 2.
several sums
and they
are hereby,
the foregoing several
sums be,
be, and
they are
hereby, Appropriation.
Appopriation.
appropriated
out of
of any
the Treasury
appropriated out
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise approappropriated, for
purposes of
of this
this Act.
for the
the purposes
Act.
Legal
representa.
Legal representaives
SEC.
That m
S
EC. 3. That
in case of the
death ttives.
the death of any claimant,
claimant or
or the
the death
or discharge of the
or administrator
administrator of
of any
any claimant
claimant herein
the executor
executor or
herein
named, payment of
of such
such claim
claim shall
shall be
be made
made to
to the
legal representathe legal
represents- pro
Provisos.
D of administraBond
tives:
That where
claimant is
dead the
the administrator,
tives: Provided,
Provided, That
where aa claimant
is dead
administrator, tor.Bo
d administrato
executor, or legal representative
representative shall
certified copy
shall file
file aa certified
copy of
of his
his
bond, which bond must be at
sum hereby
hereby
at least equal in amount to
to the
the sum
Heir
etc., 1instead
appropriated: Provided
Provided further,
in all
all cases
cases where
where the
the original
original of
appropriated:
further, That
That in
assigne' in bankof assignee
bankcy
claimants
were adjudicated
adjudicated bankrupts
shall be
be made
claimants were
bankrupts payment
payment shall
made to
to ruptcy.
rupt .
the legal representatives
or next
kin instead
representatives or
next of
of kin
instead of
of to
to the
the assignees
assignees Substitution
Substitution in
in cse
case
odeath
of executor,
executor,
in
provided further, That
in bankruptcy:
bankruptcy: And
And providedfurther,
That wherever
wherever under
under this
of death of
this Act
Act etc.
it is
is provided
provided that
that a
to an
executor or
or an
an adminadmin- etc.
it
a payment
payment be
be made
made to
an executor
istrator, whether
whether original
original or
ancillary or
de bonis
boms non,
non, and
and such
such
istrator,
or ancillary
or de
executor
executor or administrator
administrator is
is dead
or no
no longer
longer holds
office, paydead or
holds his
his office,
payment shall
be made
made to
the successor
title to
to hold
such
ment
shall be
to the
successor therein,
therein, his
his title
hold such
office being
established to
to the
the Secretary
the
office
being established
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
Secretary of
of the

Treasury;
wherever under this Act
Act it
Treasury; and wherever
it is
provided that a
a paypayis provided
ment
to a
or quasi
corporation and
such
ment be
be made
made to
a corporation
corporation or
quasi corporation
and such
corporation
been merged
merged in
in or
consolidated
corporation or
or quasi
quasi corporation
corporation has
has been
or consolidated
with another
another corporation
corporation or
or quasi
payment shall
shall be
quasi corporation,.
corporation, payment
be
made to the corporation
or quasi
quasi corporation
with which
which the
the conconcorporation or
corporation with
solidation or
made.
solidation
or merger
merger has
has been
been made.
Approved, February
1917.
Approved,
February 27,
27, 1917.

CHAP.
CHAP. 143.—An
the relief
relief of
Riverside Military
143.-An Act
Act For
For the
of Riverside
Military Academy.
Academy.

Paymettocorora
Payment
to corporations:
tions

.

February 27, 1917.
1917.
[H. R.
[H.
R. 168554
16856.)

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United (Private,
the United
[Private, No. 206.]
206.1
States of
Congress assembled
assembled, That
States
of America
America in
in Congress
That Riverside
Riverside Military
Military Riverside
Military
Riverside
Military
Academy,
of Gainesville,
Georgia,assembled,
and
Academy, of
Gainesville, Georgia,
and its
its bondsmen be relieved of all Academy.
Academy
Relieved of responsiresponsibility
on bond
bility on.
on bond.
to the
States by
responsibility on
bond given
given to
the United
United States
by the
the Riverside
Riverside bility
bond.S

1498
1498
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CIEs. 143,155,
143, 155, 156.
156.
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Military
Military Academy
Academy for the
the loss
loss of
of two
two cutters
and their
their outfits,
outfits, valued
cutters and
valued
at $1,608.77,
destroyed by
on the
night
$1,608.77, which property was
was destroyed
by a
a storm
storm on
the night
of
hundred and
and fifteen.
fifteen.
of December
December thirty-first,
thirty-first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
Approved,
February 27, 1917.
Approved, February
Mrh

March 2.
1917.
2.1917.
[8. 7601.)
7601.1
[Private,
No. 20.]
2071
[Private, No.

Caleb T. Holland.

Military record
rcord cororrected.

tary

P

Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

No bk

etc.

March 2, 1917.
Msth2
1917.
[8. 8113.1
[s.
813.
[Private, No.
No. 208.1
208.]

Pensions.
POILSiODS-

Pensions Increased.
Peaions
increased.
Clara Tabot.
Talbot.

Hartwell
C. Ella Hartwell.
C.

Flegle

John neegle.

william J. pr.

William I. Pfaff.

Lewis
Lewis G.
G. smith.
Smith.
n

Miles.
John 5.. Miles.

Ellen
Ellen A.
A. Pae
Paine.

Tohn P. Hicks.
John

Abraham
Swango.
Abraham Swango.

CHAP. 155.—An
155.-An Act For the relief of Caleb T. Holland.
Holland.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
administration
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That in
in the
the administration

of any laws conferring
privileges, and
conferring rights,
rights, privileges,
and benefits
benefits upon
honorably
upon honorably
discharged soldiers, Caleb
discharged
Holland, who
was a
aprivate
of Company
Caleb T.
T. Holland,
who was
private of
Company
E, Sixtieth Regiment
Reg.inient Tllinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be
held and considered
considered to have been
discharged honorably
honorably from
from the
been discharged
the
military-service
service of the United
said company
company
United States as a
a member
member of
of said
and
day of
of April,
and
and regiment
regiment on
on the
the eighteenth
eighteenth day
April, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
sixty-four:
Provided, That
bounty, pay
pay, or
allowance shall
shall be
be held
sixty-four: Provider,
That no
no bounty,
or allowance
held
to have accrued
prior to
the passage
passage of
accrued prior
to the
Act.
of this
this Act.
Approved, March 2,
Approved,
2, 1917.
1917.

CEAP. 166.-An
pensions to certain
MAP.
156.—An Act Granting
Granting pensions and increase
increase of pensions
certain soldiers
and sailors of the Civil War and certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives of such
soldiers
soldiers and sailors.
sailors.

Be
House of
Representatives of
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
of the
the
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior be,
be, and
he is
authorized and
directed to
on the
the
Interior
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to place
place on
pension roll, subject
pension
subject to
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the pension
pension
provisions and
laws—
lawsThe
Talbot, widow
widow of
of George
W. Talbot,
Talbot, late
late of
The name
name of
of Clara
Clara Talbot,
George W.
of
Company
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
Company E,
E, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
of that
that she
is
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name of C. Ella Hartwell, widow of Charles
Charles Hartwell, late
late of
of
Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Company D, Twenty-sixth
Cavalry,
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay her
pension at
the rate
$20 per
per month
her aapension
at the
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
is
The name
name of John Fleegle,
of Company
Regiment
Fleegle, late
late of
Company B,
B, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Reserves
and pay
him a
pension
Reserves Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
a the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at
t the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
J. Pfaff, late
The name of William J.
A, and
and quartermaster
late of Company A,
quartermaster
sergeant, One hundred
hundred and first
Indiana Volunteer
first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
him a pension at
and pay hima
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
he
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of Company
The name of Lewis G. Smith, late of
K, Fourteenth
Company K,
Fourteenth
Regiment Tndiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $50
$50 per
eu of
is now
rate of
per month
month in
in li
lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of John S. Miles,
Company H,
Miles, late of Company
H, Forty-second
orty-second
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
the
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
The name of Ellen A. Paine, widow
H. Paine,
widow of Irving H.
Paine, late
late of
of
Company B, Fourth Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
her a
apension at the rate
rate of
per month
month in
of that
she is
now
of $20
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of John P.
Hicks, late
late of
Regiment
P. Hicks,
of Company
Company A,
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Provisional
Provisional Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia, and pay
pay him a
a pension at
at the
the
rate
per month
month in
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of $30
$30 per
rate of
The name of Abraham Swango, late
of Company
Company G,
One hundred
hundred
late of
G, One
and forty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and pay him
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a
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he is
is now
now
of that
per month
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
Regimentetera g '
The name
of Peter
Peter Egan,
Egan, late
Company I,
Eighty-first Regiment
I, Eighty-first
of Company
late of
name of
The
$36
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him a
a.pension
pension at the rate of $36
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio
per
lieu of
of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
month in
per month
The name
of Samuel
Samuel Tibbets,
Tibbets, late
late of
of Company
Company .K,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment samuel
Samuel TibbetsTibbets.
K, Eighth
name of
The
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at the rate
$40
rate of $40
a pension
pension at
pay him
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
per
month in
of that he
receiving.
he is now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
per month
The
name of
Thomas F.
Stockton, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
One hundred
hundred Thomas
Stockton.
F.Stockton.
Thoah a s F.
E, One
F. Stockton,
of Thomas
The name
him
and
fifty-fourth
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry
;
and
pay
Infantryj
and fifty-fourth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
a
pension at
the rate
month in lieu
lieu of that he is now
per month
of $50 per
rate of
at the
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
ahaBeard.
The
of William
late of
of ComCora- Martha
Beard.
Beard, late
William Beard,
widow of
Beard, widow
Martha Beard,
of Martha
name of
The name
ind
pany K,
K, Eighty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
Eighty-eighth Regiment
pany
per month in lieu of that she is
pay her
at the
of $20 per
rate of
the rate
pension at
her aapension
pay
ar
T. D
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
of George
George P.
T. Douglas,
of Company
Company L,
Do
P. T.
T DougSeventh Georgee P.
L, Seventh
late of
Douglas, late
P. T.
The
pension at the
, Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
rate
$30 per
lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
month in
per month
of $30
rate of
The name
of James
C. Young,
Young, late
G, Thirty-eighth
C. Young.
g
JmesC
Thirty-eighth James
Company G,
of Company
late of
James C.
name of
The
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
is now receiving.
he is
of that
lieu of
rate
Wash.
E.WshDavd E.
David E. Washburn, late aias
The
name of
Daniel E.
Washburn, alias
li
David
alias David
E. Washburn,
of Daniel
The name
bun.
of Company
Company D,
D, One
and thirty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana burn.
thirty-eighth Regiment
hundred and
One hundred
of
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
the rate of $24 per
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
Lane
HIry.S. Lane.
month in
Henry
is now receiving.
lieu of
of that he is
in lieu
month
La
The
name of
Henry S. Lane, late of
of Company
Company A, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
of Henry
The name
a pension at the
him a
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
rate
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
Wllliam
Smith.
wam Smth.
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
rate of
$50 per
Regiment
The name
name of
William Smith,
Company M, Ninth Regiment
of Company
Smith, late of
of William
The
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
pension at the
$36
the rate of $36
a pension
and pay
Ohio
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Williamson R. Bar
Berreceiving..
he is
is now receiving.
of that
that he
per
ne
R. Barton,
hundred ton.
ton.
unassigned One hundred
late unassigned
Barton, late
Williamson R.
of Williamson
name of
The name
and
Company H,
eightyand eightyhundred and
One hundred
H, One
and Company
Regiment, and
eighty-fifth Regiment,
and eighty-fifth
pay him aapension at
sixth
Regiment, Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.,and pay
sixth Regiment,
Peter E

an

ms.

a

as

b

Moullenhour.
ery Moullenhour.
that he
of that
the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
hundred
The name
name of
of Henry
late of
of Company
Company I, One hundred
Moullenhour, late
Henry Moullenhour,
The
a
and
Recipient Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,.
Infantry, and pay him a
fifty-first Regiment
and fifty-first
Babb
pension
of $40
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
$40 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
The name
Babbitt, widow
widow of
of Allen
Allen Babbitt,
Babbitt, late
late of
of Lillie N. Babbitt.
N. Babbitt,
Lillie N.
of Lillie
name of
The
Company D,
D, Eighteenth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
Eighteenth Regiment
Company
and
pay her
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
that she
of that
in lieu
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
is now receiving.
Charles Mallatte.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles Mallatte,
Mallatte, late first lieutenant Company B, CrlesMalatte.
The name
Fifty-first
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapenFifty-first Regiment
sion at
at the
rate of
of $50
per month
in lieu
of that
he is now receiving.
that he
lieu of
month in
$50 per
the rate
sion
The name
name of
William H.
late of
B, One
One hundred
hundred William
eal.
WiiamHEl. BBeal.
Company B,
of Company
Beal, late
H. Beal,
of William
The
and
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
Volunteer Infantry
Regiment Illinois
thirty-sixth Regiment
and thirty-sixth
a
rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now
at the rate
pension at
a pension
receiving. ,4
Mary R. Rash.
Con- MayR. Rash.
The name
name of
Mary R.
R. Rash,
Lawson Rash, late
late of
of Comof Lawson
widow of
Rash, widow
of Mary
The
a
pany
C, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
pany C,
receiving. John Willford.
pension
the rate
month in
lieu of
of that she
she is now receiving.
in lieu
per month
of $20
$20 per
rate of
at the
pension at
The name
of John
Willford, late
late of Company
Company A, Thirteenth RegiJohn Willford,
name of
The
a pension at the rate
pay him a
ment
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
of $40
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
now receivng.
he is
in lieu
per month
of
$40 per
The
name of
of Catherine
Catherine C.
C. Lay,
Lay, widow
of John
John L.
acting Catherine
C. Lay.
C..
C
late acting
Lay, late
L. Lay,
widow of
The name
a
her
first
assistant
engineer,
United
Navy,
and
pay
a
pension
States
United
engineer,
first assistant
receiving.
she is now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
lieu of
of that she
in lieu
month in
per month
$24 per
of $24
at the

1500
1500
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oriffn.

The
name of
of Joel A. Griffin, late of Company
The name
Company, F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
of
$36 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
now receiving.
Hiam Mir.
The name
of Hiram
Hiram Muir.
The
name of
Hiram Muir, late of Company,C,
Seventh Regiment
C, Seventh
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and Company
Company C,
C, One
hundred and
and fiftyOne hundred
fiftysixth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
Je Dnny.
The name of Jesse Denny, late of
Jesse Denny.
G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Company G,
Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry,
Kentucky
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
Cavalry, and
him aapension
at the
of
$30 per month in
of that
that he
is now
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
mWiam
H. BransBranaThe name of William
Wilham H.
William H.
H. Branaman
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, FortyFor tyBranaman, late
ninth
Regiment Kentucky
ninth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month
month in
of that
_le is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Berry
H.sSmith..
The name of Berry H. Smith,
Berry H.
late of
of Company
Smith, late
Company I,
I, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry-,
him a
pension at
at
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate of $30 per month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
Cbw S.
s. Tb
mp
The name
Charles
Thompname of Charles S.
S. Thompson,
Thompson'late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Maine Volunt
Volunteer
Regiment
eer Infantry,
Inf
ant
ry ,and
him a
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
a pension
the
rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
that he
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jonas O. Jolmson.
The
name of
Jonas 0.
The name
of Jonas
0. Johnson,
Johnson, late of Company A,
First Regiment
Regiment
A, First
Nebraska Volunteer Cavalry, and
him a
at the
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
lieu of
$30 per month
month in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
now
receiving.
JoQph B
b.
The
name
of
Joseph
Joseph Beckwith.
The name
Beckwith, late of
of Company
A, One
hundred
Company A,
One hundred
thirty-eighth Regiment
and thirty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him apension
a pension at the
of $30
month in
in li
eu o
ath
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
lieu
offth
that
hee i
iss now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Thaoma
Yont.
The
name of Thomas J.
Thomas 7.. Yount.
The name
J. Yount,
Yount, late
of Company
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment
late of
Company L,
Indiana Volunteer heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
Indiana
at the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
John A. Pike.
The
name of
John A. Mks.
The name
of John A. Fike, late of Company
Company F,
F, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at the
rate of
a pension
pension at
the rate
of
$36 per
er month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
John
P.
ham.
The
name
of
John
P. Ham,
late of
John P. Ham.
The name
John P.
Ham, late
Twenty-fourth
of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Kentucky
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him a
pension at
pay him
a pension
at
the rate of $50 per
of that
he is
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving
OtsB.
atterson
The name
of Otis B. Patterson,
Otis B. Patterson.
The
name of
Patterson, late
of Company
Company E,
late of
E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
pay him
rate
rate of
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Joel A.

Joel A. Griffin.

KUL

Thmas .Lowery.

Thomas 7. Lowery.

The
name of
of Thomas
Thomas J.
The name
J. Lowery, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth

Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
the
pension at
rate
of
$30
per month in lieu of that he is now
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
8
baos
The name of Gustavus
Gustavus A Kind-"
Gustavus A.
A. Kindblade
of Company
Company G,
G, Fourth
blade.
Kindblade, late
late of
Fourth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Vol
un t
eer I
nf
an t
ry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Infantry,
and pay
the
month
rate of $50 per m
on th in
i
n lieu
li eu o
ath
i
s now
now receiving.
offth
that
hee is
receiving.
Alred Sllppey.
The
name of
Alfred Slippey.
The name
of Alfred
Alfred Slippey, late of Company F,
F, Fifty-fifth
RegiFifty-fifth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
ment
him a
a pension
at
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
now
receiving.
of that he
he is
is
now
receiving.
Andre F. Johnson.
A.

Kind

The
The name
name of Andrew
Andrew F.
F. Johnson,
Johnson, late
of Company
Company A,
Seventh
late of
A, Seventh
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the
pay him
him a
a pension
rate
ermon
th i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
that he
he i
receiving.
rate of
of $40
$40 p
per
month
in
iss now
now receiving.
s
Lemel tok .
The name of
Lemuel Stokes,
Lemuel Stokes.
The name
of Lemuel
Stokes, late
late of
of Company
Company C, Forty-fifth Regiment United
United States Colored Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapenpenInfantry, and
and pay
pay him
sion at
at the
sion
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
Patek Kme.
The name of PatrickKine,
Patrick Yana.
The
Patrick Bine, late
F, Thirty-fourth
late of
of Company
Company F,
Thirty-fourth RegiRegiment
Volunteer Infantry-,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
at the
pension at
the rate
rate
of
$30 per
per month in lieu of that he is
of $30
receiving.
is now receiving.
hmZ
ocgThe
name of
of Alphonzo
Alphonzo J. Cunningham,
lillp.honzotCumangThe name
Cunningham, late of
Company A,
of Company
A, Maine
Maine
Volunteer
Guards and pay him a
Volunteer Coast Guards,
the rate
rate of
of$36
$36
a pension
pension at
at the
per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Delao
yrs.
Delano
Myers.
The name of
late of
of Company
G, Thirty-third
Thirty-thirdRegiof Delano
Delano Myers,
Myers, late
Company G,
ment, and
Company
Thirty-fourth Regiment, Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
ment,
and_
Comp any F,
F, Thirty-fourth
Volunteer InInAndrew P

.Johnson-
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of $50
$50 per month
fantrv, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
month in lieu
lieu
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
fantry,
of
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
The name
of Isaac
Isaac Weaver,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
B, Twelfth
Weaver, late
name of
The
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension at the rate of
pay him aapension
Kentucky Volunteer
is now
now receiving.
$30
er month
in lieu
he is
of that he
lieu of
month in
$30 per

Isaac Weaver.

Iaa

eaver.

Niles H. Arnold.
. Arnold.
The name
Niles H.
H. Arnold,
of Company
Regiment Niles
I, First
First Regiment
Company I,
late of
Arnold, late
of Niles
name of
The
at
the
a
pension
him
pay
Connecticut
Volunteer
Heavy
a
pension
and
Artillery,
Connecticut Volunteer Heavy
receiving
he is now receiving.
rate
$50 per
per month
month in
of that he
in lieu
lieu of
of $50
rate of
Jesse W. Castes!.
Thirty-first JesseW.Casteel.
Company. H,
late of
The
Jesse W.
of Company
H, Thirty-first
Casteel, late
W. Casteel,
of Jesse
name of
The name
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and Company B,
l3, Second RegiOhio Volunteer
Regiment
a pension at the rate of
ment United
United States
States Infantry, and pay him a
ment
$40
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
Phlow A.
Phylow
A. Heath
Heath.
Company F,
The name
Phylow A.
A. Heath,
Heath, late
of Company
F, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
late of
of Phylow
name of
The
at the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $36
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William Brumette.
Brumette.
rate
$36 per
month in
in lieu
that he
William
The
name of
William Brumette,
Brumette, late
of Company
I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Company 1,
late of
of William
The name
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
Regiment
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
the rate
per month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
JJohn C.
Sth.
C. Smith.
The
name of
John C.
C. Smith,
late of
Regiment
Eighth Regiment
Company K, Eighth
of Company
Smith, late
of John
The name
$30 per
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pension at
at the rate of $30
pay him
him aapension
Cavalry, and
Iowa
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month
that he
is now
Jerome Goforth.
Jerome
Goforth.
The
of Jerome
Regiment
Goforth, late of Company E, Ninth Regiment
Jerome Goforth,
name of
The name
$36
Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $36
him aapension
pay him
Kansas Volunteer
per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
of that
lieu of
per month
month in
John Christian
Hoh.
John
Christian HohA, Second
Company A,
The name
name of
of John
John Christian
Christian Hohmann,
of Company
Second mann.
late of
Hohmann, late
The
a pension mann.
Northeast Regiment,
Missouri Home
Guards, and pay him a
Home Guards,
Regiment, Missouri
Northeast
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at
John A. Vanderhoff.
l
F, First ReiThe name
name of
of John
Vanderhoff, late
late of
of Company
Regi- John A- Vanderhof
Company F,
A. Vanderhoff,
John A.
The
at
ment
New
Jersey
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
him
a
a
pension
pension
the
him
pay
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
ment New Jersey
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
$30 per
rate
Samuel B. Swift.
Regiment s am e B wift.
Third Regiment
The
name of
B. Swift,
Swift, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Third
Samuel B.
of Samuel
The name
Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
apension
rate of $30 per
the rate
pension at the
and pay
pay him
Iowa Volunteer
month
lieu of
he is now receiving.
of that
that he
in lieu
month in
John Irvin.
I
I G
G and
and C,
The
of John
Irvin, late
late of
Companies
C, Nineteenth
Nineteenth JohnIrvin
of Companies
John Irvin,
name of
The name
a pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension
Cavalry, and pay him a
Volunteer Cav,
Regiment
at
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that heeis now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
the rate
at the
James P. Elardin.
The
name of
of James
P. Hardin,
Hardin, late
late of
Company B,
B, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegi- James P. ardin
of Company
James P.
The name
the
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
ment
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of $36
$36 per
rate of
Harvey W. Cory.
W. Cory
Regiment Harvey
Tenth Regiment
H, Tenth
The name
name of
of Harvey
W. Cory,
of Company
Company H,
late of
Cory, late
Harvey W.
The
Iowa
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
$30
a pension at the rate of $30
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
receiving.
per
month in
that he is now
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
per month
Sadler.
Josah Sadler.
Regiment Josiah
The name
name of
of Josiah
Josiah Sadler,
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Third
Third Regiment
Sadler, late
The
pay him aapension at the rate of $40 per
Iowa
per
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Iowa Volunteer
month
of that
is now
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Elijah C
Elijah
Cox.
The name
Cox, late
late of
of Company
Regiment
Forty-ninth Regiment
D, Forty-ninth
Company D,
of Elijah
Elijah Cox,
name of
The
Kentucky
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
rate of
at the
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
$36
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
lieu of
is now
ugh Findlay.
Fmdlay
Hugh
The name
Hugh Findlay
of Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
C, Eighth
Company C,
late of
Findlay,.,late
of Hugh
name of
The
$36
Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the rate of $36
pay him aa pension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Iowa Volunteer
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per
that he
is now
Alen J.. Freeland.
Allen
Freeland.
The name
Freeland, late
late of
Regiment
I, Sixth Regiment
of Company
Company I,
J. Freeland,
Allen J.
of Allen
name of
The
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pension at the rate
him.a
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Virginia Volunteer
West
of $40
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
per month
of
$40 per
William Hanger.
The
late of
of Company
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth wi am anger.
Company D,
Hanger, late
of William
William Hanger,
name of
The name
at
the
a
and
pay
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Cavalry
,
pay
him
a
pension
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Cavalry,
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
month in lieu of that he
of $30
$30 per
per month
rate
George W. Hupp.
K, One
The
Hupp, late
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred Gerge W. Hp.
Company K,
W. Hupp,
of George
George W.
name of
The name
a
and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
and thirteenth
thirteenth Regiment
pension
at the
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now rehe is
lieu of that he
of $36
the rate
pension at
ceiving.
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The name of Paul Sullivan, alias
Matthias G.
lath of
Cornalias Matthias
G. Clark,
Clark, late
of Company A, Eighth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him apension
a pension at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per m
on th in
i
n lieu
li eu of
ofth
ath
at the
rate of
month
that
hee is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Mary
Mary C.
cH.Hill.
n
The name
The
name of Mary C. Hill, widow of James
James H.
H. Hill,
Hill, late
late of
of ComCompany
pany A, One hundred
hundred and
Regiment Indiana
and fifty-fifth
fifty-fifth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension at
at the
rate of
per month
month in
the rate
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
lieu
Provisos.
Ins
to cease
receiving: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
the event
of
the
s now
now receiving:
Increase
to
cease on
on of that she is
in
the
event
of
the
deathoof child.
hild.
death of Mary

PatlasuSvankas

Paul Sullivan, alias
Matthias
G. Clark.

death of Mary Agnes Hill, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of said
said
James
H.
Hill,
additional
the
additional
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
Pension to child on
dt of ontoehd
on and determine: Provided
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
death
mother.
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
of
Mary C. Hill, the name of said Mary Agnes
shall be
be placed
on the
the
Agnes Hill
Hill shall
placed on
pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations of
pension
of the
the pension
laws, at the rate of $12 per month from and after
after the
death
the date
date of
of death
of said Mary
Hill.
Mary C.
C.
Hill.
Emil schnce.
SchIncke.
Emil
The name
name of
Emil Schincke,
The
of Emil
Schincke, late of Company F,
F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiment
ment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
now reeiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
Garrett F. Cowan.
GarrettF.
Cowan.
The name
name of
of Garrett
F. Cowan, late of Company
Company G,
The
Garrett F.
G, Twelfth
Twelfth
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at
the rate of $36 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
that he
receiving.
John French.
John
French
The
of John
John French,
Company B,
The name
name of
French, late of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
B, Fourth
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
him a
pension at
pay him
a.pension
at the
the rate
rate
t.
of $40 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
that he
LewisLewis
Fulton.
The name of Lewis
The
Lewis Fulton, late of Company
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-fourth
seventy-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of $30 per
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now remonth in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
ceiving.
William H. Hayes.
HWi.am
H
The
-ayes.
name of William H. Hayes, late acting assistant
The name
assistant surgeon,
surgeon,
United States Army, and pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $21
per
him aapension
pension at
$21 per
month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Stephen 0. Meyers.
StephenO. eyers.
The
name of Stephen
O. Meyers,
Meyers, late of Company H,
The name
Stephen 0.
H, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
Pension.
Pension.
the rate
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Mary J. Lynch.
MyJ. Lh.
The name of Mary J. Lynch,
Lynch, widow
widow of
Daniel Lynch,
of
of Daniel
Lynch, late
late of
Ninth unattached
Massachusetts Militia
unattached Company, Massachusetts
and
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
ensionsmcreased.
her aapension
Pensions
increased.
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
the rate
$12 per
Charles
II. Minson..
Charles".Mso.
he name
of Charles H. Minson,
The
name of
Minson, late of Company II, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
A. Potter.
ChasA Potte.
The name of Charles A. Potter, late of
Company D,
I), First
Regiment
of Company
First Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Connecticut
Artillery, and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receivin.
Geor
ge
A.
Crowley.
eorge A. rowley.
The name of George A. Crowley,
Crowley, late of
Company EC First
Regiof Company
First Regiment
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him a
a pension
ams H. Colby.
rate of
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
James
the rate
of $40
per month
month in
that he
is now
The
name of James H. Colby, late of Company
The name
Company I,
Thirty-second
I, Thirty-second
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
James Duke.
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
The
name of James Duke, late of Company
The name
Company E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a
pension
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
pension at
of that
he is
now receivthat he
is now
receivLoren E. Steward.
Steward.

HnI

The name
of Loren
Loren E.
E. Steward,
late of
of Company G, Twenty-sixth
name of
Steward, late
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $33 per
rate
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
The name of William H. Harris, late of Company
The
I, Ninth
Ninth RegiCompany I,
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him
ment
York Volunteer
pension •
him a
a pension
at the rate
rate of $30 per month
month in
in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
The name
name of Stephen Sutton, late of Company K,
The
K, Fourth
RegiFourth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and of Company
ment
Company E,
E, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegi'Tig
he

William n.

arris.

William H. Harris.

Stephen
utton.
Stephen Sutton.
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rnent
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
of
ment Veteran
Reserve Corps,
him aa pension
at the rate
$40
in lieu of
of that
that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per month in
Martin V. Rand.
The name
Rand, late
Company B, Second Regi- Marti n R a n d
late of Company
name of Martin
Martin V. Rand,
The
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
at the
the
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa.pension
pension at
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
rate of
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Edward T. MClEdward T. McClanThe name
name of
of Edward
T. McClannahan,
of Company
Company E,
E, FortyThe
Edward T.
McClannahan, late
late of
Forty- nahan.
fourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
penpay him
a penfourth
sion
rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
sion at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
Penon.
Pension.
The name
John W.
late of
Company I,
I, Seventh
W. Munsell.
John W.
Munsell.
Regi- John
The
name of
of John
W. Munsell,
Munsell, late
of Company
Seventh Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
him aa pension
ment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
rate
$24 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $24
P
s
Pensions increased.
The
of George
W. Sperry,
Sperry, late
late of
G, Eighth
Regi- George W.. Sperry.
of Company
Company G,
Eighth Regiperry.
The name
name of
George W.
ment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay him
at the
the
him a
a pension
pension at
ment
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
rate
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Philip Zong.
ong
The
Company C,
Eighty-seventh
C, Eighty-seventh
of Company
name of
of Philip
Philip Zong,
Zong, late of
The name
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
pension
and pay
pay him
Regiment Pennsylvania
at
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
is now
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
Daniel Sheesly.
The name
name of
of Daniel
of Company
A, Tenth
SheeslyCompany A,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Daie
Daniel Sheesly,
Sheesly, late
late of
The
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and
and pay
him aa pension
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
at the
pay him
Missouri
$50
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
$50 per
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
am Doert
William Dougherty.
m Dgher.
D, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company D,
of William
William Dougherty,
Dougherty, late
The name
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
pay him
Regiment Wisconsin
the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
lieu of
is now
Jerome Dns
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
Jerome Dornsife.
The
name of
of Jerome
Jerome Dornsife,
late of
Company I,
I, First
Regiment
s
First Regimenterome
of Company
Dornsife, late
The name
Cavalry, and pay
per
Iowa Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the rate of
of $50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month
that he
is now
Ande
Andrew
Andrew G. AnderThe name
name of
G. Anderson,
late commissary
Ninth son.
son.
commissary sergeant
sergeant Ninth
Anderson, late
The
of Andrew
Andrew G.
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
a pension
at
pay him
Regiment
the rate
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
the
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Alice R.
Finney.
R. Finney.
The
name of
Finney, widow
E. Finney,
Finney, late secsecR. Finney,
widow of
of George
George E.
The name
of Alice
Alice R.
ond lieutenant
lieutenant Company
II, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
ond
Company H,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
first lieutenant
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, and
and first
lieutenant and
and adjutant,
adjutant, Twentieth
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at the
Indiana
her aapension
the rate of $24
$24
per
that she
she is
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Riley
Riley Damon.
Damon.
The name
name of Riley
Riley Damon, late
Company A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Regilate of
of Company
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
the rate
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
ment
$36
month in
lieu of
of that
$36 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.Mary
J. Pierson.
ieron
Mary J.
The
Mary J.
of William
William E.
late of
of
E. Pierson,
Pierson, late
name of
of Mary
J. Pierson,
Pierson, widow
widow of
The name
Company
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company F,
F, Ninety-eighth
pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
of that she
she is now
now
pay her a
a pension
receiving.
receiving.
L. iolmes.
William T..
Holmes.
RegiThe
Company D,
late of
of Company
D, First
First Reginame of
of William
William L. Holmes, late
The name
ment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
him a
ment Maine
$30
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
Benjami FF. GoodBenjamin
GoodThe
name of
F. Goodwin,
C, First
Regi- win.
win.
First Regiof Company
Company C,
Goodwin, late
late of
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
The name
ment Maine
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at
pay him
a pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
Maine Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
ment
now receiving.
that he
he is
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of $36
$36 per
the
Babbedge.
bb
The name
Babbedge, late
late of
of Company
L, First
edge.
Alvah Ba
First Regiment
Regiment Alvah
Company L,
of Alvah
Alvah Babbedge,
The
name of
Maine
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
rate
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
Maine Volunteer
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
of $40
per month
he is
is now
Sten
Good
R.. Good
ridge .
The name
Stephen H.
H. Goodridge,
Goodiidge, late
B, Thirteenth
Thirteenth ridge.
of Company
Company B,
late of
of Stephen
The
name of
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
a pension
the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Regiment
rate
$36 per
he is
is now
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
hilander W. DanDan.
Philander
The name
of Philander
late of
B, FourFour- forth.
of Company
Company B,
Philander W.
W. Danforth,
Danforth, late
The
name of
teenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
teenth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
him a
a .pension
pension
at
of $40
per month
month in
of that
is now
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
Henry H. Staubus.
The
Henry H.
H. Staubus,
Staubus, late
late of
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred Henry H Staubus.
of Company
The name
name of
of Henry
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, and
and seventy-fourth
seventy-fourth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and pay him
him
receivaapension
pension at
at the rate of $30 per
per month in
in lieu of
of that he
lie is
is now
now receiving.
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The name
C, First
The
name of
of Henry J.
J. Austin, late of Company C,
First Regiment
Regiment
him aa penMichigan Volunteer
Volunteer Engineers
Engineers and Mechanics,
Mechanics, and ispay him
pension at
at the
the rate
sion
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he issnow
rate of
now receiving.
receiving.
Theodore
M.
Davis.
Theodore Dais.
The name of Theodore
Theodore M.
M. Davis, late of Company
E, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
Company E,
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension at
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Wiiam
F.
M
rate
of
$50
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
William F. Morgan.
.
The name of William
William F. Morgan,
Morgan, late of
Company K,
K, Twentyof Company
TwentyRegiment Maine
seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
Maine Volunteer
pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of that
he is
now receiving.
Kin
gS. Hill.
KGngS.Hll.
The name of King S. Hill, late of Company
Company H,
H, Thirty-second
Thirty-second
Regiment Maine
Regiment
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the
rate
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Clauds Lane.
Lae
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
Claudius
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
The name of Claudius Lane, late of
Twenty-fifth
of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-fifth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
pensioia at
the
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
of $30
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Gege H. Keniston.
Keniston. rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
in lieu
is now
George
The name of George
George H. Keniston,
Keniston, late
of Company
Company H,
H, Ninth
late of
Ninth
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
the
pay him apension
a pension at
Frederick
Par- rate
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Frederk E.. Parrate of $50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
tndge.
taidge.
The name of Frederick
Frederick E.
E. Partridge,
of Company
Partridge, late
late of
Company A,
A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment
him apension
the
and pay
pay him
a pension at
at the
rate
of
$50
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he is
now
receiving.
o.
Bon
Jon
rate
of
$50
per
month
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
7ohn O. Boubar,
alJ James
James Rockwell.
Bckwel
John O.
alias
The name of John
0. Boubar,
Boubar, alias
late of
of Comalias James
James Rockwell,
Rockwell,late
Company A, Seventh Regiment
Regiment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
New Hampshire
a pension at the rate of
pay him apension
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
of $36
$36 per
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Benjamin F. Martin. now
B
MaTinThe The name of Benjamin
FjamiF.
Benjamin F.
H, First
First
F. Martin,
Martin, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer Heavy. Artillery, and pay him a
a
Regiment
pension at the rate of $24
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
$24 per
month in
of that
that he
now receivreceivinp
v,
h
Charke
H. Bntn
Dunton.
Chares H.
iheename
name of
of Charles
Charles H. Dunton, late of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that he
he is
now receiving
Henry
H.
RamsdelL
Henry H. Ramsde.
The
name of
of Henry
The name
Henry Ramsdell,
Ramsdell, late of Company K, Fifteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving.
G Jeon.
rate
per month
John G.
John
Jackson.
The name of John
John G. Jackson, late of Company B,
B, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and
Company B,
B, First
and Company
First Regiment
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay him apension
at the
a pension at
the rate
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Norrs
of $40
$40 per
of that
is now
now receiving.
Norris J.. Thomas.
Thomas. of
The name of Norris J.
J. Thomas, late
Company F,
F, Sixteenth
late of Company
Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension at
at the
the
David F. Sanbo.
of that
he is
is now
now receiving
monh in lieu of
that he
receiving...
David
F. Sanborn. rate of $30 per monh
The name of David F. Sanborn,
unassigned, Maine
Sanborn, late unassigned,
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
Infantry,
and pay
lieu
of
he is
is now
now receiving.
Abram Frakes.
of that
that he
receiving.
Abram
Frakes.
rakes, late of Company
The name of Abram Frakes,
Company D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
Infantry, and
him aa pension
at the
John A. sear.
rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
John A. Sears.
The name of John
John A. Sears, late of
Company E,
E, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Maine Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Ths
per
B.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Thomas B. Wiggm,
Jr.o
. igm
The name of Thomas
Thomas B. Wiggin, junior, late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension
a.pension
hD
d
at the rate of $24 per
lieu
per month
mon th in
i
n li
eu of
ofth
athe
he i
receiving.
that
iss now receiving.
John D. Whit U(1.
The name
name of
of John D. Whitted, late of Company G, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
The
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
and pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
eter
Lynch
rate of
of $36
$36 per
lieu of
is now
Peter Lynch.
The name of Peter Lynch, late of Company E, Seventh Regiment,
The
Regiment,
and Company
and
Company A, First Regiment,
Regiment, United States Infantry, and pay
pay
him aa pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now
receiving.
-
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The name
of Mary
A. Cooper,
of Thomas
Cooper, late
Mary A.
widow of
Thomas Cooper,
late of
of Mar
COoper.
A. Cooper.
The
name of
Mary A.
Cooper, widow
Company
Cavalry, and
and
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Company A,
A, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
that she
she is
is
pay her
her a
a pension
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The
name of
J. Curtis,
late of
D, First
Regiment Francis
Francs J.
J. Curtis.
Curtisof Company
Company D,
First Regiment
Francis J.
Curtis, late
The name
of Francis
Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
of
Minnesota Volunteer
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
$30 per
Ja m es D. Fletcher.
The name
name of
of James
Fletcher, late
Company H,
H, Seventh
Seventh Regiof Company
Regi- James
D.Fletber
The
James D.
D. Fletcher,
late of
ment
and pay
pension at
rate
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
of
$50 per
per month
of that
receiving.
of $50
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
o
The name
name of
of John
John W.
Laughlin, late
late of
Company D,
D, Twenty-eighth
W.
W Laughlin.
Laughinof Company
Twenty-eighth JJohn
W. Laughlin,
The
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
him a
pension at
the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
rate
of $36
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
e
A. Manning.
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph A.
Manning, late
of Company
Eighth RegiRegi- Joseph
Jo ph A.
Manning.
E, Eighth
A. Manning,
late of
Company E,
The name
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of
of that
is now
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
C. Brummet,
of Company
Company B,
B, ThirtyC.BrumCbistopberC.BrmThirty- meTristopber
Brummet, late
late of
The name
name of
of Christopher
Christopher C.
third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
third Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
at
the rate
lieu of
that he
he is
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
n
The name
name of
Knowlton, late
Company I,
I, Eighth
Eighth Regi2iarles F. KKnowlowltCharle
Regi- to
late of
of Company
F. Knowlton,
The
of Charles
Charles F.
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
the rate
rate of
of
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
$50 per
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
The
Asa L.
L. Bushnell,
Bushnell, late
late of
of Company
G1 Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth As
Asa L.
Bushnell.
L Businel.
Company G,
The name
name of
of Asa
Regiment New
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Cavalry, and
at
the rate
$36 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
receiving.
the
rate of
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Egt Ha.
The
name of
Hall, late
A, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Egbert
Regiment beaHan.
of Company
Company A,
of Egbert
Egbert Hall,
late of
The name
Pennsylvania
Reserves Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
F, One
One
Pennsylvania Reserves
Infantry, and
and Company
Company- F,
hundred
and ninety-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
hundred and
ninety-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension at
and pay him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
per month in lieu
lieu of
of that he
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Benjamin
Benjamin F. Spangler,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, One
One hunhun- Benjamin
F. Spang
The
Spangler , late
3.elljamin F.
gPang.
dred
thirtieth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
dred and
and thirtieth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is
pay him a
a .pension
pension at
of $27
$27 per
per month
of that
he is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
m u e l B lEittrell.
The name
of Lemuel
Lemuel C.
C. Kittrell,
H, Fiftieth
The
name of
Kittrell, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Fiftieth RegiRegi- Lemuel-C.
ment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
rate
ment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of
$24 per
per month
of that
that he
is now
of $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
M. a mes
The
of John
John M.
late of
of Company
First Regiment
RegimentJames.
John
Company F,, First
James, late
M. James,
The name
name of
Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
'Volunteer Cavalry,
rate of
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
per month
month in
$50
Phlip C Cooter.
of that
is now
now receiving.
Philip C. Cooter.
The name of
of Philip
Philip C. Cooter,
Cooter, late of Company
Company.E, Third
Third Regiment,
and
Company A,
A, Eleventh
Regiment, Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
and Company
Eleventh Regiment,
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
lieu of
that he
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
F.
F White.
a
name of
Benjamin F.
- Whne
late of Company
Company C,
C, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegi- Benjamin
The name
of Benjamin
F. White, late
ment
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
pension at
ment Provisional
Missouri Militia,
Militia, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
the
rate of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Benjamin Johnson.
The name
name of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Johnson,
Johnson, late
late of Company
Regi- B amin JohnsonCompany G, Fiftieth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $30 per
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
of
Sylvester E. Stone.
The name
name of
The
of Sylvester
Sylvester E.
E. Stone,
Stone, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, SeventySeventyys
eighth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
pension
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving. w
rate of
$36 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
r.
ae
William P. Duncan.
The name of William P. Duncan, late of Company
hundred
Company B, One hundred
and
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and pay
and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a
lieu of
he is
is now
receiva pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
ing.
The name
of John
A. Rice,
Rice, late
late second
second lieutenant,
lieutenant, Company
Company L,
L, John
The
name of
John A.
John A.
A.Rice.
Rice
Cavalry and pay him aapenSecond Regiment
Regiment Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
sion at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The name
of Josiah
Josiah Brewer,
Company A,
The
name of
Brewer, late of Company
A, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Mounted Infantry,
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
The
late acting
The name
name of
of Nannie
Nannie C.
C. Cole,
Cole, widow
widow of John P.
P. Cole, late
acting

ensign, United States Navy, and
pay her
at the
$20
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
month
in
lieu
per
lieu:of
she
is
now
receiving.
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
so s
Andrew J.. P
Per
J. Persons, late
Andrew
ersons..
The name of Andrew J.
late of
Thirtieth
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirtieth
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Geoe
H. Hatch.
Hatch.
The name
George H.
The
name of George
George H. Hatch, late
Company I,
Regilate of
of Company
I, Seventh
Seventh Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate
the rate
ension
Pension.
off $30 per month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
he is
is now
Henry D.
D. Owen.
Henry
Owen.
The name of Henry D. Owen, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment
United States Lancers, Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at the rate of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
JPea H. Call.
The name of James H. Call, late of Company K, Eighteenth
James Hcai.
Eighteenth RegiRegiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at
ment Michigan
Infantry, and pay him a
at the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of
is
now
receiving.
of.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Daniel
bun"
E. Bt
StoneThe name of Daniel E.
E. Stoneburner,
late of
Company H,
Stoneburner, late
burner.
of Company
H, Tenth
Tenth
Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
the
a pension at
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Jon J. RandalL
andall.
The name of John J.
J. Randall, late
John J.
late of
of Company
B, Forty-seventh
Company B,
Forty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at
pension at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now receiving.
Charles
H.
Charles H. Slocum.
The name of Charles
Charles H. Slocum,
Company A,
Slocum, late
late of
of Company
A, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
the
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $40
lieu of
of that
receiving.
DH S Cr.
rate
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Davi
St. Clair.
Clair.
The name of
David H.
H. St.
St. Clair,
Clair, late
late of
Company B,
B, Seventy-eighth
Seventy-eighth
of David
David H.
H. St.
of Company
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
him aapension
the
pension at
at the

rate of $50
per month
in lieu
$50 per
month in
lieu of
ath
i
s now receiving.
rece i
vi
ng .
of th
that
hee is
The name of William
William M. Robertson,
Robertson, late
of Company
late of
Company H,
H, Third
Third
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and pay
at the
the rate
rate
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
Bradford P.
Bradord
P. BStarThe name
l
isrThe
Bradford P.
P. Sparrow,
late of
Company K,
K, Fourth
name of
of Bradford
Sparrow, late
row.
of Company
Fourth
Regiment Vermont
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pensiai.
pension at
at the
the
rate
of
$50
per
month
lieu
month
in
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Aaron
Rowell.
AaronRowell.
The
name
of Aaron
Aaron Rowell,
Rowell, late
late of Company
The name of
Company G, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of
$30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
. Gowdy
$30 per
per month
is now
receiving.
John M. Gowdy.
The name of John
M. Gowdy,
Gowdy, late
late of
Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
John M.
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
RobertsUmsie.
Robert
Summervrne.
name of
of Robert
Summerville, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Two
hunThe name
Robert Summerville,
late of
Two hundred
dred and eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
him apension
a pension at the rate of $40 per month in
lieu of
he is
i
s now
in lieu
of that
that he
now
receiving.
receiving.
William L. Miles.
WnL. rs
The name of William L. Miles, late
of Company
Company C,
C, First
late of
First Regiment
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
a pension
the rate
of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Albert C. White.
receiving.
Albert .
The name
name of
of Albert C. White, late of Company D
D,t Sixty-fourth
The
Sixty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
the rate
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate
Ta
of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Moses Tarbox, lr.
oes Tarbox, r.
The name
name of Moses Tarbox
Tarbox, junior, late of Company I, Sixt
Sixteenth
The
een th
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
pension at
at the
the
rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
George Tarbox.
The
George Tarbox.
The name of George Tarbox, late
of Company
II, First
First Regiment
late of
Company H,
Regiment
District of
of Columbia
Volunteer Cavalry, and Company
District
Columbia Volunteer
Company M, First
First
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aa pension
Samuell Wenth- rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
or
w th
W
thThe name of Samuel Wenthworth,
worth.
Wenthworth, late
C. Fifth
Regilate of
of Company
Company C.
Fifth Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Company A,
A, Ninth
Regiment
Ninth Regiment
iam M. Robertobert
William

wmll'
.

SCR.

Robt-
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Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay him a
pension at
at the
rate of
$40 per
per
a pension
the rate
of $40
month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
of Patrick
at
e of
ofBattery
Battery F,
Regiment Patrick
Murphy.
The name of
Patrick Murphy,
Murphy, l
late
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Patrick Murphy.
United States Artillery, and
the rate
rate of
per
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
month
lieu of
of that
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Frank
a J. Davis.
is
J. Davis, late of Company-F, Second Regiment
The name of Frank
Frank J.
Regiment
Maine Volunteer Cavalry
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
ra t
e o
f
$40
Cavalry,' and
pay him
him a
a pension
of $40
per month in
in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
of that
is now
receiving.
of Lester
The name
name of
Lester Holway,
Holway, late
late of
Fourth. Battery,
Battalion Lester
Holway.
of Fourth
Battery, First
First Battalion
Lester Holway.
Maine
and pay him
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
the rate
rate
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $40 per month in
that he
is now
in lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
e l so n L.
L Nourse.
se
The name of Nelson L. Nours
Nourse,
e,late of Company K,
Fourth RegiRegi- NNelson
K, Fourth
Nour
Infantry,-,and pay
ment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer Infantry
him aapension
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
is now
H. Steward.
The name of Henry H. Steward,
Steward, l
at
e of
ofC
om pany K,
K, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegi- Henry
late
Company
Henry H
teward
ment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
of
and pay
a pension
the rate of
$30 per month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
M. Whips.
Fra
The name of Francis
Francis M.
Whips, late
late of
omp any H,
Thirty-firstFrancis
M. Whips,
of C
Company
H, Thirty-first
M Whlis
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of $30 per month in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
that he
is now
The name of Oluf Volkerts, late
of United
United States
States ships
Oluf Volkerts.
late of
ships Potomac
Potomac Olu'Vo"erts.
and Sebago, United States Navy, and pay him
at the
the rate
him aapension
pension at
rate
in lieu
of $40 per month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Jeremiah
Forguson.
The
name of Jeremiah Forguson, late of Company
Eighth RegiReg
The name
Company E,
E, Eighth
Jremi ah Forguson.
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
at
the
pay him
pension at the
of $40
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
ath
now receiving.
$40 per
in lieu
of th
that
hee i
issnow
receiving
rry
The name
name of
The
of Perry
Perry Green,
of Company
Company E,
E, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Pe
Green, late
late of
Regiment Green.
Perryreen.
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
of
at the
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
of that
that he
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
JohnCroer.
John A. Crozier.
The name
name of John
John A. Crozier, late
of Company
H, Eleventh
late of
Company H,
Eleventh RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry, and pay
ment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
rate
at the
the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
. Wi
Hartman K. Wisi
The name
name of Hartman
Hartman K. Wismer, late of Company
Company F,
F, One hundred
hundred mer.
mer. m a
and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
he is
is
lieu of
of that
that he
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name of Charles B. Greenhalgh, late captain
Company C,
captain Company
C, Charles B. Greenhalgh.
Greenhalgh
Regiment Maine
Fourth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at
John Eltzroth.
Elt rot
The
name of John Eltzroth,
Seventeenth Battery, Indiana
The name
Eltzroth, late of Seventeenth
Indiana
Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
him a
.
pension
at
the
rate
o
f
$30
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
a pension at the rate of $30
per
lieu of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
ar
rter.
Carrie E. Carter.
The name of Carrie E. Carter, widow
widow of William M.
Carter, late
late of
M. Carter,
of
United States ships Princeton and New
New Ironsides,
United States
Ironsides, United
States
Navy, and pay her aapension at
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
of
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Joseph Cook,
The name
name of
Cook, lat
ofCompany
Comp an y H,
H, Twenty-fifth
Twen t
y -fif th R
egi
- Joseph
latee of
RegiJoeph Cook.
ookment Michigan Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $50
$.50 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
month in
he is
is now
receiving.
James W. Divelbiss.
James W. Div
The name of James
elbiss, l
at
e o
ompany L,
L,Second
Second RegiRegi- James
Divelbiss,
late
offC
Company
w. Divelbss
ment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Voluntee rCavalry, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
pension at
rate of $30 per month in
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Emily S.
S. Robinson,
widow of
Robinson, widow
of Lem
uelRobinson,
Robiinnssoonn,, late
late Emily
S. Robinson.
Lemuel
Emily S.
Robinson.
of
I, One hundred and forty-first
of Company
Company I,
forty-first Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
a pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her a
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Jonathan A. Deaver, late
late of
Company D,
D, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Jonathan
of Company
Joathan A.
A.Deaver.
Deaer.
Regiment Wisconsin
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
I, One
One hunhunand Company
Company I,
dred and
and sixty-first
Guard Infantry,
dred
sixty-first Regiment Ohio National
National Guard
Infantry, and
and
pay
lieu of
pay him
him aapension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu
he is
is
of that
that he
now receiving.
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Robert Hogan, late of ComThe name of Melisa Hogan, widow of Robert
ComOregon Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her aa
pany B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment Oregon
and pay

pension at
of $20
$20 per
pker month
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
is now

The name
H. Carr,
Carr, late
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
The
name of
of Michael
Michael H.
late of
of Company
Company A,
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
at the rate of $36 per month
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
receiving.
lames Olds.
lds.
The name of James Olds, late of Company D, Forty-second
James
Forty-second RegiRegiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
hundred and
and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth
Infantry, and
and One hundred
Company, Second Battalion
Corps, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Battalion Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
pension
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the rate
per month
month in
is now
Georgeoge
M.. Kelley.
The
name of
of George
M. Kelley,
Kelley, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First Regiment
Kly.
The name
George M.
Regiment
ordinary seaman
Maine Volunteer Cavalry, and ordinary
States ships
ships
seaman United States
North Carolina and
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
and Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, United
United States
pension at the
he rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
of that
is now
receiving.
The name of Jane Smith,
wife of Seager
Seager F. Smith, late
lane Smith.
Smith,.wife
late of Company
Company
E, Fifth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
and pay
her a
a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension
at
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
pension
at
ia
the
rate
of
$20
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
she
is
now
receiving.
Josiah Woodbury.
oodb
The name of Josiah
JOsiah Woodbury,
late of
of Second
Second Unattached
Unattached ComWoodbury, late
Company, Massachusetts
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
pany,
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry
and pay
pay him
him aapension
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
rate of $36 per month
month
in
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
s
RIlohm'aales
.
'
The name of John Lee,
Lee, alias James
late of
States
James Riley,
Riley, late
Riley.
of United
United States
ships Minnesota
Minnesota and Vandalia,
Vandalia, United
United States Navy,
Navy! and
and Troop
Troop D,
D,
Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
pension at
at
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Marion A.
the rate
rate of
of $40
40 per
A Holman
that he
he is
is now
Marion
Holman.
The name of Marion
Marion A. Holman,
Holman, widow
widow of Edward
E. Holman,
Holman, late
Edward E.
late
second lieutenant Company
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Mississippi
Mississippi Volunteer
Volunteer
Mounted Rifles,
Mounted
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$25 per
month
Rifles, and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
of $25
per month
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
lieu of
William
A Black. in
William A.
The name of William A.
A Black, late
K, One
One hundred
hundred
late of Company
Company K,
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
a pension at the rate
a
rate of $30 per month in
that he
he is
is now
now
in lieu
lieu of
of that
John G. Coburn.
Coburn. receiving.
receiving.
The name of John
John G. Coburn, late
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
late of Company
Company H,
H, Tenth
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
pay him
him aapension
$40
CharlesN.
per
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
per month
Charles
N. Sper.
Company A, One hundred
The name of Charles
Charles N. Spear, late of Company
hundred
Regiment New
and eleventh Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
pay him
a pension at the
a
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
the rate
rate of $30
$30 per
is now

. Car

Mithael
H. Carr.
iael

°11111a3e aliagjames

s.

Albert Adams.
Adams.
Albit

receiving.
receiving.
The name of Albert Adams, late unassigned,
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
unassigned, Michigan
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
Infantry.,
pension at the
per month
in lieu
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu
of that
that he
hie is
now receiving.
Charle
of
Brow.
is now
Charles E. Brown:
receiving.
The name of Charles E. Brown, late of Company
Company A,
A, Fortieth
Fortieth ReiRegiVolunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
pension at
the
at the
Annie
Earnest,
rate
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
is now
Anme Earnest.
rate of
of $24
The name of Annie Earnest, widow of Jasper S.
late of
of
S. Earnest,
Earnest, late
Company A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that
pay her a
apension
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
Emera G. Reeves.
eees.
The name of Emerson
Emerson G. Reeves,
Emerson
Reeves, late of Company
Company G,
G, ThirtyThirtysecond Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apenVolunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving:
obert Thomas.
Thomas
sion
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
Robert
The name of Robert
Robert Thomas
I, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiRegiThomas, late of Company
Company I,
ment Illinois Volunteer
VolunteerInfantry, and
and pay him a
pension at
rate
a pension
at the
the rate
of $27
$27 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Mary L.
month in
of
L. Campbell.
ampbel
is now
receiving.
lieu of
Mary
The name of Mary
Campbell, widow of Alexander
Mary L. Campbell,
Alexander Campbell,
Campbell,
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
late of Company
Company M, First Regiment
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
in lieu
of
month in
lieu of
that she is now
now receiving.
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The name
of Frederick
Frederick Clark,
late of
Company F,
F, Twentieth
Clark.
Frederick Clark.
Regi- Frederick
Twentieth Regiof Company
Clark, late
The
name of
at the rate
merit
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Maine
of
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
.
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Joseph E. Reynolds.
ey lds
Company.I,
I, Second Regi- osep
The name
of Joseph
Joseph E.
E. Reynolds, late of Company
name of
The
at the rate of
merit
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
him a
ment Maine
$36
per month
in lieu
of that
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
month in
$36 per
The
name of
Aletha E.
Reynolds, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Cyrus
Aletha
E- Reynolds.
Cyrus W.
W.Reynolds.
Aletha E.
E. Reynolds,
of Aletha
The name
Volunteer
Illinois
Reynolds,
late
of
Company
D,
Seventh.
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Regiment
Seventh
D,
of
Company
late
Reynolds,
at the rate of $20
Cavalry, and
and pay
$20 per month in lieu
a pension
pension at
pay her
her a
Cavalry,
of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
Jame. Eatn.
is now
of that
The name
of James
R. Eaton,
late of
Company H,
H, Third
Regiment James
James R. Eaton
Eaton.
Third Regiment
Eaton, late
of Company
James R.
The
name of
$40
a pension
Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a,
pension at the rate of $40
Maine Volunteer
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
per
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
E.
receiving.
The
of Howard
Howard E.
E. Hoadley,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Twelfth
E. Headley.
Howard.oadey.
Twelfth Howard
Hoadley, late
The name
name of
at the
the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
him a
a pension
pension at
pay him
and pay
Cavalry,-,and
Regiment Indiana
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $40
in lieu
The name
of James
later of
of Company
Company M,
Ninth gome
gorerys.
A.
A. Montont
M, Ninth
James A.
A. Montgomery,
Montgomery, later
The
name of
a pen.stion
penstion at the
pay him a
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Illinois
rate of
$50 per
per month
receiving.
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
rate
of $50
James Hill.
The
James Hill,
Hill, late
of Company
K, Third
Regiment WisWis- am e
Third Regiment
Company K,
late of
of James
name of
The name
$24
consin
Infantry, and pay him aapension at the rate of $24
Volunteer Infantry,
consin Volunteer
per month
now receiving.
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
James
Goodrc.
James
The
James M.
M. Goodrich,
Goodrich, late
late first
lieutenant Company
Company Goodrich. M.
first lieutenant
of James
The name
name of
Volunteer
D, One
One hundred
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
hundred and
D,
in
Infantry, and
$40 per month in
a pension at the rate of $40
him a
and pay him
Infantry,
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu
that he
he is
is now
aner
The
name of
Wagner, late
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixth
Regi- Augustus
Agustus Wagner.
Wagner
Sixth Regilate of
of Augustus
Augustus Wagner
The name
at
merit
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Massachusetts
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu of
he is
receivig.
is now receiving..
that he
of that
in lieu
month in
$50 per
the
ce
Muray.
Tarrn
The name
name of
of Tarrence
Tarrence Murray,
of Company
hundred Terrence
Murray.
One hundred
G, One
Company G,
late of
Murray, late
The
and
seventy-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
pay him
and pay
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
and seventy-third
a
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu of that he is now
per month in
of $30
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
John
A.Schmitt.
receiving.
The name
name of
A. Schmitt,
Schmitt, late
late first
lieutenant Company
Company A,
John A. Schmitt.
tt
A, JA
first lieutenant
of John
John A.
The
and pay him
Twenty-seventh
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Twenty-seventh Regiment
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
of that he is now
month in lieu of
the rate
aa pension
Lena. S. Fenn
receiving.
Lena
Fenn.
The
of Lena
Lena S.
widow of
William R.
R. Fenn,
Fenn, late
late of
of William
Fenn, widow
S. Fenn,
The name
name of
Coolev's Battery,
Artillery (Chicago MerLight Artillery
Volunteer Light
Illinois Volunteer
Battery, Illinois
Coolev's
rate of $20
cantile
Battery), and
$20 per month
pension at the rate
her aapension
and pay
pay her
cantile Battery),
Emily N. Robinson
in lieu
that she
she is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
of that
in
lieu of
The
name of
of Emily
widow of
of Daniel
Robinson, late
late Emily N. Robinson.
Daniel Robinson,
Robinson, widow
N. Robinson,
Emily N.
The name
captain ' Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, and major,
United States
captain,
United States
States Army,
Army, retired,
retired, and
and pay her
her aa pension
pension at the rate of
United
$24 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
she is
in lieu
month in
$24
The name
Jennie M.
M. Hobbs,
Hobbs, widow
widow of
of Harley
Harley S.
Hobbs, late
late Jenie
Jezmie M.
Hobbs.
M-Hobbs.
S. Hobbs,
of Jennie
The
name of
fifty-first Regiment
of Company
hundred and fifty-first
Regiment New York
A, One hundred
of
Company A,
$20 per
Volunteer
her a
a pension at the rate of
per
of $20
pay her
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Jnfantry,
William Abbott.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
that she
month
The name
of William
United States
States ships
ships North
William Abbott.
NorthAbbott
late of
of United
William Abbott,
Abbott, late
The
name of
Carolina, Penobscot,
and Fearnot, United States
States Navy, and pay
Penobscot, and
Carolina,
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
pension at the
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
George Whitcher.
The name
of George
George Whitcher,
late of
Vermont George hitchr.
Battery, Vermont
of Second
Second Battery,
Whitcher, late
name of
The
Volunteer Light
and pay
the rate of $40
pension at the
pay him aapension
Artillery, and
Light Artillery,
Volunteer
per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
A Sawyer.
Bv
The
name of
widow of
of Addison
Sawyer, late
llen A.
a er.
late EEllen
Addison H.
H. Sawyer,
A. Sawyer,
Sawyer, widow
of Ellen
Ellen A.
The name
of Company
First Battalion
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
F, First
Battalion Nineteenth
of
Company F,
at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Infantry, and pay her a
pension at
lieu
a pension
Infantry,
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that she

1510
1510
abb P.
Caleb
P. Naah
Nash.

Jmephcarter.
Jeseph
Carter.

Agenette

Angenette Barber.
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The name of Caleb P. Nash, late of Company
Company F, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiment Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
the
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $30
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
The name of Joseph
late of
D, One
One hundred
Joseph Carter,
Carter, late
of Company
Company D,
hundred
and forty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
aa pension at
of $24
lieu of
of that
is now
now
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Annette
widow of
J. Barber,
Angenette Barber
Barber,' widow
of William
William J.
Barber,
late of Company
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Company H, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
and .pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that

she is
receiving.
she
is now
now receiving.
The name
of Emma
L. Porter,
George W.
W. Porter,
The
name of
Emma L.
Porter, widow
widow of
of George
Porter, late
late
of Company B, One hundred and thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infan, and pay
her aapension
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
month in
lieu of
is now
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
now receivmg.
receiving.
I-d L Grant. month
ichard L. K.
The name of Richard
Richard L.
K. Grant,
late of
of Battery
Battery E,
E, First
First Battalion
L. K.
Grant, late
Battalion
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate
Artillery and
a pension
at the
of
$30 per
month
in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
that
he
is
now
eo H-. Nuting
The name
name of
Nutting late ofCompanyB
Regiment
George H. Nutting.
The
of George
George H
H. Nutting,
of Company B, Sixth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Massachusetts
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
te rate
of
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
At
of
$24
per
month
of
that
he
is
Albert
S.
Patna.
wAsortmFa
name of
sortJa.
The name
S. Farnsworth
Farnsworth, late
E, Twentyof Albert
Albert S.
late of
of Company
Company E,
Twentyeighth Regiment Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
him aapension
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
_per month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
warren
at the
$40per
month in
lieu of
he is
Warren seaward.
Seaward.
The name of Warren
Warren Seaward,
Seaward, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
and .pay
him aa.pension
at
of $40
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receivnig.
Alphono Wingate.
winge the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Alphonse
The name
name of Alphonso Wingate,
Wingate, late
of Company
Company H,
H, Eighth
Eighth
late of
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Joseph
P. Dore
rate of
per month
that he
now receiving.
Joseph P.
Dore.
The name of Joseph P.
P. Dore, late
of Company
D, Eighteenth
late of
Company D,
Eighteenth
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
First Regiment
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
and Company
Company D,
D, First
Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
and pay
Artillery, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $40
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
William H. Lindsey.of
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
William
Lindsey.
The name of William H.
II. Lindsey
Lindsey, late of Company
Company A,
A, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry ) and pay him aa pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension
at
the rate
of $40
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
D
at the
seph D
rate of
$40 per
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
Joseph
D. Du
Dunn.
The name of Joseph D. Dunn,
Company E, Twenty-eighth
Dunn, late of Company
Twenty-eighth
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
that he
Edmond
rate
Edmond Gonid
Gould.
on The name of Edmond Gould, late of Company K, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Company I,
I, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Regiment
Regiment, and Company
Regiment Maine
Volunteer
Maine Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
the rate
of $40
in
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
Ger W BraW
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
The name of George
unassigned, Fourteenth
George W. Bra"
George W. Brawn, late unassigned,
Fourteenth RegiRegiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
the rate
rate
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
I E.
ba
d
of $17 per month
of that
he is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
deu
The name of Barbara
Bar
b' .E'
w("
dde
ll.Barbara E. Wooddell, widow
widow of
N. Wooddell
Wooddell,
of Isaac
Isaac N.
Regiment
late of Company E, Twelfth
Twelfth R
egiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
pay her aapension at the rate of-$20
of $20 per month in lieu
she is
lieu of
of that she
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Jn D,
now
John Drown.
The name of John Drown, late
A, First
First Regiment
late of
of company
company A,
Regiment
New Hampshire
and Company
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
Company A,
Ninth
A, Ninth
Regiment
Veteran Res
Reserve
Regiment Veteran
erve Corps,
Corps, and
him a
a pension
pension at
and pay him
at the
the
rate of
of $36
per month
in lieu
is now
rate
Milton
M d
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
lieu of
Milton iton
M.
. Adamson.
The
name of
Milton M.
Adamson, late
I, First
ao
The name
of Milton
M. Adamson,
late of
of Company
Company I,
First RegiRegiment Nebraska
Nebraska Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him
the
him aa pension
pension a
attthe
rate of
$36 per
per month
i
n lieu
lieu of
of that
Adrich S.
Luther.
rate
of $36
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Aktrteh
S. Luther.
The name of Aldrich S. Luther,
Luther, late of Company I,
I, Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Artillery and pay him
him aapension
New York Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
at the
pension at
the
rate of $40 per month
i
n lieu
lieu o
th ath
now receiving.
month in
offthat
hee is
is now
receiving.
Emma
Porter.
I,.L.1419.
.
Ante, p.

Richard L. E.Grant.
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The name
of Margert
Margert S.
S. Dustin,
Dustin, widow
Charles Dustin, late
of Charles
widow of
The
name of
captain Company
Regiment Iowa
Volimteer Cavalry, and
Iowa Volunteer
F, First
First Regiment
Company F,
captain
lieu of that she is
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
rate of
$20 per
per month in lieu
of $20
the rate
at the
pay
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Jennie A.
A. Cressman,
Cressman, widow of
of Daniel
Daniel H. Cressman,
Cressman,
of Jennie
The
late of
the United
United States
States Marine
pension at the
and pay
pay her aapension
Corps, and
Marine Corps,
of the
late
rate of
$20 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
now receiving.
she is now
in lieu
per month
rate
of $20
The
name of
Vilos E.
Bryant, late
hundred
One hundred
F, One
of Company
Company F,
late of
E. Bryant,
of Vilos
The name
and
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
and forty-second
forty-second Regiment
him a
a.pension
pension at
$36 per
per month
of that he is now
in lieu
lieu of
month in
rate of
of $36
the rate
at the
him
receiving.
receiving.
The
R. Griswold,
widow of
of John
John M.
M. Griswold,
Griswold, late
Griswold, widow
Martha R.
of Martha
name of
The name
captain
B, Forty-fourth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts VolunVolunForty-fourth Regiment
Company.B,
captain Company
a pension at the rate of $24 per month
teer
month
pay her a
Infantry, and pay
teer Infantry,
in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
in lieu
The name
name of
George, late of Company F, Thirtieth RegiJ. George,
of Hiram
Hiram J.
The
ment Maine
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
Infantry,.,and
Maine Volunteer
ment
of $30
per month
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
lieu of
in lieu
$30 per
of
The name
of Mary
Mary P.
P. Moody,
Benjamin A. Moody,
Moody, late
of Benjamin
widow of
Moody, widow
The
name of
of
Third Regiment
Colored Volunteer
States Colored
United States
Regiment United
H, Third
Company II,
of Company
rate of $20 per month in lieu
Infantry,
and pay
her a
lieu
the rate
pension at the
a pension
pay her
Infantry, and
of
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of that
The
name of
of Thomas
B. Jones,
Jones late of Company
Company C, Fifty-ninth
Thomas B.
The name
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and
and pay
pay him apension
a pension at the
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
of that
lieu of
$36 per
rate
The
of Charles
Charles II.
late of
Company I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegiof Company
Hack, late
H. Hack,
name of
The name
ment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
the
at the
pension at
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer
ment
rate
$27 per
per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
he is
of that
in lieu
lieu of
of $27
rate of
Fourteenth
The
name of
Albert P.
P. Sheldon,
Sheldon, late
of Company
Company C, Fourteenth
late of
of Albert
The name
Infantry, and pay him aa.pension at
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Vermont
the rate
$40 per
per month
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
month in
of $40
the
rate of
F, One
The name
name of
M. Donnohue,
Doimohue, late captain
captain Company F,
of Joseph
Joseph M.
The
hundred
and twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfaniry,
hundred and
and
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of that
at the
the rate
pay him
him aapension
and pay
he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
The name
of James
James Brooks,
Seventieth Regilate of
of Company G, Seventieth
Brooks, late
name of
The
a pension at the rate of
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and pay him a
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
$50
month in
of that
now receivinq.
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
in lieu
lieu of
$50 per
per month
The name
of James
of Company
Company E, One hundred and
late of
Matox, late
James Matex,
name of
The
a
eighty-seventh
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
eighty-seventh Regiment
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
in lieu
of $36
pension
The name
name of
of James
P. Taylor,
Taylor, late of Company G, Second RegRegiJames P.
The
at the
ment Nebraska
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him a
a pension at
Cavalry, and
Nebraska Volunteer
ment
receiving.
rate
$30 per
of that he is now receiving.
per month
month in lieu of
of $30
rate of
The name
name of
of James
James H. Drown,
Drown, late of Company
Company H, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiThe
at the rate
ment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
ment Maine
of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
in lieu
per month
of $30
$30 per
The name
George M. Jaco, late
B, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
late of Company B
of George
The
name of
Regiment
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
Volunteer Infantry,
West Virginia
Regiment West
is now receiving.
at
the rate
per month
month in lieu of that he is
$30 per
rate of
of $30
at the
The
name of
of Charles
Volunlate of Eighth Battery, Wisconsin VolunCharles Ellis, late
The name
teer
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
per
$50 per
rate of $50
a pension
and pay
pay him
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
teer Light
month
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
RegiThe name
of Henry
Henry D.
late of
of Company
Company H, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiD. Baxter,
Baxter, late
The
name of
ment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him aa pension at the
and pay
ment
Wisconsin Volunteer
that he
he is now receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
per month
rate of
The name
of Ella
Ella R.
William M. Brown,
Brown, late of
widow of William
Brown, widow
R. Brown,
The
name of
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Infantry,
Company D, Thirty-third
War, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
Civil War,
of that she
she is now receiving.

1511
Margert
S. Dustin.
Dustin.
Margert S.

Jennie
A. Cressman.
Cressman.
Jennie A.

Vilos E.
E. Bryant.
Bryant.
Vilos

Martha R.
R. Griswold.
Griswold.
Martha

Hiram J.
George.
Hiram
J. George.

Mary
P. Moody.
Moody.
Mary P.

Thomas
B. Jones.
Jone
Thomas B.

Charles H.
H. Hack.
Hack.
Charles

Albert P.
P. Sheldon.
Sheldon.
Albert

JosephM.
Dormohue.
JosephM. Donnohue.

James
James Brooks.
Brooks.

James
Matox.
James Matox.

James 1'.
P. Taylor.
Taylor.
James

James
Drown.
II. Drown.
James II.

George M.
M. Jaco.
Jaco.
George

Charles
Ellis.
Charles Ellis.

Henry D.
D. Baxter.
Baxter.
Henry

Ella R.
R. Brown.
Brown.
Ella

1512
AdrewJ.
Andrew
J. Bridges.
Bridges.
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The
The name
name of
Andrew J.
late of
of Company
of Andrew
J. Bridges,
Bridges, late
Company A,
A, Fifty-third
Fifty-third
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate
of $50
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
MaryJ.
Welch.
Mary J.
J. Welch,
Mary J. Welch.
The name of Mary
Welch, widow
widow of
of E.
of
E. Bradford
Bradford Welch,
Welch, late
late of
Company I,
I, Second
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay
Company
Second Regiment
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Cavalry, and
her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
her a
a .pension
at the
$20 per
month in
that she
receiving.
receiving.
GeogeW.Cushman.
The name
name of
W. Cushman,
GeorgeW. Cushman.
The
of George
George W.
Cushman, late
of Company
D, TwentyTwentylate of
Company D,
first
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry', and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
first Regiment
him aapension
the rate
rate of $30
of that
that he
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
wlliam
Kelsey, late
of Company
William J.
J. Kebey.
Kelsey.
The name of William
William J.
J. Kelsey,
late of
Company D,
Coast Guards,
Guards,
D, Coast
Maine Volunteer
Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
Franlin
Nutt.
B. Nutt.
The
Franklin B.
The name of Franklin
Franklin B. Nutt,
Company D,
I), Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiNutt, late
late of
of Company
ment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
Infantry, and
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.receiving..
$40
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
Abrm
Bacheer.
The name of Abraham
Company E,
Abraham
Bachelder.
Abraham Bachelder,
Bachelder, late
late of
of Company
Seventh
E, Seventh
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
the
month in
in lieu
of that
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
willamc.
Homan.
The name
wiaiamc. Hoffman.
The
name of
of William
Hoffman, late
SeventyWilliam C.
C. Hoffman,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Seventyfourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a pension
the rate of $30
the
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
recei.
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
CyrillusB.Ayres
The name of Cyrillus B. Ayres, late of Company
A,Thirteenth
Cyrillus B. Ayres.
Company A,
'Thirteenth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
hm aapension
at the
in lieu
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
JamesJohnso.
The name of James Johnson,
of Company
Ninth ,Regiment
James
Johnson.
Johnson, late of
Company E,
Ez Ninth
Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer Cavalry,
Tennessee Volunteer
him aa.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
of
$50 per month in
$56
in lieu of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
DanielLots
Daniel Loftis, late
late of
Daniel Loft's.
The name of Daniel
of Company
Company K,
K, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
a pension
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
George
F. Thayer.
The name of George F.
Geor
ge
F.
Thayer.
F. Thayer,
Thayer, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
Regiment
K, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Miclaigan Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the
Mic~higan
Volunteer-Heavy
pay him
a pension
rate
$30 per
month in
that he
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
ichael Bnms.
Michael
Burns.
The name
name of Michael Burns,
Burns, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him
pension at
at the
rate
him aapension
the rate
of $25
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
of
$25 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
GeorgeE. CAan.
Cross.
The
name of
of George
George E.
E. Cross,
Cross, late
late of
Company B,
B, Nineteenth
Cerge.
The name
of Company
Nineteenth
Regiment Maine Volunteer
and pay
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
the
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
Ada M
rate
of
$27
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he
of
that
per
rate
of
$27
AdaM
.
Kennedy.
The name
name of Ada M. Kennedy, widow of Edwin
Edwin R.
Kennedy, late
late
R. Kennedy,
of Company H, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Veteran Volunteer
Company D, First Regiment United
United States Veteran
Volunteer EngiEngineers,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of
neers, and
her a
a pension
of $20
lieu of
that she
she is now receivmg.
receiving.
Nelon
W. Adams,
Nelson w.
W. Adams.
The name
name of
of Nelson
Nelson 'W.
Adams, late
late of
of Company
K, One
Company K,
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-ninth
thirty-ninth Regiment, and Company G, One
and fiftyfiftyOne hundred
hundred and
sixth Regiment Illinois
Minois Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a.pension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $36 per
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
David
Rudd.
The name of David F. Rudd, late
of Fo
David F.
F. Rudd.
l
ate of
u rth Battery,
Battery, I
owa VolVolFourth
Iowa
unteer Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
a pension
at the
per
month in
lieu of
that he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
he
that
of
lieu
in
month
MCor
Lu IE.
cc
The
Lucy E. McCord,
McCord, late
Lucy E.. McCord.
The name
name of
of Lucy
McCord, widow of Wilbur
Wilbur F. McCord,
of
late of
Thirteenth Independent
Thirteenth
Independent Battery, Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artila pension at the rate
lery, and .pay her a
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of
rate of
of $20 per month
that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Sias B.
The name
name of
of Silas B. (Garlick,
Silas
B. Oariick.
Garlick.
The
Garlick, late of United States ship
Rose,
ship Forest
Forest Rose,
United States Navy,
Navy, and pay him a
ajpension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
at the
of $30
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
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The name
of Nathan
Nathan H.
The
name of
H. Applebee,
Applebee, late
late of
of Company F, Forty-third
Forty-third
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
at
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
the
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
name of
of Dallas
Wamsley, late
Company A,
RegiThe name
Dallas Wamsley,
late of
of Company
A, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
rate of
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of
$40
in lieu
he is
is now
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Theodore
A. Maltby,
Maltby, late
E, First
The name
name of
Theodore A.
late of
of Company
Company E,
First RegiRegiment Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
at the
and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
The
of Company
F, Second
The name of
of Charles
Charles Minor, late of
Company F,
Second Regiment
Regiment
Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the
rate of
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
$50
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, March
Approved,
2, 1917.
March 2,
1917.
157,—An Act Grantingpensions
Granting pensions and
and increase
increase of pensions
soldiers
CHAP. 157.-An
pensions to certain
certain soldiers
and dependent
children of
soldiers
and sailors of the
the Civil War
War and
and certain
certain widows
widows and
dependent children
of soldiers
and sailors of said war.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
be, and
he is
is hereby,
directed to
place
the Interior
Interior be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to place
on the pension
pension roll, subject to
of the
the
to the provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
pension
pension laws—
lawsThe name of William
William Blackstone, late of
Company G,
of Company
G, One
One hundred
hundred
and fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
$40 per
per month
month in lieu
pension at the rate of $40
now rerelieu of
of that he
he is
is now
ceiving.
ceiving.
The name of John
Shrewsbury, late of Company
Company I,
I, One
John R.
R. Shrewsbury,
One hunhundred and fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Moms
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
111ioms Volunteer
pay
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
of that
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The
Regiment
The name
name of Robert Leeson,
Leeson, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
of
Minnesota
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
$24 er
er month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Samuel J.
Clark, late
late of
of Company
Fifteenth RegiThe
name of
of Samuel
J. Clark,
Company B,
B, Fifteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
and pay him
him aapension at
the rate
rate
$36 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
of $36
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of
of Hiram
Hiram P.
P. Lanphere,
late of
E, Third
The
Lanphere, late
of Company
Company E,
Third
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
at
pay him aa pension at
the rate
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
The
name of
David I.
of Company
Company B,
Regiment,
The name
of David
I. Hawk,
Hawk, late
late of
B, Fifth
Fifth -Regiment,
Pennsylvania
and Twenty-eighth
Company,
Pennsylvania Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
Twenty-eighth Company,
Second
Veteran Reserve
Corps, and
pay him
him a
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Reserve Corps,
and pay
a pension
pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
at the
$40 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
of William
William P.
P. R.
Estes, late
D, Nineteenth
The name
R. Estes
late of
of Company
Company D,
Nineteenth
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
a pension
at
at the
the rate of
that he
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
The
Richard Van
Dusen, late
late of
of Company
of Richard
Van Dusen,
Company H,
H, Fortieth
Fortieth
Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at
Regiment New
New York
pay him
a pension
the
that he
is now
the rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of John
John A.
late of
RegiThe name
name of
A. Hagan,
Hagan, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth RegiIndiana Volunteer
ment Indiana
Volunteer Mounted
at
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
M. Hammond,
of Company
Cr, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth
The name
name of
of John
John M.
Hammond, late
late of
Company G,
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the
rate of
of $40 per
per month
rate
now receiving.
month in
in lieu of
of that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Henry Hart, late
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
late of
of Company
Company D,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
twentieth Regiment
pay him
him a
penVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension at the rate
of that
he is
is now
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.

Nathan H.Applebee.
NathanH.Applebee.

Dallas
Dallas Wamsley.
Wamsley.

Theodore A. Maltby.

Charles Minor.

March 2,
2, 1917.
1917.

R. 18181.)
[H. R.
8181i.]
[Private No.
No 209.)
209].
[Private,

Pensions.

Pensions Increased.
Increased.
William
William Blackstone.
Blackstone.

John R. Shrewsbury.
John
Shrewsbmy.

Robert Leeson.

Samuel J. Clark.

Hiram P. Lanphere.
Lanphere.

David I. Hawk.

William P. R. Estes.
Estee.

Richard Van Dusen.

Hagan.
John A. Hagan.

M. Hammond.
Hammond.
John M.

Henry Hart.
Hart.
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HenrY . Powes

The name of Henry C. Powers, late of Company
Company A,
A, First
Regiment
First Regiment
Nebraska Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aapension
the rate
$40
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
$40 per month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
Nathanie
E.Peare.
ere.
The name of Nathaniel
Nathaniel E.
Nathaniel E. Peare,
Peare, late
late of
E, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiof Company
Company E,
ment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
rate of
pay him
at the
the rate
of
$30 per month in lieu of that
$3(2
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he is
Joeiah
was.
The name of Josiah
Josiah Smola
Josiah &wails,
late of
One hundred
hundred and
and
Swails, late
of Company
Company D
D,' One
thirty-fourth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,. and
pay him
him a
thirty-fourth Regiment
and pay
a
pension at the rate of
of $36
$36 per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
LenviHx
Levi
Head.
name of
Levi Head,
Head, late
Company B,
One hundred
hundred and
and
The name
of Levi
late of
of Company
B, One
Regiment Indiana
thirty-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Henry C. Powers.

rrnca

Turner.
Francis M. Turner.

FranPcisler.

Francis Palmer.

pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
$24 per
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
The name
Francis IL
late of
Company E,
Reginame of Francis
M. Turner,
Turner, late
of Company
E, Eighth
Eighth Regiment Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
a pension
rate of $36
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
$36 per month
month in
lien of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Francis Palmer, late of Company G, Twenty-first
Regiment
The name
Iowa
of Volunteer
Francis Palmer,
Infantry,
lateand
of pay
Company
him apension
G, Twenty-f
at ithe
rst

Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the

rate of $30 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
linton Miller.
er.
The name of Clinton Miller,
Miller, late
late of
of Company
Clinton
The
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth West
West VirVirH, First Regunent
Virginia Volginia Infantry,
Infantry, and Company
Company H,
Regiment West Virginia
Volunteer Veteran Infantry,
and pay
him a
a.pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
of that
that he
is now
Andrew J.. Oiler.
er.
The name
Andrew J.
Twenty-seventh
Andrew
The
name of
of Andrew
J. Oiler, late of Company
Company A,
A, Twenty-seventh
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the
rate of $50 per month in leu
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John
Whart.
The name of
John Wharton.
John Wharton,
Wharton, late
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Regiment
of John
late of
of Company
Missouri Volunteer
Missouri
and pay
pension at
the rate
of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
$36 per
month
in lieu
lieu of
that
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36
per
month
in
of
that
he
is
Pension.
cyM.
The name of Nancy M. S.
Nancy
M. s.
S. Piercy.
Mercy.
S. Piercy,
Piercy, widow of
of Samuel
Samuel Piercy,
Piercy, late
of
late of
Company
Company E, Ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
her aapension
pension at
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Jon
ire. u
The
The name
name of
of John
W. Gillum,
late of
D, Seventeenth
John W.
Gillum, late
of Company
Company D,
Seventeenth
Regiment
Infantry, and Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Infantry,
Twenty-fifth RegiRegiCompany F,, Twenty-fifth
ment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Cooia. K
rate
per month
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Coeu
imba ' The name of Cornelia E. Kimball,
Kimball, widow
C"elisE
'Kimball
Daniel B.
B. Kimball
widow of
of Daniel
Kimball,
late of Company
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company D,
D, Second
Second Regiment
and Company
Company
I, Eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay her aapension at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is
rate of $20
lieu of
that she
she is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Alfred J. Thoma.
Thomas.
AlfredJ.
The
name
J. Thomas,
Thomas, late of Company A,
The name of
of Alfred
Alfred J.
A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
the
rate
of
$36 per month in
lieu
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James H. Pack.
James H. Pack.
The name
H. Pack, late of
Seventh Regiment
The
name of James H.
of Company
Company E,
E, Seventh
Regim en t
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Melvin
P.
Long.
Melvin . Long.
The
name of
Melvin P.
The name
of Melvin
P. Long,
Long, late
late of Company F, Third Regiment
Regiment
a pension at the
Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
the rate of
of
$30 per
per. month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
artin Kohn.
Kon
$30
month in
in lieu
is now
Martin
The name of
of Martin
of Company
Twenty-sixth
Martin Kohn,
Kohn, late
late of
Company H,
H, Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
him a
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at
aceL. Brn
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Horace L. Brown.
The name of Horace
Horace L. Brown, late of Company I, Eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
peion
ns
at the
the rate
a pension
at
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
li
eu o
f
th
athe
h
ei
s now
receiving.
Jacob
oppock
$30
of
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
is
now
receiving.
Jacob Coppock.
The name of Jacob Coppock, late of Company A, Eighth
.Eighth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
rate of
$36 per
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
per
John epin
month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
month in
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
John Sepin.
The name of John Sepia,
Sepin, late of Company C, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
pay him aa pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
the rate
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
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The name
name of
Price, late
of Company
Company C,
Sixtieth RegiPrice.
Alexander Price.
Regi- Alexander
C, Sixtieth
late of
Alexander Price,
of Alexander
The
ment
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of
at the
rate of
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Ohio
830
per month
lieu of
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that he
he is
of that
in lieu
month in
$30 per
sa
The name
of Stephen
Stephen N.
N. Burdsall,
of Company
Company D,
hundred Stephen
Burdsall.
l.
Stephe N.
N.Burd
D, One
One hundred
late of
Burdsall, late
The
name of
and thirtieth
Regiment Permsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
thirtieth Regiment
and
him a
of $40
of that
is now
he is
now
that he
lieu of
in lieu
per month
month in
$40 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension at
him
a pension
receiving.
William
amHodey
H. Snoderly.
oder.
The
name of
of William
William H.
H. Snoderly,
Snoderly, late
of Company
Company C,
hundred W
One hundred
C, One
late of
The name
and
eighty-seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay
him
pay him
Regiment Ohio
and eighty-seventh
a
the rate
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now
is now
that he
of that
in lieu
of $30
$30 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
LeGrand
LeGrand Comstock.
The
name of
of LeGrand
late of
Company F,
Seventeenth
F, Seventeenth
of Company
Comstock, late
LeGrand Comstock,
The name
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
him aa pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
at the
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
at
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pleasant Rose.
ose
Pleasant
The name
name of
of Pleasant
Rose, late
late of
F, One
and
hundred and
One hundred
Company F,
of Company
Pleasant Rose,
The
thirty-first Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
a penpenhim a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Illinois Volunteer
thirty-first
sion
at the
$36 per
per month
month in
that he
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving. Joseph
lieu of
of that
in lieu
rate of
of $36
sion at
the rate
Joseph N.
N. Elmer.
Elmer.
The
name of
Joseph N.
Elmer, late
of Company
RegiE, Ninth
Ninth RegiCompany E,
late of
N. Elmer,
of Joseph
The name
ment New
Jersey Infantry
Infantry and
ReDetachment Veteran ReUnassigned Detachment
and Unassigned
New Jersey
ment
serve
at the
rate of
per month in
of $40
$40 per
the rate
pension at
him aa.pension
pay him
and pay
Corps,' and
serve Corps
ensio
lieu
is now
pension.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name
Carpenter, late
late of
of Company
Sixteenth t Wan=
L. Carpen.
CarpenWilliam L.
B, Sixteenth
Company B,
L. Carpenter,
of William
William L.
name of
The
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
er "
pay him aapension at ter.
and pay
Regiment Connecticut
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
the
rate of
The name
of Joseph
Joseph Walker,
Walker, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
First Regiment
Joseph Walker.
Walker.
Regiment Joseph
B, First
name of
The
Rhode
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery
and pay
pay him
at
pension at
him aa pension
Artillery,-,and
Rhode Island
the rate
of $24
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
the
rate of
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
ame M.
James
M. Gibbons.
The name
name of
James M.
Gibbons, late
of Company
Thirteenth
F, Thirteenth
Company F,
late of
M. Gibbons,
of James
The
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and
at
pension at
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
the
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
the rate
of $36
of that
is now
now receiving.
John
John Dv
Davis.
The name
John Davis,
Davis, late
of Company
K, One
One Hundred
and
Hundred and
Company K,
late of
of John
The
name of
Sixty-second Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
pay him
him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
New York
Sixty-second
a
at the
rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now
he is
lieu of
month in
per month
$40 per
of $40
the rate
pension at
a pension
Frederick Smith.
Frederick
receiving.
receiving.
The name
Frederick Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Company L,
Second RegiRegiL, Second
of Company
of Frederick
name of
The
ment
New York
Artillery, and
pay him
pension
a pension
him a
and pay
Heavy Artillery,
Volunteer Heavy
York Volunteer
ment New
at
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
Alexander Wilson.
Wilson.
Alexander
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
$30 per
per month
at the
the rate
The name
Alexander Wilson,
Wilson, late
late of
Company D,
One Hundred
Hundred
D, One
of Company
of Alexander
The
name of
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment Ohio
Eighty-fifth Regiment
and Eighty-fifth
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
H. Marietta.
Marietta.
ason H.
receiving. Mason
he is
now receiving.
that he
o $24
$24 per
at the
pension
The
of Mason
Marietta, late
of Company
A, First
RegiFirst RegiCompany A,
late of
H. Marietta,
Mason H.
name of
The name
ment Ohio
pay him
pension at the
rate of
the rate
a pension
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
ment
$40 per
per month
month in
that he
is now
Alonzo Judd.
AlonzoJudd.
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
$40
The name
name of
of Alonzo
late of
K, One
Hundred and
and
One Hundred
Company K,
of Company
Judd, late
Alonzo Judd,
The
Ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a penpenpay him
him a
and pay
Ninety-sixth
sion
at the
of that
he is
receiving. Benjamin Botner.
is now
now receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
month in
$30 per
per month
rate of
of $30
the rate
sion at
The
name of
of Benjamin
Benjamin Botner,
Botner, late
late of
of Company
A, Seventh
Seventh RegiReCompany A,
The name
ment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
at the
him aa.pension
Kentucky Volunteer
ment
Eli
MeK. Trego.
Eli McK.
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
$40 per
of $40
rate
The
name of
of Eli
Trego, late
B, Seventh
RegiSeventh RegiCompany B,
late of
of Company
McK. Trego,
Eli McK.
The name
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at the
him a
and pay
Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment
Thomas Hartless.
Hartless.
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
rate of
of $30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
in lieu
rate
The
name of
of Thomas
late of
C, Eleventh
RegiEleventh Regiof Company
Company C,
Hartless, late
Thomas Hartless,
The name
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
pension at
rate
the rate
at the
him aapension
and pay
Cavalry, and
Illinois Volunteer
ment Illinois
Theodore
of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Theodore R. Stearns.
now receiving.
he is
of $40
The
name of
Stearns, late
Sixteenth
G, Sixteenth
Company G,
of Company
late of
R. Stearns,
Theodore R.
of Theodore
The name
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at
pay him
him aapension
and pay
Connecticut Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
the
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
Nathan
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Nathan Lawson.
Lawso
The name
of Nathan
Lawson 'late
late of
of Companies
Companies E
E and
A, Eighth
Eighth
and A,
Nathan Lawson,
The
name of
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at
pension at
him aa pension
Vdlunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
the
rate of
of $40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
that he
lieu of
the rate
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The
name of
William H.
H. Hampton,
K, Second
The name
of William
Hampton late of Company
Company K,
Second
Regiment United States
and pay
him a
pension
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
at the rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
is now
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
ArhibadidweiL.
Archibald
Caldwell.
The name
of Archibald
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
The
name of
Archibald Caldwell,
Caldwell, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Regiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
him aa pension
pension at
at
and pay
pay him
rate of $36 per
the rate
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Benjamin.re.
The
name of
of Benjamin
Crouse, late
late of
Benjamin A. Crouse.
The name
Benjamin A. Crouse
of Company
FortyCompany G,
G, Fortyfourth Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that he
Jmes.carltoL
The
name of
James B. Carlton.
The name
of James S. Carlton, late
late of
of Company
K, Second
RegiCompany K,
Second RegiMinnesota Volunteer
, ment Minnesota
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
pension at
at the
rate
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate
of $36
$36 per month in
in lieu
of that
is now
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Rm
W. Dwyer-The name of Ransom W.
W. Dwyer
Rans°11""wyer
Dwyer, _late
Company B,
B, Seventylate of
of Company
Seventyseventh
seventh Regiment New York State Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
and pay
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
sB.
pension
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Lads B. Lomax.
The
name of
Lomax late
late of
Company K,
K, Fortieth
Reg.iThe name
of Louis
Louis B.
B. Lomax,
of Company
Fortieth Regiment
"neat New Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him apension
at the
a pension at
the
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
Wm Ha.
rate
$24 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
wmt
Horrad.
The name of William
William M. Hared.
William M.
M. Horrad,
Company- B,
Horrad, late
late of
of Company
B, Seventh
Seventh
Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $30
in lieu
lieu of
he is
receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Edward
Boer.
The name of Edward Boehmler,
Edward B°thinkv.
Boehmler, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Second
Second RegiRegiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
the rate
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$30 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
Dvd
Xeney.
"vW
h
dred
a
The
David Kelley.Dd ey
Th0name
Kelley, late
late of
of Company
Company
if, Tw
Two hundr
ed and
name of
of David
David Kelley,
H,
Two
hundred
and
Regiment Pennsylvania
eighth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate
rate of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now r
ece i
vi
ng .
$30 per
per month
lieu
of
he
is
receiving.
The name
J. Parker,
of
late quartermaster,
Thomas J. Parker.
The
name
ofThomas
Thomas j. Parker, late
quartermaster, United
United States
States
ship
Passaic, United States Navy, and pay him a
a.pension
ship Passaic,
pension at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that
is now
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving
Lewise
The name of Lewis
Selsing, late
late of
Lewis
Seising.
Lewis Selsing,
of Company
Company H
II, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegiment Wisconsin
Volunteer Infantry, and
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $30 per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Hnr
ayor.
The name of
Gaylord, late
Henry Gaylord.
of Henry
Henry Gaylord,
C, Fifty-second
late of
of Company
Company, C,
Fifty-second
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment
pension at
pay him
him aapension
at
the rate of $24 per month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
John.
rather.
The
John H. Prather.
The name
name of John
John H. Prather, late
late of
Company E,
E, Ninety-first
Ninety-first
of Company
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Jacob JaobOrte
Odell.
The name
name of
Jacob Ortell,
Ortell, late
late of
of Company
The
of Jacob
Company. E,
E, Twenty-seventh
Tenty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the rate of $24
month in
of that
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
fordk
H. Bun
forF
dr
s
ank
H.
g"'
The name
name of
of Frank
Frank H.
H. Hungerford,
I, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
HunerThe
Hungerford, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Infantry, and
Regiment Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at
George
W .Stewart.
the rate
rate of
$24 per
mon th i
n lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receivinu.
Stet
eorge W.
the
of $24
per month
in
of that
he is
The name of George W. Stewart, late first class
Umted States
class boy,
boy, United
States
Navy, and pay him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $36
$36 per
mqnth in
of
per mqnth
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
ecei
vi
ng .
Zachariah
that
is now
now r
receiving.
ZechariahJ~ao.
Jackson.
u
The name of Zacharita'h
Zachariah Jackson, late of Company
Company G,
G, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
at
Andrew
eel
A
D .Seely.
of $36
per mon
th in
i
n lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving .
the rate of
$36 per
month
lieu of
that he
ndrew D
The
name of Andrew D. Seely, late of Company H, Eighty-fourth
The name
Regiment,
Regiment, and Company H, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and .pay him a
at the
the rate
$30 p
er
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
per
month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
onth in
of that
that he
is now
DavidDaidW
W. And
Anderson. m
The name of David W. Anderson,
Anderson, late of
Company C,
Seventh
of Company
C, Seventh
Regiment
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer Cavalry, and
him aa pension
and pay
pay him
pension
Wade
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month i
n li
eu o
thath
i
s now
now rece i
vi
ng.
weseyy Mee
Me.. Wilwl- at
in
lieu
offthat
hee is
receiving.
iams.
The name of Wesley McC. Williams,
liams.
Williams, late of Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
pension at
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
receiving.
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
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James Waters.
Waters.
Regiment James
The name
name of
of Company
Company E, First Regiment
late of
Waters, late
James Waters,
of James
The
Rhode Island
Light Artillery,
at
and pay him aa pension at
Artillery, and
Volunteer Light
Island Volunteer
Rhode
the
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
in lieu
month in
rate of
the rate
Wallace B. Phillips.

M, Third
The
name of
of Wallace
Wallace B.
B. Phillips,
of Company
Third RegiRegi- Wallace B. Phillips.
Company M,
late of
Phillips, late
The name
at
a
pay
ment
West
Virginia
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
him
a
pension
at
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Virginia
ment West
the
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
in lieu
$30 per
rate of
the rate
William
M. McKimMcKinWilliam M.
The
name of
William M.
McKinley, late
late of
A, Sixth
Sixth ley.
Company A,
of Company
M. McKinley,
of William
The name
ley.
the
at
Regiment
Cavalry, and
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
receiving.
rate of
month in
is now receiving.
he is
that he
of that
lieu of
in lieu
per month
$40 per
of $40
rate
Htchings.
Nancy Hutchings.
Hutchings, late Nancy
The name
Nancy Hutchings,
widow of
Simon Hutchings,
of Simon
Hutchings, widow
of Nancy
name of
The
of Company
Company D,
Provisional Enrolled Missouri
Regiment Provisional
Fourth Regiment
D, Fourth
of
per month in lieu
Militia,
rate of
of $20 per
lieu
the rate
at the
pension at
her aa pension
pay her
and pay
Militia, and
of
that she
is now receiving.
she is
of that
Thomas M. McQuilMcQuilla.omas
C, EightyThe name
M. McQuillan,
McQuillan, late
of Company
Eighty- lan.
Company C,
late of
Thomas M.
of Thomas
name of
The
a
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
eighth
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
per month
the rate
at the
pension
Lambert.
of Company
The name
of Adam
late of
Company G, One hundred
hundred Adam Lambert.
Lambert, late
Adam Lambert,
name of
The
pay
Volunteer
and
forty-third
Regiment
New
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
York
New
Regiment
forty-third
and
him
per month in lieu of that he is now
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
him a
receiving.
receiving.
t
ich ae l Ratter.
Michael
Twelfth Regiment
The name
Rafter, late
late of
Company B,
Regiment
B, Twelfth
of Company
Michael Rafter,
of Michael
name of
The
United
States Infantry,
rate of $36 per
the rate
at the
pension at
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
United States
month
in lieu
is now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
of that
lieu of
month in
John H. Ellis.
H.Ellis.
Ninth Regiment
The
II Ellis,
Ellis, late
of Company
C, Ninth
Regiment Jon
Company C,
late of
John H.
of John
name of
The name
rate
the
at
a
Kentucky
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
of
pay
and
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Kentucky
$40
per month
in lieu
receiving.
lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
$40 per
Aaron Spotts.
Aaron potts.
The name
name of
Aaron Spotts,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth RegiRegi
Spotts, late
of Aaron
The
the
at
a
pension
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
th
Infantry, and pay him apension
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Pennsylvania
rate of
$30 per
month in
of that
that he is now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
per month
of $30
rate
A. Blackwell.
JohnA.Blackwell.
Company H, Eighty- John
late of
The name
of John
Blackwell, late
of Company
A. Blackwell
John A.
name of
The
pension
second Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment Indiana
second
at the rate
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
at
Martin Jordan.
The
Martin Jordan,
United States ship MarinJordan.
heaver, United
coal heaver,
late aacoal
Jordan, late
of Martin
name of
The name
Iuka,
United States
Navy, and
and pay
a pension at the rate of $30
him a
pay him
States Navy,
Iuka, United
per
month in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
Benjamin Ammons.
The name
name of
Company C, Fifty-second
Fifty-,second BelainnAmmons.
late of Company
Ammons, late
Benjamin Ammons,
of Benjamin
The
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
at
pension
a
him
pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
rate
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
$40 per
of $40
rate of
J. Knight.
iKnghtW11amJThe
of William
J. Knight,
Knight, late
late of
Company G,
Regiment William
First Regiment
G, First
of Company
William J.
name of
The name
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at the rate of
him aapension
and pay
Maryland
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
$30
Pr tt
r od Pratt.
a .
The name
Nimrod Pratt,
Forty-fifth Regi- NNimrod
H, Forty-fifth
Company FI,
of Company
late of
Pratt, late
of Nimrod
name of
The
a
him
pay
ment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Mounted
Infantry-,
and
a
pension
and
Infantry,
Mounted
Volunteer
ment Kentucky
at
$36 per
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per month
of $36
rate of
the rate
at the
Keener.
Joseph Keener.
One hundred
The
of Joseph
Joseph Keener,
Keener, late
of Company
I, One
hundred and Joseph
Company I,
late of
name of
The name
him
pay
and
forty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
forty-third Regiment
a
of $36
month in lieu of that he is now re$36 per month
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
ceiving.
Stephen A.
Childers.
A. Chiders.
One hundred Stephen
The
name of
of Stephen
Stephen A.
A. Childers,
late of
of Company
I, One
Company I,
Childers, late
The name
a
Infantry,
and
thirty-fifth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
and
pay
him
a
and thirty-fifth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
pension
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now receiving.
of that
that he is
of $24
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
Thomas J.
McKee.
J.McKee.
D, Twentieth
The
of Thomas
Thomas J.
J. McKee,
McKee, late
late of
Company D,
Twentieth Thomas
of Company
name of
The name
the
at
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
pension
and pay him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
rate
of $27
month in
of that
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
lieu of
in lieu
per month
$27 per
rate of
Thomas Deegan.
Deegan.
and Thomas
The name
name of
Deegan, late
of Company
C, One
One hundred and
Company C
late of
Thomas Deegan,
of Thomas
The
seventy-first
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
seventy-first Regiment
him a
a.pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
month in lieu of that he is now
per month
$50 per
at the
him
receiving.
Cottrell.
M.Cottrell.
Francs H.
G, Ninth
The name
name of
Francis M.
M. Cottrell,
Cottrell, late
Company G,
Ninth Regi- Francis
of Company
late of
of Francis
The
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
at the rate of
a pension
pension at
him a
pay him
and pay
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
now receiving.
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
receiving.
•
is now
that he is
of that
in lieu
$36
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The name of Theodore B. Norris, late
hundred
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Regiment New York
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him
a pension
per month
a
pension at the rate of $36 per
in lieu
that he
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
George summrs.
The name of George Summers,
George
Summers.
fireman, United
United
Summers, late
late a
a second-class
second-class fireman,
States Navy, and pay him a
a pension at
rate ot
of $27
$27 per
month in
at the
the rate
per month
in
lieu
Reji of that
he is
now receiving.
that he
is now
receiving.
Lewis A. Clemons.
The
name of Lewis
Lewis A. Clemons, late of Company H,
Lewis A. Clemons.
The name
H, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Regiment
him a
at
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
is now
Leoy Litchfield.
Lithfield.
Leroy
The name of Leroy Litchfield, late
late of
of Company
H, One
One hundred
Company H,
hundred
and fifty-fourth
fifty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
infantry, and
and pay
pay
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a.pension
per month
pension at the rate of $50 per
lieu of
of that
he is
now
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
recatinng.
receiving.
John H. Baling
The name
name of
of John H. Blessing
Blessing, late of Company.
Company F,
John 11. Blessing.
The
F, One
hundred
One hundred
and second Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension at the rate
sion
rate' of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
Her
walt.
The
name of
of Henry Walton,
Henry Walton.
The name
Walton, late of Third Battery Indiana
Indiana Light
Light
Artillery,
a pension at
Artillery, and pay him a
therate of
$36 per
lieu
at theerate
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
JameO'cmn.L
The
name of James O'ConneU,
James O'Connell.
The name
O'Connell, late of Company
Company A,
A, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Inf
an t
ry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
pay him
a.pension
at
the rate of $36 per month
in
lieu
of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
Geore wHttn
.
The
name of George
Company D,
George W. Rattan.
The name
George W. Hatton, late of Company
D.,Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
• Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
Infantry, and
pay him
a .pension
pension at
at
Pnsion.
the rate of
Paragon.
of $40
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Chae.
smith
The
name
of
Charles
J. Smith, helpless
Charles J. Smith.
J.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Harrison
Harrison Smith, late of Company D.
D. Nineteenth
Regiment Iowa
Nineteenth Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
per
the rate
$12 per
Theodoe

Theodore B. Noris.
Norris.

Pension increased.
increasad.
Pensions

month.
month.

The name of Richard
Richard C.
C. Martin,
Martin, late
late of
Company H,
H, Sixth
Regiof Company
Sixth Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Sixteenth
Missouri Militia,
Militia, afterwards
afterwards Sixteenth
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
pay him
at the
him apension
a pension at
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
th athe
he is
i
s now receiving.
rece iving.
Chritian B. ld.
The
name
of
Christian
B.
Company I, Forty-seventh
Christian B. Old.
The name of Christian
Old, late of Company
Forty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the
and pay
him aapension
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
ThM.L
rate
$30 per
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Tha M.
.LamonThomas
Lemons.
of Thomas
M. Lamons,
late of
of Company
Company K,
The name
name of
Thomas M.
Lamons, late
K, Eighth
Eighth
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
pension at
the
pay him
him a
a.pension
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$30 per
in lieu
na
James sHutson.
name of
of James
Hutson, late
Company G,
G, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
The name
James Hutson,
late of
of Company
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
of $36
pay him
the rate
rate of
$36
per month
in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
is
now
John swoebel.
The name
John Schwabe!.
The
name of
of John Schwoebel, late of Company
Forty-eighth
Company K,
K, Forty-eighth
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a .pension
pension at
.
the
rate of
of $40
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
of
that
is
now
m
Thmns" Yo g.
The name
Thomas Young.
The
name of Thomas
Thomas Young, late of Company B,
First Regiment
B, First
Regiment
Michigan
Volunteer
a .pension at
Michigan
.1
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate of
of
at the
the rate
$36
per month
month in
lieu
of
that he
he is
now
receiving.
chrisana
Te.
36
per
in
lieu
of
that
is
now
receiving.
a Leibecke.
beke.
Theename of
Christina
Leibecke, widow
Charles Leibecke,
Leibecke, late
late of
of Christina
Christina Leibecke,
widow of
of Charles
of
Company
Regiments New
Company A, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth and Fifty-eighth Regiments
York
New York
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
per
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that she
of that
month
Frianad
OpperThe name of
Ferdinand
Oppet •
Opperman, late
K, Sixtieth
Sixtieth
of Ferdinand
Ferdinand Opperman,
late of
of Company
Company K,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
at the
the
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
rate
of
$24
per
month
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
he
now
receiving.
GeorgeKRnapp.
The name
name of George
George Knapp.
The
George Knapp,
Knapp, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
at
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $40 per
per mon
th in
of that
that he
receiving.
month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
Rieacaratin.
Richard
C. Martin.
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Robert L. Hutchison.
Tenth RobertL.Hutchison.
Hutchison, late
The
name of
Robert L.
L. Hutchison,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Tenth
of Robert
The name
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
pension at
a pension
at the
him a
Infantry,-,and
and pay him
Volunteer Infantry
Regiment Illinois
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
month in
rate of
John A. Boggs.
gs
The name
name of
Boggs, late
of Company
K, Twenty-first
Twenty-first JohA. Bog .
late of
Company K,
of John
John A.
A. Boggs,
The
a pension
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension
Cavalry, and pay him a
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that he is now
at the
Jonathan W. Maddox,
Madthdi
Company
of C
late of
W. Maddox, late
The name
Jonathan W.
Company B
B, Eightyof Jonathan
name of
The
dox.
ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and pay him
pension
him aapension
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
ninth Regiment
at the
that 110
he is
is now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
$36 per
per month
month in
the rate
rate of
of $36
at
Benjamin
F. Scott.
D
The
name of
F. Scott,
Scott, late
late of
Twelfth Ben
amin F-cott.
G, Twelfth
Company, G,
of Company
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
The name
and pay him aa pension
Regiment Pennsylvania
pension
Infantry,-,and
Volunteer Infantry
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
receiving.
he is now
now receiving.
that he
lieu of
month in
of $30
at the
J. Collins.
WalterJ. Collins.
The name
late of
C, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Walter
of Company
Company C,
J. Collins
Collins, late
of Walter
Walter J.
name of
The
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
pay him
pension at
him aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Wisconsin
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of $30
the
Volkmann.
The
name of
Frederick Volkmann,
Company D,
FrederikVokn.
Seventeenth Frederick
D, Seventeenth
of Company
late of
Volkmann, late
of Frederick
The name
Regiment Kansas
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kansas Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
rate
$24 per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Hannah Sweet.
Swt.
Hannah
The
name of
Sweet, dependent
dependent mother
Marcus W.
mother of
of Marcus
of Hannah
Hannah Sweet,
The name
Sweet, late
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Rhode Island
Volunteer
Island Volunteer
D, First
Regiment Rhode
Company D,
Sweet,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per
per month
month in lieu
Cavalry,
of that
that she
she is
. he
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.oge
George N. Shepherd.
The name
of George
N. Shepherd,
of Company
Company F,
Fifty-sixth Gerge N
F, Fifty-sixth
late of
Shepherd, late
George N.
name of
The
Regiment
New York
York National
National Guard
Guard Infantry,
and landsman,
landsman,
Infantry, and
Regiment New
United
States ships
Geneseo Winnebago,
Winnebago, and
Anderson,
and W. C. Anderson,
ships Geneseo,
United States
United
Navy, and
and pay
pay 'him
pension at
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per
of $36
at the
a pension
him a
States Navy,
United States
month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receivmg.
is now
lieu of
month in
Spencer Phillips.
E, Third Regiment
The name
name of
of Spencer
Spencer Phillips, late of Company
Company E,
Regiment Spncer Phips.
The
West Virginia
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
West
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
A. Brol.
E
receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
of
Ezra A. Bristol.
The
name of
of Ezra
A. Bristol, late of Company
Regiment
Company E, Sixth Regiment
Ezra A.
The name
Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
at the rate of
pay him
him aa pension
Infantry, and pay
Missouri Volunteer
$50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.amuel
Bi.
Samuel Billings.
gs
a
The name
of Samuel
Billings, late
Eighteenth Regilate unassigned,
unassigned, Eighteenth
Samuel Billings,
The
name of
ment
him aa pension
pension at the
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Wisconsin Volunteer
ment Wisconsin
rate
$30 per
in lieu
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Nelson
W. Haskell.
kell.
Nelson W.
The
of Nelson
Nelson W.
Haskell, late
late of
Second RegiReg,iof Company
Company D, Second
W. Haskell,
The name
name of
a pension at the
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him
him a
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment
rate
of $24
that he
he is
is now
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.arret
824 per
Bro
Margaret Brown.
argt
The name
name of
widow of
of John
John Brown, late of ComBrown, widow
of Margaret
Margaret Brown,
The
pany
A, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment New
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
pany A,
her a
apension
at the
the rate
per month
month in lieu
of that she is now
lieu of
of $20
$20 per
rate of
pension at
her
receiving.
receiving.
John Blose.
os
ohn B e
The
Company A, One hundred
hundred and fifth
John Blose, late of Company
name of John
The name
pension
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
him
a
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
$30 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
Calos
E. Scales.
Sales.
Carlos E.
The
name of
of Carlos
Carlos E.
Scales, late
late of
Second Regiment
Regiment
E, Second
of Company
Company E,
E. Scales,
The name
Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $24
$24
a pension
pay him
Infantry, and
Veimont Volunteer
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
per month in
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Thom W.
W. Elliott.
Elliott
Thomas
The
Company A,
A, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
late of Company
Elliott, late
The name
name of
of Thomas
Thomas W. Elliott,
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa pension
pension at
pay him
Infantry, and
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
the
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
the rate
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
L. Starrett.
tarre
Wyatt L.
The
of Wyatt
L. Starrett,
late of
Eighty-first
H, Eighty-first
Company H,
of Company
Starrett, late
Wyatt L.
name of
The name
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the
at the
him a
a pension
pension at
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $40
month in
that he
now receiving
Maas
eaborn.
Mathias Seaborn.
The
of Mathias
Mathias Seaborn,
Seaborn, late
late of
Nineteenth
of Company
Company E,
E, Nineteenth
The name
name of
pay him
him a
a pension
at
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and pay
pension at
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry,
the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
iiam H
William
H. Daton,
Dayton,
tewwlliam H. StewThe
name of
William H.
William H. Stewart, late alias William
H. Dayton, alias William
of William
The name
aart.
a pension at the rt
ordinary
and pay
pay him a
States Navy,
Navy, and
seaman, United
United States
ordinary seaman,
rate
per month
that he is
is now receiving.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in lieu of that
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The name
name of Stephen Skeen, late
Company H,
The
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and
H, One
forty-second Regiment
forty-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
pension
at the
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
cs II. Shreeve.
r
'l The n
Charles
name
of Charles H.
e oCharles
H. Sluveve,
Shreeve, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
him aa pension
pension at
rate
per month
of that
that he
he i
now receiving.
receiving.
s
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
iss now
J"ams Howley.
owy.
The name
James
James Bowley,
name of
of James
Bowley, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Maine Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Alfred
per month
H
he is
now receiving.
Alfred H. Bash.
The name of Alfred
Alfred H.
Bash, late
late of
Company F,
F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth RegiH. Bash,
of Company
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
the rate
of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
eore R.
George
R. Rosen- $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
brootk.
brook.
The name of George
George R.
late of
Company B,
Fourteenth
R. Rosenbrook,
Rosenbrook, late
of Company
P, Fourteenth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
and pay
penArtillery, and
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
Hry H. Stevens.
The name
K, One hundred
nenrY M Stevens'
The
name of
of HenryH.
Henry H. Stevens,
Stevens, late
late of Company X,
hundred
and first and Fifty-eighth Regiments
Regiments Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension
pension at the rate of $24
pay him a
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is
$24 per
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
Edward B.
B. Badger.
Bger.
Edward
The name of Edward
Edward B.
Badger, late
late of
of Company
Eighth
B. Badger,
Company C,
C, Eighth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
a .pension
rate
per month
lieu of
ath
s now
now rece
iving.
Elisa Woomff
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of th
that
hee i
is
receiving.
oru.
Elisha Woodruff.
The name of Elisha Woodruff, late of Company
Company C,
C, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
pay him a
Volunteer Infantry, and pity
pension at
at the
the rate
of
a pension
rate of
$40
per month
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Joeph
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
Joseph Crites.
Crites.
Te
The name of Joseph
Joseph Crites,
B, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Crites, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
West Virginia Volunteer Infantry, and pay
him apension
the rate
rate
pay him
a pension at
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
th athe
he is
i
s now
iving.
chae J.. Newman,
Newman, of
month in
now rece
receiving.
Michael
aasMichaelJohnson.
The name
alias
Michael Jolmson.
name of Michael J.
J. Newman,
Newman, alias
alias Michael
Michael Johnson,
of
Johnson, late
late of
Company D, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
CompanyIllinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension at the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
he is
receiving.
a . D,
he
is now
now receiving.
James H. Div
i
ne .
The name of James M.
Divine, late
late of
of Company
M. Divine,
Company E,
E, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri Militia, and
pay him
him a
a pension
and pay
pension
at the rate of $30
in lieu
of that
he is
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
eorge W.w.
Wiiams.
The name
George
Williams.
The
of George
George W.
Williams, late
Company D,
Fifty-first
name of
W. Williams,
late of
of Company
D, Fifty-first
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
and pay
him aa.pension
at the
the
James
M
rate
month in
rate of
of $30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
recei.
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
James H. Eaton.
The
The name
name of James M. Eaton, late of Company A, Thirty-second
• y-second
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension
and pay
a pension
at
the rate
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
Jo s Ea.
at the
rate of
$30 per
month in
that he is now receiving.
aThe
John S. Early.
The namd
of John
S. Early,
Early, late
late of
name of
John S.
of Company
Company K,
K, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
New York Volunteer Cavalry, and
him apension
of
and pay
pay him
a pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
Dv$30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
' David P. Green.
David P.
P. Green,
Green, late
late of
B, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
of David
of Company
Company B,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a.pension
at the
the
and pay
pension at
Wri sb
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
he is
is, now
receiving.
of that he
now receiving.
wails o. Shaw. il . The name
of Willis
0. Shaw,
of Company
One hundred and
and
name of
Willis O.
Shaw, late
late of
Company A,
A, Onehundred
forty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
forty-second
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receivreceivof that
Stephen

Skeen.
Stephen Skeen.

Wanton G. Moon.

wanton ..Moon.

Ithe
in5
fhe name of Wanton
Wanton G. Moon,
Moon, late of Company
C, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth
Company C,
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
at the
the
pay him
him a
a pension
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Parker T. Gibbs.
The name of Parker
Parker T. Gibbs,
Gibbs, late of Company
Company G,
Ninety-fifth
G, Ninety-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate of $40 per
per month in
that he
he is
is now
in lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
name of
Charles F.
F. M.
M. Morgan,
of Company
Company B,
B, First
gharles
. F. H.
. M-Her- The
The name
of Charles
gan.
Morgan, late
late of
First
Regiment Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
pay him
at the
the
and pay
him aapension
pension at
that he
• rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
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The name
name of
of Cyrus
Cyrus T.
Bowman; late
late of
of Company
A, Fiftieth
Fiftieth
Company A,
T. Bowman;
The

Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
him a
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment

1521
Cyrus T
T. Bowman.
Bowman.
Cyrus

at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
of that
in lieu
per month
$40 per
at
J
JJ. erst ed
The
of John
John J.
J. Kiersted,
Kiersted, late
late of
Company G,
G, Second
Second Regiment
RegimentKiersted.
John
of Company
name of
The name
Rifles, and pay him aapension
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
Mounted Rifles
pension at the
New
rate of
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
of that
in lieu
per month
of $30
rate
The name
name of
Walden, late
late of
of Company
Company II,
One hundred
Samuel C.
C. Walden.
aldenhundred Samuel
H, One
C. Walden,
Samuel C.
of Samuel
The
and eighty-second
eighty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
and
at the
rate of
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receivthe rate
aapension
pension at
he name
name of
of George
George F.
Cooper, late
D, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Geor
ge
F.
Cooper.
F. Cooper.
George
Company D,
of Company
late of
F. Cooper,
Tmhe
Regiment
pay him aa pension at
Infantry, and pay
olunteer Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
that he
receivin g.
is now
now receiving.
he is
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $36
the
The name
Company G,
ge
Smith.
OeorgeSmthEighty-seventh Geor
G, Eighty-seventh
late of
of Company
Smith, late
George Smith,
of George
The
name of
a pension at
New York -Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
at
Regiment New
the
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
that he is now
lieu of
of $30
rate of
the rate
J
The
name of
of John
H. Rushing,
Rushing, late
of Company
B, Forty-eighth
II. Rushing.
Rushing.
ohn H
Forty-eighth John
Company B,
late of
John H.
The name
Regiment
at
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa pension at
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
the
$50 per
per month
month in
is now receiving.
lieu of
of that he is
in lieu
of $50
the rate
rate of
ar
R Parke.
m R.
The
of William
R. Parke,
Parke, late
Company H,
Ninety-ninth Wil
William
P keH, Ninety-ninth
late of
of Company
William R.
name of
The name
Volunteer
Regiment and
and Company
H I Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company H,
Regiment
Infantry,
pay him
him a
apension
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in lieu
the rate
pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
receiving
of that he is now receiving,.
The name
William H.
Company A,
Eleventh Wllam
William H.
H. Weaver.
Weaver.
A, Eleventh
of Company
late of
Weaver, late
I. Weaver,
of William
name of
The
New
Jersey Infantry
Infantry and Company
II, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment Veteran
Company H,
New Jersey
month
a pension
Reserve
pay him a
pension at the rate of $40 per month
Corps, and pay
Reserve Corps,
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
name of
Henry Vasteen,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, First
First New
New York
York HenryVasteen.
Heryasteen.
Vasteen,late
of Henry
The
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
pension at the rate of $30 per month
a pension
and pay him a
Light
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
in
Newkirk
The
name of
of James
ate of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
Jame Newkirk.
hundred and James
One hundred
Newkirk, late
James Newkirk,
The name
a
fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
New York Volunteer
Regiment New
fifty-third
pension at
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving. vai
tine B.
B. Far.
Far.
alentine
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
in lieu
rate of
$50 per
pension
quar.
The
Valentine B.
en
•
Farquhar, late of Company B, Ninety- clubar
B. Farquhar,
of Valentine
name of
The name
sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
him a
a pension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
sixth
the
rate of
of $30
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Sa
he is
is now
in lieu
$30 per
per month
month in
the rate
The
name of
of Samuel
Company I,
I, One
One fathmer.
tagai:-.°61 s Frankof Company
late of
Frankfather,i late
S. Frankfather
Samuel S.
The name
hundred and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
forty-fourth Regiment
and forty-fourth
hundred
that he is
pay him
pension at
per month
lieu of that
in lieu
month in
of $30
$30 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pay
him aapension
now
receiving.
now receiving.
The name
name of
M. Flesher,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh William M. Flasher.
Fher
Flesher, late
William M.
of William
The
Regiment Iowa
pay Ifim
pension at
at the
a pension
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
of Alexander
Alexander French,
French, late
late of
Forty-seventh Alexander
French.
ln
C, Forty-seventh
Company C,
of Company
The
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
apy
pension at
the
at the
hi and
aension
Infantry, and pay him
Volunteer Infantry,.
Regiment Missouri
rate
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
Plympton J.
J. Liles,
One hundred
Liles.
" J. LilesPlympton
hundred Plympton
K, One
of Company
Company K,
late of
Liles, late
of Plympton
The
a
pay
him
and
eightieth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
a
and
Infantry,
Volunteer
Ohio
and eightieth Regiment
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Marshall McFarland.
The
Marshall McFarland,
Regiof Company B, First Reeilate of
McFarland, late
of Marshall
name of
The name
ment
Missouri State
State Militia
at the
the
pension at
a pension
pay him
him a
and pay
Cavalry, and
Militia Cavalry,
ment Missouri
rate
of $50
per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
hp A.
. Kantz.
Kat.
Philip
The name
name of
Philip A.
A. Kautz,
Company G,
G, One hundred and
late of
of Company
Kantz, late
of Philip
The
seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa
and pay
Infantry, and
Regiment Pennsylvania
seventh Regiment
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
he is
$40 per
rate of
pension
The
David R.
R. Groves,
Groves, late
of Company
id R. Groves.
roes
hundred David
One hundred
H, One
Company H,
late of
of David
The name
name of
and
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a
him a
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Ohio
and eighty-first
eighty-first Regiment
y
pension at
at the
the rate
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving. Samuel
S
L
that he
he is
is now
in lieu
$24 per
per month
rate of
pension
L.
Kennedy.
y
late of Company I,
The
name of
L. Kennedy, late
I, Twelfth
Twelfth amuL.
Samuel L.
of Samuel
The name
a pension
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
and pay him a
Infantry, and
Regiment
rate of
of $50
month in
now receiving.
he is now
of that he
in lieu
lieu of
per month
$50 per
rate
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The
The name
name of Samuel Godschall,
Godschall, late
of Company
Company K,
late of
K, One
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-third Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is
month in
of that
that he
now
now receiving.
receiving.
W.
of Robert
RobertRobt
W. Ross.
The name of
Robert W.
W. Ross,
late of
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
Ross, late
of Company
hundred and
and
forty-third
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
forty-third Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
penpay him
him aapension at the rate of $24 per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Alexander S. Nobles.
Ale.Nobles
The name of Alexander
The
Alexander S.
S. Nobles,
Nobles, late
late of
of Company
Second
Company K,
K, Second
Regiment Minnesota Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
pay him
him aapension
at
the rate
of $40
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
the
rate of
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Leonard
Walr.
The
name
Leonard Waller.
of Leonard
Leonard Waller,
Waller, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
and
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
thirty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
thirty-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
a
is now
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
.
t.
Os
The name of Oscar Blunt, late
Oscar Blunt.
The
late of
of Company
Company B,
RegiB, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment Maine Infantry, and
Regiment Maine
and Battery
Battery G,
G, First
First Regiment
Maine VolunVolunteer Liuht
Light Artiflery,
teer
Artiflery, and pay him a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per
at the
$30 per
month
m
lieu
of
of
that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that
he
is
now
Isaac Lambert.
TSeLmbe.
The name of
of Isaac
Isaac Lambert,
Lambert, late
of Company
late of
Company D,
D, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Infantry
Infantry and
Company K,
K, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
and Company
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
of $50
$50
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
is now
Grge
w. Dson.
The name of George
W. Denison,
George W.
Denison.
George W.
late of
Fifth RegiDenison, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifth
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
pension at
the rate
him a
a pension
at the
rate
of
$40 per
of that
is now
receiving.
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
Charles L. Loney.
hres
L. Ly.
The name
name of
of Charles L. Loney, late of Company K,
K, One
The
hundred
One hundred
and ninety-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay him aapension at
at the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
rate of
that he
he is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensionnow
Pension.
FrancesMcGee.
Frances
McGee.
The
name of
of Frances
McGee, widow
McGee, late
late of
of ComThe name
Frances McGee,
widow of
of Jonas
Jonas McGee,
Company F, One hundred
and first
hundred and
Regiment United
United States
first Regiment
States Colored
Colored
Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
rate of
of $12
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
per
month.
month.
FGeorgePsoo.
Pensions
increased.
The
name of
late of
B, Eighty-sixth
RegiThe name
of George
George
Pool.
George Pool,
Pool, late
of Company
Company B,
Eighty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
n
Ma
C.
The name
Herschel
C. Y
Young..
The
name of
of Herschel
Herschel C.
of Sixth
Sixth and
IndeC. Young,
Young, late
late of
and Fifteenth
Fifteenth IndeMassachusetts Volunteer
pendent Battery, Massachusetts
pay
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
him a
apension at
the rate
$30 per
lieu o
ath
now
at the
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
offth
that
hee i
iss now
receiving.
receiving.
aYDonld.
The name
name of
William
McDonald.
The
of William
McDonald, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, One
William McDonald,
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-first
thirty-first Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company I,
I,
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
Twenty-ninth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Twenty-ninth
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
per month
pension at the rate of
of $40
$40 per
of that
that he
he is
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
od Brog,r.
The name of Wood Browning, Jr.,
Wood Browning,
jr.
Jr., late
Company B,
B, One
hundred
late of
of Company
One hundred
and thirty-second
thirty-second Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
Infantry, and
pay
him aapension at the rate of $24 per month in
lieu of
of that
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
Thomas Dumphy.
The name
Thomas Dumphy,
Company G,
Thomas Dumphy.
The
name of
of Thomas
Dumphy, late of Company
G, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh
Regiment
Infantry, and
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Robert
ohnson. at the rate of $40 per month in lieu
Robert W Johnson.
that he
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Robert W. Johnson,
Johnson, late of Company B,
B, Fourth
RegiFourth Regiment Arkansas
ment
Arkansas Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry.,and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ames P Ane
of $24 per
month in
per month
of that
that he
now receiving.
in lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
James P. Aney.
The name of James P. Aney, late of Company I,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
I, Eighth
Wisconsin Volunteer
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
of
Andrew
MCor $36 per
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Andrew
W.
McCor
k
ac
,
oThe
neck.
The name
name of Andrew W. McCornack,
McCornack, late of
of Company
Company I,
I, One
One
hundred
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
hundred and twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
samuel Godschall.
Samuel
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and pay
and
at the
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is
pay him aapension at
of $36
of that
now receiving.
now
receiving.
James
H.
James H. Muir.
The name
name of James II.
of Company
Company K,
Thirteenth RegiH. Muir,
Muir, late
late of
K, Thirteenth
Regi- J me H M
ment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
William
a m Lane.
e
The name of William Lane, late of Company I, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at the
the
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of $30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
receiving.
Isaac H. Dewey.
late of Company
The name of Isaac H. Dewey, late
Company G,
Regiment
G, First
First Regiment
.
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
$30
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
per
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
W. Gilbert.
Gilbert.
The name of Henry W. Gilbert, late
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred Henry
late of
of Company
enry W.
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth New York
York Infantry,
Infantry, and
Company A,
and artificer,
artificer, Company
A, First
First
Regiment New York
Regiment
Engineers, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
York Engineers,
at the
rate of
of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
$36 per
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Marion
Ashn.
Marion Ashton.
of Marion
Marion Ashton,
Company I,
RegiThe name
name of
Ashton, late
late of
of Company
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $36
month in
he is
James ''heeler.
James
Wheeler.
The name of James
James Wheeler,
Wheeler , late
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regilate of
of Company
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
month in
that he
he is
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
H. Wolf.
The name of Jacob H. Wolf, late
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
and Jacob
late of Company
Jacob H-Wol.
seventy-ninth
Regiment Ohio
seventy-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a
pension at the rate of
per month
that he
he is
is now
of $30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.

Miles Beckwith, alias
The
name of
Beckwith, now
The name
of Miles
Miles Beckwith,
now known
as Miles
Turner' late
late of
known as
Miles Turner,
Mileslekwithuas
of Miles
Turner.
Company M, Fourth
It
ent United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Colored
Fourth Regiment
Colored
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
•
is a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month
Heavy
a pension
at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
of that
is now
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
nry. C. To
Henry
Towner.
The name of Henry
Henry C. Towner,
of Company
G, Eleventh
Towner, late
late of
Company G,
Eleventh
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry' and
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the
pay him
pension at
rate of $36
$36 per month
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
of that
he is
H
Hiram Shurtleff.
The name of Hiram Shurtleff,
Shurtleff, late of
H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiof Company
Company H,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
of
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.nard
Henry Sinnard.
The name of Henry Sinnard,
Sinnard, late of
Company D,
D, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Volunteer Light
Missouri Volunteer
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
him aapension
of $30
of
$.30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
month in
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Thompson S.Loaw.
S. Lozaw.
The name of Thompson S. Lozaw, helpless and dependent
dependent son of Thompson
Samuel
Samuel Lozaw, late of
Fourth Independent
of Company
Company D,
D, Fourth
Independent Battery
Battery
New Jersey Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
and pay
pension at
Artillery, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
rate
month.
rate of
of $12
S12 per
per month.
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Nathan
Nathan Baker, late of Company
Baker.
Nathan Baker.
Company A, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Nathan
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
George W. Wells.
The
W. Wells,
Fifth Regiment
The name
name of
of George
George W.
Wells, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Fifth
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
and pay
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a pension at the rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
$40 per
per month
that he
receiving.
John
Givens
John Givens.
The
name of
of John
C, One
and
The name
John Givens
Givens, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
One hundred
hundred and
Volunteer Infantry,
fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him
pension
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at
per month
in lieu
receiving.
Matthias Gates.
Matthias
Gates.
The name of Matthias Gates, late
Thirty-eighth
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Thirty-eighth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
the
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of that he is now receivingph
receiving.
L.Reel
Joseph L.
Reel.
The name
Reel, late
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
name of Joseph
Joseph L.
L. Reel,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifth
Missouri State Militia Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at
and pay
a pension
the rate
of that
that he
rate of $24 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
he is now
receiving
William T. Brown.
The name of
of William T. Brown,
late of
Thirtieth
Brown, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Thirtieth
Infantry, and pay him apension
a pension at
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
the
at the
rate of $40
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
$40 per
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
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The name
name of
Charles E.
Gerrold, late of
of Company
The
of Charles
E. Gerrold,
Company H,
H, Thirteenth
Thirteenth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
h W gge r
at the
per month
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
Joseph Wigger.
p
The name of Joseph Wigger,
late of
Company K,
First Regiment
Regiment
Wigger, late
of Company
K, First
Missouri Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pension at
the rate
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate
of $40 per
month in
lieu of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
Oliver W. Moore.
ver. Moore
The name of Olier
Oliver W. Moore,
Moore, late of Company
Regiment
Company K,
K, First
First Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
rate of
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$36 per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Elijah Marsh.
Elija
h
The name of Elijah Marsh, late of Company
Company D,
The
D, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Wisconsin Volunteer
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of
and pay
a pension
rate of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
otis30
l
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Otis Hull.
The name of Otis Hull, late of Company D,
The
D, Ninty-ninth
Ninty-nimth Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
of $40
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Frank Thomas.
s
F "T .The
The name of Frank Thomas, late of Company
H, Sixth
Company H,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and p
ayhim
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30
Infantry, and
pay
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Em L. c
per
he is
is now
now receiving
Emanuel L. Price.
EmaL Pre.
The name of Emanuel L. Price
Price,'late of Company
Company: E,
E, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
him a
a pension
the rate
of
$30per
$30 per month in lieu of that he
is now
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
B.
Augustus
Elliott.
s. Augnst Eliott.
The name
S. Augustus Elliott, late of
A, Forty-second
The
name of
of S.
of Company
Company A,
Forty-second
Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry,
and Company
A, Eighth
Eighth
Infantry, and
Company A,
Regiment
Regiment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension
him a
a pension
at the rate
rate $30 per month in
of that
that he
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
Henry
Henry Gifford.
Giffrd.
The
of Company
Company G,
G, One
The name
name of
of Henry Gifford,
Gifford, late of
One hundred
hundred and
and
forty-fourth Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
and pay
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
t
James
P.
Reynolds.
J es P. Reynolds.
The name
Reynolds, late
late of
The
name of James P.
P. Reynolds,
of Company
H, Fifty-first
Fifty-first
Company H,
Regiment
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
pension at
and pay
a pension
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
James o.
0. Whorl.
Whorl.
The name
name of
of James
James 0.
O. Whorl, late a
a second-class
The
second-class fireman, United
United
him aapension
States Navy, and pay him
pension at
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
lieu of that
is now
receiving.
cauee Boudrean.
Calice
Boudreau.
The
name of
Boudreau, late of Company
Second Illinois
The name
of Calice
Calice Boudreau,
Company G,
G, Second
Illinois
Light Artillery, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
of $30
$30 per
rate of
per month
month
i lieu of
in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
Oscar
D. Culver.
Culver.
Oscar D.
The name
late of
of Company
Company H,
The
name of Oscar D. Culver, late
H, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
twenty-seventh and Fifty-fourth
twenty-seventh
Fifty-fourth Regiments
New York
York Volunteer
Regiments New
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension at
at the
of $30
lieu
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that he is
receiving..
is now
now receiving.
Hiram
S.
Woods.
rm . woes.
WWoods,
The name
of Hiram
S. Woods, late of Company
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The
name of
Hiram S.
Company K,
a pension at the
Indiana Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
rate of
of
the rate
$5Qper
in lieu
lieu of
he i
receiving.
pensio.
$5
per month
month in
of that
that he
issnow
now receiving.
Pension.
Florence
Ada stod.
Florence Ada
Stod.
The
name of
The name
of Florence
Florence Ada
Ada Stoddard,
Stoddard, helpless
demented
helpless and
and demented
lard. rd.
daughter of
daughter
of Freeman
Freeman Stoddard,
Stoddard, late of Company K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth and
Ninth Regiments
Regiments Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
Pensions increased.
inreased. at
at the
of $12
per month.
Pensions
Marvin
arvin W.
w. Bennett.
ennet.
The name of Marvin
Marvin W. Bennett, late of
Company G,
Twelfth
of Company
G, Twelfth
Regiment, and Company E, One
fifty-third Regiment,
One hundred
hundred and
and fifty-third
Regiment,
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension at
at the
rate of
of $36
the rate
$36
per month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu of
that he
receiving.
Nicholas
Scholl.
Nicholas Sehoi.
The
name of Nicholas
late of
of Company
Company F,
The name
Nicholas Scholl, late
One hundred
hundred
F, One
and forty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
forty-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
him a
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a
pension
at
the
rate
$24
of
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
William F.
wam
F. Wo!yin.
Wolvn.
The name of William F. Wolvin, late of Company H, Eighth RegiThe name of William F. Wolvin, late of Company H,
Regiment Michigan Volunteer Cavalry, and,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
pay him
a pension
the
DotoE
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Doctor W. Epps.
DOcrw. Ep.
The
of D
Doctor
The name
name of
oc t
or W.
W. E
pps ,late
late of
of Company
131,
ng
eOne
ine hundred
hundred
Epps,
Company B,
and forty-eighth
forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
Charles
E. Gerrold.
CharlesE.Gerrold.
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a
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
a pension at the
the rate of $36
per month
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
McKaig, late
E, Nineteenth
Nineteenth
The name
of Jefferson
Jefferson R.
R. McKaig,
late of
of Company
Company E,
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
Volunteer Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
rate
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
The
Rogers late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
name of
of Daniel
Daniel Z.
Z. Rogers,
B, Fifth
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Tennessee
Mounted Infantry,
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$30 per
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
the
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
The
_Albert M.
M. Gottwalt,
GottAvalt, late
late of
E, Two
Two hunhunThe narre
name of
of Albert
of Company
Company E,
dred
and seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
dred and
seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
pay him art, pension
pension at
at the
lieu of
of that
he is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
late of
Company H,
H, Fifth
Regiment
The
name of
of Michael
Michael' Russell,
Russell, late
of Company
Fifth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40
Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
rate of
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The
name of
of Frederick
Mayer, late
late of
hundred
The name
Frederick Mayer,
of Company
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
and thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a
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Jefferson R. McKai.
MeKai.4.
Jefferson.
Daniel Z.
Z. Rogers.
Daniel
Rogerslbert M. Gottwalt.
Albert
ott

ichael Russell.
Michael
Russell.

Frederick Mayer.
FrederickMayer.

pension at
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving. Ei
pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
Bk
Elitliallth
e urs.
t,
The name
name of Elijah
alias William
William Henry,
Henry, late
late of
Elijah Blackhurst,
Blackhurst, alias
of CornComn- shas
.aijahsilaHe'ry.t
panv B, First Regiment New York Engineers,
Engineers_, and pay
pension
pay him
him a
a pension
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of George
George W.
W. Wolfe,
late of
of Company
GeorgeW.
W. Wolfe.
The
name of
Wolfe, late
Company E,
E, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth George
olfeRegiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and
the
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
W
h m H.
H t ts
The
of William
William H.
Pitts, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
William
The name
name of
H. Pitts,
B, Ninety-fourth
Ninety-fourth Fitts.
-P Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a pension at the
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $40 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
Isaac L. Ferns.
The
name of
of Isaac
Ferris, late
Company D,
Fortieth RegiRegi- Isaac L- FerrisThe name
Isaac L.
L. Ferris,
late of
of Company
D, Fortieth
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, and
pension at
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
the
rate of
$30 per
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
rate
of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry D. Sumner.
The
Henry D.
D. Sumner,
Sumner , late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, TwentyThe name of
of Henry
Twenty- Henry
.Sumner.
second
second Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
.
Vohinteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
H Mix.
The
of William
Company F,
F, Forty-fourth
William H.
The name
name of
William H.
H. Mix,
Mix, late
late of
of Company
Forty-fourth Wiiam
. Mix.
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him apension
at
the
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension at the
rate
per month
of that
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Andrew J. Escue.
An
The
late of
M, geventh
Seventh R
egiThe name
name of
of Andrew
Andrew J.
J. Escue,
Escue, late
of Company
Company M,
Regidrew J. Es u e ment
melt West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
and pay
him a
pension at
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
at
the rate
the
lieu of
of that
that he
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
tt F
ise
The
name of
of Elliott
Elliott F.
F. Wise,
I, Fifth
Fifth Regiment FElliott
llo F.- Wise..
Wise, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
The name
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
him a
pension at
at the
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
GeorgeAV. Kilmer.
The name
George W.
W. Kilmer,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
The
name of
of George
Kilmer, late
hundred
eorge. Kilmerand forty-tirst
forty-first Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
Infantry, and
and pay
him
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
that he
now
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Israel Marshall,
Marshall, late
of Company
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
and Israel
The name
of Israel
late of
hundred and
Israel Marshall.
Marshal
sixty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Drafted
Militia Volunteer
sixty-sixth
Drafted Militia
Volunteer InfanInfantry,
pension at
the rate
of $30
month in
try, and
and pay
pay riirn
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
that
receiving.
that he is now receiving.
The
of James
late of
of Company
B, Fifth
Fifth Regim
ent
James Chalmers
Chalmers.
The name
James Chalmers,
name of
Chalmers, late
Company B,
Regiment
James
Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry-, and
him a
apension
pension at
per
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Kunstler,
of Company
Company K,
K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Charles
icr
The name
Kunstler, late
late of
harles B.
B.Kuns
Kunsi'"r
Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay him
him a
Regiment New
New York
Artillery, and
a penpenmonth in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
sion at the
the rate of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving
The
name of
of William
H. Lott,
of Company
Company K,
Forty-sixth
IL Lott.
The name
William H.
Lott, late
late of
K, Forty-sixt
h William
illam I.
Tott.
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
that he
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The name of Marquis D. Usher, late of Company I, Twentieth RegiRegiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and
pay him
him a
the rate
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$36
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
$36 per
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Reuben
Kinder.
The name of Reuben Kinder, late of
Reuben Kinder.
Company B,
Thirty-ninth
of Company
B, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and pay him 1,a pension
at the
the
pension at
rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Samuel B.
Samuel
B. Morris.
The
name of
late of
Company D,
Fourth RegiMorrs.
The name
of Samuel
Samuel B.
B. Morris,
Morris, late
of Company
D, Fourth
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Mounted
Infantry,and
and pay
him a
Mounted Infantry,
pay him
a .pension
pension
at the rate
$30 per
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
Robert M. Glasgow.'
The name of Robert M. Glasgow, late of Company E,
First RegiE, First
RegiVolunteer Heavy
ment Ohio Volunteer
Heavy Artillery
at the
Artillery,-,and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $36 per
in lieu
that he
receiving.
per month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
James ames
Hummel.
The
of James
Hummel, late
of Company
The name
name of
James Hummel,
late of
Company C,
C, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment New
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
David S.
Orifh.
8. Griffith.
The nae
David S. Griffith,
name of David
Griffith, late
late of
of Company
F, One
One hundred
Company F,
hundred and
and
ninety-eighth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
a pension at the
him apension
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
of that
that he
receiving.
receiving.
Isaac W. Nuttmg.
Nutting.
The name
name of
of Isaac
Isaac W.
Nutting, late
late of
of First
First Battery
Battery Maine
Maine VolIsaa8W.
The
W. Nutting,
Volunteer Light Artillery
Artillery, and
pay him
him a
a
.pension
pension at
rate of
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per
month in lieu
ieu of that
that he is
is now receiving.
Nelson B.
B. Miller.
Miller. The name of Nelson B. Miller, late of Company.D, Fifty-fifth RegiNelson
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
Robert B.
Robert
B. Thomas.
The name of Robert B. Thomas, late
boatswain's mate,
late boatswain's
mate, United
United
States Navy, and
pay him
at the
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
lieu
he is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
John
The name
late of Companies
John Parker.
Parker.
name of John
John Parker,
Parker, late
D and
and F,
F, ThirtyCompanies D
ThirtyRegiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and .pay
pay him
second Regiment
him a
a penpension
rate of
per month
month in
is now
sion at
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
George M.
U. Jacobs.
Jacobs.
The name of George
George M. Jacobs, late
A, Two
Two hundredth
hundredth
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension
pay him
him a
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
John
K. Miller.
Miller.
The name of John K. Miller, late of Company
John K.
Company H,
H,Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and pay him
pension at
rate of
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of
$36
per month in lieu of that
$3§_per
now receiving.
that he
he is now
receiving.
Mary Eaton.
Eaton.
The name of Mary Eaton, widow of Russell G. Eaton,
Mary
Eaton, late
late of
of ComCompany G, Fiftieth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
her aapension at the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
she is
is now
now
of $20
$20 per
of that
that she
receiving.
receiving.
arvey Sallade.
Harvey
The name of Harvey
Harvey Sallade,
late of
Company- D,
D, Thirty-third
Sallade, late
of Company
Thirty-third
Regiment, and Company K, One hundred
Regiment,
hundred fifty-fifth
fifty-fifth. Regiment,
Regiment, PennPenna pension
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
at the
$36
the rate
rate of $36
per
month in
in lieu
of
that
he is
now
receiving.
per
month
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John
tohn
I. rmo
ton.
The name of John I. Throckmorton,
Throckmorton, late of
A, SeventySeventyof Company
Company A,
third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $36 per month in
in lieu
is now
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving
receiving.:
Friederika Serini
The name of Friederika
Friederika
Serini.
Friederika Serini, widow of Philip J.
Serim, late
of
J. Serini,
late of
Company M, Third Regiment
Regiment New
New Jersey
Cavalry, and
and
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
$20 per month
that she
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
alvin Curler.
The name of Calvin Curler, late of Company
Calvin
Curler.
Company H,
H, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
of
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$50 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Charles
L. Bigelow.
The name of Charles L. Bigelow, late
Charles L.
Bigelow,
Company H,
late of
of Company
H, One
One hundred
hundred
and twenty-sixth
twentv-sixth Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay
him aa.pension
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
now
of that he
receiving.
receiving.
Marquis D.
D. usher.
Marquis
Usher.

Robert IL Glasgow

L

Tbeeekmer-
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The name
name of
of John
S. Grosvenor,
John S.
Grosvenor, late
late of
Eighty-eighth
of Company
Company K,
K, Eighty-eighth

Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at
the
a pension
at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu
lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.

1527

S. Grosvenor.
John s.
Grosvenor.

John

The name
name of
of E.
E. McLean
McLean B.
co tt (Insane),
(I nsane ), l
at
e o
Company E,
E,Scott.
E.
McLean B.
B. Scott.
The
B. S
Scott
late
offCompany
E. McLean
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
pena pension at the rate of $40 per month
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
S. Jack
son .
The
name of
The name
William S.
S. Jackson,
late of
Company B,
B, Fi
rs tR
egi - William
of William
Jackson, late
of Company
First
RegiWillam S.
Jackson.
ment Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
pay him
a
pension
at
Light Artillery,
and pay
him a pension at
the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
The
name of
Burge, late
The name
of Richard
Richard Burge
late of
of Company
K, Thirtysec ond
Richard Burge.
Company K,
Thirty-second
Richard
Bu-ge.
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
rate of $50 per
in lieu
lieu of
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Dick Ransom,
Rnom.
Ransom, late of Cooley's Mercantile
Mercantile Battery, Dick Ransom.
Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
him aapension
rate
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving..
receiving.
h
,n
3.01) i o
cT
Robinson Davis, alias
The name of John Robinson
John Robinson,
late of
of Da
alias John
Robinson, late
DJJvoishn
sobinnRson
Company
Regiment
Company A, Twenty-third
Twenty-third Regiment
Davis,New
NTew York Volunteer
m•
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, ms
nonand pay him pension
at the
of $50
per month
month in
lieu of
he
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name
of Christopher
C. W
atkins ,
l
at
e of
ofCompany
Company B,
Thirtieth kilstopher
kinCshristopher C. W etThe
name of
Christopher C.
Watkins,
late
B, Thirtieth
C.WatRegiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
at
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
the
$50 per
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Dav d Rine.
The name of David
The
David Rine,
Rine, late
late of
Twelfth Regiment
of Company
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Regiment David
Rine.
West Virginia Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
at tile
rate
pension at
the rate
of $40 per
lieu of
of that
that h
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
hee i
iss now
The
of Richard
Richard A.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company M,
Richard A.
A. WoodalL
Woodall.
A. Woodall,
Woodall, late
M, Seventh
Seventh Richard
Regiment
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension
at the rate of $30 per month
is now
month in
in lien
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary
Mary Power
late of
of Company
Company Mar
Mary Power.
Power.
Power,'widow
widow of
of John
John Power
Power, late
B, One hundred
and
hundred a
n d second
secon d Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay.
and pay.
her aapension at the rate of $20 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
month in
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Tyler W.
W. Parker,
late of
The
Parker, late
of Company
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Tyler W.
Parker.
Regiment Tyler
W. Parker.
him aapension
Provisional Enrolled Missouri
Missouri Militia, and pay him
pension at
the
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
H Foutch.
The name
name of
of John
The
John H.
H. Foutch,
Foutch, late
late of
Company G,
First Regiment
John IL
of Company
G, First
Regiment Jhn
. Fout(h.
Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted Infantry, and
pension at
at
and pay him
him aa pension
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
The name of Miron
late of
of Company
C, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiMiron Harper, late
Company C,
Miron Harer.
Harper.
Regi- Mlron
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
meat
pension at
at the
the rate
of
him a
a pension
rate of
$40 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of George
George W.
late of
The
W. Cainan,
Cainan, late
of Company
D, One
George W.
W. Cainan.
Company D,
One hundered
hundered G
core
Cainan.
and ninety-seventh Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
him
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
aa pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in
lieu of
that he
is now
in lieu
of that
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of William
William G.
The name
Beckley, late
Company D,
Regi- Willia"m
William G.. Be,ki
ey.
G. Beckley,
late of
of Company
D, Fifth
Fifth Regiteck-y.
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
is now
of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
H. Monk,
late of
of Company
Fourteenth Benjamin
Benjamin H.
H. Monk,
The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin H.
Monk, late
Company D,
D, Fourteenth
onk
Regiment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
Almon G.
G. Cooley,
Cooley, late
The name
name of
of Almon
late of
of Company
Thirty-seventh Almon
Almon GG. CooleyCooley.
Company E,
E, Thirty-seventh
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at
the
at the
rate of $50
$50 per month
month in lieu of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
is now
M
The name of
John Scott
Scott Moore,
of John
Moore, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegi- John Scott Moore.
oore.
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aapension
merit
Infantry, and pay
at the
of
pension at
the rate
rate of
$36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
name of
of Edg
Edgar
late
The name
ar Brown,
Brown ,l
at
e of
ofCompany
Com pany b,
D, Eighteenth
Eighteenth RegiRegi- Edgar Brown.
Brown.
ment - Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa pension
Infantry, and pay fiirn
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.

1528
1528
William
illiam Hodge.
Hodge.

Lawrence
Lawrence O'Toole.
O'Toole.

Thomas
Thomas Dennis.
Dennis.

Ira McLughlin.
McLaughlin.

Gilbert
Gilbert 0.
o. Holtman.
Hotman.

Robert
Robert E.
E. Eing
Ewing.

Ignatius
Ignatius Bo.
Baff.
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The name of William Hodge, late of Company K, Seventy-ninth
Seventy-ninth
The
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
rate
of Lawrence
Lawrence O'Toole,
O'Toole, late
of Company
D, One
hundred
The name
name of
late of
Company D,
One hundred
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and seventy-seventh
seventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay
pension at the rate
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is
pay him aapension
of $30
per month
lieu of
that he
now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Thomas Dennis,
Forty-seventh
Dennis, late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Forty-seventh
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
rate
per month
lieu of
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
of that
that he
month in
rate of
of $30
$30 per
The name of Ira McLaughlin,
McLaughlin, late of
E, Sixth
Regiof Company
Company E,
Sixth RegiInfantry,-,and pay
ment Maine Volunteer Infantry
him aa pension
at the
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
of
month in
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
late of
of Company
Third
The name of
of Gilbert 0.
O. Hoffman, late
Company K,
K, Third
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Cavalry and
pension at
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
that he
now receiving.
the
$30 per
per month
month in
The name of
of Robert E. Ewing, late of Company I,
I, Fourth RegiRegiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pension at
at the
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of
$50
per month
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
month in
50 per
The name of Ignatius
Ignatius Boff,
Boll, late
Company K,
hundred and
and
late of Company
K, One
One hundred
twenty-third
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a
pension
pension at the rate of $36 per month
of that
that he
he is
now reremonth in
in lieu
lieu of
is now

ceiving.
ceiving.
The name of Julius
Keller , late
of Company
Company D,
D, Second
RegiJulius A.
A. Keller,
late of
Second RegiKansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
attherate
ment Kansas
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension attherate
of
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in lieu of that
that he
is now
William
iliam Weingand.
Weigand.
The name of William Weingand,
The
Weingand, late of Eighth Independent
Independent BatBattery, Ohio Light Artillery, and
and fiftyand Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
fiftyRegiment Indiana Volunteer
third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
.at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
that he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
per month
.at
the rate
George
George W.. Clay.
The name
name of George W. Clay, late of
Arkansas Volof First
First Battery,
Battery, Arkansas
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
$36 per
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $36
per
month
lieu of
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
month in
inlieu
wuiliam Haines.
William
Haines.
of Company I, Twenty-second
The name of William Haines, late of
Twenty-second
Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
the
rate of
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Byron See.
Bron
see.
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
The
name of
Byron See,
See, late
of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-fifth
York
The name
of Byron
late of
Thirty-fifth New
New York
Infantry
Twentieth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry and
and Company
Company B,
B, Twentieth
Regiment New
Cavalry, and pay him a
apension at the rate of $40 per month in
in lieu
lieu
of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he isis now
of that
William T.
T. Figley.
Flgley.
villiam
The name of William T. Figley, late of Company G,
hundred
G, One
One hundred
and fourth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a penpension at
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
per month
that he
he is
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
william
Parker.
William Parker.
The name of William
of Company
William Parker, late
late of
Company I,
I, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiRegiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
the
him aapension
at the
MF.
rate
$40 per
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
r.ate of $40
per month in lieu of
he is
Marcus F. Nesmith.
armls . esmith.
The name of Marcus
Marcus F. Nesmith,
Nesmith, late of Company G, One hundred and fifty-sixth
fifty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him a
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
a pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Charles Logan.
Logan.
The name of Charles Logan, late of Company
Regiment
Company D,
D, Third Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
the rate
of
Michigan
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
now receiving.
that he is now
receiving.
in lieu of that
c. Ort.
rt.
$50
per month in
John C.
John
TIhe name of John C. Ort, late of Company B, Fifty-seventh
The
Fifty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at the
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the
Archibald i
receiving.
rate of $40
$40 per
per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Archibald McGinnis.
The name of Archibald McGinnis,
1
McGinnis, late of Company A, Fiftyfourth Regiment Indiana Infantry,
Company E,
and
Infantry, Company
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
seventeenth Regiment
seventeenth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Infantry, Company
Company I, Ninetr-first
Ninetr-first
Regiment
Indiana Infantry, Company
Regiment Indiana
Company A, One hundred
hundred and twenJulius A. Keller.
Keller.
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tieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pension
pay him
him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
tieth
at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
John
A Posto
John A.
Poston.
The name
name of
of John
A. Poston
Company H, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh
Poston, late of Company
The
John A.
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
at the
the
pension at
and pay
pay him
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment
rate
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Jam
s. Barber.
Barber.
Tames S.
The name
of James
Company A,
Thirty-sixth
A, Thirty-sixth
late of
of Company
James S.
S. Barber,
Barber, late
The
name of
Regiment
Infantry, Company
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois
I, Fifteenth
Company I,
Illinois Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Cavalry, Company
Company M,
Tenth Illinois
and pay
pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Illinois Volunteer
M, Tenth
Cavalry,
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
that he
now
in lieu
$50 per
month in
a pension
him
receiving.
receiving.

The name
of George
George W.
W. Darrah,
late of
Company E,
E, Third
RegiThird Regiof Company
Darrah, late
The
name of
ment
pension at
at the
him aa pension
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
rate
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $40
month in
of that
now receiving.
The
of Company
Company G, Fifty-third Reginame of Aquila
Aquila Huff, late of
The name
ment Indiana
him a
a pension at the
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry, and
ment
Indiana Volunteer

George
George W.
W. Darrah.

Aquila
Aquila

Huf.

Huff.

Pension.
Pension.
of that
that he
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
in lieu
$50 per
month in
rate
Elizabeth C. Wel.
Eiabth
Wa l
.
H. Wallace, lace.
name of Elizabeth
Elizabeth C. Wallace,
Wallace, widow of James H.
The name
late of
G, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Kentucky Infantry and
Regiment Kentucky
late
of Company
Company G,
Troop
D, Sixth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay
Cavalry, and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
Troop D,
Pensions
Pensions increased.
her
rate of
$20 per
per month.
month.
of $20
at the
the rate
her aapension
pension at
Isaac Newman.
Regiment Isaa Newman
of Company
The name
late of
Company A,
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Isaac Newman,
Newman, Iate
name of
of Isaac
The
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apension
rate of
of $50
$50
the rate
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
Ohio
per month
month in
that he
is now
now receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.n
B
John Beaver.
The
name of
of John
John Beaver,
Beaver, late
of Company
K, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
eer
Company K,
late of
The name
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
receiving.
is now
now receivig.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
month in
the
of $50
Nathan Smith.
One hundred
The
of Nathan
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
hundred Nathan Smith
Smith, late
Nathan Smith,
The name
name of
and Seventieth
Seventieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him aa
Infantry, and
and pay
Regiment Ohio
and
is now
now
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36 per month
month in
in lieu of that he is
pension at
Pension.
Pension
receiving.
receiving.
Amanda
D.
WyThe name
name of
of Amanda
D. Wymore,
dependent child
D. Wy
child moArem
helpless and
and dependent
Wymore, helpless
Amanda D.
The
more.
Wymore. late
Company C, Seventh Regiment Iowa
Iowa
late of
of Company
of Samuel
Samuel H.
H. Wymore.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
rate of
of $12
a pension
and pay
her a
Volunteer
month.
Approved,
March 2,
1917.
Approved, March
2, 1917.

CHAP. 158.—An
158.-An Act Granting pensions and increase of pensions
pensions to certain soldiers
soldiers
dependent children
of soldiers
soldiers and
and
and certain
certain widows and
and dependent
children of
and sailors of the Civil War
War and
sailors of
of said
war.210.1
sailors
said war.

March
March 2, 1917.
i
II. R.
B. 19937.1
[H.
19937.]
iPrivate,
No 210.J
[Private, No

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the Senate and
and House
Houwe of
of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United Pensions.
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the Pensions.
Interior
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
place on
directed to place
on the
the
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
Interior be,
pension roll,
roll, subject
and limitations
of the
provisions and
limitations of
the pension
pension
pension
subject to
to the
the provisions

laws—
laws-

George F.
The name
name of Rachel
Rachel A. Dougherty,
Dougherty, former
former widow
widow of George
F.
Dougherty, late
Company C, Thirteenth
Missouri State
Slate
Dougherty,
late of
of Company
Thirteenth Regiment Missouri
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
Militia
and pay
a pension
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
The
name of
John I.
Israel, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
Thirty-ninth RegiRegiThe name
of John
I. Israel,
K, Thirty-ninth
ment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
ment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
rate
is now receiving.
of $27
_c`2-7 per
month in
he is
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
per month
of
The
name of
of Joseph
Joseph M.
Ford, late
late of
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
M. Ford,
Company M,
M, First
Alabama
the rate
of
Alabama Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$27 per
er month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of Tenth
Tenth Battery,
Indiana
Battery, Indiana
Thee name
name of
of Frank M. Douglass,
Douglass, late of
Light Artillery, and
and pay
pay him a
month
a pension at the rate
rate of
of $36 per month
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
widow of
of John
John D.
late of
of ComComThe
name of
of Tillie
Tillie C.
C. Wood,
Wood, widow
D. Wood,
Wood, late
pany
E, One
hundred and
and forty-fourth
forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer
pany E,
One hundred

Pension.
Mr
A.Dou
Rachel .A.
gh.
Dough.
erty.

ert Y•

Pensions increased.
increas-d.
Pensions
John
I. Israel.
Israel.
John I.
Joseph
Ford.
Joseph M.
M. Ford.
Frank M.
glass.
Frank
M. Dou
Douglass.

Tillie
Wood.
Tilie C.
C. Wood.

1530
1530
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Infantry,
her a
apension
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu
Infantry, and
and pa;
pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
of that
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that she
of
The
name of
of Mary
The name
Mary E.
E. Ryan,
Ryan, helpless
helpless and dependent child of
of Daniel
Ryan, late
late of
Company M,
Second Regiment
Massachusetts Heavy
Ryan,
of Company
M, Second
Regiment Massachusetts
Heavy
Artillery, and
pay her
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
at the
her aapension
pension at
Artillery,
and pay
Po
inrese.
Pensions increased.
The
name of
of Samuel
Frankenberger, late
of Company
D, First
First
Samuel FrankenuersamuelFrankenuerThe name
Samuel Frankenberger,
late of
Company D,
ger.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry , and
and pay
ger.
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay him
him aa pension
pension
at the
$30 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
lieu of
Zechariah Stephens.
Stephens.
Zachariah
The name of
of Zachariah
Stephens, late of Company E,
Zachariah Stephens
E, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the
ment West
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
rate
$50 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.

en sio
Pension.
Mary E.
E. Ryan.
Ryan.
Mary

Hanbill
Combs.
Hanbill Combs.

The name of
Hanbill Combs,
of Company
The
of Haubill
Combs, late
late of
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and

eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
eighty-eighth
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aapenpension at
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month
in lieu
lieu of
that
he is
is now
receiving.
sion
at
the
per
month
in
of
that
he
now
receiving.
Joseph Dyer.
Joseph Der.
The name of Joseph
Joseph Dyer, late
Forty-fifth Regilate of Company
Company D, Forty-fifth
RegiVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
the
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
rate
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
Th°mas
t
°
11 ' The
name of
of Thomas
Burton a
lias Thorton
Thornt
on A.
A. Burton,
urton, late
late of
of
alias
Thomas A.
A. Burton,
The name
alias
Thonn A B
Bui'
alias
Thornton
A.urBurton.
Company
E, Eleventh
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
tonCompany E,
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
him a
a .pension at the
him
he is
is now
now
the rate
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
receiving.
John C.
C. Steele.
John
Steele.
The name of John C.
C. Steele,
late of
A, First Regiment
Regiment
Steele, late
of Company
Company .A.,
Maine
Cavalry, and
Company C,
C, Thirteenth
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Maine
him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
and pay
pay him
a.pension
at the
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
per month
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
late of
The name of Jeptha Litteral, late
Fifty-seventh
of Company
Company H, Fifty-seventh
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
him a
at the
the
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,.,and
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of $36
$36 per
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Bnilar
The name of Charles W. Bullard,
Charles W. Ballard'
H, Twentieth
Bullard, late of Company
Company H,
Twentieth
Regiment New
and pay
pension at
the
Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Matilda A. Miller. rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Matilda
Matilda A.
Miller, late
A. Miller, widow of
of Rufus Miller,
late of
of ComCompany
Regiment Rhode Island Heavy
pany M,
M, Third Regiment
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay her
her
a
a pension
pension at the
the rate of $20
$20 per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
receiving.
receiving.
P. Hang.
Ela
Elm P.
Hanger.
anger
The name
name of Elza P. Hanger, late of Company I,
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
forty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
forty-third
Infantry, and
him a
a penpenper month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
sion at
at the rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
he is
is now
Henry
Wolf.
Henry wolf.
The
of Henry
Henry Wolf,
late of
The name
name of
Wolf, late
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth RegiRegiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
at the
rate of
ment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
the rate
of
$36
dr month in
receiving.
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
John Pierpoint
Pierpoint.
John
The
of John
John Pierpoint,
Pierpoint, late
late of
Company H,
ename
name of
of Company
II, Ninety-first
Ninety-first RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension at the
the rate
rate of
of
$30yer
receiving.
$30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of that he
he is now
now receiving.
M.
Ellen T.
T. Harris
Harrisr
M.Ellen
The name of M. Ellen T.
Harris, late
late of
of
T. Harris, widow of
of Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Harris,
Company D,
Company
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
D, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay her
her a
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of $20
$20 per
of that
that she
she
is now receiving.
Lyman
0.
Leach.
Lyman . Leach.
The name of
ofLyman
Lyman 0.. Leach, late of Company
Company C, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
of $40
$40
and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
receiving.
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Mary Hurd.
Hurd.
Mary
The name of Mary Hurd, widow of
of William
A. Hurd,
Hurd, late
of
William A.
late of
Company E, Fifteenth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and
pay her aapension
pension at
per month
that she
she is
at the rate of $20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Jennie
Jennie D.
D. Bigelow.
Bigelow.
The
name of Jennie D. Bigelow, widow of Jefferson
Bigelow,
The name
Jefferson C.
C. Bigelow,
late of Company
Company C, and
and major
major Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
York VolunRegiment New
New York
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
in
pension at
of $24
per month
month in
is now
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
JepthapthLittea.
Litteral.
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Vine.
The name
name of
John D.
Vine, late
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
John D.
D. Vine.
Regiment John
late of
of Company
D. Vine,
of John
The
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
of
the rate
rate of
and pay
Michigan Volunteer
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
$36
per month
William D. Smith.
The name
name of
William D.
D. Smith,
Smith, late
late of
Regi- William D. Smith.
I, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiof Company
Company-I,
of William
The
ment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
pension at
of
at the
the rate of
a pension
him a
and pay
Cavalry, and
ment Ohio
$36 per
per month
month in
of that
receiving.
he is now receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
$36
Marshall
C. Conroe.
Marshall C.
Conroe.
The
name of
of Marshall
C. Conroe,
late of Company M, Fourth RegiConroe, late
Marshall C.
The name
at
the
ment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
him
a
pension
him
a
pension
and
pay
Infantry,
Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
now receiving.
rate of
month in
is now
of that he is
in lieu
lieu of
per month
of $36
$36 per
rate
Alexander Swisher.
The name
Alexander Swisher,
late of
of Company
Company f,
One hundred
hundred Alexander Svrisher.
I, One
Swisher, late
name of
of Alexander
The
and forty-seventh
forty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
pay
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
and
month in
in lieu of that he is now
him
$30 per
per month
at the
the rate of $30
him apension
a pension at
receiving.
receiving.
John F. Michael.
The name
of John
John F.
of Company
hundredMichael. F.
One hundred
C, One
Company C,
late of
F. Michael,
Michael, late
name of
The
and eighty-seventh
eighty-seventh Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
and pay him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio
and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
renow reis now
of $30
$30 per
per month
aapension
ceiving.
ceiving.
William B. King.
The
name of
B. King,
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and William B. King.
King, late
of William
William B.
The name
a
pay him a
eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and pay
eighth
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month in lieu
of that he
he is now receiving.
lieu of
of $30
pension
Frank Lauderbock.
Lauderbock.
The name
name of
Frank Lauderbock,
Lauderbock, late
late of
of Company
A, One
One hundred
hundred Frank
Company A,
of Frank
The
Infantry, and pay him
and seventy-sixth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
seventy-sixth Regiment
and
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now rerehe is
lieu of
at the
the rate
aapension
ceiving.
ceiving.
Cyrus Trough.
The name
name of
of Cyrus
Cyrus Trough,
late of
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Cyrus Trough.
of Company
Company C,
Trough, late
The
rate
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
fantry, and
him a
apension
pension at the
and pay
pay him
Virginia Volunteer
West
of $36
lieu of
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
of that
month in
in lieu
of
$36 per
per month
H. Clouser.
The
of William
William H.
H. Clouser,
of Comapny
Comapny I,
I, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth William
William H. Clouser.
late of
Clouser, late
name of
The name
pay him
him aapension
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment
at
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
$40 per
the rate
at the
John Derf.
The name
name of
Derf, late
Company G,
G, Two
hundred and
Two hundred
of Company
late of
of John
John Derf,
The
second
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
second Regiment
pension at
the rate
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
recei •
is now
that he
lieu of
per month
month in
rate of
of $30
30 per
at the
pension
Amos E. Evans.
F, Forty-eighth
The
name of
of Amos
Amos E.
E. Evans,
Evans, late of
,Company F,
Forty-eighth
of .Company
The name
at
a
pension
Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
the
and
pay
Infantry,
Volunteer
Indiana
Regiment
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
lieu of
of that
of $40
rate
Angelcernelles
The
widow of
Wetherby, Wetherby.
James Wetherby,
of James
Wetherby, widow
name of
of Angeleernelles
Angelcernelles Wetherby,
The name
late of
Company G,
Ninth Regiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
Regiment New
G, Ninth
of Company
late
Artillery, and
and pay her aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in
Artillery,
lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
lieu of
Leander McGrew.
The name
Leander McGrew,
late of
Company B,
Thirty-third Leander McGrew.
B, Thirty-third
of Company
McGrew, late
of Leander
The
name of
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
the
pension at
him aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
lieu of
of that
rate of
of $36
Clem B.
B. I. Ambler.
Thirty-eighth
The name
of Clem
Clem B.
B. I.
I. Ambler,
of Company
Company C, Thirty-eighth
late of
Ambler, late
name of
The
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
him aapension at the
and pay him
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate
$30 per
lieu of
of that
he is now receivig.
receiving.
that he
in lieu
month in
of $30
per month
rate of
Wise.
W. Wise.
Henry W.
The name
name of
of Henry
Wise, late
of Company
Company C, Ninety-ninth
in
late of
W. Wise,
Henry W.
The
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
the
a pension at the
and pay
pay him a
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
rate
$40 per
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
per month
rate of
of $40
George W. McCurdy.
The
of George
George W.
McCurdy, late
of Company
Company D,
D, SeventySeventy- George W. McCurdy.
late of
W. McCurdy,
The name
name of
eighth
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
pay him
him aapension
and pay
Regiment Ohio
eighth Regiment
the
rate of
per month
month in
receiving.
now receiving.
of that he is now
in lieu of
of $36
$36 per
the rate
Alva French.
The name
name of
of Alva
Alva French,
French, late
late of
One hundred
and Alva French.
C, One
hundred and
of Company
Company C,
The
a pension
eightieth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension
and pay
pay him a
Infantry, and
eightieth Regiment
at the
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
the rate
rate of
of $30
at
Cyrenous Dalley.
The name
of Cyrenous
Cyrenous Dailey,
of Company
Company C,
Twelfth RegiRegi- Cyrenous
Palley.
late of
C, Twelfth
The
name of
Dalley, late
ment
Indiana Volunteer
ment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $36
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
in lieu
that he
is now receiving.
of
$36 per
per month
month in
John C. Lloyd.
The
of John
John C.
Lloyd, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Fifth
Regiment John
C. Lloyd.
C. Lloyd,
Fifth Regiment
The name
name of
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Reserve
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at
Pennsylvania Volunteer
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
the rate of $30 per month
John Dorf.
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The name of John Jeffers, late of Company
Company A, Sixteenth
Regiment
Sixteenth Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
rate
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
snow
i
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah M.
M. Chandler.
Chandler.
The name
Chandler, widow
Sarah
name of Sarah
Sarah M.
M. Chandler,
widow of
of George
George P.
Chandler, late
late
P. Chandler,
of Company E, Second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Reserve
Volunteer Reserve
Infantry, Companies
B and F
Companies B
F One hundred and ninety-first
Regiment
ninety-first Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
D, Eighteenth
and Company
Company D,
Eighteenth
United States Infantry, and pay her aapension
the rate
rate of
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per
month in lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Francis rater.
The name of Francis Prater, late of
Francis Prater.
of Company
Forty-seventh
Company I,
I, Forty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
and pay
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving
at the
the rate
per month
he is
now receiving.
Ea
Paye
.
The
Edward P. Payne.
name of Edward P. Payne, late of Company
Company K,
K, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the rate of $36 per
month in
is now
receiving.
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
James T. Wilson.
Wilson.
The name of James T. Wilson,
Wilson, late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
Regiment
First Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,_ and
pay him
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
of $36
$36 per
per month
now receiving.
receiving.
Hiram F.
F. Butler.
Btler.
Hiram
The name of Hiram F. Butler, late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and .pay
Regiment
Blinois Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of $27 per month
month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
James
H. Campbell.
The name of James
Campbell, late
James H.
Campbell.
James H.
H. Campbell,
of Company
late of
Company F,
F, Thirty-third
Thirty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
him aa pension
rate of $30 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
w. Allen.
e.
The name of James W.
James Jaes
W.
Allen, late
late of
of Company
Fifteenth RegiW. Allen,
Company H,
H, Fifteenth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
pay him
a pension
the rate
rate
of
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now
receiving.
of $40 per
per month
lieu of
he is
is
now
receiving.
Mary
E. Wrigey.
The name of Mary E. Wrigley,
Mary E.
Wrigley.
Wrigley,. widow of
of James
James Wrigley',
late of
Wrigley, late
of
Company G, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment,
K, One
Regiment, and
and Company
Company K,
One hunhundred and seventy-eighth
seventy-eighth Regiment,
Regiment, Oh
Ohio
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
i o Volunteer
pay her aapension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
of that
she is
is
that she
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Thomas
M.Patton
The name of
Thomas M.
Thomas M.
Patton late
of Company
C, Fifty-fourth
Fifty-fourth
of Thomas
M. Patton,
late of
Company C,
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
hoast
Hanway.
The
late of
of Company
Company I,
Thomas
Hanway.
The name
name of Thomas Hanway, late
Twenty-sixth
I, Twenty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
and pay
him a
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Ira A.. (.oodridge.
Ira
,00dridge•
The name of Ira A. Goodridge,
Goodridge, late
Company G,
Fifty-sixth
late of
of Company
G, Fifty-sixth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
lum a
the
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
that he
is now
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
Fluid ah Melissa
Flminah
Melisa
The name of Huldah Melissa Fleming, widow
Flemin
widow of
Francis E.
of Francis
E. FlemFleming, late of Company G, Second Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Prosa.
Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
pay her
at the
the rate
$32 per
Artillery, and
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $32
per month
month
Prouitoe.
ncrese to cease on in lieu of that
Increase
that she is
is now
receiving :Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
the event
event of
now receiving:
of
death
of
child.
the
death
of
David
C. Fleming, helpless
death of child.
the death
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of
and dependent
said Francis
Francis E.
g,
th
pensi
onherein granted shall
Pension
to child on said
E. Flemin
Pension
Fleming,
thee additional
additional pension
herein granted shall
m t child on
deth of
cease
death
of mother.
other.
o
cease and determine: And provided
provided further,
event of
of
further, That
That in
in the
the event
the death of Huldah Melissa Fleming, the
the name
of said
said David
David C.
name of
C.
placed on the pension roll, subject
to the
ns
Fleming shall be
of
subject to
the provisio
provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of the pension laws,
laws, at
rate of
$12 per
per month
from
at the
the rate
of $12
month from
and after
after the
the date
date of
death of
of said
Huldah Melissa
Melissa Fleming.
Fleming.
oM v sikle and
of death
said Huldah
ron YL. N'an Sickle.
A.ron
The
M. Van
Company I,
I, One
One hunhunThe name
name of
of Aaron
Aaron M.
Van Sickle,
Sickle, late
late of
of Company
dred
dred and
and thirty-sixth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $40 per
per month in
lieu of
of that
in lieu
that he
he
Gardner.. is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
L.cinda
Lucinda Gardner
The
name of Lucinda
The name
Lucinda Gardner,
Gardner, widow of John H. Gardner, late
of Company
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Company B, Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her
her a
now receiving.
receiving.
John Jeffers.
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Robert B. Tozer.
B. Tozer.
The name
name of
of Robert
Robert B.
late of
hundred Robert
One hundred
D, One
of Company
Company D,
B. Tozer,
Tozer, late
The
and eighty-eighth
eighty-eighth Regiment
Regiment New
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
and
him a
pension at
month in lieu of that he is now
at the rate of $30 per month
a .pension
him
receiving.
receiving.
Albert Platt.
The name
Platt ? late
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
and Abltt
of Company
Company E,
late of
Albert Platt,
name of
of Albert
The
a
Volunteer Infantry
seventy-third
Tnfantry, and pay him a
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
seventy-third Regiment
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $24
in lieu
lieu of
is now rehe is
of that
that he
month in
$24 per
per month
at the
pension
ceiving.
Thomas
B. MIClane.
ceiving.
Thomas B.
McClane.
The name
name of
Company D, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Thoma B
B. McClane,
McClane, late of Company
of Thomas
Thomas B.
The
a pension
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
pension at the
Infantry, and
Regiment Illinois
rate
of $21
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
per month
$21 per
rate of
W. Fulls.
JJohn
o

Fults .hn
The
of John
late of
of Company
D, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Company D,
Fults, late
W. Fults,
John W.
The name
name of
a pension
Regiment
pension at
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
is now
now receivmg.
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
he is
of that he
in lieu
per month
of $36
the
Collingwood
BoutBoultCO.ingod
The name
of Collingwood
CoRingwood Boulter,
late of
E, First
First ter.
Company E,
of Company
Boulter, late
The
name of
the
Regiment
Colorado
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
the
at
a
pension
him
and
pay
Cavalry,
Volunteer
Regiment Colorado
rate of
of $40
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
in lieu
lieu of
rate
$40 per
per month
Pension.
The
of Lena
Lena Milker,
Frederick Lena Hker.
child of Frederick
dependent child
Pinker.
helpless and dependent
Hilker, helpless
The name
name of
Hilker,
Company D,
D, Twenty-fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Twenty-fourth Regiment
of Company
late of
Hilker, late
per
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at
$12 per
rate of $12
at the
the rate
her aa pension
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer
month.
month.
Pensions increased.
tephen F.. C"assaFifty- Stephen
The
of Stephen
Cassaday, late
late of Company
Company C, FiftyCassaF. Cassaday
Stephen F.
The name
name of
day.
a pen- dayinfantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
second
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
second Regiment
'sion
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving. JJesse Price.
rate of $30
at the rate
sion at
esePrie.
The name
name of
of Jesse
Jesse Price,
Regiment
G, Tenth Regiment
of Company G,
late of
Price, late
The
a pension at the rate
United States
Colored Infantry, and pay him a
States Colored
United
of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
per month
in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30 per
Andrew Glenn.
Glen
B One hundred and An
The
The name of Andrew Glenn, late of Company B,
Infantry, and pay
twenty-sixth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
twenty-sixth Regiment
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
per month
month in lieu
of that
that he is now
lieu of
$36 per
rate of
him
JsephE.ord
receiving.
receiving.
Joseph E. Stafford
t o
h
The name
late of
of Company D, Seventh RegiE. Stafford,
Stafford, late
of Joseph
Joseph E.
name of
The
at
a pension at
ment West
West Virginia
Infantry and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
ment
the rate
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
per month
$36 per
the
Pension.
al
Catherine
The
Catherine Lindner,
and dependent
dependent Emidine
helpless and
Lindner, helpless
Emaline Catherine
name of
of Emaline
The name
Catherine
Lindner.
Lindner.
Regiment
child
of
Samuel
Lindner,
late
of
Company
Fifty-first
Regiment
D,
Fifty-first
of
Company
late
Lindner,
child of Samuel
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
pension at the rate
her aapension
and pay
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania Volunteer
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
of
Pensions increased.
WillS! 1It. ftlankd
a hospital
The
of William
William II.
hospital steward, United William
late a.
HI. Banks, late
name of
The name
Banks.
of $30 per month in
States Army,
Army, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate of
him a
a pension at
States
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
Henrv C.. Bowers.
Bowrs.
Henry
The name
Henry C.
Company B,
B, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
of Company
late of
C. Bowers
Bowers,' late
of Henry
name of
The
Regiment Pennsylvama
Pennsylvama Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension
a pension
pay him
him a
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
at
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Charles
Van
ukr.
Charles
Van Auker,
ar
name of Charles Van Auker, late of Company E, One hundred
The name
Volunteer Infantry,
and fifty-third
Infantry, and pay him a
a
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
fifty-third Regiment
and
pension
at the
of $30
now receiving.
pension at
the rate
rate of
S30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving. George
w.Fl
hr.
George W.
Flesher.
hundred
The name
name of
B, One hundred
late of
of Company B,
W. Flesher,
Flesher, late
of George
George W.
The
Infantry, and pay him aa
and thirty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
thirty-fifth Reiment
pension
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Josiah Shoemaker.
he is
in lieu
lieu of
month in
$30 per
per month
rate of
of $30
at the
the rate
pension at
The name
of Josiah
Company E, Thirteenth Joah Shoemaker.
late of Company
Shoemaker, late
Josiah Shoemaker,
The
name of
him a
a pension at the
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay lum
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Oto G
OLto
G. Hauihid.
Hauw.hildt.
The
name of Otto G.
Company E, Twentieth
Twentieth
G. Hauschildt,
Hauschildt, late of Company
The name
Regiment New
New York
State Militia
Militia Infantry,
pension
Infantry, and pay him aapension
York State
Regiment
at
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
that he
lieu of
of $30
the rate
rate of
at the
George Huffman
The
name of
of George
Huffman, late
Company C,
Fifty-third GeorgHm
C, Fifty-third
of Company
late of
George Huffman,
The name
at
the
a
pension
pay
him
and
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a
Regiment Indiana
rate of
of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
receiving.
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The name
of John
John Huey,
Huey, late
late of Company
The
name of
Company B, One hundred
hundred and
and
eighty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer
infantry, and
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
Benjamin U.
TI. Earhart,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
easiin U. EarThe name
of Benjamin
Benjamin
Earhart, helpless
of
hart.
Company E,
Francis M. Earhart, late of Company
E, One
One hundred
hundred and
seventy-and seventyfifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
the
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Henriette L.
L. Eggert.
Eggert.
Henriette
L. Eggert, former widpw
The name of Henriette L.
William Lehman,
Lehman,
widpw of
of William
late of Company
Company F, Eighth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry,
Eighth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay her a
apension at the
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions increased.
OwenB.
Vaughnm.
The name
name of
of Owen
Owen B.
B. Vaughn,
Vaughn, late
late of
H, Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth
of Company
Owen B. Vaughn.
Company H,
Infantry, and
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Charles E. Case.
Ch E. Case.
The name
name of
E. Case, late of Company
One hundred
The
of Charles
Charles E.
Company A,
A, One
hundred and
and
tenth Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Joseph Nichos.
at the rate
rate of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
$36 per
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Joseph Nichols.
of Company
The name
name of Joseph Nichols, late of
Seventeenth
Company F
F,t Seventeenth
Regiment Ohio
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
pension at
the rate
rate
Lewis
Leib.
of $40 per month
month in
in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
Lewis Leib.
The name of Lewis Leib, late
of Company
Company F,
The
late of
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment
F. Forty-ninth
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
pay him
a pension
rate of
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
twy
Chase
3
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now receiving.
Otway C. Chase.
Chase, late
The name of Otway
Otway C. Chase,
of Company
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
late of
Company D,
twenty-first Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
the rate
of $30
per month
that he
he is
is now
pension at
rate of
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
John A. Neff.
John
A. Neff.
The name
name of John A. Neff, late of
of Company
The
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
seventy-eighth
Volunteer Infantry,
seventy-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
. Duke. pension
pension at
the rate
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mordecai M.
Mordecal
. D
Du.
The
Mordecai M. Duke, late
late of
of Company
The name of Mordecai
Company D,
D, Forty-sixth
Forty-sixth
Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
rate of $36 per month in lieu
that he
is now
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
William
H.
Williams"
The
of William
liams.
The name
name of
H. Williams,
Williams, late
H, ThirtyThirtyWilliam H.
late of
of Company
Company H,
T"r
ninth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pay him
and pay
him aa
pension at
at the
rate
of
$50
per month
in
lieu of
that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
he
is
now
lieu
of
that
month
in
of
$50
per
the
rate
pension
Marshall Furnald.
Marshall
Furnald.
The
of Marshall
of Company
Company E,
The name
name of
Marshall Furnald,
Furnald, late of
E, Tenth
Regiment
Tenth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and pay him apension at the rate of $36
Dai
per month
month in
in lieu
per
lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
David Johnson.
The name of David Johnson, late of
of Company D,
D, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry,.,and
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
and pay
pay him
a pension
the rate
$40
per
in lieu
of that
receiving.
Readding Everitt.
veritt
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Readdlng
The name of Readding
late of
of Company
Readding Everitt, late
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred
and eleventh
eleventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apenpenVolunteer Infantry,
pay him
Aaron ieadv.
sion at the rate of $36
$36 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Aaron Ready.
The name of Aaron Ready,
Ready, late
D, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
late of Company
Company D,
Regiment
Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer Mounted Infantry,
at
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
eorge
L
the rate
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
t;eorge
Lee.
The name of
of George Lee
Lee, late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
North Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
North
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension
pension
a
Charles W. imirh
att the rate
rate of $36 per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Charles W. Smith.
The name of Charles
Charles W. Smith, late of Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
him a
a pension
the
rate
per month
month i
n lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in
of that
Stephen A. west.
West.
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Stephen A. West, late a
a landsman,
landsman, United
United States
States
Navy, and pay him aapension at the rate of $30 per
month in
per month
in lieu
lieu o
off
that he is now receiving.
John H. Puns.
Punshcas.
The name of JohnH. Punshon, late of Company F, Fourteenth
The name of John H. Punshon late of Company, F, Fourteenth
Regiment
Wisconsin
Regiment Wi
sconsi
n Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension at
at
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Rose Reindl.
Rose
Reindl.
The name of Rose
Rose Reindl, helpless
helpless and
dependent child
child of
of Wenzel
Wenzel
and dependent
Reindl, late
late of Company D, Thirtoenth
Thirteenth Regiment Wisconsin VolunReindl,
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her aapension at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
of $12
John
John

Huey.
uey.
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of Hollingsworth
Hollingsworth Gipe,
of Company
Company C,
First RegiRegi- Hollingsworth
Pensions
increased.
The name
name of
Gipe, late
late of
C, First
Pesiocreaed
Gipe.
ment Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay him
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
The
of Joseph
Joseph Clucas,
of Companies
E and
F, Second
Joseph Clucas.
The name
name of
Clucas, late
late of
Companies E
and F,
Second Joseph
lucasRegiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry
pay him
him aa pension
Cavalry,' and
and pay
pension at
at the
the
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
rate of
of $36
$36 per
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
late of
of Company
E, Forty-third
Benjamin F. Fry.
The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin F.
F. Fry,
Fry, late
Company E,
Forty-third BenjaminF.Fry
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
and Company
I, Mississippi
Mississippi
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Tnfantry,
Infantry, and
Company I,
Volunteer Marine
Marine Brigade,
Brigade, and
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
Volunteer
and pay
a pension
rate of
$36
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
per
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Margaret O'Leary,
O'Leary, widow
of John
of Margaret
Margaret O'Leary.
The
of Margaret
widow of
John O'Leary,
O'Leary, late
late of
O'Leary
Company E,
E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
and
pay
rate of
of $20
in lieu
pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pension.

The
The name
name of
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
of William
William Welsh,
Welsh, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
Regiment

Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
$21
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $21
per month.
per
month.
The name of Ludlow
Ludlow B.
B. Ward,
K, Seventh
RegiWard, late of
of Company
Company K,
Seventh Regiment New
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
and pay
pension
New York
York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
at
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
The name
name of
of Company
Regiment
The
of George
George H.
H. Ross,
Ross, late
late of
Company A,
A, Third
Third Regiment
New Hampshire
New
Hampshire Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $30
$30 per month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
is now
The
name of
Henry J.
J. Knapp,
late of
of Company
The name
of Henry
Knapp, late
Company H,
H, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Benjamin
F. Storer,
Storer, late
A, SixtySixtyThe name
Benjamin F.
late of
of Company
Company A,
second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
second
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him aa pension
pension
at the rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving..
of $36 per
per month in
in lieu
he is
receiving.

William
Welsh.
William Welsh.

Pensions increased.
Ludlow
LuSdiow B. Ward.
Wa

George
George H. Ross.

Fleury J.
I. Knapp.
Henry
Knapp

Benjamin F. Storer.

Bjin

F- Storer.

ac
The name
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and JJacob
The
name of
of Jacob
Jacob Booth,
Booth, late
late of
Company B,
B, One
b Booth.
Booth
thirty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
thirty-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
him aapension at the rate
$27 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
now
rate of $27
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
C. Douglas,
Douglas, late
Douglas.
The name of William
William C.
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, ThirtyThirty- William
william.C. Dougas.
fourth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at the rate
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
W.
WolfThe
The name
name of
of George
George W.
W. Wolfgang,
Wolfgang, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, FortyForty- George
George w.
Wolfeighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-, and
and pay
him a
ag
eighth Regiment
pay him
pension at the rate of $24
$24 per month in
of that
now rerein lieu of
that he
he is
is now
ceiving.
ceiving.
Curtis C. Griffin.
The name
name of
of Curtis
Curtis C.
The
Griffin, late
of Company
Company G,
Sixty-third C
C. Griffin,
late of
G, Sixty-third
rts Griffn
Regiment Pennsylvania
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
pay him
him a
a pension
$40 per month in lieu of that
at the rate of $40
he is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
Joseph B. Ilanasralt.
The name
name of Joseph
The
IIanawalt, late
hun- Joseph
Joseph B. ITanawalt,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, One
One hun1. anawalt.
dred and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
now
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
receivinr.
The name
of James
R. Collins,
Collins late
late of
of Company
F, Third
Third ReiRe
James
Collins.
The
name of
James R.
Company F,
James RR.. Collins.
ment
Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Tennessee
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
and pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate of 840
$40 per month
of that
month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Tle
Henry W. Redman,
The name
name of Henry
Redman, late of Company D, Seventh
Seventh lenry.
nenrY W. ile4ma
'
n"
eman.
Regiment Missouri
Missouri State Militia Cavalry,
Regiment
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aa pension
rate of
of.50
$50 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
The name of William
William W. Prather,
Prather, late quartermaster
sergeant wilam
William W.
quartermaster sergeant
w. Prather.
rather.
Ninety-first
Ninety-first RegimentRegiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of
he is
is now
of that he
now rereceiving.
The name
name of Petra
Petra G.
widow of
Cordova' late
of Pensi
Petra
on..
G
G. Cordova,
Cordova, widow
of Senobio
Senobio Cordova,
late of
Pension.
Cordova.
Graydon's Ind
epen d
en tCompany,
Infantry,
Independent
Company, New
New Mexico
Mexico Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
and pay
the rate
per month.
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month.
gan
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The name of Charles 0.
O. Manley,
Independent BatManley, late of Fifth Independent
tery, Illinois
Illinois Light
Artillery, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
tery,
Light Artillery,
pay him
the rate
$30
per
month in
lieu
of
that he
is now
now receiving.
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
receiving.
William Donnelly.
Wim Donnelly.
name of William Donnelly,
The name
Donnelly, late
late of
Company C,
of Company
C, TwentyTwentyeighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a
eighth Regiment
Infantry, and
pension
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
pension at
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
now rereceiving.
ceiving.
Daniel
DaelO.O. Root.
Root.
The
O. Root, late of Company
Twenty-fifth
The name
name of Daniel 0.
Company H, Twenty-fifth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at
Regiment
pay him
a pension
pension at
the
rate of
of $30
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Philip McKinney.
PhilipMeKnney.
The
of Philip
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
The name
name of
Philip McKinney,
McKinney, late
late of
of Company
hundred
and sixty-third
sixty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
and
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pension
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
pension at
at the
per month
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Eliott M. Lydick.
ElUottM.Lydick.
The name of Eliott M. Lydick, late of Signal
Signal Corps, United States
States
Army, and
Army,
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
lieu
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $36
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
of
he is
receiving.
Alpheus P. Gray.
AlpheusPGray.
The name of Alpheus P.
P. Gray, late of Company
Company B,
B, Eighty-first
Eighty-first
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry-,and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
the
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
he is
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George Lloyd.
Geeloyd.
The name of George
George Lloyd, late of
of Company
Company F,
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
thirty-sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that
that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
George G. Sherlock.
herock.
The
of George
G Sherlock, late of Company I, Fourth
The name
name of
George G.
Fourth
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment, and
and Company
Company I,
I, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer
Cavalry,
per month
in lieu
lieu
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of
now
receiving.
Philip H. Sipe.
phip
ipe.
The name of Philip
Phili H.
Sipe, late
Company K,
Twentieth RegiRegiH.Sipe,
late of
of Company
K, Twentieth
ment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
ment Pennsylvania
Cavalry, and
rate
of $30
per month
in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
is
now
receiving.
Amos Potter.
Amos Ptter.
The name of Amos
Amos Potter, late of Company C, Ninety-fourth
Ninety-fourth
New York
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
at
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate of 840
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Charles E. Bradish.
Charles E. Bradish.
The name of Charles E. Bradish, late of Company C,
C, Third
Third RegiRegiMinnesota Volunteer
and pay
pay him
ment Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he is
is now
receiving.
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
now
receiving.
Lewis IT. Lake.
i H. Lake.
The name
name of Lewis H.
II. Lake,
Sixteenth Regiment
Lake, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Sixteenth
Regiment
New York Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay him
at the
the rate
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
is
now
receiving.
Robert T. Bingaman.
Robert
J.Bgama
The name of Robert J.
J. Bingaman,
Bingaman, late
late of
of Company
Company F
F,One
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-fourth
eighty-fourth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
a pension at the rate of
of $30 per month in
pay him a
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is
receiving.
now receiving.
D. Russell.
Russell. now
Franklin
Franklin ID.
FrnLnD.Rul.
The name
name of Franklin D. Russell, late of Company M, Second
Second
Regiment New York Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
of that
that he
is now
recei •
pension at
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he
is
now
receiving.
John Critchtlekl.
Johncritehfed.
The name of John Critchfield,
Critchfield, late of Company
A, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth
Company A,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of $36 per
per month in
lieu
of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
in
lieu
of
that
now
receiving.
Cornelius
McCafflerty
s McCa.- The name
name of
Cornelius McCafferty,
late of
of Company
of Cornelius
McCafferty, late
Company D,
ferty.
D, Second
Second
Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Light Artillery,
him a
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension
at
$30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
Charles
Roinson.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Charles Robinson.
name of
of Charles
late of
of Company
D, Second
The name
Charles Robinson,
Robinson, late
Company D,
Second RegiRegiment Pennsylvania Provisional Cavalry,
Cavalry, and Companies
B and
Companies B
and i,
First Battalion Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
Cavalry, and
a penpension at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now
receiving.
Virgil
A. Phillip.
Phillips.
irgilA.
The name
name of Virgil A. Phillips, late of Company
Company A,
A, Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth
Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
li
eu of
ofthat
that
h
e i
sn
ow receiving.
Jos
Tre
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
he
is
now
receiving.
Joseph L. True.
eph
The name of Joseph L.
L. True, late
H, Twenty-second
late of
of Company H,
Twenty-second
Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Peions increased.
inreased.
Charles 0. Manley.

ey
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The
name of
Houston Lemon,
Lemon, late
of Company
I, One
One hundred
hundred Houston
Lemon.
The name
of Houston
late of
Company I,
Houston Lemon.
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
and fifty-fifth
fifty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
pay him
him aa
rate of
of $24
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
h
The
of John
John Nay,
Na,
E, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment West
West John
T
7 late
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company E,
Jo n Nay.
NayVirginia Volunteer
a
and
at the
rate of
of $40
$40
Virginia
Volunteer Cav,
Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
that he
eis
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Joseph
Wardle, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth RegiRegi- Jseph
Joseph Wardle
Wardle.
The
Joseph Wardle,
ment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay h-im
pension at
rate
ment Illinois
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
is now
Saint Claire Fechner.
The name
name of
late of
Company K,
K, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegi- S a ClaireFecb ner.
The
of Saint
Saint Claire
Claire Fechner,
Fechner, late
of Company
ment, and
Regiment, Ohio
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry,
ment,
and Company
Company E,
E, Ninth
Ninth Regiment,
Ohio Volunteer
at the
the rate
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $36
in lieu
of that
that
he is
is now
he
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Eighty-fourth
Eighty-fourth Samuel Huddleston.
The name
of Samuel
Samuel Hudelleston
Huddleston, late
Huddleston.
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
he is
is now
rate of
of $36
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Edward
Edward N.
N. Webb,
Webb, late
late of
Troop F,
Sixth Regiment
The
name of
of Troop
F, Sixth
Regiment Edward
Edward NN.-.Webb.
ebb
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
United States
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30
per
receiving..
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
The
Christopher Dehlen,
The name
name of
of Christopher
Dehlen, late
late of
Company D,
Dehlen.
of Company
D, Second
Second RegiRegi- Christopher
ChristopherDehlen.
ment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
ment
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aa pension
the
rate of
of $21
$21 per
per month.
month.
rate
Pensions increased.
The name
name of
The
of Elbridge
of Company
M, Fifth
Diltz.
Elbridge Diltz,
Diltz, late
late of
Company M,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Elbridge
Elbidgeilt.
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $27
Iowa Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
$27
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
. a
Charles
h a les F. Walters.
alt e
The name of Charles F. Walters
Walters, late of Company B, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
A. Thompson.
The name
name of
James A.
late of
Company K,
The
of James
A. Thompson
Thompson, late
of Compan
K, ,TwentyTwenty- James
JameA.
Thopson.
first
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
first Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
month in
lieu of
of that
at
$36 ioer
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Elmer
Elmer S.
Battin, late
late of
Company K,
Forty-third Ranpr
The name
S. Battin,
of Company
K, Forty-third
Eer S.
S Battin.
Batti
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and
pension at
at the
and paylim
pay him a
a pension
the
rate
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
rate of
of $30
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
E. Edmundson,
Edmundson, late
late of
Sam
. uel E.
E. EdmundEdmundThe name
of Samuel
Samuel E.
of Company
Company C,
C, FortyForty- sne
sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
apension
pension at
at .
sixth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
him a
the
rate of
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
the rate
of $36
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
S wW. Mills.
The name
name of
Lewis W.
W. Mills,
Mills, late
late of
of Company
H, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegi- Lewis
The
of Lewis
Company H,
Moil8
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
him a
pension at
the
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
month in
of that
that he
v
The
of James
of Company.
F, Twenty-fifth
James
The name
name of
James Livingstone,
Livingstone, late
late of
Company F,
Twenty-fifth Liingstcme.
JamesLiinstone.
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the rate
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
of $40
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
am
ob
thRe
f t RR. c.
C .Gram
G ran.
The name
name of
Robert R.
late of
of United
States Signal
The
of Robert
R. C.
C. Grantham
Grantham, late
United States
Signal thaRe
Corps, and
Corps,
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
and pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of
receiving.
that he
he is
is now receiving.
om as Lar
Lea-kin.
of Thomas Larkin,
The name of
Larkin, late
Seventieth Regilate of Company
Company F,
F, Seventieth
Regi- TThomas
h
in.
ment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
$40 per
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
Rowland S. True.
The name
name of
The
of Rowland
Rowland S.
S. True,
True, late
late aa landsman,
landsman, United
States RowiandS.True.
United States
Navy, and
Navy,
pension at
at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
and pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
of $30
month in
that he
that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
N
o r M. N
The
name of
of Azor
Nixon, late
B, Eighth
Astir
The name
Azor M.
M. Nixon,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment ixon.
M. i on
Az
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
$36
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
$36 per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Laura
name of
of Laura
widow of
of John
John E.
Pritchard, late
The name
Laura S.
S. Pritchard,
Pritchard, widow
E. Pritchard,
Laura SS. PritchardlatePritchard.
Regiment, Company
of Company
Company G, One hundred
hundred and third Regiment,
Company I,
Seventy-eighth Regiment,
Seventy-eighth
Regiment, Company
and fifty-first
Company D,
D, One
One hundred
hundred and
fifty-first
Infantry, and pay
Regiment T rillinois
*nois Volunteer infantry,
pension at
at the
the
pay her aa pension
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
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The
The name of John C. Young, late of Company
Company G, Forty-first
Forty-first RegiRegiment, and Company K, Forty-third
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Forty-third Regiment
Infantry,
a pension at the rate
Infantry, and pay him
him a
of $36
per month
lieu
rate of
$36 per
month in
in lieu

of that
that he
he is
receiving.
of
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of William C.
The
C Barnett, late of Company H,
H, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of $50 per month in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of that he
receiving.
William
Smith.
William R.
R. Smith.
The
name of
of William
RegiThe name
William R.
R Smith,
Smith, late of Company C, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment Rhode
Rhode Island Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
at
him aa pension
pension at
per month in lieu
the rate of $30 per
he is
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
Harmon
Blackburn.
Harmon Blackburn.
The name
name of Harmon Blackburn,
Blackburn, late of Company F, SeventySeventyseventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
$3 0per
per month
lieu of
i
snow
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate of $30
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
John T.
Wallin.
John
T. Wain.
The name
I, Seventh
The
name of John T. Wallin, late of Company
Company I,
Seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
and Company C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that
at the
of $30
in lieu
of that
he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William
H. Cens.
Calkins.
wiuim H.
The name
name of
of William H. CuRens,
Cullens, late of Company F, Ninety-second
The
Ninety-second
egiment, and Company
Regiment,
Company G, Sixty-fifth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
Sixty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
If antry, and pay him a
a pension
pension at
Infantry,
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
at the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu
of
is now
receiving.
of that he
he is
now receiving.
Andrew
Kerr.
Andrew Ke
The name
name of
Andrew Kerr,
err, late of Company B,
One hundred
The
of Andrew
B, One
hundred and
and
ninety-third Regiment
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry., and
payhim
and pay
him
aa pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of
he is
now
of that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Belle P. Wolfe.
BelleP.Woe.
The name of Belle P.
P. Wolfe,
Wolfe, widow
William J
widow of William
J. Wolfe,
Wolfe, late
late of
of
Eighteenth Battery,
Battery, Indiana
Eighteenth
pay her
Indiana Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
her a
a .pension
pension
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
at the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
David
M.. Crow.
David
Cro
The name of David M. Crow, late of Company
Fifty-second RegiThe
Company D, Fifty=second
RegiMounted Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Mounted
Infantry, and
pension at
of
$36 per
per month
in
lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
of $36
month
in
lieu
of
he
is
now
receiving.
Ledyard E. Benton.
Ledyard
E. Bnton.
The name of
late of
Regiof Ledyard
Ledyard E.
E. Benton,
Benton, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
a pension
the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
rate
month in
of that
is now
Pension.
Melissa
Melissa Ann Lett.
Lett.
The name of Melissa
Melissa Ann Lett, widow
late of
Comwidow of
of Daniel
Daniel Lett,
Lett, late
of Company C, Fifth Regiment United States Colored Infantry,
pay her
her
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
per month.
month.
Penss iIncreased. aapension
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pensions
MoriTSW.
ackman.
The name of Morris W.
Morris
W. Hackman.
W. Hackman,
of Company
The
Hackman late
late of
Company' G,
TwentyG, TwentyRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
James
A.
Shequtn.
ameA. shequn.
The name
of James
Regiment
The
name of
James A.
A. Shequin,
Shequin, late of Company A, Sixth Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
him apension
a pension at
$24 per
per month
lieu
of
that
he
is now
receiving.
$24
month in
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Delight A.
Allen..
A. Allen,
The
of Del
widow of
of Augusts
The name
name of
Delight A. Allen, widow
Augustus M. Allen, late of
Company G, Two hundred and tenth
tenth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunVolunteer Infantry and pay her aapension at
rate
of
$32
per
month in
at
the
rate
of
$32
per
month
in
Provisos.
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving: Provided,
the event
of the
the
nee to
to cease
ease on
she is
is now
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
Increase
on lieu
in the
event of
death of child.
ild.
death
Allen, helpless
helpless and dependent
death of
of Burt
Burt Allen,
dependent child of said
said Augustus
Augustus
M. Allen,
Allen, the additional
additional pension herein granted
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
and dedePension to child on
dePtehofo
thild on termine:
provided further
further,
That in
in the
termine: And provided
, That
the event
event of
of the
the death
death
of mother.
death of
of
Delight A. Allen, the name of Burt Allen shall be placed on the pension
pension
roll, subject to the provisions and limitations
limitations of
of the
at
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
the rate of $12 per month from and after the date
death of
said
date of
of death
of said
Delight A. Allen.
Allen.
George
R. Peacock.
Peacock.
ceorge R.
The name
of George
The
name of
George R.
R. Peacock,
Peacock, late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aapension
at the
rate of
of
pension at
the rate
$50 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
George
Cheek.
orge H. cheek.
The
of George
George H.
The name
name of
H. Cheek,
Cheek, late of Company
Company D, Second Regiment Rhode Island Volunteer
Infantry,yand pay
Volunteer Infantry
at the
the
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
that he is
now receiving.
William
ilam C. Barnett.

.Baraett.
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Isa ia h
The
of Isaiah
Lawrence, late
Company E,
One hundred
E.
Lawrence.
The name
name of
Isaiah E.
E. Lawrence,
late of
of Company
E, One
hundred Isaiah
E.Lawrence.
and
sixty-ninth
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
and sixty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
pension at the
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
is now
The
name of
of James
States James
The name
James Curtis,
Curtis, late
late of
of Battery
Battery C,
C, Third
Third United
United States
James Curtis.
urtis.
Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
now receiving.oh
C
J
The name
name of
I, Seventieth
Regiment John
Cookie.
The
of John
John Conkie,
Conkie, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Seventieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
rate of
of
New York Volunteer
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
$36 per
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
$36
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
C U
The
of Hattie
A. McGuire,
widow of
George F.
F. McGuire,
A. McGuire.
The name
name of
Hattie A.
McGuire, widow
of George
McGuire, late
late Hattie
e ire
M
Hattie A
of
Fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
of Company
Company I,
I, Fifty-seventh
Infantry,
and
her a
pension at
at the
$20 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that she
and pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $20
month in
in lieu
she
is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
The name
of Alethea
Alethea L.
L. Sands,
of Charles
Charles J.
J. Sands,
Sands, late
late of
L. Sands.
The
name of
Sands, widow
widow of
of Alethea
ands.
Alethea L
Company
Thirteenth Regiment,
and Company
RegiCompany G,
G, Thirteenth
Regiment, and
Company M,
M, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
rate
ment New York Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of
per month
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
of $24
$24 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
William H.
H. Brown,
G, Fifty-second
William II.. Brown
Brown.
The name
of William
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Fifty-second Wlim
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay urn
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aapension
rate of
of $50
per month
lieu of
now receiving
rate
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving
The
of Daniel
Daniel Culver,
Culver, late
late of
of Fifth
and Seventh
Seventh DanielCulver.
Daniel Culver.
The name
name of
Fifth Battery
Battery and
Battery, Indiana
and pay
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
at
of $40
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per
month in
in lieu
he is
N. Kirkendall.
The name
name of
of John
Kirkendall, late
of Company
Company G,
hun- John
The
John N.
N. Kirkendall
late of
G, One
One hunKirkenda.
JohnN.
Volunteer Infantry,
dred and
and twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and
pay him
pension at
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
pay
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
of that
he is
is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
E. Flippo,
Flippo, widow
of George
George J.
FlipPb, late
Of Mary
Flippo.
The name
Mary E.
widow of
J. Flippo,
late of
E. Frippo
ay B.
Company F,
Regin:tent Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Caviar3r,
and
Company
F, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Cavary, and
rate of
in lieu
that she
Lim is
is
pay her
her aapension
pension at the
the rate
of $32
$32 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving: Provided,
Provided That
That in
of the
the death
death of
in the
the event
event of
of Bennett
Bennett fri8°..
on
eto t.cease on
A. Flippo,
Flippo, helpless
A.
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
George J.
the death
death of
child.
of said
said George
J. Flippo,
Flippo, the
of chad.
additional pension herein granted shall
shall cease
cease and
additional
and deterinine:
determine: And
Pr
ld
providedfurther,
further, That
the event
of the
the death
of Mary
provided
That in
in the
event of
death of
Mary E.
on
E. Flippo,
Flippo, dfonmotctV
Pde,o
to child on
e
„
name of
Bennett A.
A. Flippo
Flippo shall
be placed
placed on
the pension
the name
of said
said Bennett
shall be
on the
pension
roll, subject
the pension
pension laws,
laws,
roll,
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
at the rate of $12
at
after the
the death
said Mary
$12 per month
month from
from and after
death of
of said
Mary
E.
E. Flippo.
Flippo.
The
of John
John Cragan,
Cragan, late
of Company
F, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh John
Cra gan.
The name
name of
late of
Company F,
JonCra""
Regiment Wisconsin
pay him
him aa pension
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at
the rate
per month
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
Cade.
Ma
de
Company E,
Regi- Martin
The name
name of Martin
Martin Cade,
Cade, late
late of
of Company
E, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regimeat
Infantry, and
him a
mert Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
of $40
$40 per
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
John F.
The
John F.
F. Scofield,
late of
I, Seventy-third
Seventy-thirdScofield.
John
The name
name of
of John
Scofield, late
of Company
Company I,
F. Scofield.
Regiment,
Company B,
VolRegiment, and
and Company
B, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth Regiment,
Regiment, Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
$36 per
per month
unteer
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $36
month
now receiving.
in lieu of that he is
is now
receiving.
David FreidFreid.
The name
of David
Freid, late
of Company
Twenty-first RegiRegi- David
The
name of
David Freid,
late of
Company B,
B, Twenty-first
merit
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
at the
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of
lieu of
is now
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name
Francis R.
R. Culp,
Culp, late
late of
Francis R.
The
name of
of Francis
of Company
Company K,Seventy-sixth
K, Seventy-sixth Francis
R. Culp.
Cup.
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30 per month
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William H. Wilhelm.
The name
name of
William H.
H. Wilhelm,
Wilhelm, late
late of
B, First
First BatThe
of William
of Company
Company B,
Bat- WimaH.Wilhelm.
talion, and
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
eighty-seventh Regiment,
Regiment,
talion,
and Company
and eighty-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
a pension at the rate
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
of
month in
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
The name
Buehler, late
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, One
One hundred
hundred and
and Mar
Martin Buehler.
The
name of
of Martin
Martin Buehler,
Bueh.er
thirtieth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him
102620
°—voL 39—Fr
102620°-VOL
39-Pr 22-23
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the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
aa pension
pension at the
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now
receiving.
receiving.
iU
Bogardus.
IH.
Bogardus.
H. Bogardus
Bogardus,'late
late of
Company K,
The name of John H.
of Company
K, One
One hundred
hundred
and eighty-fourth
York Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
eighty-fourth Regiment
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry
him
him a
apension
pension at the rate of
that he
now
of $30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
George N. Taylor.
GamWN.Taylor.
The name of George N. Taylor, late of Company B,
B, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
him a
apension
at the
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate
of
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $36
per month
month in
that he
Zee& Paul.
.
The name of Lewis Paul,
Company II,
One hundred
hundred and
Paul, late
late of
of Company
H, One
and
eighty-second
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
eighty-second Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
pension at
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
anined Hardy.
dy.
The name of Bernard
Bernard Hardy, late a
a seaman, United States
States Navy,
and
and, pay him a
apension at
at the
rate of
per month
in lieu
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that
he is now
now receivmg.
receiving.
Ilbesnars Stephenson.
ttstephhenso.
The name
name of
of Thomas
Stephenson, late
Thomas Stephenson,
late of
of Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
pension at
the rate
of $30
him aapension
at the
rate of
$30
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month in
of that
now receiving.
Solna L. Hutt
Lf
The name of Helen L. Huff,
Huff, late
late of
of
Huff, widow
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Huff,
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Company C, Seventeenth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
and
pay her a
apension at the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
the rate of $24
$24 per
in lieu
that she
is
Amite&
Provided, That
That in
the event
event of
the death
death of
Flora
to to cease
ee on
now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
in the
of the
of Flora
banneee
on now
et child.
-friLh.
Ettie Huff, helpless
said William
helpless and dependent child of said
William H. Huff,
Huff,
the additional
additional pension
granted
shall
cease
and determine:
pension herein
herein
granted
shall
cease
and
determine:
Pinisian to child on
provided further,
That in
in the
the event
the death
of Helen
L.
iPield on And provided
further, That
event of
of the
death of
Helen L.
arnother.
Huff, the name of said Flora Ettie
Kttie Huff
Huff shall
placed on
on the
the penshall be
be placed
pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
of the
limitations of
the pension
pension
of $12
laws, at the rate of
from and
date of
$12 per
per month
month from
and after
after the
the date
of death
death
of said Helen
of
Helen L.
Huff.
L. Huff.
lignite Reusing.
iote
.
The name of Egnitz Rensing, late of Company
Regiment
Company C,
C, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
at the
rate
Cavalry, and
him aa pension
pension at
the rate
per month in
of $30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
he is
is now
Mier IngramriWI
rThe
The name of Pitsar Ingram,
Ingram, late of Company
Company D,
Sixty-fifth RegiRegiD, Sixty-fifth
ment Illinois Volunteer
pension at
rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $30 per month
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
he
now
receiving.
George W. Pierson.
Gen"W.pn. P
The name
of George
George W.
W. Pierson,
The
name of
Pierson, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Second RegiC, Second
Regiment Delaware
Delaware Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receivw.
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
Peardeo.
The
name of
of Helena
Helena G.
G. Marso,
Marso l widow
of Nicholas
Nicholas Mars°,
late of
o. Mario.
-a G.
uaso.
The name
widow of
Marso, late
of
Halms
Company K,
K, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InIna pension at the rate
fantry, and pay her a
$12 per
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Pinions increased.
The name
name of
of Henry
late of
Company K
Fifth Regiment
The
Henry -Miller,
Miller, late
of Company
K, Fifth
Regiment
Iliary,id.
=kr. Michigan Volunteer
Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa*pension
pension at
the rate
Infantry, and
at the
rate of
of
$40 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
$40
per month
month in
in lieu
that
he
now
receiving.
Agin W. Carr.
W.Cr.
The name of John W. Carr, late
late of
Forty-eighth Regiof Company
Company, I, Forty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
him aapension
the rate
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Alexander
Kightlin.
r
Kightlin
The name of Alexander
Kightlinger, late of Company I,
Alexander Kightlinger,
I, FortyFortyger.
sixth Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
he is
receiving.
of that he
is now
now receiving.
Charles
IL Williams.
in H.
Williams.
The name
of Company
F, Fifty-third
The
name of Charles H.
II. Williams; late
late of
Company F,
Fifty-third
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Harem
Schrood.r.
rwa Sderode-r.
Schroeder, late of Company
The name of Herman Schroeder,
Company K, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
Iceeph
Taylor
Ih Taylor
The name of Joseph Taylor, late of Company
Twenty-first RegiThe
Company G, Twenty-first
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pension at
pay him
him aa pension
at
the rate
per month
mo nth in
i
n lieu
li eu o
ath
rece iving.
rate of $36 per
offth
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
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lv
a
The name
name of
of James
James M.
Pulver, late
late of
Twelfth Independent
Battery, Jlames
Pulver.
er
mes m.
M. Pt
Independent Battery,
M. Pulver,
of Twelfth
The
Ohio
Light
Artillery,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$36
per
Ohio Light Artillery, and pay him a pension at the rate of $36 per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.ters
receiving.
month
lieu of
of that
is now
Michael M. Walters.
The name
name of
of Michael
Michael M.
M. Walters,
of Company
Company I,
Seventy- Mae
I, SeventyWalters, late
late of
The
second
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
Infantry, and
second Regiment
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
of that
at
H. Gordon.
Regi- Josiah
osiah . Gordon.
The
name of
Josiah H. Gordon,
Company B,
B, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiGordon, late of Company
The name
of Josiah
ment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at the
the rate
rate
pay him
a pension
ment
Maine Volunteer
of
$36 per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $36
per month
lieu of
that he
The
name of
James E.
of Company
Company A,
James
E.
ameE.McCraken.
McCracken, late
late of
A, Twentieth
Twentieth mcCracken.
The name
of James
E. McCracken,
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him a
at the
the
and pay
a pension
pension at
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry and
rate
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving
receiving.
rate of
of $50
per month
month in
of that
he is
is now
A.
ichard
A. Richardwidnw
George Richardson,
The
of Ellen
A. Richardson,
Richardson, widow
widow of
of George
Richardson, son..11en A
Ellen A.
The name
name of
Volunteer
late of
Regiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
of Company
Company G, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
late
Infantry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
rate of
Infantry, and
of that
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
of
she is
is now
Henry A. Glenn.
The
Henry A.
Glenn, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RegiA. Glenn.
RegiA. Glenn,
The name
name of
of Henry
ment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension at the rate
of $40
$40 per
of that
of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Robert Smith.
The
of Robert
Smith, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, One
hundred and
and RortSmith.
One hundred
The name
name of
Robert Smith,
and ninety-sixth
ninety-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
Volunteer Infantry,
and
a
pension at
rate of
of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu
lieu of that he
he is now
a pension
at the rate
receiving.
receiving.
Gardner .
it
Garclnex W .White.
The
White, late
Company F,
F, Tenth
Tenth Regilate of
of Company
The name
name of Gardner
Gardner W. White,
ment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of
ment
Iowa Volunteer
$50
per month
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving,
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving
Dola
ce
Douglass Luce.
The
Forty-fourth Regiment
The name
name of
of Douglass
Douglass Luce
Luce, late
late of
of Forty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
of $40
$40 per
per
Volunteer Infantry,
and .pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
he is
is now
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
John
Gillespie.
now receiving.
receiving.
Jon B. Giaspe.
The name
of John
B. Gillaspie,
One hundred
The
name of
John B.
Gillaspie, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, One
hundred
and fifty-third
and pay
him a
and
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
a
pension at
the rate
$24 per
per month
that he
he is
is now
pension
at the
rate of
of $24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving. End
Am.
The
name of
Ames late
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
and Edmond Ames.
The name
of Edmond
Edmond Ames,
Company H,
H, One
fifty-third
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
him a
penfifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
rate of
of $36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving. Benjamn
Benj min
sion at
at the
the rate
$36 per
per month
that he
now receiving.
GriB. Grita
The name
of Benjamin
Benjamin B.
Company F, One huna
"
late of
of Company
hun- ath.afth.
The
name of
B. Griffith,
Griffith, late
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him
dred
Regiment Ohio
dred and seventieth
seventieth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
a
the rate
rate of
of $24
$24 per
in lieu
of that
that he
rea pension
pension at
at the
per month
month in
lieu of
he is now receivilng.
ceiving.
Clayton.
Ulysses A.
A. clayton.
The name
of Ulysses
Ulysses A.
A. Clayton,
Clayton, late of Company H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Tlhe
name of
Regiment
and pay
pension
Regiment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry-,and
pay him aapension
at the rate of $40 per month
month in
ho is
is now
Thomas
Waters.
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Thomas Waters.
The name
Thomas Waters,
Waters, late
of Fourth
Tennessee
late of
Fourth Regiment,
Regiment, Tennessee
The
name of
of Thomas
Mounted
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
per
month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
RusH.
Rufus H. Symaker.
slaymaker.
The
Slaymaker, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, One
The name
name of
of Rufus
Rufus H.
H. Slaymaker,
One bunhundred
first Regiment
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
dred and
aid first
Regiment Ohio
pension at
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Eliza
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
Elilz A.
^ Piatt.
Patt.
The
A. Patt,
Platt, widow
late of Company
Company
The name
name of Eliza
Eliza A.
widow of Isaiah Piatt, late
G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry , and
and pay
her a
apension
pay her
pension
Volunteer Cavalry,
G,
at
the rate
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
at the
rate of
S20 per
per month
month in
that le
she is
is now
receiving.
Leonard Trse
n
The
name of
of Leonard
Leonard Tressel,
Tressel, late
late of
of Company
One hundred
hundred and
Leonard
andTressel.
Company I,
I, One
The nalme
twentieth
Infantry, and
pay him
twentieth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
$40 per month
of $4Qper
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
at
the rate
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
rate of
The name
name of
William H.
of Company
K, Twenty-first
Twenty-first WilamHii. Tice
Tice.
of William
H. Tice
Tice, late
late of
Company K,
The
Regiment
Regiment New
Jersey Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
New Jersey
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
at
the rate of
of $50
S50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is now receiving.
receiving.
es
The name
name of
of James
W. Hester,
Hester, late
late of
Company C,
James W.
Jam
V.HesterTwenty-ninth Hester.
of Company
C, Twenty-ninth
James W.
Thle
Regiment
Volunteer Infantrv,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate of $36
$36 per
lieu of
he is
receiving.
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The name of
of Elias
of Independent
The
Elias Yerger,
Yerger, late of
Independent Battery
Battery D,
PennD, Pennsylvania
sylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Light
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the rate
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
a pension
pension at
rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
Levi
Lvi S.
s. Moss.
.
The
name ofi
S. S.
S. Moss,
Moss, late
Company B, Forty-fourth
The name
of Levi
late of Company
Forty-fourth RegiRegiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
rate
of $24 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John E. Whipple.
ohn E. Whpple.
The name of John
John E. Whipple,
late of Company
Whipple, late
-F, Ninth
Regiment
Company-F,
Ninth Regiment
Rhode
Volunteer Infantry,
Rhode Island Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay hun
pension at
at the
the rate
and pay
him a
a pension
rate
of
$30
per
month in lieu
of that
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu
of
he
is
now
Alexander W.Wells.
AeanderW.Weis.
The name
Alexander W. Wells, late of
name of Alexander
Battery, WisWisof Twelfth
Twelfth Battery,
consin Volunteer
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
and pay him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
George
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
per month
lieu of
he is
George McBys.
McByers.
The name
name of George MoByers,
MoByers, late of
Company K,
K, One
One hundred
hundred
of Company
and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment,
Regiment, and Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-third
Thirty-third RegiRegiment, Illinois
Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
rate
per month
in lie
lien of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
•
wilaHe
na.
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
he is
receiving.
William Heller.
William Heller
The name of William
Heller„, late
K, EIeventh
Eleventh RegiRegilate of Company
Company K,
ment Maryland Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Martha B.
E Moore.
More
rate of $36 per
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
Martha
The name
Moore, widow of Byron
name of Martha E. Moore,.
R. Moore,
Moore late
late of
of
Byron R.
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Company C, Twenty-eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
permonth
month i
n li
eu of
ofth
at
and pay
her a
a pension
pension at
in
lieu
that
Elias Yerger.
EliasYerger.

she
receiving.
now receiving.
she in
in now
The
Company C, One hundred
The name of Wifiam
William G. Richey,
Richey, late of Company
hundred
and fifty-ninth
fifty-ninth Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
Ohio Volunteer
a
pension
the rate
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
Charles Young.
Young
pension at
at the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
Charles
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
The name of Charles
Young, late of Company
Charles -Toting,
Company E,
Et Ninety-first
Ninety-first
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of thathe i
s now rece iving.
Barbaretta Weekly
Barbaretta
Weekly. at the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of Barbaretta
Barbaretta Weekly, widow of
James A.
A. Weekly,
Weekly,
of James
late of Company
F,2 Fifteenth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Company F
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
i
n lieu
li eu o
th at
pension at
the rate
month in
offthat
she i
receiving.
Pension.
she
issnow
now receiving.
Barbara
Barbar Reineck.
Reinuek.
The name of Barbara
The
Barbara Reineck, widow
widow of Daniel Reineck,
late of
Reineck, late
of
Company
Regiment Ohio
Company G, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
•
her a
at the
of $20
per month.
her
a pension
pension at
the rate
Pensions inreased.
increased.
rate of
$20 per
month.
B. Erskine.
Erskine.
James D.
The
late of
of Company
The name of James
James B. Erskine, late
Company B,
B, First
First RegiRegiment Maine Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and Company
Company A,
A, ThirtyThirtyfirst Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at
y iilopp.
Kopp.
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he
Mary
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Mary Klopp,
Klopp, widow of Jacob
Klopp, late
Jacob Klapp,
late of
of Fourth
Fourth
Independent
Independent Battery, Ohio Light Artillery,
and Company
H, Sixth
Artillery, and
Company H,
Sixth
Regiment
Regiment United
United States Veteran Volunteer
and pay
her
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
a pension
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
a
of that
is now
now
that she
she is
receiving.
Tobias
Folts.
Tobias H. Foltz.
receiving.
The name of Tobias
Tobias H. Foltz, late of Company
Company H, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
him a
pension at
the
a pension
at the
of $30
$30 per
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Marshall. rate
rate of
per month
Alfred W. Marshall.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
The name
Alfred W. Marshall,
name of Alfred
Marshall, late of Company
Company A,
A, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
'aim aa pension
pension at
at
Oscar
the rate
$24 per
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
Oscar Johnon.
Johnson.
of that
The name of ()scar
Oscar Johnson,
Johnson, late of Second
Second Independent
Independent Battery
Battery
B
B, New Jersey Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
w. watson.
John W.
Watson.
of $36 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
of
per month
month in
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
John W. Watson, late of Company II,
H, Thirtieth RegiThe
name of
of John
ment Indiana
Indiana Infantry, and One
One hundred and
and forty-ninth
forty-ninth Company,
Company,
Second Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps, and pay
Second
pay him
him aapension
at
pension at
Samuel
the
$40 per
of that
he is
is now
now receiving
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
Samuel E. Keller.
in lieu
lieu of
that he
The name of Samuel E.
E. Keller
of Company
Thirteenth
Keller,, late
late of
Company G,
G, Thirteenth
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry
Regiment P
en n
sylvani
a Volunteer'
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
Cavalry,, and
at the rate of $40 per
per month
mont hin lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
hey.
William G.
William
G. Richey.
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The
late of
of Company
Twenty-fifth
The name
name of
of Peter
Peter Roberts,
Roberts, late
Company B,
B, Twenty-fifth

Peter Roberts.
PeterRoberts.

The name
George T.
T. Lowry,
Lowry, late
late of
of Company
G, First
Regiment
The
name of
of George
Company G,
First Regiment

George TT. Lowry.
Lowry.
Geoge

Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pension at
the
pay him
um aa pension
at the
rate
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
rate of
$40 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.

Michigan Sharpshooters
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
rate of
$40
Michigan
Sharpshooters,' and
pension at
at the
of $40
per
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
name of
Lewis H.
late of
G, Third
Third RegiRegiThe name
of Lewis
H. Palmer,
Palmer, late
of Company
Company G,
ment
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pension at

Lewis H. Palmer.

almer

$49 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving:.
receiving:
$40
in lieu
that he
he is
wilm
Wright.
H. Wright,
late of
Thirty-third Independent
IndependentWright.
William H.
Th ename
The
name of
of William
William H.
Wright, late
of Thirty-third
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
and pay
him aapension
Battery, New
New York Volunteer
Artillery, and
pay him
pension
at
of $30
$30 per
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the rate
rate of
month in
in heu
lieu of
of that
that he
Samuel B. Shadle.
The
Samuel B.
B. Shadle,
A, Eighth
Regi- SamuelB-ShadleThe name of
of Samuel
Shadle, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Eighth Regiment
Iowa
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
ment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at the rate of
$30
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Romanzo A. Coats.
The
Romanzo A.
of Company
K, TwentyTwenty- RomanzoA.Cots.
The name of Romanzo
A. Coats,
Coats, late
late of
Company K,
pay him aa penpenthird Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and i
in
of that
sion at
at the rate of $40
$40 per month in
in lieu of
that he
he issnow
now receiving.
receiving. Byron D. Brown.
D. Brown,
Brown, late
Company E,
E, Ninth
Ninth RegiThe name of Byron
Byron -D.
late of
of Company
Regi- ByronVolunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate
ment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
pay him
a pension
pension at
of
in lieu
of that
that he
_le is
now receiving.
of $36
$36 per month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Daniel Hough.
late of
of United
The name of Daniel Hough, late
United States
States Navy,
pay Dan
Navy, and
and pay
Hough.
him
at the
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
him aapension
pension at
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Mrtin V.
V. B.
B. WyWy.
Martin
The name
of Martin
B. Wyman,
late of
of Company
Tenth man.
Martin
The
name of
Martin V.
V. B.
Wyman, late
Company H,
H, Tenth
Hampshire Volunteer
Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him
him aa pension
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving
receivint George W. Spauld.
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
is now
George W. Spauld.
The name
name of
of George
Company D,
Nint ing.
lug.
The
George W.
W. Spaulding
Spaulding, late
late of
of Company
D, N
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
the rate of
of $36
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
r an s
The
name of
William H.
late of
of Company
Forty-ninth towna . H
H. C
CransThe name
of William
H. Cranston,
Cranston, late
Company C,
C, Forty-ninth
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
a
.
pension
Regiment
pay him a pension
at
of $50
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
. P
.
John F. Phillips.
ll
The name of John F. Phillips, late of Company
CITwelfth
Twelfth RegiCompany C,
Regi- o
i
ment New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
and pay
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
now receiving.
receiving.
James Dodwell.
of James
James Dodwell,
late of
The name
name of
Dodwell, late
Light
of Battery
Battery I,
I, First
First Illinois
Illinois Light
Artillery, and
Artillery,
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
in lieu
leu
of
he is
now receiving.
of that
that -he
is now
receiving.
Joseph C. Cunard.
The name
name of
Joseph C.
C. Cunard,
Cunard, late
late of
The
of Joseph
of Company
Company A,
A, Third
Third RegiRegiar
ment New
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aa.pension
rate of $36
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
rate
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Elijah
Elijah Smallwood,
Company G,
G, Thirty-first
Thirty-first Elijah Smallwood.
The name
Smallwood, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Indiana
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry and
pension at
$30 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
Vr
Victor E.. Burnh
Burnham.
The name of Victor E.
late of Company
RegiE. Burnham, late
Company B, First Regi. u a
ment
ment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
the rate
of
Iowa Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$36
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$36 per
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
Augustus
m.
Augustus F.. Greif.
The name of
of Augustus F.
Company F,
F, Seventh
Seventh RegiF. Groff,
Groff, late of
of Company
RegiYork Volunteer
ment New York
Volunteer Cavalry,
him aapension
Cavalry, and
and pay him
pension at
at the
the
rate
per month
month in
of that
is now
rate of $30
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
ish r
Hezekiah Bradd&
The name of Hezekiah
C, Sixlieth
RegiHezekiah Bradds,
Bradds, late of Company
Company C,
Sixtieth Regipension at
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
of
at the
the rate of
$30 per month
month in lieu
now receiving.
lieu of that he
he is
is now
receiving.h
K
John Knowles.
The name of John Knowles, late of Company K,
K, First Regiment
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
a pension at the rate of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay him a
$36
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
. Talo.
George
ay o r
e e W. Taylor.
The name of George
George W. Taylor,
Taylor, late
late of Company
Company I,
I, Third
Third RegiRegiW
l
ment Iowa Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of
$36 per month
is now
month in.
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
ton.
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The name
name of John Miller, late of Company F, Eighty-ninth
Eighty-tinth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
ment Ohio
pay him
of
$50
per month
month in
of that
receiving.
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Levi Hoy.
The
name of
of Levi
by, late
late of
of Company
D, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Regiment
Regiment
Lev;
The name
Levi Hoy,
Company D,
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
of $50
$50
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
a pension
the rate
rate of
per
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Orrillaorria
S.
The name
Jones, widow
of Frederic
Frederic Jones,
Jones, late
late of
of Coms. Jones.
JThe
name of
of Orrilla
Orrilla S.
S. Jones,
widow of
Company C,
C, Forty-first
Regiment Wisconsin
and pay
pany
Forty-first. Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
her a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now
her
at the
of $20
$20 per
month in
is now
receiving.
receiving.
EliZa
lso.
The
Wilson, widow
Eliza Wilson.
The name
name of Eliza
Eliza, Wilson,
of George
George T.
T. Wilson,
Wilson, late
late of
of
widow of
Company H,
11, One
hundred and
and seventy-sixth
seventy-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio VolunVolunCompany
One hundred
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in
teer
and pay
pay her
a pension
the rate
rate of
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
lieu
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
Chare
B.
The name of Charles R. Miltenberger,
Chart"
M ' Milt"Miltenberger, late of
of Company
Company G, FortyFortyfifth
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
fifth Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aapension
at
the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving,.
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
eJeom
Peter Jerome, late
Alice JeromeThe name of Alice Jerome, widow of Peter
late of
of Company
Company
E,
Regiment Minnesota
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
E, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
a
pension
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now rerepension at
the rate
month in
she is
ceiving.
ceiving.
Ethan A. Mowrer.
Ethan A.Mower.
The name of Ethan A. Mowrer,
late aaseaman,
Mowrer, late
seaman, United
United States Navy,
Navy,
pay him
at the
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
of that
he
now receiving.
he is now
receiving.
Oscar
W. Stoe
Stone.
The name
of Oscar
Oscar W.
W. Stone
of Company
Company M,
Fifteenth RegiRegiOscar W.
rThe
name of
Stone, late
late of
M, Fifteenth
New York
M, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment New
ment New
York Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and 'Company
Company M,
New
York
Provisional Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
York Provisional
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
per month
month in
now receiving.
John W.
The name
name of
of John
John W.
Newton, late
of Company
Company D,
I), Forty-third
W. Newton.
John
Neto.
The
W. Newton,
late of
Forty-third
Regiment
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
at the
the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
Franklin Keen.
Seen.
The
name of
Keen, late
late of
Company C,
Forty-ninth RegiFranlin
The name
Franklin Keen,
of Franklin
of Company
C, Forty-ninth
Regiment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay urna
him a pension at the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
rate
Hobbs.
Jame Hobbs.
JaILIPS
The name
name of James
James Hobbs, late of Company D, Twenty-first
Twenty-first RegiRegiment
Missouri Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
at, the.
ment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
a pension
pension at.
the. rate
rate
of $40
$40 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving,
now receiving.
month in
of
per month
r
ilahapl Fivecoate.
nhl
ivea.
The name of Michael
Michael Fivecoate,
Fivecoate, late of Company
L, Tenth
RegiCompany L,
Tenth RegiIndiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
ment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
at the
of
$30
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
of
$30
per
month
lieu
of
is
now
receiving.
',amuel-ieulm.
Plumb.
_The
The name of Samuel
Samuel Plumb, late of Company
Company G, Ninety-first
Ninety-first
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
and pay
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
aainuel Gaineo.
jmeni
ane.
The name of Samuel Gaines,
Gaines, late of Company
Company L, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri
State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Company
Regiment
Missouri State
Company G,
G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Cavalry, and pay him
the rate
$36r.ler month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
now receiving.
ranklin R
Franklin
R. Bea
Bea- $36 per month in lieu of that he is
t
.
Thee
c name of Franklin R. Beamon,
mon.nl
Beamon, late of Company
Company D, First RegiRegiment United
United States Veteran
Veteran Engineers,
Engineers, and
at
and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
the rate
$40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. .
is now
lieu of
per month
month in
of $40
rate of
the
haniei (oott.
Nathaniel
IL
The
name of
Nathaniel Gott,
Gott, late
late of
of Battery
Battery F,
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
The name
of Nathaniel
Missouri
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
of $36
Missouri Light
him aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
he
of
that
m
lieu
month
per
ameperr
Perr •7, Haney.
J. Flainey,
Hainey, late of Company
The name
name of Perry J.
RegiCompany A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment Iowa Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the- rate
rate of
of
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
month in
receiving.
$40 per month
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Alfred t2. Mullmax.
A. ~.v
Tx.
he name of Alfred
The
Alfred C. Mullinax, late of Company I, Second Regiat the
rate of
of
ment Missouri
Missouri Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
$36
month in
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
K.esinger.
Solo
per month
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
Solomon
K
essinger.
The name of Solomon
Solomon Kessinger,
Kessinger, late of Company
Company F, TwentyTwentyfourth Regiment,
Company C, Twenty-first
Regiment, and Company
Twenty-first Regiment,
Regiment, Missouri
Missouri
John Miler
Miller.
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pension at the rate of $50 per
Volunteer
and pay
a pension
pay him a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
month
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
lieu of
of that
month in
in lieu
The
R. Gray,
Ft Eighth RegiRegiof Company
Company F,
late of
Gray, late
William R.
of William
name of
The name
pension at the rate
ment
Missouri Volunteer
him a
apension
Cavalry, and pay him
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Missouri
of
$30 per
that he
he is
is now receiving.
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
Ninety-seventh
Company C,
The name
name of
William Jones,
Jones, late of Company
C Ninety-seventh
of William
The
a pension
Regiment
New York
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
liina a
pension at
at
York Volunteer
Regiment New
the
of $50
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
in lieu
of that
rate of
$50 per
per month
the rate

.

W

William K. Gray,,

William Ames.

Vli

Isaac N. Estop.

N
name of Isaac N. Estep, late of Company M, Second Regiment
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a pension at the rate of
Gorg..
$36
per month
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is now
in lieu
lieu of
month in
$36 per
George W. WEN%
W
The name
name of
George W.
One hundred
hundred and
Unassigned, One
late Unassigned,
W. Miller
Miller,'late
of George
The
forty-third Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Infantry.,and pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
forty-third
of $24 per month in lieu of that he is now receivpension at
rate of
at the rate
pension

The name
Missouri
The
Volunteer
of IsaacCavalry,
N. Estep,and
latepay
of
Regiment
Company
him a pension
M, Second
at the rate of

mg

name of
Erasmus Bucy,
Bucy, late of Company
Company D, First Regiment,
of Erasmus
7Theename

Volunteer Infantry,
Virginia Volunteer
and Company
Company G,
Second Regiment
Regiment West
West Virginia
G, Second
and
of that
and pay
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
that he
lieu of
per month
month in lieu
at the
a pension
pension at
pay him
him a
and
is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
The
name of
Dorothy Fisher,
Fisher , widow
John Fisher, late of CornComof John
widow of
of Dorothy
The name
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Reoiment West Virginia
'Virginia Volunteer
Sixth Regiment
pany A,
A, Sixth
she is now
her aapension
pension at
at the
per month
month in lieu
now
lieu of that she
of $24
$24 per
rate of
the rate
her
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
Benjamin Aplin,
Company C
C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
late of Company
Aplin, late
of Benjamin
The name
pension
Regiment West
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment
at
the rate
rate of
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $30 per month
at the
The
of Felix
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
West
Regiment West
late of
Dodd, late
Felix Dodd,
name of
The name
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
rate of
of
at the orate
him a
a pension
and pay
pay him
Infantry, and
Virginia
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving
he is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
month in
$30

Erasmus
Duey.
as

Er' m Bey.

th

h

Dorothy Fisher.

y1

Btmjamin Apia.

BmlminAp

Felix Dodd.

Charles Grant.
a
Eighteenth RegiCompany C,
late of
of Company
Grant, late
of Charles
Charles Grant,
C, Eighteenth
Regi-2 Chlies G .
name of
Theename
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate of
and pay
pay him aapension
Infantry, and
Ohio Volunteer
ment Ohio
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
month in
$50
H.Willismai.
.
EdwadH.Wi,
hundred Edward
The
of Edward
H. Williams,
of Company
Company I,
One hundred
I, One
late of
Williams, late
Edward H.
The name
name of
and
seventh Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
and seventh
pension
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
now receivis now
that he
he is
lieu of
in lieu
month in
the rate
at the
pension at
III
The

Margaret

Graphs.

u","
mnou"
Margaret Umphenour
Umphenour, widow of Francis
Francis M. UmpheUmphe- nour.
•
TIhe name
name of Margaret
nour,
of Company
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer
D, Twentieth
Company D,
late of
nour, late
her a
a pension
pension at the rate
Infantry,
rate of $20
$20 per month
month in lieu
and pay her
Infanltry. and
now receiving.
receiving.
of
of that she is now
Alfred D. C,ollier.
The
name of
of Alfred
Alfred D.
Collier, late
of Company
First Regiment,
Regiment, Alfrd D. C
K First
Company IC,
late of
D. Collier,
The name
and Company
Forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
Company D, Forty-fourth
lieu of that
and
pay him
at the
the rate
per month
month in lieu
that
$40 per
of $40
rate of
pension at
him a
a pension
and pay

he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
The name
of Elsie
Elsie A.
A. Mahana,
Mahana, widow
widow of
Richard M.
Mahana, late
M. Mahana
of Richard
name of
The
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Colorado Volunteer
of Company
Company A,
A. First
Cavalry, and pay
First Regiment
of
her
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
she is
that she
per month
month in
$20 per
at the
pension at
her aapension
receiving.
receiving.
The name
of Robert
late of Company
Company D, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiRobert C. Cowell, late
name of
The
a ,pension
pension at the rate of
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
ment
receiving.
that he
he is now receiving.
lieu of tlat
$36 per month in lieu
The name
William W.
late of
of Company
Company M,
M, Eighth
Eighth
W. Hudson,
Hudson, late
of William
The
name of
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aa pension
at the
the
pension at
pay him
and pay
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving. _
of that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
$50 per
month in
rate
of $50
The
name of
of Marion
Marion Vandiver,
Vandiver, late of Company-B, Third Regiment
The name
Missouri Volunteer
him aapension at
$40
at the rate of $40
and pay
pay him
Cavalry, and
Volunteer Cavalry,
Missouri
per
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
lieu of
per month
The name
Han, late
late of
Tiiht
Wisconsin Light
Battery, Wisconsin
of Twelfth
Twelfth Battery,
of Otto
Otto Hohn,
name of
The
Artillery, and
at the
per month
in lieu
lieu
month in
of $40 per
the rate
rate of
pension at
him a
a pension
and pay
pay him
Artillery,
of
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.

Elsie A. Mahone.

eAb

Robert
C. Cowell
Ro

et

William W. Hodson.

""'

"Hba

Marion Vancriver.

MIai va.r
Otto Ham
h

Otto Ho .
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The name of Andrew C. Perkins, late of
of Company
K, Twenty-fourth
Company K,
Twenty-fourth
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
and pay
him a
a pension
the
of $30
rate of
per month
now receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
now
EhzaUher.
The
name
Eliza Mashies*.
of Eliza
Eliza Moshier, widow of
of Philip
Philip Moshier,
Moshier, late
late of
of ComCompany K, Sixteenth Regiment
Artillery, and
and pay
pay
Regiment New
New York
York Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
her a
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
month in
receiving.
receiving.
imam W.
w. Keen.
Keen
The name of William
William
William W. Keen, late of
Company F,
F, Eighty-seventh
Eighty-seventh
of Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate
of $24 per month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving,.
lieu
of
that
he
Samuel
The name
name
Gib of
of Samuel Gibson,
son, late
late of
Samuel Gibson.
The
of Company
Company K,, Nineteenth
Nineteenth RegiRegiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
and
Volunteer
and pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
of $40 per Month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
in lieu
is now
receiving.
JohnH.
The
name of John
H. Stratton,
Stratton, late
John H. Stratton.
The name
John II.
late of
Company G,
hundred
of Company
G, One
One hundred
and fifty-third
fifty-third Regiment
Regiment Indian
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $36 per m.onth
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is
now
receiving.
in lieu
he
is
now
receiving.
wmam
j.
tt.
The
name of
E, Fiftieth RegiWilliam J. Platt.
The IMMO
of William
William J.
J. Platt, late of Company E,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infs.ntry, and
and pay
him. a
apension
at the
rate
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $36
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
l
'
The
l name of
Israel
Sheppard. T
Israel Sheppard,
of Company
B, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiof Israel
Sheppard, late
late of
Company B,
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
Infantry and
him aapension
the rate
$36 per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
$36per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
eore
ans' alias
John H
Hanes,
The name
George Hanes,
of Company
F,
The
name of
of John
John Hanes,
George
Hanes.
Hanes, alias
alias George
Hanes, late
late of
Company F,
Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
penInfantry, and
him aapension at the rate
rate of
$36 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
.H.-11.shePP- The name of Wdliam
newliam
williams•
William H.
H. II.
of Company
Company H,ne
H, One
rd.
H. Sheppard,
Sheppard, late
late of
hundred
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
hundred and eighty-fifth Regiment
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
him aapension at the rate of
of $27
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
$27 per
per month
month in
is now
receiving.
receiving.
James
. Frize.
The
Frizzel, late of Company
James S. Fmnell.
The name of James S. Frizzell,
Company H,
H, Second
Second RegiRegiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
and pay
pay him
rate of $40 per month in lieu
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Joseph Moyer.
The
Joseph Moyer.
The name of Joseph
Joseph Moyer, late
late of Company A,
One hundred
hundred and
and
A, One
third Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and
pension at
of $40per
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
n ocne.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$40 per month
lieu of
that he
The name of John
Cochrane, late
John Cochrane.
John Cochrane,
of Company
Company A,
A, Third
Regiment
late of
Third Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
Pennsylvania
him a
apension
at the
rate
and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
N
L. McCaw of
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
nomd
h:
d
7san L. me
ca'
The name
name of Norman
Norman L.
McCausland, late
late of
Company I,
I, Eleventh
Eleventh
L. McCausland,
of Company
Regiment
Regiment Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
s
S40 per month
at the rate of $40
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
James Young.
.asThe
Battery H, First Regiment
The name of James Young, late of Battery
Regiment West
West
Virginia Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
him a
a pension
pension at
of $30
month
now receiving.
receiving.
H
Samuel
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
The name
name of Samuel H. Sloan,
SamuelE. Maim'
The
Sloan, late of Company
Company L, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia Volunteer
West
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
rate
pension at
the rate
Samuel
A
per month
of that
is now
of $36
£36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
so
A Robt
The name of Samuel A. Robertson,
sm
gamuel A
R°bertRobertson, late
late of
of Company
D, First
First RegiRegiCompany D,
ment Kansas Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate
him aapension
at the
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
Aristine H Wes
of
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving
receiving.:
The name of Aristine H. Wells,
Aristine H. WellsWells,. widow
Francis V.
V. B.
B. Wells,
late
widow of
of Francis
Wells, late
of Company F, Seventh Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
and
pay
her a
a pension
pay her
pension at the rate
rate of $20 per month in
that she
she is
is
in lieu of
of that
H
now
receivmg.
now receiving.
enry Nane.
Nance .
The
The name
name of
of Henry
Henry Nance,
Nance, late of Company
Company D, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
United States Colored
Colored. Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and
Company K,
K, One
One hunhunand Company
dredth Regiment
Regiment United States Colored Infantry, and pay him
him a
a
Samuel Wat
40 per month
month in
pension at the rate of $40
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
w The
Samuel W. Vanpelt,
samue1
vanvat
The name
name of Samuel
Vanpelt, late of Company
Company E,
E, One
One hundred
hundred
and
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and ninety-third
ninety-third Regiment
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
pension
at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
he is now
receiving.
Andrew C. Perkins.
Andrew
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Edward G.. Hall.
The name
Hall, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
Hall.
The
name of
of Edward
Edward G.
G. Hall,
I, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegi- Eard
ment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
and pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
rate
$24 per
he is
receiving.
rate of
of $24
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
Roland.
The name
of Elizabeth
Roland, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry Roland,
of Elizabeth
The
name of
Eizabethola
Elizabeth Roland,
Roland, late
late of
Company
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Infantry,
Company E, Two
Two hundred
hundred and fifth
fifth Regiment
Infantry,
and
pay her
her a
the rate
of $20
month m
lieu of
of that
she
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
per month
in lieu
that she
is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
a m u Tolbert.
The name
Tolbert, late
of Company
Twenty-second sSamuel
Company E,
E, Twenty-second
i Tolbert.
The
name of
of Samuel
Samuel Tolbert,
late of
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
at the
Regiment Indiana,
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
him aapension
pension at
the
rate of
of $40
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
rate
Lucy C. Collin.
The
name of
of Lucy
widow of
of Joseph
Joseph R.
The name
Lucy C.
C. Collin,
Collin, widow
R. Cohn,
Colin, late
late of
of ComCom- Lucy
C Co in .
pany II,
Twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
and
pany
H, Twenty-third
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
that she
is now
now Provsos.
pay
a pension
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
Provisos.
crease to eae o
receiving: Provided
Provided, That
That in
event of
of the
the death
death of
of John
Collin, In
Increase
in the
the event
John T.
T. Collin,
receiving:
c
e
hitl
o
d. nense on
helpless and
dependent child
child of
the additional
additional deathofchild
of said
said Joseph
Joseph R.
R. Collin,
Collin, the
helpless
and dependent
pension
herein granted
shall cease
cease and
And providedfurprovided fur- deL
pension herein
granted shall
and determine:
determine: And
Pension
to child
eir,limi
mgh:r
hil
.d on
on
ther, That
That in
event of
of Lucy
Lucy C.
C. Collin,
name of
of death of mother.
the event
of the
the death
death of
Collin, the
the name
ther,
in the
said
said John
John T. Collin shall
shall be placed
placed on the pension roll, subject
subject to the
provisions
limitations of
the pension
laws, at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
provisions and
and limitations
of the
pension laws,
of $12
per
month
and after
the date
death of
said Lucy
Lucy C.
C. Collin.
Collin.
month from
from and
after the
date of
of death
of said
Estes.
The
name of
Company C,
Fourteenth RegiRegi- Arberry
The name
of Arberry
Arberry Estes,
Estes, late
late of
of Company
C, Fourteenth
beryEstes
ment
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
ment Kentucky Volunteer
pay him
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
lieu of
of that
is now
Elias
U T. Newnam.
The
name of
Elias T.
T. Newnam,
Newnam, late
late of
Company C,
Fourteenth E
The name
of Elias
of Company
C, Fourteenth
asT Newnam.
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry, and
him a
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Henry C. Orvis.
The
Henry C.
C. Orvis,
Orvis, late
of Company
Company D,
I), Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegi- Hery C.Orvs.
The name
name of
of Henry
late of
Volunteer Cavalry,
ment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the rate
of $27
in lieu
that hp
now receiving.
of
$27 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
John R. Woods.
Seventy-second J o hb R.Wods.
The name
name of
R. Woods,
Woods , late
late of
of Company
G, Seventy-second
of John
John R.
Company G,
The
Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, and Company
Regiment
Company I,
I, Tenth Regia pension at the rate
ment Illinois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
of
of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
Mathews.
E li M
e
The
Seventy-eighth Eli
The name
name of
of Eli
Eli Mathews
Mathews, late
late of Company
Company ID,
D, Seventy-eighth
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay
Regiment
pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
os h u a Blakely.
J
Blakly.
The
Joshua Blakely,
Regiment Joshua
of Joshua
Blakely, late of Company E, Eighth Regiment
The name of
States Veteran
United States
Veteran Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him a
a pension at the rate
of $40
$40 per month in lieu of that
of
receiving.
that he
he is now
now receiving.
Jay.
.
LucindaJ. Jay,
A. Jay,
J. Jay,
widow
The
name of Lucinda
The name
Lucinda J.
Jay.,widoof
widow of
of William
William A.
Jay, late
late of Lucinda
Company F,
Regiment Kansas
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Company
F, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
$20 per
her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of $20
per month
month in
in lieu of that she is
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The
of Laura
Laura A.
A. Rice,
Rice, helpless
dependent child
of Edward
Edward Laura
The name
name of
helpless and
and dependent
child of
Laura A.
A.Rice.
C. Rice
Rice, late
late of Company
Company C, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
rate of
and pay her
her aapension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
The
Snodgrass, late of
of Company
Sixth Regiment
The name
name of Enos
Enos Snodgrass,
Company I,
I, Sixth
Regiment Enos Snodgrass.
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the rate
rate
of $30
$30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
y
M. Starkey.
S as M.tarke
The
name of
of Silas
Silas M.
M. Starkey,
Starkey, late
late of
Company H,
H, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Silas
of Company
The name
Regiment West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
a pension
pension
at the
the rate of
at
month in
of $40
$40 per month
in lieu of
of that
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ohn W. Islumph.
W. Kl mph.
Fifteenth JJohn
Company A,
A, Fifteenth
Klumph, late
late of
The
John W.
of Company
name of
of John
W. Klumph,
The name
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him a
a pension at the
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate
of $36
lieu of
of that
receiving.
Henry C. Shepherd.
The name of Henry
Henry C. Shepherd, late of Company
Company K, First RegiRegi- Hey . Shepod.
D, Second
ment West Virginia
Virginia Infantry,
Infantry, and Company.I),
Second Regiment
Regiment
and pay him
West Virginia Infantry, and
$36
him a
a pension at the
the rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that he is now receiving.
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Lloyd
Criswell.
Lloyd Criswe.

The name of Lloyd Criswell, late of Company
G, Second
Company G,
Second Regiment
Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Veteran
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
West
Veteran Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
of
$36
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of
$36
per
month
in
now
receiving.
Emily W. Lothrop.
Emiy .Lothrop.
The name
name of
of Emily W.
A. Lothrop,
late of
of
W. Lothrop,
Lothrop, widow
widow of
of Ellis A.
Lothrop, late
Company
B, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Infantry, and
pay
Company B,
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
and pay
her
pension at
the rate
per month
month in lieu of that
that she is now
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
her aapension

receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of Noah Hardy,
Hardy, late of Company
Company C, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry and
and pay
pension at
$40
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
lieu of
of that
in lieu
oseph
E. Bba.
Joseph
E.
Burkhart. per
Joph
. Brt.
The name of Joseph
Joseph E. Burkhart,
Burkhart, late of
of Company
Company A, Sixth Regiment
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
at the
of $40
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
$40 per
per month
the rate
rate of
at
Pension
Pension.
Minerva C.
MeMiiMinra
c. McMilThe
Minerva C.
C. McMillan,
McMillan, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
The name
name of
of Minerva.
dependent child
child of
of
lan.
James W.
McMillan, late
of Twenty-first
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
i
James
W. McMillan,
late of
Twenty-first Regiment
Infantry, and
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
and pay
pay her
teased. Infantry,
Pensm Increased.
Pensions
Eu
gene B. Eastman.
EugeneB.
Eastmn.
The name of
of Eugene
Eugene B.
Eastman, late
Company H,
B. Eastman,
late of
of Company
H, FiftyFiftysecond Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
pension
second
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry and
and pay
him a
a pension
at
$50 per
in lieu
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of $50
per month
at the
the rate
rate of
Day.
Wilm W.
W Day.
William
The name of William W. Day, late of Company
Company F, Sixteenth RegiRegiment
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the
ment New
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension at
$40 per
per month
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
month in
in lieu
Griner. rate
rate of
of $40
liam A.
William
A. Griner.
The
E, One hundred
hundred
The name of
of William
William A. Griner,
Griner, late
late of Company
Company E,
and
eighty-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
him a
a
and eighty-fifth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
at
the rate
of
$36
per
month in
lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is
now
of
lieu
in
month
per
$36
of
rate
at
the
pension
wmW.
TonWiH
'William W. TownThe name
name of
W. Townley,
Towialey, late
of Company
Company D,
D, NinetyNinetylay.
The
of William
William W.
late of
ley.
sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension
sixth
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per
month
in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
at
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
now
receiving.
Luther
Sealey.
Lutherealey.
The
name of Luther
Luther Sealey, date of Company B, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth
The name
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension
pension at the rate
of
of $30
$30 per month in lieu of
of that he is
is now
now receiving.
Anderson Amis.
Anderson
Amis.
The
name of
of Anderson
The name
Anderson Amis, late of Company
Company I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
pension at
the
rate of
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
the rate
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
William W. Bailey.
Wliam W. Bailey.
The name
name of William W. Bailey, late of Company
Company D, One hundred
and forty-fourth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him
and
forty-fourth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
at the
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
aa pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
receiving.
Nokes.
Henrietta
Henrietta Nokes.
Oscar Nokes
Nokesi late of ComThe name
name of Henrietta
Henrietta Nokes,
Nokes, widow of
of Oscar
pany.F,
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pany
F, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Michigan
pay her
her a
pension at
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
pay
a pension
at the
rate of
of that
is
That in
the event
event of
of the
death of
of Libbie
the death
Libbie
in the
Provided, That
Increase
on now receiving:
receiving: Provided,
PI
e to cease onnow
death of
death
child.
of child.
dependent child of said Oscar
Nokes, helpless and dependent
Oscar Nokes,
Nokes, the additional pension herein granted shall cease and determine: And
proAnd proPension
Penson to child on tional pension herein granted shall cease and determine:
death
of mother.
mother.
deathof
further, That in the event
vided furth,er,
event of the death of Henrietta
Henrietta Nokes the
the pension
pension roll,
roll, subject
subject
name of
of Libbie
Libbie Nokes
Nokes shall
shall be
be placed on the
to the
and limitations
of the
the pension
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
of
to
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
laws, at
$12 per
death of said
Henrietta
$12
per month
month from
from and
and after
after the date of death
said Henrietta
Nokes.
Nokes.
Shadraci;
Shadrack Combs.
Combs.
rack
The name
name of
of Shadrack
Shadrack Combs, late of Company
The
Company M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
Regiment Kentucky, Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay him
at
him aa pension at
the
rate of
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
per month
the rate
of $40
Hll
Jeremiah
Jeremiah tfall.
The name of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Hall,
Hall, late of Company
Company C,
C, Eighty-sixth
Eighty-sixth
Regiment
pay him aa pension at
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
at
the
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
March 2,
2, 1917.
1917.
Approved, March
ry.
Noah Hardy.
Noah
o

y
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CHAP.
174.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
certain soldiers
pensions to certain
of pensions
increase of
and increase
CHAP. 174.-An
and
Civil War
War and
and certain
certain widows
widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of such
of the
the Civil
sailors of
and sailors
soldiers and
and sailors.
sailors.
soldiers

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
of the
the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States
Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
place on
to place
and directed
authorized and
and he
Interior be,
the pension
pension roll,
to the
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of the
the provisions
subject to
roll, subject
the
pension lawslaws—
pension
The name
name of
of Eliza
Sparrow, widow
widow of
of Edwin
Edwin C.
C. Sparrow,
Sparrow, late
late
J. Sparrow,
Eliza J.
The
of Company
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy ArtilCompany L,
of
lery, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of
$20 per month in lieu of
of $20
rate of
her aapension
pay her
and pay
lery,
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that
The name
name of
B. Wellman,
Wellman, widow
widow of
late of
of
Wellman, late
Henry Wellman,
of Henry
Lizzie B.
of Lizzie
The
Company C,
C, Ninety-seventh
Ninety-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InfanInfanCompany
per month in lieu of
try, and
her a
rate of $20
of
$20 per
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
try,
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
that
The
of Sarah
J. Wheatley,
of Alexander
Wheatley,
Alexander Wheatley,
widow of
Wheatley, widow
Sarah J.
name of
The name
Volunteer
late of
of Company
Company G,
States Colored
Colored Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
Fourth Regiment
G, Fourth
late
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the rate
lieu
rate of $20 per month in lieu
her aapension
Infantry,
of that
that she
receiving.
is now receiving.
she is
of
ComThe name
of Harriet C. Squire, widow of Oscar Squire, late
late of Cornname of
The
pany
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer 1
.
n antry, and pay
Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
I, Eighth
pany I,
her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now
rate of
her aapension
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Ellen
C. Messenger,
Joel Messenger,
Messenger, late
late of
of
of Joel
widow of
Messenger, widow
Ellen C.
The
Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
E, Thirteenth
Company- E,
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
that
of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that
pension at
and
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
The
A. Loomis,
widow of
of George
George M.
M. Loomis,
late
Loomis, late
Loomis, widow
Lillian A.
of Lillian
name of
The name
of Company
Company B,
B, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
of
$20 per month in lieu of that she
and
her a
apension
at the
of $20
rate of
the rate
pension at
pay her
and pay
is now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Helena
Helena E.
widow of William
William F. Clark, late
late of
Clark, widow
E. Clark,
name of
The name
Company
A, First
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
First Regiment
Company A,
her
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
now
in lieu of that she is now
the rate
pension at
a pension
her a
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Flora
Flora L.
L. Cummings,
George D. Cummings,
widow of George
Cummings, widow
The name
late of
of Company
Company G,
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment Connecticut
G Twenty-eighth
late
Infantry, and
pay her
her a
penOon at
at the
the rate
lieu
rate of $20 per month in lieu
a pension
and pay
Infantry,
of
she is
receiving.
is now receivng.
that she
of that
The
name of
of Rowena
Rowena Al.
widow of
Wilbur F.
F. Calkins,
Calkins, late
late
of Wilbur
Calkins, widow
M. Calkins,
The name
of
Twenty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
K, Twenty-seventh
Company K,
of CompanyInfantry,
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
her aapension at
pay her
and pay
United States
and United
Infantry, and
the rate
month in
in lieu
that she
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
lieu of
per month
S20 per
of $20
rate of
the
The
name of
Julia E.
E. Booth,
Booth, widow
G. Booth,
Booth, late of
William G.
of William
widow of
of Julia
The name
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry,
Regiment Connecticut
Twenty-third Regiment
D, Twenty-third
Company-D,
and
pay her
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per month in lieu of that she
rate of
the rate
her aapension
and pay
is now receiving.
The
name of
of Mary
Birge, widow
Burritt N.
N. Birge, late of
of Burritt
widow of
A. Birge,
Mary A.
The name
and Savannah,
United States
States ships
ships North
Carolina, Penobscot,
Penobscot, and
Savannah, United
United
North Carolina,
United
States Navv,
Navy, and
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
month
per month
of $20
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
States
receiving.
in lieu of that she is now receivi
g.
The
name of
of Alice
Kenyon, widow
Kenyon,
widow of Edwin L. Kenyon,
B. Kenyon,
P. B.
Alice P.
The name
Eighteenth Regiment
late of Company F, Eighteenth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer
late
Infantry,
and pay
pay her
lieu
pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
her aapension
Infantry, and
of that she is now receiving.
The name
name of
of Mary
Mary A.
Hughes, widow
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick Hughes,
Hughes, late
late of
A. Hughes,
The
Company
B, Ninth
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer Infantry, and
Ninth Regiment
Company B,
$20 per month in lieu of that she is
pay
the rate
rate of $20
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
pay her
now
receiving.
now receiving.

March 3,
March
3, 1917.
1917.
8295.]
Ls.
Ls. 8295.)
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 211.]
211.]
Pensions.

Pensions.

Pensions increased.
Pensions
increased.
Eliza J.J. Sparrow.
Sparrow.
Eliza

B. Wellman.
Lizzie
Lizzie B.
Wellman.

Sarah J. Wheatley.

Sarah J. Wheatley.

Harriet C.
C. Squire.
S
quire.
Harriet

Ellen C. Messenger.

Ellen C. Messenger.

Lillian A. Loomis.

Lillian A. Loomis.

Helena E.
E. Clark.
Clark.
Helena

Flora L. Cummings.

Fl ora L. Cumm i
ngs.

Rowena M. Calklis.

Rowena M. Catkins.

Julia E. Booth.

Julia E. Booth.
Mary A.
A. Bir
ge.
Birge.
Mary

Alice
P. B.
II irmyon.
nre .n,
Alice P.

Mary A.
A. Hughes.
Hughes.
Mary

1550
1550
Buth
Ruth A. iiinrabm.
Ingraham.

Jhnson.
Mary B. Johnson.

Benami F. Clark.
Clark.
Benjamin

Kae M.
Kate
M. King.

Jacob
S.Ft.
Jacob S.
Fritz.

SmwuP.shafr.
Samuel P. Shaffer.

miieM.
BaI.
Millie
M. Ball.
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The name of
of Ruth
A. Ingraham,
Ruth A.
Ingraham, widow
widow of
of William
William H.
H. Ingraham,
Ingraham,

late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Nineteenth
Connecticut Volunteer
late
Nineteenth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry, and
her a
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
lieu
Infantry,
and pay her
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
of
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
The name of
The
of Mary
B. Johnson,
Johnson, widow
W. Johnson,
Johnson , late
late
Mary B.
widow of
of Anson
Anson W.
of
Company, C,
Second Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy
of Company
C, Second
Artillery-,and
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
Artillery
her aapension
month in
of that
that she
she is
now receivmg.
of
is now
receiving.
The name
Benjamin F.
F. Clark,
Clark, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifth
RegiThe
name of
of Benjamin
Fifth Regi-

ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
Cavalry, and
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
month in
lieu of
The name
King, widow
name of Kate M.
AL King,
widow of
of Mordecai
II. King,
King, late
late of
of
Mordecai S
S. H.
Company
Company F,
F, One
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
One hundred
hundred and
and twenty-sixth
twenty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
Twenty-first Regiment
Veteran Reserve
Reserve
Infantry,
and Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-first
Regiment Veteran
Corps and
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu
Corps,
and pay
a pension
in lieu
of
she is
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
now receiving.
The
of Jacob
Jacob S.
late of
of Company
Fortieth RegiThe name
name of
S. Fritz,
Fritz, late
Company I,
I, Fortieth
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay hint
at the
rate
him a
a pension at
the rate
of
of that
that he
receiving.
of $30
$30 per month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
P. Shaffer,
Shaffer, late
Company K
K, Fifth
Fifth RegiThe name
name of
of Samuel
Samuel P.
late of
of Company
Regiment
and Company
Company b,
D, One
One hunhunment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
dred and seventy-seventh
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InInseventy-seventh Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
fantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
fantry,
pay him
month in
that
now receiving.
that he is
is now
receiving.

The name
M. Ball,
The
name of
of Millie
Millie M.
Ball, widow
widow of
of Irvin
R. Ball,
Ball, late
late of
of ComIrvin R.
Com-

Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her
pany M, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
at the
the rate
month in
in lieu
of that
she is
is now
aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
lieu of
that she
now
receiving.
receiving.
riah Such.
uch.
The name of Uriah Ruch, late of Company.G, First
Uriah
First Regiment
Regiment
Veteran Volunteer
United States Veteran
Volunteer Engineers,
Engineers, and
pay him
him a
apension
and pay
pension
at
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
A brahr
"'. Case:c.
Abrah, C.
.
H, First RegiThe name of Abraham T. Casey, late of Company
Company H,
Regiand pay
him aa.pension
pension at
the rate
rate
ment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
at the
in lieu
of that
that he
of $36 per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Alfred Quacknbush.* The name of Alfred Quackenbush,
Quackenbush, late
late of Company H, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
him a
a.pension
at the
the
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
rate
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of $30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
---

Alfred Quackenbnsh

The name of Cerelle Shattuck,
Shattuck, widow
widow of
of Leander
Leander L.
L. Shattuck,
Shattuck, late
late
major, Ninth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry ' and
and pay
pay her
her aa
pension at
of $30
month in
lieu of
that she
is now
now
at the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
she is
receiving.
receiving.
Jena
chapman.
Jennie U.. Chapman.
The name of
of Jennie
Jennie M.
M. Chapman,
Chapman, widow
of Oscar
A. Chapman,
Chapman,
widow of
Oscar A.
late of Company
Company C, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment New
New York
Cavalry,
and .pay her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month
month in lieu of
of that
that
she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
Jame K. Clear.
The name of James
James
Clear.
K. Clear,
of Companies
Companies B
and D,
D, Seventh
Seventh
James K.
Clear, late
late of
B and

Cerelle Shattuck.
hattuck.
Cerelle

M. Dailey.
Ella

EiaDaly

cam.
Charles Cain.
Claarles
G.uy.
eJsaac G

Isas J. C.

Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
a pension at the
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry
Cavalry, and
and pay
him a
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
rate
$40 per
The name of Ella M. Dailey,
Dailey, widow of Warren
Warren C. Dailey, late
late
second lieutenant Company
Company E, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut
pension at the rate
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
a pension
rate of $20
per
$20 per

month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
month
of that
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
The name
name of Charles Cain, late
late of Company
Company F, Second Regiment
Regiment
Missouri
Missouri Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him aa pension
pension at
rate of
at the
the rate
of
$4per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
$40 per month
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
J. C. Guy, late first lieutenant Company
The name
name of Isaac J.
Company C, One
hundred
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
hundred and
and fifty-first Regiment
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
is
now receiving.
receiving.
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name of Arthur
late of
Regi- Arthur
The name
Arthur Ward, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixty-second
Sixty-second RegiWstd.
Arthur Ward
ment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
at
the
rate of
$40 per
per month
th athe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
the rate
of $40
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
The name
Hinds, late
late of
of Compani
es M
an d B,
Seventh George
George Hinds.
Hinds.
The
name of
of George
George Hinds,
Companies
M and
B, Seventh
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, a
nd pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and
pension at
at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Annie Huhre
Ilumphre s.
Anni
The name of Annie
Humphreys, widow
widow of
of Preston
Preston A.
Humphreys,
Annie Humphreys,
A. Humphreys,
late of Battery A, First Regiment
Rhode Island
Island Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Regiment Rhode
Light
Artillery
Artillery, and pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu
her aapension
pension at
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in

of
that she
of that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.r.
McCo
Dyer B. McConnell.
The name of
of Dyer
Dyer B.
McConnell, late
Ninth
B. McConnell,
late captain
captain Company
Company K,
K, Ninth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry-,
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
pay him
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
rate of $40
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
E. Sipes.
The name
James E.
The
name of
of James
E. Sipes,
Sipes, late
late of
Company D,
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegi- James
of Company
James E- Sipes
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
ment Kansas Volunteer
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate
month in
of $36 per month
that he
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary E. Button.
The
of Mary
Mary E.
E. Button,
of Lyman
W. Button,
Button late
The name
name of
Button, widow
widow of
Lyman W.
late of
of M
E. B"tton
Company- K,
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
K, Fifteenth
Fifteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
month in lieu of
rate of $20 per month
of that
that she
she
receiving.
is now receiving
The name
name of
The
Ada Roberts,
Roberts, late
second Ada
Ada Roberts.
Roberts.
of Ada
Roberts, widow
widow of
of James
James Roberts,
late second
lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company B,
B, Fifth
Connecticut Volunteer
Fifth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her aapension
pension at the rate of
per month
lieu
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving..
The name
The
name of
of Adelaide
Adelaide F. Thomas,
of Edwin
Edwin G.
G. Thomas,
Adelaide F. Thomas.
Thomas, widow
widow of
Thomas, AdelaideF.Thomas
late of Company E, Sixth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Elden
Elden B.
Maddocks, late
The
B. Maddocks,
Company D,
D; TwentyTwenty- Elden
Elden B.
B. Maddocks.
Haddocks.
late of
of Company
sixth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pension
at the rate of $30
$30 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
receiving.
The name
C. Sargent,
Sargent, late
of Company
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Henry C.
C. Sargent.
Sargent.
The
name of
of Henry
Henry C.
late of
Company C,
Regiment Henry
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer infantry, and
him apension
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension at
of $30
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
The
The name
name of
William D.
D. Coffins,
late of
C, One
One hundred
hundred William
D. Collins.
of William
Collins, late
of Company
Company C,
"illm ".Colns.
forty-fourth Regiment
Infantry and pay him
and forty-fourth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him
a pension
a
pension at the
the rate
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
rate of
of $30
in lieu
he is
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Eugene
Eugene H.
H. Otis,
Otis, late
late of
Company M,
Otis.
The
of Company
M, First
First Regiment
Regiment Eugene
Eugene i.H. Otis.
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
of $36
Cavalry, and
pay him
a pension
the rate
rate of
$36
per month in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Daniel
Daniel Killigan,
late of
Company G,
Daniel Killigan
Kill igen.
The name
Killigan, late
of Company
G, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh Daniel
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at
the rate of
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
of $30
$50 per month
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
The
The name
name of
of George
George W.
late of
of Company
W. Smith,
Smith, late
Company F,
F, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh George
Georg W.
W.Smith.
Smith.
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa pension
at the rate
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
The
of Albania
Albania D.
Thornburgh, widow
widow of
Duff G.
G. ThornThorn- Surgh.
Albania D.
D. Thor
Thorn
The name
name of
D. Thornburgh,
of Duff
Alb^nis
burgh, late lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel Third Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
is now
receiving.
of that she
she is
now receiving.
ll
The name
name of
of George
Wilkins, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth George
George iH. Wilkins.
The
George H.
H. Wilkins,
kins.
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer Infantry,
at the
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $40 per
month in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
George
Fernald.
The
of George
George H.
Company B,
B, Twenty-ninth
Twen ty-ni
n th
The name
name of
H. Fernald,
Fernald, late
late of
of Company
George n. Fernald.
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
of Aretus
Aretus W.
W. Robinson,
Marian Robison.
Robinson.
The name
of Marian
Marian Robinson,
Robinson, widow
widow of
Robinson, Marian
late of Company
Company H,
H, Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and Twenty-third
Second Battalion
Battalion Veteran
Veteran
Twienty-third Company,
Company, Second
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William
illiam A. Millard.
Miuard.

3darcellus Ruben.

Marcellus

oben.

James H. limes.

Jmes
H.

Timothy St.
Timothy
Stone.

John W.
Jh
W. Hall.
Hal.

Reserve
Corps, and
pay her
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month
Reserve Corps,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
rate of
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
receiving.
in
she is
is now
now receiving.
The
name of
Millard, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, TwentyThe name
of William
William A.
A. Millard,
Twentyfourth Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
fourth
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
at
the rate
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
The
Marcellus.Hoben, late
of Company
L, First
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Marcellus.Hoben,
late of
Company,L,
District
Columbia Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and Company
Company E,
E, First
First
District of
of Columbia
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aa.pension
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate of
per month
is now
receiving.
of James
The name of
James H.
late of
Company F,
F, Fourth
H. Hines,
Hines, late
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Maine
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
per
in lieu
that he
he is
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
per month
Stone, late of Company
The name of Timothy
Timothy Stone
Company A, Thirtieth
Thirtieth Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantrir, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment
pay him
him aa.pension
of $36
$36 per
in lieu
of that
he is
receiving.
of
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
Hall, late
late of
B, Twenty-ninth
Thenty-ninth RegiRegiThe name of John W. Hall,
of Company
Company B,
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension at the
ment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay lim
the rate of

$30
per month
month in
he is
now. receiving.
30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
The name
name of
T. Worcester,
of Company
Company D,
Twenty-second
The
of Asa
Asa T.
Worcester, late
late of
D, Twenty-second
Regiment,
Company C,
Maine Volunteer
Regiment, and
and Company
C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment,
Regiment, Maine
Volunteer
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
of $40
per month
in lieu
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
$40 per
month in
lieu
Infantry, and
of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Hiram
The
name of
late of
of Company
I,. First
First Regiment
Regiment
Hiram Haynes.
Haynes.
The name
of Hiram
Hiram Haynes,
Haynes, late
Company I,.
Minnesota
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
the rate
of
$30 per
month
in lieu
of that
that ha
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
he
is
Frederick NientrenNi
loiter.
The
Frederick Nieutzenhelzer,
Nieutzenhelzer, late
late of
of Company
A, SixSixheir
tzeThe name
name of
of Frederick
Company A,
teenth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
him a
a.pension
pension
Infantry, and
pay him
teenth
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
at
month in
now receiving.
Thomas J.. Laths.
Leathers.
The
of Thomas
Leathers, late
of Company
Company I,
TwentyThomas
The name
name of
Thomas J.
J. Leathers,
late of
I, Twentysecond Regiment
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at
second
Regiment Maine
Maine Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
the
rate of
$50 per
per month
in
lieu
of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
that
is
now
the
rate
of
$50
month
in
lieu
of
John G. McKay.
John G. McKEa.
The name of John G. McKay,
McKay, late of Company
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment
Rhode
Island Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pension at
at
Rhode Island
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
pay him
him aapension
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the
of $40 per
month in
lieu of
is now
Fl de
Henr E.
a rsThe name of Henry E. Flanders,
Flanders, late of Company E, Coast
Henr2,
E. Flanders.
Coast Guards,
Guards,
Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the rate
rate of
$30
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him
him aapension
of $30
per
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
John J.Jo
The name
Ashline, late
of Company
Company H,
H, First
First Regiment
Regiment
. Ashline.
sie.
The
name of
of John
John J.
J. Ashline,
late of
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
at the
the
Vermont
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $30
$30 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Edu ard T. Jackson.
Jackson.
The
name of
of Edward
T. Jackson
n , late
late of
Company E,
E, One
hundred
Edward
The name
Edward T.
Jackson
of Company
One hundred
Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
and sixty-ninth Regiment
York Volunteer
a .pension at the rate of $36 per month
him a
month in lieu of that he is now
receiving.
receiving.
Alfred.
and.
Alfred I). Rand.
The name
Alfred D.
late of
of Companies
Companies II and
Second
The
name of
of Alfred
D. Rand,
Rand, late
and C,
C, Second
Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Maine
pay him a
a.pension at the
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
he is now
of that he
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month in lieu of
u
David
Russell.
The name
of David
of Second
Second Independent
Dav"d Rus.
The
name of
David Russell,
Russell, late
late of
Independent Battery,
Battery,
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
the rate of
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
of $50
$50 per
per month
month in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
tozi
l
iIram
H .TttennTitterinzThe name
of Hiram
H. Titterington,
of Company
Company D,
D, One
iiram HThe
name of
Hiram H.
Titterington, late
late of
One
hundred
thirty-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
hundred and thirty-fifth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
rate of $30 per month
in lieu
of that
at the
the rate
month in
lieu of
that
Byers. .11
e.a.
F.
Senjamm.
F. Byers.
eis now receiving.
ehe
' The
The name of Benjamin
Benjamin F. Byers,
Byers, late of Company
Company D, One hundred
hundred
and eighty-fourth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
eighty-fourth Regiment
Infantry, and
and
pay him aapension
pension at the rate
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is
rate of $40
$40 per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
TmasR.. L
Luknow
Thomas
tickhadt.S
R
The name of
hardt.
late of
of Company
Company E,
E One
One
of Thomas
Thomas R. Luckhardt,
Luckhardt, late
hundred and forty-eighth
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
forty-eighth Regiment
Eighteenth Regiment
and Company B, Eighteenth
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and
Regiment Veteran
T. Worcster.

Am T. Worceater.
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a pension at the
pay him a
of that
the rate
rate of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he
is
now receiving.oep
receiving.
is now
bb
Joseph Grubb.
The name of Joseph Grubb, late of
of Company
Company B,
Seventy-second
B, Seventy-second
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
the
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
$36 per
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
that he
Daniel McNutt.
The name of Daniel McNutt,
Company K,
McNutt, late of Company
Fifteenth RegiRegiK, Fifteenth
ment Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension at
the rate
rate
and pay
a pension
at the
of
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
of $50
that he
is now
Mary
E. Campbell.
r E
The name
name of Mary E. Campbell, widow
Cam-Aell, late
late
widow of James
James R.
R. Campbell,
- am
States ship Santiago de
of United States
States Navy-,
and
de Cuba,
Cuba, United
United States
Navy, and
a pension at the rate
pay her a
$20 per
per month
in lieu
that she
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu of
of that
she is
is
now receiving.
now
receiving.
R. Bowen.
The name
name of Jabez
Jabez R.
R. Bowen,
Bowen, late
late of
Seventh RegiRegi- JTabez
of Company
Company K,
K, Seventh
abez R. Bowen
ment
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
the
ment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
rate of $40 per month in lieu
lieu of that he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension
Pension.
The name of
Grace M.
M. Copeland.
Copeland.
Grace M.
helpless and
of Grace
M. Copeland,
Copeland, helpless
and dependent
dependent daughter
daughter Grace
of James Copeland,
Copeland, late of Company
Eighth Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Company F,
F, Eighth
Connecticut
Volunteer
One hundred
Volunteer Infantry, and One
hundred and
and thirty-fourth
thirty-fourth Company
Company,-,
Second Battalion Veteran Reserve
and Company
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth
Regiment Veteran Reserve Corps, and
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
pay her a
a pension
of
month.
of $12
per month.
$12 per
Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
r ga r
Downey.
name of
Downey, widow
• The
The name
of Margaret
Margaret Downey,
widow of
J. Downey,
of Maurice
Maurice J.
Downey, late
late Margaret
Ma
et Downeyof Company
Company C, First Battalion
Battalion Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer.
Volunteer. Heavy
Heavy
Artillery, and
pension at
at the
rate of
$20 per
lieu
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
The name of Horace
Horace Griggs, late of Company
Company A, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth Horace
irigS
Horse Griggs.
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pension
at the
the rate
at
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.ah
. Lw.
Sarah M. Law.
The name of Sarah M. Law, widow
Augustus A. Law
Law,, late
widow of Augustus
of
late of
United States ships North Carolina and
and Release,
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
Release, United
a pension at the
and pay her a
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
the rate
rate of $20
month in
she is
is now
she
now receiving.
receiving.
Ellen Manchester.
he te
Manchester, widow of Oscar A. Manchester,
The name
name of Ellen Manchester,
Manchester,
late of Company I,
Connecticut Volunteer
Heavy
I, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and pay her a
apension at the
of $20
in lieu
lieu
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
of
she is
receiving.
y E Newbury
Mary E. Newbury.
The name of Mary
Mary E. Newbury,
Newbury, widow
K. Newbur,
widow of George
George K.
Newbury, late
late
of
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
luf anof Company
Company E,
E, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Volunteer lnfantry,
pay her
her a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
month in
lieu of
try, and
and pay
a pension
rate of
per month
in lieu
of
that she
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Timothy
Qinn.
Tmothy Quinn.
The name
Quinn, late
of Company
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Reginame of Timothy
Timothy Quinn,
late of
Company F,
Regiment Connecticut
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
Connecticut Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate
of $36
month in
of that
receiving.
rate of
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.S.
Shaffer.
Frank S. Shaffer.
name of Frank
The name
late of
of Company
Twelfth RegiRegiFrank S. Shaffer,
Shaffer, late
Company D,
D, Twelfth
ment Connecticut Volunteer
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
rate
of $36
$36 per
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
per month
hi lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
Edard
.
Edward D. WoodWoodmansee, late
The name of Edward D. Woodmansee,
C, Twentymansee.
late of
of Company
Company C,
Twenty- manse.
first Regiment Connecticut
and pay
pay him
pension
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aapension
at
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
Charles A. 3iudgett.
The
A. Mudgett,
Mudgett, late
of Company
Company B,
B, Second
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles A.
late of
Second BatBat- ch ar es .- udgett
talion, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
Regiment United
Infantry, and
and pay
United States
States Infantry,
pay him
him
a pension
at the rate of $36
a
pension at
$36 per
that he
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now rereceiving.
celving.
The name
name of
Hawkes, widow
widow of
George F.
IIawkes, late
late Lilian
Lillian S.
The
of Lillian
Lillian S.
S. Hawkes,
of George
F. Ilawkes
S. Hawker.
flaw
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
an d pay
of Company
Company I,
I, Ninth
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
the rate
her a
apension
pension at the
month in
of that
that she
she is
now
rate of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receivmg.
e
The name of Joseph McKenney,
McKenney, junior, late of Company
h MeKelineY.
MKeney,
Company E, First
First jr.i
jr.jc'sePa
Regiment
Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and Company
Company I,
Regiment District
District of
of Columbia
I,
First Regiment
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
at
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate of $40
he is
is now
receiving.
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
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The name of Carlton
Beaman, late
Carlton J.
J. Beaman,
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth
Regiment,
Fiftieth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer
Regiment, and
and Company
Company C,
C, Fiftieth
Regiment Missouri
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
the rate
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
month in
that
he i
receiving.
that he
issnow
now receiving.
John S. Raymond.
John S. Raymond.
The
The name
name of John
John S. Raymond,
late of
Company I,
I, Thirty-first
Thirty-first
Raymond, late
of Company
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
rate of
$30
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
of
that
Theodore B. Magic.
Theodore
B. M
ae.
name of
of Theodore
Theodore B.
The name
13. Magie,
Magie, late
ship Cayuga,
Cayuga,
late of
of United
United States
States ship
United States Navy,
Navy, and
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
and pay
pay him
a pension
of $30
per
month in
lieu
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
James H. Waugh.
James H. Waugh.
The
name of
The name
of James
James IL
Waugh, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
H. Waugh,
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
$30
and pay
him aapension
pension at
of $30
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
aG
per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
Frank Goodwin.
The name of Frank Goodwin,
Goodwin, late of
Company F, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
of Company
Maine Volunteer
Regiment Maine
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
rate of
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
month i'n
in lieu
that he
is now
receiving.
William H. Clark.
Wiiam HCrk.
The name
The
name of
of William
William H.
Clark, late
late of
of Company
Company 0,
0, Seventh
RegiH. Clark,
Seventh Regiment Indiana
Indiami Volunteet
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
and pity
pay him
at the
of $40
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
of
$40 per
month
in
lieu
of
he
is
receiving.
Thomas D. Scott.
Thomas D
ott.
The
name of Thomas
The name
Thomas D. Scott,
late of
of Company
Compeny I,
I, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Scott, late
Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. .
of
that
is
now
Addle 3E. Higgins.
Addi M. m.
The name
M. Iliggins,widow
name of Addie
Addie M.
Virgil N.
N. Higgins,
Higgins, late
late of
of
Higgins, widow of
of Virgil
Company H,
H, Second
Second Regiment
Infantry, and
secRegiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and second lieutenant
Ninety-sixth Company, Second
Second Battalion,
lieutenant Ninety-sixth
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran
Reserve
Corps, and
Reserve Corps,
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
month
rate of
of $20
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
in
McIntire.
Ezra
Ezra F. McIntin3.
The name of Ezra F. McIntire,
McIntire, late of Company
C, Nineteenth
Company C,
Nineteenth
Regiment
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
of
rate
$40
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Walter.
Walter M. Edes.
The name
name of
The
of Walter
M. Edes,
and dependent
dependent son
son of
of James
Walter M.
Edes, helpless
helpless and
James
Edes, late of
Company C,
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer
of Company
Regiment Maine
Infantry,
and pay
him a
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Infantry, and
pay him
a pension
pensions at
at the
month.
Pensions inreased.
increased.
Manxllus
The name
name of
E. Hart,
Hart, late
M, First
First RegiRegiareliu.sa
E. Hart. "
The
Maus E. s E.
of Marcellus
late of
of Company
Company M,
ment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
the rate
rate of
of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
that he
the
$30 per
per month
James aM.
M. Gtn.
Gerinn.
The name
name of James M. Gwinn, late of Company E, One
hundred
One hundred
and sixteenth
sixteenth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
and captain
captain
Company H, One hundred
hundred and sixty-first
sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana VolunVolunteer Infantry,
Spain, and pay him
infantry, War with Spain,
at the
rate of
of
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Waddy Hoover.
ddy ooTer.
The
name of
Hoover, late
The name
of Waddy
Waddy Hoover,
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, Seventieth
Seventieth RegiRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
of
$36
month
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
John F. Anderson.
John F. Andon.
The name
name of John F. Anderson,
Anderson, late
late of Company D, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment Missouri
Missouri State Militia Cavalry, and pay him
the
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate
per
rate
of
$50
month
in
lieu
of
of
that
is
now
receiving.
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Dorr H. Mayne.
Dorr
H. Mlae.
The name
H. Mayne,
Mayne, late of Company
hundred and
The
name of
of Dorr
Darr H.
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
and
fourteenth Regiment
fourteenth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and TwentyTwentyninth Company, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Veteran
Veteran Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
and pay
pay
a .pension at the rate
him a
rate of $50
850 per month in lieu
lieu of that
he is
is now
now
that he
receiving.
receiving.
It. Lasher. receivmg.
William Et.
sher
The name of William
William H. Lasher, late of Company I,
I, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiment New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and pay him
him a
a pension at
at the
the
rate of
of $36
per month
month i
n lieu
lien of
that he
he is
now receiving.
rate
$36 per
in
of that
is now
receiving.
Roscoe G. Tibbetts.
Rooe (. Tibbetts.
RThe
The name of Roscoe G.
late of
of Company
Company H,
G. Tibbetts,
Tibbetts, late
H, Thirty-first
Thirty-first
Regiment
Infantry, and pay him
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a pension
at the
pension at
the
Simon IIasseac.
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
rate of $40
$40 per month
month in lieu
he is
receiving.
Simon ilasselback.
The name of Simon Hasselback,
Hasselback, late of Company D,
D, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiment, and Company
Company M, Second Regiment,
Volunteer
Regiment, New
New York
York Volunteer
Carlton J. Seaman.
'Seaman.
carton
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Heavy
Heavy Artillery, and pay him a
apension
rate of
$36 per
month
pension at
at the
the rate
of $36
per month
in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Catherine Crane Patrick, widow of
Shepard Goodwin
Goodwin
of Shepard
Patrick, late of Company D, One
One hundred
hundred and
fortieth Regiment
Regiment
and fortieth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
her aapension
per month in lieu of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Isaiah W. Deemer, late
late of Company
Company: H,
H, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
him aapension
pension at
$50 per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
month in
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Charles
Charles Richards,
Richards, late of
D, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiof Company
Company D,
ment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the
and pay
pension at
rate of $36 per month in
is now
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name
name of Edward E. Gould,
Gould, late of Company
Company G,
Second RegiG, Second
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
at the
the rate
rate of
of
him aapension
pension at
$50 per month in
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of George H.
H. Clark, late of Company G, Two hundred
and third Regiment Pennsylvama
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $30 per
a
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
month in
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
The
The name
Joseph Artl
ey, l
at
e of
B, Ninety-seventh
name of
of Joseph
Artley,
late
of Company
Company B,
Ninety-seventh
Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
apension
pension
Infantry, and
pay him
at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
now receiving.
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Jacob M. Westfall,
Westfall, late of Company K, One
One hundred
hundred
fifty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and fifty-seventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry.
,and
and pay
pay him
him
a pension at the rate of $30 per month
a
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
receivmonth in
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
ing.
The
of James
B. McCoy,
The name
name of May E.
E. McCoy, widow of
James B.
McCoy, late
late of
of
Regiment Oregon
Company A, First Regiment
Oregon Volunteer
Cavalry; and
and pay
pay her
her
Volunteer Cavalry-,
aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in
in lieu
that she
she is
is now
now
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lucretia
Lucretia Whitt, widow
of Lorenzo
D. Whitt,
Whitt, late
late of
of
widow of
Lorenzo D.
Company M,
Regiment Missouri State
M, First Regiment
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
State Militia
her a
apension at the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
that she
is now
now
rate of
lieu of
of that
she is
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of Mary E.
E. A. Winans,
Winans, widow
The name
widow of
of William
William Winans,
Winans, late
late
of Company
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment New
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and
Company E, Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Veteran
Veteran Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
Infantry, and pay her a
apension
pension at the
of $20
month in
in lieu
lieu
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
The
W. Davis,
Davis, late of Company
The name
name of
of Oliver
Oliver W.
Company I,
I, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
'Volunteer Infantry,
d pay
pay hi
m
ens i
on at
at the
the
Infantry, an
and
him
aa p
pension
rate of $30 per month in
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of David E. Dodge, late of Company
The
Company G,
G, One
One hundred
hundred
and sixty-ninth
sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania Drafted
and
Drafted' Militia
Militia Infantry,
Infantry,
and pay him a
apension
pension at the
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
month in
he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Twenty-fifth
The
name of Timothy S. Heald, late of Company I, Twenty-fifth
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of
at
that he
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The
of Charles
Company C,
The name
name of
Charles Fisk, late
late of Company
C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
and pay
at
the rate of $30
per month in lieu of that
the
$30_per
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
receiving.
The
name of
Thomas A.
A. Stevens,
Stevens, late
The name
of Thomas
late second
second lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company
C, One hundred
Forty-sixth Regiment
hundred and Forty-sixth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the rate
and pay him a
lieu of
of that
that he
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he
is now receiving.
The
name
captain Company
The name of Stephen B. Packard,
Packard, late captain
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aa_pension
pension at the
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
rate of $40 per
permonth
mon th i
n li
eu of
ofth
ath
in
lieu
that
hee i
iss now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Catherine Crane
riCk'ther
Crane
rick.

en

Pat.

Pat'

Isaiah W. Deemer.
Isaiah
W Deemer.

Charles Richards.

Charles ichards.

Edward E. Gould.
Edward
E- ould.

George H. Clark.
George
H.Clark.

Joseph
ph Artley.

Aey-

Jacob M.
Jacobi

Westfall.
e

a

May E. McCoy.
May
E. ccoy-

Lucretia Whitt.

Lucretia hwtt

Mary E. A
Winans
Mary
E- A.- winans

Oliver W. Davis.

Oliver W. Dais.

David E
E. Dodge.
David
-Dodge-

Timothy S. Heald.
Timothy
S. leald.

Charles Fisk.
Ch
lesFiskar

Thomas A. Stevens,
Stevens
Thomas

Stephen B.
B. Pacard.
Packard.
Stephen
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Michael Shellac.
Sheline.

SEss.
II. CH.
CH. 174.
174.
SEss. II.

1917.
1917.

The name
name of
of Michael
Sheline, late
Regiment
Michael Sheline,
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and ..pay
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
.pay him
him aa pension
West

rate of
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$40 per
lieu of
of that
that he
The name
S. Griswold,
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Ninth
Ninth RegiRegiThe
name of
of Leroy
Leroy S.
Griswold, late
ment Vermont
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the
at the
pay him
ment
Vermont Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
rate
$40 per
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
M Done
irtc!)ert
The name
name of
of Robert
H. M.
Donnelly, late
captain Company
Company D,
D,
ebrt
Robert H.
. Don- The
M. Donnelly,
late captain
l.
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
pay .him
bun aa
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Tennessee Volunteer
Thirteenth
pension at
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
that he
lae is
is now
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
lieu of
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
Michael Callahan.
Callahan.
M.chal
The name
of Michael
Michael Callahan,
'The
name of
Callahan, late of Sixteenth Unattached
Unattached ComCornany,
Massachusetts
Militia
and unassigned
unassigned Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
Infantry, and
pany, Massachusetts Militia Infantry,
ent Maine
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Infantry, and
rate
of 140
per month
in lien
he is
is now
receiving.
rate of
S30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
HenryHen.
S. Silsby.
The
of IlenrYS.
Silsby, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
The name
sby.
name of
Henry S. Silsb,
G, Fifth
New Hampshire_
him aapension
pension at
at the
New
Hampshire. Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
The name
Dennis W.
Riordan, late.
of Company
C, First
First RegiRegiDennis W.. rordan
The
name of
of Dennis
W. Riordan,
late of
Company C,
ment New
Hampshire Volunteer
Really Artillery,
and pay
him a
apenment
New Hampshire
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
month inheu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
in lieu of
he is
John H.
H. We
Wells.
name of
john. H.
H. Wells,
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
The name
of John
Wells, late
late of
Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Vermont Volunteer
a pension
$50
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
he is
$50 per
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Lewis LesSeymo
Seymour.
of Lewis
Lewis Seymour,
Seymour, late
of Company
Company.G,
Theename
name of
late of
G, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a penpenand pay
Regiment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
sion
at the
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John.
Robert
sion at
the rate
rate of
lieu of
Robert Johnston.
The
name of
Robert Johnston,
late of
L, Third
RegiThe name
of Robert
Johnston, late
of Company
Company L,
Third Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
rate of
of
ment
Iowa Volunteer
pension at
the rate
$36 p
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
he is
now receiving.
is now
month in
Palmer. $3
Samuel E.
Samuel
E. Palmer.
name of
RegiThe name
of Samuel
Samuel E. Palmer, late of Company
Company C, Fifth Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Sixth Independent
Independent Battery
Battery
ment
Infantry, and
and Sixth
Massachusetts
.Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
a pension
pension at
Sarah
Baker
the
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
now
receiving.
he
is
lieu
of
that
in
per
month
rate
of
$36
the
Sarah Baker.
The name
Sarah Baker
dependent mother
mother of
of William
William Baker,
Baker,
The
name of
of Sarah
Baker,' dependent
late of
Company F,
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
late
of Company
F, Nineteenth
Nineteenth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
pension at
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that
and
pay her
her a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
and is
Mollie
Thompson.
she issnow
receiving.
now receiving.
she
Mollie Thompson.
of Mollie
widow of
Milton B.
Thompson,
The name of
Mollie Thompson,
Thompson, widow
of Milton
B. Thompson,
late of
D, Sixtieth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
late
of Company
Company D,
Sixtieth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
and
$20 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that
and pay her
her a
a pension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
in lieu
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
Alemxnda.
An=m Alexander.
Anna
of George
late of
of
The name of
of Anna
Anna Alexander,
Alexander, widow
widow of
George Alexander
Alexander,, late
Company- II,
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Company
H, Fifty-second
Fifty-second Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
she
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
is
she
Bowman.
S.
po'rt
RoT,ert S. Bowman.
Robert S. Bowman,
Fourteenth
The name of
of Robert
Bowman, late of Company
Company E,
E, Fourteenth
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
him aa pension
at
Regiment Kentucky
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
the
of $36
per month
Moore
George
George W. Moore.
The name of George W. Moore, late
late of
A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
of Company
Company A,
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
pay him
Regiment Kentucky
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him
aa pension at the rate of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
receivin
. Adams..
John S.
The name
S. Adams,
Adams, late
Company M,
M, Fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiRegiThe
name of
of John
John S.
late of
of Company
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
ment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
li
eu o
f
that
he
is
n
ow receiving.
receiving.
C
b
Akers.
rate
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
Caleb Akers.
The name of Caleb Akers,
Akers, late of Company
Company B, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
ment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
rate
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
of that
he is
per month
white.
rate of
H.arron
Barrf.son White.
The name of Harrison White,
White late
late of Company
Company A.,
A, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
him aapension
the rate of $50 per month
month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
Leroy

S.

roy .

Griswold.

Grswold

114

Dennis

Rkirdan.
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Ella Taylor.
Taylor.
The name
of Ella
Taylor, former
former widow
Robert D.
The
name of
Ella Taylor,
widow of
of Robert
D. McCracken,
McCracken, Ante,
p. 1251.
p.
1251.
late second
lieutenant Company
Company A,
A, First
First Regiment
Indiana VolunVolunlate
second lieutenant
Regiment Indiana
teer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
rate of
$24 per
teer Cavalry,
pension at
at the
of $24
per month
month in
in
in lieu of that
that she
she is
is now receiving.
Francis A.
A. Ricketts.
The name
name of
Francis A.
Ricketts, late
of Company
Thirty-first
The
of Francis
A. Ricketts,
late of
Company A,
A, Thirty-first
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay bin)
the
and pay
him apension
a pension at
at the
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
rate
$50 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
rate of
of $50
that he
he is
now receiving.
Henry Smith.
Smith.
The
Henry Smith,
late of
Company D,
D, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
of Henry
Smith, late
of Company
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
at the
of
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$50
per month
month in
lieu of
Francis
The name
name of
M. Blankinship,
late of
of Company
Company H,
sjpr.aii
cis M. BlankinH, ThirtyThirty- ship.
The
of Francis
Francis M.
Blankinship, late
ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Tnfantry, and
end pay
ninth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
pay him a
a pension
at the
per month
he is
is now
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $30 per
month in.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Jeremiah
Jeremiah Combs.
The name
name of
of Jeremiah
Jeremiah Combs,
late of
Company M,
Fourteenth
The
Combs, late
of Company
M, Fourteenth
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
pension at
at
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aa pension
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
Roberson.
John W. Roberson.
The name
name of
John W.
W. Roberson,
Roberson late
of Company
The
of John
late of
Company E,
E, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth
Regiment Kentucky
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Mounted
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
receiving.
pension
month in
in lieu
of that-lie
that he is
is now
now receiving.
Minatree
Minatree Turner.
The name
of Minatree
Companies C
C and
and D,
D, Seventh
Seventh
The
name of
Minatree Turner
Turner,'late
late of
of Companies
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at
at
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
that he
the
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George S. Robinson.
The name
of George
late of
of Company
Company A,
The
name of
George S.
S. Robinson,
Robinson, late
A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh George
Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pension at
at
Regiment Kentucky
pay him
him a
a pension
the
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
William M.
M. Helvy.
The
William M.
M. Helvy,
Helvy, late
Company, C,
Thirty-ninth William
The name of William
late of
of Compapy,
C, Thirty-ninth
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
p
.
a
,y
him
a
pension
at
Regiment Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at
the
month in
lieu of
the rate of $40 per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is powiree,eiving.
nW: receiving.
Pension.
Augusta Lambert.
Lambert.
of Augusta
The name of
.Augusta Lambert,
Lambert, helpless
helpless and,
and:depeudent
of Augusta
depedent child
child of
Andrew
of Company
Company A,
Ohio Volunteer
Andrew Lambert,
Lambert, late
late of
A, First
First Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer
Heavy Artillery
Artillery,'and
pension at the rate
rate, of $12
$12 per month.
Pensions increased.
and pay her aapension
month. Pensions
increased.
The name
name of
dependent mother
W. Elizabeth
Elizabeth Roberts.
Roberts.
The
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Roberts,
Roberts, dependent
mother of
of George
George W.
Roberts, late
late of
Volunteer
of Company
Company C, First Regiment
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the rate of
Infantry, and pay her a
of $20 per
per month in lieu
of that
that she
of
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Francis E.
E. Derby,
late of
of Company
Company , F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiRegi- Francis
Francis E.
E. Derby.
Derby.
The
of Francis
Derby, late
New Hampshire
Hampshire Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
pension at
at
ment New
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate of
$40 per
the
of $40
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
M. Lacey.
Maberry M.
The name of
M. Lacey,
of Maberry
Maberry M.
Lacey, late
Company Maberry
late first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
A, and
adjutant Sixt.y-mnth
Sixty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Infantry,
A,
and adjutant
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
and pay
at the
the rate
per month
month in
that
he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
Approved,
Approved, March
March 3, 1917.

M. Blankin-

CHAP.
175.-An Act
Act For
the relief
CHAP. 175.—An
For the
relief of
of Hays
Hays Gaskill.
Gaskill.

Be
and House
House of
the United
United
Be it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
States of America
America in
assembled, That in the administration
in Congress
Congress assembl,
administration
rights, privileges,
benefits upon
honorably
of any laws
laws conferring
conferring rights,
privileges, or
or benefits
upon honorably
discharged
discharged soldiers,
soldiers, Htays
flays Gaskill,
Gaskii 1 who
was a
Battery A,
A,
who was
a member
member of
of Battery
FourthRegiment
Fourth
Regiment United States Artillery,
General Order NumNumArtillery, under
under General
bered One
One hundred
bered
General's Orders,
Orders, eighteen
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four,
fifty-four, Adjutant
Adjutant General's
hereafter be
hundred and sxty-two,
xty-two, shall hereafter
considered to
be held
held and considered
to have
have
been honorably discharged
discharged from the
of the
the United
United
the military
military service
service of
a member of said battery:
battery on the muster out of
States as a
same:
of the
the same:
Provided, That no back
Provided,
back pay, pension,
pension, bounty, or other
other emolument
emolument
shall
accrue prior
prior to
to the
this Act.
shall accrue
the passage
passage of
of this
Act.
Approved,
1917.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1917.

March 3,
1917.
March
3, 1917.
[H.
[H. R.
R. 594S.1
5948.1
[Private, No.
No. 212.)
212.)
[Private,

Havs
Hays Gaskill.
Gas-kill.
Military
record cor
Military record
corrected.
rected.

Prort.so.
Proviso.
No back
beck pay
etc.
No
pay etc.
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riTA
P. 176.-An
178.—An Act
(taunting pensions
pensions and increase
increase of pensions
pensions to certain
certain soldiers
ActC
Ganting
HAP.
and sailors of the Civil
Cirri War and certain
certain widows and dependent
dependent children
children of soldiers
and
onions of
of said
said war.
war.
and sailors

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of Repesentatives
Rpresewativee of
of the
the United
United
and House
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
States
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
the
Secretary of
assembled, That
i- Congres
States of
of America
America in
Interior
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
on
place on
and directed
directed to place
and he
Interior be,
the
pension roll,
roll7 subject
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
to the
the provisions
the pension
laws— •• .
penAon laws.1
Pensions Increased.
in
. pension
Pensions
Patrick
Pattick O'Donohue, late
The
late landsman, United
United States
The name of Patrick
Patic O'Donohue.
Navy,
pay himn
him -a pension
per month in lieu of
at the rate
rate of $30 per
pension at
Navy, and
and pay
that
he is
4
Flug.
ireeivag.
that he
is now
now ratel
John Huxadley.
Forty-seventh
Hundley,
Company K, Forty-seventh
undley, late of Company
The name of John
Jao
ohn undly.
Regiment
pension at
a pension
nfantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment Kentucky
the rate
of
$36 per
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
he
is
that
in
month
r
of
$36
the
rate
William
L. Stephens.
WllamLs.
S
The name
of William
Wiitua: L.
L. Stephens,
H, Forty:The
name of
Stephens late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Fortypension
second Regiment
Regiment Indiana-Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aa.pension
Ildinas Volunteer Ifantry,
second
at the
the rate
rate of
pefairolith
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
moh th in
in:-lieu
of $36
$36 per
at
Hugh Kerr.
The
Hugh 'Kerr,
Company L,
L, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
ofCompany
er, late
late of
The name
name of
of Hugh
ugh Kerr.
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
the rate
pension at the
pay him aapension
Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania Vohwateer
of $40
$40 per
month in:
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
lieu of
of that
that he
in lieu
of
per month
Mary E. Baker.
Mary E.Ba.
The name
name of
of Mary
Baker, .widow of John T. Baker,
Mary E. Baker,
Baker, late of ComCompany
H,Fifteenth
and pay
her
pay her
Infantry, and
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Maine
pany H,
Fifteenth Regiment
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
she is
now
is now
of that
that she
lieu of
at the
the rate
aa pension
pension at
receiving.
receiving.
James E. WashingH, Sixtylate of
Company H,
The name
James E.
E. Washington,
Washington, late
of Company
SixtyThe
name of
of James
amE. Wshing
Loa
eighth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him aapension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
eighth
at the
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
now receiving.
at
the rate
rate of
of $36 per
m
William Woolf.
Fifty-fourth
wimwm
The name of William Woolf, late of Company K, Fifty-fourth
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
him aapension
at the
the
pension at
pay him
Infantry, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
rate of
$36 per
per month
he is now receiving.
month in
in lieu of that he
rate
of $36
Clarinda Mahoney.
Clarnda Mahoney.
The
name of Clarinda
Clarinda Mahoney,
The name
Mahoney, widow
widow of
of Patrick
Patrick H.
H. Mahoney,
Mahoney,
late
E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry,
United States
Regiment United
Company E,
late of
of Company
and pay
her
a
pension
at the
rate
of $24 per
per month
in
lieu of
of that
that
month
in
lieu
rate
of
at
the
pay
her
a
pension
and
Provisos.
now receiving:
Provided, That
That in
the event
event of
of the
death of
of
the death
in the
increase
to cease on she
receiving: Provided,
she is
is now
creaseto
death
of
child.
death o child.
helpless and dependent
Charles W. Mahoney,
Mahoney, helpless
dependent child of said Patrick H.
Mahoney, the additional pension herein granted shall cease and
Pension to child on Mahoney, the additional pension herein granted shall cease and
Pension
death of
of mother.
determine: And provided further,
further, That
determine:
That in the event of the death of
Clarinda
Mahoney, the
Charles W.
W. Mahoney
Mahoney shall
be
shall be
name of
of said
said Charles
the name
Clarinda Mahoney,
placed
roll, subject
subject to
limitations
provisions and
and limitations
to the provisions
on the
the pension
pension roll,
placed on
of the
the pension
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
rate of
per month
from and after the
the
month from
of $12
$12 per
the rate
of
date of
of death
said Clarinda
Clarinda Mahoney.
Mahoney.
of said
death of
date
Spurgeon
Alono Spurgeon.
Alonzo
The
name of
of Alonzo
Company A, One hundred
hundred
late of
of Company
Spurgeon, late
Alonzo Spurgeon,
The name
and
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
and ninety-fourth
ninety-fourth Regiment
pension
at the
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
pension at
the rate
IsaO
I.
Isaac H. Omdorff.
OdorlThe
of Isaac H. Orndorff, late
The name of
late of Company F, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
Infantry, and pay him aapension
Regiment
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month
rate
Lynch.
JameM.
James H. Lynch.
The name
name of
of James
James M.
Lynch late
late of Companies
The
M. Lynch,
Companies C
C and I, FiftyFiftyninth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
pay him aapension at
at
Volunteer Infantry,
ninth Regiment
Pension.
Pesion
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Trovillo May.
Trovillo May.
The
name of
of Company
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment
The name
of Trovillo
Trevino May,
May, late
late of
Company A,
A, Thirteenth
a pension at the
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
rate of
of $15
per month.
month.
rate
$15 per
Pensions increased.
Stemple, late of
of Company
Company K,
Thirteenth RegiRegilulius
Stemple.
The
Julius Stemple,late
Julius Stemple.
The name
name of
of Julius
K, Thirteenth
Cavalry, and pay him aapension
of
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the rate of
33
CI per
month in
lieu
of that
that he
ke is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
in
lieu
per
month
$30
o
L.
Sa
Louis L. Stafford.
The
name of
L. Stafford,
late of
of Company
Company M,
The name
of Louis
Louis L.
Stafford, late
M, Eighth
R
Eighth Regiment Missouri State Militia Cavalry, and
pension at
and pay him aa pension
at the
rate of $40
$40 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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n.
The
name of
Yocum, widow
widow of Benjamin
Benjamin F. Yocum, late Pensio
Pension.
of Delia
Delia M. Yocum,
The name
Delia M. Yocum.
of
Company C,
C, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
of Company
Pensions
her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
month.
of $12 per
her aapension
J B. Kelley.
The
of Fannie
Kelley, widow
of Edward
Edward B.
B. P.
P. Kelley,
Kelley, Fannie
Fannie J.- B.
Kelley.
widow of
B. Kelfey,
J. B.
Fannie J.
name of
The name
late surgeon
surgeon Ninety-fifth
Ninety-fifth Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
late
and
at the
rate of
per month
of that
that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $25
$25 per
the rate
pension at
pay her
her aapension
and pay
she
Newton Nelson.
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
Newton Nelson,
of Company
hundred
Company B, One hundred
late of
Nelson, late
of Newton
name of.
The
a
and second
second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry,and pay him
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
and
pension at
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
Martin Waymire.
aymire
now receiving:.
receiving. Marn
that he
he is
per month
month in
at the
rate of
of $36 per
pension
The
Waymire, late
One hundred
hundred
I, One
of Company
Company I,
late of
of Martin
Martin Waymire,
The name
name of
and Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay
Infantry, and
Indiana Volunteer
and
him
at the
$24 per
in lieu
lieu of that he is now
month in
per month
of $24
rate of
the rate
pension at
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
The
name of
of Michael
Ninety-third Michael
T. Dwyer.
DwyerMichael T
I, Ninety-third
of Company
Company I,
late of
T. Dw3er,
Dwyer, late
Michael T.
The name
pension
Regiment New
New York
Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapension
National Guard
York National
Regiment
at
per month
month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24 per
The name
name of
Jennie L.
Tate, helpless
and dependent
dependent child
child of Jennie
Tate.
Jennie L. Tate.
helpless and
L. Tate,
of Jennie
The
Frederick
Tate, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Third
Michigan VolunVolunRegiment Michigan
Third Regiment
Frederick Tate,
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
her a
at the
of $12
$12 ,per
Pensions increased.
per month.
month.
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
pay her
and pay
teer
Nineteenth Edwi
H, Nineteenth
The
of Edwin
Rose, late
late of
Edwin W.. Rose
Rose.
Company H,
of Company
W. Rose,
Edwin W.
name of
The name
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at the
him aa pension
Infantry, and
Regiment
rate of
of $36
per month
in lieu
that he
is now receiving.
he is
of that
lieu of
month in
$36 per
rate
The name
of Adam
Adam Rader,
Rader, late
late of
Company A,
A, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh Adm
Adam Rader.
Rader.
of Company
name of
The
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
pension at
him aapension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Regiment
receiving.
the
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of that he is now receiving.
in lieu
month in
rate of
the rate
The
name of
Robert Hird,
late of
Second Regiment
Robert lard.
Regiment Robert"IrdE, Second
of Company
Company E,
Hird, late
of Robert
The name
Provisional Enrolled
Enrolled Missouri
Militia, and pay him a
apension at the
Missouri Militia,
Provisional
ve
cCharles Carverrate of
$30 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
is-now
receiving.
now receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
per month
of $30
rate
The name
of Charles
Carver, late
late of
of Company
hundred and'
and
H, One
One hundred
Company H,
Charles Carver,
The
name of
eighth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
pay him
pension
a pension
him a
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
eighth
at
rate of
of $40
per month
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
$40 per
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
Charles
Charles H.. Bothwll.
Bothwell.
The
name of
H. Bothwell,
Bothwell, late
Company A, Ninetyof Company
late of
Charles H.
of Charles
The name
eighth
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension
Regiment Illinois
eighth Regiment
at the
the rate
rate of
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
James A Stitsworth.
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
at
$36 per
The name
name of
of James
late of
of Company
Company B,
B, Forty-second
Forty-second James A. Stitsworth.
A. Stitsworth,
Stitsworth, late
James A.
The
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
apension
at the
the
pension at
him a
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment
rate of
per month
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
illiam T.
rate
of $36
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
Lambert.
$36 per
lieu of
William
T. Lambert.
The name
name of
of William
William T.
Lambert, late
hundred
Company E, One hundred
of Company
late of
T. Lambert,
The
and
twenty-third Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay him
him
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
and twenty-third
a
pension at
at the
of $24
$24 per month
month in lieu of that he is now rerate of
the rate
a pension
James R.
R.Mille.
Mill,.
ceiving.
ceiving.
The name
of James
Company B, One
One hundred
hundred andam
and
late of Company
Mills, late
R. Mills,
James R.
name of
The
ninety-fourth
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Regiment Pennsylvania
ninety-fourth Regiment
hip
pension at
that he is now
lieu of that
month in lieu
per month
of $24 per
rate of
the rate
at the
a pension
him a
receiving.
James
receiving.
James Blue
Blue.
The name
Blue, late
late of
the Sixteenth
Sixteenth Battery,
Battery, Indiana
Indiana
of the
James Blue,
of James
name of
The
Volunteer Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
$30
pay him aapension at the rate of $30
Vohlnteer
John . Boser.
per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
now receiving.
that he is now
month in
per month
The
of John
John W.
Bosler, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
IT, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth John W. Rosier.
W. Bosler,
name of
The name
a pension
Regiment
and pay
pension at the
pay him a
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Regiment Ohio
rate of
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Joseph
he is
is now
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
rate
of $40
$40 per
Joseph R
R. N.
N. Mon
Mon.
Joseph R.
N. Monroe,
Monroe, late
Company F, Eighth
Eighth roe.
roe.
late of Company
R. N.
of Joseph
name of
The name
Regiment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
a pension
pension at the rate
and pay
pay him a
Cavalry, and
Regiment
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
Warned.
james
per month
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of
$30 per
James w.
W. Wartield.
The
name of
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth
W. Warfield,
Warfield, late
of James
James W.
The name
a pension at the
Regiment Illinois
and pay him a
Infantry, and
Volinteer Infantry,
Illinois Voltinteer
Regiment
rate of $30 per
month in lieu
receiving.
Heber
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
e is
is now
now receiving.
eber Stoddard.
toddnd.
Company C, One hundred
Stoddard, late of Company
The
Heber Stoddard,
hundred and
of Heber
The name of
thirty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
pay him
him aa
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Indiana
thirty-eighth Regiment
pension
of $24
per month
in lieu of
receiving.
of that
that he is now receiving.
month in
$24 per
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
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The name of Daniel Torpy, late of Company
Company' C,
C, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
New York Volunteer
him aapension
the
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
rate
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
ham Gi
rate of
of $40
per month
that he
braamGrb
Abraham
Gibbs.
The name of Abraham
Abraham Gibbs
of Company
Company G,
G, Fourteenth
Gibbs, late
late of
Fourteenth
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
Infantry, and
a pension
at
the rate of $40 per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
in lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
John F. Sebastian.
Sebastian.
The name
name of Jhn
Mu' F. Sebastian,
Sebastian, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Forty-fifth
D, Forty-fifth
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Velunteer Mounted
Mounted Infantry,
Infantry, end
pay him
him a
a
and pay
pension at
at the
$49 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension
the rate
rate Al
of $4)
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
araForest.
Marinda
Forest.
The name
Ferest, widow
of Samuel
Samuel J.
J. Forest,
Forest, late
late of
of
name of
of Marinda,
Marinda -Forest,
widow of
Company
Company F,
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay
F, Phelps's Regiment
and pay
her a
a -pension at
of.$24 per month
at the rate of-$24
of that
that she
she is
is now
now
month in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
receiving.
Benjamin
N. Trout.
Tt.
Benjamin N.
The
of Benjamin
Benjamin N.
N. Trout,
of Company
Company F,
F, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
The name of
Trout, late
late of
Regiment
Regiment Illinois -V•alunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension
. rate
rate of
of $40
per month
month in
of that
now receiving.
$40 per
in lieu.
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Maggie A. Hutehmgs.
The name of Maggie A.
A. Hutchings
Hutchings,' widow of Moses C. Hutchings,
late of Company D, Fourth Regiment
Enrolled Missouri
Missouri
Regiment Provisional
Provisional Enrolled
Militia,
Militia and payher
pay her aa.pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in li
eu of
of
at the
lieu
that
sl;e is
now receivmg.
that she
is now
receiving.
N.Bem Yackey.
The name
name of N. Benton
Company A, Second
N.
Y
Renton Yackey,
Yackey, late
late of Company
RegiSecond Regiment Missouri
Vohniteer Cavalry,
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate
Missouri Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
of $36
of
month in
he is
receiving.
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu. of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
AmssIOIhDwSOL
Amami Johnston.
The name of Amasa
Amass, Johnston,
Johnston, late of Company
Company M91,
M, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ohio Volunteer
cavalry, and
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
per month in
ie of that
u he is now receiving.
in lieu
receiving.
John G.
o. Thompson.
Thoepso.
The name
name of John G. Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Two hundred
hundred
D, Two
and sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now
at the
the rate
in lieu
of that
is now
• aapension at
Daniel Torpy.
Torpy.
Daniel

B°1011YaCke

.

receiving.
receiving.
receiving.
The name of Walter McDaniel, late of Company
Company L,
Thirteenth
L, Thirteenth
Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
of $30
$30 per
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
Sidney.
Smith.
The name of Sidney
Sidney
Sidney M. Smith, late of Company
Company K,
Seventh RegiRegiK, Seventh
Ante
,p.M. Smith.
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him aapension
ment Kansas
Kansas Volunteer
pension at
the rate
at the
rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
John
A.Petron.
The name of John
John A. Peterson.
The
John A. Peterson, late of Company A,
A, One
hundred
One hundred
York Volunteer
and twelfth Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
:Infantry, and
pay him
him aa
and pay
pension
pension at the
$40 per
month in
lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
rate of
of $40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
George . Do.
The
George W. Dow.
The name
name of
of George
George W. Dow, late
late of Company
Company E, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiWest Virginia
ment West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him aa pension
at
and pay
pay him
pension at
Be
Vne.
the
rate
of
$30
in
lieu
of
that
he
per
month
that
he
receiving.
is
now
receiving
Br iee Vance.
The name of Brice Vance, late of Company K, Sixteenth
Sixteenth Regiment
Regiment
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
rate of
of
a pension
at the
the rate
$36 per month in lieu of that
that he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah E.
Nethercutt.
Tle name of Sarah E.
Sarah
E. Nethercutt.
The
E. Nethercutt,
Nethercutt, widow
of George
George W.
W. Nethercutt,
Nethercutt,
widow of
Twenty-second Regiment
late of Company H, Twenty-second
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry and pay her aa, pension at
at the rate
Infantry,
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
rate of
of
that
she
now
receivng.
is
receiving.
Orrin P. Gay.
Orri P. Gay.
The name
name of
of Orrin P.
The
P. Gay,
Gay, late of Company
Company I, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
at the
$30 per
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Job
Fnt
$30
per month
month in
in lieu
that he
receiving.
Jacob Frantz.
Fnt
Jaob
The name
Frantz, late
Weaver's Independent
The
name of
of Jacob
Jacob Frantz,
late of
of Weaver's
Independent Company,
Company,
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Mounted Volunteers,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
Volunteers, and
and pay
the rate
rate
of $30 per month
month in lieu of
is now
now receiving.
of that
that he is
receiving.
CharleslesE.
E. Mans.
The
name of
of Charles
Charl
es E.
ari
a,
l
ate of
ofCompany
Corupany L,
L, Eleventh
Eleventh RegiMari.
The name
E. M
Maris,
late
RegiCavalry, and pay him a
ment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at
the rate
rate
a pension
at the
of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
DavdC.
C.Morgan.
L
The name of David C. Morgan,
Company B,
B, Tenth RegiDared
Morgan, late of Company
Regiment West Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
_um aa pension
pension at
at
pay him
the rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Walter
Walter McDaniel.
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The
Battery, First Battalion,
Battalion,
of Third
Third Battery,
Robert Field, late of
name of
of Robert
The name
Maine Volunteer
him a
a pension
pension at the rate
and pay him
Artillery, and
Volunteer Light Artillery,
Maine
of
receiving.
of $30
$30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The
of Peter
Regiment
of Company
Company G,
G, Ninth
Ninth Regiment
Peter Banks,
Banks, late
late of
The name
name of
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pension at the
the rate
and pay him
him aapension
Cavalry, and
Pennsylvania
receiving.
of $50 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
Regiment
Fourteenth Regiment
The
name of
of Lewis
Company I, Fourteenth
Cole, late of
of Company
Lewis Cole,
The name
Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay him
rate of
pension at the rate
him aapension
Cavalry, and
and pay
Kentucky Volunteer
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
month in
$40 per month
Regiment
Nichols, late of Company
The name of Isaac R. Nichols,
Company F, Ninth Regiment
West Virginia
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Company F,
and Company
Virginia Volunteer
West
West
Veteran Infantry,
and pay
him a
pension at
at the rate
pay him
a pension
Infantry, and
West Virginia
Virginia Veteran
of $36 per
per month in lieu of that
of
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
widow of Moses Lavine,
Lavine, late of Comof Minerva
Minerva Lavine, widow
The name
name of
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay her
pany
Wisconsin Volunteer
her
pany C, Second Regiment Wisconsin
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now reat the rate
aapension at
ceiving.
ceiving.
The
name of
Amanda M. Eaton, widow
widow of
Crittenden B.
Eaton, late
of Crittenden
B. Eaton,
The name
of Amanda
of Company
Company I,
I, Fiftieth
Fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
of
pay
$20 per month in lieu of that she is
pay her aapension at the rate of $20
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Company C, Fifty-sixth
Fifty-sixth
of Charles
Charles B.
B. Black,
Black, late of Company
The name
name of
pay him
him apension
a pension at the
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
in lieu
lieu of
of that he is now
rate
now receiving.
receiving.
rate of $30 per month in
The name of Henry
The
Henry B. Pitner, late of Company F, One hundred and
fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at
pay him
Ohio Volunteer
fifth
the
of $40
$40 per
now receivin
receiving.
per month
month in
in lieu of
of that he is now
the rate
rate of
Company P, Sixth Regiment
Randall, late of Company
The name
name of Oakaley Randall,
Regiment
West
Virginia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him a
pension at the rate
rate
pay.him
a pension
West Virginia
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
of Albert
Albert Fife,
Fife, late
late of
Company K,
RegiK, EThty-eighth
Eighty-eighth Regiof Company
The
ment Ohio Volunteer
pension at the rate
of
rate of
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him aapension
ment
$24 per
month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
$24
per month
The
name of Hampton
Hampton B.
of Company
Company H,
H, One hundred
The name
B. Farmer, late of
and
and fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
pay him aa
issnow receiving.
pension
at the
the rate of
of $40 per month in lieu of that he i
pension at
receiving.
The name
of Jackson
Allen, late
RegiCompany A,
A, Fifty-fourth Reginame of
Jackson Allen,
late of Company
The
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him a
a_pension
pension at the
Infantry, and pay
ment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
rate
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
RegiThe
H. Porcupile,
late of Company I, Ninth RegiPorcupile, late
The name
name of James I.
pension at the rate
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay him
him aa pension
receiving.
of 840
$40 per month in lieu of that
that he is now receiving.
Nickols, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent child of
of
William F. Nickols,
The name
name of
of William
ninety-second
One hundred
John
hundred and ninety-second
late of
of Company
Company D, One
John Xickols,
Nickols, late
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him a
pension
a pension
Infantry, and
Regiment
at
per month.
month.
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
at the
The name
name of
of Aaron
Aaron Britton,
Company G, Tenth
Regiment
Tenth Regiment
late of
of Company
Britton, late
The
Indiana Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate
of
a pension
rate of
him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Indiana
now receiving.
$40
per month
that he
receiving.
he is now
month in
in lieu of that
$40 per
The name
name of
P. Penry,
Penry, late
late of
of Company
Twentieth RegiRegiD, Twentieth
Company D,
of John
John P.
The
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
ment Ohio Volunteer
the rate of
of
$50 per
per month
is now receiving.
receiving.
that he is
in lieu of that
month in
$50
Fourteenth
Company C, Fourteenth
The name of
of Cornelius
Cornelius O'Shea,
O'Shea, late
late of Company
Regiment Missouri
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
at the
Missouri Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
Regiment
per month
month in
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
rate of
of $50 per
The
name of
of James
late of
of Captain
Captain Gilbreath's
Gilbreath's ComComHI. E.
E. Guest,
Guest, late
The name
James II.
a pension
pany,
Alabama Volunteer
and Guides,
pension
pay him a
Guides, and pay
Scouts and
Volunteer Scouts
pany, Alabama
at
per month
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of $24 per
J. Honeycutt,
widow of
of John M. Honeycutt,
Honeycutt,
The name of Aletha
Aletha J.
Honeycutt, widow
late of
Company B,
Thirteenth Regiment
Regiment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
B, Thirteenth
Volunteer Cavlate
of Company

Robert Field.
Robert

Banks.
Peter Banks.

Lewis
Lewis Cole.
Cole.

Isaac R.
R. Nichols.
Nichols.

Lavine.
Minerva Lavine.

Amanda
M. Eaton.
Eaton,
Amanda M.

Charles B. Black.

Henry B. Pitner.
Henry

Oakaley
Oakaley Randall
Randall.

Albert Fife.

Hampton B.
B. Farmer.
Farmer.
Hampton

Jackson
Jackson Allen.
Allen.

James II. Porcllpile
Porcupile.

Pension.
Pension.
William
William F.
F. Nickols.
Nirkols.

Pensions
Pensions increased.
increased.
Aaron Britton.
Aaron

John P. Penry.
John

Cornelius O'Shea.
O'Shea.
Cornelius

James H. E.
E. Guest.
Guest.
James

AlethaJ. Honeycutt.
Honeycutt.
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airy, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
lieu of
that
alry,
pension at
$20 per
per month
month in
in leu
of that
she
is now
receiving.
she is
now receiving.
EmmaKoontz.
The name
name of
of Emma
Emma Koontz.
The
Emma Koontz,
Koontz, widow
of Phillip
late of
Comwidow of
Phillip Koontz,
Koontz, late
of Company D, Fortieth
Regiment Illinois
Fortieth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and ComComRegiment Illinois
pany.M, Fifth Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her aa
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$24
per
month
in
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now receivPrigo.
pension
of
$24
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
receivPrevia°.
Increase
Provided, That
That in
in the
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Leela
Koontz, helphelpnerease to cease on mg:
ng: Provided,
the event
Leela Koontz,
death
of child,
child.
less and
and dependent
dependent child of said
death of
less
said Phillip Koontz,
Koontz, the
the additional
additional pension
pension
herein
granted shall
shall cease
cease and
determine.
herein granted
and determine.
Andrew J.r
rey.
The name of Andrew
Andrew
J. Florey.
The
Andrew J.
J. Florey, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
A, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry,
ment Illinois Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate
Infantry, and
pay him
the rate
of $40 per month in lieu of that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
Francis E. Salsbury.
ancisE.
sbmry. The name of Francis
Francis E. Salsbury, late
Company D,
D, ThirtyThirtylate of
of Company
second Regiment, and
and Company
Company D,
D, Thirty-first
Regiment, Maine
Maine
Thirty-first Regiment,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
of $40
$40 per
per
Volunteer
pension at
rate of
month in
lieu of
he is
is now
.Tho . Pa
month
in lieu
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Toas
Th
"'" W. PatterThe name of
Thomas W.
Patterson, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, First
First
of Thomas
W. Patterson,
Regiment Ohio Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate
pension at
off $30
per month
month in
in hen
is now
Wilo.ori
$30 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
ecrmig.
William H. Morris.
The
name of
of William
William H.
of Company
Company B,
B, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegiThe name
H. Morris,
Morris, late
late of
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
ment Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
rate
a pension
the rate
of $30 per
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per month in
in lieu
lieu of
ohnThe
John C.
Ball.
The name of John
John C. Ball, late
late of
Company I
Eighty-fourth Regiof Company
I,tEighty-fourth
Regiment Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
and .pay
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Newton E.
E Eldred.
Edred. rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
Newton
The name of Newton
Newton E. Eldred, late of Company K, One
One hundred
hundred
and thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,. and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment Ohio
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Thoms
.
Glenn.
pension
at
rate
of
the
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Thomas H. Glenn.
The name of Thomas
Thomas El.
H. Glenn, late of Company
Company I,
I, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
at the
Cavalry, and
pension at
the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
Zchariah D.
D. BarnZechariah
Barn- rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
hart.
hart.
The
of Zachariah
Zechariah D.
of Company
Company A,
The name
name of
D. Barnhart,
Barnhart, late
late of
A, One
One
hundred
hundred and
fifty-third Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry-,and
and
and fifty-third
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
pay him aapension
pension at the rate of $30
$30 per
in lieu
of that
that he
he
per month
month in
lieu of
is now
receiving.
receiving.
is
now
Thomas Kelley.
Thoma
lley.
The name of Thomas Kelley, late of Company G, Ninety-eighth
Ninety-eighth
Regiment New York Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Infantry, and
the
rate
of
$30
pier
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Daniel Oyster.
DanOyster.
The name
name of
of Daniel Oyster, late of Company
The
Company C, Forty-seventh
Forty-seventh
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Hoa Brock- at the rate of $40
per month
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$40 per
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
Horace A. Brockoay.
o
The name of Horace
Horace A. Brockway, late of Company
way.
Company K,
K, TwentyTwentyseventh
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him aapenseventh Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Madison
Trent.
sion at
the rate
of $36
$36 per
onth i
n li
eu o
thathe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
rece i
vi
ng .
adison T.
T Trent.
at the
sion
rate of
per m
month
in
lieu
offthat
The name of Madison
Madison T. Trent, late of Company C,
RegiC, Tenth Regiment, and Company E,
E, Eighth
Eighth Regiment,
Regiment, Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavahly,
a pension at the rate of
Cavalry, and pay him a
month in
of $24
$24 per
per month
in lieu
lieu
of
is now
now receiving
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
H. Boyd.
Thomas H.
The name of Thomas
ThomasH.H. Boyd, late of Company C, Fifty-second
Fifty-second
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at
at
the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
JamesamesL.CoL
L. Cornell.
The
name of
James L.
Cornell, late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
The name
of James
L. Cornell,
Regiment, and Company
Regiment,
Company B, Forty-eighth
Forty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu
Infantry,
of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
MelaL.Y
s.
Melissa
L. Yates.
The name of Melissa
Melissa L. Yates,
Yates, widow
of Daniel
Daniel Yates,
Yates, late
late of
widow of
of
Company G, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
pay her a
a pension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of
is
of that
that she
she is
Provisos.
ar
to
eeon
Provided, That
Increase
to cease
on now receiving: Provided,
the event
the death
death of
of Emil
Emil
That in
in the
event of
of the
deathofchild.
Yates, helpless and
death of child.
and dependent
dependent child of said Daniel Yates,
the addiaddiYates, the
tional
pension herein granted
cease and determine:
tional pension
granted shall
shall cease
determine: And provided
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Pension to child on

further,
the death
death of
of Melissa
Melissa L.
Yates, the
the death
of
mother.
to child on
Penson
L. Yates,
of mother.
death
of the
event of
the event
in the
That in
further, That
name
said Emil
shall be
placed on
on the
subject
roll, subject
pension roll,
the pension
be placed
Yates shall
Emil Yates
of said
name of
to the
the provisions
and limitations
the pension
at the
the rate
rate of
laws, at
pension laws,
of the
limitations of
provisions and
to
$12 per
per month
month from
the date
date of
Melissa L.
death of said Melissa
of death
after the
and after
from and
$12
Alexander Little.
Yates.
Alexander
Yates.
The
name of
late of
of Companies
B and
and D,
D, Seventh
Seventh
Companies B
Little, late
Alexander Little,
of Alexander
The name
the
Regiment
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at the
him aapension
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
rate
month in
of that
he is
is now
MtonB. Smith.
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
in lieu
lieu of
of $40
$40 per
per month
rate of
The name
of Milton
Smith, late
late of
of United
States Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, Milton B. Smith.
United States
B. Smith,
Milton B.
name of
The
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
of $36
per month
in lieu
that
of that
lieu of
month in
$36 per
rate of
the rate
a pension
and
haer
Aah Shaeffer.
he
Amaziah
he is
is now receiving.
haer
The
name of
of Amaziah
Amaziah Shaeffer,
Shaeffer, late
late of
B, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
Company K,
of Company
The name
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him apension
at the
the
a pension at
and pay
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
of $36
$36 per
per month
he is
now receiving.
1
alias
ole,
alias
receiving.
that he
is now
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
rate
The
name of
Harris Cole
Henry Little,
Little, late
of Company
ne
Hnry
arriLittle.
l.ittTe°.
C, Henry
Company C,
late of
alias Henry
Cole, alias
of Harris
The name
Thirty-fourth
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Illinois
Thirty-fourth Regiment
pension at
month in
he is
is now
now receivreceivof that
that he
in lieu
lieu of
per month
of $24
$24 per
rate of
at the
the rate
pension
John W. Van Gorder.
mg.
rhe
John W.
S, Fiftieth
Fiftieth JobW.VanGorder.
Company K,
of Company
late of
Gorder, late
Van Gorder,
W. Van
of John
name of
The name
Regiment
New York
York Engineers,
Engineers, and
and pay
pay him
pension at the rate of
a pension
him a
Regiment New
$40
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
Care
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
lieu of
per month
$40 per
Caroline A. Jones.
Jones.
The
A. Jones,
Jones, widow
widow of
F. Jones,
Jones, late
late of
of
Edward F.
of Edward
Caroline A.
of Caroline
name of
The name
Company
Regiment Connecticut
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Connecticut Volunteer
Twentieth Regiment
E, Twentieth
Company E,
and
pension at
the rate
that
per month in lieu of that
$20 per
of $20
rate of
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and pay
she
i
snow
now receiving.ton.
receiving.
she is
William Skelton.
The name
name of
of William
Skelton late
third assistant
assistant engineer,
engineer,
acting third
late acting
William Skelton,
The
United States
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
him a
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per
the rate
at the
a pension
pension at
States Navy,
United
month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
The
James A.
Wise, late
of Company
Company 1-1,
Sixtieth Regiment
A. We.
W.
J
Regiment James
H, Sixtieth
late of
A. Wise,
of James
name of
The name
Illinois
him a
rate of $50
the rate
at the
pension at
a pension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Voluntker Infantry,
Illinois Voluntter
per month
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Pension.
per
month in
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
Penson
The
of James
James W.
W. McCullah,
late of
Company B,
Fifty-first James
James W.
W. McCullah.
McCullah.
B, Fifty-first
of Company
McCullah, late
name of
The name
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Missouri Volunteer
Regiment Missouri
the
per month.ensons
month.
Pensions increased.
neased.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
the rate
CaarineLovel.
The name
John N.
N. Catharine
Lovell.
of John
mother of
dependent mother
Lovell, dependent
Catharine Lovell,
of Catharine
name of
The
Lovell, late
late of
of Company
hundred and
and twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment
One hundred
I, One
Company I,
Lovell,
Illinois
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
at the rate
$20
rate of $20
a pension
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
per
month in
of that
now receiving.
iam
la
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
receiving.
per month
in lieu
The
name of
William W.
Clark, late
of Company
Company B,
B, Twenty-second
Twenty-secondClark.
William
W.
amCla
late of
W. Clark,
of William
The name
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
him aa pension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment
rate of
of $36
month in
that he
now receiving.
rate
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
ergene
J
s
The
name of
Emergene J.
widow of
of William
William H.
Em
J.- MitcMitchene
elm
Mitchell, ell
H. Mitchell,
Mitchell, widow
J. Mitchell,
of Emergene
The name
late
of
Company
A,
Thirty-sixth
Regiment
Illinois
Volunteer
Infanlate of Company A, Thirty-sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
per month
in lieu
that
of that
lieu of
month in
$24 per
pension at
a pension
her a
and pay
try, and
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she
The name
John Connor,
Connor, late
B, First
First Regiment
Connor.
Regiment John Conn
Company B,
of Company
late of
of John
name of
The
Maryland
Artillery, and
pay him
pension at
rate of
$36
of $36
the rate
at the
him aapension
and pay
Light Artillery,
Maryland Light
per month
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
per
month in
lieu of
The name
Elizabeth Voneky,
Voneky, widow
Louis Voneky,
Voneky, late
late major,
major, Elizabeth
Voneky.
ElibethVoneky.
of Louis
widow of
of Elizabeth
name of
The
Fifty-first
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
her aa
pay her
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Fifty-first Regiment
pension
the rate
of $25
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
now receivreceivis now
month in
$25 per
rate of
at the
pension at

Bilg.
111g.

GeorgeC.
George C. Jackman
Jackman.

The
name of
George C.
Jackman, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirteenth
Thirteenth GeorgeC Jekman.
C. Jackman,
of George
The name
Regiment New
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
apenpay him
and pay
Hampshire Volunteer
Regiment
sion
the rate
$40 per
per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $40
rate of
at the
sion at
The
name of
Adam K.
acting master's
mate, United
United. Adam K.
K. Bayler.
Bayler.
master's mate,
late acting
Bayler, late
K. Bayler,
of Adam
The name
States Navy,
Navy, and
and pay
pay him
at the
the rate
$36 per month in
rate of $36
pension at
a pension
him a
States
lieu of
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
of that
lieu
The
name of
Uriah E.
E. Jones,
Jones, late
late of
I, One
One hundred
hundred and
Jones.
E Jones.
rh E.
and triah
of Company
Company I,
of Uriah
The name
him aa
forty-eighth Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay him
Infantry, and
Regiment Indiana
forty-eighth
pension
at the
the rate
of $36
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
per month
$36 per
rate of
pension at

1564
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Janmescnier.
James
Crammer.

Lucy
Lucy Tarsney.
arsney.
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The name of James
Cranmei, late of Companies A
James Cranmei,
F, SixtySixtyA and
and F,
third Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
Infantry, and
a pension
of $50
month in
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
the rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that

The
name of
of Lucy
Tarsney, widow
widow of
of Thomas
Tarsney, late
The name
Lucy Tarsney,
Thomas Tarsney,
late of
of

Company C, Fourth Regiment
pay
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
she is
is now
now
her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
month in
that she
Clarinda Branch.

Clarinda Branch.

Crinda Branh.

GeorgeW.
Plumme.
George
W.
Plummer.

receiving.
receiving.
receiving.

The name of Clarinda
Clarinda Branch,
Branch, widow
widow of Levi
Levi Branch, late of ComCompany M, Fifth Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her
her aa
pension at
$20 per.
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now
at the rate
rate of $20
per. month
in lieu
she is
receiving.
receiving.

The name of George W. Plummer, late of Company
Company M,
M, First
First RegiRegiment Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and
and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of
of
a pension
lien of
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
$30 per month
month in
in lieu
of that
now receiving.
Nathan 13
G.Mrti
The name of Nathan
Nathan G.
Nathan
mart
nG. Martin, late
late of Company
K, Third
Third RegiCompany K,
Regiment Potomac Home
Home Brigade
Brigade Maryland
Maryland Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
him aapension at the
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
the rate
rate of
of $27
$27 per
per month
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
esmphA.Winer.
Inset%
A. Wisner.
The
name of
Joseph A.
of Company
Company H,
H, One
One hundred
The name
of Joseph
A. Wisner,
Wisner, .late
late of
hundred
and eighty-sixth
and.
eighty-sixth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvaniaz:Vohmteer
Infantry, and
Pennsylvania, Vounteer Infantry,
and
a pension at
pay him a
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is
at the
the rate of
$36 per
in lieu
of that

now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Albert
P. Jackson,
Jackson, late
Albert P.
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Ninth
RegiNinth Regiment
Vermont Volunteer
and pay
him a
apension
at the
the rate
rate
ment Vermont
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
of $30 per month in
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
acobHaar.
Ha.
The name
Jacob Haar,
lamb
The
name of
of Jacob
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Two
Two hundred
hundred and
and
Haar, late
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aa
Infantry, and
pay him
pension
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Harve
Eyrt
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
of that
Harvey Enyart.
The name of Harvey
Harvey Enyart,
Enyart, late
of Company
Company D,
D, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegilate of
ment Iowa Volunteer Infantry, and
pension at
the rate
of
and pay him aapension
at the
rate of
$24 per
per month
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
$24
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
L.
John n
L. s
Swain.
The name of John
Regiment
John L. Swain, late of Company
Company D, Ninth Regiment
Indiana
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
at the
the rate
of $30
Indiana Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of
830
per month in lieu
of that
that he
he is
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Frank Cole.
Cole.
The name of Frank Cole, late of Company
Frank
Company D,
D Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
himia
apension
at the
the rate
rate
and pay
pay him
pension at
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $50 per month
month in
De Witt
witt c.
CarpenThe
of De
De Witt
De
C. CarpenThe name of
Witt C.
late of
Company I,
Second
C. Carpenter,
Carpenter, late
of Company
I, Second
tee.
Regiment
Regiment New York Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension at the rate of $30 per month
month in lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that he
sanford L. Hoistine.
iHolstie.
The name
Sanford
The
name of
Holstine, late
of Company
G, One
One hundred
of Sanford
Sanford L.
L. Holstine
late of
Company G,
hundred
and fiftieth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
pay him
him a
a
Indiana Volunteer
Voiunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at the rate of $27
$27 per month in lieu of that he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
George N. Stevens.
The name of
The
of George
Stevens, late
late of
of Company
E, Thirty-second
George N.
N. Stevens,
Company E,
Thirty-second
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aa pension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that he is
is now receivmg.
receiving.
John W.
W. Taylor.
The name of John
late of
John
Taylor.
The
John W. Taylor, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Twelfth
Twelfth RegiRegiment Missouri State Militia
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and pay
pay him
hiin a
a pension
pension at
at the
the
Pension.
rate of $36 per month in lieu of that
Pension,
that he is now
now receiving.
receiving
John W. Echols.
Joh. Ehols.
The name of John W. Echols,
The
Echols, late of Company F, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $24
per
$24 per
Pensions increase...I
incresed. month.
month.
AbtP.jackn.
Albert P. Jackson.

Lodoiska W. Gibson.

LodoiskaW.Gibson.

George W.
W. Neelv.
Neely.

The name of Lodoiska
Lodoiska W. Gibson, widow
Gibson, late
widow of Fenton W.
W. Gibson,
late
of Company C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Louisiana
Louisiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and
Company A, First Regiment
Regiment New Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana, Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay
a pension
pay her a
pension at the rate of $24 per month
lieu
month in
in lieu
of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
that she
of that
The name
The
name of George W.
W. Neelv.
Neely. late of Company
Company C, Second Regiment Nebraska
Nebraska Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pav
pay him
him aa pension at the
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
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Daniel Lauver.
The name
of Daniel
A, Twenty-first
Twenty-first DanielLauver.
The
name of
Daniel Lauver
Lauver,, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Cavalry
'
and
pay
him
a
pension
Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a pension
at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
of $30
Ogden C. Lowell.
The name
name of
of Ogden
C. Lowell,
Lowell, late
boy, United
United States
States Ogden
C. Lowell.
late first-class
first-class boy,
Ogden C.
The
Navy,
pay him
him a
pension at
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
Navy, and
and pay
a pension
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
of
that he
he is
receiving.
is now
now receiving.
that
John W. Johnson.
Johnson.
of Company
late of
W. Johnson,
Johnson, late
The name
name of
of John
John W.
Company G,
G, Fourth
Fourth ReiRegi- John.
The
ment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him aa pension
pension at
at the
ment Kentucky
and pay
pay him
the
rate of
of $36
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
$36 per
per month
in lieu
that he
Edward Blauser.
The
Blauser , late
late of
band Eighty-seventh
Regi- EdwardBlauserof band
Eighty-seventh Regiof Edward
Edward Blauser,
The name
name of
ment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
ment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a pension at
the rate
of $36
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
$36 per
in lieu
of that
is now
George W. Coble.
The name
W. Coble,
late of
of Company
Company B,
hundredth George w. Coble
B, Two
Two hundredth
Coble, late
The
name of
of George
George W.
Regiment Pennsylvania
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
i
snow
receiving.
at
of $30
$30 per
per month
month in
he is
now receiving.
Lucius Kepler.
The
name of
Keplar, late
of Company
D, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Luiuseplar
The name
of Lucius
Lucius Keplar,
late of
Company D,
Regiment Ohio
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aa.pension
rate
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of $40
$40 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
Minrvie E. and
The names
names of
of Minnie
E. Pinkerton,
helpless and
dependent, and
and Eugene
The
Minnie E.
Pinkerton, helpless
and dependent,
P Pinkertono
Eugene P.
Pinkerton.
Eugene
Pinkerton, children
children of
Pinkerton,
late
of
Company
Eugene P.
P. Pinkerton,
of James
James P.
P. Pinkerton, late of Company
A, Thirty-ninth
Regiment Missouri
them a
apension
pension
A,
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Missouri Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay them
at
the rate
per month
until the
the said
said Eugene
Eugene P.
P. Pinkerton
Pinkerton
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
month until
attains the
age of
sixteen years,
years, in
in lieu
of that
are now
now receiving:
receiving: Povio.
attains
the age
of sixteen
lieu of
that they
they are
Provisos.
Increase to
cease on
on
Provided, That
That in
event of
death of
Minnie E.
Provided,
in the
the event
of the
the death
of Minnie
E. Pinkerton,
Pinkerton, Increase
to cease
death of Minnie.
the
additional
pension
herein
granted
shall
cease
and
determine:
the additional pension herein granted shall cease and determine: deathofMinie.
,
And
provided further,
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
Eugene P.
P. Pension
And provided
further, That
That in
in the
of Eugene
Pension to Minnie
Minnie
death, etc., of
EuPinkerton 'or
his attaining
of sixteen
sixteen years,
years, the
the name of
ofon
of Euon death,
attaining the
the age
age of
Pinkerton,
or upon
upon hi
gene &
Minnie E.
E. Pinkerton
shall be
pension roll
roll during
during the
the
the pension
continued on
on the
be continued
Minnie
Pinkerton shall
period
helplessness and
dependence, subject
subject to
to the
period of
of her helplessness
and dependence,
the ,provisions
provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension laws,
at the
the rate
rate of
$14 per
per month,
month,
and
of the
laws, at
of $14
from
of death
of Eugene
Pinkerton, or
from and after the
the date of
death of
Eugene P.
P. Pinkerton,
or from
from
and
he attains
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
and after
after the
the date
date he
attains the
years.
Margaret I. Reider.
ei
The
I. Reider,
Reider'widow
widow of
of Emanuel
Reider, late
late of
of MararetI
R derof Margaret
Margaret I.
Emanuel Reider,
The name
name of
Company
C,
Forty-first
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
and
pay
Company C, Forty-first Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and pay
her
rate of
$32 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
is now
now proiso.
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $32
month in
of that
Provisos.
on
receiving: Provided,
That in
the event
event of
of the
the death
death of
of Joseph
Increase to cease on
receiving:
Provided, That
in the
Joseph Reidei,
Reider, Increase
death
of child.
e
helpless
dependent child
Emanuel Reider,
Reider, the
the additional
additional d th o fchil d.
child of
of said
said Emanuel
helpless and
and dependent
pension
herein granted
granted shall
cease and
determine: And
pension herein
shall cease
and determine:
And provided
provided Pension to child
on
child on
of mother.
deathofmother.
Margaret I. Reider
furthcr
'That in
in the event of the death of Margaret
Reider the name
name death
'urt1hr,
of
be placed
on the
the pension
roll, subject
to
of said
said Joseph
Joseph Reider
Reider shall
shall be
placed on
pension roll,
subject to
the
and limitations
pension laws,
laws, at
at the
rate of
of $12
the provisions
provisions and
limitations of
of the
the pension
the rate
$12
per month
month from
from and
the death
of said
Margaret I.
I. Reider.
Reider.
per
and after
after the
death of
said Margaret
Fell.
The
name of
M. Fell,
Company D,
Twenty-sixth George
Gorge.M. Fell.
The name
of George
George M.
Fell, late
late of
of Company
D, Twenty-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$50 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
rate
of $50
per month
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
J
C. Summers.
ohnC.Summers.
The name of John C. Summers, late of Company
Company K, One handred
hundred John
and second
second Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa
and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
•
pension at
of $36
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
36 per
per month
month in
lieu of
now receiving
George W. Miller.
The name
name of
of George
George W.
late of
I, Fourth
Fourth RegiThe
W. Miller,
Miller, late
of Company
Company I,
Reg- Geoge
ment
West Virginia
Virginia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
Company F,
F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth RegiRegiment West
and Company
ment West
West Virginia
Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, and
him a
pension at
at
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
a pension
the
per month
of that
is now
now receiving.
the rate of $.30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Pension,
The
name of
of James
James M.
M. Bush,
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of Jamses
The name
Bush, helpless
helpless and
James M.
M. Bush.
William A. Bush, late of Company C, One
fifty-fourth
One hundred
hundred and fifty-fourth
Regiment Indiana
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
month.
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pension increased.
The name
of Ferdinand
Ferdinand Effinger,
of Companies
Companies IIand
and K,
K, FiftyFifty- Penion
The
name of
Effinger, late
late of
inesed.
Ferdinand Effinger.
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
second Regiment
Infantry, and
him aapension
pension
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
at the rate
rate of
of $40
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
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JamL U. Smith.
James

AretaJ.
Aretas J. Prter.
'°

Chaes D.
Charles
D. Aston.
Ashton.

The name
name of James
James M. Smith, late
late of Company
Company F,
F, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
him a
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pay him
a pension
pension at
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
$36 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
The
Thename of Aretas
Aretas J.
J. Porter, late
of Company
Company D,
Eleventh RegiRegilate of
D, Eleventh
ment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Cavalry and
pay him
him aapension
of $30 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
The name of Charles D.
late of
Company H,
H, First
D. Ashton,
Ashton, late
of Company
First RegiRegiment Connecticut
Connecticut Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
the
pay him
a pension
that he is
rate of $30 per month in lieu of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.

of Lycurgus
W. Severns,
The name of
Lycurgus W.
Severns late
late of
of Company
Company E,
E, Third
Third
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, arid
pension at
at the
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the
rate of $36 per month
lieu of
of that
he is
month in
in lieu
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
PeI' Ao
Pension.
The name of Sarah E. Allen,
widow of
of Francis
Francis Allen,
Allen, late
of (JoinAllen, widow
late of
ComSarah E. Allen.
pany G,
G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment Connecticut
Connecticut Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pany
pay
her a
a pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
esbnSIea
Lensimts
wilalfra•
k
name of
of Robert
Walker, late
of Company
F, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
The name
Robert Walker,
late of
Company F,
eighty-sixth
eighty-sixth_ Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
penpay him
him aapension at the rate of $24 per month in lieu of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
laobH
.
The
name of
Jacob Himmelheber,
lae" Inutaeni.ber '
The name
of Jacob
1Timmelheber, late
late of Company H, FortyFortysecond Regiment
Infantry, and
pay him
him aa pen
penRegiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
imon at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
sion
receiving.
EllasEllis.
The name of Ehas
Elias
Ellis.
Elias Ellis, late of Company
Company I, Ninth Regiment
Regiment
Indiana
Indiana Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30
Pension •
per month in lieu
of that he
Pension.
lieu of
now receiving.
he is
is now
receiving. James
ldman.
The name of
Wildman, helpless
James A.
A. Wildman.
of James
James A.
A. Wildman,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
James Wildman, late
late of Company
Fifth Regiment
Indiana VolCompany H,
H, Fifth
Regiment Indiana
Vol-..
unteer Cavalry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
him aapension
of $12
Pensions increased.
Edward
The
name of
Edward Barr.
The name
of Edward
late of
Company F,
F, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Edward Barr,
Barr, late
of Company
United States
States Cavalry, and
and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per
month in
month
lieu of
he is
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Catherine Hownd.
The name of Catherine
Catherine
Howland.
widow of
John C.
C. Howland,
Howland,
Catherine Howland,
Howland, widow
of John
late of Company A, One hundred
and twenty-seventh
Regiment New
New
hundred and
twenty-seventh Regiment
York Volunteer Infantry, and
and pay her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20
per month in
of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
in lieu of
is now
receiving.
GeorgeW.Webster.
of George
George W.
George W. Webster.
The name
name of
W. Webster,
late of
Company, H,
H, FortyFortyWebster, late
of Company
fourth
Massachusetts Volunteer
fourth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
and pay
pension
pension at the rate
rate of $30 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
reof that
now receiving.
ceiving.
Olr
hi.ky.
The name of Oliver Shirkey,
Shirkey, late of
Oliver Shirkey.
of Company
A, Sixtieth
Sixtieth RegiRegiCompany A,
ment Illinois Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
of $36 per month in lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
that he
is now
receiving.
Caleb
A. Haser.
Caleb A.
Hessen
The name of Caleb A.
A. Hesser,
Hesser, late
of Company
I), Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegilate of
Company D,
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
him aa pension
rate
of $36 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
receiving.
Charles
The name of Charles
Charles Walls,
Charles Wal
Walls.
Walls, late
late of
Company C,
C, Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
of Company
Infantry, and
Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the
and pay
a pension
Pension.
rate
Pension,
rate of $36
$36 per
per month
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
RebecaZtels.
The name of Rebecca
ZeUers, helpless
Rebecca
tellers.
Rebecca Zellers,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of
Isaac Zellers, late of Company D, One
hundred and
RegiOne hundred
and fiftieth
fiftieth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the
Infantry, and
her aapension
Pensions increased
increased.
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
rate
$12 per
Frederick Hartman.
The
name
of
Frederick Hartman, late
Frederick Hartman.
The name of Frederick
late of Company
Company A,
A, Two
Two hundred
hundred
and
Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry,
and ninth Regiment Pennsylvania
and pay
pay him
him
Infantry, and
aapension
pension at the rate
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
that he
is now
reof that
he is
now receving.
catvmg.
Lott Todd.
The
Lott Todd,
late of
of Company
Company B, Fifty-seventh
Fifty-seventh RegiThe name
name of
of Lott
Todd, late
Regiment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
ment Ohio
Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
rate of
the rate
of
ellgton flay.
Ha
$$30
30 per month in
that he
now receiving.
in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Wellington
eington
ay.
The
Hay, late
late of
of Company
Company K, Sixteenth
The name
name of
of Wellington
Wellington Hay,
Sixteenth RegiRegiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay
ment New York
York Volunteer
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $40 per month in lieu of that he
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now

Lyergus
Lyetugns
erns
erns.

a
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The name
name of
of Laura
Laura C.
C. Whittier,
Whittier, widow
widow of
George A.
Whittier, late
late
A. Whittier,
of George
The

Laura C. Wittier.
Whittier.

The
name of
of Charles
Charles Michel,
Nichol, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion,
The name

B c
M hel
charls
Charles WieheL

of Company
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment New
New Ramps
ire Volunteer
Volunteer InHampshire
B, Eleventh
Company B,
of
at the
fantry, and
and pay
pay her
her a
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of
a pension
pension at
fantry,
that
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving,
.
that she

Lama .

Eleventh Regiment
United States
pension
States Infantry, and pay him aa.pension
Regiment United
Eleventh
receiving.
at
per month
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
of $24 per
rate of
the rate
at the
The
name of
of Wiliam
William Goodin,
Goodin, late
late of
Company A,
First Regiment
William Goodin.
Regiment WllaGoodin.
A, First
of Company
The name
the rate of $50
a pension at .the
and.pay him a
Iowa
Volunteer Cavalry,
$50
Cavalry, and
Iowa Volunteer
per
lieu of
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
that he
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
The
name of
of John
W. Morton,
Morton, late
late of
Nineteenth JohnW.Morton.
John W. Morton.
C, Nineteenth
of Company
Company C,
John W.
The name
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him a
apension
pension at the
Regiment Iowa
lieu of that he is now
rate of
now receiving.
receiving.
month in lieu
per month
$40 per
of $40
rate

R
The name
of Rosannah
IIeidler, widow
widow of
John F.
Heidler, late
late of
Heidler.
annah Heidlerof Rosannah
F. Heidler,
of John
Rosannah Heidler,
name of
The
PennsylRegiment
Company
B,
One
hundred
and
eighty-seventh
Regiment
eighty-seventh
and
hundred
One
B,
Company
Regiment United
vania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
E and I,
I, First Regiment
United
Troops E
and Troops
vania
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay her
at the
the rate
rate of $20 per month
month
pension at
her aapension
States
in lieu of
receiving.
of that she is now receiving.
in
The
name of
of Orin
Holmes' late
late of
A, One
One hundred
Orin Holmes.
and oiHoe
hundred and
Company A,
of Company
Orin Holmes,
The name
fifty-seventh Regiment
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay him
York Volunteer
Regiment New
fifty-seventh
a
at the
$36 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is
now reis now
per month
of $36
rate of
the rate
a pension
pension at
ceiving.
ceiving.
Leander
c a
n
C
L e
The name
McCants, late
Company B, One hundred
hundredMcCants.
of Company
late of
Leander McCants,
of Leander
name of
The
and
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aa
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
eighteenth Regiment
and eighteenth
receiving.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate of
pension
The
of William
Brittain, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
Regi- William
Brittain.
Wliam P. Brittain.
Ninth RegiK, Ninth
P. Brittain,
William P.
name of
The name
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
penston at the
the rate of
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him aa.pension
ment
now receiving.
$40__per
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now'
$40 per month
The name
name of
M. Carson,
Company G,
G, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Samuel
?Lawson.
LCarsn.
Sme
of Company
late of
Carson, late
Samuel M.
of Samuel
The
pension at the
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
pay him
1iim aapension
and pay
Infantry,-,and
Regiment
receiving.
rate of
in lieu of that he is now receiving.
month in
per month
$30 per
of $30
rate
-ph'-Ade
The
name of
M. Alexander,
late of
Company M,
M.Alestander
Second Joseph
M, Second
of Company
Alexander, late
Joseph M.
of Joseph
The name
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
and pay
pay him aa
Artillery, and
Volunteer Heavy
Regiment Pennsylvania
pension at
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
of that
receiving. Pensi
he is
is now receiving.
that he
lieu of
in lieu
of $40
at the
the rate
pension
pension.
Com- Ann
The name
name of
of Anna
Michael Frohs,
Frolis, late
late of ComAnna Frohs.
of Michael
widow of
Frohs, widow
Anna Frohs,
The
pany
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
pay her
Infantry, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
F, Second.
Second Regiment
pany F,
a
at
the rate of $20 per
Penalons
increased.
Pension increased.
pr month.
a pension
pension at
at the
LottieE.Newol.
The name
name of
Lottie E.
Newell, widow
widow of
of George
late of
of Lot:tie
E. NewolL
Newell, late
George Newell,
E. N-well,
of Lottie
The
Volunteer Cavalry, and
Company
C, Fifteenth
Regiment New York
York Volunteer
Fifteenth Regiment
Company C,
Cavalry, and
Company
Regiment New
York Provisional
Provisional Cavalry,
and
New York
Second Regiment
C, Second
Company C,
pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$20 per
per month
month in lieu of that she is
of $20
a pension
her a
pay her
Jonath
now receiving.
Jonathan Carr.
The
name of
of Jonathan
Company I, First Regiment
Regiment
Jonathan Carr, late of Company
The name
a pension at the rate
Ohio
Cavalry, and pay
pay him a
rate of $40
Volunteer Cavalry,
Ohio Volunteer
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
is now
that he
per month
The name
of Abraham
Cooper, late
of CompanyB, Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Abraham
Cooper.
Ahrsham-ope.
Company B,
late of
Abraham Cooper,
name of
The
Regiment
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
pay him aapension
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Pennsylvania
at
rate of
$36 per
month in lieu
of that he is now receiving.
lieu of
per month
of $36
the rate
at the
Abraham Rhodes.
Regi-- Abraham RhodesCompany I,
The name
Abraham Rhodes, late of Company
I, Sixth Regi
name of Abraham
The
ment
Kentucky
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
a pension at the
ment Kentucky Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
Hen
Brr.
receiving.
is now
rate
of $.36
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
Henry Ban'.
$36 per
per month
rate of
The name
name of
of Henry
Barr, late
of Company
Company A,
Thirty-fifth RegiA, Thirty-fifth
late of
Henry Barr,
The
ment
pension at the
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Kentucky Volunteer
ment Kentucky
rate
of $50
per month
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
month in
$50 per
rate of
s. LomThe name
name of
Flrec
S.
widow of Stephen
Stephen S. me
medoi
L'Hommedieu, widow
S. L'Hommedieu,
Florence
of Florence
The
L'Hommedieu, late
Eighty-third Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
eun.e S. L'HomVolunteer
Regiment Ohio
major, Eighty-third
late major,
L'Hommedieu,
month in lieu
Infantry, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
lieu
per month
of $35 per
pension -at
her aapension
pay her
Infantry,
receiving.
now receiving.
of that
is now
she is
of
that she
Pension.
A. LanA. Lansing,
The
name of
Lansing, widow of George J.
J. Lansing, Charlotte
Charlotte A.
of Charlotte A.
The name
late of
Company C,
Regiment United
sing.
United States Colored Infantry, sing
Tenth Regiment
C, Tenth
of Company
late
and
of $20 per month.
at the
the rate of
a pension
pension at
and pay her a
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The
of James
of Company
Company K,
K, Tenth
RegiThe name
name of
James Chadwick,
Chadwick, late
late of
Tenth Regiment Tennessee Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a pension at the
rate
mentofTennessee
$30 per month
Volunteer
in lieu
Cavalry,
of that he
andis pay
n ow him
receiving.
a pension at the
rate
of $30
per month
in lieu of that he is now receiving
The name
name of
of Timothy
Timothy J.
J. Hurlbut,
The
Hurlbut, late of Company
Company C, Third RegiRegiWisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
ment Wisconsin
and pay
pay him
at the
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
pension at
the
rate of $30
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
w receiving.
receiving.
$30 per
per month
in lieu
he i
iss no
now

The name
name of Alvin Green,
Green, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Regiment
A, Fifty-first
Fifty-first Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,.
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
and pay
him aapension
per month
that he
i
s now
per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
William H.
H. RickThe name
name of
of Company
Company L,
L, Fourth
Fourth
mamn
sick- The
of William
William H.
H. Rickman,
Rickman, late
man.
late of
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
him a
at the
the rate
rate
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
of $36 per month in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
of Scott
Scott Farmer,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of Eli
Eli
ScintS
r.
The name
Scott
Farmer.
Farmer, helpless
Farmer,
Farmer , late of Company
Company K,
Eighty-first Regiment
Indiana VolunK, Eighty-first
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
$12 per
month.
rah Robinson.
obi o n
The name of Sarah Robinson,
Sarah
widow of
of Charles
Robinson, alias
Robinson, widow
Charles A.
A. Robinson,
alias
Charles Robbins, late
late of
Company G,
Second Regiment
Regiment New
New York
of Company
G, Second
York
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery'and
pay her
rate of
of$20
$20 per
per mon
th.
S
Heavy
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at th
thee rate
month.
Pensi'
n8
increased
The name
name of
E. Lamb,
Lamb, late
late of
Company C,
hundred
Francis
E.
Lamb. '
E.iamb.
The
of Francis
Francis E.
of Company
C, One
One hundred
and ninety-fifth Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and
pay him
him a
a
and pay
pension
pension at the rate of $30 per
month in
lieu of
that he
per month
in lieu
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Henry Adler.
The
name of Henry Adler, late
Company M,
Henry Adler.
The name
late of Company
M, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $50
$50
a pension
of that
he is
is now
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
ku
Tton M. SatherTilson M.
late of
Companies F
F and
and M,
M,
BndO
ter. The
The name
name of
of Tilson
M. Sutherland,
Sutherland, late
of Companies
Ninth Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Militia Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenMissouri State
State Militia
sion
at the
per month
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
sion at
the rate
rate of
of $36
$36 per
month in
lieu of
receiving.
Thompson BButh.
Thcm1Pmn
artch '
The name of Thompson
Thompson P.'Burtch,
P. -Burtch, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Sixth
Sixth Regilate of
Regiment, and
and Company
Sixty-eighth Regiment
Company C,
C, Sixty-eighth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay him aapension
pension at the
of $36
$36 pe
mon th in
i
n lieu
li eu
the rate
rate of
perr month
of that he is now receiving.
LorettaS.Ducon.
Loretta S. Ducolon.
The
name of
widow of
of Levi
Duc,olon, late
of
The name
of Loretta
Loretta S.
S. Duc,olon,
Ducolon, widow
Levi Ducolon,
late of
Company C, Twentieth
Twentieth Regiment
Regiment New
Cavalry , and
and
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
pay her a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
mon th in
i
n lieu
lieu of
ofthat
th atshe
le is
is
now
now receiving.
receiving.
h
am
ArE.wo
Albert
E. Worsham..
The
of Albert
Albert E.
E. Worsham,
master at
at arms,
arms, United
United
The name
name of
Worsham, late
late master
States Revenue
Revenue Cutter
Cutter Service,
and pay
him a
apension
the rate
Service, and
pay him
pension at
at the
rate of
of
$36
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Sarah E. H
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
Sarah E. Hamm.
The
name of
of Sarah
widow of
of Benjamin
Benjamin N.
N. Hamm,
late
The name
Sarah E.
E. Hamm,
Hamm, widow
Hamm, late
of Company
Company F, Twenty-fourth
of
Twenty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and pay her a
at the
the rate
$20 per
per month
in
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
month in
lieu
of that
that she
she is
i
s now
no w receiving.
receivi
ng .
John B
Brown
lieu of
Jahn
rown.
The name of John Brown, late of
Company F,
F, Fortieth
Fortieth Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Infantry, and
a pension
month in
that he
receiving.
Jam.
$H
. 836
36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
Jame.ollo.
The name of James
laa'
Hollywood.
James J.
J. Hollywood,
late of
of Company
Company A
Seventh
Hollywood, late
A,t Seventh
him aapension
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Veteran
Veteran Infantry, and pay him
pension at
at the
the
rate
per mo
n th i
n li
eu of
ofthat
th athe
he is
i
s now
now receiving.
receiving..
Ham
rb.
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month
in
lieu
Hiram Corbin.
imCorbin.
The name of
m Corbin,
Corbin ,late
l
at
e unass
i
gne d, First
Regiment Michiof Hira
Hiram
unassigned,
First Regiment
Michigan Engineers
Engineers and Mechanics,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Mechanics, and
and pay
him aapension
$27
month in
li eu o
th athe
he i
recei
ving.
Wheeler.
$27 per
per month
in lieu
offthat
John D.
D .Wheeler.
iss now
now receiving.
The name
name of John D. Wheeler,
Wheeler, late of
Company F,
F, Sixteenth
Sixteenth RReegiof Company
Regiment New York Volunteer Heavy
mentNew
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and pay him aa.pension
pension
at
of $36
$36 per
mon th i
n lieu of that he is now receivm.
John
West.
John Wes
at the
the rate
rate of
per month
in
lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name of John West, late first-class
first-class fireman,
fireman, United
United States
States
Navy,
and
pay
Navy,
him
rate of
of $30
$30 per
per month
n lieu
li eu of
of
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
month i
in
that he
receiving.
Tames
ames A
A..Hibbard
Hibbard.. that
he is
is now
now receiving.
The name
name of James
James A. Hibbard,
Hibbard, late of Company K,
K,. Fiftieth
Fiftieth RegiRegiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer I
nf
an t
ry, an
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
Infantry,
anddpay
of $50 per month in liei
lied of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
that he
he is
is now
Alvin Green.

Alvin Green.
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D. WentLoreno D.
The
of Lorenzo
Lorenzo D.
Company: A, Sixth wolae.nw
Wentworth, late of Company
D. Wentworth,
name of
The name
Regiment
and pay
pension at the
him aa pension
pay him
Cavalry,- and
Volunteer Cavalry
Iowa Volunteer
Regiment Iowa
rate
of $36
in lieu
Cavalry,
of that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu
of
month in
$36 per
per month
rate of
The
of Christopher
Christopher D.
D. Veal,
Forty-secondVeal.
Christopher
D. Veal.
Christopher D.
I, Forty-second
Company I,
of Company
late of
Veal, late
name of
The name
at
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him a
a pension at
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Missouri
the rate
per month
that he
now receiving,
receiving.
is now
he is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
month in
$30 per
of $30
rate of
the
Thomas
oas DTweedy
The
Thomas D.
D. Tweedy,
Tweedy, late
of Company
Company I, Thirteenth
ThirteenthTweedy.
D.
late of
of Thomas
name of
The name
a pension at the
Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry
him a
Cavalry,-,and pay him
Regiment Missouri
rate
of $40
$40 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
receiving.
Pension
he is
now receiving.
of that
that he
per month
rate of
Pe
Sophia
The name
name of
of Anna
Anna Sophia
Sophia Moldenhauer,
widow of
of Gottlieb
Gottlieb Anna
Annnsaion.
Sophia MoldMoldformer widow
Moldenhauer, former
The
Areitag, late
late of
enhauer.
Volunteer enhauer.
Wisconsin Volunteer
Regiment Wisconsin
First Regiment
K, First
Company K,
of Company
Breitag,
Cavalry, and
and pay
her a
apension
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
month.
per month.
rate of
the rate
pay her
Cavalry,
The
of Silas
Silas Crisler,
Company. r,
I, Tenth
Regiment Pensions
increased.
lsicascre8e
Tenth Regiment
Silas
Crisler.
of Company
late of
Crisler, late
name of
The name
$36
pension at the rate
Illinois
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
apension
rate of $36
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois Volunteer
per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he is
of that
month in
per month
A
nThe
name of
of George
late of
C, Eighth
Eighth inhorge
George W.. M
McAnCompany C,
of Company
McAninch, late
W. McAninch,
inch.
George W.
The name
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him a
a pension at
at
Volunteer Cavalry,
Regiment
the
of $50
$50 per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
in lieu
per month
rate of
the rate
The name
of Effie
H. Woodruff,
widow of
of Carle
Woodruff, late
late Effie
Eine H
H. Woodrf.
Woodruff.
A. Woodruff,
Carle A.
Woodruff, widow
Effie H.
name of
The
of
Light Battery
F, Second
Second Regiment
States Artillery, and
United States
Regiment United
Battery F,
of Light
pay
her a
pension at
rate of
of $50
$50 per
month in
of that
that she is
lieu of
in lieu
per month
the rate
at the
a pension
pay her
Sha
now receiving,
receiving.
eg.
now
h
r
The name
Sherrard, late
late of
States Navy,
Navy, and
and George
Gore W. Sherrard
United States
of United
W. Sherrard,
George W.
of George
name of
The
pay him
per month
month in lieu of that he is
of $30
$30 per
rate of
the rate
at the
pension at
him aapension
pay
so McOwen.
Mwe
now receiving.
Harrison
Company B, Eighteenth
The name
name of
Harrison McOwen,
McOwen, late of Company
Eighteenth
of Harrison
The
a pension
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
pension at the
Infantry, and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Iowa
receiving.
month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
rate of
Dals
The
George Daniels,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment George
George Daniels.
A, Eighth
Company A,
of Company
late of
Daniels, late
of George
name of
The name
rate of $50
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pension at the rate
him aa.pension
pay him
and pay
Ohio
per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
Da
is now
of that
lieu of
per month
The
of Daniel
Daniel Libby,
late of
of Companies
Companies H
and G,
G, Fifth Dank31Libtry.
H and
Libby, late
name of
The name
Regiment
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa penInfantry, and pay him
Hampshire Volunteer
Regiment New
sion at
the rate
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
per month
$50 per
of $50
rate of
at the
sion
aetD Dickson.
The
Dickson, widow of Ezra
Ezra Dickson, late of Margaret
Margaret Dickson,
of Margaret
name of
The name
Infantry, and
Company
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
Thirty-eighth Regiment
I, Thirty-eighth
Company I,
pay her
her a
a.
pension at
at the
rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
the rate
pension
pay
now receiving.
now
receiving.
Irvine.
Jame M.
The name
of James
Irvine, late
late of
of Company
Twelfth RegiRegi- James
M. Irvine.
M, Twelfth
Company M,
M. Irvine,
James M.
name of
The
ment Pennsylvania
Cavalry, and
and pay him a
apension
pension at the
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
that he
now receiving
receiving.
he is now
of that
in lieu
month in
rate of
Fu
The name
name of
of William
William M.
Company G,
Twelfth RegiReg,i- Wiliam
William M.
M. Fultz.
ltG, Twelfth
of Company
late of
Fultz, late
M. Fultz,
The
the
a
pension
ment
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Cavalry,
and
a
pension
at
him
pay
and
Cavalry,
ment Pennsylvania Volunteer
of that
that he is now receiving.
rate
of $36
in lieu of
receiving.
month in
per month
$36 per
rate of
The
name of
of Samuel
late of
Sixty-first RegiSamuel Cooper.
Regi- Smuelcooper
D, Sixty-first
Company D,
of Company
Cooper, late
Samuel Cooper,
The name
at
a pension
ment
Infantry, and
pension at
and pay him a
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
ment Pennsylvania
the rate
rate of
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he is
is now receiving.
lieu of
of $36
the
u
The
name of
of Nathan
Nathan C.
Thirty-ninth Nathan
Nathan C.
Rucker
cke
C- R
K, Thirty-ninth
Company K,
of Company
late of
Rucker, late
C. Rucker,
The name
a pension at the
Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him a
Regiment Indiana
rate
of S36
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he is
of that
that ae
month in
per month
rate of
The name
name of
late of
of Company
K Fifth
Regiment Andrew
Andrew TerhnneTerhtme.
Fifth Regiment
Company K
Terhune, late
Andrew Terhime,
of Andrew
The
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
of
pension at the rate of
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Infantry, and
York Volunteer
New
$36 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
George
$36
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
George F.. Hood
Hood.
Company E, Eleventh RegiThe
Reginame of George F. Hood, late of Company
The name
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him aapension at the rate
and pay
Missouri Volunteer
ment Missouri
of
$40 per
per month
month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Margaret Eppes.
of $40
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
The name
name of
Margaret Eppens,
Eppens widow
widow of
Henry Eppens,
Eppens, late
late of
of Margaret Eppens.
of Henry
of Margaret
The
Regiment Ohio
Company
D, Battalion,
Battalion, One hundred and sixty-fifth Regiment
Company D,
at the rate
.National Guard
Guard Infantry,
rate of $32 Pro,,,.
a pension at
her a
and pay
pay her
Infantry, and
National
Increase to cease
in the Increase
That in
Provided, That
receiving: Prarided,
now receiving:
per
month in
that she
cease on
on
is now
she is
of that
lieu of
in lieu
per month
death of child.
Eppens, helpless
event of
of the
the death
death of
Emma Eppens,
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child deathochild.
of Emma
event
P

rovi
sos

.
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of said Henry
Henry Eppens, the
pension herein
herein granted
the additional
additional pension
granted shall
shall
cease and determine:
determine: And provided
provided further,
further, That
That in
in the
of the
the
the event
event of
death o mother.
death
death of Margaret Eppens,
Eppens, the name of said Emma Eppens
shall be
be
Eppens shall
placed on the pension roll, subject to the provisions
provisions and limitations
of the pension laws,
rate of
per month
month from
and after
after the
the
laws, at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
from and
date of death of
Eppens.
of said
said Margaret
Margaret Eppens.
Silas D. A. ABM.
D.The
The name of Silas D. A. Allen,
Allen, late of
Company E,
E, Thirteenth
of Company
Thirteenth
Regiment
Regiment Iowa Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
y
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Henry Pratt.
HeThe
The name of Henry Pratt, late of Company
Company G,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
G, Fourth
Massachusetts
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
rate
Massachusetts Volunteer
Cavalry, and
pension at
at the
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving..
Dd
of
$36
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
David H. Keeler, jr.
adH.
Jr
The
name of David
The name
David H. Keeler, junior, late of Company
Company- A,
One
A, One
hundred and forty-third
forty-third Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
New York
and pay him aapension
pension at the
the rate
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
he
rate of
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
ce . tddard.
is
now receiving.
receiving.
. sdd
The name of Alice J.
J. Stoddard, widow of Nelson
Nelson Stoddard,
Stoddard, late
late of
of
Company
H, Twenty-seventh
Company H,
Twenty-seventh Regiment
R
ent New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Volunteer InInfantry,
a pension
pension at the
fantry, and pay her a
ie rite
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of
rate of
month in
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
waton.Bisbe
The name of Watson
Bisbee, late
Watson
F. Bisbee.
Watson F. Bisbee,
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Tenth
Tenth RegiRegiment Michigan Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
at the
the
rate of $36 per month in lieu
receiving.
hen of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
i ch
Sarah Elen
Ever .
The name of Sarah Ellen Everich, widow of
Sarah
Ellen Everich.
of James
James S.
S. Everich,
Everich, late
late
of Company
Company B, First Regiment
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay her
her
and pay
aa pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
of that
she is
now
lieu of
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Ellen
Sicher.
Ellen Sicher.
The name of Ellen Sicher, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
of William
William
child of
Sicher, late of Company
Company K, One hundred and seventy-sixth
seventy-sixth RegiRegiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
her aapension
pension at
at the
Infantry, and
pay her
the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
increased.
rate
of $12
Pensions increased.
month.
John Spelman
The name
John
Spelman.
name of John Spelman, late of United
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
and pay him a
apension at the rate of $40 per
per month
lieu of
that -he
he
month in
in lieu
of that
is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Eliah Hodges.
odges.
Elijah
The name of
Hodges late
of Company
A, Fifty-fifth
Fifty-fifth R
eg iof Elijah Hodges,
late of
Company A,
Regiment Kentucky
Infantry, and
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the
and pay
at the
rate of $40 per month
month in lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
Isaac Pelkey.
eley.
The name of Isaac
Isaac Pelkey, late
Company M,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment
late of Company
M, Ninth
New York Volunteer
Cavalry,, and
Volunteer Cavalry
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
alowy oy
$24 per month
month in
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he is
is now
now receiving.
lThe
Callaway Roddy.
The name of Calloway
Calloway Roddy
Roddy late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, First
Regiment
First Regiment
Tennessee
Volunteer Light Artillery, and
Tennessee Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $50 per month in lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Charles Price.
The name of Charles Price,
Charles
Price, late of
Company G,
G, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
of Company
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy Artillery, and
and United
States Signal
Signal
United States
Corps, and pay him a
a pension at the rate of $40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of
in lieu
that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
The
Thomas
A. e.
Weisner, late
late of
'
The name
of Thomas
A. Weisner,
of Company
Company F,
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment Illinois Volunteer
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him
at the
the
him apension
a pension at
rate of $50 per month
month in
i
n lieu
he is
is now
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
EunceE. Dodge
The
Eunice E.
E. Dodge,
widow of Rodolph
*'1dg'
The name
name of
of Eunice
Dodge, widow
Rodolph L. Dodge, late
late
of Company
Second Regiment
Volunteer Cavalry,
of
Company C, Second
Regiment Maine
Maine Volunteer
Cavalry, and
and pay
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $20 per month in lieu
her
lieu of
of that
she is
now
that she
is now
receiving.
receiving.
James F. Doyle.
The
James F. Doyle.
The name of James
James F. Doyle, late of Company A, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
Maryland
Volunteer Infantry, and pay him aapension at the
Maryland Volunteer
the rate of
:'e
to
$40
eu of
ofth
at he
he i
now receiving.
rece i
ving.
ension.
$40 per
per month
month in
in lilieu
that
iss now
.nsn.
RoeaL.
Wells.
The name of Rosa L. Wells, former widow
ROSS L.Wells.
of George
George R.
R. Russell
Russell,
widow of
late of
of Company
Forty-fourth Regiment
late
Company I, Forty-fourth
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay her a
a pension at the rate
Infantry,
rate of $12
$12 per month.

Pension to
Pension
to child
child on
death of mother,

Alice I. 8teddard.
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The name
name of
of Susannah
widow of
of Smith
Smith F.
F. Ditterline,
Ditterline,
Susannah Ditterline,
Ditterline, widow
late of Company
Company P, One hundred and ninety-second
Regiment
ninety-second Regiment
Pennsylvania
Infantry, and
and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
her a
a pension
at the
of
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of $20
$20 per
per month
in lieu
she is
The name of William
William J.
Winters, late
Company A,
J. Winters,
late of Company
A, Fifty-ninth
Fifty-ninth
Regiment
and pay
him a
a pension
at
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry,-,and
pay him
pension at
the rate of $40 per month in lieu
is now
receiving.
lieu of that
that he
he is
now receivig.
name of
Wells, late
late of
G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
The name
of Jonathan
Jonathan Wells,
of Company
Company G,
Inf
and
antry,pay
pay him
Iowa Volunteer Infantry,
and
him a
pension at the
the rate
of $36
$36
a pension
rate of
per
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
per month
in lieu
of that
receivng.
The name of
of Joseph
of Company
Thirty-ninth RegiJoseph Ray,
Ray, late of
Company C,
C, Thirty-ninth
RegiKentucky Volunteer
ment Kentucky
Infantry, and
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate
of $40
in lieu
lieu of
of that
is now
rate of
$40 per
per month
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
widow of
Joseph Brosius,
Brosius, late
late of
of
The
name of
of Fannie
Fannie Brosius,
Brosius, widow
of Joseph
Company
One hundred
and forty-fourth
Ohio VolunVolunCompany K,
K, One
hundred and
forty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Ohio
teer Infantry,
Infantry, and
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
month
teer
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
at the
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
now receiving.
in
of that
is now
receiving.
name of
of Lucy
The name
dependent mother
mother of
of Benjamin
Hulett,
Lucy Hulett,
Hulett, dependent
Benjamin Hulett,
late of
Company K,
Volunteer
of Company
K, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Regiment
Regiment Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
lieu
Infantry, and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
in lieu
of that
she is
now receiving.
receiving.
of
that she
is now
The name of
of Lewis
Lewis Spriggs,
Spriggs, helpless and
and dependent
of Lewis
Lewis
dependent child
child of
Spriggs, late
late of
of Company
Company A,
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer
Spriggs,
A, Thirty-third
Thirty-third Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
Infantry,
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
The name
name of
James H.
H. Wood,
Wood, late
late of
Regiment
The
of James
of Company
Company C4,
G, First
First Regiment
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him a
apension
pension at
at the rate of
$36
er month in
in lieu
is now
now receiving.
$36 per
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
name of Louisa
Louisa M. Tobey,
widow of
H. Tobey,
Tobey, late
late of
of
The name
Tobey, widow
of Elisha
Elisha H.
Company G, Tenth
Sixth .Regiment,
-Regiment,
Tenth Regiment,
Regiment, and
and Company
Company E,
E, Sixth
New York Volunteer
Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, and
and pay
pay her
her aa.pension
pension at
Volunteer Heavy
at the
the
rate of $24 per month
month in lieu
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of that she is now
The name of Mabel
Mabel Nolin,
Nolin, helpless
helpless and dependent
dependent child
child of
of John
John
Company D, Tenth
Nolin, late of Company
Tenth Regiment
Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer
Cavalry, and
Cavalry,
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
The name of
late of
I, One
hundred and
and
of Charles
Charles Henry,
Henry, late
of Company
Company I,
One hundred
thirty-sixth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
and pay
pay him
him aa
thirty-sixth
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pension at the rate of $30 per month
that he
he is
receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of that
is now
now receiving.
The
H. Tullis,
late of
Thirty-sixth
The name
name of
of David
David H.
Tullis, late
of Company
Company I,
I, Thirty-sixth
Illinois Volunteer
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
him apension
at the
Infantry, and pay
pay him
a pension at
the
rate of
of $30
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
rate
$30 per
per month
of that
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name
of William
William A.
Stuchall, late
late of
Company G,
G, SeventySeventyThe
name of
A. Stuchall,
of Company
eighth
pay him
him aa
eighth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension
rate of
month.
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12 per
per month.
The
of August
late of
Company G,
RegiThe name
name of
August Krause,
Krause, late
of Company
G, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth RegiInfantry, and
and pay
him a
pension at
at the
ment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
pay him
a pension
the rate
rate
of
he is
is now
now receiving.
of $36
$36 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
receiving.
The
of Jacob
Jacob F.
late of
of Company
Forty-eighth
The name
name of
F. Minch,
Minch, late
Company F,
F, Forty-eighth
Regiment Wisconsin
pay him
him aa pension
at
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pension at
the
rate of
of $30
per month
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
the rate
$30 per
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
The name
of Edward
C. Roll,
Roll, late
late of
of Company
H, Fifty-fourth
The
name of
Edward C.
Company H,
Fifty-fourth
Regiment Ohio
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
at the
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension
pension at
rate of
$36 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
of $36
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
The name
name of
John W.
W. Pence,
Pence, late
late of
of Company
The
of John
Company A,
A, Eighty-eighth
Eighty-eighth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
him aapension
rate of $30 per month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
that he is now
The
Wharton, late
Seventy-sixth
The name
name of John Wharton,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Seventy-sixth
Regiment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
pay him
rate of
of $40 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
rate
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
The name of Peter Heis, late of Company L, Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and Company
Volunteer Infantry,
Company H,
Fifteenth Regiment
Regiment
H, Fifteenth
2 62
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increased.
Pensions increased.
Susannah Ditterline.
Ditterline.
Susannah

William J.
Winters.
William
J. Winters.

Jonathan
Jonathan Wells.

Joseph Ray.
Ray.

Brosius.
Fannie Brosius.

Lucy Hulett.

Pension.
Pension.
Lewis Spriggs.
Lewis

Pensions Increased.
Penions
increased.
James H.
II. Wood.
Wood.

Louisa M. Tobey.
Loua
Tobey.

random
Pension.
Mabel Nolin.
Nolin.

Pensionsincreased.
Pensonsincreased.
Charles Henry.
Henry.

II. Tullis.
David H.

Pension.
A. Stuchall.
Stuchall.
William A.
Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
August Krause.
Krause.
August

Jacob F. Minch.
Minch.
Jacob

Roll.
Edward C. Roll

John W. Pemie.
Pence.
John

John Wharton.
Wharton.

Peter Hel.
Hats.
Peter
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Veteran Reserve
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $40
per
Veteran
Reserve Corps,
Corps, and
pay him
the rate
$40 per
month in
of that
is now
month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of Lizzie S. Hight, widow
widow of John J.
J. Hight, late of ComCorn-.
rianies D
D and
and B,
Forty-ninth Regiment
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer InInpanies
B, Forty-ninth
fantry,
and pay
her apension
rate of
of $20
per month
in lieu
lieu of
fantry, and
pay her
a pension at
at the
the rate
$20 per
month in
of

that she
she is
that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
The name of
of George W. Easton, late of Company D, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
The
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Illinois
and pay
rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
rate of
of $24
$24 per
receiving.
Charles W. Jerome.
The
name of
of Charles
Jerome, late
late regimental
regimental quartermaster,
harlesW.Jerome.
The name
Charles W.
W. Jerome,
quartermaster,
One
hundred and
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
One hundred
and fifteenth
fifteenth Regiment
Regiment Illinois
Infantry, and
and
pay
pension at
of $50
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
now
receiving.
receiving
now
Silo P. Warriner.
suP. WaThe
name of Silo P. Warriner,
G and K, FortyThe name
Warriner , late of Companies G
first Regiment
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
him a
a pension
first
rate of
month in
that he
he is
now receiving.
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
rate
of $40
$40 per
per month
in lieu
as
Goodrich.
Watson
Goodrich.
The name of Watson
Watson Goodrich,
Goodrich, late
late of Company
Company G, Eighth Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry;
Second Regiment
Company K
K, Second
Regiment
Infantry; Company
ment Illinois
Illinois
Volunteer CavalryFourth United States
Cavalry; Company
Company K, Fourth
Illinois Volunteer
Colored
Cavalry, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
$50 per
per month
month
Colored Cavalry,
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $50
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
in lieu
Weller in
ean G
Herman
G. Weller.
Herman G. Weller,
Weller, late of Company
The name of Herman
Company A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Reserve Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at the
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Reserve
rate
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
lieu of
in lieu
per month
$40 per
of $40
rate of
Thoams Ha
Thomas
Harman.
The
name of
Thomas Harman
late of
of Company
C, Twenty-first
Twenty-first
The name
of Thomas
Harman,' late
Company C,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
pension at the
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay him
him aa pension
rate
of $30
$30 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
per month
rate of
ia vanatta
William
Vanatta.
The
Company C, One hundred
hundred and
The name
name of William
William Vanatta,
Vanatta, late of Company
thirty-fifth
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
thirty-fifth Regiment
and pay him
him aapension
at
the
rate
of
$30_per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
sion
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Alden Youngman.
den oungman.
The name of Alden Youngman,
Youngman, late of Company
Company E, First Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
pay him
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
Wisconsin
and pay
him aapension
at the
$4Q
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
of that
month in
per month
$40 per
aaco'e
Isaac
O'Neal.
saa
oea.
Theename of Isaac O'Neal, late of Company G, Tenth Regiment
Regiment
and pay
him aapension
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry
Infantry, and
pay him
pension at the rate
of
rate of
$50
month in
in lieu
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
he is
that he
lieu of
per month
$50 per
.d P.. Hki
Alfred
Haskill.
The name
Alfred P.
Haskill, late
Company B,
B, Second
Second Reginame of
of Alfred
P. Haskill,
late of Company
RegiStates Sharpshooters,
pay him
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
ment United
United States
Sharpshooters, and
and pay
a pension
of
$40
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
receiving.
he
is
now
lieu
of
that
in
month
$40
per
Baroot.
of
Frk
R
Frank R. Barfoot.
The name of Frank
late of Company
Frank R. Barfoot,
Barfoot, late
Company G, Forty-sixth
Regiment
Illinois Volunteer
Infantry, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the
Regiment Illinois
Volunteer Infantry,
of
$40
rate
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Francis M. Barker.
r
.B
The name
of Francis
Francis M.
M. Barker,
Barker, late of Company
The
name of
Company B, Eighth Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
ment Kentucky
Cavalry, and
him aapension
rate
$30 per
per month
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
of $30
rate of
B
a
Charles
Boyce.
The name of Charles
Charles Boyce, late of the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, and
pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $30 per
per month
month in lieu of that
he is
that he
is
now receiving.
receiving.
now
Wllam A.
Williao
A. Davy
Davy.
William A.
A Davy,
Davy, late
of Company
Company B,
B, First
First Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of William
late of
pension at
at the
rate of
of $50
$50
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
the rate
per
month in
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
of that
lieu of
per month
. Gehe.
Frances Getchell.
c Getchell.
of Eugene
B. Gretchen,
Getchell, late
late
The name of Frances Getchell, widow of
Eugene B.
of Company G, Maine Coast Guard Infantry,
Infantry, and
and pay her a
apension
at
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that she
now receiving.
receiving.
at the
of $20
$20 per
of that
she is
is now
Approved, March
3, 1917.
Approved,
March 3,
1917.
George
Easton.
George W.
WEto.
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CHAP.
177.—An Act
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and increase of pensions
certain soldiers
pensions to certain
CHAP. 177.-An
and
sailors of
the Regular
Army and
Navy, and
and certain soldiers and
and sailors of wars
and Navy,
Regular Army
of the
and sailors
other than
than the
the Civil
widows of such
such soldiers
sailors.
soldiers and sailors.
War, and to widows
Civil War,
other

1573
March 3, 1917.
20496.]
[H. R. 20496.]
No. 214.]
214.]
[Private, No.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
United Pensions.
of the United
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
Be it
Pensions.
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
That the
Congress assembled,
States
on
Interior be,
be, and
he is
directed to place on
and directed
authorized and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and he
Interior
the
subject to
and limitations
of the
the
limitations of
provisions and
to the
the provisions
roll, subject
pension roll,
the pension
pension laws—
lawspension
Pension.
Pension.
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Regiment William B. Yeater.
First Regiment
Company C, First
Yeater, late
B. Yeater,
of William
William B.
The
United
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aa
United States
pension
at the
$12 per
month.
per month.
of $12
rate of
the rate
pension at
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name
name of
of Company
Thirty-second Silas
Silas H. Fish.
D, Thirty-second
Company D,
late of
Fish, late
H. Fish,
Silas H.
of Silas
The
Regiment United
Spain, and
and pay him aa
War with Spain,
Infantry, War
States Infantry,
United States
Regiment
pension at
at the
$2j._per
month in
in lieu of that he
he is now receiving.
receiving.
per month
of $24
the rate
rate of
pension
The
of Richard
of Company
G, Thirtieth
Regiment Richard Howe.
Thirtieth Regiment
Company G,
late of
Howe, late
Richard Howe,
name of
The name
United States
Infantry, Regular
and pay him aa
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Infantry,
United
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
is now
in lieu
lieu of
of $17
pension
Susan Berths.
Bertin.
The name
name of
Susan Bertin,
dependent mother
Frank B. Bertin, Susan
mother of Frank
Bertin, dependent
of Susan
The
late of
Detachment, Twenty-first
States
United States
Regiment United
Twenty-first Regiment
Casual Detachment,
of Casual
late
Infantry,
and pay
her a
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
pension at
a pension
pay her
Spain, and
with Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
per
month.
per month.
William T. East.
Regiment
The name
name of
of William
William T.
of Company
Company B,
BzTwelfth Regiment
late of
East, late
T. East,
The
a
Pennsylvania
and pay him a
with Spain, and
War with
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pension
at the
the rate
per month.
$12 per
of $12
rate of
pension at
Addison M.
M. Zoll.
Addison
The name
of Addison
K. Zoll,
Zoll, late
Troop, PennsylPennsylGovernor's Troop,
of Governor's
late of
Addison M.
name of
The
a pension
vania Volunteer
Cavalry, War
with Spain, and pay him a
pension
War with
Volunteer Cavalry,
vania
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
at
increased.
Pension increased.
Rans.
The
name of
of Thomas
M. Ranes,
C, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Thomas M. Ranes.
Company C,
of Company
late of
Ranes, late
Thomas M.
The name
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Establishment, and pay
Regular Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment
lieu of that he is now
him
at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
now
in lieu
month in
per month
$17 per
pension at
him aapension
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
of Jess
United States
States Marine Jess Musgrave.
of the United
late of
Musgrave, late
Jess Musgrave,
name of
The
a
Corps,
United
States
Navy,
Regular
Establishment,
pay
him
a
him
pay
and
Establishment,
Regular
Navy,
States
United
Corps,
$12 per month.
pension
at the
the rate of $12
pension at
Louisa Cary.
Louisa
Cary.
The name
of Louisa
Louisa Cary,
Cary, former
former widow
Joseph B. Crowley,
Crowley,
of Joseph
widow of
name of
The
with
War
Infantry, War
late
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Third Ohio
B, Third
Company B,
of Company
late of
Mexico,
and pay
her a
apension
$20 per month
rate of $20
at the rate
pension at
pay her
Mexico, and
Maples.
The
of Thomas
Thomas W.
Maples, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
H, Fifth
Fifth Regi- Thomas W. Maples.
W. Maples,
name of
The name
a
ment Missouri
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay
pay him a
Infantry, War
Missouri Volunteer
ment
pension
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
the rate
at the
pension at
Will M. Lillard.
The
Will M.
Lillard, late
of Company
Company.G,
Regiment
Third Regiment
G, Third
late of
M. Lillard,
of Will
name of
The name
a
Tennessee Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and pay him a
with Spam,
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee
of $12
pension at
$12 per month.
rate of
at the rate
pension
Constable.
The name
Constable, incompetent
daughter of Jacob Mary E. Constable.
incompetent daughter
E. Constable,
Mary E.
of Mary
name of
The
H. Constable,
Dz First Regiment North
North Carolina
Carolina
Constable, late of Company D,
H.
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
pension at the
her aapension
and pay
pay her
War with
Volunteer
rate of
$12 per
made to the duly appointed
appointed
month, payments to be made
per month,
of $12
rate
guardian.
guardian.
increased.
Pension increased.
Pension
D. Harris, late Charles D. Robertson,
The name
Charles D.
D. Robertson,
Charles D.
Robertson.
alias Charles
Robertson, alias
of Charles
name of
The
Charles D. Harris.
Harris.
alias
Charles
of Company
H, Twenty-sixth
Regiment United
Volunteer
States Volunteer
United States
Twenty-sixth Regiment
Company H,
of
Infantry, War
him a
apension
pension at the rate
rate of $24
and pay him
with Spain, and
War with
Infantry,
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
now receiving.
that he is now
of that
per
Pensions.
Pensions.
The
of Charles
late of Company D, Forty-ninth
Forty-ninth Charles Black.
Black, late
Charles Black,
name of
The name
Regiment
War with Spam, and
and
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
$12 per
per month.
pay
pension at the rate of $12
a pension
him a
pay him
Healey.
The name
name of
of Martin
late of
Company M,
M, Eleventh
Eleventh Martin J.J. Healey.
of Company
J. Healey,
Healey, late
Martin J.
The
Regiment
United States
Infantry, War
War with
with Spam,
pay him aa
Spam, and pay
States Infantry,
Regiment United
pension
at the
the rate of $30 per month.
pension at
William Matthews.
The name
William Matthews,
Company C, Ninth Regiof Company
late of
Matthews, late
of William
name of
The
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him aa
Infantry, War
ment
pension at
at the
rate of $12
$12 per month.
the rate
pension

1574
1574
Robert T.
Bobrt
T. Lucy.
Lucy.

Pension increased.
Pensionincrease
Frillleis
J. O'Hearn.
FrancisJ.O'Hean.
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The name
Robert T.
T. Lucy, late of Company G,
G, First
name of Robert
First Regiment
Regiment

South Dakota
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
South
Dakota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
him aa
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
pension
at the
per month.
The name of Francis J.
J. O'Hearn,
O'Hearn, late of Company
Company C,
C, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
ment Massachusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
pay
him
of $12
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
him aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
he is

receiving.
.
receiving.
J. Held,
The name
name of James
James J.
Held, late of Company
Company F,
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Wisconsin
Infantry, War
with Spam,
and pay
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
pay him
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
pension at
rate of
per month.
Michael
J. Walsh.
cihaiJ.
Wakb.
The name of Michael
J. Walsh, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
Michael J.
C, Ninth
Regiment
Ninth Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
lfim aa
Massachusetts
Infantry, War
with Spain,
pay him
pension
the rate
month.
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Frederick G.
Oldt.
Frederick
G.OL
The name
name of Frederick
Frederick G. Oldt,
late of
of Battery
Battery E,
First Regiment
Oldt, late
E, First
Regiment
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
him
United States Light
Light Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
and pay
aapension at the rate of
$12 per
of $12
per month.
Charks F. O.
CharlsF.
o
The name
The
name of
of Charles
Charles F.
F. Coss,
Coss' late
late of
Company M,
M, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth
of Company
Regiment
Regiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and
Infantry, -War
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
pay
the rate
per month.
William
Hall.
wmiam sn
The
The name
name of
of William
William Hall, late of Company E,
E, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment
Regiment
United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
Establishment, and
a penpension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
month.
sion
the rate
rate of
of $12
Jerome wney.
Wilsey.
The name
Companies E
E and
name of Jerome
Jerome Wilsey, late of Companies
and C,
C, Second
Second
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay
Regular Establishment, and
him a
the rate
rate of
month.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
of $17
$17 per
per month.
George
Geoge J. Krebs.
Krebs
The name
name of George
The
George J.
late of
Company K,
K, Fourteenth
Fourteenth RegiJ. Krebs
Krebslate
of Company
Regiintently, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and
at the
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
pensions Increased.
incrase.
at
the rate
rate of
Pensions
William S.
Wiiam
S. Tomey.
Tomey.
The
name of
William S.
The name
of William
S. Tomey,
of Troop
Troop G,
G, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Tomey, late
late of
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension
Establishment, and
pension
at
of $12
in lieu
of that
he is
now receiving.
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
Russell B. Tripp.
Russel
Tripp.
The name
name of
Russell B. Tripp, late of Company
D, Sixteenth
The
of Russell
Company D,
Sixteenth RegiRegiment United States Infantry, War with Mexico,
him a
Mexico, and
and pay
pay him
a penpension at the rate of $50 per
per month in
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
Oscar
K.
s0 K
t. Stinson.
toL
The name of Oscar K.
of Sixty-fifth
Company, United
Unit ed
K. Stinson,
Stinson, late
late of
Sixty-fifth Company,
States Coast Artillery
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
apension
pension
Artillery Corps,
Corps, War
War with
pay him
at the
the rate
of $50
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Penions.
at
rate of
$50 per
in lieu
lieu of
he is
now receiving.
Hamilton
Mama.
miltonra
The name of Hamilton
Masse, late
Hamilton Masse,
L, Fourth
Fourth Regilate of
of Company
Company L,
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spam, and
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
and pay
pension at
rate of
month.
pension
at the
the rate
of $8
$8 per
per month.
James park
Park Harri.
Harris.
Jana
The name
late of
of Battery
name of James Park
Park Harris
Harris, late
Battery G,
0, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Light-Artillery,
Light•Artillery, War
'War with
Spain, and
pay him
him a
penwith Spain,
and pay
a penper month.
sion at the rate of $12 per
Edgar
Edgar Abbott.
Abbo.
The name
name of Edgar
The
Edgar Abbott, late of
of Company
Company L,
L, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Infantry, War
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenWar with
with Spain,
$12 per month.
sion at the rate of $12
Ella J. glib.
EllJ.
Hi.
The name of Ella
J. Hills,
Hills, widow
widow of
Ella J.
of Charles
Charles F.
Hills, late
late of
F. Hills,
of ComCompany E, Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth Regiment
Regliment United States Volunteer
Infantry,
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain, and pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month,
her a
a pension
of $12
per month,
and $2 per month additional
additional on account
account of each
each of the two minor
minor
children
children of the said Charles F. Hills,
reach the
the age
age of
Hills, until
until they
they reach
of
sixteen years.
sixteen
years.
John
R. Bare,
alias
John
B R.
, alias
The name of John R. Bare, alias John R. Barrett, late of Company
The
Company
John R. Barrett.
Regiment United States Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
I, First Regiment
him aapension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
George
Geoge F.
F. P.andall.
Ranai.
The name
name of
F. Randall,
late of
Eleventh
The
of George
George F.
Randall, late
of Company
Company M, Eleventh
Regiment United States
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay
and pay
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
him
of $12
$12 per
month.
Henry Plaids.
el
The name
name of Henry
of Company
Company A,
The
Henry Fields, late of
A, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth
Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Infantry, Regular
iun aapension
rate of
him
pension at the rate
$12 per
per month.
of $12
month.
Peanions.
Pensions.
James
J. Held.
JamesJ.
Held
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George W. FetterThe name of George
W. Fetterman,
George W.
Fetterman, late
Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth man.
late of
of Company
Gerge
W. Fetter
Regiment
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
pay him
pension
the rate
per month.
month.
pension at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
rron M..Wright.
Garrisson
Wright.
The name of
Garrisson M. Wright,
of Company
G, Fifth
Fifth RegiRegiof Garrisson
Wright, late
late of
Company G,
ment
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
pension at
of $12
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
W. corson.
Corson.
The name
Corson, late
Company G,
G, Fifth
Regiment David
David w.
The
name of
of David
David W.
W. Corson,
late of
of Company
Fifth Regiment
United States
United
States Infantry,
War with
with Spain
pay him
him a
a.pension
pension at
Infantry, War
Spain,' and
and pay
at
the rate
of $50
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the
rate of
month in
of that
he is
is now
Homer E. Mills.
Mills.
The name of Homer E.
Mills, late of
of Company
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
E. Mills,
Company C,
C, Fourth
War with
and pay
him a
a pension
pension
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
at the rate
of that
is now
rate of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
P
Pensions.
The name of Charles B.
late of
of Company
C, First
First Charles B.
B. MontMontB. Montgomery,
Montgomery, late
Company C,
gomery.
Regiment
Rhode Island Volunteer
Regiment Rhode
Spain, and
and gomeryVolunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pay_him
pension at
at the
the rate
pay
him aapension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
laudia E.
E Gey.
Claudia
Geary.
The name
Geary, widow
of Thomas
Geary, late
late of
of
name of Claudia E.
E. Geary,
widow of
Thomas W.
W. Geary,
States Marine
Navy, Regular
Regular EstabUnited States
Marine Corps,
Corps, United
United States
States Navy,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
lishment,
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
Pension increased.
Increased.
aw
Edward
TurnThe name
name of
of Edward
Edward R.
R. Turnbach,
Turnbach, late
late of
of Governor's
Governor's Troop,
Troop, bach.
The
d R.
R. TurnPennsylvania
Volunteer Cavalry,
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Cavalry, War
and pay
him aa
War with Spain, and
pay him
pension
at the
the rate
$14 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
he is
is now
receiving. Pensions.
pension at
rate of
of $14
of that
that he
now receiving.
Pensions.
m es L. McPherJames
The name
name of
of James
James L.
McPherson, late
late of
of United
United States
States steamship
steamship son.
The
L. McPherson,
J.
L. McPherBoston, United
United States
States Navy,
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Navy, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
at the
of $12
at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
ichael Bilrow.
Kilrow.
Michael
The name of Michael
Michael Kilrow, late of Company
Company G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
and pay
him aapension
of $12
month.
him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Henry Jordan.
Jordan.
The name of Henry
Henry Jordan, fate
late of Troop
Troop D,
Eighth Regiment
Regiment
D, Eighth
United
United States
Establishment, and
pay him
pension
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12 per
at
rate of
per month.
month.
Charles
Charles A. Gaesy.
Galley.
The name of Charles A. Gailey,
Galley, late of Troop E, Sixth Regiment
Regiment
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him a
a penUnited States Cavalry, Regular
and pay
pay him
penPension increased.
Increased.
sion
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
sion at
at the
rate of
of $12
Ulysses
a S. Hall.
The name of Ulysses S. Hall, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth ulyse
s Hall
Regiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
Spam, and
Regiment
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and
pay him a
a pension at the rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
of $12
$12 per
per month in
lieu of
is
Pension.
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Boetticher.
The
name of
Boetticher, widow
widow of
of Albert
Albert Boetticher,
The name
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Boetticher,
Boetticher, Elizabeth
Elizabeth"oetticher.
Company E,
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
late of Company
E, Eighteenth
Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $12
per
Establishment, and
pay her
pension at
rate of
$12 per
Pensions
month.
Iensions Increased.
increased.
William M. Noel.
The name
name of
William M.
Company M,
Ninth RegiThe
of William
M. Noel,
Noel, late
late of
of Company
M, Ninth
RegiNoel
War with Spain, and pay
ment Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
pay him a
a
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
receiving. Fred
Fred J.
J. Wagner.
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
of that
now receiving.
The
of Fred
J. Wagner,
late of
of Battery
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The name
name of
Fred J.
Wagner, late
Battery Cl,
G, Fourth
United
United States
War with
Spain, and
at
States Artillery,
Artillery, War
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
Pensions.
the
rate of
in lieu
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
Penson.
John
A. Bockheim.
The
name of
Bockheim, late
late of Company
Company K,
K, Thirty-secTnrty-secoe.
The name
of John
John A. Bockheim,
Regiment Michigan
Mich .gan Volunteer
with Spain,
and
ond Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
Joseph F.
F. Reilly.
Reilly.
him a
apension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
pay him
pension at
The name of
late of
of Company
Company F,
of Joseph
Joseph F. Reilly,
Reilly, late
F, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
Regiment
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with. Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Regiment New
York Volunteer
Infantry, War
Pension increased.
him
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $17
$17 per
him a
rate of
per month.
month.
Pennincreased.
William LendeMann.
The name
of William
William Lendemann,
of Troop
Troop I,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment mann.
The
name of
Lendemann, late
late of
I, Fifth
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him a
a penpenUnited States
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
Pensions.
sion at the rate of $30 per month
month in
now receiving.
in lieu
lieu of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving. Pesionsle
Frank Schallert.
Company A,
A, Forty-fifth
Forty-fifth RegiThe name
name of
of Frank
Frank Schallert,
Schallert, late
late of
of Company
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
United States
and pay
pay
War with
with Spam,
Spain, and
pension at
month.
him a
a pension
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
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The name of Delos M. Dodge, late
first lieutenant
late first
lieutenant of Company
Company G,
Second Regiment
York Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
Second
Regiment New
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$17
per
month.
and pay him a pension at the rate of $17 per month.
The name
George Spettel,
Spettel, late
of Company
Company K,
RegiThe
name of
of J.
J. George
late of
K, Second
Second Regiment Wisconsin
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pay him
with Spain,
and pay
him
ment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
at the
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
aa pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month in
receiving.
receiving.
The
of Company
D, Fiftieth
Fiftieth RegiRegiThe name
Charles B.
B. Boyd,
Boyd, late
late of
Company D,
name of
of Charles
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain
and pay
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
in lieu
pension at
The name
name of
late of
of Company
Company-G,
G, Twenty-second
Twenty-second
of Milo
Milo D.
D. Heath,
Heath, late
The
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay
Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and

him aapension
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
rate of
at the
pension at
him
The
Charlie Forbes,
Forbes, late
of Troop
E, Eleventh
Eleventh United
United
The name
name of
of Charlie
fate of
Troop E,
States
War with
and pay
pay him
the rate
rate
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
with Spain,
Spain, and
States Cavalry,
Cavalry War
of
$8 per
per month.
month
of $8
BruceFa.
Bruce Frantz.
The name
name of
Frantz, late
late of
M, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth RegiRegiBre
FrThe
of Bruce
Bruce Frantz,
of Company
Company M,
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pay
Spain, and
and pay
ment United
United States
States Volunteer
him a
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
him
a pension
pension at
at the
month.
Jesse G. Lott.
es G. Lott.
The
name of
of Jesse
Jesse G.
G. Lott,
Lott late
late of
of Company
I, First
The name
Company I,
First Regiment
Regiment
Alabama Volunteer
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpenwith Spain,
Alabama
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, Wax
War with
sion
at
the
rate
of
$17
per
month.
month.
per
$17
of
rate
the
at
sP
ion
Pension increased.
The name
name of
late of
of Troop
Troop M,
First Regiment
R
sent
M, First
of John
John N.
N. Jackson,
Jackson, late
John N.
as.
The
JnN.Jackson.
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
with Spain,
pay him aa
United
pension at
at the
rate of
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
recei
is now
lieu of
per month
month in
of $12
$12 per
the rate
pension
Pensions.
Pensions
Catharine Cocain.
CatharineCocain.
The name of Catharine
dependent mother
mother of
of Charles
Charles E.
Catharine Cocain,
Cocain dependent
Cocain,_ late
United States
slip Constellation,
Constellation, United
United States
States
Cocain,
late of
of United
States ship
Navy, Regular
pay her
her aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
of
and pay
pension at
Navy,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
$12
per
month.
month.
d,
12
per
Ameli.
agan
Amelia Pagan
e
g
The name
of Amelia
de Rolfes,
Rolfes, widow
widow of
of Henry
Henry H.
Rolfes,
Rolfes.
H. Rolfes,
The
name of
Amelia Pagan
Pagan de
RoUies.
late
of Second
Second Battalion,
Battalion, Porto
Infantry,
Provisional Regiment
Regiment Infantry,
Porto Rico
Rico Provisional
late of
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
of $12
$12
at the
the rate
rate of
Establishment, and
Regular
per month,
and $2
per month
month additional
on account
account of
of each
each of
of the
the
additional on
per
month, and
$2 per
four minor
children of
the said
said Henry
Henry H.
H. Rolfes
they reach
reach the
the
Rolfes until
until they
four
minor children
of the
age of
of sixteen
years.
sixteen years.
age
Giles.
T. Giles.
Wilim T.
William
The name
name of
William T.
Giles, late
Companies D
D and
and M,
M, TwentyTwentyThe
of William
T. Giles,
late of
of Companies
third
United States
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
third Regiment
Regiment United
States Infantry,
War with
pay
him aapension
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
the rate
at the
pension at
Pearman him
Harriet A. Pearman.
Harriet A. Pearman,
Pearrnan, widow
widow of William
William E.
E Pearman,
Pearman,
The name of
of Harriet
late
United States
States Navy,
Establishment,
late hospital
hospital steward
steward United
Navy, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pension at
rate of
month.
per month.
$12 per
of $12
the rate
at the
a pension
her a
pay her
and
Ed Hastings.
The
name of
of Ed
of Company
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
The name
Ed Hastings,
Hastings, late
late of
Company I,
I, Sixth
Missouri
with Spain,
pay him
him a
a penpenMissouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
sion at
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
the rate
at the
sion
Pension inresed.
Pension
increased.
John
Jennings.
John N.
N.Jennings.
The name of John
Jennings, late
United
John N.
N. Jennings,
late of
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
States
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
States Army,
rate
month in
of that
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
that he
he is
in lieu
lieu of
Pensions.
$12 per
of $12
per month
rate of
James C. Herrington.
JamesC.
Herrington.
Herrington, late
F, Fifty-first
The name
name of James C. Herrington,
late of Company
Company F,
Fifty-first
Regiment
Iowa Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
him
Regiment Iowa
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pay him
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
rate of
$12 per
E. Archer.
Archer.
aapension
pension at
Berton E.
The
name of
Berton E.
Archer, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Third
Third RegiRegiThe name
of Berton
E. Archer,
late of
War with
ment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
him a
with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
a penpension
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
inreased.
sion at
rate of
of $17
$17 per
Edward
Edwardl J.. McCauMcCaThe
J. McCauley,
late of
The name
name of
of Edward
Edward J.
McCauley, late
of Company
Company E,
E, Fourteenth
Fourteenth
ley.
New York
York Volunteer
Regiment New
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
pay
him a
a pension
of $12
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of that
he is
is now
now
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
receivi ng.
Pensions.
receiving.
Pensione.
John i.
F. Dodder.
Dodder.
Joha
The name of John F. Dodder, late
late of Company A,
A, Seventh
Seventh RegiRegiment United States
States Infantry, War
pay him
him a
a penWar with Spain,
Spain, and pay
pension
at the
the rate
month.
sion at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Charlie Forbes.

.

CharieFrb

d
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The name of James O'Heron, late
Company G,
G, Second
Second Regilate of
of Company
Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension at
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
The name of John C.
Regiment
C. Gaskins, late
late of
of Company
Company M;
M; Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
United States Volunteer
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
pension at
of $12
$12 per
per month.
The name of Charles
Charles Dippre,
Dippr_e , late
late of
of Twenty-second
Twenty-second Company,
Company,
United States Coast Artillery, Regular
pay him
him
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
aapension at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
rethe rate
per month
now receiving.
ceiving.
The name of
of Laura
Laura D.
of William
William F.
F.
D. Bricker,
Bricker, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
Bricker, late lieutenant
lieutenant commander
commander United
United States
States Navy,
Regular
Navy, Regular
Establishment,
her a
Establishment, and pay her
pension at
at the
rate of
a pension
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
of the
the Hospital
The name of Reuben D. Way, late of
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United
States Army, War with Spain, and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
of
him aapension
rate of
$12 per month.
$12
month.
The name of James
James J.
J. Scally, late
E, Fifth
late of Company
Company E
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States
States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay him
him aapenpenEstablishment, and
and pay
lieu of
sion at the rate of $24
$24 per month in lieu
is now
receiving.
of that
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Allie M. Kirkwood,
Kirkwood, late of
E, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiof Company
Company E,
with Spain,
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War with
pay him
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pension at the rate of
$12 per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
receiving.
of $12
in lieu
that he
he is
now receiving.
The name of Horace
Horace Keeter,
Keeter, late
B, Second
Second Regiment
late of
of Company
Company B,
Regiment
North Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain, and
and pay him aa
pension at the rate
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
of Joseph
Joseph L.
G, First
First Regiment
The name
name of
L. Rollins,
Rollins, late
late of
of Company
Company G,
Regiment
United States Infantry, War
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
the rate
the
$12 per
per month.
rate of $12
month.
The name of Edward H.
II. Osmond,
late of
Company C,
C, First
First RegiRegiOsmond, late
of Company
ment Ohio Volunteer Light Artillery,
War with
Spain, and
pay him
him
Artillery, War
with Spain,
and pay
a
apension
pension at the rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name of Lynn J.
J. Heldreth,
Heklreth, late of the
Ninety-fifth Company
Company
the Ninety-fifth
United States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
and
pay him aapension
the rate
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
he is
is
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
now
The name
name of Catherine Burke, _dependent
mother of
of Michael
Michael J.
dependent mother
J.
Burke, late of the United States Marme
Corps, United
States Navy,
Marine Corps,
United States
Navy,
Regular Establishment, and pay her aa pension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
pension at
the rate
per
per month.
month.
The name of Asa C. Wood, late of Company
Company H, Second
Battalion
Second Battalion
Engineers, United States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
himi aapension at
at the
the rate
of $24
$24 per
per month.
month.
him
rate of
The name of Reuben
Reuben R. Vail, late of Company
D, Fourth
Fourth RegiCompany D,
Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him a
War with
pay him
a
pension at the rate of $17 per month in
of that
is now
receiving.
in lieu of
that he
he is
now receiving.
The
name of
of Daniel
J. Keefe,
of Company
Ninth Regiment
The name
Daniel J.
seefe, late
late of
Company A,
A, Ninth
Regiment
Massachusetts Volunteer
Massachusetts
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
pension
pension at the rate
rate of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
The name of Harry
Harry Kraft,
Kraft, late
Troops B
B and
Regilate of
of Troops
and F,
F, Eleventh
Eleventh Regiment United States Cavalry,
Warwith Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Cavalry, War'with
Spain, and
at
per month.
at the rate of
of $17
$17 per
month.
The name of James E.
C, Fourth
Regiment
E. Ratliff,
Ratliff, late
late of
of Troop
Troop C,
Fourth Regiment
United
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
pension at
at
and pay
him aapension
the rate of $12 per
per month.
The name of Samuel
A. Holt,
Holt, late
late of
the Hospital
Corps, United
United
Samuel A.
of the
Hospital Corps,
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him
at the
him aapension at
the
rate of
per month.
month.
rate
of $12
$12 per
P. Phillips,
The name of John
John P.
Phillips, late of Captain
Captain Isaac
J. Carter's
Carter's
Isaac J.
independent
independent company, Florida
Florida Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
wars,
Volunteers, Indian
Indian wars,
and
at the
of $40
$40 per
per month
of that
he
and pay
pay him aapension
pension at
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.

1577
1577
James O'Heron.
James
O'Heron.

John C.
C. Gaskins.
Gaskins.

Pension increased.
Increased.
Pension
Charles Dippre.
Charles

Pensions.
Pensions.
Laura D.
D. Bricker.
Bricker.
Laura

Reuben D. Way.

Pensions Increased.
increased.
James J.
J. Scally.
Scally.

Allie H.
Kirkwood.
M. Kirkwood.

Pensions.
Horace Keeter.
Joseph
Joseph L. Rollins.
Roliins.

Edward H. Osmond.

Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Lynn J. Heldreth.
Heicireth.

Pensions.
Catherine Burke.

C. Wood.
Wood.
Asa C.

Pension increaed.
Increased.
Pension
Reuben R. Vail.
Reuben
\Vail.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Daniel J.
J. Keefe.
Keefe.

Harry Kraft.
Harry
Kraft.

James E.
E. Ratliff.
Ratliff.

Samuel A. Holt.
Holt.
Samuel

Pension inc.eased.
increased.
Pension
John P. Phillips.
Phillips.
John

1578
1578
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The
name of
Brown, late
late of
of Company
Company- I,
I, Third
Third Regiment
Regiment
Clark Brown,
The name
of Clark
Georgia
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
pension
a pension
Georgia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and
at the
the rate
of
$12 per
month.
at
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Pension increased.
The
Brother Buis,
Buis, late
late of
Company I,
I, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth RegiRegiof Brother
of Company
Brother
Buis.
sBrotbe
The name
name of
Bui.
ment
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
ment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
in lieu
of that
he is
now
him
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Penske,.
The name
of Henry
Weckle late
of Company
Company C,
C, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegilate of
The
name of
Henry 0.
O. Weckle,
Weckle.
Henry 0. WeekIe.
Hey
ment Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Pirar with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, War
ment
Ohio Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
ension
increasedpension
of $12
month.
Pension increased.
The
name of
of Gifford
Gifford Ramey,
late of
Company E,
Seventh RegiRegiE, Seventh
of Company
Gifford Barney.
Ramey, late
The name
mey.
Gifforsl
ment
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay him
Establishment, and
him aa
ment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
in lieu
the rate
of $12
per month
pension
PensionThe
of Thomas
of Company
Company E,
E, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth
late of
Thomas Hoslfing,
Hosking, late
The name
name of
Thomas
eking.
Thomas Reeking.
Regiment Michigan
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Michigan Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Regiment
him
at the
of $12
$12 per
him a
a pension
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name
of Jacob
of United
United States
Navy, Regular
Regular
States Navy,
Bruno, late
late of
Jacob Bruno,
The
name of
roSn.
^P Bruno.
Jacob
Establishment,
pay him
him a
the rate
rate of $24 per
month
per month
a pension
pension at
at the
and pay
Establishment, and
in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
he is
receiving.
in
lieu
Pensions.
The
name of
of William
Wiffiam E.
Keels, late
of Anderson's
Anderson's battery,
battery, South
South
late of
E. Keels,
The name
William E. Keels.
Wi
Carolina
Heavy Artillery,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Heavy
Artillery, War
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
aapension
Robert Willis.
Robert
Wloks.
The name of Robert
Regiment
The
Robert Wilks, late of Company E, Third
Third Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pay him
him aapension
pension
and pay
with Spain,
Kentucky
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ension
incresed
at
the
rate
Pension increased.
Thirty-eighth
The name
Burchett, late
late of Company
.
-eighth
Company D, Thirty
Leo V.
V. Burchett,
Burchett.
The
name of
of Leo
Leo V. Burehett.
Regiment United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
pay him
pension at
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is
that he
at the
the rate
$30 per
pay
him a
a pension
now
receiving.
receiving.
now
Pensions.
The
name of
Victor Lewis,
Thirty-fourth RegiRegiF, Thirty-fourth
Lewis, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
of Victor
The name
victor
Victor Leis.
Lewis.
ment
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
ment United
him
pension at the
$12 per
per month.
the rate
rate of $12
him aapension
Wiley Lawson.
Wiley Lawon.
Regiment
The name of Wiley Lawson, late of Company
Company F, Ninth Regiment
United
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
United States
States Volunteer
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
rate of
,ed. pension
Pensions increased.
Pensions
John
W. raulus.
Paulus.
John w.
The name of John
John W. Paulus,
Paulus late of Company D, Thirty-fifth
Thirty-fifth
Regiment
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
War with
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment United
United States
pay him
him a
apension
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month in lieu of that he
of $17
he is
pay
pension at
rate of
now
now receiving.
receiving.
Fred W. Porter.
red
V. rt
The name of Fred W. Porter, late of Company
Company: H, First Regiment
Regiment
Spain, and pay him aa
New York
York Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spam,
pension
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17 per
per month
month in
now receiving.
receiving.
John A. Jaymas.
hA.Jaye
The name of John
John A. Jaynes,
Jaynes late of Troop
Troop E, Fifth Regiment
Regiment
United States
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
United
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
at
the
rate
of $24
per
month in
lieu
of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
at
the
rate
of
$24
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
William
Bowen.
wniam C.. Boen.
The name of William
The
William C. Bowen, late of Troop E, Second Regiment
Regiment
United States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay him aapension
the rate
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now receiving.
receiving.
he is
$30 per
at the
rate of
Pensions.
Pensions.
sion at
Mary Fried.
Mary
Fried.
The name of Mary
dependent mother of the
Mary Fried,
Fried, dependent
the late
late Louis O.
0.
Fried, late
of the
States ship
Arkansas, United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
Fried,
late of
the United
United States
ship Arkansas,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
Regular
pay her
her aapension
at the
of $12
per
month.
Harry L. RelL
Harry L.
The name
name of Harry L. Relf,
Reif, late of Company
Company L, Second Regiment
Regiment
Louisiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
i
nfantry, War
Spam, and
and pay
him aapension
pension
Louisiana
War with
with Spain,
pay him
at
per month.
month.
$12 per
of $12
the rate
rate of
at the
0
DavidDad
0. Th
Thomas.
Dd o. Tho.
The name of David 0.
O. Thomas, late
late of Company
Company E, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegiment United
United States Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and
at
the rate
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Chares E.
Charles E. Derr.
The name
name of Charles
Charles E. Derr, late of Company H,
11, Eighth Regiment
Regiment
United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
pension at
at the
War with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him aapension
the
rate
month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pension.
Clark Brown.

le

Bion.
aror n
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The
of Thomas
Thomas S.
S. Martin,
late chief
yeoman, United
United States
States
chief yeoman,
Martin, late
name of
The name
Navy, Regular
at the
the rate
rate of
of
pension at
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
Navy,
$12
month in
lieu of
of that
he is
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
that he
in lieu
per month
$12 per
The
name of
of Al.
A. Reineck,
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, Sixth
Regiment
Sixth Regiment
Reineck, late
Al. A.
The name
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
at
a pension
pension at
Spain, and
with Spain,
War with
Infantry, War
Ohio Volunteer
the
in lieu
that he
he is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
of that
lieu of
month in
per month
of $17
$17 per
rate of
the rate
The
of Harry
E. Bryan,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Fourth
Regiment
Fourth Regiment
Bran, late
Harry E.
name of
The name
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
W al. with
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
Spain, and
with Spain,
Ohio Volunteer
the
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
that he
in lieu
of $17
$17 per
rate of
the rate
The name
name of
of Christian
Lowe, late
late of
Second RegiL, Second
of Company
Company L,
S. Lowe,
Christian S.
The
ment Oregon
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Oregon Volunteer
ment
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
$12 per
pension
The
name of
Marcel H.
Poirier, late
Troop C,
C, Thirteenth
Thirteenth RegiRegiof Troop
late of
H. Poirier,
of Marcel
The name
ment
United States
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him
Establishment, and
Cavalry, Regular
ment United
the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of. that
receivis now
now receivhe is
that he
lieu of
per month
of $17
$17 per
at the
aapension
pension at
name of
of John
T. Lowrey,
Lowrey, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
D, Twenty-ninth
Twenty-ninth
John T.
T'heename
with Spain,
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Spam, and
and
Infantry, War with
States Volunteer
United States
Regiment United
pay
him a
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
of $12
$12 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pay him
The name
of Edgar
late of
A, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
Regiment
of .Company
.Company A,
Curtis, late
M. Curtis,
Edgar M.
name of
The
Ohio
Infantry, War
Wax with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pension at
at
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
Ohio Volunteer
the rate
month.
the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month.
Regiment
The name
name of
Lee J.
J. Cochran,
Cochran, late
late of
of Troop
F, Second Regiment
Troop F,
of Lee
The
United
Establishment, and
pension
him aapension
pay him
and pay
Regular Establishment,
Cavalry, Regular
States Cavalry,
United States
at
rate of
$12 per
month in
in lieu
of that
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
he is
that he
lieu of
per month
of $12
the rate
at the
The
name of
William J.
J. Abrams,
Abrams, late
of Troop
C, Second
Regiment
Second Regiment
Troop C,
late of
of William
The name
United States
Cavalry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
pay him
with Spain,
Volunteer Cavalry,
States Volunteer
United
pension
the rate
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
that he
of that
in lieu
month in
per month
$24 per
of $24
rate of
at the
pension at
The name
name of
of Florence
widow of
of Frederick
Edinger, late
late
Frederick Edinger,
E. Edinger,
Edinger, widow
Florence E.
The
of United
Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay her
her
and pay
Marine Corps,
States Marine
of
United States
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month
month additional
additional
$2 per
and $2
month, and
per month,
of $12
the rate
aapension
pension at
on accunt
of the
the minor
of the
the said
Edinger until
until she
she
Frederick Edinger
said Frederick
child of
minor child
accunt of
on
reaches
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
reaches the
the age
age of
The name
name of
Byers, late
late of
of Company
L, Fourth
Regiment
Fourth Regiment
Company L,
Lyman Byers,
of Lyman
The
Illinois Volunteer
with Spam,
and pay
pension
him aapension
pay him
Spain, and
War with
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Illinois
at the
month in
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
receiving.
is now
he is
that he
in lieu
per month
$12 per
of $12
rate of
at
the rate
The
name of
Laura E.
E. Elliott,
Elliott, widow
widow of
F. Elliott,
late of
of
Elliott, late
Benjamin F.
of Benjamin
of Laura
The name
Captain M.
M. M.
M. Williams's
D, Recruiting
Second
Battalion, Second
Recruiting Battalion,
Company D,
Williams's Company
Captain
Regiment
Oregon Mounted
Indian Wars,
Wars, and
and pay
her a
a
pay her
Volunteers, Indian
Mounted Volunteers,
Regiment Oregon
pension
at the
the rate
of $20 per
per month
now receiving.
that she is now
of that
in lieu
lieu of
month in
rate of
pension at
The name
name of
widow of
Charles W.
W. Viglini,
Viglini ' late
late of
of
of Charles
Viglini, widow
Marie Viglini,
of Marie
The
Company
Regiment United
United States
Regular
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
Nineteenth Regiment
M, Nineteenth
Company M,
Establishment, and
and pay
her a
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month,
month,
$12 per
rate of
at the
a pension
pay her
Establishment,
and
per month
month additional
on account
of each
each of
of the
two minor
minor
the two
account of
additional on
82 per
and $2
children
of the
Charles W.
W. Viglini
they reach
the age
age of
of
reach the
until they
Viglini until
said Charles
the said
children of
sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
The name
name of
Walters, late
Company II,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment
H, Fourth
of Company
late of
of Jesse
Jesse Walters,
The
United
Regular Establishment,
and pay
penhim aapenpay him
Establishment, and
Infantry, Regular
States Infantry,
United States
sion
rate of
of $30
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
of that
$30 per
the rate
at the
sion at
The name
name of
of Louis
F. Moebus,
Moebus, late
chief musician
musician of
of Second
Second RegiRegilate chief
Louis F.
The
ment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, War
and pay
pay him
him a
apenpenSpain, and
with Spain,
War with
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
sion at
at the
the rate
$12 per
month.
sion
rate of
of $12
per month.
Regiment
The
of Frank
Frank Clark,
late of
of Company
Company M, Sixth Regiment
Clark, late
name of
The name
Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension
War with
Ohio
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
at
The name
George C.
Sausser, late
second lieutenant
Company L,
L,
lieutenant Company
late second
C. Sausser,
name of
of George
The
One
hundred and
and sixtieth
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
sixtieth Regiment
One hundred
War
pay him
him a
apension
pension at the
$15 per month
the rate
rate of $15
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
War with
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
he is
of that
that he
in

1579
1579
Pensions increased.
Pensions
Thomas S.
S. Martin.
Thomas

Al. A.
A. Reineck.
Reineck.
Al.

E. Bryan.
Bryan.
Harry E.

Pension.
Pension.
Christian S. Lowe.
Christian

increased.
Pension increased.
Marcel H. Poirier.

Pensions.
John T. Lowrey.

M. Curtis.
Edgar M.

Pensions increased.
Increased.
Pensions
LeeJ. Cochran.
Cochran.
LeeJ.

William J. Abrams.
Abrams.
William

Pension.
Florence E. Edinger.
Florence

Pensions
increased.
Pensionsincreased.
Lyman Byers.

Laura E.
Elliott.
Laura
E. Elliott.

I
ension.
I'enslon.
Marie Viglini.
Viglini.
Marie

Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Jesse Walters.
Walters.
Jesse

Pensions.
Louis F. Moebus.
Louis

Frank Clark.
Clark.
Frank

increased.
Pensions increased.
George
Sausser.
C. Saussr.
George C.

1580
1580
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Hansford Austin.

The name of Hansford Austin, late of Company
Company M, First Regiment
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Florida Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
at the
of $12
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
William L.
KMoren.
Willi
L. Kioren.
The name of William L.
I, Forty-second
L Killoren,
Killoren, late of Company
Company I,
Forty-second
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
War with
pay
Pensions increased.
Pensionsincreased.
$17 per month.
month.
him a
a pension
pension at
at the rate
rate of
of $17
Edward M.
Walters.
Edward
M. walters.
The name of Edward
Edward M. Walters, late of Hospital Corps, United
Spain, and
and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of
States Army, War with
with Spain,
pay him
him aapension
pension at
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is
now
receiving
$12
of
that
he
is
now
receiving
Mary Buhr.
Ma
Shr.
The name of Mary Suhr, widow
widow of Jacob Suhr, late of Company
C,
Company C,
Regiment Umted
wars, and
and pay
pay her
First Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Indian
Indian wars,
her a
a
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the rate of $20
$20 per
per month in
in lieu of
Hausord Austin.

Elizabeth
Elizabeth Davison.

DavisonL

Pensions.
Pensins.

Parakte Jackson.
Paralee
Jakso.

James
Neighbors.
James M.
M. Neighbrs.

The
Elizabeth Davison, widow of George Davison, late
The name
name of
of Elizabeth
late of

Company I,
United States
States Mounted
Mounted Rifles,
Indian wars,
wars, and
and pay
pay her
Company
I, United
Rifles, Indian
her
a
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
she is
is now
a pension at the rate.
rate, of
of $20
$20 per
lieu of
now
receiving.
receiving.
Paralee Jackson, widow of William J
The name of Paralee
J. Jackson, recruit,
unassigned, United
War with
Mexico, and
and pay
pay her
her aa
unassigned,
United States
States Army, War
with Mexico,
pension at the
pension
the rate of
of $20 per
per month.
month.

H, Forty-fourth
The name of James M. Neighbors, late
late of
of Company
Company H,
Forty-fourth

Regiment United
United States
antry, War
War with
and pay
pay
Regiment
States Volunteer
Volunteer Inf
Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
Pension
increased.
Pensionincreased.
Polly
Polly Ann
Ann Bowman.

Bowman.

him aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
him
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
Bowman, widow
widow of
The name of Polly Ann
Ann Bowman,
of John
John Bowman,
Bowman, late
late of
of

Captain
Captain H. Garmeny's
Garmeny's Company
Company I, Georgia
Georgia Mounted
Mounted Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Indian war, and
at the
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu
and pay
pay her
her a
a pension
pension at
the rate
$20 per

of that
that she
is now
receiving.
now receiving.
she is
of
Pensions.
L., and Josephiner . The names
Hoffman, Werner
Werner L.
Hoffman, and
and JoseJosenames of
of George
George G. Hoffman,
L. Hoffman,

Pensions.
e
George G., Werner
L., and Josephine J.
Hoffman.

Hofman.

Margaret
Weed.
Margaret A. Weed.

A.

March 3, 1917.
March
3,1917.
[H.
20827.1
H. It.
R. 27.]
[Private, No. 215.1
[Private,
215.]

phine
J. Hoffman,
minor children
of Werner
L. Hoffman,
Hoffman, late
late of
phine J.
Hoffman, minor
children of
Werner L.
of
United States Marine
and pay
pay them
them a
apension
pension
Marine Corps, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
at the rate of $12
$12 per
per month
month and
$2 per month
on account
account
and $2
month additional on
of each of the three
three minor children of the
the said Werner
Werner L. Hoffman,
Hoffman,
until they reach the age of sixteen
sixteen years. Payment
made to
to
Payment to be made
duly appointed
guardian.
duly
appointed guardian.
The name of Margaret
Weed, former
Margaret A.
A. Weed,
former widow
widow of
of Samuel
Henry,
Samuel Henry,
late of Captain
Captain Bacon's
Kentucky Militia,
Militia, War
War of
Eighteen hundred
hundred
Bacon's Kentucky
of Eighteen
and twelve, and pay
of $20
month.
pay her aapension
pension of
$20 per
per month.
Approved, March
March 3,
3, 1917.
1917.

CHAP.
Act Granting
Granting pensions
pensions and
and increase
increase of
of pensions
certain soldiers
CHAP. 178.—An
178.-An Act
pensions to
to certain
soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
the Regular
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
sailors of
of wars
ware
and
of the
Regular Army
Army and
and Navy,
Navy, and
and certain
other than
than the
the Civil
Civil War,
War, and
such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors.
other
and to
to widows
widows of
of such
sailors.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
States
Congress assembled,
Secretary of the
Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed to
place on
on
to place
pension roll, subject
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
the
the pension
to the
the provisions
Pensions.
pension lawslaws—
pension
Pensions.
John
M. Cornelison.
JohnM.
Cornelison.
The name
name of
RegiThe
of John
John M.
M. Cornelison,
Cornelison, late of Company C, Third
Third Regiment Texas
Volunteer Infantry,
Texas Volunteer
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a
a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
rate of
. pension
o
I. Hoboes.
Charles
Charles A.
The name of Charles
Holmes, late of Company
Charles A. lIolme,s,
Company H, Ninth Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him a
a
pension
the
rate
of
$12 per
month.
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
George M.Thompson.
Georgem.Thompson.
The
name of
of George M.
Thompson, late of Company C,
The name
M. Thompson,
C, First
First RegiRegiVolunteer Infantry,
ment Nebraska
Nebraska Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain, and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
rate of
$12 per
V. Lbb.
pension
Wirt V. Libby.
Iibby, late of the Hospital
The name of Wirt V. Libby,
Hospital Corps, United
United
States Army, War with Spain, and
and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate
of
rate of
$12 per
month.
$12
per month.
Pensions.

Pensions.
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Merritt.
WmliamMerritt.
Company H, Thirty-sixth William
The name
Merritt, late
late of Company
William Merritt,
name of
of William
The
Regiment
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
United States
States Volunteer
Regiment United
pay
him a
apension
pension at
rate of
of $12 per month.
at the rate
pay him
Herbert Green.
Green.
The name
Third Regiment
Regiment Herbert
C, Third
Company C,
late of
of Company
Green, late
of Herbert
Herbert Green,
name of
The
United
States
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with.
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
a
United States Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him
pension
at the
the rate
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ension increased.
Pension
increased.
E. Conkling.
Conkling.
The
name of
of Frank
Conkling, late
Company B,
Frank E.
B, Eighteenth
Eighteenth Frank
of Company
late of
E. Conkling,
Frank E.
The name
Regiment
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
Infantry, Regular
United States
Regiment United
a pension at the rate of $17
him
$17 per month in lieu of that he is now
him apension
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Artnhi'un.
The name
name of
Arthur L.
Perry, late
late of
of Troop
Troop F,
F, First
First Regiment
Regiment Arthur
L. Perry,
of Arthur
The
L. Perry.
United States
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and pay him aa
War with
States Volunteer
Volunteer Cavalry,
United
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
rate of
pension
Jerome J. Miller.
The
Miller, late
late of
Company G,
G, Fifty-first
Fifty-first RegiRegi- Jerome J - Miller
of Company
J. Miller,
of Jerome
Jerome J.
The name
name of
Spain, and
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay him a
a
War with Spam,
ment Iowa
Iowa Volunteer
pension
the rate
of $12
per month.
month.
$12 per
rate of
at the
pension at
Henry S. Robert.
The
name of Henry S.
Companies E
E and F, Fourth Henry s. Robert.
S. Robert, late of Companies
The name
Regiment
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
and pay
Infantry, War
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Regiment Tennessee
of $12
$12 per
per month.
him
at the
the rate of
him a
a pension
pension at
Barnes.
Abaham IL.Barn
The
late of Company
Company E, First Regi- Abraham
H. Barnes, late
Abraham H.
name of
of Abraham
The name
ment
Ohio
Volunteer
Infantry,
Barnes,ar
with
Spain,
and
pay
him
a
ment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, War with Spam, and pay him a
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pension increased.
month.
pension at
Pension increased.
The
of Jasper
Company- D,
D, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiRegi- Jasper Johnson.
late of
of Company
Johnson, late
name of
Jasper Johnson,
The name
ment
United States
States Volunteer
with Spain, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry, War with
ment United
him
at the
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
in lieu of that he is now
the rate
a pension
pension at
him a
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions
Pensions.
The name
Johnson, late
of Company
Company M,
Thirty-third Duval Johnson.
M, Thirty-third
late of
name of
of Duval
Duval Johnson,
The
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
War with Spain,
and
with
Spain, and
Infantry, War
States Volunteer
Regiment
pay him
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
pay
him aapension
at the
Frank P. Collins.
The
of Frank
Frank P.
P. Collins,
Collins ' late
late of Company
Company M, Second
Second Regi- F ankPCollin
The name
name of
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him
and pay him
ment
a
pension at
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
of $12
the rate
a pension
Ernest J. Patton.
The name
name of
of Ernest
Ernest J.
Company: G, Second Regi- Em est. Patton.
of Company
J. Patton,
Patton, late of
The
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Spam, and pay him aa
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
ment Arkansas
Arkansas Volunteer
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension
the rate
month.
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Wallace.
The name
Eron B.
of Company
M, Second
Second RegiRegi- Eron B.. Wallace.
Company M,
late of
B. Wallace,
Wallace, late
of Eron
The
name of
ment Tennessee
Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
pay him aa
Spain, and
ment
pension
at the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
he is
pension at
the rate
of $12
812 per
per month
month in
of that
that he
is now
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
rensions
The
Josephine Burnett,
of Richard
Richard Burnett,
late of Josephine
Josephine Burnett.
Burnett.
Burnett, late
widow of
Burnett, widow
name of
of Josephine
The name
Company E,
E, First
Regiment Illinois
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
First Regiment
Company
rate of $12
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her a
$12 per month.
at the rate
a pension
pension at
Spain,
oh
William Rohder.
R derThe name
name of
William Rohder,
Rohder, late
late of
of Company
Regiment Willam
Ninth Regiment
A, Ninth
Company A,
of William
The
War with Spain, and pay him
him a
apension
pension
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
at
the rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
mm
Carl JI. Dommse.
. Do re.
The name
J. Domrose,
Domrose, late
late of
Company L,
First Regiment
Regiment Carl
L, First
of Company
of Carl
Carl J.
The
name of
Colorado Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
pension
him a
a pension
War with
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Colorado
at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
at the
I
G Fehrle.
John G.
- ehrleand John
The name
name of
of John
John G.
of Company
Company I,
hundred and
I, One
One hundred
late of
Fehrle, late
G. Fehrle,
The
sixty-first
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Indiana Volunteer
Regiment Indiana
sixty-first Regiment
and
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
rate of
at the
pay him
him aapension
and pay
Joseph Tanco, jr.
Tancojr.
The name
Joseph Tanco,
junior, late
late of
of Company
Eighth RegiRegi- Joseph
I, Eighth
Company I,
Tanco, junior,
of Joseph
The
name of
ment New
York Volunteer
War with
with Spam,
Spain, and
and pay him aa
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
New York
of $12
12 per month.
pension at the rate
rate of
pension
Clifford T. Ham.
T. Ham.
Regiment Clifford
F, Fourth
Company F,
late of
of Company
The name
Clifford T.
Fourth Regiment
Ham, late
T. Ham
of Clifford
name of
The
Virginia
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spam,
and
pay
him
a
pension
Virginia Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, and pay him a pension
at
at the
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per month.
Terry.
E.Terry.
illie E.
Forty-fourth Willie
G, Forty-fourth
of Company
Company G,
E. Terry,
The
name of
of Willie
Ncillie E.
Terry, late
late of
The name
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Infantry, War
Wtar with
Regiment United
pay
pension at
rate of
$12 per
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $12
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
A. M.
M. Johnlate of
Mi. Johnson,
Johnson, late
A. M.
The
of Joseph
Joseph A.
of Company
Company. E,
E, Fourth
Fourth Joseph A.
name of
The name
son.
Regiment
War with Spain, and pay
pay son.
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
Tennessee Volunteer
Regiment Tennessee
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a pension at
him apension
at the
month in
in lieu
li eu of
of that
th athe
he is
i
s now
now
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
receiving.
receiving.
Roy W. Noe.
The name
of Roy
The
name of
Roy W.
late of
Company H,
H, Signal
Signal Corps,
Corps, United
United
W. Noe,
Noe, late
of Company
States Army, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay him aapension
pension at
at the
the
rate of $12 per month.
Gideon B.. Marshall. rate of $12 per month.
B. Marshall
The name of Gideon B. Marshall,
Marshall, late of Company
K, Second
RegiCompany K,
Second Regiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
Spain, and
and pay
him a
apenpenwith Spain,
pay him
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Marta
.
sion
at
$12
per
month.
Martha A. Knapp.
rha. CpO.
The name
The
name of Martha
Martha A. Knapp,
Knapp, dependent
dependent mother of Forrest W.
W.
Durant, late of Company
Company- G, Sixth
Massachusetts VolunVolunSixth Regiment
Regiment Massachusetts
teer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and pay
her a
pension at
at the
rate of
of
pay her
a pension
the rate
$12 per
month.
per
month.
WilliamD.Edwards.
William
D. Edwards. $'12
er month.
WiaD.
Edwards, late
The name of William D. Edwards,
of Company
A, TwentyTwentylate of
Company A,
third Regiment United States Infantry, War
and pay
pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him
a
pension
a
pension
at
rate
of
$12
per
month.
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
William 1B.Mccarthy."
B.
earthy.
The name
name of
of William
William B.
The
McCarthy, late
of Company
D, Third
Third
B. McCarthy,
late of
Company D,
Regiment United States Infantry,
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
and pay
him aa
with Spain, and
pay him
. pension
pension at the rate
per month.
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
John
F. Burrow,
jr.
John.
Browr
The
name of
The name
of John
John F. Burrow, junior, late of United States
States Navy,
Navy,
War
Spain, and pay him aapension
War with Spain
pension at
at the
rate of
of $8
per month.
the rate
$8 per
month.
Jacob Tull.
Jacob
The name
name of
of Jacob
Jacob Tul,
E, Ninth
United
The
Tull, late
late of
of Troop
Troop E,
Ninth Regiment
Regiment United
States
States Cavalry,
Cav, War with Spain, and
and pay him a
apension
rate of
of
pension at
at the
the rate
$12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Allen P. Gabbard.
Alien
P. Gbbrd
The
name of Allen P. Gabbard,
The name
Gabbard, late of Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Company
United
Company United
States Coast Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
at the
per month.
Charles L. McC.
pension at
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Charles L. McClure.
The name of Charles L. McClure,
McClure, late of
of Company
Second RegiRegiCompany M,
M, Second
ment Missouri Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
him a
a
War with
with Spain,
pay him
pension
rate of
pension at the rate
$12 per
of $12
per month.
month.
Daniel T. French.
Daniel T. French.
The name
T. French,
name of Daniel
Daniel T.
French, late
Fifteenth Battery,
Battery, United
late of
of Fifteenth
United
States Field Artillery, War
War with
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
with Spain,
Spain, and
the
rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
of $12
Pension increased.
Les'n
The name
name of
of Luke
Luke R.
R. Ford,
late of
L, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment
Ford, late
Luke R. inoread.
Ford.
of Troop
Troop L,
Regular Establishment, and
United States Cavalry, Regular
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension at the rate
$24
month
rate
of
per
in
lieu
that
he
is
now
receiving.
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
Pension.
Robert B.
The name
name of
of Robert
Robert B.
Hawkins, late
of Company
G, Second
Second
B. Hawkins,
Robert
B. Hawkins
Hawkins.
late of
Company G,
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company C,
C, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment
North Carolina
Carolina Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
Infantry, War
him aa
Loa
Wson.
pension
pension at the
the rate
of $12
month.
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Lail= Wilson.
The name of Louisa
Louisa Wilson,
Wilson, dependent mother
mother of
of Michael
WilMichael B.
B. Wilson, late of Troop L, Fourteenth
Fourteenth Regiment
Regiment United
States Cavalry,
United States
Cavalry,
and pay her apension at the rate of $12 per month.
P.
beWMiswil
P. Mam
McCamP- and pay her a pension at the rate of $12 per month.
bellll.
P.
Mcfamnp
The name of Willis P. McCampbell,
of Company
Company-A,
McCampbell, late
late of
A, General
General
Service United States Army, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
pay him
and pay
him a
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Joseph
anton
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Joseph Canton.
The name of Joseph
Joseph Canton, late
of Company
Company L,
L, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
late of
Regiment
United States
States Infantry, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
penand pay
pay him
him a
a pension at the
the rate
of $12 per
per month.
month.
rate of
Charles B. Reid.
Char B. Rid.
The name
name of
Charles B. Reid,
The
of Charles
Reid, late of Company B,
Twelfth RegiRegiB, Twelfth
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
War with
and pay
rate of
him a
apension at the rate
month.
of $12 per
per month.
Ida HUI.
Id Bill.
The name
name of Ida Bill, widow
widow of William Bill, late
late of Company
Company A
A,
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and
Establishment, and
pay
her a
a pension at
at the
pay_her
rate of
of $12 per
per month.
month.
the rate
William
I. Givens.
WillamJ.Gie.
Gven
The name
J. Givens, fate
The
name of
of William
William J
late of Company
Company C,
Second RegiC, Second
Regiment Missouri
ment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at the
of $24
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
Jams
c ummins.
James F. Cummins.
Cummins, late
The name of James
James F.
F. Cummins,
late of
of Company
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegiment United States Volunteer Infantry, and Company
ment
Company C,
C, TwentyTwentyninth Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain,
War with
Pensions.
Pensions.
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and
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that
and pay him a
a pension
pension at
at the
of 812
$12 per
receiving.
he is
is now
now receiving.
The
A. Kush,
Kush, late
late of
of the
States Navy,
The name of
of William A.
the United
United States
Navy,
Regular
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
and pay him
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
per
month.
month.
month.

1583
1583
Pension.
PeionA
William A. Kush.

ush.

Pensionsincreased.
Pensions increased.

John E.
Packard.
The
John E.
E. Packard,
late of
of Company
Company B,
Eighteenth John
The name
name of
of John
Packard, late
B, Eighteenth
E. Packard.
United States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
penRegular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him aapension at the rate of $24 per month
of that
he is
receiving. Charles
month in
in lieu of
that he
is now
now receivin.
Charles M.
M. Baugh.
Baugh.
man.
The
M. Baughman,
of Company
Company K,
K, Sixth
Sixth man.
The name
name of
of Charles
Charles M.
Baughman, late
late of
Illinois Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
Regiment Illinois
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him
War with
and pay
aa pension
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
pension at the
the rate of $50
$50 per month
month in
of that
now
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Thomas Whitson.
whitson.
The name of Thomas
Company L, Fourth
Thomas Whitson, late captain
captain of Company
Fourth Thomas
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Regiment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
pay him
him a
per month.
month.
pay
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
Pension increased.
increased.
George R.
R. Weight.
Regiment George
Weight.
The name of George R. Weight,
Weight, late
late of Company
Company B, Fifth Regiment
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
pay him
him aapension
pension
Missouri
with Spain,
and pay
at
of $17
$17 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
at the rate
rate of
per month
month in
of that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
John Snyder.
Snyder.
Snyder,, late
Company L, Fortieth Regiment
The name of John Snyder
late of Company
Regiment John
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and
pay
him
a
United
Spain, and pay him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pension
the rate
month.
Edward G. Fetsch.
The name of Edward
Edward G.
Company D,
Thirteenth Edward
Fetsch, late
late of Company
D, Thirteenth
G. Fetsch,
G FetschRegiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
him aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
Charles
Gifford.
The name of Charles Gilford,
Gilford, late of Company
Company F,
F, Seventeenth
Seventeenth Ch
vsrl Gilord
United States Infantry, War
Regiment United
War with Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
late of
Company G, Thirteenth
Thirteenth liasn""c
Hams.
P * wi
wn•
The name of Lawrence
Lawrence P.
F. Williams, late
of Company
P.
Regiment United
and pay
pay
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him
pension at
the rate
per month.
month.
him a
a pension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
The name
name of Walter
Welter C. C. Jennings,
tTennings, late
late of Troop D, Second nnai
I glIter C.
C. CC. Jen
JenRegiment
him aa
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with Spain, and
and pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
per month.
month.
pension
rate of
of $12
$12 per
•
Frank Risa.
Riska.
The
late of Company
Company E, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment Frank
The name of Frank Riska, late
Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
pay him
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
pension
the rate
per month.
month.
John L.
L. Barber.
Barber.
The name of John L. Barber, late of Company
Company D, Second Regiment
Regiment John
Nebraska Volunteer
and pay
him aapension
pension
Nebraska
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spam,
Spain, and
pay him
at
$12 per month.
at the
the rate
rate of $12
Arthur 1.
B. (lark.
Clark.
The name of Arthur B. Clark, late of Company K, First Regiment
Regiment Arthur
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
pay him
him a
a pension
pension
Maine
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
at
the rate
rate of
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
in
e
l'ension increased.
The name
name of
Benjamin Harrison,
Benjamin Harrison.
Harrison.
The
of Benjamin
Harrison, late
late of
of Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
United Benjamin
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate
States Army,
Army, War
War with
Spain, and
$12 per month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
of $12
now receiving.
Pension.
Pensions.
The name
name of
Riley, helpless
helpless and
and dependent
dependent child
child of
of Joseph
Joseph P.
P. Riley,
Joseph P. Riley.
Riley.
of Joseph
Joseph
V. Riley,
of Troop
A, Fifth
Fifth United
Cavalry,
Joseph V.
Riley, late
late of
Troop A,
United States
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
pay him
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
him a
a pension
per
per month.
month.
William J. R
J. Riley, helpless
The name
name of William J.
helpless and
dependent child
and dependent
child of Wioam
J-Riley.
feyJoseph V.
V. Riley,
Troop A,
United States
States Cavalry,
Joseph
Riley, late
late of
of Troop
A, Fifth
Fifth United
Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
Regular
Establishment, and
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12
and pay him
him a
a pension
rate of
per month.
month.
per
Patrick McDonald.
The name of Patrick McDonald,
McDonald, late of Company
Company A, Twenty-eighth
Twenty-eighth Patrick McDOnald.
Regiment
Regiment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
and
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
pension at
rate of
pay him
him a
a pension
at the
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
The
late of
of Company
Company L,
Eighth w
e
i
g.'d m-•GGreenThe name
name of Howard
Howard M.
M. Greenwald,
Greenwald, late
L, Eighth
dwald
reen
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain, ana
Regiment Ohio Volunteer
and pay him aa
pension
per month.
month.
pension at the rate of $12 per
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Hood Sikes.
Hood
Sikes.

Pension increased.
Edward Evans.
Evans.

Pensions.
Harry W. Feldman.

ary

1917.
1917.

The name of Hood
B, First
Territorial
Hood Sikes, late of Company
Company B,
First Territorial

United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
pay him
him aa
Infantry, War
with Spain, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
pension
at the
the rate
month.
The
Edward Evans,
of Company
Company E,
F, Thirtieth
Thirtieth RegiThe name
name of
of Edward
Evans, late
late of
Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
ment United
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
apension
pension at the rate of $12 per
per month
is now
now
month in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is

receiving.
receiving.

The name
of Harry
Harry W.
late of
of the
the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
The
name of
W. Feldman,
Feldman, late
Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
him a
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12
pay him
a pension
the rate

per
per month.
month.
William A. Ritter, late of Company
The name
name of William
Company B, Eighth
Eighth RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
at the
of $12
$1per
Pensions
inreas
pension at
Pensions Increased.
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
Herbert w.
W. BarnHerbert
Barn- The name of Herbert
Barnhart, late
late of
Herbert W.
W. Barnhart,
of Company
Company D,
D, Fifteenth
Fifteenth
hart
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
Infantry, Regular
pay
at the
the rate
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
is now
now
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $40
$40 per
of that
receiving.
s F. U
ch. receiving.
Innis F. Ensenbach.
LoisFnbh
The
Louis F. Ursenbach,
The name
name of Louis
Ursenbach, late
Regiment
late of band, First Regiment
United
United States Infantry, War with Spain,
him aa
.pension
pension at
Spain, and
and pay him
at
the
of $12
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving
recei
Pensions.
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
Pensions.
Frank A.
Smith.
A.smih
of Frank
The name of
Frank A. Smith, late of detachment
detachment of Engineers
Engineers,
United
United States Military
Military Academy,
United States
States Army,
Army, Regular
Regular
Academy, United
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
of $12
Wlm M. Davis. Establishment,
Wllliam
The name of William
William M. Davis, late
Light
late of Battery
Battery B,Georgia
B Georgia Light
Artillery, and Hospital Corps,
States Army,
with Spain,
Corps, United States
Army, War
War with
Spain,
and
pay him
of $12
month.
$12 per
per month.
at the
the rate
rate of
a pension
pension at
him a
and pay
John JohnJohsc
Johnson.
The name of John Johnson,
Johnson, late
Company G,
Second Regiment
Regiment
late of
of Company
G, Second
United States
States Infantry, War with
Spain, and
pay him
him a
apension
at
with Spain,
and pay
pension at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
Maral
$12
per
Orin Marshall.
The name of Orin Marshall,
Marshall, late
late of Company. A,
Regiment
A, First Regiment
Kentucky Volunteer Infantry, War
Kentucky
War with
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
oh
F
a
pension
at
the
rate
of
$12
per
month.
John F. Chamberlain.
F. Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, late
late of
of Company
B, Second
Second
hamrThe name of John
John F.
Company. B,
Regiment
Regiment Wisconsin
Wisconsin Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and pay
Volunteer Infantry,
pay
him a
the rate
of $12
per month.
Harr
pension at
$12 per
a pension
at the
rate of
month.
Harry L
L. Peebleshim
Peebles.
The name of Harry L. Peebles,
Peebles, late
recruit Nineteenth
Nineteenth
late unassigned
unassigned recruit
Regiment
Infantry, War
Regiment United States Infantry,
War with Spain, and
and pay him aa
pension at
at the
rate of
$12_per
Robert
Rland pension
the rate
per month.
month.
of $12
Robert T.
T. Rowland.
The name
Robert T. Rowland,
Rowland, late of Companies
B and D, Tenth
name of Robert
Companies B
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain, and
and pay him aa
pension
at
the
rate
of
$8_per
month.
Thomas
an.
pension
at
the
rate
of
$8
per
month.
Thomas Horan.
The name
name of Thomas Horan, late
late of United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular
Heert S. ohe y Establishment,
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
Establishment, and
and pay
rate of
per month.
Herbert S. Coheley.
ert. h
y.
The name of Herbert S. Coheley,
Coheley, late of Troop
Troop A, First United
States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
at the
the
Pension Increased.
inresed.
rate of
of $12
month.
rate
$12 per
per month.
Lewis L.
L. Cummings.
Cummings.
Lewis
The
name of Lewis
The name
Lewis L. Cummings,
Cummings, late of Company C, Sixth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay him aa
Pensions.
pension
pension at the rate of $12
that he
now receiving.
$12 per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
receiving.
Marie
G.
Harding.
Marie G. Harding.
Harding, widow of Arthur E. Harding, late
The name of Marie G. Harding,
captain,
captain, United
United States Marine
Marine Corps,
Regular
Corps, United
United States
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
Arthur
atten.
Establishment,
pay-her
her aapension
the rate
Arthur Patten.
The name of Arthur Patten,
Patten, late
late of Company B, Fourteenth
RegiFourteenth Regiment United States Infantry, War
War with Spain, and pay him
him aapension
pension
at the rate of $12 per month.
month.
Robert
L. Crook,
Crook, jr.
Robert L.
jr.
The name
name of
of Robert
Regiment
The
Robert L. Crook,
Crook, junior, late major, Third Regiment
Mississippi Volunteer
Mississippi
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
pay him
him a
apenpenSpain, and
and pay
sion at
at the
the rate
rate of
month.
sion
Pension incased
increased.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
James F.
James
F. Coakley.
Coakley.
The
States Navy,
The name
name of James
James F.
F. Coakley,
Coakley, late of the United States
Navy,
Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
$40
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
per month in lieu of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
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Pension.
Pension.
The name of Louis S. Harris,
Harris, late
Battery A,
Regiment Louis
late of Battery
A, Third
Third Regiment
Louis S.
S. Harris.
Harris.
United
War with
him a
apension
pension at
United States Artillery,
Artillery, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at
the
rate of
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
Pensions increased.
increased.
Pensions
of Company
(Burnett's) Charles
The name of
of Charles
Charles L.
L. Thompson,
Thompson, late
late of
Company G,
G, (Burnett's)
Charles L.
ThompL. Thompson.
New York Volunteers, War
pay him
pension at
at son.
War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
him aapension
the rate
rate of
per month
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
the
of $40
$40 per
month in
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
Franklin
Franklin Williams.
Williams.
name of
of Franklin
Franklin Williams,
Williams, late of
Company I, Sixth
Sixth RegiRegiThe name
of Company
ment
United States Infantry,
Establishment, and
pay him
him aa
ment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
Pensions.
pension
the rate
rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
now receiving.
receiving. Pensions.
pension at
at the
of $24
$24 per
of that
he is
is now
Margaret A. Wells.
of Martin
Martin C.
C. Wells,
Wells, late
late of
of Margaret A. Wells.
The name
name of
of Margaret
Margaret A.
A. Wells,
Wells, widow
widow of
Captain
Morgan's company
of Iowa
Volunteers, War
War with
with Mexico,
Captain Morgan's
company of
Iowa Volunteers,
Mexico,
and
pension at
at the
of $20
$20 per
per month.
month.
and pay
pay her
her aapension
the rate
rate of
Alfred
Yarber.
Alfred J.
J. Yarber.
The
Alfred J.
J. Yarber,
late of
Company M,
Twentieth
The name
name of
of Alfred
Yarber, late
of Company
M, Twentieth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
m ent, and
and pay
pay
Regiment
States Infantry,
Regular Establish
Establishment,
$12 per
month.
him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
The
Clark, late
Company M,
Sixth Regiment
Regiment Frank
The name
name of
of Frank
Frank M.
M. Clark,
rate of
of Company
M, Sixth
M. Clark.
Clark.
Frank M.
Ohio Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
and pay
him a
apension
at
Ohio
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain, and
pay him
pension at
the
of $17
$17 per
per month
in lieu
of that
is now
now receiving.
the rate
rate of
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
Thomas M.
M. Rodgers.
Rodgers.
The
of the
the Hospital
Corps, Thomas
The name of Thomas
Thomas M. Rodgers,
Rodgers, late
late of
Hospital Corps,
United States
States Army,
Army, War
and pay
pension at
at the
the
United
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him aapension
rate of
$17 per
per month.
month.
rate
of $17
Pension increased.
Pension
increased.
Martin L.
L. Thomas.
Thomas.
The
of Martin
Thomas, late
late of
of Company
Company.I,
The name
name of
Martin L.
L. Thomas,
I, Forty-fourth
Forty-fourth Martin
Regiment United
War with
Spain, and
and
Regiment
United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
pay him
him a
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
a pension at
at the
the rate of
of $12
$12 per month
lieu of
he is
is
now
receiving.
now receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
Augustus Light.
Light.
The
late of
of Company
Regiment Augustus
The name of Augustus
Augustus Light, late
Company G,
G, Sixth
Sixth Regiment
United States
at
States Infantry, War with
with Spain, and pay
pay him
him aa pension
pension at
the
month.
the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
Justus W.
W. Swanbetg.
Swanberg.
The name of Justus W. Swanberg,
Swang,.: _late
Company F,
F, Eighth
Eighth Justus
late of
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
T fantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
Regiment MaAsanhusetts
Massachusetts Volunteer
pay
the rate
rate of
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Arthur Plank.
Plank.
The name
of Arthur
Arthur Plank,
Plank, late
late of
Troop K,
K, Fourth
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Arthur
The
name of
of Troop
United States
and pay
pay him
pension
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him aapension
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
at
of $12
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
increased.
The
late of
of United
United States
Regu- Pension
The name
name of James
James W. Lathrop,
Lathrop, late
States Navy,
Navy, ReguJames W.
Lathrop.
James
W. Lathrop.
lar Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per
pay him
him aa pension
at the
of $30
in lieu
he is
now receiving.
month in
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
The
name of
widow of
of Charles
Charles A.
Zimmerman, Ida
of Ida
Ida M. Zimmerman,
Zimmerman, widow
A. Zimmerman,
Ida M.
Zimmerman.
M. Zimmerman.
late
leader of
Band, Regular
Regular Establishment,
with
late leader
of the
the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy-Band,
Establishment, with
the
lieutenant, and
and pay
pay her
her a
apension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
the rank
rank of
of lieutenant,
the rate
$12 per
per
month.
month.
James L.
L. McDougall.
McDougall..
The
L. McDougall,
McDougall, late
late of
K, Thirty-first
The name
name of
of James
James L.
of Company
Company K,
Thirty-ftrst James
Regiment Michigan
Michigan Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
pay
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay
him
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
him a
a pension
pension at
of $12
per month.
Pension increased.
increased.
Pension
Michael J.
Rowland.
J. Rowland.
The name
name of
of Michael
J. Rowland,
Rowland, late
late of
of Company
H, First
The
Michael J.
Company H,
First RegiRegi- Michael
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
ment Wyoming
Wyoming Volunteer
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving. Pension.
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
Pension.
Braddock.
James E.
E. Braddock.
The name
name of
of James
James E.
E. Braddock,
Braddock, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
The
F, TwentyTwenty- James
eighth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
eighth
States Infantry,
Establishment,
and
him a
at the
the rate
$12 per
per month.
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of
of $12
month.
increased.
increased.
The
of Henry
Henry B.
of One
sixty-ninth Pension
The name
name of
B. Gaylor,
Gaylor, late
late of
One hundred
hundred and
and sixty-ninth
Henry B.
B. Gaylor.
Henry
Gaylor.
Company
States Coast
Coast Artillery
Company,-,United
United States
Artillery Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular EstablishEstablishment,
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
in lieu
lieu of
of
ment, and
and pay
pay him
rate of
of $24
$24 per
per month
month in
that
that he is
is now receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Joseph R. Hunter, late
Fifth Regilate of Company
Company E, Fifth
Regi- Joseph
Joseph R.
Hunter.
R. Hunter.
ment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
him a
apenpenSpain, and
and pay
pay him
sion at the
per month.
the rate
rate of $12 per
month.
Pension
increased.
Pension increased.
The name of Ingabow-Falls,
Falls, widow
widow of
John M.
late of
of ComCom- Ingabow
of John
M. Falls, late
Ingabow Fails.
pany
K, Eighteenth
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular
pany K,
Eighteenth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Establishment, and
Establishment,
rate of
of $20
$20 per
per month
month in
in
and pay
pay her
her aapension
pension at
at the
the rate
lieu of that she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
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The name
of George
George W.
W. Paul,
late of
of Company
Company D,
Second RegiRegiThe
name of
Paul, late
D, Second
ment United States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
him a
a pension at the
$17 per
per month.
the rate
rate of
of $17
month.
George
George Parliament.
Parliament.
The name
name of
of George
George Parliament, late of Company
The
Company C, Second
Second Regiment Louisiana
Louisiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
G, Thirty-ninth
Infantry, and
and Comp_any
Company G,
Thirty-ninth
Regiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spam,
Spam, and
and
Infantry, War
pay him
the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
pay
him a
a pension
pension at
at
the
rate
of
$12
George
eorge WisneucThe name of George
George Wiszneauckas,
Wiszneauckas, late of the Forty-second
Forty-second Company,
Artillery, Regular
pany-,United States Coast Artillery,
Establishment, and
and
Regular Establishment,
pay him aapension at the rate
rate of $12
$12 per
per month.
Clara D. Peterson.
a
The name of Clara D. Peterson,
Peterson, widow of Henry,Peterson,
Peterson late
late of
of
Company C, Fourth Regiment
Infantry, War
Ii'Var with
with
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Spain, and pay her aa, pension at the rate
Spam,
rate of $12 per
month and
per month
and $2
$2
per month additional on account
account of each
each of
two minor
minor children
children
of the two
Pensions Increased.
ncreased. of
of the said Henry
Henr Peterson
Pensions
Peterson until they reach the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Martha
Martha E.
E. Wardlaw.
Waoaw.
The
name of
E. Wardlaw,
Wardlaw, widow of
The name
of Martha
Martha E.
of John B. Wardlaw,
Wardlaw,
late of Captain Tally's Company, First Georgia
Georgia Drafted
Drafted Militia,
Militia,
Indian War, and pay her aapension
the rate
of $20
$20 per
pension at the
rate of
per month
month in
in
lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving
Caroline Philpot.
Caroline
Philpot.
The
name
of
Caroline
widow of Allen
The name of Caroline Philpot,
Philpot, widow
Allen Philpot, alias William
William
Philpot, late of Captain John Witcher's
Witcher's company,
company, Georgia
Georgia Mounted
Mounted
Volunteers, Indian wars,
wars, and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $20
$20
pay her
her aa pension
the rate
per month in lieu of that
that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name of Otto H. Staron,
Staron, late
late of the United
United States
States Navy,
Navy,
Otto H.
Staron.
Otto
H.Staron.
Regular Establishment,
a pension
Regular
Establishment, and pay him a
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12
per month.
Polly Tipton.
The name of Polly 'Epton,
of Gutch
Gutch T.
T. Tipton,
Tipton, late
ComTipton, widow
widow of
late of
of Company H, Thirty-sixth
Thirty-sixth Regiment
Regiment United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
States Volunteer
War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay her a
pension at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
a pension
of $12
month
and $2 per month additional on account of each of
of the
the four
four minor
minor
children of the said Gutch T. Tipton until
they reach
reach the
the age
until they
age of
of
sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Murray H. Lewis.
Lewis.
The
H. Lewis,
The name of Murray II.
Lewis, late
late of
of Company
Company C,
C, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Colorado Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Spain, and pay him
pension
him aapension
at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
GeW.
George W. Paul.

WISZTIMUC-
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David S.
s. Harrison.
Harrison.

The name
United States
The
name of David S. Harrison,
Harrison, late of
of United
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
Regular
Establishment, and pay him aapension
Establishment,
pension at the rate of $12
$12 per month.
month.
Louis
Rheaume.
Louis H.
M. Rbhaume.
The
name of Louis M.
The name
AL Rheaume,
Rheaume, late of Company
Company. E, First RegiRegiment Rhode
Rhode Island Volunteer
ry, War
W ar with
w ith Spain,
Spam, and
laim
Volunteer Infant
Infantry,
and pay
pay him
aapension at the rate
rate of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
Pensions
Increased.
rPesions Incread.
The
of Rebecca
Rebecca Morris,
The name
name of
Moms, widow of James
James E.
E. Morris
Morris, late
late of
of
Rebacca Morris.
ea
Captain
Captain W.
W. H.
Kendrick's company,
company, Fl
orid a Mounted
M oun t
ed Volunteers,
Volunteers,
H. Kendrick's
Florida
Indian War, and pay her a
a pension at the rate of
of $20
$20 per
month in
in
per month
lieu of that she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Emilia
Emma F. Buchanan.
Buchanan.
The name of
Emma F.
of Emma
F. Buchanan,
of Francis
A. Buchanan,
Buchanan, widow
widow of
Francis A.
Buchanan,
late of Captain Child's company,
company, South
South Carolina
Mount edVolunteers,
Vol
un t
eers
Carolina Mounted
Indian War,
Indian
War, and pay her a
a pension
pension at the rate
$20 per
per month
month in
in
rate of
of $20
lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
Annie N. Sullivan.
Sullivan.
The name
N. Sullivan,
late of
The
name of
of Annie
Annie N.
Sullivan, widow
widow of Calvin Sullivan, late
of
Captain Yoakum's
Yoakum's Tennessee Volunteers,
Volunteers Indian
Indian War,
War, and
and pay
pay her
her a
a
pension at the r
rate
at
e of
of $20 per
month in lieu
lieu of
that she
she is
i
snow
reper month
of that
now receiving.
ceivmg.
Margaret
Margaret R.
R. Brevard.
Brevard.
The
name of
of Margaret
The name
Margaret R. Brevard, widow of
of Zebulon
Zebulon Brevard,
Brevard, late
late
of Captain
Captain McLin's
Tennessee Volunteers,
of
McLin's Company, Tennessee
Volunteers, Indian War,
War,
a pension
and pay her a
pension at the rate of
per month
mon th in
in lieu
lieu of
that
of $20 per
of that
she is now receiving.
receiving.
Approved, March 3, 1917.
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CHAP. 194.-An
194.—An Act Providing for the
the refund of duties collected
collected on
on flax-preparaflax-preparatory machines, parts, and accessories
accessories imported
to August
fifth, nineteen
imported subsequently
subsequently to
August fifth,
nineteen
hundred
hundred and nine, and prior to January
January first,
nineteen
hundred
and
eleven.
first, nineteen hundred and eleven.

1587
1587
March 4,
4, 1917.
March
1917.
[S.
[S. 4384.]
4384.]
[Private, No. 216.]
216.]
[Private,

Senate and
and House
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
United
House of
of Representatives
the United
Thread
Linen Thread
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
Congress assembled,
That the
of the
the pany.
patty.

Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
pay, out
out
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated' to the
the
Linen Thread Company,
Company, of Numb
er Ni
ne ty-six Franklin
Street,
Number
Ninety-six
Franklin Street,
New York City, the sum of $23,239.35,
being the amount
amount of
of duties
$23,239.35, being
duties
collected on flax-preparatory
flax-preparatory machines,
machines, parts thereof, and accessories
accessories
subsequently to August fifth,
thereto imported
imported subsequently
fifth, nineteen hundred
hundred
and nine, and prior to January
January first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and eleven.
Approved, March
March 4, 1917.
CHAP. 195.-An
195.—An Act For the relief of Guy
Guy A. Richards,
Richards, Jesse
Jesse L. Robbins, Isaac
M. C. Grimes, William
William L.
David Cox.
L. Irvine,
Irvine, and
and David
Cox.

Corn.
Com.

Refund of duties.
duties.
Refund

March 4, 1917.
March
(S. 7766.]
7766.]
[S.
(Private, No.
No. 217.]
2171
[Private,

Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
House of
of Representatives
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That Guy
States
Congress assembled,
Guy A. Richards, of othG,
otiV ry
s:A.
Richards and
1ARichardand
Cambridge, Nebraska;
Nebraska; Jesse L. Robbins, of
Nebraskai 14
1
:
d
mi
entlueViest
of Lamont,
Lamont, NebraskaHomesteadentriesalIsaac M.
M. C. Grimes, of Lament,
Lamont, Nebraska; William
William L.
neous selectionf
selections.
L. Irvine,
Irvine, of
of neous
Witherbee, Colorado;
Colorado; and
Cox, of
of Holyoke,
Colorado who
and David
David Cox,
Holyoke, Colorado,
who
made entries
entries under the homestead laws in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the official
Official
plat of survey approved
approved November
November twenty-third,
twenty-third, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
and eighty-one,
eighty-one, of public lands shown by
by said
said plat
be a
part of
of
plat to
to be
a part
township five north
north,' range forty-two west
west of
of the
the sixthprincipal
sixth principal
meridian, and prior to the resurvey
of said
said township
township evidenced
evidenced by
by
resurvey of
plat approved
approved January
nineteen hundred
January thirteenth,
thirteenth, nineteen
hundred and
fifteen,
and fifteen,
which resurvey
resurvey and
and plat
plat the
reofs
how th
of the
land
thereof
show
thee nonexistence
nonexistence of
the land
as entered and described
described by said parties,
parties, be,
they are
are hereby,
hereby,
be, and
and they
authorized to make individual
one year
year from
from the
individual selections
selections,t within
within one
the
date of approval of this Act, of
unappropriated, surveyed,
surveyed, nonmineral
nonmineral
of unappropriated,
public land, in area approximately
approximately equal
to that
that entered
entered by
by them
them and
and
equal to
shown
shown not
exist.
not to
to exist.
SEC.
2. That
That upon
upon filing formal relinquishment
of
S
EC. 2.
relinquishment of all right and foRerI
,
o,
R
me
er
linNa
thme
e
t
n
e
t
. of
uishment
claim asserted under
under said
original homestead
said original
homestead entries
entries and
and making
making
proof satisfactory
Commissioner of
satisfactory to the Commissioner
of the
General Land
Office
the General
Land Office
of having so complied
complied with the requirements
requirements of
of the
the homestead
homestead laws
laws
in connection
connection with their original entries
entries as
as would
have entitled
entitled them
them
would have
to patents
patents therefor,
therefor, patent
patent shall
shall issue for the land selected:
selected: ProPro- rr
CrWtborr residence,
residence,
vided,
if any of said parties
tided, That if
parties is unable
unable to show that he had earned
earned etc.
etc.
title to the land formerly entered he
he shall
perfect said
said selection
selection as
shall perfect
as aa
homestead
homestead and receive credit
residence and
and improvements
had
credit for
for residence
improvements had
in connection with such
such former
entry.
former entry.
SEC.
not assignable.
SEC. 3. That the right of selection
selection hereby granted shall
shall not
not be
be Right
Rightnotassignable.
assignable, but must be
assignable,
exercised by
the said
person or,
or,
be exercised
by the
said parties
parties in
in person
Proldios.
in case of death, by or in behalf
offthe
beh alf o
the decedent's
decedent's heirs:
heirs: Provided,
Provided, Charscte
Charaetem of
land.
ofland.
That the land selected shall be of similar character
that actually
character to
to that
actually
claimed
occupied by the said parties under
claimed and occupied
under their
their original
original entries,
entries,
but if selection is made
designated as subject to
entry
made of lands designated
to entry
entry under
under aus
ot„°,c
e
l-raising entry
tock-raising
the stock-raising
stock-raising homestead
hom es t
ea d A
ctapproved
approved December
Awe. p. 86.
562.
Act
December twenty-ninth,
twenty-ninth, atWep.
nineteen hundred and sixteen, double
double the
the area
area embraced
by said
said
embraced by
eres reserved.
original entries may be selected:
further, That
selected: Provided
Provided further,
the selecThat the
selec- Minerals
erare e
tions
hereby authorized
tions hereby
authorized may be made subject to existing laws
laws relating
relating
to surface
surface entry,
entry, with reservation
reservation of minerals
the United
States.
minerals to
to the
United States.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 4, 1917.
1917.
102620°-VOL
39-pr 2-26
102620
°—voi, 39—Pr
2-26
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March 417.
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March
[S. 80754
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II. CHS. 196,197.
196, 197.
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CHAP.
196.-An Act For the relief of Marguerite
CHAP 196.—An
Marguerite Mathilde Slidell
d'Erlanger.
Slidell d'Erlanger.

[Private,
[Private. No. 218.1
218.]
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representativesof the
Be
by the
of Representatives
the United
United
Sliti
Marguerite Mathilde
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Marguerite
Mathilde
slfdeerit
athilde States
States of
in Congress
Marguerite Mathilde
rd'Erianger.
Readmitted
Readmittedasas acitiati- Slidell d'Erlanger
d'Erlanger be, and she is hereby,
hereby, on her own application,
application, unzen.
zen'
conditionally
readmitted to the character
character and
conditionally readmitted
of a
acitizen
citizen
and privileges of
United States.
States.
of the United
Approved,
4, 1917.
Approved, March
March 4,
l

March 4,1917.
[s. 81201
82o.]
[S.
[Private, NO.
219.3
No. 219.1

CHAP.
197.-An Act
Granting pensions and increase
CHAP. 197.—An
Act Granting
increase of pensions
pensions to certain soldiers and sailors of the Regular Army and Navy and of wars other than
diera
than the
Civil
the Civil
War, and to certain widows and
and dependent
dependent relatives
relatives of such
such soldiers and sailors.

Pesion

Be
enacted by
and House
House of
Revresentatives of
of the
the United
United
Be itit enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
ass, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to place
place on
on the
the
Interior be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
the pension
pension
pension
subject to
provisions and
of the

March 4, 1917.

Pensions.

Pension.
Pension.
William R. licitly.

wfliam R. Doritr.

..d.
Prjons
Penzionsincreased.
Joseph P.
P. Sullivan.
ulvan.

William
Wiliam H. Merritt.

Pensions.

William C.
Worthen.
william
c. wortha.

John
T. Edo.
Edson.
John T.
Celestine
Lacy.
CelestineLay.

Pension
increased,
Pension Increased.

Homer T.
T. Barnett.
Homer
Barnett.

Pensions.
Pensions.

Bessie D.
Bessie

Eb

Maurice H.Myers.
H. Myers.
Maurice

Peter Downey.
Downey.

Peter

ChariesE.Craddock.
CharlesH.Craddock.

Herman L. Shank.

Herman L. hank.

Clarence A. Hunt.
Clarence
A. Hunt.

laws—
aws
The name of William
William R.
R. Dority,
of Company
Company. A
A, Thirtieth
Thirtieth
Dority, late of
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and
Regiment
States Volunteer
with Spain,
pay
at the
the rate
of $17 per
pay him
him aapension
pension at
rate of
per month.
month.
The name of Joseph
Joseph P. Sullivan,
Sullivan, late of Company
Company D, Second
Second RegiInfantry, War with Spain, and
ment Oregon Volunteer Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him aa
pen-lion at
the rate
rate of
$36 per
month in
he is
is now
repension
at the
of $36
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now recentmg.
ceiving.
The name of William
William H. Merritt, late of Company
Company D, Fourth
Fourth RegiUnited States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay him
ment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
him
a
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
is now
now
a pension
of $17
month in
that he
receiving.
receiving.
The name of William C. Worthen,
of Company
Worthen, late
late of
Company C,
C, TwentyTwentysecond
second Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Infantry, Regular
and
him a
at the
the rate
of $12
month.
and pay
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of
$12 per
per month.
The name of John
ensign, United
United States
The
John T. Edson,
Edson, late ensign,
States Navy, War
War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and grant
the rate
per month.
month.
with
grant him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
of $17 per
ThCelame
oe Celestine
Lelestine Lacy,
of James
The name of
Lacy, widow
widow of
James H. Lacy,
Lacy, late chief
carpenter's mate,
mate, United
United States
States Navy,
Spain, and
and pay
carpenter's
Navy, War
War with
with Spain,
pay her
her
a
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
a pension
pension at
at the
the rate
$12 per
The
The name of Homer
Homer T. Barnett, late of
of Troop
A, Fourth
Regiment
Troop A,
Fourth Regiment
United States
with Spain,
and pay
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at
United
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, War
War with
Spain, and
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
now receiving.
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month in
he is
is now
receiving.
The name of Bessie D. Blu, widow
Blu, late of
widow of William
William R.
R Bin,
of Troop
Troop
C, Fourth Regiment
Cavalry, War
with Spain,
and
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
War with
Spain, and
pay
her a
at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
pay her
a pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
The name of Maurice H. Myers, late of Company
Company I,
I, Second
Second RegiRegiment Oregon Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension
rate of
of $10
$10 per
per month.
pension at
at the
the rate
month.
The name of Peter Downey,
Company B, First Regiment
Downey, late of Company
Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension
the rate
of $17
$17 per
per month.
month.
sion at
at the
rate of
The name
Company K,
name of Charles H.
H. Craddock, late
late of
of Company
K, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
pension
the rate
rate of
of $30
pension at
at the
$30 per
per month.
month.
The name of Herman
L. Shank, late of Company
Herman L.
Company A, Thirty-second
Thirty-second
Regiment
Michigan Volunteer
Regiment Michigan
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
and pay
him aapension
pension at the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
The
A. Hunt,
The name of Clarence
Clarence A.
Hunt, late of
One hundred
hundred and
and seventh
of One
seventh
Company, United States Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, Regular
Regular Establishment, and pay
pay him
pension at
the rate
him aapension
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
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The name
of Guss
thiss E.
E. Gurtz,
late of
Company L,
Twenty-first GussE.
Guss E. Grtz.
Gurtz.
Gurtz, late
of Company
L, Twenty-first
The
name of
Regiment
United States
War with
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spam,
Spain, and
pension
at the
rate of
of $12
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month.
month.
The name
Leland, late
of Company
Company L,
Arthur Leland.
L, Eighth
Eighth Regiment
Regiment ArthurLeland.
The
name of
of Arthur
Arthur Leland,
late of
New York
York Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Corps, United
United States
States Army,
Army,
New
Infantry, and
and Signal
Signal Corps,
War with
him a
apension
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
at the
of $12
The name
name of
William H.
Jones, late
late of
the Forty-fifth.
Company William
Willim H.
H.Jones.
of the
Forty-fifth Company
The
of William
H. Jones,
Coast
Artillery Corps,
States Army,
Army, Regular
Establishment,
Coast Artillery
Corps, United
United States
Regular Establishment,
and pay
him a
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
and
pay him
a pension
pension at
rate of
The
of Victor
Marshall, late
late of
of Company
Company I,
I, Third
Third RegiRegi- Victor
F. Marshall.
VictorF.Marshall.
Victor F.
F. Marshall,
The name
name of
ment Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company E,
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
E, First
First Regiment
ment United
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
Spain, and
pay him
pension
War with
with Spain,
and pay
him aapension
ment
United States
at
the rate
of $17
per month.
month.
at the
rate of
$17 per
Joseph 0. Dennison.
The
Joseph 0.
Dennison, late
late of
Companies E
and M,
M, SecSec- Jseph Deniso.
of Companies
E and
The name
name of
of Joseph
0. Dennison,
ond
Regiment Tennessee
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and
ond Regiment
Tennessee Volunteer
pay
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pay him
him a
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
Thomas
m as R. Peak.
ek
H, Twentieth
The name of Thomas
Thomas R. Peak, late of Company
Company II,
Twentieth
Regiment United
United States
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Regiment
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
pension
the rate
Vernon
D. Ben
Bennitt
er on D
The
Bennitt, late
late of
of Company
Company F,
F, First
First RegiD. Bennitt,
The name
name of
of Vernon
Vernon D.
ment South
South Dakota
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
and Company
Company F, ThirtyDakota Volunteer
ment
sixth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Volunteer
with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain,
sixth
and pay
pay him
him aapension
and
the rate
of $30
$30 per
month.
Pension increased.
pension at
at the
rate of
per month.
Pensionincreased.
The
name of
M. Patton,
Company E,
E, HoraceM.Patton.
Horace M. Patton.
first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Patton, late
late first
Horace M.
of Horace
The name
Fourth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with. Spain,
Fourth
States Volunteer
Spain,
and
him a
pension at
at the
the rate
of $30
month in
of that
that he
he
in lieu
lieu of
rate of
$30 per
per month
and pay
pay him
a pension
is now
Pensions.
is
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensns.
The name
of 1obert
May, late
late of
of Company
F, Twenty-second
Twenty-second Robert.
Robert 3. May.
May.
J. May,
Company .F,
The
name of
Robert J.
Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
him aa
pay him
Regiment United
rate of $12
pension at the rate
$12 per month.
rt
The
Arthur Isert,
of Company
Regiment AArthur
H, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
huriIsert.The name
name of
of Arthur
Isert, late
late of
Company H,
Establishment, and pay
pay him aa
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
United States
States Infantry,
pension
the rate
rate of
$12 per
pension at
at the
of $12
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Elsie M.
Duryee, widow
H. Duryee
late of
of Elsie
Duryee.
sie. M. D*yee
The
of Elsie
M. Duryee,
widow of
of Louis
Louis H.
Duryee,, late
Company E,
E, Battalion
of Engineers
United States
States Army,
War with
with
Company
Battalion of
Engineers, United
Army, War
Spain,
at the
rate of
of $12
per month
month and
and $2
$2
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her aa pension
pension at
the rate
$12 per
per month
on account
of the
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
said Louis
Louis
per
month additional
additional on
account of
H. Duryee
until she
reaches the
Duryee until
she reaches
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pension increased.
Increased.
years.
Pension
The name
name of
Francis M.
M. Moore,
Company B,
Fourteenth Francis
Francis M.
M. Moore.
B, Fourteenth
late of
of Company
Moore, late
of Francis
The
Regiment
States Infantry,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Regiment United
United States
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
him a
the rate
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
is now
now
him
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The name
of Charles
Johnson, late
of Company
Company F,
F, Twenty-first
Twenty-first Charles
Charles F. Johnson.
F. Johnson,
late of
The
name of
Charles F.
Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
aapension
pension at
of $12
per month.
month.
'The
of Lucius
V. Hubbard,
Hubbard, late
late second
lieutenant, Company
ucius V.' Hubbard.
"bbard.
Company Lucius
second lieutenant,
The name
name of
Lucius V.
H,
Fifteenth Regiment
Infantry, War
War with
with
H, Fifteenth
Regiment Minnesota
Minnesota Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain,
Pension
ncreased.
Spain, and pay him a
apension
pension at the rate of $15 per
per month.
month.
Pension increased.
The name
George L.
Aldrich, late
late of
of Company
II" First
Regiment George
George L.
L. Aldrich.
Aldrich.
First Regiment
Company H,
L. Aldrich,
of George
The
name of
Hampshire Volunteer
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him
New Hampshire
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
pension at
the rate
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now
aa pension
at the
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
month in
in lieu
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
The name
G. Daugherty,
Daugherty, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
K, TwentyTwenty- AlbertG.Daugherty.
Albert G.Daugherty.
Albert G.
The
name of
of Albert
Volunteer Infantry, War with
first Regiment Kansas Volunteer
with Spain, and pay
him a
a pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month.
The name
of Nanette
Nanette W.
Sheffield, widow
of Everette
Sheffield, fanette
fieli\d
'nette W.
W. She!SheR. Sheffield,
Everette R.
widow of
W. Sheffield,
name of
The
late of Company
Company E, Ninth Regiment
Regiment New
York Volunteer
New York
Volunteer Infantry,
War
with Spain,
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month,
mont,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay her
her aapension
and
additional on account
minor children
children
and $2 per
per month
month additional
account of each
each of
of the
the minor
of said
said Everette
Everette R.
Sheffield until
until they
they reach
the age
age of
sixteen years.
years.
of
R. Sheffield
reach the
of sixteen
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The
The name
name of
of Lewis
Lewis W. Hill, late
late of Troop C, Third Regiment
Regiment
Cavalry, Regular
United States
States Cavalry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
at
the rate
per month.
month.
MiltonT.Benham.
Milton T. Benham.
of Milton
The name of
Milton T.
T. Benham,
late of
of Company
K, Second
Second
Benham, late
Company K,
Volunteer Engineers,
Regiment United States Volunteer
Engineers, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
War with
pay him a
a pension
pension at
of $12
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month.
Robert 0.. Dunn.
Robert
The name of Robert
O. Dunn,
Dunn, late of
Robert 0.
of Company
Company B,
B, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment Tennessee Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
Infantry, War
pension at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
the rate of
per month.
George w.
George
W. Smith.
The name of George
George W. Smith, late of
B, Two
Two hundred
hundred
of Company
Company B,
and first Regiment
Regiment New York
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain,
York Volunteer
and pay him a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$17 per
per month.
a pension
at the
of $17
month.
Gordon
Gordon Hinton.
The name
name of Gordon Hinton,
Hinton, late
late of
of Company
Company D,
Forty-second
D, Forty-second
Regiment
Regiment United States
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
a pension at the rate
pay him a
rate of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
J. Augustus ThiTtulThe name
J. Augustus
The
name of
of J.
Augustus Thilraan,
of Companies
Companies D
and E,
E,
Thilman, late
late of
D and
Man.
mu-.
Fourth Regiment
Infantry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment,
Fourth
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
$12 per
month.
Pension
inreased
and
Pension increased.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
per month.
Francis
Roy.
FrancisRoy.
The name of Francis
Francis Roy, late of
Company C,
C, First
First Regiment
of Company
Regiment
Regular Establishment,
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him
him a
pena penPensions
sion
at the
rate of
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
sion at
the rate
of $20_per
$20 per month
month in
Pensions.
of that
he is
now receiving.
Frank
jr.
Frank G.
G. Schutt,
Schutt, Ir.
Frank G.
G. Schutt, junior,
The name of Frank
junior, late
First Regiment
Regiment
late of
of band,
band, First
District of Columbia Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
War with
and pay
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
a pension at the
him a
rate of
of $10
$10 per
the rate
per month.
month.
James Cnningham.
Cunningham.
James
The name
name of James Cunningham,
Company G,
The
Cunningham, late
late of
of Company
G, TwentyTwentysecond Regiment
Regiment United States
States Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Pensionsincreased.
him aapension
the rate
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensions increased.
month.
Robert M. Watkins.
Watkins.
Robert
The name of Robert
Watkins, late
Robert M.
M. Watkins,
late of
Troop H,
11, Third
Regiment
of Troop
Third Regiment
United States Cavalry, War with Spain, and
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
and pay
at
of $17
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
now receiving.
Stephen
hitthethe rate
rate of
$17 per
per month
that he
he is
is now
receiving.
Stephen H. Whitmn.
Wman.
H. Whitman,
The name of Stephen II.
Whitman, late
Company F,
First RegiRegilate of
of Company
F, First
ment Maine Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
with Spain,
him aa
Pension.
the rate
of $12
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
pension at
at the
rate of
Pension.
$12 per
month in
Adelbert R.
Burke.
Adelbert
R. Burke.
Burke, late
The name of Adelbert R.
R. Burke,
late of
of Company
Company H,
II, First
First Regl-.
Regiment Montana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry
Infantry- and band,
band, Thirty-seventh
Thirty-seventh RegiRegiment United States
States Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay
him aapension
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
ension increased.
increased
him
pension at
the rate
Pension
of $12
Mary R.
R. Edwards.
The name of Mary R. Edwards,
Edwards, widow of Frank
Frank A.
A. Edwards,
Edwards, late
late
colonel, United States
Army, retired,
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
States Army,
Establishment, and
pay
her a
a pension at the rate of $40
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
is now
$40 per
per month
month in
now
receiving.
Pensions.
Pensions.
receiving.
Wilbur C.
Wilbur
C. Gahret.
Gahret.
The name
Second
The
name of
of Wilbur
Wilbur C.
C. Gahret
Gahm t
i late of Company L, Seco
n d RegiRegiment Ohio Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
penWar with
him a
a pension at the rate of $20
$20 per month.
month.
James G.
Rollins.
G. Rollins.
The name
name of James G. Rollins,
late of
The
Rollins, late
Company.A,
A, Fourth
Regiof Company
Fourth Regiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spam, and
pay him
him aa
with Spain,
and pay
Pension increased.
Penioninrea.ed.
the rate
rate of
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
month.
per month.
Frank W. Brown.
Fra
. Brown
The name
name of
Frank W. Brown,
G, Twentieth
The
of Frank
Brown, late of Company
Company G,
Twentieth
Regiment Kansas Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,War with
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him
with Spam,
aapension at the rate
rate of
$12 per
per month
month in
lieu of
that he
he is
now receivof $12
in lieu
of that
is now
receivLewis W. Hill.
Lewis
Hil.

Pension.
Walter H.
Waiter
H. Sterling.
Sterling.

Pension increased.
increa.d.
Walter P.
Norris.
Walter
1. Norris.

EdmonddeJarnac.
Edmond de Jarnae.

ing.

The name
name of
of Walter
Sterling, late
late second
Walter H.
H. Sterling,
second lieutenant and battalion
battalion
adjutant,
Regiment Vermont
Vermont Volunteer
adjutant, First Regiment
War with
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with

1114he

pay,him a
a pension
at the
Spain, and pay
pension at
the rate
rate of
per month.
of $15
$15 per
month.
The name
name of Walter
The
Walter P. Norris, late
late of Company D,
D, Fourth
Fourth RegiRegiment Kentucky
Kentucky Volunteer
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and
pay him
him
and pay
a pension at the rate of $12 per month in lieu
a
is now
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
The name
name of
Jarnac, late
of band,
band, Fourth Regiment
Regiment
The
of Edmond
Edmond de
de Jamac,
late of
United
Regular Establishment,
United States Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and pay
him aa
pay him
pension
pension at the rate of $30 p
er month
month in
of that
that he
he is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
per
in lieu
lieu of
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The
of Charles
Charles
Sr ons. .Keleyns.
Kelley.
United States
States ship Ala- Ch
H. Kelley
Kelley,-,late
late of United
The name
name of
Charles H.
barna, United
United States
Navy, Regular
and pay him aa
Establishment, and
Regular Establishment,
States Navy,
bama,
pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$20_per
month.
per month.
of $20
pension at
The
name of
Latham, late
Company K,
K, Twelfth
Twelfth Frank H.
Latham.
H.Lthamof Company
late of
H. Latham,
Frank H.
of Frank
The name
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
War with
pay him aa
and pay
Spain, and
with Spain,
Infantry, War
Regiment
pension at
month. per month.
$8 per
of $8
rate of
at the
the rate
pension
The
of Charles
William Finley,
Company C,
Twenty- r
I
eZtnswincreased.
'reasVi.
CPens
C, Twentylate of
of Company
Finley, late
Charles William
The name
name of
third
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
ley.
Establishment, ley.
Regular Establishment,
third Regiment
and
the rate
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that he
month in
of $24
$24 per
rate of
at the
pension at
a pension
pay him
him a
and pay
is now
now receiving.
receiving
is
V. Hand.
Hand- b Florence
Thomas H. Handwidow of
The
Handbury, widow
of Thomas
Flo.rence V. Hand.
V. Handbury,
of Florence
Florence V.
name of
The name
bury, late
late colonel,
colonel, Engineer
States Army,
Regular
Army, Regular
United States
Corps, United
Engineer Corps,
bury,
Establishment, and
pay her
the rate of $35 per month
at the
a pension
pension at
her a
and pay
Establishment,
Bowm
in
lieu of
now receiving.
receiving.
she is
is now
of that
that she
in lieu
Mary Jane Bowman.
The name
widow of
of Albert
Bowman, late
Albert Bowman,
Bowman, widow
Jane Bowman,
of Mary
Mary Jane
name of
The
of
Company E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
States Dragoons,
Dragoons, Texas
United States
Regiment United
of Company
and
Indian War,
War, and
pay her a
pension at the rate of
a pension
and pay
Mexico Indian
New Mexico
and New
$20 per
of that
that she
she is
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
lieu of
in lieu
month in
per month
$20
Durbin L. Bartley.
The
Durbin L.
L. Badley,
sergeant-major and first
first lieu- Dbin Bade
late sergeant-major
Badley, late
of Durbin
name of
The name
tenant
Company G,
Regiment Idaho
Idaho Volunteer
Infantry, War
Volunteer Infantry,
First Regiment
G, First
tenant Company
with
and pay
pension at
at the
of $17
$17 per
month in
in
per month
rate of
the rate
him aapension
pay him
Spain, and
with Spain,
lieu
of that
that he
receiving.
Pension.
lieu of
he is
is now
now receiving.
ension.
The
Battle, dependent
dependent mother
mother of
of Thomas
Battle, Mary Battle.
A. Battle,
Thomas A.
of Mary
Mary Battle,
name of
The name
late
M, Fourteenth
Regiment, United
United States
States Infantry,
Infantry,
Fourteenth Regiment,
Company M,
of Company
late of
ensions increased.
War with
with Spain,
her aapension
pension at
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month. Pensions
per month.
rate of
at the
pay her
and pay
Spain, and
War
Mary H. Trimble.
late Mary
The
name of
H. Trimble,
Trimble, widow
of Joel
Joel G.
G. Trimble,
Trimble, late
widow of
Mary H.
of Mary
The name
captain, First
First Regiment
Cavalry, and
and major United
United
States Cavalry,
United States
Regiment United
captain,
States
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
and pay
her aapension
pay her
Establishment, and
Army, retired,
States Army,
at
rate of
of $25
month in
in lieu
lieu of
receiving.
now receiving.
is now
she is
of that
that she
per month
$25 per
at the
the rate
J
ames Pickett
Ninth Regiment
The name
of James
James Pickett,
Pickett, late
of Company
Company C,
C, Ninth
Regiment James
Pickett.
late of
name of
The
United States
War with
with Spain,
at
Spain, and pay him aa pension at
Infantry, War
States Infantry,
United
the
rate of
of $30
that he
he is
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
is now
now receiving.
of that
in lieu
leu of
month in
$30 per
per month
the rate
Ander J. Heatley.
Heatley.
The name
name of
Ander J.
J. Heatley,
late of
of Company
Company A,
Third RegiRegi- AnderJ.
A, Third
Heatley, late
of Ander
The
a
him
pay
and
Spain,
with
ment
Georgia
Volunteer
Infantry,
War
with
Spain,
a
War
Infantry,
Volunteer
ment Georgia
Pensions increased.
increased.
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
of $16
Pensions
per month.
month.
$16 per
pension
Robert Starkey.
Starkey.
the United
late of
The name
name of
of Robert
of the
United States
States ship Po- Robert
Starkey,-,late
Robert Starkey
The
tomac, United
United States
States Navy,
War with
with Mexico,
and pay
pay him
him a
pena penMexico, and
Navy, War
tomac,
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $40
per month
receiving.
of that he is now receiving.
month in lieu of
$40 per
sion at
The
Alice Hathaway,
Hathaway, widow
Hathaway, Alataw
Alice Hathaway.
H. Hathaway,
Forrest H.
of Forrest
widow of
of Alice
name of
The name
late lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
and brigadier
brigadier
Department, and
Quartermaster's Department,
colonel, Quartermaster's
late
Army, Regular
general, United
United States Army,
Regular Establishment, and pay her a
a
general,
pension at
the rate
in lieu
lieu of that she is now remonth in
of $50
$50 per month
rate of
at the
pension
Pensions.
ceiving.
ceiving. Pensions
GeorgeJ.
Regiment Ham.
Seventh Regiment
Troop C,
of Troop
The name
of George
Ham, late
C, Seventh
George J Ham.
late of
J. Ham,
George J.
name of
The
United
States Cavahy,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay him aapenRegular Establishment,
Cavalry, Regular
United States
sion at
the rate
of $17
$17 per
month.
per month.
rate of
at the
sion
The
name of
mother of
Robert Griffith,
Griffith, Rittie"lson.
Rittie W ilson.
of Robert
dependent mother
Wilson, dependent
of Rittie
Rittie Wilson,
The name
late of
of Company
Company D,
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Infantry,
War with
with
Infantry, War
D, Fifth
late
Spain, and
her a
pension at
the rate of $12
$12 per month.
at the
a pension
and pay
pay her
Spain,
ay.
Charles M.
The
Way, late
late of
of Company
Company K,
M. Way.
Regiment Charles
K, First
First Regiment
M. Way,
Charles M.
of Charles
name of
The name
Regiment
South
Troop K, Eleventh Regiment
Infantry, and Troop
Volunteer Infantry,
Dakota Volunteer
South Dakota
a
United States
States Volunteer
War with Spain, and pay him a
Cavalry, War
Volunteer Cavalry,
United
pension at
the rate
rate of
month.
per month.
$20 per
of $20
at the
pension
Pens
increased.
JohnSfra5cek.d
Thirty-fourth Regichief musician
Safranek, late
The
of John
late chief
musician Thirty-fourth
Regi- John
ion
Safranek.
John Safranek,
name of
The name
and
pay
ment United
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
ment
United States
that he is now
him
pension at
at the
rate of
in lieu of that
per month
month in
of $17
$17 per
the rate
a pension
him a
receiving.
Pensions
receiving.
Pensions.
K.Neal.
walter K.
The name
name of
K. Neal,
First Company,
United States
Neal.
States Walter
Company, United
of First
late of
Neal, late
Walter K.
of Walter
The
Volunteer
Signal Corps,
Corps, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
pension at
at the
the
him aapension
with Spain,
Volunteer Signal
rate of
of $12 per
month.
per month.
rate
.
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The
Robert W.
W. Irvine,
Irvine, late
Troop H,
First Regiment
The name
name of Robert
late of
of Troop
H, First
Regiment
Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
apension
pension at
at
the rate
per month.
the
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
Pensi°n inertesed.
The name
name of
of Eugenia
Eugenia L.
widow of
of William
William M.
Eugnia
L.. WinEugenia
L
W ilThe
L. Williams,
Williams, widow
M. Williams,
Williams,
a ms
'
late captain
Hams,
captain Company
I, Forty-fifth
Regiment Ohio
Ohio Volunteer
Company I,
Forty-fifth Regiment
Volunteer
Infantry,,and captain
Infantry
captain and major, lnited
United States
States Army,
Army, retired,
retired, ReguRegular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $25
her aapension
rate of
$25 per
per month
month
Pensions.
she is
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Mary B. Orner.
MaryB.rner.
Mary- B. Orner,
The name of Mary
Orner, dependent mother of William B.
Orner,
of United
Omer , late of
Baltimore and
Buffalo, United
United
United States
States ships
ships Baltimore
and Buffalo,
States
Navy, War with Spain, and
and pay her
StatdNavy,
pension at
the rate
of $12
her a
a pension
at the
rate of
$12
per month.
month.
per
John
W.
McCown.
John W.Mown.
The
name of John
John W
,M cCown, late of Company K,
The name
W.,McCown,
K, Fifth
Fifth Regiment
Regiment
Missouri
Missouri Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, and
Hospital Corps,
Corps, United
.Army,
and Hospital
United States
States Army,
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay Min
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
at the
the rate
rate of
him aapension
pension at
War
with Spain,
esn.
Henry Ferguson.
The name of Henry
Henry Ferigson,
Ferguson,ate
Company B,
B, Twenty-fifth
Twenty-fifth
late of
of Company
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aa
pension at
the rate
of $8
per mouth.
pension
at the
rate of
$8 per
month.
Pension insed
increased.
Elisabeth
EZtlbeth Bin
The name
Bellion, late
The
name of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Bellion,
Bernina, widow of Henry Bellion
late of
of
Company
Regiment
Company E, First Be
.
'Ili it United
United States
and
States Dragoons,
Dragoons, Oregon
Oregon and
Washington
Washington Territory
Territory Indian
dian War, and pay her a
at the
the rate
rate
a pension at
of $20
in lieu
lieu of
she is
now receiving.
Pensions
of
$20 per
per month
month in
of that
that she
is now
Pensions.
receiving.
Arthhur H. KK.
Arthur
King.
H.
ing, late of Battery
The name
of Arthur H. King,
Battery A,, First Regiment
Re:. iient
Maine
Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
Artillery, War with Spain,
Maine Volunteer
Spain, and
pay him aa
and pay
ach. pension
pension at
at the
$12 per
per month.
Charles H. B
Bachthe rate
rate of
of $12
month.
elder.
dder.
The name
name of Charles H.
II. Bachelder, late of Battery C, First
First RegiRegiment Maine Volunteer Heavy Artillery,
with Spain,
Artillery, War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay
him aapension
pension at
rate of
of $17
month.
Pension
him
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month.
Pension increased.
Increased.
John W. Thomas.
John
Thomas.
The name
of John
Company C, First Regiment
The
name of
John W. Thomas, late of Company
Regiment
South Dakota Volunteer
War with
Volunteer Infantry, War
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him a
with Spain,
a
Pension.
at the
the rate
pension at
$12 per
month in
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is
now
receiving.
rate of
of $12
per month
of that
he
is
now
receiving.
Fred
red D.
D. Abbott.
Abott.
The name
Abbott, late of Company
name of Fred D. Abbett
Company- G,
G, First
First Regiment
Regiment
Montana Volunteer Infantry, War
War with Spain,
pay him
him a
apension
pension
Spain, and pay
Pensions
increased. at the rate of
Pensions increased.
of $24
$24 per
month.
per month.
Mary
T.
key.
Mary T. Seay.
The name
of Mary T. Seay, widow of Samuel
late major,
major
The
name of
Samuel Seay,
Seay, late
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry, Regular
Establishment, an
d
Regular Establishment,
and
pay her aapension at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she is
pay
now receiving
receiving and $2 per month additional on account of
of the
the minor
minor
of
said Samuel Seay
sixteen years
of age.
age.
Daniel
Jeinei.
child
of saidSamuel
Seay until he
he becomes
becomes sixteen
years of
Daniel L Jeinei.
The name of Daniel
Daniel I.
I. Jeinei,
Jeinei, late
of Company
Company G,
G, First
late of
First Regiment
Regiment
Spain, and pay him
Maine Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain,
pension
him aapension
Pensions.
at the rate of $36 per month
Pensions.
now
month in lieu of that
that he
he is now
receiving..
receiving.
Albert
Clouse.
Albert S.
S. Close
The name of Albert S. Clouse, late of Troop
Troop E,
Regiment
The
E, Third
Third Regiment
pay him aa
United States Volunteer Cavalry, War with Spain, and pay
Leonard P. KebrKehr- pension
pension at
the rate
of $12
at the
rate of
$12 per
per month.
month.
meyer.
meyer.
The name
name of
Kehrmeyer, late of United States ship
The
of Leonard
Leonard P.
P. Kehrrneyer,
Rhode Island, United States Navy, Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
Pension increased.
him aapension at
the rate
Pension
$12 per
at the
rate of
of $12
per month.
month.
Thomas B. Jeffries.
Thomas
Jenries.
The
name
of
Thomas
Jeffries, late
late of
Company M, One hundred
The name of Thomas B.
B. Jeffries,
of Company
hundred
and sixty-first Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Indiana Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with
Spain,' and pay him aapension at the rate of $17
Spain
$17 per month in lieu
lieu
Pensions.
of that he is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Bertha C.
C. Pratt.
Pratt.
Bertha
The name
Pratt, widow of Peter L. Pratt,
name of Bertha C. Pratt
Pratt, late
late ensign,
ensign,
United States Navy, Regular
pay her a
a pension
United
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
pension
at the rate of $15 per month, and $2 per month additional
on account
account
additional on
of the minor child of said Peter L. Pratt until
reaches the
the age
age of
of
until she
she reaches
sixteen years.
sixteen
years.
Harry C. Chute.
Harr
e.
The
The name
name of Harry C. Chute,
Chute, late of Company D, Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regiment
Regular -Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
him aapension at the rate of $8 per month.
Robert
Robert W.Irvi
W. Irvine'
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increased.
The name of Emma E. Normoyle,
Normoyle, widow
of James
E. Normoyle,
Normoyle, Pensions increased.
widow of
James E.
Emma E.
Normoyle,
E. Normoyle,
late major,
major, Third Regiment United States
States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Regular EstabEstablishment, and pay her a
a pension
the rate
rate of
of $35
month in
in lieu
lieu
pension at
at the
$35 per
per month
receiving.
of that
that she
she is
is now
now receiving.
The name of Anna B. Davis,
Davis, widow of Wirt
Davis, late
colonel Anna B. Davis.
Wirt Davis,
late colonel
Third Regiment
Regiment United States
Cavalry, and
general,
States Cavalry,
and brigadier
brigadier general,
United States Army, retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
her a
a
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
pension at the rate of $30 per month
she is
now receiving.
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that she
is now
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of
of Flora G.
of Henry
l
ate
G. Redman_,
Redman, widow
widow of
Henry Redman,
Redman, late
Flora G. Redman.
Redman.
first lieutenant
lieutenant Company
Company.D,
North Dakota
Dakota Volunteer
Volunteer
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment North
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay her a
apension
at the
the rate
of $17
pension at
rate of
$17
per month, and $2 per month additional
additional on
account of
the
on account
of each
each of
of the
of the
minor children
children of
Henry Redman
Redman until
until they
the said
said Henry
they reach
reach the
the age
age
of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pension increased.
The name of Elizabeth J.
Anderson ' widow
J. Anderson,
widow of
of Charles
Charles Anderson,
Anderson, Elizabeth
J. AnderJ.
son.
late of Company
Company D (Captain M.
Williams),
Second
Regiment
M. M.
M. Williams), Second Regiment
Oregon Mounted Volunteers,
Oregon and
and Washington
Washington Territory
Territory
Volunteers, Oregon
a pension
pension at
Indian war, and pay her a
at the
$20 per
month in
the rate
rate of
of $20
per month
in
lieu of that she
she is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name of
widow of
of Osborn
Osborn Deignan,
of Maude
Maude Deignan,
Deignan, widow
Deignan, late
late Maud
E. Deignan.
boatswain,
boatswain, United
United States Navy, Regular Establishment,
pay her
Establishment, and
and pay
her
a pension at the rate of $12 per
a
per month
month additional
per month, and
and $2
$2 per
additional
on account of the minor child of said Osborn Deignan
Deignan until
she
until she
reaches the age of
reaches
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
Pensions increased.
increased.
The name of Perry
Perry Ryals,
Ryal.s, late of
of Captain
Captain Downman's
Downman's company
company Pensions
Perry Ryals.
Alabama Volunteers,
Volunteers, War with Mexico,
Mexico, and
and pay
him a
pay him
a pension
pension at
at
the rate of $40 per month
month in
in lieu of
of that
he is
is now
that he
now receiving.
receiving.
Shaw.
The name of Bertha
of John
Bertha M. Shaw,
Shaw .widow of
W. Shaw,
Shaw, late
late of
John W.
of Bertha M. Shaw.
Regiment Maine Volunteer
Company G, First Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
with
Infantry, War
War with
Spain,
a pension at the rate
Spain, and pay her a
of $20
$20 per
month in
in lieu
rate of
per month
lieu of
of
receiving, and $2 per month additional
that she is now receiving,
additional on
account of
on account
of
each of the minor
minor children
children of said John W. Shaw until
the
until they
they reach
reach the
age of sixteen years.
Charles A. Dobratz.
The name of Charles A. Dobratz, late of
States ship
ship Charles
of United
United States
Puritan, United
United States Navy,
Navy.,War
Spain, and
and pay
him a
pension
War with
with Spain,
pay him
a pension
is now receiving.
at the rate of $12
$12 per month in lieu of that he is
receiving.
A. Haines.
Haines.
The name of Annie A. Haines,
Haines, widow
widow of
John T.
T. Haines,
Haines, late
of John
late major
major Annie A.
United
Establishment, and
United States Cavalry, Regular
Regular Establishment,
pay her
pension
and pay
her a
a pension
at the rate of $35 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving
receiving.
Pension.
Pension.
The name of Emory
('. Powers.
Emory C. Powers,
late of
of Company
Company D,
Second RegiPowers, late
D, Second
Regi- Emory C.
ment Virginia
Virginia Volunteer Infantry, War with Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him a
a
pension
$12 per month.
pension at the rate of $12
Pension increased.
increased.
The name of Lavina A. E. Rogers, widow
of William
William W.
W. Rogers,
Rogers, Lay
widow of
inn A.
A. E.
E. Rogers
Lavins
Rogers
late of Captain
Captain Sweat's Company, Georgia Mounted
Mounted Volunteer
Volunteer
Infantry,
a pension at the
Infantry, Florida Indian War, and pay her a
of
the rate
rate of
$20 per month in lieu of that she
she is
is now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
D. Webster,
mime of Letta D.
K. Webster,
late Letta
Webster, widow
Lain D.
Webster.
D. Webster.
widow of
of Edmund
Edmund K.
Webster, late
major Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh Regiment
United States
States Infantry,
Regiment United
Infantry, Regular
Regular
Establishment, and pay her a
apension
pension at
per month.
month. Pension increased.
at the
the rate
rate of
of $20
$20 per
of Mary
Mary Renfroe,
R.enfroe widow
en f
roe , Mary
The name
name of
Reniroe,
Mary Reniroe.
widow of
of Nathaniel
Nathaniel Green
Green R
Renfroe,
late of Captain E.
E. T.
independent company,
T. Kendrick's
Kendrick's independent
company, Florida
Florida
Mounted Volunteers, Seminole
Seminole Indian War, and pay
pension at
at
pay her
her a
a pension
the rate of $20 per month in lieu of that she is
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
I'ension.
Emma E. Barrett.
Barrett.
The name of Emma E. Barrett, widow
widow of
John Barrett,
Barrett, late
late of
of Emma
of John
ordnance
detachment,
ordnance detachment, United States Army,
Regular Establishment,
Army, Regular
Establishment,
and
a 'Pension
pension at the rate
arid pay her a
rate of
month.
of $12
$12 per
per month.
Pensions
increased.
Pensions increased.
The name of Martha P.
P. Johnson, widow of
William Johnson,
Johnson, late
of Martha
of William
late of
Martha P. Johnson.
Goodall's company,
Captain James P.
P. Goodall's
company, Oregon Volunteers,
Volunteers, Oreg
on and
an d
Oregon
Washington
a pension
Washington Territory
Territory Indian
Indian War, and pay her a
the rate
pension at
at the
rate
of $20 per month in lieu of that she is now receiving.
receiving.
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H. Van

William
Name.

H.

wNaam

Van

March
4,1917.
March 4,
um.
IS.a96.1
l
"
[Private, No.220.1
No. 220.1
a

829

1917.
1917.

The name of William
William H.
H. Van
Van Name,
Name, late of Company .G, Second
Second
Regiment New
New Jersey
Jersey Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain
him a
apension at the rate of $50
in lieu
that he
he is
is now
now
$50 per
per month
month in
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Approved, March
1917.
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1917.
CHAP. 198.—An
198.-An Act Granting
CHAP.
Granting pensions
pensions and increase
increase of pensions to certain soldiers
and sailors of the Regular
Regular Army
and Navy and
Army and
and of wars other than the Civil War, and to
certain widows and dependent
dependent relatives of such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors.
certain
sailors.

Be
and Howse
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
States
America in
in Congress
anglysts assembled,
cr,ssemblid, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
States .of America
of the
directed to
to place
place on
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
on the
the
pension roll,
roll, subject
to the
the provisions
limitations of
of the
pension
pension
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
the pension
laws—
!awspensions.
The name
name of
of Louis
Louis Hagenbucer,
Hagenbucher, late
of Company
Company A,
A, Sixteenth
Sixteenth
late of
The
Pensioan
Lona Hagenbucher. Regiment
.ment United
United States
States Infantry,
infantry) War
pay him
him aa
War with
with Spain,
Spam, and
and pay
pension at
at the
$17 per
per month.
pension
the rate
rate of
of $17
month.
Edward Robhin.
Edward
Robinson.
The name
name of Edward
Edward Robinson,
Robinson late
of Company
Company L,
L, Fourteenth
late of
Fourteenth
Regiment United
United States
Infantry: War
War with
wjth Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him aa
States Infantry,
and pay
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
pension
of $17
$17 per
month.
Pension
lncrs
Pension
increased.
The
name of
M. B.
B. Sasser,
Sasser, late
late of
of Company
Compan
y
The name
of M.
A, Second Regiment
M. B. Sasser.
Kentucky
Volunteer Infantry,
A, Second Regiment
. B
entucky-Volunteer
Infantry,,War
War with
am, and
him a
apenpenwith Spain,
and.pay
pay him
pensions.
sion
at
the
rate
of
$17
per
month
in
lieu
o
that
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
sion at the rate of $17 per month in lieu of that he
he is
Hans
Niesen.
The name of Hans C. Nielsen,
Hans C.. Nielsen.
Nielsen, late
late of Company
Company B,
B, Twelfth
Twelfth Regiment
Regiment
New York
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
pay him
him a
apenpenYork Volunteer
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
and pay
sion at
per month.
sion
at the
the rate
rate of
of $12
$12 per
month.
CarlJ.
J. Nelson, late
Carl
J. Nelson.
Nelson.
The name of Carl J.
Company D,
D, First
First Regiment
Regiment
late of Company
South Dakota Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
Volunteer Infantry,
him a
a
pension
at the
rate of
$12 per
month.
pension at
the rate
of $12
per month.
Robert L. Zell.
The
name of
of Robert
Robert L.
Robert
The name
L. Zell,
Zell, late
Company I,
I, First
First Regiment
late of
of Company
Regiment
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
District of Columbia
Columbia Volunteer
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
War with
him
at the
the rate
rate of
per month.
him a
a pension
pension at
of $17
$17 per
month.
Pension increased.
Edward Harris.
Harris.
The name
name of
was wounded
wounded while
assisting the
the
The
of Edward
Edward Harris,
Harris, who
who was
while assisting
of United
United States
States troops
troops in
in
United States
States marshal
marshal and
and aadetachment
detachment of
an engagement
engagement with Bear Island
Island Indians,
Indians, Minnesota,
October fifth,
fifth,
Minnesota, October
eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and.pay
pay him
pension at
at the
him a
a pension
the
Pensions.
Peredons,
$17 per
in lieu
lieu of
that he
is now
receiving.
rate of $17
per month
month in
of that
he is
now receiving.
The name
name of
of John
John H.
H. Elder,
Company M, One hundred and
John H.
H. Elder.
The
Elder, late
late of
of Company
M, One hundred and
fifty-seventh
Regiment Indiana
fifty-seventh Regiment
Indiana Volunteer
War with
Spain,
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and
pay him
him a
the rate
of $12
$12 per
per month.
month.
ner Bjarno
and pay
a pension
pension at
at the
rate of
Elner
Djarnson.
The name ofEiner
of Einer Bjarnson,
Bjarnson, late
late of
of Battery
Battery B,
B, Utah
Volunteer
Utah Volunteer
a pension
Light Artillery, War with Spain, and pay him a
pension at the rate
Perions
of $12 per
Pensions increased.
increased.
month.
per month.
Meda Matheny.
Mathey, widow
Reda
The name
name of Meda
Med.a Mathey,
widow of
of Edward
G. Mathey,
late capcapEdward G.
Mathey, late
tain, Seventh
Seventh Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, and
and lieutenant
lieutenant colonel,
colonel,
Establishment, and pay
United States Army, retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
her a
a
pay her
pension at the rate
rate of
month in
in lieu
of that
that she
is now
now receivreceivof $40
$40 per
per month
lieu of
she is
ing.
Leonard
Kempenar.
Leoard Kempenar.
'The
of Leonard
Leonard Kempenar,
The name
name of
Kempenar, late of Compan
Company D, Eighteenth
Eighteenth
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
Establishment, and pay
Regular Establishment,
pay
a pension at the rate of $20
him a
$20 per month in lieu
lieu of
he is
now
of that
that he
is now
receiving.
receiving.
Byron W.
Bron
W. Jacks.
Jacks.
The
The name of Byron W. Jacks, late
late of Company
Company A,
A, Tenth
Tenth Regiment
Regiment
Regular Establishment, and
United States Infantry,
Infantry, Regular
and pay
pay him
him aapenpension
at the
of $40
$40 per
of that
that he
he is
Penions.
sion at
the rate of
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
is now
now receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
Harry F. Roddy.
The name
name of
of Harry
Harry F.
F. Roddy,
Roddy, late of Company
The
Company E, Seventeenth
Seventeenth
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry,
Infantry, War with Spain, and pay
pay him
him a
a
rate of
pension at the rate
month.
of $12
$12 per month.
o sn

Pensions.
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The
name of
A. Bowens,
Company E, Third
Third RegiRegiThe name
of William
William A.
Bowens, late
late of
of CompanyE,

ment Georgia
Georgia Volunteer
Infantry, and
Company: K,
Forty-second
ment
Volunteer Infantry,
and Company
K, Forty-second
United States
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
Spam, and
and pay
pay him
him a
United
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
a

A.

William
Wiliam A. Bowens.
Bowens-

pension at
at the
the rate
$17 per
per month.eon
month.
pension
rate of
of $17
creaed.
Pension increased.
The name
name of
of Delia
Delia B.
Garret J.
J. Lydecker,
Lydecker, late
Delia B.
B. Lydecker.
Lydecker.
The
B. Lydecker,
Lydecker, widow
widow of
of Garret
late Delia
colonel,
of Engineers,
EnA :
i
ers, United
States Army,
and brigadier
brigadier gengencolonel, Corps
Corps of
United States
Army, and
y, retired,
Regular Establishment,
eral, United States
States Army,
retired, Regular
Establishment, and
and pay
pay
her a
pension at
of $50
month in
that she
she is
is now
now
her
a pension
at the
the rate
rate of
$50 per
per month
in lieu
lieu of
of that
receiving.
receiving.
Pension.
The name
name of
Ethel M.
M. Robards,
Frank F.
F. Robards
late Ethel
Ethel M.. Robards.
Robards.
The
of Ethel
Robards, widow
widow of
of Frank
Robards, late
captain, United
United States
States Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, United
States Navy,
Navy, Regular
captain,
United States
Regular
Establishment, and
pay her
pension at
at the
the rate
of $20
$20 per
per month,
month,
Establishment,
and pay
her a
a pension
rate of
and
$2 per
additional on
on account
of the
the minor
minor child
child of
of said
said
and $2
per month
month additional
account of
Frank F. Robards
Robards until he reaches
reaches the age of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pemsion
enson increased.
creased
The
name of
Boyd, widow
widow of
Charles T.
Boyd, late
late captain
Lotta K.
captain Lotta
K. Boyd.
T. Boyd,
K. Boyd,
of Charles
The name
of Lotta
Lotta K.
Tenth Regiment
Regiment United
Regular Establishment,
and
United States
States Cavalry,
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
Tenth
pay her
her a
apension
of $24
month in
lieu of
of that
that she
she is
at the
the rate
rate of
$24 per
per month
in lieu
is
pay
pension at
now receiving,
receiving, and
per month
account of each
each of the
additional on
on account
the
now
and $2
$2 per
month additional
minor
of the
said Charles
Charles T.
Boyd until
they reach
the age
age
minor children
children of
the said
T. Boyd
until they
reach the
of
years.
of sixteen
sixteen years.
Pension.
The
name of
Puett, late
late of
Company M,
M, Twenty-second
William E.
E. Puett.
Puett.
The name
of William
William E.
E. Puett,
of Company
Twenty-second Willia
Regiment Kansas
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him
Regiment
Kansas Volunteer
with Spain,
the rate
rate of
per month.
month.
aapension
pension at
at the
of $12
$12 per
increased.
l'hPension
The
Cross, late of Company B,
ename
name of George
George P.
P. Cross
P. co
Cross.
B, Thirty-eighth
Thirty-eighth George
PgorgePI.
Regiment United
States Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay
Regiment
United States
Volunteer Infantry,
him aa.pension
pension at
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
in lieu
of that
that he
is now
now
him
at the
the rate
$20 per
lieu of
he is
receiving.
receiving.
Pensions.
The
name of
George Moir,
Battery B,
Utah Volunteer
Volunteer Light
Light George
Moir.
The name
of George
Moir, late
late of
of Battery
B, Utah
orGeogeioir.
Artillery, War
Spain, and
pay him
at the
rate of
$12
him aapension
pension at
the rate
of $12
Artillery,
War with
with Spain,
and pay
per
per month.
month.
The name
name of
Herbert G.
G. Hoots,
Hoots, late
late of
of Company
F, Fifteenth
Fifteenth RegiRegi- Herbert
G. Hoots.
The
of Herbert
Company F,
Herbert G.
oots.
United States
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and pay
ment United
States Infantry, Regular
pay him
him a
a
pension at
the rate
rate of
$12 per
month.
pension
at the
of $12
per month.
creased
Pensions Increased.
The
of Troop
Regi- Ferdinand Klawit.
The name
name of
of Ferdinand
Ferdinand Klawitter,
Klawitter, late
late of
Troop K,
K, Seventh
Seventh Regiment United
States Cavalry,
Regular Establishment,
and pay
pay him
him a
a ter .
Cavalry, Regular
Establishment, and
ment
United States
pension
at
the
rate
of
$30
per
month
in
lieu
of
that
he
is
now
receiving.
pension at the rate of $30 per month in lieu of that he is now receiving.
The name
late of
of Company
Company; E,
E, Second
Second Regiment
Regiment Frak
Frank Burrow.
Burrow, late
The
name of
of Frank
Frank Burrow,
North Carolina
Volunteer Infantry,
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
North
Carolina Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
him aa
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
that he
is now
now receiving.
pension
of $12
$12 per
per month
month in
in lieu
lieu of
of that
he is
receiving.
John A
A. West.
The
name of
John A.
A. West,
Captain C.
Cavalry corcom- John
of Captain
C. Hancock's
Hancock's Cavalry
of John
West, late
late of
The name
pany, Nauvoo
Legion, Utah
Volunteers, Utah
Indian War,
War, and
and pay
pay
Utah Indian
Utah Volunteers,
pany,
Nauvoo Legion,
him a
apension
pension at
at the
the rate
rate of
$30 per
per month
month in
of that
is now
him
of $30
in lieu
lieu of
that he
he is
now
receiving.
receiving.
Jo
The name
of Joseph
Joseph J.
Meyers, late
late of
of Battery
A, Battalion
Utah Joseph
J. Meyers.
The
name of
J. Meyers,
Battery A,
Battalion Utah
sehJ.Meyers.
Volunteer
Light Artillery,
War with
at
Volunteer Light
Artillery, War
with Spain,
Spain, and
and pay
pay him
him aapension
pension at
the rate
$20 per
in lieu
lieu of
of that
that he
he is
receiving.
the
rate of
of $20
per month
month in
is now
now receiving.
Pensions
Penss.
A.Inute.
mrie.
name of
A. Imrie,
of Company
First Regiment
Regiment Robert A.
late of
Company E,
E, First
of Robert
Robert A.
Imrie, late
The name
Colorado
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
with Spain,
and pay
pension
Colorado Volunteer
War with
Spain, and
pay him
him aapension
at the
$17 per
at
the rate
rate of
of $17
illiam F. Core
per month.
month.
William F. Core.
The name
name of
late of
Company A,
A, One
One hundred
hundred and
and
The
of William
William F.
F. Core
Core, late
of Company
fifty-eighth
Indiana Volunteer
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
fifty-eighth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Spain,
and
pay him
him a
the rate
rate of
of $12
month.
per month.
at the
$12 per
and pay
a pension
pension at
Ernest Wesche, jr.
F, First
junior, late
The name
of Ernest
Ernest Wesche,
Wesche, junior,
late of
of Company
Company F,
First BatBat- ErnestWesche, jr.
The
name of
talion Wyoming
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War
War with
with Spain,
pay him
him a
a
talion
Wyoming Volunteer
Spain, and
and pay
pension at
rate of
per month.
pension
at the
the rate
of $12
$12 per
month.
The name
L. Pritchett,
E. Pritchett,
late Mary
Mary L.
Pritchett.
Pritchett, late
L Pritchett
Pritchett, widow
widow of
of Edwin
Edwin E.
The
name of
of Mary
Mary L.
first lieutenant
lieutenant Fifth
United States
Field Artillery,
Regular
first
Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
States Field
Artillery, Regular
Establishment, and pay her aapension
Establishment,
pension at the rate of $17
$17 per month
month additional on
each of
and $2
$2 per month
on account
account of each
of the minor
minor children
children
they reach
reach the
the age
age of sixteen years.
of said
said Edwin
Edwin E.
E. Pritchett
Pritchett until they
years.
ten

ion
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The
name of
S. Naylor,
Naylor, widow
The name
of Elizabeth
Eli7abeth S.
widow of
of Harold S. Naylor, late
first lieutenant
lieutenant Fifth Regiment
Regiment United
United States
States Field
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Regular
Regular
Establishment, and pay
pay her aapension
pension at the
the rate
rate of
of $17
$17 per
per month
month
additional on account
and $2 per month additional
account of
each of
of the
the minor
minor children
of each
children
of said
said Harold
S. Naylor
Naylor until
the age
of sixteen
years.
eoneasedof
Harold S.
until they
they reach
reach the
age of
sixteen years.
Pension
Increased.
,AureslaHb.
i
The name of Aurelia
Aurelia
H. Gibson.
Aurelia H. Gibson, widow
widow of
William C. Gibson,
Gibson, late
late
of William
commander United States Navy, and rear admiral
lieutenant commander
admiral United
United
States Navy,
Navy, retired,
retired, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, and
and pay
pay her
her a
pension
a pension
Pensions.
Pensions.
at the rate of $40 per month in lieu of that
that she
she is
now receiving.
is now
receiving.
Emily A. Baldrige
ld
C E..A- Ba rige The name of Emily
Emily A.
Baldrige Cavender,
Cavender, former
widow of
of George
George
A. Baldrige
former widow
Cavender.
W. Baldrige, late
of Company
C, Fourth
Indiana Volunlate of
Company C,
Fourth Regiment
Regiment Indiana
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry, War with
with Mexico,
Mexico, and pay
pay her
pension at
the rate
rate of
of
her aapension
at the
$20 per month.
JohannE.
month.
Johanna E. Waite,
WaeIkea. $20per
The name of Johanna
Johanna E. Waalkes,
Waalkes, widow
widow of John Waalkes,
Waalkes, late
late of
of
Company C, Thirty-fourth
Thirty-fourth Regiment
Regiment Michigan
Volunteer Infantry,
Infantry,
Michigan Volunteer
War with Spain, and
pay her
her a
apension
the rate
$12 per
per month
mon th
and pay
pension at
at the
rate of
of $12
and $2
additional on account
account of each
$2 per month additional
each of
of the
the minor
minor children
children
of the said John Waalkes
Waalkes until
until they
the age
age of
of sixteen
sixteen years.
years.
they reach
reach the
Approved, March
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1917.
1917.
Elisabeth S.
S.
Elizabeth

Naylor.
Naylor.

March 4, 1917.
[S. 8316.1
[Private, No. 221.1
221.]
[Private.

a
Bl
Edith
Fundith Blankart
ankart Fston.
Pension.
Pension.

e

CHAP. 19q.—An
19Q.-An Act Granting
a pension to Edith Blankart Funston, widow of
Granting a
of
the late Major
Major General
General Frederick
Frederick Funston.
Funston.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
it enacted
of the
the United
United
ouse of
of Bepre,sentatives
Representatives of
States of
in Congress
of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary of
of the
the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Interior
Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
place on
on
to place
the pension roll, subject
subject to
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
of the
to the
the provisions
the
laws, the
pension laws,
of Edith
Edith Blankart
Funston, widow
widow of
the name
name of
Blankart Funston,
of FredFrederick Funston,
general in the United
Funston, late a
amajor general
and
United States
States Army,
Army, and
a pension
pay her a
pension at the
rate of
of $100
$100 per
month in
in lieu
of that
that to
the rate
per month
lieu of
to
which
entitled by
law.
which she
she is
is entitled
by law.
Approved, March
4, 1917,
March 4,
1917.
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CONCURRENT
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
FIRST
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SESSION, SIXTY-FOURTH
FIRST SESSION,

December 6,1915.
6, 1915.
December

JOINT
MEETING.
JOINT MEETING.

[H. Con. Res., No. 11

CnRes No. 1
Resolved by
by the
the House
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
of Representatives
House of
Resolved
Joint meeting
meeting of
of the
the
Joint
House of
the two
two House
That
of Congress
Congress assemble
assemble in
in the Hall
Hall of the House
House of two
That the
two Houses
to receive
receive
Houses to
communications from
from
Representatives on
on Tuesday,
day of
nine- communications
December, nineof December,
seventh day
the seventh
Tuesday, the
Representatives
the President.
in the
teen
twelve o'clock
o'clock and
and thirty
thirty minutes
minutes in
the the President.
at twelve
fifteen, at
and fifteen,
hundred and
teen hundred
afternoon,
for the
the purpose
such communications
communications as the
receiving such
of receiving
purpose of
afternoon, for
President
of the
the United
United States
States shall
pleased to
to make
make to them.
be pleased
shall be
President of
Passed, December
1916.
December 6, 1916.
Passed,
December 17,
191.5.
17, 1915.
Decembr

RECESS.
HOLIDAY
HOLIDAY RECESS.
concurring), That
(the Senate
Resolved by
by the
the House
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
That
House of
Resolved
when the
the two
Houses adjourn
adjourn December
December seventeenth,
seventeenth, nineteen
nineteen hunhuntwo Houses
when
dred
and fifteen,
fifteen, they
twelve o'clock,
o'clock, meridian,
meridian,
until twelve
adjourned until
stand adjourned
they stand
dred and
on
Tuesday, January
January fourth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and sixteen.
fourth, nineteen
on Tuesday,
Passed.
December 17,
1916.
17, 1916.
Passed. December
ALASKAN ENGINEERING
COMMISSION.
ENGINEERING COAMISSION.
ALASKAN

[H. Con. Res., No. 7.]

C

R.,

Holiday recess.

o. 7.1

Holidayraess.

Feta
-nary 3,1916.
3, 1916.
Febrnary
[II. Con.
Con. Res.,
No.
111
°n.!
Res., No.
[H.

Resolved by
by the
House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
That
concurring), That
Representatives (the
the House
Resolved
Alaskan
Engineering
ng
raskan En
volumes, Commission.
the
of the
Alaskan Engineering
-ion, in
two volumes,
in two
Commission,
Engineering Coinmi:
the Alaskan
reports of
the reports
Reports of, ordered
ordered
for
the period
period from
March twelfth,
twelfth, nineteen
and fourteen,
fourteen, Reports
hundred and
nineteen hundred
from March
for the
printed.
to December
December thirty-first,
hundred and
and fifteen, inclusive, prined
nineteen hundred
thirty-first, nineteen
to
together with
accompanying maps, charts, and profiles,
profiles, be printed
printed
with accompanying
together
as a
thousand additional
additional copies be
a House
House document and that six thousand
as
printed, of
of which three
three thousand copies shall be for the use of the
printed,
House of
thousand five hundred
hundred copies
copies for the
Representatives, one thousand
of Representatives,
House
and one thousand five hundred copies
use
of the
copies for the
the use of
Senate, and
the Senate,
use of
the Commission.
Passed,
February 3, 1916.
Passed, February
DISEASES OF
THE HORSE.
HORSE.
OF THE
DISEASES

February 3, 1916.
February3,1916.
[II. Con. Res., No. 13.]

Resolved
by the
the House
House of
concurring), That
That [. Con. Re., No. 13.1
Senate concurring),
(the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Resolved by
Diseases of the Horse.
hundred thousand
there
be printed
bound in
cloth one
one hundred
thousand copies of DisesesoftheHorse.
in cloth
and bound
printed and
there be
Revision and printof
report on, org
to
be
the
same
ing
of report
orHorse,
the
of
the
Diseases
the
Special
Report
on
the
Diseases
of
the
Horse,
the
same
be
on
the Special Report
dered.
first
revised and
and brought
date under
under the
supervision of the Secre- dered.
the supervision
to date
brought to
first revised
tary
seventy thousand
copies for
for the
the House
of the
use of
the use
thousand copies
Agriculture; seventy
of Agriculture;
tarv of
of the
the Senate.
of
and thirty
for use of
thousand for
thirty thousand
Representatives and
of Representatives
Passed, February
February 3, 1916.
Passed,
February 3, 1916.
February3,1916.
1i1
Res., No.
[H.
[II. Con. Res.,
No. 14.]

DISEASES OF
CATTLE.
OF CATTLE.
DISEASES

Resolved
by the
the House
concurring), That
of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
House of
Resolved by
Diseases
Cattle..
there
printed and
hundred thousand
copies of
d
there be
be printed
and bound
bound in
in cloth
cloth one
one hundred
thousand copies
of Dise' of"Cattle
jag of
of report
report
and
O
g:naort:
oron,
the
Special Report
the Diseases
Diseases of
of Cattle,
Cattle, the
the same
same to be
be first re- ing
on the
Report on
the Special
dared.
deredsupervision
vised
and
brought
date
under
the
supervision
of
the
Secretary
of
under
to
date
brought
vised and
1599
1599

1600
1600

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
Agriculture, seventy
seventy thousand
copies for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the House
House of
of
Agriculture,
thousand copies
Representatives
thousand for
for use
use of
of the
the Senate.
Senate.
Representatives and thirty
thirty thousand
Passed,
February 3,
3, 1916.
1916.
Passed, February
APPROPRIATION BILL.
URGENT DEFICIENCIES
DEFICIENCIES APPROPRIATION

1916.
February 12,
12,1916.
[H. Con. Has., No. 16.1

Resolved by
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring), That
That
,N
Resolved
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
Urgent
deficiencies the Committee of Conference
argent
deficiencies
disagreeing
of
the
two
Conference
on
the
disagreeing_
votes
appropriations.
Carmecon in text Houses
amendments of
Houses on the amendments
the Senate
to the
bill H. R.
R. 9416,
9416, makmakof the
Senate to
the bill
authorized.
ing appropriations
appropriations to supply
supply urgent
deficiencies in
in certain
certain appropriaappropriaP'.28.
Ante,
ming
urgent deficiencies
Ante, p.
authorized to change
cbanae the
text of
the paragraph
paragraph in
in the
bill
tions, are
are authorized
the text
of the
the bill
payment of judgments
for payment
judgments in Indian
depredation claims
claims so
to corcorndian depredation
so as
as to
rect errors
in the
two of
of the
the judgments
judgments proprorect
errors in
the certified
certified description
description of
of two
therein.
vided for
for therein.
Passed,
February 12,
1916.
Passed, February
12, 1916.
STATUE
STAIUL OF
OF HENRY
HENRY MOWER
MOWER RICE,
RICE.

March 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
(S.
13.1
IS8.Con. Res., No. 13.1

Resolved
Resolved by
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring), That
That
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
the
the statue of
Henry Mower
by the
the State
of Minnesota
Minnesota
of Henry
Mower Rice,
Rice, presented
presented by
State of
to be placed
placed in Statuary-Hall, is accepted
accepted in the name
name of the United
United
and that
that the
tendered to
the State
the
to States,
States, and
the thanks
thanks of
of Congress
Congress be
be tendered
to the
State for
for the
contribution
of the
the statue
statue of
one of
its most
eminent citizens,
illuscontribution of
of one
of its
most eminent
citizens, illustrious for
trious
purity of
of his
and his
distinguished services
services to
to the
the
for the
the purity
his life
life and
his distinguished
State and Nation.
Nation.
Second. That
copy of
resolutions, suitably
suitably engrossed
engrossed and
Second.
That a
a copy
of these
these resolutions,
and
authenticated, be
transmitted to
to the
the governor
of the
the State
of
duly authenticated,
be transmitted
governor of
State of
Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Passed, March
March 11,
1916.
Passed,
11, 1916.

Statue of H
Henry
enry
Mower Rice.
Acceptance
and
Acceptance and
thanks of Congress
to
Minnesota
t for.
o'g

stntuo
eo
m

r.t

April 8, 1916.
Aprils,

STATUE OF HENRY
HENRY MOWER
MOWER RICE.
RICE.

[S. Con.
Con. Res., No. 16.1
16.]

Resolved by
Senate (the
ofRepresentatives
concurring), That
That
Resolved
by the
the Senate
(the House
House of
Representativesconcurring),
there
bound, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the Joint
there be
be printed
printed and
and bound,
Joint CommitCommitproceedings in Congress,
together with the proprotee on Printing, the proceedings
Congress, together
ceedings at
Hall, upon
upon the
acceptance of
of the
°' ordeed ceedings
at the
the unveiling
unveiling in
in Statuary
Statuary Hall,
the acceptance
the
statue
by the
the State
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
statue of
of Henry Mower
Mower Rice
Rice presented
presented by
sixteen
thousand five
copies, with
of
sixteen thousand
five hundred
hundred copies,
with suitable
suitable illustration,
illustration, of
which five
five thousand
be for
use of
of the
and ten
thouwhich
thousand shall
shall be
for the
the use
the Senate
Senate and
ten thousand
for the
use of
of the
the House
House of
Representatives, and
the remaining
remaining
sand for
the use
of Representatives,
and the
one
thousand five
be for
for the
the use
and distribution
one thousand
five hundred
hundred copies
copies shall
shall be
use and
distribution
and Representatives
of the Senators and
Representatives in Congress
Congress from
the State
of
from the
State of
Minnesot
a.
Minnesota.
Passed,
1916.
Passed, April
April 8, 1916.

Statue of Henry
Statue
Mower
Rice.of Henry
Proceedings
on seProeein
on
c
c
p
e
ry
n
titu
er
of, ordered

e

April 18, 191.
1916.
M. Con.
[H.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 30.1
30.]
Joint meeting of the
of the
Joint
meeting
two
Houses
to receive
communication from
communieaton
from
the President.

the resent.

JOINT
JOINT MEETING.
MEETING.
Resolved
Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That
Senate concurring),
concurring), That
assemble in the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
the two
two Houses
Houses assemble
the Hall
Hall of
of the
the House
on
Wednesday, the
of April,
April, nineteen
hundred and
and
on Wednesday,
the nineteenth
nineteenth day
day of
nineteen hundred
o'clock in the
afternoon, for
sixteen, at one
one o'clock
the afternoon,
the purpose
of receiving
receiving
for the
purpose of
such communication
communication as the
President of
the United
States shall
shall be
be
the President
of the
United States
pleased to make
to them.
make to
them.
Passed, April
April 18, 1916.
1916.

1601
1601

CONCURRENT
CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
GRAND ARMY
ENCAMPMENT, 1916.
1916.
GRAND
ARMY ENCAMPMENT,

May 9,
9, 1916.
1916.
May

Resolved
the House
of Representatives
concurring), That
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 26]
26]
Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives(the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Con.
[H.
That [H.
Grand
Army encamp.
there shall
shall be
as a
House document
document one
one thousand
thousand five
naTt'519jrny
916. encamp.
five hunhun- ment,
printed as
a House
be printed
there
dred
of the
the fiftieth
fiftieth national
encampment of
of the
the prJorn
J
.ournal of
of, ordered
ordered
of the
the journal
journal of
national encampment
dred copies
copies of
pnnted.
Grand
nineteen hundred
and
of the Republic,
Republic, for the year
year nineteen
hundred and
Grand Army
Army of
sixteen,
illustrations, one thouin cost,
cost, with illustrations,
sixteen, not to exceed
exceed $1,700
$1,700 in
sand
shall be
be for
and five
five hunhunof which
which shall
for the
the use
use of
of the
the House
House and
sand copies
copies of
dred
the use
use of the
the Senate.
Senate.
dred for the
Passed, May
May 9,
9, 1916.
Passed,
1916.
BANKRUPTCY
LAWS.
BANKRUPTCY LAWS.

May 9,
1916.
May
9,1916.
H. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 27.1
27.]
iH.

Resolved by
by the
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring), That
That Bankruptcy Laws.
Resolved
House of
of Representatives
the House
Senate concurring),
of
erevied
of the
the revised
revised edition
twenty thousand
copies of
there
there be
be printed
printed twenty
thousand copies
edition of
of editipng
eel ii on=d.
United States bankruptcy
Committee on
the Committee
on
bankruptcy laws,
laws, as
as prepared
prepared by the
United
Revision of
of the
Laws of
of the
the House
House of
the said
said
Revision
the Laws
of Representatives,
Representatives, the
twenty thousand
thousand copies to
Three thousand
thousand
follows: Three
to be distributed
distributed as follows:
twenty
copies
folding room,
three thousand
thousand copies
copies for
for the
the
room, three
copies to
to the
the Senate
Senate folding
Senate document
document room,
for the House folding
room, seven
seven thousand
thousand copies for
Senate
room.
room, and
thousand copies for the
the House
House document
document room.
and seven
seven thousand
room,
Passed, May 9, 1916.
1916.
Passed,
i

AQUEDUCT
BRIDGE, D.
D. C.
C.
AQUEDUCT BRIDGE,

revised

May 12, 1916.

May 2,1916.
39.]
Res., No. 39.1
[H. Con. Res.,

Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives (the
concurring), That
That Aqueduct
Resolved
the House
of Representatives
(the Senate
Bidge,
Senate concurring),
Aqueduct
Bridge,
u
the
President be
be requested
to return
return to
the House
House of
of Representatives
D.cqed
C.
ge
to the
Representatives D.
requested to
the President
Return
bill ret
the
bill (IH
(If. R.
Act to
to provide
provide for the re- quested.
d. oof bi
ques
entitled "An
"An Act
enrolled bill
R. 759)
759) entitled
the enrolled
moval
of what
known as
Aqueduct Bridge
Bridge across
across the
the PotoPotoas the
the Aqueduct
is now
now known
moval of
what is
mac
River, and
the building
building of
of a
new bridge
thereof."
bridge in place
place thereof."
for the
a new
mac River,
and for
Passed,
Passed, May
May 12,
12, 1916.

•

AQUEDUCT BRIDGE,
BRIDGE, D.
D. C.
C.
AQUEDUCT

May 13,1916.
13, 1916.
May
(H. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 40.1
404
[H.

Resolved
by the
the House
of Representatives
(the Senate
concurring), That
That
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
Resolved by
House of
Aqueduct Bridge,
the Dqueduct
Bridge,
the President
the Speaker
Speaker of
House of
Representatives and
President of
of the
and the
of the
the House
of Representatives
the
D. C.
Reenrollment of
bill,
Senate
be,
and
they
are
hereby,
requested
to
cancel
their
respective
Reenrollment
of bill,
Senate be, and they are hereby, requested to cancel their respective etc.,
ordered.
"An Act
to pro(H. R.
759) entitled
signatures to
to the
enrolled bill
bill (II.
R. 759)
entitled "An
Act to
pro- etc.,order ed.
signatures
the enrolled
vide for the removal of
Bridge,
of what
what is now
now known
known as
as the
the Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge,
vid(e
across the
the Potomac
River, and
for the
of a
abridge in
in place
place
Potomac River,
and for
the building
building of
bridge
across
thereof;"
thereof;"
That,
upon the
the cancellation
the Clerk
Clerk be
be directed
directed
cancellation of
of said
said signatures,
signatures, the
That, upon
to re-enroll
bill with
amendment as
follows: On
On page
page four,
four, Ante,
to
re-enroll said
said bill
with an
an amendment
as follows:
p. 16
Ante, p.
164.
line
ten, strike
strike out
the word
word ""five"
in lieu
word
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
out the
five" and
and insert
insert in
line ten,
four.
"four."
Passed,
May 13, 1916.
Passed, May
ti

11

May 271916.
27, 1916.
May
[S. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 23.]
23.]
[S.
Resolved by
by the
ofRepresentatives
Representatives concurring),
That Omnibus
Resolved
the Senate
Senate (the
(the House
House of
concurring), That
penson
Omnibus
pension

OMNIBUS
PENSION BILL,
BILL, S.
S. 4856.
4856.
OMNIBUS PENSION

bill, S.
s. 4856.
s486.
the bill
Senate be
authorized in
the Secretary
of the
the Senate
be authorized
in the
the enrollment
enrollment of
of the
bill bll,
the
Secretary of
Correction in enroll(S. 4856)
and increase
increase of
to certain
certain solsol- ment
mnoefton
in enrofl
of pensions
pensions to
pensions and
(S.
4856) "granting
"granting pensions
of.
p. 1291.
1291.
Ant , p.
widows and
and dependent
War and
certain widows
diers
of the
diers and
and sailors
sailors of
the Civil
Civil War
and certain
dependent Ante,
relatives of
sailors," to change
change the word
word "Hentry"
"Hentry"
relatives
of such soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors,"
to
to "
" Henry"
Henry" where
where it
change the
the word
word
it occurs
occurs in
in line 21,
21, page
page 7, and
and to change
"him"
to "her"
where it
it occurs
occurs in
in line 1, page
page 18.
"
him" to
"her" where
Passed, May 27, 1916.

1602
1602

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
CONCURRENT
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

lime 29,
Jue
29, 1916.
1916.

OMNIBUS PENSION
PENSION BILL,
BILL, H.
14484.
OMNIBUS
H. R.
R. 14484.

m
Inn i.Res., Non
&A1
(H. Con.
No. 434

Resolved by the House
House of
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That
of Representatives
Senate concurring),
concurring), That
bH.
Omnibus
R. 144 pension in
in the
the bill
bill (H.
(H. R.
"An Act
Act granting
granting
bomT
ni',s'On
the enrollment
enrollment of
of the
R. 14484)
14484) entitled
entitled "An
ill,
84.
orrtn
Correction
pensions and
increase of
certain soldiers
soldiers and
and sailors
in enroll- pensions
and increase
of pensions
pensions to
to certain
sailors of
of the
the
ment of.
Ante, p. 1322.
Civil
War and
and dependent
dependent children
children of
of soldiers
soldiers and
and
Ant
Civil War
and certain
certain widows
widows and
sailors of said war,"
war," the
the Clerk
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and
Clerk be,
hereby, authorized
directed to restore, on page eleven
eleven of
of the
engrossed bill
bill lines
lines twentythe engrossed
twentytwo, twenty-three,
twenty-three, and twenty-four
and lines
lines one
two on
on page
page
twenty-four and
one and
and two
twelve, with an
an amendment
follows: Page
Page 12,
line 2, strike
strike out
out
amendment as
as follows:
12, line
($20) and insert $12; the same
for the
purpose of
of carrying
out
same being for
the purpose
carrying out
the agreement
the
agreement of
of the
the conferees.
conferees.
29, 1916.
1916.
Passed, June
June 29,
30, 1916.
June 30,1916.

rcr Con.
Co Res.,
Red No.
NW. 4444l
(H.
nsion
bi nHn.B.
bi2
111
!
I
134
s nio3
r6e.
dirrection
enrollection iin enrollment of.
At, f. p. 1336..
Ante,

July 8,
1916.
8,1916.
(H. Con.
Con. Res.,
(H.
Res., No.46.1
No.46.1
Bayou BartbBridge,, Bayou
Bartholomew.
Return
eturn of bill, rer
quested.
Post. p. 1003.

bill,

Pot. lp.
a

July 18, 1916.
191.
(8. Con.
Res., No.
No. 124
I8.
Con. Res.,
12.1

OMNIBUS PENSION
11. R.
R. 13486.
13486.
OMNIBUS
PENSION BILL,
BILL, H.

Resolved by
House of
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That
by the House
ofRepresentaves
Senate concurring),
cncurring), That
in
enrollment of
(I1. R.
13486) entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act granting
granting
in the
the enrollment
of the
the bill
bill (H.
R. 13486)
and increase
increase of
pensions and
of pensions to
to certain
certain soldiers
sailors of
of the
the
soldiers and
and sailors
Civil War and
and certain
widows and
Civil
certain widows
dependant children
children of
of soldiers
and dependent
soldiers and
and
sailors of said war,"
war," the Clerk
Clerk be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
be, and he
the matter
directed to restore the
by the
the amendment
amendment of
of the
the
matter striken
striken out
out by
Senate
Senate numbered one with and amendment
amendment as follows:
follows: In
In line
line 3
3of
the
of the
matter restored,
restored, strike out
insert: $30;
$30; and,
and, also
also
out ($36)
($36) and
and insert:
Restore the matter stricken out by
by the
the amendment
amendment of
of the
the Senate
Senate
numbered twenty-five
twenty-five with an
an amendment
amendment as
as follows:
follows: In
In line
line 3
3 of
of
the matttr
matter restored,
restored, strike out ($50) and insert:
insert: $40;
the same
same being
being
$40; the
out the agreement
for the purpose of carrying
carrying out
agreement of
of the
conferees.
the conferees.
Passed,
June 30,
30, 19q6.
19.16.
Passed, June
BRIDGE,
BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW.
BRIDGE, BAYOU
BARTHOLOMEW.

Representatives (the
Resolved by the House
House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
That
Senate concurring),
concurring), That

the President
President be requested
requested to return
return to the House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
the enrolled bill (H.
(I. R. 12197)
entitled "An
"An Act
12197) entitled
Act authorizing
Ashley
authorizing Ashley
Arkansas, to construct
County, Arkansas,
bridge across
across Bayou
Bayou Bartholomew."
Bartholomew."
construct aabridge
Passed, July 8, 1916.
RELIEF OF
THE ARMENIANS.
RELIEF
OF THE
ARMENIANS.

Whereas
Whereas in countries
countries now
now engaged
engaged in
there are
are several
several hundreds
hundreds
in war
war there
of thousands of Armenians
Armenians in
need of
of food,
food, clothing,
clothing, and
and shelter;
shelter;
in need
and
and
Whereas great
numbers of them have
required by conditions
great numbers
have been
been required
conditions
to leave
growing out of the state of war to
homes and
and their
their proppropleave their homes
erty, deprived of
of an opportunity
to make
make provision
provision for
for their
most
opportunity to
their most
elementary
causing starvation,
starvation, disease,
elementary wants, causing
disease, and
and untold
suffering;
untold suffering;
and
Whereas the people
Whereas
people of the United
United States
of America
have learned
learned with
with
States of
America have
numbers of human
sorrow of this terrible
terrible plight of great
great numbers
human beings
beings and
and
have most generously responded
responded to the cry for help
help whenever
whenever such
such
an appeal
appeal has reached
reached them:
them: Therefore
Therefore be
be it
it
Resolved
by the Senate (the House of
of Representatives
concurring),
Representatives concurring),
Relief of the Armenin
.
aRsef
of tArmiThat, in view
of the
misery, wretchedness,
That,
view of
the misery,
wretchedness, and
hardships which
which these
these
and hardships
President requested
are
President of
of the
United States
States be
be respectfully
respectfully
todsnte
da for people
People are
suffering, the
the President
to detigrete
the United
to
designate a
a dav
da
r suffering,
contributing to ftmds
fnds asked
designate aaday on which the citizens
citizens of
asked to
to designate
of this
this country
country may
may give
give
for.
f°or,
180
Post, 1802.
expression
to their
their s
ym pathy by
by contributing
contributing _to
the funds
now being
expression to
sympathy
to the
funds now
being
raised
relief
of
raised for the reli
ef
ofthe
the Armenians
belligerent countries.
Armenians in
in the
the belligerent
countries.
Passed, July 18, 1916.
1916.
Preamble.
Preamble.

a s

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION BILL.
POST
BILL.

1603
July 19, 1916.
[H. Con. Res., No. 49.

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
(the Senate
concurring), That
That. Poston Office
es. No'49
Approin the enrollment
enrollment of the bill (H. R. 10484) entitled "An
"An Act making
making prition
pr
priation Bill
Bill.
corrections
Verbal
corrections
appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
Post
Office
Department
for
the
the service
service of
of the Post Office Department for the envollent
ti in
enrollment ddirected.
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
fiscal year ending
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
and Ante,
p. 412.
seventeen, and
nte, p.
for other purposes,"
purposes," the Clerk be, and he
authorized and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
directed to strike out the word "chairs"
"chairs" on
page 26,
26, line
line 19,
19, of
of said
on page
said
bill, and to insert in lieu thereof
thereof the word
"chains"; and
and further
further to
to
word "chains";
strike out in amendment
amendment numbered
numbered 54
the word
whenever
54 the
word "circuit"
"circuit" whenever
it precedes
"court of appeals"
it
precedes "court
appeals" in said
amendment.
said amendment.
At the end of Senate amendment
amendment numbered
restore the
the follownumbered 29,
29, restore
following::Provided
Provided further,
further,
That
be directed
at the Clerk be
directed and
and authorized
authorized to
renumber the
the secsecto renumber
tions of the bill in
numerical order;
order; and,
and, also,
to insert
insert at
at the
in numerical
also, to
the beginbeginning of the last paragraph
paragraph of the said bill
following: Sec.
Sec. 6.
bill the following:
6.
Passed, July
July 19,
19, 1916.
1916.
BRIDGE, BAYOU
BRIDGE,
BAYOU BARTHOLOMEW.
BARTHOLOMEW.

July
26, 1916.
July 26,1916.

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
That
(the Senate
concurring), That

[H.
H Con. Res., No. 50.)

Senate
be, and
they are
hereby, requested
respective
Senate be,
and they
are hereby,
requested to cancel their respective
signatures to
to the
enrolled bill
signatures
the enrolled
bill (H.
(H. R.
R. 12197)
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizauthoriz12197) entitled
ing Ashley
Ashley County,
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, to
construct aa bridge
bridge across
across Bayou
Bayou
to construct
Bartholomew;"
Bartholomew;"
That,
That, upon
upon the
cancellation of
of said
said signatures,
Clerk be
be directed
directed
the cancellation
signatures, the
the Clerk
to
said bill
bill with
to re-enroll
re-enroll said
with amendments
amendments as
as follows:
On page
page one,
one, line
follows: On
line
eight, strike out
and insert
lieu thereof
the word
word
out the
the word
word "five"
"five" and
insert in
in lieu
thereof the
"four"; in line nine, strike
strike out
insert in
in heeu
lieu
out the word
word "four"
"four" and
and insert
"five".
thereof the word "five".
Passed,
July 26,
26, 1916.
Passed, July
1916.

Cancellation of signatures of Speaker and
tures
and
President
President of the Senate
requested.

' Con.

Res.,No. 50.1
BarBayou
BarBa

Bridge, Bayou
the Speaker
Representatives and
Speaker of
ot the House of Representatives
the President
President of
of the
the tltltigw.
and the
tholow

STATUE
VANCE.
STATUE OF ZEBULON
ZEBULON BAIRD VANCE.

Cancellationofsignaoftheen

r'qu5ted.

Re-enrollment

ren.roUnt
Ante,
A"e,

p.

di-

di

o.

Ante, p. 445.

July
1916.
July 29,
29,1916.
[S. Con. Res., No. 241

Resolved
(the House
House of
Resolved by the
the Senate
Senate (the
Representatives concurring),
concurring), That
ofRepresentatives
That s. Con. Res., No. 24.1
Statue of Zebulon
the statue
statue of
the
Zebulon Baird
State of
of North
of Zebulon
Baird Vance,
Vance, presented
presented by
by the
the State
North Baird
Btatue
of
Vance. Zebulo
Acceptance, and
accepted in
Carolina to be placed
placed in
in Statuary
Statuary Hall,
Hall, is
is accepted
in the
the name
name of
the Acceptance,
of the
and
thanks of Congress to
United States,
that the
the thanks
of Congress
States, and that
thanks of
Congress be
be tendered
tendered to
State North
to the
the State
Carolsna for. to
North Carolina
of North Carolina for the contribution
contribution of the
the statue
statue of
of its
most
of one
one of
its most
eminent citizens,
citizens, illustrious for the high
high purpose
his life
life and
and his
his
purpose of
of his
distinguished services
distinguished
services to
the State
State and
and Nation.
to the
Nation.
Second. That a
of these
engrossed and
and
a copy of
these resolutions,
resolutions, suitably
suitably engrossed
duly authenticated, be
transmitted to
to the
the governor
governor of
of the
the State
State of
be transmitted
of
Carolina.
North Carolina.
Passed, July
1916.
July 29,
29, 1916.
STATUE
STATUE OF ZEBULON
ZEBULON BAIRD
BAIRD VANCE.
VANCE.

July 29, 1916.
July29,1916.
(S. Con. Res., No. 25.1

Resolved by
by the
Senate (the
Resolved
the Senate
of Representatives
concurring), That.
That
(the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
n Res No. 25
statue of Zebulon
l
there be printed and bound, under the direction
direction of the
the Joint ComCom- Bsdtuane
Baird Vance. Zeb. on
Proceedings
on
acmittee
Printing, the
mittee on
on Printing,
in Congress,
Congress, together
together with
with the
the proceedings
proceedings in
the ceptance
Pce.
orndared
of, ordered
proceedings
proceedings at the unveiling in Statuary
Statuary Hall, upon the acceptance
acceptance printed.
printed.
of the statue of Zebulon Baird Vance
Vance presented
presented by
by the
the State
of North
North
State of
Carolina,
thousand
five
suitable
illustraillustrate
r
h
asixteenth
nousand
a
h hundred copies, with
Carolina
t
n
, sixteen
with suitable
Senatefriand
o
lust
ten
tion,
ofow
e a:e and ten
tion, tof
which
thousandfivehundred
shall
be
h
oi
f
ch
thfive
vuse
ethousand
use
sdall
Repreesfoerntatives
b for the
copies
u
, of the
h Senate
thousand
the
thousand for th
e use
eof
House of
and the
the remainremainof the House
of Representatives,
Representatives, and
five
e
ing one thousand
in
thousand five hundred copies
copies shall be
the use
use and
and disdisbe for the
tors and Representatives in Congress from the
tribution of the Senators
State of North Carolina.
Passed, July 29, 1916.
26 2
102620
°—VOL 39-Pr
39—rr 2-27
2-27
10
0°-voL

1604
1604

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.

August 16,1916.
16, 1916.
August
[H. Can.
Con. Res.,
[Ho.
Res., No.
No. 54.)
54]

[H.Can. Res., N.

Naval service appro.
pnation bill. e appro
Couection
in enrollO
enroment of.
Ante, p. 578.
578

pavabilSe
toret
Ane,

n

1916.
August 23,
23, 191.

NAVAL SERVICE APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION BILL.
BILL.

Resolved by
the House
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved
House of
by the
of Representatives
Senate concurring),
That
"An Act
Act
That in the enrollment
enrollment of the bill (H. R. 15947) entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations for the naval
naval service for
ending
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hindred
hindred and seventeen,
seventeen, and for other
other
purposes," the Clerk
Clerk be, and
purposes,"
and he is hereby,
authorized and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed
to omit the word "not"
"not" in line seventeen
twenty, of
of
seventeen of paragraph
paragraph twenty,
niatter inserted
conference under Senate
the platter
inserted by the conference
Senate amendment
amendment
numbered eighty-nine.
eighty-nine.
Passed, August
August 16, 1916.
1916.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION BILL.
DISTRICT

(H.
Cori. Res.,
Res., No.
55.]
(H. Con.
No. 55.]

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That in enrolling the District of Columbia Appropriation
That
Appropriation Bill
Prrection I eroln- (H. R. 15774)
15774) the
is directed,
on page
page 43,
43 line
line 18
of the
original
the Clerk is
directed, on
18, of
the original
ment.
bill to
to enroll
enroll the
the salary
salary of
of the
of the
Old Central
School
Tme
. e, pp. 695, 696.
.p bill
Ante,
the janitor
janitor of
the Old
Central High
High School
building and annex in the sum of $1,000, and correct
correct the total of
of
paragraph and the total on page 46, in line 14 of the
the amended paragraph
bill by inserting the sums of $2,680
$2,680 and $174,470,
$174,470, respectively.
respectively.
Passed, August 23,
23, 1916.

District ofColmbi
of Columbia
District
Appropriation
prieti
ection tilln.ron-

August 29,
1916.
August
29,1916.
56.]
[H. Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 56.]
Joint
Joint meeting
meeting of
of the
the
two Houses
Houses to receive
receive
communications from
communications
the President.
President.

September 7,1916.
7, 1916.
September
[S. Con. Res., No.
No. 26.]
26.]

JOINT MEETING.
JOINT
MEETING.

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House
House
Representatives on Tuesday,
of Representatives
the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day of
of August,
August,
Tuesday, the
nineteen
hundred and sixteen, at two o'clock and thirty minutes in
nineteen hundred
in
the afternoon,
afternoon, for the
purpose of receiving
the purpose
receiving such
communications as
such communications
as
the President
of the
pleased to
to make
make to
to them.
them.
the
President of
the United.
United States
States shall
shall be
be pleased
1916.
Passed, August 2%
29, 1916.

FEDERAL
FEDERAL FARM LOAN ACT.

Resolved by the Senate (the
(the House
of Representatives
Representatives concurring)
concurring),
House of
That there
there be printed one hundred
That
hundred and fifty
fifty thousand additional
additional
copies of, copies of Senate Document Numbered
Sixty-fourth
Numbered Five
Five Hundred,
Hundred, Sixty-fourth
Congress, entitled
entitled "The
Federal farm loan Act,"
Congress,
"The Federal
Act," of which fifty
thousand copies
the Senate
and one
one hundred
hundred
thousand
copies shall
shall be
be for
for the
the use
use of
of the
Senate and
thousand
thousand copies for
the louse
of Representatives.
for the use
use of
of the
House of
Representatives.
Passed, September
September 7,
7, 1916.
1916.

Federal Farm Loan
Federal
Farm oan
Act.
Additional copies of,
ordered
printed.
ordered printed.

September 8,1916.
8, 1916.
[H. Con. Res.,
Res., No. 60.]
[H.
Adjournment of Coneionmentofcongress.

ADJOURNMENT.
ADJOURNMENT.
Resolved by the House of
(the Senate
Senate concurring)
concurring),
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Tha the President of the Senate
That
Sen ate and
and the
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House
H ouse of
of
Representatives be authorized
Representatives
authorized to close the
the present
present session
session of
of the
the
Congress by adjourning
adjourning their respective
respective Houses
the eighth
eighth day
of
Houses on
on the
day of
September, nineteen hundred and sixteen,
at ten
o'clock antemeridian.
antemeridian.
sixteen, at
ten o'clock
September 8,
Passed, September
8, 1916.
1916.

CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
SECOND SESSION,
SESSION, SIXTY-FOURTH
SIXTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
SECOND
CONGRESS.

JOINT MEETING.
JOINT
MEETING.

December
4, 1916.
1916.
December 4,
[II.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 62.]
62.1
[H. Con.

Resolved
the House
of Representatives
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
Joint meeting of the
That
the two
Houses of
Congress assemble
assemble in
in the
the Hall
Hall of
of the
the House
House twoHosees
That the
two Houses
of Congress
treceive
two
ous
to
o receive
from
of
the fifth
fifth day
of December,
nineteen communications
of Representatives
Representatives on
on Tuesday,
Tuesday, the
day of
December, nineteen
uommunications from
the President.
hundred
sixteen, at one
afternoon, for
the purpose
hundred and
and sixteen,
one o'clock
o'clock in
in the
the afternoon,
for the
purpose
of
receiving such communications
as the
the President
President of
the United
United
of receiving
communications as
of the
States
pleased to
make them.
States shall
shall be
be pleased
to make
them.
Passed,
4, 1916.
Passed, December
December 4,
1916.
H

INAUGURAL
COMMITTEE.
INAUGURAL COMMITTEE.

e',

December 7,
7, 1916.
1916.
December
IS. Con. Res., No. 27.]

Resolved
Resolved by
(the House
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
by the
the Senate
Senate (the
House of
of Representatives
s.
. 27.J
Inaugural committee
That
a joint
joint committee,
That a
committee, consisting
consisting of
three Senators
and three
three RepreRepre- tOInugintu
of three
Senators and
cmmttee
to be appointed.
sentatives, to be appointed by the President of the
sentatives,
the Senate
Senate and the
Speaker
Speaker of the House
House of
is authorized
authorized
of Representatives,
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, is
to
to make
make the necessary
arrangements for
for the
the inauguration
inauguration of
of the
the
necessary arrangements
President-elect of the United
United States
States on the
President-elect
of March
next.
the fifth
fifth day
day of
March next.
Passed, December
7, 1916.
1916.
Passed,
December 7,

HOLIDAY RECESS.
RECESS.
HOLIDAY

December 20,
December
20, 1916.
916.
[H. Con. Res., No.67.]

Resolved
by the
the House
of Representatives
(the Senate
concurring), [H.Con. Res.,No. 67
Resolved by
House of
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),

two houses
That when
when the two
December twentytwentyadjourn on
Houses adjourn
on Friday,
Friday, December
second,
hundred and
sixteen, they
second, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and sixteen,
they stand
stand adjourned
adjourned until
until
twelve o'clock meridian,
meridian, on
January second,
second, nineteen
nineteen
on Tuesday, January
hundred and
hundred
and seventeen.
seventeen.
Passed, December
Passed,
December 20, 1916.
1916.

FUNERAL
FUNERAL OF ADMIRAL
ADMIRAL DEWEY.
DEWEY.

Holiday recess.
Holidayrece.

January 18, 1917.
1917.
January
[H. Con. Res., No. 68.]

Resolved
by the
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Resolved by
the house
louse of
of Representatives
concurring), .Cn. R.,o.
Admiral George
That
in recognition
recognition of
of the
the long
long and
and distinguished
service rendered
the Dewey.
That in
distinguished service
rendered the
ADew'ey.George
services to
nation by
by Admiral
George Dewey,
Dewev, appropriate
appropriate funeral
Funeral services
nation
Admiral George
funeral services
services be
be Funeral
be held in rotunda off
held in the rotunda of the Capitol
Capitol on Saturday,
January twentieth,
Saturday, January
twentieth, theCapitol.
the Capitol.
nineteen hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, at eleven
eleven o'clock ante meridian,
meridian,
and
that the
the two
two Houses
houses of
of Congress
Congress attend
said services.
and that
attend said
services.
Removal of body to
That, as
further mark
of respect,
be removed
That,
as aafurther
mark of
respect, his
his remains
remains be
removed from
from Arentovnal
eboer to
Arlington Cemetery.
the Capitol
the
Capitol to
to Arlington
Arlington Cemetery
Cemetery for
for burial
burial in
in charge
charge of
Navy
of the
the Navy
Department, attended
attended by the
Department,
Sergeants at
Arms and
the Sergeants
at Arms
and the
the committees
committees
of
the two
two Houses.
Houses.
of the
Invitation to
That invitations be extended
President of the United States Prsidentetc.o
to the
extended to the
the President
President, etc., to the
attend.
and
the Chief
Chief Justice
Justice and
and the
Associate tend.
and the
the members
members of
of his
his Cabinet,
Cabinet, the
the Associate
Justices of the Supreme
Supreme Court of
the United
the Diplomatic
Diplomatic
of the
United States, the
1605

1606

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
Corps (through the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State), such
officers of
of the
the Navy
as
of State),
such officers
Navy as
may be designated
designated by
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy and
and the
Chief of
of
by the
Secretary of
the Chief
to attend
attend the
exercises in
the rotunda
rotunda of
of the
the Capitol.
Capitol.
Staff of
of the Army
Army to
the exercises
in the
Passed,
January 18, 1917.
1917.
Passed, January

January 27,
1917.
27,1917.

COUNTING
COUNTING ELECTORAL
ELECTORAL VOTES.
VOTES.

[B.
30.J
[8. Con.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 30.]

Resolved by the Senate (the House of
concurring),
of Representah,ves
Representathves concurring),
counting electoral That
That the
two Houses
Houses of
of Congress
the two
Congress shall assemble
assemble in
in the
the Hall
Hall of
of the
the
in
Representatives on
on Wednesday,
House of Representatives
Wednesday, the
the fourteenth
fourteenth day
day of
of
February, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
at one
o'clock in
in the
and seventeen,
seventeen, at
one o'clock
the
afternoon,
afternoon, pursuant
pursuant to
of the
Constitution and
and laws
to the
the requirements
requirements of
the Constitution
laws
relating
relating to the election
election of President
and Vice
of the
the United
United
President and
Vice President
President of
States, and the President
Senate shall
President of the Senate
shall be their
their presiding officer;
officer;
that two tellers shall be previously
previously appointed
appointed on
the part
part of
of the
the
on the
Senate'and
Senate -and two on the part of the
of Representatives,
to whom
whom
the House
House of
Representatives, to
shall be handed, as they are opened
opened by the
the Senate,
Senate,
the President
President of
of the
certificates and papers
all the certificates
to be
be certificates
certificates of
of the
the
papers purporting
purporting to
electoral
electoral votes,
which certificates
shall be
be opened,
prevotes, which
certificates and
and papers
papers shall
opened, preacted upon
upon in
alphabetical order
order of
Stat
es ,
sented, and acted
in the
the alphabetical
of the
the States,
beginning
beginning with the letter A; and
and said
tellers, having
then read
read the
said tellers,
having then
the
same in the presence
presence and hearing
of the
the two
two Houses,
Houses, shall
shall make
make aa
hearing of
list of the votes as they shall appear
appear from
from the
the said
said certificates;
certificates; and
and
the votes having been
been ascertained
ascertained and
and counted
counted in
the manner
manner and
and
in the
according
according to the rules by law provided,
provided, the
the result
result of
same shall
be
of same
shall be
delivered to the President of the Senate,
Senate, who shall
shall thereupon
anthereupon announce the state
state of the vote,
vote, which
announcement shall
shall be
deemed
which announcement
be deemed
a sufficient
declaration of the persons,
a
sufficient declaration
if any,
any, elected
elected President
President and
and
persons, if
Vice President
President of the United
together with
with aalist
list of
of the
the
United States,
States, and,
and, together
votes, be
entered on
on the
the two
Houses.
be entered
the Journals
Journals of
of the
two Houses.
January 27,
Passed, January
27, 1917.

Counting electoral
votes.
Proceedings in the
Proceedings
Hall of the
Hall
the
of house
House of
of
Representatiao
f
Representatives.

February
February 3,
3, 1917.
1917.

JOINT
JOINT MEETING.
MEETING.

[H.
Con. Res.,
(H. Con.
Res., No.
No 71.1
71.1
Joint meeting
of the
the
Joint
meeting of
two Houses
Houses to
to receive
receive
conummicstions
from
conmunicrtiofs from
the President.
President.

February
13, 1917.
1917.
February 13,

IH.
Con. Res.,
(11. Con.
Res., No.
No. &5.1
554
Grand
Army
Grand
Army
campment,
1917.
carmen
t, ,4
91
7.

enen-

Journal of, ordered
printed
printed.'
rnal

February
1917.
February 15,
15, 1917.
[
H.C
M. Res.,
704
[H.
Con.
Res., No.
No. 70.]
Contested -el ection
Contaeted-election

cassUloo
Rer
caws
House of Reprosentatives, 1901-1917.
sentativ,

House of Representatives
Resolved by the House
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the two Houses
Houses of Congress
Congress assemble
assemble in
Hall of
of the
the House
House
in the
the Hall
of Representatives
Representatives on Saturday,
Saturday, the third day of February,
nineteen
February, nineteen
hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, at
two o'clock
o'clock in
in the
the afternoon,
afternoon, for
for the
the
at two
purpose of receiving
receiving such communications
as the
of the
the
communications as
the President
President of
United States shall
pleased to
them.
shall be
be pleased
to make
make to
to them.
Passed, February
February 3,
1917.
3, 1917.
GRAND
ARMY ENCAMPMENT,
ENCAMPMENT, 1917.
1917.
GRAND ARMY

Resolved by the House
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (the
That
shall b
pri
nt
ed as
H ouse d
ocumen tone
thousan d five
five
That there
there shall
bee printed
as aa House
document
one thousand
hundred
hundred copies of the journal
journal of the
national encampment
the fifty-first
fifty-first national
encampment
of the Grand Army of
of the Republic,
Republic, for the year nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and seventeen,
seventeen, not to exceed
exceed $1,700 in cost, with illustrations,
one
illustrations one
thousand copies of which shall be for the use of
the House
House and
five
of the
and five
hundred for the use of the
the Senate.
Senate.
Passed, February
February 13, 1917.

CONTESTED
CON
JESTED ELECTION
ELECTION CASES,
CASES, 1901-1917.
1901-1917.
Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved
of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
27.T
That
there
be printed
printed five
copies, bound
in buckram,
buckram., of
of
there be
five thousand
thousand copies,
bound in
the manuscript
prepared by Honorable
Honorable Merrill
Merrill Moores,
the
manuscript prepared
Moores, being
being aa

1607
1607

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS.
CONCURRENT
CONGRESS.
digest of contested-election
contested-election cases i
in
n the House
House of
ofRepresentatives
Representatives
fromm nineteen
hundred and
and one
i
ne t
een hundred
hun dre d an
d seventeen,
seventeen,
from
nineteen hundred
one to
to n
nineteen
and
together with laws relating
relating to contested
contested elections
in the
the House
House of
elections in
of
Representatives
campaign contributions
contributions and
Representatives and campaign
expenditures, of
of
and expenditures,
which one thousand copies shall be for the use
Senate and
four
use of
of the
the Senate
and four
thousand for
of the
for the use
use of
the House.
House.
February 15, 1917.
Passed, February
VOCATIONAL
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.

or'
etc.,
,
or

Digmt
de
nted.
of, etc.,
Dg
2pnofnted

ere

pri

t

February
17, 1917.
1917.
February 17,
tyl
V nc. No.
N 71
.
(H. 0rCon. Res.,
75.)

Resolved by the House
House of
of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
Representatives (the
concurring),
Vocational educaThat in
in the
the enrollment
the bill
bill (S.
That
enrollment of
of the
(S. 703)
703) entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
"An Act
provide tion,
otionetacl
etc., bill. eduea
Correction in
in enrollenrollof vocational
for the promotion
promotion of
vocational education;
education.; to
to provide
provide for
for cooperation
cooperation Correction
ment of.
with the States in the promotion of such education
education in agriculture
agriculture me
and the trades and industries;
industries; to provide
provide for
with the
the
for cooperation
cooperation with
States in the preparation
preparation of teachers
and to
to
teachers of
of vocational
vocational subjects;
subjects; and
appropriate money and regulate its
appropriate
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
its expenditure,"
expenditure," the
p. 932.
the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to strike
strike Ante,
e", p. 932
out the word "name"
"name" and to insert
in lieu
thereof the
"desinsert in
lieu thereof
the words
words "designate or create"
create" in the third line
the second
of section
section
line of
of the
second paragraph
paragraph of
five,
five, as the same appears
appears in the
on said
said bill
bill and
the conference
conference report
report on
and
amendment.
amendment.
Passed, February
February 17, 1917.

EXPENSES BURIAL
BURIAL OF ADMIRAL
ADMIRAL DEWEY.
D.P.,whY.

To pay the expenses incurred
incurred by
committees attending
attending and
and ararby the
the committees
ranging for
for the
the funeral
funeral of
the late
late Admiral
Admiral George
ranging
of the
George Dewey.
Dewey.

February 21, 117.
1917.
February

a.

is. Con.
Res., No.
No 32.1
32.)
Con. Res.,

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurri),
at ten d
ing
Funeral of Admiral
That the expenses Sinenaatrera(ntgh;ngHfo(un:eanofd
incurred
by the
the committee
appointed
by
incurred by
committee
appointed
by the
the Vice
Vice Dewey.
Dee
of Admiral
President
Expenses to
to be
be paid
paid
committee appointed
Expene
President and the committee
appointed by the Speaker
Speaker of the House
House from
contingent funds

of Res
Representatives
olved 6Ythe in arranging for and attending the"fir
erallrri
of "th
)
e
'
of
Representatives
funeral
of
the
orthe
twott
fouja
of
the two
Houses.
late Admiral George Dewey in the Rotunda of
of the
at WashWashthe Capitol
Capitol at
ington, District
aColumbia,
twentieth, nineteen
nineteen hunhunDistrict of
Columbia, on
on January
January twentieth,
dr(d
dred and seventeen,
seventeen, be paid in
proportions from
the contingent
contingent
in equal
equal proportions
from the
funds of the Senate and House of Representatives,
Representatives, upon
vouchers
upon vouchers
to be approved
approved by the
Audit and
Control the
Continthe Committee
Committee to
to Audit
and Control
the Contincent Expenses
the Senate
gent
Expenses of the
and the
the Committee
of the
the
Senate and
Committee on
on Accounts
Accounts of
House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed,
Passed, February
February 21,
21, 1917.
1917.

IMMIGRATION ACT.
IMMIGRATION
ACT.

February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.
February

•

•

(H Con.
Con. Res
73 1
(H.
Res., No.
No. T3.)

Resolved by
House of
Representatives (the
(the Senate
concurring),
by the
the House
of Representatives
Senate concurring),
Immigration Act.
Immigration
Act.
That ten thousand
thousand copies of the Immigration
(Public Numbered
Numbered Additional
Immigration law
law (Public
Additional copies
of,
copies of,
ordered printed.
ordered
printed.
Three
Three hundred and one, Sixty-fourth Congress—H.
R.
10384)
be
Congress-H. R. 10384) be
printed
printed for the use of the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, to
to be
be
One thousand
distributed as follows: One
copies for
the use
use
thousand five
five hundred
hundred copies
for the
of the House Committee on
Immigration and
one
on Immigration
and Naturalization;
Naturalization; one
the Senate
thousand copies for the use of the
Committee on
on Immigration;
Tmm'gration;
Senate Committee
four thousand five hundred copies
copies to
distributed through
through the
the
to be
be distributed
folding room of the House; and three thousand
thousand copies
the
copies through
through the
folding room of
the Senate.
of the
Senate.
Pa.*ed. February
Passed.
February 26, 1917.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS OF
OF CONGRESS.
CONGRESS.
PORTO
CIVIL GOVERNMENT.
GOVERNMENT.
PORTO RICO
RICO CIVIL

February
February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.
[H. Con.
TH.
Con. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 78.)
78.1

orto

ohill.

Porto Rico bill.
CoretoRicobn in reenCorrection
rollment
of.
R
iamentof.

r-

Ante, p. 959.

Ae,

p.959'.

Resolved
the House
House of
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives (the
That in
reenrollment of the bill
in the reenrollment
(H. R.
9533) "To
"To ,provide
bill (H.
R. 9533)
provide aa
civil government
other purposes,"
civil
goverimient for Porto Rico,
Rico, and for
for other
purposes,' the
the Clerk
Clerk
of the House of Representatives
Representatives be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to strike out the
the words "and
"and who does not
not own
in his
his
own in
individual right taxable
individual
Porto Rico
Rico to
to the
the value
not
taxable property
property in
in Porto
value of
of not
$1,000," as the
the same
on page
page twenty-one,
less than
than $1,000,"
same appears
appears on
twenty-one, lines
lines
twenty-two and twenty-four
twenty-two
twenty-four in the engrossed
engrossed bill of
House of
of
of the House
Representatives.
'Representatives.
Passed, February
February 26, 1917.
Passed,
1917.

February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.
IR.
Can. Res.,
H. Cn.
Res., No.
No. 79.]
79.]

Joint meeting of the
the
two Houses
Houses to receive
recefve
communications
from
conmunicatioos from
the President.
Presient.

March
March 2,1917.
2, 1917.

JOINT MEETING.
MEETING.
JOINT

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That the two Houses
Houses of Congress
Congress assemble
assemble in
the Hall
of the
the House
in the
Hall of
House
of Representatives
Representatives on Monday,
Monday, the
the twenty-,sixth
day of
of February,
February,
twenty-sixth day
nineteen hundred
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, at one
one o'clock
o'clock in
the afternoon,
afternoon, for
for
in the
the purpose of receiving
receiving such communications
communications as
the President
President of
as the
of
the United
he pleased
to make
them.
United States
States shall
shall be
pleased to
make them.
Passed, February
February 26,
26, 1917.
1917.

MEDAWAKANTON
MEDAWAKANTON AND WAHPAKOOTA
WAHPAKOOTA INDIAN
INDIAN BILL.

ra Con.
.,Rt Res.
W.n
I" 1
(8.
No.34.)

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the House
of Representatives
concurring),
House of
Representatives concurring),
That in
in the enrollment
of the
bill the
Secretary of
That
enrollment of
the bill
the Secretary
the Senate
Senate be,
be,
of the
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to insert
insert the
the words
words "Act
"Act
of" after
word "the"
"the" where
occurs in
in line
line 12
12 of
of the
to. of"
after the
the word
where it
it first
first occurs
the matmatter inserted
by the
committee of conference
ter
inserted by
the committee
conference of the
the two
two Houses
Houses on
on
the bill (S. 135)
135) entitled
Act for
for the
restoration of
of annuities
annuities to
entitled "An
"An Act
the restoration
to
Medawakanton and
the Medawakanton
Wahpakoota (Santee)
Sioux Indians,
deand Wahpakoota
(Santee) Sioux
Indians, declared
clared forfeited
the Act
sixteenth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
forfeited by the
Act of
of February
February sixteenth,
and sixty-three.
and
sixty-three.
Passed, March
1917.
March 2,
2, 1917.

Medavrakanton
adaakanton and
aPnd
dWahpakoota Sioux Indians.ak.
a Sx I.
Correction
Correction in bill for
for
estoringannuities
restoring
annuities to.
Public Laws, p.1196.
PubucLaws,p.
119.

March
1917.
March 3,
3, 1917.

Vr
i r'.te
Wnc 591
ni
[H.
Con. DV
Res.,
No.

PULASKI
KOSCMSZKO STATUES.
STATUES.
PULASKI AND KOSCIUSZKO

by the House of
Resolved blthe
of Representatives
ReAyre,sentatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
there shall
s all be
be printed
printeil and
an bound
in the
the form
form of
of eulogies,
eulogies, with
with
jtadtefusptui That
T h at there
bound in

Statues of Pulaski
and Koschiszko.
Proceedings on unProeedings on
veiling of, ordered

s

accompanying illustrations,
thousand one
one hundred
hundred copies
un- accompanying
illustrations, seventeen
seventeen thousand
copies
of the
the _proceedings
proceedings upon
of
upon the unveiling
unveiling of
of the
the statues
statues of
ofBrigadier
Brigadier
Genera Count
Count Casimir Pulaski
General
Pulaski and
and General
General Thaddeus
Thaddeus Kosciuszko
Kosciuszko in
in
Washington,
May eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
ni
ne t
ee nhundred
hundre d and
an dten,
t
en ,
ofwhich
w hi chfive
five
Washington, May
of
thousand
thousand shall be for
the use
of the
the Senate,
Senate, ten
ten thousand
thousand for
the u
se
for the
use of
for the
use
of the House of Representatives,
Representatives ,two thousand
to be
delivered to
thousand to
be delivered
to
the Polish Nation alAlli ance ofAmeri
ca f
or suc h distribution as said
Delivery
Delivery of
of extra
extra the Polish National Alliance of America for such distribution as said
bound copies
copies to de- alliance
ay d
esi
re to
to ma
ke, and
an d the
th e remaining
rema i
ni
ng one
one hundred
hundred copies
alliance m
may
desire
make,
copies
scendant.s, etc.
scndants, etc.
shall
bound in
the Departshall be
be bound
in full morocco
morocco and distributed
distributed through
through the
Department of State to the descendants
descendants of Brigadier
Brigadier General
General Count Casimir
Casunir
Pulaski and General
General Thaddeus
Thaddeus Kosciuszko
Kosciuszko and
and the speakers
speakers who
took
who took
part in said celebration.
celebration. Said proceedings
proceedings shall be compiled
compiled and
and
printed
printed under the direction
direction of
the Joint
Coramittee on
on Printing.
Printing.
of the
Joint Committee
Passed, March
3, 1917.
1917.
March 3,

printed

,

TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS
TREATIES
CONVENTIONS
CONCLUDED BY
BY THE
CONCLUDED
THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
*UNITED
AMERICA
WITH
WITH

FOREIGN NATIONS.
FOREIGN
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CONVENTIONS.
TREATIES AND CONVENTIONS.
Treaty
between the
and Peru
advancement of
of gengenthe advancement
for the
Peru for
States and
United States
the United
Treaty between
eral peace.
Lima, July
14, 1914;
ratificationadvised by
1914; ratification
July 14,
at Lima,
Signed at
eral
peace. Signed
December 1,
the Senate,
I,
the President,
President,December
by the
ratified by
1914; ratified
20, 1914;
August 20,
Senate, August
the
1914;
Peru, January
January 26,
26, 1915;
1915; ratifications
exchanged
ratifications ezchanged
by Peru,
ratified by
1914; ratified
at
Lima, March
4, 1915;
proclaimed, March
March 6, 1915.
1915; proclaimed,
March 4,
at Lima,

July 14,
14, 1914.
1914.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
Whereas a
Treaty between
the United
United States
America and the
of America
States of
between the
a Treaty
Whereas
Republic of
Peru looking
cause of general
general
advancement of the cause
to the
the advancement
looking to
of Peru
Republic
peace
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
was concluded
peace was
at Lima,
Lima, on
on the
day of
hundred
thousand nine hundred
one thousand
of July,
July, one
fourteenth day
the fourteenth
at
Treaty, being
and fourteen,
the original
being in the English and
which Treaty,
original of which
fourteen, the
and
follows:
Spanish languages,
languages, is
is word
for word as follows:
word for
Spanish
The
;United States
States of America
America
The .United
and
the Republic
Republic of
of Peru,
Peru, with
and the
the
earnest desire to strengthen
strengthen
the earnest
their bonds
to
friendship and to
of friendship
bonds of
their
development of
contribute to
to the development
contribute
the
spirit of
universal peace,
peace, have
of universal
the spirit
resolved upon
celebration of aa
the celebration
upon the
resolved
treaty containing
the
for the
rules for
the rules
containing the
treaty
practice
of these
these high proposals,
proposals,
practice of
and
to that
that end
have nominated
nominated
end have
and to
as
plenipotentiaries:
their plenipotentiaries:
as their
The President
President of the United
The
States, Benton
Benton McMillin,
McMillin, Envoy
Envoy
States,
Minister PlenExtraordinary and Minister
Extraordinary
ipotentiary of
the United States
of the
ipotentiary
in Peru;
Peru; and
and
in
The
Peru, Doctor
Doctor
of Peru,
President of
The President
J. Fernando
Gazzani, Minister of
J.
Fernando Gazzani,
Foreign Relations;
Relations;
Foreign
Who, after
having examined
examined
after having
Who,
their
powers, which
which were
were
full powers,
their full
agreed
found in
in due
due form, have
have agreed
found
upon the
the following
following articles:
articles:
upon
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
The High
agree
all disputes
disputes between
between
agree that
that all
them,
of every
every nature
nature whatsoever,
whatsoever,
them, of
to
the settlement
settlement of
of which
which previprevito the

La
Reptiblica del
del Perd
Perd y
ylos
los Es
Es
La Republica
tados
de America,
con el
America, con
Unidos de
tados Unidos
anhelo
de estrechar
sus vincules
vinculos
estrechar sus
anhelo de
de
amistad y
y de
de contribuir
contribuir al dede amistad
espiritu de paz
sarrollo
paz unisarrollo del espiritu
versal,
han resuelto
Is celebraci6n
c,elebracien
resuelto la
versal, han
de un
Tratado que contenga
contenga las
un Tratado
de
reglas para
para la
de estos
estos
pratica de
la prittica
reglas
elevados
efecto,
prop6sitos; y, al efecto,
elevados probositos;
han nombrado
nombrado como
sus plenipoplenipocomo sus
han
tenciarios:
tenciarios:
El Presidente
Presidente del
del Perd,
Peril, al
al sefior
sefior
El
doctor
J. Fernando
Fernando Gazzani,
don J.
doctor don
Nfinistro de Relaciones
ExterioRelaciones ExterioMinistro
res; y
res;
y

General peace,
peace, Peru.
General
Preamble.
Preamble.

Contracting Powers.
Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentinries.

•

El Presidente
Presidente de
de los Estados
El
Unidos,
el seilor
Benton McMilMcMilsefior Benton
Unidos, el
lin,
Enviado Extraordinario
y
Extraordinario y
lin, Enviado
Ministro
de los
Plenipotenciario de
Ministro Plenipotenciario
Estados
Unidos en
en el
Peril;
el Peru;
Estados Unidos
Quienes,
de examinar
examinar
despues de
Quienes, despues
sus
poderes,
plenos poderes,
respectivos plenos
sus respectivos
que encontraron
forma,
encontraron en debida forma,
que
han
convenido en
en los articulos
articulos
han convenido
siguientes:
siguientes:
ARTICULO
ARTICULO II
Las Altas
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes
Altas Partes
Las

Disputes to be sub.

m pisputes Internato be sub.
ttedc t
oo
m
I
s
i
s
t
i
e
on
rnfa
cc
acuerdan que todas las desave- invetigation
tional Commission for
and re
re.
investigation and
nencias, de cualquiera naturaleza,

dto
acuerdan que todas las desave- tionl

nencias, de cualquiera naturaleza port.
ellas sean,
sean, y
y que en el hecho
que ellas
1611
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TREATY-PERU-PEACE.
TREATY—
PERU— PEACE. J
ULY 14,
14, 1914.
1914.
JTLy
ous arbitration
treaties or
or agreeagreearbitration treaties
not apply
ments do not
apply in
their terms
in their
terms
or are
not applied
applied in
or
are not
in fact,
fact, shall,
shall,
when diplomatic
diplomatic methods
methods of
adof adjustment have
failed, be
referred
have failed,
be referred
for investigation
an
for
investigation and
and report
report to
to an
International
International Commission,
Commission, to
to be
be
constituted in the
constituted
the manner
manner preprescribed in the next succeeding
succeeding ararticle; and they agree
deagree not
not to
to declare war or begin
begin hostilities
hostilities durduring such investigation
investigation and
and before
before
the
submitted
the report
report is
is submitted
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
II

nttionai C

Intaaational Commmission.
Composition.

composion.

The
International Commission
Commission
The International
shall be composed
composed of
memof five
five members, two named by each one of
of
the respective
respective Governments
and
Governments and
one named jointly by
them. The
by them.
The
designations
designations made
made by
Govby each
each Government can only devolve
one on
devolve one
on
a citizen
of the
a
citizen of
State itsf
itself and
the State
and the
the
other on a
acitizen
citizen of
of a
athird
third councoundesignation of
try. The designation
of the
the fifth
fifth
member cannot devolve
devolve upon
upon aa
citizen of either
either of
the two
two interinterof the
ested nations.

Each
Each of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting
Parties reserves
reserves to
to itself
itself the
the right
right
to withdraw its two CommissionCommissioners, or one
one of
of them;
the iniinithem, before
before the
tiation of the investigations,
investigations, and,
and,
within the same period, to
to withwithdraw its agreement
agreement to
the joint
joint
to the
designation of the fifth member.
member.
In
In these cases, they
they shall
shall proceed
proceed
to replace them according
according to
to the
the
forms above laid down.
down.
c

Compensation.

anpaot

Expenses.
Expenses.
Appointment.
Appointmet.

During the period
During
period of investigaCommissioners shall
tion the Commissioners
shall rereceive such pecuniary
pecuniary compensacompensation as shall be agreed
agreed upon
by
upon by
the High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
The
Commission, whose exThe Commission,
penses shall be
met in
equal parts
parts
be met
in equal
by
two Governments, shall be
by the
the two
appointed a
a short time
appointed
time after
the
after the
exchange
exchange of the ratifications
ratifications of
of
the Treaty;
Treaty; and to provide
provide for
for
possible vacancies
vacancies on
the same
same
on it,
it, the
be applied as
rules shall be
as in
in the
the
designations.
original designations.

6 por los t•irminos
o
de tratados
tratados de
de
terminos de

arbitraje
arbitraje existentes
exi.stentes no
no est6n
esten comcornprendidas en
en sus
sus estipulaciones,
estipulaciones,
yy que no
arreglasse
no hayan podido
podido arreglarse
por la via diplomatica, seran
seran
sometidas, para
para su investigaci6n
investigacion
eeinforme,
informe, a
auna
una Comisi6n
Comision InterInternacional constituida
constituida de
de la
la manera
manera
prescrita en el
presciita
el siguiente
siguiente articulo;
articulo;
y
y convienen
convienen en
declararse la
la
en no
no declararse
guerra o
las hostilidades
hostilidades
guerra
o empezar
empezar las
durante
durante el periodo
period() de
de la
is investiinvestigaci6n
gacion y
y antes
el
antes de
de sometido
sometido el
mforme.
mforne.
ARTICULO II
II
ARTICULO

La Comision
Comisi6n Internacional
Internacional dedebers componerse
componerse de cinco
bet%
miemcinco miembros: dos de nombramiento
por
nombramiento por
cada
cads uno de los respectivos
respectivos
Gobiernos, y
y uno per
per nombraminombramiento
ent,o de comfin
coman acuerdo
acuerdo entre
entre
ambos. Las designaciones
designaciones corcorrespondientes
respondientes a
a cada Gobierno,
Gobierno,
han de recaer,
recaer, de modo
modo preciso,
preciso,
una en ciudadano
ciudadano del
del propio
propio
y la otra
Estado, y
otra en
en nacional
nacional de
de
pais. La
un tercer pals.
La designaci6n
designacion
del quinto miembro no
no podra
podra rerecaer
ciudadano de
caer en ciudadano
de ninguna
ninguna de
de
las dos Naciones
Naciones interesadas.
interesadas.
Cada una
de las
las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes
una de
Contratantes
Contratantes se reserva el
el derecho
derecho
de separar
separar aa sus
sus dos
comisionados comisionados ooaauno solo de
ellos, antes
antes de
de
de ellos,
la
de las
investila instauraci6n
instauraci6n de
las investigaciones; y,
dentro de
mismo
y, dentro
de este
este mismo
t6rmino,
terrains:), el do
de retirar su
su conconsentimiento al comin
comim acuerdo
acuerdo
sobre la designaci6n
designacion del
quinto
del quinto
miembro.
miembro. En estas eventualidaeventualidades, deben proceder
proceder aa los
relos reemplazos en las
las formas
formas anterianteriormente
ormente previstas.
previstas.
Por el tiempo de
de la
is investigainvestigaci6n,
cion, los comlsionados
comisionados recibiran
recibiran
las compensaciones
compensaciones pecuniarias
pecuniarias
que acuerden
acuerden las
las Altas
Altas Pastes
Partes
Contratantes.
Contratantes.
,La
,La Comisi6n,
Comision, cuyos
cuyos gastos
corgastos corresponderan por iguales
responderan
iguales partes
partes aa
los dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, sera
sera designada
designada
en breve
breve plazo, despu6s
despues del canje
de las ratificaciones
ratificaciones de
este Trade este
Tratado;
tado; y
ypare
las vacantes
vacantes
para proveer
proveer las
posibles en ella,
ella, son
son aplicables
aplicables las
las
mismas re
reglas
naismas
.
glas de
los nombranombrade los
mientos
mientos origmarios.
origarios.

TREATY-PERU-PEACE.
TREATY—PERU—PEACE.
ARTICLE III
III
The questions
questions which
which divide
divide the
the
The
High Contracting
High
Parties should
Contracting Parties
should
they be incapable of solution by
by
diplomatic
be subsubdiplomatic means,
means, shall
shall be
mntted
nutted immediately to
the Interto the
International Commission
Commission for
for its
its invesinvestigation
and report.
report.
tigation and
The
The International
International Commission
Commission
may, however, by
by unanimous
unanimous
agreement, spontaneously
agreement,
spontaneously offer
offer
its services
in
services to that
that effect,
effect, and
and in
such case it
it shall notify both
Governments, and
request their
Governments,
and request
their
cooperation
coopeon in
investigation.
inhe
in the
the investiation.
veration
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
The
Parties
agree
International
agree to
to furnish
furnish the
the International
Commission
Commission all
all
all means
means and
and all
for the
the investigation
facilities for
investigation and
and
report.
report.
The report
shall be
be presented
presented in
report shall
in
the maximum period
period of one
one year,
year,
but
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
but the
the High
Parties,
by
or
by mutual
mutual accord,
accord, may
may shorten
shorten or
extend
period. The
extend this
this period.
The report
report
shall
shall appear in
in three
three copies.
copies.
reserve
The Commission
Commission shall
shall reserve
one of
of the
the copies
for its
its archives
archives
one
copies for
and
two to
to the
and deliver
deliver the
the other
other two
the
Governments interested.
interested.
Governments
The High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
reserve
right to
reserve the
the right
to act
act indeindependently
dealt
pendently in
in the
the question
question dealt
with in the
the investigations
investigations after
after
the issue of
of the
the report.
report.
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JuLY
1914.
JULY 14,
14, 1914.
ARTICULO III
III
ARTICULO

o
D
nu
.
of
Las cuestiones
cuestiones que,
dividiendo sDtie
si
ties o' commis
CommisLas
que, dividiendo
a las Altas
a
Contratantes,
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes,
resulten
resulten insolubles
insolubles por la via
diplomatica, serim
diplomatica,
sometidas inseran sometidas
inmediatamente
mediatamente a
a la
Comision
la Comisi6n
Internacional para
su investigainvestigaInternacional
para su
cion e
informe.
ci6n
e informe.
La
Internacional puepueLa Comision
Comisi6n Internacional
embargo, por
de, sin embargo,
por acuerdo
acuerdo
unanime,
unfinime,
ofrecer
espontaneaofrecer espontaneamente
mente sus servicios con
con tal
objeto,
tal objeto,
y
caso lo
notificara aa
y on
en ese
ese caso
lo notificara
ambos
les pedira
pedira su
su
ambos Gobiernos
Gobiernos y
y les
cooperaci6n para
cooperacio'n
para la investigaci6n.
investigacion.
Facilities for invesLas Altas
Contratantes tigation,
Las
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes
Facilities
etc.for invesacuerdan
la CoCoacuerdan suministrar
suministrar aa la
iet.
misi6n
Internacional todos los
mision Internacional
los memepara
dios y
y todas
todas las
las facilidades
facilidades para
la
investigacion y
el informe.
informe.
la investigaci6n
y el
El
informe deber&
El informe
debera presentarse
presentarse Time
Time for
for report.
report.
en
plazo maxim°
de un
un ano;
en el
el plazo
maximo de
pero
Altas Partes
Contrapero las
las Altas
Partes Contratantes,
por mutuo
mutuo acuerdo,
acuerdo, puetantes, por
puerestringirlo o
extenderlo. El
El
den restringirlo
o extenderlo.
informe
tres ejemejeminforme constara
constara en
en tres
plares.
plares.
debe de
de conservar
La Comision
Comisi6n debe
conservar
uno
de los
ejemplares en
en su
an
uno de
los ejemplares
archive,
archivo, y
y entregara
entrega
.ra los
los otros
otros dos
dos
a los Gobiernos
Gobiernos interesados.
a
mteresados.
Las
Partes Contratantes
indeep
d
e
.
ndent action
action
Las Alias
Altas Partes
Contratantes Irsndent
se reservan
el derecho
derecho de
de obrar
obrar
reservan el
independientemente
en la
independientemente en
la cuescuesti6n materia
materia de
tion
de las
las investigainvestigaciones,
de la
la expedicion
ciones, despues
despu6s de
expedici6n
del
informe.
del informe.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV

ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV
IV

ratifications of
of this
this Treaty
Treaty
The ratifications
shall
be made
by the
President of
of
shall be
made by
the President
of America
by
the United
United States
States of
America by
and with the
consent
the advice and
and consent
of the
and by
Presithe Senate; and
by the
the President of
of Peru
Peru if
the Legislative
Legislative
dent
if the
Power
Power shall
its approval
shall give
give its
approval in
in
conformity with
conformity
with the
the Constitution
Constitution
and
and the laws.
laws. The exchange
exchange of
of
ratifications
ratifications shall
take place
shall take
place as
as
soon as possible,
possible, and immediately
immediately
afterward
Treaty shall
shall take
afterward this
this Treaty
take
a period
effect for a
period of five
years, at
at
five years,
the
end of
will remain
in
the end
of which
which it
it will
remain in
effect until twelve
twelve months
after
months after
the day on which one
one of the ParParties advises
of its
its intenadvises the other
other of
intention of terminating
tion
terminating it.
it.

ratificaciones de
de este
este TraTraLas ratificaciones
por el
tado se haran
haran por
el Presidente
Presidente
del
Peril, si
Poder Legislativo
Legislativo
del Perd,
si el
el Poder
prestase
prestase su
con
su voto
voto aprobatorio
aprobatorio con
arreglo
la Constituci6n
Constitucion y
y a las
las
arreglo a
a la
ley-es; y
de los
los
leyes;
y por
por el
el Presidente
Presidente de
Estados
Unidos de
Am6rica, de
de
Estados Unidos
de America,
acuerdo
el consentimiento
acuerdo y
y con
con el
consentimiento
del
Senado. El
canje de
de las
las ratidel Senado.
El canje
ratidebera realizarse
ficaciones debera
realizarse tan
pronto como sea
pronto
posible; eeinmesea posible;
inmediatemente
diatemente despues
este
despu6s producira
producira este
Tratado
Tratado sus efectos
el plazo
plazo de
de
efectos por el
cinco
aims, vencido
vencido el
el cual
cual plazo
cinco anos,
plazo
continuara en
vigor hasta
doce
en vigor
hasta doce
del dia en que una
meses despues
despues del
una
de las
la otra
otra su
las Pastes
Partes avise a
a la
su
prop6sito de ponerle t6rmino.
proposito
ternana
. o.

Ratification.
Ratification.

Duration.
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TREATY-PERU-PEACE.
TREATY—PERU—PEACE.
In witness whereof,
the rerewhereof, we
we the
spective
spective plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
signed the present _treaty,
treaty, in
in
duplicate,
duplicate, in the English
English and
and
Spanish languages
languages and
and have
have herehereunto affixed
affixed our
seals.
our respective
respective seals.
Done at Lima the fourteenth
fourteenth
day of July, in
year of
of our
our
in the year
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred
and
fourteen.
and fourteen.
BENTON
BR/4=N McMILLIN
McMmjIN.

ismAL.]
[SEAL.]

J.
J. FERNANDO
GAZ7ANI. [SEAL.]
FERNANDO GAZZAXI.
[SEAL.]

Ratifications exchan
ged.
ecHatflecationsex.
Proelainaticel.

JULY 14,
14, 1914.
JULY
1914.

En fe
fe de
lo cual,
cual, los
los infrascritos
En
de lo
infrascritos
Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios lo han
firmado,
han firmado,
por duplicado,
en castellano
castellano e
duplicado, en
e
poniendo sus
sus respectivos
respectivos
inglis, poniendo

sellos.
Sellos.

Hecho en Lima, el
el catorce
de
catorce de
Julio del ano
alio mil
mil novecientos
novecientos
catorce.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] J.
J. FERNANDO
FERNANDO GAZZANI.
GAZZANIe
[SEAL.] BENroN
McMiLuai.
[SEAL.]
BENTON McMiLLN.

And whereas
whereas the said Treaty
Treaty has been duly
duly ratified
ratified on both parts,
parts,

and the ratifications
governments were
ratifications of the two governments
exchanged in
m the
the
were exchanged
City of Lima, on the fourth day of March,
March, one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred
nine hundred
and fifteen;
fifteen;
and
it known that
that I,
Now, therefore,
therefore, be it
Wilson President
President of
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
of
the United States
States of
of America,
caused the
the said
said Treaty
Treaty to
be
America, have
have caused
to be
made public, to the end that the same and
and every
article and
and clause
clause
every article
thereof
thereof may be observed
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
faith by
by the
United
observed and
and fulfilled
the United
States and
the citizens
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In
I have hereunto
In testimony whereof, I
hereunto set my hand and
and caused
caused the
the
seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
sixth day
March in
in the
the year
year
this sixth
day March
of our Lord
Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and fifteen,
fifteen, and
and
nine hundred
[sAL..] of the Independence
[BEAL.]
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
America
of the
of America
the one hundred
hundred and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
WOODROW WILsoN
WOODROW
WILSON
By the President:
President:
W. J.
J. BRYAN
W.
BRYAN
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

TREATY-PARAGUAY-PEACE.
TREATY—PARAGUAY—PEACE.
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AUGUST 29, 1914.
AUGUST

Treaty
between the
and Paraguayfor
Paraguay for the advancement of
of
the United
United States
States and
Treaty between
general peace.
peace. Signed at
at Asuncion,
Asuncion, August 29, 1914; ratification
general
ratification
advised
ratified by the President,
President,
advised by
by the Senate,
Senate, October 22,
22, 1914;
1914; ratified
October
26, 1914;
ratified by
by Paraguay,
Paraguay, March
March 9,
9, 1915;
1915; ratifications
October 26,
1914; ratified
ratifications
exchanged
at Asuncion,
Asuncion, March,
proclaimed March 17,
9, 1915;
1915; proclaimed
17, 1915.
1915.
exchanged at
March 9,

August 29,
29, 1914.
1914.
August

BY
IttE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
ep ae
', arag'
and
the
of America
America
the
States of
Treaty
WhereasofaaParaguay
Republic
Whereas
Treaty between
between
lookingthe
to United
United
the advancement
States
of the cause
and the
of a Ge
Preamble.
y
n.
eral peace,

Republic of Paraguay looking to the advancement of the cause of

general peace was concluded
concluded and signed by their respective
respective Plenigeneral
potentiaries
Asuncion on the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day of August, one
potentiaries at Asunci6n
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, the original of which
which treaty,
thousand nine hundred
being in the English and Spanish
Spanish languages, is word
word for word as
as
follows:
TREATY OF PEACE
TREATY
between the United States
between
America and the Republic
Republic
Paraguay
Paraguay

Preamble.

TRATADO
DE PAZ
PAZ
TRATADO DE

entre los
los Estados
Estados Unidos de
of entre
Al:Ugric& y
is Bepiblica
Republica del
America
y la
of
Paraguay
Paraguay

Los Estados
Estados Unidos de America
America
y le.
Repeblica del Paraguay, en
y
la Reptiblica
el deseo de fortalecer
fortalecer los vinculos
mien y
y tamde amistad que los unen
bien fomentar
fomentar la
is causa de la
Is Paz
celebrar un
general, han resuelto celebrar
Tratado con ese objeto, a
Tratado
a cuyo fin
hart nombrado como sus Plenipohan
tenciarios:
tenciarios:

Contracting Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiarfs.

PRESIDENT OF PARATHE PRESIDENT
GUAY
EXCELLENCY D.
GUAY HIS EXCELLENCY
MANUEL
MANUEL GONDRA, Minister of
Forcing
Relations;
Foreing Relations;
Who,
Who, after having communicated
cated to each
each other their respective full powers, found to be in
proper
proper form, have agreed upon
the following articles:

EL PRESIDENTE
PRESIDENTE DE LOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS, a
a SU EXCELENCIA
DANIEL F.
CELENCIA MR. DANIEL
MOONEY,
Enviado ExtraordiExtraordiMOONEY, Enviado
nario y
y Ministro
Ministro PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciario, y
y
PRESIDENTE DEL PAREL PRESIDENTE
AGUAY
EXCELENCIA
a SU EXCELENCIA
AGUAY a
DON MANUEL
MANUEL GONDRA,
GONDRA, MiMinistro de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores;
Exteriores;
Quienes, despues de haberse
Quienes,
comunicado
comunicado sus respectivos Plenos Poderes, que encontraron
encontraron en
debida
convenido en
debida forma, han convenido
los articulos
articulos siguientes:

ARTICLE I
I

ARTICULO
ARTICULO II

The United States of America
Republic of Paraguay,
Paraguay,
and the Republic
being desirous to strengthen
strengthen the
bonds of amity that bind them
bonds
together
advance the
together and also to advance
cause of general peace, have resolved to enter into a
a treaty for
that purpose and to that end
have appointed
appointed as their plenipotentiaries:
tentiaries:
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, HIS EXCELLENCY
CELLENCY DANIEL F.
MOONEY,
Extraordinary
MOONEY, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary;
Plenipotentiary; and

The high contracting
contracting parties
agree that all disputes between
between
them, of every nature
nature whatsoever,

Las
. Altas
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes
Pres
to be
subContratantes eitted
D"iptes
nesubLas
to to Internaconvienen
las cuestiones
tio
tt
nat tCommission
Zomim
n tion
que toda.s
todaslas
cuestiones tional
convienen que
and
entre ellas,
cualquier natura- forivstigation
report.
and
ellas, de
de cualquier
entre

1616
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International
tenranional

missiom

MiSSiOn.
COMpOSit1011.

TREATY-PARAGUAY-PEACE.
TREATY—
PARAGUAY— PEACE. AUGUST
29, 1914.
ArUGST 29,
1914.

comCorn-

compsiti

Expense.

Expenses.

Appointment,
Appointment.

Dutitei or
J)utief'
of Commis.
commis-

510.

Time for report.
repirt.

Time for

which
diplomacy shall
fail to
which diplomacy
shall fail
to adadjust,
be submitted
just, shall
shall be
submitted for
for invesinvestigation and
and report
to an
an InternaInternatigation
report to
tional Commission,
Commission, to
to be
constitional
be constituted in
in
tuted
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed in
the next
succeeding Article;
next succeeding
Article; and
and
they
agree not
not to
declare war
or
they agree
to declare
war or
begin
such inbegin hostilities
hostilities during
during such
investigation,
and before
the report
report
vestigation, and
before the
is
is submitted.
submitted.

leza
que fuesen,
que no
no hubiesen
hubiesen
leza que
fuesen, que
podido
ser resueltas
resueltas por
via
podido ser
por la
la via
deberan ser
ser sometisometidiplomatica, deberan
das para
para su
investigacion e
indas
su investigaci6n
e informe
Cornish% InternaInternaforme a
a una
una Comisi6n
cional, la
la cual
debera constituirse
constituirse
cional,
cual debera
en is
la forma que prescribe
el artiartiprescribe el
culo siguiente;
siguiente; y
y acuerdan
acuerdan no
no dedeclarar
is guerra
guerra o
o iniciar
iniciar las
las hosclarar Ia
hostilidades
tat investigainvestigatilidades durante
durante tal
ci6n y
cion
y antes
de que
que el
el informe
informe les
lea
antes de
sea sometido.
sea

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II

ARTICULO II
II
ARTICULO

The International
International Commission
Commission
shall
be composed
five memmemshall be
composed of
of five
bers, to be appointed
as follows:
follows:
appointed as
One
member shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen from
One member
from
each
country, by
by the
the Governeach country,
Government
thereof; one
one member
ment thereof;
member shall
shall
be
by each
Government
be chosen
chosen by
each Government
from some third country;
the fifth
country; the
fifth
member shall be
be chosen
by comchosen by
common
agreement between
two
mon agreement
between the
the two
Governments. The expenses
expenses shall
Governments.
shall
be
the two
two Governments
Governments
be paid
paid by
by the
in
equal proportion.
proportion.
in equal
The International
Commission
International Commission
shall be
be appointed
appointed within
within the
the four
four
shall
months following
months
exchange of
following the
the exchange
of
the ratifications
ratifications of this treaty;
treaty;
and vacancies
vacancies shall be filled
filled acaccording to the
the
the manner
ianlincr of
of the
original appoiltmenlt.
appointment.

La Comisi6n Internacional
Internacional dedebeet, componerse
cinco miemmiembera
componerse de
de cinco
nombrados en
la forma
forma sisibros, nombrados
en la
un miembro
miembro sera
designsguiente: un
sera designado de
de cads
cads pals,
pals, por
por su
su respectivo
respectivo
do
Gobierno; un
un miembro
miembro debera
debera ser
Gobierno;
ser
designado
designado por cada
cads Gobierno,
Gobierno, de
de
un
pais; el
quinto sera
sera dedeun tercer
tercer pais;
el quinto
signado
de comin
coman acuerdo
acuerdo por
por los
los
signado de
dos Gobiernos.
Gobiernos. Los
gastos de
de la
la
dos
Los gastos
Comisi6n debertm
Comision
ser pagados
pagados por
deberan ser
por
los dos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, en
en igual
igual proproporci6n. La Comisi6n
porcion.
Comision InternaInternadebera ser
cional deberii,
nombrada dendenser nombrada
tro de
tro
messes siguientes
de los
los cuatro
cuatro meses
siguientes
al
canje de
de ratificaciones
ratificaciones de
de este
este
al canje
Tratado
y las
las vacantes
vacantes serAn
senin
Tratado y
llenadas
en la
la misma
forma del
llenadas en
misma forma
del
nonibramiento original.
nombramiento

ARTICLE
HI
ARTICLE III

ARTICUIX) III
ARTICULO
HI

In case the high contracting
contracting
parties
parties shall have
failed to
to adjust
adjust
have failed
aadispute by
methods,
by diplomatic
diplomatic methods,
at once refer
they shall at
to the
refer it
it to
the
International
International Commission
Commission for
infor investigation and
and report.
vestigation
report.
The International
International Commission
Commission
may, however, act upon its
own
its own
initiative, and in such
such case
case it
it shall
shall
notify both
both Governments
Governments and
and
request their cooptheir
cooperation
cooperation in the
investigation.
investigation.
The
the International
International
The report
report of
of the
Commission shall be
be completed
completed
within one year after the date on
on
declare its investiwhich it shall declare
gation
gation to have been initiated,
initiated,
unless
unless the high
high contracting
contracting parties
parties
shall protract
protract the
term by
the term
by mutual
mutual
report shall
consent. The report
be preshall be
pretriplicate; one
pared in triplicate;
copy shall
one copy
shall
be presented to each Government,
Government,

En caso
case de que
quo las Altas Partes
Partes
Contratantes no
Contratantes
podido
no hubiesen
hubiesen podido
arreglar una cuesti6n
arreglar
cuestion por
per los
los
medios
diplomat ices, deberan
inmedios diplomaticos,
deberan inmediatamente referirla
referirla a
la Comimediatamente
a la
Comisi6n Internacional
para su
su invesincesInternacional para
tigaci6n eeinforme.
tigacion
informe. La
La Comisi6n
Comision
Internacional puede,
Internacional
puede, sin
sin emembargo,
por propia
bargo, obrar por
propia iniciainiciativa, v
en tal
tal case
caso deberti
tiva,
v en
debera notificar
notificar
a amhos
ambos Gobiernos
a
Gobiernos v
y solicitar
solicitor su
su
cooperacion en
Is investigaci6n.
investigaci6n.
cooperaci6n
en la
El informe
informe de
la Comisi6n
Cornision InInde la
ternacional debera
debera estar
estar completernacional
completado dentro
dentro de un ano
aflo despues
de
despues de
la fecha
fecha en que hays
hays declarado
declarado
haber iniciado
iniciado sus
sus trabajos,
trabajos, aa
menos que las
Altas Partes
Partes ConConlas Altas
tratantes
tratantes dilatasen
Ormino por
per
dilatasen el
el ternmino
miltuo
consentimiento. El
inmtituo consentimiento.
El informe debera
deberA, ser
por
ser preparado
preparado por
triplicado;
triplicado; un ejemplar
ejemplar deberik
debera
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and
the third
retained by
by the
and the
third retained
the
Commission
its archives.
archives.
Commission for its

The high contracting parties
reserve the
act indeindereserve
the right
right to
to act
pendently
on the
subject-matter
pendently on
the subject-matter
of
the dispute
dispute after
the report
of the
after the
report of
of
the
Commission shall have
have been
the Commission
submitted.
submitted.

ser presentado
a cada Gebierno,
Gebierno,
presentado a
y el
retenido por
Comiy
el tercero
tercero retenido
por la
la Comisien
si6n en sus archivos.
archivos.

Partes Contratantes
Las
Altas Partes
Las Altas
Contratantes
derecho de obrar
se
reservan el derecho
obrar
se reservan
independientemente en la maindependientemente
teria asunto
desde la
la disousien,
disousi6n, desteria
asunto de
pues que
que el
el informe
de la
Comila Comiinforme de
pu6s
sien les
haya sido
sometido.
sido sometido.
si6n
les haya

Inry
action
Independent
de pendent action

ARTICLE IV
IV

ARTICULO IV
ARTICULO

The
present treaty
treaty shall
shall be
be
The present
ratified by
the President
President of the
ratified
by the
United States
of America,
and
America, by
by and
United
States of
with the
the advice
consent of
of the
the
with
advice and consent
Senate thereof;
the PresiPresiand by
by the
thereof; and
Senate
dent of
of the Republic
Republic of Paraguay,
Paraguay,
dent
with the
of the
the Congress
with
the approval
approval of
Congress
thereof;
ratifications shall
shall
and the ratifications
thereof; and
be
exchanged as
as soon
as possible.
possible.
soon as
be exchanged
It shall
take effect
shall take
effect immediately
immediately
It
after the
the exchange
of ratifications,
ratifications,
after
exchange of
force for a
a
and shall continue
continue in force
period of five
years, and it
it shall
shall
five years,
period
thereafter remain
remain in
in force until
thereafter
one year
year after one
conone of the
the high conone
tracting
pasties have
have given
given notice
notice
tracting parties
to
of an
an intention
intention to
to
other of
to the
the other
it.
terminate it.
terminate
In witness
whereof the
the respecrespecIn
witness whereof
tive plenipotentiaries
signed
tive
plenipotentiaries have signed
the
treaty and have
the present
present treaty
affixed
their seals.
affixed thereunto
thereunto their
Done in
in Asuncion
Asuncion on
on the
the
Done
twenty-ninth
in the
the
of August,
August, in
twenty-ninth of
year
nineteen hunour Lord nineteen
year of our
dred and
and fourteen
fourteen
dred

El
Tratado sera
sera ratifiratifiEl presente
presente Tratado
cado por
de los
los
Presidente de
por el
el Presidente
cado
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
de
America, de
Estados
acuerdo y
el consentimiento
consentimiento
y con
con el
acuerdo
del Senado,
y por
por el
el Presidente
Presidente
Senado, y
del
del Paraguay,
aprobacion
la aprobaci6n
del
Paraguay, con la
del
las ratificaciones
ratificaciones
y las
del Congreso,
Congreso, y
deberen
ser canjeadas
tan pronto
pronto
canjeadas tan
deberan ser
como
sea posible.
Entrara en
en
posible. Entrara
como sea
vigor
inmediatamente despues
despues del
del
vigor inmediatamente
canje
regira
y regira
de ratificaciones,
ratificaciones, y
canje de
por un
11n periodo
periodo de
de cinco
afios;
cinco afos;
por
pero se considerara
considerara, prorogada
prorogada su
pero
vigencia
hasta tanto
no lo
delo detanto no
vigencia hasta
istmcie una
de las
las Altas
Altas Pastes
Partes
nuncie
una de
un alio
afio de anContratantes
anContratantes con un
ticipacion.
ticipaci6n.

Ratification.
Ratification.

En fe
respectivos
f6 de
de lo
lo cual, los respectivos
En
Plenipotenciarios han
el
firmado el
han firmado
Plenipotenciarios
presente Tratado,
Tratado, y
yhan
puesto al
al
han puesto
presente
pie sus
sus sallos.
sellos.
pie
Hecho en
en Asunci6n,
Asuncion, el
el dia
dia
Hecho
veinte
de Agosto
Agosto del ano
afio
veinte y
y nueve
nueve de
mil novecientos
novecientos catorce.
catorce.
mil

signatures.
Signatures.

DANIEL
F MOONEY
MOONEY
DANIEL F
M.
M. GONDRA
GONDRA

Duration.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

on
bothinparts
ratified
been duly
dulywere
has
said
Treaty
the said
whereas,
And
and
And
thewhereas,
ratifications
the
of the
Treaty
two governments
has been
ratified
exchanged
on both
parts
the

Ratifications ex-

changed.
Ratifications

.
and the ratifications of the two governments were exchanged in the c
City of
of Asuncion
on the
the ninth
ninth day
day of
March, one
thousand nine
one thousand
of March,
Asunci6n on
City
hundred and
and fifteen;
fifteen;
hundred
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
that I,
I, Woodrow
President Proclamation.
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
it known
known that
be it
therefore, be
Now,
of
the United
States of
of America,
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said
Treaty to
to be
be
said Treaty
United States
of the
made
the end
and every
article and clause
every article
same and
that the
the same
end that
to the
made public,
public, to
thereof may
be observed
the United
United
faith by the
with good
good faith
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
observed and
may be
thereof
States and
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
States
In
testimony whereof,
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and caused the
set my hand
I have
whereof, I
In testimony
affixed.
to be affixed.
seal of
United States
States to
of the
the seal
Done
of Washington
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
of March
March
Washington this
the City
City of
Done at
at the
in the
the year
year of
Lord one
one thousand nine hundred and
our Lord
of our
in
[SEAL.]
fifteen, and
of the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United States of
and of
[SEAL.] fifteen,
America
the one
one hundred
and thirty-ninth.
hundred and
America the
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
President:
By the President:
W .J
BRYAN
J..BRYAN
W.
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.
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1914.
May

TREATY—
ITALY— PEACE. MAY
5, 1914.
1914.
TREATY-ITALY-PEACE.
MAY 5,

Treaty between the United States
States and
and Italy for the advancement
Treaty
of genadvancement of
generalpeace. Signed at
at Washington,
eral
Washington, May5,
May 5, 1914;
ratification advised
advised
1914; ratification
by the Senate, August
1914; ratified
the President,
President, March
March 17,
17,
August 13,
13, 1914;
ratified by
by the
1915; ratified
ratified by Italy, November 29, 1914; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged
at Washington,
March 19,
19, 1915;
at
Washington, March
March 24,
24, 1915.
1915; proclaimed,
proclaimed, March
1915.
BY THE
THE PRESIENT
BY
PRESIDENT or
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
UNITED STATES

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Whereas a
the United
United States
States of
of America
Am eri
ca and
an d
a Treaty
Treaty between
between the
Italy looking to the advancement
advancement of
of general
peace, was
was
of the cause
cause of
general peace,
concluded
signed by
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
Washconcluded and
and signed
by their
their respective
at Washington on the fifth day of May, one thousand nine hundred and fourfourteen, the original of which Treaty,
Tree, being in the English
English and
and Italian
Italian
languages, is
is word
for word
word as
as follows:
follows:
languages,
word for
Contracting
Powers.
The
President
of
the
United
Contracting Powers
The President of the United
nII Presidente degli
degli Stati Uniti
Uniti
States of
and His
Mei MajMaj- d'America
States
d'America ee Sua
Sua Maesta
Mam:th, il
il Re
of America
America and
Re
esty the King
being dede- d'Italia, essendo
King of Italy,
Italy, being
essendo desiderosi
di
desiderosi di
of rinforzare
sirous to strengthen
strengthen the
the bonds
bonds of
rinforzare iivincoli
vincoli d'amicizia
che
d'amicizia che
amity
bind the
the two
two councoun- congiungono
amity that
that bind
Paesi, nonch6
nonche
congiungono iidue
due Paesi,
.
tries,
and also
tries, and
also to
to advance
advance the
promuovere la
la causa
cause della
della pace
pace
the di promuovere
general peace
cause of
of general
peace,' have
have rere- generale,
generale, hanno risolto di
di addiaddisolved
to enter
treaty for
solved to
enter into
into a
a treaty
for venire
venire ad un Trattato per
tali
per tali
those purposes
purposes, and
to that
that end
end intenti ed
and to
ed aa questo
questo fine
fine hanno
hanno
their PlenipoPlenipo- nominato
have appointed
appointed as
as their
nominato come loro
loro PlenipotenPlenipotententiaries:
tentiaries:
ziari:
ziari:
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
The President
President of the United
United
II
degli Stati
Stati Uniti
II Presidente
Presidente degli
Uniti
States of
of America,
States
America, the
the Honorable
Honorable d'America:
d'America: l'Onorevole
l'Onorevole William
William
William Jennings
Jennings Bryan,
Secre- Jennings
Bryan, SecreJennings Bryan, Segretario di
di
of State;
State; and
tary of
and
State;
Stato; ee
His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
of Italy,
King of
Italy,
Sua Maesta
Maesth il
il Re
Re d'Italia:
d'Italia: Sua
Sua
His
Excellency the
the Marquis
Marquis CuCu- Eccellenza
His Excellency
Eccellenza il Marchese
Marchese Cusani
Cusani
sani
of Confalonieri,
sani Confalomeri,
Confalonieri, Commander
Commander of
Confalonieri, Commendatore
Commendatore dell'dell'the Order
Saint Maurice
Order of Saint
Maurice and
and Ordine dei Santi
Sand Maurizio
Maurizio e
Laze LazSaint Lazarus, Grand
Cordon of
of zero,
Grand Cordon
zaro, Gran Cordone
Cordone dell'Ordine
dell'Ordine
the Order
Order of
of the
the Crown
Crown of
of Italy,
Italy, della Corona
Corona d'Italia,
ecc., Suo
Suo
d'Italia, ecc.,
etc., His Ambassador
Extraor- Ambasciatore
etc.,
Ambassador ExtraorAmbasciatore Straordinario
Straordinaiio
e
e
dinary
dinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary at
at Plenipotenziario
Plenipotenziario aa Washington;
Washington;
Washington;
Washington;
Who,
Who after having communicommuniiiquali, dopo essersi
essersi reciprocareciprocacated to
each other
other their
to each
their respecrespec- mente comunicati
comunicati i
rispettivi
i loro
loro rispettivi
tive full powers, found
found to
be in
in pieni
to be
poteri, trovandoli
trovandoli in
in debita
debita
pieni poteri,
proper form, have agreed
agreed upon
upon forma,
forma, hanno convenuto
sugli arconvenuto sugli
arthe
the following
following articles:
articles:
ticoli
ticoli seguenti:
seguenti:

r peace,Italy.

alineral,Pertes, Italy.
Preamble.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.
I.
DifferencestobesubDifferences
be stibitted to a
a to
Commisnutted
on for investigation
nvestigtion
Sion

rAid report.

The High
arti es
The
High Contracting
Contracting P
Parties
engage to
submit for
engage
to submit
for investigation
investigation
and
and. report
be
report to
to a
a Commission,
Commission, to
to be
according to the proconstituted according
provisions of the following
following Article,
Article, all
all
differences of whatever
nature
whatever nature
they may be which may occur
occur bebetween them which can
can not
not be
be corncom-

AirricoLo I.
I.
ARTICOLO

Le
be Alte Parti
Parti Contraenti
Contraenti s'ims'impegnano a
asottomettere,
inchipegnano
sottomettere, per
per inchiesta e
ad una
Commise rapporto, ad
una Commissione da costitui'rsi
second° le
le
costituirsi secondo
disposizioni dell'articolo
disposizioni
dell'articolo seguente,
seguente,
tutte le divergenze
divergenze di
qualsiasi
di qualsiasi
natura che
nature
che vengano
vengano a
asorgere
sorgere ft-a
fra
Esse ee che non possano
possano essere
essere
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methods or
posed by diplomatic methods
or
are not submitted
submitted to
tribunal of
to aatribunal
of
arbitration;
arbitration; they bind
themselves
bind themselves
not to
not
war nor
to open
open
to declare
declare war
nor to
hostilities during
during the
the examination
examination
by
Commission and
before the
the
by the
the Commission
and before
Commission
has presented
reCommission has
presented its
its report.
port.
ARTICLE IL
ARTICLE
II.

regolate per
per le
le vie
vie diplomatiche
regolate
diplomatiche oo
non siano sottomesse
sottomesse ad
ad un
un tributribunale
arbitrale; Esse
nals arbitrale;
si obbligano
obbligano
Esse si
a non dichiararsi
a
dichiararsi la guerra
guerra eea
non
a non
aprire le
be ostilita
ostilita, durante
durante 1'esame
l'esame
della Commissione
e prima che
Commissione e
questa abbia
questa
il suo
abbia presentato
presentato il
suo
rapporto.
rapporto.
ARTICOLO II.
ARTICOLO

The International
Commission
The
International Commission
shall be composed of five memmemappointed according
according to
to the
the
bers appointed
following
rules:
following rules:
Each
country, by
of its
Each country,
by means
means of
its
Government,
chooses two
two memmemGovernment, chooses
bers, one
bers,
its own
own
one from among
among its
subjects,
subjects, the
the other
other from
from among
among
those of aa third
third State;
State; the
the two
two
Governments,
Governments, after
after agreement,
agreement,
name the
fifth member,
member, on
on
will name
the fifth
condition, however,
however, that
he be
condition,
that he
be
not a
not
of either
either of
of these
a citizen
citizen of
these
Each CommisCommistwo countries.
countries. Each
sioner
hold his
his place
during
sioner shall hold
place during
years; at
at the
the expiaaterm of four
four years;
expiration of
of this term,
in the
event
term, or
or in
the event
of vacancy,
vacancy, the
the confirmation
confirmation or
or
the
of the
the substitution
substitution of
the CommisCommissioner
sioner whose term
term may
may have
have exexpired or
place may
be vavaor whose place
may be
cant shall be made in the
the same
manner.
manner.
Each of the High
Each
Contracting
High Contracting
Parties shall
Parties
shall have
have the
the right,
right, bebefore
the investigation
has begun,
begun,
fore the
investigation has
to
to substitute
substitute for
for one
one of
of the
the memmembers of the Commission
Commission appointed
appointed
by it
it another
another one
chosen from
from the
one chosen
the
category to
which the
Commiscategory
to which
the Commissioner
to be
replaced belonged.
sioner to
be replaced
belonged.
When the
When
be
the Commissioners
Commissioners be
actually occupied
the examinaexaminaactually
occupied in
in the
shall reretion of a
a question
question they
they shall
ceive a
which will
will
a compensation
compensation which
be mutually agreed
the
agreed upon
upon by
by the
high
IIigh Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
The expenses
expenses of
of the
the CommisThe
Commission shall be
sion
be borne
borne by
by the
the two
two
Governments in equal
Governments
proportion.
equal proportion.
The
The International
International Commission
Commission
shall be appointed
appointed within
within six
months after
after the
of the
the exchange
exchange of
the
ratifications of this
ratifications
this Treaty.
Treaty.

Ognuna delle
delle Alte
Alte Parti
Parti ConOgnuna
Contraenti avra
avra, il
diritto, prima
traenti
il diritto,
prima che
che
Pesame
sia cominciato,
di sosti1'esame sia
cominciato, di
sostituire uno
tuire
dei membri
membri della
della Comuno dei
Commissione da
da Essa
nominate, con
missione
Essa nominato,
con
un
al tro, scelto
alla
un altro,
scelto nella
nella categoria
categoria alla
quale
quale apparteneva
il Commissario
apparteneva il
Commissario
da surrogarsi.
da
surrogarsi.
Quando i
Commissari saranno
Quando
i Commissari
saranno
effettivamente
nell'esaeffettivamente occupati
occupati nell'esavertenza, essi
essi riceveme di
di una vertenza,
riceveranno
ranno una
che. sara
sara
una indennita
indennita che.
fissata di comune
comune accordo
accordo fra le
le
Alte Parti Contraenti.
Contraenti.
Le
spese della
Le spese
della Commissione
Commissione
saranno sostenute
sostenute dai
dai due
due Gosaranno
Governi in
par-ti eguali.
eguali. La
Cornverni
in parti
La Commissione
missione Internazionale
Internazionale sari),
nosara nominata entro
sei mesi
dopo lo
minata
entro sei
mesi dopo
lo
scambio
scambio delle
di questo
delle ratifiche
ratifiche di
questo
Trattato.
Trattato.

ARTICLE III.
III .
ARTICLE

ARTICrLO
ARTICULO III.

International
La Commissione
Commissione Internazionale
Internazionale mIntstseonal
mission.
Composition.
sara composta
composta di
di cinque
cinque membri,
membri, Composition.
sara
nominati secondo le regole
nominati
regole seseguenti:
guenti:
Ogni
per mezzo
del suo
suo
Ogni Paese,
Paese, per
mezzo del
Governo,
sceglera due membri,
Govemo, sceghera
1'uno
Puno fra iisuoi
suoi cittadini,
cittadini, Palk°
1'altro
quelli d'un terzo
fra quelli
Stato; i
due
terzo Stato;
i due
Governi, dopo essersi messi
d'acmessi d'accordo, nomineranno
nomineranno ii
quinto
il quinto
membro, aa condizione
membro,
condizione per
pero .che
.che
egli
cittadino di
di
egli non
non sia
sia cittadino
di alcuno
alcuno di
quesfi
Ogni ComComquesti due
due Paesi.
Paesi. Ogni
missario
missario occupera
occupera il suo posto
posto
durante un termine
termine di quattro
quattro
anni; allo
anni;
silo spirare
di questo
questo terterspirare di
mine, oo in
in caso
caso di
di vaeanza,
vacanza, Ia
la
conferma o
o la
la sostituzione
del
conferma
sostituzione del
Commissario
Cmnrnissa.rio il
cui termine
sia
il cui
termine sia
spirato
spirato o
oil
II cui
sia vacante,
vacante,
cui posto
posto sia
sara., fatta
nelta stessa
stessa maniera.
maniera.
sara
fatta nella

In case the High Contracting
Contracting
Nel caso
caso in
cuile
Parti ConConin cui
le Alte
Alte Parti
Parties shall have
to ad- traenti
have failed to
non abbiano
abbiano potuto
traenti non
potuto regoregoa dispute
just a
dispute by
by diplomatic
diplomatic lare
una divergenza
tare una
divergenza per
le vie
vie
per le
02 62
1102620°—VOL
0°-VOL 39--PT
39—pr 2-28
2-28

Com-

Com-

Compensation.
(Compensation.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Appointment,
Appointment.

Duties
Duties
sion.

of Commis.
of
Commis
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methods
or by
by means
means of
methods or
of aa tributribunal
at once
once
nal of
of arbitration
arbitration, it
it shall
shall at
be
either by
by common
be referred,
referred, either
common
agreement or
or by
by one
or the
the other
agreement
one or
other
party,
the International
Comto the
International Comparty, to
mission for
and remission
for investigation
investigation and
report.
port.
The
must inform
inform
The Commission
Commission must
the two
two Governments
Governments of
of the
date
the
the date
on
it will
on which
which it
will begin
begin its
its labors,
labors,
inviting
furnish it
inviting them
them to
to furnish
it with
with
all the
the documents
and to
lend it
all
documents and
to lend
it
the
cooperation necessary
for the
the cooperation
necessary for
the
investigation.
investigation.
Mbellarmikcblvesti
The High
Contracting Parties
O nti : - The
High Contracting
Parties
I
engage
to furnish
all the
engage to
furnish all
the docudocuafford all facilities
ments and
and to
to afford
facilities
for the
the investigation
and the
the refor
investigation and
report, provided
that in
port,
provided that
in their
their ju
judgwi
ment this
this does not
not conflict
conflict with
the
laws or
supreme ininthe laws
or with
with the
the supreme
terests
the State,
provided
terests of
of the
State, and
and provided
that
and rights
of
that the
the interests
interests and
rights of
third
States shall
not thereby
third States
shall not
thereby
suffer damage.
suffer
damage.
In
absence of an
In the
the absence
an agreement
agreement
to
contrary between
between the
the High
High
to the
the contrary
Contracting Parties,
the CommisContracting
Parties, the
Comnmswillitself
regulations
sion will
itself adopt regulations
governing
procedure.
governing its
its procedure.
Time lar report.
The report
the Commission
Commission
Kp-t
rThe
report of
of the
must be
be presented
within a
must
presented within
a period
period
of one
after the
the date
date on
on
of
ofte year
year after
that
one
which
it shall declare
declare its
investiwhich it
its investigation
gation to have begun,
begun, unless the
the
High
High Contracting
may
Contracting Parties
Parties may
have shortened
by
shortened or
or prolonged
prolonged by
mutual agreement
mutual
agreement this term. The
The
report
report shall be prepared
prepared in triplipresented
cate; one
one copy shall
shall be presented
to each
and the
the
each Government,
Government, and
third shall
placed in the
shall he
be placed
the ararchives of the Commission.
Commission.
The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
The High
I
to themselves
themselves the
the right
right to
reserve to
to
act
act independently
independently on
on the
the subject
subject
matter
matter of the dispute
dispute after
after the
the
Commission
presented
Commission shall have presented
its
report.
its report.
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.
Ratillseko.

The present Treaty
Treaty shall be
ratified by
of the
ratified
by the
the President
President of
the
United States of
by and
and
of America,
America, by
with the advice and consent
consent of
the Senate, and by His Majesty
Majesty
the King of
ratifiof Italy, and
and the ratifications
exchanged as
cations shall be exchanged
as soon
soon
as
as possible.

diplomatiche
un
diplomatiche oo per
per mezzo
mezzo di
di un
tribunale
sera
tribunale arbitrale,
arbitrale, questa
questa sara
senza ritardo
ritardo sottomessa,
sottomessa, sia
sia di
di
senza
comune accordo,
cura deldelcomune
accordo, sia
si a
a cura
rune o
dell'altra Parte,
Parte, alla
alla ComConal'una
o dell'altra
missione
per inmissione Internazionale,
Internazionale, per
inchiesta
chiesta eerapporto.
rapporto.
La Commlssione
Commissione dovra
dovra inforinforLa
mare iidue Governi
mare
Governi della data alla
quale
essa cominciera
suoi lavori,
quale essa
cominciera i
i suoi
lavori,
invitandoli aafornirle
fornirle tutti
tutti iidocudocuinvitandoli
menti ooa
aprestarle
prestarle la
la cooperazione
menti
cooperazione
necessaiia per
l'inchiesta.
necessaria
per l'inchiesta.
Alto Parti
Contraenti s'ims'imLe Alte
Parti Contraenti
pegnano a
a fornire
fornire tutti
tutti ii docudocupegnano
menti e
ad accordare
accordare tutte
tutte le
le
menti
e ad
facilitazioni per
l'inchiesta e
ii
facilitazioni
per l'inchiesta
e il
rapporto purchb,
purche, a
a loro
loro avviso,
rapporto
avviso,
ci•5 non
non sia
sia in
conflitto con
con le
le leggi
leggi
cio
in conflitto
supremi del
oo con gli interessi
interessi supremi
del
Paeseepurch6
interessiei
Paese
e purche gli
gli interessi
e i
diritti
di terzi
terzi Stati
non ne
soffdiritti di
Stati non
ne soffrano danno.
rano
Salvo
accordo contrario
contrario fra
le
Salvo accordo
fra le
Alto
Contraenti, la
Alte Parti
Parti Contraenti,
la ComCommissione fissera
fissera, essa
essa medesima
le
missione
medesima le
regole
il suo
suo funzionafun zionaregole governanti
governanti il
mento.
mento.
II rapporto
Commissione
I1
rapporto della
della Commissione
dovra essere
essere presentato
entro il
II
dovra
presentato entro
termine di
partire dalla
della
termine
di un
un anno,
anno, aapartire
cui essa
dichiarera. che
che la
la
data in cui
essa dichiarera
suainchiesta
cominciata, aameno
sua inchiesta bècominciata,
meno
che le
le Alto
Alte Parti Contraenti
Contraenti non
non
abbreviino o
o non
non prolunghino
prolunghino di
di
abbreviino
comune accordo
accordo questo
questo termine.
comune
termine.
rapporto sara
sara redatto
redatto in
in tre
tre
III rapporto
esemplari, uno di essi sari\
rimesso
esemplari,
sark rimesso
Govern°, ed
ed il
terzo sara
sark
ad ogni
ogni Governo,
il terzo
depositato negli
negli Archivi
Archivi della
della
depositato
Commissione.
Commissione.
Le Alte
Alto Parti
Contraenti si
si risrisLe
Parti Contraenti
ervano il diritto d'agire in modo
mode
indipendente
nella q
questione
indipendente nella
ue st i one
stessa
che forma l'oggetto
l'oggetto della
della
stessa che
vertenza,
che la
la CommisCommisvertenza, dope
dopo che
sione
presentato il
ii suo
sue rapsione avra
avra presentato
rapport°.
porto.
ArricoLo IV.
IV.
ABTICOLO
II
presente Trattato
Trattato sara
sar6, ratiI1 presente
ratificato
Presidente degli
degli Stati
Stati
ficato dal Presidente
Uniti
d'America, in
in base
base al
al parere
parere
Uniti d'America,
da
ee col consenso del Senato,
Senato, ee da
Sua Maesta
il Re
Maesth il
Re d'Italia,
d'Italia, ee le
le
ratifiche saranno
ratifiche
saranno scambiate
scambiate al
al pill
pi4
presto
possibile.
presto possibile.
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The
Treaty will come
force,
The Treaty
come into
into force,
11 Trattato
Trattato entrera
entrera in
in vigore
vigore
II
for
years, immefor a
a period
period of
of five
five years,
imme- immediatamente
immediatamente dope
dopo lo
lo scambio
scambio
diately after the
the exchange
rati- dello
exchange of
of ratiratifiche. Esso
Esso resterit,
in
delle ratifiche.
restera, in
fications.
thereafter refications. It
It will
will thereafter
re- seguito,
seguito, in
in vigore
dodici mesi
vigore per
per dodici
mesi
main
in force
for twelve
twelve months
months dopo
main in
force for
l'una delle
delle Alte
Patti
dopo che
che l'una
Alte Parti
more after
one of
of the
High ConCon- Contraenti
after one
the High
Contraenti avra
avril notificato
notificato all'alall'altracting
tracting Parties
Parties shall
shall have
have notinoti- tra la sua
sua intenzione
intenzione di
mettervi
di mettervi
the other
other of
of its
its intention
intention to
to fine.
fied the
terminate it.
terminate
it.
In witness
In
witness whereof the respectrespectIn fede
fede di
di che
PleniIn
che i
i rispettivi
rispettivi Pleniive plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed potenziari
potenziari hanno
hanno firmato
il prespresfirmato il
the present
present Treaty
Treaty and
and have
have afaf- ente
trattato eevi
apposto
ente trattato
vi hanno
hanno apposto
fixed thereunto
thereunto their
their seals.
seals.
loro sigilli.
sigilli.
iilore
Done in duplicate
Done
Engduplicate in
in the
the EngFatto
miginale in
Fatto in
in doppio
doppio originale
in linlinlish
Italian languages
at gua inglese
lish and
and Italian
languages at
ed italiana
italiana il
il giorno
giorno
inglese ed
Washington this
this fifth
May, cinque
Washington
fifth day
day of
of May,
cinque Maggio
Maggio dell'anno
delPaimo 1914.
1914.
in
year 1914.
1914.
in the year
WILLIAM
JENNINGS
W ILLIAM J
ENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
OMANI
CUsANI
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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And
the said
said Treaty
Treaty has
And whereas
whereas the
been duly
duly ratified
on both
Ratifications
has been
ratified on
both parts,
parts, Ratifications
and
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
two Government
and the
the two
ere exchanged
exc hange d m
the c
hanged.
Governmentss w
were
m the
changed.
City of Washington,
Washington, on
day of
of March,
one thousand
thousand
on the nineteenth
nineteenth day
March, one
hundred and fifteen;
nine hundred
fifteen;
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
Now,
therefore, be
be it
it known
known that
that I,
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson President
President Proclamation.
I, Woodrow
of the United
United States
America, have
said Treaty
Treaty to
States of
of America,
have caused
caused th
thee said
to be
be
made public, to the end that the same and every
article and
and clause
clause
every article
thereof
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good
by the
good faith
faith by
the United
United
States
citizens thereof.
States and the
the citizens
thereof.
In
I have hereunto
hereunto set
In testimony
testimony whereof, I
my hand
and caused
caused
set my
hand and
the seal of the United States
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of Washington
Done at the City of
Washington this
twenty-fourth day
day of
of March
March
this twenty-fourth
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
hundred and
and
in the
the year
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL.]
fifteen,
[SEAT.]
fifteen, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
States of
of
America
America the one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
By the
President:
W
J.BRYAN
W..J.
BRYAN
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

ex
ex-
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October 1, 1914.
1914.

September 18.1914.
September
18. 1914.

TREATY— RUSSIA— PEACE. OCTOBER
Ocromn 1,
1, 1914.
TREATY-RUSSIA-PEACE.
1914.

Russia for
the advancement
advancement of
Treaty between the United
United States
States and
and Russia
for the
of
.
October
1, 1914; ratificaOctober 1
general
general peace. Signed at Washington,
Washington, Sete
September 18, 1914; ratificatiort advised
advised by
the Senate,
Senate, October
October 13,
13, 1914;
1914; ratified
ratified by
the President,
President,
tion
by the
by the
January
23, 1915;
Russia, December
December 23,
23, 1914;
1914; ratifications
ratifications
January23,
1915; ratified
ratifiedby
by Russia,
Washington, March
procla4nted, March
March 25,
25,
exchanged at
at Washington,
March 22,
22, 1915;
1915; procla;med,
1915.
1915.
BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
UNITED STATES

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Genera peace,

General Peace, Rusale.
Preamble.

Contracting Powers.
Contracting

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiares.

Whereas
a Treaty between
Whereas a
between the United States of America
America and
Russia looking to the advancement
advancement of the cause of general peace,
peace,

was concluded and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at
Washington
Washington on
one thousand
nine hundred
on the first
first day.of October,
October, one
thousand nine
hundred
and fourteen, the original of
being in
in the
the English
English and
and
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
French languages,
for word
word as
as follows:
languages, is
is word
word for
follows:
Treatyfor the
settlement of
ofdisputes.
disputes.
Treatyfor
the settlement

Traite pour
pour le
reglement des
des litiges.
litigee.
Traits
le riglement

The President
President of
of the
United
The
the United
States
and His
His MajMajStates of
of America
America and
esty
the Emperor
Emperor of
of all
all the
esty the
the RusRussias, desiring
desiring to
sias,
to strengthen
strengthen the
the
friendly relations
which unite
relations which
unite
their countries and
and to serve
serve the
cause of general
general peace,
peace, have
have dedecided
conclude a
a Treaty
for
cided to
to conclude
Treaty for
these purposes
purposes and
and have
have conseconsequently
quently appointed
appointed their
their PlenipoPlenipotentiaries
hereinafter,
tentiaries designated
designated hereinafter,
wit:
to wit:
The President
President of
of the
the United
United
States of
America, the
Honorable
States
of America,
the Honorable
William
William Jennings
Jennings Bryan, SecreSecretary
State of
of the
States;
tary of St
the United
United States;
and
and
all
His Majesty
Majesty the
the Emperor
Emperor of
of all
Russias, His
Excellency G.
G.
the Russias,
His Excellency
Bakhmeteff, Master of His
Ills Court
Court
and His Ambassador
Ambassador ExtraordiExtraordinary and Plenipotentiary
the
Plenipotentiary to
to the
United States
States of
United
of America:
America;
Who, after
after exhibiting
exhibiting to each
each
found to
other their
their Full
Full Powers
Powers found
to
be in due and proper form, have
agreed upon the following
following articles:
articles:

Le
Unis
Le President des Etats
Etats Unis
d'Amerique
et Sa
Sa Majest6
Majeste rEmFEmd'Am6rique et
pereur
pereur de Toutes
Toutes les Russies, desidesiaffirmer les relations amicales
amicales
rant affirmer
leurs deux
deux pays
pays et
et
qui uni.-Rent
unissent leurs
servir la cause de la paix g6nerale,
generale,
ont
ant decid6
decide de conclure
conclure un
un Traite
Trait a,
ont nomm6
nomme en
en cons6conseces fins
fins et
et ont
quence les Plenipotentiaires
Plenipotentiaires ciquence
ciapres desig,nes:
apres
designes:

ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
Differences to be subAny
differences arising
arising between
between
miedto
bt
Any differences
mine4
io a Permanent
Inierna'ioLna
omn.is- the
the Government
Government of
erna ional Commisthe United
of the
United
sion for
for examnation
r America and the Imsion
exammariont states of
and
and report.
report.
States of America
and the ImGovernment of Russia,
perial Government
whatever nature they
of whatever
they may
,

Etats Unis
Le President
President des
des Etats
Unis
d'Am6rique,
d'Amerique, l'Honorable
l'Honorable William
Jennings
Bryan, Secr6taire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat
JenningsBryan,
Etats Unis,
Unis, et
et
des Etats
Majeste l'Empereur
l'Empereur de
Sa Majest6
de
Toutes les
Son Excellence
Excellence
Toutes
les Russies, Son
Bakhmeteff, Son
Son Maitre
de la
la
G. Bakhm6tcff,
Maitre de
Ambassadeur ExtraordiExtraordiCour et Ambassadeur
naire
naire et Plenipotentiaire
Plenipotentiaire aux
aux
Etats Unis;
Unis;
Etats
Lesquels, apres
Lesquels,
apres s'etre
s'etre commucommuniqué leurs
leurs
pleins
niqu6
pleins pouvoirs,
pouvoirs,
trouv6s en bonne et due forme,
trouves
forme,
convenus des articles
articles suisont convenus
vants:

ARTICLE I
ARTICLE
I..
Tous
entre
Tous clifferends,
diff6rends, s'elevant
s'elevant entre
Gouvernement des
Etats Unis
Unis
le Gouvernement
des Etats
d'Amerique
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
d'Amerique et
et le
Imperial
Imperial de Russie, de quelque
nature
nature qu'ils soient, lorsque
les
lorsque les
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be, shall, when
be,
when diplomatic
diplomatic proproceedings
ceedings have
have failed,
failed, be
be subsubmitted
examination and
mitted for
for examination
and report
report
to aa Permanent
Permanent International
International
Commission
constituted in the
Commission constituted
the
manner prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the followmanner
following article;
the High
High
ing
article; likewise
likewise the
Contracting
Contracting Parties
agree not
to
Parties agree
not to
resort, with respect
respect to each
each other,
other,
to any acts of
during the
the
of force
force during
examination
examination to
be made
by the
to be
made by
the
Commission
Commission and
and before its
its report
report
is handed
handed in.
in.
ARTICLE II.
II .
ARTICLE
The
The International
International Commission
Commission
shall be
composed of
shall
be composed
of five
five members
members
appointed as follows:
appointed
follows: Each
Each GovGovernment
shall designate
memernment shall
designate two
two members; the
the fifth
fifth member
member shall
shall be
be
bers;
designated
designated by common consent
consent
and shall
not belong
belong to
any of
of the
the
and
shall not
to any
nationalities
nationalities already
represented
already represented
he shall
shall perperon the Commission;
Commission; he
duties of
form the duties
of President.
President.
The two Governments
Governments shall
shall
bear byhalves
byhalves the
the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
Commission.
The
shall be
orThe Commission
Commission shall
be organized
within six
six months
from
ganized within
months from
of ratifications
ratifications of
of
the exchange
exchange of
the present
Convention.
the
present Convention.
The members shall
shall be
be appointed
and their
their
pointed for
for one
one year
year and
appointment may
appointment
may be
be renewed.
renewed.
They shall
remain in
in office
office until
They
shall remain
until
supersed(ed
superseded or reanpointed,
reappointed, or
or
until the
the work
they are
are
work on which
which they
engaged at
the time
their office
engaged
at the
time their
office
expires is
is completed.
expires
completed.

procedes
procedos diplomatiques
diplomatiques auront
auront
&hone,
seront somms,
ex6choue, seront
soumis, pour
pour examen
et rapport,
une CommisCommisamen et
rapport, a
a une
sion
Internationale Permanente,
Permanente,
sion Internationale
constituee de
de la
maniere prescrite
constitute
la maniere
prescrite
dans Particle
l'article suivant; les
lea Hautes
Hautes
Parties Contractantes
Contractantes convienconvienParties
nent
de ne
ne se
se livrer,
nent egalement
6galement de
livrer,
Pune
l'autre, a
aucun
l'une vis-a-vis
vis-a-vis de
de l'autre,
a aucun
acte de
de force
l'examen
acte
force durant
durant 1'examen
auquel
auquel procedera
procedera la
Commission
la Commission
et avant la
is remise
remise de
de son
son rapport.
rapport.
ARTICLE II.
II .
ARTICLE
La
Commission Internationale
Internationale
La Commission
sera
composee de
cinq membres
sera compos6e
de cinq
membres
nommes
suit: chaque
chaque
nomm6s comme
comme ii
il suit:
Gouvemement
designers deux
deux
Gouvernement d6signera
membres; le cinquieme
cinquieme membre
membres;
membre
sera designe
commun acacsera
design6 d'un
d'un commun
cord
et ne
ne pourra
appartenir a
cord et
pourra appartenir
l'une
l'une des
nationalites d6ja
déjà reprepdes nationalit6s
resentees
resentoes dans
Commission.
dans is
la Commission.
It remplira
remplira lea
de PresiPresiII
les fonctions
fonctions de
dent.
dent.
Les
deux Gouvernements
Gouvernements supsupLes deux
porteront par
moitie lea
porteront
par moiti6
les frais
frais
de la
is Commission.
Commission.
La
sera constituee
constituee
La Commission
Commission sera
dans
dans les
lea six mois
mois de
l' exchange de
de l'6xchange
de
is presente
Convention.
la
presente Convention.

sont nomm6s
nommes
Les membres
membres sont
annee et
et leur
leur mandat
mandat
pour une ann6e
etre renouvel6.
renouvele. IN
peut Atre
Is restent
restent
en fonctions
fonctions jusqu'a
jusqu'a leur
remen
leur remplacement
placement on jusqu'au
jusqu'au renouvellerenouvellenent de
ment
leur mandat,
ou encore
encore
de leur
mandat, ou
jusqu'h l'achevement
Pachevement de
de leurs
leurs
jusqu'a
travaux
en cours
cours au
au moment
de
travaux en
moment do
l'expiration de
de leur
mandat.
l'expiration
leur mandat.
arise
Any vacancies
vacancies which
Ii sera pourvu
pourvu aux
aux vacances
qui
which may
may arise
ITsera
vacances qui
shall be filled in the
the manner
manner folfol- se prodmraient
produiraent suivant le
le mode
mode
lowed for the original appointappoint- fixe
fixe pour
nomination.
pour is
la nomination.
ment.
ment.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III .
ARTICLE III.
III .
ARTICLE

In case a
a difference should
should arise
arise
between
between the
the High Contracting
Contracting
Parties which is not
by
not settled
settled by
diplomatic methods, each
each Party
Party
shall have aaright to ask
that the
the
ask that
examination thereof
thereof be
be intrusted
intrusted
examination
to the International
International Commission
Commission
charged
charged with making
making a
a report.
report.
Notice
Notice shall be given to the President of the International
International ComCommission,
shall at
once commission, who
who shall
at once
communicate
municate with
with his
his colleagues.
colleagues.

Pans le
le cas
oh ils'
ii s' eleverait
entre
Dans
cas oii
elverait entre
les
Hautes Parties
Contractantss
les Hautes
Parties Contractantes
differend qui ne serait
un differend
serait pas
pas
regle
r6gle par
par is
la voie
voie diplomatique,
diplomatique,
chaque Partie
Partie aura
aura le
le droit
droit de
chaque
de
demander que
demander
quo l'examen
Pexamen en
en soit
soit
confie aa la
is Commission
Internaconfi6
Commission Internationale
de faire
un rapraptionale chargee
chargee de
faire un
port. Notification
Notification sera
an
sera faite
faite an
President
la Commission InterPresident de is
Internationale
nationale qui se
mettra, aussit6t
aussitot
se mettra
en relations
relations avec
avec sea
ses collegues.
collegues.

V rnational
International
Composition.
Composition.
on

mission.

Corn.
Com.

Expenses.

EXPenSeS.

Appointment.
Appointment.

Vacancies.
Vacancies.

si
Duties ofof CommisCommissi Dties
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As
the procedure
procedure which
which
As regards
regards the
it
is to
to follow,
Commission
follow, the
the Commission
it is
shall as
far as
as possible
possible be
be guided
guided
shall
as far
by
in
contained in
the provisions
provisions contained
by the
Vol.
pp. 2214-‘220.
2214- -20. articles
VoL 36,
36,pp.
9 to
361of
Convention I
I of
s9
to36
o
9fonvention
of
articles
e
of
o
The Hague of 1907.
The
Facilities
for investiinsrestiFacilities for
The
Parties
High Contracting
The ITigh
Contracting Parties
gation, etc.
gation,
etc.
agree
afford the
Commission,
the Commission,
to afford
agree to
as
as they
they may
think possipossimay think
fully as
as fully
ble, all
all means
necessary
and all
all necessary
means and
ble,
facilities for
for its
and
its examination
examination and
facilities
its report.
report.
its
Procedure.
Procedure.

The
the Commi—ion
Commission
The work
work of
of the
shall
within one
one
be completed
completed within
shall be
year from
from the
the date
date on
on which it
it
year
has taken
jurisdiction of
the
of the
has
taken jurisdiction
case, unless
unless the
the High
Contracting
High Contracting
case,
Parties should
agree to
to set
a dif
difset a
should agree
Parties
ferent period.
period.
ferent
CommisThe
conclusion of
of the CommisThe conclusion
sion
the terms
report
terms of its report
and the
sion and
shall
be adopted
adopted by
by a
a majority.
majority.
shall be
• The
signed only
by the
the
only by
The report,
report, signed
President
of his
his
virtue of
acting by
by virtue
President acting
office,
be transmitted
transmitted by
shall be
office, shall
him
Contracting
each of
of the
the Contracting
him to
to each
Parties.
Parties.
a ation
action
The High
Parties
The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
reserve ful
full liberty
as to
action
to the action
liberty as
reserve
report of the
to be taken on
on the
the report
to
Commission.
Commission.

Time
for report.
Time for
report.

Independent
Independent
reserved.
reserved.

La
dans
s'inspirera dans
Commission s'inspirera
La Commission
la
mesure du possible, quant
quant aala
la mesure
procedure
qu'elle aura
aura i suivre,
suivre,
procedure qu'elle
des
contenues dans
des dispositions contenues
les articles
articles 9
de la
la Convention
Convention
9 aa36
36 de
les
I
de La Haye
Haye de 1907.
I de
Les
Hautes Parties
Parties ContracContracLes Hautes
tantes conviennent
conviennent de
fournir i
de fournir
tantes
la
Commission, dans la plus large
la Commission,
mesure
qu'Elles jugeront
jugeront possible,
possible,
mesure qu'Eles
thus
les moyens
moyens et toutesles
toutes les facifacitous les
lites
necessaires a
son examen
et
examen et
a son
lit6s necessaires
a
rapport.
a son
son rapport.
Les travaux
travaux de
de la
Commission
la Commission
Les
devront 6tre
etre termines
termines dans l'anVandevront
n.% du jour
ob, elle
eto saisie,
saisie,
aura 6t6
jour oh
elle aura
needu
moms que
les Hautes
Hautes Parties
que les
a moins
Contra,ctantes ne
ne tombent
tombent d'acd'acContractantes
cord
la fixation
fixation d'un
d'wa autre
autre
pour la
cord pour

delai.
Les
Commisde la
la CommisLes conclusions de
sion
termes de
de son
son rapport
rapport
et les
les termes
sion et
seront
Is majorit6.
majorite. Le
Le
arretes a
a la
seront arretes
rapport signe
sign6 par
par le
President
le President
rapport
soul, agissant
en vertu de sa
agissant en
seul,
qualite,
see
par ses
sera transmis
transmis par
qualitY, sera
soins aa chacune
chacune des Parties
Parties ConConsoins
tractantes.
tractantes.
Les
Hautes Parties
Parties ContracContracLes Hautes
tantes se
se reservent
reservent une
une entiere
entiere
tantes
liberte
la suite
suite a
a, donner
donner au
au
pour la
libert6 pour
rapport
Commission.
de la
la Commission.
rapport de
ARTICLE IV.
ARTICLE
IV.

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE
Rat
ification.
Ratification.

Durat ion.
Duration.

Signat urea.
Signatures.

The present
shall be
be
Treaty shall
present Treaty
The
ratified by
by the
President of
of the
the President
ratified
United
of America,
States of
America, with
United States
the
advice and
consent of
of the
and consent
the advice
Senate of
States, and
and
of the
the United
United States,
Senate
by
the Emperor
Emperor of
by His Majesty
Majesty the
all
the Russias.
Russias.
al the
It shall
go into
into force
force immeimmeIt
shall go
diately after
after the
the exchange
exchange of
diately
of ratratifications and
shall last
ifications
and shall
last five
five years.
years.
denounced at
If it has not been denounced
least six months
months before the expiration of
this period
shall be
be
piration
of this
period it
it shall
tacitly
renewed for a
a period of
tacitly renewed
twelve months after either party
shall have
have notified
notified the other of its
its
intention
intention to terminate
terminate it.

In
respecIn witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the _respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
signed
have signed
the
Treaty and
and have
afthe present
present Treaty
have affixed thereunto their seals.
Done
Washington this
Done at
at Washington
this
l October,

1October,

18 September,
IS
September,

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

1914.
1914

Le present
present Trait6
Trait() sera
sera ratifie
ratifie
Le
par
Urns
des Etats Unis
par le
le President
Pr6sident des
d'Amerique, sur
l'avis et
et avec
avec le
sur 1'avis
d'Amerique,
consentement du
Senat des Etats
consentement
du Senat
Unis, et
et par
par Sa
Sa Maieste
Majeste l'Eml'EmUnis,
pereur de
les Russies.
Hussies.
de Toutes
Toutes les
pereur
Ii
vigueur aussit6t
aussitet
II entrera
entrera en vigueur
apres
ratifications
apres l'echange
l'echange des
des ratifications
et
aura une
duree de cinq
et aura
une duree
cinq annees.
annees.
S'il
denonce au
S'il n'a pas ete denonc6
au
moms
mois avant
avant l'expiral'expiramoins six
six mois
tion de
de ce
ce delai,
delai, if
sera renouvele
renouvele
tion
il sera
par
reconduction pour
pour une
par tacite
tacite reconduction
duree
douse mois apres
dure6 de douze
apres que
rune
Hautes Parties
Parties ContracContracl'une des Hautes
aura notifi6
notifie a
a. 1'autre
l'autre son
son
tantes aura
intention
d'y mettre terme.
intention d'y
En foi
foi de quoi les PlnipotenPleniRotentiaires ont sign6
signe le present
pr6sent Traite
Traite
tiaires
et y
y ont
out appose
leurs cachets.
appose leurs
cachets.
Fait
Fait

'""bre.
1$
arptembre.
ler otobr,

18 septembre.

a
Washington
a
Washington
1914
1914.
1

W ILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
WILLIAM

G.
G.BAKEMETEFF
BAKIEWETEFF

le
le
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And whereas, the said Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,

and
And
thewhereas,
ratifications
the said
of the
Treaty
two has
governments
been dulywere
ratified
exchanged
on both m
in
parts,
the
and
the
ratifications
of
the
two
governments
were
exchanged
the

1625
1625
Ratification s-

Ratifications

Washington on
on the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
of March,
March, one
one thouthouCity of Washington
day of
sand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
sand
and fifteen;
fifteen;
Now
be it
I, Woodrow
Wilson President
President Pro"-Proclamation
Now,, therefore,
therefore, be
it known
known that
that I,
Woodrow Wilson,
of the
the United
States of
of America,
caused the
said Treaty
Treaty to
of
United States
America, have
have caused
the said
to be
be
and every
article and
clause
made public,
public, to
to the end
end that
that the
the same
same and
every article
and clause
thereof
may be
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
faith by
the United
United
thereof may
observed and
by the
States and
and the
the citizens
States
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In testimony
In
testimony whereof, I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
I have
have hereunto
caused
the
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
the seal of the
to be
be affixed.
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this twenty-fifth
of March
Done
Washington this
twenty-fifth day
day of
March in
in
the year
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
the
year of
of our
SEAL.]
fifteen, and
and of
of the
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
SEAL.] fifteen,
the Independence
Independence of
America
one hundred
hundred and
America the
the one
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
President:
By the
the President:
W
J.BRYAN
BRYAN
W..J.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.

WOODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT—NETHERLANDS.
M AY 9,
ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS. MAY
9, 1914.
1914.

May 9,
9, 1914.
1914.
May

Arbitration
between the
United States
States and
and The
Netherlands,
Arbitrationagreement
agreement between
the United
The Netherlands,
extending the duration
of the Convention
Convention of
of May
May 2,
1908. Signed
Signed at
durationof
2, 1908.
at
Washington, May 9, 1914;
ratification advised
by the
Senate, May
1914; ratification
advised by
the Senate,
May
1914; ratified
ratified by
20, 1914;
by the President,
President, May
May 28,
28, 1914;
1914; ratified
ratified by
by The
The
Netherlands, July 10, 1915;
Netherlands,
Washington,
1915; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
at Washington,
August 20,
S0, 1915;
1915; proclaimed,
August 21,
1915.
proclaimed, August
21, 1915.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PREIDENT OF
THE UNITED
BY THE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
AN^triato with the
Arbitration
Netherlands.
Preamble.
Vol 36,
vol.
36, p. 2148.
2148.

Contracting Powers.
Powers.
Contracting

Whereas
Whereas an
an Agreement
Agreement between
the United
States of
of America
America and
and
between the
United States

the Netherlands
Netherlands extending
extending the duration
of the
the Arbitration
Convenduration of
Arbitration Convention signed on May
May 2, 1908, between
was concluded
concluded
between the two
two countries,
countries, was
and signed by
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
at Washington,
Washington, on
on
by their
Plenipotentiaries at
the ninth day of May, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
fourteen, the
the
and fourteen,
original
which Agreement,
Agreement, being in the English
original of which
Dutch lanlanEnglish and
and Dutch
as follows:
guages, is word for
for word
word as
follows:
The
of the
the United
The Government
Government of
United
De Regeering
Regeering der Vereenigde
Vereenigde
States of America
Her MajMaj- Staten van
States
America and
and Her
en Hare
Hare
van Amerika en
esty
the Queen
Nether- Majesteit
esty- the
Majesteit de
der NederQueen of
of the
the Netherde Koningin
Koningin der
Nederbeing desirous
desirous of
extend- landen, bezield
lands, being
bezield met
met den
den wensch
wensch
of extendperiod of
of five
years during
ing the
the period
tydvak van vyf jaren,
jaren, gedugedufive years
during het tydvak
which
Convention of
Arbitra- rende hetwelk
which the Convention
of Arbitrahetwelk het op 22Mei
Mei 1908
1908
tion,
them on
gesloten Arbitrage
Arbitrage
tion, concluded
tusschen hen
concluded between
between them
hen gesloten
on tusschen
May
2, 1908, remained
remained in
in force,
May 2.
force, Verdrag
Verdrag van kracht
bleef en
en welk
welk
kracht bleef
which period
period has expired
expired on
on tydvak
tydvak op 25 Maart
Maart 1914 is afge25, 1914,
have authorized
March 25.
1914, have
loopen, te verlengen,
verlengen, hebben
authorized loopen,
hebben de
de
the
undersigned, to
wit: The
The ondergeteekenden,
the undersigned,
to wit:
ondergeteekenden, namelvk
namelyk Zyne
Zyne
Honorable
Honorable
William
Jennings
Jennings Excellentie
William Jennings
Jennings
Excellentie William
Bryan, Secretary
State of
of the
Bryan
Secretary of
of State
the Bryan,
Bryan, Secretaris
Secretaris van Staat der
der
United States, and W. L. F. C. Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten,
Staten, en
en W.
W. L.
L. F.
F. C.
C.
Rappard, Envoy
Envoy ExEx- Ridder
Ridder van Rappard,
Ridder van
van Rappard,
Rappard, BuitengeBuitengetraordinary
traordinary and Minister
Minister Pleni- woon Gezant
Gezant en
en Gevolmachtigd
Gevolmachtigd
potentiary of her
the Minister
her Majesty
Majesty the
Minister van
Hare Majesteit
Majesteit de
van Hare
de
Queen
Queen of the Netherlands
at Koningin
Netherlands at
Koningin der Nederlanden
Nederlanden te
Washington,
Washington, to
conclude the
fol- Washington,
to conclude
the folWashington, gemachtigd
gemachtigd het
het volvollowing Agreement:
Agreement:
te sluiten:
sluiten:
gend verdrag
verdrag te
ARTICLE I
I..
ARTICLE

convention of 19s

Convention of 1908
extended forfive years.

extendedforfiveyear.

Vol. 36,
vol.
36, p.
p. 2149.
2149.

The Convention
Convention of
of Arbitration
The
Arbitration
of May 2, 1908,
1908, between
between the Government
ernment of the
States of
the United States
of
America
America and Her Majesty
Majesty the
Queen of the Netherlands,
Netherlands. the
the
duration of which by Article III
III
thereof was fixed
fixed at aa period
period of
of
five years
years from
from the
of the
the date
date of
the
exchange
exchange of ratifications.
ratifications, which
which
period
period terminated
terminated on
March 25,
25,
on March
extended and
1914, is hereby extended
and con-

ARTIKEL I.
I.
ARTIKEL
Het Arbitrage
Arbitrage Verdrag
Verdrag van
van 2
2
Mei
Mel 1908
1908 tusschen
tusschen de Regeering
Regeering
der Vereenigde
Vereenigde Staten
Staten van
van AmeArneder
rika
iika en Hare
Majesteit de
Hare Majesteit
de KoninKoninNederlanden, welks
welks duur
duur
gin der
der Nederlanden,
dat verdrag
verdrag
by Artikel
Artikel III van
van dat
was bepaald op een
eon tydvak van
van
vyf jaren
vanaf den
den dag
van de
vyf
jaren vanaf
dag van
de
uitwisseling der akten
uitwisseling
akten van bekrachtiging. welk
tydvak is
welk tydvak
is afgeafgeloopen op 25 Maart
Maart 1914,
1914, wordt
wordt

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT-NETHERLANDS.
ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT—NETHERLANDS.

MAY
9, 1914.
1914.
MAY 9,

tinued
in force
for a
tinued in
force for
a further
further
period of five years
years from March
25, 1914.
25,
1914.

hierby
verlengd en
en gehandhaafd
gehandhaafd
hierby verlengd
voor
een nieuw
tydvak van
vyf
voor een
nieuw tydvak
van vyf
jaren,
1914.
jaren, vanaf
vanaf 25
25 Maart
Maart 1914.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.

ARTIKEL II.
II.
ARTII.TE

The
present Agreement
Agreement shall
shall
The present
ratified by
by the
the President
President of
of the
be ratified
the
United States
of America,
and
United
States of
America, by
by and
with
with the advice
consent of
of
advice and consent
the
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
by Her
the Senate
Her
Majesty
Majesty the Queen
Queen of the
the NethNetherlands, and it
it shall become effeceffective
fourteenth day
day after
tive upon
upon the
the fourteenth
after
the
exchange of
of ratifithe date of
of the exchange
ratifishall take place at
cations, which shall
at
Washington
as soon
soon as
Washington as
as possible.
possible.

1627
1627

Dit Verdrag
Verdrag zal
zal worden
worden bebe - tioEnxschan
gc
of ratificaDit
Exchangco
ratificaletachtigd
den President
der tions.•
krachtigd door
door den
President der
Vereenif,rde Staten
van Amerika,
Amerika,
Vereenigde
Staten van
op advies
advies en
en met
goedkeuring
op
met goedkeuring
van derzelver
Senaat, en
en Hare
Hare
van
derzelver Senaat,
Majesteit de
de Koningin
Koningin der
der NeNeMajesteit
derlanden, en
en het
het zal
zal in
werking
derlanden,
in werking
treden
dag na
na
treden op den veertienden
veertienden dag
den dag
van de
de uitwisseling
uitwisseling der
der
den
dag van
akten
van bekrachtiging,
welke
akten van
bekrachtiging, welke
zoo
to WashingWashingzoo spoedig
spoedig mogelyk
mogelyk te
ton
zal plaats
plaats hebben.
ton zal
hebben.
Signatures.
Gedaan
dubbel te
to WashingWashing- Sigatures.
Gedaan in
in dubbel
ton, in
de Engelsche
Engelsche en
Nederton,
in de
en Nederlandsche
talen, den
den 99Mei,
landsche talen,
Mei, negennegenveertien.
tien honderd
honderd en
en veertien.

Done in duplicate
Done
duplicate in
in Washington,
and Dutch
Dutch
ton, in the
the English and
languages,
this 9th
9th day
of May,
May,
languages, this
day of
one
thousand nine
and
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
fourteen.
fourteen.
W
ILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
WILLIAM
WLF
RAPPARD
W LF C
Cv
v RAPPARD

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Ratifications exRatifications
exAgreement has
And whereas
whereas the said Agreement
on both
both changed.
has been
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
changed.
parts,
of the
two Governments
were exchanged
exchanged in
in
parts, and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
the two
Governments were
the
Washington, on
the twentieth
twentieth day
of August,
August, one
one thouthouthe City of Washington,
on the
day of
sand
hundred and
sand nine
nine hundred
and fifteen;
fifteen;
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
be it
it known
known that
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
Now,
therefore, be
that I,
President Proclamation.
of the
have caused
the said
said Agreement
Agreement
the United
United States of
of America,
America, have
caused the
to be made public,
public, to the
the end
that the
article and
end that
the same
same and
and every
every article
and
be observed and
clause thereof may be
fulfilled with
good faith
faith by
by the
the
and fulfilled
with good
United States
States and
United
the citizens
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In testimony
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
caused
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, II have
have hereunto
set my
and caused
the seal of
the
United States to
of the
the United
to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
City of
Washington this
twenty-first day
day of
August
Done
the City
of Washington
this twenty-first
of August
the year
our Lord
Lord one
hundred and
in the
year of
of our
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
Independence of
of the
United States
States of
of
[SEAL.] fifteen,
fifteen, and
and of
of the Independence
the United
America the one hundred
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
WooDRow
W OODROW WILSON
WILSON
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of State.
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PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION-ARGENTINE
CONVENTION-ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
REPUBLIC. MAR.

arch 12,1915.

March 12, 1915.

Parcel Post
Convention between
between the
the United
United States
and the
Argentine
Parcel
Post Convention
States and
the Argentine
Republic. Signed
March 12,
1915. Approved
Approved by
Republic.
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, March
12, 1915.
by
the President,
President, March
March 15,
and by
Argentina
the
15, 1915,
1915, and
by the
the President
President of
of Argentina
Republic,
September 15,
1915.
Republic, September
15, 1915.
PARCE'L, POST
CONVENTION
PARCEL
POST CONVENTION
BETWEEN
BETWEEN

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
REPUBLIC.
THE UNITED STATES
STATES O
OFFAMERICA
AMERICA AND THE ARGENTINE
Parcel
poet with
with the
the
Pel
pst
Argentine Republic.
Preamble,

Mpearbi.

of making
malig
purpose of
the purpose
For the
better
arrangements bebetter postal
postal arrangements
between
tween the
the United
United States
States of AmerAmerica and the Argentine
Argentine Republic
Republic
the
Honorable Althe undersigned, Honorable
bert S. Burleson, Postmaster
Postmaster
General of the United States
of
States of
America and Doctor Rernulo
R6mulo S.
Na.6n.,
Ambassador of the ArgenNa6n, Ambassador
tine Republic to the Unted
United
States, by virtue of authority
authority
upon
vested in them, have agreed
agreed upon
the following articles for the establishment of a
aParcel Post Systablishment
tem of exchange
exchange between
between both
both
countries.
ARTICLE I.

cope oconvention.

Scope of convention.

The provisions
provisions of this Convention reate
relate only to parcels of mail
matter to be exchanged by
by the
the
system herein provided for, and
do not affect the arrangements
now existing under the Universal
Postal Convention, which will
continue in force as heretofore;
heretofore;
and all the agreements
agreements hereinafter contained
contained apply exclusively
exclusively
exchanged under these
to mails exchanged
Articles.

ARTICLE II.
Artes
Articles admtted
admitted to
the mans

Con elolijeto
establecer meel objeto de establecer

jores arre
arregos
entreylos
jores
FstadosUnidos
os postales
postales
de America
entre
los
is
Estados Unidos de America y la

Republics
nfrasRepuiblica Argentina, los infrascritos, el Honorbale
Honorbale Albert S.
Burleson, Postmaster
Postmaster General
General de
los Estados Unidos de America,
America,
y
y Doctor Remulo
R6mulo S. Nam,
Na6n, Embajador de
is Repdblica
Argenbajador
de la
Republica Argenante el
el gobierno
gobierno de
Estina ante
de los
los Estados Unidos de America, en
is autorizaci6n
autorizacien de que
virtud de la
estan investidos, han converudo
convenido
siguientes articulos pars
en los siguientes
para
establecer el intercambio de Enestablecer
comiendas
comiendas Postales entre ambos
paises.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO II

Las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
do esta Convenci6n se refieren
vencion
refieren Onicamente
fnicamente A
las encomiendas
encomiendas que se remitan
remitan
de confornaidad
conformidad con el plan que
en ellas se establece
establece y
y en nada
afectaran los arreglos que ahora
afectarati
ahora
existen bajo la
is, Convencion
is
Convenci6n de la
Uni6n Postal Universal, los cuales
Union
cuales
continuaran
continuaran vigentes como lo
lo
estan
estfn ahora; y
y todas las estipuestipulaciones contenidas en la
is presente
presents
laciones
Convencien
excluConvenci6n se aplicarin
aplicaran exclusivariaente
se
sivamente aa las balijas
balijas que
que se
cambien conforme ia estos artfculos.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO II

1. There shall be admitted to
1.--Se admitirim
1.—Se
admitiran en las balijas
the mails exchanged
exchanged under this que se cambien
cambien conforme a esta

Convention, articles of merchanmerchandise and mail matter (except letters, post-cards, and written matter) of all kinds that are admitted

Convenci6n, mercancias
Convencien,
mercanclas y
y objetos trasmisibles
trasmisibles por el correo
correo
de cualquier
cualquier genero que
que Bean,
sean,
(exceptuando cartas,
tarj
etas
(exceptuando
tarjetas

PARCEL
REPUBLIC. MAR. 12,1915.
PARCEL POST CONVENTION-ARGENTINE
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under the regulations
regulations in
force to
in force
the domestic
domestic mails of the country
of origin, except
except that
that no
no packet
packet
may exceed
exceed eleven pounds (or
(or
five kilograms) in
in weight,
weight, nor
nor the
the
dimensions; greatest
following dimensions;
greatest
direction, three
feet
length in any direction,
three feet
six inches
inches (or one
six
one hundred and
and five
five
centimeters); greatest length and
centimeters);
girth
irth combined,
combined, six
six feet
feet (or
(or one
one
hundred
hundred and
and eighty
eighty centimeters);
centimeters);
and must
must be
wrapped or
and
be so
so wrapped
or enenclosed as
as to
permit their
their contents
closed
to permit
contents
to be
easily examined
examined by
postto
be easily
by postmasters and
and customs
customs officers,
officers, and
masters
except that
that the
the following
except
following articles
articles
are
are prohibited
prohibited admission
admission to the
mails exchanged
exchanged under
under this
this ConConvention:
Publications
Publications which
which violate
violate the
the
copyright laws
laws of
the country
of
copyright
of the
country of
destination; archil
archil and its
its dededestination;
rivatives; poisons
poisons and
and explosives
explosives
rivatives;
or
inflammable substances;
substances; fatty
fatty
or inflammable
substances, liquids
liquids and
those
substances,
and those
which
pastes, live
live
which easily
easily liquefy,
liquefy, pastes,
and. dead
dead animals,
animals, except
except dead
dead
and.
insects
thoroughly
insects and reptiles thoroughly
dried; fruits
vegetables
dried;
fruits and vegetables
which
easily decompose,
decompose, and
and
which will
will easily
substances
which exhale
a bad
exhale a
substances which
odor;
lottery tickets,
tickets, lottery adadodor; lottery
vertisements
or circulars;
obvertisements or
circulars; all
all obscene or
articles; _arti.artiimmoral articles;
scene
or immoral
cles which
which may
may destroy
destroy or
or in
in any
any
way
damage the mails, or injure
way damage
the
them.
handling them.
the persons
persons handling

2.
2. All
All admissible
admissible articles
articles and
and
merchandise mailed
counmerchandise
mailed in one country for
for the
the other
other shall
shall be
be free
free from
from
try
any detention
inspection whatany
detention or
or inspection
whatever,
required
except such as
as is
is required
ever, except
for
of customs
customs duties;
duties;
for collection
collection of
and shall
the
and
shall be
be forwarded
forwarded by
by the
most
their destidestito their
most speedy
speedy means
means to
nation, being subject in their
their
nation,
transmission
to the
and regreglaws and
transmission to
the laws
ulations
ulations of
of each country, rerespectively.
spectively.
3. Parcel
Parcel post
post packages
3.
packages may
may
be closed and
sealed, but the
and sealed.,
custhe customs officers
to
officers are
are authorized
authorized to
to
open them (including the right to
break the seals) in order to inspect
the contents.
spect the
contents. In
In such
such cases,
cases,

postales y
ytodo
papel escrito,)
postales
todo papel
escrito,)
que
adinitan conforme
conforme a
los
que se
se admitan
a los

Requirements.
respecto Requirements.
reglamentos que
que rigen
reglamentos
rigen respecto
balijas dom6sticas
domesticas del
del pais
pals
de las balijas
que ningin
ningfin
de migen,
origen, con
con tal
tal que
paquete
paquete exceda
exceda de once libras
(6 cinco kilogramos)
kilogramos) de peso, ni
de las dimensiones
dimensiones siguientes:
siguientes:
mayor
cualquiera
mayor longitud
longitud en cualquiera
direcci6n, tres
tres pies
pulgadas
direcci6n,
pies seis
seis pulgadas
centimetros);
(6 ciento
ciento cinco
cinco centimetros);
mayor
grosor combicombimayor longitud
longitud y
y grosor
nados, seis
pies (6
(6 ciento
ciento ochenta
ochenta
nados,
seis pies
centimetros);
estar enencentimetros); debiendo
debiendo estar
vueltos
6 cubiertos
de manera
manera
vueltos 6
cubiertos de
que
que su contenido
contenido
que permitan
permitan que
sea
exarainado por los
sea facilmente
facilmente examinado
administradores
yde
de
administradores de
de correos
correos y
aduanas;
exceptuandose adeadeaduanas; yy exceptuandose
prohibited.
articulos que
Artiles prohibited.
mas, los
los articulos
que siguen,
siguen, Articles
cuya admisi6n
admision queda
queda prohibida
prohibida
cuya
balijas que se cambien
cambien
en las
las balijas
entre los
dos paises,
paises, conforme
conforme a
entre
los dos
A
esta
saber: pubesta Convencion;
Convenci6n; aa saber:
licaciones
que violen
violen las
leyes de
licaciones que
las leyes
propiedad literaria
pals de
propiedad
literaria del pais
destino; orsilla
orsilla y
y sus
sus derivados;
derivados;
destino;
venenos 6
6 materias
materias explosivas
explosivas 6
6
venenos
inflamables; sustancias
sustancias grasosas,
inflamables;
liquidas 6
de fad
il liquefacci6n,
liquefacci6n,
liquidas
6 de
facil
pastas; animales
animales vivos
6muertos,
vivos 6
muertos,
pastas;
exceptuando .insectos
insectos y
y reptiles
exceptuando
perfectamente
clisecados '
• frutas
frutas
perfectamente disecados;
vegetales que puedan
puedan descomyy vegetales
ponerse
facilmente, sustancias
sustancias
ponerse facilmente,
que
exhalen mal
mal olor;
olor; billetes,
billetes,
que exhalen
noticias
loteria;
noticias 6
6 circulares
circulares de loteria;
objetos
inmorales,
objetos obscenos
obscenos 66 inmorales,
articulos
destruir 6
6
articulos que puedan
puedan destruir
de
dariar las
las
de alguna
alguna manera
manera dafiar
balijas, 6
6 causar
perjuicios a
a las
balijas,
causar perjuicios
las
personas que
que las
las manejen.
manejen.
personas
2.—Todos
los articulos
articulos admisiFreedom from ininFreedom
2.-Todos los
admisi- spection,
etc.
bles 6
6 mercancias
mercancias que
se deposideposi- Section etc.
que se
bles
ten
con
ten en
en el
el correo
correo de
de un
un pals
pais con
destino
otro, no
A otro,
no estaran
estaran sujetos
destino a
detencion 6
6inspecci6n
inspeccion sino
sino
a otra
otra detenci6n
solamente a
que fuere
necesaria
a la
la que
fuere necesaria
solamente
para
cobrar los
los derechos
derechos aduaaduapara cobrar
neros, y
despacharin aa su
neros,
y se
se despacharin
su
destino por
por la
rapida,
destino
la via
via mks
mas rapida,
quedando sujetos
en su
su trastrasquedando
sujetos en
mision a
alas
las leyes
leyes y
misi6n
y reglamentos
reglamentos
de
cada pais
pals respectivamente.
de cada
respectivamente.
Customs inspection.
3.—Las encomiendas
postales Customs inspectin.
3.-Las
encomiendas postales
podran
cerrarse y
sellarse pero
odran cerrarse
y sellarse
pero
os funcionarios
funcionarios de aduana
los
aduana tendrán
abrirlas (coradran derecho de abrirlas
(comprendido
el derecho
prendido el
derecho de romper
romper
los sellos)
sellos) con
el fin
exammar
los
con el
fin de
de examinar
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Letters not to accompany parcels.
parcels.
pany

been opened
parcels that
that have
have been
opened
will
be closed
dosed again
again with
with official
official
will be
seals.
seals.

su contenido.
contenido. En
En tal
tal case,
las
su
caso, las
encomiendas
abiertas deberan
deberan
encomiendas abiertas
cerrarse
y sellarse
sellarse nuevamente
iauevamente
cerrarse y
con
sellos oficiales.
con sellos
oficiales.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III.

ARTICULO
III
ARTICULO III

1.
communication
1. A
A letter
letter or communication
of
the nature
nature of
of actual
of the
actual or
or perpersonal
must not
not
sonal correspondence
correspondence must
accompany, be
on, or
or
accompany,
be written
written on,
enclosed
with any
any parcel.
parcel.
enclosed with

1.—Ninguna
carta 6
6comunicacomunica1.-Ninguna carta
cion
quo tenga
tenga el
el caracter
caracter de
de
cion que
correspondencia
percorrespondencia actual
actual 66 perpasonal, podra
podra acompafiar
acompafar al
al paquete, ya sea
pie est6
este escrita
escrita
quete,
sea que
sobre el 6
6 incluida
incluia en el mismo.
2.—Si
se encontrare
encontrare alguna
alguna
2.-Si se
carta, se
pondra en
en el
el correo,
correo, si
Si
carta,
se pondra
pudiere separarse,
separarse, y
y si
is comucomupudiere
si la
nicacion estuviere
estuviere adherida
adherida de
de
nicaci6n
manera quo
no se
pueda separar,
separar,
manera
que no
se pueda
desechara el
el paquete
paquete entero.
entero.
se desechara
Sin
alguna carta
carta 6
6
Sin embargo,
embargo, si
si alguna
comimicacion
comunicaci6n fuere
fuere enviada inadvertidamente,
el pals
de destino
destino
advertidamente, el
pais de
cobrara
doble porte
cobrara doble
porte por
por ella,
ella, conconform()
la Convenci6n
Convencien Postal
Postal
forme a
a la
Universal.
Universal.
con3.-Ningfn paquete
paquete podra contoner encomiendas
con direcciem
tener
encomiendas con
direcci6n
diferente
la quo
aparezca en
en
diferente de
de la
que aparezca
la
cubierta de
de aquel.
aquel. Si
se enenla cubierta
Si se
contrasen
tales encomiendas,
encomiendas, dedecontrasen tales
beran
reraitirse separadamente
separadamente
beran remitirse
cobrando nuevo
nuevo y
distinto porte
porte
cobrando
y distinto
por
cada una
una de
de ellas.
ellas.
por cada

Rejection if found.
found.

2.
If any
be found,
letter
2. If
any be
found, the
the letter
will
will be
be placed
placed in
in the
the mails, if
separable
and if
the communiseparable, and
if the
communication be
cation
be;inseparably
inseparably attached,
attached,
the whole
will be
be rethe
whole package
package will
rejected.
If, however,
any such
jected. If,
however, any
such
letter
letter or
or communication
communication should
should
inadvertently be
be forwarded,
forwarded, the
inadvertently
the
country of
may colcolcountry
of destination
destination may
of
double rates
rates of
lect on
on the
the letter
letter double
postage according
to the
Unipostage
according to
the Universal Postal
versal
Postal Convention.
Convention.
Neincloscireforother
Neinelosureforother
3.
parcel may
contain packpack3. No
No parcel
may contain
address.
address.
es intended for
for delivery
at an
an
ages
delivery at
dress other than
address
than the
the one borne
borne
by the
the parcel
itself. If
If such
such enenby
parcel itself.
closed packages
packages be
be detected,
they
closed
detected, they
must be
sent forward
singly,
must
be sent
forward singly,
charged
with new
new and
distinct
charged with
and distinct
parcel
post rates
rates on
each of
of them.
parcel post
on each
them.

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
rates of
of post1. The following rates
postage shall in all
age
required
all cases
cases be
be required
to be
FULLY PREPAID
PREPAID with
with
to
be FULLY
postage
the country
countryof
postage stamps
stamps of
of the
of
origin
affixed-to
to the
the parcel,
parcel, viz:
origin affixed
viz:
In
In United
United States.
States.
2. In the United States, for aa
parcel
exceeding one
pound
parcel not
not exceeding
one pound
or four hundred and sixty grams
grams
in weight, twelve
twelve (12) cents,
cents, and
and
for
each additional
additional one
pound or
or
for each
one pound
four hundred and sixty
sixty- grams
or fraction
(12)
or
fraction thereof,
thereof, twelve
twelve (12)
In
Argentine RepubRepub. cents;
and
in the
Argentine ReReIn Argentine
cents;
and
in
the
Argentine
c
llic.
.
gold per kilopublic 30 centavos
centavos god
gram
fraction thereof.
gram or
or fraction
thereof.
Delivery.
Delivery.
3. The
parcels
shall
be
delivered to
to addressees
addressees
promptly delivered
at the post offices of
address in
in
of address
free
the country of
of destination,
destination, free
of
charge for
for postage;
postage; but
of charge
but the
the
country
of destination
destination may,
country of
may, at
at
its option,
option, levy
from
levy and
and collect
collect from
the addressee
the
interior service
service
addressee for
for interior
and delivery
delivery a
the amount
a charge
charge the
amount
of which is to be fixed according
according
postage.
Rates of postage.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV
1.—Se exigira,
exigira, en
todo caso,
case, el
1.-Se
en todo
el
pago previo
previo y
y total
total del
del porto
porte en
en
pago
estampillas del
del correo
correo del
del pais
pals do
estampillas
do
origen, las
las que
quo iran
adheridas al
al
origen,
iran adheridas
envie, como
come siguen:
envio,
siguen:
2.—En
Unidos de
2.-En los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
de
America; por
un paquete
paquete que
no
America;
por un
que no
exceda del
del peso
peso de
una libra
exceda
de una
libra
(6 cuatrocientos
cuatrocientos sesenta
sesenta gramos)
gramos)
doce (12)
doce
y por cada
cads libra
libra
(12) cents, y
adicional
cuatrocientos sesenta
sesenta
adicional (6
(6 cuatrocientos
amos), ó
fraccion de
peso,
gramos),
6 fraccion
de este
este peso,
oce (12)
(12) cents,
en la
la Repiblica
Reptiblica
doce
cents, y
y en
Argentina, treinta
centavos oro
oro
Argentina,
treinta centavos
($.
oro 0.30)
0.30) por kilo 66fraccion.
($, oro
fracci6n.
3.-Los paquetes
3.—Los
paquetes se entregaran
entregaran
tardanza li& las personas
sin tardanza
personas a
A
quienes se
dirijan, en
en la
quienes
se dirijan,
la Oficina
Oficina
de correos
donde fueren
fueren dirijidirijide
correos a
a donde
destine,
dos, en el pals
pais de su destino,
libres de todo recargo
fibres
recargo por porte
porte
correo; pero
el pais
pals de
de destino
destine
de correo;
pero el
puede imponer
puede
imponer 6
ó cobrar
cobrar a
a la
la
persona
quien se
se dirija
dirija el
el papapersona aa quien
y en compensaci6n
compensacion del
del
quete, y
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regulations, but
which
to its
its own regulations,
but which
shall in
in no
no case exceed
shall
exceed five cents
cents
in
United States,
30
in the
the United
States, and
and 30
centavos gold in the Argentine
Republic,
each parcel
Republic, for
for each
parcel whatwhatever
its weight.
ever its
weight.

servicio
interior y
y de
servicio interior
de entrega,
entrega, un
un
recargo cuyo
recargo
se fijara
cuyo monto se
fijara
segun sus propios reglamentos;
segdn
reglamentos;
pero
el cual
en ningin
ningun caso
caso
pero el
cual en
excederA de cinco
excedera
cinco cents en
en los
los
Estados
de America
America 6
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
treinta centavos
oro en
en la
de treinta
centavos oro
la
ReptIblica
Repfiblica Argentina,
cada
Argentina, por
por cada
encomienda
que fuere
fuere
ercomienda cualquiera
cualquiera que
su peso.
su
peso.

ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE

ARTICULO V
V
ARTICULO

1. The
The sender will,
will, at the
the time
time
receive
of mailing the
the parcel,
parcel, receive
from
post office
office where
the
from the post
where the
parcel is
is mailed,
mailed, a
parcel
a "certificate
"certificate of
of
mailing" on
like Form
Form I
mailing"
on a
a form
form like
I
annexed hereto, for use
use in
in the
United
United States
States service.
service.
2. Each
Each parcel
shall beer
2.
parcel shall
beer aa
serial
serial number.
number.
3. The
of a
parcel
3.
The addressee
addressee of
a parcel
shall be advised
advised of the
the arrival of
of
the
by a
a notice
notice from
the
the parcel
parcel by
from the
post
office of
destination, in
post office
of destination,
in
places where
there is
is no
places
where there
no house
house
delivery.
delivery.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

1.—Al
depositar en
coiTeo un
1.-Al depositar
en el
el correo
un
paquete, se
se entregara
remitente
paquete,
entregara al
al remitente
"Recibo del
de la
la
un "Recibo
del Envio"
Envio" de
Oficina de
recibie,
Oficina
de Correos que
que lo
lo recibi6,
mediante modelo
mediante
modelo como el anexo
anexo
I, destinado
destinado para
para el
el uso
del
No. I,
uso del
servicio
Estados Unidos.
servicio de
de los
los Estados
Unidos.
2.—Cada encomienda
encomienda llevara
2.-Cada
llevara
un
un numero
niumero consecutivo.
consecutive.
3.-La
3.—La Oficina
Oficina de
Correos de
de Correos
de
destino
aviso de
de la
la llegada
destino darâ
dara aviso
llegada
del
is. persona
persona a
quien
del paquete
paquete aala
a quien
fuere dhijido,
en donde
donde no
no haya
fuere
dirijido, en
haya
reparto aadomicilio.
domicilio.
reparto
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Receipt.
Receipt.

Post, p.
p.1636.
Post,
1636.
Numbering.
Numbering.
Notice of
arrivaL
Notice
of arrival

ARTIOULO VI
ARTfCULO
VI

1.
sender of
each parcel
1. The sender
of each
parcel
shall
Declarashall make two Customs Declarations which
which shall be
tions
attached to
be attached
to
the
upon a
aspecial
special Form
the list,
list, upon
Form proprovided
for the
vided for
the purpose
purpose (See
(See Form
Form
2
hereto) giving
giving a
a gengen2 annexed
annexed hereto)
eral
parcel, its
its
eral description
description of
of the
the parcel,
address,
an accurate
accurate statement
statement
address, an
contents and
value, date
of the
the contents
and value,
date
of mailing,
mailing, and
the sender's
sender's signasignaof
and the
ture and
of residence.
residence.
ture
and place
place of

1.—El remitente
remitente de cada enen1.-El
comienda
hara dos
dos declaraciones
comienda hara
declaraciones
de aduana
aduana que
quo iran
iran adjuntas
adjuntas &
ala
la
de
lists.,
segfm la
la formula
formula especial
especial
lista, segun
que se
para ese
ese
que
e lee suministrara
suministrara para
objeto (Vase
(Vease el
el model°
objeto
modelo anexo
anexo
No. 2),
dando en
en ella:
ella: una
desNo.
2), dando
una descripcien gen6rica
generica y
el sobrescrito
sobrescrito
cripci6n
y el
de is. encomienda,
encomienda, una
especificadela
una especificacien exacta
de su
contenido y
y el
el
ci6n
exacta de
su contenido
valor del
del mismo,
mismo, fecha
fecha del
envio,
valor
del envio,
firma y
domicilio del
del remitente.
renaitente.
firma
y domicilio
2. The
The parcels
in question
question shall
2.—Las
enconaiendas postales
postales
2.
parcels in
2.-Las encomiendas
shall
be
in the
the country
country of
desti- de que
trata quedaran
sujetas
be subject
subject in
que se
se trata
quedarAn sujetas
of destination
el pais
pals de
de destino
destino aa todos
todos los
nation to
to all customs
customs duties
duties and
and en
en el
los
derechos y
yreglamentos
all
regulations in
in force
force derechos
reglamentos aduaneros
all customs
customs regulations
aduaneros
vigentes en
en el
mismo pais
pals para
para
in
in that
that country
el mismo
country for
for the
the protec- vigentes
rentas de
de la
is. aduana,
aduana,
tion of
Revenues; proteger
of its
its Customs
Customs Revenues;
proteger las
las rentas
and
the customs
customs duties
derechos aduaneros
y los
los derechos
and the
duties properly
properly y
aduaneros que
que
debidamente
chargeable thereon
chargeable
thereon shall be
corresponda cobrar
be colcol- corresponda
cobrar debidamente
sobre las
las mismas
mismas seran
sera.n cobrados
cobrados
lected on delivery,
accordance sobre
lected
delivery, in
in accordance
with the
of al
entregarse 6stas,
&tits, de
conformiwith
the customs
customs regulations
al entregarse
regulations of
de conformithe country of destination.
dad
aduadestination.
dad con
con los
los reglamentos
reglamentos aduaneros
del pals
de destino.
destino.
neros del
pais de
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
VII.

ARTICULO VII
VII
ARTICULO

Each country shall retain
retain to
its own use the whole of the postages
fees it
collects
ages and
and delivery
delivery fees
it collects
on said parcels; consequently,
consequently,

Cada pais
percibira para
Cads.
pals percibira
para si,
si, el
el
total
porte de
de correo
correo y del
del
total del
del porte
derecho
derecho de
de entrega
entrega que colecte
colecte
sobre
dichos paquetes;
y en
consobre dichos
paquetes; y
en con-

Customs declarat
declaration
Customs
ion

Post, p.
p. 1636.
Post,
1636.

Collection of
of ilutioq.
Collection
dluties.

Retention of
of fee
fees.
Retention
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this
will give
to secuencia,
esta Convenci6n
Convencion no
no
this Convention
Convention will
secuencia, esta
give rise
rise to
motivara cuentas separadas
separadas entre
entre
no separate
accounts between
between the
the motivara
no
separate accounts
two
los
two countries.
countries.
los dos
dos paises.
palses.
ARTICLE VIII.
ARTICLE
VIII.
Method of transporthod
tation.

ARTICULO VIII
VIII
ARTICULO

parcels shall
shall be
1. The parcels
be considconsidered
the
ered as
as aa component
component part
part of
of the
mails
direct between
between
mails exchanged
exchanged direct
of America
America and
the United
United States
States of
and
the Argentine
to be
the
Argentine Republic,
Republic, to
be
despatched to
by the
the
despatched
to destmation
destination by
country of
origin at
at its
country
of origin
its cost
cost and
and
by
such means
means as
i
tprovides;
provides; but
by such
as it
but
must be
forwarded, at
at the
the option
must
be forwarded,
option
of the
the despatching
office, either
either in
in
of
despatching office,
containers
containers prepared
prepared expressly
expressly for
for
the
ordinary mail
the service,
service, or
or in
in ordinary
mail
sacks marked
marked "Parcel
"Parcel Post"
Post" (En(Ensacks
comiendas
Postales) and
and securely
comiendas Postales)
securely
otherwise as
as
sealed with
with wax
wax or
or otherwise
may
mutually provided
may be
be mutually
provided by
by
regulations
regulations hereunder.
hereunder.

1.—Los
paquetes se
conside1.-Los paquetes
se consideraran
como parte
parte integrante
integrante de
las
raran como
de las
balijas
cambiadas directamente
directamente
balijas cambiadas
entre
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
entre los
America
y la
la Repeblica
America y
Republica ArgenArgentina, y
y seran
serail despachados
tina,
despachados a
destino
por el
pals de
de su
su origen
destino por
el pais
origen al
al
otro,
su costo
costo y
por los
otro, aasu
y por
los medios
medios
que 61
61 provea,
provea, pero
pero deben
deben desque
despacharse,
opcion de
de la
la oficina
oficina
pacharse, aa opci6n
que los
los envie
envie en
en envases
expresaque
envases expresamente preparados
preparados para
pars el
el serviservimente
cio, 6
6 en
sacos ordinarios
ordinarios de
de
cio,
en sacos
correspondencia,
que se
se marmarcorrespondencia, que
earful:
"Encomiendas Postales"
Postales"
caran: "Encomiendas
(Parcel
Post) y
se sellaran
sellaran con
con la
la
(Parcel Post)
y se
seguridad
debida, con
con lacre,
de
seguridad debida,
lacre, 66de
alguna otra
que se
alguna
otra manera
manera que
se dedetermine
mutuamente por
por los
los regregtermine mutuamente
lamentos respectivos.
respectivos.
lamentos
2. Each country
Return of empty
empty re2.
shall
return
country
shall
return
2.—Cada
pals devolvera,
devolvera, vava2.-Cada
pais
eeptacles.
eeptacles.
empty to
to the despatching
despatching office
office dos,
empty
a la
por el
el
cios, A
la oficina
oficina de
de origen
origen por
such boxes
or proximo
by next
next mail,
mail, all
all such
boxes or
proximo correo,
todas las
las cajas
cajas 6
6
correo, todas
sacks.
sacks.
sacos
sacos recibidos.
recibidos.
Packing.
3.
Although articles
articles admitted
3. Although
admitted
3.—Aunque las
las encomiendas
3.-Aunque
encomiendas
under this
under
conforme a
esta Conthis Convention
Convention will
will be
be admitidas
admitidas conforme
A esta
Contransmitted as
between vencion
transmitted
as aforesaid
trasmitiran en
en la
aforesaid between
venci6n se
se trasmitiran
la
offices, they
they shall
the exchange
exchange offices,
forma antedicha
antedicha entre
entre las
las oficinas
shall forma
oficinas
carefully packed
packed in
order to
to de
be carefully
de cambio,
cambio, deberan
deberan empaquetarse
in order
empaquetarse
protect
protect their
contents against
against the
the cuidadosamente
their contents
cuidadosamente aafin
fin de
garantir
de garantir
loss, damage
damage or
in su contenido
risk of loss,
or rifling
rifling in
contenido contra
riesgo de
contra el riesgo
de
the
of transportation
the course
course of
transportation either
perdida, avert°.
sustraccien
either p6rdida,
averia 66 sustracci6n
exchange office
to the exchange
office in
in the counel transports,
tanto a
la
coun- durante
urante el
transporte, tanto
a la
tr of
try
origin or
office of
of origin
or to
to the office
of oficina
oficina de
de correo
de cambio
cambio en
en el
el
correo de
address in the
destina- pals
addressin
the country
country of
pals de
su origen,
origen, como
como a
a la
of destinade su
la
tion.
tion.
oficina
oficina de correo
correo aa donde
donde se
se
dirijan en
en el
el pals
pals de
su destino.
destino.
dirijan
de su
Descriptive List.
Decriptive
st.
4. Each
Each despatch of a
a parcel
parcel
4.--Cada
4.—Cada envio
envlo de paquetes
post
accompanied postales
post mail
mail must
must be
be accompanied
acompafiado
pi:tales debera
deberit ser acompanado
by aadescriptive
in duplicate,
by
descriptive list in
duplicate, de
de una
una lista
lists descriptiva,
descriptiva, hecha
hecha
of all the packages
packages sent, showing
por duplicado,
duplicado, de
los papashowing por
de todos
todos los
distinctly
distinctly the list
number of
each quetes
list number
of each
quetes enviados,
enviados, que
exprese
que exprese
parcel,
parcel, the name of the sender, claramente
claramente el
numero de
de lista
lists de
de
el nfimero
the name of the addressee with
with cada
cads paquete,
paquete, el
el nombre
nombre del
del
address of
and the
the remitente,
address
of destination,
destination, and
remitente, el nombre
nombre y
y direcci6n
direccien
declared
declared contents
contents and
and value;
value; and
and de la
la persona
persona a
aquien
quien se
se dirije
dirije y
y
must be enclosed in one
one of the
the el contenido
contenido y
yvalor
valor declarado,
declarado, y
y
boxes or sacks of such despatch. debera
debera inchnrse
de las
las
incluirse en
en una
una de
Post,
p.
1637.
Pot, p. 1637.
(See Form 3, annexed hereto).
hereto).
cajas
del mismo
mismo envio.
envlo.
cajas 66 sacos
sacos del
(I/ease
modelo anexo
anexo No.
3).
(Vease el
el modelo
No. 3).

of tapor-

Exchange
offices.
Exchange office.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX.
IX.

ARTICULO IX
IX
ARTICULO

Exchanges of mails
mails under
Exchanges
under this
this
Convention shall,
shall, until
until otherwise
otherwise

A esta Convenci6n,
Convenci6n, se verificarA,
verificara,

El cambio de balijas
balijas conforme
conforme

PARCEL
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mutually
agreed upon,
upon, be
be efmutually agreed
effected through the Exchange
Exchange
Post
at New
New York,
York, on
Post Offices
Offices at
on the
the
part of the United
part
and at
at
United States
States and
Buenos
Aires on
part of
of
uenos Aires
on the
the part
Argentina,
Argentina, under
under such
such regulations
regulations
relative to the details
details of
of the exbe mutually
change, as may be
mutually
determined to be
determined
be essential
essential to
to the
the
security and
expedition of
and expedition
of the
the
mails
the protection
protection of
of the
mails and
and the
the
Customs Revenues.
Revenues.

mientras
mientras no
acuerde otra
otra cosa
cosa
no se acuerde
oficinas de
de correos
correos de
de
por las
las oficinas
Nueva York,
por parte
parte de
de los
Nueva
York, por
los
Estados Unidos,
y por
por la
la de
de
Unidos, y
Buenos
Buenos Aires, por
de la
la
por parte de
RepAblica Argentina,
conRep6blica
Argentina, de
de conformidad con
reglamentos rerecon los reglamentos
lativos
los detalles
detalles de
de cambio
cambio
lativos aft los
que
que por mutuo convenio
convenio se dedetermmen y
y se
se consideren
consideren como
como
termnen
esenciales
esenciales aft la
seguridad y
y exexla seguridad
pedicion en
envfo de
de las
balij as
pedici6n
en el
el envio
las balijas
y
y ft
a la proteccion
derechos
protecci6n de
de los
los derechos
aduaneros.
aduaneros.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.

ARTICULO
ARTICULO X
X

of mail.
1.-La
1.—La oficina
correos del
del pals
pals Receipt of
oficina de correos
de
destino, verificara
verificara el
el contenido
contenido
de destino,
de la
tan pronto
pronto como
lo
de
la balija
balija tan
como lo
reciba.
reciba.
parel
2.—En
el caso
CELSO de
de que
no se
se recireci- Substitute
ub stitute parcel
2.-En el
que no
bill.
de los
paquetes enbiere la lista
lista de
los paquetes
encorreo, se
hara ininviados por
por el
el correo,
se hara
mediatamente
que la
la sustisustimediatamente una
una que
tuya.
tuya.
Correction of errors.
errors.
3.—Los
errores que
que puedan
puedan ha3.-Los errores
ha- Correction
3.
3. Any errors which may be
be
berse
cometido
y
se
descubrieren
y
se descubrieren
discovered
the entries
entries on
on the
the
discovered in
in the
en la
de los
los paquetes
enviala lista
lista de
paquetes enviaParcel Bill of the parcels
in en
parcels sent in
por el
el correo,
correo, deben
deben anotarse
dos por
anotarse
the mail
shall, after
verification dos
the
mail shall,
after verification
corregirse despues
despues de
haber sido
sido
de haber
be corrected
by a
a second officer,
officer, be
corrected y corregirse
por un
segundo ememverificados por
un segundo
and noted
report to
and
noted for
for report
to the
the desdes- verificados
pleado, y
se comunicaran
comunicaran a
la
y se
a la
patching office
office on
on a
"Verifica- pleado,
patching
a "Verificaen el
"Certifioficina remitente
remitente en
el "Certifition
Certificate," which
which shall
shall be
be oficina
tion Certificate,"
cado de Comprobaci6n",
cado
Comprobacion", que
que se
se
sent
in a
special envelope.
sent in
a special
envelope.
enviara bajo
enviara
cubierta especial.
especial.
bajo cubierta
Nonreceipt of parceL
parce.
4.—Si no
recibiere a]gdn
algun papa- Nonreceipt
4.-Si
no se
se recibiere
4. If
4.
If a
advised on
a parcel
parcel advised
on the
the
quete do
consignados en
do los
los consignados
en la
la
bill be
non- quete
bill
be not
not received,
received, after
after the
the nondespues de
de confumada
la
confirmada la
receipt has been verified
verified by
by a
a lista dcspues
por un
empleado
omisi6n por
un segundo
segundo empleado
second
officer the
entry omision
second officer
the respective
respective entry
se cancelara
la anotacion
respeccancclara la
on
the bill
bill shall
canceled, and
and se
anotaci6n respecon the
shall be
be canceled,
y se
se informara
informara de
de
tiva de
de is.
la lista
lista y
the
fact likewise
reported at
the fact
likewise reported
at once.
once. tiva
igual manera
lo ocurrido.
ocurrido.
igual
manera lo
Insufficient postage.
5.—Si apareciere
un paquete
5.-Si
apareciere un
paquete Insufficient
be observed
observed to
5. If aa parcel
parcel be
to
insuficientemente franqueado,
franqueado, no
no
be insufficiently
insufficiently prepaid,
it must
prepaid, it
must insuficientemente
cargarse la
Is. insuficiencia,
insuficiencia,
debera cargarse
with deficient
deficient postnot be taxed with
post- debera
del hecho
se dara
dara cuenta
cuenta del
hecho en
en el
age,
el
age, but
but the circumstance
circumstance must
must be
be pero se
"Certificado de
de Comprobacion".
Comprobaci6n".
reported on the
the "Verification
reported
"Verification "Certificado
Certificate" Form.
Certificate"
Form.
Damaged parcels.
6.—Cuando se
se recibiere
recibiere un
un papa- Damaged
6.-Cuando
6.
Should a
parcel be
be received
received
pareels.
6. Should
a parcel
quete averiado
averiado 6
en mal
mal estado,
estaclo,
6 en
in aa damaged or
or imperfect
imperfect concon- quete
comunicaran en
en la
Is. misma
misma
se comunicaran
dition, full
particulars shall
be se
full particulars
shall be
manera
manera &titles
completos acerca
acerca
detalles completos
reported
reported in the same manner.
do.
de ello.
of de,
Presumption
7.-Si no se recibiere
recibiere "Certifi7.
"Verification CertifiCertifi7. If
If no
no "Verification
7.—Si
"Certifi- the
r
r3s
.
uniptim of deComprobacion", 6
6 aviso
aviso
cate"
cado de
de Comprobaci6n",
of error be received,
cate" or note of
received, cado
de error,
se considerara
c,onsiderara que
que la
aa parcel
error, se
be considered
considered de
parcel mail shall
shall be
la
balija de paquetes
fuó debidapaquetes fu6
as
delivered, having
as duly delivered,
debidahaving been
been balija
mente recibida
que habiendo
habiendo
found on
on examination
examination correct
recibida y
correct in
y que
in mente
se encontr6
encontro exsido examinada,
all respects.
examinada, se
exacta
acta bajo
bajo todos
todos aspectos.
aspectos.

1. As soon
soon as the
the mail
mail shall
shall
have
have reached
office
reached the
the exchange
exchange office
of
shall
of destination,
destination, that
that office
office shall
check
the contents
contents of
mail.
check the
of the
the mail.
Parcel Bill
2. In
In case the Parcel
Bill of
of the
the
parcels sent
sent in
in the
the mail
mail is
parcels
is not
not rereceived,
asubstitute
ceived, a
substitute shall
shall at
at once
once
be prepared.
be
prepared.

1634 PARCEL
PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION—
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
MAR. 12,1915.
12, 1915.
1634
CONVENTION-ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC. MAR.
ARTICLE XI.

ARTICULO XI
XI
ARTICULO

1. If
If a
parcel cannot
cannot be
de1.
a parcel
be delivered
or is
is refused,
livered as
as addressed,
addressed, or
refused,
it
be returned
without
it must
must be
returned without
charge,
the despatchcharge, directly
directly to
to the
despatching
office of
at the
the exing office
of exchange,
exchange, at
expiration of
of sixty
piration
sixty (60)
(60) days
days from
from
the
1st of
of the
the month
month following
following its
its
the 1st
receipt at
at the
office of
of destination;
destination;
receipt
the office
and
the country
origin may
and the
country of
of origin
may
collect
for the
the
collect from
from the
the sender
sender for
return
of the
the parcel,
equal
return of
parcel, a
a sum
sum equal
to
the postage
postage when
fust mailed.
to the
when first
mailed.

1.—Si no
pudiera entregarse
entregarse una
una
1.-Si
no pudiera
encomienda a
ala
la persona
persona a
aque
que se
se
encomienda
dirije,
esta rehusase
rehusase recibirla,
dirije, 66si
si 6sta
recibirla,
directamente y
y sin
sin
se devolvera
devolvera directamente
recargo aala
oficina de
de camblo
cambio del
del
recargo
la oficina
pals de
de origen
origen a la
expiracion del
del
pais
la expiraci6n
plazo de
sesenta dias
dies contando
contando
plazo
de sesenta
desde el
el primero
del mes
mes siguiente
desde
primero del
siguiente
su recibo;
recibo; y
yel
el pals
pals de
origen
al de su
de origen
podra reclamar
al remitente
remitente por
por
podra
reclamar al
la restituci6n
restitucion de
de la
la encomienda
encomienda
la
una
iguar al franqueo
franqueo que
que
una suma
suma igual'al
page cuando
cuando lo
lo puso
puso primitivaprimitivapag6
mente en
en el
el correo.
correo.
mente
Los
derechos de
de aduana
aduana seran
wan
Los derechos
anulados, yero
pero la
la AdministraAdministraclan
ci6n de
abonara, aa la
de
de origen
orgen abonara
la de
doxitino, si fuere
fuere necesario,
necesario, el
imdestino,
el importe
de los
especiales de
porte de
los gastos
gastos especiales
de
almacenaje y
y estadistica
estadistica que
que las
ahnacenaje
las
encomiendas hubieren devengado
encomiendas
devengado
y cuyo
cuyo monto podra
podra recobrar
del
recobrar del
remitente
de la
la encomienda.
encomienda.
remitente de
2.--Las encomiendasprohibidas
encomien.das prohibidas
2.--Las
por
articulo II,
II, y
y aquellas
aquellas que
por el
el articulo
que
lleven las
las condiciones
condiciones de
de tano lleven
taman°, peso
peso y
yvalor,
valor, indicadas
indicadas en
en
mano,
dicho articulo, no
neceno deberan necesariamente
sariamente ser devueltas
pals de
de
devueltas al
al pais
origen, sino
que deberan
ser tratraorigen,
sino que
deberan ser
acuerdo con
con
tadas, sin
sin recurso,
recurso, de
de acuerdo
las
aduaneras del
de
las leyes
leyes aduaneras
del pals
pais de
destino.
destino.

ARTICLE XI.
Inability to deliver,
deliver,
etIbiity

Customs.

Prohibited
Prohibited articles.
articles.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 1629.
1629.

Perishable artices.
articles.

Change of address,
C:linge
Or addre6s,
etc.
etc

L-

The customs
duty will
be
The
customs duty
will be
waived, but
the administration
administration of
of
waived,
but the
origin
pay to
to that
that of
origin will
will pay
of destidestination the
the amount
special
nation
amount of
of such
such special
charges,
if any,
any, as
be due
due on
on
charges, if
as may
may be
the
and statisthe parcels
parcels for
for storage
storage and
statistics,
which amount
may be
coltics, which
amount may
be collected
the
lected from the
the sender
sender of
senthe
of the
parcel.
parcel.
2.
Parcels prohibited
prohibited by
by Arti2. Parcels
Artiwhich do
do not
concle II
II and
and those
those which
not conform
to the
the conditions
conditions as
as to
to size,
form to
size,
weight,
value, prescribed
prescribed by
by
weight, and
and value,
said article,
article, shall
shall not
not necessarily
said
necessarily
returned to
to the
the country
country- of
be returned
of
origin, but
but may.
may, be
origin,
be disposec
disposed of,
of,
without
accordance
without recourse,
recourse, in
in accordance
with
the customs
reguwith the
customs laws
laws and
and regulations
the country
lations of
of the
country of
of destinadestination.
tion.
3. When
When the
the contents
of a
3.
contents of
a parparcel which cannot be delivered
delivered-are
liable
liable to deterioration
or corrupdeterioration or
corrupthey may
may be
destroyed at
at
tion, they
be destroyed
once,
necessary; or,
possible,
once, if
if necessary;
or, if
if possible,
sold, without
sold,
without necessity
necessity of
preof prenotice or
formality,
vious notice
or judicial
judicial formality,
for the
for
benefit of
of the
the benefit
the person
person ininterested, the particulars
of each
each
particulars of
sale being communicated
sate
by one
communicated by
one
office to
to the
the other.
other.
post office

In case of request
request for
4. In
for change
of
the new
of address, if
if the
new address
address be
be
outside
outside of
of the postal jurisdiction
jurisdiction
destination, and
in
of the office
office of
of destination,
and in
case of request for
the refor return,
return, the
request must
must be
accompanied by
by
be accompanied
the amount
amount of postage required
required
for the reforwarding
reforwarding of
of the
the parcel
parcel
Administration of origin
to the Administration
origin
calculated
calculated at the
the rate
rate applicable
applicable
post packages
to parcel
parcel post
packages.

3.-Si
3.—Si el contenido
de un
un paquepaquecontenido de
te, que
gue no
fuere posible
posible entregar
te,
no fuere
entregar
pudiere
pudiere deteriorarse
deteriorarse 6
6 descomdescomponerse podra destruirse
ponerse
destruirse inmeinmediatamente,
diatanaente, si esa medida
medida fuere
fuere
necesaria; 6
6si
si se
se pudiere,
pudiere, se
se venvennecesaria;
dera, sin
sin necesidad
de aviso
aviso prepredera,
necesidad de
vio 66 de formalidad
formalidad judicial,
judicial., a
a
beneficio
beneficio de la persona
persona interesada;
interesada;
y
detalles de
la venta
yenta se
se comucomuy los
los detalles
de la
nicaran
por una Administraci6n
nicaran per
Administracion
de correos
correos a
ala
la otra.
otra.
de
4.-Toda
4.—Toda solieitud
de cambio
cambio de
solicitud de
de
direcci6n,
direccion, cuando la
la nueva
nueva direcdirecci6n
ciOn esti"
de la
jurisdiccion
esta fuera de
la jurisdicci6n
postal de Is.
oficina de
destino, y
y
la oficina
de destino,
toda solicitud
toda
solicitud de
de devoluci6n,
devolucion, debe
clebe
acompafiarse del
del monto
monto correscormsacompafiarse
pondiente al
al franqueo
franqueo necesario
pondiente
necesario
para la
is. reexpedici6n
reexpedicion del
del envio
envio aala
la
Administraci6n
Administracion de
origen, calcucalcude origen,
lado segin
segdn la tarifa
tarifa fjada
fijada para
para
encomiendas postales.
las encomiendas
postales.

PARCEL POST CONVENTION—ARGENTINE
CONVENTION-ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. MAR.
Mn. 12,1915.
12, 1915.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII.

ARTICLLO XII.
XII .
ARTICLLO

The
The Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department of
of
either of the
counthe contracting
contracting countries will not
be responsible
for
not be
responsible for
the
damage of
of any
the loss
loss or damage
any parcel.
parcel.
Consequently, no indemnity
indemnity can
can
be
claimed by
adbe claimed
by the
the sender
sender or
or addressee in
in either
either country.
dressee
country.

ARTICLE
X_III.
ARTICLE XIII.

El Departamento
Departarnento de
de Correos
Correos de
El
de losNso:Arcesponsibilityfor
Nonnrespo n sibilityfot

cada uno
los paises
cada
uno de
de los
paises contratantes
contratantes
responsable por
por la
la perdida
perdida
no sera
sera responsable
quo sufra
sufra aglin
paquete.
66 averia
averia que
algun paquete.
Por consigniente
podra reclareclaPor
consiguiente no
no podra
marse, por'lo
por lo mismo,
mismo, en
en ninguno
laing-uno
marse,
de
indemnizacion
de los
los dos _poises,
paises, indemnizaci6n
alguna
la parte
parte del
del remitente,
remitente,
alguna por
por la
m de
de la
is persona
vaya
ni
persona aa quien
quien vaya
dirijido.
dirijido.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO XIII.
XIII.

The
Postmaster General
General of
of the
The Postmaster
the
United States
States of
and the
United
of America,
America, and
the
Director General
of Posts
Posts and
and
Director
General of
Telegraphs of
Telegraphs
of the
the Argentine
Argentine ReRepublic may,
expublic
may, by
by agreement,
agreement, except,
account of
cept, on
on account
of insecurity
insecurity in
in
the conveyance,
or for
the
conveyance, or
for other
other
causes, certain
causes,
certain post
post offices
offices in
in
either country
receiving or
or
either
country from
from receiving
despatching parcels of merchandespatching
merchandise
Convendise as provided
provided by
by this
this Convention;
shall have
have authority
to
tion; and
and shall
authority to
jointly
such further
further regulajointly make
make such
regulations of order and
and detail,
detail, as
as may
may
necessary to
to carry
out
be found necessary
carry out
the present
present Convention
Convention from
time
from time
to
and may
,by agreement
to time;
time; and
mayby
agreement
prescribe conditions
the adprescribe
conditions for
for the
admission to the
the mails
mails of
of any
any of
of the
the
articles
prohibited by
articles prohibited
by Article
Article II
II
of this
this Convention.
Convention.

la
El Postmaster
de los
los etchr
etc
}:urther regu
regulations.
El
Postmaster General
General de
tion.
Estados
Unidos de
de America
America y
y el
Estados Unidos
el
Director
Correos y
y
Director General
General de
de Correos
Telegrafos
de Is
Republica ArgenArgenTelegrafos de
la Repfblica
tina,
pueden convenir
convenir en
en exextina, pueden
ceptuar
algunas oficinas
oficinas postales
postales
ceptuar algunas
de
recibir 6
6despachar
despachar paquetes
paquetes de
de
de recibir
mercaderias, segdn
el presente
presente
mercaderias,
segln el
Convenio, por
por falta
de seguridad
seguridad
Convenio,
falta de
en la
is conduccion,
6 por
por otras
otras
en
conducci6n, 6
causas, y
y tendran
tendran autondad
autondad para
pars
causas,
de comin
comfin acuerdo
acuerdo y
y de
hacer de
de
tempo en
en tiempo,
tiempo, aquellos
reglatiempo
aquellos reglade orden
y detail°
quo
mentos de
orden y
detalle que
cumplir
crean necesarios
necesarios pars
para cumplir
debidamente
las prescripciones
prescripciones de
de
debidamente las
Is presente
Convenci6n, asi
como
la
presente Convenci6n,
asi como
pars
establecer is.
admision en
en las
las
para establecer
la admisi6n
Ante, p.
p. 1629.
balij
as de
de los articuartieu- Ante,
balijas
de cualquiera
cualquiera delos
16S2
los prohibidos
prohibidos por
articulo II
los
por el
el articulo
II
de
Convenci6n.
de esta
esta Convenci6n.

ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.

ARTICITLO XIV.
XIV.
ARTfCULO

This Convention shall
shall be
be ratified by the
fied
contracting countries
countries
the contracting
in accordance
accordance with their
their respecrespective laws.
ratified, it
it shall
shall
laws. Once ratified,
take effect,
and operations
operations theretake
effect, and
thereunder
shall begin
the day
day that
that
under shall
begin on
on the
shall be fixed when the ratificaratificaand
tions shall
shall be
be exchanged;
exchanged; and
shall continue
shall
until tertercontinue in
in force until
minated by mutual
agreement,
mutual agreement,
but
be annulled
annulled at
at the
desire
but may
may be
the desire
of either Department, upon
of
upon six
six
months
previous notice
given to
months previous
notice given
to
the other.
Done in
in duplicate,
signed
duplicate, and
and signed
at Washington
Washington the
day
the twelfth
twelfth day
of March one thousand
thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
fifteen.

Convencien se
ratificara
Esta Convenci6n
se ratificara
por
los paises
paises contratantes
contratantes de
de
por los
acuerdo
con sus
byes.
acuerdo con
sus respectivas
respectivas leyes.
Una vez
vez ratificada,
ratificada, comenzara
comenzara a
Una
tener
efecto el dia que
tener efecto
quo se
se fijara
fijara
cuando las
se camcamcuando
las ratificaciones
ratificaciones se
bien, y
bien,
y continuara
continuara en
en vigor
vigor hasta
hasta
que
quo se termine
consentitermine por
por consentimutuo; pero podra
miento matuo;
podra anularse,
larse, con la notificacion
notificaci6n de
uno de
de uno
de
los
Departamentos de
de Correos
Correos
los Departamentos
hecha al
hecha
at .otro,
con seis
seis meses
meses de
otro, con
de
anticipacion.
anticipaci6n.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

Hecho
Hecho por
yfirmado,
firmado,
por duplicado
duplicado y
en
din doce
doce de
de
en Washington
Washington el
el dia
marzo
mu novecientos
yquince.
marzo de
de mil
novecientos y
quince.
ALBERT SIDNEY
ALBERT
SIDNEY BURLESON
BURLESON

Postmaster General
the United
United States
Postmaster
General of
of the
States of
of America.
America.

R. S.
R.
S.NA6N,
NA6N,

[sRAL.]
[SEAL.]

Ambassador
Ambassador of the Argentine
Republic
Argentine Republic
to the
of America.
America.
the United States
States of
102620°--vo,
102620 °—voi, 39—PT
39-Pr 22-

1635
1635

29
29

Effect.
Effect.

Duration.
Duration.

Signatures,
Signature.
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1636 PARCEL
ApprovaL
Approval.

The
between the
the United States
The foregoing Parcel
Parcel Post
Post Convention
Convention between
of America
America and
and the
the Argentine
has been
been negotiated
negotiated and
and
Republic has
Argentine Republic
of
concluded with
with my
advice and
and consent,
consent, and
hereby approved
approved and
and
and is
is hereby
my advice
concluded
ratified.
ratified.
In
teStimony whereof,
have caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States
whereof, IIhave
In testimony
to be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
affixed.
NEAL.]
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
[SIEAL.]
By
President:
By the
the President:
W .J
BRYAN
J..BRYAN
W.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.
WAsunioroN, D.
C., 15
1915.
15 31arch,,
March, 1915.
D. C.,
WASHINGTON,

v=v 4
al bin=
La convencien
encomiendas postales
postales que
que antecede
anteCede entre
entre la
Rela Rede encomiendas
La
convenci6n de
of Argenv
tim.
pipblica
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de Am6rica,
tina.
public& Argentina y
y los
America, ha sido
sido negociada
negociada
concluida con
y consentimiento
consentirniento y
ypor
por la
la presente
presente
mi conocimiento
conocimiento y
con mi
y concluida
Tied& aprobada
ratificada.
aprobada yyratificada.
queda
Buenos
15 de
de 1915.
1915.
Aires, Septiembre
Septiembre 15
Buenos Aires,
[SEAL.]
PLAZA.
PLAZA.
[sAL-.]
%Iasi Luis
Luis MuwAT'ua.
MURATURR.
JosE
Form
No. 1.
Form No.1.
FORM
FouM No.
No. 1.
1.

Parcel Post.
Parcel

A
as under
under has
has been
posted here
here this
this day.
day.
been posted
A parcel
parcel addressed
addressed as

Office stamp.

................

................

...............

................

...............

I
Till.;
is g
iven to
the sender
sender of
of the
the posting
posting of
parcel, and
not Indicate
indicate that
that any
any
of aa
parcel,
and does
does not
given
to inform
Inform the
This certificate
certificate is
liability
of such
parcel attaches
attaches to
to the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.
such parcel
in respect
respect of
liability In
No. 2.
2.
WomrNo.

Vona

Foar No. 2.
FORM
2.
Parcel
between the United
United States
States and
and the Argentine Republic.
Parcel post betwen

Dat
Date
stamp.
tamp.

Description
of parcel:
Description of
parcel:
(Statewhether
box,
(State
whether box,
basket,
etc.)
Ibag
ag,,
basket, etc.)

M
FORM
OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS DECLARATION.
DECLARATION,
FORM OF

Place
to which
which
Place
the to
parcel
tharesis
addressed.

Value.
Value.

customs
Total customs
Per
Per cent
cent. Total
charges.

Contents.
Contents.

I

I

1r1&.1
Total
........................
...

I I

............

----------

............

Date
of posting:
posting. ...... ,,19..;
19_ ;signature
signature and
address of
of sender{
sender{ ------.--------------Date of
and address
For use of poet
post office
office only,
only, and
filled up
at the
the office
office of
exchaitge:
and to
to be
be filled
up at
of exchange:
Parcel
prepaid ....
- ..;
No.
Parcel bill
bill No. ...... ;
; No. of
of rates
rates prepaid
; Entry
Entry No.

PARCEL
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
REPUBLIC.MAR.
MAR. 12,
1915.
PARCEL POST CONVENTION—
CONVENTION-ARGENTINE
12,1915.
FORM 3.
3.
FORM

Form No.
No. 3.
3.
Form

Parcels
the United
United States
for the
Republic.
Parcelsfrom
from the
Statesfor
the Argentine
Argentine Republic.
Date
Date stamp of
of the
the
UnitedOtates
States
United
Post Office.
Office.

Date
stamp of
of the
Date stamp
the
Argentine
Argentine
Post Office.
Office.

Parcel
Bill No.
No. ....
Parcel Bill

I

dated ....
_ _. 19..;
S. "..."
"
19..; per
per S.
S. S.
dated

*Sheet
No.
*Sheet No.....
Entry
No.

orya
parcel.

Name
of sender.

Address of parcel.

Declared
contents.

Declared
value.

Number
of rates
prepaid.

Remarks.

Totals
the parcels
parcels sent
sent by the mail,
mail, it
it will be suffi**When more than one sheet is required for the entry of the
cient if the undermentioned
undermentioned particulars
particulars are entered
the Parcel
Parcel Bill.
cient
entered on the last sheet of the
Lbs.
Lb.
Total number
of parcels
sent by
by the
the
Total
weight of
of mail.............
mail
Total
number of
parcels sent
Total weight
mail
mail ......
Deduct
weight of
receptacles ......
Deduct weight
of receptacles
Number
of boxes
other receptacles
receptacles
Number of
boxes or
or other
forming
the
mail
forming the mail..........
Net
parcels .........
Net weight
weight of
of parcels
....
of dispatching
Signature of
dispatchng officer
offier
s=
statesslost-Ofliee:
Post Oflce:
.......................

at
United
at United

1637
1637

Signature
of receiving
officer at
at Argentine
Argentine PostSignte
of
receiving officr
PostOffice:
ome:

.............

.....

.............

1638
1638

September
September 23, 1915.
1915.

AGREEMENT—RUSSIA—EMBARGO.
AGREEMENT-RUSSIA-EMBARGO.

SEPTEMBER 23,
23, 1915.
1915.
SEPTEMBER

Protocol
agreement between the United States and Russia concerning
Protocol of agreement
concerning
the exportation
exportation of
of embargoed
to the
the United
United States.
States.
the
embargoed goods
goods from
from Russia
Russia to
Signed
at Washington,
3, 1915.
Signed at
Washington, September
September S3,
1915.
PROTOCOL OF
AGREEMENT.
PROTOCOL
OF AGREEMENT

Agreement with
Agreement
Russia relating
relating to emembargoed goods.

In order to facilitate
In
facilitata the corncornmercial relations
relations between
between the
the
mercial
United States
America and
and
United
States of
of America
Russia,
view of
the embargo
embargo
Russia, in
in view
of the
which
placed by
which has
has been
been placed
by the
the
Government
of Russia
Government of
Russia upon
upon the
the
exportation
certain articles
exportation of
of certain
articles
from Russia,
Russia, the
undersigned
from
the undersigned
Robert
Secretary of
of
Robert Lansing,,
Lansing, Secretary
State
of the
and
State of
the Umted
United States,
States, and
His Excellency
Excellency George
BakhmeHis
George Bakhmteff,
Extraordinary
teff, Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
of Russia
to
and
Plenipotentiary of
Russia to
the
States, duly
authorthe United
United States,
duly authorized thereto
thereto by
by their
respective
ized
their respective
Governments, have
have agreed
upon
Governments,
agreed upon
under
the following
following conditions
conditions under
which
citizens or firms
which American
American citizens
firms
may
release of
shipments
may secure
secure release
of shipments
under special
special permission
under
from
permission from
the Imperial
Imperial Russian
Russian GovernGovernthe
to-wit:
ment, to-wit:

Application
Application for shipshi p"

Whenever an
merWhenever
an American
American merchant or
firm desires
make
chant
or firm
desires to
to make
importations
from Russia
he .or
or
importations from
Russia he
they
an application
they shall first
first file
file an
application
for such
importation with
with the
such importation
the
Commercial Agent in charge
of
Commercial
charge of
the
the Bureau
Bureau
the New York
York office of
of the
of
Comof Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce of
of the
the Department
Department of
of Commerce
United States,
States,
merce of
of the
the United
application shall
which application
shall set
set forth
forth
in detail information
information regarding
regarding
the proposed
proposed importations,
importations, the
the
commodities, the character
commodities,
character of
of the
the
goods, their quantities
quantities and
and values,
values,
the methods
methods of payment, and the
name
firm,
name of
of the
the Russian
Russian export
export firm,
as .well as
as any
any other
details
other details
which may
may be
be required.
required.

1.

1.

menu,

Bond required.
requird.

2.
The American importer shall
shall
state in
further state
application his
in the
the application
his
preparedness to
preparedness
the
to file with the

Afin de
de faciliter
faciliter les
les relations
Afin
relations
commerciales entre
les Etats
Etats Unis
commerciales
entre les
Unis
d'Amerique et
et la
la Russie,
vu l'eml'emd'Amerique
Russie, vu
bargo dont
dont 1'exportation
l'exportation de
de cercerbargo
tains articles
de Russie
Russie a
a ete
ete
tains
articles de
frappee par
par le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement
frappee
Imperial
de Russie,
les soussign6s
soussignes
Imperial de
Russie, les
PHonorable
Lansing, SeSe1'Honorable Robert
Robert Lansing,
cr6taire
-- des Etats
Unis et
crftaire -d'Etat
d'Etat-des
Etats Unis
et
Son
Excellence George
BakhSon Excellence
George Bakhmeteff,
Extraordim6teff, Ambassadeur
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire
et Plenipotentiaire
de RusRusnaire et
Plenipotentisire de
sie,
autorises par
par leurs
leurs
sie, dtiment
dQment autoris6s
Gouvemements respectifs
respectifs aa.. cet
Gouvernements
cet
°fret,
convenus des
des disposidisposieffet, sont
sont convenus
tions suivantes
suivantes relatives aux conditions sous
sous lesquelles
lesquelles des
des citoyens
citoyens
ditions
americains
americains ou des maisons
raaisons comcornmerciales
americaines pourraient
pourraient
merciales am6ricaines
obtenir la
obtenir
Is prohibition
la levee
levee de
de la
prohibition
pour certaines
certaines cargaisons,
cargaisons, par
par perpour
permission
speciale du
du GouverneGouvernemission speciale
ment Imperial
Imperial de
Russie, savoir:
savoir:
ment
de Russie,
1.
1.
Toutes
negociant
Toutes les
les fois qu'un negociant
americain
de comcomamericain ou une maison
maison de
merce americaine
immerce
am6ricaine desireraient
desireraient importer
porter de
Russie des marchandises,
marchandises,
de Russie
1 ou
ou elle devront
11
presenter, prepredevront presenter,
alablement,
l'Agent
alablement, une
une requete
requite aa, l'Agent
Commercial charge
charge du
du Bureau
Bureau de
de
Commercial
New
la Section
Section du
du ComNew York de la
Commerce
Etranger et
et Interieur
Interieur du
du
merce Etranger
Departement du Commerce
Commerce des
Departement
des
Etats
laquelle requite
requ Ate devra
dev-ra
Etats Unis,
Unis, laquelle
contenir
des renseignements
renseignements dedécontenir des
tailles
taillés sur l'importation
Pnnportation proposee
propos&
concernant:
les marchandises
marchandises
concernant: les
elles-memes,
leur caractbre,
caractere, leur
leur
elles-memes, leur
quantito et
et valeur,
le mode
mode de
de
quantite
valeur, le
leur
leur payement et le nom de
la
de la
maison russe d'exportation,
d'exportation, ainsi
ainsi
que tout
tout autre
autre detail
detail qui
que
qui pourrait
pourrait
etre requis.
etre
requis.
'.
2.

L'importateur
L'importateur americain,
americain, devra
devra
en outre,
outre, declarer dans
en
dans sa
sa requete
requete
qu'il est
est pret
deposer chez
chez le
le
qu'il
pret a
a deposer
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proper
proper Russian official in the fonctionnaire
fonctionnaire
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russe competent
competent
russe
United
bond to
United States
States aabond
to the
the ImIm- aux Etats
un bon
bon au
Etats Timis
Unis un
au nom
nom du
du
perial
perial Russian Government,
Government, to
to Gouvernement
Gouvernement Imperial
de Russie
Russie
Imperial de
the amount of
of the
the jusqu'a concurrence
of the value
value of
concurrence de
de la
valeur
la valeur
goods at the
port of
of importation
importation de
the port
la marchandise
marchandise au
au port
d'imporde la
port d'imporas of
the tation,
of day prior
prior to
to the
the date
date of
of the
tation, estim6e
estimee au
an jour
jour ant6rieur
anterieur a
execution of
This bond
bond la
of the
the bond.
bond. This
bon. Ce
Ce bon
bon sera
sera
la signature
signature du
du bon.
shall run for
for a
a period
of at
at least
least valide
period of
valide pour
une p6riode
poriode d'au
d'au
pour une
the conclusion
conclusion moms
three years
years or
or until
until the
trois ans
ou jusqu'a
jusqu'a, la
la fin
fin
moins trois
ans ou
of
the war;
the said
said bond
of the
war; and
and the
bond de
de la
la guerre;
guerre; et
et ledit
ledit bon
devra
bon devra
shall guarantee
guarantee that
the commodithat the
commodi- garantir
que les
les denr6es,
denrees, matieres
garantir que
matieres
ties, raw materials,
materials, or
or products
products brutes ou produits
qui en
en seraient
produits qui
seraient
manufactured
therefrom, which
which it
it fabriqu6s,
manufactured therefrom,
fabriqu es,
dent
l'importation
dont l'importation
is desired to import,
import, shall
shall not
not be
be serait
serait desiree,
ne seront
pas reredesiree, ne
seront pas
exported
United States
States export6s
exported from
from the
the United
export& des
des Etats
Unis dans
dans
Etats Unis
to any country unless
special perunless special
per- aucun
aucun autre
autre pays,
moins qu'une
qu'une
pays, aa, moins
mission therefor
therefor be
by permission
be granted
granted by
permission speciale
ne soit
scat acacspeciale ne
the Imperial
the
Imperial Russian
Russif.n GovernGovern- cord&
cordee aa cet
effet par
par le
le GouverGouvercet effet
representative.
ment or
or its
its representative.
nement Imperial
Imperial de
Russie ou
on
de Russie
par son
son Representant.
par
Representant.
3.
3.
3.
3.
Upon
the American
importer
Upon the
American importer
L'importateur
s' etant cation
Bnbmission of
of appliL'importateur arnericain
americain s'etant
Siubmission
to Russian
RussianappliErncation
to
Ermcomplying
with the
require- conforme
complying with
the requireconforme aux
aux conditions
conditions requises
requises bassy.
bassY•
ments
of conditions
conditions numbered
ments of
numbered par
par les
stipulations 1
1et
et 2,
les stipulations
2, l'Agent
1'Agent
one and two, the Commercial
Commercial Commercial,,
Commercial,, charge
charge du
du Bureau
Bureau
Agent in charge
Agent
charge of
of the
the New
New de New-York
de la
du
New-York de
a Section
Section du
York office of
of the
the Bureau
of Commerce
Bureau of
Commerce Etranger
Etranger et
et Interieur
Int6rieur
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce du Departement
Departement du
du Commerce
Commerce
of the Department
Department of
of Commerce
Commerce des Etats
Etats Unis
Unis devra
devra ans.sittit
aussit6t
of the United States shall
shall then
then se
renseigner sur
se renseigner.
sur la
et la
la
la position
position et
make inquiries as to
to the
standing responsabilite
the standing
responsabilite de
l'importateur
de I'importateur
and responsibility
responsibility of
of the
the American
American et sur tout autre
autre detail
detail a
a son
son
importer, and
as to
to such
other deimporter,
and as
such other
de- egard qui pounait
necespourrait paraftre
parattre necestails with respect to
to him
him as
as may
may saire.
saire. Ce
Ce n'est
nest qu'apres
qu'apres avoir
avoir
be deemed
to be
be required;
required; and
and etabli
deemed to
que 1'importateur
l'importateur en
en ques6tabli que
quesfind that
that such
im- tion satisfait a
should he
he find
such imtoutes les
a toutes
les condicondiporter
re- tions
porter is
is satisfactory
satisfactory in
in all
all retions requises, que
que l'Agent
apl'Agent apspects,
the appliappli- prouvera
spects, he
he shall
shall approve
approve the
prouvera la
la demand°
et l'expel'expedemande et
cation and
cation
forward it
it to
the Imand forward
to the
Im- diera aa l'Ambassade
de Russie
Russie a
l'Ambassade de
at WashWash- Washington
perial Russian
Russian Embassy
Embassy at
Washington ou
ou aa son
son RepresenRepresenington or to
representative.
to its
its representative.
taut.
tant.
4.
4.
4.
4.
Upon
the said
application
Upon the
said application
.ppro-va
by RusLa requite
requete en question aus- siA"C.Ne,-1.11t.R"
receiving
the approval
approval of
of the
the sitOt
receiving the
sitot approuvee
approuvee par
par l'Ambassade
l'Ambassade
ove
t.
Imperial Russian
Imperial
its Imperiale
Russian Embassy
Embassy or
or its
Imp eriale de
Russie ou
ou son
de Russie
son RepreReprerepresentative,
Imperial Rusrepresentative, the
the Imperial
Rus- sentant,
Ambassade ou
ou son
sentant, ladite
ladite Ambassade
son
sian Embassy or
representa- Representant
or its
its representaRepresentant demanderont
demanderont sans
sans
tive will at once seek by
by cable the
the dela'
delai au
Minister° Imperial
Imperial des
des
au Ministere
permission of
Imperial RusRus- Finances
of the
the Imperial
(Departement des
des DouDouFinances (Departement
sian Minister of
Finance for
for the
of Finance
the anes) le perms
permis pour l'exportation
l'exportation
exportation
the goods
in quesexportation of
of the
goods in
ques- des marchandises
marchandises en
en question,
question,
tion, it
it being
the etant entendu que
being understood
understood that
that the
l'importateur
que l'importateur
American importer
American
importer will
will deposit
depose chez
l'Agent
am6ricain depose
deposit amoricain
chez 1'Agent
with the Commercial
Commercial Agent in
Commercial charge
Bureau de
in Commercial
charge du
du Bureau
de
charge of the New
office of
New York
York office
of New York de
de la
du ComComla Section
Section du
the Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and DoDo- merce
merce Etranger et
et Interieur
du
Int6rieur du
mestic Commerce
Commerce of
of the
Depart- Departement
the DepartDepartement du
du Commerce
Commerce des
des
ment of
ment
sum suffiof Commerce
Commerce aa sum
suffi- Etats Unis une
somme suffisante
suffisante
une somme
cient to cover
cover all costs
costs of
of cabling
pour couvrir
couvrir tons
les frais
frais de
corcabling pour
tous les
de corincidental expenses. If
and incidental
If perrespondance et
per- respondance
depenses
et autres
autres depenses
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mission
exportation
be
be
for exportation
mission for
granted by the Imperial Russian
Russian
Government,
American imimthe American
Government, the
porter
then submit
order
his order
submit his
shall then
porter shall
to the
Commercial Agent
in
Agent in
the Commercial
to
charge of
office of
of
York office
of the
the New
New York
charge
the Bureau
and DoDoof Foreign
Foreign and
Bureau of
the
mestic Commerce
of the
the DepartCommerce of
mestio
ment of
Commerce for
approval
for approval
of Commerce
ment
and
the order
made out
shall be made
order shall
and the
in
such a
a way
way that
the goods
goods to
to
that the
in such
be imported
be consigned
consigned
shall be
imported shall
be
to
of
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the order
order of
to the
Commerce
States.
of the
the United
United States.
Commerce of
5.
5.
Approval
bond.
Approval of
or bond.
When
When permission for the exportation of
of the
shall
goods shall
the goods
portation
have
from the
the
procured from
have been
been procured
Imperial Russian
Russian Minister
Minister of
of FiImperial
nance, the
American importer
importer
the American
nance,
shall
execute his bond
it
bond and file it
shall execute
with
the proper
Russian official
official
proper Russian
with the
in
the United
United States
for approval.
approval.
States for
in the
Upon
receipt of
approval
of this
this approval
Upon the
the receipt
by
the Commercial
Agent in
in
Commercial Agent
by the
charge of
of the
the New
office of
of
York office
New York
charge
the Bureau
and Doof Foreign
Foreign and
the
Bureau of
mestic Corrufierce
Departof the
the DepartCommerce of
mestic
ment
consignthe consignCommerce the
of Commerce
ment of
ment
may be
be released
released to
to the
the
ment may
American importer.
importer.
American
6.
6.
Forfeiture
Forfeiture of bond.
Should it be
that the
the
he found
found that
terms
have been
been
of the
the bond
bond have
terms of
violated and
that the goods in
in
and that
violated
question have
from
have been
been exported
exported from
question
in their
their
the United
either in
United States
States either
the
original form
form or
or in
in manufactured
manufactured
original
form, except
except with
with the
the specific
specific apapform,
proval
of the
the Imperial
Imperial Russian
Russian
proval of
Government
representative,
or its representative,
Government or
the
forfeited to
to the
the bond
bond shall be forfeited
Imperial Russian Government.
Government.
Imperial
7.
7.
Statements of shipStatements of shiThe Commercial
Commercial Agent in
ment,.
in
charge of
office of
New York
York office
charge
of the
the New
the
and Dothe Bureau
Bureau of
of Foreign
Foreign and
mestic
Departmestic Commerce
Commerce of
of the
the Department
of Commerce
Commerce shall
shall transmit
transmit
ment of
to
Imperial Russian
Russian CommerCommerto the
the Imperial
cial
statement setting
setting
cial Attache
Attache a
a statement
forth
have
forth the applications
applications which
which have
been .made for
for importations
importations of
of
Russian goods into the United
United
States
of the
States and
and a
a statement
statement of
the
actual
of such
goods, and
and
actual arrivals of
such goods,
made in
these statements
statements shall be
be made
triplicate
triplicate on
on the
the first
first and fifteenth
fifteenth
of
of each month.
Notification.
Notification.
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incidentes. Si
Si le
le permis
permis pour
pour
incidentes.
l'exportation
est accorde
accorde par
par le
le
l'exportation est
Gouvernement Imperial
Imperial de
Rusde RusGouvernement
sie, l'importateur
devra
americain devra
l'importateur americain
sie,
soumettre sa
sit commande
commande a
it l'apl'apsoumettre
probation de
de l'Agent
l'Agent Commercial
Commercial
probation
des Etats
Etats Unis
Unis susmentionne
et
susmentionn6 et
des
la commando
devra etre
etre faite
faite de
de
la
commande devra
telle facon
facon que
la marchandise
marchandise a
it
que la
telle
exporter soit
soit consignee
consignee a
it l'ordre
l'ordre
exporter
du Secretaire
Secretaire du
Commerce des
des
du Commerce
du
Etats Unis.
Unis.
Etats
5.
5.
Des
que le
perrais pour
pour l'exl'exle permis
Des que
portation des
des marchandises
sera
marchandises sera
portation
obtenu du
du Ministere
Ministere des
Fides Fiobtenu
nances de
de Russie,
l'importateur
Russie, l'importateur
nances
americain
son bon
et le
le
bon et
signera son
americain signera
soumettra ait l'approbation
Papprobation du
foncdufoncsoumettra
tionnaire
russe competent
aux
competent aux
tionnaire russe
Etats Unis. Aussitet
que l'apAussit6t que
Etats
probation
commusera commudu bon
bon sera
probation du
nique()
Commercial
a l'Agent
l'Agent Commercial
niquee it
charge du Bureau
Bureau de New
New York
charg6
de la
la Section
du Commerce
EtranCommerce EtranSection du
de
ger
Intorieur du D6partement
Departement
ger et
et Interieur
du Commerce
Commerce des
des Etats
Etats Unis, la
la
du
cargaison
d6livree ait l'imporsera delivree
cargaison sera
tateur americain.
amoricain.
tateur
6.
6.
S'il
se trouvait
trouvait que
que les
les stipuS'il se
lations du
du bon
bon aient
aient 6et
été viol6es
violoes et
et
lations
quo les
les marchandises
merchandises aient
ete
aient ete
quo
reexportees
Etats Unis, soit
soit
des Etats
reexportees des
sous lour forme
forme primitive
sous
primitive soit sous
sousleur
forme de
de produits
prodults fabriques,
fabriques, sans
sans
forme
autorisation
speciale du GouverGouverautorisation speciale
nement de
de Russie
Russie ou
on de
de son
son
nement
6cherra au
Representant,
au
Representant, le bon echerra
Gouvemement Imperial
Imperial de RusGouvernement
sie.
sie.
7.
7.
L'Agent
Commercial char
ge
charge
L
'Agent Commercial
du Bureau
Bureau de New
New York de laa
du
Section du
Commerce Etranger
Etranger
Section
dut Commerce
Interieur du Departement
Departement du
et Interieur
Commerce des
des Etats
Etats Unis
Unis transCommerce
transmettra a
a. l'Attache
Commercial
mettra
l'Attach6 Commercial
une
de l'Ambassade
1'Ambassade de Russie
Russie une
declaration sur
sur les
requetes pour
pour
les requites
declaration
l'importation
de marchandises
marchandises
l'importation de
russes
dans les
Etats Unis
Unis qui
russes dans
les Etats
ont d6ja
dejà 6t6
eto faites
faites et
un comptecompteet un
ont
rendu
des arrivages
ariivages deja
déjà effectues
effectues
rendu des
de ces
ces marchandises,
en triple,
marchandises, en
triple, le
de
premier et
quinze de chaque
chaque
premier
et le quinze
mois.
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8.
8.
It
is understood
understood that in case
It is
the Imperial
GovernRussian GovernImperial Russian
the
ment does
does not
not approve
approve an
applicaan applicament
in any way
tion it
it is
not bound in
way
is not
tion
to give
give an
explanation of the
an .explanation
to
reasons of
of its
its refusal
refusal as these
reasons
might be
be justified
justified by
consideraby consideramight
tions
State policy.
of State
tions of
9.
9.
It is
is understood
understood that,
this
that. this
It
operaagreement
shall go into operaagreement shall
tion on
1915,
23rd, 1915,
September 23rd,
on September
tion
and shall
remain in
during
force during
in force
shall remain
and
the
of the
embargo.
the embargo.
continuance of
the continuance
If,
American importers
importers
however, American
If, however,
desire
import goods
which
goods which
to import
desire to
have been
prior to
to the
the
purchased prior
been purchased
have
date
above mentioned,
such armentioned, such
date above
rangements may
may be
made under
under
be made
rangements
the
usual procedure
be
will be
but will
procedure but
the usual
subject to
the special
special approval
approval of
of
to the
subject
the
Imperial Russian
Minister of
Russian Minister
the Imperial
Finance.
Finance.

the underIn
witness whereof
underwhereof the
In witness
signed have
have hereunto
hereunto signed
signed their
signed
names
and affixed
affixed their seals.
names and
Done at
this 23rd
Washington this
at Washington
Done
day of
1915.
September, 1915.
of September,
day
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8.
8.
apRigtto refuse
dans les
II est
est entendu
entendu que
que dans
les o lin,0
refuse ar'
I1
cas
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement Imperial
Imperial"
cas oh le
do Russie
trouverait pas posne trouverait
Russie no
de
sible
satisfaire a
a certaines
certaines rede satisfaire
sible de
quetes, il
ii ne
no serait
serait nullement
nullement
quotes,
tenu a donner
des explications
explications
donner des
tenu
pour son
refus qui
qui serait motive
son refus
pour
par des
d'interet d'Etats.
d'Etats.
raisons d'interkt
des raisons
par
9.
9.
ge
of aagena•
l'arrange- Dntrtiol
II est
est entendu
entendu que
que l'arrangeDI.au°'1 of
I1
ment
entrera
en
force
le
23
Sepment entrera en force le 23 Sepen vitembre,
1915, et
et restera
restera en
tembre, 1915,
gueur pour
pour tout
tout le temps de la
gueur
duree
l'embargo. Si toutefois
toutefois
de l'embargo.
duree de
des
importateuis am6ricains
americains ddedes importateurs
siraient exporter
exporter de
de Russie
Russie des
siraient
marchandises
achet6es anterieumarchandises achetees
rement a
a la
date indiquee,
indiquee, des
la date
rement
pourarrangements
cot effet poura cet
arrangements h
suivant la proraient etre
etre cenclus
conclus suivant
raient
cedure
rnais devraient
devraient
d'usage, mais
c6dure d'usage,
etre sujets
une approbation
approbation sloespesujets aaune
etre
ciale de
de la
la part
part du
du Ministere
Minister° des
ciale
Finances de
Russie.
de Russie.
Finances
Signature's.
En foi
foi de
de quoi
quoi les
lea soussign6s
soussignes Sig
En
ont signe
le present
present accord
accord ayant
ayant
sign6 le
ont
appose
le sceau
de leurs armes.
sceau de
appose le
Fait
le 23 SepWashington le
a Washington
Fait a
tembre,
1915.
tembre, 1915.

ROBERT
[SEAL.]
LANSING [SEAL.]
ROBERT LANSING
G BAHMETEFF
BAKEEKETEFF [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
G
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TREATY—
CHINA— PEACE. S
EPTEMBER 15.
15. 1914.
1914.
TREATY-CHINA-PEACE.
SEPTEMBER

September 15,1914.
September
15, 1914.

Treaty between the United States
States and Chinafor
China for the advancement
advancement of general peace.
peace. Signed
Signed at
Washington, September
September 15,
1914; ratification
ratification
eral
at Washington,
15, 1914;
advised
Senate, October
October 12,
12, 1914;
ratified by
by the
President,
the Senate,
1914; ratified
the President,
advised by
by the
June
by China,
June 18,
ratifications exexChina, June
18, 1915;
1915; ratifications
June 17,
17, 1915;
1915; ratified
ratified by
changed
at Washington,
Washington, October
October 22,
22, 1915;
proclaimed, October
October 23,
1915; proclaimed,
23,
changed at
1915.
1915.
By
THE PRESIDET
PRESIDENT or
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY THE
OF THE
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

General
Chaera
China.
Preamble.
Preamble.

peace,

Whereas a
aTreaty
Treaty between
between the
United States
States of
of America
America and
and the
Whereas
the United
the
advancement of the cause of genRepublic of China looking to the advancement
eral
peace was
and signed
signed by
their respective
respective PlenipoPlempoeral peace
was concluded
concluded and
by their
tentialies at
at Washington,
Washington, on
on the
the fifteenth
day of
September, one
one
tentiaries
fifteenth day
of September,
thousand
nine hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, the
the original
original of
which Treaty,
thousand nine
hundred and
of which
Treaty,
being in
in the
and Chinese
Chinese languages,
languages, is
is word
ward for
word as
as
being
the English
English and
for word
follows:
follows:
Contracting
Powers.
Contracting Powers
President of the United States of America
The President
America and the President
President
of the
Republic of
of China,
China, desiring
desiring to
to strengthen
strengthen the
the friendly
friendly relarelaof
the Republic
tions which
which unite
unite their
their two
two countries
countries and
and to
serve the
cause of
to serve
the cause
of general
general
tions
peace, have
decided to
conclude aatreaty
treaty for
these purposes
and have
have
peace,
have decided
to conclude
for these
purposes and
consequently appointed
appointed the
the plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries designated
designated hereinafter,
consequently
hereinafter,
to wit:
Plenipotentiaries.
The President
President of
America, the Honorable
lenipoen es.
of the United States
States of America,
Honorable
Jennings Bryan,
Secretary of State
State of the United
United States;
States;
William Jennings
Bryan, Secretary
and
and
The President
President of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
of China,
China, Kai
Kai Fu
Fu Shah,
Envoy
The
Shah, Envoy
Extraordinary
Minister Plenipotentiary
of
Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the Republic
Republic of
China
China to the
the United States;
States;
Who, after
exhibiting to
to each
other their
their full
powers, found
found to
to be
be
Who,
after exhibiting
each other
full powers,
in
due and
agreed upon
the following
articles:
in due
and proper
proper form,
form, have
have agreed
upon the
following articles:
peace,

ARTICLE
I.
ARTICLE I.
Disputes to be submitted to a
a Permanent
International CommisInteatioComm
sion for examination
and
report.
andreport.

miutedto Permanent

Any disputes
arising between
between the
the Government
of the
the United
United States
States
Any
disputes arising
Government of
Government of the
of America and the Government
the Republic of China, of whatever nature they may be,
be shall, when
when ordinary
ordinary diplomatic
diplomatic proceedproceedand the
do not
not have
have
ings have failed
failed and
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties do
recourse to
for investigation
investigation and
and report
to
recourse
to arbitration,
arbitration, be
be submitted
submitted for
report to
in the
the manner
manner
aa Permanent
Permanent International
International Commission
Commission constituted
constituted in
prescribed in
article.
prescribed
in the following
following article.
Contracting Parties
to resort,
with respect
respect to
to
The High Contracting
Parties agree
agree not
not to
resort, with
each
to be
be made
each other, to any
any act
act of
of force
force during
during the investigation
investigation to
made
Commission and
by the Commission
and before
before its
its report
report is hpnded
hnded in.

II.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
Internanal
miss
tio
mInertionl

Composition.
Composition.

om

"nl.

The
Commission shall
be composed
composed of
five members
The International
International Commission
shall be
of five
members

appointed as follows:
follows: Each Government
Government shall
two members,
members,
shall designate
designate two
nationality the fifth
fifth member
only one of whom shall be of
of its own nationality:
member
shall
be designated
designated by
shall not
not belong
belong to
any
shall be
bv common
common consent
consent and
and shall
to any
already represented
represented on
on the
Commission; he
he shall
shall
of the nationalities
nationalities aireadv
the Commission;
perform
the duties
duties of
perform the
of President.
President.
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SEPTEMBER 15,
SEPTEMBER
15, 1914.
1914.

In
Governments should be unable
two Governments
unable to
to agree on the
the
In case the
the two
choice of
fifth commissioner,
the other
other four
shall be
called upon
upon
choice
of the
the fifth
commissioner, the
four shall
be called
to
designate him,
him, and
them, the
the
to designate
and failing
failing an
an understanding
understanding between
between them,
p. 2223.
provisions of
Hague Convention
1907 shall be Vol.
2223.
Vol 36,
36 p
of 1907
Convention of
45 of
of The
The Hague
of article
article 45
provisions
applied.
applied.
The Commission
be organized
organized within
within six
six months
from the
the exexmonths from
shall be
The
Commission shall

Organization.
Organization.

The members
shall be
be appointed
for one
one year
year and
their appointappointand their
appointed for
The
members shall

Appointment.
Appointment.

change of
change
of ratifications
ratifications of the present
present convention.
convention.

ment may
may be
be renewed.
in office
office until
or
renewed. They
They shall
shall remain
remain in
until superseded
superseded or
ment
reappointed,
work on
on which
which they
engaged at
time
they are
are engaged
at the
the time
reappointed, or
or until
until the
the work
their
expires is
is completed.
completed.
their office
office expires
Vacancies.
Any
vacancies which
cases Vacancies.
resignation, or cases
(from death,
death, resignation,
may arise (from
which may
Any vacancies
of
or moral
shall be
be filled
filled within
shortest
incapacity) shall
within the
the shortest
of physical
physical or
moral incapacity)
possible
for the
appointment.
the original appointment.
followed for
the manner
manner followed
period in
in the
possible period
Expenses.
corn- Expense.
The High
High Contracting
shall, before
designating the combefore designating
Parties shall,
Contracting Parties
The
missioners reach an
understanding in regard
regard to their compensation.
compensation.
an understanding
missioners,
They shall
by halves
incident to the
the meeting
meeting of the
the expenses
expenses incident
shall bear
bear by
halves the
They
Commission.
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
III.
In case
case aadispute
dispute should
Contracting Parties
sir.nes
Parties sion.tS
between the
the High
High Contracting
should arise
arise between
In
which is
is not
not settled
settled by
ordinary methods,
methods, each
each Party
Party shall
shall have
have aa
by the
the ordinary
which
right to
that the
investigation thereof
intrusted to the Interthereof be intrusted
to ask
ask that
the investigation
right
national
charged with making
making aareport. Notice shall be
national Commission
Commission charged
given to
to the
the President
President of the International
International Commission,
Commission, who shall
given
at once
once communicate
communicate with his
colleagues.
his colleagues.
at
In the
the same
same case
case the
may, after
consulting his
his colleagues
after consulting
the President
President may,
In
and upon
upon receiving
majority of the members
members of the
of aamajority
consent of
the consent
receiving the
and
Commission, offer
offer the
of the
Contracting
latter to
to each of the Contracting
services of
the latter
the services
Commission,
Parties.
offer declared
the two Governdeclared by one of the
Acceptance of that offer
Parties. Acceptance
ments
sufficient to give
jurisdiction of
of the case to the Comgive jurisdiction
shall be
be sufficient
ments shall
mission in
in accordance
foregoing paragraph.
accordance with
with the foregoing
mission
The
meeting shall be
determined by the Commission
Commission itself.
be determined
of meeting
The place of

of Commis.
i

comm

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
The two
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
have aaright,
right, each
on its
its
each on
shall have
Parties shall
two High
The

own part,
part, to
state to
the President
President of
the Commission
what is
is the
the
of the
Commission what
to the
to state
own
subject
difference in these
these statements,
statements,
the controversy.
controversy. No difference
of the
subject matter
matter of
which
shall be
suggestion, shall
shall arrest
arrest the action
action
way of
of suggestion,
by way
be furnished
furnished by
which shall
of
of the
the Commission.
In case
the cause
cause of
should consist
consist of
of certain
acts
certain acts
the dispute
dispute should
of the
case the
In

already committed
about to
be committed,
the Commission
shall as
as
Commission shall
to be
committed, the
or about
committed or
already
soon
possible indicate
what measures
measures to
the rights
rights of
of each
each
to preserve
preserve the
indicate what
as possible
soon as
party ought
ought in
in its
to be
taken provisionally
provisionally and
the
pending the
and pending
be taken
opinion to
its opinion
party
delivery of
report.
of its
its report.
delivery

ma
mattermreferlU'
Stti
t
ilei;i
ert of

Provisional action.

Provisional actio.

ARTICLE
V.
ARTICLE V.
Procedure.
As
regards the
procedure which
it is
is to
to follow,
follow, the
the Commission
Commission Procedure.
which it
the procedure
As regards
214
36, pp. 2214shall
as far
provisions contained
contained in
in 22Vol.
PP. 2
V0ol 36,
by the
the provisions
guided by
be guided
possible be
far as
as possible
shall as
90.
articles 99to
to 36
Convention 11of
1907.
of 1907.
of The
The Hague
Hague of
36 of
of Convention
articles
tOTities for investifor investi
High Contracting
Contracting Parties agree to afford the Commission all gpaciities
The High
ga
means
and
all
necessary
facilities
for
its
investigation
and
report.
means and all necessary facilities for its investigation and report.
of work.
work.
Completion of
The
work of
of the
Commission shall
completed within
within one
one year Completion
be completed
shall be.
the Commission
The work
from
the
date
on
which
it
has
taken
jurisdiction
of
unless
the
case,
unless
of
from the date on which it has taken jurisdiction
the High
High Contracting
different period.
should agree to set aadifferent
Contracting Parties should
the
Transmittal of
of rereThe
conclusion of
terms of
report shall
shall port.
Transmittal
its report
of its
and the
the terms
the Commission
Commission and
of the
The conclusion
be adopted
The report, signed
signed only by
President ort
by the
the President
by aamajority.
majority. The
adopted by
be
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acting by
by virtue
of his
his office,
transmitted by him to each
each of
of
be transmitted
shall be
office, shall
virtue of
acting
the
Contracting
Parties.
the Contracting Parties.
1
reIsenrdveepde.ndent
action
The Hi gh Contract i
ng P
art i
es reserve
reserve- full
full liberty
liberty as
to the
the action
action
as to
Parties
The High Contracting
actin
rde"dt
to
be taken
taken on
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
report of
the report
on the
to be
ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
Exeisn geof
ratificaof ratifcaiEchange
tions.
Duration.
Duration.

Signattmn.

silatures.

United
President of the United
shall be ratified
The present treaty
treaty shall
ratified by the President
States of
America with
with the
Senate of the
advice and consent of the Senate
the advice
of America,
States
United
and by the
President of
of the
the Republic
China.
Republic of China.
the President
States, and
United States,
It
into force
force immediately
after the
the exchange
exchange of
ratificaof ratificaimmediately after
go into
shall .go
It shall
tions
five years.
years.
last five
shall last
and shall
tions and,
Unless denounced
months at
at least
before the
expiration of
of the
the expiration
least before
six months
denounced six
Unless
said period
five years,
remain in
in force
expiration
force until the expiration
shall remain
it shall
years, it
of five
period of
said
of
of twelve
twelve months
either party shall have
have notified
notified the
after either
months after
period of
of aaperiod
other
of its
its intention
intention to
it.
terminate it.
to terminate
other of
In
witness whereof
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed the
respective plenipotentiaries
the respective
whereof the
In witness
present
treaty and
and have
thereunto their seals.
affixed thereunto
have affixed
present treaty
Done
Washington this
day of September,
September, in the year
year ninethis 15th day
at Washington
Done at
teen
and fourteen
15th day of the ninth
to the 15th
corresponding to
fourteen, corresponding
hundred and
teen hundred
month in
in the
third year
Republic of China.
year of the Republic
the third
month
[sTIAL.]
W ILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
WILLIAM
[SEAL.]
Plenipotentiary.]
[Signature
and
seal
of
Chinese
Plenipotentiary.]
[Signature and seal of Chinese
[Km Fu
SHAH]
Fu SHAi]
[KAI
[Chinese text
text not
not printed.]
[Chinese

Ratifications
Ratifications
changed.
cge.

Proclamation.

Proclamation.

ex-ex

whereas the said Treaty
And whereas
Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,
and the
Governments were exchanged
exchanged in the
ratifications of the two Governments
the ratifications
and
City of
of Washington,
Washington, on
on the
the twenty-second
twenty-second day of October,
October, one thouCity
sand
nine hundred
hundred and
and fifteen;
fifteen;
sand nine
Now,
it known
known that I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President
be it
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
of the
the United
United States
States of
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said Treaty
Treaty to be
of America,
of
made public,
public, to
the same
and every
every article
article and
and clause
same and
that the
end that
the end
to the
made
thereof
may be
be observed
the United
United
with good faith by the
fulfilled with
and fulfilled
observed and
thereof may
States
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
and the
States and
In testimony
whereof, II have
have hereunto
hand and caused
caused
hereunto set my hand
testimony whereof,
In
the
seal of
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
of the
the seal
Done
the city
this twenty-third
twenty-third day of October
October
Washington this
of Washington
city of
at the
Done at
in the
of our
our Lord
thousand nine hundred and
and
Lord one thousand
year of
the year
in
[szAL.] fifteen,
fifteen, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United States of
[sEALI]
America the
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
the one hundred
America
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

President:
By the
the President:

ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT

State.
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
and Chile
advancement of
of
the advancement
for the
Chile for
States and
Treaty
general
July 24,
24, 1914;
1914; ratification
ratification
Washington, July
at Washington,
Signed at
peace. Signed
general peace.
ratified by the President,
advised
by the
the Senate,
August 20, 1914; ratified
President,
Senate, August
advised by
November
by Chile,
ratificaNovember 9, 1915; ratificaChile, November
ratified by
1915; ratified
11, 1915;
November 11,
proclaimed,
tions exchanged
at Washington,
Washington, January
19, 1916; proclaimed,
January 19,
ezehanged at
tions
January 22,
22, 1916.
January

1645
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July24.1914.

July 24, 1914.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas aaTreaty
Treaty between
between the
States of
America and the
of America
United States
the United
Whereas
Republic
of Chile
looking to
to the
the advancement
general
cause of general
the cause
of the
advancement of
Chile looking
Republic of
peace was
was concluded
signed by
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
their respective
by their
and signed
concluded and
peace
twenty-fourth day of July, one thousand nine
at
Washington, on the twenty-fourth
at Washington,
hundred and
and fourteen,
the original
original of
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
being in
in the
fourteen, the
hundred
English and
and Spanish
languages, is
word for
word as
follows:
as follows:
for word
is word
Spanish languages,
English

disputes
Treaty
for the
the Settlement of disputes
Treatyfor
that may
occur between
between the
may occur
that
United States
of America and
and
States of
United
Chile.
Chile.

General peace,
peace, Chila
Cbile.
General
Preamble.
Preamble.

Tratado para
para la
la Solucion
las
Solucion de la,s
Tratado
Dificultades que
surgieren entre
entre
que surgieren
Dificultades
los Estados
Unidos de America
Estados Uniidos
los
yy Chile.

El
Estados
El Presidente de los Estados
The President
the United
United
of the
President of
The
PresiUnidos de
el PresiAmerica yy el
de America
Presi- Unidos
States
America and
and the Presiof America
States of
Repdblica de Chile,
dente de la Repfiblica
dent
of the
Republic of Chile be- dente
the Republic
dent of
de proveer
proveer de la manera
deseosos de
ing desirous
to secure
secure in
most deseosos
the most
in the
desirous to
ing
arreglo amistoso
anaistoso de
al arreglo
eficaz al
mas eficaz
effective way
way the
the amicable
amicable settle- mas
effective
cualquiera futura
dificultad entre
futura dificultad
ment of
future difficulties be- cualquiera
any future
of any
ment
asegurar mejor
ambos poises
mejor
y de asegurar
paises y
tween
both countries
countries and the sub- ambos
tween both
y
de la paz y
el mantenimiento
mantenimiento de
sdquent maintenance
maintenance of
of peace
peace and
and el
sequent
buena amistad
amistad entre
entre ellos, han
good amity
amity between
between them,
them, have
have buena
good
esresuelto conduir
un tratado
tratado esconcluir un
a special
resolved to
enter into a
special resuelto
to enter
resolved
nomhan
y
pecial
tales
fines,
y
nomcon
pecial
treaty
for
that
purpose,
and
to
and
purpose,
treaty for that
brado al
efecto sus Plenipotenal efecto
that
appointed their brado
have appointed
end have
that end
ciarios,
a
saber:
a
saber:
ciarios,
as
Plenipotentiaries
as
follows:
Plenipotentiaries
El Presidente
los Estados
Estados
de los
Presidente de
El
The
President of
United
the United
of the
The President
America, aa Su Exde America,
Unidos de
States of
of America,
America, His Excellency
Excellency Unidos
States
William Jennings
Bryan,
Jennings Bryan,
celencia William
William
Bryan, Secre- celencia
Jennings Bryan,
William Jennings
Estado de los Estade Estado
Secretario de
tary
of State
State of
States; Secretario
United States;
of the United
tary of
dos Unidos;
Unidos; y
y
dos
and
and
El
de la Republica
Repilblica
Presidente de
El Presidente
The President
of the
Republic
the Republic
President of
The
de Chile,
Chile, a
aSu
Eduardo
Su Excelencia
Excelencia Eduardo
Excellency Eduardo de
of
Chile, His Excellency
of Chile,
Mujica, Enviado
Enviado ExSuarez Mujica,
Suarez
Mujica, Envoy ExtraordiExtraordi- Suarez
Suarez Mujica,
traordinario y
Ministro PlenipoPlenipoy Ministro
Plenipotentiary traordinario
nary
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
nary and
tenciario de
Chile en
en los
Unidos
los Unidos
de Chile
of Chile
Chile to the United States of tenciario
of
de America;
America;
de
America;
America;
Los cuales,
despues de
haberse
de haberse
cuales, despu6s
Los
Who, after
having communiafter having
Who,
comunicado sus
sus respectivos
respectivos plenos
plenos
respec- comunicado
cated
to each other their respeccated to
poderes y
y encontradolos
encontradolos en buena
tive
full powers,
powers, found to be in poderes
tive full
y debida
forma, han
convenido
han convenido
debida forma,
proper
agreed y
due form, have agreed
and due
proper and
en
los
artieulos
siguientes:
siguientes:
articulos
en
los
upon
and
concluded
following
following
the
concluded
and
upon
articles:
articles:

Contracting Powers.
Powers.
Contracting

Hen ipotent
l'lenipotentiaries.
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ARTICLE I
ARTICLE
I..

The
Parties
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
all disputes
that may
may
Commission
finvs agree
agree that
that all
disputes that
t*-ation
and report
report.
arise
future between
them,
igation and
arise in
in the
the future
between them,
shall,
shall, when
when diplomatic
diplomatic methods
methods
of
have failed,
failed, be
be subsubof adjustment
adjustment have
mitted
investigation and
remitted for
for investigation
and report
to an
an International
International Commisport to
Commission to
to be
constituted in
in the
mansion
be constituted
the manner prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the next
next sucsucner
ceeding
article; and
and they
agree
ceeding article;
they agree
not
war or
not to
to declare
declare war
or begin
begin hoshostilities
during such
such investigation,
investigation,
tilities during
nor
before all
resources stipulated
nor before
al resources
stipulated
in
this treaty
in this
treaty have
have provedunsucproved unsuccessful.
cessful

Disputes to be sub.
submitted to International
Commission for inves-

ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.
om
C
"Corn-

International Commission
The International
Commission
shall be composed
composed of
memof five members,
to be
appointed as
follows:—
bers, to
be appointed
as follows:Each
shall designate
Each Government
Government shall
designate
two
only one
whom
two members,
members, only
one of
of whom
shall be
be of
of its
its own
nationality.
shall
own nationality.
shall be
be chosen
chosen
The fifth
fifth member
member shall
by common
between
by
common agreement
agreement between
the two
two Governments,
it being
being
the
Governments, it
understood that he
understood
shall not
not behe shall
belong to
to any
nationalities
long
any of
of the
the nationalities
already
on the
the ComComalready represented
represented on
mission. The fifth
fifth member
member shall
shall
perform
the duties
of President.
p.
erform
the
duties
of
President.
New commissioners.
Each of
of the High Contracting
Contracting
Parties
have the
right to
to rereParties shall
shall have
the right
move,
at any
any time
move, at
time before
before invesinvestigation begins,
begins, any
any CommisCommisselected by
and, consioner selected
by it
it and,
connomination of
of the
the
jointly, the nomination
successors, must
must be
be
successor, or successors,
enacted.
enacted. Likewise,
Likewise, either
either GovGovernment
shall also
also have
have the
right
ernment shall
the right
to withdraw
to
of the
the
withdraw its
its approval
approval of
fifth member;
fifth
in which
which case
the
member; in
case the
new fifth member
will be
apmember will
be appointed within thirty
thirty days
days folfollowing the notification
notification of the
withdrawal, by
withdrawal,
by common
common agreeagreement between
between the two GovernGovern'ments,
agreement lack'
ments, and such agreement
ing,
appointment will
will be
ing, the
the appointment
be
made by the President
President of the
Swiss Confederation.
Confederation.

mntrnation

International
mission.
mision.
composition.
Composition,

s.

Vatan
Vacancies.

ARTI
CULO I.
ARTiCULO
I.
Las Altas
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes
Las
Altas Partes
convienen
en que
que todas
todas las
las cuesconvienen en
cuestiones
en lo
futuro se
susciten
tiones que
que en
lo futuro
se susciten
entre
ellas, y
y que
no hubieren
hubieren
entre ellas,
que no
podido arreglarse
por la
la via
dippodido
arreglarse por
via diplomatica, sean
scan sometidas
sometidas para
para su
su
lomatica,
investigacion 6é informe
informe a
una
investigaci6n
a una
Comisi6n
Comision Internacional
Internacional consticonstituida
de la
la manera
manera que
que se
se indica
tuida de
indica
en el
el articulo
articulo siguiente;
siguiente; y
yse
se comcornen
prometen a
a no
no declararse
declararse la
la
prometen
guerra 66 iniciar
duguerra
iniciar hostilidades
hostilidades durante el
el periodo
de investigainvestigarante
periodo de
cion
y antes
antes de
de agotados
agotados todos
ci6n y
todos
los resortes
resortes que
que se
se estipulan
estipulan en
en
los
el
presente trado.
trado.
el presente
ARTI
CITLO II.
II.
ARTicULO

Comision Internacional
Internacional se
se
La Comisi6n
compondra
compondra de
de cinco
cinco miembros,
miembros,
nombrados en
nombrados
en esta
esta forma:-Cada
forma :—Cada
Gobierno
elegira dos
miembros,
Gobierno elegira
dos miembros,
de los cuales
cuales solo uno
ser de
de
uno podra
podra ser
su propia nacionalidad.
an
nacionalidad. El
El quinquinto
miembro sera
sera elegido
de comun
coman
to miembro
elegido de
acuerdo por
acuerdo
ambos Gobiernos,
Gobiernos, no
no
por ambos
pudiendo
pudiendo recaer
recaer la
la desig,nacion
en
designaci6n en
ciudadano de
ninguna de
de las
las nanaciudadano
de ninguna
cionalidades ya
ya representadas
representadas en
en
cionalidades
la Comisi6n.
Comision. El quinto
quinto miembro
miembro
desempefiara las
funciones de
de
desempefara
las funciones
Presi
dente.
Presidente.
Cada
Cada una de las
las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes
Contratantes
Contratantes tendra el derecho
derecho
de
revocar, antes
antes de
de que
se haya
haya
de revocar,
que se
iniciado
iniciado la investigaci6n,
investigacion, el
el nombramiento de
de cualquiera
de los
los
bramiento
cualquiera de
miembros que
que le
hubiere correscorresmiembros
le hubiere
pondido designar, y
y en
en el
el mismo
mismo
acto
de la
la revocacion
debera
acto de
revocaci6n debera
proveer al
al reemplazo
del 66 de
de
proveer
reemplazo del
separados. Podra
Podra
los miembros
miembros separados.
igualmente cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
los dos
dos
igualmente
Gobiernos
Gobiernos retirar su aceptaci6n
aceptacion
del
miembro, y
yen
en tal
tal caso
caso
del quinto
quinto miembro,
designara al
al reemplazante
se designara
reemplazante dendentro delos
de los treinta
treinta dias siguientes
siguientes
a
notificacion de
la revocatoria,
revocatoria,
a la
la notificaci6n
de la
de comfin
de
acuerdo entre
entre ambos
comdn acuerdo
ambos
Gobiernos, y
y en
defect() de
de este
este
Gobiernos,
en defecto
acuerdo
designacion se
hara por
por
acuerdo la
la designaci6n
se hara
el Presidente
la Confederaci6n
Confederacion
el
Presidente de
de la
Suiz a.
Suiza.
The vacancies
vacancies that may occur
occur
Las vacantes
vacantes por causas
causas diverdiverthrough
through other
causes than
than those
other causes
those sas de las enumeradas
enu.meradas se
se llenaran,
llenaran,
already
already named,
named, will be filled
filled as respectivamente,
respectivamente, en
en la
la forma
forma esesmentioned
mentioned in this
this article.
article.
tablecida
en este
articulo.
tablecida en
este articulo.
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The International
International Commission
Commission
The
Comision Internacional
Internacional dedeLa Comisi6n
shall
constituted within
the bera
shall be
be constituted
within the
bera constituirse
constituirse dentro
de los
los
dentro de
four
months following
following the
the exfour months
ex- cuatro
siguientes al
de
cuatro meses
meses siguientes
al cange
cange de
change
of the
change of
the ratifications
ratifications of
ratificaciones de
este tratado,
tratado,
of this
this las ratificaciones
de este
treaty, and
and shall
both y
treaty,
shall notify
y dare,
ambos Gobiernos
notify both
dara cuenta
cuenta aaambos
Gobiernos
Governments
of the
the date
its oror- de
Governments of
date of
of its
de su
su instalaci6n.
instalacion. La
La
de is.
la fecha
fecha de
ganization. The
Commission will
The Commission
Cornish% establecera
establecere por
por si
misma
will Comisi6n
si misma
establish
its own
own regulations.
establish its
regulations. 18,s
las reglas
reglas de
procedimiento.
de su
su procedimiento.
The
the CommisCommis- Las
The resolutions
resolutions of
of the
decisiones de
de la
la Comisi6n,
Comisien, lo
lo
Las decisiones
well as
as its
its final
report, raismo
sion, as
as well
final report,
mismo que
serer'
que su
su informe
informe final,
final, seran
will be
by the
the majority
majority acordados
will
be adopted
adopted by
acordados por
por la
mayoria de
de sus
sus
la mayoria
of
members.
of its
its members.
miembros.
miembros.
The
of the
the CommisCommisThe expenses
expenses of
Los gastos
la Comisi6n
Cornish% seran
seren
Los
gastos de
de la
sion shall
be paid
by the
shall be
paid by
the two
sufragados por
per mitad
los
two sufragados
mitad entre
entre los
Contracting
Governments
in
Contracting
Governments
dos Gobiernos
Contratantes.
Gobiernos Contratantes.
in dos
equal
equal proportion.
proportion.
The
shall deterThe Commission
Commission shall
deterdeterminare, el
el
La Cornish%
Comisi6n determinara
mine
country wherein
mine the
the country
wherein it
it will
que deba
deba funcionar,
towill pals
pais en
en que
funcionar, tosit, taking into consideration
consideration the
the mando en cuenta
las mayores
mayores fafacuenta las
for the
investi- cilidades
greater facilities
facilities for
the investide investigacien.
cilidades de
investigaci6n.
gation.
gation.

ARTICLE III.
III.
In case
case that,
established in
in
In
that, as
as established
Article I,
High Contracting
I, the High
Contracting
Parties
shall have
failed to
Parties shall
have failed
to adjust
adjust
the difficulty
the
difficulty by
by diplomatic
methdiplomatic methods, said difficulty
difficulty will be immeimmediately
submitted to
the Interdiately submitted
to the
International
its ininnational Commission
Commission for
for its
vestigation
and report.
report. The
The conconvestigation and
vocation of
vocation
said Commission
of said
Commission may
may
be made
by either
either contracting
contracting
be
made by
Government.
The High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
agree to furnish
Permanent
agree
furnish the
the Permanent
International
International Commission
Commission with
with all
all
the means
means and
and facilities
facilities required
required
for
and report.
for its
its investigation
investigation and
report.
of the
International
The report
report of
the International
Commission shall
shall be
completed
Commission
be completed
within one
one year
after the
the (late
date on
on
year after
which it shall declare
declare its investiinvestigation to
to have
have begun,
unless the
the
begun, unless
High Contracting
High
shall
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
extend the
by mutual
agreeextend
the time
time by
mutual agreement. The report shall
shall be prepared in
one copy
in triplicate:
triplicate: one
copy
shall be
to each
Govbe presented
presented to
each Government and the third retained
ernment
retained
by the Commission for
by
its files.
files.
for its
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV..
Once the report in possession
possession
Governments, six months'
of both Governments,
months'
time will be available
available for
for renewed
renewed
negotiation in
negotiation
order to
to bring
bring
in order
about aa settlement
settlement of the diffidifficulty
view of
findings of
of
cultv in
in view
of the
the findings
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J
ULY 24,
1914.
JULY
24, 1914.

Appointment.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Place
meeting.
Place of meeting.

AnTicuLo III.
ABTICULO
Producido
case contemplado
contemplado sio
u
ne
.ties of Commis
Producido el
el case
,ities
of ommi
articulo I,
que las
las Altas
en el articulo
I, de
de que
Altas
no hubieran
hubieran
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes no
podido solucionar
solucionar su
su dificultad
dificultad
podido
diplomatica, esta
esta sera
sera
por la
la via diplomatica,
sometida
sometida immediatamente
immediatamente a
a la
la
Comisi6n
Cornish% Internacional
Internacional pars
su
para su
investigaci% 6
éinforme.
informe. La
J..,a coninvestigaci6n
convocatoria
vocatoria de is.
Comi-sion podra
podra
la Comisi6n
hacerse por
por cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
los dos
dos
hacerse
Gobiernos
Gobiernos contratantes.
contratantes.
Las
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes gaciitie
ganac
orilitie; far inveiti•
Las Altas
Altas Partes
for i.vetise obligan
obligan a
asuministrar
Cosuministrar aala
la Comision Internacional
toclas las
las
misi6n
Internacional todas
facilidades que
sean necesarias
necesarias
facilidades
que sean
para
para is.
investigacion 66informe.
informe.
la investigaci6n
Report.
informe de la Comisi6n In- Rport.
El inform°
ternacional
ternacional sera
sere evacuado
dentro
evacuado dentro
ano, a
contar
del terinino
t6rmino de
de un
un afo,
a contar
desde
desde el
el dia
hubiere dededia que
que ella
ella hubiere
signado
la investiinvestisignado para
para empezar
empezar la
gachon.
Este plazo
podre ser
ser
gaci6n. Este
plazo podra
prorrogado por
acuerdo de
ambos
prorrogado
por acuerdo
de ambos
Gobiernos
Gobiernos Contratantes.
El ininContratantes. El
forme se
forme
extendere por
per triplicado:
triplicado:
se extendera
un
ejemplar sere,
entregado a
cada
un ejemplar
sera entregado
a cada
imo
uno de los
Gobiernos contracontralos dos
dos Gobiernos
tantes,
el tercero
tantes, y
y el
tercero mantenido
en
mantenido en
el archivo
el
archive de
de la
ComisiOn.
la Comisi6n.
ARTI
CULO II..
ARTICULO

Transmitido el inform°
informe de la
Transmitido
la
Comisi6n
a los dos Gobiernos
Cornish% a
Gobiernos ConContratantes, estos
&itos dispondran
de un
un
dispondran de
termino de seis
termino
meses para
para proseis meses
procurar
curar nuevamente
nuevamente el arreglo
arreglo de
in
de la
dificultad
dificultad en
de las
las concluconcluen vista de

Additional time for
eddit'ional
renewed
negot iat

time for
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said
if even
even during
during
and if
report; and
said report;
this new
new term
both Governments
Governments
term both
this
should be
to reach
reach aa
unable to
be unable
should
friendly arrangement,
arrangement, the
the dispute
dispute
friendly
will
then be
be submitted
submitted to
to the
will then
Permanent
Arbitration
of Arbitration
Court of
Permanent Court
established
The Hague.
Hague.
at The
established at
Questions not
not to
be
to be
Questions
submitted.
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding, any question
submitted.
that may
affect the
the independence,
independence,
may affect
that
the honor
or the
vital interests
of
interests of
the vital
honor or
the
either
countries,
the countries,
both of the
or both
either or
or the
the provisions
of their
respectheir respecprovisions of
or
tive Constitutions,
Constitutions, or the
interests
the interests
tive
of
nation, will
be subsubnot be
will not
third nation,
of aathird
mitted
such or
other arbiarbior any
any other
to such
mitted to
tration.
Specialconventi.onto
onventionto
Special
determine
A special
special and
and previously
agreed
determine details.
previously agreed
A
convention will
will detail,
detail, if
arbitraif arbitraconvention
the matter of
tion is
is resorted
resorted to, the
tion
the controversy,
controversy, the
the extent of the
the
Arbiters' powers,
powers, and
length
the length
and the
Arbiters'
of time
time to
which the
the Court
Court of
of
to which
of
Arbitration must
must subject
subject its orArbitration
ganization and
and procedure,
procedure, includincludganization
mg
memorials,
of memorials,
presentation of
the presentation
ing the
proofs,
and pleas.
pleas.
proofs, and

siones
del mencionado
informe;
mencionado informe;
siones del
y
si durante
durante este
este nuevo
nuevo plazo
plazo los
y si
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos no
no pudieren
pudieren todados
via llegar
una soluci6n
solucion amistosa,
amistosa,
a una
legar a
via
se someter&
sometera la
la cuesti6n
cuestion a
ala Corte
Corte
se
Permanente de Arbitraje
Arbitraje de La
Permanente
Haya.
Haya.
No
sometida
embargo, sometida
sin embargo,
sera, sin
No sera,
a
arbitraje ninguna
ninguna cuesti6n
cuestion que
a arbitraje
pueda afectar
afectar a
la soberanla,
soberania,
a la
pueda
honor 6
óintereses
intereses vitales
cualvitales de cualhonor
quiera
de los
los dos
dos palses,
disa las dispaises, a
quiera de
posiciones
de sus respectivas
respectivas carposiciones de
tas fundamentales
fundainentales 66 aa los
los intertas
eses de
una tercera
potencia.
tercera potencia.
de una
eses
pr6vio
Un convenio
especial y
y previo
convenio especial
Un
precisara, llegado
llegado el
el caso,
caso, la
mala maprecisara,
teria
controversia, la
extenla extenla controversia,
de la
teria de
sion de
de los
poderas de los arbitros
arbitros
los poderes
si6n
deban sujetarse
y
los plazos
plazos a
quo deba,n
a que
ylos
la
organizacion y
y procedimientos
procedimientos
laorganizaci6n
del Tribunal
Tribunal de
incluso
Arbitraje, incluso
de Arbitraje,
del
la present
acion de
memoriales,
de memoriales,
presentaci6n
la
pruebas y
alegatos
y alegatos
pruebas

ARrIcuLo V.
V.
ARTfCUTLO

ARTICLE V.
V.
ARTICLE
Exchange of
l ratifica-

The
present treaty
will be
be ratiratitreaty will
The present
fied
after
Governments alter
both Governments
by both
fied by
the
obtaining
its approval
approval by
by the
obtaining its
Constitional Powers
Powers of
both
of both
Constitional
countries,
ratifications
the ratifications
and the
countries, and
shall be
Washingin Washingexchanged in
be exchanged
shall
ton
soon as
as possible.
possible.
as soon
ton as
The special
special convention
convention preThe
scribed by
by the
the final
paragraph of
final paragraph
scribed
subject
Article IV remains also subject
to
constitutional requisites
requisites
to the constitutional
of
both countries.
countries.
of both
Duration.
Duration.
The present
present treaty
treaty shall take
DuatiThe
effect immediately
after the eximmediately after
effect
ratifications; and
change of the ratifications;
change
period
a period
shall
continue in force
force for a
shall continue
it shall thereafof five years, and it
thereafof
ter
remain in
in force,
sucforce, during sucter remain
years, until
cessive
periods of five
five years,
cessive periods
one
of the
the High
Contracting
High Contracting
one of
Parties have
have given notice
notice to the
Parties
termiother of
to termiintention to
of an
an intention
other
nate it.
it.
nate
Signatures.
Signaturec.
In
witness thereof the respecIn witness
tive
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed
tive Plenipotentiaries
have afthe
treaty and
and have
present treaty
the present
fixed
seals.
their seals.
thereunto their
fixed thereunto
Done in
Washington, on
the
on the
in Washington,
Done
24th
day of
July, in
the year
in the
of July,
24th day
fourteen.
nineteen
hundred and fourteen.
nineteen hundred

UExcnt
tions, etc.

JULY
JULY 24, 1914.

o rat

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

El presente
presente tratado
tratado sera
sera ratifiEl
prcado por
por ambos
ambos Gobiernos,
Gobiemos, precado
vios
tramites constitucionales
constitucionales
vios los tramites
de
uno y
otro pais,
pals, y
las ratificaratificay las
y otro
de uno
ciones serail
cangeadas en
en WashWashseran cangeadas
ciones
ington tan
tan pronto
pronto como sea
sea
ington
posible.
posible.
El convenio
convenio especial
especial prescrito
El
por
el parrafo
parrafo final
final del articulo
por el
a los
IV,
quedara tambien
tambien sujeto
sujeto a
los
IV, quedara
requisitos constitucionales
constitucionales de amrequisitos
bos
paises.
bos paises.
La duraci6n
duraciOn del
del presente
presente traLa
tado sera
será de cinco
cinco anos,
atios, contados
contados
tado
desde la
la fecha
fecha del cange
cange de las
las
desde
que
ratificaciones; y
se entendera
entendera quo
y se
ratificaciones;
continua subsistente
subsistente por
por periodos
periodos
continua
sucesivos de igual duraci6n,
duracien, miensucesivos
tras
alguna de
de las
las Altas
Altas Partes
tras alguna
Contrat antes no
comunicado
haya comwaicado
no haya
Contratantes
la otra
otra su
su resoluci6n
resolucien de ponerle
ponerle
aala
t&rain°.
termino.
En fé
de lo
cual, los
respectivos
los respectivos
lo cual,
f de
En
Plenipotenciarios
han firmado
firmado el
Plenipotenciarios han
presente
tratado y
y selladolo
selladolo con
con
presente tratado
sus
sus sellos.
Hecho en
en Washington,
24
el dia 24
Washington, el
Hecho
de julio
julio del
del ano
aid° de mil novecientos
novecientos
de
catorce.
catorce.

W
ILLIAM J
ENNIN. GS BRYAN
BRYAN
JENNINGS
WILLIAM
ED?
UAREZ MUJICA
SU.REZ
ED° S

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
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And
the said
Treaty has
been duly
ratified on
on both
both parts,
parts, ch
R
ana
gt
ei
di
.
icatio ns exexRch^aidcations
And whereas
whereas the
said Treaty
has been
duly ratified
and
the two
the
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
exchanged in
in the
City of
Washington, on
on the
nineteenth day
thousand
day of January,
January, one thousand
City
of Washington,
the nineteenth
nine hundred
and sixteen;
nine
hundred and
sixteen;
la
Now , therefore,
it known
known that
that I,
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson President
President Pro
Proclamation
tioD
be it
I, Woodrow
Now,
therefore, be
of
United States
America, have
caused the
the said
said Treaty
Treaty to
to be
be
of the
the United
States of
of America,
have caused
made
public, to
to the
the end
that the
and clause
clause
end that
the same
same and
and every
every article
article and
made public,
thereof may
be observed
fulfilled with
by the
the United
United
thereof
may be
observed and
and fulfilled
with good
good faith
faith by
States
and the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
States and
the citizens
In testimony
have hereunto
caused
and caused
set my
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
In
testimony whereof,
whereof, IIhave
the seal
seal of
of the
States to
be affixed.
to be
affixed.
the
the United
United States
Done
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
this twenty-second
day of
January
of January
Done at
of Washington
twenty-second day
in
year of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and
in the
the year
of our
thousand nine
[sEAL.]
of the
the Independence
Independence of
United States
States of
of
of the
the United
sixteen, and
and of
[SEAL.] sixteen,
America
the one
and fortieth.
fortieth.
America the
one hundred
hundred and
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
By
President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.
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October 13
13, 1914.
1914.

OCTOBER
13, 1914.
OCTOBER 13,
1914.

Treaty between the
the United
United States and Ecuador
advancement of
Ecuador for the advancement

general peace.
Signed at
Washington, October
ratification
general
peace. Signed
at Washington,
October 13,
13, 1914;
1914; ratiication
advised by
by the
Senate, October
October 20,
1914; ratified
the President,
President,
advised
the Senate,
20, 1914;
ratified by
by the
January 4,
ratified by
by Ecuador,
1915; ratificaratificaJanuary
4, 1916;
1916; ratified
Ecuador, November
November 10,
10, 1915;
tions
at Wasshington,
22, 1916;
1916; proclaimed
tions exchanged
exchanged at
Wasshington, January
January 22,
proclaimed
January
1916.
January24,
24, 1916.
BT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA.
THE PuESIDENT
BY THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA.
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

General peace, Ecuador.

Gdenera

peace, Ecua-

Preamble.
Preamble.

Whereas a
a Treaty between
between the United States of America
Whereas
America and
and the
the
Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador looking to the advancement
advancement of the cause of
general peace,
respective PleniPlenigeneral
peace, was
was concluded
concluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
potentiaries
Washington on
on the
thirteenth day
of October,
potentiaries at
at Washington
the thirteenth
day of
October, one
one
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and fourteen,
Treaty,
thousand nine
fourteen, the
the original
original of
of which
which Treaty,
being
the English
English and
Spanish languages,
languages, is
is word
word for
as
being in
in the
and Spanish
for word
word as
follows:
follows:

Contracting
Powers.
Contraeting Powers.

The Governments
The
Governments of the United
States of
of America
America and
and of
of the ReRepublic of
of Ecuador,
being desirous
public
Ecuador, being
desirous
more contributing
to the
of once more
contributing to
the
consolidation of their
consolidation
their traditional
traditional
policy of
of peace
peace and
and amity
policy
amity and
and
advance the diffusion
also to
to advance
diffusion of
the spirit
universal peace,
have
the
spirit of
of universal
peace, have
resolved to
enter into
into a
a special
resolved
to enter
special
treaty
to that
have apaptreaty and
and to
that end
end have
pointed as
as their
plenipotentiaries:
pointed
their plenipotentiaries:

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiare&

The
President of
United
The President
of the
the United
States of America:
HonorStates
America: The Honorable William
William Jennings
able
Jennings Bryan,
Bryan,
Secretary of
of State;
State; and
and
Secretary
The President
President of
of the
Republic
The
the Republic
of
Ecuador: Sefor
Senor Dr. Don
Don GonGonof Ecuador:
zalo S.
S. Cordova,
zalo
C6rdova, Envoy
Envoy ExtraorExtraordinary
Plenipotendinary and
and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiaryof Ecuador
Ecuador
tiary of
of the
the Republic
Republic of
to
United States
of America;
to the United
States of
America;

Who, after having
having communicommunicated
cated to
their respecrespecto each other their
tive
full powers,
to be
be in
in
tive full
powers, found
found to
proper form, have agreed
upon
agreed upon
the following articles:
articles:
ARTICLE I.
I.

ARTfCITLO I.
I.
ARTfCULO

The
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
The High
agree that
disputes between
agree
that all
all disputes
between
them, of every
every nature whatsoever,
to
the settlement
of which
preto the
settlement of
which previous arbitration
arbitration treaties or agreeagreements do
do not apply
in their
their terms
terms
apply in

Las
Las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes contratantes
contratantes
acuerdan
acuerdan que
que todas
todas las
las desavendesavenencias de cualquiera
cualquiera naturaleza
naturaleza
que ellas sean y
y que
en el
el hecho
que en
hecho 6
por
de tratados
tratados de
de
por los terminos
terminos de
arbitraje existentes
eaten cornarbitraje
existentes no esten
com-

ARTICLE

Diste-s
outes to Ih* subsuh-

to International

mit
ted to Interria tion:41
miuted
Commission for investigation andreportv
and report.

Los Gobieros
Los
Gobiemos de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de
la RepfibRepubUnidos
de America
America y
y de
de la
en el
el anhelo
de
lica del Ecuador, en
anhelo de
contribuir
vez mas
rats a
a la
la concontribuir una
una vez
consolidaci6n
politica tradisolidacion de su politica
tradicional de paz
.
con
paz y
y de amistad
amistad y
y con
de fomentar
la difuel proposito
prop6sito de
fomentar la
difusi6n
espiritu de paz universal,
shin del espiritu
universal,
han
con.venido en
en concluir
concluir un
un
han convenido
Tratado Especial
n.ombrando Ita
Tratado
Especial nombrando
este fin
fin como sus PlenipotenPlenipotenciarios:
ciarios:
El
Presidente de
los Estados
El Presidente
de los
Estados
Unidos de
de America:
America: al
Honorable
Unidos
al Honorable
Bryan, SecreWilliam Jennings
Jennings Bryan,
Secretario
tario de Estado;
Estado; y
El
El Presidente de
Repdblica
de la Repfiblica
del
del Ecuador:
Ecuador: al
al Sefior Dr.
Dr. Don
Don
Gonzalo
S. C6rdova,
Cordova, Enviado
Gonzalo S.
Enviado
Extraordinario y
y Ministro PleniExtraordinario
Plenipotenciario de la Repfblica
potenciario
RepAblica del
Ecuador
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Ecuador en
en los
Unidos de
de
America;
America;
Los cuales, despues
despues de
de haberse
haberse
comunicado
comunicado los
los Plenos
Plenos Poderes
Poderes de
de
investidos, hallados
que se hallan investidos,
hallados
en
debida forma,
forma, hart
en buena y
y debida
han
convenido
las disposiciones
disposiciones
convenido en
en las
siguient es :
siguientes:
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fact, and
or are
are not applied
applied in
in fact,
and
which
which it
it has
has not
not been
been possible
possible to
to
through diplomatic
methadjust through
diplomatic methods,
be referred
referred for
for investigation
investigation
ods, be
and
to an
an International
International
and report
report to
Commission
to be
in
Commission to
be constituted
constituted in
the manner prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the folfollowing
article. And
they further
lowing article.
And they
further
agree not
war or
comagree
not to
to declare
declare war
or comany act
of hostility
hostility against
mit any
act of
against
each
other, during
investigaeach other,
during such
such investigation
and before
before the
the report
tion and
report is
is
submitted.
submitted.

prendidas
en sus
sus estipulaciones,
estipulaciones,
prendidas en
y
que no
no hayan
hayan podido
arreglarse
y que
podido arreglarse
por
diplomatica seran
serail
por In
la via
via diplomatica
sometidas
su investigacion
sometidas para
para su
investigaci6n
una Comision.
6 informe
informe a
a una
Comisi6n InterInternacional
constituida en
manera
nacional constituida
en la
la manera
prescrita
en el
el siguiente
siguiente articulo.
articulo.
prescrita en
Convienen
asimisMO en
en no
no decladeclaConvienen asimismo
rarse
guerra 66 cometer
cometer acto
acto
rarse la
la guerra
algimo de
de hostilidad
el
alguno
hostilidad durante
durante el
periodo
periodo de
de la
la investigacion
investigaci6n yy
antes
de sometido
sometido el
el informe.
informe.
antes de

HI.
ARTICLE II.

ARTICULO II.
II.
ARTfCULO

ARTICLE
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La
Comisi6n Internacional
In.ternacional a International
The International
Corn
Commission
The
International Commission
Inte"rational Corn.
La Comisi6n
mission.
mentioned
article que
que se
el articulo
articulo anterior
anterior composition.
Composition.
mentioned in
in the
the preceding
preceding article
se refiere
refiere el
shall
he composed
composed of
of five
five memcompuesta de
de cinco
cinco miemshall be
mem- seth
sera compuesta
miembers,
to be
appointed as
follows: bros
en la
la siguiente
bers, to
be appointed
as follows:
bros designados
designados en
siguiente
Each
Government shall
shall appoint
Gobierno nombrara
nombrera
Each Government
appoint forma:
forma: Cada
Cada Gobierno
two
members, one
one of
of whom
shall dos
rniembros, debiendo
debiendo uno
uno de
de
two members,
whom shall
dos miembros,
be a
of the
del pals
cuyo
be
a citizen
citizen of
the country
country whose
whose ellos
ellos ser
ser ciudadano
ciudadano del
pals cuyo
government appoints
him, and
lo nombra
nombra y
el otro
otro ciucmgovernment
appoints him,
and Gobiemo
Gobierno lo
y el
the
citizen of
de un
El
the other
other aa citizen
of some
some third
third dadano
dadano de
un tercer
tercer pais.
pais. El
country;
the -fifth
.fifth member
member shall
coshall quinto,
country; the
quinto, debera,
debera ser
ser designado
designado cobe chosen
agreement min
MOD. acuerdo
acuerdo por
ambos Gobierby common
common agreement
be
chosen by
por ambos
Gobierbetween the
Governments, it
desigbetween
the two
two Governments,
it nos
nos,t no
no pudiendo
pudiendo recaer
recaer in
la desigunderstood that
ciudadano de
de ninninnot nation
being understood
that he shall not
naci6n en
en urn
un ciudadano
be
citizen of
of either
either of
the two
two guo
ggno de
de losos
los dos
pates contracontrabe aa citizen
of the
s paises
En el
el caso
easo de
de desacuerdo
desaeuerdo
contracting countries. In
In case of
tantes. En
of tantes.
contracting
disagreement regarding
the apeleccion del
quiUto, los
los
sobre la elecci6n
regarding the
ap- sobre
del quinto,
disagreement
Gobiernos pediran
pedirim al
Presipointment of
fifth member, dos
dos Gobiernos
al Presipointment
of the fifth
dents de
de la
in Confederaci6n
Confederacion Suiza
Suiza
Governments shall re- dente
the two Governments
quest
the President
President of
the Swiss
Swiss que
que haga
61.
of the
quest the
haga In
la designacion
designaci6n de
de el.
Confederation to
to choose
such Este quinto
sera d
de dequmto miembro
miembro ser
choose such
de
Confederation
member. Said
In Comisi6n
Comision
member shall
shall recho Tresidente
Said fifth member
Presidente de
de la
member.
be of
of right
right the
President of
of the
the Internacional.
Internacional.
the President
be
International Commission.
International
Commission.
appointments.
Each
shall have
Cada Gobierno
Gobiemo podra revocar
revocar el New appointments.
have
Cada
Each Government
Government shall
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
the right
right to
revoke the
the appointappoint- nombramiento
nombramiento de
de
the
to revoke
designados por el,
ment
of either
or both
both of the memmem- los xniembros
miembros designados
either or
ment of
en cualquier
momento antes
cualquier momento
antes de
de
at any time bebe- en
bers
bers chosen
chosen by it, at
la investigaci6n,
investigaci6n, debiendo
debiendo
iniciada Ia
fore
the investigation
investigation is
is begun, iniciada
fore the
designer el
el 66los
los rerebut
must appoint
his or
or their
sue- sin
sin embargo
embargo designar
but must
appoint his
their sucemplazantes en
en el
el mismo
mismo acto
acto en
en
cessors
the time
time his
his or
or their
their apap- emplazantes
cessors at
at the
produzca Is.
revocacion. Si
que produzca
la revocaci6n.
Si
pointments
revoked. If
If the
pointments are revoked.
the que
hubiera sido
sido
quinto miembro
miembro hubiera
fifth
member be
chosen by
com- eel quint°
fifth member
be chosen
by comacuerdo por
por
designado de
de com.Cm
comni acuerdo
mon
between the
the High
High designado
mon agreement
agreement between
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes,
las Alias
Altas Partes
Contracting
Parties, they may
may las
Contracting Parties,
estas podran
tambien en
en cualcualalso at
any time
inves- estas
podran tambien
also
at any
time before
before the
the invesde iniciada
iniciada
quier momento
momento antes
antes de
tigation
is begun,
withdraw their
their quier
tigation is
begun, withdraw
investigacion, retirar
retirar ese
ese acuerla investigaci6n,
acuerapproval, but
but shall
shall in
in such
such case
case la
approval,
debiendo sin
embargo dentro
dentro
do, debiendo
sin embargo
come to an agreement
agreement within
within the
the do,
sigmentes pode los
los treinta
treinta dias siguentes
next
days as
next thirty
thirty days
as to
to the
the apap- de
in designaci6n
designacion
nerse de
de acuerdo
pointment
acuerdo en
en la
or rere- nerse
pointment of
of aa successor
successor or
reemplazante 6
Presidel reemplazante
6 pedir al
quest the
President of
Swiss del
al Presiquest
the President
of the
the Swiss
Confederacion Suiza
Suiza
dente de la Confederaci6n
Confederation
Confederation to make
make such apap- dente
Vacancies.
haga esa
esa design.acion.
Las Vacancls.
que haga
designaci6n. Las
pointment.
pointment. Vacancies
Vacancies due
due to
to que
vacantes
que
se
produjeran
por
other causes
than those
enumer- vacantes que se produjeran por
other
causes than
those enumer102620—v0i, 39--rr
39—pr 2
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1652
1652

aneete.

Expenses, etc.

EXPB

Duties
Duties of CommisCommis-

sion.
siom.

ffor inv
Facilities
Fa
c"lities
liwes"
ga
ligation,
etc.
ti tn,etc.

Report.

Independent
reserved
reserved.

OCTOBER 13,
1914.
13, 1914.
OCTOBsE

ated
in this
this article
shall be
be filled
filled in
in
ated in
article shall
the
manner established
for the
the
established for
the manner
original appointment
appointment, and
and the
the
original
new appointments
shall not
denot be
be denew
appointments shall
layed more
than fifteen
from
fifteen days
days from
layed
more than
the date
date on
on which
which notice
notice of
of the
the
the
vacancy was
Inreceived. The
The Invacancy
was received.
ternational Commission
Conunission shall orternational
ganize within
within six
the
six months
months after
after the
ganize
exchange of
of the
of
the ratifications
ratifications of
exchange
this
treaty, and
shall report
its
report its
and shall
this treaty,
organization to
to both
both -GovernGovernorganization
ments on
date. It
shall
ments
on the
the same
same date.
It shall
prescribe the
the rules
to
practice to
rules of practice
prescribe
be
in the
discharge of
of its
its
be observed
observed in
the discharge
mission,
also •
designate
designate
and shall
shall also
mission, and
the
where the
investigations
the investigations
place where
the place
are
be conducted.
con.dUcted. The
The exexto be
are to
penses
of the
the Commission
Commision and
and the
the
penses of
compensation
its members
memberashall
shall
of its
compensation of
be paid
paid by
by the
two contracting
contracting
the two
be
Governments in
in equal
equal proportion.
proportion.
Governments

otras causas
causes que
que las
las enumeradas
enum.eradas
otras
en
articulo seran
seran llenadas
llenadas en
en
en este
este articulo
la forma
forma establecida
establecida para
pars la
is dedela
signacion original,
original, no debiendo las
signaci6n
nuevas designaciones
retardarse
designaciones retardarse
nuevas
ms de
de quince
quince dias
dies a
acontar
contar desde
desde
mas
aquel en
en que
que se
se hava
hays tenido
notitenido notiaquel
cia de
de is
Comision
La Comisi6n
la vacante.
vacante. La
cia
Internacional se
se constituira
constituira, dendenInternacional
tro
de los
los seis
seis meses
meses siguientes
al
siguientes al
tro de
cange de
de las
las ratificaciones
ratificaciones del
del preprecange
sente Tratado,
Tratado, debiendo
debiendo dar
dar cuencuensente
ta
su constituci6n
constitucion a
Goa arabos
ambos Gota de
de su
biernos ne
ne la
is misma
misma fecha.
fecha. Ella
Ella
biernos
establecera
reglas de
de procediprocedilas reglas
establecera las
miento
debera ajustarse
ajustarse en
en
miento aaque
que debera
el
clesempeflo de
de su
su masión
y dedemisi6n y
el desempeno
.
sign.ara, astmismo
a.sfmismo el
el lugar
lugar en
que
en que
signara
se practicaran
practicaran las
investigaciones.
se
las investigaciones.
LOs gastos
gastos de
de la Comision
y los
los
Comisi6n y
Los
honorarios de
de sus
sus miembros
miembros seran
seran
honorarios
sufragados por
por partaa
iguales por
por
partes iguales
sufragados
los
dos Goblernos
Gobiernos contratantes.
contratantes.
los dos

ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE

ARTiCULO III.
ARTfiCLO

In case the High
High Contracting
Parties
Parties shall
shall have failed to adjust their
by diplomatic
diplomatic
their disputes
disputes by
just
methods, they
shall at
at once
once be
be
they shall
methods,
referred
to the
the International
International ComComreferred to
mission
for investigation
reand reinvestigation and
mission for
port,
and either
of the
intertwo interthe two
either of
port, and
ested
governments may
make the
may make
ested governments
The High
respective
respective reference.
Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties agree
agree to furnish the
the International
Commisnish
International Commiswhich
the facilities which
sion with all
all the
it
discharge
proper discharge
it requires for the proper
of its
its trust,
and it
shall complete
complete
it shall
of
trust, and

Cuando las Altas Partes ContraCuando
tantes no
no hyan
solucionar
hyan podido
podido solucionar
tantes
sus
diferencias por
por la
is via
via diplosus diferencias
malice, ellas
ellas serfn
serail inmediatainmediatamatica,
mente
pare su
su investiinvestireferidas para
mente referidas
gacion
informe a
la Comisi6n
Comisi6n InIna la
gaci6n 6éinforme
ternacional, pudiendo
cualquiera
pudiendo cualquiera
ternacional,
de
Gobiernos interesados
interesados
de los dos Gobiernos
hacer
is convocatoria
convocaturia respectiva.
respective.
hacer la
Las
Altas Partes
Las Altas
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes se
obligan
is ComCorna la
a suministrar
suministrar a
obligan a
ision Internacional
todas las
las faisi6n
Internacional todas
cilidades
reclame el mejor
mejor
que reclame
cilidades que
deserapeto
de su
su cometido,
cometido, y
ells
desempeio de
y ella
debera
terminar su
an investigaci6n
investigacion
deber& terminar
y
Informe dentro
dentro del
y presenter
presentar su
su Informe
del
terrain° de un afio
ail° aacontar
contar desde
t6rmino
la
que hubiese
hubiese declared°
la fecha en
en que
declarado
que habia
habia empezado
empezado la investigainvestigaci6n. Si
rezones de
fuerza
ci6n.
Si por
por razones
de fuerza
mayor no
no hubiera
coramayor
hubiera podido
podido completarse la investigaci6n
investigacion 6
6redacredacpletarse
terse
el Informe
Informe dentro
tertarse el
dentro de
de ese
ese t6rrain°, podra
podra e1
61 ser
ser ampliado
por
mino,
ampliado por
seis meses
mesesalas,
siempre que
esseis
mins, siempre
que estuvieran
de acuerdo
acuerdo a
este reretuvieran de
a este
specto las Altas
Altas Partes ContraContraspecto
tantes.
Informe por
por
tantes. Sometido
Sometido el
el Informe
Comisi6n Internacional
la ComisiOn
Internacional a
4 los
respectivos
Gobiernos, 6
6 no
no proprorespectivos Gobiernos,
ducido 61 por cualquier
cualquier motivo
dentro de
de los
los terminos
terminos fijados
en
dentro
fijados en
el presente
presente articulo, las Altas
Altas

its investigation
and submit
submit its
its
its
investigation and

report within
one year
year
report
within aaperiod
period of
of one
it shall
which it
shall
from the date on which
declare
investigation to have
declare its
its investigation
have
begun.
reasons of
of force
begun. If
If for
for reasons
force
majeure
not have
have found
found it
it
majeure it
it shall
shall not
possible to complete
complete its
investigaits investigation or submit its report within
within
the
it may
may be
exthe said
said period,
period, it
be extended
more, if
the
tended for
for six months
months more,
if the
High
T-Tigh Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties agree
agree in
in
this respect. Upon
this
Upon the
the submission of its report
report by the International
Commission, or if for any
national Commission,
any
reason whatsoever
whatsoever no report
report is
is
term fixed
submitted within the
the term
fixed
in this article, the High
High ContractContracting Parties
act
to act
right to
the right
reserve the
Parties reserve
a ing
action
t
in the
III
LUC subject matter of the in-
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vestigation
and report
their rerevestigation and
report as
as their
spective
interests may
spective interests
may demand.
demand.

reservan
Partes Contratantes se reservan
el derecho de proceder en el asunto
materia de in.vestigacion
materia
mvestigaci6n 66 informe como lo reclamen
reclamen sus reforme
respectivos intereses.
intereses.
spectivos
Partes Contratantes

el derecho de proceder en el asunto

ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE

The present treaty shall be ratified by the
the respective
respective GovernGovernments
with the
the proments in
m accordance
accordance with
provisions
visions of their respective
respective consticonstitutions, and
and the
ratifications shall
shall
tutions,
the ratifications
be
exchanged as
be exchanged
as soon as
as possible.
fied

treaty shall
This treaty
shall continue
continue in
in
force for five years from the date
exchange of ratifications
of the exchange
ratifications
intention to
and if notice of an intention
to
terminate it
terminate
it is not _given
given by one
of
Contracting Parties
of the
the Contracting
Parties to the
the
other
year before
before the
the terother one
one year
termination of this period, it
shall be
it shall
considered
renewed for
for another
another
considered as
as renewed
A
year, and so on successively.
successively. A
observance of
strict and faithful observance
the preceding
preceding article is entrusted
entrusted
to the honor ,
signatory
of the signatory
nations.
In witness whereof
whereof the respecIn
tive plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have signed
signed
present
treaty
and
the present
have
affixed
thereunto their
their seals.
affixed thereunto
Done in Washington
Washington on the
13th day of October,
year
October, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and
fourteen.
force for five years from the date

.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

ARTICIfLO
IV.
ARTfcU
L IV.
El
presents Tratado
sera ratiratiExchange of ratificaEl presente
Tratado sera
E.xhangeofratif
ficado por los respectivos
ficado
respectivos Gobieracuerdo con lo establecido
establecido
nos de acuerdo
por
respectivas Constituciones,
Constituciones,
or sus respectivas
debiendo hacerse
hacerse
el
cange de
de
debiendo
el cange
dichas ratificaciones
dichas
ratificaciones tan pronto
como lucre
fuere posible.
Este Tratado
Tratado estara
vigencia
DurationEste
estara en vigencia
DnraUtio
durante
cinco 'Dios
durante cinco
afos a
a contar
contar desde
ratificaciones y
y si
el cange
cange de las
las ratificaciones
no es denunciado
denunciado un afo
ano antes de
an
considerara resu vencimiento
vencimiento se considerara
novado por
aflo ,
sucesinovado
por otro ano,
yy asi
asi sucesivamente.
El
estricto y
leal cumcumvamente.
El estricto
y leal
plimiento de las clausulas
clausulas precepreceplimiento
dentps queda
confiado al
al honor
honor
dentes
queda confiado
naciones signatarias.
signatarias.
de las naciones
u

En
resPeCtivos
En fe de
de lo
lo cual,
oual, los
los respectivos
Plenipotenciarios han &rmado el

Signaturea.
Signatras.

Plenipotencieriod ban firma& el

presente Tratado, y hen
han puesto
puesto
al pie sus
sus sellos.
solos.
•

presents Tratado, y

Efecho en Washington,
din
Hecho
Washington, el dia

ano de
13 de Octubre,
Octubre, en el afio
de

13

Senor mil novecientos
Nuestro Sefior
novecientos
catorce.

W
ILLIAM J
ENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
WILLIAM
JENNINGS
G S
G
S CoRDOVA
C6RDOVA

been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
on both parts,
Treaty has been
And whereas the said Treaty
in the
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of the two
two Governments
Governments were exchanged
exchanged m

and

City

1653
1653

OCTOBER 13,
13, 1914.
1914.
OCTOBEB

.Ratifications
Ratifications ex
ex
changed.

of Washington,
Washington, on the twenty-second
day of
of January,
January, one
one
twenty-second day

sixteen;
thousand nine hundred and sixteen;
Now, therefore,
it known
known that I,
Wilson, President
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Now,
therefore, be it
of
of America,
have caused
caused the
said Treaty
of the
the United
United States
States of
America, have
the said
Treaty to
to be
be
made
that the
article and
and clause
clause
made public,
public, to
to the
the end
end that
the same
same and
and every
every article
thereof
may be
observed and
with good
good faith
faith by
by the
the United
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
United
thereof may
States
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
States and
In testimony
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and caused
the
In
testimony whereof,
hereunto set
set my
caused the
seal
seal of the United
United States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
City of
Washington this
twenty-fourth day
of January
Done
the City
of Washington
this twenty-fourth
day of
January
in
the year
nine hundred
hundred and
and
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
[sEAL.] sixteen,
of the
of the
United States
States
[SEAL.]
sixteen, and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
hundred and fortieth.
America the one hundred
of America
W
OODROW WInON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
thousand nine hundred and

ROBERT LANSING,
ROBaRT
LANSING,
Secretary
Secretary of State.

Proclamation.
Procmatio

TREATY—
HAITI. S
EPTEMBER 16,
16, 1915.
1915.
TREATY-HAITI.
SrrEIPTEB
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September
September 16,
16, 1915.

Treaty between the United States
Treaty
and Haiti,
mutual amity,
amity, remedyremedyStates and
Haiti, of
of mutual
ing financial
financial conditions
conditions and
assisting the
the economic
and
ing
and assisting
economic development
development and
tranquillity of
of Haiti.
Haiti. Signed
September 16,
16, 1915;
1915;
tranquillity
Signed at
at Port-au-Prince,
Port-au-Prince,September
ratification. advised
the Senate,
1916; ratified
ratified by
by the
the
ratification
advised by
by the
Senate, February
February 28,
28, 1916;
President, March
1916; ratified
September 17,
17, 1915;
1915;
President,
March 20,
0, 1916;
ratified by
by Haiti,
Haiti, September
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
Washington, May
May 3,
3, 1916;
1916; proclaimed,
proclaimed,
ratifications
at Washington,
May 3,
8, 1916.
1916.
May
B
Y THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMEBICA.
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNTED STATES
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

develop-

Amitid
Amity
and developmatt,
Haiti,
Prmmble
Preamble.

Whereas a
between the
the United
of America
America and
and the
the
Whereas
a Treaty
Treaty between
United States
States of
Republic of Haiti having for its objects the strengthening
strengthening of
of the
the amity
amity
existing
between the
the two
two countries,
countries, the
remedying of
the present
conexisting between
the remedying
of the
present condition
the revenues
and finances
finances of
of Haiti,
Haiti, the
the maintenance
of the
the
dition of
of the
revenues and
maintenance of
tranquillity
of that
Republic, and
carrying out
out of
plans for
for its
tranquillity of
that Republio,
and the
the carrying
of plans
its
economic
economic development
and prosperity,
prosperity, was
concluded and
development and
was concluded
and signed
signed by
by

their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at Port-au-Prince,
Port-au-Prince, on the sixteenth
sixteenth

day of September, one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
fifteen, the
the original
nine hundred
and fifteen,
original
of which Treaty, being
being in the English
English and
and French
French languages,
languages, is
is word
word
for
word as
as follows:
for word
follows:

contrting powrs.

Cmtracting Pc)wers.

TREATY BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
TREATY
THE
UNITED
STATES AND
AND THE
THE
UNITED STATES
REPUBLIC
OF HAITI
I-TAITI
REPUBLIC OF

CONVENTION ENTRE
LES
CONVENTION
ENTRE LES
ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS ET
ET LA
LA REREPUBLIQUE D'HAITI.
D'HAITI.
PUBLIQUE

PREAMBLE
PREAMBLE

PREAMBULE
PREAMBULE

The United States and the
Les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis et la RepubRepubThe
d'Haiti, desirant
raffermir
desirant raffermir
Republic
Haiti desiring
desiring .to
Republic of
of Haiti
to lique d'Haiti,
les liens d'amiti6
d'amitie qui
qui
confirm and
strengthen the
the amity
confirm
and strengthen
amity et resserrer lea
existent entre
coentre eux
eux par
par la
la cobetween them
them by
the existent
existing between
by the
operation la plus cordiale aa des
in measmeas- operation
most cordial
cordial cooperation
cooperation in
leur assurer
assurer
ures for
ures
for their
their common
common advantage;
advantage; mesures propres Aa. leur
de mutuels
mutuels avantages;
avantages;
Republique d'Haiti dedeLa R6publique
And
the Republic
Haiti
And the
Republic of
of Haiti
remedier A
a la
la
desiring
remedy the
desiring to
to remedy
the present
present sirant, en outre, remedier
actuelle de
de ses
ses finances,
situation actuelle
finances,
its revenues
condition of its
revenues and
and situation
maintenir l'ordre
l'ordre at
at la
la tranquiltranquilfinances,
maintain the
the trantran- maintenir
finances, to
to maintain
lite sur
sur son
son territoire,
territoire, mettre
mettre A
a.
of the
to carry
quillity of
the Republic,
Republic, to
carry lit6
execution des
des plans
plans pour
pour son
son
out plans for
for the economic
economic develdevel- execution
developpement economique
economique et
et la
la
of the
the developpement
opment and
and prosperity
prosperity of
prosperte
Republic
its people;
people;
prospente de la R6publique
Republique et
et
Republic and
and its
du
peuple hatien;
dupeuple
haitien;
And the
the United
being in
in
Et
sympathiEt les
And
les Etats-Unis,
United States
Etats-Unis, sympathiStates being
full sympathy
sympathy with
these sant avec
avec ces vues et
et objets
objets et
et
with all
all of these
aims and objects
desirant contribuer
to desirant
a leur
leur realirealiobjects and desiring
contribuer A
desiring to
contribute in
in all
all proper
proper ways
to sation;
contribute
sation;
ways to
their accomplishment;
accomplishment ;
their
The United States
States and
and the
Ont
the
Out resolu de
une
de conclure une
Haiti have resolved
Republic of Haiti
resolved Convention
Convention a
acette
fin; et
ont ete
ete
cette fin;
et ont
to
conclude a
a Convention
to conclude
Convention with
cot effet
effet comme
with nommes
nommes aa. cet
comme PleniPleniand have
these objects
objects in
in view,
view, and
have potentiaires,
pot entiaires,
appointed
appointed for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, PleniPlenipotentiaries,
potentiaries,
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The
President of
of the
United
the United
The President
States,
Robert Beale
Beale Davis,
Davis, JunJunStates, Robert
ior, Charge
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires of
the
of the
ior,
United States;
States;
United
And
President of the ReRethe President
And the
public
Haiti, Louis
Borno,
Louis Borno,
public of
of Haiti,
Secretary
Foreign
State for
for Foreign
of State
Secretary of
Affairs and
and Public
Public Instruction,
Instruction,
Affairs
who, having
having exhibited
each
to each
exhibited to
who,
other
their respective
respective powers,
powers,
other their
which
full in
m good
good
to be
be full
are seen to
which are
and true
have agreed
as
agreed as
form, have
true form,
and
follows:—
follows:Article II
Article

Le
des Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis,
Le President
President des
Monsieur
Beale Davis,
Davis,
Robert Beale
Monsieur Robert
Jr.,
d'Affaires des
des EtatsEtatsJr., Charge
Charge d'Affaires
Urns;
Unis;
la RepubEt
le President
RepubPresident de is
Et le
lique
d'Haiti, Monsieur
Monsieur Louis
Louis
lique d'Haiti,
Borne., Secretaire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat des
des ReBorno,
lations
de l'Inl'Inet de
Ext6rieures et
lations Exterieures
struction Publique,
s'6tlesquels s'etPublique, lesquels
struction
ant
pleins pouleurs pleins
ant communique
communique leurs
voirs
trouves en
en bonne
bonne
respectifs, trouves
voirs respectifs,
et
due forme,
forme, ont
ont convenu
convenu de ce
cc
et due
qui
qui suit:
suit:
Article
Article II

The
of the United
Government of
The Government
States will,
will, by
by its
aid
good offices,
offices, aid
its good
States
the
Haitian Government
Government in
in the
the Haitian
proper and
development
efficient development
and efficient
proper
of its
its agricultural,
and
mineral and
agricultural, mineral
of
in the
the
commercial resources
resources and in
commercial
establishment of
of the
finances of
the finances
establishment
Haiti
on aafirm
basis.
firm and solid basis.
Haiti on

Unis, par
par ses
ses bons
bons offices,
offices, aidera
aidera
Unis,
le
Gouvemement d'Haiti
a deded'Haiti a
le Gouvernement
velopper efficacement
ses resefficacement ses
velopper
minieres et
sources
agricoles, rninieres
sources agricoles,
comrnerciales et
et a
aetablir
etablir sur
sur une
commerciales
base solide
solids les finances
Halfinances Haibase
tiennes.
tiennes.

Article
II
Article II

Article II
II
Article

The
President of Haiti
Haiti shall
The President
appoint, upon
upon nomination
by the
the
nomination by
appoint,
President
States, aa
United States,
the United
of the
President of
General
Receiver and
aids
and such
such aids
General Receiver
necesand employees
may be necesemployees as may
and
sary, who
who shall
receive and
collect, receive
shall collect,
sary,
apply all
all customs
duties on
imon imcustoms duties
apply
ports
and exports
the
at the
accruing at
exports accruing
ports and
several custom
custom houses
ports
and ports
houses and
several
of entry
entry of
of the
Republic of
of
the Republic
of
Haiti.
The
President of Haiti shall
The President
appoint,
nomination by
the
by the
upon nomination
appoint, upon
President of the United States, aa
Financial Adviser,
Adviser, who
be an
an
shall be
who shall
Financial
officer attached to
Ministry of
to the Ministry
officer
Finance, to
to give
effect to whose
give effect
Finance,
proposals and
the Minister
Minister
labors the
and labors
proposals
will lend
efficient aid.
The Fiaid. The
will
lend efficient
nancial
Adviser shall
shall devise
devise an
nancial Adviser
adequate system
system of public
public acacadequate
counting, aid
aid in
increasing the
the
in increasing
counting,
to
revenues
and adjusting
adjusting them to
revenues and
the expenses,
expenses, inquire
inquire into
into the
the
the
validity of
of the
the debts
debts of
of the ReRevalidity
public, enlighten
enlighten both Governpublic,
evenments with
all evenreference to all
with reference
ments
tual
recommend improved
improved
tual debts, recommend
methods
collecting and applyapplymethods of
of collecting
ing
the revenues,
revenues, and
such
and make
make such
ing the
other
recommendations to the
other recommendations
Minister
of Finance
be
as may
may be
Finance as
Minister of
necessary for the welfare
deemed necessary
deemed
and prosperity
Haiti.
of Haiti.
and
prosperity of
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Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries.

Le
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtats- tenGood
G !?(! offices
Le Gouvernement
doeu i
n offienaseof Haiti.

eiver
General
Le President
President d'Haiti
d'Haiti nommera
nommera Rr
iae
xirtal r ms
e
iv
." o
134
Le
sur
proposition du
President
du President
la proposition
sur la
Receveur g6ndes
genEtats-Unis, un Reeeveur
des Etats-Unis,
s
Duties.
.
eral
aides et
et employes
employes qui
qui Dutie
tels aides
et tels
eral et
seront juges
juges necessaires
neeessaire,s pour reseront
couvrer,
et appliquer
appliquer
recevoir et
couvrer, reeevoir
tons les
douane, tant ah
les droits de douane,
tous
l'importation
l'exportation,
l'importation qu'a l'exportation,
provenant des diverses
&verses douanes
provenant
at
ports d'entree
is R6pubRepubd'entree de la
et ports
lique d'Haiti.
d'Haiti.
lique
Le President
d'Haiti nomFinancial Adviser
AdvLser to
to
Haitiancial
nom- Haitian
President d'Haiti
To
aovrHitan
movenant.
Government.
mera,
en
outre,
sur
Is
proposition
mera, en outre, sur la proposition
du
President des
des Etats-lnis,
Etats-Unis, un
du President
Conseiller
Financier, qui
qui sera
sent un
un
Conseiller Financier,
fonctionnaire
au Minattache au
fonctionnaire attache
istere
Finances, auquel le
des Finances,
istere des
aid
Secretaire
d'Etat pretera
pretera une aid
Secr6taire d'Etat
efficace
pour Is
realisation de
de ses
la realisation
efficace pour
Duties, etc.
etc
tmvaux. -Le
Le Conseiller
Coiaseiller FinanFinan- Dutis,
travaux.
cier elaborera
elaborera un systeme adeadecier
quat de
de comptabilite
publique,
comptabilite publique,
quat
aidera a
al'augmentation
revel'augmentation des reveaidera
nus
ajustement aux deet iti leur ajustement
nus et
la validite
enquetera sur Is
penses, enquetera
des dettes
dettes de
is Republique,
Republique,
de la
des
eclairera
Gouvernedeux Gouverneles deux
eclairera les
ments relativement
relativement a
it toutes
ments
dettes eventuelles,
recomraaneventuelles, recommandettes
dera des
perfectiondes methodes
mrthodes perfectiondera
nees d'encaisser
d'encaisser et d'appliquer
d'appliquer
nees
les revenus
fera au Secretaire
Secretaire
et fera
les
revenus et
d'Etat des
des Finances
Finances telles
telles autres
autres
d'Etat
recommandations qui
qui peuvent
peuvent
recommandations
etre
jugees necessaires
necessaires au
au bienAtre jugees
etre et
et it
la prosperite
prosperite d'Haiti.
i la
etre
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Article
Article III
HI

Article III
III
Article

The
Government of
of the
ReThe Government
the Republic of
Haiti will
public
of Haiti
will provide
provide by
by
law
appropriate decrees
decrees for
the
aw or
or appropriate
for the
payment
duties
payment of
of all
all customs
customs duties
to the
the General
General Receiver,
will
to
Receiver, and
and will
extend to
and
extend
to the
the Receivership,
Receivership, and
to the
the Financial
all
to
Financial Adviser,
Adviser, all
needful. aid
and full
needful.
aid and
full _protection
protection
in
the execution
of the
the powers
powers
in the
execution of
conferred
imposed
conferred and
and duties
duties imposed
herein;
and the
United States
States on
on
herein; and
the United
its
part will
extend like
like aid
and
its part
will extend
aid and
protection.
protection.

Le
Gouvernement de
de la
la R6ReLe Gouvernement
publique d'Haiti
publique
d'Haiti pourvoira
pourvoira par
par
une loi
loi ou
on par
par un
apune
un decret
d6cret approprie, a
a, ce
que le
le paiement
paiement de
de
proprie,
ce que
tons les
lea droits
droits de
de douane
douane soit
soit fait
fait
tous
an Receveur
et il
il acacau
Receveur general,
general, et
cordera au
au bureau
bureau de
de la
cordera
la recette
recette
et au
au conseiller
conseiller financier
financier toute
toute
et
aide et
et protection
protection necessaires
necessaires a
aide
a
l'execution des
des pouvoirs
pouvoirs qui
leur
l'execution
qui leur
sont confer&
et aux
aux devoirs
devoirs qui
qui
sont
conferes et
leur
imposes par
les prepreleur sont
sont imposes
par les
sentes,
et les
les Etats-Unis,
Etats-Unis, de
de leur
leur
sentes, et
'cote,
meme aide
aide
c6te, aCcorderont
accorderont la
la meme
et protection.
protection.
et

Article
Article IV
IV
Upon
appointment of
Upon the
the appointment
of the
the
Financial Adviser,
the GovernGovernFinancial
Adviser, the
ment
Republic of
in
ment of the Republic
of Haiti,
Haiti, in
cooperation with
cooperation
Financial
with the
the Financial
Adviser, shall
collate, classify,
classify,
Adviser,
shall collate,
arrange
and make
arrange and
statement
make full statement
of
all the
the debts
debts of
of the
Republic,
of all
the Republic,
the
character, maturity
the amounts,
amounts, character,
maturity
and
thereof, and
and condition
condition thereof,
and the
the
interest accruing and
and the
the sinking
sinking
fund
their final
final disdisfund requisite
requisite to
to their
charge.
charge.

Article IV
IV
Article
'
A
la nomination
du Conseiller
Conseiller
A la
nomination du
Financier, le
le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de
Financier,
la
d'Haiti, en
en cocola Republique
R6publique d'Haiti,
Operation avec
avec le
Conseiller Fioperation
le Conseiller
Financier,
collationnera, classera,
classera,
nancier, collationnera,
arrangera et fera un releve cornplot
do toutes les dettes
plet de
dettes de la
Republique
de leur
montant,
Rpublique,' de
leur montant,
caractere, echeance
echeance et
et condicondicaractere,
des interets
afferents,
tions, des
int6rets y
y afferents,
et
Pamortissement necesneceset de l'amortissement
saire a.
leur complet
complet paiement.
paiement.
saire
a leur

Article
V
Article V

Article
V
Article V

All
All

sums
sums

collected
collected

and reand
re-

ceived
ceived by the General
General Receiver
Receiver
applied, first,
the payshall be
be applied,
first, to
to the
payment of the salaries
salaries and
and allowallowances
of the
the General
General Receiver,
Receiver, his
his
ances of
assistants
and exexassistants and
and employees
employees and
penses of the Receivership,
Receivership, inincluding the salary and
expenses
and expenses
of the
the Financial
which
of
Financial Adviser,
Adviser, which
salaries will be
determined by
be determined
by
previous
previous agreement;
agreement; second,
to
second, to
the interest and sinking
of
sinking fund
fund of
the public debt
the Republic
Republic of
of
debt of the
Haiti; and, third, to
to the
the maintemaintenance of
constabulary rerenance
of the
the constabulary
1658
po, p. 1658.
Post,
ferred to in Article X,
X, and then
then
the Haitian
Haitian
the remainder
remainder to
to the
Government for
Government
purposes of
of curcurfor purposes
rent expenses.
s rent
expenses.
making
expenses
andPayment
expensesof salaries In
In making these applications
applications
Receiver will
the General
General Receiver
will proproceed to pay
pay salaries and allowallowances
ances monthly and
and expenses
expenses as
as
they arise, and on the first of each
each
calendar
aside in
calendar month, will set aside
in
aa separate
separate fund
the quantum
quantum of
of
fund the

Toutes les valeurs recouvrees
recouvrees
et
par le
le Receveur
Receveur
et encaissees
encaissees par
general, seront appliquees:
appliquees: 1°
1° au
au
paiement
appointments et
paiement des
des appointments
et
allocations
allocations du Receveur
Receveur general,
general,
de ses
ses auxiliares
auxiliares et
et employ6s;
employes; et
et
de
lea
les depenses
depenses du
du bureau
bureau de
de la
la
recette
comprendront les
lea apaprecette comprendront
pointments
pointments et les
lea depenses
depen,ses du
du
Conseiller
C,onseiller financier,
financier, les
lea salaires
salaires
devant
devant Atre
etre determinees
suivant
determinees suivant
accord prealable;
l'interet
prealable; 2°
2° a
h l'interet
Piunortissement de
de la
la dette
dette
et a.
a l'amortissement
publique
de
la
Republique
publique de
la R6publique
d'Haiti;
'Haiti; 3°
3' a
a. l'entretien
de la
l'entretien de
la
police
visee a
a. Particle
10; et
et le
le
police visee
'article 10;
solde
solde au
an Governement
Governement Haitien
Haitien
pour
lea &Tenses
courantes.
pour les
depenses courantes.
applications, le
le
En faisant ces
ces applications,
Receveur
procedera au
an
Receveur general
general procedera
paiement
paiement des
appointments et
des appointments
et
allocations mensuels
mensuels et
deallocations
et des
des depenses
penses telles
tales qu'elles
qu'elles se
se presentpresentent; et au premier
ent;
premier de
de chaque
chaque
mois, il mettra a.i un
tams,
un compte
compte
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the
and receipts
of the
the special
the collection
collection and
receipts of
des recouvrerecouvrespecial le montant
montant des
previous month.
previous
month.
ments
recettes du mois precepr6c6ments et recettes
dent.
dent.
Article VI
Article
VI
Article VI
VI
Article
The expenses
expenses of
of the
the ReceiverThe
Receivership, including
alship,
including salaries
salaries and
and allowances of
General Receiver,
lowances
of the
the General
Receiver,
his assistants
and employees,
employees, and
and
his
assistants and
the
salary and
and expenses
expenses of
of the
the salary
the
Financial Adviser,
not exexFinancial
Adviser, shall
shall not
ceed five
five per
per centum
centum of
the colof the
colceed
lections and
and receipts
receipts from
from cuslections
customs
duties, unless
agreement
by agreement
toms duties,
unless by
by
two Governments.
Governments.
by the
the two
Article VII
VII
Article
The General
Receiver shall
shall
The
General Receiver
make
reports of
all colcolof all
make monthly
monthly reports
lections, receipts
receipts and
disburseand disburselections,
appropriate officer
officer
ments to the appropriate
of
the Republic
Haiti and
of Haiti
and to
Republic of
of the
the
of State
State of
the
of the
the Department
Department of
United States,
reports shall
States, which
which reports
United
be
open to
inspection and
and verifiverifito inspection
be open
cation
at all
all times
times by
the approapproby the
cation at
priate
authorities of
of each
each of
of the
the
priate authorities
said
Governments.
said Governments.
Article
VIII
Article VIII

;mit

o
wn
s. salaries
salari

Les
du bureau
bureau de la anii
wild' expo,
d6penses du
Les depenses
recette, y
y: compris
les allocations
allocations
recette,
compris les
et
appointments du
du Receveur
et appointments
Receveur
general, de
ses auxiliaires
et
general,
de ses
auxiliaires et
employes
et les
depenses et
et salsal-.
employes et
les d6penses
aires
ne
aires du
du Conseiller
Conseiller Financier
Financier ne
devront
depasser 5%
5% (cinq
devront pas
pas d6passer
(cinq
pour cent)
cent) des
des recouvrements
recouvrements et
et
pour
recettes provenant
provenant des
droits de
de
recettes
des droits
douane,
moms d'une
d'une convenconvendouane, aa moins
tion entre
entre les
les deux
deux Gouvernetion
Gouvernements.
ments.
Article VII
VII
Article

es

Monthly reports
to
Monthly
reports to

Le Receveur
Receveur general
general fera
un be
be submitted to both
both
fera un
Le
Governments.
rapport
mensuel aux fonctionfonction- Gove nment srapport mensuel
naires
haitiens competents
et
naires haitiens
competents et
an
Departement d'Etat
au Departement
des
Etats-Ums
sur tons
les recouvrerecouvreEtats-Unis sur
tous les
ments,
recettes et les d6dements, les recettes
penses; ces
ces rapports
seront soumis
penses;
rapports seront
soumis
en tout
tout temps
al'examen
is
en
temps a
l'examen et
et ahla
verification des autorites
autorites corncomverification
Goup6tentes de chacun
chacun des dits
dits Goup6tentes

vernements.
vernements.

Article
Article VIII
VIII
Restriction on in

La Republique
no creasingpublicdebt
creasing
Restriction
public on
debt.
d'Haiti ne
Republique d'Haiti
La
The
of Haiti
Haiti shall
shall not
not
Republic of
The Republic
devra
pas
augmenter
sa
dette
devra
pas
augmenter
sa
dette
increase its
public debt
except by
by
debt except
its public
increase
publique sauf
prealable
sauf accord
accord prealable
previous
agreement with
the Preswith the
Pres- publique
previous agreement
le President
President des
des EtatsEtatsident
the United
United States,
States, and
and avec le
of the
ident of
contractor aucune
aucune obni contracter
Unis, ni
shall
or Unis,
contract any debt or
shall not contract
que,
ligation financier°
financiere ait, moms
moins que,
assume
any financial
obligation ligation
financial obligation
assume any
depenses du
du Gouvernenaent
Gouvernement
les depenses
unless
the ordinary
ordinary revenues
revenues of
of les
unless the
Reles revenus
revenus de la Redefrayees, les
the
Republic available
available for
that defrayees,
for that
the Republic
cette fin,
publique, disponibles
disponibles al. cette
fin,
purpose, after
after defraying
defraying the
the ex- publique,
purpose,
soient suffisants
pour payer
les
payer les
suffisants pour
Government, shall soient
penses of
of the
the Government,
penses
un anaoramorint6rets et
et pourvoir
pourvoir aa, un
be adequate
adequate to
the interest
interest interets
to pay
pay the
be
tissement pour
l'extinction compour l'extinction
and
the tissement
for the
a sinking
sinking fund for
provide a
and provide
plete
d'une telle
dette.
telle dette.
plete d'une
final discharge
of such
such debt.
debt.
discharge of
final
Article IX
Article
TX
The
Republic of
will not
not
of Haiti
Haiti will
The Republic
without
agreement
a previous
previous agreement
without a
with the
President of the United
United
with
the President
States,
modify the
duties
customs duties
the customs
States, modify
in a
a manner
manner to
revereduce the
the reveto reduce
in
nues
therefrom; and in order that
nues therefrom;
the revenues
revenues of
Republic may
may
the
of the
the Republic
be adequate
adequate to
to meet
public
meet the
the public
be
debt and
and the
expenses of
the Govthe expenses
of the
debt
ernment, to
to preserve
tranquillity
preserve tranquillity
ernment,
and
material prosprosand to promote material
perity, the
the Republic
Haiti will
will
Republic of Haiti
perity,

Article
Article LX
IX
La Rpubque
Modification of cusd
t
La
La Republique d'Haiti,
d'Haiti,
tom°dduties
crug/
esu°subject
s
n
u4ece
tito
s
c;
a toms
agreement.
moins
d'une entente
entente pr6alable
prealable agreement.
moins d'une
avec
President des
des EtatsEtatsavec le President
Unis,
no modifiers
pas les
les droits
droits
Unis, ne
modifiera pas
de douane
d'une facon
facon qui
qui en
en
de
douane d'une
reduirait
revenus; et
afin que
que
et afin
r6duirait les
les revenus;
les
is R6publique
Republique
les revenus
revenus de la
puis,sent etre
etre suffisants
suffisants pour
pour faire
faire
puissent
face a
is dette
dette publique et
et aux
face
a la
depenses du
du Gouvernement,
Gouvernement, pour
pour
depenses
preserver la tranquillite
tranquillit 6 et propreserver
mouvoir is
prosperite materielle,
materielle,
mouvoir
la prosperite
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cooperate with
the Financial
Financial Adcooperate
with the
Adviser in
in his
his recommendations
recommendations for
viser
for
improvement
in the
the methods
of
improvement in
methods of
collecting and
and disbursing
disbursing the
the revrevcollecting
enues
sources of
of
enues and
and for
for new
new sources
needed income.
income.
needed

le Gouvernement
Gouvernement d'Haiti
d'Haiti cole
coopOrera avec
avec le
le Conseiller
Conseiller finanop6rera
financier
dans ses
ses recommandations
recommandations
cier dans
relatives aa l'amelioration
l'amelioration des
relatives
des
methodes
de recouvrer
recouvrer et
et de
de
m6thodes de
depenser
aux
d6penser les
les revenus,
revenus, et
et aux
sources nouvelles
nouvelles de
revenus qui
sources
de revenus
qui
font besoin.
besoin.
font

Article X
X
Article
Government obliThe Haitian Government
obligates itself,
itself, for
for the
the preservation
preservation
gates
of
domestic peace,
the security
security of
of
of domestic
peace, the
individual rights
full observobservindividual
rights and
and full
ance
of the
of this
this
ance of
the provisions
provisions of
treaty,
without delay
treaty, to
to create
create without
delay
an
efficient constabulary,
urban
an efficient
constabulary, urban
and
rural, composed
composed of
and rural,
of native
native
Haitians.
This constabulary
constabulary
shall
be organized
organized and
and officered
officered
shall be
by Americans,
by
Americans, appointed
appointed by
by the
the
President
of Haiti,
upon nominanominaPresident of
Haiti, upon
tion
tion by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the

Article X
Article
X

United
United

States.
States.

The
The

Haitian
Haitian

Government shall
shall clothe
clothe these
these
Government
officers with
with the
the proper
necofficers
proper and
and necuphold
essary authority and
and uphold
of their
them in
in the
the performance
performance of
their
officers will
be
functions. These
These officers
will be
replaced by
Haitians as
as they,
they, by
replaced
by Haitians
by
examination, conducted
conducted under
under
examination,
direction of a
to be
direction
a board
board to
be selected
selected
by the
the senior
of
by
senior American
American officer
officer of
this constabulary
constabulary and
and in
in the
the presthis
presence of
the
of a
a representative
representative of
of the
Haitian Government,
Government, are found
to be
to assume
assume such
such
to
be qualified
qualified to
constabulary herein
duties. The constabulary
herein
provided
for, shall,
under the
the
provided for,
shall, under
direction of the
the Haitian
Haitian Governdirection
Government, have supervision
supervision and
conand control of
of arms and ammunition,
ammunition,
military supplies,
military
supplies, and
and traffic
traffic
therein, throughout
throughout the
the country.
country.
The high contracting
contracting parties
agree
parties agree
that the stipulations in this
this Article
necessary to
cle are necessary
to prevent
prevent facfacand disturbances.
tional strife and
disturbances.
Article XI
Article
XI
Independence of
Htitit"nenpdenceod
Haiti to be preserved.

The
The

Government
Government

Le Gouvernement
Gouvernement Haitien,
Haitien, en
en
Le
vue de
de la
preservation de
de is
vue
la preservation
la paix
paix
interieure, de
securitO des
des
int6rieure,
de la
la securit6
droits individuels
et de
de la
la comcomdroits
individuels et
plete observance
observance de
de ce
ce traite,
traite,
plete
sans delai
deal une
une
s'engage a
a creer
creer sans
gendarmerie efficace,
efficace, rurale
et
gendarmerie
rurale et
urbaine, composee
composee d'Haitiens.
urbaine,
d'Haitiens.
cette gendarmerie
gendarmerie sera
sera organisee
organisee
cette
par des
des officiers
officiers americains,
americains,
par
nommes par
par le
le PrOsident
d'Haiti,
nommes
President d'Haiti,
sur la
la proposition
proposition du
du President
President
sur
des •Etats-Unis.
Le GouverneGouvernedes
Etats-Unis. Le
revetira de
de
ment Haitien
Haitien les revetira
l'autorite nkessaire
et les
les sousoul'autorit6
n6cessaire et
tiendra dans
dans l'exercice
l'exercice de
leurs
tiendra
de leurs
fonctions. Is
Ils seront
seront remplaces
remplaces
fonctions.
Haitiens, lorsque
lorsque ceux-ci,
ceux-ci,
par des
des Haitiens,
apres
examen effectue
apres un examen
par un
un
effectu6 par
Comite
choisi par
l'Officier susuComit6 choisi
par l'Officier
perieur charge
perieur
chargé de
l'organisation
de l'organisation
In gendarmerie,
gendarmerie, en
en presence
de la
presence
d'un
delegue du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement
d'un delegue
Haitien,
Haitien, seront
juges aptes
aptes aa
seront juges
remplir convenablement
convenablement leurs
leurs
remplir
fonctions.
La gendarmerie
gendarmerie ici
ici
prevue aura
aura sous
is direction
direction du
pr6vue
sous la
du
Gouvernement Hatien,
la sursurGouvenement
Haitien, la
veillance
veillance et le controle
des armes
armes
controle des
et munitions,
munitions, des
articles milimiliet
des articles
et du
du commerce
commerce qui
qui s'en
s'en
taires et
fait dans
tout le
pays. Les
Les
fait
dans tout
le pays.
Hautes Parties
Parties contractantes
reHautes
contractantes reconnaissent que
stipulations de
de
connaissent
que les
les stipulations
sont necessaires
cet article
article sent
necessaires pour
pour
prevenir
prevenir les
des factions
factions et
les luttes des
et
les d6sordres.
desordres.
les
Article XI
XI
Article

of
of

Haiti
Haiti

agrees
agrees not to surrender
surrender any of
the territory
territory of the Repubho
Republic of
of
Haiti by sale, lease,
lease, or
or otherwise,
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction over such territory, to
foreign government
government
to any
any foreign
or power, nor to enter
into any
any
enter into
treaty
treaty or contract
contract with
any forwith any
foreign power or
powers that
that will
or powers
will

be
Gouvernement d'Haiti
d'Haiti conconLe Gouvernement
vient de ne
ceder aucune
aucune partie
partie
vient
ne ceder
du territoire
territoire de
Republique
du
de is
la Repubhque
d'Haiti par
bail ou
ou autreautred'Haiti
par vente,
vente, bail
ment, m
in de
de conferer
conferer juridiction
juridiction
ment,
sur le territoire
territoire a
aucune puispuisa aucune
ou Gouvernemen.t
Gouvernemeat etransance ou
tranger, ni de signer
signer avec
avec aucune
aucune puispuissance aucun
aucun trait6
traite ni contrat
contrat qui
qui
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impair or
to impair
the diminuerait
tendrait a
a dimidimidiminuerait ou tendrait
impair the
or tend
tend to
impair
nuer
independence of Haiti.
nuer l'Ind6pendance
l'Independance d'Haiti.
Haiti.
independence
Article XII
XII
Article
The
Haitian
Government
Government
Haitian
The
agrees to
the United
to execute
execute with
with the
agrees
States
for the
the settlesettleprotocol for
States aa protocol
ment,
arbitration or
or otherotherby arbitration
ment, by
'wise, of
pecuniary
of all
all pending pecuniary
'ise,
claims
foreign corporations,
corporations,
of foreign
claims of
companies, citizens
or subjects
citizens or
companies,
against Haiti.
Haiti.
against
Article XIII
XIII
Article
The
Republic of
of Haiti,
being
Haiti, being
The Republic
desirous
developthe developfurther the
to further
desirous to
ment of
its natural
resources,
natural resources,
of its
ment
agrees
to undertake
undertake and
and execute
execute
agrees to
opinion
such
measures as
as in
in the opinion
such measures
of the
parties
contracting parties
the high
high contracting
of
may
for the sanitanecessary for
may be
be necessary
tion and
public improvement
improvement of
of
and public
tion
the Republic,
Republic, under
superthe superunder the
the
an engivision and
engidirection of an
and direction
vision
neer or
or engineers, to be appointed
appointed
neer
President of Haiti upon
by
the President
by the
nomination by
the President
of
President of
by the
nomination
the
and authorauthorStates, and
United States,
the United
purpose by the
ized for that purpose
Government
of Haiti.
Haiti.
Government of
Article XIV
XIV
Article
The
high contracting
contracting parties
parties
The high
shall have
authority to
such
take such
to take
have authority
shall
steps as
as may
may be
to
necessary to
be necessary
steps
insure
complete attainment
attainment
the complete
insure the
of
any of
of the
the objects
compreobjects compreof any
and,
hended in
this treaty;
and,
in this
hended
should
necessity occur, the
should the necessity
effiUnited States
lend an effiwill lend
States will
United
cient
aid for
preservation of
the preservation
for the
cient aid
Haitian Independence
and the
the
Independenco and
Haitian
maintenance
of a
a government
government
maintenance of
adequate for the
protection of
the protection
adequate
life,
property and individual
individual libliblife. property
erty.
erty.
Article
Article XV

Article
XII
Article XII
be
Hidden conSttlement of p
con- cSattyemeaiof
Gouvernement Haitien
Le Gouvernement
cumary claims.
vient
de signer
signer avec
Etatsles Etatsvient de
avec les
Urns un
un protocole
pour le
reglele regleprotocole pour
Unis
ment, par
arbitrage ou
ou autrement,
autreraent,
par arbitrent,
arbitrage
mnt,
de
les reclamations
peenreclamations pecude toutes
toutes les
maires pendantes
pendantes entre les
corpoles corponiaires
rations, compagnies,
citoyens ou
ou
compagnies, citoyens
rations,
sujets strangers
&rangers et
Haiti.
et Haiti.
sujets
Article XIII
XIII
Article
La
d'Haiti d6sirant
dosirant imSement
imgan
proi
v
tre=
s1 public
public
R6publique d'Haiti
La Republique
pousser
an
develop_pement
ses
de
ses
developpement
au
pousser
ressources
convient
natureUes, convient
ressources naturelles,
d'entreprendre et
et d'executer
telles
d'executer telles
d'entreprendre
mesures
qui, dans
l'opinion des
des
dans l'opinion
mesures qui,
deux Hautes
Parties contracHautes Parties
deux
tantes,
necessaires
rtre n6cessaires
peuvent etre
tantes, peuvent
au point
vue de
de l'Hygiene
l'Ilygiene et
et du
du
de vue
au
point de
Supervision of1Amerdeveloppement matenel
materiel de
de la
la ican
d6veloppement
i engineers
sio' ~
Republique sous
sous la
surveillance
la surveillance
Republique
et direction
d'un ou de plusieurs
et
direction dun
mgenieurs qui
pax
nommes par
seront nommes
qui seront
ing6nieurs
le President
d'Haiti sur
stir la propopropole
resident d'Haiti
sition du
du President
Etats
President des F..ttats1
sition
Unis,
et autorises
eette fin par
autorises a cette
Unis, et
le
Gouvernement d'Haiti.
le Gouvernement
Article
XIV
Article XIV
Preservation of HaiHautes Parties
deux Hautes
Les deux
Les
Parties ConCon- tian
tian independence
independence,

etc.
tractantes auront
auront autorite
autorit6 pour etc.
tractantes
assurer, par
par tous
tons les
les moyens
assurer,
necessaires,
execution
l'entiere execution
n6cessaires, l'entiere
des
de la
la pr6sente
presente ConConclauses de
des clauses
vention;
et les
les Etats-Unis,
le ens
cas
Etats-Unis, le
vention; et
effiecheant,
lour aide effipreteront leur
ech6ant, preteront
cace
pour in
preservation de
de
la preservation
cace pour
l'Independance haitienne
pour
et pour
haitienne et
l'Independance
le mamtien
d'un Gouvernement
Gouvernement
mamtien d'un
le
capable
de proteger
proteger la
In vie,
in
vie, la
capable de
propriete et
et in
individuelle.
la liberte
libert6 individuelle.
propri6et

Article XV
Article

The
present treaty
treaty shall be
The present
approved
and ratified by the
approved and
high contracting
contracting parties
parties in conconhigh
formity
with their
respective
their respective
formity with
laws,
the ratifications
ratifications thereof
thereof
aind the
laws. and
shall
be exchanged
exchanged in
the City of
in the
shall be
Washington
may be
as soon as may
Washington as
possible.
possible.
Article XVI
XVI
Article

be present
present trait
traite sera apapLe
prouve
ratifie par
par les Hautes
et ratifi6
rouve et
conformeParties
contractantes conform&
Parties contractantes
ment
respectives, et
et
ment aa leurs lois respectives,
les
ratifications seront
seront echengees
echengees
les ratifications
dans la
la vile
Washington
de Washington
ville de
dans
aussitot que
quo possible.
possible.
aussit6t

The present
present treaty
reshall retreaty shall
The
main in
for
virtue for
and virtue
force and
full force
in full
main

be
restera en
en
trait6 restera
present traite
Le present
force et
et vigueur
pendant une
vigueur pendant
force

Exchange of ratifiof rtfi
cations.

xchange

Article XVI
XVI
Article
Duration.

Duraton-
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Signature's.
gnatres.

Ratifications
Ratifieatia
s exe.
changed.
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de dix
dix annees
annees a partir
partir du
the term
ten years,
to be
du
duree de
be duree
of ten
years, to
the
term of
de 1'6change
l'echange des
des ratificaratificacounted
from the
day of
of exchange
exchange jour
jour de
counted from
the day
of ratifications,
and further
further for
for tions,
tions, et
et en
pour une
une autre
en outre
outre pour
autre
of
ratifications, and
another term
term of
of ten
ten years
if, for
de dix
dix annees
annees si,
si, suivant
suivant
periode de
for periode
years if,
another
procises formul6es
formulees
specific
reasons presented
by eides raisons
raisons precises
ei- des
presented by
specific reasons
ther
the high
high contracting
par- par
des Hautes
Hautes
ar Pune
l'une ou
ou l'autre
l'autre des
contracting parther of
of the
Parties contractantes,
contractantes, lea
vues et
ties,
of this
treaty Parties
les vues
et
this treaty
the purpose
purpose of
ties, the
has
not been
been fully
fully accomplished.
objets de
de is
convention ne
ne sont
sent
la convention
accomplished. objets
has not
In faith
faith whereof,
respective pas
pas accomplis.
accomplis.
whereof, the
the respective
In
En
quoi, les
lea PlenipotenPlenipotentiaries have
signed the
the
PlenipotenEn foi
foi de
de quoi,
have signed
Plenipotentiaries
present Convention
tiaires respectifs
respectifs ont
ont signe
signe la
la
Convention in
in duplicate,
duplicate, tiaires
present
in the
English and
French lanpresente Convention
Convention en
en double,
double,
and French
lan- presente
m
the English
guages, and
have thereunto
thereunto afen Anglais
et en
en Francais,
et y
y
guages,
and have
af- en
Frangais, et
Anglais et
fixed their
their seals.
ont appose
appose leurs
sceaux.
fixed
seals.
leurs sceaux.
ont
Done
Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
Haiti,
Fait
Port-au-Prince, le
le 16
16
Done at
at Port-au-Prince,
Fait ah Port-au-Prince,
th day of September in the Septembre de Panne() de notre
the 16
16th
the
day of September In the Septembre de l'annee de notre
year of
of our
Lord one
thousand Seigneur
year
our Lord
one thousand
Seigneur mil
mil neuf
quinze.
cent quinze.
neuf cent
nine hundred
and fifteen.
fifteen.
nine
hundred and
ROBERT
BEALE DAVIS,
DAVIS, J
B
[SEAL.]
ROBERT BEALE
JB
[SEAL.]
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires of
of the
the United
United States
States
Charge
Louis
[sr.A.L.1
Louis BonNo
BOBNO
[SEAL..]
Secretaire
des Relations
Relations Extirieures
de l'
Instruction Publigue
Extrieures et
et de
l'Instruction
PuMligq e
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat des

And whereas, the said Treaty
Treaty has been duly ratified
ratified on both
both parts,
. and
and the
the ratifications
ratifications of
of the
were exchanged
exchanged in
the
the two
two governments
governments were
in the
City
Washington; on
third day
'play of
of May,
May, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hunhunCity of
of Washington,
on the
the third
dred
sixteen;
dred and
and sixteen;
Proclamation.
ProclamatioL
Now,, therefore,
be itit known
Woodrow Wilson,
Now
therefore, be
known that
that I,
I, Woodrow
President
Wilson, President
of
America, have caused
Treaty to
to be
be
of the United States of America,
caused the said
said Treaty
public, to
to the
the end
end that
and every
every article
and clause
made public,
that the
the same
same and
article and
clause
thereof may
be observed
observed and
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
faith by
by the
the United
United
thereof
may be
and fulfilled
States
thereof.
States and the citizens thereof.
In
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and caused
In testimony
testimony whereof,
whereof, I
I have
my hand
hand and
caused the
the
seal of
the United
States to
be affixed.
seal
of the
United States
to be
affixed.
Done
the City
City of
Washington this
day of
of May
May in
in the
the year
year
Done at
at the
of Washington
this third
third day
of our
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
our Lord one
one thousand
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
and
[SEAL.]
of the
Independence of
of the
United States
States of
of America
America the
the
[SEAL.] of
the Independence
the United
one hundred
and fortieth.
fortieth.
one
hundred and
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.
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AUGUST 5, 1914.
AUGUST

Convention
between the
the United
States and
and Nicaragua
ceding rightsor
rights for
Nicaraguaceding
United States
Convention between
Signed-=at
construction
Nicaraguan route, etc. Signed
by Nicaraguan
canal by
ship canal
of ship
construction of
Senate, with
advised by the Senate,
Washington, August
5, 1914;
1914; ratification
ratification advised
August 5,
Washington,
Nicaragua, April 13,
amendments, February
February 18,
ratified by Nicaragua,
1916; ratified
18, 1916;
amendments,
1916; ratified
by the
the President,
ratifications ex19, 1916; ratifications
June 19,
President, June
ratified by
1916;
June 24, 1916.
changed
at Washington,
June 22,
proclaimed, June
1916; proclaimed,
22, 1916;
Washington, June
changed at

Augt
August 51914
5,1914.

AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
rs UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Canal, etc., conven.

Niicagua.
tionawith
Whereas aaConvention
between the
the United
United States
of America and uL
Vil e
iri"
c°nve.
n"
States of
Convention between
Whereas
the Republic
of Nicaragua
States the
exclusive Preamble.'
the exclusive
United States
the United
to the
granting to
Nicaragua granting
Republic of
the
interoceanic
proprietary ri7.hts
for the
construction and
and operation
operation of an interoceanic
the construction
rights for
proprietary
canal by
Nicaraguan route,
route, the
lease of certain
certain islands, and the
the lease
by aa Nicaraguan
canal
right
naval base
on the
the Gulf
concluded
Fonseca, was concluded
of Fonseca,
Gulf of
base on
a naval
establish a
to establish
right to
and signed
their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at Washington,
Washington, on
on
by their
signed by
and
fourteen,
the
fifth
day
of
August,
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
fourteen,
the
and
hundred
nine
thousand
one
August,
of
day
fifth
the
original
which Convention,
Convention, being
being in
the English and Spanish lanin the
of which
original of
for
guages
is,
as
amended
by
the
Senate
of
the
United States, word for
the United
of
Senate
the
by
amended
as
is,
guages
word
follows:
as follows:
word as
Contracting Powers.
Powers.
El
Gobierno de los Estados Contracting
El Gobierno
The
United
the United
of the
Government of
The Government
y el
Gobierno de Nicarael Gobierno
Unidos y
States
and the
the Gov- Unidos
America and
of America
States of
estando animados
animados del deseo
deseo
gua estando
ernment
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua being
being ani- gua
ernment of
ycorantigua
de
fortalecer
an
*antigua
_y"
corsu
fortalecer
ae
strengthen
mated
by
the
desire
to
strengthen
desire
mated by the
ms
medio de la
per medic
is mas
amistad por
dial amistad
their ancient
ancient and
and cordial
cordial friendfriend- dial
their
sincera cooperaci6n
para todos
cooperaci6n pars
ship by
most sincere
sincere coop- sincera
the most
by the
ship
ventaia
los
objetos
de
mutua
ventaja
su
de
objetos
los
their
eration
for
all
purposes
of
eration for all purposes
interes; y
proveer para
para la
is
de proveer
y de
6 interes;
interest 6
mutual
advantage and interest
mutual advantage
construcci6n
posible
y
futura
construccion
futura
y
posible
and
to
provide
for
the
possible
possible
and to provide for the
canal interoceanico
interoceinico por
por la
un canal
de un
future
construction of
of an inter- de
future construction
Gran
y
via
del
rio
San
Juan
y
el
Gran
Juan
San
rio
del
via
of
way
oceanic
ship
canal
by
the
by
oceanic ship canal
6 por
de Nicaragua,
per cualcudNicaragua, 6
Lago de
great Lao
San Juan
Juan River
River and
the great
and the
San
de
territorie
el
quier
ruts
sobre
territorie
sobre
ruta
quier
or
Lake
of
Nicaragua,
by
any
Nicaragua,
Lake of
que
Nicaragua,
cuandoquiera
quo
el
cuandoquiera
Nicaragua,
territory,
route
over Nicacaguan
Nicacaguan territory,
route over
Unidos
Gobierno
de
los
Estados
Unidos
Estados
los
de
Gobierno
whenever
the
construction
of
construction
the
whenever
is construccion
de dicho
construcci6n de
juzgue la
such
canal shall
shall be deemed
deemed by
by juzgue
such canal
canal conducente
conducente a
a los intereses
the Government
United canal
the United
of the
Government of
the
y el Gobierno
ambos paises;
paises; y
Gobierno
de ambos
States conducive
interests de
the interests
to the
conducive to
States
de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, deseando
deseando facilitar
facilitar
of
both countries,
Govern- de
countries, and the Governof both
el
de
todos
los
modes
posibles
modos
los
todos
de
wishing
ment
of
Nicaragua
to
ment of Nicaragua
operaci6n
feliz mantenimiento
y operacion
mantenimiento y
facilitate in
in every
every way
way possible
possible feliz
facilitate
ambos
Canal de Panama; ambos
del Canal
the
successful maintenance
maintenance and del
the successful
celebrar
resuelto celebrar
han resuelto
gobiernos han
operation
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, gobiernos
operation of
Convencion para
para estos fines,
una Convenci6n
the two
Governments have re- una
two Governments
the
en coiasecuencia,
han nombrado
nombrado
consecuencia, han
y en
solved
conclude a
Convention y
a Convention
to conclude
solved to
plenipocomo sus
respectivos pleniposus respectivos
to these
accord- como
and have accordends, and
these ends,
to
tenciarios;
tenciarios;
pleniingly appointed
their
appointed as their
ingly
potentiaries:
potentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.
El
Estados
Presidente de los Estados
El Presidente
The President
President of the United
The
Unidos, a
a el
William
Honorable William
el Honorable
States, the
Honorable William Unidos,
the Honorable
States,
de
Secretario
Jennings
Bryan,
Secretario
Bryan,
Jennings
of
Jennings
Bryan,
Secretary
Secretary
Bryan,
Jennings
Estado, y
y
Estado,
State; and
State;
Preamble

Nurz.—The amendments
amendments of
of the
were accepted
accepted by Nicaragua
Nicaragua and are incorSenate were
the Senate
NOrE.-The
porated in
Convention.
text of the Convention.
in the text
porated
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5, 1914.
1914.
The President
The
of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
President of
Sefior General
General Don
Don Emiliano
Emiliano
Chamorro,
Chamorro, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
of
Nicaragua to
Nicaragua
the United
to the
United States;
States;
Who, having
exhibited to
to each
each
having exhibited
other their respective
respective full
full powers,
powers,
found to be
n good
and due
be i
in
good and
due
form, have agreed
conagreed upon
upon and
and concluded the following
following articles:
articles:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

Exclusive right for
rigay
canal by way
of San
Juan
River, Lake
Juan River,
Lake NicNi
aragua,etc.

nal by

ot sa

.

Leases
Leaes

of islands.
islands.

or

ARTiCULO I.
I.
ARTICULO

The
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua
The Government
Government of
grants
in perpetuity
the GovGovgrants in
perpetuity to the
ernment
United States,
ernment of the United
States,
forever free from
taxation or
or
from all
all taxation
other public charge,
charge, the
the exclusive
exclusive
proprietary
proprietary rights
rights necessary
and
necessary and
convenient
convenient for the
the construction,
construction,
operation
maintenance of
operation and maintenance
of an
an
interoceanic
interoceanic canal
by way
of the
the
canal by
way of
San Juan River and
great
and the
the great
Lake of
Nicaragua or
by way
of
of Nicaragua
or by
way of
any route over -Nicaraguan
Nicaraguan territerritory, the details
details of the
the terms
upon
which such
be
upon which
such canal
canal shall
shall be
constructed, operated
constructed,
operated and
mainand maintained to be agreed
to by
by the
two
agreed to
the two
governments whenever
whenever the
the GovGovernment
ernment of
of the
the United
United States
States
shall notify the Government
Government of
of
Nicaragua of its
its desire
desire or
or intenintention to
to construct
such canal.
construct such
canal.

Gobierno de
de Nicaragua
Nicaragua conconEl Gobierno
cede a
a perpetuidad
perpetuiclad al
al Gobierno
Gobierno
de
los Estados
libre en
en
de los
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, libre
todo
tiempo de
de toda
toda tasa
todo tiempo
tasa oo cualcualquier
otro impuestc
impuestc publico,
pAblico, los
los
quier otro
derechos exclusivos
derechos
exclusivos y
y propiepropietarios, necesarios
terms,
necesanos y
y convenientes
convementes
para la construcci6n,
construccion, operaci6n
operaci6n yy
mantenimiento de
mantenimiento
de un
un canal
canal interinteroceanico por
oceanic°
per la
rio San
San
la via
via del
del rio
Juan
Juan y
y el
el Gran
Gran Lego
de NicaNicaLago de
ragua, o
per cualquier
cualquier ruta
sobre
ragua,
o por
ruta sobre
el territorio de
de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, dedebiendose
biendose convenir por
per ambos
ambos
Gobiernos
Gobiernos los detalles de
de los
los t6rterminos
mines en que
quo dicho canal
conscanal se
se construya, opere
opere y
mantenga, cuando
cuando
y mantenga,
el Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
notifique
notifique al Gobierno
de NicaGobierno de
Nicaragua su
deseo 6
6 intenci6n
intenci6n de
de
su deseo
constru irlo.
construirlo.

ARTICLE II.
II.
ARTICLE

ART1CULO II.
IL
ARTiCULO

To enable
Government of
of
To
enable the Government
the United States to protect
protect the
the
Panama Canal and
the proprieand the
proprietary rights granted
granted to
to the
the GovGovernment of the United States
States by
by
the foregoing article, and also
to
also to
enable the Government
Government of
the
of the
United States to take
meastake any
any measnecessary to
ure necessary
the ends
conto the
ends contemplated herein,
templated
herein, the
the GovernGovernment of Nicaragua
Nicaragua hereby
leases
hereby leases
for a
a term
ninety-nine years
term of ninety-nine
years
to the Government
Government of the United
United
States the islands in the CaribCaribbean Sea known as
Corn
as Great
Great Corn
Island and Little Corn Island;
Island;
f Island
of Naval "'e on Gulf
Gul and the
the G
overnment of
ofNicaragua
Ni
caragua
Government
of Fonseca.
further
further grants to the
Governthe Government of the United States for a
a
like period
ninety-nine years
period of ninety-nine
years
the right to establish,
establish, operate
operate
and maintain aa naval base
base at
at
such place on the territory
of
territory of
On

de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
El Presidente
Presidente de
al Sefior
General Don
Selior General
Don Emiliano
Emiliano
Chamorro, Enviado
Enviado ExtraordinaExtraordinaChamorro,
rio y
Ministro Plenipotenciario
rio
y Ministro
Plenipotenciario
de Nicaragua
Nicaragua en
en los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos;
Unidos;
Quienes, habiendo
habiendo exhibido
exhibido sus
Quienes,
sus
respectivos plenos
plenos poderes,
poderee, enenrespectivos
contrados
contrados en
en buena
buena fe
fe yy debida
debida
han convenido
convenido y
y celeceleforma, han
brad° los
los siguientes
articulos:
brado
siguientes articulos:

Para facilitar
la proteccion
facilitar la
protecci6n del
del
Canal de Panama
Panama y
y los
los derechos
derechos
propietarios
al Gopropietarios concedidos
concedidos al
Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos en
Estados Unidos
en
el articulo anterior,
anterior, y
y tambien
tambi6n
para poner
poner a
alos
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
en condiciones
condiciones de
de tomar
toimar cualcualqlier medida necesaria
necesaria para
quier
para los
los
fines
fines considerados
considerados aqui,
aqui, el
el GoGobierno de Nicaragua
Nicaragua por
per la
la prepresente arrienda por
por un
un termino
termino de
de
noventa
noventa y
y nueve
nu eve ainos
atos (99)
(99) al
al
Gobierno
Estados Unidos
Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos
las Islas
en el
el mar
conoIslas en
mar caribeo
Caribeo conocidas con el nombre de Great
Great
Corn Island y
yLittle
Little Corn
Corn Island:
Island:
vv el Gobierno
Gobierno de Nicaragua
Nicaragua conconcede ademas
edemas al Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los
Estados Unidos por
per igual
igual termino
termini)
de noventa
y nueve (99)
noventa y
(99) allies
el
afios el
derecho
derecho de establecer,
establecer, operar
operar yy
mantener una base naval
mantener
on
naval en
cualquier lugar del territorio
cualquier
de
territorio de
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5, 1914.
1914.
CONVENTION-NI( DARAGUA. AUGUST
Nicaragua
Nicaragua bordering
bordering upon
upon the
the
Gulf
the GovernGovernGulf of
of Fonseca
Fonseca as
as the
ment of
of the
may
ment
the United
United States
States may
select. The
of the
select.
The Government
Government of
the
United States
States shall
have the
opUnited
shall have
the option
for a
a further
tion of
of renewing
renewing for
further
term
of ninety-nine
ninety-nine years
years the
term of
the
above
the
above leases
leases and
and grants
grants upon
upon the
expiration
of their
expiration of
their respective
respective
terms,
it being
being expressly
expressly agreed
agreed
terms, it
that
territory -hereby
hereby leased
leased
that the
the territory
and
the naval
may be
be
and the
naval base
base which
which may
maintained
aforemaintained under
under the
the grant
grant aforesaid
shall be
subject exclusively
exclusively
said shall
be subject
to the laws
laws and sovereign
sovereign auauthority of
of the
the United
United States
States durthority
during
the terms
terms of
lease and
and
ing the
of such
such lease
grant
of any
renewal or
or reregrant and
and of
any renewal
newals thereof.
thereof.
newals

m.

ARTICLE m.
ARTICLE
In consideration
In
consideration of
of the
the foregoforegoing
stipulations and
and for
the puring stipulations
for the
purposes contemplated
contemplated by
by this
this ConConvention and for the
the purpose
purpose of
vention
of
reducing the
the present
indebtedness
reducing
present indebtedness
of
of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, the
the Government
Government of
United. States
States shall,
the United
shall, upon
upon the
the
date
exchange of
ratificadate of
of the
the exchange
of ratification of this Convention, pay for
for
the
the Republic
the benefit
benefit of
of the
Republic of
of
Nicaragua the
three milNicaragua
the sum
sum of
of three
million
United States
States gold
lion dollars
dollars United
gold
coin, of
the present
and
coin,
of the
present weight
weight and
fineness, to
fineness,
deposited to
to the
the
to be
be deposited
Government of
order of
of the Government
of NicaNicaragua in
in such
bank or
or
ragua
such bank
or banks
banks or
with
with such
such banking
banking corporation
corporation as
as
the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States
be apapStates may
may determine,
determine, to
to be
plied by
Nicaragua upon
inplied
by Nicaragua
upon its
its indebtedness or
or other
public purdebtedness
other public
purposes for
the advancement
advancement of
poses
for the
of the
the
welfare of
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua in
manner
welfare
in aamanner
to
determined by
the two
to be
be determined
by the
two High
High
Contracting Parties,
Parties, all
disContracting
all such
such disbursements to be made
made by
by ororbursements
ders drawn by
ders
by the Minister
Minister of FiFinance of
of the
the Republic
of Nicaranance
Republic of
Nicaragua and
and approved
approved by
the SecreSecregua
by the
tary
United States
tary of State
State of
of the United
States
by such
person as
may
or by
such person
as he
he may
designate.
designate.
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
shall be ratified
This Convention
Convention shallbe
ratified
by the High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
accordance with
in accordance
with their respecrespective
ratifications
tive laws, and the ratifications
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Nicaragua
Golfo
Nicaragua bafiado
banado por
por el
el Golfo
de
quo el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
de Fonseca,
Fonseca, que
los Estados
Unidos elija.
elija. El
El
Estados Unidos
Gobierno
de los
Unidos
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
tendra
la opcion
tendra la
opci6n de
de renovar
renovar por
per
otro
terrain° de
noventa y
y nueve
nueve
otro termino
de noventa
(99) afios
afios los
los anteriores
anteriores arrienarrien(99)
y concesiones
dos yr
coneesiones al expirar
exrar sus
sus
respeetivos terminos.
terminos. ExpresaExpresarespectivos
mente
mente queda
quo el
el
queda convenido
convenido que
territorio
arrendado y
la base
base
territorio arrendado
y la
naval quo
mantenga por
por la
la
naval
que se
se mantenga
mancionada concesion,
estaran
mancionada
concesi6n, estaran
sujetos
leyes
sujetos exclusivamente
exclusivamente a
a las
las leyes
soberanta de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
yysoberania
de los
durante el
el periodo
del arriendo
arriendo
durante
periodo del
y de
de la
la concesi6n,
concesion, y
del de
de su
su
y
y del
renovacion
renovaci6n 66renovaciones.
renovaciones.
ARTfCULO III.
ARTfCCLO

consideraci6n de las anteby un
United
En consideracien
ante- stment
Stra
aterkent by
"a
riores estipulaciones
estipulaciones y
para los
p. 602.
riores
y para
los Ante,
nte,p.
602.
propositos considerados
considerados en
en esta
seta
prop6sitos
Convencion, y
y con
con el
objeto de
Convencion,
el objeto
de
reducir la deuda
reducir
deuda actual
actual -de NicaNicaragua,
los Estados
Estados
ragua, el Gobierno de
de los
Unidos,
is fecha
fecha del
del canje
canje de
de
Unidos, en
en la
ratificaciones
esta Convenci6ii,
ratificaciones de
de esta
Convenci6n,
pagar a
pagara,
Repfiblica
a favor de la
la Repfblica
de Nicaragua
Nicaragua la
Is suma
sums de
tres
de
de tres
milliones ($3,000,000.00)
($3,000,000.00) de
de pesos
pesos
milliones
oro acunado
de los
los Estados
Estados UniUrnoro
acufiado de
dos del
actual peso
peso y
ypureza,
pureza, que
quo
*dos
del actual
se depositaran
la orden
orden del
del
depositaran aa la
Gobierno de
Nicaragua en
en el
Gobierno
de Nicaragua
el
Banco 6
Corporaciones
Banco
6 Bancos,
Bancos, 6
6 Corporaciones
bancarias que
quo designe
Gobierno
bancarias
designe el
el Gobierno
Estados Unidos,
pars ser
ser
de los Estados
Unidos, para
aplicado
el pago
aplicado por Nicaragua
Nicaragua en
en el
pago
uotros
de interes
inter&
de su
su deuda u
otros fines
fines de
pdblico que
quo promuevan
Men:pdblico
promuevan el
el bienester de
Nicaragua en
en la
manera
estar
de Nicaragua
la manera
quo
dos Alque sea
sea convenido
convenido por
por las
las dos
Altas
Partes contratantes.
tas Partes
contratantes. Todos
Todos
los
dichos desembolsos
desembolsos deberan
deberim
los dichos
hacerse por 6rdenes
hacerse
6rdenes libradas
por
libradas por
el
Ministro de
de Hacienda
de la
la
el Ministro
Hacienda de
RepUblica de
Nicaragua y
y- aproRepublica
de Nicaragua
aprobadas
per el
el Secretario
Secretario de
Estado
badas por
de Estado
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
per la
Unidos o
o por
la
persona
quo el
él designe.
persona que
designe.
ARTICULO
ARTicfLO

IV.
IV.

Eats Convenci6n
Convencion sera
Esta
sera ratificada
ratificada tio—.
tionsch
por las
las Altas
Altos Partes
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes
por
de acuerdo
con sus
sus leyes
respectide
acuerdo con
leyes respectiylas
las ratificaciones
se canjeacanjeavas, y
ratificaciones se

rat.i

change o1 rattfi

ca.

1664
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Si
gnature's.
signatures.

protection of rt.
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AUGUST
5, 1914.
1914.
AUGUST 5,

thereof shall
shall be
ran en
en Washington,
Washington, tan
tan pronto
pronto
thereof
be exchanged
exchanged at
at ran
Washington as
soon as
possible. como
como sea
sea posible.
posible.
Washington
as soon
as possible.
In
En fe de lo cual, nosotros
In witness
witness whereof the respecrespecnosotros les
lea
tive plenipotentiaries
respectivos plenipotenciarios
plenipotenciarios firfirtive
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed respectivos
the
and have
mamos y
y sellamos.
the present
present treaty
treaty and
have afaf- mamos
sellamos.
fixed
thereunto their
their seals.
fixed thereunto
seals.
Done
Washington, in
Hecho en
en duplicado
duplicado en
en los
idioDone at
at Washington,
in duplidupliHecho
los idiocate,
the English
English and
Spanish mas
mas ingles
ingles yy espafiol,
espanol, aIt los
los 5
5dias
dias
cate, in
in the
and Spanish
languages, on
on the
the 5th
5th day
day of
del mes
de agosto
agosto de
de mil
mil novenovelanguages,
of del
mes de
August,
year nineteen
cientos catorce.
catorce.
August, m
in the
the year
nineteen cientos
hundred and
hundred
and fourteen.
fourteen.
W
ILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN [SEAL.]
[sEA.T.,.]
WILLAM
EMILIANO
HAMORRO
EMILIANO C
CHAMORRO

[BEM..]
[SEAL.]

And
whereas, the
the advice
and consent
consent of
of the
the Senate
Senate of
of the
the United
United
advice .and
And whereas,
Proste^tRica ava
of
d,
Costa
and Honduras
Rica,
do- States
to the
of the
was given
given with
with the
the
dand
ndas deStates to
the ratification.
ratification of
the said
said Convention
Convention was
dared.
following
That, whereas,
whereas, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, Salvador
Salvador
following proviso:"Provided,
proviso: "Provided, That,
and 'Honduras
Honduras have
against the
the ratification
ratification of
of the
the said
said
have protested
protested against
Convention
in the
Corrvention in.
the fear
fear or belief that
that said
Convention might
might in
in some
said Convention
some
respect
impair existing
existing rights
rights of
of said
said States;
therefore, it
it is
declared
respect impair
States; therefore,
is declared
by
Senate that
that in
advising and
and consenting
consenting to
to the
ratification of
of
by the
the Senate
in advising
the ratification
the said
as amended
amended such
such advice
consent are
are given
given
the
said Convention
Convention as
advice and
and consent
with the
the understanding,
understanding, to
to be
expressed as
of the
the instrument
with
be expressed
as a
a part
part of
instrument
of ratification,
ratification, that
that nothing
nothing in
in said
Convention is
is intended
intended to
to affect
affect
of
said Convention
any existing right
the said
named States;"
right of
of any of
of the
said named
States;"
.And whereas,
whereas, the
the said
said understanding
understanding has
has been
accepted by
the
And
been accepted
by the
Government
of NicaraguaGovernment of
Nicaragua;
rhanged
Ratificat
Ions exexA
n d whereas,
whereas the
the said
as amended
amended by
by the
the Senate
Senate of
of
Ratifications
And
said bonvention,
Convention, as
the
United States,
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
on both
both parts,
parts, and
and the
the ratiratithe United
States, has
has been
fications of the two governments
governments were
were exchanged
exchanged in
in the
the City
of
City of
Washington, on
on the
day of
of June,
June, •
one thousand
thousand nine
Washington,
the twenty-second
twenty-second day
one
nine
hundred
sixteen;
hundred and
and sixteen;
Proclamation.
proclamation.
Now,, therefore, be it known that
Now
that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President
of the
the 'United
States of
of America,
America, have
the said
Convention
of
United States
have caused
caused the
said Convention,
to be
made public,
to the
the
as amended,
amended, and the said
said understanding
understanding to
be made
public, to
end that the
end
and clause
clause thereof
may be
be obthe same
same and
and every
every article
article and
thereof may
observed and fulfilled
served
faith by
by the
the United
States and
and the
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
United States
the
citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
In testimony, whereof, I.I have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
hereunto set
set my
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
the
the United
be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
twenty-fourth of June
June in
in. the
this twenty-fourth
the
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
year of our Lord
Lord one thousand
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
EsEAL.1
Independence of the United
United States
States of
of America
America
hundred and
fortieth.
the one
one hundred
and fortieth.
WOODROW
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
By
By the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

May 29, 1916.
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PARCEL POST CONVENTION-CHINA.
CONVENTION—CHINA ' July
1916.
1916.
July 11,

and China.
Parcel
post convention
China. Signed
States and
the United States
between the
convention between
Parcel post
at
Peking May
May 29,
at Washington
Washington July 11, 1916; approved
1916, at
29, 1916,
at Peking
1916.
PresidentJuly 12, 1916.
by
China June
1916, by the President
9, 1916,
June 9,
by China
PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION
CONVENTION BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
'111E
PARCEL
STATES OF
AMERICA AND CHINA.
OF AMERICA
STATES

1665
1665

1916
Ma
May 29,
29, 1916.
July1,
July 11, 1916.
1916.

UNITED
UNITED

reel post
with
post with
For
the purpose
of making
arrangements between
between the chPParcel
la
postal arrangements
better postal
making better
purpose of
For the
Preamble.
Sidney
Albert
United States
States of
of America
America and
and China,
undersigned,
Preamble.
China, the undersigned,
United
Burleson PostmasterGeneral
Postmaster -General of
United States
America, and
and
States of America,
the United
of the
Burleson
Chow Wan
and H.
Picard-Destelan, Director
Director General
General and
and AssoH. Picard-Destelan,
Pang and
Wan Pang
Chow
ciate Director
Director General,
General, respectively
respectively, of
Administration of
Postal Administration
the Postal
of the
ciate
China,
by virtue
of authority
authority vested
vested in
have agreed upon
upon the
in them, have
virtue of
China, by
following
articles for
the establishment
of aa Parcel
Parcel Post system of
establishment of
for the
following articles
exchanges
between the
States and China.
United States
the United
exchanges between

ARTICLE I.
ARTICLE
Scope of convention.

The
provisions of
this Convention
Convention relate
relate only
only to parcels
parcels of mail Scopeorfvonvev
of this
The provisions
for,
matter
to
be
exchanged
by
the
system
herein
provided
for and do
provided
herein
system
the
by
exchanged
be
to
matter
not affect
affect the
the arrangements
arrangements now existing
existing under
under the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal •
not
Union
Convention, which
will continue
continue as heretofore;
heretofore; and all the
which will
Union Convention,
agreements
hereinafter contained
apply exclusively
exclusively to mails exoxcontained apply
agreements hereinafter
changed
under these
these Articles.
Articles.
changed under
ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

admitted
admitted to
to
exchanged under this Con1. There
There shall
shall be
be admitted
to the
the mails
mails exchanged
Con- thirtieles.tils
admitted to
1.
post
vention
articles
of
merchandise
andmail
matter—except
el
letters,
vention articles of merchandise and.mail matter-except
cards, and
matter—of all
kinds that
under any
are admitted under
that are
all kinds
written matter-of
and written
cards,
conditions to
the domestic
mails of
of the
country of
of origin
origin and
and of destithe country
domestic mails
to the
conditions
Requirements
nation except
may: exceed
eleven pounds
pounds (or
five kilokilo- Requirements.
(or five
exceed eleven
packet may
no packet
that no
except that
nation,
grams)
weight, nor
nor the
following dimensions:
dimensions: Greatest
Greatest length
length in
in
the following
in weight,
grams) in
comany
direction, three
feet six
six inches;
greatest length
length and
and girth
girth cominches; greatest
three feet
any direction,
bined,
six feet;
or, in
case of
parcels for or from non-steamnon-steamof parcels
the case
in the
feet; or,
bined, six
served places
places in
25 cubic
(1 cubic
cubic foot)
foot) in
in volume;
volume;
decimetres (1
cubic decimetres
China, 25
in China,
served
to
contents
their
and
must
be
so
wrapped
or
enclosed
as
to
permit
their
contents
to
permit
to
as
enclosed
or
and must be so wrapped
be
and customs
officers; and except
except
customs officers;
postmasters and
by postmasters
examined by
easily examined
be easily
that
are prohibited
prohibited admission
admission to the mails
articles are
following articles
the following
that the
exchanged under this Convention:
Convention:
Articles prohibited.
exchanged
Articles
which violate
violate the
laws-and
and regulations
regulations of the Aticlesprohibted.
internal lawsthe internal
Articles which
country concerned,
concerned, publications
the copyright
laws of
copyright laws
violate the
which violate
publications which
country
the country
of destination;
destination; poisons,
and explosive
explosive or
or inflammable
subinflammable subpoisons, and
country of
the
stances; fatty
fatty substances,
liquids, and
and those
easily, liquefy;
liquefy;
which easily
those which
substances, liquids,
stances;
confections and
and pastes;
dead insects
live or dead animals, except dead
pastes; live
confections
which
and reptiles
reptiles when
thoroughly dried;
vegetables which
dried; fruits and vegetables
when thoroughly
and
easily decompose,
decompose, and
substances which
exhale a
a bad odor; lottery
which exhale
and substances
easily
tickets,
circulars; all obscene
obscene or
lottery circulars;
or lottery
advertisements, or
lottery advertisements,
tickets, lottery
immoral articles;
articles; articles
articles which
which may
in any
any way
damage or destroy
destroy
way damage
may in
immoral
the
mails,
or
injure
the
persons
handling
them.
Freedom from inthem.
hanling
persons
e
the mails, or injure
etc.
2. All
All admissible
merchandise mailed
mailed in one country
country spection,
FTor,
m
etc.tmni
admissible articles of merchandise
2.
for the
the other,
or received
received in
country from the
the other, shall be
one country
in one
other, or
for
free from
detention or
inspection whatever,
whatever, except such as is
or inspection
any detention
from any
free
required for
collection of
of customs
shall be
forwarded
be forwarded
and shall
duties; and
customs duties;
for collection
required

1666
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PARCEL
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uly 1,
July
11, 1916.
1916.

by
most speedy
speedy means
destination, being
being subject
subject in
in
by the
the most
means to
to their
their destination,
their transmission
transmission to the laws
regulations of
of each
each country,
country,
laws and regulations
respectively.
respectively.
ARTICLE III.
ARTICLE
III.
Letters not to accompany parcels.

1. A
A letter or communication
communication of
of the
the nature
nature of
of personal
personal correspondcorrespondence
ence must
any.
must not accompany,
accompany, be
be written
written on
on, or
or enclosed
enclosed with
with any
parcel.
such be
parcel. If such
found, the
will be
be placed
in the
the mails
if
be found,
the letter
letter will
placed in
mails if
separable, and
the communication
communication be
inseparably attached,
attached, the
the
ecton if
fo
separable,
and if
if the
be inseparably
Rejection
if found.
be rejected.
rejected. If,
any such
such should
should
whole package
package will
will be
If, however,
however, any
inadvertently be
of destination
destination will
collect
inadvertently
be forwarded,
forwarded, the
the country
country of
will collect
on the
letter or
letters double
double rates
rates of
postage according
according to
to the
on
the letter
or letters
of postage
the UniUniversal Postal
Convention.
versal
Postal Union
Union Convention.
No inclosnrefor other
adNcoretorother
contain packages
2. No parcel may contain
for delivery
at an
an
packages intended
intended for
delivery at
address.
address
other than
by the
the parcel
parcel itself.
itself. If
If such
such enclosed
enclosed
address other
than that
that borne
borneboy
packages be detected
detected they
they must
must be
be sent
sent forward
forward singly
singly charged
charged with
with
new and distinct Parcel Post
Post rates.
rates.
pettsnottoem-

ARTICLE
ARTICLE -IV.
IV.
Rates of postage.

Rat of postage.

In United States.
States.

In
LchiChina.

Delivery.

Dev.

postage shall in all cases
1.. The following rates of postag6
cases be
be required
required to
to
be fully prepaid
be
postage stamps
stamps of
of the
origin, viz:
viz:
prepaid with
with postage
the country
country of
of origin,
2.
the United
a parcel not exceeding
2. In
In the
United States, for a
exceeding one pound in
in
twelve cents;
weight, twelve
and for
additional pound,
or fraction
of aa
cents; and
for each
each additional
pound, or
fraction of
pound,
twelve cents.
pound, twelve
cents.
3. In China, for a
a parcel
parcel not exceeding one pound in weight,
weight,
thirty-five
Chinese currency;
currency; and
each additional
additional pound,
pound,
thirty-five cents
cents Chinese
and for
for each
fraction of
of a
cents Chinese
Chinese currency.
currency.
or fraction
a pound,
pound, thirty-five
thirty-five cents
4. The parcels shall be promptly delivered
delivered to
to addressees
at the
the
addressees at
Post Offices of
address in
in the
country of
of destination,
destination, free
free of
of charge
charge
of address
the country
for postage; but the country of destination
destination may,
at its
its option,
option, levy
levy
may, at
and collect from the addressee
addressee for interior service
service and delivery
delivery aa
charge the amount
amount of which is to be fixed according
according to
to its
own regureguits own
lations, but which shall in
no case
case exceed
five cents
cents in
in the
the United
United
in no
exceed five
States or fifteen cents
cents Chinese
Chinese currency
currency in
in China
China for
for each
parcel,
each parcel,
whatever
except that on
whatever its weight; except
from non-steamon parcels
parcels for
for or
or from
non-steamserved places in China an additional
additional Chinese
domestic parcel
parcel postage
Chinese domestic
postage
shall be levied and collected by the Chinese service.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

Receipt.

1. The
The sender
sender will,
will, at
of mailing
mailing the
package, receive
receive a
1.
at the
the time
time of
the package,
a
Certificate of
Certificate
of Mailing
Mailing from the Post Office
Office where the
the package is
is
mailed,
form like
annexed hereto.
Ristry.
mailed, on
on a
a form
like Form
Form 11annexed
hereto.
Registry.
2. The sender of a
a package
package may have
registered in
in
have the
the same
same registered
accordance with the regulations
accordance
regulations of
the country
country of
of origin.
origin.
of the
dAitvery.
to
delivery.
Acknowle
dgmen t
f
3. An acknowledgment
acknowledgment of the delivery
delivery of
registered parcel
parcel shall
shall
of a
a registered
returned to the sender
requested; but
be returned
sender when
when requested;
either country
country may
but either
may
require of the sender prepayment
of a
a fee
therefor not
exceeding
prepayment of
fee therefor
not exceeding
or fifteen
five cents in the United States
States or
fifteen cents
cents Chinese
Chinese currency
in
currency in
China.
China.
Notice toa
.
Notice
to addressees.
4. The addressees
of registered
registered parcels
parcels shall
shall be
be advised
advised of
of the
the
addressees of
arrival of the parcels addressed to them, by
notice from
from the
the Post
Post
by aanotice
Office at
at destination.
Office
destination.
Receipt.

Post, p. 1670.

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
Customs declaration.

ustomsdeclartiol 1. The sender of each
each parcel shall make a
a Customs Declaration,
Declaration,

Post, p. 1670.

t, p. 1670.

pasted upon or attached
the package,
package, upon
special Form
Form proproattached to
to the
upon aaspecial
vided for the purpose
purpose (see Form 22annexed
annexed hereto)
general
hereto) giving
giving aageneral
description
statement of its
description of the parcel,
parcel, an accurate
accurate statement
contents and
and
its contents
value, date of mailing and the sender's signature
signature and
and place
place of
resiof residence, and
place of
and place
of address.
address.

PARCEL
CONVENTION—CFIINA.
PARCEL POST
POST CONVENTION-CHINA.
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1667

M

MaY
29 '1916.
aY29l96
July 11,
11, 1916.
1916.
July

subject in
in the
2. The
parcels in
the country
country of destibe subject
in question shall be
2.
The parcels
nation
all customs
customs duties
duties and
customs regulations
in force
force in
in
nation to
to all
and all
all customs
regulations in
that country
country for the protection
protection of
and the
the
of its
its customs
customs revenues;
revenues; and
proply chargeable
chargeable thereon
customs duties properly
thereon shall be collected
collected on
on
delivery,
accordance with
with the
the customs
customs regulations
regulations of
of the
the country
country
delivery, in
in accordance
of
destination.
of destination.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII.
VII.

Collection of duties.

Each country
retain to
its own
use the
the whole
of the
postages,
whole of
the postages,
to its
own use
country shall
shall retain
Each
registration and
and delivery
said parcels;
parcels; consequently,
consequently,
registration
delivery fees
fees it
it collects
collects on
on said
this Convention
Convention will
will give
give rise
to no
separate accounts
accounts between
between the
the
this
rise to
no separate
two countries.
countries.
two
ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

Retention of fem.

ollection of duties

Retention of fees.

r
1. The
The parcels
as aacomponent
component part
of the
mails teth.od
Method of
part of
the mails
of ttransporanpr1.
parcels shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
exchanged direct
direct between
between the
the United
and China,
China, to
to be
be
exchanged
United States
States and
despatched to
by the
country of
origin at
at its
its cost
cost and
and by
by
despatched
to destination
destination by
the country
of origin
such means
must be
forwarded, at
at the
option of
of
such
means as
as it
it provides;
provides; but
but must
be forwarded,
the option
the
office, either
either in
in boxes
the
boxes prepared
prepared expressly
expressly for
for the
the despatching
despatching office,
purpose or
or in
in ordinary
marked "Parcel
"Parcel Post",
Post", and
purpose
ordinary mail
mail sacks,
sacks, marked
securely
with wax,
wax, or
or otherwise,
may be
be mutually
mutually provided
provided
otherwise, as
as may
securely sealed
sealed with
by
hereunder.
regulations hereunder.
by regulations
of empty
eturn of
promptly return
return empty
empty to the despatching
despatching Rkest.urn
empty
shall promptly
2. Each
Each country shall
office
all such
bags and
and boxes.
boxes.
mail, all
such bags
office by
by next
next mail,
3. Although
Although parcels
parcels admitted
will be
be transtrans- Packing.
Pang.
under this
this Convention
Convention will
admitted under
3.
raitted
as aforesaid
between the
the exchange
exchange offices,
be so
so
offices, they
they should
should be
mitted as
aforesaid between
carefully
as to
be safely
transmitted in
in the
the open
open mails
mails of
to be
safely transmitted
carefully packed
packed as
either
country, both
both in
going to the
exchange office
in the
country
office in
the country
the exchange
in going/to
either country,
of
origin and
and to
to the
the office
of address
address in
in the
country of destination.
destination.
the country
office of
of origin
4.
Parcel Post
mail must
by Descriptive
list.
Descriptive lit.
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
Post mail
despatch of
of aaParcel
4. Each
Each despatch
descriptive list,
in duplicate,
duplicate, of
all the
the parcels
showing disdisparcels sent,
sent, showing
list, in
of all
aa descriptive
tinctly
of each
each parcel,
parcel, the
the name of the sender,
sender, the
list number
number of
tinctly the
the list
name
the addressee
addressee with
address of
of destination,
destination, and
and the
the declared
declared
with address
of the
name of
contents
must be
enclosed in
in one
of the
the boxes
or Poct,
p. 167
1671.
contents and
and value;
value; and
and must
be enclosed
one of
boxes or
,,ot,
sacks
of such
such despatch
despatch (see
(see Form
hereto).
Form 3
3 annexed
annexed hereto).
sacks of
thtion.

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Exchanges of
of mails
mails under
under this
Convention from
from any
any place
in either
either
place in
this Convention
Exchanges
country
to any
place in
in the
the other,
through the
the post
post
be effected
effected through
other, shall
shall be
any place
country to
offices of
of both
both countries
countries already
as exchange
exchange post offices,
designated as
already designated
offices
or through
through such
agreed upon,
upon, under
under such
such
may be
be hereafter
hereafter agreed
others as
as may
such others
or
regulations relative
details of the exchange
exchange as may
may be mutually
to the details
relative to
regulations
expedition of the mails
determined to
he essential
security and expedition
essential to the security
to be
determined
and the
the protection
of the
customs revenues.
revenues.
the customs
and
protection of

Exchange offices.
Exchange
oce.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X.
1.
as the
have reached
reached the
of destination,
Receipt of
of mail.
destination, mail.Recept
the office
office of
shall have
the mail
mail shall
As soon
soon as
1. As
that office
shall check
the contents
contents of
the mail.ubstitute
mail. .
el
that
office shall
check the
of the
2. In
the event
event of
not having
been received,
sub- bill.
Substitute
parcel
a subbill.
received, a
having been
the parcel
parcel bill
bill not
of the
2.
In the
stitute
should be
be at
prepared.
at once
once prepared.
stitute should
3.
in the
the entries
on the
parcel bill
be disdis- Corection
Correction of
of errors
errors.
which may
may be
bill which
the parcel
entries on
errors in
3. Any
Any errors
covered
verification by
by a
a second
second officer,
be corrected
corrected
officer, be
should, after
after verification
covered should,
and noted
report to
to the
the despatching
on aaform
form "Verification
"Verification
office on
despatching office
for report
and
noted for
Certificate," which
which should
sent in
in aaspecial
special envelope.
If a
parcel Nonreceiptofparcel
Certificate,"
should be
be sent
envelope. If
a parcel
Nonreceipt of parcel.
advised
bill be
received, after
the nonreceipt
nonreceipt has
has been
been
after the
be not
not received,
on the
the bill
advised on
verified by
second officer,
on the
the bill
bill should
be canceled
canceled Insufficient
postage.
verified
bv aasecond
entry on
officer, the
the entry
nsufficient posage.
should be
and the
reported at
If a
aparcel
parcel be
to be
be insuffiinsuffibe observed
observed to
once. If
at once.
the fact
fact reported
and
ciently
it must
not be
be taxed
postage, but
but the
the
deficient postage,
taxed with
with deficient
must not
prepaid, it
ciently prepaid.
circumstance
on the
the verification
certificate form.
form.
verification certificate
reported on
must be
be reported
circumstance must
102620°—voL 39—rr
102620°-VOL
39--r 2-31
2
31
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Should aaparcel be received
received in a
adamaged
damaged or imperfect
imperfect condition,
condition, full
full

particulars should
should be
reported on
on the
the same
same form.
form.
particulars
be reported
4. If no verification certificate
certificate or note of error be received,
received, a
aparcel
mail
be considered
as duly
duly delivered,
delivered, having
found on
on exexmail shall
shall be
considered as
having been
been found
amination correct
correct in
in all
all respects.
amination
respects.
ARTICLE XI.
XI.
ARTICLE

etIability
Inability to
etc.

deliver

deliver,

a*tic

Perishable articles.
Pshablear
s.

Reforwardiug.

aorwading.

a parcel cannot be delivered
delivered as addressed,
1. If a
addressed, or is refused,
refused, it
must
be returned
without charge,
charge, directly
directly to
to the
the despatching
despatching office
office
must be
returned without
of
exchange at
the expiration
of thirty
days from
its receipt
receipt at
the
of exchange,
at the
expiration of
thirty days
from its
at the
office
destination; and
of origin
may collect
collect from
from the
the
office of
of destination;
and the
the country
country of
origin may
sender
for the
of the
parcel, a
asum
equal to
to the
the postage
postage when
sender for
the return
return of
the parcel,
sum equal
when
first mailed.
mailed.
first
2. When the contents
contents of a
a parcel
parcel which cannot
cannot be delivered
delivered are
are
liable to
to deterioration
or corruption,
corruption,. they
be destroyed
destroyed at
at once,
once,
liable
deterioration or
they may
may be
if necessary,
necessary, or
or if
expedient, sold,
previous notice
notice or
or judicial
judicial
if
if expedient,
sold, without
without previous
formality, for
benefit of
of the
right person;
person; the
the particulars
particulars of
of each
each
formality,
for the
the benefit
the right
sale
noticed by
one post
office to
the other.
other.
sale being
being noticed
by one
post office
to the
3. An order for redirection
redirection or
reforwarding must
be accompanied
accompanied
or reforwarding
must be
by
amount due
due for
for postage
postage necessary
necessary for
for the
the return
return of
of the
by the
the amount
the article
article
to the
office of
the ordinary
parcel rates.
to
the office
of origin
origin at
at the
ordinary parcel
rates.
ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE

NoesPOnibltytfor

The Post Office Department
Department of either of the contracting
contracting countries
countries
will not
be responsible
responsible for
for the
the loss
loss or
of any
parcel, and
and no
no
will
not be
or damage
damage of
any parcel,
indemnity
can consequently
be claimed
by the
the sender
addressee in
in
indemnity can
consequently be
claimed by
sender or
or addressee
either country.
either
country.
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.

Further
regulations,
Further regulations,
etc.

The Postal Administration
Administration of the United
United States of America,
America, and
the
and the
authority to jointly make
Postal Administration
Administration of China shall have authority
make

NeeresPendbnItYkir

loss, etc.

tinte,p.
JAE,
p. 166a
iea

regulations of
of order
order and
and detail
may be
be found
found necesnecessuch further
further regulations
detail as
as may
sary
carry out
out the
the present
present Convention
Convention fi
om time
to time;
time; and
and may,
sary to
to carry
fiom
time to
may,
by agreement,
prescribe conditions
for the
the admission
admission to
to the
mails of
of
by
agreement, prescribe
conditions for
the mails
any of
of the
the articles
articles prohibited
prohibited by
Article II
II of
of this
Convention.
any
by Article
this Convention.
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE

Ef t
Effect.
d

.

Signatures.

siatnn

This Convention shall take
take effect and operations thereunder
thereunder shall
shall
begin on the first day
day of
of August, 1916, and shall
in force
force
shall continue
continue in
until terminated
terminated by mutual
agreement; but
but may
be annulled
the
mutual agreement;
may be
annulled at
at the
desire of either Department
Department upon
months' previous
previous notice
notice given
given
upon six months'
to
to the other.
other.
Done in duplicate
duplicate and
signed at
Washington, the
the eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of
and signed
at Washington,
July,
nine hundred
hundred and
and at
the
July, one
one thousand
thousand nine
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
at Peking,
Peking, the
twenty-ninth
of May,
May, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and sixteen.
sixteen.
twenty-ninth day of
hundred and
[Si..]
[SEAL.]

ALBERT S
IDNEY BURLESON,
BURLESON,
ALBERT
SIDNEY
Postmaster General
of the
United States
States of
of America.
America.
Postmaster
Generalof
the United

H.
H. PICARD—DESTELAN,
PICARD-DESTELAN,
Associate
Director General
of Posts
of China.
China.
Associate Director
Generalof
Posts of
CHOW WAN
W AN PANG,
PANG,
CHow
Director
of Posts
Posts of
of Ohina.
China.
Director General
Generalof

PARCEL
PARCEL POST
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May 29,1916.
my
July
11,
1916.
uy2919
21, 1916.

The foregoing Parcel
Convention between
Parcel Post Convention
United States
States
between the United
America and China has
of America
concluded with
with my
my
has been negotiated
negotiated and
and concluded
advice and consent,
consent, and
hereby approved
approved and
ratified.
and is
is hereby
and ratified.
In testimony
I have caused
In
testimony whereof
whereof I
Seal of
United States
caused the
the Seal
of the
the United
States
to be hereunto
hereunto affixed this
12th day
of July,
July, 1916.
1916.
this 12th
day of
[SEAL.]
[
SEAL.]
W
OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODROW
By
the President:
By the
President:
FRANK L.
FRANK
L. POLK,
POLK,
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
Acting
of State.
State.
W ASHINGTON.
WASHINGTON.
The foregoing
foregoing Parcel Post
Convention between
between China
China and
and the
the
Post Convention
been negotiated
United States of America has been
negotiated and
and concluded
concluded with
with my
my
advice and
consent, and
and is
is hereby
approved and
and ratified.
and consent,
hereby approved
ratified.
In testimony whereof
In
the Seal
Seal of
of China
China to
be hereunto
hereunto
whereof I
I have
have caused
caused the
to be
this ninth
ninth day
affixed this
day of
of June,
June, 1916.
1916.
[
SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
By the President:
TSAO.TIIIIN,
TSAOJULIN,
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Acting Minister
Ministerfor
PEKING.
PEKING.

Approval.
Approval.

Approval by the
Apsprovalf
President
of China.

cbthe
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ay 29,
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Ittly
1916.
July 11,
U, 1916.

FoRm 1.
1.
FORM

Form
Form No.
No. L
L

Parcels Post.
Post.
Parcels
A parcel addressed
addressed as
as under
under has
has been
been posted
posted bare
here this
this day.

i
Office
Office

stamp.
stam
p.
stamp.

L ..............................................................................

....................................................................................

This certificate
certificate is given to inform
inform the sender of the
the posting
posting of a
aparcel,
parcel, and does
indicate that
that
does not indicate
any liability in respect
respect of such parcel
parcel attaches
attaches to the Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General.

Form No.
No. 2.

Foam 2.
2.
FoRs
A.
A.
Pastels
Post betwen
between the
United States
States and
and China.
China.
Parels Post
the United
Date.
Date.
Stamp,
Stamp.

Pa
Place to which
which
the parcel
parcel is
the
addressed.

FORM or
or CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS DECLARATION.
roRM
DECLARATIO.

Description of
Description
parcel: (State
whether box,
whether
basket, bag,
etc.]

-

Contents.
Contents.

Total
Total
Per cent. customs
Percent.
charges.
charges.

Value.

. $
S

Total.
Total.

Date
Date of posting:
posting

11
S

$

$8

Ht..; signature
signature and
and address
address of
of sender(:::::-------sender{
..........., 19..;

.--------------

poFor use of Post Office
only and to be tilled
46rFor
Office only,
office of exchange:-........
exchange:
filled up at the office
No ............. ;
Parcel Bill No.
rates prepaid,
prepaid, ..............;;Entry No
No. .............
; No.
o. of rates
B.
B.
Parcels Post from............
from
Parcels
The import duty assessed by an officer
officer of customs on contents
contents of this parcel amounts
to 8........ ,,which must be paid before
before the parcel is delivered.
delivered.

Date
Date
Stamp.

.....................................
C.
C.
Parcels Post from ............
Parcels
This parcel has been passed
passed by an officer of customs and must be
be delivered
FREE
FREE OF
or CHARGE.
CHARGE.ate

;:

'6 , .

Customs Oicer.
°beer.
Custon

D

Date

Stamp.
Stamp.

................................

. . . . . .

Postmastr
Postmaster Gecral.
General.

PARCEL
PARCEL POST CONVENTION--CH1NA.
CONVENTION--CHNA.
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My,,'

MaY 29“91.6.

July 11, 1916.

FORM 3.
3.
FORM
Date stamp of the
dispatching
dispatching
exchange
exchange
Post Office.
O ce.

Parcelsfro .........
Parcels from

3.
Form No. 3.

Date
Date stamp of the
receiving
receiving exchange
Post Office.
Office.
Post

for........
for

Parel Bil
No......,,dated..........19...
Parcel
Bill No
dated
19. ;
S. S.
"
per S.
S..........

*
* Sheet No.

d

.....

Origin of
of
Name
Origin
Name of
of
parcel.
sender.
Z parcel. sender.

Address of
of parcel.
Address

Declared
Declared
contents.
contents.

Declared
Dclared
value.

a
&

Remarks.
Remarks.

$T

Totals..
Totals..

$

When more than one sheet Is
*When
is required
entry of the
parcels sent
the mail,
will be
required for the entry
the parels
sent by
by the
mail, itit will
be suffisuffiient it
if the undementioned
particulrs ae
cient
undermentioned particulars
we entered
entered on
on the last sheet of the
the Parcel
Parcel Bil
Dill.
/ts.
number of parc
Total number
parcels sent by the mall
mail to
Number of boxes
boxe or other receptacles formNumber
for
ing the Mail
tag
mail

....

Deduct weight
weight of receptacles
receptacles ...................
Deduct

....................

Signature of dispatching
dispatching officer
officer at ............
Post Office

Total wight
weight of
Total
of mail.
mail......................

Net weight
weight of parcels..........................
parcels
Net

......................
Signature of
of receiving
receiving officer
officer at...............Post
at
Post Office.
Office.

- -------------i
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TREATY—HONDURAS--GENERAL PEACE.
PEACE.
TREATY-HONDURAS-GENERAL

Novmber 3,
November
3, 1913.
1913.

NovImmix 3,
NOVEMBER
3, 1913.
1913.

Treaty between
between the
and Hondurasfor
Honduras for the
the advancement
advancement of
of
Treaty
the United
United States
States and
general peace.
general
at Washington,
Washington, November
ratificapeace. Signed
Signed at
November 3,
3, 1913;
1913; ratification advised
advised by the Senate,
tion
Senate, with
amendments, August
August 13,
13, 1914;
1914; ratiratiwith amendments,
Honduras, May 29,
fied by Honduras,
29, 1916;
1916; ratified
ratified by
by the
the President,
President, July
20,
July 20,
1916; ratifications
ratifications exchanged at
Washington, July
July 27,
at Washington,
27, 1916;
1916; proproclaimed, July
1916.
claimed,
July 28,
28, 1916.

BY
TH P
PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
RESIDENT or
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
oe

Hon-

daeneS
General p
P. R
Ron-

Preamble.

uras.
Preamble.

coatrsctg Powers.
c(intmung
Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.

Pnipotn'ari.

Whereas, aaTreaty between
between the United States
of America
America and
the
Whereas,
States of
and the
Republic of Honduras looking to the advancement
advancement of
of the
the cause
cause of
of
general
general peace,
peace, was concluded
their respective
respective PleniPleniconcluded and
and signed
signed by
by their
potentiaries at Washington,
Washington, on the
potentiaries
day- of
of November,
November, one
the third
third day
one thouthousand nine
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen the
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
being
sand
nine hundred
the original
original of
of which
in
and Spanish
is, as
as amended
amended by
by the
the Senate
in the
the English
English and
Spanish Languages
Languages is,
Senate
of
United States,
States, word
for word
word as
of the
the United
word for
as follows:
follows:

The United
United States
States of
America
of America
and the
the Republic
Honduras,
and
Republic of
of Honduras,
strengthen the
the
being desirous
desirous to
to strengthen
bonds of amity that
bonds
that bind
bind them
them
together and also
together
to advance
advance the
also to
the
cause of
of general
peace, have
recause
general peace,
have reinto a
treaty for
for
solved to enter
enter into
a treaty
purpose and
to that
that end
that purpose
and to
end
have
appointed as
as their
plenihave appointed
their plenipotentiaries:
potentiares:
The President
President of the
the United
United
States,
Honorable William
States, the
the Honorable
William
Jennings
Bryan, Secretary
Secretary of
Jennings Bryan,
of
State;
State; and
and
The
of Honduras,
Honduras,
The President
President of
Sefior Doctor don Alberto
Senor
Alberto MemMembrefio,
Extraordinary,and
and
breflo, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
Minister
of HonlionMinister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
to the
United States;
duras to
the United
States;
Who,
Who, after
after having
having communicommunicated
cated to
their respecto each
each other
other their
respective full
found to
full powers,
powers, found
to be
be in
in
proper
proper form, have agreed
upon
agreed upon
the
the following
following articles:
articles:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

Disputes to
Disputes
subto be
be snbmitted
mitted to
t o InternsInternaonsi Commission.
Commission.
tional

The
The high contracting
parties
contracting parties
agree
that all
all disputes
between
agree that
disputes between
them, of every
whatsoevery nature
nature whatsoever, which diplomacy
fail
diplomacy shall
shall fail
to
adjust, shall be
be submitted
submitted for
to adjust,
for
investigation and
and report
to an
an
investigation
report to
International
Commission, to
International Commission,
to be
be
constituted in
in the
the manner
manner preconstituted
prescribed
scribed in the next succeeding
succeeding

Los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America
de America
yy la Repiblica
Repeblica de
en
de Honduras,
Honduras, en
el deseo de fortalecer
fortalecer los vinculos
vfnculos
de amistad
amistad que
quo los
unen y
y tamtamlos unen
bien avanzar
hien
ava,nzar la
de la
la Paz
Paz
la causa
causa de
general,
general, han resuelto
resuelto entrar
entrar en
en
un
Tratado con
con aquel
aquel objeto,
objeto, a
un Tratado
cuyo fin han nombrado como
como sus
sus
Plenipotenciarios:
Plenipotenciarios:
El Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
Unidos, al
al Honorable
Honorable William
William
Unidos,
Jennings Bryan,
Bryan, Secretaxio
de
Jennings
Secretario de
Estado, y
y
Estado,
El
Honduras, al
al
El President°
Presidente de
de Honduras,
Sefior Doctor
Doctor don Alberto
Alberto MemMembraio, Enviado
Extraordinario y
brefio,
Enviado Extraordinario
y
Ministro
Ministro Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario de
de HonHonduras
los Estados
Estados Unidos;
Unidos;
duras en los
Quienes,despues
de haber
cornQuienes,despues de
haber comunicado sus
sus respectivos
Plenos
unicado
respectivos Plenos
Poderes, quo
encontraron en
dePoderes,
que encontraron
en debida
bids, forma, han convenido
convenido en los
los
articulos siguientes:
siguientes:
articulos
AirricuLo I.
I.
ARTiCuLO
Altas Partes
Las Altas
Partes contratantes
contratantes
convienen
en que
quo todas
disconvienen en
todas las
las disputas
entre ellas,
ellas, de
de cualquiera
cualquiera
putas entre
naturaleza
quo fueren,
fueren, que
quo la
la
naturaleza que
diplomacia
arreglar, dedediplomacia fallare
fallare arreglar,
beran
beran ser
sometidas para
su
ser sometidas
para su
investigaciOn 6é informe
una
investigaci6n
informe aa una
Comision Internacional,
Internacional, la
cual
Comisi6n
la cual
debera ser constituida
constituida en
en la
la
debera

TREATY—HONDURAS—GENERAL PEACE.
PEACE.
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Article;
and they
they agree
to
not to
agree not
Article; and
declare
war or
declare war
or begin
begin hostilities
hostilities
during
such investigation
and
investigation and
during such
report
report

naanera prescrita
presciita en
el pr6ximo
proximo
manera
en el
siguiente
articulo; y
yconvienen
convienen en
en
siguiente articulo;
no
declarar guerra
guerra 6
6 empezar
empezar
no declarar
hostilidades
durante tal
tal investiinvestihostilidades durante
gacion
informe.
gaci6n 6
6 informe.

ARTICLE II.
II .
ARTICLE
The International
International Commission
Commission
The
shall
be composed
composed of
of five
five memshall be
bers,
to be
as follows:
follows:
appointed as
be appointed
bers, to
One member
from
chosen from
shall be
be chosen
One
member shall
each country,
the Government
Government
by the
each
country, by
thereof; one
one member
member shall
shall be
be
thereof;
chosen by
Government from
from
by each
each Government
chosen
some third
country; the
fifth
the fifth
third country;
some
member shall
shall be
be chosen
chosen by comcommember
mon agreement
the two
between the
agreement between
mon
Governments. The
expenses of
of
The expenses
Governments.
the Commission
Commission shall
shall be
be paid
paid by
by
the
the two
two Governments
Governments in equal
the
proportion.
proportion.
The
International Commission
Commission
The International
shall
be appointed
appointed within
four
within four
shall be
months
of the
the exchange
exchange of
after the
months after
ratifications of
of this
this treaty;
treaty; and
ratifications
vacancies shall
shall be
idled according
according
be filled
vacancies
to
the manner
original
of the
the original
manner of
to the
appointment.
appointment.
ARTtax III.
III.
ARTICLE
In
case the
the high
contracting
high contracting
In case
parties shall
shall have
failed to
to adjust
adjust
have failed
parties
dispute by
by diplomatic
methods,
diplomatic methods,
aadispute
they
at once
refer it
it to
to the
once refer
shall at
they shall
International
Commission for
for inInternational Commission
vestigation and
and report.
InThe Inreport. The
vestigation
ternational Commission
Commission may,
ternational
however,
act upon
upon its
its own
own initiainitiahowever, act
tive, and
in such
case it
it shall
such case
tive,
and in
notify
both Governments
Governments and
and
notify both
request
in the
cooperation in
their cooperation
request their
investigation.
investigation.
The report
report of
of the
International
the International
The
Commission
completed
be completed
shall be
Commission shall
within
the date
date on
on
after the
one year
year after
within one
which
investideclare its investiit shall
shall declare
which it
the
gation to
have begun,
unless the
begun, unless
to have
gation
high contracting
parties shall
exshall excontracting parties
high
tend the
time by
mutual agreeagreeby mutual
the time
tend
ment. The report shall be prepared in triplicate;
triplicate; one copy shall
pared
be
presented to
Government,
to each
each Government,
be presented
and
the third
third retained
retained by the
and the
its files.
files.
Commission
Commission for its
The high
contracting parties
parties
The
high contracting
reserve
independto act mdependthe right
right to
reserve the
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1913.
NOVEMBER 3, 1913.
NOVEMBER

AnTicumo II.
ARTICULO
La Comisi6n
Comic:don Internacional
Inrmationall comComde- mIntntion'
Internacional deLa
componerse de
de cinco
miem- composition.
Composition.
cinco miembera componerse
bros,
deberan ser
ser nombrados
nombrados
que deberan
bros, que
como
sigue: un
un miembro
miembro debera
debera
como sigue:
ser
de cada
cada pais,
pals, por
por su
su
escogido de
ser escogido
respectivo Gobierno;
miembro
un miembro
Gobierno; un
respectivo
deberá
ser escogido
escogido por
por cada
cada
debera ser
Gobierno, de
un tercer
tercer pais;
pals; el
el
de un
Gobierno,
umto miembro
miembro debera
esser esdebera ser
quinto
cogido
comun acuerdo
a,cuerdo entre
entre
de comun
cogido de
los
dos Gobiernos.
Gobiernos. Los
Los gastos
gastos Expenses.
Expenss.
los dos
de la
is. Comision
ser pagapagadeberan ser
de
Comisi6n deberan
dos por
por los
dos Gobiernos
Gobiernos en
en
los dos
dos
igual proporcion.
proporcion.
igual
on .

ber&

deLa Comisi6n
Comision Internacional
Internacional deLa

Appointment.
Appointment.

bera ser
dentro de
nombrada dentro
ser nombrada
bera
cuatro meses
raeses despues
despues del
del canje
canje
cuatro
de
ratificaciones del
del Tratado;
Tratado;
de las ratificaciones
y
vacantes deberan
deberan ser
ser llenallenay las
las vacantes
das de
con is.
manera del
del
la manera
acuerdo con
das
de acuerdo
nombramiento
original.
nombramiento original

ARTICUAL

III.

ARTICTILO III.

es of CommisDuties
of CommiDut
En
que las
las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes sion.
el caso
caso que
En el
contratantes hubieren
en
hubieren fallado
fallado en
contratantes
arreglar
disputa por
por los
los memeuna disputa
arreglar una
dios
deberfin inmeinmediplomaticos, deberan
dios diplomaticos,
idiatamente
referirla a
6. la
is. ComCoraidiatamente referirla
sion
Internacional para
an invesinvespara su
si6n Internacional
tigacion 6
6informe.
Comision
La Comisi6n
informe. La
tigaci6n
Internacional puede,
sin embargo,
embargo,
puede, sin
Internacional
actuar
por su
su propia
propia iniciativa,
iniciativa, y
y
actuar por
en tal
tal caso
caso deber4
debera notificar
notificar a
en
ambos
y solicitar
solicitar su
Gobiernos y
ambos Gobiernos
cooperaciOn en
en la
la investigaci6n.
investigaci6n.
cooperacion
report.
or report.
In- Time
Tim for
El
de la
Is. Comisi6n
Comision Ininforme de
E1 informe
ternacional
estar -complecompledebera estar
ternacional debera,
un aflo
afio despues
despues de
de
tado dentro
dentro de
de un
is. fecha
fecha en
en la
is. cual
haya declarado
declarado
cual haya
la
haber empezado
empezado su
investigacion,
su investigaci6n,
haber
que las
Altas Partes
conPartes conmenos que
las Altas
a menos
tratantes
tratantes extendieren
extendieren el tiempo
por mutuo
consentiraiento. El
por
mutuo consentimiento.
mforme deberfi
preparado por
debera ser
ser preparado
informe
triplicado; una
una copia
copia debera
debera ser
triplicado;
presentada aacada
cada Gobierno,
y is.
presentada
Gobierno, y
la
tercera
retenida por
is. Comisi6n
ComisiOn
tercera retenida
por la
para sus
sus legajos.
legajos.
Independent action.
contratantes Independentaction.
Las
Altas Partes
Partes contratantes
Las Altas
obrar
derecho de obrar
se reservan
reservan el derecho
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Ratilicaticm.
.Ratification.

Duration.
Duration.

Si
gnatures.
Signatures.

Ratif
icationex.
sex.
Rane.cations
abaa
ged.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

ently
on the
the subject-matter
of
subject-matter of
ently on
the
after the
the report
report of
the
of the
the dispute
dispute after
Commission
shall have
subhave been
been subCommission shall
mitted.
mitted.

independientemente en
en ol
el asunto
asunto
independientemente
de
la disputa
disputa despues
despues que
que el
de la
el ininforme
forme dela
de la Comisi6n
Cornision se
se les
les haya
haya
sometido.
sometido.

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

ARTICTJLO
IV.
ARTifcLO IV.

The present
present treaty
treaty shall
shall be
be
The
ratified
by the
the President
of the
the
ratified by
President of
United
States of
America, by
by and
and
United States
of America,
with
the advice
advice and
and consent
consent of
with the
of
the Senate
by the
the
the
Senate thereof,
thereof, and
and by
Congress
Republic of
Congress of
of the
the Republic
of HonHonduras; and
duras;
and the
the ratifications
ratifications shall
shall
be exchanged
exchanged as
as soon
soon as
be
as possible.
possible.
It
shall take
take effect
effect immediately
It shall
immediately
after
of ratificaratificaafter the
the exchange
exchange of
tions,
tions, and
and shall
shall continue
continue in
in force
force
for
of five
five years;
and it
it
for a
a period
period of
years; and
shall
force
shall thereafter
thereafter remain
remain in
in force
until
until twelve
twelve months
months after
after one of
of
the high
contracting parties
parties have
have
the
high contracting
given notice
notice to
to the
of an
given
the other
other of
an
mtention to
to terminate
terminate it.
itention
it.

El
'Pratado sera
ser. ratiratiEl presente
presente Tratado
ficado por
por el
el Presidente
los
ficado
Presidente de
de los
Estados Unidos
de America,
America, de
de
Estados
Unidos de
acuerdo
con el
el consentimiento
acuerdo yy con
consentimiento
del
Senado respective,
respectivo, y
y por
por el
el
del Senado
Congreso de
de la
la Repiblica
Repfiblica de
de
Congreso
Honduras; y
y las
ratificaciones
Honduras;
las ratificaci6nes
deberan ser
ser canjeadas
canjeadas tan
tan pronto
pronto
deberan
corao fuere
fuere posible.
posible. Debera
Debera enencomo
trar
en vigor
inmediatamente
trar en
vigor inmediatamente
despues del
canje de
de ratificaratificadespues
del canje
cieines, y
ycontinuara
continuara en
ci6nes,
en fuerza
fuerza por
por

un periodo
periodo de cinco
eine° afos;
aftos; y
doy debeth despues permanecer
permanecer en
en
bera
fuerza hasta
hasta doce
doce meses
meses despues
despues
fuerza
quo
de las
las Altas
Altas Partes
Partes conconque una
una de
tratantes haya
notificado A la
is
tratantes
haya notificado
otra la
la intencion
terminarlo.
otra
intenci6n de
de terminarlo.
En
de lo
lo cual,
cual, los
los respectivos
respectivos
En fe de
In witness
respecIn
witness whereof
whereof the
the respective
signed Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios ban
ban firmado
el
firmado el
tive plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have signed
the
treaty and
Tratado, y
yhan puesto
puesto al
al
the present
present treaty
and have presente Tratado,
pie sus
sus sellos.
affixed thereunto
affixed
thereunto their
their seals.
pie
sellos.
Hecho en
en Washington,
Washington, el
el dia
dia
Done
Hecho
Done in
in Washington
Washington on
on the
the
tercero de
de Noviembre,
el ano
alio
third
November, in
Noviembre, en
en el
third day of November,
in the
the tercero
Nuestro Sefor
Senor mil
mil novecientos
novecientos
year of
of our
our Lord
nineteen hunde Nuestro
year
Lord nineteen
hun- de
thirteen.
trece.
trece.
dred and
and thirteen.
W ILLIAM
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN [SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
LLIAM JENNINGS
ALBERTO
MEM BEER°
[SEAL.]
BERTO MEMBRENO
[SEAL.]

And whereas the said Treaty, as amended
amended by the Senate of the
the
United States, has been duly ratified
ratified on both parts, and the ratificaratifications of the two governments
governments were exchanged in the City of Washington, on
the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
July, one
one thousand
nine hunhunthousand nine
ington,
on the
day of
of July,
dred
and sixteen;
dred and
sixteen;
Now ? therefore, be it blown
known that I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President of
of
the Muted
States of
of America,
America, have
said Treaty
Treaty to
be made
made
the said
to be
the
United States
have caused
caused the
public,
to the
end that
that the
the same
same and
every article
and clause
clause thereof,
public, to
the end
and every
article and
thereof,
as
be observed
and fulfilled
f
ulfilled with
with good
good faith
by the
the
as amended,
amended, may
may be
observed and
faith by
United
citizens thereof.
United States and the
the citizens
In testimony
testimony- whereof,
whereof, I
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my hand
hand and caused
caused
In
the seal
seal of
United States to be
affixed.
be affixed.
the
of the
the United
day of July in
in
Done at the City of
of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
the
year of
our Lord
hundred and sixLord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
the year
of our
teen,
of the
the United
States of
of
[S
4 f.]
[sFAL.]
teen, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
United States
forty-first.
America the one hundred
hundred and forty-first.
America
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
By
President:
FRANK L.
FRANK
L. POLK
POLK
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary

TRADE
TRADE MARK CONVENTION-PAN
CONVENTION—PAN AMERICAN.
AUGUST 20,
1910.
AMERICAN. AUGUST
20, 1910.

AmeriTrade
other AmenUnited States and other
Convention between.
between the United
Trade Mark
Mark Convention
can
at Buenos
ratifiBuenos Aires,
Aires, August
August 20, 1910; ratifiRepublics. Signed
Signed at
can Republics.
cation
advised by
by the
Senate, February
1911; ratified
ratified by
by the
the
8, 1911;
February 8,
cation advised
the Senate,
President,
with the
the GovernGovernratification deposited
deposited with
March 21,
21, 1911;
1911; ratification
President, March.
ment
of Argentina,
1, 1911;
1911; proclaimed,
proclaimed, September
September 16, 1916.
1916.
May 1,
ment of
Argentina, May

1675
1675

August 20,
20, 1910.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Whereas a Convention for the Protection of Trade Marks, between
theWhereas
United a
States
Convention
of America
for theand
Protection
the Argentine
of Trade
Republic,
Marks, between
Brazil,
Brazil,
Republic,
and
the
Argentine
of
America
the
United States
Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica,
Cuba, Dominican
Dominican Republic,
Republic Ecuador,
Ecuador,
Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba,
Chile,
Guatemala,
Haiti 'Honduras,
Honduras Mexico,
Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay,
Nicaragua, Panama;Paraguay,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Peru,
Uruguayarid
concluded and
and signed
signed
Venezuela, was
was concluded
and Venezuela,
Peru, Salvador
Salvador, Uruguay
by
their respective
respec tivePlenipotentiaries
Pl
enipotentiaries at
Buenos Aires
on the
the twentieth
twentieth
Aires on
at Buenos
by their
day
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and ten,
ten, the
the original
original of
of
nine hundred
day of
of August,
August, one
which
Convention) being
being in
the Spanish,
Spanish, English,
Portuguese and
English, Portuguese
in the
which Convention,
French
languages is
is word
word for
as follows:
for word
word as
follows:
French languages

In
ttradei marks.
Preamble.

Preamble.

CIIARTA CONFERENCIA
CONFERENCIA INTERNACIONAL
INTERNACIONAL
CUARTA
AMERICANA
AMERICANA
CONVENCION
CONVENCI6N

CONVENTION
CONVENTION

Marais de
Ffibrica y
y de
de Comercio.
Comercio.
Marcas
de Ffbrica

Protection of Trade-Marks

S.
E. E.
los Presidentes
de
Presidentes de
S. E.
E. los
S. S.
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
America,
de America,
los
de la
Reptiblica Argentina,
Argentina, del
del
de
la Reptiblica
Brasil, de
de Chile,
Colombia ' de
de
Chile, de Colombia,
Brasil,
Costa
de la
la Rede Cuba,
Cuba, de
Costa Rica, de
publica
Dominicana, del
del EcuaEcuapiblica Dominicana,
dor,
de Haiti, de
de
dor, de
de Guatemala,
Guatemala, de
NicaHonduras,
Mexico, de Nicade Mexico,
Honduras, de
ragua,
Panama, del
del Paraguay,
Paraguay,
ragua, de
de Panama,
de
Salvador, del
del
de El
El Salvador,
del. Perd,
Pert, de
Uruguay
de Venezuela;
Venezuela;
v de
Uruguay v

Their Excellencies
Excellencies the
the PresiTheir
dents of
the United
States of
of
dents
of the
United States
America, the
Argentine Republic,
Republic,
America,
the Argentine
Brazil,
Chili, Colombia,
Costa
Brazil, Chili,
Colombia, Costa
Rica,
Cuba, Dominican
Dominican RepubRepubRica, Cuba,
lic,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Haiti,
lic, Ecuador,
Ecuador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua,
Mexico, Nicaragua,
Honduras,
Panama,
Peru, SalPanama, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Peru,
Salvador, Uruguay
Uruguay and
and Venezuela;
Venezuela;
vador,

Contimetlag
Powers.
Contrating Powers.

desirous that
that their
their rereBeing desirous
spective
countries may
may be
be reprereprespective countries
sented
Fourta InternaInternasented at
at the Fourth
tional American
American Conference,
Conference, have
have
tional
sent
the following
sent thereto,
thereto, the
following DeleDelegates,
duly authorized
authorized to
apgates, duly
to approve
recommendations, resoprove the
the recommendations,
lutions,
conventions and
treaties
lutions, conventions
and treaties
which
they might
advantawhich they
might deem
deem advantageous
America.
geous to the
the interest
interest of America.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

Deseanao que
que sus
'anises resressus paises
Deseando
pectivos fueran
fueran representados
representados en
en
pectivos
la
Conferencia InternacioInternaciola Cuarta Conferencm
nal
ella,
a ella,
nal Americana,
Americana, enviaron
enviaron a
debidamente autorizados,
autorizados, para
para
debidamente
aprobar las
aprobar
las Recomendaciones,
Recomendaciones,
Resoluciones, Convenciones
yTraTraResoluciones,
Convenciones y
tados quo
los
tados
que juzgaren
juzgaren dtiles
dtiles pare,
para los
intereses de America,
sig,uiintereses
America, a
a los
los siguientes
entes Sehores
Sefiores Delegados:
Delegados:
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AMERICAN.

Plenipotentia r es—
cPlnpotentiarlesContinued.

Estados
Unidos
de Amirica:
Estados
Unidos de
America:
Henry
Enoch H.
CrowHenry White,
White, Enoch
H. Crowder,
Lewis Nixon,
Nixon, John
John Bassett
Bassett
der, Lewis
Moore,
Bernard Moses,
Moses, Lamar
Moore, Bernard
Lamar
C.
Quintero, Paul
Paul Samuel
C. Quintero,
Samuel
Reinsch, David
Kinky.
Reinsch,
David Kinley.
Repfzblica Argentina:
Argentina: Antonio
Republica
Antonio
Bermejo,
Eduardo L.
L. Bidau,
Bidau,
Bermejo, Eduardo
Manuel
A. Montas
de Oca,
Manuel A.
Montes de
Oca,
Epifanio
Portela,
Carlos
Epifanio
Portela,
Carlos
Rodriguez
Larreta,
Carlos
Rodriguez
Larreta,
Carlos
Salas,
A. Terry,
EstanisSalas, Jose
Jos6 A.
Terry, Estanislao
lao S. Zeballos.
Zeballos.
Estados Unidos
Brasil: JoaEstados
Unidos del
del Brasil:
Joaquim
Domicio da
da
quim Murtinho,
Murtinho, Domicio
Gama, Jose
Jose L.
Almeida NoNoGama,
L. Almeida
gueira,
GastAo da
da
gueira, Olavo
Olavo Bilac,
Bilac, Gastao
Cunha,
de Freitas.
Cunha, Herculano
Herculano de
Freitas.
Repiblica
Me:
Miguel
Repiblica de
de
Chile: Miguel
Cruchaga Tocornal,
Tocornal,
Emilio
Cruchaga
Emilio
Codecido, Anibal
Bello Codecido,
Anibal Cruz
Diaz, Beltran
Beltran Mathieu.
Mathieu.
Rqnblica de
de Colombia:
Colombia: Roberto
Reiblica
Roberto
cizar.
Ancizar.
Re'blica
de Costa
Rica: Alfredo
Repiblica de
Costa Rica:
Alfredo
olio.
Volio.
RepUblica de
de Cuba:
Repiblica
Cuba: Carlos
Carlos Garcia
Garcia
V6lez,
Velez, Rafael Montoro
ValMontoro y
y Valdes
Gonzalo de
Quesada y
d6s, Gonzalo
de Quesada
y
Ar6stegui,
Argstegui, Antonio
Gonzalo
Gonzalo
Jose M.
M. Carbonell.
Carbonell.
Perez, Jose
Repiblica
Repablica Dominicana:
Dominicana: Am6rico
Americo
Lugo.
Lugo.
Republica
R'blica del Ecuador:
Ecuador: Alejandro
Alejandro
ardenas.
Cardenas.
RepUblica de
de Guatemala:
Guatemala: Luis
Luis ToToRepublica
ledo Herrarte,
Herrarte, Manuel
Arroyo,
Manuel Arroyo,
Mario Estrada.
Estrada.
Repblica de Haiti:
Repablica
Haiti: Constantin
Constantin
Fouchard.
Fouchard.
Rep.iblica de
Reptiblica
de Honduras:
Honduras:Luis
Luis Lazo
Lazo
Arriaga.
Estados
Estados Unidos Mexicanos:
Mexicanos: VicVictoriano Salado
Alvarez, Luis
Salado Alvarez,
Luis
Perez Verdia,
Ramos
Perez
Verdia, Antonio
Antonio Ramos
Pedrueza, Roberto
Roberto A. Esteva
Esteva
Ruiz.
Republica
Republica de Nicaragua:
Nicaragua: Manuel
Manuel
Perez Alonso.
Alonso.
Repblica
Republica de Panamd:
Panamci: Belisario
Belisario

Porras.
YOTT8.S.
Republica del Paraguay:
Paraguay: Teodosio
Teodosio
Gonzalez,
Montero.
Gonzalez, Jose
Jose P.
P. Montero.
Republica
Republica del Peru:
Peri: Eugenio
Eugenio LaLarrabure y
trauma, Carlos
y Unanue,
Carlos AlvaAlvaCalder6n, Jose
Jos6 Antonio
rez Calderon,
Antonio de
de
Lavalle
Lavalle y
y Pardo.
Pardo.
Rep blica de El Salvador:
Republica
Salvador: Federico
Mejfa,
Martinez SuaMejia, Francisco
Francisco Martinez
rez.

AUGUST
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United
States of
America: Henry
Henry
United States
of America:
White, Enoch
Enoch H.
Crowder,
White,
H. Crowder,
Lewis
John Bassett
Bassett
Lewis Nixon,
Nixon, John
Moore,
Bernard Moses,
Moses, Lamar
Lamar
Moore, Bernard
C.
Quintero, Paul
Paul Samuel
C. Quintero,
Samuel
Reinsch,
Kinky.
Reinsch, David
David Kinley.
Argentine
Republic:
Antonio
Argentine
Republic:
Antonio
Bermejo, Eduardo
Eduardo L.
L. Bidau,
Bidau,
Bermejo,
Manuel A.
A. Montes
Manuel
Montes de
de Oca,
Oca,
Epifanio Portela,
Portela, Carlos
Carlos RodriRodriEpifanio
guez
Carlos Salas,
Salas,
guez Larreta,
Larreta, Carlos
Jose A.
A. Terry,
Terry, Estanislao
Estanislao S.
Jos6
S.
Zeballos.
Zeballos.
United
Brazil: Joaquim
Joaquim
United States
States of
of Brazil:
Murtinho,
Domicio da
da Gama,
Murtinho, Domicio
Gama,
Jose
L. Almeida
Nogueira,
Jos6 L.
Almeida Nogueira,
Olavo
Bilac, Gastao
Cunha,
Olavo Bilac,
Gastao da
da Cunha,
Herculano de
Herculano
de Freitas.
Freitas.
Republic of
of Chili:
Miguel CruRepublic
Chili: Miguel
Cruchaga Tocornal,
Emilio Bello
Bello
chaga
Tocornal, Emilio
Codecido
Anibal Cruz
Diaz,
Codecido, Anibal
Cruz Diaz,
Beltran Mathieu.
Mathieu.
Beltran
Republic of
of Colombia:
Colombia: Roberto
Roberto
Republic
Aneizar.
Ancizar.
Republic of Costa Rica:
Alfredo
Rica: Alfredo
Volio.
Volio.
Republic
of Cuba:
Cuba: Carlos
Carlos Garcia
Garcia
Republic of
Velez,
Montoro y
y ValValVelez, Rafael
Rafael Montoro
des, Gonzalo
Gonzalo de
de Quesada
Quesada y
des,
y
Ar6stegai, Antonio
Gonzalo
Ar6stegui,
Antonio Gonzalo
Perez, Jose
Carbonell.
P6rez,
Jos6 M.
M. Carbonell.
Dominican
Republic: Americo
Americo
Dominican Republic:
Lugo.
Lugo.
Republic
Republic of
of Ecuador:
Ecuador: Alejandro
Alejandro
Cardenas.
Calrdenas.
Republic
Guatemala: Luis
ToRepublic of
of Guatemala:
Luis ToArroyo,
ledo Herrarte,
Herrarte, Manuel
Manuel Arroyo,
Mario Estrada.
Estrada.
Mario
Republic of Haiti:
Haiti: Constantin
Constantin
Fouchard.
Fouchard.
Republic of
Republic
of Honduras:
Honduras: Luis
Luis Lazo
Lazo
Arriaga.
Arriaga.
Mexican United States:
Mexican
States: Victorian°
Victoriano
Salado Alvarez,
Alvarez, Luis
Luis Perez
Perez
Salado
Verdia,
Verdia, Antonio Ramos
Ramos PedruPedrueza,
eza, Roberto
A. Esteva
Esteva Ruiz.
Ruiz.
Roberto A.
Republic
of Nicaragua:
Nicaragua: Manuel
Manuel
Republic of
erez Alonso
Alonso
Perez
Republic
of Panama:
Panama: Belisario
Belisario
Republic of
OTTa.S.
Porras.
Republic of Paraguay:
Paraguay: Teodosio
Te,odosio
onzalez 'Jose
Jose P.
P. Montero.
Montero.
Gonzalez,
Republic of Peru:
Peru: Eugenio
Eugenio LarraLamabure,
ure, y
y Unanue,
Carlos Alvarez
Alvarez
Unanue, Carlos
Calderon, Jos6
Jose Antonio
Antonio de
de LaLaCalder6n,
vale y
y Pardo.
Pardo.
valle
Republic of,
Salvador: Federico
of Salvador:
Federico
Mejia, Francisco
Martinez SuSuMejia,
Francisco Martinez
arez:
Arez:
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Republica del Uruguay:
Uruguay: Gonzalo
Ramirez, Carlos
Pena,
Ramirez,
Carlos M.
M. de
de Pena,
Antonio M.
M. Rodriguez,
Rodriguez, Juan
Juan
Antonio
Jose Amezaga.
Amezaga.
Jos6
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Venezuela:
Estados
de Venezuela:
Manuel
Diaz Rodriguez,
Rodriguez, Cesar
Cesar
Manuel Diaz
Zumeta.
Zumeta.

Pi tpotent ia ries —
Republic of
of Uruguay:
°.
Uruguay: Gonzalo
Gonzalo cPeni'ptentiaries-Reublic
Ramirez,
Carlos
M.
de
Pena,
Ramirez, Carlos M. de Pena,
Antonio M. Rodriguez,
Antonio
Rodriguez, Juan
Juan
Jose Amezaga.
Amezaga.
Jos6
United States
ManuUnited
States of
of Venezuela:
Venezuela: Manuel
Diaz Rodriguez,
el Diaz
Rodriguez, Cesar
Cesar ZuZumeta.
meta.

Quienes
despues de
de haberse
haberse cocoQuienes despues
municado
sus poderes.
enconpoderes. yy enconmunicado sus
trandolos
en buena
debida forforbuena y
y debida
trandolos en
ma,
han acordado
en c,elebrar
la
celebrar in.
ma, han
acordado en
siguiente
Convencion sobre
Marsobre Marsiguiente Convenci6n
c,as
de Fabrics
Comercio:
Fabrica yy de
de Comercio:
cas de

Who,
after having
presented marks.
mars
having presented
Who, after
their credentials
and the
same
their
credentials and
the same
having
been found
found in
in due
due and
and
having been
proper
form, have
have agreed
agreed upon
upon
proper form,
the following
Convention for
for the
the
following Convention
the
Protection
of Trade-Marks.
Trade-Marks.
Protection of

ARTICULO
I.
ARTICULO I.

t

Protection of
of trade
trade
Protection

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
De.

of pur-

The signatory
enter poDec'ation of
Las Naciones
Naciones signataiias
adopLas
signatarias adopsignatory Nations
Nations enter
The
nto this
n
this Convention
Convention for
for the
tan
esta Convenci6n
Convencion para
pars la
is prointo
the propropro- i
tan esta
tection of trade-marks
trade-marks and comteccion
las Marcas
de Ffibrica
Fabrica tection
tecci6n de
de las
Marcas de
names.
mercial names.
de Comercio,
C,omercio, y
Co- mercial
y Nombres
Nombres Coyy de
merciales.
merciales.
ARTICULO II.
U.
ARTICULO
Toda marca
mares debidamente
redebidamente reToda
gistrada
uno de
Estados
de los
los Estados
gistrada en
en uno
signatarios
se considerara
signatarios se
considerara regisregistrada tambien
en los
los demis
demas palses
paises
trada
tambien en
de
Union, sin
los
sin perjuicio
perjuicio de
de los
de la
la Uni6n,
derechos de un
tercero y
y de los
un tercero
derechos
preceptos de
de la
la, legislaci6n
interns
legislaci6n interna
preceptos
de
Naci6n.
de cads
cada Nacion.
Para
de este
beneficio
este beneficio,
Para gozar
gozar de
debera el
industrial 6
comerciante
6 comerciante
debera
el industrial
interesado en
el registro
registro de
la
de is
en el
interesado
mares, contribuir,
ademas de los
los
contribuir, ademas
marca,
derechos 6
fijados
6 ernolwaientos
emolumentos fijados
derechos
en la
la legislaci6n
legislacion interna,
la
con la
interna, con
en
sums. de
por una
de $50
$50 (dollars)
(dollars) por
una
suma
sola
que se
destinara a
a cubrir
cubrir
se destinara
sola vez,
vez, que
los
de Registro
Registro InternaInternalos gastos
gastos de
cional
is respectiva
Oficina.
de la
respectiva Oficina.
cional de

pur-

ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II
Reciprocal

recogni.

Any
registered in
in tion
rareoon'iin
Any mark
mark duly
duly registered
tion eiS
of registration
States.
one
gatovsttes
one of the signatory
signatory States
States shall
shall signatory
registered also
be considered
considered as registered
also
in the
States of
of the Union,
in
the other
other States
without prejudice
prejudice to
to the
the rights
rights
without
of
third persons
persons and
to the
the proproand to
of third
visions
visions of the
the laws of each State
governing
the same.
same.
governing the
Registration fee.
In order
to enjoy the
benefit
the benefit
egirationfee.
In
order to
of the
manufacof
the foregoing,
foregoing, the
the manufacturer or
merchant interested
interested in
in
turer
or merchant
the registry
registry of
of the
the mark
mark must
must
the
pay,
in addition
addition to
to the
the fees
fees or
or
pay, in
charges
by, the
laws of
of the
the
charges fixed
fixed by
the laws
State
application for
for
in which application
State in
registration
is first
first made,
the
registration is
made, the
sum
dollars gold,
gold, which
which
sum of
of fifty dollars
cover all the expenses
expenses
sum shall
shall cover
of both
both Bureaux
Bureaux for
for the
the internainternaof
tional registration
tional
registration in
in all the
the signatory
States.
natory States.

ARTICULO III.
III.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III

El
Marca de
de
de una
una Marca
dep6sito de
El deposit°
Fabrics
de Comercio
Comercio en
uno de
en uno
de
6 de
Fabrica 6
los Estados
Estados signatarios,
crea a
signatarios, crea
los
favor del
depositante un
del deposltante
un derecho
derecho
favor
de
prioridad durante
durante un
un plazo de
de prioridad
seis
quo pueda
pueda
seis meses,
meses, con el fin de que
hacer
hacer el dep6sito
deposit° en los otros
Estados.
Estados.
En consecuencia,
consecuencia, el deposit°
dep6sito
En
hecho
del
hecho posteriormente
posteriormente antes del
vencimiento
no
plazo, no
vencimiento de
de ese
ese plazo,
podra anularse
anularse por
por actos
actos ejecutaejecutapodra
dos
en el
el interval°,
intervalo, especialmente
especialmente
dos en
por otro
otro deposit°,
publicapor
dep6sito, por
por is
la publicscion 6
6 el uso
is marca.
mares.
uso de la
ci6n

The
trade-mark in
in
The deposit
deposit of
of aatrade-mark
one of
of the
the signatory
signatory States
States proproone
duces in
in favor
of the
the depositor
depositor a
duces
favor of
a
of priority
priority for
for the
period of
of
right of
the period
months, so
as to
to enable
enable the
the
six months,
so as
depositor
make the deposit
depositor to make
deposit in
in
the
other states.
the other
states.
Therefore,
the deposit
deposit made
Therefore, the
made
subsequently-and
and prior
to the
the exexsubsequently
prior to
piration of
this period,
period, cannot
cannot be
be
piration
of this
annulled by
annulled
by acts
acts performed
performed in
in
the interval,
interval, especially
by another
another
especially by
the
publication, or
deposit, by publication,
or by
by the
use of the mark.

Right of
of priority.
Right
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Marks recognized.
recognized.
Marks

ARTICULO IV.
IV.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV

Se considers
considera Marco,
Comercio
Marca de
de Comercio
66de Fabrica,
Ffibrica, todo signo,
signo, emblems,
emblema
6
especial quo
6 nombre
nombre especial
quo los
los comercomerciantes 6
6 industriales
industiiales adopten
adopten 6
6
apliquen en sus articulos
artfculos 6
pro6 productos pars
los de
de
ductos
para disting-uirlos
distinguirlos de
de los
otros industriales
mdustriales 6
6 comerciantes
comerciantes
que fabriquen
quo
fabriquen 6
6 negocien
negocien en
en a_la IA-

The following
The
following shall
shall be
be considconsidered
ered as
as trade-mark:
sign,
trade-mark: any
any sign,
emblem, or
emblem,
or especial
especial name
name that
that
merchants or manufacturers
merchants
manufacturers may
may
adopt or
or apply
apply to
to their
goods or
their goods
or
products
products in order
order to
to distinguish
distinguish
them
them from
from those
those of
of other
other manumanufacturers or
or merchants
who manmanfacturers
merchants who
ufacture
ufacture or deal
deal in
in articles
the
articles of
of the
same kind.
kind.
same

culos de la misma especie.
culos

Marks
prohibited.
Mars prohibited.

Determination of
Determination
of
priority.
priority.

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
1910.
AoUUST

ARTICULO V.
V.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE V
ARTICLE
V

No podrim
No
adopters° 6
podrin adoptarse
6 usarse
usarse
como Marca
Marco. de
de Fabrica
Fabrics 6
de
6 de
Comercio,
Comercio, las
banderas 6
6 escudos
las banderas
escudos
nacionales,
nacionales, provinciales
6 muniminiprovinciales 6
cipales; las figuras
fagaras inmorales
inmorales 6
6
escandalosas;
escandalosas; los
distintivos quo
quo
los distintivos
se hayan ya
ya obtenido
obtenido por
por otros
otros 66
que d6n
quo
den lugar
lugar A
a confusi6n
confusion con
con
otras marca.s;
marcas; las
las denominaciones
denominaciones
generales
generales de articulos;
articulos; los
los retratos
retratos
66 nombres de
de personas,
su
personas, sin
sin su
permiso; y
cualquier dibujo
dibujo quo
permiso;
y cualquier
que
haya
adoptado como
haya side
sido adopted°
como ememblema por alguna
alguna asociacien
fraasociaci6n fraternal
ternal 6
humanitaria.
6 humanitaria.
El precepto
precepto anterior
se enenanterior se
tenderf sin perjuicio
tendera
petjuicio de
de lo
lo quo
que
disponga
disponga la legislaci6n
legislacien interna
interne
de
cada pals.
de cada
pals.

The following
following
cannot
be
cannot
be
or used
used as
trade-mark:
adopted or
as trade-mark:
national, provincial
or municipal
municipal
provincial or
flags or
coats-of-arms; immoral
immoral
or coats-of-arms;
figures distinctive
distinctive
or scandalous
scandalous figures
marks which may have
have been
been obobtained by others
others or
or which
may
which may
give
confusion with
give rise
rise to
to confusion
with other
other
marks; the general
general classification
classification
of
pictures or
or names
names of
of articles; pictures
of
without; their
persons without,
their permispermission;
sion; and any design
design which
which may
may
have been
adopted as
an emblem
emblem
have
been adopted
as an
by any fraternal
fraternal or
or humanitarian
humanitarian
association.
association.
The foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions shall
shall
be
construed without
without prejudice
prejudice
be construed
to the particular
provisions of
of
particular provisions
the laws of
of each
each State.
State.

ARTICULO VI.
ARTICULO
VI.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI
VI

Las ouestiones
cuestiones que
quo se
su.sciten
se susciten
sobre prioridad
prioridad del
del dep6sito
dep6sito 66
Marca de
adopcion de una Marco.
de ComerComer6 de Fabrica, se
cio 6
se resolveran
resolveran
teniendo en cuenta la
fecha del
la fecha
del
dep6sito en el pals
pais en que
deposit°
quo se hizo
hizo
la primera
primera solicitud.

All
which may
arise
All questions
questions which
may arise
regarding the
the priority
priority of
of the
the deregarding
deposit, or
adoption of
of a
a tradeor the adoption
trademark,
shall be
be decided
decided with
with due
due
mark, shall
regard
regard to
to the date
date of
deposit
of the
the deposit
in the State in
in which
which the
first
the first
application was made therefor.
application
therefor.

ARTICUiLO VII.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII
VII
La
propiedad
de
una
de
La propiedad
una Marca
Mares de
The ownership
ownership of a
atrade-mark
trade-mark
Fabrica comprende
Comercio 6
6de Ffibrica
comprende includes the
to enjoy
enjoy the
the
the right
right to
la facultad de gozar
bene- benefits
gozar de
de los
los benebenefits thereof,
and the
the right
right of
of
thereof, and
ficios de la misma, y
derecho de
de assignment
y el
el derecho
assignment or
or transfer
transfer in
whole
in whole
ceder su propiedad ó
6 su
su uso,
use, or in part of its ownership
ownership or
its
or its
6 parcialmente,
parcialmente, de
total 6
confor- use in accordance
de conforaccordance with
with the
the propromidad con la legislaci6n
legislacion interna.
interne. visions
visions of the
the laws
respeclaws of
of the
the respective
States.
tive States.

Property rights.

roperty

ARTICULO
ARTICUID VIII.
Prosecution of
fringements, etc.

rgements, te.

inn

"

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII

falsificacien, simulacion
La falsificaci6n,
simulaci6n 66uso
uso
The
The falsification,
falsification, imitation
imitation or
or
indebido
indebido de una Marca
de ComerCorner- unauthorized
Marca de
unauthorized use
use of
of a
a tradetradecio 66de Fabrica, sal
come la
Is. falsa
false mark, as also the
asi como
false representsrepresents.the false
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indicacion
de procedencia
procedencia de
de un
un tion as
indicaci6n de
of aa_product,
as to the
the origin
origin of
product,
producto,
sera perseguida
perseguida por
por la
la shall be prosecuted
producto, sera
the interinterprosecuted by
by the
parte interesada,
mteresada, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con ested party
accordance with
party in
in accordance
with
ins leyes
del Estado
en cuyo
cuyo territerri- the
las
leyes del
Estado en
the laws
of the
laws of
the State
State wherein
wherein the
the
torio
haya cometido
cometido el
torio se
se haya
el delito.
offence is
is committed.
delito. offence
committed.
considera como
como parte
parte inteSe considera
inteFor
the effects
of this
this article,
article,
For the
effects of
resada,
de este
resada, para
para los
los efectos
efectos de
este interested
interested parties
shall be
be underunderparties shall
articulo,
cualquier productor,
articulo, cualquier
productor, fafa- stood to be any producer,
manuproducer, manubricante 6
6 comerciante
dedicado facturer
bricante
comerciante dedicado
or merchant
engaged in
in
facturer or
merchant engaged
a
produccion, fabricacion
a la
la producci6n,
fabricaci6n 6 the production,
production, manufacture
manufacture or
or
comercio
de dicho
dicho producto,
producto, 6
comercio de
6 en
en traffic
traffic of
of said
said product,
product, or
or in
the
in the
el
falsa indicacion
pro- case
el caso
caso de
de falsa
indicaci6n de
case of
of false
false representation
representation of
of
de procedencia,
el establecido
establecido en
cedencia, el
en la
la lolo- origin,
one doing
doing business
business in
the
origin, one
in the
calidad
como locality
calidad falsamente
falsamente indicada
indicada como
locality falsely
indicated as
as that
falsely indicated
that
de procedencia,
la region
en of
procedencia, 6
6 en la
regi6n en
origin, or
in the
the territory
territory
of origin,
or in
que dicha localidad
que
localidad este
said locality
locality is
is situated.
situated.
est6 situada.
situada. .which
which said
ARTICULO
ARTICULO IX.
IX.
Cualquier persona
persona de
tine de
Cualquier
de uno
de
los Estados
Estados signatarios
signatarios podra
podra pepelos
dir y
y obtener,
obtener, en
en cualquiera
cualquiera de
de
dir
los
autorilos otros Estados,
Estados, ante
ante la
la autoridad judicial
competente, la
la anujudicial competente,
anulaci6n
registro de
de una
Marca
laci6n del
del registro
una Marca
de
Comercio 6
Ffibrica, cuando
cuando
de Comercio
6 de
de Fabrica,
haya
registro de
de
haya solicited°
solicitado el
el registro
dicha
Mama 6
de otra
dicha Marca
6 de
otra cualquitera
cualquiera
que
que se
se puede
pueda confundir
confundir en
en dicho
dicho
Estado con aquella
aquella cuya anulaannlaeke
interese, probando:
ci6n interese,
probando:
cuyo registro
registro
a) que
que la Marca,
Marca, cuyo
solicita,
empleada 6
solicita, ha
ha side
sido empleada
6 usada
usada
del pals
pals con
con anterioridad
anterioridad
dentro del
al empleo
la Marca
Marca
al
empleo 6
6 uso
uso de
de la
registrada por el
el registrante,
registrante, 6
registrada
6
por aquel 6
por
quienes
6 aquellos
aquellos de
de quienes
611e
la hubo;
la
hubo;
b) que
que el
registrante de
b)
el registrante
de la
la
Marca cuya
Marca
anulacion se
se preprecuya anulaci6n
la
tende, tuviera
tuviera conocimiento
conocimiento dee la
propiedad,
empleo 6
la
propiedad, empleo
6 uso
uso de
de la
Marca
en cualMarca del
del solicitante
solicitante en
cualquiera
signatarios,
quiera de los
los Estados
Estados signatarios,
con
anterioridad al
al empleo
con anterioridad
empleo 66
el
uso de is
la Marca
Marca registrada
registrada per
por el
registrante, 6
por aquel
aquellos
registrante,
6 por
aquel ó
6 aquellos
de quienes
quienes él1eIs
Ia hubo;
hubo;
c)
el registrante
c) que el
registrante no
no tenia
tenia
derecho a
a la
la propiedad
derecho
propiedad uso
uso 6
6
empleo, de
de la
empleo,
la .Marca
Marca registrada,
registrada,
en la
is fecha
fechs de su deposito;
dep6sito;
d) que la Marca
Marca registrada
registrada no
no
hubiera sido
empleada
hubiera
sido usada
usada 6
6 empleada
por
per . el registrante
registrante 6
6 su causa
causa
dentro del
que
habiente, dentro
del plazo
plazo que
marquen las
marquen
en
las leyes del
del Estado
Estado en
que
se haya
registro.
que se
haya verificado
verificado el
el registro.
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Parties interested.
interested.
Parties

ARTICLE IX
IX
ARTICLE
Annulment of conAny person
person in
any of
the signasigna- ficmAinnet
Any
in any
of the
of
flicting trade marks.

shall have
have the
tory States shall
the right
right
obtain in
in any
any of
of
to petition
petition and
and obtain
the States,
States, through
through its
its competent
competent
the
judicial authority,
authority, the
the annullannulijudicial
ment of the registration
registration of
of aa
trade-mark,
when he
trade-mark, when
he shall
shall have
have
made application for
the registraregistrafor the
tion of
of that
that mark,
mark, or of any
any
other mark
calculated to
to be
be conconother
mark calculated
state, with
with the
fused, in such state,
the
mark
whose annullment he
mark in whose
is
he is
interested, upon
upon proving:
interested,
proving:
a) That the
mark, the regisregisthe mark,
whereof he
he solicits,
solicits, has
tration whereof
has
been
used within
within
been employed
employed or
or used
prior to
the employemploythe country prior
to the
ment or use of
ment
the mark
mark regisof the
registhe person
registering it,
it,
tered by the
person registering
or by the persons
persons from whom
he
whom he
has derived
derived title;
title;
has
b)
That the
had
b) That
the registrant
registrant had
knowledge of
emknowledge
of the
the ownership,
ownership, employment
use in
any of
of the
the
ployment or
or use
in any
signatory states,
of the
the mark
mark of
of
signatory
states, of
the
applicant, the
the annullment
annullment
the applicant,
whereof
is sought, prior to
whereof is
to the
the
registered mark
mark by
by the
the
use of
of the
the registered
registrant
registrant or
or by
those from
whom
by those
from whom
he has
has derived
he
derived title;
title;
c) That
That the registrant had no
no
right
the ownership,
ownership, employright to
to the
employment or
or use of the
registered
the registered
the date
mark on the
deposit;
date of its deposit;
d) That
d)
mark
That the
the registered
registered mark
had
had not been used or employed
employed
by
registrant or
or by
by his
by the registrant
his assigns
assigns
within
within the
the term
by the
the
term fixed
fixed by
State in
which the
the
laws of
of the State
in which
registration shall
shall have
have been
made.
registration
been made.

Procedure.
ro
re

oa

.
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TRADE MARK
MARS CONVENTION—PAN
CONVENTION-PAN AMERICAN.
AMERICAN.
ARTICULO
ARTICULO X.
X.

Commercial names
names
Commercial

protected without regLos
protectedwihoutreLos nombres
nombres comerciales
comerciales scram
seran
rati.
istration.
protegidos en
en todos
todos los
los Estados
Estados
de
is Uni6n,
Union, sin
de la
sin obligacion
obligaci6n de
de
deposit°
registro, formen
6 no
dep6sito 6
6 registro,
formen 6
no
parte de
de una
una Marca
arca de
de Fabrica
Fabrics 6
parte
6
de Comercio.
ae
Comercio.

ARTICULO XI.
ARTICULO
International
International bubureaus established at
Habana
and
Rio
d
o
a
and Rio de
de
ne
JHabana
Janeiro.

established
Rio

Duties

breaus.

Registry
of a
all
Resty
titivates
issued.

Oeion
OeMedan

port of data.

and
and

Las Oficinas
Oficinas

Internacionales,
Internacionales,

tendran
tendran las
siguientes funciones:
las siguientes
funciones:
eer1.°—Llevar
un registro
de los
los
cer1.°-Llevar un
registro de
certificados de
Marcertificados
de propiedad
propiedad de
de Marcas de Fabrics
Fabrica y
y de
de Comercio,
Comercio,
que
quo se expidan
expidan por
de los
los'
por alguno
alguno de
r- Estados
jEstados signatarios.
signatarios.
2.°—Reunir
2.°-Reunir cua,ntos
cuantos informes
informes yy
dates
datos tengan relaci6n
relacion con
con la
la proprotecci6n
propiedad intelecteccion de la propiedad
intelectual 6
y publicarlos
6 industrial,
industrial, y
publicarlos y
en las
las Naciones
IsTaciones de
de Is
circularlos en
la
Uni6n, asi
Union,
asf como suministrarles
suministrarles
cualquier informaci6n
cualquier
informaciOn especial
que
especial que
re-

necesiten
sobre
materia.
necesiten
sobre is
la materia.
0
3.
-Fomentar
el estudio yy
3.°—Fomentar
divulgaci6n
divulgacion de
de las
cuestiones relarelalas cuestiones
tivas 6.
& la
is protecci6n
protecciOn de
de la
is propropiedad
piedad intelectual 6
6 industrial,
industrial,
publicando
publicando al efecto
efecto una
una 6
6 mas
mas
revistas oficiales,
en las
cuales se
se
oficiales, en
las cuales
insertartin, en
en su
su totalidad
insertaran,
totalidad 66 en
en
resumen, los documentos
quo
documentos que
remitan aft la
is Oficina
Oficina las
las autoriautoridades de
de los
los Estados
Estados signatarios.
ation to b dades
signatarios.
Information to
furnished
furshe to. to b.
be
Los Gobiernos
Gobiemos de
EstaLos
de dichos
dichos Estacomprometen aft remitir
dos se comprometen
remitir ft
a
OficinasInternacionales
las Oficinas
Internacionales ArneAmepublicaciones oficiales
ricanas las publica,ciones
oficiales
que contengan
quo
contengan declaraciones
declaraciones de
de
de Marcas,
Mamas, nombres
coregistro de
nombres coy concesiones
merciales y
concesiones de
de papatentes, de privilegios, asi corn°
como
las sentencias
sentencias de
nulidad de
de nulidad
de
Marcas
6 Patentee,
Patentes, pronunciadas
Mamas 6
pronunciadas
per
por sus respectivos
Tribirnales
respectivos Tribunales.
PubBc etc

Publications, etc.

ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLE

Commercial
Commercial names shall
be proproshall be
tected in
in all
the States
States of
of the
the
tected
all the
Union,
or regisregisUnion, without
without deposit
deposit or
tration, whether
whether the
the same
same form
form
tration,
part
of a
or not.
not.
part of
a trade-mark
trade-mark or
ARTICLE XI
XI
ARTICLE

A los
indica,dos en
en el
el prepreA
los fines
fines indicados
For
purposes indicated
indicated in
in
For the
the purposes
Bente
m.rratado se
constituye una
una the
sente Tratado
a Union
Union
se constituye
the present
present Convention
Convention a
Uni6n de las
Union
Americanas of American
las Naciones
Naciones Americanas
American Nations
is hereby
hereby
Nations is
que
medio de dos
c
ue funcionara
funcionara por medico
dos constituted,
which
shall
act
constituted, which
shall
act
Oflcinas
establecidas, una
en la
Oficinas establecidas,
una en
two International
Bula through
through two
International Buciudad de
ciudad.
otra. en
en la
de is
la Habana
Habana y
y otra
la reaux established
one in
in the
city
established one
the city
de Rfo
de Janeiro,
Janeiro, en
en completa
de
Rio de
completa of
Cuba, and
and the
the other
other
of Habana,
Habana, Cuba,
correlaciOn
entre si.
correlaci6n entre
si.
the city
city of
of Rio
Rio de
de Janeiro,
in the
Janeiro,
Brazil, acting
acting in
accord
i complete
complete accord
with
each other.
with each
other.
ART1CULO XII.
ARTICULO

Duties of bureaus.

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
1910.
AUGUST

ARTICLE XII
XII
ARTICLE

The International
Bureaux
International Bureaux
shall have the
the following
following duties:
duties:
1. To
the
To keep
keep a
a register
register of
of the
certificates of
of ownership
of tradetradecertificates
ownership of
mark issued
issued by
by any
of the
the signasignaany of
tory states.
states.
tory
2. To
such reports
and
To collect such
reports and
data as
relate to
the protection
protection of
of
data
as relate
to the
intellectual
intellectual and
and industrial
industrial propproperty and
and to
publish and
and circulate
circulate
to publish
them
them among the
nations of
of the
the nations
the
Union, as
as well
as to
to furnish
furnish them
them
Union,
well as
whatever
whatever special information
information they
may need
upon this
this subject.
may
need upon
subject.
3.
3. To encourage
encourage the
the study
study and
and
publicity
publicity of the questions relating
relating
to the protection
protection of
intellectual
of intellectual
and industrial property;
property; to
to pubpublish for this purpose
purpose one
one or
or more
more
official
official reviews,
containing' the
the
reviews, containing'
full tests or digest or all
docuall documents forwarded
forwarded to
to the
the Bureaux
Bureaux
by
the authorities
authorities of
of the
signatory
by the
the signatory
States.
States.
The Governments
Governments of
said States
States
of said
shall
send to
the International
shall send
to the
International
American
American Bureaux
Bureaux their
their official
official
publications
publications which contain
contain the
the
announcements of
announcements
the registraregistraof the
tions
tions of trade-marks,
trade-marks, and
and comcommercial names,
names, and
and the
mercial
the grants
grants of
of
patents and
and privileges
privileges as
well as
as
patents
as well
the judgments
judgments rendered
rendered by
by the
the rerethe
spective
courts concernin
concerning theinvathe invaspective courts
lidy
hdy of trade marks and
and patents.
patents.

TRADE MARK
MARK CONVENTION-PAN
CONVENTION— PAN AMERICAN.
AUGUST 20,
1910.
AMERICAN. AUGUST
20, 1910.
4.°-Comunicar
4.°—Comunicar 6.
Gobiernos
a los Gobiernos

de los Estados
Estados de la
la Union
cualUni6n cualquiera
quiera dificultad
dificultad fi obstaculo
obstaculo que
que
se
aplise oponga
oponga 6
6 demore
demore is.
la eficaz
eficaz aplicacion
de esta
esta ConvenciOn.
caci6n de
Convenci6n.
5.°—Concurrir
con los
Gobier5.°-Concurrir con
los Gobiernos
de los
los Estados
nos de
Estados signataiios
signatarios a
is. preparacion
Conferencias
la
preparaci6n de
de Conferencias
Internacionales para
Internacionales
para el
el estudio
estudio
de legislaciones
relativas a
is.
de
legislaciones relativas
a la
propietlad industrial
industrial y
propiedad
y las
las rereformas
formas que convenga
convenga introducir
introducir
on
el regimen
Union 6
en los
los
en el
regimen de
de is.
la Uni6n
6 en
tratados
vigentes sobre
tratados vigentes
sobre proteccion
protecci6n
de
Los Directores
Directores de
de
de aquellas.
aquellas. Los
las Oficinas
Oficinas tendran
el derecho
de
tendran el
derecho de
sesiones de
las Conasistir aa las
las sesiones
de las
Conferencias, con voz
voz pero
voto.
pero sin
sin voto.
6.°-Presentar
6.°—Presentar it
a los
los Gobiernos
Gobiernos
de
de los
Estados Unidos
de Cuba
Cuba y
y de
los Estados
Unidos
del Brasil
Brasil relaciones
relaciones anuales
de
del
anuales de
los
los trabajos
trabajos realizados,
realizados, comunicomunicandolos
candolos al.
al misme
mismd tiempo
tiempo a11. los
los
Gobiernos de
los demas
dem&
de todos
todos los
Estados de
de is.
la Uni6n.
rnantener rola7.°-Iniciar y
y mantener
rela-

clones con
Oficinas tuailogas
ciones
con Oficinas
anilogas yy
con
con Sociedades
Sociedades 66 In.stituciones,
Instituciones,
cientificas 6
cientificas
e industriales, para
para el
el

publicaciones, informes
canje de
de publicaciones,
informes
yy datos
tiendan al progreso
dates que tiendan
progreso
del derecho
del
derecho de
de la
la propiedad
propiedad
industrial.
8.°-Investigar los
8.°—Investigar
en
los casos
casos en
que las Marcas
Marcas de
Ribrica 6
de
de Fabrica
6 de
Comercio, los
Comercio,
Dibujos 6
6 Modelos
los Dibujos
Modelos
Industriales,
hayan sido
recoIndustriales, no hayan
sido reconocidos 6
6registrados, de
de acuerdo
con esta
con
esta Convencion
Convenci6n por
por autoridaautoridades de alguno de
Estados de
de
de los Estados
la Union,
Uni6n, comunicando
comunicando los hehechos 6
6informando
chos
informando las
las razones
razones aduaducidas
al Gobierno
pais de
cidas al
Gobierno del
delpais
de origen
origen
y
interesados.
y fta los
los interesados.
9.°—Cooperar,
como agentes
de
9.--Cooperar, como
agentes de
•
los
de las
las Naciones
los Gobiernos
Gobiernos de
Naciones
signatarias,
ante las
las autoridades
autoridades
signatarias, ante
respectivas,
al mejor
respectivas, al
mejor desenapeiio
desempeno
de cualquiera
cualquiera gestion
gesti6n que
que tenga
tenga
por
objeto promover
por objeto
promover 6
6 realizar
realizar
los fines de
ConvenciOn.
de esta
esta Convenci6n.
ARTICULO
XiTT
ARTICULO XTTI.

1681
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Communicate ob.
4.
the GovGov- stacles
4. To
To communicate
communicate to
to the
Communicate
obof operation.
ernments
of the
Union any
diffi- staesofoeration.
ernments of
the Union
any dificulties
obstacles that may opculties or obstacles
pose or delay the effective
effective application of
of this
cation
this Convention.
Convention.
Assistance in protec.
5.
of tivelegstcion.
5. To aid
aid the
the Governments
Governments of
tive legislation.
the signatory.States in the preppreparations
arations of international
international conferences for the study of legislation
legislation
concerning
industrial property,
concerning industrial
and to secure
secure such alterations
alterations as
it may be proper to propose in
in
it
the regulations
regulations of the
or
the Union,
Union, or
in force
to protect
inin treaties in
force to
protect industrial property. In case such
dustrial
such
conferences take place, the
Diconferences
the Directors
Bureaux shall have
have
rectors of the
the Bureaux
attend the meetings
the right to
to attend
and there to express
express their opinopinions, but not to vote.
Yearly reports.
6. To
To present
present to
to the
the GovernGovern- Yearly
6.
reports.
United
ments of Cuba and of the United
States of
Brazil, respectively,
respectively,
States
of Brazil,
yearly reports
yearly
reports of their labors
communicated at
which shall be communicated
the same
same time to all the GovernGovernments of the other States of the
Union.
Union.
Mutual exchanges.
7. To initiate and establish reretualecha
lations with similar
similar Bureaux,
Bureaux, and
and
with the scientific
scientific and industrial
industrial
associations
associations and institutions for
for
exchange of publications,
publications,
the exchange
information and data
data conducive
conducive
information
to the progress of the protection
protection
of industrial
industrial property.
of
property.
Investigation of fail8.
investigate cases
where ures
8. To
To investigate
cases where
t to recognize
onteeiiregist
at
tration.
trade-marks, designs,
industrade-marks,
designs, and induson
failed to obtain
trial models, have
have failed
obtain
recognition of registration
registration
the recognition
provided
Convention,
provided for by this
this Convention
on the part of the authorities of
States forming the
any one of the States
the
Union, and to communicate
communicate the
the
facts and
and reasons to the GovernGovernthe country
of origin
origin
ment of the
country of
and to interested
interested parties.
cop
Cooperation.
9. To cooperate
agents for
cooperate as agents
for
Governments of
each one of the Governments
signatory States
before the
the signatory
States before
respective
bet.respective authorities for the better performance
performance of any act tendtending to promote
promote or accomplish
accomplish the
the
ends of this convention.
convention.

ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE

La
La Oficina establecida
establecida en
en is.
la
The Bureau established
established in
in the
the HabanatoBureau.
Yearrbroa
ryBraiarge
ciudad de la Habana,
Habana, tendril
tendrA 11,
a City of Habana, Cuba, shall have o0f•t
su cargo los registros de las Mar- charge of the registration
registration of
of
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cas de
de Fabrica
Ffibrica
cas
de Comercio
Comercio yy de
que
de los
que procedan
procedan de
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
de America,
Mexico,
Unidos de
America, M6xico,
Cuba, Haiti,
Republica DominiCuba,
Haiti, Repfiblica
Dominicana, El
Salvador, Honduras,
Honduras,
cana,
El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Costa
Costa Rica,
Nicaragua,
Rica, GuateGuatemala
y
Panama.
mala
y
Panama.
Rio Se Janeiro BuRo de Jano Ben la
reau.
La Oficina
Oficina establecida
establecida en
la
a Territory
in
tendra
Ttort
in charge ciudad
ciudad de
de Rio
Rio de
de Janeiro,
Janeiro, tendra
su cargo
las
aa su
cargo los
los registros
registros de
de las
Marcas
de Comercio
Ffibrica
Marcas de
Comercio y
y de
de Fabrica
que procedan
procedan del
del Brasil,
Uruque
Brasil, Uruguay, Argentina,
Argentina, Paraguay,
Paraguay, BoliBoliguay,
via, Chile,
Chile, Perd,
Perd, Ecuador,
Ecuador, VeneVenevia,
zuela y
zuela
y Colombia.
Colombia.
ARTICULO XIV.
ARTICULO
Accounting, etc.

trade-marks
coming from
from the
trade-marks coming
the
United
States of
America, MexiUnited States
of America,
Mexico,
Cuba, Haiti,
the Dominican
co, Cuba,
Haiti, the
Dominican
Republic,
Salvador, Honduras,
Honduras,
Republic, El
El Salvador,
Nicaragua,
Costa Rica,
Rica, GuateGuateNicaragua, Costa
mala and
and Panama.
Panama.
mala
The
established in
the
The Bureau
Bureau established
in the
of Rio
de Janeiro,
Janeiro, shall
City of
Rio de
shall have
have
charge of
of the
the registration
of
charge
registration of
trade-marks
from Brazil,
Brazil,
trade-marks coming
coming from
Uruguay, the
Argentine RepubRepubUruguay,
the Argentine
lic, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Bolivia,
Chile,
lic,
Bolivia, Chile,
Peru, Ecuador,
Ecuador, Venezuela,
Venezuela, and
and
Peru,
Colombia.
Colombia.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.

nales se
se consideraren
come una
nales
consideraran como
una
sola, y
los efectos
de unificaunificasola,
y a
a los
efectos de
cien de
de los
se dispone:
dispel:Le:
ci6n
los registros,
registros, se
a) que
ambas Reven
a)
que ambas
lleven los
los mismismos libros
y la
la inisma
mos
libros y
misma contabilicontabilidad,
un id6ntico
identico sistema;
dad, bajo
bajo un
sistema;
b)
cads semana
b) que
que cada
semana se
se reraitan,
remitan,
reciprocamente, copias
copias de
de todas
reciprocamente,
todas
las solicitudes,
solicitudes, registros,
comulas
registros, comunicaciones y
nicaciones
y demas
demas documentos
documentos
que se
refieran al
reconocimiento
que
se refieran
al reconocimiento
de
propietarios.
de los
los derechos
derechos de
de los
los propietarios.

The
two International
Bureaux
The two
International Bureaux
shall
be considered
considered as
as one,
and
shall be
one, and
for the
the purpose
purpose of
the unification
for
of the
unification
of
is provided:
of the
the registrations
registrations it
it is
provided:
a) Both
Both shall
shall have
have the
same
a)
the same
books
same accounts
kept
books and
and the
the same
accounts kept
under
an identical
identical system;
under an
system;
b)
b) Copies shall
reciprocally
shall be
be reciprocally
transmitted weekly
weekly from
from one
one to
to
transmitted
the
other of
of all
all applications,
applications,
the other
registrations,
communications
registrations,
communications
other documents
documents affecting
affecting
and other
the
recognition of the
the rights
rights of
of
the recognition
owners of
of trademarks.
trademarks.
owners

ARTICULO
ARTICULO XV.
XV.

ARTICLE XV.
ARTICLE

Regulations.
Regulation

Las Oficinas
Oficinas Internacionales
Las
Internacionales se
regiran por
Reglaregiran
por un
un mismo
mismo Reglament°,
de acuerdo
redactado de
acuerdo .por
por
mento, redactado
los Gobiernos
de las
Republicas
los
Gobiernos de
las Repfblicas
de
y los
Estados Unidos
Unidos del
de Cuba
Cuba y
los Estados
del
Brasil,
y aprobados
aprobaclos por
los
Brasil, y
por todos
todos los
demOs
signatarios.
demas Estados
Estados signatarios.

Budgets.
Budgets.

Los
Los presupuestos
presupuest,os de gastos
seran aprobados
por dichos
dichos Goseran
aprobados por
Gobiernos y
ycosteados
costeados por
todos los
los
biernos
por todos
Estados signatarios,
signataries, en
proEstados
en una
una proporcien igual
porci6n
igual aala
la establecida
establecida por
por
la
Oficina Internacional
de Jas
Ia Oficina
Internacional de
as
Republicas
Americanas en WashRepablicas Americanas
ington, y
y ita ese respecto,
respecto, esas
esas OfiOficinas estarin
el contralor
de
cinas
estaran bajo
bajo el
contralor de
los
Gobiernos en
en cuyos
paises
los Gobiernos
cuyos paises
tengan su
tengan
su asiento.
asiento.

PProcedure.
ced ra

Las
Oficinas internacionales
poLas Oficinas
internacionales podran adopter
dran
adoptar los
los Reglamentos
Reglamentos
interiores
que crean
convenieninteriores que
crean convenientes pars
cumplimiento de
lo
tes
para el
el cumplimiento
de lo

The International
The
International
Bureaux
Bureaux
shall be
be governed
governed by
identical
shall
by identical
regulations, formed
formed with
the conregulations,
with the
concurrence
Governments of
currence of the
the Governments
the
Republic of
Cuba and
and of
of the
the
the Republic
of Cuba
United
States of
of Brazil
Brazil and
and apapUnited States
proved
by all
all the
the other
other signatory
signatory
proved by
States.
States.
Their budgets,
budgets, after
after being
being sancsancTheir
tioned
tioned by
by,the said Governments,
Governments,
shall be defrayed by all the
the sigsignatory
same propronatory States in the
the same
portion
as that
that established
established for.
portion as
for
the International
the
the
International Bureau
Bureau of
of the
American
Republics at
American Republics
at WashingWashington, and
and in
in this
particular they
ton,
this particular
they
shall be
be placed under
under the
the control
of
Governments within
within
of those
those Governments
whose territories
they are
estabwhose
territories they
are established.
lished.
The
International Bureaux
Bureaux
The International
may
establish such
such rules
rules of
of pracpracmay establish
tice
procedure, not
not inconincontice and procedure,
sistent with
with the
of this
this
sistent
the terms
terms of

Aconting, etc

Las dos
Oficinas InternacioLas
dos Oficinas
Internacio-
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convention, as
may deem
deem
they may
as they
estipulado
en esta
esta Convencion,
Convenci6n, convention,
estipulado en
necessary and
and proper
proper to give
siempre que
en contra- necessary
est6n en
no ester'
que no
siempre
diccion con
con los
los terminos
ella. effect
its provisions.
de ella.
provisions.
to its
t6rminos de
effect to
dicci6n
ARTICULO XVI.
XVI.
ARTICULO
Los
Repdde las Rep6Gobiernos de
Los Gobiernos
blicas de
de Cuba
de los
los Estados
Cuba yy de
blicas
Unidos del
del Brasil
Brasil procederan
la
procederan aala
Unidos
organizacion
organizaci6n de las Oficinas de la
Union
acuerdo
de acuerdo
Internacional, de
Uni6n Internacional,
con
estipulado, tan
tan pronto
pronto
lo estipulado,
con lo
como
ratificada esta
side ratificada
haya sido
como haya
Convencion
dos terceras
terceras
las dos
por las
Convenci6n por
partes,
Naciolas Naciode las
menos, de
lo menos,
partes, a lo
cada grupo.
a cads
nes pertenecientes
pertenecientes a
nes
No
sera necesario
necesario el
el estableestableNo sera
cimiento simultaneo
las dos
simultaneo de las
cimiento
Oficinas, pudiendo
instalarse una
una
pudiendo instalarse
Oficinas,
sola, si
hubiese el
ndmero seliasefael numero
si hubiese
sola,
lado de
de Naciones
signatarias.
Naciones signatarias.
lado
ARTICULO XVII.
XVII.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE XVI.
ARTICLE
The
of the
the Rerea
G
us
rganiza
.
tion of
of bmi
bri•
Re- resgan8ization
Governments of
The Governments
public
of Cuba and of the United
public of
States
shall proceed
proceed
Brazil shall
of Brazil
States of
with the
organization of the
the Buthe organization
with
reaux
of the
International Union
Union
the International
reaux of
as herein
upon the
the ratiprovided, upon
herein provided,
as
fication
of this
Convention by
by at
this Convention
fication of
least two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the nations
nations beleast
longing to
to each
group.
each group.
longing
The simultaneous
establishsimultaneous establishThe
ment
of both
Bureaux shall not
not
both Bureaux
ment of
be
one only may be
necessary; one
be necessary;
established if
if there
there be
the numnumbe the
established
ber
of adherent
adherent governments,
governments, prober of
vided for
for above.
above.
vided
ARTICLE
XVII.
ARTICLE XVII.

Former treaties to
The
trade-marks superseded.
s
jormetzeaties
to be
be
on trade-marks
treaties on
The treaties
Marcas de
Los Tratados
Tratados sobre
sobre Marcas
Los
and
previously
concluded
by
beby
concluded
previously
Comercio
celebraComercio 66 de Fabrica, celebrasignatory States,
States, shall
the signatory
tween the
dos con
anterioridad entre los tween
con anteiioridad
dos
be substituted
substituted by
by the
the present
present conEstados signatarios,
signatarios, serán
seran substi- be
Estados
from the
the date
ratifidate of its ratifivention from
tuidos
esta Convenci6n,
Convencion, desde
clesde vention
por esta
tuidos por
cation, as
as far
far as
the relations
relations beas the
la fecha
ratificaci6n, en cation,
su ratificaci6n,
de an
fecha de
la
tween the
signatory States are
the signatory
cuanto
relaciones entre tween
las relaciones
cuanto aa las
concerned.
concerned.
dichos Estados.
Estados.
dichos

ARTICULO
XVIII.
ARTICULO XVIII.
La ratificaci6n
ratificaciOn 6
adhesiones de
de
6 adhesiones
La
Ins Naciones
Americanas aa esta
esta
Naciones Americanas
las
Con veneiOn, ser:in
seran comunicadas
Convenlci6n,
al
In Repfiblica
Repliblica Arlo la
CGobicrno de
al Gobierno
gentina,
quo las hara
bara saber aatodos
entina, que
los
demas Estados
de In
Uni6n.
la Union.
Estados (lo
)s demas
Esas comnunicaciones
comunicaeiones haran las
Esas
veces
de canje.
canje.
veces de

ARTICLE xvrn.
XVIII.
ARTICLE
Mtif!
dhesion of
The
ratifications or
The
ratifications
or adhesion
adhesion
ofcTransOittalof
ca7;roannssomriatveosrilt.is
s.
The ratifications or
presthe
American
States
the
the
to
the American States
ent Convention
Convention shall
shall be
be commucommuent
nicated
to the
the Government
Government of the
nicated to
Argentine
Republic, which shall
shall
Argentine Republic,
lay them
them before
the other
States
other States
before the
lay
of
These communicommuniUnion. These
the Union.
of the
cations
shall take
take the
of an
an
place of
the place
cations shall
exchange of ratifications.
ratifications.
exchange

ARTICITLO XIX.
XIX.
ARTICULO

ARTICLE XIX.
XLX.
ARTICLE

El Estado
Estado signatario
signatario que
creque creEl
yore
desligarse de
conveniente desligarse
vere conveniente
esta
Convencion, lo hara saber
saber
esta Convenci6n,
al
Gobierno de
in Repfiblica
RepUblica Arde la
al Gohierno
a los
gentina, quo
cornunicara a
lo comunicari
que lo
gentina
demas
de la
yun
un
Uni6n; y
la Union;
Estados de
demas Estados
ano despues
despues de
in comurecibida la
de recibida
afio
ntcacion respectiva,
respectiva, cesara
in vivicesara la
nicacion
respecg'encia
Convenci6n respecde esta Convencion
gencia de
to del
Estado que
que la
in hubiera
hubiera dedel Estado
to
nunciado.
nunciado.

Any
signatory State that may
may
Any signatory
see fit
fit to
to withdraw
withdraw from
from the
presthe pressee
the
ent
Convention shall
so notify
notify the
shall so
ent Convention
Government of
of the
the Argentine
Argentine ReGovernment
public, which
which shall
communicate
shall communicate
public,
this fact
to the
the other
States of the
other States
fact to
this
Union, and
year after
after the reone year
and one
Union,
ceipt
of such
communication this
such communication
ceipt of
Convention shall
with reshall cease with
Convention
shall have
gard to
State that
that shall
the State
to the
gard
withdrawn.
withdrawn.

0
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cual los
Plenipoten' En
En fe
fe de
de lo
lo cual
los Plenipotenciarios-y
Delegados firman
firman la
la preciarios-y Delegados
presente Convenci6n
Convencien y
sente
y ponen
ponen en
en ella
ella
el sello
sello de
de is
el
la Cuarta
Cuarta Conferencia
Conferencia
Internacional Americana.
Americana.
Internacional
Hecho y
firmado en
la Ciudad
Ciudad
Hecho
y firmado
en la
de Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Aires, a
It los
los veinte
veinte dias
de
dias
del mes
mes de
de Agosto
.Agosto de
de mil
del
mil novonovecientos diez,
ingles,
cientos
diez, en
en espatiol,
espafiol, ingles,
portugues y
portugu6s
y frames,
frances, y
y depositado
depositado
en el
Mimsterio de
Relaciones
en
el Ministerio
de Relaciones
Exteriores de
ArgenExteriores
de is
la Repdblica
Repfiblica Argentina It
de quo
copias
tina
a fin
fin de
que se
se saquen
saquen copias
certificadas
pars enviarlas,
Is
certificadas para
enviarlas, por
por la
via
uno de
los
via diplomatica
diplomatica, a cads
cada uno
de los
Estados
signatfirios.
Estados signatarios.
POE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DE
DE
POR

AMfERICA:
Henry
White
Henry White
Enoch
Crowder
Enoch H.
H. Crowder
Lewis Nixon
Lewis
Nixon
John Bassett
Bassett Moore
Moore
John
Bernard Moses
Bernard
Moses
Lamar C.
Lamar
C. Quintero
Quintero
Paul S.
Paul
S. Reinsch
Reinsch
David Kinley
Kinley
David

AUGUST 20,
1910.
AUGUST
20, 1910.

In
Whereof, the
PleniIn Witness
Witness Whereof,
the Plenipotentiaries and
and Delegates
sign
potentiaries
Delegates sign
this
and affix
affix to
to it
it the
the
this Convention
Convention and
Seal
of the
the Fourth
Fourth International
International
Seal of
American Conference.
Conference.
American
Made
signed in
in the
City of
Made and
and signed
the City
of
Buenos Aires,
Aires, on
on the
the twentieth
twentieth
Buenos
day
of August,
the year
year one
day of
August, in
in the
one
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
ten,
thousand nine
and ten,
in Spanish,
Spanish, English,
English, Portuguese
in
Portuguese
and French,
French, and
and filed
filed in
in the
the MinMinand
istry of
of Foreign
Affairs of
of the
the
istry
Foreign Affairs
Argentine Republic
Republic in
in order
that
Argentine
order that
certified copies
be made
made to
to be
be
certified
copies may
may be
forwarded through
through appropriate
forwarded
appropriate
diplomatic
to each
each one
one
diplomatic channels
channels to
of
the signatory
signatory Nations.
Nations.
of the
FOR
FOB

AMARICA:

THE

UNITED
UNITED

STATES
STATES

OF
OF

AMERICA:
AMERICA:

Henry White
White
Henry
Enoch H.
H. Crowder
Enoch
Crowder
Lewis Nixon
Lewis
Nixon
Bassett Moore
John Bassett
Moore
Bernard Moses
Moses
Bernard
Lamar
C. Quintero
Lamar C.
Quintero
Paul S.
S. Reinsch
Paul
Reinsch
David Kinley
Kinky
David

POR LA
LA REPI,BLICA
REPUBLICA ARGENTINA:
ARGENTINA:

REPUBLIC:
FOR THE ARGENTINE
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC:

POR LOS ESTADOS
POE
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS

FOR
FOR

Antonio
Bermejo
Antonio Bermejo
Eduardo
L. Bidau
Bidau
Eduardo L.
Manual
Manual A. Montes de Oca.
Oca
Epifanio Portela
Portela
Epifanio
Carlos Salas
Salas
Jose A.
A. Terry
Jos6
Terry
Estanislao S.
Estanislao
S. Zeba,llos
Zeballos

DEL

Antonio
Antonio Bermejo
Bermejo
Eduardo
L. Bidau
Bidau
Eduardo L.
Manuel
A. Montes
Montes de
de Oca
Oca
Manuel A.
Epifanio
Epifanio Portela
Portela
Carlos Salas
Sales
Carlos
Jose A.
A. Terry
Jos6
Terry
Estanislao
Estanislao S.
Zeballos
S. Zeballos

BRASIL:
BRASIL:

Joaquim
Joaquim Murtinho
Murtinho
Gams
Domicio de
de Gama
Jose L. Almeida
Almeida Nogueira
Nogueira
Jos6
Olavo Bilac
Gastao
Gastao da
Cunha
da Cunha
Herculano
de Freitas
Herculano de
Freitas
POR
CHILE:
FOR LA
LA REPtBLICA
REP*BLICA DE CHILE:

Miguel Cruchaga
Toc,ornal
Cruchaga Tocornal
Emilio
Emilio Bello COdecido
Codecido
Anibal Cruz Diaz
Diaz
Mathieu
Beltran Mathieu

POE
DE COLOMCOLOMPOR LA
LA RICPtELICA
REPSBLICA DE

POE

LA REPTaBLICA
REPrBLICA DE COSTA
RICA:
RICA:

Alfredo Volio
Alfredo
Volio

STATES

OF
OF

Joaquim Murtinho
Murtinho
Joaquim
Domicio da
Gams
Domicio
da Gama
Jose L.
Nogueira
Jos6
L. Almeida
Almeida Nogueira
Olavo
Bible
Olavo Bilac
Gastilo
da Cunha
Cunha
Gastao da
Herculano de
Herculano
Freitas
de Freitas
REPUBLIC OF CHILI:
CHILI:
FOR THE REPUBLIC

Miguel
Tocornal
Miguel Cruchaga
Cruchaga Tocornal
Emilio
Bello Codecido
Codecido
Emilio Bello
Anibal Cruz Diaz
Anibal
Mathieu
Beltran Mathieu

FOR THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
COLOMOF COLOM-

BIA:
BIA:

Roberto Ancizar
Roberto
Ancizar

THE UNITED
BRAZIL:
BRAZIL:

BIA:
BIA:

Roberto Ancizar
Ancizar
Roberto
FOR
FOR

THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF COSTA
COSTA
THE
RICA:
RICA:

Alfredo
Volio
.Afredo Volio
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POE
REPUBLICA DE
DE CUBA:
POR LA
LA REPUBLICA
CUBA:
FOR THE
FOR
REPUBLIC OF
OF CUBA:
CUBA:
THE REPUBLIC
Carlos
Garcia Velez
Velez
Carlos Garcia
Carlos Garcia
Garcia Velez
Velez
Carlos
Rafael Montoro
Montoro y
Valdes
y Valdes
Rafael Montoro
y Valdes
Rafael
Montoro y
Valdes
Gonzalo
Gonzalo de Quesada y
y Ar6sAr6sGonzalo
Gonzalo de
Quesada y
Arode Quesada
y Arotegui
tegui
stegui
stegui
Antonio Gonzalo
Gonzalo Perez
Perez
Antonio Gonzalo
Gonzalo Perez
Perez
Jose
M. Carbonell
Carbonell
Jose M.
Jose
Jos6 M.
M. Carbonell
Carbonell
POR LA
LA REPU
REPUBLICA
POE
BLICA DOMINICANA:
DOMINICANA:
FOR
THE DOMINICAN
FOR THE
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:
REPUBLIC:
Americo
Am6rico Lugo
Lugo
Americo Lugo
Lugo
Americo
POR
POE LA
LA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DEL
ECUADEL ECUAFOR
FOR THE
REPUBLIC OF
OF ECUATHE REPUBLIC
ECUADOR:
DOR:
DOR:
DOR:
Alejandro
Cardenas
Alejandro Cardenas
Alejandro Cardenas
Cardenas
Alejandro
POR
POE LA
REPUBLICA DE
DE GUATEGUATELA REPUBLICA
FOR
REPUBLIC OF
OF GUATEFOR THE
THE REPUBLIC
GUATEMALA:
MALA:
MALA:
MALA:
Luis Toledo Herrarte
Herrarte
Luis
Luis Toledo
Toledo Herrarte
Herrarte
Manuel Arroyo
Arroyo
Manuel
Manuel
Manuel Arroyo
Arroyo
Estrada
Mario Estrada
Mario Estrada
Mario
Estrada
POR LA
LA REPU
REPUBLICA
POR
BLICA DE
DE HAITI
HArri::
FOR
FOR THE
OF HArri:
HAITI:
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
Constantin Fouchard
Fouchard
Constantin Fouchard
Constantin
Fouchard
POR LA
LA REPUBLICA
POE
REPUBLICA •
DE HONDE
HONFOR THE
FOR
THE REPUBLIC
OF HONHONREPUBLIC OF
DTJRA S:
DURAS:
DURAS:
DURAS:
Luis Lazo
Arriaga
Lazo Arriaga
Luis Lazo
Arriaga
Lazo Arriaga
POR
LOS
ESTADOS
POE
LOS
ESTADOS
ljNIDOS
UNIDOS
FOR
FOR THE
Tilk:
MEXICAN UNITED
UNITED
MEXICAN
MEXICANOS:
MEXICANOS:
STATES:
STATES:
Victorian° Salado
Salado Alvarez
Victoriano
Alvarez
Victoriano
Victorian° Salado Alvarez
Alvarez
Luis Perez
Perez Verdia
Verdia
Luis
Luis P6rez
Perez Verdia
Verdia
Antonio
Antonio Ramos
Ramos Pedrueza
Pedrueza
Antonio Ramos
Antonio
Ramos Pedrueza
Pedrueza
Roberto A. Esteva
Roberto
Esteva Ruiz
Ruiz
Roberto A.
A. Esteva
Esteva Ruiz
Ruiz
POR
LA REP(BLICA
POE LA
REPtBLICA DE
DE NICARANICARA- FOR
THE REPUBLIC
FOR THE
REPUBLIC OF
NICAR.A••
OF NICARAGUA:
GUA:
QUA :
GUA:
Manuel Perez
Perez Alonso
Alonso
Manuel P6rez
Perez Alonso
Alonso
POR LA
POE
LA REPUBLICA
DE PANAMA:
PANAMA•
BEPUBLICA DE
FOR THE
THE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
FOR
OF PANAMA:
PANAMA:
Belisario Porras
Porras
Belisario Porras
Belisario
Porras
POR LA
REPfTBLICA DEL
POE
LA REPUBLICA
DEL PARAPARAFOR
THE REPUBLIC
FOR THE
REPUBLIC OF PARAPARAGUAY:
GUAY:
GUAY:
GUAY:
Teodosio Gonzalez
Gonzalez
Teodosio Gonzalez
Teodosio
Gonzalez
Jose
Montero
Jos6 P. Montero
Jos6
Jose P. Montero
POR LA
POE
LA REPUBLICA
REPt.BLICA DEL
DEL PERT:
PER*:
FOR THE
FOR
THE REPUBLIC
OF PERU:
REPUBLIC OF
PERU:
Eugenio Larrabure
Larrabure y
y Unanue
Unanue
Eugenio
Eugenio Larrabure
Larrabure y
Unfinue
y Unanue
Carlos Alvarez
Alvarez Calderon
Calder6n
Carlos Alvarez
Alvarez Calder6n
Calder6n
Jos6 Antonio de Lavalle
Jose
Lavalle yy
Antonio de Lavalle
Jose Antonio
Lavalle y
y
Pardo
Pardo
POR LA
LA REPUBLICA
POE
REPUBLICA DE
SALDE EL
EL SALFOR
THE REPUBLIC
FOR THE
REPUBLIC OF
SALVAOF SALVAVADOR:
VADOR:
DOR:
DOR:
Federico Mejia
Federico
Mejia
Federico Mejia
Mejfa
Francisco
Francisco Martinez
Martinez Suarez
Suarez
Francisco Martinez
Suarez
Martinez Suarez
POR LA
POE
LA REPUBLICA
DEL URUREPUBLICA DEL
URUFOR
FOR THE
URUTHE REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC OF
OF URUGUAY:
GUAY:
GUAY:
GUAY:
Gonzalo Ramirez
Gonzalo Ramirez
Ramirez
Gonzalo
Carlos M. de
de Pena
Pena
Carlos M. de Pena
Pena
Antonio M. Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Antonio M. Rodriguez
Antonio
Rodriguez
Juan Jose Amezaga
Amezaga
Juan
Juan Jos6
Jose Amezaga
Amezaga
POR
LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDO8
UNIDOS DE
POE LOS
DE
FOR
FOR THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF
VENEZUELA:
VENEZUELA:
VENEZUELA:
VENEZUELA:
Manuel Diaz Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Manuel Diaz
Diaz Rodriguez
Rodriguez
C6sar
Cesar Zumeta
Zumeta
Cesar Zumeta
Zumeta
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[Portuguese
text.1
[Portuguese text.)

Contracting
Contracting Powers.
Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
1910.
AUGUST

[French text.)
text.]
[French

CONVENcA0
CONVENgAO

CONVENTION
CONVENTION

Marais de
de Fabrica
de Commercio
Marcas
Fabrica e
e de
Commercio

Marques
de Fabrique
Marques de
Fabrique et
et de
de Commerce
Commerce

S.
S. E.
Senhores PresiS. S.
E. E.
E. os
os Senhores
Presidentes dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
dentes
Unidos de
de
America,
Argentina,
America, da
da Republica
Republica Argentina,
do Brasil,
do Chile,
Chile, da
do
Brasil, do
da Colombia,
Colombia,
de Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, de Cuba,
Cuba, da
da ReRepublica Dominicana,
Dominicana, do Equador,
de
Guatemala, de
de Haiti,
Haiti, de
de Guatemala,
de HonHonduras,
Mexico, de
de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
duras, do
do Mexico,
de
de Panama,
Panama, do
do Paraguay,
Paraguay, do
Peril, do El
Salvador, do
do Uruguay
Uruguay
Perl,
El Salvador,
e
Venezuela;
.
e do Venezuela;
Desejando
respectiDesejando que os seus
seus respectiestivessem representarepresentavos paizes estivessem
dos na
Quarts, Conferencia
Conferencia Interdos
na Quarta
Internacional
Americana, mandaram
mandarara a
nacional Americana,
a
ella,
devidamente autorizados,
ella, devidamente
autorizados,
para
approvar as Resolueoes,
para approvar
Resolucoes,
Recommendacoes,
Kecommendacoes, Convenedes
Convencoes ee
Tratados que
julgarem uteis
aos
Tratados
que julgarem
uteis aos
interesses
America, os
interesses da
da America,
os segruinseguintes
Delegados:
tes Senhores Delegados:

LL. EE.
EE. les
les Presidents
des
LL.
Presidents des
Ptats
Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, de
de la
Etats Unis
la
Republique
du Bresil,
Republique Argentine,
Argentine, du
Bresil,
du
Chili, de la Colombie, de Costadu Chili,
Rica,
de Cuba,
la R6publique
Republique
Cuba, de
de la
Rica, de
Dorninicaine, de
de l'quateur,
l'Equateur, du
du
Dominicaine,
Guatemala, d'Haiti,
&Haiti, du
du HonduGuat6mala,
HonduMexique, de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
ras, du Mexique,
de
Paraguay, du
du
de Panama,
Panama, du Paraguay,
Peron, du
de F
Perou,
du Salvador, de
r Uruguay
Uruguay
et
et de
de Venezuela;
V6n6zuela;
Desirant
D6sirant que
que leurs
leurs pays
pays respectifs fussent
fussent repr6sent6s
represent& a
la
pectifs
a la
Quatrieme
InternaQuatrieme Conference
Conference Internationale
yenvoyArent,
envoyerent,
tionale Americaine,
Americaine, y
dfiment
autorises, pour
approudOment autorises,
pour approuRecommandations, R6esoResover les
les Recommandations,
Trait&
lutions, Conventions
Conventions et Traites
gulls jugeraient
intequ'ils
jugeraient utiles
utiles aux
aux intel'Amerique, Messieurs
Messieurs les
les
rets de
de l'Am6rique,
Delegues
norns suivent:
De61gues dont les noms
suivent:

Etats Unis d'Amerique:
d'Amerique: Henry
Estados
EstadosUnidos
Ant erica: Henry
Henry Etats
Unidos de America:
Enoch H. Crowder,
White, Enoch H. Crowder,
White, Enoch
Crowder,
Lewis
Nixon, John
Bassett
Lewis Nixon,
John Bassett
Lewis Nixon,
Nixon, John
John Bassett
Bassett
Moore,
Bernard Moses,
Lamar
Moore,
Moore, Bernard
Lamar
Bernard Moses, Lamar
Moore, Bernard
Moses, Lamar
Reinsch,
C.
Quintero, Paul S. Reinsch,
Reinsch,
C. Quintero,
Quintero, Paul S. Reinsch,
C. Quintero,
Kinley.
David Kinley.
David Kinley.
RelEublique Argentine:
Argentine: Antonio
Republica Argentina: Antonio
Reublica
Antonio
Antonio Republique
iderrnejo,
Eduardo
Bidau,
Bermejo,
Eduardo L. Bidau,
Bermejo, Eduardo
Bermejo,
Eduardo
Bidau,
Manuel A.
A. Montes
Montes de
de Oca,
Manuel
Manuel A.
Manuel
A. Monies
Montes de Oca,
Oca,
Oca,
Epifanio
Portela, Carlos
Carlos RoRoEpifanio Portela,
Portela, Carlos RodriEpifanio Portela,
driguez Larreta,
Larreta, Carlos
Carlos Salas,
Salas,
guez Larreta,
Larreta, Carlos Salas,
Jose
driguez
Salas, Jose
Jose A.
A. Terry,
Terry, Estanislao
S.
A. Terry, Estanislao
Estanislao S. ZebaZebaJos6
Estanislao S.
nos.
Uos.
Zeballos.
Zeballos.
Bresil: Joaquim
Joaquim
Estados Unidos
Etats Unis du Bresil:
Estados
Uniclos do Brasil:
Brasil: Joa- Elate
quim Murtinho,
Murtinho, Domicio da
quim
Murtinho, Domicio
Domicio da
Murtinho,
da Gama,
Gama,
Gama, Jos6
Jose L.
L. Almeida
Nogueira.
Jose L. Almeida NoNoJose
Almeida Nogueira.
Olavo Bilac,
Bilac, Gastao
Gastao da Cunha
Cimha
gueira,
Olavo
eira, Olavo Bilac, Gastao
Gastao da
Cunha, Herculano
Herculano de
Herculano
Herculano de Freitas.
Cunha,
de Freitas.
Freitas.
Republica do Chile: Miguel
Republique du
du Chili:
Miguel CruCruMiguel Cru- Republique
Chiti: Miguel
Republica
chaga Tocornal, Erilio
Emilio Bello
chaga Tocornal,
Tocornal, Emilio
Emilio Bello
Bello
chaga
Codecido, Anibal
Codecido, Anibal Cruz Diaz,
Anibal Cruz Diaz,
Codecido,
Beltrin Mathieu.
Beltran
Mathieu.
Beltran Mathieu.
Mathieu.
Beltran
Republica
Republica de Colombia:
Colombia: Roberto
Roberto
Roberto Republique
Republique de Colombie:
Colormbie: Roberto
Ancizar.
Ancizar.
Ancizar.
-ncizar.
de Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica: Alfredo
Republica
Rica: Alfredo
Republica de Costa
Costa Rica:
Alfredo Republiqut
Republique de
Alfredo
Volio.
Volio.
Volio,
olio.
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de Cuba:
Carlos Garcia
corniteintenuaries—
enti'eGarcia cOPlpt
Cuba: Carlos
Republique de
Republica de
de Cuba:
Carlos Garcia Republique
Cuba: Carlos
Republica
ValVelez,
Rafael
Montoro
y
Valy
Montoro
Rafael
Velez,
Velez,
Rafael
Montoro
y
ValVelez, Rafael Montoro y
y
des,
de Quesada
Quesada y
Gonzalo de
des, Gonzalo
des, Gonzalo
de Quesada
Quesada y
y
Gonzalo de
des,
Arostegui,
Antonio
Gonzalo
Gonzalo
Antonio
Ar6stegui,
Arostegui,
Antonio
Gonzalo
PePeGonzalo
Antonio
Ar6stegui,
Perez,
Jose M.
M. Carbonell.
Carbonell.
Perez, Jose
rez,
Jose M.
Carbonell.
M. Carbonell.
rez, Jos6
Re blique Daminicaine:
Americo
Dominicaine:Americo
Republica Dominicana:
Americo Reublique
Dominicana: Americo
Republica
ugo.
Lugo.
Lugo.
Rêpubligue de
de l'Equateur:
anAlejanl'Equateur: Alej
Republica
Equaelor: Alejandro
Alejandro Republique
do Equador:
Repu lica do
Cárdenas.
drooCardenas.
Cardenas.
Cardenas.
du Guatemala;
Guatemala; Luis
Republique du
Guatemala: Luis Republique
Republica de
de Guatemala:
Republica
Toledo
Manuel ArroHerrarte, Manuel
Toledo Herrarte,
Toledo Herrarte,
Herrarte, Manuel
Manuel ArroToledo
yo,
Mario Estrada.
yo, Mario
yo
Mario Estrada.
yo, Mario
d' Haiti: Constantin
Constantin
Republique •d'Haiti:
Republica de
de Haiti:
Haiti: Constantin Republique
Republica
ouchard.
Fouchard.
Fouchard.
Fouchard.
Républigue du
Honduras; Luis
du Honduras;
Republica de
de Honduras:
Luis Lazo Republique
Honduras:Luis
Republica
Lazo Arriaga.
Arriaga.
Lazo
Arriaga.
Arriaga.
Unis Mexicains:
Victorian°
Mexicains: Victoriano
Etdts Unis
Estados
Vic- Etcits
3Mexicanos: VicUnidos Mexicanos:
Estados Unidos
Salado
Luis Perez
Alvarez, Luis
Salado Alvarez,
torian°
Salado Alvarez,
Alvarez, Luis
toriano Salado
Verdia, Antonio
Antonio Ramos
Ramos PeVerdia,
Perez
Verdia, Antonio
Antonio Ramos
Perez Verdia,
drueza,
Roberto
A.
A. Esteva
Roberto
drueza,
A.
Pedrueza,
Esteva
Roberto
Pedrueza,
Ruiz.
Ruiz.
Ruiz.
Rpublique de
de Nicaragua:
Manuel
Nicaragua:Manuel
Rep
ablica de
Nicaragua: Manuel
Manuel Republique
de Nicaragua:
Re pblica
erez Alonso.
Alonso.
Perez
Perez Alonso.
Alonso.
Perez
Republique de
de Panama:
Panamd: Belisario
Rerlblica
Belisario Reublique
Panama: Belisario
de Panamd:
Republica de
cams.
Porras.
forms.
Porras.
Paraguay: Teododu Paraguay:
Republique du
Teodosio Republique
Repablica do
Paraguay:Teodosio
do Paraguay:
Repiblica
sio
Gonzalez,
Jose P.
P. Montero.
Montero.
Jose
Gonzflez,
sio
Gonzalez
Jose
P.
Montero.
P.
Jos6
Gonzalez,
Republique du
du Perou:
Perou: Eugenio
Eugenio
Repablica do
Eugenio La- Republique
Peru: Eugenio
do Peri:
Republica
Lanabure,
Unfinue, Carlos
Carlos
Larrab-ure, yy Unanue,
rrabure y
Unanne, Carlos Alvay Unanue,
rrabure
Alvarez
Calderon, Jos6
Jose Antonio
Alvarez Calder6n,
rez
Calderon Jose
Jos6 Antonio de
rez Calder6n,
de Lavalle
Lavalle y
Pardo.
y Pardo.
de
y Pardo.
Lavalle y
Republique du
Salvador: Federico
Federico
du Salvador:
Repitblica do
Salvador: Fede- Republique
El Salvador:
do El
Repiblica
Mejfa,
Francisco
Martinez
Martinez
Francisco
Mejia,
rico
Mejia, Francisco
Martinez
Francisco Martinez
rico Mejia,
Suarez:
Suarez:
Suarez.
Suarez.
Uruguay: Gonzalo
Gonzalo
Republique l'' Uruguay:
Re'blica
del Uruguay:
Uruguay: Gonzalo Republique
ReIpblica del
Ramirez,
Ramirez, Carlos M. de Pena,
amirez, Carlos
Carlos M.
M. de
de Pena,
Ramirez,
Juan
Antonio
M. Rodriguez,
Rodriguez, Juan
Antonio M.
Antonio M.
Rodriguez, Juan
M. Rodriguez,
Antonio
Jose
Am ozaga.
Jos6 Amezaga.
Jose Amezaga.
Amezaga.
,Jose
'tats Unis
Otis de
Veiuzuela: Manuel
Manuel
de Vnsezuela:
V5 nezuela: E£tts
Estados Unidos
Unidos do
do Venezuela:
Estados
Diaz
Cesar Zuneta.
Zumeta.
Rodriguez, C6sar
Diaz Rodriguez,
C6sar
Manuel Diaz
Rodriguez, Cesar
Diaz Rodriguez,
Malnuel
Zum et a.
Zumota.
s,

sa

apreOs
terem aprode terem
depois de
quaes, depois
Os climes,
credcnciaes, que
sentado
as suas
sues credenciaes,
que
sent:i(!o as
e deb6a e
foram
consideradas em boa
foram consideradas
a
celebrar a
vide
deliberararn celebrar
forma. dliberaram
vida forma,
seguinte
marcas
sobre rnarcas
Convencao, sobre
seguinte Convencao,
de
commercio.
de commercio.
e de
fabrica e
de fabrica

Lesquels, apres
apres .s'ftre
s' etre commucommuLcsquels,
nique leurs
leurs pouvoirs
pouvmrs et
avoir
et les avoir
nique
reconnus
comme etant
etant en
en bonne
bonne
reconnus comme
et
due forme,
decide de cele
ce16ont decid6
forme, ont
et due
brer
la Convention
Convention suivante, sur
brer la
les
do Fabrique
Fabrique et
de
et de
Marques de
los Marques
Commerce.
Commerce.

I
ARTIGO
ARTIGO I

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I.

As
signatarias adoptam
Nacoes signatarias
As Nacoes
proteccao
esta
para proteccao
Convencao para
esta Convencao
e de Comdes
CornFabrica e
de Fabrica
Marcas de
das Marcus
mercio
Nomes Commerciaes.
Commerciaes.
e Nomes
mercio e

Nations signataires
Les Nations
signataires adopLes
tent cette
cette Convention
Convention pour
prola propour la
tent
tection des
de Fabrique
Fabrique
Marques de
des Marques
tection
et
nomenet des nomenCommerce et
de Commerce
et de
clatures commerciales.
commereiales.
clatures

Protection
trade
Protection of trade
marks.
rmrks.

Declaration of
of purpurDeclation
pose.

1688
1688

TRADE MARK
AMERICAN.
TRADE
MARK CONVENTION--PAN
CONVENTION-PAN AMERICAN.
ARTIGO II
II
ARTIGO

Reci Pmcal
ree°g
ni.
tion
of registration
in
of
registration
in
States
signatory States.

Reciprocal

recogni-

Registration fee.
Registration
te

Right of priority.

Toda aa marca
mares devidamente
devidamente
registrada
dos Estados
Estados
registrada em
em urn
um dos
signatarios
se. c,onsiderara
tambem
signatarios se.
considerara tambem
registada
nos outros
outros paizes
paizes da
registada nos
da
Unigo,
que isto
isto implique
implique preUniao, sem
sem que
prejuizo
pars os
os direitos
de terceiro
terceiro
juizo para
direitos de
e
e dos
dos preceitos
inpreceitos da legislacao
legislacao interns de
de cada
cads Nacio.
terna
Nacao.
Para
gozar d'este
d'este beneficio,
Para gozar
beneficio,
deverâ
on commercommerdevera oo industrial
industrial ou
ciante,
no registro
registro da
ciante, interessado
interessado no
da
mares,
dos dimarca, contribufr,
contribuir, align
al6m dos
direitos
ou emolumentos
prescriptos
reitos ou
emolumentos prescriptos
na
interns, corn
corn a
a
na legislacrto
legislacao interna,
quantia
50 dollars
urns s6
86
quantia de
de 50
dollars por
por uma
vez,
destinará pars
vez, quo
quo se
se destinara
para cobrir
cobrir
as despezas
despezas do
do Registro
Registro Internaas
Internacional
da respectiva
respectiva Secretaria.
Secretaria.
cional da

Toute marque
dament enreenreToute
marque dfment
gistroe
un des
des ntats
signagistree dans
dans un
Etats signataires, sera
sera consideree
cornme
taires,
consideree comme
enregistree egalement
egalement dans
dans les
les
enregistr6e
autres
pays de
de l'Union,
l'Union, sans
sans prepreautres pays
judice des
d'un tiers
judice
des droits
droits d'un
tiers et
et des
des
dispositions de
de la
indispositions
la legislation
legislation interieure de
de chaque
Nation.
terieure
chaque Nation.
Pour jouir
jouir de
de ce
ce benefice,
Pour
benefice, Pin'industriel ou
ou le
le commercant
commercant inindustriel
teresse a
a. l'enregistrement
l'enregistrement de
teress6
de la
la
Marque,
en sus
sus
Marque, devra
devra contribuer,
contribuer, en
des droits
emoluments fix6s
fixes
des
droits ou
ou emoluments
legislation interieure,
interieure, par
par
par is
la legislation
is
somme de
de 50
50 dollars,
dollars, pourune
pourune
la somme
seule fois,
fois, somme
somme qui
qui sera
seule
sera destidestinée h
a. couvrir
couvrir les
les depenses
depenses du
n6e
du
Registre International
International du
Bureau
Registre
du Bureau
respectif.
respectif.
ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE

o
registro de
urns mares
de
0 registro
de uma
marca de
fabrica
fabrics, ou
commercio em
urn
ou de commercio
em um
dos Estados
signatarios, dara,
dark em
dos
Estados signatarios,
em
favor de quem fizer o
o registro,
direito de
durante o
direito
de prioridade
prioridade durante
o
prazo
prazo de
de seis mezes,
mezes, pars
para que
que
possa fazer oo registro nos outros
outros
Es
tados.
Estados.
Por
consequencia, o
o registro
registro
Por consequencia,
feito posteriormente
posteriormente antes
antes do
do
vencimento d'esse
nil° se
se
vencimento
d'esse prazo,
prazo, nao
podera
actos execupodera annullar
annullar por
por actos
execude tempo,
tempo,
tados n'esse intervallo
intervallo de
especialmente
especialmente por
outro registro
registro
por outro
pela publicacao
da
publicacgo .ou pelo
polo uso da
mares..
marca.

depot d'une
d'une marque
marque de
de
Le dep6t
fabriDne ou
on de
de commerce
dans un
un
fabrique
commerce dans
donne naisnaisdes Etats signataires
signataires donne
faveur du
du deposant,
deposant,
sance, en faveur
d'un droit de priorite pendant un
un
laps
temps de
six mois,
afin
laps de
de temps
de six
mois, afin
qu'il puisse
faire le
le depot
dans les
qu'il
puisse faire
d6p6t dans
les
au
tres Etats.
Etats.
autres
consequence, le
le d6p6t
depot fait
fait
En consequence,
posterieurement ct
et avant
avant is
date
posterieurement
la date
de l'expiration
l'expiration de
de co
terrne, ne
ne
ce terme,
pourra pas
pas etre annul6
annulo par
par des
des
l'intervalle,
actes executes
executes dans
dans l'intervalle,
specialement
par un
autre dep6t,
depot,
specialement par
un autre
par
Is publication
publication ou
ou l'usage
l'usage de
de la
is
par la
marqu e.
marque.

Considera-se
Considers-se Marca
Mares, de CornComFabrics todo
mercio ou
ou de Fabrica
todo oosignal,
signal,
emblems ou
ou nome
que os
os
emblema
nome especial
especial que
commerciantes ou
ou industriaes
industriaes
commerciantes
adoptarem ou
applicarem nos
ou applicarem
nos
seus artigos ou
productos, para
pars os
ou productos,
os
distinguir dos
outros indusindusdos de outros
triaes ou
on commerciantes
commerciantes que fafabricarem
bricarem ou negociarem
negociarem em
em artiartigos
gos da
da mesma
mesma especie.
especie.
ARTIGO V
V

Marks
prokibited,
Mark-s promhbitoed

ARTICLE
II.
ARTICLE II.

ARTIGO
ni
ARTIGO III

ARTIGO
ARTIGO IV
IV
recognized
Marks recomizecL

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
AUGTST
1910.

Nao
poderao adoptar
Nilo se podergo
adoptar ou
ou
empregar como Marcos
CornMarcas de ComFabrica, as bandeimercio ou de Fabrics,
bandeiras ou escudos nacionaes,
nacionaes, pro-

ARTICLE IV.
Est considere
considere Marque
Marque de
Comde Commerce ou
de Fabrique:
Fabrique: tout
sine,
merce
ou de
tout signe,
embleme ou designation
embleme
designation speciale
speciale
que
les commercants
les ininque les
commercants ou
ou les
dustriels
adoptent ou
ou appliquent
appliquent
dustriels adoptent
leurs articles
articles ou
ou a
a. leurs
leurs produits,
produits,
aa. leurs
afin de les
les distinguer
distinguer de
de ceux
afin
ceux
des autres
ou commercommerdes
autres industriels
industriels ou
cants qui
qui fabriquent
ou negocient
negocient
cants
fabriquent ou
des articles
de la meme
des
articles dela
meme espece.
espece.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.
Ne pourront
pourront pas
pas etre
Ne
etre adopt&
adoptes
ou employes
comrne Marques
Marques de
de
ou
employes comme
Commerce ou
ou de
de Fabrique,
Fabrive, les
les
Commerce
Drapeaux
on Ecussons
Ecussons nationaux,
nationaux,
Drapeaux ou

—PAN AMERICAN.
TRADE MARK
AMERICAN.
MARK CONVENTION
CONVENTION-PAN
TRADE

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
AUGUST
1910.

vinciaes
municipaes, as
as figuras
figuras
vinciaes ou
ou municipaes,
immoraes
escandalosas, os
os
ou escandalosas,
immoraes ou
distinctivos
outros tiverem
tiverem
que já
j& outros
distinctivos que
escolhido
on que
que dem
dem lugar
lugar a
a conconescolhido ou
fusao cor
corn outras
outras marcas,
marcas t as
deas defusao
nominacoes
artigos, os
os
de artigos,
geraes de
nominacoes geraes
retratos ou
de pessoas,
pes,soas, sem
sem
ou nomes
nomes de
retratos
permissau expressa,
expressa, e
e qualquer
qualquer
permissao
desenho
sido adoptado
adoptado
que tiver
tiver sido
esenho que
como emblema
emblema por
alguma assoassopor alguma
como
ciaeito
de proteccao
proteceao mutua
ou
mutua ou
ciacao de
humanitaiia.
humanitaria.
Esta prescripgao
prescripcAo regera
sem
regera sem
Esta
prejuizo
que disponha
disponha alegisalegisdo que
prejuizo do
interna de
de cada
cada paiz.
paiz.
lacao interna

provinciaux
les
provinciaux ou
ou municipaux,
municipaux, les
figures
on scandaleuses,
scandaleuses,
immorales ou
fgures immorales
les signes
signes distinctifs
distinctifs deja
déja obtenus
obtenus
les
par
d'autres ou
qui donneraient
ou qui
donneraient
par d'autres
lieu
avec d'autres
d'autres
une confusion
confusion avec
lieu aa, une
Marques, les
denominations g&geMarques,
les denominations
nerales d'articles,
d'articles, les
les portraits
portraits ou
ou
neraIes
noms de
de personnes
leur autoautopersonnes sans
sans leur
noms
risation, et
dessin qui
qui ait
ait été
6et
risation,
et tout
tout dessin
adopte
cornme embleme
par une
une
embleme par
adopte comme
Societe fraternelle
fraternelle ou
ou ayant
ayant un
un
Societ6
but humanitaire.
humanitaire.
but
La
disposition precedente
precedente s'ens'enLa disposition
tendra
sans prejudice
de ce
dont
prejudice de
ce dont
tendra sans
dispose la
legislation interne
interne de
de
dispose
la legislation
chaque pays.
pays.
chaque

ARTIGO
VI
ARTIGO VI

ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

As questOes
se suscitem
suscitem
que se
questoes que
As
sobre
ou
do artigo
artigo ou
sobre prioridade
prioridade do
adopcao
de uma
de CornComuma Marca
Marca de
adopgao de
mercio
ou de
Fabrica, se
se resolresolde Fabrica,
mercio ou
data do
verao
a data
verao tendo
tendo em conta a
registro no
que se
se fizer
fizer oo
em que
no palz
paiz .em
registro
prtmeiro
requerimento.
primeiro requerimento.
ARTIGO
ARTIGO VII
VII
A propriedade
de urea
Mares
uma Marca
propriedade de
A
de
Commercio ou de Fabrica
Fabrica comde Commercio
prehende o
o direito
direito de gozar dos
dos
prehende
de
beneficios da mesma e
e oodireito de
beneficios
ceder a
a sua
propriedade ou
ou o
o seu
seu
sua propriedade
ceder
uso,
ou parcialmente,
parcialmente, de
uso, total
total ou
accordo com
corn a
interns.
a legislacao
legislacao interna.
accordo
-ARTIGO
ARTIGO VIII
VIII
A falsificapio,
ou uso
uso
simulacao ou
falsificaeao, simulacAo
A
indevido
de uma
urna, Mares.
do ComComMarca de
indevido de
mercio
de Fabrica, assim como
mercio ou de
falsa indicacio
indicacao da
da procedencia
procedencia
aa falsa
perseguidos
de
producto, serao perseguidos
de urn
um producto,
pela parte
interessada, de
de accordo
accordo
pela
parte interessada,
corn as
Estado em
em cujo
cujo terterdo Estado
cor
as leis
leis do
ritorio se
se tiver
o deritorio
tiver commettido
commettido o
licto.
Considers-se
parte interescomo parte
Considera-se como
d'este artigo,
effeitos &este
pars os
Os effeitos
sada, para
qualquer productor,
productor, fabricante
ou
fabricante ou
qualquer
que se dedique
commerciante
commerciante quo
aproduccao,
on commercio
commercio
fabrca ou
aproduccao, fabrica
d'esse
producto; ou para
para o
o caso
d'esse producto;
false indicacao
indicacao de
procedencia,
de procedencia,
de falsa
ou que
estiver estabelecido
estabelecido na
na,
ou
que estiver
localidade
falsamente indicada
indicada
localidade falsamente
procedencia on
ou na regiao
regiao
como de procedencia
em qlue
que essa localidade
localidade estiver
situada.
situada.

1689
1689

Les
questions qui
pourraient se
ion o
of
etermination
se peterminet
qui pourraient
Les questions
soulever
suj et
et de
priorito du
du Pr'ty
PrwritY•
de la
la priorite
soulever au
au suj
depot ou
ou adoption
Marque
adoption d'une
d'une Marque
d6pot
de Commerce
Commerce ou
de Fabrique,
ou de
Fabrique,
de
seront
tranchees en
en tenant
tenant compte
compte
seront tranchees
depot dans le pays
pays
de la date
date du dep6t
ob.
60 faite
is premiere
premiere dedofaite la
oh aa ete
mande.
mande.
ARTICLE VII.
ARTICLE
Propertyrigt
rights.
Marque de Propty
La
d'une Marque
propriet d'une
La propriete
Commerce ou
de Fabrique
Fabrique corncomou de
Commerce
prend la
la faculte
faculte de
de joulr
jouir de
de ses
sea
prend
benefices, et
et le
le droit
droit de
de ceder
ceder sa
as
benefices,
propriete
on son
son usage
usage total ou
on
propriet6 ou
partiel, d'accord
d'accord avec
avec is
legislapartiel,
la lgislation
interne.
tion interne.

ARTICLE VIII.
VIII.
ARTICLE
in.
of In.
La
falsification, imitation
r,a secu
m ton of
imitation ou frrinrosetn
La falsification,
usage illicite
d'une Marque
Marque de
de 14'
e
illicite d'une
usage
Commerce
de Fabrique,
ainsi
ou de
Fabrique, ainsi
Commerce on
que la
is fausse
fausse indication
de la
is proproque
indication de
venance d'un
seront
venance
d'un produit, seront
poursuivis par
par la
la partie
partie int&
int6poursuivis
ressee, d'accord
d'accord avec les lois de
ressee,
de
l'Etat
territoire duquel
duquel le
le
l'etat sur
sur le
le territoire
d6lit
delit aura ete commis.
commis
Parties interested.
Est
considere comme
comme partie
partie PartiintOted.
Est consider6
interessee, aux
fins de
article,
interess6e,
aux fins
de cet
cet article,
tout
producteur, fabricant
tout producteur,
fabricant ou
commercant qui
qui s'occupe
de la
is
commercant
s'occupe de
production, fabrication
fabrication ou comproduction,
merce du
dit produit,
ou dans
dans le
merce
du dit
produit, ou
le
cas de
proindication de procas
de fausse
fausse indication
venance,
venance, celui
celui qui eat
est etabli
etabli dans
indiquee
la localite
localite faussement
faussement indiqu6e
comme lieu
de provenance
provenance ou
ou
comme
lieu de
oil est
eat situ6e
situee
bien dans
dans la
la region
r6gion oh
ladite
localit.
ladite localite.
en

1(90
1690
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Hinting
Annulment
of
of munnulment
trade mark
s.o-

Procedure.
Proedure.

ARTIGO
IX
ARTIGO IX

ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE

alquer pessoa
pessoa de
de um
um dos
dos
Qualquer
Estados
signatarios podere,
Estados signatarios
podera pedir
pedir
e
obter, em
em qualquer
qualquer dos
dos outros
e obter,
outros
Estados,
judicial
Estados, da
da autoridade
autoridade judicial
e,ompetente,
annullavrto do
do rerecompetente, a
a annullacao
gistro
uma Marca
Marca de
de ComCoragistro de
de uma
mercio
de Fabrica,
Fabrica, quando
quando
mercio on
ou de
tiver
requerido o
o registro
registro d'essa
d'essa
tiver requerido
Marca
de qualquer
Marca ou
ou de
qualquer outra
outra que
que
se
puder confundir
confundir n'esse
se puder
n'esse Estado
corn
aquella cuja
decorn aquella
cuja amuillactio
annullaao desejar,
sejar, provando:
provando:

registrada no
d) que
que aaMarca
Marca registrada
nao
foi usada on
ou empregada
empregada pela
pela pespessoa que a
on pelo
seu
a registrou
registrou ou
polo seu
representante legal d,entro
representante
dentro do
prazo que marquem
marquem as leis do
Estado em que se
tiver verificado
verificado
se tiver
o
o registro.
registro.

Toutepersonne
ressortissante
Toute personne ressortissante
d'un des
tats signataires
signataires pourra
pouiTa
d'un
des Etats
solliciter
et obtenir,
obtenir, dans
dans n'imsolliciter et
porte
lequel des
autres ]tats,
Rtats, par
par
porte lequel
des autres
devant
l'autorito judiciaire
judiciaire comcoindevant lautorit6
petente,
de 1'enl'enp6tente, l'annulation
l'annulation de
registrement
d'une Marque
Marque de
de
registrement d'une
Commerce
ou de
de Fabrique,
lorsFabrique, lorsCommerce ou
qu'elle
aura demande
demande l'enregis'enregisqu'elle aura
trement
Indite Marque
ou
trement de
de ladite
Marque ou
d'une
autre quelconque
quelconque qui
qui puisse
puisse
d'une autre
se
confondre, dans
dans ledit
ledit Rtat,
Etat,
se confondre,
avec celles
cellos dont
dont 1'annulation
l'annulation inavec
teresse, devant
devant prouver
pour ces
prouver pour
ces
teresse,
fins:
fins:
a) Que
dont il
il sola)
Que la
la Marque,
Marque, dont
licite l'enregistrement,
'6 ememlicite
'enregistrement, aa 61
ete
ployee ou
ou mise
mise en
en usage
usage dans
dans le
le
ployee
pays anterieurement
anterieurement a
a l'emploi
pays
1'emploi
on usage
la Marque
enregisou
usage de
de la
Marque enregistree
in personne
personne qui
qui obtint
obtint
tree par
par la
l'enregistrement ou par celui ou
on
l'enregistrement
ceux de qui elle l'a
revue;
ceux
1'a revue;
Que in
aurait
b) Que
la personne
personne qui aurait
sollicitel'enregistrement de
1
aMar
sollicit6l'enregistrement
delaMar
que dont
que
dont on poursuit l'annulation,
a
en connaissance
connaissance de
propriete,
a eu
de la propriete,
emploi ou
ou usage
usage de
de la
la Marque
Marque du
du
emploi
solliciteur dans
dans n'importe lequel
lequel
soiliciteur
des
pays signataires,
signataires, ant6rieureanterieuredes pays
ment a
a l'emploi ou usage
usage de la
in
Marque
Marque enregistree
cnregistree par in
la perpersonae qui obtint
obtint l'onregistrel'enregistresonne
ment, ou
on par
par celui
celui ou
ment,
ou ceux de qui
qui
elle
l'aurait recue;
revue;
elle l'aurait
c)
in personne
c) Que la
personne ayant
ayant enregistre In
n'avait aucun
aucun
registr6
la Marque
Marque n'avait
droit
propriete, usage
droit aa in
la propriete,
usage ou
ou
emploi
in Marque
Marque enregistree
emploi de la
enregistree
in date
son depot;
a la
date de
de son
depot;
d) Que la Marque
Marque enregistree
enregistree
n'aurait
Luise en usage ou
on
n'aurait pas ete mise
ay-ant
employee par la personne ayant
obtenu l'enregistrement
enregistrement ou
ou par
son
avant-droit, dans
dans le
le delai
son avant-droit,
delai
indique
par les
lois de
de l'Etat
l'ntat oil
indique par
les lois
oi
l'enregistreraent.
aurait eu
eu lieu
lieu l'enregistrement.

ARTIGO X.

ARTICLE X.

Os Nomes
commerciaes, sera
.
°
serao
Os
Nomes commerciaes,
protegidos em
todos os
protegidos
em todos
Estados
os Estados
da Uniao, sem
obrigan de
sem obrigacao
de dedeposito ou registro, formem
posit°
ou
formem ou
nao
na
o parte de uma Marca
Marca de FaCommercio.
brica ou
on de Coramercio.

designations commerciales
commerciales
Les designations
seront protegees
protegees dans
dims tous les
les
Etats
obligation
Etats de lUnion, sans
sans obligation
de
de depot
dep6t ou d'enregistrement,
d'enregistrement,
fassent on
non partie
qu'elles fassent
ou non
d'une
Marque de
de Fabrique
Fabrique ou
on de
de
d'une Marque
Commerce.
Commerce.

a) que a
a Marca
Mama cujo registro
pede, foi
foi empregada
pede,
empregada ou
ou usada
usada
dentro
palz, anteriorrnente
ao
dentro do
do paiz,
anteriormente ao
emprego
on uso
Marca regisregisemprego ou
uso da
da Marca
trada
pelo requerente
requerente ou
on por
trada pelo
por
aquae ou
de quem
quem a
a
aquelle
ou aquelles
aquelles de
adquirio;
adquirio;
b)
que registrou
registrou a
a
que a
a pessoa
pessoa que
b) que
Marca cuja annullacao
amiullavii° se
se prepreMarca
tende,
tende, tinha conhecimento
conhecimento da
da
propriedade, emprego
emprego on
uso da
propriedade,
ou uso
da
Marca
requerente em
em cualcualMarca do requerente
quer
quer dos
dos Estados
Estados signatarios,
signatarios, anteriormente ao emprego
emprego ou uso
teriormente
Marca registrada
registrada pelo
mesmo
da Marca
pelo mesmo
requerente
requerente ou
ou por aquelle
aquelle on
ou
aquelles de
de quem
quem aa adquirio;
adquirio;
c) que
c)
que a
a pessoa
pessoa que
que registrou
registrou
nao
tinha direito
direito a
a propriedade,
propriedade,
nao tinha
uso
uso ou
ou emprego
emprego da Marca
Marca registrada na data do
trada
do registro;
registro;

Commercial names
prot-^^ witl'hotut
protected
without reg
registration.

itrato.

AUGUST
20, 1910.
AUGUST 20,
1910.

TRADE
MARK CONVENTION—PAN
AMERICAN.
CONVENTION-PAN AMERICAN.
TRADE MARK
ARTIGO XI.
XI.
ARTIGO

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
1910.
AUGUST

ARTICLE XI.
ARTICLE

Aux fins
indiquees dans
dans le
le
fins indiquees
Aux
Para os
indicados no preos fins
fins indicados
Para
Traite, il est constituee
present Traite,
constituee
sente
constitue-se uma present
Tratado constitue-se
sente Tratado
une Union
Union des
AmoriNations Am6rides Nations
Uniao
das Nacoes
Americanas, une
NaSces Americanas,
Uniao das
fonctionnera au
laquelle fonctionnera
caines, laquelle
que
de caines,
por meio
meio de
ue funccionara,
funccionara por
deux Bureaux, etablis,
de deux
dues
establecidas moyen
moyen do
Secretarias, establecidas
duas Secretaries,
dans la
Ville de La
La Havane
la Ville
l'un dans
uma na
Havana eeoutra
outra Pun
cidade de Havana
na cidade
uma
et Pautre
dans celle
cello de
Rio de
de
de Rio
l'autre dans
na do
do Rio
Rio de Janeiro,
Janeiro, relacionadas
relacionadas et
na
Janeiro,
etant en
en complete
complete corcorJaneiro, 6tant
entre
si.
entre Si.
relation entre
entre eux.
eux.
relation
ARTIGO
ARTIGO XII.
As
Secretaries internacionaes
internacionaes
As Secretarias
terao as
as seguintes
attribuicoes:
seguintes attribuicees:
terao
1.° Annotar
Annoter os
os attestados
attestados de
de
1.°
propriedades
Marcos de Fade Marcas
propriedades de
brie aee de
forem
que forem
Commercio que
de Commereio
brica
dados por
por algum
algum dos Estados
dados
sign
at arios.
signatarios.
2.° Registrar
Registrar quantas informainforms2.0
ceies
dados se
rela,cionem cor
corn a
a
se relacionem
e dados
coes e
proteceito
propriedade intelproteccao da propriedade
lectual
e publical-os
e industrial, e
lectual e
circular nas
Nacoes da
nas Nacdes
eefa,zel-os
fazel-os circular
Uniao, como
como tambem
ministrar
tambem ministrar
Uniao,
qualquer informacgo
informacao especial
especial que
qualquer
materia.
necessitar sobre a,a materia.
se necessitar
3.°
divulo estudo
estudo eedivulPromover o
3.0 Promover
a
gacrio das
das questoes
relativas a
questoes relatives
gacao
protecctio da
propriedade inda propriedade
proteccao
tellectual
industrial, publicando
e industrial,
tellectual e
para esse
esse fim
revistas
ou mais revistas
uma ou
fim ulna
para
officiaes, nas
en.serirao
nas quaes se enserirao
officiaes,
inteiro ou resumidos, os docupor inteiro
mentos
autoridades dos
que as autoridades
mentos quo
Estados signatarios
signatarios enviarem
enviarem a
Estados
Secret aria.
Secrotaria.
referidos EsOs Governos dos referidos
remetcomprometten-se a
a rennettados comprometten-se
ter, as
Secretaries Internacionaes
Internacionaes
ter,
iis Secretarias
Arnericanas as publicacoes
publicacoes ofAmericanas
declarafieiaes quo
que contiverem declareficiaes
cOes de
de rcgistro
registro de A'larms,
nomes
Marcas, nomes
ces
commerciaes e
de papaconcessoes de
e concessoes
cominerciaes
assirn como
come
privilegios, assim
tentes, de privilegios,
as
sentencas de
nullidade de
de nullidade
as sentencas
Marcas ou Patentes, dadas pelos
seus respectivos
respectivos Tribunaes.
Tribunaes.
seus
4° Communicar
Governos
aos Governos
Communicar aos
4.°
dos
Estados da
Uniao qualquer
qualquer
dos Estados
da Uniao
obstaculo que
difficuldade
difficuldade ou obstaculo
a efficaz
se
retarder a
efficaz
se oppozer
oppozer ou retardar
Convencao.
apphcacao d'esta
&este Convencao.
appllcaao

1691
1691

International bubuInternational

reaus established at
reaus
Habana and
and Rio
Rio de
de
Jabana
Janeiro.

ARTICLE XII.
ARTICLE
Duties of bureaus.

Les
Bureaux Internationaux
Internationaux Dutes o bureaus.
Les Bureaux
seront
charges des
fonctions suisuides fonctions
seront charges
vantes:
vantes:
i
Registry
Registry of all cer1.°
jour un
tin Registre
Registre tificates issued.
Tenir a
k jour
1.0 Tenir
des certificats
propriete de
certificats de proprieto
des
Marques
de Fabrique
Fabrique et de ComMarques de
merce,
accord& par
par l'un
l'un quelquelmerce, accordes
conque
des Etats
signataires.
Etats signataires.
conque des
Collection and report
2.° Reunir
toutes
informa- of data.
informaReunir toutes
2.°
tions et
qui aient
aient
et renseignements
renseignements qui
tions
rapport
la
protection de la
la protection
rapport a la
propriete
induret indurintellectuelle et
propriete intellectuelle
trielle t les
publier et organises
organises
les publier
trielle,
lour
circulation dans
Nations
les Nations
dans les
leur circulation
de l'Union,
egalement
l'Union, fournir egalement
de
toutes les
les informations
informations sp6ciales
speccales
toutes
que
cellos-ei solliciteraient
solliciteraient sur la
que celles-ci
matiere.,
matibre.
Publication, etc.
3.°0 Organiser
Organiser l'etude
et la
la vulvul- Pubieatio, etc
1'6tude et
3.
relatives
garisation
garisation des questions relatives
la protection
propriete
la propriete
protection de la
a la
intellectuelle et
industrielle, en
en
et industrielle,
intellectuelle
publiant dans ce
ce but une
line ou
publiant
plusieurs Revues
officielles, dans
Revues officielles,
plusieurs
lesquelles
totainseres, en toteseront inseres,
lesquelles seront
lite ou
résumé, les documents
documents
en resume,
ou en
lite
envoyes au
au Bureau
autoBureau par les autoenvoy6s
to
signataires.n
rites des
des Etats signataires.
Information to be
,
..
Information
.
Les
Gouvernements des
des dits
dits furnished.
Les Gouvernements
Etats
Pengagement de
de
prennent l'engagenent
ltats prennent
rernettre aux
InternaBureaux Interneaux Bureaux
remettre
tionaux
tionaux Arnericains,
Americains, les publications
qui contiennent
contiennent
tions officielles
officielles qui
des
d'enregistrernent
declarations d'enregistrement
des declarations
de
designations comcomMarques, designations
de Marques,
merciales
concessions de papamerciales et
et concessions
privileges, de meme
memo que
quo
tentes, de privileges,
les
de nullit6
nullite de marmarles sentences
sentences de
de patentes, prononcees
prononcees
ques ou
ou depatentes,
respectifs.
par leurs Tribunaux
Tribunaux respectifs.
Communicate obstaCommunicacbsta4.° Communiquer
aux GouGou- cles
Communiquer aux
4.°
of operation.
f peraion.
1'Uniones
vernements
des Etats
Etats de
de l'
Union
vernements des
obstacle qui
lifficulte ou
ou obstacle
toute difficulte
s'oppose
on retarde
application
s'oppose ou
retarde P
1'application
efficace
cette Convention
Convention
efficace de cette

1692
1692

TRADE
CONVENTION—PAN AMERICAN.
TRADE MARK
MARK CONVENTION-PAN
AMERICAN.

5.0 Contribuir cor
5°
corn os Governos
dos
para a
dos Estados
Estados signatarios
signatarios para
a
preparacao de
Conferencras Inpreparagao
de Conferencias
Intenracionae,s para
estudo de
de
ternacionaes
para o
o estudo
legislacoes
relativas a
legislacoes relativas
a propriedade
propriedade
industrial
industrial ee reformas
reformas que
que conconvier
regamem da
da
vier introduzir
introduzir no
no regimem
Unido
nos tratados
tratados vigentes
vigentes
Uniao ou
ou nos
sobre
das mesraas.
sobre proteccdo
proteccao das
mesmas. Os
Os
Directores
terao o
Directores das
das Secretarias
Secretarias terao
o
direito
de assistir
sessoes das
das
direito de
assistir as
as sessoes
Conferencias, corn
sem
Conferencias,
com voz,
voz, mas
mas sem
voto.
voto.
Yearly reports.
Yearly
reports.
6. Apresentar
Apresentar aos Governos
6.°
Governos
de Cuba
de
Unidos do
do
Cuba e
e dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Brasil, relacoes
relacifies annuaes
dos traannuaes dos
trabalhos
realizados, coramunicandobalhos realizados,
communicandoos,
Governos
os, so
ao mesmo
mesmo tempo,
tempo, ass
aos Governos
de
Estados da
da
de todos
todos os outros
outros Estados
Uniao.
Uniao. Mutual
Mutual exchanges
7.0 Iniciar
relaces
' hang's- 7.°
Iniciar ee manter relacoes
corn
Secretarias analogas
analogas e
corn
corn Secretarias
e cor
Socicdades eé Instituicoes
Sociedades
Instituicoes scionscientificas
pertificas ee industriaes
industriaes para
para a
a .permuta de
publicacoes, relatorios
relatonos ee
muta
de publicacoes,
dados
progress°
dados quo
que tendam
tendam so
ao progresso
do &reit°
propriedade
direito da propriedadeindusAssistance
protecAssistant* in
in P
ratea-

Uwe legislation_

Inrestigatlon of failures
toto
recognize
unes
rcognze regisrgis.

tration.

trat ion.

Cooperation.
Cooperation.

trial.

os casos
cases em
em que
que
Investigar os
8,° Investig_ar
as
de Fabrica
as Marcas
Marcus de
Fabrica ou
de ComComou de
mercio ee os
mercio
o Modelos
Modelos
os Desenhos
Desenhos o
Industriaes
Industriaes nao tiverem side
sido rereconhecidos
conhecidos ou registrados, de
de
accordo cor
corn esta
eats Convened°,
accordo
Convencao,
por
autoridade,s de
de algum
algum dos
por autoridades
dos
Estados
Estados da
communicando
da Unido,
Uniao, communicando
os factos ee informando
as razoes
razoes
informando as
allegadas
Governs do
de
allegadas as
ao Governo
do pa1z
paiz de
engem
interessados.
origem eeaos interessados.
9.°-Cooperar,como
9.°—Cooperar,
corns agentes
agentes dos
dos
Governos das Naeoes
signatarias,
Nacoes signatarias,
junto as autoridades
autoridades respectivas,
respectivas,
para o
o melhor desempenho
para.
desempenho de
de
qualquer gestic)
tiver por
por
gestao que tiver
objeto promover
promover ou
ou realizar
realizar os
os
Convencao.
fins d'esta Convencao.
Q.

0

ARTIGO
ARTIGO XIII.
XIII.
aBureau.
A
A Secretaria
Secretaria estabelecida
estabelecida na
na
cidade de Havana tera a
a seu
cargo os registos das
Mamas
das Marcas
de Commercio
Fabrica que
Commercio ee de Fabrics
que
procedam
procedam dos Estados
Unidos
Estados Unidos
de America,
America, Mexico,
Mexico, Cuba,
Cuba, Haiti,
Haiti,
Republica
Republica Dominicana,
Dorainicana, El
El SalvaSalvador, Honduras,
Honduras, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Costa
Costa
Rica, Guatemala
Guatemala eePanama.
Panama.

Flabana Bureau.
ib-na in charge

tTerritory

f.

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
1910.
AUGUST

5.° Contribuer
avec les
5.°
Contribuer avec
les GouGouvernements des
des Rtats
vernements
Itats signataires,
signataires,
a,
preparation de
de Conferences
a la
la preparation
Conferences
Internationales, pour
l'etude de
de
Internationales,
pour l'etude
legislations
relatives a
ala
la propriete
legislations relatives
propri6t6
industrielle et
et des
des r6formes
reformes qu'il
qu'il
industrielle
convient d'introduire
d'introduire dans
dans le
le
convient
regime
de 1'Union
l'Union ou
ou dans
dans les
les
regime de
Trait&
en vigeur
vigour pour
pour leur
leur proproTraites en
tection. Les
Les Directeurs
Directeurs des
des BuButection.
reaux
auront le
le droit
droit d'assister
reaux auront
d'assister
aux Seances
des Conferences,
Conferences,
aux
Seances des
avec voix
consultative seulement.
seulement.
avec
voix consultative
6.° Presenter
aux Gouverne6.°
Presenter aux
Gouvernements
Cuba et
et des
des Etats
Rtats Urns
ments de Cuba
Unis
du Br6sil,
Bresil, des
annuels
du
des rapports
rapports annuels
sur
et les
sur les
les travaux
travaux effectues,
effectues, et
les
communiquer en
en mAme
memo temps
communiquer
temps
aux Gouvernements
Gouvernements de
de tons
thus les
les
aux
Ptats
de l'Union.
Etats de
1'Union.
7.° Creer
Creer et
at conserver
conserver des
des relarela7.°
tions avec
avec des
des Bureaux
analogues
tions
Bureaux analogues
et
at avec des
Societes et
et InstituInstitudes Soci6ets
Scientifiques et
Industrielles
tions Scientifiques
et Industrielles
pour
publications,
pour l'echange
1'echange de
de publications,
informations
et renseignements
renseignements
informations et
qui
aient trait
trait au
an progras
du droit
droit
qui aient
progres du
de
de la proprieto
propriete mdustrielle.
industrielle.
8.°
Rechercher les
les cas
cas oh
oh les
les
8.° Rechercher
Marques
de Fabrique
et de
de ComMarques de
Fabrique et
Commerce, les Dessins
Dessins et
et Modeles
Modeles
industriels n'auraient
n'auraient pas
industriels
pas 60
ete
reconnus et
reconnus
et enregistres,
enregistr6s, cl'accord
d'accord
avec
cette Convention,
Convention, par
les
avec cette
par les
ftutorites
de l'un
l'un quelconque
des
autorites de
quelconque des
Rtats de
de l'Union,
l'Union, communiquer
Etats
communiquer
les
faits et
et les
les raisons
raisons allegues
les faits
all6gues au
au
Gouvernement
Gouvernement du pays
d'origine
pays d'origine
et aux
interesses.
et
aux interesses.
9.°
Cooperer comme
comme agents
des
9.° Coop6rer
agents des
Gouvernements
Gouvernements des
Nations signasignades Nations
taires,
par devant
devant les
les autorites
taires, par
autorites
respectives,
parfait fonctionnefonctionnerespectives, au parfait
ment de
toute gestion
gestion qui
aurait
ment
de toute
qui aurait
pour but de
de provoquer
provoquer ou
de
pour
ou de
realiser
realiser les
de cette
cette ConConles fins de
vention.
vention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII.
XIII.
Le Bureau
Bureau installe
installe dans
dans la
Is
Le
de la
la Havane
Havane aura
aura aa sa
sa
Ville de
charge
charge les registres
registres des
des Marques
Marques
Commerce et
et de
de Fabrique
Fabrique
de Commerce
provenant
des
Rtats
Unis
provenant
des
Etats
Unis
d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, du
du Mexique,
Mexique, de
de
Cuba, d'Haiti,
d'Halti, de
de la
la Republique
Republique
Cuba,
Dominicaine, du Salvador,
Dominicaine,
du
Salvador, du
Honduras, de
de Nicaragua,
de
Honduras,
Nicaragua, de
Costa-Rica, du
Costa-Rica,
du Guatemala
de
Guatemala et
et de
Panama.
Panama.

TRADE
CONVENTION—PAN AMERICAN.
AMERICAN.
TRADE MARK
MARK CONVENTION-PAN
A
A Secretaria
Secretaria estabelecida
estabelecida na
na
cidade
de Janeiro
cidade do
do Rio
Rio de
Janeiro tera
tera a
a
seu cargo
cargo os
das Marcas
Marcas
seu
os registros
registros das
de
Fabrica proprode Commercio
Commercio ee de
de Fabrica
cedentes
Uruguay,
cedentes do
do Brasil,
Brasil, Uruguay,
Argentina,
Argentina, Paraguay,
Paraguay, Bolivia,
Bolivia,
Chile,
Perti, Equador,
Equador, Venezuela
Venezuela
Chile, Per,
e
e Colombia.
Colombia.

AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.
AUGUST
1910.

Rio de
Le
install
dans
Rio
de Janeiro.
Janeiro.charge
Le Bureau
Bureau installe
dans la
is Territory
Territory in
in charge
of.
Ville
de
Rio
de
Janeiro
aura
a
Ville de Rio de Janeiro aura a of.
sa
les registres
sa charge
charge les
registres de
de Marques
Marques
de Commerce
de
Commerce et
et de
de Fabrique
Fabrlque
provenant
provenant du Bresil,
Bresil, de
de l'Uru1'Uruguay, de
de l'Argentine,
du ParaParaguay,
1'Argentine, du
ay, de
de la
Bolivie, du
du Chili,
Chili, du
du
guay,
la Bolivie,
erou, de
PRquateur, de
de VenePerou,
de l'Equateur,
V6nezuela et
de la
is Colombie.
Colombie.
zuela
et de

ARTIGO XIV.
XIV.
ARTIGO

ARTICLE XIV.
ARTICLE
XIV.

As duas
Secretarias InternaInternaAs
duas Secretarias
cionaes sera°
come
cionaes
serao consideradas
consideradas como
urna
e, para
para os
os effeitos
effeitos da
uma so;
s6; e,
da uniunificacao dos
registros, fica
fica estabeestabeficacao
dos registros,
lecido:
lecido:
a): que
que as
as duas
a):
duas facam
facam suas
suas
annotaceies
em Evros
iguaes, e
annotacoes em
livros iguaes,
e
tenham
igual contabilidade,
contabilidade, adoptenham igual
adoptando
identico systema;
tando identico
systema;
b):
semanalmente se
se rereb): que
que semanalmente
mettam reciprocamente,
reciprocamente copias
copies
mettam
requerimentOs, regisregisde todos os
os requerimentos,
tros , commumeacoes
mais docudocutros,
communicaqoes e
e mais
mentos que
que se
se referirem
so recomentos
referirem ao
reconheeimento dos
dos direitos
dos propronhecimento
direitos dos
prietatios.
prietarios.

deux Bureaux
Bureaux InternatioInternatioLes deux
naux
consideres comme
naux seront
seront consideres
comme no
ne
formant qu'un
qu'un seul,
aux fins
fins
formant
seul, et,
et, aux
de
l'unification des
des Registres,
Registres, il
est
de l'unification
il est
dispose:
dispose:
a) Que
Quo les
les deux
deux Bureaux
aient
a)
Bureaux aient
des
livres semblables
semblables et
et la
la meme
des livres
meme
comptabilite,
d'un systeme
systeme idenidencomptabilit6, d'un
tique.
tique.
b)
Que chaque
chaque semaine
semaine ils
ils
b) Que
fassent
l'echange reciproque
des
fassent l'echange
reciproque des
copies
toutes les
demandes,
copies de
de toutes
les demandes,
enregistrements,
communications
enregistrements, communications
et sutras
documents qui
qui aient
went
et
autres documents
is reconnaissance
reconnaissance des
des
trait aa la
des auteurs
ou des
des proprodroits des
auteurs ou
prietaires.
prietaires.

ARTIGO
ARTIGO XV.
XV.

ARTICLE XV.
XV.
ARTICLE

As
As Secretarias
Secretarias Internacionaes
Internacionaes
se
por urn
so regularegulase regerio
regerao por
um s6
mento, redigido
redigido de
conformidade
mento,
de conformidade
pelos Governos
Governos das
Republicas
das Republicas
Unidos
de Cuba ee dos Estados
Estados Unidos
approvado por
do Brasil,
Brasil, eeapprovado
por todos
todos
os outros
outros Estados
os
Estados signatarios.
signatarios.
Os
das despezas
despezas
Os orcamentos
orcamentos das
seriio
approvados por
esses GoGoserao approvados
por esses
vernos
os
vernos o
e custeados
custeados por
por todos
todos os
signatarios em
Estados signatarios
em proporcao
proporcao
ioualá
i ual a estabelecida
estabelecida pelt
pela Secretaria
Secretaria
Internacional
Republicas
fnternacional
das Republicas
Americanas
em Washington;
Washington; ee
Americanas em
para isso, essas Secretarias
para
Secretarias serao
sera°
ffscalizadas
fscalizadas pelos
pelos Governos
Governos em
em
cujos
cujos paizes tiverem
sua sede.
tiverem aa sua
s6de.

Les Bureaux
Bureaux -Internationaux
-Internationaux
seront regis
par un
memo RBgleRegleseront
regis par
un meme
ment,
ref:lige d'accord
d'accord par
par les
les
ment, redige
Gouvernements
des Republiques
Republiques
Gouvernements des
et des
des Etats
de Cuba et
Etats Unis
Unis du
Bresil,
tons les
Bresil, et
et approuvé
approuv6 .par
par tous
les
au
tres E
tats signattures.
autres
Etats
signataires.
des dcpenscs
d6penses
Les budgets
budgets des
seront approuves
par les
les dits
dits
seront
approuv6s par
Gouverncments et aliment&
Gouvernements
alimentes par
par
toss
tous les
les Etats
Etats signataires
signataires dans
dans
me proportion
proportion 6gale
egale a celle
celle qu'a
qu'a
une
etablie le
le Bureau
6tablie
Bureau International
International
des
des Republiques
R6publiques Americaines
Am6ricaines a
Washington,
Washington, et
ce sujet,
ces
et ia ce
sujet, ces
Bureaux
Bureaux seront
seront sous le
le controle
contr6le
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements des
des pays
pays oh
ou
its
ont leur
ils ont
leur siege.
siege.
Bureaux Internationaux
Les Bureaux
Internationaux
pourront adopter les
les Reglements
Reglements
pourront
mternes
jugeront convenainternes qu'ils
qu'ils jugeront
convenables pour
pour l'accomplissement
Faccomplissement de
de ce
ce
bles
qui
dans cette
cette Conqui est stipule
stipule dans
Convention, si toutefois
vention,
toutefois ils
ils ne
ne sent
sont
pas en contradiction
contradiction avec
les
avec les
termes
celle-ci.
termes de
de celle-ci.

As
Secretarias Internacionaes
As Secretarias
Internacionaes
poderdo adoptar
adoptar os
os Regulamenpoderao
Regulameninternos que
que julprem
tos internos
julgarem conveconvenientes para cumprimento
mentes
cumprimento de
de esestipulado
tipulado n'esta
n'esta Convened°,
Convencao, eoncontanto
tan to que taes regulamentos
regulamentos esteestegem de accordo corn
cor os
os terraos
termos da
da
mesmna.
naesma.

1693
1693

Amounting, etc.
etc.
Accounting,

Regulations.
Regulations.

Budgets,
RBudgets,

Proced Lre.
Proced

1694
1694
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otbu-

Organizations
Organisations
of buus
reaus.
rea .

Former treaties
Former
be
superseded.
be superseded.

to
to

Transmittal of ratifiTransmittalofratifl.
anions or adhesions.

Withdrawals.
withdrawals.

signatures.
^-:miturps.

AUGUST
1910.
AUGUST 20,
20, 1910.

ARTIGO XVI.
XVI.
ARTIGO

ARTICLE XVI.
XVI.
ARTICLE

O
de
Governos das
OsSGovernos
das Republicas
Republicas de
Cuba ee dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Cuba
Unidos de
de
Brasil
as Secretarias
Secretarias
Brasil organizarao
organizarao as
da
Internacional, de
de accoraccorda Uniao
Uniao Internacional,
do
corn oo estipulado,
estipulado, logo
logo quo
for
do cor
que for
ratificada esta
ratificada
esta Convencao
Convencao pelas
pelas
duas tercas
tercas partes,
partes, polo
menos,
duas
pelo menos,
das Nacoes
pertencentes a
a cads
das
Nacoes pertencentes
cada
grupo.
gru2°ao sera
necessario
estabelecer
ser
rNao
necessario estabelecer
simultane,amente as
as duas
duas SecreSecresimultaneamente
tarias,
podendo installar-se
tarias, podendo
installar-se uma
uma
so
se houver
numero, já
s6 se
houver o
o numero,
ja indiindicado,
cado, de
de Nac,oes
Naoes signatarias.
signatarias.

Les
Gouvernements des
des RepuRepuLes Gouvernements
de Cuba
Cuba et
et des
des Etats
Rtats lfnis
Unis
bliques de
du Br6sil,
Bresil, procederont
l'orgadu
procederont aa l'organisation
des Bureaux
l'Union
nisation des
Bureaux de
de 1'Union
Internationale, d'accord
d'accord avec
ce
Internationale,
avec ce
qui est
est stipule,
aussitot que
quo cette
cette
qui
stipule, aussit6t
Convention sera
sera ratifiee
ratifiee par
par les
les
Convention
deux
tiers, an
Nations
deux tiers,
au moms,
moins, des
des Nations
appartenant
chaque groupe.
groupe.
appartenant aachaque
Ii no
sera pas
necessaire d'orII
ne sera
pas n6cessaire
d'organiser
simultanement les
les deux
ganiser simultanement
deux
Bureaux;
on pourra
pourra en
en installer
installer
Bureaux; on
1m
aussitot qu'il
qu'il y
y aura
aura le
le
un soul
seul aussit6t
nombre indique
de Nations
nombre
indique de
Nations signasignataires.
taires.

ARTIGO XVII.
ARTIGO
XVII.

ARTICLE
XVII.
ARTICLE XVII.

Os tratados sobre Marcas
Marcas de
de
Commercio ou
Fabrica anteanteou de Fabrica
riormente
entre os
os
riormente celebrados
celebrados entre
Estados
signatarios, serao
sera° substisubstiEstados signatarios,
tuidos
esta Convencao,
Convencao, desde
desde
tuidos por
por esta
A
da sus
ratific,acao, quanto
quanto
a data da
sua ratificacao,
as relacpes
As
relacOes entre esses
oases Estados.

Les
les Marques
Marques de
de
Les Traites
Trait6s sur
sur les
Commerce et
de Fabrique
Fabrique etablis
Commerce
et de
etablis
a.ntiriem•ement entre
les Etats
Etats
ant6rieurement
entre les
signataires,
signataires, seront remplaces
remplaces par
par
cette Convention,
Convention, ah partir
partir de
la
cette
de la
de sa
sa ratification,
ratification, pour
pour ce
ce
date de
qui est
est des
des relations
les dits
qui
relations entre
entre les
dits
Etats.
Etats.

ARTIGO
ARTIGO XVIII.
XVIII.

ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.
ARTICLE

ratificacao ou
A ratificacao
ou adhesoes
A
adhesties das
das
Nacoes Americanas
Nacees
Americanas a
a esta
esta ConConvencao serao
vencao
serde communicadas
communicadas ao
ao
Governo
Govern() da Republica
Republica Argentina,
Argentina,
que as farA
fara saber
os outros
saber a
a todos
todos os
outros
Estados da
do, Uniao.
ITniao. Essas
cornEstados
Essas communicacSes
rnunicacoes farao
farao as vezes
vezes de
de
permuta.
permuta.

ou les
les adhesions
adhesions
La ratification
ratification ou
des Nations
des
Nations Americaines
cette
Americaines ah cette
Convention,
Convention, seront
seront communicommuniquees
Gouvernement de
la
qu6es an
au Gouvernement
de la
Republique
Argentine, lequel
loquel en
en
Republique Argentine,
donnera
connaissanco h
thus los
los
donnera connaissance
a tous
pays
pays do l'Union. Ces communicommunications
d'echange.
cations serviront d'6change.

ARTIGO XIX.
ARTIGO

ARTICLE XIX.
ARTICLE
XIX.

O Estado signatario,
0
signatario, que
quo julgar
julgar
conveniente desligar --se d'esta
conveniente
d'esta
Convencao,
Convened°, oo fait
fart saber
saber so
ao GoGoverno da Repubica Argentina,
Argentina,
vern°
que o
que
communicara aos
aos outros
o communicara
outros
Estados da Uniao,
Uniao, e, um
um anno
anno
depois de recebida aa communidepths
communicacao respectiva,
respectiva, cessarA
cessara a
a vivigencia
genets, d'esta
d'esta Convencao,
Convencao, relatiao Estado quo
que a
vamente so
a tiver
tiver
denunciado.
denunciado.
Em le
fe do que,
Plenipotenquo, os Plenipotenciarios e
e Delegados
Delegados assignam
assignam a
a
presente Convened°
poem n'ella
Convencao eepoem
n'ella
o Sello
Quarta C,onferencia
o
Selo da Quarts
Conferencia
Internacional
Americana.
Internacional Americana.

L'Etat signataire
signataire qui
qui croirait
croirait
L'Rtat
avantageLx de se
avantageux
se delier
delier de
de
cette Convention,
le fera
fera savoir
savoir
Convention, le
au Gouvernement
an
Gouvernement de
de is
Repula Republique
blique Argentine,
qui en
en tera
bra
Argentine, qui
communication aux
communication
aux autres
autres ntats
Etats
de
l'Union, et
et une
une annee
annee apres
apres la
de l'Union,
la
reception
de is
reception de
la communition
communition
respective,
respective, cette
cette Convention
Convention cescessera
pour 1'Etat
sera d'etre
d'être en vigueur pour
l'Rtat
qui
l'aurait d6nonc6e.
denoncee.
qui l'aurait
de quoi,
les PlenipoPlenipoEn foi de
quoi, les
tentiaires et D6elgues
tentiaires
Delegues signent
signent Is
la
presente Convention
presente
Convention et
y appoet v
apposent
sceau de
de la
is Quatrieme
Quatrieme
sent le
le sceau
Conference
Conference Internationale
Internationale Am&
Americaine.
ricaine.
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Feito eeassignado
cidade de
assignado na cidade
Feito
Buenos Aires,
Aires, aos
dias do
do
vinte dias
aos vinte
Buenos
mez de
mil novecentos
novecentos
de mil
Agosto de
de Agosto
mez
em hespanhol,
hespanhol, portuguez,
portuguez,
dez, em
ee dez,
inglez e
ao
entregue no
frances, ee entregue
e frances,
inglez
Ministerio das
das Relacoes
Relacees ExterioExterioMinisterio
res da
Argentina, para
Republica Argentina,
da Republica
res
qua
se tirem
copias authenticadas,
authenticadas,
tirem copias
que se
que
sera() enviadas,
enviadas, pela
pela via diplodiploque serao
matica,
cada um
um dos
Estados
dos Estados
a cada
matica, a
signatarios.
signatarios.
PELOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS
PELOS
AMERICA:
AMERICA:

UNIDOS
UNEDOS

Fait
et signe
Buenos Aires
Aires le
le
a6Buenos
signe a
Fait et

jour du
d'Ao fit de
mois d'Aoft
du mois
vingtieme jour
mil neuf
neuf cent
dix, en
en espagnol,
espagnol,
cent dix,
mil
anglais
et
francais, et
et francais,
portugais, et
anglais portugais,
depose
Ministere des
Affaires
des Affaires
au Ministere
d6pos6 au
Etrangeres
Republique Arla R6publique
de in
Etrangeres de
gentine, pour
pour qu'il
gull en
soit fait
fait
en soit
gentine,
des copies
copies authentiquees
authentiquees qui sedes
voie diploront envoy6es,
envoyees, par
in voie
diplopar la
ront
matique, a
a chacun
ttats sichacun des Etats
matique,
gnataires.
gnataires.

Henry
White
Henry White
Enoch
W. Crowder
Crowder
Enoch W.
Lewis
Nixon
Lewis Nixon
John
Bassett Moore
Moore
John Bassett
Bernard
Moses
Bernard Moses
Lamar
C. Quintero
Quintero
Lamar C.
Paul
Reinsch
Paul S. Reinsch
David
Kinley
David Kinley
PELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA ARGENTINA:
ARGENTINA:
PELA
Antonio
Bermejo
Antonio Bermejo
Bidau
Eduardo
Eduardo L. Bidau
Manuel
de Oca
Oca
Montes de
A. Montes
Manuel A.
Epifanio Portela
Portela
Epifanio
Carlos Salas
Carlos
Terry
Jose,A. Terry
Jos6
Estanislao
S. Zeballos
Zeballos
Estanislao S.
DO
PELOS
ESTADOS
UNIDOS
DO
UNIDOS
ESTADOS
PELOS
BRASIL:
BRASIL:
Joaquim
Murtinho Joaquim Murtinho
Domicio
Gama
da Gama
Domicio da
Jose
Nogueira
Almeida Nogueira
L. Almeida
Jos6 L.
Olavo Bilac
Gastao da Cunha
Cunha
Gastao
Herculano
Freitas
do Froitas
Ilorculano do
PELA
REPUBLICA DO
CIIL.E:
DO CHILE:
PELA REPUIBLICA
i‘tiguel Cruchaga
Crnchaga Tocornal
Migiel
Emilio Bello
Codecido
Bello C(dccido
Emilio
Anibal Cruz
Cruz Diaz
Diaz
Anibal
Beltran
Mathieu
Beltrnin Mathieu

'111.

POUR
LES E
TATS UNIS
D2AUNIS D'AITATS
POUR LES
ME
RIQUE:
MERIQUE:
Henry
White
Henry White
Enoch
Crowder
W. Crowder
Enoch W.
Lewis
Nixon
Lewis Nixon
John
Moore
Bassett Moore
John Bassett
Bernard
Bernard Moses
Lamar
C. Quintero
Quintero
Lamar C.
Paul
Reinsch
S. Reinsch
Paul S.
David
Kinley
David Kinley
POUR LA
EPUBLIQUE ARGENARGENREPUBLIQUE
LA R
POUR
TINE:
TINE:
Antonio
Bermejo
Antonio Bermejo
Eduardo L.
L. Bidau
Bidau
Eduardo
Manuel
Oca
Montes de Oca
A. Montes
Manuel A.
Epifanio Portela
Portela
Epifanio
Salas
Carlos Salas
Jose A.
Terry
A. Terry
Jos6
Estanislao
S. Zeballos
Zeballos
Estanislao S.
POUR
LES
ETATS UNIS
UNIS DU
DU
ETATS
LES
POUR
BRE
SEL:
BR:ESIL:
Joaquim Murtinho
Murtinho
Joaquim
Domicio
da Gama
Gama
Domicio da
Jose
L. Almeida
Nogueira
Almeida Nogueira
Jos6 L.
Olavo Bilac
Olavo
Bilac
Gastao da
da Cunha
Cunha
Gastao
IIerculano de
Froitas
de Freitas
Ilerculano
POUR
LA
R
EPUBLIQUE
DU
DU
RinPU.BLIQUE
LA
POUR
CHIILI:

Miguel Cruchaga
Tocornal
Cruchaga Tocornal
Miguel
Emilio
Bello Codecido
Codecido
Emilio Bello
Anibal
Cruz Diaz
Anibal Cruz
Beltran Mathieu
Mathieu
Beltrdn

PELA
REPUBLICA DE
COLOMBIA:
DE COI.OMBL4:
PEIA REPUBLICA
Roberto
Ancizar
Roberto Ancizar

POUR LA
EPUBLIQUE DE
DE COCORP1JBLIQUE
LA R
POUR
LOMBIE:
LOMBIE:

PELA
PELA

POUR
LA
R
EPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE
LA
POUR
COSTA-RICA:
COSTA-RICA:

REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA
RICA:
RICA:

DE
DE

COSTA
COSTA

'olio
Alfredo
Alfredo Volio

CUBA:
DE CUBA:
PELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
PELA

Carlos Garcia
Garcia Velez
Carlos
Valdes
y Valdes
Rafael Montero
Montoro y
Rafael
Gonzalo de
de Quesada
y Ar6sAresQuesada y
Gonzalo
tegui
tegui
P6rez
Antonio
Gonzalo Perez
Antonio Gonzalo
Jose M. Carbonell
Jose

Roberto Ancizar
Ancizar
Roberto

'

ntin-

tie!lIignatures—CmitinSu1gnaturs-C

vingtieme

DE
DE

1695
1695

AUGUST
1910.
.
AUGUST 20, 1910.

DE
DE

Alfredo Volio
Alfredo
DE
REPUBLIQUE
POUR
LA
REPUBLIQUE
DE
LA
POUR
CUBA:
CUBA:
Carlos Garcia
Garcia Velez
Velez
Carlos
Rafael
Montoro y
y Valdes
Rafael Montoro
y AresAr6sGonzalo
de Quesada
Quesada y
Gonzalo de
teg,ui
tegui
Antonio Gonzalo
Gonzalo P6rez
Perez
Antonio
Jose
Carbonell
Jos6 M. Carbonell

1696
1696
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TRADE
AMERICAN.

Signatres-Continsignatures
- ethatinued.

AUGUST 20, 1910.
AUGUST

PELA REPUBLICA
PELA
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:
DOMINICANA:

POUR LA
LA RBPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DOMINIDOMINIPOUR
CAINE:
CAINE:

PELA
REPUBLICA DO
PELA REPUBLICA
DO EQUADOR
EQUADOR

rouR LA
LA R
EPUBLIQUE DE
DE
POUR
REPUBLIQUE
L' EQUATEUR:
L'EQUATEUR:

PELA REPUBLICA
PELA
BEPUBLICA
IAT-A:
MALA:

POUR
LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU
DU GUAGUAPOUR LA
TEMALA:
TEMALA:

Americo
Lugo
Am6rico Lugo

Cardenas
Alejandro Cardenas

DE
DE

GUATEGUATE-

Luis
Herrarte
Luis Toledo
Toledo Herrarte
Manuel
Arroyo
Manuel Arroyo
Mario
Estrada
Mario Estrada

Americo
Americo Lugo
Lugo

Alejandro Cardenas
Cardenas
Alejandro

Luis Toledo
Toledo Herrarte
Luis
Herrarte
Manuel Arroyo
Manuel
Arroyo
Mario
Estrada
Mario Estrada

PELA REPUBLICA
PELA
BEPUBLICA DE
DE HAITI
HAITf::

POUR
LA R
EPUBLIQUE D'HAITI:
D'HAITI:
POUR LA
REPUBLIQUE

PELA REPUBLICA
PELA
BEPUBLICA DE
DE HONDURAS:
HONDURAS:

POUR LA
LA BEPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU
DU HONPOUR
HONDURAS:
DURAS:

PELOS
ESTADOS UNIDO
UNIDOS MEXIPELOS ESTADOS
MEXICANOS:
CANOS:

POUR LES
LES ETATS
ETATS UNIS
ITNIS MEXIMEXIPOUR
CAINS:
CAINS:

Constantin
Fouchard
Constantin Fouchard
Luis Lazo
Lazo Arriaga
Luis
Arriaga

Victpriano Salado
Salado Alvarez
Alvarez
Victoriano
Luis P6rez
Perez Verdia
Verdia
Luis
Antonio
Ramos Pedrueza
Antonio Ramos
Pedrueza
Roberto A.
A. Esteva
Roberto
Esteva Ruiz
Ruiz

PELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DE
PELA
DE
GUA
GUA

NICARANICARA-

Manuel P6rez
Perez Alonso
Alonso
Manuel

Constantin Fouchard
Constantin
Fouchard

Luis
Ariaga
Luis Lazo
Lazo Ariaga

Victorian°
Salado Alvarez
Alvarez
Victoriano Salado
Luis
Verdia
Luis Perez
P6rez Verdia
Antonio
Pedrueza
Antonio Ramos
Ramos Pedrueza
Roberto
A. Esteva
Esteva Ruiz
Ruiz
Roberto A.

POUR
EPUBLIQUE DE
DE NICANICAPOUR LA
LA R
RiPUBLIQUE
RAGUA:
BAGUA:

Manual
Perez Alonso
Alonso
Manuel P6rez

PELA
BEPUBLICA DE
PELA REPUBLICA
DE PANAMI
PANAMA

POUR LA
LA RfkEPUBIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DE
re/TPOUR
DE PANAMA:
AMA:

PELA
REPUBLICA DO
PELA REPUBLICA
PARAGUAY:
DO PARAGUAY:

POUR
LA REPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU
DU PARAPARAPOUR LA
GUAY:
GUAY:

Belisario Porras
Belisario

Teodosio GonzAlez
Gonzalez
Jose P.
P. Montero
Jos6

PELA
PERU:
PELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DO
DO PERU:

Unfinue
Eugenio Larrabure
Larrabure y
y Unanue
Carlos Alvarez
Calderon
Alvarez Calder6n
Jos6 Antonio de
Jose
Lavalle y
de Lavalle
y
Pardo
Pardo

PELA
BEPUBLICA DO
PELA REPUBLICA
SALVADOR:
DO SALVADOR:

Federico Mejia
Mejla
Francisco Martinez
Martinez Suarez
Francisco
Suarez

PELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DO
PELA
DO URUGUAY:
URUGUAY:

Gonzalo
Gonzalo Ramirez
Ramirez
Carlos M.
M. de Pena
Pena
Rodriguez
Antonio M. Rodriguez
Juan
Amezaga
Juan Jose
Jos6 Am6zaga

PELOS ESTADOS
PELOS
DE VEESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DE
VENEZUELA:
NEZUELA:

Manuel Diaz Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Cesar Zumeta
Zumeta

Official certifate.
certificate.
omeial
ffic
certite.

Belisario
Belisario Porras

Teodosio
Gonzalez
Teodosio Gonzalez
Jose P.
Montero
Jos6
P. Montero

POUR
LA REPUBLIQ
UE DU
DU PE.
PE•
POUR LA
BEPUBLIQUE
ROU:
ROU:

Eugenio Larrabure
yUnanue
Untuaue
Eugenio
Larrabure y
Carlos Alvarez Calderen
Calder6n
Jose Antonio
Antonio de
de Lavalle
Lavalle y
Jos6
y
Pardo
Pardo

POUR
LA RiPUBLIQUE
REPUBLIQUE DU
DU SALSALPOUR LA
VADOR:
VADOR:

Federico M_ejla
Mejia
Francisco Martinez
Suarez
Francisco
Martinez Suarez

POUR
UE DE
DE L'UPOUR LA
LA REPUBLIQ
BEPUBLIQUE
L'URUGUAY:
RUGUAY:

Gonzalo Ramirez
Ramirez
Gonzalo
Carlos M.
M. de
Pena
Carlos
de Pena
Antonio M.
M. Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Antonio
Juan Jos6
Jose Amezaga
Amezaga
Juan

POUR
TATS UNIS
UNIS DE
DE VEVEPOUR LES
LES E
ETATS
NE
ZUELA
NEZUrLA

Manuel
Diaz Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Manuel Diaz
Cesar Zumeta
Zumeta
Cesar

Es copia
copia fiel
del original depositado
fiel del
depositado en el
Ministerio de Relaciones
Ministerio
Itelaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
Buenos Aires,
Agosto 31 de
Buenos
Aires, Agosto
de 1910
1910
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AUGUST

And whereas,
the said
has been
ratified by
the GovernGovernby the
been ratified
Convention has
said Convention
whereas, the
And

ment of
of the
the United
by and
and with
with the
advice and
consent of
of
and consent
the advice
States, by
United States,
ment
the Senate
Senate thereof,
the Governments
Governments of
of Brazil,
Brazil, Cuba,
Cuba, DominDominby the
and by
thereof, and
the
ican Republic,
Honduras, Nicaragua
Nicaragua and
Guatemala, Honduras,
Ecuador, Guatemala,
Republic, Ecuador,
ican
Panama, and
and the
ratifications of
of the
Governments were, by the
said Governments
the said
the ratifications
Panama,
provisions of
XVIII of
said Convention,
Convention, deposited by
the said
of the
Article XVIII
of Article
provisions
their respective
with the
Government of the
the Government
Plenipotentiaries with
respective Plenipotentiaries
their
Argentine
Republic;
Argentine Republic;
And
whereas, the
the said
has been
by the
the
to by
adhered to
been adhered
said Convention
Convention has
And whereas,
Government
of Bolivia;
Bolivia;
Government of
Now,
be it
known that
that I,
President
Wilson, President
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
it known
therefore, be
Now, therefore,
of the
States of
of America,
America have
have caused
the said
said Convention
Convention to
to
caused the
United States
the United
of
be made
public, to
to the
the end
America,
that the same
every article
article and clause
clause
and every
same and
end
that
be
made public,
thereof
be observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
faith by the United
good faith
with good
observed and
may be
thereof may
States and
thereof.
citizens thereof.
and the
the citizens
States
In testimony
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and caused
caused
have hereunto
I have
whereof, I
testimony whereof,
In
the
seal of
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the United
of the
the seal
Done at
the City
of Washington
sixteenth day
day of
of September
September
this sixteenth
Washington this
City of
at the
Done
hundred
one thousand
in the
year of
of our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
the year
in
[SEAL.]
and sixteen,
sixteen, and
of the
Independence of the United
the Independence
and of
and
[SEAL.]
States of
of America
America the
hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
one hundred
the one
States
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

W OODROW WLSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

1697
1697

B
taet
di
.
fications dedeRatifications

livrerence by
by Bo.
o
UvAne.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

1698
1698

TREATY—BRAZIL—PEACE.
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JULY 24,
24, 1914.
1914.
JULY

Treaty between
the United
United States
States and
and Brazil
for the
advancement of
of gengenTreaty
between the
Brazilfor
the advancement
eral peace.
Signed at
at Washington,
Washington, July
July 24,
ratification advised
advised
eral
peace. Signed
24, 1914;
1914; ratification
by
Senate, August
by the
President, November
November
by the
the Senate,
August 13,
13, 1914;
1914; ratified
ratified by
the President,
22,
ratified by
by Brazil,
Brazil, June
22, 1916;
2, 1915;
1916; ratified
June 22,
1916; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged
at
October 28,
1916; proclaimed,
proclaimed, October
October SO,
at Washington,
Washington, October
28, 1916;
30, 1916.
1916.

July 24,
24, 1914.
nly
1914.

BY THE
STATES OF
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESTDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

oGrapesaceBral.

Whereas
a Treaty
Treaty between
between the
Whereas a
the United
of America
and the
United States
States of
America and
the
United
of Brazil
the advancement
of the
the cause
of
United States
States of
Brazil looking
looking to
to the
advancement of
cause of
general peace
peace was
was concluded
concluded and
their respective
respective Plenigeneral
and signed
signed by
by their
Plenipotentiaries at
Washington, on
on the
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of
of July,
July, one
one
potentiaries
at Washington,
thousand nine
hundred and
the original
original of
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty,
thousand
nine hundred
and fourteen,
fourteen, the
being
the English
Portuguese languages
word for
for word
being in
in the
English and
and Portuguese
languages is
is word
word as
as
follows:
follows:

ContraotfUg

The Governments
of the
United
The
Governments of
the United
States
Brazil
States of America and of Brazil
being desirous
desirous of
of giving
giving another
another
being
manifestation of
friendmanifestation
of the old friendship that
that binds
two countries
countries
ship
binds the
the two
together,
being united
in the
together, and
and being
united in
the
purpose of
promoting_ the
progress
purpose
of promoting
the progress
of civilization
through peace,
of
civilization through
peace, have
have
resolved
into aa special
resolved to
to enter
enter into
special
treaty for
the amicable
treaty
for the
amicable settlesettlement
any future
future difficulties
difficulties
ment of
of any
which
two
which may arise
arise between
between the
the two
countries,
and for
for that
that purpose
countries, and
purpose
have
as their
have appointed
appointed as
their PleniPlenipotentiaries:
potentiaries:
The President of the United
States of
of America,
William
States
America, Mr.
Mr. William
Jennings
Jennings Bryan,
Bryan, Secretary
Secretary of
of
State; and
and
State;
The President of the United
The
United
States
States of Brazil,
Brazil, Mr.
Mr. Domicio
Domicio
da
Gama, Ambassador
da Gama,
Ambassador ExtraorExtraordinary
dinary and
and Plenipotentiary;
Plenipotentiary;
Who, duly
duly authorized,
authorized, have
have
agreed
following articles:
agreed upon
upon the
the following
articles:

cleneral Peace,Brazil-

Contrautthe Powers.
Powers.

Plenipotentiaries.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE I
I. .
Disputes
to
Dispites
to be
be subS'nih
mitred to
to Internamitred
Interna-

The
The

Two
Two

High
High

Contracting
Contracting

tional Commission
Commission f)r
for Parties
agree t
o submit
su b
m it to
tional
Parties agree
to
to a
a PerPerinvestigation a
and re- manent
International CommisCommisioretgton
anent international

mission,
investigation and remission, for investigation
port, all
all disputes
may arise
port,
disputes that
that may
arise
between them concerning
concerning quesquestions
character
tions of an international
international character
which cannot
cannot be solved by direct
direct
diplomatic
which
diplomatic negotiation,
negotiation, and which
are not embraced by the terms
terms of
of

Governos dos Estados UniOs Governos
UniEstados
dos da
da America
America ee dos
dos Estados
Unidos do
do Brasil,
desejosos de
Unidos
Brasil, desejosos
de
mais
uma vez rnanifestar
antiga
mais uma
manifestar a
a antiga
amizade
amizade que
que hga
liga os
os dous
dous paizes
paizes
e juntando-se
e
juntando-se cor
corn ooproposito de
de
promover b
progresso da
da civilipromover
b progresso
zacao pela paz, resolveram
resolveram celecelebrar um
urn tratado
para oo
tratado especial
especial para
arranjo
arranjo amigavel
amignvel de quad
quid quer
quer
difficuldade
difficuldade que no
possa
no futuro
futuro possa
suscitar-se entre
entre ambos
ambos ee para
para
suscitar-se
esse fim
fim nomearam
nomearam como
esse
como seus
seus
Plenipot enciarios
enciarios
Plenipot
0
dos Estados
O Presidente
Presidente dos
Estados UniUnidos da America
dos
America o
oSenhor
Senhor William
William
Jennings Bryan,
Bryan, Secretario
Secretario de
de
Jennings
Est ado; ee
Estado;
0 Presidente
Presidente dos
dos Unidos
Unidos UniO
Unidos
Brasil o
o Senhor
Senhor Domicio
Domicio
dos do
do Brasil
da Gama
da
Gama, Embaixador
ExtraorEmbaixador Extraordinario
dinario eePlenipotenciario;
Plenipotenciario;
Os
quaes, devidamente
autoriOs quaes,
devidamente autorizados,
accordaram nos
seguintes
zados, accordaram
nos seguintes
artigos:
artigos:
ARTIGO I
ARTIGO
I..
As
duas Alias
Partes ContracContracAs duas
Altas Partes
tantes
assentam em
em submetter
submetter a
tantes assentam
investigacao de
de prna
Commissao
investigacao
uma Commissao
Permanente, que
que sobre
sobre ellas
elks dard
Permanente,
dara
parecer,
todas as
as difficuldades
difficuldades de
de
parecer, todas
caracter
que surjam
surj am
caracter internacional
internacional que
ellas ee nao
possam ser
ser dientre ellas
nao possam
directamente
por via
rectamente resolvidas
resolvidas por
via
diplomatica nem
nem caibam
caibam nos
nos terdiplomatica
termos da Convencao
Convencio de ArbitraArbitra-
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any
treaty of
arbitration in
in force
force
of arbitration
any treaty
between
them; and
and they
they agree
between them;
not to
to declare
begin hosto begin
or to
war or
declare war
not
tilities
pending the
the investigation
investigation
tilities pending
and
Commission.
said Commission.
of said
report of
and report
ARTICLE
II..
ARTICLE U
The
Commission mentioned
in
mentioned in
The Commission
the preceding
preceding Article
combe comshall be
Article shall
the
posed
of five
apeach apmembers each
five members
posed of
pointed
five years,
years, as
as follows:
follows:
for five
pointed for
Each Government
Government shall
designate
shall designate
Each
two
one of
whom
of whom
only one
members, only
two members,
shall be
be of
of its
nationality.
own nationality.
its own
shall
The fifth
fifth member
shall be
be chosen
chosen
member shall
The
by common
agreement between
between
common agreement
by
the two
two Governments,
Governments, it
it being
being
the
understood
shall not behe shall
that he
understood that
long
of the
nationalities
the nationalities
any of
to any
long to
already represented
represented in
in the
the ComComalready
mission.
mission.
The fifth
fifth member
member shall
shall perform
perform
The
the duties
of President.
duties of
the
may
Either Contracting
Contracting Party
Party. may
Either
invesremove at
at any
before mvesany time, before
remove
tigation befgins,
begins, any
any commissioner
commissioner
tigation
selected by it,
it, appointing his sucsucselected
cessor on
on the
the same
occasion.
same occasion.
cessor
Likewise, each
Government shall
each Government
Likewise,
also
the right
withdraw
right to withdraw
have the
also have
of the fifth member;
its
approval of
member;
its approval
in which
which case
case the
memfifth memthe new fifth
in
ber will
be appointed
appointed within thirwill be
ber
ty
following the
the notification
notification
ty days
days following
of
withdrawal, by
by common
common
the withdrawal,
of the
agreement
between the two Govagreement between
ernments, and
this agreeand failing this
ernments,
ment, the
President of the Swiss
the President
mnent,
Confederation shall
requested
be requested
shall be
Confederation
to
make the
the appointment.
to make
The expenses
of the
the CommisCommisexpenses of
The
sion shall
paid by the two Govshall be paid
sion
ernments in
in equal
equal proportions.
p;roportions.
ernments
The Commission
shall be
conbe conCommission shall
The
and shall be ready
stituted and
ready for
stituted
business within
within six
after
six months after
business
the
of ratifications
ratifications of
exchange of
the exchange
the
present treaty.
treaty.
the present
At
expiration of each perithe expiration
At the
od
of five
Commissionyears, the Commissionfive years,
od of
ers may
reappointed or
or others
others
be reappointed
may he
ers
be substituted
may
substituted for them.
may be
Any vacancy
vacancy shall be filled in
Any
the original
the same
as the
manner as
same manner
the
appointment.
appointment.
The Commission
Commission shall
shall make
its
make its
The
own rules of procedure.
procedure.
own
1026203—vol. 39—Fr
2 33
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mento
entre ambas;
ambas; ee
vigente entre
mento vigente
accordam em
no declarar
declarar guerra
guerra
em nao
accordam
uma
nem comegar
comecar hostilihostilioutra nem
a outra
uma a
dades
apre,senf6r apresennao for
emquanto no
dades emquanto
tado o
o re,sultado
d'essa mvestiinvestiresultado d'essa
tado
gactio.
gacao.
ARTIGO
II..
ARTIGO II
Corn.
International Com.
A
acima mencionmencion- mission.
mInternational
A Coramissito
Commissao acima
Composition.
ada
compora de
cinco membros,
membros, Composition.
de cinco
se compora
ada se
cada urn
d'elles nomeado
nomeado por
por
um d'elles
cada
cmco annos,
annos, da
da seguinte
seguinte maneira:
rnaneira:
cinco
cada Governo
Governo designara
designara dous
dous
cada
membros, sendo s6mente
somente um
um
membros,
d'elles nacional
nacional do
do paiz
que oo
paiz que
d'elles
momeia. 0
quint° sera
sera escolhiescolhiO quinto
momeia.
do de
accordo entre
os
entre os
commum accordo
de commum
do
dous Governos,
Governos, entendendo-se
entendendo-se
dous
que mio
pertencerg, a
a nenhuma
nenhuma
nao pertencera
que
das nacionalidades
ja, representrepresentnacionalidades ja
das
adas na commissao.
commissao.
adas
President.
Esse quinto
exercerf Pre sident
membro exercera
quinto membro
Esse
as fune9oes
funccOes de
Presidente.
de Presidente.
as
Substitution of coin.
Cada uma
das Partes
Partes ContracContrac- misss"tutiO"
uma das
Cada
missioners. of
tantes podera
remover em
em qualpodera remover
tantes
quer tempo,
tempo, antes
qua comece
comece aa
antes que
quer
investigacao, qualquer
qualquer Commis.
Commisl
investigacao,
sario que
que tiv.er
nomeado, apresen:
apresen:
tiver nomeado,
sario
tando o
o seu
seu successor
successor na
nit mesma
memo,
tando
oecasiAo.
Outrosim tera
tera cada
oecasiao. Outrosim
Govern() o
direito de negar
negar seu
o direito
Governo
accordo ao
so qmnto
isso
quinto membro; isso
accordo
succedendo, o
onovo quinto
quint° memsuccedendo,
bro
nomeado dentro
dentro de trinta
sera nomeado
bro sera
dias
da, notificacao,
notificacao, por
contar da
dias aa contar
accovdo
entre os
os dous
dous Governos;
Governos;
accordo entre
e
nao podendo
haver accordo,
o
accordo, o
podendo haver
e nao
Presidenta
daConfederagao
Confederactio Suissa
Presidenta da
ser6, convidado
nomeafazer aa nomeaconvidado aa fazer
sera
cao.
9&o.
Expenses.
As despezas
Commissao Expenses.
despezas da Commissao
As
serf's)
pagas por
por metade
metade por ambos
ambos
serao pagas
os Governos.
Governos.
os
Organization.
e Organatio.
A Commissao
serfi, constituida
constituida e
A
Commissao sera
se
acharit prompta
prompta a
funccionar
a funccionar
se achara
dentro de
depois da
mezes depois
de seis
seis mezes
dentro
troca de
de ratificac5es
ratificacoes do presente
troca
tra tado.
tratado.
Reappointments,
trePpointments.
Ao
cabo de cada
cads periodo
periodo de etc.
Ao cabo
serao
cinco
annos
os
Commissarios
sera()
Commissarios
os
annos
cinco
•reconduzidos
reconduzidos ou
ou outros
outros os substituirilo.
tuirao.
Vacancies.
As
serao preenchidas
do vancaes.
preenchidas do
vagas serao
As vagas
mesmo modo
as nomeacoes
nomeacoes
que as
modo que
mesmo
primitivas.
primitivas.
Procedure.
A
formulara suas
sua,s
A Commissao
Commissao formulara
proplias
regras
de
processo.
de
processo.
proprias regras
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ARTICLE HI.
III.
ARTICLE

Duties
Dud of
o
sion.

Commisccimmis-

t
Meenags.
Meet
s.

Time for report.

Timefor.

Triplicate reports.

Triplicate pts.

In
In the
of failure
failure to
to agree
agree
the case
case of
upon the
of aa
upon
the diplomatic
diplomatic solution
solution of
dispute concerning
concerning a
of
dispute
a question
question of
an international
international character,
character, the
an
the
Two
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
Two High
shall
submit it
it to
shall submit
to said
said Commission
Commission
for
investigation and
and report.
report. The
The
for investigation
convocation
the Commission
Commission
convocation of
of the
may be
be made
by either
either Contractmay
made by
Contracting Government.
The CommisCommising
Government. The
by preference
preference sit
in the
sion shall
shall by
sit in
the
country
which there
are the
country in
in which
there are
the
greater
of
greater facilities
facilities for
for the
the study
study of
the question,
question, and
Conthe
and the
the High
High Contracting
Parties shall
furnish all
all
tractg Parties
shall furnish
the means to that end. The
The rereof the
the Commission
shall be
be
port of
Commission shall
presented
resented within
within aa year
year counted
counted
from the
the date
date at
at which
Comfrom
which the
the Commission shall
shall declare
mission
declare that
that its
its
work is
unless a
work
is begun,
begun, unless
a prolongaprolongation
of the
the time
time shall
be accorded
accorded
tion of
shall be

by both
both Parties.
Parties. This
report,
This report,
purely advisory
advisory and
and does
does
which is
is purely
not bind
bind the
Parties
not
the Contracting
Contracting Parties
as to
shall
to the question
question at
at issue,
issue, shal
be prepared
in triplicate,
triplicate, each
each
prepared in
Government
Government being furnished with
with
aacopy and
the third
third kept
kept in
in the
the
and the
files of the Commission.
Commission.
ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.

Submisilon to
arbiSubmission
to arbitrill ion.

tration.

After presentation
presentation of
of the
report
After
the report
both Governments
six months'
months'
to both
Governments six
time will be given to
renewed neneto renewed
gotiations in
gotiations
to bring
bring about
about
in order
order to
aasolution of
of the
the question
question in
in view
view
said report;
report; and
and
of the findings
findings of
of said
if after this new
new term
term both
both GovGovernments
ernments should be unable
unable to
to
reach
friendly arrangement,
reach a
a friendly
arrangement,
they will proceed to submit the
the
dispute
arbitration under
dispute to arbitration
under the
the
terms of. the Convention
Convention in
in force
force
between
between them, if
if such
such convenconvention covers the
the question
question or
quesor questions investigated.
investigated.
ARTICLE V.
ARTICLE
V.

Exchange
Exchange of raiffiratifications.

Duration.

present treaty
treaty shall
The present
shall be
be ratratified by the Two High Contracting
Contracting
Parties according to their national
national
Constitutions, and
and the
ratificathe ratifications shall be exchanged
exchanged as
as soon
soon
as possible. ItIt shall take effect
effect
immediately
exchange of
immediately after the exchange
of

ARTIGO
III .
ARTIGO III.

Caso nao cheguem
cheguem a
a accordo
accordo

quanto á
soluctio diplomatica
diplomatica de
de
quanto
a solucao

a1guma questa()
de caracter
caracter inalguma
questao de
internacional,
as duas
duas Altas
Partes
ternacional, as
Altas Partes
Contractantes
submetterao a
Contractantes aa submetterao
dita Commissao, para
para que
investique investigue e
de parecer.
gue
e de
parecer.
A Commissao
Commissar) p6de
p6de ser
ser convoconvoA
cada por
qualquer das
Partes
por qualquer
das Partes
Contractantes ee funccionara
Contractantes
funccionara de
de
preferencia no
preferencia
paiz em
em que
que se
se lhe
lhe
no paiz
offerecam
mais facilidades
facilidades para
para
offerecam mais
o
da questAo,
cujo
o estudo
estudo da
questao, para
para cujo
fim as
as Altas
Altas Partes
Partes Contractantes
Contractantes
fornecerao
todos os
os meios.
fornecerao todos
meios.
da Commissao
CommissAo sera
sera
00 parecer
parecer da
apresentado
de ur
urn anno
anno aa
apresentado dentro
dentro de
contar
data em
em que
que a
Commiscontar da
da data
a Commissao
so declarar que
que comecou
comecou seus
seus tratrabalhos, salvo prorogagco
prorogacao accordaccordada
pelas duas
duas Partes.
Partes.
ada pelas
Este parecer,
parecer, que
que 66puramente
puramente
consultivo eenao
nao obriga
obriga as
as Partes
Partes
Contractantes
Contractantes quanto
quanto ao
ao assumpassumpto em questa°,
em
questao, seth
sera preparado
preparado em
triplicata, cada um dos
triphcata,
Governos
dos Governos
recebendo um
urn exemplar
exemplar eesendo
sendo o
recebendo
o
terceiro guardado
guardado no
no archivo
da
terceiro
archivo da
Corn missao
Commissao.

ARTIGO IV.
ARTIGO
IV.
Apresentado
o parecer
Apresentado o
parecer aaambos
ambos
os Governos,
Governos, estes
estes terao
terao seis
mezes
seis mezes
negociar um
urn arranjo
de acacpara negociar
arranjo de
cordo com
corn oodito parecer
e, se
se ao
parecer e,
ao
cabo d
'este novo
novo termo
cond'este
termo no
nao conseguirem
seguirem entender-se,
entender-se, submettesubmetterao o
o litigio a
a arbitramento,
arbitramento, em
em
conformidade com
conformidade
corn os
terrnos da
da
os termos
Convencao vigente
Convencao
yTente entre
entre ambos,
ambos,
se couber
couber nella a
questa° consiconsia questao
derada.
derada.

ARTmo
V.
ARTtGO V.

0 presente
0
presente tratado
sera ratifiratifitratado sera
cado pelas duas
Partes ConConduas Altas
Altas Partes
tractantes, na forma prescripta
tractantes,
prescripta
pelas Constituicoes
Constituicoes nacionaes,
nacionaes, ee
as ratificacoes
ratificaciies serao
sera() trocadas
no
trocadas no
mais
breve prazo.
prazo. 0
tratado enenmais breve
0 tratado
trara
truth em vigor logo
depois dessa
logo depois
dessa
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ratifications and
continue in
in
shall continue
and shall
ratifications
force for
for a
five years,
of five
a period
period of
force
and it
it shall
remain in
thereafter remain
shall thereafter
and
force until
until twelve
after
months after
twelve months
force
one of
two High
High Contracting
Contracting
of the
the two
one
the
Parties have
have given
notice to the
given notice
Parties
other of
of an
intention to
to terminate
terminate
an intention
other
it.
it.
The
fulfillhonest fulfilland honest
strict and
The strict
ment of
clauses is
foregoing clauses
the foregoing
of the
ment
intrusted
to the
the sigof the
honor of
the honor
intrusted to
natory nations.
nations.
natory
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the reIn
spective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
spective
signed
the present
treaty and
present treaty
signed the
have
affixed thereunto
thereunto their
their seals.
have affixed
Done in
Washington, on
the
on the
in Washington,
Done
24th
day. of
year
in the year
July, in
of July,
24th day
and fourteen.
fourteen.
nineteen
nineteen hundred and

troca
continuara, por
pepor um petroca ee continuara
riodo de
cinco annos,
findo ooqual
annos, findo
de cinco
riodo
vigorara
ate doze
doze mezes
depois
mezes depois
vigorara ate
que
duas Altas
Alias Partes
Partes
das duas
uma des
que uma
Contractantes
annunciado a
tiver annunciado
ontractantes tiver
outra a
sun intencao
de o
o terterintenqco de
a sua
outra
minar.
minar.
0
leaf cumprimento
cumprimento
estricto eeleal
O estricto
das
conprecedentes 6éconclausulas precedentes
das clausulas
fiado a
a honra
hours das
des nacoes
nacees signasignafiado
tarias.
tarias.
Em
de que
que os
os reretestemunho de
Em testemunho
spectivos
Plenipotenciarios assigassigspectivos Plenipotenciarios
naram oopresente
ao qual
qual
tratado ao
presente tratado
naram
appuzerara os
sellos.
seus sellos.
os seus
appuzeram
Feito
na cidade
cidade de
Washington,
de Washington,
Feito na
no dia
24 do
do mez
mez de
de julho
julho do anno
dia 24
no
de mil
novecentos e
quatorze.
e quatorze.
mil novecentos
de

W
ILLIAM JENNINGS
JENNINGS BRYAN
BRYAN
WILLIAM

DOMICIO DA
DA GAMA
GAMA
DoMICIO

Compliance.
Compliance.

Signatures.
Signatures.

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

s
And
the said
Treaty has
has been
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
both parts.
Ratifications ex.
parts. Ratification
on both
said Treaty
whereas the
And whereas
hned
and
the two
were exchanged
exchanged in
m the changed.
governments were
two governments
of the
ratifications of
the ratifications
and the
City
on the
the twenty-eighth
twenty-eighth day
October, one thouthouday of October,
of Washington,
Washington, on
City of
sand
and sixteen;
sixteen;
hundred and
nine hundred
sand nine
of PrO-ma
Now ?therefore,
therefore, be
known that
that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Pmciamatim.
President of
Wilson, President
be itit known
Now,
the United
Umted States
States of
caused the
the said Treaty to be made
have caused
of America,
America, have
the
public,
the end
the same
thereof
every article and clause thereof
and every
same and
that the
end that
to the
public, to
may be
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
with good
faith by
by the
the United
and
United States and
good faith
fulfilled with
may
the
citizens thereof.
thereof.
the citizens
In testimony
my hand
and caused
caused the
hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
whereof, IIhave
testimony.whereof,
In
seal
the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
of the
seal of
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of October in the
Washington this
Done
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
sixteen,
and sixteen,
one thousand
year
and
of the
the Independence
the United
States of
of America
America
United States
of the
Independence of
and of
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
forty-first.
the
hundred and forty-first.
one hundred
the one
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
By
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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CONVENTION-GREAT
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Convention between
and Great
Britain for
for the
Convention
between the
the United
United States
States and
Great Britain
the proproSigned at
at Washington,
August 16,
16, 1916;
1916;
tection of
of migratory
migratory birds.
birds. Signed
Washington, August
ratification
ratificatton advised by the Senate,
August 29,
29, 1916;
1916; ratified
ratified by
by the
the
Senate, August
President, September
1, 1916;
Great Britain,
Britain, October
October 20,
20,
President,
September 1,
1916; ratified
ratified by
by Great
1916;
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
at Washington,
Washington, December
December 7,
7, 1916;
1916;
1916; ratifications
proclai, December
8, 1916.
1916.
proclaimed,
December 8,

BY THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Migratory
iratoy birds in
In
nited Stated
United
States and

Canada.
Canada.

Preamble.

eanble.

Whereas a
between the
of America
America and
Whereas
a Convention
Convention between
the United
United States
States of
and

the United
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
Ireland for the
the protection
protection
migratory birds in the United States
of migratory
States and
and Canada was
was concluded
concluded
and signed
by their
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at Washington,
Washington, on
on
and
signed by
their respective
the sixteenth
sixteenth day of August,
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
August, one
nine hundred
original of
Convention is
as follows:
follows:
the original
of which
which Convention
is word
word for
for word
word as

of birds
in the
course of
of their
annual migramigraWhereas, Many
Many species
species of
birds in
the course
their annual
traverse certain
tions traverse
the United
the Dominion
Dominion of
of
certain parts of
of the
United States
States and
and the
Canada; and
Canada;
and
Whereas, Many
species are
are of great
Many of these species
great value
as a
a source
source of
value as
of
food or in destroying
injurious to
to forests
forests and
and forage
destroying insects
insects which
which are
are injurious
forage
on the
the public
public domain,
domain, as
as to
to agricultural
agricultural crops,
crops, in
in both
both
plants on
as well
well as
the United
States and
and Canada,
but are
in danger
of
the
United States
Canada, but
are nevertheless
nevertheless in
danger of
extermination through
of adequate
adequate protection
protection during
the nesting
nesting
extermination
through lack
lack of
during the
season or while
while on their
to and
from their
their breeding
grounds;
their way to
and from
breeding grounds;
Contracting Powers.
owers.
The United
United States
of America
America and
Contracting
The
States of
and His
His Majesty
Majesty the
the King
King of
of the
the
Britain and Ireland
United Kingdom of Great
Great Britain
Ireland and
and of
of the
the British
British
the Seas, Emperor
Dominions beyond the
Emperor of
of India,
India, being
being desirous
of
desirous of
saving
of insuring
insuring the
the preservation
preservation
saving from indiscriminate
indiscriminate slaughter
slaughter and
and of
of such migratory
migratory birds
birds as
useful to
to man
or are
as are either
either useful
man or
are harmless,
harmless,
have resolved to adopt some
uniform system
of protection
protection which
which
some uniform
system of
effectively accomplish
accomplish such objects and to the
shall effectively
end of
of concluding
the end
concluding
aa convention for this purpose
purpose have appointed
appointed as their respective
respective
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries
The President
President of the United
United States
States of
of America,
Robert Lansing,
Lansing,
America, Robert
Secretary
Secretary of State of the United States;
States; and
and
Britannic Majesty,
Majestv, the Right Honorable
Honorable Sir Cecil Arthur
His Britannic
Arthur Spring
Spring;
Rice, G. C. V. O.,
K. CI
0., h.
C: M.
M. G.,
ExG., etc.,
etc., His
His Majesty's
Majesty's Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinartraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary at
at Washington;
Washington;
communicated to
Who, after having communicated
other their
their respective
respective
to each
each other
full powers which were found to be in due and proper form,
form, have
have
agreed
agreed to and adopted
adopted the following
following articles:
articles:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE

The
Contracting Powers
Powers declare
The High
High Contracting
declare that the migratory
migratory birds
included in the terms of this Convention
included
Convention shall be as follows:
follows:
Migratory game
Migratory
1. Migratory
Migratory Game
Game Birds:
Birds:
birds.
Anatidae or waterfowl,
(a) Anatidae
waterfowl, including brant, wild ducks, geese, and
swans.
swans.
Declaration of term,.
Declrationofterr;.
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(b) Gruidae
Gruidae or
cranes, including
including little
little brown,
brown, sandhill,
and whoopwhoopor cranes,
sandhill, and
ing cranes.
cranes.
ing
(c) Rallidae
Rallidae or
including coots,
coots, gallinules
sora and
and other
or rails,
rails, including
gallinules and
and sora
other
rails.
rails.
(d) Limicolae
shorebirds, including
avocets, curlew,
curlew, dowitchers,
Limicolae or
or shorebirds,
including avocets,
dowitchers,
godwits,
knots, oyster
oyster catchers,
catchers, phalaropes,
phalaropes, plovers,
sandgodwits, knots,
plovers, sandpipers,
stilts, surf
birds, turnstones,
willet, woodcock
woodcock
pipers, snipe,
snipe, stilts,
surf birds,
turnstones, willet,
and yellowlegs.
yellowlegs.
and
(e)
Columbidae or
or pigeons,
pigeons, including
including doves
doves and
pigeons.
(e) Columbidae
and wild
wild pigeons.
2
Mirratory Insectivorous
2. Migratory
Insectivorous Birds:
Birds:
oroMigratory
ns bitrodr.;1 inseetivinseetivBobolinks,
obolinks, catbirds,
catbirds, chickadees,
chickadees, cuckoos,
cuckoos, ffickers,
flickers, flycatchers,
flycatchers, orousbrds. '
grosbeaks, humming
humming birds,
birds, kinglets,
kinglets, martins,
meadowlarks,
grosbeaks,
martins, meadowlarks,
nighthawks or
bull bats,
nut-hatches, orioles,
orioles, robins,
robins,
nighthawks
or bul
bats, nut-hatches,
shrikes, swallows, swifts, tanagers,
tanagers titmice,
titmice, thrushes,
thrushes, vireos,
vireos,
warblers, wax-wings,
warblers,
whippoorWills woodpeckers
and
wax-wings, whippoorwills,
woodpeckers and
wrens,
perching birds
birds Which
feed entirely
entirely or
or
wrens, and
and all
all other
other perching
which feed
chiefly
on insects.
chiefly on
insects.
M

3. Other
3.
Other Migratory
Nongame Birds:
Birds:
nOther
ongame
migratory
Migratory Nongame
Other birds.
migratory
Auks,
auklets, bitterns,
fulmars, gannets,
Auks, anklets,
bitterns, fulmars,
gannets grebes,
grebes, guillemots,
guillemots, nong
birds.
gulls, herons,
jaegers, loons,
loons, murres,
murres, petrels,
petrels, puffins,
p ffiri ,shearsheargulls,
herons, jaegers,
waters, and
and terns.
waters,
terns.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.
Closed seasons estabClosed

The High Contracting
The
Powers agree
agree that,
that, as
as an
an effective
effective means
of lished.
Contracting Powers
means of
lished.
preserving migratory
birds there
shall be
be established
the following
following
preserving
migratory birds
there shall
established the
close seasons
hunting shall
be done
except for
close
seasons during
during which
which no
no hunting
shall be
done except
for scienscientific or propagating
propagating purposes under permits
permits issued
by proper
proper authoriauthoriissued by
ties.
1.
1. The
season on
on migratory
game birds
birds shall
be between
between
The close season
migratory game
shall be
March 10 and September
1, except that the close
September 1,
close season
season on
on the
the
Limicolae or shorebirds in
in the
of Canada
and in
the Maritime
Maritime Provinces
Provinces of
Canada and
in
those States of the United States
States bordering
bordering on the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean
Ocean
which are situated wholly or in
part north of
of Chesapeake
in part
Chesapeake Bay
Bay shall
shall
be between February
February 1
and August
15, and
and that
that Indians
Indians may
may take
take
1 and
August 15,
at any
at
for food
food but
not for
for sale.
season for
for hunting
hunting
any time
time scoters
scoters for
but not
sale. The
The season
shall be further restricted
restricted to such
not exceeding
exceeding three
and
such period
period not
three and
one-half months as the High Contracting
Contracting Powers may
may severally
severally deem
deem
appropriate
law or
or regulation.
bylaw
regulation.
appropriate and
and define
define by
on migratory
migratory insectivorous
insectivorous birds
shall concon2. The close
close season on
birds shall
throughout the year.
tinue throughout
year.
3. The close
on other
other migratory
migratory nongaine
shall conconclose season on
nongame birds
birds shall
tinue throughout
throughout the
except that
and Indians
may
the year, except
that Eskimos
Eskimos and
Indians may
take at any season auks, anklets, guillemots,
guillemots, murres
murres and
puffins, and
and puffins,
and
their skins
for clothing,
the birds
birds and
their eggs, for
for food
food and
and their
skins for
clothing, but
but the
and egg,u
eggso
sold or
for sale.
so taken shall not
not be
be sold
or offered
offered for
sale.

Game birds.

fltie6
TIlS(c

Furs: is birds.
birds.
ivoronlls

Nongnine birds.
birds.
N;ng:nime

ARTICLE III.
III .
ARTICLE
Permanent
closed
The High
Powers agree
during the
the period
period of
Z o
en
rv rn
te
en
ntyeIrs.
yea
eli,
osed
.
The
High Contracting
Contracting Powers
agree that
that during
of ten
ten seasnfor
rten
years next
years
following the
the going
going into
effect of
of this
Convention, there
there
next following
into effect
this Convention,
a continuous close season on the following migratory
shall be a
migratory game
birds,
to wit:—
birds, to
wit:Band-tailed
little brown,
and whooping
whooping cranes,
cranes, BLrds
Bird; qpecified.
Band-tailed pigeons,
pigeons, little
brown, sandhill
sandhill and
sTdifled.
swans, curlew
shorebirds (except
curlew and all shorebirds
(except the black-breasted
black-breasted and
and
golden plover, Wilson or jack snipe, woodcock,
greater and
woodcock, and the greater
and
provided that during
lesser yellowlegs);
yellowlegs); provided
ten years
years the
during such
such ten
the close
close
seasons on cranes, swans and curlew
curlew in
m the Province
of British
British
Province of
Columbia
Columbia shall be made by the proper authorities of that
Province
that Province
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within
the general
and limitations
limitations elsewhere
in this
this
within the
general dates
dates and
elsewhere prescribed
prescribed in
Convention
groups to
to which
these birds
belong.
Convention for
for the
the respective
respective groups
which these
birds belong.
ARTICLE IV.
IV.
ARTICLE

Special
protection
Special protection
of
ducks.
of ducks.

The High
Powers agree
that special
special protection
protection shall
shall be
be
The
High Contracting
Contracting Powers
agree that
given the
the eider
eider duck
close season
given
the wood
wood duck
duck and
and the
duck either
either (1)
(1) by
by aaclose
season
extending over
over a
aperiod
five years,
(2) by
the establishestablishextending
period of
of at
at least
least five
years, or
or (2)
by the
refuges, or
or (3)
(3) by
by such
such other
other regulations
as may
may be
deemed
ment of
of refuges,
regulations as
be deemed
appropriate.
appropriate.

Nests
and
eggsproNt
and eggs pro
hibition.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

The
taking of
of nests
of migratory
or insectivorous
insectivorous or
The taking
nests or
or eggs
eggs of
migratory game
game or
or
nongame
shall be
except for
for scientific
nongame birds
birds shall
be prohibited,
prohibited, except
scientific or
or propagating
propagating
purposes
under such
such laws
laws or
regulations as
as the
the High
High Contracting
purposes under
or regulations
Contracting
Powers
severally deem
deem appropriate.
appropriate. •
Powers may
may severally
ARTICLE VI.
ATICLE
VI.

p
atn
of Ship.
Regn
i
a
tk
m"
s
hiP
.
ping
and
export.

The High Contracting
Contracting Powers
Powers agree
agree that the shipment or export
of migratory
birds or
their eggs
or Province,
Province, during
of
migratory birds
or their
eggs from
from any
any State
State or
during
the continuance
continuance of
of the
the close
close season
such State
State or
or Province
shall
the
season in
in such
Province, shall
be
prohibited except
propagating purposes,
purposes and
and the
the
be prohibited
except for
for scientific
scientific or
or propagating
international
or eggs
eggs at
time captured,
international traffic
traffic in
in any
any birds
birds or
at such
such time
captured, killed,
killed,
taken, or
or shipped
at any
any time
time contrary
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State or
or
taken,
shipped at
contrary to
to the
Province
in which
the same
same were
killed, taken,
taken, or
or shipped
shipped
Province in
which the
were captured,
captured, killed,
shall be
be likewise
likewise prohibited.
shall
containing migratory
migratory
prohibited. Every
Every package
package containing
birds
or any
parts thereof
thereof or
or any
eggs of
of migratory
migratory birds
transport,
birds or
any parts
any eggs
birds transported,
or offered
or
offered for
United States
States into the
the Dofor transportation
transportation from the United
Dominion of
of Canada
from the
Dominion of
into the
the United
United
minion
Canada or
or from
the Dominion
of Canada
Canada into
States 'shall
the name
name and
address of
of the
the shipper
shipper and
and an
an accuStates,
shall have
have the
and address
accustatement of the
clearly marked
marked on the outside of
rate statement
the contents
contents clearly
of such
such
package.
•
package.
ARTICLE
VII .
ARTICLE VII.

Permits to
to kilm I.112.
Permits
jurious
birds.
jurious
birds. kill

Permits to kill any of the above-named
above-named birds which, under
under exextraordinary
traordinary conditions, may
seriously injurious
injurious to the
may become
become seriously
the agriagricultural
or other
any particular
community, may
may be
cultural or
other interests
interests in
in any
particular community,
be
issued
by the
the proper
of the
Contracting Powers
Powers
issued by
proper authorities
authorities of
the High
High Contracting
under
suitable regulations
prescribed therefor
therefor by them
under suitable
regulations prescribed
them respectively,
respectively,
but
such permits
permits shall
shall lapse
may be
be cancelled,
cancelled, at
any time
time when,
when,
but such
lapse,;or
or may
at any
of said
authorities, the
the particular
has passed
passed,
in the opinion
opinion of
said authorities,
particular exigency
exigency has
and
birds killed
killed under
this article
shall be
be shipped,
or offered
offered
and no
no birds
under this
article shall
shipped, sold
sold or
for sale.
ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE
VIII..

Legislation
enacted.
Etdfiation

to

be

to be

The High Contracting
Contracting Powers agree
agree themselves
themselves to take, or propose

to their respective appropriate
appropriate law-making
law-making bodies,
the necessary
bodies, the
necessary
measures
insuring the execution
present Convention.
Convention.
measures for
for insuring
execution of the
the present
ART'ICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.

Ratification_
Ratfication.

D
a
Duration.

aUion.

The
Convention shall
The present
present Convention
shall be ratified by the President of the
States of
of America,
and with
advice and
and consent
consent of
of the
United States
America, by
by and
with the
the advice
the
Senate thereof,
ratifications shall
shall
thereof, and
and by His
His Britannic
Britannic Majesty.
Majesty. The ratifications
be exchanged
exchanged at Washington
Washington as
as soon
soon as possible and the
the Convention
Convention
shall take
on the
the date
date of
exchange of
of the
the ratifications.
ratifications. It
It
shall
take effect
effect on
of the
the exchange
shall remain in force for fifteen years
years and
and in the event of neither of
of
the
High Contracting
Contracting Powers
given notification,
notification, twelve
twelve months
months
the High
Powers having
having given
before the expiration of said period of fifteen
fifteen years,
years, of
of its
its intention
intention of
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terminating
the Convention
Convention shall
shall continue
remain in
in
terminating its operation,
operation, the
continue to
to remain
force for
year and
so on
on from
year to
force
for one
one year
and so
from year
to year.
year.
Signatures.
In
whereof, the
the respective
have signed
the Signatures.
In faith
faith whereof,
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
signed the
present Convention
present
and have
hereunto affixed
affixed theirseals.
theirseals.
Convention in
in duplicate
duplicate and
have hereunto
Done
Washington this
day of
one thousand
thousand
Done at
at Washington
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
of August,
August, one
nine hundred
and sixteen.
sixteen.
nine
hundred and
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]

ROBERT
LANSING.
ROBERT LANSING.
C
ECIL SPRING
SPRING RICE.
RICE.
CECIL

And whereas
whereas the
said Convention
has been
been duly
duly ratified
both cRarati"on
a e?tions
on both
ratified on
And
the said
Convention has
c

parts and
ratifications of
Governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
parts,
and the
the ratifications
of the
the two
two Governments
m the
the City
City of
of Washington,
on the
the seventh
day of
of December,
one
m
Washington, on
seventh day
December, one
thousand
and sixteen;
sixteen;
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
Now,
it known
that I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President
Now, therefore,
therefore, be
be it
known that
of
the United
of America,
have causedthe said
said Convention
Convention
of the
United States
States of
America, have
caused-the
to
made public,
to the
end that
that the
the same
same and
every article
article and
to be
be made
public, to
the end
and every
and
clause
thereof may
be observed
and fulfilled
good faith
by the
the
clause thereof
may be
observed and
fulfilled with
with good
faith by
United
the citizens
citizens thereof.
United States
States and
and the
thereof.
In testimony
testimony whereof,
have hereunto
set my
hand and
and caused
caused
In
whereof, IIhave
hereunto set
my hand
the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
be affixed.
the seal
States to
to be
affixed.
Done at
the City
of Washington
Washington this
day of December
in
Done
at the
City of
this eighth
eighth dayof
December in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
and sixthe
thousand nine
nine hundred
six[SEAL.]
teen, and
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
of
[SEAL.] teen,
the Independence
States of
America the
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
America
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

g

.

roc la m a tion.

Proclamation.

x.

e
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August
4, 1916.
August 4,
1916.

AUGUST 4,
4, 1916.
AUGUST
1916.

Convention between
the United
United States
States and
and Denmark
Denmark for
for cession
of the
the
Convention
between the
cession of
Danish West
West Indies.
Danish
at New
New York,
August 4,
4, 1916;
1916; ratifiIndies. Signed
Signed at
York, August
ratification advised
advised by
the Senate,
Senate, September
September 7,
7, 1916;
by Denmark,
Denmark,
cation
by the
1916; ratified
ratified by
December 22, 1918;
December
ratified by
the President,
January 16,
rati1916; ratified
by the
President,January
16, 1917;
1917; ratifications exchanged
at Washington,
January 17,
17, 1917;
proclaimed,
fications
exchanged at
Washington, January
1917; proclaimed,
January 25,
25, 1917.
January
1917.
BY
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THIE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

Danish

Cess
Cession of Danish
West Indies.
Preamble.
Freezable.

Contracting Powers.

Con

g Power

Plenipotentiaries.

Plenipotentiaries.

Cession of 'teritory.
territory.
cesnof

a Convention between
Whereas a
between the
States of
of America
America and
and
the United
United States
Denmark providing for the cession to
to,the
of all
all territerrithe United States
States of
tory asserted
asserted or claimed
claimed by Denmark
Denmark in
in the
the West
West Indies,
Indies, including
including
the islands
islands of
Thomas, St.
St. John
John and
and St.
St. Croix,
Croix, together
together with
of St.
St. Thomas,
with
the adjacent islands and rocks,
was concluded
and signed
signed by
by their
their
rocks, was
concluded and
respective
Plenipotentiaries at
respective Plenipotentiaries
at the
City of
of New
New York
on the
fourth
the City
York on
the fourth
day of August, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen, the
the original
original
of which
Convention, being
being in
in the
and Danish
Danish languages,
languages,
which Convention,
the English
English and
is word
word for
as follows:
follows:
is
for word
word as
The United
United States of America
America
and
Majesty the
the King
King of
of
and His
His Majesty
Denmark
Denmark being desirous
desirous of confirming the good
firming
good understanding
understanding
which
exists between
them, have
which exists
between them,
have
to that end
end appointed
appointed as
as PlenipoPlenipotentiaries:
tentiaries:
The President
United
President of the United
States:
States:
Mr.
Mr. Robert
Robert Lansing,
Secretary
Lansing, Secretary
of State of the United
United States,
and His
Majesty the
King of
His Majesty
the King
of
Denmark:
Denmark:
Mr. Constantin
Constantin Brun,
Brun, His
Majesty's Envoy
extraordinary
Majesty's
Envov extraordinary
and Minister plenipotentiary
at
plenipotentiary at
Washington 7
Washington,
having mutually
exhibwho, having
mutually exhibited their
were
their full powers
powers which
which were
found to be in due form, have
have
agreed upon the
agreed
the following
artifollowing articles:
cles:
Article 1.
Article
1.

Da de amerikanske
Forenede
amerikanske Forenede
Stater og
og Hans
Hans Majestaet
Majestaet KonKonStater
gen
af Danmark
Onsker at
at befaegen af
Danmark 0nsker
befaeste det
det gode
gode Forhold.
Forhold, der
der bestaar
.
bestaar
ste
imellem
imellem dem, har de
den AnAnde iiden
ledning udnaevnt
udnaevnt til
til deres
deres BeBefuldmaegtigede:
fuldmaegtigede:
Praesidenten
Praesidenten for
for de
de Forenede
Forenede
Stater:
Stater:
Lansing, de
ForHr. Robert
Robert Lansing,
de Forenede
Staters Statssekretaer,
enede Staters
Statssekretaer,
og Hans
Hans Majestaet
af
og
Majestaet Kongen
Kongen af
Danmark:
Hr. Constantin
Constantin Brun,
Brun,
Danmark: Hr.
Hans
Majestaets overordentlige
overordentlige
Hans Majestaets
Gesandt
befuldmaegtigede
Gesandt og
og befuldmaegtigede
Minister
Minister iiWashington
Washington,
efter gensidigt
gensidigt at
have
hvilke efter
at have
fremvist
fremvist deres
deres Fuldmagt,
Fuldmagt, der
der
defandte§
behOrig Form,
Form, er
er
defandtes ii behorig
komne overens
overens om
om folgende
fOlgende ArtiArtikomne
kler:
kler:

His Majesty
Majesty the King of DenHis
mark by this convention cedes to
to
the United
United States all territory,
territory,
dominion and
and sovereignty,
sovereignty, pospossessed, asserted or
sessed,
or claimed
claimed by
bv
Denmark
Denmark in the West Indies inincluding
cluding the Islands
of Saint
Saint
Islands of
Thomas,
JSaint and
and Saint
Thomas, Saint John
Saint
Croix
together with
with the
adjacent
Croix together
the adjacent
islands and rocks.

Hans Majestaet
af
Hans
Majestaet Kongen
Kongen af
Danmark overdrager
overdrager ved
wed denne
denne
Danmark
Konvention
til de
de Forenede
Forenede
Konvention til
Stater
Stater ethvert
ethvert Territorium,
Territorium, BeBesiddelse og
og H0jhedsret,
HOjhedsret, som
som DanDansiddelse
mark
besidder, opretholder
opretholder eller
eller
mark besidder,
Krav pan
Vestindien, begTr Krav
paa iiVestindien,
bestaaende af
af 0erne
Oerne St.
St. Thomas,
staaende
Thomas,
St. Jan
Jan og
St. Croix
Croix tilligemed
tilligemed
St.
og St.
de
tilliggende Oer
og Klipper.
de tilliggende
Oer og
Klipper.

Artikel 1.
Artikel
1.
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right
This cession
cession includes
includes the right
This
of property
property in
in all
all public,
public, governgovernof
ment,.
or crown
lands, public
crown lands,
ment, or
buildings, wharves,
wharves, ports,
ports, harbuildings,
bors, fortifications,
fortifications, barracks, pubbors,
lic funds,
rights, franchises,
and
franchises, and
funds, rights,
lic
privileges,
and all
public
other public
all other
privileges, and
descripproperty
of every
kind or
or descripevery kind
property of
tion now
to Denmark
Denmark
belonging to
now belonging
tion
together
appurtenances
all appurtenances
with all
together with
thereto.
thereto.
In this
cession shall
shall also be inthis cession
In
cluded any
archives,
government archives,
any government
cluded
records,
papers or
documents
or documents
records, papers
or the
which relate
the cession
cession or
to the
relate to
which
rights and
and property
property of
the ininof the
rights
habitants of
of the
the Islands
Islands ceded,
habitants
and
may now
now be
existing
be existing
which may
and which
either
the Islands
Islands ceded or in
in the
either in
Denmark.
Such
and
archives and
Such archives
Denmark.
records shall
shall be
be carefully
carefully prerecords
served, and
and authenticated
copies
authenticated copies
served,
thereof,
as may
may be
be required
shall
required shall
thereof, as
be at
at all
all times
times given
given to
to the
the United
United
be
States Government
Government or
or the
the Danish
States
Government,
the case
may be,
be,
case may
as the
Government, as
or
properly authorized
authorized
such properly
to such
or to
persons as
as may
may apply
apply for
them.
for them.
persons

Article 2.
Article
Denmark guarantees
guarantees that the
Denmark
preceding
cession made
made by the preceding
cession
article is
unencumbered
and unencumbered
free and
is free
article
by
any reservations,
privileges,
reservations, privileges,
by any
franchises,
grants, or possessions,
franchises. glants,
held
any governments,
governments, corpocorpoby any
held by
individurations, syndicates,
syndicates, or individurations,
als,
as herein
mentioned.
herein mentioned.
except as
als, except
But
is understood
that this cesunderstood that
it is
But it
sion does
any respect
respect imin any
not in
does not
sion
pair
private rights
rights which by law
pair private
belong
to the
the peaceful
possession
peaceful possession
belong to
of
property of
of all
all kinds
kinds by priof property
vate individuals
individuals of whatsoever
whatsoever
vate
nationality,
by municipalities,
municipalities,
nationality, by
public or
establishments,
private establishments,
or private
public
ecclesiastical or
civic bodies, or
or civic
ecclesiastical
any other
other associations
associations having
having
any
legal
capacity to
to acquire
acquire and poslegal capacity
in the Islands
sess
property in
sess property
ceded.
ceded.
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inproperty inDenne Overdragelse
Overdragelse indbefat- ohUPu1i
y
d
Vie property
Denne
ter Ejendomsretten
til alle
alle offenoffenEjendomsretten til
ter
Kronen
tlige,
Regeringen eller
eller Kronen
tlige, Regeringen
tilh0rende
ofLandstraekninger, oftilh0rende Landstraekninger,
fentlige Bygninger,
Bygninger, Vaerfter,
Vaerfter,
fentlige
Havne, Rede,
Faestningsvaerker,
Rede, Faestningsvaerker,
Havne,
Kaserrter, offentlige
offentlige Midler, RetKaserner,
tigheder,
Friheder, Privilegier,
tigheder, Friheder,
Ejenog
anden offentlig
offentlig Ejenenhver anden
og enhver
dom
en hvilken
som heist
heist Art
Art
hvilken som
af en
dom af
eller
Beskrivelse, som
som nu
nu tilhOrer
tilh0rer AArchives,
eller Beskrivelse,
r
etc.
cive s stc.
Danmark,
dertil
alle dertil
tilligemed alle
Danmark, tilligemed
hOrende
Appertinentier.
h0rende Appertinentier.
denne Overdragelse
skal
Overdragelse skal
II denne
ogsaavaere
indbefattet alle
alle offenogsaavaere indbefattet
tlige Arkiver,
Arkiver, Protokoller,
Protokoller, PaPatlige
pirer eller
Dokumenter, som veyeeller Dokumenter,
pirer
drOrer Overdragelsen
Overdragelsen eller de
dr0rer
Rettigheder og
og den
den Ejendom, som
som
Rettigheder
tilhOrer
de overdragne
overdragne oers
Oers IndIndtilh0rer de
byggere,
maatte befinde
nu maatte
som nu
og som
byggere, og
sig enten
enten paa
de overdragne
overdragne 0er
Oer
paa de
sig
eller i
Danmark. Disse
Arkiver
Disse Arkiver
i Danmark.
eller
og Protokoller
Protokoller skal
skal omhyggelig
omhyggelig
og
opbevares,
og bekraeftede
bekraeftede Genopbevares, og
parter
deraf, som
maatte blive
som maatte
parter deraf,
forlangt, skal
enhver Tid
Tid
til enhver
skal til
forlangt,
gives
til de
ReForenede Staters Rede Forenede
gives til
gering eller
Regerden danske Regereller til den
gering
mg, efter
efter de foreliggende
foreliggende Omlg,
staendigheder,
saadanne
til saadanne
eller til
staendigheder, eller
beh0rig
Personer,
bemyndigede Personer,
beh0rig bemyndigede
som maatte
begaere samme.
samme.
maatte begaere
som

Artikel
Artikel 2.
Danmark
garanterer, at
at den
den Absolutecesion.
Absolute cession.
Danmark garanterer,
Sted
Overdragelse,
som
finder
Sted
finder
som
Overdragelse,
ved
foregaaende Artikel, er
er
den foregaaende
ved den
fri og
ubehaeftet af hvilke
hvilke som
som
og ubehaeftet
fri
heist
Privilegier, Friorbehold, Privilegier,
helst Forbehold,
heder, Indrommelser
IndrOmmelser eller
Besideller Besidheder,
delsesrettigheder,
som mnatte
ma atte
delsesrettigheder, som
pro.
tilhOre
Regering, KorporaKorpora- Private
Private rights pronogen Regering,
tilh0re nogen
tion,
Syndikat eller
eller privat
privat PerPer- tected.
teetod.
tion, Syndikat
son, undtagen
for saa
saa vidt
vidt det
undtagen for
son,
henier
er omtalt.
omtalt. Men man er enig
heri
om, at
denne Overdragelse
Overdragelse ikke
at denne
om,
nogen Henseende
Henseende skal komme
ii nogen
private Rettigheder
Rettigheder til Skade,
private
som
forbundet
Loven er forbundet
if0lge Loven
som ifOlge
med
den fredelige
fredelige Besiddelse
Besiddelse af
med den
Ejendom
as enhver Art, som tilEjendom as
kommer
private Personer
Personer af
kommer private
hvilken som
som heist Nationalitet,
Nationalitet,
hvilken
Komuner, offentlige
offentlige eller private
Komuner,
Establissementer, kirkelige
kirkelige eller
eller
Establissementer,
borgerlige Korporationer
Korporationer eller
eller
borgerlige
nogen anden
Saimmenslutning.
anden Sagnmenslutning.
nogen
at
som
ifOlge Loyen
befOjet til at
Loven er bef0jet
som if0lge
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Dhnish Ntional

Danish
Narinnal
Church
undisturbed
in
propertyrights.
property
rights,

.

tainer

ety.
etc.,' -

Y•

err ,

re-

mlitayY

The congregations
congregations belonging
The
belonging
to
to the
the Danish
Danish National
Church
National Church
shall
use
shall retain
retain the
the undisturbed
undisturbed use
of the
of
churches which
the churches
which are
are now
now
used by
the
by them, together
together with
with the
parsonages appertaining
appertaining therethereparsonages
and other
inunto and
other appurtenances,
appurtenances, infunds allotted
cluding the
the funds
allotted to
to the
the
churches.
churches.

erhverve og besidde
erhverve
be,sidde Ejendom
Ejendom paa
paa
de
overdragne 0er.
Oer.
de overdragne
De
hOrer til
til
De Memgheder,
Menigheder, som
som h0rer
den
Folkekirke skal
vedden danske
danske Folkekirke,
skal vedblive
at have
den uforstyrrede
uforstyrrede
blive at
have den
Brug af
af de
de Kirker,
Kirker, som
som nu
nu
benyttes
af dem,
dem, tillige
med de
de
benyttes af
tillige med
dertil h0rende
hfOrende Praesteboliger
Praesteboliger og
og
andet tilh0rende,
tilhOrende herunder
de til
til
andet
herunder de
Kirkerne henladte
Kapitaler.
Kirkerne
henlagte Kapitaler.

Article
3.
Article 3.

Artikel
Artikel 3.
3.

It is
especially agreed,
agreed, howIt
is especially
however, that:
that:

Man er
er dog
dog saerlig
konamet
Man
saerlig kommet
overens om,
om ' at:
at:
overens
1) Vaaben
Vaaben og
Militmerbehold1)
og Militaerbeholdsom befinder
befinder sig
sig paa
paa
ninger, som
Oerne paa
paa Tidspunktet
OverOerne
Tidspunktet for
for Overdragelsen, og som
dragelsen
soma tilh0rer
tilhOrer den
den
danske
skal forblive
forblive
danske liegering,
Regering, skal
denne Regerings
donne
Regerings Ejendom,
Ejendont, og
og
skal,
skal, saa
saa snart
mart OmstaendigheOmstaendighederne tillader
tillader det,
det, bortfjernes
bortfjernes af
af
denne,
med mindre
de, eller
oiler Dele
denne, med
mindre de,
Dele
deraf,
skulde blive
blive k0bt
kObt af
deraf, skulde
af de
de
Forenede
Staters
Regering,
Forenede
Staters
Regering,
hvorved dog er
underforstaaet,
er underforstaaet,
at Flag og Faner,
Uniformer og
og
Faner, Uniformer
saadanne
saadanne Vaaben
eller MilitaerMilitaerVaaben eller
genstande, der er maerkede
som
maerkede'som
den danske
den
Regerings Ejendom,
Ejendom,
danske Regerings
ikke
ikke skal vaere
vaere indbefattet
indl7efattet iien
en
saadan Erhvervelse.
Erhvervelse.
saadan
2) LOsOre,
saerlig SOlvt0j
2)
L0s0re, saerlig
S0lvt0j og
og
Malerier, som
som maatte
maatte findes
findes i
Malerier,
Gouvernementsbygningerne
Gouvernementsbygningerne pan
paa
de overdragne
overdragne per
og som
som tiltil0er,, og
hOrer
den danske
danske liegering,
skal
h0rer den
Regering, skal
forblive
forblive denne Regerings
Regerings EjenEjendom
og skal,
skal, saa
snart OmstaenOmstaendom og
saa snart
dighederne tillader
tillader clef,
bortdighederne
det, bortfjernes af
af denne.
denne.
fjernes
3) Pengekrav, som
3)
som nu
nu haves
haves af
af
Danmark mod
mod de
de overdragne
overdragne
0ers Kolonialkasser,
Oers
Kolonialkasser, er
or fuldfuldstaendig oph0rt
staendig
ophOrt som
som Følge
af
F0lge af
denne
Overdragelse, og
og de
de ForFordenne Overdragelse,
enede
enede Stater
sig intet
Stater paatager
paatager sig
intet
som heldst
heldst Ansvar
for eller
oiler ii
Ansvar for
Forbindelse
samme PengePengeForbindelse med
med samme
krav.
kray. Herfra
Ilerfra undtages
undtages dog
dog det
det
Belszib,
den danske
danske*StatsBel0b, som
som den
'Statskasse
have tilgode
tilgode iiMelMelkasse maatte
maatte have
lemregning
lemregning med
de vestindiske
vestindiske
med de
Kolonialkasser
Kolomalkasser iiHenhold
Henhold til
til den
den
i Anledning
i
Anledning af )ernes
Oernes Afstaaelse
Afstaaelse
stedfindende
stedfindende Opg0relse.
Opg0reLse. Skulde
Skulde
omvendt MellemregningsforholMellemregningsforholdet give de vestindiske KolonialKolonialkasser et Tilgodehavende
Tilgodehavende hos
den
hos den

1) The
The arms and military
1)
aupplkis.
stores existing
Islands at
at
existing in
in the
the Islands
the
of the
the cession
and bebethe time
time of
cession and
longing to
the Danish
Danish Governto the
Government shall remain the
property
the property
of
Government and
shall,
of that
that Government
and shall,
as soon as circumstances
circumstances will
will perpermit, be removed by
it, unless
unless
by it,
they, or parts
have
parts thereof,
thereof, may
may have
been bought by the Government
Government
it being
being
of the
the United
United States;
States; it
however understood
that flags
flags
understood that
and colors,
uniforms and
and such
such
colors, uniforms
arms or military articles
as are
articles as
are
marked
the property
of
marked as
as being
being the
property of
the Danish Government shall
shall not
not
be included in
purchase.
in such
such purchase.
Movables,
etc.
Movables, etc.
2) The
2)
The movables, especially
especially
silver plate and pictures
pictures which
which
may be found in
in the
the government
government
buildings in the islands ceded
ceded
and belonging
the Danish
Danish
belonging to
to the
Government shall
shall remain
remain the
the
property
property of that Government
Government and
shall, as soon as
circumstances
as circumstances
will permit,
be removed
by it.
it.
olonl
oun, will
permit, be
removed by
Colonial
accounts,
tc
ccons
etc.
3)
pecuniary claims
3) The
The pecuniary
claims now
now
held by Denmark against the
the cocolonial treasuries
treasuries of the
the islands
islands
ceded are altogether
altogether extinguished
extinguished
consequence of
in consequence
cession and
of this
this cession
and
the United
United States assumes
assumes no
no rerewhatsoever for
sponsibility whatsoever
for or
or in
in
connection
connection with
with these
these claims.
claims.
Excepted is however
however the amount
amount
due to the Danish Treasury
Treasury in
in
account current
current with
with the WestWestIndian colonial treasuries
treasuries purpursuant to the making up of accounts
counts in consequence
consequence of
the cescesof the
sion of the islands:
should on
on the
the
islands; should
other hand this final accounting
accounting
show aa balance
in. favour
of the
the
balance in
favour of
West-Indian
West-Indian colonial treasuries,
treasuries,
the Danish Treasury
Treasury shall
shall pay
pay
rand
Arms

and

milhar

ArousT 4,
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that amount
amount to the colonial treasthat
uries.
4) The
The United
will mainStates will
United States
4)
tain
grants, concesfollowing grants,
the following
tain the
sions
licenses, given by the
and licenses,
sions and
Danish Government,
Government, in accordDanish
ance with
with the
the terms
terms on which
which
ance
they
are given:
they are
a. The
The concession
concession granted to
a.
"Det vestindiske
Kompagni"
vestindiske Kompagni"
"Det
(the
Company) Ltd.
West-Indian Company)
(the West-Indian
by the
the communications
communications from the
by
Ministry
of Finance
January
Finance of January
Ministry of
18th 1913
1913 and
16th
April 16th
of April
and of
18th
1913 relative to a
a license
license to em1913
bank, drain,
drain, deepen
deepen and utilize
bank,
St. Thomas Harcertain areas in St.
certain
bor and
and preferential
preferential rights
rights as to
bor
commercial,
industrial or shipshipcommercial, industrial
ping
establishments in the said
ping establishments
Harbor.
Harbor.
b.
10th
of August 10th
Agreement of
b. Agreement
and
14th, 1914
between the mu1914 between
and 14th,
nicipality
St. Thomas
Thomas and St.
of St.
nicipality of
John
vestindiske Kom"Det vestindiske
and "Det
John and
pagni"
relative to
to the
supthe supLtd. relative
pagni" Ltd.
ply
of the
the city
city of
of Charlotte
AmaCharlotte Amaply of
lie
with electric
electric lighting.
lie with
c.
Concession of March 12th
c. Concession
1897
to "The
Dock
"The Floating Dock
1897 to
Company
of St.
St. Thomas
Ltd.",
Thomas Ltd.",
Company of
"The
subsequently
transferred to "
The
subsequently transferred
St. Thomas
Thomas Engineering
Engineering and
and
St.
Coaling Company
Company Ltd." relative
Coaling
to a
floating dock in St. Thomas
a floating
to
Harbor, in
in which
concession the
which concession
Harbor,
maintenance, extension,
extension, and alalmaintenance,
teration of
of the
existing rethen existing
the then
teration
pairing slip
reserved.
are reserved.
slip are
pairing
d.
Royal Decree
Decree Nr.
Nr. 79
of No79 of
d. Roval
vember 30th
1914 relative
relative to the
30th 1914
vember
subsidies from
the colonial treasfrom the
subsidies
uries
of St.
St. Thomas and Sainte
uries of
Croix
"The West
West India and
to "The
Croix to
Panama
Company
Telegraph Company
Panama Telegraph
Ltd."
e. Concession
of November
November 3rd,
Concession of
e.
1906,
establish
to K. B. Hey to establish
1906, to
and operate
operate aa telephone
telephone system
and
on St.
island, which conThomas island,
St. Thomas
on
cession has
subsequently been
has subsequently
cession
"St.
transferred to the "
St. Thomas
Thomas
transferred
Telefonselskab"
Telefonselskab " Ltd.
f. Concession
28th
Concession of February 28th
f.
1913 to
to the
the municipality
municipality of
1913
Sainte
establish and opto establish
Croix to
Sainte Croix
erate aa telephone
telephone system
system in
erate
Sainte
Croix.
Sainte Croix.
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danske Statskasse,
denne at
Statskasse, har denne
danske
tilsvare Kolonialkasserne
Kolonialkasserne dette.
tilsvare

-

con
tirchssetc.,
Forenede Stater
De .Forenede
4) De
4)
Stater vil
vii opor- un
F
u
r
er ises '
etc "
cm.
retholde
de efterfOlgende
den
efterfl0gende af den
retholde de
danske
Regering givne
givne Tilsagn,
danske Regering
Koncessioner
Bevillinger, overog Bevillinger,
Koncessioner og
ensstemmende med
med de
de Vilkaar,
ensstemmende
under
hvilke de er
er givne:
under hvilke
Description.
a. Finansministeriets
Finansministeriets Tilsagn ii Descriptio
a.
og
1913
Skrivelser
af 18'
Januar
18' Januar
Skrivelser af
16'
April 1913
1913 til
Aktieselskabet
til Aktieselskabet
16' April
"
Det vestindiske
Kornpagni"
vestindiske Kompagni"
"Det
angaaende
Tilladelse til at indangaaende Tilladelse
daemme,
uddybe og
torlaegge, uddybe
daemme, tOrlaegge,
udnytte
visse Arealer
Arealer ii St.
udnytte visse
Thomas
Havn samt
Fortrinsret
samt Fortrinsret
Thomas Havn
med
kommercielle, intil kommercielle,
Hensyn til
med Hensyn
dustrielle
eller Skibsfartsanlaeg
Skibsfartsanlaeg ii
dustrielle eller
St.
Havn;
Thomas Havn;
St. Thomas
b. Overenskomst
10' og 14'
Overenskomst af 10'
b.
August
mellem Kommunen
Kommunen
1914 mellem
August 1914
St. Thomas
Thomas og
St. Jan
Jan og AktieAktieog St.
St.
selskabet
vestindiske Kom"Det vestindiske
selskabet "Det
pagni" angaaende
angaaende Byen Charpagni"
lotte
Amalie,s Forsyning
Forsyning med
lotte Amalies
elektrisk
Belysnimg;
elektrisk Belysning;
c. Koncession
Koncession af 12' Marts
Marts 1897
c.
for "The
"The Floating
Floating Dock
Dock Comfor
pany of
of St.
Ltd.", senere
senere
Thomas Ltd.",
St. Thomas
pany
overgaaet
"The St.
St. Thomas
Thomas
til "The
overgaaet Il
Engineering
Engineering and Coaling Company
Ltd." vedr0rende
vedrvirende end Flypany Ltd."
dedok
St. Thomas
Thomas Havn, ved
dedok ii St.
hvilken
Koncession OpretholdOpretholdhvilken Koncession
else, Udvidelse
Forandring af
Udvidelse og Forandring
else,
den
da eksisterende
Ophalingseksisterende Ophalingsden da
bedding er
forbeholdt:
er forbeholdt:
bedding
d.
Anordning No. 79
Kongelig Anordning
d. Kongelig
af
30' November
November 1914 om Tilskud
af 30'
fra
og St.
St. Croix
Croix KoThomas og
St. Thomas
fra St.
lonialkasser
"The West
West India
til "The
lonialkasser til
and Panama
Company
Telegraph Company
Panama Telegraph
and
Ltd.";
Ltd.";
November
e. Koncession
3' November
Koncession af 3'
e.
1906
cand. polyt. K. B. Hey
til cand.
1906 til
paa Anlaeg
Anlaeg og Drift af Telepaa
foner
paa St. Thomas, hvilken
foner paa
Koncession
senere er
er overgaaet
overgaaet til
Koncession senere
Aktieselskabet" St. Thomas
Thomas TeleTeleAktieselskabet"
fonselskab";
fonselskab ";
1.
Bevilling af
28' Februar
Februar
af 28'
f. Bevilling
1913 til
Kommune til
Croix Kommune
St. Croix
til St.
1913
Anlaeg
og Drift
af Telefoner
Telefoner
Drift af
Anlaeg og
paa St. Croix;
Croix;
paa
g. Koncession
Koncession af
af 16'
16' Juli 1915
g.
til Diplomingenift
Diplomingenir Ejnar Svendtil
sen paa
paa Oprettelse
Oprettelse og
og Drift af et
sen
i Byen ChrisElektricitetsvaerk
Elektricitetsvaerk i
tianssted paa
Croix;
paa St. Croix;
tianssted
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g. Concession
Concession of
of July
July 16th
16th
g.
1915 to
to Ejnar
Ejnar Svendsen,
Svendsen, an
1915
an EnEngineer,
construction and
gineer, for
for the
the construction
and
operation
of an
electric light
operation of
an electric
light
plant
city of
Christiansted,
plant in
in the
the city
of Christiansted,
Sainte
Croix.
Sainte Croix.
h. Concession
Concession of
of June
June 20th
20th
1904 for the
establishment of
of a
a
the establishment
Danish West-Indian
bank of
isDanish
West-Indian bank
of isThis bank
bank has
sue. This
has for
for aa period
period
of
acquired the
the momoof 30 years
years acquired
nopoly to issue bank-notes
the
bank-notes in
in the
Danish West-India
Danish
West-India islands
islands
against
against the
to the
the payment
payment to
the DanDanTreasury of a
ish Treasury
amounta tax
tax amounting to ten percent
percent of
its annual
annual
of its
profits.
i. Guarantee
Guarantee according
according to
the
to the
Danish supplementary
supplementary Budget
Budget
Law
Law for
1908for the
the financial
financial year
year 19081909 relative
Thomas
1909
relative to
to the
the St.
St. Thomas
Harbor's four percent
loan of
percent loan
of
1910.
1910.
Reservation of debts
Reservation
T1
due from individuals,
5) Whatever
5)
sum shall
shall be
be due
Whatever sum
due
etc.
etc.
to the Danish Treasuty
Treasury by priindividuals on the
vate individuals
date of
of
the date
exchange of
of ratifications
ratifications are
are
the exchange
reserved
reserved and do not pass by this
cession; and where
where the
the Danish
Danish
Government at
Government
holds
at that
that date
date holds
property
property taken
taken over
by the
the Danover by
Danish
Treasury for
due by
by
ish Treasury
for sums
sums due
private
private individuals,
propindividuals, such
such property shall not pass by
by this
this cession,
cession,
but
Government shall
shall
but the
the Danish
Danish Government
sell or dispose of such
such property
and remove its proceeds
proceeds within
within
two years from the
the date
the
date of the
exchange
this
exchange of
of ratifications
ratifications of
of this
convention;• the United
convention
States
United States
Government
entitled to
Government being entitled
sell
to sell
by public auction, to
credit
to the credit
of the Danish Government,
Government, any
any
portion of such property
remainproperty remaining unsold at the expiration
expiration of
of
the
said
term
of
two
years.
the
said
term
of
two
years
Retired allowances

ontined.
continued.

o

6)
The
6) The

Colonial
Colonial

Article
Article 4.
4.
Formal
delive7y.
Formal dele.

Treasuries
Treasuries

shall continue to pay the yearly
yearly
allowances
allowances now given to heretofore retired functionaries
functionaries appointed in the islands
but holdholdislands but
ing no Royal Commissions
Commissions,' ununless
y have
less such
such allowance
allowancess ma
may
have
until now been
been paid in
in Denmark.
Denmark.

Aueuer
4, 1916.
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h.
Koncession af
af 20'
20' Juni
1904
h. Koncession
Juni 1904
pea
Oprettelse af
af en
en dansk
dansk vesyespaa Oprettelse
tindisk
Seddelbank. Banken
Banken har
har
tindisk Seddelbank.
for
et Tidsrum
Tidsrum af
af 30
30 Aar
Eneret
for et
Aar Eneret
paa de
de dansk
dansk vestindiske
vestindiske Oer
Oer til
til
paa
at
udstede Sedler
Sedler mod
mod af
af sit
sit
at udstede
Aarsoverskud at
at betale
betale 10
10 ProAarsoverskud
Procent ii Afgift
Afgift til
den danske
danske
cent
til den
Statskasse.
Statskasse.
i.
Garanti ii Henhold
Henhold til
til den
den
i. Garanti
danske Lov
em Tillaegsbevilling
Tillaegsbevilling
danske
Lov om
for
1908-09 vedr0vedr0for Finansaaret
Finansaaret 1908-09
rende
Thomas Havneraads
rende St.
St. Thomas
Havneraads 44
Procent
Laan af
af 1910;
1910;
Procent Laan
5) Ethvert
Ethvert Bel0b,
Bel0b, som
som skyldes
skyldes
5)
til
Danske Statskasse
Statskasse af
af PriPritil den
den Danske
vatpersoner
pas den
den Dag,
Dag, da
vatpersoner paa
da
Udvekslingen
af Ratifikationerne
Udvekslingen af
Ratifikationerne
finder Sted,
og indbefattes
indbefattes
finder
Sted, bevares
bevares og
ikke
ved denne
Overdragelse, og
ikke ved
denne Overdragelse,
og
for saa
vidt den
den danske
danske Regering
Regering
for
saa vidt
paa
denne Dag
Dag besidder
fast
paa denne
besidder fast
Ejendom,
er overtaget
overtaget af
af
Ejendom, som
som er
den
danske Statskasse
Statskasse for
for Bel0b,
Bel0b,
den danske
som
af Privatpersoner,
Privatpersoner,
som skyldes
skyldes af
skal
Ejendom ikke
indbeskal saadan
saadan Ejendom
ikke indbefattes under denne
fattes
denne Overdragelse,
Overdragelse,
men den
Regering vil
vil have
den danske Regering
have
eller raade
raade over
saadan
at saelge
saelge eller
over saadan
Ejendom og
og fjerne
fjerne dens
dens Udbytte
Udbytte
Ejendom
indenfor 22 Aar fra
Datoen for
for
fra Datoen
Udvekslingen af
af Ratifikationerne
Udvekslingen
Ratifikationerne
at
af denne
denne Konvention,
Konvention, saalede,s
saaledes at
Forenede Staters
de Forenede
Staters Regering
Regering er
er
befOjet
til at
saelge ved
ved offentlig
offentlig
bef0jet til
at saelge
Auktion,
for den
den danske
danske RegeRegeAuktion, for
rings
Regning, enhver
enhver Del
Del af
af
rings Regning,
saadan
Ejendom som
som maatte
maatte
saadan Ejendom,
vaere forblevet
forblevet usolgt
usolgt ved
ved Udkibet
vaere
Udl$bet
af
den naevnte
Frist af
af to
to Aar.
Aar.
af den
naevnte Frist
6.
Kolonialkasserne skal
skal vedved6. Kolonialkasserne
blive at betale de
Underde aarlige Underst0ttelser, der nu gives
stOttelser,
til tidlitidligives til
gere
afslZedigede Tjenestemaend,
gere afskedigede
Tjenestemaend,
som
ansatte paa
pea Qerne,
)erne, men
som var
var ansatte
men
ikke
havde kongelig
ikke havde
kongelig Udnaevnelse,
Udnaevnelse,
med mindre
mindre disse
disse Underst0ttelser
UnderstOttelser
med
hidtil er
er udredede
udredede i
Danmark.
hidtil
i Danmark.

Artikel
Artikel 4.

The Danish Government
Den
danske Regering
Regering skal
skal sae
shall
Government shall
Den danske
saa
appoint
appoint with convenient
convenient despatch
despatch snart som muligt
muligt udnaevne
udnaevne en
en
an agent
agent or
the puror agents
agents for
Befuldmaegtiget eller
eller flere
flere BeBefor the
pur- Befuldmaegtiget
pose of formally delivering
to aa fuldmaegtigede
det 0jemed
Cojemed forfor.
delivering to
fuldmaegtigede i
i det
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similar agent
agent or
or agents
agents appointed
appointed
similar
on behalf
United States,
the United
behalf of the
on
the territory,
territory, dominion,
dominion, property,
property,
the
and appurtenances
appurtenances which are
and
ceded
and for
for doing
any
doing any
hereby, and
ceded hereby,
other
which may
be necessary
necessary
act which
may be
other act
in regard
regard thereto.
thereto. Formal dein
livery
of the
the territory
and proppropterritory .and
livery of
erty ceded
ceded shall
shall be
be made
made immeimmeerty
diately
payment by the
the payment
after the
diately after
United States
States of the sum of
United
money stipulated
stipulated in
convenin this
this convenmoney
tion; but
but thessionthe
the cession
cession with
the
with the
tion;
right of
immediate possession
is
possession is
of immediate
right
nevertheless to
combe deemed
deemed comto be
nevertheless
plete on
on the
of ratificaratificaexchange of
the exchange
plete
tions of this convention
convention without
without
tions
such formal
formal delivery.
delivery. Any
Any Dansuch
ish
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces
ish military
which may
be in the Islands ceded
may beintheIslandsceded
which
shall
withdrawn as
as
as soon as
be withdrawn
shall be
may
be practicable
practicable after
the forafter the
may be
mal
it being
being however
however
delivery, it
mal delivery,
understood that
if the
the persons
that if
understood
constituting these forces,
forces, after
constituting
having terminated
their Danish
terminated their
having
leave the
service, do not wish to leave
Islands,
they shall be allowed
to
allowed to
Islands, they
remain there
there as civilians
civilians.
remain

Article
5.
Article 5.
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melt at
at overlevere
lignende
til en lignende
overlevere til
melt
Befuldinaeg,tiget
eller BefuldBefuldBefuldmaegtiget eller
maegtigede. som
som er udnaevnte
udnaevnte paa
paa
maegtigede.
de
Forenede Staters
Vegne, TerStaters Vegne,
de Forenede
ritorium, H0jhedsret,
110jhedsret, EjendomsEjendomsritorium,
herved
ret
Appertinentier, som herved
og Appertinentier,
ret og
overdrages,
og til at foretage
foretage
overdrages, og
enhver
Handling, som ii
anden Handling,
enhver anden
denne
Henseende maatte vaere
denne Henseende
nOdvendig. Formel
Overlevering
Formel Overlevering
n0dvendig.
af
overdragne Territorium
og
Territorium og
det overdragne
af det
Ejendom
skal finde
finde Sted umiddelumiddelEjendom skal
Stater
bart
Forenede Stater
bart efter, at de Forenede
her
denne Konvention
Konvention
i denne
har betalt
betalt det i
stipulerede
Pengebel0b;
men
men
Pengebel0b;
stipulerede
Overdragelsen
med Ret
til umidumidRet til
Overdragelsen med
delbar Besiddelsestagelse
skal
Besiddelsestagelse skal
delbar

ikke desmindre
at vaere
vaere D
Withdra wal
etc
Daithforces
anses at
ikke
desmindre anses
anish forces, etc.

of

fuldstaendig ved Udvekslingen
Udvekslingen
fuldstaendig
af Ratifikationerne
denne Kontil denne
af
Ratifikationerne til
vention uden
saadan formel OverOveruden saadan
vention
levering.
Alle danske
landeller
danske landeller
levering. Alle
SOmilitaere Styrker,
Styrker, som
som maatte
maatte
S0militaere
befinde sig
sig paa
paa de
de overdragne
per,
overdragne 0er,
befinde
skal
traekkes tilbage,
snart
tilbage, saa snarl
skal traekkes
dette lader
lader sig
gyire efter
efter den forsig g0re
dette
melle Overlevering,
Overlevenng, idet man dog
dog
er enig
at dersom
de Persodersom de
enig om
om, at
er
,ner
som udg0r
udgOr saadanne
saadanne Styrker,
ner,, som
efter at
deres
at have afsluttet deres
efter
danske
ikke 0nsker
Onsker at
at
Tjeneste, ikke
danske Tjeneste,
forlade
skal det vaere dem
0erne, skal
forlade Oerne
forlilive der
der som Civiltilladt at forblive
personer.
personer.
Artikel 5. •

In full
full consideration
consideration of the
the cesIn
sion
convention, the
this convention,
by this
made by
sion made
United States
Unittd
States agrees to pay,
within
ninety days from the date
within ninety
of
exchange of the ratificathe exchange
of the
tions of
of this
ill the
this convention,
conv ention. in
tions
(...!ity
Washington to the diplo('itv of Washington
matic
or other
representative or
Imatic representative
agent
of I
lis Majesty
Majesty the King of
IIs
agent of
Denmark
authorized to reduly authorized
Iennmark duly
ceive the money,
money, the sum of
ceive
twenty-five ,million
million dollars
dollars in
tvwentv-five
gold coin of
of the United States.
gold

Som fuldt
fuldt Vederlag
Vederlag for
den
for den
Som
ved
Konvention skete
ved define
denne Konvention
Overdragelse gaar
gaar de Forenede
Forenede
Overdragelse
Stater hid
pita at
at betale,
betide, inden
inden 90
90
ind paa
Stater
Dage
fra Datoen
for UdvekslinUdvekslinDatoen for
Dage fra
en af
Ratifikationerne af
Jenne
af denne
if Ratifikatinerne
gen
Konvention. iiStaden Washington
Washington
Konvention.
til
Hans Majestaet
Majestaet Kongen
af
Klongen af
til HIans
Danmarks diplomatiske
Repraediplomatiske RepraeDanniarks
sentant eller
eller anden
Befuldmaeganden Befuldmaegsentant
tiget, somr
som er
er behOrig
bemyndiget
behOrig bemyndiget
tiget.
til
at modtage
modtage Pengene, en Sum
til at
Millioner Dollars
de ForDollars iide
af 25 Millioner
ende
Staters GuldmOnt.
Guldmdnt.
ende Staters

Article 6.

Artikel 6.

Danish
residing in
citizens residing
Danish citizens
said
remain therein
therein
said islands may remnain
or
remove therefrom
therefrom at will,
may remove
or may
retaining in
event all their
in either
either event
retaining
rights
property, including the
rights of property,
right to
or dispose
dispose of such
such
sell or
to sell
right
property
its proceeds;
proceeds; in case
or its
property or
they
Islands, they
in the
the Islands,
they remain in

danske Statsborgere.
Statsborgere, der beDe danske
bor de
kan efter
efter eget
eget
Per, kan
bor
de naevnte
naevnte Oer,
Valg.blive
blive boende
boencle eller flvtte
flytte derValg
fra, Ida
ene som iidet
det
let ene
idet de
de iidet
fra,
andet Tilfaelde
Tilfaelde bevarer
bevarer alle deres
deres
andet
Ejendomsrettigheder, deri
deniindbeEjendomsrettigheder,
s:elge eller
eller
Retten til at saelge
fattet Retten
eller
raade over saadan
saadan Ejendom
Ejendom eller
raade

Payment to be made
Paymenttobenmade.

Anntt,
Ante, p. 1133.
1133.

p
i
7g1

Citizenship.
Danishh citizenship.

Property rights, etc.,
secured.
securid•
rig hts.
"
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shall
until otherwise
otherwise
continue until
shall continue
provided,
the private,
private,
all the
to enjoy
enjoy all
provided, to
municipal
and religious
rights
religious rights
municipal and
and
to them
them by
secured to
liberties secured
and liberties
the laws
laws now
now in
force. If
If the
the
in force.
the
present
altered, the
the said
said
laws are
are altered,
present laws
inhabitants shall
shall not
not thereby
be
thereby be
inhabitants
placed in
favorable posiposiin a
a less
less favorable
placed
tion
in respect
respect to
above mento the above
tion in
tioned rights
than
liberties than
and liberties
rights and
tioned
Declaration to pre- they
they now
now enjoy.
who rereThose who
enjoy. Those
serve
serve status.
status.
main
in the
the islands
preserve
may preserve
islands may
main in
their
by
in Denmark
Denmark by
citizenship in
their citizenship
making
record,
a court
court of
of record,
before a
making before
within one
one year
the date
date of
of
from the
year from
within
the exchange
of
of ratifications
ratifications of
exchange of
the
this
convention, a
of
a declaration
declaration of
this convention,
their decision
decision to
to preserve
such
preserve such
their
Renunmation
Renuneintiem in
in dede^ citizenship;
citizenship; in
in default
default of
of which
which
tam.
aiult.
declaration they
be held
held to
to
shall be
they shall
declaration
have renounced
renounced it,
it, and
and to
to hate
have
have
accepted
the United
United
in the
citizenship in
accepted citizenship
States;
for children
children under
eightunder eightStates; for
een years
years the
said declaration
declaration
the said
een
may be
their parents
parents
by their
be made
made by
may
Subsequent action.
action.
Subsequent
or
Such election
election of
or guardians.
guardians. Such
Danish citizenship
citizenship shall
shall however
however
Danish
said
not, after
lapse of the said
after the
the lapse
not,
term of
be a
abar
to their
bar to
year, be
of one
one year,
term
renunciation of
their preserved
preserved
of their
renunciation
Danish
and their
electheir eleccitizenship and
Danish citizenship
tion
citizenship in
the United
United
in the
of citizenship
tion of
States
and admission
admission to
to the
the nanaStates and
tionality thereof
the same
same
on the
tionality
thereof on
terms
as dmay
thay be
be provided
provided accordaccordterms as
ing
ing to the
the laws
laws of
of the United
United
States,
for other
other inhabitants
inhabitants of
of
States, for
the
the islands.
CFrII and political
political
Civil
The civil
the politipoliticivil rights and
and the
The
status.
status.
cal
of the
inhabitants of
of
cal status
status of
the inhabitants
the islands
islands shall
shall be
be determined
determined
by the Congress, subject to the
stipulations
the
stipulations contained
contained in
in the
present convention.
present
convention.
Property rights of
Pkoty
Danish citizens
not residing
residing in
in
Danish
citizens not
nonresidents.
nonresidents.
owning property
the islands
islands but owning
property
therein
therein at the time of
of the cession,
cession,
shall retain
rights of
of propretain their rights
property, including
including the right to sell
sell
property, beor dispose
dispose of
of such
such property,
being placed
regard on the
placed in this regard
Danish citizens
same basis as the
the Danish
citizens
residing
residing in the islands and
and reremaining
therein or
removing
maining therein
or removing
therefrom. to
to whom
whom the
the first
first
therefrom.
paragraph of this
article relates.
paragraph
this article
relates.
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Udbyttet deraf;
Tilfaelde af,
af,
deraf; ii Tilfaelde
Udbyttet
at
de forbliver
forbliver paa
paa Oerne,
skid
eerne, skal
at de
de,
anderledes bestemmes,
bestemmes,
de, indtil
indtil anderledes
vedblive at nyde alle
alle private
private Retvedblive
tigheder, kommunale
kommunale og
religiOse
og religi0se
tigheder,
Friheder, som
som er
er dem
dem tilstaaede
tilstaaede
Friheder,
ved de
nu gaeldende
Love. Ifald
Ifald
gaeldende Love.
ved
de nu
de
nuvaerende Love
forandres,
Love forandres,
de nuvaerende
skal de
de ikke
ikke derved
bringes iien
en
derved bringes
skal
ugunstigere Stilling
Henseende
Stilling iiHenseende
ugunstigere
til de
de ovenomtalte
ovenomtalte Rettigheder
Rettigheder og
og
til
Friheder, end
end de
de nu
nyder. De,
De,
nu nyder.
Friheder,
som forbliver
paa Oerne,
)erne, har Ret
som
forbliver paa
til
at bevare
beva re deres
deres StatsborgerforStatsborgerfortil at
hold til
ved, inden et
et
Danmark ved,
hold
til Danmark
Aar
fra Dagen
Udvekslimgen
for Udvekslingen
Dagen for
Aar fra
af denne
RatifikaKonventions Ratifikaaf
denne Konventions
tioner,
"Court of
Record"
of Record"
til en "Court
tioner, til
at afgive
afgive en
om, at
at de
Erklaering om,
en Erklaering
at
Onsker at
at bevare
bevare saadant
saadant StatsStats0nsker
borgerforhold, iiMangel
Mange af
af hvilborgerforhold,
kin Erklaering
Erklaering de
de skal
for
skal anses for
kin
at
givet Afkald
Afkald derpaa
og at
at
derpaa og
have givet
at have
have valgt
valg.t at
undersaati undersaatat traede
traede i
have
ligt Forhold
Forhold til
til de
de Forenede
Forenede
ligt
Stater;
for B0rn
B011. under
under 18
18 Aar
Aar
Stater; for
kan den
Erklaering afafnaevnte Erklaering
kan
den naevnte
'yes af
af Foraeldre
eller Vaerge.
Vaerge.
gives
Foraeldre eller
aadant Valg
af dansk
Statsbordansk StatsborValg af
Saadant
gerforhold skal dog ikke efter
efter
gerforhold
UdlObet af
ovennaevnte Frist
Frist af
af
af ovennaevnte
Udl0bet
et
til hinder
hinder for,
for, at de
Aar vaere
vaere til
et Aar
giver Afkald
pita deres bevarede
bevarede
giver
Afkald paa
Statsborgerforhold
til Danmark
Danmark
Statsborgerforhold til
og
at traede
statsbori statsbortraede i
og vaelger
vaelger at
gerligt Forhold
til de
de Forenede
Forenede
Forhold til
gerligt
Stater og
og optages
optages iidisses
disses NationNationStater
alitet paa
de Betingelser,
Betingelser, som
som
paa de
alitet
overensstemmende med
med de
de ForForoverensstemmende
enede Staters
Staters Love
maatte blive
blive
Love maatte
enede
foreskrevne for andre Beboere af
af
foreskrevne
Oerne.
eerne.
(Dernes Indbyggeres
Indbyggeres borgerlige
borgerlige
0ernes
Rettigheder
og politiske
politiske Vilkaar
Vilkaar
Rettigheder og
skal
Kongressen, ii
af Kongressen,
bestemmes af
skal bestemmes
Overensstemmelse med
med de
de iinaernaerOverensstemmelse
vaerende Konvention
Konvention indeholdte
indeholdte
vaerende
Besternmelser.
Bestemmelser.
Statsborgere, der ikke
Danske
Danske Statsborgere,
er
bosatte paa
()erne, men
paa
men paa
paa Qerne,
er bosatte
Overdragelsestiden ejer
ejer Ejendom
Ejendom
Overdragelsestiden
der. skal
skid bevare
bevare deres
deres EjendomsEjendomsder.
rettigheder.
den iindbefattet
indbefattet Retrettigheder. deri
ten
saelge eller
eller raade
made over
over
til at
at saelge
ten til
disse
Ejendomme. idet
idet de
de I
saa
i saa
disse Ejendomme.
Henseende
Henseende er stillede paa samme
Fod
som de
danske Statsborgere.
Statsborgere.
de danske
Fod som
der
her pa
pan
Oerne og
der
og bliver
bliver der
a)erne
der bor
eller
derfra. om hvem
hvem
eller flvtter derfra.
denne
fcirste Del
Del handdenne Artikels
Artikels forste
ler.
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Article
Article 7.
7.
Danish subjects
Danish
subjects residing in the
Islands
Islands shall be
be subject in matters
civil as
well as
ters civil
as well
as criminal
criminal to
to
the jurisdiction
the courts
courts of
of
the
jurisdiction of
of the
the
Islands, pursuant
the orpursuant to
to the
the Islands,
dinary
laws governing
the same,
same,
dinary laws
governing the
and
shall have
the right
right to
to
have the
and they
they shall
appear
before such
such courts,
courts, and to
appear before
pursue
same course
therein
course therein
the same
pursue the
as
country to
to
of the
the country
as citizens
citizens of
which
belong.
the courts
courts belong.
which the
Article 8.
8.
Article
Judicial
proceedings pending
pending
Judicial proceedings
at
the time
time of
of the
formal delivery
delivery
the formal
at the
in
shall be
in the
the islands
islands ceded
ceded shall
be dedetermined
followto the
the followaccording to
termined according
ing
ing rules:
(1) Judgments
either
rendered either
(1)
Judgments rendered
civil suits between
between private
in civil
private individuals,
matters,
or in
in criminal
criminal matters,
dividuals, or
before the
the date
and
date mentioned, and
before
with
respect to which
which there is
with respect
is no
no
recourse
review under
recourse or right to review
Danish
deemed to be
Danish law, shall
shall be deemed
be
executed in due
final, and shall be executed
renewed
form and
and without any renewed
whatsoever, by the competrial whatsoever,
tent authority
authority in the territories
within
judgments are
within which
which such
such judgments
are
to
to be
be carried
carried out.
If
mode of
If in aacriminal
criminal case aamode
punishment
applied
has been
been applied
punishment has
which,
according to new
new rules,
nwhich, according
rules, is
is
no longer applicable
applicable on the isisceded after
after delivery,
delivery, the
the
lands ceded
nearest corresponding
corresponding punishpunishnearest
ment in the new rules shall be
nient
applied.
applied.
('.2)
criminal acac(2) Civil suits or criminal
tions
pending before
before the
the first
first
tions pending
courts,
pleadings
courts, in which
which the
the pleadings
have not been closed at the same
time, shall be confirmed
confirmed before
time.
established in the
the tribunals established
ceded
after the
delivery,
ceded islands
islands after
the delivery,
in accordance
accordance with the law which
which
shall
thereafter be in force.
shall thereafter
(3)
Civil suits
suits and
and criminal
criminal
(3) Civil
actions pending at
at the said time
actions
the Superior
Superior Court
Court or
or the
the
before the
Supreme
Denmark shall
shall
Court in
in Denmark
Supreme Court
continue to
prosecuted before
before
continue
to be prosecuted
Danish courts
the Danish
courts until
until final judgment according
according to the
the law
judgment
hitherto in force.
force. The judgment
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Artikel 7.
7.
Artikel

Legal rights of DanDanske
som bor
Undersaatter, som
bor ishglrghts
of Dan.
Danske Undersaatter,
ish subjects.
pan.
saavel ii civile
civile
skal saavel
0erne, skal
paa cOerne,
som i
Sager vaere
vaere ununi kriminelle
kriminelle Sager
som
dergivet
()ernes Domstoles
Domstoles Jurisdergivet Oernes
diktion ii Overensstemmelse
Overensstemmelse med
med
diktion
de
for samrne
gaeldende alminalminsamme gaeldende
de for
delige
have Ret
Ret
skal have
og de skal
delige Love; og
til at
give M0de
MOde for
for disse
dime DornDomtil
at give
stole og
og forfOlge
den samme
samme
forf0lge den
stole
Fremgangsmaade for
for dem
dem som
som
Fremgangsmaade
Borgere
af det
til hvilket
hvilket
det Land,
Land, til
Borgere af
Domstolene
h0rer.
Domstolene hOrer.

Artikel 8.
Artikel
Judicial proceedings
Judicial

Retssager, som
som paa
paa Tidspunkpendi'ng.
Tidspunk- pending.
Retssager,
tet
for den
Overlevering
formelle Overlevering
tet for
den formelle
verserer
paa de
Oer,
de overdragne
overdragne Qer,
verserer paa
skal
fOres til
Afslutning i
i OverOvertil Afslutning
skal f0res
ensstenunelse
f0lgende Regensstemmelse med fOlgende
ler:
ler:
Finality
Finality

of

com-

pleted judgments.
1)
Dornme, som
som er
er afsagt
en; pleted
afsagt en1) Domme,
ten ii civile
civile Retssager
Retssager mellem
mellem
ten
private
private Personer eller ii kriminelle
Sager fOr
f0r det ommeldte
nelle Sager
Tidspunkt,
Hensyn til
Tidspunkt, og med Hensyn
hvilke der ikke bestaar Adgang
Adgang
til
Revision efter
efter
til Appel
Appel eller
eller Revision
dansk Ret, skal anses
anses for at vaere
dansk
endelige og
fornyet
uden fornyet
og skal uden
endelige
PrOvelse
nogen Art eksekPr0velse af nogen
veres
behOrig Maade
Maade af
den
af den
veres paa
paa beh0rig
kompetente Myndighed
Myndighed ii de
kompetente
Territorier,
saadanne
Terrtorier, ii 'hvilke saadanne
Demme
udfOres.
Domme skal udf0res.
Punishment in crimirnisnuntmenrimDersotn
en kriminel
kriminel Sag
Sag en
en inal
Dersomn iien
cases
Stra
fart er idimt,
idØmt, som efter nye
Strafart
Bestenunelser
anvendes
Bestemmlelser ikke mere anvendes
paa de
overdragne Oer
efter over)er efter
overde overdragne
paa
leveringen, skal den naertnest
naerrmest
leveringen,
tilsvarende
til Anbringes til
tilsvarende Straf bringes
vendelse.
vendelse.
A
i lower
Actions
in
courts.
2) Civile og kriminelle
Sager iicourts.
kriminelle Sager
2)
fOrste Instans,
som ved
f0rste
Instans. som
ved det
det omomhandlede Tidspunkt
Tidspunkt endnu ikke
ikke
handlede
fortsaettes
Doms. fortsaettes
er optagne
optagne til Doms.
Domstole og
efter den Ret,
Ret,
for de
de Domstole
og efter
som gaelder
gadder paa
overdragne
paa de
de overdragne
som
Oer efter
efter Overleveringen.
0er
Overleveringen.
Continuance of
caes
of eases
3) Civile
of, kriminelle
Sager, inContinuance
kriminelle Sager,
3)
Civile og
Superior or Supreme
som paa
det'' omhandlede
omhandlede TidTid- Courts.
e
som
paa det
court.
spunkt verserer
verserer for den
den danske
Overret eller
110jesteret, skal
skal
Overret
eller Hdjesteret,
fortsaettes
danske DomDomfortsaettes for
for de danske
stole efter
den hidtil
hidtil gaeldende
gaeldende
stole
efter den
Ret, indtil endelig
Ret.
endelig Dom er afsagt.
afsagt.
Eksekution af
Doramen skal
skal finde
Eksekution
af Dommen
Sted
koraaf den
den komSted iibehstrig
behdrig Form af
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shall be executed
executed in due
form by
by petente
petente Myndighed
Myndighed ii de
de TerriTerridue form
the competent
competent authority
authority in
the torier,
torkr , iihvilke
Donune
in the
hvilke saadanne
saadanne Domme
territories within
territories
such skal
within which
which such
ddffires.
skal udf0res.
judgment
be carried
judgment should
should be
carried out.
out.

Patents
and
Patents and
rights.

COPy.
COPY-

Extenson raof

Extension of Danish

treatis

treaties,

Differences as to inDifferences

terpretation to be subtorpretation

mitted to Permanent
[nutted
Permanent
Court
at The
The Hague.
Hague.
Court at

Exchange of
Exchange
of ratificaratifications.

Signatures.
Signet ures.

Article 9.
Article
9.

Artikel 9.
Artikel
9.

The rights of property
property secured
secured
by copyrights and patents
patents acacquired by Danish
Danish subjects
subjects in
in the
the
Islands ceded
at the
the time
time of
of exexceded at
change of
of this
this
change
of the
the ratifications
ratifications of
treaty,
treaty, shall continue
to be
be rerecontinue to
spected.
spected.

Forfatter- og
Forfatterog PatentrettighePatentrettigheder,
som paa
det Tidspunkt,
Tidspunkt, da
der, som
paa det
da
Ratifikationerne af
af denne
denne KonRatifikationerne
Konvention
bliver udvekslet,
er erherhvention bliver
udvekslet, er
vervet af
danske Undersaatter
Undersaatter
af danske
paa de
de overdragne
overdragne Qer,
Oer, skal
skal
paa
vedblivende
respekteres.
vedblivende respekteres.

Article
Article 10.
10.

Artikel
10.
Artikel 10.

and all
all
Treaties, conventions,
conventions, and
other international
agreements of
international agreements
of
any
existing between
Denany nature
nature existing
between Denmark and the United
United States
States shall
shall
ipso extend, in
eo ipso
default of
of a
in defaplt
a
provision to the contrary, also to
to
the ceded
the
islands.
ceded islands.

Traktater, Konventionei
samt
Traktater,
Konventionei samt
alle
tindre internationale
Aftaler
alle andre
internationale Aftaler
af
Art, som
som er
er ii Kraft
af enhver Art,
Kraft
mellem Danmark
Danmark og
og de
Forenede
de Forenede
Stater, udvides
udvides eo
eo ipso,
ipso, iiMangel
Mange'
Stater
af anden Bestemmelse,
Bestemmelse, til
til ogsaa
ogsaa
at gaelde
gaelde de
de overdragne
overdragne )er.
)er.
at

Article
Article 11.
11.

Artikel
11.
Artikel 11.

In case
of differences
differences of
In
case of
of opinopin.
ion arising
between the
the High
High
arising between
Contracting
in regard
regard to
to
Contracting Parties
Parties in
the interpretation
interpretation or application
application
convention, such
of this convention,
such differdifferences, if
if they
they cannot
cannot be
be regulated
regulated
through diplomatic
diplomatic negotiations,
negotiations,
shall be submitted
submitted for arbitraarbitration to the permanent
Court of
permanent Court
of
Arbitration at
at the
the Hague.
Hague.

Saafremt
der mellem
Saafremt der
mellem de
de H0je
HOje
kontraherende Parter maatte
kontraherende
opmaatte opstaa
staa Meningsforskelligheder
Meningsforskelligheder om
om
Fortolkningen
oiler Anvendelsen
Anvendelsen
Fortolkningen eller
af naervaerende
naervaerende Konvention,
Konvention, og
og
de ikke kan
kan udjaevne,s
udjaevnes gennem
gennem
diploinatiske Forhandlinger,
Forhandlinger , skal
skal
diplomatiske
de undergives
undergives Voldgift
yeti den
den
Voldgift ved
staaende
staaende
Voldgiftsdomstol
i
Voldgiftsdomstol
i
Haag.
Haag.

Article 12.
12.
Article

Artikel 12.
12.
Artikel

ratifications of
this conconThe ratifications
of this
vention shall be exchanged
exchanged at
at
Washington
as soon
Washington as
soon as
as possible
possible
after ratification
ratification by both of the
High Contracting Parties acactheir respective
cording to their
respective proprocedure.
cedure.
In
In faith whereof the
the respective
respective
plenipotentiaries have
plenipotentiaries
have signed
signed and
and
convention, in
sealed this convention,
in the
the
English and
and Danish
Danish languages.
languages.
Done at
this fourth
at New York
York this
fourth
day of August, one
nine
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred
hundred and
sixteen.
and sixteen.

Ratifikationsinstrumenterne af
af
Ratifikationsinstrumenterne
denne Konvention
Konvention skal
skal udveksles
udveksles
i
saa snart
snart sorm
sorn mumui Washington
Washington saa
ligt,
efter at
at den
er blevet
ratiligt, efter
den er
blevet ratificeret
af begge
begge de
de H0je
Hiije KontraKontraficeret af
herende
herende Parter
Parter ii OverensstemOverensstemmelse
melse med deres
deres respektive
respektive FremFremgangsmaa der.
gangsmaader.
Til Bekraeftelse
Bekraeftelse derpaa
de
derpaa har
har de
respektive Befuldmaegtigede
respektive
Befuldmaegtigede unundertegnet
dertegnet og med
deres Segl
Segl
med deres
forsvnet
forsynet denne Konvention,
Konvention, som
som
er affattet
affattet iidet engelske
engelske og
og iidet
det
danske Sprog.
danske
Sprog.
Sket ii New
New York
fjerde
Sket
York den
den fjerde
Dag af August.
August, Nitten
Nitten Hundred°
Hundrede
og Seksten.
Seksten.
og

PRAIA
aE&IA.1
[SEAL.]
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ROBERT
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LANSING.
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And whereas
whereas in
in giving
giving advice
advice and
ratification of
the sRolutions
Resolutions of the
And
and consent
consent to
to the
the ratification
of the
the
Senate.
said Convention, it
it was declared
declared by
by the
the Senate
Senate of
the United
United States
States Conditions
Conditions of conconof the
in their resolution that "such
"such advice and
and consent
the sent to
to ratification.
ratification.
consent are
are given with the
understanding, to be expressed
understanding,
the instrument
instrument of
of ratifiratifiexpressed as
as a
a part of the
cation,
Convention shall
shall not
taken and
construed by
the
cation, that such Convention
not be
be taken
and construed
by the
High Contracting
Contracting Parties as imposing any trust
trust upon
upon the
the United
United
States
any funds
funds belonging
National
States with respect to
to any
belonging to
to the
the Danish
Danish National
Church
West Indian
Indian Islands,
Islands, or
said
Church in
in the
the Danish
Danish West
or in
in which
which the
the said
Church
an• interest,
as imposing
imposing upon
upon the
United
Church may
may have
have an
interest, nor
nor as
the United
States any duty or responsibility
responsibility with
with respect
to the
management of
of
respect to
the management
any
property belonging
said Church,
Church, beyond
beyond protecting
protecting said
said
any property
belonging to
to said
Church in the possession
possession and use
church property
as stated
said
use of
of church
property as
stated in
in said
Convention,
same manner
manner and
and to
same extent
extent only
only as
as other
Convention, in
in the
the same
to the
the same
other
churches shall
pocsession and
and use
use of
their several
shall be protected
protected in the
the possession
of their
several
properties;"
properties;"
And whereas it was further provided
the said resolution "
provided in the
" That
That
the Senate advises and consents to the ratification
ratification of
of the
said ConConthe said
vention on condition that the
of the
the United
United States
in
the attitude
attitude of
States in
particular, as
the above
proviso, be
be made
subject
this particular,
as set
set forth
forth in the
above proviso,
made the
the subject
of an
exchange of
between the
the Governments
Governments of
of the
two High
High
an exchange
of notes between
the two
Contracting Parties, so as to make it
that this condition
condition is
it plain that
is
understood
understood and accepted
accepted by
the purpose
purpose hereof
hereof
by the
the two
two Governments,
Governments, the
being to bring
clearly within
the Constitutional
Constitutional
bring the
the said Convention
Convention clearly
within the
powers of the
the United
States with
with respect
to church
church establishment
establishment and
and
United States
respect to
freedom of
freedom
of religion";
religion";
Pool, .
And whereas
whereas this
condition has
fulfilled by
notes exchanged
exchanged1716.Poa,p.1716.
p
And
this condition
has been
been fulfilled
by notes
between the
between
the two
two High
High Contracting
Parties on
on January
January 3,
3, 1917;
1917;
Contracting Parties
Ratifications
ex.
And whereas the said Convention has been duly ratified
thanged.
ratified on both
both ehangd
. 0
parts,
of the
the two
two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of
Washington, on
the seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
of January,
one
in the City
City of
of Washington,
on the
January, one
thousand nine hundred
thousand
hundred and
and seventeen;
seventeen;
Proclamation.
Now, therefore,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
therefore, be
be it known
known that I,
Wilson, President
President Proclmat
of
United States
of America,
America, have
caused
the
said
Convention
to
of the
the United
States of
have caused the said Convention to
be
the end
that the
the same
and every
every article
article and
clause
be made public,
public, to the
end that
same and
and clause
thereof
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
the United
thereof may
may be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
faith by
by the
United
States
the citizens
thereof, subject
to the
of
States and
and the
citizens thereof,
subject to
the said
said understanding
understanding of
Senate of the
the Senate
the United
United States.
States.
whereof, I
In testimony whereof,
I have hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused the
the
seal of the United States
States to be affixed.
Done at
the City
City of
Washitnrton this
day of
of Januarv
January
at the
of Washington
this twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day
in the year of our'
our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and
and
[sEAL.1
seventeen, and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
United States
[SEAL.] seventeen.
of the
of the
the United
States
of
America the one
hundred and
of America
one hundred
and forty-first.
forty-first.

WOODROw
WILSON
W OODROW W
ILSON
By the President:
President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
DECLARATION.
DECLARATION.

Declaration.

Declaration.

Danish authority in
In
to the
signature of
the Convention
Convention respectrespect- GrDnihnd
In proceeding
proceeding this
this day
day to
the signature
of the
i
Greenlandahogit
recognized.
ing
Islands to
to the
ing the cession
cession of the Danish
Danish West-Indian
West-Indian Islands
the United
United
States
undersigned Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State of
the United
United
States of
of America,
America. the
the undersigned
of the
States
duly authorized
by his
his Government,
has the
the honor
honor
States of America,
America, duly
authorized by
Government, has
to declare
Government of the United
declare that the Government
of America
United States
States of
America
will not object to the Danish
Danish Government
their political
Government extending
extending their
political
and
whole of
of Greenland.
and economic
economic interests
interests to the whole
Greenland. ROBERT
LANSING.
ROBERT LANSING.
1916.
New York,
York, August
August 4,
4, 1916.
0

102620
102620 °—voL
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2-34
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1716
1716
Exchange of
Exchange
of notes.
note.

CONVENTIONDENMARK. AUGUST
4, 1916.
1916.
AUGUST 4,
CONVENTION-DENMARK.
[Exchange of
in Proclamation.]
[Exchange
of Notes
Notes mentioned
mentioned In
Proclamation.]
Secretary of
Danish Minister.]
Minister.]
[The Secretary
of State
State to the Danish
DEPARTMENT OF
or S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
W ASHINGTON, January
January 3, 1917.
1917.
WASHINGTON,

From
rom Secretary of
of
State.

I have the honor to inform
Senate of the United States by
I
inform you that the Senate
by its
its
resolution
ratification has
advised and
and consented
consented to
ratification of the
resolution of ratification
has advised
to the
the ratification
convention between
and Denmark, ceding
ceding to
United States
convention
between the
the United
United States
States and
to the
the United
States
the
Danish West
West Indian
Indian Islands,
Islands, with
following provisos:
provisos:
the Danish
with the
the following
"
Provided, however,
however, That
That it
it is
is declared
Senate that in advising
declared by
by the Senate
"Provided,
and consenting
to the
the ratification
ratification of
the said
said convention,
convention, such
such advice
advice and
and
and
consenting to
of the
consent are
given with
with the
the understanding,
understanding, to
to be
be expressed
expressed as
as a
part of
of
a part
consent
are given
the instrument
of ratification,
that such
such Convention
Convention shall
not be
be taken
shall not
taken
the
instrument of
ratification, that
and construed
construed by
the High
Contracting Parties
Parties as
trust
by the
High Contracting
as imposing
imposing any
any trust
and
upon
United States
funds belonging
to the
the
to any
any funds
belonging to
upon the
the United
States with
with respect
respect to
Danish
National Church
the Danish
West Indian
Indian Islands,
Islands, or
which
or in which
Danish National
Church in
in the
Danish West
the said
may have
have an
upon the
United
nor as
as imposing
imposing upon
the United
the
said church
church may
an interest,
interest, nor
States any
any duty
duty or
responsibility with
with respect
to the
the management
management of
of any
any
States
or responsibility
respect to
property
belonging to
to said
said church,
beyond protecting
protecting said
church in
the
said church
in the
property belonging
church, beyond
possession
and use
use of
church property
property as
as stated
in said
said Convention,
Convention, in
in
possession and
of church
stated in
the same
same manner
manner and
and to
to the
the same
extent only
as other
other churches
churches shall
shall
the
same extent
only as
be protected
the possession
possession and
and use
use of
of their
their several
properties. And
be
protected in
in the
several properties.
And
provided
and consents
consents to
to the
the ratificaratificaprovided further,
further, that
that the
the Senate
Senate advises
advises and
tion
of
the
said
Convention
on
condition
that
the
attitude
of
the
United
tion of the said Convention on condition that the attitude of the United
States
as set
set forth
forth in
in the
above proviso,
proviso, be
be made
made the
the
States in
in this
this particular,
particular, as
the above
subject of
of an
an exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes between
between the
the Governments
of the
two
subject
Governments of
the two
High
so as
make it
it plain
condition is
plain that
that this
this condition
is
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
Parties, so
as to
to make
understood
and accepted
accepted by
by the
the two
two Governments,
Governments, the
the purpose
hereof
understood and
purpose hereof
Convention clearly
clearly within the Constitutional
being to bring
bring the said Convention
Constitutional
States with respect to
church establishment
establishment and
powers of the
the United
United States
to church
freedom
religion."
of religion."
freedom of
In view of this resolution
the Senate
have the honor
that it
it is
is
In
resolution of the
Senate II have
honor to state that
understood and
accepted by the Government
Government of the
the United States
understood
and accepted
States and the
the GovGovernment
the provisions
referring to
this Convention referring
to the
ernment of
of Denmark that the
provisions of this
property and funds
belonging to
Danish
to the Danish National
National Church in the Danish
property
funds belonging
West Indian
Indian Islands
construed by the High Contracting
Contracting
West
Islands shall
shall not
not be
be taken and construed
Parties as imposing any trust upon the United
United States
States with respect
respect to any funds
Parties
belonging to
the Danish
the Danish
Danish West
Islands,
Church in
in the
West Indian
Indian Islands,
belonging
to the
Danish National
National Church
or in
which the
may have
interest nor as imposing
imposing upon
upon the
the
said church
church may
have an
an interest
or
in which
the said
United
States any duty
responsibility with respect
management of any
respect to the management
duty or responsibility
United States
property
beyond protecting
said church
church in
the possespossesin the
to said
said church,
church, beyond
protecting said
property belonging
belonging to
sion and
and use
use of
church property
in said Convention,
Convention, in
in the same
property as stated
stated in
sion
of church
manner
and to
the same
same extent
extent only
shall be
be protected
protected in the
the
only as
as other
other churches
churches shall
manner and
to the
possession
properties.
possession and use of their
their several properties.
I
trust that
that your
Government will
to this
this communication
your Government
will in
in aa formal
formal reply
reply to
communication
I trust
understanding as to
construction of
of the provisions
to the
the meaning
meaning and construction
provisions
accept this understanding
of said
said Convention
accordance with
with the
foregoing resolution
resolution of
of the
Senate.
the Senate.
in accordance
the foregoing
of
Convention in
Accept,
Sir, the
renewed assurances
assurances of
consideration.
of my highest consideration.
Accept, Sir,
the renewed
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Mr CONSTANTIN
CoNsrTATIN BRUN,
BRBN,
Minister of
Denmark.
Minister
of Denmark.
[The Danish
Minister to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State.]
State.]
[The
Danish Minister

From D·nish
Danish
Minister.
Minister.

THE
LEGATION
THE DANISH
DANISH LEGATION
W ASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
WASHINGTON,
C.
January
January 3rd 1917.

Sm:
In reply
reply to
to your
communication of
of this
this day
day concerning
the relation
relation of
of the
the
concerning the
In
your communication
United States
to the
the Established
Church in
Danish West
West Indies
Indies
United
States to
the rights
rights of
of the
Established Church
in the
the Danish
and to
referring to
to this point in the convention
between the
convention between
to the provisions
provisions referring
and
United
Denmark ceding
Westindian Islands,
Islands,
and Denmark
ceding to
to the States the Danish Westindian
United States
States and
have the
the honour
state that
it is
is understood
and accepted
by the
the Government
accepted by
Government
honour to
to state
that it
understood and
IIhave
of Denmark and the Government
of the
the United States
States that
that the
the provisions of
of
Government of
this convention
convention referring
property and
and funds
belonging to
to the
the Danish
Danish
funds belonging
this
referring to the property
National
in the
the Danish
shall not
not be
be taken
taken and
and conconIslands shall
National Church
Church in
Danish Westindian
Westindian Islands
contracting parties
parties as
imposing any
any trust upon the United
as imposing
strued by
by the high contracting
States
respect to
belonging to the
the Danish National
National Church
Church in
States with respect
to any funds
funds belonging

CONVENTION- DENMARK. AUGUST
4, 1916.
1916.
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CONVENTION-DENMARK.
the
Danish Westindian
Westindian Islands
or in
in which
have an inChurch may have
the said Church
which the
Islands or
the Danish
responsibility with
terest
nor as
with
upon the United States any duty or responsibility
imposing upon
as imposing
terest nor
respect
to
the
management
of
any
property
belonging
to
said
church
beyond
respect to the management of any property belonging to said church beyond
protecting
said
church
in
the
possession
and
use
of
church
property
stated
as
protecting said church in the possession and use of church property
in
in the
manner and
and to
extent only
only as
same extent
the same
to the
same manner
the same
convention in
said convention
in said
,
)ther churches
shall be
be protected
in the
possession and
and use
use of
of their several
several
the possession
protected in
churches shall
other
properties.
It will
the above
the Danish
Danish Government
Government accept the
that the
above that
from the
be evident
evident from
It
will be
understanding as
to the
the meaning
construction of
of the
the provisions
provisions of the said
and construction
meaning and
as to
understanding
convention
accordance with
with the
the resolution
resolution of
of the
Senate conUnited States' Senate
the United
in accordance
convention in
cerning
the question
question of
of the
the rights
Church in the Islands.
of the
the Church
rights of
cerning the
have the
honor to be, Sir,
the honor
II have
with
highest consideration,
consideration,
the highest
with the
Your
most obedient
servant,
humble servant,
and humble
obedient and
Your most
C.BRBN.
BRUN.
C.
Honorable
The Honorable

ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
of State
State of
Statea.
United States.
of the United
Secretary of
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THE
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PROCLAMATIONS.
PROCLAMATIONS.
March 18, 1915.

t
Ma h 18,1915.

STATES.
BY THEI
THE PRESIDENT
TATES.
UNITED S
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Ink T
I
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
the United
United States
States of ditandg
•
Standing
Regn
k
T
'
of the
President of
I,, WOODROW
dsi . •
S.Da
America,
virtue of
the power
authority vested
vested in
in me
and.S.
me bby the ad
and authority
power and
of the
by virtue
America, by
Disposalbolaof lands
675),
Act of
February 14
37 Stat., 675
), do =wit
(37
14,,1913 (
approved February
Congress approved
of Congress
Act
hereby
and make
known that
all the
the non-mineral,
37, p. 675.
675.
Vo37,p.
non-mineral, VoL
that all
make known
proclaim and
prescribe, proclaim
hereby prescribe,
Indian
Rock
Standing
unallotted
and
unreserved
lands
within
the
Standing
Indian
the
within
lands
unallotted and unreserved
Reservation,
in the
Dakota, shall be
be disSouth Dakota,
and South
North and
of North
States of
the States
Reservation, in
of the
laws
homestead
posed
of
under
the
general
provisions
of
the
homestead
the
of
provisions
general
the
posed of under
United States
States and
the said
Act of
of Congress,
shall be opened to settleCongress, shall
said Act
and the
United
ment
settled upon,
upon, occupied
and entered
entered in
occupied and
be settled
shall be
and shall
entry, and
and entry,
ment and
the
following manner,
manner, and
and not
not otherwise:
otherwise:
the following

1. Execution
and Presentation
Presentation of
of Applications.
Execution and
1.
Applicaen
tions

for

for
Any
is qualified
qualified to
to make
under the
the general
general prohomest
ead ts
pro- ha
entry under
make entry
who is
person who
Any person
visions of
homestead laws
may swear
swear to and
application
and present an application
laws may
the homestead
of the
visions
to make
homestead entry
entry of
of these
these lands
on or after May 3, 1915, or
lands on
make homestead
to
any such
person who
who is
is entitled
entitled to
the benefits
benefits of
of Sections
2304, 2305
2305 2a,
2344; a
a 2t
es.23"' a3t15 '
p.4L
Sections 2304,
to the
such person
any
and 2307,
Revised Statutes
United States, may file a
adedethe United
of the
Statutes of
the Revised
of the
2307, of
and
on or after said date. Each apclaratory
for these
aplands on
these lands
statement for
claratory statement
plication
to make
homestead entry
entry and
declaratory statement
statement filed
each declaratory
and each
makehomestead
plication to
Register or the
in
person must
must be
to by
by the
the applicant
before the Register
applicant before
sworn to
be sworn
m person
which
Receiver
of the
the United
United States
States land
land office
office for
for the district in which
Receiver of
or aa
Commissioner,
the
lands
are
situated,
or
before
a
United
States
Commissioner,
States
United
a
before
or
situated,
are
the lands
judge or
or a
aclerk
clerk of
record residing
residing in
which
the county in which
in the
of record
court of
a court
of a
judge
the land
land is
situated, or
or before
before any
any such
such officer
officer who
outside the
resides outside
who resides
is situated,
the
to
accessible to
county and
in the
or most accessible
nearest or
is nearest
and is
district and
land district
the land
and in
county
the land.
The agent's
agent's affidavit
to each
each declaratory
statement
declaratory statement
affidavit to
land. The
the
filed by
by the
the agent
such
agent -before one of such
to by
sworn to
be sworn
must be
agent must
by agent
filed
officers on
on or
May 3,
but the
attorney appower of attorney
the power
1915, but
3, 1915,
after May
or after
officers
pointing the
sworn to
by the
the declarant
after
declarant on or after
to by
be sworn
may be
agent may
the agent
pointing
a seal
April 1,
1915, before
United States
States having
having a
seal
the United
officer in the
any officer
before any
1, 1915,
April
and
authority to
to administer
administer oaths.
oaths. After
been so
applications have been
After applications
and authority
sworn to,
to, they
they must
must be
presented to
the Register
and Receiver
Receiver of the
Register and
to the
be presented
sworn
proper
Applicants may
present the
applications in perthe applications
may present
office. Applicants
land office.
proper land
present
permitted to present
be permitted
son,
mail, or
otherwise. No
person shall
shall be
No person
or otherwise.
bv mail,
son, by
more
one application
in his
own behalf.
his own
application in
than one
more than

2. Purchase
Commissions.
and Commissions.
Fees and
money, Fees
Purchasemoney,
2.
One-fifth of
the purchase
applied for must be paid
land applied
the land
of the
price of
purchase price
of the
One-fifth
tendered with
at the
time of
of entry
and aasum
thereto must
must be tendered
equal thereto
sum equal
entry and
the time
at
all applications
to make
homestead entry.
entry. Such sum will also be
make homestead
applications to
all
required
declaratory statements
statements presented
presented on or before May
May 17,
17,
with declaratory
required with
prohereinafter
as
of
disposed
be
1915,
and
when
so
tendered
disposed
hereinafter
will
tendered
so
1915, and when
vided.
In addition,
addition, each
application to make homestead
homestead entry must
each application
vided. In
1721
1721
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be accompanied
accompanied by a
a fee of $5, if the area
area is 80 acres
or less,
acres or
less, or
or $10,
$10,
if-more
if
more than 80 acres, and commissions
commissions at
at the
the rate
rate of
8.021 for
each
of $.02½
for each
acre applied
applied for; and each declaratory
declaratory statement
accomstatement must
must be
be accompanied
of $2.
panied by
by a
a fee
fee of
$2.
3. Disposition
Disposition of
of Applications.
Applications.
Disposition of appli-

homestead applications
applications and declaratory
statements received
received
All homestead
declaratory statements
by the proper
proper Register
and Receiver
on or
after May
May 3,
3, 1915,
1915, and
and on
on
Register and
Receiver on
or after
or before
before May 17, 1915, will
and
will be treated
treated as
as filed
filed simultaneously,
simultaneously, and
where there is no conflict
conflict such applications
and statements,
if in
in
applications and
statements, if
proper
and accompanied
by the
required payment,
payment, will
proper form
form and
accompanied by
the required
will be
be
allowed on May
May 19,
19, 1915.
such applications
statements con
1915. If
If such
applications or
or statements
con-flict in whole or in part, the right of the respective
respective applicants
applicants will
will be
be
determined
drawings, to be conducted
conducted by
determined by public
public drawings,
by or
or under
under the
the
supervision
Indian
supervision of the Superintendent
Supe.
xintendent of Openings
Opening's and Sales of Indian
Reservations. A
A drawing will be conducted
lands in
Reservations.
conducted for lands
in North
Dakota at the United States land office
in which
the
office for the
the district
district in
which the
o'clock, a.
lands are situated, beginning
beginning at 10 o'clock,
m., on
on May
19, 1915,
1915,
a. m.,
May 19,
office for
and for lands in South
South Dakota at the United
United States land
land office
for
the district in which the lands
lands are situated,
situated, beginning
beginning at
at 10
10 o'clock,
o'clock,
a. m., on May 21,
21, 1915. The names of the persons who
presented
who presented
the conflicting
conflicting applications and statements
statements will be written
written on
on cards
cards
which there are
and these
these cards shall be placed in envelopes
envelopes upon which
are
no distinctive
distinctive or identifying
identifying marks.
marks. These
These envelopes
shall be
be
envelopes shall
thoroughly and impartially mixed,
mixed, and,
being mixed,
mixed, shall
shall be
be
and, after
after being
at aatime by some
drawn one at
disinterested person.
person. As
As the
the envelopes
envelopes
some disinterested
are drawn the cards shall
be removed,
beginning with
with
shall be
removed, numbered
numbered beginning
number
of the proper persons,
number one, and fastened to the applications
applications of
persons,
applications and statements
which shall be the order
order in which the applications
statements
Action
uons.
on applies
aPPli' shall
shall be
acted upon
disposed of.
If homestead
homestead application
application or
or
a.ti n on
be acted
upon and
and disposed
of. If
declaratory
declaratory statement cannot
any part
cannot be
be allowed
allowed for
for any
part of
of the
the land
land
applied for, it
it shall be rejected.
rejected. If
If it
may be
allowed for
it may
be allowed
for part
part of,
of,
but not for
all, the
land applied
applied for,
declarant
for all,
the land
for, the
the applicant,
applicant, or
or the
the declarant
through
allowed thirty days
through his agent, shall be allowed
receipt of
of notice
days from
from receipt
notice
within which to notify the Register and Receiver
Receiver what disposition
disposition
to make
make thereof.
thereof. During
During such
time, he
may request
the applicasuch time,
he may
request that
that the
applicastatement be allowed
conflict and rejected
rejected
tion or statement
allowed for the land not in conffict
as to the land in conflict, or that it
it be rejected
rejected as to all the land
applied for; or he may
to have
or statement
may apply to
have the
the application
application or
statement
amended to include other land which is
amended
subject to
to entry
entry and
and to
is subject
to
application or statement, provided
inclusion in his application
provided he
is the
he is
the prior
prior
applicant. If it
it is determined by the
declaratory
the drawing
drawing that
that a
a declaratory
statement shall be acted upon
disposed of
homestead
upon and
and disposed
of before
before aahomestead
application
application for the same land, the homestead applicant shall be
allowed thirty days from receipt of notice
notice within which to advise •
the Register and
to allow
allow or
reject the
the applicaand Receiver
Receiver whether
whether to
or to
to reject
applicaa declarant or his agent,
tion. If
If an applicant or a
the
agent, fails
fails to
to notify
notify the
Register and Receiver
Receiver within
allowed what
disposition to
to
within the
the time
time allowed
what disposition
make
application or statement,
it will be rejected as to all the
make of the application
statement, it
land applied for. Homestead
Homestead applications and declaratory
declaratory statestatements which are presented after May 17, 1915, will be received and
and
noted
noted in the order of their
their filing, and will be acted
acted upon
disposed
upon and
and disposed
of in the usual manner after an
all such
applications and
statements
such applications
and statements
presented
presented on or before
before that date have been acted upon and disposed
disposed
of.
of.
Disposition of monwDip o i mon- 4. Disposition
Disposition of Moneys. Moneys tendered
ria•
tendered with applications
applications and
statements
statements presented on or before May 17, 1915, except
except fees for filing
declaratory statements, will be deposited by the Receiver
declaratory
Receiver of
of the
the
proper land office to his official
official credit
accounted for.
credit and properly
properly accounted
for.
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paid even though
The fee
fee for
for filing
declaratory statement
statement must be
be paid
filing aadeclaratory
The
the
application is
is rejected,
rejected, and
properly applied
applied when
when
be properly
fee will
will be
such fee
and such
the application
the statement
application is
is allowed
in
allowed in
homestead application
a homestead
When a
is filed.
filed. When
the
statement is
whole or
sums required
as fees,
purchase
and purchase
commissions and
fees, commissions
required as
the sums
in part,
part, the
or in
whole
money
will be
and any
sum in
excess of
the required
required
of the
in excess
any sum
applied, and
properly applied,
be properly
money will
amount
will be
be returned
the applicant.
amount will
returned to
to the
applicant. When
When aadeclaratory
declaratory statestatement
in Whole
part, the
which will
be required
as
required as
will be
sum which
the sum
or in
in part,
whole or
is allowed
allowed in
ment is
purchase
under the
declaratory statement
statement will
the declaratory
made under
is made
if entry
entry is
money if
purchase money
be
entry has
been allowed
the time
or the
time
the statement
statement or
allowed under
under the
has been
be held
held until
until entry
has
expired within
within which
any sum in excess
be made
made and any
may be
entry may
which entry
has expired
of the
declarant. The
returned to the declarant.
be returned
will be
amount will
required amount
the required
of
moneys
be returned
returned until
until the
the time
has expired
within
expired within
time has
not be
will not
held will
moneys held
which entry
entry may
may be
made under the statement but will be returned
be made
which
as
soon as
possible thereafter
entry is
Moneys tendered
tendered
made. Moneys
is not
not made.
if entry
thereafter if
as possible
as soon
with applications
and statements
in whole, except
rejected in
are rejected
which are
statements which
applications and
with
fees for
for filing
declaratory statements,
statements, will
returned. If
an appliappliIf an
be returned.
will be
filing declaratory
fees
cant
secure all
applied for
amends
and amends
for and
land applied
the land
all the
to secure
fails to
declarant fails
or declarant
cant or
his
to embrace
embrace other
other lands,
lands, the
the moneys
moneys
statement to
or statement
application or
his application
theretofore tendered
will be
be applied
on account
payrequired paythe required
of the
account of
applied on
tendered will
theretofore
ment
under the
the amended
application. If
is not
the
sufficient, the
not sufficient,
it is
If it
amended application.
ment under
applicant or
declarant will
be required
deficiency, and
it
and if it
the deficiency,
pay the
to pay
required to
will be
or declarant
applicant
is
the excess
be returned.
Moneys returned
returned
returned. Moneys
will be
excess will
sufficient, the
than sufficient,
more than
is more
to applicants
be returned
by the
the official
check of
of
official check
returned by
will be
or declarants
declarants will
applicants or
to
the Receiver
Receiver of
of the
proper United
United States
land office.
office. Moneys
Moneys tenStates land
the proper
the
dered
applications or
or statements
statements presented
presented after
after May
17, 1915,
1915,
May 17,
with applications
dered with
will
be deposited
deposited by
the Receiver of the proper
proper land office in the
by the
will be
usual manner.
usual
Price of lands.
5. Price
Lands. Lands
prior to
to August 19, Prre eof land
upon prior
filed upon
or filed
entered or
Lands entered
of Lands.
Price of
5.
1915,
paid for
at the
the rate
rate of
entered or
per acre; those entered
of $5 per
for at
be paid
must be
1915, must
filed upon
on or
after that
that date
date and
and prior
19, 1915,
1915, at
at
November 19,
to November
prior to
or after
upon on
filed
the
rate of
per acre;
filed upon
or after
after
on or
upon on
or filed
entered or
those entered
and those
acre; and
$3.50 per
of $3.50
the rate
November 19,
19, 1915,
the rate
acre. Should
Should land be
per acre.
$2.50 per
of $2.50
rate of
at the
1915, at
November
first
re-entered or
or re-filed
re-filed upon,
the price
that fixed by the first
be that
will be
price will
upon, the
re-entered
entry
entry or
or filing.
filing.
Residence, etc.,
C., re.
re.
6.
and Cultivation.
The residence,
residence, cultivation
cultivation and
qRien, et
im- quired.
and imCultivation. The
6. Residence
Residence and
provements
which will
will be
be required
connection with
with entries
entries of these
in connection
required in
provements which
lands
will be
same as
required in
connection with
lands
other lands
with other
in connection
are required
as are
the same
be the
lands will
entered under
under the
the general
provisions of
the homestead
laws.
of the
homestead laws.
generalprovisions
entered
Deferred payments.
ients.
7. Deferred
The portion
portion of
of the
purchase price
land Deferred payn
of the
the land
price of
the purchase
Pa!yments. The
Deferred Payments.
7.
which
entry is
may be
be paid
paid in
equal
five equal
in five
is made,
made, may
when entry
required when
not required
is not
which is
installments, the
the first
within two
two years
years from
from the
of entry
and
entry and
date of
the date
first within
installments,
the remainder
five and
six years,
respectively,
years, respectively,
and six
four, five
three, four,
in three,
annually in
remainder annually
the
thereafter,
unless commutation
commutation proof
proof is
is submitted.
commutation
If commutation
submitted. If
thereafter, unless
proof is
final payment
must be
that time.
If
time. If
at that
made at
be made
payment must
submitted, final
is submitted,
proof
three-year
proof is
made then
at
or at
then or
be made
may be
payment may
final payment
is submitted,
submitted, final
three-vear proof
any
thereafter before
the payments
the annual
annual
in the
due in
become due
payments become
before the
time thereafter
any time
installments.
Neither final
certificate nor patent will issue under
under a
a
final certificate
installments. Neither
three-year
payment of
of purchase
been
has been
money has
purchase money
final payment
until final
proof until
three-year proof
made.
Foreiture.
made.
Forfeiture.
payment when it
8.
If an
entryman fails
fails to
make any payment
it
to make
an entryman
Forfeitures. If
8. Forfeitures.
becomes due,
due, or
fails to
to comply
comply-with
the requirements
requirements as
residence,
to residence,
as to
with the
or fails
becomes
cultivation or
or improvement,
will be
canceled and
and all
all paypaybe canceled
entry will
his entry
improvement, his
cultivation
ments theretofore
theretofore made
made by
by him
under the
the entry
be forfeited.
entry will
will be
forfeited.
him under
ments
ements.
Advance settlements.
9. Settlement
Claims may
may be
initiated to
to these
these Advane settl
be initiated
of Entry.
Entry. Claims
Advance of
in Advance
Settlement in
9.
lands
by settlement
settlement in
of entry
entry on
after November
November 19,
and after
on and
advance of
in advance
lands by
1915, and
and not
before then.
then.
not before
Regulations.
10.
The Secretary
Interior is
hereby
is hereby
of the
the Interior
Secretary of
Regulations. The
and Regulations.
Rules and
10. Rules
authorized
prescribe such
such forms,
forms, rules
rules and
regulations
and regulations
and prescribe
make and
to make
authorized to
as
may be
be necessary
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Proclamation
Proclamation
to carry
carry the
necessary to
as may
into
force and effect.
full force
into full
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wiTNEss WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have hereunto set my
IN WITNESS
my hand
hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
March in
this 18th day of
of March
in the
the
year of our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and
the
Lord nineteen
and fifteen
fifteen and
and of
of the
NEAL.]
hundred and
[sEL.] mdependence
independence of
of the United
United States the
the one hundred
thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
President:
By the President:
W .J
BRYAN
W.
J..BBYAN
Secretary
State.
Secetary of
of State.
April 27, 1915.
Aprl27,
19

By THE
PRESIDENT
STATES
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMEBICA
AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

lse' NatomaFor.

Metre bletkeell Forest
ita
C&.b

e.

WHEREAS it
that the
public good
good will
will be
promoted by
WHEREAS
it appears
appears that
the public
be promoted
by
excluding from the
the Sierra
National Forest,
California, certain
areas,
Sierra National
Forest, California,
certain areas,

and restoring the public lands therein
therein in
in aamanner
manner authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Act
September thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
Act of
of Congress //proved
approved September
thirtieth, nineteen
VoL38,p.
thirteen,
VoL
38, p. 113..
thirteen entitled
entitled 'An
'An Act
To authorize
President to
provide a
Act To
authorize the
the President
to provide
a
method 'for
reservation or
for opening
opening lands
lands restored from reservation
or withdrawal,
withdrawal,
purposes" '
•
and for other purposes";
Ansa
dbninished.
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
the United
United States
Aadin
- d.Now,
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
of the
States
VoL30,
.
Vol.
30, p. 36.
of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the
the Act of
of
Congress
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and. ninety-seven
ninety-seven
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
hundred and
(30
Stat. ' 11
36), entitled "An
(30 Stat.,
11 at 34
34 and
and 36),
"An Act Making
Making appropriations
appropriations
Government for the
year ending
for sundry
sundry civil expenses of
of the
the Government
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
ninety-eight, and for other
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight,
purposes" do proclaim that the boundaries of
purposes",
of the Sierra National
National
Forest are
changed to exclude
exclude the areas
are hereby changed
areas indicated
indicated as
as eliminations on
hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming
forming a
tions
on the
the diagram
diagram hereto
a part
part hereof.
hereof.
lauds t. ceAnd
do further
further proclaim
Excluded
stored
to aettlemen
make known
known that
that in
in my
my judgment
judgment
set.i
xdstord
And I
I do
proclaim and
and make
it is proper and necessary
necessary in
and
in the interest
interest of
of equal opportunity and
administration that all
excluded lands
lands subject
subject to
to disposigood administration
all of
of such
such excluded
disposition
restored to
in advance
of entry,
entry, and
pursution should•be
shouldsbe restored
to settlement
settlement in
advance of
and pursu.
Vol. 38, p
P. 113.
ant to
to the
the authority
authority reposed
reposed in
in me
by the
Act of
September
ant
me by
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
of September
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen, II do hereby direct and
nineteen hundred
provide that such lands, subject to valid
valid rights and the
the provisions
provisions
Time
time °toweling.
of existing withdrawals,
withdrawals, shall
actual settlers
only under
odopanog.
shall be
be open
open to
to actual
settlers only
under
the provisions of the
the homestead
homestead laws
laws for a
a period
period of twenty-eight
twenty-eight
days from and including nine o'clock a.
a. m.
m.,' standard time, on
on the
the
fifty-sixth day from and after the date hereof, and thereafter to entry
entry
and disposition under any and all of the public
public land laws applicable
applicable
thereto.
Warning against
trespassing
to
Persons who
go upon
any of
as herein
herein
g prior
Persons
who go
upon any
of the
the lands
lands to
to be
be restored
restored as
ji Sgto
tr
opening.
provided
and perform
of settlement
includopenig
provided and
perform any
any act
act of
settlement thereon
thereon from
from and
and including
proclamation until
o'clock a.
a. m.,
m., standard
ig the date
date of this
this proclamation
until nine
nine o'clock
standard
time, on the fifty-sixth day from and after the date hereof,
or who
hereof, or
who
are
are on
on or
occupying any
any part
part of
lands at
at said
except
or are
are occupying
of such
such lands
said hour,
hour, except
those having valid
settlement rights initiated
valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
initiated prior to
reservation
and
since
maintamed,
and
those having
preferences
to
reservation
and
since
maintained,
and
those
having
preferences to
Vol.
make
the provisions
provisions of
Congress approved
approved
VOL
34, pP. 233.
make entry
entry under
under the
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and six (34
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 233), entitled
entitled
"An
Agricultural lands
"An Act To provide for
for the entry
entry of Agricultural
lands within
within
reserves', and Acts amendatory,
forest reserves",
amendatory will be considered and dealt
dealt
with as trespassers
trespassers and preference
preference will be
be given the prior legal applicant, notwithstanding
such unlawful
or occupancy:
cant,
notwithstanding such
unlawful settlement
settlement or
occupancy:
lhowed.ations
knEred
iamin
. ati "" al-"Provided,
herein shall
shall prevent
Provided, however,
however, that
that nothing
nothing herein
prevent persons
persons from
from
going upon and over the lands to examine
examine them
them with
with a
a view to
to
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thereafter
going upon
and making
settlement thereon
thereon when the lands
making settlement
upon and
thereafter going
accordance with this proclamation.
proclamation.
shall become
become subject thereto in accordance
Persons having
having prior
prior settlement
rights or preferences,
preferences, as above
defined, rigts,
gPhrtisoretc.
settlement
above defined,
settlement rights
Persons
,ettlement
will be
allowed to
make entry
conformity with existing law and
entry in conformity
to make
be allowed
will
regulations.
regulations.
It
is not
this proclamation
Area affected
reserve any land not Aresafted
proclamation to reserve
by this
intended by
not intended
It is
heretofore embraced
embraced in
National Forest nor to exclude any land
in a
a National
heretofore
except the
areas indicated
eliminations on
on the
the diagram
diagram hereto
as eliminations
indicated as
the areas
except
annexed.
annexed.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
caused
the seal
seal of
of the United States to be
be affixed.
caused the
Done
Washington this twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of
the City
City of Washington
at the
Done at
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
[sEAL.]
fifteen, and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
United States
the United
of the
and of
and fifteen,
[SEAL.] and
the
the one
one hundred and thirty-ninth.
ri

By
President:
By the
the President:
W.
J. BRYAN
BRYAN
W. J.
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

WOODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW

BY
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT

May 1, 1915.
1,1915.
May

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS it
it is
is provided
provided by
the Act
Act of
Congress of
of March
COprYet
4, 1909,
1909, Copyritt.
March 4,
of Congress
by the
WHEREAS
entitled
An Act
to amend
consolidate the
Acts respecting
respecting copycopy- Vol.
Vol. 35,
35, p. 1075.
the Acts
and consolidate
amend and
Act to
"An
entitled "
copyriht
as they secure copyright
right", that the provisions of said Act, ""so far its
controlling
reproduce mechanially
mechanically
controlling the parts of instruments serving to reproduce
and copythe
include only
only compositions
copycompositions published and
work, shall
shall include
the musical
musical work,
righted
this Act
goes into effect,
effect, and
and shall not include the works
Act goes
after this
righted after
of a
aforeign
author or composer unless the foreign state or nation of
foreign author
of
which such
author or
citizen or sub]ect
subject grants, either by
composer is aacitizen
or composer
such author
which
treaty, convention,
agreement, or law, to citizens of the United States
convention, agreement;
treaty,
similar rights.":
rights.":
similar
3
And whereas
whereas it
is further
that the
the copyright
copyright secured
secured by
the Vol.
1077.
ol. 35,
5, p. 107.
by the
provided that
further provided
it is
And
a citizen
citizen
Act shall
shall extend
to the
the work
work of
author or
proprietor who is a
or proprietor
of an
an author
extend to
Act
or subject
subject of
or nation,
upon certain
conditions set
certain conditions
only upon
nation, only
state or
foreign state
of aaforeign
or
forth in
of said Act, to wit:
in section
section 88of
forth
the
(a)
author or
proprietor shall be domiciled within the
or proprietor
an alien
alien author
When an
(a) When
United
States at
publication of his work; or
first publication
the time
time of the first
at the
United States
(1))
When the
the foreign
foreign state
or nation
author or prosuch author
which such
of which
nation of
state or
(b) When
convention,
prietor
or subject
subject grants,
grants, either by
by treaty, convention,
a citizen
citizen or
is a
prietor is
agreement, or
to citizens
citizens of the
the United States the benefit of copyor law,
law, to
agreement,
right
substantially the same basis as to its own citizens, or copyon substantially
right on
right
protection substantially
substantially equal
equal to
to the
protection secured
secured to such
the protection
right protection
foreign author
author under
under this
this Act
Act orby
or by treaty;
treaty; or when such foreign
foreign state
foreign
or nation
is a
party to
international agreement
agreement which provides for
an international
to an
a party
nation is
or
reciprocity in
in the
the granting
of copyright,
copyright, by
terms of
agreeof which agreethe terms
by the
granting of
reciprocity
ment
the United
United States
pleasure, become
become a
aparty thereto:
thereto:
at its pleasure,
may, at
States may,
ment the
And whereas
whereas it
said section
section that
existence
that ""The existence
by said
provided by
is also
also provided
it is
And
of
aforesaid shall
shall be determined
determined by the
conditions aforesaid
reciprocal conditions
the reciprocal
of the
President ot
of the
the United
United States,
proclamation made from time to
to
States, by proclamation
President
time, as the
require":
purposes of this Act may require":
the purposes
time,
assurance has been
And
whereas satisfactory
satisfactory official
official assurance
been given that in
And whereas
Italy the
to citizens
citizens of the United States similar rights to
law permits
permits to
the law
Italy
those accorded
of the
the Act
March 4,
4, 1909:
1909:
of March
Act of
(e) of
section 11(e)
in section
accorded in
those
ittos sexotene
States of
United States
Now,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
the United
of Bir
elistieeto
t
t
o
s
of the
President of
therefore, I,
Now, therefore,
musical
of America,
America, do
do declare
declare and
that one
one of
eon- mechanici
m
r
eec
ri
c
t ec
t
a
i
o
lnsmus
ical
the alternative
alternative conof the
proclaim that
and proclaim
of
175.
ditions specified
specified in
in sections
sections 1
1(e)
(e) and
(1)) of the
March 4, 1909,
1909, Vol.
"ol. 35, p.
p. 1'075.
the Act of March
8 (b)
and 8
ditions
now exists
exists and
and is
is fulfilled
fulfilled and since
May 1,
fulfilled in
1, 1915, has been fulfilled
since Mav
now
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respect
to the
Italy, and
that country
of that
subjects of
that the
the subjects
and that
of Italy,
the subjects
subjects of
respect to
are entitled
to all
all the
benefits of
of section
section 1
1(e)
(e) of the
including
Act, including
the said Act,
the benefits
entitled to
are
!`"copyright
copyright controlling
the parts
parts of
of instruments
instruments serving
serving to
reproduce
to reproduce
controling the
mechantcally
the
muswal work,"
the case
case of
all musical
compositions
musical compositions
of all
in the
work," in
the muscal
mechanTcaIly
by Italian
Italian composers
composers which
published since
since May
May 1,
1, 1915,
been published
have been
which have
by
and have
have been
duly registered
copyright in the United
United States.
for copyright
registered for
been duly
and
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
causedthe
States to be affixed.
United States
of the
the United
seal of
causedthe seal
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this first day of May, in the year
Done
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
fifteen and
and fifteen
of
[SEAL.]
the Independence
United States of America
America the
of the United
Independence of
of the
[SEAL.] of
one
thirty-ninth.
and thirty-ninth.
one hundred
hundred and
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODBOW
By the
the President:
President:
By
W
BRYAN
W..J
J..BRYAN
See/Wary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

May 11,1915.
11,11S.
May

By
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
OF AMEBICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
MonzaMonment,
olympol Nstimid
Monument,
twl
Wish. modifed
Ares modified.

I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
States of
of
United States
the United
of the
I, WOODROW
America,
of the
power in
by Section
Section 2
the
2 of the
me vested
vested by
in me
the power
virtue of
by virtue
America, by
Act
An Act
Act for
the preservation
of American
antiquities",
American antiquities",
preservation of
for the
"An
Act entitled,
entitled, "
o34,
p.5.225.
approved
Vol 34,
P.
approved June 8, 1906 (34 Stat., 225), do hereby proclaim
proclaim that
that the
the
boundaries
of
the
Mount Olympus
Olympus National
Monument
as
fixed
and
and
as
fixed
Monument
National
Mount
of
the
boundaries
VoL 35, /3. 2247.
defined
2247), and as
1909 (35 Stat., 2247),
of March
March 2, 1909
Proclamation of
by Proclamation
defined by
VoL35,p.2247.
737
Vol
37, p
VoL 37,
p. 1737.
modified by
Proclamation of April
1912 (37
by Proclamation
April 17,
17,1912
(37 Stat., 1737),
1737), are
are hereby
hereby
the diagram forming
further modified
and established
forming aa
on the
shown on
established as shown
modified and
further
part hereof,
and said
said National
Monument, as so modified and estabNational Monument,
part
hereof and
lished,
accordance with
Proclaaforesaid Proclawith the aforesaid
in accordance
be administered
administered in
shall be
lished, shall
mation of
of March
March 2,
1909.
1909.
2,
mation
Lands eliminated retained in
It
is not
eliminated from
from the
the Mount
Mount
lands eliminated
the lands
that the
intended that
not intended
It is
N
in Olympic
Olym Na•
ted
tol rForest.
Olympus National
Proclamation shall be elimitional
Forest.
National Monument by this Proclamation
nated from
Olympic National
as established
by ProclaProdaestablished by
Forest, as
National Forest,
from the
the Olympic
nated
33.
VoL
mation of
of March
March 2, 1907
1907 (34 Stat., 3306),
VoL 34,
34, p.
p. 3308.
mation
3306), but such lands
lands shall continue
subject
reservation for Forest purposes therein
therein made.
to the
the reservation
subject to
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
of the
to be affixed.
States to
the United
United States
the seal
caused
Done at the city of Washington this 11th day of May in the year of
Done
our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and fifteen, and of
our Lord
[sEAL.]
Independence of
the United
the one hundred
States the
United States
of the
the Independence
[sEL.] the
and thirty-ninth.
and
thirty-ninth.
W
OODROW W
WILSON
ILSON
WOODBOW
By
the President:
By the
W
BRYAN
W..J
J..BBYAN
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

May
24, 1915.
ay 24,1915.

BY
'HE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMEBICA,
AMERICA,

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
war
adsr
ee bet"ten
and
Austria.
Preamble.
Prembt.

Ita l y

Ital Y

WHEREAS
between Italy
Italy and
exists between
unhappily exists
of war
war unhappily
a state
state of
WHEREAS a
Austria-Hungary; And
And Whereas
States is
Austria-Hungary;
Whereas the
the United
United States
is on
on terms
terms of
of
friendship and
and amity
amity with
powers, and with the percontending powers,
with the
the contending
friendship
sons'
inhabiting their
their several
dominions;
several dominions;
sons'inhabiting

to'
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And Whereas there are citizens of the United States residing
residing
territories or dominions of each of
within the territories
belligerents
of the
the said belligerents
and carrying on commerce, trade, or
or other
other business or pursuits
pursuits
therein;
therein;
And Whereas there are subjects
subjects of each of the said belligerents
belligerents
residing within the territm7
territory or jurisdiction of
of the United
United States,
States, and
and
carrying on commerce
therein;
carrying
commerce, trade, or other
other business
business or pursuits therein;
of the
the United
States, withAnd Whereas the
the laws
laws and treaties
treaties of
United States,
without interfering
interfering with the free expression
sympathy,
expression of opinion and sympathy,
munitions of
of
or with the
the commercial
commercial manufacture
manufacture or
or sale
sale of arms or munitions
nevertheless impose upon all persons who may be within
war, nevertheless
within their
their
territory and
jurisdiction the
neutrality during
territory
and jurisdiction
the duty
duty of
of an
an impartial
impartial neutrality
existence of
of the contest;
contest;
the existence
Whereas it
government not to perAnd Whereas
it is
is the
the duty
duty of a
a neutral
neutral government
subservient to the purposes of
mit or suffer the making of its waters subservient
war;
Deaation of ne
Dechration
Now,
Therefore I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
of the
of nenN'
President of
the United
United States
States trality.
Now,
Therefore
Wilson, President
of America, in order to preserve
preserve the neutrality of the United States
territory and
and of
of its citizens and
and of persons within its territory
and jurisdicjurisdiction, and to enforce its laws and treaties, and in order that all
persons
general tenor of the
persons,
being warned
warned of the
the general
the laws and
and treaties
treaties
persons,
of the
may
of
the United States
States in
in this
this behalf, and of the law
law of
of nations, may
thus be prevented
from any violation of the same, do hereby
hereby declare
declare
prevented from
,
8
and
that by
certain provisions
provisions of
of the
the act
act approved
approved on
on the
the1089--1091.
Vol.
35 pp.
pp. 10 -1091.
ol. 35,
by certain
and proclaim
proclaim that
4th day of March, A. D. 1909, commonly known as the "Penal
"Penal Code
of the United States"
following acts are forbidden to be done,
States" the following
under
jurisdiction of the
under severe
severe penalties, within the territory and jurisdiction
United
to-wit:—
United States,
States, to-wit:-orbidd
Acts
in
1.
Statesterritory.
forbidden
1. Accepting
Accepting and
and exercising a
a commission
commission to serve either
either of the
the United
Auitedstaestentory.
said
belligerents by
by land
land or
or by sea
sea against the other belligerent.
said belligerents
2 Enlisting
entering into the
the said
said bel2.
Enlisting or entering
the service of either of the
vesligerents as
as aasoldier,
soldier, or
or as aamarine,
marine, or
or seaman
seaman on
on board
board of any vessel of war, letter
marque, or
or privateer.
privateer.
of marque,
letter of
sel
3.
himself
another person to enlist or enter himself
3. Hiring
Hiring or retaining
retaining another
in
belligerents as
as aa
in the service
service of
of either of the said
said belligerents
as aa soldier,
soldier, or as
of any
any vessel
vessel of
of war, letter of marque,
marque,
marine, or
or seaman
seaman on
on board of
or
or privateer.
4. Hiring
another person
person to
to go
go beyond
beyond the
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
limits or
the limits
4.
Hiring another
be enlisted as aforesaid.
the United States with intent to he
5.
Hiring another
5. Hiring
another person to go beyond the limits of the United
he entered
States with intent to be
entered into service
service as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
to go beyond the limits of the United
6. Retaining
Retaining another person to
aforesaid.
States with intent to be enlisted as aforesaid.
beyond the
the limits
limits of
of the
the United
person to
to go
go bevond
7. Retaining
Retaining another
another person
States
with intent
intent to
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. (But
Rights
of transients
States with
to be
be entered
entered into
into service
service as
(But the
the transients
Rihtsof
construed to
either
a citizen or subject of either
to extend to a
to be construed
said act is
is not to
belligerent
transiently within the United States, shall,
belligerent who, being transiently
on
of any
any vessel
of war,
arrival within
within
time of its
its arrival
war, which,
which, at
at the time
vessel of
on board
board of
the
States, was fitted and equipped
war,
equipped as such vessel of war,
the United
United States,
enlist or
or enter
another subject
citizen of
of
subject or
or citizen
or hire
hire or
or retain
retain another
enter himself
himself or
enlist
the same belligerent,
belligerent, who is transiently
transiently within the United
United States, to
enter himself to serve such belligerent
belligerent on board such vessel
enlist or enter
of
of war,
war, if the United States shall then be at peace with such belligerent.)
8.
Fitting out
out and
and arming,
arming, or
or attempting
attempting to
to fit out
out and arm,
arm, or
or
8. Fitting
procuring to
to be fitted out and armed, or knowingly
knowingly being concerned
concerned
procuring
with
in the furnishing, fitting out, or arming of any ship or vessel with
intent
employed m
service of
ship or vessel shall be employed
in the service
intent that
that such
such ship
either
either of the said
said belligerents.
10262V—vot 39--r
39—Pr 2-35
102620°-VOL
2--35
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9.
the territory
territory or juriswithin the
a commission
commission within
or delivering
delivering a
Issuing or
9. Issuing
diction
of the
the United
United States
to the
the intent
that
intent that
vessel to
or vessel
ship or
for any
any ship
States for
diction of
she
may be employed as aforesaid.
she may
10.
or augmenting,
procuring to
to be
increased or augaugbe increased
or procuring
augmenting, or
10. Increasing
Increasing or
mented, or
or knowingly
being concerned
concerned in
in increasing
or augmenting,
augmenting,
increasing or
knowingly being
mented,
the
of any
any ship
cruiser, or
armed. vessel,
vessel, which
at
which at
or other
other armed
war,, cruiser,
of war
ship of
the force
force of
the
of her
within the
a ship
ship of war,
States was a
United States
the United
arrival within
her arrival
time of
the time
cruiser, or
armed vessel
in the
the said
belligerents,
said belligerents,
of the
either of
of either
service of
the service
vessel in
or armed
cruiser,
the number
or belonging
to the
of either,
number of
to the
adding to
either, by adding
subjects of
the subjects
belonging to
or
guns of
of such
vessels, or
board of
of her
for guns
her for
on board
those on
changing those
or by
by changing
such vessels,
guns
of
calibre, or
the addition
equipment solely
of any
any equipment
thereto of
addition thereto
by the
or by
larger calibre,
of aalarger
applicable to war.
war.
applicable
11.
or setting
on foot
foot or
preparing the
or preparing
or providing
providing or
setting on
Beginning or
11. Beginning
means
any military
expedition or
or enterprise
carried on from
to be carried
enterprise to
militarv expedition
for any
means for
the
of the United States
States against the terrior jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
territory or
the territory
tories or
or dominions
dominions of
either
of
the
said
belligerents.
said
belligerents.
of
the
of
either
tories
Naval vessels of belligeomis.
hereby further
further declare
declare and
that any
any frequenting
frequenting
proclaim that
and proclaim
And IIdo hereby
be-f
vessels
N
Restriction on,
in and
use
of
the waters
waters within
within the
territorial jurisdiction
of the United
jurisdiction
the
territorial
and
use
of
the
Restrictn
on, in
territorial waters.
States by
by the
the armed
armed vessels
of a
public ships or
or
a belligerent,
belligerent, whether
whether public
vessels of
States
tertoa ates.
privateers,
the purpose
purpose of
of preparing
preparing for hostile operations, or as
for the
privateers, for
privateers or merchant
posts
upon the
merchant
of war
war or privateers
ships of
the ships
observation upon
of observation
posts of
vessels
belligerent lying
lying within
within or
or being about to enter the jurisa belligerent
of a
vessels of
diction of
United States,
States, must
be regarded
regarded as
and
unfriendly and
as unfriendly
must be
the United
of the
diction
determinaoffensive, and
and in
in violation
of that
that neutrality
which it
it is
is the
the determinaneutrality which
violation of
offensive,
tion of
government to
and to
to the end that the hazard
to observe;
observe; and
this government
of this
tion
and
practices may be avoided,
apprehended practices
inconvenience of such apprehended
and inconvenience
I
declare that
that from
the twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth
after the
and after
from and
and declare
proclaim and
further proclaim
I further
day of
the continuance
continuance of the
present hostilithe present
during the
and during
instant, and
of May
May instant,
day
ties,
ship of
war or
or privateer
privateer of
any belligerent
shall be permitted
permitted
belligerent shall
of any
of war
no ship
ties, no
to make
make use
use of
any port,
port, harbor, roadstead
waters within
within
roadstead or other waters
of any
to
the
jurisdiction of
of the
United States
States as
as a
astation or
or place
place of resort for
the United
the jurisdiction
of
any
warlike purpose
or for
the purpose
of obtaining
any facilities
facilities of
obtaining any
purpose of
for the
purpose or
any warlike
warlike equipment;
equipment; and
war or
or privateer
privateer of
either belligof either
of war
ship of
no ship
and no
warlike
erent shall
permitted to
sail out
out of
or leave
leave any
any port,
harbor, roadroadport, harbor,
of or
to sail
be permitted
shall be
erent
stead, or
waters subject
subject to
to the
jurisdiction of
States from
of the United States
the jurisdiction
or waters
stead,
which a
avessel
an opposing
belligerent (whether the same shall be
opposing belligerent
of an
vessel of
which
previously
a merchant ship) shall have previously
a
ship of
a privateer, or a
of war,
war, a
a ship
departed,
after the
the expiration
least twenty-four
twenty-four hours
at least
of at
expiration of
until after
departed, until
from the
departure of
fast-mentioned vessel beyond the jurisof such
such last-mentioned
the departure
from
a
privateer of a
diction
of the
United States.
States. If
If any
of war
war or privateer
ship of
any ship
the United
diction of
belligerent
the time
time this
this notification
takes effect,
effect, enter
notification takes
after the
shall, after
belligerent shall,
waters of the United States, such
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
any
twenty-four
vessel
shall be
to depart
depart and
put to sea within twenty-four
and to put
be required
required to
vessel shall
hours
after her
her entrance
entrance into
such port,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters,
waters,
port, harbor,
into such
hours after
except in
in case
case of
of stress
of weather
of her
or
provisions or
requiring provisions
her requiring
or of
weather or
stress of
except
things
necessary for the subsistence of her crew, or for repairs; in any
things necessary
or of the nearest
of
which cases
the authorities
nearest port (as
port or
authorities of the port
cases the
of which
the
may be)
shall require
require her to put to sea as soon as possible
be) shall
the case
case may
without
after the
expiration of
of such
such period
twenty-four hours, without
period of twenty-four
the expiration
after
permitting
to take
beyond what may be necessary
necessary for
supplies beyond
in supplies
take in
her to
permitting her
her
use; and
vessel which may have been perand no
no such vessel
immediate use;
her immediate
mitted
to remain
within the
waters of
of the
United States for the purthe United
the waters
remain within
mitted to
roadstead, or
pose
shall continue
within such port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
continue within
repair shall
pose of
of repair
necessary
waters
than twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours after her necessary
period than
longer period
for aalonger
waters for
twenty-four
have been
been completed, unless within such twenty-four
repairs shall
shall have
repairs
merchant ship of an
hours
whether ship of war, privateer,
privateer, or merchant
a vessel,
vessel, whether
hours a
opposing belligerent,
belligerent, shall
departed therefrom,
which case
therefrom, in which
shall have
have departed
opposing
privateer
the
the departure
departure of such ship of war or privateer
for the
limited for
the time
time limited
interval of
shall
be extended
extended so
so far
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to secure an interval
far as
shall be
not less
twenty-four hours between
between such departure and that of
than twenty-four
not
less than
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any ship
ship of
of war,
merchant ship
ship of an opposing belligprivateer, or merchant
war, privateer,
any
erent whch
which may
may have
quit the
same port,
arbor,, roadport, harbor
the same
previously quit
have previously
erent
ofaabelligerent
belligerent shall
of war
war or privateer of
stead,
waters. No ship
ship of
or waters.
stead, or
waters of the United
be
in any
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters
any port,
detained in
be detained
of the
States more
the successive
successive
reason of
by reason
hours, by
twenty-four hours,
than twenty-four
more than
States
than
departures from
from such
such port,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
waters of
of more
more than
port, harbor,
departures
belligerent. But if there be several
one vessel
vessel of
several vessels
opposing belligerent.
of an
an opposing
one
of opposing
in the
the same
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
port, harbor,
same port,
belligerents in
opposing belligerents
of
arranged
waters,
the order
order of
their departure
therefrom shall be so arranged
departure therefrom
of their
waters, the
as
to afford
afford the
the opportunity
vessels of
alternately to the vessels
of leaving alternately
opportunity of
as to
consistent
the
belligerents, and
cause the
the least
detention consistent
least detention
to cause
and to
opposing belligerents,
the opposing
with the
the objects
this proclamation.
war or privateer
privateer
of war
No ship
ship of
proclamation. No
of this
objects of
with
any port, harbor, roadof
in any
while in
permitted, while
be permitted,
shall be
belligerent shall
of a
a belligerent
stead, or
or waters
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States, to take
waters within
stead,
in
any supplies
supplies except
except provisions
provisions and
and such other things as may be
in any
so much coal
requisite
subsistence of
of here
crew, and except
except so
here crew,
the subsistence
for the
requisite for
only
carry such vessel, if without any sail
be sufficient to carry
may be
as may
only as
case the vessel
power,
to the
the nearest
port of
of her
her own
country; or
or in case
own country;
nearest port
power, to
is
rigged to
under sail,
and may
propelled by
by steam
power,
steam power,
be propelled
also be
may also
sail, and
go under
to go
is rigged
to
then with
with half
the quantity
quantity of
entitled to
which she would be entitled
coal which
of coal
half the
then
receive,
if dependent
dependent upon
upon steam alone, and no coal shall be again supreceive, if
in the
the same or any other
plied
to any
any such
ship of
of war
war or
other
or privateer
privateer in
such ship
plied to
port,
roadstead, or
or waters
the United States,
States, without special
of the
waters of
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
permission,
until after
after the
the expiration
months from the time
three months
of three
expiration of
permission, until
when such
supplied to
to her
the waters
her within the
last supplied
been last
have been
may have
coal may
such coal
when
of
ship of
of war
war or
privateer shall,
since
shall, since
or privateer
such ship
unless such
States, unless
the United
United States,
of the
last thus
thus supplied,
supplied, have
entered a
a port
of the
the government
government to
which
to which
port of
have entered
last
she
she belongs.
belongs.
neutraity to
Strict neutra
And I
to further
further declare
and proclaim
the statutes
and the
maintained.
d.tolity
beaintaie
the be
statutes and
that the
proclaim that
declare and
And
I do
treaties
the United
United States
States and
law of nations alike require
the law
and the
of the
treaties of
the United
that
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
United
territory and
the territory
within the
person, within
no person,
that no
States, shall
shall take
take part,
part, directly
directly or
in the
wars, but
said wars,
the said
or indirectly,
indirectly, in
States,
and shall
shall remain
remain at
at peace
peace with
the said
said belligerents,
belligerents, and
all of
of the
with all
shall
maintain a
and impartial
neutrality.
impartial neutrality.
a strict
strict and
maintain
Observance
laws
l
enJobtse"r of
And I
hereby enjoin
of the United States, and all enjoined.
citizens of
all citizens
enjoin all
I do
do hereby
And
persons residing
within the
territory or
jurisdiction of
of the
the
or jurisdiction
the territory
or being
being within
residing or
persons
no act
United
States to
the laws
thereof, and
act
to commit no
and to
laws thereof,
to observe
observe the
United States,
contrary to
the provisions
provisions of
of the
statutes or
or treaties
treaties or in violasaid statutes
the said
to the
contrary
tion of
of the
of nations
behalf.
that behalf.
nations in that
law of
the law
tion
phibited
And
do hereby
hereby warn
all citizens
citizens of
the United
and all
all perper- liligerents
g
l
gi
ntY
protbitab*1States, and
United States,
of the
warn all
I do
And I
sons
jurisdiction that, while the
or being within its territory or jurisdiction
residing or
sons residing
free
full expression
expression of
is not reprivate is
and private
in public
public and
of sympathies
sympathies in
and fulT
free and
a
States, military forces in aid of a
stricted
laws of
United States,
of the
the United
thelaws
by the
stricted by
belligerent
lawfully be
originated or
or organized
organized within
tra
d of
of war,
war,
cntrabnd
its jurisjuris- om
within its
be originated
cannot lawfully
belligerent cannot
diction;
and that,
while all
etc.
persons may lawfully and without restric- etc.
all persons
that, while
diction; and
tion by
of the
the aforesaid
state of
of war
war manufacture
sell
manufacture and sell
aforesaid state
reason of
by reason
tion
within
arms and
and munitions
munitions of war, and other artiStates arms
United States
the United
within the
cles
ordinarily known
known as
contraband of
of war
war ",
", yet
carry
cannot carry
yet they
they cannot
as ""contraband
cles ordinarily
such
upon the
the high
high seas
seas for
for the
use or
belligerent,
of a
a belligerent,
service of
or service
the use
articles upon
such articles
nor can
can they
soldiers and
or attempt
attempt
of aabelligerent,
belligerent, or
officers of
and officers
transport soldiers
they transport
nor
to break
any blockade
lawfully established
mainand mainestablished and
be lawfully
may be
which may
blockade which
break any
to
tained during
during the
said wars
risk of
hostile
of hostile
the risk
incurring the
without incurring
wars without
the said
tained
capture and
the penalties
penalties denounced
by the law of nations in that
denounced by
and the
capture
behalf.
behalf.
ce
Noti And
do hereby
give notice
notice that
that all
all citizens
of the
the United
States Notice.
United States
citizens of
hereby give
I do
And I
and
others
who
may
claim
the
protection
of
this
government,
who
and others who may claim the protection of this government, who
may
premises, will do so at their peril,
themselves in the premises,
misconduct themselves
may misconduct
and
can in
no wise
obtain any
governfrom the governany protection
protection from
wise obtain
in no
they can
and that
that they
ment of
the United
United States
States against
the consequences
consequences of their misconagainst the
of the
ment
duct.
duct.
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IN WITNESS
WHEREOF II have
my hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
caused
the seal
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
the United
seal of
caused the
Done
of Washington
Washington this
this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of
May in
of May
city of
the city
at the
Done at
the year
year of
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine hundred and fifteen
fifteen
Lord one
of our
the
America
[BEAL.] and
and of
the independence
United States of America
of the United
independence of
of the
[SEAL.]
the
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
hundred and
one hundred
the one
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
W .J
BBYAN
J..BRYAN
W.
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
OF AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA

June
9, 1915.
June 9,1915.

A PROCLAMATION'
PROCLAMATION •
A
Santa Barbara Na-

tional Frest
Forest, Cal.
ta^nta

Preamble.

Na.

Preamble.

Vol. 38, p. 113.

38,
113.
. p.

good will be promoted
public good
the public
WHEREAS itit appears
appears that
promoted by
by
that the
WHEREAS

NationalForest,
anta Barbara
excluding
excluding from the Santa
Barbara National
Forest, California, certain
certain
areas,
and restoring
restoring the
public lands
therein in
authorized
manner authorized
in aamanner
lands therein
the public
areas, and
by
Act of
nineteen hunthirtieth, nineteen
September thirtieth,
approved September
of Congress
Congress approved
y the
the Act
authorize the President
dred and
and thirteen,
President to
to
To authorize
Act To
"An Act
entitled "An
thirteen, entitled
dred
provide a
a method
for opening
restored from reservation or
or
opening lands restored
method for
provide

withdrawal, and
for other
other purposes";
purp oses";
and for
withdrawal,
Now, therefore,
Wilson, President
of the United States
President of
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
therefore, I,
Now,
Vol. 30,
30, p.
p. 3.
36.
of
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the Act of Conof America,
Vol.
gress approved
approved June
eighteen hundred
ninety-seven (30
and ninety-seven
hundred and
fourth, eighteen
June fourth,
gress
ta .
t., 11
11 at
36), entitled
appropriations for
Making appropriations
Act Making
"An Act
entitled "An
and 36),
34 and
at 34
Stat.,
sundry
of the
Government for
for the fiscal year ending
the Government
expenses of
civil expenses
sundry civil
June
hundred and
ninety-eight, and for other purand ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
Barbara
poses",
do proclaim
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of the Santa Barbara,
proclaim that
poses", do
National
Forest are
are hereby
hereby changed
changed to
to exclude
areas indicated as
the areas
exclude the
National Forest
eliminations
the diagram
diagram hereto
annexed and forming aa part
hereto annexed
on the
eliminations on
hereof.
hereof.
rean
Exuded
Excluded lands rejudgment
stored
And
do further
proclaim and make known that in my judgment
further proclaim
I do
And I
setlement.
to settlement.
stored to
it is
proper and
equal opportunity and
of equal
interest of
the interest
in the
necessary in
and necessary
is proper
it
good
administration that
that all
of such
such excluded
subject to dispoexcluded lands subject
all of
good administration
sition
should be
restored to
settlement in
of entry, and puradvance of
in advance
to settlement
be restored
sition should
vol. 38,
suant to
to the
the authority
reposed in
me by
by the
the aforesaid
Act of SeptemSeptemaforesaid Act
in me
authority reposed
suant
p its.
113
8, p.
Vol.
I do hereby
ber
thirtieth, nineteen
and thirteen,
hereby direct and
thirteen, I
hundred and
nineteen hundred
ber thirtieth,
provide
lands, subject
subject to
valid rights
rights and the provisions of
to valid
such lands,
that such
provide that
actual settlers
to actual
open to
Time of opening.
existing
shall be
be open
settlers only under the
withdrawals, shall
existing withdrawals,
Timeofopening.
provisions
of the
the homestead
homestead laws
laws for
for a
twenty-eight days
of twenty-eight
period of
a period
provisions of
from
including nine
in., standard time, on the sixtynine o'clock a. m.,
and including
from and
third day
and after
after the
date hereof,
entry and
hereof, and thereafter to entry
the date
from and
day from
third
disposition under
under any
any and
and all
all of
public land laws applicable
of the public
disposition
thereto.
thereto.
Warning against
n
proof the lands to be restored as herein protrespassing
Persons
go upon
any of
upon any
who go
Persons who
to
pior to
tresp3ingg prior
opening.
vided and
any act
settlement thereon
thereon from and including
including
act of settlement
perform any
and perform
vided
opening.
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation
proclamation until
until nine
a. m., standard time,
o'clock a.
nine o'clock
the
on the
sixty-third day
from and
and after
after the date hereof, or who are on
day from
the sixty-third
on
or are
are occupying
except those
of such lands at said hour, except
part of
any part
occupying any
or
reservation
settlement rights initiated
having valid
initiated prior to reservation
subsisting settlement
valid subsisting
having
preferences to make entry
and
maintained, and
having preferences
and those having
since maintained,
and since
approved June eleventh,
under
provisions of
of the
the Act of Congress approved
the provisions
under the
nineteen hundred
Stat., 233),
entitled "An
"An Act To pro233), entitled
(34 Stat.,
six (34
and six
hundred and
nineteen
reserves", and
Affiridtural
lands.
vide
for the
entry of
of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
lands within
within forest
forest reserves",
the entry
vide for
lands.
oAgricura
VoL 3i, p. 233.
considered and dealt with
VL 34,p. 3.
with as
as trespassers
trespassers
Acts amendatory,
amendatory, willbe
will be considered
and preference
preference will
will be
the prior
legal applicant,
applicant, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
prior legal
be given
given the
and
that
Provided, however, that
oEaminations
" such unlawful settlement or occupancy:
occupancy: rrovided,
lowed.
the
nothing
herein shall
persons from
going upon and over the
from going
prevent persons
shall prevent
nothing herein
Area diminished.

Are

diminished.

ExaminatiGns
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lands
to examine
examine them
them with aa view to thereafter going upon and
lands to
making
become subject
subject
the lands shall become
thereon when the
settlement thereon
making settlement
settlement
prior Prior
thereto
with this
this proclamation.
Prior settlement
having prior
Persons having
proclamation. Persons
in accordance
accordance with
thereto in
allowed to rights,etc.
defined, will
above defined,
settlement
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as
as above
will be
be allowed
right"'
settlement rights
make
entry in
in conformity
conformity with
existing law
and regulations.
law and
with existing
make entry
Areaafected.
It is
by this
proclamation to
land not
affected.
not Area
any land
to reserve
reserve any
this proclamation
intended by
not intended
It
is not
immediately
in a
exclude
National Forest nor to exclude
a National
embraced in
heretofore embraced
immediately heretofore
any land
land except
indicated as
eliminations on the diagram
as eliminations
areas indicated
the areas
except the
any
hereto
annexed.
hereto annexed.
IN
hand and
my hand
hereunto set my
have hereunto
WHEREOF II have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
caused
year
Done
City of
Washington this ninth day of June, in the year
of Washington
at the
the City
Done at
of
one thousand
thousand nine hundred and fifteen, and
Lord one
our Lord
of our
[SEAL.] of
of the
Independence of
United States the one hundred
the United
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.]
and
thirty-ninth.
and thirty-ninth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
ANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT L
Secretary of
of State
State ad
ad interim.
interim.
Secretary

OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

June 9, 1915.
lne 9,1915.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
t uoia National Forby estsetaiaN atioiBi OF r
promoted by
be promoted
will be
WHEREAS it
it appears
appears that
public good
good will
the public
that the
WHEREAS

from the Sequoia National Forest, California, certain areas,
and restoring the public lands therein in a manner authorized

excluding
excluding
and restoring
fromthe
thepublic
Sequoia
lands
National
thereinForest,
in amanner
California,
authorized
certainby
areas,
the
by
the

le-me.

p. 113.
13.
Act
Congress approved
approved September
September thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
38, p.
and VoLL 38
hundred and
thirtieth nineteen
of Congress
Act of
a
thirteen ' entitled'
An Act
provide a
President to provide
To authorize
authorize the President
Act To
entitled "An
thirteen,
restored from reservation
method for
for opening
reservation or withdrawal,
opening lands restored
method
and
for other
other purposes";
pin-poses" •
and for
Area rliminighed.
Vo 30,
30, p.
Now,
WoODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President of the United VoL
p. 3.
36.
therefore, I, WOODROW
Now, therefore,
the Act of
States of
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
power in
in me
me vested
by the
vested by
of America,
States
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven
and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen
Congress
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
at 34
entitled "An
"An Act
Making appropriations
appropriations
Act Making
36), entitled
and 36),
34 and
11 at
(30
the fiscal year ending
for sundry
civil expenses
expenses of
the Government
ending
for the
Government for
of the
sundry civil
for
June
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for other
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
purposes",
do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
Sequoia National
National
the Sequoia
of the
boundaries of
the boundaries
purposes", do
Forest are
changed to
to exclude
exclude the
indicated as
eliminaas eliminaareas indicated
the areas
are hereby
hereby changed
Forest
tions on
diag-ram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and forming a
apart hereof.
hereof.
the diagram
on the
tions
And
further proclaim
proclaim and
and make
make known
Imown that
in my
my judgment
Lands
Etluded
judgment stored
that m
And I
I do
do further
to settlement.
it is
proper and
and necessary
the interest
of equal
opportunity and
and Excluded lands
equal opportunity
interest of
in the
necessary in
is proper
it
good
that all
all of
of such
such excluded
excluded lands
lands subject
subject to dispoadministration that
good administration
entry, and
sition
be restored
in advance
advance of
and purpur.
of entry,
to settlement
settlement in
restored to
should be
sition should
Vol. 38, p113.
11
suant
to the
the authority
authority reposed
reposed in
me by
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act of Septemin me
suant to
ber
nineteen hundred
hundred and
hereby direct
direct and
I do hereby
thirteen, I
and thirteen,
thirtieth, nineteen
ber thirtieth,
provide that
that such
lands, subject
subject to valid rights and the provisions
provisions
such lands,
provide
of
existing withdrawals,
withdrawals, shall
shall be
actual settlers
of opening.
Timotopeing
under Time
only under
settlers only
to actual
open to
be open
of existing
the
the homestead
for a
a period
period of twenty-eight
twenty-eight
laws for
homestead laws
of the
provisions of
the provisions
days from
and including
nine o'clock
a. m.,
m., standard
time, on the
the
standard time,
o'clock a.
including nine
from and
days
sixty-third day
day from
from and
the date
date hereof,
and thereafter
thereafter to
to
hereof, and
after the
and after
sixty-third
entry
and disposition
disposition under
any and all of the public land laws
under any
entry and
applicable thereto.
thereto.
applicable
t
Persons who
go upon
any of
of the
the lands
lands to
be restored
herein propro- treWtreig
waning a
p,airr
f. r
oi
r
nt:
as herein
restored as
to be
upon any
who go
Persons
opening.
including opening.
vided and
and perform
perform any
settlement thereon from and including
any act of settlement
vided
the date
until nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a. m., standard time,
proclamation until
of this
this proclamation
date of
the
on the
from and
after the
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or who are
and after
day from
sixty-third day
the sixty-third
on
occupying any part of such lands at said hour, except those
on
are occupying
on or are
having valid
rights initiated
prior to
to reservareservainitiated prior
settlement rights
subsisting settlement
valid subsisting
having
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PROCLAMLATIONS, 1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,

tion and
and since
and those
those having
preferences to make
make
having preferences
since maintained,
maintained, and
tion
approved June
entry
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
June
of the
under the
the provisions
provisions of
entry under
and six
six (34
(34 Stat.,
entitled "An
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
.3 p
eleventh,
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
"An
Act To
To provide
the entry
entry of
forest
lands within forest
Agricultural lands
of Agricultural
for the
Act
provide for
reserves", and
and Acts
Acts amendatory,
be considered
considered and
and dealt
with
dealt with
will be
amendatory, will
reserves",
as
trespassers and
and preference
preference will
be
given
the
prior legal applicant,
applicant,
the
prior
be
given
will
as
trespassers
Examinations a
al-- notwithstanding
oExaminations
occupancy: Provided,
notwithstanding such unlawful settlement
settlement or occupancy:
Provided,
lowed.
however, that
that nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
prevent persons
upon
persons from going upon
shall prevent
however,
view to thereafter
and over
over the
the lands
examine them
thereafter going
them with
with aaview
lands to
to examine
and
upon and
and making
making settlement
thereon when
lands shall
shall become
become
the lands
when the
settlement thereon
upon
Prior settlement
havPersons
subject
thereto
in
accordance
with
this
proclamation.
Persons havproclamation.
this
with
accordance
in
thereto
subject
Prjiorsettletmet
rights, etc.
ing prior
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as above defined,
defined, will be
settlement rights
prior settlement
ing
allowed
make entry
in conformity
conformity with
with existing law and regulaentry in
to make
allowed to
tions.
tions.
Area affected.
It
is not
this proclamation
any land not
not
proclamation to
to reserve
reserve any
not intended
intended by
by this
Area afected.
It is
immediately heretofore
heretofore embraced
embraced in
National Forest
Forest nor to
exclude
to exclude
in aaNational
immediately
any
the areas
imdicated as
as eliminations
eliminations on
on the
the diagram
areas indicated
except the
any land
land except
hereto annexed.
annexed.
hereto
my hand and
IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto set
and
set my
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
States to
of the
the United
United States
the seal
caused the
Done at
at the
the City
Washington this
this ninth
year
ninth day
day of June, in the year
City of
of Washington
Done
and
of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
fifteen, and
hundred and fifteen,
nine hundred
of
[SEAL.]
United States the one hundred
of the
the United
Independence of
of the
the Independence
[SEAL.] of
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
and
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
State, ad
ad interim.
of State,
Secretary
Agricultural lands.
ds.
VAriutur4
Vol. 34, p. 333.

June 23, 1915.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
BY
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Wasatch
National
Wasatch
National
Forest Utah.
F
Preamble.
Preamhble.
Post, p. 1733.

Po, p. 133.

Area enlaged.
enlarged.
Vol. 30, p. 38.

Vol. 30, . 3.

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it appears that the public good will be promoted by
lands
Forest, Utah,
transferring to
the Wasatch
National Forest,
Utah, certain
certain lands
Wasatch National
to the
transferring
now embraced
embraced within
within the
the Uinta
State:
the same State;
Forest, in the
National Forest,
Uinta National
now
WILSON, President
Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
President of the United
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by the Act
Act
of
Congress approved
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninetyapproved June
of Congress
seven (30
at 34
34 and
36), entitled
entitled "An
Act making appro"An Act
and 36),
11 at
Stat., 11
(30 Stat.,
seven
priations for
for sundry
civil expenses
of the
the Government
fiscal
the fiscal
for the
Government for
expenses of
sundry civil
priations
year ending
hundred and
ninety-eight, and
and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
year
for other
do proclaim
proclaim that
that on
on and
and after
after June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
purposes", do
other purposes",
for
National
nineteen
and fifteen,
the boundaries
boundaries of
the Wasatch
Wasatch National
of the
fifteen, the
hundred and
nineteen hundred
Forest shall
as shown
shown on the
established as
and established
modified and
become modified
shall become
Forest
hereof.
diagram
hereto annexed
forming a
apart hereof.
and forming
annexed and
diagram hereto
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
set my hand and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
United States to be affixed.
caused the seal of the
the United
caused
Done
at the
the City
of Washington
June in the year
year
day of June
23rd day
Washington this 23rd
City of
Done at
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and fifteen,
and
fifteen, and
hundred and
Lord one
of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
hundred
the one hundred
States the
United States
the Independence
[SEAL.] of
and thirty-ninth.
and
thirty-ninth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
interim.
State, ad
ad interim.
Secretary of State,
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PROCLAMATIONS ,1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,
STATES
UNITED S
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY

June
23, 1915.
June 23,1915.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
ForNational ForNebo
WHEREAS, it
it appears
that the
the public
public good
good will
be promoted
tahNational
promoted by es
will be
appears that
WHEREAS,
Utah.
estisfepo
Plreamble.
areas
certain
transferring
from
the
Nebo
National
Utah,
areas
I/reami;le.
Forest,
transferring from the Nebo National
Infra.
which
form the
northern part
part thereof,
National Forest, Inf
ra.
Uinta National
to the Uinta
thereof, to
the northern
which form
in
the
same
State;
in the same State;
diminished.
Now,
I, WOODROW
Area diminished.
of the United Area
President of
WILSON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
therefore, I,
Now, therefore,
vested
States
of
America,
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
by
the
Act
virtue
by
America,
States of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth, eighteen hundred and ninetyof
p. 36.
seven (30
Stat., 11
11 at
34 and
and 36),
making approVol. 30,
30, p.
36.
appro- Vol.
Act making
"An Act
entitled "An
36), entitled
at 34
(30 Stat.,
seven
fiscal
for
priations
for
sundry
civil
expenses
of
the
Government
the
priations for sundry civil expenses of the Government
year
ending June
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
thirtieth, eighteen hundred
June thirtieth,
year ending
for other
purposes", do
proclaim that on and after June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
do proclaim
other purposes",
for
boundaries of the Nebo National
nineteen
hundred and
and fifteen, the boundaries
nineteen hundred
Forest shall
become modified
and established
established as shown on the diagram
diagram
modified and
shall become
Forest
hereto
annexed and
hereof.
and forming aa part hereof.
hereto annexed
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
and
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
IN
caused the
affixed.
United States to be affixed.
the United
of the
seal of
the seal
caused
Done at
the City
City of
of Washington
this 23rd
day.of
of June
year
the year
in the
June in
23rd day
Washington this
at the
Done
of our
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred and fifteen, and
our Lord
of
[SEAL.] of
of the
the Independence
United States the one hunIndependence of the United
[SEAL.]
dred
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
dred and
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
interim.
of State, ad interim.
Secretary

STATES
BT
THE PRESIDENT
PRESEDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
OF THE
Br THE

June 23,
1915.
23,1915.
June

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Uinta National ForWHEREAS, it
good will
be promoted
promoted by
by es
y
,tr
ahN
.ational ForUtah.
est,
will be
public good
the public
that the
it appears
appears that
WHEREAS,
transferring
to the
the Uinta
Forest, Utah,
certain lands
lands now
Preamble.
now ;mumble.
Utah, certain
National Forest,
Uinta National
transferring to

embraced
within the
Nebo National
in the
and by
by
State, and
same State,
the same
Forest, in
National Forest,
the Nebo
embraced within
transferring
the Wasatch
Wasatch National
Forest, Utah,
Utah, certain
certain other
National Forest
to the
transferring to
lands now
embraced within the Uinta National Forest;
Forest;
now embraced
lands
Now,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the United
United
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now, therefore,
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
vested
by
the Act
Act of
of
the
by
vested
me
in
power
the
of
virtue
by
States of America,
ninety-seven
Congress approved
approved June
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen
June fourth,
Congress
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at 34
34 and
and 36),
entitled "An
"An Act
appropriations
making appropriations
Act making
36), entitled
Stat., 11
(30
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
year ending
Government for the fiscal year
the Government
of the
expenses of
for
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
other
ninety-eight, and for other
and ninety-eight,
hundred and
June thirtieth,
purposes",
proclaim that
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
after June
and after
on and
that on
do proclaim
purposes", do
Forest
hundred
the boundaries
boundaries of
the Uinta National Forest
of the
fifteen, the
and fifteen,
hundred and
shall
modified and
and established
shown on
on the diagram
as shown
established as
become modified
shall become
hereto annexed
annexed and
forming a
apart
part hereof.
and forming
hereto
IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
and
my hand
set my
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
United States
of the
the seal
caused the
Done
City of
Washington this
this 23rd
year
23rd day of June in the year
of Washington
the City
at the
Done at
of
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and fifteen, and
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
of our
[sEAL.] of
of the
of the United
United States the one hunIndependence of
the Independence
[8EAL.]
dred and
thirty-ninth.
and thirty-ninth.
dred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
the
President:
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING
LANSINO
ROBERT
Secretary
of State,
ad interim.
interim.
State, ad
Secretary of

A
u
nt
Ante,

ma
1732.
p..

Area
modified.
reamodif"d.

Vol. 30,
36.
3 p.. 3
Vo.
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July
1, 1915.
1915.
July 1,

PROCLAMATIONS
1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,,1915.
BY
THE UNITED
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
National Negro
Negro ExNational
E"
p
osition.
position.
Preamble.
Preamble,

A national exposition in commemoration
commemoration of
of the
the achievements
achievements of
of
the negro race during the last
be held
Richmond,
last fifty years will
will be
held in
in Richmond,
Virginia,
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 669.
Virginia, July fifth to
to twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, 1915.
occasion has
has been
1915. The
The occasion
been
VoL
669.
recognized as of national
national importance
by Congress
Congress through
through an
approrecognized
importance by
an appropriation
$55,000 to
to aid
consummation. This
priation of $55,000
aid in
in its
its promotion
promotion and
and consummation.
This
sum
expended by
terms of
of the
the appropriation
under the
the
sum is being
being expended
by the
the terms
appropriation under
of the Governor
Governor of
direction of
is under
the
of Virginia.
Virginia. The exposition
exposition is
under the
auspices
of the
the Negro
Historical and
The
auspices of
Negro Historical
and Industrial
Industrial Association.
Association. The
action
in this
happily the
the desire
desire
action of
of Congress in
this matter
matter indicates
indicates very:
very happily
of
as of
of the
the people
of Virginia,
Virginia, to
of the nation,
nation, as
as well
well as
people of
to encourage
encourage the
the
Negro
in his
efforts to
to solve
solve his
Negro in
his efforts
his industrial
industrial problem.
problem. The
The National
National
Negro Exposition
designed to
to demonstrate
in the
last
the last
his progress
progress in
demonstrate his
is designed
Exposition is
theNegro
Commended
Commended to
to the
active
active interest
interest of
of the
and to
to emphasize
emphasize his
AsPresident
of the
the fifty
fifty years
years and
his opportunities.
opportunities. As
President
of
the
nation.
nation.
United States,
interest of
of the
the nation
the
United
States, I
I bespeak
bespeak the
the active
active interest
nation in
in the
exposition and
exposition
every facility
facility will
will be
extended to
to the
and trust
trust that every
be extended
the
leaders whose
whose earnest
earnest work
the undertaking
undertaking possible.
work has made
made the
possible.
In
In witness
set my
hand and
and caused
caused the
witness whereof I
I have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
the
seal
to be
seal of the United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the city
Washington this
July in
in the
year
city of Washington
this 1st
1st day
day of
of July
the year
of
and fifteen
fifteen and
and
of our
our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
[BEAT..] of
of the
the independence
independence of
of the
the United
United States
States of
[sEAL.]
of America
America the
the
one hundred
hundred and
one
and thirty-ninth.
thirty-ninth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
19, 1915.
July 19,
1915.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Indian
ReserIndian Reservation,
Mont.
vation, Mont.
Crow

WHEREAS,
since the
the issuance
issuance of
WHEREAS, since
of Proclamation
of September
Proclamation of
September 28,
28
1914,
provided for
the opening
opening under
under conditions
conditions therein
therein named
named
for the
which provided
1914, which
lands within
within the
the ceded
ceded portion
portion of
of the
Indian Reservaof certain
certain lands
the Crow
Crow Indian
Reservation,
not withdrawn
withdrawn under
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act
Act, lands
lands
tion, in
in Montana,
Montana, not
under the
Reservation so withdrawn
released from
from
within the Reservation
withdrawn have
have been
been released
withdrawal;
withdrawal;
AND
WHEREAS other
other lands
lands within
the reservation
AND WHEREAS
within the
reservation now
now withwithdrawn
the Reclamation
Reclamation Act
Act may
may hereafter
be released
released from
drawn under
under the
hereafter be
from
withdrawal;
withdrawal;
Disposal
of ceded
lands
from
Now therefore,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
of the
D, of, released
rele fddom
Now
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
the United
United
withdrawal under Reclamation
Act.
of America,,
of the
and authority
vested in
in
mithdwalndRetc States
States of
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
the power
power and
authority vested
Vol. 33,
33, p.
p. 361.
me by
by the
of Congress
Congress approved
27, 1904
1904 (33
(33 Stat.,
VoL
361.
me
the Act
Act of
approved April
April 27,
Stat., 352),
352),
do
hereby proclaim
proclaim and
that lands
which were,
the time
time
do hereby
and direct
direct that
lands which
were, at
at the
of
issuance of the
now, withdrawn
of the
the issuance
the said Proclamation,
Proclamation, or
or are
are now,
withdrawn
Reclamation Act,
and which
which have
been heretofore
under the
the Reclamation
Act, and
have been
heretofore or
or are
are
hereafter
from such
shall be
to settlehereafter released
released from
such withdrawal,
withdrawal, shall
be opened
opened to
settlement,
and disposition
disposition under
under the
the general
general provisions
of the
ment, entry
entry and
provisions of
the homehomestead,
laws of
of the
the United
States and
the
stead, townsite
townsite and
and mineral
mineral land
land laws
United States
and the
said Act of
of Congress, and become
to settlement
entry
become subject to
settlement and
and entry
Payments
on dates
shall be
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
the Interior.
Interior.
of the
Secretary of
fixed bv
which shall
on
dates which
Payments.
homestead entry for any lands
lands opened hereunder
Persons who make homestead
hereunder
will
will be required to
dollars per
per acre
therefor. One
to pay four
four dollars
acre therefor.
One dollar
dollar
per
time of
of entry.
The balance
balance may
may
per acre
acre shall
shal be
be required
required at
at the
the time
entry. The
be paid
four equal,
annual payments,
payments, the
first to
be paid
the
be
paid in
in four
equal, annual
the first
to be
paid at
at the
Preamble.

202.
VoL 38 p 2029.
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
1915. 1735
PROCLAMATIONS,

1735

end
year, unless
unless commutation
commutation proof
If
submitted. If
is submitted.
proof is
second year,
the second
of the
end of
commutation
payment must
must be made at that
final payment
made, final
is made,
proof is
commutation proof
time. If
If three
three year
proof is
is submitted,
payment may be made
final payment
submitted, final
year proof
time.
then or
time thereafter
thereafter before
the payments
become due
payments become
before the
any time
at any
or at
then
in
the
annual
installments.
Neither
final
certificate
certificate
nor
patent will
final
Neither
in the annual installments.
issue
under a
three-year proof
proof until
until final
payment of purchase money
money
final payment
a three-year
issue under
has
made.
been made.
has been
i
and eomm
Upon all
all entries
under the
the homestead
homestead laws,
laws, the
the usual
usual fee and soFn
4
made under
entries made
Upon
commissions shall
provided for
in said
laws on
on lands the
said laws
for in
as provided
paid, as
be paid,
shall be
commissions
price of
dollar and
and twenty-five
twenty-five cents
cents per acre.
one dollar
is one
which is
of which
price
pa o
nrifei
In
entryman fails
fails to
payments herein provided
provided Pfere
F
y e
nre for no
nonmake the payments
to make
any entryman
case any
In case
for, or
or any
of them,
them, promptly
all rights
rights in
in and to the lands
due, all
when due,
promptly when
any of
for,
covered by
by his
shall be
be forfeited,
forfeited, and
and the
shall be held for
entry shall
the entry
entry shall
his entry
covered
cancellation
therein shall therethereembraced therein
land embraced
the land
and the
canceled, and
and canceled,
cancellation and
upon
entry at
the price
price and
and upon
upon the terms herein
at the
to entry
subject to
be subject
upon be
inimumprie.
named.
Minimum
price.
Lands entered
and mineral land laws shall be
townsite and
the townsite
under the
entered under
Lands
paid
in amount
amount and
and manner
provided by said laws, but in no
as provided
manner as
for in
paid for
case at
less price
than that
that fixed
for such lands if entered under the
fixed for
price than
at aaless
case
homestead laws.
Regulations.
laws.
homestead
The Secretary
of the
Interior shall
shall prescribe
prescribe all
needful rules and
all needful
the Interior
Secretary of
The
regulations necessary
the provisions
hereof into
into full force
provisions hereof
carry the
to carry
necessary to
regulations
effect.
and effect.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the seal
caused
Done
at the
the City
City of
day of July, in
nineteenth day
this nineteenth
Washington this
of Washington
Done at
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
and
thousand nine hundred and
one thousand
the
[SEAT.]
fifteen and
and of
of the
United States
States the
the United
of the
independence of
the independence
fifteen
[SEL..]
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
one
W
OODROW WiLSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
State.
Secretary
Secretary of State.
E 0F
lis
ees
.

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
Br THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

and

canimia.

July 19, 1915.

July 19, 1915.

ly 19,1915.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Crater National
Crater

and Cal.
by Forest, Oreg. and
WHEREAS it
it appears
that the
the public
public good
promoted by
be promoted
will be
good will
appears that
WHEREAS
Preamble.
area, within the Preamble.
excluding from
from the
Crater National
National Forest
Forest aasmall
small area,
the Crater
excluding
State of
California, and
and restoring
restoring the
the public
lands therein
p 113.
manner Vol. 38, p.
a manner
in a
therein in
public lands
of California,
State
3,p.3.
thirtieth,
authorized by
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved September
September thirtieth,
of Congress
by the
authorized
nineteen hundred
thirteen, entitled "An Act To authorize the
and thirteen,
hundred and
nineteen
President to
provide a
opening lands restored from
for opening
method for
a method
to provide
President
"; and
purposes
reservation
or
withdrawal,
and
for
other
purposes";
other
for
and
withdrawal,
or
reservation
heretofore constituting the
WHEREAS
portion of
of the
the area
area heretofore
a portion
WHEREAS a
Paulina National
National Forest,
Forest, in'
transferred to and
Oregon, should be transferred
in, Oregon,
Paulina
Areamodied.
made a
apart
part of
of the
Crater National
National Forest;
Forest;
the Crater
made
Area
modified.
Now, therefore,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
of the
the United
United Vol.
re^30, podified
President of
WILSON, President
therefore, I,
Now,
p. 36.
States of
of America,
by virtue
virtue of
m me
me vested
vested by the Act of
power in
the power
of the
America, by
States
ninety-seven
Congress approved
June fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
fourth, eighteen
approved June
Congress
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
34 and
entitled "An
"An Act Making appropriations
appropriations
36), entitled
and 36),
(30
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
Government for the fiscal year ending
the Government
of the
for
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eig,ht,
ninety-eight, and for other purhundred and
June thirtieth,
poses", do
do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
of the Crater National
boundaries of
poses",
Forest
are hereby
hereby changed
changed to
to exclude
exclude the
eliminathe area shown as an eliminaForest are
a part
forming a
tion
diagram hereto
and forming
part hereof, p,,
annexed and
Post, p.
p.
hereto annexed
the diagram
upon the
tion upon
and
to include
the portion
of the Paulina
Paulina National
National Forest indicated
indicated
portion of
include the
and to
proclamation
thereon
the diagram
diagram forming
forming part of the proclamation
upon the
and upon
thereon and
2-36
102620°—voL
39—pr 2-36
102620°-voL 39-rT

1736
1736

PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,
signed this
this date
date excluding
excluding certain
lands from
from the
Paulina National
National
signed
certain lands
the Paulina
Forest
and transferring
thereof in
several
Forest and
transferring the
the remaining
remaining portions
portions thereof
in several
parcels to
the Crater,
and Fremont
National Forests,
Forests,
parcels
to the
Crater, Deschutes
Deschutes and
Fremont National

respectively, and
and that
that this
this proclamation
proclamation and
and the
proclamations for
17respectively,
the proclamations
for
the
Deschutes and
and Fremont
Fremont National
the said
said Paulina,
Paulina, Deschutes
National Forests
Forests are
are and
and
Area
shall be
considered as
to become
become effective
effective simultaneously;
simultaneously;
act to
as one
one act
be considered
shall
Area affected
ected
and
that it
it is
intended by
proclamation, nor
any other
other
and that
is not
not intended
by this
this proclamation,
nor by
by any
of the
the above-mentioned
to reserve
reserve any
land not
not immeimmeof
above-mentioned proclamations
proclamations to
any land
diately heretofore
heretofore embraced
in aaNational
nor to
diately
embraced in
National Forest,
Forest, nor
to exclude
exclude any
any
land except
except the
indicated as
eliminations on
land
the areas
areas indicated
as eliminations
on the
the diagram
diagram formformforming parts of the proclamaproclamaing a
a part
art hereof
hereof and on the diagrams
diagrams forming
the said
said Paulina
Paulina and
Excuded lands
ans rer tions
tions for
for the
and Fremont
Fremont Forests.
Forests.
Excluded
And
do further
proclaim and
and make
make known
known that
that in
in my
judgment
stored to settlement.
And I
settlement.
I do
further proclaim
my judgment
it
and necessary,
in the
the interest
interest of
opportunity and
and
it is
is proper
proper and
necessary, in
of equal
equal opportunity
good
administration, that
that all
subject to
disgood administration,
all of
of such
such excluded
excluded land
land subject
to disposition
should
be
restored
to
entry
in
advance
of
settlement,
and
and
of
settlement,
advance
in
to
entry
restored
be
should
position
Time
of
oping.
Time of opening.
VoL 38, p.
p. 113.
p ursuant to
to the
the authority
reposed in
in me
me by
by the
Act of
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
authority reposed
pursuant
113.
Vo38,
September thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen (38
113),
September
thirtieth, nineteen
and thirteen
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
hereby direct
such land,
land, subject
subject to
to valid
valid rights,
rights,
IIdo
do hereby
direct and
and provide
provide that
that such
shall
be open
to entry
only for
period of
of twenty-eight
days from
from
shall be
open to
entry only
for aaperiod
twenty-eight days
including nine o'clock a. m.,
m., standard time,
sixty-third
and including
time, on the
the sixty-third
day from
and after
after the
date hereof,
and thereafter
thereafter to
to disposition
disposition
day
from and
the date
hereof, and
under
and all
all of
of the
public land
laws applicable
applicable thereto.
under any
any and
the public
land laws
thereto.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
my hand
and
IN
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
the United
the City
Washington this
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
in
Done at
at the
City of
of Washington
day of
of July,
July, in
the year
one thousand
thousand nine
and
the
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
nine hundred
hundred and
[BL.] fifteen,
fifteen, and
the Independence
of the
United States
the
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
Independence of
the United
States the
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
one hundred
TVOODROW
ILSON
WOODROW W
WILSON
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT
ANSING,
ROBERT L
LANSING,
Secretary of
of StabState.
Post, pp. 17,
1737, 1738.
Infra.
17

IPP

July 19,
19, 1915.
July
1915.
JUy5 19,1

BY
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA
By THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Deschutes Nat:kraal
oreNo.
DFest,
Forest,
Oreg.
Proamble.
P
p. 1
1738.
PRsb,

trea enlarged.
pgd.
ol. 30,
30n
Vol.
p. 36.

'

A
p. 1
i735.
Post
pp. 1737, l,
1736.
pot,,
'pp-

Area affected,

""e .

WHEREAS
that aaportion
of the
heretofore conWHEREAS itit appears
appears that
portion of
the area
area heretofore
constituting
the Paulina
Paulina National
Forest, within
of Oregon,
within the
the State
State of
Oregon,
National Forest,
stituting the
should
transferred to
and made
made a
part of
of the
Deschutes National
National
should be
be transferred
to and
a part
the Deschutes
Forest;
Forest;
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
President of
of the
the United
United
WILSON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
Now,
States of
of America,
by virtue
virtue of
States
America, by
of the
the power
in me
me vested
vested by
by the
the Act
Act
power in
of Congress
approved June
Congress approved
fourth, eighteen
and ninetyJune fourth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninetyseven (30 Stat., 11 at
36), entitled "An
at 34
34 and
and 36),
"An Act Making
Making approappropriations
priations for sundry civil expenses
expenses of
of the Government
Government for
for the
the fiscal
eighteen hundred
ninety-eight, and
and
year ending June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
for other
proclaim that
other purposes",
purposes", do proclaim
boundaries of the
that the boundaries
the Deschutes
Deschutes
National Forest
changed to
the portion
National
Forest are
are hereby changed
to include
include the
portion of
of the
the
National Forest
Forest indicated
indicated upon
the diagram
annexed
Paulina National
upon the
diagram hereto
hereto annexed
and forming a
a part hereof and upon
upon the
the diagram forming part of
of
the
date excluding
excluding certain
certain lands
from the
the proclamation
proclamation signed
signed this
this date
lands from
the
Paulina National
transferring the
National Forest and transferring
remaining portions
the remnaining
thereof in several
several parcels to the Deschutes.
Deschutes, Crater
Crater and Fremont
Fremont
National
Forests respectively;
respectively; and
and that
and the
tiis proclamation
proclanmation and
the
that this
National Forests
proclamations
for the
the said
Paulina, Crater
Crater and
proclamations for
said Paulina,
and Fremont
Fremont National
National
Forests
are and
and shall
be considered
as one
to become
Forests are
shall be
considered as
one act
act to
become effective
effective
simultaneously;
and that
that it
is not
intended b)y
simultaneously; and
it is
not intended
by this
this proclamation
proclamation
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PROCLAMATIONS.
1915.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.

1737
1737

nor by any other of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned proclamations
proclamations to
to reserve
any land not immediately heretofore
heretofore embraced
embraced in
in aaNational
National Forest,
nor to exclude any land except the areas indicated
indicated as
eliminations
as eliminations
on the diagrams
diagrams forming parts of the
proclamations for
the proclamations
for the said
said
Fremont Forests.
Paulina, Crater and
and Fremont
Forests.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
my hand and
caused the
States to
caused
the seal
seal of
of the United
United States
to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this nineteenth
nineteenth day of July, in
the
thousand nine hundred
the year of
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
[sEAL.} fifteen,
[SEAL.]
fifteen, and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the United
United States the
the
one hundred and fortieth.
W
OODROW WILSON
WOODROW
WILSON

By the
the President:
President:

ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

July
19, 1915.
July 19,1915.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Frennt
National
Foremont
good will
be promoted
promoted byNational
that the
the public
WHEREAS
appears that
WHEREAS it
it appears
public good
will be
Preambrle
within the
Forest, within
the Fremont
excluding from
excluding
from the
Fremont National
National Forest,
the State
State of I
r
'reambr
le!
Oregon,
restoring the
therein in
in a
Oregon, certain
certain areas,
areas, and
and restoring
the public
public lands
lands therein
a
38, p. 113.
vo 38
manner authorized
by the
Congress approved
approved September
manner
authorized by
the Act
Act of
of Congress
p- 113
September thirthir- Vol.
tieth,
nineteen hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, entitled
entitled "An
To authorize
authorize
tieth, nineteen
"An Act
Act To
the
President to
opening lands
from
the President
to provide
provide a
a method
method for opening
lands restored
restored from
reservation
withdrawal, and for other purposes"; and
reservation or withdrawal,
S
Post ,pp. 1738.
WHEREAS a
aportion of
constituting the PanWHEREAS
173 of the
the area
area heretofore
heretofore constituting
Pan- P.a
lina National Forest should be transferred
transferred to and made
made a
a part of
of
the
National Forest;
Forest;
the Fremont
Fremont National
Now, therefore,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
of the
Area modified.
Area
Now,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
themodified.
United
of America,
America, by
vested by
by V
Vol. 3,
30, p.
p. 36.
36.
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
power in
in me
me vested
United States
States of
the
of Congress
approved June
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
June fourth,
hundred and
ninety-seven
36), entitled
Making
ninety-seven (30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34 and 36),
entitled "An
"An Act
Act Making
appropriations for
for sundry
sundry civil
of the
for the
the
the Government
Government for
civil expenses
expenses of
appropriations
fiscal
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight,
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
and
other purposes",
purposes", do
do proclaim
that the
of the
and for
for other
proclaim that
the boundaries
boundaries of
the
Fremont
Fremont National
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
hereby changed
changed to exclude
exclude the areas
areas
eliminations upon
forming
shown as eliminations
upon the
the diagram
diagram hereto annexed
annexed and forming
a
the portion
of the
the Paulina
Paulina National
National
a part
part hereof,
hereof, and
and to
to include
include the
portion of
Forest
indicated thereon
thereon and
diagram forming
the
Forest indicated
and upon
upon the
the diagram
forming part
part of
of the
proclamation
signed this
this date
date excluding
excluding certain
certain lands
lands from
from the
the PauPauproclamation signed
lina National
National Forest
Forest and
transfe " the remaining
portions thereof
remaining portions
lina
and transferring
in several parcels
parcels to the Fremont, Deschutes and
National Post, pp. 1738.
and Crater
Crater National
Forests respectivelv;
respectiVely; and that
proclamation and
1
and the
the proclamaproclamaForests
that this proclamation
n t pp.1735,
tions
the said
and Deschutes
Deschutes Forests
A cpp.173,1736.
and1736.Ante,
Forests are
are and
Paulina, Crater
Crater and
for the
said Paulina,
tions for
shall be
effective simultaneously;
simultaneously;
be considered
considered as
as one act
act to become effective
shall
and that
is not
intended by
nor by
by any
any other
Area
ofaffected.
-Xreaffeted.
other of
this proclamation,
proclamation, nor
not intended
by this
and
that it
it is
the
mentioned proclamations
proclamations to reserve
not immeimmethe above
above mentioned
reserve any land
land not
diately heretofore
diately
heretofore embraced
embraced in aaNational
National Forest, nor
nor to exclude
exclude any
any
land except
except the
the areas
areas indicated
the diagram
eliminations on
on the
diagram formformland
indicated as
as eliminations
ing
and on
on the
diagrams forming
forming parts
parts of
of the
the proclaprocla- —
ing aapart
part hereof
hereof and
the diagrams
mations for
Paulina Forests.
and Pallina
mations
for the said Crater and
st Lx
e,c
i
i
vs
t
ecei
t ia
em
w
e
i
n
s
treAnd
make known
known that
in my
my judgment
judgment stoExltsettilement.
And I
I do
do further
further proclaim
proclaim and
and make
that in
it
is proper
proper and
in the
the interest
opportunity and
interest of
of equal
equal opportunity
and
it is
and necessary
necessary in
good
that all
all of
excluded lands
lands subject
subject to dispoof such
such excluded
good administration
administration that
sition
restored to
to settlement
advance of
of entry, and pursition should
should be
be restored
settlement in
in advance
suant
authority reposed
reposed in
me by
by the
Act of
nsuant to the authority
in me
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
of Se
Sepas,38, p.
.~.
p. 113.
tember
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirteen
thirteen (38
(38 Stat., 113), II
tember thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
Fo es

e_.
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,

do hereby
and provide
provide that
that such
such lands,
lands, subject
valid rights
do
hereby direct
direct and
subject to
to valid
rights
and the
provisions of
of existing
existing withdrawals,
shall be
actual
and
the provisions
withdrawals, shall
be open
open to
to actual
settlers only
the provisions
of the
homestead laws
laws for
for a
period
settlers
only under
under the
provisions of
the homestead
a period
of twenty-eight
twenty-eight days
and including
a. m.,
m., standard
of
days from
from and
including nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
standard
sixty-third day from
hereof, and
and
time, on the
the sixty-third
from and after the date
date hereof,
thereafter
and disposition
under any
any and
and all
public
thereafter to
to entry
entry and
disposition under
all of
of the
the public
land
laws applicable
land laws
applicable thereto.
thereto.
warming
Persons
go upon
of the
the lands
Warning against
against
Persons who go
upon any
any of
lands to
restored as
as herein
herein, proproto be
be restored
trespassing prior
prior to
to
trespassing
openirg.
vided and perform any
opening.
settlement thereon
including
any act of settlement
thereon from
from and including
the
o'clock a.
a. m.,
m., standard
standard time,
time,
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation
proclamation until
until nine
nine o'clock
on
the sixty-third
day from
from and
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
who are
on the
sixty-third day
and after
after the
or who
are on
on
or
are occupying
occupying any
any part
of such
at said
hour, except
those
or are
part of
such lands
lands at
said hour,
except those
having valid
settlement rights
rights initiated
reservahaving
valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
initiated prior
prior to
to reservation
and since
since maintained,
and those
having preferences
tion and
maintained, and
those having
preferences to
to make
make
Agri.mItural
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act of
Congress approved
approved June
June
A^dtura!ands.
entry under
the Act
Congress
VoL
'A.P.233.lands. entry
eyt
c offnaAct
hundred and
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and six (34 Stat.,
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
To
Agricultural lands
within forest
forest reserves",
To provide for
for the entry
entry of Agricultural
lands within
reserves'",
and Acts
will be
be considered
and dealt
dealt with
with as
trespassers
and
Acts amendatory,
amendatory, will
considered and
as trespassers
and
preference will
be given
given the
prior
legal
applicant, notwithstandnotwithstandand preference
will
be
the
prior
legal
applicant,
al
Time
opening.
ooperningTme of

E
xAminations al-- ing
ing such
unlawful settlement
settlement or
occupancy; Provided,
Provided, however,
however, that
that
such unlawful
Eliminations
or occupancy;
•
nothing herein
upon and
and over
over the
the
nothing
herein shall
shall prevent
prevent persons
persons from
from going
going upon
lands to
with a
thereafter going
going upon
lands
to examine
examine them
them with
a view
view to
to thereafter
upon and
and
making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when
when the
shall become
become subject
subject thereto
thereto
making
the lands
lands shall
tcsiettlement in
in accordance
with this
this proclamation.
proclamation. Persons
having prior
prior settlesettlePr-tr
accordance with
Persons having
rigFriar
hts, e.
allowed to
ment rights
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as
rt '
as above
above defined,
defined, will be allowed
to make
make
entry in
in conformity
with existing
existing law
entry
conformity with
law and
and regulations.
regulations.
IN
WHEREOF, II have
my hand
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
of the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
Done at
at the
of Washington
Washin. ton this
this nineteenth
day of
of July
the
Done
the City
City of
nineteenth day
July,'in
in the
year
year of our
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and fifteen,
[SEAL.] and
Independence of the
United States
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
the Independence
the United
States the one
one
hundred and
hundred
and fortieth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary/ of
State.
Sccretr7
of State.

bvra

settlement

J.:i I

DLL.
.'O1,3

BY THE
TIE PlRE':SIENT
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
Br
PRESIDENT (I
OF TIIE
THE UNITED
TATEs OF

A PROCLAMATION
PROC'LMAITION
A
Paulina
National
WHEREAS it
appears that
public good
be promoted
rPuilt,
WHEREAS
it appears
that the
the public
good will
will be
promoted by
by
Forest,eg.
Dr
Preamble.
excluding
from the
Paulina National
within the State of
Forest, within
National Forest,
the Paulina
excluding from
Pretambe.
Oregon,
certain areas,
areas, and
and restoring
restoring the
public lands
therein in
in aa
I
V > in
Oregon, certain
the public
lands therein
manner authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
Congress approved
approved September
September
manner
Act of
of Congress
thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
"An Act
To
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, entitled
entitled "An
Act To
authorize
authorize the President to
to provide
provide a
a method
method for opening lands rerestored
reservation or
for other
other purposes";
purposes";
stored from
from reservation
or withdrawal,
withdrawal, and
and for
and
and
WHEREAS it
that the
the remaining
remaining areas
areas heretofore
conWHEREAS
it appears
appears that
heretofore constituting
the Pauhna
Forest should
should be
included in
in the
stituting the
Paulina National
National Forest
be included
the
Crater,
Crater, Deschutes
Deschutes and
and Fremont
Fremont National
National Forests;
Forests;
l lre l elimiNow, therefore,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
of the
the United
United
ca: emlrely
e.imlNow,
V t
therefore. I,
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
States of America,
States
America, by
virtue of the
me vested
the Act
of
by virtue
the power
power in
in me
vested by
by,the
Act of
hundred and
and ninety-seven
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
ninety-seven
(30 Stat., 11
36), entitled "
An Act Making
11 at
at 34
34 and
and 36),
'An
Making appropriations
appropriations
for
sundry civil
expenses of
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
for sundry
civil expenses
of the
the Government
year ending
ending
June
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
for other
June thirtieth,
ninety-eight, and
and for
other
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1915.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
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1739

purposes",
do proclaim
proclaim that
that there
there are
are hereby
hereby excluded
excluded from the
purposes", do
Paulina
indicated as eliminations
eliminations upon the
areas indicated
the areas
Forest the
National Forest
Paulina National
a part hereof, and that the
diagram
annexed and forming a
hereto annexed
diagram hereto
Paulina National Forest
remaining
constituting the Painana
Forest
heretofore constituting
areas heretofore
remaining areas
73 7
pp. 1735,
.
1735, 1737.
a part of the Crater, Ante, pp.
are
several portions
portions transferred
transferred to and made a
in several
are in
upon
as
shown
Deschutes
Fremont National
respectively,
National Forests, respectively,
and Fremont
Deschutes and
forming
the
part hereof and upon the diagrams formdng
formng aa part
diagram forming
the diagram
parts
above-mentioned Forests which II
the above-mentioned
for the
the proclamations
proclamations for
of the
parts of
have
proclamation and the
this same day; and that this proclamation
also signed
signed this
have also
said
above-mentioned proclamations
consid- Area afected
are and shall
shall be consid-rea
proclamations are
other above-mentioned
said other
affected.
it is not
ered
simultaneously; and that it
effective simultaneously;
to become
become effective
act to
one act
as one
ered as
intended
proclamation, nor by any other of the aboveby this proclamation,
intended by
mentioned proclamations
any,land not immediately herereserve any
proclamations to reserve
mentioned
tofore embraced
in a
exclude any land except
except
nor to exclude
Forest, nor
a National
National Forest,
embraced m
tofore
the areas
areas indicated
indicated as
on the
the diagram forming a
a part
eliminations on
as eliminations
the
hereof and
and on
forming parts of the proclamations
proclamations for
the diagrams forming
on the
hereof
the said Crater and Fremont Forests.
the
Excluded lands re.
stoErexdltttlSt
And
do further
further proclaim
make known that
in my judgment stored
that in
and make
proclaim and
I do
And I
to settlement.
it is
proper and
and necessary
necessary in
interest of
of equal opportunity and
in the interest
it
is proper
excluded lands
good administration
lands subject to disadministration that all of such excluded
good
position should
settlement in advance of entry, and
restored to settlement
be restored
should be
position
pursuant to
aforesaid Act of vol.
reposed in me by the aforesaid
authority reposed
the authority
to the
pursuant
Vol. 38,
38, p.
p. 113.
113.
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen
Stat, 113),
thirteen (38 Stat.,
nineteen hundred
September
Timeofopening.
and provide
provide that such lands,
lands, subject to valid Time
direct and
do hereby
hereby direct
of opening.
II do
rights and
and the
the provisions
provisions of existing withdrawals,
withdrawals, shall be open to
rights
actual settlers
under the
provisions of the homestead
homestead laws for
the provisions
only under
settlers only
actual
m.,
period of
of twenty-eight
twenty-eight days
days from
including nine o'clock a. ma,
from and including
aaperiod
standard
on the
the sixty-third
day- from
after the date hereof,
from and after
sixty-third day
time, on
standard time,
and thereafter
to entry
and disposition
disposition under
any and all of the
under any
entry and
thereafter to
and
public land
thereto.
applicable thereto.arning
laws applicable
land laws
public
Warning aagainst
to
Persons who
who go
upon any
of the
to be
as herein
prior to
trespassing prior
herein trpaing
restored as
be restored
lands to
the lands
any of
go upon
Persons
opening.-p
°e"i
provided
perform any
any act of settlement
thereon from and includincludsettlement thereon
and perform
provided and
ing
date of
of this
this proclamation
ma, standard
o'clock a. m.,
nine o'clock
proclamation until mane
the date
ng the
time,
and after
date hereof,
hereof, or
who
or who
the date
after the
from and
day from
sixty-third day
the sixty-third
on the
time, on
are
on or
occupying any
any part
part of
of such
such lands
said hour,
hour, except
except
at said
lands at
or are
are occupying
are on
those
valid subsisting
settlement rights
rights initiated
initiated prior to resersubsisting settlement
having valid
those having
vation
and since
since maintained,
having preferences
preferences to make
maintained, and those having
vation and
entry under
of Congress
approved June
June Agricultural lands.
Congress approved
the Act
Act of
of the
provisions of
under the
the provisions
entry
34, p. 233.
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and
(34 Stat.,
Stat, 233),
233), entitled
An Act Vol.
Vol. 34,tp.23.
"An
entitled "
six (34
and six
nineteen hundred
eleventh,
reserves",
To provide
provide for
the entry
Agricultural lands within forest reserves",
of Agricultural
entry of
for the
To
and Acts
will be
considered and
with as
trespassers
as trespassers
dealt with
and dealt
be considered
amendatory, will
Acts amendatory,
and
and preference
given the
the prior
legal applicant,
notwithstanding Examinations
amintions alapplicant, notwithstanding
prior legal
be given
will be
preference will
and
such
unlawful settlement
settlement or
or occupancy:
Provided, however,
however, that
noth- lowed.
that nothoccupancy: Provided,
such unlawful
ing
herein shall
prevent persons
persons from
upon and over the lands
going upon
from going
shall prevent
ing herein
to examine
examine them
them with
view to
to thereafter
thereafter going
making
and making
going upon and
a view
with a
to
settlement
when the
lands shall
subject thereto
thereto in
settlement
in Prior
shall become
become subject
thereon when
the lands
settlement thereon
Prior settlement
rights, etc.
accordance with
proclamation. Persons
having prior
prior settlement
etc.
settlement rights,
Persons having
this proclamation.
with this
accordance
rights or
preferences, as
as above
defined, will
will be
entry
make entry
to make
allowed to
be allowed
above defined,
or preferences,
rights
regulations.
in
conformity with existing law and regulations.
in conformity
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
my hand
hand and
set my
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused the
the seal
of the
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
States to
United States
the,United
seal of
caused
Done at
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this nineteenth
July,,in the
day of Jul
nineteenth day
the City
Done
year
of our
Lord one
hundred and fifteen,
thousand nine hundred
one thousand
our Lord
year of
[SEAL.]
the Independence
of the
United States
one
the one
States the
the United
Independence of
of the
and of
[SEAL.] and
hundred
and fortieth.
fortieth.
hundred and
W OODROW WILsoN.
W ILSON.
WoonRoW
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary
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PROCLAMATIONS; 1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1915.

July
1915.
July 19,
19,1915.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
na

FNebrka.
Natio
l
ForestNebr.
Nebraska
Notional
,
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
public good
goo d w
ill b
romo t
ed by
WHEREAS itit appears
appears that
that the
the public
will
bee p
promoted
by

adding certain lands within the State
the Nebraska
State of
of Nebraska
Nebraska to
to the
Nebraska
National Forest;
Forest;
National

Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
of the
the United
Now,
Wilson, President
United States
States
of America, by virtue of the power in me vested by
the Act
Act of
of ConConby the
gress approved March
third, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-one
(26
March third,
eighteen hundred
ninety-one (26
Stat.,
1095), entitled
"An Act
Act To
timber-culture laws,
Stat., 1095),
entitled "An
To repeal
repeal timber-culture
laws, and
and for
for
Vol.
Vol. 30, p
p. 36
36.
other purposes," and also
and by the Act of
of Congress approved
approved June
June
fourth, eighteen
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30 Stat.,
eighteen hundred and.
Stat., 11 at
at 34
34 and
and
36), entitled "An
"An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses
for sundry
fiscal year
of the Government
Government for the fiscal
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
year ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen
hundred
ninety-eight, and for other purposes,"
purposes," do proclaim
hundred and ninety-eight,
proclaim that
that
the boundaries
boundaries of the Nebraska
Nebraska National
hereby changed
National Forest
Forest are
are hereby
changed
and that they are now as shown
diagram forming
forming a
apart
part hereof.
shown on the diagram
hereof.
r rights
rights not
a- The withdrawal
Prior
not atwithdrawal made
by this
all lands
made by
this proclamation
proclamation shall,
shall, as
as to
to all
lands
tented.
which are at this date legally
legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the
the public
public land
land laws
laws
or reserved for any public
public purpose, be subject to,
not
to, and
and shall
shall not
interfere with or defeat legal rights
appropriation, nor
nor
rights under
under such
such appropriation,
prevent the use
such public
public purpose
purpose of
of lands
lands so
reserved, so
so long
long
use for
for such
so reserved,
as such appropriation
appropriation is
maintained, or
such reservation
reservation
is legally maintained,
or such
remains
in force.
remains in
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
hand and
I have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
Done at the
of Washington
Washington this
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
of July,
July-,
the City
City of
day of
hundred and
in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
and
[SEAL.] fifteen,
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
States the
fifteen, and
and of
of the
of the
the
one
hundred and
fortieth.
one hundred
and fortieth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT L
ANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
Area2
enlarged.
Vol.
10.
.
26,
p. 1095.

August 2, 1915.

st 2191

BY THE
TIlE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY
OF TIIE
TILE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
ForPstAftvka.
Chugach
Forht,
"Nat iona1
A ka.

Preamble.
Preamble,

vo\
P,.113.
1p..
vol. 3s, P

modifie.
Area modified.
Area

Vyea26,
2, p.1093.
p. 11 .
vol.

V- 30,
3ol.
,P.p. 336.
Vol.

WHEREAS Executive
Executive Orders
signed Octob
er tw enty-ei
ghth, nine WHEREAS
Orders signed
October
twenty-eighth,
nineteen hundred
June twenty-second,
twenty-second, nineteen
hundred and ten, and June
nineteen hundred
hundred
and fifteen, eliminated
eliminated certain lands from the Chugach
Chugach National
National
and
Forest; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it appears that the public
public good will be promoted
promoted by
by
adding to the Chugach National Forest
the Territory
Forest within
within the
Territory of
of
Alaska certain lands, and by excluding
excluding certain
certain areas
therefrom and
areas therefrom
and
restoring
restoring- the public lands therein
therein in
in a
a manner
manner authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Act of Congress approved
September thirtieth,
approved September
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred
and thirteen, entitled "An Act To authorize
authorize the
the President
to provide
provide
President to
a method for opening
a
opening lands restored
restored from
reservation or
withdrawal
from reservation
or withdrawal
for other
other purposes";
purposes";
and for
Now,
therefore, I,
Now, therefore,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the
United
America, by
by virtue
of the
United States of America,
virtue of
me vested
the
the power
power in
in me
vested by
by the
Act of Congress approved
approved March
farch third, eighteen
ninetyeighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninetyone (26 Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled
entitled ""An act to
repeal timber-culture
to repeal
timber-culture laws,
laws,
and for other purposes",
and also
by the
Aet of
Congress approved
purposes", and
also by
the Aet
of Congress
approved
June fourth eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven (30
(30 Stat.,
and ninety-seven
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
34 and
and
36),
36), entitled
entitled ""An Act Making appropriations
appropriations for
for sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses
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of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen
hundred
hundred and ninety-eight, and for
purposes", do
that
for other purposes",
do proclaim
proclaim that
National Forest is
the Chugach National
that its
is hereby
hereby changed
changed and that
its bounbounshown upon
the diagram
hereto annexed
annexed and
and
daries are now as shown
upon the
diagram hereto

forming
a part hereof, and further described
described as
island of
forming a
as follows:
follows: The
The island
of

Description.
es r i

D

c

ption.

Vol. 27, p. 1052.
Afognak
adjacent islands which were
Afognak and the adjacent
proclama- vl. 27' p. 1052.
were set apart by proclamation dated December twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred
hundred and ninetytwo, as the "Afognak
"Afognak Forest and Fish ailture
also all
Culture Reserve",
Reserve", and
and also
all
of the public land lying within a
a line
beginning at
southern
line beginning
at the
the southern
extremity of Cape Suckling
Suckling (1);
thence due
former
extremity
(1); thence
due north,
north, along
along the
the former
boundary
boundary of the Chugach
Chugach National
National Forest,
Forest, to
to aapoint
point (2)
(2) situated
situated due
due
east of the 39th
39th mile post (3) of the Copper River and Northwestern
Northwestern
Railway; thence
thence due west to the said 39th
39th mile post
post (3)
(3);;thence
thence in
in
a northwesterly
a
northwesterly direction to a
mile inland,
a point (4) one statute mile
inland, and
and
due
the point
which the
the meridian
30'
due south
south from
from the
point at
at which
meridian of
of longitude
longitude 146°
146° 30'
West from
Greenwich intersects
high tide
tide line
line on
on the
south shore
shore of
of
from Greenwich
intersects high
the south
Valdez Arm; thence
(5) in
longitude 147°
30'
thence due west
west to
to aa point
point (5)
in longitude
147° 30'
West; thence due north to
West,
to aapoint (6)
(6) in
in longitude
longitude 147°
147° 30'
30' West,
and in latitude 61° 10'
due west
10' North; thence
thence due
west to
to aa point
point (7)
(7) due
due
north of Point Doran; thence due south
Doran (8);
(8) ;thence
south to
to Point Doran
thence
due
in longitude
longitude 149°
149° 30'
30' West;
due north
due west
west to aapoint
point (9)
(9) in
West; thence
thence due
north
a point (10) in
to a
longitude 149°
and in
in latitude
61° 20'
in longitude
149° 30'
30' West,
West, and
latitude 61°
20'
North; thence due east to a
(11) in
20' North,
and
a point (11)
in latitude
latitude 61°
61° 20'
North, and
in longitude 149° West; thence in
in a
direction to
to the
the
a northeasterly
northeasterly direction
head of Knik River at the foot
Glacier (12);
(12); thence
thence down
foot of Knik
Knik Glacier
down
the south bank of Knik River
eastern
River and southwesterly
southwesterly along
along the
the eastern
shore of Knik Arm, at high tide
tide line, to
to Point Campbell
Campbeli (13);
(13); thence
thence
in a
a southwesterly
southwesterly direction
Possession (14);
thence
direction directly
directly to
to Point
Point Possession
(14); thence
following
following the eastern
eastern shore of Cook Inlet and
of
and the
the northern
northern shore of
Kachemak Bay, at high
the head
head of
of said
said Kachemak
Bay
high tide line, to
to the
Kachemak Bay
and the thread
thread of the most northerly
northerly mouth of Fox River
thence
River (15);
(15); thence
up
thread of
point which
which is
up Fox
Fox River, following the
the thread
of the
the stream,
stream, to
to a
a point
is
three statute miles inland
a direct line from high
inland in a
high tide line at the
the
said most
most northerly
mouth of
of Fox
Fox River
(16); thence
thence successively
successively in
in
northerly mouth
River (16);
southwesterly-,northwesterly,
northeasterly, and
aa general southwesterly,
northwesterly, northeasterly,
and northnorthwesterly direction
westerly
direction parallel
along the
the north
shore
parallel with
with high
high tide
tide line
line along
north shore
and the
eastern shore
of Kachemak
Kachemak Bay
Bay and
the eastern
shore of
of Cook
Cook Inlet
Inlet at
at a
a distance
distance
of three statute miles, inland,
in latitude
60° 43'
43'
inland, to a
a point
point (17)
(17) in
latitude 60°
North due east from
from the triangulation
triangulation point
point established
established on
on East
East
Foreland by the U.
Foreland
U.. S.
due east
east
S. Coast and.
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey;
Survey; thence
thence due
to aapoint (18) due north of
of the
junction of
Russian River
River with
with the
the junction
of Russian
the
Kenai River; thence
thence due south to the
junction (19)
River
the junction
(19) of Russian River
Kenai River;
thence up
River following
the thread
with the
the Kenai
River; thence
up Russian
Russian River
following the
thread
of the stream to the
;thence
the head
head of
of Upper
Upper Russian
Russian Lake
Lake (20)
(20);
thence across
across
the divide directly to the
the junction of
of Moose
Moose Creek
Creek with
with Resurrection
Resurrection
River (21);
(21) ;thence
River, following
following the
thread of
thence down Resurrection
Resurrection River,
the thread
of
a point (22) due
the stream, to a
post (23)
(23) of
the
due west of the
the 6th
6th mile post
of the
Alaska
Railway; thence due east
Alaska Central
Central Railway;
mile post
post
east to the said.
said 6th mile
(23); thence due east to
miles distant
from the
the said
to a
a point
point (24)
(24) five
five miles
distant from
said
6th mile post of
Alaska Central
Railway; thence
thence in
in a
a general
general
of the
the Alaska
Central Railway;
northerly
northerly and northeasterly
northeasterly direction,
direction, parallel
to the
the said
parallel to
said Alaska
Alaska
Central
a distance of five
Central Railway
Railway at a
five miles therefrom,
(25)
therefrom, to
to aapoint
point (25)
in latitude
60° 42'
latitude 60°
42' North; thence
thence due east to
in longitude
longitude
to aapoint
point (26) in
148°
47' West; thence due south
148 ° 47'
south to a
a point (27) in
latitude 60°
in latitude
60° 25'
25'
North; thence due east to aapoint (28) due north
Puget
north of
of the head
head of
of Puget
Bay (29);
(29) ;thence due south to the
thence
the head
head of
of Puget
Puget Bay
Bay (29);
(29); thence
in aa general southeasterly
southeasterly direction
direction following
following the
the eastern
eastern shore
shore of
of
Puget
at high
high tide
tide line
line to
to Cape
in an
easterly
Puget Bay
Bay at
Cape Puget
Puget (30); thence
thence in
an easterly
direction
directly to Point Elrington
direction directly
in a
Elrington (31); thence
thence in
a southeasterly
southeasterly
direction
direction directly
directly to Cape Cleare
Cleare (32); thence in
in aa northeasterly
northeasterly
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direction along the eastern
shore of
of Montague
Island at
at high
direction
eastern shore
Montague Island
high tide
tide
line
(33) ;thence
in a
direction directly
directly
line to Zaikof Point (33);
thence in
a southeasterly
southeasterly direction
to
Hinchinbrook (34);
northeasterly directo Cape Hinchinbrook
(34); thence
thence in aageneral
general northeasterly
direction
shore of
Hinchinbrook Island
Island at
at high
tion along the south shore
of Hinchinbrook
high tide
tide line
line
to Hook Point (35);
(35) •thence
southeasterly direction
direction directly
thence in a
a southeasterly
directly to
to
the north end
end of Wingham
Wingham Island (36);
(36); thence in a
a southeasterly
southeasterly
direction
to the
the western
western extremity
Okalee Spit
Spit (37);
(37);
direction directly
directly to
extremity of
of Okalee
thence
direction directly
the southern
southern extremity
thence in
in a
a southeasterly
southeasterly direction
directly to
to the
extremity
of
(1), the place of
of beginning,
embracing all
all
of Cape
Cape Suckling
Suckling (1),
beginning, and
and embracing
latitudes and
and longitudes
longitudes ememislands within
within said description. All
All latitudes
ployed
to the
the Valdez
ployed in
in defining these
these boundaries
boundaries are
are referred
referred to
Valdez Datum
Datum
established
by
the
U.
S.
Coast
and
Geodetic
Survey.
Geodetic
Survey.
S.
Coast
and
by
the
U.
established
Areas
excluded
Areas excluded.
Excepting from the
the, force and effect
effect of this proclamation
Excepting
proclamation the
the several
several
contained within boundaries
boundaries formed
with a
areas contained
formed by
by circles
circles described
described with
a
radius of a
amile,
mile, each,from
each, from the
named towns and
the centers
centers of
of the
the following
following named
and
settlements, to wit:
Cordova (formerly
Eyak), Orca,
Orca, Tatitlek,
Tatitlek, Ellamar,
Ellamar,
wit: Cordova
(formerly Eyak),
Siniklik, Chenaga,
Latouche; and
and also
the areas
hereKiniklik,
Chenaga, Nuchek,
Nuchek, and Latouche;
also the
areas heretofore excluded
excluded by
Orders dated
dated October
October twenty-eighth,
tofore
by Executive
Executive Orders
twenty-eighth,
nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten, No. 1260,
1260, and June twenty-second,
twenty-second, ninenineteen hundred and fifteen, No. 2216, and indicated upon the diagram
diagram
excepting certain
certain areas
forming aa part
part hereof;
hereof; and
and further
further excepting
areas hereby
hereby
excluded around the towns of Hope,Hope, Kenai, Ninilchik, and Sunrise
Sunrise
shown in
in detail
detail upon
upon the
the said
said diagram.
diagram.
shown
Treaty rights prenot be
be so
Provided, that
seret
rights preserved.
Provided,
that this
this proclamation
proclamation shall
shall not
so construed
construed as to
to
vol. 1,
539.
person of
valid right possessed
Vol.
15, p. 539.
deprive any person
of any
any valid
Treaty for
for
possessed under
under the
the Treaty
the
North America
America to
the cession
cession of
of the Russian possessions in
in North
to the
the
United States, concluded
concluded at Washington
on the
thirtieth day
day of
of
United
Washington on
the thirtieth
March, eighteen
acquired- under
act
March,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and sixty-seven, or acquired
under any act
of Congress
Congress relating
the Territory
Alaska.
of
relating to
to the
Territory of
of Alaska.
Prior rights not afctd. rights not aThe withdrawal
fected.
withdrawal made
made by this proclamation
proclamation shall, as to all lands
which
legally appropriated
appropriated under
under the
which are
are at
at this date
date legally
the public
public land
land
laws or
subject to,
and shall
laws
or reserved
reserved for
for any
any public
public purpose,
purpose, be
be subject
to, and
shall not
not
interfere with or
or defeat legal rights
rights under such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
nor
prevent the
for such
such public
public purpose
purpose of
so long
long
prevent
the use
use for
of lands
lands so
so reserved,
reserved, so
as
legally maintained,
maintained, or
such reservation
as such
such appropriation
appropriation is
is legally
or such
reservation
remains in
in force.
force.
remains
Excluded tants rostored to
settlement.
And
further proclaim
proclaim and
in my
my judgment
judgment
l'odttlemeai.
And IIdo
do further
and make
make known
known that
that in
it
proper and necessary
necessary in
interest of
opportunity and
it is proper
in the
the interest
of equal
equal opportunity
and
good
lands hereby
hereby excluded
excluded from
the
good administration
administration that
that all of the lands
from the
Chugach National
subject to disposition
Chugach
National Forest
Forest subject
disposition should
should be
be restored
restored to
to
Vol
settlement
in
advance of
entry,
and
pursuant to
the
authority reposed
to
the
authorityreposed
and
pursuant
advance
of
entry,
settlement
in
V. .3, p.
11
p.113.
'
in me by the aforesaid
nineteen hundred
aforesaid Act
Act of
of September
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
thirteen (38 Stat., 113),
do hereby direct
provide that
such
and thirteen
113), I
I dohereby
direct and
and provide
that such
lands,
subject
to
valid
rights
and
the
provisions
of
then
existing
Ti
.
lands,
subject
to
valid
rights
and
the
provisions
of
then
existing
Time of opening.
withdrawals or reservations, snail be open to actual settlers only
only
of twentytwentyunder the provisions of the
the homestead
homestead laws for
for a
a period
period of
o'clock a. m.,
eight days from and including
including nine o'clock
m., standard
standard time,
time, on
on
the thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth day from and after the date hereof, and thereafter
thereafter to
entry and disposition
disposition under any and all of
of the
the public
public land
land laws
applicable thereto.
Warnimr
Persons who
who go
upon any
the lands
herein nroWarnin? against
a ior
ain tot
Persons
go upon
of the
any of
lands to
to be
be restored
restored as
as herein
urotresp
!
1-;sing pr
opening.
vided and perform any act of settlement
settlement thereon
thereon from and including
including
of this
until nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
a. m.,
m., standard
standard time,
time,
the date of
this proclamation
proclamation until
on the thirty-fifth
thirty-fifth day from and after the date hereof, or who are
are on
on
A, rculturi lands.
and
any part
Auricultural
or are
are occupying
occupying any
at said
those
part of
of such
such lands
lands at
said hour,
hour, except
except those
vot.
34, p. Z33.
having valid
valid, subsisting
sugs'istinc,settlement rights
reservation
rights initiated
initiated prior to reservation
and
maintained, and
and those
those having
having preferences
to make
make entry
and since
since maintained,
preferences to
entry
under the provisions of the Act of Congress approved
approved June eleventh,
eleventh,
nineteen hundred
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
To propronineteen
hundred and six (34 Stat.,
Act To
vide for the entry of
of Agricultural
Agricultural lands within
within forest
forest reserves",
reserves", and
and
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Acts
amendatory, will
as trespassers
trespassers
Acts amendatory,
will be
be considered
considered and
and dealt
dealt with
with as
and
legal applicant, notwithstandnotwithstandand preference
preference will
will be
be given
given the
the prior
prior legal
Examinations aloccupancy: Provided, however, that lowaminations
ing
unlawful settlement
settlement or occupancy:
ing such unlawful
lowed.
shall prevent
persons from
nothing herein
herein shall
prevent persons
going upon
from going
upon and
and over the
lands
to examine
them with
with a
thereafter going
going upon
upon and
and
lands to
examine them
a view
view to
to thereafter
making
settlement thereon
become subject
subject
making settlement
thereon when the
the lands
lands shall
shall become
Prior settlement
ettlement
rir
accordance with this proclamation. Persons having
thereto
thereto in accordance
having prior rights,
etc.
settlement
defined, will
settlement rights
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as
as above
above defined,
will be allowed to i
make
make entry
entry in conformity
conformity with
with existing law
law and regulations.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
hand and
and
IN
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
caused
seal of
of the
the United
United States
to be
affixed.
caused the
the seal
States to
be affixed.
Done at
at the
day of
of August,
in the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this second
second day
August, in
Done
year of
thousand nine
hundred and fifteen,
fifteen,
year
of our Lord
Lord one thousand
nine hundred
[sEAL.] and
the Independence
Independence of
the United
hunof the
United States
States the one hunand of
of the
[SEAL.]
dred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
dred
WOODROW
ILSON
WOODROW W
WILSON
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
BY
UNITED S
STATES
TATES OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

August 23, 1915.
2,1915.
Augost

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Italy
WHEREAS
exists between
between Italy
Italy and anTriy
Zarrarte,4
3
"."en Ital
a state
state of war
war unhappily
unhappily exists
WHEREAS a
Turkey; And Whereas
States is on terms of friendship
friendship p~embl
Whereas the United States
Turkey;
and
with the
the persons inhabitand amity
amity with
with the contending
contending powers, and with
ing their several
several dominions;
dominions;
And
residing within
within
are citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States residing
And Whereas
Whereas there
there are
the territories
or dominions
dominions of
the said
belligerents and
said belligerents
and
of each
each of
of the
the
territories or
carryingn
commerce, trade,
other business
business or
or pursuits
therein;
or other
pursuits therein;
carrying
on commerce,
trade, or
And Whereas
Whereas there
there are
are subjects
subjects of
of each
the said
said belligerents
of the
belligerents
each of
And
residing within
jurisdiction of the United
and
within the territory or jurisdiction
United States, and
residing
carrying
on commerce,
or other
business or pursuits
therein;
pursuits therein;
other business
commerce, trade,
trade, or
carrying on
And
and treaties of
of the
the United
United States, without
without
And Whereas
Whereas the laws
laws and
interfering with
with the
of opinion
opinion and
and sympathy,
sympathy, or
or
the free
free expression
expression of
interfering
manufacture or sale of
of arms
war,
arms or
or munitions
munitions of war,
with the
the commercial
commercial manufacture
nevertheless
within their
terribe within
their terriall persons
persons who
who may
may be
impose upon
upon all
nevertheless impose
tory
jurisdiction the
the duty
duty of
of an
an impartial
neutrality during the
impartial neutrality
tory and
and jurisdiction
existence of
of the
contest;
existence
the contest;
of anenAnd
Whereas it
the duty
of a
government not
not to
to permit
permit tDie^w
of
t
a neutral
neutral government
it is
is the
duty of
And Whereas
or suffer
making of
its waters
waters subservient
subservient to
to the
purposes of
of war;
war;
the purposes
of its
or
suffer the
the making
Now,
Therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
of the
the United
United
President of
Woodrow Wilson,
Now, Therefore,
neutrality of the United
America, in
preserve the
the neutrality
in order
order to preserve
States of
of America,
States and
and of
its citizens
of persons
persons within
within its
its territory
and jurisjuristerritory and
and of
of its
citizens and
States
diction, and
and to
to enforce
its laws
laws and
order that
all
that all
and in
in order
and treaties,
treaties, and
enforce its
diction,
persons, being
warned of
of the
tenor of
the laws
laws and
and treaties
treaties of
of
the general
general tenor
of the
being warned
persons,
the United
United States
States in
in this
this behalf,
behalf, and
the law of
may thus
of nations,
nations, may
and of
of the
the
be prevented
prevented from
any violation
same, do
hereby declare
declare and
and
do hereby
of the
the same,
from any
violation of
be
proclaim
by certain
certain provisions
provisions of
the act approved
VoL ,pp.ummom.
lm-ioi.
4th VoL35,pp.
approved on the 4th
of the
proclaim that
that by
day of
March, A.
D. 1909,
1909, commonly
as the
the "Penal
Code of
of
"Penal Code
commonly known
known as
day
of March,
A. D.
the United
are forbidden
to be
be done,
acts are
forbidden to
States" the
the following
following acts
the
United States"
under severe
severe penalties,
and jurisdiction
of the
the
jurisdiction of
the territory
territory and
penalties, within
within the
under
United States,
States, to-wit:to-wit:United
1.
Accepting and
commission to
to serve
of the
the Ues
ust?ior
1. Accepting
and exercising
exercising aa commission
serve either
either of
tSritory
said
by land
land or
sea against
against the
belligerent.
said belligerents
belligerents by
or by
by sea
the other
other belligerent.
2.
service of
either of
of the
the said
the service
of either
2. Enlisting
Enlisting or entering into the
belligerents as
as aasoldier,
soldier, or
or as
marine, or
board of
any
or seaman
seaman on board
of any
belligerents
as a
a marine,
vessel of
of marque,
or privateer.
letter of
marque, or
of war,
war, letter
vessel
Prembie-

35

102620°—vot 39-PT
39—pr 2
2-37
37
102620°-vol
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3.
Hiring or
person to
3. Hiring
or retaining
retaining another
another person
to enlist
enlist or
or enter
enter himself
himself in
in
the
the said
said belligerents
as aasoldier,
soldier, or
or as
as a
amarine,
the service
service of
of either
either of
of the
belligerents as
marine,
or
seaman on
board of
of any
of war,
war, letter
letter of
of marque,
marque, or
or 'Privateer.
or seaman
on board
any vessel
vessel of
privateer.
4.
another person
to go
go beyond
beyond the
the limits
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
4. Hiring
Hiring another
person to
limits or
the
United States
to be
enlisted as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
the United
States with
with intent
intent to
be enlisted
5.
Hiring another
another person
to go
go beyond
the limits
limits of
of the
the United
United
5. Hiring
person to
beyond the
States
entered into service
States with intent
intent to
to be
be entered
service as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
6.
person to
to go
go beyond
the limits
limits of
of the
the United
United
6. Retaining
Retaining another
another person
beyond the
States
with intent
be enlisted
enlisted as
as aforesaid.
States with
intent to
to be
aforesaid.
7.
Retaining another
another person
person to
to go
limits of
of the
the United
United
7. Retaining
go beyond
beyond the
the limits
Rights of trsats.
transients. States
be entered
service as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. (But
States with
with intent
intent to
to be
entered into
into service
(But the
the
said
is not
to be
be construed
construed to
to a
acitizen
citizen or
subject of
of eithereither said act
act is
not to
to extend
extend to
or subject
belligerent
who, being
being transiently
States, shal,
shall, on
belligerent who,
transiently within
within the
the United
United States,
on
board of
arrival within
within
of any
any vessel
vessel of
of war, which,
which, at the
the time a
of its arrival
the
States, was
fitted and
equipped as
as such
such vessel
vessel of
of war,
war,
the United
United States,
was fitted
and equipped
enlist or enter
himself or
another subject
citizen of
enter himself
or hire
hire or
or retain
retain another
subject or citizen
the
belligerent, who
who is
transiently within
the United
to
the same
same belligerent,
is transiently
within the
United States,
States, to
enlist or
on board
board such
such vessel
vessel
enlist
or enter
enter himself
himself to
to serve
serve such
such belligerent
belligerent on
of
war, if
United States
be at
at peace
peace with
such belbelof war,
if the
the United
States shall
shall then
then be
with such
ligerent.)
ligerent.)
to fit
fit out
out and
and arm,
arm, or
or
8. Fitting
Fitting out
out and
and arming,
arming, or
or attempting
attempting to
procuring
armed, or
knowingly being
procuring to
to be
be fitted out
out and armed,
or knowingly
being concerned
concerned
m
the furnishing,
fitting out,
or arming
arming of
of any
or vessel
with
in the
furnishing, fitting
out, or
any ship
ship or
vessel with
intent
the service
service of
of
intent that
that such ship or vessel shall be
be employed in
in the
either of
of the
the said
either
said belligerents.
belligerents.
9.
Issuing or
commission within
within the
the territory
territory or
or
9. Issuing
or delivering
delivering aa commission
jurisdiction of
United States
for any
ship or
or vessel
vessel to
the intent
intent
jurisdiction
of the
the United
States for
any ship
to the
that
she may
may be
employed as
that she
be employed
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
10.
Increasing or
or augmenting,
or procuring
procuring to
to be
be increased
increased or
or
10. Increasing
augmenting, or
augmented, or
being concerned
concerned in
in increasing
or augaugaugmented,
or knowingly
knowingly being
increasing or
menting, the
of any
any ship
ship of
of war,
war, cruiser,
cruiser, or
or other
other armed
armed vessel,
menting,
the force
force of
vessel,
which at
at the
the time
time of
of her
her arrival
within the
the United
United States
was a
aship
ship
which
arrival within
States was
of
cruiser, or
or armed
the service
service of
of either
of the
the said
of war,
war, cruiser,
armed vessel
vessel in
in the
either of
said
belligerents,
or belonging
to the
the subjects
of either,
either, by
by adding
to the
belligerents, or
belonging to
subjects of
adding to
the
number
of guns
of such
or by
by changing
those on
on board
board of
of
number of
guns of
such vessels,
vessels, or
changing those
her
guns of
of a
larger calibre,
calibre, or
or by
addition thereto
thereto of
any
her for
for guns
a larger
by the
the addition
of any
equipment
solely applicable
to war.
equipment solely
applicable to
war.
11.
Beginning or
foot or
or providing
providing or
or preparing
the
11. Beginning
or setting
setting on
on foot
preparing the
means
for any
military expedition
expedition or
or enterprise
enterprise to
be carried
on
means for
any military
to be
carried on
from
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
States against
against the
the
from the
the territory
territory or
the United
United States
territories or
of either
either of
of the
the said
said belligerents.
belligerents.
territories
or dominions
dominions of
.Naval
be/'
And
do hereby
and proclaim
that any
frequentany frequentfurther declare
declare and
proclaim that
Naval vessels
s' of1 be
And I
I do
hereby further
ligerents.
Restriction on. in
ing and
the waters
within the
the territorial
territorial jurisdiction
the
Restrition
and use
use of
of the
n ing
waters within
jurisdiction of
of the
territorial
waters.
United
armed vessels
whether public
public
tor alwaters.
United States
States by
by the
the armed
vessels of
of a
a belligerent,
belligerent, whether
ships
or privateers,
for the
the purpose
preparing for
for hostile
operaships or
privateers, for
purpose of
of preparing
hostile operaobservation upon
the ships
of war
or privateers
privateers
tions, or
or as
as posts
posts of
of observation
upon the
ships of
war or
or
belligerent lying
lying within or
being about
about to
to
or merchant
merchant vessels
vessels of a
a belligerent
or being
enter
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States,
States, must
regarded as
as
enter the
the jurisdiction
must be
be regarded
unfriendly
and offensive,
offensive, and
and in
violation of
of that
neutrality which
which it
it
unfriendly and
in violation
that neutrality
is
determination of
to observe;
observe; and
and to
to the
the end
is the determination
of this
this government
government to
end
that
apprehended practices
that the hazard
hazard and
and inconvenience
inconvenience of
of such apprehended
proclaim and declare that from and
after
may be
be avoided,
avoided, IIfurther
further proclaim
and after
the
and during
during the
the continuance
the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of August
August instant, and
continuance
of the present
present hostilities, no ship of war
privateer of
war or privateer
of any
any belligbelligerent shall be permitted
to make
permitted to
make use of
of any
roadstead
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead
or
waters within the
jurisdiction of
oi the United
as a
or other waters
the jurisdiction
United States
States as
a
any warlike
purpose or
or for
station or
or place
place of
of resort
resort for
for any
warlike purpose
for the
the purpose
purpose
of
obtaining any
of warlike
no ship
of war
war
of obtaining
any facilities
facilities of
warlike equipment;
equipment; and
and no
ship of
or privateer
privateer of
of either
either belligerent
belligerent shall be
or
be permitted to sail out
out of
of or
leave any port, harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United
United States from
tion
belligfrom which
which aavessel of an opposing bellig-
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erent (whether
(whether the
shall be
be a
a ship
ship of
of war,
privateer, or
or aa
the same
same shall
war, aa privateer,
merchant
ship) shall have
merchant ship)
departed, until
until after
after the
the expiexpihave previously departed,
ration of at least twenty-four hours from the departure
departure of such lastlastmentioned vessel beyond
the United
United States.
mentioned
beyond the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
States. If
If
any
ship of.war
of .war or
shall, after
the time
time this
this
any ship
or privateer
privateer of aabelligerent
belligerent shall,
after the
notification
notification takes effect, enter any port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters
waters
of the
the United
States, such
such vessel
vessel shall
be required
required to
to depart
and to
to
of
United States,
shall be
depart and
her entrance
entrance into
into such
put to
to sea
sea within twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours after
after her
such
port, harbor, roadstead, or waters,
waters, except
except in case
case of stress
stress of
weather
of weather
or of
of her
her requiring
requiring provisions
provisions or things
things necessary
the subsistence
necessary for
for the
of her crew, or for
cases the
of
for repairs;
repairs; in
in any of
of which
which cases
the authorities
authorities of
the
(as the
the case
may be)
shall require
require her
her
the port or of
of the nearest
nearest port
port (as
case may
be) shall
to
as possible
possible after
of such
such period
period
to put
put to
to sea
sea as
as soon
soon as
after the
the expiration
expiration of
permitting her
take in supplies
supplies
of twenty-four
twenty-four hours,
hours, without
without permitting
her to take
beyond what
necessary for
such
beyond
what may be necessary
for her immediate
immediate use; and no such
been permitted
the waters
waters
vessel which
which may have
have been
permitted to remain
remain within
within the
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of repair
shall continue
within
of the
the United
United States for
repair shall
continue within
such port,
port, harbor,
or waters
for a
a longer
longer period
period than
than
such
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
waters for
twenty-four
after her
repairs shall
been comtwenty-four hours
hours after
her necessary
necessary repairs
shall have
have been
comvessel, whether
whether ship
pleted, unless within
within such
such twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours a
a vessel,
ship
of war,
war, privateer,
merchant ship
of an
shall
of
privateer, or
or merchant
ship of
an opposing
opposing belligerent,
belligerent, shal
have
therefrom, in
in which
the time
for the
the dehave departed
departed therefrom,
which case
case the
time limited
imited for
departure
ship of
war or
or privateer
shall be
so far
as
parture of
of such
such ship
of war
privateer shall
be extended
extended so
far as
may
necessary to
to secure
secure an
an interval
interval of
of not
not less
less than
than twenty-four
twenty-four
may be
be necessary
hours
between such
departure and
and that
any ship
ship of
of war,
war, privateer,
privateer,
hours between
such departure
that of
of any
or
merchant ship of an
belligerent which
have previously
previously
or merchant
an opposing
opposing belligerent
which may
may have
quit
harbor, roadstead,
waters. No ship
war or
quit the same port, harbor,
roadstead, or
or waters.
ship of war
or
privateer
be detained
roadprivateer of
of aabelligerent
belligerent shall
shall be
detained in
in any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadthan twenty-four
twenty-four hours, by
stead, or
or waters
waters of
of the United States
States more
more than
reason of
from such
roadstead,
successive departures
departures from
such port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
reason
of the
the successive
or
than one
an opposing
opposing belligerent.
belligerent. But
But if
if
or waters
waters of
of more
more than
one vessel
vessel of
of an
there be
be several
in the
the same
port,
same port,
vessels of
of opposing
opposing belligerents
belligerents in
there
several vessels
harbor,
their departure
departure therefrom
therefrom
roadstead, or
or waters,
waters, the
the order
order of
of their
harbor, roadstead,
shall
so arranged
arranged as
as to
to afford
afford the
opportunity of
alterof leaving
leaving alterthe opportunity
shall be
be so
nately
to the
the vessels
of the
the opposing
opposing belligerents,
cause the
the
belligerents, and
and to
to cause
nately-to
vessels of
least
detention consistent
with the
the objects
proclamation.
objects of
of this
this proclamation.
least detention
consistent with
No ship
ship of
of war
privateer of
of a
a belligerent
belligerent shall
shall be
permitted,
No
war or
or privateer
be permitted,
while in
in any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
waters within
the jurisdicjurisdicor waters
within the
roadstead, or
while
tion of
the United
to take
take in
any supplies
provisions
except provisions
United States,
States, to
in any
supplies except
tion
of the
requisite for
subsistence of her
her
be requisite
for the subsistence
and such other
other things as may be
crew,
and except
except so
much coal
only as
be sufficient
sufficient to
to carry
carry
as may
may be
so much
coal only
crew, and
such
without any
sail power,
to the
port of
of her
her own
own
nearest port
power, to
the nearest
if without
any sail
such vessel,
vessel, if
country;
in case
case the
the vessel
under sail,
sail, and
and may
may also
also
go under
country; or
or in
vessel is
is rigged
rigged to
to go
be
coal
then with half
half the quantity
quantity of coal
be propelled
propelled by steam power,
power, then
which she
she would
would be
be entitled
to receive,
if dependent
dependent upon
upon steam
steam
receive, if
which
entitled to
alone,
again supplied
supplied to
to any
any such ship of war or
alone, and no coal shall be again
privateer in
in the
or any
other port,
port, harbor,
or waters
roadstead, or
waters
any other
harbor, roadstead,
privateer
the same
same or
of the
the United
States, without
permission, until
after the
the
until after
without special
special permission,
of
United States,
expiration of
of three
three months
from the
the time
time when
such coal
coal may
may have
expiration
months from
when such
have
been last
supplied to
to her
within the
United States,
States,
the United
her within
the waters
waters of the
last supplied
been
unless
such ship
of war
or privateer
last thus
thus supplied,
shall, since
since last
supplied,
ship of
war or
privateer shall,
unless such
entered a
aport
have entered
port of
of the
the government
government to
to which
which she belongs.
belongs.
ra y
And
further declare
declare and
proclaim that
the statutes
statutes and
pic.t
taa
ed
trality
to
beStricte
it to
and the
the b
And I
I do
do further
and proclaim
that the
treaties of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and the
the law
alike require
require
law of
of nations
nations alike
treaties
that no
person, within
the territory
territory and
of the
United
the United
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
that
no person,
within the
States, shall
part, directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, in
in .the
wars, but
but
the said
said wars,
States,
shall take
take part,
shall remain
peace with
belligerents, and shall
of the
the said belligerents,
shall
remain at
at peace
with all of
maintain aastrict
neutrality.
strict and
and impartial
impartial neutrality.
maintain
la
And
hereby enjoin
enjoin all
citizens of
the United
States, and
and all
all e="
of laws
wf
eotb"ee of
United States,
of the
all citizens
And IIdo
do hereby
persons
residing
or
being
within
the
territory
or
jurisdiction
of
the
persons residing or being within the territory or jurisdiction of the
commit no
act
and to
to commit
no act
United States, to observe
observe the laws
laws thereof, and
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contrary'
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
or treaties
treaties or
or in
in vioviothe said
said statutes
statutes or
contrary to
lation of
nations in that behalf.
the law
law of nations
lation
of the
Military aid
to belbelMilitarr
aid to
And
do hereby"
citizens of
the United
United States,
States, and
and all
all perperof the
warn all
all citizens
And I
I do
hereby warn
ligerents 'prohibited.
prohibited.
ligerents
sons
residing or
or being
being within
territory or
jurisdiction that, while the
or jurisdiction
within its territory
sons residing
free
full expression
expression of
public and
private is
is not
not
and private
in public
of sympathies
sympathies in
and full
free and
restricted
laws of
of the
States, military forces
in aid of
of
forces in
United States,
the laws
the United
restricted by
by the
originated or organized
belligerent cannot
cannot lawfully
lawfully be
organized within its
its
be originated
aa belligerent
Contraband
of war,
war, jurisdiction;
while all
all persons
may lawfully
lawfully and
and without
without
Contraband of
persons may
that, while
jurisdiction; and
and that,
etc.
etc.
restriction
reason of
the aforesaid
state of war
aforesaid state
war manufacture
manufacture and
restriction by
by reason
of the
sell
within the
States arms
arms and munitions
munitions of war, and
and other
other
the United
United States
sell within
articles
as "contraband
of war",
war", yet
yet they
cannot
they cannot
known as
"contraband of
articles ordinarily
ordinarily known
carry
articles upon
the high
seas for
use or
or service
service of
of aabelbelfor the
the use
upon the
high seas
such articles
carry such
ligerent, nor
can they
officers of
belligerent
of a
a belligerent
soldiers and
and officers
transport soldiers
nor can
they transport
ligerent,
or
to break
any blockade
which may
may be
lawfully estabestabbe lawfully
blockade which
attempt to
break any
or attempt
lished and
and maintained
the said
without incurring
incurring the
said wars
wars without
during the
lished
maintained during
risk
hostile capture
the penalties
penalties denounced
denounced by
by the
the law
law of
of
capture and
and the
risk of
of hostile
nations
in
that behalf.
behalf.
nations
in
that
Notice.
Notice.
all citizens
And
notice that
that all
citizens of the United States
And IIdo
do hereby
hereby give
give notice
and others
others who
claim the
protection of
of this
government, who
this government,
the protection
who may
may claim
and
may misconduct
misconduct themselves
themselves in
in the
premises, will
do so
the premises,
will do
so at their peril,
may
and that
can in
in no
no wise
wise obtain
obtain any
the govgovprotection from
from the
any protection
and
that they
they can
ernment
of the
the United
against the
the consequences
consequences of their
their
States against
United States
ernment of
misconduct.
misconduct.
WHEREOF II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
caused
the seal
of the
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
seal of
States to
affixed.
caused the
twenty-third day of August
August
City of
of Washington
Washington this twenty-third
Done at the
the City
in
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
Lord one
thousand nine
year of
of our
our Lord
in the
the year
[szAL.]
of the
the independence
of
the United States of
independence of the
fifteen and
and of
[S.AL.] fifteen
America
the one
one hundred
America the
hundred and fortieth.
By the
the President:
President:
By

WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON

ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

August
2,5,1915.
Au;gut 2.5,

BY
RESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE 17NITED
BY THE
THE P
PRESIDENT

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
For.
Datil National F"
boundary of
the Datil
it
appears
the boundary
WHEREAS,
Datil^
Nati,"nal"
WHEREAS, it appears that
that the
of the
Datil National
National
eat, N. Max.
P'reamble.
Pamble.
Forest, New Mexico,
Mexico, should be changed
therefrom
changed by eliminating therefrom
certain areas;
certain
areas;
Area diminishe,
Now,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
the United
United States
States
of the
President of
Woodrow Wilson,
Now, therefore,
30, p. 36,
Vol.i t.30,
30.
of America,
America, by
by virtue
of the
the power
me vested
vested by
by the
Act of
the Act
of ConConpower in
in me
virtue of
of
approved June
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
gress approved
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at 34
36), entitled
Making appropriations
appropriations
"An Act
Act Making
and 36),
entitled "An
34 and
(30
Stat., 11
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
the Government
Government for the
endthe fiscal year
year endfor
ing June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-eight, and for
for
and ninety-eight,
ing
other purposes,"
p," do proclaim
proclaim that
boundaries
of the Datil
the
boundaries
that
other
Description.
National Forest
therefrom the folDript
National
orest are hereby
hereby changed
changed to exclude
exclude therefrom
following areas,
areas, to
to wit:
wit: The
The northeast
of southwest
quarter of
of
quarter of
southwest quarter
lowing
northeast quarter
section eighteen,
eighteen, township
eight south,
range eleven west,
New
township eight
south, range
west, New
section
Mexico
Mexico Principal
Principal Meridian.
Meridian.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
and
my hand
hand and
IN WITNESS
I have
hereunto set
United States
States to be affixed.
caused
caused the seal of the United
affixed.
Done at
Done
August, in the
at the
the City
City of Washington
Washington this
this 25th day of August,
the
year
hundred and fifteen
nine hundred
fifteen
year of
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
[sF.41
United States
States the one
[SEAL.] and
and of the Independence
Independence of the United
one
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
hundred
WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
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OF AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA
BY THE

August 31, 1915.
Angust31,1915.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Cleveland National
National
WHEREAS it
WHEREAS
it appears
appears that
that the public good
good will be promoted
promoted by FoCrlevtel
F
Cal .
Forest,,Cal.

excluding from
California certain
certain Preamble.
Preamble.
National Forest,
Forest, California,
Cleveland National
excluding
from the Cleveland
areas, and
withdrawing a
a portion
portion thereof
Ind
Indian
thereof for
for Mission
Mission Indian
purareas,
and withdrawing
poses, and
subject to
disposition in the
the
to disposition
and by restoring
restoring the
the public lands subject
poses,
remaining excluded
excluded areas
areas in
manner authorized
authorized by
the Act
Act of
of Vol.38,p.113.
Vol. 38, p. 113.
by the
a manner
in a
remaining
Congress approved
hundred and thirnineteen hundred
approved September
September thirtieth, nineteen
Congress
teen,
provide aa
to provide
the President
President to
Act To authorize
authorize the
entitled "An
"An Act
teen, entitled
reservation or withdrawal,
method for
withdrawal,
method
for opening lands restored from reservation
and
purposes"; and for
for other purposes"
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
1
7
VOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
of the
the Areadiminished
Area diminished.
President of
I, WOODROW
Now,
United
of America,
by virtue
of the
the power
by
power in
in me vested by
virtue of
America, by
United States
States of
the
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
fourth, eighteen
hundred ana
and Vol.30,p.36.
vol. 30, p. 36.
eighteen hundred
June fourth,
the Act
ninety-seven
(30 Stat., 11, at 34 and 36),
entitled "An
"An Act
Act Making
36), entitled
ninety-seven (30
appropriations
civil expenses
expenses of
Government for the
the Government
of the
for sundry
sundry-civil
appropriations for
eighteen hundred
fiscal
June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight,
fiscal year ending June
and
boundaries of the
proclaim that
that the boundaries
purposes," do proclaim
and for other purposes,"
hereby changed
Cleveland National Forest are
are hereby
changed to exclude the areas
Cleveland
annexed and forming
indicated as eliminations
eliminations on the diagram
diagram hereto annexed
indicated
a
hereof.
a part
part hereof.
orest

f
And
do also
also proclaim
South half
half of
(20), Mission
Lands set
or
miMissi
lie aside for
Section twenty
twenty (20),
of Section
the South
that the
proclaim that
And IIdo
Indians.
East San Bernardino
in
Range one (1) East,
in Township
Township three (3) South, Range
Meridian,
excluded from the Cleveland
Cleveland National Forest by this
Meridian, excluded
withdrawn from settlement,
proclamation shall be and is hereby
hereby withdrawn
proclamation
entry,
sale or
or other
under the
the public land laws of the
disposition under
other disposition
entry, sale
United
set aside
aside for
Mission Indian
Indian purposes.
for Mission
and set
States and
United States

And I do further proclaim and make known that in my judgment
it is proper and necessary in the interest of equal opportunity and
good administration
administration that
remaining excluded
subject
excluded lands subject
the remaining
all of
of the
that all
good
settlement in advance
advance of entry,
to disposition
disposition should be restored to settlement

it And
is proper
Ido further
and necessary
proclaim
inand
the make
interest
known
of equal
that opportunity
in my judgment
- and stoE,.i„gir,,d •

and
to the
the authority
authority reposed
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act
by the
in me
me by
reposed in
and pursuant
pursuant to

rstod

Vol. 38,p.
38, p. 113.
3.
VoL

nineteen hundred
September thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen,
thirteen, II do hereby
hereby
of September
direct
and provide
lands, subject
subject to
to valid
rights and
and the
the
valid rights
such lands,
that such
provide that
direct and
N
provisions of
of existing
existing withdrawals
or reservations,
shall be
be opened
openedopening
Time of
Tim
ofo°Pereservations, shall
withdrawals or
provisions
provisions
the
under
and
become
subject
settlement
only,
under
general
.
provisions
only,
to
settlement
subject
and become
of the
nine o'clock
o'clock
and after, but not before, nine
laws, at and
the homestead
homestead laws,
of
a. m.,
m., on
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
after the
the date
of this
this proclamation;
proclamation; and
and
date of
day after
on the
a.
to entry
entry and
other disposition,
under any .
public land law applicable
applicable
disposition, under
and other
to
thereto, at
at and
and after,
before, nine o'clock a. m., on the
not before,
after, but not
thereto,
ninety-first day
after said
said date.
date.
ninety-first
day after
Persons who
of the
the lands
lands to
to be
restored as
herein
as herein
be restored
any of
upon any
who go
go upon
Persons

a
t amiirvg
against
pgi
rt to
atregspss
prior
provided
and
perform
any
act
of
settlement
thereon
opening.
opeing.
includand
from
thereon
of
settlement
act
provided and perform any
ing
the date
o'clock a. m., standard
until nine o'clock
proclamation until
of this
this proclamation
date of
mg the
time,
on the
sixty-third day
day from
from and
and after
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
or who
after the
the sixty-third
time, on
are on
on or
are occupying
any part
such lands
lands at
at said
hour, except
except
said hour,
of such
part of
occupying any
or are
are
those having
having valid
valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
settlement rights initiated prior to
those
reservation
and since
preferences
those having preferences
maintained, and those
since maintained,
reservation and
to make
the Act
ads.
Agricutural lands.
approved Agricultural
of Congress
Congress approved
Act of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
under the
entry under
to
make entry
June
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six
six (34
Stat. 233),
233), entitled
entitled VoL3,p.233.
VOL 34, p. 233.
(34 Stat.,
June eleventh,
forest
Agricultural lands
"An Act
lands within forest
"An
Act To provide for the entry of Agricultural
considered and dealt
reserves",
and Acts
amendatory, will
dealt
will be considered
Acts amendatory,
reserves", and
with
as trespassers
trespassers and preference
preference will be given
given the prior legal
legal appliwith as
cant, notwithstanding
notwithstanding such
such unlawful
settlement or occupancy:
occupancy:
unlawful settlement
cant,
Provided, however,
however, that
nothing herein
herein shall
prevent persons
from lowEex:minat
edxmination apersons from
shall prevent
that nothing
Provided,
going
over the
examine them with
with a
a view to
to examine
the lands
lands to
and over
upon and
going upon
thereafter going
going upon and making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when
when the lands
thereafter
shall
become subject
subject thereto
with this
proclamation.
this proclamation.
in accordance
accordance with
thereto in
shall become
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Prir settlement
settlement Persons
persons having prior
prior settlement
settlement rights
as above
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as
above
defined,
to make
conformity with
with existing
defined, will
will be
be tlllowed
allowed to
make entry
entry in
in conformity
existing
law and
regulations.
law
and regulations.
Ares affected.
It
not intended
intended by
by this
this proclamation
proclamation to
to reserve
any land
land not
not
.
It is
is not
reserve any
immediately
heretofore embraced
in a
National Forest
Forest nor
to exclude
exclude
immediately heretofore
embraced in
a National
nor to
any
eliminations on
on the
diagram
any land except
except the
the areas
areas indicated
indicated as
as eliminations
the diagram
hereto annexed.
annexed.
hereto
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
United States
States to be affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of the United
affixed.
Done
Washington, this
this 31st
of August,
August, in
the
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington,
31st day
day of
in the
.year of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and
and fifteen,
.year
of our
one thousand
nine hundred
fifteen,
[BEAL.] and of
States the
[SEAL.]
of the
the Independence
Independence of the
the United
United States
the one
hundred and
hundred
and fortieth.
fortieth.
W OODROW W
ILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

Per
rights-

BY THE
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES

September
1915.
epmbr 17,
17,1915.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Port Berthold Indian
srvaion, N.
Reservation,
N. Dalt.
Coal
lends in, opened
coaein.sopeed
to surface homestead
s tea
try
entry.
Vol 36, p. 455; Vol
p.
455;
36,
P- 681 .

Pursuant
to the
authority vested
in me
by the
the Act
of Congress
Congress
Act of
me by
vested in
the authority
Pursuant to

approved
1, 1910
approved June 1,
1910 (36 Stat.,
Stat., 455),
455), as amended
amended by the
the Act approved August
August 3,
3, 1914
1914 (38
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 681),
681), I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON,
home
proved
I, WOODROW
President of
do hereby
hereby-proclaim
proclaim that
that all
all
America, do
of America,
States of
the United
United States
of the
VoL President
i
Reservation, in North Dakota,
the lands in
in the Fort Berthold
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation,
Dakota,
which on
on account
containing coal
from allotallotwhich
account of
of their
their containing
coal were
were reserved
reserved from
ment
and other
disposition under
aforesaid Act
Act of
of June
June 1,
1, 1910,
1910,
ment and
other disposition
under the
the aforesaid
and
the provisions
aforesaid Act
Act of
of August
August 3,
and which, under
under the
provisions of
of the
the aforesaid
3,
1914, have
as agricultural
agricultural lands
lands of
of the
the first
class,
1914,
have been
been classified
classified as
first class,
agricultural
lands of
second class
and grazing
lands shall
shall be
be disgrazing lands
disagricultural lands
of the
the second
class and
homestead laws and of
posed of
of under
under the general
general provisions
provisions of
of the
the homestead
said
Congress and
said Acts of
of Congress
and be
be opened
opened to settlement
settlement and entry
entry and be
settled
upon, occupied
and entered
not
settled upon,
occupied and
entered in
in the
the following
following manner
manner and
and not
Preview.
otherwise:
Provided,
That
patents issued
issued for such lands
lands shall
shall contain
contain
to.
otherwise:
Provided,
That
patents
Rwervation of coaL
RrofL
a reservation
to the United
States of
of any
any coal
coal that
that such lands may
a
reservation to
United States
may
contain,
held in trust
the Indians
and having
having
contain, to
to be
be held
trust for
for the
Indians belonging
belonging to and
tribal rights
rights on
on the
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, but
but any
any entryentrytribal
the Fort
Fort Berthold
man
before making
final proof
proof of
man shall have
have the
the right
right at
at any time
time before
making final
of his
his
entry, or at
entry,
such final proof,
proof, to a
ahearing
hearing for the
at the
the time
time of making
making such
purpose
disproving the
the classification
classification as
coal land
land of
of the
the land
land imimpurpose of
of disproving
as coal
braced in
land aa
braced
in his entry, and if
if such land is
is shown
shown not to be coal
coal land
Commutation alCommutation
al- patent without reservation
reservation shall issue: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That homelowed.
stead settlers
may commute
commute their
entries under
Section 2301
2301 of
of the
the
S.,sc.23
settlers may
their entries
under Section
R. S.,
see. 2301,,p.421.
p. 421. stead
Revised Statutes
by paying
for the
the land
at the
appraised
Revised
Statutes by
paying for
land entered
entered at
the appraised
Registration
p n
plications.

of aap-

of

price.
price.

1. All
qualified to
to make
make a
a homestead
homestead entry
entry for
for said
lands
said lands
1.
All persons
persons qualified
and after
after October
October 18,
1915, and
and prior
prior to
to and
and including
may, on
on and
18, 1915,
including OctoOcto1915, but
thereafter, present
Superinber 30,
30, 1915,
but not
not thereafter,
present to
to John.
John McPhaul,
McPhaul, Superintendent
designated by
tendent of the opening, in person,
person, or to some person
person designated
by
or Plaza,
Plaza, North
him, at the cities of Mmot,
Minot, Bismarck
Bismarck or
North Dakota,
Dakota, sealed
sealed
envelopes
containing their
applications for
registration, but
but no
no envelenvelenvelopes containing
their applications
for registration,
ope
contain more
and no
person can
can
ope must
must contain
more than
than one
one application;
application; and
no person
present
more than
application in
and one
one as
as agent
present more
than one
one application
in his
his om.n
own behalf
behalf and
agent
for a
a soldier
sailor, or
widow or minor
soldier or sailor,
or for the
the widow
minor orphan child of
of aa
soldier or sailor, as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
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2. Each
show the
the applicant's
applicant's Requirements.
must show
registration must
for registration
application for
Each application
2.
sworn to by
name,
postoffice address,
address, age,
height and weight, and
and be sworn
age, height
name, postoffice
him
Minot, Bismarck
Plaza, North
North Dakota, before
before some notary
or Plaza,
Bismarck or
at Minot,
him at
public
designated by
by the
the Superintendent.
Superintendent.
public designated
sodPieasaors.t
days'' sold
discharged after
3. Persons who were honorably
honorably .discharged
after ninety days
Arerli
scarkm°
an d sailors.Irons
service
in the
Army, Navy
Navy or Marine
United States
Marine Corps of the United
the Army,
service in
War, or the Philippine
during
Civil War,
Spanish-American War,
the Spanish-American
War, the
the Civil
during the
present
Insurrection, or
or their
their widows
children, may
may present
minor orphan children,
or minor
widows or
Insurrection,
registration either
their applications
applications for registration
either in person or through their
their
their
duly appointed
agents, but no
act as agent
agent for more than
no person
person can act
appointed agents,
duly
applications presented
one
such applicant,
applicant, and
presented by
by agents must be
all applications
and all
one such
of the
the places
signed
them at
places named and in the
at one of
by them
to by
sworn to
and sworn
signed and
presame
in which
which other
applications must
must be
be sworn
sworn to and
and preother applications
manner in
same manner
sented.
sented.
4.
Beginning at
10 o'clock
o'clock a.
on November
November 4,
1915, at
at the
saidDrawings.
Drawigs.
the said
4, 1915,
a. m.
m. on
at 10
4. Beginning
city of
of Minot,
and continuing
continuing thereafter
thereafter from
from day
day- to day, Sundays
Sundays
Minot, and
city
excepted, as
long as
necessary, there shall be impartially
impartially
as may be necessary,
as long
excepted,
envel
taken
and selected
selected indiscriminately
indiscriminately from
number of envelwhole number
the whole
from the
taken and
necessary to carry
opes so
presented such
thereof as may be necessary
number thereof
such number
so presented
opes
the
Proclamation into
into effect,
applications
effect, and the applications
this Proclamation
of this
provisions of
the provisions
selected shall, when
for registration
registration contained
envelopes so selected
when
the envelopes
in the
contained in
for
the order in
correct in
form and
and execution,
serially in the
numbered serially
be numbered
execution, be
in form
correct
number one,
beginning with number
which they
they are
one and the numnumselected, beginning
are selected,
which
control the order in which the persons
and control
bers thus
thus assigned
shall fix and
assigned shall
bers
named therein
therein may
may make
entry after the lands shall become subject
make entry
named
Notice of sucssful
to entry.
entry.
to
successful
ts.o
applicants.
5.
of the
number assigned
assigned applicants.
applicants, showing the number
successful applicants,
the successful
list of
A list
5. A
to
will be
conspicuously posted
and furnished
press for
furnished to the press
posted and
be conspicuously
each, will
to each,
publication as
matter of
of news,
proper notice
notice will
will be
be promptly
promptly
and aaproper
news, and
as aamatter
publication
resentation ofof ap
Presentation
ap•
mailed to each of these applicants.
6. Beginning
Beginning at
o'clock a.
m. on
1916, and
and continuing
continuing plications
plications toenter.
to enter.
1, 1916,
May, 1,
on May
a. m.
at 99 o'clock
6.
thereafter
on such dates
dates as may be fixed by the Secretary- of the
thereafter on
Interior, persons
persons holding
numbers assigned
under this Procthem under
to them
assigned to
holding numbers
Interior,
lamation
be permitted
permitted to
designate and enter the tracts they
to designate
will be
lamation will
Selections,
desire as follows:
Selections, etc.
etc.
must at
he must
When aaperson's
person's name
name is
at once
once select the
the tract he Set,
called, he
is called,
When
of selection
desires to
to enter
will be
allowed ten
selection
date of
following date
days following
ten days
be allowed
and will
enter and
desires
to complete
complete entry
entry at
the land
land office.
office. During
such period,
period, he must
must
During such
at the
to
file his
homestead application
accompanying the
application at the land office, accompanying
his homestead
file
in addition
same
filing fees
and commissions
addition
commissions and in
fees and
usual filing
the usual
with the
same with
thereto
the appraised
appraised value
of the
the tract
selected. To
tract selected.
value of
of the
one-fifth of
thereto one-fifth
save
to an
an additional
additional trip
and to return
trip to the land and
incident to
expense incident
save expense
to
the land
land office,
may, following
his selection,
execute his homeselection, execute
following his
he may,
office, he
to the
land district and
stead
application for
the tract
within the
the land
selected within
tract selected
for the
stead application
file
same in
in the
it will
be held
held awaiting
awaiting the
the paypaywill be
where it
office, where
land office,
the land
file same
one-fifth of the appraised
ment
the fees
and commissions
appraised
commissions and one-fifth
fees and
of the
ment of
value
of the
the land.
In that
event, the
the payment
made within
within
be made
must be
payment must
that event,
land. In
value of
Initialaymes
the ten
ten days
days following
following the
date of
selection. Payments
can be
madepayments.
Initial
be made
Payments can
of selection.
the date
the
only
cash, by
checks on
and state banks and
national and
on national
certified checks
by certified
in cash,
only in
trust companies,
without cost
to the
the GovernGoverncost to
cashed without
be cashed
can be
which can
companies, which
trust
ment,
or by
postoffice money
payable to
the receiver
receiver
to the
made payable
orders made
money orders
by postoffice
ment, or
of
payments may
may be
in person,
person, through
through
made in
be made
These payments
office. These
land office.
the land
of the
the mails
mails or
or any
any other
other means
or agency
agency desired,
but the
the applicant
applicant
desired, but
means or
the
assumes all
all responsibility
must see
see that
that the
the payHe must
matter. He
the matter.
in the
responsibility in
assumes
days allowed, and where
ments reach
land office
office within
within the
ten days
the ten
the land
reach the
ments
failure occurs
in any
instance where
where the
application has
been filed
filed
has been
the application
any instance
occurs in
failure
in
office without
without payment,
as herein
provided for,
for, the
the
herein provided
payment, as
land office
the land
in the
application
on the
of
part of
the part
action on
further action
without further
rejected without
stand rejected
will stand
application will
the local
officers.
local officers.
the
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eclaratory
Declaratory
ments.

Subsequent
Sutbsequent
ments.

case of
In
n case
of declaratory
statements, allowable
allowable under
under this
this opening,
declaratory statements,
opening,
the same
same course
course may
may be
be pursued,
pursued, except
except that
that the
the filing
fees must
must be
the
filing fees
be
paid
within the
the ten
days following
date of
of selection,
selection, the
party havhaypaid within
ten days
following date
the party
mg
after filing
which to
to complete
entry. Soldiers
Soldiers
mg six
six months
months after
filing within
within which
complete entry.
or
sailors or
or their
widows or
or minor
orphan children
children making
making homeor sailors
their widows
minor orphan
homestead
commissions
stead entry of these
these lands must make
make payment
payment of
of fees,
fees, commissions
and
as is
is required
of other
other entrymen.
entrymen.
and purchase
purchase money
money as
required of
paypayThe purchase
required at the time of entry may
purchase money not required
may be
paid
installments. These
These payments
will become
due at
paid in
in five
five equal
equal installments.
payments will
become due
at
the
end of
two, three,
four, five
six years
the date
date of
of
the end
of two,
three, four,
five and
and six
years after
after the
entry, unless
commutation proof
If such
proof is
made,
entry,
unless commutation
proof is
is made.
made. If
such proof
is made,
all
the unpaid
must be
be paid
paid at
at that
that time.
Where
all the
unpaid installments
installments must
time. Where
the entryman
entryman may
may make
make payment
payment
three year proof
proof is
is submitted,
submitted, the
of
the unpaid
unpaid installments
installments at
at that
that time
or at
any time
time before
before they
of the
time or
at any
they
become
final certificate
certificate will
will issue,
issue, in
in the
the absence
of objecbecome due and final
absence of
objection,
upon such
any entryman
entryman fails
fails to
tion, upon
such payment
payment being
being made.
made. If
If any
to
make
payment when
it becomes
due, all
all his
his former
make any payment
when it
becomes due,
former payments
payments

state-

will
be forfeited
and his
entry will
canceled.
will be
forfeited and
his entry
will be
be canceled.

7. No
No person
person can
can select
select more
one tract
tract or
or _present
more than
than
Restriction7.
more than
than one
present more
to enter or file more
one application
application to
more than
declaratory statement
statement
than one declaratory
in
in his
his own behalf.
behalf.
Forfitur
8. If any person
Forfeiture.
person fails to designate the tract he desires
desires to enter
enter on
on
the date assigned to
made such
such
to him
him for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, or if, having made
designation he
to perfect
perfect it
it by
entry or
or filing
filing and
and paydesignation
he fails
fails to
by making
making entry
payments as herein provided, or if he presents
application
presents more
more than one application
application in
any other
than his
his true
true
for registration
registration or presents
presents an
an application
in any
other than
name, he will
right to make
or filing
this
will forfeit his right
make entry or
filing under
under this
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
Restriction.

9.
of the
lands opened
9. None
None of
the lands
opened to
to entry
this Proclamation
Proclamation
entry under
under this
shall
subject to
settlement or
or entry
entry prior
prior to
to 9
9o'clock
o'clock a.
shall become
become subject
to settlement
a. m.
m.
on
1, 1916,
except in
in the
the manner
manner prescribed
herein; and
and all
on June
June 1,
1916, except
prescribed herein;
all
persons are
admonished not
not to
any settlement
settlement prior
prior to
to that
persons
are admonished
to make
make any
that
Dsposofndsof lands not hour
Disposal
our on lands
lands not
not covered
covered by
by entries
or filings made
made by them under
under
entries or
e n etc.
entered,
erec
this
Proclamation. At
At 99 o'clock a. m. on June 1, 1916, all of said
this Proclamation.
said
lands which have
lauds
entered under
of this
have not
not then
then been
been entered
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this
Proclamation
Proclamation will become
become subject
subject to
settlement and
and entry
entry under
under the
the
to settlement
general
provisions of
the homestead
laws and
the aforesaid
aforesaid Acts
eneral provisions
of the
homestead laws
and the
Acts of
of
Congress.
gongress.
Regulations.
10.
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall
shall make
make and
prescribe such
Re1
0. The
The Secretary
the Interior
and prescribe
such
rules and
ma,, be
be necessary
necessary and
and proper
proper to
to carry
carry the
rules
and regulations
regulations as
as may
the
provisions
provisions of
of Congress
Congress into
of this
this Proclamation
Proclamation and
and of the said Acts of
into
full
effect.
full force
force and effect.
In
In Witness
Witness Whereof
Whereof IIhave
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the
have hereunto
hereunto set
and caused
the
seal
the United
States to
to be
seal of
of the
United States
be affixed.
affixed.
of Washington
Washington this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
of September
September
Done at
at the City of
in
year of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
in the year
of our
our Lord
[SEAL.]
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States the
the
[SEAL.] fifteen,
fifteen, and
and of
of the
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
7

Oceup y.
Occupancy.

President:
By the President:
FBANK
FRANK L.
L.POLK
POLK
Acting
State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.

WOODROW
WLLSON
WOODROW WILSON

PROCLAMATIONS,1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1915.
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

1751
1751
October 4,1915.
4, 1915.
October

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS,
by joint
joint resolution
"to provide
for annexing
annexing the
Hawaii.
the Honolulu,
oo'lul, Hawia
provide for
resolution "to
WHEREAS, by
Preamble.
Hawaiian Islands to the
United States,"
States," approved
approved July 7, 1898,
1898, the
the Vol.
Vol. 30,
30, p.
p. 750.
750.
the United
Hawaiian
Republic of Hawaii
Hawaii to the United
cession by the Government
Government of the Republic
sovereignty of whatsoever
whatsoever kind in
States of America, of all rights of sovereignty
Hawaiian Islands and their dependencies,
and over the Hawaiian
dependencies, and
and the transownership of all
all
fer to the United States of the absolute fee and ownership
public, government
government or crown
crown lands,
lands, public buildings,
buildings, or edifices, ports,
ha.rbors,
equipment, and all other
other public property
property of every
arbors, military equipment,
every
kind
description belonging
government of the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
kind and description
elonging to the government
Islands, was duly accepted,
accepted, ratified, and confirmed,
confirmed, and the said
said
Hawaiian Islands
annexed as aa part
part of
and their dependencies
dependencies annexed
of the
Hawaiian
Islands and
made subject to the sovereign
sovereign
territory of the United
United States,
States, and
and made
dominion
property and
and rights hereindominion thereof,
thereof, and all
all and singular
singular the property
before mentioned vested in the United
United States
States of America.
resolution that
further provided
provided in said resolution
that
AND WHEREAS, it was further
United States
relative to
to public lands shall
the existing laws of the United
States relative
not apply to such lands in the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, but the Congress of
of
the
laws for
for their management
management and
and
the United States
States shall enact special
special laws
disposition;
disposition;
AND
WHEREAS, the
of the
States has
has provided
provided
United States
the United
the Congress
Congress of
AND WHEREAS,

by the
of April
chapter 339,
section 91, that
that the
the public
339, section
1900, chapter
Act of
April 30,
30, 1900,
by
the Act
property ceded
ceded and
and transferred
the Republic
the United
United States by the
transferred to the
property
of Hawaii
Hawaii under
under the
said resolution
resolution may
may be taken for the
the uses
uses and
and
the said
of
purposes of
of the
United States by direction
direction of the President;
President;
the United
purposes
AND
WHEREAS, it
it is
deemed necessary
necessary in
in the
the _public
public interests
is deemed
A-ND WHEREAS,
that
certfrin piece
piece and
and parcel
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, on the
land situated at
parcel of
of land
that aacertain
Island
the Territory
Territory and
District of Hawaii,
United
Hawaii, in the United
and District
in the
of Oahu,
Oahu, in
Island of

Vol.
31, p. 159.
159.
Vol. 31,

States
America, be
be immediately
immediately reserved
for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes;
purposes; Lad
1
1 nd reserved
reserved for
tor
reserved for
of America,
States of
NOW THEREFORE,
THI41REFORE, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the ighthouse
thouse purposes.
purposes.
I, WOODROW
NOW
United
States, by
by virtue
of the
the authority
authority in
in me
vested, do
do hereby
hereby
me vested,
virtue of
United States,
declare, proclaim
and make
make known
that the
said piece
and parcel
parcel of
of
piece and
the said
known that
proclaim and
declare,
land
situated at
lit Honolulu,
Island of Oahu, in
in the
the Territory
Honolulu, on the
the Island
land situated
and
same is hereby, subject to such
of Hawaii, be and the same
and District of
legislative action
Congress of the United States
States may take with
action as
as the Congress
legislative
respect
thereto, reserved
reserved for
for lighthouse
purposes, to wit:
lighthouse purposes,
respect thereto,
Beginning at
at a
point bearing
46" true
true and
and distant
111.23 ft.
ft. "Decription.
Description.
distant 111.23
136° 36' 46"
bearing 136°36'
a point
Beginning
from Fort
Street Survey
Survey Monument,
monument being
being a
copper
a copper
said monument
Monument, said
from
Fort Street
bolt set
set in
4" cast
iron pipe
and located
located 72°
72° 50'
50' 45"
45" true
true and
and distant
distant
pipe and
cast iron
in a
a 4"
bolt
6091.77 ft. from Punch Bowl
Bowl Trianglation
Trianglation Station, thence by true
6091.77
azimuths and
distances;
and distances;
azimuths
1. 138°
138° 25'
25' 0",
0", 16.0
feet to
thence
to aapoint,
point, thence
16.0 feet
1.
2. 228°
228° 25'
25' 0",
0", 16.0
16.0 feet
apoint,
point, thence
thence
to a
feet to
2.
3. 318°
318° 25'
0", 16.0
16.0 feet
feet to
thence
to aapoint,
point, thence
25' 0",
3.
4.
25' 0",
0", 16.0
feet to
the point
of beginning.
beginning.
point of
to the
16.0 feet
4. 48°
48° 25'
Containing
feet.
Containing 256 square feet.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set 'my
I have
have hereunto
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this fourth
day of
of October,
October, in the
fourth day
Done
year of
fifteen,
and fifteen,
nine hundred
hundred and
one thousand
thousand nine
Lord one
year
of our
our Lord
[sE.A.L.} and
of the
the Independence
Independence of
States the one
the United
United States
of the
and of
[SEAL.]
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
hundred
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
By the President:
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSIrNG
Secretary
Secretary of State.

1752
1752
October 4,
4, 1915.
October

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
By 'FHE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED S
STATES

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Monument
Dinosaur Utah.
National
Dinosaur
National

Preamble.
Preamble.

National Monument,
Monument,
National
Utah.
Vo34,
Vol.
34, p.225.
p. 225.

Description.
Description,

Reserved
from sttl
settleR etc.edtom
ment,

October 14, 1915.
1915.

Whereas, in section
section twenty-six,
four south, range twentytwentytwenty-six, township
township four
Whereas,
three east of the
the Salt Lake meridian,
there is located an
an exexmeridian, Utah, there
traordinary deposit
and other
gigantic reptilian
traordinary
deposit of
of Dinosaurian
Dinosaurian and
other gigantic
reptilian
remains
of the
the Juratrias
Juratrias period,
period, which
are of
of great
remains of
which are
great scientific
scientific interest
interest
and
appears that
that the
interest would
would be
promoted
and value,
value, and
and it
it appears
the public
public interest
be promoted
by
reserving these
these deposits
deposits as
together with
with as
as
by reserving
as a
a National
National Monument,
Monument, together
much
land as
as may
be needed
for the
the protection
protection thereof.
thereof.
much land
may be
needed for
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President
President of the United
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
Dower in
me vested
States of America,
of the
the power
in me
vested by
by Section
Section
two of
of the
the act
of Congress
Act for
for the
the Preservation
Preservation of
of
two
act of
Congress entitled,
entitled, ".An
'FAn Act
American
June 8,
do hereby
hereby set
set aside
aside
American Antiquities",
Antiquities', approved
approved June
8, 1906,
1906, do

as
Monument, the
as the
the Dinosaur
Dinosaur National
National Monument,
the unsurveyed
unsurveyed northwest
northwest
quarter of
northeast quarter
quarter of
the
quarter
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter and
and the
the northeast
of the
southwest
of section
twenty-six, township
township four
four south,
south, range
southwest quarter
quarter of
section twenty-six,
range
twenty-three east,
Salt Lake
Lake meridian,
as shown
shown upon
the
twenty-three
east, Salt
meridian, Utah,
Utah, as
upon the
diagram hereto
hereto attached
made aapart
part of
of this
this proclamation.
proclamation.
diagram
attached and
and made
While
appears that
the lands
lands embraced
within this
this proposed
proposed
While it
it appears
that the
embraced within
reserve have heretofore
coal and
and phosphate
lands,
reserve
heretofore been
been withdrawn
withdrawn as
as coal
phosphate lands,
the
monument will
use of
of the
the lands
lands for
the creation
creation of
of this
this monument
will prevent
prevent the
the use
for
the purposes
for which
which said
said withdrawals
made. Warning
the
purposes for
withdrawals were
were made.
Warning is
is
hereby
unauthorized persons
not to
to appropriate,
appropriate,
hereby expressly
expressly given
given to
to all
all unauthorized
persons not
excavate,
or destroy
destroy any
any of
of the
the fossil
fossil remains
remains contained
contained within
within
excavate, injure
injure or
the deposits
deposits hereby
reserved and
to be
be a
a National
National MonuMonuthe
hereby reserved
and declared
declared to
ment
or to
locate or
or settle
of the
lands reserved
reserved and
and made
made
ment or
to locate
settle upon
upon any
any of
the lands
of this
monument by
by this
this proclamation.
proclamation.
aapart
part of
this monument
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, -I
hereunto set
set my
and
IN
I have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
caused
seal of
of the
States to
affixed.
caused the
the seal
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
Done
the city
fourth day
day of
in
Done at
at the
city of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this fourth
of October,
October, in
the
of our
one thousand
hundred and
and
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL.]
fifteen and
and the
the United
United States
[SEAL.] fifteen
the Independence
Independence of
of the
States the
the
one hundred
and fortieth.
one
hundred and
fortieth.
W
OODROW W
ILSON.
WOODROW
WILSON.
By the
By
the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Kansas
anis, National
National
Forest, Kans.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Vol. as, p. 113.
Vol.
38 p. 113.

Existence disc ontExtence
discontinned.
Vol.
30, p.
p. 36t.
36.
Vo. 30,

WHEREAS the public lands within the Kansas National
National Forest,
required for
for experimental
experimental forest
forest
in the State of Kansas, will
will not
not be
be required
purposes after
after November
hundred and
and fifteen,
and
purposes
November thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
fifteen, and
WHEREAS
appears that
the public
good will
be promoted
by
WHEREAS it
it appears
that the
public good
will be
promoted by
abolishing saietreservation
thereafter, and
and by
withdrawing the
the public
public
abolishing
said reservation thereafter,
by withdrawing
lands in certain
certain areas therein
therein as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, and by restoring
remaining public
reservation in
authoring the
the remaining
public lands
lands in such
such reservation
in aamanner
manner authorized
approved September
September thirtieth,
nineteen
ized by
by the
the Act
Act of Congress
Congress approved
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, entitled
To authorize
authorize the
the President
hundred and
entitled "An
"An Act
Act To
President
to provide aa method for opening
opening lands restored
or
restored from reservation
reservation or
withdrawal,
other purposes";
purposes";
withdrawal, and for
for other
Now,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON, President
President of
of the
the
United States of
America, by
by the
the
of America,
by virtue
virtue of
of the power
power in me
me vested
vested by
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
approved June
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyhundred and
seven (30
Stat., 11
34 and
entitled "An
"An Act
Making approapproseven
(30 Stat.,
11 at
at 34
and 36),
36), entitled
Act Making

DINOSAUR
NATIONAL MONUMENT
MONUMENT
DINOSAUR NATIONAL

UTAH
UTAH
Embracing
6E 4 and'te
and the NE.'
of the Sit#
Embracing the NW
NW.4 ofthe
te SE.
AE. of
SW.
26,tansurve
vet/I in
R23
Lake Mei:
of Sec.
Sec. 26,
(Unsurvevedi
in 7.*
T.43.,
4., R
23 E.
£., Salt LaAe
Mer.
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Monument 15`ozindary
Monument
Boundary
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IA,
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
Franklin K.Lane,
Secretary
K.Lane, Secretary
GENERAL
GENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE
OFFICE
ClayTaltman,Commissioner
ClayTallman,Commissioner
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PROCLAMATIONS,

1753

priations for sundry
Government for
sundry civil expenses
expenses of the
the Government
for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
for
do proclaim
that the
Forest,
for other
other purposes"
purposes", do
proclaim that
the Kansas
Kansas National
National Forest,
which are
upon the
diagram hereto
the boundaries
boundaries of
of which
are shown
shown upon
the diagram
hereto annexed
annexed
and forming
and
and cease
cease to
to exist
exist
forming aa part
part hereof,
hereof, shall
shall be
be discontinued
discontinued and

on
December 1,
1915;
on December
1, 1915;
And IIdo
do also
also proclaim
proclaim that
authority of
the Act
Act of
Congress game
game
Area
refuge.
for prospecI
And
that under
under authority
of the
of Congress
refuge°.
p
approved June
twenty-fifth, nineteen
and ten
ten (36
(36 Stat.,
Stat.
Vol. 3
36, p.-.8847.
Vol
4
approved
June twenty-fifth,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
847), entitled
"An Act
Act To
President of
of the
847),
entitled "An
To authorize
authorize the
the President
the United.
United
States
make withdrawals
withdrawals of
lands in
in certain
certain cases",
as
States to
to make
of public
public lands
cases", as
Vol. 37, p. 497.
amended by
by the
the Act
twenty-fourth, nineteen
37' p 497.
hun- VOl
amended
Act approved
approved August
August twenty-fourth,
nineteen hundred
(37 Stat.,
497), the
the public
public lands
in the
the following
dred and
and twelve
twelve (37
Stat., 497),
lands in
following
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn for
classification
described areas are hereby temporarily
for classification
and pending
proposed legislation
legislation to
to
and
pending consideration
consideration by
by Congress
Congress of
of proposed
withdrawal tobe
set
apart as
as a
game refuge,
to be effective
effective Description
Description.
set such
such lands
lands apart
a game
refuge, such
such withdrawal
on
termination of the National
National Forest:
Forest: In
In Township
Township twentytwentyon the termination
four
Range thirty-three
thirty-three (33)
twenty-five
four (24)
(24) South, Range
(33) West,
West, Sections
Sections twenty-five
(25),
twenty-six (26),
thirty-five (35);
(35); and
and in
in Township
Township twentytwenty(26), and
and thirty-five
(25), twenty-six
five
(25) South,
South, Range
(33) West,
West, Sections
Sections one
one (1)
(1) and
five (25)
Range thirty-three
thirty-three (33)
and
two (2);
Excluded
two
(2);
Excluded lands reAnd IIdo
proclaim and
and make
make known
my judgment
judgment stored to homestead
known that
that in
in my
homestead
And
do further
further proclaim
it
is proper
in the
interest of
equalopportunity
and settlement.
of equal
opportunity and
necessary-in
the interest
it is
proper and
and necessary
good
period of
of sixty
sixty days
days from
and includincludgood administration
administration that
that for
for a
a period
from and
subject to disposiing December 1,
1, 1915,
1915, the remaining
remaining public lands
lands subject
tion in the
tion
constituting the Kansas
Kansas National
National Forest
Forest
the area theretofore
theretofore constituting
should be
actual settlers
settlers only
only under
under the
the general
general proproshould
be disposed
disposed of
of to
to actual
visions
laws and
and of
of Congress
639;
approved Vol. 35, p.v. poi
Vol.
visions of
of the
the homestead
homestead laws
of the
the Act
Act of
Congress approved
z,
p.
Vol
An
36, piro532;
and nine,
February
hundred and
nine, entitled
entitled "A
n Act
Ac.t4p
m Vol. 37, p
nineteen hundred
February nineteenth,
nineteenth, nineteen
956
amendatoryTas vol.
to
provide for
and acts
acts amendatory,
to provide
for an enlarged
enlarged homestead,"
homestead," and
oL 38,s8sp.'
p. 953. .
extended to
to the
Kansas by
the Act approved
approved March
March third,
the State of
of Kansas
by the
extended
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
fifteen (38
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 953),
953), and
and pursuant
to the
the
nineteen
pursuant to
reposed in me by the aforesaid
aforesaid act
authority reposed
act of September
September 30, 1913,
1913,
I
direct and
that such
such lands,
subject to
to valid
valid
I do
do hereby
hereby direct
and provide
provide that
lands, subject
rights
and the
then existing
existing withdrawals,
shall from
from
the provisions
provisions of
of then
withdrawals, shall
rights and
and including
including December
1, 1915,
1915, until
until and
and including
January 29,
December 1,
including January
and
1916, be
be entered,
entered, settled
settled upon
and occupied
occupied in
in the
the following
following manner
manner
upon and
and
otherwise:
Units
and not otherwise:
Units of
of entries.
1. The
and fractional
in units
units and
fractional units.
units.
1.
The lands
lands shall
shall be
be disposed
disposed of
of in
The
land subject
subject to
disposition in
the north
north or
or south
south half
half
to disposition
in the
The contiguous
contiguous land
of
be deemed
deemed a
unit if
it makes
makes as
as much
as 320
much as
320
a unit
if it
section shall
shall be
of any
any section
acres and
and a
afractional
fractional unit
if it
it makes
makes less
area.
acres
unit if
less than
than that
that area.pplications
for
2. On
On and
1, 1915,
1915, any
any person
who is
qualified homeste
Applications
ad entries.
entries.
isqualified
homestela
person who
November 1,
2.
and after
after November
to
of
under the general
general provisions of
additional entry
entry under
make entry
entry or
or additional
to make
the
laws or
or of
of the
of February
February 19,
may
19, 1909, may
the said
said act
act of
the homestead
homestead laws
execute
and present
to make
make entry
entry thereunder,
or
thereunder, or
execute and
present an
an application
application to
any
qualified to
such laws
laws and
person who
any person
who is
is qualified
to make
make entry
entry under
under such
and R.
se.
2304 2305,
2305
R.
secs. 2304,
p. 422.
Revised 2307,
2307, p.'4
entitled
to the
benefits of
of Sections
Sections 2304, 2305
and 2307
2307 of
the Revised
of the
2305 and
the benefits
entitled to
Statutes
of the
the United
States may
for
declaratoryistatement,
statement, for
may file
file aa declaratory
United States
Statutes of
the
land in
in any
any unit
n two
two or
the land.
land in
or more
more
unit or
or fractional
fractional unit,
unit, or
or the
the land
contiguous fractional
fractional units
units if
if the
combined area
area does
not exceed
exceed 320
320
does not
the combined
contiguous
acres
requirements of said act of February 19
19,
conforms to the
the requirements
acres and
and conforms
1909, and
and in
applications to
additional homestead
homestead
to make
make additional
the case
case of
of applications
1909,
in the
entry
land applied
for should
should not
not exceed
exceed the
the
area the
the additional
additional area
applied for
the land
entry the
applicant
is entitled
entitled to
so required
required should
should be
be conconand where
where so
to enter
enter and
applicant is
No applicant
applicant will be pertiguous
previously entered.
entered. No
tiguous to the land previously
a unit or fractional
unentered part of a
mitted
fractional unit for
for
mitted to omit any unentered
the
purpose of
of including
part of
another or
different unit
unit
of another
or different
therein a
a part
including therein
the purpose
or
The applicant
may, if
desires to
to enter
enter less
than
less than
applicant may,
if he
he desires
or fractional
fractional unit.
unit. The
320
acres, apply
subdivisions, compact
compact
any legal subdivision
subdivision or subdivisions,
320 acres,
apply for any
in
unit or
or fractional
unit. Where
Where entries
have been
been made
made
entries have
fractional unit.
form, of
of aaunit
in form,

tive

Vol

639;

for

102620°-VOL
2
102620°—VOL 3P--pr
3q—Pr 2

38
38

1754
1754

PROCLAMATIONS, 1915.
1915.
PROCLAMATIONS,

for portions
of units
units or
units the
fractions remaining
remaining may
may
or fractional
fractional units
the fractions
for
portions of
be
if it
it conforms
conforms to
to the
the requirements
of
requirements of
be embraced
embraced in
in aasingle
single entry
entry if
said
of February
19, 1909.
1909. Persons
Persons owning
owning and
and occupying
occupying less
said act
act of
February 19,
less
than 320
320 acres
acres acquired
acquired under
the provisions
provisions of
the homestead
homestead laws
laws
than
under the
of the
or
homestead entries
entries for
320 acres
acres
or having
having unperfected
unperfected homestead
for less
less than
than 320
within
have an
right
within the
the area
area affected
affected by
by this
this Proclamation
Proclamation have
an equal
equal right
with
the additional
to which
which they
they
with other
other applicants
applicants to
to secure
secure the
additional area
area to
are
are entitled.
entitled.
Requirements.
Requirements.
Applications to enter may be executed
Register and
3. Applications
executed before the Register
Receiver
States land
Receiver of the
the United
United States
land office
office for the district in which
which
the
are situated
situated at
or before
before a
a United
United
the lands are
at Dodge
Dodge City,
City, Kansas,
Kansas, or
States
Commissioner, or
judge or aa clerk
in
States Commissioner,
or a
a judge
clerk of aa court of record
record in
the county in which the land is situated,
before any
such officer
situated, or before
any such
officer
outside the county
county-and
and in
in the
who is
is nearest
or most
most
the land
land district
district who
nearest or
accessible to
affidavit to each
each declaratory
declaratory
accessible
to the
the land.
land. -The agent's
agent's affidavit
must be
be sworn
to by
by the
the agent
agent before
before one
one
statement filed
filed by
by agent
agent must
sworn to
of
such officers
after November
November 1,
1, 1915,
1915, but
but the
the power
power of
of attorney
attorney
of such
officers on
on or
or after
appointing
agent may
the declarant
or after
after
appointing the
the agent
may be
be sworn
sworn to
to by
by the
declarant on
on or
before any officer
the date hereof before
seal
officer in the
the United
United States
States having aaseal
and
authority to
•
After applications
have been
been
and authority
to administer
administer oaths.
oaths. 'After
applications have
must be
be presented
presented to
to the
the Register
so sworn to, they must
Register and Receiver
Receiver
at
and comcomat Dodge
Dodge City,
City, Kansas,
Kansas, accompanied
accompanied by the required
required fees and
applications in person,
missions. Applicants
Applicants may present
the applications
missions.
present the
person, by
mail, or otherwise. No person
person shall be
permitted to present
be permitted
present more
than one application
application in his own behalf.
Fe
M&
4. Each application
Fees.
application to make entry must be accompanied
accompanied by aafee
of $5 if
the area
applied for
is less
than 81 acres,
acres, or
$10 if
acres or
of
if the
area applied
for is
less than
or $10
if 81 acres
or
more,
$0.021 for
applied for
more, and
and commissions
commissions at the
the rate
rate of $0.02½
for each acre
acre applied
for
limits of
of the
railroad grant,
grant, or
or $0.05 for
for each
each acre
applied
outside the
the limits
the railroad
acre applied
for
such limits,
and each
each declaratory
declaratory statement
statement must
must be
be
limits, and
for within
within such
accompanied
accompanied by
by a
a fee
fee of
of $2.
$2.
tsosition
of appuDisposition of
applior additional
additional homestead
homestead
5. All
applications to
All applications
to make homestead
homestead or
cations.
entry and
declaratory statements
statements received
received by
by the
Register and
entry
and declaratory
the Register
Receiver of
the United
land office
office at
at Dodge
Dodge City
City on
or after
after
on or
United States
States land
Receiver
of the
November 1,
1, 1915, and
before November
November 26,
1915, will be
26, i915,
and on or
or before
November
treated as
filed simultaneously,
simultaneously,and where
where there
there is
is no conflict such
as filed
treated
applications and
statements, if
in proper
proper form
form and accompanied
accompanied by
if in
applications
and statements,
the required
payment, will
will be
be allowed
allowed on
December 1,
on December
1, 1915. In
required payment,
the
Conflicting applies.
case
of
conflicting
applications and
and only
only one
one of
the
applicants
alleges
alleges
applications
of
the
applicants
tcflecttng
appUcb
case
of
conflicting
tions.
reservation and since
settlement
initiated prior
prior to the reservation
since maintained,
maintained,
settlement initiated
his
application shall
shall be
and the
the others
rejected. If
If two
two or
or
others rejected.
be allowed
allowed and
his application
more
conflicting applications
applications are
each containing
containing allegations
allegations
are received,
received, each
more conflicting
of such
settlement, a
hearing shall
shall be
ordered to
determine the
to determine
the
be ordered
a hearing
of
such prior
prior settlement,
priority of
right and
and it
it shall
be restricted
restricted to those alleging
alleging such right.
shall be
of right
priority
Drawings.
Where there are applications
applications or statements
or in
Drawings.
statements conflicting
conflicting in whole or
in
part,
the several
applicants claims such
such prior
prior
several applicants
no one of the
part, in
in which
which no
settlement,
the rights
of the
the respective
will be
be determined
determined
respective applicants
applicants will
rights of
settlement, the
by
to be
conducted by
by the
Register and
and Receiver
at
Receiver at
the Register
be conducted
drawing to
by a
a public
public drawing
the
United States
at Dodge
Dodge City,
City, Kansas,
Kansas, beginning
beginning at ten
ten
land office
office at
the United
States land
o'clock
a. m.
December 1,
1, 1915.
names of
of the
the .persons
who
persons .who
1915. The
The names
m. on
on December
o'clock a.
presented
the conflicting
applications and
and statements
statements will be written
conflicting applications
presented the
on
these cards
shall be
placed in
in envelopes
envelopes upon which
which
cards shall
be placed
on cards
cards and
and these
there
identifying marks. These •envelopes
envelopes
no distinctive
distinctive or identifying
there are no
shall be
impartially Mixed,
after being
being mixed,
mixed,
and, after
iixed, and,
and impartially
thoroughly and
shall
be thoroughly
shall be
be drawn
drawn one
disinterested person.
person. As the
a time
time by
by some disinterested
shall
one at a
envelopes are
are drawn
drawn the
the cards
stall be
be removed,
numbered beginning
envelopes
cards shall
removed, numbered
beginning
proper
with number
number one,
fastened to the
the applications
applications of the proper
and fastened
one, and
with
Action
applien- persons
the order
in which
which the
the applications
and statestateAction on appliapersons,,which
which shall
shall be
be the
order in
applications and
ments
shall be
be acted
disposed of.
of. If
If homestead
homestead application
application
upon and
and disposed
acted upon
ments shall
or
declaratory statement
can not
not be
be allowed
for any
any part
of the
land
the land
part of
allowed for
statement can
or declaratory
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applied for, it
it shall be rejected.
rejected. If
it may
allowed for
for part
of,
If it
may be allowed
part of,
the land applied
but not all, the
for, the
the declarant
declarant
applied for,
the applicant
applicant or
or the
through his agent shall be allowed
allowed thirty days
receipt of
of notice
notice
days from
from receipt
within which to notify
notify the Register
what disposition
disposition to
Register and
and Receiver
Receiver what
to
make thereof. During such
such time, he
that the
he may
may request
request that
the application
application
or statement
statement be allowed for the land
and rejected
rejected as
as to
to
land not
not in
in conflict
conflict and
the land in conflict,
conflict, or that it
rejected as
as to
to all
all the
the land
land applied
applied for;
for;
it be
be rejected
or he may apply to have
have the
statement amended
amended to
to
the application
application or
or statement
include other land
land which is
and to
in his
is subject
subject to
to entryentry and
to inclusion
inclusion in
his
provided he
application or statement, provided
If it
is
he is
is the prior applicant.
applicant. If
it is
the drawing
drawing that
determined by the
that a
be
a declaratory
declaratory statement
statement shall
shall be
a homestead
acted upon and disposed of before
before a
homestead application
application for
for the
the
same land, the homestead
homestead applicant shall be allowed
allowed thirty days from
from
receipt
receipt of notice within which to advise the Register
Register and
and Receiver
Receiver
whether to
the application
statement,
whether
to allow
allow the
application subject
subject to
to the
the declaratory
declaratory statement,
or to reject the same.
same. If
If an
applicant, or
in
an applicant,
or aadeclarant
declarant or
or his
his agent,
agent, in
such cases fails
fails to
the Register
Register and
Receiver within
the time
to notify
notify the
and Receiver
within the
time
allowed what disposition to make of
of the
application or
or statement,
statement, it
the application
it
will be rejected
rejected as to all the land applied
Homestead applicaapplicaapplied for. Homestead
tions and declaratory
declaratory statements
statements presented
November 26,
1915,
presented after
after November
26, 1915,
received and
noted in
filing, and
and will
will be
be
will be received
and noted
in the
the order
order of
of their
their filing,
acted upon
disposed of
usual manner
after all
all such
such applicaupon and
and disposed
of in
in the
the usual
manner after
applications and statements
statements presented
presented on
or before
date have
been
on or
before that
that date
have been
acted
disposed of.
of.
acted upon
upon and
and disposed
8is
ri ght
6.
valid subsisting
subsisting rights
rights to
of the
6. Persons
Persons having
having valid
to enter
enter any:portion
any'portion of
the Subsisting
ub tin rights.
opened under
this Proclamation
may file
their applications
applications
lands to
to be opened
under this
Proclamation may
file their
November 1,
1915, and
should make
such applications
as
on and
and after
after November
1, 1915,
and should
make such
applications as
promptly after such date
do so.
so.
date as
as they
they can
can conveniently
conveniently do
7.
lands to
to be
this Proclamation
shall T'meofope'
Time of opening.
7. None
None of
of the
the lands
be opened
opened under
under this
Proclamation shall
become
become subject to
to settlement
settlement and
and including
including December
and entry
entry from
from and
December
1, 1915, until
January 29,
1916, except
the manner
manner
until and
and including January
29, 1916,
except in
in the
prescribed
prescribed herein,
are admonished
to make
make setsetherein, and
and all persons
persons are
admonished not
not to
tlement during such period on lands
not covered
by filings
or entries
entries
lands not
covered by
filings or
1
lmade by
by them
them under
this Proclamation;
Proclamation; Provided,
Provided, however,
that lowed.
Examinations
made
under this
however, that
lo id"a"n
aalnothing herein
from going
upon and
and over
herein shall prevent
prevent persons
persons from
going upon
over the
the
examine them
view to
making entry
entry thereof
when
lands to
to examine
them with
with a
a view
to making
thereof when
become subject thereto
the lands shall become
in accordance
accordance herewith.
herewith. At
At
thereto in
nine
a. m.
m. on
on January
31, 1916,
the lands
opened under
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
January 31,
1916, all
all of
of the
lands opened
under
this Proclamation
not otherwise
otherwise withdrawn
withdrawn or
and which
which entis'p'l,
Disposal of lands not
this
Proclamation not
or reserved
reserved and
entered, etln"'n
etc.
have not
been entered
have
not been
entered or
or filed
in the
herein provided
provided
filed upon
upon in
the manner
manner herein
subject
will become
become subj
ect to
settlement and
and entry
to settlement
entry under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
the land
the
applicable thereto.
land laws
laws applicable
thereto.
8.
the Interior
is hereby
authorized to
to make
make and
Regulations.
8. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior is
hereby authorized
and "'eguat'ns
prescribe such
rules and
and regulations
maybe necessary
to carry
carry the
prescribe
such rules
regulations as
as maybe
necessary to
the
provisions of
force and
and effect.
effect.
of this
this Proclamation
Proclamation into
into full
full force
IN
WHEREOF' II have
set my
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
caused the seal
seal of
of the
the United
affixed.
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
Done at the City of
Washington this
this fourteenth
day of
of October
October in
of Washington
fourteenth day
in
the
year of
hundred and
fifteen and
and of
of
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and fifteen
[sEAL.] the Independence
the United
States the
the one
one hundred
hundred
[SEAL.]
Independence of
of the
United States
and
fortieth.
and fortieth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
President:
the President:
ROBERT L
LANSING
ROBERT
ANSING
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.
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October
19, 191.5.
October 19,1915.

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
1HZ PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Export of
Expot
of arms,
arms, etc.
WHEREAS, a
a Joint Resolution of Congress, approved
approved March
March 14th,
Preamble.
Vol. 37,
630.
vol.
37, p. 60.
1912, reads and provides
provides as
as follows
:—" That whenever
whenever the
the President
President
follows:-"That

shall find that in any
American country
country conditions
conditions of
of domestic
domestic viovioany American
lence
lence exist
the use
use of
of arms
arms or
munitions of
of
exist which
which are
are promoted
promoted by
by the
or munitions
war procured from the United States,
shall make
make proclamation
proclamation
States, and shall
it shall be unlawful to export except
thereof, it
except under
under such
such limitations
limitations
and exceptions
exceptions as the President
President shall prescribe
any arms
arms or
munitions
prescribe any
or munitions
of war from any
any place
the United
Unite43. States
States to
such country
place in
in the
to such
country until
until
otherwise
otherwise ordered
or by
by Congress";
Congress ";
ordered by
by the
the President
President or
And whereas, it
lrtr:said
Joint ResoluResoluit is
is provided
provided by
by Section
Section II
II O
of
the said Joint
material hereby declared
tion, "That
"That any shipment
shipment of material
declared unlawful
unlawful after
after
such
&proclamation
shall be
be punishable
punishable by
by a
afine
fine not
exceeding ten
ten
such a.
proclamation shall
not exceeding
not exceeding
exceeding two
thousand dollars, or imprisonment
imprisonment not
two years,
years, or
or both":
both":
therefore, I, Woodrow
Declaration of exNow, therefore,
Wilson, President
President of
of the
the United
United
Woodrow Wilson,
'"°of America,
under and
and by
by virtue of
of the
the authority
authority concon°teo
meoc
States of
America, acting
"'. States
acting under
virtue
enoe m Mexico.
ferred in
by the
Resolution of
of Congress,
Congress, do
hereby
ferred
in me
me by
the said
said Joint
Joint Resolution
do hereby
declare
declare and proclaim that I
that there
there exist
exist in
in Mexico
Mexico
I have
have found that
such conditions of domestic
promoted by
domestic violence
violence promoted
use of
arms or
or
by the use
of arms
munitions of war procured
procured from
from the Tnited
United States as
contemplated
as contemplated
by the said Joint
Resolution; and
Joint Resolution;
and IIdo
citizens
do hereby
hereby admonish all
all citizens
of the United'States
United States and
and every
every person
person to abstain
abstain from
from every
every violaviolaWarnig
Warning against IIthe .
of the
Joint Resolution
above set
set forth,
forth, hereby
i- tion
tion of
of the
provisions of
the Joint
Resolution above
hereby
legal
shipment
md
of
p
legal etc.,hereto.
r Ir m ezt
of made
applicable to
Mexico, and
and II do
do hereby
warn them
that al
all
arms,
made applicable
to Mexico,
hereby warn
them that
violations of such provisions
And II
provisions will be
be rigorouslyrigorously _prosecuted.
prosecuted.
And
cf
to
to
wOfficers
teorce do hereby enjoin upon all officers
laws.
the United
States, charged
charged with
officers of the
United States,
with
the execution
the
execution of the
laws thereof,
the utmost
utmost diligence
diligence in
in preventing
the laws
thereof, the
preventing
violations
Joint Resolution
this my
violations of
of the
the said
said Joint
Resolution and
and this
my Proclamation
Proclamation
issued thereunder,
thereunder, and in
bringing to
to trial
trial and
and punishment
in bringing
punishment any
any
offenders against
against the
offenders
the same.
same.
In
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and caused
caused the
the
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, IIhave
have hereunto
hand and
seal of
of the United
seal
United States
States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done
Done at
Washington this
this nineteenth
nineteenth day
day of
of October
in
at the
the City of
of Washington
October in
the year
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
the
year of
Lord one
nine hundred
[srar...]
fifteen
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
[SEAL.]
fifteen and
and of
of the
the Independence
America the one
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
By
President:
,et

.,

h er

.

enforce

ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,

Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.

October
1915.
October 20,
20,1915.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
OF THE
OF AMIERICA
AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Thanksgiving
"1'gving
1911.
Preamble.
Preamble.

Day,

Day,

It
long been
custom of
our people
people to
to turn
in the
It has
has long
been the
the honoured
honoured custom
of our
turn in
the
fruitful
thanksgiving to Almighty
fruitful autumn of the year in praise
praise and thanksgiving
Almighty
God for
for his
his many
blessings and
and mercies
mercies to
us as
as aanation.
nation. The
The year
year
God
many blessings
to us
since we
last observed
observed our
our day
day of
of nanathat is
is now
now drawing
drawing to
to a
a close
close since
we last
tional thanksgiving
thanksgiving has
because of
of the
tional
has been,
been, while
while a
a year
year of
of discipline
discipline because
the
mighty forces
war and
and of
of change
which have
have disturbed
disturbed the
the world,
mighty
forces of
of war
change which
world,
also a
year of
special blessing
blessing for
also
a year
of special
for us.
us.
Another year
been vouchsafed
vouchsafed us:
another year
in
Another
year of peace
peace has been
us: another
year in
which
not only
only to
take thought
of our
our duty
duty to
to ourselves
to manmanwhich not
to take
thought of
ourselves and
and to
kind but
but also
also to
ourselves to
the many
many responsibilities
kind
to adjust
adjust ourselves
to the
responsibilities thrust
thrust
us by
by a
war which
has involved
almost the
whole of
of Europe.
Europe.
upon us
a war
which has
involved almost
the whole
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We have
have been
been able
We
of mankind
mankind
able to assert
assert our rights
rights and
and the rights
rights of
without
breach of
without breach
nations with
of friendship
friendship with
with the great
great nations
with whom
whom we
we
have
have had to deal; and while
asserted rights
been
while we
we have
have asserted
rights we
we have
have been
able also to perform
duties and
privileges of
succour and
perform duties
and exercise
exercise privileges
of succour
and
helpfulness
helpfulness which
to demonstrate
demonstrate our
our desire
desire to
to make
which should serve
serve to
make
friendship the
means of
truly disinterested
and unselfish
unselfish
the offices
offices of friendship
the means
of truly
disinterested and
service.
to serve
serve all
avail themselves
service. Our ability to
all who
who could
could avail
themselves of
of our
our
crisis has
has been
increased, by
by a
a gracious
gracious
services in
in the midst of
of crisis
been increased,
Providence, by
more abundant
ample financial
financial
Providence,
by more and
and more
abundant crops;
crops; our
our ample
resources have
have enabled
us to
steady the
the world
world and
and
resources
enabled us
to steady
the markets
markets of
of the
facilitate necessary
necessary movements
movements of
which the
the war
war might
might
facilitate
of commerce
commerce which
otherwise
rendered impossible;
and our
our people
have come
come more
more
otherwise have
have rendered
impossible; and
people have
and
more to
realization of
the part
part they
have been
been called
upon
and more
to aasober
sober realization
of the
they have
called upon
to
play in
in a
time when
when all
the world
is shaken
shaken by
by unparalleled
unparalleled disdisto play
a time
all the
world is
extraordinary circumstances
of such
such aa
tresses and disasters. The
The extraordinary
circumstances of
time have
to quicken
quicken our
national consciousness
consciousness and
time
have done
done much
much to
our national
and
deepen
and confirm
confirm our
in the
the principles
deepen and
our confidence
confidence in
principles of
of peace
peace and
and
freedom by
have always
always sought
guided. Out
freedom
by which
which we
we have
sought to
to be
be guided.
Out of
of
darkness and
perplexity have
of policy
policy and
darkness
and perplexity
have come
come firmer
firmer counsels
counsels of
and
clearer perceptions
perceptions of
welfare of
of the
We have
clearer
of the
the essential
essential welfare
the nation.
nation. We
have
prospered
while other
other peoples
peoples were
were at
at war,
but our
prosperity has
has
prospered while
war, but
our prosperity
been vouchsafed
believe, only
only that
that we
we might
the better
been
vouchsafed us,
us, we
we believe,
might the
better perperform
functions which
which war
rendered it
impossible for
for them
them to
form the
the functions
war rendered
it impossible
to
perform.
perform.
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President of the bThr25ldap,
aaprpo°inted
ber 25, 1913
5
r
;
United
States of
of America,
America, do
do hereby
hereby designate
designate Thursday
Thursday the
the twentyas aday
day ogner
of general
twenty- aa
United States
fifth of
November next
as a
a day
day of
of thanksgiving
and prayer,
fifth
of November
next as
thanksgiving and
prayer, and
and thki.
invite the
the people
people throughout
land to
to cease
cease from
from their
their wonted
invite
throughout the
the land
wonted
occupations
several homes
homes and
and places
places of
of worship
worship render
occupations and
and in
in their
their several
render thanks to
Almighty God.
God.
thanks
to Ahnighty
IN WITNESS
and
WITNESS WHEREOF II have hereunto set my hand and

caused the
United States
affixed.
the seal of
of the United
States to
to be affixed.
caused
DONE
at the
City of
this twentieth
day of
of October
October
DONE at
the City
of Washington
Washington this
twentieth day
in
the year
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
of our
our Lord
Lord one
hundred and
in the
year of
[sEAL.] fifteen
of the
of the
States of
of
[SEAL.]
fifteen and
and of
the independence
independence of
the United
United States
America
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
America the
the one
one hundred
WOODROW
WiLeow
WOODBOw WHsoP
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
State.

Br THE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

November 11,
1915.
November
11, 1915.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS a
war unhappily
Great g
„Lar „„
be
d
t
'
WHEREAS
a state
state of
of war
unhappily exists
exists between
between France,
France, Great
gaa'
d'~"Fre,;
Britain,
and Servia
on the
the one
one side
side and
and Bulgaria
Bulgaria on
on the
other; Grdt
Great Britain,
Italy,
ritan, Italy,
the other;
Italy and
Servia on
Britain, Italy
And Whereas
Whereas the
on terms
and amity
amity anPreamble
P
i
r
S
eervi
ambt.
States is
is on
terms of
of friendship
friendship and
And
the United
United States
with
powers, and
and with
with the
the persons
persons inhabiting
their
with the
the contending
contending powers,
inhabiting their
several
several dominions;
dominions;
And Whereas
Whereas tkere
citizens of
of the
the United
residing within
within
States residing
there are
are citizens
United States
And
carrythe territories
territories or
or dominions of each
each of the
the said belligerents
belligerents and carrying on
other business
business or pursuits therein;
or other
therein;
ing
on commerce
commerce,' trade, or
.And
there are
are subjects
subjects of
of each
each of
the said
said belligerents
belligerents
And Whereas
Whereas there
of the
residing within
within the
the territory
or jurisdiction
of the
United States,
States, and
and
residing
territory or
jurisdiction of
the United
carryingn
commerce, trade,
or other
pursuits therein;
business or
or pursuits
therein;
carrying on commerce,
trade, or
other business
And
the laws
laws and
and treaties
treaties of
of the
the United
States, without
without
And Whereas
Whereas the
United States,
interfering with
with the
free expression
expression of
of opinion
and sympathy,
sympathy, or
or with
with
interfering
the free
opinion and
the
manufacture or sale of arms or
munitions of war,
or munitions
war,
the commercial
commercial manufacture
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nevertheless
upon all
all persons
persons who
may be
their territerrinevertheless impose
impose upon
who may
be within
within their
tory
the duty
duty of
of an
an impartial
neutrality during
during the
the
tory and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction the
impartial neutrality
existence
contest;
existence of
of the
the contest;
And
Whereas it
it is the duty of
neutral government
government not
not to
to permit
And Whereas
of a
a neutral
permit
or
making of
of its
its waters
waters subservient
subservient to
to the
the purposes
purposes of
of war;
or suffer
suffer the
the making
war:
Declaration
of neuneuN
ow ,Therefore,
Theref
ore, I
W oo drow Wil
son, President
Presid ent of
of t
he United
Un i
ted
Declaration of
Now,
I,, Woodrow
Wilson,
the
trality.
States
America, in
to preserve
preserve the
the neutrality
neutrality of
of the
the United
United
trat.
States of
of America,
in order
order to
States
and of
of its
of persons
persons within
territory and
and jurisjurisStates and
its citizens
citizens and
and of
within its
its territory
and to
to enforce
diction, and
and in
that all
all perperenforce its
its laws
laws and
and treaties,
treaties, and
in order
order that
being warned
warned of
of the
the general
general tenor
the laws
laws and
and treaties
treaties of
of the
the
sons, being
tenor of
of the
United
this behalf,
behalf, and
of the
may thus
be
United States in
in this
and of
the law
law of
of nations,
nations, may
thus be
prevented from any violation
violation of
of the
the same,
do hereby
declare and
and proprosame, do
hereby,declare
Vol.35,pp.
claim that
that by
by certain
certain provisions
provisions of the
vol. 35, PP' 10-1(1.
" 89-1°K • claim
the act
act approved
approved on the 4th day
day
of March,
March, A. D. 1909,
1909, commonly
commonly known
as the
the "Penal
"Penal Code
of the
the
known as
Code of
United
the following
are forbidden
forbidden to
to be
be done,
under
United States"
States" the
following acts
acts are
done, under
severe
within the
territory and
and jurisdiction
of the
the United
United
severe penalties,
penalties, within
the territory
jurisdiction of
States,
to-wit:—
States,
to-wit:Acts forbidden in
United Statesterritory.
1. Accepting
Accepting and
commission to
serve any
any of
of the
the said
said
u.e
SatidStory.
1.
and exercising
exercising a
a commission
to serve
belligerents by land or by sea
belligerents
sea against
against the other
other belligerent
belligerent or
belor belligerents.
ligerents.
2. Enlisting
Enlisting or
entering into
into the
service of
of any
of the
the said
belligeror entering
the service
any of
said belligerents as
as a
a soldier,
soldier, or
marine or
on board
board of
-sAl of
of
or as a
a marine,
or seaman
seaman on
of any
any ve,
vessel
letter of
of marque,
or privateer.
war, letter
marque, or
privateer.
3.
person to
to enlist
enlist or
enter himself
himself in
3. Hiring or
or retaining
retaining another
another person
or enter
in
the service of any of the said
soldier, or
or as
marine,
said belligerents
belligerents as
as aasoldier,
as aamarine,
or seaman on board of
letter of
marque, or
or privateer.
privateer.
of any
any vessel
vessel of
of war,
war, letter
of marque,
4. Hiring another person to
to go beyond the
or jurisdiction
the limits
limits or
jurisdiction of
of
United. States with
be enlisted
enlisted as
the United
with intent
intent to
to be
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
5. Hiring
Hiring another
another person
person to
to go
beyond the
the limits
of the
the United
United
go beyond
limits of
intent to
be entered
entered into
States with intent
to be
into service
service as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
6. Retaining
Retaining another
go beyond
beyond the
the limits
the United
6.
another person
person to
to go
limits of
of the
United
States with intent
intent to be
be enlisted
enlisted as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
Rights of
transients.
person to
the limits
limits of
of the
the United
United
oftransents.
77. Retaining another person
to go
go beyond the
States with
with intent
service as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. (But
(But the
the
intent to be entered
entered into
into service
said
said act is
construed to
to extend
extend to
to a
or subject
subject of
of any
any
is not to
to be construed
a citizen
citizen or
of
the belligerents
who, being
being transiently
transiently within
the United
United States
States,
of the
belligerents who,
within the
shall, on
board of
of any
vessel of
which at
at the
the time
time of
of its
arrival
shall,
on board
any vessel
of war,
war which
its arrival
within
within the United States, was fitted and
as such
such vessel
vessel of
of
and equipped as
war, enlist
enlist or
another subject
subject or
or citizen
citizen
war,
or enter
enter himself
himself or
or hire
hire or
or retain
retain another
of the
the same
belligerent, who
is transiently
transiently- within
the United
United States,
of
same belligerent,
who is
within the
States,
to
to enlist
enlist or enter
enter himself
to serve
serve such
belligerent on
such vesveshimsellf to
such belligerent
on board
board such
sel
United States
States shall
then be
at peace
peace with
with such
such
sel of
of war, if
if the
the United
shall then
be at
belligerent.)
belligerent.)
and arming,
arming, or
attempting to
to fit
fit out
out and
arm, or
or
8. Fitting
Fitting out
out and
or attempting
and arm,
procuring
fitted out
out and
and armed,
armed, or
or knowingly
knowingly-being
being concerned
procuring to be
be fitted
concerned
m
furnishing, fitting
fitting out,
out, or
arming of
of any
any ship
ship or
or vessel
vessel with
with
m the
the furnishing,
or arming
intent that such
shall be
be employed
employed m
m the
the service
service of
such ship or
or vessel
vessel shall
of
any
of the
said belligerents.
belligerents.
any of
the said
a commission
9. Issuing or delivering
delivering a
commission within
within the territory or
or jurisjurisdiction of
United States
States for
for any
ship or
to the
the intent
intent that
diction
of the
the United
any ship
or vessel
vessel to
that
employed as
aforesaid.
she may be
be employed
as aforesaid.
10.
Increasing or augmenting,
augmenting, or
10. Increasing
to be
be increased
or augor procuring
procuring to
increased or
augmented, or knowingly
being concerned
concerned in increasing
knowingly being
increasing or
or augmenting,
augmenting,
the force of any ship of war, cruiser,
vessel, which
which at
at
cruiser, or
or other
other armed vessel,
the time of her arrival within
within the
United States
States was
was a
aship
ship of
of war,
war,
the United
cruiser, or armed vessel in the service
said belligerents,
belligerents,
service of any of the
the said
or belonging to the subjects
subjects of any, by
adding to
to the
number of
of guns
by adding
the number
guns
or by
by changing
those on
on board
of her
her for
guns of
of such
such vessels,
vessels, or
changing those
board of
for guns
of aa
larger calibre,
of any
any equipment
equipment solely
solely
calibre, or by
by the addition
addition thereto
thereto of
applicable to
applicable
to war.
war.
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11.
providing or
11. Beginning .or setting on foot or providing
or preparing
the
preparing the
means for any military expedition
expedition or
or enterprise
to be
be carred
carried on
from
enterprise to
on from
United States
the territory
territory or jurisdiction of the United
against the
the territerriStates against
tories or dominions
dominions of any of
the said
belligerents.
of the
said belligerents.
And
I do
do hereby
any frequenting
frequenting
And I
hereby further
further declare
declare and proclaim that any
and
territorial jurisdiction
and use of the waters within the territorial
jurisdiction of
the United
United
of the
States by the armed vessels of aabelligerent,
belligerent, whether public
public ships or
privateers, for the purpose of
of preparing
operations, or
or as
preparing for
for hostile
hostile operations,
as
observation upon the ships of war or privateers
privateers or
posts of observation
merchant
or merchant
vessels of aabelligerent
belligerent lying within
within or
or being
being about
to enter
jurisabout to
enter the
the jurisdiction of the United
be regarded
as unfriendly
unfriendly and
and
United States,
tates, must
must be
regarded as
offensive, and in violation of that neutrality
offensive,
the deterdeterneutrality which
which it
it is
is the
mination of this government
government to
and to
to the
that the
the
to observe;
observe; and
the end
end that
hazard
inconvenience of such apprehended
hazard and inconvenience
practices may
may be
be
apprehended practices
avoided, IIfurther proclaim
proclaim and
and declare
declare that
that from
and after
the elevfrom and
after the
elevNovember, instant, and during
enth of November,
during the
of the
the present
present
the continuance
continuance of
hostilities, no ship of war or privateer
privateer of
of any
any belligerent
belligerent shall
shall be
be perpermitted to make use of any
harbor, roadstead
roadstead or
or other
other waters
waters
any port,
port, harbor,
within the jurisdiction of the United States as
station or
or place
of
as aastation
place of
resort for any warlike purpose or for
of obtaining
obtaining any
for the
the purpose
purpose of
any
facilities of warlike
warlike equipment;
equipment; and
and no
or privateer
privateer of
no ship
ship of
of war
war or
of
any belligerent
belligerent shall be permitted to sail out of or
or leave
leave any
port,
any port,
subject to
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters subject
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
to the
United
States from which aa vessel of an
an. opposing
opposing belligerent
belligerent (whether
(whether the
the
same
a privateer,
same shall be a
a ship of war, a
privateer, or a
a merchant
merchant ship)
ship) shall
shall
have previously departed, until after
the expiration
at least
least
after the
expiration of
of at
twenty-four hours from .the departure
departure of
of such
such last-mentioned
last-mentioned vessel
vessel
beyond the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
United States.
any ship
of war
States. If
If any
ship of
war
or privateer of a
a belligerent shall,
after the
this notification
shal, after
the time
time this
notification
harbor, roadstead,
takes effect enter any port, harbor,
roadstead, or
or waters
of the
'United
waters of
the United
States, such vessel shall be required
depart and
and to
to put
put to
to sea
required to
to depart
sea
within twenty-four
twenty-four hours after .her
her entrance
entrance into
port, harbor,
into such
such port,
harbor,
case of stress
roadstead, or waters, except
except in ease
stress of
of weather
weather or
of her
her
or of
requiring provisions or t
things necessary
for the
subsistence of
of her
her
necessary for
the subsistence
crew, or for repairs; in any of which cases the authorities
authorities of
crew,
the port
of the
port
or of the nearest port (as the case
may be)
her to
to put
put to
to
case may
be) shall
shall require
require her
sea as soon as possible alter the expiration
of such
such period
period of
of twentyexpiration of
twentyfour hours, without permitting her to take
beyond what
what
take in
in supplies
supplies beyond
may be necessary for
her immediate
use; and
no such
such vessel
vessel which
which may
may
for her
immediate use;
and no
have been permitted
permitted to remain
within the
the waters
the United
United States
remain within
waters of
of the
States
for the purpose of repair shall
shall continue
continue within
within such
such port,
harbor,
port, harbor,
roadstead, or waters
waters for aalonger
longer period
than twenty-four
hours after
after
period than
twenty-four hours
her necessary
necessary repairs shall have been completed,
completed, unless
within such
such
unless within
twenty-four hours aa vessel, whether ship of war,
twenty-four
war, privateer,
privateer, or
or mermerchant ship of an opposing belligerent, shall
departed therefrom,
therefrom,
shall have
have departed
in which case the time limited for the
departure of
ship of
of war
the departure
of such
such ship
war
or privateer shall be extended
extended so far
as may
may be
necessary to
to secure
secure
far as
be necessary
an interval of not less than twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours between
such departure
departure
between such
and that of any ship of war, privateer
privateer,.,or
or merchant
ship of
of an
an opposopposmerchant ship
ing belligerent
belligerent which
may have
quit the
the same
same port,
harwhich may
have previously
previously quit
port, harwaters. No ship of
bor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters.
war or
belligerent
of war
or privateer
privateer of
of aabelligerent
shall be detained in any port,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
waters of
of the
the
port, harbor,
United States more than twenty-four
twenty-four hours,
reason of
the successucceshours, by
by reason
of the
sive departures from such port, harbor,
or waters
of
harbor .roadstead,
roadstead, or
waters of
more than one vessel of an opposing
opposing.belligerent.
belligerent. But
But if
if there
there be
be
several vessels of opposing
opposing belligerents
belligerents in
m the
the same
harbor, roadroadsame port,
port, harbor,
stead. or waters,
waters, the order of their departure
stead,
therefrom shall
so
departure therefrom
shall be
be so
arranged as to afford the opportunity
opportunity of
alternately to
to the
of leaving
leaving alternately
the
vessels of the opposing belligerents,
vesse
belligerents, and
and to cause the least
least detention
detention

Naval vessels of belNavalvess
ligerents.
Restriction on, in
Restriction
territorial waters.

of bon

teritorialwaters.
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consistent with
the objects
objects of
of this
proclamation. No ship
ship of war or
this proclamation.
with the
consistent
privateer of
shall be
in any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor,
be permitted,
permitted, while
while in
belligerent shall
privateer
of aabelligerent
roadstead, or
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the United
United States,
States, to
tt-,;
waters within
within the
or waters
roadstead,
take in
in any
supplies except
and such other things
things as may,
except provisions
provisions and
any supplies
take
be requisite
subsistence of
of her
her crew,
crew, and
except so much coal
coal
and except
for the
the subsistence
be
requisite for
only as
as may
be sufficient
such vessel,
vessel, if without
without any sail
to carry
carry such
sufficient to
may be
only
power, to
to the
own country;
country; or
or in
vessel
in case
case the vessel
of her
her own
nearest port
port of
the nearest
power,
is rigged
rigged to
under sail,
sail, and
and may
also be
be propelled
propelled by
by steam
steam power,
may also
to go
go under
is
then
half the
quantity of coal
coal which
which she would
would be entitled
entitled to;
the quantity
with half
then with
receive, if
dependent upon
and no
no coal
be again
again
shall be
coal shall
alone, and
upon steam
steam alone,
if dependent
receive,
supplied to
or privateer
the same
same or
or any
privateer in
in the
of war
war or
any such
such ship
ship of
supplied
to any
other port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
waters of
of the
the United
States, withwithUnited States,
other
out special
permission, until
the expiration
expiration of
of three
months
three months
after the
until after
out
special permission,
from the
the time
time when
coal may
may have
supplied to her
heir
have been last supplied
when such
such coal
from
within the
unless such
such ship of war or
or
of the United
United States,
States, unless
the waters
waters of
within
privateer
supplied, have
have entered
port of
of the
the govgoventered a
a port
last thus
thus supplied,
shall, since
since last
privateer shall,
ernment
which she
belongs.
to which
she belongs.
ernment to
Strict nentra
b,1,3t`f°tt,:gelrtY
proclaim that the statutes
statutes and the
to And
And I
I do
do further
further declare
declare and proclaim
be
maintained. ty to
treaties of
the United
the law
law of
require
of nations alike require
and the
United States
States and
treaties
of the
that
no person,
person, within
within the
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
United
of the
territory and
the territory
that no
States,
shall take
indirectly, in
the said
wars, but
but
said wars,
in the
directly or
or indirectly,
take part,
part, directly
States, shall
shall
with all
all of
of the
said belligerents,
belligerents, and
shall mainmainand shall
the said
at peace
peace with
shall remain
remain at
tain a
and impartial
neutrality.
impartial neutrality.
a strict
strict and
tain
Observance
And IIdo hereby
enjoin all
all citizens
citizens of the
the United
States, and all
°17'ser' of
o
f lws
l
aws
And
hereby enjoin
United States,
enjomed.
enjoined.
persons residing
or being
being within
within the
territory or
or jinidiction
of the
the
juridiction of
the territory
persons
residing or
United States,
thereof, and
and to
no act
act
to commit
commit no
laws thereof,
the laws
to observe
observe the
United
States, to
contrary to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
or treaties
treaties or in violathe said
said statutes
statutes or
of the
contrary
tion of
of the
the law
law of
of nations
that behalf.
behalf.
in that
nations in
tion
Mnitary aid to belMilitary
and all
all
ligerents prohib
prohibited.
And II do
do hereby
all citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
warn all
hereby warn
And
bittd.
ligerents
persons
residing or
being within
territory or
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction that,
within its territory
or being
persons residing
while the
free and
expression of
sympathies in public and private
of sympathies
and full
full expression
the free
while
is not
not restricted
restricted by
by the
laws of
of the
States, military
military forces
forces in
in
the United
United States,
the laws
is
aid
of
be originated
originated or
organized within
within
or organized
lawfully be
cannot lawfully
of aabelligerent
belligerent cannot
aid
Contraband of
c w a r , its
Contraband
that, while
may lawfully
lawfully and without
its jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and
and that,
while all
all persons
persons may
without
etc.
etc.
restriction by
by reason
of the
the aforesaid
state of
war manufacture
manufacture and
and
of war
aforesaid state
reason of
restriction
sell within
within the
States arms
aims and
munitions of
of war,
and other
other
war, and
and munitions
United States
the United
sell
articles ordinarily
known as
as "
contraband of
of war,"
war," yet
yet they
cannot
they cannot
"contraband
ordinarily known
articles
carry
high seas for the
the use or service of aa
upon the
the high
articles upon
carry such
such articles
belligerent,
nor can
can they
officers of a
abelligerbelligerand officers
soldiers and
transport soldiers
they transport
belligerent, nor
ent,
to break
break any
which may
be lawfully
establawfully estabmay be
any blockade
blockade which
attempt to
ent, or
or attempt
lished
maintained during
during the said
said wars without
without incurring the
lished and
and maintained
risk of
of hostile
hostile capture
the penalties
penalties denounced
denounced by
by the
the law
law of
of
capture and
and the
risk
nations in
in that
that behalf.
behalf.
nations
Notice.
Notue.
And I
do hereby
hereby give
give notice
that all
all citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
notice that
I do
And
and
claim the
the protection
protection of
of this
government, who
who
this government,
may claim
others who
who may
and others
may misconduct
misconduct themselves
themselves in
premises, will do so at their
their peril,
in the
the premises,
may
and that
that they
no wise
any protection
protection from
from the
the governgovernwise obtain
obtain any
can in
in no
and
they can
ment
the United
United States
States against
against the
the consequences
of their
their misconsequences of
of the
ment of
conduct.
conduct.
IN
WHEREOF II have
have hereunto set my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
caused the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this eleventh
November,
eleventh day of November,
of Washington
DONE
nine hundred
in
Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
of our Lord
in the year
year of
[sEAL.]
fifteen and
and of
of
States of
of the
the United
United States
of the
the independence
independence of
[SEAL.] fifteen
America
hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
the one
one hundred
America the
war,

President:
By the
the President:

ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING

Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROw
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PROCLAMATIONS,
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF TELE
TILN, PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

November
30, 1915.
November30,1915.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
o
a
1
nut
mo
C
n
anyn
o
CMonunyn
prehistoric ruins of ancient cliff dwellings
WHEREAS, certain
dweUings Nationa
certain prehistoric
WHEREAS,
preamble.
situated
upon public
the United
located in what Arg
and located
United States,
States, and
of the
lands of
public lands
situated upon
southeast
is
as Walnut
Walnut Canyon,
Canyon, about eight miles southeast
known as
commonly known
is commonly
of the
city of
of Flagstaff,
of great
great ethnologic,
ethnologic, scientific,
scientific,
are of
Arizona, are
Flagstaff, Arizona,
of
the city
it appears that
and it
and educational
that the public
public interests
interests
and
educational interest, and
would
promoted by
by reserving
vanished people,
these relics of aa vanished
reserving these
be promoted
would be
with as
much land
land as
as may
be necessary
necessary for
protection
proper protection
for the proper
may be
as much
with

thereof,
National Moimment;
NtionMonument,
Mounment;
thereof, as
as a
a National
United AArizona.
Now, therefore,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
n°a: pM
.22
on5nment,
of the United
President of
I, WOODROW
therefore, I,
Now,
States
by virtue of the power in me vested
vested by section
section Vol 34, p 225America, by
of America,
States of
1906, entitled
two
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
,June 8, 1906,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
approved June
Congress approved
two of
for
Preservation of
of American
Antiquities" do
proclaim that there
do proclaim
American Antiquities"
the Preservation
for the
under
are hereby
hereby reserved
kinds under
appropriation and use of all kinds
from appropriation
reserved from
are
to all prior valid adverse
all of
the public
public land
laws, subject
subject to
adverse claims,
land laws,
all
of the
Walnut Canyon National
National Monument, all those
set aside as the Walnut
and set
certain
the State
State of
Arizona, more
particularly
more particularly
of Arizona,
in the
land, in
of land,
tracts of
certain tracts
described as
described
follows, to-wit;
Description.
as follows,
to-wit;
Descrption.
The southwest
section twenty-five,
twenty-five, the south half of
of section
quarter of
southwest quarter
The
section twenty-six,
the north
north half
thirty-five, and the
of section
section thirty-five,
half of
twenty-six, the
section
northwest quarter
of section
thirty-six, township
township twenty-one
twenty-one north,
section thirty-six,
quarter of
northwest
range eight
Gila and
Salt River
River Meridian,
Meridian, as
as shown upon the
and Salt
east, Gila
eight east,
range
diagram
attached and
and made
this proclamation.
proclamation.
of this
part of
made aa. part
hereto attached
diagram hereto
N.atna
to Forest
The
by this
proclamation is
intended to
Focr?e"° National
not intended
is not
this proclamation
made by
reservation made
The reservation
ta
m
voL,
proclama- 1
prevent the
the lands
under the
the proclamaThe
maintained.
purposes under
forest purposes
for forest
lands for
of the
use of
the use
prevent
VoL 86,
p. 2708.
tion establishing
establishing the
National Forest,
Forest, but
but the
the two
two reservaCoconino National
the Coconino
tion
tions shall
effective on
on the
the land withdrawn,
withdrawn, but the
the National
be effective
both be
shall both
tions
Monument
established shall
be the
dominant reservation,
reservation,
the dominant
shall be
hereby established
Monument hereby
and any
any use
use of
of the
the land
preservation or prowith its preservation
interferes with
which interferes
land which
and
tection as
as a
aNational
National Monument
is hereby
forbidden.
hereby forbidden.
Monument is
tection
tlc.
Warning
is hereby
hereby given
to all
persons not
not to
appro- ment,
m, et
r
0mttl
0.
to approunauthorized persons
all unauthorized
given to
Warning is
priate, injure,
remove, or
or destroy;
destroy; any
feature of
of this
National MonuMonuthis National
any feature
injure, remove,
priate,
ment, or
or to
to locate
locate or
or settle
the lands
reserved by this
lands reserved
of the
any of
on any
settle on
ment,
proclamation.
proclamation.
In
WITNESS WIIEREOF,
have hereunto
set my
my hand
and
hand and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
In WITNESS
caused the
the seal
of the
States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
United States
the United
seal of
caused
November
Done
at the
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of
of November
Washington this
of Washington
City of
the City
Done at
in the
the year
of our
one thousand
thousand nine
and
hundred and
nine hundred
Lord one
our Lord
year of
in
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
of the
United States
States the
the
the United
independence of
the independence
fifteen, and
[SEAL.] fifteen,
one
fortieth.
and fortieth.
hundred and
one hundred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
President,
the President,
By
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
Vol.i

BT THE
RESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
OF AMERICA.
STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT
THE P
BY

December 18, 1913.

December 18,1915.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

States
of the
WHEREAS, I
received from
Senate of
the United
United States
the Senate
from the
have received
I have
WHEREAS,
reading as follows:
a
Resolution, passed
passed December
follows:
17, 1915, reading
December 17,
a Resolution,

Distress in Poland.

Distres in Poland.
Preamble

Preamble

o
of the
"WHEREAS,
of the
the people
of the
United States
States Rez
lution of the
Rseoluton
the United
people of
attention of
the attention
"WHEREAS, the
has been
to time
directed to the appalling
appalling situation in .
time directed
time to
from time
been from
has
Poland,
practically the
the entire
today is
homeless,
is homeless,
population today
entire population
where practically
Poland, where
and where
men, women,
children are
by the
the thousands
thousands
perishing by
are perishing
and children
women, and
where men,
and
for
lack of
of shelter,
shelter, clothing, and food,
for lack
e
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AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the people of
States have
have demonof the United
United States
demonstrated
strated their
their sympathy
sympathy for
for the
the suffering
people on
on all
all sides
in the
the
suffering people
sides in
great European
European war
and successful
successful charitable
work
war by
by their
their splendid
splendid and
charitable work
m Belgium, Servia,
and other
places; and
and feeling
the American
Servia, and
other places;
feeling that
that the
American
people would quickly
quickly respond to an appeal
appeal for help in
in Poland,
Poland, once
once
tragedy of
the tragedy
is brought
home to
them,
of the situation
situation there
there is
brought home
to them,
it Resolved,
Resolved, That, appreciating
Be it
appreciating the
the suffering
suffering of
that stricken
stricken
of that
people, it
it is suggested that the President
President of
the United
United States
set
of the
States set
a day in
aside a
in the
forthcoming holiday
holiday season
season upon
which day
day a
adirect
the forthcoming
upon which
direct
sympathy of all American
appeal to the sympathy
American citizens
citizens shall be
be made,
made, and
and
an opportunity
opportunity shall be given
an
given for all
all to
to contribute
contribute to
to a
amuch
much needed
needed
holiday
for relief
in Poland."
holiday fund
fund for
relief in
Poland."

AND WHEREAS, IIfeel
that the
the people
people of
the United
United
feel confident
confident that
of the
States, during this holiday
holiday season, will be
moved to
aid a
be moved
to aid
a people
people
famine and
stricken by
by war,
war, famine
and disease;
disease;
Ia
lrearY
d
deeNow, therefore,
therefore, I,
Wilson, President
President of
the United
United
anary
s9,
1,ayMe,
dsNow,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
of the
ignated
a
to contrute
suffeg States, in compliance
tribute aid to suffering
compliance with the suggestion
suggestion of the Senate
Senate thereof,
thereof, do
Poh peopl
appoint and proclaim
Polish
people.
proclaim January
January 1,
1, 1916,
1916, as
day upon
upon which
which the
the people
people
as aaday
of the United States may
contributions as
as they
they feel
feel disdismay make
make such
such contributions
posed for the aid of the
stricken Polish
people.
the stricken
Polish people.
Contributions
addressed to the American
Contributions may
may be addressed
Red Cross,
Cross,
American Red
Washington, D. C., which
Washington,
which will care for their proper
distribution.
proper distribution.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set my
caused the seal of the United
United States to be
affixed.
be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
eighteenth day
day of
of December,
this eighteenth
December
in the year of our Lord one thousand
and
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
[SEAL.] fifteen,
Independence of
[sEAL.]
fifteen, and of the Independence
United States
States the
the
of the
the United
one
and fortieth.
fortieth.
one hundred
hundred and
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of
State.
Secretar!
of State.
January 11, 1916.
January

W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION..
bDestitute
Destitute
abroad.
reamble.
Preamble.

e w

J
Jews

Resolution of
of the
the

Senate.
Resolution

Senate.

WHEREAS, I
have received
received from
from the
Senate of
of the
the United
States
WHEREAS,
I have
the Senate
United States
a Resolution,
a
Resolution, passed
January 6,
6, 1916,
reading as
follows:
passed January
1916, reading
as follows:

"Whereas
in
the various
"Wh
ereas i
n the
various countries
countries now engaged
engaged in war there are
are
nine millions of Jews, the great
great majority of whom are destitute
destitute of
food, shelter, and clothin
g ;and
clothing;
and
Whereas millions
millions of
driven from
their homes
homes
of them
them have
have been
been driven
from their
without warning, deprived
deprived of an opportunity
to make
make provision
for
opportunity to
provision for
their most elementary
elementary wants, causing starvation,
starvation, diesase
chesase and untold
suffering; and
and
Whereas the people of the United
United States
States of America
America have
have learned
learned
with sorrow of this terrible plight of millions of
beings and
and
of human
human beings
have most generously
to the cry
generously responded to
whenever such
such an
an
cry for
for help
help whenever
appeal
appeal has reached them;
them; Therefore
Therefore be
be it
it
RESOLVED, That, in view of the misery, wretchedness,
wretchedness, and
and hardhardships which these nine
nine millions of Jews
Jews are suffering,
suffering, the
President of
of
the President
the United
United States
States be respectfully
respectfully asked to designate
designate aaday
day on
which
on which
the citizens of this country
country may
may give
to their
their sympathy
sympathy by
by
give expression
expression to
contributing to the funds now being
contributing
being raised for the relief
relief of the Jews
sews
in
zones."
in the war
war zones."
AND WHEREAS,
I feel confident
confident that the people
WHEREAS, I
of the
the United
United
people of
race which
States will be moved to aid the war-stricken
war-stricken people of aa race
which
has given to the United States
States so many-worthy
many-worthy citizens;
citizens;
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.
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Now, therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
the United
desof the
United. January27,916,
Janteu
d
ay 2z; c
d
o
esn:
States, in
in compliance
compliance with
suggestion of
Senate thereof,
thereof, do
ribute aid
with the
the suggestion
of the
the Senate
do tribute
aid to stricken
stricken
e wish
January 27, 1916, as n
a day
appoint and proclaim January
day upon which the Jjewish
people.
p"ple'
people of the United States
States may
make
such
contributions
as
they
may make such contributions as they
feel disposed for the aid of the stricken Jewish people.
the American
American Red
Contributions may be addressed
addressed to the
WashRed Cross,
Cross, Washington, D. C., which will care
care for their
their proper
proper distribution.
IN
WHEREOF, II have
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto set
hand and
and
set my
my hand
caused the
the seal of
States to
to be
affixed.
of the
the United States
be affixed.
Done at the City of
Done
eleventh day
January, in
in
of Washington
Washington this
this eleventh
day of
of January,
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL..]
[sEAL.] sixteen, and
United States
States
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
the
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
the one
fortieth.
WOODROW
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
By the
President:
By
the President:
ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

STATES
AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY THE
BY
'ME PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.

January 17,1916.
17, 1916.
January

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas,
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
provided by
by Act
Navassalsland,W *
Whereas, the
United States
States has
has provided
Act Navasa'land,W
L
Preamble.
of
1856 (11
Statutes at
at Large,
Large, page
Secs. VoLll,pi118.
van, p.
118.
August 18,
of August
18, 1856
(11 U.
U. S.
S. Statutes
page 119;
119; Sees.
8 557
5570 to
S. Revised
Revised Statutes),
whenever any
citizen of
5570
to 5578
5578 U.
U. S.
Statutes), that
that whenever
any citizen
of the
the ppi.
ppR.i0
8
8b,srOt
.Th-5578 '
108
10,
.55
United States, after
the Act,
Act, discovers
discovers a
a deposit
deposit of
of
after the
the passage
passage of
of the
guano on
any island,
island, rock,
not within
within the
jurisdiction of
of
guano
on any
rock, or
or key,
key, not
the lawful
lawful jurisdiction
any
Government and
shall take
ble possession
thereof and
and
any other
other Government
and shall
take peaceable
possession thereof
occupy the
the island,
rock, or
3
:17-criay,
at the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the
occupy
the same,
same, the
island, rock,
or 1
key
may, at
the United
President of the
United States,
considered as
as appertaining
appertaining to
to the
the
States, be considered
United
United States.
States.
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, pursuant
foregoin Act
Congress, the
the
pursuant to the
the foregoin
Act of
of Congress,
Island
of Navassa
is now
the sole
and exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
of
Island of
Navassa is
now under
under the
sole and
jurisdiction of
the
States and
and out
out of
of the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
224.
the United
United States
of any
any other
other Government.
Government. Vol. 38, p.
p.224.
AND
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
the Act
Act of
of
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the
the Congress
States by
by the
October 22,
22, 1913,
1913, (38
(38 U.
U. S.
S. Statutes
Statutes at
224), has
has made
made an
October
at Large,
Large, page
page 224),
an
appropriation for
construction of
station on
on the
Island of
of
appropriation
for the
the construction
of a
a light
light station
the Island
Navassa.
N
avassa.
NOW, THEREFORE
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the reDelareda
pec
ervtri
ed
on alighthouse
NOW,
THEREFORE I,
WOODROW WILSON,
ighthouse
United
States, by
by virtue
the power
me vested,
vested, do
do hereby
hereby declare,
declare,
United States,
virtue of
of the
power in
in me
proclaim, and
and make
that the
said Island
Navassa in
in the
the West
proclaim,
make known
known that
the said
Island of
of Navassa
West
Indies be
be and
and the
same is
is hereby
for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes,
purposes,
Indies
the same
hereby reserved
reserved for
such
deemed necessary
necessary in
the public
public interests,
subsuch reservation
reservation being
being deemed
in the
interests, subject
action as
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States
States may
ject to such
such legislative
legislative action
as the
the United
may
take
respect thereto.
thereto.
take with
with respect
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
my hand
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
caused
the seal
the United
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
caused the
seal of
of the
be affixed.
Done at
city of
of Washington
Washington this
day.of
of January
January
Done
at the
the city
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
in the
our Lord
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and
in
the year
year of
of our
Lord one
thousand nine
[SEAL.]
sixteen, and
Independence of
of the
the United
the
[SEAL.] sixteen,
and of
of the
the Independence
United States
States the
•
one
and fortieth.
fortieth..
hundred and
one hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
the President:
By the
President:
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary
Secretary of
of State
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PROCLAMATIONS,1916.
1916.
PROCLAMATIONS,

February
February 11, 1916.

BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
or THE
.1.-13E UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Bandelier
nu
N.
Mex.
MBaunnt
Mex.
N.National
moment,
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS,
certain. prehistoric
aboriginal ruins
ruins situated
situated upon
upon
WHEREAS, certain
prehistoric aboriginal
public lands of the United States, withi
within the
Santa Fe
Fe National
the Santa
National
Forest, in the State
State of New Mexico,
Mexico, are
unusual ethnologic,
ethnologic, scienare of unusual
scientific
interest, and
it appears
that the
the public
public interests
interests
tific, and
and educational
educational interest,
and it
appears that
would
would be promoted
promoted by reserving
reserving these
these relics
relics of
of a
a vanished
vanished people,
people,
with as much land as may
be necessary
may be
necessary for
for the
the proper
protection
proper protection
thereof, as aaNational
National Monument;
Monument;
National
Monument,
WOODROW WILSON,
National Monument,
Now, therefore, I,I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
President of
of the
the United
United
New Mexico.
States
Vol. 34, p. 225..
States of America, by
virtue of
of the
me vested
by section
section two
by virtue
the power
power in
in me
vested by
two
.
June
entitled "An
"An Act
for the
the
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
June 8, 1906, entitled
Act for
Antiquities", do
Preservation of American Antiquities",
do proolaim
that there
there are
are
proclaim that
reserved from
from appropriation
and use
use of
of all
all kinds
kinds under
under all
of
hereby reserved
appropriation and
all of
laws, subject
the public land laws,
prior valid
valid adverse
adverse claims,
and
subject to
to all
all prior
claims, and
set apart as a
a National
National Monument,
Monument, all the tracts of land, in the State
State
of New
New Mexico, shown
as the
National Monument
on the
shown as
the Bandelier
Bandelier National
Monument on
the
diagram
forming a.
hereof.
diagram forming
a part
part hereof.
Santa
The reservation
this proclamation
Santa Fe
Fe National
reservation made
made by
by this
proclamation is
intended to
to
is not
not intended
Forest.
Use retained.
prevent
retained.
prevent the use of the lands
lands for forest purposes under
Imder the proclamaproclamation establishing
establishing the Santa
Santa Fe
National Forest.
Forest. The
The two
two reservareservaFe National
effective on
tions shall both be effective
but the
National
on the
the land
land withdrawn,
withdrawn, but
the National
Monument
established shall be
Monument hereby
hereby established
be the dominant
reservation,
dominant reservation,
and any use of the land which interferes
or
interferes with
with its
its preservation
preservation or
protection
a
National
Monument
protection
as
a
National
Monument
hereby
forbidden.
is
hereby
forbidden.
fr
Remedc from
om s et unauthorized persons not
Reserved
Warning is hereby
hereby given to all unauthorized
not to
approto approtlement, etc.
priate, injure,
remove, or
priate,
injure, remove,
any feature
feature of
of this
this National
National MonuMonuor destroy
destroy any
ment, or to locate or
or settle
lands reserved
reserved by
by this
this procprocsettle on
on any
any of
of the
the lands
lamation.
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF,I
hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be
be affixed.
Washington this eleventh
Done at the City of Washington
eleventh day
day of
of February
February
in the year of our Lord one
one thousand nine hundred
and
hundred and
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.] sixteen, and of the
the independence
the United
United States
States the
independence of
of the
the
one
fortieth.
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
set-

February 11,
11, 1916.
1916.

BY
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT'
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNTTED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Natural Bridges NaNatural
N'atuoalMonument,
tah.
tional
Monument, Utah.

Preamble,

Preamble ,

vol.

p.

218&
Vol. 35,
35, p. 2183.

WHEREAS, the
the Natural
Natural Bridges
WHEREAS,
Bridrs National
National Monument,
embracing
Monument, embracing

three extraordinary - natural bri
bridges
ges, together
together with
with forty
forty acres
acres of
of
land around each
each bridge,
bridge, was
was created
by proclamation
proclamation of
of the
Presicreated by
the President, dated
dated April
April 16, 1908,
1908, and
and
WHEREAS
this monument
WILEREAS, at the time this
created nothing
nothing w
as
monument was
was created
was
known of the location and
prehistoric ruins in the
and character of the prehistoric
the
vicinity
vicinity of the bridges,
bridges 'nor
the location
the bridges
bridges and
and the
the prenor of
of the
location of
of the
prehistoric
hereby reserved,
reserved, with reference
historic cave springs, also hereby
reference to the pubpublic surveys, the same
same being many
many miles
miles from
from surveyed
and
surveyed land,
land, and
WHEREAS, the three several
WHEREAS,
several tracts
tracts embraced
embraced within
within this
this monumonument reservation
reservation have been
been resurveyed
resurveyed and relocated with reference
reference
land surveys,
to the recently-established corner of the public land
surveys, to
to the
the
end that their
their location
location has been definitely
definitely fixed.
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1916.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.

Now, therefore,
therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President
President of the United States
States uNationl
i National Monument,
Monument,
of
Section two
two of
of America, by
by virtue
virtue of
of Section
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved Vol. 34,
34, p.
p. 225.
225.
June 8,
June
1906, entitled,
"An Act
of American
American
8, 1906,
entitled, "An
Act for
for the
the Preservation
Preservation of
Antiquities", do hereby
Antiquities",
hereby set aside as the Natural
National
Natural Bridges
Bridges National
Monument,
subject to
to any
valid existing
one surveyed
surveyed sub-trian- Dcription
Description.
Monument, subject
any valid
existing right,
right, one
land in unsurveyed
gular tract of land
nnsurveyed townships
townships thirty-six
and thirty-seven
thirty-seven
thirty-six and
south, range seventeen,
seventeen, containing
containing about two thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred
embracing said natural
and twenty acres, and embracing
natural bridges
bridges and
and principal
principal
historic ruins, and two smaller square
square tracts embracing
embracing the cave
springs
hundred and sixty acres
springs and containing
containing one hundred
acres each,
each, located, one
one
in sections one and
and two,
two, township
township forty
range nineteen,
nineteen, and
forty south,
south, range
and
unsurveyed townships
one in unsurveyed
townships thirty-nine
and
thirty-nine south,
south, ranges
ranges nineteen
nineteen and
twenty,
twenty, all
meridian, Utah,
and shown
shown upon
upon the
the
all east
east of
of the Salt Lake meridian,
Utah, and
diagram
diagram hereto
of this
this proclamation.
hereto attached
attached and
and made
made aapart
part of
proclamation.
Warning
is hereby
hereby expressly
expressly given
Warning is
given to
all unauthorized
not tieReser
t
lt.from
to all
unauthorized persons
persons not
from setReserved
setto appropriate,
appropiiate, injure or destroy any of the objects hereby
hereby declared to
to
be a
aNational
National Monument,
Monument, nor
nor to
to settle
settle upon
upon any
of the
reserved
be
any of
the lands
lands reserved
and made a
a part of
of said Monument
Monument by
by this proclamation.
proclamation.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
my hand
hand and
and
IN
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
caused
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
the seal
to be
City of
Washington this
this eleventh
eleventh day
day of
of February
Done at
at the
the City
of Washington
February-,
nine hundred
in the year of our
our Lord
Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
[sEAL.] sixteen
sixteen and
of the
the Independence
States the
the
[SEAL.]
and of
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
one hundred
and fortieth.
one
hundred and
fortieth.
W OODROW WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICA
BY
TIM UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA

February 17,1916.
17, 1916.
February

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
appears that
that the
the _public
good will
promoted by
by ?ztr.t.
WHEREAS itit appears
public good
will be
be promoted
ForNational For
Oark National
excluding from
Ozark National
certain areas,
excluding
from the
the Ozark
National Forest,
Forest, Arkansas,
Arkansas, certain
areas, tY'rearable.
amble.
restoring the
public lands
lands therein
therein in
in a
amanner
authorized by
the
and restoring
the public
manner authorized
by the
8S

Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and Vol.
38, p.
p. 113
113.
Act
approved September
nineteen hundred
VOl 38,
thirteen (38
entitled "An
"An Act
To authorize
authorize the
the President
thirteen
(38 Stat.
Stat., 113),
113), entitled
Act To
President
to
provide a
method for
for opening
opening lands
lands restored
restored from
or
to provide
a method
from reservation
reservation or
withdrawal, and
and for
for other
purposes";
withdrawal,
other purposes";
Now, therefore
therefore, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
United Areadimihed
Area30,
diminished.
President of
of the
the United
Now,
I, WOODROW
Vol.
p. 343.
States of
America, by
virtue of
of the
power in
in me
me vested
vested by
the Act
of
States
of America,
by virtue
the power
by the
Act of
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety
ninety seven
seven
Congress
hundred and
(30 Stat.,
"An Act Making
appropriations
Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
36), entitled "An
Making appropriations
for sundry
sundry civil
civil expenses
expenses of
the Government
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
for
of the
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
for other
other purpurJune
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and for
.poses",
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
the Ozark
Ozark National
National Forest
Forest
of the
poses", do
do proclaim
are hereby
hereby changed
changed to
to exclude
the areas
areas indicated
eliminations on
on
exclude the
indicated as
as eliminations
are
the diagram
hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming
part hereof.
the
diagram hereto
forming aapart
hereof.
And
further proclaim
make known
known that
in my
my judgment
jud• II en t stE'odtttImeSt
s
toErVto settle tt.re.
nld Ido
do further
proclaim and
and make
that in
it is
proper and
and necessary
necessary in
interest of
an. good
good
it
is proper
in the
the interest
of equal
equal opportunity
opportunity and
administration
that all
all of
of such
such excluded
excluded lands
subject to
to disposition
disposition
administration that
lands subject
should
settlement in
of entry,
entry, and
and pursuant
pursuant to
to
in advance
advance of
should be
be restored
restored to
to settlement
the authority
reposed in
in me
by the
Act of
of September
September thirthir- vol.
Vol. 3S.
p. 13.
3s, p.
me by
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
the
authority reposed
tieth,
and thirteen,
direct and
and provide
provide
tieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
thirteen, IIdo
do hereby
hereby direct
that such
such lands
subject to
rights and
and the
provisions of
of existing
existing
that
lands, subject
to valid
valid rights
the provisions
withdrawals,
and become
become subject
subject to
to settlement
settlement only,
only, Time
Time of
of opening.
opening.
withdrawals, shall
shall be
be opened
opened and
under
the general
provisions of
of the
the homestead
homestead laws,
laws, at
at and
but
under the
general provisions
and after,
after, but
102620°—voL
39—Pr 2-39
39
2
102620°-VOL 39-Pr
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not
o'clock a.
sixty-third day
day
not before,
before, nine o'clock
a. m.,
m., standard
standard time,
time, on
on the
the sixty-third
after
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation;
and to
to entry
entry and
and other
other disposiafter the
proclamation; and
disposition,
public-land law
law applicable
applicable thereto,
thereto, at
after, but
but
tion, under
under any
any public-land
at and
and after,
before, nine
nine o'clock
m., standard
standard time,
on the
the ninety-first
ninety-first day
not before,
o'clock a.
a. m.,
time, on
day
after
said
date.
after said
Warning
against tressaid date.
date.
Warning.aint
tres after
passin
g pnorgas
to open-- Persons
Persons who
upon any
lands to
be restored
restored as
herein proproto be
as herein
who go
go upon
any of
of the
the lands
Ipasmngapor to open
mgmg.
vided and perform any act of settlement
settlement thereon
thereon from
from and
and including
including
the
date of
until nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
a. m.,
in., standard
standard time,
the date
of this
this proclamation
proclamation until
time,
on
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
day from
and after
after the
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
or who
who are
are on
on
on the
from and
part of
of such
at said
said hour,
except those
those havor are occupying
occupying any part
such lands
lands at
hour, except
having
subsisting settlement
settlement rights
initiated prior to reservation
ing valid
valid subsisting
rights initiated
reservation
and
since maintained,
maintained, and
and those
having preferences
preferences to
to make
make entry
entry
and since
those having
under
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June eleventh,
eleventh,
under the
icultural
lan
of the
Act of
Agricultural lands.
vol. 34,
p.ms.
233.
nineteen
hundred and
and six
six (34
entitled "An
An Act
Act To
To provide
provide
nineteen hundred
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
Vo,.
34, p.
for
within forest
forest reserves",
reserves", and
acts
for the entry
entry of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
lands within
and acts
-amendatory,
amendatory, will
and dealt
with as
as trespassers
trespassers and
and
will be
be considered
considered and
dealt with
preference will
will be
given the
prior
legal
applicant, notwithstanding
.
preference
be
given
the
prior
legal
applicant,
notwithstanding
E
a
Examinationsallowed.
such unlawful
unlawful settlement
Provided, however,
however, that
that
lowed'
such
settlement or
or occupancy:
occupancy: Provided,
prevent persons
persons from going upon
over the
nothing herein shall prevent
upon and over
lands to examine
a view
examine them with
with a
view thereafter
thereafter to going upon
upon and makmaking
settlement
thereon
when
the
lands shall
shall become
become subject
subject thereto
thereto
the
lands
when
thereon
settlement
ing
ttlement
Por
Prior
settlement •
rights,
in accordance
accordance with this proclamation. Persons having prior settlerights, etc.
ment
ment rights
rights or preferences,
preferences, as above
above defined,
defined, will be
be allowed
allowed to make
make
entry in conformity
conformity with
existing law
law and
entry
with existing
and regulations.
regulations.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
WHEI REOF, II have
set my hand
caused the seal of the
United States
States to
to be
affixed.
caused
the United
be affixed.
Done
seventeenth day of February,
Done at
at the City
City of
of Washington,
Washington, this
this seventeenth
February,
in
Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
in the year
year of
of our Lord
nine hundred
[SEAL.]
and of the
the Independence
of the
the United
States the
the
[SEAL.] sixteen,
sixteen, and
Independence of
United States
one hundred
and fortieth.
one
hundred and
fortieth.
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
the President:
By the
President:
ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
Secretary of
of State.

February 23,
1916.
Fehruary
23,1916.

BY THE
PRESIDENT
OF THE
TEE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Forest
Arkansas
Ark. National
National
FoArksat
,
Preamble.
Preamble,

VoL 38, p.113.

oL
38p.

1.

e.
dim
.a
Area diminished.
30,
p. 34.4.
3, p.

Vol.
Vol

WHEREAS an
Order dated
dated April
twenty-first, nineteen
nineteen
April twenty-first,
Executive Order
an Executive
WHEREAS
hundred and fourteen,
fourteen, modified
of the
the Arkansas
modified the
the boundaries
boundaries of
Arkansas
excluding the therein described
described lands; and
National Forest by excluding
and
WHEREAS
appears that
WHEREAS it
it appears
that the public
public good
good will be
be promoted
promoted by
by
further
modifying the
of the Arkansas
Arkansas National
National Forest
Forest
further modifying
the boundaries
boundaries of
by eliminating
therefrom certain
in the State
State of Arkansas,
by
eliminating therefrom
certain areas, in
Arkansas,
and
restoring the
the public
therein in
in aamanner
manner authorized
by the
the
and restoring
public lands
lands therein
authorized by
Act of Congress approved
September thirtieth, nineteen
approved September
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
thirteen (38
113), entitled
entitled "An
Act To
To authorize
authorize the
the President
thirteen
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
"An Act
President
method for
for opening
restored from
reservation or
or
to provide
provide aa method
opening lands
lands restored
from reservation
withdrawal, and
for other
purposes";
other purposes";
and for
withdrawal,
Now, therefore,
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
President of
of the
United
Now,
therefore, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
the United
States of
of America,
America, by virtue
virtue of
vested by
by the
the Act
Act of
of
of the
the power
power in
in me vested
Congress
approved June fourth,
Congress approved
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and ninety seven
(30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
Making appropriations
36), entitled "An
"An Act Making
appropriations
for sundry civil expenses
Government for the
expenses of the Government
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending
and for
for other
other purJune thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that the boundaries of the Arkansas
Arkansas National
National
Forest are hereby
hereby changed
changed to exclude
the areas indicated
indicated as elimielimiexclude the
diagram hereto annexed
annexed and
part hereof.
nations on
on the
the diagram
and forming
forming aapart
hereof.
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tcE
rix
‘
gu
tAf
.
l
se
edttll
e
rs
ent re-

r
judgment it stErclttO.ded
And IIdo
do further
known that
that in
in my
my- judgmentit
make known
and make
proclaim and
further proclaim
And
is
proper and
in the
equal opportunity-and good
interest of equal
the interest
necessary in
and necessary
is proper
subject to disposition
administration that
that aL
such excluded
disposition
excluded lands subject
of such
all of
administration
should
to settlement
in advance
advance of entry, and pursuant Vol. 338, p. 113.
settlement in
be restored
restored to
should be
to the
the authority
authority reposed
in me by the aforesaid Act of Septemberol38
September
reposed in
to
I do hereby direct and prothirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirteen, I
and thirteen,
hundred and
thirtieth,
of Time ot opening.
vide that
that such
subject to
to valid
valid rights
rights and
and the
the provisions
provisions of
lands, subject
such lands,
vide
existing withdrawals,
shall be opened and become subject to settle- TmeotoPeig.
withdrawals, shall
existing
homestead laws, at
ment only,
only, under
under the
the general
general provisions
at
provisions of the homestead
ment
standard time, on the
and after,
after, but
but not
not before,
nine o'clock
o'clock a. m., standard
before, nine
and
proclamation; and to entry and
sixty-third day after
after the date
date of this proclamation;
sixty-third
land law applicable thereto, at
other disposition,
disposition, under
any public
public land
under any
other
and after,
but not
ninety-first day
the ninety-first
a. m.,
m., on the
o'clock a.
nine o'clock
before, nine
not before,
after, but
and
after
said date.
after said
Warning against tresrestored as herein
to be
be restored
of the
any of
Persons who
the lands
lands to
herein pro- pasngagitstopr
upon any
go upon
who go
Persons
passing prior to openmg.
vided
and perform
settlement thereon from and including mig.
perform any act of settlement
vided and
the date
of this
this proclamation
proclamation until
until nine
o'clock a. m., standard
standard time,
nine o'clock
date of
the
on
the sixty-third
day from
from and after the date hereof, or who are on
sixty-third day
on the
or
of such lands at said hour, except those
part of
any part
occupying any
are occupying
or are
having
valid subsisting
subsistmg settlement
rights initiated
initiated prior to reservareservasettlement rights
having valid
tion
and since
since maintained,
maintained, and
those having
preferences to make
having preferences
and those
tion and
entry
under the
of the
the Act of
of Congress approved June
provisions of
the provisions
entry under
eleventh, nineteen
hundred and
and six
six (34
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act Agricultural lan
(34 Stat.,
nineteen hundred
eleventh,
lands.
34, p.
233.
i23.
vol. 34,
reserves", Vol.
forest reserves",
To _provide
for the
within forest
lands within
Agricultural lands
of Agricultural
entry of
the entry
provide for
To
dealt with as tresand
Acts amendatory,
will be
considered and
and dealt
be considered
amendatory, will
and Acts
passers
and preference
will be given the prior legal applicant, not- Examinations alpreference will
passers and
Examinations aoccupancy: Provided,
withstanding
settlement or
or occupancy:
Provided, lowed.
unlawful settlement
such unlawful
withstanding such
and
upon
going
however,
that
nothingherein
shall
prevent
persons
from
upon
persons
prevent
shall
nothingherein
that
however,
over
lands to
to examine
them with
with a
thereafter to going upon
a view thereafter
examine them
the lands
over the
and
making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when
shall become subjeot
subject
lands shal
when the lands
and making
Prior
etc. settlement
settlemnt
or
thereto in
with this
this proclamation.
proclamation. Persons
Persons having
having pror
prior rigPhitlue
accordance with
in accordance
thereto
allowed to
be allowed
will be
settlement rights
rights or
above defined,
defined, will
to
as above
preferences, as
or preferences,
settlement
make entry
with existing
existing law
and regulations.
regulations.
law and
conformity with
in conformity
entry in
make
IN WITNESS
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF II have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
caused the
the seal
of the
States to
affixed.
to be affixed.
United States
the United
seal of
caused
Done at
at the
the City
of Washington,
Washington, this
day of
of February,
February, in the
23rd day
this 23rd
City of
Done
year of
thousand nine
hundred and
and sixteen,
nine hundred
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
of our
year
[sEAL.]
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
the one hunStates the
of the
of the
[SEAL.] and
dred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
dred
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of

STATES
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
TIIE PRESIDENT
BY THE

March 2, 1916.

March 2,1916.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS it
it appears
that the
the public
be promoted
by
promoted by
will be
good will
public good
appears that
WHEREAS
excluding
from the
National Forest,
Washington, certain
certain
Forest, Washington,
Chelan National
the Chelan
excluding from
areas, and
portion thereof
classification, and by
for classification,
thereof for
a portion
withdrawing a
and withdrawing
areas,
restoring the
the public
lands subject
subject to
to disposition
in the
the remaining
remaining
disposition in
public lands
restoring
of Congress
Act of
excluded areas
areas in
a manner
manner authorized
the Act
Congress
by the
authorized by
in a
excluded
approved
thirtieth, nineteen
thirteen (38
hundred and thirteen
nineteen hundred
September thirtieth,
approved September
Stat.,
entitled "An
"An Act
Act To
the President to provide
authorize the
To authorize
113), entitled
Stat., 113),
withdrawal,
a
method for
for opening
opening lands
reservation or withdrawal,
restored from reservation
lands restored
a method
and
purposes" for other
other purposes";
and for
the United
President of
Now,
WO6DROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
of the
therefore, I,, WOODROW
Now, therefore,
States
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
power in me vested by the Act
of America,
States of
of
Congress approved
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and ninetyeighteen hundred
of Congress

1:ke
‘
lan
a,hNationall Foreches'anio
Preamble.
Preamble.

Vol. 38, p. 113.
Vo .3s p. 13.

Area climinkhed.
i hed.
Vdl-"
Vol. 34, p. 36.
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36), entitled "An
seven (30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36),
"An Act Making appropriations for
civil expenses
Government for
the fiscal
fiscal
priations
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses of
of the
the Government
for the
year ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
year
ending June
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
and
for other purposes",
purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that the
boundaries of
of the
the Chelan
Chelan
the boundaries
National Forest are hereby
hereby changed
changed to exclude
exolude the
the areas indicated
indicated
as eliminations
eliminations on the diagram hereto
hereto annexed
part
annexed and forming
forming a
a part
hereof.
poLands withdrawn for
And
proclaim that
the following
lands excluded
excluded
described lands
following described
that the
also proclaim
wer value
do also
And II'do
fo
poLwAn
ithd classificaConr
from the Chelan National Forest by this proclamation
proclamation are hereby
tion.
hereby
temporarily
authority of
temporarily wider
withdrawn under authority
Act of
of June
of the Act
June twentytwentyfifth, nineteen
min •
teen hundred
hundred and
and ten
ten (36 Stat.,
Stat., 847),
847), as
as amended
amended by
by the
the
Act of
of August
August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
hundred and
and twelve
twelve (37
(37
Act
nineteen hundred
Stat., 497),
497), for
for classification
classification as
as to
to the
the power
power value
value thereof:
Stat.,
thereof:
In T.
N R.
E., SEi
In
T. 26 N.
R. 19 E.
SE+ SW+,
Wi SE+
SW+, W
SEi Sec. 1
1 ,•
In
R. 19 'E.,
Ei NM,
SW1 and
SE1
In T. 27
27 N.,
N., R.
E., E½
NEi, Ni
Ni NW+,
NWi, NEI
NEi SWI
and SEi
Sec.
26;
Sec. 26;
In T.
N. 'R.
R. 20
E., Lots
Lots 1
1and
Sec. 4,
NW1,
In
T. 25
25 N.,
20 E.,
and 2
2 Sec.
4, NE+
NEi NE1,
NEi, NW+
NWi NWi,
S NWi
Sec. 10, NW/
NW1 and SWI
SW1 Sec.
Si SWi,
SW+, SE1
14,
NWi SW1,
SWi, S8
SEi 8E1
SEi Sec.
Sec. 14,
NE1
24;
NEi and
and NI
NJ NW
NWi1Sec.
Sec. 24;
In
In T.
NW1SWi,
SW, Si
SW1
T. 26
26 N.
N.,'R.
R. 20
20 E., NWi
S SW,
SW, SW1
SWJ SE
SEi1Sec.
Sec. 6,
6, SWi
and
Wi SE
NI SWi,
SW+, SE+
SW+ Sec.
Sec. 18,
18, EI
and WI
SEI+Sec. 8, Wi El, NVirl,
NW4, NJ
SEI SWi
EJ
NM,
SW1, SE+
and SE1
20, SWi
SW1 NE,
N NW1,
NEI, NM
NEI SWi,
SEi SW1
SWi and
SEi Sec.
Sec. 20,
NE+, NJ
NWi,
SEi NW,
NWJ, NE
NEi SW1,
SWi, NW1
NWi SE1,
SEJ, S
Sj SEi
NWi NW*,
SE+
SE1 Sec. 28, NWk
NW1, NJ
Ni
SW+,
SWi, Wi SE1
SEi Sec.
Sec. 34;
34;
Willamette Meridian.
Willamette
Meridian.
And
and make
judgment it
it
in my
my judgment
make known
known that
that in
proclaim and
And IIdo
do further
further proclaim
Setement.
stred
Sto
stored
to settlement.reis proper
necessary in
in the
of equal
equal opportunity
opportunity and
and good
good
is
proper and
and necessary
the interest
interest of
administration that
that all
the remaining
remaining excluded
lands subject
administration
all of
of the
excluded lands
subject to
to
disposition
should be
in advance
entry, and
and
disposition should
be restored
restored to
to settlement
settlement in
advance of
of entry,
Vol.
pursuant to the authority
Vol. 38,
38, p. 113 ;
pursuant
authority reposed in me by the
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid .Act
Act of
September
thirteen, II do
hereby
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
do hereby
direct and
and provide that
that such lands,
the
lands, subject
subject to valid
valid rights
rights and
and the
Time
opening
provisions
of existing
Time of opening,
provisions of
withdrawals or
opened
existing withdrawals
or reservations,
reservations, shall
shall be
be opened
and become
become subject
to settlement
settlement only,
only, under
the general
provisions
and
subject to
under the
general provisions
of
homestead laws,
of the homestead
laws, at
at and
and after,
after, but not before,
before, nine
nine o'clock
o'clock
a.
sixty-third day
the date
date of
this procproca. m., standard
standard time,
time, on
on the
the sixty-third
day after
after the
of this
lamation; and
other disposition
any public
public land
land
lamation;
and to entry
entry and other
disposition under
under any
law applicable
and after,
but not
not before,
o'clock a.
m.,
law
applicable thereto,
thereto, at
at and
after but
before, nine
nine o'clock
a. m.,
on the ninety-first
ninety-first day after said date.
Warning against tares—ersons who
r
Who go
go upon
upon any
of the
be restored
restored as
WAingBpOgalSttperPersons
any of
the lands
lands to
to be
as herein
herein
s ing prior to open.
pe provided
thereon from and inprovided and perform any act of settlement
settlement thereon
cluding the
cluding
the date of this
this proclamation
proclamation until nine o'clock a. m.,
m., standard time,
day from
from and
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
or
ard
time, on
on the
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
and after
after the
part of
of such
hour,
who are on or
or are occupying
occupying any
any part
such lands
lands at
at said
said hour,
except those having
subsisting settlement
settlement rights initiated
initiated
except
having valid
valid subsisting
prior
to reservation
reservation and
and since
maintained, and
and those
those having
preferprior
to
since
maintained,
having
preferAgricultural lands.
Vol.
it, p. 233..23
ences
to make
entry under
under the
the provisions
Congress
ffPVol.,
ences to
make entry
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved June
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
six (34
(34 Stat.,
Stat. ' 233),
approved
June eleventh,
and six
233),
entitled
"An Act To
entry of
of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
lands
entitled "An
To ,provide for
for the entry
amendatory, will be considered
within forest reserves,"
reserves," and Acts amendatory,
considered and
dealt with as trespassers and preference
preference will be given the prior legal
notwithstanding such
unlawful settlement
or occupancy:
occupancy:
ami
s al- applicant,
applicant, notwithstanding
such unlawful
settlement or
Examinations a
iowel.
rovided, however,
however, that
that nothing
herein shall
persons from
from
o
Provided,
nothing herein
shall prevent
prevent persons
going upon
upon and over
over the lands
examine them with a
aview therelands to
to examine
thereafter
when the
after to going upon and making
making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when
the lands
lands
shall become
in accordance
accordance with
proclamation.
shall
become subject
subject thereto
thereto in
with this
this proclamation.
Prior
settlement
tt
t
rights,etc.
etc.
Persons having
having prior
rights
prior settlement
Persons
settlement rights
rights or
or preferences,
preferences, as
as above
above dedefined,
fined, will be allowed to make entry in conformity
conformity with existing law
and
regulations.
and regulations.
Area affected.
ect
It is not intended
It
intended by this proclamation
proclamation to reserve any
any land
land not
not
immediately
national forest
to exclude
exclude
immediately heretofore
heretofore embraced
embraced in
in aanational
forest nor
nor to
E

'Chided

landS
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any
the areas
areas indicated
as eliminations
eliminations on the diagram
indicated as
except the
land except
any land
hereto annexed.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
of the
the United States to be affixed.
the seal
caused the
Done
the City
of Washington,
March, in
Washington, this second day of March,
City of
at the
Done at
the
year of
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and sixnine hundred
our Lord
Lord one
of our
the year
[SEAL.] teen,
and of
Independence of the United States the
of the Independence
teen, and
[sEAL.]
one
hundred and fortieth.
one hundred
By the
the President:
President:
By

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

STATES
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
THE PRESIDENT
BY

March
1916.
6,1916.
March 6,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

bal11
Lahainam
WHEREAS, by
joint resolution
provide for
Lahaina,
Hawaii.
the Pre
annexing the
for annexing
"to provide
resolution "to
by joint
WHEREAS,
p.7750.
30, p.
Vo.
1898,
Hawaiian
Islands
to
the
United
States,"
approved
July
7,
Vol.
amb,le.
30
7,
50.
Hawaiian Islands to the United States," approved July
the
cession by
Government of
Republic of Hawaii to the
of the
the Republic
the Government
by the
the cession
whatsoever
United States
States of
of America,
America, of all
all rights of sovereignty of whatsoever
United
dependencies, and
kind in
in and
and over
over the
the Hawaiian
Islands, and their dependencies,
Hawaiian Islands,
kind
ownership
the transfer
transfer to
to the
United States
States of
absolute fee and ownership
the absolute
of the
the United
the
of all
all public,
public, government
or crown
crown lands,
lands, public
buildings, or edifices,
edifices,
public buildings,
government or
of
ports, harbors,
harbors, military
military equipment,
equipment, and all other public property of
ports,
every
kind and
and description
description belonging
belonging to
to the
government of the
the government
every kind
Hawaiian Islands,
confirmed, and
ratified, and confirmed,
accepted, ratified,
duly accepted,
was duly
Islands, was
Hawaiian
a
the
said Hawaiian
Hawaiian Tslands
their dependencies
dependencies annexed
annexed as a
and their
Islands and
the said
part
of the
the territory
United States, and made
made subject to the
of the United
territory of
part of
sovereign
dominion thereof,
thereof, and
all and
singular the property and
and singular
and all
sovereign dominion
rights
United States of America.
the United
in the
vested in
mentioned vested
hereinbefore mentioned
rights hereinbefore
AND WIIEREAS,
further provided
provided in said resolution
resolution
was further
it was
WHEREAS, it
AND
that the
the existing
of the
the United
United States relative to public lands
laws of
existing laws
that
shall not
not apply
apply to
to such
such lands
in the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands, but the Conlands in
shall
enact special laws for their managegress of
of the
the United
United States
States shall enact
gress
ment and
and disposition;
disposition;
ment
AND
WHEREAS, the
the Congress
of the
T,Jnited States has prothe United
Congress of
AND WHEREAS,
Vol.31p.
vided
by the
the Act
of April
April 30,
30, 1900,
339, section
91, that
the vol.
31, p. 159.
that the
section 91,
chapter 339,
1900, chapter
Act of
vided by
public property
and transferred
the United
States by the
United States
to the
transferred to
ceded and
property ceded
public
Republic of
of Hawaii
Hawaii under
said resolution may be taken for the
the said
under the
Rtepublc
President;
uses and
purposes of
the United
United States
States by
direction of the President:
by direction
of the
and purposes
uses
AND WHEREAS,
it is
deemed necessary
necessary in the public interests
is deemed
WHEREAS, it
AND
that
piece and
parcel of
of land
land situated
situated at
at Lahaina,
Lahaina, on
on the
the
and parcel
a certain
certain piece
that a
Island of
the Territory
Territory and
District of Hawaii, in the United
and District
in the
Maui, in
of Maui,
Island
States
of America,
America, be
reserved for
lighthouse purposes;
purposes;
for lighthouse
immediately reserved
be immediately
States of
NOW
I, WOODROW
President of
of u
s
i
hgo'luser
,
e
ppurpoes.
Vp.
ts. i"
ulihthuse
WILSON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW THEREFORE,
the
United States,
States, by
virtue of
of the
the authority
me vested,
hereby
do hereby
vested, do
in me
authority in
by virtue
the United
declare,
known that
the said piece and parcel of
that the
make known
and make
proclaim and
declare, proclaim
land
situated at
at Lahaina,
Lahaina, on
Territory and
on the Island of Maui, in the Territory
land situated
District of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, be
and the
subject to such legislahereby, subject
same is hereby,
the same
be and
District
tive
the Congress
Congress of
of the
United States
States may
take with
may take
the United
as the
action as
tive action
respect thereto,
thereto, reserved
reserved lor
or lighthouse
lighthouse purposes,
purposes, to
to wit:
wit:
respect
Begitming
true and
distant De•cription.
De-crptio
and distant
36" true
08 36"
127°° 08
bearing 127
point bearing
a point
at a
Beginning at
"Launiupoko",
Station
19,130.3
feet
from
Territorial
Triangulation
Station
"Launiupoko
",
Triangulation
19,130.3 feet from Territorial
follows:
thence
true azimuths
azimuths and distances, as follows:
by true
thence by
1. 56°
56° 53'
53' 0",
0", 17.0
feet to
thence
a point,
point, thence
to a
17.0 feet
1.
2. 151°
33' 0",
0", 25.0
25.0 feet
feet to
thence
to aapoint, thence
151° 33'
2.
3. 236°
236 ° 53'
0", 17.0
17.0 feet
feet to
thence
a point,
point, thence
to a
53' 0",
3.
beginning.
4. 331
0", 25.0
25.0 feet
to the
the point
point of
of beginning.
feet to
33' 0",
331°° 33'
4.
Containing 424
424 square
square feet.
feet.
Containing
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IN WITNESS
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and
my hand
hand and
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused the
seal of
the United
States to
be affixed.
to be
affixed.
of the
United States
caused
the seal
Done
the City
day of
the
in the
of March,
March, in
sixth day
this sixth
City of
of Washington
Washington this
Done at
at the
year of
of our
Lord one thousand
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
thousand nine
nine hundred
year
our Lord
[sEAL.] and
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States the
one
the one
United States
and of
of the
[SEAL.]
hundred and fortieth.
By the
President:
By
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

March
1916.
March 13,
13,1916.

W
OODROW WILSON
WOODROW

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

between GerCGerWar between
many and Portugal.
Preamble.

myanyandPortgal.
Preamble

Declaration
caration
trality.

of neuof
nu.

WHEREAS a
a state
state of
of war
exists between
between Germany
Germany
war unhappily
unhappily exists
WHEREAS
and Portugal;
And Whereas
the United
United States
is on
on terms
terms of
of friendship
friendship and
States is
And
Whereas the
amity with
the contending
powers, and
the persons inhabiting
and with the
contending powers,
amity
with the
their several
their
several dominions;
dominions;
residing
And Whereas
Whereas there
citizens of the United States residing
there are
are citizens
And
within
the territories
the said belligerents
belligerents
of each of the
territories or
or dominions
dominions of
within the
and carrying
commerce, trade,
trade, or
or other business
or pursuits
business or
on commerce,
and
carrying on
therein;
therein;
And
the said belligerents
each of
of the
subjects of each
are subjects
there are
And Whereas
Whereas there
the United
residing within
within the
territory or jurisdiction
United States,
jurisdiction of the
the territory
residing
and carrying
carryg on
on commerce,
business or pursuits therein;
trade, or other business
commerce, trade,
and
And Whereas
Whereas the
laws and
treaties of
United States, without
without
the United
of the
and treaties
the laws
And
sympathy, or with
opinion and
and sympathy,
interfering
with the
the free
free expression
expression of
of opinion
interfering with
the commercial
of arms
or munitions
of war,
war,
munitions of
sale of
arms or
or side
manufacture or
the
commercial manufacture
nevertheless impose
impose upon
upon all
who may
be within
within their
their territerrimay be
all persons
persons who
nevertheless
tory
jurisdiction the
the duty
duty of
of an
an impartiaduring the
the
neutrality during
impartial neutrality
and jurisdiction
tory and
existence
of the
the contest;
contest;
existence of
And Whereas
Whereas it
perneutral government
government not to perduty of
of aa neutral
it is
is the
the duty
And
of its waters
making of
waters subservient to the purposes of
or suffer the
the making
mit or

war;

War;

Now, Therefore, I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson, President
President of the United
United
States
in order
order to
preserve the neutrality
of the United
neutrality of
to preserve
of America,
America, in
States of
States and
and of
of its
citizens and
of persons
within its
territory and
and jurisjurisits territory
persons within
and of
its citizens
States
diction, and to enforce its laws and treaties, and in order that all
the laws
laws and treaties of
persons,
warned of
tenor of the
of the general
general tenor
being warned
persons, being
the United
United States
this behalf,
behalf, and
the law
of nations, may
may thus
of the
law of
and of
States in
in this
the
be
prevented from
violation of
same, do
and
do hereby
hereby declare and
of the
the same,
from any
any violation
be prevented
Vol. 35,, pp.
1089-1091. proclaim
proclaim that
that by
by certain
certain provisions
of the
approved on the 4th
the act
act approved
provisions of
vol.
pp. 108-1091.
day
of March,
D. 1909, commonly
"Penal Code of
of
commonly known as
as the "Penal
day of
March, A.
A. D.
the
the following
following acts
forbidden to
to be
be done,
acts are
are forbidden
States" the
the United
United States"
under severe
severe penalties,
penalties, within
within the
the territory
the
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
territory and
under
United
United States,
States, to-wit:to-wit:—
Act, forbidden in
commission to serve either of the
exercising aa commission
1. Accepting
Accepting and
anited States
Stteetor
United
territory.
1.
and exercising
other belligerent.
by land
land or
or by
said
belligerents by
said belligerents
by sea
sea against
against the
the other
belligerent.
2. Enlisting or entering into the service of either of the said
belligerents
on board
board of
of any
any
or seaman
seaman on
belligerents as
as a
a soldier,
soldier, or as aamarine, or
vessel
of war,
war, letter
of marque,
marque, or
or privateer.
vessel of
letter of
privateer.
3. Hiring
person to
or enter
himself
enlist or
enter himself
another person
to enlist
3.
Hiring or
or retaining
retaining another
in
the service
of either
either of
said belligerents
belligerents as a
a soldier, or
or as aa
of the
the said
in the
service of
marine,
vessel of
of marque,
or
war, letter
letter of
marque, or
or seaman
seaman on
on board
board of
of any
any vessel
of war,
marine, or
privateer.
4. Hiring
Hiring another
another person
to go
go beyond
beyond the
limits or
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the limits
person to
4.
aforesaid.
enlisted as aforesaid.
the United
United States
States with intent to be enlisted
the

person to go beyond the limits of the United
States with intent to be entered into service as aforesaid.

5. Hiring
Hiring intent
another
Stateswith
5.
.another
to person
be entered
to go
into
beyond
servicethe
as aforesaid.
limits of the United
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6.
another person
limits of the United
to go beyond the limuts
person to
6. Retaining
Retaining another
States
to be
be enlisted
enlisted as aforesaid.
intent to
with intent
States with
7.
to go
go beyond the limits of the United
person to
another person
Retaining another
7. Retaining
Rights of
transients.
of tsients.
the Rights
service as aforesaid.
into service
entered into
States with
with intent
aforesaid. (But the
be entered
to be
intent to
States
said
not to
to be
to" a
a citizen or subject of
to extend to
construed to
be construed
is not
act is
said act
either belligerent
belligerent who,
transiently within the United States,
being transiently
who, being
either
shall,
any vessel
vessel of
which, at
at the time of its arrival
of war,
war, which,
of any
board of
on board
shall, on
within the
the United
States, was
fitted and
equipped as such vessel of
and equipped
was fitted
United States,
within
another subject or
war, enlist
or enter
himself or hire or retain another
enter himself
enlist or
war,
citizen
the same
belligerent, who
within the
the United
United
who is transiently within
same belligerent,
of the
citizen of
States, to
to enlist
enlist or
or enter
enter himself
himself to
to serve
belligerent on board
such belligerent
serve such
States,
such vessel
of war,
the United
United States shall then be at peace with
if the
war, if
vessel of
such
such
belligerent.)
such belligerent.)
8. Fitting
Fitting out
arming, or
or attempting
attempting to
to fit
fit out
and arm, or proout and
and arming,
out and
8.
concerned in the
curing
be fitted
fitted out
out and
knowingly being concerned
armed, or knowingly
and armed,
to be
curing to
furnishing,
out, or
or arming
arming of
any ship
ship or
or vessel with intent that
of any
fitting out,
furnishing, fitting
such
ship or
or vessel
vessel shall
shall be
be employed
in the
the service of either of the
employed in
such ship
said
belligerents.
said belligerents.
9.
or delivering
delivering a
a commission
commission within the territory or
Issuing or
9. Issuing
intent
jurisdiction
the United
United States
for any
any ship
or vessel to the intent
ship or
States for
of the
jurisdiction of
that she
be employed
aforesaid.
employed as aforesaid.
may. be
she may
that
10. Increasing
procuring to
increased or augbe increased
to be
or procuring
auonenting, or
or augmenting,
Increasing or
10.
augmenting,
mented,
or knowingly
knowingly being
concerned in increasing
increasing or augmenting,
eing concerned
mented, or
at
the
force of
any ship
of war
cruiser, or other
armed vessel, which at
other armed
war,, cruiser,
ship of
of any
the force
a ship of war,
the
her arrival
arrival within
within the
the United States was a
of her
time of
the time
beligerents,
cruiser,
or armed
armed vessel
vessel in
service of either of the said belligerents,
in the service
cruiser, or
or
belonging to
to the
subjects of either
adding to the number
number of
either,, by adding
the subjects
or belonging
those on board of her for guns
guns
vessels, or
or by
changing lose
by changing
such vessels,
of such
guns of
equipment
of
calibre, or
by the
thereto of any equipment
addition thereto
the addition
or by
larger calibre,
of aa larger
solely applicable
applicable to war.
war.
solely
11. Beginning
Beginning or
setting on
or providing
providing or
or preparing the
foot or
on foot
or setting
11.
means for
for any
expedition or
or enterprise
from
enterprise to be carried on from
military expedition
any military
means
the
or jurisdiction
United States against the territories
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
territory or
the territory
or
dominions of either
either of the said belligerents.
or dominions
es
And
declare and
proclaim that
any frequenting
frequenting liigiservl
i
gve.eig
beses of bethat any
and proclaim
further declare
hereby further
I do
do hereby
And I
on,
Restrictions
United
the
of
and
use
of
the
waters
within
the
territorial
jurisdiction
of
the
Unite
Restrictions
on, in
in
and use of the waters within the territorial jurisdiction
or territorial ates
States
by the
vessels of
belligerent, whether
public ships
ships or
whether public
of aabelligerent,
armed vessels
the armed
States by
privateers,
for the
the purpose
preparing for
hostile operations,
operations, or as
for hostile
of preparing
purpose of
privateers, for
posts
of observation
observation upon
upon the
the ships
ships of
of war
war or
or privateers
or merchant
merchant
privateers or
posts of
enter the jurisvessels
of a
belligerent lying
lying within
or being
being about
about to enter
within or
a belligerent
vessels of
diction
the United
regarded as unfriendly and
must be regarded
States, must
United States
of the
diction of
offensive,
violation of
neutrality which
which it
the deterit is the
that neutrality
of that
in violation
and in
offensive, and
mination
of this
this government
and to
to the
the end that the
observe; and
to observe;
government to
mination of
hazard
and inconvenience
such apprehended
may be
practices may
apprehended practices
of such
inconvenience of
hazard and
avoided,
proclaim and
and declare
from and
after the
and after
that from
declare that
further proclaim
avoided, II further
thirteenth
of March,
instant, and
and during
the continuance
the
continuance of the
during the
March, instant,
thirteenth of
present hostilities,
war or
or privateer
privateer of
of any
any belligerent shall
of war
ship of
no ship
hostilities, no
present
be
permitted to
to make
use of
any port,
roadstead or other
harbor, roadstead
port, harbor,
of any
make use
be permitted
waters within
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
United States
a station or
as a
States as
the United
of the
waters
place
of resort
warlike purpose
or for
for the
obtaining
purpose of obtaining
the purpose
purpose or
any warlike
for any
resort for
place of
any
facilities of
of warlike
warlike equipment;
equipment; and
and no
no ship
ship of
war or
privateer
or privateer
of war
any facilities
port,
of either
belligerent shall
shall be
permitted to
to sail
leave any port,
or leave
of or
out of
sail out
be permitted
either belligerent
of
harbor
waters subject
jurisdiction of the United
to the jurisdiction
subject to
or waters
roadstead, or
harbor,'roadstead,
States from
which a
vessel of
opposing belligerent
belligerent (whether
(whether the
an opposing
of an
a vessel
from which
States
same
shall be
ship of
a merchant
merchant ship) shall
or a
privateer, or
a privateer,
war, a
of war,
a ship
be a
same shall
have
previously departed,
after the
twentyexpiration of at least twentythe expiration
until after
departed, until
have previouslv
four hours
hours from
from the
the departure
of such
such last-mentioned
beyond
vessel beyond
last-mentioned vessel
departure of
four
the jurisdiction
privateer
or privateer
war or
of war
ship of
If any
any ship
States. If
United States.
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
the
of a
a, belligerent
beligerent shall,
after the
the time
time this
this notification
effect,
takes effect,
notification takes
shall, after
of
enter any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
or waters
waters of the United States,
roadstead, or
enter
such vessel
be required
required to
to depart
and to put to sea within
depart and
shall be
vessel shall
such
territorial waters.
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twenty-four hours
hours after
after her
her entrance
entrance into
into such
such port,
harbor, roadroadtwenty-four
port, harbor,
stead,
stead, or waters, except
of weather
weather or
or of
of her
requiring
except in
in case
case of
of stress
stress of
her requiring
or things
things necessary
provisions or
crew, or
for
necessary for
for the
the subsistence
subsistence of
of her
her crew,
or for
repairs;
in any
of which
which cases
authorities of
of the
port or
the
repairs; in
any of
cases the
the authorities
the port
or of
of the
nearest port (as
shall require
put to
as
(as the
the case
case may be)
be) shall
require her
her to
to put
to sea
sea as
soon as
as possible
such _period
possible after the expiration
expiration of
of such
period of
of twenty-four
twenty-four
hours,
hours, without permitting
to take
in supplies
supplies beyond
beyond what
may
permitting her
her to
take in
what may
be necessary
her immediate
necessary for her
such vessel
may
immediate use; and
and no
no such
vessel which
which may
have been
to remain
remain within
the waters
waters of
of the
United States
States
have
been permitted
permitted to
within the
the United
for the purpose of repair
within such port,
repair shall continue within
roadport, harbor,
harbor, roadstead, or
for a
period than
than twenty-four
twenty-four hours
her
stead,
or waters
waters for
a longer
longer period
hours after
after her
necessary
necessary repairs
repairs shall have
have been
unless within
such
been completed,
completed, unless
within such
twenty-four hours
twenty-four
ship of
of war,
privateer, or
hours a
a vessel,
vessel, whether
whether ship
war, privateer,
or
merchant
merchant ship of an
opposing belligerent,
belligerent, shall
an opposing
shall have
have departed
departed theretherefrom, in which
from,
which case
for the
ship
case the time
time limited
limited for
the departure
departure of
of such
such ship
of war or privateer
privateer shall
be extended
extended so
far as
may be
shall be
so far
as may
be necessary
necessary to
to
secure
twenty-four hams
between such
such
secure an
an interval
nterval of not less
less than
than twenty-four
hours between
departure and
any ship
merchant ship
departure
and that
that of
of any
ship of
of war,
war, privateer,
privateer, or
or merchant
ship
of an opposing
opposing belligerent
belhgerent which
which may
have previously
quit the
the same
same
may have
previously quit
port, harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters.
waters. No ship of war
or privateer
war or
privateer of
of aa
belligerent
detained in
in any
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
waters
belligerent shall
shall be
be detained
any port,
port, harbor,
or waters
United States
more than
twenty-four hours,
by,reason
of the
of the United
States more
than twenty-four
hours, by
reason of
the
successive
from such
such port,
harbor, roadstead,
or waters
waters of
of
successive departures
departures from
port, harbor,
roadstead, or
more
of an
an opposing
But if
be
more than
than one
one vessel
vessel of
opposing belligerent.
belligerent. But
if there
there be
several vessels of opposing belligerents
several
berents in the same
same port, harbor,
harbor
roadstead, or waters,
shall
waters, the order of
of their departure
departure therefrom
therefrom shall
be so arranged
afford the opportunity
arranged as to afford
of leaving
leaving alternately
to
opportunity of
alternately to
the vessels
vessels of the opposing
the
opposing belligerents,
the least
least detenbelligerents, and
and to
to cause
cause the
detention consistent with the
of this
the objects
objects of
this proclamation.
proclamation. No
No ship
ship of
of war
war
or privateer of aa belligerent
permitted, while
in any
belligerent shall
shall be
be permitted,
while in
any port,
port,
harbor,
roadstead, or
or waters
waters within
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United
harbor, roadstead,
within the
States, to take in any supplies except
provisions and
other things
except provisions
and such
such other
things
as may be requisite
for the
requisite for
subsistence of
her crew,
crew, and
except so
the subsistence
of her
and except
so
much
only as
such vessel,
if without
without
much coal
coal only
as may
may be
be sufficient
sufficient to
to carry
carry such
vessel, if
any sail power, to
to the nearest
of her
her own
in case
case the
the
nearest port of
own country;
country; or
or in
vessel is rigged
and may
may also
by steam
rigged to
to go under sail,
sail, and
also be
be propelled
propelled by
steam
power, then
power,
then with half
of coal
coal which
which she
half the quantity
quantity of
she would
would be
be
if dependent
entitled to receive, if
dependent upon
steam alone,
and no
coal shall
shall
upon steam
alone, and
no coal
be again supplied to any
privateer in
in the
any such ship
ship of war
war or
or privateer
the same
same
or
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
States,
or any
any other
other port,
port, harbor,
or waters
waters of
of the
the United
United States,
without special
the expiration
without
special permission,
permission, until
until after
after the
expiration of
of three
three months
months
from
from the time when
last supplied
to her
when such coal
coal may have
have been
been last
supplied to
her
within the
of the
United States,
unless such
such ship
of war
war or
within
the waters of
the United
States, unless
ship of
or
privateer shall, since last thus
privateer
supplied, have entered
entered a
port of
of the
thus supplied,
a port
the
government
which she
she belongs.
government to which
belongs.
bStrit
to And I
I do further declare and proclaim
Strict neutrality
neutrality to
that the
statutes and
and the
proclaim that
the statutes
the
be maintained.
treaties
treaties of the United States
States and
alike require
require
and the
the law
law of nations alike
that no person, within the territory
territory and
jurisdiction of
the United
United
and jurisdiction
of the
shall take
take part, directly
States, shall
indireatly, in
the said
said wars,
wars, but
directly or
or indirectly,
in the
but
shall remain at peace
peace with al
all of the
shall
the said belligerents,
belligerents, and
and shall
maintain a
maintain
a strict
strict and impartial
impartial neutrality.
neutrality.
eObnivane
of Laws
laws
And IIdo hereby enjoin all citizens of the United
observance of
United States, and all
enjoined.
persons residing or being within the
the territory
territory or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
United States, to observe the laws thereof, and
United
commit no
act
and to
to commit
no act
contrary to the
contrary
of the
the said
statutes or
or treaties
treaties or
or in
the provisions
provisions of
said statutes
in vioviolation
the law
nations in
that behalf.
lation of
of the
law of
of nations
in that
behalf.
Miitaryai
And II do hereby warn all citizens
of the United
Military aid toielig
belligcitizens of
States, and
United States,
and all
all
erents prolubited.
persons residing or being
being within
jurisdiction that,
that,
within its
its territory
territory or
or jurisdiction
while the
the free
and full
full expression
of sympathies
szinpathies in
in public
public and
and private
while
free and
expression of
private
is not restricted
restricted by the laws of the United
Lnited States, military forces in
in
aid of aabelligerent cannot
cannot lawfully be
originated or
or organized
within
be originated
organized within
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its jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and
its
and that,
that, while
while all
lawfully and
and withwith- etContrband
fonizaband of
all persons
persons may
may lawfully
of war.
war.
out restriction
restriction by reason of the aforesaid
aforesaid state of war manufacture
manufacture e.
and sell within the United
United States
States arms and munitions
of war,
war, and
munitions of
and
other articles ordinarily known as "contraband
"contraband of
of war",
yet they
war", yet
they
cannot
cannot carry such articles
articles upon the high
seas for
for the
the use
use or
service
high seas
or service
of a
a belligerent,
belligerent, nor can they transport
transport soldiers
soldiers and officers
officers of a
a belbelligerent, or attempt to break any blockade
blockade which may
may be
be lawfully
lawfully
established
established and maintained
maintained during the said
incurring
said wars without incurring
the risk of hostile capture and the penalties
penalties denounced
denounced by
law
by the
the law
of nations in that
that behalf.
behalf.
all citizens
citizens of
of the
at
esNotice.
And I
I do
do hereby give
give notice
notice that
that all
the United
United St
States
Not lce
and others
others who may claim the protection
government, who
who
protection of this government,
misconduct themselves
themselves in
the premises,
so at
at their
peril,
may misconduct
in the
premises, will
will do
do so
their peril,
and that they can in no wise
the Governwise obtain any
any protection from
from the
Government of the United States
misStates against
against the
the consequences
consequences of
of their
their misconduct.
conduct.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF II have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
set my
and
the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
caused the seal of
of the
States to
affixed.
DONE at the City
this thirteenth
thirteenth day
day of
City of Washington
Washington this
of March,
March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL.] sixteen
independence of the United States
[sEAT...]
sixteen and of the independence
of
States of
America the one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
WOODROW WILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of
of State.
State.
AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TA.TES OF
OF AMERICA

March
15, 1916.
1916.
March 15,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

the act
act of
approved October
October twentieth,
twentieth, Alaska
Alakaol
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the
of Congress
Congress approved
coal lands.
lands.
Preamble.
nineteen hundred
hundred and
entitled "An
Act To
provide for
for the
the vol.
Vol. 38, p.
nineteen
and fourteen,
fourteen, entitled
An Act
To provide
p. 742.
742.

leasing
lands in
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, and
and for
leasing of
of coal lands
in the
for other
other purpurposes",
of the
the United
States shall
poses , provides
provides that
that the
the President
President of
United States
shall desigdesignate and reserve from use,
location, sale,
sale, lease
disposition not
not
use, location,
lease or
or disposition
exceeding
lands in
field
exceeding 7,680 acres of
of coal-bearing
coal-bearing lands
in the
the Matanuska
Matanuska field
and not exceeding 5,120 acres
acres of
coal-bearing lands
lands in
in the
of coal-bearing
the Bering
Bering
River field, in Alaska, prior
to the
the offering
offering of
of the
prior to
the unreserved
unreserved lands
lands
said fields;
for coal leasing in said
fields;
Now,
therefore, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
from
Now, therefore,
I, WOODROW
President of
of the
the leattntr,werved
land reservedfrom
T:nited States
of America,
said statute,
do Deserlpif
on.
United
States of
America, under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of said
statute, do
iaescrptlon.
hereby
and reserve
from use,
sate, lease
lease or
dishereby designate
designate and
reserve from
use, location,
location, sale,
or disposition the following
following described land in
of Alaska,
Alaska,
in the
the Territory
Territory of
to
to wit:
wit:
Matanuska field.
field.
MATANUSKA FIELD.
FIELD.
MATANUSKA
Matanuska
Meridian
Seward Base
Base and Meridian
NW. i Sec.
(1) T. 19 N.,
N., R. 66E.:
E.: N. i NE.
NE. i and
and N.
N. NNW.
Sec. 4;
4;
NW. i Sec.
5;
NE. I
i NE.
NE. i,I, W.
W. iINE.
NE. i and
and NW.
Sec. 5;
T.20
20 N.,
E.: Lot
E. ½
ISE.
SE. i Sec.
Sec. 31;
T.
N., R.
R. 66E.:
Lot 6
6 and
and E.
31;
Lots 4, 5, 66and 77and
Sec. 32;
32;
and SE.
SE. iIand SW.
SW. 1
4 Sec.
Lots
S. 4
ISE.
I, and
SW. 4 Sec.
33,
Lots 3, 4, 55and
and 6, S.
SE. 4,
and SW.
Sec. 33,
containing 1,446.17
1,446.17 acres.
containing
acres.
(2)
(2) T. 20 N., R. 5
5E.: NE. 4, SE.
and E.
SE. i, E.
E. 3 NW. iI and
E. /
½ SW.
SW. 4
Sec. 20;
NW. i, SW. i, SE. i and S. ½ NE. i Sec.
21;
Sec. 21;
SW.
and S.
S. i NW.
22;
SW. iI and
NW. I
i Sec.
Sec. 22;
NW.
27;
NW. i See.
Sec. 27;
NE.
. and
Sec. 28;
NE. 1
¼
and NW.
NW. i Sec.
28;
E.
NE. I
and NW.
NW. 1 NE.
NE. I
E. 4 NE.
1 and
Sec. 29,
i Sec.
29,
containing
containing 1,880
1,880 acres.
acres.
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Bering Rivet
River field.
field.

BERING RIVER FIELD.
Copper
River Base
and Meridian
Copper River
Base and
Meridian
(3) T.
16 S.,
R. 8
E.: Secs.
Secs. 23
23 and
and 24,
24,
(3)
T. 16
S., R.
8 E.:
containing
containing 1,280
1,280 acres.
acres.
(4) T.
16 S.,
R. 8
E.: NE.
NE. 4,SE.4
i, SE. ¼ and SW. i Sec. 33;
33;
(4)
T. 16
S., R.
8 E.:
T.
NW.
Sec. 3;
T. 17 S., R.
R. 8
8 E.:
E.: N.
N. 4½
NW. 4
3;
i Sec.
all
of Sec.
4;
all of
Sec. 4;
4 SE. 4
E. 4
½ NE.
NE. i4 and E.
E. ½
i Sec.
Sec. 5;
5;
E. 4½NE. i4 Sec. 8;
8;
N. 4½NW.
NW. 4i Sec. 9,
containing 1,520
acres.
containin
1,520 acres.
(5) T.
17 S.,
S., R.
R. 7
Lot 3
3and
and SE.
8;
SE. 4 SE. 4
i Sec.
Sec. 8;
(5)
T. 17
7 E.:
E.: Lot

4, SW. 4
Lots 1
1 and 2, SE. 4i NW. i,
i and W. 4

NE. 4 Sec. 9;
i NW. i4 Sec. 16;
NW. 4
SE. 4,
i, NE.1,
NE. i, NW. i and W. 3 SW. i Sec. 17;
i, SE. 4,
i, SE. i4 NW..
½ SW. i4 and
NE. 4,
NW. 4,, E. 4
3 and 4
lots 3
4 Sec.
18,
Sec. 18,
coiataini
1,556.98 acres.
acres.
containing0. 1,556.98
IN
WHEREOF, II have
Iave hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
caused
seal of
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
the seal
of the
United States
Done
the City
of Washington
this fifteenth
fifteenth day
day of
of March,
Done at
at the
City of
Washington this
March,
in
year of
Lord one
thousand nine
hundred and
of our
our Lord
one thousand
nine hundred
and
in the
the year
[SEAL.]
of the
Independencoof
States the
[SEAL.] sixteen,
sixteen, and
and of
the Independence
of the
the United
United States
the
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
F
RANK L.
OLK
FRANK
L. P
POLK
Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
TIHE TUNITED
STATES
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA

April 3,
3, 1916.
1916.
April

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

seventeenth
WHEREAS
WHEREAS an Executive
Executive Order dated February seventeenth,
nineteen hundred and twelve,
twelve, excluded
excluded from the Alamo National
National
Forest those
those parts
Mescalero Apache
Forest
parts of
of the
the Mescalero
Apache Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation included
included
therein by
by proclamation
proclamation of
of March
second, nineteen
therein
March second,
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
nine; and
and
nine:
WHEREAS
appears that the public
by
be promoted
promoted by
WHEREAS it
it appears
public good will be
adding certain
Alamo National Forest,
adding
certain lands
lands to
to the
the Alamo
Forest, within
within the
the State
State
eliminating certain areas
areas and restoring
restoring the
of New
New Mexico, and by
by eliminating
public lands
in a
a manner
by the
the Act
Congress
of Congress
Act of
manner authorized
authorized by
lands therein
therein in
public
approved September thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
thirteen,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
and thirteen,
entitled
"An Act
To authorize
President to
to provide
provide a
for
entitled "An
Act To
authorize the
the President
a method
method for
opening
restored from
opening lands
lands restored
from reservation
reservation or withdrawal,
withdrawal, and for other
other
purposes";
purposes";
modifed.Now, therefore,
I,I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
WOODROW WILSON,
President of the
United
States
of
America,
by
virtue
of
the
power
in
me
vested by
by the
the
me vested
in
power
the
of
virtue
by
of
America,
States
United
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March
March third, eighteen
eighteen hundred and ninetyninetyone
"An Act To
repeal timber-culture
timber-culture laws,
one (26 Stat.,
Stat., 1095),
1095), entitled "An
To repeal
laws,
and for
by the
Act of
approved
Congress approved
of Congress
the Act
also by
and also
purposes", and
other purposes",
for other
and
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven (30
eighteen hundred
(30 Stat., 11 at 34
34 and
36), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act Making;
Making appropriations
36),
appropriations for sundry
sundry civil
civil
expenses of
Government for
for the
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
expenses
of the
the Government
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
eighteen hundred
ninety-eight, and
for other
purposes", do
proeighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
and for
other purposes",
do proclaim
Alamo National
National Forest are
hereby
claim that
that the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the Alamo
are hereby

Alamo
National ForoNational
est, N. Mex.
Preamble.

Alam
Preamble.

For-

Vol. 35, pp. 2239.
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22.
.

o

Vol. 3s, p. 113.

3 p. 1

mrefi,
Area modified.
a

Vol.
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changed to
indicated as additions
on the
changed
to include the areas
areas indicated
additions on
the diagram
diagram
hereto annexed
annexed and
forming a
apart
to exclude
areas
and forming
part hereof
hereof and to
exclude the
the areas
eliminations.
indicated thereon as eliminations.
The withdrawal
withdrawal made
as to
to all
The
made by
by this
this proclamation
proclamation shall,
shall, as
all lands
lands adrioregalrghtsnot
Pr or
not
which are at
legally appropriated
public land
at this date
date legally
appropriated under the
the public
land laws
lawseted.
be subject
to, and
and shall
not interinteror reserved for
for any
any pubhc
public purpose,
purpose, be
subject to,
shall not
defeat legal rights
fere with or defeat
rights under such appropriation,
appropriation, nor
nor prevent
prevent
the use for such public
public purpose of lands so reserved, so long as such
such
appropriation
is legally
legally maintained,
reservation remains
remains in
in
or such
such reservation
maintained, or
appropriation is
force.
Excluded
Excluded lands rereAnd
do further
proclaim and
and make
make known
that in
in my
judgment stored to settlement.
further proclaim
my judgment
And I
I do
known that
it
the interest
opportunity and
and
it is proper
proper and
and necessary
necessary in
in the
interest of
of equal
equal opportunity
good
all of
of the
the lands
hereby excluded
excluded from
the
good administration
administration that
that all
lands hereby
from the
Alamo
to
Alamo National
National Forest subject
subject to disposition
disposition should
should be restored
restored to
settlement
advance of
and pursuant
authority reposed
reposed Vol. 33,
113.
settlement in
in advance
of entry,
entry, and
pursuant to
to the
the authority
38, p.
p. 113.
in
aforesaid Act
September thirtieth,
nineteen hundred
in me by the aforesaid
Act of September
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred
and
and thirteen
thirteen (38
(38 Stat., 113),
113), I
I do hereby direct
direct and provide
provide that such
such
lands,
to valid
provisions of
with- Time
of opening.
lands, subject
subject to
valid rights
rights and
and the
the provisions
of existing
existing withTimeof
opening.
drawals,
become subject
settlement only
drawals, shall be
be opened and become
subject to settlement
only under
under
the general
provisions of
laws, at
at and
not
the
general provisions
of the
the homestead
homestead laws,
and after,
after, but
but not
before, nine
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
m., standard
time, on
on the
sixty-third day
day after
before,
a. m.,
standard time,
the sixty-third
after
disposition
the date of this proclamation, and to entry
entry and other disposition
under
public land
thereto at and
after, but not
under any public
land law
law applicable
applicable thereto
and after
not
m., on the
before, nine o'clock a. m.,
after said
said date.
date.
Warningagainst tresthe ninety-first
ninety-first day
day after
WarningagainsttresPersons
who go
go upon
any of
of the
to be
be restored
as herein
herein propro- r
ing prior
Persons who
upon any
the lands
lands to
restored as
rassing
openprior to
to oPenthereon from and
any act of settlement
settlement thereon
and including
including g.
vided and
and perform
perform any
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation
proclamation until
until 9
o'clock a.
m., standard
9 o'clock
a. m.,
standard time,
time, on
on
the
the sixty-third
the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
or who are on
on or
or
sixty-third day from and after the
any part
hour, except
part of
of such
such lands
lands at said
said hoar,
except those
those
are occupying
occupying any
having valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
settlement rights initiated prior
prior to
to reservation
reservation
and since
maintained, and
those having
and
since maintaineand
nd those
having preferences
preferences to
to make
make entry
entry Vol 34 p 33
under the
the provisions
the Act
Act of
of Congre.ss
approved June
June eleventh,
Agricultural lands.
lands.
eleventh, Agricultura
of the
Congress approved
under
provisions of
nineteen hundred
233), entitled
entitled "An Act
Act To prohundred and six (34
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 233),
nineteen
and
vide
entry of
forest reserves",
reserves", and
lands within
within forest
vide for the entry
of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
acts amendatory, will be considered and dealt with as trespassers
trespassers and
preference will
be given
given the
prior legal
preference
will be
the prior
legal applicant,
applicant, notwithstanding
notwithstanding Examinations
Exa
ations alalsuch
or occupancy:
lowed.
Provided, however,
however, that lowed.
unlawful settlement
settlement or
occupancy: P'rovided,
such unlawful
nothing
herein shall
shall prevent
prevent persons
from going
going upon and
and over
over the
persons from
nothing herein
lands
to examine
with a
a view
thereafter to
to going
going upon
upon and
and
view thereafter
lands to
examine them
them with
making settlement
thereon when
the lands
shall become
making
settlement thereon
when the
lands shall
become subject
subject Prr for
i or settlement
settlement
proclamation. Persons
Persons having
thereto in
accordance with this
having prior
prior rirights,
ght,, etc
thereto
in accordance
this proclamation.
settlement rights
rights or
preferences, as above defined, will
will be allowed to
settlement
or preferences,
entry in conformity
conformity with
with existing
law and
and regulations.
regulations.
existing law
make entry
IN
WITNESS WHETREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set my
I have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
of the
United States
States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
seal of
the United
caused
Done
at the
of Washington,
Washington, this
of April,
April, in
in the
the
Done at
the City
City of
this 3rd
3rd day
day of
year of
of our
our Lord
Lord one
hundred and
sixand sixyear
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
[sE.AL.1
teen, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
the
States the
the United
[SEAL.]
teen,
one hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
one
By
By the President:
President:

R
OBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
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April 26,
1916.
26,1916.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
BT
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES.
STATES.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS the
the Act
Act of
Congress authorizing
authorizing th
disposa lo
an d
s
WHEREAS
of Congress
thee disposal
offl
lands
within the former Devils Lake Indian Reservation,
North Dakota,
Dakota,
Reservation, North
VoL33,p.319.
approved April
April 27, 1904 (33 United States Statutes at Large, 319),
Vol. 33, p. 319.
approved
319),
things provides:
provides:
among other
other things
That, when in the judgment of the
more of
of the
land
the President
President no
no more
the land
herein ceded
ceded can be
disposed of
at said
said price,
may by
by proclaproclabe disposed
of at
price, he
he may
mation, to be repeated
repeated in his discretion,
discretion, sell
time to
sell from
from time
to time
time
the remaining
remaining lands
subject to
provisions of
the homestead
homestead
lands subject
to the
the provisions
of the
law or otherwise as he may deem most advantageous,
such
advantageous, at
at such
price or prices, in such manner, upon such conditions,
conditions, with
such
with such
restrictions, and upon such terms
may deem
deem best
terms as he may
best for
for all
all
iriterests concerned;
concerned;
interests
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, in my judgment,
judgment, no
no more
more of
land can
can be
be
of the
the land
disposed of at said price; and it
believed that
that the
the remaining
land
it being
being believed
remaining land
be most advantageously
can be
advantageously disposed
disposed of
of in
in the
following manner;
manner;
the following
UhdlaPeeed otl
enanc
la
NOW therefore
I, WOODROW
WILSON, President
President o
tohdsrsed
NOW
therefore, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
off th
thee
to
be sold.
United States of America, do hereby
proclaim and
and direct
direct that
that all
hereby proclaim
all
the land ceded by the said Act,
Act, not embraced
embraced in
in any
any valid,
existing
valid, existing
right initiated
initiated under the public
public land laws,
laws, shall
shall be
be offered
offered for
for sale
sale
under the supervision
supervision of
Opening and
of
of the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Opening
and Sale
Sale of
Indian Reservations,
Reservations, to the highest bidders,
for cash,
cash, at
not less
bidders, for
at not
less
than $1.25 per acre. The sale will be held at
Minot, North
North Dakota,
Dakota,
at Minot,
commencing
commencing June
June 3,
3, 1916.
1916.
Offering
to bidders.
bidders.
The lands shall be listed for sale in tracts embracing
Offering to
The
embracing the northeast,
northwest,
northwest, southwest
and southeast
southeast quarters
quarters of
sections, unless
parts
southwest and
of sections,
unless parts
of such subdivisions are
to sale,
which event
event all
all conconare not
not subject
subject to
sale, in
in which
tiguous lands
lands subject
to sale
in such
such quarter
quarter sections
sections shall
shall be
as
subject to
sale in
be listed
listed as
lands shall be
separate tracts. The lands
be offered
offered for
for sale
sale as
as listed,
listed, unless
unless the
the
owners of adjacent lands request the offering
offering of
subdivisions
of smaller
smaller subdivisions
adjoining the lands so
so owned,
owned, in
event the
the Superintendent
in which
which event
Superintendent of
of
the sale is authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to
to first
smaller subfirst offer
offer such
such smaller
subdivisions, and then offer
offer the
the remaining
remaining land
listed tracts.
tracts.
land in
in such
such listed
Payment.
the purchase price
Payment.
The successful bidder for each tract
tract must pay the
price
thereof to the Receiver of the Minot
Land Office
o'clock,
Minot Land
Office before
before 4.30
4.30 o'clock,
p. m., on the next day following the date
sale on
on which
which the
the land
date of
of sale
land
office
is open.
office is
open.
Resale
nonayResale on non
payIf any
any- person fails to make payment on the day
required for
for th
an d
day required
thee l
land
ment.
purchased,
purchased, the land will be reoffered
reoffered for
person so
so dedefor sale and
and the
the person
faulting will not thereafter
thereafter be permitted
permitted to
bid for
purchase any
any
to bid
for or
or purchase
other tract.
other
tract.
No
restrictions, etc.
etc.
No restriction
No restrictions,
restriction will be made as to the number of tracts any person
person
may purchase,
purchase, and no showing will
purchasers as
will be required
required of
of purchasers
as to
to
citizenship or
age, citizenship
or otherwise.
otherwise.
Conditions.
Bids may be made either in person or by agent, but will not
Conditions.
not be conconsidered if received
the mail.
mail.
received through
through the
Rles,
etc.
The
Secretary of the Interior and the Superintendent
Rules, etc.
The Secretary
Superintendent of
of the
the sale
sale
emergencies arise,
may, as emergencies
and prescribe
prescribe such
rules and
reguarise, make
make and
such rules
and regulations not in conflict herewith
herewith as
as the
proper conducting
conducting of
of the
the proper
the sale
sale
may require; and the Superintendent
Superintendent may
may at
at any
any time
time suspend
or
suspend or
postpone
indefinitely post
pone the sale or adjourn
it to
time or
or place
place as
adjourn it
to such
such time
as
he may deem
deem advisable; and he may reject any or all bids which
in
which in
his opinion
opinion are less than the actual
actual cash value
value at which
of the
the
which any
any of
lands
sold.
lands offered
offered should
should be
be sold.
Warning
against
All
any agreement,
agreement, comcompatrn 1etc.
nst conAll persons
persons are
are warned
warned against
against entering
entering into
into any
spiracies.
bination,
bination, or conspiracy which will prevent any of said
lands from
said lands
from

rDevis

.dn

R De°as LaOke
Lake Indian
eservation
N.Dak.
Prremble.,
Preamble.

ANNETTE ISLAND
FISHERYRE SERVE

A NNETTE
/SLAND
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1916.
selling advantageously,
advantageously, and all persons so offending
offending will
will be prosecuted criminally under Section
Section 2373 of
Statutes of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the
United States, which reads
reads as
follows:
as follows:
"Every
person who,
who, before
before or
at the
the time
"Every person
or at
of the
the public
public sale
sale of
of any
any of
of der
de .et
time of

le

forsh
bin'
fr
sal

the lands of the United States,
States, bargains,
bargains, contracts,
contracts, or
or agrees,
agrees, or
2,
or R.
R. g.,, s;;0.
se. 2373,
bargain, contract, or agree with any other person,
35, p.
ol. 35,
attempts to bargain,
person, that Vol.
p. 1099.
1099
the last-named person
person shall not bid upon or purchase the land
land so
offered for sale, or any parcel thereof, or
comor who
who by
by intimidation,
intimidation, combination, or unfair management,
management, hinders, or prevents, or
attempts to
to
or attempts
hinder or prevent, any person from bidding
upon or
or purchasing
purchasing any
bidding upon
any
tract of land so offered for sale,
not more
more than
sale, shall be
be fined
fined not
than one
one
thousand
thousand dollars, or
not more
more than
than two
or both."
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
two years,
years, or
both."

P.
p.
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WHEREOF I
I have hereunto
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set my hand
and
hand and
caused the seal of the United States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
twenty-sixth day
in
Washington this twenty-sixth
day of
of April,
April, in
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and sixteen and
[SEAL.]
of the independence
[SEAL.]
independence of the United States
hunStates the
the one
one hundred and fortieth
fortieth
By
By the President:
President:
ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
State.
Secretary of State.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF

April 28,
1916. ''
Aprl
28,191

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION..

WHEREAS
it is provided
provided by section
FihWHEREAS it
section fifteen, of the act of Con- eryAMetteland
Reserv e,A
grags,
approved March
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-one,
en - PreYamble.Aak
Preamblegress, approved
March third,
third, eighteen
ninety-one, eniitled "An
"An Act
Act To
repeal timber-culture
laws, and
and for
for other
other purposes,"
purposes," Vol.
26, p
p. 1101.
1101.
titled
To repeal
timber-culture laws,
Vol. 26,
that "Until
"Until otherwise provided by law, the
as
the body of lands known
known as
Annette
in the
Archipelago in
in southsouthAnnette Islands, situated
situated in
the Alexander
Alexander Archipelago
eastern Alaska, on
side of
Dixon's entrance,
entrance, be,
on the
the north side
of Dixon's
be, and
and the
the
same
hereby, set
set apart
reservation for
for the
same is hereby,
apart as
as aa reservation
the use
use of
of the
the MetlaMetlakahtla Indians, and those people known as
have
as Metlakahtlans,
Metlakahtlans, who have
recently emigrated
emigrated from British Columbia
such other
other
Columbia to Alaska,
Alaska, and
and such
Alaskan natives
natives as may join
them, to
be held
held and
by them
in
Alaskan
join them,
to be
and used
used by
them in
common, under
regulations, and
and subject
restricunder such
such rules
rules and
and regulations,
subject to
to such
such restrictions, as may be prescribed from time to
the
to time by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior,'' an
Interior,"
andd
WHEREAS the Secretary
WHEREAS
Secretary of the
with aaview
to assisting
the Interior, with
view to
assisting
the Metlakahtlans
has decided
to place
in operation
operation
Metlakahtlans to
to self-support,
self-support, has
decided to
place in
Annette Island;
Island; and
aacannery on
on Annette
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is therefore necessary
fishery in
in the
necessary that
that the
the fishery
the waters
waters
contiguous to
the hereinafter
Annette
contiguous
to the
hereinafter described
described group
group comprising
comprising the
the Annette
Islands be reserved
reserved for
of supplying
supplying fish
fish and
for the
the purpose
purpose of
and other
other
aquatic products
products for
cannery;
aquatic
for said
said cannery;
Now, therefore,
Now,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
President of
of the
.bl
i
v
nals
ere
s
sesrrounding
s
r
u
yrr
ecirrt,g
therefore, I,
Wilson, President
the United
United,slat
States
America, by
by virtue
power in
States of
of America,
virtue of
of the
the power
in me
vested by
other
me vested
by the
the laws
laws of rakahtLas
lakahtlans and other
make known
known and
theAlaskannatives
the United States, do
Jo hereby
hereby make
and proclaim
proclaim that
that the
Alas kan 'a u'
the shore
shore lines
lines at
at mean
mean low
low
waters within
within three
three thousand
thousand feet
feet from
from the
tide of Annette Island, Ham
Walker Island,
Lewis Island,
Iam Island, Walker
Island, Lewis
Island,
Spire Island, Hemlock
Hemlock Island,
and adjacent
rocks and
islets, located
located
Island, and
adjacent rocks
and islets,
within the area segregated
segregated by the broken line upon the
the diagram
diagram
hereto attached and made aapart
part of this
the bays
this proclamation;
proclamation; also
also the
bays
of said islands, rocks, and islets,
hereby reserved
reserved for
for the
the benefit
benefit
islets, are
are hereby
s

is

d
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of the
such other
Alaskan natives
natives as
of
the Metlakahtlans
Metlakahtlans and
and such
other Alaskan
as have
have joined
joined
them or
or may
may join
join them
them in
in residence
residence on
these islands,
islands, to
to be
be used
by
on these
used by
them
them under
under the
general fisheries
and regulations
of the
the United
regulations of
United
them
the general
fisheries laws
laws and
States as
as administered
administered by
the Secretary
of Commerce.
States
by the
Secretary of
Commerce.
Unauthorized
Warning
is
hereby
to
all
unauthorized persons
persons not
not
Unuthorized fishing
ishing
Warning
is
hereby
expressly
given
all unauthorized
to
prohadted.
to
fish in
or use
waters herein
herein described
mentioned.
to fish
in or
use any
any of
of the
the waters
described or
or mentioned.
IN
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my hand and
caused
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
the seal of
of the
the United
Washington this
Done at
at the City of Washington
this 28th
28th day of April, in the year
year
of our
our Lord
of
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
[sEAL.]
Independence of
States the one
of the United
United States
one
[SEAL.] and
and of
of the
the Independence
hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES

May
1916.
May 33, 1916.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
I,
Wilson, President
President of
of the
United States
America, by
by
of America,
States of
the United
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
virtue of the power and authority
authority vested in me by the Act of ConCon'
I
amb tir ed ulgress
approve March
22, 1906
(34 Stat.
Stat. L.,
80) do
hereby prescribe,
prescribe,
do hereby
L., 80)
1906 (34
March 22,
gress approved
•hocnmPenedto
hoMestead
Vol. 34, p. 8.
80.
proclaim,
and make
known, that
all the
the non-mineral,
- vt34,
proclaim, and
make known,
that all
non-mineral, unallotted
unallotted and
and
unreserved lands
the diminished
diminished Colville
Colville Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
unreserved
lands within
within the
in
the State
of Washington,
Washington, classified
classified as irrigable
irrigable lands, grazing
grazing lands,
lands,
in the
State of
or arid
shall be
be disposed
of under
under the
the general
general provisions
of the
or
arid lands,
lands, shall
disposed of
provisions of
the
homestead
the United
States and
the said
Act of
of Congress,
Congress,
and of
of the
said Act
homestead laws
laws of
of the
United States
and shall
settlement and
entry and
and settled
settled upon,
upon, occuoccuand
shall be
be opened
opened to
to settlement
and entry
pied, and
only in
the manner
manner herein
herein prescribed:
prescribed: Provided,
Provided,
and entered
entered only
in the
pied,
classified as
designated
as timber
timber or
or mineral,
mineral, all
all lands designated
That all
all lands classified
for
following
lands within
within the following
for irrigation
irrigation by the Government,
Government, and all
all lands
townships and
parts of
of townships
shall not
under this
be disposed
disposed of
of under
this
townships shall
not be
townships
and parts
proclamation:
proclamation:
Landsexcepted.
Townships 31,
31, 32,
and 34
34 north,
35 east;
east; township
township 30
30
Lands excepted.
Townships
32, 33,
33, and
north, range
range 35
north, range
range 31
31 north,
north, range
range 30
east; north
half of
of
north half
township 31
30 east;
north,
31 east;
east; township
township 31
township
31 north,
north, range
range 28
28 east;
east; townships 32
32, 33,
33, and
and 34
34 north,
north,
of township
township
range
range 28 east;
east; south
south half and
and south
south half
half of north
north half of
33
and fractional
part north
of Lake
fractional part
north and
and east
east of
Lake
33 north,
north, range
range 27
27 east;
east; and
Omache
township 32
32 north,
range 27
Omache of
of township
north, range
27 east.
east.
for the
will be
be conducted
conducted at
at the
of
or
1.
registration for
the lands
lands will
the cities
cities of
1. A
A registration
Time and places for
registration.
Spokane,
Wenatchee, Colville,
Colville, Wilbur,
Wilbur, Republic
and Omak,
WashSpokane, Wenatchee,
Republic and
Omak, Washregiral.
ington, beginning
beginning July
ending July
July 22,
ington,
July 5,
5, and
and ending
22, 1916,
1916, Sunday
Sunday excepted,
excepted,
Superintendent of
opening.
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of John
John McPhaul,
McPhaul, Superintendent
of the opening.
Any person
person qualified
qualified to
to make
entry under
provisions of
of
Any
make entry
under the
the general
general provisions
register.
the homestead
homestead law may re
g ister.
Applicatio
was honorably
ns
2. Any
Any person
person who
discharged after
after at
least ninety
ninety
at least
who was
honorably discharged
2.
AoiePr'atdions
soldiers
and sailors.from
days'
United
States Army,
Army, Navy
or Marine
Marine Corps,
days' service
service in
in the
the United States
Navy or
Corps,
during the
Philippine
the Civil War,
War, the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War or the Philippine
Insurrection (or the
or minor
orphan children
of such
such perperInsurrection
the widow
widow or
minor orphan
children of
Others.
thers,
son) may register either in person
person or by agent. Other persons
persons will
not be permitted
permitted to register by agent. No person shall present more
than one
one application
in his
own behalf
behalf and
one as
as agent.
than
application in
his own
and one
agent.
Requirements.
Each application
application for
must show
show the
name,
Requirements.
for registration
registration must
the applicant's
applicant's name,
postoffice
address, age,
age, height
weight, and
must be
be inclosed
postoffice address,
height and
and weight,
and must
inclosed in
in an
an
envelope
marks or
than the
envelope bearing
bearing no
no distinctive
distinctive marks
or any
any paper
paper other
other than
the
application. No envelope
envelope shall contain
contain more
more than
than one
one application.
application.

c.vin wIndn
e

Indian

Res-

Rea-

ervation Wash.
nallotted
rigable, Pirtle
UnaRo
,
tted irrigable,

from
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3. Each
Each applicant
applicant must
sign and
and swear
swear to
application nutratim
Registratio of
a" 3.
must himself
himself sign
to his
his application
of aP

on or after July 5, and not later than July 22,
22, 1916,
1916, at
at Spokane, WenatWenat- p
on.
Colville, Wilbur
Omak, Washington,
before a
chee, Colville,
Wilbur, Republic
Republic or
or Omak,
Washington, before
a
notary
notary public designated
designated by
Except A
or
by the Superintendent:
Superintendent: Except
A soldier's
soldier's or
sailor's application
application and power of attorney appointing
appointing an agent may
may
be
at any
any time
after the
the date
date
be signed and
and sworn to by the
the applicant
applicant at
time after
hereof
prior to
to the
the close
close of
of the
the registration,
registration, but
but the
the agent
agent must
must
hereof and
and prior
sign
swear to
application during
during the
time, at
at one
one of
the places
sign and
and swear
to the
the application
the time,
of the
places
and in
m the manner herein
execution of other appliappliherein prescribed
prescribed for the execution
have been
been properly
properly executed
executed they
must
cations. After
After applications
applications have
they must
be
Superintendent or
designated by
by
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the Superintendent
or to
to some
some person
person designated
him
to receive
him to
receive them.
them.
4.
at 10
10 o'clock
m. on
on July
at the
the said
Drawings.
4. Beginning
Beginning at
o'clock a.
a. m.
July 27,
27, 1916,
1916, at
said city
city Drawings.
of Spokane and
thereafter from
and continuing thereafter
from day
day to day, Sundays
excepted, as
long as
may be
be necessary,
there shall
be impartially
excepted,
as long
as may
necessary, there
shall be
impartially taken
taken
and selected
selected indiscriminately
indiscriminately from
the whole
of envelopes
envelopes
and
from the
whole number
number of
presented, such
thereof as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
carry the
the
presented,
such number
number thereof
to carry
provisions of
of this
into effect,
effect, and
provisions
this proclamation
proclamation into
and the
the applications
applications for
for
registration contained
in the
selected, shall,
shall, when
registration
contained in
the envelopes
envelopes so
so selected,
when corcorrect in
in form
form and
execution, be
numbered serially
the order
order in
rect
and execution,
be numbered
serially in
in the
in which
which
they
were selected,
selected, beginning
with number
number one,
one, and
they were
beginning with
and the
the numbers
numbers
thus
shall fix
fix and
control the
the order
order in
which the
the persons
persons
thus assigned
assigned shall
and control
in which
named
entry of
of the
lands.
named therein
therein may
may make
make entry
the lands.
Naof
tice
successful
5.
A list
list of
of the
successful applicants
applicants showing
assigned appoticef
5. A
the successful
showing the
the number
number assigned
sucessul
to each
will be
be conspicuously
posted and
and furnished
the press
press for
to
each will
conspicuously posted
furnished to
to the
for
publication
of news
proper notice
be promptly
publication as
as a
a matter
matter of
news and
and a
a proper
notice will
will be
promptly
to each
of these
mailed to
each of
these applicants.
applicants.
m., on September
6. Beginning
Beginning at 9
9 o'clock, a. in.,
September 5,
P
ca
reeittons
t
s
i
ent=sa. P
5, 1916, and
and concon-ppliitef
tinuingthereafter
on such
dates as
be fixed
by the
the Secretary
tinuig thereafter on
such dates
as may
may be
fixed by
Secretary
of the
n terior, persons
persons holding
numbers assigned
assigned to
to them
this
of
the Interior,
holding numbers
them under
under this
ap

i

ts

8

-

proclamation will
will be
permitted to
to select
enter the
the tracts
etc.
tracts they
they Selections,
Selections,etc.
proclamation
be permitted
select and
and enter
desire
as follows:
map room
be established
established at
at such
place as
desire as
follows: A
A map
room will
will be
such place
as
shall
be decided
decided upon
of the
the Interior,
Interior, where
shall be
upon by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
where numnumbers
assigned will
in their
bers assigned
will be
be called
called in
their numerical
numerical order.
order. When
When an
an
applicant's number
he must
must at
once select
select the
the tract
he
applicant's
number is
is called,
called, he
at once
tract he
desires
to enter
and will
will be
allowed ten
ten days
date of
of
be allowed
days following
following the
the date
desires to
enter and
selection
within which
which to
complete entry
entry at
at the
the proper
proper land
land office.
office.
selection within
to complete
During
he must
must file
homestead application
at the
the land
During such
such period
period he
file a
a homestead
application at
land
office,
the same
same with
with the
the usual
filing fees
fees and
commisoffice, accompanying
accompanying the
usual filing
and commissions
thereto one-fifth
appraised value
of the
sions and
and in addition
addition thereto
one-fifth of
of the
the appraised
value of
the
tract selected.
If the
the lands
in the
the Spokane,
Spokane, Washington,
land
tract
selected. If
lands are
are in
Washington, land
district,
entry must
be made
made at
the Spokane
Spokane land
office; if
if in
district, entry
must be
at the
land office;
in the
the
Waterville,
district, entry
entry must
at the
Waterville, Washington,
Washington, land
land district,
must be
be made
made at
the
Waterville
incident to
to a
trip to
to the
Waterville land
land office.
office. To
To save the
the expense
expense incident
a trip
the
land and
and to
to return
return to
to the
the land
land office,
office, he
his selection,
land
he may,
may, following
following his
selection,
execute his
application for
for the
the tract
tract selected
selected within
within the
the
execute
his homestead
homestead application
land district
and file
same in
in the
land office,
it will
will be
land
district and
file same
the land
office, where
where it
be held
held
awaiting
payment of
the fees
fees and
and commissions
of the
awaiting the
the payment
of the
commissions and
and one-fifth
one-fifth of
the
appraised
the land.
event, the
be
appraised value
value of
of the
land. In
In that
that event,
the payment
payment must
must be
made
within ten
the date
date of
of selection.
feePsaltrts of first
can fePayments
selection. Payments can
made within
ten days
days following
following the
be
by certified
certified checks on national and state banks
in cash,
cash, by
be made only
only in
and
companies, which
which can
can be
be cashed
without cost
to the
the Govand trust
trust companies,
cashed without
cost to
Government,
or by
postoffice money
payable to
the receiver
ernment, or
by postoffice
money orders
orders made
made payable
to the
receiver
of
the land
payments may
may be
person, through
through
of the
land office.
office. These
These payments
be made
made in
in person,
mails or
any other
other means
means or
desired, but
the applicant
the mails
or any
or agency
agency desired,
but the
applicant
assumes
He must
must see
the paypayassumes all responsibility
responsibility in
in the matter. He
see that
that the
ten days
and where
ments reach
reach the land office
office within
within the
the ten
days allowed,
allowed, and
where
failure
application has
been filed
filed in
failure occurs in
in any
any instance
instance where
where the application
has been
in
the
the land
land office
office without
without payment,
payment, as
as herein
herein provided
provided for,
for, the
the applicaapplication
rejected without
further action
action on
part of
of the
the local
tion will
will stand
stand rejected
without further
on the
the part
local
officers.
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Declaratory stateDeclaratory
stat

Tnmeats.
merits.

declaratory statements,
In case of declaratory
statements, allowable
this opening,
opening,
allowable under
under this
course may
may be
be pursued,
pursued, except
except that
that the
the filing
fees must
must be
the same
same course
filing fees
be
paid
date of
party having
having
paid within
within the ten
ten days
days following
following date
of selection,
selection, the
the party
six months after filing
complete entry.
entry. Soldiers
Soldiers
filing within which to complete
or sailors
sailors or
their widows
or minor
minor orphan
or
or their
widows or
orphan children
children making
making homehomestead
entry of
of these
make payment
of fees,
stead entry
these lands
lands must
must make
payment of
fees, commissions
commissions
as is
is required
of other
entrymen.
and purchase
purchase money
money as
required of
other entrymen.

The purchase money not
not required
required at
at the
time of
entry may
be paid
the time
of entry
may be
paid
in five equal installments.
installments. These payments will become due at the
end of
two, three,
three, four
and five
five years
after the
the date
of entry,
end
of one,
one, two,
four and
years after
date of
entry, unless
unless
commutation
is made.
If such
proof is
the unpaid
unpaid
commutation proof
proof is
made. If
such proof
is made
made, all
all the
installments
must be
be paid
at that
time. Where
Where three-year
proof is
installments must
paid at
that time.
three-year proof
is
submitted,
the entryman
may make
submitted, the
entryman may
make payment
payment of
of the
the unpaid
unpaid installinstallments at that time or at any time before they
they become
become due
due and
and final
final
certificate will
the absence
absence of
objection, upon
upon such
such payment
certificate
will issue,
issue, in
in the
of objection,
payment
being
being made. If
entryman fails
to make
payment when
If any entryman
fails to
make any
any payment
when it
it
becomes
becomes due, all his
former payments
payments will
and his
his entry
his former
will be
be forfeited
forfeited and
entry
will
canceled.
will be
be canceled.
Restriction.
7. No person will be permitted to select more than
Restriction.
than one
one tract,
tract,
present
one application
present more than one
application to
than one
one
to enter,
enter, or
or file
file more than
declaratory statement
statement in
own behalf.
behalf.
declaratory
in his
his own
Forfeiture.
Forfeiture.
8. If any
any person
person fails
fails to
to select
select the
he desires
to enter
enter on
on the
the tract
tract he
desires to
the
date assigned
assigned to
to him for that purpose, or
made such
such selecor if, having made
selection he fails to perfect
perfect it
it by
by making
payments as
making entry
entry or
or filing
filing and
and payments
as
herein
if he
one application
application for
herein provided,
provided, or if
he presents
presents more
more than
than one
for regisregistration
tration or presents
application in
in any
any other
than his
his true
true name,
name, he
presents an application
other than
he
will
forfeit his
or filing
under this
Proclamation.
will forfeit
his right
right to
to make
make entry
entry or
filing under
this Proclamation.
Occupancy.
9.
None of
of the
lands opened
to entry
under this
this Proclamation
Proclamation will
occupancy.
9. None
the lands
opened to
entry under
will
become subject
become
prior to
o'clock a.
subject to
to settlement
settlement or entry prior
to 99 o'clock
a. m.
m. OcOctober
18, 1916,
1916, except
manner prescribed
prescribed herein;
herein; and
pertober 18,
except in
in the
the manner
and all
all peradmonished not
any settlement
settlement before
that time
sons are admonished
not to make
make any
before that
time on
on
lands not covered
covered by
made by
by them
Proeby entries
entries or filings made
them under
under this
this ProcUndisposed of
of lands. lamation.
All the
the said
said lands
lands not
not then
by persons
UndisP°sed
then entered
entered by
persons assigned
assigned
numbers
hour, become
subject to
settlement
numbers hereunder, will, at
at that
that hour,
become subject
to settlement
and entry
general provisions
the homestead
and
and
entry under
under the
the general
provisions of
of the
homestead laws
laws and
the aforesaid
the
aforesaid Act
Act of
of Congress.
Congress.
Regulations.
Regulations.
10. The
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
shall make
prescribe such
such
10.
The Secretary
Interior shall
make and
and prescribe
rules
regulations as
be necessary
to carry
carry the
rules and
and regulations
as may
may be
necessary and
and proper
proper to
the
provisions
of the
the said
said Act
of Congress
provisions of
of this
this Proclamation
Proclamation and
and of
Act of
Congress into
into
full force and effect and is hereby authorized
authorized to prescribe
prescribe the time
time
when and the
manner in
in which
which lands
lands in
all the
the townships
when
the manner
in any
any or
or all
townships
temporarily withheld
temporarily
withheld from disposal,
disposal, as
herein provided,
may be
be
as herein
provided, may
opened
to settlement
settlement and
entry.
opened to
and entry.
In Witness
Whereof IIhave
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
In
Witness Whereof
have hereunto
and caused
caused the
the
seal
seal of the
the United States
States to
to be affixed.
affixed.
May in
the year
Done at
at the
the City of
of Washington
Washington this
this third
third day
day of
of May
in the
year
hundred and
of our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
and sixteen,
sixteen,
[SEAL.] and of
United States
the one
[SEAL.]
of the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States the
one
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
hundred
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODBOW
the President:
President:
By the
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

Payments
by installPayments by
ments.

FOSrT SEICE

DIXIE NATIONAL FOREST
NEVXA UTAHMAwASOM
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1916.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1916.
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
PRESIDENT OF
BY

May
1916.
10,1916.
ay 10,

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
that the
the public
will be
be promoted
by Nov
Dixiejlationallorest,
NDe,iNthForet,
promoted by
good will
public good
that
it
WHEREAS
WHEREAS
it appears
.,
Utah, and Ariz.
*NOV.
^.. .N..
.
.

excluding from the Dixie National Forest certain areas, within the
a manner
manner
State of
restoring the public lands therein
therein in a
and restoring
Arizona, and
of Arizona,
State
authorized
by the
Act of
September thirtieth,
thirtieth,
approved September
Congress approved
of Congress
the Act
authorized by

Prmble.

Preamble.

14°

Vol

113.
Vol. 38, p. 113.

nineteen hundred
and thirteen,
"An Act To authorize the
entitled "An
thirteen, entitled
hundred and
nineteen
President
for opening lands restored from resera method for
to provide a
President to
vation
purposes"; and
and for other purposes";
or withdrawal, and
vation or
WHEREAS
Toiyabe National
National Forest forthe Toiyabe
of the
portions of
those portions
WHEREAS those
merly
Moapa National Forest, in Nevada,
Nevada, and
the Moapa
constituting the
merly constituting
1915, should be
included
within the
the Toiyabe National
National Forest July 1, 1915,
included within
a part of the Dixie National Forest;
transferred to and made
made a
transferred

Now,
therefore, I,
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
United Area modified.
the United
of the
WILSON, President
I, WOODROW
Now, therefore,
0
States of
of America,
virtue of
power in
in me
vested by
by the
the Act
of Vol.
Vol 330,, p. 36.
Act of
me vested
the power
of the
by virtue
America, by
States

Congress
approved June
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
ninety-seven
hundred and ninety-seven
eighteen hundred
Congress approved
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34
34 and
36), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Making appropriaAct Making
and 36),
(30
tions
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses of the Government
Government for the fiscal year
year
civil expenses
tions for
ending June
June thirtieth,
ninety-eight, and for
hundred and ninety-eight,
eighteen hundred
thirtieth, eighteen
ending
purposes", do
proclaim that the boundaries
boundaries of the Dixie Nado proclaim
other purposes",
tional Forest
Forest are
changed to exclude the areas indicated as
hereby changed
are hereby
tional
eliminations on the diagram
diagram -hereto annexed and forming a
a part
eliminations
hereof
and to
include the
the areas
areas indicated
indicated thereon, in Nevada, immeto include
hereof and
diately heretofore
heretofore embraced
embraced within
within the
the Moapa
Division of the Toiyabe
Moapa Division
diately
National Forest and excluded
excluded therefrom
therefrom by Executive
Executive Order
Order which II
National
have also signed
signed this date.
have
And
further proclaim
and make
make known
known that
in my
my judgment
it stEludtedlalentre
Excluded lauds lu*
judgment it
that in
proclaim and
And IIdo
do further
stored
to settlement.
is proper
proper and
necessary in
opportunity and good
good
in the interest of equal opportunity
and necessary
is
excluded from the Dixie
administration that all of the lands hereby
hereby excluded
administration
National
disposition should be restored
restored to settleto disposition
subject to
Forest subject
National Forest
reposed
ment in
advance of entry, and pursuant to the authority reposed
in advance
ment
Vol. 38, p. 113.
in
by the
Act of
hundred Vol.
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
September thirtieth,
of September
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
in me
me by
and thirteen
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
113), IIdo
hereby direct and provide that such
do-hereby
thirteen (38
and
lands, subject
subject to
to valid
valid rights
provisions of
of existing withthe provisions
and the
rights and
lands,
drawals, shall
opened and
become subject
subject to
settlement only
only
to settlement
and become
be opened
shall be
drawals,
under
the general
general provisions
homestead laws, at and after, but
of the
the homestead
provisions of
under the
not
before, nine
a. m.,
standard time,
on the
the sixty-third
sixty-third day
day Time
of opening.
Timeofopening.
time, on
m., standard
o'clock a.
nine o'clock
not before,
after the
the date
date of
this proclamation,
proclamation, and
and other
other disentry and
and to entry
of this
after
position under
public land law
applicable thereto at and after,
after,
law applicable
any public
under any
position
but
not before,
o'clock a.
a. m.,
m., on
on the
ninety-first day
said
after said
day after
the ninety-first
nine o'clock
before, nine
but not
date.
Persons
go upon
any of
be restored
restored as
Warning
against treetrespro- assing
arnngagainst
as herein
herein prolands to
to be
of the
the lands
upon any
who go
Persons who
prior to openvided and
and perform
perform any
any act
act of
of settlement
settlement thereon
including [ng.
mg.
from and including
thereon from
vided
the date
until nine
o'clock a.
standard time,
a. m.,
m., standard
nine o'clock
proclamation until
of this
this proclamation
date of
the
on
sixty-third day
from and
hereof, or who are on or
date hereof,
the date
after the
and after
day from
the sixty-third
on the
are occupying
occupying any
any part
part of
of such
such lands
at said
said hour,
hour, except those
those havlands at
are
ing valid
settlement rights
prior to
reservation
to reservation
initiated prior
rights initiated
subsisting settlement
valid subsisting
ing
and since
since maintained,
maintained, and
and those
those having preferences
preferences to make entry
and
under the
the provisions
of the
Act of
Congress approved
June eleventh,
eleventh,
approved June
of Congress
the Act
provisions of
under
nineteen
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
entitled "An
Act To
Agricultural lands.
To propro- Agriculturallands.
"An Act
(34 Stat.,
six (34
and six
hundred and
nineteen hundred
3.
Vol 34'
vide
the entry
Agricultural lands
lands within
forest reserves",
34, p.
reserves", and 233.Vol.
within forest
of Agricultural
entry of
for the
vide for
acts amendatory, will be considered and dealt with as trespassers and
preference will
will 'be
given the prior legal applicant,
applicant, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
be given
preference
such
settlement or
or occupancy:
however, that
occupancy: Provided, however,
unlawful settlement
such unlawful
the
nothing
herein shall
shall prevent
going upon and over the
persons from going
prevent persons
nothing herein
almak- lowExaminations
lands
examine them
them with
with a
view thereafter
and mak%ctminations
upon and
going upon
to going
thereafter to
a view
to examine
lands to
ing settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when the lands shall become
become subject thereto in owed.
ing
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Prior settlement
Priior
settlement accordance
accordance with this proclamation.
proclamation. Persons having prior
settleprior settlerights.
.
ment rights or preferences,
preferences, as above defined,
will be
to make
defined, will
be allowed
allowed to
make
entry
in conformity
conformity with
with existing
regulations.
entr in
existing law
law and
and regulations.
WHEREOF II
INI WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
- have hereunto set my
my hand and
and
seal of
the United
to be
caused the
the seal
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of
of Washington,
this tenth
tenth day
day of
of May,
May, in
Washington, this
in the
the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and.
and sixteen,
sixteen,
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the
States the
the one
one
the United
United States
hundred
and fortieth.
hundred and
fortieth.
WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
of State.
State.
May 30,1916.
30, 1916.
May

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Flagday.
Fellow Countrymen:
Countrymen: Many
have recently
conCelebatYion
of
an- My
My Fellow
Many circumstances
circumstances have
Celebration
of anrecently conniversary of
niversary
of adoptingspired
adoptingspired to turn our
thoughts
to
a critical
critical examination
of the
condiour
thoughts
to
a
examination
of
the
condiUnited States flag.
nitedStatesag.
ions of our national
of the
the influences
tons
national life,
life, of
have seemed
seemed to
influences which
which have
to
threaten
threaten to
us in
in interest
within and
and
to divide us
interest and
and sympathy,
sympathy, of
of forces
forces within
forces without that seemed likely to draw
us away
from the
the happy
happy
draw us
away from
traditions
purpose and action
traditions of united purpose
action of
of which
which we
we have
so
have been
been so
proud. It
It has therefore
therefore seemed
to me
fitting that
that IIshould
seemed to
me fitting
should call
call your
your
anniversary of
of the
attention to the approach
approach of the anniversary
the day upon
upon which
which
the flag of the United
Umted States
adopted by
the Congress
as the
States was
was adopted
by the
Congress as
the ememblem of the Union, and to suggest
suggest to
this year
and
to you
you that
that it
it should
should this
year and
in the years to come be given special
special significance
significance as
as aaday
day of
of renewal
renewal
and
upon which
we should
should direct
direct our
and reminder,
reminder, a
a day
day upon
which we
our minds
minds with
with a
a
special desire of
thoughts of
ideals and
and principles
of
of renewal
renewal to
to thoughts
of the
the ideals
principles of
make our
our great
great Government
Government the
which we
we have
have sought
sought to
to make
the embodiembodiment.
General
observance
suggest and
and request
request that
if
GTeneral
obserance
I therefore
therefore suggest
that throughout
throughout the
the nation
nation and
and if
with
patriotic
exercises I
tequested.
possible in every community the fourteenth day of June be observed
requested.
observed as
as
FLAG DAY with special patriotic exercises,
exercises, at which
which means
shall be
means shall
be
taken to give significant
significant expression
to our
our thoughtful
thoughtful love
of America,
America,
expression to
love of
comprehension of
of the great
our comprehension
of liberty
liberty and
justice to
to which
which
great mission of
and justice
we have devoted ourselves
ourselves as
our pride
history and
and our
as aapeople,
people, our
pride in
in the
the history
our
enthusiasm for the political
political programme
programme of
of the
the nation,
nation, our
our determinadetermination to make it
and purer
purer with
with each
each generation,
our resoit greater
greater and
generation, and
and our
resolution to demonstrate
demonstrate to all
vital union
in sentiment
and
all the
the world its
its vital
union in
sentiment and
purpose, accepting
accepting only
as true
true compatriots
feel as
as we
only those
those as
compatriots who
who feel
we do
do
compulsion
compulsion of this supreme
supreme allegiance.
allegiance. Let us
on that
day rededicate
us on
that day
rededicate
ourselves
"one and
ourselves to the nation, "one
inseparable", from
which every
every
and inseparable",
from which
fathers' first vows of independthought that is not worthy of our fathers'
independence,
ence, liberty, and right shall be excluded
excluded and
which we
we shall
and in
in which
shall stand
stand
with united hearts, for an America
America which no
can corrupt,
corrupt, no
no
no man
man can
influence
influence draw away from its ideals, no
no force divide against
against itself,—a
itself,-a
nation signally distinguished among all
all the
nations of
of mankind
mankind for
for
the nations
individual conception
conception alike of
its clear, individual
of its
its duties
and its
its privileges,
duties and
privileges, its
its
obligations and
obligations
and its rights.
rights.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF II have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF
and
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the seal of the United
United States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
of May,
in the
the
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
day of
May, in
year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
sixteen,
[sEAL.] and of the independence
{sP.Ai..]
independence of the United
States of
of America
United States
America
the one hundred and fortieth.
fortieth.
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING,
LANSING,
ROBERT
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

WOODROW WILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1916.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.
AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

June
30, 1916.
June30,

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
TetonpNa t
tional
will be
by FtTreetsrpo
that the
the public
WHEREAS
appears that
public good
good will
be promoted by
ion
WHEREAS it
it appears
excluding from
National Forest,
Preainbre. •
Forest, Wyoming, certain areas, Preamble.
excluding
from the
the Teton
Teton National
at

and restoring
restoring the
the public
manner authorized
authorized by
38, p. 113
by the
the113.Vol.
Vl. 38'
in a
a manner
lands therein
therein in
public lands
and
Act
Congress approved
approved September
September thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
Act of
of Congress
and
thirteen (38
(38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
An Act
To authorize
President
thirteen
113), entitled
entitled "
"An
Act To
authorize the
the President
a method
opening lands restored
to provide a
method for opening
restored from reservation
reservation or
withdrawal, and for other purposes;"
withdrawal,
purposes;"
Now, therefore,
WILSON, President
of the
the United
United Area diminished.
President of
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
Now,
therefore, I,
States
of America,
America, by
Act of
of36. Vol. 30, p.
me vested
vested by
by the
the Act
the power
power in
in me
by virtue
virtue of
of the
States of
Congress
approved June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
ninety-seven
Congress approved
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
(30
Making appropriations
"An Act Making
appropriations
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
at 34 and 36), entitled
entitled "An
for sundry civil expenses
expenses of the Government
Government for the
the fiscal ending
June
hundred and
other
June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for
for other
purposes,"
proclaim that the
National
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the Teton National
purposes," do proclaim
Forest
hereby changed
changed to
to exclude
the areas
indicated as
eliminaareas indicated
as eliminaForest are
are hereby
exclude the
tions
tions on the diagram
diagram hereto annexed
annexed and
and forming aapart
part hereof.
hereof.
Excluded lands reAnd I
I do further proclaim
t to settlement.
Ecluded
lads ret.
proclaim and make known
known that in my judgment
judgment stored
opportunity and
necessary in the
the interest of equal opportunity
it is
is proper
proper and necessary
good
administration that
subject to disdisands subject
that all
all of such
such excluded lands
good administration
position
restored to
to settlement
settlement in advance of entry, and
position should be restored
0 38, p. 113.
pursuant to
to the
authority reposed
reposed in
the aforesaid
of Vol.
V 'o38,p113
Act of
by the
aforesaid Act
in me
me by
the authority
pursuant
September
thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred
and
thirteen,
I
do
hereby
September thirtieth, nineteen hundred and thirteen, I do hereby
direct
that such
lands, subject
subject to
valid rights
rights and
and the
the
to valid
such lands,
direct and
and provide
provide that
provisions
be opened
become Time of opening.
withdrawals, shall
shall be
opened and
and become
provisions of
of existing
existing withdrawals,
subject
settlement only, under
subject to
to settlement
under the
the general
general provisions
provisions of the homestead
at and
after, but
but not
before nine o'clock a. m., standard
standard
and after,
not before,
stead laws,
laws, at
sixty-third day
proclamation; and to
to
day after the
the date of this proclamation;
the sixty-third
time, on the
entry and
and other
disposition; under
under any
land law
law applicable
applicable
any public
public land
entry
other disposition;
thereto, at
at and
and after,
o'clock a.
a. m.,
ninetym., on
on the
the ninetynine o'clock
but not
not before,
before, nine
after, but
thereto,
first
day after
said date.
first day
after said
Persons
gst,
to be
be restored
restored as
as herein
herein _w!vrnbig.againsttresWarg
ittr
Persons who
who go upon any
any of the land
land to
provided
perform any
act of
of settlement
and includment.
ment. prior to
from and
includ- passing
thereon from
any act
settlement thereon
and perform
provided and
ing
the date
date of
of this
this proclamation
o'clock a. m.,
m., standard
standard
until nine
nine o'clock
proclamation until
ing the
time, on
sixty-third day from and after the date hereof, or who
the sixty-third
time,
on the
except
occupying any part of such lands at said hour, except
are on
on or
or are occupying
those
having valid
valid subsisting
subsisting settlement
settlement rights initiated
to
initiated prior to
those having
reservation
since maintained,
maintained, and those having preferences
preferences to
and since
reservation and
make
entry under
Congress approved
of the
the Act of Congress
provisions of
the provisions
under the
make entry
June eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and six
(34 Stat.,
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
entitled Agricultural lands.
six (34
June
s
"An
To provide
for the
the entry
Vol. 34,
3, p.. 133.
ap.
within forest vol.
lands within
entry of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
provide for
"An Act
Act To
reserves,"
and
Acts
amendatory,
will
be
considered
and
dealt
with
as
with
as
and
dealt
considered
will
be
reserves," anti Acts amendatory,
-trespassers
applicant,
will be given the prior legal applicant,
preference will
trespassers and preference
Ex
alnotwithstanding such
settlement or
or occupancy:
occupancy: Provided,
aminations alProvided, lExaminations
such unlawful
unlawful settlement
notwithstanding
however,
from going upon
persons from
shall prevent
prevent persons
herein shall
that nothing
nothing herein
however. that
and over
over the
to examine
them with
with aaview
view thereafter
going
to going
thereafter to
lands to
examine them
and
the lands
upon
making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when
when the
lands shall
upon and
and making
the lands
shall become
become Prio settlem eent
subject
in accordance
with this
rights, etc.
t
etc.. .
hay-rights,
Persons hayproclamation. Persons
this proclamation.
accordance with
thereto in
subject thereto
in prior
prior settlement
settlement rights
or preferences,
as above
be
will be
defined, will
above defined,
preferences, as
rights or
ing
allowed to
to make
entry in
with existing law
regulalaw and
and regulain conformity
conformity with
make entry
alfowed
tions.
It
is not
not intended
intended by
by this
proclamation to
reserve any
any lands
lands not
not Area
affected.
Areaaffected.
to reserve
this proclamation
It is
immediately heretofore
embraced in
in a
aNational
nor to
to exclude
exclude
National Forest
Forest nor
heretofore embraced
immediately
any
the areas
indicated as
as eliminations
diagram
on the
the diagram
eliminations on
except the
areas indicated
any land
land except
hereto annexed.
10
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IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
set my
and
caused the
the seal
seal of
United States
to be
caused
of the
the United
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done
at the
Washington this
this thirtieth
June, in
in the
the
Done at
the City
City of
of Washington
thirtieth day
day of
of June,
year of
our Lord
thousand nine
nine hundred
and sixteen,
year
of our
Lord one
one thousand
hundred and
sixteen,
[SEAL.] and
the United
United States
the one
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
States the
one
hundred and
hundred
and fortieth.
fortieth.
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

June 30,1916.
30, 1916.

WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON

BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Bridger National
National
WHEREAS, it
appears that
the public
good will
will be
promoted by
by
be promoted
WHEREAS,
it appears
that the
public good
FBriger
Forest,
Wyo.
Preamble.
transferring to
to the
the Bridger
National Forest,
certain lands
Preambfe.
transferring
Bridger National
Forest, Wyoming,
Wyoming, certain
lands
Washakie National
in the
now embraced
embraced within the Washakie
National Forest,
Forest, in
the same
same
State;
State;
Area
Area enlarged.
nlarged.
Now, therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON.
,President
President of
of the
the United
United
Vol.
p. 36.
36.
ol. 30,
30, p.
vested by
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power m me vested
by the
the Act
Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
eighteen hundred
and ninetyninetyof
June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
hundred and
seven
Stat., 11
at 34
34 and
36), entitled
Act making
making appropriaappropriaseven (30
(30 Stat.,
11 at
and 36),
entitled "An
"An Act
tions for
for sundry
sundry- civil
civil expenses
expenses of
of the
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
tions
the Government
ending
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
for
ending June
eighteen hundred
and for
other purposes",
purposes", do
do proclaim
proclaim that
that on
and after
other
on and
after JulyJuly first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
hundred and
sixteen, the
the boundaries
Bridger National
National Forest
hundred
and sixteen,
boundaries of
of the
the Bridger
Forest
shall become
as shown
the diagram
diagram
shall
become modified
modified and
and established
established as
shown on
on the
hereto annexed
and forming
part hereof.
hereto
annexed and
forming aapart
hereof.
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
set my
and
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
Done
of Washington
day of
June in
in the
the
Done at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
this thirtieth
thirtieth day
of June
year
of our
our Lord
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
year of
Lord one
one thousand
and sixteen,
sixteen,
[SEAL.]
and of
the Independence
United States
States the
[SEAL.] and
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
the one
one
hundred
hundred and
and fortieth.
fortieth.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

June
1916.
June 30,
30,1916.

BY THE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Washakie
Wa.hakie

National
National

Forest, Wyo. Nao. n
S
Preamble.
oretbWe.
Preaml.
upra.

Area
Area modified.
modified.
Vol.
36.
Vol. 30,
30, p.
p. 36.

WHEREAS, itit appears
public good will
appears that
that the
the public
will be
be promoted
promoted by
by
transferring
to the
the Washakie
Wyoming, all
all the
the
Forest, Wyoming,
National Forest,
Washakie National
transferring to
lands
now embraced
within the
the Bonneville
National Forest,
lands now
embraced within
Bonneville National
Forest, in
in the
the
same State, and
National Forest,
Wyoand by
by transferring
transferring to
to the
the Bridger National
Forest, Wyoming, certain
ming,
certain other lands now
embraced within the
now embraced
the Washakie
Washakie
National
Forest;
National Forest;
Now, therefore, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the power in me
me vested
by the
the Act
Act of
vested by
of
approved June
June fourth,
teen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
Congress approved
fourth, eioeighteen
(30
Act making
appropriations
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at 34 and
and 36),
36), entitl"An
entitled "An Act
making appropriations
for
expenses of
the Government.
fiscal year
for sundry
sundry civil expenses
of the
Government. for
for the
the fiscal
year endending June thirtieth, eighteen
eigh teen hundred
hundred and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and for
for
other
purposes", do
that on
on and
after July
other purposes",
do proclaim
proclaim that
and after
July first,
first, nineteen
nineteen
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hundred
Washakie National
hundred and sixteen, the boundaries
boundaries of the Washakie
Forest
National Forest
shall become modified and established
established as
shown on
the diagram
as shown
on the
diagram
annexed and forming aapart hereof.
hereto annexed
hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States
to be
affixed.
States to
be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this thirtieth day
of June
in the
the
day of
June in
year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred
sixteen,
thousand nine
hundred and
and sixteen,
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] and of the Independence
Independence of the United States the
one
the one
and fortieth.
fortieth.
hundred and
WOODROW
W OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON

President:
By the President:

ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA

July 8,
1916.
July
8,1916.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
i i
WHEREAS,
o
sieut
4em
me
o
n
nitsmNa.
Trustees of
of Public
WHEREAS, the Hancock County Trustees
Public Reservati
ons,,
u
e
Reservations
tiSide
Mots
Me
State of Maine, did, on the 10th day of June, 1916, pursuant
pursuant to the Preamble.'e
State
Preamble.
of Congress
"An A
ctf
or the
th e P
reservation of
ofA
mer i
can225.
Vol. 34, p.
Act of
Congress entitled,
entitled, "An
Act
for
Preservation
American
Vol.34
p.225.
Antiquities", approved
approved June 8,
their cer8, 1906, (34
(34 Stat,
Stat., 225),
225), by
by their
certain deed of conveyance,
conveyance, properly executed
executed in
writing and
acknowlin writing
and acknowledged, give, grant and convey
convey to the United States
States of
folof America
America the
the following described lands at that tune
by them
in private
private ownerownertime held
held by
them in
ship and being located upon Mount Desert
the State
State of
Desert Island
Island in
in the
of
Maine, and bounded and particularly described
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
described as
wit:
Beginning at aalarge hemlock
hemlock tree m
in the west line of
of Charles
Charles Decriptn. *
of land
land of
C.
C. Burrill, said tree marking the southwest corner
corner of
the Humphrey
Humphrey
of the
Stanwood
Stanwood Lot, so called;
called; thence
thence south six degrees
thirty minutes
west,
degrees thirty
minutes west,
but everywhere
everywhere followig
following the
west line
line of
of said
said land
of Burrill,
Burrill, one
one
the west
land of
thirty-eight feet,
thousand three hundred
hundred and thirty-eight
feet, more
or less,
less, to
to the
the
more or
southwest
southwest corner of said land of Burrill;
thence on
on same
course, south
Burrill; thence
same course,
south
six
six degrees thirty minutes west, following the west line
land forforline of
of land
merly of John B. and
now of
of George
George B.
B. Dorr,
and Charles
Charles T.
T. How,
How, now
Dorr, four
four
hundred and twelve and five-tenths feet
to an
an iron
iron bolt
set in
in the
the
feet to
bolt set
ledge and aacross cut in the ledge on Kebo
markKebo Mountain,
Mountain, said
said bolt
bolt marking the southwest corner
corner of said
said land
Dorr; thence,
thence, following
following the
the
land of
of Dorr;
south line of said land of Dorr, south
eighty-three degrees
degrees thirty
south eighty-three
thirty
minutes
minutes east six hundred
hundred and forty-five
feet to
to a
cedar stake
driven in
in
forty-five feet
a cedar
stake driven
the ground; thence
thence south seven degrees
degrees five
five minutes
minutes east
east five
five hunhundred and ninety-eight
ninety-eight feet to a
a cedar stake driven
driven in
in the
the ground;
ground;
thence
thence south fifteen degrees
degrees east five hundred
hundred and
and
and ninety-two
ninety-two and
five-tenths feet to a
a cedar stake driven in
the ground;
south
in the
ground; thence
thence south
two degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes east four hundred
feet; thence
hundred and
and forty
forty feet;
thence
south ten degrees east four hundred and ninety-seven
ninety-seven feet
feet to
stake
to a
a stake
and stones; thence south twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
degrees thirty
minutes east
east
thirty minutes
three hundred and fifty-seven
fifty-seven feet
feet to
to a
a stake
driven in
in the
stake driven
the ground;
ground;
degrees thirty minutes
thence south five degrees
minutes west
west one
one hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-four
a stake driven in the ground;
ninety-four feet to a
thirty
ground; thence
thence south
south thirty
minutes east six hundred
minutes
hundred and ninety-two
ninety-two feet to a
astake driven
driven in
the
in the
ground;
ground; thence south fifty-two
fifty-two degrees
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
to the
the
minutes east
east to
west side line of the Kane Memorial
so-called; thence
southerly,
Memorial Path,
Path, so-called;
thence southerly,
but always following the western
western side
side line
line of
of said
Memorial
said Kane
Kane Memorial
Path, to its intersection
intersection with the Ladder
Ladder Path,
Path, so-called;
so-called; thence
thence
southerly
southerly and easterly,
easterly, but everywhere
the western
everywhere following
following the
western and
and
southern side lines of said Ladder Path,
iron bolt
bolt driven
in the
the
Path, to
to an
an iron
driven in
ground at aa point one rod westerly of
side line
line of
of the
of the
the western
western side
the
Otter Creek Road; thence northerly, but
but everywhere
with
everywhere parallel
parallel with
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ued.

and one rod distant from said Otter Creek
Creek Road, to the southern
southern
line of said Kane
line
Kane Memorial
Memorial Path; thence at right angles easterly to
said
the
center of
by said
thence northerly, by
Road; thence
Otter Creek
Creek Road;
said Otter
of said
the center
Otter Creek
Road, to
an iron
iron bolt
bolt at
at the
the junction
junction of
of line
land of
of
of land
line of
to an
Otter
Creek Road,
Morrell
and the
the eastern
eastern line
of said
thence south
south thirty
thirty degrees
said Road;
Road; thence
line of
Morrell and
thirty minutes
minutes east,
east, but
following said
of Morrell
Morrell
land of
said land
everywhere following
but everywhere
thirty
two hundred
and fifty
fifty feet,
feet, more
more or
or less,
to an
pipe driven
in the
driven in
iron pipe
an iron
less, to
hundred and
two
ground;
thence south
eighty degrees
minutes east, but everydegrees ten minutes
south eighty
ground- thence
where
following the
southerly line
of said
said land
land of
of Morrell
Morrell and land
land
line of
the southerly
where following
of
thousand five
five hundred
hundred and
and thirty-four
four-tenths
and four-tenths
thirty-four and
two thousand
of Dorr
Dorr two
feet, passing
through an
an iron
pipe driven
ground marking
marking the
the
in the
the ground
driven in
iron pipe
feet,
passing through
southwest corner
corner of
to a
in the
the
driven in
a stake
stake driven
B. Dorr,
Dorr, to
of George
George B.
of land
land of
southwest
ground;
thence north
north eighty-one
minutes east,
foleast, foltwenty, minutes
degrees twenty
eighty-one degrees
ground; thence
and seventyseventylowing
of said
said Dorr,
fifty-six and
hundred and fifty-six
one hundred
Dorr, one
land of
said land
lowing said
five
one-hundredths feet
thence
ground; thence
in the
the ground;
driven in
stake driven
feet to
to aa stake
five one-hundredths
north
seventy-three degrees
east, still
still following
following said
said land
Dorr,
land of Dorr,
degrees east,
north seventy-three
two hundred
and eighty-seven
eighty-seven and
one-hundredths feet
to
feet to
and twenty-six
twenty-six one-hundredths
two
hundred and
a
driven in
in the
north nine
degrees fifty-five
fifty--five
nine degrees
thence north
the ground;
ground; thence
a stake
stake driven
minutes east,
following said
said land
land of
of Dorr,
seven hundred
hundred and
and
Dorr, seven
east, still
still following
minutes
forty-four
and ninety-seven
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to a
a stake
stake driven
driven
ninety-seven one-hundredths
forty-four and
in
north fifteen
fifteen degrees
degrees thirty
thirty minutes east, still
thence north
ground; thence
in the
the ground;
following
said land
Dorr, three
and twenty-five
and five
twenty-five and
hundred and
three hundred
of Dorr,
land of
following said
one-hundredths feet
feet to
north
thence north
the ground;
ground; thence
driven in
in the
stake driven
to aa stake
one-hundredths
fifty-five
minute's east,
said land
land of
two hundred
hundred
Dorr, two
of Dorr,
till following
following said
east, still
fifty-five minutes
and fourteen
and ninety-nine
to the
the southern
southern
feet to
one-hundredths feet
ninety-nine one-hundredths
fourteen and
and
line
of the
the Quarry
Quarry Road,
south sixty-five
degrees
sixty-five degrees
thence south
so-called; thence
Road, so-called;
line of
twenty-three minutes
ninety-nine and
ninetyand ninetyand ninety-nine
hundred and
east one
one hundred
minutes east
twenty-three
ground; thence
eight
feet to
to a
the ground;
driven in the
a stake
stake driven
eight ono-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
south
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
land of
of said
said
following land
west, following
minutes west,
twenty-one degrees
south twenty-one
Dorr,
hundred and
driven in
in the
stake driven
to a
a stake
feet to
ninety-five feet
and ninety-five
four hundred
Dorr, four
ground;
thence south
south eighty-seven
eighty-seven degrees east, following
following said land
land
ground; thence
one-hundredths
eighty-five one-hundredths
of Dorr, three
three hundred
sixty and eighty-five
hundred and sixty
of
feet
stone set
set in
in the
the ground
marking the
the northwest
of land
corner of
northwest corner
ground marking
feet to
to aastone
of Bowler;
Bowler; thence
thence south
south nineteen
fifteen minutes
minutes west,
west, eight
eight
degrees fifteen
nineteen degrees
of
hundred
and sixty-nine
eighty-eight one-hundredths
feet to
to aa
one-hundredths feet
and eighty-eight
sixty-nine and
hundred and
stone
set in
in the
land of
Estate
of Bingham
Bingham Estate
line between
between land
in the
the line
the ground
ground in
stone set
and said
said Bowler;
Bowler; thence
thence continuing
continuing same
to wit,
wit, south
south nineninecourse, to
same course,
and
eighty-one and
teen
hundred and eighty-one
minutes west one hundred
fifteen minutes
degrees fifteen
teen degrees
a corner;
seventeen one-hundredths
for a
tree marked
marked for
feet to aa pine tree
one-hundredths feet
seventeen
thence
but everywhere
everywhere following
the westwestfollowing the
east, but
seven degrees
degrees east,
south seven
thence south
eighty-seven and
ern line
line of
hundred and eighty-seven
and
Bingham land three hundred
of said
said Bingham
ern
forty-two one-hundredths
feet, more
or less,
less, to
to the
northerly
most northerly
the most
more or
one-hundredths feet,
forty-two
deed from
corner of
of that
that certain
described as
as conveyed
conveyed in the deed
certain lot
lot described
corner
dated
Daniel
Estate, dated
Bingham Estate,
of the
the Bingham
the Trustees
Trustees of
to the
W. Brewer
Brewer to
Daniel W.
October
23, 1882,
and recorded
recorded in
the Hancock
Hancock County
RegisMaine RegisCounty Maine
in the
1882, and
October 23,
try
Deeds in
in Book
Page 169;
169; thence
thence in
southwesterly
in aageneral
general southwesterly
Book 185,
185, Page
of Deeds
try of
direction,
but everywhere
everywhere following
following the
northwesterly line of said lot
the northwesterly
direction, but
as conveyed
so
described as
conveyed in said deed from Brewer to Trustees
Trustees of the
so described
Bingham
formerly of Charles T.
Bingham Estate, to the northerly line of land formerly
How,
of Brunnow;
south eighty-three
eighty-three degrees
degrees east to a
a
thence south
Brunnow; thence
later of
How, later
stake and
marking the northwest corner
corner of land of Brunnow,
stones marking
stake
and stones
being six hundred and seventy-four
seventy-four feet north
said stake and stones being
the Schooner Head Road;
eighty-three
Road; thence
degrees west from the
eighty-three degrees
thirty-three degrees
degrees thirty minutes west
west one hundred and two
south thirty-three
feet to
to a
a poplar
thence south
south sixty-eight
degrees west one hunsixty-eight degrees
poplar tree;
tree; thence
feet
dred
nineteen feet to a
astake
stake and stones; thence south seven deand nineteen
dred and
grees east
east three
three hundred
and twenty
-five feet
to a
and stones
stones
feet to
a stake
stake and
twenty-five
hundred and
grees
the southwest
southwest corner of said land of Brunnow; thence north
marking the
marking
minutes east, following the southern
southern line
forty-five minutes
degrees forty-five
eighty degrees
of said
Brunnow, eight
eight hundred
feet, more
less,
more or less,
and sixty
sixty feet,
hundred and
of Brunnow,
said land
land of
of
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to the Schooner Head Road; thence south five degrees west, but tmDesr"pto-e
following
to the Schooner
said Schooner
Head Road;
Head thence
six hundred
five degrees
and west,
thirty-six
but bZdsc.riPti°n
following
said Schooner
Head Road,
Road, south
six
hundred
and thirty-six
one-hundredths feet, more or
and twenty-five
twenty-five one-hundredths
line
or less, to
to the north
north line
of land of Bliss; thence
thence south seventy-three
seventy-three degrees
degrees twenty
twenty minutes
minutes
eight hundred
fifty-five and
and six-tenths
iron
west eight
hundred and
and fifty-five
six-tenths feet
feet to
to aapiece
piece of
of iron
pipe driven in the ground;
sixty degrees
ground; thence
thence south
south sixty
degrees west
west thirty-nine
thirty-nine
and six-tenths feet to
in the
ground; thence
thence
to a
a piece
piece of
of iron pipe
pipe driven
driven m
the ground;
south fifty degrees
degrees forty
forty-two and
and nine-tenths
nine-tenths
forty minutes
minutes west
west forty-two
feet
of iron
the ‘!round;
feet to
to a
a piece
piece of
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
in the
ground; thence
thence south
south fortyfortythree degrees twenty-eight
twenty-eight minutes west forty six and
and one-tenth
one-tenth feet
feet
of iron
driven in
in the
the ground;
thence south
south thirty-nine
to a
a piece of
iron pipe
pipe driven
ground; thence
thirty-nine
degrees
forty-four and
feet to
degrees sixteen
sixteen minutes
minutes west
west forty-four
and two-tenths
two-tenths feet
to a
a
driven in the ground; thence
piece of iron pipe driven
thence south
south thirty-eight
thirty-eight
degrees
west forty-seven
and eight-tenths
to a
degrees ten
ten minutes west
forty-seven and
eight-tenths feet
feet to
a piece
piece
of iron pipe
of
driven in
pipe driven
in the
the ground;
ground; thence
thence south
south thirty-six
thirty-six degrees
degrees
fifty minutes
minutes west three hundred
thirty-two and
and six-tenths
six-tenths feet
feet
hundred and thirty-two
of iron
iron pipe
driven in
in the
the ground;
thence south
south twenty-six
to a
a piece of
pipe driven
ground; thence
twenty-six
degrees twenty-six
degrees
twenty-six minutes
minutes west one
thirty-two and
and twotwoone hundred
hundred and
and thirty-two
tenths feet to aapiece of iron pipe driven
ground; thence
south
driven in
in the
the ground;
thence south
twenty-five
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four minutes
west one
ninetwenty-five degrees
minutes west
one hundred
hundred and
and nineteen and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet to
driven in
the ground;
to a
a piece
piece of iron pipe
pipe driven
in the
ground;
thence south
west fifty-five
fifty-five and
thence
south twenty-three
twenty-three degrees
degrees two
two minutes
minutes west
and
eight-tenths feet
feet to a
eight-tenths
the ground;
thence
a piece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
in the
ground; thence
south
thirty minutes
minutes west
and eight-tenths
feet
south fifteen degrees
degrees thirty
west sixty
sixty and
eight-tenths feet
to aa piece of iron pipe driven
driven in
thence south
twelve
in the
the ground;
ground; thence
south twelve
degrees twenty-six
degrees
west two
two hundred
and eighttwenty-six minutes
minutes west
hundred and
and seven
seven and
eighttenths feet
driven in
in the
the ground;
ground; thence
feet to
to a
a piece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
thence south
south
four degrees
four
four-tenths feet
feet
degrees fourteen
fourteen minutes
minutes west
west forty-three
forty-three and
and four-tenths
to
the ground;
thence south
thirty-two
to a
a piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
in the
ground; thence
south thirty-two
minutes
forty and
fide-tenths feet
feet to
pipe driven
driven
minutes west
west forty
and five-tenths
to aapiece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
in the ground;
twenty-three degrees
ground; thence south twenty-three
degrees eight
east
eight minutes
minutes east
thirty-four feet
feet to
of iron
pipe driven
in the
theground;
thence
thirty-four
to a
a piece
piece of
iron pipe
driven in
ground; thence
south forty-seven
forty-seven degrees
degrees twenty-four
eastthirty-nine
south
twenty-four minutes
minutes east
thirty-nine and
and
eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet
theground;
thence
feet to a
a piece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
in the
round; thence
south fifty-eight
fifty-eight degrees
twenty-four minutes
minutes east
east thirty-four
thirty-four and
south
degrees twenty-four
and
seven-tenths
a piece of iron pipe driven in the ground;
seven-tenths feet to a
thence
ground; thence
sixty-three degrees
minutes east
east three
and
south sixty-three
degrees fifty-two
fifty-two minutes
three hundred
hundred and
twenty-two
twenty-two and three-tenths
three-tenths feet to a
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
a _piece
piece of
in the
the
ground;
thence south
seventy-three degrees
minutes east
east one
one
ground; thence
south seventy-three
degrees forty
forty minutes
hundred and
and fifteen
nine-tenths feet
feet to
to a
piece of
iron pipe
driven
hundred
fifteen and
and nine-tenths
a piece
of iron
pipe driven
in
south eighty-four
eighty-four degrees
four minutes
east
in the
the ground;
ground; thence
thence south
degrees four
minutes east
one
hundred and
five and
feet to
one hundred
and five
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet
to aapiece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe
driven in
in the
the ground;
ground; thence
south seventy-six
driven
thence south
seventy-six degrees
degrees thirty-four
thirty-four
minutes
seventy-one and
four-tenths feet
to a
apiece
of iron
iron pipe
minutes east
east seventy-one
and four-tenths
feet to
piece of
pipe
driven in
in the
thence south
south sixty-one
sixty-one degrees
driven
the ground;
ground; thence
degrees twenty-six
twenty-six
minutes
hundred and
seventy-one and
two-tenths feet
minutes east
east one
one hundred
and seventy-one
and two-tenths
feet to
to a
a
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe driven
driven in
in the
the ground;
eighty-six degrees
degrees
piece
ground; thence
thence north
north eighty-six
ten
minutes east
one-tenth feet
to aapiece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
pipe
ten minutes
east sixty-five
sixty-five and
and one-tenth
feet to
driven in the ground;
ground; thence
seventy degrees
driven
thence north
north seventy
degrees twenty-four
twenty-four
east eighty-two
eighty-two and nine-tenths
minutes east
nine-tenths feet
of iron
pipe
feet to
to aapiece
piece of
iron pipe
driven in
thence north
eighty-one degrees
degrees twenty
minutes
driven
in the ground;
ground; thence
north eighty-one
twenty minutes
seventy-eight and
feet to
to a
piece of
iron pipe
pipe driven
east seventy-eight
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet
a piece
of iron
driven
ground; thence
in the ground;
thence south
minutes east
south seventy-six
seventy-six degrees
degrees ten
ten minutes
east one
one
hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one and five-tenths
feet to
to a
a piece
piece of
of iron
iron pipe
five-tenths feet
pipe
driven
driven in the ground; thence south sixty-two degrees
degrees forty-five
minforty-five minutes east one hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three and
and seven-tenths
seven-tenths feet
feet to
to a
a piece
piece
of iron pipe driven in the
thence south
south sixty-nine
sixty-nine degrees
degrees
the ground;
ground; thence
fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes east fifty-two
eight-tenths feet
feet to
of
fifty-two and
and eight-tenths
to a
a piece
piece of
driven in the
the ground;
ground; thence
forty-four degrees
degrees fortyfortyiron pipe driven
thence north
north forty-four
five minutes east thirty-nine
thirty-nine and
three-tenths feet
piece of
iron
and three-tenths
feet to
to a
a piece
of iron
t
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Description—ccon- pipe
driven in
in the
ground on
the west
west side
of the
the Schooner
Schooner Head
Head
tDecription-conpipe driven
the ground
on the
side of
tinned.

Road; thence
thence following
the west
side of
southerly to
stone
Road;
following the
west side
of said
said road
road southerly
to aastone
post
set in
in the
in the
north line
of Hale
Hale et
et als;
post set
the ground
ground in
the north
line of
of land
land of
als; thence
thence
north
eighty-four degrees
degrees west
four thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
and
north eighty-four
west four
seven hundred
to aastake and stones;
and fifty feet to
nine hundred
stones; thence
thence southerly
southerly nine
hundred
and ten
and
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees east
east from
from a
ten feet
feet to
to aapoint north
a stake
stake
driven
driven in the ground in the east side of
Creek Road,
markof the Otter Creek
Road, marking the
Timothy Smallidge
Smallidge Lot,
so-called;
ing
the northeast
northeast corner
corner of
of the
the Timothy
Lot, so-called;
thence
eighty-eight degrees
hundred and
thence south
south eighty-eight
degrees west
west six
six hundred
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
and
feet to
to said
stake; thence
continuing same
course, to
to
and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet
said stake;
thence continuing
same course,
wit, south eighty-eight
eighty-eight degrees
degrees west, following said
said Smallidge
Smallidge lot,
lot,
to
of the
in the
the deed
deed
to the
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
the lot
lot described
described as
as conveyed
conveyed in
from Daniel
Brewer to
to Fountain
Fountain &
& Serenus
Serenus H.
H. Rodick,
from
Daniel W.
W. Brewer
Rodick, dated
dated
1883, and
April 21,
21, 1883,
recorded in
Deeds Book
187,
and recorded
in said
said Registry
Registry of
of Deeds
Book 187,
page
510; thence
north, following
west line
of said
land so
so conconpage 510;
thence north,
following the
the west
line of
said land
veyed
Brewer to
to the
of the
the Green
Green
veyed by
by Brewer
to Rodick, to
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
so-called, said corner being
Mountain House Lot, so-called,
marked by
bolt
being marked
by a
a bolt
set
the ledge
ledge near
near the
the edge
edge of
steep bluff
bluff on
on the
the southerly
slope
set in
in the
of a
a steep
southerly slope
of Green
Green Mountain
Mountain and
and also
marked by
by a
a cross
the ledge;
ledge;
of
also marked
cross cut
cut in
in the
thence south
sixty-seven degrees
thirty minutes
two thousand
thousand
thence
south sixty-seven
degrees thirty
minutes west
west two
five hundred
to an
the ledge
ledge on
hundred and eighty-nine
eighty-nine feet
feet to
an iron
iron bolt
bolt set
set in
in the
on the
the
westerly
ridge of
said Mountain,
Mountain, also
westerly slope
slope of
of the
the western
western ridge
of said
also marked
marked
by
cut in
the ledge;
thence north
north forty-nine
thirty
by a
a cross
cross cut
in the
ledge; thence
forty-nine degrees
degrees thirty
minutes
to an
an iron
iron bolt
bolt set
in the
the ledge
minutes west six
six hundred
hundred and
and sixty
sixty feet
feet to
set in
ledge
and a
a cross
ledge near
said bolt,
bolt, said
said point
point being
being in
in the
and
cross cut
cut in
in the
the ledge
near said
the
Gilmore-Brewer division
division line,
line, so-called;
thence following
Gilmore-Brewer
line, or
or Deane
Deane line,
so-called; thence
following
said' Gilmore-Brewer
division line
degrees west
said'
Gilmore-Brewer division
line south
south forty-five
forty-five degrees
west to
to aa
point one
and fifty
fifty feet
feet easterly
easterly of
of the
eastern shore
point
one hundred
hundred and
the eastern
shore of
of Bubble
Bubble
Pond or Turtle Lake;
everywhere parallel
with
Lake; thence northerly,
northerly, but
but everywhere
parallel with
from said
Buband one
one hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty feet
feet distant
distant from
said eastern
eastern shore
shore of
of Bubble Pond, or Turtle
driven in
in the
the ground;
thence
Turtle Lake, to aa stake
stake driven
ground; thence
south
degrees west
to a
a point
point one
hundred and
south fifty-two
fifty-two degrees
west to
one hundred
and fifty
fifty feet
feet
westerly
from the
the western
of said
thence southerly,
westerly from
western shore
shore of
said Pond;
Pond; thence
southerly, but
but
everywhere parallel
hundred and
feet distant
parallel with
with and
and one
one hundred
and fifty
fifty feet
distant from
from
the
shore of
of said
to a
astake
stake driven
in the
the western
western shore
said Pond
Pond to
driven in
the ground
ground near
near
the
the southern
southern end
thence southwesterly
point
end of
of Bubble
Bubble Pond;
Pond; thence
southwesterly to
to a
a point
between the
the towns
towns of
of Eden
and Mount
Desert, said
on the
the town line between
Eden and
Mount Desert,
said
point being
seven hundred
hundred and
and fifty
feet at
at right
westerly from
point
being seven
fifty feet
right angles
angles westerly
from
the Benjamin
Benjamin and
and Enoch
Enoch Spurling
Spurling lot,
Jordan
the eastern
eastern line of the
lot, or
or Jordan
Purchase,
south four
Purchase, so-called;
so-called; thence south
parallel with
and
four degrees
degrees west,
west, parallel
with and
seven
hundred and
and fifty
feet distant
from said
of said
seven hundred
fifty feet
distant from
said eastern
eastern line
line of
said
Spurling
Jordan Purchase,
two thousand
one hundred
and
Spurting Lot,
Lot, or Jordan
Purchase, two
thousand one
hundred and
thirty feet;
right angles
to said
said last
described line
line
thirty
feet; thence
thence westerly,
westerly, at
at right
angles to
last described
four
feet; thence
at right
right ang
four hundred
hundred and
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet;
thence southerly,
southerly, at
ang '?s
to said
said last
described line
line twelve
twelve hundred
hundred feet;
feet; thence
thence southeastenyto
last described
southeasterly
to a
a copper bolt set in aa ledge on
the Eastern
Eastern
on the
the eastern
eastern slope
slope of
of the
Mountain; thence
Triad Mountain;
degrees fifty-five
minutes east
east
thence south
south thirteen
thirteen degrees
fifty-five minutes
one thousand
thousand two hundred
thirty-seven one-hunone-hunhundred a'nd
and sixty-six
sixty-six and
and thirty-seven
dredths feet to aacopper
south fortycopper bolt in
in a
a point
point of ledge;
ledge; thence
thence south
fortyone
fifty minutes
west one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
and
one degrees
degrees fifty
minutes west
thirty-seven one-hundredths
thirty-seven
one-hundredths feet to an
an iron bolt
bolt set in a
a ledge
ledge markmarking
the northeast
northeast corner
corner of
the lot
lot of
of J.
Clement; thence
ing the
of the
J. &
& C.
C. H.
H. Clement;
thence wesweseverywhere following the northerly line of said Clement
terly, but everywhere
Clement
Lot, to the northwest
Lot,
northwest corner
thereof; thence
southerly, but
but everyeverycorner thereof;
thence southerly,
where following
said Clement
Clement Lot,
Lot, to
to the
the northerly
where
following the
the westerly line
line of
of said
northerly
side of the road leading to Turtle Lake; thence
thence southwesterly,
southwesterly, but
but
everywhere
following the northern
everywhere following
line of
road, forty-five
northern side line
of said
said road,
forty-five
more or
or less, to a
feet, more
the side
said road;
thence north
a stone post
post in the
side of
of said
road; thence
north
eighty-one degrees
twenty-three minutes
minutes west,
west, passing
passing through
eighty-one
degrees twenty-three
through two
two
iron bolts
of land
Helen P.
P. Dane,
Dane, and
bolts set
set in
in a
a bowlder
bowlder in
in line
line of
land of
of Helen
and everyevery-
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where following
seventy-five and seventy-,
Dafption-coa
following same, four hundred and seventy-five
seventy- tinp
u:
d
s!IPtim — confive one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet to a
a stone post set
se tin
i
n th
thee r:ound;
ground; thence u
north twenty-eight
twenty-eight degrees forty-six
forty-six minutes
minutes west, still following
following said
said
Dane line, three hundred and forty-five and two-tenths
two-tenths feet
iron
feet to an iron
bolt in a
a bowlder; thence north sixty-one degrees
degrees thirty-nine minutes
following said Dane line, six
west, everywhere
every where following
and thirtythirtysix hundred and
five
eight-tenths feet to an iron bolt in a
a bowlder;
five and eight-tenths
bowlder; thence south
fifty-eiht
fifty-eight degrees
degrees fifty-eight
fifty-eight minutes west, but
everywhere followfollowbut everywhere
ing said
said Dane line, six hundred
hundred and forty-two
forty-two and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet
feet
to a
a stone post set in the ground;
eighty-seven deorees
ground; thence north eighty-seven
degrees
forty-five minutes west, but everywhere
forty-five
everywhere following said
line,
said Dane line,
eight hundred and thirty-three
thirty-three feet, to a
a stone post set
set in
in the
ground;
the ground;
thence
fifty-six minutes east, following
thence north thirty-five
thirty-five degrees fifty-six
following the
easterly line of the so-called Candage Quarry
Quarry Lot, one
one hundred
hundred and
and
fifty and one-tenth
fifty
one-tenth feet to a
astone post set in the ground;
ground; thence north
north
degrees thirty-nine
eleven degrees
thirty-nine minutes
minutes east,
but everywhere
east, but
everywhere following
following
the eastern line of said Quarry
Quarry Lot,
hundred and
and
Lot, two
two hundred
and forty-nine
forty-nine and
one-tenth feet to aastone post marking
the northeastern
northeastern corner
corner of
of said
marking the
said
Quarry Lot.
Lot, said stone
stone post at
corner being
distant
at said
said northeastern
northeastern corner
being distant
ten hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
eighty-seven feet, measuring
measuring south eighty-two
eighty-two dedegrees thirty minutes east, from the intersection of the southerly line
of the Sidney P. Bracy,Lot, called also the Candage Lot, with the center of the town road leading to Jordan's Pond; thence
turning and
and
thence turning
running easterly, bounded northerly
northerly by said Bracy or Candage
Candage Lot,
Lot,
to the southeast corner
corner of said Bracy or
Candage Lot; thence
thence genor Candage
generally northerly, bounded westerly
Candage Lot,
Ix)t, the
the
westerly by
by said Bracy
Bracy or
or Candage
John
John Clement Lot and the Hannah
Hannah A. Bracy (widow) Dower
Dower Lot,
Lot,
to the northeast corner of said Dower
Dower Lot;
thence south
south seventy
seventy
Lot; thence
degrees
degrees west, but always
always following
the northern
of said
said Dower
following the
northern hue
line of
Dower
Lot, one thousand
thousand three hundred and three and five-terithri
five-tenths feet'to
feet to
south-east corner
the south-east
formerly of
How; thence
thence
corner of
of land formerly
of Charles
Charles T.
T. How;
north four degrees
degrees east, following said How's east
hundred
east line,
line, seven
seven hundred
a point one hundred
and forty-two feet, more or less, to a
hundred and fifty
fifty
feet distant from the southerly shore
shore of Jordan
Jordan Pond; thence
easterly,
thence easterly,
northerly, westerly and southerly, but everywhere
parallel with
everywhere parallel
with
hundred and fifty feet distant from the shore of said
and one hundred
said Jordan
Pond. to a
Pond,
hundred and
and fifty
feet from
intersection of
of
a point one hundred
fifty feet
from the
the intersection
the shore
shore line of the water of said Pond
of the
Pond with the westerly
westerly line
line of
the
strip of land two rods wide taken and condemned
for a
apipe
pipe line
line by
by
condemned for
the Seal Harbor
Harbor Water
Water Supply Company
Company by its condemnation
procondemnation proceedings of December
December 22, 1896, and according
according to its
descripits plans
plans and descriptions of that date filed in the Registry
Registry of Deeds for
Hancock County;
forHancock
County;
twenty-five demes
deorees fifty
fifty minutes west; but everywhere
thence south twenty-five
everywhere
following the westerly
westerly line of
said strip
taken and
condemned for
for aa
ofsaid
strip so
so taken
and condemned
pipe line
with the
the northerly
line of
of the
lot of
land
line to its intersection
intersection with
northerly line
the lot
of land
taken
condemned for
for dams,
dams, reservoirs
reservoirs and
and other
necessary buildtaken and condemned
other necessary
buildings fof
fof the said Water
ings
Company by
condemnation aforesaid,
aforesaid, and
and
Water Company
by its condemnation
according
and descriptions
filed as
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; thence
thence north
north
according to
to its
its plans
plans and
descriptions filed
fifty-two
fifty-two degrees
degrees forty
forty minutes west, but
where following
following the
the
but eveiy
everywhere
northerly
line of said
northerly line
said lot
lot taken and
and condemned
condemned for dams and other
other
purposes
purposes above
above mentioned,
mentioned, to
stone post
post marking
northto the
the stone
marking the
the northwestern
corner of said lot; thence south seventeen
western corner
seventeen degrees
degrees twenty
twenty
minutes west, but everywhere
everywhere following
the westerly
of said
following the
westerly line
line of
said lot,
lot,
one hundred
hundred and six and forty-one hundredths feet to
to the stone post
post
southwestern corner; thence in aasoutherly-direction
marking its southwestern
direction to
to
Station Eighteen
Seventy-eight in the centre line of the old locaEighteen plus Seventy-eight
tion of the water pipe line of the Seal
Seal Harbor Water
Water Supply
Supply Company
Company
according to the condemnation
according
condemnation aforesaid; thence
thence southwesterly,
southwesterly, but
but
everywhere
everywhere following the centre line of said old location, being the
the
centre
centre line of a
at its
angles by
posts
a strip two rods
rods wide marked
marked at
its angles
by stone
stone posts
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in
lines of
of said
said strip
hundred and
feet,
in the
the outside
outside lines
strip twenty-one
twenty-one hundred
and two
two feet,
more
or less,
Station Thirty-ni
ne plus
plus Eighty
Eighty in
of
more or
less, to
to Station
Thirty-nine
in said
said centre
centre line
line of
said old location;
said
location; thence
thence diverging
diverging from
said pipe
from said
pipe line
line location
location and
and
running south
minutes west
west one
thousand four
four
running
south six
six degrees
degrees forty-one
forty-one minutes
one thousand
hundred and
and forty-three
feet to
to the
the Hannah
H. Bracy
Bracy north
forty-three feet
Hannah H.
north line,
line,
Dower Lot; thence north
called also the widow Jordan's
Jordan's Dower
north eighty-six
eighty-six
degrees
forty-five minutes
following the
degrees forty-five
minutes west,
west, but
but everywhere
everywhere following
the northnortherly side
erly
side line
of said
Dower Lot
to its
northwest corner;
corner; thence
south
line of
said Dower
Lot to
its northwest
thence south
ten
west, but
following the
the westen degrees
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes west,
but everywhere
everywhere following
westerly line of said Dower
Lot, five hundred
hundred and
Dower Lot,
and ninety-four
feet, more
ninety-four feet,
more
or
stake in
in the
of the
Shore or
or Settlers'
Settlers' Lots,
Lots,
or less,
less, to
to a
a stake
the northern
northern line
line of
the Shore
it
southwestern corner
corner of
said Dower
it being also the southwestern
of said
Dower Lot;
north
Lot; thence
thence north
eighty-five
eighty-five degrees
degrees forty-five
forty-five minutes
minutes west,
everywhere following
following
west, everywhere
the
line of
of the
the said
said Settlers'
Lots and
and the
the southern
southern line
line of
the northern
northern line
Settlers' Lots
of
the Jordan
Jordan Purchase, so called,
called, three
three thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
forty-three
forty-three and
five-tenths feet,
feet, more
and five-tenths
more or
or less
less, to
to the
the southwesterly
southwesterly
corner of
of said
Purchase at
at the
the northwesterly
of Settler's
Settler's
said Jordan
Jordan Purchase
northwesterly corner
corner of
Lot No. 73 on the old
old Peters
four degrees
forty-five
Peters Plan;
Plan thence
thence north
north four
degrees forty-five
minutes east,
east, but
everywhere following
the westerly
westerly line
line of
but everywhere
following the
of said
said JorJordan Purchase
Purchase thirteen
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and thirty-three
thirty-three feet
thirteen thousand
feet
more or
or less,
to an
less to
bolt marking
marking the
the northwestern
an iron
iron bolt
northwestern corner
corner of
of saki
said
Jordan
Jordan Purchase,
Purchase, being
line of
of the
Southwest Valley
Valley-, or
being the
the southern
southern line
the Southwest
or
Gilmore Lot, said
said westerly
westerly line
line of
of the
the Jordan
Jordan Purchase
Purchase being
being marked
marked
throughout
throughout its
by iron
bolts; thence
thence westerly,
westerly, following
its length
length by
iron bolts;
following the
the
southern
Valley or Gilnore
southern line of said Southwest Valley
Gilmore Lot,
four hundred
Lot, four
hundred
and twelve
twelve and
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
feet to
southwest corner
thereof;
to the
the southwest
corner thereof;
thence
by the
the head line
thence northerly, by
line of
shore lots,
of the
the shore
lots, to
to said
said town
town
line; thence south forty-five
forty-five degrees
degrees east,
said town
east, following
following said
town line,
line,
to the southwesterly
southwesterly corner
corner of
according to
survey
of Lot
Lot No.
No. 4,
4, according
to the
the survey
and plan made by A. P.
P. Goodell
Goodell in
October A.
D. 1880,
said plan
in October
A. D.
1880, said
plan being
being
recorded in
recorded
in the
Registry of
for said
Hancock County;
County; thence
thence
the Registry
of Deeds
Deeds for
said Hancock
northerly and
northerly
and easterly,
easterly, but
always following
following said
Lot No.
4, to
but always
said Lot
No. 4,
to a
a
from the
the shore
point one hundred
hundred and fifty feet distant from
Eagle Lake;
Lake;
shore of
of Eagle
thence
and northerly,
northerly, but
thence easterly and
but everywhere
parallel with
with and
everywhere parallel
and one
one
from said
said shore
hundred and fifty feet distant from
shore of
of Eagle
Eagle Lake
Lake to
to aa
I Iint one hundred
point
and fifty
fifty feet
feet distant
distant from
from the
the -Bubble
Bubble Pond
Pond
II k; thence
Brook;
everywhere parallel
with and
thence easterly, but everywhere
parallel with
hunand one
one hunfeet distant
distant from
dred and fifty
fifty,feet
from said
said Bubble
Bubble Pond
Pond Brook
to the
the road
Brook to
road
Pond; thence
leading to Bubble Pond;
thence by
by said
said road,
the four
four next
next followfollowroad, by
by the
south eight
ing courses and distances,
distances, first
first, south
degrees five
east
eight degrees
five minutes
minutes east
two hundred
and two
two and
twelve one-hundredths
hundred and
and twelve
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south
thence south
eleven degrees
degrees forty
forty minutes
minutes east
east ninety-nine
ninety-nine and
and ninety-nine
oneninety-nine onehundredths
hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south twenty-five
twenty minutes
minutes
thence south
twenty-five degrees
degrees twenty
east one hundred
hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine and,
one-hundredths
and ninety-eight
ninety-eight one-hundredths
feet; thenoe
thence south thirteen
thirteen degrees
d
thirty-six
thirty-six minutes
two hunminutes east
east two
hundred and eighty-three
eighty-three and
and eight-tenths
eight-tenths feet
to a
stake driven
driven in
the
feet to
a stake
in the
ground; thence
thence diverging from said road
road and
and crossing
said brook
brook
crossing said
east three
north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees forty minutes
minutes east
three hundred
hundred and
and
thirty-nine
thenoe north
thirty-nine and nine-tenths
nine-tenths feet; thence
thirtynorth eight
eight degrees
degrees thirtyand fifteen
five minutes west one hundred and
fifteen and
and five-tenths
five-tenths
feet;feet; thence
thence
north eight
eight degrees
degrees twenty
twent minutes
west one
and twentytwentyminutes west
one hundred
hundred and
five and four-tenths
thenoe north one degree fifteen minutes
minutes west
four-tenths feet; thenoe
west
one hundred
thirteen and thirty-five
thirty-five one-hundredths
hundred and thirteen
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
thence north ten degrees
west one
degrees thirty minutes
minutes west
one hundred
hundred and
and thirtythirtytwo feet; thence north six degrees fifty
fifty minutes
east one
one hundred
hundred and
minutes east
and
sixty-eight and ninety-six
feet; thence
sixty-eight
ninety-six one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
thence north
fournorth fourteen degrees
degrees east one hundred
hundred and eighty-two
eighty-two and
and forty-nine
forty-nine oneonehundredths
hundredths feet; thence north fourteen degrees
degrees west
west one
one hundred
hundred
and thirty-eight and ninety-three
ninety-three one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
north
thence north
nine degrees
degrees west three hundred
hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and ninety-one
ninety-one oneone-
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south seventy-four
seventy-four degrees
hundredths feet;
thence south
hundredths
feet; thence
degrees thirty minutes tDesription-on
thip:d
eflPtkm cm.
a point one hundred and fifty feet
west to a
feet distant from the shore
shore of tn
Eagle Lake; thence
Eagle
thence northerly,
everywhere parallel
parallel with
with and
and one
northerly, but
but everywhere
one
hundred and fifty
hundred
Lake to
to the
the
fifty feet
feet distant
distant from said shore
shore of Eagle
Eagle Lake
southeastern line
southeastern
line of
of land
land of
of W.
W. M. Roberts;
Roberts; thence
thence north
north fifty-two
fifty-two
degrees thirty minutes east, but everywhere
following the southsoutheverywhere following
easterly
thousand two
two hundred
hundred and
and
easterly line of
of said
said land
land of
of Roberts
Roberts one
one thousand
five-tenths feet, more or less, to an iron bolt at
seventy and five-tenths
at aacorner
corner
thence south
thirty-seven
of land
land of
of the
the Estate
Estate of T.
T. L. Roberts; thence
south thirty-seven
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
east, but
southdegrees
minutes east,
but everywhere
everywhere following
following the
the southwest line
of said
and land
now or
west
line of
said Roberts
Roberts Estate
Estate and
land now
or formerly
formerly of
of William
William
H. Puffer
Puffer one
one thousand
fifty-five feet,
thousand one
one hundred and fifty-five
feet, more
more or
or less,
less,
to
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of said
of Puffer;
to aastone
stone post
post at
at the
said land
land of
Puffer; thence
thence
fifty-two degrees
but always
always following
following the
north fifty-two
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes east,
east, but
the
southeasterly line
southeasterly
line of land now
now or
or formerly
formerly of
of Puffer
Puffer et
et als,
als, being
lot
Thomas Wasgatt
called;
lot No.
No. 56 on
on said
said Peters Plan, to the
the Thomas
Wasgatt Lot,
Lot, so called;
thence south
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes east,
east, following
thence
south thirty-seven
thirty-seven degrees
following said
said
Wasgatt
Lot, to
to land
land formerly
formerly of
the Heirs
of Benjamin
Benjamin Ash,
Ash, now
now of
Wasgatt Lot,
of the
Heirs of
of
the Rodick
Rodick Realty
Company; thence
thence south
degrees thirty
minutes
the
Realty Company;
south two
two degrees
thirty minutes
west,
but always
always following
of the
the Rodick
west, but
following said
said land
land of
Rodick Realty
Realty Company
Company
thirty-five feet
five thousand seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and thirty-five
feet to said
said BrewerGilmore
forty-five degrees
degrees
Gilmore Division Line,
Line, or
or Deane
Deane Line; thence
thence north
north forty-five
east,
Rodick Realty
Realty Company,
east, always following
following said
said land
land of
of Rodick
Company, et
et als,
als,
three thousand
thousand eight hundred
hundred and
and fifty-two
fifty-two and seventy-five
seventy-five oneonehundredths
the hemlock
hemlock tree,
the place
place of
of behundredths feet,
feet, more
more or
or less,
less, to
to the
tree, the
beginnin
ginning,,and
REAS, the
said conveyance
has been
been accepted
by the
the SecreSecreaccepted by
nWHEREAS,
the said
conveyance has
tary of
of the
Interior in
in the
and for
the purposes
prescribed in
in
the manner
manner and
for the
purposes prescribed
tary
the Interior
said
act of
and
of Congress,
Congress, and
said act
WIIEREAS, the
embrace about five thousand
thousand acres
acres
WHEREAS,
the said lands embrace
adjacent to
to and
including the summit
gammit of
of Mount Desert
which
Desert Island,
Island, which
adjacent
and including
island was
discovered by
by Samuel
Champlain and
which he
he
Samuel de
de Champlain
and upon
upon which
island
was discovered
first
when, acting under the authority of Sieur de Monts, he
first landed
landed when,
explored
and described
Eng and coast,
exploraan exploraNew England
coast, an
described the
the present
present New
explored and
tion and
great historic
historic interest.
topographic conconinterest. The
The topographio
tion
and discovery
discovery of
of great
figuration,
the fauna
fauna and the flora of the island, largely
largely
figuration, the
the geology, the
embraced
within the
limits of
of the
the Monument,
also, are
are of
great scientiscientiMonument, also,
of great
the limits
embraced within
fic
fic interest,
interest,
Now, therefore,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
President of
United milational
i
tional Monument,
Monument,
of the
the United
therefore, I,
Now,
States
of America,
by virtue
virtue of
of the
me vested
vested Vol.
P. 225.
vol. 34,
34 p.
in me
and authority
authority in
the power
power and
America, by
States of
by
of said
said Act
of Congress,
do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim
Act of
Congress, do
by Section
Section 22of
that the
described and which are located
located
lands hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
the said lands
that
within
the irregular
fully delineated
diagram hereto
hereto
on the
the diagram
delineated on
tract and
and fully
irregular tract
within the
attached
part hereof,
reserved and set
apart
set apart
hereby reserved
hereof, are
are hereby
and made
made aapart
attached and
as
National Monument,
Monument, to
recognized as
the Sieur
Sieur
as the
to be
be 'mown
known and
and recognized
as aa National
de
Monument.
National Monument.
de Monts
Monts National
Warning is
hereby expressly
given to
unauthorized persons
persons not
not ZeZego
mect, etec. dfroin"tue
to all
all unauthorized
Warning
is hereby
expressly given
to appropriate,
appropriate, injure,
destroy: or
or remove
any of
of the
the features
features or
or objects
objects
remove any
injure, destroy
to
included
within the
and not
locate
to locate
not to
of this
this Monument
Monument and
the boundaries
boundaries of
included within
or settle
settle upon
the lands
lands thereof.
thereof.
any of
of the
upon any
or
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
my hand
and
hand and
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
IN WITNESS
caused the
the United
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
seal of
of the
United States
caused
the seal
Done
City of
Washington, this
this 8th
day of
in the
the
of JULY,
JULY, in
8th day
Done at
at the
the City
of Washington,
year of
of our
our Lord
thousand nine
sixteen,
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen,
year
Lord one
[SEAL.]
of the
of the
the United
the one
one
United States
States the
Independence of
and of
the Independence
[SEAL.] and
hundred
and forty-first.
forty-first.
hundred and
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WOODBOW
WILSON
By the
the President:
President:
F
RANK L.
L.POLK
FRANK
POLK
Acting Secretary
Secretary ff
qf State.
State.
Acting
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9,1916.
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BY THE
BY
THE P
RESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Capulin Mountain,
Townships twentyWHEREAS, Capulin
Mountain, located
located in
in Townships
twentyEast of
of the
nine and
and thirty North,
North, Range
Range twenty-eight
twenty-eight East
the New
New Mexico
Mexico
Meridian, New
Mexico, is a
striking example
of recent
recent
Principal Meridian,
New Mexico,
a striking
example of
extinct volcanoes
volcanoes and
especially geologic
geologic
and is
is of great scientific
scientific and especially
interes
t,
interest,
National Monument,
Monument,
National
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
President of
the United
Now, therefore,
Woodrow Wilson,
of the
United
Nevr
New Mexico.
Vol. 34, p. 225.
States of
of America,
States
America, by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power in
in me vested
vested by Section
Section 2
2
"An Act for the Preservation
of the Act
Act of Congress entitled,
entitled, "An
Preservation of
of
American
UDO 8,
Stat., 225),
American Antiquities",
Antiquities", approved
approved J
June
8, 1906
1906 (34
(34 Stat.,
225), do
do
proclaim
subject to
to prior,
adverse claims,
claims, there
there are
proclaim that,
that, subject
prior, valid,
valid, adverse
are
appropriation under the
hereby reserved from
from all
all forms of
of appropriation
the public
public land
land
Mountain National
Monument, all
laws, and
and set
set apart as the
the Capulin.
Capulin Mountain
National Monument,
all
the tracts
the
tracts of
and made
of land shown upon
upon the diagram
diagram hereto
hereto attached
attached and
made
Description.
Descriptio.
a
more particularly
as follows
to wit:
Lots
a part
part hereof,
hereof, and
and more
particularly described
described as
follows, to
wit: Lots
two,
three and
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter,
two, three
and four,
four, the
of the
the
of the
northwest quarter,
quarter„ the
half of
of the
the south
south half
half of
the northwest
the north
north half
the southsouthwest quarter
section four;
four; lots
lots one
one and
and two,
two, the
the south
south half
half of
of the
west
quarter of
of section
the
northeast
quarter and
northeast quarter
quarter of
quarter
northeast quarter
and the
the northeast
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
of
Section five,
five, township
township twenty-nine
twenty-nine north,
range twenty-eight;
twenty-eight; the
the
of Section
north, range
southeast
quarter of
of the
quarter of
thirty-two; the
the
southeast quarter
the southeast
southeast quarter
of section
section thirty-two;
southwest quarter
quarter of
southeast quarter,
quarter, and
and the
the south
half of
the
southwest
of the
the southeast
south half
of the
southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of section
section thirty-three,
thirty-three township
township thirty north,
north,
range twenty-eight,
twenty-eight, all
east of
the New
Mexico Principal
Principal Meridian,
Meridian,
range
all east
of the
New Mexico
New
Mexico.
New Mexico.
Reserved from
from settleWarning
unauthorized persons
persons not
not to
Warning is
is hereby
hereby given
given to all unauthorized
to
ment, etc.
appropriate, injure,
injure, remove
or destroy
features of
of this
Monuthis Monuany features
remove or
destroy any
appropriate,
ment,
or to
to locate
the lands
by this
this
ment, or
locate or
or settle
settle upon
upon any
any of
of the
lands reserved
reserved by
proclamation.
proclamation.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
caused
the seal
seal of
affixed.
Done at
the City
of Washington,
ninth day
day of
of August
in
Done
at the
City of
Washington, this
this ninth
August in
hundred and
of our Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
and
the year of
[SEAL.]
and of
of the
the Independence
of the
United States
[SEAL.] sixteen, and
Independence of
the United
States
the
forty first.
the one
one hundred
hundred and
and forty
first.
Capulin Mountain
Mountain
National Monument,
Monument,
N. Mex.
Preamble.
Preamble.

By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
August 19, 1916.

W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW

BYTHE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
IDe UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
BY
OF THE
STATES
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Protection of
of migramigraProtection
tory
birds.

reambie.
Preamble,

March
Provisions
41913.inct
in Act of
rosions
4,1913.i
March

Vol. 37,
p. 847.
s47.
it, p.

rot.

WHEREAS,
an Act
March fourth,
fourth, nineteen
WHEREAS, an
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved"March
nineteen

hundred
appropriations for
hundred and thirteen, entitled "An
"An Act making appropriations
Agriculture for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
the Department
Department of Agriculture
ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and fourteen"
fourteen" (37 Stat., 847),
847), contains
contains provisions
provisions
as follows:
follows:
All w
ild geese,
swans, brant,
brant, wild
wild ducks,
ducks, snipe,
plover, woodwoodAll
wild
geese, wild
wild swans,
snipe, plover,
cock, rail,
wild pigeons,
pigeons, and
cock,
rail, wild
and all
all other
other migratory
and insectivoinsectivomigratory game
game and
rous birds which in their northern and southern
southern migrations
migrations pass
pass
through or do not remain permanently
permanently the
the entire
entire year
year within
within the
the
borders of any State or Territory, shall hereafter
hereafter be deemed to be
be
within the custody and protection of the Government
the United
United
Government of the
States,
States ' and shall not be destroyed or taken contrary
contrary to regulations
regulations
hereinafter provided
hereinafter
provided therefor.
therefor.

CAF'ITLIN
_MOUNTAIN
CAPULIN MOUNTAIN
NATIONAL
MONUMENT
NATIONAL MONUMENT
0
MEXICO
NEW MEXIC
Embracing
Lots 2,3 and 4,S11/1
Sec4.
5 NIA NWi,
NASWi Sec4
SWV NEI,
NE£, Si
mnbrac/ng Lots23and4.
Lots/ ano' 2,Si
Nfi. SE£
SEI Sec.5,
Sec5, T729
12gM,
SE SE1
SEi
N, R28; SEI
NE.ED
ESi NEI,
Lots/end2,
Sec.32, SW'i
SW 3E4
Si SW Sec.33,
T30N,
28, el/East
offhe
l//Eas of/he
N, R.
R.28,
Sec.33, T730
SEi, Si
Sec.32,
Meridian, conta//7ng
containing 680.37
Acres.
68037Acres.
Pr/inc/ip/Meridi/n.
Mexico Princ0a/
New Mexico

A

Sec.
Sec. 32

35I.33
Sc
.33

,
I
II

I
I

730N.
T.30N

4‘

3
3

S

i

I
!I

4w<zw&

E.
A

Monum
en f Boun
dary
Monumenr‘
Boundary

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
Franklin K.
K. Lane, Secretary
Secretary
GENERAL
GENERAL LAND OFFICE
OFFICE
Clay Tal Im an, Commissioner
ClayTallman,
Commissioner
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The Department
Agriculture is
hereby authorized
The
Department of
of Agriculture
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
directed
to
regulations to
previous paraparato adopt
adopt suitable
suitable regulations
to give
give effect
effect to
to the
the previous
graph by
by prescribing
fixing closed
seasons, having
having due
to
closed seasons,
due regard
regard to
graph
prescribing and
and fixing
mithe
breeding habits,
habits, and times and line of miof temperature,
temperature, breeding
the zones
zones of
gratory flight,
thereby enabling
department to
select and
and desigdesiggratory
flight, thereby
enabling the
the department
to select
nate suitable
districts for different portions of
of the
the country,
shall
and it
it shall
nate
suitable districtsfordifferentportions
country, and
be unlawful
unlawful .to
to shoot
or by
device kill
seize and
be
shoot or
by any
any device
kill or
or seize
and capture
capture
migratory birds
birds within
protection of
during said
said closed
closed
migratory
within the
the protection
of this
this law
law during
seasons, and
and any
person who
who shall
shall violate
any of
of the
or
the provisions
provisions or
violate any
seasons,
any person
regulations of
this law
law for
protection of
shall
migratory birds
birds shall
the protection
of migratory
of this
for the
regulations
be guilty
misdemeanor and
shall be
fined not
not more
more than
or
and shall
be fined
than $100
$100 or
be
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
imprisoned not
than ninety
both, in
in the
of
or both,
the discretion
discretion of
ninety days,
days, or
not more
more than
imprisoned
the
the court.
of said reguThe
Department of
preparation of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, after the preparation
The Department
lations, shall
shall cause
cause the same
and shall allow
allow aa
same to
to be made
made public, and
lations,
period
months in
which said
may be
be examined
examined
said regulations
regulations may
in which
of three
three months
period of
and
permitting, when
when deemed
deemed
final adoption, permitting,
and considered
considered before final
proper, public
public hearings thereon,
thereon, and
and after final
final adoption shall cause
engrossed and submitted
to the President
President of the
the
same to
to be
be engrossed
submitted to
the same
United
for approval:
approval: Provided,
herein
That nothing herein
Promided; however, That
United States
States for
contained
be deemed
to affect
or interfere
interfere with the local laws
affect or
deemed to
shall be
contained shall
of the
the States
Territories for
nonmigratory game
game
of nonmigratory
and Territories
for the
the protection
protection of
of
States and
to
birds resident
resident and breeding within their borders, nor to
or other birds
prevent
the States
Territories from
enactinglaws and
from enactinglaws
and regulations
prevent the
States and
and Territories
Department
render efficient
efficient the regulations
regulations of the Department
to promote and
and render
of
under this statute.
statute.
provided under
of Agriculture
Agriculture provided
WhEREAS,
duly prepared
WHEREAS, the
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
has duly
prepared
suitable regulations
give effect
effect to
to the
the foregoing
provisions of
of said
said
foregoing provisions
to give
suitable
regulations to
Act and
and after
the preparation
of said
said regulations
regulations has
has caused
caused the
the
preparation of
after the
Act
a yeriod
period of three months in
same
be made
allowed a
and has allowed
made public and
same to
to be
which
examined and
and considered
considered before
before
might be
be examined
regulations might
which said
said regulations
hearings thereon;
thereon;
final
permitted public
public hearings
and has permitted
final adoption
adoption and
AND,
has adopted
adopted the
the
of Agriculture
Agriculture has
the Department
Department of
AND, WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the
and after final adoption thereof has
regulations hereinafter
hereinafter set forth and
regulations
caused
same to
be engrossed
of
President of
submitted to
to the President
engrossed and
and submitted
the same
to be
caused the
the
United States
approval;
States for approval;
the United
l
e d declared
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
of in r,Igt
c add
fthe'it,ti'm's
President of
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
the
United
States
of
America,
by
authority
in
me
vested
do
approve
the United States of America, by authority in me vested do approve
and
hereby proclaim
and make
make known
following regulations
for
regulations for
known the
the following
proclaim and
and hereby
carrying
into effect
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
of said
said Act:
Act:
provisions of
effect the
carrying into
Regulation 1.—Definitions.
1.-Definitions.
Regulation
For
the puposes
puposes of
of these
these regulations
regulations the
consid- ir
i
rdtrgis birds.
birds.
Deai,
shall be
be considthe following
following shall
For the
ered
migratory game
birds:
game birds:
ered migratory
(a) Anatidae
or waterfowl,
including brant,
brant, wild
wild ducks,
geese, and
and
ducks, geese,
waterfowl, including
Anatidae or
(a)
swans.
swans.
(b) Gruidae
Gruidae or
or cranes,
sandhill, and
whoopand whoopbrown, sandhill,
little brown,
cranes, including
including little
(b)
ing
ing cranes.
cranes.
(c) Rallidae
Rallidae or
gallinules, and
other
sora and
and other
and sora
coots, gallinules,
rails, including
including coots,
or rails,
(c)
rails.
(d) Limicolae
or shore
birds, including
including avocets,
avocets, curlew,
curlew, dowitchdowitchshore birds,
Limicolae or
(d)
ers,
oyster catchers,
sandpipers,
plover, sandpipers,
phalaropes, plover,
catchers, .phalaropes,
knots, oyster
ers, godwits,
godwits, knots,
snipe,
stilts, surf
surf birds,
birds, turnstones,
legs.
and yellow
yellow legs.
willet. woodcock,
woodcock, and
turnstones, willet.
snipe, stilts,
(e) Columbidae
or pigeons,
pigeons, including
doves and
and wild
wild pigeons.
pigeons.
including doves
Columbidae or
(e)
M, dcf.
con- rads
be conFor
of these
these regulations
regulations the
following shall
shall be
laitir
7 irnsectiTv
insectiv°'
the following
purposes of
the purposes
For the
sidered
birds:
insectivorous birds:
migratory insectivorous
sidered migratory
(1)
Bobolinks, catbirds,
catbirds, chickadees,
chickadees, cuckoos,
cuckoos, flickers,
flycatchers,
flickers, flycatchers,
(f) Bobolinks,
grosbeaks, hummingbirds,
hummingbirds, kinglets,
meadowlarks, nightnightmartins, meadowlarks,
kinglets, martins,
grosbeaks,
hawks
shrikes, swallows,
swallows,
robins, shrikes,
orioles, robins,
bats, nuthatches,
nuthatches, orioles,
or bull
bull bats,
hawks or
swifts,
tanagers, titmice,
titmice, thrushes,
vireos, warblers,
warblers, waxwings,
waxwings, whipwhipthrushes, vireos,
swifts, tanagers,
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poorwills,
woodpeckers, and
poorwills, woodpeckers,
and wrens,
and all
all other
other perching
perching birds
birds
wrens, and
which feed entirely
entirely or chiefly
chiefly on
insects.
on insects.
Regulation
2.-Closed Season
Regulation 2.—Closed
Night.
Season at
at Night.
Cni
sgeaso at A
A daily closed
closed season on all migratory
migratory game
game and
insectivorous
and insectivorous
birds shall extend from sunset
sunset to
to sunrise.
sunrise.
Regulation 3.-Closed
Regulation
3.—Closed Season
Season on
Birds.
on Insectivorous
Insectivorous Birds.
A
CeS'lsrdo
s
ns
season
closed
on
migratory
A closed season
migratory insectivorous
insectivorous birds
birds shall
shall continue
continue
sectivorous birds.
throughout each year, except that
throughout
that the closed season on reedbirds
reedbirds or
or
ricebirds in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Delaware, Maryland,
the DisDisMaryland, the
trict of Columbia, Virginia, North
Carolina, South
South Carolina,
Carolina ' and
North Carolina,
and
Permits
fo scientific
sientic Georgia shall commence
commence November
Penults for
November 1
1 and end August
August 31,
31, next
next folfolpurposes.
lowing, both dates inclusive:
inclusive: Provided,
purposes.
Provided, That
this or
or any
any
That nothing
nothing in
in this
other of these regulations
regulations shall
shall be
to prevent
issue of
of
be construed
construed to
prevent the
the issue
permits for collecting birds for scientific
scientific purposes
purposes in
accordance with
with
in accordance
the laws and regulations in force
force in the
the respective
respective States
States and
and TerriTerritories and the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Regulation
4.-Closed'Seasons
Regulation 4.—Closed
Seasons on
on Certain
Certain Game
Game Birds.
Birds.
Closed
night.

season

Cl°6ed

at

seas°11 °12 in-

Two-year
cled
Two-year
closedgame
season
for named
birds.
birds.

A closed season shall continue
until September
1, 1918
1918 on
on the
the folfolcontinue until
September 1,
lowing migratory
migratory game
game birds: Band-tailed
Band-tailed pigeons,
pigeons, little
little brown,
brown,
sandhill, and whooping
whooping cranes,
cranes, wood
wood ducks,
ducks, swans,
swans curlew,
willet,
curlew, willet,
and all
shore birds
birds except
the black-breasted
black-brea
st
edand
an dgolden
golden plover,
plover, Wilall shore
except the
Wilson snipe or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, woodcock,
woodcock, and
the greater
and lesser
yellowand the
greater and
lesser yellowlegs.
legs.
A closed season also shall continue
continue until September
1, 1918
1918 on
on
September 1,
rails in California'and
Vermont and
California and Vermont
and until
October 1,
1, 1918
1918 on
on wooduntil October
woodcock in Illinois, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and Missouri, and until
until September
1918
September 1,
1, 1918
and golden plover
on black-breasted
black-breasted and
plover and
and greater
greater and
lesser yellowlegs
yellowlegs
and lesser
in California
California and Utah.
Utah.

Regulation 5.—Zones.
Regulation
5.-Zones.
Zones established.
established.
Zones

following zones for
The following
for the
migratory game
game and
the protection
protection of
of migratory
and
insectivorous
insectivorous birds
birds are
are hereby
hereby established.
established.
Zone No. 1,
i, breing
Zone
breeding
Zone
the breeding
the States
States of
of Maine,
Maine New
Zone No.
No. 1,
1, the
breeding zone,
zone, comprising
comprising the
zone.
New
Vermont, Ma
ssach
use tts, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey
Jersey,-, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
New
Ohio, Indiana,
Indiana, Illinois,
Illinois,
Kentucky,
Kentucky, West Virginia,
Virginia, Michigan,
Michigan, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Minnesota Iowa,
Iowa,
North Dakota, South
SouthDakota,
Dakota, Nebraska,
Nebraska, Kansas,
Kansas ,Missouri,
Missouri, Colorado,
Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada,
and WashingNevada, Oregon,
Oregon, and
Washington-31
ton-31 States.
States.
ZoneNo.2,wtteing
Zone No. 2, the wintering
Zone No, 2, wintering
wintering zone, comprising
comprising the States
of Delaware,
States of
Delaware,
EOM.
Maryland,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, North Carolina,
Carolina, South
South
Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
ArkanMississippi, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, New Mexico,
sas, Louisiana,
Mexico, Arizona,
Arizona, and
and CaliCalifornia-17 States and the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Ctosln
cts
i
e
.
d

s
eason s
seasons

iN

Closed
Zoned
Zcnae
No 1.seasons
Wzi terfowl, etc.
Waterfowl,etc.

Regulation
Regulation 6.-Construction.
6.—Construction.
conthe purposes
of regulations
and 8
8each
period of
of time
time therein
therein
con- For the
purposes of
regulations 7
7 and
each period
prescribed
as a
a closed season
prescribed as
season shall be construed
construed to include
include the
the first
first
and
and last day
day thereof.
thereof.
in
in

Regulation
7. Closed Seasons
Zone No.
1.
Regulation 7.-Closed
Seasons in
in Zone
No. 1.
Waterfowl,
Coots,
and
Galinules.-The
Waterfowl, Coots, and Gallinules.—The closed seasons on waterfowl,
gallinules in Zone one shall
fowl, coots and gallinules
be as
as follows:
shall be
follows:
In
In Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, New
New York
York
(except Long
Indiana, Kentucky, West
(except
Long Island),
Island), Ohio,
Ohio, Michioan,
Michigan, Indiana,
West
Virginia Illinois,
Virginia,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Kansas, Nebraska,
Nebraska, and Missouri
Missouri the closed
closed
season shall
between January
January 1
1 and September
September 15 next
season
shall be
be between
next following;
following;

1795
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In Wisconsin, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South
South Dakota,
Dakota, Montana,
Montana,
Minnesota, North
Wyoming, and Colorado
Colorado the
season shall be
between
Idaho, Wyoming,
the closed
closed season
be between
December 21 and September
September 6
6next
following; and
and
December
next following;
In Rhode Island, Connecticut, Long Island, New Jersey,
Jersey, Pennsylthe closed
closed season
season
vania, Washington,
Washington, Oregon,
Oregon, Utah,
Utah, and
and Nevada
Nevada the
between January
January 16
16 and
30 next
next following.
following.
shall be
be between
and September
September 30
RaD
8Gallinules.—The closed season on sora Rails.
Rails, other
other than
than Coots and Gallinules.-The
excluding coots
gallinules, in
in Zone
Zone one
shall be
and other rails,
rails, excluding
coots and
and gallinules,
one shall
be
between December
and August
31 next
following, except
except as
as follows:
between
December 1
1 and
August 31
next following,
follows:
Exception:
until SepSepException: In
In Vermont the closed
closed season shall continue
continue until
tember
tember 1,
1, 1918.
Black-breasted
and golden
golden plover
and greater
lesser yellowlegs.yellowlegs.—
plover and
greater and
and lesser
Black-breasted and

Plover, etc.
Ploveretc.

golden plover
plover and
The closed
closed seasons
seasons on
on black-breasted
black-breasted and
and golden
and greater
greater
and lesser yellowlegs in Zone
Zone one
follows:
one shall
shall be
be as
as follows:
Hampshire, Massachusetts
ConnectIn Maine
Maine, New
New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island, Connecticut,
'i-ork, and
New Jersey
Jersey the
the closed
closed' season
season shall
be between
icut, New
New York,
and New
shall be
between
December
August 15
December 1
1 and August
15 next
next following;
following;
In Vermont, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia,
In
Ohio, West
Virginia, Kentucky,
Kentucky, IndiIndiana,
Michigan, Illinois,
Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas,
Kansas, Nebraska,
Nebraska, Colorado,
Colorado,
ana, Michigan,
Iowa, Missouri
and
season shall
shall be
December 16
and
and Nevada
Nevada the
the closed season
be between
between December
16 and
following;
August 31 next
next following;
In Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Minnesota, North Dakota,
Dakota, Montana,
Montana,
Dakota, South
South Dakota,
and Wyoming
the closed
closed season
season shall
shall be
December 21
21
Idaho, and
Wyoming the
be between
between December
September 6
6next
following;
and September
next following;
In Oregon and Washington
shall be between
between
Washington the dosed
closed season shall
December
December 16 and September
September 30
30 next
next followingfollowing; and
and
In
September 1, 1918.
In Utah the closed
closed season shall continue
continue until
until September
1918.
e1
Jatksnipe.—The closed seasons
Wilson Onipe
in J
Jackssnipe.-The
seasons on
on jacksnipe
jacksnipe or
or Wilson
snipe in
1Jacksnipe.
P"
follows:
Zone one shall
shall be
be as
as follows:
In
Hampshire,, Vermont,
Vermont, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts New
New York
York
In Maine,
Maine, New Hampshire
(except Long
Long Island),
Ohio, West
West Virginia,
Indiana, MichMich(except
Island), Ohio,
Virginia, Kentucky.,
Kentucky, Indiana,
igan Illinois,
and Nebraska
dosed season
season
igan,
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
Missouri, Kansas, and
Nebraska the closed
shall
September 15 next
following;
shall be
be between
between January
January 1
1 and
and September
next following;
New Jersey,
Jersey-, PennIn Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island, Connecticut,
Connecticut, Long
Long Island, New
sylvania
Washington, Oregon,
and Utah
closed season
season
sylvania,' Washington,
Oregon, Nevada,
Nevada, and
Utah the
the closed
shall
16 and
September 30
next following;
and
shall be
be between
between January
January 16
and September
30 next
following; and
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Dakota, South
Dakota, Montana,
Montana,
In Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota,
Idaho,
Colorado the closed
season shall
shall be between
between
Idaho, Wyoming,
Wyoming, and
and Colorado
closed season
21 and
and September
September 66next
next following.
following.
December 21
Woodcock.
1Voodeoelc.—The dosed
season on
woodcock. in Zone one shall be Woodcock.
closed season
on woodcock
Woodcock.-The
between
December 1
September 30 next
between December
1 and
and September
next following,
following, except
except as
follows:
follows:
Exceptions: In
Kentucky, and
and Missouri
season
closed season
Exceptions:
In Illinois,
Illinois, Kentucky,
Missouri the
the closed
shall continue
1, 1918.
until October
October 1,
1918.
shall
continue until
Regulation 8.-Closed
8. Closed Seasons
Seasons in Zone No. 2.
2.
Regulation

Closed seasons
Zoneo.
Zone
No. 2.

2.eas

Waterfowl, etc.
Waterfincl,
and Gallinules.-The
Gallinules.—The closed
on waterfowl,
waterfowl, Wateowletc.
closed seasons
seasons on
Coots and
Waterfowl, Coots
coots
and gallinules
gallinules in
in Zone
Zone two
follows:
two shall
shall be as follows:
coots and
In
Delaware, Maryland,
Maryland, District
North
In Delaware,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, Virginia,
Virginia, North
Carolina,
South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida,
Florida, Tennessee,
MisCarolina, South
Carolina, Georgia,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, and
Louisiana the
season shall
be between
closed season
shall be
between
sissippi, Arkansas,
and Louisiana
the dosed
February- 1
1and
31 next
next following;
and
following; and
and October
October 31
February
In
California the
In Oklahoma, Texas,
Texas, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, Arizona,
Arizona, and
and California
closed season
season shall
shall be
between February
February 1
1and
and October
October 15
15 next
next folfolclosed
be between
lowing.
lowing.
Rails, other than
closed season
season on
sora, Ea
Rauil.,
than Coots and
and Gailinule,s.—The
Gallinules.-The closed
on sora
and other
rails, excluding
excluding coots
coots and
in Zone
two shall
shall be
be
and
other rails,
and gallinules,
gallinules, in
Zone two
between
and August
August 31
except as
as follows:
between December
December 1
1 and
31 next
next following,
following, except
follows:
Exceptions: In Louisiana
Exceptions:
Louisiana the closed
closed season
season shall
shall be between
between
February 1
1and October
October 31; and
February

in
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In California
California the closed
closed season shall continue
continue until
until September
September
I,
I, 1918.
Black-breasted and
greater and lesser yellowlegs.Black-breasted
and golden
golden plover and greater
yellowlegs.—
The closed seasons on
black-breasted and
and golden
golden plover
plover and
greater
on black-breasted
and greater
and lesser yellowlegs
yellowlegs in
in Zone
Zone two shall
follows:
shall be
be as
as follows:
In Delaware, Maryland,
Maryland, District
In
District of Columbia,
Virginia the
Columbia, and
and Virginia
the
closed
December 1
1 and August 15 next
closed season shall be between
between December
next folfollowing;
In South Carolina,
Alabama, Mississippi, LouIn
Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, Florida
Florida, Alabama,
Louseason shall be
isiana, and Texas the closed season
between February
February 1
be between
1 and
and
October 31
31 next
October
next following;
following;
In North Carolina, Tennessee,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, New
In
Tennessee, Arkansas,
New Mexico,
Mexico,
and Arizona
Arizona the closed
closed season
season shall be
between December
16 and
be between
December 16
and
August 31 next following;
following; and
and
In California the closed
In
closed-season
continue until
until September
September 1,
1,
season shall
shall continue
1918.
1918.
Jacksnipe.-The closed seasons
Jacksnipe.—The
seasons on jacksnipe
jacksnipe or Wilson
snipe in
Wilson snipe
in
Zone
shall be
as follows:
follows:
Zone two shall
be as
In Delaware,
Delaware Maryland,
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,
Virginia, No
rth
North
Carolina,
Carolina, South Carolina,
Carolina Georgia,
Georgia, Florida,
Florida, Tennessee,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Alabama
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana
Louisiana the
season shall
be
the closed
losed season
shall be
between February
February 11and October
October 31 next following;
and
following; and
In Oklahoma,
Texas,' New
In
Oklahoma Texas
New Mexico,
Arizona and
and California
California the
the
Mexico, Arizona,
between February
closed season shall be between
February 11 and
and October
October 15
15 next
next
following.
following.
Woodcock.-The closed season on woodcock
woodcock in Zone
Woodcock.—The
Zone two shall be
between January
January 1
1 and October
October 31 next
following:
next following:

Plover, etc.
Plover,etc.

Jacksnipe.
Jacipe.

Woodcock.
woodcock.

Regulation 9.-Hearings.
Regulation
9.—Hearings.
to

Persons recommending
recommending changes
changes in the regulations
desiring to
t
regulations or
or desiring
submit evidence
evidence in person
person or
attorney as
as to
the necessity
necessity for
for
or by attorney
to the
such changes
changes should make
application to
Secretary of
of Agriculmake application
to the
the Secretary
Agriculture. Hearings
and due notice
Hearings will be arranged and
notice thereof
thereof given
given by
by
publication or
or otherwise
otherwise as
publication
as may
deemed appropriate.
appropriate. Persons
Persons
may be
be deemed
recommending
prepared to show
recommending changes should
should be prepared
show the necessity
necessity for
for
such action
evidence other than that based
action and to submit evidence
based on reasons
reasons
of personal
convenience or a
personal convenience
game during
during a
longer open
open
a desire
desire to
to kill
kill game
a longer
season.
Repeal.
Repeal.

Prior reglatiOos au.
su-

Except in respect
respect to offenses theretofore
theretofore committed, on and after
after
the date of the approval by the President
President of the foregoing
foregoing regulations
regulations
such regulations shall supersede
supersede the
the regulations
regulations for
the protection
protection of
of
for the
approved and
migratory-birds approved
and proclaimed
October first
first, one
one thousand
thousand
proclaimed October
nine hundred and thirteen
Stat., 1960),
1960), as
thirteen (38 Stat
as amended
by regularegulaamended by
protection of migrato
migratory
tions for the protection
ry birds
approved and
and proclaimed
proclaimed
birds approved
August thirty-first,
thirty-first, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
fourteen (38
(38
and fourteen
Stat., 2024),
2024), as further
amended by regulations
further amended
regulations for
the protection
protection of
of
for the
migratory
birds approved
migratoly birds
approved and proclaimed
proclaimed October first, one thousand
thousand
nine hundred and fourteen
fourteen (38 Stat.
2032).
Stat., 2032).
I have hereunto
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
set my
caused the seal of the United States to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the city of
of Washington
this twenty-first
day of
Washington, this
twenty-first day
of August
August
in the year of our
our Lord
Lord one
nine hundred
and
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
[SEAL.] sixteen
Independence of
[SEAL.]
sixteen and of the Independence
the United
States the
the
of the
United States
one hundred
hundred and forty-first.
forty-first.

Hearings
Hearings
changes.

as

Priar re g
ulati°°2
perseded.

Vol.
38, p.s0.
p. 1960.
Vol.38,
Vol. 38, p. 2024.

vol.3,p. 20.
Vol.
Vo. 38,
38, p.

p. 2.

By the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSLXO
LANSING
Secretary
Secretary of State.

WOODROW
WILSON'
WOODLOW WILSON'
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PROCLAMATIONS,
BY
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
BY TiHE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA

August 23,1916.
23, 1916.
August

A
A PROCIAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
National
WHEREAS it
it appears
appears that the public good
good will be
be promoted
promoted by Fongeles
piget
National
Cal.
excluding from
from the
the Angeles National
California, certain areas, Forest,
excluding
National Forest, California,
Preamble.
reambe.
and withdrawing
thereof for classification,
withdrawing a
a portion thereof
and by
by restorclassification, and
restoring the public lands subject
ing
subject to disposition
disposition in the remaining
remaining excluded
excluded
areas in aa manner authorized
authorized by the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved SepSep- \ol.
Vol. 3,
10, p.p. 1".
113.
tember thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
tember
hundred and thirteen
thirteen (38 Stat.,
Stat., 113),
113),
entitled
"An
provide aamethod
entitled An Act To authorize the President to provide
method for
for
opening
withdrawal, and
opening lands
lands restored from reservation
reservation or withdrawal,
for other
other
and for
purposes;"
purposes;"
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Wilson, President
the United
United Area
modified.
President of
of the
Area modified.
States of America,
America, by virtue of the power
power in
by the
the Act
Act of
in me
me vested
vested by
of
Congress approved June fourth,
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
ninety-seven
and ninety-seven
(30 Stat., 11 at 34 and 36)
entitled "An
"An Act
36), entitled
appropriations Vol.
30, p.36.
p. 36.
Act Maldng
Making appropriations
ool30,
for
sundry civil expenses of the Government
for sundry
Government for the fiscal year
year
ending
ending June thirtieth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and ninety-eight,
and for
ninety-eight, and
for
other purposes",
purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
boundaries of
the Angeles
Angeles NaNathe boundaries
of the
tional Forest are hereby
hereby changed
changed to exclude
the areas
indicated as
exclude the
areas indicated
as
eliminations on the diagram hereto
hereto annexed
annexed and
part
and forming
forming a
a part
hereof.
And I
I do also proclaim that
that Section
Section fifteen
fifteen (15),
township sifw
\
i
'Lil
h
irwal f
for clasclas(15), in
in township
itdrawal
two (2)
(2) north, range three (3) east, San Bernardino
Bernardino Meridian,
two
Meridian, excluded from the Angeles National
National Forest
Forest by
proclamation is
by this
this proclamation
is
hereby temporarily
withdrawn under authority
temporarily withdrawn
authority of the Act of June
June Vol:36;p.
847.
o"'l:6r
847twenty-fifth,
twenty-fifth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and ten (36 Stat., 847),
847), as
as amended
amended
by the Act of August twenty-fourth,
twenty-fourth, nineteen
hundred and
and twelve
twelve Vol.l. 37,
37, P
p. 497.
497.
nineteen hundred
(37 Stat., 497),
classification.
497), for classification.
And
I do further
further proclaim
And I
proclaim and make known
known that
that in
my judgejudge-.Excluded
Excluded lands
rein my
lands re.
stol ed to settlement.
ment
ment it is proper and necessary
necessary in
interest of
equal opportunity
in the interest
of equal
opportunity
and
good administration
administration that all of the remaining
and good
remaining excluded
excluded lands
lands subject to disposition should be restored
restored to
advance of
of
to settlement
settlement in
in advance
entry, and pursuant to the authority reposed
reposed in
aforesaid
in me
me by
by the
the aforesaid
Act of September
September thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen hundred and
Act
thirteen, IIdo
here- VOlt
Vol. 3',
as, p
p. 113.
113.
and thirteen,
do hereby direct and provide that such lands, subject
subject to valid rights
rights and
and the
the
provisions of existing withdrawals
withdrawals or reservations,
opened and
and Time
opening.
reservations, shall
shall be
be opened
'ime of
otopening.
become
become subject to settlement
settlement only, under
under the
the general
provisions of
general provisions
of
the homestead
homestead laws, at and after, but not
o'clock a.
m.,
not before, nine
nine o'clock
a. m.,
standard time, on the sixty-third day after the date of this proclastandard
proclamation; and to entry and other disposition, under
under any
public land
land
any public
law applicable
applicable thereto, at and after, but not before, nine
o'clock a.
m.,
nine o'clock
a. m.,
on the ninety-first
ninety-first day after said date.
Persons who
upon any
herein pwSariggistre.-L
Persons
who go
go upon
any of the lands to be restored as herein
i',,7 g. g
provided and perform
perform any act
act of
of settlement
thereon from
from and
settlement thereon
and includinclud- went.
ment. prior to
ing
proclamation until
mo• the date of this proclamation
until nine
standard
nine o'clock
o'clock a.
a. m.,
m., standard
time, on the sixty-third
sixty-third day from and after the date
date hereof,
hereof, or
or who
who
are
on or
are on
or are
are occupying
occupying any
any part of such
such lands
lands at
at said
said hour,
hour, except
except Agricultlrallands.
Agricultural lands.
those having valid
subsisting settlement
valid subsisting
settlement rights initiated
prior to
to
initiated prior
reservation and since maintained,
maintained, and those
reservation
those having
having preferences
preferences to
to
make entry under the provisions
make
provisions of the Act of Congress approved
approved v'."34,
vol. 34, p.
p.233..
June
June eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred and six (34 Stat.
entitled "An
"An
Stat., 233),
233), entitled
Act To provide for the entry of Agricultural
Agricultural lands
lands within
within forest
forest rereserves,"
amendatory,, will be considered
considered and
serves," and Acts amendatory
and dealt
dealt with
as
with as
trespassers and preference
preference will
trespassers
will be given
given the
the prior
prior legal
legal applicant,
applicant,
notwithstanding
notwithstanding such unlawful
unlawful settlement
settlement or
or occupancy:
occupancy: Provided,
Provided, edExaminatin
:
aowhowever, that nothing
nothing herein shall
shall prevent
persons from
going upon
upon
prevent persons
from going
and over the lands to examine
examine them with a
a view thereafter
thereafter to going
going
upon and making settlement
settlement thereon
thereon when the
the lands shall become
become
F
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W
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PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.
PROCLAMATIONS. 1916.
bj ect t
heret
o in
i
n accor
dance with
w ith thi
proc l
ama ti on . P
ersons havhavsubject
thereto
accordance
thiss proclamation.
Persons

settlement
settlement su

in' prior
above defined,
defined, will be
preferences, as above
rights or preferences,
prior settlement
settlement rights
ing
allowed
to make
entry in conformity
regulaconformity with existing law and regulamake entry
allowed to
tions.
tions.
ItIt is not intended
proclamation to reserve
reserve any lands
intended by this proclamation
lands not
forest nor to exclude
immediately
embraced in
in a
exclude
a national
national forest
heretofore embraced
immediately heretofore
any
areas indicated
the diagram
diagram
as eliminations on the
indicated as
the areas
except the
any lands
lands except
hereto
annexed.
hereto annexed.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
IN
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this 23d day of August, in the
Done
year
of our
thousand nine
and sixteen,
sixteen,
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
year of
[BEAL.] and
and of
of the Independence
United States the one
Independence of the United
[SEAL.]
hundred
and forty-first.
forty-first.
hundred and
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the
the President:
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

rghts

Area asected.

Area a ected.

By
PREsxDENT
THE UNIED
AMERICA,
BT THE P
RFAIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA,

1916.
August 30,
30,1916.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
ar
War

between
between

y
Italy.
·many
anr and
and
,~dly.
nanda

er-

Ger-

WHEREAS aa state of
WHEREAS
of war unhappily exists between
between Germany

and
Italy; And
And Whereas
and Italy;
Whereas the United States is on terms of friendship
friendship
and amity
amity with
with the
contending powers,
powers, and
persons inhabitinhabitand with the persons
the contending
and
ing their
several dominions;
dominions;
their several
ing
And Whereas
there are citizens of the United
United States residing
residing
Whereas there
And
within
the territories
or dominions
dominions of
each of
of the
the said
belligerents and
said belligerents
of each
territories or
within the
carrying
commerce, trade,
trade, or
other business
business or
pursuits therein;
therein;
or pursuits
or other
on commerce,
carrying on
And
Whereas there
of each
of the
the said
said belligerents
belligerents
each of
subjects of
are subjects
there are
And Whereas
residing
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
United States,
territoory or
the territory
within the
residing within
or pursuits
and carrying
carrying on
other business
business or
or other
trade, or
commerce, trade,
on commerce,
and
therein,-_
therein
without
And
Whereas the
the laws
laws and
treaties of the United States, without
and treaties
And Whereas
interfering
with the
the free
free expression
expression of
opinion and
and sympathy,
sympathy, or with
of opinion
interfering with
the
sale of
of arms
arms or munitions of war,
war,
or sale
manufacture or
commercial manufacture
the commercial
nevertheless impose
persons who may be within their
their terriall persons
upon all
impose upon
nevertheless
tory
jurisdiction the
duty of
impartial neutrality
neutrality during
during the
of an impartial
the duty
and jurisdiction
tory and
existence
contest ;
the contest
of the
existence of
And
it is
duty of
of a
a neutral
neutral government
government not to perthe duty
is the
Whereas it
And Whereas
mit
making of
of its
its waters
waters subservient
to the
the purposes of
subservient to
the making
or suffer
suffer the
mit or
War;
war;
tDrn.tin
of neu-' Now, Therefore,
I, Woodrow
President of
Deel *ration of
Therefore, I,
Woodrow Wilson, President
of the United
trallty.
net .

States of
America, in
in order
preserve the
the neutrality
neutrality of
of the
the United
United
to preserve
order to
of America,
States
States
its territory
and juristerritory and_juriswithin its
of persons
persons within
and of
citizens and
of its
its citizens
and of
States and
diction, and
and to
to enforce
enforce its
laws and
and treaties,
treaties, and
and in
in order
order that
that all perperits laws
diction,
sons, being warned of the general
general tenor of the laws and treaties of the
behalf, and of the law of nations,
United States in this
nations, may thus be
this behalf,
United
prevented from any
declare and proany violation of the same, do hereby declare
prevented
4th day
on the
act approved
approved on
of the
provisions of
certain provisions
claim that
by certain
the act
the 4th
day of
of
that by
v.i, -.:, E. ' '-l',L claim
Act,4dei1n March,
A. D. 1909,
1909, commonly
commonly known
as the
"Penal Code
Code of
of the
the
the "Penal
known as
'*'fri'teien,
r:]i/:
t
rui•te.:
titates terri- March, A. D.
to 7.
.7
United
t0
United States"
States" the following
following acts are forbidden
forbidden to be done, under
under
jurisdiction of the United
severe penalties,
within the
the territory
and jurisdiction
United
territory and
penalties, within
severe
States, to-wit:to-wit:States,
1.
exercising a
commission to serve either of the
a commission
and exercising
1. Accepting
Accepting and
belligerent.
said belligerents
by land
against the
other belligerent.
the other
by sea
sea against
land or
or by
belligerents by
said
2.
the service
service of
either of the said
of either
into the
entering into
or entering
2. Enlisting
Enlisting or
belligerents as
as a
soldier, or
or as
marine, or seaman
seaman on
on board of any
any
as aa marine,
a soldier,
belligerents
or privateer.
vessel of
of war,
of marque,
marque, or
war, letter of
vessel
-
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3. Hiring or retaining
retaining another
another person to
to enlist or
enter himself
in
or enter
himself in
the service
service of either of the said belligerents
belligerents as a
a soldier, or as
as a
a
marine, or seaman
seaman on board of any vessel of war, letter of marque,
marque,
or privateer.
4. Hiring another person to go beyond the limits
limits or jurisdiction
of
jurisdiction of
the United States with
'with intent
intent to be enlisted
enlisted as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
5. Hiring another
another person to go beyond
beyond the limits of the United
States with
be entered
entered into service
with. intent to
to -Jae
service as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
6. Retaining another person to go beyond the limits of the United
United
States with intent to be enlisted as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
7. Retaining another person to go
of the
the United
United
go beyond
beyond the limits
limits of
to be
be entered
entered into
service as
States with intent to
into service
(But the
the Rights
Rights of
of tr.nsient.
transientt
as aforesaid.
aforesaid. (But
said act is not to be construed
construed to extend to
citizen or
subject of
of
to a
a citizen
or subject
either belligerent who, being transientlytransiently within the United
United States,
States,
'shall, on board of any vessel of war, which,
which, at the time of its arrival
within the United States, was fitted
fitted and equipped
of
equipped as
as such
such vessel of
war,, enlist or enter himself
war
himself or hire or
another subject
subject or
or citizen
citizen
or retain another
the same belligerent,
belligerent, who is transiently
transiently within
of the
within the
United States,
the United
to enlist or enter himself to serve such belligerent
belligerent on board
board such vesvessel of war, if the United States shall then be at peace with such
such
belligerent.)
belligerent.)
8. Fitting out and arming, or attempting
attempting to
and arm,
arm, or
or
to fit out and
procuring
procuring to be fitted out and armed, or knowingly
knowingly- being
being concerned
concerned
m the furnishing, fitting out, or
in
any ship
ship or
or vessel
vessel with
with
or arming
arming of
of any
intent that such ship or vessel
vessel shall
employed in
in the
the service
of
shall be
be employed
service of
either of the said belligerents.
belligerents.
9. Issuing or delivering
delivering a
acommission
territory or
or juriscommission within
within the
the territory
jurisdiction of the United States
States for any ship or vessel to the
intent that
that
the intent
she may be employed
employed as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
10. Increasing
Increasing or augmenting,
augmenting, or procuring to be increased
increased or augaugmented, or knowingly being
being concerned
concerned in increasing
increasing or augmenting,
augmenting,
the force of any ship of war, cruiser, or other
other armed vessel, which at
at
the time of her arrival
arrival within the United
United States was
was a
aship of war,
war,
cruiser, or armed vessel in the service
service of
said belligerents,
belligerents,
of either of the
the said
or belonging to the subjects of either,_
the number
either, by
by adding
adding to
to the
number of
of
guns of such vessels, or by changing
for guns
changing those
those on board
board of
of her
her for
of a
a larger calibre, or by the addition thereto of any
equipment solely
any equipment,
soTiVe
applicable to
applicable
to war.
war.
11.
11. Beginning
Beginning or setting on foot or providing
providing or preparing
preparing the
means for any military expedition
expedition or enterprise
enterprise to be
'be carried
carried on
on
territory or jurisdiction of the United States
from the territory
against the
the
States against
territories or dominions of either
either of the said belligerents.
belligerents.
v s. '''""'".' hi
I do hereby
hereby further declare and proclaim
And I
proclaim that any frequenting
frequenting ,ixN
r
ag
, .''*
* "> 'and use
use of
of the
the waters
waters within
within the
the territorial
territorial jurisdiction
the
United
a
r
sirietimls
, . mi
n,
jurisdiction of
of the United Reni-tiorw
tr
States by the armed vessels of a
whether public
public ships
te rn t
"'"Iwats '
a belligerent,
belligerent, whether
ships or
or teritorin.aWr"
privateers, for the purpose of
privateers,
hostile operations,
operations, or
or as
a..4.
of preparing
preparing for
for hostile
posts of observation
or privateers
or merchant
merchant
observation upon the
the ships of
of war or
privateers or
vessels of a
a belligerent
belligerent lying within or being
about to
jurisbeing about
to enter the jurisdiction of the United
United States, must
regarded as
and
must he
be regarded
as unfriendly
unfriendly-and
offensive. and in violation
offensive,
violation of that
that neutrality
which it
is the
the deterneutrality which
it is
determination of this government
government to observe; and
and to the
the end
end that
that the
hazthe hazard and inconvenience
inconvenience of such
such apprehended
apprehended practices
practices may
may be
be
avoided,
further proclaim and declare
avoided, II further
after the
the
declare that from
from and after
thirtieth
thirtieth of August,
August, instant,
instant, and during the continuance
prescontinuance of the
the present hostilities,
hostilitie,,, no ship of war
war or privateer of either belligerent
belFgerent shall
shall
be permitted to make use of any port,
roadstead or
or other
other
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead
waters
iyaters within the jurisdiction
juris(liction of the United States
States as
as aa station or
or
place of resort
place
resort for any warlike
purpose or for
of obtainwarlike purpose
for the
the purpose
purpose of
obtaining any facilities
warlike equipment;
facilities of warlike
equipment; and no ship
ship of
of war
war or privateer of either belligerent
belligerent shall be permitted to sail out of
of or leave
any port, harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters
waters subject
jurisdiction of
of
subject to the
the jurisdiction
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the
States from
which a
vessel of
of an
belligerent
opposing belligerent
an opposing
a vessel
from which
United States
the United
(whether
be a
ship of
war, a
or a
amerchant
merchant
a privateer,
privateer, or
of war,
a ship
shall be
same shall
the same
(whether the
ship)
shall have
have previously
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of
until after
departed, until
previously departed,
ship) shall
at
least twenty-four
twenty-four hours
hours from
such last-mentioned
last-mentioned
of such
departure of
the departure
from the
at least
vessel
the jurisdiction
If any
of
ship of
any ship
States. If
United States.
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
beyond the
vessel beyond
war
privateer of
of a
abelligerent
the time
this notification
notification
time this
after the
shall, after
belligerent shall,
or privateer
war or
takes effect,
effect, enter
enter any
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
of the
United
the United
waters of
or waters
any port,
takes
within
States,
vessel shall
be required
and to
put to sea within
to put
depart and
to depart
required to
shall be
such vessel
States, such
twenty-four
after her
her entrance
entrance into
port, harbor,
roadharbor, roadsuch port.
into such
hours after
twenty-four hours
stead,
or waters,
except in
in case
of stress
of weather
weather or
her requiring
requiring
of her
or of
stress of
case of
waters, except
stead, or
provisions
necessary for
of her
her crew,
crew, or
for
or for
subsistence of
for the
the subsistence
or things
things necessary
provisions or
repairs;
in any
the authorities
authorities of
of the
port or
or of
of the
the
the port
cases the
which cases
of which
any of
repairs; in
nearest
port (as
be) shall
shall require
to put
to sea
soon
as soon
sea as
put to
her to
require her
may be)
case may
the case
(as the
nearest port
as possible
possible after
of such
period of
twenty-four hours,
hours,
of twenty-four
such period
expiration of
the expiration
after the
as
without permitting
take in
supplies beyond what may be
in supplies
to take
her to
permitting her
without
necessary for
her immediate
immediate use;
and no
vessel which
may have
which may
such vessel
no such
use; and
for her
necessary
been permitted
permitted to
remain within
within the
waters of
States for
United States
of the
the United
the waters
to remain
been
the
purpose of
repair shall
continue within
port, harbor, roadsuch port,
within such
shall continue
of repair
the purpose
stead, or
longer period
period than
than twenty-four
hours after
after
twenty-four hours
for aa longer
waters for
or waters
stead,
her necessary
necessary repairs
have been
been completed,
within such
such
unless within
completed, unless
shall have
repairs shall
her
twenty-four hours
vessel, whether
ship of
or mermerprivateer, or
of war,
war, privateer,
whether ship
a vessel,
hours a
twenty-four
chant
opposing belligerent,
belligerent, shall
departed therefrom,
therefrom,
have departed
shall have
of an
an opposing
ship of
chant ship
in
case the
time limited
for the
war
ship of war
such ship
of such
departure of
the departure
limited for
the time
in which
which case
or privateer
extended so
be necessary
an
secure an
to secure
necessary to
as may
may be
so far
far as
be extended
shall be
or
privateer shall
interval
of not
less than
twenty-four hours
hours between
between such
such departure
than twenty-four
not less
interval of
and that
that of
of any
any ship
war, privateer,
ship of
of the
opposthe opposor merchant
merchant ship
privateer, or
ship of
of war,
and
ing
belligerent which
may have
the same
same port,
port, harharquit the
previously quit
have previously
which may
ing belligerent
bor,
waters. No
No ship
of war
war or
or privateer
privateer of
belligerof a
a belligership of
or waters.
roadstead, or
bor, roadstead,
ent
shall be
detained in
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
of the
the
waters of
port, harbor,
any port,
in any
be detained
ent shall
United
States more
than twenty-four
hours, by
by reason
reason of the
succesthe succestwenty-four hours,
more than
United States
sive
departures from
from such
such port,
port, harbor,
roadstead, or
waters of
of more
more
or waters
harbor, roadstead,
sive departures
if there
than one
opposing belligerent.
belligerent. But if
there be several
several
an opposing
of an
vessel of
one vessel
than
vessels of
in the
harbor, roadstead.
roadstead,
port, harbor,
same port,
the same
belligerents in
of opposing
opposing belligerents
vessels
or waters,
order of
shall be
so arranged
arranged
be so
therefrom shall
departure therefrom
of their
their departure
the order
waters, the
or
as to
to afford
the opportunity
opportunity of
alternately to
to the
the vessels
vessels of
of the
of leaving
leaving alternately
afford the
as
opposing belligerents,
and to
to cause
consistent
detention consistent
least detention
the least
cause the
belligerents, and
opposing
privateer
with
objects of
this proclamation.
war or privateer
ship of war
No ship
proclamation. No
of this
the objects
with the
of a
shall be
in any
port, harbor,
harbor, roadroadany port,
while in
permitted, while
be permitted,
of
a belligerent
belligerent shall
stead,
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
United States,
take
to take
States, to
of the
waters within
or waters
stead, or
as may be
in
any, supplies
supplies except
provisions and
such other things its
and such
except provisions
in any
requisite
the subsistence
subsistence of
of her
her crew,
except so
so much coal
and except
crew, and
for the
requisite for
only
as may
be sufficient
sufficient to
to carry
carry such
such vessel,
if without
without any
sail
any sail
vessel, if
may be
only as
power, to
nearest port
port of
country; or
in case
vessel
the vessel
or in
case the
her own
own country;
of her
the nearest
to the
power,
is
go under
sail, and
may also
power,
steam power,
by steam
propelled by
also be
be propelled
and may
under sail,
to go
rigged to
is rigged
then
half the
quantity of
of coal
to
coal which she would be entitled to
the quantity
with half
then with
receive, if
if dependent
dependent upon
upon steam
alone, and
and no
coal shall
shall be
again
be again
no coal
steam alone,
receive,
supplied
such ship
war or
or privateer
the same or any
in the
privateer in
of war
ship of
to any
any such
supplied to
United States, without
other
port, harbor,
or waters
waters of the United
roadstead, or
harfor, roadstead,
other port.
special permission,
permission, until
the expiration
expiration of
of three
months from
from the
three months
until after
after the
special
time
have been
been last
last supplied
to her
within the
the
her within
supplied to
coal may
may have
such coal
when such
time when
waters
of the
war or
or privateer
privateer shall,
shall,
of war
ship of
such ship
unless such
States, unless
United States,
the United
waters of
since
last thus
thus supplied,
supplied, have
have entered
entered a
a port
government to
of the government
port of
since last
which she
belongs.
she belongs.
which
Strict neutrality to
do further
further declare
proclaim that the statutes and the
declare and proclaim
to And
And IIdo
be maintained.
maintained.
treaties of
of the
law of
of nations alike
alike require that
the law
and the
States and
the United
United States
treaties
no person,
within the
and jurisdiction
of the
United States,
the United
jurisdiction of
territory and
the territory
person, within
no
shall take
part, directly
indirectly, in
the said
said wars
but shall
reshall rewars, but
in the
or indirectly,
directly or
take part,
shall
main at
at peace
with both of
of the
the said belligerents,
belligerents, and shall maintain
maintain
peace with
main
a
strict and
impartial neutrality.
neutrality.
a strict
and impartial
Observance of
of law,
la
Observance
And
I
do
hereby
enjoin
all citizens
the United
all perperand all
United States,
States, and
of the
enjoin
all
citizens of
I
do
hereby
And
majoined.
enioined.
United
sons
being within
within the
the territory
territory or
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the United
or being
residing or
sons residing
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States,
laws thereof,
and to
act contrary
contrary to
to
States, to
to observe
observe the
the laws
thereof, and
to commit
commit no
no act
the provisions of the said statutes or treaties
treaties or in
in violation
violation of the law
of
behalf.
of nations in that
that behalf.
And I
do hereby
hereby warn
all citizens
citizens of
the United
and all
per- liUgrtraid
milit3rY aid to
to belbelAnd
I do
warn all
of the
United States,
States, and
all pergerentsr prohibited.
sons residing
residing or being within
territory or jurisdiction
within its territory
jurisdiction that, while the
the
expression of sympathies in public and private is not
free and full expression
not rerestricted
the laws of the United
States, military forces
stricted by
by thelaws
United States,
forces in aid
aid of aa
belligerent cannot lawfully
originated or
or organized within its
its jurisjurisbelligerent
lawfully be originated
diction;
lawfully and without
rewithout repersons may
may lawfully
diction; and
and that,
that, while all persons
striction
reason of
aforesaid state of war
and sell
striction by
by reason
of the
the aforesaid
war manufacture
manufacture and
articles
and munitions
munitions of war, and other articles
United States arms
arms and
within the United
ordinarily known
known as
"contraband of
cannot carry
carry such e
Jontraband
of war,
w,
ontband of
war", yet
yet they
they cannot
of war",
as "contraband
ordinarily
articles upon
seas for
or service
belligerent, nor
nor
a belligerent,
use or
service of
of a
for the
the use
upon the
the high
high seas
articles
transport soldiers
soldiers and officers
officers of
belligerent, or
attempt to
of aabelligerent,
or attempt
can they transport
break any
mainestablished and mainbe lawfully established
blockade which may be
break
any blockade
tained during
without incurring
capof hostile capincurring the risk of
the said wars
wars without
tained
during the
denounced by the law of nations in that behalf.
penalties denounced
ture and
and the penalties
b
Notice.
And I
give notice
notice that
e
States and No
United States
that all citizens of the United
And
I do
do hereby
hereby give

government, who may
may
may claim the protection of this government,
others who may
misconduct themselves
themselves in the premises, will do so at their peril, and
misconduct
government
they can in no wise obtain any protection from the government
that they
of
consequences of their
their misconduct.
misconduct.
against the consequences
of the United
United States against
IN WITNESS
REOF I
and
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand and
WITNESS WTTE
WHEREOF
I have
IN
caused
caused the
the seal of
of the United States to
to be affixed.
this thirtieth
thirtieth day of
of August, in the
the City of Washington
Washington this
Done at
at the
year
thousand nine
nine hundred and sixteen
year of
of our Lord
Lord one thousand
America
United States
States of
of America
[sEaL.]
of the
the United
and of the independence
independence of
[SEAL.] and
the
hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
the one
one hundred
WooDBOW
WILSON
W OODROW W
ILSON
By the
the President:
President:
ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

August 81,, 1916.
1916.
August

STATES
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION .
A PROCLAMATION.

Representatives
WHEREAS,
received from the House of Representatives
I have received
WHEREAS, I
of
the United
United States
passed July
21, 1916,
1916, reading
reading as
as
July 21,
States a
a Resolution,
Resolution, passed
of the
follows:
follows:
Whereas
in the
the various
various countries
in war
war there
there are
are
now engaged
engaged in
countries now
Whereas in
four millions
of Lithuanians,
Lithuanians, the great
great majority
are destimajority of whom are
four
millions of
tute
and clothing; and
shelter, and
of food,
food, shelter,
tute of
Whereas
of them
have been
been driven
their homes
homes
from their
them have
driven from
Whereas millions
millions of
without
warning, deprived
of an
make provision
provision for
for
to make
an opportunity
opportunity to
deprived of
without warning,
their most
most elementary
wants, causing
and untold
untold
disease, and
causing starvation,
starvation, disease,
elementary wants,
their
suffering; and
Whereas the
the people
people of
learned
have learned
United States
States of
of America have
of the
the United
Whereas
with sorrow
sorrow of
this plight
plight of
beings and have most
millions of human beings
of millions
of this
with
generously responded
responded to
to the
the cry
whenever such an opportuhelp whenever
cry for
for help
generously
Therefore be it
reached them: Therefore
nity has reached
hardships
Resolved,
wretchedness, and hardships
in view of the misery, wretchedness,
That in
Resolved, That
which these
suffering the President
President
are suffering
of Lithuanians
Lithuanians are
which
these four millions of
a day on
respectfully asked to designate
of the United States be respectfully
designate a
which the
country may
may give
expression to
symto their symgive expression
citizens of
of this
this country
which
the citizens
pathy
contributing to
relief of
for the relief
raised for
to the funds now being raised
pathy by
by contributing
Lithuanians in
in the war
war zone.
zone.
the Lithuanians
And Whereas,
Whereas, IIfeel confident that the people of the United States
And
will
be moved
stricken by
famine and
disease;
and disease;
by war,
war, famine
a people
people stricken
moved to
to aid
aid a
will be

At to
to Lithuanian
Lithuanian
pa
ple.
Premble.

peo

Resolution
of
the
of the
aR
esuotp
House
of Repreeenta-

tives.
ties.
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Setting
apart
NemN
Wednesday,
November 1, 1916, as a
a day for
public contributions.

Wednesday,

pubulccO ntbut.

Now,
therefore, I,
Wilson, President
United
the United
of the
President of
Woodrow Wilson,
I, Woodrow
Now, therefore,
States,
with the
request of
the House
House of
States, in
in compliance
compliance with
the request
of the
of RepresentsRepresentatives thereof, do appoint and proclaim Wednesday
Wednesday,' November
November 1,
1,
1916,
which the
people of
States may
may make
1916, as
as aaday
day upon
upon which
the people
of the
the United
United States
make
such
as they
they feel
feel disposed
of the
stricken
such contributions
contributions as
disposed for
for the
the aid
aid of
the stricken
Lithuanian
people.
Lithuanian people.
Contributions may
may be
addressed to
to the
the American
Red Cross,
WashContributions
be addressed
American Red
Cross, Washon D.
care for
proper distribution.
distribution.
ington,
D. C.,
C., which
which will
will care
for their
their proper
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hand and
IN
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
caused the seal of the United States
to be
be affixed.
caused
States to
affixed.
Done at the City of Washi
Washington
gton this thirty-first
thirty-first day of
of August,
August, in
in
the year
Lord one
nine hundred
the
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
[BEAL.]
sixteen, and
the Independence
United States
States
[SEAL.] sixteen,
and of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
the
one hundred
hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
the one
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT
ROBF.ET LANsrIN
LANSING
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

August
31, 1916.
August 31,1916.

WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON
WILSON

BY
THE PBESIDENiT
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATE
AMERICA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNFFED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Aid
Syrian and
and
of peoples.
Aid of
Armenian
Preamble.

Syrian

Preamble.

Resolution

Senate.
Sedution

WH P:REAS, I
have received
from the
Senate of
of the
the United
States
United States
the Senate
received from
I have
WHEREAS,

aaResolution,
Resolution, passed July 7
7 (calendar
(calendar day,
July 10),
10), 1916,
day, July
1916, reading
reading
as follows:
follows:
as
of the
"
Whereas the
attention of
of the
the people
the United
United States
has been
been
of the
"Whereas
the attention
people of
of the
States has
directed to
the helpless
helpless situation
situation m
m which
which many
of the
Syrians in
directed
to the
many of
the Syrians
in tthe
he
Mount
Mount Lebanon
Lebanon district have
that many
thousands
have been
been placed,
placed, and
and that
many thousands
haverished
from hunger
exposure; and
have
perished from
hunger and
and exposure;
and
"Whereas thousands
thousands of
of citizens
the United
in practically
"Whereas
citizens of
of the
United States
States in
practically
every
Syria or
or are
are the
the children
every State of
of the
the Union
Union were
were either born
born in
in Syria
children
of
Syrians born
in that
that country,
country, and
and that
that thousands
thousands of
of Syrians
born in
of American
American
citizens are
are related
related by
and affinity
of the
the said
said suffersuffercitizens
by blood
blood and
affinity to
to many
many of
ing and
and helpless
helpless people;
people; and
and
Whereas
of the
United States
States have
demonstrated their
Whereas the
the people
peopleof
the United
have demonstrated
their
sympathy for
for the
the suffering
all sides
the great
great European
European
sympathy
suffering people
people on
on all
sides in
in the
war
of Belgium,
war,, havmg
having helped
helped in
in aapractical
practical way
way the
the people
people of
Belgium, Serbia,
Serbia,
Ireland, Poland, and
and others,
others, as
as becomes
becomes a
a nation
nation which
which is neutral in
in
this war and on friendly
this
friendly terms
Therefore
terms with all
all the belligerents:
belligerents: Therefore
be it
it
"Resolved, That,
That, appreciating
appreciating the
sufferings of
the Syrian
Syrian people,
people,
"Resolved
the sufferings
of the
it
it is
is suggested
suggested that the
States set
aside aaday
day
the President of the United States
set aside
upon which a
adirect appeal to the sympathy of
citizens
of all
all American
American citizens
shall
our public-spirshall be
be made
made and
and an
an opportunity
opportunity shall
shall be
be given
given for
for our
public-spirited people
people to
to contribute
ited
contribute to a
the
a much-needed
much-needed fund
fund for
for the
the relief
relief of
of the
Syrian
people."
Syrian people."
And
Whereas, a
was passed
by the
Congress of
the
And Whereas,
a Resolution
Resolution was
passed by
the Congress
of the
United
States on
July 18,
1916, reading
reading as
as follows:
United States
on July
18, 1916,
follows:

Resolution
Resolution of
of
gress.
n,te, p. 1601

Ante, p. 1602.

Cm-

Can-

" Whereas in
countries now
now engaged
war there
several hunIi un"Whereas
in countries
engaged in
in war
there are
are several
of thousands
thousands of Armenians
dreds of
food, clothing,
clothing, and
Armenians in
in need
need of
of food,
and
shelter; and
"Whereas
"
Whereas great numbers
numbers of
required by conditions
conditions
of them have
have been required
growing
to leave
leave their
homes and
and their
growing out
out of
of the
the state
state of
of war
war to
their homes
their
property,
deprived of
opportunity to
to make
provision for
property, deprived
of an
an opportunity
make provision
for their
their
most
most elementary
elementary wants, causing
causing starvation,
starvation, disease,
disease, and
and untold
untold
suffering; and
suffering;
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"Whereas
"Whereas the people of the United States of America have
have learned
numbers of
of human
human beings
beings
with sorrow of
of this terrible
terrible plight
plight of
of great
great numbers
and
responded to
to the
cry for
help whenever
whenever
and have
have most
most generously
generously responded
the cry
for help
appeal has reached
reached them: Therefore
such an appeal
Therefore be
be it
it
'Resolved
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring), That, in view of the misery,
wretchedness, and
ring),
misery, wretchedness,
and hardships
hardships
which these people are suffering, the
President of the United
United States
the President
States
be respectfully
respectfully asked to designate a
a day on which the citizens of
of this
country may give expression to
sympathy by contributing
contributing
to their
their sympathy
to the
the funds
funds now
now being
raised for
for the
the relief
relief of
to
being raised
of the
the Armenians
Armenians in
in
countries."
the belligerent
belligerent countries."
And Whereas,
Whereas, I
United States
I feel confident that the people of the United
will be moved to aid these peoples
peoples stricken by
b war, famine
famine and disease;
Now,
Woodrow Wilson, President of the United dettng
apart
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow
dase
ytt
anfic
lgs,a„P
i
rySaturst,c
tIt
i,r;
States, in
compliance with
with the
suggestion of
the Senate,
Senate, and
and the
the bey
and 22,
as
ber 21
21 and
22, 1916,
1916as
of the
States,
in compliance
the said
said suggestion
pu
said request
request of
the Congress
Congress thereof;
thereof; do
do appoint
and proclaim
Satur- i¢oitis.
icon
o
intt
ri t
i
ms for public
said
of the
appoint and
proclaim Saturday, October
21, and
Sunday, October
October 22, 1916,
upon
1916, as joint days
days upon
day,
October 21,
and Sunday,
people of
which the people
of the United States
States may make such
such contributions
contributions
as they
they feel
disposed for the
stricken Syrian
the aid of
of the
the stricken
Syrian and
and Armenian
Armenian
as
feel disposed
peoples.
peoples.
Contributions may
addressed to the American
Cross, WashWashContributions
may be addressed
American Red
Red Cross,
in,cr,ton, D.
C., which
will care
care for
for their
proper distribution.
distribution.
ington,
D. C.,
which will
their proper
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set my
hand and
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
my hand
States to
affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of the United States
to be affixed.
August, in
Done at the City of Washington this thirty-first day of August,
the
year of
our Lord
one thousand
hundred and
and
the year
of our
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
[sEtti..]
Independence of the United
[sEAL.] sixteen, and the
the Independence
United States
States the
the
one hundred
forty-first.
one
hundred and
and forty-first.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODBOW
By
President:
By the President:
.

ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING

Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
STATES OF

September 1,
1, 1916.
1916.
September

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Ntin
of section
section etahoa
WHEREAS,
it appears
quarter of
V
W
'
that the
the southeast
southeast quarter
appears that
WHEREAS, it
I'reambo.
range five
five west,
twenty-one,
township thirty-six
west, Mount
Mount '1''rearilble.
north, range
thirty-six north,
tw-enty-one, township
Diablo
patented to
to the
the Central
Pacific RailRailDiablo Meridian,
Meridian, California,
California, patented
Central Pacific
road
on March
March eleventh,
eleventh, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred
Company under
under its
its grant
grant on
road Company
and
has been
over five
years by
by an
an Indian
five years
Indian
occupied for
for over
and ninety-six,
ninety-six. has
been occupied
entitled
receive the
tile tract
the grant
grant
in allotment if
if i
ittwere
were not
not for the
entitled to
to receive
tract in
to
Company;
to the
the Railroad
Railroad Conmpanv:
Whereas
upon request
request of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior the
the said
said
the Interior
Whereas upon
Railroad
Company has
agreed to
tract so
to
so occupied
occupied to
to reconvey
reconvey the
the tract
has agreed
Railroad Company
the
United States
provisions of
Vol. 37,
37, p. 1007.
107.
ap- V0o.
Act of Congress apof the Act
the provisions
the United
States under the
proved
fourth, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and thirteen,
thirteen,
proved March
March fourth,
entitled
occupying railroad lands
lanls
Indians occupying
Act For the
the relief
relief of
of Indians
entitled "An
'An Act
in
New Mexico,
California", as
as amended
Act Ante,
p. 4.
A'', p.
by the
the Act
amended by
or California',
Mexico, or
in Arizona,
Arizona, New
approved
April eleventh,
eleventh, one
nine hundred
hundred and
thousand nine
and sixteen,
sixteen,
approved April
one thousand
available for allotment
allotment to said Indian, proin order that it may
may be available
vided that
the said
Railroad Company
to select
select
that the
said Railroad
Company may
may be
be permitted
permitted to
vided
thereof under
under the provisions
provisions of
of said
said Acts, the tract of 160
in lieu
lieu thereof
in California, hereinafter
hereinafter
National Forest in
acres within the Tahoe National
described; and
Whereas it appears
appears that the relinquishment
relinquishment is sought for the
Whereas
benefit
of the
Indian and
said
exchange by said
the tract
tract desired
desired in exchange
the Indian
and that the
benefit of
egt
I

aN
n

ev
al

o
F'
F°
r-
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30, p.
p. 36.
36.
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company
is of
the character
character contemplated
contemplated by
of
company is
of the
by the
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act of
March fourth,
hundred and
equal in
March
fourth, one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and thirteen,
thirteen, and
and equal
in
area
relinquished;
area and value to that
that to
to be
be relinquished;
Now, therefore, I,I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
Woodrow Wilson,
President of the
the United
United
States of
States
America, by virtue of
in me
me vested
Act
of America,
of the power
power in
vested by
by the
the Act

of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
fourth, eighteen
eighteen hundred
of
June fourth,
hundred and
and ninetyninetyseven
(30 Stat.,
Stat., 11
11 at
and 36),
36), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Making approapproseven (30
at 34
34 and
Act Making
priations for
civil expenses
of the
the fiscal
priations
for sundry
sundry civil
expenses of
the Government
Government for
for the
fiscal
year
ending June
thirtieth, eighteen
and ninety-eight,
ninety-eight, and
vear ending
June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred
hundred and
and
ior
boundaries of
of the
the Tahoe
'or other
other purposes",
purposes", do proclaim
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
Tahoe
National Forest
in California
exclude therethereNational
Forest in
California are
are hereby
hereby changed
changed to
to exclude
from the
to wit:
half of
the northeast
northeast
from
the following
following area,
area, to
wit: The
The south
south half
of the
quarter
the northwest
quarter of
of section
section
quarter and
and the
the south half
half of
of the
northwest quarter
twenty-four,
township seventeen
seventeen north,
north, range
fourteen east,
twenty-four, township
range fourteen
east, Mount
Mount
Diablo
Meridian.
Diablo Meridian.
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
hand and
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
caused
caused the seal of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of September
Done at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this first
first day
day of
September in
in
the
year of
of our
Lord one
sixthe year
our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixNEAL.] teen,
teen, and
the Independence
of the
the United
States the
[S.AT.]
and of
of the
Independence of
United States
the
one hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
By
the President:
President:
By the
J
OHN E.
OSBORNE
Jon
E. OsBORNE
Acting
of State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
State.

• WooDROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
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BY THE
STATES
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF

September 18, 1916.
September
18,1916.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS a
state of
between AustriaAustria-- malLear
baentree
WHEREAS
a state
of war
war unhappily
unhappily exists
exists between
war between
Rot,
ci AustriaLI=
mania
and
t
, ,,Bulgaria,
Hungary,
Huno-ary
Bulgaria, Germany,
the one
side and
and RouGermany, and
and Turkey
Turkey on
on the
one side
Rou- Hungary,
Hungery, Germany,
Cermany,
7

mania on
the other;
awl Turkey.
mania
on the
other;
Preamble.
Preatuble.
And Whereas
Whereas the United States
of friendship
friendship and
amity
States is
is on
on terms of
and amity
with
and with
persons inhibiting
their
with the
the contending
contending powers,
powers, and
with the
the persons
inhabiting their
several
dominions;
several dominions;
And Whereas
Whereas there are citizens of the United States residing
residing
within the territories
territories or dominions
dominions of each
each of the
the said belligerents
belligerents and
and
carryingon commerce,
or other
other business
business or
carrying on
commerce, trade,
trade, or
or pursuits
pursuits therein;
therein;
And Whereas there are subjects of each of the said belligerents
belligerents
residing
residing within the
territory or
jurisdiction of
of the
and
the territory
or jurisdiction
the United
United States,
States, and
carrying on
commerce, trade,
pursuits therm;
carrying
on commerce,
trade, or
or other business
business or pursuits
therein;
And Whereas the laws and treaties
treaties of the
the United
United States,
States, without
without
interfering
interfering with the free expression
expression of opinion and sympathy, or
or with
with
the
commercial manufacture
of arms
munitions of
war,
the commercial
manufacture or sale
sale of
arms or
or munitions
of war,
nevertheless impose
impose upon
upon all
all persons
persons who
who may be within their
their terterritory and
neutrality during
and jurisdiction the duty
duty of
of an impartial
impartial neutrality
during the
the
existence
of the
the contest;
existence of
contest;
And Whereas it
it is the duty of
neutral government
of aaneutral
government not to
to permit
permit or
or
suffer
waters subservient
to the
purposes of
of war;
suffer the making
making of its waters
subservient to
the purposes
war;
a
Now, Therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States D-tion of euof Now,
America,
America
Therefore,
: in order
I, Woodrow
to preserve
Wilson,
the neutrality
Presidentof
ofthe
the United
United States D.ryhratic'n
of
y
of
America,
in order
to preserve the neutrality of the United States
and
within its
territory and
and of its
its citizens
citizens and of
of persons within
its territory
and jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
and to enforce its laws and treaties, and in
in order that all persons,
persons
tenor of
United
being warned
warned of
of the
the general
general tenor
of the
the laws
laws and
and treaties
treaties of
of the
the United
States in this
this behalf, and of the
the law of nations, may
may thus
thus beprevented
be prevented
declare and
and proclaim
by
from any
any violation of the
the same, do
do hereby
hereby declare
proclaim that
that by
certain
provisions of
of the
the act
act approved
on the
the 4th
4th day
day of
of March,
March, A.
A. D.
yr)",
"4"91*
certain provisions
approved on
D. vo'
:s PP lto-iO9.
1909,
known as
the "Penal
"Penal Code
Code of
United States"
States"
1909, commonly
commonly known
as the
of the
the United
following acts
done, under
under severe
the following
acts are forbidden
forbidden to
to be
be done,
severe penalties,
penalties,
within the territory and
States, to-wit:to-wit:and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the United States,
1. Accepting
acommission
serve any
any of
the said
said act':t1
ates
ddent eriin
exercising a
commission to
to serve
of the
in
Acts forbidden
1.
and exercising
Accepting and
United St
States terribelligerents
the other
other belligerent
belligerent or
or beltory.
belligerents by
by land
land or by
by sea
sea against
against the
bel- tory.
ligerents.
ligerents.
2. Enlisting or entering
entering into the service of any of
of the
the said
said belligerbelligerents
as aasoldier,
soldier, or
or as
vessel of
of
ents as
as a
a marine,
marine, or
or seaman
seaman on
on board
board of
of any
any vessel
marctue, or
war, letter
letter of marque,
or privateer.
3. Hiring or retaining
retaining another person
person to enlist
enlist or
or enter himself
himself in
in the
the
service
any of
of the
said belligerents
soldier, or
or as
as a
amarine,
marine, or
or
service of
of any
the said
belligerents as
as aasoldier,
seaman on board of
of marque,
marque, or
or privateer.
privateer.
of any vessel
vessel of
of war, letter
letter of
4. Hiring another person to
jurisdiction of
of
to go
go beyond
beyond the limits or
or jurisdiction
the United States with intent to
to be
be enlisted as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
5. Hiring another
another person to go beyond
beyond the limits of the United
States
States with intent to be entered into service
service as
aforesaid.
as aforesaid.
6. Retaining another
another person
beyond the
person to
to go
go beyond
the limits
limits of
of the
the United
United
he enlisted
States with
with intent
intent to
to be
enlisted as
as aforesaid.
pp.

forbi
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7.
another person to go beyond the limits
7. Retaining
Retaining another
the United
limits of
of the
United
States with intent to be entered
entered into service
service as
aforesaid. (But
the
as aforesaid.
(But the
said act
citizen or
said
act is not to be construed
construed to extend
extend to aacitizen
or subject
subject of
of any
any
of the
the belligerents
within the
of
belligerents who, being transiently
transiently within
the United
States,
United States,
shall, on board of any vessel of
which, at
the time
time of
of its
its arrival
arrival
of war,
war, which,
at the
within the United
United States, was
equipped as
such vessel
vessel of
of
was fitted
fitted and
and equipped
as such
war, enlist or enter himself or hire or.retain another
war,
another subject
or citizen
subject or
citizen
of the same belligerent,
belligerent, who is transiently
transiently within
within the
United States,
States,
the United
to enlist
enlist or enter
to
enter himself
himself to serve such belligerent
belligerent on
on board
board such
such
vessel of war, if the United States
be at
with such
States shall
shall then
then be
at peace
peace with
such
belligerent.)
belligerent.)
8. Fitting out and arming, or attempting
attempting to
fit out
out and
to fit
and arm,
arm, or
or
procuring to be fitted out and armed,
being concerned
armed, or
or knowingly
knowingly being
concerned
m
furnishing, fitting
in the furnishing
fitting out, or arming of
of any
ship or
or vessel
with
any ship
vessel with
intent that such ship
lip or vessel shall be
be employed
the service
service of
of any
any
employed in
in the
of the said belligerents.
belligerents.
9. Issuing or delivering a
a commission within
the territory
territory or
within the
or jurisjurisdiction of the United States for
for any
any ship
ship or
or vessel
vessel to
to the
the intent
intent that
that
be employed
as aforesaid.
she may be
employed as
aforesaid.
10. Increasing
Increasing
or augmenting, or procuring to
10.
n
increased or
to be
be increased
or
augmented, or knowingly
augmented,
knowingly being concerned
in increasing
or augmentaugmentconcerned in
increasing or
ing, the force of any ship
of war,
cruiser,. or
or other
armed vessel,
vessel, which
which
ship of
war, cruiser,
other armed
at the time of her arrival
within the
the United
United States
States was
was a
aship
ship of
of war,
war,
arrival within
service of
cruiser, or armed vessel
vessel in the service
of any
of the
the said
any of
said belligerents,
belligerents,
belonging to the
or belonging
the subjects
subjects of
of any,
any, by
adding to
t
o th
ber o
guns
by adding
thee num
number
offguns
of such vessels, or by changing
changing those
for guns
of aa
those on
on board
board of
of her
her for
guns of
larger calibre, or by the addition
addition thereto
of any
any equipment
equipment solely
thereto of
solely
applicable to
to war.
war.
applicable
11. Beginning
Beginning or setting on foot or providing or preparing
preparing the
the means
means
for any military-expedition or enterprise
enterprise to be
the
be carried
carried on
on from
from the
United
territory or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Unit
ed St
ates against
States
against the
the territories
territories
or dominions
dominions of any of the said
belligerents.
said belligerents.
lNaval
And
do hereby
hereby further
declare and
that any
any frequenting
Nl
vessels of
of belbe
And
IIdo
a
g
erents.vessels
further declare
and proclaim
proclaim that
frequenting
d
Restriion,in
Rights of transients.

Rights of transients.

ter- and
an use of the waters
waters within
within the
the territorial
territorial jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United
of the
United
States by the armed vessels of a belligerent, whether public ships
States by the armed vessels of abelligerent, whether
ships or
or
privateers, for the purpose of preparing
preparing for
for hostile
hostile operations,
operations, or
or as
as
observation upon the
posts of observation
of war
or merchant
the ships
ships of
war or
or privateers
privateers or
merchant
vessels of a
a belligerent
belligerent lying
lying withn
within or being about
enter the
the jurisjurisabout to
to enter
diction of the United
United States,
be regarded
as unfriendly
unfriendly and
and
States, must
must be
regarded as
offensive and in violation of
of that neutrality
offensive,
is the
neutrality which
which it
it is
the determinadetermination
government to observe;
tion of this government
observe; and to
to the
that the
the end
end that
the hazard
hazard
apprehended practices
and inconvenience
inconvenience of such apprehended
be avoided,
avoided, I
practices may
may be
I
further proclaim and declare that from
after the
of Septemfrom and
and after
the 18th
18th of
September, instant, and during the continuance
of the
the present
present hostilities,
hostilities,
continuance of
no ship of war or privateer
privateer of
of any
any belligerent
belligerent shall
permitted to
shall be
be permitted
to
make use of any port, harbor, roadstead
or other
waters within
the
roadstead or
other waters
within the
jurisdiction of the United States as
jurisdiction
or place
resort for
as a
a station
station or
place of
of resort
for
any warlike
warlike purpose
purpose or for the purpose of obtaining
any
obtaining any
facilities of
of
any facilities
equipment; and no ship of
warlike equipment;
or privateer
privateer of
any belligerent
belligerent
of war
war or
of any
shall be permitted to sail
sail out
leave any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
out of
of or
or leave
roadstead,
or waters
or
waters subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the United
tnited States
which
States from
from which
aa vessel of an opposing belligerent
belligerent (whether
the same
same shall
shall be
be a
(whether the
a
ship
a privateer,
ship of war, a
privateer, or a
a merchant
merchant ship)
shall have
have previously
previously
ship) shall
departed, until after the expiration
expiration of
at least
least twenty-four
hours from
of at
twenty-four hours
from
the departure
of such last-mentioned
last-mentioned vessel beyond
the
departure of
beyond the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of
United States.
privateer of
of the
the United
States. If
If any ship of war or privateer
of aabelligerent
belligerent
shall,
after the
time this notification
notification takes
shall, after
the time
takes effect,
effect, enter
enter any
any port,
port, harharbor,
bor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters of the United States, such
vessel shall
such vessel
shall be
be
required to depart and to put to
hours after
to sea
sea within
within twenty-four
twentv-four hours
after
her entrance
entrance into
into such port, harbor,
her
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or'waters,
or waters, except
except in
in

Restriction on, in territorial waters.

tori
wter.
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case
of stress
stress of
of weather
weather or
necesthings necesprovisions or things
or of her requiring provisions
case of
of which
which
sary
subsistence of
her crew,
crew, or
in any of
for repairs; in
or for
of her
for the
the subsistence
sary for
cases
authorities of the port or of
of the
the nearest port (as the case
cases the authorities
may
require her to
to put to sea as soon as possible after the
may be) shall require
expiration
of such
such period
hours, without
without permitting
permitting
expiration of
period of
of twenty-four
twenty-four hours,
her immeher
supplies beyond
may be necessary for her
what may
beyond what
in supplies
to take
take in
her to
diate
use; and
such vessel
permitted to
have been
been permitted
which may have
vessel which
no such
and no
diate use;
remain
within the
the waters
waters of
States for the purpose
purpose of
of the United States
remain within
repair
shall continue
port, harbor, roadstead, or waters
such port,
within such
continue within
repair shall
for
after her
her necessary
repairs
necessary repairs
hours after
tweny-four hours
than tweny-four
period than
for a
a longer
longer period
shall have
have been
been completed,
completed, unless
unless within
twenty-four hours
hours a
a
such twenty-four
within such
shall
vessel, whether
whether ship
war, privateer,
opposing
or merchant
merchant ship of an opposing
privateer, or
ship of
of war,
vessel,
belligerent,
shall have
departed therefrom,
therefrom, in
which case the time
in which
have departed
belligerent, shall
limited for
for the
the departure
departure of
of such
ship of
privateer shall
shall be
war or
or iprivateer
of war
such ship
limited
extended so
so far
far as
as may
may be
be necessary
to secure
interval of
of not
not less
an interval
secure an
necessary to
extended
than
twenty-four hours
between such
departure and
ship
and that
that of any ship
such departure
hours between
than twenty-four
which
of war,
war, privateer
or merchant
opposing belligerent
belligerent which
of an opposing
ship of
merchant ship
privateer,, or
of
may
the same
waters.
or waters.
roadstead, or
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
same port,
quit the
previously quit
have previously
may have
No
ship of
war or
or privateer
detained in any
a belligerent
belligerent shall be detained
privateer of a
of war
No ship
States more than
port, harbor,
roadstead, or
or waters
United States
of the
the United
waters of
port,
harbor, roadstead,
departures from such
twenty-four hours
by reason
reason of the
successive departures
the successive
hours, by
twenty-four
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead ,or
or waters
of more
more than one vessel
opposvessel of an opposwaters of
port,
belgering
belligerent. But
opposing belligerbe several vessels of opposing
there be
But if there
ing belligerent.
ents
in the
the same
same port,
roadstead, or
their
or waters, the order of their
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
ents in
opportunity
departure therefrom
shall be
be so
so arranged
afford the opportunity
as to
to afford
arraned as
therefrom shall
departure
of
leaving alternately
alternately to
to the
vessels of the
opposing belligerents,
belligerents, and
the opposing
the vessels
of leaving
proclaofthis
to
cause the
the least
least detention
detention consistent
objects of
this proclaconsistent with the objects
to cause
mation.
No ship
ship of
of war
war or
a belligerent
belligerent shall be perprivateer of a
or privateer
mation. No
mitted,
while in
any port,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
waters within the
or waters
port, harbor,
in any
mitted, while
.jurisdiction
Umted States,
in any supplies except proto take in
States, to
of the
the United
jurisdiction of
visions and
and such
such other
may be
be requisite
requisite for
for the
subsistence
the subsistence
as may
things as
other things
visions
of her
crew, and
and except
except so
sufficient to carry
as may be sufficient
coal only as
so much
much coal
her crew,
of
such vessel,
if without
without any
sail power,
power, to
nearest port of her own
to the nearest
any sail
vessel, if
such
case the vessel is rigged to go under sail, and may also
country; or
or in
in case
country;
be propelled
propelled by
power, then
then with
with half
half the
quantity of coal
the quantity
steam power,
by steam
be
which she
she would
would be
be entitled
to receive,
upon steam
alone,
steam alone,
if dependent
dependent upon
receive, if
entitled to
which
and no
no coal
shall be
be again
again supplied
to any
such ship
ship of
of war
war or
or privateer
privateer
any such
supplied to
coal shall
and
roadstead or waters of the
in
the same
or any
any other
other port, harbor, roadstead,
same or
in the
United States,
without special
special permission,
expiration
until after the expiration
permission, until
States, without
United
of
three months
months from
coal may
may have
last
been last
have been
such coal
when such
time when
the time
from the
of three
States unless such
United States,
supplied
within the
such
the waters
waters of the United
her within
to her
supplied to
ship
of war
war or
or privateer
privateer shall,
shall, since
since last
last thus
supplied, have
have entered
entered
thus supplied,
ship of
of the
government to
to which
she belongs.
aaport
port of
the government
which she
belongs.
trict neutraity
to
Strict
neutrality to
And IIdo
do further
and proclaim
and the
the be
be maintainet.
maintainei.
•
the statutes
statutes and
that the
proclaim that
declare and
further declare
And
treaties of
of the
the United
States and
of nations
that
require that
alike require
nations alike
law of
and the
the law
United States
treaties
no
person, within
the territory
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States,
and jurisdiction
territory and
within the
no person,
or indirectly,
shall
take part,
indirectly, in the said wars, but shall
directly or
part, directly
shall take
maintain
remain
with all
said belligerents,
belligerents, and
shall maintain
and shall
of the
the said
all of
peace with
at peace
remain at
strict and
impartial neutrality.
neutrality.
aastrict
and impartial
o a
enjoined.
And IIdo
do hereby
hereby enjoin
enjoin all
all citizens
citizens of
United States, and all egrerdy.'of
taws
the United
of the
And
persons residing
residing or
within the
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the
territory or
the territory
being within
or being
persons
United States,
and to
to commit
commit no
no act
act
thereof, and
laws thereof,
the laws
observe the
to observe
States, to
United
contrary to
to the
provisions of
of the
said statutes
treaties or in violastatutes or treaties
the said
the provisions
contrary
tion
of the
the law
nations in
aid to b
behalf.
in that
that behalf.
law of
of nations
tion of
And
do hereby
citizens of
the United
and all
er- ernts probited.
all perStates, and
United States,
of the
all citizens
warn all
hereby warn
And IIdo
territory or jurisdiction that, while
sons residing
wlile
or being
being within its territory
residing or
sons
is not
the
and full
of sympathies
private is
public and private
in public
sympathies in
expression of
full expression
the free
free and
restricted by
of the
the United
United States,
forces in aid of aa
military forces
States, military
the laws
laws of
by the
restricted
belligerent cannot
be originated
originated or
or organi7ed
its
organized within
within its
belligerent
cannot lawfully
lawfully be
jurisdiction; and
that, while
while all
persons may
may lawfully
lawfully and
etc.Contraband of war
and without
without eta.
all persons
and that,
jurisdiction;
restriction by
by reason
reason of
aforesaid state
state of
of war
manufacture and
war manufacture
the aforesaid
of the
restriction
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States arms
and munitions
of war,
and other
sell within the
the United
United States
arms and
munitions of
war, and
other
articles
articles ordinarily
ordinarily known as
"contraband of
yet they
not
as "contraband
of war",
war", yet
they can
can not
carry such
such articles
seas for
for the
or service
service of
of a
carry
articles upon
upon the
the high
high seas
the use
use or
a belligbelligerent, nor can they transport
transport soldiers
soldiers and officers
officers of
of aabelligerent,
belligerent, or
or
attempt
attempt to
be lawfully
to break
break any
any blockade
blockade which
which may
may be
lawfully established
established
and maintained
maintained during
without incurring
risk of
during the
the said
said wars
wars without
incurring the
the risk
of
the penalties
penalties denounced
denounced by
by the
the law
law of
hostile capture
capture and
and the
of nations
nations in
in
behalf.
that behalf.
And I
I do hereby give notice that
that all
the United
all citizens
citizens of
of the
United States
States
and others who may claim
this government,
government, who
who
claim the protection
protection of
of this
may misconduct
themselves in
the premises,
premises, will
so at
at their
their peril,
peril,
mav
misconduct themselves
in the
will do
do so
and
can in
in no
no wise
wise obtain
the governand that
that they
they can
obtain any
any protection
protection from
from the
government of the United
'United States against
against the consequences
consequences of
misconof their
their misconduct.
duct.
In
set my hand
In Witness
Witness Whereof
Whereof IIhave hereunto set
caused the
the
hand and caused
seal of the
United States
the United
States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
day of
of September,
September, in
in the
this 18th
18th day
the
year
of our
thousand nine
sixteen
year of
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and sixteen
[SEAL.]
the independence
of the
the United
States of
[SEAL.] and
and of
of the
independence of
United States
of America
America
the
one hundred
forty-first.
the one
hundred and
and forty-first.
W OODROW W
ILSON
WOODROW
WILSON
By
By the
the President:
President:

Notice.
Notice.

ROBERT
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
• Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

October 2,1910.
2, 1916.
October

BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
fILL UNITED
STATES.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

I, Woodrow
President of
the United
of America,
America,
States of
of the
United States
Wilson, President
I,
Woodrow Wilson,
MiFort ReXssesrivmaonine
Assinibone
Agiculturand
A
gri2l
iiturti coa
c(exa by
power and
vested in
of
by virtue of the power
and authority
authority vested
in me
me by
by the
the Act
Act of
a
opened
approved February
February 11,
11, 1915
opened L
home dCongress approved
to homesteadi
1915 (38 Stat.,
Stat., 807),
807), do hereby
hereby
entry..
prescribe, proclaim
proclaim and
and make
known that
the unreserved
lands in
in
unreserved lands
all the
that all
make known
prescribe,
p.807.7.
V.Ts, p
Assimiiboine Military
Military Reservation,
the State
State
the abandoned
abandoned Fort
Fort Assinniboine
Reservation, in
in the
of
have been
been surveyed
surveyed and
classified under
under said
said act
of Montana,
Montana, which
which have
and classified
act
Congress, into
into agricultural
agricultural lands, and
of congress,
and coal
coal lands,
lands, (no
(no timber
timber lands
lands
mineral lands
lands having
found therein),
shall be
opened to
to setsetor mineral
having been
been found
therein), shall
be opened
tlement and
the homestead
of the
tlement
and entry
entry under
under the
homestead laws
laws of
the United
United States,
States,
to entry
entry or
under Sections
2306 and
and 2307,
2307, U.
but not
not to
or location
location under
Sections 2306
U. S.
S.
Rev.
Stats., and
be settled
settled upon,
upon, occupied
occupied and
in the
Rev. Stats.,
and be
and entered
entered in
the followfollowing manner, and not
otherwise:
not otherwise:
nits oi area.
are
Units
1. Units-To
Units—To prevent
confusion and
of
1.
prevent confusion
and more
more readily:
readily to
to dispose
dispose of
conflicts,
mentioned
conflicts, during
during the
the period
period of
of simultaneous
simultaneous applications
applications mentioned
in paragraph
paragraph numbered
numbered 2, the lands,
lands, both agricultural
and coal,
agricultural and
coal, shall,
shall,
so far as practicable,
practicable, be arranged
approximately 160
acres
arranged in
in units
units of
of approximately
160 acres
each, and during
during said
said period
period all
all applications
applications for
these lands
lands shall
each,
for these
shall be
be
filed for aaunit or part of aaunit, as thus arranged.
arranged. An
An application
application
ffied during
during said
period for
lands embraced
one unit
filed
said period
for lands
embraced in
in more
more than
than one
unit
shall be rejected.
f
Time
qualified to
to make
TimeO for filing
ling 8a- 2.
2. Simultaneous
Simultaneous applications—All
applications-All persons
persons qualifed
make a
a
plications.
homestead entry
entry for
for said
homestead
lands, may file
file one
one application
for a
or
said lands,
application for
a unit
unit or
part of a
a unit, at the district land office
office at
at Havre,
between
Havre, Montana,
Montana, between
9 o'clock a. m., standard
9
standard time, Wednesday,
Wednesday, October
October 25,
1916, and
25, 1916,
and
12 o'clock noon, on Wednesday
Wednesday, November
November 15,
15, 1916.
1916. All
All applicaapplications
filed during
will be
be treated
treated as
as filed
tions filed
during said
said period
period wil
filed simultaneously.
simultaneously.
additional homestead
homestead right
for less
less than
than
Any person
person having
having onlY
only an
an additional
right for
160 acres, may file an application
application for
portion of
of a
aunit
may
for such
such portion
unit as
as he
he may
be entitled
enter, the
to be
be described
according to
be
entitled to
to enter,
the land
land to
described according
to legal
legal
subdivisions.
subdivisions.
miy
ito
ar

Andsu
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3. Disposition
Disposition of
Register of
of said
said land
land office
office will
will eagr.ition
appliDiposition ofof /top&
applications-TheRegister
of applications—The
3.
note
received at or
or prior
prior to 12 o'clock noon, on
applications received
note on
on all applications
November
15, 1916,
the date
receipt, and whether
whether the
the
and hour
hour of
of receipt,
1916, the
date and
November 15,
land applied
subject to
to disposition,
according to the land
land office
office
disposition, according
for is
is subject
land
applied for
records. There
a map of
indicated on a
shall also
also be
be appropriately
appropriately indicated
records.
There shall
the
for public
public inspection
which appliinspection the tracts for which
reservation posted
posted for
the reservation
cations
have been
been filed.
filed. Where
such applicaapplicano conflict
conflict such
Where there
there is no
cations have
tions
if in
in proper
proper form
form and
and accompanied
payments,
required payments,
by the required
accompanied by
tions if
will
after the close
period mentioned
mentioned
close of
of the period
immediately after
be allowed
allowed immediately
will be
in paragraph
2. Where
Where there
)3termina.timl
of con.iaotoncon- flicting
iDe.ing.
applications, consuch conflicting
conflicting applications,
there are
are such
in
paragraph 2.
apphcations.
flictingin
whole or
of the
the several
several applicants will be
or in
in part,
part, the right of
flicting in whole
determined by
by a
a public
public drawing,
at the
the United States
States land office at
drawing, at
determined
Havre,
beginning at
standard time, on
a. m.,
m., standard
at 10 o'clock
o'clock a.
Montana, beginning
Havre, Montana,
practicable.
as soon
soon thereafter
thereafter as practicable.
18, 1916, or as
November 18,
Saturday, November
The names
the conflicting
conflicting applicants
applicants will be
written on cards and
and
be written
names of
of the
The
each of
of these
be placed
placed in
in an
an envelope
which there
there
upon which
envelope upon
shall be
these cards
cards shall
each
is no
distinctive or
These envelopes
envelopes shall be
mark. These
or identifying mark.
no distinctive
is
thoroughly and
and then
a time,
time,
drawn, one at a
then drawn,
impartially mixed,
mixed, and
and impartially
thoroughly
by
person. As
As the
the envelopes
envelopes are
drawn, the
the
are drawn,
disinterested person.
by some
some disinterested
cards shall
shall be
numbered, beginning
beginning with
number 1, and fastened
fastened to
with number
be numbered,
cards
the applications
respective persons,
be the
the order
order
shall be
persons, which shall
the respective
of the
the
applications of
in which
which the
the applications
applicant fails
fails
upon. If an applicant
shall be
be acted
acted upon.
applications shall
in
to
application shall
rejected.
shall be rejected.
for, his
his application
applied for,
of the land applied
to secure
secure any of
If he
he obtains
applied for, he shall be
the land
land applied
not all
all of the
If
obtains part but not
allowed
from receipt
which to
to notify
notify the
notice within
within which
receipt of
of notice
days from
allowed thirty
thirty days
register and
receiver whether
for the
the part
his application
application for
to allow
allow his
whether to
register
and receiver
obtained or
reject it
it in its entirety.
If he does not notify
notify the
entirety. If
to reject
obtained
or to
be
register and receiver
receiver within the time allowed, the application will be
register
rejected.
rejected.
e
4. Subsequent
applications-L--After the
the period
period mentioned
tiSubsegnant
pplica"t applicain parapara-tisubs
mentioned in
Subsequent applications-After
4.
graph
2
has
expired,
applicants
may
disregard
making
units
in
said
disregard
may
graph 2 has expired, applicants
their
applications, and
and the
the applications
applications will
of by
by the
be disposed of
will be
their applications,
register
receiver in
order in which they are
in the
the usual way in the order
register and receiver
filed
office.
in the district land office.
filed in
Execution and prer
applications.-Applications to
and presentation
5. Execution and
presentation of applications.—Applications
to senEtlationtimotanadpacrae:
sentation of applicaenter
be executed
before the register or
receiver of the tioA.s.
tio.s.
or the
the receiver
executed before
may be
enter may
United States
land office
office for
the district
land is
is situated,
which the land
for the
district in which
States land
United
or
United States
States Commissioner,
a
a clerk
clerk of a
or a
a judge
judge or a
Commissioner, or
a United
or before
before a
court
of record
the county
county in
which the
the land
situated,
land is
is situated,
in which
in the
record residing
residing in
court of
or
county and in
in the
resides outside
outside the county
officer who
who resides
any such
such officer
or before
before any
accessible to the land.
land. All
land district and is nearest and most accessible
applications
required payment, to the
with the
the required
presented, with
applications must be presented,
register and
receiver, in
in person,
otherwise.
mail, or
or otherwise.
by mail,
person, by
and receiver,
register
6. Payments.
—Each person
person presenting
presenting an application
Pab eats.
to enter Paym
application to
6.
Payments.-Each
payment
must accompany
application with
required first payment
with the required
such application
must
accompany-such
and the
land office
fee and
and commissions.
commissions. The
must be
be
The payment
payment must
office fee
the land
and
made in
by a
national or
or state
or trust
trust
state bank
bank or
a national
check on
on a
a certified
certified check
in cash,
cash, by
made
company which
which can
can be
be cashed
to the Government,
Government, or
cost to
cashed without
without cost
company
by a
apostoffice
money order, made payable
payable to the receiver
receiver of the land
postoffice money
by
office. No other
accepted. If an appliother form of payment will be accepted.
office.
cation is
the money
will be returned.
If an application
application
returned. If
money paid
paid will
is rejected
rejected the
cation
allowed m
in part,
required amount
amount
is allowed
part, the money paid in excess of the required
will be
returned.
be returned.
7. Price
land.—For lands
lands entered
months Friestix
Price.
7.
Price of
oJ land.-For
entered during
during the
the first
first six
six months
mon
First six months.
the
subsequent to the date of opening, entrymen shall, in addition to the
subsequent
regular land office fees and commissions,
commissions, pay the sum of $2.50 per
per
acre
land, 50
50 cents
making entry and
and
per acre
acre at
at the time of
of making
acre for
for said
said land,
cents per
50
per acre
and every
until the full
full sum
sum of
of
year thereafter
thereafter until
each and
every year
50 cents
cents per
acre each
s5seqi't
$2.50
entered subsequent
subsequent to Subsequent.
have been paid.
paid. For lands entered
per acre
acre shall
shall have
$2.50 per
said period
entryman will
$1.25
will be
be required to pay $1.25
period of
of six months,
months, the entrvman
said
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regular fee
and commissions,
commissions,
per acre for the
the land,
land, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the regular
fee and
25
at the
the time
of making
making entry
cents per
acre
25 cents
cents per acre
acre at
time of
entry and
and 25
25 cents
per acre
each and every year thereafter
thereafter until
the full
full sum
sum of
$1.25 shall
until the
of $1.25
shall have
have
been
paid.
been paid.
Fees and
commis8.
Fee and
and Commissions.—The
land office
office fee
fee and
and commiscommisregular land
and commis
Fees
8. Fee
Commissions.-The regular
sions
required on
on entries
of these
these lands
lands for
acres is
is $6.50;
$6.50; on
sions required
entries of
for 40
40 acres
on
entries for 80 acres, $8; on
on entries
entries for
for 120
and on
120 acres,
acres, $14.50,
$14.50, and
on
entries for
160 acres,
acres, $16.
$16.
entries
for 160
coall deposits re9. Coal
schedule indicates
erCvoead
Coal lands.-The
lands.—The schedule
indicates that certain lands have
hav e
s.
been
classified as
are subject
subject to
to disposition
been classified
as coal
coal lands.
lands. These
These lands
lands are
disposition
under the
homestead applicant
applicant must
the homestead
homestead laws, but
but the
the homestead
must agree
agree
reservation to
the United
United States
of the
deposits therein
therein and
to aareservation
to the
States of
the coal
coal deposits
and
United States,
or those
through the
the
of the
the right
right in
in the
the United
States, or
those claiming
claiming through
United States, to prospect for, mine and remove the
the same. The coal
deposits shall be subject to disposal by the United States under the
the
coal laws applicable
applicable thereto.
pEnlar
Enlarged homesteads.—The
homesteads.--The enlarged homestead
act, approved
Enlarg
ed homestead
hemeatead
10. Enlarged
homestead act,
approved
provisions.
voL
35, p.
p. 639.
February 19, 1909 (35 Stat.,
Vol. 35,
February.
Stat. 639),
639), shall not apply to
lands until
to these lands
until
six months after the lands have been opened
opened to
to settlement
settlement and
and entry,
entry,
and not then unless the lands have
act.
have been
been designated
designated under the act.
No
No right
right by settlesttle11.
can be
meat
1
1. Settlemnt
Settlement before entry.-No
entry.—No right can
be acquired
acquired under the
the proprobefore entry.
m rY
Proclamation by
visions of this Proclamation
before entry
until after
by settlement
settlement before
entry until
after the
the
expiration
expiration of the period
period for filing simultaneous
simultaneous applications,
applications, mentioned in paragraph
settlement to
to
paragraph 2, and no right can
can be
be acquired
acquired by
by settlement
more than 160 acres, until after the expiration of six months from
from the
the
been
date the lands become subject to entry, and until the lands have
have been
designated under
under the
the enlarged
enlarged homestead
act.
designated
homestead act.
Completion of
oftitle.
12. Completion of Title.-Title
title.
12.
Title.—Title to these lands may be acquired
acquired by
complying
three year
year homestead
law, or
commutation proof
complying with
with the
the three
homestead law,
or commutation
proof
on all homestead
may be submitted on
homestead entries,
entries, except
except entries
entries made
made under
under
the enlarged homestead
homestead act,
subject to
to commutation.
act, which are not
not subject
commutation.
ommutation price.
In case of commutation
commutation of aahomestead
Commutation
Price. In
homestead entry,
the entryman
entryman
entry, however,
however, the
to pay
pay in
in addition
to the
the price
price fixed
fixed for
the
will be required
required to
addition to
for entry,
entry, the
sum
of $1.25
per acre
as consideration
for the
the privilege
of commutacommutasum of
$1.25 per
acre as
consideration for
privilege of
tion.
tion.
Fofeiture,
Forfeiture, etc., for
13. Forfeiture
Forfeiture for non-payment and
and reentry of lands.—In
lands.-In case
case any
any
nonpayment.
entryman
fails to
or any
any of
of them
them when
when
entryman fails
to make
make the
the annual
annual payments,
payments, or
due, all right in and to the lands
covered by his entry
entry shall cease;
lands covered
cease; and
and
any payments
payments theretofore
theretofore made
made shall
be forfeited
forfeited and
the entry
entry cancanany
shall be
and the
celed.
event of
of the
the cancellation
an entry
for any
any cause,
cause, the
celed. In
In the
the event
cancellation of
of an
entry for
the
land
shall be
be again
subject to
under the
provisions of
the homeland shall
again subject
to entry
entry under
the provisions
of the
homestead
fixed therefor
by the
the former
former entry;
in all
all
stead law at
at the
the price
price fixed
therefor by
entry; but
but in
cases the
purchase money
must be
on or
or before
before
the full
full amount
amount of
of purchase
money must
be paid
paid on
offer of
of final
final proof.
the offer
proof.
Regulations,
14.
Forms, rules
rules and
and regulations.-The
Regulations, etc.
etc.
14. Forms,
regulations.—The Secretary
Secretary of
is
of the
the Interior
Interior is
hereby
any necessary
necessary additional
regulations to
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
make any
additional regulations
to
Vol. 38, p.
carry
provisions of this Proclamation
p. SO7.
907.
carry the _provisions
Proclamation and
and the
act of
of February
February 11,
11,
the act
1915 (38 Stat., 807)
and effect.
807) into full
full force
force and
effect.
In Witness
Witness Whereof
set my
my hand
hand and
In
Whereof II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
and caused
caused
the seal
seal of the
States to
to be
be affixed.
the United
United States
affixed.
Done at
at the
second day
day of
the
the City
City of Washington
Washington this
this second
of October,
October, in
in the
year
of our
Nineteen hundred
and sixteen
year of
our Lord
Lord Nineteen
hundred and
sixteen and
and of
of
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.1 the Independence
Independence of the
one hundred
hundred
the United
United States
States the
the one
and forty-first.
and
forty-first.
WOODROW
W ILSON
WOODROW WILSON
By
the President,
President,
By the
ROBERT L
ANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.
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PROCLAMATIONS, 1916.
PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.
BY
BT THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

October 17,1916.
17, 1916.
October

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, certain lands within the
State of
of North
North Carolina
National Forthe State
Carolina rin
risgahNationalForacquired
acquired by the United States under authority
authority of the Act
Congress Preamble.
Act of
of Congress
approved
Vol-36,
p-96
approved March first, nineteen hundred
hundred and eleven (Thirty-sixth v°1
'
36,1).961.
Statutes at Large,
Large, _page
entitled "An
"An
page nine hundred and
and sixty-one),
sixty-one), entitled
Act to enable any State to cooperate with any other State
State or
or States,
States,
or with the United States, for the protection of the
watersheds of
of
the watersheds
navigable streams, and to appoint a
a commission
commission for the .acquisition
acquisition
of lands for the purpose
purpose of conserving the
of navigable
the navigability
navigability of
navigable
rivers," were,
rivers,"
were on
day of
September, 1916,
de signa t
ed
on the twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
of September,
1916, designated
as the Pisgah National
National Forest by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture under
under
the Secretary
Secretary of
authority of section
section eleven
eleven of
of said
said Act:
Act:
es

NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON, President
of the
the N
N"tioal'
Forest,
President of
orth ii on I
n Forest,
United States of America,
power in
me ves
t
ed by
by V ol.l36,p
36, p 963.
9t.
America, by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
in me
vested
p
section eleven
section
said Act
Act 'and
by section
of the
the Act
of Vol.
26, p.- 1103.
eleven of
of said
and by
section twenty-four
twenty-four of
Act of
Vol 26,
1103March three, eighteen
eighteen hundred
hundred and
entitled, "An
"An Act
to
and ninety-one,
ninety-one, entitled,
Act to
timberculture laws and for other purposes,"
repeal timberculture
purposes," do proclaim
proclaim that
that
the boundaries
boundaries of the Pisgah
as designated
by the
the
Pisgah National
National Forest
Forest as
designated by
Secretary
Agriculture, are as shown
Secretary of Agriculture,
on the
the diagram
diagram attached
hereto
shown on
attached hereto
and made aa part hereof, and that
that all
all lands
lands within
within such
such boundaries
boundaries
acquired by the United States
States under authority of the
March
the Act of
of March
first, nineteen hundred and eleven,
eleven, shall be reserved
administered
reserved and
and administered
as a
aNational
National Forest.
Forest.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and
seal of
to be
be affixed.
caused the seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this
seventeenth day
day of
of October,
October,
this seventeenth
in the year of
Lord one
hundred and
and
of our Lord
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] sixteen, and of the Independence
the
Independence of the United
United States
States the
one hundred and forty-first.
forty-first.
WOODROW
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
By the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.
ca ro

o -

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
BT THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS,
it appears
WHEREAS, it
appears that
designatiOn and
aside of
that the
the designlatioil
and setting
setting aside
of

October
17, 1916.
October 17,
116.

Pisgah
National
i'sgah
Game Preserve, N. C.

Nationial

in the
State of
of the areas ill
the State
of North
North Carolina,
Carolina, hereinafter
hereinafter indicated,
for l'reamble.'
indicated, for
Preatn
for the protection
protection of game animals,
animals, birds, and fish,
promote the
the
fish, will
will promote
public good;
public
gool;
(tame Preserve, North
WOODROW WILSON,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, WOODROW
President of
of the
WILSON, President
the Carolina.
,;roe
reserveNorth
United States of America,
America, by virtue of
in me
me vested
vested by
by the
the ro a
of the power
power in
Act of Congress, approved August
August eleventh,
eleventh, nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
sixteen, entitled, 'An
"An Act making
appropriations for
the Department
Department
making appropriations
for the
of Agriculture
the fiscal
thirtieth, nineteen
Agriculture for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June thirtieth,
nineteen
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and for other purposes,"
purposes," do
proclaim that
that
do proclaim
there are hereby designated
designated and set aside for the protection
of game
game
protection of
animals, birds, and fish, all lands of the United States within
within the
the
Pisgah National Forest in the State of
of North
Carolina, purchased
purchased
North Carolina,
under the provisions of the Act of March
March first,
hundred and
and
first, nineteen
nineteen hundred
p. 961.
eleven (Thirty-sixth
nine hundred
hundred and
Vol. 36,
(Thirty-sixth Statutes at Large,
Large, page nine
and sixtysixty- Vol.
36, p.
961.
one), entitled, "An
"An Act to enable any State
one),
State to
to cooperate
any
cooperate with
with any
other State or States, or with the United States, for
for the
the protection
protection of
of
watersheds
watersheds of navigable streams, and to appoint
appoint a
acommission
for the
the
commission for
acquisition of lands for the
the purpose
of conserving
acquisition
purpose of
conserving the
navigability of
the navigability
of
streams," and Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto
navigable streams,"
thereto and amendatory
amendatory
theretof,
thereof, as shown on
diagram forming
part hereof,
be known
known as
on the
the diagram
forming aapart
hereof, to
to be
as
the Pisgah National
National Game
Game Preserve.
-

1812
1812
Warni~nE 'It
chIn gagainst
.
etc.
fishing.
etc
hunting,,

huntuagfi
Warning

PROCLAMATIONS,
1916.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1916.

Warning is hereby given to all persons not to hunt, catch, trap,
animal, game or non-game
non-game
willfully disturb or kill any kind of game annual,
bird, or
or fish,
or take
eggs of
of any
such bird,
on any
lands herein
herein
any lands
bird, on
any such
the eggs
take the
fish, or
bird,
designated,
or in
on the
the waters
waters thereof,
except under
general
such general
under such
thereof, except
or on
in or
designated, or
rules
and regulations
regulations as
as may
be prescribed
to time
time by
by the
the
time to
from time
prescribed from
may be
rules and
Secretaiy
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Secretary of
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hand and
set my hand
hereunto set
IN
caused
the seal
of the
be affixed.
to be
affixed.
the United
United States
States to
seal of
caused the
Done
at the
City of
Washington this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day of
of October,
October,
of Washington
the City
Done at
in
the year
year of
of our
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
one thousand
Lord one
our Lord
in the
NEAL.]
sixteen, and
and of
of the
Independence of the
the United States the
the Independence
[SEAL.] sixteen,
one
hundred and
and forty-first.
forty-first.
one hundred
•
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WooDBow
By
President:
By the
the President:
.Warning is hereby.given to all persons not to hunt, catch, trap,

ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

October
25, 1916.
October 25,1916.

By THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
AMEBICA
.BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS,
ruins of
former Haida
Haida
of the
the former
certain historic
historic aboriginal
aboriginal ruins
WHEREAS, certain
as "Old
"Old Kasaan",
Kasaan", situated upon public
Indian
public lands
Indian village known as
of the
Prince of
Island, within the
the Tongass
of Wales
Wales Island,
on Prince
States, on
the United
United States,
of
National Forest,
in the
the Territory
of Alaska,
of unusual
ethnologic,
unusual ethnologic,
are of
Alaska, are
Territory of
Forest, in
National
a distinctive type
interest, as representing
scientific, and educational
representing a
educational interest,
scientific,
of aboriginal
American civilization,
the vestiges
vestiges of
of which
are rapidly
rapidly
which are
civilization, the
aboriginal American
of
be proprodisappearing,
appears that
that the
the public
interests would
would be
public interests
and it
it appears
disappearing, and
moted by
by reserving
these ruins,
ruins, with
with as
necesbe necesas may
may be
as much
much land as
reserving these
moted
National Monument;
sary
Monument;
a National
thereof, as a
protection thereof,
proper protection
for the
the proper
sary for
the United
Now,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON, President
President of
Aik
National Monament,
Monument,
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
of the
United
Natioflat
power in
me vested
vested by
virtue of
of the
the power
of America,
p.22.
vol
:;. p,
States
vat ;t,
226.
States of
America, by
by virtue
in me
by section
section
Act
approved June 8, 1906,
two of
of the
the Act
Act of Congress
1906, entitled "An Act
Congress approved
two
for
American Antiquities",
do proclaim
proclaim that
there
that there
Antiquities", do
of -American
Preservation of
for the
the Preservation
is
from appropriation
appropriation and
and use
use of all kinds under all
reserved from
hereby reserved
is hereby
adverse claims, and
of
public land
subject to all prior valid adverse
land laws, subject
the public
of the
set
as a
a National
National Monument,
in
certain tract of land, in
that certain
all that
Monument, all
apart as
set apart
the Territory
shown as the Old Kasaan
Kasaan National
National MonuMonuof Alaska,
Alaska, shown
the
Territory of
ment
diagram forming
part hereof.
hereof.
a part
forming a
on the
the diagram
ment on
proclamation is not intended
The
reservation made
made by this proclamation
Tltngg;,s
T
e gass Nationm
National
The reservation
intended to
to
maitaimani.
forest purposes
of the
land for
Irw
cn ,tintained.
prevent
the use
use of
the land
for forest
purposes under
under the
the proclamation
proclamation
prevent the
rm Ltlitained.
establishing
Tongass National Forest. The two reservations
reservations shall
the Tongass
establishing the
both be
be effective
effective on
on the
the land
withdrawn, but
but the
Monument
National Monument
the National
land withdrawn,
both
hereby established
reservation, and any use of
established shall be the dominant reservation,
hereby
protection as aa
the
land which
preservation or protection
its preservation
interferes with its
which interferes
the land
National Monument
Monument is hereby
hereby forbidden.
forbidden.
National
e
to apappersons not
Re,serred
frota
Warning is
is hereby
hereby given
all unauthorized
not to
unauthorized persons
given to all
Warning
from
t*.^fs-lo
th,rwat,
etc.
propriate,
feature of this National
remove, or destroy any feature
injure, remove,
propriate, injure,
Monument, or
or to
to locate
or settle
settle on
on any
of the
the land
reserved by this
land reserved
any of
locate or
Monument,
proclamation.
proclamation.
I have
have hereunto set my hand and
IN
WITNESS WFIEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused
seal of
affixed.
States to be affixed.
United States
of the
the United
the seal
caused the
Washington this twenty-fifth
City of Washington
Done
twenty-fifth day of October,
October,
Done at
at the City
in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
ford one
thousand nine
and
hundred and
nine hundred
one thousand
in the
[SEAL.]
[sEAL.1 sixteen,
sixteen, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
the one
and forty-first.
forty-first.
hundred and
the
one hundred
W OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the
the President:
President:
By
ROBERT LANSING
ROBERT
LANSING
Secretary. of
of State.
Secretarit
State.
Kasan National
National
Old Kasaan

Monument, Alaska.
Monument,
Preamble.
Preamble.
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PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS,1916,
1916, 1917.
1917.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA

Ncrrember
17, 1916.
November17,1916.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

It has long been
It
been the custom
custom of our people
people to
to turn
turn in
fruitful 19Tphanging
19T
6
h
.
anksgiv
i
ng Day,
in the
the fruitful
thanksgiving to Almighty
autumn of the year in praise and thanksgiving
God for
for Preamble.
Preamble.
Almighty God
His many blessings and mercies to us as
The year
year that
that has
has
as aanation.
nation. The
elapsed
elapsed since we last observed our day of
has been
been rich
in
of thanksgiving
thanksgiving has
rich in
a people,
blessings to us as a
people, but the whole
whole face
the world
has been
been
face of the
world has
darkened by war. In the midst
of our
our peace
and happiness,
happiness our
midst of
peace and
our
thoughts dwell with painful disquiet
disquiet upon
and sufferupon the
the struggles
struggles and
sufferings of the nations at war and of the
the peoples
upon whom
whom war
war has
peoples upon
has
brought disaster
disaster without
without choice or possibility
possibility of
of escape
escape on
on their
their part.
part.
We can not think of our own happiness
without thinking
also of
of their
happiness without
thinking also
their
pitiful distress.
Now, therefore
therefore, I,
President
of the
Now,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
WILSON,
President of
the 30,Thursday,November
1916,
·
·
·-30, 1916, appointed as a
United States of America, do appoint Thursday,
United
Thursday, the
the thirtieth
thirtieth of
of Noof g
e gritbanksNo- di;y
day
of
general
thasgi v g
vember, as
as aaday of National Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving and Prayer,
'iving'
L
vember,
Prayer, and urge and g
advise the people to resort
resort to
their several
severalplaces
of worship
on that
that
to their
places of
worship on
day to render
render thanks to Almighty God for
blessings of
of peace
for the
the blessings
peace and
and
unbroken
unbroken prosperity which He has
our beloved
beloved country
country
has bestowed
bestowed upon
upon our
measure. And I
I also urge
in such unstinted measure.
and suggest
our duty
duty in
in
urge and
suggest our
this our day of peace and abundance
abundance to
think in
in deep
sympathy of
of the
the
to think
deep sympathy
stricken peoples of
the world
world upon
urse and
an d t
error of
ofwar
war
stricken
of the
upon whom
whom the
the c
curse
terror
has so pitilessly fallen, and to contribute
contribute out
of our
our abundant
abundant means
out of
means
to the relief of their suffering. Our people
people could
could in
in no
no better
way
better way
show
show their real attitude
attitude towards
towards the present struggle
struggle of
the nations
nations
of the
than by contributing out of their abundance
abundance to
to the
the relief
of the
the suffersufferrelief of
ing
in which war has brought in
in its
its train.
train.
IN .WITNESS
I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
set my
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
and
caused the seal of the
the United
States to
affixed.
United States
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this
day of
of NovemNovemthis seventeenth
seventeenth day
ber, in the year of our
hundred
our Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL.] and sixteen and of the independence
[sEAL.]
independence of
the United
States
of the
United States
the one hundred
hundred and forty-frst.
forty-first.
W
OODROW WILSON
W ILSON
WOODROW
By the President:
President:
ROBERT L
ROBERT
ANSING,
LANSING,
Secretary
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Day,

.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

,a

January 31, 1917.
January31,1917.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAVMATION
A
WHEREAS
hereinafter described,
WHEREAS it
it appears
appears that the lands hereinafter
described, in
in the
the Witman
Whitman
National
State of Oregon,
Oregon, have been
been f
oun d by
by th
ecretary of
ofAgriculturb
Agriculture to
to FPreSambe
PreaMble..
found
thee S
Secretary
be chiefly valuable for the production
be
production of timber or
the protection
protection
or for
for the
of stream flow;
and
flow; and
WHEREAS it
WHEREAS
it appears that such lands
lands should
be added
added to
to the
the
should be
Whitman National
Whitman
National Forest;
Forest;
Now, therefore,
therefore, I, Woodrow
Woodrow Wilson,
Area enlarged.
Now,
Wilson, President
President of the United States Area
e 'e '
of
America, by virtue of the power in me vested by section
of America,
section 1
1of the Ante,
Ante, p. 852
852.
Act of
of Congress approved
Act
approved September
September eighth, nineteen
nineteen hundred
and
hundred and
sixteen
Authorizing an adjustment
sixteen (39
(39 Stat., 852),
852), entitled "An
"An Act Authorizing
adjustment
of
the boundaries
boundaries of the Whitman National
of the
National Forest, in the State of
of
Oregon,
and for other purposes,"
Oregon, .and
purposes," do
proclaim that
that the
the boundaries
boundaries of
do proclaim
of
the
Whitman National
the Whitman
National Forest are
are hereby changed
changed to include
include the
the
following
following described
described lands:
lands:
nl

r ed

1814
d Vion
oa 'fef lands
lDands

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1917.
1917.
In Township
Township 11
South, Range
34 East,
East, Willamette
In
11 South,
Range 34
Willamette Meridian:
Meridian:
Section 13,
13,
Section
Of
14 the
north half,
half, and
southeast quarter,
quarter,
Of Section
Section 14
the north
and the
the southeast
Of
the north
north half,
half, and
the southeast
24 the
and the
southeast quarter,
quarter,
Of Section
Section 24
Of
the east
half;
Of Section
Section 25
25 the
east half;
In Township
South, Range
35 East,
W. M.:
Range 35
East, W.
M.:
In
Township 11
11 South,
Sections 1
30, inclusive,
1 to
to 30,
inclusive,
Sections
Of
Section 31
the northeast
quarter,
northeast quarter,
31 the
Of Section
Of Section
Section 32
32 the
Of
the north
north half,
half,
Sections 35
36;
35 and
and 36;
Sections
In
12 South,
South, Range
Range 35
W. M.:
M.:
East, W.
35 East,
In Township
Township 12
Of
west half,
half,
Of Section
Section 1
1 the
the west
Of
east half;
the east
half;
Section 2
2 the
Of Section
In Township
M.:
10 South,
South, Range
Range 35i
35½ East,
East, W.
W. M.:
In
Township 10
Section 1,
Section
1,
Of Section
12 the
half,_
Section 12
the east
east half
Of
Of Section
south half,
Of
Section 21
21 the
the south
half,
Of Section
the south
south half,
half,
Of
Section 22
22 the
Sections
27, 28,
36;
35, and
and 36;
25, 26,
26, 27,
28, 33,34,
33 34, 35,
Sections 25,
In
Township 10
10 South,
South, Range
Range 36
36 East,
East, W.
W. IL:
M.:
In Township
Of
Section 1
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
the south
half,
and the
south half,
1 the
the northeast
Of Section
Sections
to 36,
36, inclusive;
inclusiveSections 77to
In Township
36 East,
East, W.
W. M.:
Range 36
M.:
In
Township 11
11 South,
South, Range
Of Section
half, and
the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
north half,
and the
Of
Section 22.the
the north
Of Section
the north
half,
north half,
Of
Section 3
3 the
Of
half,
Of Section 44the
the north
north half,
Of
5 the
northeast quarter,
quarter,
Of Section
Section 5
the northeast
Of
the southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter,
Section 13
13 the
Of Section
Of
Section 24
east half.
half.
24 the
the east
Of Section

rior rihts
net afPrior
rights net
affeeted.

The withdrawal
withdrawal made
proclamation shall,
The
made by
by this
this proclamation
as to
all lands
lands
shall, as
to all

which are
are at
this date
date legally
appropriated under
under the
the public
public land
land
which
at this
legally appropriated
laws
reserved for
not
or reserved
for any
any public purpose,
purpose, be subject to and shall not
laws or
interfere
rights under
under such
presuch appropriation,
appropriation, nor preor defeat
defeat legal
legal rights
interfere with
with or
vent
reserved, so long as
as
vent the
the use
use for
for such public purpose
purpose of lands
lands so reserved,
such appropriation
maintained or
remains
legally maintained
or such reservation
reservation remains
such
appropriation is legally
in force.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
the seal
United States
States to
caused the
seal of
of the
the United
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at
at the
the City
City of Washington
Washington this thirty-first
thirty-first day of January,
January,
in the
the year
of our Lord
thousand nine hundred and
and
Lord one thousand
in
year of
[SEAL.]
[SEAI..]

seventeen,
Independence of
the United
States
of the
United States
seventeen, and
and of
of the
the Independence
the
and forty-first.
forty-first.
the one
one hundred
hundred and
W OODROW W
ILSON.
WILSON.
WOODROW
By the
the President:
By
President:
ROBERT LANSING,
ROBERT
LANSING,
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

February
1917.
February 5,
5,1917.

By
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Water
transportation
WHEREAS, congress
did by
Act To
To establish
Waterspotation
WHEREAS,
Congress did
by' "An
An Act
establish a
a United
United States
States
emer
gency.
remble.
Preamble.
Shipping
the purpose
purpose of
of encouraging,
developing,
and
creShipping Board
Board for
for the
encouraging,
developing,
and
cret
ating
a naval auxiliary and naval reserve and a
a merchant
Ante',, p. 731.
atmg a
merchant marine to
meet the requirements
requirements of the commerce
commerce of the United States with
its
and with
with foreign
foreign countries;
countries; to
to regulate
regulate
its Territories and
and possessions
possessions and
carriers
engaged in
interstate commerce
commerce of
of
carriers by
by water engaged
in the
the foreign
foreign and
and interstate
the
the United States; and
purposes," approved
September 7,
7,
and for other purposes,"
approved September

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS, 1917.

1815
1815

1916,
1916, provide that "during any national
emergency the
the existence
of
national emergency
existence of
which
is declared
declared by proclamation
which is
proclamation of the President, no
vessel regisregisno vessel
tered or enrolled
enrolled and licensed under
laws of
of the
United States
States
under the
the laws
the United
shall, without the approval
approval of the
sold, leased,
or chartered
chartered
the board,
board, be
be sold,
leased, or
to any person not a
a citizen
citizen of the
States, or
transferred to
to a
a
the United
United States,
or transferred
foreign registry
registry or
or flag";
flag";
And whereas,
whereas, many shipowners of the
States are
the United
United States
are permitting
permitting
their ships to pass to alien registers
and to
which we
registers and
to foreign
foreign trades
trades in
in which
we
do
not
participate,
do
participate, and from which they cannot be bought
bought back
back to
to
serve the needs
needs of our water-borne
water-borne commerce
commerce without
permiswithout the
the permission of governments
governments of foreign
foreign nations;
nations;

Now,
I, WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
President of
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
WILSON, President
T ra
g seeris of
g AmeriP
o
of the
the United
United Transfers
States of
States
nd
er and
an d by
i
rt
ue o
authori
ty con- ownership forbidder?'
of America,
America, acting
acting u
under
by v
virtue
offth
thee authority
con- ownershipforbidden.
ferred in me by said Act
and proclaim
proclaim
Act of Congress,
Congress, do
do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
that IIhave found that there exists a
emergency arising
from
a national
national emergency
arising from
the insufficiency
insufficiency of maritime tonnage
the products
of the
the
tonnage to
to carry
carry the
products of
farms, forests, mines and manufacturing
manufacturing industries
the United
industries of
of the
United States
States
to their consumers abroad and within the United
and II do
do
United States,
States, and
hereby
hereby admonish all citizens of the United States
every person
person
States and
and every
to abstain from every violation of the provisions
provisions of
Act of
of said
said Act
of ConCongress, and
that all
gress,
and IIdo hereby warn them that
all violations
violations of
of such
such provisions
provisions Violations
violations to
bepros.
to bepros
will
be rigorously
prosecuted, and IIdo hereby enjoin upon all officers ecuted
Will be
rigorously prosecuted,
ecuted •
of the United
United States, charged with the execution of
the laws
laws thereof,
of the
thereof,
the utmost
utmost diligence
diligence in preventing violations of
Act, and
this
of said
said Act,
and this
my proclamation
proclamation issued thereunder, and in
my
in bringing
and
bringing to
to trial
trial and
punishment any offenders
against the
the same.
offenders against
same.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
IN WITNESS
my hand
hand and
hereunto set
set my
and
caused the seal of
the United
to be
of the
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
Done at the City of Washington
Washington this
of February
February in
this 5th
5th day
day of
in the
the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
nine hundred
and sevenhundred and
seven[sEAL.J
[sEALl teen and of the Independence
Independence of
United States
of the
the United
States of
of
America
America the one hundred
and forty-first.
hundred and
forty-first.
By the President:
President:
ROBERT LANSING
LANSING
ROBERT
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

WOODROW
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON

Br
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA,
BY THE
THE PRESTDINT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA,

February
1917.
February 9,
9,1917.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS it
it is provided
Copyright.
WHEREAS
provided by the Act of
of Congress
Congress of
of March
March 4,
4, 1909,
1909, Copyriht.
Preamble.
entitled "An Act to Amend and Consolidate
Consolidate the
the Acts
Acts Respecting
Respecting Vol.35,p1075.
Vol. 35, p. 1075.
Copyright," that the provisions
Copyright,"
provisions of
"so far
as they
they secure
of said
said Act,
Act, "so
far as
secure
copyright controlling the parts
instruments serving
serving to
parts of instruments
to reproduce
reproduce
mechanically
mechanically the musical work, shall include only compositions
compositions_pubpublished and copyrighted
Act goes
effect, and
not
copvrighted after
after this
this Act
goes into
into effect
and shall
shall not
include
include the
the works
author or
com poser unless
unless the
foreign
works of
of aaforeign
foreign author
or composer
the foreign
state or nation of whicn such author or composer is a
citizen or
or subject
a citizen
subject
grants, either by treaty, convention,
convention, agreement,
agreement, or
or law,
law, to
to citizens
citizens
of the United States
rights":
States similar
similar rights":
AND
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is further
further provided that the copyright
copyright secured
secured
by the Act shall extend
extend to
work of
an author
who
to the
the work
of an
author or
or proprietor
proprietor who
is a
acitizen or subject
subject of
of a
foreign state
or nation,
nation, only
certain
a foreign
state or
only upon
upon certain
said Act,
conditions set forth in section 8
8of
of said
Vol.
35, p.
Act, to
to wit:
wit:
VoL 35,
p. 1077.
1077.
(a)
(a) When
When an alien author or
proprietor shall
shall be
be domiciled
domiciled within
or proprietor
within
the United States at the time of the
of his
his work;
work; or
the first
first publication
publication of
or

1816

PROCLAMATIONS,
1917.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1917.

(b) When the foreign state
nation of
author or
or
state or
or nation
of which
which such
such author
proprietor
a citizen or
proprietor is a
or subject
either by
subject grants
grants,'either
by treaty,
treaty, convention,
convention,
agreement,
agreement, or law, to
citizens of
of the
the United
United States
the benefit
to citizens
States the
benefit of
of
copyright
copyright on substantially the
the same
basis as
its own
citizens, or
or
same basis
as to
to its
own citizens,
protection substantially
copyright protection
substantially equal to
to the
the protection
protection secured
secured to
to
such foreign author under this Act
treaty; or
or when
when such
foreign
Act or
or by
by treaty;
such foreign
state or nation is a
to an
agreement which
a party
party to
an international
international agreement
which proprovides
reciprocity in
in the
the granting
of copyright,
vides for
for reciprocity
granting of
copyright, by
by the
the terms
terms of
of
which agreement
agreement the
States may,
at its
become aa
the United
United States
may, at
its pleasure,
pleasure, become
party
thereto:
party thereto:
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is also provided by
section that
by said section
that "The
"The
existence of the reciprocal
reciprocal conditions
be determined
determined
condtions aforesaid
aforesaid shall
shall be
by the President of the United
United States
States,' by
by proclamation
proclamation made
made from
from
time to time
time as the purposes
may require":
require ":
purposes of
of this
this Act
Act may
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS there
been received
from the
the Government
Government
there has
has been
received from
of Great Britain satisfactory
satisfactory official
that the
Government of
official assurance
assurance that
the Government
of
New Zealand has
effective December
December 1,
1,
has issued
issued an
an Order
Order in
in Council,
Council, effective
1916, providing that
that the
the existing
copyright law
law of
existing copyright
of that
that country,
country,
including the provisions
including
provisions as to existing works, shall
shall, subject
subject to
to the
the
provisions
of the
the said
law and
and of
of the
said Order,
Order, apply:
apply:
provisions of
said law
the said
(a) to literary, dramatic,
dramatic, musical
and artistic
the authors
authors
musical and
artistic works
works the
whereof
whereof were at the time
making of
works citizens
citizens of
the
time of the
the making
of the
the works
of the
United States
America, in
in like
like maruaer
the authors
had been
States of
of America,
manner as
as if
if the
authors had
been
British
subjects:
British subjects:
(b) in respect of residence
residence in
the United
States of
in the
United States
of America,
America, in
in
like manner
manner as if such
such residence
residence had
had been
been residence
residence in
New Zealand.
Zealand.
in New
thatProvided that—
(I) the term of copyright within New Zealand
Zealand shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed
that conferred by the law of the United States of
of America:
America:
(II)
of the
(II) the enjoyment
enjoyment of
conferred by
Order shall
shall be
be
the rights
rights conferred
by this
this Order
subject to the accomplishment
accomplishment of
conditions and
formalities
of the
the conditions
and formalities
prescribed
prescribed by the law of
States of
of America:
America:
of the United
United States
application to
(III) in the application
existing works
of the
provisions of
to existing
works of
the provisions
of
Copyright Act, 1913,
Section 32 of the Copyright.
1913, the
the commencement
commencement of
of this
this
Order shall be substituted
1st July,
July, 1913,
in paragraph
paragraph (b)
(b)
substituted for
for the
the 1st
1913, in
of
of subsection
subsection (I).
(I).
Net
e-xttnal°J
Now, therefore,
therefore, I,
Woodrow Wilson,
UnitedStates
St at
es
NeBZealandetxtended
Now,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
President of
of th
thee United
to mechaical
musical of America, do declare and proclaim
alternative conto
mechanical musical
proclaim that one of the alternative
eonreVoL
specified in
"
V
r.3Si,p.m.15
ditions specified
in sections
sections 1
and 8
(b) of
of the
Act of
of March
March 4,
4, 1909,
1909,
1 (e)
(e) and
8 (b)
the Act
now exists and is fulfilled
since December
December 1,
1, 1916,
has been
been
fulfilled and
and since
1916, has
fulfilled in respect
respect to the citizens of
New Zealand,
and that
that such
such
of New
Zealand, and
citizens are entitled to
benefits of
of section
(e) of
of the
the said
to all the benefits
section 1
1 (e)
said Act,
Act,
including
parts of
instruments serving
including "copyright
"copyright controlling
controlling the
the parts
of instruments
serving to
to
reproduce mechanically
mechanically the musical work"
work" in the case of
of all
all musical
musical
Zealand which
compositions by composers
composers of New Zealand
have been
which have
been pubpublished since
December 1,
1, 1916,
and have
have been
been duly
registered for
since December
1916, and
duly registered
for
copyright in
the United
United States.
in the
States.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
N TESTIMONY
I have hereunto
hand and
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this ninth day
day of
February in
of February
in
the year of or'
our Lord one
thousand nine
one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL.]
[SEAL.] seventeen
seventeen and of the Independence
of the
the United
States
Independence of
United States
of America the
and forty-first.
the one
one hundred
hundred and
forty-first.
OODBOW WILSON.
W OODROW
WILSON.
By
By the
the President:
President:
Zealandt

ROBERT
LANSING
ROBERT LANSING
Secretary of
of State.

PROCLAMATIONS,
PROCLAMATIONS,1917.
1917.
BY
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.

1817
1817
February 14,
1917.
February
14,1917.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Honolulu,
WHEREAS,
resolution "to
"to provide
provide for
WHEREAS, by joint resolution
Ha- Preamble.
for annexing
annexing the
the HaHonolulu, Hawaii.
Hawaii.
waiian Islands
to the United States,"
approved July
7, 1898,
1898, the
waiian
Islands to
States," approved
July 7,
the VoL
30, p. 750.
L3ablp.750.
cession by the Government
Government of the
of Hawaii
to the
the United
the Republic
Republic of
Hawaii to
United
States of America,
America, of all rights of sovereignty
of whatsoever
whatsoever kind
in
sovereignty of
kind in
and over the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands and
the transand their dependencies,
dependencies, and
and the
transfer to the United States of the absolute fee and ownership
ownership of
of all
all pubpublic, government
government or crown lands,
lands, public buildings,
or edifices,
buildings, or
edifices, ports,
ports,
harbors, military equipment,
equipment, and
other public
public property
of every
every
and all other
property of
kind and description
description belonging
to the
belonging to
the government
government of
of the
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands, was duly accepted,
accepted, ratified,
ratified, and
and the
the said
said
and confirmed,
confirmed, and
Hawaiian Islands
as a
a part
part of
of the
the
Hawaiian
Islands and
and their
their dependencies
dependencies annexed
annexed as
territory of the United
United States, and made
made subject
to the
sovereign
subject to
the sovereign
dominion thereof, and all and singular the property
property and
rights hereand rights
hereinbefore mentioned
mentioned vested in
United States
States of
of America.
America.
in the
the United
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, it was further provided
provided in
that
in said
said resolution
resolution that
the existing
existing laws of the United
shall
United States
States relative
relative to
to public
public lands
lands shall
not apply to such lands in the Hawaiian Islands,
Islands, but
but the
the Congress
Congress of
of
the United States shall enact special laws for their management
management and
and
disposition;
disposition;
AND WHEREAS, the Congress of the United States
States has
has provided
provided vol.
Vol. 31,
31, p.
p. 159
159..
by the Act of April 30, 1900,
chapter 258,
7, that
that the
public
1900, chapter
258, section
section 7,
the public
property-ceded
ceded and transferred
transferred to the
States by
the United States
by the
the Republic
Republic
of Hawaii under said resolution shall be and remain
remain in
in the
the possession,
possession,
use and control of the
the government
government of
the T
errit ory o
awaii until
un til
of the
Territory
offH
Hawaii
taken for the uses and purposes of the United States
by direction
direction of
States by
of
of the President, and that any such
property so
the
such public
public property
so taken
taken for
for the
uses and purposes
purposes of the Unted
United States may
its premay be
be restored
restored to
to its
previous status by direction of the President;
President;
AND WHEREAS,
a change in
in conditions
conditions the
the piece
piece and
WHEREAS, because
because of a
Ante, p.
p. 1751.
1751.
and Ante,
parcel of land situated at Honolulu,
Honolulu, on
the Island
of Oahu,
on the
Island of
Oahu, in
in the
the
Territory and District of Hawaii,
TerritoryHawaii, reserved
reserved for
lighthouse purposes
for lighthouse
purposes
by Presidential Proclamation
Proclamation of October 4,
is no
longer rere4, 1915,
1915, is
no longer
quired for
purposesii
for such
such purposes
WHEREAS, it is deemed necessary
AND WHEREAS,
in the
the public
public interests
interests
necessary in
that aacertain
certain piece and parcel of land situated
situated at
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, on
on the
the
Island of Oahu, in the Territory and District of Hawaii, in
in the
the
United States of America,
America, be
be immediately
reserved for
lighthouse
immediately reserved
for lighthouse
purposes;
purposes:
NOW THEREFORE,
I WOODROW
WOODROW WILSON,
THEREFORE, I,
WILSON ,President
President of
of the
i
igr
h,tstuz toreser-ari
(crst
.
r
a
i
:
the ll,j;Lghthou
United
in me
me vested, do
United States, by virtue of the authority in
do hereby
hereby dede- tory
Hawaii. Tri.
tory of
ofHawai
clare, proclaim and make
dare,
make known that the
land situated
situated at
at
the parcel
parcel of
of land
Honolulu, on the Island
Honolulu,
Island of Oahu,
Oahu, in the Territory
Territory and
and District
District of
of
Hawaii, reserved for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes
purposes by
by Presidential
Presidential ProclamaProclamation of October
October 4,
4, 1915,
1915, be and the same is hereby
restored to
to the
hereby restored
the
possession,
possession, use and
control of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
of
and control
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii,
Hawaii, to wit;
wit;
Beginning at
at a
point bearing
bearing 136°
distant 111.23
Beginning
a point
136° 36'
36' 46"
46" true
true and
and distant
111.23 Description.
Description.
ft. from Fort Street Survey Monument,
Monument, said
being aacopper
copper
said monument
monument being
bolt set in aa 4"
4" cast iron pipe and
50' 45"
45" true
true and
and located
located 72°
72° 50'
and disdistant 6091.77 ft. from Punch Bowl Triangulation
Triangulation Station, thence by
by
true azimuths and
and distances;
distances;
1.
1. 13S8
138° 25' 0", 16.0 feet to a
apoint, thence
2. 2280
25' 0", 16.0 feet to
228° 25'
to aapoint,
point, thence
thence
3.
3. 31S° 25'
25' 0", 16.0 feet to a
apoint,
point, thence
4.
4. 48° 25'
25' 0", 16.0 feet to the
point of
of beginning.
beginning.
the point
Containing 256
square feet.
256 square
feet.

1818
Necr
New

site
reserved.
site reserved.

Description.
Description.

1917.
PROCLAMATIONS, 1917.
PROCLAMATIONS,
AND
FURTHER, do
do hereby
declare, proclaim
and make known
proclaim and
hereby declare,
AND FURTHER,
that the
said piece
and parcel
parcel of
at Honolulu,
Honolulu, on the
of land
land situated at
piece and
that
the said
Island
Oahu, in
and District
District of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, be and
and the
the
Territory and
in the
the Territory
of Oahu,
Island of
same
subject to
action as
as the
the Congress
of
Congress of
legislative action
to such
such legislative
is hereby,
hereby, subject
same is
the United
United States
thereto, reserved
reserved for
for lightrespect thereto,
with respect
take with
may take
States may
the
house purposes,
purposes, to wit:
wit:
house
Beginning
144 ° 38'
38' 0"
0" true and distant 94.0
94.0
at aa point bearing 144°
Beginning at
feet from
from Fort
Survey Monument,
said monument
monument being aa
Monument, said
Fort Street
Street Survey
feet
copper bolt
bolt set
4" cast
45" true
true
50' 45"
72°° 50'
located 72
pipe and
and located
iron pipe
cast iron
in a
a 4"
set in
copper
and distant
distant 6091.77
6091.77 ft.
Bowl Triangulation
Triangulation Station,
from Punch
Punch Bowl
ft. from
and
thence
true azimuths
azimuths and
distances;
and distances;
by true
thence by
a point, thence
16.0 feet to a
1.
108 ° 28'
0", 16.0
28' 0",
1. 108°
point, thence
2. 198°
198 ° 28'
0", 16.0
16.0 feet to a
thence
a point,
28' 0",
2.
a point, thence
3. 288
28' 0", 16.0 feet to a
288°° 28'
3.
4. 18
0", 16.0
16.0 feet
feet to
to the
of beginning.
beginning.
the point of
18°° 28'
28' 0",
4.
Containing 256
256 square
square feet.
feet.
Containing
IN WI'NESS
my hand and
hereunto set my
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
the seal
seal of
States to
affixed.
to be affixed.
the United
United States
of the
caused
DONE at
fourteenth day of February,
February,
of Washington
Washington this fourteenth
at the City of
DONE
in
the year
year of
Lord one
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
one thousand
of our
our Lord
in the
[sm.] seventeen,
Independence of
United States
of the United
of the
the Independence
and of
seventeen, and
[SEAT..]
the
one hundred
hundred and
forty-first.
and forty-irst.
the one
By
President:
the President:
By the
ROBERT
LANSING,
ROBERT LANSING,
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

February 23,
23, 1917.
1917.
February

W OODROW WILSON.
W ILSON.
WOODROW

BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

Peeamble.
Preemble.

WHEREAS public
interests require
require that
the Senate
Senate of the United
that the
public interests
WHEREAS
States
be convened
twelve o'clock on the fifth day of March next
convened at twelve
States be
to
such communications
communications as
made by the Executive;
Executive;
as may be made
to receive
receive such
Special
the
of the
session of
Special session
Now,
I, Woodrow
Wilson, President
President of the United States
Woodrow Wilson,
Therefore, I,
Now, Therefore,
Senate
be convened
convened
Senate to
to be
March
5, 1917.
1917.
March 5,
extraordinary
and declare that an extraordinary
of
hereby proclaim and
do hereby
of America,
America, do
occasion
convene at the
occasion requires the Senate of the United States to convene
Capitol, in
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
Washington, on
March next,
the fifth
fifth day of March
on the
Capitol,
at
twelve o'clock
o'clock noon,
persons who shall
shall at that time
all persons
of which
which all
noon, of
at twelve
be entitled
entitled to
to act
as members
members of that body are
required to
are hereby required
act as
be
take notice.
WashGiven under
my hand
the seal
seal of
the United
United States at Washof the
and the
hand and
under my
Given
ington,
twenty-third of February
February in the year of our
our
the twenty-third
ington, the
hundred
[SEALL., Lord
Lord one
one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and seventeen,
seventeen, and of
nine
of the
the United States the one hundred
Independence of
[SEAL. 1 the Independence
and forty-first.
forty-first.
and
W
OODROW W
ILSON
WILSON
WOODROW
By
President:
By the President:
ROBERT
ANSING
ROBERT L
LANSING
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
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pension
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Military Reservations
Reservations (see Military
Abandoned
Military
Actors,
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Reservations, Abandoned).
Reservations,
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not excluded
excluded under contract
contract labor laws
878
laws...
878
Abandoned Wife or Child,
Child, D.
Abandoned
D. C.,
Adair, John,
John,
appropriation
payment to destitute_
appropriation for payment
destitute. 706,1034
pension increased
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1330
1330
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for payment to
to
Adams, Albert,
Albert,
Adams,
destitute
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807
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Abbott, Charles
Charles E.
E.,
Alexander,
Adams, Alexander,
pension increased
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pension
1267
pension
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Abbott, Edgar,
Edgar,
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W,
Adams, Eli
Eli W.,
pension
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pension
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pension
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pension increased
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FredD.,
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pension
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pension
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appropriation
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appropriation
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of
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Department,
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appropriation
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deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
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324
bond issue authorized
construction of..
authorized for
for construction
Alaska Fur
FurSeals,
of.. 1002
Seals,
1002
Albertson, Edwin
Albertson,
sale
of skins
taken on
on Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
Islands,
Edwin C.,
C.,
sale of
skins taken
pension increased........................
increased
1433
authorized
236
authorized.........................
1433
236
Albion, Mich.,
Mich.,
Albion,
Alaska Prohibition
Alaska
ProhibitionAct,
Act,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .......
263
manufacture,
sale, etc.,
of intoxicants
manufacture, sale
263
etc., of
intoxicants and
and
Albuquerque, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
alcohol
alcohol after January
January 1.
1. 1918,
un1918, unappropriation
for
Indian
school
143.
981
appropriation for Indian school......... 143 981
lawful
lawful ...........................
903
903
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Indian
school.
31
Indian school.
31
purchases, possession,
possession, etc.,
etc., permitted...
permitted
903
903
liquors),
liquors,
903
Intoxicating liquors),
liquors, etc..
etc.. specified
specified ................
903 Alcohol (see also Intoxicating
regulations
etc., of
regulations for purchase, etc.,
for
of pure, for
wood
903
wood alcohol
alcohol excepted
excepted ................
903
scientific purposes,
etc., in
Alaska..
905
purposes, etc.,
in Alaska..
905
punishment for violations
violations ..............
903
903
restrictions
on
sale,
restrictions
etc., of
in Alaska.
Alaska.
903
etc.,
of pure,
pure, in
pure alcohol
pure
alcohol transportation
903
transportation permitted
permitted
withdrawal
withdrawal
free
of
tax
for
colleges,
etc....
355
free
of
tax
for
colleges,
etc...
355
pharmacists for specified use........
use
903
903
extended
hospitals; conditions.......
conditions
355
extended to
to hospitals;
355
permits required; application,
application, issue,
issue.
bond
required
355
required.........................
.
355
records, etc ...................
904
904
Alcohol,
Denatured,
Alcohol,
Denatured,
duties of carriers;
carriers; fictitious,
fictitious, etc.,
delivetc., delivleakage during
allowance for accidental
accidental leakage
during
eries
unlawful....................
eries unlawful
904
904
transfer
from distillery to
transfer from
to denaturing
denaturing
wine for sacramental
purposes,
sacramental
certificates
certificates
warehouse .......................
233
for
905
for transportation
transportation required
233
required..........
905
delivery, record,
record, etc
905
delivery,
etc .................
Liq.uors, D.
C.,
Alcoholic Liquors,
905 Alcoholic
D. C.,
pure alcohol
alcohol purchases
purchases permitted
for specipermitted for
beverages included
beverages
in the
1123
speciincluded in
the term
term ..........
1123
fied purposes
fied
purposes..................... 905
905 Alcoholism,
Alcoholism, Chronic,
Chronic,
permits
required; application,
permits required;
application, issue,
issue,
aliens
with, excluded
875
aliens with,
excluded admission
admisson..........
875
records,
905
records, etc
etc....................
.
905 Alcoholism,
Fifteenth International
International Congress
Alcoholism, Fifteenth
Congress
unauthorized use of buildings, cars, etc
unauthorized
etc.,,
against,
against,
for intoxicants
intoxicants unlawful...........
unlawful
906
906
appropriation for
for expenses
260,1056
appropriation
expenses of
of ...........
260,1056
importing, selling,
selling, poseesing,
possessing, etc.,
of
etc., of
Alden, William,
intoxicants unlawful...............
intoxicants
unlawful
906
906 Alden, William,
pension ..............................
1385
pension.
1385
drinking liquors, and
and drunkenness
drunkenness in
in
L.
Aldrich, George
George L.,
public places,
906
places, etc.,
etc., unlawful
unlawful.......
906 Aldrich,
pension
increased
1589
pension increased.......................
1589
clubhouses
clubhouses where
liquors are
etc
where liquors
are kept,
kept, etc.,
Aldrich, George
George W.,
W.,
.........................
unlawful
906
906 Aldrich,
pension increased
increased .......................
1208
testimony
pension
testimony competent to prove
906
prove violation&
violations.
906
1208
evasions of prohibition
prohibition against
against liquors
liquors ununAldridge,
Aldridge, Sarah
Sarah E. (widow),
lawful ...........................
906
lawful
roenn --increase
mincreased
...
.
906
pension
1460
---.................
ri-----.- - - - - - - - - .- - - -..----

INDEX.
Ale.
Page.
Page.
Ale.
783
internal
on..................
internal revenue tax on
DI.,
Aledo. Ill.,
deficiency
for public
public buildappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
ing
16
ing ...............................
Alexander,
Alonzo B.,
B.,
dlexander, Alonzo
pension
1284
1284
increased ........................
pension increased
Alexander,
(widow
Anna (widow),
Alezander, Anna
pension
1556
pension increased
increased........................
Alexander, John,
pension
1249
1249
increased.......................
pension increased
Alexander, Joseph
M.,
Joseph M.,
Alexander,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................ 1567
Morris I.,
Alexander, Morris
homestead entry
validated ..............
1305
1305
entry validated
homestead
Alexander, William D.,
Alexander,
pension increased
increased ........................
1226
1226
pension
Building and Loan
Rapides Building
Alexandria, La., Rapide,s
Association,
Association,
refund of
corporation tax .........
1491
of excise
excise corporation
refund
etc.),
also Grasses, etc.),
Alfalfa (see also
appropriation for
testing commercial
seeds
commercial seeds
for testing
appropriation
of,
1142
453, 1142
of, etc .......................
for
preventing admission
of adulteradulteradmission of
for preventing
ated
453, 1142
453,1142
ated...........................
A. N.,
Alford, A.
may
Browns
River, Browns
Savannah River,
bridge Savannah
may bridge
Ferry, Ga.
534
Ga .......................
Ferry,
Alguire,
Elizabeth J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Alguire, Elizabeth
pension
1274
...- .
pension- ..................-.......
Alien
Alien
meaning
of
term,
as
Immigration
in
Immigration
as
used
term,
of
meaning
874
Act .............................
Aliens
also Immigration),
Immigration),
(see also
Aliens (see
appropriation for
enforcing laws regulating
regulating
for enforcing
appropriation
immigration of ....-..-.. .........
325
immigration
for medical
inspection of
immigrant
278
278
of immirant....
for
medical inspection
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses,
for expenses,
deficiency
naturalization of .............
32,827
naturalization
returning after
after temporary
temporary absence
abroad
absence abroad
returning
to
unrelinquished domicile
domicile may be
to unrelinquished
readmitted;
878
878
conditions.............
readmitted; conditions
Aliens,
Immigration
of
Immigration
Act,
(see
Immigration
of
Aliens, Immigration
1917).
1917).
Alizarin,
Alizarin,
duty
derivatives
794
duty on, and derivatives.................
Alkali-Resistant
Crops,
Alkali-Resistant Crops,
appropriation for
breeding, etc
.
454, 1142
454,1142
etc........
for breeding,
appropriation
Allba
ugh, Felix,
Felix,
Allbaugh,
pension increased........................
increased
1238
pension
Joel,
Alldaffer, Joel,
pension
increased
1328
pension increased........................
Allegany,
N. Y.,
Allegany, AV.
reconstruction
of bridge
Allegheny
across Allegheny
bridge across
reconstruction of
River
at, authorized...............
authorized
898
898
River at,
Allegheny
Allegheny County,
County, Pa.,
Pa.,
may
bridge Ohio
Ohio River,
Pittsburgh to
to
River, Pittsburgh
may bridge
Mc
Kees Rocks
Rocks .....................
36
McKees
Allegheny
er,
Ricer,
Allegheny Rit
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of;
open
of; open
appropriation
channel work.
393
393
work ..................--.
channel
44
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Pa ......
Oil City,
City, Pa
across, Oil
bridge
Warren, Pa
53
Pa.............................
Warren,
reconstruction of
of bridge
across, at
at Allegany,
Allegany,
bridge across,
reconstruction
N.
Y., authorized.........----....
authorized
898
N. Y.,
Warren
Pa., authorized....
871,871
authorized .... 871,871
County, Pa.,
Warren County,
Allemania Building
and Loan Company, ColBuilding and
Allenania
umbus,
Ohio,
umbus, Ohio,
1493
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
1496
corporation tax .........
refund
Allen,
Aaron B.,
Allen, Aaron
pension
increased .. .....................
1281
pension increased
J.,
Allen, Andrew J.,
pension increased
1232
increased ......................
pension
Allen, Delight
A. (widow),
(xidate),
Allen,
Delight A.
pension
increased........................ 1538
pension increased
102620°—voi. 39-PT
39—Fr 2--44
2-44
102620°-VOL
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Allen,
C. (widow),
Allen, Elizabeth W. C.
pension increased
1361
pension
increased....................... 1361
Allen, Ephraim
Ephraim J.,
pension
1485
ension increased
increased ........................
Allen,
Allen, Hezekiah,
pension increased........................
increased
1445
1445
pension
Allen, Jackson,
Jackson,
pension increased.......................
increased
1561
1561
pension
Allen,
James W.,
W.,
Allen, James
pension increased
increased .......................
1532
1532
pension
Allen,
Allen, Jennie
Jennie (daughter),
(daughter),
pension................................. 1414
pension
alias John McGuire,
McGuire,
Allen, John, alias
pension
increased
........................ 1218
pension increased
Allen, Martha
Martha P.
F. (widow),
increased
1272
......................
1272
pension increased
Allen, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1422
1422
pension increased
increased .......................
E.,
Allen, Ralph
Ralph E.,
homestead
entry
validated
1304
homestead entry validated .............. 1304
S.,
Robertson S.
Allen, Robertson
pension
1406
pension increased
increased ........................
Sarah E.
Allen, Sarah
E. (widow),
pension
pension.................................. 1566
Allen, Silas D. A.,
1570
pension
increased ........................
1570
pension increased
D.,
Allen, William.
William D.,
payment
heirs of.......................
of
1389
to heirs
payment to
Allentown,
Pa.,
Allentown, Pa.,
837
condemned cannon
to............
cannon granted
granted to
condemned
Alliance,
Nebr.,
Alliance, Nebr.,
appropriation for
building
263
263
public building..........
for public
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
buildpublic builddeficiency appropriation
16
ing -Alligator
Creek,
Alligator
8. C.,
C eek, S.
Alligatorng-~::.;::.....................
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of waterway
waterway
appropriation
between
Chazon and
395
and.........---..
between Chareston
Ailing, Sarah
(widow),
Saah J.
J. (widow),
Alling,
pension increased
1255
increased- ......................
pension
B.,
Allison, Absalom B.,
payment
to, for
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
for disposessed
payment to,
Sherman County,
Sherman
County, Oreg
Oreg .............. 1354
Edward H.,
alias Henry
A. West,
Henry A.
West,
H., alias
Allison, Edward
pension
. 1317
1317
....................
increased ...
ension increased
Allison,
John
S.,
Allison, John S.,
pension
. 1293
pension increased
increased ......................
Allison, Reuben
Reuben D.,
D.,
Allison,
payment
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
to, for dispossessed
payment to,
County, Oreg
Oreg.............. 1354
1354
Sherman County,
Allison, Robert
Robert L.,
Allison,
payment
dispossessed homestead,
payment to, for dispossessed
Sherman County, Oreg
Sherman
Oreg............ 1354
(see Lands
Indians (see
in Severalty to Indians
Allotments in
in
Indians).
to Indians).
in Severalty
Severalty to
Reuben,
Allred, Reuben,
pension
increased ........................
1363
pension increased
Almedia Cemetery, Espy, Pa.,
Pa., condemned
cannon
granted
to
836
to............
condemned cannon granted
Alpena,
Alpena, Mich.,
appropriation
harbor
400
400
for improvement
improvement of harbor..
appropriation for
Altamaha
River, Ga.,
Altamaha River,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
395
395
of.........
appropriation
Altman,
P.,
Altman, Washington
Washington P.,
1276
pension increased
increased .......................
1276
pension
Allures,
Cal.,
Alturas, Cal.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to
841
to............
condemned
Altus, Okla.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
263
building ........
appropriation
Ambassadors,
Ambassadors,
appropriation for
252,1048
salaries ............... 252,1048
for salaries
appropriation
Jacob,
Amberg, Jacob,
Amberg,
pension increased
1385
increased......................... 1385
pension
Amberg, John,
John,
pension
1444
increased .....................
pension increased
Ambler, Clem B.
B. I.,
I.,
1531
pension increased ........................
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Ambrose Channel,
New Ybrk
York Harbor,
Page.
Harbor,
Ambrose
Channel, New
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance ...........
392
392
appropriation
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made,
made,
preliminary
of waterway
waterway from Gravesend
406
406
Gravesend Bay to.
to.
of
American
Academy of
Arts and
and Letters,
of Arts
Letters, D.
D. C
C.,,
American Academy
incorporated; purposes,
etc
51
purposes, etc..............
51
incorporated;
American
Citizens,
American Citizens,
appropriation for
relief of
of destitute,
destitute, in
in
for relief
appropriation
Mexico; reimbursement
reimbursement............
359
American Ephemeris,
Ephemeris, Nautical
and,
American
Nautical Almanac and,
appropriation for
96, 1100
96,1100
for preparing
preparing ............
appropriation
American Ethnology,
Ethnology,
appropriation for
researches in
279
279
in.
for continuing
continuing researches
appropriation
deficiency
exappropriation for
for general
general exdeficiency appropriation
penses
32
32
penses of Bureau
Bureau .................
Association,
HistoricalAssociation,
American Historical
appropriation
for.
331
331
printing and
and binding for.
for printing
appropriation for
Indians,
American Indians,
appropriation for
for ethnological
researches
ethnological researches
appropriation
279
among
among.............................
American National
National Red Crow,
Cross,
Medical Corps to be
Army Medical
details from Army
made to ..........................
171
171
made
from Nav
Navy Medical Corps to Military
of
581
581
Relief Division of..................
may
buildings for
storage of supmay maintain
maintain buildings
for storage
173
plies, at Army posts, etc...........
etc
173
temporary loan
loan of
medical, etc.,
etc., equipment
equipment
temporary
of medical,
164
for
1916
May, 1916..............
for training
training May,
annual reports
instead of
fiscal, instead
to make
make annual
reports for fiscal,
calendar year .....................
946
calendar
Registry,
American Registry,
granted
"Golden
granted foreign built sailing vessel "Golden
Gate"...-.............-...--...--.
Gate"
857
American
American
American Republics (see also Pan American
Union),
convention
protection of trade
trade
for protection
convention of, for
marks .............................
1675
1675
marks
American
Seamen,
American Seamen,
appropriation
relief and
protection of, in
in
and protection
for relief
appropriation for
262,1058
etc........... 262,
foreign countries, etc
1058
foreign
deficiency
appropriation for
31,
relief, etc....
etc....
for relief,
deficiency appropriation
33,802,826,829
33, 802, 826, 829
American Seamen,
Shipwrecked,
Seamen, Shipwrecked,
American
appropriation for
life saving
testimonials
saving testimonials
for hfe
appropriation
.................... 255, 1050
rescuing
for rescuing
for
foreign
protection of, in foreign
for relief
relief and
and protection
countries,
262,
1058
262,1058
countries, etc
etc ...................
American Society of Civil
American
Civil Engineers,
Engineers,
memorial fountain to Alfred
Alfred
erect memorial
may erect
Noble in Washington,
Washington, D. C
C ........
65
American States,
International ConferStates, Fifth
Fifth International
American
ence
ence of,
appropriation
for participating
participating in......
in
259,1055
259,1055
appropriation for
American
American Vessels,
proclamation
transfer of, to forproclamation forbidding transfer
ownership
1814
eign ownership...................
Ames,
K. (widow),
Annie K.
Ames, Annie
pension
increased
1319
pension increased......................
Ames,
Ames, Edmond,
Edmond,
1541
pension increased ......................
Ames, Frederick
N.,
Ames,
Frederick N.,
increased .....................
1453
pension increased
Ames, Luman
Ames,
Luman W.,
1408
pension
increased
increased......................
pension
Amherst, Mass.,
Mass.,
Amherst,
appropriation for
public building
263
263
building .........
for public
appropriation
Amidonapthol,
Amidonapthol,
793
duty on .................................
793
Arnidophe-nol,
Amidophenol,
793
duty on .................................
Amidosalwylic
Amidosalcylic Acid,
793
duty on ...............................
.Antis,
Anderson,
Amis, Anderson,
pension increased......................
increased
1548

Amite
Page.
Pae.
Amite River,
River, La.,
appropriation
of
397
397
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of.........
Amity, etc.,
Amity,
etc.,
treaty with Haiti of, economic development,
etc .......................
1654
ment, etc
1654
Ammons, Benjamin,
Benjamin,
Ammons,
pension
1517
pension increased
increased .....................
1517
Ammunition, Army,
appropriation
etc., cannon;
cannon;
for mountain,
mountain, etc.,
appropriation for
346 910
contracts ......................
346,
910
seacoast cannon;
cannon; contracts
for seacoast
contracts ....... 346, 911
911
for seacoast
artillery practice
practice ......... 346,
346, 911
for
seacoast artillery
911
etc., artillery
artillery practice
for field,
field, etc.,
practice....... 346, 911
911
seacoast cannon,
possessions 349, 912
for seacoast
cannon, insular
insular possessions
912
for tools, etc.,
etc., for immediate manufacture
of................................
of
349
plans and installations
in private
installations in
plants...........................
plants
349
purchases from
from present
present plants
349
purchases
plants........
349
compeamount for purchases
purchases without
without competition
349
tition...........................349
for small arms, etc
etc......................
642
for
etc
642
for firing morning
morning and evening
evening gun,
gun, etc..
642
for small arms target
643
target practice
practice .........
643
issue
institutions, etc..............
etc
643
issue to
to institutions,
643
for preserving,
preserving, etc ..................
643
for reserve
reserve, for field artillery, National
National
, Guard
Guard ........................
644
644
manufacture, etc.,
reserve, for
for manufacture,
etc., of
of reserve,
for
National Guard
644
National
Guard Field
Field Artillery
Artillery.....
644
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for automatic
automatic and
machine
811
machine rifles, 1917...............
1917
for mountain, field,
field, etc., artillerypractice
artillery practice
formountain,
811
Ammunition Factories,
Factories,etc.,
.list of privately
privately owned, to
to be prepared;
prepared;
data specified
214
specified .....................
214
214
plants that
that may be so used, etc .......
Ammunition, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for procuring,
preserving,
procuring, preserving,
appropriation
614,1190
etc ...........................
614, 1190
arms....
614
for reserve supply of, for small arms....
also Ordnance
Nary (see also
Ordnance and
Ammunition, Navy
Ordnance
Ordnance Stores, Navy),
appropriation for
powder
563, 1175
11
1
17
75
smokeless powder....
for smokeless
appropriation
1176
auxiliaries............
merchant auxiliaries
6
for, for merchant
for
564, 1176
ships ..................
for issue to ships
cutters.. 1176
for issuing, to two Coast Guard cutters..
for
617,
617, 1192
vessels .................
for new vessels
815
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for issue to ships..
ships..
deficiency
Ammunition Ships,
Ships, Navy.
construction of two
etc..
617
cost, etc..
two authorized;
authorized; cost,
construction
appropriation for
construction and
and mafor construction
appropriation
chinery
chinery ....
.....................
617
Amortization
Mortgages,
Farm Land
Land Mortgages,
of Farm
Amortization of'
agreement for, with
national farm land aswith national
agreement
......... 370
. ...
sociations....
sociations
370
Amyx,
Amyx, George,
George,
pension increased
increased......................---pension

1215
1215

Anacostia
I). C.,
C.,
Bridge, D.
Anacostia River Bridge,
appropriation for
for operating
1018
expenses... 689, 1018
operating expenses...
appropriation
D. C.,
Anacostia
Anacostia River, D.
bridge authorized
authorized across.
across. for
conrailroad confor railroad
bridge
nection with
566
566
navy yard
yard.
Washington navy
nection
with Washington

Flats, D. C.,
Anacostia River Flats,
Anacostia
appropriation for
for reclamation
reclamation and
and developdevelopappropriation
ment
of
713,
1040
713,1040
........................
ment of
acquiring
title
to
lands
in
connection
acquiring title to lands in connection
with
desigsection desigimprovements; section
with improvements;
1040
..............
nated..........
Dated
nated
exchange
lands with
with Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
of lands
exchange of
Baltimore
and Washington
Railroad
1041
Washington Railroad.
Baltimore and
1042
transfers
titles, etc ...............
of titles,
transfers of
Tex.,
Channel, Tex.,
Anahuac Channel,
appropriation
of
improvement of.........
for improvement
appropriation for

398
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Anarchists, etc.,
etc.,
Anarchists,
alien,
excluded admission
alien, excluded
admission................
persons
in prohibition
persons included
included in
prohibition........
provisions
deportation of
provisions for
for deportation
of alien
alien.........
punishment for
assisting, etc.,
etc., entry
of.
punishment
for assisting,
entry of....
Anclote River,
.Fla.,
Anclote
River, Fla.,
appropriation for
improvement of
of.........
for improvement
appropriation
"Ancon," Panama
Canal Steamship,
"Ancon,"
PanamaCanal
Steamship,
appropriation
for reboilering
reboilering..............
appropriation for
not transferred
transferred to
Navy
not
to Navy...............
Andalusia,
Ala.,
Andalusia, Ala.,
appropriation
for
public
building
appropriation for public building.........
Anderson,
G.,
Anderson, Andrew G.,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Charles F.,
F.,
Anderson, Charles
pension increased
increased ...................
Anderson, David
David W.,
W.,
Anderson,
increased
.........
pension increased..........
Anderson,
(widow),
Delia (widow),
Anderson, Delia
pension
pension....................--......
Anderson,
Elizabeth J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Anderson, Elizabeth
pension
increased...................
pension increased
Anderson,
F.,
Anderson, Enoch F.,
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
S.,
Ethan S.,
Anderson, Ethan
pension increased
increased.......................
Anderson,
alias Gabriel
GabrielOleson,
Oleson,
Anderson, Gabriel,
Gabriel,alias
pension increased
increased........................
pension
Anderson, Henry Lee,
pension increased
increased .......................
Anderson, James,
record corrected
military record
corrected.................
James S.,
S.,
Anderson, James
pension increased
increased......................
Anderson, John F.,
Anderson,
F.,
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
W:,
Anderson, Joseph W.,
pension
increased
pension increased..-..................
Anderson,
N.,
Ludwig N.,
Anderson, Ludwig
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Anderson, Mary F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
increased
pension increased...................
Anderson, May Bell (widow),
increased ...................
pension increased
Anderson, Minnie (widow),
pension
pension............................
Anderson,
Paulina (widow),
Anderson, Paulina
(widow),
pension
increased...................
pension increased
Anderson,
Anderson, Rodney
Rodney W.,
increased.......................
pension increased
S. C.,
Anderson, S.
at
terms of
of court at.......................
Anderson, Sarah
Sarah R. (widow),
pension increased....................
increased
pension
Anli.rson,
Anderson, Sophia
Sophia (widow),
pension ...........................
pesion
Walker,
Anderson, Walker,
pension increased....................
increased
pension
Andrreiis,
Frank C.,
Andrews, Frank
pension increased
pension
increased ...................
Andrews, Leon
Leon E.,
E.,
pension ................................
pension
Andrecs
Andre vs Paper
Paper Company, R. P.,
P.,
payment
payment to .............................
Andrews, William,
Anwrews.
pension ...............................
pension
Andrews. Will
William,H.,
Andrews.
iam,H.,
payment
payment to, for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
Oreg. ............
Androscoggin River,
River. Me.,
fMe.,
Androscoggin
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made..
made
......................

1825

Page.
Aney, James P.
Page.
P.,'
Aney,
875
pension increased
1522
875
........................
1522
pension
increased......
875
National Forest
Forest Cal.,
875 Angeles National
Cal.,
appropriation
457,1146
889
etc., of.
of. 457,1146
889
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
proclamation modifying
area of..........
of
1797
1797
modifying area
894
proclamation
894
excluded lands
settlement
1797
1797
excluded
lands restored
restored to settlement...
396
Angle, Aaron,
396 Angle,
pension
increased ......................
1421
1421
pension increased
Brewing Association,
Association,
Anheuser-Busch Brewing
334 Anheuser-Busch
may
transfer
right
of
way
through
Saint
334
may transfer right of way through Saint
334
Louis
Arsenal, Mo.,
Manufac.
Louis Arsenal,
Mo., to Manufacturers'
Railway Company
858
turers' Railway
Company...........
858
263
Anilin
Salts,
Anilin Oil and Salts,
duty
on...............................
793
duty on
793
1503
1503
Animal
By-Products,
Animal By-Products,
appropriation
diffusing information
to
as to
for diffusing
information as
appropriation for
1323
marketing,
distributing, etc.,
etc., of
473,1162
marketing, distributing,
of. 473,1162
Animal Diseases,
Diseases,
1516 Animal
appropriation
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of,
of,
appropriation for
from one
State to
to another.......
another
450, 1139
from
one State
450,1139
1224
for investigations,
investigations, etc
1139
for
etc............... 450,
450,1139
arresting foot and mouth
1167
for arresting
mouth......... 492,
492, 1167
1593
Animal
Husbandry,
Animal Husbandry,
appropriation
for
investigations
and
experiexperifor
investigations
and
appropriation
1249
ments in
450,1139
in .....................
450,1139
for feeding
450,1139
for
feeding and
and breeding
breeding experiments
experiments. 450,1139
1256
1256
for breeding
breeding military
450,1139
for
military horses
horses......... 450,1139
land near Morgan
Morgan Horse Farm, Ver1210
1210
mont ...........................
1139
for poultry feeding and
breeding ....
450,1139
and breeding
450,1139
1403
ostrich industry
industry ....................
450
ostrich
450
for
establishing sheep
experiment stafor establishing
sheep experiment
1469
tion, Idaho .....................
1139
for destroying
destroying animals
in national
animals in
national forests,
1268
etc.,
etc., injurious
467,1155
injurious to ..
.................
467,1155
for protection of, from rabies
rabiesby destroy1554
ing wolves, etc...............
467,1156
etc
467,1158
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for feeding and
1410
breeding
breeding experiments
experiments ...............
828
826
1463 Animal
AniTruzi Industry
Industry Bureau, Department
Department of
of
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
1278
1278
appropriation for
clerks, etc
etc..... 449,1137
449,1137
for chief,
chief, clerks,
appropriation
for general
expenses. ...........
449,1138
general expenses
449,1138
1209
for inspection
inspection and quarantine
quarantine work
work.. 450,1138
450,1138
for eradicating
eradicating southern
southern cattle
cattle ticks;
ticks;
1309
demonstration
demonstration work
work............. 450,1138
450,1138
expenditures....... 450,
limitation on expenditures
1138
450,1138
1232
for dairy investigations, etc.; renovated
renovated
butter
450, 1139
butter inspection
inspection ..............
450,1139
1433
cheese making, marketing, etc........
etc.. ......
450
450
for animal
animal husbandry
husbandry experiments...
experiments_ 450,1139
450, 1139
721
breeding......... 450,1139
animal feeding
feeding and breeding
450,1139
breeding horses for military
breeding
military pur1258
1258
poses
poses .......................
450,1139
450, 1139
land at
Farm
at Morgan
Morgan Horse
Horse Farm..........
1139
1228
poultry feeding
poultry
feeding and
and breeding
breeding........ 450, 1139
ostrich industry ....................
450
450
1379
sheep experiment
experiment station, Idaho
Idaho...... 1139
for animal diseases
diseases investigations._
450,1139
investigations.... 450,1139
1387
contagious
contagious abortion of animals......
animals
451, 1139
451,1139
for buildings, experiment
experiment station and
farm .........................
1371
451,1139
451,1139
for investigating,
investigating, treating, etc.,
etc., hog
cholera.......................
cholera
451, 1139
1297
regulating
traffic in
regulating traffic
in animal
animal viruses,
viruses,
etc........................
451,1139
etc
451,
1139
1382
of dourine........
dourine
451,1139
for eradication,
eradication, etc.,
etc., of
451,1139
for administrative
administrative work.............
work
451,1139
451,1139
additional__ .451,
1140
for meat inspection, additional......
451, 1140
1355
deficiency
appropriation for general exdeficiency appropriation
penses
31, 826
penses .......................
31,826
for meat inspection ...................
826
826
406
for animal feeding and breeding
826
breeding........
826
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Animals (see
also Cattle),
Animals
(see also
Cattle),
Page.
appropriation for
for inspection,
inspection, etc.,
of imimappropriation
etc., of
450,1138
ported ........................
450,1138
tuberculin and mallein
of 450,1138
for tuberculin
mallein testing
testing of.
450,1138
Animals, Domestic,
Domestic,
appropriation for regulating sale, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of
of
serums, etc.,
etc., treatment
treatment of
of diseases
diseases
of ..........................
451,
451, 1139
1139
for study of insects affecting health of
of. 466,1154
466,1154
Annapolis, Md., (see Naval Academy).
Annapolis,
Academy).
Annette Islands
Islands Fishery
Fishery Reserve, Alaska,
Alaska,
proclamation
proclamation reserving,
of MetlaMetlareserving, for
for use
use of
kahtla Indians
Indians ...................
1777
1777
Anniston, Ala.,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted to
to............ 843
843
Annual Reports,
Reports, Executive Departments,
Dcpartments, etc
etc.,,
time restricted
restricted for furnishing
Public
furnishing Public
copy
336
Printer with
with copy..................
336
returning complete
complete corrected proofs.
336
proofs.....
336
printing and delivery
delivery...-....-..
336
..-... .
336
offices,
etc., excepted
336
offices, etc.,
excepted ..................
336
Anoka County, Minn.,
Minn.,
bridge authorized across Mississippi
River
Mississippi River
between Hennepin
Hennepin County and.....
and
34
34
Anoka, Minn.,
Anoka,
appropriation for public building..........
building
263
263
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilding................................
16
ing
16
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to
832
to...........
832

Anshe Chesed
Chesed Conregation,
Congregation, Tdtburg,
Vicksburg, Miss.,
Miss ,

Vicksburg National
to. 1203
part of Vicksburg
National Park granted
granted to
Anthony,
Anthony, Willard
Willard L.,
L.,
pension .................................
S
1384
Anthracene,
Anthracene,
793
duty on; minimum purity ..............
793
on free list; maximum
maximum purity
793
purity ............
793
Anthracene Oil,
Anthracene
on free list .............................
793
793
Anthraquinone,
Anthraquinone,
duty on...............................
on
793
793
Antiaircraft
AntiaircraftGuns,
Guns, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for
ships
of
the
Navy
1176
appropriation for ships of the Navy....... 1176
stations..................... 1176
for naval stations
1176
Antietam Battle Field,
Field, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
for repair,
287
appropriation for
repair, preservation,
preservation, etc
etc.
287
superi
for superintendent
287
nt..endent.......................
287
W-is.,
Antigo, Wis.,
appropriation for
appropriation
public building
263
for public
building..........
263
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
..........................
ing .........
16
16
Antioch Colle,
College, Ohio,
Ohio
condemned cannon
cannon granted to, as a
a memmemOren, etc...........
orial to Charles
Charles Oren,
etc
...
837
837
Antitoxins,.,etc.,
Antitoxins
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., for treattreating diseases
diseases of animals
animals........... 450,
1138
450,1138
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
animal .........
... 451,
451, 1139
etc., animal
1139
Antitrust Act, 1914,
Antitrust
1914,
employees
of Federal
or member
employees of
Federal Reserve
Reserve or
member
banks may serve not more than
than two
noncompetive
noncompetive banks
121
banks..............
121
consent of Federal Reserve
Reserve Board.........
Board
121
121
officers, etc.,
Reserve member
etc., of Federal
Federal Reserve
member
banks permitted
permitted employment
employment in
in
international banking corporation
international
756
corporation...
756
prohibition of officer,
officer, etc.,
caretc., of common
common carriers having
having interest
interest in
in purchases
purchases
thereof, deferred
deferred for
674
for six
six months....
months......
674
deferred
deferred to January
1201
January 8,
8, 1918
1918 ..........
1201
Antitrust Laws,
Antitrust
appropriation
enforcing
312
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses enforcing.......
312
use forbidden for prosecuting
prosecuting labor
orlabor organizations, etc ....................
312
312
associations of
etc
312
of farmers,
farmers, etc.............
312
appropriation for enforcing......
deficiency appropriation
enforcing
43
43

Antwerp,
Page.
Antwerp, Ohio,
Ohio,
Page.
condemned cannon granted
Condemned
to
838,840
granted to.........
838,840
Apache,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.,
Apache, etc.,
etc., Indians,
appropriation for
agency expenses,
expenses, from
from
appropriation
for agency
tribal funds
.....................
funds..
145,
145, 982
982
for support, etc.,
etc., of, from tribal
982
tribal funds_
funds. 145,
145, 982
for relief and settlement of
of three
three heads
heads
of, confined
Fort Sill
Sill
of families
families of,
confined at
at Fort
as prisoners
prisoners of
146
as
of war
war.................
146
Apache
National Forest,
Ariz.,
Apache National
Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 457,
1146
etc., of.
457, 1146
Apalachicola
Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,
Apalachicola Bay,
appropriation for
396
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of..
of .......
396
Apalachicola, Fla.,
Apalachicola,
Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to be
etc., to
be
channel through
through St.
made of channel
St. George's
George's
Sound to
to Gulf
Mexico
408
Sound
Gulf of
of Mexico...........
408
ApalachicolaRiver, Fla.,
Apalachicola
Fla.,
appropriation for
improvement of.......
of
398
appropriation
for improvement
396
improvement of, channel to
for improvement
Saint
to Saint
Andrews Bay
Bay ...................
397
Andrews
397
payment
payment to
Calhoun County,
to Calhoun
County, Fla.,
Fla.,
damage to public highways...
for damage
397
highways ..- - 397
Aplin,
Benjamin,
Aplin, Benjamin,
pension
creased
pension i
ncreased
1545
........................
1545
Appeals,
Ap
,
de
al by appellate
•"..i::•:.1
appellate court merely
for
merely for
mistake
procedure forbidden—.
mistake in
in procedure
727
forbidden....
727
time limit for bringing causes
causes in
in Supreme
Supreme
Court on ..........
'727
.........
727
finality
finality of judgments,
judgments, etc.,
of circuit
circuit
etc., of
courts of appeals
appeals in
bankruptcy
in bankruptcy
causes
727
causes............................
causes
causes relating
relating to injuries
railroad
injuries to
to railroad
employees .......................
727
employees
727
sixteen-hour Act.......
Act..
727 •
under railroad
railroad sixteen-hour
727.
under railway safety
safety appliances
appliances acts..
acts
727
727
certiorari allowed
certiorari
allowed from Supreme
Supreme Court
for review
review etc
727
..................
727
Apple, Charles,
Charles,
Apple,
pension increased
1463
increased.. ....................
1463
Applebee, Nathan
Nathan H.,
H.,
pension increased..........................
increased '
1513
1513
Applegate,
Applegate, .Lucinda
Lucinda (widow),
pension
increased
1251
pension increased
........................
1251
Applegate,
S.,
Applegate, .Thomas
Thomas S.,
pension increased.........................
increased
1273
1273
Appliancesfor
Appliances
for Disabled
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers, Surgical,
Surgical,
appropriation for
furnishing ..............
293
appropriation
for furnishing
293
Appointments Division,
Appointments
Division, Post
Qilice Department,
Department,
Post Office
appropriation
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, assistants, clerks, etc ...................
106
106
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistants
assistants......... 1109
1109
Division, Treasury Department,
Appointments Division,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for chief
79, 1084
1084
chief of division,
division, etc...
etc... 79,
Appoquinimink
Appoquinimink River, Del.,
appropriation
improvement of.
appropriation for improvement
394
of .......
394
Appraisers,
(see Board
of
Appraisers, Board of
of General
General (see
Board of
General Appraisers).
General
Appraisers).
Appropriations (see also
Appropriations
also Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriations),
annual,
annual, for .vocational
education in
in covocational education
cooperation
operation with
with States
States............
929
929
appropriation
for preparing
preparing statement
statement of,
appropriation for
of,
first
327
first session, 64th
64th Congress
Congress.........
327
3, 801
801
for deficiencies
deficiencies .......................
3,
for urgent
deficiencies ...............
15,
15, 41,
41, 867
867
Army...--.....-...-Army
45
......
45
Army and
and Navy ......................
337
337
for fiscal year 1916
through
1916 continued
continued through
July, 1916, until regular appropriaappropriations are made ....................
242
242
through
through August,
August, 1916 .................
431
431
for legislative,
legislative, executive, and judicial
judicial
expenses........................ 66,
expenses
1070
66,1070
Indian -Denarttmnt
.. -q ....-1 Q9i
for Indian
Department.
123,969
------------.
-1
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Appropriations-Continued.
for
pensions
242,
for pensions..........................
242, 1132
1132
for Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service
Service... 252,1047
for
expenses ................
for sundry civil
civil expenses
262
for
345,
345, 909
909
for fortifications
fortifications .....................
for
improvements
for rivers and harbors improvements......
391
for
the postal
postal service
service .
412,
for the
.................
412, 1058
1058
for
of Agriculture
Agriculture ........
446,
1134
for Department
Department of
446,1134
for
Military Academy.
493
for Military
Academy. ..................
for
556,1168
for the naval
naval service ..................
556,1168
for
619
619
for Army
Army.............................
for the District
District of Columbia
Columbia........... 676,
676, 1004
1004
Government exhibits
exhibits from
for transfer of Government
Panama-Pacific Exposition
Exposition to
Panama-Pacific
to PanPanama-California
Exposition
2
2
ama-California Exposition..........
for
expenses
International
High
Commisfor expenses International High Commission
Aires, Arsion meeting
meeting at
at Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Argentina ..........................
8
gentina
8
for plans,
plans, lands,
lands, etc.,
for
etc., new
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct
Bridge, D. C
C.....................
Bridge,
163
for repairing, etc.,
etc., old
old Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge
D. C
C.............................
164
manufacture of nitrates, etc.,
for manufacture
etc., by the
Government;
Panama
Government; from sale of Panama
bonds
215
bonds..........................
for paying accrued taxes on forefeited
forefeited
Oregon and California Railroad
Railroad land
%
221
grants ..........................
for classifying Oregon and California Rail223
223
road land grants .................
for expenses National Guard
Guard at Army
encampments,
226
encampments, etc ...............
for investigating damages to fisheries
fisheries by
232
dogfish,
dogfish, etc .................-.....
356
for rural post roads expenses.............
expenses.
for roads and trails
trails in
in National forests for
use of adjoining
counties--..-....
- 358
adjoining counties
for relief of destitute American citizens in
in
359
Mexico...........-..-............
Mexico
for subscriptions
subscriptions to stock of Federal land
banks
365
banks.............................
for preparing,
bonds.......
preparing, etc.,
etc., farm loan bonds
377
for temporary
temporary loans to Federal land banks
384
for organization
organization expenses to carry
carry out
out
Federal
Loan Act .
...........
Federal Farm Loan
384
on
for expenses
expenses of special Joint Committee on
Interstate
Interstate and Foreign
Foreign Commerce..
Commerce
388
for new marine hospital, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio,
390
from
old
from proceeds
proceeds of old...............
for expenses
expenses sale of marine
marine hospital, Cleve390
land, Ohio .......................
for relief of sufferers
sufferers from floods
floods in designated southern
southern States.............
States
434
available
534
West Virginia
Virginia ............
available for West
for internal revenue
expenses, cotton furevenue expenses,
balance..-- 481
tures Act, unexpended
unexpended balance
for determining spot cotton
cotton markets,
markets, etc.,
etc ,
unexpended
balances
481
unexpended balances.............
for
expenses executing
executing grain
grain standards
for expenses
Act. .............................
485
Act
for
executing warehouse
491
warehouse Act.
Act ....
for expenses
expenses executing
for citizen training camp, Fort Douglas,
Utah
671
Utah ............................
Board...........
738
for expenses of Shipping Board
for
Cemetery for Wyandotte
Wyandotte Infor Huron
Huron Cemetery
InKans..........
dians, Kansas City,
City, Kans
844
for session employees for entire month of
.....
September,
September, 1916 .............
853
for cost of living inquiry, wage earners,
D. C
C ............................
857
for expenses,
lepers.............
expenses, home for lepers
873
for Congressional expenses of inaugural
inaugural
ceremonies.......................
ceremonies
874
for maintaining
maintaining order, etc., inaugural cerein District
monies
monies in
District of Columbia, 1917.
899
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Appropriations-Continued.
for
contractors 18601860claims of
of mail
mail contractors
for paying
paying claims
917
1862
1862..............................
917
bridge across San Juan River, N. Mex
for bridge
Mex..
926
for Federal Board for Vocational
Vocational EducaEduca933
tion
tion, annually ....................
933
Veterans' Association
Association refor Confederate
reConfederate Veterans'
union
expenses, District
District of Columunion expenses,
Columbia
942
bia.............................
942
Danish
for expenses
expenses of
of taking
taking over ceded Danish
West
1133
West Indian Islands ..............
1133
for payment
payment to Denmark
Denmark for ceded
ceded islands.
islands
war-risk insurance
for war-risk
insurance losses .............
1131
$150,000,000 bond
for preparing $150,000,000
bond issue ....
1201
for
expenses
Alaskan
Railroad
Commisfor expenses Alaskan Railroad Commis1202
sion ....
....................
1202
for paying
Court of
of Claims
findings under
under
for
paying Court
Claims findings
Bowman
Tucker Acts
1495
Bowman and Tucker
Acts.......... 1495
refunding tax to certain building, etc.,
etc ,
for refunding
associations ......................
1491
1491
associations
estimates to
submitted in
lump sum
sum estimates
to be
be submitted
Secretary of
of the
the
form prescribed
prescribed by Secretary
336
Treasury
336
Treasury ........................
permanent,
sales of Panama Canal
permanent, from
from sales
Canal
bonds, etc.,
for expenses
bonds,
etc., for
expenses of
of Shipping
Shipping
733
Act
Act............................
733
Aquatic Animals,
Animals, Predacious.
Predacious.
investigations
of
damages
damages
to
fisheries
fisheries
by,
investigations
etc .........................
....
232
appropriation for expenses ............
232
appropriation
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, D. C.,
appropriation
for construction of new; conappropriation for
tracts............................
tracts
291
construction
new,, across Potomac
Potomac River,
construction of new
authorized; Cost
163
authorized;
cost..................
acquirement of
etc.
163
acquirement
of land for approaches,
approaches, etc
employment
etc
engineers, etc...........
163
employment of engineers,
appropriation
etc
163
appropriation for plans, lands, etc......
Arts
......
163
Commission of Fine
advice of Commission
Pine Arta
Use
bridge; conditions
use of
of bridge;
conditions .............
164
trackage;
trackage; Washington and Old Doelectric
minion Railway,
Railway, etc.,
electric
.
164
power, etc........................
etc
payment for passengers, etc.,
etc., by railways.
ways
............................
164
half to credit of District of Columbia..
Columbia
164
construction
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance expenses
expenses
payable one-half
one-half by the District....
District
164
appropriation for
present
repairing, etc., present
for repairing,
appropriation
bridge ..........................
164
requested of bill for.
for
return from President requested
1601
reenrollment ordered
ordered.................. 1601
reenrollment
Aqueduct, D. C. (see also Water Service
D. C.),
C.),
appropriation for expenses
1042
expenses............ 713, 1042
appropriation
Aquia
Aquia Creek,
Creek, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
of
394
for improvement
improvement of........
appropriation
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made ...........................407
Aransas
Tex.,
Aransas Pass,
Pass, Tex.,
appropriation for
channel
for maintenance
maintenance of channel
appropriation
to Corpus Christi
Christi.................. 399
Arapahoe
Okla.,
Arapahoe and
and Cheyenne Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation for support,
support, etc., of.....
of
145,982
appropriation
deficiency
etc..
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support, etc..
31
Arapahoe Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
ont., Northern
Cheyenne
Arapahoe
Northern Cheyenne
and,
and,
appropriation
of
139,
980
139,980
etc., of.......
support, etc.,
appropriation for support,
for "line riders"
139,980
riders ....................
139, 980
Arapahoe National
Arapahoe
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 457, 1146
1146
appropriation
Arbitration, Bureau
Interparliamentary
Arbitration,
Bureau of Interparliamentczry
Union
Promotion of
Internaof InternaUnion for Promotion
tional,
tional,
appropriation
contribution.......... 257, 1053
appropriation for contribution
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Arbitration Conference,
Arbitration
Conference, International,
International,
Page.
invitation to
to foreign
foreign Governments
coninvitation
Governments to
to convene, for
for the
peaceful settlement
vene,
the peaceful
settlement of
of
disputes .........................
618
disputes
618
Arbitration
Arbitration Convention,
Convention,
agreement extending,
agreement
extending, with the
the NetherNetherlands
1626
lands .............................
1626
Arbitration, International
International Bureau
Bureau of
PermaArbitration,
of Permanent Court
Court of,
of,
nent
appropriation for
for annual
annual contribution..
contribution.. 257,
257, 1052
1052
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
16
deficiency
appropriation for
for...............
16
Archer, Berton
E.,
Archer,
Berton E.,
pension ..............................
pension
. 1576
1576
Archer, Henry H.,
H.,
lease of
of water
water power, etc.,
lease
etc., Muskingum
Muakingum
River
Ohio
Ohio; d
to,, vacated....
1321
River, Ohio;
damss to,
vacated
1321
Archer, Michael,
Michael,
pension
1454
pension increased
increased........................ 1454
Archer, Patience
Rosa (widow),
Archer,
PatienceRosa
(widow),
pension
1244
pension..............................
1244
Architectural Competitions,
Competitions, Public
Buildings,
Architectural
PublicBuildings,
appropriation for,
for, under
under contracts
272
272
contracts .........
appropriation
Archives Building,
C., National,
National,
Archzves
Building, D.
D. C.,
requirement
inspection, etc.,
etc., of
requirement for
for inspection,
of buildbuildings in
241
in Europe, repealed
repealed ............
Ardmore,
Okla.,
Ardmore, Okla.,
condemned
cannon
granted
to
833
condemned cannon granted to............
833
terms of
court at
927
terms
of court
at.......................
.
927
Argentina,
Argentina,
appropriation for
1048
252,1048
to........ 252,
for ambassador
ambassador to
appropriation
parcel post
post convention
1628
parcel
convention with
with.............
1628
Argentine Ant,
Ant
Argentine
465,1154
appropriation
investigating ........
ppropriation for investigating
And-Lands,
Arid
Lands,
appropriation for
etc., of
of droughtdroughtfor study,
study, etc.,
appropriation
etc.............
resistant crops, etc
454, 1142
development of water
development
water holes, etc.,
etc., on;
on;
etc..
518
signboards, means of utilizing, etc..
time
extended for
for segregating,
under Carey
time extended
segregating, under
Carey
Act, by Oregon
942
Oregon. ..................
942
Arid
Lands, State
State Reclamation
Reclamation of,
of,
Arid Lands,
provisions for
for promotion
of ...............
provisions
promotion of
506
Arizona,
Arizona,
appropriation
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for
etc............................
103, 1107
1107
etc
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians on reservations in .....................
taons
129,974
129, 974
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
Indians
30, 826,
826, 829
829
Indians in .................
30,
auxiliary
Yuma reclamation
reclamation project
project
auxiliary to
to Yuma
authorized in; disposal of lands, etc.
etc.
authorized
868
Dixie
Utah, and,
Dixie National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev., Utah,
area modified
modified....................
1781
allotting lands, etc.,
etc., not
sums for allotting
to be
not to
be
used
used for
for Indians
Indians in,
in, not
not residing
residing
on public domain
prior to June
June 30,
domain pnor
1914
1914.........................
124,969
124,969
time extended
extended for relinquishing
Indians
relinquishing to
to Indians
railroad
railroad grant lands in.............
in
48
Walnut Canyon National Monument,
Monument, set
set
aside............................
aside
1761
Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Arkansas
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Forest, diminished....
diminished
1766
1766
Ozark
National Forest, diminished
Ozark National
diminished.......
1765
preliminary
preliminary examination
examination to be made of
Red
Red River,
River, etc.,
etc., for
for flood
flood protection.
protection.
408
408
Arkansas
and Memphis
Memphis Railway Bridge
Arkansas and
Bridge and
and
Terminal Company,
Terminal
Company,
time extended
time
Mississippi
extended for
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
Tenn .............
830
River, Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn.
construction of
bridge, tolls,
construction
of highway bridge,
tolls,
etc
etc...............................
831
passage charges
charges for
passengers
limit on
on passage
for passengers.
831
.

Arkansas
Ark.,
Page.
Arkansas National
National Forest,
Forest, Ark.,
Page.
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
457, 1
11
746
of. 457,1146
appropriation
for maintenance,
proclation
ma
diminishing66
proclamation
diminishing.................
1766
restored to
to settlement...
1767
excluded lands restored
settlement
Arkansas
River, Ark.
Ark. and
Okla.,
Arkansas River,
and Okla.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of,
of, includincludappropriation
ing bank
bank protection
protection at
Pine Bluff,
ing
at Pine
Bluff,
Little Rock,
Little
399
Rock, etc
etc. ................
399
dredging
399
dredging plant
plant ......................
399
authorized across,
in Conway
Conway
bridge authorized
across, in
Ark......................
County, Ark
927
Tulsa, Okla
4
Tulsa,
Okla ...........................
4
jurisdiction
Mississippi River
River Commisjurisdiction of
of Mississippi
Commission
over, up
Jefferson
sion extended
extended over,
up to
to Jefferson
County, Ark
402
County,
Ark .....................
402
allotment of
levees, etc
402
allotment
of levees,
etc................
402
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be made
preliminary
etc., be
made of,
of,
from Little
mouth
409
from
Little Rock
Rock to
to mouth..........
409
Arkansas
Salt Fork
Fork of,
of,
Arkansas River,
River, Salt
appropriation for
bridge across,
across, Ponca
Infor bridge
Ponca Inappropriation
Reservation, Okla.,
Okla., from
tribal
dian Reservation,
from tribal
funds ...........................
237
funds
237
contribution
by Kay
Kay and
and Noble
Noble
contribution by
Counties, Okla
Okla.....................
237
Counties,
237
Arlington National
Va.,
Arlington
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, Va.,
appropriation
burial of
of indigent
indigent solsolfor burial
appropriation for
...
...........
diers, etc.,
etc., in
in
286
memorial amphitheater
amphitheater and chapel
chapel...
292
repairing
military road
road east
637
repairing military
east side
side of
of.....
637
directions for
for the
the burial
the late
Admiral
directions
burial of
of the
lateAdmiral
Dewey in
1605
1605
Dewey
in ......................
Arlington, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation
for agricultural
experiment
agricultural experiment
appropriation for
farm
455,
farm...........................
455, 1143
for
repairs to
colorant investiinvestifor repairs
to building
building for
for colorant
1152
gations, agricultural
farm
gations,
agricultural farm..........
for laboratory
laboratory for
for research
work, Office of
of
research work,
Public
etc., on
Government
Public Roads,
Roads, etc.,
on Government
farm...........................
1161
farm161
1
Armament .
of
Fortifications,
Armament
of Fortifications,
appropriation
for; contracts
346, 910
910
346,
contracts ............
appropriation for;
Armenian and
and Syrian
Peoples,
Armenian
Syrian Peoples,
proclamation
21 and
and
proclamation designating
designating October
October 21
22,
contribute aid
22, 1916, days to contribute
aid to
stricken
..............
stricken .............
1802
Armenians
Armenians,
the President
of
request
request for designation
designation by the
President of
in
a
contributions to relieve, in
a day for
for contributions
1602
belligemnt
belligerant countries
countries .............. 1602
Armenta, Antonio,
Antonio,
Armenta,
pension
1314
1314
pension .............................
Armer,.George,
Armer,
George,
pension
1217
1217
pension increased
increased .......................
Armor and
Armament,
and Armanent,
Armor
appropriation
increase of
Navy. 617,
1192
617, 1192
of the
the Navy.
for, increase
appropriation for,
Armor Plant,
Navy,
Armor
Plant, Navy,
erection
purchase of,
of, authorized
563
563
authorized.......
or purchase
erection or
563
capacity; location......................
location
563
capacity;
appropriation
for ..................
563
563
...
appropriation for
acquirement
of site
by purchase,
purchase, conconsite by
acquirement of
demnation,
or gift
563
563
demnation, or
gift................
technical,
etc., services.................
services
563
technical, etc.,
563
cost per
per ton
to be
be reported
564
564
cost
ton to
reported ..............
construction of
of. 1002
bond
authorized for construction
bond issue
issue authorized
Armored Motor
Motor Cars,
Cars, Army,
Army,
Armored
appropriation
for purchase,
etc., of.......
of
644
644
purchase, etc.,
appropriation for
Armories (see
Armories).
Arsenals and
and Armories).
Armories
(see Arsenals
Arms and
of War,
Arms
and Munitions
Munitions of
War,
proclamation
illegal shipment
shipment
proclamation forbidding
forbidding illegal
to Mexico
Mexico of
1756
of.....................
1756
to

INDEX.
Arms, etc.
etc. (see
(see also
also Munition
Munition Manufacturers'
Manufacturers'
Arms,
Tax),
Tax),
appropriation
for tools,
etc., for
for immediate
immediate
tools, etc.,
appropriation for
manufacture
manufacture of
of...................
plans
installations in private
private plants
and installations
plans and
purchases
present factories
factories......
from present
purchases from
amount
compurchases without comamount for
for purchases
petitive
bidding ................
petitive bidding
Arms,
Manufacture of,
etc., Manufacture
Arms, etc.,
gauges, tools, etc.,
etc., for immediate,
immediate, by the
Government
to
or private
private plants, to
Government or
prepared
be prepared........................
for
laws
requiring
competition
procuring
competition
laws requiring
supplies may
be waived
waived..........
may be
supplies
Arms,
Government Manufacture
of,
Manufacture of,
Arms, Government
appointment
board to investigate
investigate and
of board
appointment of
report on
on feasibility,
of.......
etc., of
feasibility, etc.,
report
scope
of; time
rt.. ._
report..
submitting re
time for
for submitting
scope of;
Arms or Ammunition Factories
Factories (see AmmuniAmmuni
Arms
tion
Factories).
tion Factories).
Armstrong, Alexander
G.,
Alexander G.,
Armstrong,
pension increased
increased.......................
pension
Armstrong, Clara
Clara May
May (daughter),
(daughter),
Armstrong,
pension.
...........................
pension.
B.,'
Armstrong, John B.
increased ........................
pension increased
Thomas,
Armstrong,
Armstrong,
pension i
ncreased
Thomas,
pension increased ..................
Army (see
(see also
Defense Act),
National Defense
also National
Army
appropriation
for support
of the.........
the
support of
appropriation for
for all contingencies
contingencies ..................
for
services.
restriction
restriction on use for personal services
for Army
Army War
College...............
War College
for
for contingencies,
contingencies, military
information..
military information
for
expenses observing war operations
operations
for expenses
abroad
............-...
abroad...-...
for
military
service
schools
..........
schools
for military service
assignment
lieutenants Field
assignment of second lieutenants
inArtillery to School of Fire, for instruction
struction........................
contingencies, headquarters
headquarters of defor contingencies,
partments, etc
etc ........-...........
partments,
for
Artillery School ...........
for Coast
Coast Artillery
for Signal Service expenses............
expenses
purchase
airships, etc
etc.............
purchase of airships,
amount
forces....
amount for aviation reserve forces....
developing
aviation motor..........
motor
developing aviation
for
site
for
aviation
school,
etc.,
Calietc.,
school,
for site for aviation
fornia
.................
.. ....
fornia
acceptance
aviation field,
tracts for aviation
of tracts
acceptance of
etc., authorized .................
for
for aviation purposes, if no milifor lands for
tary reservation
etc.
suitable, etc.......
reservation suitable,
tary
acceptance of tracts
mobilization
tracts for mobilization
acceptance
stations,
authorized.........
etc., authorized
stations, etc.,
etc
for Washington-Alaska
Washington-Alaska cable, etc........
for telephone
telephone service, Coast Artillery....
Artillery
for
for pay
pay of
of line
officers ...............
line officers
for
status of assignments to Detached
Detached
Officers'
List, etc
etc................Officers' List,
Artillery .....
retired
retired officers of Field Artillery
relative
specified generals of
rank of specified
relative rank
the
................------the line
line
longevity
officers, longevity..............for line officers,
for Officers
Officers Reserve
Reserve Corps, on duty
duty. - for
for
Guard officers
officers. ...........National Guard
for National
for pay
pay of enlisted men .............--recruit
detached to each recruit
etc., of detached
rank, etc.,
depot
---.............. ....-depot ..
longevity.........--for enlisted men, longevity
Reserves..........-..
for
Regular Army Reserves
for Regular
for
Corps
for Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve Corps.............
Guard
for
enlisted
men
National
Guard ...---...
for enlisted
Government
employees restored
restored to poGovernment employees
service as
sitions at end of military service
volunteers, etc..................------etc
volunteers,
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349
349
349
349
349

215
215
214
214
214
214

1274

1332
1434
1417

1417

619
620
620
620
620
620
620
620
621
621
621
621
622
622
622
622
622
622
623
623
623
623

623
623
623
624
624
624
624
624
624
624
624
624
624
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1829
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appropriation for
by
enlisted by
to men
men enlisted
for pay
pay to
appropriation
States
militia organizaorganizamuster of
of militia
for muster
States for
624
624
tions
tions .............................
624
624
enlisted men,
men, Engineers
Engineers............
for enlisted
for enlisted
Ordnance ............
624
624
men, Ordnance
for
enlisted men,
624
enlisted men,
Quartermaster Corps..
Corps
624
men, Quartermaster
for enlisted
625
enlisted men, Signal
Corps
Signal Corps..........
for enlisted
for enlisted
Medical Department.
Department. _ 625
men, Medical
for
enlisted men,
proportion
privates first class in, and
and
proportion of privates
625
Signal
Corps .....................
Signal Corps
for
clerks, etc.,
etc., office
Staff
625
625
of Staff....
office of Chief of
for clerks,
at
for
etc., clerks,
clerks, messengers, etc., at
for pay,
pay, etc.
headquarters,
etc
625
headquarters, etc ................
additional pay, foreign
625
service......
foreign service
625
for additional
for commutation
quarters, etc
625
etc........
625
of quarters,
for
commutation of
headquarters
clerks to be known as
headquarters clerks
625
625
Army
etc
field clerks;
clerks; pay, etc........
Army field
grade
field clerks,
Quartermaster
clerks, Quartermaster
of field
grade of
625
625
Corps
established ...............
Corps established
626
626
commutation of quarters,
etc
quarters, etc.......
for commutation
Department
assignment;
in War Department
assignment; duty in
626
prohibited
prohibited ....................
Adjutant Genfor pay of staff officers; Adjutant
626
eral's Department;
Department; longevity
longevity ......
eral's
for Inspector
Department;
General's Department;
for
Inspector General's
626
626
longevity?
longevity .....................
626
longevity...........
Engineer Corps; longevity
for Engineer
626
Ordance Department;
Department; longevity....
longevity
for Ordance
626
626
for Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Corps; longevity....
longevity
for
Charles P.
be military
military storeP. Daly
Daly to be
Charles
626
keeper ......................
keeper.
626
bond
modified..........
requirement modified
bond requirement
626
Medical Department;
longevity
Department; longevity....
for Medical
contract
surgeons................-- 626
contract surgeons
626
Corps
Nurse Corps........
Superintendent Nurse
626
nurses
(female)
nurses (female)......................
for Judge
Advocate General's
General's DepartDepartfor
Judge Advocate
627
ment;
longevity...............--menti longevity
codification of
of military
laws; expenses
expenses
military laws;
codification
627
..
of
revision
of revision....................
627
for
Signal Corps;
longevity ............
Corps; longevity
for Signal
627
for
Bureau of
of Insular
longevity
Affairs; longevity.
Insular .Affairs;
for Bureau
627
for
officers; longevity......
longevity
pay, officers;
for retired
retired pay,
627
command
at post
garrison.
its garrison
without its
post without
command at
627
veterinarians
for retired veterinarians..............
627
pay clerks
clerks ...............
retired pay
for retired
retired officers
officers on active
active duty;
for pay of retired
627
longevity .........................
longevity
Col.
James
Jackson
promoted
brigadier
brigadier
promoted
Jackson
James
Col.
627
general,
retired ...............
general, retired
retired colonel
colonel to be promoted briga627
etc., required.
dier general;
general; service, etc.,
required.
dier
promotions
brgadier
any retired
retired brigadier
of any
promotions of
grade of major general;
general;
general to grade
628
628
services,
services, etc., requirements........
requirements
retired brigadier
general, who
who as senior
brigadier general,
retired
colonel commanded
commanded brigade,
brigade, etc.,
etc ,
during Civil War, may be advanced
advanced
during
628
in
Fade ..
...................-in grade
appointment
major
appointment on retired list as major
specified
general,
officer
having
specified
Civil
general, officer
628
service
War, etc., service..............
628
628
for retired pay, enlisted
enlisted men ...........
628
matrons.................. 628
for hospital
hospital matrons
628
courts-martial, etc., expenses........
expenses
for courts-martial,
for officer
in charge
charge public buildings
for
officer in
628
grounds, D. C.............
C
and grounds,
628
commutation of quarters, officers, etc.
etc
for commutation
628
628
deposits.........
soldiers' deposits
for interest on soldiers'
information
etc., military
military information
translator, etc.,
for translator,
628
section ..........................
section
628
accountant ...............
for expert accountant
extra-duty pay, enlisted men, seafor extra-duty
628
fortifications service .........
coast fortifications
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pay, switchappropriation for
for extra-duty
extra-dutypay,
switchappropriation for
for barracks
and quarters;
appropriation
barracks and
quarters;
board operators
operators at intenor
intenor posts.....
posts
629
629
commutation restricted;
restricted; civilian
emcivilian emAlaska telegraph
telegraph syssysfor extra-duty
extra-duty pay,
pay, Alaska
ployees
ployees...........................
tem ..........................
tem
629
removing buildings
from Schofield
Schofield
removing
buildings from
for mileage,
mileage, officers,
for
dental surgeons,
surgeons, etc.
etc
officers, dental
629
Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii.
Hawaii ...............
for 10
for
10 per
per cent, officers
officers on
foreign service.
service
on foreign
629
for
damages to
to forts,
forts, etc.,
etc., from
629
for repairing
repairing damages
from
per cent, enlisted
enlisted men
for 20 per
men on
on foreign
foreign
Gulf
hurricane
Gulf hurricane.....................
service.
service ..........................
629
for
post exchanges
629
for post
exchanges...................
for
Artillery Board
for computer,
computer, Artillery
Board ........
629
for
roads, walks,
wharves, and
and drainage
drainage
629
for roads,
walks, wharves,
for loss by exchange,
exchange, disbursements
disbursements
at posts,
posts, etc ......................
abroad, and
abroad,
Alaska
and Alaska...............
629
629
Presidio
of San
Francisco, Cal.;
Cal.; Palace
Palace
Presidio of
San Francisco,
for additional
additional pay,
pay, first
reenlistments
for
first reenlistments..
629
of
Fine Arts
Arts on,
on, etc
629
of Fine
etc................
for
officers and
enlisted men
for allowance,
allowance, officers
and enlisted
men
bridges,'and trails in
for roads, bridges
in Alaska
Alaska..
dying
in line
dying in
line of
of duty
duty..............
629
for
the Philippines...........
Philippines
629
for shelter
shelter in
in the
for
beneficiaries, for
from
for pay
pay to
to beneficiaries,
for deaths
deaths from
for
hospitals, construction,
construction, repairs,
repairs,
for post
post hospitals,
aviation
aviation accidents
accidents ................
629
629
etc ............................
for additional
for
additional pay
pay to
officers furnishing
to officers
furnishing
for
quarters for
stewards
for quarters
for hospital
hospital stewards.......
mounts...............
their own mounts
629
629
for
galleries and
and ranges
for shooting
shooting galleries
ranges........
for Jennie
for
Jennie Carroll
Carroll and
and Mable
/fable Lazear
Lazear....
629
629
target range
for Vancouver Bks.,
Bks., Wash.,
Wash., target
range.
for
for John
John R.
R. Kissinger
Kissinger................
629
629
for Fort Bliss, Tex.,
range
Tex., target range........
examinations of
medical examinations
of officers
officers refor Army War College .................
tired for
for disabilities
disabilities
............
629
629
District of Columbia
Columbia
for rent of buildings,
buildings, District
for clerks
in the
the field,
field, muster
murder of
addifor
clerks in
of addifor payment
payment of damage
damage claims,
claims, target
target
tional forces.....................
forces
tional
629
629
practice, etc.; settlement
settlement by Auditor
Auditor
for pay,
pay, Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts ............
629
629
for War Department
Department...............
foregoing
accounted for
foregoing accounted
for as
as Pay
Pay of
of the
the
Department; supplies,
etc
for Medical
Medical Department;
supplies, etc..
Army; exceptions
Army;
exceptions..............
629
629
mosquito
Canal Zone
mosquito destruction, Canal.
Zone ...
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies.................
630
630
motor ambulances
ambulances ..................
to competitors
competitors in
meals to
in national rifle
rifle
contracts ..........................
contracts
match
match .........................
630
630
preventing spread
of epidemics....
epidemics
preventing
spread of
for payments; commutation
of rations,
rations,
commutation of
employees,
etc...................
employees, etc
etc.............................
etc
transportation, etc.
etc., supplies
630
transportation,
supplies..........
Marine
sales of supplies
supplies to Navy and Marine
temporary hospitals.
temporary
hospitals.................
.
Corps.............................
Corps
630
limit of
of age,
age, first appointments.......
limit
appointments
purchase of supplies
supplies from Navy......
Navy
630
for hospital
hospital care,
care, Canal
Canal Zone
Zone garrisons
garrisons..
quartermaster Corps,
Corps, regular
for quartermaster
regular supsupfor Medical
Medical Museum; library...........
library
plies
plies
.........................
630
Filipino and
for care
care of insane Filipino
and Porte
Porto
quarters, etc
heat and
and light
light to
to quarters,
etc.......
631
631
Rican soldiers
Rican
soldiers. ....................
post bakeries;
bakeries; ice
ice machines;
marhines; laundries
post
laundries.
631
631
for
expenses,
for Engineering
Engineering Department;
Department; expenses,
post and officers'
officers' schools ............
631
631
etc.,
etc., of depots..................
depots. ..
forage, etc ..........................
631
631
school, Washington,
D. C.;
for Engineer school,
Washington, D.
C;
in
Capt. Sam Van
Van Leer, disallowance
disallowance in
restriction.......................
restriction
631
for equipment of troops ..............
accounts removed..................
removed
631
stationery, etc...................
stationery,
etc
motorcycles
631
motorcycles authonzed.............
authorized .
printing;
use
ice machines,
for services
lalmservices of civilians
civilians ................
printing;
dries,
etc
use of
of ice
machines,
lain
dries, etc.....................
631
...
for Engineer operations in
in the field.....
field
632
tent equipments, etc.,
etc., additional
additional......
for contingencies
contingencies in
in the
Philippines. .
the Philippines....
for incidental
incidental expenses ................
632
transfer
transfer of Puuloa Reservation
Reservation to
Navy
to Navy
pay; rates,
632
extra-duty pay;
rates, etc..........
etc
subsistence per diem outside
outside of
of DisDistrict of Columbia
allowance to disciplinary
disciplinary barracks
Columbia ................
guard
guard......
..............
632
for Ordnance Department,
Department, current
current exexhorse
horse expenditures.
expenditures ..................
632
penses
632
penses............................
for transportation...........
transportation
...
633
for ammunition
for
ammunition for small arms,
arms, etc
etc......
on land grant roads ...............
633
631
3
purchases .........
amount for purchases
full pay
pay to
to excepted
full
excepted roads...........
roads
appliances,
etc., for
for manufacturing
634
appliances, etc.,
manufacturing
draft animals,
animals, wagons, etc...........
etc
634
ammunition ......................
ammunition
vessels,
transport
etc.......
vessels, trans
port service, etc..
634
noncompetitive purchases............
noncompetitive
purchases
pay, in lieu of subsistence, emextra pay,
for small arms target practice;
practice; ammuniployees on harbor boats..........
boats
634
tion, marksmen's
prizes etc..
marksmen's medals,
medals, prizes
etc
transports "Meade"
sale of transports
and
"Meade"
and
etc..............
issue to institutions, etc
"Crook" authorized
"Crook"
authorized ............
amount
purchases ...............
amount for
for purchases
634
for
military posts...
posts
for water
water and
and sewers
sewers at
at military
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
for
etc., of
of arms
arms.........
634
preparation
preparation of
of camp
camp sites,
sites, etc
etc........
tools
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc
634
tools for
etc...........
clothing and camp
for clothing
camp and
garrison
and garrison
noncompetitive
noncompetitive purchases
purchases ...........
equipage.....................
equipage
targets, etc.,
targets,
etc., to rifle
rifle clubs,
clubs, etc........
etc
634
indemnity for destroyed clothing.....
clothing
for repairing and preserving
preserving ordnance
ordnance
634
quartermaster supplies,
stores .........................
accounting for quartermaster
supplies,
etc...............................
etc
for ordnance stores, etc
etc.................
635
supplies, services,
services, and transportation
transportation
for Infantry, etc.,
equipments .........
etc., equipments
to constitute one fund............
fund
635
635
amount for
for purchases.....-........
purchases
for horses; limit .....................
for
635
sales to Cuba.....................
Cuba
for barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters ............
annual rifle contests,
medals,
635
for annual
contests, trophy,
trophy, medals,
in service
service..........
National Guard
Guard in
636
etc.......................
636
etc
Fort Sam Houston, Tex
Tex............
636
for purchases,
purchases, etc.,
for
etc., of automatic
automatic machine
machine
Zone........
temporary shelter, Canal Zone
636
rifles.........................
rifles
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636
636
636
636
636
636
637
637
637
637
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
638
639
639
639
639
639
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639
639
639
639
639
639
639
639
639
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
640
641
641

641
641
641
641
641
641
641
641
641
641
642
642
642
642
642
642

642
642
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643

643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
643
644
644
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appropriation
automatic machine rifles,
for automatic
appropriation for
644
National
National Guard. .................
armored motor cars...............
cars
644
for armored
for
Field Artillery
material for National
National
Artillery material
for Field
644
Guard
644
Guard .......................
644
644
amount for
for purchases
purchases ...............
amount
for reserve
ammunition for Field Artilfor
reserve ammunition
644
644
Guard
lery, National
National Guard.............
644
644
amount for
for purchases
purchases ...............
amount
tools, etc.,
manufacture by private
for manufacture
etc., for
tools,
parties of
of Field
Meld Artillery
Artillery ammuniammuniparties
644
644
....................
tion .......
644
644
noncompetitive
purchases............
noncompetitive purchases
644
644
per
diem subsistence
subsistence to
to civilians
civilians......
per diem
pay
clerk may
commissioned first
may be commissioned
pay clerk
644
644
.....................
lieutenant .
for
Republican River,
for replacing
replacing bridge, Republican
644
644
Fort Riley,
Kans
Fort
Riley, Kans.................
exclusive
of transportation
transportation
control of
exclusive control
time
of
uses
in
systems
systems for military
645
645
war
.
war..............................
National Guard
Guard expenses;
expenses; arming,
for National
645
equipping,
etc
equipping, training, etc............
645
for purchase
purchase of horses ................
645
for forage, etc .......................
645
645
for enlisted men for care
care of horses, etc.
etc
encampments,
participating in Army encampments,
for participating
645
etc.; pay, etc ....................
camps; pay,
pay,
for attending instruction
instruction camps;
645
etc ............................
for transporting Regulars
Regulars to National
645
Guard instruction camps...........
camps
reduced
may be given by comreduced rates may
646
mon carriers ...................
.
officers and enlisted men attending
for officers
service
service schools, posts, etc.;
etc.; pay,
pay,
646
...---- ..allowances,
allowances, etc ......-officers assigned
assigned to Militia
Militia Bureau;
Bureau;
for officers
646
allowances ...........
pay and allowances.
officers of
property and disbursing officers
for property
646
etc.........................
States, etc
States,
646
etc..........
for arms, military supplies, etc
646
practice..........
promotion of rifle practice
for promotion
646
etc..........-....forage, etc
for horses, forage,
for incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of field instruc646
etc
tion, etc......-.-............--646
646
relief
responsibility for
issues
for prior issues.
relief of
of responsibility
646
646
for Militia
expenses
Militia Bureau, salaries and expenses
;or
etc., for NaNafor travel of Army officers, etc.,
646
646
tional
tional Guard duty .................
647
for transportation
transportation of supplies, etc.......
etc
647
sergeant instructors
for expenses of Army sergeant
for
expenses; disbursement
disbursement of
for office
office expenses;
647
funds, etc ..........-----.........---647
for
service ..........
arms, etc.,
etc., for field service
for arms,
647
aviatiln equipment
equipment supplies.........
supplies
aviatirn
for
for target ranges for Field Artillery prac......-----...----- 647
etc.
tice,
tice. etc
equipment,
for
supplying new Infantry equipment,
for supplying
647
-- - - - -etc
,
_, ,
etc
etc.............................
647
etc........
be made for, etc
requests to he
648
etc..............
receipt, accounting,
accounting, etc
returned on receipt
receipt
prior issues to be returned
648
of new
new................. ..
...... ..
for expenses of maintaining civil rifle
fo
rifle
648
.............ranges ... .........
appointment,
etc.. of Director of Civilappointment, etc.,
648
Markmanship ............-ian Markmanship
648
648
for expenses
expenses of citizen training
training camps..
camps
for transporting
for
transporting teams to national
648
matches.
matches ....................-designation
proportionate
proportionate allotment;
allotment; designation
648
648
of teams ......................
time-measuring
officer using time-measuring
no pay to officer
648
648
employees
device on work of employees.......
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appropriation
for support
support of families
families of enappropriation for
listed men
drafted into service,
service, etc.,
men drafted
listed
discharged therefrom.........
therefrom
649
until discharged
decision of
of Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War final,
final, etc
649
649
etc.
decision
649
649
restriction on time of marriage ........
meaning
"family"
649
"...............
of "family
meaning of
no
pay
to
any
person,
a
citizen,
a
not
no pay to any person,
appointed an
an officer
peace.
649
in time
time of
of peace
officer in
appointed
repeal of
of restriction
of Civil War
War loyrestriction of
repeal
alty
649
649
in pensions
pensions .................
alty in
creation
National Deof National
Decreation of Council of
fense; purpose,
etc
649
fense;
purpose, etc.................
for
of Council
650
650
Council ................
expenses of
for expenses
650
revision of
War.
of Articles
Articles of War...........
revision
285
for
for armories and arsenals ...............
etc
285
military posts,
posts, construction. etc.....
for military
for
disposition of remains of officers,
officers, enfor disposition
287
listed men, etc ....................
for Panama
335
335
Canal fortifications
fortifications ........
for
Panama Canal
345,909
fortifications ..................
345, 909
for fortifications
493
Military Academy ..................
for Military
participation of National Guard in
in
for participation
encampments, etc.,
of
226
226
etc., of.............
encampments,
242,1132
pensions .....................
242, 1132
for pensions
inventions for
for exclusive rights of inventions
radiodynamic
radiodynamic torpedo control; conditions
347
ditions..........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
pay ..........
22,
for pay
deficiency
29, 33, 45, 810, 824, 828
29,33,45,810,824,828
29,45,339
Service
29, 45, 339
for Signal Service.................
33,824,828
for enlisted
men, extra-duty
pay.29, 33,
824, 828
extra-dutypay29,
enlisted men,
for
mileage to officers
officers and contract surfor mileage
geons
29, 33,45,824
33, 45, 824
geons.....................
..... 29,
29,45,337,825
subsistence...
45, a.....
337, 825
for subsistence
29,
for Quartermaster Corps................
33, 45, 337, 810, 825, 828, 858
33,45,337,810,825,828,858
barracks and
29,
33, 825, 829
29,33,825,829
and quarters
quarters......
for barracks
for transportation
transportation ........... 29,33,45,338,825
29, 33, 45, 338, 825
29,46,338
for
29,
46, 338
Department ...........
for Medical
Medical Dmartment..
29,46,811
for
29,
46, 811
Department .........
for Ordnance
Ordnance Department
encampments,
for Organized
Organized -Militia encampments,
29,828
etc
etc ..............................
for pensions ..... ................
30, 33, 826
for
four additional
expenses, raising
raising four
for expenses,
33
regiments
33
regiments........................
Guard..............
for pay of National Guard
337
for mileage to officers, etc., mustering,
etc.,
National Guard
337
Guard ...............
etc., National
"IS, 811
Department............ 338,811
for Engineer Department
810
for arsenals and armories ...............
810
for
wharves, and drainage
drainage.
825
for roads, walks,
walks, wharves,
825
sewer systems
systems ............
for water and sewer
for
hospitals
825
for hospitals...........................
for
transporting, etc., interned Mexican
Mexican
for transporting,
refugees ........................
825
refugees
etc.,,
for support of families
families of drafted, etc
enlisted men
men .....................
859
accounting and
and responsibility for supplies
and property
property......................
635
A.
appointment authorized
appointment
authorized of Bernard
Bernard A
Schaaf
Schaaf as master signal electrician.
electrician
900
Articles of War provisions ...............
650
aviation school to receive
receive Coast Guard
officers
officers and enlisted men for instruction.
struction .......................
601
Chief of Coast Artillery
Artillery to have rank, etc.,
etc ,
of major general...................
general
349
166
constitution
of, under national defense
defense Act
Act.
constitution of,
draft
Organised Militia,
draft of National Guard.
Guard. Organized
339
service..
and Reserves
Reserves into military-service
339
discharged from militia during
persons discharged
persons
340
under.....................
service under
pension rights .......................
340
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National Guard,
draft of National
Guard, etc.
etc.;•combination
combination

of
etc.;
of organizations
organizations into
into
tactical units.--. 340
officers
officers for, to be
be appointed
appointed from
from Regular Army, etc.; selection
selection ...........
340
filling vacancies
vacancies made by appointments in
...................
..
340
340
assignment of command
command by President;
President;
otherwise
otherwise........................
-------------------- 340
340
precedence of Army officers;
officers; rank to
precedence
date
date from muster
muster..............
..... 340
340
employment of, authorized
enforce proemployment
authorized to enforce
provisions against unfair
unfair competition
competition
in foreign
foreign commerce
commerce................
800
enlisted men
enlisted
men to be increased
increased to maximum
maximum
strength in case of emergency
emergency .
......
36
36
unassigned recruits not included-------.
36
unassigned
included .
maintenance required
maintenance
required .---------................
36
36
loan of tents, provisions,
provisions, etc.,
etc., for relief of
sufferers from floods
sufferers
floods of Mississippi
Mississippi
River
River and tributaries
tributaries ..............
11
to sufferers
sufferers by fire at Paris, Tex .---------.50
50
Medal of Honor
Medal
Honor Roll for, and
and Navy,
Xayy, established ............ ................
53
persons
persons entitled,
entitled, etc ...................
53
Military
Academy Corps
Military Academy
Corps of Cadets increased ......................------------------------.....
creased
62
distribution
appointments............
62
distribution of appointments
62
appointments from enlisted men authorappointments
ized
.......................... 62
fortification Act to officer
no pay from fortification
officer
time-measuring device,
using time-measuring
device, etc
etc.,,
on work of employees
employees ............... 351
officers retired
recognition of Panama
retired in recognition
Canal services may be transferred
transferred
to active list...................
937
to rank in former
former grade
grade as additional
additional
number .......................
937
examinations
examinations required
required ...............
937
further
retirement restricted
...........
further retirement
restricted..
937
punishment for forging, etc.,
punishment
etc., certificate
certificate of
discharge .......................... 1182
quartermaster supplies,
issued
quartermaster
supplies, etc.,
etc., may
may be issued
to military schools for instruction
instruction
camps ........................
123
special preparedness
preparedness fund created
created for expenses of the......................
the
1000
subsistence supplies of Navy and Marine
Marine
Corps, may be purchased
purchased by officers
and enlisted men .................
630
wearing uniform by persons not in, unlawful ........................
216
216
punishment
.....................
punishment for
217
Army
and Navy,
Army and
Navy, Medal
Medal of
of Honor
hlonor Roll,
Roll,
appropriation for
appropriation
for pensioners
pensioners on
on..........
242
established
Navy Departments.
established in War and Navy
Departments.
53
persons entitled to entry on; evidence required
quired. ..
.....................
53
certificate to be issued; special pensions
certificate
to be paid; limitations, etc .........
54
Army Field
Army
Field Clerks,
Clerks,
headquarters' clerks to be known as.......
headquarters'
625
pay, etc., as pay clerks, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps ........................
626
Army Field
Field Engineer
Engineer School, Fort
Fort LeavenArray
Leavenworth, ifans.,
tans.,
appropriation for instruction expenses
e
.....
620
the Line, Fart
Army School of the
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth,
Sans.,
Kans.,
appropriation
expenses.....
appropriation for instruction expenses
620
Army War
War College,
Army
College,
appropriation
expenses ...............
appropriation for expenses
620
for maintenance
maintenance ......................
639
Arnold, Miles
Arnold,
Miles H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased...-...--........... .. 1501
1501

" Steamship,
Steamship,
"Aroline,
"Aroline,"

change of name authorized
authorized .............
change

Arrears of
Arrears
of Pay,
Pay,

appropriation for payment of, Civil War
appropriation
War
volunteers .....................
volunteers
for War with Spain, etc ..............
Arsenals and
and Armories,
Arsenals
Armories,
appropriation for Benicia,
Benicia, Cal ............
appropriation
for Frankford,
Frankford, Pa ...................
for Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii.................
for Picatinny,
Picatinny, Dover, N. J
J .............
for establishing
establishing powder factory
factory ..........
for Rock Island, III
Ill .................
for Sandy Hook
Hook Proving
Ground, N. J
_
Proving Ground,
J..
for San
San Antonio, Tex ................
for Springfield,
Springfield, Mass .................
for Watertown,
Watertown, Mass
Mass..................
for Watervliet, N.Y
N. Y.................
for repairs, etc.........................
deficiency
appropriation for Frankford, Pa.
deficiency appropriation
Pa
for Rock Island, Ill ....................
for San Antonio, Tex...................
for reserve supply
supply of sodium
sodium nitrate
nitrate.....
pay to officer
officer using
using time-measuring
no pay
time-measuring dedevice on work of employees
employees .........
vice
cash rewards, etc.,
etc. restricted
restricted ............
operations of, not restricted
restricted by appropriaappropriations for fortifications
tions
fortifications ..............
Artesian Wells,
Wells,
Artesian
appropriation for investigating,
appropriation
investigating, etc ........
Articles of
tyDomestic
Domestic Production,
Production,.
investigation,
etc., of, essential
investigation, etc.,
essential for armies,
etc..
commerce interrupted
interrupted
etc., if foreign
foreign commerce
Articles of
Articles
War, Army,
Army,
of War,
meaning
meaning of words
words used
used in ................
.
persons
to ....
................
persons subject to.
courts
martial classified; officers competent
courts martial
competent
to serve on
on ....................
composition of, general;
composition
general; special;
special; summary -...............
mary
...... ......
appointment
appointment of,
of, general;
general; special;
special; sumsummary.....................

judge
for....... ...........
judge advocates
advocates for

jurisdiction of.
of general;
jurisdiction
general; special; summary
summary
military commissions,
military
commissions etc.,
etc., not impaired;
impaired;
officers triable only by general
general courtsmartial
martial ......
.................
procedure;
prosecutions;
challenges;
procedure;
prosecutions;
challenges;
oaths .............................
continuances; refusal to plead.......
continuances;
/3lead...
issue of
of process;
process; punishment
punishment for refusing to testify, etc ................
compulsory self-incrimination
compulsory
self-incrimination prohibited ...............................
admission, etc.,
etc., of depositions .......
courts of inquiry records admissible...
admissible
desertion
desertion of officers;
officers; enlisted men ....
closed sessions;
sessions; voting .............
punishment
punishment for contempts ...........
records,
records, authentication,
authentication, etc., of .......
irregularities waived ..........
.....
modification of
rules, etc.,
etc., by
by the
modification
of rules,
the
President;
transmittal to
to Congress..
President; transmittal
Congress
limitation
prosecutions ....
limitation on time for prosecutions
trial
for same
same offense
offense .................
trial for
punishments;
punishments; prohibited,
prohibited, specified
specified .......
execution of
of penitentiary
execution
penitentiary sentences
sentences .....
death
sentences ......................
death sentences
for cowardice
for
fraud .................
cowardice or
or fraud
limits for ............................
sentences,
mitigasentences, approval;
approval; confirmation;
confirmation; mitigation,
tion, etc
etc .........................
suspension
of, death
or dismissal
suspension of,
death or
dismissal........
•honorable discharge
discharge ..............
dishonorable
or confinement
forfeiture or
confinement ............

Page.
Page.
436
436

297
297
297
282
282
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
283
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
284
285
285
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
810
351
351
351
351
351

301
301
650
650
650
650
651
651
651
651
651
651
652
652
652
652
652
653
653

653
654
654
654
654
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
655
656

656
656
656
656
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
657
658
659
659
659
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Articles of
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Articles of War,
separation from service by disofficers; separation
659-- officers;
punishment for false enlistment .........
659
punishment
charge
or dismissal
669
dismissal............. .. 669
charge or
659
enlistment
of officer making false enlistment.......
dropped for
absence or
670
or imprisonment
imprisonment... 670
for absence
dropped
659
felse muster
muster. .......................
false
rank and
and precedence
precedence among Regulars,
Regulars,
rank
false
returns; omitting
omitting to make returns
returns. 660
false returns;
militia,
volunteers ...........
670
militia, and volunteers
desertion; aiding, etc..................
etc
660
command, when
different corps or comwhen different
command,
entertaining
660
deserter.................
entertaining deserter
670
mands happen to join ............
absence without leave ...............- 660
complaints
of wrongs
commanding
by commanding
wrongs by
complaints of
disrespect
President, etc.; to sudisrespect to the President,
officer to
the general
commanding,
general commanding,
to the
officer
660
perior
officer
perior officer.......................
670
refused
redress refused................
if redress
660
assaulting, etc., superior officer........
officer
assaulting,
670
to
take effect
March 1,
1, 1917 .............
670
effect March
to take
insubordinate conduct toward noncominsubordinate
immediately,
designated.......
670
articles designated
immediately, articles
661
missioned officer
officer...................
missioned
law..
prior offenses,
offenses, etc.,
etc., subject
670
subject to former law
prior
mutiny or sedition ...................
661
...............
inconsistent laws
laws repealed
670
repealed
inconsistent
failure to suppress mutiny or sedition;
failure
Disabled Soldiers,
Soldiers,
Limbs, etc., for Disabled
Artificial Limbs,
661 Artificial
quarrels,
quarrels, etc ....................293
appropriation for
for .......................
appropriation
661
arrest, confinement,
etc................
confinement, etc
arrest,
Artificially Carbonated
CarbonatedWines,
661 Artifically
neglect to investigate charges, etc
etc.......
neglect
786
internal revenue
revenue tax on ..................
internal
refusing to
prisoners. ... 662 Artillery,
or keep
keep prisoners
to receive
receive or
refusing
Mobile,
Army Mobile,
received........
not
prisoners received
662 Artillery, Army
reporting prisoners
not reporting
appropriation for
etc
346,911
altering, etc..........
for altering,
appropriation
prisoners...........
improper
662
release of prisoners
improper release
Artillery
Board, Army,
Army,
Artillery Board,
failure to deliver accused to civil aufailure
629
appropriation
for computer
computer .............
appropriation for
662
thorities
thorities................----------Coast,
Artillery, Chief of Coast,
in
misbehavior before the
war; misbehavior
in time
time of war;
appropriation
for Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery School
School
appropriation for
enemy
662
enemy.......................
621
under621
...............-..........
under.
commander
subordinates compelling commander
to
349
general............
major general
rank of major
have rank
to have
663
to surrender
surrender......................
Army).
Artillery, Coast
Coast (see
Coast Artillery, Army)
(see Coast
improper use of countersign
countersign .......... 663 Artillery,
Army).
Field (see Field Artillery, Army)
Artillery, Field
663 Artillery,
forcing
safeguard...
a safeguard...............
forcing a
Alien,
Artists, Alien
663 Artists,
property..
captured property
neglect
neglect to secure captured
contract
not excluded
admission under contract
excluded admission
not
663
dealing in
in captured,
captured, etc., property ...
878
labor laws.............--..........
laws. .
aiding enemy
enemy by
correepontlence,etc ..
663
bycorrespondence,etc.
aiding
Joseph,
Artley,
.Joseph,
--------..-----spies
663
sepes.......-...--155
pension increased
1555
increased ......................
pension
etc., of military property...
willful loos,
property
663
loss, etc.
wilful
Electors for President
Ascertainment of Electors
President and
Asctainment
wasting or
property iasued
or unlawful use of propertyissmed
wasting
Vice
Psmideat,.,
Vice President
.
663
----.-- ,663
to soldiers....-...........-appropriation
of.......
326
cop
printing copies
for printing
appropriation for
drunk
duty
drunk on duty...................
663
664 Ash
Grace E.. (widow),
Ash, Gre
.
misbehavior
misbehavior of sentinel
sentinel ............
664
1409
p6a1.011 incrased.....................
increased
pension
664
provisions-..
personal interest in
in sale of provisions...
personal
(widw),
Ashby, Carrie
Carrie A. (widow),
664 Aby,
intimidating,
etc., persons
persons bringing prointimidating, etc.,
1436
increased .....................
664
pension increased
1436
visions .............----.........664 Ashen*, Francis,
Francis,
etc..... 664 Ashens,
disorderly
behavior in quarters,
quarters, etc
disorderly behavior
pension
increased..
.
1417
1417
pension increased ........-.........-...
using
provoking, etc., speeches........
speeches
using provoking,
664 Asher, Joseph
Joseph B.,
B. '
dueling
dueling....-............-.....-----...
664
1375
1375
.....................
i
ncreased
..
664
pension increased
pension
664
rape
murder; rape..........................
664 Asher,
Phebe J.
J. (widow),
Asher, Phebe
664
etc..................---other felonies,
felonies, etc.
1309
pension
increased
1309
.....................
increased
ension
frauds
offenses
Government; offenses
frauds against the Government;
N. C.,
C.,
Asheville, N.
665
665 Asheville,
......................-specified.
specified
Confedcondemned
cannon granted
granted to, for Confedcondemned cannon
conduct
unbecoming an officer and genconduct unbecoming
841
Veterans camp...............
camp
erate Veterans
666
tleman ........................
tleman
385
at.......
term
of circuit
court of appeals at
circuit court
term of
666
designated........
general offenses
general
offenses not designated
Ky.,
666 Ashland, Ky.,
courts
of inquiry,
ordering...
inquiry, authority for ordering...
courts of
appropriation
for public
public building
263
building ........
appropriation for
666
composition;
challenges; oaths.........
oaths
composition; challenges;
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
666
procedure ...................
powers; procedure
16
......
ing
16
.............
ing ....
666
opinion on merits restricted............
restricted
Ohio,
Ashland,
666
record
proceedings; authentication...
authentication
of proceedings;
record of
..........
appropriation
for
public
building.
263
building
appropriation for public
officer. 667
disciplinary
commanding officer
disciplinary powers of commanding
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
667
person and property..
property
redress of injuries to person
ing...............................
16
ing
667
arrest of
authorities
civil authorities.....
by civil
of deserters
deserters by
arrest
condemned cannon
843
cannon granted to .............
condemned
be
soldiers; time
desertion, etc., to
time lost by desertion,
soldiers;
Pa.,
Ashland, Pa,
667 Ashland,
made good....................--good
to.............
condemned
843
condemned cannon granted to
668
...........--.discharge requirements.
requirements
discharge
Ashley County, Ark.,
668
668
enlistment
oath of enlistment.............--.....
may
Bartholomew ..........
445
bridge Bayou Bartholomew
may bridge
designated
reading
explanation of designated
reading and explanation
at Wilmot..
353,353
at
Wilmot ............................
668
668
articles
articles. .....................-----Utah and Wyo.,
Forest, Utah
Ashley National
Wyo.,
National Forest,
Ashley
record
furnished accused...
accused. . 668
record of trials to be furnished
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 457,1146
457,1146
appropriation
668
effects of deceased persons..
persons..
disposition of effects
S.
River,
Ashley
River
S.
C.,
669
inquests at posts, etc ..............----appropriation
improvement of..........
of
395
appropriation for improvement
669
authority
oaths
authority to administer oaths............
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
preliminary examination,
669
interpreters..
appointment of reporters
reporters and interpreters..
appointment
407
made ..........................
made
669
advocates.......
powers of assistant
assistant judge advocates
powers
J.,
Ashline, John .11,
removal of civil
civil suits from State to Federal
removal
......---- 1552
.......
669
pension
increased
669
pension increased
courts....................-------courts
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Ashton„
D.
Page.
Ashton, Charles
Charles D.,
Page.
pension increased......................
pension
increased....
. 1566
1566
Ashton,
Lida W.
(widow),
Ashton, Lida
W. (widow),
pension
.........................
pension..
1228
1228
Ashton, Marion,
Marion,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
1523
1523
etc.,
Asiatics, etc.,
natives of specified
specified districts
districts excluded
excluded
admission ..........................
admission.
876
876
persons, occupations,
occupations, etc.;
excepted;
etc., excepted;
status to be maintained
maintained .............
876
876
bringing
unlawful ...........„
bringing in
in excluded,
excluded, unlawful.......
881
881
penalty for, etc........................
etc
881
881
Asphalt Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
Okla.,
time extended for installments
installments on tracts
of
tracts of
Choctaw
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
coal and;
and;
paid ..........
interest in
in full to be paid
866
866
Assassination
Assassination of
of Public
Officials, etc.
etc. ,
Public Officials,
aliens advocating,
advocating, etc.,
etc., excluded
admisexcluded admis-'
sion ................
............
sion.
876
876
Assessment and
Permit Work,
and Permit
Work, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
..........._ 684,
1013
for streets,
streets, etc
etc..........
684,1013
for sewers
sewers .
690,1018
.........................
690,1018
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for
806
appropriation for..............
806
Assessor,
D. C.,
C.,
Assessor, D.
issue of licenses,
licenses, etc.,
etc:,transferred
transferred to
to supersuperintendent of licenses from
1006
from.
1006
Assessor's Office, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
677,1005
for salaries
salaries .............
677,1005
for assistant
assistant assessors,
677,
1005
assessors, etc
etc...........
677,1005
biennial assessments of
biennial
678
of real
real property..
property..
678
for extra services,
services, biennial
678
biennial assessments.
assessments - - 678
for furnishing
furnishing copies of
of wills,
etc., to
to - 684,
684, 1011
1011
wills, etc.,
permanent tenure of assessor and assistant
assistant
permanent
assessors
assessors repealed....................
repealed.
1005
1005
records and tax accounts transferred
to
transferred to
collector's
office.................. 1005
collector's office
1005
tax bills. etc.,
etc . to be prepared
prepared therein
1005
therein ....
1005
ledgers of real and personal
to be
personal taxes
taxes to
be
delivered annually
to collector......
collector__ 1005
annually to
1005
copies of wills.
etc.,
wills, etc., relating to real propproperty to be furnished
furnished assessor
and
assessor and
collector
wills..........
collector by register of wills
.
1005
1005
Assistant
Assistant Attorney General
General in
in Customs
Cases,
Customs Cases,
appropriation for, attorneys,
appropriation
attorneys, special
special councounsel, etc ...........................
se,
311
311
Assistant Attorneys General,
Assistant
General,
appropriation for ...................... 108,
appropriation
1110
108, 1110
Assistant Attorne.s,
Attorneys, United
States Courts,
UnitedStates
Courts,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, in
cases
313
in special
special cases..........
313
foreign counsel
counsel .....
313
..............
313
Assistant Custodians
Custodians and
Assistant
and Janitors
(see also
Janitors (see
also
Operating Force, Public Buildings),
Buildings),
appropriation
appropriation for .....................
272
272
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..
828
for .............
828
Assistant to the
the Attorney
Assistant
Attorney General,
General,
appropriation
appropriation for .....................
108, 1110
108,1110
Assisted Emigrants,
Assisted
Emigrants,
rules governing exclusion
exclusion of
876
of ............
876
not applicable
through to
applicable to transit through
to forforeign country
country .....................
877
77
Associations, Business,
Associations,
Business,
special
special tax on capital of domestic..........
domestic
789
789
foreign, for United States
foreign.
business
790
States business.......
790
Assurance
Permanent Loan
Assurance Permanent
Loan and
and Savings
Savings AsAssociation,
sociation, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
refund
of
excise
refund
excise corporation
corporation tax..........
tax
1494
1494
Astrophysical
Astrophysical Observatory.
Observatory.
appropriation
for
maintenance............
appropriation
maintenance
279
279
for printing
printing and binding for
for ...........
331
331
Atchafalaya Outlet,
Atchafalaya
Outlet,
survey, etc..
for protection
etc., for
Missisprotection from
from Mississippi
sippi River floods, etc ...........
948
948

Atchafalaya River,
River, La.,
Page.
La.,
Page.
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of .
398
398
survey, etc.,
made by
by Mississippi
Mississippi
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be made
Commission.................
River Commission
402
402
Atcheson,
Atcheson, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased
increased ......................
1218
1218
Atchison, Topeka and
Railway,
and Santa
Santa Fe
Fe Railway,
acceptance
acceptance from,
from, of
of right
way to
be
right of
of way
to be
flooded
flooded by
Elephant Butte
Butte IrrigaIrrigaby Elephant
tion Dam,
N. Mex................
Mex .
351
Dam, N.
351
water to be delivered
delivered to Company.......
Company
351
351
reversion if
if not
not used
352
used..................
352
right of
may change
change right
way across
across Chilocco
of way
Chilocco
Indian
Indian School
School Reservation,
Reservation, Okla
146
Okla...
146
payment for land, damages,
Ath payment
damages, etc........
etc
146
146
A/a.,
Athens,,Ala.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to..........
to
833
833
Athens, Tenn.,
Athens,
Tenn.,
appropriation for
appropriation
263
for public
public building
building.........
263
Atherton, Louisa
Louisa A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased....................
increased
1486
1486
Athey, George,
A,
pension
George
=reased
,
1438
pension
increased.......................
1438
Aains, Ark.,
Atkins,
Ark.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to...........
to
840
840
Atkinson, Mary
Mary H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
pension increased
increased
1434
......................
1434
Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga.,
Atlanta,
appropriation for
appropriation
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, construcconstruction.............................
tion.
311
311
penitentiary, maintenance
for penitentiary,
315
maintenance..........
315
public building..
for public
building
263
............
]...
263
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for penitentiary,
penitentiary,
construction
construction........................
42
42
for penitentiary,
penitentiary, maintenance........
maintenance
44,819
44,819
Atlantic Coast,
Atlantic
Coast,
appropriation
for surveys
of
318
appropriation for
surveys of...............
318
limit for
limit
for outlying
outlying islands
and entrance
entrance
islands and
to Panama
Panama Canal..................
Canal
318
318
aviation life
life saving,
saving, etc.,
etc., stations
stations authorauthorized on..........................
on
601
601
commission
to investigate
commission to
investigate and
report on
on
and report
advisability,
etc., of
advisability, etc.,
of establishing
establishing
additional
additional navy yard
yard on,
on, south
south of
of
Cape Hatteras; details, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be
considered
considered .......................
571
571
submarine
submarine and
and aviation
aviation bases
bases ...........
571
571
Attleboro, Mass.,
Mass.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public building
building ........
263
263
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding..............................
ing
16
16
Atlee,
R.,
Atlee, Isaac
Isaac R.,
pension increased
pension
1489
increased
........................
1489
Attaway, Isaiah,
Attaway,
Isaiah,
payment
payment of Court
of Claims
Claims findings
findings to
Court of
to legal
legal
representatives
representatives of
of .................
1496
1496
Attleson, Niels,
Attleson,
Niels,
pension increased........................
increased
1482
1482
Attorney General,
Attorney
General,
appropriation for,
appropriation
for, Solicitor
Solicitor Geqeral....
General_ ... 108,1110
108,1110
for assistant
assistant to, Assistants,
Assistants, Solicitors,
Solicitors,
attorneys,
attorneys, etc
etc .................
108, 1110
108,1110
for private
secretary and
private secretary
and assistant
assistant to,
to, etc.
etc. 1111
1111
for
for assistant to, in
in postal
postal cases.....
cases
413,1060
413,1060
authorized to
to deliver
authorized
deliver District
of
Columbia
District of Columbia
convicts to serve
serve remainder
convicts
remainder of
of sensentence in
District
in
jail
or reformatory.
reformatory
711
jail or
711
payment
payment of
of cost,
cost, etc....................
etc
712
712
may
may contract
contract five-year
five-year lease
for fireproof
fireproof
lease for
office building for Department......
Department
109
109
one
of assistants
one of
to, selected
selected for
for commission
commission
assistants to,
on enrollment
enrollment of White
White Earth
Earth Band
Band
of
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians, Minn
136
Minn ........
136

INDEX.
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Attorney
General-Continued.
Page.
page.
Attorney General-Continued.
to
writs of
of mandamus
compel
to compel
mandamus to
for writs
apply for
to apply
compliance
with orders
orders of Tariff
compliance with
Commission, etc.........------...---.
etc
797
797
Commission,
to
proceedings to determine rights,
rights,
to institute proceedings
etc.,
in forfeited
and CaliforCaliforforfeited Oregon and
etc., in
nia land
land grants
221
221
.
grants................
nia
to
serve on
regulations for
for
to make regulations
board to
on board
to serve
675
enforcing child
child labor Act
675
Act ..........
enforcing
Attorneys, Department
Department of Justice,
Justice,
Attorneys,
appropriation
assistants ..........
108,1110
108,1110
for, assistants
appropriation for,
Attorneys,
(see District Attorneys).
District (see
Attorneys, District
Cases,
in Customs Cases,
Attorneys in
appropriation
311
etc.............
special, etc
for special,
appropriation for
Atwood,
Nelson
P.,
P.,
Atwood, Nelson
pension increased
increased..............--..........- 1282
pension

Auburn, Ala.,
Auburn,
condemnecannon
Ala. ,
granted to,
for Alabama
Alabama
to, for
cannon granted
condemned
Polytechnic Institute
843
Institute.....-......
Polytechnic
Y.,
Auburn, N. Y:,
condemned
granted to, for Grand
Grand
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Army post........................
post
837
Army
Auctions,
D. C.
G. (see
(see Fraudulent
Auctions,
Fraudulent Auctions,
Auctions, D.
D. C.).
C.).
Audited
Claims,
Audited Claims,
deficiency appropriation
certipaying, certiappropriation for paying,
deficiency
fied
.28, 824
28,824
officers........
accounting officersfied by
by accounting
Auditor for
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
for Interior
Auditor
appropriation for,
for, chief clerk and chief of
of
appropriation
division
etc ............
80, 1085
80,1085
clerks, etc
division, clerks,
for rent
rent of
80
etc......
devices, etc
mechanical devices,
of mechanical
for
deficiency
appropriation
paying
for paying
appropriation
deficiency
claims
certified by........
by ....... 30,33,825,829
30, 33, 825, 829
claims certified
Auditor
Department,
for Navy Department,
Auditor for
appropriation for,
for, chief
chief clerk
and chief of
clerk and
appropriation
80,1085
division,
clerks, etc.............
etc.
division, clerks,
deficiency
appropriation
for
for paying
payig
appropriation
deficiency
claims
by........ 29, 33,
825,823
5828
33,82
certified by.......
claims certified
Auditor
Post Office Department,
Department,
for Post
Auditor for
appropriation
assistant and
and chief
for, asistant
appropriation for,
clerk, clerks,
etc ................
81,1085
clerks, etc
clerk,
for employees
on mechanical
mechanical devices..
devices__ 81,1088
81,1086
employees on
for
for
to employees
leave
81,1086
on leave........
employees on
pay to
for pay
number
positions below
of
chief of
below chief
of positions
number of
division
may be
diminished
81,1086
be diminished.....
division may
unexpended balances
balances to
pay ememto pay
unexpended
81,1086
ployees
devices
81,1088
on tabulating
tabulating devices....
ployees on
for
Foetal Savings
System accounts,
Savings System
for Postal
clerks, etc
81,
1086
81,1086
etc......................
clerks,
for
contingent expenses
1090
85, 1090
expenses............... 85,
for contingent
for
labor
saving
machines,
etc
85,
1090
for labor saving machines, etc........ 85, 1090
deficiency
appropriation
for
paying
claims
claims
deficiency appropriation for paying
certified by
827,830
by ...................
certified
Auditor
for State, etc.,
Departments,
etc., Departments,
Auditorfor
appropriation
for, chief clerk and chief of
appropriation for,
division,
clerks, etc
80,1085
80,1085
etc.............
division, clerks,
deficiency appropriation
for paying
paying claims
appropriation for
deficiency
certified
by
31,
33,
826, 829
31,33, 826,829
certified by..............
accounts
of Shipping
Board to
examto be examShipping Board
accounts of
ined,
etc., by.........
by
...............730
ined, etc.,
Department,
Auditor
for Treasury Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation
for, chief
of
clerk and chief of
chief clerk
appropriation for,
division, clerks,
clerks, etc
80,1085
etc............. 80,1085
division,
deficiency
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency appropriation
certified
by
28,33,824,828
28,33,824,828
certified by ..............
Auditor for War Department,
Department,
Auditorfor
appropriation
for, assistant
clerk,
and chief clerk.
assistant and
appropriation for,
80,1085
clerks, etc
etc .....................
clerks,
for extra
extra pay, auditing
auditing Panama Canal
for
accounts
333
accounts..........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying claims
deficiency
certified
by
29,
33, 824, 828
29,33,824,828
certified by..............
settlement
etc., dampractice, etc.,
of .target practice,
settlement of
ages
639
ages claims
claims by
by ................
oo
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Auditor,
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
Page.
Ppa.
Auditor, Philippine
to
appointed by the President;
President; authorbe appointed
to be
ity,
etc .........................
553
ity, etc
556
salary
556
salary ...............................
Porto Rico,
Auditor, Porto
to be
appointed by
by the
the President;
President; authorto
be appointed
957
......................
ity,
ity, etc
etc.
Auditor's
D. C.,
Office, D.
Auditor's Office,
appropriation
for
salaries
678,1006
.
678,1006
appropriation for salaries-......-----Augur,Adelia
C. (widow),
(widow),
Augur, Adelia C.
1402
pension increased..
increased....................
pension
Augusta, Ga.,
time extended
for payment
payment on public
extended for
time
building purchased
purchased by............
by
728
building
728
interest,
728
interest, title, etc .....................
Auld, Joseph
Joseph C.,
Auld,
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursing
deficiency appropriation
817
817
estate of ........................
Aurora,
Ill.,
•
Aurora, Ill.,
55
bridges
authorized across
across Fox
Fox River
River at....
at
bridges authorized
Aurora,
Nebr.,
Aurora, Nebr.,
263
appropriation
for
public
building
263
appropriation for public building..........
deficiency
for public
public buildappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
16
ing
16
.................
ing...........
Austin, America J.
J. (widow),
Austin,
1325
pension.
pension ..............................
Austin, Hansford,
Samford,
Austin,
pension
1580
increased.....................
pension increased
Austin, Henry
J.,
Henry J.,
Austin,
pension
1504
increased .....................
pension increased_
Austin, Jesse G..,
1375
pension
increased....................... 1375
pension incraised
Austin,
Tex.,.
Austin, Tex.,
appropriati
on
for
public
building
263
263
..
appropriation for public building........
Austria-Hrgeoy,
Austria-Bungary,
appropriation
for ambamadorto.
ambassador to ....
262,1048
252,1048
appropriation fort
proclamation
against violating
violating neutrality
neutrality
proclamation against
1726
in war
wax beeen
'between Italy
Italy and
and.........
in
1805
Roumania
and
.......
Roumaniaand...............Automatic
Machine Riea),
Rifles, Army,
Army,
Automatic Machine
appropriation
for purchase,
etc
644
644
purchase, etc............
appropriation for
for
National Guard
644
Guard ...................
for National
811
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, 1917.........
1917
deficiency
for
ammunition ......................
811
811
for ammunition
Automatic
Scale, Customs,
Automatic Weighing Scales,
277
appropriation for
for .........................
approriation
Automobile
D. C.,
Board, D.
Automo
680
appropriation for
for secretary
secretary...............
appropriation
1006
duties transferred
transferred to license bureau ......
1006
duties
Automobiles,
Automobiles,
appropriation for
for care,
etc., for
for Vice
Vice PresiPresicare, etc.,
appropriation
69,1073
dent
69, 1073
dent...........................
for care,
etc., for Speaker
Speaker of
of
of the
the House
House of
for
care, etc.,
73,1077
Representatives ..................
73,
1077
Representatives
for Secretary
of State
State .................
1082
Secretary of
for
1). C. (see Motor
Motor Vehicles, D. C.).
C.)
•
Automobiles, D.
Automobiles, etc.,
etc.,
Automobiles,
introducing
into Indian
Indian counintroducing intoxicants
intoxicants into
try to
etc
970
to be seized, etc..............
970
Auxiliary
Vessels, United
United States,
States,
Auziliary Vessels,
preference to
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force in
in
preference
to Naval
service
shipping officers
officers and men
men for service
shipping
011
589
589
on.............................
restricted to Naval Reserve,
restricted
Reserve, after
after two
years .............................
589
years
Avenues, D.
etc ,
D. C. (see Streets, Avenues, etc.,
Avenues,
C.).
D. C.).
Areriii,
B.,
Averill, David
DaridB.
increased .......................
1235
1235
pension increased
Avery, Charlotte
Charlotte A.
A. (widow),
Arery,
1255
increased
.....................
pension
pension increased
Avery, Silas
H.,
Silas H.,
Avery,
1435
pension increased
1435
increased ......................
pension
Aviation,
Aviation,
appropriation
for scientific
scientific experiments
experiments of
of
appropriation for
o:-----------110,111o
... u..eni
requirements
of .................. 115,
i
requirements
o0
.o, 1116
11o
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Aviation
Naval,
Page.
Aviation Accidents,
Accidents, Naval,
Page.
gratuity allowed
allowed for death
from
585
death from............
585
double pension to be
paid
585
be paid................
585
Aviation
Naval,
Aviation Bases,
Bases, Naval,
commission
commission to report
report on
on necessity,
necessity, etc.,
etc.,
for, on Atlantic. Gulf of
of Mexico,
and
Mexico, and
Pacific coasts, etc
571
Pacific
etc..................
571
appropriation for
appropriation
571
for expenses_
expenses ............
571
Army,
Aviation Motor,
Motor, Army,
appropriation for developing
appropriation
developing suitable
type
suitable type
of.................................
of
622
622
Aviation, Navy (see also
also Aeronautic
School,
Aeronautic School,
Navy),
Navy),
appropriation
of_. 559,1169
appropriation for
for general
general expenses
expenses of..
559,1169
for _Advisory
Advisory Committee
Committee on
on AeronautAeronautics ........................
559,1170
559,1170
for securing basic
basic aircraft
aircraft patents,
patents, etc...
etc... 1169
1169
arrangements authorized;
authorized; indemnity
indemnity
bond
validity of.patents.........
of „patents
1169
bond for validity
1169
Naval Flying Corps established;
established; duties,
duties,
personnel,
582
personnel, etc
etc .................
582
purchase of land for aircraft
station, San
aircraft station,
San
Cal., authorized
568
Diego County,
County, Cal.,
authorized....
568
donation of additional
donation
additional land from San
Diego required
required.....................
568
568
Aviation
Aviation School, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
appropriation
site,
etc.,
for
622
for site, etc., for............
622
admission of Coast Guard
for instrucGuard in,
in, for
instruction.............................
tion
601
601
Aviation Section, Signal
Army,
Signal Corps,
Corps, Army,
appropriation for
reserves
in
active
service
.
appropriation
for reserves in active service.
622
622
for airships, etc
etc .
............................
622
622
for developing
developing aviation
motor
aviation motor.........
622
622
for tract in
in California
California aviation
aviation field,
field, etc_
622
etc622
for acquiring land
for aviation
aviation field,
field, if
if no
no
land for
reservations available..............
reservations
available
622
622
for one year's pay to
beneficiaries of
to beneficiaries
of
officers and enlisted men dying
dying from
from
accidents
in.......................
accidents in
629
629
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
rent, 1917
811
for rent,
1917 ....
811
acceptance
for aviation
aviation
acceptance of
of tracts
tracts donated
donated for
field, etc., authorized
field,
622
authorized ..............
622
composition
composition of, under National
Act
174
National Defense
Defense Act.
174
Aviation Stations,
Coast Guard,
Stations, Coast
Guard
establishment,
establishment, on coasts and Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes,
authorized,
authorized, for saving lives,
etc
601
lives, etc....
601
aeronautic school to be
aeronautic
instituted; director
director
be instituted;
assistant .....................
601
and assistant
601
Aviators, Navy (see Naval Flying
Aviators,
Corps).
Flying Corps).
Aviators, Signal
Army,
Signal Corps,
Corps, Army,
appropriation for pay of ..................
appropriation
627
627
Amrett, John
John A.,
A.,
pension
pension ..............................
1360
1360
Avon,
Avon, Mass.,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to,
Rifle Club.
839
to, Rifle
Club.
839
Ayer, Georye
S.,
George S.,
pension
increased
pension increased
1315
........................
1315
Ayers, Edwin,
Edwin,
pension
increased......
pension increased
1456
.............
1456
Aylett, P.
P. H.,
Aylett,
H.,
payment
to
legal
representative
of........
payment
of
1473
1473
Aylward, Harriet
Harriet (widow),
(widow),
increased ......................
pension increased
1315
1315
Ayres, Cyrillus
Cyrillus B.,
B.,
increased .....................
pension increased
1512
1512

Babbin, Joseph,
Joseph,
Page.
Babbin,
Page.
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1408
408
Babbitt, Lillie
N. (widow),
(widow),
Babbitt,
Lillie N.
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1499
1499
(widow),
Babcock, Jane
Jane A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1255
pension
1255
Babcock, Lucy
(widow),
Babcock,
Lucy (widow),
pension
increased
1264
pension increased....................... 1264
Babcock, Mary H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
pension
1251
pension ..............................
1251
Bacade Martinez,
Bacade
Teodora Antonia
Antonia (widow),
Martinez, Teodora
(widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1260
1260
Bachelder,
Bachelder, Abraham,
Abraham,
pension increased......................
increased
1512
pension
1512
Bachelder, Charles
Charles I.,
H.,
Bachelder,
pension
1592
pension...............................
1592
Bachtel,ElizaJane(widow),„
Bachtel,
ElizaJane(widow),
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
1280
1280
Back Pay andBounty,
Bounty ,Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Baek
appropriation
for payment
payment of..............
of
297
appropriation for
297
Back River,
River,
Back
bridge authorized
authorized across,
near Savannah,
Savannah,
across, near
Ga
Ga...............................
66
Backus, Susan
Susan (widow),
Backus,
(widow),
pension
increased........................ 126
pension increased
1265
Bacon, James
E.,
Bacon,
James E.,
pension
pension increased
1247
increased.......................
1247
Raver Indian
Indian Reservation,
Bad River
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis.,
sale of
of timber on alleged
school and
and swamp
swamp
alleged school
in
157
lands in..........................
157
disposition
di' enosition of proceeds
proceeds .................
157
157
B..
Badger, Edward
Edward B.,
pension
increased
1520
pension increased...
...................
. 1520
Badger
(widow),
Badgert
Harriet M.
M. (widow),
t Harriet
pension
increased
1331
pension increased
........................
1331
Badger,
Badger, Louis,
pension increased
1296
pension
increased ......................
1296
Badley tDurbin
Durbin L.,
L.
Badley,
pension
pension increased
1591
increased
..................
.
..
1591
Baer,
Baer, Hiram,
Hiram,
pension increased......................
increased
1440
1440
Baggage,
Baggage,
carmers
carriers not liable for
for actual
actual loss,
loss, etc.,
etc., of,
of,
carried
carried on passenger
passenger trains,
442
trains, etc
etc......
442
Bagge,
Theodore,
Bagge, Theodore,
payment
payment to, for
1392
for injuries
injuries...................
1392
Bagley
Elijah,
Bagley,tElijah,
pension increased
1419
pension
increased........................
1419
Bailey, Francis
Francis I.,
H.,
pension
increased ........................
1235
pension increased
1235
Bailey, Kate
Kate M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
1424
1424
Bailey,
H.,
Bailey, Thomas
Thomas H.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1221
pension
1221
Bailey,
Virginia (widow),
(widow),
Bailey, Virginia
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
1270
..... 1270
Bailey,
Wallace W.,
Bailey, Wlallace
W.,
pension
pension increased.........................
increased
1414
1414
Bailey, William W.,
W.,
pension increased
1548
pension
increased ......................
1548
Baileyirille,
Me.,
Baileyville, Me.,
operation,
etc., of
of dam
across Saint
Croix
operation, etc.,
dam across
Saint Croix
River at,
River
authorized
534
at, authorized...............
534
Bailiffs,
United States
Courts,
Bailiffs, etc.,
etc., United
States Courts,
appropriation for
for pay....................
pay
314
appropriation
314
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for..........
for
32, 43,
43, 827
827
32,
B.
B.
Bain,
William,
Bain, William,
pension
1339
pension increased
increased .....................
1339
B Street NW.,
FNW, D. C.,
Bainbridge,
Ga.,
Bainbridge,Ga.,
appropriation
appropriation for repaving,
Ninth to
repaving, Ninth
to
reconstruction of
bridge across
across Flint
Flint River
River
reconstruction
of bridge
Twelfth
Twelfth Streets.
Streets.................
685
authorized ...................
925
at, authorized
925
for repaving, Seventh to Ninth Streets_
Streets..
685
685
Baird,
Harriet B.
(widow),
assessment
assessment on
Washington Market
Baird, Harriet
on Washington
E. (widow),
Market
Company
increased
1427
pension increased.......................
Company.........................
1427
685
685
Babbedge,
Alvah,
Babbedge, Alvah,
Baird,
John A.,
A.
Baird, John
pension increased
pension
increased.......................
1503
1503
pension
pension increased
1315
increased ......................
1315
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Page.
Page.
Ball,
Willie C.,
Ball, Willie
1367
. 1367
.......
....................
pension
pension
Balkh,
H.,
Ballah, Ezekiel H.,
1370
1370
pension
pension .............................
Ballinger,
Ballinger, Mary (widow),
1281
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Ballou,
Eugenie B.
B. (widow),
Ballou, Eugenie
1426
....
pension ........................
pension
Baltic
AssociaBuilding and Loan AssoeiaPerpetual Building
Baltic Perpetual
tion,
Baltimore, Md.,
twon, Baltimore,
1494
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax
tax........... 1494
refund
Baltimore
and Ohio
Railroad Company,
Company,
Ohio Railroad
Baltimore and
payment
of, for
for part of cost of
required of,
payment required
bridge
tracks at South Dakota
bridge across tracks
1018
Avenue,
C ....................
Avenue, D. C
Baltimore
Transit Company,
Washington Transit
Baltimore and Washington
D. C.,
519
519
construction
modified
conditions modified..........
construction conditions
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
treasurer's
appropriation for
for assistant treasurer's
appropriation
office
87,1091
office.......................... 87,1091
263
for
public
building,
immigrant
station..
station..
immigrant
for public building,
832
condemned
cannon
granted
to
832
to.............
granted
cannon
condemned
immigrant station
station interior
interior requirements,
immigrant
etc.,
allowed from
from increased
increased approetc., allowed
844
844
.........................
priation -priation
jurisdiction ceded
ceded to State
State over part of Fort
jurisdiction
McHenry
granted for park
park purposes
purposes
McHenry granted
46
46
.
to
.....................
to
Baltimore
East End
Savings
Loan and Savings
End Loan
Md., East
Baltimore, Md.,
Association,
Association,
1494
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
tax
corporation tax...........
refund
Baltimore,
Md., Ninth West
West Columbia
Columbia Per
PerBaltimore, Md.,
Association,
nument
matent Building Association,
1491
1491
..
refund
of excise
tax_
excise corporation tax.......
refund of
SangBaltimore,
Pearl Street
Stret Perpetual Savings
Md., Pearl
Baltimore, .Md.,
and Building
Association,
Building Assoctatum,
and
tax........... 1494
refund
corporation tax...—.
excise corporation
of excise
refund of
Baltimore,
Md„ Pearl
Street Savings and
Pearl Street
Baltore Md.,
BuildirN
Association, No. 2,
2,
Building Association,
1494
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax...........
tax
of excise
refund
Baltimore
Building AssoMutual Building
Md., State Mutual
Baltimore,. Md.,
ciation,.
ciation,
........ 1491
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax
refund
Baltimore,
Md., West
_Lafayette Building
Building and
and
West Lafayette
Baltimore, Md.,
Loan
Association,
Loan Association,
1494
refund
of excise
corporation tax...........
tax
1494
excise corporation
refund of
Baltzell,
A. (widow),
(,
Baltzell, Mary A.
1342
1342
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Bandelier National
National Monument, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Bandelier
1764
proclamation setting
setting aside
aside .................
proclamation
Bernghart,
George,
Bangharl,George,
1485
........................
increased
pension increased.....
Bangkok,
Siam,
Bangkok, Siam,
appropriation for
interpreter tolegation
to legation and
for interpreter
appropriation
253,1047
consulate general
general at............
at
consulate
Bangor
, Me.,
Ile.,
Bangor,
850
850
term; of
court at
at ..........................
of court
terms
Bangs,
Catherine (widow),
Bangs, Catherine
1327
pension
increased
pension increased .....................
Banister,
S.,
Edward S.,
Banister, Edward
1383
pension
increased........................ 1383
pension increased
-

PagePa.
Baker, Alice
(widow),
M. (widow),
Alice M.
Baker,
1437
1437
-----..
pension
pension...--....---..............
Baker, August,
1248
1248
pension
.......................
increased
pension increased
Baker County, Ga.,
Mitchell
County or, may bridge Flint
Mitchell County
52
52
River
River...........................
Jacob,
Baker, Jacob,
1295
1295
pension increased
increased ...............-......
pension
Baker,
Baker, James,
1213
. 1213
..
pension increased..................
increased
pension
Baker,
Massachusetts Volunteers,
C., Massachusetts
James C.,
Baker, James
1418
1418
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Volunteers,
Baker ,
James C., Missouri
Missouri Volunteers,
James
Baker,
1336
pension
increased........................ 1336
pension increased
H.,
Baker, James H.,
1232
1232
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Volunteers,
Indiana Volunteers,
Baker, John, Indiana
1214
1214
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Baker,
John, New
York Volunteers,
Volunteers,
New York
Baker, John,
1271
pension increased
increased..................... 1271
pension
Baker,
H.,
John H.,
Baker, John
1437
1437
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Baker,
T.,
John T.,
Baker, John
franchise
granted,
for
manufacturing,
etc.,
etc.,
franchise granted, for manufacturing,
524
gas,
Hawaii, ratified, etc.
etc_ 524
gas, South
South Hilo, Hawaii,
Baker,
by.,
John W.,
Baker, John
1219
1219
pension increased.......................
increased
pension
Baker,
V. (widow),
Martha V.
Baker, Martha
1323
1323
... ....
.........pension
pension...........
Baker,
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Baker, Mary
1558
pension increased
increased....................
pension
Baker,
(widow),
C. (widow),
Melcenia C.
Baker, Melcenia
1245
1245
pension increased...................
increased
pension
Baker,
Nathan,
Baker, Nathan,
1523
1523
pension increased
increased....................
pension
Baker,
Baker, Newton G.,
1418
1418
...............
pension
increased......
pension increased
Balzer, Paulina
Pauline (widow),
(widow),
Baker,
-1343
1343
pension
increased.......-..........-pension increased
Bak,er, Peter
H.,
Peter H.,
Baker,
1288
1288
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Baker,
Sarah (mother),
(mother),
Baker, Sarah
1556
..... 1556
pension increased
increased ..............
pension
Bakers
Wash.,
Bay, Wash.,
Bakers Bay,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
preliminary
410
410
made
made ..........................
Bakersfield, Cal.,
Cal.,
Bakersfield,
263
263
appropriation for
public building
building ..........
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
buildpublic buildfor public
appropriation for
deficiency
16
16
-...
ing
........................
ing
Bakersfield,
People's Mutual
Building
Mutual Building
Cal., People's
Bakersfield, Cal.,
and
Association,
and Loan Association,
1492
1492
corporation tax...........
refund
tax
excise corporation
refund of excise
Balch, Martha
Martha 0.
0. (widow),
Balch,
1338
1338
..............
pension
Baldridge, Vicy
Vicy (widow),
(widow),
Baldridge,
1327
1327
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Baldwin and
and Mobile
Counties, Ala.,
Mobile Counties,
Baldwin
520
520
may bridge
River; location......
location
Spanish River;
bridge Spanish
may
Baldwin,
Joseph,
Baldwin, Joseph,
1407
1407
pension increased
increased ..............
pension
Baldwin
etc ,
Baldwin Locomotive Works, etc.,
Crum
of
authorized
to
change
channel
Crum
channel
change
to
authorized
393
393
River,
Pa
River, Pa........................
393
393
bridge
maintained, etc............
etc
bridge to be maintained,
Baldwin, Olive
(widow),
L. (widow),
Olive L.
Baldwin,
1259
1259
-- ........
increased ..........
pension increased
Baldwin, Ruth
(widow),
Ruth C. (zidow),
Baldwin,
1216
1216
pension increased......................
increased
pension
(widow),
Florence W. (widow),
Ball, Florence
1434
. 1434
..........
pension ..............
pension
Ball,
C.,
John C.,
Ball, John
1562
1562
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
Ball,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Ball, Millie Al.
kl...........
pension
veonah,,u..;
l uu-.- increased
c-a---...... ---.... -.
.--.------ .- -1550
--

Bankruptcy Act,
Act,
Bankruptcy
circuit
courts of
of appeals'
appeals' judgments,
judgments, etc.,
etc ,
circuit courts
final, in causes arising
arising under.......
under
final,
for
Court
certioran
allowed from
from Supreme
Supreme
certiorariallowed
review , etc
et c ...................review,
debts
affected by
by discharge;
discharge; designadesignanot affected
debts not
tion of..........................
of
tion
breach
promise accompanied
accompanied by seof promise
breach of
duction,
added ...................
duction, added
Bankruptcy Laws,
Bankruptcy
revised
of, ordered
printed
ordered printed........
edition of,
revised edition
Banks, Daniel
Daniel M.,
Al.,
Banks,
pension
increased
.........--....--.--.-Tension increased
-----r----

727
727
999
999
1601
1254
1254

1838
1838

INDEX.

Banks, etc.,
etc.,

PagePage.

officers, etc., of
Reserve
service of officers,
of Federal
Federal Reserve
or member banks allowed
allowed in not
not
more than two other noncompetitive_
noncompetitive.

121
121
Banks, Federal
Banks,
Federal Land,
Land,
income tax..................
tax
767
exempt from income
767
Banks, Mary
Banks,
Mary C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1430
pension................................... 1430
Banks, Mutual
Savings,
Mutual Savings,
766
exempt from income tax
tax ................
766
Banks, Peter,
Banks,
Peter,
increased
pension increased
1561
........................
1561
Banks,
Solvent,
Banks, Solvent,
deposit of postal savings funds in; interest_
159
interest.
159
distribution of, locally...............
locally
159
159
Banks, William
Banks,
William H.,
H.,
1533
pension increased .......................
1533
Banning, Eliza
Eliza J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased ...................
1247
1247
Bannister,
Bannister, William
Wiliam A.,
A.,
pension
1381
pension..................................
1381
Bannock Indians,
Indians, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation for fulfilling
with. -133,976
appropriation
fulfilling treaty with..
Banta, William,
Banta,
William,
pension increased
increased ....................
1313
1313
Barataria Bay,
Bay, La.
Barataria
La.
coast guard station authorized
authorized on coast of
Gulf of Mexico,
Mexico, near ...............
239
239
Barber, Angenette
(widow),
Barber,
Angenette (widow),
pension increased
increased
1510
...
.................. 1510
Barber, James
Barber,
James S.
S.,
pension increased........................
increased
1529
1529
Barber, John
John L.,
Barber,
L.,
pension ....................
1583
....
1583
Barber,
M.,
Barber, John
John M.,
pension increased
increased..................... 1255
1255
Barber,
Barber, Nelson,
Nelson,
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1462
1462
Barbour, D.
A.,
Barbour,
D. A.,
payment
payment to..
to
1321
........................
Barcla,
C.,
Barclay, Artemas
Artemas C.,
pension increased
1447
increased ......................
1447
Bard,
Louise K.
(widow),
Bard, Louise
K. (widow),
pension increased
1237
pension
increased ........................
1237
Barden,
Benjamin F.,
Barden, Benjamin
F.,
pension.
pension
1371
...........................................
1371
Bare, John
Bare,
John R.,
R., alias
alias John
John R.
R. Barrett,
Barrett,
pension
1574
...........................
1574
Barfoot,
Frank R.,
Barfoot, Frank
R.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1572
1572
Barker,
Anna (widow),
Barker, Anna
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
1245
1245
Barker,
Francis M.,
M.,
Barker, Francis
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
1572
Barker, George
Barker,
George A.
A.,
pension increased ...............
...... 1245
Barkly, John
John M.,
M.,
Barkly,
pension
pension increased........
increased
............... 1328
1328
Barley,
Barley,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating black
black rust,
rust,
etc........................
etc
454,1142
official standards
official
of quality
quality and
and condition
standards of
condition
be established
established ..................
483
to be
483
interstate
shipments to
interstate and foreign shipments
to conconto..........:
form to
483
................
483
Barnes,
Abraham H.,
Barnes, Abraham
H.,
pension ................................
1581
1581
Barnes
(widow),
Barnes,! Marina
Marila(widow),
pension
pension ..............................
1456
1456
Barnes, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widou),
pension
pension ................................
1271
1271
Barnesville, Ga.,
Ga.,
Barnesville,
appropriation
building
263
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
263
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuildg................................
ing
16

Barnett,
Barnett, Elliott,
Elliott,
Page.
pension increased
increased ......................
Page.
pension
1237
Barnett, Homer
T.,
Barnett,
Homer T.,
pension
1588
pension increased
increased ......................
1588
Barnett,
John S.,
Barnett, John
S.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1222
.
1222
Barnett,
William C.,
Barnett, William
C.,
pension increased
increased ....
1538
...........
1538
Barnhart,
W.,
Barnhart,Herbert
Herbert W.,
pension
pension increased
increased ..............
1584
.......
1584
Barnhart, Zachariah
Zachariah D.,
D.,
Barnhart,
pension increased........................
increased
1562
pension
1562
Barns, Turner,
Barns,
Turner,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
1247
1247
Barnwell, Jesse
Jesse J.,
J.,
Barnwell,
pension increased
1380
pension
increased.......................
1380
Barr, Eduard,
Edward,
Barr,
pension
increased...................
pension increased
1566
1566
Barr, Henry,
Barr,
Henry,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
. 1567
1567
Barracksand
Barracks
and Quarters,
Army,
Quarters,Army,
appropriation for,
for, storehouses,
635
appropriation
storehouses, etc
etc ........
635
commutation of
of fuel
fuel or
or quarters
quarters not
commutation
not
allowed from
from this
this fund
fund ............
636
allowed
636
civilian enployees;
employees; restriction
restriction ......
636
civilian
636
for shelter
shelter in
the Philippines
638
in the
Philippines ...........
638
for Schofield
Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii
285
Barracks, Hawaii.........
285
for seacoast
285
seacoast defenses
defenses .......
.............
285
San
San Pedro, Cal.,
for
Cal., accommodations
accommodations for
Coast Artillery
Artillery .....................
Coast
285
for
seacoast artillery,
artillery, Philippines
Philippines and
and
for seacoast
Hawaii
........
Hawaii..........
286
286
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ..............
deficiency
29,
33, 45, 338,
338, 825,828
825, 828
33,45,
Barracksand
and Quarters,
Marine Corps,
Barracks
Quarters, Marine
CarPat
appropriation
for repairs
improveappropriation for
repairs and
and improvements
614, 1190
1190
ments ................
....... 614,
for
renting, etc.,
buildings in
in District
District of
for renting,
etc., buildings
of
Col umbia
614,
1190
Columbia.......................
614, 1190
Barrels,
Lime,
Barrels, Lime,
standard
established
for
shipments
of
530
standard established for shipments of....
530
Barrett, Emma
Emma E.
(widow),
Barrett,
E. (widow),
pension
1593
pension ................................
1593
Barricklow,
Walter E.,
Barricklou, Walter
E.,
may
perfect homestead
entry in
in Glacier
may perfect
homestead entry
Glacier
National
Park ..................
342
National Park
342
Barron,
(widow),
Barren, Maggie
Maggie (widow),
pension
1236
pension..............................
. 1236
Barrows,
Barrows, Esteller
Esteller (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1463
pension ..............................
1463
Barry
Subdivision SE.
SE., D.
Barry Farm
FarmSubdivision
D. C.,
C.,
new highway
plan for,
for, to
to be
1014
new
highway plan
be prepared__
prepared....
1014
extension, widening,
widening, of
streets, etc
etc ....
1014
extension,
of streets,
1014
condemnation proceedings;
payment of
condemnation
proceedings; payment
of
expenses
1014
expenses .........................
1014
Barry,
F.,
Barry, Milton
Milton F.,
pension
increased
pension increased..............
........ . 1407
1407
Barton,
Barton, James
James P.,
P.,
pension increased
1224
pension
increased ......................
1224
Barton,
W.,
Barton, James
James W.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1439
pension
1439
Barton,
Williamson R.,
Barton, Williamson
R.,
pension increased
1499
pension
increased.......................
1499
Bartow, Fla.,
Fla.,
Bartow,
appropriation
for public
building
263
appropriation for
public building..........
263
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public building
16
deficiency appropriation
building
16
Barret, Charlie
W.,
Barzee,
Charlie W.,
payment
homestead,
payment to,
to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman
Oreg ...........
1355
Sherman County,
County, Oreg
1355
Bash, Alfred
Alfred II.,
Bash,
H.,
pension
1520
pension increased
increased......................
1520
Bash,
John TV.,
Bash, John
W.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1464
pension
1464
Bashaw,
(widow),
Bashaw, Emily
Emily (widow),
pension increased
increased ...........
1221
pension
.........
1221

1839
1839

INDEX.
Basin,
Wyo.,
Basin, Wyo.,
PagePa.
• appropriation
appropriation for
for public
263
public building
building..........
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency
public building
............................
ing
16
....
16
Baskets,
Baskets, Fruit,
Fruit, Berry,
Berry, and
and Vegetable,
Vegetable,
appropriation for
Act to
fix
appropriation
for administering
administering Act
to fix
standards
1163
standards for
for..................... . 1163
standards
standards established for
grape,
for Climax grape,
etc
673
etc..............................
673
smaller for small
small fruits,
fruits, berries
berries,'etc
etc ...... 673
673
manufacture,
manufacture, shipping, etc.,
etc., in
in interstate
commerce not
not conforming
conforming to
standcommerce
to standard
unlawful .....................
674
ard unlawful
674
penalty for
674
penalty
for ...........................
674
foreign
foreign shipments
shipments not included .........
674
674
tests, etc., to be made; regulation
regulation of tolertolerances ..............................
674
674
prosecution of
of violations
674
prosecution
violations..................
674
exemption
from producer..
producer_ - 674
exemption by
by guaranty
guaranty from
674
requirements of
guaranty .............
674
requirements
of guaranty
674
in effect
November 1,
1917
674
in
effect November
1, 1917...............
674
Bass,
MargaretA.
Bass, Margaret
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1440
pension increased
creaed.....................
1440
Basterdes,
Basterdes, Theodore
Theodore,
pension
1245
pension increased
increased ........................ 1245
Bastian, Alphozine (mother),
Bastian,
pension
1380
pension.................................
. 1380
Bastrop Bayou,
Tex.,
Bastrop
Bayou, Tex.,
appropriation for
for improvement
398
appropriation
improvement of
of..........
398
Batavia, N.
Batavia,
N. Y.,
Y.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
appropriation
building............ 263
263
Bates,
Bates, Mwin
Edwin,
pension increased
1267
pension
increased ........................
1267
Bates,
A.,
Bates, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.,
payment to,
for dispossessed
homestead,
payment
to, for
dispoessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1354
Sherman
Oreg ............
1354
Batmen,
Bateson, George,
pension
increased. ..
1246
pension increased........................
1246
C.,
Bathing Beach,
Beadc, .1).
D. C.,
appropriation
691, 1019
for expenses
expenses ............. 691,1019
appropriation for
additional
allowed for
employadditional pay
pay allowed
for certain
certain employees
of, 1917
896
eesof,
1917 ........................
806
Batman, Azupah
Azupah J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1465
1465
pension
Baton Rouge
Rouge Bridge
Bridge and
and Terminal
Terminal Company,
Company,
time
extended for
Mississippi
time extended
for bridging
bridging Missisippl
River at Baton Rouge, La.,
La, by
243
River
by......
243
La. '
Baton Rouge,
Rouge, La.,
time
extended for
bridging Mississippi
time extended
for bridging
Mississippi
River
243
River at
at ..........................
243
Batteries for
Battries
for Ships
Ships of
of the
the Nary,
Nary, New,
New,
appropriation for
for liners
for eroded
564, 1176
1176
liners for
eroded guns.
guns. 564,
appropriation
for
antiaircraft guns
1176
for antiaircraft
guns .....
..............
1176
for
1176
1176
for machine
machine guns
...................
for one-pounder
boat guns,
guns, etc..........
etc
1176
1176
for
one-pounder boat
merchant auxiliaries
564,1176
for merchant
auxiliaries ............... 564,
1176
Battin,
Battin, Elmer
Elmer S.
S.,,
pension increased
1537
pension
increased ........................
1537
Batting
.
,Diantha
A. (widow),
(widow),
Batting,
DianthaA.
1451
increased .......................
pension increased
Battle
Cruiser,
Battle Cruiser,
contract for building, at
cost plus
contractforbuilding,
at cost
plus reasonable
reasonable
profits, authorized
to obtain
profits,
authorized to
obtain rapid
rapid
construction
1194
construction.....................
Cruisers,
Battle Cruisers,
construction of
construction
of six, authorized;
authorized; cost,
cost, etc
etc _
.._ 616
appropriation for
for construction
construction and
and mamaappropriation
chinery
617
617
chinery .........................
for
617
for armor
armor and
and armament
armament ..............
617
ammunition for ...................
617
for ammunition
limit of cost increased
increased of
of one
one, to
to be
be constructed
early as practicable
1191
structed as early
practicable...... 1191
four additional
additional.......................
1191
appropriation
for construction
and mamaconstruction and
appropriation for
11
chinery i 1191
102620-VL

39............- 2

....

102620
°—FOL 39--PT
39—pr 2--15
2
45
102620'-voL

Page.
Battle, Mary
ry (mother),
(mother),
Pa.
pension
1591
pension.
............................
1591
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium, Hot Springs,
Springs,
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
S.
Dak,
S. Dak.,
appropriation
for expenses,
Volunteer
appropriation for
expenses, Volunteer
Soldiers'
Home ...................
296
Soldiers' Home
.
296
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for,
for, Volunteer
Volunteer
Soldiers Home ...................
812
812
Battlement National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 457,1146
457,1146
Battleship,
Battleship,
plans to be submitted
submitted for the
the largest practicable
619
cable
....................
...
619
Battleships, First
Class,
Battleships,
First Class,
construction
authorized, prior
prior to
construction of ten, authorized,
to
July 1,
1, 1919;
616
1919; cost, etc ..............
616
appropriation for
construction and
appropriation
for construction
and machinery
617
chinery .........................
617
for armor and armament
armament ................
617
forarmorand
617
-for ammunition......................
ammunition
617
617
limit
increased of three
three,.,to be conlimit of
of cost increased
structed as early as practicable......
practicable
1191
approriati
appropriation for
for construction
and mamaonstruction and
chinery
1191
cinery ..........................
1191
Battleships,
Battleships, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation for
torpedo nets,
nets, etc.,
etc., for...
for
564
appropriation
for torpedo
564
Bauer,
john George,
Bauer, John
George,
pension increased.....................
pension
increased
1289
1289
Bauer, Sigmund,
pension increased.....................
pension
increased
1250
1250
Baugher, Mary
(widow),
Baugher,
Mary M.
M. (widow),

pension..
pension

..................

Baughman, Charles
At.,
Charles M.,
pension
pension increased
increased....................
13aughn.zan, Daniel,
Baughman,
Daniel,
n
incresed....................1279
pension
increased
BauiardF
Iktusektrd, Charles,
Charles,

......

pension
pena increased
increased ......-.................

Baxter„.Eliza
Barter,
liza M.
M. (widow),
(widow),

pension.............
pension

Baxter, Francis
A.
Baxter,
Franci A.,

.....................

1442
. 1442

1583
1583
1279
1275
1275
1400
1400

pension increased........................
increased
1329
Baxter,
F.,
Baxter, George
George F.,
pension
1274
pension increased
increased ....................... 1274
Baxter,
Baxter, Henry D.
D.,
1511
pension Increased
increased ........................ 1511
Baxter, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension
1366
..........................
1366
Bay
Mich.,
Bay City, Mic.,
appropriation
for public
public building
building .........
appropriation for
263
263
Bay City, Ter.,
Ter.,
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
building
263
appropriation
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency
building
16
ing .............................
16
Bay River,
River, N. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of. appropriation
improvement of........
396
395
B, Antoine,
Bayard,
Antoine,
duplicate
duplicate bounty land warrantpissued
warrantissued to
to... 1490
1490
IC.,
Bayler, Adam
Adam K.,
increased ........................
pension increased
1563
1.563
Bayles, John N.,
N.,
pension
increased
1402
pension increased........................
1402
(widow),
Baylis, Margaret
Margaret(widow),
pension
increased ........................
1423
penson increased
1423
Bayonets, etc.,
etc.,
excise
excise tax on net profits
profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
frorn sales of .....
781
from
...............
.
781
Bayonne, N.
N. 1.,
.,
appropriation
building
263
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
263
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ng ...............................
16
ing

1840
1840

INDEX.
INDEX.

Bayou Bartholomew,
Bartholomew, La.,
La.,
Page.
Page.
Bayou
appropriation for
398
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of .......
398
bridge
bridge authorized across, Ashley
Ashley County,
County,
445
Ark .............--.....---- -.
445
Morrell, Ark
354
Morrell,
Ark -......................
-354
Wilmot,
.......... . 353,353
Wilmot, Ark
Ark ...........
return from
return
from President
President requested
requested of
of bill
bill
authorizing
bridge across
1602
authorizing bridge
across .........
1602
cancellations of
signatures of
of the
Speaker
cancellations
of signatures
the Speaker
and President
President to, directed
directed.......... 1603
1603
reenrollment
reenrollment of
of bill
bill as
as corrected
corrected........ 1603
1603
Bayou
C'or.ney, La.,
La.,
Bayou Corney,
appropnation for
for improvement
improvement of
398
appropriation
of........
398
Bayou
D'Arbcmn,e, La.,
La.,
Bayou D'Arbonne,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
398
appropriation
398
des Cannes,
Bayou des
Cannes La.,
La.
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made-............
made
408
408
Bayou
La.,
Bayou des
des Glaizes,
Glanzes, La.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made.............................
made
408
Grossetete, La.,
Bayou Grossetete,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
of ........
398
BayouMacon,
Macon, La.,
La.,
Bayou
appropriation
for
improvement
of
398
appropriation for improvement of.......
398
Manchac, La.,
La.,
Bayou Manchac,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
397
of........
397
appropriation
Bayou
Bayou Marmotte,
Marmotte, Ala.,
Ala.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
be
made
408
made..........................
408
Bayou Plaquemine
Plaquemine Brule,
Brute, La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
397
appropriation
397
Plaquemine, La.,
Bayou Plaquemine,
La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
397
appropriation
of ........
397
La.,
Bayou Nezpigue,
Nezpique, La.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
to be
be
made ............................
made
408
de Tortue,
Tortue, La.,
La.,
Bayou Queue de
appropriation
for improvement
398
appropriation for
improvement of
of........
398

preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
made ..........................
408
Bayou
La.,
Bayou Teche,
Teche, La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of ........
397
appropriation
Bayou
La.,
Bayou Terrebanne,
Terrebonne, La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
3
398
improvement of........
appropriation
Bayou
Bayou Vermilion,
Vermilion, La.,.
La.,
appropriation for
improvement of,
and
appropriation
for improvement
of, and
passes
397
passes. ....
..................
397
Beach Creek,
Va.,
Beach
Creek, Va.,
examination, etc., of,
preliminary examination,
of, to be
made
407
Beach,
Hattie
A.
(widow),
increased
............................
407
Beach,pension
Hattie
A. (widow),
pension increased
1275
Beach, Hiram,
pension increased
1410
Beach, William,
illiam,
pension
...
1405
pension increased
increased ................
Beacons, etc.,
Beacons,
etc.,
appropriation
317
appropriation for
for......................
317
Beal,
Beal, Emma
Emma J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased" ............
1292
pension
.........
1292
E. (widow),
Beal, Mary
Mary E.
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ...............
1323
......
1323
Beal,
Beal, William H.
H., ,
pension increased
1499
.............
...........
1499
Beals, George,
pension ............................
1358
Beaman.
Beaman. Carlton
Carlton J..
J..
pension increased........................
increased
1554
1554
Beanie
r.Jennie,
Beamer.
Jennie.
pension increased.......................
increased
1487
1487
Franklin R.,
R.,
Beamon. Franklin
pension increased
increased
1544
......................
1544
Bear Creek,
Miss.,
Bear
Creek, Miss.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
of
397
appropriation for
397

Beard, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Beard,
pension
1398
pension increased
increased ....................
1398
Beard, Martha
(widow),
Beard,
Martha (widow),
pension
1499
pension increased
increased ......................
1499
Beardstown, Ill.,
Beardstown,
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
building
17
ing.........
......................
17
Beartooth National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Beartooth
Mont.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
Beaton, James,
James,
Beaton,
pension increased
increased ......................
1292
pension
1292
Beauchamp,
William,
Beauchamp, William,
pension i
ncreased
1489
pension
increased.....
. ..............
.....
1489
Inlet, N.
Beaufort Inlet,
N. C.
C.,t
appropriation for
improvement of
of inland
inland
appropriation
for improvement
waterway
from Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.,
Va., to.....
to
394
waterway from
394
394
for improvement
improvement of .................
394
improvement of
of waterway
waterway from
from Pamfor improvement
Pamlico Sound to...................
to
licoSound
395
Beaufort,
C.,
Beaufort, N.
N. C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterappropriation
way from
Core Sound
to
way
from Core
Sound to...........
395
for
improvement of waterways
waterways between
between
for improvement
New
and. ..............
395
New River
River and.
395
Baptist Church,
Church
Beaufort, N.
N. C., Baptist
payment
of
Court
of
Claims
findings
to
1496
payment of Court of Claims findings to.... 1496
Beaufort, S.
S. C.,
Beaufort,
C.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterappropriation for
way between
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., and.
between Savannah,
and-..
395
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency
public building
ing................................

17
17

Beaumont, Phebe
(widow),
Beaumont,
Phebae (widow),
pension
pension..............................
1272
Wis.,
Beaver Dam,
Dam, Wis.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
263
263
building ........
appropriation
Beaver, John,
John,
pension increased
1529
pension
increased .....................
1529
Beaverdam Baptist
Baptist Church,
Church, Marlboro
Marlboro County,
County,
Beaverdam
S.
S. C.,
payment
Court of Claims
of Court
Claims findings
findings to
to.... 1496
1496
payment of
Beaverhead
National Forest,
Forest, Mont. and Idaho,
BeaverheadNational
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458.
458. 1146
1146
appropriation for
Beavers, Charles,
Charles,
Beavers,
pension
increased ......................
1323
1323
pension increased
Beck, Caroline
Beck,
CarolineE.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1206
pension increased
increased........................
Beck, Elizabeth
Elizabeth J.
Beck,
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ........................
1319
pension increased
1319
Becker, Martha
Martha S.
S. (mother),
(mother),
Becker,
pension.
1368
1368
pension ..............................
Beckett, John
John W.,
W.,
Beckett,
pension
increased ........................
1283
pension increased
Charlotte Al.
(widow),
Beckham, Charlotte
M. (widow),
pension.
1387
1387
pension ..............................
Beckley, W.
W. Va.,
Va.,
Beckley,
833
condemned
to
833
cannon granted
granted to...........
condemned cannon
Beckley, William
William G.,
Beckley,
G.,
pension
increased
1527
pension increased.
......................1527
Beckwith,
Joseph,
Beckwith, Joseph,
pension
increased
1500
1500
pension increased......................
Beckwith,
alias Miles
Miles Turner,
Turner,
Beckuith, Miles,
Miles, alias
pension
increased
1523
1523
pension increased........................
Bedell,
Bedell, Saloma V. (widow),
(widow),
pension ..............................
1457
pension
Bedwell,
Samuel,
Bedcell, Samuel,
land
to ...........................
land patent
patent to

1336
1336

Culture,
Bee Culture,
appropriation
for investigations
in
466,1154
466,1154
appropriation for
investigations in.....
Beebe,
George W.,
W.,
Beebe, George
pension
increased
1340
1340
pension increased........................
Beebe,
Guy,
Beebe, Guy,
pension
increased ......................
1293
pension increased
1293
Beeber, George
George H.,
H.,
Beeber,
pension
increased
1413
pension increased.......................
1413
Beech, Joseph,
Joseph,
Beech,
admitted
citizen ...................
1495
admitted as
as a
a citizen
1495

.

INDEL
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Beecher
Memorial Association,
Page.
Associaton, Yuma
Yuma rag.
Beecher Island
Island Memorial
County,
Cob.,
County, Colo.,
condemned
granted to........
to
835
cannon granted
condemned cannon
George Armstrong,
Beeman,
George J.,
alias George
J., alias
Beeman, George
pension
1465
increased ......................
pension increased
Beer,
Beer,
internal revenue
tax on
783
on.................
revenue tax
internal
Beet, Sugar,
Sugar,
Beet,
454,1142
appropriation
for
in.vestigations,
etc....
454,1142
etc....
appropriation for investigations,
1142
developing
of seed,
seed, etc .... 454,
454,1142
strains of
developing strains
Beeville, Tex.,
Tex.,
Beeville,
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
263
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
public buildfor public
appropriation for
deficiency
17
ing
ing ---......................-.
:
Beggars,
Professional,
•
Beggars, Professional,
875
alien,
admission
875
............
excluded admission
aien, excluded
Beggs. James
James M.,
Beggs.
pension increased....................
increased
1433
pension
Belgium,
Belgium,
252,1048
appropriation for
minister to
to .........
for minister
appropriation
Bell,
Alexander Graham,
Graham,
Bell, Alexander
of Regents,
Regents,
reappointed
member
of
Board
of
Board
reappointed member
Smithsonian Institution...........
Institution
11
Smithsonian
Bell,
(widow),
I. (widow),
lone I.
Bell, lone
pension
1448
.............................
pension .
Bell,
(widow),
Martha (widow),
Bell, Martha
1444
1444
pension
...........................
pension .
Bell,
Wallace,
Bell, Wallace,
1350
payment to
1350
to..........................
payment
Bellaire,
Ohio,'
Bellaire, Ohio
843
843
to...........
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
condemned cannon
Bellamy, Benson
C.,
Benson C.
Bellamy,
.. 1342
pension
increased
pension increased..........--.........
Bellamy,
Richard H.,
H.,
Bellamy, Richard
.. 1297
................
pension
increased...
pension increased
Bellbrook,
Ohio,
Belbrook, Ohio,
886
condemned
..-. :.... - •836
to...
granted to....
cannon granted
condemned cannon
DIjsi,
Belle
Pt#ject8. Dak.,
Irrigatio PrOject;
Fourhe Irrigahon
Belie Fourdie
appropriation
for maintenance,
ixiaintentaice, etc.;
Ue
etc.; USK"'
appropriation for305
.
of
of balance
balance.................-...townsite lands,
lands, Newell,
reserved for adNewell, reserved
townsite
852
ministrative
of
859
use of................
ministrative use
Bellefcrntaine,
Building and
and Loan
Loan ComCornOhio, Building
Belefontaine, Ohio,
pony,
pany,
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax.........
tax
1493
refund
Bellen,
Electa
(widow),
(widow),
Electa
Bellen,
pension
increased....................... 1419
pension increased
Bellevue,
Industrial Savings and Loan
Ohio, Industrial
Bellevue, Ohio,
Association,
Association,
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax .......... 1494
refund
Bellion,
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Bellion, Elizabeth
1592
pension increased
increased .....................pension
Billnumt,
N. Dale.,
Dak.,
Bellmont, N.
of the
bridge authorized
authorized across
aCTOSS Red
Red River
River of
bridge
North at
514
514
at.........................
North
Belton,
Mont.
Belton, Mont.,
Hotel
sale of
near, to Glacier Park
lands near,
of lands
sale
994
.......- ....-Company
Company.........
Belton,
M
C.,
Belton, Tex.,
263
appropriation for
for public
public building.......
building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
17
ing ............................
ing
Minn.,
Beltrami County,
County, Minn.,
Beltrami
921
River.............
may
Mississippi River
bridge MissisRippi
may bridge
Beltsville,
Md.,
Beltsville, Md.,
appropriation for
animal indusindusbuildings, animal
for buildings,
appropriation
tr
451, 1139
1139
451,
y farm
...........................
Belvidere,
Ill.,
BelVidere, IlU.,
842
condemned cannon
to
granted to...........
cannon granted
condemned
Bemidji
Minn.,
Bemidji, Minn
263
appropriation for
building
public building......
for public
appropriation
Miasissippi River
across Mississippi
bridge authorized
authorized across
River
bridge
..947
a;a,.................
at . .
*
................
UL

1841

,, , P...
Page.
Bernie,
Page.
116enf, Charles
Iu TWarE.,
B..,
pension increased..................
increased
1441
pension
Bender, Hiram,
Hiamn,
Bender,
1309
pension increased
increased .................
pension
Bender, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Bender,
1282
pension
......................
pension
Benedict, Sarah
H. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah H.
Benedict,
1238
pension
pension..
Benham, Milton
Milton T.,
T.,
Ben/am,
1590
pension
1590
........................
pension
Benicia
Cal. '
Arsenal, Cal.,
Benicia Arsenal,
282
appropriation for fire protection.........
protection
appropriation
282
for
for storage facilities ..................
282
for repairs,
repairs, etc....................
etc
283
for improving
water supply
supply..........
improving water
for
(widow),
Benjamin,
Martha Ann (
Benjamin, .Martha
pension increased........................
increased
1367
pension
Benjamin,
Nelson
Nelson,
Benjamin,
pension increased.......................
increased
1409
pension
Benjamin,
Sarah E. (widow),
(widow),
Benjamin, Sarah
.... 1329
..-..----pension
pension.-.............----Benjamin,
William
Benjamin, William,
1327
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Benkelman,
Benkelman, John,
1432
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Bennett, Henry M.,
1458
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Bennett, Marvin
Marvin W.,
1524
pension
increased
pension increased .......................
Bennett, Matilda
Matilda (widow),
1254
pension
1254
pension.................................
Bennett, S. E.,
-.
E.,
reimbursement to...................
to
s
''' 1474
reimbursement
Ark.,
Bennetts Ferry, Ark.,
bridge authorized
authorized acrosm
across Black
BIZ& Rivr
Ritir at...
at
440
bridge
D. C.
Bennitly RKoad,
Road, D.
C.,
Beinie
_
doficiency
viaduct' aid
aii,r1
appropriation for viaduct
deficiency appropriation
trade....-.. '•
i ' -bnrdge
;•
-bridge over
over raioad
railroad treas..:
H.,
Benni"m,
ktcritliVtal, Henry
Henry H,
.loension
increased .....
-...
- ::-:-.: ..':
12E2
1282
..............
...... ..
pension increased
Bennitt,
Vernon D.,
.D.,
Bennitt, Venon
1589
pension ..........................pension
Dale.,
Benson County, N. Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for reimbursing, for care of
145
insane Indians....................
Indians
Bent, William,
William,
Bent,
1430
pension
............
1430
increased..
pension increased
Bentley, Catherine
(widow),
Catherine E. (widow),
Bentley,
1399
pension
1399
pension..............................
H.,
Bentley, Freeman
FreemanH,
Bentley,
1230
pension increased
increased ........................ 1230
pension
Benton,
E.
Ledyard E.
Benton, Ledyard
pension
increased
1538
pension increased.......................
Benton,
Mo.,.
Benton, Mo.,
838
condemned cannon granted to.............
to
condemned
Benzakkhyde,
Benzaldehyde,
793
on...........................
duty on
Benzidin,
Bnzidin,
793
...............
on...........
duty on
Benzoic
acid,
Benzoie acid,
duty on ...................
793
..........
duty
Benzol,
793
793
free list .........................
on free
Benzylchloride,
Benzylcloride,
793
......................
duty on ...
793
duty
Berg,
Margaret(widow),
Berg, Margaret
1417
pension
increased
increased....................
pension
Berginann,
Edward H.,
Bergmann, Edward
1496
payment
Claims findings to....
to
payment of Court of Claims
fiengan,
(widow),
Margaret(widow),
Berigan, Margaret
1412
pension increased
increased .......................
1412
pension
Bering
Bering Coal Fields, Alaska,
.
t..
loa~
rese~wr]
1773
reserved
from -u
leases,
etc
1773
Ova-ur
vu.o from
a wo
................

1842
1842
Berkshire
Berkshire Trout Hatchery,
Hatchery, Mass.
Mass.,

INDEX.
INDEX.

Page.
Page.
Page.
Bilkock, Ellen
_Ellen (widow),
Billcock,
(widow),
gift of, accepted from Mrs. Mary
Mazy E. Scully.
431
pension increased.....................
increased
1456
1456
Berlew„
Berlew, Horace,
Horace,
Billiard Room Proprietors,
Billiard
Proprietors,
pension................................
pension
1307
special tax imposed on..............
special
on
791
Berlin, N.
Berlin,
N. H.,
H.,
,
Samuel,
Billings, Samuel,
appropriation for public building..........
appropriation
building
263
263 Billing!,
pension
pension increased
1519
increased................... 1519
deficiency appropriation for public builddeficiency
Lading,
ing.........................
ing
17
17 Bills of Lading,
Berliner, Solomon,
issues of, in interstate
interstate and foreign comcomissues
Berliner,
pension increased ......................
merce governed
1407
merce
governed hereby
hereby..........
1407
538
Bermuda,
Bermuda,
straight
straight bills
bills defined.....................
defined
539
539
appropriation
Weather Service
appropriation for Weather
Service exorder
order bills defined;
defined; negotiability
negotiability declared.
declared
539
539
penses in .....................
448,1136
issue
issue of, in sets for continental
continental use forBerne,
Switzerland,
Berne, Switzerland,
bidden ........................
539
539
appropriation
appropriation for share in expense
expense of InterInterfor insular, foreign,
foreign, etc.,
etc., use
peruse pernational Bureau
Bureau at.............
at
101,1105
101,1106
mitted........................
mitted
539
539
for expenses,
expenses, International
International Telegraphic
Telegraphic
duplicates
duplicates to have character
character indicated
indicated
Union........................ 258,1054
Union
258,1054
thereon;
thereon; penalty
penalty if not...........
not
539
539
Bemhard,
Bernhard, Philip,
Philip,
not applicable
applicable to insular,.
insular, ,foreign,
foreign, etc.,
etc ,
pension...................................
pension
.
1377
1377
use..............................
use
539
Berry Baskets,
straight, not negotiable
negotiable.................
straight,
539
539
standards established
for
interstate shipestablished
negotiability
negotiability of order, not affected
havaffected by havments, etc., of.
of ...................
673
673
consignee ...........
ing name of consignee
539
penalty
penalty for violation
674
violation ................
674
carriers
carriers to deliver
consignee or
or
deliver goods to consignee
Berry,
Berry, Nathaniel
Nathaniel F.,
P.,
holder
holder of order;
order; conditions ........
539
539
increased ...................
pension increased
1219
1219
effect of refusal........................
refusal
effect
539
Bertin, Susan (mother),
Bertin,
delivery
persons entitled
entitled to
to delivery............
540
640
pension ................................ 1573
pension...
1573
liability of carriers
carriers for unauthorized
unauthorized dedeBerwick, Pa.,
Pa.,
livery
goods
livery of goods................
540
640
appropriation for public building
appropriation
263
building.......
263
after notice
notice from
from owner ....
...............540
Besonen,
Besonen, John
John Alexander,
Alexander,
upon
information agains.................
against
upon information
540
640
payment to
1301
......
....................
1301
notice required
required.......................
540
Bethesda,
Bethesda, Md.,
if bill not taken up
up and canceled.......
canceled
640
540
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance of
of animal
animal
if part
part delivered,
delivered, and bill not taken up,
experiment station ............ 451,1139
experiment
451, 1139
etc
etc.......................
540
640
for building
b •clings ....................... 451,1139
451, 1139
without statement
statement thereof on the bill..
bill
540
540
David,
Bethurum, David,
alteration, etc.,
etc., void
alteration,
void....................
540
pension
pension increased..............
increased
..
1453
delivery of goods if order,
order, lost,
lost, etc.......
etc
delivery
540
Betts, Charles
Charles P.,
P.
approval by
court
approval
by order
order of court.............
540
540
pension increased
1487
increased............................ 1487
on voluntary
voluntary indemnifying
indemnifying bond.......
bond
541
541
Katharina(widow),
Betz, Katharina
(widow),
liability to purchaser
purchaser without notice
541
notice....
541
pension increased
increased........................ 1403
1403
liability for
duplicate .
liability
for duplicate
541
541
..............
Beveridge,
Beeridge, John R.
R., '
for refusing
refusing to deliver goods ..........
541
541
pension increased ........................
1215
1215
protection
adverse claims
protection against adverse
claims.......
541
641
Beville, James
James W.,
time to ascertain
ascertain rightful owner
owner.......
541
pension.
1387
pension....
............
.................... 1387
enforcement
enforcement of rights of third persons
persons.....
541
Bibbs,
/kVA", William A.
A., alias
alias Albert
Albert Markham,
Markham,
responsibility
responsibility for goods
goods when
when loaded by
by
pension increased ......................
1324
carrier ...
carrier
..................
541
541
Bickford, Matilda
Bckford,
Matilda A.
A. (widow),
(widow), •
if "shipper's weight, load,
load, and count"
count"
increased.........
pension increased
1484
...............
1484
wrongfully inserted............
541
541
Bidwell, Harry,
Harry,
packages or
or in
in bulk;
bulk;
by shipper
shipper for packages
pension................................
pension
1370
1370
marking, etc
...............
541
541
Bieber, William (son),
(son),
when
weighing facilities
when weighing
facilities afforded
afforded carrier
carrier. 542
542
pension...........................
pension...
1275
1275
effect of "shipper's
weight," etc........
etc
effect
"shipper's weight,"
542
542
Big Sandy
Sandy River,
Fork,
River1 Tug
Tug Fork,
carriers liable for acts
of agents
agents ...........
carriers
acts of
542
bridge authorized
authorized across, Warfield, Ky., to
to
protection of, against
against attachment,
attachment, etc...
etc
protection
542
642
Kermit,
Kermit, W.
W Va...................
Va
7
7
legal rights
rights of creditors
creditors ............
542
642
Big Stone Lake, Minn. and S.
S. Dak.,
I liens of carriers
Dak.,
carriers limited.
limited ................
542
preliminary examination,
preliminary
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
carrier
carrier not
not liable for goods lawfully
lawfully sold...
sold
542
542
made ....................
410
.
410
negotiation
order;_ indorsement
in blank
blank
negotiation of order;
indorsement in
542
River Miss.,
Miss.
Big Sunflower
Sunflower River
indorsement
indorsement to order.
............
543
appropriation for improvement
improvement of......
of._ .. •.397,
397
397,397
by transfer of order;
order; straight bills subject
subject
Bigelow, Charles
Charles L.,
L.,
to existing
existing equities
equities...........
543
pension increased .......................
1526 !
1526
by possessor
possessor .......
.............
543
Bigelow, Jennie
Jennie D.
(widow),
D. (widow),
rights
of
purchaser
rights of purchaser ...................
543
643
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
. 1530
1530
rights of transferee
of
order,
if
not
negotransferee of order, if not negoBigelow, John W,
W.,
tiated
tiated.............................
543
pension
pension increased .....
....................1330
1330
straight
straight bill; notice
notice to carrier.......
carrier
543
Bigelow, Lulu S.
S. Knight
Knight (widow),
(widow),
attachment
before notice
notice ..........
attachment before
543
pension ...........................
1295
1295
notification
notification required
required
................ 543
Bigger,
Bigger, Robert,
Robert,
indorsements;
indorsements;
rights acquired
acquired by.........
by
543
pension
pension increased....................
increased
1280
1280
warranty of indorser;
indorser; limit
warranty
limit...........
543
Bighorn National
National Forest,
Wyo.,
Bighorn
Forest, Wyo.,
responsibility
responsibility
mortgagee
of
mortgagee
...
........
544
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of _ 458,
458, 1146
validity of negotiation
validity
purchaser for
negotiation
by
purchaser
for
Bil, Ida (widou),
Bid,
(widow),
value,
value, etc.,
etc. when wrongfully
wrongfully sold
sold...
544
pensionn
.............................
pension...
1582
b
aed, etc
etc .................
of goods mortga:
mortgaged,
544
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Bills of Lading-Continued.
rage.
purchasers for
for value,
value, etc.,
etc., exempt
exempt from
from selpurchasers
sellers'
etc ....................
544
lers' liens, etc
544
rights of mortgagees
mortgagees or
holders .
544
or lien
lien holders.......
544
punishment for
counterfeiting, etc........
etc
544
punishment
for counterfeiting,
544
uttering
etc ................
544
uttering counterfeits,
counterfeits, etc
544
statements, etc
etc ...................
544
false statements,
544
--other violations
violations
544
....................
544
meaning of terms used
meaning
used....................
545
545
prior issues of, not affected
affected............... 545
not to
affect reinvalidity of any
any part, not
to affect
remainder of
mainder
of Act
Act..............---..
545
in effect
passage
in
effect January
January first, after
after passage......
545
545
of Lading,
Lading, Interstate
Interstate Commerce,
Commerce,
Bills of
liability
of
carriers
for
liability
or
full value of loss or
damage-damage..
442
--..------------...
agreements, etc.,
agreements,
etc., limiting,
limiting, void
void......... 442
442
baggage...
442
not applicable
applicable to passenger
passenger baggage....
442
shipments on
except
shipments
on declared
declared value,
value, except
ordinary live
stock
442
ordinary
live stock...............
442
rates as to declared
declared value to be established. ...........................
lished.
442
"ordinary live stock"
"ordinary
stock" construed
construed...---.
442
Biloxi,
Biloxi, Miss.,
Mis.,
appropriation for
harbor.
397
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
397
Bingarnan, Robert
Bingaman,
Robert J.,
J.,
pension
increased
pension increased ......................
1536
1536
Bingham, Charles
Bingham,
Charles H.,
H.,
remains of, may be removed
removed from District
District
of Columbia
Columbia ....................... 1300
1300
Binghamton, N.
N. Y.,
Binghamton,
Y.,
deficiency
appropriation for
builddeficiency appropriation
for public
public building .............
...............
17
Binitrobenzol,
Binitrobenzol,
duty on.
793
duty
on..
........
..............
798
Binitrochlorbenral,
Binitrochlorbems,
duty on .............................
7796
Birtitronaphthalene,
Binianaphtalan,
on
793
duty on.....................
.........
79
Binitrotoluol,
Binitrotoluol,
duty
on. ..............................
793
duty on
793
Binnts,
George
Binnix, George,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................ 1445
1445
Biologic
Biologic Products,
Products,
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, control
control of
279
appropriation
of......
279
Biological
of
Biological Survey
Survey Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of
Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
appropriation
for salaries
salaries
..............466,1155
466,1155
for general
general expenses
expenses................. 466,1155
466, 1155
illegally
for preventing
preventing shipment
shipment of
of illegally
killed
killed game,
game, etc
etc.
.......... 466,1155
466,1155
for maintenance
maintenance of
of game
bird
for
game reserves,
reserves, bird
preserves,
467,1155
preserves, etc
etc .................
467, 1155
improving game
preserve, Sully's
for improving
game preserve,
Sully's
Hill Park ......................
467,1155
467,
1155
for
etc., food
habits of
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
food habits
of
birds and
and mammals
mammals........... 467,1155
467,1155
rearing,. etc.,
animals
467,1155
rearing,
etc., fur-bearing
fur-bearing animals...
467,1155
destroying ground
destroying
ground squirrels.
squirrels ...... 467,1155
467,1155
_
467
study of
of diseases
diseases of ducks in
in Utah
Utah....
467
destruction
destruction of
coyotes, etc.
etc_ 467,1155
of wolves, coyotes,
467,1155
for protection
protection of stock,
stock, etc.,
etc., by supsuppressionofrabiesinwild
preseion
of rab ies in wild animals.
animals. 467,1156
for investigating
etc., of
of anianiinvestigating migration,
migration, etc.,
mals and plants ................. 467,1156
for
bird
law
467,1156
for enforcing
enforcing migratory
migratory bird law..... 467,1156
for
expenses
467,1156
for administrative
administrative expenses.........
467,1156
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for destroying
destroying
affected with rabies...
wolves, etc.,
etc., affected
rabies_
24
24
expenses................... 32,826
for general
general expenses
32,826
Bird
Bird Preserves,
Preserves,
appropriation
appropriation for protection, etc.,
etc., of
of..._467,1155
Birds,
appropriation
for preventing
shipment of
of
appropriation for
preventing shipment
illegallv
---............. 466.
illegally killed.
killed,I etc
466,1155
1155
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I ____
-
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Birds and
Mammals,i
Page.
Birds
and Mammals,
rge.
appropriation for
for i
nvestigating food
habits,
appropriation
investigating
food habits,
etc
467, 1155
etc............................
467,1155
Birds, Migratory
Game, etc.,
etc.,
Birds,
Migratory Game,
appropriation
for
enforcing
law
protectappropriation for enforcing law protecting
467,1156
ing.........................
. 467,1156
convention with
with Great
Great Britain
Britain for
for reciprecipconvention
rocal
of, in
in Canada
Canada and
and
rocal protection
protection of,
United
States
1702
United States.....................
1702
regulations prescribed
for protection
protection of
1792
regulations
prescribed for
of.... 1792
Birge, Mary
A. (widow),
Birge,
Mary A.
(widow),
pension
increased
1549
pension increased........................
1549
Birmingham, Ala.,
Birmingham,
Ala.,
appropriation
for public
public building
263
appropriation for
building..........
263
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing
17
ing ...............................
17
loan of tents,
Vettents, etc.,
etc., for
for Confederate
Confederate Veterans' encampment
encampment at
at ...........
10
erans'
10
Birmingham,
County Building
Building
Birmingham, Ala.,
Ala., Jefferson
Jefferson County
and
Association,
and Loan
Loan Association,
refund
of excise
corporation tax
refund of
excise corporation
tax.......... 1492
1492
Bisbee,
Watson F.,
Bisbee, Watson
F.,
pension
increased1570
pension increased......................
1570
Biscayne Bay,
Bay, Fla.,
Biscayne
Fla.,
appropriation for
improvement of Miami
Miami
appropriation
for improvement
harbor;
harbor; contracts
396
contracts..................
396
Bish, Lewis,
Bish,
Lewis,
pension increased...................
pension
increased
1406
1406
George H.,
H.,
Bishop, George
pension increased........................
increased
1306
1306
Bwrnarck, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Brsmard,
appropriation
for Indian
school
144,982
appropriation for
Indian school......... 144,982
terms of court
court at ......
386
..................... 386
National,
Bison Range, Montana
Montana National,
appropriation for
467,1155
appropinati
for leghltellailee
nitenance ........ 467,1155
BiMsone, Sophia
Sopha E.
Bisscmett,
E. (widow)s
(widow),
pension
increased
1260
pension inreased........................
1260
BittarrootNational
Bitterroot
r Mont.
NatinalForfa
Foret,
ont.,
appiupriateon for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
appropriation
Bjarnscm,
Einar,
Biarson,Einer,
penm-on..................................
1594
B
r
1
1594

William W.,
W.,
Bachly, William
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1325
1325
BCack,
BlaCt, parks,
Charles,
pension..
pension
1573
.................................
1573
Brick,
B.,
Black, Charles
CharlesB.,
pension increaed
increased
1561
Bpension
.
..........
1561
Black Death,
Dsath,
Bket
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
of epidemic..
epidemic
279
approriation
279
Black, George,
?eorge,
Black,
appointed on Board of Managers,
appointed
Managers, VolunVolunteer
teer Soldiers'
Home
1134
Soldiers' Home.
..........
1134
Black Hills National
NationalForest,
Forest,S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation
of. 458,1146
458,1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
restrictions on agricultural
agricultural entries,
entries, LawLawrence
and
Pennington
counties
in,
rence and Pennington counties in,
removed
440
...............
440
Black,
Black, Jim,
Jim,
fee simple
simple homestead
homestead patent confirmed
confirmed to
990
to. 990
Black, John,
John,
pension increased
increased........
pension
1334
......
1334
Blact John Slough, Cal.,
Black
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of,
of, to be
be
made.................
made
...
. 410
410
Black
Lake Harbor,
Harbor, Mich.,
Hick,
Black Lake
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
made ...........................
409
Black, Perry,
Black,
Pery,
pension
increased
pension increased ....................
1334
....
Black, Peter,
Peter,
Black,
pension increased
increased.....................1359
pension
1359
Black River, Ark.
Ark. and
and Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of _
appropriation for
399
bndge authorized
authorized across, Bennetts Ferry,
bridge
Ferry,
Ark
Ark........................
440
440
Rntlor County,
Cnl
ntvr
M a
Butler
VUIJ
IMo .........
...........
U
5
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Black
Page.
B1lack River,
Kiver, Mich.,
Mich.,
rage.
appropriation
for improvement
at Port
Port
of, at
improvement of,
appropriation for
Huron ..........................
401
Black
River, N.
Black River,
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
of.
395
395
for improvement
improvement of........
appropriation
Black Rock
N. Y.,
Y.,
Black
Rock Harbor,
Harbor, N.
appropriation for
for improvement
of
392
392
..
improvementof.....
appropriation
Black Warrior
Ala.,
WarriorRiver,
River, Al
Black
post
on -...
538
538
lights, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized on
post lantern
lantern lights,
Black,
William A.,
A.,
Black, William
pension increased
1508
pension
increased........................
1508
Blackburn,
Harmon,
Blackburn, Harmon,
pension
1538
pension increased
increased........................
1538
Blackburn,
Blackburn, Payton,
Payton,
pension
1240
pension increased
increased.......................
1240
Blackburn,
Blackburn, Tennessee
Tennessee A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1383
pension increased
increased........................ 1383
Blackburn, William
William P.,
P.,
Blackburn,
pension
increased ........-.....--....
1227
pension increased
1227
Blackfeet
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
Blackfeet Agency,
appropriation for
Indians
etc., of Indians
support, etc.,
for support,
appropriation
at
138,980
at......-..--...................
138,980
Blackfeet
Mont.,
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Mont.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of._
125,970
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 125,970
Blackfeet
Reservation, Mont.,
IndianReservation,
Mont.,
Blackfeet Indian
appropriation
for cattle,
for Indians
139
on 139
Indians on
etc., for
cattle, etc.,
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing irrigation
systems on;
on;
irrigation systems
for
repayment ......................
140,980
140,980
repayment
payment of
of charges
charges by
by settlers
settlers.. --......... 140
140
payment
purchasers
140
liability of allotment
allotment purchasers....
140
allowance for
for passenger
veallowance
passenger carrying
carrying vehicles ...........................
hicles.
980
980
for Great
Company for
for
for
Great Northern
Northern Railway
Railway Company
repairs
mad; conditions
308
repairs to
to road;
conditions.....----.... 308
irrigation work
in, by
by Reclamation
Reclamation Service.
141
irrigation
work in,
Service.
141
allowance
carrying vevefor passenger
passenger carrying
allowance for
hicles
141
hicles ........
...................
141
announcement of
of assessments
assessments of
of irrigairrigaannouncement
tion charges;
ratio
141
tion
charges; ratio.................
141
payment
in annual
installments, etc
141
payment in
annual installments,
etc..
141
tribal funds used
construction work to
used for construction
be returned
returned to
to Indians
Indians ............
141
be
141
construction
construction work
work reimbursed
reimbursed from
from
charges
141
charges ..........................
141
share
Indian allottees
141
share of
of Indian
allottees. .............
141
payment
of maintenance
and operation
payment of
maintenance and
operation
cost.
142
cost. .............................
142
continuance
of previous
rights
continuance of
previous water
water rights
for
Indian lands
142
142
for Indian
lands ..................
general
to be
etc
142
general regulations
regulations to
be prescribed,
prescribed, etc.
142
collection
142
collection of
of charges,
charges, etc
etc.............
142
Blackfeet
Forest, Mont.,
Blackfeet National
NationalForest,
Mont.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
458, 1146
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
appropriation for
Blackjish
Blackfish Bayou,
Bayou, Ark.,
Ark.,
appropriation
399
of ........
399
improvement of.
appropriation for
for improvement
Blac
hurst, Elijah,nlias
William Henry,
Blackhurst,
Elijah,'aliasWilliam
Henry,
pension increased
increased ......................
1525
pension
1525
Blackstone,
William,
Blackstone, William,
pension increased
increased........................
1513
1513
Blackwell,
Blackwell, John
John A.,
A.,
pension
1517
pension increased
increased........................
1517
Blackwell,
B ackuwel, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
public building
263
appropriation for
for public
building .........
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuildfor public
ing
ing ..............................
17
Blair,
Henry W.,
W.,
Blair, Henry
investigation,
etc., of
attorney for
investigation, etc.,
of claim
claim as
as attorney
for
certain
certain Indians
Indians ..................
147
147
Blair,
Blair, William,
William,
pension increased
pension
increased....-....---.............1260
1260
Blair, William,
Blair,
reimbursement
reimbursement to
to........................
1478
1478
Blair,
William W.,
Blair, William
W.,
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1435
1435
Blake, Christopher
Blake,
Christopher C.,
C.,
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
1211

Blakely
Page.
tBlaely,.,Joshua,
Joshua,
rage.
pension
1547
pension increased
increased ......................
1547
Btalock, Irene
Irene (widow),
Blalock,
(widow),
pension
1364
pension..................................
1364
Blanchard,
Blanchard,Francis,
Francis,
pension increased........................
increased
1245
pension
1245
Bland,
Bland, Ewing
Ewing C.,
C.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for services......
services
818
818
Blanden, George,
Blanden,
George,
pension increased........................
increased
1440
pension
1440
Blankinship, Francis
Blankinship,
M.,
Francis M.,
pension increased-.......................
increased
1557
pension
1557
Blanton,
Blanton, Thomas
Thomas <T.,
J.,
pension increased--......................
increased
1284
pension
1284
Bkuser, Edward,
Blauser,
Edward,
pension increased........................
increased
1565
pension
1565
Blessing,
John H.,
a,
Blessing, John
pension increased......-...-.............
increased
1518
pension
1518
Bletrins,
George WI,
Bleins., George
W.,
pension increased
pension
increased.--.....---................ 1430
1430
Blind Children,
Blind
Children, D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for instruction
instruction of,
out of
the
of, out
of the
appropriation
District
699,1027
District.......................... 699,1027
deficiency
appropriation for
for instruction...
instruction...
806
deficiency appropriation
806
Blind,
D. C,
C.,
Blind, D.
appropriation
for aid,
aid, etc.,
National LiLietc., National
appropriation for
brary
for
710,1038
brary for..................-..
710,1038
Polytechnic Institute..
for Columbia Polytechnic
Institute- 710,1038
710,1038
Bliss,
David
G.,
Bliss, DavidG.,
1415
pension increased
increased..................
1415
Block-Signals, etc.,
etc., Systems
Systems on
Block-Signals,
on Railroads,
Railroads,
appropriation
for
investigations,
etc.
280
280
appropriation for investigations, etc......
Blodgett, Celia
Celia A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Blodgett,
pension
1480
pension........................................
1480
Blodgett,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Blodgett, Nary
Mary A.
pension
1329
enaon---..................................
------1329
Blodgeti,
Blodgett, Silas,
Silas,
pension
increased ........................
1292
pension increased
1292
Blood, Hannah
F. (widow),
(widow),
Blood,
Hannah F.
pension increased........................
increased
1242
pension
1242
Blood, W.
W.,
Blood,
W. W.,
payment to..................
to
1354
payment
......
1354
Bodgood, Anna
J. (widow),
Bloodgood,
Anna J.
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1284
pension
1284
Broodgood, Bessie
Bessie G.
G. (widow),
(widow),
Bloodgood,
pension
1380
pension..............................
1380
Bloodworth, John
John P.,
P.,
Bloodworth,
pension increased
pension
increased...................... 1370
1370
Bloom,. Juliann
Bloom,
Juliann (widow),
(widow),
increased .......................
1442
pension increased
1442
B&wm,field,
Bl
field, Incl.,
Ind.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
for Grand
Grand
condemned cannon
Army
842
Army Post
Post .......................
842
Blase,
Geor.
ge A.,
Blose, George
A.,
pension
1481
pension increased
increased ......................
1481
Blose,
John,
Blose, John,
pension
increased
1519
pension increased......................
1519
Bloss,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Bloss, Jane
Jane E.

pension
increased
......................
Btu,
pension
Bessieincreased
D. (widow),

1205
120.5
Blu, Bessie D. (widow),
pension
1588
pension..............................
1588
Blue
Earth, Minn.,
Blue Earth,
Minn.,
condemned
to ............
832
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
832
Blue
Grass, Kentucky
and Canada,
Canada,
Blue Grass,
Kentucky and
appropriation for
preventing admission
admission of
of
for preventing
appropriation
adulterated, etc.
seeds of..........
of
453
adulterated,
etc.,'seeds
453
percentage of
of pure
pure seeds
seeds required.....
xequired
453
percentage
453
Blue,
James,
Blue, James,
pension
increased
1559
pension increased.......................
1559
Blueford, John,
Blueford,
John,
pension
increased ......................
1384
pension increased
1384
Bluff
Tenn.,
Bluff City,
City, Tenn.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
to ...........
831
condemned cannon
831
Bluffton,
Blufton, hid.,
Ind.,
appropriation for public
public buildin..........
building
2133
appropriation
263
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Blunt,
Page.
Page.
Oscar,
Blunt, Oscar,
pension increased
increased ........................ 1522
pension
Board
of Charities,
D. C.,
Charities, D.
Board of
appropriation for
expenses ............
706,1033
for expenses
appropriation
for motor
1034
motor ambulance,
ambulance, etc ..............
for
Board
D. C. (see
Guardians, D.
Children's Guardians,
Board of Children's
Children's Guardians,
(1, Board
D. C.,
Board
Guardians, D.
Children's
of).
of).
Board
Department,
Interior Department,
of Appeals,
Appeals, Interior
Board of
appropriation
of, etc......
etc.
99,1103
members of,
for members
appropriation for
Board
of General
Appraisers,
GeneralAppraisers,
Board of
appropriation
fees, etc.,
etc., of witnesses
witnesses
for fees,
appropriation for
.
before
311
before...........................
Board of Indian
Commissioners (see Indian
Indian Commissioners
Board
Commission).
Commission).
Board of Mediation
Conciliation, United
Mediation and Conciliation,
Board
States,
States,
appropriation
281
............
for salaries
salaries .
appropriation for
for
authority required........
required
281
expenses, authority
for expenses,
Board of
and Fortification,
Army,
Board
of Ordnance
Ordnanceand
Fortifieation,Army,
appropriation
for general
350,913
expenses ...... 350,913
general expenses
appropriation for
for civilian
350,913
..................
member. ..
civilian member
for
350,913
etc.... 350,913
guns, etc
experimental guns,.
tests of experimental
for tests
inquiry
invention
350,913
as to
to right of invention.....
inquiry as
Board of
of Visitors,
Academy,
Military Academy,
Visitors, Military
Board
498
appropriation
.............
for expenses
expenses
appropriation for
Board
of
Visitors,
Naval
Academy,
Board of Visitors, Naval Academy,
appropriation
_
608,1187
expenses...........
appropriation for expenses
608
composition
............
modified
composition of, modified
608
members
appointed by
President
by the
the President.....
members appointed
from
Senate and
and House of Reprethe Senate
from the
608
sentatives
sentatives.........................
ex-officio,
chairmen of
A airs
of Naval
Naval Atrairs
ex-officio, chairmen
Committees
606
Committees...................... 608
08
.......- 608
travel allowances
allowances................
Board on
Mobilization of
Industries Ilisential•
Eaential
of Industries
on Mobilization
Board
;
for Military
Preparedness,
gPreparedne
Military
fr
appointment
of, authorized,
asitcrical assiit?
authorized, clerical
appointment of,
sacs,
etc.,
for
214
ance, etc., for...................
Boarchnan,
(widow),
Boardman, Abbie C. (widow),
1255
................. pension
1255
increased......
pension increased
Boardman, Goodrich
Goodrich D.,
D.,
Boardman,
payment
for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
to, for
payment to,
Sherman
Oreg
1355
1355
County, Oreg.........-..
Sherman County,
Boards of Trade,.
Trade,
Boards
exempt
income tax
766
tax .................
from income
exempt from
Boards
Trade, Etc.,
Boards of Trade,
tax
on contracts
contracts for
for future
of cotton for
for sales of
tax on
delivery at
476
476
at .......................
delivery
Boberg,
Mathias,
Boberg, Mathias,
pension
increased...................... 1237
pension increased
Boca
Ceiga Bay, Fla.,
Fla.,
Boca Ceiga
appropriation for
for improvement
channel
of channel
improvement of
appropriation
to Tampa
396
through..........
Bay through
to
Tampa Bay
preliminary examination,
etc. to be
be made
examination, etc.,
preliminary
for
through Johns Pass
to..- 408
Pass to.
channel through
for channel
Bockheim,
A.,
John A.,
Bockheim, John
pension
1575
1575
pension..............................
Bodenharner,
Isaac H.,
Bodenhamer, Isaac
pension
........ ..... 1207
increased ..........
pension increased
Boehmler,
Edward,
Boehmler, Edward,
pension
increased
..... ......- - 1516
pension increased.......
Boesen.
Henry,
Boesen. Henry,
........ 1372
pension
pension.........................
Boetticher, Elizabeth
(widow),
Boetticher,
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1575
..... - ..... 1575
..................
pension
Boeuf River,
River, La.,
Boeuf
La.,
appropriation
of
398
for improvement
improvement of........
appropriation for
Boff,
Boff, Ignatius,
Ignatius,
1528
- 1528
pension increased
increased....................pension
Bogardus,
H.
John H.,
Bogardus, John
1540
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Bogert,
T.
William T.,
Bogert, William
1370
pension increased
increased ......................-.
pension
A;.,
Boggs,
Boggs, John A.,
pension increased.
increased ....................1519
1519
pension
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Bogus
Folio, La.,
La.,
Bogue Falia,
appropriation for
397
397
of.........
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
Bogue,
William
Bogue, William;
pension
1399
........................
pension increased
increased
Bo/tall,
Bohall, Henry,
1454
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Boise
Arrcnorock Railroad,
Railroad,
Boise and
andArrowrock
sale
authorized of,
when no
no longer used for
for
of, when
sale authorized
irrigation
construction work........
work
506
irrigation construction
Boise, Idaho,
Boise,
Idaho,
appropriation for
assay office
office at
89,1093
at........ 89,1093
for assay
appropriation
Boise Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Boise
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.;
use
of
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
.......
304
. ..
balance...
sale
Arrowrock Railroad
in
Railroad in..
506
sale of Boise
Boise and
and Arrowrock
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Boise National
appropriation
of 458,
1146
458, 1146
etc., of.
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Bolivia,
Bolivia,
appropriation
for minister to..........
to
1048
252, 1048
appropriation for
Bolster,
George W.,
W.,
Bolster, George
1463
pension increased........................
increased
1463
Bolton, Frank
Frank T.,
1485
pension
increased
1485
pension increased.....................
Bond,
Bond, George,
George
pension
increased
1209
pension increased....................... 1209
Bonds,
Bonds, etc.
of Porto Rico, exempt
exempt from taxation
953
taxation......
Bonds,
etc., Railway,
Bonds, etc.,
Railway,
appropriation for
securing information
information conconfor securing
appropriation
281
cerning issues of....................
of
cernsn
Bonds,
(see
Federal Farm
Farm(see also Federal
Lo
Bonds, Farm
Farn Loan
Loan
Act),
Loan Act),
provisions
..
provisions relating
relating to
to issue, etc.,
etc., of
of.......
375
Bonds,
etc.,
Bonds, Lost,
Lost, etc.,
payment
trustees, etc.,
etc., of
James, A.
to trustees,
of James
,payment to
Chamberlain
Chamberlain..................-.,, 14¢4
Bonds, Panama
-•
anal,
Prmaan Canal,
Bonds,
nitale
authorized for
for manufacture
of-nimanufacture of
sale of,
of, authorized
215
trates, etc.,
Government ...
trates,
etc., by the Government
time
for redemption
216
216
redemption modified
modified...........
time for
1180.of, for expenses
expenses of Shipping Board,
Board,
use.of,
732
authorized........................
authorized
732
unused portion
portion of, authorized
authorized for speciunused
1003
fied expenses.......................
expenses
redeemable within
1003
redeemable
within fifty years
years........ 1003
Bonds,
United States
States
States (see also United States
Bonds, United
Securities),
Securities),
appropriation for
two per
centum,
percentum,
for refunding
refundingtwo
appropriation
into.
into. Treasury
Treasury notes
notes or three
three per
centum bonds....................
bonds.
276
276
centum
investment
investment of surplus postal savings deposits in
160
positsin..........................
disposal
160
160
of, to pay
pay withdrawals
withdrawals ........
disposal of,
Issue
per
issue authorized
authorized of $100,000,000
$100,000,000 three
three per
cent, for specified expenditures....
expenditures
1002
1002
cent,
one
three per
per cent
cent certificates
certificates of
one year
year three
1003,
deposit,
deposit, increased
increased to $300,000,000..
$300,000,000
1003 issue
$150,000,000, to meet emergency
emergency
issue of $150,000,000,
naval
expenditures.............. 1201
naval expenditures
1201
maturity;
interest
1201
1201
maturity; interest.....................
no
circulation
privilege
1201
no circulation privilege................
exempt
1201
taxation............... 1201
exempt from
from taxation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of preparing,
preparing,
appropriation
etc
1201
1201
etc............................
Bonne
Bonne Terre,
Terre, Mo.,
Mo.,
263
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
building
263
appropriation
Bonner
Bonner County,
County, Idaho,
66
may
Pend Oreille River.
River .........
bridge Pend
may bridge
Bonney,
A.,
Bonney, Alfred A.,
pension
increased
1317
pension increased.....................
Booher, Elijah,
Elijah,
Booher,
1250
pension
=creased ........................
1250
pension increased
Book,
W.,
G. W.,
Book, John
John G.
1334
pension
increased
1334
pension increased.....................
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Bookkeeping
and Warrants
Division, Treasury Page.
Department,
and
Warrants Division,
Department,
division, etc..
79, 1083
appropriation for chief of division,
etc.. 79,1083
Stinson,
Books, Stinson,
pension increased
increased....................... 1308
1308
Boone Iowa
Boone,
Iowa,
appropriation for public building.........
building
appropriation
263
Boonton, N. J., Building and
and Loan
Loan AssociaAssociation,
tion,
refund of excise corporation
tax .......... 1492
refund
corporation tax
1492
Booth, Jacob,
Jacob,
pension increased
increased...................... 1535
1535
Booth,
Julia E. (widow),
Booth, Julia
pension
increased
1549
pension increased ........................ 1549
Boothbg,
Boothby, George
George F.,
pension increased...
increased
.................. 1490
1490
Boothe, James
James L.,
pension increased
1318
increased................... 1318
Boor,
Booz, Joel T.,
pension increased
increased.................
.... 1254
Borland,
Borland, Melissa A. (widow),
(widow),
1236
pension increased
increased ......................
1236
Born, Gus,
Gus,
pension
1385
pension.......
1
....................
1385

Born,
C.,
Born, Robert
Robert C.,
patent to ......................
land patent
1336
Boseley, Robert
Robert L.,
pension increased......................
increased
. 1427
1427
Bosler, John W.,
pension increased......................
increased
1559
1559
James,
Bosley, James,
pension
increased
pension increased.....................
. 1266
1266
Bostian, Lucie C. (widow),
Boastian,
pension ............................
1280
1280
Bostick, Thomas
Thomas S.,
pension increased......................
increased
1406
Boston, Mass.,
appropriation
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
treasurer's office . .............
........ 87,1092
87, 1092
for transfer
transfer of city quarantine
quarantine station,
station, to
to
270
Public Health Service .............
270
maintenance of harbor ...........
391
for maintenance
391
for navy yard, public
public works
works......... 565,1177
to build ships
for
&pupping navy
for equppig
navy yard
ard to
build ships
for increase
of the
618
for
increase of
the Navy
Navy...........
618
construction of capital
construction
capital ahips
ships forthforthwith..........................
with
618
. 618
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building, rent
rent......................
824
contract authorized for use of dry, dock;
etcity, compensation, etc
caacity,
etc....... 1184
1180
immedate construction;
construction; docking
immete
docking rates,
etc
................................. 1180
Bostwick, Joseph L.,
Bastwick,
L.,
increased
pension increied.......
............
1447
Booell, Elisabeth
Boswell,
ElisabethS.
8. (widow),
(widocw),
pension incraed
increased ...................
1342
Boswell4,
Boswell, Emma B.
B.(widow),
pensionincreased
...................
1449
pension
'
Bosworth,
J.,
Bosrth, Lycurgue
Lycurgus J.,
pension increased.....................
increased
.
1426
Botanic Garden,
Garden, D. C.,
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, asistassi's t.appropriation
laborers
75,1079
ants, and
and laborer.............
75,1079
for repairs and improvements.,
improvements .......75,1079
general repairs
327
for general
repairs...................
327
for removing fence and wall, etc......
etc
327
H.,
CharlesH.,
Bothwell, Charles
increased
1559
pension increased........................
1559
Botinier,
Boinier, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
increased
1442
pension increased ...............
.....
1442
Botner, Benjamin,
Benjamin,
1515
pension increased
increased
................. ...
Botsford, H
.
.enry W.,
W.,
Botsfrd,
Henry
pension
pension increased
1514
increased.......
.............
1314

Page.
Boubar, John
alias James
James Rockwell,
Rockwell,
Boubar,
John 0.,
0., alias
Pag
pension increased
1504
increased ....................
1504
Boudreau, Calice,
Boudreau,
Calice,
increased
1524
pension increased..................
1524
Matilda C. (widow),
Boulden, Matilda
1416
pension increased
increased ........
........... 1416
Boulter, Clara
ClaraP.
P. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
1294
Bonito., Collingwood,
Boulter,
Collingwood,
pension increased
1533
pension
increased...
....................
1533
Boundary Commission, Mexican,
appropriation
continuing work.
.... 256,1051
256, 1051
appropriation for continuing
work ....
Boundary Line, Alaska and Canada,
Canada,
appropriation
surveying and
appropriation for surveying
and marking
256, 1051
ing......................
256,1051
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
deficiency
829
Boundary Line, Canadian,
Canadian,
appropriation
marking, etc.......
etc..
appropriation for
for marking,
256,1051
for advances
advances to
to Commissioner........
Commissioner
for

256,1051
256,1051

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for............. 16,829

Bounty,
Bounty,

itriprvriation for
volunteers, Civil
Civil Var...
297
appropriation
for volunteers,
War...
297
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for seamen's endeficiency
listment
listment...........................
30
for soldiers whohave
who tliave served in Arm
Army outside
side of continental
continental limits,
limits, reenisng
reenlisting
Reserve
in Regular
Regular Army Reerve...........
188
Bourstine, Taubynet
Bourstine,
Taubyna (widow),
pension
1414
pension .........................
1414
Bayard,z Joseph 0.,
0.,
Bowvrd
pension
increased
1454
pension increased.............
..
........ 1454
Boyce,
A.,
Bovee, Nicholas
Nicholas A.,
pension increased..
increased
1206
..................... 1208
Bowen,Atrna
H.,
Bowen, Au.na H.,
pension
increased
1488
pension increased...........................
1488
Bowen,.
Bowen, Alberta.,
Albertas,
pension increased
increased
1309
pension
...................... 1309
Eliza S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Bowen, Eliza
pension increased
1241
pension
increased ......................
1241
Bowen,. Jabez
Jabez R.,
Bowen,
R.,
pension
1553
pension increased
increased .....................
1553
Bowen,.
A.,
Bowen, William A.,
pension ............................
1364
134
Bowen,.
Bowrn, William C.,
pension increased
increased
1578
pension
........................ 1578
Bowen.,
A.,
Bowns, William
William A.,
pension
1595
pension...........................
1596
Bowers,
Bower, .Erastus
lraatuw T.,
pension increased..................
increased
1296
pension
. 1296
Bowers,
Bowers, Henry C.,
increased
1533
pension increased.........................
1533
Bowers, Kate A. (widow),
(widow),
Bowers
pension
increased
1328
pension increased................... 1328
E. (widow),
(widow),
Bowers, Maria
MariaE.
pension increaed...................
increased
1209
pension
1209
Bowlegs, Daid,
David,
Bowlegs,
appropriation
from Creek funds
funds ......
986
appropiation for, from
986
Bowles, Cynthia
Cynthia M.
(widow),
Boles,
M. (widow),
pension increased
increased ........---............ 1234
Bowleg,
Bowley James,
James,
pension
pension increased
increased........................
1520
Proprietors,
Bowling Alley
Alley Proprietors,
special
791
special tax imposed on ...................
791
Bowman,
Bowman, Cyrus,
pension increased
increased ........................ 1266
Bowman, Cyrus T.,
Bowman,
T.,
pension increased
1521
increased .......
.................
1521
Bowman,
Daniel,
Bowman, Daniel,
pension increased
increased .......................
1409
Bowman, Emma M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased.
..................
1205
Eva M.,
Bowman, BEa
payment to, for
for death of
of husband
payment
husband.i .....
1467
Bowman, Mary Jane (widow),
nenion
............------15B1
pension increseadd
increased
1591
---
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Bowman,
(widow),
rage.
Bowman, Polly
Polly Ann
Ann (widow),
......
pension increased
increased ..............
1580
158(
Bowman,
Robert
S.
Bowman, Robert S.,
pension increased
increased ........................ 1556
Bowser/George
George W.,
Bowser,
W.,
pension increased........................
increased
1234
1234
Box Elder
Box
Elder County,
County, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
appropriation for educating Indian pupils
at Washakie
Waahakie school
school.................
153
Roy Scouts
of America,
America, D.
Boy
Scouts of
D. C.,
C.,
granted to ........
.......
charter granted
227
incorporators; powers,
powers, etc
etc ..............
incorporators;
227
exclusive
etc
228
exclusive right to emblems, etc.......
228
by
229
annual reports to be made by............
229
Boyce,
Charles,
Boyce, Charles,
increased ...................
1572
pension increased.
1572
Boyce, La.,
La.,
Boyce,
bridge authorized across Red River, at
928
at...
928
Boyd,
B.,
Boyd, Charles
CharlesB.,
pension increased......................
increased
1576
1576
Boyd, David
David P.,
P.
Boyd,
pension
1426
.............
pension increased
increased .....
Boyd, Frank
Frank A.,
A.
Boyd,
pension increased.
increased .....
1411
............
Boyd,
H.,
George H.,
Boyd, George
appropriation for, superintendent
superintendent Senate
appropriation
66,
66,1070
Document Room ............
1070
Boyd, Jacob,
_
Jacob,
Boyd,
1252
pension
increased
............
increased
......
pension
Boyd, Lotta
Lotta K.
(widow),
K. (widow),
Boyd,
pension increased
1595
increased..................
Boyd,
Thomas H.,
.,
Boyd, Thomas
pension increased.................
increased
1562
pension
Boyer,
Boyer, Pierce
PirceB.,
B.,
pension ...........................
1367
penion
Boyle,
(widow),
Boyle, Barbara
Barbara(idow),
pension
1375
pension.......................
Boys'
RgOrfra School,
National
(see National
School, D.
D. C.
C. (see
Boys' Rqform
Training School for Boys,
Boys, D. C.).
C.).
Brabstm.,
E. (widow),
(widow),
MarthaE.
Brabson, Martha
.....
.........
...............
pension
pension
1372
Brackett,
Charles R.
R.
Brackett, Charles
pension increased............
increased
....... 1401
Brackett, Hiram
Hiram R.
R.,
Brackett,
........
pension increased
increased ................
1307
pension
Brackett,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Brackett, Mary
1225
pension ............................--.- 1225
Brackett, Viola
Viola R.
R.(widow),
(widow),
Brackett,
1217
pension
increased ........................ .
1217
pension increased
Bradbury,
M.,
Charles M.,
Bradbury, Charles
1364
pension increased
.........1364
pension
increased ...............
Bradbury, Mary
widow),
Mary I.
I. (idow),
Bradbury,
1318
pension increased
increased ..................-. 1318
pension
Braddock, James
James E.,
E.,
Braddock,
1585
pension
1585
pension..............................
Bradds, Ilezekiah,
Hze:ekiah,
Bradds
1543
.pension increased.....................
increased
1543
pension
Bradford,
1
/arum,
.Marion,
Bradford, .
1454
pension
increased ....................
-.
. 1454
pension increased
Bradford,
E. (widow),
widow),
.Iary E.
Bradford, Mary
1314
pension increasea
increased ...................1314
pension
Bradford, William
William J.,
J.,
Bradford,
1317
pension
increased
. 1317
pension increased...................-.
Bradish, Charles
E.,
Charles E.
Bradish,
1536
pension
1536
----.
..
pension increased
increased ..............Bradish, Ethan
Ethan A.,
A.
Bradish,
1216
pension increased
increased .......................
1216
pension
Bradley, Frank
S.
Bradley,
Frank S.,
1398
pension increased
increased ......................1398
pension
Bradley, Joseph,
Joseph,
Bradley,
133
appropriation
to............
appropriation for payment to
Bradley
.,Julia
Julia C.
C. (uidow),
(widow),
Bradley,
.295
pension
11295
increased.....................
pension increased
Bradley, Margaret
(widow),
JMargaretB.
B. (widow),
Bradley,
229
----pension increased
1229
increased . ..................
pension

Page.
Bradley, Wiliam,
P.
Bradley,
William,
pension increased......................
increased
1359
H.,
Bradley, William H.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1483
Bradshaw,
H.,
Bradshaw, William
William H.,
payment of Court of Claims findings to
payment
of
heirs of......................
1496
Brady, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
increased................... 1423
Brady, Nancy
(widow),
Brady,
Nancy R.
R. (widow),
pension increased
increased.................... 1312
Branamon, William
if,
William H.,
Branaman,
pension increased
increased ...................
1500
1500
Branch, Clarinda
Branch,
Clarinda(widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
penson increased
.................. 1564
Brand,
Leei
(widow),
Brand,
pension
Lee
ncreased
(widow),
pension increased ........................ 1422
1422
Branclstedt,
F.,
Brandstedt,P.
P. F.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for ............
817

Brannan,
John,
Brannan,
pension John
increased
,

pension increased

Branton, John,
John
Branson,

......................

1230
1230

pension increased ...
..............
1416
Brant, Ellen
Ellen MW.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Brant,
pension
increased
pension increased
.........................
1216
Brant,
Brant, Henry
Benry C.,
C.,
pension...
pension....
...................... 1387
Brant, William,
William,
Brant,
increased ...................... 1339
pension increased
1339
Branum, Oleanne
()Jeanne Marie,
Marie,
Branum,
homestead entry validated
1465
validated...............
. 1465
Breach, Charles,
Brach,
Charles,
payment
payment to
to....
1472
..............
...............
1472
Broach, Irate,
Brasch,
Kate,
payment
to
1472
paymmet to
....
......................
... 1472
Brasch, Valentine,
Brach,
Valentine,
payment
to heir,
heirs, etc.,
etc., of...............
of.
1472
paymentto
1472
Brass, Bridget
Bridget (widow),„
(widow),
Brssl,
pension
1399
pension increased
increaed......................
Bretton, Robert
Bretton,
Robert R.,
R.,
1310
pension
increased
pension increased...................
1310
Ilraugh.ler, David
David J.,
J.,
Braughler,
pennon
increased ...................
1281
1281
penionincreased.
Brought, William
William F.,
.,
Braught,
1222
pension increased................
increased
1222
pension
Brawn, George
W.,
Brawnl,
erge W.
pension increased
1510
1510
pension
increased b...... r .........
Browner,
Bratwtnr, Clara
Clara May
May (lai49/teer),
(dauhter),
1231
pension
1231
pension.............................
Bray,
Bray, Fide&
Pidello L.,
L.,
pension increased
. 1282
increased..................
pension
Brazil,
Brazil,
appropriation for ambassador
to
252,1048
ambassador to.......
appropriation
treaty
advancement of general
general
the advancement
treaty with, for the
1698
peace
peace.......................
Brazos River,
River, Tes.,
Tex.,
Brazos
appropriation for
of mouth..
mouth
398
398
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
improvement of, Old Washington to
for improvement
Waco; locks and dams
dams .............. 398
Velaeco to Old Washington............
Washington
Velasco
398
authorized acrcee,
Somerville
across, Somerville
bridge authorized
County, Tex
Tex.....
............
354
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to b
be made
preliminary
of, and tributaries,
tributaries, for flood protecprotection
408
..........
..
Breach
of Promise
Promise of
of Marrcae,
Marriage,
Breach of
accompanied by seduction,
liabilities
seduction,
liabilities for, accompanied
released by discharge
discharge in banknot released
ruptcy ........................
999
Breen,
Lizzie (widow),
Breen, Lizzie
(widow),
pension
pension.................................. 1359
1359
Brendler,
Brendler, Fritz,
Fritz,
pension
1460
pension increased
increase
.....................
d
1460

~n·I~'t'ion
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Brenham, Tex.,
Tex.,
Btrenham,

Page.
Page.
Bridges-Continued.
Bridges—Continued.
,
Page.
rage.
appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
building ..........
263
construction
of, authorized
across Flint
Flint
construction of,
authorized across
deficiency
appropriation for public
builddeficiency appropriation
public buildRiver,
Murrays Ferry,
Ferry, Ga
Ga .........
387
River, Murrays
387
............ ....................
17
ing
17
Newton, Ga
Ga
52
Newton,
.....................
52
Brennan, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
Brennan,
(widow),
Fox River,
Aurora, Ill
Ill .................
Fox
River, Aurora,
55
pension
1328
pension increased
increased
...................
1328
Fox
Lake Village, Ill
Ill ...............
Fox Lake
923
923
Brenneman,
Isaac,
Brenneman, Isaac,
Geneva,
.............
Geneva, Ill .....
59,223
pension
increased ........................
1282
pension increased
1282
Grand Calumet
Calumet River,
River, East
East Chicago,
Chicago,
Grand
Brenner,
Jacob,
Brenner, Jacob,
Ind ..........................
251
251
pension increased
increased.................
1437
Hammond,
251
pension
... . 1437
Hammond, Ind
Ind ...................
251
Bresett t James
James E.,
E.,
Bresett,
Lake
11
Lake County,
County, Ind ....................
11
pension increased
pension
increased ........................
1463
1463
Little River,
River, Ark
352
Little
Ark................
352
Breswnaan,
Bresnahan, Mary (widow),
(widow),
Mahoning
River, Warren,
Ohio...........
529
Mahoning River,
Warren, Ohio
529
pension ...
pension
........................
Youngstown, Ohio
1206
Youngstown,
Ohio ..................
9,671
9,671
Brevard,
R.(widow),
Brevard, Margaret
MargaretR.
(widow),
Merrimack River,
River, Mass ...............
Merrimack
37
.
37
Mississippi River,
724
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1586
1586
Mississippi
River, Aitkin
Aitkin County,
County, Minn.
Minn
724
Brewer, Garrets
GarrettC.,
Brewer,
Bellmini
County, Minn
921
Beltrami County,
Minn .............
921
pension
pension increased
increased....................
1259
Mimi ........................
Bemidji, Minn
947
Brewer,
Burlington, Iowa
Brewer, Joseph
Joseph C.,
C.,
Burlington,
Iowa ...................
11
LauRing, Iowa
37
pension increased
pension
increased ...................
1337
Lansing,
Iowa ....................
37
Minneapolis, Minn
Josiah,
Brewer,
Brewer, Josiah,
Minneapolis,
Minn. ...................
34
34
pension
pension increased
increased ....-...............
New Orleans,
Orleans, La
La ....................
1506
441
1506
441
Brewer, Martha
Martha (widow),
Brewer,
Missouri River,
Missouri
River, Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S.
S. Dak
58
Dak ....
58
pension
pension...........................
Sheridan
1332
Sheridan and Richland
Richland Counties,
Counties,
Brewer,
Brewert Sarah
Sarah S.
S. (widow),
' •
14,121,510
Mont...................
14, 121, 510
1217
Wiliston,
pension
1217
445
pension ................................
Williston, N.
N. Dak ....................
Brewster,
Brewster, Amanda
Amanda (widow),
(widow),
Yankton County,
49
Yankton
County, Nebr................
Nebr
49
pension increased
increased
pension
.................
1307
1307
Monongahela
River, W.
Va ..............
52
Monongahela River,
W. Va
52
Brewster, Ella
(widow),
Brewster,
Ella J.
J. (widow),
Nanticoke
Del ................
872
Nanticoke River, Del
872
Niagara River,
River, N.
N. Y.
Y
751
Niagara
.................
751
pension
1288
pension..................................
1288
North
Branch of
Susquehanna River,
Pa.
751
Brewster,
(son),
North Branch
of Susquehanna
River, Pa_
751
Brewster, Orin
Orin (son),
Ohio River,
Pittsburgh, to
to McKees
McKees
1239
pension ............................
1239
Ohio
River, Pittsburgh,
Products,
Rocks, Pa
Rocks,
Pa ......................
36
Brick Products,
Steubenville, Ohio
Ohio ...................
appropriation for study of processes,
processes, etc.,
appropriation
etc.,
Steubenville,
55
Pearl River,
River, Miss.
and La
La ...
948
in manufacture
115,
in
manufacture of ................
115, 1116
Pearl
Miss. and
........... 948
Oreille
River,
Metaline
to
MetaPend
Oreille
River,
Metaline
to
MetaBricker, Laura
LauraD. (mother),
Bricker,
line
Falls, Wash
34
line Falls,
Wash ...................
.
34
1577
pension
1577
pension ...........................
Priest
River, Idaho
Idaho ..................
Priest River,
66
Bridgeforth,
Bridgef.
orth, Samuel,
Perdido
Ala. and
and Fla
Fla .............
235
Perdido Bay,
Bay, Ala.
.
235
pension increased
increased ................
1332
pension
....
1332
Potomac River, Md
899
Potomac
Md .................
Bridgeport, Conn.,
Cann.,
Bridgeport,
Red
River, Highlanding,
.
512
appropriation
building .........
263
Red Lake
Lake River,
Highlanding, Minn
Minn....
512
appropriation for public
public building
Kratka
Township, Minn
Minn. ............
Kratka Township,
925
Bridger
National Forest,
Forest, Wyo.,
Bridger National
Wyo.,
Red
Red River,
River, La ......................
928
of. 458,1146
appropriation
etc., of.
458, 1146
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
1198
Index,
1198
Index, Tex
Tex .....................
proclamation
1784
proclamation enlarging
enlarging area
area of
of...........
1784
Terral. Okla
Okla .....................
251
Terral,
251
Bridges,
Bridges,
appropriation
for constructing,
constructing, in Nogales,
Nogalee,
Red River
of the
Minn. and
and
Red
River of
the North,
North, Minn.
appropriation for
N. Dak
N.
Dak ............................
924
924
Ariz.,
Ariz., customhouse
customhouse lands
lands............ 278
Dak.................
514
Bellmont,
for
Little Colorado
Bellmont, N.
N. Dak
.
514
for constructing,
constructing, across
across Little
Colorado
Caledonia,
and
Canyon Diablo
Diablo Rivers
Rivers near
near
Caledonia, N.
N. Dak
Dak.................
511
6511
and Canyon
Hendrum,
Hendrum, Minn.,
Minn., and
and Elm River,
Leupp Indian
Indian Agency,
Ariz ........
Leupp
Agency, Ariz
975
975
Mississippi River,
Cass Lake
ReservaMississippi
River, Casa
Lake Reserva.
N.
5....
11
•
N. Dak
Dak .......................
511
tion, Minn.,
Minn., from Indian
funds...... 978
Rock
River, Wis
Wis.....................
996
Indian funds
Rock River,
996
978
Saint
Saint Francis
Francis River,
River, Browns
Browns Ferry,
Ferry, Mo.
Mo
7
7
San Juan River,
River, San Juan
Juan County,
County,
N. Mex.;
Mex.; repayment
repayment from
from Indian
Indian
Butler and
and Dunklin Counties,
Counties, Mo
Mo. ....
7
Butler
7
Craighead
funds
Craighead County,
920
County, Ark..............
920
funds
......
............... 926
926
Parkin, Ark
Ark ..................
920,947
Parkin,
920,947
construction of,
of, authorized
across AlleAlleconstruction
authorized across
gheny
Saint Louis
Louis River,
River, Minn ..............
436
436
gheny River,
River, Pa
Pa ..................
53
53
Oil City,
City, Pa
Pa ...............
Oil
Saint Marys
Ga. and
Saint
Marys River,
River, Ga.
and Fla
Fla ...... 165,436
..........
.
4
4
Savannah
River, Browns
Browns Ferry,
Ferry, Ga
Ga ......
534
Anacostia River,
River, D.
D. C
Savannah River,
534
Anacostia
C..................
566
Arkansas River, Ark ...................
Georgia
and South
South Carolina
387
Georgia and
Carolina .....
.....
387
927
Tulsa,
Tulsa, Okla
Okla........................
4
Snake River,
River, Idaho
34
Snake
Idaho ..............
...... 34
4
BarkRiver,
Hansen,
59
BackRiver, near
near Savannah,
Savannah, Ga
Ga..........
66
Hansen, Idaho
Idaho .................
....
59
Bartholomew, Ashley
Strawberry
Island, Wash
Wash.............
235
Strawberry Island,
235
Bayou Bartholomew,
Ashley County,
County,
Ark
Spanish River,
Ala.................
520
Ark.........................
445
520
Spanish
River, Ala
445
Morrell, Ark
Ark .....................
Susquehanna River,
River, Milton
Milton to
to West
West
Morrell,
Susquehanna
354
354
Wilmot, Ark
Ark ..
Wilmot,
................
Milton, Pa
Pa.....................
49
353,353
Milton,
49
Black River, Bennetts
Black
Sunbury to
to Monroe,
Monroe, Pa
48
Bennetts Ferry,
Ferry, Ark
Ark.......
440
Sunbury
Pa ..............
48
440
Butler County,
Butler
County, Mo
Mo .................
55
Tallapoosa
River, Ala
Ala.................
928
Tallapoosa River,
928
Brazos
River, ,
Tex
354
Brazos River,
ex ..................
47
Tennessee
River, Tenn
Tennessee River,
Term...............
47
354
Chattahoochee
River,
Ga
...............
6
Tombigbee
Chattahoochee
Tombigbee River,
River, Ala................
Ala
123
123
6
Colorado
533
Colorado River, Cal .................
Tug
Fork
of
Big
Sandy
River,
Ky.
and
Tug
Sandy River, Ky. and
533
Connecticut River,
River, Mass
536
Connecticut
Mass ...............
W. Va
W.
Va.........................
77
536
Cumberland River,
River, Tenn
Cumberland
Tenn............. 924,924
Wabash
River,
Ind
251
Wabash
River,
Ind
...............
251
924,924
Delaware River,
River, N.
N. J
Delaware
J ................
872
West Pascagoula
River, Miss ...........
872
West
Pascagoula River,
236
236
Flint River,
De Vaughns
Va has Siding,
Flint
River, De
West Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
River,
35
Siding, Ga
Ga _
.... _ 35
West
Susquehanna River,
Huguenins Ferry, Ga................
.
513
Hugueadris
Ga
Creek ......512
513
Montgomery
Montgomery and
and Muncy
Muncy Creek
is]

m

s

-

f

#

INDEX.
Page.
Bridges—Continued.
Page.
Bridges-Continued.
West
construction
construction of, authorized across West
Branch
Branch of Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, Watsontown and White Deer, Pa .......
513
sontown
Williamsport to Duboistown,
Duboistown, Pa ...... 512
Williamsport
Yellowstone
Yellowstone River, Richland County,
County,
Mont
510
Mont.............................
235
Sidney, Mont
235
Mont ......................
Sidney,
construction of dam
authorized
dam and,
and, authorized
construction
Ohio ......
Mahoning River, Ohio.
921
across Mahoning
maintenance
etc., at Memphis,
Memphis,
maintenance of wagon, etc.,
Tenn., dispensed
dispensed with ..............
723
Tenn.,
reconstruction
across, Alleof, authorized
authorized across,
reconstruction of,
898
N. Y
gheny River, Allegany,
Allegany, N.
Y ......
gheny
871,
871
Warren
Pa.................
871,871
County, Pa
Warren County,
925
........................
Flint
925
Flint River, Ga
Wabash
Silverwood, Ind .........
50
River, Silverwood,
Wabash River,
authorizing pontoon,
repeal of Act authorizing
pontoon, across
across
repeal
Missouri
S.
Chamberlain, S
Missouri River, Chamberlain,
Dak
58
Dak .............................
923
Pistakee
and Nippersink
Nippersink Lakes,
Lakes, Ill
Ill.....___
923
Pistakee and
time extended
Delaware
constructing, Delaware
for constructing,
extended for
time
861
River, Trenton,
Trenton, N. JJ...............
River,
Eastern Branch of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River,
River, Nor236
folk,
'
236
Va .........................
folk, Va
Hudson River, Castleton to Schodack
Schodack
446
..................
Landing,
446
Landing, N. Y
243
La....
Mississippi River,
River, Baton
Baton Rouge, La
243
Mississippi
830
.................
Memphis,
830
Memphis, Tenn ...
Missouri River, Kansas City, Mo......... 511
Mobile Bay,
Bay, Ala
246
.....................
Ala
Mobile
4
Rock
River, Colona Ferry,
Ill ..........
4
Ferry, IH
Rock River,
11
Saint
River, Saint Francis,
Francis, Ark.
Ark
Francis River,
Saint Francis
Bridges, Andrew
.
J.,
Andrew J.,
Bridges,
pension increased
- ... . . 1512
increased........................
pension
Bridges,
(widow),
Annie (widow)
Bridges, Annie
pension
'
'1244
pension.........................
Bridges, Charles
Bridges,
Charles G.,
pension
increased .....................
1461
pension increased
C.,
Bridges, D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for construction and re689,1017
1017
689,
ppair
air............................
M Street
Street Bridge,
Bridge, replacing
replacing two
two trusses
trusses
M
....................... 689
and floor .
bridges over railroads;
repairing
street bridges
railroads;
repairing street
689
repayment......................
689
repayment
for Highway,
Highway, operating,
operating, painting,
painting, etc.
etc. 689,1017
689,1017
construction
for South Dakota
Dakota Avenue, construction
over Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Railroad
over
1018
tracks.
1018
tracks .........................
for
Anacostia,
operating
689, 1018
689,
..............
for Anacostia, operating
for plans for new Calvert
Calvert Street Bridge
689
over Rock Creek
Creek...................
291
for
constructing new
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct ........
for constructing
Creek,
deficiency
appropriation for Rock Creek,
deficiency appropriation
21
....................
at Q
Q Street ....
new
authorized; cost, etc ......
163
new Aqueduct, authorized;
appropriation
163
etc.............
appropriation for plans, etc.
railroad, across
across Anacostia
Anacostia River to conrailroad,
authorized...
nect
566
navy yard, authorized
with navy
nect with
John C.,
Briggs, John
Briggs,
1284
pension increased
increased ......................
1284
pension
Bright,
Frances A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Bright,.Frances
pension
increased
1278
pension increased .....................
Briley, Nelson,
1248
increased .....................
pension increased
1248
Brimberry, Perry,
Perry,
Brimberry,
1323
increased ........................
1323
pension increased
John.
Brin,
Brin, John.
pension increased ......................
1397
pension
E.,
George E.,
Brink, George
Brink,
homestead
homestead entry validated ...............
1301
A.,
Bristol, Ezra
Bristol,
Ezra A.,
1519
pension increased.....................
increased '
1519
Brittain,
F.,
Brittain, James
James F.,
1403
..................
ion increased
in crpwqd
noen
pension
1403
- - - -------------------

1849
1849

Brittain,
Page.
Pagm
P.,
William P.,
Brittain, William
1567
pension
reased
........................
inc
pension increased
Britton, Aaron,
Britton,
1561
increased ........................
pension increased
Del.,
Creek River, Del.,
Broad Creek
394
appropriation
improvement of .........
appropriation for improvement
Broaddus,
D.,
.
PleasantD.,
Broaddus, Pleasant
pension
1410
1410
........
increased .............
pension increased
Broadfrt,
A. (widow),
(widow),
SabrinaA.
Broadfoot, Sabrina
pension
1399
pension .................................
Jacob,
Brock, Jacob,
1425
pension increased
increased ........................
Horace A.,
Brockway,
A.,
Brockway, Horace
1562
pension
increased........................
1562
pension increased
Brodie, John,
Brodie,
. 1471
payment
payment to.........................
Brogan,
J.,
Brogan, John J.,
pension
1380
pension................................
Brokers,
Brokers,
790
special
special tax imposed
imposed on ..................
Cornelia (widow),
Bronaugh, Cornelia
Bronaugh,
....- 1427
pension
increased
pension increased..........-.......
Y.,
Bronx Kills, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made, Harlem River
River to
to Long
Long Island
Island
406
Sound from.......................
Sound
Bronx, N.
N. Y.,
Bronx,
842
condemned
cannon granted
granted to .............
842
condemned cannon
Bronx River, N. Y.,
Y.,
improvement of
of........
392
appropriation
appropriation for
for improvement
392
Y.,
N. Y.,
Brooklyn,
Broo
lyn, N.
appropriation for
public building,
post
appropriation
for public
building, pest
office ........................
263
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to, for McKinMcSin841
le Park
Park ........................
ley
842
.....................
''
''
for Sunset
t3unset Park
Cora
Brooks,
rapks, Cora E.
B. (daughter),
(daughter).' •
pension................................
1425
pension
Brooks, Harry
Harry E.,
E.,
Brooks,
1382
•pension
1382
pension .............................
James,
Brooks, James,
1511
increased. ...............---.....
pension
pension increased.,.,.
B.
Brooks, William B.,
pension
increased ........................
1453
pension increased
Brooks,
P.
Brooks, William P.,
1437
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Corn,
Broom Corn,
appropriation
study of,
of, and
and improveimprovefor study
appropriation for
ment
454, 1142
...................... 454,1142
ment
Brosius, Fannie
(widow),
Fannie (widow),
Brosius,
. 1571
pension increased
increased .....................
John,
Brough, John,
pension increased
increased .......................
1409
pension
H.,
Brower, William H.,
1427
pension
pension increased.........................
increased
Brown,
Asa T.,
Brown, Asa
pension increased
increased ......................
1238
pension
D.,
Brown, Byron D.
1543
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Brown,
E.,
CharlesE.,
Brown, Charles
1508
pension increased
increased ........................
Clark,
Brown, Clark,
Brown,
....-- 1578
pension.......................-..Clark
E., E.,
Brown, Clark
dispossessed homestead,
payment to, for dispossessed
payment
homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg.............. 1354
EdEar,
Brown, Edgar
Brown,
1527
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
H.,
Edward H.,
Brown, Edward
Brown,
1372
increased ...................
pension
pension increased
Ella R. (widow),
Brown, Ella
(widow),
1511
increased
pension
pension increased ...................
B.,
Ernest B.,
Brown, Ernest
1371
pension
1371
pension.............................
Brown, Frances
Brown,
Prances (widow),
1339
pension .
1339
............................
pension

1850
Brown, Francis
FrancisM.,
M.,
pension
pension ...... .......................
Brown, Frank
Frank W.,
W,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Frederick W.,
Brown, Frederick
W.,
pension
pension...........................
Brown,
Elizabeth (daughter),
(daughter),
Brown, Grace
Grace Elizabeth
pension
pension ...........................
Brown, Helen
Brown,
(widow),
Helen M.
M. (widow),
pension..............................
pension
Brown, Henry,
Henry,
pension
pension..................................
Horace L.,
Brown, Horace
L.,
pension increased.......................
increased
Brown,
M.,
Brown, James
James M.,
pension increased
pension
increased ..........
..........
Brown,
Brown, James
James T.,
T.,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
Brown, John,
Missouri Volunteers,
Volunteers,
John, Missouri
pension increased-....
pension
increased
..........
Brown,. John,
John, New
New Jersey
Volunteers,
Brown,
Jersey Volunteers,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
C.,
Brown, John
John C.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Brown, Julia
Brown,
Julia S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
pension
increased ......................
Brown,
Irate
A.
(widow),
Brown, Kate A. (widow),
pension
............................
Brown, Lewis,
Brown,
Lewis,
pension increased......................
increased
Brown, Lucetta
Lucetta (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased
...................
Brown, Lucy
Brown,
F. (widow),
Lucy F.
(widow),
pension increased
increased... ......
.........
Brown,
Mahlon,
Brown, Mahlon,
homestead
homestead entry validated
validated .............
Brown, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
pension increased ........................
Brown, Mary E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
pension ................................
Brown,
Brown, Morgan,
Morgan,
pension increased
increased.......................
Brown, Nannie
Nannie P.
widow),
P. (widow),
pension
pension increased ....................
Brown, Omar
Omar E.,
E.,
pension.........
pension
...
..................
Philip W.,
Brown, Philip
W.,
pension increased........................
increased
Samuel,
Brown, Sanuel,
pension increased ........................
Brown, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
Thomas, Iowa
Brown, Thomas,
Iowa Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased
increased....................
Brown, Thomas,
Volunteers,
Thomas, Missouri
Missouri Volunteers,
pension increased........................
increased
Brown Transit
Transit Company,
Company,
may change name
"Charles L.
name of
of steamer
steamer "Charles
L.
Hutchinson"
Hutchinson" to "Fayette
"Fayette Brown".
Brown"
Brown, Weltha
Brown,
A. (widow),
Weltha A.
(widow),
pension increased ....................
Brown,
William
G.,
jr.,
Brown,
jr
.
,late a
aRepresentative
Representativein
in
Congress,
Congress,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
pay to
to widow
widow.
appropriation for
for pay
of.................................
of
Brown, William
William IL,
H., Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased........................
increased
Brown, William
William H.,
H., Missouri
Missouri Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased
increased.....................
Brown, William H.,
Volunteers,
H., Ohio
Ohio Volunteers,
pension increased
increased......................
Brown,
William T.,
Brown, William
T.,
pension increased
increased .......................
Brown,
Wylie,
Brown, Wylie,
pension ...............................

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.
1375
1590
1368

1485
1485
1228
1228
1290
1290
1514
1514
1449
1449

1339
1568
1568

1311
1291
1291

1454
1454
1268
1424
1271
1274
1301
1301

1519
1256
1256

1278
1312
1358
1425
1403
1450
1450

1489
1489
1461
1461
946
1236

820
1539

1242
1242
1229
1229
1523
1483

Browning, William R.,
Browning,
Page.
Page
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
1487
1487
jr.,
Browning, Wood, jr.,
pension
1522
pension increased
increased ......................
1522
Browns Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across Savannah
Savannah River
River at
at
534
534
Browns Ferry,
Ferry, Mo.,
Mo.,
Browns
bridge authorized
across Saint
Francis
authorized across
Saint Francis
River at..........................
at
77
Bruce, John
John II.,
Bruce,
H.,
payment
to
1352
payment to....
.......
...............
1352
Bruce,
John W.,
W.,
Bruce, John
pension increased
increased .....................
1384
pension
1384
Brumette,
William,
Brumette, William,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
1501
1501
Brummet,
Christopher C.,
C.,
Brummet, Christopher
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
1505
1505
Brundage, Hiram
Brundage,
Hiram F.,
F.,
pension
increased
pension increased .....................
1245
1245
Bruno,
Bruno, Jacob,
Jacob,
pension
increased.. .
pension increased
1578
....................
1578
Brunswick,
Ga.,
Brunswic, Ga.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of harbor..
harbor
395
395
Brussels,
Belgium,
Brussels, Belgium
appropriation for
for Bureau
Bureau for
for Repression
appropriation
Repression of
of
African Slave
Slave Trade
Trade at..........
at
256,1052
African
256,1052
for
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary lInion
Union
for Promoting
Promoting International
International ArbiArbifor
tration
tration at ......................
257,1053
257,1053
Bruusgaard
Bruusgaard Kiosterud
Dampskasaktieselskab,
Kosterud Dampslkaaktieselakab,
claims
claims for damaaes
damages to "Hesperus"
'Hesperus" subsubmitted
milted to district court
court .............
1261
1261
Bryan,
Bryan, Harry E.,
E.,
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1579
1579
Bryan, James
James H.,
H.,
pension
increased
1240
pension increased ......................
1240
Loan and
BuildBryan, Ohio,
Ohio, Home
Home Savings,
Savings, Loan
and Building
Association Company,
Company,
ing Association
excise corporation
refund of excise
corporation tax.
1493
tax..........
1493
Bryant,
Henry
M.,
Bryant, Henry M.,
pension increased.......................
increased
1482
1482
Bryant, Huldah
Bryant,
Huldah E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
pension
pension. ...........................
1421
1421
Bryant, Noble,
Noble,
pension increased
1327
pension
increased........................
1327
Bryant, Oliver,
Oliver,
Bryant,
pension................................
pension
1364
1364
Bryant, Ralph
Ralph H.,
H.,
pension ..............................
1381
1381
Bryant,
Brycmt, Sanford
R.,
Sanford R.,
pension increased
1415
increased ......................
1415
Bryant ! Susan
(widow),
Bryant,
Susan (widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1264
1264
Bryant,
Vilos E.,
Bryant, Vilos
E.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1511
pension
1511
Bubonic
Bubonic Plague,
Plague,
appropriation
appropriation for prevention
prevention of
279
of epidemic
epidemic..
279
Buchanan,
Emma F.
F. (widow),
Buchanan, Emma
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased........................
1586
1586
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
Bucher, Catharine
pension
1217
pension increased
increased ........................
1217
Buck, James
James A.,
A.,
Buck.
pension
pension increased
1430
increased......................
1430
Buckelew,
John,
Buckelew, John,
pension ................................
1387
1387
Buckhannon,
W. Va.,
Va.,
Buckhannon, W.
appropriation for
public building
263
appropriation
for public
building........
263
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for public
public buildbuilding
17
ing..............................
17
Buckholdt,
Joseph A.,
A.,
Buckholdt, Joseph
payment to,
for
injuries
1347
payment
to, for injuries ................
1347
Buckley, John
John J.,
J.,
Buckley,
pension
increased
pension
1314
......................
1314
Buckley,
L.,
Buckley, Joseph
Joseph L.,
pension increased
increased.......................
1211
1211

INDEX.
INDEX.
Buckley,
(widow),
Page.
Page.
Mary (widow),
Buckley, Mary
pension
1380
1380
pension ................................
Buckley,
A.,
William A.,
Buckley, William
pension
1386
1386
pension ...............................
Buckwalter,
H.,
ChristianH.,
Buckwalter, Christian
1273
pension
increased
1273
pension increased.......................
Bucy, Erasmus,
Erasmus
1545
pension
increased .......
1545
...............
pension increased
Buehler, John
John E.,
E.,
Buehler,
pension
increased
.
1404
pension increased..................
Buehler, Martin,
Martin,
Buehler,
1539
1539
increased ........................
pension increased
(widow),
Annie B. (widow),
Buell, Annie
pension
1451
pension ................................
Buena Vista,
Va.,
Buena
Vista, Va.,
263
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
appropriation
Aires, Argentina,
Argentina,
Buenos Aires,
appointment
International
appointment of delegates to International
High Commission
Commission at,
ratified, etc...
etc
88
at, ratified,
High
88
appropriation
expenses .............
appropriation for expenses
John
Buettner, John,
pension
increased ........................ 1429
pension increased
Buffalo,
Buffalo,
appropriation
for careof,
care of, Yellowstone
Park.. 307
Yellowstone Park
appropriation for
for
Range, etc.......
etc
467,1155
467,1155
Bison Range,
for Montana
Montana Bison
Buffalo
Bayou,
Tex.
Buffalo Bayou, Tex.,
preliminary
exaniination,
of,
be
etc.,
of,
to
be
examination,
preliminary
408
made ....................................
Buffalo,
N. Y.,
Buffalo, N.
appropriation
for public
public building,
CUBbuilding, cusappropriation for
............. 263
tomhouse, etc
etc ......
tomhouse,
392
improvement of harbor .............
for improvement
751
bridge
Niagara River at.
at
751
acrs Niagara
authorized across
bridge authorized
substitution
in hen
hie of, authorof tunnel in
substitution of
ized ...........-...............
751
ized
preliminary
made
nex ination, etc., to
to be made
preliminary examination,
406
of,
harbor, creek,
creek, and
canal.—
406
ad ship canal....
of,harbor,
Buffalo,
Wyo..,
Buffalo, Wyo.,
appropriat
i
on
for
public
building
264
264
building.........
public
appropriation for
Bu
(woidow),
Matiaa (widow),
Budia, Matilda
pension
pension................................ 1325
Buffington,
R.,
Benjamin R.,
Buffington, Benjamin
pension
1465
pension ................................
Buhl,
Augustin,
Buhl, Augustin,
pension
increased .....................
1366
pension increased
Building
and Loan Associations,
Associations,
Building and
refund
of illegally
illegally collected
collected excise
excise corcorrefund of
poration
tax to
to designated
designated......... 1491
poration tax
Building
and
Loan
Associations,
Mutual.,
Building and Loan Associations, Mutual.,
exempt
from income
tax
766
766
................
income tax..
exempt from
Building
Inspection, I).
D. C.,
Building Inspection,
appropriation
for salaries,
salaries, division
division of...
677, 1004
of... 677,1004
appropriation for
for
by elevator
elevator inspecinspecused by
for motorcycles
motorcycles used
tors
677,1004
677,1004
tors .........................
for
677,1004
677,1004
transportation ................
for transportation
Building
Materials,
Building Materials,
appropriation
fire-resistinvestigating fire-resistfor investigating
appropriation for
ing properties
properties of
114,1115
114,1115
of..............
ing
Buildings,
D. C., Condemnation
Condemnation of
of Dangerous,
Dangerous,
Buildings,D.C.,
appropriation
683,1011
of.........
expenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
InsaniCondemnation of InsaniD. C., Condemnation
Buildings,
Buildings, D.
tary,
appropriation
for expenses
board.... 691,1020
expenses of board
appropriation for
Buis,
Brother,
Buts, Brother,
pension
1578
increased.....................pension increased
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria,
neutrality
proclamation
against violating neutrality
proclamation against
in war
France, Great
Great
between France,
war between
in
Britain, Italy
and Servia
and....... 1757
Servia and
Italy and
Britain,
Bulgaria, Roumania,
Roumania, and
Serbia,
and Serbia,
Bulgaria,
appropriation for
to........... 252,1048
minister to
for minister
appropriation
Bullard, Charles
Charles W.,
W.,
Bullard,
pension increased
increased .....................-1530
pension
Bullion
and Coin,
Coin,
Bullion and
freight
on
.............
83,1088
appropriation
appropriation
for
freight
o
-rr--r----

1851
1851

Bullion, Gold,
Page.
Pa
Gold,
Bullion,
issue
gold certificates
for deposits of
certificates for
of gold
issue of
225
stamped
................
stamped
not
to exceed
exceed two-thirds
two-thirds of amount
amount
not to
outstanding ......................
225
outstanding
Bunch,
Jennie S. (widow),
Bunch, Jennie
increased .......................
1345
pension increased
Bundy,
Fred,
Bundy, Fred,
pension increased
increased ......................
1373
pension
Bunker
Christ Protestant
Protestant
Va., Christ
Hill, W. Va.,
Bunker Hill,
Episcopal
Episcopal Church,
payment of
Court of Claims
Claims findings
to.... 1497
findings to
of Court
payment
Buoys,
etc.,
Buoys,
appropriation for
317
317
for.........................
appropriation
32,826,830
deficiency appropriation
32,
826, 830
appropriation for ........
deficiency
Burbridge,
J. (widow),
(widow),
argaret J.
Burbridge, Margaret
1331
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Burchett,
V.,
Leo V.,
Burchett, Leo
pension increased
increased ........................
1578
1578
pension
Burchfield,
Commodore P.,
P.,
Burchfield, Commodore
pension increased
1431
increased..................... 1431
pension
Burd,sall,
N.,
Burdsall, Stephen N.,
1515
pennon
increased
1515
.....................
increased
pension
Bureau
Publication of
of Customs Tariffs (see
for Publication
Bureaufor
International Bureau for Publication
Publication
International
of
of CUStAMEI
Customs Tariffs).
African Slave Trade
Bureau
fa.• Repressing
Repressing African
Bureau fo'
(s..e International
Bureau for ReInternational Bureau
(sbe
preaiing
African Slave Trade).
preing African
Bureau
(see Pan
Pan AmeriAmeriRepublic (see
of American
Aerican Republics
Bureauof
can
can Union).
Union).
Bureau
Survey (see
Biological
Biolgical
(
Bioloical Surey
of Biological
Bureau of
Survey
Bureau, Department of AgriAgriSurvey Bureau,
culture).
culture).

Bureau
Chemisby (see Chemistry
Bureau,
Chemstty Bureau,
Bureau of Chemistry
Deperimentof.
Agriculture).
of Agriculture).
Depyrtraait
Bureau of
of Constrution
Construction and Repair,
Navy,
Rcpair, NEey,
Bureau
Yesappropriation
constrietion,
ete., ot
of Vesettion, etc.,
Seo'cesu
o for
appropriati
sels
• ...................
.604,
1184
04,1184
Al.......
for equipment
..
605,1184
6061184
supplies............
for
equipment supplies.—
for eollier
-1.ins "Ulyse"
"Ulysses" and
606
606
"Achilee"...
and "Achilles"...
for
limit of repairs,
wooden ships.....
ships
605,1184
repairs, wooden
limit
other ships.....................
ships
605,1184
605, 1184
other
ships in
waters
605,1184
605,1184
in foreign
foreign waters............
ships
specified
ships
605
specified ships....................
clerical, etc.,
etc., services............
services
606,1184
605,1184
clerical,
etc.,
limitc=pairs,
capital ships,
ships, etc.,
for reirs, to capital
limit
in
605
605
..........................
increased
sale
sale of unserviceable
unserviceable auxiliaries,
auxiliaries, etc..
etc
605
for
improvement
of
construction
construction
of
improvement
for
plants
605,1185
plants
.........................
Guard cutters;
cutters; limit of cost
cost inCoast Guard
creased
1186
1185
creased .......................
for three
three additional
additional cutters;
cutters; duties desdesfor
ignated...............
.........
ignated
1185
617,1191
vessels
for construction
construction of new vessels.......
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department....
97,1100
Department.... 97,1100
for clerks,
draftsmen,
etc., may
may be
be paid
from
draftsmen, etc.,
paid from
97,1101
"Construction
Repair"
"......
and
Repair
"Construction
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction
deficiency
and
repair
22,
30, 33, 42, 815, 825,828
825, 828
22, 30,33,
and repair......
additional employees,
employees, 1917, Navy
Navy Defor additional
partment.
813
813
partment. ..........................
technical,
etc., services
services limit, intechnical, etc.,
813
creased ...........................
813
creased
for
"Yantic"
815
for work
work on
on S. S. "Yantic"......-......
assistant chief,
chief, to
to be
be detailed
detailed from naval
naval
assistant
constructors ....................
558
constructors
Construction Corps; percentage
percentage of authorauthorConstruction
576
ized
576
ized officers ........................
advancement
in rank,
rank, lower
grades
576
576
lower grades.....
advancement in
computation of
of grades
semiannually__
577
grades semiannually....
computation
ratio
distribution of grades...........
grades
577
ratio of distribution
filling
vacancies; ensigns
eligible after
ensigns eligible
filling vacancies;
577
year's service
service.................. 577
one year's

1852
1852
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and Repair,
Repair, NavyNavy- Page.
Bureau of
of Construction
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Construction
Corps; additional
additional numbers
numbers
Construction Corps;
excluded
computation
577
excluded from
from computation.........
577
577
no reduction
reduction of number
number in
in grades
grades .......
577
technical services,
etc., allotment
allotment for
for 1916,
technical
services, etc.,
1916,
increased .........................
23
increased
23
Bureau of
Estimates (see
Bureau
of Crop
Crop Estimates
(see Crop
Crop Estimates
Estimates
Bureau,
Department of
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau, Department
Bureau of
of Education
Bureau
Education (see
(see Education
Education Bureau,
Bureau,
Interior Department).
Interior
Department).
Bureau
of Efficiency
(see Efficiency
Efficiency Bureau).
Bureau).
Bureau of
Efficiency (see
Bureau
and Printing
Printing (see
Bureau of
of Engraving
Engraving and
(see EnEngraving and Printing,
Degraving
Printing, Treasury
Treasury Department).
partment).
Bureau of Entomology (see Entomology BuBureau
Bureau, Department of
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
of Equipment,
Navy,
•
Bureau of
Equipment, Navy,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for equipment
equipment of
deficiency
of
vessels ..........................
825
Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce
Bureau
(see Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
(see
Domestic ComCommerce Bureau, Department
Department of ComCommerce).
merce).
Bureau
Bureau of Immigration
Immigration (see Immigration
Immigration Bureau, Department
Department of Labor).
Labor).
Bureau of
of Indian
(see Indian
Bureau
Indian Affairs
Affairs (see
Indian DepartDepartment).
Bureau of
Insular Affairs
Bureau
of Insular
Insular Affairs
Affairs (see
(see Insular
Affairs
Bureau,
Bureau, War
War Department).
Department).
Bureau of
Arbitration (see
(see
Bureau
of Interparliamentary
InterparliamentaryArbitration
Interparliamentary
for ProInterparliamentary Union
Union for
Promoting
International Arbitration).
moting International
Arbitration).
Bureau of
Labor Statistics
(see Labor
Bureau
of Labor
Statistics(see
Labor Statistics
Statistics
Bureau,
Labor).
Bureau, Department
Department of
of Labor).
Bureau of
Lighthouses (see
BuBureau
of Lighthouses
(see Lighthouses
Lighthouses Bureau).
reau).
Bureau
Bureau of Markets (see
Bureau, De(see Markets
Markets Bureau,
Department of
partment
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
Bureau
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Navy,
Bureau of
of Medicine
Surgery, Navy,
appropriation
surgeons' necessaries
for surgeons'
necessaries and
and
appropriation for
civil
establishment ............
571, 1180
civil establishment
571,1180
contingent
571, 1180
for contingent.......................
571,1180
vehicles, etc.................
motor vehicles,
etc
1180
1180
dental
572,1181
dental outfits
outfits ...................
572,1181
dairy, hospital
hospital at Las Animas, Colo...
Colo...
572
572,1181
for transporting
transporting remains
remains .............
572,1181
not deducted from six months'
months' gratuity
gratuity
pay
572,
1181
ay............................
572, 1181
for clerks, etc.,
etc. Navy Department
Department..... 97,1101
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
30
for contingent....
contingent..
30
necessaries
339
for surgeons'
surgeons' necessaries................
339
for
transporting remains
339,825
for transporting
remains.............. 339,
825
for additional
additional clerks,
Navy DeDefor
clerks, 1917,
1917, Navy
partment .........................
814
814
Dental Corps, and
and Dental
Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
created; composition, etc .........
573
recommissions
recommi'ssions to
present officers
in
to present
officers in
Dental
Reserve Corps
574
Dental Reserve
Corps..............
574
constitution and ratings of
Hospital Corps,
Corps, constitution
572
of._ 572
pharmacists
chief pharmacists,
pharmacists, warwarpharmacists and
and chief
rant commissions
commissions to .............
572
572
etc., established
established .-..
573
enlisted men, pay,
pay, etc.,
573
hospital
and
ambulance
service
573
hospital and ambulance service........
573
service of officers
officers and men with Marines
Marines
detached to Army,
Army, subject
subject to
to rules,
rules,
etc.,
thereof ......................
573
etc., thereof
573
increase of
increase
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men in
Medical Department...............
Department
224
224
Medical
Corps; percentage
of authorized
Medical Corps;
percentage of
authorized
officers -.
.....
576
...............
576
advancement
in rank,
grades; asasadvancement in
rank, lower
lower grades;
sistant
surgeons ............
576
sistant surgeons
.
576
computation
grades semiannually
576
computation of
of grades
semiannually ...
576
ratio of distribution
distribution of grades;
grades; age
age limit,
limit,
assistant
surgeons
576
assistant surgeons..................
576
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Bureau
of Medicine
Bureau of
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, Navy-Con. Page.
Medical
additional numbers
Medical Corps; additional
numbers exexcluded
computations ..........
576
cluded from
from computations
576
reduction of number
in grades.......
grades
577
no reduction
number in
577
surgeons increased
one; details
surgeons
increased by
by one;
details from
from
Medical
Cross
581
Medical Corps to Red
Red Cross.........
581
Bureau
(see Naturalization
Naturalization
Bureau of
of Naturalization
Naturalization (see
Bureau, Department
Department of
of Labor).
Bureau
of ComComBureau of Navigation,
Navigation, Department
Department of
merce
Navigation Bureau, DeDemerce (see
(see Navigation
partment
Commerce).
partment of Commerce).
Bureau of
Bureau
of Navigation,
Navigation, Navy,
Navy,
appropriation
for transportation.......
transportation
560,1170
appropriation for
560,1170
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force................ 1170
for
recruiting ......................
560, 11 7
70
0
for recruiting
560,1170
payment to
to postmasters
postmasters for
for procuring
procuring
payment
enlistments
560
enlistments .................
..... 560
motor
passenger vehicles
vehicles ............
1170
motor passenger
1170
discharged
sea service
service
discharged after
after one year's
year's sea
repealed
1171
repealed ...
... .............
1171
administering oaths
administering
oaths by Reserve
Reserve and
Volunteer officers.................
officers
1171
Volunteer
1171
for
contingent ..............
560, 11
17
71
1
for contingent
...
560,1171
engineering exerfor gunnery and engineering
cises
560,1171
cises.---......-..-.......
...... 560,1171
for outfits,
appremfor
outfits, enlisted
enlisted men
men and
and apprentiees
560,1172
tices..........
......
5.....
60,1172
gratuity,
gratuity, Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force......
Force
1172
1172
561,
for naval
naval auxiliaries
auxiliaries .................
.
561, 1172
um
for equipment
equipment instruments,
instruments, supplies,
etc
561, 1172
etc..........................
561,1172
for
ocean and
and lake
lake surveys-.........
surveys
561,1172
for ocean
561,1172
for
equipping, etc........
etc
1172
for naval
naval militia,
militia, equipping,
1172
retainer pay.
1172
retainer
pay ........................
1172
repairs,
etc.,
"Topeka"
1172
repairs, etc., "Topeka"..............
1172
issue
issue of fuel oil to Volunteer
Volunteer Patrol
Squadrons;
gasoline eliminated....
eliminated
1172
Squadrons; gasoline
1172
for
for training station,
station, California........
California
561, 1173
561,1173
Rhode Island.....................
Island
561, 1173
1173
561,
Great Lakes
Lakes ......................
562, 1173
1173
Great
562,
Saint Helena
562, 1174
Saint
Helena ..................
562,
1174
organizing Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
for expenses,
expenses, organizing
Force; reenlistment
reenlistment ..............
1174
Force;
1174
for schools,
schools, etc.,
instruction, Naval
Naval Reetc., of instruction,
Reserve Force
1174
Force........................
1174
for
War College
562,
1174
for Naval
Naval War
College .............
62, 1174
for
562, 1174
for Naval
Naval Home
Home ..................
562,
1174
for
clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy Department
Department ..... 95,1098
95, 1098
for clerks,
deficiency
transportadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for transportation
29, 33, 816,
825, 825
825
tion .................
29,33,
816, 825,
for
recruiting ..........................
29
for recruiting
29
for gunnery
gunnery exercises
exercises ............
828
29, 825, 828
for
contingent
1
29
for contingent........................
29
for
outfits on
first enlistment...........
enlistment
29
for outfits
on first
29
for
auxiliaries ...................
30
for naval auxiliaries
30
for training station,
California
30
station, California...........
30
for
employees, 1917,
1917, Navy
Navy
for additional
additional employees,
Department......................
813
Department
813
Bureau
Ordnance, Navy,
Uo urranance,
ivnVy,
oureau of
appropriation for
for ordnance
and ordnance
ordnance
ordnance and
appropriation
stores
563,1175
stores........................
563,1175
clerical,
etc., services............
services
563, 1175
clerical, etc.,
563,1175
for
smokeless powder.
563, 1175
for smokeless
powder ...............
563,
1175
price
powder restricted........
restricted
563, 1175
price of powder
563,
1175
purchases
restricted to full
full operation
purchases restricted
operation
of
Indianhea.d plant
563, 1175
1175
of Indianhead
plant............ 563,
for
1175
for Naval
Naval Gun Factory
Factory.............. 563, 1175
for
naval magazine.Puget
Sound,Wash..
563
for naval
magazine.Puget Sound,Wash..
563
for
projectile plant
563,
1175
for projectile
plant..................
563,1175
limit
of
cost
increased
1175
limit of cost increased...............
1175
for
armor plant,
plant, erection,
563
for armor
erection, etc
etc ..........
563
for
new batteries
for
ships
for new
batteries for ships.......... 564,1176
antiaircraft guns,
guns, etc................
etc.
564 '
1
1
117
76
6
antiaircraft
1176
for
batteries for
merchant auxiliaries.
auxiliaries. 564,1176
for batteries
for merchant
564,1176
for
for merchant
merchant auxiliaries.
auxiliaries. 1176
1176
for ammunition
ammunition for
for
guns at naval
naval stations....
stations.... 1176
1176
for antiaircraft
antiaircraft guns
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Pa
Accounts, Navy,
Page.
andAcseout,
Supplies and
of Supplies
Bureau of
PaCe. Bureau
Bureau of
Ordnance, Navy-Continued.
Page.
Navy-Continued.
of Ordnance,
Bureau
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
of the
the Navy
Navy ..... 575,1181
575,1181
appropriation
appropriation
for ammunition
ships. 564,1176
ammunition for ships.
appropriation for
575
enlisted strength
strength increased
575
increased...........
enlisted
for
and ammunition,
Coast
ammunition, Coast
armament and
for armament
ratings
of specified
enlisted men
575
men......
specified enlisted
ratings of
1176
Guard
1176
cutters ...................
Guard cutters
additional
authorized. 576,1182
midshipmen authorized.
additional midshipmen
for
torpedoes and
appliances........ 564,1176
and appliances
for torpedoes
.into Naval
admission of Flipinos
Filipinos -into
Naval
admission
for air
air compressors
for destroyers........
destroyers
564
compressors for
for
576
Academy
.........................
Academy
for torpedo
torpedo nets
nets for
battleships .........
564
for battleships
for
576
commissioned
the Navy..
Navypersonnel of the
commissioned personnel
for reserve
reserve ordnance
ordnance supplies........
supplies
564,1176
for
officers
for engneering
engineering duty
580
only....
duty only
officers for
for torpedo
torpedo station,
station, Newport,
Newport, R.
564,1176
I... 564,1176
R. I._
for
no
pay for
for absence
absence resulting
resulting from
no pay
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., submarine
submarine base,
for
drugs
liquors.................... 580
drugs or liquors
New London, Conn
Conn ...............
1176
NewLondon,
furloughs
without pay
unexpired
pay for unexpired
furloughs without
for
experimental work, projectiles,
projectiles, powfor experimental
enlistment term
term ..................
580
enlistment
der, etc......................
etc
564,1176
der,
status of
of retired
retired officer on duty with
status
for contingent
contingent building fund........
fund
564,1176
for
General
Board ...................
581
General Board
for repairs
repairs ........................
564,1176
for
pay
to retired
retired officers on active duty..
duty
581
pay to
564,1176
for contingent
contingent..................... 564,1176
for
officers
to be paid according to rank, etc.
etc
581
officerstobepaidaccordingtorank,
for armor
armament, new
new vessels
617,1192
vessels. 617,1192
and armament,
armor and
for
accounts.
credits
directed in
disallowed accounts
581
in disallowed
credits directed
for ammunition,
ammunition, new
vessels......... 617,1192
new vessels
for
auHarold
Harrison Little, promotion
Harold Harrison
for
Department__
97, 1101
.... _97,1101
Navy Department
etc., Navy
clerks, etc.,
for clerks,
582
thorized .......................-.
thorized
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
may be paid from
draftsmen,
John D.
F. Hodapp,
date of
of appointHodapp, date
D. F.
John
"Ordnance
and Ordnance
97, 1101
stores ". 97,
Ordnance stores".
"Ordnance and
582
.............
ment
established ....
ment established
deficiency
appropriation for
for ordnance
ordnance and
and
deficiency appropriation
restriction
on paying
paying double
double salaries;
restriction on
30,42,828
ordnance
30, 42, 828
ordnance stores ................
exception
extended ..............
582
exception extended
for ammunition
ships
815
for ships..............
ammunition for
for
Naval Flying
Corps established;
established; perFlying Corps
Naval
for torpedoes
torpedoes and appliances
815
appliances............
for
582
sonnel,
etc ......................
sonnel, etc
for
employees, 1917, Navy
Navy
additional employees,
for additional
586
courts-martial provisions
provisions ............
courts-martial
Department
813
Department ......................
587
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force established.....
established
Naval
825
for
ships
batteries for ships..............
new batteries
for new
593
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
Reserve ..............
Marine
825
for
control for
Navy_ __
825
the Navy....
ships of the
for ships
fire control
for fire
1181
shore
duty pay,
pay, warrant
officers ......
warrant officers
shore duty
submit
Chief
of, to serve
commission to submit
serve on commission
Chief of,
Force.... 1181
retainer
pay, Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force....
retainer pay,
plans
for
articles for
of articles
manufacture of
for manufacture
plans for
advances,
sea
duty
and
shore
duty
beduty beshore
advances, sea duty and
the
at United States
Government at
the Government
yond the
the seas,
seas, orders
orders............ 1181
yond
819
penitentiaries
819
penitentiaries ....................
593
for expenses,
expenses, Naval
Reserve Force
Force. ....
Naval Reserve
for
Bureau
Industry (see
Industry)
(see Plant Industry)
PlantIndustry
of Plant
Bureau of
593
pay of
of Naval
Nava Militia
established.......
ilitia established
pay
Bureau, Department
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
Department of
Bureau,
Naval Militia
provisions; creation
of
creation of
Militia provisions;
Naval
Department
Bureau
of Soils
Soils (see Soils Bureau, Department
Bureauof
593
National-Nava
Voluateers.... -.-.
al Volunteers
NationaalN
of Agriculture).
Agriculture).
of
squadoil and
gasoline .to
to patrol beat squadand gasoline
oil
Bureau
Navy, :.
Engineering, Naoy,
Steam Engineering,
of Steam
Bureau of
600
L
;...rons.
...........600
rons...-------..-. :.....
appropriation
machinery,: repairs,
for machinery,
appropriation for
Coast Guard
Guard operating
operating as
as peat
N y,
partoff Navy,
Coast
etc
06,1185
. .......---..- 606,1185
.........
etc..
60
etc ..-...........
600
.........
-etc
1185
606,
coast
606,1185
service....... ......
signal service
coast signal
emergency transfer of Lighthouse Servemergency
office
Director of
of Naval
CommunicaNaval Communicaof Director
office of
ice
to
Navy
or
Army.
602
..............
ice to Navy or Army
1185
tions
1185
................---..
tions .......
restoration
of designated
designated retired offioffirestoration of
engineering
equipment
606,1185
engineering equipment..........
cers
active list ...................
602
to active
cers to
electrical
shop, Portsmouth,
N. H
H..... 1185
Portsmouth, N.
electrical shop,
1182
provisions; commutation
commutation of rations.
rations. 603,
603,1182
for provisions;
incidental
expenses
606,1185
..............
incidental expenses
for Naval
Naval Academy
Academy dairy farm.........
farm
603
for
606, 1185
clerical,
etc., services.
services............ 606,1185
clerical, etc.,
1183
for clothing
clothing and
and small
stores fund.....
fund.. .small stores
for
limit
for radio
radio shore
station sites.sites... 606,1186
shore station
limit for
for
war
reserve
material
for
emergency
for war reserve material for emergency
606
etc....
transfer
station, etc....
transfer of site for radio station,
1183
use ...............................
radio laboratory
laboratory .......
606,1186
.... . 606,1186
radio
606
machinery
"Maumee" .........
equipment supfor maintenance
and equipment
supmachinery for "Maumee"
maintenance and
for
Department
603,1183
aerials for
for State,
plies .........................
603, 1183
State, etc., Department
aerials
plies
Building
606
food inspection.
604, 1183
Building........................
inspection ..................
food
annex
1183
pneumatic
tube
from
Navy
annex
to
604,
Navy
clerical, etc.,
etc., services ...........
pneumatic tube from
clerical,
607
Department
604,1183
for
Department.....................
freight ........................
for freight
for
preference, etc.,
traffic, by
radio stations, Canal
etc., to military traffic,
high-power radio
preference,
for high-power
607
604
Zone, California
California coast,
coast, etc
carriers ...........................
etc..........
carriers
Zone,
Rico.. 1186
for
high-power radio station,
station, Porto Rico
for
transportation, etc.........
etc
604,1183
fuel, transportation
for fuel,
forhigh-powerradio
for
engineering experiment
station_.. 607,1186
experiment station...
for
etc., Navy Department....
Department.... 97,1101
97, 1101
clerks, etc.,
for clerks,
for engineering
for
machinery plants
plants at navy yards...
yards... 607,1186
for machinery
29,
deficiency
appropriation for pay..........
pay
deficiency appropriation
617,1191
for
1191
vessels.......... 617,
new vessels
machinery, new
for machinery,
33, 815, 825, 828
33,815,825,828
Department.... 96,1100
for clerks,
etc., Navy Department....
clerks, etc.,
for
30,815,816,828
for provisions
provisions ................
30,
815, 816, 828
for
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
may be paid from
from
draftsmen,
......30,33,815,825,828
for
30, 33, 815, 825, 828
freight ............
for freight
.......96,1100
"Engineering"
"Engineering ..........
for
additional employees,
employees, Navy Departfor additional
blue-print-for purchase,
purchase, etc., of modern blue-print
for
813
ment, 1917
1917 ...................
813
ment,
1102
ing
plant ......................
ing plant
815,825,828
for
coal and
and transportation
transportation .......
815,
825, 828
for coal
engineering
deficiency
.
appropriation
for
engineering
appropriation
deficiency
authorized offiPay Corps;
Corps; percentage
percentage of authorized
Pay
equipment .................23, 42,
816
42,816
23,
equipment
576
..... ...... .
cers .......
........
cers
30,815,816,825
for steam
steam machinery
815, 816, 825
machinery.......... 30,
for
576
advancement in
grades
in rank, lower grades......
advancement
for
additional employees, 1917, Navyfor additional
577
computation
grades semiannually....
semiannually
577
computation of grades
--Department ...............---813
Department
grades........... 577
ratio of distribution
distribution of grades
ratio
technical, etc.,
services limit
increased
813
limitincreased.
etc.,services
technical,
additional numbers
numbers excluded
excluded from
from comadditional
officers
for engineering
only, proproduty only,
engineering duty
officers for
577
putation .......................
putation
visions
580
for .....................
visions for
no
number in
in grades ...... 577
of number
reductions of
no reductions
technical
services, etc.,
etc., allotment
allotment for 1916,
1916,
technical services,
Bureau of the Census (see
(see Census Office).
Office).
-inra----23 Bureau
increased
-.............
- .
- - -- I - - -- - I I

1854
1854
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Navy—Contd.
Bureau of Weights and Measures, International Pags. Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy--Contd.

Bureau of
(see
Weights
International
and Measures,
Bureau
International
of Weights

(see International Bureau of Weights
and Measures).
Measures).
Bureau
Bureau of .Yards and Docks,
Docs, Navy,
appropriation
564,1177
maintenance ........
appropriation for maintenance

clerical,
services .............
565,1177
cerical, etc,,
etc,, services
565,1177
exchange of worn-out motor vehiclesexchange
vehicles.
565
for contingent
contingent ....................
565, 1177
for public works, yards, and stations,
stations,
designated.......................
designated
565,1177
565,
1177
storage facilities,
facilities,
for New York, N. Y.,
Y., storage
shop extension,
extension, etc .............
1177
for Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa., cozy
ory dock, etc_
etc...565,1177
for Washington,
Waabi'ngton, D. C., gun shop; railroad siding,
siding, etc.;
etc.; bridge
bridge authorauthorized
565, U.77
ized...........................
565,1177
transfer of lots from District of Columbia
1177
.........................
for Norfolk, Va., dry dock, structural
structural
shop, etc .....................
567,1178
567,1178
for Naval Academy, sea wall; extending
extending
Bancroft Hall, etc...........
etc
567,1178
Bancroft
567,1178
for Pens!tcyla,
Penscola, Fla., aeronautic station,
station,
repairing storm damages
damages...
............. 567
repairing storm
for New Orleans, La., repairing
damages.....................
damages
568
568
Island, Cal.,
Cal., floating
floating dock,
for Mare
Mare Island,
dock,
etc
etc................ ..... .... 568,1178
improvements. - 1178
1178
for Puget Sound, Wash.,
Wash., improvements..
land for naval base, etc., San Diego
County, Cal ....................
568
for Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, dry dock..
Harr, Hawaii,
dock. _-568,1178
lands,
lands, Henry
Henry Barracks, Cayey, P. R.,
R ,
for naval
naval use, from Army
Army..........
568
lands, Fort Island,
Island, Hawaii, transferred
transferred
to Army ...
...................
568
for guns and munitions storage at magamagazines, etc ........................
569
for Indianhead powder factory
factory.........
569
for magazines,
magazines, etc
etc ................... 569,1178
569,1178
1179
for fuel depots ..................... 570,
570,1179
570,1179
for hospitals, etc ...............
570,1179
for Marine Corps, barracks, etc ........
1179
Cal.. - 1179
1179
for Marine Corps base, San Diego, Cal...
for experimental
experimental and research laboralaboratory
570, 1179
tory..
........................ 570,1179
570
for training station, California ..........
property,•Indianhead,Md
1179
for damages
damages to property,-Indianhead,Md.
1179
for lighting facilities
facilities for night work
work..... 1180
preservation.......... 570,1180
570,1180
for repairs and preservation
commission
commission to investigate
investigate necessity,
necessity,
etc., of additional
additional navy yard or
or
etc.,
station on Pacific coast; extent of
inquiry
inquir...........................
571
need for additional
additional yards, Atlantic
Hatteras,
el
coast south of Cape Hatteras,
Gulf of
Mexico, or Caribbean
be
Caribbean Sea to be
reported on ....................
571
submarine and aviation bases on AtlanAtlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, to be
reported
reported on ......................
571
amount for expenses of commission....
commission.
571
571
report on abolishing present
present yards, etc
etc.,,
if advisable.......................
advisable
571
contract for use
dry dock,
dock, Boston,
contract
use of
of dry
Boston,
Maas., for
ships
1181)
Mass.,
for largest
largest ships.............
1180
97, 1101
for clerks, etc., Navy Department....
Department.... 97,1101
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., may
may be paid from
"Public works".
works"...
97,1101
"Public
.............
97,1101
deficiency appropriation
maintenance_ _ 30,
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance..
33, 42, 815, 816, 825, 828
33,42,
for additional employees,
employees, Navy Department, 1917 ....................
814
814
technical
services limit increased..
_
814
technical services
increased....
814
for rent, District of Columbia
814
Columbia..........
814
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation ...........
816

assistant chief,
chief, to be detailed from civil
engineer
officers.
engineer officers.................
Corps of Civil Engineers;
percentage of
Corps
Engineers; percentage
authorized officers..............
officers
authorized
advancement in rank,
grades
advancement
rank, lower grades.....
computation of grades
grades semiannually....
semiannually
computation
grades
ratio of distribution
distribution of grades..........
additional
additional numbers
numbers excluded
excluded from
from computation
putation.......................
grades .......
no reduction
reduction of number in grades
Bureaus,
Bureaus, International
International (see under
under International).
Burgard,
Bwugard, S. L.,
payment to, for injuries ................
Burge, Richard,
Burge,
Richard,
pension
pension increased
increased......................
Burgett, Catharine
(widow),
Bugett,
Catharine(widow),
pension
pension........
................
Burgh,
B. '
Burgh, Henry B.,
pension
pension increased .................
Burk, John F.
Bwr,
F. H.,
M.,
pension
pension increased .................
Burke, Adelbert
Brke,
Adelbert R.,
pension .............
pension
............
Burke, Catherine
Catherine(mother),
pension .........................
Burke, Johanna
Johanna (widow),
pension_..............................
pension
Burke, .May
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Burke, Michael,
Bw.te,
Michael,
pension increased
increased ......................
BurkettAnna R. (widow),
(widow),
Burket,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Burkhart,
Joseph
Burkhart, Joseph E.,
E.,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Burks, John W.,
W.,
pension increased
pension
increased ....................
Burleigh,
Burleigh, Albert A.,
A.,
pension increased....................
increased
pension
Burleigh,
Senator,
Burleigh, Edwin
Edwin C., late aaSenator,
deficiency
family
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay to family
of ...........................
of
Burlington, Iowa,
Burlington,
Iowa,
bridge authorized
Mississippi Rivcr,
River,
bridge
authorized across Mississippi
at
. ..........................
Burlington, N. C.,
Burlington,
appropriation for
for public building
building .......
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
ing................
.........
Burlington,
Vt.,
,
Burlington, Vt.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor:
harbor:
appropriation
repair of breakwater...............
breakwater
repair
Burlington, Wis.,
deficiency
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
ing ..........................
Burnell, Jacob,
Jacob,
Burnell,
pension
increased
............
pension increased.....
Burnett, John
John H.,
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
Burnett, Josephine
Josephine (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension .
........................
Burnham, Victor E.,
Burnhan,
pension increased
increased ....................
Burns, Dewitt C.,
pension
pension increased
increased....................
Burns,IMahala
(widow),
Mahala (widow),
Burns,
pension
pension............................
Burns, Michael,
Michael,
Burs,
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
Burnstead, Fred,
Burnstead,
Fred,
pension ................................
Burrington,
H.,
Burrington, Edward
Edward H.,
pension ............................
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558
558
576
576
576
576
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577

1475
1475
1527
1527
1454
1454
1485
1485
1217
1217
1590
1590
1577
1577
1329
1329
1214
1214
1333
1333
1438
1438
1548
1548

1239
1239
1319
1319
821
11
264
17
391
17
1237
1237
1434
1434
1581
1543
1543
1255
1255
1224
1224
1512
1512
1447
1447
1369
1369

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Burrow,
Frank,
Page.
Burrow, Frank,
pension increased..
increased
1595
................
pension
F., jr.,
Burrow,
John F.,
jr.,
Burrow, John
pension. ....
1582
1582
..........
.........
pension
Burt,
Elizabeth J. (widow),
Burt, Elizabeth
1360
pension increased....................
increased
pension
Burtch,
P.,
Thompson P.,
Burtch, Thompson
1568
pension increased
increased.....................
pension
Burton,
Joseph,
Burton, Joseph,
1458
......
pension
1458
increased.......
pension increased
Thornton A.
Burton,
alias Thornton
A. Burton,
A., alias
Thomas A.
Burton, Thomas
pension
1530
increased.....................- 1530
pension increased.
Busch,
F.,
Paul F.,
Busch, Paul
pension
1360
1360
...
-.....-- ........
pension ........
Busey,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Lamanda E.
Busey, Lamanda
1423
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Bush,
(son),
Bush, James
James M.
M. (son),
1565
1565
pension .............................
Bush,
John W.,
Bush, John
1242
pension increased......................
increased.
pension
Bush, Zilpha
Zilpha A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Bush,
1453
pension...
...............................
pension
Bushnell,
L.,
Asa L.
Bushnell, Asa
. 1505
pension
increased..
...-...-- .....--------pension increased
Bushnell,
Charles W.,
W.,
Bushnell, Charles
pension
increased
1242
..pension increased...------.---.--..--0.,
Fordis0.
Bushnell, Fordis
pension increased.
1277
increased ...... ...............
pension
Busick, Harriet
(widow),
L. (widow),
HarrietL.
Busick,
pension
1227
.........
pension...................Business Leagues,
Business
exempt
from income
766
766
tax .................
income tax
exempt from
Business
Business Methods,
investito
be
Bureau
Internal Revenue
of Internal
to be
gated, etc.;
be
recommendations to
etc.; recommendations
gated,
prepared, etc
etc ........-..-.........
804
prepared,
Business Methods
.Methods in
in Government'Service,
Government -Service,
Business
appropriation
for investigng,
investigatiAg, etc,
to
etc., to
appropriation for
avoid duplication
work,
of statistical work,
duplication of
avoid
etc ..................--......76
etc
Buskirk,
John W.,
Buskirk, John
pension increased
1443
increased ......................
pension
Bussard,
Bussard, Arah Ann (widow),
1420
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Alfred W.,
Bussell, Alfred
1457
pension increased
increased .....................-pension
Buswell, Silas,
Silas,
Buswell,
. 1437
pension increased.......
increased
...........
pension
Butcher, Boman
R.,
Boman R.,
Butcher,
........ 1226
pension
increased .
.......
pension increased
Butler and
Dunklin Counties,
Counties, Mo.,
and Dunklin
Butler
7
may bridge
bridge Saint
Francis River
7
River..........
Saint Francis
may
County, Mo.,
Mo.,
Butler County,
5
may
bridge Black
5
River .................
Black River
may bridge
Butler, Hiram
F.,
Hiram F.,
Butler,
pension
1532
increased.....................- . 1532
pension increased
D.,
Butler,
Jonathan D.;
Butler, Jonathan
pension
1277
increased........................ 1277
pension increased
Butler,
Leonard T.,
Butler, Leonard
1436
pension
increased
1436
pension increased .....................
Butler,
(wcidow),
Lizzie (widow),
Butler, Lizzie
1229
pension
increased
pension increased.....-........-....-Butler,
Lula,
Butler, Lula,
appropriation for,
for, from
funds
986
Creek funds.......
from Creek
appropriation
Butler,
Matthew C.,
C., Jr.,
Jr.,
Butler, Matthew
1396
------military
record corrected.......
corrected
1396
-military record
Butler, Mo.,
Mo.,
public builddeficiency
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
ing
17
17
ing ..................--------Butter,
Butter
appropriation for
for inspection
inspection of manufacture
appropriation
of process,
process, etc
450, 1139
. 450,1139
etc................of
Butter and
and Company,
Company, Samuel,
Samuel,
Butter
deficiency
appropriation for reimbursedeficiency appropriation
ment
30
30
ment ............................
102620
°—voi 39-PT
39—ex 2
2--102620'-VOL

16
6
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George
Butterfield,
Butterfield,
pensaon i
ncreased
George W.,
W.,

..................
pension increased ..
Buttner,
Jennie,
Buttner, Jennie
payment to,
for loss
of husband..........
husband
loss of
to, for
payment
Button
E. (widow),
(widow),
Mary E.
Button,s Mary
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
Butts,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Lucy A.
Butts, Lucy
pension
increased
...............
pension increased....
Buzan,.Tames,
Buzan, James,
pension increased
increased ..................
pension
Buzzards
Buzzards Bay,
Bay, Mass.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
made
preliminary
of, etc .......................
of,
Eliakinz,
Byard, Eiakim,
pension
increased.....................
pension increased
Bye, Thomas
Thomas J.,
J.,
Bye,
payment
to ........................
payment to
F.,
Byers, Benjamin F.,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Byers,
Lyman
Byers, Lyman,
pension
increased........................
pension increased
By-rain, Mary P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
Byram,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased

Page.
1461

1461

1472
1551
1406
1406

1234
1234
406
1484
1349
1349
1552
1579
1579
1384
1384

C.
C.
Cabinet
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
NationalForest,
Cabinet National
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of..
of 458,1146
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
Cable
Cable Cars,
Cars,
appropriation for
for mail
man transportation
transportation by.
by 420,1066
appropriation
substitution
service authorwagon service
substitution of wagon
ized
420,1066
ized.......................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mail transpordeficiency
24
........
tation
by
tation by
Cache
National Forest, Utah
Utah and Idaho,
Cache NationalForest,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
ete., ao.
of.. 458,1146
458, 1146
mainteanc, etc.,
appropriation
exchange
Aquila Nebker,
Nebeker, to
to
lands with Aquila
exchange of lands
922
become
.
.. .. ......
922
of .............-become part of.
Cache
River, Ark.,
Ark.,
CacheRiiver,
declared
nonnavigable, subject to apdeclared nonnavigable,
399
proval
Arkansas ................
of Arkansas
proval of
Cacti,
Cacti,
appropriation
for
investigating
utilization
utilization
appropriation for investigating
of
455,1143
456,1143
..........-.............
of
Cade, Martin,
Martin,
Cade,
. 1539
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Cadenhead, Wiey
Wiley A.,
Cadenhead,
pension ...........................
1380
pension
Cadets, Military
Academy,
MilitaryAcademy,
Cadets,
493
appropriation for
for pay
pay .................
493
appropriation
failing to
to pass
pass examination
examination in
in one
one subject,
subject,
failing
493
reexamination ............
to have
have reexamination
493
in
two subjects,
cadets.......
of former cadets
subjects, of
in two
493
limitations
limitations............................
formez,honorably discharged
discharged fordeficiency,
for deficiency,
former,honorably
as
eligible
for
citizen
appointment
as
appointment
eligible for citizen
National
second lieutenant
lieutenant under National
second
Defense
493
493
Defense Act .....................
62
selection..............
increased; selection
number increased;
at
number from
from military "honor
"honor
at I;
large; number
62
schools"
62
schools".........................
62
residence
exceptions
62
requirements; exceptions....
residence requirements;
appointing successors
to, finishing three
successors to,
appointing
years of
of course,
course, repealed...........
repealed
62
62
years
62
present
confirmed .......
62
appointments confirmed
present appointments
appointments from
enlisted men of the
from enlisted
appointments
Army and
and National Guard
Guard authorized
62
ized............................
..............
age,
etc.,
qualifications
62
age, etc., qualifications
increase of, divided
divided into
into four
four annual increincrease
62
ments ..........................
ments
62
..
distribution
distribution......................
(widow),
J. (widow),
Cadle, Sarah
Sarah J.
pension increased.....
increased
1293
. .......................
pension
Cadwallader,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Loretta E.
Cadallader,Loretta
pension
1438
pension.............................

1856
1856
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Page.
Abby J.
.7. (widlw),
(widow),
Page.
Cadwell, Abby
pension increased
1329
increaed........................ 1329
pension
Cady,
A. (widow),
HarrietA.
Cady, Harriet
1309
.............
pension increased
increased.....
Cain
Charles,
Cain, Charles,
pension increased
1550
increased........................ 1550
Orman, George
Cainan,
George W.,
pension increased
increased..................... 1527
Cairo, Egypt,
Cairo,
appropriation for agent and consul genappropriation
eral at .....................
252, 1048
252,
Cairo,
Ill.,
Cairo, IU.,
appropriation
264
264
building..-------appropriation for public building
Cake, William, alias
alias William Baker,
pension increased
.................... 1247
increased
Calcasieu River and
Pass, La.,
and Pass,
Calcasieu
appropriation for improvement
of
397
improvement of.........
appropriation
Catdwell,
Archibald,
Caidwell,Archibald,
pension increased
1516
increased...-................ 1516
Caldwell, Emeline R. (widow),
pension increased .................
1273
1273
Caldwell,
Marshall,
Caldwell, Marshall,
pension increased
increased ...................
1282
1282
Caledonia,
Dak.,
Caledonia, N. Dak.,
authorized across Red River of the
bridge authorized
511
North at ......................
511
Calhoun
Calhoun County, Fla.,
Fla.,

Page.
CaliforniaNorthern
Northern Judicial
California
District,
Page.
JudicialDistrict,
counties constituting
constituting northern division....
counties
122
division....
122
southern division
division....................
122
122
terms of court, Eureka
122
Eureka..................
122
Sacramento
122
Sacramento .......................
122
San Francisco.....................
Francisco
...
122
122
California
District,
CaliforniaSouthern
Southern Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
counties constituting
counties
constituting northern
northern division...
122
division....
122
southern division ...
122
.............
122
terms of court,
court, Fresno...............
Fresno
122
122
Los Angeles
Angeles
122
....................
122
San Diego .
122
....................
122
California
State Board
Harbor CommisCalifornia State
Board of Harbor
sioners,
reimbursement
.................
reimbursement to
1389
1389
Cak/ins, Rowena M. (widow),
Calkins,
(widow),
pension increased..................
increased
1549
1549
Call,
H.,
Call, James
James H.,
)on increased
increased ........................
1506
pension
1506
C,aYan,
Callahan, Michael,
pension
increased
1556
pension increased........................
1556
Callahan, Milton T. jr. (son),
Callahan,
pension
1251
pension.................................
1251
Ca
len,..Leasen
E.,
Callen,
Leasen B.,
increased........................
nension
pension increased
1229
Calposchatchee
Fla,,
aposahatcheRiver, Fla.,
appropriation
i
mprovement of .......
appropriation for improvement
396
appropriation for
payment of
damage to
to
of damage
for payment
appropriation
preliminary
examination, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
of
397
397
public highways of...............
mouth to Fort Myers.......
Myers
408
of, from mouth
408
Calhoun,
Calhoun, Rebecca J. (widow),
Canes,
Calmes, Alvin
Alvin,
increased ...................
1279
pension increased
usion increased
1409
1409
pension
increased
.................
California,
California,
Cdl
umet, Ill.,
Ill.,
Calumet,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
401
harbor..
improvement of harbor
appropriation
etc ......................
103, 1107 Calumet,
103,1107
Calumet, Mich.,
Indians in........
in
132,975
132,975
for support, etc., of Indians
appropriation
public building
264
264
building..........
appropriation for public
Indians in.
in 132,975
for lands, etc., for homeless Indians
mineral rights
site for public
rights reserved
reserved on site
naval training station............
station
561, 1173
1173
for naval
building at ..
37
building
...............
for
for public
public works, naval training staCalumet
Ind.,
Ill. and
and Id.,
Calumet River,
Rirer, Ill.
tion
570, 1179
1179
tion......................
appropriation for
improvement of; limit of
for improvement
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for naval training
training
deficiency appropriation
project
401
401
... .
.
..............
project..
station
30
30 Calvert Mortgage
station..........................
JP,
Baltimore, M.,
Mortgage Company, Baltimore,
31
Indians in ............
31for support, etc., Indians
corporation tax..........
tax
1494
refund of excise corporation
Angeles National
modified
1797
N'ational Forest, area modified....
Angeles
Calvert Street Bridge, D.. C'.,
C.,
Calvert
Cleveland National Forest, diminished....
diminished._ 1747
Cleveland
appropriation
for new,
over Rock
Rock
new, over
appropriation for plans for
1747
portion of, for Mission Indians .........
689
Creek
.............
Creek.........
contribution
required from,
from, for Sacramento
Sacramento
contribution required
Cambridge, Md.,
Canbridge,
949
etc...
flood control, debris removal,
949
removal, etc
264
appropriation
building
public building..........
appropriation for public
Crater National
National Forest, Oreg. and, area
improvement
harbor .............
394
394
harbor
for
improvement
of,
modified ....................
1735
Cambridge, Ohio,
Cambridge,
Ohio, Loan and Building Comin...... 226
Imperial land district established
established in
226
Imperial
pany,
pany,
National Park, estabestabLassen Volcanic National
1493
refund
corporation tax..........
tax
refund of excise corporation
442 Camden
lished .........................
N. J.,
J.,
County,
surveyed, etc.,
etc ,
private land claims in, to be surveyed,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Delaware
Delaware River,
bridge
deposit of money for expenses
995
expenses...
on deposit
872
Petty Island
Island
872
............
...
representative
to
celebration
of
landing
of
celebration
representative
Camden, S. D.,
Sir Francis
Francis Drake on coast of, to be
lease
water power,
etc., Muskingum
Muskingum
of water
power, etc.,
lease of
appointed
60
appointed......................
1321
River, Ohio; dams
dams to, vacated.....
vacated
River,
Santa Barbara National
National Forest, diminished 1730
Ananias,
Cameron, Ananias,
Sequoia
Forest diminished
diminished...... 1731 Cameron,
Sequoia National Forest,
1216
pension
1216
pension increased
increased.................--.-Sierra National
diminished........ 1724
National Forest, diminished
Cameron,
Cameron, Mrs. Joseph,
Joseph,
Tahoe National Forest, Nev. and, dimin1347
payment to, for injuries to husband
husband .......
1347
payment
ished ..............................
1803
802
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
for
802
deficiency
Indians
relinquishing to Indians
time extended for relinquishing
railroad grant lands in.............
in
48 Cameron,
railroad
Cameron, Tex.,
Ter.,
California
Coast,
264
appropriation for
public building.........
building
264
CaliforniaCoast,
for public
appropriation
appropriation
high-power radio station
appropriation for high-power
Camp
and
Garrison Equipage,
Army,
Equipage,
Arny,
and
Garrison
Camp
on
607
on.............................
634
appropriation for....................
for
634
appropriation
i deficiency
California
Debris Commission,
Commission,
CaliforniaDebris
338
for ............
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses.. .......... 292 Camp, Joseph W..
appropriation
Camp, Joseph
improving,
plans of, for controlling floods, improving,
1275
pension
increased .......................
1275
pension increased
etc. Sacramento
Sacramento River, to be caretc.,
ned on .......................
949 Camp
Army,
Camp Sites, etc., Army,
ried
appropriation
etc., of. for
for
preparation, etc.,
amount authorized
authorized for expenditures
appropriation for preparation,
949
expenditures.....
forces drafted into service in the
forces
expenditures
950
expenditures under direction of ..........
634
States, etc....................
etc
California
National Forest,
States,
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
CaliforniaNational
available
1916
634
appropriation
etc., of. 458,
458.1146
1146
18, 1916........
available from
from June 18,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,

1857
1857
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Camp,
Zechariah,
Page
Lamp, .acia.aah,
rage.
increased.......................
pension increased
1446
1446
Campbell,
Campbell, Frank
FrankH.,
H.,
pension ..............................
1379
1379
Campbell,
Campbell, James
James H.,
H.,
pension
1532
pension increased
increased........................
1532
Campbell, James
Campbell,
James W.,
W.,
pension increased
1434
increased........................
1434
Campbell,
John,
Campbell, John,
pension .............................
1371
1371
Campbell,
Campbell, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased....................
increased
1553
1553
Campbell, Mary
L. (widow),
(widow),
Campbell,
Mary L.
pension increased
1508
pension
increased .....................
1508
P.,
Campbell, Melvin
Melvin P.,
pension .............................
1378
1378
Campbell, Preston,
Preston,
Campbell,
pension increased
1437
increased .....................
1437
Campbell, Reynold
Reynold D.
Campbell,
D. W.,
W.,
pension increased
1486
increased .....................
1486
Campbell,
Thomas,
Campbell, Thomas,
pension increased
1364
increased .....................
1364
Campman,
Samuel,
Campman, Samuel,
pension increased
1268
increased .....................
1268
Camps
..
Camps, Military
Military Instruction,
Instruction,
miliiary
supplies may
may be
issued
to
schools,
military supplies
be issued to schools,
etc.,
for
123
etc., for.........................
123
of Instruction,
Instruction, Marine
Marine Corps,
Camps of
Corps,
established; regulations
etc.__
614
established;
regulations governing,
governing, etc....
614
appropriation
for expenses
614, 1190
appropriation for
expenses.......... 614,1190
Canacao,
.
Canacao, P.
P. I.,
I.,
appropriation
appropriation for naval
naval hospital...........
hospital
570
570
Canada,
Canada,
appropriation for
for surveying and
and marking
marking
line between
line
between Alaska
Alaska and
and ........ - 256,1051
256,1051
for marking boundary
boundary line between
between
United States
and ............... 256,1051
States and
256,1051
deficiency
expenses,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
marking
marking boundary
boundary line
line between
between
United States
States and
and ................. 16,829
16,829
for marling
Alaska and....
and__ - 829
829
marking line
line between
between Alaska
citizens
intending. to
citizens intending
to reside
reside permanently
permanently
abroad leaving by frontier
frontier of, to
be
to be
recorded by
immigration officials...
officials. -- 883
883
recorded
by immigration
convention with Great Britain,
Britain, for
profor protection
migratory birds
birds in
Muted
tection of
of migratory
in United
1702
States and ......................
1702
head tax not levied on
aliens entering
on aliens
entering
from, for temporary
temporary stay,
stay, etc
etc .......
875
875
CanadianBoundary Waters Commission,
Canadian
Commission,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
expenses_
259,
1054
appropriation for
and expenses. 259, 1054
allowance for
away from
allowance
for subsistence
subsistence away
from
Washington, limited ...............
259
Washington,
259
for
preparation of
of cases,
etc
259,
for preparation
cases, etc.........
259, 1055
1055
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ..............
802
802
at Baileydams across
across Saint Croix
Croix River,
River, at
Baileyville
vine and Grand
Me., subject
Grand Falls,
Falls, Me.,
subject
to approval,
approval, etc.,
etc., of
534
of .................
534
Canadian Fisheries
Commission,
Canadian
Fisheries Commission,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
258,
expenses ............
258, 1054
1054
Canady, John M.,
M.,
pension increased.....................
increased
1465
1465
Canal Dover,
Ohio,
Canal
Dover, Ohio,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to
841
condemned
granted to.............
841
Canal Road
Road NW.,
Canal
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
reconstructing retaining
retaining
appropriation
for reconstructing
wall .................................
wall
687, 1015
1015
687,
Canal,
Canal, Ship,
Ship,
convention
convention with Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, for construcconstrucetc......................
tion of, etc
1661
1661
CanalZone (see also
Canal
also Panama
Panama Canal),
Canal),
appropriation for high-power
appropriation
high-power radio
station.
607
radio station.
607
for relief and
and protection
protection of
American
of American
seamen
seamen in
262,
1058
in..................
262, 1058

I

-

Canal Zone-Continued.
Zone—Continued.
Canal
Page.
restriction on
on entry
entry of
of aliensfrom..........
aliena from
874
restriction
874
sanitary
sanitary regulations,
subject to
to authorauthorregulations, etc.,
etc., subject
ity of the
the President
527
President..............
..
527
punishment
punishment for violations..............
527
527
taxes,
taxes, etc:, authorized;
limit of
of ad
ad valovaloauthorized; limit
rem .........................
528
528
regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc., of roads
roads and
and highways
528
highways...
528
automobile tax
automobile
tax
528
....................
.
528
agreement
agreement with Panama
for reciprocal
reciprocal
Panama for
use
528
use of highways
highways ...............
.
528
police
powers; punishments.............
police powers;
punishments
528
528
deposit
deposit money orders authorized;
authorized; interest
528
interest
528
interest to be paid
Interest
paid banks for deposits
deposits of
528
of.
528
fees,
etc., allowed
fees, etc.,
allowed customs
customs officers
officers .........
528
528
applicable to..
United States seamen
seamen laws applicable
to
529
529
immigration
immigration restrictions
restrictions authorized.......
authorized
529
529
deportations;
clearances
deportations; clearances withheld
withheld vessels for
for refusing
refusing...................
529
529
punishment for
punishment
for violations
529
violations. ............
529
injuries, etc.,
Canal unlawful.
unlawful
529
etc., to Panama
Panama Canal
529
punishment for ......................
punishment
529
529
acts
acts causing death, as
as murder
murder........ 529
529
Canan, Chalmers,
Canan,
Chalmers,
pension increased
1403
pension
increased....................
1403
Canceling
Canceling Machines,
Postal Service,
Machines, Postal
Service,
appropriation
appropriation for rental
rental and
and purchase
purchase of.
of. 422,
422, 1067
1067
Cane Juice,
Juice, Sirups
Sirups of,
of,
Cane
provision for free entry
after May
May 1,
1,
entry of, after
1916, repealed....................
repealed
56
1916,
56
Cane,
Sugar,
Cane, Sugar,
appropriation
for
investigating,
culture,
appropriation for investigating, culture,
diseases, etc.,
etc., of; sirup, by-prodby-products, etc
etc.....................
454, 1142
454,1142
for investigating
investigating insects affecting...
465, 1154
1154
affecting.... 465,
Cane
Sugar Districts,
Cane Sugar
Districts,
appropriation for
for experiments,
etc., in
in liveappropriation
experiments, et.,
live.
stock production in
in ...........
491,1166
491,1166
erection of
etc...............
1166
erection
of barns,
barns, etc
1166
Canfield,
Tarbet C.,
C.,
Canfield, Torbet
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
1285
1285
Canneries,
Canneries,
interstate,
interstate, etc., shipments of products
products by,
using children
children of forbidden
forbidden ages,
ages,
prohibited
675
prohibited........................
675
punishment
675
punishment for
for
....................
675
Canning
Canning Clubs, Boys' and Girls',
Girls',
child labor prohibitions
not applicable
applicable to.
to.
675
prohibitions not
675
Cannon, etc.,
Cannon,
etc.,
excise
excise tax on net profits
profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
frdm
frdm sales of.........
of
781
............
.
781
Cannon, Melinda
(widow),
Cannon,
Malinda (widow),
pension
pension increased
1323
increased ....................
1323
Cannon,
Cannon, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension
increased
1281
pension increased.......................1281
Canton,
Joseph,
Canton, Joseph,
pension..................................
pension
1582
1582
Canton,
S. Dad.,
Canton, S.
Dak.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for asylum
for
insane
Indians
asylum for insane Indians
151, 988
988
...........
151,
Margaret B.
(widow),
Canty, Margaret
E. (widow),
pension.........................
pension
1383
1383
Canyon Diablo
Diablo River, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for constructing bridge across,
appropriation
across,
near
near Leupp
Leupp Indian
Agency
975
Indian Agency.........
975
Cape Charles
City, Va.,
Cape
Charles City,
Va.,
improving aids to navigation
navigation leading
leading to...
to
537
537
Cape Charles,
Charles, Va.,
Va.,
light vessel
vessel for station at, authorized......
authorized
537
537
Cape Fear
Fear River,
River, AT.
Cape
I.. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
improvement of,
of, above
for improvement
above
395
Wilmington .
.............
395
at
below Wilmington
Wilmington ............
395
at and
and below
395
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Power Plant,
Plant, D.
C.,
Page.
D. C.,
Cape Fear
C.—Continued.
Capitol Power
Page. Capitol
N. C.-Continued.
River, N.
Cape
Fear River,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.......
etc
327
preliminary
examination, etc..
etc.. to
appropriation for
be made,
made,
to be
preliminary examination,
for fuel
fuel oil,
oil, etc
etc .......................
328
for
of,
Beach Pier,
to Carolina Beach
channel to
of, channel
purchase of supplies
328
supplies .................
purchase
N. C
407
407
.........
C..................
N.
C'apner, Ann
(widow),
Ann E.
E. (widow),
Capner,
Cape Henry,
Va.,
Henry, Va.,
Cape
pension increased
increased ......................
1422
appropriation for
for building,
etc.,
for
pension
for
building, etc.,
appropriation
Capp, Peter,
Peter,
Weather Service at ................
449 Capp,
Weather
pension increased......................
increased
1439
1439
pension
Cape Lookout,
Lookout, N.
C.,
N. C.,
Cale
Capron, Adolphus
Adolphus B.,
B.,
appropriation for
for construction
of harbor
of
Capron,
harbor of
construction of
appropriation
pension
increased ........................
1463
pension increased
refuge ............................
292
refuge
Capulin National
Monument, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Capulin
National Monument,
Cape May,
J.,
May, N.
N. I.,
Cape
proclamation setting
setting aside...............
aside
1792
1792
appropriation for
Cold Spring
Spring
proclamation
improving Cold
for improving
appropriation
Carbazol,
292, 393 Carbazol,
292,393
Inlet .........................
793
duty on;
minimum purity...............
purity
793
duty
on; minimum
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made,
preliminary examination,
on free
list; maximum
793
793
for
New York
from.
407
purity............
maximum purity
on
free list;
407
York Bay
Bay from.
to New
for waterway
waterway to
Carbondale,
Carbondale,Ill.,
Spartel and
and Tangier
Tangier Light, Morocco,
Cape Spartel
condemned
to
839
839
granted to.............
cannon granted
appropriation
for annual
annual contribution..
254,1050
condemned cannon
1050
contribution.. 254,
appropriation for
Cardinal,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Cape
Cardinal, Mary
Africa,
Town, Africa,
Cape Town,
1323
pension
1323
increased.......................
pension increased
appropriation
hospital
262,1058
262,1058
for foreign
foreign hospital......
appropriation for
CardWell,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah A.
Cardwdel, Sarah
Cape
N. Y.,
Vincent, N.
Cape Vincent,
pension increased
12
95
1225
increased ......................
appropriation for
for improvement
392
pension
392
harbor..
of harbor__
improvement of
appropriation
Carey Act,
Act,
Carey
preliminary
examinztion, etc., to be made
preliminary examination,
of harbor
406
for segregating
segregating and reclaimextended for
406
time extended
.......
harbor .....
of
ing lands
lands under,
Oregon
942
942
by Oregon........
under, by
ing
Capitol,
Capitol,
appropriation
for trees,
etc., grounds
of
290 Carey,
(widow),
Delia (widow),
Carey, Delta
290
grounds of...trees, etc.,
appropriation for
pension
1264
increased.......................
298
pension increased
for repairs,
....................
....
for
repairs, etc
M. (widow),
Carey, Fannie
Fannie M.
298
cleaning, etc.,
etc., works of
298 Carey,
of art
art...........
for cleaning,
pension ..............................
1292
for
care, etc.,
etc., of
grounds ..............
298
pension
298
of grounds.
for care,
Carey, John,
John,
for
repairs, fire-engine
etc
298 Carey,
fire-engine house, etc........
for repairs,
pension increased
1329
1329
...
increased ..................
pension
for
removing buildings.
etc., from lands
lands
buildings, etc.,
for removing
Carey, Thomas
B.,
Thomas B.,
for
extension of grounds
298 Carey,
grounds............
for extension
pension increased
1212
.......................
use of
Maltby Building
by Agriculpension
increased 1212
AgriculBuilding by
use
of Maltby
Cargo Boats,
Boats,
tural
Department repealed
298 Cargo
repealed ..........
tural Department
not deemed
deemed common
common carriers
carriers by
by water
water by
by
for
kitchens and
not
and
Senate kitchens
etc.. Senate
repairs, etc.,
for repairs,
Shipping Act
Act .....................
728
728
Shipping
restaurants
327
restaurants ........................
Caribbean Sea,
Sea,
deficiency appropriation
repairs, etc_
23 Caribbean
etc.._
appropriation for repairs,
deficiency
appropriation for
Weather Service
exService exfor
Charles E.
Monroe ..................
817
for Weather
817
appropriation
E. Monroe
for Charles
penses in
in :............
448, 11
11 .i6
... 448,
for repairs,
machinery. Senate
penses
Senate
elevator machinery.
for
repairs, elevator
commission to
to investigate
investigate and
report on
on
and report
wing
817
commission
17
wing .............................
advisability,
establishing
of establishing
etc., of
advisability, etc.,
directions for funeral services
services for Admiral
Admiral
directions
additional
naval station
station in;
details,
in; details,
additional naval
Dewey
in the
rotunda.
1605
the rotunda.............
Dewey in
etc.,
to be
be considered..............
considered
571
Capitol Building
and Grounds.
Superintendetc., to
Grounds, SuperintendBuilding and
Capitol
lease of
Great Corn
Island and
Little Corn
Corn
and Little
Corn Island
ent of,
of Great
lease
of,
ent
Island in,
by convention
convention with
Nicawith Nicain, by
Island
appropriation for,
engineers, clerks,
102. 1106
etc. 102,
clerks, etc_
for, engineers,
appropriation
ragua
1661
ragua..........................1661
for
engineers, etc.,
of RepresentaRepresentaHouse of
etc.. House
for engineers,
Me.,
tives ..........................
70,
107t Caribou,
Caribou, Me.,
70. 1074
tives
appropriation
for public
building
264
264
public building........
for
elevator conductors,
House of
appropriation for
of RepreRepreconductors, House
for elevator
deficiency
for public
public buildbuildsentatives
70.
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
1074
70, 1074
sentatives ......................
ing ..............................
17
17
for engineers,
engineers, etc.,
etc., Senate.............,
Senate
65, 1072
for
Caribou National
Idaho and
and Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Forest, Idaho
National Forest,
Carihou
conductors, Senate Office
for elevator
elevator conductors,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
458, 1146
of. 458,1146
appropriation for
Building ...
. 68.
6S 1072
. .............
Building
Carl. Henry,
Henry,
Carl.
Columbia
equipment. Columbia
for repairs
repairs and equipment.
pension
1456
increased...................... 1456
pension increased
Hospital for Women.
Women. D. C.,
C.. under..
under_
279
Hospital
Carlinville. Ill.,
Ill.,
Carlinrille,
power plant
for
plant
for placing
placing railroad siding to power
appropriation for public
264
public building
building..........
I appropriation
in safe
safe condition
condition on failure
failure Terminal
Terminal
in
Carlisle Pa.
Pa.,
Company
328 Carli.le,
Company.......................
appropriation for
Indian school.........
school987
150, 98
for Indian
appropriation
recovery
proceedings ................
328
recovery proceedings
use
of bequest
bequest for training
training nurses,
use of
designated on Public
Public Buildings Commisdesignated
authorized
987
authorized ........................
sion
328
sion..............................
school.
deficiency appropriation for Indian
deficiency
Indian school
31
placed
(.. placed
repairs,
D. C..
courthouse. D.
etc.. courthouse.
repairs, etc..
Irrigation Project,
Mex.,
Project, N. Mex.,
298 Carlsbad
CarlsbadIrrigation
under
inder ............................
appropriation
for maintenance,
of
maintenance, etc.; use of
Gnpitol Police,
appropriation for
Police,
Capitol
balance
305
appropriation
captain, lieutenants,
lieutenants, and
balance .........................
for captain,
appropriation for
privates
69. 1073
1073 Carlton,
S.,
Carlton. James S.,
69.
privates .......................
.1516 16
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
for
contingent expenses
expenses ..............
69. 1073
for contingent
v
Carman, Edward
15
P.,
Cannan,
Edward P.,
additional
deficiency
appropriation
appropriation for additional
deficienc
.............1294
.............
pension increased
increaed 1294
pension
.3
privates......
privates
3
Carman, Irrine,
Irvine,
Carmnn,
salaries
191:5, to be paid DeDecember, 1915,
salaries for December,
1454
pension increased
pension
increased.....................
cember
3
3
17.........................
cember 17
for
1916. to be
Carmichael. John W.,
Carmichael.
of
be paid
paid on day of
or September.
September. 1916.
increased .......................
853
pension
pension increased
1232
adjournment......................
adjournment
853
Carnegie Library, D.
D. C.,
Carneqie
December
for December,
December. 1916, to be paid December
68.
(00S
appropriation for expenses ...........
680 1008
appropriation
22 ...........................
861
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Carnes, Mary O'Hara (widow),

Page.
Larmes, Mary uiara(wwuow),
rage.
pension
1365
pension.................................
1365
Caro,
Caro, Mich.
Mich.,
condemned
836
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to..........
836
Carothers,
Carothers, Washington
Washington E.,
E.,
pension increased.-......................
increased
1443
1443
Carpenter,
I)e Witt C.,
Carpenter, De
1564
pension increased ......................
Carpenter, Harriet
Harriet E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Carpenter,
pension increased ......................
1220
1220
pension
Carpenter, Lutisha
A. (widow),
Carpenter,
Lutisha A.
pension
pension increased
increased ....-- ....--- ..---.-..-- 1417
1417
Carpenter, Thomas A.,
A.,
Carpenter,
pension
increased .....-.................
1205
pension increased
Carpenter,
Carpenter, William L.,
pension
1515
-.........................-......
pension
Carper,
Frank J.,
J.,
Carper, Frank
1282
pension .............................
Carr, Caroline
Caroline (mother),
Carr,
pension
pension................................ 1364
Carr, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
Carr,
pension increased
1228
--.
pension
increased ............
......
Carr,
W.,
Carr, John
John W.,
pension
increased..................... 1540
pension increased
Carr, Jonathan,
Carr,
Jonathan,
pension
1567
increased .....................
pension increased
Cam,
H.,
Michael H.,
Carr, Michael
1508
pension increased
increased..................... 1508
S. Spencer,
Carr, S.
Spencer,
military
record corrected
1478
corrected............... 1478
military record
Carrier, Joseph
Joseph W.,
Carrier,
increased ........................
1364
1364
pension increased
Carriers,
Carriers).
Common (see Common
Common Carriers).
Carriers,Common
Carroll,
Carroll,Anna
Anna (widow),
1283
1283
increased...................
pension increased
Carroll County,
Ga. '
Carroll
County, Ga.,
bridge
authorized
across
Chattahoochee
bridge authorized across Chattahoochee
between Coweta
and..
River between
Coweta County and.
.6
Carroll Foundry,
Foundry, Houghton,
Houghton, Mich.,
Midi.,
Carroll
deficiency
815
815
for...............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Carroll,
Carroll, Iowa,
Iowa,
appropriation
for public
264
public building ........
appropriation for
Carroll,
Jennie (wi4w),
(widow),
Carroll, Jennie
appropriation
to. __ 629
629
payments to...
for monthly
monthly payments
appropriation for
Carroll,
Mary (daughter),
(daughter),
Carroll, .Mary
pension
1239
1239
...............................
pension
Carrollton,
Carrollton, Ill.,
III.,
appropriation
for public
public building..........
building
264
appropriation for
Carson City,
City, Ner.,
Carson
NeT.,
appropriation
for
mint
at
88,1093
appropriation for mint at..............- 88,1093
for
school
143,981
143, 981
for Indian
Indian school..................
264
for public building .....................
Carson
Hospita, Nev.,
Carson Indian
Indian Hospital,
Ner.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of _ 125,
125,970
970
etc., of..
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Carson
Mex.,
Forest,t N.
N. Mex.,
Carson National
NVational Forest
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,
458, 1146
etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Carson,
N.,
Carson, l'eleg
I'eleg N.,
pension
1311
increased......................
pension increased
Carson,
M.,
Carson, Samuel
Samuel M.
pension
1567
1567
increased .....................
pension increased
Carter, Carrie
(widow),
Carter,
CarrieE.
E. (widow),
pension
increased
1507
pension increased.....................
Carter, J. H.,
Carter
.,
land patent
1336
1336
--.land
patent to
to......................
Carter,
Carter, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension
increased ................
1510
1510
pension increased.
Carter,
Carter, Thomas
Thomas A.,
A.,
pension
increased
1421
1421
..............
pension increased.....
Cartridges,etc.,
Cartridges,
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
781
781
from sales of: exception............
exception
Caruthererille,
Caruthersmille, Mo.,
Mo.,
appropriation
public building..........
building
264
204
appropriation for public
Carter,
Ch rles,
Carter, Ch-ries,
pension
1559
15-59
increased......................
pension increased

---Page.
rage.
pension
increased
1436
pension increased.
...................
1436
Cary, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
pension
1573
pension...............................
1573
Honorable William
Cary, Honorable
William J.
J.
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
contested elecdeficiency
for contested
election expenses ..................
822
822
Casa Grande
Casa
GrandeRuin, Ariz.,
appropriation for
for custodian
custodian ...............
301
appropriation
Cascade National
Forest, Oreg.,
Cascade
National Forest,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1146
458,1146
for maintenance,
etc., of.
appropriation
Case,
Charles E.,
E.,
Case, Charles
pension increased.......................
increased
1534
pension
1534
Case, Mary L. (widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1253
pension
1253
Casey,
Casey, Abraham T.,
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
1550
Casey, Daniel,
Daniel,
pension increased
increased
pension
........................
1251
Cass
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Minn.,
Minn.
Cass Lake Indian
appropriation for
across Mississippi
Mississippi
for bridge
bridge across
appropriation
River on,
on, from
from Chippewa
Chippewa funds...
funds... _ 978
978
Cassor79,
Stephen
F.,
Cassaday,
F.,
pension increased
increased
1533
pension
........................
Cassia and Minidoka
Counties, Idaho,
Cassia
Minidoka Counties,
bridge Snake
34
may bridge
Snake River
River ..................
34
"Cassie," Barge,
"Cassie,"
Barge,
claim for damages to,
claim
to, submitted
submitted to district
district
court
court...........
............
1261
Casteel t Jesse W.,
W.,
Cartel,
pension increased
increased
penason
...................
1501
Castle and Cooke,
Castle
sale of Federal
Federal building site, Honolulu,
Honolulu,
Hawaii, to, ratified
ratified...............
1490
1490
Castle, .Paleman
Paleman S.,
S.,
Castle,
pensi
on increased
increased
pension
.........................
1244
Cartleton,
N. Y.
Y.
Casleton, N.
time
extended for bridging
Hudson River
River
time extended
bridging Hudson
to fkhodack
Lan ling from
446
to
Schodacks Lading
fromn........
446
Casualty Hospital
Hospital, D.
.D. C. (see
Pstg.= Dis(ee Eastern
Casualy
pensary, D. C.).
'
Caswell, penar,
John D. 1D. C.).
pensionincreased
pension
increased
....................... -1238
1238
Catalogue
Literature, InternaCatalogue of Scientific Literature,
International,
tional,
appropriation
expenses, preparation
preparation of.
of
279
appropriation for expenses,
for printing and
and bindin
binding ...................
331
Catalogue
Copyright Office,
Catalogue of Title Entries,
Entries, Copyriht
appropriation
publication o
of. ..........
331
appropriation for publication
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing and
binding
822
binding..........................
22
Catawissa
Catawissa Railroad
Railroad Company,
bridge Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River, Milton
Milton to
may bridge
to
Milton, Pa
Pa .
49
West Milton,
..................
49
Cate,
Elijah,
Cate, Elijah,
pension
increased ........................
1217
pension increased
1217
Cather, Ezra,
Cather,
Ezra,
pension
increased
1219
pension increased.....................
1219
Cattle (see also
Animal Industry
Industry Bureau
Cattle
also Animal
Bureau and
and
Animals),
Animals),
appropriation
and quaranappropriation for
for inspection
inspection and
quarantine
450,1138
tine
..................................
450,1138
for eradicating
eradicating scabies ...........
450,
1138
450,1138
450,1138
for inspecting
inspecting southern
southern ............
for enforcing
enforcing humane
humane treatment
treatment of
of export
.....................
Port
450,1138
450, 1138
executing 28-hour law ........... 450,1138
for executing
suppressing contagious
diseases
for suppressing
contagious diseases..
450,1138
southern cattle ticks; refor eradicating
eradicating southern
strictions
strictions
.................
450, 1138
1138
information as
for diffusing information
as to supply,
prices, markets,
markets, etc.,
etc. of........
of
473, 1162
prices,
473,1162
i
n eradicating,
etc.,
for emergency use in
eradicating, etc.,
contagious diseases
diseases of ............
contagious
492,1167
payment
for animals destroyed;
destroyed; apappayment for
praisal of values
values ................
praisal
492, 1167
-

·

·-

Cary, Augustus
G.,
(Lary,
Augustus Ui.,
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Cattle—Continued.
Cattle-Continued.
Page. Central
Central and South American
Page.
American Republics,
Republics,
Page.
reservation of public
public lands
lands for
for watering,
invited
invited to send representatives
representatives to Second
Second
driveways, etc.,
driveways,
etc for ................
865
Pan
American Financial
Financial ConferConfer865
Pan American
Cattle, Diseases
DiSeCISCS of,
of,
Cattle,
ence .............................
1052
ence
1052
report
on ordered
1599
report on,
ordered printed.
printed. ..............
1599 Central
Dispensary and
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital,
Central Dispensary
Cattle Ticks,
Cattle
Ticks, Southern,
Southern,
D. C.,
D.C.,
appropriation for
eradicating .......... 450,
450, 1138
appropriation
for eradicating
1138
appropriation for care of indigent
appropriation
indigent papalive stock demonstration
demonstration work
work on reretients
708, 1035
1035
tients.......................
708,
1138 Central
leased areas
areas.................... 450,
450, 1138
Central Heating,
Lighting, and
and Power
Power Plant,
Plant,
Heating, Lighting,
restriction on use of materials, etc
etc. 450,
450, 1138
1138
D.
C„
D. C.,
demonstration
demonstration at fairs, etc........
etc
450,
1139
450, 1139
deficiency appropriation
for construction,
deficiency
appropriation for
construction,
Caualk, Mary
Caulk,
A. (widow),
Mary A.
(widow),
etc ...............................
19
19
pension1326
..
.....................
....
1326
additional
buildings to
to receive
service
19
additional buildings
receive service
19
Cavalry, Army,
Caralry,
Army,
limit of cost increased
increased ................
19
19
composition of
composition
of units,
units, under
under National
National DeDeadditional sum for technical
additional
services
19
technical services..
19
fense Act
178 Central
Act ........................
178
Central Ohio Building and Loan Company,
increase of enlisted
179
increase
enlisted men
men allowed
allowed ........
179
Columbus, Ohio,
assignment
of officers
179
assignment of
officers.....................
179
refund
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax............
tax
1493
1493
increased
increased by seventeen
colonels; to be
seventeen colonels;
Cereal Plants,
be adCereal
Plants,
ditional
numbers ..................
185
ditional numbers
185
appropriation for
investigations of
of insects
insects
appropriation
for investigations
Caren, Mary
E. (widow),
(widow),
Carell,
Mary E.
affecting
465,1154
affecting.......................
465,1154
pension
1278
pension increased
increased ........................
1278
Hessian fly
fly and
and chinch
bug
465,1154
chinch bug.........
465,1154
Ca vender, Emily A.
Baldrige (widow),
(widow),
Cavender,
A. Baldrige
Cereals
Cereals (see also
Grains),
also Grains),
pension .............................
pension.
1596
1596
appropriation
appropriation for investigating production,
Cedar
CedarBayou, Tex.,
diseases, etc.,
of ................
454,1142
etc., of
454,
1142
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of
398 Certificate
appropriation for
398
Certificate of Discharge,
Discharge rArmy
Army or Nay,
Nark
Cedar
Falls, Iowa,
Iowa,
Cedar Falls,
punishment for
forforging,
counterfeiting, etc.
punishment
forging, counterfeiting,
etc- 1182
1182
appropriation for public
public building
appropriation
building..........
Certificates of
of Indebtedness,
Indebtedness, United States,
States,
264 Certificates
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
issue of three per
per cent, authorized.....
authorized
1003
.. 1003
terms of court at....................
at
12,55
payable
payable in
in one year..................
year
1003
12,55
1003
Cedarville,
Cedarille, IlI.,
amount
amount not to exceed $300,000,000......
$300,000,000
1003
1003
of (see
(see Writs
of Certiorari\.
Certiorari'.
condemned cannon
to
838
condemned
cannon granted
Certiorari, Writs
granted to...........
Writs of
838 Certiorari,
Writs of
Cement,
Chadron,
Nebr.,
Cement, etc.,
Chadron,
etc.,
Nebr.,
appropriation for
investigating structural
structural
appropriation
public building
264
appropriation
for investigating
appropriation for
for public
building..........
264
materials of
114,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
buildmaterials
of ..................
114, 1115
1115
deficiency
public buildCemeteries,
Cemeteries, Mutual,
futunl,
17
C
m ' ;in'g... .:i.. ..
.............
17
exempt
from income
tax
766
L. (widow),
(widow),
Chadwick, Helen
Helen L.
exempt from
income tax.................
766 Chadwick,
Census,
Census, Director
pension increased
Directorof,
of,
increased........................
1334
1334
appropriation
clerks,
Chadwick,
Chadwick, James,
appropriation for, statisticians,
statisticians, clerks,
etc
1112
etc..........................
110, 1112
pension increased
increased ........................
1568
1568
may
for tobacco
tobacco reC.hadunck, Mary
(widow),
Chadwick,
may procure
procure information
information ior
Mary K.
reK. (widow),
ports by mail, agents, etc..........
etc
110
nsion increased......................
increased
1427
pension
110
1427
airsell, Henry,
Henry,
etc., statistics
to prepare,
prepare, etc.,
statistics of cottonseed
cottonseed proChairsell,
products .............................
436
ducts
436
pension
increased
pension increased
1275
......................
1275
etc
437
Challis National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
use of cotton
cotton for
for explosives,
explosives, etc.........
437 Challis
Census
Department of Commerce,
Census Office, Department
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 458,
458, 1146
1146
Commerce,
appropriation
Chalmers, James,
James,
appropriation for
Director, statisticians,
Chalmers,
appropriation
for Director,
statisticians,
110, 1112
pension
1525
clerks, etc ...................
pension increased
increased......................
110,
1112
1525
for collecting,
collecting, etc.,
etc., statistics
110, 1112
If.,
Chamberlain, Frederick
statistics.......... 110,
Frederick M.,
1112 Chamberlain,
110,
pension
1411
for special
special agents, etc
etc...............
pension increased
10, 1112
1112
increased
................
.....
1411
Chthnberlain,
for transcript
transcript from registration
registration records,
records,
Chamberlain, Ira,
Ira,
etc
110, 1112
etc ...........................
110,1112
pension
increased
pension increased
...........
1456
......
1456
Chamberlain,
additional for collecting
collecting tobacco staChamberlain, James
James A.,
staA.,
tistics .........................
110, 1112
110,
1112
payment
payment to trustee, etc.,
etc., of, for
for lost bonds.
bonds. 1472
1472
and Tobacco
Tobacco StaStaChamberlain,
John F.,
F.,
Division of Cotton and
Chamberlain, John
tistics created
110
created.....................
pension..
1584
110
pension..............................
1584
procuring information
Chamberlain, S.
information for tobacco
tobacco reChamberlain,
'. Dak.,
Dak.,
porta
110
ports ................
...........
appropriation
public building
264
110
appropriation for
for public
building..........
264
agents
110, 1112
pay of special
special agents............
bridge
authorized across
across Missouri
River at.
at
58
110,1112
bridge authorized
Missour River
58
for tabulating
tabulating machines, etc
1112
etc......... 311,
repeal of
of Act
pontoon bridge
bridge at.
at
58
111, 1112
repeal
Act authorizing
authorizing pontoon
58
for
printing and
for
331
for printing
and binding
binding for............
331
temporary maintenance
temporary
maintenance .................
58
58
deficiency appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of
deficiency
appropriation for
use
during construction
construction of
of new
bridge
58
use during
new bridge...
58
Thirteenth Census
32
the Thirteenth
Census..............
Chamberlin, Hatch,
32 Chamberlin,
Hatch, -„
for expenses
expenses of
32
of Twelfth
Twelfth Census
Census.........
pension increased....................
increased
1306
32
pension
1306
statistics of cottonseed and products
products to
Chambers of
of Commerce,
Commerce,
to
Chambers
be published monthly
monthly by..........
by
436
436
exempt from income
tax
766
exempt
income tax.................
766
cotton, etc.,
etc., used
for guncotton,
cotton,
used for
guncotton, mediChambers, Captain
Washington Irving,
Irving, U.
U. S.
S
mediChambers,
Captain Washington
cated
cotton,
etc.,
to
be
published
cated cotton, etc., to be published
Navy,
retired,
Nary, retired,
quarterly by
437
quarterly
by .....................
to
on active
list; place....
place
602
437
to be
be rear admiral
admiral on
active list;
602
Canterbury, Ohio, Building and Loan
Loan ComCenterburg,
Comexaminations
required; to be additional
additional
examinations required;
pany,
pany,
number;
no back
back pay,
pay, etc..........
etc
603
number; no
603
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax
1493
tax..........
1493 Champagnes,
Champagnes, etc.,
etc.,
Central, and
Centr!a
and South America,
America,
internal revenue
revenue tax
786
internal
tax on .................
86
appropriation for promoting,
promoting, etc.,
etc., cemcomappropriation
Champion, Elh'n
Ellin (;ridow.:,
Chnmnpion,
(;nidol;.
merce
with
...................
merce
111, 1113
111,
pension increaszed
increased ...................
1416
pension
1416

INDEX.
age.
(widow),
Melissa J.
Chandler,
Chandler,
pension Melissa
J. (widow),
1257
1257
.........
M--...................
cension ...
Chandler,
Sarah M. (vwidoit),
(widow),
Chandler, Sarah
pension
1532
pension increased
increased...................
Channels, Phyllis
Phyllis (widow),
(widow),
Channels,
1438
increased ...................
pension increased
Chapel Hill, N.
N. C.
C.,
Chapel
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
17
...............
...........
ing.
ing
Chaplain,
Chaplain,
appropriation
House of RepresentaRepresentafor House
appropriation for
tives
70,1074
70, 1074
......................
tives
for Senate.......................
Senate
66,1070
66, 1070
for
Chaplain,
Elizabeth S.
(widow),
S. (widow),
Chaplain,Elizabeth
pension
1290
1290
.................................
pension
Chaplains,
Chaplains,Army,
Army,
appointment, etc.,
etc., of,
DeNational Deof, under
under National
appointment,
fenee Act
176
176
......
fense
Act .................
preference
for previous
service... _ 176
war service....
previous war
preference for
Chapman, Cornelius,
Cornelius,
Chapman,
1284
pension
1284
.........---increased .......pension increased
Chapman,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Jennie M.
Chapman, Jennie
1550
.....--.......
pension
increased........
pension increased
Chapman, Joseph,
Joseph,
Chapman,
1489
pension
................
pension increased
increased .....
Chapman, William
William A.,
A.,
Chapman,
1433
pension increased.......................
increased1433
pension
Chappell,
Charles L.,
L.,
Chappell, Charles
_pension
increased ...................
1451
pension increased
CMppcll,
E.,
William E.,•
Chappell, William
pension
1309
ension increased
increased......................
Chargis d'Affaires
interim,
adinterim,
d'Affaires ad
Chargs
appropriation for
252, 1048
alaries.............. 252,1048
for salaries
appropriation
deficiency
salaries. 802,826
802, 826,,829
829
appropriation for salaries,
deficiency appropriation
Charitable,
Organizations,
etc., Organizations,
Charitable,etc.,
766
..............
exempt
income tax .
exempt from income
Charities
D. C.,
C.,
and Corrections,
Corrections,D.
Charitiesand
appropriation for Board
Charities.......;
706,-1033
., 706,
0
Board of Charities.
appropriation
reformatories and correctional infor reformatories

stitutions. ..................
70-6, 1034
706,
stitutions
1035
for
medical charities
707,1035
charities.............. 707,
for medical
708,
for
institutions. _
708, 1036
for child-caring
child-caring institutions.........
1038
for
homes
709,1038
709,
.............for temporary
temporary homes.
for
municipal lodging
...... _709,
709, 1038
1038
house..........
lodging house..
for municipal
1038
for
aid
to
e
blind
710,1038
710,
for aid to the blind ...............
for
710, 1038
insane................. 710,1038
indigent insane
for indigent
1038
for
of the
poor................
.
710,1038
710,
the poor
relief of
for relief
1038
for
paupers
710,1038
710,
for transporting
transporting paupers.............
.
710,1038
710, 1038
for workhouse
workhouse ...................
for reformatory
711, 1039
711,
for
reformatory.1039................
Chariton,
Iowa,
Chariton, Iowa,
appropriation
public building.
264
building..........
for public
appropriation for
Charles
City, Iowa.
Iowa,
Charles City,
appropriation
for public
public building..........
building
264
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing.
17
..................
ing ......
"
Charles L.
Steamer,
Hutchinson," Steamer,
L. Hutchinson,"
' Charles
name
of,
changed
to
"
Fayette
Brown
"..
_
946
name of, changed to "Fayette Brown"...
Charles
Town, W.
V. Va.,
Va.,
Charles Town,
appropriation
public building.
264
building.......
for public
appropriation for
Charleston,
Ark.,
Charelston, Ark.,
condemned
granted to.........
to
834,840
834 ,840
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Charl(ston-Dunbar
Company,
Traction Company,
Charleston-Dunbar Traction
lease of
1447
-to .....................of land
land to
lease
Charleston,
Ill.,
Charleston, Ill.,
264
appropriation
building_ __
_
public building.......for public
appropriation for
Charleston, S. C..
C'..
Charleston,
appropriation for
for improvement
of waterimprovement of
appropriation
395
way
and __
McClellanville and--.
between McClellanville
way between
for
improvement
harbor
channel
channel
and
of
harbor
for improvement
395
to
to the
the sea
sea ......................-567
for navy
navy yard,
works -.........public works
yard, public
for
for dredging
dredging Cooper
River..
567
Cooper River........
for
for equipping
ships
yard to build ships
equipping navy
navy yard
for
for
increase of the Navy.........Navy
618
for increase
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Charleston, S.
Charleston,
S. C.-Continued.
C.—Continued.
Page.
appropriation
yard, public works,
for navy
navy yard,
appropriation for
dredging,
power plant,
etc
1178
1178
plant, etc.........
dredging, power
for navalmagazme,
storage
1179
ammunition storage..
magazine, ammunition
fornaval
immigrant
be used by South
station, may be
immigrant station,
61
Carolina Naval
Naval Militia
Militia...........
Carolina
721
terms
of court
court at
at .......................
terms of
office
of
clerk.
721
721
office of clerk.....................
Charleston,
Va.,
W. Va.,
Charleston, W.
condemned cannon
granted to.............
833
cannon granted
condemned
Charlevoix,
Mich.,
Charlevoix, Mich.
400
appropriation
harbor
400
improvement of harbor..
appropriation for improvement
Charlotte,
Mich.,
Charlotte, Mich.,
appropriation for public
building...' ... . 264
public building.........
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
• ing.
17
17
ing.........................
Charlotte, N.
C.,
N. C.,
Charlotte,
appropriation
for public
public building,
rent
264
building, rent...
appropriation for
Charlotte, N.
Y.,
Charlotte,
N. Y.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
harbor
392
392
harbor..
of
appropriation for improvement
preliminary
examination, etc., of harbor,
to
harbor, to
preliminary examination,
be
407
407
...................
be made
made ...
Charlton
and Nassau
Fla ,
Nassau Counties,
Counties, Ga. and Fla.,
Charlton and
may
bridge Saint
River, Calico
Calico Hill
165
Hill.
Mary River,
Saint Mary
may bridge
Kolars
Yerry.........................
436
Kolars yerry
Charts,
CoastSurvey,
Charts, Coast
obsolete, may
distributed free to
obsolete,
may be
be distributed
schools, etc........................
etc..............
320
schools,
Chase,
Andrew,
Chase, Andrew,
pension increased
increased....................
1403
pension
Chase,
_Elmore Y.,
Y.,
Chase, Elmore
pension
increased
1482
....................
pension increased
CWase,Henry
C
hae,Henry M,
M.,
increased ....................
pension increased.
1269
Chase, Lewis W.,
1222
moon increased.
increased.................. ....
Dension
C/lass,kovina
B. (widow),
(widow),
Chase,
Loin B.
1428
.............
-----------------------_
----- •7
CC21,
31°11
01avay C.,
1534
nsion increased
pension
increaed.......................
(Those,
Case, Stanford
Stanford H.,
H.,
1458
pension
increased
pension increased .................
Chaiham
Ga.,
Chatham County,
County, Ga.
bridge authorized
across Back
Back River
River bebe.
authorized across
bridge
66
County, S. C. and....
and
Jasper County,
tween Jasper
Ga. and Ala.,
ChattahoocheeRiver, Ga.
Chattahoochee
appropriation for
for improvement
appropriation
improvement of, below
395
Columbus,
Ga. ..................
396
Columbus, Ga
bridge authorized
across, Coweta
Coweta and Carauthorized acroas,
bridge
roll
Counties, Ga
Ga ...................
66
roll Counties,
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
bridge
authorized across
across Tennessee
Tennessee River
River
bridge authorized
47
at
47
at...............................
Chattanooga,
Tenn., Cumberland Presbyterian
Presbyterian
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Church,
Church,
payment of
of Court
1497
to.... 1497
of Claims
Claims findings to
Court of
payment
Chatto,
Charles N.,
N.,
Chatto, Charles
pension increased
increased.........................
1483
pension
Clianncey,
Rody,
Jen Rody,
Chauncey, Jen
ninon increased........................
incre.:
1364
1364
pension
Chautanquas,
Chautauquas,etc.,
etc.,
791
exempt from special tax .................
exempt
Checks,
etc.,
Lost, etc.,
Checks, Lost,
duplicates for, by disbursing
disbursing offiissue of duplicates
37
cers;
37
cers; bond
bond .
...................
38
38
postal warrants,
warrants, etc.; bond...........
bond
small
amounts
to
postal
employees
withsmall amounts to postal employees with38
38
out bond
out
bond ........................
Checks, Outstanding,
Outstanding,
Checks,
acceptance of
in lieu of
of Auditors"
Auditors' reports of, in
acceptance
336
disbursing officers'
returns.
officers' returns........
disbursing
Cheek, Cliferd
Clfrd T..
T..
pension meteased_
1360
1360
penson
incased.......................
C
ek. George H.,
Cheek,
H.,
pension increased
1538
increased...... .............--pension
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Cheese,
Page. Chesley,
C'hesley, Leon
P.,
Page.
Leon P.,
page.
appropriation
etc., makappropriation for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
makpension ..............................
1367
pension
1367
ing and marketing
marketing. ................
450 Chester
ChesterRiver, Md.,
Chefuncte
Chefuncte River, La.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
394
appropriation
improvement of.........
394
appropriation for improvement
of
appropriation
improvement of.........
397 Chester
Chester River
River,,Pa.,
Pa.,
Chehalis
ChehalisRiver, Wash.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
of
393
improvement of.........
393
appropriation for improvement of, to MonChestnut
Chestnut Tree Bark Disease,
Disease,
tesano .........................
405
405
appropriation for expenses
expenses of controlling,
Chelan
Chelan National
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.,
etc ............................
452, 1141
452,1141
appropriation
of. 458
458,1146
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of_
1146 Chettimanchi
C'hettimanchi Indians,
Indians, La.,
proclamation
proclamation diminishing
1767
diminishing .................
1767
appropriation for
clearing titles
titles to
to lands
of,
appropriation
for clearing
lands of,
excluded lands opened to settlement
settlement... - 1768
etc.;
authorized
133
etc.; trust
trust authorized..............
133
Chelsea,
Chelsea, Mass.,
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indian
Indian Hospital,
Hospital,
and Arapahoe
appropriation for naval
appropriation
naval hospital,
hospital, sea wall.
wall._
570
570
Okla.,
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
840
to............
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
970
of. 125,
125, 970
Chemical
Chemical and Physical
_DoPhysical Researches,
Researches, Public
Public DoCheyenne and
and Arapahoe Indian
Indian Reservation,
main,
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation for geological; deposits
appropriation
deposits of
further extension
extension, of time for paying installinstallfurther
potash salts
301
salts.....................
301
ments for former
former agency,
etc., lands
ments
agency, etc.,
lands
Chemistry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
of Agriculture,
Departmentof
Agriculture,
of . .
..........................
937
appropriation for chemist,
clerks, etc.
etc._ 462,1151
appropriation
chemist, clerks,
462,1151 Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Mont ,
for inspectors,
inspectors, laboratory
etc_ 462,1151
laboratory helpers,
helpers, etc.
462,1151
Northern,
Northern,
for general expenses .
................ 463,1151
463,1151
appropriation for support, etc.,
appropriation
etc., of.......
of
139
980
139,980
for collaborating
collaborating with other departments,
or "line
line riders
riders ......................
139,
890
for
139,890
etc ........................... 463,1151 Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indians,
andArapahoe
Indians, Okta.,
Okla.,
for inspecting
inspecting food products for export,
appropriation
etc., of.......
of
145,982
appropriation for support, etc.,
145,982
etc..........................
etc
463,1151
deficienc appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for support......support
31
for poultry and egg investigations
1152 Cheyenne River Indian Reservation, S.
investigations.... 463,
463,1152
S. Dak.,
for fish investigations,
investigations, etc...........
etc
463,1152
appropriation
school buildings on.
988
appropriation for school
on.....
for o
oysters,
shipping,
rrs,
i
shipping, etc.; other shellno allotment for sectarian
sectarian schools on
on
fish........................... 463,
1152
463,1152
completion.
988
completion of
of....................
988
for biological
biological investigations
investigations of food and
and
Chicago
Chicago and North Western Railway Company,
products_ .................. 463,1152
drug products
may bridge Fox River, Geneva,
Geneva, Ill.......
Ill
59
59
forutilizing
for
utilizing citrus fruit by-products..
by-products
463,1152 Chicago, Burlington
Burlington and Quincy Railroad ComComdetermining maturity in fruits and
determining
pany,
vegetables....................
vegetables
1152
may bridge Fox River, Aurora,
Aurora, Ill
ll .......
55
for utilizing
utilizing raw materials
materials for colorants..
colorants._
463,
Chicago, Ill.,
463, Chicago,
Ill.,
1152
appropriation
appropriation for assistant
assi' stent treasurer's
treasurer's
building
building at Arlington experimental
experimental
office
87, 1092
office.
..........................
87,1092
farm..............................
farm
1152
for
public
building
264
for public building ....................
264
for traveling
laboratory ................
464
traveling laboratory
464
for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Mound, Oakwood
Oakwood CemeCemefor investigating
investigating manufacture
manufacture of table
tery
287
tery.................................
287
sirup..............................
sirup
1152
1152
for improvement
improvement of harbor; breakwater
breakwater
for executing
executing pure food law .........
464,1152
form outer harbor
to form
harbor...
.............. 401
01
for grading, etc.,
stores
464,1152
etc., naval stores........
464, 1152
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to South Park
Park
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for general excommissioners
s:12
commissioners .................
12
penses .........................
32
.
32
removal of harbor
harbor light station, and lights
for laboratory......................
laboratory
32
32
on new breakwater, authorized
537
authorized....
.:)7
for executing
executing pure food law
law......... 32,826
32,826
riparian rights of marine
marine hospital site transriparian
Cheney, William A.,
A.,
ferred to commissioners
Lincoln
commissioners of Lincoln
pension increased .......................
1423
1423
Park..............................
Park
1198
1198
C'henocweth,
Chenoweth,Jaines
V.,
James V.,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Railwa!,
Chicago,
Railway
pension increased
i
ncreased ...................
1373
1373
Company,
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, Okla.
Okla. (see also Five
Five Civilarea of lease of lands in Fort Keogh,
Mont ,
Keogh, Mont.,
ized Tribes),
Tribes),
extended .....................
extended.
238
appropriation
appropriation for support, etc.,
orphan
etc., of orphan
Chicago,
Saint Paul
Paul Railway
Chicago, Milwaukee and
and Saint
training school ---.............. 147,984
training
1 7, 984
Company,
Company,
for common schools
schools. ...............
147,984
may
River, Chamberlain,
Chamberlain,
may bridge
bridge Missouri
Mssouri River,
Cherokee, Iowa,
Iowa,
S. Dak .......... ... .....
....
. 58
appropriation
for public
building ........
264 Chicago
appropriation for
public building
264
Chicago River, Ill.,
Cherokee, N. C.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.........
of
401
appropriation for
401
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
144,981 Chick, Charles
school........ 144,981
Charles J.,
pension increased
pension
1429
increased......................
Cherokee Orphan
1429
Training School, Tahlequah,
Cherokee
Orphan, Training
Tahlequah,
Chick, Sylvester T.,
Okla.,
Ok
la.,
pension
I
412
pension increased
increased ......................
112
appropriation
for support,
147,984
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of
of..... 147,984
Chickamauga and
National Park.
Park.
and Chattanooga
ChattanoogaNational
tor additional land......
land.
...........
147,984 Chickamauga
appropriation
continuing establishment
appropriation for
for continuing
establishment
for road to, from Cherokee
Cherokee funds
986
funds........
986
of ...............................
2SS
Cherryvale,
Cherryval, Kans.,
Kans..
deficiency appropriation
vehicle
810
deficiency
appropriation for
for motor
motor vehicle
S10
appropriation
for public
building
264
appropriation for
public building........
264
Chickasahay River, Miss.,
Chickasahay
Chesapeake
Chesapeake and
and Potomac
Potomac Telephone Company,
Company,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
397
appropriation
of........
397
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for telephone
telephone
Chickasaw Indians,
Indians, Okla. (see also Five Civiservice, Columbia
Columbia Hospital, D. C.__
C..807
lized Tribes),
lized
Chesapeake Bay,
Chesapeake
appropriation for
for dormitories
dormitories for
appropriation
for children
children
navigation, etc., eastern
aids to navigation,
eastern shore
shore of,
of,
in Murray
School of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture
Murrav School
authorized.......................537
authorized
537
from
...
.
9.3
from tribal
tribal funds
funds
983

-----------------

INDEX.
Pag
Chickasaw. Indians,
Okla.—Continued.
Page.
Indians, Okla.-Continued.
Chiciasaw
appropriation for
for per capita
capita payment
payment to enappropriation
rolled
members,
from
tribal
funds.
146,
983
funds.
146,983
rolled members, from tribal
use for
restricted Indians
146,983
Indians.......... 146,983
for restricted
use
exemption from
from prior
etc.;
debts, etc.;
prior debts,
exemption
attorney claims
claims ................
146,984
attorney
allowance
expenses 147,984
147, 984
distribution expenses.
allowance for distribution
for
schools ................
147,984
for common schools
for
expenses, etc.,
property,
for expenses,
etc., selling tribal property,
proceeds .................
148,985
from proceeds
segregated coal
lands inincoal and
and asphalt lands
segregated
cluded
148,985
cluded.........................
for
II. Johnston, from tribal
for Douglas
Douglas H.
funds
986
986
funds...........................
asphalt
payments
coal and
and asphalt
payments for surface of coal
866
hinds
866
lands of,
of, further
further deferred ..........
866
paid
866
all interest to be paid.................
Chickasha,
Okla.,
Chickasha, Okla.,
833
condemned cannon
to
cannon granted to...........
condemned
927
terms
of court
court at.......................
at
terms of
Chico, Cal.,
Chico,
Cal.,
appropriation for
for lands,
plant
etc., for plant
lands, etc.,
appropriation
breeding
1143
station 1143
...................
breeding station
Justice of the Supreme Court
Court of the
Chief Justice
United
United States,
appropriation for
118, 1119
....... 118,1119
for ...........
appropriation
(see Coast Artillery,
of Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery (see
Chief of
Chief
of).
Chief of).
Chief
Engineers, Army,
Chief of Engineers
Enineers (see
(see Engineers,
Chief
Chief of).
of).
Chief
Ordnance DeArmy (see Ordnance
Ordnance, Army
Chief of Ordnance,
partment, Army).
partment,
Army).
also General Staff
Chief
Staff, Army (see also
Chief of Staff,
Corps, Army).
Army).
Corps,
appropriation
for Division
Division of
of, Militia
Militia Afappropriation for
fairs, office
office of-of. .-......
92
........
fairs,
for
surveys,
special topographic
topographic surveys,
for maps, special
93
etc.,for...
etc., for............... ......... =
for Army
Army War
War College
...
20
College..... .........
for
for
military
information
section
620
for military information section........ 620
620
...
for observing war operations abroad
abroad....620
schools ..................
for service
service schools
etc
625
chief clerk,
clerk, clerks, etc.............
for chief
for translator,
translator, etc.,
information
military information
etc., military
for
section
628
section ...........................
D. C.,
Institutions, D.
Child Caring
CaringInstitutions,
appropriation for
708,1036
for ...................... 708,1036
appropriation
Labor,
Child Labor,
interstate and
and foreign shipments of prodinterstate
ucts by,
by, of
designated ages,
ages, forbidof designated
ucts
675
675
den
den...........................
675
675
restriction on prosecutions .............
restriction
board to
to make
make regulations;
etc
675
675
inspectors. etc.
regulations; inspectors.
board
675
675
prosecutions for violations
violations ...............
prosecutions
675
675
exempt..
boys' and girls'
canning clubs exempt
girls' canning
boys'
675
675
punishment for
for violations.
violations ..............
punishment
guaranty
exempting
producer exempting
guaranty from producer
675
675
dealer; conditions.
conditions ...............
dealer;
676
676
false statements
guaranty.
in guaranty...........
statements in
false
producers
having certificate
certificate of permispermisproducers having
676
676
exempt
sible age
age exempt..................
false
certificates; State
in age certificates;
statements in
false statements
676
676
admitted..............
certificate admitted
certificate
676
676
construction
construction of terms used ...............
676
676
in effect in one year....................
year
Child
Child Life.
1118
1118
appropriation for
for investigations,
investigations, etc .......
appropriation
Childers,
A.,
Childers, Stephen
Stephen A.,
1517
1517
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Children,
Children, Alien.
parent,
unaccompanied by parent,
under sixteen unaccompanied
excluded
admission; discretion
of
discretion of
excluded admission;
876
876
......
Secretary
Secretary .................

•

1863
1863

age.
Children's
Department of
of Labor,
Page.
Bureau, Department
Children'sBureau,
appropriation
chief, amistant,
constant, etc..
etc... 117,1118
117, 1118
for chief,
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations of
of welfare,
infant
welfare, etc.; infant
for
mortality
1118
1118
.........
mortality.............
for additional
agents, clerks,
clerks,
additional experts, agents,
for
etc ............................
117,
1118
117,1118
etc
for
interpreters,
temporary experts, interpreters.
for temporary
etc
117,
1118
117,1118
etc............................
for
materials for
117,1118
etc.. 117,1118
publications of, etc
for publications
for materials
Children's Guardians,
Guardians, D.
C., Board
Board of,
D. C.,
Children's
appropriation
administrative exfor administrative
appropriation
penses
708,1036
708,1036
penses
......................
for
salaries ......................
708,
1036
708,1036
for salaries
for
feeble-minded
children
708,
1036
708,1036
children.........
for feeble-minded
care of children........
children
708,
708,1036
1036
for board
board and care
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
etc ,of
board, etc.,
for board,
deficiency
children
808
children .........................
additional
allotments to sectarian
sectarian inadditional allotments
808
stitutions
stitutions ..........................
808
for
children ...........
for feeble-minded
feeble-minded children
Children's Hospital,
D. C.,
Children's
Hospital, D.
appropriation for
indigent pafor care of indigent
appropriation
tients
708, 1035
708,1035
tients......................
deficiency appropriation
for care, etc.,
etc ,of
deficiency
appropriation for
indigent
patients
808
................
indigent patients
Christianna F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
Childs, Christianna
1274
pension
1274
ension..............................
Childs, Robert W.,
801
deficiency appropriation
services
appropriation for services......
deficiency
Chile,
appropriation
ambassador to.......
to.
252,1048
appropriation for ambassador
Chillicothe.
,Mo.,
Mo.,
Chilticothe
appropriation
for public
public buildin
building ........
264
appropration for
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Ohio, Mutual
Savinga
Mutual Loan and Savings
Chilliothe,
Associatson,
Association,
1493
refund
of excise
excise corporatin
corporation tax..........
tax
1493
refund of
Mower,
O0la.,
Chl/oeco, Okla.,_
145,982
...
813791:giatzkon
fox
ladan
school
scheool....
145,
982
Idan
for
qppropiation
denciencyappropriation forIudian
school 31,826
forIndianschooldeficiencyappropriatio
right of
of way
school lands,
Indian school
across Indian
way across
right
modified;
payment for
damages,
for damages,
modified; payment
lands,
etc
146
lands, etc......................
Chilton
.
,Joseph C.,
Ckilton,
pensi
on increased
1360
increased...................... 1360
pension
Chilton,
Precilla A.
(widow),
A. (widow),
Chilton, Precilla
pension
1408
...........................
penson
China,
China,
252,
appropriation
minister to...........
to
252, 1048
appropriation for minister
253, 1048
for Chinese
secretary ...............
Chinese secretary.
for assistant
assistant Chinese
Chinese secretary .....
253, 1048
253,1048
for
.... 253, ]049
for
1049
student interpreters
interpreters at legation .
for student
253,1049
for
253, 1049
for cost
cost of tuition
tuition ................
for
interpreters at
consulates in......
in
261, 1057
at consulates
for interpreters
261
for
consular courts...........
courts.
for marshals,
marshals, consular
262,1057
for
prisoners... 262,
1057
of American
American prisoners...
for expenses
expenses of
for preserving
preserving monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., to solsolfor
in .................
287
fell in
diers who
who fell
parcel
convention with
1665
with.............
post convention
parcel post
treaty
with, for
advancement of general
general
for advancement
treaty with,
peace
1642
1642
peace ............................
China,
States Court
Court for,
or,
China, United
United States
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses.
expenses 258.
258, 1053
appropriation
Chinch Bug,
Chinch
etc..... 465,1154
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc
appropriation
Chinese
Exclusion,
Chinese Exclusion,
appropriation
laws
325
for enforcing,
enforcing, laws..........
appropriation for
897
Act..........
not
by Immigration
Immigration Act
not altered
altered by
Chinese
Chinese Plague,
Plague,
appropriation for
for prevention
prevention of
279
epidemic..
of epidemic
appropriation
Chipola
River,
Fla.,
Chipola
appropriation
River, Fla.,
for i
mprovement of lower and
appropriation for improvement of lower and
396
upper, from
from Marianna
to mouth....
mouth
396
Marianna to
upper,
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Chippewa Indians
Page.
Chippewa
Indians in
in Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for civilization,
civilization, etc.,
etc., from
from
tribal funds ....................
134, 977
134,
977
use for pay of employees,
employees, etc.......
etc977
134,
134, 977
employing Indians
on roads,
etc
134,
employing
Indians on
roads, etc...
134, 977
977

electric light
hght plant for White
White Earth
Earth

Choctaw Indians,
alsoFive Civilized
Choctaw
Indians, Okla. (see also
Civilized Page.
Page.
Tribes),
Tribes),
appropriation
appropriation for per capita
capita payment
payment to
to enrolled members from tribal funds
funds.. 146,
146, 983
983
use for restricted Indians...........
Indians
146,
983
146, 983
exempt from prior
etc
146, 984
984
prior debts,
debts, etc.......
146,
allowance
allowance for distribution
distribution expenses.
expense& 147, 984
984
147, 984
984
for common
common schools
schools.................. 147,
for expenses, etc.,
tribal proppropetc., selling
selling tribal
erty, from proceeds
proceeds ...........
148, 985
985
. 148,
segregated
segregated coal
coal and asphalt
inasphalt lands included
148, 985
cluded.....................
148,
985
for
with ..........
148, 985
985
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with
148,
for roadway to Wheelock
Wheelock Academy,
Academy, from
from
tribal fund ....................
149
149
payments for
of coal
coal and
for surface
surface of
and asphalt
asphalt
lands of,
of, further
deferred
866
further deferred..........
866
all interest
interest to be
866
be paid
paid .................
866
Choctaw Sanatorium,
Choctaw
Sanatorium, Okla.,
appropriation for road, etc.,
etc., from
from tribal
tribal
funds of Choctaws
Choctaws and Chickasaws..
Chickasaws
986
986
Choctaiwhatchee River,
River, Fla.
Choctawhatchee
Fla. and
and Ala.,
appropriation
improvement of,
includappropriation for improvement
of, including Cypress
Outlet
397
hleaing
Cypress Top
Top Outlet...........
397
Cholera,
Cholera,
appropriation for prevention
appropriation
epidemic
279
preventio of
of epidemic..
279
Cholera, Hog
Cholera,
Hog (see
(see Hog Cholera).
Chopaka,
Chpopaka, Wash.,
immediate
transportation entry privileges
immediate transportation
privileges
extended
354
extended to
to..........
..........
354
Choptank River,
Choptank
River, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
improvement of........
appropriation for improvement
of
394
394
Chosen,
Chosen,
appropriation
appropriation for interpreters
consuinterpreters at
at consulates in
in....
...............
261,
261, 1057
1057
expenses of
of American
American prisoners
1057
for expenses
prisoners... 262,
262,1057
C7zrissinger, Isaac
Chrissinger,
Isaac Al..
M.,
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1397
1397
Christian, Charles,
Charles,
Christian,
increased.........................
pension increased
1441
1441
Christian,
Christian,Raymond,
pension
ension......................
1363
.....
1363
Christianson,
Christianson, Christian,
Christian,
pension increased
increased .......................
1274
1274
A. (widow),
(widow),
Christy, Sarah
Sarah A.
pension increased
increased........................
12
91
1221
Chugach National
Chugach
National Forest,
Forest, Alaska,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of..
of.. 458,
458, 1146
1146
proclamation
modifying area
area of
1740
proclamation modifying
of..........
1740
excluded lands
to settlement..
settlement
1742
lands restored
restored to
1742
Church
Parsonages, etc., D.
Church Parsonages,
D. C.,
C.,
exempt from
estate
taxes;
conditions
515
exempt
from real
real estate taxes; conditions..
51.
Churchill,
Churchill, Frederick A.,
A.,
1482
pension
..................
.... 1482
'urchin, Julia
Julia (widow),
(widow),
Churchill,
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
1453
1453
Ch
Chute.
Harry C.,
pension
.......................
on.
1592
192
C ute, Sarah
Sarah L. (widow),
Chute,
(widow),
pension
1319
pension .............................
1319
Cider, D.
Hard or Fermented,
Cider,
D. C., Hard
included in
in alcoholic
alcoholic liquors.............
liquors
1123
1123
Cigar
Manufacturers,
CigarManufacturers,
special
on; rates
792
special tax imposed
imposed on;
rates.............
792
punishment for
for nonpayment.........
nonpayment
792
punishment
792
Cigarette
CigaretteBeetle,
appropriation for
investigating
465.
1154
appropriation
for investigating.........
465. 1154
Cigarette
Manufacturers,
Cigarette Manufacturers,
special tax
on: rates.............
rates
792
special
tax imposed
imposed on:
792
punishment for
for nonpayment
nonpayment ..........
792
punishment
792

Agency,
134
Agency, etc
etc .......
...............
13
drainage assessments
assessments authorized;
authorized; paypayment from Indian funds.
funds
978
97
for annual celebration,
celebration, White Earth
Earth
Band.....................
Band
134,978
. 134,
978
for advances to individual
from
individual Indians
Indians from
permanent fund ........
permanent
135
.....
135
use for defectives.....................
defectives
135
13
to be deducted
deducted from share
share in
in permapermanent
135
nent fund .....................
135
not subject to prior
prior debts
debts............ 135
135
for bridge on Case
Reservation;
Cass Lake Reservation;
contribution by Forestry
contribution
Forestry Service
Service
and local authorities
978
authorities...............
97
for paying
paying Indians erroneously
erroneously stricken
stricken
from rolls, and
979
and reinstated
reinstated ...........
97
for
expenses of
general councils,
councils, etc
for expenses
of general
etc.;;
delegates to Washington,
delegates
Washington,•D.
135,979
D. C..
C ... _. 135,
97
William Madison and Gus H. Beaulieu.
Beaulieu.
979
attendance of inspector, etc., at
at meetmeet979
ings authorized
authorized .................
97
enrollment
of allottees
allottees modified......
modified
979
enrollment of
979
for burial grounds for Fond du Lac
Band
136
Lac Band.
13
for education
education of Chippewa
Chippewa boys
boys from
from
tribal funds ....................
136
136
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for judgment
judgment of
of
Court of
Lac Band..
Band
823
of Claims to Mille
Mille Lac
823
enrollment
enrollment of, on
on White
White Earth
Earth ReservaReservaassistant to
to Attorney
tion; assistant
Attorney General
General
one commissioner
commissioner ..........
136
to be one
136
unexpended balance
balance for
for expenses......
expenses
136
136
appropriation
for completing
137
appropriation for
completing ............
137
logging employees to be paid from timber
receipts ...................
135
sales receipts
135
Red Lake Indian Forest created.........
created
137
137
sale of lands of, to White Earth
Earth village,
village, for
for
846
school ........................
846
proceeds to tribal
tribal funds
846
funds
...........
846
Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Minn., Red Lake Band,
Band,
net
proceeds of
from Red
Red Lake
Innet proceeds
of receipts
receipts from
Lake Indian Forest
Forest to be
credited to
138
be credited
to.......
138
Chippewa
Chippewa Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Mont., Rocky
Rocky Boy's Band
of,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
..... 139,
139, 980
980
appropriation
for support,
etc., of.
of.....
allotment of
lands in
in abandoned
abandoned Fort
Fort
allotment
of lands
Assinniboine Military Reservation
Aesinniboine
Reservation
to.............................
to
739
(kippewa Indians,
Chippewa
Indians, N. Dak., Turtle Mountain
Mountain
Band
Band of,
appropriation for
etc., of......
of
144,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
144, 982
982
Chippewa Indians
Chippewa
Indians of Lake Superior,
Superior, Wis.,
appropriation for
etc., of.....
of. ..
156,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
156, 991
991
deficiency
deficiency appropriaon
appropriation for
etc._
829
for support, etc..
829
of the
Chippewas of
the Mississippi,
Mississippi, Minn..
Minn..
appropriation
134,
977
appropriation for
for schools
schools .............
134, 977
Chiricaha
Chiric,ahua National
Forest, Ariz.
National Forest,
Ariz. and
and N.
Mex.,
Mexr.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of...
458
of... -458
Chlorophthalie Acid,
Acid,
Chlorophthalic
duty on
793
on.............................
793
Chocolate Bayou,
Chocolate
Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
of
398
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........
398
Chocoluw and Chickasaw
Choctaw
Okla.,
Chickasaw Coal
Coal Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
relinquishment
relinquishment of old,
and grant
grant of
new
old, and
of new.
of Denison
lands under lease
lease of
Denison Coal
Coal
Company ..................
870
......
870 Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, New Orleans
Orleans and
and Texas Railway
Railway
use of part of surface
870
surface..................
Company,
870
Company,
C(hoetaw
and
Chickasawo
Choctaw
Chickasaw Indian
Okla ,
IndianHospital,
Hospital,Okla.
mav
Tennesee River.
may bridge Tennessee
River. Chattanooga.
Chattanooga.
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 125.970
125. 970
Tenn .........................
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Citrus Fruits,
Page.
rage
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
Page. Citrus
Fruits,
Cincinnati,Ohio.
appropriation for
for assistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurers
appropriation for
for improving methods of
appropriation
appropriation
utilizing by-products of
of......... 463, 1152
office
1092
87, 1092
utilizing
office .........................
determining maturity
maturity in
in fruits and
Cincinnati
Railcay,
CincinnatiSouthern Railway,
determining
vegetables
1152
1152
.........................
vegetables
trustees,
allowed free
transportation on
free transportation
trustees, allowed
for investigating
investigating insects
affecting....
.... 466,1154
company business ................
922
insects affecting
for
company
City Delivery
DepartOffice DepartPost Office
Division, Post
"Cincinnati," U.S.
U. S. S.,
Delivery Division,
City
S.,
"Cincinnati,"
Office Service DiviPost Office
appropriation
for repairs
605
(see Poet
ment Ism
605
repairs ................
appropriation for
sion,
Office Department).
Department).
Circuit
of Appeals,
Appeals,
sion, Post
Post Office
Court of
Circuit Court
City Delivery,
Postal Service,
Service,
appropriation
circuit judges........
judges
118,1119
Delivery, Postal
118,1119 City
for circuit
appropriation for
appropriation for
for letter
letter carriers;
carriers; promofor
clerks .......................
1119
118,1119
. 118,
appropriation
for clerks
tions ..........................
417,1063
417,1063
for messenger,
messenger, etc.,
118, 1119
tions
circuit.... 118,1119
eighth circuit._
etc., eighth
for
no distinction
pay for collection
collection
in pay
119,
1120
distinction in
no
for
119, 1120
books for
for .................
for law
law books
417
or delivery
delivery service................
service
417
or
appeals and writs of error from courts in
417
restoration of reduced
reduced salaries
salaries .......
417
restoration
Porto Rico to first circuit...........
circuit
966
for
substitute,
auxiliary,
and
temporary
for substitute, auxiliary, and temporary
ceded islands to third
third cirWest Indian
Indian ceded
carriers
417,
1063
1063
...
417,
cuit
1133
carriers ..................
cuit ...........................
417,1063
for new
offices; carriers
carriers ............
417, 1063
new offices;
for
judgments and
and decrees
bankdecrees of, final in bankjudgments
pay
of substitutes
substitutes for vacation,
etc.,
vacation, etc.,
pay
of
ruptcy
proceedings
727
................
ruptcy proceedings
service rated
rated ......................
417
service
causes
to inquiries
inquiries to
railroad
to railroad
relating to
causes relating
substitutes
employees off duty
employees
727
substitutes for employees
employees .........................
without
pay .....................
417
Act....
without pay
eighteen-hour Act.
_ _ 727
under railroad eighteen-hour
for vehicle
vehicle allowances
allowances ..............
417,1063
for
under railway
safety-appliances acts..
acts
727
railway safety-appliances
under
ten-year
leases for garages
garages allowed....
allowed....
417
ten-year leases
certiorari from
from Supreme
Supreme Court for review,
certiorari
for mail
mail messenger
service .........
418, 1063
messenger service
for
etc., allowed
.
727
etc..
allowed .....................
418,1064
for
pneumatic tube, etc., service....
service
418, 1064
for pneumatic
term
Asheville, N.
N. C
385
C ...................
at Asheville,
term at
for
car fare
fare and
418, 1064
and bicycles
bicycles .............. 418,1064
for car
Circuit Judges,
Judges,
Circuit
for
car collections ............. 418,1064
418, 1064
1119
118,
for street car
appropriation for
for .....................
118,1119
appropriation
418, 1064
for
service
River service............
Detroit River
for Detroit
Circus Proprietors,
Proprietors,
Circus
for
special
delivery
418,1064
...................
special
tax imposed
imposed on
for special delivery
791
on..................
special tax
for
421,1068
791
for equipment
equipment for ...................
required
State, etc.............
etc
each State,
for each
required for
dies
for letter
letter boxes
421
boxes ................
dies for
Oirtwell,
Albert,
Albert,
Cirtwell,
24
deficiency
appropriation for supplies.....
supplies.
deficiency appropriation
1230
pension
.....................
increased
pension increased
for
827
.........
carriers...............for carriers
Citizen
Indians, Okla.,
Pottawatomie Indians,
Band of
of Pottawatornie
Citizen Band
for
hire827,830
827,830
appropriation
payment to
horse hire........................
for horse
encertain ento certain
for payment
appropriation for
for
etc., carriers...........
carriers
87,830
827,830
for substitute,
substitute, etc.,
members of ..............
983
rolled members
City
Refuse, D.
D. C.,
City Refuse,
Citizen
Training Camps
Camps (see Training Camps,
Citizen Training
appropriation
disposalof;
of; night
soil. 690,1019
690,1019
night Bail.
foI dispsal
Citizen).
appropriation for
Citizen).
deficiency
for dispol-....diapoted......
21
appropriation for
deficincy appropriation
Citizens' Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
Citizens'
Civic
etc.,
Leagues, etc.,
Civic Leagues,
may
bridge Mieeissippi
River at
at BurlingBurlingMississippi River
may bridge
exempt
from
income
tax
766
766
..................
11
exempt from income tax..
ton, Iowa.......................
Iowa
ton,
Civil Engineers,
Corps of
of (see also
also BuCitizens'
Navt, Corps
Cisil
Engineers, Navy,
Association,
Loan Association,
and Loan
Building and
Citizens' Building
reau
of
Yards
and
Docks,
Navy),
Navy),
of
Yards
and
Docks,
reau
Newark,
Ohio,
Newark, Ohio,
officers to rank from
date of original apfrom date
officers
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax .......... 1493
of excise
refund
1184
pointment
pointment ......................
Citizens'
Orleans,
New Orleans,
Association, New
Homestead Association,
Citizens' Homestead
Civil Service Commission,
La.,
La.,
appropriation for
for Commissioners,
Commissioners, secremererefund of
cort)oration tax
1491
appropriation
tax.......... 1491
excise corporation
of excise
refund
76.1081
etc................
tarv, clerks, etc
76. 1081
tary,
Citizens
of the
United States,
States,
the United
Citizens of
for
force
76, 1081
field force.........................
for field
intending
to reside
reside permanently
abroad,
permanently abroad,
intending to
details from
executive departments
departments
from executive
details
to
reported by
master of
of vessel
vessel
by master
be reported
to be
forbidden1081
76,
76,1081
.......................
forbidden
carrying ........................
883
883
carrying
transfer of
employees ............
76, 1081
of employees
transfer
leaving
by ('anadian
border
or Mexican
Mexican border.
Canadian or
leaving by
77,
for
expert examiners.................
examiners
77, 1081
for expert
to be
be reported
immigration
by immigration
reported by
to
for traveling.
expenses .......... 77,1081
77, 1081
traveling. etc.,
etc., expenses
for
officials .........................
883
officials
for
field
examiners
local
boards,
etc..
77
etc..
77
boards,
for
local
field
examiners
for
Citizenship.
ip.
Citizenh
for contingent
contingent expenses..............
expenses
102.
102. 1107
for
declarations of
made
erroneously made
of intention
intention erroneously
declarations
103,1107
rent
103, 1107
for rent.............................
in.
Montana, validated;
conditions.
507
validated; conditions.
in Montana,
330
for printing
printing and binding
binding for............
for
330
for
in
natives
of Porto
Rico, etc.,
included in
etc., included
Porto Rico,
natives of
deficiency appropriation
traveling exappropriation for traveling
deficiency
953
United States ....................
penses
15
penses ............................
953
renunciation requirements
requirements ..............
renunciation
15
field examiners.
examiners. etc .................
for field
no
of Army
Army appropriations
to pay
appropriations to
part of
no part
Division
Division of Efficiency
Efficiency made an independindependperson. not
appointed an
an
citizen, appointed
not a
a citizen,
person.
establishment ..................
15
ent establishment
649
officer in time
peace
time of peace.............
officer
15
employees. duties, etc.......
transfer
etc
15
transfer of employees,
readmission
of Marguerite
Marguerite Mathilde
Mathilde Slito, of
readmission to,
investigation
business methods
methods of. by
investigation of business
dell d'Erlanger..................
d' Erlanger
1588
1588
dell
1080
Bureau of Efficiencyv
Efficiency. directed......
directed
Bureau
1495
Beech............
Joseph Beech
rights
1495
accorded Joseph
rights accorded
Clajlin,
Nahala Lee (uidow),
(widow),
Claflin, Mahala
Citrus
Canker,
Citrus Canker,
1433
pension
.............................
pension
appropriation
investigating, eradicatappropriation for investigating,
Md.,
Claiborne, _d.,
ing.
etc .......................
452.1141 Claiborne,
ing, etc
appropriation for
harbor_
394
improvement of, harbor.
for improvement
appropriation
etc..
local. etc.,
cooperation with States;
States; local,
cooperation
Claims,
contribution required
required...........
45
' 1141
1141 .Claims,
452.
contribution
appropriation for
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding
outstanding
appropriation
paving for destroyed trees, etc.,
etc.. forpaving
British and
American pecuniary.
258.1054
1054
pecuniary. 258.
and American
British
6idden
1141
1141
idden........................
for expenses,
defending suits in........
in
311
expenses, defending
for
deficiency
investigating
appropriation for investigating
deficiency appropriation
for defense
Indian depredation......
depredation
311
in Indian
defense in
for
etc .............................24
24
etc

1866

INDEX.

C/aints—Continued.
Page.
Claims-Continued.
deficiency
certifor paying,
paging, certiappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
823
officers........ 28, 823
accounting officers
fied by accounting
for expenses,
expenses, defending
defending suits in .......
43
for
for paying
paying judgments,
Claims_ _ 823
of Claims..
judgments, Court of
for
for paying
paying Indian
depredation .........
823
Indian depredation
for
payment of Court
findings under
under
Claims findings
Court of Claims
payment
Bowman and
Bowman
and Tucker Acts, etc ....
1495
to
etc.; bond required;
required; excepexcepto executor,
executor, etc.;
tion
1497
1497
tion .. ...........................
to next
of kin
kin of
bankrupts
1497
next of
of bankrupts.............
to
to
executor
in case of death
death............ 1497
executor
in
to
corporations consolidated,
consolidated, etc
1497
etc .........
corporations
Claims
against the
United States,
States,
the United
Claims against
investigation
examining
investigation of
of the
the methods of examining
and
auditing, directed
1080
directed ............
and auditing,

Clapp,
Edward E.,
E.,
Clapp, Edward
pension increased
increased ......................pension
Clapper,
(widow),
Clapper, Mary
Mary (widow),
pension
....................
pension .........
Clara,
Clara, Robert,
Robert,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Clarence,
Clarence, N. Y.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to..........
to
condemned
Clark,
Clark, Arthur B.,
/pension
......
.......
pension
........M. (son),
Clark,
Cark, Arthur
Arthur M.
(son),
pension
...........--.
pension................
Clark, Benjamin B.,
Clark,
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Clark, Benicanin
F.,
Clark,
Benjamin F.,
pension
increased
pension mcreased......................
Clark, Charles,
Charles,
Clark,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Clark,
Charles A.,
A.,
Chr, Charles
pension
increased......... .............
pension increased
Clark, Charles
Clark,
Charles Asa,
pension
increased........................
pension increased
Clark,
Clark, Charles
Charles B.,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Clark,
W,
Clark, Charles
Charles W.,
pension ..............................
pension
Clark,
W,
Clark, Edwin
Edwin W.,
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
Clark, Frank,
Frank,
Clark,
pension ..............................
pension
Frank M.,
Clark,
Clark, Frank
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Clark,
Frederick,
Clark, Frederick,
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
Clark,
Clark, George
George If.,
H.,
....
.....
pension
increased........
pension increased
Clark, George
George S.,
Clark,
homestead
validated
entry validated...............
homestead entry
Clark, Harlin
Harlin L.,
Clark,
pension
pension ..............................
Clark, Helena E. (widow),
(widow),
Clark,
pension
increased.....................
pension increased
Clark, James
James T.,
Clark,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
('lark, John
John C.,
Clark,
pension
increased ........
.............
pension increased
Clark. John
John E.,
Clark.
E.,
.
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Clark, Jose,ohus,
Clark,
Josephus,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Clark, Leroy
Leroy W.,
(lark,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Clark, Mary
(widow of James
R.),
James R.),
Mary A.
A. (widow
Clark,
pension
increased......................
pension increased
Clark,
Mary A.
(a idow of Milton
Milton D.).
D.),
A. (iwidow
Clarkk,Mary
pension increased .....................
pension
Clark,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
'lark, Mary
(widow),
increased ......-...............pension increased
pension
Clark,
(widow),
(lark, Mary if.
M. (widow),
pension
pension...............................

1343

1343

1443
1443
1281

833
1583
1583

1456
1456
1413
1413
1550
1550
1228
1228
1279
1279
1483

1316
1316
1367
1296
1296
1579
1585
1585
509
1509
1555

1555

1299

1299

167

1367

1549
1549
1446

1446

1377
1377

1438
1315
1315

1219
1219
1279
1279
1450
1400
1254

Clark, Reuben,
Page.
Clark,
Reuben,
pension
.........
1433
pension increased
increased .........
1433
(,lark, Richard
Richard if.,
Clark,
M.,
1459
pension
pension increased......................
increased
1459
Clark, Samantha
Samantha E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Clark,
pension
increased .......................
1323
pension increased
1323
Clark, Samuel J.,
J.,
pension increased........................
increased
1513
pension
1513
Clark, Sanford
P.,
Clark,
Sanford P.,
pension increased
1417
pension
increased.....................
1417
F. (widow),
(widow),
Clark, Sarah
Sarah F.
pension
1375
pension................................
1375
Clark, Sarah
Clark,
Sarah Jane
Jane (widow),
nsion increased
1330
1330
increased ......................
pension
Clark,
Clark, Sylvester,
Sylvester,
pension increased
. 1484
increased ...................
pension
Clark,
Clark, William B.
B.,
pension increased
1435
pension
increased. ......................
Clark, William B.,
H.,
Clark,
pension increased
1554
increased........................
pension
Clark, William W.,
W,
Clark,
1563
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Clarke, Ambrose
A.,
Clarke,
Ambrose A.,
pension
1377
pension ..............................
Clasficatian Division,
DepartPost Office DepartDivision, Post
Classification
ment,
ment
appropriation for
superintendent, etc..
etc
107,1109
for superintendent,
appropriation
Classrm Point,
Y,
Point, N.
N. Y.,
Clason
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., to
be made,
made,
to be
preliminary examination,
of
harbor ........................
406
of harbor
Clatskanie
Clatskanie River, Oreg.,
appropriation
improvement of.........
of
405
405
for improvement
appropriation for
Claussen,
Claussen, Bertha
Bertha (widow),
pension
1271
.... .1271.........
pension..........
Clay and
and Dunklin
Counties, Ark.,
Ark.,
Dunklin Counties,
Clay
may bridge
Francis River,
Browns
River, Browns
bridge Saint
Saint Francis
may
Ferry
77
Ferry.............................
Clay,
H.,
Charles H.,
Clay, Charles
1459
pension
1459
increased.......................
pension increased
Clay
County, Ark.,
Ark.,
Clay County,
Bennette
may bridge Black River at Bennetts
Ferry
440
440
Ferry ............................
time
extended for bridging
Francis
Saint Francis
bridging Saint
time extended
River
by
11
River by.........................
Clay, George
George W.,
W.,
Clay,
2S
pension increased
increased........................ 111;-)26
pension
Clay Products,
Products,
Clay
appropriation for
for study
study of
of properties.
properties. proproappropriation
cesses, etc.,
of
115. 1116
1116
115.
cesses,
etc., of..................
Clays, etc..
etc..
Clays,
appropriation for
for investigating
structural
investigatinig structural
appropriation
materials of
of .................
114.1113
114.
1i1
materials
Major B.
Clayton, Major
B. T'.
T.,
credit
accounts ....................
504
..04
in accounts
credit in
Clayton, Mo..
Mo..
842
condemned
granted to.............
to
842
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Y.,
Clayton, N.
N. Y.
836
condemned
to
836
granted to............
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Clayton, Ulysses A.,
A.,
Clayton.
1541
1541
pension increased
increased..................-..
pension
K..
Clear, James K.,
1550
1550
pension
increased .......-...............pension increased
Clearances,
Clearances,
may
be denied
vessel refusing
freight from
from
refusing freight
denied vessel
may be
738
738
any citizen
citizen.......................
any
vessels, in
time of
in which
which United
war in
of war
in time
vessels,
States
is not
making unengaged, making
not engaged,
States is
equal,
preferences under
laws of
of
under laws
etc.. preferences
equal, etc.,
799
799
belligerents ......................
belligerents
vessels of
of belligerent
belligerent countries
refusing
countries refusing
vessels
equal
facilities to
to neutral
American
neutral American
equal facilities
00
traffic, etc...................--etc
Clearwater Harbor,
Fla.,
Harbor, Fla.,
Clearuwater
appropriation for
improvement of
of channrl.
channel
for improvement
appropriation
:;96
;96
......-- to Tampa
Tampa Bay
Bay. ..........
to

INDEX.
INDEX.
Clearwater
National Forest,
Page.
Page.
Idaho,
Forest, Idaho,
ClearwcterNational
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..458, 1146
appropriation for maintenance,
Cleaveland„
G.,
HowardG.,
Cleaveland, Howard
............
pension
1384
...
increased.....
pension increased
Cleavinger,
Lewis C.,
C.,
Cleavinger,Lewis
1312
pension increased...
increased
1312
....................
pension
Cleland, Jonathan
W.,
Cleland,
Jonathan WI,
1284
increased .....................
pension increased
Cleland, William H.,
H.,
Cteland,
pension
increased
1481
pension increased*.. -..................
Clemens A.
A. Reiss,"
Reiss," Steamer,
Steamer,
""Clemens
name of "Frank
"Frank T. Heffelfinger"
Heffelfinger" changed
changed
name
914
.............to......
to
914
Clements,
Clayborn,
Clements, Clayborn,
1425
increased .....................pension increased
D.,
Clements, George D.,
payment to,
to, for dispossessed homestead,
payment
Oreg ...........
1355
Sherman County, Oreg
H.,
James H.,
Clements, James
payment
for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
to, for
payment to,
Sherman County,
County,. Oreg.............
Oreg
1354
Sherman
Clements, Louisa
Louisa M.,
Clements,
homestead,
payment
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg .............
1355
Sherman
Clemons,
A.,
Lewis A.,
Clemons, Lewis
pension
increased
1518
......................
pension increased
C'cal Assistance,
Senators,
Assistance. etc., to Senators,
Clerical
appropriation for
for ....................
69,
1073
69, 1073
appropriation
Clerk Hire,
Delegates, and Resident
Members, Delegates,
Hire, Members,
Clerk
Commissioners,
Commissioners,
72,1076
appropriation for...................
for
appropriation
clerks
to be
placed on roll of employemploybe placed
clerks to
72, 1076
ees;
appointment, etc..........
etc
1076
ees; appointment,
payment
for September,
September, 1916, on day of
payment for
adjournment
853
853
adjournment .....................
Clerk of
Representatives,
of Representatives,
House of
of the House
Clerk
appropriation
etc
70,1074
clerks, etc..........
for, clerks,
appropriation for,
Messenger to Committees,
Clerks
and Messengers
Committees, Senate,
Clerksand
appropriation
for....................... 66,1070
appropriation for
Clerks
at Consulates,
Consulates,
Clerks at
appropriation
261,1057
1057
261,
for....................
appropriation for
Clerks
at Embassies
and Legations,
Legations,
Embassies and
Clerks at
appropriation
for ................253,1048
1048
. 253,
appropriation for
Clerks,
and Janitors
Janitors to
to ComComMessengers, and
Clerks, Messengers,
mittees,
Representatives,
mittees, House of Representatives,
appropriation
for1074
70, 1074
70,
.....................
appropriation for
Clerks.
etc., Army
Headquarters,
Army Headquarters,
Messengers, etc.,
Clerks. Messengers,
etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
..
for pay
pay .................
appropriation
for
additional pay,
service.......
pay, foreign
foreign service.
for additional
for commutation
commutation of
of quarters,
quarters, etc
--etc........
for
Department
assignment; duty
duty in War Department
assigment;
forbidden
..................
forbidden .....
deficiency appropriation
for..............
appropriation for
deficiency
headquarters
clerks
to
be
known
Army
as Army
headquarters clerks to be known as
field
allowances...'
service allowances...*.
clerks; service
field clerks;
Clerks to
to Committees,
House of
Representatives,
of Representatives,
Committees, House
Clerks
appropriation for.
session............... 71,
for, session
appropriation
for salaries,
month of
of September,
entire month
salaries, entire
for
1916
..........-.. .
........
1916.....

625
625
625
625
626
626
33
625
625
1075

853

Clerks.
Courts,
United States Courts,
Clerks. United
appropriation
fees
313
for fees......................
appropriation for
seamen's suits for wages, etc., adseamen's
mitted without
security
313
.
without security..........mitted
cases --.__ 326
for assistance
naturalization cases.
assistance in naturalization
for
326
payments
1916..............
June, 1916
for June,
pavments for
fees......... 32, 827
deficiency
appropriation for fees
deficiency appropriation
deputy,
authorized to act
commisact with commisdeputy, authorized
873
sioner in
juries
873
drawing juries............
in drawing
sioner
Clermont
County, Ohio,
Clerrnomt County,
Ohio,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to Mount
Mount
condemned
833
.
Moriah
Cemetery
833
Moriah Cemetery.................
Clel
eland. Charles,
Charles,
( le eland,
fee simple
simple homestead
homestead patent
confirmed. -.
989
patent confirmed.
fee

1867
1867

Cleveland
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
Page.
Page.
National Forest,
Cleveland National
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458,1146
for maintenance,
appropriation
1747
proclamation diminishing...............
diminishing _
1747
proclamation
withdrawing
portion for
for Mission
Mission Indian
Indian
withdrawing portion
1747
1747
......................
purposes
PurPoBes
1747
1747
excluded lands
lands restored to settlement...
settlementexcluded
deficiency appropriation
furnishing new
appropriation for furnishing
deficiency
29
public
building
publicbuilding....................
marine
hospital, to be sold
sold to highest
highest
marine hospital,
bidder
390
390
bidder.........................
appropriation for
for new
new hospital,
hospital, etc.,
etc., from
from
appropriation
proceeds
...............
390
proceeds ............
for
expenses, etc.............
etc
390
for appraisal
appraisal expenses,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio,
Cleveland,
406
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor..
harbor
appropriation
Company,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Ohio, Savings and Loan Company,
Cleveland,
corporation tax .......... 1493
refund of excise
excise corporation
1493
refund
Clevenger,
J.,
Hugh J.,
Clevenger, Hugh
1278
pension
increased
1278
......................
pension increased
Clevenger,
(widow),
Clevenger, Jemima (widow),
1332
pension
pension .............................
Clevenger, Stephen,
Clevenger,
1220
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Chile, Cornelia
Cornelia N.
(widow),
N. (wido),
Clie,
pension
increased..................... 1330
pension increased
ezijord,
Benjamin F.,
F.,
Clifford, Benjamin
1257
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Clift, Hannah
(widow),
Hannah (widow),
Clift,
on
increased
.
1452
.......
...............
pension increased
C
ift, Junius
Junius R.,
R.,
Clift,
1224
nsion increased
increased .......................
pension
fton, Charles
A.,
Charles A.,
Clifton,
homestead
entry validated................
validated
1304
homestead entry
Clifton, Mahala
Mahala (daughter),
Clifton,
1273
........................
- pension
pension
1273
Grape, etc., Baskets,
Climax Grape,
fix
appropriation fr
for ad
administering
Act to fix
teing Act
appropriation
1163
Standards
standards for ......................
1163
etsadards
established for interstate shipstandards established
ments,
etc.,
of
673
673
ments, etc., of....................
674
penalty for
for violations
violations ................
674
penalty
Clinton
River, Mich.,
Mich.,
ClintonRiver,
401
appropriation
improvement of.........
of.
for improvement
appropriation for
Cltmts,
George L.,
L.,
Clonts, George
pension
1286
1286
pension increased
increased.......................
Clossin,
Samuel C.,
C.,
Clossin, Samuel
1489
pension
1489
increased .....................
pension increased
Clothing and
and Small
Small Stores
Stores Fund,
Fund, Nary,
Navy,
Clothing
for issue
appropriation for purchases
purchases
appropriation
f:rorn
1183
1183
from..............................
Clothing, Army,
Army,
Clothing,
appropriation
for,
cloth,
manufacture,
etc
634
appropriation for, cloth, manufacture, etc.
indemnity
etc
634
destroyed, etc........
indemnity for destroyed,
sales of
cloth cuttings
635
635
of cloth
cuttings ...............
sales
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
16, 338
16,338
deficiency
for............
Clothing, Marine
Corps,
Clothing,
Marine Corps,
appropriation
613, 1189
for...................... 613,1189
appropriation for
exchange of worn-out
worn-out sewing
sewing machines,
machines,
exchange
etc
1189
1189
etc ............................
Clough,
Clough, Joseph E.,
pension
1256
pension increased
increased .....................
Clough,
(widow),
Susan C. (widow),
Clough, Susan
1421
pension
1421
pension increased
increased......................
Clouse,
Albert S.,
S.,
Clouse, Albert
pension
1592
1592
...........
pension ............
Clouse,
Clouse, William B.,
B.,
1380
pension
pension .............................
Clouser,
H.,
Clouser, William H.,
1531
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Myer (see
Grasses, etc.).
Clover
(see Grasses,
Cloyes, Joseph C.,
pension increased
1287
increased..................... 1287
pension
Clubhouses, etc., Alaska,
Alaska,
Clubhouses,
keeping, etc.,
etc., alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
liquors in, a
amisdekeeping,
meanor; punishment
906
punishment...............
meanor;
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Clubhouses, etc.,
etc., D.
Page.
Clubhouses,
D. C.,
C.,
Page.
maintaining, etc.,
etc., where
where liquor
liquor is kept,
kept, aa
misdemeanor .....................
1126
misdemeanor
1126
punishment
punishment for, etc ...................
1126
112(
Clubs, Pleasure,
Pleasure, etc.,
Clubs,
etc.,
767
exempt from
from income
income tax
tax ..................
767
Clucas,
Clucas, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased
1535
increased .......................
. 1531
Coady, Ann
M. (widow),
Coady,
Ann M.
(widow),
pension ..............................
1342
1342
Coakley, James
James F.,
P.,
pension
increased
1584
pension increased........................
1584
Coal
Coal and
and Asphalt
Asphalt Lands,
Lands, Okla.,
Okla.,
time extended for installments
installments on
surface of
on surface
of
Choctaw and Chickasaw;
Chickasaw; interest
interest to
to
be
paid
in
full
866
beljaid in full..
...........
866
Coal
Deposits, Public
Coal Deposits,
Public Lands,
Lands,
reservation of,
of, in
in stock
reservation
stock raising
raising homsetead
homsetead
entries............................
entries
864
864
piespeLting
864
prospecting conditions,
conditions, etc
etc .............
864
Coal Depots
Depots (see also Fuel Depots, Naval),
Naval),
appropriation for
570,1179
appropriation
for ......................
570,1179
Coal,
Coal, etc.,
Navy,
etc., Navy,
appropriation
handling, maintemainteappropriation for,
for, fuel
fuel handling,
nance of depots. etc .............
604
604
deficiency
for
815, 825, 828
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for........
815,825,828
Coal Lands,
Coal
Lands,
appraisal, etc.,
etc., of, in school sections
sections of
of
Berthold Reservation,
Reservation,
ceded Fort
Fort Berthold
N. Dak ...........................
1131
1131
Coal
Coal Lands,
Lands, Alaska,
reserved
reserved from
leases, etc
etc ..................
1773
from leases,
1773
Coal
Lands, Fort
Fort Berthold
Coal Lands,
Berthold Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
N. Dale.,
N.
Dak.,
proclamation allowing
of
1748
proclamation
allowing surface
surface entries
entriesof..
1748
Coal
Lands, Indian
Coal Lands,
Indian Reservations,
Reservations,
sursurface agricultural entries allowed on surplus .............................
944
944
classification; applications, patents,
classification;
945
patents, etc_
etc.
945
mining permitted;
945
permitted; prospecting,
prospecting, etc
etc ......
945
Coal Lands,
Coal
Lands, Mont.,
Mont.,
proclamation permitting
of, in
in Fort
proclamation
permitting entries
entries of,
Fort
Assinniboine abandoned
Assinniboine
abandoned military
military
reservation
1808
reservation........................
1808
Coal
Tar,
Coal Tar,
on free list, crude .....................
793
793
pitch of ..........................
793
793
natural products
products of, not specially provided
for
793
vided for ......................
793
Coal
Coal Tar
Tar Products,
Products,
on
free list,
specially
designated
793
on free
list, specially designated ..........
793
ad valorem duty on
on designated,
not colors,
colors,
designated, not
dyes,
explosives, etc
etc .............
794
dyes, explosives,
794
etc
794
colors, dyes,
dyes, explosives,
explosives, etc............
794
additional specific
specific duty on ...............
794
794
annual reduction,
years_ __
794
reduction, etc.,
etc., after
after five years...
794
W.,
Coan, Daniel
Daniel W.,
increased.....................
pension increased
1246
1246
Coast
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, Department
of
Department of
Commerce,
Commerce,
appropriation
318
appropriation for;
for; advances
advances...............
318
for
expenses, Atlantic
Atlantic and
for field
field expenses,
and Gulf
Gulf
coasts ........................
318
318
etc_.........
318
limit, outlying
outlying islands,
islands, etc
318
for Pacific
Pacific coast ....................
318
318
for
318
for hydrographic
hydrographic researches,
researches, etc
etc......
318
etc.._
for offshore soundings, Coast Pilot, etc
318
318
for magnetic observations,
observations, etc
319
etc..........
319
surveys
319
for special surveys......................
319
for miscellaneous ..................
319
319
delegates, International
International Geodetic
delegates,
Geodetic AsAssociation .........
sociation
319
.........
319
for vessels,
repairs, etc
319
for
vessels, repairs,
etc ..............
319
for vessels, officers, and men
319
men...........
319
superintendent, assistants,
319
for superintendent,
assistants, etc
etc ......
319
ina
office force
319
for office
force .....................
t>l;t

Coast and
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, Department
HILT.
Coast
and Geodetic
Department of
of rat.e.
Commerce—Continued.
Commerce-Continued.
appropriation
for office
office expenses
expenses .........
320
appropriation for
320
charts may
may be
be distributed
distributed to
to
obsolete charts
institutions..
320
education institutions
.............
320
for
and binding,
for..........
331
for printing
printing and
binding, for
331
deficiency
appropriation for
for repairs
repairs to
to
deficiency appropriation
steamer "Explorer"
25
"Explorer "...............
25
for
826
for party
party expenses
expenses .....................
826
Coast Artillery,
Coast
Artillery, Army,
Army,
appropriation
appropriation for commercial
commercial telephone
telephone
service
623
service...........................
623
Coast Artillery,
Chief of,
Coast
Artillery, Army,
Army, Chief
of,
appropriation for
fortification expenses
appropriation
for fortification
expenses
insular possessions........
possessions
349, 913
913
under, insular
349,
made additional
member of
of General
General Staff
Staff
made
additional member
Corps ............................
168
Corps
168
to have
rank, etc.,
etc., of
general.......
349
to
have rank,
of major
major general
349
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps,
Army,
Coast
Corps, Army,
composition
composition of,
of, under national
national defense
defense
act;
180
act; officers
officers .......................
180
enlisted men; bands
180
enlisted
bands ...................
180
rated men,
men, maximum
maximum number;
of
rated
number; pay
pay of
coxswains
180
coxswains........................
180
Coast Artillery,
of Chief
Chief of,
of, War
War DeCoast
Artillery, Office of
Department,
partment,
appropriation for
for clerks,
1096
appropriation
clerks, etc
etc ..............
1096
Coast
Coast Artillery School,
Va.,
School, Fort
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.,
appropriation
for
incidental
expenses
621
appropriation for incidental expenses....
621
for materials,
apparatus, etc
621
for
materials, apparatus,
etc ............
621
Coast Artillery War
War Imtruction,
Instruction,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 345,
345, 909
909
etc., of..
Coast De
i
fense Reserve
Naval Coast
Coast DeDeCoast
Defense
Reserve (see
(see Naval
ense Reserve).
fense
Reserve).
Coast
Defenses, etc.,
etc.,
Coast Defenses,
appropriation
for sites
sites for..........
for316
appropriation for
.......
46
Coast
Guard Cutters,
Cutters,
Coast Guard
appropriation for
armament and
and ammuniammuniappropriation
for armament
tion
1176
tion for
for two
two .................
.....
1176
authorized,
Pacific coast
authorized, two for Pacific
coast and
and
Alaskan waters
waters ....................
601
Alaskan
601
patrol New
New York
York
one for anchorage
anchorage patrol
Harbor
601
Harbor ........................
601
two
for harbors
shoal waters
601
two or
or more
more for
harbors and
and shoal
waters..
601
three
ligh t-draft
river
steamboat
s,
three light-draft
river steambnloats,
efluippcd
rescuing lives,
lives, etc
equipped for
for rescuing
etc.,,
Mississippi River
River floods,
601
Mississippi
floods, etc
etc........
601
amounts available
available for
601
for vessels ............
601
construction
navy yards
yards ..............
601
construction at
at navy
601
cost increased
increased of,
of, for
Pacific and
and Alaska
cost
for Pacific
Alaska
coasts and
and New
New York Harbor
Harbor ........
1185
coasts
1185
three additional,
additional, authorized
designated
three
authorized for
for designated
duty-' limit
of cost
cost ................
1185
duty;
limit of
1185
appropriation
construction ..........
1185
appropriation for
for construction
1185
Coast
Guard, Treasury
Coast Guard,
Treasury Department,
Department,
appropriation
for pay
pay and
and allowancesd,
allowances,
appropriation for
officers
men; cadets.
cadets_
274
officers and enlisted men;
274
rations, etc .......
274
for rations,
........
274
for clerks
clerks to
superintendents
274
to district
district superintendents.....
274
for
fuel, ship's
stores, etc
etc ...............
274
for fuel,
ship's stores,
274
for
repairs of
buildings, leases,
274
for repairs
of buildings,
leases, etc
etc .......
274
for
traveling expenses
expenses.................
274
for traveling
274
for
death allowances, etc
274
for death
etc ...............
274
for
draft animals;
animals; telephone
telephone lines;
spefor draft
lines; special
services
274
cial services .......................
274
for
expenses................
274
for contingent
contingent expenses
274
for repairs
274
for
repairs to
to cutters
cutters-..................
274
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc ,
deficiency
certain stations
20
to certain
stations .................
20
Life-Savine, Service
Service .................
33
for Life-Saving
33
805
for contingeneexpense.
contingent expenses ................
.
805
to cutter
cutter "Onondaga"
805
for repairs
repairs to
"Onondaga "........
805
for
828
for Revenue
Revenue Cutter
Cutter Service.
Service ............
82S
double
to
double pay
pay restriction
restriction not
not applicable
applicable to
retired
men
retired officers
officers and enlisted men....
582
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Coast Guard, Treasury Department—Contd.
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Coast Guard, Treasury Department-Contd. rage
personnel
subject to
to laws
laws governing
governing Navy
personnel subject
when
in
when operating
operating as part thereof in
time
war ......................
600
of war
time of
600
jurisdiction of
etc
of punishments,
punishments, etc.........
jurisdiction
expenses
when paid
Department
paid by Navy Department
expenses when
reimbursed from
available apfrom available
be reimbursed
to be
propriations
600
propriations ....................
precedence
personnel of Navy deprecedence with personnel
600
termined by date of commissions...
commissions
termined
assignment
Secretary of
of Treasto duty
duty by Secretary
assignment to
ury in
in time
time of
of peace
601
peace ..............
ury
601
Secretary of the Navy
war....
in time
time of war
Navy in
Secretary
authorized of two cutconstruction,
construction, etc., authorized
ters
and Alaska
Alaska service:
Pacific and
ters for Pacific
601
cost.
cost ............................
cutter for
for anchorage
anchorage patrol New
New York
cutter
601
Harbor;
cost
..
..................
Harbor; cost
limit
1185
limit of cost increased ..............
two
cutters for harbors or shoal
two or
or more cutters
waters
601
waters ...........................
river steamboats
steamboats for
light-draft river
three light-draft
cost. -.
Mississippi
etc .;_cost.
601
floods relief, etc.;
Mississippi floods
amount available
available until
expended
601
until expended.......
amount
authorized to be
601
yards...
at navy
navy yards
be built
built at
authorized
three additional,
for designated
duty;
designated duty;
three
additional, for
limit of
1185
of cost
cost ........................
limit
appropriation for
construction........ 1185
for construction
appropriation
aviation
authorized on Atlantic,
Atlantic,
stations authorized
aviation stations
Pacific,
coasts and
and Great
Great
and Gulf
Gulf coasts
Pacific, and
601
Lakes
Lakes............................
details
601
aviation duty ...............
for aviation
details for
establishment
instructors
601
school; instructors.....
establishment of school;
instruction
in Army and Navy aviation
aviation
instruction for, in
schools authorized................
authorized
601
601
schools
increased
aviation details;
for aviation
etc., for
increased pay, etc.,
yearly details limited...
limited_
601
number of yearly
third
lieutenants of
third lieutenants and third lieutenants
engineers increased
601
increased ...............
engineers
restriction on
appointment of cadets reon appointment
restriction
601
voked
................
voked .........
239
station authorized,
authorized, Barataria
Barataria Bay, La....
La.....
station
wearing
uniform by
by persons not in, prowearing uniform
649
hibited,
....
hibited, etc ...................
Coast
Guard Office,
Office, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department,
Coast Guard
appropriation for
for chiefs
chiefs of
clerks,
of division,
division, clerks,
appropriation
etc
83,
1087
83,1087
etc...........................
83, 1087
technical, eta.,
services ............
etc., services
technical,
Coasters Harbor
L,
R. I.,
I land,
la7d, R.
HarborI
(oasteris
appropriation for
naval training station,
for naval
appropriation
561, 1173
maintenance
maintenance .................
561,
clerical, etc.,
561, 1173
1173
services .............
etc., services
clerical,
for Naval
War College,
562, 1174
1174
maintenance. 562,
College, maintenance.
for
Naval War
for naval
naval training
station, public
public works..
works.. 1179
training station,
for
Coastwise
Trade,
Coastrise Trade,
foreign
built vessels
American registry,
registry,
of American
vessels of
foreign built
and
Shipping Board,
Board, etc
etc.,,
of Shipping
and vessels
vessels of
admitted
to ............
730
......admitted to
Coates,
Virginia R.
R. (widow),
(widow),
Coates, Virginia
1312
pension
pension............................
Coats,
.Alice M.,
Coats, Alice
payment
for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
to, for
payment to,
Sherman
1354
Oreg .............
Sherman County, Greg
Coats, Romanzo A.,
A. ,
Coats,
1543
..increased.........-.........
pension increased
(daughter),
Cobb, Florence
Florence(daughter),
............-..---pension
1273
pension.....
Coble,
Coble, George W.,
pension increased
increased ..................
1565
pension
Coburn,
G. '
Coburn, John G.,
11508
pension
increased .....................
1:S08
pension increased
coca Leaves,
,'oca
Leaves, etc.,
restricting
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing law restricting
appropriation
i0ll
86.
etc., of ....................
86. 10:11
sale, etc.,
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Cocain,
Page.
Cocain, Catharine
Catharine(mother),
(mother),
rage.
1576
pension
1576
..................
pension ........
Cochetopa
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Colo.,
Cochetopa National
1146
458,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
of.
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
Cochran,
J.,
Lee J.,
Cochran, Lee
1579
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Cochran, Thomas,
1579
Thomas,
Cochran,
1428
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Cochran, Thomas F.,
F.,
Cochran,
payment to,
to, for
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
for dispossessed
payment
Sherman
Oreg. ............
1355
1355
County, Oreg
Sherman County,
Cochrane, John,
John,
Cochrane,
increased...................... 1546
pension increased
Cock, George
George B.,
B.,
Cock,
1330
increased .....................
pension increased
Coconino
National
Forest,
Ariz.,
Forest, Ariz.,
National
Coconino
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
458. 1146
of. 458,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
use of,
Canyon National Monuin Walnut
Walnut Canyon
use
of, in
1761
maintained ....
reservation, maintained
ment reservation,
Coddingtcm,, Carrie
(widow),
Atkins (widow),
CarrieAtkins
Coddington,
pension
1432
1432
pension ..............................
Cody, Alonzo
Alonzo 0.,
0.,
Cody,
pension
increased
1287
pension increased......................
Cody, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
264
appropriation for
building
public building........
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency
ing
17
17
ing ..............................
Coe,
Charles F.,
F.,
Coe, Charles
pension
1386
.............................
pension1386
Coe,
R.,
Coe, William R.,
pension
increased ..................
.. 1272
1272
pension increased
Coen,
F. (widow),
Coen, Mabel F.
1215
pension
1215
pension ...............................
Coeur
Reservation, Idaho,
d'Alene Indian
Indian Reservation,
Coeur d'Alene
subdivision of Plummertownsite;
Plummer townsite; disposal
disposal
subdivision
435
of tracts
tracts ........................
Coeur d'Alene Indians,
Idaho,
Indians, Idaho,
Coeur
976
appropriation
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
with_. 133,
133,976
treaty with..
appropriation for
Coeur d'Alene
d'Alene National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Coeur
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,
458, 1146
1146
etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Coffman,
Elijah,
Co
man, Elijah,
pension increased
increased .....................
1400
1400
pension
Coffron, John,
John,
Cofron,
1315
pension increased
increased .....................
1315
pension
Coheley,
S.,
Coheley, Herbert
Herbert S.,
1584
pension .............................
pension.
Y.,
1584
Cohoes,
Cohoes, N.
N. Y.,
264
appropriation for
building........
for public building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for public buildappropriation for
deficiency
ing
17
17
ing. ..............................
Coins,
Coins,
appropriation for
for recoinage
276
of gold
gold .......
recoinage of
appropriation
or recoinage
recoinage of
276
271
minor ................
of minor
for
11
authorized.
McKinley
11
souvenir gold dollar authorized
Mc Kinley souvenir
12
legal
12
legal tender
tender quality, etc ...............
delivery to
McKinley Birthto National
National McKinley
delivery
12
par..
place
place Memorial Association at par..
12
Colborn,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Colborn, Mary
Mary S.
pension
1362
pension... ............................
Colburn,
H.,
Colburn, Levi
Levi H.,
1327
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Colby,
James H.,
H.,
Colby, James
1502
.....................
pension increased
Colby, Stephen
Stephen P.,
P..
Colby,
1488
pension increased
......................
increased
pension
Colcord,
Frank A..
A..
Colcord, Frank
1310
1310
increased......................
pension increased
J.,
Cold Spring
Spring Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N. J.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of.
of...... 292, 393
appropriation for
Coldwater River, Miss.,
Miss..
Coldwater
appropriation for improvement
of
397
improvement of........
appropriation
Charles E.,
E.,
Cole. Charles
1313
pension increased
1313
increased .....................
pension
Charlotte (widow,
Cole. Charlotte
(widow
1338
pension
pension .............................
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Cole,
Corydon L.,
Page.
Cole, CorydonL.,
Page.
pension increased
increased .....................
1457
pension
1457
Cole,
Elizabeth (widow).
Cole, Elizabeth
(widow).
pension increased
1441
pension
increased .....................
1441
Cole,
Frank,
Cole, Frank,
1564
pension increased
increased ......................
1564
Cole,
Harris, alias
Henry Little,
Little,
Cole, Harris,
alias Henry
increased .....................
1563
pension increased
1563
Cole,
Cole, Lewis,
Lewis,
increased ....................
1561
pension increased
1561
(widow),
Cole, Lucy
Lucy (widow),
pension increased.
increased .....................
1448
1448
Matilda E.
Cole, Matilda
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased .....................
1445
pension increased
1445
Cole, Nannie
Nannie C. (widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
1506
pension
1506
Collect
Collect on Delivery
Delivery Mail,
Mail,
appropriation for
for indemnity
for lost.
. _ 24,
1067
appropriation
indemnity for
lost ...
24 1067
Collectors
Internal Revenue.
Collectors of
of Internal
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of,
of.
appropriation
deputies, etc
85,1090
deputies,
etc ................
85. 1090
for additional,
additional, on
86
on emergency
emergency taxes
taxes.....
86
all
collections to
to be
deposited daily.
daily. _
86
all collections
be deposited
86
deficiency appropriation
salaries, etc_
appropriation for
for salaries,
etc. _ 20
for salaries,
salaries, additional
additional 1917...........
1917
803
803
Collector's Office,
Collector's
Office, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
salaries ...........
678, 1006
appropriation
for salaries
678,1006
for preparing
tax-sale certificates....
certificates.... 678,1006
678,1006
for
preparing tax-sale
records
accounts of assessor's
assessor's office
office
records and tax accounts
transferred
transferred to
1005
..................
1005
all tax bills
certificates
bills to
to be
be issued
issued by:
by: certificates
1005
of taxes due .....................
1005
assessment ledgers to
to be delivered
delivered anan1005
nually from
from assessor to ...........
1005
copies
etc., relating
relating to real
copies of wills, etc.,
real propproperty
to
be
furnished
to,
by
register
erty to be furnished to, by register
of wills ..... ....................
1005
Colleges,
etc.,
Colleges, etc.,
alcohol
be withdrawn
from bond
bond
alcohol for,
for, may
may be
withdrawn from
free
355
free of
of tax .......................
355
bond required.........................
required
355
355
in, under
under detailed
Army
credit for
for training
training in,
detailed Army
division
officer, as service
serice in
in senior
senior division
Reserve Officers'
_
853
Officers' Training
Training Corps__
Corps....
853
course of military
instruction to
be
having course
military instruction
to be
supplied with arms, etc.; conditions
197
conditions
197
197
details from Army
Army for; number
number.........
197
maintenance
maintenance of Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
Corps in,
in, having military
military instruction
191
Collett,
Ella Louise
Collett, Ella
Louise (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased .......................
1312
pension increased
1312
Collett, Henry,
Colltt,
Henry,
pension increased
increased ......................
1260
pension
1260
Collier, Alfred
Collier,
Alfred D.,
D.,
pension increased
1545
pension
increased ......................
1545
Collier,
Collier,. Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widowl),
pension..............................
pension
1422
1422
Colliers,
Colliers, Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal,
appropriation for constructing
two; cost
__ 333
appropriation
constructing two;
cost...
333
for repairs
repairs to "
and 'Achilles
"Achilles "
605
" Ulysses
lysses""and
'.
605
Collignon, August
Colligqon,
Auyust M.,
M..,
pension increased
1275
pension
increased ....................
1275
Collin, Lucy
Lucy C. (widow),
(widow),
Col;in,
pension
1547
pf nrsion increased
increased ......................
1547
Collins, Charles
Charles E..
Collins,
E.
pension increased......................
increased
1486
pension
1486
Collins, Ellen (widow),
(widowu),
pension
1313
pension.............................
1313
C'olliris, Frank
P.,
Collins.
FrankP.,
1581
pension
...........
...
1581
58
Collins, Jamcs
James R.,
R.,
Collins,
pension increased
increased .........
1535
..........
.. 1535
Collins, John
John
Collins,
a J.,.,
pension increaed...................
increased
1420 '
1420
Collins, Robert,
Collins,
Robert,
pension increased...
increased
1221
.
.
....
1221

Collins,
Walter J.,
.T.,
Page
Page
Collins, Walter
pension increased...................
increased
...
1519
Collins,
Collins, William
William A.
A.,'
pension increased.
increased ....................
1315
pension
1315
Collins, William
Collins,
William I).
D.,'
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
1551
Colombia,
Colom
bia,
appropriation for
for minister
252, 1048
appropriation
minister to
to ...........
252,
1048
Colon, Panama,
Panama,
appropriation
for
operating
public
works,
appropriation for operating public works,
etc., from
from receipts
335
etc.,
receipts therefor
therefor......... 335
Colona Ferry, Ill.
Colona
Ill.,,
time extended
River at. .
extended for bridging Rock
Rock Riverat..
44
Colorado,
Colorado,
appropriation
appropriation for
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
clerks,
103, 1107
etc ..........................
103,1107
homestead
homestead entries
entries allowed in
in lieu of
of certain erroneous selections
selections in.........
in
1587
former relinquished,
etc ...............
1587
former
relinquished, etc
1587
include stock
may include
stock raising
raising areas.........
areas
1587
1587
minerals reserved
reserved......................
minerals
1587
1587
patent
to, for
certain lands...........
lands
1297
patent filmed
issued to,
for certain
1297
.................
land relinquished
relinquished ..
1298
public
in, may
public lands in,
may be added to Pike and
and
Colorado
National Forests;
descripColorado National
Forests; description .............................
848
848
enlarged
enlarged homesteads
homesteads entries
entries allowed
allowed in..
in
850
850
use of Grand Junction
Junction former
former Indian
Indian School
property
modified .............
128
property by, modified
128
Colorado
Colorado Judicial
Judicial Ditrict,
District,
constitution of.........................
of
225
constitution
225
terms,
terms, Denver..........................
Denver
225
225
Durango ............................
225
Durango
225
Grand Junction........................
Junction
225
Grand
225
Montrose ..
225
Montrose
.........................
225
Pueblo ..............................
225
Pueblo
225
rooms to be provided
provided in public buildings,
Grand Junction
Junction and
and Durango .......
225
225
adjournments authorized
at Grand
adjournments
authorized at
Grand JuncJunction
Durango if no
no business
be
tion and Durango
business to be
transacted .........................
925
transacted
225
deputies and
and offices
offices to be
be maintained...
maintained
226
deputies
226
Colorado National
Forest, Colo.,
Colorado
National Forest,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
458, 1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of. 458,1146
additions
to, authorized..................
authorized
848
additions to,
848
Colorado
River,
Colorado River,
appropriation
for improvement
repair
appropriation for
improvement of; repair
of
on Gila
near Yuma,
of levee
levee on
Gila River, near
Yuma,
Arir .............................
Ariz
404
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Cal
533
bridge
across, Needles, Cal....
533
Colorado
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Colorado River Indian
appropriation for channels,
channels, etc.,
etc., for
irrigafor irrigaappropriation
tion
purposes ..................
129,974
tion purposes
129,974
Colorado River,
Colorado
Rirer, Tex.,
Tex.,
preliminary
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of, to
protection
made, for flood
flood protection..........
408
Colorants,
Colorants,
appropriation for
appropriation
for developing
developing standards
standards of,
of,
etc.,
industrial use
use. ........
115, 1116
etc., for
for industrial
115,1116
for
utilizing raw
for
463,
for utilizing
raw materials
materials for........
463, 1152
1152
Women and Children,
Children, D.
I). C.,
C., National
Colored Women
National
Home for,
Hone
for,
appropriation
for
care
of
children
in
709,1037
appropriation for care of children in... 709,1037
Colors,
duty on coal-tar
coal-tar products,
products, not
793
duty
not............
793
used
used as ..............................
794
additional specific
specific ....................
794
additional
794
Columbia
Building and Loan
Columbia Building
Association,
Loan Association,
Jersey
N. J.,
J.,
Jersey City, N.
refund
excise corporation
corporation tax
tax ..........
1492
refund of
of excise
1492
for Women,
Women, D. C.,
C.,
Columbia Hospital
Hospitalfor
appropriation for
repairs to
to nurses
nurses cottages.
cottages_
279
279
for repairs
appropriation
for equipment:
balance
279
for
equipment use
use of
of balance..........
279
for
care of
indigent patients.........
patients
707, 1035
for care
of indigent
707,1035
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Colville
Indian Reservation,
Wash.-Contd.
Page.
Reservation, Wash.--Contd.
Colville Indian
surplus
lands of,
etc.,,
reserved for agency, etc
of, reserved
surplus lands
672
purposes .................
......
purposes
672
missions
use of
of missions.........................
fee simple
simple patent
for tract to Saint
patent for
fee
672
Mary's
and Mission..........
Mission
School and
Mary's School
672
cemeteries ........................
672
for cemeteries
672
intoxicants prohibited
prohibited .................
intoxicants
Forest, Wash.,
National Forest,
Colville National
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,1146
458, 1146
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Colwell,
Hyram,
Byram,
Co well,
1378
pension1378
..................................
...
pension
Comanche, etc.,
Indians, Okla.,
etc., Indians,
Comanche,
appropriation
from
agency expenses, from
for agency
806
appropriation for
.......................
expenses
forimprovements,
expenses
etc
806
818
tribal funds
funds ...................... 145,982
145,982
tribal
818
etc .................
for improvements,
funds. 145,982
for
support, etc., of, from tribal funds
for support,
Columbia
Wash.,
Forest, Wash.,
National Forest,
Columbia National
also
Combinations in
in Restraint
Restraint of Trade
Trade (see also
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 458,1146 Combinations
appropriation for maintenance,
Antitrust Laws),
Laws),
Antitrust
Columbia Polytechnic
Institute for the Blind,
Blind,
Polytechnic Institute
Columbia
purchases of
structural steel,
etc.,
steel, armor, etc.,
of structural
purchases
D.
D. C.,
for ships
of the
the Navy,
be
to be
not to
Navy, not
ships of
for
appropriation for
710,1038
to.............
aid to
for aid
appropriation
made
from
619,1195
619,1195
made from .....................
Columbia River,
Ri er,
Columbia
Combs,
Elizabeth
(widow),
Combs, Elizabeth (widow),
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of,
etc.,,
of, etc
appropriation
pension
increased..................... 1338
pension increased
405
Cello Falls
Falls to
to mouth
River
'405
mouth of Snake River
Celilo
Combs, Hanbill,
Han bill,
Combs,
for
of, below
Vancouver,
below Vancouver,
improvement of,
for improvement
pension
increased..................... 1530
pension increased
Wash
405
Wash..........................
Jeremiah,
for improvement
improvement of
of mouth
mouth of..........
of
405 Combs, Jeremiah,
for
1557
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
preliminary
etc.; to be made
preliminary examination, etc.,
Combs,.Shadrack,
Shadrack,
Combs,
of,
channel from
from Saint
Helens to
to
Saint Helens
of, channel
pension
1548
increased........................ 1548
pension increased
deep
410
water ......................
deep water
Comer, George
W., alias
alias George
George W. Pierce,
Pierce,
George W.,
The
Oreg., to
to Vancouver,
410 Comer,
Wash..
Vancouver, Wash
Dalles, Oreg,
The Dalles,
pension
increased..................... 1286
410
pension increased
Bakers Bay
410
liwaco, Wash ..........
to Ilwaco,
Bay to
Bakers
Commerce,
Youngs Bay
Bay to
to County
County Road
410 Commerce,
Bridge....
Road Bridge
Youngs
appropriation
expenses enforcing
enforcing laws
laws
for expenses
Cello Falls,
Oreg., to
to mouth
mouth of
of Snake
Snake
appropriation for
Falls, Oreg.,
Celilo
312
regulating
312
regulating.......................3
River
410
River .........................
Commerce and
and Nav'tion
Navigation (see
also Shipping),
(see also
Shipping),
Snake River
to Pittsburg Landing,
410 Commerce
Landing, Idaho
River to
Snake
clearances,
time of
may be
a war may
of a
in time
etc., in
clearances, etc.,
Columbia River
Quarantine Station,
Station,
River Quarantine
Columbia
refused
denying equal favessels denying
refused vessels
repairs, and equipment
appropriation for repairs,
appropriation
cilities
traffic by reason
American traffic
cilities to American
270
of
270
.......................
of hulk
hulk
of
799
of belligerents
belligerents...............
laws of
of laws
Columbia,
C.,
S. C.,
Columbia, S.
clearances may
be denied
denied vessels
vessels of
of belmay be
clearances
appropriation
building.......... 264
public building
for public
appropriation for
ligerent
deny equal
ligerent countries which deny
deficiency
public buildfor public
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
facilities
to American
American traffic
in time
traffic m
facilities to
ing .................----------17
ing
in which United States is
war in
of war
..
terms of court
court at ..........................
721
800
neutral
neutral.........................
Columbia,
Tenn., Christian
Church,
Christidn Church,
Columbia, Tenn.,
facilities
of trade,
trade, etc.,
etc., may
refused vesbe refused
may be
facilities of
to.... 1497
payment
findings to
Claims findings
Court of Claims
of Court
payment of
sels of
belligerents denied
denied by
foreign belligerents
of foreign
sels
Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
800
them to
to Americans
Americans ................
them
appropriation
care of
Confederate
of Confederate
for care
appropriation for
Domestic,
and Domestic,
Foreign and
cemetery, Camp
287 Commerce, Foreign
Chase.............
Camp Chase
cemetery,
appropriation
promoting, etc
etc .....
111,1113
....... 111,1113
for promoting,
appropriation for
Columbus,
Ohio, Central
and
Building, Loan and
Central Building,
C,,IinLbus, Ohio,
deficiency
appropriation by promoting
deficiency appropriation
Savings Company,
Company,
Savings
25
developing ....................
and developing
1494
refund
of excise
corporation tax ..........
excise corporation
refund of
Interstate, etc. (see Interstate
Interstate ComComCommerce, Interstate,
Columbus,
Fidelity Building,
Building, Loan and
Ohio, Fidelity
C,(lunbus, Ohio,
merce Regulations).
Regulations).
merce
Savings Company,
Company,
Savings
Commerce, Tex.,
Tex.,
refund
excise corporation
tax.......... 1493 Commerce,
corporation tax
of excise
refund of
deficiency
appropriation for
for public builddeficiency appropriation
Association,
Savings Association,
//4
',thus, Ohio,
People's
's Savings
Ohio, People
Ius,
('olum
17
ing
17
ing.............................
refund
excise corporation
corporation tax .......... 1493
of excise
refund of
Commerce
with
South
Central
America.
America.
Central
and
Commerce with South
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, West Side Building and Loan
Columbus,
promoting.
appropriation
expenses, promoting,
for expenses,
appropriation for
Association,
Association,
111,1113
etc
111,1113
etc........................
refund of
corporation tax..........
tax
1493
excise corporation
of excise
refund
Commercial Attaches,
Attaches,
(
-oh ille AgIency,
Agency, Wash.,
Coli
Commercial
expenses. 111. 1113
appropriation for
appropriation
1113
for salaries and expenses.
support, etc., of Infor support,
appropriation for
appropriation
dians
at ....................
153, 989
989 Commercial
153,
dians at.
Commercial Names,
31
etc..
support,
for
deficiency
etc..
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
international
convention for the protecinternational convention
Colville
Indian Reservation.
Reservation. Wash.,
Wash.,
Colville Indian
1675
tion of............................
of1675
tion
allotment
on, to
Se-cum-ka-nullax in lieu
to Se-cum-ka-nullax
allotment on,
Commission, Lincoln Memorial,
of former
15,5 Commission, Lincoln Memorial,
155
......--of
former ............-deficiency
construction,
for construction,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
lands in,
in, granted
granted to Washington State Hislands
1
etc
15
etc....................l........
154
torical Society
Society ................-....
torical
FineArts,
Commission of Fine
o55 Commission
payment
155
to credit of Indians ............
payment to
291
appropriation
for expenses...............
expenses
appropriation for
155
............
intoxicants
intoxicants prohibited ...
construction
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C., to
construction of Aqueduct
proclamation
proclamation opening to homestead entry
163
be
to .................submitted to
be submitted
1778
............ certain
1778
in ......
lands in
certain lands
Memorial subject to
design. etc..
etc.. of
of Dupont
Dupont Memorial
design
Indian allotf or Indian
purchase
allotof water
water rights for
purchase of
.U4
. nnrl^-l
approval
944
I
tPl
I.F
I--vvl L ofi.... ........
............
-- - 155
-.---.-tees of
diminished -.....
of diminished
toes

Page.
Columbia
Hospital for
for Women.
Women. D.
C.—Con.
D. C.-Con.
Columbia Hospital
deficiency
care of indiappropriation for care
deficiency appropriation
gent patients
patients --..
807
...-- ..----.....gent
for construction,
construction, etc . ..................
807
for
D. C.,
Columbia Institution
for the Deaf,
Deaf, D.
Institutionfor
Columbia
appropriation for
for maintenance
310
maintenance ...........
appropriation
for
repairs ............................
310
for repairs
for
new sewer
to West
Virginia Avenue;
Avenue;
West Virginia
sewer to
for new
additional
machinery .............
310
additional machinery
for replacing
replacing women's
women's dormitory
dormitory........ 310
for
310
parcel of
to
transferred to..........
land transferred
of land
parcel
for
699, 1027
instruction .......
for expenses
expenses of instruction
deficiency
appropriation
instruction
instruction
for
deficiency appropriation

!
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Commission of Fine
Fine Arts—Continued.
Arts-Continued.
Commission
Page.
Page.
of 'Titanic
site and design
design of
"Titanic ""Memorial
be
Memorial to
to be
approved by
by ........
approved
1046
..........
1046
to give
give advice
to Public
Public Buildings
to
advice to
Buildings ComCommission ..........................
328
328
Commission on
on Industrial
Relations,
Commission
IndustrialRelations,
final reports of,
etc., ordered
printed
59
of, etc.,
ordered printed......
59
Commissioner
Commissioner General
of Immigration
Immigration (see
(see also
Generalof
also
Immigration,
Commissioner General
Immigration, Commissioner
General
of),
of),
duties and authority
authority of,
under Immigration
Immigration
of, under
........................
Act
892
892
Commissioners
Commissioners of
of Conciliation,
Conciliation,
.
appropriationforservicesand
expenses. 116,1117
appropriation for services and expenses.
116,1117
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
appropriation for
and
expenses
expenses .........................
26
26
Commissioners, United States Courts,
Commissioners,
Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for
for fees
fees....................
313
313
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for fees
deficiency
32,
fees..........
32,
•33,43,827,
33, 43, 827, 830
830
Commissions,
International (see
(see International
International
Commissions, International
Commissions).
Commissious).
Committee on Appropriations,
Committee
Appropriations, House
House of
Repof Representattves,
resentatives,
chairman and
to serve
and two
two members
members to
serve on
on
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
328
Commission ......
328
Committee
on Appropriations,
Committee on
Appropriations,Senate,
Senate,
chairman
members to
chairman and two members
to serve
serve on
on
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission
328
Commission......
328
Committee on Expenses
Ezpenses of
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
of District
Joint,
Joint,
time
extended for
report by..............
by
time extended
for report
44
Committee on
on Finance.
Finance, Senate,
Senate,
etc., from
from Tariff
information, etc.
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
disposal of ...............
to be at diSposal
796
796
Committee on Flood
Flood Control,
Committee
Control, House
House of
of RepreRepresentatives,
sentatives,
examinations of projects for
to
for flood
flood control
control to
request of.
be made on request
951
of.............
951
Committee on
on Indian
Committee
Indian Affairs, House
of RepreRepreHouse of
sentatives,
sentatives,
appropriation for
appropriation
investigating Indian
Indian
for investigating
Service by members of, elected
elected to
to
Sixty-fifth Congress
Congress ..............
993
993
extent
extent of investigation
authority, etc
993
investigation, authority,
etc..
993
Committee on
on Interst
at
e and
and Foreign
Foreign ComComInterstate
merce, House of Representatives,
Representatives,
five members
members to
Joint Committee
Committee
to serve
serve on
on Joint
on Interstate
on
Interstate and
Foreign ComComand Foreign
merce investigation,
investigation, etc...........
etc
387
387
Committee on
on Interstate
Interstate Commerce,
Commerce, Senate,
Senate,
five members
members to
serve on
on Joint
to serve
Joint Committee
Committee
Commerce
on Interstate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
investigation, etc
investigation,
387
etc ..................
387
Committee on Nava/
Naval Affairs,
of RepreAffairs, House
House of
Representatives,
sentatives,
chairman
chairman made
of
made ex
ex officio
officio member
member of
Board of Visitors, Naval
Academy
608
Naval Academy..
608
Committee on
Naval Affairs,
Affairs, Senate,
Senate,
on Naval
chairman
chairman made
made ex
ex officio
officio member
member of
of
Board of Visitors, Naval
Naval Academy..
Academy
608
608
Committee on Post
Post Office
Post Roads,
Office and
and Post
Roads,
House of
House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
three members
members to
designated on
on comto be
be designated
commission to
investigate pneumaticto investigate
pneumatictube mail service
service..................
1064
1064
Committee on Post
Post Offices
Offices and
Post Roads,
Roads,
and Post
Senate,
Senate,
three members Lo
to be designated
designated on
comon commission
investigate pneumaticmission to investigate
pneumatictube mail service
service .................
1064
1064
Committee on Printing,
Joint (see Joint ComCommittee
Printing, Joint
Committee on
Printing),
on Printing),

Page.
Committee on Public
and Grounds,
Grounds, Page.
Public Buildings
Buildings and
Representatives,
House of
ofRepresentatives,
chairman and two members
members to
to serve
serve on
on
Public Buildings Commission......
Commission
328
328
Committee on Public
Public Buildings
Committee
and Grounds,
Ground,s,
Buildings and
Senate,
Senate,
chairman and two members
chairman
members to
to serve
serve on
on
Public Buildings
Buildings Commission......
Commission.
328
328
Committee on
Committee
Rules, Senate,
Senate,
on Rules,
appropriation for
appropriation
preparing Senate
Senate Manual
Manual
for preparing
biennially by
clerk of.............
of
68
by clerk
68
Committee on the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, House
House
the District
of Representatives,
Representatives,
of
joint
joint committee
committee of,
and Senate,
Senate, to
to report
report on
on
of, and
changes
in tax laws
changes in
717
laws ...............
717
Committee on the District
District of
Columbia, Senate,
Senate,
of Columbia,
joint committee
committee of,
of, and
and House
House of
of RepreRepresentatives,
sentatives, to
to report
on changes
changes in
report on
in
717
tax law"
laws.
......................
717
Committee on the Library,
House of
of RepreRepreLibrary, House
sentatives,
sentatives,
chairman to serve on commission
chairman
for memocommission for
memorial to John Ericsson
Ericsson ................
672
672
Committee on
on the Library,
Senate,
Library, Senate,
chairman to serve
chairman
serve on
for
on commission
commission for
memorial
memorial to
to John
Ericsson
671
John Ericsson.........
671
Committee on Ways and Means,
House of
of RepRepMeans, Houe
resentatives,
resentatives,
information, etc.,
information,
etc., from Tariff Commission
Commission
to be
at disposal
disposal of.................
of- .
796
to
be at
796
by Water
(see also
also Shipping
Shipping
Common Carrier
Carrierby
Water (see
Act),
Act),
meaning
meaning of term in
Shipping Act.........
Act
728
in Shipping
728
Carrier by
Water in
Foreign ComCommon Carrier
by Water
in Foreign
Commerce
(see also
also Shipping
merce (see
Shipping Act,
Act),
meaning of term in
meaning
in Shipping
Shipping Act.........
Act
728
728
ocean tramp,
tramp, not
deemed a............
a
728
not deemed
728
Carrierby
Common Carrier
by Water
Water in
Interstate ComComin Interstate
merce (see also
also Shipping
Shipping Act),
Act),
meaning
meaning of
of term
728
term in
in Shipping
Shipping Act
Act..........728
Common Carriers,
Carriers, Railroad,
Railroad,
appropriation for enforcing
appropriation
enforcing uniform
uniform system
system
accounts by
of accounts
280
by..................
280
for
compelling use
appliances..
280
for compelling
use of
of safety
safety appliances..
280
for
of accidents,
•
securing reports,
reports, of
etc....
280
accidents, etc....
280
for investigating
for
investigating block-signal
block-signal and
and train
train
control systems,
systems, etc
etc ..........
.
280
280
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical
valuation of
of
physical valuation
property
property of...........
of .
281
....... .
281
for securing
securing information of stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds,
etc .........
2ti
........
. .s
2
for compelling
compelling use
safe locomotive
locomotive
use of
of safe
boilers by
by....................
281
281
bills of lading
lading issued
issued by, in
in interstate
interstate and
and
foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, regulations
regulations govgoverning.............................
erning
538
erning
.
38
538
eight
eight hour
hour standard
standard for
for day's
day's work
work of
train
of train
employees
employees of,
of, in
in interstate
interstate comcommerce,
merce, January 1,
1917
721
1, 1917............
721
liability
liability for
actual loss,
etc., not
not applicable
applicable
for actual
loss, etc.,
to baggage
baggage on
on passenger
passenger trains,
trains, etc
442
etc..
442
other property
other
property except
except ordinary
ordinary live
live
stock,
special rates
rates based
based upon
upon dedestock, at
at special
clared value
clared
value ...
442
...............
442
rates, etc.,
schedule of rates,
etc., to
to be
be filed.....
filed
442
442
meaning of
meaning
live stock
442
of "ordinary
' ordinary live
stock ..
442
may allow
may
allow reduced
reduced rates
rates to
to State
State militia
militia
attending
attending Army
Army encampments,
encampments, etc
640
etc..
640
penalty for
for violating
limiting hours
of
penalty
violating Act
Act limiting
hours of
service
service of employees
employees of.
of. modified
61
modified...
61
prohibition
prohibition against
against officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., having
having ininterest in
in purchases
thereof, deferred
deferred
terest
purchases thereof,
six
674
six months
months .....
...........
674
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Carriers,Railroad-Continued.
Common Carriers,
prohibition
officers, etc., having
prohibition against officers.
thereof, dein purchases thereof,
interest in
ferred to January
1918
1201
January 8, 1918...........
604
in time
war..
facilitate military traffic
traffic in
time of war
to facilitate
shipments to agents of the United
United States
States
shipments
in time of peace to be delivered
delivered as
promptly as possible ..............
.
604
no embargo to apply to .............
604
Commons,
(uidow),
Commons. Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1381
1381
increased ......................
pension increased.
Commonwealth
Building and Loan Association,
Association,
CommonuwealthBuilding
Newark, N.
J.,
Newark,
N. J.,
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax ..........
1492
Commutation of Rations,
Commutation
Rations,
appropriation
.
297
Civil War .............
appropriation for, Civil
Compensation to Injured
Government EmInjured Gorernment
Compensation
ploynees
Government
ployees (see Injuries to Government
mployees).
Employees).
Compton Creek, N. J.,
Coinpton
J.,
393
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of.
appropriation
Compton, Defies
W.,
Conpton,
Delias W.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1205
pension
Comptroller of
of the
Currency,
the Currency,
Comptroller
appropriation
for,
deputies,
clerks,
etc..
etc..
82,1087
deputies,
appropriation
for
superintendent, etc.....
etc
82,1087
82, 1087
for expenses,
expenses, superintendent,
for
82, 1087
special examinations,
examinations, etc ......... 82,1087
for special
time limit for furnishing copy for annual
reports,
to
336
applicable to...........
reports, not applicable
Comptroller of the Treasury,
Treasury,
Comptrollerof
appropriation for,
for, assistant, law clerks,
appropriation
etc
80,1085
etc ............................
Grand,
Comstock, Le
Le Grand,
1515
pension increased
increased. ........................
1515
pension
Comstock, William,
Comstock,
pension
increased..
1307
1307
.....................
pension increased
Conboy, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
pension increased.
1437
increased......................
pension
Concert
Proprietors,
Hall Proprietors,
Concert Hall
791
special tax imposed on; rates, etc
etc ........
special
Conciliation
Labor Disputes,
Disputes,
of Labor
Conciliationof
appropriation for
expenses of commissioners
commisioners
for expenses
appropriation
116,1117
116, 1117
of, etc
etc.......................
commissioners
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for commissioners
deficiency
of.
26
26
............---.
of .
....
Conciluition of Railway
Employees' DifferRailway Employees'
Conciliation
ences (see Board of Mediation
Mediation and
Conciliation).
Conciliation).
Condemnation
lationProcee(digls,
Proceedings, D. C.,
U'ondcmn
appropriation for
1110
charge of. 108, 1110
for attorney
attorney in charge
appropriation
employment of other counsel forbidemplovment
den
108,
1110
108,1110
den..........................
proceedings
publication, etc.,
etc., of notices of proceedings
publication,
21
for..
21
for .....-.....................
roltdon,
C
odomn, John,
John,
pension increased......................
increased
1458
pension
Comb, it Rood,
Riad, D. C.,
Condu
appropriation
improvement,
continuingimprovement,
appropriation for continuing
etc ........
713,1042
713,1042
...........-.
etc

Co,,.
Con, .Jane
Jane (widol),i
(widow),
1214
1214
.........pension increased.
increased ............
pension
Con, y Island,
IT,
Island, N. Y.,
Cony
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
be
etc., of, to be
preliminary
(ate, and waters from
made of Sea Gate,
Gravesend
Ambrose
ChanChanAmbrose
Bay
to
Gravesend
406
nel.
nel .............................
Confederate Burial
Burial Plats,
Plats,
Confederate
287
287
appropriation for care, etc
etc................
appropriation
Con(frderate Monument Association, LunenConfedderate
bury County, Va.,
burg
Va..
843
condemned cannon granted to.............
to
condemned

1873
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Confederate
Oakwood Cemetery, ChiChi- PageConfederate Mound, Oakuood
cago,
Ill.,
cago, Ill.,
287
appropriation for
etc., of............
of
for care, etc.,
appropriation
Confederate
Sailors,
Soldiersand Sailors,
ConfederateSoldiers
appropriation for headstones
unmarked
headstones for unmarked
appropriation
graves
in national
national cemeteries......
cemeteries
287
graves of,
of. in
time extended
extended for marking graves of, who
died
northern prisons
prisons ............
52
in northern
died in
Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Stockade Cemetery, Sandusky
Sandusky Bay,
Ohio,
appropriation for care,
etc., of.
287
of ............
care, etc.,
appropriation
Confederate
Association,
ConfederateVeterans' Association,
regulations for
for preserving
preserving order,
order, etc.,
etc., at
regulations
942
reunion of, in District of Columbia..
Columbia
942
penalty for
942
violations .................
penalty
for violations
appropriation
expenses; half from
from
appropriation for expenses;
District
revenues .................
942
District revenues
permits for overhead
overhead electric
electric wires
wires for
permits
illumination .......................
943
943
illumination
943
for decorations
943
decorations ..........
loan of flags, etc., for
943
use of reservations,
permitted
etc., permitted........
reservations, etc.,
944
loan of hospital tents, etc ...............
Confederate Veterans' Encampment, BirmingBirningConfederate
Ala.,
ham, Ala.,
10
Loan of tents, etc.,
authorized
etc., for, authorized.........
loan
Confederate Veterans,
Confederate
Veterans, etc., D. C.,
appropriation
to
................. 710,1038
for aid to...
appropriation for
Confederated Bands
Ute Indians
Ute
Indians .(see
(see Ute
Confederated
Bands of
of Ute
Indians, Confederated
Confederated Bands).
Bands).
Indians,
International Arbitration
Arbitration(see InConference, International
ternational Arbitration
Conference).
ternational
Arbitration Conference).
Conference
of Representatives,
Minority, House
House of
Conference Minority,
appropriation
72, 1076
etc............. 72,1076
for clerks, etc..
appropriation for
Ceniference
on Immigratiem,
Immigration,International,
Conferenceon
894
authority of
of President to call,
call, etc..........
etc..........
Conference, Second Pan
Pan American Financial,
Financial,
America
invitation to Central and South America
Governments to attend, at WashWashGovernments
1052
ington,
C ...................
1052
ington, D. C
appropriation
for
expenses
1052
appropriation for expenses............. 1052
Ccmgaree River, S.
S. C.,
Congaree
appropriation for improvement
of
395
improvement of..........
appropriation
F. (widow),
(widow),
Congdon, Celia F.
pension increased.
1333
pension
increased ........................
Congress,
Congress,
arrangements for counting
votes
electoral votes
counting electoral
arrangements
for
President
1606
for President
President and Vice President....
concurrent resolution
adjournordering adjournresolution ordering
concurrent
ment of, September 8,
8, 1916.........
1916
1604
holiday
recess December
December 17,
17, 1915
1599
1915....... 1599
holiday recess
lf)5
1916 .................
1605
holiday recess for 191(
joint
committee of the two Houses authorauthorjoint committee
ized to arrange
inaugural ceremonies
ceremonies 1605
ized
arrange inaugral
"louses, ordered
ordered
the two Houses,
joint meeting of the
to receive
communications from the
receive communications
President,
ordered for December
December 7.
7
President, ordered
1915
1599
1599
1915............................
for April
April 19, 1916
1600
.......................
for
for August 29, 1916 ..................
1604
.
1604
for
for
1605
5, 1916 .................
for December
December 5,
1606
1917...................
for February
February 3, 1917
1917 .................
1608
1608
26, 1917
for February
February 26,
of
Federal
courts
removal from State to Federal
removal
suits, etc.,
etc. against
against officers of.........
of
552
suits,
attend funeral
services for Admiral
funeral services
to attend
Dewey at
the Capitol.............
Capitol.
.
1605
1605
atthe
Congress,
American Scientific,
Scientific,
Congress, Pan
Pan American
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of...
of
33
deficiency
Congressional Cemetery, Washington, D. C.,
Congressional
appropriation for
for headstone
grave of
headstone for grave
appropriation
Scarlet
Sioux Indian
Indian chief,
chief, in.
145
145
Scarlet Crow. Sioux
Congressional Directory.
Congressional
Directory.
appropriation
1073
for compiling ............. .. 69, 1073
appropriation for
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Congressional Employees,
Employees,
Page.
Congressional
rage. Conservation
Conservation of Navigable Waters, etc.-Contd. Page.
salaries for December,
1915, to
salaries
December, 1915,
to be
be paid
paid
areas authorized
areas
authorized in, for game, bird,
bird, and
December
17. .....................
3
December 17
476
3
fish preserves
preserves .
....................
476
for September,
paid on day
day of
September, 1916,
1916, to be
be paid
punishment
punishment for unlawfully hunting, etc.,
etc ,
adjournment
adjournment ......................
853
in...............................
in
476
476
December, 1916,
be paid
for December,
1916, to
to be
paid DecemDecemprospecting,
prospecting, etc.,
etc., minerals,
minerals, in
in acquired
acquired
ber
22 ...........................
861
ber 22
861
lands
lands authorized:
authorized: terms,
terms, etc
etc..... 462, 1150
1150
Congressional
Library (see
of ConCongressional Library
(see Library
Library of
ConConstable, Mary E.
Constable,
(daughter),
E. (daughter),
gress).
pension to guardian
of
1573
guardian of....................
1573
Congressional Record,
Congressional
Record,
Constantinople, Turkey,
Constantinople,
Turkey,
appropriation
for reporting
appropriation for
reporting debates,
debates, House
House
appropriation
embassy
appropriation for steam launch
launch for embassy
72,1076
of Representatives
Representatives ............
72,
1076
at............................
at
251,
1050
251,1050
for reporting
debates, Senate...........
1073
for
reporting debates,
Senate.............. 69,
69,1073
prison expenses ...............
262, 1058
for prison
262,1058
for printing
and binding
330'
for
printing andbinding...............
330 Constants,
Constants, etc.,
etc., International
International Commission on
on
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
extra services,
services,
appropriation for
for extra
Tables of,
of,
reporting
of RepreReprereporting debates,
debates, House
House of
appropriation for
appropriation
for contribution
contribution to
to....... 257,
257, 1053
sentatives .......................
sentatives.
822
822 "Constitution"
"Constztution" U. S.
S.,
S. S.,
for extra
services, reporting
for
extra services,
reporting debates,
debates,
appropriation for repairs
appropriation
repairs.................
605
Senate............................
822
Senate
822 Construction
Construction Corps, Navy
Navy (see Bureau
Bureau of
of ConConia,
Conia, Antoine,
Repair, Navy).
struction and Repair,
pension increased
1424
increased ......................
Plants, Navy,
Navy,
1424 Construction
Construction Plants,
Conkie,
Conkie, John,
John,
appropriation
appropriation for
for repairs and improvements
improvements
pension
increased .......................
1539
pension increased
1539
at specified navy
navy yards...........
yards
605,1185
605,1185
Conkling,
Frank
E.,
Conkling, Frank E.,
ConsularAssistants,
Consular
pension
increased
1581
pension increased..........................
1581
appropriation
from
appropriation for bringing
bringing home from
Conley, Andrew,
Andrew,
Conley,
abroad
remains of..............
abroad remains
of
255,1051
pension
1385
pension.............................
1385
for
salaries......................
for salaries
261,1057
261,1057
Conley, Cornelius, alias
aliasCornelius
CorneliusConneUy,
Connelly,
Consular
Inspectors,
ConsularInspectors,
pension.
1370
pension .............................
1370
appropriation
appropriation for salaries.................
salaries
261,1057
(widow),
Conley, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
expenses.........................
for expenses
261, 1057
261,1057
pension
1256
pension increased
increased ....................
Consular Officers,
1256 Consular
Conneaut, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation
appropriation for instruction
instruction and
and transit
transit
appropriation for light
etc .....
317
appropriation
light station,
station, etc
............... . 317
pay ..........................
253,1048
pay
253,
1048
Connecticut River. Conn.,
Conn:,
Connecticut
for
transportation to and from
254, 1050
for transportation
from posts..
posts
appropriation for
for improvement
above
appropriation
for paying
paying heirs
dying abroad.....
abroad
255, 1050
improvement of,
of, above
for
heirs of,
of, dying
255,1050
Hartford ..................
391
Hartford
......
391
for
for bringing
bringing home
home from
from abroad,
abroad, reHartford
392
below Hartford...
392.......................
255, 1051
mains of
255,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across,
across, at Springfield,
Springfield,
for salaries........................
salaries
261, 1056
for
261,1056
Mass ..........
Mass..................... 536
536
for post allowances
belligerent
allowances in belligerent
Convellsville Pa.,
Pa.,
Connellsville,
countries, etc...................
countries,
etc
261,
1057
261, 1057
condemned
granted to
843
condemned cannon granted
to.............
deficiency
843
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for vice
vice consuls. 802,
802, 829
829
T., alias
alias John
Connelly, Edmund
Edmund T.,
John Marks,
Marks,
salaries .........................
826,
829
for salaries
826,829
pension increased
1219
increased........................
1219
to verify
verify medical
medical examination
examination of alien emiConner,
Conner, Allen,
grants at
port of
of departure..........
departure
884
grants
at port
884
pension
1319
pension increased
increased ......................
1319 Consular
Serrice (see
Consular Serrice
(see also
also Diplomatic and
Conner, George T.
T.,
Consular
Service),
Consular Service),
pension
1313
pension increased
increased........................
1313
appropriation for
Director of the........
the..... ... 77,
77, 1382
1082
appropriation
for Director
Conner, Isaac,
Isaac,
Consllates,
Consu tales,
pension increased
1258
pension
increased........................
appropriation for clerk hire...........
hire
261, 1057
1258
appropriation
261,
1057
Conness,
Conness, Leland
Leland S.,
S.,
for
expenses ............. 262,
262, 1058
1058
for contingent
contingent expenses
electric street
to, South
electric
street railway
railway franchise
franchise to,
South
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerk hire
31,33
hire..... 31,
33
Hilo, Hawaii,
modified
438
Hilo,
Consuls,
Hawaii, modified............
438 Conrsls,
(widow),
Connolly, Julia
Julia M.
M. (widow),
appropriation for
salaries ..............
261, 1056
1056
appropriation
for salaries
261,
1371 Consuls
pension ..............................
1371
Consuls General,
General,
Connor, Daniel,
Daniel,
Connor,
appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries .............
261,1056
261,1056
pension
1214
pension increased
increased......................
1214Contagios
iseases
Contagious
Diseases,
Connor„lohn,
iseass,
,
Caonrwr,
JohnContious
appropriation
for prevention,
prevention, etc.,
etc., among
among
appropriation for
............
incresed.....
pension
1563
pension increased
increased
........................
156324
Indians
194
124
Indians..........................
Connor,
idw),
Martha
Connor, Martha (widow),
for preventing
spread of,
of, in
in interstate
interstate
spread
for
preventing
124
...............
pnion
irad
pension increased
1247
increased
.........................
1247
ttraffic
440
440
.........traffic ....
..............
Corad,
ido),Hele
Can rod, Helen. (
widow),
aliens
with loathsome
loathsome or
dangerous,
ordangerous.
aliens afflicted
afflicted with
11325
.
.....
.........
pen ion
pension
excluded
875
875
excluded admission
admission ................
-- i. Jamb, -Conrail.
nlodn.inr,
l
.
1919
restrictions on admission of families of resipension increased
1212
pension
increased .1212
dent
aliens
affected
with.............
891
dent aliens affected with
891
Conroe,
Conroe, Marshall
Marshall C'.,
(C..
Diseases, Animal.
Animal,
ContaiasDiseases,
........
1531 Contagious
pension increased........
increased
appropriation for
for paying
Indians for
for live
live
paying Indians
appropriation
Censerration of
of Aarigable
Writers, etc.,
Aarigable Wiuters,
Ccnser1ation
stock destroyed
destroyed in
in eradicating,
eradicating,
appropriation for
for maintenance
of national
stock
national
maintenance of
appropriation
etc
128,973
forests
etc ............................
128, 973
wrests acquired
acquired for.............
for
460, 1149
for
of, live
live stock
450, 1138
1138
stock... 450,
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of,
for acquiriLng
acquiring additional lands, 1917 and
for
emergency use,
arresting, etc...
etc... 492,
1167
492, 1167
use, arresting,
for emergency
1918
462
1918..............................
payment for
animals destroyed;
destroyed; apappayment
for animals
for employment
employ-mont of agents, etc.,
etc., from
praisal of
of values.................
values
492, 1167
1167
492,
consvation
fund ..............
42,
praal
conservation
462, 1150
fighting,
for cooperation
cooperatio;n with States in
in fighting,
Co,!n i'i;,/sEt;sfas
s Dnr;.crass.
Contaft;o
,s, D.
I). C.,
etc.,
etc., forest fires ................
475, 1166
appropriation
preventing spread
702, 1029
appropriation for
for preventing
spread of..
of

INDEX.
INDEX.
Containers
for Small
etc.,
Containersfor
Small Fruits,
Fruits, etc.,
Page.
standards estab!ished
established for interstate shipstandards
ments, etc., of.....................
of
673
673
penalty for violations
penalty
violations................... 674
674
Contested
Election
Cases,
House
of
RepresentaContested Election Cases, House of Representatives, 1901-1917,
digest of, ordered
ordered printed
printed .................
1606
digest
1606
Contested
Contested Election
Election Expenses,
Expenses, House
House of Representatives,
sentatives,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
822
Contiguous Foreign
Countries,
Contiguous
Foreign Countries,
head tax provisions
provisions on aliens entering
from ..
...........................
875
Contingent
ContingentExpenses,
appropriation
for Senate
69,
1073
appropriation for
Senate ...............
69, 1073
1077
for House of Representatives
Representatives. ........
73, 1077
75,
1079
for Library of Congress
Congress..............
1079
78, 1080
1080
for Executive
Executive Office .................
7r,
for Department
Department of State .............
78, 1082
Department .............
for Treasury Department
84, 1088
Department ................
92,
for War Department
92. 1096
1096
Department ................
98,
for Navy Department
98, 1102
1102
Department ............
102, 1106
for Interior Department
102,1106
Department .........
for Post
Post Office
Office Department
108, 1110
1110
Justice
109, 1111
for Department of Justice...........
109,1111
for Department
115,
1116
Department of Commerce
Commerce........ 11,
1116
Department of Labor............
Labor
118,
1119
for Department
118,1119
for Indian Department
Department .............
127,
972
127, 972
for foreign missions
254, 1049
missions ................
254,
1049
for consulates ......................
282, 1058
262,
Independent Treasury...............
Treasury
276
for Independent
276
299
for land offices .......................
299
1158
for Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture....... 469,
469,1158
for Navy ...........
............
538,1169
Army ...........................
620
for Army
620
for District of Columbia.............
Columbia
681,1009
Contract
Contract Labor Laws,
appropriation
enforcing....
325
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, enforcing....
Contract
Laborers,
ContractLaborers,
alien, excluded
excluded admission, if promised
promised
employment at labor of any kind,
employment
876
etc ...........................
applications for
admission of skilled
applications
for admission
877
labor, hearings, etc
etc................
877
actors, professors,
professors, ministers'
actors,
ministers' servants,
etc.. excepted ....................
877
etc.,
877
etc., to exhibits at expositions
expositions
attendants, etc.,
admitted; conditions
878
may be admitted;
conditions......
878
immigration of,
inducing, etc..
etc.. immigration
of, by
by prepayprepaying
passage, etc.,
unlawful; punishing passage,
etc., unlawful:
punishment for ..........................
879
879
by promise
promise of
of employment,
employment, unlawful;
unlawful:
punishment for....................
for
879
879
special employees
authorized for
enforceemployees authorized
for enforcement of
of laws
laws relating
relating to
to alien
alien ......
893
payment of expenses
expenses ..................
873
873
Contract
Surgeons, Army,
Army,
Contract Surgeons,
appropriation for pay ...................
appropriation
626
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for mileage.... 29, 33,
33.
45, 824
Contracts,
Contracts,
excise tax on.
cotton for future
future
excise
on, for sale of cotton
delivery
476
delivery at exchanges
exchanges..........
Contracts
for Work, etc.. D. C.,
Contractsfor
land required; guarantees
688
guarantees designated
designated....
no cash retent required .................
689
Contracts, Government,
Contracts,
suspension of eight hour labor requirement
requirement
suspension
in emergency
emergency cases
1192
cases ...............
Contracts,
Mail (see also
Contracts, Mail
also Postal Service),
provisions relating to
151
to..................
161
transportation, may be signed by
by an AsAsPostmaster General
sistant Postmaster
1068
General........ 1088
Conventions (see also Treaties),
Treaties'',
Conventions
agreement extending arbitration, with
with the
Netherlands
1625
Netherlands...........................
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1875

Conventions—Continued.
Page.
Conventions-Continued.
ceding rights for ship canal,
canal, etc., with
Nicaragua.......................
Nicaragua.
1681
. 1661
International trade
International
trade mark, of
of American
American
Republics ........................
1675
Republics
1675
parcel post, with
1628
with Argentine
Argentine Republic
Republic.... 1628
with China ..........................
1665
1665
with Denmark
Denmark for cession
cession of West Indian
Islands
Islands........................
1706
Great Britain for protection
with Great
protection of
of migramigra92
tory birds ........................
92
Frank H.,
H.,
Converse, Frank
pension increased
1331
pension
increased....................... 1331
Convicts,
provisions for
deportation of alien
889
for deportation
alien........
889
Convicts, I).
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for support of,
of, out of the
the DisDistrict
705,
1033
trict.........................
705, 1033
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support
support of,
of,
out of the District................
District
41,807
41,807
may be imprisoned
imprisoned in District jail or
or
may
reformatory
711
reformatory .......................
711
transfers from present penitentiaries;
penitentiaries;
maintenance ........................
711
711
Conway, Ark.,
Ark.,
condemned cannon granted
to
834
condemned
granted to..........
834
District, Ark.,
Conway County
County Bridge District,
bridge authorized
bridge
authorized across Arkansas River
River
by ................................
927
Conway,ames,
by
Conway,,
ames,
pension
1359
pension. ...............................
1359
Cook, Commander Allen M.,
M., U.
U. S
S Navy,
Navy,
retired,
retired,
to be commander
place.
commander on active list; place....
602
examinations
be additional
examinations required;
required; to
to be
additional
number;
number; no back pay, etc
etc........
603
Charles E.,
E.,
Cook, Charles
pension
pension increased
increased.................... ... 1462
1462
C.,
Cook, Dale
Dale C.,
pension .
1362
............................
1362
Cook, Insley,
pension increased
1462
increased ....................
1462
John,
Cook, John,
pension increase&
1487
increased....................... 1487
John, jr.,
Cook, John,jr.,
pension
1270
pension increased
increased ............
.......
1270
Cook, John
John C.,
Cook,
C.,
pension increased
1483
increased ......................
1483
Cook, Joseph,
pension increased
pension
increased.... ................
1507
Cook, William,
pension
increased
1231
pension increased ......................
1231
Cooke, William 11.,
L.,
increased. ......................
pension increased
1372
1372
Cookcn,
Cooken, Charles
Charles F.,
F.,
pension increased
increased ..
1308
..........
1308
Cooksey, Montirill,
pension
pension increased ................
1240
.....
1240
Cooley, Almon
Almon G.,
G.,
pension increased
1527
increased
......
............
1527
Cooley,,ry
Ma
Cooley,
Mary B. (widow,
(widow ,
pension .
1412
pension
..........................
1412
Cooley, Nancy C.
C. (widow),
(icidouw),
1429
pension increased
increased...................... 1429
Coombs, Irving
Cooobs,
Irring W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased.........................
1206
1206
Coon, John B.,
B.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg ..............
1354
Cooper,
Cooper, Abraham,
pension increased
increased ........................
1567
pension
156
Cooper,
Elizabethr H.. (uaidou),
Cooper : Elizabeth
(widow),
pension
1214
pension..............................
1214
Cooper, George
F.,
Looper,
George r.,
pension increased .......................
1521
pension
1521
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Paz i
Cooper, John,
John,
Pagepension
increased. ......................
1486
pension increased
Cooper,
Mary
A.
(widow),
Cooper, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
pension
increased .......................
1505
Cooper,
Narcissa R. (widow),
Cooper, Narcissa
(tiidoow),
pension
increased
pension increased .........
.
...........1372
Cooper
Cooper River,
River, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of........
appropriation for
393
393
Cooper
S. C.,
Cooper River, S.
C.,
appropriation
dredging approach
to
for dredging
approach to
appropriation for
Charleston
567
Charleston navy
navy yard
yard............
567
Cooper, Samuel,
Samuel,
Cooper,
pension increased
increased_
pension
...............
....
1569
Cooperative Agricultural
Cooperative
Agricultural Extension
Extension (see Agricultural
Extension Work,
Cooperacultural Extension
Work, Cooperative).
Coos
Reservation, Oreg.,
Coos Bay
Bay Military
Military Reservation,
Oreg.,
...ranted Marshfield
and North
North Bend
Bend for
for
granted
Marshfield and
park purposes;
purposes; conditions
conditions.........
516
516
Coos
Coos Bay, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of harbor..
harbor __ 405
appropriation
improvement of
Coos River,
River, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
improvement of..........
appropriation
405
Coosa River,
Ala.,
Coosa
River, Ala.,
appropriation
of ........
improvement of
397
appropriation for improvement
Coosa River,
and Ala.,
Coosa
River, Ga.
Ga. and
Ala.,
appropriation
improvement of, between
between
appropriation for improvement
Rome and Dam
Rome
Dam No. 4
4..............
395
Dam No.
No. 44.....
......... ....
395
Dam No. 5
5........................
396
Cooter, Philip
Philip C.,
C.,
Cooter,
pension
increased....................pension increased
1505
Cope,
Cope, Amanda
Amanda M. (widow),
(urido,),
pension increased
increased. .......................
pension
1340
1340
Cope, George
George H.,
H.,
pension. .
pension............................
..
1379
Copeland, Grace
Grace M.
M. (daughter).
Copeland,
(daughteri.
pension.
1553
pension................................
Copenspire,
Copenspire, Charles,
Charles,
pension
increased
pension increased ...............
1326
Coppock, Jacob,
Jacob,
Coppock,
pension
increased
1514
pension increased .......................
Copyright
of Congress,
Copyright Office,
Office, Library
Library of
Congress.
appropriation
assistant, clerks.
clerks.
for Register,
Register. assistant,
appropriation for
etc
74,
etc ............................
74, 1078
for printing and binding for..........
331
Copyriqhts,
CoPYriahts,
proclamation including mechanical
mechanical musproclamation
ical
reproductions in copyright
copyright privical reproductions
ileges
to Italy..................
Italy
1725
ileges to
1815
to New
New Zealand .................
1815
Coquille
Coquille River,
River, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
appropriation
for improving
improving aids
to navinaviaids to
appropriation for
gation
gation............................
317
317
for improvement
improvement of
of ..................
405
Corbett,
G.,
Corbett, John G.,
pension
pension increased
increased........................ 1218
1218
Corbin, H. L.,
Corbin,
L..
purchase
purchase of lands
lands by, permitted
permitted ......
1300
1300
Corbin, Hiram,
Corbin,
Hiram,
pension
increased .......................
1568
pension increased
1568
Cr'rin. Mary S.,
Corbin,
S.,
husband............ 1346
payment to, death of husband
1346
Corbin,
D.,
C'orbin, Mrs.
Mrs. C.
C. D..
payment to, death
1346
husband ......
...
payment
death of husband
1346
Garay,
E. (widow),
(u'idov:).
Corby, Harriet
HarrietE.
pension
increased....
1422
pension increased
..................-.
1422
Corcoran,
Anastasia Ovidou
Corcoran, Anastasia
(idatro ).).
pension increased
increased ...................
1247
pension
1247
Corcoran,
Corroran, Daniel.
Daniel.
pension
increased_.
1387
pension increased-......................
1387
Cordials, etc.,
etc.,
Cordials,
internal revenue
revenue tax on
786
on..............
internal
786
Cordova,
Aloska,
Cordora,Alaska.
deficiency
appropriation for
public builddeficiency appropriation
for public
ing
ing .......... . ..............
17
17

Page
Cordova, Petra
PetraG. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
pension
1535
pension .............................
.
1535
N. C.,
C.,
Core Sound, N.
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterappropriation
way to Beaufort
Beaufort from..............
from
395
way
395
F.,
Core, William
William F.,
pension .............................
1595
pension
1595
Corey, Ann
(widow),
Corey,
Ann (widowzc),
pension increased.
pension
increased........................
1452
Corlett,
Corlett, Meredith G.,
G.,
payment
to
1495
payment to..............................
1495
Corn,
Corn,
appropriation
for adapting, etc.,
etc., from
from
appropriation for
tropical
453, 1141
1141
tropical regions
regions................. 453,
for study of broom
broom................
454, 1142
for improving, etc
etc ..................
454, 1142
454,
1142
official
standards of
condition
official standards
of quality
quality and
and condition
to
be established
to be
established ..................
483
interstate
shipments to
interstate and foreign
foreign shipments
to conconform
form to
to ...........................
483
Corn,
Corn, James,
James,
pension increased........................
pension
increased
1225
1225
Corn,
Corn, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased
1215
pension
increased....................... 1215
Cornelison,
David,
Cornelison, David,
pension increased
1286
pension
increased............... .......
1286
Cornelison,
John M.,
M.,
Conelison, John
pension
1580
pension..............................158
1580
L.,
Cornell, James
James L.,
pension increased.......................
increased
1562
Common, James
Cornman,
James F.,
F.,
pension ..............................
1385
pension
1385
Coronado National
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Any.,
Coronado
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
of_ _458, 1146
1146
appropriation
Coroner's Office,
Coroner's
Office, D. C.,
appropriation for
salaries ............
679, 1007
679,1007
for salaries
appropriation
expenses
683. 1011
683.1011
for expenses.........
................
for
storage plant,
morgue
1011
plant, morgue..........
1011
for cold
cold storage
deficiency appropriation
for deputy
corappropriation for
deputy cordeficiency
ester
805oner ............................
805
805
for
contingent expenses
expenses ................
for contingent
Corp, Henry
Corp,
Henry S.,
S.,
pension
1369
1369
pension..............................
Corporation Counsel's
Office, D.
Corporation
Counsel's Ofice,
D. C.,
appropriation for
for salaries..............
salaries
1006
678, 1006
appropriation
Corporation Excise Tax,
Corporation
20
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for refund of.....
of
20
deficiency
refund
illegally collected,
collected, to
to designated
designated
refund of
of illegally
building, etc.,
etc., associations.........
associations
1491
1491
building,
Corporations,
Corporations,
excess
profits tax
tax levied
incomes of
oi
excess profits
levied on incomes
domestic
1000
domestic..
....
......
1000
foreign,
derived in
in United
United States.......
States
1000
1000
foreign, derived
exemptions
allowed;
personal
services
exemptions allowed; personal services
included
1001
1001
included ..........................
required
to make
all
make sworn
sworn statements
statements of all
required to
dividends
paid ...................
1004
1004
dividends paid.
1004
names of stockholders
stockholders .................
names
Corporations Bureau
(see also Federal
Federal Trade
Trade
Corporations
Bureau (see
Commission)..
Commission).
deficiency
appropriation for
for special
special atdeficiency appropriation
torneys, etc.......................
etc
32
32
torneys,
Corporations, Domestic,
Corporations,
income
tax provisions
765
765
provisions ..................
income tax
deductions
768
..
76S
deductions....... ................
special
excise tax on capital,
capital, etc.,
etc., of....
of
789
special excise
insurance
companies exempted
exempted from
from
insurance companies
reserve funds,
790
etc .................
790
reserve
funds, etc
exemption of
of $99,000...................
$99,000
790
790
exemption
allowed for
for munitions
791
tax........
791
credit allowed
munitions tax
corporations not
not in
etc., exexin business,
business, etc.,
corporations
empt ..................
791
empt.
7......
791
Corporations,
Foreign,
Corporations,Foreign,
income tax
provisions ........- ..........
7765
income
tax provisions
deductions ........................
769
•
deductions...

INDEX
INDEX
Corporations,
Foreign—Continued.
Page.
Corporations,Foreign-Continued.
special excise
excise tax imposed
imposed on capital of,
United States
790
States.......
790
for business in United
insurance companies
companies exempted
exempted from re790
790
serve funds, etc ...................
exemption of $99,000-.
790
790
$99,000 ..................
subject to making
making returns .............
790
credit allowed
allowed for munitions
tax
790
790
munitions tax........
corporations not in business, etc., ex790
790
...........
..........
empt ....Corps
Engineers, Army
Corps,
Engineer Corps,
Army (see
(see Engineer
Corps of
of Engineers,
Army).
Army).
Corpus
Tex.,
Christi, Tex.,
Corpus Christi,
appropriation
maintenance of
of channel
channel
for maintenance
appropriation for
399
from Aransas Pass.................
Pass
399
Correspondence
Post Office DepartDepartDivision, Post
CorrespondelceDivision,
ment,
meltt,
appropriation for
1109
chief -----..-.--....---. - 1109
for chief
appropriation
Corson, David
Corson,
David W.,
1575
1575
pension increased
increased .....................
Corson,
Everett H.,
Corson, Everett
H.,
payment to, for injuries
1474
injuries.................. 1474
payment
Corson, Mary E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Corson.
pension ....................-------..
... - 1267
pension
Comm. Jennie
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Corum,
pension
1235
. 1235
............
pension....................
Cory, Harney
Harvey I.,
W.,
pension
1501
increased.......................
pension increased
Ohio,
Coshocton, Ohio,
appropriation
public building
building .........
264
for public
appropriation for
Horne Building Loan and
Coshocton, Ohio, Home
Savings
Savings Company,
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax....--.--tax
1493
1493
refund
Charles F.,
F.,
Coss, Charles
pension ....................
1574
1574
..
pension
pesin----------------------18574
Cost of
of Wage
Earners, D.
D. C.,
C.,
of
Wage Earners,
Cost
of Living
Living
appropriation for
for inquiry
inquiry into
857
867
into ...........appropriation
Cost of Production,
Production,
investigation
by
be made
made by
abroad, to be
investigation of, abroad,
Tariff Commission
Commission
796
..................
Tariff
Cost
Production, etc., Dutiable
Dutiable Articles
Cost of Production,
Abroad,
Abroad,
111
appropriation
111
etc........
investigating, etc
for investigating,
appropriation for
transfer of
employees, etc.,
etc., from
from
of service,
service, employees,
transfer
Department
Commerce to Tariff
Department of Commerce
Commission
796
796
Commission .......................
Costa
Costa Rica,
appropriation
to .........
252,1048
252,1048
minister to
for minister
appropriation for
for lkation
legation premises,
premises, San
San Jose
1058
Jose........ 1058
for
Cote, Joseih
Joseph II.,
II.,
Cole,
pension inc
increased
1361
.
.
.
.
reased
Cot/Ilan,
0.,
Cotilan, Ames
James 0.,
pet odon ilcreased
increased .............
1381
...--...
pensionl
Cottingham,
I.,
Cotti'lgham. Stephen IV.,
pension
-- 1252
increased ....................
pension increased
Futures Act),
Cotton (see also Cotton
Cotton Futures
Act),
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
disetc., disappropriation for
eases of............
of
453,
1141
453, 1141
.........
eases
for
453, 1141
etc....453,1141
methods, breeding, etc..
for cultural
cultural methods,
465, 1154
affecting.. 465,1154
investigation of insects affecting..
for investigation
etc., standstandhandling, etc.,
for investigating
investigating handling,
ards, grades, etc
473, 1163
etc................
ards,
standard
for testing spinning
spinning value
value of standard
for
grades, etc
473,1163
473,1163
etc..................
grades,
for
emergency expenses,
preventing
expenses, preventing
for emergency
spread of pink
1164
pink boll
boll worm of ...-spread
official
etc
479
479
established, etc....
standards to be established,
official standards
479
.......
....---------changes
changes restricted
479
provisions for warehouses
warehouses for storage,
storage, etc.,
etc ,
of, for interstate
interstate or foreign com486
486
merce -...............-........
statistics of cottonseed
be
cottonseed and products to be
436
monthly...
collected and published monthly
436
collected
raw, waste, etc., used for guncotton,
guncotton,
437
medicated
medicated cotton, etc.,
etc., quarterly..
quarterly 437

1877
1877

Statistics Division,
Page.
Division, Census Page.
and Tobacco Statistics
Cotton and
Office.
Office.
created as an independent
independent division.......
division
110
created
Cotton Boll Weevil,
appropriation for farmers'
farmers' cooperative
cooperative
appropriation
demonstrations, and for meeting
meeting
demonstrations,
ravages of ...................
470, 1159
470,1159
ravages
restricted
cooperative contributions
contributions
restricted to cooperative
within the
the State.
470,1159
State................ 470,1159
within
Districts,
Cotton Districts,
appropriation for
etc., raising
raising
experiments, etc.,
for experiments,
appropriation
etc., in
491, 1166
491,1166
in.................
cattle, etc.,
erection
authorized 491,
491, 1166
of barns, etc., authorized..
erection of
Cotton, Eli,
Eli,
pension increased.
. 1331
pension
increased ....................
Futures Act,
Act, United States,
States,
Cotton Futures
appropriation
expenses collecting
collecting tax
for expenses
appropriation for
under.
under.......................... 86,1090
for expenses,
etc., of enforcing.
.... 474,1163
474, 1163
.....
expenses, etc.,
enforcing .
title
designated. ......................
476
title designated
construction of terms
construction
terms used
used................
476
corporations, etc.,
etc., liable for acts of officials, agents, etc..................
etc
476
excise
tax on
contracts at exchanges,
exchanges, etc.,
etc ,
on contracts
excise tax
of sales for future delivery..........
delivery.
476
written contracts
contracts required;
required; contents;
contents; assumed weight
weight of bales.............
bales
476
conditions
contracts from tax
tax... 476
conditions relieving
relieving contracts
conforming to
Act
476
conforming
to terms of Act............
specifying authorized
authorized grades, prices,
prices,
specifying
dates of making, and of delivery...
delivery
476
middling accepted
accepted as basis,
basis, if grade
grade
not specified
specified .....................
477
not
for delivery
within, standard,
standard,
for
delivery of, or within,
grades
477
grades... ........................
allowing for difference
from grade
grade conallowing
difference from
tracted
for
477
tracted
......................
not to deliver prohibited
prohibited grades........
wades
477
details of exclusions
details
exclusions.................. 477
full weight to be tendered,
etc.
477
tendered, etc..........
notice of
of tender to be
be given; certificate
certificate
notice
etc ...................
477
of identity, etc
submission of disputes to determination
determination
Agriculture ........
477
of Secretary of Agriculture
acceptance
conditions of Act .......
477
acceptance of conditions
rul as for determining
disputes to be
be made
477
ru'
determining disputes
made.
477
effect of findings in suits between
between parties
477
parties.
effectof
determination
of
difference
in
prices
478
determination of difference in prices......
478
from spot market sales at market
market of delivfrom
ery ............................
47R
478
ery
from average
average at five spot markets......
markets
47ti
from
478
values based on standard grades
478
values
grades........
if based on another
another grade.............
grade.
478
478
no tax on contracts agreeing
agreeing to accept
accept tender of other than specified grades,
etc
478
etc............................
of prices
prices by
not applicable
applicable to adjustment
adjustment of
by
fixed differences,
etc...............
478
fixed
differences, etc
designated as section
section 6A contracts;
contracts; evidesignated
dence of
of character
478
dence
character ................
provisions
provisions of section 10 not applicable
applicable...
478
spot
be designated
designated .............
478
spot markets
markets to be
478
public notice
notice to
to be given
given..............
478
public
method of determining
bona fide
479
method
determining bona
fide.......
fixing grade
fixing
grade values if spot markets not designated
479
ignated ..........................
official
designated
official cotton standards
standards to be
be designated
and promulgated
promulgated ..................
479
and
changes, etc.,
authorized in
in present
479
present... .
changes,
etc., authorized
479
restriction
restriction of .......................
one year's notice required
required of.........
of.
479
preparation,
preparation, etc.,
etc., of official
official forms ......
479
479
additional contracts
contracts not subject to tax...
tax
additional
conforming
conforming to rules, etc
etc................
479
having specified
requirements
479
having
specified requirements............
479

1878
Cotton Futures
Futures Act,
United States--Contd.
Statea-Contd.
Act, United
Cotton

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.

additional contracts not subject to tax; proadditional
viding for delivery of cotton contracted for
for. .....................
tracted
requiring actual transfers
transfers of specified
specified cotrequiring
ton
ton...............................
general
acceptance ...................
general acceptance
no tax on sales of spot cotton ..........
section not applicable
applicable to other exchange,
etc., contracts ..................
affixingstamps by seller.
payment of tax; affivingstamps
seller
contracts not enforceable
enforceable unless law complied with .....................
tax.........
collection
enforcement of tax.
collection and enforcement
accounts,
verified returns
accounts, etc., to be kept; verified
required
required. ------.....--.------....-----..-...--.
clearing-house
etc
clearing-house records, etc.............
agents
appointed; pay, duties, etc.
etc
agents to be appointed;
revenue laws
applicable—
laws applicable...-.--.
internal revenue
punishment for violations; imprisonment
imprisonment
punishment
of
persons.
natural persons------------..---..............
of natural
additional penalty; recovery -----..........
informer...............
one-half to informer
.......--..
prosecutions
prosecutions........-....-under
compulsory in actions under...
testimony compulsory
criminal immunity to witnesse...---....----witzteeses
criminal
impaired.................
State laws not impaired
appropriation of
unexpended balance
balance for
of unexpended
appropriation
revenue expenses ................
appropriation
spot markets,
determiningspot
for determining
appropriation for
establishing standards,
standards, etc .......-.
publication
investigations, etc.
etc.
publication of results of investigations,
receipts
into
covered into
receipts from costs, etc., to be covered
Treasury ...................
the Treasury
sections
establishing standards and making
sections establishing
appropriations
immediately
appropriations effective immediately
succeeding
others, first day of the month succeeding
date of passage ..................
prior contracts
contracts not affected ..........
former
repealed ...................
former Act repealed
status of rights, etc., under ............
affect
invalidity of any clause, etc., not to affect
invalidity
remainder of Act ................
remainder

Cotton Production,
Consumption, etc.,
etc.
Production, Consumption,
Cotton

480
480
480
480

480
480
480
480
480
480
480
480
480
481
481
481
481
481
481

481
481
481
481
481
481
481
482
482
482

482

appropriation for securing
for
securing information for
appropriation
110,1112
census reports on ............

Cottonseed,
Cottonseed,

appropriation
interbreeding experiappropriation for interbreeding
ments
ments.............................. 1142
monthly statistics of, and products
products to be
436
collected and published ...........
436
subjects
specified; limit of expenses....
expenses
437
subjects specified;
information
purposes. 437
statistica purposes
information only for statistical
punishment for unauthorized
unauthorized divulgpunishment
437
ing of.........................
of
manufacturers, etc., to furnish
mill owners, manufacturers,
information relative to, and
detailed information
products
437
products ......................
punishment for refusal ...............
437
Cottonwood
Kans.,
Rirer, Kans.,
Cottonwood Rirer,
investigation
of
flood
periods
of
.......... 410
investigation
Cottrell, Francis
if.,
Frausis M.,
Cottrell,
pension increased
1517
increased....................
Cottrell, William
J.,
William J.
Cottrell,
pension
1257
1257
increased ...................
pension increased
Couch, James
H.,
James H.,
Couch,
. 1440
pension increased
increased ...................
1440
D.,
Coulson, Alpheus
Alpheus D.,
Coulson,
pension increased
1412
increased........................
Coulter,
Samuel L.
Coulter, Samuel
L.,
pension
1338
1338
increased...................
pension increased
Coulthard,
John,
Coulthard, John,
pension increased
1273
increased...................
Iowa,
Council
Bluffs, Iowa,
Council Bluffs,
.LM.t+
rt at
QII
towmna ff
terms
of court
..........
..........
....
..13,55
I

Council
for National
Page.
Vage.
Council.for
NationalDefense,
Defense,
established
established for coordination of industries
security
and resources
resources for national
national security
649
welfare..........................
and welfare
composed
Secretaries of specified
specified Decomposed of Secretaries
649
partments .....................
649
partments
advisory
commission to
to be
be appointed
appointed by
advisory commission
649
nomination of.....
of
President on nomination
the President
649
special
qualifications designated........
designated
special qualifications
expenses; no compensaallowances
allowances for expenses;
tion
649
tion ...............................
under. 649
investigations,
etc., to be conducted
conducted under
investigations, etc.,
transportation for special
frontier railroad transportation
650
military
defense .................
military defense
location of highways
highways and
and railroads for
for
location
650
purposes ...........
military, etc., purposes
utilization
650
waterways ................ 650
utilization of waterways
650
resources....
military
military and naval defense resources
650
production of necessities
domestic
domestic production
necessities if for650
interrupted
commerce interrupted.........
eign commerce
development
seagoing transportation..
transportation_
650
development of seagoing
data of production,
production, etc., of military sup650
....
650
plies ............-........
information
producers as to military,
to producers
information to
needed by
by the
the Governsupplies needed
etc., supplies
650
ment .........................
650
ment
concentration, etc., of resources of the
Nation
650
650
Nation ......................regulations,
etc. to
be adopted ..........
650
650
to be
regulations, etc.,
work
under direction of advisory
advisory comwork under
mission
650
650
mission..................-..-650
assistance by
subordinate bodies........
bodies
650
by subordinate
assistance
employment of experts, special
special commitemployment
650
etc .....................---650
tees, etc
650
appropriation
expenses of, travel,
travel, etc..
etc
6.50
appropriation for expenses
.............. 650
submission of reports, etc
650
6-3account
650
expenditures ...............
account of expenditures
650
by approval
of President
without items.
items 650
President uithout
approval of
by
Counselor
for the
of State,
Department of
the Department
Counselorfor
appropriation
for ....................
77.
1082
77. 1082
appropriation for
Counselor
Embassy or
or Legation,
Legation,
of Embassy
Counselorof
252
office
created; designation
designation of
of secrctary
secretary as..
as..
office created;
Counterfeiting,
etc.,
Counterfeitinq,etc.,
appropriation
expenses in suppressing.
suppressing,
appropriation for expenses
277
etc.,
restriction.......................
etc., restriction
2.77
protecting
person of the
the President.
President
277
protecting person
details
Secret Service Division
Division
under Secret
details under
277
forbidden
forbidden...............................
deficiency
for sippressing,
suppressing,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
824
............
etc
etc....................
Countryman,
Watkin,
Countryman, Makin,
1487
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Court
of Appeals.
D. C.,
C.,
Appeals, D.
Court of
appropriation
for salaries,
etc., half
half from
from
salaries, etc.,
appropriation for
119,1119
119, 1119
revenues ............
District revenues
for reports
of decisions
decisions ...........
703,1031
reports of
for
etc., of
705,1033
705,1033
building .........
of building
for care,
care, etc.,
jurisdiction
in appeals from decision of
of
jurisdiction in
Postmaster General
General of unfair disPostmaster
criminations in second
second class mail
criminations
424
cases
cases................................--.
Court of
Claims,
of Claims,
Court
1120
119. 1120
appropriation for
judges, clerks, etc.....
etc
119,
for judges,
appropriation
for
etc
119. 1120
1120
auditors, etc............--......for auditors,
1120
for
contingent expenses
119,
119. 1120
expenses ............
for contingent
1120
120,
for
reporting decisions
decisions ...........
120,1120
for reporting
for
custodian
120, 1120
of custodian.............
pay of
for pay
for
repairs of building
298
building ................
for repairs
for
and binding
binding for ...........
231
printing and
for printing
deficiency
printing and
appropriation for printing
deficiency appropriation
binding
,-, 7.
27
for .....................
binding for
for paying
judgments of
97, 823
27.
of ............
paying judgments
for
817
repairs to building ...............
for repairs
Mille Lac Indians
judgment of
823
Indians judgment
for paying Mille
Indian depredajudgments, in Indian
for paying
paying judgments,
- -823
n...
tinn
rlaimA
tion
claims
823
........
_.
-1.
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INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Court of
of Claims-Continued,
Claims—Continued.
Court
claim
of Massachusetts
premium of coin,
for premium
Massachusetts for
claim of
etc.,
referred to ....................
355
etc., referred
Wahpeton Sioux to be deterSisseton and Wahpeton
mined by
47
by ......................
mined
jurisdiction
jurisdiction to determine claims of Medawakanton and Wahpakoota
Wahpakoota Sioux
wakanton
Indians,
restoration of
of annuities.
annuities. 1195
for restoration
Indians, for
Court
Appeals,
Customs Appeals,
of Customs
Court of
119, 1120
appropriation for
salaries .............
for salaries
appropriation
119, 1120
......
...............for rent, etc
for printing
and binding
binding for
for............ 331
printing and
for
Courthouse, D.
I). C.,
C.,
Courthouse,
appropriation
for restoration
restoration and reconappropriation for
298
struction of .............-----......-- - 705,
for
705, 1033
.......
employees .
for employees
deficiency
appropriation for reconstrucdeficiency appropriation
tion, etc.,
817
1917...................etc., 1917
tion,
etc......
for rent
quarters for officials,
officials, etc
817
rent of quarters
for
817
half
from District revenues
revenues ...........
817
half from
for expenses,
expenses, temporary
temporary quarters
860
quarters.......
for
allowed for
quartering troops
temporary quartering
for .temporary
allowed
participating
inaugural ceremoceremoin inaugural
participating in
nies
903
.....................----nies ......
Courtney, John,
John,
Courtney,
1335
pension increased
increased1335
........................
pension
C.,
Courts and
Prisons,D. C.,
and Prisons,
Courts
appropriation for support
support of convicts out of
appropriation
the District,
District, etc
etc ..............
705, 1033
the
705, 1033
for
employees
courthouse employees...........
for courthouse
for
appeals building, care. etc.
etc. 705,
705, 1033
1033
of appeals
court of
for court
for
supreme court
court expenses
705, 1033
expenses.......... 705
for supreme
Courts
Army,
Martial, etc., Army,
Courts Martial,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ..............
428
appropriation for
Guard,
Courts
National Guard,
Martial, National
Courts Martial,
308
provisions
provisions governing ...................
also Naval
Courts
Martial, Naval
Naval
Militia (see also
Naval Militia
Courts Martial,
Militia),
Militia),
798
provisions regulating .....................
provisions
Courts Martial,
Martial, Navy,
Courts
provisions for
for ordering
ordering extended
586
extended..........
provisions
Circuit (see Circuit Courts
Courts of Appeal,
Appeal, Circuit
Courts
of
of Appeal).
Appeal).
Courts,
States (see United States Courts.)
Courts, United States
Cousens, Francis
Francis J.,
J.,
C'ousens,
14
pension increased......................
increased
1484
pension
Covert,
Calvin,
Covert. Calvin,
1412
..
pension increased
increased ................
1412
pension
Covert, Lucas,
jr.,
Lucas, jr.,
Covert
pension
increased
pension increased....................... 1224
Cowan, Garrett
Garrett F.,
F.,
Cowan,
1502
pension
increased .................
pension increased
F.,
Cowan, George F.,
pension
1247
...................
increased
pension increased
George G.,
'an. George
Cowan,
Co
pension
increased
1405
pension increased.......................405
Cowan, Robert
H.,
Robert H.,
Cowan.
1364
pension
....................
increased 1364
pension increased
Cowden
and Cowden,
Cowden and
payment
..........................to1352
pavment to
Cowell,
Robert C.,
Covell, Robert
1545
.... 1545
pension increased
increased ..................
pension
Coweta County,
County, Ga.,
Ga.,
Coweta
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
bridge
6
River
between Carroll
Carroll County
County andand.
6
River between
rowaill,
R.,
ro,,lill. James R.,
1400
pension increased....................increased
pension
Cowles.,
Elmira H.
(widow),
H. (widow),
Coirles, Elmira
1450
pension
increased
pension increased......................--Cowlitz
('Corlitz River, Wash.,
405
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of ........
appropriation for
rox.
David.
Cox. David,
homestead
entry allowed, in lieu of erhomestead entry
1.S7
roneous selection
15S7
selection.......-.. ........
roneous
I5
raising area
area ........
15S7
embrace stock raising
may embrace

Page.
Cox,
Elijah,
Cox, Elijah,
pension
1501
increased ..................
pension increased
Enoch,
Cox, Enoch,
1275
pension increased
increased........-.............-pension
Cox, Irene
Irene L. (widow),
Cox,
pension increased.....................-increased
1342
pension
Cox, John
John T.,
... -.
pension increased ..............1404
pension
A.,
Peter A.,
Cox, Peter
1416
pension increased..........-...........
increased
1416
Cox,
A.,
Theodore A.,
Cox, Theodore
1256
pension
increased .....................pension increased
Cox,
H.,
Cox, William H.,
pension increased....................
increased
1406
Coyotes,
Coyotes,
deappropriation for
methods for
devising methods
for devising
appropriation
467, 1155
stroying
stroying .....................
in national
amount
for
destroying,
amount for
467,1155
forests,
467, 1155
etc.....................
forests, etc
467,
destroying, for suppression of rabies.
rabies.
467,
for destroying,
1156
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for destroying,
deficiency
24
affected
rabies ...............
24
affected with rabies
Craddock,
H.,
Charles H.,
Craddock, Charles
.............
pension
1588
pension ...............
Craddock,
Craddock, William,
land
1336, 1336
land patents to ....................
Grady,
E.,
Edward E.,
Crady, Edward
pension
increased
pension increased..................... 1288
Craft,
Craft, Alva B.,
payment
to, for
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
for dispossessed
payment to,
Sherman County, Oreg.
Oreg............ 1354
Sherman
Craft,
Edward,
Craft, Edward,
........---. 1279
pension
.....
increased
pension increased
Cragan, John,
John,
Cragan,
1539
pension
increased...................---pension increased
Craig, Andrew
J.,
Andrew J.,
Craig,
pension increased
1328
increased ................-....pension
Craig, Edward
EdwardB.,
Craig,
1262
......
credit in
accounts ..............
in accounts
credit
M. (widow),
Craig,
Craig, Inez if.
pension
increased ....................-1284
pension increased
Craig,
W.,
John W. W.,
Craig, John
pension
1255
increased..................... 1255
pension increased
Craighead County, Ark.,
Craig'head
920
may
River
920
Francis River...........
bridge Saint Francis
may bridge
1335
patents
to designated
designated tracts in
in........... 1335
patents to
Crain, Martha
(widow),
Martha A. (widow),
Crain,
1229
pension increased
1229
increased.......................
pension
Cramer, Jeremiah,
Jeremiah,
Cramer,
1265
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Crandall, Elisha
Elisha A.,
A.,
Crandall,
1390
.....
land patent
to....................
patent to
land
Crandell, Mary
Mary J. (widow),
Crandell,
1488
pension... ........................
1488
pension.
'W. (widow),
(widow),
Della W.
Crane, Della
1296
pension
1296
.........................
pension ...
Crane,
Louise (widow),
Crane, Louise
pension ...............
1380
. .. ..............
pension
Crane,
Robert T.,
Crane, Robert
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for credit in acdeficiency
805
counts .......................--.
counts
Crammer,
Cranmer, James,
pension
increased
pension increased

......................

H.,
Cranston,
Cranston, William H.,
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Crapo.
George R.,
Paymaster, Navy,
R., Paymaster,
Crapo. George
credit
account of
of......................
credit in account
Park, Oreg.,
Crater
National Park,
Crater Lake National
appropriation
constructing
roads.
appropriation for constructing
etc......................
bIridges. etc
bridges.
for
etc
protection, etc....................--for protection,
for
in
commissioner in..................
for commissioner
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
commissioner.
for commissioner
deficiency

1564

1543
1543
81
581
289
30
308
1120
818
818

1880
1880
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Crater Lake National
Crater
Park, Oreg.-Contd.
Oreg.--Contd.
NationalPark,
Page.
jurisdiction assumed over
over lands
in, ceded
lands in,
ceded
by Oregon
by
Oregon ........................
521
521
rights reserved
reserved .....................
522
.
522
included in Oregon
Oregon judicial district.....
district
522
punishment of offenses
offenses in,
in, etc
etc..........
522
522
hunting, fishing, etc.,
etc., prohi
prohi ited
ited. ......
522
522
regulations. etc.,
to be
regulations.
etc., to
be made
made..............
522
punishment
punishment for killing
killing game,
game, etc
etc ..........
522
forfeiture
of guns,
guns, traps,
etc
forfeiture of
traps, etc............
523
commissioner to be appointed;
commissioner
appointed; powers.
powers
authority,
authority, etc ....................
523
523
arrests,
arrests, etc ..........................
523
523
service
service of
etc
523
of process, etc..................
523
salary; residence, etc
523
etc...................
523
fees, costs, etc.;
deposit
524
etc.; deposit...............
524
notification of acceptance...............
notification
acceptance
524
524
Crater
Forest, Oreg. and Cal.,
Crater National
National Forest,
Cal.
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
458, 1146
of. 458,
1146
proclamation
proclamation modifying
area
1735
modifying area.............
1735
Craven,
William H.,
H.,
Craven, William
pension increased........................
increased
1432
1432
Cravens,
Cravens, Zachariah,
Zachariah,
pension increased
increased .......................
1286
1286
Crawford,
Crawford, George,
George,
pension increased........................
increased
1248
1248
Crawford, Julia
Crawford,
Julia E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ...........
1414
....
1414
Crawford,
(widow),
Crawford, Mollie
Mollie B.
B. (widow),
pension..........................
pension
1256
..... 1256
Crawford,
Crawford, Sargeant
SargeantB.,
B.,
increased......................
pension increased
1344
1344
Crawford, Virginia
Virginia C.
C. (widow),
Crawford,
(widow),
pension................................
pension
1451
1451
Crawford, William
William H.,
Crawford,
H.,
pension increased...
increased
1441
..................
1441
Powhatan.
Crawley, Powhatan.
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
1426
1426
Crawshaw,
Crawshaw, Adam,
Adam,
pension
increased
1438
pension increased........................
1438
Creek
Okla. (see
(see also
Civilized
Creek Indians,
Indians, Okla.
also Five
Five Civilized
Tribes),
Tribes),
appropriation
appropriation for common
common schools.......
schools
147,984
147,
984
for M.
M. L. Mott from
trihal funds
984
from tribal
funds........
984
for land
land for pasture, Nuyaka School.
School. from
from
tribal funds
986
tribal
funds ..................
.... .
986
allotments
allotments to. only on specific
authority of
specific authority
of
Congres
Congress .........................
986
986
per
per capita payment
tribal funds
funds to
payment from
from tribal
to
citizens
citizens not receiving allotments
allotments of
of
land
land ............................
986
96
Crcery. Henry,
Crcery,
Henry,
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
1246
1246
Crematory.
D. C.
Public,
Crenuatory. D.
C.. Public,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
703. 1031
maintenance ........
703.
1031
Creosote Oil,
Oil,
Creosote
on free list ..........
793
..
..........
793

Cr, 301,
C'r.sol.
on free list..............................
list
793
793
Cressey,
Erastus T.,
T.,
Cressey, Erastus
pension increased
increased ......................
1460
1460
Cressman, Jennie
Cre3sTruin,
Jennie A.
(widow.
A. (widow).
pension increased
1511
increased......
..............
1511
Creston,
Creston, Iowa,
Ioca,
terms of court
court a
t
13, 56
56
at.......................
13,
Criers. United
United States
Criers.
States Courts,
Courts.
for.........................
appropriation for
314
314
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for...............
for
43
43
Crimes
Crimes and Misdemeanors,
Misdemeanors
penalty for
of railroads
for refusal of
railroads to perform
perform
mail service
service as
as provided
431
provided bylaw...
by law....
431
violating
violating cotton futures Act provision
480
provision ...
480
additional:
additional; one-half
one-half to informer.......
informer
481
481
violating
violating regulations
regulations for use of
of standard
standard
lime barrels ...................
531
531

Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Misdemeanors—Continued.
penalty
penalty for
for violating standard
standard grape,
grape, etc.,
etc ,
basket regulations..................
regulations
unjust
discriminations,
etc.,
by
common
unjust discriminations, etc., by common
carriers
by water...................
water
carriers by
unlawful
unlawful agreements,
agreements, etc.,
etc., by
by common
common
carriers by
by water
carriers
water .............
common
common carriers by
by water,
water, etc.,
etc., not
not
making
making reports,
reports, etc
etc ..............
violating
violating provisions
provisions of
of shipping
Act,
shipping Act,
general
general ....
.. ......................
not
etc., estate
estate tax
tax returns
returns ......
not making,
making, etc.,
inducing,
inducing, etc.,
labor importaimportaetc., contract
contract labor
tion ..
........................
advertising
advertising abroad,
abroad, soliciting, etc.,
etc., concontract
tract laborers.
.................
soliciting immigration
immigration by vessel owners,
owners,
etc...............................
etc
landing
landing passengers
passengers denied
denied for persistent
violations ...............
sistent violations
diseased, etc.,
aliens ........
bringing in
in diseased,
etc., aliens
mentally and
and physically
physically defective
defective
mentally
aliens .........................
illiterates,
illiterates, excluded
excluded Asiatics, etc....
etc
failure to deliver manifests,
manifests, etc.,
etc., of
of alien
alien
passengers
passengers.....................
refusing toreturninadmissible
to return inadmissible aliens,
refusing
liens, etc
etc.
refusing
refusing to transport
transport deported
deported aliens
aliens ....
falsely
falsely representing
representing alien
member of
of
alien as
as member
vessel's
vessel's crew
crew..........................
permitting
landing of
of inadmissible
alien
permitting landing
inadmissible alien
seamen
seamen ...
...
..............
discharging inadmissible
inadmissible alien
alien in
port ...
discharging
in port
employing
employing diseased,
etc., aliens
aliens on
on pasdiseased, etc.,
passenger vessel.......................
vessel
senger
nondelivery of
of crew
nondelivery
crew lists,
lists, etc
etc.........
allowing
allowing excess number
number on
on passenger
passenger
vessels .. ....
...........
..
punishment for
punishment
Act limiting
limiting hours
for violating
violating Act
hours
service of railroad employees....
of service
employees
etc., mail receptacles
injuring, etc.,
or conreceptacles or
contents ............
. ..........
willfully
willfully takingcontents
taking contents therefrom
therefrom.....
assaulting carrier while on
duty
assaultingcarrierwhile
on duty........
aiding in
offenses
in such
such offenses...............
fraudulent
advertising,
etc.,
District of
of
fraudulent advertising, etc., District
Columbia..........................
Columbia
refusing to furnish
arms, etc.,
etc., in
in time
time of
of
furnish arms,
war
war . .
........
.................
..
unlawfully
unlawfully wearing
wearing United
United States uniuniform217
form
......
....................
violating
etc., Yellowstone
Yellowstone
violating regulations,
regulations, etc.,
National Park
National
Park
..................
offenses
offenses in
in Mount
Mount Rainier
Rainier Park,
Park, %eh.
Wash...
making
making false
statements in
in farm
farm land
land
false statements
loan applications
applications ................
loan
overvaluing security
offered for
for farm
farm
overvaluing
security offered
loans
land loans.
...................
accepting
by land
land bank
accepting gratuities,
gratuities, etc.,
etc., by
bank
examiners.........................
examiners
counterfeiting,
farm loan
loan bonds.....
bonds
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., farm
etc., counterfeit
counterfeit farm
loan
uttering, etc.,
farm loan
bonds .....
....................
altering,
altering, etc.,
etc., farm
farm loan
loan bonds
bonds .........
receiving
receiving unauthorized
unauthorized fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., by
by
officials of land banks or
or loan
loan assoofficials
associations383.......................
ciations
unauthorized
unauthorized divulging
divulging of
of information
information by
by
land bank
etc
land
bank examiners,
examiners, etc..........
embezzlement
embezzlement of
funds of
of farm
farm loan
loan assoassoof funds
ciations and
and land
land banks,
ciations
banks, etc
etc ........
false representation
character, etc.,
etc., of
of
false
representation of
of character,
farm loan bonds
.......
....
divulging
divulging reports
reports of
of cottonseed
cottonseed prodproducts,
ucts, etc.,
etc., without authority........
authority
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674
674
733
733
733
733
734
734
738
738
780
780
899
899
879
879
879
879
880
880
880
880
880
880
881
881
884
884
887
887
887
887
895
895
895
895
896
896
896
896
897
897
918
918
61
61
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
165
165
213
213

217
238
238
244
244
382
382
382
382
383
383
383
383
383
383
383
383

383
384
384
384
384
385
385
437
437

INDEX.
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Misdeneanors-Continued.
punishment for refusing
refusing to furnish
furnish statistics
of cottonseed,
cottonseed, products,
etc
437
437
of
products, etc........
unlawfully humting,
hunting, etc.,
etc., on
unlawfully
on game prepreserves set aside under Conservation
Conservation
Act
476
Act............................
476
violating cotton
cotton futures
violating
futures Act provisions
provisions by
by
natural
481
481
natural persons
persons ...................
violating,
violating, etc., provisions
provisions of
of grain
grain
standards Act ...................
485
standards
485
assaulting official executing
executing grain stand485
485
ards Act
Act ..........................
provisions of warehouse
490
warehouse Act
Act..
violating provisions
water holes,
etc., on
on arid
arid and
and
injuries to water
holes, etc.,
desert
518
desert lands ....................
518
offenses in
in Crater Lake
Oreg
522
offenses
Lake Park,
Park, Oreg......
violating
etc., regulations,
regulations,
violating sanitary, etc.,
527
Canal Zone
Zone ........................
527
violating immigration
immigration restrictions,
restrictions, Canal
Canal
violating
Zone. .....
529
Zone
...................
Panama Canal,
Canal, etc
529
etc .........
injuries to Panama
violating
violating rules,
rules, etc.,
etc., of
of national
national park
park
service ...........................
535
535
counterfeiting, etc., bills of lading in
in
interstate
544
commerce....
interstate and foreign commerce_.
false
statements, etc.,
etc., in
in bills of lading,
lading,
false statements,
interstate, etc.,
etc. commerce
544
interstate,
commerce ........
violating,
provisions of
of Act
Act relating
relating
violating, etc., provisions
to
bills
of
lading
544
544
to bills of lading ...............
675
violating provisions
provisions of
of child
child labor
labor Act._
Act..
violating
violating
provisions_
722
workday provisions.
violating eight-hour
eight-hour workday
violating
prohibitions of
of shipping
shipping Act as
violating prohibitions
etc.._
to sale of vessels to foreigners,
foreigners, etc..
731
falsifying,
reports of common
common carfalsifying, etc.,
etc., reports
carwater ...................
riers by water
736
divulging information
information received
received by
by interinterdivulging
officials. .............
nal revenue
revenue officials
773
773
publishing income tax returns .......
publishing
false
statements in
in estate tax
etc_
tax returns,
returns, etc.
false statements
780
violating
etc., of munimuniviolating requirements,
requirements, etc.,
782
tions manufacturers'
manufacturers' tax ...........
782
avoiding payment
787
wines.
avoiding
payment of stamp tax on wines_
unauthorized
divulging information, etc..
etc ,
unauthorized divulginginformation,
Tariff Commission
798
obtained by Tariff
Commission .....
798
selling imports
imports below
below market
market price
to
price to
selling
create monopoly
therefor in
in United
monopoly therefor
create
States .....
798
States.
...................
importing
countries profrom countries
importing articles
articles from
proclamahibited admission under proclamation
799
tion of
of the
the President
President .............
furnishing prohibited
prohibited facilities
facilities of
of trade
trade
furnishing
to
prohibited foreign ships, etc
800
etc.....
to prohibited
departure
of detained
without
detained vessel
vessel without
departure of
clearance,
etc
800
o00
clearance, etc....................
exceeding
permissive amount
water
amount of
of water
exceeding permissive
from
Falls_
868
Niagara River above the Falls.
from Niagara
868
importin g, aliens for
or imfor prostitution
prostitution or
importing
Moral purposes
878
...............
mora
purposes
return
878
etc......
of deported
deported prostitutes,
prostitutes, etc
return of
inducing, etc.,
contract labor
labor importaimportaetc., contract
inducing,
879
tion
879
................
tion.
..........
illegally landing,
aliens
880
880
illegally
landing, etc.,
etc. aliens..........
landing
designated
landing aliens at
at other
other than designated
times and
place.
881
and places
...............
times
failure
to file
passengers, etc.....
etc
885
of passengers,
885
failure to
file lists
lists of
false
affecting landing, etc.,
etc., of
fa!le evidence
evidence affecting
886
886
aliens ........................
886
officials..
obstructing, etc.,
etc., immigration
immigration officials
886
aiding anarchists
anarchists to enter, etc..........
etc
894
894
desecrating, etc.,
etc., United
United States flag
flag in
in
District of Columbia
(olumbia .
...........
900
Act
violating Alaska prohibition Act........
93
603
master,
etc., permitting
master, etc.,
permitting excess number
number
of
passengers .................
91S
of passengers
918
mailing, etc., threats against
against the Presi919
dent
919
dent..............................
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Page.
Crimes
Page.
punishment for
punishment
for false
false representations
representations to
to settlers
locality, etc.,
tiers as to locality,
etc., of public
public
lands
936
lands
...........................
936
mailing
liquor advertisements
advertisements to State
mailing liquor
or Territory
Territory in violation
violation of laws
thereof .......................
1069, 1202
thereof
1069,
1202
shipping liquors in
in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce
State or Territory
into State
Territory where laws
laws
prohibit.
1069
prohibit .........................
1069
supplementing salary of
of Government
supplementing
Government
employee
employee from sources
sources other than
official ........................
1106
violating provisions
provisions of
violating
of District
District of
of ColumColumbia prohibition
prohibition Act ................
1123
forging. counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
etc., certificates
forging,
certificates
discharge from
from Army
Navy
1182
of discharge
Army or Navy...
1182
willfully
trespassing upon, injuring, etc.,
etc ,
willfully trespassing
military works ..................
1194
military
1194
interfering
interfering with torpedo, etc.,
etc., defense
defense
system .......................
1194
1194
violating
regulations establishing
violating regulations
establishing defendefensive sea areas
areas.....................
1194
Crimes,
Crimes, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for detection
detection and
and prosecution of..........................
of
311
311
protection
protection of the President ..........
311
311
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for detection and
and
prosecution of, etc ................
prosecution
43
43
Criminal
Code,
Criminal Code,
amended, section 44 ...................
amended,
1194
1194
section 198 ..........................
162
162
Criminal
Criminal Identification,
National Bureau
Identification, National
Bureauof,
appropriation
for aid
aid to
to ................ 700,1027
700,1027
appropriation for
Criminal
Criminal Identification
IdentificationRecords,
Records,
appropriation
for preserving,
preserving, exchange,
exchange,
appropriation for
etc
etc ..............................
312
312
Criminals,
Criminals,
appropriation for
for bringing
bringing home,
from
appropriation
home, from
255, 1050
1050
abroad .....................
255,
alien, excluded
excluded admission,
admission, if involving
moral turpitude
turpitude ..................
875
Crippen.
Eliza (widow),
Crippen, Eliza
(widow),
pension
pension increased......................
increased
1329
Crisler,Silas,
Silas,
Crisler,
pension increased..
increased
1569
pension
...........
.....
1569
Crisp County,
Crisp
Ga.,
County, Ga..
at Huguenins
may bridge
bridge Flint
Flint River
River at
Ferry
Ferry ...........................
513
513
Cristobal, Canal
Cristobal,
Canal Zone,
appropriation
dock at
at. ...
.
333
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing dock
333
"Cristobal." Panama
Panama Canal
"Cristobal,"
C'analSteamship,
Ste'amship,
appropriation
for reboilering
reboi tering .............
331
appropriation for
331
not transferred
Navy
334
transferred to Nav.............
334
Criswell.
Lloyd,
O
Crisuell Lloyd,
pension increased
increased...... .........
.....
1548
pension
1548
Critchell,
Critchell, Ida
Ida (widow),
(twidow).
increased....................
pension increased
1451
Critchfield, John.
Critchfield.
John.
pension
1536
pension increased
increased.......................
1536
Crites, Joseph,
Joseph,
Crites,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
1520
1520
Crites, William
William H.,
H.,
Crites,
pension increased
increased ...........
1414
.... ..
1414
Crittenden,
Eliza J.
Crittenden, Eliza
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1264
pension
1264
Crocker, William J..
J..
pension
increased
......................
1481
pension increased
Croggon, Ellen
Ellen H.
H. (widow),
Croggon,
(widow),
pension increased
1464
.............
1464
pension
increased.....
Croll
Laura V.
V. (widow),
Croll, Laura
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
1444
1444
Crombie, Louise
Crombie,
Louise H.
H. (widow)
(uidouw).
pension increased ...................
.....
1332
Crorne. William.
Crore.
pension increased......-...-............
increased
pension
1291
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C'unnwell, Caroline
Caroline J.
Page.
Cromwell,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
pension increased ......................
1210
1210
Cronan,
Cronan, James,
James,
pension increased
1265
pension
increased .................
....
1265
Crone, Richard
Crone,
Richard H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased ............
pension
....... 1439
1439
Crook
National Forest,
Forest, Ariz.,
Crook National
Ariz.,
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc.. of_
1146
appropriation for
maintenance, etc..
of- 458.
458. 1146
Crook,
Crook, Robert
Robert L.,
L., jr.,
jr.,
pension...
1584
pension ................................
1584
rook," U.
"rook,"
U. S.. Army
Army Transport,
Transport,
634
sale authorized
authorized.........................
634
Crooks, Harriet
Harriet S.
(widow),
S. (widow),
pension increased
increased
1307
pension
............
1307
Crop Estimates
Estimates Bureau,
Crop
Bureau, Department
of AgriAgriDepartment of
culture,
culture,
appropriation
salaries
468,1157
appropriation for
for salaries..............
468,1157
for general
general expenses
expenses................. 469,1157
469,1157
monthly crop reports
reports publication
publication..... 1157
1157
for administrative
administrative expenses.
469,1157
expenses ........
469, 1157
for field agents ....................
469,1157
469,1157
Crop Plants,
Crop
Plants,
appropriation
for investigating
physiology
appropriation for
investigating physiology
of, etc.......................
etc
453, 1141
of,
453,
1141
Crop
Crop Reports,
Reports, Monthly,
Monthly,
to
etc., the
of each
to be printed,
printed, etc.,
the twelfth
twelfth of
each
month.....................
month.
... . 1157
1157
Crops,
Crops,
appropriation
inappropriation for
for technological,
technological, etc.,
etc., investigations
453, 1142
vestigations
.................
453,1142
for
study, etc.,
arid-land
454,1142
for breeding, study,
etc., arid-land...
454,1142
for investigations
investigations of
of insects
insects affecting
affecting cecereal, etc.
465, 1154
etc......................
465,1154
Crosby, W.
W. H.,
et al.,
Crosby,
H., et
al.,
may bridge Niagara
Y..
751
Niagara River, Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.
N. Y..
751
substitute tunnel
lieu
751
tunnel in lieu...............
751
Cross,
Cross, Carrie
Carrie S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased
1293
pension increased....................
1293
Cross County, Ark.,
Cross
Ark.,
may bridge Saint Francis
Francis River,
near
River, near
Parkin ..........................
920
Parkin
920
Cross,
George E.,
Cross, George
E.,
increased.......................
pension increased
1512
1512
Cross, George
George P.,
Cross,
P.,
pension increased
1595
increased......................
1595
Cross, Susan
Susan A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Cross,
pension .............................
1407
1407
Cross, Thaddeus,
Thaddeus,
Cross,
pension increased.......................
increased
1462
1462
Crossman, James
James M.,
Crossman,
M.,
pension increased
increased...........
pension
1250
...........
1250
Crouse, Benjamin
Crouse,
Benjamin A.,
A.,
pension increased....................
increased
. 1516
1516
Crout, Lewis
Crout,
Lewis B.,
B.,
pension
increased.................
pension increased
1458
..
.
1458
Crow Creek Indian
Indian Hospital,
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Hospital, S.
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
of . 125,
125, 970
970
(reek Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S.
Crow Creek
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
for
school
buildings
on
988
appropriation for school buildings on......
988
no allotment
allotment for sectarian schools
schools on
on
completion of
.................
988
988
Crow, David
Crow,
David M.,
M.,
pension increased........................
increased
1538
Crow, Henry
Henry W.,
W,
Crow,
pension
increased
1318
pensionincreased............-..........
inc......................
1318
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
Crow
Mont.,
proclamation directing
disposal of
of lands
lands
proclamation
directing disposal
in, released
released under
under Reclamation
Reclamation Act.
Act. 1734
1734
Crow Indians,
Cret
Indians, Mont.,
lont.,
appropriation
appropriation for fulfilling treaties
treaties with.
with. 139,980
139, 980
Crowell,
W.,
Crou
ell, Joseph
Joseph W.,
increased
1264
pension increased......................
1264
Crowley,
C'rowley, George
George A..
A.
increased
1502
pension increased....
.1502

Crowley, Martha
Page.
Crowley,
Martha (widow),
(widow),
Page.
pension
pension .....................
1453
1453
Crown Point
Reservation, .N.
V.,
Crown
PointReservation,
iV. Y.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
835
granted to ........
835
Crozier, John
Crozier,
John A.,
A.,
pension increased.........
increased
1507
pension
..
1507
Crum
Pa.,
Crum Creek,
Creek, Pa.,
exchange of lands
exchange
lands at Schooner
Schooner Ledge
Ledge light
ligh t
station, Delaware River, mouth of.
of ._ 239
239
Cram
River, Pa.,
Pa.,
Crum River,
change
change of channel
channel authorized
authorized by Alba
Alba B.
B
Johnson,
Johnson, etc...................
etc
393
393
maintained over new course
bridge to be maintained
course,
etc
393
etc...........................
393
Crumb,
aurnb, Martha
Martha (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ...................
1255
1255
Crumpton,
Crump!on, Jane
Jane (widow),
pension...........................
pension
1287
1287
Cuba,
Cuba,
appropriation
appropriation for
for minister to .........
1048
2252,
52,1048
for acquisition
acquisition of legation
legation premises
premises,
Habana
260
aboanan ......................
260
for
for preserving
preserving monuments,
to sol
solmonuments, etc.,
etc., to
diers who fell in...............
in
287
287
admission
admission to
to Military
Military Academy
Academy authorized
authorized
of Rene
Ren6W.Pint6yWentworth....
W. Pinto yWentworth
50
50
head
head tax not
not levied on aliens enterinE
entering
from,
for
temporary
from,
temporary stay, etc.....
etc
875
875
sales
sales of ordnance
ordnance andordnancestoresto...
and ordnancestores to
643
643
Cuero, Tex.,
Cuero,
Tex.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building........
building
264
.264
Cuilliams, John
W.,
Cuiliams,
John W.,
pension
pension increased
increased .................
1411
1411
Culion, P.
P. I.,
I.,
Culion,
appropriation
care of
lepers, etc.,
etc., naval
naval
appropriation for
for care
of lepers,
station....................
.
station
559,
1170
.. 5.......
9, 1170
Cullens,
William H.,
Cullens, William
H.,
increased .................
pension increased
1538
1.538
Cullers, Margaret
Margaret E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased..............
increased
1334
1334
Culp,
R.,
Culp, Francis
FrancisR.,
pension
1539
pension increased
increased ......................
1539
Culp,
J.,
Culp, William
William J.,
pension
increased .....................
1440
pension increased
!-140
Cultures,
Cultures, Plant
Plant Nutrition,
Nutrition,
appropriation
appropriation for
tasting samples, etc..
etc.. •45
453,
1141
fortestingsamples,
1, 11411
Daniel,
Culver, Daniel,
pension increased
increased .
1539
.................
1539
Culver,
Oscar D.,
Culver, Oscar
D.,
pension
pension increased......................
increased
1524
1524
Cumberland
River,
CumberlandRiver,
appropriation
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, above
for improvement
above
Nashville,
Nashville, Tenn
399
Tenn ...............
399
below
399
below Nashville
Nashville ...................
399
bridge authorized
across, near
near Clarkville,
Clarksville,
bridge
authorized across,
Tenn
Tenn .........................
9924,924
24,924
Cumberland Sound, Fla.
Fla. and Ga.,
Cumberland
Ga.,
appropriation
for improvement
of channel
appropriation for
improvement of
channel
Johns River
River from
from .......
396
to Saint Johns
396
Curnidin,
•
Cumidin,
duty
793
duty on
on ............................
793
Cumming,
Cumming, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension
........................
1397
1397
Cummings,
I. (widow),
Cummings, Adella
Adella I.
(uidow),
pension
1408
pension .....
1408
Cummings,
Cummings, Daniel
Daniel K.,
K.,
pension increased
increased......................
1250
1250
Cummings, Flora
Flora L.
(endow),
Cummings,
L. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1549
1549
Cummings. Lewis
L.,
Cummings.
Lewis L.,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
1584
1584
Cummings Point,
Point, Fla.,
Fla.,
bridge
authorized across
bridge authorized
across Perdido
Bay,
Perdido Bay,
Lillian, Ala.,
Ala., to..................
Lillian,
to
235
235
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1883
1883

James F.,
Page.
F.,
Cummins, James
Customs—Continued.
Page.
Customs-Continued.
pension increased
increased....
1582
pension
........
1............
1582
immediate
immediate transportation
transportation privileges
privileges
Cu owl,
Cumol,
granted Northport, Wash ..........
354
793
on free list ........................
.
793
435
Noyes, Minn ........................
Cunard, Joseph
Cunard,
Joseph C.
C.,
Winston-Salem,
C
232
Winston-Salem, N.
N. C...................
pension increased
increased .....................
1543
pension
1543
laborers,
laborers, rate of pay modified.
modified ............
803
CunardSteamship
Steamship Company (Limited),
Cunard
time extended
extended for withdrawals from
appropriation for
325
appropriation
for refund
refund to
to...............
325
warehouse
export to Mexico
725
warehouse for export
Mexico......
Cunningham,
J.,
Cunningham, Alphonzo J.,
Customs
Customs Appeals,
Appeals. Court
Court of,
pension increased
increased ......................
1500
pension
1500
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
salaries and
and expenses.
expenses. 119,
119, 1120
Cunningham,
Cunningham, James,
James,
Customs Cases,
pension.............................
pension
1590
appropriation for
appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses,
Cunningham,
(daughter),
Cunningham, Rosetta (daughter),
conducting ......................
311
311
pension ............................
pension
1341
for fees, etc.,
etc., witnesses
witnesses before
before Board of
Cunningham,
Cunningham, William E.,
E.,
General Appraisers
General
Appraisers ................
311
pension
pension increased ......................
1461 Customs Division,
Treasury Department,,
Division, Treasury
Department,
Curler,
yin,
Curler, Cal
C(alrin,
appropriation
for chief
of division, etc.. 79, 1084
1084
appropriation for
chief of
pension increased
pension
increased ..................
..- 1526 Customs Laws,
Curran,
Curran, Ellen,
Ellen,
deficiency appropriation for administration
administration
payment to, for death of
husband
payment
of husband........
1391
of
31
of.
............................
Currency (see National
Currency
National Currency).
investigation
administration, fiscal and
and
investigation of administration,
Current
Mo.,
Current River,
River, Ark. and
and Mo..
industrial
effects of, etc., by Tariff
industrial effects
appropriation
improvement of.
of. .......
399
appropriation for improvement
399
Commission
Commission ......................
796
Curry,
Adelaide L.
(widow),
Curry, Adelaide
L. (uwidow).
relations to revenue, effect on industries
pension.
1227
pension ...
..........................
1227
and
796
and labor, etc
etc ...................
796
Curry,
(widow),
Curry, Bella
Bella (widow),
Customs Tariffs, International
Bureau for
International Bureau
pension increased
1210
increased.....................
1210
Publication
Publication of,
Curry, Jane
Jane (widow,
Curry,
(W'idow),
appropriation for annual
255, 1051
annual contribution..
contribution.. 255,1051
appropriation
pension increased.....................
increased
1328 Cutters, Coast
pension
Coast Guard
(see Coast
Guard Cutters).
Cutters).
Guard(see
Coast Guard
Curtis,
Edgar M.,
Curtis, Edgar
M.,
Cutting, Fannie
Cutting,
Fannie M.
M. (widow),
(uidow),
pension.
1579
pension .............................
1579
increased ........................
1450
pension increased
1450
Curtis,
Edward L.
Curtis, Edward
L.,,
Edward J.,
Cuzzort, Edward
J.,
pension
1258
pension increased
increased........................ 1258
increased .....................
1360
pension increased
1360
Curtis,
Francis J.
Curtis, Francis
J.,
Cypress Bayou, Tex.
Tex. and
and La.,
La.,
pension increased
increased......................
1505
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of........
of.
399
appropriation
399
Curtis, James,
Curtis,
James,
pension increased
increased.....................
1539
D.
D.
Curtis, John,
Curtis,
John,
pension increased .....................
1310 D Street
1310
Street NW.,
.0. C.,
NW., D.
Curtis,
A. ((widow),
Cwrtis, Minnie A.
widUow),
appropriation for repaving
asphalt,
appropriation
repaving with asphalt,
pension ...............................
1362
Twelfth to Thirteenth
Thirteenth Street
1362
Street....... 1014
1014
Cushing, Henry
Henry L.,
Cushing,
da
Estate, J. L.,
da Rosa
Rosa Estate,
pension increased
1272
revenue taxes
increased.....................
refund of internal revenue
taxes.......... 1351
1351
WI,
deficiency
appropriation for.............
for
803
Cushman, George W.,
deficiency appropriation
803
pension
1512
Dadniun, Jonah
pension increased
increased...... ...............
1512 Dadmun,
Josiah A.,
Cushman Indian
Indian School, Tacoma, Wash.,
pension increased
Cushsnman
pension
increased. ....................
Wash.,
1206
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
153, 989 Daeley, Richard,
etc., of..
of-... 153,989
appropriation
Cusick,
artiiiiic
R.
(widow),
additional homestead
homestead entry allowed.
allowed .
1479
Cusick. J(:i'ei R. (v i;dot
additional
.. .977,
977,1479
pension ..............................
1244 Dailey,
Cyrenous,
Dailey, Cyrenous,
peunion
Custer National
Forest, Mont.,
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
1531
Custer
:!,;,,nal Forest,
M.ont.,
Dailey, Ella
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc..
(widow).
Ella M.
M. (widow).
etc.. of. 458, 1146 Dailey,
appropriation
Custodians,
(see Operating
Force,
pension increased
pension
increased....................... 1550
1550
Custodians, Assistant (see
Operating Force,
Public
Dailey,
Dailey, James
James M.,
Public Buildings).
Buildings).
Customhouse
pension increased1297
Customhoicsr Brokers,
......................
1297
Farms, etc.,
Dairy Farms.
791 Dairy
etc., D. C.,
special tax imposed on ..................
Customs,
appropriation
etc
703.
1030
(uaslowlls
appropriation for
for inspecting,
inspecting, etc.......
703. 1030
appropriat
ion for
collecting revenue
277
Dairy Industry,
Industry,
revenue from
from.
277 Dairy
appropriailion
for collecting
detection of
277
appropriation
investigations and exdetection
of frauds,
frauds. etc
etc...............
appropriation for
for investigations
exA4.d
erimenfti
in
for
recording scales
scales ..........
277
periments
in
450. 11Oq
1139
277
for automatic
iautonmia
ic recording
for
278
cheese investigations, etc...........
for cheese
etc
450
in lieu
lieu of
of moieties
moieties ...
for compensation
compr nation in
450
for bridge
Nogales, Ariz.,
Ariz., customhouse
fir
l)riide at Nogales,
Dairy Show, National,
National,
lands
278
land............................
appropriation
for
exhibit
of
agricultural
appropriation
agricultural
deficiency
extension work
of
...
475
deficien cy appropriation
appropriation for collecting
collecting
work at meeting
meeting of.......
475
revenue from.
Dairying Enterprises
Semiarid and
revenue
from .....................
28, 824 Dairying
Enterprisesin
in Western Semiarid
bonded
warehouses for storing imported
inded warehouses
Irrigated Districts,
Irrigated
Districts,
appropriation for experiments
etc
Mexican
Mexican peas without paying duty;
appropriation
experiments. etc.,
in
regulations, etc
239
rearulations,
etc.........
establishing
491, 1166
.....
239
establishing
...............
. 491.
1166
diries On
on imports from ceded
duties
ceded.We-st
West India
Daisey, Sarah C. (widow).
Daisey,Sarah
( itdowli.
Islands ......................
1133
...
pension
......
...........
pension ........
1439
articlrs . oi in.ular
production ur
articles
insular production
or oi
of
bake,
E.,
Dake, Royal E.,
IConed
nited States free
free. ...............
1133
pension
1133
pension increased
increased 1485
.....................
1485
imniiei, iio
transportation pri
immediate
transportation
vi1eges
privilegeDailey,
Dalhey, Simeon
Sinmeon J.,
J.,
cr;lated Cliopaka,
granted
'hopaka, Wash
Wash...........
354
pension
increased
1240
1240
pension increased.......................
Laurier.
TL.urier. Wash
VVa.si ....................
354
'. ,Daley. Joseph,
Joseph,
Jacknviile. Fla
Fla.....................
229 I pension.............................
Jacksonville,
pension
1384
1384

1884

INDEX.
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Page.
Dallasand
andSouthwestern Motorway Company, Page.
Dallas
Brazos River,
may bridge
bridge Brazos
River, Somerville
Somervilie
County, Tex....................
Tex
354
354
Dallison, George,
George,
Dallison,
pension increased
1250
pension
increased..
......................
1250
Dalton, Edward H.,
Dalton,
H.,
pension 1366
..........................
1366
Daly,
Charles P.,
Daly, Charles
P.,
may be appointed
appointed military storekeeper,
storekeeper,
Quartermaster Corps;
Quartermaster
Corps; rank, pay,etc.
626
pay,etc.
626
Daly,
F.,
Daly, William F.,
pension
increased
1432
pension increased.......................
1432
Damon, Riley,
Damon,
Riley,
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
1503
1503
Dams,
Dams,
construction
construction of bridge
bridge and, authorized
authorized
acmes Mahoning
Mahoning River,
Ohio
921
across
River, Ohio.......
921
maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., across Saint Croix
River, Baileyville
Baileyville and Grand Falls,
Me.,
534
Me., consented
consented to .................
534
time
extended for constructing, across
across
time extended
Savannah River
34
River .................
34
Dana,
Dana, Henry,
Henry,
- pension.........................
pension
1378
1378
Danforth, Nora
widow),
Danforth,
Nora E. (widow),
pension increased
1461
pension
increased .......................
1461
Danforth, Philander
Philander W.,
Danforth,
pension increased
1503
pension
increased......................
1503
Daniels,
Daniels, Albert L.,
pension
1382
pension ........................
1382
Daniels,
George,
Daniels, George,
pension
1569
pension increased
increased...................... 1569
Daniels, Mary C.
Daniels,
C. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1247
pension increased
increased ......................
1247
Daniels, Myra R.
Daniels,
R. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1317
pension
increased......................
1317
Daniels,
E.,
Daniels, Raymond
Raymond E.,
1371
pension
......
....................
1371
Daniels, Samuel,
Daniels,
Samuel,
pension
1418
pension increased .......
.............
Danish West Indies (see also
Danish
India
also West
West India
Islands
Tslands Acquired
Acquired from Denmark),
Denmark),
of
1002
bond issue
issue authorized
authorized for purchase
purchase of.....
temporary
government,
etc.,
for, purpurtemporary government, etc., for,
chased.
from Denmark............
Denmark
1132
chased from
1132
Dano, Jerome,
Jerome,
Dano,
pension
increased ........................
1223
pension increased
1223
Danvilk, Ill.,
Danville,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer SolSolappropriation
diers'
296
diers' Home
Home ..................
296
Darien,
Darien, Ga.,
appropriation
of harbor
395
395
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
harbor..
Darling,
(widow),
Darling, Jane
Jane (widow),
1241
pension ..........................
1241
Darling,
Darling, Margaret
Margaret C. (widow),
(widow),
pension ...........................
1275
1275
Darrah,
Darrah,George
George W,.,
1529
pension increased
increased .......................
1529
Darrah,
Darrah,Robert,
increased....................
pension increased
1234
1234
Datil National
Datil
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
appropriation
of. 458,
458,1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
1146
proclamation
1746
proclamation diminishing
diminishing
................
1746
Daubens
peck, Della
Daubenspeck,
Della A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1379
pension ............
...................
1379
Daugherty, Albert
Daugherty,
Albert G.,
pension.
1589
pension. .....
...................
1589
Daugherty. William,
Daugherty.
payment
homestead,
payment to,
to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County.
1354
Sherman
County, Oreg
Oreg. ...........
1354
Daughters, Clara
(daughter),
Daughters,
Clara (daughter),
pension ............................
1432
1432
Daughters
Re tolution,
Daughtersof
of American
American Reiolution,
condemned cannon granted to, Gaffney,
condemned
Gaffney,
S. (
('....
'
.......................
832
design patent of. badge renewed
1260
renewed........
1260
-.

Daughters
Daughtersof
of the American
American Revolution, D. C'.,
C.,
I ge•
ge.
appropriation
real estate
appropriation for
for refund of
of real
estate
taxes, 1916 ...................
717 1009
717
real property
property of, exempted
exempted from
from taxes....
taxes...
514
514
additional lots included
1009
included
..............
1009
Dauphin Island
Island Railway
Harbor ComDauphin
Railway and
and Harbor
pany,
pany,
time extended
extended for
by,
time
for bridges, docks, etc.,
etc., by.
in Mobile
Ala
246
in
Mobile Bay,
Bay, Ala.................
246
Dauphin, Theophile A.,
Dauphin,
A.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1206
pension
1206
Davenport,
Edward A.,
A.,
Davenport, Edward
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1325
Davenport, Ellen
(widow),
Davenport,
Ellen (widow),
pension
pension increased.........................
increased
1442
Davenport, Iowa,
Davenport,
Iowa,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building ........
264
264
appropriation
56
terms of court
court at
at .......................... 13,
13, 56
Davey,
Elijah
C.,
Davey, Elijah C.,
pension increased
increased
...................
1405
David,
David, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension
increased .....................
1426
pension increased
1426
Davidson,
Davidson, John
John M.,
pension
increased
1290
pension increased
...................
1290
Davis
_Kershaw,
Davisand Kershaw,
refund
customs duties
duties
1322
refund of
of customs
.................
1322
Davis,
B. (widow),
Davis, Anna
Anna B.
(widow),
pension
increased ...................
1593
pension increased
1593
Davis,
Davis, Annie
Annie (widow),
(widow),
pension
1461
pension................................
1461
Davis,
C. L.,
Davis, C.
L.,
land
1336,1336
land patents
patents to ..................
Charles S.,
S.,
Davis, Charles
pension
1445
pension increased
increased....................... 1445
Davis,
(widow),
Davis, Dora
DoraA.
A. (widow),
pension
1239
pension.................................
1239
Davis,
Davis, Ferdinand,
Ferdinand,
pension
increased
1484;
pension increased........................
1481;
Davis,
Frank J.,
Davis, Frank
J.,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
1507
Davis, Hacker,
1209
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Hamilton,
Davis, Hamilton,
pension increased
1310
1310
pension
increased ......................
Davis,
Davis, J.
J. McCan,
deficiency
appropriation for
elecdeficiency appropriation
for contested
contested election
expenses...........
tion expenses
..........
22
Davis,
Davis, James,
1415
pension
1415
increased .......................
pension increased
Jeremiah B.,
B.,
Davis, Jeremiah
pension
increased
1496
pension increased
..................
.....
Davis, John, Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
! 435
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Davis,
New York
York Volunteers,
Davis, John, New
pension increased
1435
53
515
pension increased.......................1
Davis,
Robinson, alias
alias John
John Robit
,son.
Robie,s,.
Davis, John
John Robinson,
1'7
pension
7
1.52
pension increased
increased........................
io27
Jonathan B..
B.. alias
alias John
John B.
B. Daris,
Davis,
Davis, Jonathan
pension increased
1330
increased ......................
pension
Davis, Joseph,
Joseph,
Davis,
land patent
to1336
1336
.......
land
patent to............
Davis, Martha
Martha J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Davis,
pension
1276
1276
pension.................................
Matilda (widow),
Davis, Matilda
(widow),
pension
increased1207
1207
pension increased........................
Davis,
Mekina J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Davis, Melvina
1451
pension
.......................... . 1451
...
pension
Davis, Oliver,
Oliver,
Davis,
1341
1341
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Davis, Oliver
Oliver W.,
W,
Davis,
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Davis, Pattie
D. (uidow),
(widow),
Pattie D.
Daris,
pension
...............................
pension
Davis, Philip
Philip L.
L.,
Davis,
pension increased
increased........................
pension
.

1555
1419
1419
1413
1413

INDEX.
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Page.
Davis, Sarah
Sarah B. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Dead Letters—Continued
Letters-Continued.
Dead
Page.
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
1452
1452
to be sentto
sent -to Post Office
Office Department;
Department; conDavis,
E. (widow),
Daris, Sarah
Sarah E.
(widow),
taining value to be recorded
taining
recorded and
and
pension................................
pension
1211
1211
kept for one year
year .................
418
418
Davis,
Daris, Theodore
Theodore M.,
disposal
not claimed
418
disposal if not
claimed ...............
418
increased ........................
pension increased
1504
disposal of others ......................
418
418
Davis,
Davis, William, Delaware
Volunteers,
Delaware Tolunteers.
Dead Letters Division,
Division, Post
Office Department,
Department,
Post Office
pension increased
increased..............
1213
pension
..... 1213
appropriation
106,1109
appropriation for superintendent......
superintendent
106,1109
Davis, William, Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
Volhnteers.
Dead Oil,
Ot,
pension increased.................
increased
1219
pension
... 1219
free list ...........
on free
..........
......793
793
Davis, William M.,
Davis,
Deadwood, S. Dal.,
Dak.,
pension ....
......................
1584
appropriation
appropriation for
for assay office
office at.........
at
89,
1094
89.1094
(widow),
Dawley, Eliza
Eliza J.
J. (widow),
Deaf and
C., (see Columand Dumb Institution,
Institution,D. C.,
increased ...................---1426
pension increased
C.).
bia Institution,
Institution, D. C.).
Davison, Elizabeth
Davison,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Deaver,
A.,
Deaver, Jonathan
JonathanA.,
increased .....................
1580
pension increased
1580
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
1507
1507
Davisson, Josiah
Josiah M.,
Davisson,
Deal, Franklin,
Franklin,
Deal,
payment
Court of Claims findings
findings to
payment of Court
pension
increased
1423
pension increased...............
.........
1423
legal representatives
representatives of
of............. 1497 Dean, Alanson V.,
V.,
Davy, William
William A.,
A.,
pension increased.....................increased
1458
1458
pension increased
increased...... ......-.......
1572 Deaver, Margaret
Margaret J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
Dawson,
Dawson, George
George W.,
pension
pension increased
increased......................
1409
1448 Debates
pension increased
increased.....................
Debates in
in congress,
Congress,
Day, Ella
Ella (widow),
(wiidow),
appropriation
for reporting, House
House of
appropriation for
pension increased
1213
increased..-..................
1213
Representatives.................. 72,1076
Representatives
72, 1076
Day,
Day. Homer,
Senate.................. 69,
for reporting, Senate
1073
69,1073
pension increased..
increased
1330
.....-.........-...
1330
for printing and binding ..............
330
330
Day, John,
John,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
extra services
appropriation for extra
services
pension
increased
1278
increased
..
..........
..
]....
pension
1278
reporting,
822
reporting, House of Representatives.
Representatives
F.,
Day, Medicus F.,
for extra
extra services, reporting, Senate.....
Senate
822
822
pension ..............................
1387
1387 Debolt,
Nancy J. (uidow),
Debolt,Nancy
(widow),
Day, Warren
Warren E.
E.,
pension .............................
1413
1413
payment to.
payment
to .. ............
'"23 Decatur,
to.,
Decatur, A
Ala.,
Day,
Day, William W.,
appropriation for
for public
public building.........
building
264
appropriation
pension increased
increased .......................
1548
1548 Decatur
pension
Decatur County,
County, Ga.,
Days
and Ark.,
Days Creek, Tex. and
reconstruct bridge across
may reconstruct
across Flint River,
River,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to
to be
preliminary
at Bainbridge....................
Bainbridge
925
made.............................
409 Decatur
made
Decatur County, Ind.,
Ind.,
Dayton, Ohio,
Dayton,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to, for GreensGreensappropriation
for expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer SolSolappropriation for
burg Grand
Grand Army post.............
post
841
..................
diers' Home
293 Decedents,
293
Decedents,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer Soltax
imposed
on
net
estate
of
777,
1002
tax imposed
estate of...........
777, 1002
diers' Home ....................
29, 825
825
rates, etc ........................
777, 1002
777,1002
designated as headquarters
headquarters for Volunteer
Volunteer
Deciduous _Fruits,
Deciduous
Fruits,
Soldiers' Home ................
Soldiers'
297
297
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating insects
sale of old post office building at; proceeds_
proceeds.
13
affecting
..........
465.1154
affecting .....
465,
1154
Dayton,
Dayton, William IL,
II., alias
alias William II.
II. Stewart,
Decker, Charles,
Charles,
pension
pension increased .....................
1519
1519
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
1405
de Baca,
Baca, ..4nastacio,
Anastacio,
Decker, Elias
Elias C.,
payment
lindings tom
payment of Court of Claims findings
to
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
1330
13::0
administrator of ...............
administrator
I1495
1-195 Deegan,
Defgan, Th
.
omas,
Thomas,
De
Barbieri
and
Company,
De Barbieriand
pension 1
ncreased .............
pension
increased
.
I.
payment
1153
1:153 Deemer, Isaiah
......
to ...................
Isaiah
payment to
t W,.,
di
Borja, J.
J. Ricardo, of Ecuador,
Ecuador,
ie Borja.
pension increased .............
1:),'",5
...
5.'
admitted to Military
Military Academy for instrucadmitted
Deercrt,
Deeren, Ezra,
tion ...............................
504
504
pension
pension increased.
increased
1429
.........
...... 1429
.1St Fontcs,
Fontts, Joseph,
De
Deerindge
Deerlodge National
Iatrional Forest, Mont.,
deficiency appropriation
seri ices.
ices_
deiciency
appropriation for extra sl#r828
appropriation
etl., of..
1146
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of.. 458, 1146
De
in Claims,
Claims,
I'.,
(':hrles 1'.,
De Forest,
Forest, Charles
Defending Suits in
1209
appropriation for expenses..............
pension
pension increased
increased ..................
1209
appropriation
expenses
311
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for expenses.....
expenses
43
43
be
De Funiak
Fuiiak Springs,
Springs, Fla..
Fla..
Defensive Sea
Areas,
Sea Areas,
appropriation
public bliilding.........
building
264 Defensive
appropriation for public
punishment
punishment for violations of
of regulations
regulations
de Jarnac,
Jarnac, Edmond,
within established
established ..................
1194
1194
590
within
11590
pension increased .....................
Deferred
Rebates,
Deferred Rebates.
De
Land, Fla.,
be Land,
Fla.,
allowing,
etc.,
by
common
carriers
by
allowing, etc., by common carriers by
264
appropriation
264
building.........
appropriation for public building
water,
definition
"
733
water, forbidden;
forbidden; definition....-...
733
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency
penalty for..........................
for
733
17
penalty
733
ing
17
ing ... ................
Deffinger,
(widow),
Elsie (widcrw),
Deffinger, Elsie
be Long.
De
Long. William H.,
H.,
pension
pension increased...........................
increased
1284
1284
pension increased ....
........
1376 Defiance, Ohio, Home Savings
1376
Sarings and
and Loan
De
be Vaughn's Siding, Ga.,
G.,
Association,
l Flint
lint River
at....
bridge authorized
authorized across
River at...
35
35
refund of excise
excise corporation
1493
refund
corporation tax
tax .........
1493
Dead Letters,
Letters,
Deficiency
Appropriations,
Deficiency Appropriations,
to be sent to Post Office
OfficeDepartment
Department or
or
for Department
Department of State ..............
15, 802
3, 15,
designated
41S I
designated office .............-....
418
American Scientific
Pan American
Scientific Congress ......
33

1886
1886
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Deficiency
Page.
Deficiency Appropriations-Continued.
Appropriations-Continued.
for Department
Department of State;
State; foreign
foreign intercourse_
intercourse.
15
15
diplomatic and consular service
service ........
diplomatic
802
for Post
Post Office
Office Department
Department .........
-3, 23,819
23, 819
postal service ..................
820
.. 3, 23, 820
for Interior
Interior Department
Department .........
3,
3,23,
23, 42, 817
817
for legislative
legislative .......................
for
3, 26, 821
for
Senate
for Senate.............................
26,821
for House of Representatives
Representatives .........
-26,
822
26,822
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial Commission..--.....
for Lincoln
Commission
15
for
Bureau of
for Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency. ...............
15,
15,801
801
Service Commission.............
Commission
for Civil
Civil Service
15
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
Commission ......
15
Treasury Department............
Department
for Treasury
15,802,860
15, 802, 860
buildings .....................
public buildings
16,803
internal revenue
revenue----..--......-----. 20,803
20, 803
Guard
Coast Guard...........................
20,805
Federal Farm Loan Board..............
Board_
Federal
803
mints and assay offices .................
860
860
for
of Columbia........
Columbia
for District
District of
21,41,
21, 41, 805,860
805, 860
for War
War Department
22, 45, 337, 339,809,859
339, 809 859
Department..... 22,45,337,
Arm
Arrmy .
...........
22, 45, 337, 810,
859
.. 22,45,337,
810,859
buildings and
and grounds,
810
grounds, D.
D. C
C .---------- 810
armories and arsenals
810
arsenals -................
810
river
819
river and
and harbor
harbor work.
work ..................
810
Volunteer Soldiers'
Volunteer
Soldiers' Homes ..............
812
Canal.
811
Panama Canal..........................
811
Vicksburg memorial
812
Vicksburg,
memorial celebration........
celebration
for State, War, and Navy
Navy Department
Department
Building
22
Building -.......--......---....
22
for Navy Department
...........
Department. _
...... 22,
42, 339, 813
22,42,339,813
Navy........................
22, 42 339 814
Navy
22,42,339,814
Corps........................ 339,816
Marine Corps
for Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture. .......---24
for Department
25,820
Department of Commerce ...---.....
Department of Labor
26,820
for Department
Labor .............26,
820
immigration service
immigration
service ............
....... 26,821
26, 821
for Government Printing
Printing Office
Office..........
27,822
27, 822
printing and binding
27,822
public printing
binding ...........
27,
822
for judgments,
judgments, United
United States courts_
... __27,823
courts......
27, 823
Court of Claims
.....................
27,823
depredation claims
27,823
Indian depredation
claims............ 27,
823
for claims certified
certified by accounting
28,824
accounting officers.
officers. 28,
824
Department of Justice
Justice ...........
42,
818, 860
for Department
42,818,860
judicial
judicial..............................
818
United
States courts--------.
courts.
42,818
United States
42,818
801
for Federal Trade
Trade Commission ...........
for
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission.
Commission_
821
for Employees'
821
special
special and
and additional
additional estimates
estimates must
must conconform to
to law
law ......................
830
Memorial Amphitheater;
Arlington Memorial
John
Amphitheater; John
McElroy
member of
of
McElroy designated
designated member
Commission
830
Commission ......................
etc.
830
election in Porto
Porto Rico to be postponed, etc
830
correction in text authorized
authorized .............
1600
correction
1600
Dehlen, Christopher,
Christopher,
Dehlen.
pension.
pension ...............................
1537
Deignan,
Maude
(widow),
Deignan,
Maule (wUitou,),
pelnain--~'de----------------------------19
pension
pension
1593
....................... ..........
1593
Delapenha and Company,
Delapenha
Company, R. U.,
refund of customs duties
refund
duties-................ 1347
1347
Delaware,
Delaware,
resident of, to
of Guilford
resident
to be
be member
member of
Guilford
Courthouse National Park
Park Com998
mission: allowance
allowance ...............
998
Delaware
Ray,
DeI'lna
tr
Bay, Del.,
Del.,
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, inland
for improvement
inland
appropriation
waterway
waterway from Rehoboth
Rehoboth Bay
to
Bay to..
394
394
Delaware.
Ohio, Peoples'
Peoples' Building
Building and
and Loan
De&larr-. Ohio,
Loan
Company,
Comopany,
1493
refund of excise
excise corporation
tax
corporation tax..........
1493
Delaware
Company,
Delaware Railroad
Railroad Comapany,
may bridge
Del_
brid ge Nanticoke
Nanticoke River,
River, Seaford, Del
872
Delaware
River. Pa.
Pa. and
and Del.,
Delaware River.
317
appropriation
to navigation
navigation on
_
317
on...
for aids
aids to
appropriation for

Page.
Page.
Delaware River,
Rier, Pa.,
Pa., N.
J., and
Delaware
N. J.,
and Del.,
appropriation
improvement of,
of, .from
from
appropriation for
for improvement
Philadelphia to
to the
sea; contracts
contracts
Philadelphia
the sea;
authorized
394
authorized ......................
394
Philadelphia to Trenton ............
304
Philadelphia
304
at
394
at Trenton,
Trenton, N.
N. JJ.....................
394
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Petty Island,
Island,
Camden, N.J.
872
N. J.....................
872
exchange of lands, at
at Schooner
Schooner Ledge
Ledge light
light
station,
mouth of
Crum Creek,
Creek, Pa..
Pa
239
station, mouth
of Crum
239
time extended
extended for
bridging, Trenton,
Trenton, N.J.
N. J.
for bridging,
861
Delegates from the Territories,
Delegatesfrom
Territories,
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation ........
69,
appropriation
69, 1073
1073
for mileage........................70,
mileage
70, 1074
for
1074
72,1076
for clerk hire ..................
72,
1076
clerks to
clerks
to be placed
placed on roll of employees;
appointment, etc.......
etc
72,1076
ployees; appointment,
72,1076
Deleterious
Deleterious Foods,
Drugs, etc.,
Foods, Drugs,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing sale,
appropriation
sale,
etc., of ........................ 464,1152
464, 1152
etc.,
Debug,
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Delong, Anna
pension ..............................
1424
pension
1424
Delong,
Charles F.,
Delong, Charles
F.,
pension
pension increased ........................
1455
1455
Delphos, Ohio, Savings and
and Loan Association
Company,
refund
corporation tax..........
tax
1493
refund of excise corporation
1493
Demuth, Michael,
pension increased
1293
pension
increased ......................
1293
Denatured
Denatured Alcohol,
allowance for accidental
accidental leakage
leakage during
during
allowance
transfer from
from distillery
distillery to denaturtransfer
ing
warehouse_
233
ing warehouse.........
.........
233
Denby,
Denby, Robert,
Robert,
pension increased
increased ........................
1222
Denizen
Coal Company,
Company,
Denison Coal
exchange of lands
lands leased by, of Choctaw
and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal
coal lands, OklaOklahoma............................
870
homa.
870
surface
870
surface use allowed....................
allowed
8
Denison, George W.,
15270
2
pension increased
increased .......................
1522
Denmark,
Denmark,
appropriation
minister to...........
to.
252,
1048
252, 1048
appropriation for minister
cession of West Indian Islands to United
1132
government, etc........
etc
States by; government,
appropriation
payment for
1133
for ..........
appropriation for payment
convention
for cession
cession of
of West
West Indian
Indian
with, for
convention with,
Islands
Islands .........................
1706
Dennedy,
Dominick,
Dennedy, Dominick,
increased 1219
.......................
1219
pension increased
pension
Dennis,
Dennis, Thomas,
pension
1528
pension increased
increased .....................
1528
Dennison, Joseph 0.,
0.,
Dennison,
...... ....... .. 1589
pension ................
Denny, Jesse,
pension
1500
pension increased
increased .......................
Denny,
P. (widow),
Denny, Julia
Julia P.
(widow),
pension
1359
pension 1359
.........
................. . ....
Denslow,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Clementine if.
Denslow, Clementine
pension
1464
1464
pension increased
increased.........-........-.. ..--.
Densmore,
John T.,
Densmore, John
pension.. .-.........------........--......
1388
1388
pension

Dental
Army,
Dental Corps,
Corps, Army,
appointment of dental
surgeons authorized.
authorized.
appointment
dental surgeons
strength........
ratio to
to Army enlisted
enlisted strength
ratio
rank, etc.;
service promotions..........
promotions
rank,
etc.; service
majors limited
limited to
to fifteen
majors
fifteen..............
examinations, etc
etc ......................
examinations,
Dental Corps,
Corps, tiara/
Naval Dental
Dental
Dental
Naval (see Naval
Corps).
Corps).
Dental Reserve
Reserve Corps, Naval,
aaral,
Dental
composition
of; qualifications,
qualifications, etc .......
composition of;
recommissions
officers.........
recommissions to
to present officers

173
173
173
173
173
173
173
173
173
17

74
574
574
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Agriculture-Continued.
Page.
Page.
jenitm ouryeons,
army, Acting,
c.iAnng,
rage. Department
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mileage.......
mileage.. _
45
deficiency
4
appropriation
for Bureau of Entomology.
appropriation forBureauof
Entomology. 465,1153
465,1153
Denton,
Denton, John,
John,
preventing
spread
of
moths.
466,1154
preventing spread of moths ........ 466,1154
pension
increased ........................
1252
pension increased
1252
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey ......
466,
1155
for Bureau
466,1155
Denton,
Denton, Tex.,
Tex.,
destroying
animals; supsupdestroying predatory
predatory animals;
appropriation for
public building
264
appropriation
for public
building ........
264
pressing
rabiesof
of domestic
animals
467, 1155
ressingrabies
domestic anim
al 467,1155
Denver, Colo.,
Colo.,
Denver,
enforcing
migratory bird
law
467,1156
enforcing migratory
bird law.......
467,1156
appropriation for
for mint
mint at
88,1093
appropriation
at .
..
......... 88,1093
Accounts and
Disbursefor Division
Division of
of Accounts
and Disbursedeficiency
appropriation for
mint at
860
deficiency appropriation
for mint
at.......
86(
ments
467,1156
ments.......................... 467,1156
may sell
schoolhouse, lot,
promay
sell schoolhouse,
lot, etc.;
etc.; use
use of
of profor Division
Division of Publications
Publications ...........
468,
1156
468,1156
ceeds
conditions,
etc
900
ceeds, conditions, etc.. ..............
90
for
Bureau of
Crop Estimates
Estimates........ 468,1157
for Bureau
of Crop
468,1157
terms of court at
at ..........................
225
terms
225
for
library .........................
469,
1157
for library
469,1157
Department of
of Agriculture
Department
Agriculture,
for
contingent expenses .............. 469,1158
469, 1158
for contingent
appropriation for
Soappropriation
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant, Sofor rent in
Columbia.
469,1158
in District of Columbia......
469,1158
etc
447,1134
licitor, clerks,
clerks, etc...
............... 447,
1134
investigation and
report by
by joint
Coninvestigation
and report
joint Confor
Management
447,1135
for Office
Office of
of Farm Management......
447,1135
gressional
1158
gressional committee ..............
1158
for
447,1136
for Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau ...
................447,1136
for
Service, agricultural
for States
States Relations
Relations Service,
agricultural
cooperation with
bureaus. _ 448,1137
448,1137
cooperation
with other
other bureaus...
experiment stations
470,1158
experiment
stations.............. 470,1158
station, Cape
Va
449
station,
Cape Henry,
Henry, Va..............
449
cooperative
agricultural extension
extension
cooperative
agricultural
Greenville,
Greenville, S. C
C ...................
1137
1137
470,
1159
work ...........................
470,1159
for
Industry Bureau
449,1137
for Animal Industry
Bureau ....... 449,1137
farmers'
cooperation work ........
farmers' cooperation
470,1159
470,1159
inspection
and
quarantine
work.
450,1138
inspection and quarantine work... 450,1138
reports,
etc., on
farmers' institutes.
institutes 471,
1159
reports, etc.,
on farmers'
471, 1159
eradication of southern
ticks 450,
450,1138
eradication
southern cattle
cattle ticks.
1138
experiment stations
stations in
in Territories
Territories and
and
experiment
investigations; cheese
cheese
dairy industry
industry investigations;
islands
471, 1159
1159
islands .........................
471,
marketing, etc
450,1139
marketing,
etc ................
450,1139
investigating
investigating economy,
economy, etc.,
etc., of
of home
animal
investigations, etc.;
animal husbandry
husbandry investigations,
etc.;
use of agricultural
products
471,1160
use
agricultural products......
471,1160
sheep
Idaho. 450,1139
sheep experiment
experiment station,
station, Idaho.
450,1139
for Office of Public
Public Roads and Rural
Rural Eninvestigations, etc.,
diseases.
investigations,
etc., animal
animal diseases;
gineering
471,1160
gineering ...................
471,1160
contagious abortion.
abortion ..........
4g0, 1139
contagious
450,1139
irrigation investigations...........
investigations
472,1161
irrigation
472,1161
hog cholera
cholera eradication,
eradication, etc.;
etc.; doudonhog
drainage
farm
drainage investigations,
investigations, etc.:
etc.: farm
nne ........................
rine
451,1139
water supply..................
supply
472,1161
water
472,1161
additional for
for meat
inspection
451, 1140
additional
meat inspection.....
451,1140
for Office of Markets and Rural
Rural OrganizaOrganizafor
Bureau
of
Plant
Industry
451,1140
for Bureau of Plant Industry ....... 451,1140
zation
473
zation
...................
473
investigations;
plant diseases,
diseases, etc.,
etc., investigations;
for
1162
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Markets
Markets.................. 1162
pecans
452,
1141
pecans.........................
452,1141
etc., farm
products
473,1162
marketing, etc.,
farm products.....
473,1162
investigating citrus canker;
canker; white-pine
white-pine
live stock,
stock, meats,
etc.; production
production
live
meats, etc.;
blister rot,
452,1141
blister
rot, etc
etc................
452,1141
marketing ..............
473,1162
and marketing
.. 473,1162
soil bacteriology;
bacteriology; fertility, etc.__
Boil
etc.... 453,1141
453,1141
cotton grading,
grading, etc..............
etc
cotton
473,1163
grain
handling, etc
453
grain handling,
etc..................
453
studies
i
n
rural
credits,
farm
products,
studies in rural credits, farm products,
acclimatization, etc.; cottonseed
acclimatization,
cottonseed ininetc., cooperation
etc.,
cooperation............. 473,1163
473,1163
terbreeding
453,1141
terbreeding....................
453,1141
grain handling,
handling, etc...................
etc
1163
grain
1163
commercial seeds, grasses,
commercial
grasses, etc.;
etc.; imimfor
adminiatering Climax,
etc., baskets
baskets
for administering
Climax, etc.,
porting adulterated
adulterated seed
seed grain,
grain,
standard Act....................
Act
1163
standard
1163
etc
453,1142
etc.........................
453,1142
for
cotton futures
futures Act......
Act
474,1163
for enforcing
enforcing cotton
474,1163
cereal
454,1142
cereal improvement,
improvement, etc
etc........... 454,1142
for
Act ...... .. 1163
for enforcing
enforcing grain standards Act........
1163
sugar
454,1142
sugar plant investigations,
investigations, etc.
etc .... 454,1142
for administering
warehouse Act.........
Act
1163
administering warehouse
1163
dry
land crops,
crops, etc...............
etc
.454,
454, 1142
1142
dry land
authority to
administer oaths,
oaths,secure
secure
authority
to administer
fruit
fruit shipping, etc.;
etc.; pecans
pecans........ 454,1143
testimony,
testimony, etc ....................
1163
foreign
seeds and
new and
and rare
rare
foreign seeds
and plants;
plants; new
for
Act
474, 1164
for enfoninginsecticide
enforcing insecticide Act..........
474,
1164
forage, etc
seeds, forage,
etc................ 455,1143
455,1143
for
Federal
Horticultural
Board
474,
1164
for Federal Horticultural Board...... 474,1164
Congressional
Congressional seed
seed distribution
distribution.... 455,1143
455,1143
for
preventing spread
of pink
pink boll
boll worm
for preventing
spread of
worm
456,1144
for Forest
Forest Service
Service .................
456,1144
of cotton ....
1164
.................
1164
national forests;
national
forests; hunting,
hunting, etc., perplant-disease
plant-disease and insect-pest
insect-pmt quaranmits
1146
mits ...................
..... 457,
457,1146
tine
modified
1165
tine provisions
provisions modified............
1165
selecting,
etc., agricultural
lands in
selecting, etc.,
agricultural lands
in
interchangeable
interchangeable appropriations ...... 1166
national
460,
1149
national forests
forests ................
460, 1149
for agricultural
agricultural demonstrations,
demonstrations, etc.,
etc., on
on
for
survey of
valuable for
for agriculsurvey
of lands
lands valuable
agriculreclamation
475, 1166
reclamation projects
projects ..........
475,1166
ture .........................
460, 1149
1149
ture
460,
for exhibit,
exhibit, International
International Farm
for
Farm Congress,
Congress,
fighting fires, permanent
permanent improveimprovefighting
El Paso,
Paso, Tex
475
Tex..........
............ 475
ments, etc
461,
1149
ments,
etc.....................
461, 1149
invitation
other nations..
nations
475
invitation extended
extended to other
475
conservation of
of navigable
navigable streams,
streams,
conservation
forexhibit,
National Dairy Show,
forexhibit. National
Show, SpringSpringetc
462,1150
etc..........................
462,1150
field,
475
field, Mass .......................
475
acquired under
mining, etc.,
etc., on
on lands
lands acquired
under
invitation extended
extended to other nations
nations
invitation
Conservation Act
Act............... 462,
462, 1150
1150
International Irrigation
to International
Irrigation Congress,
Congress,
for
Chemistry .............
462,1151
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Chemistry
462, 1151
El
Tex.; no
no appropriation_
El Paso, Tex.;
appropriation...._ 475
poultry, egg, and fish investigafor cooperative
cooperative fire
State
for
fire protection
protection of
of State
tions
463,1152
tions ...
.....................
463,1152
forested watersheds ...........
475, 1166
1166
citrus by-products
1152
citrus
by-products ..................
1152
designating game preserve
preserve in State
farm,
colorants from
from raw materials;
materials; farm,
forested watersheds,
etc
476
forested
watersheds, etc.............
476
Va
1152
Arlington, Va.................
463, 1152
cotton
cotton futures
futures Act
Act ...................
476
manufacture of table
sirup
1152
manufacture
table sirup............
1152
grain
standards
grain
standards
482
Act
..............
...
enforcing
enforcing pure food
food law;
law; revising Pharwarehouse
warehouse Act
Act .........................
486
macopcma
464,1152
macopoeia ....................
464,1152
for live
etc., in
in cane
cane
for
live stock experiments,
experiments, etc.,
naval stores investigations
investigations ........
464,1152
of. Soils..
Soils
sugar and
cotton districts;
districts; condifor Bureau of
.............
464,1152
sugar
and cotton
tions
491,
1166
potash
1153
potash production;
production; sales, etc
etc...... 465,
465,1153
tions......
...................
491,1166
102620 °-vot 39-rr
2
102620°-VOL
39--P 2-
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Page.
Department
Page.
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appropriation
stock
for dairying
dairying and live stock
appropriation for
appropriation
Standards, salfor Bureau of Standards,
appropriation for
experiments on western irrigated,
irrigated,
experiments
113, 1114
113,1114
aries .........................
491, 1166
etc., lands .................
491,1166
apparatus, expenses, etc...........
etc
apparatus,
114, 1115
amount available for vehicles, motor
amount
member, International
International Committee
Committee on
on
member,
restriction,
boats, etc.; restriction,
report.
Weights and Measures
Measures ........
114,1115
Weights
etc
491,1166
......................
491,1166
investigations,
etc
114,
1115
investigations, etc..............
114,1115
detailed
and
detailed estimates for all officers and
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ............
115, 1116
115,1116
employees required
required hereafter........
hereafter
492
employees
for rent .......................
116,1117
statement of completed investigations
investigations
statement
civil expenses
expenses under.
316
for civil
under...............
316
to be submitted.
submitted
.................. 492
for Bureau
Bureau of Lighthouses
316
Lighthouses ............
316
detailed statement
statement of all expenditures
detailed
expenditures
for Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey.........
Survey.
318
318
of previous year to be presented, etc
etc._ 492
for Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau...............
Bureau
320
320
eradication of foot-and-mouth
for eradication
foot-and-mouth and
for Standards Bureau
Bureau ..................
324
324
contagious diseases.
other animal contagious
diseases. 492,1167
for
printing and
for
331
and binding
binding for............
331
for printing
payment for animals purchased,
payment
purchased, dedeficiency
Standards Budeficiency appropriation
appropriation for Standards
strayed, etc ...............
stroyed,
492,1167
reau .....................
25, 32, 829
25,32,829
forincreased
employees under,
for increased pay to employees
Foreign and Domestic ComComfor Bureau of Foreign
receiving lees
less than $1,800 a
a year;
receiving
merce.
25
merce. ........
................
exclusions
1167
1167
exclusions.........................
for Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection
Service.......
Inspection Service
25
detailed
reports to be submitted......
submitted
1168
detailed reports
Navigation Bureau................
Bureau
25
for Navigation
invitations to International
International Farm ConGeodetic Survey
Survey ....... 25,826
2 ,826
for Coast
Coast and Geodetic
gross
authorized -................
1168
1168
gress authorized
Bureau .............
t
826
for Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau
25, 32,
32,826
for printing and binding
binding for............
for
331
331
for Bureau
of Lighthouses..
Lighthouses.. 25,
32, 820, 826, 829
for
Bureau of
25,32,820,826,829
deficiency appropriation
for
Forest
Servappropriation
for Census Office .....................
32
for
ice
24, 32,
32, 826,
826, 829
829
ice.........
..........
24,
32
for Bureau
Corporations
for
Bureau of Corporations............
etc
24
for citrus-canker
citrus-canker investigation, etc......
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses..
.
830
830
for
..............
white-pine blister rust investigation,
investigation,
for white-pine
cost of
of production
production service,
service, employees,
etc ,
employees, etc.,
etc
24
etc.............................
transferred
transferred to Tariff Commission
Commission
animals affected
affected with
with
for destroying
destroying wild animals
from
796
.........................
796
rabies
rabies ..........................
24
emergency
Lighthouse vessels,
vessels,
emergency transfer of Lighthouse
27
under...
for judgments, Court of Claims, under__
etc., to service of Navy and Army..
Army. _ 602
602
etc.,
31
31
for library .............................
Lighthouses Bureau, aids to navigation
navigation auWeather Bureau................
Bureau
31, 826,
829
31,
826,829
for Weather
thorized •
537
thorized..
.....
.................
Industry......... 31,826
for Bureau of Animal Industry
Department of Commerce and
and Labor,
Labor,
31, 826, 829 Department
Indusry ....... 31,826,829
for Bureau of Plant Industry
deficiency
for contingent
contingent exappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Chemistry ..............
32,826
for Bureau of Chemistry
penses
33, 826
32, 33,826
penses ....................
Entomology ............
32
32
for Bureau of Entomology.
Justice,
Departmentof Justice,
for Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey
Survey........ 32,826 Department
appropriation for Attorney General, Solicifor Division
Division of Publications
Publications ............
32
General, Assistants
108, 1110
Assistants.......... 108,1110
tor General,
for drainage
drainage investigations.............
investigations
32
for Solicitors,
Solicitors, attorneys, etc
etc ........
108, 1110
1110
for
for International Dry-Land
Dry-Land Congress....
Congress
32
for chief clerk,
clerk, law
law clerks, examiners,
examiners,
for
for irrigation investigations
826
investigations .............
108, 1111
108,1111
etc ..........................
for Bureau of Soils .....................
829
for superintendent
prisons, etc....
etc... _109, 1111
1111
for
superintendent of prisons,
476
provisions ................. 476
cotton futures provisions
1111
Investigation ........ 109, 1111
for Division of Investigation
exchange of lands with North Dakota,
Dakota. for
exchange
for clerks,
109, 1111
1111
for
clerks, etc ..................
dry-land experiment station at Manfor Division
Division of Accounts
109, 1111
Accounts............ 109,1111
for
dan
344
dan............................ .
for contingent
expenses ...........
109, 1111
109,1111
for
contingent expenses
provisions ...............
482
grain standards provisions
for official
transportation
109, 1111
109,1111
for
official transportation...........
rural post roads provisions
provisions
355
..............
for rent
109, 1111
1111
109,
for
rent ......................
warehouses
warehouses for agricultural products, profive-year lease authorized
authorized ............
109
109
five-year
visions
visions........................
. 486
for Solicitor
Solicitor of the
the Treasury, etc.
etc....
109, 1111
.... _109,1111
standard grape, etc., basket
basket regulations to
standard
for Solicitor of
of the Department
Department of Comfor
be established
674
established by
by................
merce ....
109, 1111
109,1111
................
Department
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Department of
for Solicitor of the
the Department
Department of
of
appropriation for Solicitor
the....... 109,1111
Solicitor of the
appropriation
Labor
109, 1111
109,1111
Labor...
.................
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant, clerks, etc
110, 1111
etc.. 110,1111
for sundry
sundry civil expenses
expenses under
311
under.........
for Bureau of Lighthouses,
Lighthouses, salaries
salaries.. 110,1112
311
for penitentiaries,
construction
311
salaries. etc........
etc
for
penitentiaries, construction........
for Census Office, salaries
110,1112
restriction on new
buildings
311
311
new buildings.....
restriction
Cotton and Tobacco Statistics Divifor Assistant
Attorney General,
General, atAssistant Attorney
for
sion created ................
... ' 110
110
torneys,
etc.,
in
customs
cases
311
torneys, etc., in customs cases...... 311
for Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com311
for supplies,
supplies, etc.,
etc., customs
customs cases .......
311
for
merce, salaries...................
salaries
111,1112
for
witness
fees, etc.,
etc., Board
Board of General
General
developing
comfor witness fees,
developing foreign and domestic
domestic comAppraisers
311
311
Appraisers .....................
merce ........................
111, 1113
111,1113
for
defending suits
suits in
in claims
claims ..........
311
311
for defending
investigating cost of production
production ........
111
for detection
prosecution of
of crimes,
promoting commerce, Latin Amerdetection and prosecution
for
etc
- .- 311
......... ...etc.........
ica............................. 111,1113
ica
111, 1113
311
protecting
the person
person of the President
311
President.
protecting the
commercial
attaches ...........
111, 1113
commercial attaches
for
prisons and
and prisoners.
prisoners 312
312
of prisons
for inspection
inspection of
for Steamboat
Steamboat Inspection Service,
Service, sala312
for
emergency expenses..
expenses
312
traveling and emergency
for traveling
112 1113
ries ...........................
112.
312
for
enforcing antitrust
antitrust laws ............
312
for enforcing
salaries, etc,
large
112,1113
etc., service
service at large......
use
prosecuting labor
labor
use forbidden for prosecuting
Bureau of Navigation,
salaries
112,
1114
112,1114
Navigation, salaries....
for Bureau
organizations, etc;
etc; associations
of
associations of
organizations,
shippingservice
shipping
service at large, salaries, etc 112,1114
farmers.
312
farmers, etc
312
radio communication
communication .............. 113,1114
.----.....----..-- - .....-..
-
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appropriation for expenses,
appropriation
expenses, suits affecting
withdrawn
lands................ 312
withdrawn oil lands
312
for suits affecting
affecting allotted
lands, Five
Five
allotted lands,
Civilized Tribes
Tribes ...................
312
312
for enforcing acts to regulate
regulate commerce.
312
commerce.
312
for suits affecting
affecting Seminole
Seminole allotments..
allotments...
312
312
for Federal
Court
Reports
and
Digests..
Federal
Digests_ . 312
Lawyers' Cooperative
Edition, VolVol-.
for Lawyers'
Cooperative Edition,
60
313
ume 60............................
313
for Decisions of Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, Volumes
Volumes
241
241 to 244 ........................
313
313
Pacific Railroads
for Pacific
Railroads suits ------------- 313
313
United States courts
for United
313
...............
313
for penitentiaries,
maintenance ........
314
penitentiaries, maintenance
314
National Training
for National
Training School for
for Boys,
Boys,
D. C.,
C. maintenance................
maintenance
316
316
printing and
and binding
binding for
331
for printing
for ............
331
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying
judgpaying judgments, United
United States
States Courts, under.
under.
27
27
for United States courts.32,
courts.32,33,
33, 43,
818„827,
830
43, 818,
827,830
for contingent
contingent expenses........
expenses
42,830
. 42, 830
construction ..........
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, construction
42
42
for enforcing
enforcing antitrust
laws
43
antitrust laws
...
.
43
for defending
defending suits
suits in
43
in claims.
claims..
.........
43
detection and prosecution
for detection
prosecution of crimes
43
crimes.
43
for commissioner
commissioner Glacier
Glacier National
National Park,
Park,
Mont ............................
43
43
for penitentiaries,
penitentiaries, maintenance........
maintenance
819
819
for National
National Training
Training School for
for Boys,
Boys,
D. C.;
C. ;
building-..................
building
819
819
expenses, supreme
court D.
for expenses,
supreme court
D. C
C.
courthouse ........................
860
courthouse
860
investigations
investigations of, not subject
subject to
restrictions
to restrictions
on details
details from classified service for
for
duty
duty outside of
120
of the
the District.
District ........
120
Department of
of Labor,
Department
Labor,
appropriation for
for Solicitor
Solicitor of
appropriation
of the,
the, clerks,
clerks,
etc ........................
109, 1111
109,1111
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant, clerks,
clerks, etc
116,1117
etc... 116,1117
for commissioners
commissioners of conciliation,
conciliation, etc.
etc 116,1117
116,1117
for Labor
Labor Statistics
Statistics Bureau.........
Bureau
116,1118
116,1118
for medical examination
examination of
of injured
injured ememployees..........................
ployees
117
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau
.... 117,1118
Bureau ....
117,1118
for Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau ...........
117, 1118
117,1118
for Children's Bureau ..............
117,1118
117,1118
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ............
118, 1119
118,1119
renewal of lease
for rent; renewal
lease ..........
118,1119
118,1119
five-year contract
fireproof
five-year
contract for lease
lease of fireproof
office
office building authorized.........
authorized
118
118
for civil expenses
expenses under
under................
324
324
for immigrant stations ..................
324
324
expenses regulating
regulating immigration
immigration....
for expenses
325
325
for refund to North
North German
Lloyd SteamSteamGerman Lloyd
325
ship Line
Line ........................
325
Cunard Steamship Company .........
325
325
refrigeration services......
for refund
refund for refrigeration
services
325
325
Johannes, credit
George Johannes,
credit in
325
in accounts
accounts..
325
for naturalization
naturalization service
service expenses
expenses..... . 326
326
for clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
courts..
326
to clerks
clerks of
of courts..
326
allowance for June, 1916 .............
allowance
326
326
for standardization
for
standardization of first-aid methods
methods
by industries .....................
326
326
for printing
binding for
printing and binding
for -...........
331
331
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
commisappropriation for
for commissioners of
of conciliation
conciliation ........
26
.....
26
for Labor
Labor Statistics
26
Statistics Bureau
Bureau ............
26
for Immigration
Immigration Bureau ...- 26,
26, 32„,33,
32,33, 824.827
821, 827
for printing
printing and binding
27
binding ................
27
for contingent
expenses...............
contingent expenses
32
32
for Naturalization
Naturalization Bureau .............
32,827
32,.827

Department of
Department
Page.
of Labor-Continued.
Labor-Continued.
Page
appropriation for
for Scandinavian-American
Scandinavian-American
appropriation
Line.
824
Line.............................
824
for E. C. Terry .....................
821
821
Immigration Act
Act provisions
871
provisions ...............
871
Department
of State,
Department of
State,
appropriation for
for Secretary,
Secretary, Assistants,
appropriation
Assistants,
Director of the
Consular Service..
Service.. 77,1082
77,1082
Director
the Consular
for
Counselor, officers
for Counselor,
officers on foreign
foreign relarelations,
etc.......................
77, 1082
tions, etc
77,1082
for
assistant solicitors,
chief clerk,
clerk, etc.
etc 77,
1082
for assistant
solicitors, chief
77, 1082
for chiefs of bureaus,
bureaus, clerks,
clerks, etc
1082
etc...... 77,
77,1082
for additional
additional force
77,
1082
force ................
77,1082
for further additional force
77,
1082
force ...........
77,1082
for additional
additional emergency
clerks
1082
for
emergency clerks........
1082
payment
payment for personal
personal services
Washservices in
in Washington, D.
D. C.,
C., from
from any
any other
other Act
Act
ington,
forbidden
78, 1082
1082
forbidden ........
.......
78,
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, stationery,
stationery,
furniture,
etc .................
78, 1082
furniture, etc
78,1082
for books, periodicals,
periodicals, etc.,
etc., for the
lithe library.....................
78,1082
brary
78,1082
for
etc .................
78, 1082
1082
for lithographer,
lithographer, etc
78,
miscellaneous expenses ..........
for miscellaneous
78, 1082
78,1082
for rent ............................
78, 1082
78,1082
for automobile
automobile for
for Secretary
Secretary ............
1082
1082
branch
branch printing office in
in building,
building,
abolished
1083
abolished .........................
1083
for
for Solicitor
Solicitor for
108, 1110
for the
the ..................
108,1110
for diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular service..
service
252,1047
for
for printing
printing in
254,1050
in the
the................... 254,1050
for
for printing
printing electoral
electoral votes
votes
326
..............
326
printing and
for printing
binding for
for
330
and binding
............
330
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for diplomatic
diplomatic
and
consular service
and consular
3,
15,
service .
............... 3, 15,
31,
802, 826,829
826, 829
31, 33,
3, 802,
Second Pan
for Second
Scientific
Pan American
American Scientific
Congress ...........................
Congress
S3
for payment
to Nicaragua..............
Nicaragua
802
payment to
802
negotiations
negotiations directed,
for allowing
allowing immiimmidirected, for
gration
gration officials on vessels carrying
carrying
immigrants ........................
882
immigrants
882
use
use of emergency
emergency fund for
personal services
services
for personal
in District of Columbia allowed....
allowed
255
255
Department
Department of
of the Inteior
Interior (see Interior
Interior De-.
De.
pertinent).
partment).
Departments, Executive
Executive (ees
Departments,
(see Executive
Executive DeDepartments, etc.,
partments,
etc., D.
D. C.).
C.).
Depew,Efarriet
(widow),
D/pew,
Harriet(widow),
pension
pension .................................
1282
1282
Deportation
of Aliens,
Deportationof
Aliens,
provisions
provisions relating to inadmissible
inadmissible persons.
persons
887
887
diseased and defective persons .........
diseased
888
admission, of prostitutes, criminals,
after admission,
criminals,
anarchists, etc
etc ......................
889
anarchists,
889
destination of; payment
destination
payment of
of expenses
expenses ......
890
890
Deported
Deported Aliens,
Aliens,
readmission within
denied readmission
within one year; exexception
ception ..........................
876
876
Depositing
Public Moneys, Land Offices,
Depositing Public
appropriation for
appropriation
expenses
299
for expenses...............
299
Derby,
Derby, Francis
FrancsE.,
E.,
pension
1557
pension increased
increased....................... 1557
Derf,
Derf, John,
John,
pension increased
pension
increased .....................
1531
1531
d'Erlanger, Marguerite
Marguerite Sliddell,
Slidell,
d'Erlanger,
readmitted as
a citizen...................
as a
1588
1588
Dem,
Dern, William if.,
M.,
pension
pension increased
increased.....................
1264
1264
Derr, Charles
Charles E.,
Derr,
E.,
pension
pension ..................................
1578
1578
Derrin.
Derrin, Harvey
Harvey E.,
E.,
pension increased
pension
increased --.....................-----------------11266
-
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wax
Gus . r___
TV- Moines,
Des
Page.
lT M0olnnes, Iowa,
otuwa,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
264
building........
264
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to Grand
831
Army Post ........................
831
terms of court at
at......................... 13,55
Desart,Wesley,
Desart,
Wesley,
pension
pension increased...........................
increased
1452
1452
Deschutes
Deschutes National
National Forest,
Forest,Oreg.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of. 458,1146
proclamation
proclamation enlarging
enlarging ................
1738
1736
Desert Land Entries,
Desert
Entries,
agricultural
agricultural lands in abandoned
abandoned military
reservations,
reservations, Nevada,
Nevada, opened
opened to;
conditions
conditions .......................
518
518
allowed persons
allowed
persons who have made enlarged
enlarged
homestead
homestead entries;
entries; conditions
946
conditions......
946
extension
extension of time allowed for final proof,
etc.,
etc., of certain, in Riverside
Riverside County,
Cal...........................
Cal
49
49
patents for, under Reclamation Act not
to
not to
issue until all sums due are paid....
paid
920
DesertLands,
Desert
development
development of water holes, etc.,
on;
etc., on;
signboards, means of utilizing, etc
518
etc..
518
Destitute Women
Women and
and Children,
Children, D.
C.,
Desiute
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for payments
payments to abandoned,
abandoned, •
·
etc ...................
706, 1034
1034
706,
deficiency
apropriation for payments to..
deficiency appropriation
to- - 807
807
Destroyer
Destroyer Tenders
Tenders, Navy,
Navy,
construction
of two, authorized
authorized ..........
617
construction of
617
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction and machin617
ery ...............................
617
limit of
limit
of cost
increased of
concost increased
of one,
one, to
to be
be constructed as early as practicable..
practicable...._. 1191
1191
appropriation for construction and maappropriation
chinery
1191
chinery..........................
1191
Destroyers,
Nary (see Torpedo
Torpedo Boat
DestroyDestroyers, Navy
Boat Destroyers).
ers).
Destructionof Property,
Destruction
Property, Unlaufll,
Unlauful,
alien advocating, etc., excluded
excluded admission..............................
sion
876
876
punishment
advopunishment for aiding entry
entry of alien
alen advocating, etc.....
etc
894
.........................
894
Detached Officers' List, Army,
Detached
Army,
additional line officers
officers created
created under nanational defense Act, to constitute,
constitute,
with details to National Guard....
Guard_
183
vacancies caused by assignments to be
details...................
filled by details
183
authorized.........
proportionate number authorized
183
examination for promotions to vacancies
examination
vacancies
above second lieutenant, caused by
assignments to ...................
assignments
184
184
service with troops required of officers assigned to
184
..........................
184
continuance of present assignments;
continuance
assignments;
conditions.........................
conditions
184
184
vacancies in, hereafter, to be filled from
from
corresponding
coi
responding grade and
and arm ....... 184
184
constructive dates of original
original commissions
commissions
assigned to officers
officers on...........
on
623
. 623
seniority in grades ....
................... 623
623
advances on reexaminations
reexaminations. ............
623
623
Details
ClassifiedService Employees, D. C.,
Details of
of Classified
restriction on, for duty outside of the District..................
trict
120, 1121
..........120,1121
not applicable
applicable to Department
Department of Justice
investigations ................... 120,
120, 1121
1121
Detroit, Mich.,
Detroit,
Mich.,
appropriation for river
river postal
postal service_
service.. 417,1064
417, 1064
condemned cannon granted
condemned
to
832
granted to...........
832
improvements authorlighthouse depot,
depot, improvements
authorized.......
................
537

-

Ir

-Detroit
_Mich.
Page.
aetroit River
Iwver t: .MiW.,
r}e.
appropriation
;ids to navigation,
navigation, FightFightappropriation for aids
Channel
316
ing Island Channel................
316
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made
etc., to be
be made
of
Livingstone Channel....
_
. 409
of Livingstone
Channel...._
_,...
409
Detwiler,
Detwiler, John W.,
W.,
pension increased
1256
increased ................. __.
1256
Detwiler,
Zenaa R.
Detwiler, Zenas
R.,'
pension increased
pension
1259
increased .....................
1259
Deutsch,
Deutsch, Frank
Frank J.,
J.,
payment to, for injuries..................
injuries
1388
1388
Devils Lake Indian Reservation, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.
proclamation
proclamation directing
directing sale of undisPoeed
undisposed
lands in ..........................
1776
1776
Devils
Dak.,
Devils Lake,
Lake, N. Dak.,
deficiency
deficiency appropri
ation for support, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
Sioux
Sioux Indians
Indians at................
at
826,981
826,981
terms of court at
386
terms
at .........................
386
Devine,
Michael,
Devine, Mihael,
pension increased..........
increased
1215
........
1215
Devore
David,
Devore,tDavid,
pension increased
increased. .....................
1307
1307
Admiral George,
Dewey, Admiral
George,
arrangements for
arrangements
for funeral
funeral services
services of
of the
the
late, in the
the rotmda
rotunda of the Capitol..
Capitol
1605
removal of body
to Arlington Cemetery..
Cemetery
1605
bodytoArlington
1605
invitation to attend,
invitation
attend, extended
extended to the
etc
1605
President, etc.........................
1605
funeral
funeral .expenses
to be
paid from
from conconexpenses of, to
be paid
tingent funds of the
the two
Houses
1607
two Houses.... 1607
Dewey, Isaac
Isaac H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased.
1523
................... 1523
Dewrose,
John W.,
W.,
Dewrose, John
pension increased...............
increased .
1446
penson
1446
Dianisidin,
Dnisidin,
duty
duty on...........................
on
793
793
Dickerson, Nora
Dickerson,
Nora (widow),
(widow),
pension.
1444
pension.............................
. 1444
Diantha K.
(uidow),
Dickey, Diantha
K. (uidow),
pension increased
pension
increased ...................
1312
1312
Dickey,.
William B.,
B.
Dickey, William
pension increased.
pension
1267
increased ....................
1267
Dickinson Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
improvement of........
of.
398
appropriation for improvement
398
Dickinson,
Francett (widow),
(widow),
Dickinson, Francett
pension
1455
............................... 1455
Dtiinson, Jane
Dickinson,
(widow),
Jane A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
1328
1328
Dickinson,.
Dckinson, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropr
iation for public
1:T1:die building
264
appropriation
building ......... 264
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public build...............................
ing
17
17
Dickinson,
B.,
Dickinson, Sanford
Sanford B.,
pension
increased
pension increased
1235
........................
1235
Diekman,
Ihckman, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabet B. (idow),
pension
pension
..........................
. 1240
1240
Dickson,
Dickson, G. B.,
B.,
land patent to
1264
.....................
1264
Dickson, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1569
pension
increased.....................
1569
Dickson,
Robert iM.,
M.,
Dickson, Robert
pension
pension increased......................
increased
1280
1280
J.,
Diefenderfer, Robert J.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1430
pension
1430
United States
States SecuriDies, Rolls, and Plates,
Plates, United
Securities, etc.,
etc.,
ties,
appropriation for custody of .............
277
appropriation
277
Digest of Rules, House
Digest
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for preparing
preparing.............. 70,1074
Diggs,
(father),
Digs, Benjamin
Benjnmin (.father),
pension increased
1433
pension
inreaed..........................
1433
John,
Dill, John,
pension increased
1333
increased ....................
1333
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Consular S'v*e-Contd.
Service-Contd
"s
and Consular
Dill,
Thomas 1.,
Page. Diplomatic
Pa.
J.,
Dill, Thomas
appropriation
International Institute
for International
pension increased
1461
appropriation for
increased .....................
pension
of
Agriculture
257,
1053
257,1053
.........
of Agriculture .....
Diltz,
Ethridge,
Diltz, Elbridge,
for
International Sanitary
Bureau .. -257,1053
257,1053
Sanitary Bureau...
for International
pension
1537
increased ........................
pension increased
for
United States
States court
court for
China ... 258,1053
for China
for United
Dimethylanilin,
Dimethylanilin,
for
International Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau..Bureau. _ 257,1053
for International
793
duty on..............................
on
duty
Public
for
Office of Public
for International Office
Dimmett,
Overton L.,
L.,
mett, Overton
Dim
258,1053
Health
....................
Health
pension increased
increased ....
1425
..... .. .....
pension
for
International Seismological
Seismological AssociaAssociafor International
Ihmond,
W.,
W.W.
Dtmond, W.
tion
258, 1054
......... 258,1054
tion ...............
franchise to,
manufacture, etc.,
gas,
etc. of gas,
for manufacture,
to, for
franchise
for British-American
British-American Pecuniary
Claims
Pecuniary Claims
for
Honolulu,
island of Oahu,
Hawaii,
Oahu, Hawaii,
Honolulu, island
258,1054
Arbitration
258,1054
Arbitration ...................
extended,
231
231
etc .....................
extended, etc
1054
258,
for Peace
The Hague......
Hague
258,1054
palace at The
Peace palace
for
Dinosaur National
National Monument,
Utah,
Monument, Utah,
Dinosaur
Confor
International
Radiotelegraphic
for International Radiotelegraphic
1752
proclamation
setting aside ...............
proclamation setting
vention
258,1054
258,1054
vention.......................
Thn.srnore,
T. (widow),
(widow),
Boadicea T.
Dznsmore, Boadicea
for Canadian
Commission
258,1054
258,1054
Fisheries Commission..
for
Canadian Fisheries
1485
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
for Canadian
Boundary Waters CommisCommisCanadian Boundary
for
Dinwiddie,James
M.,
Dinwiddie, James M.,
259,
sion
259, 1054
sion ..........................
1427
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
for Fifth
Fifth International
International Conference
Conference of
for
Dioxynaphthalene,
Dioxynaphthalene,
American
States
259,1055
American States................
duty
793
.
on ....................
duty on
1055
259, 1055
for annual
annual payment
payment to Panama ....
for
Diphenylaimin,
Diphenylaimin,
for
Geodetic AssociaAssociaInternational Geodetic
for International
794
duty
on ................................
duty on
tion
259, 1055
1055
259,
tion........................
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular Service,
Diplomatic
for
Nineteenth Conference,
Conference, Interparliafor Nineteenth
appropriation
for diplomatic
diplomatic service..
252,1047
1047
service.... 252,
appropriation for
260,1056
mentary
Union
260,1056
mentary Union ...............
for salaries,
salaries, ambassadors
and minisminisambassadors and
for
for
AlcoCongress against Alcoters
International Congress
for International
252, 1048
..................... 252,1048
ters ...
holism
260,1056
260,1056
holism .......................
1048
..............
for agent,
agent, etc.,
Tangier .
etc., Tangier..
for
for
premises, etc.,
of consular
consular premises,
acquisition of
for acquisition
1048
252,
for agent,
agent, etc..
252,1048
Cairo ...............
etc.. Cairo
for
260
....
Shaw
, iii....................
260
Shanghai
252,1048
for
charges d'affaires
interim ...... 252
1048
d'affaires ad interim
for charges
for
International Law
1056
Commission... 260, 1056
Law Commission....
for International
for
secretaries in
in the diplomatic
diplomatic servfor secretaries
for
acquisition of legation premises,
premises, Hafor acquisition
1048
ice .....................
252,1048
252,
ice
bana,
260
Cuba.......................
bana, Cuba.
counselor
embassy or legation
legation creacounselor of embassy
261,1056
for
261,1066
for Consular Service ..............
252
ted.....................-..
ted
for
general, consuls,
comes, and
vice
and vice
consuls general,
for consuls
for
Japanese, Turkish,
Turkish, and
Chinese secresecreand Chinese
forJapanese,
261,1066
consuls
261,
1056
consuls.....................
taries and
and assistant
assistant secretaries...
secretaries_ --253,1048
taries
vice
for
restriction of citizenship
citizenship
vice
restriction
for
instruction and
transit pay
pay ... . 253,1048
and transit
forinstruction
261
consuls
consuls..........................
legations.. 253,1048
for
at embassies and legations
clerks at
for clerks
281
citizens........
consular officers
officers to be citizens
261
consular
for
interpreters to
embassies and
and legato embassies
for interpreters
expenses. _.. 261,1057
261,1057
consular inspectors; expenses....
for consular
tions
253,
1049
253,1049
tions .........................
for consular
261,1057
assstants............... 261,1057
consular assistants
for
for student
student interpreters
embassies and
and
at embassies
interpreters at
for
for post
post allowances
consular and dipallowances to consular
legations ...................
253,1049
for
253,1049
legations
lomatic officers
belligerent councounin belligerent
officers in
lomatic
for quarters
interpreters._ 254,1049
254, 1049
student interpreters..
for student
quarters for
for
261, 1057
tries, etc.
1057
etc ...................
tries,
for contingent
missions.... 254,1049
expenses, missions
for
contingent expenses,
261,1057
for
at consulates
261,1057
consulates ............
for clerks
clerks at
dispatch agents
254,1050
254,1050
agents ................
dispatch
261, 1057
for
consulates
for interpreters,
interpreters, etc., at consulates...
printingin the Department of State 254,1050
254,1050
printingintheDepartmentofState.
261
for
marshals, consular courts...........
courts.
for marshals,
loss by
by exchange,
exchange, etc.............
etc
254, 1050
1050
loss
262,1057
for
consular
prisons,
etc
262,1057
etc............
for consular prisons,
for transportation
transportation of
of diplomatic
diplomatic and conconfor
for
protection of American
American seaseafor relief
relief and protection
254, 1050
sular officers ..................
men
262,1058
men.......................... 262,1058
for steam
eteana launch,
Constantinople
254,
254, 1050
launch. Constantinople....
for
262, 1058
for
foreign hospital, Cape
Town
1058
Cape Town......
for foreign
for ground
ground rent,
1050
254, 1050
Japan ...... 254,
Tokyo, Japan
rent, Tokyo,
for
for
contingent expenses,
expenses, consulates..
consulates
262, 1058
for contingent
254,1050
for Cape
Spartel Light,
Tangier
254,
1050
Light, Tangier......
Cape Spartel
for
262,1058
loss
exchange, etc............
etc
262, 1058
by exchange,
loss by
255, 1050
for bringing
bringing home
criminals
1050
home criminals.........
for
for
Costa
Jose, Costa
San Jose,
premises, San
legation premises,
for legation
1050
255,
for life
life saving
testimonials ...........
255,1050
saving testimonials
for
1058
Rica..........................
1058
Rica
for unforeseen
emergencies; expenses.
unforeseen emergencies;
for
1058
for
mission, Rio de Janeiro....
Janeiro
1058
seamen's mission,
for seamen's
Neutrality Act
255,
255, 1050
Act .................
Neutrality
deficiency
for Pan AmeriAmeriappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
balance
255,1050
reappropriated............ 255,1050
balance reappropriated
3,802
can Scientific
Scientific Congress
Congress ............
can
payment
for personal
District
services, District
personal services,
payment for
15
for
15
Panama...............
exposition at Panama
for expositidn
of
255
Columbia........................
of Columbia
116
for
payment
to
Panama
................
for payment to Panama
abroad..... 255,1050
for
of officers
officers dying
dying abroad
255,1050
heirs of
for heirs
for
expenses
marking
Canadian
boundboundmarking
Canadian
expenses
for
1051
officers. 255,
for
255,1051
remains of officers
home remains
for bringing
bringing home
16,829
829
ary..........................
for
of Weights and Measures..
Measures
255, 1051
1051
Bureau of
for Bureau
16
for
arbitration
16
for permanent
permanent court of arbitration.......
for
Bureau of
of Customs
Customs Tariffs........
Tariffs
255,1051
255, 1051
for Bureau
for
emergencies. ...........
16
16
unforeseen emergencies
for unforeseen
1051
Commission.._256,
for
256,1051
for Mexican
Mexican Boundary Commission_
16
for
Ukiah, Cal...........
Cal
16
osbervatory at Ukiah,
for osbervatory
for
boundary] ine. Alaska
and Canada.
Canada 256,1051
256,1051
Alaskaand
forboundaryline.
16
Association.. Geodetic Association.
for
International Geodetic
16
for International
for marking
marking Canadian
Canadian boundary
256,1051
boundary..... 256,1051
for
for
vice consuls
consuls ..............
31, 33,826,
33, 826, 829
829
for vice
for Bureau
African Slave
Slave
Repressing African
for Repressing
for
Bureau for
for
31,33
consulates ................
for clerks
clerks at consulates.
1052
Trade
256,1052
Trade.......................... 256,
for
guards in Turkish
Turkish
and guards
for interpreters
interpreters and
for International
Commission. 256,1052
International Prison Commission
for
31
dominions
31
dominions........................
257,1052
for Pan
American Union
Union ...........
for
Pan American
for
relief and protection
protection of American
American
for relief
for second
second Pan American Financial Confor
829
826
33.
802,
seamen
33,
826.
829
31,
seamen..............
1052
gress.
gress..........................
....... 802
for
802
Nicaragua .....
payment to Nicaragua
for payment
for permanent court of arbitration...
arbitration.. _257, 1052
1052
for
Canadian
Boundary Waters CommisCommisfor
Canadian
for
Tables
Commission on Tables
International Commission
for 'International
sion ............................
802
oion
257,1053
of Constants
Constants .................
of
for representing, etc.,
etc., foreign
foreign GovernGovernfor Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union, promotion
promotion
for
"1053
9..7.
9rhi7trtion
Enurmnean hostilities.
monts
-int+-naon+ l arbitration . ..............
ments dnrrin,
during European
802
off;vxinternational
. .I---257,1053
VY,11-U-.
___--- -- r-- hoetilities
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Diplomatic
ConsularSPrvice-Contd.
deficiency
for
charges
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
charges
d'affaires ad interim and vice conconsuls
802, 826, 829
.....................
802,826,829
for International
International Radiotelegraphic
Radiotelegraphic Convention .......................
802
Service ..............
826,829
for Consular Service
for boundary
boundary line, Alaska and Canada..
Canada..
829
legation building, Panama, transferred
to
transferred to
Department of State ...............
Department
334
Diplomatic
Diplomatic Officers,
Oficers,
appropriation
transit
appropriation for instruction and transit
pay
pay.......................... 253,1050
for transportationtoand
transportation to and from posts,
poets, etc 254,1050
for paying
paying heirs of, dying abroad_
_ 255,1050
abroad....
bringing home from abroad remains
for bringing
remains
of
.......................... 255,1051
255, 1051
for post allowances to, in belligerent
belligerent
countries, etc ................
261,1057
countries,
counselor of embassy or legation
created._
252
legation created.
Dizipre,
Charles,
Diipre, Charles,
pension increased
1577
increased ........................... 1577
,Director
of Naval Communications,
Directorof
Communications,
appropriation for expenses office of.......
of
appropriation
1185
Director
Directorof the Consular
ConsularService,
Service,
appropriation for ...................... 77,1082
appropriation
Director
Mints and Assay
Assay
irectr of the Mint (see also
also Mints
Offices),
Offices),
appropriation for,
for, examiner,
examiner, assayer,
assayer, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation
etc
..........
............... 83,1088
for freight on bullion and coin
coin..... 83,1088
contingent expenses
expenses ............
83,1088
for contingent
83,1088
examinations, precious
for examinations,
precious metals
metals statistics
tics............................. 83,1088
Dirigibles,
Dirigibles, Navy,
appropriation
rigid - 559
appropriation for procuring, etc., rigid...
Dirmeyer,
Dirmeyer, Adolph,
pension ............................
1381
Disarmament, International,
Disarmament,
International,
invitation to other Governments
Governments to consider
consider
questions of......................
618
questions
Disbarment Proceedings,
Interior Department,
Department,
Proceedings, Interior
Disbarment
appropriation
of testimony
in.
306
306
for expenses
expenses of
testimony in.
appropriation for
Dia,
(widow),
Disbrow, Adelaide
Adelaide V. (uidow),
pension
.
1407
pension .............................
Disbursing
DisbursingOfficers,
acceptance
outstandacceptance of Auditors'
Auditors' reports
reports of
of outstanding checks
checks in lieu of returns by....
by
336
investigation
investigation of methods of examining,
etc.,
etc., accounts of, directed.........
directed
1080
Disbursing Officers,
etc.,
Disbursing
Officers etc.
duplicates for lost, etc., checks may be
duplicates
be
issued; bond, etc .................
issued;
37
Discharge,
Army or Navy, Certificate
Discharge,Army
Certificateof,
punishment for
forging, counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.
1182
punishment
forforging,
etc. 1182
Discharge in
Duscharge
in Bankruptcy,
debts released
released by; exceptions designated..
designated
999
breach of promise, accomliabilities for breach
panied by seduction
seduction added........
added
999
Disciplinary
DisciplinaryBarracks,
Barracks,Army,
Army,
sergeants authorized
authorized for
additional sergeants
for duty
duty
organizations at...........
at
189
with organizations
189
Diseases Among Indians,
Diseases
Indians,
appropriation
prevention and
appropriation for
for prevention
and treattreatment of ......................... 124,
124,970
970
Diseases, Animal,
Diseases,
Animal
appropriation
of. 450,1138
450, 1138
appropriation for preventing
preventing spread of.
for investigating
investigating........
........ .450,1138
for investigations of
etc... 451,1138
451,1138
forinvestigations
of tuberculin,
tuberculin, etc...
for researches
researches for preventing contagious
abortion of animals .
451,1139
......... 451,
1139
arresting foot-and-mouth
foot-and-mouth disease
for arresting
disease.. 492,1167
Diseases,
Contagious,
D.
C.,
Diseases, Contagious,
appropriation for preventing spread of.
702,1029
appropriationforpreventingspreadof...
702,1029
Diseases of
of Cattle,
Diseases
Cattle,
report on, ordered printed ............... 1599
1599

Diseases
Diseases of:
Page.
of Man, etc.,
Page.
appropriation for investigating,
etc
279
appropriation
investigating, etc........
Diseases of the Horse,
Horse,
Diseases
report
report on, ordered
ordered printed
'minted .............
1599
Disinfecting
30. C.,
C.
Disinfecting Service, D.
appropriation
for maintaining
appropriation for
maintaining......... 702,1030
Dispatch
DispatchAgents,
appropriation
London, New
New York,
York,
appropriation for,
for, at London,
Francisco, and New Orleans.
Orleans. 254,1050
San Francisco,
Disputes
Disputes Between Nations,
invitation
internatiofor
international conference
invitation for international
conference for
adjudication and peaceful
peaceful settlement
settlement
adjudicationand
of
618
of.................................
618
Distilled
Intoxicating Liquors),
Liquors),
DistilledSpirits
Spirits(see also Intoxicating
bottled in bond for export
export free
free
gin may be bottled
of
within eight
eight years
years after
after entry.
entry
788
of tax
tax within
788
wines containing more than 24 per
per cent of
alcohol taxed as .................
783
783
Distilleries,
Distilleries,
basis of capacity
capacity for sweet mash..........
mash
788
sour mash
.......................
788
sweet mash using filtration-aeration
filtration-aeration
preeefe
788
process
...................
788
withdrawalsintank
withdrawals in tank cars for export, free
free
788
of tax
tax..............
..........
District Attorneys,
Courts,
District
Attorneys, United States
States Courts,
expenses
313
appropriation for
for salaries and
and expense....
313
payment to clerks
clerks acting
acting as,
as, during
vacancies....
..................
vacancies
313
313
for fees, District
District of Columbia...........
Columbia
313
8313
for regular
regular assistants, appointed
appointed by
by itAttorn
em
ey General
General ...................
torney
313
for special
spe •lassistants
assistants to ..................
313
313
for law books for
for..................
119, 1120
. 119,1120
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, and assistants
43, 819
ants.............................
43,819
District
Building, D. C.,
DistrictBuilding,
appropriation for
salaries, care
care of.......
of
677, 1005
1005
appropriation
for salaries,
677,
for fuel,
supplies, etc..
etc 677,1005
677,1005
for
fuel, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies,
District Courts,
District
appropriation for
for judges.
judges
118,
1119
appropriation
. ...............
118,1119
exemption of docketing
docketing liens,
liens, etc., of, in
exemption
State courts, repealed
531
State
repealed.
...........
531
jurisdiction
interpleader by injurisdiction in bills of interpleader
surance company,
company, etc., where
where adsurance
different States.
States. .
929
verse claimants of different
procedure,
etc
929
procedure, etc........................
929
district
beneficiary if named in
district of beneficiary
929
policy ........................
929
in causes
causes under Immigration
Act
893
Immigration Act.......
893
violations of orders of Shipping Board.
Board
in violations
737
removal
causes from States
States courts to;
removal of causes
suits against Federal
Federal court officials
officials
added
532
added
........................
532
to enforce
enforce orders of Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission to
to
secure testimony, documents, etc...
etc
797
797
District
District Judges,
appropriation
118,
1119
appropriation for ................
118,1119
deficiency
appropriation for, South CaroCarodeficiency appropriation
lina district ....................
43
for
additional, New
New Jersey
district .....
818
for additional,
Jersey district
818
additional authorized,
authorized, New Jersey district
additional
district.
48
western district
district................
938
Texas western
938
District
Columbia,
Districtof Columbia,
appropriation for general
expenses (half
general expenses
appropriation
from Treasury, half from District
District
revenues) ..
................. 676,1004
for salaries, executive
executive office..........
office
677,1004
for
677,1004
for veterinary
veterinary division
division............... 677,1004
for purchaing
purchasing division...........
division
677,1004
677,1004
for
building inspection
677,1004
for building
inspection divisiondivision.... 677,1004
for plumbing
plumbing inspection
inspection division.....
division677,1004
677,1004
permanent
assessor and
and asaspermanent tenure of assessor
sistant amesors
assessors repealed
repealed ........
. 1005
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District
of Columbia-Continued.
Columbia-Continued.
District of
Page.
Page.
Page.
Districtof
of Columbia-Continued.
Columbia-Continued.
District
Pagedesignated records,
designated
records, accounts,
accounts, etc
etc.,,
appropriation
vehicle tags
appropriafion for vehicle
tags .........
684,1012
transferred
from
assessor
to
office
transferred
of
annual licenses
motor vehicles,
licenses for motor
vehicles,
collector
1005
collector .....................
issue,
issue, etc....................
etc
1012
1012
copies
co
ies of wills, etc.,
etc., of real estate to be
for repairs tobuildingsinjured
to buildings injured by fire.
fire. 684,1012
684,1012
furnished collector
collector and assessor
furnished
assessor by
for repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc., to markets..........
markets
684
1013
684,1013
register........................... 1005
register
for operation,
operation, etc.,
etc., refrigerating
refrigerating plant.
plant 684,1013
684,1013
appropriation
care, etc.,
approprialion for care,
etc., District Buildfor completing
completing buildings,
fish market,
market,
buildings, fish
ing ...........................
677,1005
etc .........................
684
for assessor's
aseessor's office...................
office
677,1005
677,1005
for new shelters, produce
produce market .......
684
assessments
assessments to be made biennially
biennially....
678
....
for auto
auto trucks
trucks for superintendent
superintendent of
for additional employees,
employees ...............
678
weights, measures,
weights,
measures, and
and markets..
markets.. 684,1013
for special
special assessment office .......... 680,1006
for wharf revetment, etc., Water Street
Street
for personal
personal tax board
........... 678,1006
SW ............................... 1013
1013
for license
license bureau ..................
1006
1006
for expenses,
expenses, repair
repair shop ...............
684
superintendent, to be secretary
secretary of
superintendent,
for improvements
improvements and repairs........
repairs
684,1013
automobile board ..................
for assessment
assessment and
1006
and permit
permit work
work...... 684,1013
issue,
etc., of licenses
licenses transferred
issue, etc.,
transferred from
for work
work on streets
streets and
and avenues;
schedavenues; achedassessor
assessor to ...............
1006
...........1006
ules.....................684,1013
ules
684,1013
for excise board.................
for
restriction
restriction on streets paved
678,1006
paved with
with
no pay to nominee rejected
rejected by
granite
blocks, etc
684
granite blocks,
..............
684
Senate ......................... 678,1006
limit for asphalt
asphalt paving........... 685,1013
685,1013
for collector's office
office .............
678,1006
for repaving
repaving Twelfth
Twelfth Street
Street NW.,
NW., E
E to
to
678,1006
office.............. 678,1006
for auditor's
auditor's office
678, 1006
F Street ...........................
Fr
685
for corporation
corporation counsel's
office --.... 678,1006
678, 1006
for repaving
counsel's office
for
repaving Third Street NW.,
NW., Pennfor sinking fund office................
office
678,1006
sylvania Avenue
Avenue to B
Street south.
south.
B Street
685
for coroner's office .................. 679,
1007
for repaving
repaving Seventh
Seventh Street NW.,
NW., R
R
679,1007
for market masters
and
markets
.....
masters
markets
679,1007
Street to Florida Avenue..........
Avenue.
685
wharf and market........... 679,1007
for fish wharf
679,1007
repaving B
NW., Ninth to
for repaving
B Street NW.,
to
for superintendent
measures,
superintendent of weights, measures,
Twelfth
Twelfth Street ................
•
685
685
markets...................
for repaving
repaving Fourteenth
Fourteenth Street
Street NW
and markets
679,1007
679,1007
NW.,,
for engineer commissioner's
office
commissioner's office....
Pennsylvania Avenue
Avenue to F
F Street..
Street
685
679,1007
Pennsylvania
685
for municipal
architect's office ...... 680,1007
suspended...........................
municipal architect's
suspended
1014
for public
public utilities commission......
commission
for repaving
repaving First Street
Street SW.,
SW., Mary680,1008
for special smeasment
assessment office .......... 680,1006
Avenue to Canal
Canal Street.......
Street
685
land Avenue
686
for
cleaning division....
for street
street cleaning
1008
division .......... 680,
for repaving
repaving B
Street NW.,
NW., Seventh
Seventh to
680,1008
B Street
for board of examiners,
examiners, steam engiengi- ,
Ninth Street
685
NinthStreet.....................
685
neers ....................
nears
680,1008
atessment
n
against
Washington Market
680,1008
ginst
st Washingto
Market
for
automobile
board
Company........................
for automobile board ..................
. 680
680
Company
685
department
repaving Fourteenth
680,1008
for repaving
Fourteenth Street
Street SW.,
B
SW., B
for insurance
insurance depar
tment .........
680,1008
for surveyor's
surveyor's office................. 680,1008
680,1008
DStreet.......................
Street.
1013
to D
1013
for inspectors,
regulating employment
inspectors, regulating
employment of
repaving K Street
for repaving
Street NW.,
NW., Washington
Washington
of
females
Circle to Rock
Rock Creek ...............
1013
..............
females ....
680, 1008
680,1008
1013
for free public library and Takoma
Takoma Park
for repaving
repavirx First Street NW.,
NW., Pennsylvania Avenue
680,1008
branch ............
sylvania
Avenue to B Street .......
1014
.......
680,1008
1014
for contingent
Thirteenth Street
Street NW.,
contingent expenses ............ 681,1009
681,1009
for repaving Thirteenth
NW., E
E
for printing
printing reports ................
1014
to k'
F Street ....................... 1014
1009
for refund
refund of taxes,
taxes, Daughters
Daughters of AmeriD Street NW.,
for repaving
repaving D
NW., Twelfth
Twelfth to
can Revolution;
Revolution; proertyexempted.
property exempted. 1009
Thirteenth Street..............
Street
1014
for motor vehicles;
for
repaving
vehicles; number allowed..
allowed.. 681,1009
for
repaving Twentieth
Twentieth Street
Street NW.,
NW., IIto
regulation
vehicles, etc...
regulation of use of vehicles,
etc.... 682,
1010
K
Street
1014
682,1010
Street .......................... 1014
for repaving
Avenue NW.,
NW ,
restriction
for
restriction on use of horses, etc.....
etc..... 682,
1010
repaving Wisconsin
Wisconsin Avenue
682,1010
specific
specific authority
authority required
required for use of
Mto P
kite
PStreet
Street .....................
1014
Street NW.,
NW., Defreee
for repaving
horses, etc .................
repaving First Street
. 682,1010
682,1010
Defrees
payment for fire insurance
to IIStreet
Street
1014
payment
insurance forbidden
forbidden 682, 1010
...................
1014
Fourteenth Street NW.,
specified residence
residence telephones
telephones alFourteenth
NW., Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue
lorved .........................
loyed
682, 1010
Avenue to F
F Street, repaving
repaving BUB. 682,1010
susfor central garage
pended
garage ......................
682
pe/uled ..........................
1014
opening
opening of streets,
streets, etc.,
683,1011
etc., Barry
Barry Farm,
for postage ...................
transportation, street
to conform
tickets.. 683,1011
for transportation,
street car tickets
683,1011
conform to new highway plan
1014
plan...
1014
for grading
grading streets,
streets, etc .............
685,1014
street railways
street
railways to transport
transport free, police
police
685,1014
for
condemning
and firemen
firemen on duty .............. 683
for condemning streets, etc .........
685,1014
685,1014
683
suburban roads,
roads, construction,
construction, etc
685,1014
for suburban
for collecting personal taxes ........
683,1011
etc. 685,1014
expenses ............... 683,
for judicial
judicial expenses
683, 1011
Rhode
Rhode Island
Avenue NE.,
Island Avenue
NE., South
etc., expenses
for coroner's, etc.,
expenses ..........
683,1011
Dakota Avenue to District line
685
line.....
cold-storage
cold-storage plant for morgue ......... 1011
1011
widening, etc.,
etc., Nichols
Nichols Avenue
Avenue SE
SE.;;
for advertising
advertising .....
1011
............... 683
683,1011
transfer of reservation land .........
685
for enforcing
enforcing game and fish laws ..... 683,1011
Canal
Road NW.,
NW., retaining
wall. .. 686,1015
Canal Road
retaining waill...
686,1015
survey, etc.,
dangerous, etc.,
for survey,
etc., of dangerous,
etc., buildSixteenth Street
Street NW., Montague
Sixteenth
Montague
ings..... ..........
rags
683,
1011
......
683,1011
Street to Alaska Avenue ...........
687
for tablet
684, 1011
tablets to mark
mark historical
historical places..
places
684,1011
for copies
Massachusetts
copies of wills, etc., to assessor.
1011
Massachusetts Avenue
NW., Nebraska
Nebraska
Avenue NW.,
assessor .....
1011
Avenue
for recorder
Avenue to District line ...........
recorder of deeds, purchase, etc.,
etc ,
688
book typewriters,
typewriters, etc ..............
1012
Portland Street
Street SE.,
SE., Nichols
Nichols Avenue
Avenue
pay for copying deeds, etc ...........
1012
to Fourth Street SW ...............
688
688
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appropriation for opening streets,
streets, etc.,
etc.,
under
under highways
highways system,
system, from
from DisDistrict
trict revenues entirely
entirely.......... 688,
688,1017
1017
widening
Woodley
Road
suspended... 1017
widening
suspended...
1017
for repairs,
repairs, streets,
streets, etc ...........
688,
1017
688,1017
bonds from contractors ............. . 688
688
changing curb lines ............
689,1017
689,1017
width
of
Fourteenth
width
Fourteenth Street
Street SW.,
SW., inincreased from B
Street to Water
creased
B Street
Water
Street ............................
689
689
for sidewalks
sidewalks and
and curbs,
curbs, public
public reservareservations, etc ......................
689,1017
689,1017
area assessments extended
extended in proceedproceedings for opening alleys, etc ........
1017
1017
for repairs,
iw,&. ........
689,1017
repairs, suburban
suburban roads
689,1017
for
bndges .............
for bridges
689, 1017
....... 689,1017
Highway, maintenance,
highway,
689,1018
maintenance, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc 689,1018
M Street Bridge, repairs, etc
etc..........
689
689
Bridge, plans for new..
Calvert Street
Street Bridge,
new..
689
689
additions
connecting Poadditions to parkway
parkway connecting
tomac and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Parks......
Parks
689
689
for constructing
constructing South Dakota
Dakota Avenue
railroad; contribridge over steam
!steam railroad;
bution by railroad
railroad company
company ....... 1018
1018
Anacostia Bridge ............. 689,1018
for .Anacostia
689,1018
for sewers, cleaning, etc ...........
690, 1018
1018
690,
for streets, cleaning, snow
snow removal,
removal,
etc ...........................
690,
690,1018
1018
for disposal
di sposal of city refuse
refuse ............ 690,1019
690,1019
for parking
parking commision
commission.............. 691,1019
691,1019
for bathing
bathing beach
beach ..................
691,1019
691,1019
for playgrounds
playgrounds ..................... 691,,1019
for swimming pools, etc., at playgrounds
................
grounds...
691, 1019
691,
1019
volunteer service
permitted......... 1019
volunteer
service permitted
1019
for purchase of additional
additional playground
playground
site ..........................
1020
1020
for public convenience stations ...... 691,
691, 1020
new station, Eighth
Eighth and F
F Streets
NW ...............................
1020
for condemning
insanitary buildings.
condemning insanitary
buildings 691, 1020
for electrical
department ...........
electrical department.
691 1020
691,
1020
for lighting expenses ................ 692,1020
reduction in lighting
reduction
lighting periods..........
692
692
for fire-alarm
fire-alarm boxes,
boxes etc ............. 692,1021
692,1021
for motor truck .......................
692
sale of old Baltimore
Baltimore and Ohio right
right
of way, square 857
692
857 ................
692
traffic speed
speed regulations
regulations for Washingtraffic
Washington Aqueduct, roads, etc
693
.......
693
for storehouse,
storehouse, electrical
for
electrical department....
department1021
overhead
wires
overhead
on Water
Water Street SW.
to be removed
removed .................
1021
for Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Park
Park ...............
693,1021
693,1021
for public schools ...............
693,1021
693,1021
vacation schools
schools and playgrounds
playgrounds.. 694,1022
vacation
694,1022
matrons
normal, high,
matrons in normal
high ,and
larger
and larger
grade
buildings
.......
.........
grade
1024
instruction camp for high school
instruction
school
cadets ....................
698,1025
698, 1025
community
community forums,
forums, etc ..............
1025
1025
transporting tubercular
transporting
1026
tubercular pupils ........ 1026
free tuition to children of Army
Army and
Navy.........................
1026
Navy
1026
buildings, sites, etc
etc............. 698,1026
698,1026
buildings,
use of Franklin Building for office
office
purposes..........................
1026
restriction
restriction on
on soliciting subscriptions,
subscriptions,
etc ..
.....................
699,1026
699,1026
for instruction
deaf-mute persona
persons.. 699,1027
for
instruction of deaf-mute
colored
699,1027
colored deaf-mutes............
699,1027
for instruction
instruction of blind children
children ..... 699,1027
699,1027
for police department
department...............
700,1027
additional
additional privates
March 1,1917.
1, 1917. 1027
1027
privates from March
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Pam
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appropriation
appropriation for National
Bureau of
National Bureau
of
Identification ........ 700,1027
Criminal Identification
700,1027
for policemen
policemen and firemen's
fund.. 1028
firemen's relief
relief fund..
1028
for fire department
department.................. 701,
701, 1028
1028
for health department
department ............
702, 1029
1029
702,
for establishing
establishing dispensaries
dispensaries for tuberculosis and
venereal diseases
diseases........
and venereal
1031
etc., old
old emergency
em ergenc y hosfor alterations, etc.,
hospital for laboratory
laboratory uses, health
health dedepartment .....................
1031
1031
for court
court of appeals
appeals reports .......... 703,1031
703,1031
probation officers,
officers, etc ...........
for probation
704,1031
for juvenile court
704, 1031
court...............
704,1031
for police court ....................
704, 1032
704,1032
for municipal
municipal court
704,1032
court................. 704,1032
for lunacy
lunacy writs ................
704, 1032
704,1032
for
for interest
interest and
and sinking fund ......... 705,1032
705,1032
for emergency fund
fund................
705,1032
705,1032
support of convicts
convicts out of
Disfor support
of the
the District, etc ......................
705,1033
705,1033
for courthouse employees
employees............ 705,1033
705,1033
forcourt
for court of appeals
etc 705,1033
705,1033
appeals building, care,
care, etc.
for expenses,
expenses, supreme court........
court
705, 1033
1033
705,
for Board of Charities..............
Charities
706,1033
706,1033
reformatories and correctional instifor reformatories
tutions....................
706,1034
for
medical charities
1034
for medical
charities ................706,
707,1035
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital ............ 708,1036
708,1036
for Galliliger
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital; new
new
location
ocation.......................
1036
1036
for care of children, etc .............
708,
1036
708,1036
for temporary
temporary homes .............
709,1038
709,1038
for aid to the blind..........
710,1038
....
710,1038
710, 1038
1038
for support, etc.,
etc., of
of insane ........
710,
for relief of the poor ................ .710,1038
710, 1038
for transportation
transportation of paupers.
710, 1038
paupers ........ 710,1038
for workhouse,
workhouse, salaries
salaries and expenses
710, 1038
expenses. 710,1038
reformatory, construction
for reformatory,
construction expenses,
expenses,
maintenance,
maintenance, etc 1039
711, 1039
............... 711,
confinement
confinement of convicts
convicts in District
District
penal institutions.
711
institutions.................
711
for militia expenses
expenses ................. 712,1039
712, 1039
for
refund of erroneous
erroneous collections....
for refund
collections
712, 1040
712,
for reclamation,
reclamation, etc.,
etc., Anacoetia
Anacostia River.
River
Flats ........................... 713,1040
713,1040
acquiring fee-simple title
acquiring
title to lands
lands inincluded in ........................
1040
railroad right of way adjusted
adjusted......... 1041
1041
condemnation of
for condemnation
park areas
areas
of small
small park
outside city limits .............. 713,1042
713,1042
for trunk water
water mains, Reservoir Street
Street
and New Cut Road to Conduit
Conduit Road.
1042
Road. 1042
for water service,
revenues therethereservice, out of revenues
of ..............................
1042
713, 1042
for Washington Aqueduct, etc ....... 713,1042
for Conduit Road,
Road, maintenance,
etc
713,1042
maintenance, etc..
713,1042
for emergencies
emergencies ...................... 713,
1042
713,1042
for water meters
meters in Treasury
Treasury and
and State,
Buildings....................
etc., Buildings
1042
------------- 1042
for McMi'
McMillan
llan Park grounds
grounds .........
713,1043
713,1043
under
control of Secretary
under control
Secretary of War
War.. 713, 1043
for water department,
department, salaries,
etc
713,
1043
salaries, etc...
713, 1043
for extending
extending water
water service
service......... 713,1043
713,1043
estimates
estimates for continuing
continuing high-service
high-service
system
system.....................
. 714
714
connection of maim;
mains with lands of
connection
Washington
Suburban Sanitary
Washington
Suburban
Sanitary
Commission,
authorized............ 1043
Commission, authorized
104:3
employment of temporary
employment
temporary draftsmen,
draftsmen,
etc., on sewers,
etc.,
sewers, streets,
etc
714,1044
streets, etc......
714,1044
legal holidays
holidays allowed
legal
emallowed per diem
diem employees..........................
ployees
1045
1045
mechanics, etc
laborers, mechanics,
etc.......... 714,1045
horses,
horses, wagons,
wagons, etc
715. 1045
etc............... 715.1045
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temporary
temporary engineers, laborers,
laborers, etc
etc.,,for
for
department ..............
715,1045
water department
715,
1045
payments from
from miscellaneous
miscellaneous trust
payments
trust
fund deposits ................... 715,1046
in public
public
limit of
of payments
payments for
for gas
gas in
buildings, etc ...................
716
..
716
private consumers,
consumers, Washington
Washington
gas to private
Georgetown Gas
Comand Georgetown
Gas Light
Light Comestablished ................
716
pany's established
716
assessment
assessment of rent for space under side716
walks, etc ........................
716
division of assessments for paving and
repaving streets, etc ..............---.
716
protection
streams, etc.,
protection of
of park
park streams,
etc., from
from
Maryland sewage.................
sewage
717
Maryland
717
estimates
estimates for appropriations
appropriations to
to be
be furnished
commissioners
yearly
by
the
nished commissioners yearly by the
1st
.
................... 1046
1046
1st of October
erection
Memorial" authorerection of "Titanic
"Titanic Memorial"
author1046
ized .............................
1046
licenses
licenses of
of junk
junk dealers,
dealers, etc.,
etc., revoked,
revoked,
for
household fixtures
for buying
buying stolen
stolen household
fixtures
without investigating
of seller
1046
without
investigating title
title of
seller.. 1046
appropriation
of taxes
to
appropriation for
for refund
refund of
taxes to
Daughters of
of American
American Revolution.
717
Daughters
Revolution.
717
personal
personal property
property taxes,
taxes, extended
extended to
to
intangible property
property ...............
717
717
intangible property
property tax
modified 1046
tax levy,
levy, modified
1046
policemen
and
firemen's
relief
fund,
espolicemen and firemen's relief fund, established;;sources
tablished
and disposition of.
718
sourcesanddispositionof.
718
appropriation
increased pay
to emappropriation for
for increased
pay to
employees receiving
receiving less
less than
than $1,800
$1,800 a
ployees
a
1047
year; restriction
restriction ..................
1047
for attorney
charge of
of condemnation
for
attorney in
in charge
condemnation
proceedings
proceedings ...................
108,1110
employment of other counsel
employment
counsel forbidden
den ...........................
108,
1110
108, 1110
119,1119
for court of appeals
appeals ...............
119,1119
court. ................
119, 1120
for supreme
supreme court
119,
1120
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for Women;
Women; buildbuilding
etc
ing repairs,
repairs, etc
............................. 279
279
Park
280
for National
National Zoological
Zoological Park
............ 280
for lands,
for parkway
for
lands, etc.,
etc., for
parkway connecting
connecting
Potomac and
282
Potomac
and Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Parks
Parks ....
282
soldiers, etc.,
for burial of indigent
indigent soldiers,
etc., at
at
Arlington
Arlington ........................
286
286
289
for Potomac
Potomac Park .....................
289
for Montrose
Montrose Park
Park .....................
290
290
for
for
Meridian Hill
Hill Park
Park .................
200
for Meridian
290
for improving
improving old reservoir
reservoir grounds,
grounds, WisWisconsin
added
consin Avenue
Avenue and R
R Street;
Street; added
park system
291
to park
system .....................
291
for
Memorial ....................
for Grant
Grant Memorial
291
for
Lincoln
Memorial
291
for Lincoln Memorial ..................
291
for
construction ......
291
for Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge,
Bridge, construction
291
for courthouse,
courthouse, repairs,
reconstruction,
for
repairs, reconstruction,
etc.
etc .............................
298
revenues, excess
excess of
for repaying
repaying from
from revenues,
of
indigent insane
over amount
amount paid
paid -_-_ 309
indigent
insane over
313
313
for fees,
fees, United States district
district attorney
attorney..
for National Training School
School for
for Boys,
maintenance
316
maintenance .....................
for
national rifle
of teams to national
for transportation
transportation of
matches;
designation by
by CommisCommismatches; designation
sioners
6-18
648
sioners ...........................
for inquiry into cost
wage
cost of living of wage
earners
earners in ...
857
.....................
857
for
for _maintaining
maintaining public
public order,
order, etc.,
etc.,
inaugural ceremonies
inaugural
899
ceremonies ..............
899
for
public convenience
convenience stastafor temporary
temporary public
tions, etc
etc ........................
tions,
899
899
Veterans' Assofor expenses,
expenses, Confederate
Confederate Veterans'
ciation reunion
reunion .....................
942
ciation
942
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deficiency
appropriation for Lincoln
Lincoln MemoMemodeficiency appropriation
15
rial................................
15
for central
etc., plant
19
for
central heating,
heating, etc.,
plant ...........
19
for Public
Utilities Commission
Commission ........
21
for
Public Utilities
21
for Q
Street Bridge ........
21
for
Q Street
............
21
for
for disposal
disposal of city
city refuse ...............
21
for
schools ..................
22,806
for public
public schools
22,806
for
convicts out of
of District...
District... 41,807
for support
support of
of convicts
41,807
for
court.
41,807
for supreme
supreme court....................
41,807
for coroner's
office .....................
805
for
coroner's office
805
for contingent
expenses .................
805
for
contingent expenses
805
for judicial
judicial expenses
expenses ..................
805
for
805
for advertising
805
for
advertising .......................
805
for advertising
advertising taxes
taxes in
in arrears
arrears ..........
805
for
805
vehicle tags
805
for vehicle
tags .........................
805
maintaining public
order inaugural
for maintaining
public order
inaugural
ceremonies
805
ceremonies,'1913
1913 ..................
805
for
Beianing Road
Road and
and viaduct
viaduct ..........
806
for Benning
806
for
and permit
permit work
work .........
806
for assessment
assessment and
806
for
for sewers
sewers ...........................
806
for
for bathing
bathing beach
beach ....................
806
for
deaf-mute persons.....
persons
806
for instruction
instruction of deaf-mute
806
for indigent
children .............
806
for
indigent blind
blind children
806
for juvenile
juvenile court
court ......
806
for
.......
806
lunacy. writs ......................
806
for lunacy
806
Washington Asylum and
807
for Washington
and Jail
Jail ........
807
for National
National Training
School for Boys,
for
Training School
care
inmates ...................
807
807
care of
of inmates
for
for Columbia
Columbia Hospital
Hospital for
for Women
Women........ 807
807
for
Emergency
Hospital
807
for Emergency Hospital................
807
for
eastern dispensary
807
for eastern
dispensary
..................
807
for
Children's Hospital
Hospital
808
for Children's
.................
808
for
Hospital
808
for Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis Hospital...............
808
for
Board of
Children's Guardians
.... —
808
for Board
of Children's
Guardians ......
808
Home School
School for
Colored
for Industrial
Industrial Home
for Colored
Children
808
Children...........................
808
Industrial Home
School
808
for Industrial
Home School.............
808
808
for indigent
indigent insane ....................
.
808
for workhouse
workhouse .......................
808
for
808
for reformatory
reformatory and workhouse
workhouse ..........
808
for
808
militia ..........................
808
for militia
808
paying judgments
808
for paying
judgments ..................
808
except Samuel
Samuel T. Kalbfus
Kalbfus and
and Edward
except
S. Wood ..........................
808
S.
Wood
808
for policemen
firemen's relief
relief fund,
fund,
for
policemen and
and firemen's
809
1917 ...........................
809
for
for courthouse,
courthouse, repairs, etc.,
etc. 1917, 1918..
1918
817
817
for rent of temporary
temporary quarters
court
for
quarters for court
officials
817
officials.........................
817
for
for supreme
supreme court, temporary
temporary quarters,
etc ............................
860
860
alcoholic liquors
prohibitions ..............
1123
alcoholic
liquors prohibitions
1123
bridge
authorized
across
Anacostia
River
bridge authorized across Anacostia River
for
railroad connection
connection with
navy
for railroad
with navy
yard..............................
yard
566
566
Confederate
Veterans' Association
Association reunion,
reunion,
Confederate Veterans'
regulations
for......................
942
regulations for
942
construction of
new Aqueduct
Bridge, auauconstruction
of new
Aqueduct Bridge,
thorized; cost .
163
thorized;
.....................
163
appropriation
163
appropriation for plans, etc
etc .............
163
continuance of appropriations
appropriations for
for expenses
continuance
expenses
during July,
1916 ...............
242
during
July, 1916
242
during August, 1916 ....................
431
desecration, etc.,
American flag in,
desecration,
etc., of American
in, forbidden; punishment .............. .
900
bidden;
900
fraudulent advertising
advertising in, unlawful
fraudulent
unlawful .......
165
165
punishment for ........................
165
165
fraudulent auctions prohibitions ...........
846
846
inaugural ceremonies,
inaugural
ceremonies, use of reservations,
etc. for
for stands,
etc ................
901
etc.,
stands, etc
901
overhead electric
electric wires
wires allowed
902
allowed for
for ......
902
loans
loans of flags, etc.; hospital
hospital appliances,
etc
902
etc .............................
902
telegraph
903
telegraph extensions
extensions permitted ..........
903
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courthouse may be
inaugural ceremonies, courthouse
Continued.
Continued.
used for visiting troops ............
903
903
enforcement of alcoholic
enforcement
alcoholic liquors prohibiincorporations,
incorporations, authorized for purchase,
purchase,
tion provisions
provisions by
1129
by................ 1129
etc., of merchant
merchant vessels under projurisdiction vested
convicts senprojurisdiction
vested in, over convicts
Act
731
visions of Shipping Act----....-. 731
tenced
reformatory for
for more
tenced to jail or reformatory
American Academy of Arts and
and Letters,
Letters,
American
than a
a year .....................
711
chartered .........................
51
chartered
establish regulations, etc.,
etc., for
for motor
motor vehito establish
America, granted
granted charter.
charter_
227
Boy Scouts of America,
227
cle licenses, identification
identification tags, etc..
etc
1012
1012
intangible
intangible personal property tax modified. 1046
1046
of water
frontage to
to Louis
E. Smoot
to lease
lease of
water frontage
Louis E.
Smoot
juvenile court judgment
judgment not a
a civil disdisin exchange
added to navy
exchange for lands added
qualification,
child
56
qualification, etc.,
etc., of
of child........
56
yard..........................
567
lands to be acquired
acquired for extension
extension of navy
mare
ar regulations
regulations to protect life
life and
to make
yard, etc.
etc .....
....
............. 565
property, etc., inaugural
inaugural ceremorailroad track
track connections
566
railroad
connections.............
nies, 1917 .....................
899
899
lots in square 801, conveyed
conveyed for naval purpunishment
for
violations
899
punishment for
.............
899
rice, etc ..
..............
poses; price,
1177 District
ColumbiaProhibition
District of Columbia
Prohibition Act,
memorial to Admiral Dupont permitted in
•
manufacture,
sale, etc.,
etc., of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
manufacture, sale,
place of statue ................
944
for beverages
beverages prohibited
prohibited after Noto John Ericsson authorized
authorized in .........
671
vember
1123
vember 1, 1917 ..................
1123
fountain to Alfred Noble
Noble may be erected
erected
for nonbeverag.e
purposes, allowed......
allowed
1123
nonbeverage purposes,
1123
in...........................
in
liquors included
included under alcoholic
alcoholic liquors..
liquors— 1123
1123
65
Military
Military Academy
Academy cadets from, increased
increased
punishment
violations
punishment for violations...........
1123
to four.........................
four
62
62
alcohol
scialcohol may be manufactured,
manufactured, etc., for ecioverhead electric
electric wires allowed for inauguentific, medicinal,
medicinal, etc.,
etc., purposes...
purposes
1123
entific
1123
ceremonies, 1917.............
1917
ral ceremonies,
druggists on
prescription al902
sales by druggists
on prescription
police motor-patrol wagons authorized
authorized
lowed....................
lowed
....... 1123
appropriation for one additional
additional
from appropriation
etc., for
for sacramental
sacramental purpurmanufacture, etc.,
wagon
wagon ..........................
22
poses, restricted
1123
restricted ................
22
1123
policemen and firemen's relief fund
718
policemen
record of all
all shipments
shipments of intoxicants
fund......
intoxicants to be
718
real estate tax exemption
exemption of Daughters of
kept by carriers;
carriers; details...........
details
1123
failure of employee
failure
the American Revolution, church
employee to keep, a
a misdechurch
meanor ..........................
parsonages, etc ...............
514
1123
punishment for
noncompliance by emremoval of remains of Charles I.
H. Bingham
punishment
for noncompliance
authorized
1300
from, authorized.................
ployer .......................
1123
McCaulley .....................
1263
druggists to sell
sell alcoholic
alcoholic liquors, etc.,
Elsie McCaulley
druggists
1263
etc., only
only
on prescription
street extensions,
extensions, publication of notices in
prescription .................
1124
condemnation cases ...............
21
condemnation
exception
exception if so medicated
medicated as to be
be me21
dicinal preparations
preparations.............
1124
dicinal
street railways;
railways; Baltimore and Washington
Washington
Transit Company,
Company, construction
construction conrecord, etc.,
etc., to be kept; form,
form, etc
1124
record,
etc....... 1124
dition modified
modified ..................
519
may sell
sell without prescription,
prescription, for meWashington
Washington and Old Dominion
Dominion Railway
chanical, etc.,
etc., uses..............
uses
1124
chanical,
1124
in the District subject to Public
punishment for violations;
violations.' license
license repunishment
Utilities Commission
Commission. ..............
13
voked on second conviction
1125
conviction........ 1125
13
physicians
streets, closing of, etc., in site for Eastern
physicians punished
punished for prescribing
prescribing liquors
High School ....................
698
High
except for disease
disease...............
1125
698
1125
within area added to navy yard
yard........
revocation
567
revceation of license on second conviccondemnation, etc.,
etc., for extension
streets, condemnation,
1125
tion .........................
1125
regulations for purchasing
sacraof navy yard, etc ..............
regulations
purchasing wine for sacra566
Kenyon Street N
W., Seventeenth
Seventeenth to
NW.,
mental purposes
p
1125
.................
Mount Pleasant Street ............
688
licenses
688
licenses for manufacturers
manufacturers of alcohol, etc..
etc
1125
Seventeenth Street NW., Kenyon
Seventeenth
Kenyon to
wholesale
to
wholesale and
and retail
druggists .........
1125
retail druggists
1125
Irving ...........................
686
restrictions
restrictions on sales
sales by
by manufacturers...
manufacturers
1125
686
1125
temporary
employees,
temporary
etc., limitation for
for
punishment for violations.............
violations
1126
punishment
1126
1916 increased.................
increased
22
..
22
purchases
purchases of alcohol
alcohol by executive
executive departtime extended for report by Joint
Joint Conments, etc.,
etc., not interfered
interfered with....
with
1126
gressional Committee on fiscal
fiscal relarelarecords of shipments
shipments to be kept
records
kept by
by manutions with ........................
44
facturers
1126
facturers.....................
by carriers
1126
by
carriers ...........................
1126
District
Districtof Columbia
ColumbiaAppropriation
AppropriationBill, 1917,
1917,
penalty for
for violations.................
violations
1126
1126
correction in enrollment
enrollment of, directed .....
1604
correction
1604
delivery
delivery of prohibited
prohibited liquors
liquors by carriers
District
District of Columbia
Columbia Code,
unlawful
1126
unlawful.....................
1126
Sec. 491, condemnation
Sec.
condemnation of
of land
land for streets,
streets,
not prohibited,
not
prohibited, unless at prescribed
prescribed times 1126
1126
etc.; notices of proceedings
21
proceedings........
21
punishment for
for violations.............
violations
1126
punishment
1126
Districtof Columbia,
Commissionersof the,
District
Columbia, Commissioners
keeping clubhouses,
etc. where liquor is
keeping
clubhouses, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries.............. 677,1004
sold, kept,
kept, etc., a
Misdemeanor__ 1126
sold,
a misdemeanor....
authorized
connections of
authorized to arrange connections
of sewers
punishment for; compulsory
testimony,
punishment
compulsory
testimony,
with adjoining
adjoining Maryland
Maryland systems of
etc ...........................
1126
sewerage to prevent
prevent pollution of
sewerage
evasions of provisions
provisions punishable.........
punishable
evasions
1127
streams in parks, etc ............
717
717
punishment for advertising
advertising sale
sale of liquor,
punishment
to purchase car tickets,
tickets, etc., for official
etc ...........................
1127
transportation................
transportation
683,1011
683,
1011
presenting
presenting information
information as to violations;
duties of, Confederate
Confederate Veterans'
Veterans' AssociaAssociaissue of
of warrants.
1127
issue
warrants ..................
1127
tion reunion .................
942
evidence_ ............
1127
seizures, etc.,
etc., as evidence
1127
inaugural ceremonies, 1917
inaugural
1917............
902
punishment
in
punishment for drinking or drunkenness in
11'7
nlhl;
policemen
policemen and firemen's relief fund
fund....
718
public
1127
----...
. ..... .
...
. I..
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District of
Columbia Prohibition
Act—Contd.
PagePage.
ProhibitionAct-Contd.
District
of Columbia
special
evidence of dealtax, evidence
dealspecial liquor
liquor dealers
dealers tax,
.
etc.,
in liquors;
certificate from
ing, etc., in
liquors; certificate
from
collector ..........................
1128
1128
collector
places
liquors unlawfully
etc.,,
unlawfully sold, etc
places where
where liquors
declared public
nuisances......... 1128
declared
public nuisances
maintenance
a misdemeanor;
misdemeanor; closing on
maintenance a
conviction ......................
1128
conviction
1128
action
in abatement
abatement ..................
action in
issue
of injunctions;
injunctions; punishment
for viopunishment for
issue of
lations
1128
1128
lations ..........................
prevent violasummary injunctions
injunctions to prevent
tions
1128
tions ..........................
reentry
lease of
tenant maintaining, void; reentry
of tenant
lease
1128
of owner ........................
owner permitting
permitting use
building for,
for,
use of
of building
owner
guilty
assisting in
in maintenance..
maintenance_
1129
of assisting
guilty of
property rights
in illegal liquors
liquors........ 1129
rightsin
no property
seizure, destruction,
destruction etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized... 1129
seizure,
right of
of action
inj ailed wife,
wife, etc., against
against
action by
by injured
right
seller
person. 1129
1129
intoxicated person.
seller of
of liquor
liquor to intoxicated
punishment for
engine, car, vefor operating
operating engine,
punishment
1129
hicle,
etc., while intoxicated......
intoxicated
1129
hicle, etc.,
enforcement of
1129
Commissioners .... - 1129
Act by
by Commissioners...
of Act
enforcement
police to
to be
detection, etc
etc.. 1129
for detection,
be detailed for
police
punishment
for
neglect
of
duty,
etc
etc.
.
1129
punishment for neglect of duty,
court.. 1129
in police court
prosecutions for violations
violations in
in supreme
court on
1130
on indictment
indictment........ 1130
in
supreme court
invalidity of
etc., not to affect
affect
of any section,
section, etc.,
invalidity
remainder
1130
1130
of Act
Act .................
remainder of
interpretation of terms
used
1130
terms used.............
interpretation
November 1,
1, 1917
1917...........
1130
to take
take effect
effect November
inconsistent
1130
repealed ...............
laws repealed
inconsistent laws
excise
board abolished
abolished on
taking effect
effect of..
of __ 1130
1130
on taking
excise board
Dittenhafer,
Harvey,
Dittenhafer, Harvey,
1241
_pension
increased
1241
pensioncreased.....................
Dter
ine, Susannah
Susannah (widow),
Dibterline,
pension increased
increased
.................... 1571
pension
Ditto,
N.,
Ditto, Clark
Clark N.,
1417
pension increased
increased .....................
1417
pension
Dzvelbiss, James
James W.,
Divelbiss,
increased ....................
1507
pension increased
Dividends,
Dividends,
sworn
paid by
by
statement required of all, paid
sworn statement
corporations,
etc.................... 1004
corporations, etc
names
stockholders included..........
included
1004
names of stockholders
James M.,
Divine, James
pension
increased
1520
......................
increased
pension
and Ariz.,
Dixie National
Utah and
Forest, Utah
National Forest,
Durie
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of..
of.. 458,
1146
458, 1146
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
proclamation
modifying area of...........
of
1781
1781
proclamation modifying
Dixon,
Dvion, Dennie,
pension
increased ........................
1359
1359
pension increased
Doak,
C.,
Doak, William
William C.
pension
1258
increased.....................
pension increased
Doane,
James G.,
Doane, James
pension
increased
1337
pension increased..................... 1337
Dobratz, Charles
Charles A.,
A.
Dobratz,
1593
pension increased...........................
increased
1593
pension
Dobson,
Terre
ace,
Dobson, Terrence,
1319
pension increased
increased ...................
1319
pension
Document Room,
Representatives.
of Representatives.
Document
Room, House of
appropriation for
assistant,
for superintendent,
superintendent, assistant,
appropriation
e
t
c
71, 1075
71,1075
........................
etc
for Joel
Grayson................... 71, 1075
for
Joel Grayson
Document
Document Room, Senate.
Senate.
appropriation for
for superintendent,
assistsuperintendent, assistappropriation
ants
66, 1070
1070
66,
ants etc
etc ....................
Dodd,
Dodd, Felix,
Felix,
pension
increased
1545
1545
pension increased........................
Dodder,
Dodder, John F.,
F.,
pension
pension.................................. 1576
Dodge,
David E.,
E.,
Dodge, David
pension
1555
. 1555
increased....................
pension increased
Dodge,
Delos Al.,
M.,
Dodge. Delos

nension
pension............-.........
-

-------------------................

.....
...

1576
1576
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Dodge,
Elizabeth M.,
H.,
rage.
Page.
Dodge, Elizabeth
payment to,
for loss
husband ..........
1348
1348
loss of
of husband
payment
to, for
Dodge,
Eunice
E.
(widow),
Dodge, Eunice E. (widow),
pension .............................
1285
1285
pension
increased
1570
1570
increased..........................
Dodwell,
Dodwell, James,
James,
1543
pension
increased .....................
1543
pension increased
Dog Island,
Island, He.,
Me.,
appropriation
Saint
on, Saint
station on,
for light
light station
appropriation for
317
317
Croix River .......................
Dog
River, Miss.,
Miss.,
Dog River,
appropriation
of channel
maintenance of
for maintenance
appropriation for
through
397
through ..........................
.
397
Dogfish,
etc.,
Dogfish, etc.,
investigation of damages by, to
fisheries;
to fisheries;
investigation
use
232
food, etc ..................
use for
for food,
appropriation
expenses
232
232
for expenses.............
appropriation for
Doll,
William H.,
Doll, William
H.,
pension increased
1225
increased........................ 1225
pension
Dollar
DollarExchange,
Exchange,
member banks
of Federal
Federal reserve system
member
banks of
may accept drafts,
drafts, etc., for furnishfurnishmay
ing
754
754
ing ............................
rediscounting
Federal reserve
reserve banks
by Federal
rediscounting by
allowed;
..
754
restrictions ..............
allowed; restrictions
Foreign and,
and,
Domestic Commerce,
Commerce, Foreign
appropriation for
promoting and
and develfor promoting
appropriation
oping
111,
1113
111,1113
oping.......................
Domestic
Corporations).
Domestic Corporations
Corporations(see Corporations).
Domestic
Production, Articles of,
Domestic Production,
investigation,
etc., of,
of, essential for
armies,
for armies,
investigation, etc.,
etc. if foreign
commerce interetc.,
foreign commerce
rupted
650
650
rupted..........................
Domestic
,
Domestic Servants,
Servants,
to
contract labor provisions
applicable to
provisions not applicable
contract
878
alien ............................
alien
Dominican
DominicanRepublic,
appropriation
for miniater
to
252,1048
252,1048
ministe to..........
appropriation for
Domrose,
Carl J.,
J.,
Domrose, Carl
pension .............................
1581
1581
pension
Donaldson,
C.,
Donaldson, Jacob C.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay
to niece of .
26
paytonieceof.
deficiency
Donaldson,
Donaldson, William R.,
R.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1311
pension
Thmellen,
Joseph D.,
D.,
Donellen, Joseph
1380
pension increased..........
increased.
1380
...........
pension
Donnell, Columbus
Donnell,
Columbus W.,
W.,
pension increased.....................
increased
1242
pension
Donnelly,
II. Al,,
M.,
Donnelly, Robert
Robert II.
pension increased
increased ....................
1558
1556
pension
Donnelly,
Donnelly, William,
pension increased........................
increased
1536
1536
pension
Donnohue,
Al.,
Donnohue, Joseph
Joseph M.,
pension increased
1511
pension
increased......................... 1511
Donovan,
William M.,
Al.,
Donovan, William
pension
increased
1399
1399
........................
pension increased
Dooly
Ga.,
Dooly County,
County, Ga.,
Sumter
Flint
may bridge
bridge Flint
Sumter County
County or, may
River, Murray's
Murray's Ferry
387
Ferry .............
River,
Doorkeeper,
Representatives,
Doorkeeper, House of Representatives,
appropriation
for, special employees,
employees, mesappropriation for,
sengers, etc ...................
71, 1075
71,1075
sengers,
Doran,
F.,
William F.,
Doran, William
pension increased.....................
increased
1238
pension
Dore,
P.
Dore, Joseph P.,
1510
pension increased......................
increased
1510
pension
Donty, William
R.,
William R.,
Dority,
pension
1588
..............................
pension..
Dorman, Charles
H.,
Charles H.,
Dorman,
pension increased..
increased
1448
.....................
pension
Dorman, Frank
Dorman,
Frank E.,
E.
pension increased
pension
increased....................... 1378
Dornsife,
Dornsife, Jerome,
Jerome,
pension increased
increased....................... 1503
pension
Dotson,
Sarah (widow).
Dotson, Sarah
(uidow.),
1432
pension increased
increased ..................
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Doty,
George E.,
Pass.
ooty, ?eorge
E.,
'age.
pension increased........................
increased
1414
1414
Double
Double Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
398
appropriation
improvement of..........
398
Double
Double Salaries,
Salaries,
restriction
paying, 'aggregating
restriction on
on paying,
aggregating over
over
$2,000
120,582
2,000........................... 120,582
exemption
and militia
militia
exemption of
of retired
retired officers,
officers, and
officers and
and enlisted
120
officers
enlisted men
men...........
120
retired Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine Corps
retired
Navy, Marine
Corps and
and
Coast Guard,
and Militia
Militia excepted.
excepted.
582
Coast
Guard, and
582
not to be deprived
pay for
for serdeprived of
of pay
services heretofore
582
vices
heretofore rendered
rendered.........
582
Daugherty, Annie
Dougherty,
Annie (widow),
(widow),
pension .
pension
1366
,...............................
1366
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Benjamin B.,
E.,
payment to,
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
to, for disposessed
Sherman County,
Oreg
1354
Sherman
County, Oreg..............
1354
Dougherty, James,
James,
pension
1273
pension increased
increased ......................
1273
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Maria
MariaL. (widow),
pension
1381
pension increased
increased..
..................
1361
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Rachel A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1529
pension..................................
1529
Dougherty,
William,
Doughrty, William,
pension
1503
pension increased
increased ............................
1503
Douglas,
Douglas, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
appropriation for
public
building
264
appropriation
for public building .......
264
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency appropriation
public building
17
ing
.
.......................
17
Douglas,
George P.
P. T.,
Douglas,George
T.,
pension increased
1499
pension
increased
..................
1499
Douglas, William C.,
C.,
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1535
1535
Douglass, Frank
if.,
Douglass,
Frank M.,
pension
pension increased
1529
increased ....................
1529
Douglass,
Oscar W.
Douglass, Oscar
W.,
pension
1340
pension increased
increased ...................
1340
Dourine,
Dourine,
appropriation for
paying Indians
for deappropriation
for paying
Indians for
destroyed live
live stock
stroyed
stock infected
infected with
128
with....
128
Dourine, etc.,
Dourine,
appropriation
investigating, treating,
appropriation for
for investigating,
treating,
etc
451,1139
etc
....................
451,1139
Dovell,Charles
P.,
Dovell, Charles P.,
pension
1379
pension increased
increased....................
1379
Doverspike,
Dovrspice, Daniel
Daniel C.,
may
homestead entry
entry in
Glacier
may perfect
perfect homestead
in Glacier
National Park
Park.....................
342
National
342
Dow, Carolyn
(widow),
CarolynG. (widow),
pension increased
1282
increased ....................
1282
Dow,
Dow, George
George W,
W.,
pension increased
1560
pension
increased........................
1560
Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation
public building
264
appropriation for
for public
building .........
264
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
public buildappropriation for
for public
building
17
ing...............................
17
Dowd,
Hannah (widow),
(widow),
Doud, Hannah
pension
pension increased
increaed......................
. 1465
1465
Dowd,
Dowd, John,
John,
homestead entry
to
1395
entry to.......................
1395
Dowden, E.,
Dowden,
E.,
appropriation for
settlement with,
with, and
appropriation
for settlement
and
others, to
town
to quiet
quiet titles,
titles, Tuttle
Tuttle town
site, Okla .....................
149
149
Dowis, James
Dowis,
James F.,
F.,
pension increased...........................
increased
1404
pension
1404
Dowling, Mary
E. (widow),
Dowling,
Mary E.
(widow),
pension increased
increased
1272
pension
.................
1272
Downey, Margaret
Downey,
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
1M.3
1553
Downey, Peter,
Peter,
Downey,
pension
1588
pension.....
...........................
1588
Dows,
John,
Dors, John,
1322
land patent
patent to
to ......................
1322
i-.
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Dowsett Company
Company (Limited),
to remove private buildings from Schofield
Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii ...................
636
636
George W.,
WI,
Doyle, George
i
ncreased
1294
pension increased...................
1294
James F.,
Doyle, James
F.,
1570
pension increased ....................
1570
Pat,
Doyle, Pat,
may perfect homestead entry
entry in Glacier
Glacier
National Park ...............
342
National
342
Doyle, Walter
B.,
Walter E.,
pension
1370
pension................................. 1370
Doyne, Henry J.,
J.,
pension increased
1423
increased........................ 1423
Drainage Assessments, Minn.,
Drainage
Minn.,
approval
approval of, upon lands in
n Indian reservations .........
978
.................. 978
appropriation
reimbursable from
appropriation for; reimbursable
from
tribal funds, etc
978
etc.................
978
rights of way
etc
978
way for
for ditches, etc...........
978
patents in fee withheld until drainage
drainage
charges
978
charges paid
paid
...................
978
sales of public lands in Minnesota
Minnesota for
for unpaid,
722
paid, charges
charges......................
722
Drainage _Districts,
Drainage
Districts,
allowed rights of way through public lands.
lands. 1197
1197
Drainage, Farm,
etc.,
Drainage,
Farmn, etc.,
appropriation
etc... 472,1161
appropriation for investigations, etc...
472,1161
Drainage,
Indian Lands,
Drainage,;Indian
Lands,
appropriation
expenses
124, 969
appropriation for expenses..............
Drainage
Drainage Investigations,
Investigations, Department
Department of Agriculture,
culture,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
appropriation
of farm, swamp,
etc..........................
etc
472, 1161
472,1161
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
32
Drake,
Drake, Sir
Sir Francis,
Francis,
appointment of representative
appointment
representative to celebration
bration of landing of, on coast of
California,
California, authorized
authorized .............
60
Draper, Alexander,
Draper,
pension increased
1324
increased........................ 1324
Drew, Mary
Jane (widow),
Mary Jane
(widow),
pension
pension increased......................
increased
1249
Driskel,
Driskel, Floyd B.,
E.,
pension
1358
pension.................................
1358
Driveways for Live Stock
Driveways
Stock,
reservation of public lands for, etc.; regu-

lations
865
lations.. .....................
85
Draught-Resistant
Drought-Resistant Crops,
Crops,
appropriation for breeding, etc
appropriation
454,1142
etc........ 454,1142
Drown, James
James H.,
Drown
H.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1511
1511
Drown,. John,
Drown,
John,
pensi
on increased
pension
increased........................ 1510
1510
Drug, etc.,
etc., Plants,
Plants,
Drug,
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
appropriation
of.
...... ...............
of
453, 1141
453,1141
for physiological
physiological and fermentation
fermentation investigations
vestigations
.................
. 453,1142
Druggists
(see Pharmacists).
Druggists (see
Pharmacists).
Druggists, D.
Druggists,
D. C.,
alcoholic liquors restrictions
restrictions on sales by...
by_ - 1123
1123
punishment
violations
1124
punishment for violations..............
1124
license tax, etc
1124
etc........................
1124
Drugs,
Adulterated, etc.,
Drugs, Adulterated,
etc.,
appropriation for
sale,
appropriation
for expenses regulating
regulating sale,
etc
464,
1152
......................
464,1152
for detecting, District of Columbia
1030
Columbia... 703,
703,1030
Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
appropriation for chemical
chemical biological
appropriation
biological ininvestigation of
vestigation
463,1152
of...... .........
463,1152
Drunkenness, D.
Drunkenness,
D. C..„
C.
punishment for,
in public
places, etc.....
etc
1127
punishment
for, m
public places,
112
Congress, International,
International,
Dry Land Congress,
deficiency
aDDronriation
1913
32
deficiency
expenses,
v appropriation
-. "' a-- for exoense.
- wS-----
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Farming,
Page.
Dry Land
Land Faring,
Page.
appropriation for methods
methods of
appropriation
of crop
crop producproduction under ..................
454,1142
454,1142
Dry Land
Plants,
Dry
Land Plants,
appropriation for
for investigating
utilizaappropriation
investigating utilization of ......................
455,1143
Dryden, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased
1325
pension
increased .....................
1325
Dublin, Ohio,
Ohio
Dublin,
condemned cannon
granted to
841
condemned
cannon granted
to...........
841
Dubois,
Pa.,
Dubois, Pa.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building .........
264
appropriation
264
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
buildfor public
public building
17
ing................................
17
Duboistown,
Duboistown, Pa..,
Pa.,
bridge
authorized across
across West
West Branch
Branch of
bridge authorized
of
Susquehanna River,
Susquehanna
River, from
from WilliamsWilliams512
port to
to .............................
512
Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa,
Iowa,
terms
of
court
at
.
12,55
terms of court at
.........
...............
12,55
Duchene,
Utah,
Duchesne, Utah,
to, for
for cemetery;
cemetery; payment,
grant of lands
lands to,
payment,
etc...............................
etc
389
Duck
Island, Conn.
Duck Island,
Conn.,'
appropriation
for harbor
392
appropriation for
harbor of
of refuge
refuge.........
392
Ducolon, Loretta
Loretta S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
Ducolon,
1568
pension increased
increased .....................
1568
S. (widow),
Duffner, Anna
Anna S.
(widow),
pension
1327
pension..................................
1327
Duly,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Mary M.
Duffy, Mary
pension
1325
pension................................. 1325
Duffy,
William,
Duffy, William,
pension increased
increased .....................
1421
Duggan
John MeCarty,
McCarty,
Duggan, John
John, alias
alias John
military record
record corrected
1467
corrected .................
1467
Duke, James,
James,
pension
1502
pension increased
increased ........................ 1502
Duke, Mordecai
Duke,
Mordecai M.,
M.,
increased ........................
1534
pension increased
1534
Duluth, Minn.,
Minn.,
Duluth,
appropriation for
for improving
improving water
supply,
appropriation
water supply,
fish cultural station
324
station.................
324
bridge authorized
authorized across
Saint Louis
River,
bridge
across Saint
Louis River,
at
436
at................................
436
Duluth-Superior Harbor,
Harbor, Minn.
Wis.,
Duluth-Superior
Minn. and
and Wis.,
appropriation
for improvement
of, mainappropriation for
improvement of,
maintenance
401
tenance ..........................
401
for
enlarging Superior
Superior Harbor
basin;
for enlarging
Harbor basin;
contracts ..........................
401
contracts
401
Dumas,
(widow),
Dumas, Julia
Julia (widow),
pension
increased
1418
pension increased........................
1418
Dumphy,
Dumphy, Thomas,
Thomas,
pension
1522
pension increased
increased ........................ 1522
Dumping
of.Foreign
Products,
Dumping of
Foreign Products
investigation of,
Commission ....
796
investigation
of, by Tariff Commission....
796
Duncan and
Duncan
and Son,
payment of Court
to
payment
Court of
of Claims
Claims findings
findings to
surviving ?artner
of firm
firm of........
of
1496
surviving
partner of
1496
Duncan, Annie C. (widow),
,widow),
Duncan,
pension
increased
1332
1332
pension increased.....................
Duncan Building
Duncan
Building and Loan Association,
Association,
Jersey City,
J.,
Jersey
City, N.
N. J.,
refund of excise
excise corporation tax
tax.......... 1492
1492
Duncan,
Duncan, Prudie
Prudie (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1403
pension
increased ........................
1403
Duncan,
E.,
Duncan, William
William E.,
homestead
homestead entry
entry validated
validated .............
1304
Duncan,
Duncan, William P.,
P.,
pension increased.......................
increased
. 1505
1505
Dunham, Alrena
Alrena A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1409
. 1409
Dunham, Catharine
Catharine M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
1314
pension
1314
Dunham, Samuel,
Samuel,
Dunham,
tension
increased
.----......--------1208
pension
increased --------- -----------,,,,,-

1899
1899

Counties, Mo.,
Mo.,
Page.
Dunklin and
and Butler
Butler Counties,
Page.
may bridge
Francis River
River ...........
7
may
bridge Saint
Saint Francis
7
Dunklin
County,
Mo.,
and
Dun/din
Clay County,
Ark.,
Ark.,
may
bridge Saint Francis River,
may bridge
River, Browns
Browns
Ferry
Ferry ............................
77
time extended
extended for bridging Saint Francis
Francis
River
by
River by.........................
11
Dunn, Freda
(widow),
Dunn,
Freda(widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1278
1278
Dunn, James,
James, New
New York
York Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Dunn,
pension increased
increased ........................
1459
1459
Dunn, James,
James, Wisconsin
Dunn,
Wisconsin Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased
1443
increased ........................
1443
Dunn, James
Dunn,
James G.,
pension
pension ................................
1385
1385
Joseph D.
Dunn, Joseph
D.,
pension
1510
pension increased
increased ........................
1510
Dunn, Mary
(widow),
Dunn,
Mary K.
K. (widow),
pension increased ........................
1226
1226
Dunn,
Dunn, Robert
Robert 0.,
0.,
pension
1590
pension ..............................
1590
Dunnington, Orville,
Dunniagton,
Orville,
.
pension increased
increased ........................
1438
1438
Minton,
Dunton, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1504
1504
Duplicationof
Duplication
of Work by Departments,
Departments, etc.,
investigation
of, to
to be
be made
by Bureau
Bureau of
investigation of,
made by
of
Efficiency
1122
Efficiency......................... 1122
report to the President................
report
President
1122
1122
abolishment authorized; report
report to
to ConConabolishment
gress.............................................
gress
1122
Dupont Memorial,
D. C.,
C.,
emorial, D.
erection of, and
erection
and removal
removal of present statue
statue
authorized, etc...................
etc
944
authorized,
944
approval
approval of Commission
944
Commission of Fine Arts ....
944
area
limited, etc
etc ....................
944
area limited,
944
Duran, Roeana
Rocan
meZ F.ec
cwidow),
Duran,
(widow),
1397
pension increased........................ 1397
Durand, W.
W. F.,
Durand,
F.,
payment to
1297
payment
to................................. 1297
Durango,
Colo.,
Durango, Colo.,
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
264
appropriation
264
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
builddeficiency
public building
17
ing
..........................
17
to, for
water reservoirs
reservoirs
grant of lands
lands to,
for water
modified;
conditions, etc
etc ...........
62
modified; conditions,
62
terms of
at .......................
225
terms
of court
court at
225
rooms to be provided
in public building
225
moms
provided in
building
225
deputies
deputies and offices
to be
be kept at
226
offices to
at.......
226
Durango National
Durango
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,
458, 1146
1146
appropriation
for maintenance,
Durant, Emilie L.
Durant,
(widow),
L. (widow).
pension ...............................
1284
pension
1284
Durant,
Durant, Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
for public
building
264
appropriation for
public building..........
264
Durgin, Barber
B.,
Durgin,
BarberB.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1490
pension
1490
Durham, Alonzo,
Alcmzo,
Durham,
land patent
patent to
1336
to ...........................
1336
Durham,
Durham, James
James H.,
H,
pension increased
pension
increased ......................
1343
1343
Durham,
Oney,
Durham, Oney,
patent to...........................
land patent
to
1336
1336
"During the Session,"
Session,"
to mean 118 days
days .......................
72
72
to mean 210 days
days ......................
1076
1076
Durrant,
E.,
Durrant,Oliver E.,
pension
1256
pension increased
increased........................ 1256
Duryea,
Duryea, George,
pension
pension .............................
1368
1368
(widow).
Duryee, Elsie
Elsie M. (widow).
------ ------- --- --- --- 1589
pension
1589
pension ...............................
Dassault, Henry,
Dussult,
Derision----------- ---------------1
pension
1359
____
-------------------------------

1900

INDEX.
INDEX.

Dusseau, Marcilla
Moroilla (widow),
(widow),
Dusseau,

Page.
Page.

pension increased
increased. .......................

1446

Dustin,
Margert S.
S. (widow),
Dustin, Margert
pension increased
increased .......................
1511
1511
Dutiable
Articles, Cost of Production
Dutiable Articles,
Production Abroad
of,
of,
appropriation for investigations, reports,
111
etc ..........................
111
Duties
on Imports
Tariff),
Duties on
Imports (see also Tariff),
addition of special double, on articles, if
purchaser
buy
purchaser restricted
restricted not to
to buy
those of another
another party ............
799
collected on articles from ceded Danish
Danish
1133
West Indies
Indies.................
.. 1133
except those of native or United States
except
origin1133
..........................
1133
imposed on
on designated
designated coal
tar products.
coal tar
products.. _ 794
794
imposed
printing paper ......................
795
795
D'
Warnish, Etc., Indians,
D' Wamish,
Indians, Wash.,
appropriation
of153,989 153,989
etc., of......
appropriation for support, etc.,
Dwyer,
T.,
Dwyer, Michael
Michael T.,
pension increased
increased...................... 1559
Dwyer,
Dwyer, Ransom W.,
pension increased.....................
increased
1516
1516
Dwyer, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(uidow),
Dwyer,
pension
1377
..... 1377
pension .........................
Dye,
Dye, Leon
Leon L.,
L.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, credit in
816
accounts ......................
Dyer,
Abbie F.
(widow),
Dyer, Abbie
F. (widow),
pension
increased
1207
....................
pension increased
Dyer,
Dyer, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased
1530
................. 1530
increased...
Dyer,
Spencer J.,
Dyer, Spencer
1204
pension increased
increased .......................
Dyes,
Dyes,
duty on coal tar products not ............
793
used as ..........................
794
additional specific ...................
794
Dyestuffs,
Dyestuffs,
specially designated,
on
designated, on
coal tar products, specially
free list ...........................
793
ad valorem
valorem duty
794
duty-on designated
designated.........
additional specific
__
794
dutiable....
additional
specific duty on dutiable
annual reduction of, after five years
794
years..
Dyestuffs,
Dyestuffs, etc.,
appropriation for developing color standappropriation
ards for
115, 1116
.....................
1116

E.
Eagle Savings and
Eagle
and Loan Association, CincinCincinnati, Ohio,
nati,
Ohio,
refund of excise
excise corporation tax
tax..........
Eakins, Charles
Charles R.,
Eakins,
pension .............................
John B.,
Eakles, John
pension. ..
......
pension
Ecrrhart,
(son),
Earhart,Benjamin (son),
pension .........................
Claudius,
Early, Charles
Charles Claudius,
pension increased
increased ...................
Early, Iowa,
condemned cannon granted
Grand Army
Army
condemned
granted to Grand
post for city park ................
John S.,
Early, John
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Earnest, Annie (widow),
Earnest,
pension
pension increased .................
Fast Bay Bayou,
East
Bayou, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation for
of.......
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
East
Y,
East Chester Creek, N. Y.,
appropriation
of........
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
Bast
Chicago, Ind,
Ind.,
East Chicago,
Grand Calumet
Calumet
bridge authorized across Grand
River at ....................

1493
1493
1374
1374
1373
1373
1534
1330
1330

Association, Page.
East
East End Loan and Savings Association,
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax .........
refund
1494
East,
East, George
George W.,
W.,
pension increased
1416
pension
increased
......................
1416
Mex.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex.,
appropriation
for public
264
264
appropriation for
public building
building..........
J.,
Orange, N.
East Orange,
N. J.,
appropriation
for public
building
264
public building..........
264
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
builddeficiency
appropriation for public
public building ...........................
17
17
condemned cannon granted to...........
to
843
condemned
843
East Pearl
PearlRiver,
River, Miss.,
appropriation
improvement of........
of
397
397
appropriation for improvement
East Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
East
Pittsburgh,Pa.,
appropriation for public
public building..........
building
264
appropriation
N. Y.,
Y.,
East River,
River, N.
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of channel,
channel,
appropriation
New
York Harbor
Harbor to Brooklyn
Brooklyn
New York
Navy Yard;
Yard; contracts.............
contracts
392
392
improving
improving aids to navigation
navigation in, authorized.............................
ized
537
East Saint Louis, III.,
Ill.,
appropriation for
for public building........
building
264
appropriation
Fast. William
William T.,
T.,
East,
pension
1573
pension.............................................
1573
Eastern Branch of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River,
Eastern
time extended
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, at Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
236
Eastern Dis,
Eastern
Dispensary,D. C.,
appropriation
for care of indigent paappropriation br
tients ..................-..
708,1036
deficiency
etc ,of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for care, etc.,
indigent patients
patients ................
807
Eastern
Eastern Transportation
Transportation Company,
may bring suit for damages
damages to barge "John
"John
T.Donohue".
onohue" ..................
1353
T.
Eastman,
B.,
Eastman, Eugene B.,
pension increased.......................1548
increased
1548
Eastman,
Gardiner L.,
L.,
Eastman, Gardiner
military record
record corrected.................
corrected
1476
1476
military
Easton, George W.,
W.,
pension increased
1572
pension
increased.......................
1572
Pa.
Easton, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to, for Franklin
Franklin
condemned
School ...........................
838
833
for Grand
Grand Army post ..................
Eaton, Amanda M. (widow),
(widow),
Eaton,
pension increased
pension
increased........................
1561
Eaton, Frances
(widow),
Eaton,
Frances If.
M. (widow),
pension increased
1413
1413
pension
increased ....................
Eaton,
Eaton, James M.,
pension increased
1520
pension
increased .......................
1520
James R.,
R. '
Eaton, James
pension increased
1509
pension
increased .......................
Eaton, John,
John,
Eaton,
pension increased
increased.......................
1454
pension
Eaton, Lois
Lois F.,
F.,
Eaton,
pension increased
1445
increased .....................
pension
Eaton, Mary (widow),
(widow),
Eaton,
pension increased
1526
1526
increased.........
..........
pension
Eaton Rapids
Eaton
Rapids City, Mich.,
condemned cannon
to ...........
842
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
842
Eatonton, Ga.,
Eatonton,

838
838
1520
1520
1508
1508

appropriation for
for public building........
building
appropriation

Ebert, John,
Ebert,

pension increased
increased ....................
pension

(widow).
E. (widow),
Eby, Laura
LauraE.

pension ...............................
pension

398
398

W,
Echols, John
John W.,

392
392

Echols. William
William W.,

pension .............................
pension
pension increased
pension
increased

...................

Eckert, Charles
Charles C.,
C., alias
Conrad Eckert,
Eckert,
Eckert,
alias Conrad
251
pension
increased ......................
Dension increased
I

264
1331
1331
1451
1564
1400
1400
1275
127

INDEX.
Eclipse of the Sun, 1918,
Page.
Eclipse
appropriation
of the Sun,
for1918,
expenses
appropriation
for
expenses naval
naval observaobservations of .........................
1100
1100
Ecuador,
Ecuador,
appropriation for minister to...........
appropriation
to
252, 1048
1048
252,
admission
J. Ricardo
Ricardo de
Borja of,
of, to
to
admission of
of J.
de Borja
Military Academy,
Academy, for
instruction..
504
Military
for instruction..
504
treaty
with, for
advancement of
of general
general
treaty with,
for advancement
peace.....
peace
1650
...........
....
.. 1650
Eddins,
Eddins, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
pension
1418
pension increased
increased ........................
1418
E&,
Margaret A.
Ed, Margaret
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased
1365
....
....................
1365
E&s, Walter M.
M. (son),
Edes,
(son),
pension. ..........................
pension
1554
1554
E4ecomb, Charles
Edgecomb,
Charles H.,
H.,
1419
pension increased
increased .....................
.
1419
Edinger,
Edinger, Florence
Florence E.
E. (widow),
pension
1579
pension ..........................
1579
Edington, John
Edington,
John W,
W.,
pension
1372
pension increased
increased .....
.............
1372
Edmonds, David
David R.,
R.,
Edmonds,
pension increased
1420
pension
increased .....................
1420
Edmunds,
E
unds, George
George F.,
F.,
pension
1259
pension increased
increased .......................
1259
Edmundson,
Samuel E.,
Edmundson, Samuel
E.,
pension
increased .....................
1537
pension increased
1537
Edson,
Edson, John
John T.,
pension ...
1588
pension
.............................
1588
Education
Bureau, Interior
EducationBureau,
InteriorDeportment,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, clerks,
etc .......................
101, 1105
101,1105
for
investigating rural
forinvestigating
rural and
and industrial
industrial edueducation
cation ......................
102,1105
for traveling expenses ............
102,1106
102,1106
for
102,
1106
for books,
books, etc
etc ....................
102,1106
for
for investigating
investigating school and
and home
home gargardening........................ 102,1106
dening
for collecting
collecting statistics,
102,
1106
for
statistics, etc
etc.........
102,1106
for documents,
documents, apparatus,
etc
102, 1106
for
apparatus, etc.......
102,
1106
no employee
employee to
receive other than
to receive
Government salary
Government
salary for
for services
services..... 1106
1106
deficiency appropriation
salaries
30
deficiency
appropriation for
for salaries.......
30
Education,
Commissioner
of,
Education, Commissioner of,
appropriation
for,
clerks,
etc
101.
1105
appropriation for, clerks, etc.......... 101. 1105
for
expenses
102, 1106
for traveling
traveling expenses............
102,
1106
for
education of Alaska
Alaska natives
for education
natives under
under
supervision of ....................
306
306
for
and binding
report of
of
330
for printing
printing and
binding annual
annual report
330
designated
member of
of Federal
Board for
designated aa member
Federal Board
for
Vocational
Education .............
932
Vocational Education
932
to make recommendations
recommendations to
from
to Board from
time to time .....................
933
933
Education,
Vocational (see
Vocational
Education, Vocational
(see also
also Vocational
Education
Education).
)
correction
directed
1607
correction in
in enrollment
enrollment of
of bill,
bill, directed..
1607
Educational
EducationalAssociations,
Associations, etc.,
etc.,
exempt from
from income
tax
766
766
income tax...............
exempt
Edwards,
Edwards, Charles
Charles A.,
A.,
pension
increased
1324
pension increased.......................
1324
Edwards,
Edwards, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased .....................
1290
1290
pension increased
Edwards,
L. (widow),
Edwards, Emma L.
(widow),
pension
1419
pension .............
.
..
......
1419
Edwards, Glenn,
Edwards,
Glenn,
homestead patent
1303
patent to
to .................
1303
Edwards,
Edwards, John,
John,
pension increased
increased .......................
1287
pension
1287
Edwards, Mary
R/(widow),
Edwards,
Mary R.'(
widorc),
pension
increased
1590
pension increased .....................
1590
Edwards, Orrin,
Edwards,
Orrin,
pension
1271
pension increased
increased .....................
1271
Edwards,
William D.,
Edwards, William
D.,
n^ni^:...
pension
kmy.u
a

...

....-..........

1.:i0
1582
l~uu

1901
1901

River, Cal.,
Eel River,
Cal.,
Page.
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
preliminary
be
made ...........................
410
made
410
Efficiency and
and Economy,
Efficiency
Economy,
appropriation
for,
to
secure
methods
of,
in
appropriation for, to secure methods of, in
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department ...........
84,1089
84,1089
Efficiency Bureau,
Efficiency
appropriation
Bureau,
for establishing
establishing efficiency
efficiency
appropriation
for
ratings, investigating
ratings,
investigating administrative
administrative
personnel, etc
76,1080
personnel,
etc ....
...................
76,1080
maximum
pay ....................
76,1080
maximum pay
76,1080
deficiency
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating
deficiency appropriation
duplication work, etc.,
duplication
etc., of
of GovernGovernment
15
ment service
service ....................
15
for
for improving
of paying
paying penpenimproving system
system of
sions;
investigating business
business methsions; investigating
methods..................
ods
801
............
80
traveling expenses
802
for traveling
expenses...
.................
802
business methods of Internal Revenue Bubusiness
Bureau to
to be
investigated, etc.,
by;
reau
be investigated,
etc., by;
report ..........................
804
report
804
investigating efficiency
efficiency ratings,
personnel,
investigating
ratings, personnel,
etc., of
of Government
establishments,
etc.,
Government establishments,
transferred
from Civil
Civil Service
Service ComComtransferred from
to ........................
mission to.
15
15
to investigate
investigate method
method of examining,
examining, etc.,
etc ,
claims .........................
1080
1080
disbursing officers'
officers' accounts...........
accounts
1080
disbursing
1080
accounting
for receipts
disburseaccounting for
receipts and
and disbursements ............................
1080
ments
1080
subtreasuries, and
as to
to transfer
subtreasuries,
and report
report as
transfer
of
etc
1080
of work,
work, etc.......................
1080
methods, etc.,
methods,
Service (CmmisCommisetc., of Civil
Civil Service
sion .............................
1080
sion
1080
to
and compare
compare rates
of pay
pay of
of
to ascertain
ascertain and
rates of
Federal employees
employees with those
of
those of
States, municipalities,
municipalities, and commercial
institutions
1081
mercial institutions..............
1081
information
furnished by
by execuexecuinformation to be furnished
tive departments,
departments, etc ..............
1081
1081
to investigate
investigate and report on duplication
duplication of
of
work
by departments,
etc
1122
work by
departments, etc..........
1122
abolishment
President authorized if
abolishment by President
if
existing
1122
existing .........................
1122
to
remain in
quarters in Winder
Winder
to remain
in present quarters
Building
802
Building ........................
802
to
to submit system of
bookkeeping accountof bookkeeping
accounting for
for Indian
Department, complyIndian Department,
complying
existing law
159
ing with existing
aw.............
159
Efficiency
Ratings, Executive
Efficiency Ratings,
Executive Departments,
Departments
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses mvestigations,
investigations,
appropriation
etc. ........................
etc
76, 1080
76,
1080
Efficiency Ratings, System
System of,
of,
preparation
transferred to Bureau
preparation of, transferred
Bureau of
Efficiency .........
Efficiency
15
...........
15
Effinger,
Ferdinand,
Effinger, Ferdinand,
pension
increased..................... 1565
pension increased
1565
Egan, Peter,
Egan,
Peter,
pension
increased
1499
pension increased .....................
1499
Egbert,
Egbert, Marion
Marion D.
D.,
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
1311
1311
Egelson,
Aaron D.,
D.
Egelson, Aaron
pension increased........................
increased
1398
pension
1398
Eggert,.Henriette
L. (widou),
(widow),
Eggert, Henriette L.
pension
1534
pension.............................
1534
Eggleston,
Charles McP.,
McP.,
Eggleston, Charles
pension
pension increased
1370
increased
........................
1370
Eggs,
Eggs,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating methods
appropriation
methods of
of
handling,
handling,etc .................
463, 1152
463,1152
Ehrhart,
Daniel
.
Ehrhart, Daniel C,
pension increased......................
increased
1258
Eschman, Alvin,
Ewhman,
Alvin,
pension
yvJu
-1...
..............................

1374
l

1902
Eight-Hour Standard
Eight-Hour
Standard Workday,

IND
EX.
INDEX.
Page.
Pas.

Electrical Department,
Electrical
C.—Continued.
Department, D. C.-Continued.

Page.
Page-

established for
for train
employees of
of common
appropriation
additional cables.......
cables
1021
established
train employees
common
1021
appropriation for
for additional
carriers in
in interstate
interstate commerce,
carriers
for storehouse.........................
storehouse
1021
commerce,
1021
January 1,
January
1, 1917
1917 .................
721
removal of overhead
overhead wires from Water
Water
721
removal
electric street
721
electric
street railroads,
railroads, etc.,
etc., excepted_
excepted .
Street SW.........
1021
721
1021
......
terminal and
and transfer
transfer short
lines interminal
short lines
inElephant
Elephant Butte Irrigation
Mex.,
IrrigationDam, N. Mex.,
cluded .........................
722
cluded
acceptance
Atchi722
acceptance of part of right of way of Atchicommission created
created to investigate
investigate operason, Topeka,
Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway
son,
tion and
and effect
effect of
the Act
tion
of the
Act ..........
722
722
Company
flooded by.......
by
351
Company to be flooded
351
report
of findings......................
findings
report of
722
722
delivery of water to Company ..........
351
delivery
351
appropriation for
expenses ............
722
lands
appropriation
for expenses
722
lands to revert if project
project abandoned.....
abandoned
352
352
District,
no ruction
of wages
-- 722
no
reduction of
wages pending
pending report.
report...
722 Eleventh Lighthouse District,
punishment
punishment for violations
violations
722
..............
improvement of depot, Detroit, Mich.,
722
improvement
Mich.,
suspension of
for, in
in Governof requirement
requirement for
Governauthorized ..................
authorized
537
537
ment
contracts in
of emergency_
Elizabeth River, Eastern
ment contracts
in case
case oi
emergency. 1192
1192 Elizabeth
Eastern Branch
Branch of,
of,
overtime wages
be paid
paid ............
1192
overtime
wages to
to be
1192
extended for
time extended
for bridging,
bridging, Norfolk, Va.
Va
236
236

Eighteen-Hour Law, Railroad
Railroad Employees,
Eighteen-Hour
fin
al
ity of decisions, etc., of circuit
courts
finality
circuit courts
of appeals
in causes
causes arising
__
of
appeals in
arising underunder...
certiorari
allowed
from
Supreme
certiorari
allowed
from
Supreme
Court
for review,
review, etc
Court for
etc .............

Circuit,
Eighth Judicial
JudicialCircuit,

appropriation for
for messenger,
appropriation
messenger, etc
etc..........
Eighth
Eighth Lighthouse
Lghthouse District,
District,
appropriation for small
small tender
appropriation
tender and
and barge
barge
for
for. ......................
.
Paso, Tex.,
Tex.,
El Paso,
appropriation
public building
appropriation for
for public
building.......
for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at International
International
Farm
Farm Congress,
Congress, etc.,
etc., at
at.............
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public build-

N. J.,
j.,
Elizabeth River, N.
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of
appropriation
727
727 Elizabethtown, Pa.,
Pa.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to,
for Sons of
condemned
to, for
727
Veterans camp ..................
727
Veterans
Eli River, Md.,
Elk
118
.
appropriation for
for improvement
of, to Elk118
appropriation
improvement of,
ton
ton..............................

317
317
265
265
475
475

17
ing............................
17
Elder, John
John a.,
11.,
1594
pension .
.
................
1594
Eld
orado National
Forest, Cal., and Nev.,
Nev.,
Eldorado
NationalForest,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
458,1146
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 458,1146
Eldred, Newton E.,
Eldred,
pension increased
increased ....................
1562
pension
1562
Electoral Vote for President
President and
Electoral
and Vice President,
President,
appropriation
for
printing
certified
copies
appropriation for printing certified copies
of
326
of
.............................
.
326
for
messengers conveying
327
for payment
payment to
to messengers
conveying...
327
arrangements
for counting,
1606
arrangements for
counting, by
by Congress.
Congress...- 1606
Electric
Electric Cars,
Cars,
appropriation
for
transportation
appropriation
for mall
mail transportation
by...
...................
by
420, 1066
420,1066
substitution
of wagon
service authorauthorsubstitution of
wagon service
ized
420,1066
ized....
.................
420,1066
deficiency
transpordeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail transportation
by
24
tation by.........................
24
Electric
Electric Currents,
Currents,
appropriation
for investigating
destructive
appropriation for
investigating destructive
of high
high power,
power, etc.......
etc.
114,1115
effects of
114, 1115
Electric
Electric Motor
Motor Boats,
Boats, etc.,
excise tax
excise
on net
profits by
by manufacturers
manufacturers
tax on
net profits
on
on. sales
sales of......................
of
781
781
Electric Plants,
Electric
Plants, Army,
Army,
appropriation
etc., at
at
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
poets ..
622
pots
...........................
622
for installing,
installing, etc.,
etc., at
for
at seacoast
seacoast fortificafortifications .........................
909
909
for supplies for,
for, seacoast
seacoast fortifications.
fortifications. . 345,910
345, 910
sale
of surplus
surplus light
light and
and power
permitted - 631
sale of
power permitted..
631
Electrical
Department, D. C.,
ElectricalDepartment,
appropriation
for salaries
salaries .............. 691,1020
appropriation for
691,1020
for
supplies, contingent
contingent expenses....
expenses__ 692,1020
692,1020
for supplies,
for
placing wires
wires underground
underground ....... 692,1020
for placing
692,1020
for extending
extending police
for
police patrol
patrol system_
system...- 692,1020
692,1020
for installing
telephone signal
for
installing telephone
signal system,
system,
precinct ................
692
ninth precinct
692
for
for installing
installing telephone
telephone signal
signal system,
system,
third
1020
third precinct .................
1020
for
lighting expenses
692,1020
for lighting
expenses........... 692,1020
shorter
authorized ...........
692
shorter periods
periods authorized
692
for
fire alarm
alarm boxes,
boxes, etc.............
etc
692,1021
for fire
692,1021
for motor truck ........................
for
692
692

preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of,
of, to be

made.........................
made
Elkhart,
Ind.,
Elkhart, Ind.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
to...........
E/kina,
Elkins, W. Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for public
public building........
building
Ellard,
Ellard,Eliza (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased
..................
Elkus,
George,
Euars, George,
pension increased.....................
increased
Ellenberger,
Ellenberger, Ann M. (widow),
(widow),
.....................
pension increased
increased
Ellensburg, Wash.,
Wash.,
Ellensburg,
appropriation
for
public
appropriation
public building
building........
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuilddeficiency
appropriation for
for public
ing . .
..........
............
Ellicott, Captain
Ellicott,
S. Navy,
Navy,
Captain John Morris, U. S.
retired,
retired,
to be captain on
on active
active list; place........
place
examinations required; to be additional
examinations
additional
number;
no
back
pay,
etc
number;
etc.........
Elliott, Ann L. (widow),
Elliott,
(widow),
pension
pension....
..............................
Elliott, Harlow
Harlow B.,
pension increased
pension
increased ..................
Elliott,
Elliott, John,
pension increased
increased.....................
Elliott,
Elliott, Joseph
Joseph M.,
M.,
pension increased
....................
pension
increased
Elliott,
Elliott, Laura
LauraE. (widow),
pension increased
increased ..............
....
Elliott,
(widow),
Elliott, Melissa
Melissa (widow),
pension
. .....
..........................
Elliott,
ension
E
Eniott, Robert,
Robert,
ninon increased..................
increased
pension
Elliott,
Elliott, S. Augustus,
pension increased
increased .....
..........
Elliott,
Elliott, Sadie
Sadie L. (widow),
pension ...............................
pension
Elliott,
Sarah E.,
E.,
Elliott, Sarah
payment
to, for
loss of
payment to,
for loss
of husband
husband...........
Elliott,
Sarah Jane
Jane (widow),
Eliott, Sarah
(widow),
pension increased.........
increased
Rpension
..........
Elliott, Thomas W.,
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Ellis,
Enis, Charles,
Charles,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Ellis,
Eis, Elias,
Elias,
pension increased
increased ..
pension
................
Ellis,
Francis M.,
Elis, Francis
M.,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension

393
393
834
834
394
394
407
407
284
264
836
836
264
264
1329
1329
1463
1463
1220
1220
264
264
17
17
602
602
603
603
1210
1210
1432
1432
1482
1482
1259
1259
1579
1579

1443
1443
1418
1418
1524
1524
1455
1455
1471
1471
1412
1412
1519
1519
1511
1511
1566
1566
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Ellis, Hiram,
Hiram.,
Page.
Page.
Ellis,
pension increased
1461
pension
increased........................
1461
Ellis Island
Immigrant Station,
Y.,
Ellis
Island Immigrant
Station, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation
main inspection
hall;
inspection hall;
for main
appropriation for
walks,
324
324
walks, etc
etc .......................
deficiency.appropriation
dredging.
821
deficiency
appropriation for
for dredging.....
821
for rçpairing
821
damages by
by explosions
explosions....
821
for
repairing damages
employment as
consulting enas consulting
enA. B. Fry,
Fry, employment
gineer
821
821
gineer authorized
authorized.................
temporary use
temporary
use of
of hospital facilities
facilities at,
wanted for
New York,
patients
359
for New
York, etc.,
etc., patients.
granted
Ellis,
H.,
Ellis, John
John H.,
pension
1517
pension increased
increased...................... 1517
Joseph A.,
A. ,
Ellis, Joseph
pension
1427
increased.......................
1427
pension increased
Elm
Elm River,
River, N.
N. Dak.
Dak.,'
Hendrum,
Minn., and,
and, may
may bridge
bridge Red
Red
Hendrum, Minn.,
River
River of
of the
the North ................
511
Elmer,
N.,
Elmer, Joseph
Joseph N.,
pension increased......................
increased
1515
pension
1515
Elmore County,
County, Ala.,
Elmore
Ala.,
bridge
authorized
across
Tallapoosa
River,
bridge authorized across Tallapoosa River,
by
and; localocaby Montgomery
Montgomery County
County and;
tion
928
tion
. ...............................
Elsberry, Mo.,
Mo. '
Elsberry,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ...........
834
834
condemned
Eltzroth,
John,
Eltzroth, John,
pension
1507
1507
....................
increased
pension increased
Elwell,
Pearley H.,
Elwell, Pearley
H.,
pension
.. 1280
1280
pension increased
increased...................
Elyria,
Elyria, Ohio,
appropriation for
265
265
building........
for public
public building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency
appropriation for
ing
17
17
ing ............................
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
to, Sons
Sons of•
of
condemned
Veterans
843
camp.... ........-..
Veterans camp
Embargoed
Embargoed Goods,
Goods,
agreement with
with Russia
Russia relating
relating to
to expcctor
exportaagreement
tion
1638
1638
of........................
tion of
Embargoes,
Transportation,
Embargoes, Transportation,
not
to apply
to shipments
to agents
of the
not to
apply to
shipments to
agents of
the
United
States
604
. ....................
604
United States.
Embassies,
Em bassies,
appropriation
for
clerks
at
253,
1048
253, 1048
appropnation for clerks at ...........
253,
to .................
253, 1049
1049
for interpreters
interpreters to
counselor of,
of, created...................
created
252
.
252
counselor
Emergencies,
Consular S
ervice,
Emergencies, Diplomatic
Diplomaticand
andConsular
Service,
appropriation
for unforeseen.........
unforeseen
255, 1050
255,
1050
appropriation for
use of,
of, for
personal services
District
use
for personal
services in
in District
of Columbia,
allowed ..............
255
255
of
Columbia,allowed
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ..............
16
16
deficiency
Emergency Fund,
Fund, D.
Emergency
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
705,
1032
705, 1032
for .
...................
appropriation for
Emergency Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Emergency
appropriation
care of
indigentpapaof indigent
for care
appropriation for
tients ...............
708, 1035
1035
........708,
tients
deficiency
appropriation
for
care,
etc.,
indeficiency appropriation for care, etc., indigent patients...................
patients
807
807
digent
Emergency
C.. Old,
Old,
Emergency Hospital,
hospital, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
for laboralaboraetc., for
for altering,
altering, etc.,
appropriation
tory
uses, Health
Health Department......
Department
1031
1031
tory uses,
Emergency Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxes,
Emergency
Taxes,
appropriation for
for employees
employees on,
of
office of
in office
on, in
appropriation
Commissioner
82
Commissioner.....................

collecting................. 86
for expenses, collecting
86
provisions
1916
2
2
during 1916..
levying, continued
continued during
provisions levying,
appropriations
collecting, etc.,
etc., made
made
for collecting,
appropriations for
available
2
2
available..........................
repeal of; provisions
provisions continued until
until Janu792
ary 1, 1917, etc....................
etc
Emergency Naval
Naval Construction,
Construction,
meaning
of terms
terms used
1192
used .
....................
1192
meaning of
additional
President in
in
additional authority to the President
to
time of
of war, or emergency,
emergency, prior
prior to
1193
1918....................
March 1, 1918
1193
102820°—von 39-PT
39—er 2-49
1026'20°-voL
2-49
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Emergency Naval Constriucton-Continued.
Pa.
additional
authority to
to the
President in
additional authority
the President
in
time of
war, or
emergency, to order
order
time
of war,
or emergency,
ships
or war
war material
material fromanypeson.
from any person. 1193
1193
ships or
compliance
precedence compulcompuland precedence
compliance and
sory ..........................
1193
possession of
if owner
repossession
of factory,
factory, etc.,
etc., if
owner refuse, etc
etc
1193
fuse,
.......................
modify
cancel existing contracts.....
contracts
modify or cancel
1193
possession and
and use of factory, etc., on
on
failure of contractor
comply
failure
contractor to
to comply......
1193
require
whole output
of factory,
factory, etc.....
etc
1193
require whole
output of
1193
quantity, time,
time, and
and price..........
price
1193
quantity,
1193
take over and
and operate
operate any
etc
take
any factory,
factory, etc..
1193
emergency
authority to
to cease
cease March
March 1,
1,
emergency authority
1918
1193
.................................
1193
compensation for
for canceled
canceled contracts,
contracts, etc..
etc
1193
compensation
1193
if amount
unsatisfactory half to be
amount unsatisfactory
be ;paid,
paid,
authorized for
for remainder..
remainder
1193
and suit
suit authorized
1193
Emergency Water
Emergency
Water Transportation,
Transportation,
proclamation
forbidding
transfer
of
Ameriproclamation forbidding transfer of American vessels
foreign ownership....
ownership
1814
can
vessels to
to foreign
1814
Emerson, William
William F.,
F.,
Emerson,
pension increased
1340
pension
increased ........................
1340
Emery, Leo
Leo J.
J. (son),
(son),
Emery,
pensi
on
1463
pension..................................
1463
et
milie," Barge,
"Emilie,"
Barge,
claim
damage to, submitted
district
claim for
for damage
submitted to district
court
court..........................
1261
Emley,
Isaac .M.,
Emley, Isaac
M.,
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
1224
Emlnerson,
Lemuel,
Emmerson, Lemuel,
pension increased.....
increased
1258
1258
pension
................
Emmons,
Darius,
Emmons, Darius,
increased
1422
pension increased......................
1422
Dowry,
Lorenzo D.,
D.,
Emory, Loreno
pension
increased
1296
pension increased.....................
lAttplorte
Compensation
Employee*' Compen
n Commission,
Commison,
deficiency appropiation
appropriation for expenses,
deficiency
expenses, 1917
1917 821
employees compensation
compensation lund,
fund, 1917.
for employees
821
Employees'
Compensation Fund,
United States
States
Employees' Compensation
Fund, United
(see
also
Injuries
to
Government
Em(see also Injuries to Government Employees),
ployees),
deficiencyappropriationforexpenaesof,1917.
821
deficiencyappropriationforexpensesof,1917.
821
Employees,
Government
Employees, Government (see also Government
Employees),
Employees),
appropriation for
for medical
medical examination,
examination,
appropriation
etc.,
117
etc., of,
of, receiving
receiving pay
pay for
for injuries
injuries....
117
increased pay
provided for in InInfor increased
pay to, provided
dian
Act, receiving
receiving not
not
dian appropriation
appropriation Act,
more
$1,800 a
ayear ............
993
more than
than $1,800
993
provided for in posposfor increased
increased pay
pay to, provided
tal
service
appropriation
Act,
receivtal service appropriation Act, receivmore than
than $1.000
$1.000 a
ayear.....
year
1069
ing not more
1069
increased pay to. provided
provided for
for in
in legfor increased
legislative, etc.,
etc., appropriation
islative,
appropriation Act,
Act, receiving
ceiving not
not more than $1,800
$1.800 aayear. 1121
1121
for increased
increased pay to,
to, provided
provided for in
in
agricultural
appropriation Act,
reagricultural appropriation
Act, re1167
ceiving not more
more than
than $1,800
$1,800 a
ayear.
year
1167
increased pay to
civilian, provided for
for
for increased
to civilian,
naval appropriation
appropriation Act, receiving
in naval
receiving
not more
more than
$1,800 a
ayear
1195
not
than $1,800
year........ 1195
compensation
to,
for
injuries
in
service
742
compensation to, for injuries in service...
742
details from
classified service
service for
for service
service
details
from classified
outside
outside of District of Columbia, restricted ........................
1N), 1121
120,1121
Department of Justice
Justice
not applicable
applicable to Department
investigations .................
120.1121
investigations
120,1121
receive pay
pay for official
official services
services from
from
not to
to receive
other than
than the Government.......
Government.. ...... 1106
punishment
punishment for violations..............
violations
1106
1106
Employees,Government
of District
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Employees,Governmentof
appropriation for
for increased
pay to,
to, receivreceivincreased pay
appropriation
$1,800 a
ayear,
year, and
and under
ing $1,800
under........ 1047

I
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Engineer
Page.
Engineer Office, War
War Department—Continued.
Department-Continued. Page.
Employees
of Railroads,
Page.
Page.
Employees of
Railroads,
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., public buildappropriation
judgments, etc., of circuit courts of appeals
ings and grounds, D.
D. C............
C
93,1097
ings
relating to
to
727
final in
in causes
causes relating
to injuries
injunes to.
727
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
certiorari allowed
allowed from Supreme
Supreme Court
Court for
for
certiorari
1917
809
1917.........................
review, etc
727
etc........................
Engineer
EngineerSchool, D.
D. C., Army,
penalty for violating Act limiting hours of
appropriation for equipment
equipment and
and maintemainteservice of, modified ...............
61
appropriation
61
nance
641
nance ............................
Emporia, Kans.,
Emporia,
Kans.,
for power
power lithographic
lithographic press...........
press
641
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
for
building
641
641
trade school
school building...
for constructing
constructing trade
Army
835
Army post .....................
Engineering
Station, Naval AcadEngineeringExperiment Station,
En Earl,
Earl, Merritt
MerrittD.,
emy,
emy,
pension increased
increased ........................
1287
1287
appropriation
for experiments,
experiments, etc
etc ..... 607,1186
Encampments
Guard,
Encampments and
and Maneuvers,National
Maneuvers,NationalGuard,
appropriation for
buildings, etc......
etc.
607,1186
for equipment
equipment of buildings,
appropriation for
participating
expenses of participating
for expenses
appropriation
Navy,
with Regulars,m
Regulars, in ..............
226,645 Engineering, Navy,
appropriation
for machinery,
machinery, repairs,
use for joint Militia encampments, etc.
226
appropriation for
etc.
226
etc
for
training camps ...................
Y 645
606,1185
etc
....................
for training
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for machinery,
transportation
transportation of Regular
Regular troops for.
for...- 645
repairs, etc......
etc.
42, 815
.............. 23, 42,815
reduced rates by carriers.............
carriers
reduced
646
Army, Chief of,
deficiency
828 Engineers, Army,
expenses.....
deficiency appropriation for expenses
index of reports of, 1866-1917,
1866-1917, ordered
ordered
index
Encampments,
Encampents, Maneuvers,
Mlaneuvers, etc., Army,
411
printed; contents
contents...............
printed;
participation of National
National Guard in; allotparticipation
raay permit
permit erection
memorial fountain
fountain
erection of memorial
may
ment for expenses
206
ment
expenses .................
to
Alfred
Noble
in
Washington,
D.
C.
65
65
Wasington, D.
to Alfred
pay, etc.,
correspond with Army
206
Army......
etc., to correspond
pay,
Great Britain).
England(see Great
command to remain
remain in Army officer....
officer
207 England
details from Army for instruction,
instruction etc...
etc
.207
Joseph,
ngland, Joseph,
207 England,
payment
full time
may
pension
1363
163
pension................................
pension -1363
payment for
for full
timeinstruction,
may be
be made at
English,Margaret
(widow),
(widow),
English,
Margaret
..................
207
muster, etc ..
pension
increased
.......
.
1383
pension increased................
Engineer
Commissioner's Office, D. C.,
Engineer Commissioner's
English, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
appropriation for salaries
salaries .............. 679,1007 Eglish,
appropriation
increased ..-...........
1446
........
pension increased
Engineer
Army,
Engineer Corps,
Corps, Army,
English, William
William P.,
English,
P.,
appropriation
of enlisted
enlisted man; lonfor pay of
appropriation for
pension increased
increased ...........-........
1413
pension
gevity
gevity..........................
624 Engraving
Printing Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
for pay of officers;
longevity.
626
officers; longevity...........
626 Engraving and Printing
Department,
Department,
composition
National Defense Act.
173
composition of, under NationalDefenseAct.
appropriation for
Director, assistant, etc.
etc. 83, 1088
1088
for Director,
appropriation
organizations;
regiments;
battalions;
organizations; regiments;
battalions;
for clerks, watchmen,
watchmen, etc.
etc............ 83, 1088
companies;
increase allowed__
173
companies band; increase
allowed.. 173
restriction
83, 1088
services ..........
restriction on services
mounted battalions;
battalions; mounted comsalaries of employees;
on
restriction on
employees; restriction
for salaries
panies; increase
increase allowed...........
allowed
panies;
174
increases
275
increases.........................
officers to; Corps a
apart of the line
174
details of officers
line.
174
275
for wages .............................
vacancies in grade of second lieufilling vacancies
materials; paper for internal
internal revenue
for materials;
tenant, caused
National Defense
tenant,
caused by National
stamps.. .......................
275
stamps
Act ...........................
183
work
275
275
use of
of proceeds
proceeds from work...........
Engineer
Army,
Engineer Department,
Department, Army,
plates
277
custody of dies, rolls, and plates....
for custody
appropriation
for
expenses
of
depots
641
depots......
appropriation
deficiency
salaries .......
28
appropriation for salaries
deficiency appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance of school,
school, Washington,
Washington,
for
803
for repairs, etc ......................
D. C..........................
641
D.C
delivery of plates
plates of portraits of deceased
deceased
for equipment of troops; motor cycles
641
cycles...
Senators and Representatives
Representatives to
Senators
for civilian assistants .................
641
heirs, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ............
275
engineer operations in the field
641
for engineer
field......
641
increase of work authorized
authorized ..............
20
for contingencies,
contingencies, Philippine
Islands.
641
Philippine Islands.
641
increased by transamount for materials increased
subsistence outside of Disper diem subsistence
from salaries
salaries and wages
21
fer from
.........
trict of Columbia ..
..............
. 642
642
number
sheets for customs stamps,
number of sheets
for national
national parks
288
parks ...................
288
checks,
increased.
226
checks, etc.,
etc., 1916, increased.......
for publication
publication of maps
292
maps................
292
work authorized
authorized for 1917 ...............
275
expenses of fortifications
for expenses
fortifications under...
under...._345,909
345, 909 Enid,
Enid, Okla.,
expenses of fortifications,
insular posfor expenses
fortifications, insular
927
at.......................
terms of court at
sessions......................
sessions
348,913
348, 913 Enlarged
Enlarged Homesteads,
for river
river and harbor improvements ... 292,391
292,391
additional entries
entries to complete, allowed
allowed
additional
heavy
for experiments
experiments in transporting
transportig heavy
where former entry less than a
aquarwhere
River befreights on Mississippi River
925
section .....................
ter section
tween mouth of the Ohio and Saint
Saint
desert land
entries allowed
allowed persons
persons who
land entries
desert
Louis......--....
Louis
...............
403
have entered
entered ...................
946
have
between
between Dubuque, Iowa, and MinneMinneentries of
noncontiguous lands;
lands; actual
culactual culof noncontiguous
entries
apolis, Minn ......
...................... 403
tivation
residence required
required ....
344
tivation and residence
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for depots.......
depots
338
allowance if additional
additional land within
within 20
allowance
338,811
for equipment
equpment of troops
troops .............. 338,811
345
miles...
345
3........
miles. ...............
assistants
338
for civilian
civilan assistants..................
338
soldiers'
homesteads not afsoldiers' additional homesteads
for operations in the field, etc ....... 338,811
345
345
fected ..........................
for Sandy Hook
Hook Reservation, N. J.,
J., proproentries
entries permitted
permitted in designated lands, Colotection of shore
shore....................
811
850
rado
.............................
Engineer Office, War Department,
Department,
entry of noncontiguous lands
lands in Idaho,
appropriation
for clerks,
etc ..........
92,1096
724
allowed to complete jror
entry
prior entry.....
allowed
appropriation for
clerks, etc
92,1096
724
draftsmen, etc., to be paid from rivers
restricted to designated lands..........
lands
draftsmen,
restricted
725
harbors, etc
92,1096
residence and cultivation
cultivation required......
required
725
and harbors,
etc....
..........
92.1096
residence
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Army
Ben,
pay, longevity ................................Page.
forArmy,
hosted
appropriation
Army—Continued.
Page.
Enlisted
Men,
rag.
l'nitated Men,
Men, Army-Uon-luea.
rage. Enlisted
Army,
Men,
Enlisted
187
Reserve; composition
RegularArmy
Regular
Army Reserve;
composition of, etc.
etc
187
624
appropriation for
624
pay; longevity ...........
for pay;
appropriation
war
of
outbreak
enlistments
in
force
at
outbreak
in
enlistments
624
Reserve...._
for
Regular Army Reserve_
etc., Regular
for pay,
pay, etc.,
187
continued
continued for
for one year,
year, etc ........
624
for
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps
624
Corps ........
pay, Enlisted
for pay,
prohibited leaving
leaving post
for civil employemploypost for
prohibited
624
...............
for
National Guard .
624
for pay,
pay, National
188
ment ...............................
188
ment
624
for
Engineer Corps;
longevity ...........
Corps; longevity
for Engineer
additional
sergeants authorized
authorized for
for duty
duty
additional sergeants
longevity. - -. 624
Ordnance Department;
Department; longevity..
for Ordnance
with National
National Guard,
Guard, and at diswith
longevity
624
Quartermaster Corps; longevity......
for Quartermaster
189
ciplinary barracks
189
barracks ................
ciplinary
625
for Signal
longevity ............
625
Corps; longevity
Signal Corps;
for
195
Enlisted Reserve
Enlisted
Reserve Corps; composition, etc..
etc
195
625
for
Department; longevity......
Medical Department;
for Medical
increase
of, Medical
Medical DepartDepartauthorized of,
increase authorized
628
for
retired .....................
pay of
of retired.
for pay
224
ment
ment ...........................
628
for
commutation of quarters,
quarters, etc ........
for commutation
may
may be detailed
detailed for duty with National
National
628
interest on deposits
deposits ................
628
for interest
Guard
208
Guard ..........................
for extra
extra duty pay, artillery
artillery and ordordfor
maximum strength
strength of, to be
be kept
kept in case of
maximum
fortifications- 628
nance
628
seacoast fortifications_
service, seacoast
nance service,
36
emergency
emergency ........................
posts.
for
switchboard operators,
629
operators, interior posts_
for switchboard
included; ratio
unassigned recruits
recruits not included;
ratio
unassigned
telegraph
for
extra duty
pay, Alaska telegraph
duty pay,
for extra
36
36
permitted
permitted ........................
629
system .........................
172
personnel, etc.,
etc., of Medical Department
Department ....
172
personnel,
629
for
20 per
increase on
foreign service.
service
629
on foreign
cent increase
per cent
for 20
rank, etc.,
detached to recruit
recruit dectc., of one, detached
rank,
for
additional pay,
reenlistment .....
629
pay, first reenlistment
for additional
624
624
pots... -..........................
for six
months' pay of,
dying in service..
service
629
of, dying
six months'
for
Pots
travel
discharge to
to place
place of
allowance on discharge
travel allowance
aviation
for one
year's pay
pay of, dying from aviation
one year's
for
217
travel............
muster,
sea travel
217
muster, etc.; sea
accident
629
accident ........................
Corps,
Marine Corps,
Enlisted Men, Marine
for dependent
dependent families
of, until disfamilies of,
for
appropriation
612,1188
appropriation for
for pay ................
612,1188
charge
Guard fro-i
from servcharge of National Guard
612
additional ......
increase
authorized; additional
increase authorized;
ice,
etc .
649
......................
.
ice, etc
612,1188
for retired
retired ......................
for
287
287
for disposition
disposition of
of remain
remains,of .............
for
613,
undrawn clothing
clothing...............
613 1188
for undrawn
appropriation for extra
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
extra duty
duty pay,
for transporting
remains
dying
of, dying
remains
of,
transporting
for
33,824,828
etc...........
33, 824, 828
at headquarters, etc
abroad
572, 1181
572,1181
...........
abroad.......
for disposition
disposition of
810,828
of remains
remains of ..........
for
eligible
eligible for transfer
transfer to and
and from
from Hospital
Hospital
859
for
support of
of families of drafted, etc.---.
for support
573
Navy....................
Corps, Navy
.
Military
appointments as
cadets to Military
as cadets
appointments
interfering, etc.,
employment by, interfering,
employment
etc., with
with
Academy from,
authorized; conconfrom, authorized;
Academy
188
civilians, prohibited
prohibited ..............
62
ditions
ditions ......................
increase
noncommissioned officers,
officers, auauincrease of noncommissioned
examinations of, to appointcompetitive examinations
appointcompetitive
224
..... ....
thorized
thorized ...............
224
182
lieutenant .........
ment as second
second lieutenant.
Marine gunner
gunner and
and quartermaster
quartermaster clerk
clerk
Marine
vacancies
after one
one year's
year's service
service, for vacancies
after
established; appointments,
grades
grades established,
appointments,
befense Act...
caused
Act-183
caused by National Defense
....
etc....... .............. ..
pay, etc
-PaY,
611
detail
Reserve
detail of, to institutions having Reserve
no
absence due to personal
personal miscon1
no pay for absence
Officers'
Training Corps
Corps units; numOfficers' Training
duct; enlistment
enlistment period
period not com... . .. _ 192
ber; additional to Army strength
strength_
580
pleted until
until
time made
made good .......
580
time
pleted
details of,
of, for
195
camps......
training camps
for citizens
citizens training
details
585
ratings
aircraft duties ................
for aircraft
ratings for
details of
officers to other
of noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
details
586
flyers.........
appointment
student
flyers
586
student
as
appointment
etc., for military training of
schools, etc.,
612
strength
strength of, increased;
increased; additional
additional ..........
612
197
pupils
197
........................
pupils ..
Enlisted
Men,
Men, Navy,
Navy,
Enlisted
185
enlistment term to be seven years
years ........
185
appropriation
appropriation for transporting
transporting remains
remains of,
first
three in
in active service;
service; last four in
first three
572, 1181
dying
abroad ...................
dying abroad
185
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve .............
185
Regular
575,
retired list
list...............
575, 1181
for pay, on retired
reenlistment after
years; discharge
discharge
three years;
after three
reenlistment
for
extra pay,
pay, on
575, 1181.
reenlistment ....... 575,1181
on reenlistment
for extra
185
prior ........................
from prior.
185
for pay, active
575,1181
active list...............
575, 1181
furlough
Reserve after
after one year
year in confurlough to Reserve
midshipmen from,
appointments
appointments of midshipmen
from, in.
186
tinental limits ...................
1182
creased
conditions
1182
hundred; conditions.
creased to one hundred;
186
reenlistments restricted
restricted .............
186
reenlistments
575
authorized
strength increased
increased .............
575
authorized strength
three years
years computed enlistment
enlistment period
discharge from
from first
first enlistment
enlistment allowed,
allowed,
discharge
.............
186
longevity pay .
for longevity
after
one
year's
sea
sea
service;
condiyear's
one
after
noncommissioned
officers may reenlist
reenlist in
in
noncommissioned officers
560
tions
560
tions ...........................
years'
same grade,
grade, etc.,
etc., after three years'
eligible
for transfer
transfer to
and from
from Hospital
Hospital
to and
for
eligible
186
active
service.....................
active service
573
Corps.
573
Corps ...........................
parents,
minors
written consent of patents,
to have
have written
minors to
employment
by, interfering,
interfering, etc.,
etc., with
with
employment by,
etc.;
186
exception ..............---.....
etc.; exception
civilians, prohibited
prohibited...............
188
civilians,
postmasters
postmasters may be paid for procuring reallowed, for
furlough
without pay
pay allowed,
for unexfurlough without
cru its ...........................
186
cruits
5 580
80
term....................
ppired
ired term
additional
vocational education
education to be
additional vocational
conditions;
subject to
to recall
recall in time
time of
of
conditions; subject
given; teachers
tc ................
186
etc
teachers, e
given;
581
...............
...........
war, etc
certain grades
grades created by Napay for certain
----- 581
additional
authorized strength
strength ........
581
to authorized
18
additional to
tional
Defense Act .................
186
tional Defense
no
due to personal
personal miscon187
for absence
absence due
pay for
no pay
reduction of existing pay, etc....
etc.
187
no reduction
completed
not
period
enlisted
duct;
enlisted
period
not
completed
187
tcrm.
seven year term
discharge at end of seven
final discharge
187
580
187
until time
time made
made good
good..............
580
until
reenlistments
reenlistments ........................
187
fireman,
changed, of coal
rating
coal passer
passer to fireman,
rating changed,
Reserve
accounts
furlough to Reserve
accounts paid on furlough
575
class ........................
third
third class.
575
. 187
Corps ............................
575
ordinary
seaman, to
to seaman
class
575
second class.
seaman second
ordinary seaman,
discharge permitted
permitted for support of dependdischarge
chief
and
class
frst
to printer
printers, to
printers,
printer first class and chief
187
f
urloughs .............
ent family;
family;
furloughs
575
187
.. . ...........
printer
h.
fnrlnnah-M
lias may
ma
hv
rnnreh
printer ..- ---- 575
by
purchase;
be
furloughed
_187
-----11-1
-17
__
_
- - ---------
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Enlisted
Navy—Continued.
Page.
Enlisted Men
Men, Navy-Continued.
ratings established,
established, of storekeeper
storekeeper in arti575
ficer branch;
grades and pay........
pay
branch; grades
585
ratings for aircraft
aircraft duty..................
duty
585
appointment
flyers ..........
586
appointment as student flyers
Enlisted
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army,
EnlistedReserve
Army,
composition
,
under National
Defense Act
195
National DefenseAct.
of,under
composition of
enlistment period;
period; qualifications
qualifications ........
195
enlistment
certificates to be issued to; privileges
privileges conconcertificates
. 195
ferred
........
ferred..................
preference when called into active
active service.
service
195
preference
distinctive rosettes
rosettes to be issued to........
to
195
195
unavoidably lost, etc .......
new ones, if unavoidably
punishment for unauthorized
wearing,
unauthorized wearing,
punishment
etc
195
etc............................
assignment to Army
Army as reserves..-...-....
reserves
195
SW separate
etc.; details of officers
as
separate units, otc.;
f
or
195
...............................
for.
period
training, etc., service; experiod of active training,
195
..........-...
tensions
tensions.........
pay, etc., when on active duty;-no retire196
ment
ment........................
...... 196
so Army
Army ...........
uniform same as
196
clothing, etc., to be issued to ............
remains United States property
property .......
196
replaced if unavoidably
unavoidably lost, etc.......
196
replaced
unserviceable
196
unserviceable...................
196
return when discharged ...............
subject to Army regulations when in active
196
196
service ........................
discharges
for
discharges when no longer required; for
196
misconduct
.............
noncompliance with orders—
196
orders..
penalty for noncompliance
grade, etc.,
etc., when called into active service
196
in time of war
...........
war.........
196
etc.........
volunteers; pay, etc
muster as volunteers;
no
volunteers_
197
no vested
vested right to muster into volunteers..
Enrollment
Enrollment of Vessels,
purchases, etc.
etc., by Shipping Board entitled to benefits of ................
730
Entomology Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Department of Agriculture,
ture,
appropriation for salaries
465,1153
salaries............. 465,1153
appropriation
general expenses;
expenses; investigations._
investigations.. 465,1154
for general
for insects affecting
affecting fruits, nuts, cereals,
forage, etc ...................
465,1154
pecan investigations
investigations................ 1154
Hessian fly and chinch bug ...... 465,1154
southern field crop insects; forests;
for southern
culture
465,1154
truck crops; bee culture.........
for citrus fruit, etc., insects
insects.......... 466, 1154
for Mediterranean
Mediterranean and other fruit flies. 466,1154
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
affecting health
health
of man and animals
animals........... 466,1154
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses........ 466,1154
for preventing spread of moths.......
moths
466,1154
Envelopes,
Postal Oicial
Official and
and Registry,
Envelopes, Postal
appropriation for ......................
421
appropriation
Ministers PlenipoPlenipoExtraordinary and
and Ministers
Envoys Extraordinary
tentiary,
tentiary,
appropriation for salaries..............
salaries
252,
1048
252,1048
appropriation
Enyart,
Enyart, Harvey,
pension increased........................
increased
1564
Epidemics,
Epidemics,
appropriation
prevention of
279
of........... 279
appropriation for prevention
deficiency
appropriation for prevention
of 28
prevention of.
deficiency appropriation
Epileptics,
Epileptics,
alien, excluded
excluded admission
875
admission................
Eppens, Margaret
(widow),
Margaret (widow),
Eppens,
pension increased ..... ..............
pension
1569
W.,
Doctor W,
Epps, Doctor
pension increased
1524
.
pension
increased...........................
Equipage, Array
Garrison,
Army Camp and Garrison,
Equipage,
appropriation
for ....................
634
appropriation for.
deficien appropriation
annromnriation
for -------.....---446
deficiency
-- ------ rr--r--------

Equipment and Supplies Division,
Division, Post
Post Office Pae
PM..
Equipment
Department,
Department,
appropriation
superintendent, assistappropriation for superintendent,
107, 1110
107,1110
ant, clerks, etc ...............
Postal Service,
Division, Postal
Equipment Division,
appropriation
for rent
repair shops, etc..
412
etc .
rent for repair
appropriation for
construction of new building;
building; site,
for construction
etc ..........................
412
etc
412
412
for power and light ...................
Post Office Department,
Department,
Equipment Shops, Post
appropriation
repairs to
to
appropriation for light, power, repairs
1059
.........................
machinery
1059
machinery
Equipment Supplies,
Navy,
Equipment
Supplies, Navy,
appropriation for Bureau
Bureau of Navigation.
Navigation. 561,1172
appropriation
Supplies and Accounts.
Accounts. 603,1183
for Bureau of Supplies
Construction and
and Repair.
Repair. 605,1184
for Bureau
Bureau of Construction
for Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering....
Engineering.... 606,1185
Erdman,
(widow),
Erdman, Sarah
Sarah J. (oidow),
pension
1450
................................. 1450
pension
Erick,
Brick, Enos W.,
pension
increased
1277
1277
pension increased......................
Ericsson, John,
John,
Ericsson,
memorial
authorized in Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
C,
memorial authorized
to; cost ....................
. 671
commu' sion designated for............
for
671
commMssion
approval of Commision
Commission of
subject to approval
.................... 672
Yine Art
Aria ...672
Fine
Erie,
Erie, Pa.,
Pa.,
393
appropriation
harbor_
393
improvement of harbor..
appropation for improvement
Erskine,
Enk/me, James
James B.
B., ,
1542
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Erwin,
John W.,
Erwin,.John
pension
increased ......................
1457
pension increased
Erwin,
Erwin, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
hatchery,
right of way granted
granted through fish
for public highway ..................
928
Escambia
Fla.,
Escambia River, Fla.,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
408
made ..........................
Escue,
Andrew J.,
J.,
Escue, Andrew
pension increased........................
increased
1525
pension
"Esparta,"
Steamship,
"Esparta," Steamship,
claim of owners
owners of, may be submitted to
to
claim
1474
district court ......................

Espy, Pa.,
Pond emled cannon granted
granted to Almedia
Almedia
condemned
Cemetery at....................
at.
836
Cemetery
Estate Tax, Internal
Internal Revenue,
1091
appropriation for
for expenses,
collecting
1091
expense, collecting.....
appropriation
construction of terms used..............
used
777
construction
estates of persons dying
dying hereafter
hereafter subject
estates
to; rates ....................... 777, 1002
1002
determination of value of gross estate....
estate....
777
gifts, etc.,
etc.,d in anticipation
anticipation of death
death in777
cluded .......................
778
joint interests ......................
778
domestic stock, etc.,
etc., held by nonresi778
dents ..........................
net
778
778
determined...................
net value
value determined
Es

P a

deductions,
administration allowances,
allowances,
deductions, administration
. 778
etc
778
etc...................---..
exemption
778
exemption of $50,000 -...............
proportionate
proportionate share of nonresident in;
'' 778
returns required
required .................
778
778
time when
when due;
due,- discount
prepayment_
778
discount for prepayment..
interest if delayed; allowances,
allowances, etc.....
etc
778
778
returns
returns to be made by executor after quali778
requirements ...............
fying; requirements
estate exceeds
$60,000
779
779
if gross estate
exceeds $60,000..........
partial returns.....................
returns
779
partial
assessment by collector
collector ...............
779
assessment
administration granted.
granted
779
by collector
collector if no administration
payment; receipts
given ...........
779
779
receipts to be given
payment;
779
for nonpayment,
nonpayment, etc
etc....
sale of property
property for
lien
lien if unpaid
unpaid -.........-........-..780
- --- - -- - - - .-
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Evans,
Lemuel,
Page.
Page.
Evans, Lemuel,
pension increased
increased ........................
1483
pension
780 Evans,
780
Evans, William,
pension increased........................
increased
1213
780
pension
780
780 Evanston, Ill.,
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
be
made
etc.,
to
be
made
780
preliminary examination,
for
of refuge
refuge ...............
410
780
410
for harbor
harbor of
780
Wyo.,
1002 Evanston, Wyo.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ............
831
condemned
Ind.,
1545 Evansville, Ind.,
appropriation for
building
265
265
public building..........
appropriation
for public
1547
Beason D.,
1547 Evensizer, Reason
pension increased
increased ........................
1490
1225 Everett, Wash.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of harbor,
preliminary
to be made
made .......................
410
410
1257
Everick, Sarah
(widow),
SarahEllen (widow),
Everich,
pension increased........................1570
increased
1570
1211
pension
1211
Everitt,
Readding,
Everittt Readding,
pension increased
increased .....................
1534
1513
pension
1513
Evins, Robert A.,
A.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1236
395
1236
pension
395
Ewing,
Catharine (widow),
(widow),
Ewing, Catharine
pension increased
1282
pension
increased .....................
F. (widow),
Ewing, Mary F.
830 Ewing,
pension
1464
1464
pension increased
increased......
.............
E.,
336 Ewing, Robert E.,
pension increased
1528
increased .....................
1528
EZCaMilli711 Surgeons for Pensions,
Pensions,
1267 Examining
appropriation
fees
242, 1132
1132
242,
for fees.....-...........
appropriation for
etc., increased
increased for
for examination
at
examination at
fee, etc.,
279
claimant's
residence ...............
claimant's residence
1132
331
Profits Tax,
331 Excess Profits
meaningof
used; "corporation,"
"corporation,"
eaning of terms used32
32
" lilted States,"
States," "taxab
year"
1000
"rUnited
'taxabe eyear"...
1000
first taxable year 1917 .................
1373
1000
first
levied on net incomes
incomes of corporations
corporations and
partnerships
exceeding $5,000,
$5,000, and
partnerships exceeding
1123
1123
8
per cent
cent of
of capital; domestic.....
domestic
1000
1000
8 per
foreign; basis of computation--..........
computation
1000
1000
foreign;
1446
144
capital
determined
....................-.
1001
capital determined
money,
not included__
etc., borrowed
borrowed not
included..... 1001
money, etc.,
122
computed
tax returns.......
returns
1001
computed from income tax
fiscal year
year of partnerships
partnerships allowed.....
allowed
1001
proportion of calendar
calendar year
year 1916 inproportion
1494
1494
cluded ..........................
cluded
1001
corporations
partnerships exempted_
corporations and partnerships
exempted... 1001
incomes from agriculture
agriculture or personal
personal
services
services included
included.................. 1001
802
802
returns to be
deductions allowed
be made;
made; deductions
allowed
partnerships
1001
partnerships
..
....................
1001
general laws
applicable
1001
laws applicable..................
1001
regulations,
etc., to be made.
1002
618
regulations, etc.,
made. .........
1002
618
Exchanges,
Exchanges, etc.,
contracts for
for sles
sales of cotton
cotton for
for
tax on contracts
future delivery
delivery at .................
future
476
1802
1802
Board, D. C., '
1762 Excise Board,
1762
appropriation
678, 1006
1801
678,1006
salaries .............
appropriation for salaries
1801
1761
no
rejected by the
no pay to nominee
nominee rejected
1761
Senate......................... 678,1006
Senate
678, 1006
abolished on taking effect of prohibition
prohibition
Act.
Act.............................
1757
1130
1757
1798
Corporation,
1798 Excise Tax, Corporation,
1770
deficiency appropriation
refunding
20
deficiency
appropriation for refunding....
1770
1726
refunding,
illegally collected
refunding, illegally
collected from build1726
1743
ing, etc.,
etc., associations
associations .............
1491
1743
Excise Taxes,
Tor-.q,
Excise
1805
provisions
under cotton
cotton futures
futures Act..
Act_ . 476
1805
provisions for,
for, under
476
Excursion, etc.,
etc., Vessels,
Vessels,
appropriation
preventing overcrowding
overcrowding
for preventing
appropriation for
1602
of
113, 1114
113,1114
of............................
menians in
in belligerent
belligerent countries
countries..
..-._- 1602
menians
special
permit
to
carry
excess
number of
number
permit
carry
Evans,
Amos
E.,
Amos
E.,
Evans.
1531
918
pension
increased .......................
passengers, etc., authorized........
authorized
1531
passengers,
pension increased
approval of supervising
supervising inspector reapproval
Evans. Edward,
Edward,
Etrans.
1584
quired ..........................
919
pension
increased ........................
1-84
pension increased

Estate Tax, Internal
Internal Revenue-Continued.
Revenue—Continued.
Estate
lien on property transferred
transferred in contemplation of death .......................
punishment
etc
punishment for
for false returns, etc..........
not making returns ....................
application
of
existing
laws
application
laws...............
regulations to be made ..................
regulations
prior
prior taxable transfers
transfers at former
former rates....
rates_ __
Estep,
N.,
Isaac N.,
Estep, Isaac
pension increased ......................
Estes,
Estes, Arberry,
Arberry,
pension increased .......................
Estes,
Estes, Christopher
Christopher C.,
C.,
pension
pension increased
increased......................
Estes,
(widow),
ClaraA.
A. (widow),
Estes, Clara
pension
................
pension.................
Estes,
Mary
C.
(widow),
Estes, Mary C. (widow),
pension increased
increased........................
Estes,
P. R.,
R.,
Estes, William P.
p
ension increased
increased .......................
pension
Estherville-Minim
Creek Canal,
Canal, S. C.„
C.,
Estherville-Minim Creek
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of........
of
appropriation for
Estimates,
Estmnates,
for
to
must conform to
appropriations must
for special
special appropriations
law .............................
uniform method
prescribed for lump sum
sum
uniform
method prescribed
appropriations
appropriations....................
Etheredg,
William,
Etheredg,
increased
pension increased........................
Ethnology, American,
American,
appropriation
continuing researches
researches in.
appropriation for continuing
for
binding reports, Bureau
Bureau
for printing
printing and binding
oi .....-.....
...................
of
deficiency
appropriation for
for...............
deficiency appropriation
Ethridge,
W.,
Ethridge, Thomas W.,
pension
pension-..... ...
---------Ethyl Alcohol, D
D..C
C..,
included
in
alcoholic
liquors
included in alcoholic liquors-......-..---Eubank, Edward
C.
Edward C.,
Eubank,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Eureka, Cal.,
Eureka,
court at .
.......................
terms of court
Eureka Permanent
Building Association,
Permanent Building
Eureka
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
refund of excise
excise corporation tax..........
tax
Europe, War in,
in,
Europe,
deficiency
appropriation for assistance
assistance to
deficiency appropriation
representatives of foreign
foreign GovernGovernrepresentatives
.
ments
during
.............--menta
international conference
proposed not
conference proposed
close of, for peaceful
peaceful setlater than close
disputes, disarmament,
disarmament,
tlement of disputes,
etc ...............................
proclamation designating
designating days to conproclamation
Armenian and Syrian
Syrian
tribute aid to Armenian
people.
peoples............................
Jewish people .....................
Lithuanian people
people ..................
Lithuanian
Polish people ...............----warning
against
in
neutrality in
violating neutrality
warning against violating
war
Bulgaria and
France,
and France,
between Bulgaria
war between
Great
Italy, and Serbia....
Serbia.. _
Britain, Italy,
Great Britain,
Germany
and Italy ....-...-- ...- --.
Germany and
Germany
Portugal ..-..-..-...Germany and Portugal
Italy and Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary .....
.....
Turkey. ......----.....--Italy and Turkey.
Roumania
Austria-Hungary, GerRoumania and Austria-Hungary,
many, and Turkey..Turkey
--..----many,
ree
ueet to the President
President to designate
designate a
a
request
contributions to relieve Arday for contributions
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Executive
Departments, etc., D. C.,
Page.
Executive Departments,
appropriation for
maintenance of efficiency
efficiency
for maintenance
appropriation
ratings of classified
classified employees..
employees. -76,1080
76, 1080
for
materials for. 115,
for testing
testing miscellaneous
miscellaneous materials
115, 1116
1116
care, etc.,
etc., of grounds ..............
290
for care,
290
for distinctive
distinctive mail equipments for.
for..-422,1068
for increased pay to employees under
Indian appropriation Act
993
Act.....----.
993
employees under posfor increased
increased pay to employees
posappropriation Act ......
1069
tal service appropriation
1069
for increased
increased pay to employees under
legislative, etc., appropriation
appropriation Act..
Act - 1121
1121
for increased
increased pay to employees, under
agricultural
agricultural appropriation
appropriation Act
Act..... 1167
for increased pay to employees
under
employees under
naval appropriation
appropriation Act1195
..........
1195
commission created to recommend,
recommend, etc.,
Government
owned
quarters
for
all
328
Government
quarters for all..
328
cooperation with Tariff Commission, details
from, etc.,
etc., directed
797
directed...............
797
details from, etc.,
etc., to
Civil Service
Service ComComto Civil
mission forbidden ...
......... 76,1081
details of classified employees, Washington,
D. C., for service
service outside of District
restricted......................
restricted1321
120,
120,1121
Department of Justice
not applicable to Department
investigations120,1121
investigations
.................
120,1121
duplication of work by, to be
duplication
be investigated
investigated
by Bureau of Efficiency
Efficiency .........
1122
abolishment by the President authorized.
authorized. 1122
employees to assist, etc., military
military reserve
reserve
organizations .....................
188
188
permanently incapacitated
permanently
incapacitated persons
persons in, not
not
to be paid
120,1121.............
paid....
120,1121
preparation of efficiency
efficiency ratings, etc.,
preparation
transferred from Civil Service
transferred
Service Commission to Bureau of Efficiency....
Efficiency- 15
mission
15
restriction on time for furnishing
furnishing copy and
and
annual reports,
reports, etc.,
etc., to
proofs of annual
ublic Printer ...................
Public
336
336
printing and delivery .................
336
not applicable
applicable to Smithsonian Institution, Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, or
Comptroller of the Currency
Currency ......
336
336
temporary details allowed to White House
House
temporary
from ......
...........
.. 76,1080
76, 1080
Bureau of
to furnish information,
information, etc., to Bureau
Efficiency
....................... 1081
Congressman or Government
Government
use of name of Congressman
official in advertising
advertising business before,
before,
unlawful ..........................
54
54
Executive Expenses,
appropriations for
76,1080
appropriations
...............
76, 1080
Executive Mansion, D. C.,
appropriation for care, etc.,
etc., grounds south
south
of
289
of ...............................
289
etc., of grounds
for maintenance, etc.,
grounds...... 290
290
for care, repair, etc ....................
290
290
for fuel..............................
fuel
290
for greenhouses.......................
greenhouses
290
290
290
for travel expenses of President
President.......
290
290
for lighting grounds, etc
etc..............
290
Rrecutire Office (see also Executive Mansion,
Executive
Mansion,
D. C.),
C.)
appropriation for Secretary
Secretary of the President,
appropriation
executive clerk,
clerk, clerks, etc
1080
etc...... 76, 1080
details allowed for temporary
temporary assistassistance.
..........................
ance
76,1080
76, 1080
for contingent expenses
expenses............... 76,
76, 1080
1080
for printing and binding ...............
331
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
deficiency
contingent ex33
Dense
penses ..........................
.-..........33
-r .........

~~~-

District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Page.
Executive Office, District
Pae.
appropriation for Commissioners,
Commissioners, secretary,
appropriation
clerks, etc...................
etc
677,
1004
677,1004
divisions in office
1004
for divisions
............
677, 1004
for care
Building
care of District Building.........
677, 1005
1005
Executors,
returns to be made by, of property
property of
of
decedents
.........................
778
payment
of
estate
tax
by
payment
................. 779
Exhibitions, Public,
Exhibitions,
Public,
special tax imposed on proprietors
proprietors of
of..-...
791
required
each State, etc..............
etc
791
required for each
Chautauquas,
etc.,
exempt
791
Chautauquas, etc., exempt.............
Exhibitions, Religious
Religious or Charitable,
Charitable,
exempt from
from special
special tax
791
exempt
tax..................
791
Expatriation,
Expatriation,
detailed record by immigration
immigration officials of
detailed
citizens leaving with intent to reside
citizens
permanently abroad..:
abroad
permanently
............
883
Experimental Laboratory,
Laboratory, Naval,
Experimental
Naval,
appropriation for construction,
construction, equipment,
equipment,
appropriation
570, 1179
etc ............................. 570,1179
conduct of work, etc.; report to Congress
570
gres....
...............................

Explosives,
Explosives,
duty on, derived from coal
coal tar............
tax
794
products not
coal tar products
...................
793
used as .......................
794
additional
specific ..................
additional specific
794
excise
manufacturers
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
from sales of; exceptions............
exceptions
781
statistics of raw
raw cotton, etc., used in making,
to be published
published quarterly
quarterly ..........
437
Export Cattle,
Cattle,
appropriation
humane treatappropriation for enforcing humane
ment of........................
of
450, 1138
Export
Duty,
Export Ditty,
levied on sugar shipped from ceded
ceded West
West
levied
Indian Islands ...................
1133
etc.,
Export of Arms, etc.,
proclamation forbidding illegal, to Mexico.
Mexico. 1756
1756
proclamation
Exports,
Exports
time extended
from cusextended for withdrawals
withdrawals from
customs
Mexico
725
toms warehouses
warehouses for, to Mexico....
Exposition,
Products,
Exposition, International
InternationalSoil Products,
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at...
at
475
475
appropriation
Exposition,
Mississippi Centennial,
Centennial,
Exposition, Mississippi
transfer of Government
PanamaGovernment exhibit at PanamaCalifornia Exposition to...........
to
854
854
Exposition,
Exposition, Panama,
Panama,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses. ....
15
deficiency
15
Exposition,
Bicentennial, etc.,
Exposition, Texas Bicentennial,
countries invited to take part in
217
in.........
Expositions,
etc. ,
Expositions, etc.,
admission of aliens
Liens attendants
attendants to
to exhibits
exhibits
admission
at, etc.,
878
etc., permitted
permitted.................
878
Express
Companies,
Express Companies,
investigation ordered
Government
investigation
of Government
ownership
387
ownership of, etc .................
387
Express Companies,
Companies, D.
D. C.,
subject to Interstate Commerce
Commerce CommisCommissubject
sion, excluded
jurisdiction of
excluded from jurisdiction
Commission, D. C..
C
521
Public Utilities Commission,
521
Extradition,
Extradition,
appropriation
criminals
appropriation for bringing
bringing home criminals
from abroad
abroad ..................
255,1050
Eyer,
Eyer, Mathias,
Mathias,
pension increased
pension
increased...................... 1481
Eye-stone,
George L.,
L.,
Eyestone, George
......-- - -................
..
...------1282
nension
increased
pension
increased
----- - - - - - - -- .....
- - - -

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
F.
PageF.
Fabyan, George,
George,
Fabyan,
may
223
Ill.......
Geneva, Ill
River, Geneva,
Fox River,
may bridge
bridge Fox
Facing Slips,etc.,
Postal Service,
Service,
Slips, etc., Postal
Facing
appropriation for
for ........................
422
422
appropration
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
24
for...............
deficiency
Factories,
Factories,
by,
interstate,
products
etc., shipments of products
interstate, etc.,
using children
children of prohibitive ages,
forbidden .........................
675
forbidden
675
punishment
for .......................
punishment for
Fairbanks,
A. (widow),
(widow),
HarrietA.
Fairbanks,Harriet
pension increased........................
increased
1452
1452
pension
James,
Feu-brother,
Fairbrother,James,
.
pension increased
increased .......................
1461
pension
Fairchild,
W.,
Cascwus W.,
Fairchild,Casctous
payment
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
to, for
for disposessed
payment to,
Sherman County,
Oreg............. 1354
County, Oreg
Sherman
Fairchild, Charles,
Charles,
Fairchild,
pension
1276
increased .....................
pension increased
Fairmont,
W. Va.,
Va.,
Fairmont, W.
52
River..........
may
bridge Monongahela
Monongahela River
may bridge
Ohio,
Fairport Harbor,
Harbor, Ohio,
Fairport
improving
aids to
to navigation
navigation at, authorimproving aids
ized
537
.......-- .-- . 537
............ ...
ized
Industrial,
or Industrial,
Fairs, Agricultural
Agriculturalor
Fairs,
791
exempt
tax. ................
special tax
from special
exempt from
Fake Auctions,
D. C. (see Fraudulent AucAuctions, D.
Fake
tions,
tions, D.
D. C.).
Falls City
Nebr.,
Falls
City, Nebr.,
265
appropriation for
building.........
for public building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
17
ing .....................
17
..........
ing
Falls,
(widow),
Ingabow (widow),
Falls, Ingabow
1585
pension
trai
increased .......................
pension increased
Falmouth, Mass.,
Mass.,
Falmouth,
842
to......... ...
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
Families
Familiesof
ofResident Aliens,
restriction on admission
admission of, if
if affected
affected with
restriction
contagious
891
diseases................
contagious diseases
Fanshaw,
Aaron,
Fanshaw,Aaron,
pension increased
increased .....................
1220
pension
Fargo,
Henry S.
S.,
Fargo,Henry
pension
increased
1266
1266
increased......................
pension
Fargo,
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
Fargo, N.
386
terms of
of court at.
386
at ......................
terms
Faries,
Alexander,
Faries,Alexander,
pension
1483
pension................................
Farley,
Mathew,
Farley, Mathew,
pension increased
1308
increased.....................
pension
Farm
International,
Congress, International,
Farm Congress,
appropriation for
exhibit of
subhumid •
of subhumid.
for exhibit
appropriation
475
etc., farming
farming at
at ..................
etc.,
foreign nations
nations invited to send deleforeign
475
gates
at El
El Paso,
Paso, Tex...........
Tex
475
to, at
gates to,
foreign nations
to send
send delegates
invited to
nations invited
foreign
to,
at
Peoria,
Ill
1168
Ill.................
Peoria,
to, at
Farm
Lands,
FarmLands,
loans
on, allowed national
national banks
banks not in
loans on,
central reserve
reserve cities;
cities; limitations
754
limitations...
central
Farm Loan
Loan Associations,
Associations, National
National (see also
Farm
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act),
Federal
Act),
767
.......
exempt
from income
767
income tax ..........
exempt from
provisions relating
relating to .................--.
365
provisions
Farm Loan
Banks,
Loan Banks,
Farm
investigation,
transferring work
investigation, etc., as to transferring
of
subtreasuries
1080
1080
to.................
of subtreasuries to
Farm
Federal Farm
Bonds (see also Federal
Farm Loan Bonds
Loan
Act),
Loan Act),
etc., of
of.......
provisions relating
relating to issue,
iseue, etc.
375
provisions
Departmentof AgriFarm
Management Office, Department
Farm Management
culture,
culture,
appropriation for
for salaries
1135
salaries............. 447, 1135
appropriation
for general
general expenses
1135
expenses ................ 447, 1135
for
447.
practice
447. 1135
management and practice...
farm management
for farm
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Farm
Office, Department
Agri- Page.
of Agr
Departmentof
ManagementOffice,
Farm Management
culture—Continued.
culture-Continued.
appropriation for study
"logged-off"
study of "logged-off"
appropriation
lands; by-products,
by-products, etc............
etc
447
lands;
FarmProducts,
Products,
Farm
appropriation for
experimental extension
extension
for experimental
appropriation
parcel post
for marketing........
marketing
424
post for
oof parcel
for
diffusing information
to markets
markets
formation as to
for diffusing
for, etc
etc .......................
473, 1162
1162
473,
for,
for
cooperation with States in
in extending
extending'
for cooperation
as
to
distributing
and
i
nformation
and
information as to distributing
marketing of
of.................... 474,1163
marketing
for collecting
collecting statistics,
of.
1157
statistics, etc., of........
for
Farm
FarmSupplies,
appropriation
for diffusing
diffusing information
information as
appropriation for
purchasing, etc .............. 473,
473, 1162
1162
to purchasing,
Fanner,
Hampton B.,
B.,
Farmer,Hampton
pension increased
increased........................ 1561
pension
Farmer
John (Indian),
(Indian),
FarmerJohn
appropriation for
for payment
payment to heirs
128
of.....
heirs of
appropriation
Farmer,
(son),
Farmer,Scott
Scott (son),
pension
1568
pension..................................
Farmers,
Farmers,
appropriation
expenses of studying
studying cofor expenses
appropriation for
operation among,
among, in rural credits,
operation
etc ...........................
1163
473, 1163
etc
Farmers'
Bulletins,
Farmers'Bulletins,
331
appropriation
for printing
and binding....
binding....
printing and
appropriation for
Farmers
Work,
DemonstrationWork,
Cooperative.Demonstration
Farmers Cooperative
appropriation
for, outside
cotton belt
470,1159
belt.. 470,1159
outside cotton
appropriation for,
for meeting
meeting ravages
cotton boll weeravages of cotton
for
vil,
etc
470,1159
470,1159
vil, etc........................
Farmers'
Institutes,
Farmers'Institutes,
appropriation
for
reports,
etc
471,1159
appropriation for reports, etc......... 471,1159
Farmers'
Associations, etc.,
LocalAssociations,
Farmers Local
767
exemptfrom
income tax
tax..................
from income
exempt
Farmers Orgaaizations,
etc.,
Organizations,etc.,
Fanners'
use of
antitrust appropriations
appropriations for proseof antitrust
use
812
cuting, forbidden
forbidden ..............
312
cuting,
Farmers'
Bank of
of Eureka,
Eureka, Ill.,
Ill.,
Farmers'State
State Bank
payment
to .......
1391
1391
................
payment to
Farmington,
Ill.,
Farmington,Ill.,
condemned
cannon
granted
to
839
839
condemned cannon granted to............
Farmington,
Mo.,
Farmington,Mo.,
265
appropriation
for public
public building .........
appropriation for
condemned cannon
Grand
granted to, for Grand
cannon granted
condemned
836
Army post
post .................
835
.....
Army
Farmington,
lex.,
N. Mex.,
Farmington,N.
appropriation for bridging
bridging San Juan
Juan River,
appropriation
near ..............................
926
926
near
Farms.
Farms.
appropriation for
encouraging, etc.,
etc., imimfor encouraging,
appropriation
proved
management and
methods of management
proved methods
practice
1135
practice....................... 447, 1135
for irrigation
drainage investigainvestigaand drainage
for
irrigation and
tions
1161
tions .......................... 472, 1161
investigating domestic
water supply,
supply,
domestic water
for investigating
etc.,
of......................
472, 1161
etc., of
Fannville, Va.,
Va.,
Farmville,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
ing ..............................
17
Farnsworth, Albert
S..
Albert S.,
Farnsworth,
pension
1510
--1510
increased........................
pension increased
Farnsworth, Maria L. (widow).
1417
pension
increased .......................
1417
increased-----------1417
pension increased
Farnsworth, Sarah
Sarah A. (widow),
(widow),
Farnsworth,
pension
1221
pension----------------1221
Farman, Ella (widow),
pension
1QM
pension----------------------.....-----1255
Farquhar,
Farquhar, John
John M.,
pension
increased .......................
1316
pension increased
Farquhar, Valentine B.,
Farquhar,
1521
pension
increased........................
pension increased
Farr, James,
James,
Farr,
increased ........................ 1220
pension increased
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Farr,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Farr,Kitty
Kitty E.
pension
pension ................................
Farra, Thomas
Farra,
Thomas J.,
J.,

Page
Page.
1333
133

payment
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
Sherman
Oreg............ 1355
135f

Farrell,
(widow),
Farrell, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ..........................
Fawcett,
Mary I.
Fawcett, Mary
I. (widow),
(widow),
pension ...........................
Fayette, Mo.,
Mo.,
Fayette,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
building........
"Fayette Brown,
Brown,"
" Steamer,
Steamer
name of "Charles
"Charles L. Hutchinson"
Hutchinson" changed
to ...............................
'eagles, Tames,
Feagles,
James,
pension increased
increased .................
Feaster, Wilber,
Wilber,
Feaster,
pension
pension...........
..............
Feather River,
Feather
River, Cal.
Cal. (see
(see Sacramento
Sacramento and
and
Feather
Feather Rivers, Cal.).
Featheringill,
Alfred,
Featheringill,Alfred,
increased ...................
pension increased
....
Fechner,
Fechner, Saint
Saint Claire,
Claire,
pension increased
increased .......................
.
Feckheimer,
Charles At.,
Feckheimer, Charles
M.,
investigation, etc.,
investigation,
etc. of claim as
attorney for
as attorney
for
certain
certain Indians.................
FederalBoard
Boardfor
Federal
far Vocational
Education (see
(see also
VocationalFducation
also
Vocational Education),
Education),
Vocational
created; composition,
created;
composition, ex officio; appointive .........................
......
term
term of service
service and pay of appointive
members ......................
powers and duties
duties ......................
recommendations to be made
recommendations
Commismade by Commissioner of Education
Education to
to............
employees authorized
authorized ..................
annual appropriation
appropriation for administration
administration
expenses
expenses
.....
........
annual report to Congress; reports of State
boards
beards to be included
included .............
Federal
Court Reports and
Federal Court
and Digests,
Digests,
appropriation for continuation
continuation of Federal
Reporter
Reporter ....
.....
...........
Federal Courts
Federal
Courts (see
(see United
United States
States Courts).
Courts).
FederalFarm
FarmLoan
Federal
Loan Act.
Act.
title designated;
designated; administration
administration by Federal Farm Loan Board ............
eral
definitions; "first
"first mortgage,"
mortgage," "farm
"farm loan
bonds"
bonds"...........................
Federal Farm Loan Bureau established
established in
Treasury Department.....
Department
....
Federal Farm Loan
Lean Board; composition,
qualifications, pay, etc
qualifications,
etc............
term of service; executive
be
executive officer
officer to
to be
designated Farm Loan Commissioner ........................
first meeting; restriction on other
other employment; vacancies ...............
to appoint farm loan registrars,
registrars. and land
land
bank appraisers and examiners
examiners...
other employment by, restricted
restricted.....
expenses to
salaries and
and expenses
be paid
from the
to be
paid from
the
Treasury
Treasury ......................
from land banks and associations.
associations....
employees
employees authorized,
authorized, not subject to
to
civil service
service laws ................
be placed in classified service
service...
may he
land banks to submit schedules
land
schedules of sal....................
aries to...
to
report
report of operations to Congress
Congress.........
examinations
examinations of banks
banks by; appraisals of
farm lands; preparation of
of amortitables....................
zation tables

1221
122
1212
121
265
265
946
94(
1277
1277

1362
1465
1465
1537
153
147
141

932
932
932
932

933
933
933

936
312
312

360
360

360
360
360
360
360
360
60
360
360
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361
361

Federal
FederalFarm
Act—Continued.
Page.
Farm Loan
Loan Act-Continued.
Page.
Federal Farm Loan
Board ;
statementof
loan
LoanBoard;
statementof loan
associations and land banks to
to be
be
transmitted to
transmitted
...............
361
361
bulletins of information, etc., to be
bulletins
be preprepared and distributed by........
by
361
361
payment of expenses for,
etc
for, etc..........
362
362
Federal land bank districts
districts to be apporboundaries, etc...........
etc
tioned; boundaries,
362
362
Federal
Federal land banks; one for each
each district
district
to be established
established ................
362
362
preliminary
preliminary organization
organization provisions
362
provisions.....
362
incorporation;
powers in
ncorporation; powers
in charter
charter.......
363
363
permanent
capital required
required
permanent organization;
organization; capital
363
363
board of directors; number;
terms
number; terms......
363
363
local, to be
chosen by loan
loan associations
associations
be chosen
363
363
district, to be
appointed by
by Farm
Farm
be appointed
Loan Board.
Board......................
363
363
nomination
nomination and election of local.....
local
363
363
chairman to be designated
chairman
designated from disdistrict• term of each
tricteach................
364
364
term of local
local......................
364
364
qualifications; restriction
emrestriction on
on other
other employment .....................
364
364
pay, etc.
etc.,• approval,
364
364
paYt
approval, etc
etc.............
capital stock, amount
subscripamount required;
required; subscriptions. par value
tions;
364
value..............
364
held by loan associations
associations not to be
be
transferred
transferred
........................
364
364
dividend limitations;
voting powers..
powers
364
dividend
limitations; voting
364
opening
of
subscription
opening
books; TreasTreasunsubscribed balance;
ury to take unsubscribed
balance;
payment for.
payment
for.....................
364
364
of original subscriptions
retirement a
subscriptions to
to.
365
percentage
percentage of quick assets from
loan
from loan
association
association payments
payments ............
365
investment
investment of five per
Governper cent
cent in
in Government bonds .
...............
365
365
may be designated as Government
Government dedepositaries and financial
financial agents
agents.....
365
365
security required; use restricted
365
restricted......
365
national farm loan associations;
associations; provisions
provisions
organizing
for organizing
................
365
365
board
of directors;
directors; officers;
payrestrictions
boardof
officers; payrestrictions
365
365
secretary-treasurer; duties; bond; resecretary-treasurer;
reports ....
..................
366
366
payment
payment of expenses....
expenses
..........
366
366
formation
formation of; organization; application,
application,
etc
........................
366
366
issue of charter by Farm Loan Board...
Board
367
367
corporate powers; subscription
subscription for'land
for 'land
bank stock, etc
etc...................
367
367
capital stock, par value; voting powers;
powers;
limit.
limit.............................
367
367
shares restricted
restricted to borrowers;
subborrowers; subscription requirements
scription
requirements .........
368
368
increase to secure loans
increase
loans ............
368
368
application for loans
application
loans on farm
farm mortgages
mortgages
members; payment
payment for
for stock....
by members;
368
368
stock....
commissions allowed;
allowed; use
use of
commissions
368
368
of.. ........
loans from land banks
to
banks to............
368
responsibility of stockholders
stockholders .......
responsibility
369
369
action
action of, on applications
applications for loans
loans.....
369
369
appraisal by loan committee;
submiscommittee; submission to land bank .
...........
369
369
report of loan
loan bank appraisers
report
appraisers on
on apapplications ...........
.......
369
369
appraisers
forms; general duties
duties of appraisers...
369
369
borrowers not eligible as
appraisers, etc..
etc
369
as appraisers,
369
designated
indorsement of
designated powers; indorsement
of mortmortgages..............-..............
369
369
deftrry of funds to
delivery
to borrowers
borrowers.......
370
370
property
property rights
rights.....................
370
370
of certificates against deposits;
issue ot
disposal of
of..................
370
370
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P'ag
Pederal
Pamg
F'ederal Farm
Act—Continued.
Farm Loan Act-Continued.
Pag..
Federal Farm
PRP.
Federal
Farm Loan
Loa Ani---Coldinned.
Act-Continned.
loans by land banks; restricted
restricted to farm
farm
Federal
Loan Board;
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board; may
may suspend,
suspend,
land mortgages
mortgages ....................
370
etc., officials......................
officials
375
370
etc.,
375
amortization
agreements; interest;
interest; rereamortization agreements;
general supervision
375
general
supervision...................
375
payment
370
payment..
incidental
375
.......................
370
incidental powers
powers.....................
376
advance payments;
payments; determination
determination of
application for
for issue
issue by
by
farm loan bonds;
bonds; application
interest rate
rate....................
interest
370
land
collateral required
375
370
land banks;
banks; collateral
required.....
375
rate of interest ......................
370
transmittal
by registrar
registrar toboard;
to
;dede370
transmittal by
designated purposes..................
designated
purposes
370
cision of
board, etc
375
370
cision
of board,
375
etc................
property; reappraisal
addivalue of property;
reappraisal for
for addiwritten
approval required.........
required
376
written approval
$76
371
371
tional loans .......................
delivery to
to bank;
return
of
collateral
if
bank; return of collateal if
cultivation, etc.,
etc., of
land mortgaged
371
cultivation,
of land
371
376
mortgaged.....
issue refused .....................
376
limited
amount limited......................
collateral
by registrar;
371
collateral to be
be held
held by
registrar; trust
trust
use of prescribed forms, etc...........
etc
371
assignments, etc
etc ...................
376
371
assignments,
376
interest on defaults;
first mortgages required;
defaults; payment
payment of taxes,
required; bonds
bonds not to
to
etc
371
etc..............................
371
exceed
exceed amount
amount of deposit, etc.......
etc
376
376
insurance
insurance required.
required
371
...................
additional may
be balled
for
376
371
additional
may be
talled for..........
376
agreement
as specified....
specified ...371
agreement to
to use
371
use money
money as
denominations, term, etc.; interest
interest rate
377
rate.
377
validity, etc.,
etc., protected
protected .............
371
payment;
delivery to
to banks
377
validity,
371
payment; delivery
banks .........
377
372
funds at option of borrower
372
preparation, etc.,
borrower.............
preparation,
etc., at Treasury; expenses
expenses.
377
Federal land
banks may
responsibility
responsibility of bank
Federal
land banks
may issue,
issue, etc.,
bank for
etc., farm
farm
for acts of
of offioffi372
loan bonds.
bonds .-...
cials
377
372
...........-....
cials..............................
377
372
liability of
377
372
liability
purchase first
farm lands..
lands
purchase
of issuing
issuing banks
first mortgages
mortgages on farm
banks.............
377
deposit
collateral for
losses
377
payment of losses....................
eposit mortgages
mortgages as collateral
for bonds
bonds
377
372
obligations for;
record of
issued .............................
372
of obligations
for; form
form requisites
requisites., 377
377
372
372
mortgages pledged
collection of interest ................
mortgages
pledged as
as collateral
collateral to
to be
be
372
372
acquire, etc.,
etc., property for business
business uses..
uses
credited
with amortization
inacquire,
credited with
amortization and
and inreal estate, temporarily,
temporarily, in
satisfaction
terest
378
in satisfaction
terest payments
payments..................
378
debts, etc
canceled when
in full
378
of debts,
372
etc......................
canceled
when paid
paid in
full.............
378
deposit
funds, etc.,
etc., in
in Federal
substitutions
378
deposit funds,
substitutions allowed ................
Federal member
member
378
banks
372
372
banks .......................
payment of bonds,
378
payment
bonds, coupons,
coupons, etc
etc..........
378
accept
deposits from
withdrawal
of security
on surrender
of
"
372
accept deposits
from loan
loan associations
associations...
withdrawal of
security on
surrender of
borrow
money
372
borrow money......................878
bonds ...........
.............
378
372
deal
Government bonds.............
bonds
disposal of interest
interest payments
.
378
deal in Government
disposal.of
payments..........
378
charge fees,
etc., to borrowers;
borrowers; addition
payment of
matured bonds,
Ent
378
payment
fees, etc.,
O martred
addition
bonds, set...........
378
372
372
to loan
loan......... ......
disceal
amortization payments...-.
378
.....
'ispoa of amortization
payments.......
.378
forbidden to
to do
do other
banking business
372
b banks.:... .
879
notice Of
372
forbidden
of payments
aymsenta made biy
otherbankingbusinee..
.79
accept
other than first
mortgagee
373
accept otherthan
land
banks to keep
first mortgges.....
land bonito
keep reservnlund
reer fund frunnfrom earn373
373
issue bonds above limit
lmit..............
ingo.............
.........
379
suspension
mg
account;
payments of
divireceive mortgages from associations in
in
suspension
account; payments
of diviexcess
dends
379
373
excess of
of limit
limit.........
dends....................
.......
379
accept unauthorized
373
unauthorized commissions, etc.
etc
373
loan associations
associations to keep reserve
reserve fund from
localities having
having no
agents for,
for, in
in localities
earnings...........................
no loan
loan
379
379
373
association
373
annu
eanla
i
rtions; payment of dividends,
........................
annual
additions;
373
loans to
to be made
made through;
through; restrictions
restrictions.
etc
379
etc.........................
379
payment for appraisal,
373
to
notified of defaults on
on mortgages...
mortgages
380
payment
appraisal, etc ..........
to be notified
380
373
payments to
made
380
expenses for,
373
for, included
included in
payments
to be made................
in loan
loan........
380
373
373
collect interest,
etc
tax
exemptions of
of Federal
banks and
and
to collect
interest, etc..............
tax exemptions
Federal land
land banks
373
mortgages
mortgages to be indorsed by,
380
by, etc
etc...... 373
farm loan associations
associations............
380
termination when loan
association
mortgagee
income therefrom
380
mortgages and income
loan association
therefrom........
380
373
formed
not
shares in joint
............................
not applicable
applicable to shares
373
joint stock
stock
374
joint
380
374
banks .............................
joint stock
stock land
land banks
banks authorized
authorized........
380
individual
stockholders
374
property
380
real property.....................
individual liability
liability of
374
of stockholders......
380
374
farm
bonds declared
a lawful
fiduci374
powers, etc., of Federal
Federal land
banks
farm loan bonds
declared a
land banks.....
lawful fiduciinvestment ....................
380
ary investment
except Government
Government ownership
ownership of
380
stock
374
security for
deposits ..........
380
stock.............................
374
security
for public
public deposits
380
374
374
bond
banking restrictions
sale ' etc.,
etc. by Federal
Federal Reserve
sale,
bond issue
issue limited;
limited; banking
Reserve member
member
restrictions.
bank;
capital
payment for
380
374
banks.......
............
capital stock
..
380
stock required;
required; payment
for....
374
when fully paid for, may issue
issue bonds
limitations
of
Federal
reserve
banks..
380
when
380
bonds.
limitations of Federal reserve banks..
374
distinctive form,
of bonds
bonds required.
required
374
distinctive
form, etc.,
etc., of
by
land bank examiners
examiners to
to be appointed
appointed by
exempted from
exempted
from interest
interest restrictions,
restrictions,
381
the Board
Board ......................
381
374
374
use
loan, etc....................
etc
use of
of loan,
etc.; pay
381
duties, authority, etc.;
pay...........
381
374
charges
374
rate of interest;
interest; commissions
commissions and
and charges
insolvency of land associations
associations declared
381
381
insolvency
declared..
form,
issue bonds
bonds based
based on
on mortgages;
mortgages; form,
extent of
381
extent
of default
default necessary.
necessary.............
381
374
374
etc
etc ..........................
receiver's authority, etc
381
etc..............
Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Board,
Board, powers desigdesigmoneys; interest...........
interest
381
deposit of moneys;
381
375
375
nated
nated...........................
insolvency
land banks; proceedings....
381
insolvency of land
proceedings....
organization of land banks and loan asorganization
application
application of land
land bank stock held by
inby in375
375
sociations
sociations......... ..............
solvent associations.
381
381
solvent
associations ................
375
375
interest rates on land loans
loans ..........
voluntary
liquidation of
of loan
voluntary liquidation
loan associations
associations
375
authorize
375
authorize issue
issue of
of farm land bonds
bonds.....
and land banks
banks restricted........
restricted
382
charges,
etc. to
borrowers
375
charges, etc.,
to borrowers............
375
examined as
as to
protection
require reports
State laws to be examined
reports of banks
to protection
banks and associaassocia375
of mortgage
loans ....-...-.......
382
375
382
tions .............................
of
mortgage loans
375
prescribe form of
declaration of
ineligibility
382
375
declaration
382
of ineligibility..
prescribe
..........
of bonds,
bonds, etc
etc.............
375
375
statement
382
statement of
382
of requirements
requirements lacking
reimbursements by banks
lacking......
direct reimbursements
banks.......
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PageFederalFarm
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Fage
punishment for false statements
statements in appliempowered to direct reimbursement
reimbursement of
empowered
382
cations for loans ................
payments by banks
banks ................
382
payments
375
overvaluation
security
382
overvaluation of security..............
suspend, etc.,
officers and employees...
employees
375
382
suspend,
etc., officers
375
accepting
gratuity by examiner;
accepting gratuity
general
supervision of banks and loan asexaminer; service
service
general supervision
restricted
of examiners restricted..............
sociations
375
383
sociations .....................
counterfeiting, etc., bonds,
383 - incidental
incidental powers .......................
375
bonds, etc
etc.........
375
uttering, etc., counterfeit bonds .......
383 Federal
383
Farm Loan Bureau,
Bureau, Treasury
Treasury DepartFederalFarm
falsifying bonds, etc ..................
falsifying
383
ment,
383
receiving
unauthorized fees, etc., forreceiving unauthorized
established
established for execution
execution of Federal Farm
bidden.
383
bidden..........................
360
383
Loan Act .......................
360
unauthorized disclosure of information
information forappropriation
members of the Board,
appropriation for members
bidden; punishment for........
for
secretary, clerks,
clerks, etc...............
etc
383
1084
punishment for embezzlement
embezzlement of
of funds,
for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses of the
the Board...
Board
1084
etc., by employees
employees .............
estimates
submitted
1084
estimates to be submitted............
383
representations as to character,
false representations
character, etc.,
etc.,
Federal Horticultural
Board,
Federal
HorticulturalBoard,
...................
384
of bonds .
384
appropriation
etc., fruit
fruit
appropriation for investigating, etc.,
use of Secret Service
Service to arrest, etc.,
etc., ofRies
flies......................... 466, 1154
fenders .....................
384
for salaries,
salaries, etc
474, 1164
etc............. ..... 474,
1164
temporary loans from Treasury to land
temporary
for regulating
regulating importation
importation of
of nursery
nursery
banks authorized
authorized.
384
............. 384
stock, etc.;
etc..' quarantine
quarantine districts for
for
interest; security required
required .............
384
diseases, etc
474, 1164
plant diseases,
etc............... 474,
1164
limited.................
amount limited
384
preventing, etc.,
introduction of
of pink
pink
for preventing,
etc., introduction
appropriation
organizaappropriation for expenses of organizaboll worm
cotton from
from Mexico....
Mexico_.... 1164
boll
worm of
of cotton
1164
tion, etc......
etc
384
...............
384
modification of nursery
nursery stock, etc.,
modification
invalidity of any clause, etc., not to affect
affect
quarantine ..............
quarantine
.......
1165
remainder
remainder of Act ...............
384
Federal
Land
Bank. (see also Federal
Federal Farm
Federal
Land
Bans
inconsistent laws repealed
inconsistent
384
repealed. ...........
Loan Act),
Act),
Loan
additional
copies of Act, ordered
ordered printed.
printed__- 1604
additional copies
1604
exempt from income tax...............
tax
767
767
Federal
Loan Board
also Federal
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Board (see also
Federal
provisions for, under
under Federal
Federal Farm Loan
Loan
provisions
Farm Loan Act),
Act- ............-....-362
Act
---.......
appropriation for salaries and expenses
appropriation
expenses.... 1084
1084
Federal
FederalReserve Act,
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
deficiency appropriation
salaries and
restriction that postal
savings funds be derestriction
postal savings
expenses,
expenses, report to Congress......
Congress
803
posited in member
member banks, removed.
removed
159
posited
detailed estimates
estimates to be annually
annually subsubdetailed
preference to banks qualifying............
qualifying
160
preference
mitted.....................
mitted
803
803
administration
Federal
Act Amendrdents,
Amendnents,
administration of Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act
FederalReserve Act
Act
under direction
direction of................
of
360
Reserve
Reserve Board
Board may allow
allow member
member banks
banks
360
composition of; appointment,
qualificacomposition
appointment, qualificato carry
carry any part of reserves
reserves in distions, pay, etc.; term of office......
office..
trict reserve
reserve bank ................
752
360
executive
designated Farm Loan
executive officer designated
reserve banks
banks may receive
receive deposits from
from
reserve
Commissioner ...................
360
member banks and United States..
States. _ 752
752
other employment forbidden; filling vamaturing bills for collection
collection ............
752
752
cancies..........................
cancies
360
for exchange
exchange and collection
collection solely,
solely,
360
appointment
registrars, land
appointment of farm loan registrars,
from other reserve banks
land
banks..........
752
bank appraisers
appraisers and examiners.....
examiners
361
discount
commercial paper indorsed
discount commercial
indorsed by
salaries to be paid by United States
361
States......
member banks..................
banks
752
361
by land banks ...............................
agricultural and secured paper inagricultural
361
employees
employees authorized;
authorized; not subject
subject to civilcivilcluded
752
cluded
........................
752
service laws......................
laws
361
trading paper
paper excluded;
excluded; GovernGovernstock trading
classified service.....
service.
361
may be placed in classified
ment securities
securities excepted...........
excepted
361
752
annual reports
reports of operations
operations ..........
361
limit; additional
additional for
for agricultural
agricultural
361
time limit;
examinations
examinations of land banks;
banks; appraisals
appraisals of
notes, etc....................
etc
752
farm lands; publication
publication of amortizaamortizarestriction on rediscounts; secured
secured paper
paper
restriction
tables
361
tion tables........................
excepted ..........................
excepted
361
752
forms for statements by land associations
associations
may rediscount
foreign acceptances.....
acceptances
rediscount foreign
752
and blanks to be prepared
prepared by......
by
361
member banks
banks may
361
member
may deal in
in foreign paper
paper.. 752
bulletins
information, etc., to be pubbulletins of information,
limit; additional
additional with collateral........
collateral
753
lished by
...............
361
extension allowed
extension
allowed ...................
361
753
land bank districts to be apportioned
apportioned by..
by
may receive
may
receive advances from reserve
362
establishment of Federal land banks
banks in..
in
362
banks; collateral
collateral required
required ........
banks;
753
organization
organization arrangements.
362
arrangements.........
national banks; debts
debts limited to capital,
national
362
approval of organization
approval
organization of national
national farm
etc .........................
753
loan associations
associations by...............
by
367
exceptions;
circulating notes, deposits,
367
exceptions; circulating
agents for Federal land banks
banks may
may be auaudividends,
dividends, etc ..................
753
thorized by.................
by
373
thorized
Federal reserve liabilities
liabilities ...........
753
373
empowered to organize and charter
charter Fedempowered
etc., by reserve
reserve banks subject to
discounts, etc.,
to
eral land banks.....................
banks
375
regulations, etc.,
etc., by Reserve
Reserve Board.
regulations,
Board.
375
753
charter national farm loan associations
associations
charter
national banks
act as agents for
national
banks may act
for insurinsur375
and joint stock land banks
banks........
ance companies,
companies, etc..............
etc
ance
375
753
decide interest rates on loans
375
decide
loans..........
loans ........
753
for real estate loans
---375
determine issue of farm loan bonds....
375
determine
guarantees forbidden.....
forbidden
bonds......_ 375
guarantees
...........
753
regulate
regulate charges to borrowers, etc
375
etc......
acceptances
375
acceptances of foreign paper for dollar exexrequire
require reports
reports from banks.
banks, etc ......
375
change allowed
allowed member banks.....
banks
754
prescribe form of bonds, etc .........
375
rediscount
rediscount by reserve
reserve banks ...........
375
754
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Federal
Act Amendments—Contd.
Amendments-Contd.
FederalReserve Act
acceptances of
restricof foreign paper, etc.; restricacceptances
person_
754
754
amount from
from one person....
tion on amount
additional
collateral;
allowed with
with collateral;
additional allowed
maximum
754
maximum .....................
754
reserve banks
exchange accounts
accounts
banks allowed
allowed exchange
reserve
754
754
with other reserve banks...........
banks
foreign
agencies
754
and agencies..........
foreign accounts
accounts and
accounts
for foreign
foreign correspondents,
etc
754
correspondents, etc.
754
accounts for
754
754
notes; issue,
issue, etc
etc..........
Federal reserve
reserve notes;
application
for,
by
reserve
banks
754
application for, by reserve banks.......
754
security
added.......
security required;
required; paper added
withdrawals
754
of issue
issue and withdrawals...
daily reports
reports of
additional
754
protection.......
additional security for protection
loans allowed
by national
in
not in
national banks, not
loans
allowed by
central reserve
lands
754
reserve cities,
cities, on farm
farm lands.
central
estate; location
restricted
on other real
real estatei
location restricted..
755
755
755
time and
and security
security limited ..............
755
755
permissible amounts
amounts ..................
permissible
extension
restriction by
extension of restriction
by Reserve
Reserve
Board
755
Board............................
755
national
in
branches in
national banks
banks may establish branches
foreign
countries;
conditions
755
conditions......
foreign
invest in
foreign
engaged in foreign
in other banks engaged
invest
business
755
business.......
..............
755
755
applications; authority
authority of Board
755
Board........
applications;
Comptroller;
be furnished
furnished Comptroller;
information to be
to Reserve Board ..................
755
755
restriction
purchase of stock
other
stock in
in other
on purchase
restriction on
755
755
banks ...........................
separation
sepration of
of accounts
accounts .................
756
officials of member banks
serve in
officials
banks may
may serve
such banks ........
........
756
Federal Reserve
Federal ReBanks (see
(see also Federal
Federal
Reserve Banks
serve
Act
Amendments),
serve Act Amendments),
investigation, etc.,
work
etc., as
as to transferring
transferring work
investigation,
1086
of
subtreasuries to ..............
of subtreasuries
in not more than
service
service of class A director in
than
two
other banks,
allowed; conconbanks, etc.,
etc., allowed;
two other
ditions
121
121
.......................
ditions
trading
allowed memin farm loan bonds allowed
trading in
banks
380
ber banks........
..........
380
380
banks ..
subject to limitation
limitation for reserve
reserve banks._
subject
Federal
also Federal
Federal ReRe(see also
Reserve Board
Board (see
Federal Reserve
serve
Act Amendments),
Amendments),
serve Act
may
permit member
banks to
to carry
carry any
any
member banks
may permit
reserve
in district
district reserve
part of reserves in
bank
752
bank........................
regulations, etc.,
member
by member
dealing by
etc., for dealing
regulations,
in foreign paper
paper for dollar
dollar
banks in
exchange purposes, to
by. - 754
exchange
to be made
made by..
754
etc..
754
rediscounting of,
reserve banks, etc
of, by reserve
rediscounting
may
permit
national
banks
to
open
foreign
may permit national banks to open foreign
755
755
branches, etc
branches,
etc ...................
755
authority,
authority, etc., over ..................
Federal
Banks,
Member Banks,
Reserve Member
Federal Reserve
service
to serve
serve in not
etc., to
officers, etc.,
service of officers,
more
than two
two other noncompetinoncompetimore than
tive
banks,
etc.,
allowed;
tive banks, etc., allowed; condi121
..-......
tions
tions...................
Federal Reserve Notes,
Federal
Notes,
issue of,
on apapbanks, on
reserve banks,
Federal reserve
of, to
to Federal
issue
754
754
plication
plication .......................
754
collateral required;
specified ...
classes specified
required; classes
collateral
daily
notices
of,
and
withdrawals
be
to
daily notices of, and withdrawals
754
made
Reserve Board ............
made to Reserve
754
additional security
security may
for
may be called for...
additional
Federal
Federal Trade Commission,
Commission,
appropriation
salaries ..............
appropriation for salaries
for
expenses,
attorneys, experts,
experts,
for expenses, special
special attorneys,
etc
etc ............................
for
expenses
...........
for contingent
contingent expenses
for
rent
......
..... ........... .....
for rent
for
etc
for witness fees, etc...............
for
binding for
for............
printing and binding
for printing
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Federal
deficiency
for
George
George
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Rubles
801
Rublee.........................
to
cooperate fully
Tariff Comwith work of Tariff
fully with
to cooperate
797
mission
797
mission..........................
Feeble Minded Children
.D. C.,
Feeble
Children,tD.
appropriation
maintenance of
of...... 708,1036
for maintenance
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for maintenance.
maintenance.
808
808
deficiency appropriation
Feeble
Minded
Persona,
Feeble Minded Persons,
875
alien,
875
excluded admission
admission ...............
alien, excluded
Feeler, Adelaide
I. (mother),
Feeter,
Adelaide I.
pension
1372
pension increased
increased .....................
Fehrle, John G.,
Fehrle,
pension
1581
pension.................................
Feldman, Harry W.,
W,
Feldman,
pension
1584
pension .............................
Feldner, Samuel,
Samuel,
Feldner,
pension increased
1455
.......... 1455
Fension
increased ..........
Felix,
land
patent
to
1477
...........................
land patent to
Fell, George
Georg! M.,
M.,
Fell,
pension
increased
1565
pension increased..................... 1565
Fellows, Miran,
Fellows,
Miron,
pension
increased
1276
1276
pension increased......................
Fels, Augusta
Augusta (mother),
pension
1373
pension .............................
Female Employment, D. C.,
Female
appropriation
etc
680,1008
680,1008
inspectors, etc.......
for inspectors,
appropriation for
Fengler, Albert T.,
Fenger,
pension
increased .....................
1340
1340
pension increased
Fenn, Lena
(widow),
Fenn,
Lena S.
S. (widow),
pension
increased
1509
pension increased.....................
Fergus County, Mont.,
Fergus
condemned
cannon granted
to............
834
834
granted to
condemned cannon
Ferguson, Henry,
Fergusn,
pension
1592
1592
pension.................i..........
Ferguson, John,
John,
Ferguson,
pension increased
1463
pension
increased .....................
Ferguson, Joseph M.,
Ferguson,
pension increased
1287
1287
increased.. .....................
pension
Ferguson,
E. (widow),
Ferguson, Kate
Kate E.
pension
increased
1280
1280
pension increased.............................
Fermented
Liquors,
FermentedLiquors,
783
internal
internal revenue
revenue tax levied
levied on...........
on
.penalty
penalty for
bottling from
from
for withdrawing,
withdrawing, for bottling
unstamped vessels
vessels ................
789
unstamped
transferred from brewery
brewery to
other
to other
may be transferred
buildings
lines, etc.........
etc
789
buildings by pipe lines,
unfermented and partially
fermented
unfermented
partially fermented
included
789
789
included ..........................
payment of
of tax
tax by
by stamps;
stamps; cancellacancellapayment
tion,
tion, etc
etc.........................
789
penalty for violations
penalty
violations .................
789
Fernald,
Abie
M.
(widow),
Abbie
M.
(widow),
Fernald.
pension
increased ........................
1461
1461
pension increased
Fernald. George
Fernald.
George H..
I..
pension
increased
1551
pension increased.........................
Fernald, George
Fernald,
George W..
1269
pension increased....
increased
.................
pension
Fernald, Laban
Fernald,
Laban A.,
1319
pension
increased
1319
pension increased.........................
Fernald, Mary F.
Fernald,
F. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1307
pension .............................
Fernandina, Fla.,
Fernandina,
Fla.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of waterwaterappropriation
way between
between Savannah,
Savannah, Ga.,
Ga., and...
and
395
way
Ferrin,
Ferrin,Eaton,
pension increased
1465
pension
increased................... ...
Ferris,
Frederick H.,
Ferris, Frederick
pension
increased
1441
pension increased........................... 1441
Ferris,
Harriet L.
(widow).
Ferris,Harriet
L. (widow).
pension increased
1227
increased .....................
pension
Ferris, Isaac
Ferris,
Isaac L.,
L.,
pension increased
1525
pension
increased .......................
Ferris.
Robert R.,
Ferris, Robrt
R.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1221
pension
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1914
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Ferryboats,
Page.
Ferryboats,
certificates limiting
passengers
limiting number
number of
of passengers
certificates
not
for
918
918
not required for...................
Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
provisions for
manufacture of
of nitrates,
nitrates, etc.,
etc.,
for manufacture
provisions
for, by
by the
the Government,
Government, in
in connecconnection
production of munimunition with
with the
the production
tions
215
tions of
of war ......................
215
Fertilizers, Potash,
Nitrates, etc.,
Fertilizers,
Potash, Nitrates,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating source
source of
of
appropriation for
supply
States.. 464,1153
464, 1153
within United
United States..
supply of, within
Fetsch,
Edward G.,
Fetsch, Edward
G.,
pension
1583
1583
pension ..............................
Fetter,
Fetter, Andy
Andy R.,
R.,
pension
1388
...........................
1388
pension..
Fetterman,
George W.,
W.,
Fetternan,George
pension
1575
1575
pension.................................
Fey,
Fey, Katharine
Katharine (widow),
(widow),
pension ..............................
1424
1424
pension
Fiber
Plants,
FtberPlants,
appropriation
improvement, etc
.._ -453,1141
etc....
for improvement,
appropriation for
Fibrous
Plants,
FibrousPlants,
appropriation
for
testing,
for
paper
makappropriation for testing, for paper mak-

ing ...........................
1142
ing
..
454,1142
Fickas,
William C.
C.,,
Fickas, William
pension
increased ......................
1209
pension increased
Fidelity
Orleans,
Fidelity Homestead
Homestead Association,
Association, New
New Orleans,

La.,
refund of
excise corporation
tax
1491
corporation tax..........
refund
of excise
Fidelity Permanent
Permanent Building
Building and
and Loan AssoFidelity
ciation,Baltimore,
ciation, Baltimore, Md.
Md.,
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax
tax........... 1494
refund
of excise
Fidelity Savings
Savings and
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association, Los
Los
Fidelity
Angeles,
Cal.,
Angeles, Cal.,
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax..........
tax
1492
refund
of excise
Fiduciary
Funds,
Fiduciary Funds,
farm loan
loan bonds
lawful investbonds declared
declared lawful
investfarm
580
ment for
for .........................
580
Fieber,
Fieber, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension
1417
increased......................... 1417
pension increased
Fuld,
Field, Alexander,
Alexander,
pension increased
1339
increased.........................
1339
pension
Field Artillery,
Field
Artillery, Army,
Army,
appropriation for
for School
Fire for, Fort
for Fire
School for
appropriation
Sill,
Sill, Okla
Okla ........................
620
assignment of second lieutenants
lieutenants for
inaseignment
for instruction. at
Fort
struction
at School
School of Fire,
Fire, Fort
Sill, Okla
Okla........................
621
composition of
of units, under
National
composition
under National
Defense Act ......................
179
additional in
in time
time of
of war;
war; temporary
temporary
appointments from
appointments
Officers' Reserve
from Officers'
Reserve
Corps and
and Regular
Regular Army Reserve..
Reserve
179
regimental organizations...
organizations
179
regimental
..............
179
additional
180
additional enlisted men authorized...
authorized
180
Field
National Guard,
FieldArtillery,
Artillery, National
Guard,
appropriation
for issue.
issue
644
of, for
for manufacture
manufacture of,
appropriation for
amount for
purchases
644
amount
for purchases................
644
644
for reserve
reserve ammunition
ammunition for
for.............
644
amount for
644
amount
for purchases
purchases...............
644
by private
private
for tools
tools for manufacture
manufacture of, by
parties
parties ............................
644
competition requirement
644
competition
requirement modified
modified....
644
Field
Cannon, etc.,
etc. 'Army,
Army,
Field Cannon,
appropriation for
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture,
appropriation
for purchase.
etc.,
of .........................
346,910
etc., of
346,910
contracts
346,910
contracts authorized
authorized .............
346,910
for ammunition
346,910
for
ammunition for
for ..................
346,910
contracts
authorized ................
910
contracts authorized
910
346.911
practice
346,911
for ammunition
ammunition for practice-..........
Field
Engineer
School,
Fort
Leavenworth,
Field Engineer School, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.,
appropriation
expenses
620
620
for instruction
instruction expenses....
appropriation for
Field,
Robert,
Field, Robert,
pension increased .......................
1581
pension
1561

Fields, Henry,
Page.
Page.
Fields,
Henry,
pension1574...........................
pension
1574
Fields, Joseph,
Fields,
1
1
4
234
pension
increased
1434
pension increased
......................
Fields, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
(widow),
Felds,
pension
increased88..................
1288
pension increased
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Fields, Sarah
pension
1279
1279
pension increased
increased ......................
Fife, Albert,
pension
1561
pension increased
increased......................
Fighting Ships,
Fighting
Ships, Commercial,
use
common carriers
use by
by common
carriers by water forforbidden;
733
definition.................
733
bidden; definition
penalty for ...........................
733
penalty
733
Figley, William T.,
pension
1528
1528
pension increased
increased ......................
File, John A.,
A.,
Fice,
pension
1500
pension increased
increased ......................
1500
Film, Joseph,
Fike,
pension increased
1337
pension
increased ....-..............-..-.
1337
Filer, Charles
Filer,
Charles E.,
E.,
pension increased
1338
increased.....................
1338
pension
Fillmore National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
Fillmore
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
appropriation
Filtration
Plant, D.
D. C. (see Water
FiltrationPlant,
Water Service,
D.
C.).
D. C.).
Finance
Division, Post
Post Oice
°fee Department,
Department,
FinanceDivision,
appropriation
for superintendent,
etc... 106,1109
uperintendent, etc...
appropriation for
Financi'al
Agents,
Government,
FinancialAgents, Government,
Federal
land banks,
etc., may
may be desigFederal land
banks, etc.,
nated as;
security required.........
required
365
nated
as; security
365
Financial Conference, Second Pan-American,
Pan-American,
Financial
invitation to Central
Central and South America
America
invitation
Governments
attend, at
at WashGovernments to attend,
ington, D. C...........:..........
C1052
1052
ington,
appropriation
for expenses.............
expenses1052
1052
appropriation for
Finch,
(widow),
Finch, Isaphene
Isaphene (widow),
pension ..
..........................
1436
pension
Findlay,
Hugh,
Findlay, Hugh,
pension increased
increased .............
........ 1501
pension
Findley,
(widow),
Findley, Lucinda (widow),
pension
increased
1234
........................
pension increased
Fine Arts,
Arts, Commission
Commission of,
Fine
291
appropriation
291
expenses ...............
for expenses
appropriation for
design,
of new
new Dupont
Dupont Memorial,
Memorial, to
to
etc., of
design, etc.,
be
by
944
be approved
approved by.................
memorial
John Ericsson, subject
subject to
memorial to John
approval
672
approval of ......................
672
plans,
etc., of
of new
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge,
D. C ,
plans, etc.,
Bridge, D.C.,
to
163
to be submitted to ...............
site and
and design
design of
Memorial to be
site
of Titanic
Titanic Memorial
be
approved
approved by ....................
1046
Finlay, Mary
(widow),
Finlay,
Mary C. (widow),
pension ..............................
1294
1294
pension
Finley,
Charles William,
William,
Finley, Charles
pension increased
increased 1591
.......................
1591
pension
Finley,
(widow),
Louise D.
D. (widow),
Finley, Louise
pension increased
1365
1365
increased ....................
pension
Finn,
W. W.,
W,
Finn, W.
payment to
to ...................
1394
.......
payment
Finnegan,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Finnegan, Mary
Mary J.
1289
pension increased
increased.....................
1289
pension
Finney,
R. (widow),
Alice R.
(widow),
Finney, Alice
pension increased
increased ....................
1503
1503
pension
Finney.
H.,
William H.,
Finney. William
pension increased.....................
increased
1452
1452
pension
Fire
Fortifications.
Installations, Fortifications.
Fire Control
Control Installations.
appropriation for
construction, etc......
etc
345,909
345,909
for construction,
appropriation
operating, seacoast
seacoast defenses.......
defenses346,910 346,910
for operating,
for
operating, seacoast
defenses, insular
insular
seacoast defenses,
for operating,
possessions ....................
349,912
349,912
for
construction,
etc..
insular
possessesfor construction etc.. insular possesessions ............................
349,913
349, 913

INDEX.
INDEX.
Fire
PigsPg
P/reDepartment,
Deprtment, D. C.,
appropriation for chief engineer, deputy,
appropriation
officers, etc ..................... 701,1028
miscellaneous.................... 701,1029
for miscellaneous
apparatus for, may be constructed,
constructed,
apparatus
etc., in repair shop ............. 701,1029
contingent expenses
expenses ............ 701,1029
for contingent
701,1029
for new apparatus, etc ..............
relief fund
for relief
fund allowances, etc .......... 1028
railways to
transportation on street railways
free transportation
members of, on duty ...............
683
members
pension allowances
allowances for disabled, etc., memestablished
718
bers, established..................
emergency service
service required
720
720
required ..........
Fire
Resulting
Qualities
of
Materials,
Building
Materials,
FireReuing Qualitiae
appropriation
114,1115
114,1115
appropriation for investigating .......
Firearms, etc.,
Firearms,
excise
manufacturers
on net profits
profits by manufacturers
excise tax on
781
......................
from sales of
of....
First
Standardization of,
of,
FirstAid Methods, Stadardiation
appropriation for compilation,
compilation, etc., of, by
appropriation
industries
..... 326
industries....................
First
General,
PostmasterGeneral,
FirstAssistant Postmaster
appropriation
appropriation for, chief clerk, superintendents of divisions, etc ........ 105,1109
for division of Poet
Post Office Service
Service.... 105,1109
for division of appointments..........
appointments
106,1109
letters.......... 106,1109
for division of dead letters
division of correspondence
correspondence ...... 106,1109
for division
for postal service under
under............ 413,1060
postmasters, assistants,
etc 413,1060
for postmasters,
sistants, clerks, etc.
• t, andfuel;
and fuel; leases;
limit 417,1063
leaes; limit.
for rent, liht,
class
for miscellaneous,
miselaneous, first and second
ed
offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 417,1063
officee
........... 417,1063
for city delivery
delivery........
is..--...... ... 417
substitate carrs
pay of substitute
carriers
misclaneo expenses, 418,1064
for travel and miscellaneous
First
First Class
Clas Mail
Mail Matter,
class matter
weight limitations of fourth clae
applicable to ..................
162
applicable
restrictions of weight, penalty privilege
articles
162
articles.........................
First
FirstStreet NW.,
NW., D. C.,
appropriation for repaving, with asphalt,
appropriation
Pennsylvania Avenue to B
B Street...
Street
1014
Defrees to IIStreet .................. 1014
First Street
First
Street S
S W., D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for repaving,
repaving, with asphalt,
appropriation
Maryland Avenue to Canal Street...
Street
685
Maryland
Fish,
Fish,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating the handling, etc., of, and utilizing
utilizing byproducts, etc ................
prMucts,
463,1152
developing
sources of food .... 463,1152
developing new sources
Fish, Silas
I.,
Fish,
Silas H.,
.
pension increased.........
increased
1573
....................
pension
Fish Wharf
Market, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Fish
Wharf and
and Market,
appropriation for market
market master and wharfappropration
679, 1007
........ 679
mger: authority, etc ..
inger;
for repairs, etc .................
..---- 1013
for lighting .......................
1013
Fisher,
(widow),
Fisher, Dorothy
Dorothy (widow),
......... - - ...... 1545
.....
pension increased
increased
Fisher,
Edward L.,
Fisher,EdwardL.,
pension increased
increased
1221
..................
Fisher,
B.
Fisher,Eugene B.,
1209
pension
increased .................--.
pension increased
Fisher,
Jolm L.,
FAsher, John
pension increased
......1486
increased ......
........
Fisher,
Fisher, Miranda
MarandaE.
E. (widow),
pension
increased
1240
1240
pension increased ......................
Fisher,
Fsher, Martin
Martin L.,
ntnnsion increased
inrrmpeas
..............
--- 1254
pension

I- ---

- -------------- -- -----------

1915
1915

Pag.
samuae,
FisheriesBureau,
Fisheries
Bureau, Deparent
Department of Commerce,
Page.
appropriation
for Commianer,
Commissioner, deputy,
deputy,
appropriation for
320
clerks, etc .......................
320
for
Alaska service,
service, Pribilof
Islands
321
for Alaska
Pribilof Islands......
321
for
'321
for employees
employees at
at large
large .................
321
for distribution
distribution employees
employees.............
21
for station
station employees...................
employees
821
21
vessel service
322
for vessel
service .....................
..
22
for
expenses
323
for contingent
contingent expenses................
323
for
propagation .......................
323
for propagation
323
restricted to
with laws
laws prorestricted
to States
States with
pro323
tecting fishes, etc
etc..................
operation of
required of
free operation
of fishing
fishing requid
of
State laws ......................
323
323
323
vessels.............
323
for maintenance
maintenance of vessels
323
for inquiries
inquiries of food
food fishes ..............
323
statistical inquiry
inquiry ................
323
for statistical
323
protecting sponge
fisheries..........
323
for protecting
sponge fisheries
323
for Alaskan
Alaskan fisheries
protecting
for
fisheries service,
service, protecting
seal fisheries, food to natives,
natives, etc
323
etc..
323
to Great
Great Britain
and Japan,
Japan,
for payments
payments to
Britain and
under
convention.........
324
under fur
fur seal
seal convention
324
cars...............
324
for new distribution cars
for
rearing plant
324
for lobster
lobster rearing
plant ...............
324
for marine biological station, Key West,
Fla ............................
324
for
Alaska service
for two motor
motor launches, Alaska
service..
324
for
repairs,
etc.,
Pribilof
Islands
324
for repairs, etc., Pribilof Islands.......
324
for improving
supply, Duluth,
improving water supply,
Duluth,
Minn.,
324
Minn., station
tation
.................... 324
for brooding
324
for
brooding basin,
basin, Gloucester,
Glouceser, Man.
Mss...
324
damages to
to fisheries
by
for investigating
investigating damages
fisheie by
dogfish,
etc.; economic
use forrf food,
food,
dogfish, etc.;
economic ue
etc
232
....
...
etce.....-...-.-.-..
deficiency appropriation for
deficiency=ropriation
kr maintenao
maintenance
ce
.a-..2525
of vee--- ...................
formiscelliusseus
expenses
• 32,826
32, 826
formicella
s expenses......
for
Alaskan fisheries service
32
forAlaskan
service-.. -.......
acceptance of
of gift
gift of
of Berkshire
Berkshire Trout
Trout
acceptance
Hatchery,
Mare.,
authorized.
—
431
Hatchery, Mas., authorized.......
431
rate of commutation
commutation of rations
820
rations.............
820
Fisheries
FisheriesCommission,
Commission, International,
International,
appropriation
for expenses, under Canaappropriation for
dian ............................ 268,1054
258,1054
of,
Fisheries, Commissioner
Fisheries,
Commissioner of,
appropriation
etc
320
320
deputy, clerks,
clerks, etc.....
appropriation for,
for, deputy,
investigations,
damages to
to fishinvestigations, etc.,
etc., by,
by, of damages
eries b
by dogfish, etc
etc...............
232
means of taking
. ,economic using, etc ...
232
appropriation
expenses
232
232
for expenses.............
appropriation for
Pishero, John,
Fishero,
John,
pension
pension increased
increased..................... 1344
Fishers Island,
N. Y,
F.,
Fishers
Island, Long Island,
Island, N.
transfers
G
way, Fort
Fort H. G.
transfers of
of rights
rights of way,
.
Wright, on ......................
909
Fishery
Fishery Reserve,
Reserve, Alaska,
Alaska,
proclamation setting apart Annette Islands
proclamation
as,
natives
1777
1777
as, for natives...................
Fishes,
Predacious,
Fishes, Predacious,
investigations of
damages to
to fisheries by,
investigations
of damages
232
etc
etc...............................
232
.
232
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ..........
appropriation for
Fishing
Fishing Creek, N. C.,
appropriation
of.......... 395
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation for
Fishlake
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Utah,
Fishlake National
of.
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
etc.,
of. 458,1147
458, 1147
for
maintenance,
appropriation
Fisk, Charles,
Fist,
Charles,
pension
pension increased
increased..................... 1555
Fite, John
Fite,
John S.,
S.,
pension
1452
1452
pension increased
increased... ....................Fitzgerald, Ga.,
Fitzgerald,
Ga.,
appropriation
building
265
265
for public
public building.........
appropriation for
,

.

.

.

-
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Fitzgerald,
John P.,
rage.
Fitzgerald, John
P.,
Page.
military record
military
record corrected
corrected.................
1479
Fitzgerald, Patrick
Patrick J.,
J.,
Fitzgerald,
payment to widow,
widow, etc ...............-.
1263
payment
1263
Fitzsimons, John
John J.,
Fttzsimons,
J.,
pension increased
increased........................ 1370
1370
Five
Civilized Tribes
of Indians,
Five Civilized
Tribes of
Indians, Okla.,
Okla.
appropriation
appropriation for administering
administering affairs
affairs of
of. 146,983
146,983
for
dormitories for Chickasaw
Chickasaw children,
for dormitories
children,
Murray School
Agriculture
983
Murray
School of Agriculture.......
983
for
capita payment
Choctaws and
for per capita
payment to
to Choctaws
and
Chickasaws from
Chickasaws
from tribal
tribal funds
funds..... 146,
146, 983
983
restricted
disposition of amounts due restricted
Indians ....................
146,
983
146,983
etc 146,984
money exempt from
from prior
prior debts,
debts, etc.
146,984
claims of specified attorneys
attorneys to be exetc
147
amined, etc..........-......-.
147
expenses of distribution............
distribution
147,984
expenses
147, 984
Seminoles from
from
for per capita payment
payment to Seminoles
tribal funds .......................
147
amounts due
restricted
disposition of
of amounts
due restricted
Indians, etc ....................
147
147
moneys exempt
moneys
exempt from
from prior
prior debts,
debts, etc
etc..
147
expenses of
147
expenses
of distribution
distribution.............
147
for probate attorneys, etc., for allottees
Quapaws ..........--.
147,984
of, and Quapaws.
for Cherokee
Cherokee Orphan Training School.
School 147,984
147, 984
for common schools; children admitted
admitted 147,984
147, 984
for
selling tribal
for expenses,
expenses, etc., selling
tribal property,
from proceeds
proceeds ..............
148,984
148,984
segregated
asphalt lands insegregated coal and asphalt
cluded ..........
.........
148,985
for collecting rents....................
rents
148,985
expended from tribal
no moneys to be expended
funds without specific
specific appropriations; exceptions
exceptions ..............
148, 985
payment for school
payment
school maintenance,
buildings, etc
.................
148, 985
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties with Choctaws..
Choctaws
148,985
148,
985
for oil and gas inspectors............
inspectors
148,
148, 985
for purchase
•
urchase of land
land for roadway
roadway to
eelock Academy
Wheelock
Academy from Choctaw
funds...........................
funds
149
for payment to E. Bowden
Dowden for title to
lands,
lands, Tuttle, Okla
149
Okl ..............
a
purchase of land for Nuyaka School,
for purchase
School,
from Creek funds ....................
986
for road, etc., Choctaw Sanitarium from
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw funds
Choctaw
funds...... 986
for road to Cherokee Orphan
Orphan Training
funds
986
School from Cherokee funds........
986
for Douglas H. Johnston, from Chickasaw
funds........................
funds
. 986
no allotments
allotments of land hereafter
hereafter to
to
Creeks .........................
. 986
986
for payments in lieu
from
lien of allotments, from
Creek funds....................
funds
986
for suits to set aside conveyances
conveyances of allotted lands ....................
. 312
312
for clerk in Interior Department to sign
tribal deeds of, etc.............
etc
99, 1102
99,1102
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for administering
administering
deficiency
affairs .....................
31, 829
for expenses, sale
829
sale of
of nnallotted
unallotted lands_
lands... 829
lease of Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw coal lands
to Denison Coal Company transferred to new area
870
ferred
area................
870
heirs of
of deceased
provisions for determining heirs
deceased
allottees not applicable
allottees
applicable to ......
127,972
Fivecoat,
Fivecoat, Michael,
Michael,
pension
pension increased
increased ..................
1544
. 1544
Flag
Day,
FlagDay,
proclamation requesting celebration
celebration of
of.... 1782

Page.
Flag
the United
United State's,
Flag of
of the
States,
Page.
desecration, mutilation, improper use, etc.,
etc.,
of,
misdeof, in
in District of Columbia,
Columbia, a
a misdemeanor
meanor ...........................
900
punishment for; representation
representation proprohibited ...........................
900
Flanagan,
Albert,
Flanagan,Albert,
increased ........................
pension increased
1441
Flanders,
Flanders, Henry
Henry E.,
E.,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
1552
Flanders,
Flanders,Susie S. (widow),
pension increased
increased
........................
1205
Frandreau,
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
Fandreau,S.
appropriation for
Indian school
150,987
appropriation
for Indian
school ......... 150,987
unexpended balance for dairy
use of unexpended
150
cattle, etc ....
...................
150
deficiency appropriation
school
31
deficiency
appropriation for Indian school.
31
public park,
524
lot granted
granted for
for public
park, etc., to
to.......
524
Flathead
Agency,
Mont.,
FlatheadAgency, Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
138,980
at ........................
138,980
for additional land,
land, from
from timber
protimber proceeds
139
ceeds
.........................
139
Flathead,
Reservation, Mont.,
Flathead,Indian
Indian Rervation,
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing irrigation
irrigation
appropriation
repayment
139,980
systems on.
on; repayment...........
139,980
payment
settlers...—.
139
payment of charges
charges by settlers.......
139
liability
bility of allotment purchasers.....
purchasers
140
irrigation work
in, by Reclamation
Reclamation Service
141
irrigation
workin,
Service.
141
allowance
passenger-carrying veallowance for passenger-carrying
hicles
hicles.........................
141,980
announcement
irrigation
announcement of assessment
assessment of
of irrigation
charges;
141
chargesi ratio ......................
141
payment
annual installments,
payment in
in annual
installments, etc
etc.. 141
141
tribal funds used for construction work
work
to be returned to Indians
Indians ..........
141
construction
cost reimbursed from
from
construction
charges
141
charges...........................
141
share of Indian allottees...............
allottees
141
141
operation
payment of maintenance and operation
cost.
142
cost .............................
142
continuance of previous water rights
continuance
for Indian lands ...................
142
142
regulations to be prescribed,
142
general regulations
prescribed, etc
etc.
142
charges, etc ..............
142
collection of charges,
142
timber lands opened
opened to agricultural entries; payment
payment for timber
timber..........
139
Flathead National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
Flathead
appropriation
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance,
etc.,
1147
of .......................
. 458,
458,1147
Flaugher, James
James P.,
Rougher,
P.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1232
pension
1232
Flavors,
Flavors,
793
duty on coal tar products not ...........
793
used as ........................
794
additional specific ....................
additional
794
Flax,
Flax,
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating cultivation,
etc., of, for seed
seed purposes; study
etc.,
study of
diseases
454,1142
diseases..
.................
454,1142
Flax Straw,
Straw,
Flax
appropriation
appropriation for testing,
testing, for paper
making
454,1142
making........................
454,1142
Flxseed,
Flazseed,
provisions for warehouses
warehouses for storage, etc.,
etc.,
provisions
of, for
interstate or foreign
commerce
forinterstate
foreign commerce.
486
standards of
of quality
quality and
and condition
official standards
condition
to be established
established .................
483
interstate and foreign shipments
shipments to conform to .....................
483
Fleagle, Jeremiah,
Jeremiah,
Fleagle,
pension
•pensi
on increased ....................
1413
Fleegle, John,
Fleegie,
John,
pension
Dension increased ..........------.
1498
-----------------

INDEX.
Fleet Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve,
Fleet
enrollment;
eligibility of former
officers and
and
former officers
enrollment; eligibility
Navy ...............
men of the Navy
additional,
transfer from
from
by voluntary
voluntary transfer
additional, by
Navy;
continuance
required; continuance..
term required;
Navy; term
active
duty on
shipboard for training;
training; pay,
active duty
on shipboard
travel
allowance, etc..............
etc
travel allowance,
retainer
pay; service
enlistments
rate; enlistments
service rate;
retainer pay;
during
minority, etc ............
dunng minority,
of officers..........................
officers
of
pay.....
reenrollment; increase
increase of retainer
retainer pay
reenrollment;
privileges if
Navy
in Navy........
reenlisting in
if reenlistmg
privileges
retainer
pay,
longevity
increase;
credit
credit
increase;
retainer pay, longevity
for heroism,
heroism, etc.................
etc
for
forfeiture
of pay
'Day for
for failure
to report for
for
failure to
forfeiture of
inspection ....................
inspection
warrants
or commissions
etc., to
commissions for grades, etc.,
warrants or
given
be given.....................
retainer pay,
affected........
etc., not affected
pay, etc.,
retainer
discharges
restricted, etc
etc................
discharges restricted,
retirement after
thirty years'
service.
entire service
years' entire
after thirty
retirement
uniform clothing outfit to be kept......
kept
uniform
active service
service required
war;
in time of war;
required in
active
.....................
pay, etc .
Fleischmann,
Victoria (widow),
(widow),
Fleischmann, Victoria
increased
...................
pension increased
Fleisher,
Fleisher, Henry,
Henry,
pension increased
increased......................
pension
E.,
George E.
Fleming, George
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Fleming, Huldah
(widow),
Melissa (widow),
Huldah Melissa
Fleming,
pension
increased...................
pension increased
Louisa (widow),
Fleming, Louisa
increased ..................
_pennon
pension increased
Fleming,
Maria T.
T. (widow),
(widow),
Fleming, Maria
pension increased
-.........
increased --.......
pension
Fleming,
Nancy J. (widow),
Fleming, Nancy
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Flesher,
Frederick,
Flesher, Frederick,
pension
...............
increased....
pension increased
Flesher, George
W.,
George W.,
Flesher,
pension
increased........................
pension increased
Fresher,
William M.,
Flesher, William
pension
increased
pension increased .....................
Fletcher, James
D.,
James .D.,
Fletcher,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Fletcher, Louisa
(widow),
M. (widow),
Louisa M.
Fletcher,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Fletcher,
Meredith,
Fletcher, Meredith,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Flight, John,
John,
Flight,
pension
..............
increased ....
pension increased
Flint, Eliza
M. (widow),
(widow),
Eliza M.
Flint,
pension
increased
pelnion increased... ...................
Flint,
Mich..
Flint, Mich.,
appropriation
for public
building..........
public building
appropriation for
Flint
er, Ga.,
Ga.,
RIucr,
Flint Ito
appropriation
improvement of .......
for improvement
appropriation for
bridge authorized
Bainbridge .....
across, Bainbridge
authorized across,
bridge
..............
De
Siding
Vaughns Siding..
De Vatig,:hns
Hugueums
Ferry ...................Huguenins Ferry
Murrays
Ferry .................---Murrays Ferry
Newton ........................
preliminary
examination, etc.,
to be
of, to
etc., of,
preliminary examination,
madee . ........i----... ....
ma
Flippo,
(widow),
Flippo, Mary E.
E. (widow),
.................-increased
pension increased
Floden,
(widow),
Floden, Catherine
Catherine(widow),
pension increased
increased .......................pension
Flood
Sacramento
and Sacramento
Mississippi and
Flood Control,
Control, Mississippi
Rivers,
Rivers,
amount authorized
authorized for
improvement from
from
for improvement
amount
Head
Ohio, and for
to the
the Ohio,
of Passes
Passes to
Head of
controlling
floods,
of
the
Mississippi
controlling floods, of the Mississippi
River
River ..........................
expenditures......
annual maximum of expenditures

Page.
Page.
589
589
590

590
590
590
590
590
590
590
590
590
590
591
'591
591
591
591

591
591
1316

1402
1402
1208
1208
1532
1532
1388
1278
1316

1417
1533
1533
1521
1505

1359
1287

1286
1286
1463
265
395
925
35
513
387
52

407
1539
1278

948
948

1917
1917

Page.
Flood
Control, Mississipi
Mississipi and Sacramento
Sacramento Page.
Flood Control,
Rivers—Continued.
Rivers-Continued.
expenditures
and imexpenditures for flood control and
provement on plans of Mississippi
Mississippi
provement
River Commission
Commission ................
948
948
River
surveys
Head of
of Passes
headPasses to the headsurveys, Head
948
waters
waters..........................
Atchafalaya
948
Atchafalaya Outlet .................
salaries,
services, etc
etc ..........
948
clerical services,
salaries, clerical
levee
construction
contingent
on
local
contingent
levee construction
contributions; amount
amount required....
required
948
contributions;
under direction
of Commission..........
Commission
948
under
direction of
use of
of local
local contributions
contributions restricted.....
restricted
948
use
funds for
levees may
may be used
used up to Rock
for levees
funds
948
Island,
..............
I11........
Island, Ill.
rights of
way for
to be provided by
for levees
levees to
of way
rights
949
State,
etc.......................
State, etc
expense for,
temporary emergencies,
emergencies,
for, or temporary
expense
not part
of contribution
contribution............ 949
not
part of
connecting watercourses
may receive
receive allotwatercourses may
connecting
949
ments, to exclude
exclude flood waters.....
waters
949
ments,
levees on
on completion
completion to be maintained
maintained by
levees
district protected
thereby
949
protected thereby..........
district
949
control retained.................
retained
other control
amount authorized
authorized for
for controlling
controlling floods,
amount
improving, etc.,
etc., Sacramento
Sacramento River,
improving,
949
Cal
949
Cal...........................
conditions; annual
limit of expendiannual limit
conditions;
tures
949
949
tures .............................
D6bris
expenditures on
of California
California Debris
plans of
on plans
expenditures
Commission ..-.-....-------......
949
Commission
contribution annually
annually from
California
from California
contribution
- ...------------------. 949
required
required
949
to continue
full equal
equal share
paid
share paid.
to
continue until full
.... 949
levee construction
required ......
construction required
levee
950
.
annual expense
expense by State limited.
limited
annual
950
total
State
from State..........
contributions from
total contributions
rights
of way,
way, etc.,
etc., to be
be provided free of
rights of
950
cost
---..-..- ......---cost..------.
not a
apart
part of
.
950
of contribution
contribution. ..-........not
after
commaintenance
works
comState
by
of
works
maintenance
950
pletion
950
pletion .........................
other control
control retained
950
retained ..................
other
laws for surveys,
improvements, etc., applisurveys, inprovements,
laws
950
cable
950
cable to work of ..................
disbursements
accounting subject
subject to
disbursements and accounting
950
general
950
law .....................
general law
scope
of reports
reports of
of examinations,
examinations, etc ......
950
950
scope of
details
from other
other departments
departments to assist in
in
details from
950
studies,
etc
studies, etc......................
submission
to House
House of RepresenRepresenreports to
of reports
submission of
tatives ........................
950
tatives
statement
from Board
Engineers for
for
of Engineers
Board of
statement from
Rivers and
Harbors as to Federal
Federal inand Harbors
Rivers
950
improvement ............
terest in improvement
share
borne by
by United
United States.....
States
950
950
to be
be borne
share to
advisability
project ................
951
advisability of project
examinations
he made
request of
on request
of
made on
examinations to be
..........
Control Committee
Flood Control
951
pay
Mississippi River
River
of civilian
civilian members
members Mississippi
pay of
Commission increased
increased .............
951
Commission
Flood, John,,
Flood,
John,
1331
increased.....................
pension
Flood,
pension
Rachel
increased
S. (widow),
1331
Flood, Rachel S. (widow),
pension..
1424
pension ..............................
Flood
Flood Sufferers,
Sufferers,
appropriation
relief of, in
designated
in designated
for relief
appropriation for
southern States..
southern
States ..................
434
435
issue of Army supplies ..............534
Virginia...
available for relief in West Virginia
available
Nook,
Flook, John
John W.,
1326
increased... ..................
pension increased
_pension
1326
FlorenceD.
Crittenton Hope and Help Mission,
Florence
Crittenton
C.,
D. C.,
appropriation
care of women and chilappropriation for care
dren under.
710,1038
710,1038
under ..................
dren

1918
1918
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Page.
Florence, S.
S. C.,
Page. Foraker,
Foraker, John
Page.
John J.,
Page.
terms of court at .....................
721
721
pension increased
increased...................
1310
1310
Florey, Andrew
Florey,
Andrew .11,
J.,
Forbes, Charlie,
Charlie,
Forbes,
pension
increased
wawa increased
1562
.........
..............
1562
pension
1576
pension........................
...
1576
Florida,
Ford,
Ford, Ivan
Ivan S.
8.,
appropriation for
apprripriation
etc., of
Seminole
for relief, etc.,
of Seminole
pension increased
increased...... ............. . 1308
1308
Indians in ........................ 132,
132, 976
976 Ford,
Ford, Joseph
Joseph M.,
for relief of sufferers
from floods
in ....
434
sufferers from
floods in
434
pension
increased
1529
penson increased ....................
1529
bridge authorized across
across Saint Marys River,
River,
Ford, Luke
Luke R.,
Ford,
R.,
Georgia and
Georgia
and....................
436
436
pension
pension increased
increased
1582
....................
. 1582
patents for swamp lands,
Key BisBislands, etc.,
etc., Key
Ford, Maggie S. (widow),
cayne, validated, etc
etc ............
995
995
pension .
...........
.1231
1231
.....
Florida
Fla.,
FloridaNational
National Forest,
Forest,Fla.,
Ford, Thomas W.,
Ford,
appropriation for
appropriation
of. 458,1147
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
458,1147
pension increased.................
increased
1438
1438
exchange of
with private
private owners
exchange
of lands
lands with
owners to
to
Ford, William
L.
Ford,
WiUiam L.,
add to .....................
344
344
pension
1325
pension increasied
increased...........
.........
1325
Florida Reefs,
Florida
Reefs, Fla.,
Fla.,
Fords Island, Oahus,
Oahu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Fords
appropriation for
naviappropriation
for additional
additional aids
aids to
to navipart of naval reservation, transferred
transferred to
to
gation, etc
317
gation,
etc........................
317
War Department....................
Department
568
War
..
568
.Fluorene,
Fuorene,
uses reserved, etc ....................
.
569
569
on free
list
793 Fordyce,
free list........
...................
. 793
Fordyce, Ark.,
Ark.,
Flying
Navy (see Naval Flying Corps)
Fig Corps,
Corps, Navy
Corps).
appropriation for public
appropriation
265
public building
building.........
265
Flying
Flying Corps, Naval Reserve
Reserve (see
(ee also
also Naval
Naval
denciency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuildReserve Flying
Flying Corps),
Corps),
ing.........
..................
ing
17
17
provisions cre
592
......................
592 Foreign
Foreign Agencies,
Agenies,
Flynn, Mary
le.
8(
bi
jow),
Flynn,
MarycA.
(ow),
establishment of,
by
Federal reserve
banks
of,
by
Federal
reserve
banks
pension increased
1316
increased ..........................
1316
allowed,
dealing in
etc
754
allowed, for
for dealing
in drafts,
drafts, etc...
754
Fog Signals,
Signals,
Fog
Foreign and
Domestic Commerce,
Foreign
and Domestic
Commerce,
appropriation for expenses
expenses of..........
of
317
317
appropriation
for promoting
and developdevelopappropriation for
promoting
and
Foglio, William,
Foglio,
Wilamn,
ing
111, 1113
ing..........................
111,1113
land patent to
to. .......................
1336
. 1336
deficiency appropriation for
deficiency
promoting, etc.
etc.
25
for promoting,
25
Foisia,
Foisia,Elizabeth
Eliabeth (widow),
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce Bureau,
Foreign and
Bureau, DeDepension
1409
pension.................................
1409
partment of Commerce,
partment
Commerce,
FoldingRoom, House of
Folding
Representatives,
of Representatives,
appropriation
appropriation for chief, assistants, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for superintendent,
superintendent, folders,
folders,
etc ......................
111,
1112
11, 1112
etc...................
etc
71,
1075
...
71,1075
for promoting
promoting and developing
foreign and
developing foreign
and
Folding
Folding Room,Senate,
Room,Senate,
domestic
commerce............. 111,
domestic commerce
111, 1113
1113
appropriation
appropriation for foreman, assistant, foldfoldeditorial nagi
assistants
=tants ...................
111
111
ers, etc....................
etc
68,
1072
68, 1072
for investigating
investigating cost of
production, duduof production,
Followill, Mary (widow),
Followill,
tiable articles, etc ................
111
111
...........................
pension
1280
1280
for promoting commerce
commerce with
with South
South and
and
Foltz, Tobias
Tobias H.,
H.,
Central America
America ..............
111,
1113
111, 1113
pension increased
increased
.................... 1542
1542
commercial attaches ............ 111,
for commercial
1113
111, 1113
Fornorin, Francis,
Francis,
Fomorin,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for promoting,
promoting,
pension
pension increased .....................
1286,
1286
etc., foreign and domestic
25
domestic commerce.
commerce.
25
Foncannon, Jefferson,
Foncannon,
etc., investigations
employees, etc.,
investigations of
of cost
cost of
of
pension increased
increased...............
......... 1484
1484
production,
production, dutiable
dutiable articles, etc.,
etc.,
Fond du Lac Band
Fond
Band of Chippewa
Chippewa Indiana,
Indians,
transferred
Commimion
796
transferred to
to Tariff
Tariff Commission....
796
Minn.,
Foreign
Branches of National
Foreign Branches
National Banks,
Banks,
appropriation for burial grounds
appropriation
grounds for;
for; from
from
establishment of, authorized;
authorized; conditions..
755
conditions..
755
tribal funds ....................
136
136
may be fiscal agents of United States...
States...
755
755
Food Products,
Products, American,
American '
application requirements..............
requirements
755
755
appropriation for investigating
appropriation
investigating tests made
information
information to be furnished Comptroller.
Comptroller
755
755
in foreign countries of, etc......
etc
463,1151
separate
separate accounts
accounts required
756
required .............
756
for diffusing
diffusing information as to
to markets
markets
Foreign
Commerce,
Foreign Commerce,
for, etc
etc........................... 473,
1162
473,1162
bills of lading issued by
by common
common carriers
carriers
Foods,
Foods, Drugs,
Drugs, etc.,
etc.,
in, regulations
regulations governing............
governing
538
538
appropriation
appropriation for chemical
chemical biological
biological ingrain shipments in, to conform
conform to
to official
official
vestigation of...............
vestigation
of
463,
1152
463,1152
standards .........................
483
483
for investigating adulterations,
adulterations, false
provisions regulating...................
regulating
483
483
etc.. ............... . 464,1152
branding, etc
464, 1152
investigation
investigation ordered
of
Government
conordered of Government conFoods,
Foods, etc., D. C.,
trol, etc.,
etc., of interstate and,
by Joint
Joint
and, by
appropriation for detecting
appropriation
detecting adulterations,
adulterations,
Congressional Committee
387
Congressional
Committee .........
387
false branding, etc..............
etc
703,1030
703,1030
scope
scope of; authority,
authority, etc
387
etc
.............
387
Foot and
and Mouth Disease,
Disease, Animal,
Animal,
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses.............
expenses
388
388
appropriation for emergency
emergency use,
arrestuse, arresttime extended
866
extended .......................
866
ing, etc .-..................
492,
1167
49.
492,1167
investigation, etc.,
etc., of production of
of necesnecespayment for gnimaIR
payment
apanimals destroyed; apsities during
during interruption
interruption of
650
of.- ......
650
praisal of values ..............
492,1167
492, 1167
provisions of Warehouse
Warehouse Act
Act for
for storage
storage of
of
unexpended balances
balances reappropriated.
1167
reappropriated. 1167
agricultural
agricultural products
for
486
products
for...........
486
Forage
Crops,
ForageCrops,
shipping
shipping products
products by
by child
labor of
of prochild labor
proappropriation
appropriation for investigating diseases
diseases
hibited ages, forbidden in
in .......
675
675
of.......
of
453,
1141
.
...
453,1141
standard
standard grape,
grape. etc.,
basket regulations
regulations not
not
etc., basket
for improvement,
improvement, etc.,
etc., of
of............. 455,1143
455,1143
applicable to shipments
in
674
shipments
in......... 674
for investigations of insects affecting.
affecting 465,
465,1154
1154 Foreign
Foreign Corporations
Corporations (see Corporations,
Corporatio, ForForHesias
Heenan fly and chinch bug
465,1154
bug....... 465,1154
eign).

INDEX.
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1919
1919

Foreign Counsel,
Page. Forest
Fires,
Forest Fires,
Page.
Page.
Foreign
appropriation
Counsel,for
for paying,
paying, employed
employed in
appropriation
in spespeappropriation
461, 1149
appropriation for
for fighting,
fighting, etc
etc ........ 461,1149
cial cases
cases.........................
313
for cooperation
with States
States in protecting
cooperation with
Foreign
Foreign Countries,
Countries,
watersheds
navigable streams
watersheds of navigable
streams
articles from, which deny admission
admission of
from
1166
from......
. .........
4.475,
75, 1166
etc., American
American goods, may
may
similar, etc.,
deficiency
appropriation for fighting,
fighting, etc...
etc...
826
deficiency appropriation
826
799
be prohibited entry
entry... ..........
799 Forest,
Forest, Marinda
(widow),
Marinda(widow),
bills of lading; restriction against
against issuing,
pension increased
increased
1560
pension
.................
1560
in sets, not applicable
in
applicable to shipments
Forest Service, Department
Depwrtment of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
Forest
to ...............................
539
539
appropriation for
supervisors,
appropriation
for Forester,
Forester, supervisors,
nor requirement
requirement for marking
marking "dupli"duplirangers, etc .................
456,1144
456,1144
cate" thereon
thereon ...
539
cate"
.................
539
for clerks, etc
456, 1145
1145
for
etc ....................
456,
clearances
vessels, in
war in
clearances refused vessels,
in time of war
in
for draftsmen,
1145
for
draftsmen, mechanics,
mechanics, etc ....... 456,
456,1145
which United States is neutral,
neutral, dedeforgeneral expenses
457, 1145
forgeneralexpenses...............
457,1145
nying
nying under laws of belligerents,
outside United
United States
States forbidforbidtests outside
equal
equal facilities to Americans.......
Americans
799
den .........................
457, 1145
den
457,1145
investigation
tariff relations between,
between,
investigation of tariff
limit
457, 1145
limit of
of cost of buildings
buildings......... 457,1145
States, etc.,
etc., by Tariff
and United States,
administration of
forests; sale of timadministration
of forests;
Commission ......................
796
Commission
796
457, 1145
1145
ber ...........................
457,
cost of production and
and dumping
dumping incare of fish and game.............
game
457, 1145
457,1145
cluded ...........................
cluded
796
agents, labor, etc .................
457,1146
457,1146
prohibition
which United
prohibition in
in time of war in which
United
collating,
printing, etc.,
etc., investigainvestigacollating, printing,
States is not engaged,
engaged, of
of imports
imports
tions ..
457, 1146
1146
.......................
457,
from, the laws of which restrict
restrict adrelief of field employees...........
employees
457, 1146
relief
457,1146
mission
799
mission of American
American goods
goods.........
799
contingent expenses;
expenses; traveling
traveling excontingent
vessels of belligerent countries may be dedevessels
penses
457, 1146
penses .......................
457,1146
nied facilities
facilities of trade, etc.,
etc., refused
refused
station expenses,
maintefor field
field and
and station
expenses, mainteto Americans
Americans ......................
800
800
nance of designated
designated forests.......
forests
457,1146
nance
457,1146
which refuse equal facilities to American
American
additional
lands in Nebraska
Nebraska for
additional lands
for nurnurtraffic may be denied clearance,
etc_
800
clearance, etc.
800
sery ...
....................
1147
Foreign
Foreign Governments,
Governments,
for additional
additional national
national forests under
under Condeficiency appropriation
appropriation for representing
representing
servation
Act
servation Act................
460,1149
interests of, growing out of war in
in
disposition of receipts
receipts under
under ..........
1149
1149
802
Europe
..........
......
802
for expenses,
expenses, district administration
administration 460,1149
460,1149
accredited officials,
accredited
officials, etc., of,
of, not
not subject to
to
interchangeable
interchangeable appropriations....
appropriations... 460,1149
immigration act
878
act .................
878
for selecting,
selecting, etc.,
etc., lands
within national
national
lands within
investigation by
Board of
of cominvestigation
by Shipping
Shipping Board
comforests forhomestead entry ...... 460,1149
forestsforhomesteadentry
460,1149
plaints that laws, of,
etc.,
make
unof, etc., make unfor survey,
survey, etc., of agricultural
agricultural lands.
lands 460,1149
just discriminations
discriminations against AmerAmerforfightingforest fires, etc...........
etc
461, 1149
forfightingforestfires,
461,1149
ican vessels, etc ...................
737
for supplies,
supplies, instruments,
instruments, and equipequip737
report to
to President; diplomatic
diplomatic action_
action..
737
ments
461, 1149
ments........................
461,1149
message
message to Congress if equal facilities
facilities not
not
for promoting economy
economy in forest prodprod- -secured ..........................
737
etc .......................
46 1149
ucts, etc
461,
restrictions on admission from insular posrestrictions
posfor improving
range conditions
conditions ........ 461,1150
4611, 1
improving range
11
149
50
sessions, etc., of
of persons
persons holding
holding passfor tree planting, etc................
etc
461, 1150
461,1150
ports
878
ports of
o........................
878
for cooperative,
cooperative, etc., investigations
investigations to
to
Foreign Intercourse
Intercourse (see Diplomatic
Foreign
Diplomatic and Condetermine conservative
conservative managedetermine
managesular Service).
Service).
sular
ment of forests
forests ...............
461.1150
461.1150
Foreign
Post Office
Foreign Mails
Mails Division,
Division, Post
Office DepartDepartfor
appraising, etc.,
etc., timber
timber for
sale; exexfor appraising,
for sale;
ment,
penses of
of sales, etc.............
etc
, 461,1150
461, 1150
appropriation for superintendent, assistant,
assistant,
appropriation
for miscellaneous
investigations ...... 461,
461, 1150
1150
miscellaneous investigations
etc .........................
106,
106. 1109
forroads, trails, bridges,
etc
461. 1150
1150
bridges, etc...........
461.
Foreign Mails,
Foreign
Mails, Postal
PostalService,
eradicating
eradicating poisonous plants
plants .........
1150
appropriation for
for transportation
1066
420. 1066
appropriation
transportation........ 420
travelingexpensesrestricted.......
travelingexpensesrestncted
1150
461, 1150
or clerks
clerks on steamships
1066
for
steamships ............. 420,
420 1066
restriction
restriction on preparing articles for
for
for pier transfers, New York, San Frannewspapers,
etc
461,
newspapers, etc..............
461, 1150
1150
cisco, etc _
cisco,
........................
420
acquiring additional
additional lands
lands under
under
for acquiring
for transferring
420
transferring contract mail
mail...........
420
Conservation Act
Act .................
462
462
for assistant
assistant superintendent,
421, 1066
superintendent, New
New York
York 421,
1066
for expenses
expenses in Washington
Washington under
under
contracts
contracts for fast service on American
American
Conservation Act...............
Act
462,1150
ships with Great Britain authorized;
authorized;
special fund for disposal
disposal of debris, etc.,
etc.,
pay,
1066
pay, etc ........................
1066
deposits for, etc ...................
deposits
462
for
balance due foreign countries.....
countries
421. 1066
1066
for balance
421.
mining, etc.,
etc., permitted
permitted in
in acquired
acquired
Foreign Missions (see Diplomatic
Diplomatic and ConsuForeign
lands
......................... 462, 1050
lands
1050
lar Service).
Service).
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for general
general exForeign Relations,
Relations, etc.,
Foreign
penses ................
24, 32, 826,
826. 829
appropriation for
drafting imporappropriation
for officers,
officers, drafting
for improvement
improvement of national
forests
for
national forests.....
32, 826
work on ..................
77, 1082
tant work
1082
etc ..............
826
for fighting
fighting forest fires, etc
826
Forests.
for additional
additional force .................
77, 1082 Forests,
Foreign
Foreign Tariffs,
appropriation for
for cooperation
cooperation with
with States,
States,
appropriation
investigation
investigation of, in relation to United
etc.,
methods of managing,
managing,
etc., as to methods
Tariff Commission
Commission ........
796
States. by Tariff
796
and forest
forest lands
lands ..............
461. 1150
461.1150
Foreign
Foreign Woods,
for investigating
investigating insects affecting
465, 1154
affecting.... 465,1154
appropriation for tests, etc., of commercial
commercial
Forguson, Jeremiah,
Jeremiah,
Forguson,
importance of ..................
importance
461, 1149
1149 1 pension increased .....................
461,
1507
1507
102620 °-vor 39--PT
39-pr 2
50
102620°-VOL
20

1920
1920
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Page.
Page.
F,orgy, William,
William,
Forgy,
pension increased
increased .....
1426
pension
..............
1426
Forked
Deer River,
River, Tenn.,
Forked Deer
Tenn.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
409
made ........................
Forney, Christian
Forney,
Christian C.,
pension increased
1294
pension
increased.......................
1294
Forrest City, Ark.,
Ark.,
Forrest
condemned cannon
to
834
condemned
cannon granted
granted to....-........
834
Forster,
Forster, Howard,
Howard,
pension
increased .........................
1440
pension increased
1440
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
FortAssinniboine
Assinniboine Military
Mont.
lands
reserved in
in abandoned,
for Rocky
Rocky
lands reserved
abandoned, for
Boy's
Chippewa% etc ......
739
Boy's Band of
of Chippewas,
739
reservoir
739
sold to Havre,
Havre, Mont.,
Mont., for
forreservoir.......
739
reversion
for nonuser .................
739
reversionfornonuser
739
set aside for camping ground
ground............
739
proclamation
to homestead
homestead entry
proclamation opening
opening to
entry
in abanagricultural and coal
coal lands in
doned
. 1808
doned .......................
Fort Atkinson, Wis.,
Wis.,
Fort
appropriation
public building..........
building
265
265
for public
appropriation for
deficiency
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
ing
17
17
ing..............................
may bridge
bridge Rock
996
may
Rock River
River ...................
996
Fort
Fort Barrancas,
Barrancas,Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for
for repairs,
by
etc., damages
damages by
repairs, etc.,
appropriation
hurricane,
July 5, 1916
636
hurricane,July5,1916............
636
George H.
Hervey
right of way granted to George
H. Hervey
across
237
across............ I ...........
Fort Belknap Agency,
Fort
Agency, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians
appropriation
at ...........................
138,980
at
138,980
Fort Belknap Indian
Reservation, Mont.,
Fort
IndianReservation,
Mont.,
appropriation for
irrigation systems on,
for irrigation
appropriation
maintenance, etc ................ 139,
maintenance,
139, 980
980
Fort
Agency, N.
Dak.,
Fort Berthold
BertholdAgency,
N. Dak.,
appropriation
of Indians
support, etc.,
etc., of
for support,
appropriation for
of
982
................ 144, 982
of...............
Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N.
Fort
Berthold Indian
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation
for per
capita payment
to Inpayment to
Inper capita
appropriation for
dians
of, from
sales of
of surplus
surplus lands..
144
dians of,
from sales
lands..
144
classification,
etc., of coal lands
classification, etc.,
lands in
in school
school
sections of ceded
1131
sectionsof
ceded..................
1131
proclamation
proclamation opening
opening to surface homestead entry
entry coal lands
lands in
1748
in............
1748
Fort
Bidwell, Cal.,
Cal.,
FortBidwell,
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school
appropriation
school......... 132,975
132, 975
deficiency appropriation
school.
deficiency
appropriation for Indian school.
33
Fort
Fort Bliss,
Bliss, Tex.,
Tex.,
appropriation
target range,
additional
appropriation for
for target
range, additional
lands ............................
639
639
for increasing water supply, etc .........
639
deficiency
appropriation for radio
deficiency appropriation
radio installations..............................
.
lations
337
Fort
Fort Dodge,
Dodge, Iowa,
Iowa,
terms of court at .......................
12, 55
. 12,55
Fort
Douglas Military
Military Reservation,
Fort Douglas
Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation for
for maintaining
maintaining citizens
appropriation
citizens
training camp on.................
on
671
671
Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me.,
Fort
Me.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for public
public building
building... ......
265
Fort H.
Wright Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, N.
N. Y
Fort
I. G.
G. Wright
Y.,,
between Mount
Prospect Tract
Tract
right of way between
Mount Prospect
and transferred
and
transferred....................
909
Fort Hall
Indian Reservation,
Idaho,
Fort
Ball Indian
Reservation, Idaho,
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of
Indians
appropriation
of Indians
on..---...................
on
132,
976
...
132,976
for
system
132, 976
976
for maintenance,
maintenance, irrigation
irrigationsystem...
. 132,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance,
etc.,
irrigation system
31
etc.. irrigation
svstem..........31
for
of Indians
on
826
for support, etc.,
etc., of
Indianson...........
826
FortHarrison
TerreHaute,
Haute, Ind
Ind.,,
Fort
Harrison Country
Country Club, Terre
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
835
to...........
835

Fort Huachuca,
Ariz.,
Page.
Fort
Huachuca, Arz.,
Page.
deficiency
appropriation for
installadeficiency appropriation
for radio
radio installations
337
tions ............................
337
Fort Keogh Military
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Mont.,
area
and
area of
of lease
lease to Chicago, Milwaukee
Milwaukee and
Railway Company
of
Puget Sound Railway
Company of
lands in,
in, extended ................
238
Fort Lapwai Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Fort
Sanatorium, Idaho,
Idaho,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
125, 970
970
appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc., of.
of..-_125,
Fort Laramie,
Fort
Laramie, Ohio,
Ohio,
condemned
cannon granted to.............
to
836
condemned cannon
836
Fort Leavenuorth,
Fort
Leavenuorth, Kans.,
Kans.,
appropriation for
for Army
Staff College
College and
and
Army Staff
appropriation
service
schools at ..................
620
service schools
620
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Md.,
Fort McHenry
McHenry Military
Md.,
jurisdiction ceded
Maryland over
porjurisdiction
ceded to
to Maryland
over portion of, granted to Baltimore as
as aa
park
46
park .............................
46
condemned
to .............
833
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
833
Fort McIntosh,
Fort
Mcintosh, Tex.,
Tex.,
deficiency
for radio
radio installadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
installation
337
tion............................
337
Fort McBee,
Fort
McRee, Fkt.
Fla.,
appropriation
repairs, etc.,
damages by
by
etc., damages
for repairs,
appropriation for
hurricane
of July 5, 1916
636
hurricaneof
1916...........
636
right
H. Hervey
right of way
way granted
granted to
to George
George H.
Hervey
SICTOSS
.
237
acros.... ....................
237
Port Madison,
Madison 'Iowa,
Iowa,
Fort
condemned
cannon
granted
to,
for
Grand
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army post........................
post
832
Army
832
Fort
Magazine, Pa.,
Pa.,
Fort Mifflin Naval
Naval Magazine,
appropriation for
for ordnance
569
storage........
569
appropriation
ordnance storage
for public
public works
works ..................... 569, 1178
1178
Fort
Pa.
Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin, Pa.,
right
of, granted
to
right of
of way
way through
through grounds
grounds of,
granted to
Philadelphia;
531
Philadelphia; conditions
conditions ............
531
Fort
Any.,
Fort Mojave, Ariz.,
appropriation for
for Indian
school
129,
974
129, 974
appropriation
Indian school.........
Fort
Monroe, Va.,
Va.,
Fort Monroe,
appropriation
for Coast
Coast Artillery
Artillery school..
school..
621
621
appropriation for
for
sewer
285
for wharf,
wharf, roads,
roads, and
and sewer............
285
Fort Morgan,
Ala.,
Fort
Morgan, Ala.,
appropriation for
repairs, etc.,
damages by
by
etc., damages
appropriation
for repairs,
hurricane,
July 5,
hurricane, July
5, 1916 ............
636
Fort Morgan,
Fort
Morgan, Colo.,
Colo.,
appropriation for
public building
building .........
265
265
appropriation
for public
deficiency
appropriation for public
builddeficiency appropriation
public building ...........................
17
ing
17
Fort Niobrara
Niobrara Military
Reservation, Nebr.,
Nebr.,
Fort
Military Reservation,
time extended for payments by
homestead
by homestead
entrymen
former ..............
514
entrymen on
on former
514
Fort Peck
Agency, Mont.
Fort
Peck Agency,
Mont.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
Indians
etc., of
of Indians
appropriation for
for support,
at
138,980
at..............................
138, 980
Fort Peck
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.,
Fort
Peek Indian
appropriation
irrigation
appropriation for
for constructing
constructing irrigation
systems on; repayment
repayment ...........
. 140,980
140,980
payment
payment of charges
charges by settlers ........
140
140
of allotment
purchasers
140
liability of
allotment purchasers.......
140
irrigation
work in,
in, by
by Reclamation
Reclamation Service_
141
irrigation work
Service.
141
allowance for
passenger-carrying veveallowance
for passenger-carrying
hicles
141,
980
hicles...............
........
141,980
announcement of
of assessment
assessment of
of irrigation
irrigation
announcement
charges; ratio
141
charges;
ratio ..................
141
payment
in annual installments,
installments, etc.
payment in
etc. -_ 141
to
tribal funds used for
for construction
construction work to
141
be returned
returned to
to Indians
Indians ............
141
construction
reimbursed
from
construction
cost reimbursed
from
charges
141
charges .......................
141
share of Indian allottees
allottees ...........
share
141
payment of maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation
payment
cost
cost .
.........................
142
continuance of previous
previous water rights
for
142
for Indian
Indian lands ...................
142
general
general regulations to be prescribed,
prescribed, etc
142
etc.
142
collection
etc
142
collection of
of charges,
charges, etc...........
142

INDEX.
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Mont.-Con. Page.
Fort
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.—Con.
FortPeck Indian
Northern Railway.
940
sale of
of lands
lands in,
in, to
to Great Northern
Railway.
940
payments to Indians.................
Indians
payments
941
extended for paying installments
installments for
time extended
homesteads
ceded
homesteads on ceded..............
994
conditions.............................
994
conditions
994
Fort Pickens,
Pickens, Fla.,
Fla.,
Fort
appropriation for
for repairs,
'Tpairs, etc.,
by
damages by
etc., damages
appropriation
hurricane, July 5, 1916............
1916
636
hurricane,
636
Fort
Plain, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
FortPlain,
appropriation
for
public
building
265
appropriation for public building........
Fort
Riley, Kane.
FortRiley,
Kans.,,
appropriation
Mounted Service
Service
for Army Mounted
appropriation for
School ..........................
620
Fort
Houston, Tex.
Fort Sam
Sam Houston,
Tex.,
appropriation
additional land
conland and confor additional
appropriation for
etc
636
636
structing supply depots, etc........
trackage
trackage arrangements,
arrangements, etc., author636
ized ............................
636
Fort
FortScott, Kane.,
Kans.,
terms
at. .......................
726
terms of
of court
court at
offices of deputy clerk
clerk and
and marshal
726
marshal......
Fort
Fort Shafter,
Shafter, Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation
etc., ordnance
buildings, etc.,
appropriation for buildings,
283
depot ...........................
Fort Sill, Okla.,
Fort
appropriation for Army
Army School of Fire,
appropriation
620
Field Artillery .....................
Musketry
620
for Army School of Musketry.........
relief and settlement of three
three heads of
for relief
families of Apache Indians,
Indians, confined
confined
at
...........
146
as prisoners
prisoners of war at.
fish hatchery, may be operated
operated on, by Oklahoma
35
homa...........................
Fort
Military Reservation,
Reservation, AbanFort Spokane Military
doned,
doned,
sale of unused lands on; proceeds to credit
of Spokane
155
of
Spokane Indians
Indians..............
Fort
Fort Totten, N. Dak.,
school
144,982
Indian school.........
appropriation for Indian
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian
Indian school.
31
school.
31
deficiency
Fort
N.Y Y.,
Fort Totten. N.
appropriation
for
expenses,
detorpedo
appropriation for expenses,
pot
347,911
347,911
pot ...........................
Fort
Ind.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.,
appropriation
public building
.
265
building........
appropriation for public
Fortifications,
Fortifications,
appropriation for
for gun and mortar batappropriation
345, 909
teries ........................
345-,
transfers of rights of way Fort H. G.
transfers
G.
N. I'
909
Y ....................
Wright, N.
older emplacements..
emplacements.. 345, 909
for modernizing
modernizing older
for
fire-control
stations,
etc.;
range
findfor fire-control stations, etc.; range
ers,
345,909
.................
.
etc...
ers, etc
for war instruction at Coast Artillery
. 345,909
45, 909
posts ...........................
for
electric installations, seacoast defor electric
909
fenses ..........................
for
searchlights for
for seacoast
seacoast defenses
345, 910
defenses.. 345,910
for searchlights
preservation and repair...........
repair
345, 910
for preservation
for
Tex.. deGalveston, Tex.,
etc., Galveston.,
for repairs,
repairs, etc,,
tenses
345
345
fenses ..........................for plans
plans ........................
345,910
345, 910
for
345,910
345, 910
electric plants .......
for supplies for electric
for preserving,
preserving, etc., torpedo
torpedo structures,
structures,
submarine mines, etc
345, 910
910
345,
etc...........
submarine
sites, etc......................
etc
•
346, 910
910
for sites,
910
for sea walls and embankments
embankments ........
910
sewer systems,
for roads, trails, water and sewer
etc
910
910
etc .............................
910
vehicles...........
for motor passenger
passenger vehicles
910
operating fire-control
fire-control installations..
installations.. 346,910
346, 910
for operating
purchases, equipment,
equipment, etc
etc.,,
for airships, purchases,
-.---r
,,--+
0to_„
910n
for
seacoastb UtCLAUSl-.
defenses --....----.910
I-JC.O<VW3
v--
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appropriation for
for airships;
airships; statement
statement of
appropriation
available
available land, buildings, etc.,
etc., to be
made
910
made
........................
910
for armament
armament ....................
346,
910
346, 910
for mountain,
mountain, field,
field, and siege
siege cannon;
cannon;
contracts
910
contracts......................... 346, 910
ammunition; contracts
contracts .......... 346,
910
for ammunition;
346, 910
for seacoast
cannon; contracts .......
346,911
seacoast cannon;
346,911
for seacoast
cannon, etc.,
etc.,
for ammunition
ammunition for
seacoast cannon,
contracts
contracts......................... 346, 911
modernizing projectiles
for modernizing
projectiles........... 346,
316
6;911
91
9
11
1
for
seacoast artillery
artillery
for ammunition
ammunition for
for seacoast
practice, etc ..................
.346, 911
practice,
etc., mobile
mobile artillery
for altering, etc.,
artillery.... 346, 911
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for field, etc
for ammunition,
etc.,,
artillery practice
artillery
practice................. 346, 911
for altering, etc., to rapid-fire
rapid-fire batteries..
batteries..
346
for
etc. 'seacoast
seacoast guns......
guns.
for altering,
altering, etc.,
346, 911
for
expenses, Sandy
Sandy Hook
proving
for expenses,
Hook proving
ground
347,911
ground........
.............. 347,911
911
allowance
allowance of quarters
quarters to officers.....
officers
347,
347,911
for supplies for
for submarine mine practice
tice......-....---... ....
--... 347,911
for
mines.-.. 347,
347,911
911
for maintenance,
maintenance, submarine
submarine mines
for
torpedo
depot,
Fort
Totten,
N.
Y _. 347,
347, 911
911
for torpedo depot, Fort Totten. N. Y-.
for
purchase
of
radiodynamice
torpedo
torpedo
for purchase of radiodynamic,
control inventions
John Hays
control
inventions of John
Hammond,
jr
Hammond, jr....................
347
subject
approval of
board of Army
of board
subject to
to approval
and Navy
Navy officers
officers .................
347
and
for
demonstrations
for expenses
expenses of demonstrations..........
347
issue
of patents
United States,
States, if
patents to United
issue of
347
contract concluded................
concluded
applications to remain in secret
secret arapplications
chives and
and not open
open to disclosure...
disclosure
347
for
radiodyrgasic torpedo
condiunit; condifor radiodynamic
torpedo unit;
tion
............-........ 348
tion.......
patent
applications for
demilitary defor military
patent applications
fense, period
period extended ..........
fense,
348
for
348,
................
348, 912
for insular
insular possessions
possessions......
for
seacoast batteries,
batteries, Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands..
Islands..
912
912
for seacoast
for
etc., Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands. 348,
348,912
912
for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
Philippine
348,912
Islands ...............
Philippine Islands.
for
land defenses,
defenses, Hawaii
912
an Iflands....
Mends. . 348, 348
Hawaiian
for land
Philippine
348
Philippine Islands .................
for roads
for land
land defenses,
defenses, Hawaiian
Hawaiian
for
roads for
Islands
912
Islands............................
912
electric plants,
etc., HaHasupplies, etc.,
plants, supplies,
for electric
waiian Islands ................
348,912
348,
912
waiian
Philippine
Islands.
348, 912
912
Philippine Islands................
for
submarine
mine
structures,
Hawaiian
for submarine mine structures, Hawaiian
Islands...........................
348
Islands
348
for
sea walls and
Hawaiian
and embankments, Hawaiian
forsea
Islands
912
912
Islands ------..............
........
for
automobile. Hawaiian
Islands
912
348, 912
Hawaiian Islands.....
for automobile.
for fire-control
insular
for
fire-control installations, insular
possessions
349, 912
possessions 912
....................
etc., seacoast
seacoast defenses,
defenses,
for airships, etc.,
Philippine Islands ...............
912
912
Hawaiian Islands
912
912
Hawaiian
Islands ...................
seacoast cannon,
insular possessions;
possessions;
cannon, insular
for seacoast
contracts
912
349, 912
contracts .......................
for
seacoast cannon,
cannon, infor ammunition
ammunition for seacoast
sular
possessions;
contracts
349,
912
349, 912
sular possessions; contracts ......
for
etc.. seacoast
seacoast artillery,
inartillery, infor altering,
altering, etc.,
349, 912
possessions.................. 349,912
sular possessions
for purchase of
of submarine
submarine mines, etc.,
insular possessions
-. ................ 349
insular
possessions
maintenance, submarine mines, infor maintenance,
349, 912
sular possessions .........---....
for constructing
constructing fire-control
etc.,
fire-control stations, etc..
for
insular
possessions ..............
349, 913
insular possessions
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appropriation
finders, etc.,
insular
appropriation for
for range
range finders,
etc., insular
possessions .....................
349, 913
913
possessions
349,
Coast Artillery
rank,
Chief of
of Coast
Artillery to
to have
have rank,
etc., of
major general
general ..............
349
etc.,
of major
349
for
aids and
and appliances
for imfor aids
appliances necessary
necessary for
immediate
of arms,
arms, ammediate manufacture
manufacture of
ammunition,
349
munition, etc
etc .....................
349
for Board of
of Ordnance
and Fortification
forBoard
Ordnance and
Fortification 350,913
350, 913
civilian
civilian member.
member.................. 350,913
350, 913
inquiry as
invention
350,913
inquiry
as to
to right of
of invention.....
350, 913
all material
American manumanuall
material to
to be
be of
of American
facture; exception
exception ..............
350,913
350, 913
services of draftsmen,
draftsmen, etc.,
etc.,
additional services
in office of Chief
Ordnance, auin
Chief of Ordnance,
authorized
350
thorized ........
.............
350
allowance for additional
allowance
additional space,
etc_ 350,
space, etc..
350, 913
913
price of powder
350,913
powder restricted
restricted. ........
350, 913
from private
manulimit on
on purchases
purchases from
private manufacturers, etc.;
waived in
in case
facturers,
etc.; waived
case of
of
emergency
350,
emergency......................
350, 914
914
operation of
arsenals to
operation
of arsenals
to be
be mainmaintained ......................
351,
914
.
351, 914
no pay
pay to
officer using
no
to officer
using time-measuring
time-measuring
device
work of
of employees
device on
on work
employees..... 351,914
351, 914
cash rewards, etc.,
etc., restricted.......
restricted
351,914
351, 914
335
for Panama
Panama Canal .............
...
335
deficiency
deficiency appropriations
appropriations for
for ammunition,
ammunition,
mountain,
field, etc.,
etc., artillery
mountain, field,
artillery pracpractice .............................
811
811
artillery
811
for altering,
altering, etc.
etc., mobile
mobile artillery.......
811
punishment for
willfully trespassing
punishment
for willfully
trespassing upon,
upon,
injuring, etc....................
etc
1194
1194
for exexspecial preparedness
preparedness fund
fund created
created for
penses of.............-...........
of
1000
1000
Fortifying
(see also
Internal
Fortifying Pure
PureSweet
Sweet Wines
Wines (see
also Internal
Revenue),
Revenue),
provisions for ..........................
784
784
E. '
Fortney, Ashford
Ashford E.,
pension
increased
1428
pension increased......................
1428
Fortune, Hannah
Fortune,
Hannah I.
I. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased.......................
increased
1420
pension
1420
Fosnot, Josiah,
Josiah,
Fosnot,
pension increased ......................
1233
Foss, Gertie,
Foss,
Gertie,
husband
1473
payment to, for death of husband........
1473
Foss, Levi G.,
Foss,
G.,
1490
pension increased
increased.......................
1490
Foster ,,.Edward,
Foster,
Edward,
pension increased ..................
penaion
.... 1463
Foster,
Foster. John
John A.
A., alias
alias John A.
A. Bump,
Bump,
pension increased
increased ....................
1428
pension
1428
Foster, John
Foster,
John J.,
J.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1215
1215
Foster,
Joseph N.,
Foster, Joseph
pension increased
1268
increased....................... 1268
Foster,
Sarah C.
C. (widow),
Foster, Sarah
(widow),
pension
1219
pension ................................
1219
Foster, William,
Foster,
William,
pension increased
1339
increased......................
1339
Foundlings'
D. C.,
Foundlfngs' Home,
Home, D.
C.,
appropriation
for care
709, 1037
1037
appropriation for
care of
of children
children in..
in... 709,
Fournier, Louis
Louis N.,
N.,
Founier,
may
perfect homestead
homestead entry
in Glacier
Glacier
may perfect
entry in
National Park ....................
342
342
Fourteenth
C.,
FourteenthStreet NW.,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation
repaving, with
asphalt,
appropriation for
for repaving,
with asphalt,
Pennsylvania Avenue
to F
F Street_
685
Pennsylvania
Avenue to
Street...
685
suspension of repaving, from Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Avenue to F
1014
F Street
Street................ 1014
Fourteenth
SW., D.
D. C.,
FourteenthStreet
Street SW.,
C.,
appropriation
asphalt,
appropriation for
for repaving,
repaving, with
with asphalt,
B to D Streets ...................
1013
1013

Fourth
PageFourthAssistant Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral,
General,
Page.
appropriation for,
chief clerk..........
clerk
107,1109
appropriation
for, chief
107,1109
for
division
of
rural
mails
107,
1109
for division of rural mails .........
107, 1109
and supsupfor division
division of equipment
equipment and
plies .........................
107 1110
plies
107,1110
for topographer
1110
for
topographer......................
1110
for postal service
service office
of
421, 1067
office of............
421,
1067
for
postal
supplies
421,
1067
for postal supplies .................
421, 1067
for
expenses
shipping
supplies
422,
1067
for expenses shipping supplies....... 422, 1067
for
post route
route maps;
maps; sales
1067
422,
for post
sales............
422,1067
for
miscellaneous, first
for miscellaneous,
first and
and second
second class
class
offices.
422
offices .........................
..
422
for
canceling machines;
machines; rental
rental and
for canceling
and purpurchase
422,
chase .........................
422, 1068
1068
for
labor-saving devices,
422,1068
for labor-saving
devices, etc
etc ........
422,1068
for city delivery equipment
equipment........... 1068
1068
locks, equipments,
equipments, etc.
etc_ 422,1068
for mail bags, locks,
422,1068
equipments,,
Alaska,
equipments,, departments,
departments, Alaska,
etc
etc ..
.....................
.. 422,
422, 1068
1068
equipment shops, D.
D. C
for labor, equipment
C.... 422,1068
422,1068
for star
route transportation,
transportation, except
except in
in
for
star route
Alaska
422,1068
Alaska .........................
422,1068
for
service
for rural
rural delivery
delivery service..-......
. 423,1068
423,1068
reorganization
service
423
reorganization of
of service.........--.
423
for
extension of
parcel post
for experimental
experimental extension
of parcel
post
for
products
424
for farm
farm products....
............
424
for
village delivery
delivery service
for village
service.......... 424,1068
424,1068
for
miscellaneous service..
service— 424,1068
for travel and miscellaneous
424,1068
Fourth Class
Class Post
Fourth
Post Offices,
Oics,
assigning,
quarterly to
class based
on
assigning, quarterly
to higher class
based on
increased receipts,
receipts, etc.............
etc
163
increased
163
Fousse, Victor,
Fousse,
pension
1370
pension increased
increased.......................
1370
Foutch, John
H.,
Foutch,
John H.,
pension increased
1527
pension
increased ....................
1527
Fouts, Nancy C.
(widow),
Fouts,
C. (widow),
pension
pension1210..............................
1210
Fowler,
Fowler, Hundley
Hundley V.,
payment to heirs
of1246
payment
heirs of
.....................
1246
Fowler,
(widow),
Fowler, Marrietta
Marrietta(widow),
increased ......................
1249
pension increased
1249
A.,
Fox, Mrs.
Mrs. John
John A.,
payment
for loss
loss of
of husband...........
husband
1394
payment to,
to, for
1394
Fox Lake Village,
Village, Ill.,
Ill.,
may bridge Pox
River ..................
923
Fox River
923
Wis.,
Fox Lake,
Lake, Wis.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
837
condemned cannon
to.............
837
(widow),
Fox, Mary .0.
0. (widow),
pension increased.......................
increased
1253
pension
1253
Pox, Orville,
Fox,
pension
1372
pension...
.............................
1372
Fox
Fox River,
River,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, by Fox Lake
Lake VilVillage,
Ill
923
lage, Ill..........................
923
at Geneva, Ill................
Ill
.....
59, 223
223
bridges
Ill .....
5
bridges authorized
authorized across, Aurora,
Aurora, 11l
5
Wis.,
Fox Rover
Rover,: Wis.,
appropriation
of, Depere
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of,
Depere
401
to Portage
Portage.......................
401
conveyance of
of Portage
Portage Levee
to State
State_
401
conveyance
Levee to
401
Fraker, Susanah
Al. (widow,
Fraker,
Susanah M.
(idow),
pension
,
1236
pension increased
increased.......................
1236
Frakes, Abram,
Frakes,
pension
increased
1504
pension increased .......................
1504
Frambes, Alma
Alma (daughter),
Frambes,
(daughter),
pension
1462
pension ................................
1462
Frampton, Henry
Henry H.,
H.,
Prampton,
pension
increased
1487
pension increased.-......................
1487
France,
France,
appropriation
for ambassador
252,
1048
appropriation for
ambassador to
to......... 252,1048
proclamation
violating neutrality
proclamation against
against violating
neutrality
in
between Bulgaria
Bulgaria and
1757
in war between
and.......
1757
Frcbneis, Burnum
Francis,
Burnum W.,
Dension increased...........
...........
pension
increased
1306
-__
.-.------.r--

--

- ---------.

INDEX.
Francis, Harriet
(widow),
Francis,
Harriet(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Francis, Zachary
Francis,
Zachary T.,
T.,
pension increased
pension
increased ........................
"Frank H.
"Frank
H. Peavey,"
Peavey," Steamer,
Steamer,
name of,
changed to
"William A.
A. Reiss"
name
of, changed
to "William
Reiss"..
"Frank T.
T. Heffelfinger,"
Heffelfinger," Steamer,
Steamer,
"Frank
name of, changed to
to "Clemens
"Clemens A. Reias"
Reiss"..
Prankenberger, Samuel,
Frankenberger,
pension
pension increased
increased.......................
.Frankfather, Samuel
S.,
Frankfather,
Samuel S.,
pension increased
increased .....
..............
Frankford
Frankford Arsenal,
Pa.,
Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
appropriation for
for new
new shop
shop building
building ......
appropriation
for shop
shop buildings,
buildings, extensions,
etc
for
extensions, etc......
for new
new storehouses
storehouses. ................
purchase of
for purchase
of additional
additional land; sewer,
sewer,
etc
etc............................
fire protection
protection. .....................
for fire
for field
artillery ammunition
manufor
field artillery
ammunition manufacture.
facture...........................
buildings.
for five magazine buildings..........
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for repair of sea
sea
.
wall
.........................
Frankfort,
Mich.,
Frankfort, Mich.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor._
appropriation for improvement
harbor..
Franklin County,
Franklin
County, Wash.,
Walla County
and, may
may bridge
bridge
Walla Walla
County and,
Snake
River.....................
Snake River
Franklin,
Franklin,La.,
appropriation
for improvement
appropriation for
improvement of
of waterway
waterway
to
Mermentau from
to Mermentau
from .............
Franklin, Mary
R. (widow),
Franklin,
Mary R.
(widow),
pension
pension .........................
Franklin,
Franklin, Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building
building........
Franklin,
Samuel,
7.,
Franklin, Samuel, jr.,
pension increased
increased .......
pension
.......
....
Franklin, Va.,•
,
approp
,
riation for
for public
public building.......
building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilding
ing - .
..... ...................-Frantz tBruce,
Frantz,
Bruce,
pension
pension ...........................
Frantz
Jacob,
Frantz,t Jacob,
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Fraternal Beneficiary Societies, etc.,
Fraternal
exempt
from
exempt from income
income tax
tax.................
interpleader in
in district
may file bill
bill of
of interpleader
district
court,
adverse claimants
court, where adverse
claimants
against, are of different
different States
States......
procedure;
liability on
on
procedure; discharge
discharge of liability
deposit in
court
deposit
in registry of
of court.........
to be brought
brought in district
district of
of named
named beneficiary, etc .-....................
ficiary,
FraudulentAdrertising,
Fraudulent
Adrertising, D. C.,
C.,
offense
offense described
described ......................
prosecution
police court
prosecution in police
court.............
punishment
for..........................
punishment for
Fraudulent
C.,
FraudulentAuctions,
A uctions, D.
D. C.,
auction sales without
unlawful ...
without permit
permit unlawful
auction
etc, permit
if deceptive,
deceptive, etc..
permit forbidden
forbidden _...
duration of
duration
of permit;
permit; fees; applications__
applications......
sales not requiring permit
sales
permit............
suspension, etc., for
suspension,
for violations
violations ........
evening sales
designated articles,
sales of
of designated
articles, forforbidden under permit
bidden
permit.............
warranty of statements
warranty
statements made at sales;
punishment for breach
.
punishment
breach...........
prosecutions in
in police
penalty ....
prosecutions
police court; penalty.
no property
property tax released..............--released
false advertising
advertising provisions not affected not impaired.......
impaired
other remedies,
remedies, etc.,
etc., not
"
Fred G. Hartuell."
Hartwell." Steamer,
"Fred
Steamer,
of, changed
Harry W. Croft"
name of.
changed to
to "
"Harry
Croft''

Page.
Page.

1453
1453

1423

914
914
1530
153C

1521
283
283
283
283

283
283
283
283
810

400
400
235
397

1218
265

1252
265
17
1576
1576
1560
766

929
929
929
929
929
165
165
165
165
165
165
846
846
846
846
847
847
847

847

847
847
847
847
847
847
847
847
847
847
847
847
848

1199

--

vv

1923
1923

Frederick, Andrew .T.,
Frederi,
J.,
Page.
increased...
1343
pension increased
........................
1343
Wells," Steamer,
""Frederick
FrederickB.
B. Wells,"
Steamer,
Otto M.
M. Reia"....
Reiss".
915
name of, changed
changed to
to "
"Otto
915
Frederiek,
Frederick, Md.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
265
appropriation
building........
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building .......................
. 17
Fredericktown, Mo.,
Fredericktown,
Mo.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
to, for
for Grand
Grand
835
Army post ......................
835
Freed,
Freed, Aaron,
Aaron,
pension increased .....................
1232
1232
Freedmen's
Hospital, D.
C.,
Freedmen'sHospital,
D. C.,
appropriation
310
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses....
310
disposal of unclaimed
unclaimed money
disposal
money of decedents ............................
311
311
707,1035
for care of indigent
indigent patients
patients......... 707,1035
Pre,el, Stephen
Preel,
Stephen L.,
L.,
1216
pension increased.
increased
..........
........
1216
Freeland, Allen
Freeland,
Alien J.,
J.,
1501
pension increased
increased......................
1501
Freeman,
A.,
Freeman, Albert
Albert A.,
pension
increased.........................
1327
pension increased
1327
Freeman,
J.,
Freeman, Elijah
Elijah J.,
pension
increase& ....................
1445
pension increased
.
1445
Freeman, James,
James,
Freeman,
pension increased
increased. ...........
.........
1359
Freeman, Susan
Susan R.
R. (widow),
Freeman,
(widow),
pension increased.
increased....................... 1387
1387
Freeman, William
0.,
Freeman,
William 0.,
,
1211
pension increased
increased.......................
1211
Freeport,
Freeport,Ill.,
Ill.,
condemned
granted to
..
838
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to...........
838
Freer,
A.,
Freer,Simeon
Simeon A.,
pension
increased. .
1440
pensionincresed
....................1440

Freid,
Preid,David,
David,
pension
1539
pension increased.
increased............
............
163
Freight, Navy
Freight,
Department,
Navy and Navy
Navy Department,
appropriation
604, 1183
appropriation for.
for
.
........ .... 604,1183
carriers to
give preference
to military
military
carriers
to give
preference to
traffic
traffic.......................
......... 604
604
deficiency
appropriation for..
30, 33, 815, 825,
828
deficiency appropriation
for.. 30,33,815,
825,828
Freight
Trains,
Freight Trains,
appropriation
special arrangement
arrangement for
for
for special
appropriation for
conveying mails
by, etc...........
etc
1064
conveying
mails by,
1064
rates
under
rates allowed for
for carrying
carrying mails
mails in,
in, under
special
428
special arrangements
arrangements ....
..............
428
Fremont
Idaho,
Fremont County,
County, Idaho,
appropriation
for establishing
sheep experiexperiappropriation for
establishing sheep
ment
1139
ment station,
station, etc.,
etc., in......
in ..............
1139
Fremont National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Fremont
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1147
appropriation
etc., of.
458,1147
proclamation modifying
area of
proclamation
modifying area
of........... 1737
1737
Fremont,
Fremont, Ohio,
Ohio,
appropriation for
for public
265
appropriation
public building
building ........
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildbuilding ..............................
17
French, Alexander,
French,
pension
1521
pension increased..
increased ........................ 1521
French, Alva,
French,
Alva,
1531
pension increased
increased. .....................
French,
French, Daniel
Daniel F.,
F.,
pension.
1582
1582
.................................
pension
French,
H.,
French, George
George H.,
pension increased
increased........................
pension
1307
French,
John,
French, John,
pension increased
increased. ........................
1502
pension
1502
Fresno.
Fresno, Cal.,
condemned
to...........
842
condemned cannon granted to
terms of court at ........................
122
122
Frey,
Frey, Martin,
Martin,
pension increased
increased. ......................
1420
1420
Fried,
Fried, Mary
Mary (mother),
Tension
-....... .
1578
pension.
1578
,
- -........................................

1924
1924

INDEX.
INDEX.

Friend,
Nebr.,
Page.
Friend, Nebr.,
Page.
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
843
condemned cannon
to .............
84
Frink,
Frink, Elizabeth
Elizabeth R.
R. (widow),
(undow),
pension
increased........................ 1306
pension increased
1306
Frink, Walter
Frink,
Walter J.,
J.,
pension
1383
pension .................................
1383
Fritcher, Simon
Simon V.,
Fritcher,
Simon Fritcher,
V., alias
alias Simon
Fritcher,
pension
1284
pension ..............................
1284
Frittz, Andy
Andy H.,
H.,
Frittz,
pension
1378
pension.................................
1378
Fritz, Jacob
Jacob S.
Fritz,
S.,
pension
increased
1550
pension increased........................
1550
Fri=ll, James'S.,
James S.
Frizzell,
pension increased
increased .......................
1546
1546
Frohs,
Frohs,Anna (widow),
pension ..............................
1567
pension
1567
Front
FrontRiver, Ga.,
Ga.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made .
407
................ .........
Front
Front Royal, Va.,
appropriation for
public building.........
building
265
appropriation
for public
265
FrontierRailroads,
Frontier
Railroads,
investigation etc.,
etc., as
to location
of, for
for
investigation,
as to
location of,
concentration of troops
defense
650
concentration
troops for
for defense..
65C
Frost, Daniel
Frost,
Daniel M.,
homestead
homestead patent
patent to ..................
1321
1321
Fruit Baskets,
Fruit
Baskets, Small,
Small,
standards established for interstate
standards
interstate shipments,
ments, etc.,
673
etc., of
of ....................
673
penalty for
penalty
for violation
violation .................
674
674
Fruit
Fruit Brandy,
Brandy,
,
distillers
distillers exempt
spirit regureguexempt from
from general
general spirit
lations
lations ... .......................
788
788
may use pomace
pomace from
from artificially
artificially sweetsweetened wines ......................
788
788
additions of sugar solution to
additions
grape
to grape
allowed by
cheese allowed
788
by .................
788
FruitDistilleries,
Fruit
Distilleries,
special meters, locks, etc., to be used at
at..
787
787
Fruit Flies,
Flies,
Fruit
appropriation for investigations,
investigations, etc...
appropriation
1154
etc... 466,
466, 1154
Pruit, Mary
Mary J. (widow),
Fruit,
(widow),
pension..............................
pension
1223
1223
Fruits,
Fruits,
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
diseases of
of
other.............. 452,
orchard and other
1141
452,1141
for investigating methods of growing,
454,
1143
shipping, etc
etc..................
454, 1143
for investigating,
investigating, etc., maturity .in.....
in
1152
1152
for investigating
investigating insects
deinsects affecting
affecting deciduous ................
465,1154
465,1154
for insects affecting
affecting tropical and
and subsubtropical ....................
466,1154
for diffusing information as to markets
markets
for.....
...................
for
473, 1162
1162
473,
P-ush, .Elizabeth
J. (widow),
PFush,
Elizabeth J.
(widow),
pension increased ........................
1345
1345
Fry, A.
Fry,
A. B.,
employment
of,
as
consulting
employment
consulting engineer,
engineer,
Ellis Island immigrant
immigrant station, perpermitted ...........................
821
821
Fry,
Fry, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
pension increased
increased .......
1535
..............
1535
Fry,
Elizabeth (widow),
Pry, Elizabeth
(widow),
pension increased .......
1214
...............
1214
Fry,
Fry, John,
John,
pension increased......................
increased
1290
1290
Fryer, Calvin,
Fryer,
Calvin,
increased ....................
pension increased
1340
.. 1340
Fuel Depots,
Depots, Naval,
Naval,
Fuel
appropriation
for fuel
storage
570,1179
appropriation for
fuel storage..........
570,1179
for petroleum reserves .............
570,
570, 1179
1179
for maintenance,
for
maintenance, etc..............
etc
604,1183
604,1183
Fuel, etc., Marine
Marine Corps,
Fuel,
Corps,
appropriation
for.....-................ 613,
appropriation for
1189
613,1189

Fuel,
Lights, and
and Water,
Water, Public
Buildings (see
(see Page.
Fuel, Lights,
Public Buildings
also Operating
also
Operating Supplies, Public
Public
Buildings),
Buildings),
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
29,824
appropriation for
for ............. . 29,824
Fuel,
Navy,
Fuel, Navy,
appropriation for,
604, 1183
appropriation
for, transportation,
transportation, etc..
etc.. 604,1183
Fuel
Oil, etc.,
Fuel Oil,
etc.,
appropriation for
for investigation
for naval
naval
appropriation
investigation of,
of, for
558, 1169
use, etc
etc ............
......... 558,1169
for extending
plant, Philafor
extending equipment
equipment plant,
Philadelphia navy
yard ............
558,1169
delphia
navy yard
558,
1169
Fuel Ships,Navy,
Ships,Navy,
Fuel
construction of
construction
cost, etc..
616
of three
three authorized;
authorized; cost,
etc..
616
appropriation
for construction
construction and
maappropriation for
and machinery
617
chinery..
..........
........
617
Fuels,
Mineral,
Fuels, Mineral,
appropriation for
appropriation
for investigating,
beinvestigating, etc.,
etc., belonging
United States
302
longing to
to United
States.......... 302
economic changes
economic
changes to
to be
be recommended
recommended
to
departments
302
to departments....................
302
Fuller, Ira
Ira H.,
Fuller,
H.,
pension increased ........................
1319
1319
Fuller, John,
John,
Fuller,
pension
1333
pension increased
increased...-..
.............
1333
Puller, Miles,
Miles,
Fuller,
pension
1223
pension.................................
1223
Fulton, John,
Fulton,
John,
payment to, for
for dispossessed
payment
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County,
1355
Sherman
County, Oreg.
Oreg ...........
1355
Fulton: Lewis,
Fulton,
Lewis,
pension
pension increased
1502
increased.....-................
1502
Fulton, Mo.,
Fulton,
Mo.,
appropriation for
appropriation
public building
265
for public
building ..........
265
deficiency
for public
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuilding
17
ing..............................
17
Fults,
W.,
Fults, John
John W.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1533
pension
1533
Fultz, William ff.,
Fultz,
M.,
pension increased
pension
1569
increased........................
1569
Fungible
Fungible Agricultural
Agricultural Products,
Products,
of, permitted
mingling of,
permitted in
in agricultural
agricultural
warehouses;
conditions, etc.
488
warehouses; conditions,
etc........
488
Fungicides(see Insecticide
Fungicides
Act).
Insecticide Act).
Funston, Edith
Funston,
(widow),
Edith Blankart
Blankart (widow),
pension...............................
pension
1596
1596
Fur-Bearing Animals,
Fur-Bearing
appropriation for experiments
appropriation
in rearing.
rearing. 467,
1155
experiments in
467, 1155
Fur
Fur Seal Islands,
Islands, Alaska,
Alaska,
appropriation
appropriation for
for repairs
and improverepairs and
improvements, Pribilof Islands ............
324
324
Fur
Seals, Alaska,
Fur Seals,
Alaska,
sale of skins of, taken on Pribilof
Pribilof Islands,
Islands,
authorized .....................
authorized
236
236
Furnald,
Furnald, Marshall,
Marshall,
pension
1534
pension increased
increased ......................
1534
Furnier, Jemima
Furnier,
Jemiina (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension .....
1229
....................
1229
Furniture, Public
Furniture,
Public Buildings,"
Buildings,'
appropriation for,
273
appropriation
for, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc.............
273
lighting fixtures
fixtures to be
be paid
paid from
from conconstruction funds ...................
273
273
assay
assay offices in
in Federal
Federal buildings
273
buildings....
273
appropriation for
824, 829
deficiency appropriation
for......... 29,
29,824,829
Futhey, Leander,
Leander,
pension
1431
pension increased
increased........................
1431
G.
G.
Gabbard,
Gabbard,Allen
Allen P.,
P.,
pension
1582
pension................................
1582
Gaffney, S.
Gaffney,
S. C.,
C.,
condemned cannon
condemned
granted to,
for Daughcannon granted
to, for
Daughters of American
American Revolution......
Revolution
832,837
832, 837
Gage, Okla.,
Okla.,
condemned
cannon
granted
to.............
condemned
835
835
,,granted to

INDEX.
INDEX.
Gahan,
Page.
age.
W.,
John W.,
Gahan, John
pension increased
increased......................- 1368
Gahret,
C.,
Wilbur
Gahret,
1590
pension
........
........-----.
...
pension ..
Genley,
Charles A.,
A.,
Gailey, Charles
1575
......----pension
pension.........................
Gainan,
J.,
Edward J.,
Gainan, Edward
1360
pension
.........
...................
pension
Gaines,
H.,
Gaines, Robert H.,
1277
pension increased.....................
increased
1277
pension
Gaines, Samuel,
Gaines,
pension
increased
1544
pension increased..............-....--- 1544
Gainesville, Fla.,
Fla.,
Gainesville,
condemned
cannon granted
834
834
to...........
granted to
condemned cannon
Gaither, Louisa
Gaither,
Louisa (widow),
pension
increased..................... 1211
pension increased
Galbraith,
(widow),
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Galbraith, Mary
pension
1368
......
pension .......................
Galbreath,
David,
Galbreath, David,
pension
1487
1487
increased ....................
pension increased
Galbreath,
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Galbreath, Jennie
pension
increased
1229
pension increased .....................
Galesburg,
Galesburg, Ill.,
appropriation for
public building
building......... 265
for public
appropriation
Gall, Thomas,
Thomas,
Gall,
1219
1219
increased ..........-...........pension increased
Gallagher,
(widow),
Honora (widow),
Gallagher, Honora
pension
increased....................... 1331
pension increased
Gallagher,
J.,
Hugh J.,
Gallagher, Hugh
1379
pension
1379
increased.....................pension increased
Gallagher,
Pennsylvania VolunJames, 51st Pennsylvania
Gallagher, James,
teers,
teers,
1228
pension increased
increased...........-........-...
Gallagher,
81st Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania VolunJames, 81st
Gallagher, James,
teers,
trs,
1260
pension increased .....................
Gallagher, James
James T
T.
Gallagher,
137
1371
increased .....................
pension increased
Gallatin National
Forest, Mont.,
National Forest,
Gallatin
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.. 458,1147
appropriation for
Gallatin, Tenn.,
Gallatin,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
17
ing .............................
Galligan,
Michael,
Galligan, Michael,
pe
nsion increased .....................
1318
pension
Gallinger
Hospital, D. C.,
Municipal Hospital,
Gallinger Municipal
appropriation
for construction
construction of; limit of
appropriation for
. .........
1036
cost. etc ............
to be
be located
located on
Reservation No.
1036
13... 1036
No. 13
on Reservation
to
1036
former site repealed
repealed ..................
former
Gallipolis, Ohm,
Episcopal
Ohio, African Methodist Episcopal
Gallipolis,
Church,
Church,
payment
to __. 1496
payment of Court of Claims findings to....
H.,
Gallup, William H.,
Gallup,
pension
increased
1294
1294
.........
pension increased ...........
Galveston
Channel, Tex.,
Tex.,
ston ('hanriel,
Galh
of
appropriat
ion
for
improvement
sea
wall
appropriation for improvement
398
extension ....................--.
donation of
etc., required
398
required......
of lands, etc.,
donation
construction by
by city;
city; control
control of
of Secreconstruction
tary
etc
398
tary of War, etc..................for maintenance
maintenance .....................
398
for
Galveston,
Tex.,
Galveston, Ter.,
appropriation
defenses of
345
of.
etc., defenses
repairs, etc.,
for repairs,
appropriation for
tor
improvement of harbor
398
harbor........-.-tor improvement
for
improvement of channel
Texas
to Texas
channel to
for improvement
.
City
.
398
City....... ..................
deficiency appropriation
etc ,
appropriation for repairs, etc.,
deficiency
20
Coast
Guard Station
Station ...............
Coast Guard
Galvin, Patrick
PatrickA.,
Galvin,
pension ...............................
1385
pension
Galyan, Nancy
Galyan,
Nancy E.
E. (widow),
. 1286
increased
pension increased....................:

1925
1925

Gains,
Page.
Page
Game,
appropriation
preventing shipment
shipment of
appropriation for preventing
illegally killed,
467, 1155
etc............. 467,1155
illegally
killed, etc
for purchase,
etc., for
reservations*___ 467,1155
for reservations...
purchase, etc.,
for
Game and Fish
D. C.,
Laws, D.
Fish Laws,
Game
appropriation
enforcing ............. 683,1011
for enforcing
appropriation for
Migratory,
etc., Birds, Migratory,
Game, etc.,
appropriation for
enforcing law protectprotectfor enforcing
appropriation
467, 1156
467,1156
................
ing .......
convention
with
Great
Britain
for
reciprofor
convention with Great Britain
cal protection
protection of, in
in Canada
Canada and
cal
1702
----United States --.............
United
proclamation prescribing,
prescribing, regulations for
proclamation
protection of.....................
of
1792
1792
protection
Game Preserve,
National,
Preserve, National,
Game
proclamation designating
designating Pisgah,
Pisgah, N.
N. C....
C.. _. 1811
proclamation
Game Preserves
on Public
Public Lands,
Preserves on
Game
appropriation for
maintenance, etc
467, 1155
etc.... 467,1155
for maintenance,
appropriation
designations authorized
authorized in
lands acquired
acquired
in lands
designations
under
Conservation
Act
476
.........
under Conservation
granted Kansas
Kansas for
233
for..................
lands granted
Game Reservations,
appropriation
etc.. .. 467,
467, 1155
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc....
appropriation for
Garbage, D. C.,
Garbage,
appropriation for
disposal, etc........
etc
690,1019
for disposal,
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for disposal
disposal of....
of....
21
deficiency appropriation
Garbanzo (Mexican
Peas),
(Mexican Peas),
Garbanzo
bonded
authorized for storing,
warehouses authorized
bonded warehouses
cleaning, etc.,
etc., imported,
imported, without
without
cleaning,
paying duty
duty .....................
239
paying
duty
on
withdrawal
of,
and
by-products
by-products
duty on withdrawal of,
239
...........................
from
payment
customs services,
services, special
special
payment for customs
accounting, etc..-........-........
etc
239
accounting,
Garden City
City Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Kans.,
Kans.,
Garden
appropriatioa for
maintenance, etc
etc_.......
304
for maintenance,
appropriatioa
Garden City,
City, Kama.
Kans., ,
Garden
deficiency appropriation
approPrialion for public
public builddeficiency
17
ing .............................
Gardening,
Landscape, Vegetable, etc.,
Gardening,Landscape,
appropriation
for
study
of
455,1143
appropriation for study of............. 455,1143
Gardening, School and Home,
Home,
Gardening,
appropriation
investigating, in
in cities
appropriation for investigating,
towns
102, 1106
102,
and towns.....................
Gardiner, Frank,
Frank,
Gardiner,
repeal of
authorizing bridging
bridging Lakes
Lakes
of Act
Act authorizing
repeal
Pistakee and
and Nippersink,
Nippersink, by .......
923
Gan
liner,
Me.,
Gardiner,
appropriation for
building
265
265
for public
public building..........
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency
ing
17
17
ing .............................
Gardner,
(widow),
idow),
Catherine(a
Gardner, Catherine
pension
increased
1327
1327
pension increased.......................
Gardner,
(widow),
Gardner, Lucinda (widow),
pension
increased
1532
pension increased........................
Gardner,
(widow),
Gardner, Mary (widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
1233
1233
pension
Gardner,
Gardner, William C.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1213
1213
pension
Garfield
Hospital, D.. C.,
Garfield Memorial
Memorial Hospital,
appropriation for
for maintenance
maintenance of destitute
appropriation
patients ........................
293
for minor
minor contagious
contagious ward building.....
buildi g
293
for
for isolating
isolating ward
for
ward................... 703,1031
Garlick,
Eugene
Eugene
W.,
Gurlic,
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
payment
Sherman County,
County, Oreg.............
Oreg
1355
Garlick,
Garlick, Silas B.,
1512
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Garner.
(Widow),
A. (widow),
Garner. Alice
Alice A.
1286
pension
1286
............................
pension
Garrett,
Garrett, Luther
Luther W.,
1264
pension increased
1264
pension
increased.......................
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Garrett, Quenton,
raga
Page.
Quenton,
Garrett,
appropriation
for, from
from Creek
986
funds.......
986
appropriation for,
Creek funds
Garrigus,
B.,
Garrigus,Stephen
Stephen B.,
pension
increased
1259
pension increased.......................
. 1259
Garrison,
Garrison,Letitia
Letitia W.,
W.,
payment
1356
payment to
to ..............................
1356
Garman, Silas,
Garrison,
Silas,
pension
1445
pension increased
increased ......................
1445
Garthwait, Eliza
A. (widow),
Garthwait,
Eliza A.
(widow),
pension increased
1220
pension
increased ........................
1220
Garton, Ellis
Ellis P.,
Garton,
P.,
claim
of, referred
referred to
claim of,
to Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims....... 1262
1262
Gartrell,
John R.,
R.,
Gartrell, John
pension increased
pension
increased 1278
.......................
1278
Garvin,
(widow),
Garvin, Addle
Addie D.
D. (widow),
pension
1328
pension..............................
1328
Gary,
Miles,
Gary, Miles,
pension increased
increased
1308
pension
................
....
1308
Gary
Gary Land
Land Company,
Company,
may bridge
may
bridge Grand
Grand Calumet
Calumet River,
River, in
in Lake
Lake
County, Ind
lad ......................
11
11
Gas and
and Oil
Lands,
Gas
Oil Lands,
leases
of, authorized in
leases of,
in ceded
ceded Shoshone
Shoshone
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo...........
Wyo
519
Indian
519
Gas
and
Oil
Lands,
Five
Civilized
Gas and Oil Lands, Five Civilized Tribes,
Tribes,
Okla.,
Okla.,
appropriation
for inspectors,
148,985
inspectors, etc
etc......... 148,985
appropriation for
Gas,
C.,
Gas, D.
D. C.,
limit on
for, used
limit
on price
price for,
used in
in public
public buildbuildings ....
716
ings
.........................
716
private consumers
Washington Gas
private
consumers by
by Washington
Gas
Company.
716
Light Company.................
716
Georgetown Gas
Light Company......
Company
716
Georgetown
as Light
716
reduction
price for
for consumption,
not to
to
reduction in
in price
consumption, not
affect powers
of Public
Utilities
affect
powers of
Public Utilities
Commission ......................
716
716
Gas,
etc., Fixtures,
Fixtures, Public
Public Buildings,
Gas, etc.,
Buildings,
for
building to
paid from
constructo he
be paid
from construcfor new
new building
tion
fund;
273
273
tion funds.........................
Gas. _Vatural,
Gas.
Vatural,
appropriation for
investigations for
ecofor ecofor investigations
appropriation
nomic
production, etc.,
302
nomic production,
etc., of
of ..........
302
Gasconade
River, Mo.,
Mo.,
Gasconade River,
appropriation for
of; removal
removal
improvement of;
for improvement
appropriation
of obstruction
403
403
near ................
of
obstruction near
Gash. Henry
Gash.
Henry W.,
W.,
pension
increased
1486
pension increased........................
1486
Gaskill. Hays,
Hays,
Gaskill.
military
1557
military record
record corrected
corrected.................
1557
Gaskins,
Gaskins, Frances
Frances (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ........................
1272
pension increased
1272
Gaskins,
C.,
Gaskins, John
John C.,
pension
1577
pension
.............................
1577
Gasoline,
Gasoline,
delivered free
to volunteer
patrol-boat
delivered
free to
volunteer patrol-boat
squadrons
squadrons during practice
practice drills,
drills,
etc ..............................
600
etc
600
eliminated
from issue
issue of
of fuel
fuel oil
to voluneliminated from
oil to
volunteer patrol-boat
teer
patrol-boat squadrons..........
squadrons
1172
1172
Gasoline.
en.,
Gasoline, etc.,
appropriation for
for investigating,
investigating, etc.,
etc., for
for
appropriation
naval
558, 1169
naval use
use -.................
.. 558,1169
Gassaway,
Lemuel.
Gassaway, Lemuel,
pension increased
1337
pension
increased .......................
1337
Gates,
Alfred S.,
S.,
Gates, Alfred
pension increased
increased .......................
1403
pension
1403
Gates,
Gates, Matthias,
Matthias,
pension increased
increased ....................
1523
pension
1523
Gates, Samuel,
Samuel,
Cates,
pension increased
increased .......................
1344
pension
1344
Guthman, Henry,
Guthman,
Henry,
pension increased
increased ........................
1255
pension
1255
Cation, Asa,
Gatton,
Asa,
pension increased
increased...-................-...
1266
pension
1266
Gaits, Euphema
Gatts,
Euphema (widow),
(cidow),
Mnoani n
pension
t.-n. . . . ..

..
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Martin H.,
Gavin, Martin
pension increased
increased ........................
1377
pension
1377
Gay,
Orrin P.,
P.,
Gay, Orrin
pension
pension increased.......................
increased
1560
1560
Gaylor, Frederick,
Frederick,
Gaylor,
pension increased
1374
pension
increased........................ 1374
Gaylor,.Henry
B.,
Gaylor,
Henry B.,
pension increased........................
increased
1585
pension
1585
Gaylord,
Henry,
Gaylord, Henry,
pension increased
increased .......................
•
1516
pension
1516
Gaylord, Mary
Mary E.
(widow),
Gaylord,
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased ..
1428
pension
...................... 1428
Geary,
Claudia E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Geary, Claudia
pension
1575
pension...
..............................
1575
Geaslin,
P.,
Geaslin, Hiram
Hiram P.,
credit
in postal
accounts ................
1390,
credit in
postal accounts
1390
Geer, Henry
Henry H.,
Geer,
H.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1209
pension
1209
Geer,
Geer, Mariett
Mariett (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1333
pension
increased .......................
1333
Gellingfr, Jackson,
Jackson,
Gellinger,
pension increased
increased ........................
1430
pension
1430
Gemberyng, Margaret
S. (widow),
Gemberling,
MargaretS.
(widow),
pension increased........................
increased
1363
pension
1363
General
Grant National
Cal.,
GeneralGrant
National Park,
Park, Cal.,
appropriation for
protection, etc
308
for protection,
etc- ........
308
appropriation
GeneralLand
and Office Building,
Building,
General
appropriation
for employees,
employees, care,
care, etc..
etc_ _99,
99, 1103
1103
appropriation for
General
Land Office,
Department,
GeneralLand
Office, Interior
InteriorDepartment,
appropriation
for
Commissioner,
assistant,
appropriation for Commissioner, assistant,
etc .....................
clerks, etc
99, 1103
1103
for
investigations, etc
99, 1103
for investigations,
etc -.........-... 99,
1103
for maps;
maps; distribution
100,
1104
for
distribution ............
100,1104
General
Officers,
Army,
General Officers, Army,
title
of general
general officers
officers of
of the
the line
line estabtitle of
established; definition
167
lished;
definition....................
167
general
officers of
of the
the staff;
definition_ _ 167
general officers
staff; definition..
167
number
of line,
167
number of
line, increased
increased.--...-..........
167
promotion
to line,
in time
peace
167
promotion to
line, in
time of
of peace.......
167
General
Officers of
the Line,
of the
Line,
GeneralOfficers
relative rank
rank determined
of, advanced
advanced for
for
relative
determined of,
Panama
Canal service
service .----...---623
Panama Canal
- 623
General Staff
Corps, Army
Army (see
(see also
also Chief
Chief of
of
General
Staff Corps,
Staff, Army,
Army, Office
Office of),
of),
Staff,
composition
composition of
of ...........................
167
167
officers
to, for
for four
four years....
years
officers to
to be
be detailed
detailed to,
167
167
tour
tour of
of detail;
detail; temporary
temporary assignments...
assignments
167
167
limitations
redetails ................
limitations of
of redetails
167
filling vacancies
vacancies caused
caused by.............
by
167
167
number
on duty
in Washington
Washington limited..
number on
duty in
limited..._ 167
167
duties
of service
specified ...........
167
duties of
service in,
in, specified
167
recommendations
for details
details to
to be
by
recommendations for
be made
made by
board
officers ...................
board of
of officers
168
168
action
on. .
168
action on..........................
168
War
duties continued;
continued; assignments
assignments
War College
College duties
to,
restricted ...
168
to, restricted
................
168
mobile
Coast Artillery
Artillery divimobile army
army and
and Coast
divisions
in, abolished
abolished -...............
sions in,
168
168
business transferred
transferred .................
168
business
168
Chief
of Coast
Coast Artillery
made additional
additional
Chief of
Artillery made
member
of
168
member of.................
---.
168
168
specific duties
duties to
to be
be strictly
strictly adhered
adhered to
to... 168
specific
superior officer
officer to
to forfeit
forfeit pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., for
for
superior
allowing
169
allowing violations
violations.................
169
detail
of officer
officer promoted
while serving
serving in,
in,
detail of
promoted while
continued
169
continued.....
..................
169
grade
etc
169
grade increased,
increased, etc....................
169
Chief
of Militia
Militia Bureau,
Bureau, to
ex officio
officio
Chief of
to be
be ex
member of
203
member
of .......................
203
General Supply
Supply Committee,
Treasury DepartDepartGeneral
Committee. Treasury
ment,
ment,
appropriation
for superintendent
and
superintendent and
appropriation for
clerks...........................
clerks
79.
1083
79. 1083
Geneva.
Ill..
Geneva. Ill.,
1ql
1399
bridge
authorized across
across Fox
Fox River
at.... 59.
bridge authorized
River at....
59. 223
223

INDEX.
INDEX.
Geneva,
Y.,
Page.
Geneva, N.
N. Y.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to...........
to
836
condemned cannon
836
Genoa,
Genoa, Nebr.,
appropriation for
for Indian school
school--...-- .. 142,980
142, 980
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
school
at................................
at
31
Geodetic
Geodetic Association,
Association, International,
International,
appropriation for
etc ............
259,
1055
259,1055
quota, etc
appropriation
for quota,
delegates' expenses................
expenses
319
for delegates'
319
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance
deficiency
observatory, Ukiah,
of observatory,
Ukiah, Cal
Cal.........
16
subscription to ....................
16
for subscription
Geological
Interior Department,
GeologicalSurvey, Interior
Department,
appropriation for Director,
Director, clerks,
clerks, etc.....
etc
301
appropriation
for
assistants ..................
for scientific
scientific assistants
301
for
general expenses
expenses ....................
for general
301
for
laborers, etc................
etc
301
for skilled
skilled laborers,
301
for
areas selected
for topographic
topographic surveys;
surveys; areas
selected
301
for Army use .....................
for
geologic surveys
301
for geologic
surveys ..................
301
for
physical researches;
for chemical
chemical and physical
researches;
potash deposits...................
deposits
301
potash
for
301
for preparing
preparing illustrations ...............
301
for
301
for report
report on
on mineral
mineral resources
resources ........
301
for
gauging water
water supply,
etc ..........
301
for gauging
supply, etc
301
for books,
books, etc
etc .........................
301
for geologic
geologic maps
maps .....................
301
for
surveys
of
national
forests
301
for surveys of national forests ..........
301
for making special topographic
topographic surveys,
surveys,
etc., for Army
.Army General
Staff .......
etc.,
General Staff
293
for rent....
rent ...................
..........
103
for
for
330
for printing,
printing, binding,
binding, etc.,
etc., for..........
330
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for building for,
and other Department
Department offices.......
offices
19
for
resources of Alaska..........
Alaska
23
for mineral
mineral resources
23
30,825,829
for expenses .....................
30,
825, 829
George,
George, Francis
FrancisM.,.,
pension increased ......................
1290
1290
George,
Hiram J.,
George, Hiram
J.,
pension increased
increased ................
..... 1511
George, Jennie
Jennie G. (widow),
pension
increased ........................
1362
p
ension increased
"George
"George W.
W. Peavey," Steamer,
name of,
Reiss"..
915
of, changed to "Richard J. Reiss"
George
University Hospital,
George Washington
TVa,shington University
Hospital,D. C
C.,,
appropriation
indigent pafor care
care of indigent
appropriation for
tients .........................
708, 1036
1036
Georges River,
River, Me.,
Georges
Me.,
appropriation for improvement
of........
391
improvement of
appropriation
Georgetown
C.,
Georgetown Gas
Gas Light Company,
Company, D. C.,
price
consumers established
established at 85
85
pnrce for
for gas to
to consumers
cents;
additional for nonpayment
cents; additional
nonpayment..
716
Georgetoun University
University Hospital,
Ilospital, D.
D. C.,
Georgetown
appropriation for
for care
care of
indigent paof indigent
appropriation
tients
708,
1036
tients .........................
708, 1036
Georgia,
Georgia,
appropriation
sufferers from
from
for relief of sufferers
appropriation for
floods in .
434
........................
434
bridge authorized
authorized across Saint Marys River,
Florida and ......................
436
Georgia Lumber Company,
Georgia
Company,
may bridge Flint River, De Vaughn's Sid35
ing, Ga .......................
....
35
Georgia
Military College, Milledgeville,
Milledgeville, Ga.,
Georgia Military
condemned cannon granted to
839
condemned
to.
.........
"Georgia,"
"Georgia." U.
U. 8. S.S.,
8..
appropriation for
for repair-.repair ,
605
............
appropriation
Gerald,
Daniel H.,
H.,
Gerald, Daniel
1387
pension
1387
pension.............................----.
Gerald,
Gerald, Horace
A.,
Horace A.,
................ -----pension
pension ......
1364
Gerard in, Emily (widow),
(widow),
Gerardin,
pennon
1376
pension ...............................
Gerber. Edmund,
Gerber.
Edmund,
pension increased
increased ..................-....
1379

1927

Gerber, Eva
(widow),
Page.
Gerber,
Eva (widow),
Page.
pension.
1238
pension ...............................
1238
Gere, William
William B.,
B.,
Gere,
pension
increased
1404
pension increased........................
Germany,
Germany,
appropriation
for
ambassador
to
252,
252,
1048
appropriation for ambassador to.......
proclamation
warning against
proclamation warning
against violating
violating
neutrality
in war
between Italy
and. 1798
1798
war between
Italy and.
neutralityin
between Portugal
and
1770
between
Portugaland..................
1770
between
between Roumania
Roumania and
and .
............ 1805
1805
Gerrish, Theodore,
Gerrish,
pension
increased
1487
1487
pension increased........................
Gerrold, Charles
E.,
Gerrold,
Charles E.,
pension
increased .......................
1524
1524
pension increased
Getchell, Frances
Frances (widow),
Getchell,
(widow),
pension
increased ........................
1572
pension increased
1572
Getchell, Grant
Getchell,
Grant E.,
E.,
pension
1360
pension increased
increased .......................
1360
Gettysburg
Park, Pa.,
Pa.,
Gettysburg National
NationalPark,
appropriation for
continuing establishment
establishment
for continuing
appropriation
of
288
of.................................
Geyer,
Daniel,
Geyer, Daniel,
. 1367
1367
pension -..........................
Gibant,
A.,
Joseph A.,
Gibant, Joseph
pension increased
1410
pension
increased .......................
1410
Gibbon,
Rose L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
Gibbon, Rose
pension
increased
1458
pension increased.......................
1458
Gibbons, James M.,
pension increased
pension
increased ...- ...................
1515
1515
Gibbons, Capt. John
U.' S.
Navy, reGbbons,
John Henry, U:
S. Navy,
retired,
tired,
to be captain
captain on active
active list; place........
place
602
602
examinations required;
to -be
be additional
examinations
required; to
additional
number; no back pay, etc
603
etc..........
603
Gabs, Abraham,
Abraham,
Gibbs,
pension
increased
1560
pension increased........................
160
Gibbs, Helen A.
Gibbs,
A. (mother),
pension
increased .......-................
1366
pension increased
1366
Gabs, Parker
Gibbs,
Parker T.,
pension increased
increased
1520
.............
......... 1520
Gibbs, Samuel N.,
N.,
Gibs,
pension
increased ........................
1441
pension increased
1441
Gibney,
GeorgeR.,
G
bney, George
pension increased
increased .......................
1483
1483
Gilson, Celia
(widow),
Gibson,
Celia E.
E. (widow),
1307
pension ...............................
Aurelia H.
II. (widow),
(wido 1
Gibson, Aurelia
pension increased........................
increased
1596
1596
11. (widowl,
(uwido r,.
Lodoiska W.
Gibson, Lodoiska
pension
1564
pension increased
increased........................ 15(i4
Gibson, Samuel,
Sanmuel,
Gibson,
pension increased
increased ........................
1546
1i
Gison,
Gibson, Timothy II.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
1283
S.,
Gibson, Halter
Walter S.,
pension
increased .......................
1266
pension increased
1266
Giddings, Napoleon
Giddings,
Napoleon B.,
B.,
investigation of claim for pr
investigation
property
taken
,perty taken
from ...........................
1470
1470
Giffin, Hannah
(widow,.
Hannah (widouw.
Giffin,
pension.................................
1272
pension
Gifford, Henry,
Henry,
Gifford,
increased ........................
1524
pension increased
Gifts
in Anticipation
Gifts in
Anticipation of
of Death.
Deoih.
included
provisions ........
77
included in estate tax provisions.
777
Gila
Forest. X.
_V. M.J
ife.r, ..
Gila National
National Forest.
appropriation for
of. 458, 1147
1147
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation
Gila
Gila River,
Ricer, Ariz.,
to
preappropriation
examination,
etc..
examination,
for
appropriation
vent further erosion in Graham
County ...........--------------131
131
County
for extending
extending bridge across, San Carlos
Ariz..................
132
Reservation, Ariz
for repair, etc.,
Government levee
etc., of Government
on, near junction with the Colorado
at Yuma
404
Yuma ..........................
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Gila
River, Ariz.-Continued.
Ariz.—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Gila River,
appropriation
diverting waters
Inof, for
for Inwaters of,
for diverting
appropriation for
dian lands
lands .......................
974
974
dian
above
for diverting,
diverting, above
etc., for
for dam, etc.,
Florence
in ReservaReservato irrigate lands
lands in
Florence to
tion
Pinal County
130,975
County......... . 130,975
and Final
tion and
Gila River
River Indian
Indian Reservation,
Ariz.,
Reservation, Ariz.,
Gila
129,
974
appropriation for
irrigation system.....
system
129,974
for irrigation
appropriation
diversion dam,
for diversion
dam, etc., for irrigating
130,
974
lands on ......................
130,974
irrigation project for;
for additional irrigation
975
Florence............. 130,
dam above
above Florence
130,975
distribution
private
distribution to, and public and private
lands
in
Final
County
131,975
lands in Pinal County........... 131,975
payment of
charges, etc..
etc._
131
131
of construction
construction charges,
payment
Gilbert,
David,
Gilbert, David,
1445
......................
increased
pension increased
pension
Gilbert, Gertrude
Gertrude Kelley,
Kelley,
Gilbert,
homestead application
application allowed............
allowed
1303
homestead
Gilbert,
Henry
W.,
Gilbert,
pension
1523
1523
increased ......................pension increased
Gilbert, John
M.,
Gilbert,
John M.,
pension
1445
1445
increased .....................
pension increased
Gilbert,
Mary E.. (widow),
(widow),
Gilbert, Mary
pension.
1463
1463
pension ..................... .......
Gilbert,
Gilbert,.Susie
Susie M.
M. (widow),
1452
pension .
..............--....-........pension
Giles,
L.,
Giles, James
James L.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1283
1283
pension
Giles,
William T.,
T.,
Giles, William
pension.1576
1576
...... ........
-...
.......... ..
GPension
Gilford,
Charles,
Gilfrd, Charles,
pension .
- 1583
1583
...............
.............
Giension
Gillespie,
Burton,
Gillaspie, Burton,
increased ......--.............
1246
pension increased
Gillespie,
John B.,
B.,
Gillaspie, John
pension increased
1541
1541
pension
increased ......................
Gillespie, Martha
E. (widow),
(widow),
Martha E.
Gillaspie,
pension
1340
increased........................ 1340
pension increased
Gillespie, Hamilton
S.,
Gillespie,
HamiltonS.,
1419
pension
1419
increased........................
pension increased
Gillespie, Harriet
Harriet C. (widow),
Gillespie,
pension
1324
1324
.............................
pension .
Gillespie, Ill.,
Gillespie,
III.,
condemned cannon
to
838
cannon granted to...........
condemned
Gillett, Franklin
Franklin II.,
II.,
Gillett,
1208
pension
increased
1208
pension increased.......................
Gilliam,
John B.,
B.,
Gilliam, John
pension
1374
1374
...
..................
.......
pension ..
Gilliland, William,
Gililand,
pension
1223
1223
pension increased
increased. ....................
Galin, Patrick,
Gillin,
Patrick,
1332
increased........................
pension increased
1332
Gillogly, Mary A.
(daughter),
A. (daughter),
pension
1462
1462
penson.................................
Gillson, Oliver
Gillson,
Oliver P.,
P.,
pension
1319
1319
pension increased
increased........................
az7lum,
W.,
Gillum, John
John W.,
pension increased........................
increased
1514
1514
pension
Gillum,
H.,
Gillum, William H.,
pension
increased
1285
pension increased......................
1285
Gilman,
Ill.,
Gilman, Ill.,
condemned
cannon granted to ........
. 841
condemned cannon
Gilman,
S. (widow),
Gilman, Jennie
Jennie S.
(widow),
1363
pension
pension................................
Gilmore,
Charles,
Gilmore, Charles,
1484
pension increased.....
increased
1484
.................
pension
Gilmore,
Gilmore, John
John E.,
E.,
pension
increased
1255
pension increased.......................
1255
Gilmore, John
Gilmore,
John S.,
S.,
pension
incressed
1452
pension increased...
..................
1452
Gilpin, William Jackson,
Gilpin,
Jackson,
pension
increased
1416
pension increased......................
1416
Gin,
Gin,
bottling
bottling in
in bond
bond for
for export
export free of
of tax,
tax, allowed within eight years after entry_
entry.
788
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Gipe, Hollingsworth,
Hollingsworth,
Page.
Page.
Gipe,
pension
increased
1535
pension increased
.....................
Gipson, James,
James,
Gzpson,
pension
increased ......................
1215
pension increased
Girard, Kans.,
Girard,
deficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency
ing
17
17
ing ..............................
Girdler,
Girdler, William,
pension increased
increased .......................
1404
pension
Girl's Training
Training School, D. C., National,
National,
Girl's
appropriation
salaries and expenses.
expenses. 707, 1035
appropriation for salaries
Givens,. John,
John,
Givens,
pension
increased
1523
1523
pension increased ......................
Givens, William
William J.,
J.,
Givens,
pension
1582
1582
..............................
pension
Glacier National
National Park,
Park, Mont.,
Glacier
appropriation
for commissioner
in. .... 119,1120
119, 1120
commissioner in.....
appropriation for
for administration,
administration, etc.,
etc., of
of ..............
307
for
Northern Railway
paying Great Northern
Railway Comfor paying
pany for
road in
Reservain Blackfeet
Blackfeet Reservafor road
pany
308
tion .............................
308
acceptance of
etc
of lands, etc......-.....
acceptance
43
deficiency
appropriation for
for commissioner.
commissioner
deficiency appropriation
prior
homestead entrymen within, perprior homestead
342
.
mitted
perfect entries...........
entries
mitted to perfect
private
be obtained
to be
obtained by
within, to
private lands within,
in park
exchange for public
public timber in
park
exchange
1122
forest
1122
or national
national forest..................
1122
determination of value, etc
etc_-..........
1122
determination
1122
added to
park on conveyance
conveyance .......
1122
to park
added
removal of timber for; regulations,
regulations, etc...
etc
1122
removal
Glacier Park
Park Hotel
Hotel Company,
Glacier
994
sale of
Belton, Mont.......
Mont
994
lands to, near Belton,
sale
of lands
P.,
Gladden, Andrew
Andrew P.,
payment to...........
to
1321
1321
.........
payment
Glaser, Katherine
Katherine (widow),
Glaser,
pension ..............................
1324
1324
pension
Glaser, Mary
(widow),
Glaser,
Mary Jane
Jane (widow),
pension increased
1405
increased........................
pension
Glasgow,
Glasgow, Ky.,
Ky.,
265
appropriation
public building
building..........
for public
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing ...............................
17
17
ing
Glasgow,
Mo.,
Glasgow, Mo.,
835
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to............
to
835
condemned
Glasgow,
Glasgow, Robert M.,
1526
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Glatftlter,
Jonathan M.,
Glatfelter, Jonathan
1330
pension
1330
increased .......................
pension increased
Gleason,
Clarence E.,
.E.,
Glcason, Clarence
pension
1384
pension ...............................
Gleeson,
(widow),
Sada (widow),
Gleeson, Soda
pension
1481
increased .......................
pension increased
Glenn,
Andrew,
Glenn, Andrew,
pension
1533
increased .......................
pension increased
Gkrin,
A.,
Henry A.,
Glenn, Henry
pension
1541
increased ......................
pension increased
Glenn,
H.,
Thomas H.,
Glenn, Thomas
1562
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
Glenwood, Iowa,
Iowa,
Glenwood,
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing
17
ing.....-.........................
Glenwood, Mo.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
to
838,
838, 841
granted to..........
condemned
Springs, Colo.,
Glenwood Springs,
appropriation for
for public
build i g
265
265
public building..........
appropriation
Ariz.,
Globe, Ariz.,
265
appropriation for
for public
building
public building.........
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
ing
17
17
ing....-...........-.............
Gloucester, Mass.,
Mass.,
Gloucester,
appropriation for
for fish
fish cultural
cultural station,
station,
appropriation
brooding basin
basin .....................
324
324
brooding
Glover, Samuel
IL,
Samuel H.,
Glover,
pension
1369
1369
............................
pension

1929
1929

INDEX.
INDEX.
Glover,
J. (widow),
(widow),
Page.
Eliza J.
Glover, Eliza
. 1226
pension ........................
pension
Glover,
J. (widow),
Sarah J.
Glover, Sarah
pension ..............................
1226
pension
Glucose,
Glucose,
provision
after May 1,
1,
provision for free entry of, after
57
repealed
1916, repealed....................
Gnau,
Matilda
(widow),
Gnau, Matilda (widow),
pension
1423
increased .......................
pension increased
Goddard,
(widow),
Ella M.
M. (widow),
Goddard, Ella
1370
pension
pension .............................
Coding, Charlotte
(widow),
Charlotte (widow),
Goding,
1319
pension ..................................
1319
pension
Godschall, Samuel,
Godschall,
1522
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
F. (widow),
Lois F.
Godwin, Lois
pension
1446
pension .............................
Goeller t Anna
(widow),
Anna M. (widow),
Goeller,
pension
increased
1230
pension increased ......................
Goepfert,
Victoria (widow),
Goepfert, Victoria
pension
1238
increased .....................
pension increased
Goetz,
Marie (widow),
Goetz, Marie
1340
pension
increased.....................
pension increased
Goff,
Solomon,
Goff, Solomon,
pension
1235
increased .....................
pension increased
Goforth,
Jerome,
Goforth, Jerome,
increased....................... 1501
pension increased
Gold
Certificates,
Gold Certificates,
issue
authorized
for deposits
deposits of
stamped
of stamped
issue authorized for
225
bullion ..........................
not to exceed two-thirds
two-thirds of amount
amount out225
standing .......................
Coins,
Gold Coins,
Gold
appropriation
276
of............
recoinage of
appropriation for recoinage
coinage of McKinley
McKinley souvenir dollar authorized
11
thorized. ....................-...
legal tender quality, etc...............
etc.
12
Golden,. Henry C.,
Golden,
1288
increased .......................
pension increased
John A.,
A.,
Golden, John
1286
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Gate," Sailing
Sailing Vessel,
"Golden Gate,"
granted American
American registry .............
857
granted
James H.,
Goldsboraugh, James
H.,
Goldsborough,
10
pension
1204
increased ....................
pension increased
Gampers, Mrs. Sophia,
Gompers,
beneficiary
appropriation for payment to, beneficiary
appropriation
581
William Gompers........
Gompers
seaman William
of seaman
(widow),
Margaret (widoiz),
Good, Margaret
pension
increased
1434
pension increasd ..........................
Good
Roads).
Good Roads (see Rural Post Roads).
Goodaker, Lydia
F. (widow),
(widow),
Lydia F.
Goodaker,
1212
pension
..................
.....
pension
Orin W.,
Goodale, Orin
Condole,
IV.,
1207
pension
increased .. ................
pension increased
Goodall, Lucirnda
Lucinda ((widow),
,idow),
Goodltl,
1430
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Goodie,
B.,
John B.,
Goodie, John
- 1255
pension
increased
pension increased...................Goodin,
William,
Goodin, William,
1567
pension
increased .........................
pension increased
Goodloe,
Julia R.,
R.,
Goodloe, Julia
1346
title to land in Alabama confirmed........
confirmed
F.,
Goodman, Benjamin F.,
Good7an,
1397
........increased..............
pension increased
Goodrich, James M.,
Goodrich,
1509
pension
increased
pension increased.....................---(w idow),
Goodrich, Samuella
Samuella (widow),
Goodrich,
1269
pension increased.....................increased
Goodrich,
Goodrich, Watson,
1572
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
A.,
Goodridge, Ira
Ira A.,
Goodridge,
1532
.....................increased
pension increased
Goof:fridge,
Stephen H.,
Goodridge, Stephen
I'm
pension
increased
1503
U........-------- .-..
peni o
wlureatviae,

Goodsell, Theodore
Theodore W.,
Goodsell,
pension increased
increased .........................
pension
Goodwin, Almeda
(widow),
Almeda (widow),
Goodwin,
pension increased
increased....................
pension
Goodwin,
Goodwin, Andrew,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Goodwin,
F.,
Benjamin F.,
Goodwin, Benjamin
pension increased....................
increased
Goodwin,
Catherine (widow),
Goodwin, Catherine
pension
increased.
pension increased.......................
Frank,
Goodwin, Frank,
increased ......................
pension increased.
F. (widow),
Goodwin, Helen F.
increased
pension increased........................
H. D.,
D.,
Goodwin, James H.
pension increased
increased .......................
S. H. (widow),
Goodwin, Nancy S.
pension increased .......................
J.,
Goodwin, W. J.,
payment of
of Court
Court of Claims
findings to
to..
Claims findings
payment
Goodwin, William,
increased ......................
pension increased
A. (widow),
Gordon, Aliza A.
pension
pension...........................
Gordon, John N.,
Gordon,
homestead
allowed...........
application allowed
homestead application
Gordon.
,Josiah
II.,
Josiah II.,
Gordon,
increased ....................
pension increased.
Overton,
Gore, Overton,
pension increased .......................
Franklin
Gorham, Franklin,
pension increased ...................
Gorman, John
John C.
C.,
Gorman,
pension increased.
....increased ..............
pension
Gorton,
Gorton, Stewart,
pension increased
increased. ....-...............
Goshen,
Ehlira(widow),
Goshen, Elmira
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Gosnel,
Gomel, Lidia
Ilklin M. (widow),
pension
increased
......................
pension
P.,
Morris P.
Gossard,
Gossard, Morris
pension increased
increased ..................---pension
E. (widow),
Cora E.
Gossin, Cora
.....................
pension
.
pension..
Gotshall, William,
William,
Gotshall,
pension
increaLd. ...................pension increased
Nathaniel,
Gott, Nathaniel,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
Gott
wait, Albert M.,
Gottwalt,
pension
increased
pension increased...................
Gould,
T.
Gould, Alphonso T.,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased.
Gould,
Edmond,
Gould, Edmond,
pension increased
increased .....................
Edward E.,
Gould,
E.,
Gould, Edward
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Gould,
A.,
James A.,
Gould, James
pension
increased ...................-pension increased
Gould,
(widow),
Gould, Mary (uwidow),
.... ... .............
pension
pension.............
Gould,
(widow),
Gould, Minnie L. (widow),
pension increased
.
increased...................-Gould,
Gould, Nancy (widow),
pension
increased ....................pension increased
in
late Representative
Representative in
A., late
Goulden,
Joseph A.,
Goulden, Joseph
Congress,
.
Congress,
to
widow
appropriation for pay
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
of
of...........................-(uidow),
Goulding,
M. (widow),
Goulding, Ann M.
pension increased
increased ...................--Gouverneur, N. Y.,
Y.,
Gourerneur,
appropriation for
for public building ........
appropriation
deficiency
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
ing
-l
io

...........

-------------

II--------
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Page.
Page.

1219

1215
1215
1488

1503
1311
1311

1554
1554
1464
1240
1443
1496

1436
1436
1207
1302
1541
1408
1274
1240
1231
1433
1433
1270
1270
1269
1269

1271
1544
1544
1525
1525
1438
1438
1510
1510
1555
1267
1376

1315
1315
1223

822
35
35
265
17

1930

INDEX.

Government Depositaries,
Depositaries,
Government

Pap.
Page.
Federal land banks, etc.,
etc., may be designated
designated
as; security
security required
required ..............
365
.
365
Deposits,
Government Deposits,
temporary loans to Federal land banks ....
384
384
interest,
interest, security,
security, etc
384
etc..................
384
payment; limit allowed ...............
384
Government Employees (see
(see also Employees,
Employees,
Government),
Government),
appropriation for medical examination,
examination,
appropriation
etc. of, receiving
injuries- - 117
etc.,
receiving pay for injuries..
for increased pay to, receiving
receiving not more
a year under Indian
than $1,800
$1,800 a
Indian Department appropriations
appropriations .......--..
partment
993
993
for increased
increased pay to postal service, receiving not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
year
1069
$1,000 a
a year.
1069
classified service salaries over $800,
$800,
included ........................
1069
for increased
increased pay to, receiving
receiving not more
than $1,800
$1,800 under legislative,
legislative, etc
etc.,,
appropriation
Act
1121
appropriation Act.................
1121
for increased pay to, receiving not more
agricultural
than $1,800 aa year, in agricultural
appropriation Act................
Act_
1167
appropriation
for increased
increased pay to, receiving
receiving not more
than
than $1,000, in naval appropriation
appropriation
Act .........................
1195
deficiency appropriation
compensation
deficiency
appropriation for compensation
to
to injured,
injured, 1917....
1917
821
.........
members of Naval
Naval
attending drills, etc. as members
entitle to additional
additional pay_
Militia entitled
pay- -- 594
efficiency rating not affected...........
efficiency
affected
594
compensation for, injured while on dutycompensation
duty..- 742
742
in
in military
military service when on special duty,
duty,
etc., not to lose efficiency
efficiency rating,
position, etc
594
etc......-..............
National Guard or Medical Reserve, volin National
unteering
unteering for military service restored to positions on termination
termination
thereof
thereof...........
...........
624
investigation
investigation directed of comparative
comparative pay
States municipaliof, with those of States,
ties, and commercial
commercial institutions_
institutions.. 1081
leaves of absence
absence with
with pay, etc.,
etc., allowed,
allowed,
in
in National
National Guard,
Guard, D.
trainD. C.,
C., for training, etc...........................
etc
203
payment
salaries to,
payment of double
double salaries
to, exceeding
exceeding
120,582
$2,000 forbidden
forbidden................. 120,582
retired
retired Army, Navy,
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
Navy, Marine
and
Coast Guard, and Militia excepted_
excepted. 120,582
not
not to
to be
be deprived of
of pay
pay for
for services
services
heretofore
heretofore rendered..............
rendered
582
prohibited
prohibited from receiving
receiving pay
pay for
for services
services
from other than the Government...
Government_ _ 1106
1106
punishment for
violation ..............
1106
for violation
1106
readjustment
readjustment of salaries
salaries of clerks in
in Department by Postmaster
Postmaster General_
General........ 1109
1109
Government Hospitalfor
Hospital for Insane
(see
also Saint
Insane (see also
Saint
Elizaheths
C.),
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D.
D. C.),
appropriation
current expenses
309
appropriation for
for current
expenses........
309
for buildings
tor
buildings and grounds, repairs,
repairs, etc
_
309
etc..
309
for
enlarging ice
ice plant
309
for enlarging
plant ................
309
deficiency appropriation
return of
of
deficiency
appropriation for
for return
funds of patients ...............
30,826
30,826
for support of
808
of indigent
indigent District
District patients.
patients.
808
name changed
changed to Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital
309
in the
Government in
the Territories,
Territories,
appropriation
appropriation for
expenses ...........
104,1108
for expenses
104,1108
Manufacture of
of Arms,
Government Manufacture
Arms,
appointment
and reappointment of board to
to investigate
investigate and
report
of
214
port on feasibility,
feasibility, etc., of.........
214
scope of; time for
submitting report
214
for submitting
report.......
214

Government Officials,

Government
use
of name
Officials,
of, in
advertising business
business
use of
name
of,
in advertising
before departments,
departments, etc., unlawful.
unlawful_
before

54
54

Government Ownership
Government
Ownership of
of Public
Public Utilities,
Utilities,
Page.
Page.
investigation ordered
ordered of, by Congressional
Congressional
joint committee..................
committee
387
Government Printing
Printing Ofice
Office (see also
also Public
Printing and
and Binding),
Printing
appropriation
appropriation for Public
Public Printer and
and salaries in office of ..................
329
329
for Deputy
Public Printer
Printer and
and salaries
salaries in
in
for
Deputy Public
office
329
office of .........................
329
for watch force
force ......................
329
for
for paying salaries
for holidays
329
salaries for
holidays..........
329
for leaves
of absence
to employees......
employees
329
for
leaves of
absence to
329
for public printing
printing and
and binding;
allotfor
binding; allotment
329
ment ............................
329
restriction on
details from
332
restriction
on details
from............
332
apportionment of expenditures
to work
work
apportionment
expenditures to
executed
executed .........................
332
332
for Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Documents
and
for
Documents and
salaries
salaries in
office of ..............
332
in office
332
for
for contingent
contingent expenses
expenses ...............
332
332
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
holidays for
for
appropriation for
for holidays
employees .................
employees
. 27,822
27, 822
for leaves of
absence to employees
27,822
forleaves
of absencetoemployees......
27,822
and binding
binding ................
27
for printing and
27
for Samuel
Madden,
for
Samuel Robinson,
Robinson, William
William Madden,
and Joseph De Fontes.............
Fontes
822
822
branch office
office in
War, and
and Navy
Navy DeDebranch
in State,
State, War,
partment
abolished
1083
partment Building,
Building, abolished....
1083

Gowanus Bay, N. Y.,
Gowanus
appropriation
Bay, .AT.for
for
Y.,improvement
improvement of, Red
appropriation
of, Red
Hook Channel ...
................
Gawdy,
Gowdy, John
John M.,
M.,

pension increased
increased......................pension
Gawland, John,
John,
Gowland,
pension increased
increased........................
pension
Gracey, Gorda
Corda P.
(widow),
P. (widow),
pension .............................
Grady, Ann
(widow),
Grady,
Ann (widow),
pension
pension
.............................
Grady, Annie
Annie (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased.......
increased
.............
Grafton
Grafton, William
William H.,
H.,
pension increased
pension
increased ....................
.
Graham,
Graham, Donald
DonaldE.,
E.,

pension ...........................
pension
Graham,
Graham, Lewis W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased.....
pension
...............
Graham,
Graham, Samuel,
Samuel,
pension increased1266
pension
.
.................
Graham,
(widow),
Graham, Susan G. (widow),
pension
pension increased ...................
Grahamsville, N.
N. Y.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to...........
to
GrainStandard
StandardAct,
Grain
Act, United States,
appropriation for
for expenses
enforcing. 485.
485,
appropriation
expenses of enforcing.
title designated.........................
designated
construction
used; "person
"person "...
construction of
of words
words used;
".... _
'in
"in interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign commerce"..
commerce"
corporations
corporations liable
acts of officials,
officials, etc.
etc.
liable for
for acts
standards
standards of quality
quality and
and condition
condition for corn,
corn,
wheat, etc.,
etc., to be established......
established
promulgation
of date
when effective....
effective
promulgation of
date when
to
be known
known as
official grain
grain standards..
standards
to be
as official
shipments
shipments of grain
grain in
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
foreign
commerce to be inspected
commerce
inspected and of
standard
grades
standard grades...................
not
offered by
by grade
grade may
may be
be sold
sold by
by
not offered
sample; conditions
conditions ...............
inspected at place
may be inspected
place of delivery
delivery or
or
on the
the way ....................
where no inspector, subject
subject to determination of grade by Secretary of Agriculture
culture ..........................
certified ,of other than alleged
alleged standards,
forbidden .....................

392
1506
1506
1291
1291
1289
1289
1345
1345
1236
1236
1453
1453
1388
1388

1259
1266
1404
1404
839

1163

482
482
482
482
482
482
482
482

482
482

483
483
483
483
483
483
483
483

483
483
483
483
483

INDEX.

1981
1931

Page. Grand
Colo.-Continued.
Page.
Grain
Grand Junction,
Junction, Colo.—Continued.
Pap.
Act, United
United States—Contd.
States-Contd. Page.
Grain Standard
StandardAct,
terms
225
terms of court
court at
at .......................
describing
than offioffiother than
describing grain shipped as other
rooms
to be
be provided
public building.
building ' 225
cial
standard forbidden ............
483
225
cial standard
in public
provided in
rooms to
483
deputies and
and offices
at
226
be kept at........
offices to
to be
deputies
representing that grain
grain is
is other than shown
representing
in
certificate forbidden.............
forbidden
483
in certificate
483 Grand Marais, Mich.,
Grand
appropriation
Marais, Mich.,
for i
mprovement of
of harbor
harbor
examination
if grain
conforms to certififor improvement
certifiappropriation
grain conforms
examination if
of refuge
refuge ........................
400
cate
of
cate............................
483
Grand Marais,
Minn.,
publication
Marais, Minn.,
findings
............
483 Grand
of findings
publication of
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor..
harbor
401
appeals
from determination
determination of
appropriation
of inspector
inspector as
appeals from
River, Mich.,
484 Grand
Grand
to
to grade of shipment ............
apprRiver,
opriation
Mich.,
for i
mprovement of
400
400
inspection by
Agriculture
484
appropriation for improvement of .........
inspection
by Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture..
Grand
Project, Colo.,
Grand Valley
Valley Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Colo.,
taken before
before leaving
place of shipleaving place
to be taken
appropriation for
etc., use
use of
of
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
484
appropriation
etc
...............
ment, etc......
balance
304
balance............................
304
fee
assessed; refund
refund if
if appeal susfee to be
be assessed;
Ronde Agency,
Oreg.,
Agency, Oreg.,
Grande Ronde
tained
484 Grande
tained.........................
appropriation for
of Indians
Indians
etc., of
support, etc.,
for support,
findings
appropriation
accepted as prima facie
facie of
findings to
to be accepted
at
149,
149, 986
986
true grade,
grade, etc
at..............................
484
etc ..................
true
Okla.,'
484 Grandfield,
Grandfield, Okla.
licenses
to be issued to inspectors
inspectors.......
licenses to
certain ceded Indian
for
sale of certain
Indian lands to,
to, for
certificates from persons not licensed
licensed
certificates
cemetery
445
445
.....................
forbidden ...
484
cemetery
484
.................
forbidden
Granger,
Charles,
Granger, Charles,
preference to
authorized under
under
preference
to persons
persons authorized
homestead
entry
validated
1304
...............
State
484
homestead entry validated
State laws
laws ......................
Minn.,
Falls, Minn.,
suspension or
revocation of;
hearings, etc
484 Granite
Granite Falls,
etc.
of;hearings,
suspension
or revocation
condemned cannon
to
834
834
granted to.............
condemned
cannon granted
inspectors prohibited
prohibited any interest in
inspectors
Grant, Charles,
Charles,
485 Grant,
grain elevators,
elevators, trade, etc
etc..........
1545
1545
increased .......................
pension increased
records
•
of all
all grain inspected to be kept by
records of
Grant, Cynthia
Cynthia J.
J. A. (widow),
each
485 Grant,
each inspector;
inspector; details
details ............
pension increased
increased..................... 1330
semiannual
publication of statistics
statistics......
485
semiannual publication
Grant, Elander
Elander R.,
made.........
rules and regulations
regulations to be made
485 Grant,
pension
increased
1211
pension increased.....................
punishment
violations ..............
485
punishment for violations
485 Grant,
Grant, Luther L.,
L.
by inspectors,
inspectors, etc ..................
pension
pension increased
increased........................ 1339
485
assaulting, etc., officials .............
Grant, Memorial
General Ulysses S.,
invalidity of any clause, etc., not to affect
affect
to General
S.,
invalidity
Grant,
Memorial to
appropriation
for
etc
291
exercises, etc.
291
appropriation
for unveiling
unveiling exercises,
...............
remainder
of
Act
485
remainder
Grant,
Richard
L.
S.,
Grant,
Rihard
L.
K.,
.............
appropriation
for
expenses
485
expenses
appropriation for
increased
1510
pension increased.....................
Grains (see
(see also
Cereals) '
also Cereals),
Grains
Grantham, .Robert
R. C.,
Robert R.
C.,
Grantham,
appropriation
investigating handling,
appropriation for investigating
pension Increased
increased......................
1537
1163
453,
etc.,
etc., of; fixing grades
grades. .........
453,1163
Granville,
Savings and Loan
Building, Savings
Granvile, Ohio, Building,
standards of quality and condition
official standards
Company,
of,
of, other than corn, wheat, etc., to
1494
refund of excise
corporation tax..........
482
excise corporation
tax
1494
be established .....................
interstate and foreign shipments
shipments to conGrape
interstate
Grape Baskets,
Baskets,
standards established
interstate ship483
standards
established for interstate
form
form to ...........................
provisions for
for warehouses
warehouses for storage,
ments, etc., of
673
etc.,,
of.....................
storage, etc
provisions
Grape
Sugar,
Grape Sugar,
of, for interstate or foreign
foreign commerce.
after May 1,
1, 1916,
1916,
486
provision for free entry of, after
merce ............................
repealed
repealed .........................
57
Encampment, 1916,
1916,
Grand
Army Encampment,
GrandArmy
Grasse, Herman,
Herman,
journal
printed
1601 Grasse,
ordered printed..............
journal of, ordered
1370
pension
1370
pension .............................
Grand
Encampment, 1917,
GrandArmy
Army Encampment,
Grasses, etc.,
etc.,
journal of,
ordered printed
printed .............
1606 Grasses,
of, ordered
journal
appropriation for
etc., commercial
commercial
for testing,
testing, etc.,
andSailors
SailorsHome, D. C
C.,,
appropriation
GrandArmy
Army Soldiers
Grand
Soldiers and
453,1142
seeds of ......................... 453,
1142
appropriation
for expenses
expenses............
709,1038
709, 1038
appropriation for
etc
453,
1142
publishing misbranded, etc.......
453,1142
veterans of Spanish
Spanish War, Philippine
Philippine
preventing
preventing admission of adulterated
Insurrection, and China relief
relief exInsurrection,
seeds, etc.,
etc., for seeding
seeding ...........
453,
1142
453,1142
pedition
pedition admitted ...............
709
Grand
vetch and rye grass ..................
453
Ri r,
Grand Calumet
Cal umet River,
seed
required;
Chicago,
percentage
bridge
authorized
percentage
of
pure
required;
East
across,
authorized
bridge
251
Ind
.
Ind...
....................
blue grass......................
grass
453
251
for investigating improvement
improvement of ..... 455, 1143
1143
Ind ...................
Hammond, Ind.
Hammond,
J.,
Graves. Andrew J.,
Lake County,
County, Ind ..................
11 Graves,
pension increased
increased ..........
..--......
1407
Grand
Grand Falls,
Falls, Me.,
Graves, David W.,
operation,
etc., of dam across Saint
Saint Croix
Graves,
operation, etc.,
pension
1385
pension .............................
1385
River at, authorized
authorized ...............
534
Graves, Frances
Frances W. (widow),
Graves,
Grand Forks
Forks County, N. Dak.,
Grand
1440
pension
1440
pension..............................
bridge
Red River
by
River of
of the
the North,
North, by
across Red
bridge across
Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and
and Sailors,
Sailors.
of Confederate
Graves of
Polk
924 Graves
authorized.......
Polk County
County and, authorized
time
extended
for
marking,
who
died
in
time extended for marking, who died in
Grand Forks,
Grand
Forks, N.
N. Dak.,
Dak.,
northern
52
52
prisons ....................
northern prisons
386
386
terms of court at .....................GravesendBay, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Gravesend
Grand Haven, Mich.,
Grand
Mich.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made,
preliminary examination,
etc., to
to be
be made,
4
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
400
harbor..
appropriation
00
406
of waters to Ambrose Channel from..
from
Gravlin,
Gravlin, Nelson L.,
Grand
Grand Junction,
Junction, Colo.,
Colo.,
pension increased...-..-............--.
increased
1283
appropriation for public
public building ..........
265
appropriation
Grawe,
Joseph F.,
F.,
Grawe, Joseph
use of buildings,
buildings, etc., former Indian school,
school,
128
pension increased
increased -......
-.... .......
1247
Colorado. modified.
modified ............
by Colorado.

1932
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Page.
Gray, Alpheus P.,
pension increased
1536
increased........................ 1536
Gray, John
John C.,
pension
increased
1259
pension increased........................
1259
Gray, John if.,
f.,
pension ...................
1419
pension
.............
1419
Gray, Nancy
M. (widow),
(widow),
Gray,
Nancy M.
pension increased
1242
pension
increased........................
1242
Gray,
Gray, Sankey,
Sankey,
ncreased .......................
1377
pension i
increased
1377
Gray, Thomas J.,
J.,
pension
increased ........................
1235
pension increased
1235
Gray, William
William R.,
R.,
pension increased
increased1545
..................... . 1545
Grays Harbor,
Harbor, Wash.,
Grays
Wash.,
appropriation for
improvement of
inner
appropriation
for improvement
of inner
portion of .........................
405
portion
405
Grays River,
River, Wash.,
Grays
Wash.,
appropriation for improvement
405
appropriation
improvement of
of ...---.
405
Grayson, Joel,
Grayson,
appropriation for
employment of,
of, in
House
appropriation
for employment
in House
Document Room
71,1075
Room ................
71,1075
Grazing
Grazing Lands,
Lands, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation for
for investigating
appropriation
investigating improveimprovements of
wild plants and........
and
454, 1142
1142
of wild
454,
Great
Great Britain,
Britain,
appropriation
appropriation for
ambassador to.......
to
252,1048
for ambassador
252,1048
for
boundary line,
for surveying,
surveying, etc.,
etc., boundary
line, AlasAlaska and Canada
Canada ..............
256,1051
for
boundary line
for marking
marking boundary
line between
between
United States and Canada ..... 256,1051
for arbitrating
arbitrating outstanding
outstanding pecuniary
pecuniary
claims between United
United
States
and............................
and
258,1054
258,1054
for Canadian
Canadian Fisheries
Commission
258,1054
Fisheries Commission..
258,1054
for Canadian
Canadian Boundary Waterways
ComWaterways Com259, 1054
mission ....................
259,
1054
for paying, under
regulations_
324
under fur
fur seal regulations...
324
contracts authorized for fast
fast mail service
service
with, on
1066
on American steamships
steamships...... 1066
convention with,
for protectidn
of migraconvention
with, for
protectidn of
migratory
tory birds ..
1702
... ................
1702
proclamation
proclamation against violating neutrality
neutrality
in
in war between
between Bulgaria
Bulgaria and
and....... 1757
1757
Great Corn
Island, Caribbean
Caribbean Sea,
Great
Corn Island,
lease of, by convention
convention with Nicaragua.
_
1661
Nicaragua...
1661
Great
Kanauha River, W.
Great Kanawha
Va.,
W. Va.,
lease of land,
1447
land, improvement
improvement of
of............. 1447
granted to CharIeston-Dunbar
Charleston-Dunbar Traction
Traction
Company ..............................
1447
1447
Great
Great Kills,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Kills, Staten
Staten Island,
Islandt N.
preliminary
preliminary examination,
to be
be
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
made.............................
made
406
406
Great
Lakes,
Great Lakes,
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of ship
ship
channel between Chicago,
Chicago, Duluth,
Duluth,
and Buffalo
Buffalo .....................
400
400
aviation
aviation life saving, etc., stations authorized on ..........................
601
601
light vessels for, authorized
authorized ..............
537
537
preliminary
examination,
etc.,
to
be
made
preliminary examination,
of connecting
connecting waters,
waters, etc.,
etc., of, for
for paspassage of
vessels ...............
411
sage
of large
large vessels
411
Great
Training Station,
Great Lakes
Lakes Naval
Iaval Training
Station,
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance ......... 562,
1173
appropriation for
562,1173
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services .---........
562,
1173
562, 1173
for three contagious hospital
hospital wards
wards...... 1179
Great Northern
Railway Company,
Great
Northern Railway
Company,
appropriation
appropriation for repairs
repairs by,
road in
by, to
to road
in
Blackfeet Reservation
Reservation to
Blackfeet
to Glacier
Glacier
Park ...........
.................. 308
308
bridge Mississippi.
Minnemay bridge
Mississippi River
River above
above Minneapolis, Minn
Mimi ......................
34
34

Great Northern
Great
Page.
Northern Railway
Railway Company—Contd.
Company-Contd.
in Montana,
Montana, including
including tracts
tracts
public lands
lands in
in
Fort
Peck
Indian
Reservation,
to
in Fort Peck Indian Reservation, to
be sold
sold to,
to, for
terminals, etc
940
be
for terminals,
etc........
940
payments for lands of
payments
941
of Indians ..........
941
price for Milk
price
Milk River
irrigation project
project
River irrigation
charges
charges ...........................
941
941
irrigation rights
rights of
of way
way reserved
reserved ........
941
941
Great
S.
C.,
Great Pecke
Pedee River,
River, S. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
395
of........
395
Great
I,
Great Salt
Salt Pond
Pond Light
Light Station,
Station, R.
R. I.,
improvements, etc.,
improvements,
keeper's
etc., including
including keeper's
dwelling, authorized...............
authorized
537
537
Great
Sodus Bay,
Y.,
GreatSodus
Bay, N.
N. Y.,
appropriation
for improvement
of harbor
392
appropriation for
improvement of
harbor..
392
Grebe,
Daniel,
Grebe, Daniel,
increased ........................
pension increased
.1275
1275
Greece,
Greece,
appropriation for minister to...........
appropriation
to
252, 1048
252,1048
Green,
Green, Alexander .D.
D.,'
pension
1215
pension increased
increased
........-......
........
1215

Green, Alvin,

Green,
pension
Alvin,
increased
pension

increased.......................

Green
Green Bay,Wis.,
Bay, Wis.,
appropriation
improvement of
of harbor..
harbor_.
appropriation for
for improvement
Green,
Calvin,
Green, Calvin,
pension increased.....--...............
increased
pension
Green,
P.,
Green, David
DavidP.,
pension increased
pension
increased-....................-.
Green, Herbert,
Herbert,
pension................................
pension _
Jacob,
Green, Jacob,
pension increased
increased pension
...................
.
.
Green, James
James C.,
pension increased..................;..
increased
pension
..
Green, Isaac
Isaac F.,
F.,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
Green, Mary
Mary (widow),
Green,
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
Green,
T. (widow),
(widow),
Green, Mary
Mary T.
pension.
pension .
-................... ...-....
Green, Moses,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Green, Perry,
Green,
Perry,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Green, Thomas
Green,
Thomas F.,
F.,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Green,
William,
Green, William,
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Green,
Green, William
William W.,
W.,
payment of Court
findings to....
to
payment
Court of Claims
Claims findings
Greenamyer,
John,
Greenamyer, John,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Greene
Greene County,
County, hid.,
Ind.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
to ..........
Greene,
John W.,
W.,
Greene, John
pension increased
increased
pension
.......................
Greene,
William A.,
A.
Greene, William
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
Greenfield,
Greenfield, Harlow
Barlow .L,
J.,
pension
pension increased
increased........................
Greenfield,
Iowa,
Greenfield, Ioua,
condemned
cannon granted
to -------.....
condemned cannon
granted to
Greenfield,
(widow),
Greenfield, Sarah
Sarah C.
C. (widow),
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Greenhalgh
t Charles
Greenhalgh,
Charles B.,
B.,
pension increased
increased........................
Greening,
Frederick A.,
A.,
Greening, Frederick
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Greenlaw, John
John A.
A.,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Greenlee, Samuel
Greenlee,
Samuel A.,
A.,
pension
pension ................................

1568

1568

401
401
1407
1407
1520
1520
1581
1581
1446
1446
1291
1291
1267
1267
1381
1381
1328
1328
1290
1290
1507
1507
1451
1451
1266
1266
1496
1496
1224
1224
842
842
1246
1246
1433
1433
1318
1318
832
832
1292
1292
1507
1507
1386
1386
1272
1272
1359
1359

INDEX.
Greensburg, Ind.,
Page.
Greensburg,
Page.
appropriat ion. for public building
building .........
appropriation
265
condemned
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army poet
post ........................
841
Greenville, Cal.,
Greenville,
Cal.,
appropriation for Indian
Indian school
appropriation
school......... 132, 975
Greenville,
Greenville, S.
S. C.,
appropriation
station.. 1137
appropriation for Weather Bureau station..
terms of court at .......................
721
office of clerk.
clerk
.........
.............
721
Greenwald,
Howard M.,
Greenwald, Howard
M.,
pension..................................
pension
1583
Greenwich, Conn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ..........
265
Greenwood, John
Greenwood,
John R.,
pension increased ........................ 1287
Greenwood
.T.,
Green
wood Lake, N. J.,
preliminary
preliminary examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
for dredging channel
channel at southern end
407
Greenwood, S. C.,
Greenwood,
terms of court at ........................
721
Greenwood,
Va., Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church,
Greenwood, Va.,
Church,
payment of
Court of
of Claims
findings to....
to
payment
of Court
Claims findings

1497
1497

1933
1933

Grinstead,
Page.
Grinstead,Eau
ElUu G.,
G.,
Pa
pension increased
pension
increased...................... 1277
1277
Griswold, Delia
Griswold,
Delia E. (idow),
(widow),
increased ....................
pension increased
1415
1415
Griswold,
Grisuold, Edward F.,
pension increased ....................
1487
1487
Griswold,
Isaac L.,
L.
Griswold, Isaac
pension increased ...................
1429
1429
Griswold, Leroy
Leroy S.,
S.,
pension increased
pension
increased..................... 1556
1556
Griswold, Lucy
Lucy M.
Al. (widow),
Grisuold,
increased ....................
1216
pension increased
1216
Griswold, Martha
Martha R. (widow),
pension increased...........:
increased
• .........
1511
Groat,
Groat, John,
John,
pension increased
increased.................... 1398
Groff, Augustus
F.,
Augustus F.,
pension increased ..
1543
..................
1543
Grogan,
Grogan, William,
pension increased ........................
1456
1456
Gross,
Gross, Elizabeth (widow),
pension .................................
1215
1215
Grossart,
Grossart, Sybilie (widow),
pension increased .......................
1460
1460
Grosvenor, John
John S.
Grosvenor,
S.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1527
1527
Grove,
Grove, Henry,
Henry,
pension increased
increased
........................
1232
Grover,
Grover, Edith A. (widow),
pension ............................
1319
pension
1319
W.,
Grover, John
John W.,
pension increased .....................
1429
pension
1429
Groves, Charles,
Charles,
pension..........................
pension_
1364
Groves,David
R. '
GCoae,
DaidR.,
pension
increased........................ 1621
pension increased
121
Groves, Robert,
Robert,
pension ................................
1375
pension
Grubb,
Grubb, Daniel,
Daniel,
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1382
Grubb,
Grubb, Joseph,
pension increased
increased........................ 1553
Grubbs,
E.,
Grubbs, George E.,
pension .
1382
pension.
.....................
1382
Greenwald, August,
Grisenwahl,
August,
pension ................................
1383
pension
1383
Gruslin, William
A.,
Gruslin,
tilliam A.,
pension.................................
1370
peinon
1370
Guam,
appropriation for
experiment
appropriation
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
471,1160
stations in ..................
471, 1lfi
for care of lepers,
station
lepes, etc., naval station..
569, 1170
1170
works ...... 669,
for naval station, public
public works
69, 1178
1178
570
storage ........................
for fuel storage
. 570
570
for Marine Barracks ..................
570
607
in
607
for high-power radio station in..........
Guantanamo Bay Naval Station,
Guantanamo
Station, Cuba,
appropriation for fuel
storage
570,
1179
appropriation
fuel storage.......-....
70,1179
for
...................
or public works
1178
1178
Guakatiala,
Guatemala,
appropriation
to
252,1048
appropriation for minister to..........
252,1048
Gadget,
Gudgel, Akxander,
Aleramtr.
pension increased
increased........................ 1445
Gad
m
-aw/son, HBemund,
Hermund,
Gudmandson,
pension
1404
pension increased
increased.................--.
1404

Peter Haywood,
Gregory, Peter
Haywood,
pension increased .......................
1409
Gregory,
Gregory, Thomas R.,
increased .......................
pension increased
1406
Griffee,
Lena (widow),
Grifee, Lena
pension................................
pension
. 1378
Curtis C.,
Griffin, Curtis
C.,
pension increased....................
increased
1535
1. (widow),
Griffin, Eliza J.
pension ..........................
1414
Griffin, James
James P.,
P.,
Gr(fin,
pension increased
increased .................
. 1411
Griffin, Joel
Joel A.,
Griffn,
pension increased.......................
increased
1500
E.,
Griffin, Samuel
Samuel E.,
pension increased ........................ 1315
E.,
Griffis, Evan E.,
pension increased ........................ 1405
1405
Griffith
Griffit, ?Amos
Amos L.,
L.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1269
Griffith,
(widow),
Griffith, Aurora
Aurora (widow),
pension
1371
.........................
1371
Griffith,
Grifith, Benjamin
Benjamin B.,
pension incraed.......................
increased
1641
1541
Griffith,
Griffith, Jay
Jay A.,
A.,
.................................. 1369
pension
1569
Griffith,
Griffith: David
DavidS.,
pension increased
1526
increased....................... 1626
Griffith,
Griffith. William
William K,
K.,
pension increased .............
............1256
Griffiths, Thomas
Thomas L.,
land patent to
......................
1300
Griggs, Horace,
Horace,
Griggs,
increased..................... 1553
pension increased
Grim, Catharine
M. (widou),
Catharine M.
(widow).
pension increased
1426
pension
increased................- .....
G imes. Isaac
G;imes,
Isaac M.
M. C.,
C.,
homestead
homestead entry allowed, in lieu of erroselection
1587
neous selection...................
may embrace stock raising area........
area
1587
Grimes, William
Grimes,
William it..
M.,
pension increased
increased........... ...-......-.
1442
Grimm,
Grinmm, William J.,
pension
1374
pension..............................
Guest,
E.,
Guest, James H. E..
Grindle, ELie
Etrie W.,
W,
Grindle,
pension increased .....
............ . 1561
increased ...................
1307
pension increased
Guild.
Guld, Eugene B.,
Griner. William A.,
Griner,
A.,
increaed........
............... 1342
pension increased
pension increased ....................
1548
Guilford Batde-Ground
Guiford
BattleGround Coot,
Company,
Grinnell,
Grinnell, Iowa,
acceptance from, of tret
tract fr
far Gaillfbd
acceptance
appropriation
building
265
appropriation for public building..........
Courthouse Naional
Nati' onal Military Par,
deficiency
Courthouae
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public buildN.
C........................
N.C
.
ia ...
..
97
..................
17
ing

1934

INDEX.
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Guilford Courthouse
Courthouse National
Park, Page.
Page.
National Military
Military Park,
Guilford
N.
C..
N. C..
established; area
996
established;
area described
described ..............
996
acceptance of
conveyed; acquiring
acquiring
acceptance
of lands
lands conveyed;
additional ........................
997
additional
997
supervision, etc.,
by commission.........
commission
997
supervision,
etc., by
997
998
appointment, duties, etc ...........-.
998
monuments, tablets, etc., in, authorized;
authorized;
subject
to approval
approval of
subject to
of Secretary
Secretary of
of
War
998
W
ar..............................
998
punishment
punishment for defacing,
defacing, injuries,
injuries, etc...
etc.
998
998
Gulf of
Gulf
of Fonseca,
Fonseca,
convention
right
convention with Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, ceding
ceding right
for naval base on, etc
1661
etc..............
1661
Gulf
Gulf of
of Mexico,
Mexico,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for reestablishreestablishing,
to navigation,
navigation, daraing, etc.,
etc., aids
aids to
damhurricane, 1916
820
aged by
by hurricane,
1916 --.......
820
aviation life saving,
etc., stations
aviation
saving, etc.,
stations authorauthor601
ized on
on coast
coast of
of-.................
-601
commission to
investigate and report
report on
commission
to investigate
on
advisability, etc.,
of establishing
establishing
advisability,
etc., of
additional navy yard
yard on
on United
United
additional
States coast of;
details, etc.,
to be
States
of; details,
etc., to
be
considered.........................
considered
571
571
submarine
submarine and
and aviation
aviation bases
571
bases....--.....
571
Coast,
Gulf of Mexico Coast,
appropriation
of
318
appropriation for
for surveys
surveys of..............
318
1915,
Gulf of Mexico
Mexico Hurricane,
Hurricane, 1915,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for repairs
repairs to
to
Coast
stations injured
injured by....
by- . 20
Coast Guard
Guard stations
20
for
repairs, etc.,
to navigation
navigation infor repairs,
etc., to
to aids
aids to
injured
by
25
jured by.......
..................
25
Gulfport, Miss.,
Gulfport,
Miss.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of,
harbor
.
.
397
appropriation for improvement of, harbor..
397
postmarking stamp
to commemorate
Mispostmarking
stamp to
commemorate MisExposition
ausissippi Centennial
Centennial Exposition authorized for
854
thorized
for.......................
854
Gulfport,
(see Mississippi
Mississippi
Gulfport, Miss.,
Miss., Exposition
Exposition (see
Centennial Exposition).
Centennial
Gull Lake,
Lake, Minn.,
Gull
Minn.,
abandonment
abandonment of ditches between Gull Lake
Lake
and Round
Round Lake, and between
between
Round Lake and Long Lake,
Lake, for
for resreservoir
dam at,
Missiservoir dam
at, headwaters
headwaters of
of Mississippi
403
sippi River
River ......................
403
Gullihur, Eliza P.
Gullihur,
P. (idouw),
(widow),
pension
1260
pension.................................
1260
Gun
Batteries, Army.
Army.
Gun and Mortar
Mortar Batteries,
appropriation
of
315, 909
appropriation for
for construction
construction of........
345,909
Gunboats, Iatry,
Navy,
Gunboats,
construction of
of two,
two, authorized;
authorized; coat,
etc...
617
construction
cost, etc...
617
appropriation for construction
maappropriation
construction and
and machinery ...........................
617
617
Guncotton,
Guncotton,
statistics of
used in
makstatistics
of raw cotton,
cotton, etc.,
etc., used
in mak437
ing. to be published quarterly
quarterly .....
437
Engineering Exercises,
Gunnery and Engineering
Exercises, Nary,
Nary,
appropriation for prizes,
appropriation
trophies, ranges,
ranges,
prizes, trophies,
etc ...........................
etc.
560, 1171
1171
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
29, 825, 828
for......... 29,825,828
Gunnison, Colo..
Gunnison,
Colo.,
condemned cannon granted to,
condemned
to, for
for State
Normal
School .....................
843
Normal School
843
Gunnison County,
County, Colo.,
Gunnison
Colo.,
granted
granted lands
lands for public
park; payment,
payment,
public park;
etc ......
520
...................
......
520
Gunnison
Co/o.,
Gunnison National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
458,1147
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of. 458,
1147
Gu
npowder,
Gunpowder,
excise
manufacturers
excise tax on net profits by
by manufacturers
on
sales of;
of; exceptions.............
exceptions
781
on sales
781
Guns
Guns and
Navy,
and Munitions
Munitions of
of War, Navy,
appropriation for storage
specified
appropriation
storage of,
of, at
at specified
yards,
yards. etc ..................-.....569
569

Gunsolly, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
pension. .....................
pension
Gurney, Wesley,
Wesley,
Gurney,
pension increased
increased .....................
Gurtz,
Guss E.,
E.,
Gurtz, Guss
pension
............................
Guthrie,
Guthrie, Okla.,
Okla.,
terms of
court at.........................
at
terms
of court
office of
of clerk..........................
clerk
office
C.,
Guy, Isaac
Isaac J.
J. C.,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
M.,
Gwinn, James
James M.,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
R. (widow),
(widow),
Gwyn, Rachel R.
pension .................................
pension

Page.
1233
1233
1283
1283
1589
1589
927
927
927
927
1550
1550
1554
1554
1452
1452

H.
H.
Haar,
Haar, Jacob,
Jacob,
pension increased
increased.......................
pension
1564
1564
Habana,
Cuba,
Iabana, Cuba,
appropriation for
building for
for legation
260
appropriation
for building
legation.....
260
international
international trade mark
mark bureau established at..........................
at
1680
lished
1680
Hack, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
nfu
prion increased........................
increased
1511
pension
1511
Hack,,Margaret
M. (widow),
Margaret if.
(widow),
pension..................................
pension
1225
1225
N. J.
J.,
Hackensack, N.
appropriation for
building
265
appropriation
for public
public building..........
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public buildbuilding...............................
17
ing
17
Hackensack River,
River, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
for improvement
393
appropriation for
improvement of
of.........
393
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
made
New Milford
Milford .............
407
made to New
407
of lower..
lower ............................
407
of
407
Hackett, Josiah
Hackett,
Josiah P.,
P.,
pension increased........................
increased
1205
1205
Hackman, Morris W.,
T.,
pension increased......................
increased
1538
pension
1538
Hadley.
Hadley, George
George W,
W.
pension increased........................
increased
1238
pension
1238
Hagan,
Hagan, Hannah
Hannah (widow),
(uwidoz),
pension
1287
pension increased
increased .....................
1287
flagon. John
John A.,
A.,
Hagan.
pension
1513
pension increased
increased........................
1513
Hagenbucher,
Hagenhucher, Louis,
Louis,
pension
1594
pension ..
............................
1594
Hager, James
James W.,
W,
Hager,
pension
1438
pension increased
increased ......................
1438
Haggerty, Nelson.
Nelson,
pension increased
pension
increased....... ..............
1249
1249
Hague. John W.,
W.,
Hague,
pension
1286
pension increased
increased .......................
1286
Hague, The,
Hague,
The,
appropriation
for share,
share, International
International BuBuappropriation for
reau, Permanent
Permanent Court of Arbitration
257, 1052
1052
tion..........................
257,
toward expenses
expenses of
of Palfor contribution
contribution toward
Palace of Peace
258, 1054
1054
ace
Peace at
at..................
258,
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for International
International
Bureau, Permanent
Permanent Court
Court of
of ArbiArbiBureau,
16
tration
............................
16
Hahn, John I.,
J..
pension increased
increased.......................
-1339
1339
pension
Haight,
Frank (son),
Haight, Frank
(son),
pension
1415
pension................................
1415
flames.
A. (uwidow),
(widow),
Haines. Annie
Annie A.
pension increased......................
increased
1593
pension
1593
Haines,
Haines, Eliza
Eliza Amanda (widow),
(widow),
pension increased..
increased
1420
pension
.................
1420
Haines,
Haines, William,
William,
pension increased
1528
pension
increased........................
1528

IND
EX
INDEX
Hainey,
Perry J.,
Page.
Hainey, Perry
J.,
Page
1544
pension increased
increased........................
1544
Ilaiston, Lewis G.,
Haiston,
G.,
pension increased
1402
increased........................
Haiti,
Haiti,
appropriation
minister to
appropriation for
for minister
to........... 252,
252, 1048
1048
details authorized
Marine
authorized from Navy and Marine
Republic of .........
223
Corps to assist Republic
223
compensation
allowed, etc.............
etc
223
compensation allowed,
223
treaty with, of
of amity, economic
economic development, etc .........................
1654
Hakes, James
James C.,
pension increased
increased....................... 1277
Halaas, John E.,
Halaas,
E.,
pension .................................
1362
Hale,
Bale, Henry B.,
pension increased
1219
increased-....................... 1219
Haley, Thomas, alias
alias Thomas
Thomas Burke,
pension increased
increased ........................
1397
Halifax County,
Va.,
County, Va.
condemned cannon granted to
condemned
to............
832
Hall,
Hall, Aaron,
pension increased
increased........................ 1229
1229
Hall,
Ball, Abram,
pension increased
1317
increased .......................
1317
Hall,
Hall, Benjamin
Benjamin F.,
F.,
1338
pension increased
increased.....................
1338
Hall, Edward
Hall,
EdwardG.,
pension increased
1547
increased.......................
Hall,
.Egbert,
Hall, Egbert,
pension
increased
1505
pension increased .......................
1505
Hall,
Hall, Elias,
Elias,
pension increased........................
increased
1233
pension
1283
Hall, Frances
A. (widow),
(widow),
Hall,
FrancesA.
pension increased........................
increased
1307
pension
1307
E. (son),
Hall, Gurney
Gurney E.

171c/
1,7;eremiah,
Hall,
Jeremiah,

ension
........................-------on

.........

11

pension increased .......................
Hall.
Hall. John
John W.,
pension increased
pension
increased .................
.......
Hall,
Hall, Joseph
Joseph L.,
increased
pension increased
.......................
Hall,
Hall, Mariam
Mariam (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Hall,
Hall, Mayme
Mayme (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension.................................
Hall,
Ball, Ulysses S.,
S.,
pension increased........................
increased
Hall, William, Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
Hall,
Volunteers,
pension increased........................
increased
Hall,
Hall, William,
William, Ohio
Ohio Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased
increased........................
Hall, William,
William, United
Hall,
United States Infantry,
pension
pension... ..............................
Hall,
Ball, William, West
TWest Virginia
Virginia Volunteers,
pension increased
pension
increased .. .....................
Hall,
Hall, Willie,
pension
pension-1364
pension..................................
Hallenbeck, Harriet
E. (widow),
Hallenbeck,
Harriet E.
(tidow),
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Hallman, Ile
nry,
Halliman,
lenry.
pension increased
increased ..---..........-----.
pension
Halsey,
IV.,
Halsey, George
George TW.
pension in
in reased
reased -..--..-- ..--..------.
pension
Halsey, Martha
Martha A.
A. (wdowu),
(widow),
pension .................................
pension
Halstead, George E.,
Halstead,
E.,
pension
.....
pension increased
increased ...........-..-Barn,
Bam, Clifford T.,
pension ...
............................
Cornelius 7'.,
Ham, Cortnlius
T.,
pension increased
increased
pension
......................
Ham. David,
David,
Bam.
;norooo_^
on_.ion
pension
Ill1irtfiae............
..... ...
-....
petnluii increased
1026'20
39-PT 2-51
251
102620 s-VOL
—voL 39—pr

28
1328
1548
1548
1552
1552
1385
1385
1418
1418
1368
1368
1575
1266
1266
1238
1238
1574
1574
1275
1275
1364
1433
1325
1325
1208
1208
1285
1216
1581
1481
1481
ltm A
1314
lJl

1935
1935

Ham.,
George J.,
J.,
Page.
Page.
Ham, George
1591
pension ...................--...............
pension
1591
Ham,
Ham, John
John P.
P.,
pension increased
1500
pension
increased .....................
1500
Ham, Josephine
Josephine P.
P. (widow),
pension increased
1445
pension
increased..... --------------------- 1445
Ham, Nellie (widow),
(widow),
pension
1272
pension.............
............
1272
..
Hamby,
Bamby, R.
R. Roy,
pension
pension 1377
.................................
1377
Hamill, Robert
Hamill,
Robert L.,
pension
1454
pension increased
increased .......................
1454
Hamilton, Arthur C.,
Hamilton,
pension
increased .......................
1338
pension increased
1338
Hamilton, Daniel
Daniel V.,
Hamilton,
pension increased
increased .......................
1326
1326
Hamilton,
Hamilton, Eugene,
investigation, etc., of claim, as attorney
investigation,
for certain
certain Indians
Indians ......-...........
147
147
Hamilton,
Hamilton, Sarah
SarahE.
E. (widou),
pension increased ...................
1415
pension
. 1415
Haminver,
aminger, Ella.
Ella (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
...................
.............. 1335
Hamm,.
Sarah E.
(widow),
amm, Saram
E. (widow),
pension
inCreased .........................
1568
pension increased
1568
Hammack, Maria
J. G.
Rammack,
Maria J.
G. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased........................
increased1373
1373
Hammer,
John B.,
B.
Hammer, John
pension increased........................
increased
1291
pension
Hammers, Ornille
Orville A.,
pension
1374
pension
..
...................
....
Hammond,
M. (widow),
Hammond, Frances
Frances M-.
1234
pension increased
increased..........-..-....-..
1234
Hammond, George
George H.,
_payment
.....
m ent
d, to, for injuries
injuries ...........
1357
rBm:on
Ind.,
bridge authorized across
acros Grand Calumet
Calumet
at ----------------------River, at
251
John Hays,
Hammond, John
Hays, jr.,
appropriation
for
exclusive
rights
of
radioappropriation for exclusive rights
'
dynamic torpedo
torpedo control
control inventions
inventions
dynamic
of................................
of
347
347
subject to favorable
favorable report of board
board of
subject
officers
Army and Navy officer............
347
from purfor tests, etc.; to be deducted
deducted from
chase price ...........
chase
......
347
if
patents to be issued to United States if
contract made ....................
contract
347
applications
archives
applications to be kept in secret archives.
347
Hammond, John
Hammond.
John M.,
pension increased........................
increased
1513
pension
Hammond,
Hammond, La.,
appropriation for public
public building
appropriation
building.......
265
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building
17
ng................................
17
A. (widow),
(widow),
Hammond, Matilda
Matilda A.
pension increased
increased.......................1235
1235
Hampden
Association, Baltimore,
ampden Building Association,
Baltimore,

zymon

Md.,
refund
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax
tax.......... 1494
Hampden
Hampden County, Mass..
fi
ried
lg
de Connecticut
may b
bridge
Connecticut River at Springfield.. .........................
.
536
Hampton, Matilda
Matilda J.
Hampton,
J. (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
pension
1206
Hampton,
Hampton, Va..
appropriation for
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer
appropriation
for expenses,
Soldiers' Home ...................
Soldiers'
295
295
deficiency
appropriation for Volunteer
deficiency appropriation
Volunteer
Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home
Rome ............-......
812
812
Hampton,
Hampton, William H.,
H.,
pension increased .......................
pension
1516
Hanawalt, Joseph
Hartawalt,
Joseph B.,
pension
1535
pension increased
ncreasea ........................
oo

1936
1936

INDEX.
INDEX.

Myrtle (widow),
Page.
(widow),
Hardy, Myrtle
Page. Hardy,
Hancock, Harrison,
Hancock,
pension
increased
1337
pension ..............................
1342
1342
pension
1337
pensionHarrison,
increased ........................
Hardy,
Noah,
Handbury.
(widow),
Hardy, Noah,
Florence V.
V. (widow),
Handbury, Florence
pension increased
increased .......................
1548
1548
pension
pension
increased ......................
.. 1591
1591
pension increased
Hardy,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Hardy, Sarah
Sarah E.
Hanel..
G.,
Haner. James
James G.,
1335
pension
1335
pension..............................
pension
1410
1410
pension increased
increased ......................
Hare,
Hare, Jacob,
Jacob,
Hanes,
John, alias
George Hanes,
Hanes, John,
aliasGeorge
Hanes,
pension increased......................
increased
1242
1242
pension
pension
1546
1546
increased.....................
pension increased
Hare,
Peter S.,
Hanes,
John, Indiana
Volunteers,
S.,
Hare, Peter
Banes, John,
Indiana Volunteers,
pension increased......................
increased
1246
pension increased
1227
1246
1227
pension
increased........................
pension
Haring, Sarah
Sarah A.
(widow)
Haring,
A. (widow)
Hanes,
(widow),
Hanes, Nancy
Naney (widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
1230
1230
pension
pension
increased .....................
1273
1273
pension increased
Harlan,
Harlan, Iowa,
Iowa,
Hanes, Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
Hanes,
Sarah E.
condemned
cannon
granted
to
Grand
Army
pension
increased ...-...................
1210
condemned cannon granted to Grand Army
1210
pension increased
post
832
Haney.
(widow),
.......... 832
ost
............. .......
Ellen if.
Mi. (widow),
Haney, Ellen
Harlem
River,
N. Y.,
Y.,
Harlem
iver, N.
pension
1366
1366
pension.................................
appropriation
for
improvement
of
392
392
Hanger,
Hanger, Elza
Elza P.,
P.,
appropriation for improvement of ..........
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Harleman, Anna
pension
increased ......................
1530
1530 Harleman,
pension increased
pension
1280
.................................
1280
pension
Hanger,
William,
Hanger, William,
Thomas,
Harman, Thomas,
pension
increased
1501 Harman,
..--..-- 1501
pension increased.............---pension
increased
1572
...................... 1572
pension increased
Hanley,
B.,
Hanley, William
William B.,
Harmon, Hanson,
Hanson,
pension
1364 Harmon,
----------... --...- 1364
pension----------...
pension
increased ......................
1331
pension increased
1331
Harmers,
James,
Hanners, James,
Harmon, Richard,
pension
1295 Harmon,
Richard,
pension ..-..----.-----......-------...
1295
pension
increased ........................
1309
pension increased
1309
Hansen, Idaho,
Idaho,
Hansen,
Harried, Michael
Michael R.,
R.,
bridge
River, near_
59
59 Harned,
authorized across
across Snake
Snake River,
near.
bridge authorized
pension
incrdased
1232
pension increased..
....................
1232
Hansen,
Mathilda P.,
Hansen, Mathilda
P.,
Harney National
National Forest,
Dak.,
Forest, S.
S. Dak.,
payment
to ..---....-•
1301 Harney
payment to
.............--....
1301
appropriation
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
458,1147
Hanson, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Hanson,
Harper, Adonirani
C.,
Adoniram C.,
pension increased
1464 Harper,
1464
pension
increased ...................-..pension increased
1268
pension
increased...................... 1268
Hanson, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
Hanson,
(widow),
Harper,
John,
pension increased
1295 Harper
1295
pension
increased .......................
7 John,
pension increased......................
increased
1291
pension
1291
Hanway,
Thomas,
Hanway, Thomas,
Harper, Miron,
pension
1532 Harper,
1532
pension increased
increased ......................
Miron,
pension increased
1527
pension
increased........................ 1527
Hapgood,
(widow),
Hapgood, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
Harpham, Henry,
Henry,
pension
increased ......................
1313 Harpham,
1313
pension increased
1311
pension increased
increased .....................
1311
Ilarbaugh,
Thomas J.,
Harbaugh, Thomas
J.,
John,
Harrigan, John,
pension increased
1446 Harrigan,
1446
increased ......................
pension
pension
increased .....................
1308
pension increased
1308
Harbinson, Hugh,
Ilarbinson,
pension i
ncreased
Hugh,
1295
(father),
Harrington, John J.
,f. (father),
1295 Harrington,
.....................
pension
increased
pension
1384
pension..............................
1384
Harbor Beach,
Harbor
Beach, Mich.
Mich.,,
Harris, Avril,
Harris,
Avril,
appropriation
of harbor
harbor of
of
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
pension increased
increased .....................
1455
pension
1455
refuge;
repairs to
400
refuge; repairs
to breakwater,
breakwater, etcetc..- 400
Harris,
Charles, Maine
Ha , Charles,
Maine Volunteers,
Harbor
Commissioners, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Harbor Commissioners,
1453
pension increased
pension
increased ..............-......
legislative
of
legislative act
act amending
amending Revised
Revised Laws
Laws of
Harris, Charles,
Charles, United States Infantry,
Hawaii,
to, confirmed
39 Harris,
Hawaii, relating
relating to,
confirmed......
39
pension ..............................
1388
pension
1388
Harbor
HarborIsland,
Island, Tex.,
Tex.,
Harris,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
of channel
channel
Harris, Edward,
Edward,
preliminary examination,
etc., of
pension
increased....................... 1594
on increased
to Rockport
Rockport to
to be
be made.............
to
made
408
408
Harris,
)e
George W,
Harbor Patrol,
Patrol, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Harris,
George
W.,
Harbor
1340
pension increased
1340
pension
increased.....................
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ...........
701, 1028
1028
701,
appropriation for
Harris, Glenora
G.
Harris,
Glenora G.
Harbors (see
(see also
also River
Harbor ImproveHarbors
River and
and Harbor
Improvements),
bankrupt sale
sale of
of real
real estate
estate to,
to, validated..
validated
1261
1261
ments),
bankrupt
Harris, James
appropriation
for searchlights,
etc., for
defor deP.,
searchlights, etc.,
Harris,
James P.,
appropriation for
payment
Claims findings
findings to
to adfense of
of ........................
345,910
fense
adpayment of
of Court
Court of
of Claims
345,910
for improvement
391
for
improvement of
ministrator
1496
ministrator of ....................
of ....................
391
Harris, James
Harbors, Canals,
Harbors,
Canals, and
and Channels,
Channels,
James Park,
Park,
Harris,
plans to
be submitted
submitted for
for improving,
for
pension
1574
plans
to be
improving, for
1574
pension...............................
fleet
fleet defense
coasts ..............
618 Harris,
defense of coasts
Harris, Jane
(widow),
618
Jane (widow),
extension of
618
pension ........
1226
extension
of existing
existing projects
projects..........
618
1226
..................
pension
cost of,
of, for
for completion
in five
618
cost
completion in
five years
years.....
Lorenzo,
618 Harris,
Harris, Lorenzo,
Hardin,
James P.,
P.
pension increased
increased ......................
1435
Hardin, James
1435
Pension
pension increased.......................
increased
pension
1501 Harris, Louis S.,
1501
Harding,
Benjamin J.,
J.,
Harding, Benjamin
1585
_pension
1585
. .......................
pension..
pension
increased ......................
Ellen T.
T. (widow),
pension increased
1399 Harris,
(widow),
1399
Harris, M.
M. Ellen
Harding,
Harding, George
George W.,
W.,
1530
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
1334 Harris.
1334
Paymaster, Nary,
Navy,
Harris, T. D., Paymaster,
Harding, Leroy,
Harding,
Leroy,
credit in
582
accounts.......................
credit
in accounts
pension
increased
pension increased......................
1464 Harris, William H.,
Harris,
William
H.,
Harding, Marie
G. (widow),
(widow),
Harding,
Marie G.
pension increased
1502
1502
increased ......................
pension
pension
pension......................
1584
.....
1584
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
Harrisburg,Pa.,
Harding,
Oliver,
Harding, Oliver,
265
appropriation for
public building,
rent
265
building, rent....
for public
appropriation
pension increased
pension
increased ..................
1319
Hardy,
Hardy, Bernard,
Bernard,
Harrison, Benjamin,
Benjamin,
Harrison,
nRinon
..................
-... ..- 1583
pension increased
pension
increased....-................. 1540
pension
increased
1583
1540
1-L--incr.ased
- -------------------------.-

INDEX.
IND
EX.
Pag
Harrison, David S.,
Page.
S.,
Harrison,
pension .............................
1586
pension
1586
Harrison, Eliza
Harrison,
Eliza (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .
...............
. 1312
pension
Harrison, Helen D.
D. (widow),
Harrison,
pension increased........................
increased
1280
pension
Harrison, James
James 3L,
M.,
Harrison,
..................... 1452
increased..
pension increased
Harrison, Nancy
E. (widow),
(widow),
Nancy E.
Harrison,
pension
1282
pension----------1282
................
1282
esion..................
Harrison,
Sarah A. (widow),
aron, Sarah
pension
increased........................ 1375
pension increased
Harrison,
J.,
Harrison, Thomas J.,
pension
1482
increased - ..-------... ....---pension increased
Harrisonville,
Harrisonville, Mo.,
appropriation for public
public building.
building........
265
appropriation
Harrold,
F.,
William F.,
Harrold, William
pension increased
1332
increased........................
pension
Harrow,
Harrow, Jeptha,
Jeptha,
pension
increased
1421
pension increased .......................
"Harry
A. Berwind,"
Steamer,
Berwind," Steamer,
"Harry A.
"Harvey H. Brown". 1199
of, changed to "Harvey
name of,
"Harry
Croft," Steamer,
Steamer,
"Harry W. Croft,"
to.. 1199
changed to
Hartwell" changed
"Fred G. Hartwell"
name of
of "Fred
Harshman,
Edward J.,
Harshman,Edward
increased........................ 1441
pension increased
Hart,
P.,
Hart, Alonzo
Alonzo P.,
pension
1317
increased......................
pension increased
Deborah (widow),
Hart, Deborah
Hart,
1213
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Hart, Frances
T. (widow),
(widow),
FrancesJ.
Hart,
_pension
increased
1452
pension increased........................
Hart, Healy,
Hart,
Henry,
. 1513
.....
pension
increased
pension increased..............
Hart, Marcellus
Marcellus E.,
E.,
Hart,
_pension
1554
increased ....................
pension increased
Hart,
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Hart, Mary
1460
_pension increased........-.............
increased
1460
'art, Thomas,
Hart,
1419
increased .....................
pension increased
pension
Hartford, Conn.,
Hartford,
265
appropriation
for public
public building
building.......
appropriation for
Hartless,
Thomas,
Hartless, Thomas,
1515
1515
increased .....................
pension increased
Hartley,
L.,
Edwin L.,
Hartley, Edwin
1274
pension increased ......................
Frederick,
Hartman,
Hartman, Frederick,
1566
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Harts,
William W.,
I.,
('ol. William
Harts. Col.
809
credit
accounts ......................
in accounts
credit in
Hartsgrnve.
George,
Hart.tsrore.George,
1339
............
increased......
pension
pension increased
Hartwell,
(uidow),
Ella(iidow),
Hartwell, C. Ella
pension increased .....................
1498
"
Harvey II.
Brown," Steamer,
11. Brou-n,"
"tIare!!
to.. 1199
name
A. Berwind"
Berwind" changed to
"'arry A.
nane of "harry
Harvey.
(widow),
('. (widow),
Mary C.
Harrey. Mary
1314
pension
increased
1314
pension increased.......................
Harvey. Rufus
W.,
R!flfs IV.,
Harrey.
1273
pension
increased ....................
1273
pension increased
Frank D.,
Haskell, Frank
1366
pension
1366
pension ..............................
Laurence, Kans.,
Institute, Lawrence,
Haskell Institute,
Haskell
school......... 133,977
appropriation
appropriation for Indian school
E. (widow),
Haskell, Judith
Judith E.
Haskell.
(widow),
- 1285
pension
increased
pension increased........-.........--Haskell,
Haskell, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
1292
increased ...................pension increased
Nelson W.,
Haskell,
Haskell, Nelson
1519
ension
1519
ension increased ......................Haskell.
II.,
Haskell. Simeon IL,
1458
pension
increased
pension increased .....................
Haskett.
Hackett. Eli.
increased...................... 1277
pension increased

1937

Haskill, Alfred
Alfred P.
Page.
P.,
Haskill,
pension increased........................
increased
1572
1572
pension
Simon,
Hasselback
Hasselback, Simon,
..................
pension
increased
1554
pension increased...
Hastings, Ed,
Ed,
Hastings,
pension
1576
.............................
pension
Hastings,
Maria A. (widow),
Hastings, Maria
pension
increased
1365
..................
pension increased...
Hastings,
Mich.,
Hastings, Mich.,
appropriation
for
public
building
265
265
building..........
appropriation for public
Hasty,
Hasty, Charles,
Charles,
pension
increased
1326
1326
pension increased......................
Hatch,
H.,
George H.,
Hatch, George
pension increased
increased .....................
1506
pension
Hatch, John
John T.,
Hatch,
pension increased
increased ....................
1236
1236
pension
Hatfield,
Clara B. (widow),
(widow),
Hatfield, Clara
pension
1380
1380
pension...............................
Hathaway,
(widow),
Alice (widow),
Hathaway, Alice
pension
increased
1591
.....................
pension increased
Hathaway,
(widow),
Maryette (widow),
Hathaway, Maryette
pension
1242
increased........................ 1242
pension increased
E. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah
Hathaway,
Hathaway,
pension i
Sarah
ncreased
E.
1309
1309
pension increased .....................
Hatton, George
W.,
George W.,
Hatton,
pension increased.......................
increased
1518
pension
Leona B.
B. (widow),
Haucke, Leona
pension increased......................
increased
1482
pension
Hauschildt,
Otto G.
G.,
Hauschildt, Otto
1533
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Hauver,
Barnet,
Hauver, Barnet,
1204
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
John N.,
N.,
Havlin, John
1422
pension increased.....................
increased
1422
pension
Hamer
Benjamin W.,
Havner,.,Benjamin
...... 1413
pension increased
increased ............
1413
pension
Havre
Grace, Md.,
Md.,
Havre de Grace,
examination, etc., of harbor,
preliminary examination,
407
to be made .........................
Havre, Mont.,
Mont.,
Havre,
purposes
lands
reservoir
purposes
to,
in
reservoir
sold
for
lands
abandoned Fort Assinniboine
Assumiboine Miliabandoned
739
789
Reservation ..................
tary Reservation
reversion
739
nonuser ..................
for nonuser
reversion for
Hawaii,
Hawaii,
government
appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc., government
appropriation
104,1108
in..............................
in
104 1108
104,
for
circuit courts .............
104, 1108
1108
for judges,
judges, circuit
for contingent
expenses .............
104, 1108
for
contingent expenses
104
for legislative expenses ................
court........ 118,1119
for
etc., district court
118, 1119
judges, etc.,
for judges,
American
shipwrecked
for
etc., of shipwrecked
relief, etc.,
for relief,
262,1058
in...................
seamen
seamen in
262,
1058
expenses; leprosy
for
quarantine system expenses;
leprosy
for quarantine
278
.....................
hospital
for
among natives
researches among
for ethnological
ethnological researches
of ..............................
279
for construction,
construction, etc..
etc.. Scofield Barracks..
Barracks
285
for accommodations
accommodations for seacoast artillery
286
in
in.................................
for
for expenses
expenses of district judges, outside of
official residence...................
residence
314
348,912
etc ................
for fortifications, etc.
for seacoast batteries ..................
912
for
etc., torpedo
preservation, repair, etc.,
for preservation,
structures
structures........................ 348, 912
for land defenses, etc ..................
348
locating strategic
strategic roads, land defenses.
defenses
912
for locating
for electric plants, etc., seacoast
seacoast fortifications...
348,912
fications .........................
embankments ........
for
912
for sea walls and embankments
fortifications...........
for automobile, fortifications
... 348, 912
912
defenses......
for airships, etc., seacoast
seacoast defenses
422,1068
for
422,
1068
equipments for............
for mail
mail equipments
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Hawaii—Continued.
Page. Hayden
Hayden National
National Forest,
and Uolo.,
Colo.,
Page.
Forest, Wyo.
Wyo. and
rage.
Page.
Hawaii-Continued.
appropriation
for maintenance,
of. 458,
458,1147
appropriation
Service exexetc., of.
1147
maintenance, etc.,
for Weather
Weather Service
appropriation for
appropriation for
penses
448,1136
Hayes, Erskine
Erskine R.,
R.,
penses in
in ...
..................
448,1136 Hayes,
payment to,
for injuries
1390
for
experiment stations
stations in
1160
payment
to, for
injuries...................... 1390
in 471,
471, 1160
for agricultural
agricultural experiment
for
work
471,
1160 .Hayes,
(widow),
Hayes, Lizzie
Lizzie (widow),
extension work.....
471,1160
for agricultural
agricultural extension
pension
increased
1238
pension increased........................
for
power radio
station in
607
1238
for high
high power
radio station
in...........
607
Hayes,
Hayes, Maly
Mary J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
act
legislature amending
amending franchise
of
act of
of legislature
franchise of
pension increased
1450
Electric Company, Limited,
pension
increased ...................
1450
Island Electric
William /1,
Hayes, William
B,
ratified..........
.
....
57 Hayes,
ratified
pension
increased
1502
bills of
of lading;
restriction against
against issuing,
pension increased.......................
bills
lading; restriction
1502
issuing,
Haynes
W.,
Haynes,.,Edwin
in
to shipments
shipments
Edwin W.,
in sets,
sets, not
not applicable
applicable to
pensi
on
increased
1250
pension increased
to
539
....................
539
1250
to................................
Haynes,
Hiram,
nor
requirement for
for marking"
marking "duplicate"
duplicate "
Haynes, Hiram,
nor requirement
pension increased
increased ....................
1552
pension
1552
539
thereon..........................
thereon.
539
Hays,
Hays, Mabelle
Mabelle G.
certain
in Honolulu,
Honolulu, reserved
reserved for
G.,
certain land
land in
for
homestead entry
validated ................
1305
homestead
entry validated
1305
lighthouse
lighthouse purposes
purposes................ 1751
1751
Hayward,
Charles R.,
R.,
Hayward, Charles
Labaina,
reserved for
Lahaina, reserved
for lighthouse
lighthouse purpurpension increased
1214
pension
increased ........................
1214
poses
1769
poses --.. ----------..................
.
1769
Hayward,
Commander George
George N.,
N., U.
Hayward, Commander
U. S.
S. Navy,
franchise of
of Hawaiian
Hawaiian Electric
Electric Company,
Company,
Navy,
franchise
retired,
retired,
modified,
229
modified, etc
etc .....................
229
to be
captain on
active list;
place ........
603
to
be captain
on active
list; place
603
Kauai
light and
Kauai County,
County, for
for electric
electric light
and
examinations
to beadditional
be additional
examination required;
required; to
power
246
246
power .............................
number;
no back
603
number; no
back pay,
pay, etc
etc..........
603
Honolulu
etc__
231
Honolulu Gas
Gas Company,
Company, extended,
extended, etc.
231
Hayward,
Hayward, Wis.,
for
for manufacturing
manufacturing gas,
gas, South
South Hilo,
Hilo,
appropriation for
Indian school.........
school
156,991
for Indian
156,991
granted John
T. Baker
524
appropriation
John T.
Baker..............
524
granted
deficiency
appropriation for
for Indian
Indian school.
school_
31
deficiency appropriation
31
Hawaii National
National Park
Hawaii
Park established
established on
on
Hazen, Ida
Ida E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
islands of
and Maui-.--....
Maui_
432
islands
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
432 Hazen,
pension
1403
pension-........-..........-...........
1403
legislative act
Revised Laws
legislative
act amending
amending Revised
Laws of,
of,
relating to
of harbor
commisrelating
to powers
powers of
harbor commisHazleton, John
John H.,
H.,
Hazleton,
sioners,
39
sioners, etc.,
etc., confirmed
confirmed-.....--.....
39
pension
increased
1276
pension increased...--..................
1276
conferring power
conferring
power of
of public
utilities comcornpublic utilities
Hazzard, Ruth
Ruth A.
(widow),
Hazzard,
A. (widow),
mission
egulate franchises,
etc.,
mission to
to r
regulate
franchises, etc.,
pension
increased ........................
1295
pension increased
1295
confirmed
38
confirmed.........................
38
Head, Levi,
Levi,
Head,
lighthouse reservation
in Honolulu,
Honolulu, rerelighthouse
reservation in
pension
increased ........................
.
1514
pension increased
1514
stored
and new
new site
stored to
to Territory
Territory of,
of, and
site
Tax on Aliens,
Aliens,
1817 Head Tax
reserved .........................
1817
reserved
appropriation
refunding, erroneously
erroneously
for refunding,
appropriation for
public utilities
companies, to pay
pay franchise
franchise
utilities companies,
collected
collected
...........................
325
325
taxes
to counties
232
232
taxes to
counties....................
amount
to eight
dollars
875
amount increased
increased to
eight dollars.........
875
Puuloa Military
Military Reservation,
Oahu, transReservation, Oahu,
transseamen
875
seamen included
included .......................
875
ferred
642
ferred to
to the
the Navy
Navy..................
642
children
under 16
accompanying parparchildren under
16 accompanying
street
franchise South
Hilo, modstreet railway
railway franchise
South Hilo,
modent,
exempt .......................
875
ent, exempt
875
ified
438
ified ..............................
438
payment
by carrier
carrier ......................
875
payment by
875
Hawaii,
Hawaii, Island
Island of,
of,
875
by
875
by alien
alien
.................
...... .....
establishment
432
establishment of
of Hawaii
Hawaii National
National Park
Park on
on.
432
lien on
on vessel,
etc.; enforcement........
enforcement
875
aalien
vessel, etc.;
875
Hawaii National
Hawaii
National Park,
Park,
exceptions; coming
coming from
from contiguous
contiguous councounexceptions;
established
on islands
islands of
established on
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and
tries for temporary
stay
875
tries
temporary stay...........
875
Maui
432
Maui ..............................
432
admissible residents
of United
United States
admissible
residents of
States
description
432
description ............................
432
possessions
possessions .........................
875
875
existing
claims, etc.,
etc., not
affected_
433
existing land
land claims,
not affected..
433
in transit,
passing through
contiguous
in
transit, passing
through contiguous
administration;
leases, etc................
etc.
434
administration; leases,
434
countries
875
countries ..........................
875
limit on
expenses .........................
344
limit
on expenses
344
payment
arrivals from
counpayment on
on arrivals
from contiguous
contiguous counHawaiian
Electric Company
Company (Limited),
(Limited),
Hawaiian Electric
tries .............................
875
tries
875
franchise
franchise of, extended...................
extended
229
229
on
the Philippines
Philippines ............
on entering
875
entering the
875
subject to public
public utilities
utilities commission,
commission, as
as to
to
refunded to
to rejected
applicants from
from conrefunded
rejected applicants
conrates, extensions,
extensions, etc
230
rates,
etc...............
230
tiguous
countries
875
tiguous countries
.................
875
Hawk, David
David I.,
I.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1513
pension
1513 Headinyton,
Heaclington, Laura
E. (widow),
(widow),
Laura E.
Hawkes, Lillian
widow),
Lillian S.
S. (widow),
pension increased
1396
pension
increased ........................
1396
increased
1553
pension increased.......................
1553 Headstones
for Soldiers'
Headstonesfor
Soldiers' Graves,
Graves,
Hawkins,
James,
Hawkins, James,
appropriation for
for ........................
286
286
appropriation
pension increased
increased.........................
1293
1293
for unmarked
graves of
of civilians
civilians in
in post
for
unmarked graves
post
Hawkins, Lydia
Hawkins,
Lydia (widow),
(uidow),
cemeteries
286
cemeteries
................. ...
286
pension increased
1223
pension
increased ........................
1223
for
of Confederates
for unmarked
unmarked graves
graves of
Confederates in
in
Hawkins, Robert
B.,
Hawkins,
Robert B.,
national
286
national cemeteries
cemeteries ................
286
pension ----..........------1582
pension
------ 1582
deficiency
appropriation for......
for
29, 33,
33, 825,828
825,828
deficiency appropriation
29,
Hawkins,
Hawkins, Robert
Robert M.,
M.,
Headwaters Steamship
Steamship Company,
Company,
pension
1342 Headuaters
pension increased
increased ........................
1342
may
of steamer
steamer "Fred
"Fred G.
G.
may change
change name
name of
Hawks,
Hawks, Mary
Mary A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Hartwell" to "Harry
Craft" .... 1199
Hartwell"
"Harry W. Craft"....
pension
1228
pension increased
increased........................
1228
"Harry
A. Berwind"
Berwind" to
"Harvey H.
H
"Harry A.
to "Harvey
Hawks,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Hawks, Sallie
Sallie A.
Brown" ....
1199
Brown"
..................
1199
pension increased
increased .---..-------........
1212
pension
1212
Heald, Timothy
Timothy S.,
Heald,
S.,
.Hawksley,
Hawksley, John
John A.,
A.,
pension
1555
pension increased
increased........................ 1555
pension increased
1465
iensionincreased ........................
1465
Bay, Wellington,
Wellington,
Healey,
Martin J.,
J.,
Healey, Martin
Hy,
pension increased
1568
pension
increased ........................
nenaion
---.....--------------1566
pension
1573
------------------...................------------
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Health
Page. Heidler
D. C.,
Health Department,
Department, D.
.
,Rosannah
Page.
Heidler,
Rosannah (widow),
Ps.ge.
appropriation
health officer,
inspectors,
pension
increased
1567
pension increased.....................
officer, inspectors,
appropriation for health
etc
etc............................
702, 1029
1029 &imroth,
eimroth, John,
John,
assignment of inspectors
inspectors ..............
702
pension increased
increased ........................ 1416
1416
for
preventing contagious
diseases, etc_
for preventing
(widow),
contagious diseases,
etc. 702,1029
702, 1029 Heintz,.
Heintz, Philornena
Philomena (widow),
assignment, etc.,
etc., of bacteriologists....
bacteriologists. __ _ 1030
pension increased
1427
increased .......................
for repairs to buildings, etc.............
etc
702 Preis,
Heis, Peter,
Peter,
for fire protection, smallpox hospital....
1030
pension increased
1571
hospital ....
1030
pension
increased .....................
1571
for
service
702,
1030 Held,
for disinfecting
disinfecting service............
702, 1030
eld, James J.,
J.,
sanitary emergency
pension
1574
for sanitary
emergency fund, drainage
pension..................................1574
of lots, etc ..................
702, 1030 Heldreth,
Hildreth, Lynn
Lynn J.,
J:,
for expenses, food, etc., adulterations
adulterations. 703, 1030
1030
pension increased
1577
increased .....................
1577
pension
bacteriological laboratory.........
laboratory
703, 1030
1030 Helena,
for bacteriological
Helena, Ark.,
refrigerating machine
machine ..............
1030
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to Mrs.
Mrs. John
for refrigerating
condemned
supplies and expenses, biological
biological and
for supplies
S. Illornor
Confederate Cemetery
Cemetery
Hornor for Confederate
aerological
disease .........
1030
serological study of disease
at .............................
1030
837
laboratory..............
703,1030
for chemical laboratory
703, 1030 Helena,
Helena, Mont.,
contingent expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing health
for contingent
health
appropriation
for assay
assay office
at
89, 1094
office at..........
appropriation for
703,1030
laws .......................
703,
1030
deficiency
appropriation for assay office...
office...
824
deficiency appropriation
inspecting dairy farms, etc
703,1030
Forest, Mont.,
for inspecting
etc....... 703,
1030 Helena National
NationalForest,
Mont.,
inrcontagious
diseases,isolating wards.
wards 703, 1031
0ocontagious diseases,isolating
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
458,1147
appropriation for maintenance,
for
crematory ..............
703, 1031 Heller,
for public
public crematory
William,
Helter, -William,
for motor vehicle .................
703, 1031
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
1542
for alterations, etc.,
etc., at the
the pound
703 Helm,
pound......
Harry B.,
Helm, Harry
for establishing dispensaries
dispensaries for treati
g
treating
pension
1363
pension .............................
1363
tuberculosis, etc
1031 Helm
etc.. ...............
tuberculosis,
Helvy, William
William M.,
alterations, etc.,
etc., old emergency
emergency hosfor alterations,
ension
increased
1557
pension increased ........................
1557
pital
pital for
for laboratory
laboratory uses
uses............ 1031 ./71
)np,
Hemp,
Health
Officer, D.
C.,
Health Officer,
D. C.,
appropriation for
paper
etc., for paper
testing, etc.,
for testing,
appropriation
appropriation for, assistant,
etc. 702, 1029
making..................
1142
assistant, deputy, etc
appropriation
maning
............ 1142
Health,
International Office
Office of
of Public,
Public,
Health, International
Henderson, Annie J.
J. (widow),
Henderson,
appropriation for
for annual
annual quota
258, 1053
quota......... 258,1053
appropriation
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
1228
Healy,
Healy, Anna
Anna M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Henderson,
Barbara
(widow),
Henderson,
pension
i
ncreased
Barbara
(widow),
1381
pension
1234
pension..............................
1234
pension increased........................ 1381
Hearings in
Entries,
Hearings
in Land
Land Entries,
Henderson,
Elizmbeth
C.
(widow),
pension i
ncreased
Elizabeth C. (widow),
1464
appropriation for expenses ...............
299 Henderson,
appropriation
pension increased........................
1464
deficiency appropriation for
30 Henderson, Prank
for...............
deficiency
Frank H.,
H.,
Heath, Elmer F.,
.P.,
Heath,
pension
1371
pension..................................
1371
payment to, for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
Henderson,
Fred,
Henderson, Fred,
Sherman County, Oreg
Oreg ............ 1355
1355
payment
injuries ................
1392
payment to, for injuries
1392
Heath, Hannah
Heath,
Hannah (widow),
(widow),
Henderson,
Henderson, John
John B.,
B.,
pension
increased
1433
1433
pension increased........................
reappointed
Smithsonian Instireappointed as
as regent,
regent, Smithsonian
Heath, Milo D.,
D.,
Heath,
tution ..........................
868
868
pension
1576
pension..............................
Henderson,
S.,
Henderson, Thomas
Thomas S.,
Heath,
Heath, Phylaw
Phylow A.,
A.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1457
pension
1457
pension
1501
1501 Hendren,
increased .....................
pension increased
Hendren, Starling
Starling B.,
Heatherly, Lydia A. (widow),
(widow),
Heatherly,
pension increased
increased .....................
1234
1234
pension .............................
1267 Hendrickson,
Hendrickson, John
W.,
John W.,
Heatley,
J.,
Ander J.,
Heatley, Ander
pension increased
increased ........................
1480
1480
pension .............................
1591
1591 Hendrickson,
pension
lendrickson, Pierson,
Pierson, jr.,
jr.,
Ilebbard,
Martha J.
(widow),
Hebbard, Martha
J. (widow),
pension
increased .....................
1423
pension increased
1423
pension increased
increased .....................
1339 Hendrickson,
pension
Hendrickson, Thornton R.,
R.,
Heberer,
H.,
Hebercr, Philip
Philip H.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1343
pension
1343
payment to
1263
126. Hendrun,
to ...........................
payment
Ilendrum, Minn.,
Heckler, Henry.
Henry,
Elm
Elm River, N. Dak..
Dak.. and.
and, may bridge
bridge Red
Red
...............
pension increased
1438
increased ......
pension
River of
of the North ................
511
Herknum,
ifary A.
(widow),
Herkni. , Mary
A. (widow').
"
Henley," U.
U. S. S.,
S.,
"Henley,"
137
pension increased
1237
increa.sed.....................
appropriation
for repairs
repairs ................
605
appropriation for
Hector,
H. (widow),
({tido)u',
Hector, Eliza II.
for engines
engines for .......................
607
607
1423 Hennepin
pension increased
increased.....................- 1423
Hennepin County, Minn.,
Hedges,
J,
Hedges, Merritt
Merritt ,T.,
bridge
authorized
across
Mississippi
River,
bridge authorized
Mississippi River,
1256
pension increased
increased......-......... -------between Anoka
Anoka County
County and..........
and
34
between
Hedrick.
(widow),
Hedrick. Matilda
Matilda F. (widoor),
"Henrik
Henrik Ibsen,"
Ibsen," Steamship,
Steamship,
1284
1284
pension increased.....................--increased
payment
of, for
for damages
darnasres to
to.-..__. 1299
1299
payment to owners of,
HI,Robert,
Hedrick,
Island Counties,
Counties. Ill.,
Henry and
and Rock Island
pension
1457
opension...-..........................
time extended
extended for
for bridging Rock
Rock River
River at
at
F.
Hedrick, Robert
Robert F.,
Colona
Ferry by ...................
Colona Ferry
44
pension increased
1486 Henry Barracks,
pension
increased .....................-Barracks, Cayey, P.
P. R.,
R.,
Heebner,
Heebner, Frederick
Frederick A.,
A.,
transfer of part of, for
for naval uses ..........
568
transfer
pension increased
increased ........................
1247
pension
Henry, Charles,
Charles,
Heely, Daniel,
Daniel,
pension increased
increased .....................
1571
1571
pension
1215
increased ......................
pension increased
1215
pension
Henry, Kate
(widow),
Henry,
Kate K.
K. (icidou),
Heffner, William
HeTner.
William E.,
E.,
1449
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
payment to
1393
1393
to ..........................
payment

Er,

1940
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Page.
Hensley,
Page.
Hensley, Alexander,
Alexander,
pension increased
increased ........................
1436
Henthorn,
R.,
Henthorn, Ernest
Ernest R.,
may
homestead entry
in Glacier
may perfect
perfect homestead
entry in
Glacier
National
342
National Park
Park ......................
342
Henton,
Merit
F.
S.,
Henton, Merit F. S.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
payment
Sherman County, Oreg............
Oreg
1354
1354
Hepler, Andrew W.,
Hepler,
W.,
pension increased ......................
1339
1339
Hereford
Hereford Inlet,
Inlet, N.
N. J.,
J.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
made ............................
407
Hering,
Ruth E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Hering, Ruth
pension
pension................................ 1224
1224
Herndon,
Herdon, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension increased ...................
1431
Hendon, Sarah
Herndon,
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
increased .................
......
pension increased
1365
Herriman,
W.,
Herriman,David
David W.,
pension increased ........................
1448
Herrington,
Herrington,James
James C.,
C.,
pension
1576
pension...............................
1576
Hershberger,
William C.,
Hershbger, William
C.,
pension increased
1337
increased........................
Hertslet, Henry
Hertslet,
Henry T.,
T.,
increased
pension increased
........-............ 1449
Hervey, George H.,
H.,
granted right of way for electric line across
granted
Barrancas and DI
cRee, Fla..
Forts Barrancas
McRee,
Fla....- 237
237
Hesler, Joseph
Joseph A.
Hesler,
A.,
pension increased
1422
pension
increased.......................
1422
ft
esperos," Steamship,
"Hesperos,"
Steamship,
district
claim for damages to, submitted
submitted to district
court ...--...-...-- ........
-----1261
Caleb A.,
Hesser, Caleb
A.,
increased
1566
pension increased........................
1566
Hessian Fly,
Hessian
appropriation for
etc. _ 465,
465,1154
appropriation
for investigating,
investigating, etc....
1154
Hester, James
W.,
Hester,
James W.,
increased
1541
pension increased........................
1541
Hesterman,
Hesterman, Mathilda,
payment to, for death of husband........
payment
husband
1350
1350
Hetherlin,
T.,
Hetherlin, John
John T.,
1323
pension increased
increased.......................
1323
Hevia
Garilan, Carlos,
Hews yyReyes Gavi/an,
Carlos, of Cuba,
Cuba,
Academy for
may be admitted to Naval Academy
instruction;
10
instruction; conditions
conditions ............10
Hewett. Sewell
Sewell W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1265
pension
1265
A. (widow),
Hey, Marion
Marion A.
(widow),
Pension.................................
pension
1439
1439
pension.
.1439
Heywood,
(widow),
Heywood, Caroline
Caroline(widow),
pension inceased.......................
increased
1359
Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, Sans.,
Kans.,
appropriation
for public
public building
265
appropriation for
building..........
265
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building .......................
17
.....
17
Hibbard, James A.,
Hibbard,
A.,
pension increased........................
increased
1568
pension
1568
Hikerson.
Hickerson. Charles
Charles M.,
homestead
confirmed
155
homestead entry of, confirmed..........
155
Hickey, Michael,
Michael,
Hickey,
pension
increased
1257
pension increased.......................
1257
Hickman, James,
James,
pension increased
increased .....................
1434
pension
1434
Hicks,
John P.,
Hicks, John
P.,
pension increased
1498
pension
increased .....................
1498
Hicks,
Hicks, Joseph
Joseph W.,
I.,
pension.
1449
1449
pension........
.....................
1449
Hicks, Mary
Mary A.
(widow),
HiEes,
A. (widow),
pension increased
.1420
.............
1...
1420
Hacks, Samuel
Samuel W.,
Hicks,
W.,
pension
increased ......................
1220
pension increased
22
Hicksville,
Ohio,
Hciksville, Ohio,
rcannn granted
condPmned cannon
orntdl to
W87
4An
condemned
to.
837,840
----- -

s -

-

.
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Higby,
(widow),
Page.
Jessie L. (widow),
Higby, Jessie
pension....
1401
pension
...........................
1401
Bigdon,
Higdon, Isaiah,
Isaiah,
pension increased
increased ....................
1438
pension
1438
Higgins,
(widow),
Higgins, Addie M. (widow),
pension increased....................
increased
1554
pension
1554
Higgins,
Maurice D.,
Higgins, Maurice
payment to .......................
1472
payment
1472
Higgins,
Higgins, Olodyine (widow),
increased .........
1436
pension increased
..........
1436
High
International (see InterHigh Commission, International
national High Commission).
Commission).
national
Highlanding,
Highlanding, Minn.,
River .............. •512
may bridge
bridge Red Lake River
Hight,
(widow),
Hight, Lizzie S. (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
1572
pension
Highway Bridge,
Bridge, D. C.,
appropriation for operating
operating expenses...
expenses... 689,
1017
689,1017
appropriation
for repairs, etc......................
etc
689,
1017
for
689,1017
Highways,
Extensive,
Highways,
investigations, etc.,
etc., for coordination
coordination of railinvestigations,
roads with,
with, for military,
military, industrial,
roads
and commercial
commercial purposes...........
purposes.
650
Highways System,
System, I).
.Permanent,
D. C., Permanent,
new plan
plan authorized for Barry
Barry Farm subdivision,
southeast .............
1014
division, southeast
1014
opening, extending streets, etc..--..
etc
1014
opening,
...
Higley,
W,
aigley, Henry W.,
pension increased
increased ....................
. 1441
Hikes, Sarah
(widow),
Sarah C.
C. (widow),
pension
increased.
1423
pension increased....
.................
1423
Hilth-eth,
Hzldreth, Harriet
HarrietW. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .......................
1281
pension
1281
Hilk,er,
(daughter),
ilker, Lena
Lena (daughter),
pension_..............................
_........
1533
pension
1533
Hill,
Frank E.,
Hill, Frank
pension increased
increased ........................
1380
pension
1380
Hill,
Captain Frank
Frank Kinsey, U. S. Navy,
Hill, Captain
Navy, retired,
captain on active
active list; place........
place
to be captain
602
examinations required;
required; to be additional
examinations
additional
number;
etc_ ..........
number; no back pay, etc
603
Georg! W.,
Hill, George
pension
pension increased
increased ........................ 1209
Hal,
T.,
ill, Grace T.,
payment
homestead,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg............
Oreg
Sherman
1354
A. (widow),
Hill, Hannah
Hannah A.
pension
pension increased.
increased
..................... 1291
Hill, Harry,
Harry,
payment
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg ...........
Sherman
1354
Hill,
Hill, James,
pension increased
increased.........................
pension
1509
Hill,
Hill, Jonah
Jonah E.,
E.,
1379
pension ............
pension
............. .
1379
Hill,
IV.,
Hill, Joseph
Joseph W.,
pension1385
Hill,
Julia M. (widow),
(widow),
ill, Julia
pension
pension.
........ ..................... 1377
Kingi8
S.,,
Hill,
Hill, King
•
pension increased
increased ....................... 1504
pension
Hill,
Hill, Lewis W.,
W.,
pension.
1590
pension
................................
1590
Hill, Luther B.,
B.,
Hill,
payment to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg ........... 1354
Hill, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
Hill,
pension
1271
pension increased.
increased ....................... 1271
Hill, Mary C.
(widow),
Hill,
C. (widou),
pension
pension increased.
increased .......................
1502
Sarah (widow),
Hill, Sarah
pension
1367
pension increased.
increased......... .............
Hill, Theron S.,
Hill,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
payment
homestead,
Sqhrman
0(-lntnir
Or
o1
I Am
:Lr
Sherman
County,
Oreg..
1354
wuu
lu
Dvva
- VJF ............

INDEX.
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Hill,
Thomas W.,
W.,
Hill, Thomas
pension
increased ......................
pension increased.
Hiller,
Hiller, Allen M.,
military record corrected
corrected .................
Hills,
Ella J. (uidow),
(widow),
Hills, Ella
pension
.......................
pension.

P
Page.
1216
1216
1470
1470

1574
1574
Hills, Mary C. (widow),
1245
1245
pension increased ...................
Hills,
H.,
Hills, William H.,
increased........................
1247
pension increased
Hillsboro
HillsboroBay, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
396
396
appropriation for improvement of.........
Hillsboro River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Hillsboro
appropriation
of..
396
396
improvement of........
appropriation for improvement
Hawaii,
Hilo, Hau•aii,
appropriation
commission to
to architect,
architect,
appropriation for commission
_
272
272
public building ..................
Hilton Building
Building and
Loan Association,
Association,
and Loan
Hilton
Newark, N. J.,
J.,
refund
tax.......... 1492
excise corporation tax
refund of excise
Hilton, Emily
Jane (widow),
Hilton,
Emily Jane
pension
increased..
1388
pension increased. .................-Hilton,
James C., Passed
Passed Assistant Paymaster,
Paymaster,
Hilton, James
_Navy,
Navy,
581
credit in accounts.
accounts...................Himmelheber, Jacob,
Himmelhebcr,
Jacob,
pension
increased1566
1566
pension increased...................
Htnchman, Dalton,
alias Samuel McBurson,
McBurson,
Dalton, alias
Hinchman,
pension increased
increased1439
1439
...
---.
..............
pension
Hinds,
Hinds, George,
George,
pension increased
1551
pension
increased ....................
Hines,
P. (widow),
Ella P.
(widow),
Hines, Ella
pension
increased.
1306
....................
pension increased
Hines,
James H.
H.,'
Hines, James
pension increased
increased..................... 1552
pension
Louis,
Hines, Louis,
pension increased......................
increased
1448
Hingham, Mass.,
Hingham,
appropriation
public works,
works, naval magappropriation for public
azine.
569,1178
569,,1178
azine .....................
for
ordnance
storage
buildings.
569
569
for ordnance storage buildings ..........
Hinton, Gordon,
Gordon,
Hlinton,
pension.
1590
pension ...........................
Hills,
pension
Maryi
ncreased
C. (widow),

Iii
nton, Valentine,
lIInton,
Valentine,
pension
1410
increased .....................
pension increased.
Herd, Robert,
Hird,
pension
increased.......
_
1559
.....................
pension increased
llishley,
lihshley, Edmund ison),
(son),
pension.
1251
pension.....
......................
Ilestorical
I). C.,
.,
Places,' D.
Iistorical.Places
appropriation
tablets for
etc., tablets
erecting, etc.,
appropriation for erecting,
marking
683,,1011
1011
.................... 683
marking
F.,
John F.,
Hitchcock, John
pension
1446
increased ...................
pension increased
Hitchcock,
'.,
t'.,
Lather (
Hitcrhock, Lather
pension
increased .....................
1235
pension)increased
liii,
William,
Blio, Willifrim,
pension
1340
increased ...................
pension increased
Hiron, John
Ensley,
Hixon,
John Enslel,
pension
increased .. ......
1255
.
.......
pension increased
liar ard
E.,
Hoadley, io
ard E.,
1509
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Hoag,
Hoag, Fitzhugh
Fitzhugh S,,
S.,
pension
increased
pension increased.-.....-..-......-------- 1306
Hobbs,
M.,
Hobbs, Alonzo
Alonzo .1L,
pension increased
1413
increased ..................pension
Hobbs, James,
James,
1544
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Hobbs,
Hobbs, Jennie
Jennie M.
M. ',widow),
, idow),
1509
pension increased...................
increased
pension
Lichen,
llus,
Hoben, Marcy
Marrellus,
1552
pension
...................pension increaed
increased
1552
Hobson Methodist
Church, Davidson
Daridson County,
Bobson
Methodist Church,
Ten
n
Te n n.,
payment of
Court of
findings to
1497
to.... 1497
of Claims
Claims findings
payment
of Court

1941

Hoce,Oscar
Hoce,
Oscar,
Page.
Page.
pension increased
1425
increased.................... 1425
pension
Hockett,
Hockett, Walter B.,
pension ............................
1448
1448
pension
Hockinbery,
Francis M.,
If.,
Hockinbery, Francis
pension increased
1235
pension
increased.. ....................
Hodapp,
.D. P.,
Paymaster,
P., Assistant
Assistant Paymaster,
Hodapp, John D.
Nary,
Navy,
commission established............
established
582
date of commission
Hodge, Minnie J. (widow),
(widow),
pension_
1488
1488
pension..................................
Hodge, William,
pension increased
1528
increased...................... 1528
pension
Hodgenville,
Hodgenville, Ky.,
Ky.,
birthplace of Abraham
Lincoln, memorial
memorial
Abraham Lincoln,
birthplace
etc., at, accepted
accepted for public
public
hall, etc.,
park, etc
etc .........................
385
park,
Hodges,
B.,
Charles R.,
Hodges, Charles
pension .............................
1367
1367
pension
Hodges,
Elijah,
Hodges, Elijah,
pension
increased
1570
. 1570
pension increased ......................
Hodges,
Hodges, Lodema C. (widow),
pension.....-...-.....................
,
1414
1414
pension
Hodges,
Hodges, Martha
Martha A.
A. (widow),
pension
increased
1293
1293
............
pension increased......
Hodgkins, Allen T.,
pension
increased .....................
1317
1317
pension increased
Hodgkins, Samuel,
Samuel,
pension increased.....................
increased
1206
1206
M.,
Hodgson, Valentine
Valentine If.,
1318
pension increased........................
increased
1318
G. (son),
Hoffman, George
George G.
(son),
1580
pension .............................
1580
Hoffman, Gilbert 0.,
0.
Hoffman,
pension increased............
increased
1528
1528
..........
Holman,
Henry C.
Hoffman, Henry
pension
increased
1343
1343
pension increased.....................
Holman,
Josephine J.
J. (daughter),
(daughter),
Hoffman, Josephin
pension
1580
1580
pension.............................
Hoffman,
G.,
Hoffman, Leonard G.,
may
be
appointed
assistant
paymaster,
may be appointed assistant paymaster,
Navy.
1184
Navy...........................
A. (widow),
Hoffman, Margaret
MargaretA.
pension
increased
1284
pension increased.......................
Hoffman, Miller,
pension
increased ..
1288
1288
...................
pension increased
Hoffman, Werner
Werner L.
L. (son),
pension
1580
1580
................................
pension
Hoffman,
Hoffnman, William C.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1512
1512
Hogan,
Anatasia,
Hogan, Anatasia,
reimbursement
to
1263
......................
12i3
reimbursement
Hogan,
Frank,
Hogan, Frank,
pension
increased ......................
1284
pension increased
Hogan,
(widow),
Hogan, Melisa (widow),
pension
increased
1508
............
pension increased..........
Hoge,
(widow),
Rebecca (wiidow),
Hoge, Rebecca
pension increased.....................
increased
1335
Cholera,
Hog Cholera,
treating,
appropriation
investigating, treating,
appropriation for investigating,
etc
451, 1139
451,
etc...........................
Catherine (widow),
Hogg, Catherine
pension increased
increased .....................
1404
'
Hogs,
appropriation
diffusing information
information as
appropriation for diffusing
prices, markets, etc.,
etc.,
to supply, prices,
of
1162
473, 1162
of..........................
Hogue, Samuel A.,
A.,
Haoge,
pension
increased ......................
1267
1267
pension increased
Hohmann,
Hohmann, John
John Christian,
Christian,
pension
1501
pension...............................
Hohmann,
Frederick If.,
Hohmann, Frederick
M.,
i pension
1379
1379
pension..............................
IHo/in,
(widow),
Hohn, Margaret
MargaretD.
D. (widow),
1436
1 pension .............................1436

1942
Han, Otto,
Hohn,
Otto,
pension increased
i
ncreased .......................
Holbrook,
Charles H.,
Holbrook, Charles
pension increased ......................
Holbrook, Horace
Horace N.,
pension increased
increased.....
..................
Holbrook, Mass.,
Mass.,
Holbrook,

condemned cannon granted to Memorial
condemned
Memorial
Association of ...................
Holden,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Holden, Hannah
Hannah A.

pension
pension increased
increased .....................
Holder,
Holder, Robert C.,
pension increased
increased ..................
Holdson,
W.,
Holdson, George
George W.,
pension increased.....................
increased
Holiday Recess of Congress,
ordered for 1915 .....................
ordered
ordered for 1916......................
1916
Holidays,
Holidays,
compensatory
allowed postal emcompensatory time allowed
ployees working on
on...............
days specified
specified as
........
..............
Holidays,
Holidays, D.
D. C., Legal,
Legal,
employees allowed pay for......
for
per diem employees
Holland
Netherlands).
Holland (see Netherlands).
Holland,
Holland, Adlade (widow),
increased
pension increased..................
Holland, Caleb
Holland,
Caleb T.,
military record corrected..............
corrected
military
Holland, John
Holland,
John A.,
pension increased
increased ..................
Holland, Mary
Holland,
Mary A.
A. (widow of John Holland,
Holland,
Rhode Island Volunteers),
pension increased ..............
pension
....
Holland, Mary A.
Holland,
A. (widow of John Holland,
Holland,
Wisconsin Volunteers),
pension increased
increased
pension
..................
Holland,
Holland, Mich.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
harbor_ _
appropriation for improvement
Holky,
Holley, John,
John,
pension increased ....................
Holley, Lewis,
pension increased
..................
Holliday,
(widow),
Holliday, Ella
Ella V. (uidow),
pension.........................
pension
Holliday, George
George H.,
pension increased
increased .....................
Holiday,
Holliday, Mary .1.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased .......................
Holliday, Samuel,
pension increased
increased ..................
Hollingsworth, Joseph
Joseph A.,
Hollingsworth,
A.,
pension
pension increased.
increased ......................
Hollis,
Hollis, George
George L.,
pension ........
....................
Hollis,
Sarah (widow),
Hollis, Sarah
pension increased ......................
Hollister,
A.,
Hollister, Joseph
Joseph A.,
pension increased .....................
Holly Springs,
Springs, Miss.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ......
Hollywood,.
James J.,
Hollyvood, James
pension increased
increased .......................
Holman, Marion
Marion A. (widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
Holmes, Andrew
Andrew A.,
A.,
Holmes,
pension increased .................
(widow),
Holmes, Anna (widow),
pension..
pension
................
.........
Holmes, Charles
Charles A.,
pension
pension ............................
Holmes,
Orin,
Holmes, Orin,
pension increased.......................
increased
Holmes, William L.,
.....................
pension increased

INDEX.
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1545
1235
1235

1486
836
1458
1458
1219
1219
1258
i258
1599
1605
1605
416
416

416
416

1045
1045
1226
1498
1409
1310
1310
1222
1222

Perry F.,
Holstein, Perry
pension increased
increased ....................
Dension

H' olstine,
olstine, Sanford L.,
L.,
increased ....................
pension increased
Holt,
Holt, Anna M. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ....................
(widow),
Holt, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension _ .................
............
H.Olt, Samuel
A.,
Holt,
Samuel A.,
pension.
penson
....
............................
Holton,
olton, Sarah
arah E.
E. (widow),
_pension
........................ .

Page.
1401
1564
1306
1306

1297
1577
1577

1429
Holtzinger,
Albert H.,
Holzinger,
pension increased
Albert H.,
1423
pension increased ....................
1423
H.,
Holtzman, James H.,
pension increased
increased ........................
1227
pension
Hepsie C. (widow),
Holway, Hepsie
pension
pension
1448
..........................
Holway, Lester,
pension
increased
pension increased................... 1507
1507
Holy
Cross Rational
Forest, Colo.,
Holy Cross
National Forest,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,1147
458, 1147
appropriation for maintenance,
Holyoke, Abbie M. (widow),
(widow),
pension ..............................
pension

1401
1401

Holz, Minnie
Minnie (widow),
(widow),
Hole,
pension increased
increased .......................
1258
pension
Rome
Home Economies,
provisions for cooperating
with States
States to
to
provisions
cooperating with
pay teachers,
teachers, etc., of .............
930
annual appropriations;
of
annual
appropriations; basis of........
930
amount appropriated
appropriated for training
training teachers,
teachers,
amount
etc.
etc., of
of.........................
931
annual allotments;
allotments; basis of............
of _
annual
931
Home for Aged and Infirm,
Infirm, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for salaries ...........
707, 1034
1034
707,
appropriation
for maintenance
707, 1035
1035
for
maintenance ...................
707,
for repairs
707, 1035
1035
for
repairs and
and improvements.
improvements....... 707,

Home for Incurables,
Incurables, D..C.,
appropriation for
for care
care of indigent paappropriation
tients
708, 1036
tients...................
. 708,1036
1400
1400 Homeopathic
Homeopathic Hospital,
Hospital, D.
.D. C.,
C., National,
National,
appropriation
care of indigent
indigent paappropriation for care
1323
1323
tients
tients.........................
708, 1035
Homestead
Entries,
HomesteadEntries,
1366
1366
absence
absence of settlers in military service
equivalent to residence
671
equivalent
residence............
671
1409
1409
agricultural
and coal lands in abandoned
agricultural and
abandoned
Assinniboine Military
Military ReserFort Assinniboine
1308
1308
vation, Mont,
Mont, opened to............
to
vation
1808
agricultural lands in abandoned
agricultural
abandoned military
1486
1486
reservations, Nevada, opened to....
to .. _ 518
518
reservations,
allowed, Branum
Branum, Oleanne
Oleanne Marie Zahl
allowed,
Zahl.... 1465
1327
1327
Brink, George
George E
E ...................
Brink,
1301
Brown, Mahlon ......................
Brown,
1301
1384
George S
S .....................
Clark, George
1299
Crandall, Elisha
Elisha A
1390
Crandall,
A.................... 1390
1240
1240
Dowd, John.......................
John
1395
Dowd,
1395
Edward, Glenn ....................
Edward,
1303
1224
1224
Daniel M ...................
1321
Frost, Daniel
1321
Kelley. .............
1303
Gilbert, Gertrude Kelley
1303
265
Gordon, John N .......................
Gordon,
1302
Hosford, William E...-.............
E
1302
Hosford,
1302
1568
Howard, Oscar
Oscar R
1298
R..................
Howard,
Humphries, Wilson
Humphries,
Wilson.................. 1302
1508
Ingle, William H ..................
1395
Kehoe,
Kehoe, John .....................
1305
1257
Koch, Lewis F
1303
1303
F ....................
Kolde, George ....................
1303
1303
1227
Llewellyn,
Frances L
1298
Llewellyn, Frances
L ...............
Lowrey, George
George H.........E
11
1303
........
1303
1580
1580
Lundberg, Magda
Magda Soffie
Soffie
............... 1302
McDaniel, Willie
Willie H ................
McDaniel,
1303
1567
1567
Nilsen, Halvor
Halvor. ....................
1396
Olsen, Frank....................
Frank
1304
1304
1SnM
1503
1303
1303
Purdy, Edith A
A...................
owV
400
400

1943
1943

INDEX.
Homestead Entries-Continued.
Homestead
Entries—Continued.
allowed, Rieck, John .
..................
Schroeder,
Hubert ..................
Schroeder, Hubert
Skinner, Roy G
G.......................
Spellman,
Spellman, Lorinda
Lorinda B
B.................
Valentine, Anna Campbell.............
Campbell
Valentine,
Witherell, Allen Harder................
Harder
Williams, William G.,
sr
G., sr...............
allowed on unappropriated
unappropriated lands
lands in
in Alaska;
Alaska;
conditions.
conditions. ......................
former entries elsewhere
elsewhere not a
a bar......
prior claims not affected
affected ...............
reserved
excepted ................
reserved lands excepted
assignments of, in
reclamation projects,
assignments
in reclamation
notwithstanding
canceled, to
notwithstanding part canceled,
to
conform
conform with farm units; conditions
certain, in Glacier
Glacier National
certain,
National Park, Mont.,
prior
prior to
to creation
creation of,
of. may
may be
be perfected
perfected
coal lands in
Berthold Indian
Indian Reserin Fort Berthold
Resercoal
vation, N. Dak.,
Dak., opened to surface
surface
entry ..........................
entry
forfeited Oregon
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
forfeited
Railroad
land grants opened to ...........
in Shoshone
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
validated to Alexander,
Alexander, Morris
M. _
validated
Morris M.Allen, Ralph E
E .....................
Clifton, Charles
Charles A...................
Duncan, William E
E ..................
Granger, Charles.....................
Charles
Granger,
Mabelle G.......................
G
Hays, Mabelle
Kelly, Ralph
Ralph E
E.......................
Lawrence J
Kirch, Lawrence
J ...................
Smith, Jay
Jay K
K.........................
.
Woodson, John
John E
E......................
of noncontiguous
noncontiguous lands allowed to complete enlarged
enlarged homestead
plete
homestead entries.
entries...
designated public lands
lands auof 640 acres of designated
thorized
thorized for stock raising
raising...........
Wind River
Reservation, Wyo.,
on ceded
ceded Wind
River Reservation,
Wyo.,
may be patented,
patented, where
where water not
obtained,
obtained, upon proof of residence,
etc.
etc .............................
opening to settlement
opening
settlement certain lands of Crow
Mont .........
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont
Standing Rock
Rock Indian
Reservalands in Standing
Indian Reservation, N.
N. and S. Dak
Dak...............
unallotted irrigable, etc.,
Colunallotted
etc., lands in Colville Indian Reservation, Wash
Wash....
patents for, under Reclamation
Act, not
patents
Reclamation Act,
not
to issue until all
all sums
sums due
due are paid
settlers making, on unsurveyed,
etc.,
unsurveyed, etc.,
lands. allowed
lands,
leave of absence....
absence
allowed leave
conditions
conditions ..................
.......
Homestead
Laws,
Ilomestead Lawus,
purchasers of ceded Indian
Indian lands
lands at designated price, entitled
entitled to
nated
to make
make entries
under..........................
Homestead
Settlers.
Homestead
having less than
than a
having
a quarter section may
may
enlarged
make entry to complete enlarged
homestead .......
homestead
..............
time extended
extended for paying
installments for
for
time
paving installments
Cheyenne and
and
ceded lands of Cheyenne
Arapahoe Indians, Okla ..........
Fort Peck Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont.
___
Mont....
Homesteads (see also Enlarged
Enlarged Homesteads),
Homesteads
Homesteads),
appropriation
classification, etc.,
etc., lands
lands
appropriation for
for classification,
within national forests, etc., for.
for. 460,
Homesteads, Enlarged
Enlarged (see Enlarged
Homesteads,
Enlarged Homesteads).
steads).
Hondo
Mex.,
Hondo Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, N.
NV. 3ez.,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
appropriation
etc.......

Page.
Page- Honduras,
Page.
Honduras,
Page.
1302
1302
appropriation
to ...........
252, 1048
252,1048
appropriation for minister to
1304
treaty with, for
for advancement
general
advancement of general
1301
peace
1672
1301
peace.............................
1672
1302 Honey
Tex.,
Honey Grove, Tex.,
1302
1303
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
public building
18
deficiency
18
1301
J. (widow),
1301 Honeycutt, Aletha J.
1300
pension increased
1561
pension
increased......................
1561
1300
Honeywell,.
(widow),
Honeywell, Melinda
Malinda(widow),
352
pension
increased
1431
pension increased .....................
352
1431
352 Honolulu
Honolulu Gas
Gas Company, Limited,
franchise to, extended
231
352
franchise
extended ..................
352
utilities commission
commission as
subject to public
public utilities
as
352
extensions, etc..........
etc .
to rates, extensions,
231
Honolulu,
.
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
appropriation
405
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of harbor
harbor..
65
deficiency
appropriation for quarantine
quarantine
deficiency appropriation
station, wharf, etc .................
803
342
342
construction,
lighthouse depot, auconstruction, _etc.,
etc., lighthouse
thorized
538
thorized..........................
538
1748
proclamation
proclamation changing
changing site of lighthouse
lighthouse
1748
station at
at. ...........
1817
............ 1817
219
reserving certain
in, for
reserving
certain land
land in,
for lighthouse
lighthouse
219
purposes .......................
P
1751
1305
sale of Federal
F
ue
la
5
C
9
r7ibuilding
Castle &
Sr
sale
building site at, to Castle
1305
1304
•
1490
. Cooke,
Cooke, ratified ...................
1490
1304
1304
temporary depot,
depot, Lighthouse
Service, autemporary
Lighthouse Service,
1304
1304
thorized ...........................
thorized
538
1304
1304 Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Ordnance
OrdnanceDepot,
1304
1305
appropriation
283
for storehouses.
storehouses ............
appropriation for
1305
for gun sheds
283
1304
sheds. ........................
283
1304
1305
for
magazines
283
magazines
........................
283
1305
office,
and
barracks
1304
for
shop,
office,
and
barracks
buildings._
283
buildings.
283
1304
for
officers' quarters...................
283
1305
for officers'
quarters ...1305
for stable,
stable, wagon
wagon shed, etc.............
etc__
283
283
344
for transportation
facilities, etc........
etc
for
transportation faciliti,
283
344
Hood, GeorpF.,
George F.,
pension increased
increased....................
1569
862
pension
862
Hood,
Hood, Walter
Walter S.
S.,
pension
increased
pension increased......................
1343
Hooker, Alfred,
pension
increased
.......................
1254
341
pension
increased..
341
Hoon,
(widow),
Hoon, Mary A.
A. (widow),
1734
pension
1251
pension ..............................
1251
1734
Hoopa
Hoopa Valley Indian
Hospital, Cal.,
Indian Hospital,
Cal.,
1721
appropriation
maintenance, etc..
etc.. of...
of... 125,970
125,970
appropriation for maintenance,
1721
Hoopeston,
Hoopeston, Ill.,
deficiency appropriation
1778
deficiency
appropriation for public build1778
ing. .............................
18
ing
18
condemned cannon granted
920
condemned
granted to............
to
84 l
841
920
Hoes,
II.,
Hoos, Charles
Charles H1.,
pension
increased........................ 1413
341
pension increased
1413
341
loosick
Falls, N.
341
Hoosiek
Falls,
N. Y.,
1.,
341
appropriation
building .
265
265
appropriation for public
public building........
Hoots. Herbert
lerbert G.,
pension.
pension .................................
1595
1595
926
(widow),
926 Hoover, Ellen M. (ntidow),
pension
increased .....................
1288
pension increased
Hoover,
B.,
Hoover, John
John B.,
payment
1476
payment to ..........................
1476
W,
Hoorer, Harvey W.,
925 Hoover,
pension increased
increased .......................
1290
pension
1290
Hoover, Jane
Jane (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased_.......................
1223
pension
1223
937
994
994 Hoover, Waddy,
pension increased.....................
increased
1554
Hoover, Samuel,
pension increased
1443
pension
increased ......................
1443
1149
Hope and
and Help Mission, D. C.,
appropriation for
and chilfor care
care of women
women and
appropriation
dren
......................
710,1038
Hopkins, James
James H.,
H.
305
pension
increased.
----.....-..
-.......
1441
pension increased.
1441
------------------..............
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Page.
Hospital Corps,
Page.
Corps, Navy—Continued.
Navy-Continued.
Hopkins,
Lucy A.
Page. Hospital
Hopkins, Lucy
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1325
pharmacists,
from chief pharpharmacists, promotions from
pension....................
...........-- ..--- 1325
572
Hopkins,
William E.,
E.,
macist's mate to ..--..........----572
macist's
Hopkins, William
pay, etc................................
etc
572
pension
1226
1226
572
increased ........................
pension increased.
pay,
chief pharmacists,
pharmacists, service
service promotion
promotion of
of
chief
Hopping,
0.,
Hopping, Charles
Charles0.,
pharmacists to
to ...................
573
pharmacists
573
pension. ....................--............
pension
1387
Hoguarton Slough,
Oreg.,
promotions of those
those in
573
promotions
in the service
service.......
573
Hoquarton
Slough, Oreg.,
limit
573
limit and number
number of ratings
ratings ...............
573
preliminary examination,
be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
made
410
pay
and allowances
allowances of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men estab410
made ............................
pay and
estabHoran, Thomas,
Thomas,
lished; chief
pharmacist's mate...
mate
573
lished;
chief pharmacist's
573
Horan,
assignment to
to hospital
hospital and
and ambulance
servpension
1584
..----------- -----. -1584
assignment
ambulance servpension -ice
573
ice..........-------.................---..---- 573
Horgan,
Horgan, Francis
Francis J.,
J.,
deficiency
appropriation for
Medical Departto be constituent
constituent part of Medical
deficiency appropriation
for contested
contested elecelec- ment, Navy;
Navy; enlisted
enlisted men
men part
part of
of
........... .
822
tion expenses.._
expenses .......................
822
ment,
Navy enlisted
strength ............
573
Horn
Navy
enlisted strength
573
Horn Island
Island Pass,
Pass, Miss.,
Miss.,
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance of
of channels
channels
status
attached with
with Marine
Marine Corps
status when attached
Corps to
to
appropriation for
573
the Army
Army .........................
573
through
397
through..........------------------............
.
397
Hornback,
John,
Hospital
Matrons, Army,
Hornback, John,
Hospital Matrons,
Army,
appropriation for
for pay
pay ..................-.
628
pension
628
pension increased
increased........................
appropriation
----- 1455
1455
Hornell,N.Y.,
Hospital Ship, Navy,
Navy,
Hospital
Hornell, N. Y.,
appropriation
for public
building
265
construction of, authorized;
authorized; cost,
construction
cost, etc --...
617
....
265
public building.-appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
public buildappropriation
construction and
appropriation for public
for construction
and maappropriation for
ing_
18
chinery
617
ing ....................--------.
chinery ............................
617
18
Horner, Melvina
Melvina A.
A. (widow),
Hospital Stewards, Army,
Army,
Homer,
(widow),
Hospital
pension increased
1330
appropriation
for quarters
quarters for
638
pension
increased
.
...------1330
..-.....-..
638
for.............
appropriation for
Hornor, E.
C.,
•
Hospitals, Army,
Hornr,
E. C.,
Hospitals,
Army,
payment to
1270
payment
appropriation
for construction
construction and
and repair
repair
to ...........................
1270
appropriation for
Hornerr, Mrs.
Mrs. John
638
638
Hornor,
John S.,
S.,
of post ............................
temporary camp,
camp, etc
etc ..................
638
condemned
for Helena,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
temporary
638
to, for
Helena,
Ark.,
837
Ark., Confederate
for erection
erection or rental
rental of temporary
temporary......
640
Confederate Cemetery
Cemetery.......837
Hornsby,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
construction,
Hornsby, Rubin
Rubin A.
A. J.,
J.,
deficiency
for construction,
pension increased
increased ---................
1420
etc .............................
338, 825
pension
-etc
1420
Horrad,
Hospitals,
D. C.
Medical Charities,
Charities, D. C.).
C.).
Horrad, William
Hospitals,D.
C. (see
(see Medical
William M.,
M.,
1516
Endowed, etc.,
etc.,
Hospitals, Endowed,
pension increasedincreased...----...-.........
1516 Hospitals,
Horse, Diseases
of the,
the,
alcohol
for, may be
bond
Horse,
Diseasesof
alcohol for,
be withdrawn
withdrawn from bond
report
1599
355
report on,
on, ordered
ordered printed
free
free of tax ........................
355
printed ................
1599
355
Horses,
355
Horses, Army,
use restricted
restricted ..........................
Army,
bond required--...-..................
required
355
appropriation
in breeding,
355
appropriation for experiments
experiments in
breeding,
bond
for
450,1139
Hospitals for
Indians,
for military
military purposes
purposes . ..--......
450,1139 Hospitals
for Indians,
near Morgan
Morgan Horse
Midappropriation for
construction, equipment,
equipment,
lands near
Horse Farm,
Farm, Midappropriation
for construction,
dlebury,
Vt
1139
and
maintenance of;
970
dlebury, Vt.......................
1139
of; limit
..
124, 970
and maintenance
limit
of cost increased
increased .............. 124, 970
970
expenditures for .................
632
for expenditures
limit of
632
for purchase
635
construction
expenditures limited..
limited
125,
for
purchase ...........................
635
construction expenditures
125, 970
970
for
etc
125,
for designated
designated hospitals,
limit; contracts; purchases at posts
posts__
635
....
635
hospitals, etc...........
125, 970
970
standard required.........._
.......
635 Hot Springs
Army and Navy
Navy Hospital,
Hospital, Ark.,
standard
required.....................
635
Springs Army
no
except for
Military
appropriation for
for burial
Little Rock
Rock Nano polo ponies
ponies except
for Military
Naburial in
in Little
appropriation
tional Cemetery
Cemetery of
of patients
patients dying
dying
635
Academy ........................
tional
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for purchaee.....
purchase.... - 45,337
in
45,337
288
in.................................
Horses,
National Guard,
Guard,
Horses, National
for construction
repair
638
for
construction and repair.............
638
appropriation
for purchase
purchase ................
645
for medical
640
for
medical supplies
supplies ....................
640
645
appropriation for
for
forage,
etc.
645
for forage, etc ..............
Reservation, Ark.,
Ark.,
.......
645 Hot
Hot Springs Reservation,
for care of, etc., payment
payment of
enlisted men
of enlisted
men
water to Leo
Leo N. Levi
Levi Hosfree delivery
delivery of
of water
Hosfor.
645
for................................
645
pital, authorized;
authorized; c
condition
351
pital,
ondition........
351
HorticulturalBoard,
Horticultural
Board, Federal
(see
Federal
HorFederal (see Federal Horplaced
under control of
placed under
of National
National Park
Board, Department
Agticultural Board,
Department of
of AgService ..........
...............
535
riculture).
superintendent of
of national
national parks,
parks, etc.,
to
superintendent
etc., to
Horticultural, etc.,
etc., Investigations,
Investigations,
Horticultural,
control
administration of
control administration
of...........
309
appropriation for..
for ...----...............
454,1143
appropriation
454,1143 Hot Springs,
Dak.,
Springs, S. Dak..
Ilortteultural
HorttculturalOrganizations,
Organizations,
appropriation
for
expenses,
Volunteer
Solappropriation for expenses, Volunteer Solexempt
tax -......-..........
766
exempt from
from income
income tax
diers' Home
296
766
diers'
Home ........................
296
Horton,
Horton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth R.
R. (widow),
(widow),
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Volunteer
Volunteer SolSoldeficiency
pension ..................................
pension.
1281
1281
diers' Home
812
diers'
Home ....-..................
812
Horton,
James,
Horton, James,
Hottel,
Julia G.
G. (widow).
(widow),
Hottel, Julia
pension
1422
pension increased
increased .......................
1422
pension increased
increased
...................
.. 1309
1309
pension
Horton, Mary
Horton
Mary 0.
O. (widow),
(widow),
Hough,
Daniel,
Hough, Daniel,
pension
1442
pension increased
increased .......................
1442
pension increased
increased
pension
....................... 1543
1543
Hosford, William
E.,
Hosford.
William E.,
Houghland, Oscar
Oscar F.,
F.,
Houghland,
homestead
1302
homestead applications
applications allowed
allowed ...........
1302
pension increased
1280
pension
increased ......
.................
1280
Ilosking, Thomas,
Hosking,
Thomas,
Houghton,
Houghton, Aaron 0.,
pension.
1578
pension ................................
pension
1461
1578
pension increased
increased -----...--.....-.....-.
1461
Hospital
Hospital Corps,
Corps, Nary,
Houghton,
Houghton, Mich.,
constitution
rates
572
constitution of;
of; grades
grades and.
and rates.........
572
appropriation for
for public
building ........
265
appropriation
public building
transfers of enlisted
enlisted men from and
to
transfers
and to
Houlihan. Andrew,
Houlihan,
Navy and Marine Corps.
.....
572
Corps __ ....
............
572
pension increased
1360
pension
increased .......................
1360
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Hours
Hours of Service, Railroad
Railroad Employees,
Page.
Page.
House of Representatives-Continued.
Page.
Representatives-Continued.
penalty for violating
violating limitation of.........
of
61
penalty
61
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for official redeficiency
prosecutions;
prosecutions; limitations, etc...........
etc
61
61
porters
..........................
porters
822
822
unavoidable
unavoidable accidents, etc.,
etc., excepted
61
excepted..
61
for horses and mail
822
mail wagons
wagons ............
not applicable
applicable to wrecking and relief
delivery
of
plates
of
portraits
of
deceased
delivery
plates
deceased
crews ..........................
61
.
61
Members
etc., authorized
275
Members of, to heirs,
heirs, etc.,
authorized
275
pending suits not affected
affected ..............
61
61
digest, etc.'
digest,
etc.; of contested
contested election
election cases,
Housatonic
River,
Conn.,
Housatonic River, Conn.,
1901-1917, ordered
1901-1917,
ordered printed
printed .........
1606
appropriation
appropriation for improvement of
392
of........
392
five
five members to be appointed
appointed on Board of
Detention, D.
D. C.,
House of
of Detention,
C.,
Visitors, Naval
Naval Academy
Academy ...........
608
appropriation for
expenses .........
701, 1028
appropriation
for expenses
701,1028
chairman of Naval Affairs Committee,
chairman
Committee,
House
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
ex
ex officio member
member. ................
608
608
appropriation
for compensation
Memappropriation for
compensation of
of Memfuneral
Admiral Dewey
Dewey to be
funeral expenses
expenses of Admiral
bers, Delegates,
Resident ComDelegates, and Resident
paid
paid from contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
of
missioners
missioners ..................
69,
1073
..
69, 1073
Senate and ....................
1607
1607
for mileage, etc ...................
70.
1074
70. 1074
joint meeting
meeting of Senate and, ordered for
for
for Speaker's
1074
Speaker's office;
office; Digest of
of Rules..
Rules..._ 70,
70, 1074
December 7,
December
7, 1915
1915 ................
1599
1599
for Chaplain .....................
1074
. 70,
70, 1074
for April
April 19, 1916 ....................
1600
1600
for Clerk of the House,
etc
70, 1074
1074
House, clerks,
clerks, etc.....
70,
for August
August 29, 1916 ..................
1604
1604
for chief engineer, assistants,
assistants, etc......
etc
70,
1074
70, 1074
5, 1916
1916.................. 1605
for December
December 5,
for clerks, messengers,
messengers, and
and janitors
janitors to
to
for February
February 3,
1606
3, 1917
1917 ...................
1606
committees, annual ............
70,
1074
committees,
70, 1074
February 14, 1917 .................
for February
1606
appointment and duties of janitors..
janitors__ 71,
71, 1074
1074
for February
26,
1917
1608
February 26, 1917.................
1608
for clerks to committees,
session
71, 1075
1075
committees, session......
71,
salaries for December,
1915, to be paid
December, 1915,
for Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms,
deputy, etc
71, 1075
1075
Arms, deputy,
etc..... 71,
December
December 17..........
17
3
3
for police force, House Office Building.
Building_ 71, 1075
September, 1916,
1916, to be paid
for September,
paid on day
Doorkeeper. special
special employees,
employees, etc.
etc. 71,
for Doorkeeper.
71, 1075
1075
of adjournment
adjournment ................
853
853
messengers, laborers, etc...........
messengers,
etc.
71,
71, 1075
Decemfor December,
December, 1916,
1916, to be paid
paid Decemsuperintendent
folding room, etc.._
71, 1075
superintendent folding
etc.... 71,
1075
22.......................
ber 22
861
....
.
861
pages .........................
71,
71, 1075
1075
six members,
members, to
to serve on Public Buildings
superintendent document
document room,
etc
71,1075
room. etc. 71, 1075
Commission ....................
328
328
for minority employees
employees ............
72,
72 1075
1075
three
three Members to be designated
designated on comcomfor special employees, etc
1076
etc............. 72,
72,1076
mission to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
etc., pneufor clerk, etc.,
etc., conference
conference minority_._
minority... 72,
72, 1076
1076
matic tube mail service
service............ 1064
for messengers,
messengers, majority
minority
majority and
and minority
joint committee on
space
required
on space required by
rooms ...............
caucus rOOMS
72.1076
Agricultural Department...........
Agricultural
Department
1158
postmaster, assistant, etc..........
etc
72,
for postmaster,
72, 1076
1076
toattend
burialservices
to attend burial
services of Admiral Dewey
1605
Dewey. 1605
horses and mail wagons ...........
72, 1076
72,
1076
two
two Resident
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners to
to be
be elected
elected
official reporters
72,
for official
reporters .................
72, 1076
1076
by the Philippine
Philippine Legislature,
Legislature, term,
for stenographers
stenographers to committees.......
committees
72,
72, 1076
1076
.....................
pay, etc .
552
"during the session"
session" to
mean 118
"during
to mean
118
use of name
name of Member
Member of, in advertising
days
72
days.............................
72
business
business before departments,
departments, etc.,
etc ,
"duringthe
"during the session
mean 210
days
1076
session""to
tomean
210days.
1076
unlawful .........................
54
unlawful
54
Delegates, and
and
for clerk hire, Members,
Members, Delegates,
House Office Building,
Resident Commissioners
72, 1076
Resident
Commissioners........ 72,1076
appropriation for elevator
for. 70,1074
appropriation
elevator conductors
conductors for
placed on roll of employees;
employees; appointappointfor police force
force ......................
71, 1075
1075
71,
ment,
72, 1076
1076
merit, etc ....................
72,
for trees, etc.,
etc., grounds
grounds of ..............
290
290
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, materials
for
materials for
for maintenance
327
maintenance.
.......................
327
foldilg ......................
folding
73, 1077
73
deliciencyappropriationformaintenance..
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance
26
for furniture awl
73, 1077
andl repairs ..............
73,
1077
construction, etc...........
for construction,
etc
4
30
.........
30
for packing
packing boxes
boxes. ...................
73.
1077
73. 1077 House,
floruse, Stephen,
for miscellaneous
73,
1077
niscellaneous items.
itelis .
.............
73, 1077
pension...............
1371
..
.........
1371
for expenses, special
special and
comHousehold
D. C.,
C., Stolen,
Stolen,
and select
select cornIloushold Fixtures,
Fixtures, I).
73 1077
mittees .......................
73,1077
revocation
revocation of dealer's
dealer's license
license buying, withwithfor stationery
stationery. ......................
73. 1077
73.
1077
etc
1046
out reasonable
reasonable inquiry,
inquiry, etc.........
1046
73. 1077
1077 Houston Ship Channel, Tex.,
for postage
p(ostage stamps .................
73.
Ter.,
automobile for Speaker
Speaker ........... 73.
1077
for automobile
appropriation for
of, mainmain73, 1077
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
session employees
end of
of first
for session
employees until
until end
first
tenance
398
tenance ..........................
398
session 64th
64t (
-43
session
( ongres.s
ongress.............. 243
preliminary
examination. etc.,
preliminary examination.
etc., of, to be
for session employees for
entire month
month of
for entire
made, to secure greater width
width and
September,
853
September. 1916
1916 .................
depth
408
853
depth..........................
408
for expenses of inaugural
inaugural ceremonies,
Haut,.
ceremonies,
Houts, Daniel,
Daniel,
874
1917 ............................
pension increased
increased
1285
874
pension
........................
1285
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance.
maintenance,
Houyde. James,
etc.. House Office
26,30
Office Building
Building ......... 26,30
payment to,
to, for
for death
of
son..
1351
payment
death of son............. 1351
folding...........................
26,822
for folding
26,
822 Hovey,
Hovey, Martha
Martha J.
J. (widow),
(utidow),
for widow of Joseph A. GouIden
Goulden........ 822
822
pension
pensi
on...
1371
.............................
1371
for widow of Samuel
Witherspoon....
Samuel A. Witherspoon....
822 Hovey,
Horey, Sarah
Sarah F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
for widow of William
William G. Brown.
Brown. jr
822
jr......
822
pension increased
pension
1247
increased..... ................
1247
for widow of Hunter
Hunter H.
822
H. Moss,
Moss, jr
jr........
Eli,
822 i Hot-is.
Hovis Eli,
for contested
contested election
82
election expenses
expenses .........
8229 I pension
pension increased
increased....................... 1443
for stationery.
822
stationery.........................
822 Howald,
Christian,
Hoiwald, Christian,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items.
822
.
..........
822
pension increased
increased........................
pension
1309
• for expenses, special
special and
and select
comselect cornHoward.
George A.,
ouward. George
A..
mittees
822
mittees ..........................
S22
penmion
increased
pension
.....................
1452
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Howard,
Joshua E.,
E.,
Howard,
pensionJoshua

Pagi.
Page.

pension
................................
Howard, Oscar
Oscar R.,
Howard,
R.,

1448

1448
1448

homestead patent
patent to.................
to
1298
homestead
1298
Howard
Howard University,
University, D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance
311)
310
maintenance............
appropriation
for expenses
310
expenses
....................
310
for improving
improving grounds ................
310
310
medical department
department ............
310
for medical
310
310
for fuel and light .................
310
Howard, William,
William, Colored
Volunteers,
Howard,
Colored Volunteers,
pension increased
increased
1207
..................
1207
Howard, William
Ohio Volunteers,
Howard,
William, Ohio
Volunteers,
pension increased
1218
increased.......
...........
1218
Howard,
William. E.,
E.,
Howard, William
pension increased
1244
..................
1244
Howe,
Elizabeth Dunn
(widow),
Howe, Elizabeth
Dunn (widow),
pension
1448
pension.. ............
..........
1448
Howe,
James H.,
H.,
Howe, James
pension
1230
pension increased
increased ....................
1230
Howe,
Richard,
Howe, Richard,
pension increased
1573
increased.......................
1573
Howeattle,
Howeattle, Wash.,
Wash.,
fee simple homestead
homestead patent confirmed
confirmed to_
to. 990
990
Howell, Carrie
CarrieE.
E. (daughter),
(daughter),
pension
1282
pension.................................
1282
Solver, Tames
H.,
Hower,
James H.,
pension
increased ......................
1405
pension increased
1405
Howes, Henry
Henry H.,
H.,
Howes,
pension
increased
1445
ension increased......................
1445
Howland, Catherine
Catherine (widow),
Holand,
(widow),
increased
1566
pension increased..................
1566
Howlett,
(widow),
Hwlett, Estella
Estella if.
M. (widow),
pension
1218
pension...........................
1218
Hcnvren, Sarah
Sarah V. (widow),
Howren,
pension increased ......................
1237
1237
Hoy,
E.,
Boy, Benjamin E.,
pension increased
1217
increased...................
1217
Hay,
Hoy, Levi
Lei,
pension
1544
1544
pension increased
increased ......
...........
Hoyt,
(widow),
Hoyt, Lenora
Lenora N.
N. (widow),
pension
1410
pension increased
increased
.....................
1410
Hubbard, Amelia
Amelia (widow),
(widow),
Hubard,
increased
1209
1209
..................
pension increased
Hubbard, Emily P.
P. (widow),
Hubbard,
(widow),
pension increased......................
increased
1481
1481
pension
Hubbard,
Lucius V.,
Hubbard, Luius
V.,
pension
pension................................... 1589
Hubbard,
William, H.,
H.,
Hubbard, William
pension increased
increased ......
1238
..........
Hubbell,
B.,
HarrisB.,
Hubbell, Harris
1207
1207
pension increased
increased
..................
Hubbell, Martha
W. (widow),
Hubbell,
Martha W.
(widow),
1381
pension increased
increased..........
........
1381
Hubert, Melinda
Melinda (widow),
(widow),
Hubert,
pension
1325
pension
.........................
1325
Huddleston,
Samuel,
Huddleston, Samuel,
pension increased
1537
pension
increased
......................
1537
Hudson,
Henry,
Hudson, Henry,
confirmed to.
to
990
fee simple homestead patent confirmed
990
Hudson,
Hudson, John,
John,
pension
1486
pension increased
increased ....
..............
1486
Hudson River
Railroad CorporaHudson
River Connecting
Connecting Railroad
Corporation,
tion,
time extended
extended for bridging Hudson River
bv ...............-.........
by
446
446
Hudson River,
Hudson
River, N.
N. Y.,
.,
appropriation
navigation, addiappropriation for aids to navigation,
317
tional, etc .......................
317
392
York......
for improvement of, at New York
392
maintenance, etc
for improvement
improvement of, maintenance,
etc.;;
contracts ....................
393
393
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
made, of channel
channel to Spuyton
Spuyton Duyvil
an'
Creek .......................
406
TVY

N. Y.-Continued.
Y.—Continued.
Hudson River,
River, N.

Castieton to
time extended for bridging, Castleton
Schodack
Y...>.......
Schodack Landing, N. Y.,.

Hudson, William
H.,
Hudson,
William H.,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Hudson,
W.,
Hudson, William
William W.,
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1324
1324

pension
increased .................
1545
pension increased
1545
John,
Huey, John,
pension increased................
increased
1534
1534
Huff,
C.,
Abraham C.,
Huff, Abraham,
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Sherman
Oreg........... 1355
Huff,
Aquila,
Huff, Aquila,
pension increased
increased..................
1529
1529
Sufi; Charles
Charles K.,
K.,
Huff,
payment to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
Oreg.............. 1354
Sherman County, Oreg
Huff,
David
W.,
W.,
Huff, David
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg..........
Oreg
1354
Huff,
Helen
L.
(widow),
(widow),
L.
Huff, Helen
pension increased
pension
1540
increased .....................
1540
Huffman,
Dora (daughter),
(daughter),
Huffman, Dora
pension ....
pension
1329
.........................
1329
Huffman, George,
George,
Huffman,
increased..................
pension increased
1533
1533
Huffman, Jonathan
Jonathan B.,
Huffman,
B.,
pension increased
1266
increased ......................
1266
Hitirrisn,, Lena McKee
Huffman
McKee (widow),
(widow),
pension.
on .
1401
H
ugribanks,
P
Bughbanks,
Jackson,
pension increased.....
increased
1406
pension
.............
1406
Hughes
.
,Charity C.
C. (widow),
(widow),
Hughes,
pension increased........................
increased
1397
1397
Hughes, John
Hughes,
John C.,
C.,
pension increased
1460
ugension
increased..................
1460
Mary A.
(widow),
Hughes, Mary
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ........................ 1549
Hughes,
Sarah (widow),
Hughes, Sarah
(widow),
pension
increased......
pension increased
............
1429
Huguenins
Ferry, Ga.,
Ga.,
Huguenins Ferry,
bridge
bridge authorized across Flint River, at..
at
513
513
Huhn, Martin,
Huhn,
Martin,
payment
payment to .........................
1466
Bulbert, Julia
L. (widow),
H'ulbert,
Julia L.
(widow),
pension
......................
pension
1343
Hulburt,
Alfred H.,
H.,
Hulburt, Alfred
pension
increased
pension increased
1315
.................
1315
Hulett, Lucy (mother),
Hulett,Luty
pension increased
increased
pension
..................
1571
Hull,
Hull, George,
pension increased.....................
increased
1228
pension
1228
Hull,
Hull, Moses,
Moses,
pension
pension increased
increased
.................
1291
HUB, William J..
Hull,
J..
pension increased
1312
increased.................
. 1312
Hull, Otis,
Hull,
Otis,
pension increased
increased .................
1524
1524
Humboldt, Cal.,
appropriation for improvement
harbor
appropriation
improvement of harbor
and bay .........................
404
404
Humboldt National
National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 458, 1147
1147
Humelbaugh, Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
pension
increased .......................
1332
1332
Humboldt, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
Humboldt,
appropriation
building
265
appropriation for public building..........
265
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public building................................
ing
18
18
Humiston,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Humiston, Sarah
SarahS.
pension
pension...........................
1315
1315
Hummel,
Hummel, James,
James,
pension increased
pension
increased ...........
....
1526
Humphrey, Louisa
D. (widow),
Louisa D.
(widow),
pension increased..................
increased
pension
1406
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Page.
Humphreys, Annie
(widow),
Hutchinson,
PM1son,
Page.
Annie (widow),
Hutchinson, Philson,
Pae.
pension
ncreased ......................
1551
pension increased
1343
pension i
increased
pension
increased ...................
1551
1343
Humphreys,
(widow),
Humphreys, Nancy (widow),
Hutchinson, Walter H.,
Hutchinson,
pension
i
ncreased ....................
1277
pension increased
1264
1277
pension increased
pension
increased....................... 1264
Humphries,
Hutchison,
Humphries, Wilson,
Hutchison, Robert L.,
homestead entry
validated
1302
pension increased
1519
homestead
pension
entry validated...............
increased ......................
1519
1302
Hutson,
James,
Hundley, John,
Hutson, James,
pension increased
increased ...................1558
pension increased
1518
pension
increased .....................
1518
1558
Hutson,
A.,
Hungary (see Austria-Hungary).
Hungary
Austria-Hungary).
Hutson, William A.,
Hungerford,
H.,
payment to, for
injuries ................
1349
Hungerford, Frank
Frank H.,
payment
for injuries
1349
(widow),
pension increased
increased
1516
Hutton, Rebecca
Rebecca (widow),
...................
1516 Hutton,
pension increased
1205
Hunley, Silas,
Silas,
pension
increased..................... 1205
pension
increased
1326
pension increased......................
1326 Hyde, Leslie R.,
pension increased
1340
Hunn, Paul
pension
Hunn,
Paul Revere,
increased .....................
1340
Patrick j.,
Hyde, Patrick
J.,
pension increased........
increased
1341 Hyde,
.....................
.1341
pension increased
increased ......................
1378
Hunnewell,
Isaiah H.,
H.,
Hunnewell, Isaiah
pension
1378
pension
1382
Hydraulic Engineering,
Engineering,
pension..........................
1382 Hydraulic
appropriation
for standardizing
standardizing apparatus,
apparatus,
Hunt,
Hunt, Clarence
Clarence A.,
A.,
appropriation for
etc., used
115,
1116
etc.,
used in
in. ..................
pension
1588
115, 1116
pension................
..............
1588
Hydrograp
.
hic Office,
Office, Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
Hunt,
Hydrographic
Hunt, Robert,
appropriation
for engineers,
pension increased
increased ......................
1237
pension
engineers, draftsmen,
appropriation for
1237
Hunter,
J.,
95, 1099
1099
clerks, etc ....................
Hunter, Andrew J.,
for
pension
increased ...............-.....1221
materials, etc ...---............
95, 1099
1099
pension increased
1221
for
Pilot
Charts
95,
1099
Hunter,
Joseph
R.,
Charts
......................
95,
1099
Hunter, Joseph R.,
for
expenses,
branch
offices
pension .....
1585
expenses,
branch
offices..........
95,
1099
pension
.........................
1585
for
employees, branch
branch offices.........
offices
Hunter,
(widow),
for employees,
96, 1099
Hunter, Lavina
Lavina (widow),
restriction, personal services.......
services
1099
restriction,
96, 1099
1208
pension increased
increased...................
1208
for printing
printing and
for
Hunter, Sarah
Sarah H.
H. (widow),
and binding
binding for
for ...........
330
Hunter,
(widow),
Hydrography, Physical,
Physical,
pension..........................
pension
1220
1220 Hydrograpby,
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing researches
in
researches in.
318
Hunter,
H.,
appropriation
Hunter, William H.,
Laboratory, Public
Health Service,
Public Health
pension increased
increased ..................
1408 Hygienic Laboratory,
1408
appropriation for maintenance...........
maintenance
appropriation
278
Hunter, Winfield S.
Hunter,
S.,'
buildings, etc.;
etc.; reappropriation.....
reappropriation
270
for buildings,
270
pension increased
increased ...
1213
pension
.................
1213
Hynes,
Mary
C.
(widow),
C. (widow),
Huntington,
Huntington, Ind.,
Ind.,
pension
1413
pension..............................
1413
appropriation for public building
building ........
265
appropriation
265
deficiency appropriation
public builddeficiency
appropriation for
for public
building
18
ing.............................
18
I
Huntington, W. Va.,
Va.,
Huntington,
appropriation
rent,
for public
public building, rent,
appropriation for
Iberia
La ,
Iberia Building Association,
Association, New Iberia,
Iberia, La.,
etc ............................
265
265
refund of excise
corporation tax..........
tax
1491
refund
excise corporation
1491
condemned
granted to............
to
842
condemned cannon granted
842 Ice
Ice and
and Snow,
Snow, D. C.,
C.,
Huntley, Henry R.,
Huntley.
appropriation for removing,
removing, from
from streets,
appropriation
pension increased
1452
increased ....................
1452
sidewalks,
gutters .........
690, 1018
sidewalks, and gutters
690,1018
Huntley
Irrigation Project,
Huntley Irrigation
Project, Mont.,
Machines, Army,
Ice Machines,
Army,
appropriation
304
sale of surplus
product permitted
permitted
631
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc........
304
sale
surplus product
..........
631
Hupp.
George W.,
W.,
Hupp. George
Ickley,
Ickley, Frederick,
Frederick,
pension increased .......................
1501
1501
pension increased........................
increased
1206
Hurd, Mary (widow),
Hurd,
(widow),
Idaho,
Idaho,
pension increased
1530
pension
increased........................
appropriation
for
surveyor
general,
clerks,
1530
clerks,
for
surveyor
general,
appropriation
Hurlbut,
I'irnothy J.,
.I.,
Ilurlht, Timothy
etc ..........................
103, 1107
1107
103,
increased .....................
1568
pension increased
1568
enlarged homestead
homestead entrymen
in, allowed
allowed
enlarged
entrymen in,
Hurley.
noncontiguous
complete
Hurly. .1crentiah,
.Jeremniah,
noncontiguous lands
lands to complete
pension increased.....................
increased
1451
prior entry; conditions
conditions ............
794
pension
1451
724
Huron
Cemetery, Kansas
Huron Cemetery,
Forest. Idaho.
Idaho,
Kansas City. Kans..
Idaho National
National Forest.
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 458,
1147
for preservation.
preservation. etc., for
appropriation for
appropriation
458, 1147
Wyandotte
Indians
844
844 Idiots,
\\Vyandotte Indians........--...-Idiots,
outside
alien, excluded
excluded admission
875
Kansas City
('ity to maintain.
maintain. etc.,
etc., outside
alien,
admission ...............
875
walls
844 Igo,
(widow),
walls........................
...Igo. Martha
Martha C.
C. (widow).
Huron,
Ohio.
pension
increased
1210
pension increased .....................
Hluron. Ohio.
1210
400 Illingworth, William,
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
harbor__
William,
appropriation for improvement
aids to navigation
authorized .........
pension
increased
1431
537
pension increased
navigation at. authorized
......................
1431
Hutchings,
Hulrhngys, Hanson,
Harnson. jr.,
jr..
Illinois,
Illinois,
1259
pension increased
increased ...................-.
1259
pension
appropriation for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
etc., of ship for
appropriation
for
Hutchings, Maggie A.
A. (,
@tido?,
Hutrchings,.
iloe'.).
naval militia......................
militia
559
1560
1560
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Illinois Centennial,
Illinois
Centennial,
Hutchings, Nancy
(widow),
Hutchings,
Ncancy (a
idou).
1517
special canceling
canceling postal
postal stamp
stamp for
special
for SpringSpring1517
pension increased
increased ...................-field, Ill.,
Ill., for
celebration of admisfield,
for celebration
Hutchinson, Alice R. (widow),
Hutchinson,
(wido' i,
sion of State
862
1290
State ........................
1290
pension
pension ...............................
i Illinois
CentralRailroad
Company,
Illinois Central
Railroad Company,
Hutchinson,
Horatio R..
R..
Eutchinson, Horatio
1325
reimbursement
1392
1392
to .......................
1325
reimbursement to
pension
increased
pension increased.....................-Hutchinson, Kans..
Riter, Ill.,
IIIllinois
Illinois River,
Hutchinson,
condemned
granted to, and to
I appropriation
improvement of, below
condemned cannon granted
appropriation for improvement
Grand Army
Copperas Creek, Ill
838 I
Copperas
Ill..........-....
401
Grand
Army post
post at
at..............
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Illiterates,
Illiterates,Alien,
Alien,
Immigration
head
increased;
Act, 1917—Continued.
arrivals from
from contigexcluded admission,
head tax
tax increased;
arrivals
contigto be excluded
admission, after three
months
877
uous countries
875
months..........
................
877
uous
countries. ..
875
............---entry
877
collection in the Philippines ...........
875
families of admitted aliens allowed entry.
875
877
literacy .......................
877
refund to rejected
rejected aliens ...............
875
tests of literacy
877
classes exempt from
877
class of aliens excluded
875
classes
from.................
877
excluded admission
admission......
bringing in, b
by transportation
transportation companies,
companies,
criminals,
anarchists, prostitutes, etc....
etc
875
criminals, anarchists,
unlavvful .........................
unlawful
881
contract laborers,
laborers, assisted persons, etc...
etc
876
881
fine, etc., if embarkation
embarkation permitted
881
permitted.....
Asiatics, etc.,
876
876
881
etc., from specified districts
districts....
Imbeciles,
existing restrictions
restrictions continued
876
Imbeciles,
continued..........
excluded admission ...............
875
occupations,
etc., excepted; condialien, excluded
875
occupations, etc.,
Immediate Transportation
ofDutiable
Dutiable Goods,
Immediate
Transportationof
Goods,
tions
876
tions...... .....................
876
Wash ,
privileges of, extended to Chopaka, Wash.,
additional exclusions
exclusions after three months;
entry
entry..........
...............
354
illiterates ......................
877
354
Jacksonville,
229
Jacksonville, Fla., entry .............
admission of families of residents
877
residents.......
Laurier, Wash.,
entry
Laurier,
Wash., entry.......
........
354
354
test of ability to read ................
877
Wash., entry
354
Northport, Wash.,
entry................
354
exemptions from literacy test; religious
Noyes, Minn.,
Minn., entry and delivery
Noyes,
435
refugees
delivery.......
877
................
refugees ....
Winston-Salem, N.
N. C.,
C., delivery.........
delivery
Winston-Salem,
232
232
within six
alien residents returning within
Immigrant Inspectors,
Immigrant
Inspectors,
months ..........................
877
appointment and compensation
of
appointment
compensation of.........
aliens in transit.
877
transit.......... ..........
893
877
examination other than physical
physical or mental
examination
political
exclusion not applicable
applicable to purely political
of aliens to be made by ..........
offenders.
877
885
offenders.....................
power and authority
authority for ..........
886
886
transit
transit of assisted aliens
aliens ..............
877
false statements
statements at, deemed perjury
perjury....
886
particular instances..
instances
877
886
skilled laborers in particular
877
assistance
assistance of Federal courts to secure tesprofessions, servants,
servants, etc...............
etc
professions,
877
timony, etc .....................
restriction on holders of foreign passports
passports if
restriction
886
obstructing; use of deadly
punishment for obstructing;
detrimental to labor conditions
conditions -...
878
deadly
weapons .......
..............
886
discretionary
readmission to unrelindiscretionary readmission
decisions favorable to admission of alien,
quished domicile
domicile after temporary
temporary
challenge ............
subject to challenge.
887
absence
878
absence-....................--.
board of special inquiry to make final
admission of alien attendants
exposiattendants to exposidecision..
decision
conditions
878
...........
........ 887
tions, etc.;
etc.; conditions............
foreign officials, suites,
suites, etc.
878
composition, hearings, etc ..........
887
887
etc.............
appeals; restriction...............
restriction
importing aliens for prostitution
prostitution or im887
887
negotiations
purposes, forbidden..........
forbidden
878
negotiations directed for detailing, on immoral purposes,
migrant ships; duties
duties..............
882
punishment
882
punishment for violations; jurisdiction of
to accompany
courts
878
accompany aliens to interior immigrant
immigrant
courts............... ........
stations
...
................
893
deported aliens attempting
attempting to return....
return
878
878
893
Immigrant Stations,
evidence
of husband
husband and
and wife
admissible
879
Immigrant
evidence of
wife admissible
Stations,
appropriation for Ellis Island, buildings,
inducing, etc.,
etc., importation
importation of contract
contract
appropriation
etc
laborers,
879
laborers, unlawful
etc..................
324
unlawful .................
324
appropriation for Ellis Island,
exceptions
879
deficiency appropriation
exceptions...........................
N.
Y., dredging
821
penalty for violations................
violations...
879
N.Y.,
penalty
821
dredging ...................
for repairing
repairing damages
damages caused
caused by explocriminal punishment ..................
879
criminal
sions
fee
to
informer
879
sions ...........................
fee to informer
......................
879
821
agents of States, etc., may present to aliens
agents
advertising abroad
abroad for contract laborers,
advertising
at, inducements
inducements offered
offered for settleunlawful ........................
879
ment, etc.........................
etc
punishment for .......................
879
895
punishment
895
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., use of increased
appropriaincreased
soliciting immigration
immigration by vessel owners,
soliciting
tion for interior
interior requirements,
requirements, etc.
844
etc...
etc., unlawful
879
844
................
establishment
establishment of, at interior
interior places authorpenalty, etc.;
violations
879
penalty,
etc.; persistent
persistent violations......
ized
.......................
advertising,
etc.,
permitted
880
advertising,
880
893
..........
inspectors to accompany
accompany aliens in transit to.
to.
893
presumption
knowledge of alienage.
_- 880
presumption of knowledge
alienage. -.
893
disposal of privileges;
privileges; use of receipts
receipts .....
894
illegal landing, etc., of aliens, a
a misde894
sale of intoxicating liquors forbidden
forbidden....
meanor .
894
.....................
880
jurisdiction for crimes,
local courts granted jurisdiction
punishment
880
punishment for
for..........
........
880
etc
etc...............................
894
bringing
etc, aliens, unlawbnnging in diseased, etc.,
894
granted
hospital facilities at Ellis Island granted
ful; disabilities specified ...........
880
temporarily
York
temporarily to New York.........
359
fine if embarkation
embarkation permitted; addi359
maintenance of privileges
privileges by Government
maintenance
Government
tional penalty ......
..........
880
at. forbidden
forbidden ....................
mentally or physically
physically disqualified
disqualified to
325
use of
of Charleston,
S. C.,
C., by
by South
South Carolina
use
Charleston, S.
Carolina
880
earn a
a living .................
Naval
Naval Militia,
Militia, authorized
authorized ...........
61
embarkation permitted; addi61
fine if embarkation
Immigration Act,
Act, 1917,
Immigration
tional penalty
..................
880
"alien" defined as any
any person
"alien"
person not
not native
native
illiterates, excluded
Asiatics, etc
881
illiterates,
excluded Asiatics,
etc........
881
born, or
or naturalized
naturalized citizen
citizen.......
874
fine if embakation
embakation permitted;
permitted; addi874
Indians,
and citizens
citizens of
insular possespossesIndians, and
of insular
tional penalty .....................
881
sions, not
not included
sions,
included...............
874
clearance
881
874
clearance restriction, etc
etc...............
"United States"
construed .............
"United
States" construed
874
restrictions on place and time of landing
Canal
insular restrictions
restrictions ......
Canal Zone
Zone and
and insular
874
aliens
874
aliens........
..............
881
"seaman"
defined ...................
"seaman defined
874
punishment
punishment for
for violations
881
violations .............
881
enforcement
enforcement of
Act in
the Philippines
of Act
in the
Philippines ....
874
detention for medical and literacy exami874
examiincreased; seamen
head tax increased;
seamen included....
included
875
shipboard ..........
881
875
nations; on shipboard
881
children
16, with
with parent,
parent, exempt.
exempt
children under
under 16,
875
875
at immigrant stations ...............
882
882
levy and collection
exceptions......
collection of; exceptions
875
regulations
regulations to be issued .............
882
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Pass.
ImmigrationAct, 1917-Continued.
report of inspectors on condition of vessels
vessels
bringing
bringing in
in aliens
aliens ...................
882
negotiations
negotiations authorized
authorized for allowing immigration
officials
on
foreign
vessels
gration officials on foreign vessels
carrying immigrants..............
immigrants
882
882
carrying
permitted on
etc., of
of officials if permitted
duties, etc.,
board .------......----882
board
......-.
882
of
required of
list of
of aliens
aliens arriving
arriving by water,
water, required
master
882
master ..........................
882
insular and home ports included
included ........
contents;
provisions as
citizen passenpassenas to citizen
contents; provisions
882
.
gers
gers ..........................--..
from home
list of
of passengers
passengers leaving
leaving from
home or insular
required ............-.
883
sular ports, required
aliens, and
and citizens
citizens intending to reside
reside
aliens,
permanently
883
permanently abroad
abroad...............
contents; citizens
return
883
citizens with
with intent
intent to return.
contents;
883
punishment for neglect
neglect ...--.......-punishment
delivery from
from vessels making regular
regular
delivery
trips
883
trips............................
record
of departures
way of
by way
of contiguous
contiguous
record of
departures by
883
countries
reside abroad...........
abroad
countries to reside
aliens arriving
arriving by water
water to
grouped in
in
to be
be grouped
aliens
lists
884
884
lists
-......-......-.....------.
identification
884
tickets ...............-....
identification tickets
certificate
examination
certificate of medical, etc., examination
required ..........................
884
required
nondelivery of lists unlawful .....-.....
884
--.....
or .................
penalty for
884
penalty
inspection
officials of aliens
inspection by
by immigration
immigration officials
arriving
shipboard
885
.
water; on shipboard
arriving by
by water;
immigrant stations; expenses;
expenses; penat immigrant
885
alty for
for noncompliance
noncompliance-.....-----by medical
malical officers
885
-885
officers--...-...---.....
by
885
experts if
diseased, etc .....
if mortally
mentally diseased,
by experts
other than
...------885
than physical
physical or mental
mental.
other
power
and authority
authority of
886
of inspectors.
inspector ......
power and
evidence, etc.; jupunishment for false evidence,
punishment
ris
.diction of
886
886
of courts, etc
etc ....----..
risdiction
obstructing,
etc., officials;
officials; use of
obstructing, etc.,
deadly
886
886
weapons...................
deadly weapons
detention
of doubtful
for action
action of
of
detention of
doubtful cases
cases for
special
886
886
special board
board......................
appeal if
886
886
rejected ..................
appeal
if rejected
challenge
decisions
887
of favorable
favorable decisions........
challenge of
special boards
inquiry to be appointed
887
appointed.
boards of inquiry
special
authority, proceedings,
887
etc.............
proceedings, etc
authority,
finality
of
exclusion
decisions
887
.........
finality of exclusion
by
medical certificates
certificates of diseased
diseased
•
by medical
..
887
...---aliens ....-...........illegally
arriving aliens to be
imbe returned imillegally arriving
mediately
887
mediatelyv.........................
unlawful acts
acts of
of vessel owners, etc., relatunlawful
ing
887
ing to
to .............................
punishment
888
for .....................
punishment for
departure by
888
other vessel
vessel .............
by other
departure
detention
888
as witnesses.
witnesses ............-.-.
detention as
maintenance,
etc., during
during ............. 888
maintenance, etc.,
888
aliens...
restriction
landing of diseased aliens
on landing
restriction on
888
treatment
888
deportation.............
until deportation
treatment until
888
insane aliens
aliens ........................
exclusion
rejected helpcompanion of rejected
exclusion of companion
888
less alien
alien .........................
ildeportation of
five years if ilwithin five
of aliens within
deportation
legally landed,
889
etc .............---.
legally
landed, etc
.
889
anarchists, etc.............-......-.etc
889
anarchists,
889
convicted criminals...................
criminals
convicted
889
prostitutes, procurers,
procurers, etc
etc............
three years if landed at places not
within three
889
designated, etc ...................-----889
designated,
889
wit
hout inspection
inspection -....---...
without
citizenship
acquired by marriage of
of
not acquired
citizenship not
889
immoral female ...................
889
immoral
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Para
ImmigrationAct,
deportation of
applicable to
deportation
of aliens; not
not applicable
to
convicts
pardoned ................
889
convicts pardoned
889
until termination of sentence
sentence .........
890
irrespective
arrival
irrespective of time of arrival...........
890
applicable
applicable to arrivals from insular pospossessions
890
sessions ..........................
890
burden
proof on defendant
890
burden of proof
defendant.........
890
decision
Secretary final
890
decision of
of Secretary
final............
890
destination; expenses
destination;
expenses..................
890
years
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227
Increase
Increase of the Navy
Navy (see
(see also
also Naval
Naval EstablishEstablishment),
ment),
no
appropriations for,
for, to
to be
used for
for
no part
part of
of appropriations
be used
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc.. services,
services, Navy
Navy DeDepartment ......-.......--...
1195
619, 1195
conincrease of cost allowed and
and early
early construction of
designated
designated vessels.
vessels.
directed_....
1191
directed
.........
........
. 1191

Indemnity,
Lost Mail
Mail Matter,
Matter,
Page.
Indemnity, Lost
Pge.
appropriation
registered, insured,
insured, and
and
appropriation for,
for, registered,
collect
on delivery domesticmail.
domestic mail _ 421.
collectondelivery
421. 1067
1067
for registered
mail -... 421,
421, 1067
for
registered international
international mail1067
deficiency
appropriation
for
domestic
deficiency appropriation for domestic
registered,
insured, and collect on
on
registered, insured,
delivery mail
mail .....................
24
delivery
24
Independent Treasury,
Treasury,
appropriation for salaries, assistant
assistant treasappropriation
urers'
urers' offices
offices ...................
1091
87. 1091
expenses ...............
for contingent
contingent expenses
276
deficiency
contingent
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for contingent
expenses .........................
828
expenses
discontinuance of subtreasuries
condiscontinuance
subtreasuries to be considered, etc .................. ...
88
88
investigation of work of subtreasuries, diinvestigation
rected
rected............................ 1080
1080
report as to transfer, etc................
etc
1080
1080
Index, Tex.,
Inde,
Tex.,
bridge
across Red
River at
1198
bridge authorized
authorized across
Red River
at.... 1198
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, Commissioner
of,
Indian
Commissionerof,
appropriation for, assistant clerks, etc.. 100, 1104
appropriation
Indian Agencies,
Indian
appropriation for construction,
construction, repair, etc.,
appropriation
125, 970
of buildings
buildings at .......-....
. 125,970
...
heat and
and light to employees'
heat
employees' quarters,
not included
included in limit
limit of compensacompe.nsation ..
125,971
. -......... .......- . 125,
971
for agricultural
agricultural experiments
farms_ 126,971
experiments on farms.
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for buildings....
30
buildings....
30
sale of lands no longer needed
needed for; disposal
disposal
of proceeds.......................
proceeds ....
973
973
Indian
Indian Allottees,
appropriation
etc., to deterappropriation for hearings, etc.,
mine heirs
heirs of 972
..................
127, 972
employment
of additional
additional clerks
clerks in
in
employment of
Indian Office
Office972
127, 972
....................
127
Osages and
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
exOsages
and Five
Tribes excepted..
cepted
127, 972
........................ 127.
972
payment
expenses from
from estate
estate of
of
payment of expenses
decedent,
etc .....................
127
decedent, etc
127
partition
issue of
of patents
patents
partition of
of allotments;
allotments; issue
in
127
in fee,
fee, or trust
trust ...................
127
Indian
Miss.,
Indian Bayou,
Bayou, Miss.,
preliminary
examination. etc.,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination.
etc., of,
made ................... .........
408
Indian Campaigns
Campaigns, etc.,
1851 to
to 1891,
1891,
Indian
etc., 1851
pensions
granted to survivors
survivors of, and
their
pensions granted
and their
widows
widows 1199
.............
.............
1199
service
designated .....................
1199
service designated
1199
Indian Commissioners,
Commissioners, Board
Board of,
of,
Indian
appropriation
appropriation for expenses of .........
127,972
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
expenses.....
30
Indian Courts,
Courts,
Indian
appropriation
judges ................ 127. 972
972
appropriation for judges
no judge allowed
allowed for Pueblo Indians,
Indians,
N.
N Mex
972
Mex ...........................
972
Indian Department,
Department,
Indian
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistants,
appropriation
etc., Indian Office
etc.,
Office............. 100. 1104
the .................
for expenses of the
123, 969
etc., of lands in
for surveying, allotting, etc.,
severalty
969
123. 969
severalty........................
repayment from
from Indian
Indian moneys;
moneys; availrepayment
able
able until
until expended
expended ............
124, 969
use in Arizona and
and New Mexico
Mexico restricted
124, 969
stricted .......................
investigation,
claims of
of Warm
Warm
investigation, etc., claims
Springs Indians
Indians for additional
additional land.
land_
969
irrigation expenses;
expenses; reimbursement
reimbursement
for irrigation
funds ...............
from Indian
Indian funds
124, 969
available until expended...........
expended
available
124, 969
specific projects,
excluded_
124.969
specific
projects, etc.,
etc., excluded...
124. 969
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on use of pro rata share
of
on use of pro rata share of
restriction
124, 969 Indianrestriction
appropriation
irrigation. 124,969
appropriation for inspectors of irrigation.
noncompetent
Indianii of tribal funds
funds
128
128
employment of superintendents
superintendents of
of irrinoncompetent Indians
employment
appropriation
for reimbursing
reimbursing Indians for
for
gation ..........................
124, 969
appropriation for
destroyed to prevent
prevent spread
spread of
of
cattle destroyed
124, 970
for suppression
suppression of liquor traffic ....... 124,970
contagious diseases,
diseases, etc...
etc
128, 973
........ 128,973
contagious
evidence of unlawful inpossession, evidence
973
for previous
previous losses.
973
losses ...........
124
amount for
troduction .........................
for Charles J.
J. Kappler
Kappler ....................
129
violations
automobiles, etc., used for violations
to
be
accombids
for
supplies,
etc.,
accometc.,
bids
to
be
seized
970
970
to be seized .......................
panied with checks,
checks, bonds, etc.,
etc ,
panied
prevention of conrelieving distress,
condistress, prevention
for relieving
129
security ......................
129
as security
124, 970
124,970
tagious diseases, etc .............
longer needed
needed for
sale of lands no longer
for erection
erection of hospitals, maintenance,
973
973
schools or agencies................
970
124, 970
etc.; limit ........
treatment, etc.;
titles to rights of
of way for oil or gas
gas
hospitals inlimit of cost of authorized hospitals
temporary
Indian lands; temporary
across Indian
creased ..........
124,970
............
124, 970
creased
permits allowed
allowed ...................
973
permits
etc. 125, 970
allotment to specified hospitals, etc
970
for
support,
etc.,
of
Indians,
Ariz. and
and
etc.,
Indians, Ariz.
125, 970
for support of schools.
125,970
schools ................
N.
Mex
129,974
N.
Mex
.....................
deaf
970
children. 125, 970
and dumb
dumb and blind children
deaf and
for school,
school, Fort
Fort Mojave,
Mojave, Ariz
Ariz......... 129,974
tuition
schools ............ 125,970
125, 970
in public schools
tuition in
129,
974
Phoenix, Ariz
Ariz ....................
129,974
education
children of less than oneeducation of children
Truxton Canyon,
Canyon, Ariz
Ariz .............. 129,974
129,974
Truxton
fourth Indian
Indian blood restricted__
_. 125, 970
970
restricted - -River Reserfor irrigation
irrigation system, Gila
Gila River
not
schools. 125, 970
970
designated schools.
not available
available for designated
vation, Ariz ..................
129, 974
974
vation,
for
construction. etc.,
agency
etc.. school and agency
for construction.
for irrigation pumping
pumping plant, Colorado
buildings
125.
125, 970
buildings ....................
River Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz .........
129, 974
974
River
water
Dak.,
supply Sisseton
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak.,
water supply
for water
water supply, Papago
Papago Indian
Indian vilbuildinos
971
...................
buildings....
lages,
Ariz
130,
974
130, 974
lages, Ariz ......................
school site Sac and Fox, Iowa
Iowa ........
971
school
for
Indians,
Navajo Indians,
facilities, Navajo
for school facilities,
employees .......
125,971
125, 971
heat and light to employees
Ariz
130,974
Ariz
..
......................
125
..........
Pala Reservation,
195
Reservation, Cal
sewer. Paia
for water
water supply, Navajo Indians,
Indians,
transporting pupils.
pupils. 125, 971
for collecting
collecting and transporting
Ariz...........................
. 130,974
employment, etc.,
Alaska pupils...
pupi. _ 125, 971
etc., Alaska
employment,
for water diverting works, Gila River
126, 971
126,971
for timber culture, etc ........
Reservation,
Ariz
130,974
Reservation, Ariz...............
matrons ......
126, 971
.................... 126,971
for matrons
for water
water rights for Salt River Indian
etc., farms; farmers
farmers and stockfor school,
school, etc.,
allotments, Ariz ...............
130,975
men;
126,971
126,971
field matrons ..............
men; field
for dam, etc.,
etc., Gila
Gila River,
River , above Flor
Florfor
to
timber provisions not applicable to
Menominee Reservation,
ence, Ariz.,
Ariz., for irrigating Indian
ence,
Reservation, Wis ..... 126,971
Menominee
lands, etc ........................
. . 130,975
farmers to have competency
certificompetency certififor
irrigation,
Navajo Reservation,
Reservation,
for
irrigation,
Navajo
cates;
exceptions
126,971
cates; exceptions ...............
Ariz.; extending
project.. 131,974
Ariz.;
extending Ganado project..
for agricultural
experiments, etc.....
etc
126,972
agricultural experiments,
for examination,
etc., Gila River,
River,
examination, etc.,
for supplies; purchase, etc ..........126,972
Graham County, Ariz.,
Graham
Ariz., to
to pre126
warehouses
limited to two ...........
126
warehouses limited
131
vent erosion,
erosion, etc ...................
131
126
advertising__
126
small purchases without advertising..
for bridge,
River,
bridge, Little Colorado River,
972
warehouses limited to three
three ...........
warehouses
Winslow, Ariz
131
131
Winslow,
Ariz ....................
for
telegraphing and telephoning
telephoning ...... 126,972
for telegraphing
for
addition to
bridge over
for addition
to bridge
over Gila River,
River,
for
no attorcosts, etc., Indian suits; no
for costs,
132
San
Carlos
Reservation,
Ariz
132
Ariz
.......
Reservation,
San
neys
126,972
126,972
neys' fees
fees.......-........
for preserving ruins,
etc.,
Navajo
etc.,
Navajo
for
127, 972
127,972
commission ...............
for citizen
citizen commission
National
Monument,
Ariz
132
Monument,
Ariz.......... 132
for
Indian
police
127,972
for Indian police ..................
for bridges,
bridges, Little Colorado
Colorado and Canyon
Canyon
127,972
for
judges, Indian courts ..............
for judges,
Diabolo Rivers, Ariz.
975
975
Ariz .............
Diabolo
972
prohibited for Pueblo Indians
Indians..........
972
prohibited
etc., of Indians
Indians in CaliforCaliforfor support,
support, etc.,
for
contingencies;
special
agents,
agents,
special
for contingencies;
nia
132,975
nia.........................
132,975
etc
127,972
......................... 127,972
etc
homeless Indians,
Indians, Cal ....
132, 975
for lands for homeless
132,
127,
127, 972
for Indian Service inspectors ..........
for school,
school, Sherman
Sherman Institute, RiverRiverfor
deceased
determining heirs of deceased
for determining
Cal
132, 975
................... 132,975
side, Cal.....
allot tees .....................
127,972
allottees
for irrigation
irrigation charges, Yuma
Yuma ReservaReserva972
Indian Office .............
127, 972
clerks in Indian
tion,
repayment.
132,975
tion,
Cal.;
repayment
...........
132,975
and Five
applicable to Osages and
not applicable
for school, Fort Bidwell, Cal ........
132,975
Civilized
Tribes................. 127,972
Civilized Tribes
Greenville, Cal.
975
132, 975
Greenville,
Cal ...................
payment of costs from estates of
for roads,
roads, etc.,
Yuma Reservation,
Cal 132, 976
976
etc., Yuma
Reservation, Cal.
127
decedents .......................
,
127
extension of trust period,
period, Mission
Mission
extension
127
partition
127
allotments ...............
of allotments
partition of
Indians, allotments...............
allotments.
976
Indians,
976
for
support among
for encouraging
encouraging self support
Klamath lands
lands
use of proceeds from Klamath
Indians.......................
127,973
127, 973
Indians
976
976
extended .......................
repayment; limitation ..............
128,973
repayment;
amount
carrying vepassenger carrying
amount for passenger
for relief of distress
distress among Seminoles
Seminoles
for
hicles.
.
128,973
hicles .....................
in Florida
in
Florida ....
................ 132,976
restriction
restriction on Indians passing into
for support, etc.,
etc., of Fort Hall ReservaReservafor
128
repealed ...................128
Texas, repealed
tion Indians,
Indians, Idaho
Idaho ..............
132, 976
leases
of
irrigable
allotments
to
aged,
leases
irrigable allotments
for irrigation,
irrigation, etc.,
etc., Fort Hall Reservafor
etc., Indians
128
Indians .......................
etc.,
tion, Idaho
Idaho ......................
976
132, 976
for payment
payment to heirs of Farmer John_
John ....
_._
128
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties with Bannocks,
for
Junction School by
use of Grand Junction
Idaho
133, 976
133,976
Colorado
128
Idaho..........................
128
modified .................
Colorado modified
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for irrigation, Fort Belknap
for
irrigation, Fort Belknap
appropriation
appropriation
treaties with
With
fulfilling treaties
for fulfilling
appropriation for
Reservation, Mont ............... 139,980
Reservation,
d'Alenes, Idaho...........
Idaho
133,976
133, 976
Coeur d'Alenes,
Crows, Mont
139,980
Mont.. 139,980
for fulfilling treaty with Crows,
977
for Thomas B. Le Sieur ...............
civilization, etc.,
etc., Northern
CheyNorthern Cheyfor civilization,
for per capita to enrolled Sacs and Foxes,
ennes and Arapahoes,
Arapahoes, Mont......
Mont
139, 980
ennes
977
Iowa, from tribal funds .............
riders" Northern
Cheyenne
for "line riders"
Northern Cheyenne
Kans..... 133,977
for school, Haskell
Haskell Institute, Kans....
Reservation, Mont
Reservation,
Mont............... 139,980
Kickapoo Reservation,
Reservation, Kans
Kans....... 133,977
133, 977
Kickapoo
etc., Rocky Boy's Band
for civilization, etc.,
for bridges, Pottawatomie
Reservation,
Pottawatomie Reservation,
of Chippewas,
etc., Mont.........
Mont
139,980
Chippewas, etc.,
Jackson County,
Kans ...........
133
Couity, Kans
Jackson
cattle, farming implements,
implements, etc.,
etc., for
for
for cattle,
for lands, etc., for Chettimanchi
Chettimanchi Indians,
Blackfeet Indians,
Indians, Mont.,
Mont., from
from tribal
Laa ..........................
. 133
funds
139
funds............................
139
for school, Mount Pleasant, Mich
Mich...... 133,977
for strip
strip of
of land
Flathead Agency
Agency
for
land for
for Flathead
for
Bradley .....................
133
for Joseph
Joseph Bradley
reserve .......................
139
reserve
for school, Pipestone, Minn...........
Mum
134,977
agricultural timberland
an Flathead
agricultural
timberland on
for schools for Chippewas of the MissisReservation,
opened to homehomeReservation, Mont.,
Mont., opened
134,977
sippi in Minnesota
Minnesota ...............
134,
977
stead entry......................
entry
139
stead
homestead patent to Richard
Daeley..
977
homestead
Richard Daeley..
977
for irrigation,
irrigation, Flathead
Flathead Reservation,
Reservation,
for eivilization,
etc. of Chippewas
Chippewas in
civilization, etc.,
in
Minnesota,
etc.,tribal funds....
Mont.payment of construction
construction
Mont.; payment
funds
134,977
Minnesota, from
from
charges,etc.
etc .......
charges,
........... 139,980
amount for employees;
employees; preference
preference to
for irrigation,
irrigation, Fort Peck Reservation,
Reservation,
Indians ........................ 134,978
Indians
'Mont.;
payment of construction
construction
Mont.; payment
employment of Chippewas
employment
Chippewas in building
140, 9g0
charges, etc .................
140,980
etc
roads, etc.......................
134,978
for irrigation,
for
irrigation, Blackfeet Reservation,
Reservation,
electric light plant, White Earth
electric
Mont.; payment
payment of construction
Mont.;
Agency, etc., Minn
Minn ...............
134
Agency,
charges,
etc
140,980
140,980
charge, etc.....................
drainage assessments on Indian
Indian reserreserdrainage
work on specified
specified projects
rojects to be done
vation lands approved
978
approved.............
978
by Reclamation
Reclamation Service
141
Service....... .
payment for benefits of ditches, etc...
etc.978
978
allowance
carrying veallowance for passenger
passenger carrying
reimbursement
reimbursement from tribal funds;
hicles on irrigation
irrigation projects......
projects
141,980
rights of way
......................
978
announcement
construction charges;
announcement of construction
no patent
patent in fee until all assessments
assessment; payments
payments ............
141
assessment;
reimbursed
978
reimbursed ........................
return of tribal funds used for conreturn
for annual celebration,
celebration, White Earth
141
struction
struction .......................
Minn
134,978
Band of Chippewas, Minn.......
reimbursement
reimbursement of construction
construction cost
cost
sale of land to Mahnomen
Mahnomen County,
County,
141
etc.............
from tribal funds, etc
Minn.; distribution
distribution of receipts to
payment of operation and maintenance
maintenance
payment
Pembina Band of Indians
Indians .........
134
charges,
142
charges, etc
etc.......................
corrected description of land granted
corrected
water rights to Indians continued
142
continued.....
to Northern
Northern Minnesota
Minnesota Conference
Conference
rules, for use of water, etc., to be pre135
of Methodist Church ..............
142
scribed ........................
advances
Chippewa
advances to individual
individual Chippewa
for school,
Genoa, Nebr
142,980
school, Genoa,
............... 142,980
Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota, from permadrainage assessments
allotments of
assessments oh allotments
drainage
135
nent fund ...........................
135
Omahas and Winnebagoes,
Winnebagoes, Wakeexpenses, etc.,
payment of logging expenses,
field drainage
Nebr., apdrainage district, Nebr.,
from sales of pine timber of Chipproved; payments
payments reimbursable;
reimbursable;
proved;
pewas of Minnesota
pewas
Minnesota................
135
142
rights of way .....................
142
bridge across
across Mississippi
Mississippi River, Cass
for bridge
(ass
assessments on other restricted
restricted allotassessments
Lake Reservation,
Mum., from ChipReservation, Minn.,
ments, approved;
approved; reimbursement,
ments,
reimbursement,
pewa funds.
funds...................
978
143
143
etc ..........................
for per capita
capita to Chippewas
Chippewas reinstated
reinstated
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Nevada. 143,981
Indians in Nevada.
forsupport,
funds
on rolls, from tribal
tribal -funds.
.......... 979
Nev
143,981
for school, Carson City, Nev.........
for expenses of
oeneral
councils, delegeneral councils,
for farm sites, etc.,
etc., for nonreservation
nonreservation
for
gates to Washington,
etc., from
Washington, etc.,
from
Indians, Nev.......................
Nev
143
tribal funds
funds..............
.. 135,979
for irrigation,
Reservafor
irrigation, Pyramid Lake Reservafor burial ground for Fond du Lac Band
tion, Nev
. 143, 981
...................
of Minnesota, from tribal funds.....
funds
136
for land and
and water
water rights for Washoe
for education,
Chippewa boys,
education, etc., of Chippewa
Tribe, Nev
Nev .......................
143
from tribal funds ................
136
136
for school,
School, Albuquerque,
N. Men
Mex..... 143,981
Albuquerque, N.
assistant to Attorney
Attorney General to serve
Santa Fe, N. Mex
Men .................. 143,981
on commission to enroll Chippewas
Chippewas
for attorney,
attorney, Pueblo Indians, N.
N. Mex.
Mex 144,981
Reservation, Minn._
136
of White Earth Reservation,
Minn..
for
highway
Mesa
Gallup,
for highway Mesa Verde
Verde Park to Gallup,
reappropriafor expenses of enrollment;
enrollment; reappropriaN.
Mex.,
Navajo
Reservation
144, 981
N. Mex., Navajo Reservation.... 144,981
tion
136
tion...............................
for fulfilling
treaties with
with Senecas,
Senecas,
fulfilling treaties
completing enrollment
enrollment ............
137
for completing
N.
Y
144,981
...............
144,981
N. Y ......
creation of Red Lake Indian Forest;
Six Nations, N.
N Y...............
Y
144,981
administration,
Six
administration, etc
etc ...............
137
for school, Cherokee,
Cherokee, N. C
C........... 144,981
for
enrollment of Chippewa
Chippewa allottees
allottees modienrollment
for support, etc.,
etc. of Sioux
Sioux of Devils
fied,
979
fied, etc ................
..........
Dak .................
144.981
Lake, N.
N. Dak
for investigating
investigating condition
condition of Indians
Indians in
Fort Berthold Agency Indians, N.
N.
Mississippi
138
Fort
Mississippi
.....................
138
Dak
144, 982
144
Dak......................
for support, etc., of Fort Belknap Agency
Agency
Turtle Mountain
Turtle
Mountain Band of Chippewas.
Indians, Mont .................
138,980
Indians,
138, 98(
N. Dak ....................
- . 144, 982
Mont
138,980
Flathead Agency Indians, Mont....
138, 98(
for school.
school. Bismarck,
Bismarck, N.
N. Dak
Dak....... 144,982
Fort Peck Agency Indians, Mont
138,980
Mont... 138,
98(
Rlakwfoeet
Atopnv Tndiian.
Mont.
1.8
98f
Fort
Totten.
-Fort
Totten, N.
144,982
Blackfeet Agency
Indians, Mont
138,980
- -- -- - - 144.982
-- -- ...........
-----------o--·
------------- Dak
_- _-
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appropriation
road to Cherokee
Cherokee Orphan
Orphan
for road
appropriation for
appropriation
for
Wahpeton,
school, Wahpeton,
for school,
appropriation
986
Training
School_
..................
School
Training
982
144,
N.
Dak ......................
144,982
N. Dak
for Douglas
H. Johnston,
Johnston, from ChickaDouglas H.
for
of
per capita
receipts of
distribution of receipts
capita distribution
per
saw
986
.......
....
funds.
saw funds
lands
Fort Berthold
Reservation,
Berthold Reservation,
on Fort
lands on
no allotments
allotments to Creeks, without speno
144
N. Dak
Dak .........................
N.
cific authority
authority.....................
986
cific
for redeeming
of Starr
145
McGillis.
Starr McGillis
mortgage of
redeeming mortgage
for
payment to Creeks who have
per
capita payment
per capita
for reimbursing
County, N.
Dak.,,
N. Dak
Benson County,
reimbursing Benson
for
986
had no
allotments of
land .......... 986
of land
no allotments
had
for care
of insane
Indians.........- 145
insane Indians
care of
for
for
Klamath
support, etc., of Indians, Klamath
for support,
for headstone
of Scarlet
Scarlet Crow,
Crow,
grave of
for grave
headstone for
for
149,986
Agency, Oreg ..................
Agency,
C ......
D. C
Congressional
145
Congressional Cemetery, D:
Warm
149,986
Oreg ........ 149,986
Agency, Oreg
Springs Agency,
Warm Springs
for
etc., of
etc
Wichitas, etc.,
of Wichitas,
support, etc..
for support,
Umatilla
149,986
Umatilla Agency, Oreg ...........
Okla
1.45,982
145, 982
.................
Okla .......
149,986
for school,
Salem, Oreg ...............
149,986
school, Salem,
for
for
Comanche, and
Kiowa, Comanche,
of Kiowa,
support of
for support
for support,
etc., of
Indians of
of Grande
Grande
of Indians
support, etc.,
for
Apache
Okla., from
etc., Okla.,
Agency, etc.,
Apache Agency,
Ronde
Oreg. 149,986
Agencies, Oreg.
Siletz Agencies,
and Siletz
Ronde and
145, 982
tnbal
................... 145,982
funds .
tribal funds
distribution of
proceeds from lands of
of proceeds
distribution
from
giowas, etc.,
for
maintenance, etc., Kiowas,
etc., frpm
for maintenance,
Oreg ...........
149
Reservation, Oreg
Siletz Reservation,
tribal
145,982
funds ....................
tribal funds
for maintenance,
Modoc Point irrigation
irrigation
maintenance, Modoc
for
and
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Cheyennes and
for
project,
Klamath
Reservation,
Reservation,
Klamath
project,
Arapahoes,
145
145, 982
Okla ................
Arapahoes, Okla
Oreg.
986
150 986
.....................---- 150,
Oreg...
982
Kansas
145, 982
Okla .............
Indians, Okla
Kansas Indians,
In'Klamath
of
delegates of
for expenses
expenses of delegates
for
145, 982
Kickapoos,
145,982
Okla .................Kickapoos, Okla
150
dians,
150
dians, from tribal funds ............
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Oreg ......................
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Reservation,
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to .....................
allotments to
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of right
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right of
change of
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School
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for school,
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for
for
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payment to
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147.984
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988
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Dowden .......................149
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Wash ........-.
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Makah
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for
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158,992
for fulfilling
with Shoshones,
Shoshones,
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treaty with
Wyo .........................
158,992
158,992
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Wyo ....
158
158
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old Fort
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for
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for
Wyo
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............
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complete irrigation
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for
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158
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................... 158,993
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basis ..............................
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for suppressing
suppressing
appropriation for
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liquor traffic.....................
traffic
liquor
30, 826, 829
schools........... 30,826,829
support of schools
for support
and agency
agency buildings
buildings ........
30
for school and
30,
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timber..
826,829
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829
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and New
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Phoenix, Ariz ..............
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for
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additional field ...................
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clerks, etc..................
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Okla............................
Okla
ceded
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Shoshone,
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Shoshone, Wyo. ..................
519
purchasers of ceded lands in,
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purchasers
designated
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homestead entries.
entries.
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price, may make homestead
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of
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in.
Red
created in
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Standing
in..............
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Indian
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and
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for
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...........................
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specified schoo..
125. 970
not
to be used
schools
125,
970
for
constructing,
etc.,
buildings
.....
125, 970
for constructing, etc., buildings...... 12970
heat and light to employees' quaruarheatand liht to employees'
ters
125,971
te............................
125,971
for transporting,
etc.,
pupils
125,971
transporting, etc., pupils ..........
125,971
employment for pupils:
refunded,
pupils:
refunded.
employment
for pupils: refunded,125,971
etc
etc...................
l2,
971
Alaska pupils
126, 971
Alaska pupils ..................
126,
971
for
experiments
on
farms
for agricultural
agricultural
experiments
on
farms
of..................
........
16,971
126, 971
01
deficienc appropriation
deficienc
appropriation for support. 30,826.
30, 826. 829
p'al.:
ffor buildings
30
for buil ings..........................
30
826
for transporting pupils
for transporting pupils .................
826
per
capita
expenditure
restriction
on
apper capita expenditure restriction on ap741
.
repealed....--propriations for, repealed
propriations
maximum allowed ....................
741
maximum
741
sale
of
lands
no
longer
needed
for;
dissale of
of lands
lands no
longer
disfor; disneeded for;
lon-er needed
no
sale
poal
of
proceeds..................93
posal of proceeds
973
p
posa
Indian
Indian Departmento
Department).
(see also
also Indian
Service (see
Indian Service
appropriation for
conduct of.
of
for investigating
investigating conduct
appropriation
by members
members elect
of Committee
Committee on
on
elect of
by
Indian
Affairs of
of the
the House
993
993
House........
Indian Affairs
powers and
etc
993
993
and authority.
authority. etc...........
powers
Indian
Indian Service
Service Inspectors.
Inspectors.
appropriation for pay and expenses
appropriation
expenses..... 127,972
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Indian Supplies,
Indian
Supplies,Page.

Page.

appropriation for purchase, telegraphing,
appropriation
transportation, etc .............
126, 972
transportation,
warehouses restricted
restricted to two
126
warehouses
two..........
small purchases, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed without
without
advertising .................. .....
126
warehouses
restricted to three
972
warehouses restricted
three.........
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for purchasing
purchasing and
deficiency
and
transporting
30, 33,
33, 826, 829
transporting............
33,33,
for telegraphing
telephoning .......
30
telegraphing and telephoning
30
certified
bids for, to be accompanied
accompanied with certified
checks, etc .........................
checks,
129
acceptance
acceptance of bond allowed
allowed.............
129
forfeiture of check,
check, bond, etc.,
etc., on failforfeiture
ure to execute contract..
contract ...........
129
• return
return of check, etc., if contract
contract executed
cuted ..-.----..................
129
Indian
Funds,
Indian Tribal
Tribal Funds,
estimates
estimates of receipts
receipts to, and expenditures
expenditures
recommended from, to be submitted
recommended
annuallv.... .......... ..- ....
annually
158
details required
required ....................
158
no payments
payments without specific
specific appropriaappropriation; exception ....................
159
159
law as to Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes not
affected
affected......-....................
. 159
pro rata share of noncompetents
noncompetents to be expended by Secretary
Secretary for their benefit
benefit
128
withdrawn until needed, etcnot to be withdrawn
etc..- 128
Indiana Harbor,
Harbor, Ind.,
Indiana
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of........
401
aids to navigation authorized..............
authorized
537
Indiana, Pa.,
Indiana,
Pa.,
appropriation
public building ..........
265
appropriation for public
Indianapolis, Ind.,
Ind.,
Indianapolis,

appropriation for public
public building..........
building
appropriation
or care
care of Confederate
cemetery, GreenGreenfor
Confederate cemetery,
lawn Cemetery ....................

265

287
Indianhead
Md.,
IndianheadNaval
Naval Proving
ProvingGround,
Ground, Md.,
appropriation for ordnance storage houses
appropriation
houses..
569
for public works; foot bridge
569
bridge...........
569
for improvements
powder factory.....
factory
1178
improvements to powder
1178
damages to property
property
for paying claims for damages
near .............................
1179
1179
purchase of smokeless
purchase
smokeless powder subject to
operation of.
operation
of factory, at full capacity
1175
ity...
.......................... 563,
563,1175
Indians,
Indians,
appropriation for survey, etc., for allotappropriation
ments in severalty to
to............ 123,969
123, 969
restriction on use in Arizona and New
Mexico
Mexico
......................... 142,969
142, 969
for suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic
traffic among...
among
124,970
124, 970
beer included
included.......................
124
possession, evidence of unlawful
unlawful introduction ............................
124
for relieving, preventing,
preventing, and treating
treating
among
124,970
diseases among...................
124,970
for maintenance
124,970
maintenance of hospitals, etc
etc...... 124,970
raising
for directing farming and stock raising
among ...............-.........
126,971
for legal expenses
expenses in allotment
allotment and property suits ....................... 126,972
126, 972
for encouraging
encouraging industry and self-support
self-support
among; repayment
125,973
repayment............... 125,
973
expenditure for
any one
one
restriction on expenditure
for any
...........
............. 128,973
tribe
128, 973
for live stock
prevent
stock of,
of, destroyed
destroyed to
to prevent
contagious
contagious diseases, etc
128,973
etc........... 128,973
reimbursement
prior losses........
losses
973
reimbursement for
for prior
973
for farm sites, etc.,
etc., for nonreservation,
nonreservation, in
in
Nevada
Nevada ----.......----.....
143
------143
forasylumforinsane,
for asylum for insane. Canton, S.Dak..
151,988
S.Dak . -151,
988
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for suppressing
deficiency
suppressing
etc., among..........
among
30,826
liquor traffic, etc.,
30,826

Indians-Continued.
Indians—Continued.

leases of irrigable
leases
irrigable arid
arid lands
lands of aged, etc.,
allowed; terms; etc................
etc
allowed;
proceeds of sales of surplus coal lands to
proceeds
agricultural
agricultural entrymen, to be credited to ............................
restriction
going into Texas, repealed.
repealed. -_
restriction on, going
time extended
extended for
for relinquishing
relinquishing lands in
railroad
railroad grants
grants occupied
occupied by, in Arizona, New Mexico,
Mexico, and California..
California
trust patent lands of Winnebago and
Omaha, in Nebraska
Nebraska subject to
State, etc., taxes:
payment........
taxes; payment..
Indigent Soldiers,
D. C.,
Soldiers, etc., D.
appropriation
for burial
burial at
at Arlington,
Arlington, etc..
etc
appropriation for

Page.
Page.
128
128

945
128
48

865

286
286
Inigo,
duty on, derivatives .....................
794
Indlekofer, Cunigunda
Cunigunda (vidow),
(widow),
increased...----................. 1405
pension increased
Industrial
Industrial Education,
Education,
appropriation
etc
102, 1105
appropriation for investigating, etc.....
102,1105
Industrl
Industrial Home School, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
appropriation
and expenses. 709,1037
salaries andexpenses.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance..
808
Industrial
ome School for Colored
Industrial Home
Colored Children,
Children,
D.
C.,
D.C.,
appropriation for expenses.
appropriation
expenses ............ 709,1037
cottage for boys.....................
boys
for cottage
1037
deficiency appropriation
maintenance
deficiency
appropriation for maintenance..
808
Industrial
IndustrialMaterials,
Materialsa,
appropriation for experiments
appropriation
experiments in determindetermining physical
115, 1116
physical constants, etc., of...
of... 115,
Industrial
Industrial Property,
Property, International
International Bureau
Bureaufor
Protection of,
Protection
appropriation
annual quota
quota ........ 101,
appropriation for annual
101, 1105
1105
Industrial
IndustrialRelations,
Relations, Commission
Commission on,
final reports
reports of, etc.,
etc., ordered printed
printed ......
59
Industrial
IndustrialSubjects,
provisions for cooperating
provisions
cooperating with States to
pay teachers,
teachers, etc.,
etc., of ...............
930
930
annual appropriations;
of
930
appropriations; basis of.........
930
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated for training
training teachers,
teachers,
etc., of . .............
etc.,
. ............
931
annual allotments;
allotments; basis of
annual
of..............
931
Infant Mortality,
Mortality,
appropriation
for investigations,
of
1118
appropriation for
investigations, etc.,
etc., of....
1118
Infantry, Army,
Army,
composition of units, under
under National
National Decomposition
fense Act ..........................
177
fense
177
increase of enlisted
enlisted men allowed........
allowed
178
increase
178
assignment of officers ....................
178
assignment
178
increased
increased by four colonels; to be additional
numbers ..........................
184
numbers
184
Diseases,
Infectious Diseases,
appropriation for
preventing, etc.,
etc., among
among
appropriation
for preventing,
Indians
970
Indians........................
124, 970
Immigration,
Information Division,
Division, Bureau
Bureau of Immigration,
Department
Department of Labor,
appropriation for
for chief, assistants,
assistants, etc..
etc.. 117,
1118
appropriation
117, 1118
maintenance of ......................
895
maintenance
895
publication of information
resources, etc
publication
information of resources,
etc..,
Territories by-........
by
895
of States and Territories
895
bugle, William H.,
H.,
Ingle,
homestead
entry validated
validated .............
homestead entry
1395
Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, Imogen P. (widow),
pension
pension .....-.......-............-.....
1217
1217
Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, John Jay,
pension increased
increased...---.................. 1465
Ingraham,
Ingraham, Albert G.,
pension increased ........................
1429
pension
1429
Ingraham,
A. (ucidowc),
(widow),
Ingraham, Ruth A.
pension increased
pension
increased........................ 15,50
1550
Ingrahain,
Ingraham, William,
pension increased
increased ....................
1339
1339

INDEX.
Page.
PageIngram,
Ingram, Pitsar,
Pitsar,
increased .......................
1540
pension increased
Inheritances (see Estate
Inheritances
Estate Tax).
Injuries
Injuries to Government
Government Employees,
appropriation for
examination,
medical examination,
for medical
appropriation
117
etc.,
117
etc., of
of..........................
742
compensation
compensation for, in
in line
line of
of duty
duty.........
willful neglect and intoxication
intoxication excluded ........................
743
cluded
days excepted
743
excepted....................
743
743
rate for total disability...............
disability
partial;
partial; affidavit required;
required; nonpayment
nonpayment
on
743
743
on failure
failure ....................
743
743
no pay if suitable work refused
refused......
743
allowance for
for total
total disability
disability.,
743
allowance
...........
743
743
partial; for
minors and
partial;
for minors
and learners
learners.......
743
743
decrease
age
decrease on account of age...........
no other
other Government
pay while
receiving:
no
Government pay
while receiving:
743
pensions
excepted
743
pensions excepted.................
leave
of absence
exhausted beleave of
absence pay
pay to
to be
be exhausted
be743
743
fore, begins ...
................
743
medical attendance,
etc., to
be furnished
medical
attendance, etc.,
to be
furnished._ 743
allowance if
allowance
if death
death results;
results; rates
rates to
to benefibenefi743
743
ciaries ............................
745
745
relationship construed..................
construed
to
persons on
to remaining persons
on allowance
allowance to
to
745
745
others
ceasing .................
others ceasing
745
774
modification of apportionments
apportionments ........
modification
745
745
monthly pay construed
construed.............
745
punishment for
punishment
for receiving,
receiving, after
after marriage
marriage._
745
745
for funeral
funeral expenses.
for
expenses ...............
746
computation
of
monthly
pay
of
employee_
computation of monthly pay of employee.. . 746
capacity after partial diswage earning capacity
746
ability
ability...........................
746
method
commutation of monthly payments;
payments; method
746
of
746
of computing
computing ....................
notice of,
etc ;
notice
of, to
to be given
given by employee, etc.;
particulars
particulars.......................
746
no pay without, in
specified time; exin specified
746
ceptions
ceptions ....
................
746
746
claim
be made
made to
to Commission;
Commission; forms,etc.
forms,etc _ 746
claim to
tobe
747
time
making ...................
747
time for
for making
medical examination
examination required;
required; effect
effect of
of
747
747
refusal
refusal..........................
by
physician in
by other
other physician
in case of
of disagreedisagree747
ment .
......................
747
747
fees
fees allowed
allowed .........................
747
747
superior official
report of, by
by superior
official .............
747
747
assignment
assignment of
of claim
claim void
.............
if
party liable
claim for
for damages
if other
other party
liable for,
for, claim
danmagces
to
be
assigned,
or
action
brought
by
to be assigned, or action brought by
747
employee ...................
747
employee
747
747
on refusal..........
refusal
no compensation
compensation on
747
application
assigned
application of proceeds
proceeds if
if assigned......
747
747
received by emplovee
employee direct
if received
direct........
Employees' Compensation
Commission;
Employees'
Compensation Commission;
74s
74,
created ...........................
748
748
composition,
composition, appointment, term, etc ....
748
748
salary; office
office
....................
employees, etc.,
adjusting claims
etc., adjusting
claims in Deemployees,
748
748
partment
to_
partment of Labor
Labor transferred
transferred to...
748
general authority;
authority: office force,
force, etc
etc......
general
749
749
estimates to be submitted ...........
estimates
749
749
rules,
to be
rules, etc.,
etc., to
be made
made..................
749
749
annual report
annual
report to Congress
Congress ..............
appropriation
authorized for
for expenses
expenses.....
appropriation authorized
for employees'
compensation fund......
fund
employees' compensation
permanently appropriated
permanently
appropriated for paypayment of compensation
compensation ..........
determination and
claims by
determination
and award
award of claims
by
Commission
Commission .......................
review.
etc., of
review. etc.,
of awards
awards ................
cancellation of mistakes ...............
cancellation
punishment
claims,
punishment for false
false statements
statements in
in claims,
etc...
etc . ..........................

749

749
749

749
749
749
49
749
,49
749
49
749
749
749
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Injuries
Injuries to Government Enployees-Contd.
Employees—Contd.
Page.
Page.
construction
of terms
terms used
used................
750
construction of
inconsistent
repealed ...............
inconsistent laws repealed
750
settlement
750
settlement under
under prior laws
laws ............
750
if Panama
Panama Railroad
Railroad liable, employee
employee to
release, or
or assign
assign right
right of
to
release,
of action
action to
United
750
United States
States .....................
administration
of
Act,
by
Panama
Canal,
administration
Panama Canal,
750
750
and Alaskan
Alaskan railroads
railroads ...............
Injuries
Employees,
RailroadEmployees
Injuries to Railroad
finality
of judgments,
judgments, etc.,
etc., of
of circuit
finality of
circuit courts
courts
appeals in causes
causes relating
relating to......
to
727
of appeals
727
certiorari allowed
allowed from
Supreme Court for
for
certiorari
from Supreme
review, etc .........
727
.............
review,
Inland
Inland).
Waterways, Inland).
Waterways (see
(see Waterways,
Inland Waterways
Inman,
Inmon, James
James T.,
T.,
pension
1331
pension increased
increased ....................
Inquiries
Investigations, Senate,
Inquiriesand Investigations,
Senate,
appropriation for
expenses of..........
of
69, 1073
69,1073
appropriation
for expenses
Asylum D.
Elizabeths
Insane Asylum,
D. C. (see Saint Elizabeths
Hospital,
C.).
D. C.).
Hospital, D.
Insane,
C.,
D.C.,
Insane, D.
appropriation
expenses executing
executing luhifor expenses
appropriation for
nacy writs...................
writs
704,1032
704,1032
nacy
for
710,1038
for support
support of indigent
indigent. ...........
for
indigent nonresident
1038
for deporting
deporting indigent
nonresident.. 710,
710,1038
deficiency
support of
of
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for support
indigent
808
.
indigent
....................
Insane Persons,
Alaska,
Persons, Alaska,
Insane
appropriation for care of................
appropriation
of
306
Insane Persons,
etc.
Persons, etc.,
Insane
alien,
excluded admission
a:dmission ............
875
875
alien, excluded
Insanitary Buildings,
Insanitary
Buildings, D. C.,
appropriation for
condemning
.. 691,1020
691,1020
for condemning........
appropriation
Quarantine Districts
Distrscts for Plant
Plant
Insect Pests,
Pests, Quarantine
Diseases,
and,
Diseases, and
appropriation for
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
govregulations govappropriation
474,1164
erning .......................
modification
of; addition
addition of prohibited
modification of;
prohibited artides,
etc
1165
1165
tides, etc ......................
Insecticide Act,
Act,
Insectieide
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, enforcement
enforcement
appropriation
of .........................
474,1164
of
474,1164
expenses
474,1164
for general expenses...............
Insectivorous
Insectivorous Birds, Migratory,
Migratory,
appropriation for enforcing
enforcing law protectappropriation
ing
467, 1156
56
ing...........................
convention
with
Great
Britain for reciproreciproconvention with Great Britain
cal
protection
of,
in
Canada
and
and
cal protection of, in Canada
United States
States ..............
1702
United
....
171)2
)epartInsects (see also Entomology
Entomology Bureau,
Bureau, Department of Agriculture),
Agriculture),
appropriation for study of, affecting
affecting health
health
appropriation
466, 1154
of man, etc .................
Insolvent
National
Banks,
466, 1154
Insolvent NationalBanks,
receivers
adjacent
receivers may deposit assets in adjacent
122
banks; bond; interest
122
interest. ...........
Inspector
Department, Army,
Army,
General's Department,
Inspector General's
appropriation
for
pay
of
officers;
longevity
626
626
appropriation for pay of officers; longevity.
expert accountant;
mileage
628
for expert
accountant; mileage.........
628
deficiency
appropriation
for
mileage.
exdeficiency appropriation for mileage. expert
accountant45
45
pert accountant..................
constitution of,
of, under
National Defense
169
Act 169
Defense Act
under National
constitution
Inspector
General's Office,
War Department,
Department.
Office, War
Inspector General's
appropriation for
clerks, etc
1095
etc -....----. . 90, 1095
for clerks.
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for clerks,
clerks. etc..
deficiency
1917
809
1917- .............................
809
Inspectors, Interior
Department,
InteriorDepartment,
appropriation for
98, 1102
98,1102
for.....................
appropriation
tor
1103
or per diem, etc ..................
99, 1103
Inspectors, Internal
Internal Revenue,
Inspectors,
allowed leaves of absence
absence for 30 days.....
days
793
allowed
793
Inspectors of
Inspectors
of
Hulls and of
of. Boilers,
Boilers,
Hulls
appropriation for; assistant
appropriation
assistant inspectors
inspectors at
at
specified
112,
1113
specified_ports_
ports ...............
112,1113
authorized
Tampa. Fla...............
Fla
942
authorized for Tampa
942
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Inspectors
Indian Department,
Department,
Page.
Page.
Inspectors of
of Irrigation,
Irrigation,Indian
appropriation
etc
124,969
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc-...----.....
124,969
to
be skilled
skilled irrigation
engineers_...
__ 124,969
124, 969
to be
irrigation engineers
for traveling
expenses ...............
124,969
traveling expenses
124,969
Instruction.
Camps for National
National Guard.
Guard,
Instruction Campsfor
authorized
conducted by
authorized to
to be
be conducted
by Army
Army
officers
..........................
207
officers
pay,
etc.,
at
rates
for
Army
encampments,
encampments,
pay, etc., at rates for Army
etc
207
etc...............................
207
Instruction Camps,
Instruction
Camps, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation
expenses _......
1190
614,1190
appropriation for
for expenses
..... 614,
Instruction
Instruction Pay, Diplomatic
Diplomatic and
and Consular
Consular
Service,
Service,
appropriation
253,
1048
appropriation for
for ...................
253, 1048
Instructwn
Navy,
InstructionSchools or
or Camps,
Camps, Navy,
appropriation
for Naval
Reserve Force.....
Force__ __
589
appropriation for
Naval Reserve
589
certificate of rank or
on
students; certificate
or rating on
completing course
.............
completing
course.
589
Insular Afairs
War Department,
Insular
Affairs Bureau,
Bureau, War
Department,
appropriation for
for law
officer: clerks,
clerks, etc
etc _92,1096
law officer,
appropriation
for pay
_
627
for
pay of
of officers;
officers; longevity
longevity.....
.
627
of insane
insane soldiers
Philippines
for care
care of
soldiers in
in Philippines
640
and Porto Rico ..................
640
constitution of, continued
continued under National
National
176
Defense Act ......-...........-.
176
InsularPossesions,
Insular
Possessions,
appropriations for
348,912
for fortifications
fortifications ......... 348,912
appropriations
or seacoast
for
seacoast batteries, Hawaiian
Islands_
912
Hawaiian Islands.
912
etc., of,
of, and
for preservation,
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
and
torpedo structures,
structures, Hawaiian
Hawaiian and
torpedo
Phillipine
Phillipine Islands
Islands..--.-..-...... 348,912
for land defenses,
defenses, Hawaiian
Hawaiian and Philippine Islands.--............--......
Islands
348
pine
for locating
locating strategic
strategic roads, land defenses,
..
Hawaiian
912
Hawaiian Islands ..........----for supplies, etc.,
etc. electric plants, Hawaiian and
Islands ...... 348,912
348,912
ian
and Philippine
Philippine Islands
for
constructing sea walls, etc.,
Hawaiian
for constructing
etc., Hawaiian
Islands
Islands ...........................
912
for
submarine mine structures,
for submarine
structures, Hawaiian
Hawaiian
Islands-...... ...................
Islands
348
forautomobile,
fortifications_ 348,912
318,912
forautomobile, Hawaiian
Hawaiianfortifications.
for operating
installations. 349,912
349,912
operating fire-control
fire-control installations.
for
etc., Philipfor airships,
airships, aerial
aerial machines, etc.,
912
pine and Hawaiian
Hawaiian Islands.
Islands .......
912
for
contracts
349,912
for seacoast
seacoast cannon; contracts........
349,912
ammunition for seacoast
seacoast cannon;
cannon;
for ammunition
contracts. .......................
349,912
349,912
contracts
for altering, etc.,
seacoast artillery....
artillery_
319,912
etc., seacoast
319,
912
for mine material,
material, maintenance......
maintenance
349,912
349,
912
for constructing
constructing fire-control
fire-control stations,
stations, etc.;
etc.;
range finders, etc................
etc
319,913
range
349,
913
for snail
for
422,1068
mail equipments for.............
422,1068
branches i
n, may
be established
by nabranches
in,
may be
established by
national banks; limitations,
tional
limitations, etc ......
755
citizens of, not
included as aliens
in Imnot included
aliens in
migration Act .....................
874
restriction
874
restriction on entry
entry of
of aliens
aliens from
from.........
874
Insurance
Insorance Companies,
Companies!
may
interpleader in
in district
district
may file bill
bill of interpleader
court, where
where adverse
adverse claimants are
of
929
of different
different States
States. -.............
,
929
procedure; discharge of liability -on
on deposits
in registry
of court
929
posits in
registry of
court...........
929
to
brought in
district of named
to be
be brought
in district
named beneficiary,
ficiary, etc.......................
etc
929
929
national
national banks
banks in small
small communities
communities may
may
act as agents
agents for ................
753
753
special tax on capital
capital of domestic:
domestic; reserves,
reserves,
etc.,
included
790
etc., not included.................
790
foreign, for
United States
States business;
business; reforeign,
for United
re73-serves, etc..
etc., not included
included .......
750
0
Insurance Depart-ent,
Department, D.
D. C.,
Insurance
C.,
appropriation for salaries ..............
80, 1008 I
appropriation
680.1008

Insured
PostalService.
Insured Mail. Postal
Page.
appropriation for
421, 1067
appropriation
for indemnity
indemnity for
for lost.... 421,1067
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for indemnity
indemnity for
for
lost,
24
lost, domestic
domestic ...............-....
24
Intangible
Personal Property
Property Tax,
Intangible Personal
Tax, D. C.,
assessment of, on
assessment
on moneys and
and credits of residents,
dents, business
corporations, etc.
etc. 717,1046
717, 1046
business corporations,
four-tenths of one per cent
rate, four-tenths
cent. ........
717
717
three-tenths
three-tenths of one per
per cent..........
cent
1047
1047
exemptions; savings
exemptions;
savings deposits not exexceeding
ceeding $500 ..................
717, 1047
717.
bank notes
discounts of banks,
etc..
1047
notes or
or discounts
banks, etc
.
1047
savings,
savings, relief, beneficial,
beneficial, etc., assounions
1047
ciations; labor unions..............
1047
assessment beneficial
beneficial organizations.
organizations. -_. 1047
1047
assessment
mutual insurance
insurance companies;
companies; comcompanies without special
panies
special corporation
corporation
franchises .......................
franchises
1047
1047
securities owned
owned by corporations
corporations taxed
taxed
securities
earnings or capital;
capital; if held as
on earnings
as trustees
tees excluded
excluded ....................
1047
1047
Interest and
and Sinking
Fund, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Interest
Sinking Fund,
appropriation for
for payment...........
payment _
705, 1032
1032
705,
appropriation
Interior Department,
Department,
Interior
appropriation for
Secretary, Assistants,
atappropriation
for Secretary,
Assistants, attorneys, etc
98, 1102
torneys,
etc....................
98,1102
for speci
etc
for
special1inspectors,
inspectors, etc...-....-..98,1102
for clerks,
98,1102
for
clerks, etc
etc ....................
98,1102
mechanics, watchmen,
for mechanics,
watchmen, engineers,
etc ....................99, 1102
etc
.......
99,1102
for clerk
clerk to
deeds
for
to sign
sign tribal deeds...--.... 99,1102
99,1102
for employees,
General Land
Land Office
Office
for
employees, General
Building .........-.............
99, 1103
Building
99.1103
for board of
of appeals, assistants,
assistants, etc.,
office of
Solicitor _...............
99, 1103
1103
office
of Solicitor
99,
expenses, special inspectors,
inspectors, etc
for expenses,
etc - 99, 1103
for Commissioner
Commissioner General
General Land Office,
Office,
assistant, clerks, etc..............
etc
99, 1103
99,1103
for
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, assistfor Commissioner
ants, clerks,
clerks, etc.................
etc
100, 1104
ants,
100,1104
for
Commissioner of
deputy,
for Commissioner
of Pensions,
Pensions, deputy,
clerks, etc
etc.....................
100, 1104
clerks,
100,1104
assistants,
for Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents, assistants,
examiners, etc
etc.................
101, 1105
1105
examiners,
101,
Commissioner of Education,
Education, clerks.
clerks.
for Commissioner
etc ...........................
101,
1105
etc
101, 110-5
no Government
employee to receive
Government employee
receive
than salary,
in connection
connection with
other than
salary, in
violation. ... 1106
work; punishment
punishment for violation....
for Superintendent
Superintendent of
of Capitol
Capitol Building
Building
for
and Grounds,
Grounds, etc...............
etc
10-, 1106
and
102,1106
contingent expenses..............
expenses
for contingent
102, 1106
for stationery
stationery...................... 102,1106
102, 1106
for
etc
102, 1107
for law
law books, etc..................
102,1107
for rent,
rent, Civil
103, 1107
for
Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission... 103,1107
etc
103, 1107
for postage
postage stamps,
stamps, etc..............
103,1107
,for surveyors
general and their clerks.
clerks_ 103,1107
103, 1107
,for
surveyors general
government in the
the Territories.....
Territories
104, 1108
110s
for government
104,
for Solicitor for
for-.--..------------...
108,1110
108,1110
expenses under ...............
298
for civil
civil expenses
298
for repairs
repairs of buildings--...............
buildings
298
298
for Court of Claims Building...........
Building
298
for Capitol, etc.......................
etc
298
.
use
Maltby Building by Agricultural
use of Maltby
Agricultural
Department
repealed ..............
298
Department repealed
298
for
C...................
for courthouse,
courthouse, D.
D. C
298
for
9
98
298
for public
public lands
lands .......................
Geological Survey
Survey .....-...........
for Geological
301
Mines ..................
for Bureau of Mines
302
Reclamation Service
for Reclamation
Service ..--------......
303
for
expenses in disbarment
disbarment proceedings.
proceedings .
306
for expenses
for
expenses ...................
306
306
for Alaska
Alaska expenses
for
307
307
for national
national parks
parks. ....................
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appropriation
for Government
Government Hospital
Hospital for
for
appropriation for
Insane
309
Insane--...-------------------309
changed to
izabeths HosHosname changed
to Saint
Saint El
Elizabeths
pital
309
pital
. ..........................
30
Institution for
for Columbia Institution
310
for the
the Deaf
Deaf..
31(
for
Howard University
University ................
310
for Howard
31(
Freedmen's Hospital.
311
for Freedmen's
Hospital ..............
31]
and binding
330
for printing and
binding for
for............ 33(
Department ...............
123,969
for Indian
IndianDepartment
123, 96
for pensions
pensions ........................
242,
242, 1132
1132
new building
building for
269
for new
for offices
offices.............
26f
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
Office 3,821
3,821
appropriation for
for Patent
Patent Office.
for office building
building for
19
for bureaus,
bureaus, etc
etc......
1I
Capitol ......................
23,817
for Capitol
23,817
23
for Alaska Engineering
Engineering Commission
Commision...
23
Geological Survey.........23,30,825,829
Survey
23, 30, 825, 829
for Geological
Office, printing
printing and
and binding..
binding..
27
for Patent
Patent Office,
27
Bureau of
30
for Bureau
of Education
Education............
3(
for House Office Building
Building .............
30
3
for
Government Hospita
Hospital for
for Insane....
Insane.... 30,826
30,826
for Government
for education
Alaska
30
education in Alaska.................
30
for public lands.................
lands
30,
825, 829
30,825,829
for Mines Bureau
Bureau
30, 818, 825
..............
30,818,
for Army pensions
30, 33,
826
pensions............... 30,
33,826
for Indian Department........
Department.
30,
33, 826, 829
30,33,826,829
Okla. .
42
for Platt National
National Park
Park, Okla
..........
42
for courthouse,
courthouse, D.
C., restoration,
restoration, etc
817
D. C.,
etc...
817
for rent
quarters for
officials, etc
817
rent of
of quarters
for officials,
etc......
817
for Northern
Pacific grant
817
Northern Pacific
grant..............
817
.
817
for Court
Court of
of Claims Building
Building...........
817
Company .
817
for National
National Mortar
Mortar Company..........
817
Mukuntuweap National
National Monument,
Monument,
for Mukuntuweap
Utah,
1917
,.
818
Utah, 1917.....................
818
for Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for the Deaf....
Deaf....
818
818
for judgments, Court of Claims, under.
823
under..
823
for
.................
, . , 829
f
or pensions ..
...... ..... .............,-.
National
National Park service established.
established....
.......-. - 535
national parks
under directim;
of
national
parks placed
placed under
direction of
superintendent,
etc
23
superintendent, etc................
23
expenses of administration,
etc., from
from
expenses
administration, etc.,
appropriations
for
parka
23
appropriations for parks ...........
23
personnel of
Patent Office
Office officers
and emempersonnel
of Patent
officers and
ployees
established
ployees established
................
88
Interlocking Directorates,
Interlocking
Directorates,
officers, etc., of
Federal Reserve
or memof Federal
Reserve or
memmore
ber banks
banks may
may serve
serve on
on not
not more
than
conditions
121
than two
two other
other banks;
banks; conditions...
121
Internal
RFI'f
Internal Rin
e Mtl',,uni,
appropriation
Commissioner, deputies,
deputies,
appropriation for
for Commissioner,
etc
82,
1087
etc .........................
82,1087
etc.,
for deputy
deputy commissioner,
commissioner, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
taxes
82, 1087
on income
income taxes..............
82,1087
for
etc., on
emergency taxes.....
taxes
82
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
on emergency
82
for temporary
temporary clerical
clerical help,
office
of
help, office of
Commissioner....................
Commissioner
82
82
83, 1087
for stamp agents,
agents, etc ................
83,1087
salaries, etc.,
etc., collectors, surveyors;
surveyors;
for salaries,
restriction
85, 1090
restriction....................... 85,1090
for
taxes.
86
for additional,
additional, for emergency
emergency taxes.....
86
daily
internal revenue
revenue coldaily returns of internal
collections required
86
lections
required ..................
86
for
gaugers, etc
86,
1090
for agents,
agents, gaugers,
etc..............
86,1090
for
income tax............
tax.
86,
for collecting
collecting income
86, 1090
1090
personal
mechanical devices,
personal services,
services, mechanical
etc., in District
1090
etc.,
District ...............
86, 1090
for collecting cotton
86, 1090
1090
cotton futures
futures tax
tax...... 86,
for collecting
collecting tax on estates, munitions,
etc
1091
etc...............................
1091
employees, expenses,
etc., authorized
1091 i
employees,
expenses, etc.,
autnonzed. llJ
services, etc., in
1091
amount for services,
in Bureau
Bureau... 1091
for expenses, opium, etc., special tax
I
enforcement
enforcement..................... 86,
86, 1091
1091
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appr9priation for miscellaneous expenses
appropriationformiscellaneous
expenses. 87,1091
87,1091
injuries to field
injuries
87,1091
field employees
employees......... 87,1091
87
posts of
of duty
duty to be
be designated
designated ........
87
tax agents,
per diem to
to agents,
agnts, income
income tax
agents,
etc.,
87
etc., away
away from
from posts
posts ..............
87
for Solicitor
Solicitor of
108,
1110
of ......................
108,1110
for paper
paper for,
stamps...................
275
for, stamps
275
for
collections ...............
276
for refunding
refunding collections
276
for punishing
punishing violations
violations of,
of, laws
276
laws.........
276
detail
laws relating
detail for enforcing
enforcing laws
relating to
to
Department
276
Department...................
276
deficiency
appropriation for collectors,
deficiency appropriation
20
collectors, etc
etc.
20
for
collectors, etc.,
etc., for
for 1917
803
for collectors,
1917............
803
clerks, etc., from civil service eligible
eligible
list.......
list
804
.
.
804
for
corporation excise
20
for refunding
refunding corporation
excise taxes.
taxes. __
20
for miscellaneous expenses
expenses ............
28
28
for refunding
collections ..........
refunding collections
28,
804, 824
28,804,824
refunding illegally
illegally collected
collected taxes...
28,
for refunding
taxes...
28,
33,
824, 828
33,824,828
against officers..
for paying judgments
judgments against
officers....__ 28,
28,
828
33, 824,
824, 828
for redemption
of stamps.......
stamps
28,
824,
828
for
redemption of
28,824, 828
for drawback
28,824
drawback
...................
28,824
Robert W.
W. Childs
Childs ..................
804
for Robert
804
for additional employees,
employees, emergency
emergency
1917........................
804
taxes, 1917
804
for
Act of
804
for collecting, Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1916
1916.....
804
punishing violations of, laws
for punishing
828
laws.........
828
alcohol
alcohol may be withdrawn free of tax for
355
colleges, etc
etc.......................
355
extended to hospitals;
355
hospitals; use
use restricted
restricted....
355
bond
required
355
bond required...............;.........
355
additional
additional tax levied
levied on excess
excess profita
of
profit of
corporations
partnerships
1000
corporations and
and partnership....;
1000
computation
computation of net income .............
..
1001
corpprations
partnerships ex. 1001
corporations and partnershipsexempted.
1001
authorized for
specified exexbond issue authorized
for specified
penditures
1002
penditures....................
1002
interest;
payment
1003
interest; payment.................
....
1003
exempt from all taxes.
taxes ....
.................1003
1003
not receivable
receivable as security
security for national
national
bank-note
circulation
1003
bank-note circulation .........
. 1003
certificates of indebtedness;
certificates
per
indebtedness; issue of 33per
amount incent, provided
provided for;
for; amount
increased
1003
creased.........................
1003
payable in one year; amount
authorized
1003
amount authorized.
1003
denatured alcohol,
allowance for
for accidental
denatured
alcohol, allowance
accidental
leakage
from
leakage during
during transportation
transportation from
distillery
233
distillery.................
.......
233
distilleries, basis of capacity of sweet mash
788
mash.
788
sour mash .......................
788
788
filtrat ion-aeration mash:
mash; no
no water
filtration-aeration
water
limit,
788
limit, etc
etc ........................
788
withdrawals in tank cars
cars for
perfor export,
export, permitted, free of tax
788
mitted,
tax.................
788
emergency
1916
2
emergency taxes
taxes continued
continued during
during 1916...
2
appropriations for
for expenses
appropriations
expenses of
of collecting,
collecting,
etc. 'made
made available
2
etc.,
available................
2
repealed .............................
792
repealed
792
estate tax
tax provisions
777
estate
provisions ................
777
general laws applicable
applicable ................
780
780
regulations
780
regulations to be made
made ................
780
increased for
preparedness fund: basis.
basis
1002
for preparedness
1002
prior transfers subject
subject to former rates.
rates_
1002
1002
excise
provisions under
under cotton
cotton futures
excise tax
tax provisions
futures
Act
476
Act.............................
476
fermented liquors tax
tax....................
783
fermented
783
fermented liquors, penalty
penalty for
withdrawing
fermented
for withdrawing
for bottling, from unstamped
unstamped vesvessels
789
sels............................
789
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fermented
fermented liquors
from
liquors may
may be
be transferred
transferred from
special tax
tax imposed
imposed on
shipbrokers; busibusion shipbrokers;
brewery
to other
other buildings
buildings by
by pipe
brewery to
pipe
ness defined
ness
defined......................
791
791
line, etc
789
line,
etc -...
.................-789
customhouse
brokers; business
791
customhouse brokers;
business defined
defined.
791
unfermented
and partially
partially fermented
fermented
unfermented and
theater,
theater, etc.,
etc., proprietors;
proprietors; buildings
buildings ininincluded
789
included.........................
789
cluded.....................
cluded
791
791
regulations, canceling
stamps, etc....
etc ._
789
canceling stamps,
789
circus proprietors;
circus
proprietors; circus defined.......
defined
791
791
penalty for
penalty
for violations............
violations
789
789
required for each
required
each State, etc
791
etc.......
791
fruit brandy distillers
distillers may
may be
exempted
be exempted
proprietors of shows not enumerated..
791
enumerated.. __ 791
from general
spirit regulations......
regulations
788
general spirit
788
required for each
required
each State, etc
791
etc...........
791
use
artificially sweetened
use of pomace
pomace from
from artificially
sweetened
chautauquas,
chautauquas, lyceum lectures,
lectures, etc
etc.,,
wines allowed
788
wines
allowed ..................
788
excepted..........
excepted
791
.......
791
additions of
of sugar
sugar 'solution
solution to
grape
to grape
street fairs ....................
791
..
791
cheese
cheese .
788
.................
788
bowling alley and billiard
billiard room propriproprigin, bottling in
in bond for
for export
export allowed
allowed
etors; place described...........
described
791
791
within eight
years after
788
eight years
after entry
entry.......
788
tobacco manufacturers................
manufacturers
791
791
income
tax provisions
.
756
income tax
provisions...................
756
cigar manufacturers
manufacturers...................
792
792
divulging information received
by ofofreceived by
cigarette
manufacturers ..............
792
cigarette manufacturers
792
ficials
ficials unlawful ..............
773
773
levied on each class
levied
class of articles
articles .......
792
792
publishing income
tax returns
returns unlawful.
unlawful _ 773
publishing
income tax
773
punishment for nonpayment
punishment
nonpayment ........
792
792
punishment for
773
punishment
for ................
773
emergency tax Act repealed............
emergency
repealed
792
792
inquiries as to liability for tax
tax to
to be
be
sections
continued until January
January 1,
1,
sections continued
made
by deputy
deputy collectors
773
made by
collectors.........
773
1917.......................
1917
792
792
annual tax
tax returns
returns to
to be
collectors;
be made
made to
to collectors;
provisions continued
provisions
continued for collection,
collection,
times......................
times
774
774
etc., of special taxes
792
etc.,
taxes..............
792
list made by officers
officers on
failure .........
774
on failure
allowance
774
allowance for, or redemption
redemption of, unnotice if
if no return made
made .............
774
774
used stamps..................
stamps
793
793
preparation by
by officials;
authority, etc
774
preparation
officials; authority,
in effect the day following passage......
774
etc.
passage
793
793
person" includes
"person"
includes corporations,
corporations, etc..
etc._
775
775
stamps to be affixed
affixed on cotton futures conconstamps
775
effect of, made by collector
collector.........
775
tracts ..................
480
480
extensions permitted
extensions
775
permitted..... .......
tobacco manufacturers,
775
etc., selling
manufacturers, etc.,
selling perassessment of taxes.............
taxes
775
sonally to dealers
dealers not
not construed
construed as
as
775
surtax,
on failure
failure to
exceptions. _ 775
surtax, on
to make;
make; exceptions..
peddlers
740
775
peddlers..... ................
740
for fraudulent
for
fraudulent list........-......
list
775
wine provisions
provisions..........................
775
783
783
collection ....
collection
775
............
.......
natural
775
natural wine defined; designation
designation alreceipts
receipts to be
given for
for taxes
taxes other
other than
than
be given
lowed.....................
lowed
783
783
stamp .
775
....................
wine defined
783
775
sweet wine
defined ...................
783
acceptance
acceptance of, as evidence of payment..
775
payment..
wines, etc.,
775
tax on still wines,
etc., rates
rates ........
783
7S3
penalty
making returns
penalty for not making
returns ........
775
alcoholic strength
higher alcoholic
taxed as
as spirits_
783
strength taxed
775
s)irits.
783
punishment
punishment for false returns ..........
775
abatement of
on unsold
unsold wines:
wines;
775
of former
former tax
tax on
tax paid
tax
by party
not to
re-collected at
at
paid by
party not
to be
be re-collected
itfund
783
iffund ....................
......
783
source ...................
776
........
stamps to be affixed on removal
removal of
of wines..
wines
784
776
784
increase if
sworn returns required;
required; increase
nnderif underexceptions; held
by
retailers.
held
retailers ........
784
784
stated.....................
stated.
776
produced
776
produced for family
family use............
use
781
7S.1
jurisdiction of
to compel
atof district
district courts
courts to,
compel atpreparation; temporary
784
preparation;
temporary provisions
784
provisions .....
tendance, etc.................
tendance,
etc.
776
brandy
and spirits
brandy and
spirits to
to fortify
fortify wines
wines nay
be
776
nmiv bI
statements of
annual statistical statements
tax
of income
income tax
withdrawn by
by producer
producer ..........
7S I
withdrawn
7,S4
78;sl
to be made ......................
776
payment of tax; no
payment
no exemptions........
exemptions
784
776
applicable to
general laws applicable
to income
tax
776
income tax....
fortifying pure
pure sweet
sweet wines
784
fortifying
776
wines.............
784
in Porto
income tax in
Porte Rico
Rico and Philippines.
Philippines
776
use of
use
wine spirits
spirits for..............
for
781
of wine
776
pay of District
District of Columbia and
and insular
insular
allowance to
to distillers
distillers for
for amounts
allowance
amounts
7St
officers
officers subject
to income
tax
776
subject to
income tax......
withdrawn
7s5
withdrawn...................
776
...
former income tax provisions repealed....
repealed ._._ 776
776
wine spirits defined;
defined; brandy
included
785
brandy included.....
7S5
income under former Act not applicable
applicable
pure sweet
wine defined................
defined
785
pure
sweet wine
7S5
hereto .........................
777
permissible additions.................
permissible
additions
785
777
785
785
corporations, etc.,
etc., to make sworn
sworn returns
returns
regulation
regulation and
and inspection
785
inspection...............
of all dividend
dividend payments;
payments; names
names of
of
alcoholic strength
strength required
785
alcoholic
required .........7S5
stockholders
...............
stockholders .
1004
withdrawal of
of wine
spirits for
for fortifying
fortifying
withdrawal
1004
wine spirits
leaves of
leaves
of absence
absence to
to agents
and inspectors
inspectors
agents and
by producer...................
producer
785
785
allowed........................
allowed
793
793
regulations,
regulations, etc......................
etc
785
785
munition
munition manufacturers'
manufacturers' tax
tax provisions_
__ 780
780
provisions...
restriction on
on place,
785
restriction
place, etc
etc............
785
determination
determination of
781
of ......................
supervision and
and inspection
786
supervision
781
inspection..........
786
returns, etc
etc.......................
781
781
withdrawal
of wine
wine for
withdrawal of
for storage:
storage: limitation
limitation._ 786
786
general laws applicable
applicable ........-.......
783
783
for
......................
for export
786
786
regulations to be made ................
783
for distillation;
786
783
for
distillation; payment
payment of
of tax
tax.........
786
special preparedness
preparedness fund created........
created
1000
sparkling
sparkling wines,
wines, etc.,
etc., tax
tax ...............
786
1000
786
tax receipts
receipts constituting................
constituting
1000
1000
champagnes .......................
786
champagnes
786
restricted
military and
restricted to military
naval uses....
uses.. _. 1000
1000
and naval
artificially carbonated...............
carbonated
786
artificially
786
special
imposed on
on domestic
special tax
tax imposed
domestic corporacorporaliqueurs,
liqueurs, etc
etc ...........................
786
tions.........................
tions
789
.
789
not applicable
applicable if
tax paid
paid under
emerif tax
under emer786
basis, exemptions, etc
etc...............
bas,
790
gency Act....................
Act
786
790
gency
7S6
foreign corporations
corporations for
for business
business in
in
special
stamps required;
special stamps
required; preparation
787
preparation.....
United States
790
United
States.....................
collection
790
by assessment
assessment................
collection by
787
787
exemptions, etc.....................
etc
790
punishment
790
for avoiding
punishment for
tax, etc.........
etc
757
avoiding tax,
787
brokers;
brokers; business
defined
790
business defined.
.......
rectifying and
blending wines
wines permitted..
permitted
787
rectifying
790
and blending
pawnbrokers; business defined
790
defined........
790
use
alcohol
757
use of
of alcohol....................
7S7
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special meters,
meters, locks,
locks, etc., for
for fruit disspecial
tillers ................-----..787
tillers
assignment of
payment.. _ 787
gaugers, etc., payment...
of gaugers,
assignment
allowance for
etc
787
unavoidable loss, etc.......
for unavoidable
allowance
Internal Revenue
Inspectors,
and Inspectors,
Agents and
Revenue Agents
Internal
793
..
allowed leaves
of absence
absence for 30 days
leaves of
allowed
Internal Revenue,
Commissioner of,
Revenue, Commissioner
Internal
appropriation
deputies, clerks,
clerks, etc.. 82, 1087
for, deputies,
appropriation for,
for
deputy, etc.,
etc., income tax collecfor deputy,
82,1087
tions .......
82,
1087
............tions
for
emergency taxes, office
office
employees on emergency
for employees
..------------- 82
of
of ..............--.
of..
for temporary
clerical help in office of
82
temporary clerical
for
deficiency
for additional emappropriation for
deficiency appropriation
804
1917...
ployees,
emergency taxes, 1917
ployees, emergency
investigation
methods of
business methods
of business
investigation of
bureau
Bureau
Efficiency
Efficiency
of
Bureau
by
bureau
804
directed; report, etc
804
etc..............
directed;
to
designate posts of duty for field emto designate
87
ployees, etc ......................
per
allowance when ordered from,
diem allowance
per diem
to agents
future attorand cotton future
agents and
to
87
neys
neys..... .....................
income tax
agents and inspectors,
tax agents
income
87
special employees,
employees, etc.............
etc
special
to
and allow
claims for refund of
allow claims
reopen and
to reopen
20
taxes...........
corporation
excise
taxes
corporation
20
deficiency appropriation
repaying..
appropriation for repaying
deficiency
etc.,,
Internal
Gaugers, Storekeepers,
Storekeepers, etc
Internal Revenue Gaugers,
appropriation for fees, salaries,
salaries, and exappropriation
pensem
1090
penses ............................
Re'enue Laws,
Internal
InternalRevenue
954
application of, in
in Porto Rico .............
application
480
made
Act
applicable to cotton futures Act....
made applicable
Internal Revenue
Taxes, Emergency,
Revenue Taxes,
Internal
2
1916.
during
provisions levying, continued
2
appropriation
for collecting,
collecting, etc., made
appropriation for
2
..---- 2
available
available...................repealed;
janurepealed; provisions continued until Janu792
etc..................
ary
1917, etc
ary 1, 1917,
InterparInternational
Arbitration, Bureau
Bureau of InterparInternationalArbitration,
Promoting,
liamentary Unionfor
Union for Promoting,
liamentary
appropriation for
for contribution
contribution....... 257, 1053
appropriation
Arbitration Conference,
International Arbitration
International
invitation
invitation to be extended to other Governments
hold, for
peaceful settlefor peaceful
to hold,
ments to
ment
618
ment of disputes .................
disarmament,
consider the question of disarmament,
to consider
618
etc
----..
613
. ..-...........
..
etc ..
representatives from the United States
representatives
618
authorized
authorized....................... 618
appropriation for
618
expenses ...............
for expenses
appropriation
suspension of
naval expenditures
expenditures inconof naval
isuspension
sistent
agreements, if tribunal
sistent with agreements,
618
established
established.......................Internatimuzl
Association for
for Labour
Labour LegislaInt'rlationrllAssociation
tion,
tion,
appropriation for
contribution..... ... 117, 1118
for contribution
appropriation
International
Banking Corporations,
Corporations,
Ittrltaioinal Barkting
national hanks
banks may
for
may invest in stock of, for
national
foreign
banking
755
foreign banking................-..
application requtrements............-.
requirements
755
application
furnished Reserve
information to he furnished
information
Board;
755
examinations, etc ..........
Board; examinations,
limitations and restrictions
restrictions .........755
be
to
if not complied with, etc., stock
756
disposed of ......................
International
Boundary Commission,
Commission, United
nlrernational Boundary
JlMexio,
and Me.cico,
States and
appropriation
continuing work....
work.... 256,1051
for continuing
appropriation for
IndusInternational
Bureau for Protection
Protection of IndusInterrationalBureau
trial Property,
trial
Property,
101.1105
for annual
nnrnrtirtion
appropriation
annual cnuota
quota.-... - -- 101,1105
-rk rY---r1
· · _-__ --
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International
Publication of
age.
Cus- Page.
of Cusfor Publication
Bureaufor
InternationalBureau
toms
tonns Tariffs,
appropriation
for
annual
contribution..
255,
1051
255,1051
contribution..
appropriation for annual
African
International Bureau
for Repressing African
Bureau for
International
Slave
Trade,
Slave Trade,
appropriation for annual
contribution.. 256,1052
annual contribution..
appropriation
Court of
International
Permanent Court
Bureau of Permanent
International Bureau
Arbitration,
Arbitration,
appropriation
contribution. 257,1052
annual contribution.
for annual
appropriation for
16
for................
deficiency
16
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
Measures,
International
Bureau of Weights and Measures,
InternationalBureau
255,1051
appropriation
for
annual
contribution.
255,
1051
appropriation for annual contribution.
LiteraInternational Catalogue
Catalogue of Scientific LiteraInternational
ture,
ture,
279
ofappropriation for
preparation of
279
expenses, preparation
for expenses,
appropriation
331
for printing
printing and binding
for............
binding for
for
International Commission
ConTables of ConCommission on Tables
International
stants,
stants, etc.,
appropriation
to...... 257, 1053
contribution to
for contribution
appropriation for
and
International
International Committee of Weights and
Measures,
Measures,
member.. 114, 1115
appropriation
expenses of member._
appropriation for expenses
States,
International
American States,
Conference of American
International Conference
appropriation for
expenses of delegates to
for expenses
appropriation
259,1055
fifth........................
259,
1055
fifth
International
Immigration,
on Immigration,
Conference on
International Conference
authority of
President to call
etc...... 894
for, etc
call for,
of President
authority
894
subjects
to be
be considered
considered .............
subjects to
International
against Alcoholism,'
Alcoholism,'
Congress against
International Congress
appropriation
expenses, etc., of fiffor expenses,
appropriation for
teenth
260,1056
teenth....-..........--.------.
Purity FedInternational
Congress
of World's
FedWorld's Purity
International Congressof

eration,
delegater
Reato,
to
ion
,a
'uthorized
1134
authorized................delegates
Lethbridge,
Dry Land Congress,
International
Congress, Lethbridge,
International.Dry
Canada,
Canada,
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
deficiency appropriation
32
-meeting,
..........--....
meeting, 1913 ..
International Exchanges,
International
279
appropriation
expenses of..............
of
279
appropriation for expenses
331
for.............
for printing
printing and binding for
International
Exposition (see Panama
Panama Pacific
Pacific
InternationalExposition
International
International Exposition).
Farm Congress,
International Farm
Congress, etc.,
International
appropriation
subhurnid,
exhibit of subhumid,
appropriation for exhibit
processes,
arid, and
semiarid farming processes,
and semiarid
arid,
etc., at ..........................
475
etc.,
appoint
invitation to other nations
nations to appoint
475
delegates
delegates........................
foreign
nations invited to, at Peoria, 111.,
11 ,
foreign nations
in connection
connection with International
International
in
Exposition.......... 1168
1168
Soil-Products Exposition
International
Commission,
Fisheries Commission,
International Fisheries
appropriation for
expenses of Canadian.
Canadian. 258, 1054
for expenses
appropriation
Associationfor MeasureInternational
InternationalGeodetic Association
ment of the Earth,
Earth,
259, 1055
appropriation for quota...............
quota
appropriation
observatory at Ukiah,
maintenance
maintenance of observatory
259,1055
Cal
259, 1055
Cal..........................
representative
authorized to vote,
representative authorized
260,1055
etc
260, 1055
etc.......................
319
American delegates
319
delegates to ...............
for American
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
deficiency
of observatory,
observatory, Ukiah, Cal........
Cal
16
16
.......
for subscription to............
to
16
Commission,
International
International High Commission,
appointment of United
United States section
section
appointment
88
of the, ratified ....................
8
authorized..........
vacancies authorized
to fill vacancies
8
expenses............
appropriation for expenses
8
appropriation
Agriculture,
International Institute of Agriculture,
International
257,1053
appropriation for
for quota and
1053
member... 257,
and member...
appropriation
--
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Boundary
Boundary Waters,
grain
grain shipments
shipments in, to
to conform
conform to
to official
official
appropriation
appropriation for salaries
salaries and expenses.
expenses 259, 1054
1054
standards .........................
483
483
259, 1055
for preparation
preparation of cases,
cases, etc
etc .........
259,1055
provisions regulating
regulating ...................
483
provisions
4183
deficiency
appropriation for; reappropriadeficiency appropriation
reappropriainvestigation
investigation ordered
ordered of Government
Government concontion .............................
802
802
trol, etc.,
etc., of, by
by Joint
Joint Congressional
Congressional
International
International Latitude
Latitude Observatory, Ukiah,
Ukiah,
. Committee
Committee .......................
387
387
Cal.,
scope
scope of; authority,
authority, etc ................
387
387
appropriation
maintenance; repayappropriation for maintenance;
appropriation for
for expenses
expense .............
388
appropriation
388
ment.....
.....................
ment
259, 1055
259,
time
time extended
extended for.....................
for
866
866
deficiency
appropriation for .............
16
deficiency appropriation
provisions
Warehouse Act,
provisions of
of Warehouse
Act, for
for storage
of
storage of
International Law
Public
International
Law,' Commission on
on Public
agricultural
for ............
186
agricultural products
products for
486
and
and Private,
Private,
shipping products
shipping
products by
by child
labor of
prochild labor
of proappropriation
appropriation for expenses of
of representarepresentahibited
hibited ages
ages in,
in, forbidden
forbidden .........
675
i75
tion
260, 1056
1056
............................
260,
standards established
established for shipments,
standards
etc., of
shipments, etc.,
of
International Office of
Public Health.
Health,
International
of Public
fruit
fruit and
and vegetable
vegetable baskets
673
baskets'inin ......
673
appropriation
258 ;1053 Interstate
appropriation for
for annual
annual quota
quota ........
Interstate Commerce Commission,
Commission,
International
International Prison
Prison Commission
Commission,
appropriation
for salaries
280
appropriation for
salaries .................
280
appropriation for
for annual
annual contribution.
256, 1052
appropriation
contribution. 256,1052
for
expenses regulating
for expenses
regulating commerce;
commerce; rent.
rent.
280
280
International
RadiotelegraphicConvention,
International Radiotelegraphic
Convention,
for establishing
establishing uniform
system of
of acfor
uniform system
acappropriation
of expenses....
expenses.. _ 258,
258, 1054
1054
appropriation for
for share
share of
counting
counting by railroads
railroads ..............
280
280
deficiency
of exdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for share
share of
exfor
enforcing safety
appliances regulafor enforcing
safety appliances
penses ............................
802
802
tions
tions .............................
280
280
International Sanitary
International
Sanitary Bureau,
for
for securing
securing reports
reports, etc.,
etc., of
accidents
280
of accidents...
280
appropriation
appropriation for
for annual
annual share
share of maintemaintefor
for investigating
block-signal and
traininvestigating block-signal
and train257, 1053
nance .......................
257,
1053
control systems,
systems, etc
280
control
etc.................
280
International
Seismological Association, International Seismological
valuation of
of railroads
railroads.......
281
for physical
physical valuation
281
appropriation for
annual contribution..
contribution
258,1054
appropriation
for annual
258,1054
for securing
securing information
information of
of stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds,
for
International
International Soil Products
Products Exposition,
Erposition,
etc ..............
......... .....
.. 281
281
appropriation
at..._ 475
appropriation for agricultural
agricultural exhibit
exhibit at..
475
rent allowance
allowance .....................
281
281
foreign nations
foreign
nations invited
invited to
to International
International
for compelling
use of
of safe
safe locomotive
locomotive
for
compelling use
connection with -._ 1168
Farm Congress,
Congress, in
in connection
1168
boilers .............................
281
boilers
281
International Telegraphic
International
Telegraphic Bureau,
Bureau, Berne,
Berne,
for printing
and binding
binding for............
for
331
for
printing and
331
Switzerland,
deficiency
expenses ....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expense
15
appropriation
share of
1054
appropriation for
for share
of expenses_
expenses...._ 2.58,
258, 1054
for printing and binding
binding ................
27
27
InternationalTrade
Trade Mark Bureaus,
Bureaus,
International
investigation bvspecial
investigation
bv special Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
established at Habana.
established
and Rio
Rio de
Habana, Cuba, and
de
proposed
proposed changes
changes in
in organization
organization of.
of.
387
Janeiro, Brazil
1680
Janeiro,
Brazil.....................
------------------1680
mail
transportation rates,
rates, etc.,
etc., by
railroads
mail transportation
by railroads
Interned
InternedPersons,
Persons, etc.,
etc.,
to be fixed by
by...--..---................429
429
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses of, under
under the
basis
determining
429
basis of determining...................
429
Navy Department..............
Department
557, 1169
1169
Navy
557,
procedure; statements
statements of
of requirements
requirements to
procedure;
to
insane, admitted to Saint Elizabeths
insane,
Elizabeths
be filed
filed by
by Postmaster
Postmaster General;
General; prepprepbe
Hospital, D. C
Hospital,
C ....................
558
aration
aration expenses,
etc ...............
429
expenses, etc
429
Interoceanic
Interoceanic Canal,
Canal,
plan for transporting,
transporting, rates,
430
rates, etc.
et........
430
convention with Nicaragua
convention
Nicaragua for rig,ht
to conconright to
notice
notice to carners;
earners; hearings............
hearings
430
-130
struct, by way
way of Lake
Lake Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
jurisdiction of
jurisdiction
of Commission...........
Commission
430
430
etc ................................
1661
1661
classification of
classification
of carriers
and rates.......
rates
430
carriers and
430
Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union for
Promoting Infor Promoting
Iiadditional
allowed ...........
430
additional weighings
weighings allowed
430
ternational
ternational Arbitration,
Arbitration,
rates
established; payments
payments didirates to be established;
appropriation
257, 1053
appropriation for
for contribution
contribution .........
257,
1053
rected ...........................
430
rected
430
Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union, Nineteenth ('onConreexaminations allowed
allowed after
reexaminations
after six months.
months
430
430
ference,
authority conferred
430
authority
conferred on Commission
Commission. ....
430
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
expenses of ..........
260, 1056
260,
1056
diminished allowance
allowance for
diminished
land grant
grant
for land
Inter
pleader, Bills
Bills of,
of,
Interpleader,
roads ............................
430
430
by insurance company,
company, etc., allowed
allowed in
laws continued
existing laws
until new
rates
continued until
new rates
district
district courts
courts where
adverse claimclaimwhere adverse
established ........................
431
established
431
ants are
are of
States ..........
929
ants
of different
different States
929
available for expenses ............
funds available
431
431
Interpreters,
Diplomaticand Consular
Consular Service,
Interpreters, Diplomatic
punishment
punishment for refusal
refusal of railroads
railroads to
appropriation
appropriation for
for legation,
legation, etc.,
etc., Persia.
253,1049
Persia. 253,1049
perform service.....................
service
431
for legation, etc.,
etc., Bangkok,
Bangkok, Siam....
1049
Siam.... 253,
253, 1049
powers of,
of, not affected
affected by
Shipping Act
Act -.. _ 738
738
powers
by Shipping
for student,China,Japan,and
student,China,Japan,and Turkey.
253,1049
Turkey. 253,
1049
to enter
enter complaints
complaints of
of violations
16-hour
to
violations of
of 16-hour
restriction
restriction on salaries.............
salaries
2m, 1049
1049
254,
law ...............................
61
61
for quarters
quarters for,
for, Japan
Japan and Turkey...
Turkey._ 254,1049
254, 1049
to
to establish
establish rates
rates for
for property
property transported,
transported,
for, at designated consulates
consulates .........
261, 1057
261,1057
based on
on declared
declared value;
value; exception,
exception,
based
Interstate
Interstate Bridge Company,
Company,
etc
etc ...............................
442
442
Sandy River,
may bridge
bridge Tug Fork
Fork of Big
Big Sandy
River,
to
to inform
inform Postmaster
General of revenue
revenue
Postmaster General
Ky. and
and W.
W Va ...................
77
to railroads
railroads from
from express
express companies.
companies
428
428
Interstate Bridge Company,
Interstate
Interstate Commerce Laws,
Laws, etc.,
etc.,
Interstate
may
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Lansing,
River, Lansing,
not
not applicable
964
applicable to Porto Rico
Rico ..............
964
... ......
Iowa ....................
37
Interstate
Interstate Commerce Regulations,
Regulations,
InterstateCommerce,
Interstate
appropriation
expenses, enforcing.
enforcing.
312
appropriation for
for legal
legal expenses,
312
carriers in;
bills of lading issued by common
common carriers
deficiency
for expenses,
expenses, exeexedeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
regulations
regulations governing...............
governing
538
538
cuting.............................
cuting
15
free
15
free transportation
transportation allowed
allowed trustees
trustees of CinCincinnati
cinnati Southern
Southern Railway;
Railway; restricrestriccarriers may
carriers
may allow
allow reduced
rates to
to militia
militia
reduced rates
tions
attendinsg Army
Armv encampments,
enamnmPntaq etc_
tions..............................
922
Pt,"Ai
attending
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Interstate Commerce Regulations-Contd.
eight hours established
standard day's
day's
eight
established as standard
work
of common
work for
for train
train employees
employees of
common
carriers
721
carriers ..........................
721
investigation by special
special Joint Committee
Committee
investigation
of
changes in.............
in
387
of proposed
proposed changes
387
liability of
carriers for
for actual
actual loss,
not
liability
of carriers
loss, etc.,
etc., not
applicable
passenger
applicable to baggage on passenger
trains
442
trains..........................
other
at
live stock,
stock, at
property, except
except live
other property,
442
value........
dependent upon value
rates dependent
442
schedules to
etc.............
442
schedules
to be filed, etc
"ordinary
stock" construed
442
construed ........
"ordinary live stock"
preference
carriers to milipreference to be given by carriers
tary
in time
604
time of
of war
war..........
tary traffic
traffic in
shipments
in
shipments to agents
agents of
of United
United States in
time
delivered as
as
time of
of peace
peace to be delivered
promptly
604
promptly as
as possible ..............
no
embargo
to
apply
to
604
to
apply
to................
no embargo
Interstate
QuarantineService,
Interstate Quarantine
appropriation for
States,
with States,
cooperation with
for cooperation
appropriation
etc.,
preventing contagious
contagious disfor preventing
etc., for
eases
279,440
eases............................
Intoxicating Liquors
Liquors (see also
Traffic),
also Liquor
Liquor Traffic),
Intoxicating
advertisements
to be mailed
mailed to adof, not
not to
advertisements of,
it is prohibdresses in
in places
places where
where it
force................ 1069
ited by law in force
punishment
prohibited matter;
punishment for mailing prohibited
prosecutions
1069
prosecutions......................
etc., in
sending, etc.,
in interstate
interstate
ordering, sending,
commerce, into State or Territory
Territory
1069
prohibiting
prohibiting sale, etc................
etc
shipments of liquors contrary
contrary to State laws
1069
.....................
not authorized
public notices
notices to be
States proprobe posted
posted of States
public
hibiting liquor advertising,
etc
1069
advertising, etc....
prohibition
against advertising
advertising in
prohibition against
in States
not permitting, to take effect July
Ally 1,
1917
1202
1917...........................
manufacture,
etc., of, in
manufacture, sale, etc.,
in Alaska, pro903
hibited as beverages
beverages ...............
1123
in District of Columbia ................
sale, etc., of, prohibited
prohibited in
in Porto Rico,
952
after one year
year......................
may
voters
952
to voters............
may be submitted
submitted to
D. C.,
Intoxication,
Intoxication, D.
1127
punishment
punishment for, in public places ........
Commerce,
Intrastate
Intrastate Commerce,
738
Act.............
by
Shipping
not affected
affected
Act
Inventions,
Intentions,
defenses, etc.,
etc., owned by the
for military defenses,
Government, may be held from disOffice; period ....
348
closure by Patent Office;
Investigation Dilision,
Dirision, Department
Department of Justice,
Justice,
Investigation
appropriation
for chief,
chief, examiners,
examiners, etc.
etc. 109, 1111
appropriation for
/nyo National
Nev.,
Cal. and
and Nev.,
Forest, Cal.
National Forest,
Inyo
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458, 1147
1147
etc., of.
appropriation for maintenance,
Naval
Y,
N. Y.,
val Magazine,
Magazine, N.
Iona Island
Island Na
appropriation
ordnance storage
storage buildfor ordnance
appropriation for
569
ings ............................
569,1178
for
569,
1178
for public
public works ....................
Northern Judicial
Iowa Northern
Judicial District,
District,
counties constituting
constituting eastern
division
12,
12, 55
55
eastern division.....
counties
55
division.................. 12,
Cedar
Cedar Rapids division
12,55
central division..................
division
... 12, 55
55
central
55
western division .....................
12, 55
western
12,
55
terms of court, Cedar
Cedar Rapids .............
12.55
12, 55
Dubuque
Dubuque .........................
12,
12, 55
Fort Dodge
Dodge ........................
12
City........................
Sioux City
12, 55
Waterloo ..............................
12, 55
Waterloo
Iowa
Southern Jtdicial
IowaSouthern
Judicial District,
District,
counties constituting
constituting eastern
eastern division.....
division
12,
12,55
55
counties
12, 55
55
central division.
division .......................
12,55
western
western division.......................
division
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District-Contd.
Iowa Southern
counties constituting
12, 55
division... 12,55
southern division
counties
constituting southern
Davenport
division .................... 13,55
Davenport division
Ottumwa
division ..................
13,55
Ottumwa division
terms
13,55
Council Bluffs ...........
terms of court, Council
Creston
13,56
13,56
Creston.........................
Davenport
13,58
13,56
Davenport ...........................
Des
13,55
Des Moines
Moines............................. 13,55
Keokuk
.
13,55
Keokuk...........................
Ottumwa .........................
13,56
13,56
Ottumwa
Ironbound
AssoLoan AsoBuilding and Loan
Ironbound District
District Building
ciation, Newark,
Newark. N.
N. J.,
J.,
ciation,
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax......
1492
tax..........
of excise
refund
Ironton, Ohio,
Ohio, Star
Loan ComComStar Building
Building and Loan
Ironton,
pany,
refund of
excise corporation
corporation tax
1493
tax.......... 1493
of excise
refund
Irrigated Western
Western Districts,
Districts
Irrigated
appropriation for
dairying
for experiments
experiments in dairying
appropriation
and meat
meat production
establishments
production establishments
and
in
491
491
in.................................
Irrigation (see
also Reclamation
Reclamation Service),
Service),
(see also
Irrigation
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating utilizing
of
utilizing of
appropriation
water in
farm, etc...............
etc
472,1161
472,1161
water
in farm,
Eleacceptance
of
lands
to
be
by
Eleflooded
acceptance of lands
351
phant
phant Butte Dam, N. Mex .........
351
donor..........
water to be delivered
delivered to donor
reversion
abandoned
352
if project
project abandoned..........
reversion if
auxiliary to
to Yuma
project, Ariz.,
Ariz., authorauthorYuma project,
auxiliary
etc..........
ized; disposal of lands, etc
868
ized;
lands to
to
of way for, through public lands
rights of
1197
ditch companies .................
ditch
through
for
may be used
used for
through Indian
Indian lands may
transportation, domestic
uses, or
or
domestic uses,
transportation,
power
1197
1197
............
power.............
Irrigation
Agriculture, Western,
IrrigationAgriculture,
appropriation for investigations
investigations in
in conappropriation
nection with,
lands
of reclaimed
reclaimed lands
nection
with, of
under Reclamation
Reclamation Act .......... 454,1143
Irrigation, Indian
Reservations,
IdianReservations,
Irrigation,
appropriation for
for expenses;
investigating
expenses; investigating
appropriation
new projects,
projects, power, and reservoir
reservoir
124,969
sites
sites..........................
reimbursement
funds
124,969
reimbursement from Indian funds..
available until
expended ........... 124,969
124,969
until expended
available
projects specifically
specifically provided
provided for,
for, exprojects
cluded ..........................
124,969
for
traveling,
for inspectors
inspectors of irrigation; traveling,
etc.,
etc., expenses ..................
124,969
superintendents authorized.........
authorized
124,
969
124,969
superintendents
for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., (ila
Gila River, Ariz.
Ariz 129,974
for maintenance,
for
River,
etc., Colorado Iliver,
pumping plant, etc.,
for pumping
129,
974
Ariz ............................
129,974
130
River,
Ariz..
for diversion dam for, Gila
Ariz..
Gils River, Ariz..
for additional project,
Ariz..
130
project, Gila
for
for extending
extending Ganado project, Navajo,
Ariz
131,974
Ariz........................
for
975
Yuma, Cal
Cal.. 132,
132,975
maintenance charges,
charges, Yuma,
for maintenance
Idaho.... 132, 976
for maintenance, Fort Hall,
Hall, Idaho
976
for maintenance, Fort
Belknap. Mont
Mont. 139. 980
Fort Belknap.
formaintenance,
Mont..... 139. 980
Flathead. Mont
980
for construction.
construction. Flathead.
Mont.... 140, 980
construction, Fort Peck, Mont
980
for construction,
140.980
for construction.
construction. Blackfeet. Mont.....
Mont
for
extending,
Pyramid
Lake,
Nev
143.981
for extending, Pyramid Lake, Nev.... 143.981
Oreg...... 150,986
maintenance, Klamath, Oreg
for maintenance.
153,989
Yakima, Wash.,
system
Wash., system............
for Yakima,
for
Wash., system for
for extending
extending Yakima, Wash.,
Indian allotments
allotments .............
154.989
154.989
Indian
158, 993
Shoshone, Wvo....................
for Shaqhone,
Wyo
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Fort Hall,
31
Idaho
Idaho ...........................
31, 826. 829
829
31,826.
Yakima, Wash
for Yakima,
Wash ..............

IrriqationProjects,
Irrigation
appropriation for
maintenance, construcfor maintenance,
appropriation
tion, etc., of designated.
designated. ..........
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Irrigation
credit for
residence, etc., to settlers within
credit
forProjects—Continued.
residence, etc., to settlers within
Yuma, Ariz.,
making farm
Yuma,
Ariz., making
farm unit
unit
entries ...
................
Irvin, Ebbin
A.,
Ebbin A.,
pension
pension.....
........................
Irvin,
James,
Irvin, James,
pension increased
increased .............-- ..--Irvin,
John, Ohio
Irvin, John,
Ohio Volunteers,
increased
pension increased
..................
Irvin,
Volunteers,
Irvin, John,
John, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
pension increased
increased
..................
Irvine,
Irvine, James
James M.,
M.,
pension increased
increased.....................
Irvine,
Irvine, Robert
Robert W.,
pension
penson.........................
Irvine, William L.,
homestead entry allowed.
allowed, in
lieu of
homestead
in lieu
o erroneerroneous selection
selection....................
may embrace
embrace stock raising
raising area.......
area
Irwin,
Arabella (widow),
(widow),
Irwin, Arabella
..
pension increased ...................
I
rwin,
Thoma .
L
Irwin,
Thomas
L.,,
pension ..................
pension.
,.....
Isaacson,
Isaacson, Lars,
Lan,
increased
pension increased...................
Men,
James H.,
H.,
Isbel, James
increased
pension increased.............:.
..... ..
Isbell,
H.,
Wdl, Myron
Myron H.,
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516
1382
1382
1341

1286
1501
1569
1592
1587
1687
1587
1277
1277
1488
1488
1268
1268

1269

1269
1416
416

pension increased
Isenberg,
Hans,
Ismberg,Hans,
franchise for electric
plant,
electric
plant, Kauai
Kauai County,
County,
pensionHawaii,
i..rea.
approved
247
Hawaii,
to,...................
approved..............
247
Isert,
Iaert, Arthur,
Arthur,
pennon
1589
1589
Island
Hawaii,
IsandElectric
Electic Company, Limited, Hawaii,
legislature amending
of,
act of
of legislature
amending franchise
franchise of,
ratified....
ratified
57
........... ..........
57
Island
Island End
End River, Me.,
Me.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
be
made ...........................
406
406
Israel, John
John I.,
Israel,
pension
..................
radon increased
1529
1529
Isthmian
Canal Zone (see Canal Zone).
I n Canal
Zone).
Italy,
appropriation
ambassador to........
to
252,1048
appropriation for
for ambassador
252,
1048
proclamation against violating neutrality
proclamation
neutrality
in war between Austria
and
1726
in
Austria and.........
1726
between Bulgaria and
and.............. .. 1757
Germany and ..................
1798
Turkey and
1743
and......................
1743
including mechanical
musical repromechanical musical
reproductions in copyright
dilations
copyright privileges
privileges to.
1725
to. 1725
treaty with, for advancement
advancement of
of general
general
pece........................
1618
1618
Ieers, gynthi'a
Cynthia A. (widow),
(widow),
Ivers,
pension increased ...................
1217
hers,
hers, Thomas H.,
.,
pension increased
pension
incre ed....................
111;5
1385

J.
Jackman, George
George C.
C.,
Jaeonin,
pension increased
incresed ........................
Jackman, John
M.,
•
Jachnan,
John M.,
pension
pension increased
increased..................
Jacks, Byron W.,
pension
increased..................
pension increased
Jackson,
Jackson, Ala.,
bridge authorized acre
across Tombigbee
Tombigbeo River,
Princess Lower Landing, near....
near
Jac&s, Albert P.,
Jackson,
P.,
pension
increased
pension increaed...................
Jackson,
e
in
we
loc
c(mwo.),
widow),
Jackson, A=
A.gelid
pensi•cai

1563
1563
1431
1431
1594
1594
123
123
1564
1564
1335
1335

Sans.,
Jackson County, Kans.,
contribution for
constructing_ bridges
bridges in
contribution
for constructin
in
Potawatorai Indian
.mm-vation
Potawatomi
Indian Reservation,
required of .................-.....
required
Jackson
Jackson County, Miss.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to
to...........
may bridge West Pascagoula
may
Pascagoula River, Pascagoula
goula........- ..... ..-.......
Jackson,
Daniel R.,
Jackson, Daniel
R.,
pension increased
increased .....................
Jackson,
Jackson, Edward
Edward T.,
pension increased
increased ..................
Jackson,
Elvira H.
H. (widow),
Jackson, Elvira
pension
pension..................... .....
Jackson
Bridcie Company,
Com,
Jackson Highway Brde
tombigbee Biver,
may bridge
bridge Tombigbee
River, Princess
Princess
Lower Landing, near Jackson,
Jackson, Ala
Ala..
Jackson
Col. James, U.
Jackson,' Col.
U. S.. Army,
Army, retired,
may be appointed
appointed brigadier
general on
brigadier general
on
retired list ...........
retired
......-.
Jackson,
K.,
Jackson, James K.,
increased..........-............
pension increased
Jackson, John,
Jackson,
fee simple
simpte homestead
patent confirmed
confirmed to.
homestead patent
to.
Jackson,
G.,
Jackson, 7o7in
J3bnG.,
pension
pension increased
increased .....--...
...........
Jackson,
Jackson, John
John if.,
M.,
pension increased
increased.................
..
Jackson, Julia
Jackson,
Julia (widow),
pension
pension increased
inrease- .....-....
. .......
Jackson,
Jackson, ate,
: fee simple homestead
homestead patent confirmed
to.
cofirmed to.
Jackson
nLeL44 Irrigation
Irrigation Project,.
Proect, Idaho-Wyo.,
Iho-Wyo.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for enlargement
enlargement work, maintenance, etc.
etc
tenance,
................
deposits required
required ...................
deposits
exchange
Sheffield...
exchange of lands with B. D. Sheffield
Jackson,
Jackson, Mary E.
E. (widow),
pension
...........................
Jackson, Mich.,
Mich.,
appropriation
building ......
appropriation for
for public building
Jason,
Jackson, Paralee
Paralee(widow),
(wdow),
pension
pension........................
Jackson,
Sarah (widow),
Jackson, Sarah
increased.....
pension increased
............
Jackson, William
WilliamS.,
Jackson,
S.,
pension increased.....
increased
............
Jackson, Zachariah,
Zachariah,
pension increased
increased........................
Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, Pie.,
Fla.,
appropriation
building
.
appropriation for public building........
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
condemned cannon
to Old Confederate Soldiers
Soldiers and Sailo'
erate
Sailors' Home...
Home—
granted immediate
immediate tranportation
transportation entry
privileges... ...................
Privileges
Jaeo, George
.Taco,
George M.,
pension increased
increased....
..................
Jacobs,Ellri'dge,
Jacobs,
Elbridge,
pension
pension increased
increased....................
5..ok

Jacobs, George M.,
pension increased
increased..................
pennon
Jacobs,
Jacobs, George
George W.,
pension increased
increased..
........
........
Jacobs, Isaac,
Jacob*,
Isaac,
pension increased
increased......... 0 .........
Jacobs,
Jacobs,. Jotham
B.,
Jotham B.,
pension
pension increased
increased........................
Jaggers, George
Joggers,
George,
increased..................
pension increased
Jon,
Jahn, Mary
tar E., (widow),
(widow),
increased ...................
pension increased
Jail,
Jail, D.
Washington Asylum and Jail,
Jail,
D. C. (see Washington
D. C.).
James, John
John M.,
pension
increased
pension increased..........
.........

Page.
Page.

133
133
839
839
236
236
1341
1341
1552
1552
1269
1269
123
123
627
627
1402
1402
990
990
1504
1504
1576
1676
1256
1256
990
990
304
304
304
304
1305
1305
1342
1342
265
265
1580
1580
1376
1376
1527
1527
1516
1516
266
266
837
837

229
229
1511
1511
1332
1332
1526
1526
1242
1242
1216
1216
1448
1448
1204
1204
1332
1332

1505
1505

INDEX.
James River,
River, Va.,
Va.,
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
of.......... 394
394
James, Ruth Ann (widow),
James,
(widow),
increased .........
pension increased
............. 1225
1225
James,
James, Thomas
Thomas H.,
f.,
pension increased
1457
increased.. -......-........
...
1457
James, William A.,
James,
A.,
pension increased
1229
increased ........ .............
1229
Jameson,
Jameson, James
James H.,
M.,
pension increased
1248
increased........................ 1248
Jamestown, N.
Jam.estown,
N. Dak.,
appropriation for public building
appropriation
266
building .......
266
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public building ...............
18
..............
18
terms of court at .......................
386
386
Jamison, John C.
Jamison,
C.,
pension increased.....................
increased
1441
1441
Janitorsto Committees,
Committees, House
Janitors
RepresentaHouse of Representatives,
appropriation for ......................
appropriation
70, 1074
70,1074
appointment
appointment and duties ..........
71,
1075
71, 1075
Janssen, Johan,
Janssen,
Johan,
payment
dispossessed homestead,
payment to, for dispossessed
homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg..
Sherman
1355
Oreg............ 1355
Janssen,
Janssen, John H.,
H.,
payment to............................
payment
to
. 1357
1357
Japan,
Japan,
appropriation for ambassador
appropriation
ambassador to ...... 252,1048
252, 1048
for Japanese
Japanese secretary.
secretary .............
252, 1048
for assistant Japanese secretary
secretary .....
253, 1048
1048
for student interpreters
interpreters ............
253, 1049
253,
1049
for cost
cust of tuition; quarters
quarters......... 253,1049
253,1049
for ground rent
rent for embassy ......... 254,1050
254,1050
interpreters at consulates in
for interpreters
in...... 261,1057
261,1057
for paying,
paying, under fur seal regulations...
324
regulations...
324
Jarrett,
Jarrett, John
Jo/mn H..,
increased .---.-----.....--.....
pension increased
1480
1480
Jarvis, Dallas
DallasP.,
Jarvis,
P.,
pension increased
1379
increased......................
1379
Jarvis, ifelvina
Jarvis,
Melvina I.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
1388
1388
Jasper, Ala.,
Jasper,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ....... .
266
266
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildfor public
build-.........
.....
....
.
18
ing .......
18
Jasper
Jasper uounly,
County, S.
S. C.,
C.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Back
Back River,
River, between
tween Chatham County, Ga.,
Ga., and
and..
68
Lucinda J.
Jay, Lucinda
J. (widow),
pension
pension increased........................
increased
1547
1547
Jaynes, John
John A.
Jaynes,
A.,
pension increased
pension
increased...................... 1578
1578
Jeffers,
Jefers, James,
pension increased
increased .....................
1442
1442
Jeffers,
John,
Jefers, John,
pension increased....
increased
1532
.................
1532
Jeffers, Mary L. (widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1455
1455
Jeffers, Minnie (widow),
Jeffers,
pension...........................
pension
1363
1363
Jefferson National
Jefferson
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
1147
etc., of..
of.. 458,
458,1147
Jefferson,
Jefferson, Ohio,
Ohio,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted to.............
to
841
841
Jejferson, Tex.,
Tex.,
Jelferson,
appropriation
improvement of waterway
appropriation for improvement
waterway
to Shreveport,
Shreveport, La.,
La., from
from...........
399
399
Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonrille, Ohio,
Ohio,
836
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted
to
granted to........... 836
Jeffries, Thomas B.,
Jeffries,
B.
pension increased.
increased ....
..............
1592
Jeffs, George,
pension ......................
pension
. ......
1454
Jeino.,Daniel
Daniel I.,
Jeine
I.,
increased .......................
pension increased
1592
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Jenkins,
M. (widow)
Page.
Jenkins, Anna
Anna M.
Page.
1225
4pension
pension-1225
pension.............................1225
Jenkins,
Jenkins, Stanbery,
Stanbery,
pension
increased ....................
1442
pension increased
1442
Jenkins,
Jenkins, William
William H.,
.,
pension increased
1280
pension
increased .................
....
1280
Jennings,
John M.,
Jennings, John
M.,
pension
increased...................... 1265
pension increased
1265
Jennings, John
John N.,
Jennings,
N.,
pension increased
1576
increased... .................
1576
Jennings, John
W.,
Jennings,
John W.,
pension increased......................
increased
1409
1409
Jennings,
Jennings, Joseph
Joseph A.,
payment to, for injuries.................
injuries
1475
1475
Jennings,
C. C.,
Jennings, Walter
Walter C.
C.,
pension -- ............................... ,1583
pension
pension
1583
153
Jenson,
Jenson, Simon,
pension
pension increased
1310
increased....................
1310
Jerolaman,. James,
Jerolaman,
James,
pension increased
increased..................... 1405
1405
Jerome, Alice
Alice (widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
1544
1544
Charles W.,
W.,
Jerome, Charles
pension increased..
increased
1572
..................
1572
Jersey City, N.
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
public building.........
building
266
appropriation for
for public
266
Jewell,
Andrew,
Jewell, Andrew,
pension increased
1205
increased........................
1205
People,
Jewish People,
proclamation
designating January
proclamation designating
January 27,
1916,
27,1916,
a day to contribute aid to ..........
a
1762
JicarillaIndian
Indian Hospital,
dicarilla
Hospital, N.Mex.,
N. Me.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
125,970
of.. 125,970
Jobe,
Jo0c, James
JaoaM.,
M.,
penion increased
pension
increased ......................
1421
1421
Jwonfvs,,.George,
Jan„
Gm,#.
appri
...
oaton
toer
i billet:aunts
apperation
for &edit
accounts......
325
Jokier,.
cayare
a taerlow),
Joi~er, argrtha
(widow),
penmi anm
increased
1215
...............
1215
"John
"JOI
en
r
ir7
'. Donahue,"
T.11
Donohue," Barge,
Barge,
suit
suit may be brought for damages
to
1353
damages to.......
1353
Johns,
Johns, August,
pension ...
1376
.......................
1376
Johns
Pass, Fla.,
Fla.,
Johns Pass,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
to
be
made
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
for channel
channel to Boca Ciega Bay, Fla.,
through .........................
408
408
Johnson,
Johnson, Alba B., and Samuel It
Vauelain,
M. Vauclain,
authorized
authorized to change channel
channel of
Crum
of Crum
River, Pa..........................
Pa
393
393
bridge to be maintained,
etc
393
maintained, etc..........
393
exchange of
with, Schooner
Schooner Ledge
Ledge
exchange
of lands
lands with,
light station,
station, Delaware
Delaware River at
at
Creek; conditions
239
mouth of Crum Creek;
conditions..
239
Johnson, Amanda J.
(widow),
Johnson,
J. (widow),
pension increased
................
. 1313
1313
Johnson,
Johnson, Andrew P.,
F.,
pension increased
increased ...................
1500
1500
Johnson,
Armistead M.,
M.,
Johnson, Armistead
payment
payment of Court of Claims findings
findings to sole
sole
heirs of........................
of
1497
1497
Johnson, Barbara
BarbaraL. (widow),
(widow),
1338
pension increased
increased...................... 1338

Johnson, Benjamin,
Johnson,
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Johnson, Charles
F.,
Johnson,
Charles F.,
pension
pension .
............................
Johnson, Charles
Johnson,
Charles H.,
H.,
pension increased...........
increased
..........
Johnson
City Tenn.
Johnson City,
Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer SolSoldiets'
diers' Home
Home............. ........
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiets'
diers' Home ....................

1505
1589
1589
1312

296
825
825

1968

INDEX.
INDEX.

Johnson,
David,
Johnson, David,
increased .
pension increased_
................
Johnson,
Johnson, Delos,
pension increasedincreased .........-..-..........
Johnson,
Johnson, Duval,
Dural,
pension.
.................
pension
Johnson, E. E.,
E.,
Johnson,
payment to
to......................
payment
Johnson,
(widow),
Johnson, Eliza
(widow),
n
pension
pension.. ..
......................
......
Johnson,
Elizabeth C. (widow),
(widow),
Johnson, Elizabeth
increased .......................
pension increased
Johnson, George
Johnson,
George L.,
pension increased
pension
increased ..................
Johnson,
Johnson, George
George W.,
pension increased
increased..................
Johnson,
Johnson, Guy W. (son),
pension_
pension ...
.........
..........
Johnson, Isaac
Johnson,
Isaac R.,
pension increased
increased.................
Johnson,
Johnson, Isabell
Isabell (widow),
pensiaon...............................
pension.
Johnson,
James, New York
Johnson, James,
York Volunteers,
increased ..................
pension increased
Johnson,
Johnson, James, Tennessee Volunteers,
Volunteers,
increased.......................
pension increased
Johnson
Johnson Jaws
James X,.,
pension increased
increased.......................
Johnson,
Johnson, James
James R.,
pension increased
increased ..................
Johnson,
Jasper,
Johnson, Jasper,
increased.....................
pension increased
Johnson,
Johnson, John,
pension.
pension ..................................
Johnson,
John R.,
Jo7anson, John
increased.
pension increased.......................
Johnson,
Johnson, John
John W,
W., Fourth
Fourth Kentucky Volunteers,
teers,
pension increased .......................
Johnson, John
John W.,
Johnson,
WI, Fifty-second Kentucky
Volunteers,
pension increased
increased........................
Johnson,
Johnson, Jonas
Jonas 0.,
0.,
pension
pension increased
increased. ......................
Johnson,
Johnson, Joseph
A. M.,
Joseph A.
pension increased ..................
Johnson, Luther
,Johnson,
B.,
LutherB.
pension
increase.......................
pension increased
Johnson, Martha
Martha P.
Johnson,
P. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased .......................
pension increased.
Johnson, Martin,
Martin,
Johnson,
pension increased.
increased ......................
Johnson, Mary (widow),
Johnson,
(widow),
pension increased .....................
Johnson, Mary A. (tidow),
Johnson,
(widow),
pension ..................................
pension.
Johnson, Mary B. (widow),
Johnson,
widow),
pension increased
increased.. .....
... ........
pension
Johnson, Manic
Mattie J. (widow),
(widow),
pension ...
......................
pension.
Johnson,
Nettle (widow),
(widow),
Johnson, Nettie
------------------pension ......
---Johnson,
Johnson, Orrin,
Orrin A.,
A.,
pension increased.
increased...................
Johnson,
Johnson, Oscar,
Oscar,
pension increased.......................
increased
Johnson, Richard
Johnson.
Richard M.,
M.,
pension increasedincreased_ ...
......
.........
Johnson, Robert
Johnson,
Robert W.,
W.,
pension increased........
..-..........
increased.
Johnson,
Illinois Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Johnson, Stephen, Illinois
pension
pension increased
increased. ....
.............

Johnson,
Johnson, Stephen, Vermont Volunteers,

pension
pension increased
increased. .............

...

Page.
Page.
1534
1534
1417
1417
1581
1581
1355
1275
1275
1229
1229
1424
1451
1451
1435
1435
1481
1481
1460

1326
1512
1224
1224
1222
1581
1581
1584
1240
1240
1565
1215
1215
1500
1500
1581
1581
1487
1487

1593
1327
1213
1447
1447
1550
1550
1234
1234
1289
1289
1309
1309
1542
1542
1310
1310

11522
59
1274
1274
1253
1253

'Johnson,
Thomas M.,
M.,
Page.
Johnson, Thomas
pension increased..-..................
increased
1334
1334
Johnson,
S.,
Johnson, Thomas S.,
to ..........---...........
payment to.
1298
1298
Johnson,
C,
Johnson, William
William C.,
pension.
1384
pension
...............
.........
1384
Johnsons
Bayou. La.,
Johnsons Bayou,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
398
appropriation
398
Johnston,
Amasa,
Johnston, Amasa,
pension increased.
1560
increased................... 1560
Johnston, Charlotte
Johnston,
Charlotte M.,
payment
payment to, for death
death of son...............
son... ..... .....
1366
1366
Johnston, Douglas
Johnston,
Douglas H.,
appropriation
for
extra
expense
of,
as
chief
appropriation
expense
chief
executive; from tribal funds of
executive;
Creek
Creek Indians................
Indians.
986
986
Johnston, Ellen
Johnston,
Ellen (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased. .....
1402
.............
1402
Johnston, George
Johnston,
George W.,
pension
increased
,
increased .......................
1220
1220
Johnston,
Johnston, Jane
Jane McD. (widow),
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
1311
1311
Johnston, John,
John,
Johnston,
pension increased.
increased ......................
1251
1251
Johnston, John
W.
Johnston,
John W.
pension increased
increase ........................
1459
1459
Johnston,
Johnston, Robert,
Robert,
pension
pension increased
increased ...
1556
................
1556
Johnstown,
Johnstown, Pa.,
Pa., Building and Loan
Loan Association,
tion,
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax .......... 1493
1493
Joint
Committee on District
Joint Committee
Columbia Taxes,
Districtof Columbia
composition;
composition; investigation,
invest*tion, report, etc
717
etc....
717
Joint
Joint Committee on Interstate
Interstate and Foreign
Foreign
Commerce,
created;
composition ...................
created; composition
387
387
by, of Government control of
investigation by,
interstate and foreign
foreign transportation, etc
387
etc..........................
387
scope of authority; subjects designated.
designated
387
387
information,
information, etc., from departments, commissions,
missions, etc...................
etc
388
..
authorized ..........
experts, clerks, etc., authorized
388
388
report to Congress ......................
388
388
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; accounting..
accounting..
388
:388
time extended
extended for investigation,
investigation, etc......
etc
8116
866
vacancies ...............
filling of vacancies
$67
S6;7
Joint Committee on Printing,
Joint
Printing,
appropriation
etc.. 69,
i9, 1073
1073
appropriation for clerk,
clerk, inspector,
inspector, etc..
compiling Congressional
Congressional Directory.
Directory. 69,
for compiling
6'), 1073
1073
members reelected
reelected to succeeding Congress
to serve until successors
successors chosen
1121
chosen....
appointments to fill vacancies
vacancies on last day
of Congress
Congress from members
members elect.....
elect
1121
powers of, continued while Congress
Congress is not
not
in session
session...........
...........
in
1121
Joint
on Space
Joint Committee on
of
Space. Requirements of
Departmentof Agriculture,
Department
Agrwulture,
composition of; investigations
investigations to be
made
be made.
etc.......................
etc
1158
Joint Committee on the Library,
Joint
etc., of "Titanic"
"Titanic" Memorial
Memorial to
site, etc.,
to be
approved by ....................
approved
1046
Joint
Congressional Committee on Expenses
Joint Congressional
Ezpenses
of
Districtof Columbia.
of District
time for report by, extended..........
extended
44
Joint
Joint Meeting of the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives,
resentatives,
ordered for December
1915
December 7,
7. 1915...........
1599
for April 19, 1916 ..................
1600
for August 29, 1916.
1916........- ..........
1604
December 5, 1916..............
1916
1605
for December
1605
for February
February 3. 1917...................
1917
1606
1606
February 14, 1917.................
1917
1606
for February
1606
for February 26, 1917 .................
1608
1608

INDEX.
INDEX.
Joint
Companies,
Page.
Joint Stock
Stocc C'ompanies,
Page
special tax on capital of domestic
domestic .........
789
78
foreign, for Umted
business
789
U ted States
States business......
789
Joint Stock Land
Joint
Land Banks (see also
also Federal
Federal
Farm Loan Act),
Act),
exempt from income
income tax on
amount reon amount
from bonds issued
issued under
ceived from
under
Farm
Farm Loan Act ..................
767
provisions relating
relating to
374
to...................374
Jolley, Robert,
Robert,
pension increased
increased_.....................
1344
1344
Jolly,
Jolly, Mary A.(widow),
A.(widow),
increased .....................
pension mcreased.
1238
1238
Jolly, Mary
Mary E.
E. (widow),
Jolly,
(widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
1287
1287
Jones,
Jones, Abraham,
Abraham,
pension increased
increased ....................
1208
1208
Jones,
Jones, Adolphus
Adolphus W.,
W.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1316
1316
Jones, Andrew R.
R.,
pension increased.....................
increased.
1281
Jones, Caroline
CarolineA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased .....................
pension increased_
1563
Jones, Cassius
Cassius M.,
M.,
pension increased.
1311
pension
increased. .....................
1311
Jones, Enoch,
Jones,
Enoch,
pension
increased ....................
1484
pension increased
1484
Jones,
Jones, George C.,
pension increased.
increased. ....................
1253
Jones,
C.,
Jones, Henry
Henry C.,
1414
pension increased
increased ....................
1414
Howard,
Jones, Howard,
may perfect
perfect homestead
entry in Glacier
Glacier
homestead entry
National Park
Park ...............
342
Jones,
Jones, J. P., erf.,
may bridge Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee River between
between
Coweta and Carroll
Carroll Counties, Ga...
Gs—
Coweta
66
Jones,
Jones, Xolm
John A.
A.,
increased ......................
1459
pension increased
1459
Jones, Julia
Julia E.
E. (widow of David
David MI
Watson),,
Jones,
M. Watson),,
pension
1227
...............................
1227
Jones, Julia
E. (widow
James L.),
L.),
Jones,
JuliaE.
(widow of
of James
pension increased
pension
increased..................... 1381
Jones, Louis,
Jones,
payment
payment to, for injuries................1349
injuries
1349
Jones,
Jones, Louis
Louis L.,
pension ...................
.........
1369
Jones,
J. (widow),
Jones, Malona
Malona J.
(widow),
pension increased.....................
increased
1323
Jones,
Jones, Morgan
Morgan W,
W.,
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
1457
Jones, Norman
W. (insane),
(insane),
Jones,
Norman W.
pension increased......................
increased
1372
pension
1372
Jones,
Jones, Orrilla
OrrillaS.
S. (widow),
(uidowu),
1544
pension increased .............
....
1544
Jones,
0.,
Jones, Robert
Robert 0.,
pension increased
increased...................
1257
Jones,
Jones, Thomas B.,
pension increased..................
increased
1511
1511
Jones,
Jones, Thomas If.,
M.,
military record
record corrected
corrected ... ...........
1469
Jones,
Uriah E.,
Jones, Uriah
E.,
pension increased ......
1563
.
.....
1563
Jones,
E. (widow),
Jones, Virginia
Virginia E.
(.idow),
pension ..................
1414
.............
1414
Jones, William, Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
pension increased
increased......................
1401
Jones, William, New
New York
York Volunteers,
Volunteers,
pension increased
1545
increased....................
1545
A.,
Jones, William
William A.,
pension increased
pension
increased...................
1329
Jones, William H.,
H.,
pension ...............
pension
..... 1589
r

[

-

.....

-

.

.

.

.

.

..

1969
1969

Jones,
Wilson,
Page.
Jones, Wilson,
Page.
pension increased
1235
increased .....................
1235
Jones's
Ga.,
Jones's Ferry,
Ferry, Ga.,
bridge authorized
authorized across Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
bridge
River at .........................
66
Jordan,
Jordan, Henry,
pension
1575
pension..
...........................
1575
Jordan,
Martin,
Jordan, Martin,
pension
pension increased ....................
1517
1517
Jordan
JordanRiver, Miss.,
appropriation
for improvement
of ........ ..
397
appropriation for
improvement of
397
Joseph's Band
Nez Perce
Perce Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
Joseph's
Band of Nez
appropriation
for support, etc., of......
of
153,989
appropriationforsupport,
153,989
deficiency
appropriation for
support, etc..
etc
31
deficiency appropriation
for support,
31
O.,
Joslyn, Rollin
Rollin 0.,
pension
increased .....................
1269
pension increased
1269
Judd,
Alonzo,
Judd, Alonzo,
pension
increased........................ 1515
pension increased
1515
Judge
Judge Advocate General,
General, Navy
Navy Department,
Department,
appropriation for
of.. 94,
94, 1098
1098
appropriation
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., office
office of..
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
for additional
additional
employees, 1917 ..................
813
employees,
813
assistant to, may
be detailed
line
may be
detailed from
from line
Marine
Corps.
558
officers of
of Navy
Navy or
or Marine Corps....
558
Judge
General's Department,
Judge Advocate General's
Department, Army,
Army,
appropriation for pay of officers;
officers; longevity.
longevity._
627
constitution
constitution of, under National Defense
Act ............................
169
acting judge advocates
advocates may be detailed
detailed
acting
etc
for separate brigades, etc............
169
other duties ........................
169
appointment authorized,
authorized, not
appointment
not below
below major,
from
civil
life;
qualifications
169
from civil life; qualifications .......
169
requirement
with troops
for dederequirement of
of service with
troops for
tails to, applicable
applicable only to acting
advocates .................
169
judge advocates
169
study law'
forbidden—.
169
detachments to sudy
law forbidden.......
169
examinations
proMotion in, required
169
ea
ination for promotion
required.
169
majors
170
action on unfavorable
unfavorable findings, majors..
170
170
lieutenant colonels
colonels.................
170
Judge
General's Office,
Office, War DepartJudge Advocate General's
Departmeat,
.ment,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc ........... 90,1095
90, 1095
deficiency appropriation for clerks, etc.,
deficiency
1917
809
1917...........................
809
Judge,
Judge, Louis,
patent to..............
to
1477
land patent
.....
1477
Judges,
Judges,
appropriation for
118,
1119
appropriation
for circuit
circuit ......
..
118,1119
for district ..............
118,
1119
...
118,1119
for
.. 119,
1119
for retired
retired ..................
119, 1119
for law books for ..................
119,
1120
119,1120
Judgments,
deficiency
United
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for paying, United
States Courts ...................
27,823
Claims
27,823
for paying, Court of Claims...........
27,823
paying, Indian
Indian depredation
depredation claims
for paying,
claims.. 27,823
against internal revenue
33, 824
for, against
revenue officers.
officers. 28,
28,33,824
for paying, against District of ColumColumbia
828
bia.........................
808,828
Judicial
JudicialCode,
amended, section
section 1
1.........
48, 938
amended,
......
. 48,
938
section 33 .........................
532
section 72 ..........................
122
section 73...........................
73
225
section 81
12,55
81. ........
....... . -.... 12,55
section 82 ............................
726
section 85
850
85..........................
850
section 98 ...........................
56
section 99 .................
386
section
............
386
section
101
927
section 101..........................9
927
section 105..............
105
721
section
............
721
section 107 .. ........................
232
section
232

1970
1970

INDEX.
INDEX.

Judicial
Judicial Code-Continned.
Code—Continned.
section 108
amended, section
108 ..................-.
section 126.----......................
126
section 130 ................... -727
........
section 230
230 ................ ......-- -726...
section 237 ..............
..............
section 276 .............---.............

Judicial Expenses,
Judicial

Page. Kaighn,
Page.
M.,
Kaighn, Maurice
Maurice M.,
939
939 _pension
increased .......................
pension increased
385
385 Kaigler, Mary A.
A. C. (widow),
(widow),
727 _pension
pension increased
increased ........................
726
726
726
873
873

appropriations
appropriations for
1119
for ..............
. 118,
118,1119
Judicial Officers,
Judicial
Officers,
appropriation
for law
law books,
etc., for
._.119,1120
appropriation for
books, etc.,
for...
119,1120

Adkins,
(widow),
Judkins, Nellie (widow),
pension...................... -...
pension
1245
. 1245
Julian,
Julian, Mary M. (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
1277
1277
•
Julian, Milton
P.
.Julian,
Milton P.,
pension increased
1250
increased........................ • 1250
Juneau,
Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska,
issue of bonds for constructing
constructing school
school
house, etc.,
etc. authorized.............
authorized
741
741
election required
741
required ......................
741
interest, payment,
payment, etc
741
interest,
etc..................
741
use for
use
for specified
specified purpose;
disbursepurpose; sale,
sale, disbursement, etc
meat,
etc ..........................
741
741
Junior
Order Building
Junior Order
Building and Loan
Loan Association,
Association,
N. J.,
1,
Newark, N.
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax-.........
tax
1432
1492
Junk
D. C.,
Junk Dealers,
Dealers,D.C.,
revocation
revocation of
of, 'for
for buying
buying stolen
stolen
of license
license of,
household
piping, etc.,
household piping,
etc., without
vrithout reasreasonable
onable inquiry, etc................
etc
1046
1046
Jurors,
iiurts,
Jurors, United
United States Courts,
appropriation
appropriation for
fees ...................
313
for fees
313
formeals
or meals and
and lodgings
for ...............
314
lodgings for
314
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
fees_ _.32,
32, 33,43,827
33, 43, 827
for fees...
be drawn
to be
by clerk
or deputy
clerk of
of
drawn by
clerk or
deputy clerk
court and
873
and jury
jury commissioner
commissioner--.....
873
Jury Commissioners,
UnitedStates Courts,
Jury
Commissioners, United
Courts,
appropriation for
for compensation
appropriation
compensation ...--.....
314
314
Justices
Peace,
Justicesof the Peace,
appropriation for
appropriation
for fees,
commisfees, acting
acting as
as commissioners, United
313
United States
States Courts
Courts...-..
313
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for fees,
fees, etc.,
etc., actacting as commissioners
commissioners..............
43
43
Juvenile
Court, D.
C.,
Juvenile Court,
D. C.,
appropriation
appropriation for judge, probation
probation officers,
officers,
etc......
................
etc
704,1031
704,1031
for.jurors,
rent, expenes,
expenses, etc
704, 1031
for
jurors, rent,
etc....... 704,1031
deficiency
appropriation for salaries
deficiency appropriation
salaries of
of mumunicipal court
court judges
judges acting
as judge
judge
acting as
of..........................
of
806
806
for premium
premium on appeal
appeal bond
806
bond...........
806
judgment of,
judgment
against a
not a
a civil
civil
of, against
a child
child not
disqualification.....................
disqualification
56
56
not to denominate
a criminal
criminal.....
denominate child a
56
56
not to be termed a
56
a conviction
conviction .........
56
K.
%Street
K Street NW,
NW., D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
appropriation
repaving with
for repaving
with asphalt,
asphalt,
Washington Circle to
to Twenty-sixth
Twenty-sixth
Street
Street
1013
.......................
1013
Twenty-sixth
Creek... 1014
Twenty-sixth Street to Rock Creek
1014
Kahler, Samuel
Kohler,
P.,
Samuel P.,
fpension
pension .............................
1370
1370
Kahului, Hawaii,
Hawaii
Kahului,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
harbor_ _ 405
appropriation
of harbor..
405
for constructing west
breakwater; conwest breakwater;
contracts ......
405
....................
..
405
Kaibab
Kaibab Indian
IndianReservation,
Reservation, Utah,
Utah,
appropriation
for shire
appropriation for
shdie in
in interstate
interstate highhighway through; Indian
war
Indian labor
labor .........
152
152
Kaibab National
Kaibab
National Forest,
Forest/ Ariz..
Ar
i..
appropriation
for
maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 458,1147
458,1147

Kain, Mary
Nary Taylor (widow),
(widow),
pension...........................
pension

Mich.,
Kalamazoo River, Mich.,

appropriation for
for improvement
of
appropriation
improvement of..........

Kalispell, Mont.,
Mont.,
Katispell,

Page.
Page.
1488
1488

1364
1364
1318
1318
400
400

appropriation
appropriation for public building
266
building.........
266
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
public buildbuildappropriation for
for public
ing ...........................
ing
18
18
Kalsem,
V.,
Kalsenz, Soren V.,
pension
pension increased
1457
increased........................1457
Kanady, Elvira
Elvira Louisa (widow),
pension
increased
1296
pension increased.......................1296
Kane, John,
John,
Kane,
pension increased.......................1345
increased
1345
pension
Kane,
A. (widow),
Kane, Mary A.
(widow),
ension increased
1227
pension
increased....................
1227
Kaniksu National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho
Idaho and Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458,1147
458,1147
etc., of.
Kansas,
Kansas,
Kansas National
Kansas
National Forest,
Forest, discontinued.....
discontinued
1752
1752
lands granted,
granted, for
for game
233
lands
game preserve
preserve.........
233
Kansas City and
Kansas
and Memphis Railway and Bridge
Company,
,i
relieved from maintenance
etc.,
relieved
maintenance of
of wwn,
wagon, etc.,
bridge
•
bridge across
across Mississippi
Missi' ssippi Rer
River ati
at
Memphis,
Memphis, Tenn
Tenn. .................
723
723
payment
payment to Crittenden,
Crittenden, Ark.,
Ark., as
as comcomsideration
•
sideration .......................
724
724
construction
construction of
of wagon,
wagon, etc.,
not
etc., bridge
bridge not
required..---------.
required
724
:
724
Kansas City, Kans.,
Kansas
appropriation for
Huron Indian
Indian Cemeter-.
Cemetery_
844
appropriation
for Huron
844
abutting walls
to be
be kept
kept up
up by
by city..
844
abutting
walls to
city.
844
terms
of court
terms of
726
court at
at.....................
.
726
office
office of deputy
deputy marshal
726
marshal ...............
726
Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.,
Yo.,
time extended
time
bridging Missouri
Missouri River
extended for
for bridging
River
at........................... .511
at
511
Kansas Indians,
Kansas
Indians, Okla.,
appropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of......
of
145,982
appropriation for
145,982
Kansas
Judicial District,
District,
Kansas Judicial
counties constituting
counties
constituting first
first division
725
division........
725
second division
second
division .......................
725
725
third division .......................
725
725
terms
terms of
of court,
Fort Scott
Scott .................
726
court, Fort
726
Kansas
Kansas City ...........................
726
726
Leavenworth .........................
Leavenworth
726
726
Salina
726
Salina...........................
726
Topeka ............................
Topeka
726
.
726
Wichita ..........................
Wichita
726
726
offices
offices of
of clerk
clerk and
and deputies
726
deputies ..............
726
marshal
and deputies
marshal and
deputies ..................
726
726
Kansas
Kansas National
National Forest,
Forest, Kans.,
proclamation discontinuing...............
discontinuing
1752
proclamation
1752
opened to
homestead settlement........
settlement
1752
opened
to homestead
1752
Kansas
Kansas River,
investigation
investigation of
of flood
flood periods
periods of,
of, and
and tributributaries ..
410
.......................
410
Kantz, Philip
Philip A.,
A.,
pension
ension increased
increased
1521
..................
1521
Kappler
Merrilat,
Eapplerand Merrilat,
investigation, etc.,
investigation,
etc. of
claim as
as attorneys
attorneys
of claim
for certain
certain Indians
147
for
Indians ..............
147
Kappler,
J.,
Kappler, Charles J..
appropriation
for services
services compiling
compiling Indian
Indian
appropriation for
and Treaties...............
Laws and
Treaties
129
129
Karschner,
A. (widow).
(widow).
Karschner, Esther A.
pension
increased ....................
1278
pension increased
1278
Lasson, Lucie B. (widow),
Kaman,
(widow),
pension increased......
increased
1250
pension
..............
12r5

INDEX.
Page.
Kauai
Hawaii,
Page.
County, Hawaii,
Kauai County,
grant of
for electric
electric plant
plant in, apfranchise for
of franchise
grant
proved
246
..-.
proved ...................
Kay
Counties, Okla.,
Noble Counties,
and .Noble
Kay and
contribution by,
by, required,
construction
in construction
required, in
contribution
of
across Salt
Arkansas
Fork of Arkansas
Salt Fork
of bridge
bridge across
237
237
River ...............................
Kaylor,
Harmon,
Kaylor, Harmon,
pension
increased..................... 1421
pension increased
Kaynor,
D.
Kaynor, Edwin D.,
1245
...
- 1245
pension
increased
pension increased.................
%each,
Julia A. (widow),
Keach, Julia
1334
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Kearns,
Barton,
Kearns, Barton,
pension increased
1465
1424, 1465
increased..................- 1424,
pension
Ellen (widow),
Kearns,
Kearns, Ellen
1377
pension1377
pension.............................
Kearsizw,
Kearsing, Ambrose W.,
pension
increased
1407
1407
pension increased .....................
Keatley
(widow),
Lydia (widow),
Keatley,.,Lydia
pension
1450
1450
.....................
pension ...
Keaton,
Keaton, Virgil D.,
pension increased.....................
increased1256
1256
pension
Keefe,
J.,
Daniel J.,
Keefe, Daniel
pension1577
1577
.............................-pension
Keeler, David
David H., jr.,
jr.,
pension increased
1570
increased..................... 1570
pension
Keeley,
Keeley, Cash,
Cash,
pension1372
- 1372
...-........ .-.....
pension
E.,
Keels, William E.,
pension
1578
1578
....-.
........
............
pension
Franklin,
Keen, Franklin,
1544
pension
1544
increased....................
pension increased
Sfary I.
I. (widow),
Keen, Mary
pension
increased........................ 1226
pension increased
W.,
Keen, William W.,
1546
pension increased
....
............
increased ..
pension
Keever,
Joseph,
Keener, Joseph,
pension
increased
1517
1517
pension increased.....................
eeny, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
Keeny,
pension
increased .....................
1417
pension increased
Horace,
Keeler, Horace,
Keeter,
1577
.....----.....
---pension...........
pension
1577
Keifer,
Keffer, Solomon,
pension increased.....................
increased
1311
Kehoe,
John,
Kehoe, John,
homestead
location of, in Alaska, valihomestead location
...- 1305
dated
1305
dated....................--Kehrmeyer,
Leonard P.
P..
Kehrmeyer, Leonard
1592
pension
..... ........................
....
pension 1592
Kelce,
A.,
Kelce, Samuel A.,
1439
pension increased
..-- ........... 1439
.....-increased
pension
Kellar,
A. ,
Julius A.,
Kellar, Julius
1528
pension
1528
increased .....................
pension increased
Keller,
(widow),
Clara (widow),
Keller, Clara
...--.-- 1230
pension increased
increased.
1230
...... ....
pension
Frank,
Keller,
Keller, Frank,
133
pension increased................-----increased
137d.
pension
Keller,
Keller, Robert H.,
pension increased.....................increased
1484
pension
E.,
Keller, Samuel
Sramuel E.,
1542
pension increased
increased .....................
1542
pension
Kellett
Bluff. Wash.,
Kellett Bluff.
appropriation
for
establishing
light
and
establishing
for
appropriation
317
........
317
at.......
fog signal
signal station at
Kelley, Albert W,
IV, Illinois
Illinois Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Kelley,
11453
pension
increased ..........-----------pension increased
Volunteers,
Minnesota Volunteers,
Kdley,
W., Minnesota
Kelley, Albert W..
1367
pension1367
..........pension...................
Kelley, Alice R. (widow),
Kelley,
1337
pension
1337
increased.....-..-....-....---pension increased
Kelley, Charles
H.,
Charles H.,
Kelley.
1591
pe
nsion
.............................
pension
Dacid.
Kelley. David.
pension
1516
1516
increased...... ..........-----pension increased

1971
1971

Kelley, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Kelley,
.
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Kdley, Fannie
Fannie J.
J. B.
B. (widow),
Kelley,
pension
increased......................
pension increased
Miley,
(widow),
FrancesB. V. (widow),
Klley, Frances
..................
pension
......
pension
Kelley, George M.,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Kelley, James (son),
pension .............................
pension
Kelley,
B.,
Kelley, John B.,
pension increased
increased........ ...............
pension
Kelley,
Thomas,
Kelley, Thomas,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
_Kelley,
William R.,
Kelley, William
pension increased.
increased .....................
Kellogg,
Captain Frank
Frank W.,
S. Navy, reW., U. S.
Kellogg, Captain
tired,
tired,
to
captain on active
active list;
place ........
list: place
to be captain
examinations required;
be additional
additional
required; to be
examinations
number;
back pay, etc ........
number; no back
E.,
Kellogg, Thomas E.,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
Kelly, Frank,
Frank,
Kelly,
may
perfect homestead
in Glacier
Glacier
homestead entry in
may perfect
National
Park ...................
National Park.
Kelly, Harriette
H. (widow),
HarrietteH.
Kelly,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Kelly,
James,
Kelly, James,
pension increased......................
increased
Kelly,
K.,
Kelly, Joseph K.,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
Kelly,
Michael,
Kelly, Michael,
pension increased......................
increased
Kelly,
E.,
Ralph E.,
Kelly, Ralph
validated................
homestead entry
entry validated
homestead
Kelsey,
Kelsey, Benjamin,
pension
increased
pension increased.....................
Kelsey, William
William. J.,
J.,
Kelsey,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Kelso
Kelso Bayou, La.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
be
preliminary examination,
.........
.....
.....
made..
made
Kemmer, John,
increased .....................
pension increased
Kemp,
Charles B.,
Kemp, Charles
inceased .....................
pension inceased
Kemp
R.,
Kemp Joseph .R.,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Kimpenar,
Kempenar, Leonard,
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
(widow)),
Kendall, Adesta L. (widow),
pension
pension.................................
Kendallville, Ind.,
Ind.,
Kendallhille,
appropriation for public
building
public building.........
appropriation
Kenersan, Francis
Francis M.,
if.,
Kenerson,
pension increased
pension
increased.....................
Kenesaw Memorial
Association,
Memorial Association,
Kenesaw
gift
of
Kenesaw
battle field,
field, Cobb County,
gift of Kenesaw battle
Ga.,
accepted .....................
Ga., accepted
Battlefield, Ga.,
Kenesaw Mountain
Mountain Battlefield,
acceptance of gift of, authorized
authorized .........
acceptance
Kenistan,
Keniston, George
George H.,
pension increased
increased......... ..............
pension
Kennebec River, Me.,
Me.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be
be made
made
preliminary
of channel
channel west of Swan
Swan Island......
Island
Parker Head Harbor
Harbor and Channel......
Channel
Parker
Kennedy, Ada M. (widouw.
(widow).
Kennedy,
pension increased
increased ......................
pension
Kennedy, Adelaide E.
E. twidow,
( uidow),
Kennedy,
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Kennedy, Annie (widow).
(7widow i.
pension
pension.................................

Page.
1288
1559
1318
1508
1508
1461
1461
1218
1562

1278
1278
602

603
1399
342

1314
1314
1398
1345
1345
1307
1304
1361
1361
1512
1512
4408
1211
1328
1328

1400
1400
1594
1362
26;
266
1267
901
901
1504
406
406
406
1512

1342
1342
1281

1972
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Page.
Kennedy, Samuel L.,
Keys, John
John E.,
PagePage.
pension increased
increased .....................
1521
payment to, for injuries
payment
injuries................. 1467
ho.,
Kennett, Mo.,
Kibbe,
(widow),
Kibe, Julia
Julia (widow),
condemned cannon
cannon granted to
condemned
to.............
Pension...........
837
pension
....................
1230
Peter,
Kenney, Peter,
Reservation, Kans.
Kickapoo Indian
Indian Reservation,
Kans.,
military record
record corrected
corrected ..............
1475
1475
appropriation for Indian school
133,977
appropriation
school......... 133,
977
Kentucky,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Indian school.
deficiency
school.
31
claim of,
of. expenses equipping volunteers for
Kickapoo Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
War with Spain, to be reopened.
etc_ 1491
reopened. etc.
appropriation
etc., of.......
of
appropriation for support, etc.,
145,982
Kenyon, Alice P. B. (widow).
(widow).
Kidd, Harriet
(widow),
HarrietF. (widow),
pension increased ..
................
1549
pension increased
1230
increased........................ 1230
Kenyon, Marcus,
farcus,
Kiersted, John
Kiersted,
John J.,
increased .......................
pension increased
1238
pension increased
pension
increased ....................
1521
Kenyon, Patrick,
Patrick,
Kightlinger,
Kightlinger, Alexander,
Alexander,
pension increased ..
.................. 1214 _pension
pension increased
increased
......
............... 1540
1540
Kenyon Street NW.,
C,
NW., D. C.,
Kilborn,
Kilborn, Marion,
Marion,
condemnation proceedings
condemnation
proceedings for extending.
extending,
pension increased
pension
increased ...................
1292
Seventeenth to Mount
Mount Pleasant
Pleasant
Kilburn, Bert
Kilburn,
Bert D.,
Street........
Street
.............
688
pension
pension
...........................
1371
appropriation for...................
for
appropriation
ldurtf, Thomas,
688 Ki
Kildurf,
Kenyon, William,
William,
pension increased......
increased
pension
..............
1418
1418
pension increased
pension
increased ..................
1208 Biky,
Kiley, Joanna
JoannaE. (widow),
(widow),
Keokuk, Iowa,
Iowa,
pension
pension increased....................
increased
1252
appropriation for public building .........
266 Ktlgore,
Kilgore, David,
terms of court at
at........
............
pension increased......................
increased
13,55
1428
Kephart, James,
Kigore,
Kilgore, Leonidas C.,
pension increased
increased .......
...........
1253
1253
pension increased
increased
1323
pension
...................... 1323
Kephart,
Kephart, John S.,
Kilian, Mary (widow),
1463 Kilian,
pension
Mary
i
ncreased
(widow),
1420
_pension
increased
pension increased..................
1463
pension increased ...................
1420
Keplar,
Kplar, Lucius,
Kill, Lucretia
P. (widow),
(widow),
Lucretia P.
pension increased
increased ......................
1565
1555
pension increased ...........
1337
pension
........ 1337
Va.,
Kermit, W. Va.,
Killigan,
Killigan, Daniel,
Daniel,
authorized across
across Tug Fork of Big
bridge authorized
pension increased ....................
pension
1551
Warfield, Ky.,
Sandy River to Warfield,
Killoren,
Killoren, William L.,
from.............................
from
77
pension...............................
pension
1580
1580
Kern County Mutual Building
AsBuilding and Loan AsKallough,
0. N.,
N.,
Killough, O.
sociation,
sociation, Bakersfield,
Bakersfield, Cal..
may bridge Saint Francis
Francis River,
River, Parkin,
Parkin,
refund of excise corporation tax
tax.......... 1492
1492
Ark..
947
Ark
..........................
947
Kern, John,
John,
1296 Killoy, Ann (uidowi,
(widow),
increased
pension increased...................
1296
pension
increased
1436
pension increased..............
........ 1436
Kerr, Andrew,
Kilmer, George
George W.,
increased
pension increased..
...............
1538
pension
1525
pension increased
increased......................
1525
Kerr, Dennis
Dennis M.,
Kilpatrick, John A.,
Kilpatrick,
A.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra services.
services.
822
822
pension increased
increased ....................
1271
Kerr, Hugh,
Kilrow z Michael,
Kilrow
Michael,
_pension increased.................
increased
1558
1575
pension
Pension
.......................
1575
Kerr,
Kerr, John
John B.,
Kimball, Cornelia
(zi idow),
CorneliaE. (it
increased ....
pension increased
...............
1403
pension increased
increased......................
1514
1514
Kerr, Robert,
Robert,
Kimball,
W.,
Kimball, George
George W.,
pension increased...................
increased
1328
pension
1451
pension increased
increased ........
............. .. 1451
Kesselring,
Kesselring, Anna M. (widow),
1326 Kmball,
Kimball, Louisa J. (cidoir),
(widou ),
pension
.... ...................
1326
pension increased
increased ....................
1431
Kessinger,
Kessinger, Solomon,
H.,
Kimberlin, James H.,
pension increased
_pension
increased
.......................
1544
pension
1450
pension increased
increased .
...................
1450
Keweenaw Waterway Harbor
Harborof Refuge,
Keweenow
Refuge. Mich
Mich..
(widow).
Kimberly, Louise C. (widow).
aids to navigation,
navigation, entrance
entrance to, authorized.
authorized _ 537
1436
pension
pension.......................
...... 1436
Fla.,
Key Biscayne, Fla.,
995 ,
s
drimble
nKimble,.,George M.,
patents for swamp lands issued to Florida_
Florida. 995
pension
increased
1483
pension increased........................
1483
Key West, Fla.,
Fla.,
Kimbrough, Juliet
Juliet (uiidouw),
(widow),
Kmbrough,
appropriation for completing
completing marine biobiopension increased........................
1229
324
pension
increased
logical station ....................
324 Kincaid,
Kancaid, Kans.,
Kans.,
preliminary examination.
examination. etc., to be made
condemned
condemned cannon granted to ...........
835
Northwest Channel, to Gulf
Gulf of
of Northwest
.407 Kindblade, Gustarus
Gustavus A.,
A.,
Mexico
...
..................
.407
pension
......... 1500
408
pension increased
increased .............
1500
harbor, to remove middle ground.......
ground
408
Kinder, Minnie (widow),
(widow).
Keyes, Emma
Emma E.
E. (widow).
pension................ .. .............
1363
1270
pension
pension .............---.---..--........
1270
Kinder,
Kinder, Reuben,
Keyport Harbor.
Harbor, N. J..
pension increased
increased ....................
1526
pension
1526
appropriation for improvement
of
improvement of........
393
33 Kine,
Kine, Patrick,
Patrick,
Keyport, Wash.,
Keyport.
pension increased
1500
pension
increased...-.............-....
1500
appropriation
war heads,
heads,
H.,
appropriation for magazine for war
King, Arthur
Arthur H.,
pension..............
15'92
Pacific
Pacific Coast Torpedo Station at....
at.
569
pension
...........
-1592
Torpedo Station,
for Pacific Coast Torpedo
King,
A. (
widou ).
Station. public
King, Augusta
Augusta A.
(uiidor).
works
pension increased
1411
works..................... ..... 1179
pension
increased .....................--

1973
1973

INDEX.
King,
Page.
Page.
Benjamin,,
King, Benjamin
pension
increased
1465
1465
pension increased..............-----King,
(widow),
Elize (widow),
King, Elize
pension
increased
1462
1462
pension increased ................-.
King,
(widow),
Emaline (widow),
King, Ernaline
pension
1317
pension...............................1317
King,
alias Emil
Koenig,
B. Koenig,
Emil B.
B., alias
Emil B.,
King, Emil
1443
pension
increased
1443
.............pension increased.......
King,
Francis,
King, Francis,
pension increased
1241
1241
---increased................
pension
King,
James,
King, James,
pension
increased
1437
pension increased .................-..
King,
Kate M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
King, Kate
1550
pension
1550
---.-increased.... ........pension increased
King, Mary
(widow),
Mary (widow),
King,
1246
pension increased
increased.......................
pension
King, Nancy
(widow),
L. (widow),
Nancy L.
King,
1267
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
King, Rufus
Rufus H.,
H.,
King,
homestead,
payment
dispossessed homestead,
for dispossessed
to, for
payment to,
1354
Sherman County,
County, Oreg............-.
Oreg
1354
Sherman
King, Thomas,
Thomas,
King,
- 1490
pension
increased................----pension increased
King, William
William B.,
B. '
King,
pension
- 1531
1531
increased................----pension increased
%twitlin, John
John R.
Kingman,
R.,
1319
*-pension
increased ................-.pension increased
Kings Creek,
Creek, Ga.,
Ga.,
to be
be
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to
407
made ........................-.
made
Kingsbury, Samuel D.,
D.,
Kingsbury,
bond............... 1350
redemption of stolen bond
redemption
Kingsley,
Brasch,
Kingsley, Emily Brasch,
1472
payment
to............................payment to
Kingsley,
E. (mother),
(mother),
Lodemia E.
Kingsley, Lodemia
1237
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Kingwood,
Va.,
Kingwood, W. Va.,
841
to ..........condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to
841
Kinky,
(widow),
Margaret(widow),
Kinley, Margaret
-1220
pension
increased ..................-...
1220
pension increased
Kinney
(widow),
Roxalina (widow),
Kinney,.,Rozalina
- 1313
pension increased...................---increased
1313
pension
Kinnicutt,
M. (widow),
(widow),
Sophie M.
Kinnicutt, Sophie
pension
increased
1216
...........----pension increased......
Kinser,
Kinser, James,
James,
pension increased
1224
increased ....................
pension
Klowa,
etc., Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Kroca, etc.,
appropriation for
for agency
agency expenses from
appropriation
tribal
funds ..................
145,982
145,982
tribal funds
145,982
for support,
etc., from
tribal funds
funds.... 145,982
from tribal
for
support, etc.,
445
by...
ceded
lands
sale of certain
certain townsite
ceded by...
proceeds
proceeds to Kiowa Agency
Agency Hospital
445
.....................
fund
interest
fund;•interest
Kirch, Lawrence
Lawrence J.,
Kirch,
J.,
validated............... 1305
homestead entry
entry validated
homestead
Kirk, Anna (widow),
(widow),
1436
1436
................
increased..
pension increased
Kirk, Mary E.
Kirk,
E. (widow),
(widow),
1229
1229
increased.......................
pension
pension increased
Kirkendall, John N.,
Kirkendall,
N.,
1539
1539
................-....
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Kirk.s-ille, Mo.,
Kirksville,
Mo.,
266
appropriation for
for public
public building,
building, rent....
rent....
266
appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
deficiency
18
18
ing
ing .............................Kirkwood, Allie
Allie M.,
Kirkwood,
M.,
1577
1577
increased..... ..........--.--pension increased
pension
Fla.,
Kissimmee River, Fla.,
396
396
improvement of .........
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
Kissinger, John R.,
Kissinger,
R.,
629
629
to..
appropriation for
for monthly
monthly payments to....
appropriation
Kissinger,
Kissinger, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
1423
1423
-----increased.................pension
pension increased

(widow),
Kitchen,
Mary C.
C. (widow),
Kitchen, Mary
nension
inoroa- - -........................
pension
increased
---- --- - - - - -- - --- -------

1228

Page.
Kite, Addie
Addie R.
R. (widow),
(widow),
Kite,
pension .............................
1374
1374
pension
Kittrell,
Lemuel C.,
C.,
Kittrell, Lemuel
pension increased
increased ........................
1505
pension
Kitts,
Isaac,
Kitts, Isaac,
pension
increased .....................
1433
1433
pension increased
Agency, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Klamath
Klamath Agency,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
Indians
of Indians
etc., of
for support,
appropriation
986
of
149, 986
of...........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
support, etc.,
etc.,
deficiency
Indians at
829
829
at........................
Indians
Klamath
Reservation, Oreg.,
Oreg.,
Indian Reservation,
Klamath Indian
appropriation for
for Modoc
Modoc Point
irrigation
Point irrigation
appropriation
150, 986
system
system ....................-.
for
bridge across
across Williamson
on...
150
150
River on..Williamson River
for bridge
Klamath
Oreg.,
Indians, Oreg.,
Klamath Indians,
delegates
two delegates
appropriation
expenses of two
for expenses
appropriation for
D. C.; from
from,
Washington, D.
from
to Washington,
from, to
150
tribal
funds
150
.
tribal funds.....................
Klamath
Irrigation Project,
Oreg.-Cal.,
Project, Oreg.-Cal.,
Klamath Irrigation
appropriation
etc.; use
of
use of
maintenance, etc.;
for maintenance,
appropriation for
balance
305
.....
..... ................
balance
Ii7anzath National
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
Klamath
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
458. 1147
of. 458,
etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Klamath
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Cal.,
Cal.,
River Indian
Klamath River
proceeds
from sale
be used
used for
for
may be
of lands
lands may
sale of
proceeds from
roads,
etc
976
976
trails, etc....................
roads, trails,
Klate, Theressa;
Theressa,
Klate,
land
- 1477
1477
to.....................-.-land patent
patent to
Klatt, Frank,
Frank,
Klatt,
1375
pension
1375
...
"pension.......................
Klaus, Phillip,
Phillip,
Klus,
pension..............................
pension
1380
Ferdinand,
Kiawitter, Ferdinand,
Klawitter,
1595
pension increased
1595
increased......................
pension
K'lickitat County, Wash.,
Klickitat
granted
Reservation for
granted lands on Yakima Reservation

school uses ..................--.

A.,
Kline, Henry
Henry A.,
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Kling,
Kling, Joseph
Joseph T.,
pension ........................-------pension
Klingler,
K/ingler, Frank,
pension
Klock,
H,
gock, Henry H.,

1330
1362
1362
1383

pension increased ..............

- - ..- -

Klopp, Mary (widow),
pension
increased
pension increasedKlugh,
Thomas,
Klugh, Thomas,

155

....................

pension
increased...................... pension increased

Klumph, John
John W:,
Klump.h,
W.,
pension increased .................-----

Knapp, Fred
A.,
FredA.,
Knapp,
pension
pension..............................
Knapp, George,
pension increased.......................
Knapp, Henry J.,
pension increased......................
Knapp, Lilias E. (widow).
increased
pension increased.......................
napp, Martha A. (mother),
pension
.......-penasiaon.

Knapp, Ruby L. (daughter)..............
__pension
pension ............----..... -----------

Kneller, Albert,
pension increased ......................Kniffin, Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased .............--------.
Kniffin, FrancesA. (widow),
.---pensionincreased...........
- -..................
increased
pension
J.,
Knight,
Isaac

pension increased --- .1438
Knight, William J..

pension increased.. ........----------Knights, Sarah C. (widow).
increased......................
pension
----,............................................

1209
1209
1542
152

132:
1323

1547
1375
137
1518
1518
1535
1535
1365
1582
158

12
1206
1373
1246
1458
1438
1517

1420

1974
1974
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John,
Knowles, John,
pension increased
increased.......................
Knowles,
(widow),
nowles, Mary
ary F.. (widow)
pension increased........................
increased
Charles F.,
Knowlton, Charles
increased
pension increased........................
Knowlton, Mary
Mary C.
C. (widow),
pension -----------------------------.............................
Knox, Alonzo,
Alonzo,

Page.
Page. Kuchenbecker,
Page.
Kuehenbecker, John
John F. W.,
1543
1543
M
nsion
1377
pension
...........
.....
1377
%
iler, Charles
Charles B.,
Kunstler,
.,
1457
naion increased.......................
increased
1525
pension
1525
leue
•es ,Mary E.
Kures,
E. (widow),
1505
pension
............................
1345
Kush, William A.,
1292
pension .......
..................
...
1583
Kyle and Young Canal. Fla.,
1344
1344
acceptance of, on Oklawaha River; extension, etc.....................
396
1461

pension increased
pension
increased ........................

Knox,
Joseph
H.,
Knox,
pension
Joseph
i
ncreased
H.,

pension increased ........................

Laura E. (widoW),
Knox, Laura
(widoiv),

pension increased
pension
increased .......................

Knoxville, Tenn.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building .........
Koch, Lewis
Lewis F.,

homestead
to
homestead patent
patent to......................
Koehler, Henry,
Koehler,
Henry,
pension
...............
pension
............
Keepplinger, John
John C.,
Koepplinger,
pension ..........-...
...............
Koffman, William
Koffman,
William H.,
increased
pension increased
.....................
A.,
Kogle, George A.,
pension of, corerror in Act increasing
increasing pension
rected ..........................
.
Kohn,
Kohn, Martin,
Martin,
pension increased
increased ...............
....
Kolde, George,
George,
homestead application
application allowed
homestead
............
Kondo Fisheries
Fisheries Company,
Company, M.,
payment to
payment
to.......-....................
_non, Isaac,
Koon,
Isaac,
pension increased
pension
increased. .......................
Koontz, Emma
Emma (widow),
Koontz,
(widow),
pension
1562
pension increased
increased........................
Koontz,
William,
Koontz, William,
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
Kootenai.
National Forest,
Kootenai National
Forest, Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation for
etc., of..
458,
of.. 458,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
Kosciuszko, General
General Thaddeus,
Thaddeus,
proceedings at unveiling
proceedings
unveiling of statue of, ordered
dered to be printed
printed ................
Kottkamp, Louisa
Louisa J. (widow),
pension increased........................
increased
.:aft,
Harry,
Kraft, Harry,
pension
..........................
Kramer,
Ezra,
Kramer, Ezra,
pension increased
increased .....................
Kramer,
Kramer, Louis
Louis C. T.,
pension increased
increased ....................
Kratka
Kratka Township,
Touwship, Minn.,
Minn.,
may bridge, Red Lake River ............
Krause,
Krause, August,
pension increased.
increased. .....................
Krebs, George
George J.,
pension
--- --- --- --- --- -Krenek, John
T.,
Johnp~e
T.,n---- --pension increased....-----------increased
pension
..
%liner,
Kriner, Daniel
DanielS.,
increased ----....................
pension increased
Krone,
Krone, Margaret,
Margaret,
payment
payment to
to ...-.......---------...---...
.
Krause,
Krouse, David,
pension increased
increased ....-......--.......
-Krusow. Fred,
Krusow,
Fred,
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg.
Sherman
Oreg ..........
Krusow, William,
payment to,
homestead,
payment
to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman
Oregon _
Sherman County,
County, Oregon....-....
Hawaii,
Kustrua
Kuahua Naval
Naval Magazine, Hawaii,
appropriation for magazine
magazine for explosives_
explosives.
appropriation
for public works ......................

1461

1455
1455
266

L.

La Crosse, Wis.,
deficiency appropriation for public building . ..................
.

1303 La Rue, James H.,
1303

pension increased..................-......
1362 La Junta, Colo.,
1362
1381
1381

1435
1204
1514
1514
1303
1303
1356
1356
1445
1445

1562
1401
1147
1147
1608
1608
1440
1440
1577
1234
1233
925
1571
1571
1574

1574

1361
1343
1343

deficiency appropriation for public building ...........................
...

La Sal National Forest, Utah and Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 458,
La Trappe River, Md.,
appropriation for improvement of .......
Labels,
time extended for registering, etc., delayed by existing war.............
Labor Conditions,
admission of certain aliens in detriment of,
may be refused .................
Labor Disputes, Concilation of,
appropriation for commissioners of, under

824

1287
18

1147
394
516
878

Department of Labor........... 116, 1117
deficiency appropriation for commissioners
26
of ................................
Labor Organizations,
766
exempt from income tax................
use of antitrust appropriations for prosecuting, forbidden .................
312
Labor Saving Devices, Postal Service,
appropriation for purchase, etc., of me422, 1068
chanical .....................

Labor Saving Machines,
appropriation for purchase, supplies, etc.,
85,1090
Treasury Department ..........
for Pension Office..................

101,1105

Labor Statistics Bureau, Department of Labor,
appropriation for Commissioner, statistician
and chief clerk, experts, etc..... 116, 1118
for per diem experts, etc .......... 117,1118

for temporary statistical clerks...... 117,1118
for reports, and materials for......... 117,1118
for share, International Labour Associa.....................
117,1118
tion ....
117,1118
for books, etc.......................

for medical examination of injured em......
...................
ployees
deficiency appropriation for per diem,
officers and employees, etc........

Laborers, Alien,
coming in consequence of foreign adver1472
1472
tisements, excluded admission......

117
26

876

Laborers, Contract (see Contract Laborers).
1436 Labour Legislation, International Associa1436
tion for,
appropriation for contribution....... 117,1118
Lac Court Oreilles Indian Reservation, Wis.,
1355
1355
lease of flowage rights for reservoir or stor-

age purposes allowed of lands in;
rental, etc ........................

157

Lac du Flambeau Indian Reservation, Wis.,
sale of timber on alleged school and swamp
569
lands in.......................
570
disposition of proceeds..................

157
157

1355
1355

INDEX.
Page.
Page.
Lacey,
Maberry M.,
Lacey, Maberry
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
1557
Lacey,
Michael,
Lacey, Michael,
pension
1362
..............................
pension .
Laconia,
N. H.,
H.,
Laconia, N.
appropriation
for public
266
building........
public building
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
for public
buildpublic builddeficiency appropriation
18
ing
18
ing..............................
Lacy,
Celestine (widow),
Lacy, Celestine
pension
1588
1588
pension ...............................
Ladd,
Sidney A.,
A.,
Ladd, Sidney
1251
pension increased...-....................
increased
1251
pension
Lady, Milford,
Lady,
Milford,
pension increased.......................
increased
1386
1386
pension
Lafollett,
C.,
Ebenezer C.,
Lafollett, Ebenezer
pension increased.
increased ......................
1208
pension
Lager Beer,
Beer,
Lager
783
internal
revenue tax
tax on
on .................
internal revenue
Mex.,
Laguna Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
N. Mex.,
Sanatorium, N.
Laguna
appropriation
125, 970
970
of.. 125,
etc., of__
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for
Lahaina, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Lahaina,
1769
land in,
reserved for
lighthouse purposes..
purposes
1769
for lighthouse
in, reserved
land
Laing, Anna
R. (widow),
(widow),
Anna R.
Laing,
pension increased
1399
increased......................
pension
E. (widow),
(widow),
Marion E.
Lazrd, Marion
Laird,
pension increased
1418
increased.--...--....--.-.......
pension
Lake City, Ark.,
Ark.,
.- 1336
land
patent to
to --......---.............
land patent
Lake
County, Ind.,
Ind.,
Lake County,
bridge authorized
Calumet
authorized across Grand Calumet
bridge
River in
in
11
....................
River
may
Grand Calumet
Calumet River, East
bridge Grand
may bridge
251
Chicago,
Ind
Chicago, Ind......................
251
Hammond, Ind -....-..............
Hammond,
Depot, N.
Lake Denmark
Denmark Naval
Naval Powder
Powder Depot,
N. J.,
J.,
Lake
appropriation
for ordnance
storage buildbuildordnance storage
appropriation for
569
ings .............................---------ings
569, 1179
for public
works ............-...
public works
for
Lake Erie,
Erse,
Lake
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made
ship channel
Lake Onto Lake
channel to
for ship
made for
406
tario
tario .....-...----...-----------Lake, Lewis IL,
H.,
1536
pension increased
increased....-...................
pension
Lake Michigan,
Michigan,
riparian
rights of
of marine
marine hospital
hospital site, Chi('hiriparian rights
cago, Ill.,
Ill., conveyed
commissionto commissionconveyed to
cago,
ers of
Lincoln Park
1198
Park..............
of Lincoln
ers
Lake Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
to
right
for
convention with
Nicaragua for
to
with Nicaragua
convention
etc. 1661
of, etc
construct ship
ship canal
canal by
way of,
by way
construct
Lake, Oden,
1369
....-.......--...
pension increased..
increased
pension
Minn.,
Woods, Minn.,
Lake of
of the Woods,
Lake
appropriation for
improvement of Zippel
Zippel
for improvement
appropriation
01
Bay
101
Bay.................--------------Lake Ontario,
Lake
Ontario,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary
made for
ship channel
channel from
Lake
from Lake
for ship
made
406
406
Erie to
to.........--.--------..----Erie
Lake River, Wash.,
preliminary
be
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
410
410
made
made .....-...------------.----Saint Clair,
Lake Saint
Clair,
appropriation for
of channel
channel
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation
400
400
.............
through
through ..........
Lake
Tahoe, Cal.
Cal. and
and Nev.,
Lake Tahoe,
Nev.,
538
538
on....
post
lantern lights,
lights, etc.,
authorized on._
_
etc., authorized
post lantern
Lake Union,
Lake
Union, Wash.,
Wash.,
appropriation for
improvement of waterfor improvement
appropriation
way
Puget Sound
Sound with
405
40
with..
connecting Puget
way connecting
Lake Washington,
Washington, Miss.,
Miss.,
Lake
397
--.....
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation for
Lake Washington,
Washington, Wash.,
appropriation for
improvement of waterfor improvement
appropriation
40
way to
to Puget
405
Sound............---Puget Sound
way

1975
1975

Lakeland,
Fla.,
Lakeland, Fla.,
appropriation for
for public
public building..........
building
appropriation
North and Northwestern,
Lakes,
Northwestern,
Lakes, North
appropriation for
for survey
of................
survey of
appropriation
Lakes
Pistakee and
and Nippersink,
Nippersink, Ill.,
Lakes Pistakee
across....
repeal of
of Act
bridge across
authorizing bridge
Act authorizing
repeal
Lakin,
Corydon B.,
B.
Lakin, Corydon
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Colo.,
Lamar,
Lamar, Colo.,
condemned
granted to,
Grand
for Grand
to, for
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Army post........................
post
Army
Lamar,
Joseph R.,
a Justice
of the
the SuJustice of
R., late
late a
Lamar, Joseph
preme Court,
Court,
preme
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
of
of.............................
Lamb,
Clinton S.,
S.,
Lamb, Clinton
pension
increased
....................
pension increased.
Lamb,
E.,
FrancisE.,
Lamb, Francis
.............
pension
increased .........
pension increased
Lamberson,
John,
Lamberson, John,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
Lambert,
Adam,
Lambert, Adam,
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Lambert,
(daughter),
Augusta (daughter),
Lambert, Augusta
pension
pension...............................
Lambert,
(widow),
Ellen (widow),
Lambert, Ellen
pension
pension ............................
Lambert,
Isaac,
Lambert, Isaac,
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
T.,
Lambert,
Lambert, William T.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Lamere,
Elizabeth (widow),
Lamere, Elizabeth
pension
........-pension. ...................
Lamk,e,.
Fred,
Lamke, Fred,
pension
..................----pension .......-...
Lamons, Thomas M.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Lamoreux, Janet
(widow),
Janet (widow),
Lamoreux,
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Lamp, Frank
C.,
Frank C.,
Lamp,
pension increased
increased ..................---pension
Lamphier, Priscilla
Priscilla M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
Lamphier,
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
Lampman, Adeline
(widow),
Adeline (widow),
Lanmpman,
pension -....
........................pension
Lamprey, Nettie
(widow),
Nettie (widow),
Lamprey,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
B.,
Lampson,
Edwin B.,
Lampson, Edwin
pension increased
increased ......................pension
Lancaster, K1.,
Ky.,
Lancaster,
appropriation
building.......
public building
for public
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing ................................
inR
Lancaster, Pa.,
Pa.,
Lancaster,
condemned cannon
granted to Stevens
cannon granted
condemned
Greenland
at .............
Cemetery at
Greenland Cemetery
Lancaster,
S. C.,
Lancaster, S.
appropriation
for public building
building.......
appropriation forpublic
Lancaster, Thomas
Thomas F.,
F.,
Lancaster,
pension .............
......-------pension
Federal Farm
Land Bank
Bank Districts
Districts (see
also Federal
(see also
Land
Loan Act),
United States
apportionment
continental United
of continental
apportionment of
into;
Alaska excepted
excepted ............
into; Alaska
Land Banks,
Banks, Federal
(see also
Farm
Federal Farm
also Federal
Federal(see
Land
Loan Act),
Act),
provisions establishing, etc.......--.....-etc
provisions
Land Grant
Railroads.
Grant Railroads.
Land
reduced pay
transportation by..-by
mail transportation
for mail
pay for
reduced
Land
(see Public
Public Lands).
Lands).
Offices (see
Land Offices
Lander, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (widow),
Lander,
pension
increased ..................---pension increased
Landing
of Sir
Sir Francis
Francis Drake
on Coast
Coast of
of CaliCaliDrake on
Landing of
fornia,
fornia,
to celebrarepresentative
be appointed
celebraappointed to
to be
representative to
tion
of
.tion of..............--------.....

Page.
Page.
266
266
292
292
923
923
1296
1296
841
841

818
818
1425
1425
1568
1568
1485
1485
1517
1517
1557
1557
1293
1293
1522
1522
1559
1324
1324
1361
1361
1518
1518

•

1270
1270
1376
1376
1460
1460
1326
1326
1315
1:315
1456
1456

266
266
18
I
8

834
266
266
1362

362
362
36
9

426
426
1481
1481

60
60

1976
1976

INDEX.

Landon,
Page.
Page.
Landon, David
David F.,
F.
pension increased...................increased
1397
pension
1397
Landrew,
Oliver K.,
K.,
Landrew, Oliver
pension increased........................
increased
1248
pension
1248
Lands, etc.,
appropriation for
for custody
277
277
custody of
of ............
appropriation
Indians,
Lands in
in Severalty
Severalty to
to Indians,
appropriation for surveying, allotting, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
of
123,969
of...
........................
123, 969
repayment; available
repayment;
available
until
expended
124,969
pended ....................
124, 969
use for Indians in Arizona and New
Mexico restricted
restricted ...............
124,969
Mexico
124, 969
for expenses determining heirs of
of allotallotpartition of
tees; partition
of allotments
allotments...... 127,972
127, 972
expenses in
for legal expenses
in allotment
allotment suits_
suits... 127,972
127, 972
leases of irrigable
irrigable lands
lands of aged,
aged, etc.,
etc., allotallottees,
terms, etc
etc..........
tees, allowed;
allowed; terms.
128
128
Claudius,
Lane, Claudius,
pension
pension increased ....-----1504
..-- ..---- ..
1504
Lane, Henry
Henry S.,
Lane,
S.,
pension increased .........
. ......... . 1499
Lane,
Lane, Lydia
Lydia A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
increased ....................... 1460
Lane.
Margaret M. (widow),
(widow),
Lane. Margaret
pension increased......................
increased
1231
1291
Lane, William,
William,
increased ...................
1523
pension increased
1523
Lanesboro, Mass.,
Ltanesboro,
Mass.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted
granted to
to. ........
839,841
839,
841
Lang, Charles,
Charles,
Lang,
pension increased
pension
increased....................... 1286
1286
Langley, Henry,
Henry,
1372
pension ..............................
1372
Langley, Nicholas
B..
Langley,
Nicholas B.,
- pension increased
increased .......
1317
.......
..
1317
Langsdale, John
John M.,
M.,
Langsdale,
pension increased .........-1279
..... .. 1279
L'
Anguille River,
River. Ark.,
L'Anguille
Ark.,
appropriation
for improvement
of .......
399
399
improvement of
appropriation for
Lankford,
W.,
Lakford, James
James W.,
pension
1253
pension increased
increased.......................
1253
Lanphere,
Lanphere, Hiram
Hiram P.,
P.,
pension
1513
pension increased
increased ........................
1513
Lansing,
Lansing, Charlotte
CharlotteA.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1567
pension......................
............ 1567
Lansing,
Hannah M.
(widow),
Lansing, Hannah
M. (widow),
pension
...............................
1239
Lansing, Iowa,
bridge authorized
authorized across Mississippi
River
Mississippi River
at................................
37
at
Eliza A.
Lantz, Eliza
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased....................... 1401
Lapaugh, Rebecca
(widow),
Lapaugh,
Rebecca L. (widow),
pension increased
1289
increased..................... 1289
Lappier.
Lappier, Joseph,
pension
pension increased
increased 1210
........................
1210
Laptad, Rebecca
Rebecca Mc0.
Laptad,
(widow).
McC. (widow).
pension increased ......................
pension
1316
1316
Lorimer, James
James C.,
C.,
Larimer,
pension
1159
pension ..............................-.
1359
Larimer,
James II.,
II.,
Larimer, James
pension
pension increased
increased 1331
.................
1331
Larkin,
Thomas,
Larkin, Thomas,
pension
1537
pension increased
increased.....................
1537
Lamed,
Kans..
Laned, Kans..
condemned
834
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to.
to...........
834
Larrance,
Americus, V..
V..
Larrance, Amerieus
pension increased1207
......................
1207
Larry,
John H..
Larry, John
pension
pension increased
increased...............-........ 1418
1418
Las
Colo.,,
Las Animas
Animas Naval
Naval Hospital,
Hospital, Cob.
appropriation for establishing
establishing dairy
dairy farm.
farm
appropriation
etc...............................
572
etc
572

Las
Mex.,
'Page.
Las Cruces, N.
N. Mex.,
'age.
appropriation
for public
building .......
266
266
public building
appropriation for
deficiency
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for public
ing
ing......................
18
Lasher,
H ,
Lasher, William
William H.,
pension
increased
1554
pension increased
......................
1554
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
Lassen National
NationalForest,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of. 458.
438, 1147
1147
etc., of.
appropriation for
National Park,
Cal.,
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic National
Park, Cal.,
established;
boundaries
442
established; boundaries.................
442
442
lands withdrawn;
withdrawn; removal of
of trespassers...
trespassers...
442
valid claims
claims not
not affected;
affected; rights
rights of
of way,
way,
valid
etc ...............................
443
etc
443
use by
by Reclamation
Service
443
use
Reclamation Service...........
443
management,
management, etc.;
etc.; protection
protection of fish,
fish, game,
game,
etc
443
etc............................
443
leases, etc.,
accommodation of
visitors._
444
leases,
etc., for accommodation
of visitors..
444
sales of timber;
etc..............
timber; charges,
charges, etc
444
limit on
on appropriations
appropriations .................
444
limit
444
Latham,
Frank H.,
H.,
Latham, Frank
pension
pension................................
1591
Latham,
J. Lawrence,
Latham, J.
relieved of payment
relieved
payment of postal funds stolen
stolen
from .........................
1243
Lathrov,
Lathrop, James W.,
pension
increased .
pension increased
..................
1585
Latimer. William R.,
R.,
pension increased..........................
increased
pension
1289
Observatory, International,
International,
Latitude Observatory,
expenses of
deducted
expenses
of Ukiah,
Ukiah, Cal.,
Cal., to be deducted
from
quota to International
International Geodetic
Geodetic
from quota
Association..................... 259,1055
Association
259, 1055
Lattimore,
W.,
Lattimwre, John
John W.,
pension increased
1384
pension
increased....................-..
1384
Lauderbock, Frank,
Lauderbock,
Frank,
pension increased......................
increased
1531
pension
1531
Lauer,
Lauer, John
John E.,
E.,
pension increased
1380
pension
increased......................
1380
Laughlin,
Laughlin, Hiram,
Hiram,
pension increased
increased .......................
pension
1405
Laughlin, John
John W..
W.
Laughlin,
increased
pension increased........................
1505
E. (widow),
(widow),
Laughlin, Rachel
Rachel E.
increased ......................
pension increased
1429
Charles A.,
A.,
Lauman, Charles
increased
pension increased.....
.................
1222
Laundries, Army.
Army,
Laundries,
outside work
permitted; use of
proceeds
631
of proceeds..
631
outside
work permitted;
Laurel,
Laurel, Miss.,
Miss.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public builddeficiency
for public
building .......
18
. 18
ingL
r,
...............
Laurier,
Laurier, W7ash.,
Wash.
immediate transportation
transportation entry
entry privileges
privileges
immediate
extended
to. .....................
354
extended to
Louver, Daniel,
Lauver,
Daniel,
pension increased
1565
pension
increased ......................
1565
Lavine, Minerva
(widow),
Lavine,
Minerva (widow),
pension increased
1561
1561
pension
increased.......................
Law Library,
Library of
of Congress,
Congress,
Law
Library, Library
appropriation for
librarian, etc
1078
74 1078
for librarian,
etc.......... 74,
appropriation
Law, Sarah
Sarah M.
(widow),
M. (widow),
Law,
pension increased
1553
1553
pension
increased.......................
Lawler.
Law
ler Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased
1216
1216
......................
pension
Lawler
Solomon ,
Lawler,tSolomon,
pension increased......................
increased
1272
1272
pension
Lawrence County, S.
S. Dak.
Dak.,
restriction removed
removed from making
making homehomerestriction
stead
entries in
in Black
Black Hills
Hills National
National
stead entries
440
Forest ...........................
Lawrence,
Isaiah E.,
E.,
Lawrence, Isaiah
pension
increased ......................
1539
1539
pension increased
Lawrence,
Kans.,'
Lawrence, Kans.
appropriation
Institute Indian
Indian
for Haskell
Haskell Institute
appropriation for
school
133, 977
977
school....
..................
133,

1977
1977

INDEX.
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Leaves
Absence, tovernmenrt
Government Employees,
Page.
Page.
Leaves of
oj .iosence,
Lmptoyees,
. "r.
rge.
allowed civilan
employees, at stations outcivilan employees,
appropriation for
clerk and assistant,
allowed
for law clerk
appropriation
side continental
continental limits;
limits; accumulaaccumulaediting,
77,1082
77, 1082
side
etc......................
editing, etc
557
tion
internal
in force
in Porto
except internal
tion...............................
Rico, except
Porto Rico,
force in
in
793
internal revenue
revenue agents and inspectors..
inspectors
internal
revenue
954
revenue ...........................
members
National Guard,
C., when
when
Guard, D. C.,
members of National
not applicable
to Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands unless
applicable to
not
203
training, etc
etc ......................
547
training,
specifically
547
so provided
provided .............
specifically so
employees at
navy yards,
yards, etc.,
etc., allowed
allowed anantrade relations
relations of
the Philippines
at navy
governed
employees
Philippines governed
of the
trade
617
nual, for
30 days
days ...................
617
for 30
548
nual,
exclusively
by . .................
548
exclusively by
617
pro
limitation ....................
617
pro rafa,
rati limitation
Lawson,
Nathan,
Lawson, Nathan,
617
discretion
to time to be taken........
taken
as to
discretion as
1515
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
618
restriction
pay ...................
618
restriction as to pa.
Lawson,
Wiley,
Lawson, Wiley,
allowance
sick leave
leave or holidays
holidays not
allowance of sick
1578
pension
1578
pension ...............................
618
affected..
618
affected ..........................
(widow),
Lawton,
Carrie V. (widow),
Lawton, Carrie
granted postal
employees injured while on
on
postal employees
1251
granted
pension
1251
increased......................
pension increased
413
duty ................
..........--.
duty
Lawton
Project, Okla.,
IrrigationProject,
Lawton Irrigation
Leavitt, Elizabeth
.T. (widow),
(widow),
Elizabeth J.
305 Leavitt,
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc ...---appropriation for
1281
315
1281
pension .............................-pension
Lawton,
Lawton, Okla.,
Leavitt, Leafy
Leafy J.
J. (widow),
1
(widow),
836 Leavitt,
condemned
granted to ........-.
cannon granted
condemned cannon
1315
------pension increased
increased ................
pension
927
terms
court at
at .--................----of court
terms of
Leavitt,
E. (widow),
Mary E.
Leavitt, Mary
Lawyers Cooperative
Cooperative Edition,
Volume 60,
Edition, Volume
Lawyers
1234
.
pension
1234
increased ......................pension increased
United
appropriation
additional copies, United
for additional
appropriation for
Pa.,
Lebanon, Pa.,
313
States Reports
313 Lebanon,
Reports ................-.-States
836
condemned
cannon granted
granted to ---...--...
condemned cannon
Lay,
(widow),
Catherine C. (widow),
Lay, Catherine
H.,
Charles H.,
Lederer, Charles
--pension increased
1499 Lederer,
..-----increased .......--pension
pension
increased ..---...-------------1382
pension increased
Laymon, Lucy
(widow),
L. (widow),
Lucy L.
Laymon,
Lyceums,
Lecture Lyceums,
-----pension increased..................
increased
1224 Lecture
pension
791
..-....-exempt from
from special
special tax
tax_-.....-exempt
Lazear, Noble
(widow),
H. (widow),
Mable H.
Lazear,
Alien.
Lecturers, Alien,
to ..appropriation for
monthly payments
.. 629 Lecturers,
payments to_
for monthly
appropriation
not excluded
excluded admission under
under contract
contract
not
Le Count,
Count, Ellen
Ellen (widow),
(widow),
Le
878
labor laws---.........----.....------------laws
labor
.-----...--pension increased
increased ........-1398
pension
Lee, George,
Le Sieur,
Thomas B.,
B.,
Le
Sieur, Thomas
----.-------. 1534
pension increased.
increased -------pension
appropriation for reimbursing
977
reimbursing.............
appropriation
Lee, Henry,
Henry,
Lee,
Le Suer,
Ella (widow),
(widow),
Suer, Ella
Le
1362
pension
pension ...............--------------1257
pension increased
increased ..--....---------------pension
alias James Riley,
Lee, John,
Riley.
John, alias
Lee,
Leach,
Charles H.,
H.,
Leach, Charles
1508
..--pension
increased ........--------pension increased
1219
..........-------- ---pension increased
increased
1219
pension
Lee, John
J.,
John J.,
Lee,
Leach,
F.,,
David F.
Leach, David
1231
pension
1231
increased ............---.------.
pension increased
- 1370
pension
increased
1370
pension increased--.....-..---..--------Lee
Slough, Fla.,
Fla..
Lee Slough,
0.,
Leach, Lyman 0.,
396
of-..--..-appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation for
pension
1530
increased ......--------- ------ 1530
pension increased
Lee,
J.,
Lee, Thomas J.,
Leach,
Phillip H.,
H.,
Leach, Phillip
1408
pension increased..-..---------..-----increased
pension
1437
pension
1437
increased ........----------------pension increased
Leech
Minn.,
River, Minn.,
Leech River,
Leach, William F.,
F.,
Leach,
403
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
of.........
appropriation
------ 1367
pension...
.
...---------- -------pension
Leeder, Charles,
Charles,
Leeder,
Lead Arsenatee
Insecticide Act).
Arsenates (see Insecticide
Lead
pension increased
increased .........-..-.....----.. 1293
pension
Leadville National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Leadville
Leeson, Robert,
Robert,
.
Leeson,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
458,
1147
458,1147
of.
etc.,
maintenance,
for
appropriation
1513
pension increased
increased ................
1513
,
pension
Leaf River
Miss.,
River,? Miss.,
Leaf
Leffler, Charles,
Charles,
Leffler,
appropriation
for
improvement
of
397
of.........
improvement
for
appropriation
-1318
.
pension increased................
increased.
1318
pension
League
Island Navy
Philadelphia,
Yard (see Philadelphia,
Navy Yard
League Island
Legations,
Legations,
Pa.).
Pa.).
253, 1048
appropriation for
for clerks
clerks at...........
at
1048
appropriation
Leagues,
Leagues, Business, etc.,
.. 253, 1049
for interpreters
to
1049
to.............
interpreters
for
exempt
from
income
tax
766
.......-------------tax
income
exempt from
252
counselor
of,
created
counselor of, created......- .......--------------Leard,
F.,
Samuel F.,
Leard, Samuel
Expenses,
Judicial
and
Legislative, Executive,
Judicial
Executire,
Legislative,
1438
---------pension
increased
-----pension increased....
appropriation for
for legislative
legislative expenses...
expenses... 66, 1070
1070
appropriation
(widolw ,
Leary,
Hannah C. (widow),
Leary, Hannah
1070
66, 1070
. 66,
....--....
......
for
Senate .......
Senate
for
pension
1449
.....---.-..----------------pension
69, 1073
69,1073
for
Capitol police
................--------.
police
Capitol
for
O'Leary,
Leary,
James,
alias
James
James
alias
Leary, James,
for
Joint Committee
Committee on
on Printing;
Printing; Confor Joint
1232
pension
1232
increased ....-....--.-----------pension increased
69,1073
_gressional
Directory
69,1073
Directory.-.......----..
gressional
J.,
Leathers, Thomas J.,
Leathers,
for
H
ouse of
Representatives
69,1073
Representatives........--...
of
House
for
152
-----..
pension
increased
1552
.---------------pension increased
72
day118
"
during
the
session"
mean
days_
to
mean
' duringthesession"
Leatenworth, Kans.,
Leareenwtorth,
"during the
the session"
session" to
to mean
mean 210
210 days. 1076
1076
"during
appropriation
for
expenses,
Volunteer
SolVolunteer
appropriation for expenses,
73,1077
for
Congress ......--.-----73,1077
Library of Congress
for Library
295
diers' Home
295
Home ......--------------diers'
- 75,1079
for Botanic
Garden
75, 1079
Garden.....---------Botanic
for
311
for
penitentiary,
construction
----.
construction
for penitentiary,
76,1080
for
executive
expenses
76,1080
for executive expenses..--.....------314
for
maintenance --------penitentiary, maintenance
for penitentiary,
76,1080
for President
76, 1080
.......------------------President
for
Voldeficiency
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, '4'oldeficiency appropriation
76,1080
for Vice
President
76.1080
.....--.---------President
Vice
for
unteer
Soldiers'
Home
29
.........-----Home
unteer Soldiers'
1080
for Executive
Office
76.
76 1080
-------Office .......
Executive
for
42
for
penitentiary,
construction
42
construction....------for penitentiary,
76,1080
for Bureau
of Efficiency
Efficiency .............
76.
1080
of
Bureau
for
for
penitentiary,
maintenance
44,819
maintenance.....--.
for penitentiary,
10O0
----directed
oetr
;JU»dAi
,.I.t,,;iot
etc..
1080
- .,
. directed.
.
-juIv
l*..
G
. rr.?Yu
'investigations.
terms
court at.
726
." :
at .....-----------------of court
terms of

Lau
iUssof
oj Congress,
ongress,
La

e Ar

o-j

A.

.

snerA.

o. zer

n

--.--

AAoPny

1978
1978
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Legislative, Executive,
Executive, and
and Judicial
Ex- Page.
PageJudicial ExLegislative,
nnses-Continued.
penses-Continued.
appropriation
for Civil
CommisService CommisCivil Service
appropriation for
sion
76,
1081
76,1081
sion ........................
for Department
77, 1082
1082
of State
State............... 77,
for
Department of
no other
other appropriations
for
used for
appropriations to be used
no
personal
services in
in Washington,
Washington,
personaT services
78,1082
78,1082
D..C
C.........................
branch
printing office
office abolished......
abolished
1083
branch printing
for
Treasury Department
Department ........
'... 78,1083
for Treasury
collecting
internal revenue
85,1090
revenue.......... 85,1090
collecting internal
Independent Treasury
87,1091
1091
Treasury............. 87,
Independent
88,1093
assay offices . ...........
mints and assay
90,1094
for
War Department ..................
90,1094
forWarDepartment
public
grounds......
93,1097
93,1097
buildings and grounds
public buildings
Department
State,
State, War, and Navy Department
94,1098
Building
94,1098
Building........................
for
Department................. 94,1098
for Navy
Navy Department
for
Department ..............
98,1102
Interior Department
for Interior
employees
to receive
receive no other than
than
employees to
Government pay
pay for services
services....... 1106
Government
surveyors
general .................
103,1107
103,1107
surveyors general
government in
the Territories.....
Territories.
104,1108
104,1108
in the
government
for Post
Post Office
Department .........
104,1108
104,1108
Office Department
for
for
Department of
of Justice
105,1110
Justice........... 105,1110
for Department
110,1111
for
Department of Commerce
110,1111
Commerce .......
for Department
for
of Labor
116,1117
Labor............ 116,1117
Department of
for Department
for
judicial expenses_
116,1119
116,1119
expenses...............
for judicial
for
States courts,
etc ........
118,1119
118,1119
courts, etc
United States
for United
for National
park commissioners.........
commissioners
1120
for
Nationalpark
for Court
119,1120
Appeals........ 119,1120
of Customs Appeals
for
Court of
for Court
Claims .................
119,1120
1120
119,
of Claims
for
Court of
for extra
extra pay
employees provided
provided for
pay to employees
for
receiving not more
in this Act, receiving
more than
in
$1,800 a
ayear
1121
year .....................
$1,800
pay
of switchboard
assistant
switchboard operators, assistant
pay of
messengers,
etc., rated..........
rated
120. 1120
messengers, etc.,
permanently
persons not to
incapacitated persons
permanently incapacitated
be
120,
120. 1121
paid .......................
be paid
120. 1121
restriction
___ 120,
1121
typewriters....
for typewriters_
restriction on prices for
determination of character
character of changes
determination
120, 1121
in machines .................
in
120,
restriction on
detailing classified
employclassified employrestriction
on detailing
ees
ees for service outside of District of
Columbia
120, 1121
120
Columbia .....................
11 1
not
applicable to investigations by Denot applicable
120. 1121
partment
Justice ............
120,
partment of Justice
payment
salaries aggregating
aggregating
payment of double salaries
more
than $2,000 a
forbidden..
120
a year forbidden..
more than
exceptions
120
exceptions ..........................
continuing
service of members of Joint
continuing service
reelected... _ 1121
Committee
Printing reelected._
Committee on Printing
1121
vacancies to
to be
be filled .................
vacancies
authority when
in session..
session_ _ 1121
Congress not in
when Congress
authority
duplication
etc ,
duplication of work by departments, etc..
1122
investigated.................
to be
be investigated
................. 1122
report to the President
1122
reporttothePresident
1122
abolishment authorized
authorized ...............
1122
abolishment
Congress,
Legislative
Library of Congress,
Legislative Reference, Library
appropriation for
preparing material for
for preparing
appropriation
Congress, etc
74.1078
etc ..................
Congress,
Legumes,
appropriation for
for testing, etc.,
cultures for
etc.. cultures
appropriation
453. 1141
inoculating .................
453.1141
inoculating
Leib, Lewis,
Lewis,
1534
pension
increased
.......
1534
pension increased............
Leibecke,
Christina (widow),
(ido),
Leibecke, Christina
pension
increased
1518
pension increased.........-...........
Leipsic River,
River. Del..
Lepsic
appropriation for
for improvement
of .........
394
394
improvement of
appropriation
Lewhnum, Alexander A.,
A.,
Leishman,
pension
1383
1383
...............
pension.....
Leaner,
Z..
Leitner, William Z.,
1405
pension
increased
1405
pension increased...................

Leland,
Page.
Page.
Arthur,
Leland, Arthur,
pension_.................................
1589
1589
pension
Lenient,
Pierr,
Lement, Pierre,
payment of
of Court
Court of
of Claims
to
findings to
Claims findinzs
payment
administratrix
1496
of ..................
administratrix of.
Lemhi National
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
NationalForest,
Lemhi
appropriation for
for maintenance,
458, 1147
1147
of. 458,
etc.. of.
maintenance, etc..
appropriation
Lemmon,
S. Dale.,
Dak.,
Lemmon, S.
sale
lands to
to ........................
1320
1320
of lands
sale of
Lemon Creek,
Creek, Staten
Staten Island,
Island, N.
N. Y.,
Y.,
Lemon
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to be
preliminary
made
406
406
made ..........................
Lemon, Houston,
Houston,
Lemon,
pension
increased
1537
1537
pension increased........................
Lemon, Marian
Marian (widow),
(widow),
Lemon,
pension1412...............................
1412
pension
Lemon, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Lemon,
pension increased.......................
increased...
1340
1340
pension
Lena, Wis.,
Wis.,
Lena,
condemned
cannon
granted
to
838
838
condemned cannon granted to.............
Lendernann,
William,
Lendemann, William,
pension
1575
1575
increased ......................
pension increased
Lenfesty,
Edward,
Lenfesty, Edward,
pension
1360
1360
pension ...............................
Lenix,
Samuel,
Lenix, Samuel,
pension
increased
1412
1412
pension increased .....................
Leo
Memorial Hospital
Association,
Hospital Association,
Levi Memorial
N. Levi
Leo N.
free
delivery
of
water
from
Hot
Springs,
free delivery of water from Hot Springs,
•Ark.,
Ark., to,
351
351
..........
authorized......
to, authorized
treatment of
emergency patients
patients at
at hoshosof emergency
treatment
pital,
etc.,
without
charge
351
351
pital, etc., without charge. .......
Leon,
Nabor and
Victoria,
and Victoria,
Leon, Nabor
payment
to,
for
death
of
son_
.........
1357
payment to, for death of son............... 1357
Leonard,
Charles,
Leonard, Charles,
pension
1231
1231
..
increased ...................
pension increased
Leonard,
Nellie
(uidow').
M. (widow),
Leonard, Nellie M.
pension
1306
pension ...............................1306
Lepers,
etc.,
Lepers, etc.,
appropriation for
for care
care of.
Islands of
of (luau
(maul
of, Islands
appropriation
and Culion
559,1170
I 170
59,
Culion...............
and
Lepper : William,
IVilliam,
Lepper,
pension
increased
1431
111
pension increased........................
Leprosy,
Leprosy,
home authorized
treatment, etc.,
of
872
872
etc., of....
for treatment,
authorized for
home
use of
reservations, etc.,
872
872
for..
etc., for
of abandoned
abandoned reservations,
use
admission of
of patients;
patients; regulations,
regulations, etc.....
etc
873
373
admission
transportation by
by Public
Public Health
Health Service.
Service
873
873
transportation
regulations for
for government
government of
of home,
home, dederegulations
tention,
etc .................
873
873
...
tention, etc
construction of
of buildings
873
873
buildings .................
construction
additional
to officers
officers detailed
detailed for
873
873
duty.
for duty
pay to
additional pay
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of construction,
construction,
appropriation for
maintenance,
873
73
etc .................
maintenance, etc
Les
Cheneaur Channels,
Channels, Mich.,
Mich.,
Les Cheneaux
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
made ...........................
409
409
made
Leslie,
E.,
James E.,
Lesie, James
pension
1421
1421
increased........................
pension increased.
Lett,
(widow),
Emily (widow),
Lett, Emily
pension
increased
1425
1425
pension increased.................
Lett,
(widow),
Ann (widow),
Melissa Ann
Lett, Melissa
pension_
1538
1538
........
pension ....................-.
Lett,
W.,
Preston W,
Lett, Preston
pension increased
increased ......................
1341
1341
pension
Letter
Carriers, Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
Letter Carriers,
appropriation
for city
city delivery;
delivery; promopromoappropriation for
tions_
1063
417, 1063
tions ........-..--..--------.. 417,
no distinction
distinction in
in pay
pay for
for collection
collection
no
417
and delivery
417
service..............
and
delivery service
restoration of
of reduced
reduced salaries.........
salaries
417
417
restoration
pay
of substitutes
substitutes rated
rated ..............
417
417
pay of
423,
for
rural delivery
423, 1068
1068
..................
delive
for rura
deficiency
appropriation for
city delivery..
delivery .. 827
827
for city
deficiency appropriation
for
................
830
' 0
for substitutes..........
substitutes ........................

1979
1979

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Letter
page.
Serice,
Postal Service,
etc., Postal
Scals. etc.,
Letter Scaler.
appropriation for,
for, and
1067
421, 1067
and repairs
repairs........... 421,
appropriation
Leaman,
Calvin D.,
D.,
Leuman, Calvin
1432
pension
increased.. .....................
pension increased
Leo
pp Indian
Ariz..
Agency, Ariz..
Indian Agency,
Leupp
appropriation for
for bridges
across Little
Little
bridges across
appropriation
Colorado and
Rivers
Canyon Diablo Rivers
and Canyon
Colorado
near
975
975
.............................
near
Levees,
River,
Mississippi River.
Levees, Mississippi
construction,
contributions
etc., subject to contributions
construction, etc.,
from
948
948
interests ................
local interests
from local
948
amount
948
etc .................
required, etc
amount required,
cost...
rights of
of way
provided free
949
free of cost
to be
be provided
way to
rights
expenses
by State,
State, etc.,
not part
of
part of
etc., not
for. by
expenses for.
949
contribution for work...............
work
949
contribution
Leverett,
David,
Leverett, David,
pension
1431
increased ........................
pension increased
Lerersee,
(widow),
Cinderella (widow),
Lerersee, Cinderella
pension
increased. .......................
1273
pension increased
Levline.
George,
Levline. George,
pension
increased ..............-.........
1427
pension increased
Lewes,
Del.,
Lewes, Del.,
Government
appropriation
for repair,
repair, etc..
etc., Government
appropriation for
pier; use
Department
Treasury Department
by Treasury
use by
pier;
394
repealed.
394
repealed .......................
Forest, Mont.,
Lewis
and Clark
Clark National
National Forest,
Lewis and
appropriation for
of_ 458,1147
maintenance, etc., of.
for maintenance,
appropriation
Lewis,
Cyr!is A.,
A.,
Lewis, Cyrus
.........1241
pension increased...............
increased.
pension
Lewis,
Edgar,
Lewis, Edgar,
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossesstd homestead,
homestead,
payment
Sherman
Oreg
1354
Sherman County, Oreg..........
Edgar P.,
Lewis,
P.
Lewis, Edgar
pension incret:sed
1482
increased........................
pension
F.,,
Lewis,
George F.
Leuis, George
..... 1234
......
pension increased
increased. .........
pension
Lewis,
(widow),
Mahala (widow),
Lewis, Mahala
pension increased.
.........-...-- . 1221
increased ....
pension
Lewis,
if.,
Murray B.,
Lewis, Murray
1586
pension.
........
pension. ........................
Lewis,
Lewis, Richard
Richard W.,
W.,
1379
pension.
pension...............................
Lewis River,
Wash.,
River, Wash.,
Lewis
appropriation
improvement of, North
appropriation for improvement
405
.........
Forks
and East Forks..........
Lewis,
Sarah J.
(widow ),),
J. (widow
Lewuis, Sarah
1364
pension
increased
1364
pension increased.................-.......
Lewis,
Victor,
Lewis, Victor,
pension..
.
1578
.......--pelsilon ........................Lewis,
William II.,
1.,
Lewis, Willi(am
pension
1249
124
.......... increased .............
pension increased
Lewistown. Pa.,
Letuistowuwn.
f'a.,
26
appropriation
266
public building .........
for public
appropriation for
L'
S. (uidouv),
(widow),
FlorenceS.
L' Hommedieu,
Homrnmdiee, Florence
1
pension
increased
1567
567
pension increased.......................
Libby,
Alphonse E..
E..
Lihhy, Alphonso
1317
pension
increased..
.......-................
pension increased
Libby. Daniel,
Daniel,
-- 1569
pension increased
increased .......................-------pension
Libby,
.A.,
Eugne A.
Libby. Eugene
1461
1461
pension increased.......-.......---------increased
pension
Libby.
Mrt. V..
V.
Libby. Wirt
1580
1580
....----..........-.....-----.
pension
pension......
Liberia,
Liberia,
appropriation
for minister
and
resident and
minister resident
appropriation for
consul general
general to
to.......--------252,1048
2,1048
consul
Liberty
Baptist Church,
Church,
Missionary Baptist
Springs Missionary
Liberty Springs
Stewart
Tenn. '
County. Tenn.,
StetiartCounty.
payment
findings to....
1497
to...- 149
Claims findings
of Claims
of Court
Court of
payment of
Liberty.
of,
Statle of,
Liberty. Statue
acceptance
for electric
electric _plant
to
plant to
gift for
of ,oift
acceptance of
411
light,
N. Y.....
Y
Redoe Island, N.
light, on Bedoe
Librarian
Librarian
,iJ of t'or,gr,.ss,
( 'oiCnrss,
appropriation
chief assistant.
assistant. etc.
__73,
1077
73, 1077
etc...
ior. chief
in. for,
appropria
to
return t,
to Williamsburg.
Williamsburg. Va..
Masonic
Va.. Masonic
to return
Lodge
records.. 1243
1243
manuscript records..
original manuscript
Lodge original

Page.
Library,
C.. Free
Page.
Public.
Free Public,
D. C..
Library, D.
appropriation for
and expenses.
1008
expenses. 680, 100S
salaries and
for salaries
appropriation
Library of Congress.
Congress,
Library
Librarian. assistant,
appropriation for
assistant,
for Librarian.
appropriation
etc
73, 1077
73,
etc ........................--..
73,
for
etc.
73, 1077
division. etc............
of division.
chiefs of
for chiefs
for
73, 1077
1077
73,
etc ..............
rooms. etc.
reading rooms,
for reading
74,1078
for law
library
74,1078
law library......................
for
for
and oriental
oriental literature
literature .... 74,1078
74,1078
Semitic and
for Semitic
74,1078
for copyright
office
74,1078
copyright office.................
for
74,1078
for legislative
legislative reference
74,
1078
reference ...........
for
74,1078
for distributing
card indexes. etc.....
etc
74,
1078
distributing card
for
74,1078
for temporary
carriers
74,
1078
services; carriers......
temporary services;
for
for Sunday
Sunday opening................
opening _
74, 1078
for
for
purchasing
books.
periodicals,
periodicals,
books,
purchasing
for
etc...... ......
74, 1078
...--..--- 74,1078
- -..
etc
for contingent
expenses
1079
75, 1079
contingent expenses...............
for
for superintendent
superintendent of
of building
building and
and
for
75,1079
grounds, clerks,
clerks, etc ...........
75, 1079
grounds,
75, 1079
for
engineers, etc.........
etc
75,
1079
watchmen, engineers,
for watchmen,
for Sunday
opening
1079
. 75, 1079
...........
Sunday opening
for
for incidental
expenses, care
buildof buildcare of
incidental expenses.
for
ing, etc.
et
c
75, 1079
........................ 75,1079
ing,
75
for
repairs, driveway,
etc.
75
driveway, boiler, etc........
for repairs,
for
repairing tunnel
etc
1079
tunnel,-,etc...............
for repairing
for
installing drinking
water system
system.... 1079
drinking water
for installing
75,1079
for
etc
1079
... 75,
furniture, etc..................
for furniture,
for trees,
etc., grounds
grounds of
of ...............
290
trees, etc.,
for
for
printing and
and binding
bindin g for............
for
331
331
for printing
deficiency appropriation
appropriation 'for
printing and
for printing
deficiency
822
binding
...........................
binding
Library of
of Congress,
Su"ntendent of
of BuildBuildCongress, Superintendent
Library
ing
Grounds,
and Grounds,
ing and
appropriation for,
for, clerks, watchmen,
watchmen, engiengi•
appropriation
1079
75,
neers, etc.
75,1079
..........
.........
etc .
neers,
License
Bureau, 1).
C.,
D. C.,
LicenseBureau,
appropriation
for superintendent, clerks,
appropriation for
etc
1006
etc..........................
transfer
asseeser in
etc ,
issuing, etc.,
in issuing,
of assessor
of duties of
transfer of
1006
..............
licenses
to
licenee to......
Licthleg,
Henry,
Licthle, Henry,
1
pennon
increased
1291
.
pension increased.......................1.4C718, etc..
United States
States Courts,
Courts,
etc.. United
Liens,
exemption of
docketing, in
State courts,
courts, rein State
of docketing,
exemption
531
pealed ............................
531
pealed
Life
Buoys,
Life Buoys,
requirements
passenger vessels.
vessels,
requirements for, on passenger
24
.. ...
modified.................
')24
modified
<i(uard),
Life
Coast t;'
uardl,
Ser-ire (see also Coast,
Sa/ring Serrice
Life Saping
,l,21
deficiency
appropriation for
for ..........
29, 33,
824t
deficiency aprpropiation
2l1
3, 3.821
for pay
of crews,
33,
.................
etc .
crews. etc
pay of
for
Life
Sartng Testimonials,
Testimonials,
Life$ain;
a
ppropriat on for
for nmruilng
reset] itig shipwrckedl
t‘h i
pw reek Isi
appmrpriation
I'o1)
American seamen.
etc
255, 1
ow
25'4,
stamen. etc..........
American
Light. Augustus,
Augnstius.
Light.
pe
nsion-----.
.... ..
.......... .- ......i
pDesion
Light
Dues.
LightDues,
S~;
vessels owned
owned by
Filipinos exempt from..
from_..
2S6
by Filipinos
vessels
Light Vessels.
Vessels.
Light

appropriation for expenses
expenses of .............
appropriation
.........
......
for
and crew
officers and
for officers
expenses....
deficiency
for expenses
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
service on
Great Lakes.
Lakes. etc..
etc
on Great
general service
for general
authorized
authorized ....................
for station off Cape Charles, Va..
Va.. authorized
ized

... .
........................---------------

317
317
318
830
830
537
537
537

Lighthouse
ksee Lighthouses
Lighthouses
Establishment (see
Lighthouse Establishment
Bureau. Department
Department of
of Commerce).
Commerce .
Bureau.
Lighthouse
etc..
Inspectors. etc..
Lighthouse Inspectors.
appropriation
for salaries,
in the field. etc.
salaries, in
appropriation for
Lighthouse Keepers_
tc..
KDepers. etc..
Liohthouse
appropriation
salaries
....-...-for salaries.
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for sa.
os .....
salaries
deticiency appropriation
. dwellings,
etc.. including
including sites.
sites. ior.
far, audwelliu=gs. etc.
-------.
thorized..
thorized.......-.....----..--

31?
315
315
31
S26
826

1980

INDEX.

Lighthouse
etc.—Continued.
Page.
Keepers, etc-Continued.
Lighthouse Keepers,
free treatment
treatment of, and assistants, at marine
marine
hospitals
538
hoseitals ...................
physical
appointees necphysical examination
examination of appointees
essary hereafter...
hereafter
538
...........
essary
Lighthouse Tenders,
appropriation
317
appropriation for expenses of .............
for salaries
318
318
alaries of officers and crews
crews.........
authorized...
for third
.
lighthouse district, authorized
537
lighthouse
ng, to have radio equipment
538
equipment-.......
seagoing,
Ligh
Lighthoues,,
appropriation for expenses
317
expenses of ............
appropriation
318
318
for salaries of keepers,
keepers, etc .............
deficiency
supplies....— 32,829
appropriation for supplies.—
deficiency appropriation
for repairs ..............................
32
for keepers,
826
keepers, etc ....
..................
proclamation changing
changing location
location of, reservaproclamation
tions in Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii, for......
for
1817
tions
declaring Navassa
., aalightNavassa Island, W. I.,
declaring
house reservation
reservation................. 1763
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
reserving
reserving land for,
for„in
Hawaii
1751
Lahaina,
ain Hawaii
Hawaii................... 1769
Lighthouses,
Signals (see
(ee
Beacons and Fog
Fog Signals
Lighthoue, Beacons,
Aids to Navigation).
Navigation).
Lighthouses
Bureau, Department
Departmentof
of Commerce,
Commerce,
Lighthouses Bureau,
appropriation
deputy,
for Comenseadwier,
Commissiner, deputy,
appropriation for
etc .......................
. 110,1112
316
...................
316
for aids to navigation
navigation....
general expenses
317
for general
expenses....................
317
for
alaries....
or lighthouse,
Lighthouse, etc., keepers,
keepers, salaries....
318
-es, officers
officers and
crews of vemels
vessels
and crews
for salaries,
of ..
..........................
. 318
inspectors in the field, etc ........... 318
for inspectors
deficiency
appropriation for repairing
repairing
deficiency appropriation
Mexico
damages, etc., Gulf of Mexico
hurricane, 1915
25
hurricane,
1915...
..........
claims, collisions with
with
for damages claims,
vessels of.
26
of
...............
for general
general expenses
expenses................... 32,826
for supplies.....
supplies
..................
32,829
for lighthouses,
lighthouses, repairs
32
repairs.................
for buoyage
buoyage .................
32,
826, 830
32,826,830
for repairing hurricane
hurricane damages, aids to
navigation,
Gulf of Mexico,
...
navigation, Gulf
Mexico, 1916.
1916....
820
Lincoln Rock Light Station, Alaska-.
for Lincoln
Alaska.. 828
for lighthouses.........................
lighthouses
829
830
830
for lighting of rivers
rivers...................
vowels
830
..........
830
for light vessels.........
in
aids to navigation,
na'on, etc., authorized
authorized in
specified disticts
districts ..................
specified
537
emergency
transfer of vessels,
vessels, personnel,
emergency transfer
personnel,
etc., to service
service of Navy
Navy or Army;
etc.,
602
restrictions .......................
personnel subject to Navy or Army laws,
personnel
etc ................................
602
regulations
602
regulations governing, to be prescribed..
prescribed
exchange of lands, Schooner
Schooner Ledge Staexchange
Delaware River, at mouth
tion, Delaware
mouth of
Crum Creek, Pa ....................
239
light keepers
keepers and assistant to be treated
free at marine hospitals, etc ......... 538
538
motorcycle allowed for service,
—
motorcycle
service, Hawaii.
Hawaii....
538
radio equipment, etc., for all seagoing ves538
sels authorized
authorized....................
reservation to Scituate,
Scituate,
sale of lighthouse reservation
Maas., authorized; condition........
condition
Mass.,
241
Tompkinsville, N. Y., general
general depot, ofTompkinsville,
fices, and laboratory
fices,
laboratory...............537
Lighting,
Lighting, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
expenses
692,1020
........... 692,1020
for expenses..
appropriation for
shorter nightly periods authorized....
shorter
authorized....
692
Lighting
of
Rivers,
Lighting
appropriation
for
expenses
of
317
............
appropriation for expenses
R.n
defirienyv
annnrniation
fnr ... ,
deficiency
appropriation
for
830
--r
---- ------

Lighting, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
Lighting,

appropriation
completed buildfor fixtures, completed
appropriation for
ings ..........................
construcpaid for from construcfixtures to be paid
of new
new buildings, etc ....
tion funds of
gas, etc
etc ............................
for gas,

Page.
Page.

273
273

273
273
273

Lightning,
Lightning,.
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating means
means of
of
appropriation
protection from.................
from
114, 1115
114,1115
Lams, Sadie M. (widow),
(widow),
Likens,
pension increased
1455
1455
....................
increased
pension
Vies, plympton
Laes,
Plympton J.,

LiCsi

increased ........................
pension
on increased
d, Will
L//ard,
Will M.,
M.,

1521
1521

1573
pension ..............................
1573
pension
Lillian, Ala.,
Lillian,
bridge
authorized across Perdido
Perdido Bay, to
bridge authorized
Cummings Point,
Point, Fla.,
Fla., from........
from
Cummings

235
235

D.,
Lillie, Maryuis
MaryuisD.,
pension
increased
................ 1225
pension increased.......
Zak, William H.,
Lilly,
pension
increased .......................
1386
pension increased
Limbocker, Orlando
Orlando C.,
Libocke,
pension increased........................
increased
1323
1323
Standard,
Lime Barrels,
Barrels, Standard,
530
large and small
small sizes of, established.......
established
530
lime sold
sold in
interstate and
and foreign
foreign com.
comin interstate
merce not specifically
marked, unspecifically marked,
lawful ............................
530
rkin required
marking
required if sold
sold in fractional
fractional prts
parts
of
530
of small barrel
barrel......................
regulations,
etc., to be made; variations
regulations, etc.,
531
allowed.......................
allowed
interstate shipments if unmarked,
unmarked, etc.,
etc ,
unlawful
531
unlawful ................. ......
531
when less than standard sizes..........
sizes
penalty; prosecutions
531
prosecutions ..................
effective
January 1, 1917 ............
531
effective January
after passage
531
passage ...................
in force after
Liming, Laura
(widow),
Laura (widow),
pension
increased ..................
. 1439
pension increased
Abraham,
Lincoln, Birthplace
Birthplace of Abraham,
land, etc., embracing, at HodgenHodgentitle to land,
ville, accepted;
condition
385
accepted; condition..........
endowment for
for maintenance
maintenance as public
endowment
park accepted
accepted ................
385
386
control of Secretary
Secretary of War..
War_
to be under control
Caroline (widow),
Lincoln, Caroline
pension increased
increased .................
... 1432
1432
Lincoln Farm
Farm Association,
Association,
Abraham Lincoln
Lincoln acbirthplace of Abraham
gift of birthplace
cepted from.....
from
385
................ .
cepted
Lincoln,
Lincoln, Mary (daughter),
.pension
1340
1340
pension ..............................
Lincoln,
President Abraham,
Memorial to President
Lincoln, Memorial
291
appropriation
construction ...........
appropriation for construction
deficiency
appropriation for construction,
construction,
deficiency appropriation
etc
15
15
etc..........................
limit
15
15
increased ..................
of cost increased
limit of
Lincoln
Forest, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
NationalForest,
Lincoln National
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459, 1147
1147
appropriation for maintenance,
Lincoln,
Nebr.,
Lincoln, Nebr.,
266
appropriation for public
public building; rent....
rent
266
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
ing ..............................
18
condemned
granted to............
to
841
cannon granted
condemned cannon
Lincoln
Park, Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
Lincoln Park,
riparian
of marine
hospital on
on Lake
marine hospital
rights of
riparian rights
Michigan,
conveyed to commissioncommissionMichigan, conveyed
ers
for park
perk extension
1198
extension.......... 1198
ers of, for
Lincoln
Station, Alaska,
Alaska,
Light Station,
Rock Light
Lincoln Rock
826
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ...........
826
deficiency
Lincoln's Dfflaplace,
Deathplace, D. C.,
291
appropriation for repairs
repairs.................
appropriation

1981

INDEX.
Lind, Helen
M. (widow),
(widow),
Helen M.
Lind.

pension increased ....................
pension

Page.

1326

(daughter),
Catherine (daughter),
Lindner.
Emaline Catherine
Lindner. Emaline
1533
pension ...........--.................
1533
pension
Lindsay,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Mary E.
Lindsay, Mary
pension
1268
....
................
pension
Lindsey,
David E.,
E.,
Lindsey. David
pension increased
increased .............----..
1418
pension
Lindsey, Elizabeth
(daughter,,
Elizabeth (daughter).
Lindsey.
pension
1401
pension................................
Lindsey. William
H.,
William H.,
Lindsey.
1510
pension
increased ....................
1510
pension increased
Linen Thread
Company,
Thread Company,
Linen
refund of duties on flax machinery
to -1587
machinery to..
Linthicum
Md.,
Heights, Md.,
Linthicum Heights,
condemned
to
840
cannon granted to...........
condemned cannon
Linton.
Hannah R. (widow).
Linton. Hannah
increased--.............---....1209
pension increased
Lintz. Frank,
Frank,
1449
pension increased ......................
1449
pension
B.,
Linville.
Richard B.,
Linville. Richard
1219
increased1219
pension increased.....................
Liqueurs,
Liqueurs,
internal revenue
revenue tax on .........-.....
786
Liquor
Liquor Traffic,
Traffic.
appropriation for .suppressing,
suppressing, among Inappropriation
dians
124,970
124,970
dians.. ... :................
124
beer included
124
included .....................
facie evidence of unpossession prima fade
lawful introduction
124
introduction ................
for
307
Alaska.
for suppressing, among natives of Alaska_
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for suppressing,
deficiency
30, 825
among Indians
Indians ...................
30,825
automobiles,
introducing inautomobiles. etc., used for introducing
toxicants into Indian country to be
970
seized, etc.....................
etc
seized,
Liquors.
Liquors.
manufacture,
manufacture, sale, etc., in Alaska, pro903
hibited, as beverages..............
beverages
............. 1123
in District of Columbia.
Columbia
952
Rico.......
sale,
___
sale, etc., prohibited in Porto Rico
Liquors,
Adulterated, etc.,
Liquors, Adulterated,
appropriation
preventing sale,
sale,
expenses preventing
for expenses
appropriation for
etc.,
464,1152
..................
etc., of
List. John,
1345
pension
1345
increased ....................
pension increased
(widow).
M. (widow),
Litchfield, Helen
Helen M.
Litchfield,
1218
pension __
1218
.............................
pension
Litchfield, Leroy,
Lltchfield,
Leroy,
1518
1518
increased...... -............- pension increased
Litchfield, Minn.,
834
to...........
condemned
cannon granted to.
condemned cannon
Literacy
Literacy Tests,
to
exclusion
of alien immigrants, unable to
exclusion of
877
877
...................
pass ...........
pass
877
classes exempt from.
from.................classes
Lithuanian
People,
LithuanianPeople,
proclamation designating
1,
designating November 1,
proclamation
stricken. 1801
1916, a
aday to contribute to stricken
Lititz, Pa.,
Pa.,
Lititz.
834
834
- to.......
condemned
_
condemned cannon granted to
Litteral,
Jeptha,
Litteral, Jeptha,
increased
pension increased............----..----Little.
A lexander,
Little. Alexander,
----------pension
increased
pension increased........Little
River,
Little Colorado
Colorado River,
appropriation
bridge across, at Winslow,
for bridge
appropriation for
Ariz
Ariz..........................-one-half
payment from Indian funds; one-half
payment
from
State or county .............
from State
for construction
across, near
construction of bridge across,
for
Ari
T ,..T
nA-;n A -nvA.iAriz
Leupp
Indian
---UYk,
A m Agency,
"*j
J,.Y*
'.....--.

1530
1530
1563
1563

131
131
131
975
975
-

Page.
Little Corn
Corn Island,
Caribbean Sea,
Page.
Island, Caribbean
1661
lease of, by convention
convention with Nicaragua...
Nicaragua
lease
Little Elk River, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation
improvement of, to Elkappropriation for improvement
394
ton
394
ton..........................
Little Falls,
Falls, Minn.,
appropriation for public building........
building
266
266
appropriation
deficiency
public building
18
appropriation for public
18
deficiency appropriation
Navy,
Harrison, U. S. Navy,
Ensign Harold
Harold Harrison,
Little, Ensign
promotion authorized......
authorized
582
582
........
promotion
Little.
John,
Little, John,
1311
increased
pension increased.......--.............1Little River, Ark.,
Ark.,
Mississippi Counbridge authorized
authorized across, Mississippi
ty, Ark .........................
352
352
Little River, Del.,
appropriation
of........ 394
improvement of
appropriation for improvement
Little River, S. C.,
preliminary examination, etc.. of, to be
preliminary
made ................-..........
407
made
Little Rock, Ark.,
appropriation
for burial of patients dying
appropriation for
at Hot Springs Hospital, in national
national
2888
cemetery at ................
cemetery
Little, S. Maria
(widow),
Maria (widow),
27
89
1279
..............
pension increased......
increased12
Little, Samuel M.,
pension increased
increased..................... 1427
Fla.,
Live Oak, Fla.,
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
deficiency
18
ing ...........................
18
Animals),
Live Stock
Cattle and
and Animals),
(see also Cattle
Stock (see
Live
appropriation
reimbursing
for,
r,
ans for
IIndians
r
appropriation for reimbursing
destroyed
eradicating contagious
destroyed in eradicating
diseases,
........ 128, 973
diseases, etc .........
enforcing humane
humane treatment of exfor enforcing
450,1138
...................
port .
450, 1138
informafor gathering
gathering and publishing informa473,1162
marketing, etc.,
etc., of........
of
473,1162
tion of marketing,
experiments in production
production on irrigairrigafor experiments
ted,
Western States.
States. 491,1166
ted, etc., lands of Western
Liability of carriers for full value of loss or
or
liability
damage
in
transit
442
.......... .
....
amage in
442
term....................
construction
construction of term
Live Stock
Stock Production
Production in
Cane Sugar
and
Sugar and
in Cane
Live
Cotton
Districts,
Cotton Districts,
appropriation
cooperative experiments.
experiments.
for cooperative
appropriation for
491, 166
1166
in developing
developing ...............
Livingstone
Channel, Detroit
Detroit River, Mich.,
Livingstone Channel,
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
................. 409
made............
Livingstone, James,
1537
pension increased
increased1537
.......................
L.,
Llewellyn, Francas
Frances L.,
1298
homestead
allowed ..............
homestead entry allowed
Lloyd, George,
George,
Lloyd,
1536
pension increased
increased -..................Lloyd,
Jeremiah,
Lloyd, Jeremiah,
1270
..............- . 1270
pension increased ....
Lloyd,
John C.,
Lloyd, John
pension increased
increased
1531
.......................
Loan
Associations,
Loan and Building Associations,
refund of illegally
excise corpoillegally collected excise
refund
ration tax to designated...........
designated
1491
ration
Loan
National Farm,
Farm, (see also
Associations, National
Loan Associations,
Federal Farm Loan Act),
provisions
365
36
relating to ..................provisions relating
Currency Division, Treasury
Treasury DeLoans and Currency
partment,
partment,
.. 79, 1084
appropriation for
for chief of division, etc
etc ...
1084
appropriation
Federal Farm Loan
Loan
Mortgages (see Federal
on Mortgages
Loans an
Act).
,,
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Page.
Loans
Real Estate,
Estate,
Page.
on Real
Loans on
central
allowed national
in central
banks not in
national banks
allowed
reserve
limited area,
area, on
cities within
within limited
reserve cities
farm
lands .........................
754
754
farm lands
on
755
estate......
real estate
on other
other unencumbered
unencumbered real
limitations
755
limitations ............................
Lobster
Plant,
Rearing Plant,
Lobster Rearing
appropriation for
construction, etc.,
etc., of, on
on
for construction,
appropriation
New
324
324
coast ................
New England
England coast
Lock
Pa.,
Haven, Pa.,
Lock Haven,
appropriation
public building
266
building ..........
for public
appropriation for
Locke,
C. (widow),
(widow),
Lydia C:
Loce, Lydia
pension increased
1270
increased.......................1270
pension
Lockhart,
P.,
Lockhart, Oliver P.,
pension increased
increased ......................
1260
pension
Lockwood,
Henry D.,
D.,
Lockwood, Henry
pension increased
1269
1269
increased ....................
pension
Lockwood,
Horace H.,
H.,
Lockwood, Horace
pension
1206
1206
...........................
pension
Lockwood,
Lockwood, Samuel,
pension
increased ......................
1456
pension increased
Locomotive
etc., Safe,
Locomotive Engine
Engine Boilers,
Boilers, etc.,
Safe,
appropriation
for expenses,
compelling
expenses, compelling
appropriation for
281
railroads to
to use
use ....................
railroads
Loftis,
Loftis, Daniel,
1512
pension
increased
1512
pension increased........................
Lofton,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Lofton, Sarah A.
pension
1406
1406
increased ......................
pension increased
Logan,
Logan, Charles,
Charles,
pension
increased ....................
1528
1528
pension increased
Logan,
Logan, Ohio,
266
appropriation
building..........
public building
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
public buildbuildfor public
deficiency
ing ..............................
18
ing
Logan
Minn.,
Township, Minn.,
Logan Township,
River
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Mississippi
Mississippi River
bridge
by Aitkin
Aitkin County
and
724
County and...-..........
by
""Logged-off
Logged-off Lands,"
appropriation for
studying methods
methods of
for studying
appropriation
utilizing, etc.;
etc.; by-products
447
by-products .........
utilizing,
Logst,on,
James,
Logston, James,
pension
1429
1429
increased .....................
pension increased
Logue,
C.,
Logue, John
John C.,
1414
_pension
1414
increased .......................
pension increased
Lohman,
(widow),
Lohman, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
pension
1414
increased........................ 1414
pension increased
Lob
Forest, Mont.,
National Forest,
Loo National
1147
of.459,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
_459,1147
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation
Lomax,
B.,
Lomar, Louis B.,
pension increased........................
increased
1516
1516
pension
Lombard,
P.,
Lombard, Gilman
Gilman P.,
pension increased....................
increased
1268
1268
pension
London,
England,
London, England,
appropriation for
dispatch agent
254, 1050
agent........ 254,1050
for dispatch
appropriation
Loney,
Charles L.,
L.,
Loney, Charles
pension
1522
1522
increased ......................
pension increased
Lang Beach, Cal.,
Cal.,
Long
appropriation for
protect
diverting dam to protect
for diverting
appropriation
404
harbor; contribution
contribution by Los Angeles.
Angeles.
Long Island,
Island, N.
N. Y.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., to
to be
be made
made
of, shore
Inlet to
to
of,
shore front
front from
from Jones
Jones Inlet
Rockaway
Inlet .................
406
Rockaway Inlet
Long,
James,
Long, James,
increased ......................
1218
1218
pension increased
Long,
P ,
Long, Melvin
Melvin P,
pension
increased ......................
1514
1514
pension increased
F.,
Benjamin F.,
Longenecker, Benjamin
1408
pension ......
..................
1408
Longfellow,
Alphonso W.,
W,
Longfellow, Alphonso
pension increaseld.......
increased
1294
1294
..............
pension
Longfellow,
Theodore,
Longfellow, Theodore,
1489
increased .......................
1489
pension increased
(widow i,
Sarah B. (u-idow
Longnecker, Sarah
1408
pension increased...............
increased
1408
....
pension

Page.
Page.
Longworth,
Longuorth, Abel,
1287
1287
pension
increased
...................
pension increased...
(widow),
Loomis, Lillian
Lillian A.
A. (widow),
pension
1549
1549
pension increased
increased ......................
Loomis
Loomis,.,Seth,
Seth,
pension
1215
1215
pension increased
increased .....................
Lorain, Fannie
(widow),
Fannie M. (widow),
Lorain,
pension increased
increased -......................
1405
pension
Lorain
Ohio,
Lorain, Ohio,
condemned cannon
granted to.............
to
842
cannon granted
condemned
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Cal.,
appropriation
public building.........
building
266
266
for public
appropriation for
for
protect harbor;
harbor; condam to
to protect
confor diverting
diverting dam
tribution, etc., by city or county....
county_. _.
404
tribution,
for improvement
of harbor
404
............
improvement of
for
terms
of court
..
122
court at .....................
terms of
Los
and
Los Angeles, Cal., State Mutual Building and
Loan
Association,
Loan Association,
1492
refund
excise corporation
corporation tax..........
tax
1492
of excise
refund of
Lose,
Mary M.
(widow),
Ml. (widow),
Lose, Mary
pension
1295
pension ...........................
Loss by
by Exchange,
Exchange,
appropriation
for Army
Army disbursing
disbursing agents
agents
appropriation for
abroad
and in
Alaska ..............
629
abroad and
in Alaska
for consulates
262,1058
262,1058
for
consulates .....................
for foreign
254,1050
254,1050
for
foreign missions
missions ................
Lost Checks, etc.,
issue
duplicates for; bond, etc.........
etc
37
issue of duplicates
Lothrop, Elias A.
A.,
pension
1461
1461
increased .....................
pension increased
Lothrop,
(widow),
W. (widow),
Emily W.
Lothrop, Emily
pension
1548
pension increased
increased ......................
Lott, Jesse G.,
pension
1576
1576
pension .............................
H.,
Lott, William H.,
1525
pension increased
1525
increased .....................
pension
Loucks ! Nellie
(widow),
Nellie (widow),
Loucks,
1457
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Louden,
Edward,
Louden, Edward,
1365
pension.
pension .............................
Louisiana,
Louisiana,
appropriation for
inland
improvement of inland
for improvement
appropriation
waterways
coast of.............
of
397
waterways on coast
Louisiana Purchase
Purchase Exposition,
Exposition,
Louisiana
deficiency
fuel
30
appropriation for testing fuel.
deficiency appropriation
Louisville
and 14ashville
Railroad Company,
Nashville Railroad
Louisville and
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Army
Army transportranspordeficiency
tation
29
29
... ......... .
tation ...........
Louisville,
Ky.,
Louisville, Ky.,
delegates
World's Purity
Purity Federation
Federation Conto World's
delegates to
gress
authorized ..............
1134
1134
gress at,
at, authorized
Love,
(widow),
H. (widow),
Nina H.
Love, Nina
1441
pension..
1441
pension ..............................
Love,
J.,
Love, William J.,
pension
1485
1485
increased .....................
pension increased
Lovejoy, Mary S. (widow),
Lovejoy,
pension ..............................
1444
pension
Loveland,
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mary A.
Loveland, Mary
pension ...............................
1365
1365
pension
Lovell,
Catharine(mother),
Lovell, Catharine
pension
increased
1563
1563
pension increased .........-...........
Lovering, True W.,
Lovering,
pension increased
.. 1211
increased ..................
pension
Lovett, John
T.,
John T.,
Lorett,
1225
pension
increased
1225
pension increased....................
Low,
Charles E.,
E.,
Low, Charles
1313
pension
1313
increased ....................
pension increased
Loud,
(widow).
C. (uidow),
Elizabeth C.
Loud, Elizabeth
pension
1369
pension...........................
Lowe
Christian S.,
S.,
Loue, Christian
pension
5 ,1
. 157
. .......
..
...
pension .....
Lowe,
(widow'),
B. (widow),
Clara B.
Loue, Clara
pension
1378
137S
-pension .................-Lowell,
John H.,
H.,
Lowell, John
pension
increased .....................
1464
pension increased
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Lowell,
Mass.,
Lowell, Mass.,
River...........
may bridge
bridge Merrimack
Merrimack River
...
may
Lowell,
E.,
Lowell, Moses E.,
pension increased
increased .....................
pension
Lowell,
Ogden C.,
Lowell, Ogden
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
Lower
Brute Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, S. Dak.,
Lower Brule
appropriation
for school
on
buildings on.....
school buildings
appropriation for
no
for sectarian
sectarian schools on
allotment for
no allotment
of ...................
- completion
completion of
Lowery,
J..,
Lowery, Thomas J.,
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Lowrey, George
George H.,
H.,
homestead
patent to
be issued
issued to
to.........
to be
homestead patent
Lowrey, John T.,
pension
pension .............................
Lowry,Gedrge
George T.,
Lowry,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased.
Civil War,
Loyalty, Civil
repeal
penreceiving penfor receiving
of, for
of requirement
requirement of,
repeal of
sions
sions..........................
(son),
Thompson S. (son),
Lozaw, Thompson
pension
.........................
pension
George,
Lucas, George,
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
Lucas,
James A.,
Lucas, James
........- .
pension increased
increased...........
pension
Lucas,
John B.,
Lucas, John
.
..-.....
pension
pension........... .........
Luce, Douglass
Douglass,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Luckhardt,
Luekhardt, Thomas R.,
pension
......................
increased
pension increased
Lucy, Robert T.,
pension
.........................
pension.......
Ludington,
Ludington, Mich.,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
harbor.
of harbor.
appropriation
Ludlow,
Ky.,
Ludlow, Ky.
condemned
cannon granted
to
granted to...........
condemned cannon
Theodore,
Ludwig, Theodore
pension
increased
pension increased.....................
Lufkin,
Elbridge,
Lufkin, Elbridge,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Luke, David,

page.

rage.

37
37

1490
1565
1565
988
988
988
988
1500
1500

1303
1303
1579
1543
649

1523
1523
1309
1309
1249

1363
1363
1541
1552

1574
400
832
1240

1425

.

Lydecker, Delia
Delia B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
Lydecker,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
r"

7 n

s

ss

*

Lyclick,Eliott
Lydick, Eliott M.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Lyman
Joseph,
Lyman,! Joseph,
..............
pension
increased ....
pension increased
Lynch, Edward
Edward J.,
..................
credit
in accounts
accounts
credit in
Lynch, Hetty R. (widow),
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
Lynch, James M.,
pension
increased
..................
pension increased
(widow),
Lynch, Mary (widow),
pension increased
increased.......................
pension
.I. (widow),
(widow),
Lynch, Mary J.
pension ..
........................
pension
Lynch, Peter,
Peter,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Lynn, John,
John,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
Lyon, John
John C.,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Lyon,
H.,
Justus H.,
Lyon, Justus
pension
increased ..................
pension increased
Lyon, Lucy
Lucy J. (widow),
pension
increased ....................
pension increased.
Lyon, Mary C. (widow),
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
.Lyons,
JeLerson,
Lyons, Jefferson,
pension
increased
pension increased......................
Lyons, Kans.,
Kans.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to...........
condemned
Lyons, Mary (widow),
pension
increased
pension increased.......................
Lyons,
Y.,
N. Y.,
Lyons, N.
appropriation for
for public
public building........
building
appropriation
Lystngfr,
(widow),
M. (widow),
Lysnger, Susan H.
pension...
penson.............................

Page.
1595
1595

1536
1313
1313
1306
1306
1459
1459
1558
1558
1458
1458
1502
1502
1504

1266
1426
1426
1432
1432
1436
1436
1250
1250
1246
1246

838
1225
1225
266
268
1208

M.
Id Street
Stre,et Bridge, D. C.,
M

and
appropriation for
for replacing
two trusses
truffles and
replacing two
appropriation
floor
floor ..................-------

689
K
I). C.,
High School, D.
M Street High
deficiency appropriation
for equipment,
equipment,
appropriation for
deficiency
Lukenbill,
W.,
George W,
Lukenbill, George
etc
...------- 22
etc...................
pension increased
increased ....................1319
pension
Mabee, John
R. '
John R.,
Mabee,
Celestia M. (widow),
Lull, Celestia
...... 1245
pension
increased
1245
pension increased..............
1313
pension........
1313
--..................
pension
Mabel I.
Meyers," Barkentine,
Barkentine,
I. Meyers,"
""Mabel
Lump Sum Appropriations,
Appropriations,
Lump
claim
of owners
owners of,
of, submitted
submitted to district
district
claim of
be submitted
estimates for,
submitted in
in form prefor, to be
estimates
.......
1393
court ..................
Treasscribed by
by Secretary
the Treasof the
Secretary of
scribed
.3facatawa Bay, Mich.,
Macatawa
ury
336
ury........................------he made,
preliminary
examination, etc., to be
preliminary examination,
details of
mechanics and
laborers
336
and laborers.......
of mechanics
details
409
of Black
Black Lake
Lake Harhor
Harbor on..........
on.
of
Lunacy Writs, D. C.,
C.;
.Mc.Alevy, Margaret
(widow),
Tyhurst (widou),
Margaret
McAlevy,
appropriation
for
expenses
of
executing.
704,1032
executing.
of
expenses
for
appropriation
1440
pension
........--------.-.
........
pension
806
deficiency
appropriation for
for .............
deficiency appropriation
McAlister, A.
A. E.,
Lundberg,
Soffie,
Magda Soffie,
Lundberg, Magda
1336
land
patent to.....-...............---to
land patent
. 1302
homestead entry
validated
........
entry.validated
homestead
McAlister,
McAlister, Mary (mother),
Lunt,
Sarah L.
(widow),
L. (widow),
Lunt, Sarah
pension.
1384
...------ 1384
..
...........-pension
pension
.......---- 1306
.......
increased .
pension increased
McAllister,
McAllister, James A.,
Luquillo
National Forest,
Forest, P. R.,
Luquillo National
1258
pension increased..............-.-------increased
pension
459,1147
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of. 459,1147
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
McAndrew,
(widow),
Bridget (widow),
McAndrew, Bridget
Luther
Luther Aldrich S.,
1439
pension increased
increased ...............-------pension
1510
pension increased
increased ...........---........---pension
McAninch,..George
W.,
lcAninch, George W.,
Luxemburg,
and,
Netherlands and,
Luxemburg, Netherlands
1569
pension increased...........-.......----increased
pension
252,1048
appropriatiom for
to ..........
252,1048
minister to
for minister
appropriatiom
McBride,
.D.
James D.,
McBride, James
Luzerne
Pa.,
Luzerne County, Pa.,
pension
increased ...........---------.......-- 1445
1445
pension increased
may
North Branch
of Susquehanna
Susquehanna
Branch of
bridge North
may bridge
Thomas J.,
J.,
cBride, Thomas
751 McBride,
..--751
.. ---....
River,
Wilkes-Barre
River, Wilkes-Barre
1366
pension
increased
pension increased..................-------Lycarning
C'ountg, Pa.,
Pa.,
Lycoming County,
Mayers,
MfcByers, George,
may
bridge West
West Branch
Branch of
Susquehanna
of Susquehanna
may bridge
1542
pension increased..........-------........------increased
1542
pension
Muncy
toRiver,
Montgomery
to
Muncy
Montgomery
River,
Frank,
512 McCabe, Prank,
.... .------512
......
Creek,
Pa.....Creek, Pa
1360
pension ............--......---...------.....1360
pension
512
512
nilhnitnwn Pa
+on
rllMmU I
Williamsport
to Duboistown,
Pa _

Luke, David,

pension increased
increased
pension

102620I-vL

...............---------

39

2-

4---

2--64
102620 °—vor. 3&--PT
39—PT 2-54
102620°-VOL

149.9
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McCabe,
McCabe, Mont.,
town site patent to ......................
McCafferty,
Cornelius,
McCaferty, Cornelius,
pension increased ........................
McCain,
Joseph,
MCain, Joseph,
pension increased
increased .......................
.MCCallister,
John T.,
McCallister, John
pension increased
..................
MCCampbell,
P.,
Willis P.,
McCampbell, Willis
pension
.........................
pension
MeCann,
McCann, Jordan
Jordan J.,
increased
.......
pension increased............
McCann, Ruth J. (widow),
pension increased ...................
McCann,
(widow),
Sarah E. (widow),
McCann, Sarah
pension increased ........................
pension
McCants,
Leander,
McCants, Leander,
pension increased
pension
increased.....--..--...---......
McCarthy,
Patrick,
McCarthy, Patrick,
pension
pension................................
_McCarthy,
B.,
McCarthy, William B.,
pension
pension increased.........................
McCartney,
McCartney, William P.,
pension increased
increased...........-....----...
McCarty, Grace
MCarty,
Grace P. (widow),
pension
................
pension.........
eCauley, Edward
Edward J.,
MiCauley,
pension increased
increased........................
Mabel (widow),
eCauley, Mabel
McCauley,
pension
.......
pension-..-................
McCaulley, Elsie,
McCaulley,
remains of, may be removed
removed from District
District
of Columbia .......................
McCausland,
Norman L.,
AMcCausland, Norman
increased ........................
pension increased
McCaw,
Annie (widow),
MICaw, Annie
pension
pension . . ..............................
McClain,
McClain, Zachariah
Zachariah (son),
(son),
pension
pension .............................
.Clane,
McClane, Thomas B.,
penSion increased
increased........................
pension
YcClannahart,
Edward T.,
McClannahan, Edward
pension
penSion increased
increased........................
.MCClary,
P.,
K. P.,
i lary, James
James K.
pension increased
..................
.McClawhry,
7'. (widow),
McClaughry, Alice T.
pension ................................
McClellan, Nancy (widow),
McClellan,
pension
pension ................................
.McClellanville,
Clellanville, S.. C.,
appropriation
improvement of waterappropriation for improvement
way between
between Charleston and
and.......
McClintic, John,
John,
McClintic,
pension.
McClure,
lure, Charles
Charles L.,
pension................................
pension.
N.,
John N.,
McClure, John
pension increased.
jension
increased ..................
McComb,
ob, Miss.,
appropriation
appropriation for public building ........
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building
ing ..----...--..................
McCombs, Annie E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
increased .................
pension increased
McCombs, Joseph
Joseph T.,
pension
increased
pension increased
..................
McConnell,
McConnell, David,
David,
increased ........................
pension increased
McConnell, Dyer
Dyer B.,
pension
increasedpension increased .....................
McConville, Viola C.
C. (widow),
pension
pension increased.
increased-..................
McCord,
Lucy E. (widow),
(widow),
McCord, Lucy
pension
increased ..................
pension increased
McCord,
McCord, Samuel,
pension increased.
increased...................
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1466
1466
1536
1412
1412

1288
1582
1230
1283
1335
1567
1383

1582
1260
1372
1372

1576
1448
1448
1263

1546
1435
1410
1410
1533
1503
1276
1377
1377
1226
1226

395
1363
1582
1482
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1401
1281
1281

1453
1551
1361
1512
11451
l -1
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Page.
Page.
McCormack, Andrew
Andrew W.,
increased
1522
pension increased..................
McCowen, Artemisia (widow),
increased
1254
pension increased........................
1254
McCown, John
John W.,
pension
1592
pension ...............................
1592
McCoy, Alexander,
McCoy,
penmson
..................
pension increased
increased
1428
1428
McCoy,
McCoyt Eliza Jane
Jane (widow),
pension increased_
1458
pension
increased..................
1458
May E.
E. (widow),
McCoy, May
(widow),
pension increased
1555
pension
increased.................. 1555
McCoy, William G.,
G., jr.,
jr.,
McCoy,
pension .
1380
enson . James
.. .... E.,
......................... 1380
McCracicen,
McCrackenn
James
pension increased
1541
increased
..................
1541
McCracken, William C.,
pension increased_
increased ..................
1341
McCreary, Annie T. (widow),
McCreary,
pension increased.
1249
increased..................
1249
MiCreight, Mathew H.,
McCreight,
H.,
pension
increased.
1426
pension.increased
.......................
1426
McCrory,
MCrory, David,
Dayid,
increased. ..................
1236
pension increased
1236
McCrory, Robert B
B.,
pension
increased........................
1239
pension increased
McCue, Emma (widow),
(widow),
pension...............................
pension
1256
KCullah,
iCulh, James
Jame W.,
pension..................................
pension_
1563
McCullont,
Buxton,
McCullom, Burton,
payment to
payment
to ....
...................
1297
McCullough,
Catharine (widow),
cYCulough, Catharine
pension increased
increased
pension
.....................
1421
McCullough,
Cecilia (daughter),
McCullough, Cecilia
pension
.
1332
pension..................................
McCurdy, George
George W.,
W.,
increased
..................
pension increased
1531
McCurry,
Julian B.,
B., etc.,
McCurry, Julian
Savannah River, McDonalds
may bridge Savannah
Shoals, Ga. and S. C..............
C
387
387
(widow),
McDade, Julia
Julia (widow),
pension.
pension..................................
1235
McDaniel,
McDaniel, James
James B. H.,
H.,
pension increased
..................
1452
pension
increased
McDaniel, Walter,
increased. ..................
1560
1560
pension increased
McDaniel, Willie H.,
McDaniel,
H.,
homestead patent
patent to ....................
1303
homestead
1303
lieu selection
selection by New Mexico
Mexico ........
lieu
McDanield, John W.,
W,
.
pension increased
increased .......................
1213
1213
McDermott,
alias James Williams,
McDermott, Edward F., alias
military record corrected
corrected..................
1470
1470
McDoll,
Peter,
McDoll, Peter,
1410
pension increased1410
..................
pension
McDonald,
Hector M.,
McDonald, Hector
payment
of
1390
1390
administrator of.............
payment to administrator
803
for...........
deficiency
appropriation for
803
deficiency appropriation
McDonald,
John,
alias
John
McHughes,
McHughes,
McDonald, John, alias
1338
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Patrick,
McDonald, Patrick,
1583
pension1583
McDonald
M onald, Robert S.,
pension increased
increased ....................... 1232

McDonald,
Thomas,
McDonald, Thomas,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
McDonald,
William,
McDonald, William,
pension increased
increased ..................
McDonald,
William W.,
McDonald, William
pension increased
increased.....................
MiDonalds
Shoals, Ga. and S. C.,
McDonalds Shoals,
bridge authorized
Savannah River
River
authorized across Savannah
at
at.----....-...............-.....
McDougall,
McDougall, James L.,
T
-inmnn
.
.........
pension
I - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- -- -- - -

1462

1522
1405
387
1585
1585

INDEX.
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McDowell,
George
McDowell, George,
pension increased .......................
pension
1454
McDowell, Nannie J.
J. (widow),
pension increased
increased ........................
1234
McElroy, John,
John,
designated member of Arlington Memorial
Memorial
Amphitheater
Amphitheater....................
830
McElroy,
A. (widow),
(widow),
McElroy, Mary A.
pension increased
increased........................
1449
McEnenney, Ellen (widow),
pension increased
increased....................
1271
McEnhill,
McEnhill, Norma
Norma E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased......................
1375
McEvoy,
J.,
McEvoy, Lorenzo J.,
pension
pension......
........................
1388
McEwan,
McEwan, Thomas G.,
G.,
pension
pension....................................
1380
McEwen,
McEwen, Bowman C.,
pension increased
increesed..................... 1306
McFadden,
McFadden, Henry
Henry J.,
J.,
pension
pension increased
increased ........................
1207

McFadden,
Victoria G.
McFadden,
pension i
ncreased
Victoria
G. (widow),
(willow),

pension increased........................
McFarland, David
McFarland,
David 7'.,
T.,
pension increased ...............-....
McFarland,
Laura E.
McFarland,Laura
E. (widow),
pension increased
increased
..................
McFarland, Marshall,
McFarland,
Marshall,
pension increased
increased ..........................
pension
McFarland, Zadoc,
Zadoc alias
McFarland,
alias Samuel
Samuel G.
G. West,
pension increased
increased.......................
McGee, Frances
MGee,
Frances (widow),
(widow),
pension ..................................
./fiGhie,
"fhie,James,
James,
pension increased .......................
McGillis,
MCG-illis ' Starr,
Mountain Chippewa
Starr, Turtle Mountain
Chippewa
Indian,
Indian,
appropriation
for
redeeming
mortgage
on
appropriation for redeeming mortgage on
reimbursement of....
of
allotment of; reimbursement
McGinnis, Archibald,
McGinnis,
Archibald,
increased
pension increased........................
McGrath, Terance,
McGrath,
Terance,
pension increased
pension
increased
...................
McGreevey, Adelaide
Adelaide (widow),
pension
pension.................................
MeGrew,
McGrew, Leander,
Leander,
pension increased
increased.......................
McGrew, Lemon,
McGrew,
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
(widow),
McGuire, Hattie
Hattie A.
A. (widouw,
pension increased
increased .....................
McGuire,
John,
Mlluire, John,
pension
increased
pe·nsion increased....................
Mel
MrclI-Pile,
le, James
James J.,
J.,
pension ............................
pension
McHenry, Albert,
Mcllenry,
Albcrt,
pension increased ....................pension
McHenry,
Mcllenry, Amanda
Amanda (widow),
(uidow),
pen
pn sion
ion increased .....................
_McHenry,
Mary
(widow),
McTilrJry, Mary (widow),
pension
enion .........................
McIntire,
Mrlntir.e, Ezra
Ezra F.,
F.,
per141 on increased
periion
increased....-.....--..--........
McIntosh,
Perry C.,
rlntosh, Perry
C.,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
McIver,
Melver, Laura
Laura (mother),
pension .................
----..........-McKaia, .JeTerson
Jefferson R.,
McKaiq,
R.,
pension increased ..........-....-.....--McKay, John
McKay?
John G.,
G.,
pension increased .....................
McKee, Mary Jane
Jane (widow),
pension increased
increased ....................

1254
1345
1231
1521
1211
1522
1213

145
1528
1206
1420
1531

1446
1539

1463
1382

1417
1443
1266
1554
1402

1374
1525

1552
1409
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McKee,
Thomas J.,
J.,
McKee, Thomas
pension increased
increased ........................
McKee,s
Pa.,
McKees Rocks, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
building...........
appropriation
bridge authorized
authorized-across Ohio River, from
Pittsburgh to ......................
McKelvey,
McKelvey, Mary (widow),
pension
pension .............................
ney, Joseph,
jr.,
MchKenney,
Joseph,jr.,
McKen
pension increased
i
ncreased
.....................
McKenzie, Sarah
A. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah A.
pension increased
increased........................
McKinley Souvenir
Souvenir Gold Dollar,
Dollar,
authorized to be coined
coined in commemoration
commemoration
authorized
of memorial
memorial to late President
President William McKinley
McKinley ...................
to be legal tender,
tender, etc
etc ....................
delivery to National
National McKinley
Birthplace
delivery
McKinley Birthplace
Memorial Association.
Association. ..........
Memorial
.
McKinley, William Al.,
McKinley,
M.,
pension increased
pension
increased .....................
McKinney,. James,
McKinney,
James,
pension increased
pension
increased......................
McKinney,
McKinney, Philip,
Philip,
pension increased......................
increased
McKinney, Wilson H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased
.....................
McKnight, Lydia A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
_pension
pension
................. .......... .
McKoy, James,
James,
pension increased .....................
McLaughlin,
MeLaughlin, Ida M. (widow),
pension .............................
_McLaughlin, Ira,
McLauyhlin,
Ira,
pension
pension increased.
increased....
................
McLaughlin,
MeLaughlin, William C.,
C.,
_pension
increased
pension increased.....................
McLean,
David,
eLean, David,
pension increased....
increased
..............
McLemore,
cLeemore, Robert,
pension.............................
pension
McMahon,
JeMahon, John 0.,
.,
pension increased...
increased
..................
Mc
Mains, Sanford
Sanford C.,
MeMains,
C.,
pension increased
increased......................
Mc
Manawa, Daniel,
MltManawa,
Daniel,
pension increased
increased..........................
Mc
Math, Charles,
MeMath,
Charles,
pension increased ........................
pension
McMillan, Minerva C. (daughter),
(daughter),
McMillan,
pension .............................
pension
McMillan
Park Reservoir,
McMillan Park
Reservoir, D. C. (see also
also
Water Service,
Service, D. C.),
Water
appropriation
grounds of... 713,
for parking
parking grounds
appropriation for
McMillan, Rachel (widow),
McMillan,
pension increased ......................
McMillan, Ruth
McMillan,
Ruth A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
pension
increased ......................
pension increased
McMillian,
MeMillian, Samuel,
pension increased
increased .....................
McNaight,
John C.,
McNaight, John
pension increased...
increased
..................

c Namara, James,
pension increased ......................
McNaney, Bernard,
Bernard,
pension increased
.....................
pension
cNear, Fannie
Fannie A. (widow),
cNear,
pension increased
increased.....................
McNeiqht,
cNeight, Joseph,
Joseph,
pension
increased
pension increased.....................
McNeil Island,
Island, Wash,
Wash.,
appropriation
for .penitentiary,
maintepenitentiary, mainteappropriation for
nance
....
....
----..................
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for penitentiary..
penitentiary
McNamara,
pension i
ncreased
James,
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266
36
36
1377
1377

1553
1231

11
11
12
12
12
12
1517
1517

1267
1536
1536
1327
1327
1406
1406
1368
1257

1528
1464
1464'
1296
1384
1448
1340
1340

1432
1229
1548
1548

1043
1338
1485
1426
1252
1310

1310

1251
1325
1432
1432
316
316
819

*
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McNulty, Hugh,
Page.
Paga.
Kg.,
Page.
Hugh,
Madisonville, Ky.,
pension
1430
increased.......................
pension increased
appropriation for
public building
building .........
266
for public
266
appropriation
.McNutt, Daniel,
Daniel,
McNutt,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to ...........
832
832
pension
increased .......................
1553
Magi; Theodore B.,
1553 Magie,
pension increased
.McOwen, Harrson,
Harrigan,
pension increased
1554
McOwen,
pension
increased.
........................
1554
increased
1569 Magnetic Observations,
pension increased.......................
Observations,
McPheeters„ Samuel
McPheeters,
Samuel B.,
appropriation
for
continuing,
under
Coast
appropriation for continuing, under Coast
pension increased .....................
1379
pension
Survey
319
Survey ............
.............
319
McPherson,
Clara (daughter),
McPherson, Clara
(daughter),
Magoon, Arthur,
Arthur,
pension
1285 _pension
1386
pension ....
.....................
1386
1285
pension
..James
McPherson,
L.,
Magnet,
McPherson,
James................................
Miaguet, John,
John,
pension
1575
pension
pension increased
increased .........................
1326
1326
1575
*pension
....... ................
McPherson,
Mahaffey, George,
McPherson, Kans.,
Kans.,
Mahaffey,
George,
condemned cannon
cannon granted to ...........
condemned
842
pension
1406
pension increased
increased .......................
1406
McQuillan,
Mahaffey, William G.,
McQuillan, Thomas M.,
pension increased....................
increased
. 1517
1517
pension
1402
pension increased
increased....................
1402
McReynolds,
IMReynolds, John
John R.,
Mahan,
Mahan, Elizabeth G. (widow),
pension increased
increased
.. 1327
.................
pension
increased ....................
1276
pension increased
1276
McVay,
Peter,
Mahana,
A. (widow),
(widow),
lMcVay, Peter,
Mahana, Elsie A.
pension
1381
pension increased
1545
increased ..
...................
1545
.131.pension
pension.............................
cVieer,
Hillery A.,
Mc
Picker, Hillery
A.,
Mahler,
Mahler, Minnie
Minnie (widow),
(widow),
increased
1231
pension increased......................
pension
increased
1249
pension increased....
.....................
1249
McWaters, Moses,
MeWaters,
Mahnomen -County,
Mahnomen
County, Minn.,
payment of Court of Claims finding
findings to
payment
abandoned
schcol granted
granted to,
for
abandoned Indian
Indian schcol
to, for
heirs of.........
of
............ 1496
demonstration school
school frm..........
farm
134
demonstration
134
.McWhorter, Richard
Richard H.,
H.,
McWhorter,
proceeds
to Pembina
Pembina Indians
135
proceeds to
Indians ............
136
pens
increased......................... 1209 Maion,
pension increased
Mahon, Maria
J. (widow),
(widow),
Maria J.
Maeauley,
pension increased
1250
Maeoauey, Adelia C. (widow),
1250
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
1292 rahoney,
Mahoney, Clarinda
(widow),
increased .....................
Clarinda(widow),
_Machine
etc.,
Machine Guns, etc.,
pension
pension increased
increased ...........
........
1558
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
manufacturers
Maiming
Mahoning.and
and Shenango
Shenango Railway and Light
from sales of .......................
781
Company,
'Company,
Machine Guns, Navy,
may
and bridge
Mahoning River
River near
may dam
dam and
bridge Mahoning
near
appropriation
for, and equipment.........
equipment
1176
Lowellville
Borough, Ohio
921
appropriationfor,
Lowellville Borough,
Ohio.........
921
Machine
Machine Rifles, Army, Automatic,
Maiming
Mahoning County, Ohio,
appropriation
construction
of dam
dam and
and bridge
bridge authorauthor................. . 644
construction of
appropriation for .....
for National
National Guard
Guard ...
644
644
ized
River in;
in;
...............
for
ized across
across Mahoning
Mahoning River
deficiency
for 1917
1917 .........
811
811
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
conditions ..........................
921
conditions
811
for ammunition
811 Mahoning
ammunition ......................
for
Mahoning River,
Plants, Navy,
bridge
authorized across,
across, Warren,
Warren, Ohio....
Ohio
529
bridge authorized
Machinery Plants,
529
appropriation for
navy
Youngstown,
Ohio ...................
9,671
for repairs,
repairs, etc., at navy
Youngstown, Ohio
9, 671
appropriation
yards ................
........ 607,1186
construction of
of dam
dam and
and bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
construction
Macken, James,
James,
across,
in Mahoning
Mahoning County,
Ohio;
across, in
County, Ohio;
conditions
921
homestead,
921
conditions
.....................
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
Oreg.............. 1355
1355 Mail and
Files Division,
Division, Treasury
Treasury Departand Files
Department,
Macken, Thomas,
Macke-n,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
appropriation for
superintendent of
of mail,
homestead,
payment
mail,
for superintendent
appropriation
Sherman
1355
Oreg............ 1355
County, Oreg
etc
.......................
79,1084
Sherman County,
etc
79,
1084
Mail
Mackinac
Mackinac Island, Mich.,
Mail Bags,
Bags, Empty,
Empty,
preliminary examination,
returned to
to mails
mails in
emergency cases,
cases, to
to be
harbor
examination, etc., of, harbor
returned
in emergency
be
to be made
ma.de ....................
paid
for from
from railroad
railroad transportation
160
409
160
paid for
transportation.
payment
of cartage
cartage from
from allowance
allowance for
for
Macnainara,
Margaret A. G. (widow),
(widow),
payment of
Macnamara, Margaret
pension increased .....................
1414
freight or
expressage ..............
160
. 1414
freight
or expressage
160
Macona:ughay,
Catharine (daughter),
Mail
Postal Service,
Mawcnaughay, Catharine
(daughter),
Mail Bags,
Bags, etc., Postal
pension ...................................
appropriation for
for freight
freight or
or expressage
expressage on
on
1225
appropriation
Madden, Sue E. (widow),
(widow),
empty
419,1064
empty ....................
419,1064
pension
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
mail bags.....
bags
3
3
deficiency
1387
pension................................
Madden, William,
for
empty
820,
827, 830
820,827,830
William,
for freight
freight on
on empty.............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for extra services.
services.
Postal
822 Mail Bags, Locks, Equipment, etc., Postal
deficiency
Haddocks, Elden
Maddocks,
Elden B.,
Service,
increased ......................
appropriation
for shop
shop rent,
rent, power,
power, etc....
etc....
41.2
412
1551
pension increased
appropriation for
for new
building for
412
Maddox, Jonathan
Jonathan W.,
412
for shops
shops ...........
for
new building
pension increased
increased .......................
1519
for purchase,
etc
422, 1068
1519
1068
pension
422,
repair, etc.............
for
purchase, repair,
Madison,
for materials,
materials, etc.,
etc., equipment
422,1068
John E.,
E.,
Madison, John
equipment shops
shops.. 422,1068
for
pension
increased .....................
1482
distinctive
executive
for executive
1482
equipment for
distinctive equipment
Mension increased
Madison
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
departments, Alaska,
Alaska, island
island possespossesMont.,
departments,
adison National
appropriation
422. 1068
1068
sions,
of. 459. 1147
etc..................
sions, etc
for maintenance, etc., of.
appropriation for
Madison,
for labor
in equipment
equipment shops
422, 1068
1068
Dak.,
Madison, S. Dak.,
shops........ 422,
for
labor in
appropriation
public building
building .......... 266 Mail
Contractors,
for public
Mail Contractors,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
appropriation
for paying
paying claims
claims of,
of, in
in desdesfor public builddeficiency
appropriation for
appropriation for
ignated States
for services
services in
ing
18
ignated
States for
in 186°186018
ing.....--......................
1862
917
917
Madison, Wis.,
1862.........................
Madison,
claims
917
917
excluded .......................
claims excluded
authorized........ 742
sale of public
public building, authorized
estates
decedents .....................
917
917
authorized......... 742
of decedents
new site and building, authorized
estates of
.....
917
restriction
on attorneys'
attorneys' fees......
fees
917
restriction on
former appropriations for, etc.....'.
etc
742
use of former

1987
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Mail Contracts
Service),
also Postal Service),
(see also
Contracts (see
Mail
direction of Postmaster
bidding, etc., under direction
418
General .......................
Mail in Bulk,
without affixing
regulations
affixing
regulations for accepting, without
162
stamps ........................
163
prepayment of postage
postage ...............
prepayment
Mail
Transportation (see also
also Postal Service),
Service),
Mail Transportation
appropriation
for assistant to Attorney
Attorney Genappropriation for
eral
in
postal
cases
............... 413, 1060
eral in postal cases.
routes in Alaska ............. 418,1064
for star routes
1064
for steamboat,
steamboat, etc., routes;
aeroplanes 418,
418,1064
routes;aeroplanes.
for
419,1064
for railroad
routes .................
419,1064
railroad routes
for
conveyance in
special
arrangement for conveyance
special arrangement
etc................... 1064
freight trains, etc
419
for railway
office car service .......
railway post office
for
Railway Mail Service
419,1064
Service............ 419,1064
for Railway
for electric
electric and
and cable cal.
service..... 420, 1066
cat service
for
420, 1066
compensation;
etc
420,1066
mail cars, etc......
compensation; mail
420, 1066
routes
cities............ 420,1066
routes outside of cities
unusual conditions;
conditions; substitution
substitution of
unusual
420, 1066
....
wagon service
service .............
420,1066
wagon
..- 420, 1066
for foreign
foreign mails
mails ................
for
contracts for fast service in American
American
*contracts
1066
vessels with
with Great
1066
Great Britain .........
vessels
422, 1068
for star
star route,
route, except
except in Alaska......
Alaska
422,1068
for
deficiency appropriation
for messenger
messenger
appropriation for
deficiency
service ....-...................
23
service
23
.......-. 23
...........
for wagon service
24, 820, 827
for
routes ..............
railroad routes
for railroad
24
for
service........
cable car service
electric and cable
for electric
for
routes
24, 827
star routes..............-....-----for star
for
routes in
Alaska
820,830
in Alaska...........star routes
for star
827
for
powerboat service
service ......-....-......
for powerboat
allowance
increased weight
weight
carriers for increased
allowance to carriers
liwit
of parcel
parcel post
Janupackages, Janupoet packages,
limit of
425
ary
1914
1, 1914..............-....---ary 1,
1913. 425
15, 1913_
in specified
specified zones, since August
August15,
in
determination
fourth class matdetermination of rates for fourth
428
ter and
and periodicals,
periodicals, authorized
authorized ....
ter
discretionary less
dispatch of third
less frequent dispatch
discretionary
and fourth
fourth class,
428
periodicals.... _ 428
and periodicale...
class, and
and
diverted mails,
mails, repeal of limit on readjustdiverted
ing pay
pay for,
for, at
at weighing
weighing periods....
161
periods....
ing
first
weight to be the same as
limit of weight
class limit
first class
162
fourth
class matter.......-......--...
matter
fourth class
weight
penalty privilege matter reof penalty
weight of
stricted
stricted........----................. 162
425
routes.
readjustment
425
pay for, on railroad routes_
of pay
readjustment of
when
interrupted by floods, etc. 161
weighing interrupted
when weighing
ascertaining
weights
161
ascertaining average weights.........
161
basis of pay on
estimated weights.....
weights
on estimated
basis
application to
affected by Ohio
routes affected
to routes
application
161
'Valley floods,
1913......--.........- 161
floods, 1913
Valley
by
restriction
second class mail by
restriction on sending second
424
freight repealed .................
freight
procedure
complaints of unfair
unfair dison complaints
procedure on
425
425
:-crimination on publications .....
crimination
special contracts
contracts for,
for, by railroads
at higher
special
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 427
427
rates, authorized .
427
427
--..-report
report to Congress ..............-star
route service
service contracts, provisions 161
star route
161
amended
amended....................-------------Petal Service).
Service).
Mails (see Postal
Maine,
Maine,
Sieur de
Monts National
National Monument,
Monument, set
de Monte
Sieur
1785
178
aside
aside........--------..........----.......-----Company,
Maine
RailroadCompany,
Central Railroad
Maine Central
1320
1320
payment to .........----.------.-----payment
Maine
District,
JudicialDistrict,
Maine Judicial
850
terms
of court
at Bangor
Bangor and Portland.
Portland ... _ 850
court at
terms of
offices
clerk and
and marshal
marshal at each
each city;
of clerk
offices of
850
deputies authorized
850
authorized............
deputies
authority of
field marshal
in
marshal in
deputy field
of deputy
authority
- 850
charge
of office......
office
...-----...-charge of

Page.
Maine
District—Continuh.
Page.
JudicialDistrict-Continued.
Maine Judicial
850
northern and
and southern
created
850
southern divisions created...
northern
venue
etc.; separate
separate status of
causes, etc.;
venue of causes,
851
divisions ..........................
851
divisions
851
officers not changed
changed ............
judge and officers
other
transfers on stipulations of parties
parties to other
transfers
851
division ..........................
851
851
on
accused and claimants....
claimants_
851
request of accused
on request
ex parte,
parte, etc.,
determinable in
matters determinable
etc., matters
ex
either
851
division ...................
either division
change of venue
venue by
by order of court.........
court
851
change
pending causes, etc., continued under
pending
former
851
former law ......................
Maize (Corn),
official standards
standards of quality and
and condition
condition
official
482
to
established
482
be established...............
to be
interstate and
foreign shipments
shipments to conand foreign
interstate
483
form
......................
form to .
Majors,
Henrietta M. (widow),
Majors2 Henrietta
1217
pension .......................
pension
Indians, Wash.,
Malcah
Makah Indians,
153, 989
appropriation for support, etc.,
etc., of......
of
appropriation
Malheur
_National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Malheur National
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
of. 459, 1147
for maintenance,
appropriation for
Hallatte,
Charles
Mallatte, Charles,
1499
pension increased....................--.
increased1499
pension
Mallery,
Maxgaret (widow),
(widow),
allery, Margaret
1434
pension ........................
pension
Maloon,
G. '
Horace G.,
Maloon, Horace
pension increased
1464
increased....................1464
pension
Maloy,.James
James W.,
Maloy,
1343
..-..--- -- .....pension increased
.....
increased ...
Dension
Malt Liquors,
Liquors, D. C.,
1123
included in alcoholic
alcoholic liquors ..............
1123
included
Malary Building, D. C.,
Maltby
use
Agricultural Department reof, by Agriculture/
use of,
298
ed
peled......................
Maltby,
Maltby, ThodoreeA.,
.... ........---.. 1513
_pension
increased ......
pension increased
Y.,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
392
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
harbor._
appropriation for improvement
Mammals, North
American,
North American,
Mammals,
appropriation for
investigating food habits
for investigating
appropriation
- 467, 1155
of,
etc
1155
--of, etc.....................
Fla.,
Manatee River, Fla.,
396
appropriation
of
improvement of.........
appropriation for improvement
preliminary
examination, etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
.408408
Sol............
made at Palma
Palma Sole.
made
Manchester,
(widow),
Manchester, Ellen (widow),
1,53
pension increased
=crewed ..................--1553
pension

S.,
Jeromn
Manche.t.,
Manchester
pension i
ncreased
Jerome B.,
1253
1253
....
....
pension increasedd.....
Mandan,
N.
Dak.,
N.
Mandan,
exchange of
of lands
lands with North Dakota for
exchange
344
dry
land experiment
experiment station at.....
at
dry land
Maneuvers, etc.,
etc., Army
Encampments,
Army (see Encampments,
Maneuvers,
Maneuvers, etc.,
etc., Army).
Army).
Maneuvers,
Manistiguf,
Manistique, Mich.,
appropriation
improvement of
of .40.......
400
for improvement
appropriation for
Manitowoc, Wis.,
improving
light and fog signal station North
improving light
Breakwater
Breakwater......................
Manley, Charles
Charles 0.,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Kann,
B.,
Madison B.,
Mann, Madison
----------.........---pension increased
increased ........pension
Manning, Joseph
A.,
Joseph A.,
Manning,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased

1505

A. (widow),
Manning,
(widow),
Matilda A.
Manning, Matilda
pension
increased.... ----pension increased

1-----22
1-z2

..

-

Manokin
ltd.,
Manokin River, Md.,
appropriation
improvement of......-of394
appropriation for improvement
Hanor,
David T.,
MJanor, David
pension
increased
pension increased...-.......-----------.

537
1536
1440

394
1435
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Manrose,
(widow),
Page.
Manrose, Lucy
Lucy A
S.6.(widow),
Page.
_pension
pension increased
increased........................ 1423
Monti
National Forest,
Forest, Utah,
Manti National
Utah,
appropriation
of. -459, 1147
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of..
1147
.1.,
Mantua Creek, N. J.,
appropriation
improvement of .........
393
appropriation for improvement
393
Manuel, Andrew,
pension increased
1386
increased........................
1386
Manufacture of Arms, etc.,
Manufacture
gauges, tools, etc.,
immediate, by the
the
etc., for immediate,
Government
private plants
Government or private
plants to
to be
be
prepared
215
prepared..........................
215
laws requiring competition
competition for procuring
procuring
waived
215
supplies may be
be waived............
215
Manufacturers,
Manufacturers,etc.,
etc.,
investigation, etc.
informainvestigation,
etc.,' for affording
affording information
supplies
tion as
as to military etc.,
etc., supplies
needed
Government .......
650
needed by the Government
650
Manufacturers
Munitions,
Manufacturersof Munitions,
excise tax of net profits of sales by, in
in
781
United States .....................
781
Manufacturers'
Manufacturers'Railway Company,
transfer of right of way through Saint Louis
Arsenal
Anheuser-Busch BrewArsenal from Anheuser-Busch
authorized to ......
858
ing Association authorized
858
exchange of, with Saint Louis,
Louis; Iron
Iron
exchange
Mountain, etc.,
Mountain,
etc. Railroad
Railroad Company.
859
Company.
Manufacturing
Establishments,
Manufacturing Establishments,
interstate, etc., shipments
shipments of products by,
interstate,
using children
children of prohibited
prohibited ages,
ages,
forbidden
675
forbidden ....
.........................
675
punishment for .....................
675
675
Manufacturing
Industries, Foreign,
ManufacturingIndustries,
Foreign,
appropriation
commercial attaches
attaches to
to
appropriation for
for commercial
investigate,
111
investigate, etc
etc.......
..........
Manzano National
Manzano
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
459,
1147
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1147
Mapes,
Jacob,
Mapes, Jacob,
pension increased
pension
1398
increased .......................
1398
Sirup,
Maple Sugar
Sugar and Sirup,
provision
provision for free entry of, after
after May
1916,
May 1,
1,1916,
repealed ...........................
57
repealed
57
Maples,
Thomas
R.,
Maples, Thomas
pension
increased
1403
pension increased...................... 1403
Maples, Thomas W,
W.,
pension ...........................
1573
pension
1573
Maps, United States,
etc.,
States, etc.,
appropriation
appropriation for connected;
connected; distribution
100.1104
tion...........................
for separate
separate State and Territorial...
1104
Territorial..... 100, 1104
designated
designated areas under enlarged
enlarged homestead provisions ................ 100,
1104
100,1104
for geologic ...........................
301
for post route, etc ................... 422. 1067
Maps, War
Department,
War Department,
appropriation
publication of Engineer.appropriation for publication
Engineer..
292
topographic, from Geological
Survey_
for topographic,
Geological Survey.
293
Maquoketa,
way
Maquoketa, Io
Iou;a,
appropriation
266
appropriation for public building
building..........
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building............................
ing
18
18
Marcarey,
Marcarey, Leora
Leora L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1293
pension ................................
1293
March,
(widow),
Eliza (widow),
March, Eliza
pension
1228
pension
...............................
1228
March,
Samantha (widow),
March, Samantha
(widow),
pension
1231
pension ............................
1231
Marchant,
Marchant, Annie
Annie P. (widow),
pension
1294
pension increased
increased ........................
1294
Marcushook, Pa.,
Pa.,
Marcushook,
appropriation for
of ice
ice
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
harhnr
394
394
"
.harbor
...............................

Mare Island,
Cal.,
Mare
Island, Cal.,

Page.
Page.
appropriation
navy yard, public works;
works;
appropriation for navy
floating crane,
crane, etc ............... 568, 1178
for ordnance
ordnance storage
storage. ...................
569
569
for naval
naval magazine,
works
magazine, public works....
570, 1179
for naval
naval hospital, mess hall...........
hall
570
570
for marine barracks,
barracks, public works.
works. ....
..... 1179
extension of navy yard, for construction
extension
construction of
etc ..................
10
battleships, etc
10
Marianna,
Marianna, Ark.,
Ark.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to...........
to
836
836
Marietta,
Marietta, Mason H.,
_pension
pension increased
increased......................
. 1515
Marine City, Mich.,
condemned cannon granted
granted to
834
condemned
to...........
Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for pay of
officers, active
active
appropriation
of officers,
list
.......................
609, 1188
increase; reorganization
personnel..
609
reorganization of personnel..
609
appointment
second lieutenants...
lieutenants...
610
appointment of second
610
restoration
retired offirestoration to active list of retired
cers ..............................
611
611
for pay
pay of officers,
officers, retired
retired list........
list
612, 1188
612,1188
for enlisted
enlisted men
men..................
612,1188
additional. .........
force increased;
increased; additional
612
increased
increased pay to band; civilian employment
ployment restricted.
612
restricted ..............
service
service as mail clerks with expeditionary shore forces
forces ................
ary
. 1188
foreign shore
shore service
service pay
pay for gunners
gunners
foreign
and
quartermaster clerks .........
and quartermaster
1188
retired enlisted
enlisted men ............ 612,1188
for retired
613,
1188
for indrawn
undrawn clothing ..............
613,1188
for mileage
mileage to officers without
without troops
1188
troops.. 613, 1188
for commutation
quarters, officers
officers
commutation of quarters,
without troops................
troops
$ 613, 1188
without
pay of civil force
force ..............
613, 1189
for pay
613
to constitute pay fund
fund............ 613, 1189
for provisions;
commutation of rations.
rations .613,
provisions; commutation
613, 1189
sale of subsistence articles
articles to officers,
officers,
enlisted men, etc ................
613
613
enlisted men on shore to have Army
Army
ration; exception
ration;
exception ................
1189
613, 1189
for clothing ...........
............ 613,1189
exchange of worn-out
worn-out sewing
sewing machines,
machines,
exchange
etc ..........................
1189
etc
for fuel.......................
fuel
613, 1189
ammunition 614, 1189
for military stores, etc.; ammunition.
for camps of instruction,
instruction, establishment,
establishment,
etc .
etc
............
........
614,1190
recruiting
for transporting and recruiting.......
614. 1190
barracks, etc..........
etc
614, 1190
for repairs to barracks,
614,1190
rent,
etc.,
in
District
of
Columbia,
rent,
District of Columbia,
etc...........................
etc
614, 1190
614,1190
per diem, enlisted men............
men
614,1190
614,1190
615, 1190
for forage.
forage .....................
for commutation
commutation of
of quarters,
quarters, officers
officers
with troops, etc ................ 615,1190
615,1190
for contingent ...................
615, 1190
615,1190
extra pay
pay of detailed
detailed enlisted
enlisted men not
not
extra
forfeited
on furlough
1191
forfeited while
while on
furlough.......
1191
to constitute
constitute maintenance
fund, Quarmaintenance fund,
termaster's Department
termaster's
Department......... 615, 1191
1191
expenses
615, 1191
for Marine Corps Reserve expenses...
615,1191
for additional
land, Quartermaster's
additional land,
Quartermaster's
depot, Philadelphia
Philadelphia ...............
565
depot,
565
quarters, Guam ............
570
for officers quarters,
570
for establishing base at
1179
at San Diego,
Diego, Cal
Cal... 1179
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for pay..
pay_. 29,33,825,
29, 33, 825, 828
828
for
provisions
29, 339, 816
816
for provisions.....................
29,339,
for commutation
commutation of quarters
quarters.............
29
29,339,816,825,828
for contingent
contingent ..........
29, 339, 816, 825, 828
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Marine
deficiency appropriation
transportation
appropriation for transportation
deficiency
29,816
29,816
and recruiting
recruiting ...................
for military
military stores .................... 339,816
339,816
B. Wills and Leon L.
for Capt. Davis B.
816
Dye, credit in accounts ............ 816
816
.
816
for forage
forage .............................
Quartermaster Department
Department maintefor Quartermaster
nance ............................
828
nance
Army subsistence supplies may be pur630
chased by officers and enlisted
enlisted men_
630
men.
chased
increased ...............
612
band, pay, etc., increased
employment of members, recivil employment
612
stricted ...........................
612
stricted
officers and enlisted men to assist
assist
details of officers
224
Republic of Haiti ................
Republic
224
compensation, etc.....................
etc
compensation,
service pay, etc., continued ...........
224
service
224
longevity, etc., not affected ............
longevity,
restriction not applicable
applicable to
double pay restriction
men...
retired officers and enlisted men.
__ 582
retired
embarked as
as separate organization on naval
embarked
vessel
subject to authority
officers
authority of officers
vessel subject
586
organization ...................
of organization
increase of officers and enlisted men,
men, auincrease
224
.
......
thorized
224
..............
thorized
Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve established ........
593
Marine
personnel reorganized
609
reorganized ..................
personnel
strength
officers; proportion to enlisted strength
authorized .....................
609
authorized
appointment; promobrigadier generals, appointment;
vacancies .................
609
tions to vacancies
general commandant, appointmajor general
609
hereafter to .............-..
ments hereafter
officers made brigadier gensenior staff officers
............
erals
609
...............
erals
rank as
609
ratio..
colonel for determining ratio._
as colonel
rank
eligible to be
permanent staff officers
officers nor eligible
permanent
610
brigadier generals ..............
line brigadier
proportioned to comstaff departments, proportioned
610
missioned
610
missioned strength ...............
no
further permanent
permanent appointments
appointments to
no further
610
..
be
610
....................
made
be made
details
upper
appointments to upper
to; appointments
details to;
610
grade;
.
610
grade; tour of service in ............
recommissioned in
permanent,
permanent, may be recommissioned
610
the
etc
610
line; conditions, etc............
the line;
equalization
of line and staff, for seniequalization of
610
ority
610
in promotions ................
ority in
examinations,
etc., for
advancements
610
for advancements...
examinations, etc.,
second
lieutenant vacancies; classes elisecond lieutenant
gible;
Navy
610
gible; ages of petty officers, Navy..
appointments
from civil life; previous
appointments from
610
.........
service
610
service ................
probationary
determined
probationary period; file determined
611
etc. .............
611
examinations, etc
by examinations,
restrictions
restrictions on midshipmen or cadets
failing
graduate ...............
611
to graduate
failing to
warrant grades
grades of marine gunner and
warrant
quartermaster clerk
established.....
_.
611
clerk established
quartermaster
etc....
611
appointments, pay, .etc
of appointments,
number of
genretirement of colonels as brigadier
brigadier .
generals; service
service on
required_
611
listrequired.
active list
on active
erals;
of retired by
restoration
restoration to active list of,
any
disability;
board for physical disability;
any board
required.......
examinations, etc.,
etc., required
.
611
examinations,
from
loss of
suspension from
numbers in lieu of suspension
of numbers
loss
611
611
promotion of, failing in examinations.
examinations.
promotion
612
reexamination,
failure._
612
of failure..
effect of
etc.; effect
reexamination, etc.;
614
training
instruction authorized.
authorized.._ 614
for instruction
training camps for
614
used ... _ 614
attendance,
attendance, etc., supplies to be used..
614
614
sale of uniforms for ...................
614
etc..
participants
participants to pay for subsistence,. etc
614
614
;- A
......
appropriation
forr expenses
UpIJU
ILu.
Ll
IV1
. -.------------
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wearing uniform
uniform by persons
persons not in, unlawwearing
216
ful ...........................
punishment for
. 217
for .....................
punishment
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
Marine
appropriation for expenses
expenses ........... 615,1191
appropriation
established, additional to authorized
authorized
established,
593
strength.........................
strength
593
provisions of service,
service, etc ...............
provisions
classes constituting
constituting ....................
593
classes
Marine Corps
Training Camps,
Corps Training
Marine
614
established; regulations governing........
governing
614
established;
614
appropriation for expenses
expenses .............
614
appropriation
Marine
Hospitals,
Marine Hospitals,
appropriation for repairs
repairs and preservation.
270
preservation.
appropriation
for
mechanical equipment for..........
for
271
for mechanical
278
for maintenance
maintenance ....................
278
admission of contagious,
etc., cases for
contagious, etc.,
admission
278
study
278
study........................
light
keepers, etc., admitted
admitted in, for treatlight keepers,
ment
538
ment ............................
riparian rights of, Chicago
Ill. conveyed
Chicago, Ill.,
riparian
to
commissioners of Lincoln
Lincoln Park...
Park
1198
to commissioners
sale
of, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohio .................
390
sale of,
use of
of proceeds
for new
etc
390
site, building, etc.
new site,
proceeds for
use

Marine, Ill.,
Marine,
condemn,d
Ill. cannon
cannon granted
to ............. 837
837
granted to
condemned
Marine Schools, State,
Marine

appropriation for reimbursing
York
reimbursing New York
appropriation
and Massachusetts
Massachusetts for expenses
expenses
and
559,1170
of
1170
of.............................. 559,
Marion, Ind.,
Marion,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer Solappropriation
296
diers'
Home .....................
diers' Home
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Volunteer
Volunteer
deficiency
29,812
Soldiers
Home
SodiersHome..................
Marion,
Ky.,
Marion, 19.
appropriation for
for public
building......... 266
public building
appropriation

Marion,
C.,
S. C.,
Marion, S.
266
appropriation
public building.........
building
for public
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
18
18
-............
ing --..-----...
Mans,
Charles E.,
Maris, Charles
1560
pension
increased
1560
.
.................
pension increased
Marketing
Farm Products,
Products, etc., Mutual Asso.rIssoMarketing Farm
mations.for,
ciations
. 767
exempt
from income
tax .............
income tax
exempt from
Markets
Department
Organization, Department
Rural Organization,
and Rural
Markets and
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Offie
Office of (see also
also Marof
kets Bureau,
Department of AgriBureau, Department
kets
culture),
culture)
appropriation for
salaries
473
for salaries.................
appropriation
expenses .....................
for general expellees
473
for
for distributing
distributing information
information on marketfor
ing, etc.,
473
products ........
farm products
etc., farm
ing,
for diffusing
telegraph, etc., informadiffusing by telegraph,
for
tion
market prices
prices of fruits, vegetion of market
473
.....................
tables, etc .
marketfor publishing information
information as to marketfor
ing, prices,
stock, meats,
prices, etc., of live stock,
ing,
..........-------------etc
473
.......
etc.
473
for grading,
grading,etbaling,
baling,
etc.,- cotton;
cotton;
inves------- etc.,
invefor
tagation.s, etc.....
etc
473
..........
tigations,
473
testing
grades, etc..
etc._
spinning value of grades,
testing spinning
473
for studies
studies in
credits, etc..........
etc
rural credits,
in rural
for
for
demonstrations, etc..
etc., of marketing
marketing
for demonstrations,
farm
474
products ....................
farm products
474
for
administrative expenses............
expenses
for administrative
Act....... 474
for
Futures Act..
Cotton Futures
enforcing Cotton
for enfoicing
Markets
Department of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Bureau, Department
Markets Bureau,
....... 1162
appropriation for salaries..........
salaries
1162
appropriation
1162
for general
general expenses....................
expenses
1162
for distributing
distributing information
information on marketfor
I
1162
ing,
1162
products ............
ing, etc., farm products
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Markets
Agriculture— Page.
Markets Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Departmentof
ofAgriculturePage.
Continued.
Continued.
appropriation for
by telegraph,
telegraph,
for diffusing
diffusing by
appropriation
etc.,
vegeetc., market
market prices
prices of
of fruits,
fruits, vege1162
tables, etc
etc....................
1162
for publishing
publishing information
as to
to marketinformation as
marketprices, etc.,
etc., of
of live
stock, meats,
ing, prices,
live stock,
meats,
etc
1162
etc...............................
1162
for investigating
distribufor
investigating production,
production, distribuetc., of agricultural
tion, etc.,
agricultural food
prodfood products
1162
ucts......
...................
1162
cotfon; investifor grading, baling, etc., cotfon;
gations, etc.
1163
gations,
etc.....................
1163
testing
of grades,
etc
1163
testing spinning
spinning value
value of
grades, etc..
1163
for
credits, farmers'
coopfor studies
studies m
in rural
rural credits,
farmers' cooperation, etc .....................
eration,
1163
1163
cooperation in
for cooperation
in demonstrations,
demonstrations, etc
etc.,,
of
farm products
products .......
1163
of marketing
marketing farm
1163
investigating grain
for investigating
grain handling,
handling, grading,
grading,
etc
1163
etc ..........................
1163
for administering
for
administering standards
Climax,
standards for
for Climax,
etc. fruit
fruit baskets
baskets ...............
1163
etc.,
1163
administrative expenses
for administrative
1163
expenses ............
1163
Cotton Futures
for enforcing Cotton
Futures Act
1163
Act ....... ... 1163
Act
1163
for enforcing
enforcing Grain
Grain Standards
Standards Act.......
1163
for administering
administering Warehouse
Warehouse Act.
1163
Act ......
1163
authority
authority for administering
administering oaths,
oaths, sesecuring
curing testimony,
etc
1163
testimony, etc.............
1163
Markets, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Markets,
appropriation for
appropriation
for market
market masters;
masters; exexpenses, etc
etc .................
penses,
679,1007
679,
1007
for fish
fish wharf
and market
679, 1007
for
wharf and
market expenses
expenses.. 679,1007
for repairs, etc ...................
684, 1013
684,
1013
for fish wharf and market expenses
expenses.. 684,1013
684,1013
684,1013
for refrigerating
refrigerating plant
plant..............
684,1013
for third
steel shelter,
shelter, Farmers'
Farmers' Produce
third steel
Produce
Market................
.....
684
Market
for auto truck, etc.,
etc., for superintendent..
superintendent
684
Markham, Ettie L. (widow),
Markham,
(widow),
pension...........................
pension
1373
1373
Markham, H. H.,
appointed
appointed on
of Managers
Managers Volunteer
on Board of
Volunteer
Soldiers'
Soldiers Home
Home .................
1134
1134
,3farland, Joshua,
Joshua,
Marland,
pension................................
pension
1385
1385
Marlette, Samuel P.,
Marlette,
pension increased
increased .....................
1422
1422
Marlin Tex.
Tex.
Marlin,
appropriation for
public building........
building
266
appropriation
for public
266
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public
buildpublic building ..............................
18
18
Marquette, Mich.,
Mich..
appropriation for
for public
appropriation
public building........
building
266
266
Marsden, Henry,
Henry,
pension
pension increased
increased........................ 1373
1373
Marsh, Elijah,
Elijah,
pension increased....................
increased
1524
1524
Marsh, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A.
Marsh,
A. (widow),
pension
pension .
1232
...................
1232
Marsh, Mary
Mary (widow),
(wuidow),
pension
increased.....................
pension increased
1220
1220
Sarah E.
Marsh, Sarah
E. (widow),
increased.......
pension increased
1289
..............
1289
Marshall,
Marshall, Alfred
Alfred W.,
W.,
pension increased
pension
1542
......................
1542
Marshall, David
David B.,
Marshall,
pension increased......................
increased
1218
1218
Marshall Field
Marshall
Field and
and Company,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
830
for.............
830
Marshall, George
George W.,
Marshall,
pension increased
increased.......... ...........
pension
1231
1231
Marshall, Gideon
Gideon B..
Marshall,
B.,
pension ..............
.................
1582
1582
Marshall, Israel,
Israel,
Marshall,
pension increased......................
increased
1525
1525

Marshall, Job
Page.
Marshall,
Job D.,
D.
pension increased
increased........................ 1296
Marshall,
Orin,
Marshall, Orin,
pension ...........................
1584
Marshall, Victor F.,
.F.,
Marshall,
1589
pension .
.............................
1589
Marshall,
Warren D.
Marshall, Warren
D.,'
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
payment
homestead,
Sherman County,
County, Oreg .............. 1254
Marshall,
Marshall, Washington
Washington G.,
pension increased
1436
pension
increased........
...........
1436
Marshals, Consular
Marshals,
Consular Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for, in China and Turkey
appropriation
Turkey...
261
Marshals,
Marshals, United States
States Courts,
appropriation for salaries,
advances
313
appropriation
salaries, etc.;
etc.; advances..
313
deficiency
appropriation for
salaries,
deficiency appropriation
etc.....
..............
.
etc
32, 43, 818, 827
32,43,818,827
Marshfield, Oreg.,
Marshfield,
Oreg.,
granted use of Coos Bay Military.Reserva516
tion as public park; conditions
conditions.....
516
Marshyhope
Marshyhope creek,
Cree, Md.,
appropriation for improvement of.........
of
394
appropriation
Marso, .Helena
Marso,
Hdena G.. (widow),
(widow),
pension ............
pension
.................... 1540
.Marston, Albion
Altrion S.. P.,
Marston,
P.,
_pension
pension increased
increased.........--.......... 1461
1461
Marten,
Marten,
appropriation
for
experiments
in
rearing
467,1155
experiments in rearing
appropriation
Martin, Abrahm
Abraham H.,
Martin,
pension
1373
pension........................----------.Alonzo E.,
E.,
Martin, Alonzo
pension increased .....-..............
1296
Martin,
Martin, Benjamin P.,
F.,
pension increased
1504
increased...-................
Martin, Cyrus F.,
F.,
Martin,
pension increased ....................
1254
Martin, Enoch M.,
Martin,
ninon increased
1249
pension
increased....... ....-.........
artin : George,
George,
Martin,
pension increased.....................
increased
1215
Martin,
Martin, Harvey,
increased
pension increased
................. 1459
Martin,: Ida
Martin
Ida C. (widow),
increased ....................
1293
pension increased
Martin,
Martin, James,
James,
pension increased...................
increased
1413
pension
Martin,
Martin, John
John P.,
P.,
increased
1309
pension increased......................
Martin, Mary
Martin,
(widow),
Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth (widow),
pension -...................
............ 1442
1442
Martin,
(widow),
A. (widow),
Martin, Mercy A.
pension increased........................
increased
1295
Martin,
Martin, Nancy A. (widow),
(widow),
increased ..-....................
1224
pension increased
Martin,
Nathan G.,
Martin, Nathan
increased
1564
pension increased....................
NathanS.,
Martin,
Martin, Nathan
pension increased...................
increased
1462
1462
Martin
Martin, Patrick,
Patrick,
increased ...................1241
pension increased
1241
Martin
Richard C.,
Martin, Richard
increased ....................
1518
pension increased
Martin,
Martin, Susannah
Susannah E. (widow),
pension
........................
1444
14
- - - Pensin ----------------------Martin, Sylvester M.,
Martin,
pension increased
1287
increased.......
.........------------.Martin,
Martin, Tenn.,
appropriation for public building
266
building..........
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for public
public buildbuilding .. r'-----18
ing.
----.------..----18
Martin
Thomas S.,
S.,
Martin, Thomas
pension
1579
pension-..........-.............
Martinez, Teodore Antonia Baca de (widow),
pension increased ...................
1260
_pension
1
260
Marvin,
oG.
Marin, Orb
Orlo
G. P.,
1404
pension increased
1404
increased ...................-....
pension

IND:EX.
INDEX.
Marx, Barbara
Barbara (widow),
(widow),
Marx,

Page.

pension increased
increased.................... 1228
Maryland,
Maryland,
connection with sewer systems
systems of, to prevent pollution
pollution of streams in District
District
of Columbia parks, etc.............
etc
717
jurisdiction
jurisdiction ceded to, over part of Fort McHenry granted
granted to Baltimore
Baltimore for a
a
park ..........................
46
resident of, to be member of Guilford
resident
Courthouse
Courthouse National Park Commission; allowance ..................
998
Maryland Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Maryland
punishment for violating traffic
traffic regulations
punishment
regulations
,for Washington
by
.for
Washington Aqueduct
Aqueduct roads
roads by
district court of ..................
693
commissioners to be appointed
appointed .........
693
commissioners
Marysville, Ohio,
Ohio, Citizens'
Citizens' Home and Savings
Savings
Company,
excise corporation
corporation tax........
tax
1493
refund of excise
Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn.,
Tenn.
appropriation
266
building..........
appropriation for public building
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
ing .. ........
ing-e,
.... ....-.-.
..
18
Mase, Fr
Frederick W.,
1485
pension increased ....................
Mason, Charles
Charles Edgar,
Edgar,
increased
1487
.....................
pension increased.
Mason,
Mason, Edward,
Edward,
1258
increased
pension increased.........................
Mason,
Gideon
Mason, Gideon,
....... 1210
increased
1210
pension increased..............
Mason,
A. (widow),
Mason, Lydia A.
_pension
increased ..................
1429
. 1429
_pension increased
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
appropriation
reimbursing, for marine
appropriation for reimbursing,
school expenses
expenses.................. 559,1170
559,1170
school
claim
coin, etc.
exetc., expaid for
for coin,
claim for premium
premium paid
penses
of Civil
Civil War,
referred eta.,
to Court
to
penses of
War, referred
of Claims
Claims......................
355
..
355
evidence admitted ................
355
evidence
Massachusetts
NW., D.
D. C.,
C.,
Massachusetts Avenue
Avenue NW.,
appropriation
Nebraska
grading, etc., Nebraska
appropriation for grading,
Avenue to District line............
line
688
688
Avenue
Masse,
Masse, Hamilton,
Hamilton,
pension ...........................
1574
1574
spension
Masters,
J.,
Masters, Daniel
Daniel J.,
1410
..
---1410
increased...............pension increased
Matanuska
Field, Alaska,
Coal Field,
Matanuska Coal
1773
1773
-etc...............
reserved from leases, etc
Matanuska
Matanuska Valley, Alaska,
appropriation
for equipping,
etc., agriculagriculequipping, etc.,
appropriation for
tural
1160
1160
in.................
station in
tural station
Matawan
J.,
Matawan Creek, N. J.,
393
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
393
appropriation
Makhett,
Clarence, alias
alias Harry
Harry J. Reed,
Matchett, Clarence,
1388
..-....---------..--pension .........-..
.Matchett,
Joshua R.
R.,,
Matchett, Joshua
1233
pension increased
1233
increased '..................---------pension
Edmund P.,
P.,
Matheny,
Matheny, Edmund
pension increased
- 1415
increased....................--pension
Matherly,
Matheny, John
John C.,
C.,
increased .........------------1451
pension increased.
Matheny, Sarah
Sarah H. (widow),
1130
1330
------pension
pension.......................-Mathews,
Charles B.,
B.,
Mathews, Charles
1342
---.......----- 1342
increased ......
pension increased
pension
Mathews,
(widow),
Mathews, Cornelia
Cornelia(widow),
- 1231
1231
pension increased.............--..--increased
Mathews, Eli,
Eli,
Mathews,
1547
1547
......--------...
pension increased -....
Itathey, Meda
(widow),
Mathey,
Meda (widow),
1594
- 1594
pension increased .........--......-----pension
Matox,
Matox, James,
James,
1511
1511
pension increased ............-------------pension

1991
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Mattaponi River, Va.,
appropriation
394
appropriation for improvement
improvement of ......... 394
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
preliminary examination,
made
made.....
................. .....
407
Matteson, Henry (son),
pension............................
pension
1342
1342
Matteson, Mary (daughter),
(daughter),

pension
1343
pension
.................................
1343
Matthews, William,
Matthews,
pension ..........................
1573
pension
. 1573
Mattingly, Parthenia
Parthenia(widow),
(widow),
pension
1266
pension.................................
1266
Maui, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
establishment
establishment of Hawaii National
National Park on
on
island of ......................
432
island
432
"Maumee,"
S. Fuel
Fuel Ship,
Ship,
"Maumee," U.
U. S.
appropriation for machinery
606
appropriation
machinery ............
606
Mauna Loa, Volcano,
Mauna
, included
432
included in
i
n Hawaii National Park........
Park
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Maurer, Sarah
pension increased
1318
pension
increased...........................
1318
Maurice
Maurice River, N. J.,
J.,
appropriation for
for improvement
of
393
improvement of........
appropriation
Maxey, Samuel T.,
Maxey,
increased .......................
1414
pension increased
1414
Maxim, Truman P.,
pension
increased .......................
pension increased
1462
(widow),
Maxwell, Agnes N. (widow),
pension increased
1272
pension
increased .......................
1272
Maxwell, Rufus S.,
pension increased
increased ....................
1207
pension
ifay,
.T.,
May, Robert
Robert J.,
pension
1589
pension..............
............
....
1689
May, Trovillo,
pension
1558
pension.................................
158
May,
Vergus,
May, Vergus,
_pensioniceed
pension increased .....................
1367
Mayaguez, P.
P. B.,
R.,
Mayaguez,
at
966
terms of court at......................
966
3faybury, George,
Maybury,
George,
pension increased
1490
1490
pension
increased .....................
Hayden, William L.,
L.,
Mayden,
pension increased
1266
pension
increased .....................
Catharine(widow),
(widow),
Mayer, Catharine
pension increased
1208
increased .......................
pension
Mayer, Frederick,
pension increased
pension
increased........................ 1525
John C.,
Mayer, John
pension increased
increased ........................ 1489
pension
Mayfield, John,
John,
Mayfeld,
pension increased
1480
increased......................
pension
ayne tDorr
H.,
Dorr II.,
Mayne,
pension increased
1554
increased ....................
pension
"Mayrant,"
S.,
" Mayrant," U. S.S..,
605
appropriation for repairs................
repairs
appropriation
607
for eng,ines
for
engines for ..........................
harry A. P.,
P.,
Mayville, Barry
pension increased
1432
increased...................... 1432
pension
A.,
Mead, Chauncey A.,
................ 1424
pension increased....
increased
1424
pension
"Meade,"
S. Army
Army Transport,
Transport,
"Mead," U. S.
634
sale authorized
authorized ...............--.-----...
Meader, George,
payment to,
for dispossessed
homestead,
to, for
dispossessed homestead,
payment
Sherman
1355
1355
Oreg...-----..--Sherman County, Oreg
H.,
Meadows, Benjamin H.,
1448
1448
pension
pension.....-..-................-------Meadows, Paris,
Paris,
1218
1218
pension increased
increased ....................--pension
W,
Mealing, Hubert
Hubert W.,
1333
.......------- 1333
pension increased
increased...--....
pension
Meat Inspection,
Inspection,
appropriation for
for additional
additional expenses..
expenses.. 451,1140
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
..-- 826
appropriation for .......-deficiency

1992
1992

INDEX.

Semiarid and Pag.
Page.
Meat Production
Production in Western Semiarid
Irrigated Districts,
Irrigated
Districts,
appropriation for
experiments, etc.,
in
for experiments,
etc., in
appropriation
establishing
491
establishing .................
491
Meats,
appropriation
appropriation for publishing prices, etc.,
of
473,1162
of.......................
473,1162
Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering,
Mechanical
appropriation for standardizing
standardizing apparatus,
appropriation
115,1116
etc., used in ...................
Mechanical
Mechanical Equipmentfor Public
PublicBuildings,
Buildings,
appropriation for heating, hoisting, etc....
etc....
271
appropriation
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ...........
29,824
Mechanical
Mechanical Muaica
Music Reproductions,
Rproduction,
proclamation
priviproclamation including,
including, in copyright priviItaly
leges to Italy..
.................
. 1725
in copyright
copyright privileges
privileges to New Zealand..
Zealand
1815
Medal
draw and Navy,
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll,
Roll, Army
Navy,
established
Departments_
53
established in War and Navy Departments.
evidence repersons entitled to entry on; evidence
quired .......
53
quired
................
.
certificates
special pensions
certificates to be issued; special
limitations
54
to be paid; limitation.............
appropriation for pensioners
pensioners on............
on
242
appropriation
Medals
Medals of Honor,
Honor, Army,
Arnny,
awards to be investigated,
past awards
nvestigated, etc., by
board of five retired generals.......
generals
214
issued, names to be strickif improperly
improperly issued,
en off roll
roll................
.. .
214
wearing, etc., a
a misdemeanor;
misdemeano; return
for cancellation .................
214
214
power of board; payment of expenses.d
expenses
214
214
Medary.,Sarah
Medary,
Sarah H. (tvi&w),
(widow),
pension increased ....................
1407
Meckiwakenton
MedawakantonSioux Indians,
Indians, Minn.,
annuities, etc.,
claims for restoring annuities
etc., to be
brought in Court of Claims.........
Claims
1195
distribution, etc
etc........................ 1196
procedure; attorneys'
attorneys' fees, etc
1196
etc......... 1196
correction directed in enrolling
correction
enrolling bill relating te
to ...........
.................
1608
1608
Media, Pa.,
Pa.,
building
266
266
appropriation for
for public building..........
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency
building .............................
18
Mediation of
Differences
Mediation
of Railway
Railway Employees' Diferences
(see Board
Board of Mediation and Conciliation).
ciliation).
Medical Charities,
Charities D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for
707,1035
.............
appropriation for..
Medical Corps,
Corps, Navy (see Bureau of Medicine
Medical
Medicine
and Surgery, Navy).
Department, Army
Army
Medical Department,
appropriation
appropriation for
for Field
Field 13ervice
Service and
and CorreCorrespondence School for medical
medical officers ..........................
620
620
for pay of enlisted men; longevity
longevity...... 625
for pay of privates,
privates, first class, rated as
dispensary
dispensary assistants, etc
.........
625
proportion of privates, first claa
class ......
625
proportion
625
officers; longevity ...........
for pay of officers;
626
626
for contract surgeons
surgeons ...................
626
superintendent, Nurse
for superintendent,
Nurse Corps
Corps........ 626
nurses (female)
for nures
(female)....
.............. 626
hospital matrons......................
for hospital
628
for
Ark., hosor repairs,
repairs, etc., Hot Springs, Ark.,
pital
638
ptal.............................
638
supplies, etc.....................
etc
639
for supplies,
639
mosquito destruction,
Canal Zone
639
for mosquito
destruction, Canal
Zone....
639
selection of
of motor
motor vehicles
without adadselection
vehicles without

vertising........................
written contracts
contracts for supplies.......
supplies
written
for preventing,
etc., epidemic
epidemic diseases..
diseases._
preventing, etc.,
for employees,
employees, nurses, etc
etc..............

639
639
639
640
640
640

Medical
Department, Army—Continued.
Page.
Page.
Army-Continued.
Medical Department,
appropriation for
hospitals, etc..
etc
appropriation
for temporary
temporary hospitals,
640
limit of age for first lieutenants
lieutenants raised..
raised
640
640
for paying
paying Panama Canfor
Canal for
for
or hospital care
Canal Zone garrisons
garrisons .
640
of Canal
........
640
for museum; library............
library
for
.
640
for
for artificial limbs......................
limbs
293
293
for
appliances for disabled
for appliances
disabled soldiers .....
293
for trusses ........................
for
293
for
for Providence
Providence Hospital,
Hospital, D. C...........
C
293
for Garfield
Garfield Hospital, D. CC ............. 293
for isolating wards
wards ..................
293
for
for printing bulletins,
bulletins, etc...............
etc
330
330
deficiency
appropriation for supplies, etc..
etc
29,
deficiency appropriation
29,
. 46,338
constitution of,under National
National DefenseAct.
171
constitution
DefenseAct.
171
Surgeon General,
General, Medic
Medical Crp,
Corps, Medical
Surgeon
edicalrps,
Reserve Corps, Dental
Dental Corps, VeterReserve
Cos, enlisted force,
force, Nurse
inary Corps,
and contract surgeons.......
surgeons
171
Corps, and
issue of supplies
supplies to sufferers
sufferers from
from floods
floods in
designated
designated Southern
Southern States
States ........
435
435
eligibility for appointment
appointment as
limit of age eligibility
lieutenant, extended..........
extended
640
first lieutenant,
640
loan of supplies, etc., forrelief
for relief of Mississippi
Mimsisippi
River flood sufferers.
sufferers ..............
11
River
11
Medical Corp,
Corps, of officers
officers below brigadier
brigadier
Medical
general...
.....
...... ............. 171
general
171
of, to Army
Army enlisted strength......
strength
171
ratio of,
171
oinal appointments
when Army
no or'ginal
appointments~,
when
Army
uced
171
reduced
..........................
_promotions
restricted
171
promotions above captain restricted..
additional appointments
time of war
war
appointments in
in time
to be discharged
discharged whenArmy
whenArmy reduced
171
reduced.
qualifications
qualifications for original appointments,
promotion
captain .............
171
promotion to captain
171
determination
relative rank ........
171
determination of relative
171
details for Red Cross
171
Cross..................
171
enlisted
force not included in Army
Army enenlisted force
strength
172
listed strength....................
172
enlisted
personnel; appointment
appointment of masenlistedpersonnel;
ter hospital
hospital sergeants
sergeants .............
172
ter
original enlistments;
enlistments; transfers
transfers of men
men
original
from Hospital
Hospital Corp...............
Corps
172
172
number limited; additions in
in time
time of
number
war ..........................
172
172
war..
percentage of grades;
grades; horseshoers,
horseshoers, etc.,
etc ,
percentage
privates ........................... 172
promotions restricted
restricted when
when Army
Army repromotions
duced; reenlistments
reenlistments permitted....
permitted
172
duced;
172
discharges allowed on application....
application
discharges
additional pay ratings;
ratings; limit..........
limit
172
additional
Dental Corps, appointment
of dental surDental
appointment of
geons
authorized; ratio.............
ratio
173
geons authorized;
173
service rank,
rank, pay,
pay, etc ...............
173
servce
number limited
limited to fifteen majors
173
majors.......
number
examinations, etc
173
173
etc...................
examinations,
176
Veterinary Corps provisions.............
provisions
176
Veterinary
Navy (see Bureau of
Department, Navy
Medical Department,
Medicine and Surgery, Navy).
Navy).
Medicine
Library, Army,
Army,
Medical Museum
Museum and Library,
appropriation for
specimens,
for preserving
preserving specimens,
appropriation
640
640
..----------etc
etc................
pay,
superintendent of building,
bnilding, reduced
reduced. 809
pay, superintendent
Corps, Army,
Medical Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Army,
Government employees
employees of, volunteering
for
volunteering for
Government
he restored
restored to-posito•posiArmy service, to be
tiorus on termination................
termination
624
tions
Medical
Navy,
Medical Reserve
Reserve Corps, Nary,
recommitaions to
officers in............
574
574
to officers
recommissions
Medicine's,
Medicinal.,
duty on
coal tar
tar products
products not............
not
793
793
on coal
duty
used as .........................
794
additional specific
794
794
specific..................

INDEX.
INDEX.
Medicine Bow
Bow National
Forest, Wyo.,
Wyo.,
Page.
Medicine
National Forest,
Page.
of. 459,
459, 1147
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
1147
Medicines,
etc.,
Medicines, Adulterated,
Adulterated, etc.,
appropriation for
preventing sale,
sale,
appropriation
for expenses
expenses preventing
etc.,
of
464,1152
etc., of
...............
. 464,1152
Mediterranean
Fruit Fly,
Fly,
MediterraneanFruit
appropriation for
investigations, etc
466, 1154
etc.. 466,1154
appropriation
for investigations,
Meek, Deborah
J. (widow),
(widow),
Meek,
Deborah J.
pension
pension ..................................
1238
1238
Meek, James
S.
.Seek,
James S.,
_pension
increased ....................
1293
pension increased
..
1293
Meggison,
Charles
J.,
iMeggison,
Charles J.,

1374
pension ............................
Megrady,
Megrady, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
_pension
1264
pension ............................
1264
Meherrin River, N.
Meherrin
N. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for improvement
395
of ........
395
improvement of
appropriation
Medstrup, Anna
J. (mother),
Anna J.
(mother),
Meilstrup,
_pension
1376
............................
1376
pension
Melada, etc.,
Melada,
etc.,
1916,
provision for
May 1, 1916,
entry of,
of, after May
provision
for free
free entry
56
repealed .........................
56
repealed
Melcher, John
A.
Melcher,
John A.,
_pension
increased ...........
1216
........
1216
pension increased
Melius
Philip
L.,
uelius
PhilipL.
_pension
increased ....................
1279
1279
pension increased
Melt, Catharine
A. (widow),
(widow),
Mell,
CatharineA.
1443
pension
increased ....................
1443
pension increased
Mellor,.
Mary (widow);
Mellor, Mary
(widow),
1236
_pension
increased
1236
pension increased....................
Melton, Priscilla
Priscilla (widow),
(widow),
Melton,
_pension
increased
1376
1376
........
pension increased..........
Melville,
R. I.,
I.,
Melville, R.
appropriation
coaling station
570
570
station..
for naval
naval coaling
appropriation for
570
for
storage building
building ...........
570
torpedo storage
for torpedo
for
1179
1179
..............
fuel storage
storage
for naval
naval fuel
Melvin,
Elizabeth (widow),
(widow),
Melvin, Elizabeth
_pension
increased
1415
. 1415
.............
pension increased........
Member
Federal Reserve
(see Federal
Federal
Reserve (see
ember Banks,
Banks, Federal
Reserve Act),
Reserve
Act),
Members of Congress,
Congress,
Membersof
delivery of
of plates
plates of
of portraits
portraits of
deceased,
of deceased,
delivery
to
authorized
275
275
etc., authorized..........
to heirs,
heirs, etc.
use of
of name
in advertising
advertising business
business beof, in
name of,
use
54
etc., unlawful..
fore departments,
departments, etc.
fore
unlawful._
Members of
of the
the House
of Representatives,
Representatives,
House of
Members
appropriation
compensation
69,1073
69,1073
of compensation.........
appropriation of
for
70, 1074
........ .......70,1074
........
mileage .
for mileage
72,
1076
for
72, 1076
hire................-..
for clerk
clerk hire
clerks to
be placed
on roll
employees;
of employees;
roll of
to be
placed on
clerks
appointment,
72, 1076
72,
1076
etc..............
appointment, etc
Memorial
Arlington, Va.,
Va.,
Amphitheater, Arlington,
Memorial .Amphitheater,
appropriation for
for construction
292
292
construction ............
appropriation
John
McElroy designated
member of
of ComComdesignated member
John McElroy
mission
830
830
..
mission ...................-Memorial,
Memorial, Lincoln,
Lincoln,
deficiency
appropriation for
Jo). additions
to,
additions to,
deficiency appropriation
15
15
.......-.....
etc
etc..............
Memorials.
Memorials.
authorized
in Washington,
Washington,
to John
John Ericsson
Ericsson in
authorized to
671
671
D. C
D.
C ............................
fountain
to
Alfred
Noble,
in
Washingfountain to Alfred Noble, in Washington,
D. C
65
65
C..............-------ton, D.
by
on pub
pubAssociation on
Memorial Association
Titanic Memorial
by Titanic
lic
grounds
in
District
of
Columbia.
1046
lic grounds in District of Columbia. 1046
to
Admiral Dupont,
place of
of present
present
in place
Dupont, in
to Admiral
944
statue,
Dupont Circle,
Circle, D.
C.......
D. C
statue, Dupont
Memphis,
Tenrn.,
Memphis, Tenn.,
266
appropriation for
building
public building.......
for public
appropriation
maintenance of wagon,
wagon, etc.,
etc., bridge across
across
maintenance
Mississippi
Raver
at,
by
Kansas
City,
Mississippi River at, by Kansas City,
etc.
Bridge
dispensed
etc.,
Bridge Company, dispensed
723
723
with
.............................
with
. . . .

--................

.

.

1993
1993

Memphis,
Tenn.—Continued.
Page.
Memphis, Tenn.-Continued.
time extended
extended for
for bridging
Mississippi
time
bridging Mississippi
River,
by Arkansas
Memphis
River, by
Arkansas and
and Memphis
Railway Bridge
Railway
Bridge and
Terminal ComComand Terminal
pany -.................
830
pany
......... 830
p
ss-sage rates
rates determined
831
passage
determined..............
831
Mena Ark.
Mena,
Ark.,
appropriation for
building .......... 266
266
appropriation
for public
public building
deficiency appropriation
for public
public builddeficiency
appropriation for
ing....
.......................
.
18
18
MendenhalT,
Andrew S.,
Mendenhi
alr, Andrew
S.,
pension increased
1450
pension
increased...........
.........
1450
Menominee Harbor
Iarborand River,
River, Mich.
Mich. and
and Wis.,
Wis ,
improvement of;
appropriation for
for improvement
of; dredgappropriation
ing above
Ogden Street
Street bridge
400
ing
above Ogden
bridge......
400
Menominee Indian
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis.,
Menominee
IndianReservation,
disposal
modified..
157
disposal of
of forest products
products from, modified
forest investigations,
investigations, etc.,
etc., on
on Indian
Indian reserreserforest
vations not
not applicable
applicable to
126, 971
vations
to........
126,
971
Menominee
Menominee Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
Wis.,
appropriation for
for self
self support,
support, etc.,
from
etc., from
appropriation
tribal funds
tribal
funds..................
. 157,991
157,991
restriction on
on clearing
timber lands.......
lands
157
restriction
clearing timber
157
removal of
timber; limit,
limit,
removal
of merchantable
merchantable timber;
991
etc
991
etc
...............................
per capita
capita apportionment
apportionment to
enrolled
per
to enrolled
members; cash
payment
992
members;
cash payment............
992
shares
under eighteen
eighteen to
to be
be
shares of
of minors
minors under
992
deposited with parents,
parents, etc
992
deposited
etc.........
all
deposits subject
subject to
to regulations,
regulations, etc...
etc
992
all deposits
992
Mensch,
Mensch, Lewis,
Lewis,
pension increased...........................
increased
1486
pension
1486
Mentally Defective
Defective Persons,
Persons,
Mentally
alien, excluded
excluded admission if unable to earn
earn
hvuig
875
aaliving.....
...................
.
875
Mentch, ifareah
(widow),
Mariah(widow),
pension increased
increased
1278
.......................
1278
pension
Meranda,
Meranda, James,
James,
pension increased.......
increased1213..............
1213
pension
Mercer,
Jacob,
Mercer, Jacob,
pension .............................
1368
1368
pension
.Mercer,
Mercer, Samuel,
Samuel,
1269
pension increased
increased .....................
1269
pension
Merchant
Navy,
Merchant Auxiliaries,
Auxiliaries, Navy,
appropriation for
for batteries
for
564,1176
564,1176
batteries for.........
appropriation
for
1176
ammunition....................
for ammunition
Merchant,
John
Merchant, John,
pension increased........................
increased
1293
1293
pension
erchant Marine,
Marine, ·
Merchant
transfers of
of American
American vessels
vessels to
to foreign
foreign
transfers
ownership forbidden
1814
forbidden............. 1814
ownership
Merchant
Seamen,
Merchant Seamen,
life
buoy requirements
requirements on
on passenger
passenger vesveslife buoy
224
sels modified
sels
modified...................
Meridian
Park, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Meridian Hill
Iill Park,
appropriation for
continuing improvement,
improvement,
for continuing
appropriation
etc ..............................
290
290
etc
Mermentau,
La. '
Mermentau, La.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
waterway
of waterway
appropriation for
from
to ....................
397
397
Franklin to
from Franklin
Meimentau
River,
Mermentau River,
inland
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of inland
appropriation
waterway to
to Sabine
La. and
and
River, La.
waterway
Sabine River,
Tex.,
from ....397
.................
Tex., from
for
improvement of,
of, and
and tributaries;
tributaries; rerefor improvement
moval
wrecked lock,
lock, etc.,
etc., near
near
of wrecked
moval of
mouth397
397
mouth..........................
Merrifield,
Thornton A.,
Merrifield, Thornton
A.,
1331
pension increased........-.......-....--increased
1331
pension
Merrill,
A.
Merrill, Harry
Harry A.,
1368
pension increased
increased ...................-1368
pension
Merrill,
Ivy L.
Merrill, Ivy
L.,
1477
payment
to,from Pottawatomietribalfwids.
Pottawatomietribalfunds. 1477
payment to,from
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.
I:/.1
.Z -E. (icidow),
- - 7 Mary
Merrill,
Mary f..
(widow),
MUerrll,
pension increased ......................
pension
Merrill,
Merrill, Wis.,
appropriation for
for public
building _
public building........
appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
I\^D

Page.
rags
1228

266

18
18
.........-- -----..
..........
River, Mass,
Merrimetc
li
kliver,
Mass.,
Merrimack
appropriation for
improvement of.........
of
391
for improvement
appropriation
bridge
authorized across, Lowell, Mass ....
37
bridge authorized
Merriss,
Merriss, William W.,
. 1383
pension
pension............ .. ..............
Merritt,
(widow),
erritt; Ellen (widow),
pension
1445
144
........................
pension...
Merritt, William,
Merritt,
1581
pension..................................
Merritt, William
Merritt,
William H.,
1588
pension increased
1588
increased..........................
.Merry, Viola (widow),
Merry,
1404
...........................
pension
pension..
Mesa Verde National
Park, Colo
Colo.,
National Park
appropriation
etc
308
protection, etc...........
for protection,
appropriation for
for
to Gallup on Navajo Indian
for roadway
roadway to
Reservation
. 144,981
Reservation .....................
Mescakro
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, N. Mex.,
Mescalero Indian
appropriation formaintenance,
for maintenance, etc., of
_ 125,970
125,970
of...
appropriation
Men
Mesit,,
land patent to ...........................
1477
land
Messenger, .Ellen
(widow),
Ellen C.
C. (widow),
Messener,
_pension
increased
1549
penslon increased....................
Messenger,
Messenger, Norman,
pension increased .......................
1279
penson
Messenger
Service, Mail,
MessengerSerice,
appropriation
418,1063
1063
for...................... 418,
appropriation for
payments by postmaster
postmaster ..............
418
payments
contracts by
etc.,
clerks, etc.,
postmasters, clerks,
by postmasters,
contracts
418
418
allowed ...................--..
deficiency
appropriation for..............
for
''3, 827
827
23,
deficiency appropriation
Messengers,
Messengers,
appropriation for, House
House of Representaappropriation
tiveR ...............-........
1075
71, 1075
tives
for Senate
Senate..
88,
1072
68, 1072
..............
Messer,
Andrew J.,
J.,
Messer, Andreto
_pension
1312
increasew....................... 1312
pension increased
Messerschmidt,
John (.,
C.,
esserschnmidt, John
_pension
increased
............ 1397
pension increasewd...........
Messinger,
G.,
Mcssnger, Edgar
Ellgar G.,
payment to, for disposscled
dispossemed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
1355
1355
Sherman County, Oreg ............
Messinger,
Messinger, John
John W.,
dispoweesed'homestead,
payment to, for dispoesoed"homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg............
Oreg.
1355
Sherman
Messinger,
Messinger, Otis B.,
homestead,
payment to, for disposeuxied
dispomessed homestead,
payment
Oreg........... 1354
Sherman
8herman County, Oreg.
Metacresol,
Metacresol,
794
794
duty on; minimum quality .............
793
maximum purity
793
purity............
on free list; maximum
Metaline Falls,
Falls, Wash.,
Metaline
across Pend Oreille
bridge authorized !ATOM
34
34
River, from Metaline to ...........
'Metaline, Wash.,
authorized across Pend Oreille River
bridge authorized
Metaline Fall
Falls from ............
34
to Metaline
Metanilic Acid,
Metanilic
794
duty on ...............................
Metcalf!,
C..
Metcfe, Henry C.,
_pension
increased
................ 1402
peson increase....
Methodist
Conference, Northern
orthern Minnesota,
Minnesota,
Methodist Conference.
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
lands in Nett Lake
Minn., granted
granted to ...................
135
Minn.,
Methuen, Mass.,
Metkuen,
Mass.,
condemned cannon
842
condemned
cannon granted
granted to ..........
842
Methyl Alcohol,
sole,
etc., of, in Alaska not prohibited.....
prohibited
903
sale, etc.,

Methylanthracene,
Page.
rags
methyulanthracene,
on free list
793
..........................
793
.Methylanthraguinone,
Methylanthraquinone,
.......
.........
.............794
duty on
on
Methylnaphthalene,
Methylnaphthalene,
list ...........................
793
on free list
793
Metlakahtla
Metlakahtla Indians,
Indians,
proclamation reserving
reserving Annette Islands,
Islands,
proclamation
Alaska,
of
1777
Alaska, for use of.................
1777
Metropolitan Police, D.
.D. C. (see Police,
Police, D.
D. C.).
C.)
Metropolitan
Iferioan
Border,
Mexican Border,
deficiency appropriation
for Army
Army radio
radio indeficiency
appropriation for
stallations
on
stallati
on...................
ons
337
Peas or
or Garbanzo,
Garbanzo,
Mexican Peas
bonded warehouses
authorized for storing,
warehouses authorized
cleaning,
imported, without
without
cleaning, etc., imported,
paying duty ....................
239
paying
duty on withdrawals
withdrawals from .............
239
payment
services; special
special
payment for customs services;
accounting, etc
etc .................
239
accounting,
Mexican Situation,
ihtuation.
bond issue authorized
authorized on account of exexpenditures for .....................
1002
penditures
Mexican Soldiers
Soldiers and Refugees,
deficiency appropiation
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
expenses of
of
interned ...........................
825
Mexico,
Merico,
appropriation for ambassador
to..
252,1048
ambassador to.......
appropriation
for Boundary Commimsione...
Commission
256,1051
........256,
1051
for relief
relief of
of destitute Amercan
American citizens
in; reimbursement
reimbursement.................
359
citizens intending
intending to reside permanently
abroad leaving by frontier
frontier of.
of t to be
abroad
recorded
immigration officials...
883
recorded by immigration
officials...
head tax not levied on aliens entering
from, for temporary
stay, etc.......
from,
temporary stay,
etc
875
875
proclamation forbidding
forbidding illegal
illegal shipment
shipment
proclamation
of arms
to ..................
1756
1756
of
arms, etc.,
etc., to
time extended
extended for withdrawals
withdrawals from customs warehouses
warehouses for
for export
toms
export to.
to...... .25 725
Mey,
Mey, Henry,
pension increased
increased ...................
1324
Meyers, Anson,
pension
increased
1358
pension increased................
.....
1358
Meyers, Joseph
Meyers,
Joseph .1.
J., ,
pension
1596
pension increased
increaed ....................
159
Meyers,
Myert Stephen
S)tephen 0.
0.,
_pension
increased
1502
02
........................
Pension icreased
Meyer*,
William,
Mysr, 'William,
pension
1363
.
1363
Penson ............................
Miami, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor:
appropriation for improvement
contracts .........................
396
contracta
condemned cannon granted
granted to...........
to
836
838
condemned
Michael, Elia
Eliza J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ....................... 1234
pension
•Michael, John F.,
•
F.,
1531
increased ......................
pension increased
Charles.
Michel, Charles.
pension increased
................. 1567
pension
increased.......
Michigan
City, Ind.,
Ind.,
Michigan Cty,
appropriation for
harbor.. 401
for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
Michigan National
Forest, Mich.,
National Forest,
Michgan
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of. 459,1147
459,1147
appropriation
Middletown, Conn.,
Conn.,
Middletown,
appropriation for
for public
building ......
266
266
public building
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
for public
buildpublic builddeficiency
appropriation for
ing
Middletown,
Ohio,
Middlktoim, Ohio,
appropriation
building
266
building.........
public
for public
ing ......for
........................
appropriation
for public
public builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deticiency
ing
1-18
8
.....
ing.......-.-............Middleto-n, Pa..
Middletown,
Po..
condemned
granted to...........
to
834
cannon granted
condemned cannon
t1 -.
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Page.
Military Academy-Continued
Academy—Continued.
ge. Military
Midshipmen.
Page.
Pal
Navy,
Midshipmnel.Navy,
appropriation
for printing
499
printing ..............
appropriation
appropriation for
at
quarters at
temporary quarters
for temporary
appropriation for
for expenses,
of cavalry,
cavalry,
Naval
Academy for
1188
department of
expenses, department
11
for
88
for ...............
Naval Academy
499
tactics......
artillery, and
and infantry
infantry tactics
artillery,
additional
appointments authorized,
at
authorized, at
additional appointments
for
of civil
civil and
and military endepartment of
for department
76
large .............................
5576
large
500
gineering
------------gineering---76
from
5576
men................
enlisted men
Navy enlisted
from Navy
for
of natural
and experinatural and
department of
for department
appointments of
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy
of enlisted
appointments
mental philosophy
philosophy ....----------.
500
as,
increased to
to one
one hundred;
conmental
hundred; conas, increased
for department
mathematics ..........
500
500
of mathematics
department of
for
ditions
1182
11 [82
ditions ...........................
for department
department of
chemistry, mineralogy,
mineralogy,
of chemistry,
for
course of
reduced temmay be reduced
instruction may
of instruction
course
500
and
----------geology ...........
and geology
182
porarily to
years
1182
11
three years.............
to three
porarily
for department
department of
of drawing
500
drawing--.....-----for
allotnumber
to be
increased; allotappointed increased;
be appointed
number to
500
for
department of
of modern
500
language.....
modem languages
for department
ment
99
..........................
ment
for
department of
of law........--------law
500
500
for department
Mid,
H.,
Charles H.,
Miel, Charles
for department
department of
of practical
enmilitary enpractical military
for
1 150
pension increased
increased........................ 1450
pension
500
gineering
500
-------gineering-_.............Migratory Game
Game Bards,
etc.,
Birds, etc.,
Migratory
for department
department of
ordnance and
501
501
gunnery.
and gunnery
of ordnance
for
appropriation
enforcing law
law protectprotectfor enforcing
appropriation for
for department
of military
501
hygiene......
military hygiene
department of
ing
467,
1156
for
156
467,11
.
ing ...................
501
for
department of
of English
and history...
history
501
English and
for department
convention with
recipfor recipBritain for
Great Britain
with Great
convention
for
lectures
501
..............---------for lectures.
and
rocal
protection of,
Canada and
in Canada
of, in
rocal protection
for
miscellaneous and
and incidental
incidental exexfor miscellaneous
United
1702
1' 702
States.....................
United States
penses
501
501
penses................----------regulations
for protection
protection of
1792
1 792
of...............
regulations for
501
for
lighting, plumbing,
etc.........---plumbing, etc
for lighting,
Mildram,
Frank S.
S.,
ildram, Frank
501
for library,
etc .......
-.........------library, etc
for
pension increased
255
.............1255
.......
increased ..
pension
for contingent,
techniboard, techniacademic board,
contingent, academic
for
Miles,
John S.,
S.
Miles, John
cal supplies
501
supplies .............---------cal
498
pension
1498
1.
increased ...................
pension increased
501
for
etc ...--.------.
instruments, etc.
band instruments,
for band
Miles,
alias Simeon
Lorance,
Simeon Lorance,
L., alias
Simeon L.
Miles, Simeon
for
laundry, mess
utensils, etc..........
etc
501
mess utensils,
for laundry,
1'224
pension
increased
1224
........
pension increased.........
for
policing barracks,
502
---...
etc ....-..
barracks, etc...
for policing
Miles,
William .L.
L.,
Miles, William
502
for
cadet barracks;
barracks; furniture..----------furniture.
for cadet
1506
pension
increased
1506
pension increased.......................
502
for
school ...................children's school
for children's
.Milholland,
Geroge,
iMholland, George,
502
for fire
protection...................fire protection
for
1359
pension increased
1359
increased..................pension
502
for buildings
grounds............
and grounds
buildings and
for
Military Academy,
Academy,
Military
502
for ordnance
museum; laboratory,
laboratory, etc
etc...
ordnance museum;
for
the........
appropriation for
for support
493
support of the
appropriation
502
for soldiers'
hospital .................
soldiers' hospital
for
for
pay of
professors .
493
.............
of profensors
for pay
for waterworks;
waterworks; cadet
502
mess......-.....
cadet mess
for
promotion to
493
service.......
colonel; service
to colonel;
promotion
for cadet
cadet hospital.
502
hospital . ...................
for
cadet Store
as pay
pay
retired as
manager retired
store manager
cadet
for
cadet barracks
barracks ........
503
..- .....----for cadet
493
clerk ..
................------clerk
for
post cemetery
'503
cemetery .....----------------for poet
493
for
chaplain; master
of sword....
sword
master of
of chaplain;
pay of
for pay
503
for walls,
etc .......... -------roads, etc
walls, roads,
for
for
cadets ...................
493
of cadets
pay of
for pay
503
for automatic
stokers .................
503
automatic stokers
for
second
defiif defiallowed if
examination allowed
second examination
503
for office
office furniture,
furniture, etc
.....-- - - --etc
for
493
cient in
in one
subject
.......
one subject...
cient
503
for
retaining wall
wall .....................
503
for retaining
493
in two
two subjects
subjects....................
in
503
for
reconstructing artillery
artillery stable........
stable
503
for reconstructing
493
applicable to
cadets ....-.
former cadets
to former
applicable
for
improvement of
of roads,
roads, grounds,
grounds, etc
503
etc..
for improvement
493
limit
of examinations
examinations ............
lmit of
board
to report
necessary enlargeenlargeon necessary
report on
board to
honorably discharged
deficiency
for deficiency
discharged for
honorably
503
ments,
etc.............-----------ments, etc
eligible
second
as second
appointment as
for appointment
eligible for
504
etc..
adjusting accounts
with bureaus, etc
accounts with
adjusting
lieutenant
National Defense
Defense
under National
lieutenant under
Maj. B. T.
allowance
of Maj.
accounts of
in accounts
allowance in
Act
...------- 493
Act...........----------504
Clayton
..........................
Clayton
designation of
of Filipinos
Filipinos by
by Governor
Governor
designation
admission
J. Ricardo
Ricardo de
Borja, of
de Borja,
of J.
admission of
493
General .....
...------.-- ..-...
General.
Ecuador, for
for instruction
504
............
instruction
Ecuador,
494
for
extra pay
pay to
to officers
494
officers......-..--...--for extra
admission
authorized for
for instruction,
of
instruction, of
admission authorized
494
for constructing
494
quartermaster ........
constructing quartermaster.
for
Ren4
Pinto y
y Wentworth,
of
Wentworth, of
W. Pint6
Ren6 W.
494
for
longevity .............-494
------ ---for longevity
50
Cuba
50
Cuba.............................
494
for
enlisted men
men -....................for enlisted
62
Corps
Cadets increased;
increased; selection
62
selection. .....
of Cadets
Corps of
494
for
band ................
494
..........-for band
appointments
at large;
from
selection from
large; selection
appointments at
494
for field
musicians .........--.........
field musicians
for
62
.
"honor
schools"
"honor schools"................
494
for general
Army service
detachment
service detachment...
general Army
for
residence
requirements; exceptions....
exceptions
62
residence requirements;
494
for
extra duty
duty pay
pay quartermaster
quartermaster duty..
duty
for extra
appointment of
successors to
to cadets
finishcadets finishof successors
appointment
494
for
detachment ...............
494
Cavalry detachment
for Cavalry
ing three
three years
years of
repealed_.
62
course; repealed..
of course;
ing
495
for Artillery
Artillery detachment................
detachment
for
present
appointments validated
62
validated ........
present appointments
495
for Engineer
Engineer detachment......-.....-detachment
for
appointments from
National
and National
Army and
from Army
appointments
495
etc........-for extra
marksmen, etc
495
pay, marksmen,
extra pay,
for
Guard;
age, etc.,
etc., qualifications.....
qualifications
62
62
Guard; age,
for travel;
clothing, not
drawn; interest
not drawn;
travef; clothing,
for
62
--- ..-......
maximum
number..
......- L
maximum number
495
on
deposits ............
495
........-on deposits
increase
into four
annual increfour annual
divided into
increase divided
495
for
extra pay.
service
detached service........
pay. detached
for extra
62
ments; distribution
62
distribution .-------------ments;
rank,
etc., on
duty in
in headquarheadquaron duty
pay, etc.,
rank, pay,
polo
ponies, purchase
purchase limited
limited for
for use
of
635
635
of...
use
ponies,
polo
496
ters.
ters..........----...------------Attaches,
Milita7r Attaches,
497
for pay
pay of
497 Military
civilians........----...----of civilians
for
appropriation for
for expenses
abroad, etc.
etc.... ,620
expenses abroad,
appropriation
498
for
expenses, board
of visitors
visitors ........498
board of
for expenses,
Defense, etc.,
etc.,
MilitaryDefense,
498 Military
for contingencies.
superintendent. ..
contingencies, superintendent....
for
applications for
of, inventions,
if
inventions, if
patent of,
for patent
applications
498
for repairs
498
improvements. --.......
and improvements
repairs and
for
owned
Government, may
may be
be
the Government,
by the
owned by
498
for fuel,
etc.........----.----lights, etc
fuel, lights,
for
held
from disclosure;
348
348
period........
disclosure; period
held from
499
for
postage, stationery,
etc .....- -----499
stationery, etc
for postage,
Army).
(see Army).
Establishment (see
Military Establishment
499 Military
for
transportation.
499
for transportation...................-
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Military,
etc., Supplies,
Supplies,
page.
Military, etc.,
Page. Military Reservations—Continued.
Page
Reservations-Continued.
Pae
investigation, etc..
investigation,
etc., of data as to production
production
sale, etc.,
etc., of lands in designated
designated abanabanand availability
availability of ...............
650
650
doned, Washington
342
Washington ...............
342
for affording
affording producers
producers information
information as to,
unused land on abandoned
abandoned Fort
Fort SpoSponeeded by the Government.........
Government
650
kane,
Wash....................
155
650
kane, Wash
155
Military
Army,
.
Military Information,
Informatun, Army,
time extended
extended for payments
payments for
for lands
lands on
on
appropriation
expenses
620
appropriation for contingent expenses....
620
abandoned
abandoned Fort
Fort Niobrara, Nebr....
Nebr
514
514
for payment of travel,
travel, military attaches_
attaches.. _ 620
Military Reservations,
Reservations, Abandoned,
620 Military
observing war operations abroad
for observing
620
appropriation
for survey,
etc., of.........
of
301
abroad.....
appropriation for
620
survey, etc.,
301
for translator and librarian...............
librarian
628
powder
Fla.,
powder house lot,
628
lot, Saint Augustine,
Augustine, Fla.,
Military
Military Laws,
Laws,
donated
donated to city .................
926
926
codification,
codification, etc., of, to be prepared.......
prepared
627
Military Schools, etc.,
627 Military
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses. ..
627
.............
supplies may be issued to,
Army supplies
to, for
for
627
Military Observers
Abroad, Army,
Army,
,
Military
Observers Abroad,
instruction camps;
instruction
camps; bond ...........
123
123
appropriation for expenses
appropriation
eligibility
prior graduates
appointexpenses ............. .. 620
eligibility of prior
graduates for appoint620
Military
Military Parks
Parks (see National
National Parks).
Parks).
ment in Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps,
Military
Military Posts,
Posts,
requirements .................
etc.; requirements
193
193
appropriation
etc.; rereappropriation for
for construction, etc.;
maintenance of Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Trainmaintenance
strictions.........................
strictions
285
ing
ing Corps in designated
designated ..............
191
285
191
for establishing
establishing water and sewer
sewer systems
in other; requirements...
requirements
191
................
191
at............
at
................... 634 Military
Military Service,
etc. exchanges
636
for construction,
construction, etc.,
exchanges ....... 636
homestead
homestead entrymen
entrymen allowed residence
residence
for constructing roads, walks, wharves,
wharves,
credit for, on Mexican
671
Mexican border, etc
etc...
671
and drainage
drainage......................
Storekeeper, Army,
637 Military Storekeeper,
Army,
for construction,
rank
construction, etc., of hospitals at ....
revived for appointment
rank revived
appointment of Charles
Charles
638
deficiency appropriation
and
deficiency
appropriation for water and
as
626
P. Daly.as.......................
626
sewers
sewers at ...
45, 338, 825 Military
.... ........ 45,338,825
MilitaryStores, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps,
appropriation for
for ...................... 614,1189
614, 1189
appropriation
for roads, walks, wharves,
wharves, and drainage..
drainage_
825
reserve supply small
for reserve
small arms ammuammuMilitary Preparedness,
Preparedness, Board on
Mobilization
on Mobilization
nition .........................
nition.
614
614
of Industries
for,
ndustries Essential
Essentialfor,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
for
appropriation for.............
816
appointment
appointment of; clerical assistance, etc...
etc... 214
214
Military
in Time of
Wert,
Military Supplies in
of War,
Military Records
Corrected,
Military
Records Corrected,
orders for, may
may be placed
placed with manufacmanufacAnderson, James
1469
James.......................
1469
turers .........................
213
213
Butler, Matthew
Matthew C., jr ..................
1396
1396
compliance obligatory; precedence
compliance
precedence to
Carr, S. Spencer .....................
1478
1478
be given ........................
213
213
Duggan,
John..........
Duggan, john
1467
.........
1467
arms
arms and munitions plants or capable
capable
Eastman, Gardiner
Gardiner L
1476
L.................
1476
therefor, refusing, to be taken by
by
Fitzgerald, John P.......................
Fitzgerald,
P
1479
1479
Secretary of War ...................
Secretary
213
213
Gaskill, Hays...........................
Hays
1557
1557
operation by Ordnance
Ordnance Department..
Department
213
operation
213
Hiller, Allen M ........................
1470
1470
punishment for refusal by ...........
213
punishment
213
Holland, Caleb T
T........................... 1498
1498
compensation for use, products,
products, etc...
etc. __ 213
compensation
213
Jones, Thomas M ....................
1469
1469
list of private
private munition
munition plants
plants to
to be
Kenney, Peter ..........................
1475
1475
made;
data specified..............
specified
214
made; data
214
McDermott,
McDermott, Edward F
F....................
1470
1470
plants capable
capable of manufacturing
manufacturing amMonroe,
Monroe, Nathaniel
1394
..................
1394
munition
214
munition ......
214
Farmer,
Martin V......................
V
1475
Parmer, Martin
1475
plans for transforming, etc.,
etc., to be
Saunders, Nelson
Nelson T
T .....................
1394
1394
prepared
214
prepared .........................
214
Simpson,
Simpson, Stephen
Stephen J
1474
J ..................
1474 Militia
Militia (see also
National Guard),
Guard),
also National
Smart, Thomas ......................
1479
composition
composition of ...........................
197
197
Sutton, John P
1466
P ......
................
1466
classes; National
National Guard,
Guard, Naval
Naval Militia,
Militia,
classes;
Young, Harvey
H ...................
Harvey II
1469
1469
Unorganized
Militia ..............
197
Unorganized Militia
197
Military Reservations,
Military
Reservations,
composition of National
National. Guard
Guard. ...........
197
composition
197
Coos Head, Oreg.,
Oreg., granted
panted Marshfield
Marshfield
exemptions from duty
duty specified
197
exemptions
specified ..........
197
and
and North Bend for use
use as public
from
from religious belief; service required...
required
197
197
...............
park ..........
516 Militia
516
Militia Affairs Division,
Division, War Department
Department
transferred
Fords Island, Oahu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, transferred
Militia Bureau, War
(see also Militia
War Defrom Navy to be............
be
.
568
partment),
partment),
Okla., State fish hatchery
hatchery
Fort Sill, Okfa.,
appropriation
clerks, etc.,
etc., office
office of
appropriation for clerks,
authorized on .....................
authorized
35
35
Chief of Staff.......................
Staff
92
92
Henry Barracks,
Barrack; Cayey, P. R.; part trantransexpenses ............
92
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
92
.
568
ferred to'Navy
to 'avy ...............
. 568
payable from
from militia appropriaappropriaall payable
investigation of suitability
investigation
suitability for aviation
aviation
tions
tions...
-.................... . 92
purposes of, directed
622
directed.............
622
for National Guard officers assigned
assigned to
to...
646
jurisdiction ceded
ceded over part of
of Fort
clerical and office
office expenses
expenses .........
for clerical
646
McHenry,' Md.,
Md., granted to BaltiMcHenry,'
Militia Bureau,
Militia
Bureau, War Department,
Department,
more .....
..................
46
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.............
etc
1096
lease extended
extended of lands
lands on Fort Keogh,
former
known as,
former Militia Division to be known
as,
Mont., to Chicago, Milwaukee
Mont.,
Milwaukee and
and
under supervision of Secretary......
Secretary
under
203
Puget Sound Railway
Railway Company....
Company ... __ 238
238
be ex
of GenGenChief of, to be
ex officio member of
right of way granted
granted across Forts Barraneral Staff Corps
203
Corps ................
203
cas and McRee
Fla
237
McRee. Fla...............
237
assignments
colonel and lieutenant
lieutenant
assignments of colonel
Vancouver
Vancouver Barracks,
Barracks, Wash
233
...........
233
colonel of National
National Guard
Guard for duty
colonel
Presidio
Presidio of San Francisco,
Fraasisco, Cal.........
Cal
919
in, to be paid from
from Militia
Militia allotment.
allotment.
203

INDEX.
Militia, D.
Page.
Page. Miller, Jerome
Militia,
D. C.,
C.,
J.,
Jerome J.,
appropriation
expenses. ...........
712,
1039
appropriation for expenses
7122,1039
pension
.......
........................
for camps, etc ......................
712,2,1039
712
1039 Miller,
Miller, Jesse,
for commutation
commutation of subsistence,
subsistence, enlisted
enlisted
pension increased ................
pension
detail.......... 712
men on special detail
712,, 1039
John, Ohio Volunteers,
Volunteers,
1039 Miller,
Miller, John,
712,
for rent of armories ...............
712, 1039
1039
pension increased
increased ......................
five-year
five-year leases authorized;
authorized; Cavalry,
Cavalry,
Miller, John, Vermont Volunteers,
Miller,
Volunteers,
etc.,
1040
etc., use ..........................
1040
increased ...................
pension increased
renewal of lease of armory for mounted
mounted
Miller,
John K.,
K.,
Miller, John
troops, etc ........................
1040
1040
pension increased .......................
troops other
Government
for pay of troops
other than Government
_Miller,
Joseph
A. Maryland
Maryland Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Miller, Jpseph A.,
employees
712,
.................
712
2,1040
1040
pension increased.........................
increased
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for expenses
Miller,
Joseph A.,
A., Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
Miller, Joseph
Volunteers,
mobilizing
808
.....................
808
pension
pension increased .......................
Militia Division,
Militia
Division, Chief
Chiefof Staff,
Staff
Miller,
Miller, Kate
Kate M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
hereafter as
to be known hereafter
as Militia
Militia Bureau,
Bureau,
pension increased
increased...................
War Department;
Department; status, etc
203 Miller, Leonhart,
etc.......
Militia,
Guard),
Militia, Organized
Organized (see also
also National Guard),
pension increased.......................
increased
deficiency
encampment
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for encampment
Miller, Margaret
MargaretL.
L. (widow),
(widow),
and maneuvers ................... 229,828
29828
pension
..........................
pension
appointments as cadets
Military Acadappointments
cadets to Military
Miller,
Martha
M.
(widow),
Miller, Marthaet. (widow),
emy from, authorized;
62
authorized; conditions...
conditions..pension ...........................
drafted
drafted into military
military service with Army...
Army...
340 Miller,
Miller, Mary
Mary (widow),
Naval Militia provisions
provisions .................
593
pension ....
593
.. ........................
officers
officers and enlisted men exempt from
from
Miller,
A. (widow),
Miller, Mary A.
restriction against paying
restriction
paying double
double
pension increased ......................
employees
120 Miller,
salaries to Government
Government employees..
(widow),
120
Miller, Mary L. (widow),
Milk, D. C.,
C.,
pension
pension.
..........................
appropriation
appropriation for inspection
inspection of
of dairy
dairy
Miller,
Matilda A. (widow),
widow),
Miller, Matilda
farms, etc., by health
health officials...
703,1030
officials... 703
,1030
ension increased
increased...................
pension
Milk River Irrigation
IrrigationProject,
Project, Mont.,
E.,
Miller, Morris
MorrisE.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc
305
appropriation
etc ......
305
................
pension increased
increased ..
maintenance, Fort Belknap
Belknap Indian
for maintenance,
Miller,
Miller, Nancy (daughter),
(daughter),
Reservation ....................
139
Reservation
139
penson..............
.............
pension
Northern Railway
Railway
lands sold to Great Northern
Miller,
Nathan H.,
Miller, Nathan
H.,
within, subject to construction,
construction, etc.,
etc.,
pension increased....................
increased
charges ..........................
941
941 Miller,
Miler, Nelson B.
B.,
Milan, John
At.,
Millan,
John M.,
pension increased........................
increased
pension increased........................
increased
pension
1424 Miller,
Miller, Otis,
Otis,
Millard,
A.,
Millard, William A.,
pension increased......................
increased
pension increased...................
increased
pension
1552 Miller, Peter
.M.,
Peter M.,
Mille Lac Indians,
Indians, Minn.,
pension increased.......................
increased
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for paying
deficiency
Miller,
Samuel,
paying judg,ller,
judgSamuel,
ment ot
Claims
823
of Court of Claims.............
pension increased
increased ...................
allowance of interest, etc.............
allowance
etc
823 Miller,
Miller, Stuah
Shrah J. (widow),
(widow),
Milledgeville, Ga.,
Ga.,
pension increased
increased ....................
condemned
condemned cannon granted to Georgia
Miller, Solomon
Solomon C.
Miller,
C.,
839
Military College ...............
839
pension increased
increased ........................
Clinton,
Miller, Clinton,
Miller,
Stephen J.,
J.,
Miller, Stephen
pension increased
1514
pension
pension
increased .......................
1514
pension increased
increased
........................
Miller,
David
R.,
Miller, David
Miller,
A., Ohio Volunteers,
Miller, William A.,
pension increased ...................
pension
1254
pension
increased.....................
pension increased
Miller, Ezra A.,
A.,
Miller,
Miller, William
Volunteers,
William A.,
A., Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Volunteers,
pension increased
increased .......................
1458
pension
pension increased
...................
Miller,
A.,
Miller. Mrs. George
George A.,
Zachary,
Miller, Zachary,
payment
payment to .............................
1299
pension increased .......................
Miller.
Miller, George
George W.,
W., New York Volunteers,
Milligan,
Volunteers,
Milligan, Savilla
Savilla (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1545
pension
pe
nsion increased ....................
pension
increased ........................
Miller, George
Miller,
George W,
W., One
One Hundred and
Milliken,
and EightyEightyilliken, Davis
Davis S.
S.,
seventh Ohio
pension increased
increased
Ohio Volunteers,
pension
...................
pension
increased .......................
1260 Millingtim,
Millington Building and
and Loan
Association,
Loan Association,
pension increased
Miller, George W.,
Miller,
IW., Second Ohio Volunteers,
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
pension
increased
1399
corporation tax
refund of excise corporation
pension increased........................
tax..........
M
iller, George W.,
W., West Virginia
Virginia Volunteers,
Volunteers,
Miller,
Mills,
pension increased
increased
1565
...................
1565
interstate, etc., shipments
shipments of products
products by,
Miller, Henry,
prohibited ages,
using children
children of
of prohibited
ages,
pension increased
increased .......................
1540
1540
forbidden
forbidden .........................
Miller, Henry L.,
Miller,
for
1254 punishment
punishment for.......................
pension
increased
1254
pension increased....................-H.,
Mills, Borden
BordenH.,
Miller, Howard,
Howard,
Miller,
payment
to
1318
payment to................-.......----pension increased
1318
pension
increased ....................
Harriet A. (mother),
Mills, Harriet
(mother),
Mfiller,
Isaac,
Miller, Isaac,
pension
pension increased
increased .....................
pension increased
pension
increased......................- 1428
Mills, Hiram
Mills,
Hiram, J., alias
alias James
James H. Thomas,
Miller,
Jacob.
Miller, Jacob.
pension increased........................
increased
1431
pension
pension increased
increased .....................

1997
1997
Page.
Page.
1581
1581
1265
1265
1544
1544
1435
1435
1526
1526
1483
1483
1343
1343
1404
1404
1273
1273
1412
1412
1400
1400
1449
1449
1461
1461
1425
1425
1530
1530
1383
1383
1259
1259

1345
1345
1526
1526

1422
1422
1205
1205

1229
1229
1242
1242
1277
1277
1218
1218

1416
1416
1434
1434
1421
1421

1324
1324
1335
1335
1494
1494

675
675
675
675
1352
1352
1269
1269
1228
1228

1998
1998

INDEX.

Mills,
page. Mines Bureau,
Pge.
Homer E.,
Mills, Homer
Pae.
Bureau, Interior
Interior Department-Contd.
Department—Contd.
Page.
pension increased
increased ....................... 1575
appropriation
for mine
303
appropriation for
mine rescue
rescue cars
cars........
303
R.
Mills, James R.,
for mine inspector, Alaska; per diem;
pension increased ........................
1559
clerk .........................
303
clerk
303
Mills, Lewis W,
W.,
technical books, etc
303
for technical
etc ...............
303
pension increased...................
increased
1537
for land
land for
for headquarters,
headquarters, mine rescue
Mills,
William W.,
W.,
Mills, William
cars,
cars, sidings, etc.; acceptance
acceptance of
of
etc, Muskingum
lease of water power,
power, etc.,
Muskingum
lands
303
lands..........................
River, Ohio;
Ohio; dams to, vacated......
vacated
1320
1320
temporary
field employees;
employees;
temporary details of field
Miltenberger,
Charles R.,
Miltenberger, Charles
restriction
303
restriction.........................
pension increased
increased ....................
1544
1544
provisions for absence of
of director and
provisions
Milton,
Milton, Pa.,
Pa.,
303
of assistant
assistant.....................
303
bridge authorized
authorized acrss
across Susquehanna
Susquehanna
103
for rent .........................
103
River, between West Milton and....
and
49
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for general
general exexMilwaukee, Wis.,
penses ..........................
30
forinvestigating
penises
mine
accidents ...... 30,825
30
appropriation
266
appropriation for public building
building.........
266
for
investigating
mine accidents
30,825
expenses, Volunteer
Volunteer Soldiers' Home..
Home
for expenses,
mineral mining
investigations
30
294
for mineral
mining investigations.......
30
improvement of harbor;
harbor; harbor
for improvement
harbor of
Louisiana Purchase
Purchase Exposition......
Exposition
30
for Louisiana
30
re
refuge....................
......
401
for mine rescue
rescue cars, repairs, etc ........ 818
818
condemned cannon
condemn
cannon granted to, for South
designation
officer iin charge
charge when
when
designation of officer
Shore Park
Park....
........
.
838
director and assistant absent ........
303
Miriam National
Forest,Oreg.,
Minim
National Forest,
Oreg.
exchange of lands
exchange
lands with Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
appropriationformaintenance,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.,of...
etc.,of.. 459,1147
experimental station, etc.......
etc
for experimental
388
Minch, Jacob
Jacob F.,
F.,
Minges,
Minges, Balsey,
_pension
pension increased
increaed....................... 1571
pension
increased......
penson increased
......... . 1258
Minder',
linden, La.,
La., •
Minidoka and Cassia
Idaho,
Cassia Counties,
Counties, Idaho,
appropriation for public building........
building
appropriation
266
may bridge Snake
Snake River
River ...............
34
34
Mine Explosions
Explosions, etc.,
Minidoka and
Falls Counties
Idaho
Minidota
and Twin Falls
Counties, Idaho,
appropriation
causes of,
Snake River, near
near Hansen.
for investigating
investigating causee
appropriation for
may bridgE!
bridge Snake
Hansen....
59
etc
302 Minidota
etc.............................
Minidoka Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Idaho,
Idaho,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc .......
304
causes, etc
etc...................
30,825 Minidoka National
Forest,Idaho
Idaho and
National Forest,
and Utah,
Mine Rescue Cars,
Cars,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of... 459,1147
appropriation
appropriation for purchase,
Mining,
appropriation
purchase, equipment,
equipment,
etc..........................
etc
303
prospecting,
acquired for
for
prospecting, etc., in lands acquired
for site, equipment, etc., headquarters
303
headquarters of
of.
national
forests, authorized......
authorized
1150
national forests,
462, 1150
experiment station, Pittsburgh,
experiment
Pittsburgh, Pa., exMining
Experiment Stations,
Stations,
Mining Experiment
change of land with city for
for........ 388
appropriation
equipping, etc., Pittsappropriation for equipping,
Mineral
Deposits, Public
Public Lands,
MineralDeposits,
Lands,
burgh, Pa ..
302
...................
reservation
homestead
reservation of, in stock raising homestead
Minister Resident
Resident and
Consul General,
General,
and Consul
entries ........................
864
appropriation for, Liberia...........
Liberia
252, 1048
1048
appropriation
prospecting conditions, etc.............
etc
864 Ministers,
prospecting
Ministers, Alien
Alien Religious,
Religious,
Mineral
Mineral Fuels
Fuels and Products,
Products,
not excluded
excluded admission
admission under contract
contract
appropriation
labor laws .............................
878
appropriation for testing,
testing, etc.,
etc., belonging
belonging to
to
labor
878
United States .................
•
302 Ministers
United
:..
Ministers Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary,
Mineral
Industries,
MineralIndustries,
appropriation for salaries
salaries............
252,
1048
appropriation
252,1048
appropriation
investigating economic
Mink,
appropriation for investigating
economic
Min,
development, etc.,
etc., of
302
appropriation for experiments
experiments in rearing.467,
rearing.467, 1155
of ..............
302
appropriation
Mineral
Mineral Products,
Products,
Minks, Eliza
Minks,
Eliza J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
appropriation
etc., bepension
increased ........................
1411
appropriation for investigating, etc.,
pension increased
1411
longing
longing to United States ...........
302 Minks, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
Mineral
Mineral Resources
Resources of the United States,
pension
increased ....................
States,
pension increased
1460
appropriation for preparing
on
.
polis, Minn.,
301 Minnea
preparing report
report on......
inneapolis,
Minn.,
appropriation
MineralSubstances,
Mineral
deficiency
appropriation for post office
office
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
investigating safety
safety in
building
for investigating
in
appropriation
building. .
.................
803
treatment of, etc.; restrictions
bridge authorized
authorized across
restrictions......
302
across Mississippi
Mississippi River,
Mines,
Mines,
above .........................
34
interstate, etc., shipments
shipments of products by,
Minneapolis,
Lake, and
and Manitoba
Manitoba RailRailMinneapolis, Red
Red Lake,
children of prohibited
using children
prohibited ages,
road,
road,
forbidden ........................
675
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River, Bemidji,
punishment for .........
675
punishment
..............
675
Minn ..........................
947
Bureau, Interior
Department,
Mines Bureau,
InteriorDepartment,
Minnear,
Zachariah,
Zachariah,
Minnear,
appropriation
general exappropriation for
for salaries and
and general
1431
pension increased
increased ....................
1431
penses .........................
302
Minnesota,
forinvestigating
penses
mine
explosions,
methMinnesota,
for investigating mine explosions, methappropriation for
for repair
"Topeka, " for
appropriation
repair of
of "Topeka,"
ods of raining,
mining, etc ...............
302
naval militia
militia ...................
559
for investigating mineral fuels and unfinunfinbridge authorized
across Red River
River of the
authorized across
ished products
302
products..................
302
North
between North
Dakota and
North between
North Dakota
and... 924
for investigating
investigating treatment
treatment of ores,
ores etc
etc... 302
drainage
assessments on
on Indian
Indian lands
lands in,
drainage assessments
in,
amount for personal services, District
allowed ........................
978
of Columbia
Columbia..................
302
payment
payment from tribal, etc., funds ....... 978
petroleum and natural-gas
natural-gas inquiries,
for petroleum
inquiries,
Henry Mower
accepted
statue of Henry
Mower Rice, accepted
etc... .......................
etc
302
from, for Statuary Hall.............
Hall
1600
1600
for mine experiment
experiment stations .........
302
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., mining experiment
experiment
Minnesota and
Company,
Minnesota
and Ontario
Ontario Power
Power Company,
station. Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh. Pa ............
302
refund
station,
1389
.refund
S . .- of- customs
. - . - -duties
..... to
- --...........
. ... ...... . -1389
-

~=~:)rea~d----------------1571
,
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Page.
Page. Mississippi,
Minnesota Drainage
DrainageAssessments,
Minnesota
purchasers of unentered
unentered public lands sold
sold
appropriation for investigating
investigating condition
condition of
appropriation
for, may receive patent therefor on
Indians in
..................... 138
Indians
paying
434
722
etc.......
for relief of sufferers
sufferers from
from floods
floods in.....
in
434
Government fees, etc
paying Government
723 Mississippi
homestead qualifications
qualifications required
required.......
Exposition,
Mississippi Centennial
CentennialExposition,
sales
excepted
723
723
special canceling
canceling postal stamp for Gulfport
Gulfport
sales to
to State
State excepted.............
special
excess of drainage charges received
received to
854
854
to commemorate
commemorate ................
be
maintenance of works,
works,
transfer of Government
Government exhibit at close
close of
of
be used
used for maintenance
transfer
723
Panama-California Exposition to, at
......................
etc .....
Panama-California
Gulfport, Miss...................
Miss
854
receive
purchasers of entered lands may receive
purchasers
Gulfport,
exhibit
continuance of Government
Government exhibit
patents after expiration
expiration of redempcontinuance
Government
tion period,
board, details,
details, etc.
etc., during ........ 854
board,
period, on paying Government
855
exhibit may
may be rearranged,
rearranged, etc........
etc
fees, etc .......................
723
exhibit
nonliability of Government
Government for debts, etc.,
nonliability
excess to entryman
entryman ..................
723
excess
855
..................
of
of.........
forfeiture of rights on nonpayment
nonpayment of fees
Ark.,
Mississippi County, Ark.,
etc
723 Mississippi
...........................
etc
352
in
authorized across Little River in...
bridge authorized
subrogation by subsequent
subsequent purchaser_
_- 723
purchaser...
subrogation
Mississippi River
(see also
also Flood
Flood Control,
Control, MisMisRiver (see
Mississippi
Forest, Minn.,
Minnesota National
National Forest,
Minnesota
Sacramento Rivers),
sissippi and Sacramento
1147
of. 549,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of.
549,1147
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation for aids to navigation, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
F.,
Minnick, William F.,
317
New Orleans, La ...........
317
below New
1373
pension increased .....................
1373
for bridge across Cass Lake Reservation,
Reservation,
for
Charles,
Minor, Charles,
Minn.,
Indian funds .......... 978
978
from Indian
Minn., from
... 1513
pension increased ................
1513
397
for improvement
mouth
397
improvement of passes at mouth.....
Minor
Coins,
Minor Coins,
for Government
Government dike
dike opposite Louisiana,
Louisiana,
for
276
appropriation
for
recomage
of
of............
recoinage
appropriation
401
Mo
...............................
Minority
Representatives,
House of Representatives,
Minority Employees, House
for
improvement of, from Head of Passes
for improvement
appropriation
72, 1075
1075
for .................
appropriation for
401
to mouth of Ohio River .............
surveys to headwaters..............
headwaters
401
surveys
Minors,
Minors,
construction of dredge
dredge boats, etc ......
402
construction
186
restriction on enlisting, in Army.........
Army
allotment for
connecting water courses,
for connecting
allotment
Minot, N. Dak.,
etc
402
etc .........................
386
terms of court at .......................
expenditures
Arkansas
expenditures for levees on Arkansas
Minson, Charles
H.,
CharlesH.,
402
Ark....................
River, Ark
1502
increased ......................
pension increased
allotment
between Head
Head of
allotment for levees between
402
Minton, James
Tames M.,
Island, 11........
Ill
Passes and Rock Island,
........ 1422
increased .............for improvement
pension increased
improvement of, from the Ohio to the
402
issouri ..........................
Missouri
Mints
Mints and Assay Offices,
for improvement
from the Misouri
Miniouri to
improvement of, from
appropriation for Director, examiner,
examiner,
appropriation
.............. 403
..
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mi"nneapolis,
etc
83,1088
.............etc .......
for experiments
experiments in transporting
transporting heavy
heavy
for
salaries and expenses,
expenses, mint at Carson
for salaries
freights between
between mouth of the Ohio
freights
City, New
88,1093
...... .......
Nev .....
City,
........... 403
andSaint
Saint Louis
Louis .....
and
88,1093
...
Denver,
Colo
88,1093
Denver, Colo.............
between Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa,
MinneIowa, and Minnebetween
New
Orleans, La
89,1093
1093
89,
La...............
New Orleans,
403
.....
apolis, Minn ............
89,1093
Philadelphia,
Pa
Philadelphia, Pa..................
for improvement
improvement of, from
from Saint Paul to
for
89,1093
San
89,1093
Cal......--........
Francisco, Cal
San Francisco,
403
Minneapolis,
Mimi
Minneapolis, Minn.................
for
salaries and
office,
expenses, assay office,
and expenses,
for salaries
for
between Brainerd
Brainerd
improvement of, between
for improvement
Boise, Idaho...............---.
Idaho
89,1093
89,1093
Boise,
403
and
Grand Rapids,
Rapids, Minn..........
Minn..
and Grand
89,1094
Deadwood, S. Dak ................
89,1094
Deadwood,
for
improvement of,
of, and
and Leech River,
River,
for improvement
Helena,
Mont
- 89,1094
Helena, Mont................4
403
Mum
..............................
Mmn 03
Y.
90,1094
90,1094
York, N. Y..................
New York,
amount
control and imamount allotted for flood control
Salt Lake
City, Utah............Utah
90,1094
Lake City,
Salt
provement
from Head of Passes to
provement from
90,1094
Seattle, Wash ....................
948
Ohio948
the Ohio......................deficiency appropriation
appropriation for New York
deficiency
bridge
authorized across, Aitkin County,
bridge authorized
assay
office
20,860
assay office..................-Minn
.724
Minn ............................ -724
Helena, Mont...........-........Mont
824
for Helena,
921
Beltrami
Minn
County, Minn.................
Beltrami County,
860
Colo
for Denver, Colo.............---.......---........... 947
Bemidji,
Minn .............
Bemidji, Minn
860
....---Pa
for Philadelphia, Pa........
11
Burlington,
Iowa ......................
Burlington, Iowa
860
Cal
860
Francisco, Cal............-.....for San Francisco,
37
Lansing,
Iowa .....................
Lansing,
Drugs, etc.,
Misbranded Foods,
Foods, Drugs,
Misbranded
34
Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn .....................
appropriation
preventing sale,
expenses preventing
for expenses
appropriation for
441
New Orleans, La ..................--..
New
etc., of
.......--- - 464,1152
of .........
etc.,
preliminary examination,
examination : etc.,
etc. of, to be
be
preliminary
410
made, near
near Deer
River,
etc.,
Misbranded Insecticides,
410
Insecticides,
Minn .......
Misbranded
Deer River,
made,
appropriation for
for preventing
etc.,
preventing sale, etc.,
appropriation
extended for bridging, Baton Rouge,
time extended
of
474, 1164
1164
474,
243
La .
..........-......
.........
..........................
of
...
La
830
.......--Memphis, Tenn
Term ............
Memphis,
Mispillion River, Del.,
Mispillion
maintenance of
of wagon,
wagon, etc
etc., bridge
bridge at
appropriation for
for improvement
394
maintenance
of. ....
improvement of
appropriation
Memphis,
Tenn. by
by Kansas
Kansas City
Memphis, Tenn.,
Indians, Cal.,
Mission Indians,
and Memphis
Memphis Railway and Bridge
and
extension of
of allotment
allotment trust period authorextension
723
Company, dispensed with..........
with
Company,
ized
. 976
...................
.
ized. .
traffic obstructions
obstructions on,
Saint Paul, Minn.,
Mimi.,
at Saint
on, at
traffic
proclamation setting
setting aside portion of Cleveproclamation
to
etc
409
investigated, etc.......-.....to be investigated,
of. 1747
land National Forest.
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.. for use of.
land

2--55 55
102620
°—voL 39—rr
39-PT 2
1026200--voL
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rase.
Page.
Page.
Mitchell, Bailey,
401
401
pension
1484
pension increased ........................
Mitchell County, Ga.,
Baker County or, may
may bridge
bridge Flint River
402
402
at Newton
Newton .......................
52
402 Mitchell, Emergene J. (widow),
402
pension increased ....................
1563
pension
Mitchell,
G.
Mitchell, Henry G.,
402
402
'Pension increased ......................
1487
1487
pension
Mitchell, James,
James,
111
Ill................................
. 402
pension increased
increased
1410
1410
pension
.....................
for
402 Mitchel,
for specified
specified improvements
improvements ..............
402
Mitchell, Joseph,
Joseph,
plans of,
of, for
control of
of the
the Mississippi,
flood control
Mississippi,
plans
for flood
pension ............................
1382
1382
pension
and
improving from
Head of
of Passes
Passes
and improving
from Head
Mitchell,
itchell, Mary J. (widow),
to
the Ohio,
Ohio, to
to be
pension....
1282
to the
be carried
carried on
on contincontin..................... 1282
pension
uously
948 Mitchell, Richard,
uously........................
948
Richard,
annual
limit
of
expenditures
948
annual limit of expenditures ..........
948
1480
pension increased
increased.......................
1480
pension
control of
of expenditures;
for
control
expenditures; allotment
allotment for
Mitchell, William,
levees
948 _pension
levees.........................948
increased ....................
1457
pension increased
connectiiT
949 Mittelstaedt,
Ferdinand,
connecting water
water courses
courses included
included......
949
Mttelstaedt, Ferdinand,
salary
of
civilian
members
increased
951
increased ......................
1348
salary of civilian members increased......
951 _pension
1348
pension increased
Mississippi
MississippiRiver,
River, etc., Floods,
Floods, 1916,
H,
Mix, William H.,
loan
for relief
sufferers
loan of
of tents,
tents, etc.,
etc., for
relief of
of sufferers
_pension
increased
1525
525
......................
pension
from ..........................
11
from
11 Moberly, Mo.,
Mo.,
Mississippi
appropriation
for
public
building,.
rent
MissssippiRiver, Reservoirs at
at Headwaters
Headwatersof,
266
appropriation for public building rent....
abandonment
of ditches
between Gull
Gull
abandonment of
ditches between
deficiency
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
Lake
and Round
Round Lake,
and between
between
Lake and
Lake, and
ing
18
.
18
ing.
----........................
Round
for
and Long
Long Lake,
Lake, for
Round Lake
Lake and
Mobile, Ala.
Ala.,.
dam
at Gull
Gull Lake................
Lake
403
appropriation
for quarantine
quarantine station redam at
403
appropriation for
Mississippi Sound,
270
Mississippi
Sound, Miss.,
pairs, etc....................
forimprovement
pairs, etc
of harbor
harbor and
and bar
397
270
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of
channel
of channel
bar...... 397
of
for improvement
appropriation
Counties, A
Ala.,
Bay and ........
397 Mobile
connecting
397
connecting Mobile
Mobile Bay
Baldwin Counties,
la.,
Mobile and Baldwin
may
Spanish River;
location
520
for maintenance
maintenance of
of channel
channel through....
through. _
397
397
for
River; location......
520
may bridge
bridge Spanish
Mobile
Missoula, Mont.,
Mobile Artillery, Army,
Army,
Missoula,
Mont.,
appropriation
for altering,
altering, etc...........
etc
346, 911
appropriation for
for public
building, rent....
rent._
266
266
public building,
appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
public buildbuilddeficiency
for altering,
altering, etc..
etc..
811
for public
appropriation for
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
18 Mobile Bay, Ala.,
18
ing ...............................
Missoula
appropriation
improvement of. channel
Missoula National
National Forest,
Forest, Mont.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
457, 1147
connecting Mississippi Sound
Sound and..
1147
397
of. 457,
for maintenance,
connecting
appropriation for
time extended
extended for bridges,
etc., Dauphin
Dauphin
922
lands
922
lands added
added to ...........................
bridges, etc.,
time
Missouri
Island, etc ........................
246
246
Island,
MissouriRiver,
River,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
of, to
secure
Mobile River, Ala.,
to secure
appropriation for
etc., authorized
authorized on....
on
6-foot channel,
channel, Kansas
Kansas City
City to
to the
the
538
6-foot
post lantern lights, etc.,
403 Mobilization
mouth
mouth .........................
of Industries
Essential for
Industries Essential
Mobilization of
for
improvement of,
of, Kansas
Kansas City
City to
to Sioux
Preparedness,Board on,
Sioux
Military Preparedness,
for improvement
City
403
appointment of, authorized;
authorized; clerical
403
clerical assistCity .............................
appointment
214
for improvement
improvement of,
of, Sioux
Sioux City to
to Fort
for
ance, etc.,
etc., for
for ..................
214
Benton ..........................
Army,
403 Mobilization Stations,
Benton
Stations, Army,
623
for
of, at
acceptance of lands
lands donated
donated for,
for, authorized
authorized
623
for improvement
improvement of,
at Vermilion,
Vermilion, S
S.
acceptance
Dak.; bank
bank revetment;
local contricontriMobley, Charles
Dak.;
revetment; local
Charles J.,
J.,
Mobley,
butions
403
pension
1371
.
1371
butions
............................
403
pension........................
for
improvement of,
Association,
for improvement
of, at
at Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Mo
Mo.;;
Modern Building and Loan Association,
local contribution.
contribution ................
404
J.,
Newark, N. J.,
1494
bridge
authorized across,
across, Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S.
S.
refund of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax...........
tax
1494
bridge authorized
refund
Dak .
..........................
58
Dak
58 Madoc
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Modoc National
•Sheridan
Sheridan and
and Richland
Richland Counties,
Counties, Mont.
14,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1147
Mont..
14,
appropriation
Point Irrigation
Irrigation System,
System, Orey.,
121, 510
510 Modoc Point
121,
Williston, N.
445
Williston,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc........
etc
150
N. Dak
Dak ......................
150
445
appropriation
Yankton County,
Nebr
49
Yankton
County. Nebr...............
49 Moebus, Louis F.,
pension
1579
preliminary exanmination,
examination, etc.,
to be
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to
be
................. ...... 1579
pension
made
made from
from Florence,
Florence, Nebr.,
DecaNebr., to
to DecaMoe-Paford Company,
Moeur-Pafford
tur, Nebr
Nebr ......................
410
304
tur,
appropriation for reimbursing ...........
410
appropriation
time extended
Moffatt, Ellen (daughter),
time
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, Kansas
Kansas City,
City,
(daughter),
Moffatt,
Mo
511
Mo............................
pension
1241
..........--- 511
pension. ........
Missouri
Missouri River Bridge Company,
Company,
Mohr,
Mohr, Alvin
AlITin D.,
1222
may bridge Missouri
may
Williston, N
Missouri River,
River, Williston,
N.
pension increased
1222
increased .................
pension
Dak
445
Dak...........................
Customs,
445 Moieties,
Moieties, Customs,
Missouri River Transportation
Company,
Missouri
TransportationCompany,
278
appropriation for
compensation in lieu of..
of
278
for compensation
appropriation
may bridge
bridge Missouri
may
Missouri River,
River, Richland
Richland and
Mow,
George,
and
Moir, George,
Sheridan
Mont ........
510
pension ..........
1595
Sheridan Counties,
Counties, Mont
510
1595
.................
pension
Missouri
Bridge and
and Iron
Iron Company,
Company,
Missouri Valley Bridge
Mokelumne River, Cal.,
appropriation
of
404
time extended
extended for
for bridging Missouri River
River
improvement of.........
appropriation for improvement
at Kansas
City, Mo.,
by ............
511 Molasses.
at
Kansas City,
Mo., by
511
Molasses.
Mitchell, Andrew,
Andrew,
provision for free
free entry of, after May
May 1,
provision
pension
pension increased
increased ...
1317
................
1916, repealed.
56
1317
1916,
repealed ....................

Commission,
Mississippi
River
Mississippi
appropriation
Riverfor
Commission,
expenses of

appropriation for expenses of ............ .
jurisidiction extended
extended up
up Ohio
Ohio River
River
jurisidiction
to mouth
mouth of
of Cache
Cache River;
River; locks
locks and
and
to
dams
excepted
dams excepted ...................
survey, etc.,
etc., of
of Atchafalaya
River, La.
La
survey,
Atchaalaya River,
jurisdiction
over Arkansas
Arkansas
jurisdiction extended
extended over
River up
Jefferson County,
Ark ;
to Jefferson
County, Ark.;
River
up to
allotment
for levees,
allotment for
levees, etc
etc ...........
allotment
levees up
up to
to Rock
Rock Island,
Island,
allotment for
for levees
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Minn.
Page.
Page.
Moldenhauer,
Page. Montevideo.
Montevideo. Minn.
(widow),
Sophia (widow),
AAna Sophia
Moldenhauer, Anna
267
,
appropriation
for public building.........
building
1569
....
.......
pension
...........
appropriation for
pension .......builddeficieney
appropriation for public
deficiency appropriation
Mondak
Bridge Company,
Company,
Mondak Bridge
18
..
ing
.............-----------ing
may bridge
bridge Missouri
Missouri River
in Montana_
Montana-. _ 121
River in
may
Montezuma National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
Monessen, Pa.,
Pa.,
Monessen,
1147
459,
of.
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc., of.
1147
267
appropriation for
appropriation
for public
267
building ........
public building
appropriation for
Montgomery, Charles
Charles B.,
B.,
Money
Laundry Machines,
Machines,
Money Laundry
1575
pension ....... ........-....
1575
.........
..
276
appropriation
of
276
expenses of.............
for expenses
appropriation for
Montgomery County, Ala.,
Money
Orders Division,
Office Department,
Depart went,
Post Office
Dirision,Post
Money Orders
authorized across Tallapoosa
Tallapoosa River
River
bridge authorized
appropriation 'for
for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation
by Elmore
County and;
location ___.
928
928
and; location....
Elmore County
by
107
etc -...........
..-------107
......-. ..
etc
Montgomery County, Tenn.,
for superintendent,
1109 _Montgomery
clerk........ 1109
chief clerk
superintendent, chief
for
near
River
may bridge Cumberland
Cumberland
near
may
Money
Packages,
Money Packages,
Clarksville
Clarksville..................... 924, 924
Treasury Department
may
mailed by Treasury
Department
be mailed
may be
Montgomery, Elmore T.,
as
first or
fourth class
class matter
without
matter without
or fourth
as first
1457
pension
increased
pension increased.........................
162
stamps
stamps.................----------James A.,
A.,
163
6-.-.- Montgomery, James
prepayment
postage ............
163
of postage
prepayment of
1509
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
Monk,
BenjarainH.,
Monk, Benjamin
Montgomery, John,
....... 1527
pension
increased
1527 Montgomery,
..............
pension increased
1400
pension
increased
pension increased....................
Cal.,
Mono
Nev. and Cal.,
Forest, Nev.
NationalForest,
Mono National
Montgomery, Pa.,
Pa.,
of._459. 1147
appropriation
for maintenance,
1147 Montgomery,
maintenance, etc., of
appropriation for
bridge
authorized across West Branch of
of
bridge authorized
Monongahela,
Pa.,
Monongahela, Pa.,
Creek
Muncy
Susquehanna
River,
Susquehania
267
appropriation
for
public
building
building.........
public
for
appropriation
512
and
and................................
Monongahela
River,
Mlonyahela River,
Monticello, Ark.,
reconappropriation
for improvement
of; reconimprovement of;
appropriation for
833
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to............
to
condemned
393
struction
and Dam
No. 6
_.
393
6..
Dam No.
Lock and
of Lock
struction of
Monticello Mutual Building and Loan AssoVa.
bridge-authorized across,
across, Fairmont,
Fairmont, W. Va
52 Monticello
bridge-authorized
ciation, Jersey
Jersey City,
J.,
City, N. J.,
ciation,
Monopolies,
Monopolies,
refund
of excise corporation
corporation tax
tax........... 1492
refund of
importing and
and selling
selling articles
articles below market
importing
Monticello,
Y.,
Monticello, N. T.,
price unlawful,
done to create,
if done
unlawful, if
price
839
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
to ...........
condemned
States.......
therefor in
the United
United States
798
in the
therefor
Montrose,
Colo.,
Montrose,
.....
punishment,
etc
798
etc...7.........
punishment,
841
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to -......-..
condemned
Monopolies,
Antitrust Laws).
Laws).
(see Antitrust
etc. (see
Monopolies, etc.
225
court at
at.......................
of
terms
Monroe,
Charles
E.,
E.,
Charles
Monroe,
deputies and
offices to
be kept
kept at..-......
at
226
to be
and offices
deputies
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for services
services ...
817
deficiency
Park, D. C.,
Park,
Montrose
Monroe,
Joseph
R.
N.,
R.
N.,
Monroe, Joseph
appropriation for
for continuing
continuing improvement,
improvement,
appropriation
1..-..--.-------.559
pension
1559
increased ...-...
pension increased
290
etc
.............-------------etc ...
Monroe, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
David, jr.,
jr.,
David,
Moody,
1394
military
record
corrected
1394
corrected......-----........---record
military
.............. 1294
pension
increased .......
pension increased
Monroe,
Pa.,
Monroe, Pa.,
Moody,
Ella
C. (widow),
Ella
Moody,
Susquehanna
across
bridge
authorized
across
Susquehanna
authorized
bridge
1268
pension......................-.....1268
48
River,
Sunbury and......
and
between Sunbury
River, between
Woody,
Mary P.
P. (widow),
(widow),
Mary
Boody,
Monroe,
Sarah
M.
(widow),
(widow),
M.
Monroe, Sarah
1511
pension
increased
.
.....................
pension increased
1456
pension
increased.............-............
pension increased
Yocm,
John L.,
Moon, John.L.,
Monroe,
B.
Warren B.,
Monroe, Warren
1394
..............
payment
payment to .............
- 1455
--.........-.-pension
increased
pension increased..
Moon,
John
W.,
John
Moon,
Monson,
Anna
(widow),
Z.
Moson,
pension increased.......................
increased
1403
pension
....- 1288
pension increased
increased ................
~pension
.MOon, Wanton G.,
G.,
Moon,
Montana,
Montana,
-.. 1520
...............
pension increased
increased
pension
appropriation for
for surveyor
general, clerks,
clerks,
surveyor general,
appropriation
J.,
Moore,
Amos
Amos
Moore,
etc
103,1107
1107
103,
etc.......................
..... 1331
.......
..........
pension increased
increased
pension
Crow Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, disposal
disposal of
cerof cerCrow
Yoore, Charles
Charles L.,
More,
tain
lands
reserved
under
Reclamatain lands reserved under Reclamapayment
to ......................
1471
payment to
tion Act
1734
...................
Act...
tion
Moore,
Charlotte
(widow),
H.
Charlotte
Moore,
in
declarations
of
intention
for
citizenship
in
citizenship
for
declarations of intention
......
pension
increased .................
1445
pension increased
certain
of, improperly
filed,
improperly filed,
counties of,
certain counties
M.
(widow),
Moore,
Florence
H.
Florence
Mloore,
.........
given
a
rehearing,
etc
505
given a rehearing, etc ....
...
pension.
1462
pension.................................
505
limitations;
only to
to entrymen
entrymen
applicable only
limitations; applicable
Moore,
Francis M.,
Francis
Moore,
Reservation,
Fort
Assinniboine Military Reservation,
Fort Assinnibome
1589
pension
1589
increased ....................
ension increased
agricultural
coal lands
lands opened
opened
and coal
agricultural and
W.,
Moore,
W.,
George
oore,
1808
to
homestead entry
entry .............to homestead
1556
......--.......
pension
increased ........
pension increased
lands
reserved as
as camping
camping ground
ground in
lands reserved
F.,
Isaac
Isaac
Moore,
abandoned
Fort Assinniboine
ResAmsinnibone Resabandoned Fort
pension
1406
increased ........................ 1406
pension increased
ervation
739
.........----.........---ervation
Moore, John H.,
sale
of lands
Northern Railway
Railway
Great Northern
to Great
lands to
sale of
940
1232
pension
1232
increased .........-------------pension increased
94
Company ............--..........-Company
Montana
National Bison Range,
Range,
Montana National
John
Scott,
John
Moore,
467,1155
1155
1527
maintenance......- 467,
appropriation
for maintenance
pension increased
increased -.........------ ----1527
appropriation for
pension
Montclair,
J.,
Montclair, N.
N. J.,
Moore,
Leon V.,
Moore,
267
267
appropriation for
for public building .-..--.
appropriation
payment
dispossessed homestead.
homestead.
for dispossessed
to, for
payment to,
Montenegro,
Greece and,
and,
Montenegro, Greece
1355
Sherman County,
County, Oreg..------..Oreg 1355
Sherman
252,1048
104
- - - - 262,
appropriation for minister
minister to.....--to
appropriation
Martha
E.
(widow),
E.
Martha
Moore,
Monterey
National Forest.
Cal.,
Mlanterey
Forest. Cal.,
1542
"-1'
AaQ 14e m. u__._v__--»n{v etc.,
i for
ror
increased ........................
pension
1542
p National
appropriation
of
____- - ____-increased..
Inension
appropnauon
Ior maintenance,
mam.,..
au.-, t-,
vJl 459,1147
v ,- ..
,

.
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Page.
Page.
Michael,
Moore, Michael,
increased....................... 1405
pension increased
Oliver W.,
Moore, Oliver
1524
..
increased.....................
pension increased
Moore, William.
William H.,
1402
pension increased .........................
Merrill,
Honorable Merrill,
Moores, Honorable
contested election
election cases, House
House
digest of
of contested
of
Representatives, 1901-1917 by,
of Representatives,
1606
ordered printed...................
printed
ordered
Moorhead,
Moorhead, Thomas W.,
pension increased
increased.....................
1274
Mooseheart,
Ill.,
Mooseheart, Ill.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Order of
842
Moose
Moose..........................
Morehead
Morehead City, N.
N. C.,
harbor... 394
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor_
Moreland,
A. (widow),
Moreand, Mary A.
pension increased_
...... 1294
increased ............
Morey, Nancy .D.
D. (widow),
pension
1265
pension increased.
increased .....................
Morgan, Charles F.
F. M.,
1520
pension increased
.
increased........................
Morgan,
David C.,
Morgan, David
pension increased....................
increased ..
1560
pension
Morgan,
E. M.,
Morgan, E.
deficiency
appropriation for
for. ............
deficiency appoppriation

827

( • ),
Morgan, Helen
Helen (widow),
_pension
increased........................ 1252
pension increased
Morgan,
Morgan, Henderson,
Henderson,
pension increased
increased.................... 1439
pension
Morgan, Hiram,
Hiram,
1416
....................
pension increased .
Morgan,
John L.
L.,
Morgan, John
1424
pension increased ........................
Morgan,
Joseph S.,
S.
organ, Joseph
increasea.
1487
pension increased........................
Lewis R.
R.,
Morgan, Leuis
pension
increased_
1241
pension increased.......................
Morgan,
Nathan E.,
Morgan, Nathan
pension.
1371
1371
...........
pension ..............
Morgan,
F.,
William F.,
Morgan, William
pension increased
1504
increased ....................
Moriarty,
Mary (widow),
Moriarty, Mary
1255
pension increased.
.
1255
pension
increased.......................
Mariand, Benjamin F.,
F.,
Morland,
1281
pension increased ........................ 1281
Channel, Cal.,
Cal.,
Mormon Channel,
of.......... 404
appropriation for improvement
improvement of
appropriation
Morocco,
appropriation for minister to ..............
252
appropriation
for agent and consul general at Tangier..
Tangier._ 1048
1048
for Cape Spartel light.
light
..
254,1050
254,1050
..........
for interpreters and guards at consulates
in
. 261,1057
in.......................
Morrell,
Ark.,
Morrell, Ark.,
across Bayou BartholoBartholoauthorized across
bridge authorized
354
mew at .......................
Morrell,
Morrell, William R.,
1209
pension increased
increased ....................
Morrillton, Ark.,
Ark.,
Morrillton,
condemned
cannon granted to
840
840
to...........
condemned cannon
Morris, Daniel
B.,
Daniel B,
Morris,
pension increased ....................
1235
Morris, Edward,
Morris,
Edward,
pension
1248
increased.. .................
pension increased
Morris,
Morris, John A.,
increased.................... 1204
pension increased.
Morris, Rebecca (widow),
(widow),
Morris,
increased. ........................
1586
pension increased
Morris,
Samuel B.,
Morris, Samuel
pension
increased .....................
1526
pension increased
Morris,
H.,
Morris, William if,
increased
Dension
pension
increased........................
-- - .......... - .......... - - ... - ......1562
, ....................................

Morris, William
P.
William P
Morris,

Page.
1227
_pension
increased ........................
pension increased
Morrison, Alexander,
Morrison,
_pension
increased .......................
1431
pension increased
(widow),
Morrison, Annie (widow),
pension
increased
1335
1335
....................
pension increased.
Morrison, Elmira
Elmira E. (widow),
(widow),
Morrison,
increased .....................
1.293
1293
pension increased
Ella (widow),
Morrow, Ella
1418
..........
pension
141.8
i
........................
Morrow,
Morrow, Samuel,
pension increased
increased ........................
1326
132
pension
Morse, Leroy F.,
pension
1254
pension increased ....................
Mortar
Batteries, Army,
Army,
Mortar Batteries,
345,909
appropriation for construction
construction of.......
of
345,909
appropriation
Mortgages,
Federal Farm Loan
Loans on (see Federal
Mortgages, Loans
Act).
Morton, Elisha,
1331
pension increased
increased ...................
fotton, John
John W.,
Morton,
W.,
pension
1.567
1567
increased ......................
pension increased
W.,
Morton, William W.,
....... 1275
increased .............
pension increased
Moser,
oser, Daniel
Daniel M.,
_pension
..
1384
pension . ..........................Moses, William,
1216
increased..
pension increased.....................
.MOshier,
liza (widow),
(widow),
foskier, Eliza
pension
increased.
1546
pension increased....................
Mosier,
Angelis T. (widow),
Mosier, Angelia
1484
pension increased
increased. .....................
pension
Mosier,
W,
George W.,
Mosier, George
pension increased .....................
1363
Mosier,
Mosier, James,
James,
pension
increased
1258
1258
pension increased .-....- ...-.......--Moss, Buford P.,
1431
pension increased
..................
increased
pension
Moss,
Hunter H., jr.,
a Representative
Representative in
jr., late a
Moss, Hunter
:Congress,
Congress,
deficiency appropriation
widow
appropriation for pay to widow
deficiency
....... 822
..................
of .....
Moss, Levi
Lei S.,
1542
pension
increased
pension increased... .................
Tail,
Moths, Gypsy and Brown Taii,
appropriation for
for quarantining,
quanntining, etc., against
against
appropration
spread of
of...........
..... 466, 1154
spread
Electric,
Boats, Electric,
Motor Boats,
profits of sales of, by manexcise tax on net profits
ufacturers
................. . 781
ufacturers..
_Motor Cars,
Cars, Army,
Army, Armored,
Armored,
Motor
appropriation
manufacpurchase and manufacappropriation for purchase
644
of..........................
.
ture of
Motor Vehicles,
Vehicles,
Motor
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
fortificaetc., fortificaappropriation for
910
tions ...........
.....-.....deficiency appropriation
appropriation for, aviation
aviation secdeficiency
45
tion Signal Service
Service ..............tion
Vehides, D. C.,
Motor Vehic'les,
appropriation for
maintenance.
for purchase, maintenance,
appropriation
etc., for
for specified
District offices
offices and
specified District
employees
681, 1009
...... 681,
employees . ..........
use
limit
restricted to public purposes; limit
use restricted
of
1010
. 682, 1010
..........
.......
of cost
distinctive color and
682,1010
marking..... 682,1010
and marking
distinctive
684
.
for tags,
tags, etc.,
etc., for...................
for
for
... _ 1012
licenses
issued annually; fees
fees...
licenses for, to be issued
1012
meaning of
of term
...
1012
...........--..
term........
meaning
tags for
for government
used, without cost..
cost. _ 1012
1012
government used,
tags
..... 1012
.....
regulations, etc............
etc
1012
regulations,
not required
if registered
registered in
State acacin State
not
required if
cepting
license of
District
1012
1012
of District..........
cepting license

INDEX.
Page.
Mott, Barbara
(widow),
Mott,
BarbaraA.
A. (widow),
Page.
pension ...............................
pension
1342
Mott, M. L.,
L.,
appropriation
for
services,
etc.,
Creek
from
Creek
etc.,
appropriation for services,
tribal funds
funds ......................
984
Maul,
Jennie (widow),
(widow),
Moul, Jennie
pension ..............
pension
..................... 1450
1450
Moullenhour, Henry,
Moullenhour,
pension
increased
1499
pension increased.......................
1499
Moulton,
Henry S.,
S.,
Moulton, Henry
pension
increased
1257
1257
pension increased ........................
Moultrie,
Ga.,
Moultrie, Ga.,
267
......
building.
appropriation
for
public
building
appropriation
Mount
Carmel, Ill..
Ill..
Mount Carmel,

Mower , William,
Mower,

Page.
Page.

1453
Mowrer,
Ethan A.,
A.,
Mowrer, Ethan
pension
1544
pension increased
increased ......................
Moyer, Joseph,
pension increased
increased .....................
1546
1546
BaltiAssociation, BaltiMozart Building
Building and Loan Association,
more,
Md.,
more, Md.,
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax..........
tax.
refund
1494
Muck,
Leando
N
(son),
Muck, Leando N. (son),
pension ...........................
1278
1278
Mudge,
Horace,
Mudge, Horace,
pension increased
increased ....
1427
................ 1427
Bhulgett,
Charles A.,
Mudgett, Charles
A.,
pension
increased ......................
1553
1553
appropriation
building
267
pension increased
appropriation for public building........
Muer,
Muer, William,
William,
Mount
Desert Island,
Island, Me.,
Mle.,
Mount Desert
pension
increased
1326
1326
pension increased........................
proclamation setting
setting aside
aside Sieur•de
Sieur de Monts
proclamation
Hiram,
Muir, Hiram,
1785 Muir,
National
Monument on............
on
National Monument
pension
increased ........................
1500
1500
pension increased
McKinley National
Park, Alaska,
NationalPark,
Mount McKinley
H.,
Muir, James
James H.,
established;
included................
938
938 Muir,
established; area included
pension
1523
1523
increased......................
pension increased
impaired, etc
etc......... 938
existing entries not impairei,
Utah,
National Monument, Utah,
Mukuntuweap National
affected ...........
938 Mukuntuweap
mineral land laws not affected
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for constructing
deficiency
regulations;
_ _ 938
in....
regulations; game refuge established in.
818
. ..............
road through,
818
through, 1917
939
allowed....
game, etc., for food allowed
killing game,
Fprk, Warrior
Mulberry Fork,
WarriorRiver, Ala.,
Ala.,
939 Mulberry
visitors....
accommodating visitors_
leases, etc., for accommodating
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
939
939.
timber........
removal of dead and down timber
408
made .........................
408
made
appropriations ..................
939
limit on appropriations
Cordelia (widow),
Mulford, Cordelia
939 Mulford,
punishment for violations ...............
punishment
..........
pension
increased
1388
pension increased........
Mount
Clermont County,
Moriah Cemetery, Clermont
Mount Mariah
Mullen, Leah
A. (widow),
Mullen,
Leah A.
Ohio,
pension increased
increased .....................
1283
pension
condemned
cannon granted to
833
to..........
condemned cannon
Mullen.,Thomas, alias
alias Maloney,
Mullen,
Mount Olympus
Monument, Wash.,
National Monument,
Olympus National
Mount
1259
pension increased
....................
increased
pension
proclamation modifying
modifying area ..............
1726
proclamation
R.,
Mullennix,
John R.,
excluded lands retained in Olympic Naexcluded
Mullennix,
pension i
ncreased
John
1217
... 1217
pension increased ....................
Forest
1726
tional Forest......................
Sallie
E.
B.
(widow),
Mullin,
Mount
Mich.,
Pleasant, Mich.,
Mount Pleasant,
pension increased
1233
increased..........-......... 1233
pension
appropriation for Indian school
school:•....... 133,977
appropriation
Mullinaz,
Alfred C.,
C.,
Mullinax, Alfred
Mount
Tex.,
Pleasant, Teez.
Mount Pleasant,
1544
increased .....................
pension increased
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildJ.,
Henry J.,
Mullins, Henry
ing .......................
18 Mullins,
. 18
Pension increased
increased ..................
.... 1209
pension
Mount
Rainier National
Park, Wash.,
National Park,
Mount Rainier
appropriation
1120 Mumah, Henry,
appropriation for commissioner in ....... 1120
.. 1214
pension
increased
..... ............
pension increased
for protection,
protection, etc
308
etc....................
uncy Creek, Pa.,
Pa.,
818 Muncy
deficiency
818
commissioner.
appropriation for commissioner_
deficiency appropriation
authorized across West Branch
Branch of
of
bridge authorized
jurisdiction
ceded
jurisdiction assumed over lands in, ceded
Susquehanna River, Montgomery
Montgomery
Washington ..................
243
by Washington
and
• 512
512
....--.........
....
reserved ..................rights reserved
243
Municipal Architect's
Architect's Office, D. C.,
C.,
included
Washington judicial districts_
districts. 244 Municipal
included in Washingtonjudicial
appropriation for salaries .............. 680,1007
appropriation
punishment of offenses in, etc ..........
244
punishment
Municipal Court,
D. C.,
C.,
Court, I).
prohibited
244 Municipal
hunting, fishing, etc., prohibited..........
appropriation for
704, 1032
for salaries ...........
appropriation
regulations, etc., to be made............
made
244
regulations,
for rent;
contingent expenses.......
expenses
704, 1032
1032
704,
rent; contingent
for
etc
244
punishment for killing game, etc........
Municipal Lodging House,
D. C.,
House, D.
forfeiture of guns, traps, etc..........
etc
245 Municipal
forfeiture
appropriation for expenses.
709, 1038
expenses ...........
appropriation
6ommissioner
Commissioner to be appointed; powers, aufor site and new building
709
building..............
for
thority, etc.
245

thority, etc.............---..-

--

arrests,
245
etc ........................
arrests, etc
service of process, etc
- 245
etc. ...............
service
246
residence, etc ................
salary; residence,
fees, costs, etc.; deposit ..............
246
notification
acceptance ................
246
notification of acceptance
Mount Sterling,
Ascension Protestant
Protestant
Ky., Ascension
Sterling, Ky.,
Mount
Episcopal Church,
Church,
Episcopal
1496
findings to....
payment
of Chtims findings
to
payment of Court of'Claims
Mount
Ni Y.,
Ir..
Vernon, N.
Movunt Vernon,
deficiency
deficiency appropriation for public build18
ing
ing.........-....------------Mountain, etc.,
Army,
Mountain,
etc., Cannon,
Cannon, Army,
appropriation
manufacture,
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
etc., of
of .....
346,910
346,910
..........
..
etc.,
346, 910
contracts authorized ...........-346,910
contracts
contracts ......- 346,910
346,910
for ammunition
ammunition for; contracts
for ammunition
for practice.........practice
346,911
346,911
ammunition for
for
Mounted
Fort Riley, Kans.,
School, Fort
Service School,
Mounted Service
620
expenses.....
instruction
annrnnriatinn
appropriation
for
instruction expenses
_rr _
___ __
_-_I-

pension increased........................
increased
pension

2003
2003

Munition Manufacturers'
Manufacturers' Tax,
Munition
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of collecting
1091
collecting... 1091
appropriation
780
construction of terms used................
used
780
construction
excise
tax on
on net
sales in
in United
United
net profits
profits of sales
excise tax
States
of
designated
munition
manuStates of designated munition
.... 781
factures
...........
factures ......

additional
781
additional to income tax ................ 781
not payable
payable for
for 1916,
1916, if contract
contract made
made
prior
1, 1916.............781
1916
781
prior to January 1,
terminates
one year
year after close of present
present
terminates one
.
781
war in Europe
781
...........
Europe
computation of net
net profits, deductions
deductions al781
...----lowed ................determination
of fair
price of sales
fair market price
determination of
781
made
personal benefit.
benefit_ ..
less for personal
made at lees
sworn returns
be made
yearly by manumanumade yearly
to be
returns to
sworn
facturers
of specified
specified articles
articles of munifacturers of
781
tions .....................
tions
782
particulars required
required .................
.particulars

2004

INDEX.
INDEX.

Page.
Munition
Manufacturers' Tax—Continued.
Munition Manufacturers'
Tax-Continued.
Murray, Wilfred,
Murray,
sworn returns,
assessment of
of tax;
tax; paysworn
returns, etc.;
etc.; assessment
paypension ...............
..........
ment
782
ment .............................
782 Murray,
Murray, William H. G., alias Henry Gordon,
investigation
etc......
investigation if, unsatisfactory,
unsatisfactory, etc
782
782
pension increased
increased ........................
assessment; party
party on
hearing to
assessment;
on hearing
to prove
prove
Murray's
Ferry, Ga.,
Murray's Ferry,
incorrectness
incorrectness .................
782
782
bridge
Flint River, at..
at
bridge authorized
authorized across Flint
persona liable for tax.....................
tax
782
persons
782 Murrey, John
John H.,
H.,
examination
of books,
books, etc.,
authorized.
782
examination of
etc., authorized....
782 _pension
increased
pension increased
..................
unauthorized
divulging of
unauthorized divulging
of information,
information,
Museum
Proprietors,
Museum Proprietors,
unlawful
unlawful..........
............
782
782
special tax on; rates, etc
etc.................
punishment for
punishment
782
for violations
violations ..............
782 Musgrave,
Musgrave, Jess,
Jess,
general laws
applicable ................
782
general
laws applicable
782
pension
pension................................
regulations,
to be
be made
782
regulations, etc.,
etc., to
made............
782 Musical
Reproductions, Mechanical,
Mechanical,
Musical Reproductions,
authority to require
require information.......
information
782
782
proclamation
proclamation including,
including, in copyright privMunitions Tax, Internal
Internal Revenue,
ileges to Italy ...................
appropriation
for expenses
expenses of
of collecting..
collecting.. 1091
appropriation for
1091
in copyright privileges
privileges to New
New Zealand
Zealand.
Munitions of War,
Muskegon, Mich.,
Mich.,'
appropriation for
for tools,
tools, etc.,
for immediate
etc., for
immediate
appropriation
appropriation
public building.......
building
for public
appropriation for
manufacture
of .........-......
349
manufacture of
349
or improvement
harbor ..........
for
improvement of harbor.
plans
and installations
in private
plans and
installations in
private
deficiency
for public
public buildbuilddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
plants ...
349
plants
.................
349
ing
purchases from
from present
factories .....
349
purchases
present factories
349 Musketryort
Musketry,
Bill,
Okla., Army
of,
Sill,;
Army School
Sdooldof,
amount for
for purchases
purchases without
without comcomamount
appropriation
expenses.....
appropriationfor instruction expenses
petitive
349
petitive bidding
bidding...............
349 Muskingum River,
River, Ohio,
appointment of
of board
to investigate,
investigate, etc.,
etc ,
appointment
board to
leases for
for power, etc.,
etc., from dams on, abroleases
feasibility of
of manufacturing,
by.the
the
feasibility
manufacturing, by
,
gated ......
................
Government.
214
214
Government .................
yment
required -------------payment
required.
..............-.. ------gtud.red
gauges, tools,
tools, etc.,
etc., for
for immediate
immediate manufacmanufacgauges,
M
ee, Okla.,
Musopgee,
ture
to be
215
215
ture of,
of, to
be prepared
prepared...........
condemned cannon granted to
to.. ........
condemned
proclamation
proclamation forbidding
forbidding illegal
illegal shipment
shipment
terms of court at
terms
at.....................
to Mexico
1756
to
Mexico of
of.................
1756
clerk's office
office at .....................
production
the Governproduction of nitrates, etc.,
etc., by the
GovernAssociations, DoMutual Building and
and Loan Associations,
ment
manufacture of
of...........
215
215
ment for
for manufacture
mestic,
Munitions of War,
Munitions
War, Navy,
exempt from
from income
income tax ...............
exempt
appropriation for
at specified
specified
for storage
storage of,
of, at
appropriation
Myers, Austin L. (son),
(son),
569
yards, magazines,
magazines, and
and stations
stations ..
569
pension ..........
yards,
...................
pension
Munsee and Stockbridge
Stockbridge Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
Charles A.,
Myers, Charles
A.,
since
payment
members enrolled
enrolled since
payment to tribal
tribal members
pension ...............
pension
..........
March
3, 1893.................
1893
156 Mjyers,
156
March 3,
Myers, Delano,
Delano,
Munsell, John
Munsell,
W,
John W.,
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
1503
pension.................................
1503 Myers, Jacob,
Jacob,
Munson,
Munson, Jonas
Jonas H.,
pension
increased1288
......................
pension increased
1255 Myers, John
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
John F.,
F.,
Munyon, Mary L. (widow),
pension
increased.......................
pension increased
pension
1447 Myers, John
1447
pension
.........................
John T.,
Murden,
Alonzo F.,
Murden, Alonzo
pension
F.,
increased ........................
pension increased
pension
1218 Myers, Julian
pension increased
increased .......
...........
(widow),
Julian (widow),
Murderkill
Murderkill River, Del.,
Del.,
pension increased
increased ......................
appropriation
for
improvement
of
394
394 Myers, Maurice
appropriation for improvement of.......
Maurice H.,
Murfreesboro,
Presbytepension ...
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Clumberland
Cunberland Presbyte......................
rian Church,
Myers, Murray,
rian
Church,
Myers
payment of Court
Court of Claims findings
payment
findings to....
to.... 1497
pension
1497
increased .......................
pension increased
Murphy, Cecelia
Cecelia (widow),
(widow),
yers, William W..
W..
Myers,
pension
increased
1289
pension increased
..................
1289
pension increased
increased..................
ytpension
Murphy,
John,
Murphy, John,
yton, Utah,
pension increased
increased
...................
1313
1313
appropriation for protecting Government
Murphy,
Patrick,
Murphy, Patrick,
at
bridge at...........................
increased
1507
pension increased........................
1507
payment,
grant of lands to, for public uses; payment,
Murphy, William,
William,
etc
etc............................
pension
increased
1442
pension increased
..................
1442
Murray,
(widow),
Murray, Angeline (widow),
N.
pension increased
increased ...................
1406
1406
Murray,
Murray, Bridget
Bridget (widow),
Nachand,
,
Nachand. Henry,
pension
1414
pension increased
increased.....................
payment
to, for
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
1414
for dispossessed
payment to,
Murray,
Sherman
County,
Oreg
Murray, Joseph
Joseph N.,
N.,
Sherman County, Oreg..............
pension
1414 Nacogdoches,
pension increased
increased .....................
Nacogdoches, Tex.,
1414
Tex..
appropriation for
public building
building .........
Murray,
Murray, Ky.,
Ky.,
for public
appropriation
appropriation
267
deficiency
appropriation
for public building
building
for public
public building
building ......
appropriation for
267
deficiency appropriation for
Murray
Murray State School of Agriculture,
Agriculture, TishoNally,
William W.,
W.,
Nally, William
minyo, Okla.,
minqo,
pension.
pension .......................
appropriation
for dormitories
dormitories for
for Chickasaw
Chickasaw
Nance,
appropriation for
Henry,
Nance, Henry.
children
in, from
983
pension
.
children in,
from tribal
tribal funds
funds......
983
increased ....................
pension increased
Murray,
Murray, Torrence,
Tarrence,
Nance,
I.
T.,
J.
T.,
Nance,
pension
1509
reimbursement to..................
to
pension increased
increased............
.......
reimbursement
1509

Port

Page.
Page.
1385
1385
1446
387
1412
1412
791
791
1573
1573

1725
1815
1815
267

400

18
620
1320
1320
833
927
927
766
1265
1265
1358
1500

1288
1400
1400
1399
1345
1345
1588

1336
1336
1403

153
389
389

1354
1354
267
18
1188
1188
1546
1546
1392
1392

INDEX.
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I -River,
"Nanticoke
nanticoke
ziver, Del.
and Md.,
Md.,
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Page
Page.
Page.
National Cemeteries,
National
appropriation
improvement of,
includof, includfor improvement
appropriation for
286
appropriation
maintenance ...........
286
appropriation for maintenance
ing Northwest
Northwest Fork...............
Fork
394
ing
394
for superintendents
superintendents
286
for
................
286
bridge authorized
across, Seaford,
Seaford, Del_
bridge
authorized across,
Del...._ 872
872
for addition
addition to
to lodge,
lodge, Salisbury,
Salisbury, N.
N. C....
C..—
286
for
286
Nantucket, Mass.,
Mass.,
Nantucket,
for headstones
headstones for soldiers'
soldiers' graves,
graves, etc
286
etc..
286
appropriation
of harbor_
391
for improvement
improvement of
harbor..
391
appropriation for
for repairing
for
repairing roadways
roadways to; restrictions...
restrictions
286
286
Napa River,
River, Cal.,
Cal.,
Napa
roadways
limited to
one approach.....
approach
286
roadways limited
to one
286
appropriation
improvement of
404
of........
404
for improvement
appropriation for
for
burial of
of indigent
District of
indigent soldiers,
soldiers, District
of
for burial
.Naphthalene,
1ap
thalene,
286
Columbia ......................
286
Columbia
on
point
793
on free
free list;
list; solidifying
solidifying point............
793
for
Antietam battle field
for Antietam
field...............
287
duty
on; minimum
minimum solidifying
solidifying point.....
point
794
duty on;
794
for
disposition of
of remains
of officers,
officers, enenfor disposition
remains of
Naphthol,
Naphthol,
listed
etc.; removals
removals .........
287
listed men,
men, etc.;
287
duty on ............................
duty
794
of Orman
for reinterring,
reint,erring, etc.,
etc, remains
remains of
Orman
Naphthylamin,
Naphthylamin,
287
K. Osbon
Osbon ......................
K.
duty
794
duty on
on
.............................
794
for Confederate
Confederate Mound,
Chicago, Ill.....
Ill.__
287
for
Mound, Chicago,
287
Naphthylenediamin,
Naphthylenediamin,
for Confederate
Confederate Stockade
Cemetery,
for
Stockade Cemetery,
duty
on ...............................
794
794
duty on
287
Ohio
Ohio .........................
Nash, Blanche
Blanche F.
Nash,
F. (widow),
(widow),
287
for Confederate
Confederate burial plats, care,
care, etc...
etc
pension
1480
increased .....................
1480
pension increased
for monuments,
monuments, etc.,
etc., in
in Cuba
Cuba and
and China.
China
287
287
for
Nash,
P.,
Nash, Caleb
Caleb P.,
of indigent
indigent patients,
patients, Hot
for burial of
Hot
pension
1510
pension increased
increased .......................
1510
Springs Hospital,
Hospital, Ark
288
288
Springs
Ark.............
Nashville,
Nashville, Tenn.,
Tenn.,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropnation for
for headstones
for
headstones for
appropriation for
public building
267
building......... 267
for public
appropriation
soldiers
29, 33,
33, 825,
828
. 29,
825, 828
soldiers' graves
graves ........
Nashville,
Tenn. McKendree
.McKendree Methodist
Nashville, Tenn.,
MethodistEpisEpisfor
burial of
of indigent
indigent soldiers...........
soldiers
29
29
for burial
copal Church
Church South.
copal
South.
for
of remains
remains of
of officers,
enofficers, enfor disposition
disposition of
payment
of Court
to.. 1497
1497
Court of
of Claims
Claims findings
findings to..
payment of
listed
etc., 1917..............
1917
29, 810
29,
810
listed men,
men, etc.,
Nason,
Matilda I.
(widow),
Nason, Matilda
I. (widow),
National
Currency,
National Currency,
pension
1316
1316
pension increased
increased ......................
appropriation for
for superintendent,
redempsuperintendent, redempappropriation
liason,
S. (widow),
(widow),
Nason, Nellie
Nellie S.
tion of
of .....................
81, 1086
81,
1086
tion
pension increased
1295
1295
increased
.....................
pension
82, 1087
for
clerks, etc.......
etc. ..
1087
for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks,
Nassau
Charlton Counties,
and Ga.,
Ga ,
for special
examinations
82, 1087
Nassau and
and Charlton
Counties, Fla.,
Fla.,and
82,1087
for
special examinations.............
may bridge
bridge Saint
River
165
for distinctive
paper, etc................
etc
277
Marys River...........
165
may
Saint Marys
277
for
distinctive paper,
at Kolars
Kolars Ferry
436
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses..
436
at
Ferry ......................
deficiency
Natchez,
Natchez, Miss.,
Miss., Protestant
ProtestantOrphan
Orphan Asylum,
Asylum,
emergency
824
824
.....................
emergency
1496 National
payment of
of Court
of Claims
to
National Dairy
Dairy Show,
Show,
Claims findings
fnindings to..
payment
Court of
National
Committee for
for Aeronautics,
appropriation
for exhibit
of cooperative
NationalAdvisory
Advisory Committe
Aeronautics,
cooperative
exhibit of
appropriation for
appropriation
salaries and
and expenses_
agricultural extension
extension work
work at
at meetmeet559,1170
expenses. 559,1170
for salaries
agricultural
appropriation for
National Archives
Building, D.
ing of
475
D. C.,
C.,
475
Archives Building,
National
ing
of........................
National Defense
Act,
requirement for
for inspection,
etc., of
inspection, etc.,
of buildNational
Defense Act,
requirement
241
ings
Europe, repealed
repealed .........
appropriations
for National
National Guard exin Europe,
ings in
appropriations for
645
penses authorized
authorized by
Reserve
by ..............
also Federal
penses
National
Federal Reserve
NationalBanks (see also
166
land forces
forces constituting
constituting the Army.........
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etc., officers
officers......
.........
pay of enlisted
enlisted men; drill .
service rereservice
quired .......................
other actual
actual military
duty
military duty..........
disbursement
and accounting
accounting by
disbursement and'
by
Quartermaster
Corps of
of the
the Army...
Army
Quartermaster Corps
restriction
on
payments
restriction
payments .............
to be
be drafted
drafted into military
military service
service in
in
case of war....................
war
case
made part of the Army
Army .............
made
commissions to officers
officers ..............
commissions
entitled to Army
Army pay, etc..........
etc
entitled
benefits of pension
pension laws
laws extended
to
benefits
extended to..
rifle practice;
facilities in
in all
all
practice; plans for facilities
sections to be estimated
for.
sections
estimated for........
general use to be
be provided
provided ........
general
issue of arms, munitions,
munitions, etc........
etc
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203
203
203
203
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203
203
204
204

204
204
204
204
204
204
204
205
205
205
205

205
205
205
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
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207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
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207
208
208
208
208
208
208
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209
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209
209
209
209
210
210
210
210
210
210
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211
211
211
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National guard
provisions; temporary
Guard provisions;
temporary promotions, etc.,
etc., in Army due to details
in, from
from ...........................
211
211
staff officers; terms limited _ ........
212
212
permanent
permanent status not affected
affected........
212
212
physical
physical examinations
examinations required
when
required when
called into active
active service ..........
212
212
discharged
when discharged..................
212
212
States
States not complying with laws
laws and
regulations
benefits..
regulations debarred
debarred from benefits
212
212
applicable to land forces
forces only .......
212
212
Naval Militia credited
credited to State, etc
etc.,,
quota
quota.....
........... '.........
212
212
rules and regulations
regulations for, to be issued...
issued...
213
213
annual estimates to be
annual
be submitted;
submitted; exexpenditures restricted
restricted to appropriaappropriations
tions...............................
military supplies
may be
be procured
procured from
from
military
supplies may
manufacturers, etc., in time of war.
war
manufacturers,

orders
orders obligatory
obligatory and
and to
precedence
to have
have precedence
possession to
taken on
by
possession
to be
be taken
on refusal
refusal by
regular munition,
regular
munition, etc.,
etc., plants
plants......

plants capable of manufacturing
manufacturing arms,
arms,
etc
etc.............
...............
operation, etc., by Ordnance Department .........................
punishment for noncompliance,
noncompliance, etc...
etc
payment for products,
products, materials, or
or
use
use..........
..................
all private munitions, etc., plants, to be
listed . ........................
information to be procured
information
procured.............
plants which can be used to manufacmanufacture arms, etc .................
plans to be prepared
prepared for transferring
transferring
plants into munition factories .....
Industries EsBoard on Mobilization
Mobilization of Industries
sential for Military Preparedness
Preparedness to
to
appointed; clerical
clerical assistance,
assistance,
be appointed;

213
213

213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
213
214
214
214
214
214
214
214
214

etc
etc ............................

214
214

equipment
equipment ...-............-...--

214
214

manufacture of arms, munitions, and
manufacture
investigate possibility,
possibility , etc.,
etc., of,
board to investigate
by the Government created
created.......
to
details to be reported; transmittal to

Congress
Congress .......................
medals of honor; investigation of past
awards
awards.........-................
board of retired general officers for .....
roll
names to be stricken from roll........
forbidden, expenses
further use forbidden,
expenses......
manufacture
etc., for immediate
manufacture of arms, etc.,
use....-.........-...........
use
tools, etc.,
etc., to be prepared
prepared for GovernGovernment or private plants ...........
ment
discretionary
.
discretionary use of expenditures
expenditures......
nitrates and other products for munitions
munitions
of war, fertilizers, etc ............
investigations to determine means
means to
to
produce, by water or other power
power...
produce,
sites
to be
designated for
for exclusive
use
sites to
be designated
exclusive use..
construction of water
water power plants, etc
etc..
construction
acquirement of necessary lands,
acquirement
lands, minerals, processes, etc ..............
erals,
Governproducts to be used by the Government .......................
disposal of surplus..................
surplus
disposal
officers, agents, etc.,
officers,
etc., to be employed....
employed....
duties required
duties
required .................-appropriations
for, to
to remain
remain available..
available
appropriations for,
plants to
to be
be constructed
and operated
constructed and
operated
plants
solely by
by the
the Government
solely
Government .........
use of
of Panama
Panama bonds
to raise
raise necessary
necessary
use
bonds to
money ........................
money
redemption of bonds modified -......
redemption

214
214
214
214
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214
214
214
214
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215
215
215
216
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uniforms of
Army, Navy, and
uniforms
of Army,
and Marine
Marine
Corps..
216
Corps
. ......
...............
216
unauthorized
216
unauthorized wearing
wearing of, unlawful
unlawful ......
216
use of other
other uniforms
216
use
uniforms allowed
allowed ..........
216
organizations, etc.,
organizations,
etc., specified.........
specified.
216
216
distinctive
required
217
distinctive insignia
insignia required..........
217
restriction
on insignias
insignias of
of rank
rank........
217
restriction on
217
punishment
for violations
violations ..........
217
punishment for
.
217
travel
travel allowance
allowance of
of enlisted
men
on
disenlisted men on discharge; sea
217
charge;
sea travel
travel
...............
217
no Army
Array officer
to be
be discharged
discharged or
or dedeno
officer to
prived of
of commission
prived
by this
Act.
217
commission by
this Act. 217
conflicti,ng
repealed ..............
_,
217
conflicting laws
laws repealed
217
declaration
emergency for use
declaration of emergency
use of
of troops
troops
additional to
to Army
Arm3i..............
339
additional
.
339
draft authorized
authorized of
of National
National Guard,
Guard, Ordraft
Organized Militia,
ganized
Militia, and
and Reserves
Reserves into
military service
service ..................
339
339
persons
discharged from
from militia
persons drafted,
drafted, discharged
militia
during service
service under
under .............
340
during
340
pension laws
laws applicable
in service...
service
340
pension
applicable while
while in
340
combination of
of organizations
organizations into
into tactical
tactical
combination
units
if necessary
necessary .................
340
units if
340
officers for,
for, to
to be
be appointed
Army,
officers
appointed from
from Army,
drafted
organizations,eligible
eligible list,
list,
drafted organizations,
and Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps ........
340
and
340
appointments not
above colonel;
340
appointments
not above
colonel; other
other.
340
filling vacancies
vacancies made
made by
filling
by appointappointments in
in .......................
340
ments
340
assignment
of command
by the
President
340
assignment of
command by
the President
340
rank and
and precedence,
precedence, if
otherwise ...
340
rank
if otherwise
340
rank,
of Army
officers holding
rank, etc.,
etc., of
Army officers
holding
commissions in
340
340
commissions
in...................
not to
340
not
to antedate
antedate muster
muster ..............
340
National Defense
Defense, Council
Council for
for (see
(see Council
Council for
National
for
National Defense).
Defense).
National
National
NationalEmergency,
Emergency,
additional
authority vested
vested in
in the
the PresiPresiadditional authority
dent to
to procure
ships, war
material,
dent
procure ships,
war material,
etc.,
of...
1193
etc., in
in time
time of
...................
1193
National
Farm Loan
Loan Associations
Associations (see
(see also
National Farm
also
Federal
Loan Act),
Act),
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
provisions relating
to ..................
365
.
365
provisions
relating to
exempt from
income tax...............
tax
767
exempt
from income
.
767
National
Forest Service),
Service),
National Forests
Forests (see
(see also
also Forest
appropriation for
administration of....
of.... 457,1144
457,1144
for administration
appropriation
disposal of
of timber
457, 1145
timber ...
................457,1145
disposal
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
of designated.
designated 457,
457, 1146
1146
for
etc., of
under Conservation
Conservation Act
Act .......
458, 1149
458,1149
under
receipts from
from hunting,
etc. permits...
permits... 1149
1149
hunting, etc.,
receipts
for
miscellaneous administrative
exfor miscellaneous
administrative expenses ........................ 460,1149
460, 1149
penses
for
etc., lands
within, for
for
lands within,
for classification,
classification, etc.,
homesteads ....................
460,
1149
homesteads
460,1149
for
survey, etc.,
of agricultural
agricultural lands
lands
for survey,
etc., of
within;
use of
of balances
balances ..........
460,1149
within; use
460,1149
for
fighting forest
fires, etc
etc ...........
461,1149
for fighting
forest fires,
461,1149
for
of seed,
seed, etc.,
etc., for
for tree
tree plantplantfor purchase
purchase of
ing
within; experiments,
experiments, etc....
etc
461,1150
461,1150
ing within;
for
appraising timber
timber for
for sale,
sale, etc....
etc
461,1150
461,1150
for appraising
for
investigations
461,1150
461,1150
miscellaneous investigations.....
for miscellaneous
for
roads, trails,
trails, bridges,
bridges, etc
etc -..-....
461,1150
461,1150
for roads,
eradicating poisonous
poisonous plants
plants .......
1150
1150
eradicating
for
Conservation
for acquiring
acquiring lands,
lands, under
under Conservation
Act;
additional for
1918
462
Act; additional
for 1917
1917 and
and 1918..
462
for expenses
under Conservation
alfor
expenses under
Conservation Act, allowed
in District
of Columbia...
Columbia... 462,1150
462,1150
District of
lowed in
for
etc., agricultural
agricultural lands
lands
for classifying,
classifying, etc.,
in
465, 1153
465,1153
in..........................
for advertising
lands in,
in, restored
restored to
to pubpubfor
advertising lands
300
lic
.......................
lic domain
domain .
for
of lands
in
301
301
surveys of
lands in......
for topographic
topographic surveys
for
roads and
trails in
in connection
connection with
with
for roads
and trails,
rural post
post road;
358
358
roads ...................
rural
reimbursement from
from forest
forest revenues..
revenues
359
reimbursement
359
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restoring lands
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for restoring
....... 829
inC..........
diminished, Arkansas, Ark ............ 1766
area diminished,
... 1747
1747
Cleveland,
......................
Cleveland, Cal
1767
Chelan, Wash ....................
Datil, N. Mex
Men ..........................
1746
Nebo, Utah
Utah............................ 1733
Ozark, Ark
Ark............................ 1765
Cal
1734
1730
Santa Barbara, Cal....................
Sequoia, Cal --............--...............
1731
1724
Cal............................ 1724
Sierra, Cal
Tahoe, Cal. and Nev ....................
1803
Wyo...........................
Teton, Wyo.
_
1783
area enlarged,
Wyo.............. 1784
enlarged, Bridger, Wyo
Deschutes, Oreg ...-..-........---------....-----1736
1740
Nebraska, Nebr .......................
Wasatch,
1732
Wasatch, Utah ........................
Whitman, Oreg .........................
1813
area entirely eliminated,
eliminated, Paulina, Oreg
1738
Oreg. area modified,
modified, Alamo, N.
N. Men
Mex ............ 1774
1797
Angeles, Cal .........................--------------------1740
Alaska...................... 1740
Chugach,
Chugach, Alaska
Crater, Oreg. and Cal .................. 1735
1781
Dixie, Nev., Utah, and Ariz ..........
1781
.
1737
Fremont, Oreg .......................
1733
.........................
Uinta, Utah ......... 1784
Washakie, Wyo ..........
1784
Black Hills, S. Dak.,
Dak., restriction
restriction on agriculagriculLawrence and Pentural entries in Lawrence
440
removed
nington Counties, removed........
1752
Kans -...-...-------...
diseontinued,
discontinued, Kansas, Kane
exchange of lands with private owners to
exchange
344
add to Florida National Forest .....
846
Oregon, Oreg ..........................
exchange
timber from, in Montana
for
Montana for
exchange of timber
Glacier
'
private lands added to Glacier
National
National Park ...................... 1122
lands added to Cache, Utah and
and Idaho, by
by
exchange
Aquila Nebeker
922
922
Nebeker.....
exchange with Aquila
Colorado
848
848
authorized ....
Colorado and Pike, Colo., authorized
922
.....
Missoula, Mont ...................
...........................
844,848
Pike, Colo
844,848
exchange
Powell and Sevier, Utah, by exchange
341
with John L. Sevy .............--....
515
515
Teton, Wyo ...........................
852
Whitman, Oreg
Oreg...--------------------.....................
852
Whitman,
516
516
Wyoming, Wyo ........................
prospecting,
prospecting, etc.,
etc. of mineral resources
reeourcez in
Conservation
lands acquired
acquired under Conservation
Act, permitted;
permitted; terms, etc
1150
etc....... 462, 1150
Act,
1811
set apart, Pisgah, N. C
C....................
1811
National Game Preserve,
Preserve,
National
C- -. 1811
proclamation
N. C.,.
proclamation setting apart Pisgah, N.
1811
Defense
Guard (see also National Defense
National
National Guard
Act),
Act),
expenses participating
appropriation for expenses
participating in
appropriation
226
encampments, etc ............
Army encampments,
militia encampments,
encampments, etc.
etc
226
226
use for joint militia
for pay of officers
officers
624
.......................
624
624
for pay of enlisted
enlisted men
men.................
for automatic
automatic machine rifles for........
for
644
644
Artillery
for manufacture,
manufacture, etc., of Field Artillery
644
material for ..----------...........----------........
644
purchases allowed
allowed .................
644
ammunition
for manufacturing reserve ammunition
for Field Artillery
644
Artillery
................
644
644
purchases allowed...................
allowed
purchases
etc., to manufacture
manufacture
amount for tools, etc.,
makers
644
by private makers
.................
644
for purchase of horses for use, etc -------....... 645
645
for forage, supplies, etc -----------...----. 645
for care of horses; details of enlisted men.
men,
645
for participation
encampments,
participation in Army encampments,
nTamro
ate*
Xi
etc
645
--...........................
.maneuvers,
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appropriation for expenses of training
appropriation
camps; pay, etc.,
etc., for attendance.
attendance ..
645
camps;
645
transportation of Regulars
transportation
Regulars to joint
camps
camps .....................
645
645
reduced
rates by carriers
carriers for members
reduced rates
attending
attending Army encampments,
encampments, etc..
etc
646
646
for attending
attending military service schools or
s...ts; pay,
limit..............
posts;
pay, etc.,
etc., limit
646
for officers
o cers assigned
assigned to Militia
Militia Bureau
Bureau ...
..
646
646
for property
and disbursing
officers
property and
disbursing officers......
646
for arms,
arms, military
military supplies, etc.,
etc., for issue
issue
...
..................
etc.,
to, etc
for
encampments,
for incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, encampments,
etc........................
etc
office expenses,
expenses, Militia
Militia Bureau .....
for office
for travel
inspection,
travel of Army officers for inspection,
instruction,
instruction, etc.,
etc., duty with
with ........
for inspection
inspection of camps,
camps, material,
etc
material, etc....
supplies of
of
for transportation
transportation of supplies
.........
for expenses
expenses of sergeant
sergeant inspectors;
inspectors;
office
rent....
...............
office rent
arms, equipment,
equipment, etc.,
for arms,
etc., for field service ............................
aviation equipment
equipment..................
supplies, etc
etc...........--.......for
for procuring
procuring ranges
ranges for Field
Field Artillery,
etc.,
practie.... ...........
etc., target practice
for
for manufacturing,
manufacturing, etc.,
etc., Iew
flew infantry
equipment for ....
equipment
............
return of prior
receipt of
of.....
prior issues on receipt
for families
families of enlisted
enlisted men drafted
drafted or
or
called
called into
into military
military service;
condiservice; conditions
tions ......................
........
for
pay of,
service
for pay
of, ordered
ordered into service..........
appointments as cadets
cadets to Military
Military
appointments
Academy from,
Academy
from, authorized;
authorized; condiconditions.......................
tions
constituted part of the Militia............
constituted
Militia
composition of;
of; unit organizations
as
organizations same as
Army...-.
.....- ...........
Army
maintenance by
States, etc.,
maintenance
by States,
etc., of troops
troops
other
peace, forother than,
than, in time
time of peace,
....................
bidden
right to
to use
use by State in time
time of peace,
peace, not
not
right
limited .....................
limited
authority
for State police
police or constabulary
constabulary
authority for
not impaired
impaired ................
a year from each
number required
required within
within a
each
State and Territory
Territory ...............
yearly increase
until quota attained....
attained
yearly
increase until
discretion if having
discretion
having but one RepresenRepresentative ......................
less time authorized;
authorized; existing
existing organiorganizations allowed
allowed ................
regiments
allowed States
one
regiments with,
with, allowed
States with one
Representative
............
Representative
"Territory"
include Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska,
"Territory" to include
Canal Zone........
Porto Rico,
Rico, and
and Canal
Zone
organization in Canal
Canal Zone.........
Zone
organization
privileges
certain organizations
organizations conprivileges of certain
tinued
tinued... .....-....-.--...-..-.. .
status of
of....-......--------------.............-status
assignment to tactical
tactical units; details from
assignment
Army to command
comu iand .................
units not to be
command
command of complete
complete mats
be
displaced-...................-displaced
chiefs
chiefs of staff to be detailed
detailed from Army ....
assistant from
from Army or
or National
National Guard..
Guard
assistant
adjutants
adjutants general,
general, duties, etc.,
etc., appointed
appointed
by President
President ......................
annual
annual appropriations
appropriations to be made for supsupplies ...............
port of; supplies
apportionment of ratio, etc.............
etc
apportionment
expensesspecified;
charged against
against
expenses
specified; to be charged
general allotment
allotment.............
general
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647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
647
648
648
649
649
337
337
62
62
197
197
197
197

198
198
198
198

198
198
198
198
198

198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
198
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
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property and disbursing
disbursing officer to be appointed in each State, etc........
etc
200
to receipt
receipt and account for all funds and
property; returns ...............
200
200
annual allotment;
to receive and pay annual
allotment;
accounts
accounts........................
200
200
bond; pay and allowances; inspection,
etc
...........................
200
200
location of units in States, etc ..........
200
200
disbandment or reduction
disbandment
reduction restricted......
restricted
200
enlisted men; period six years, three
three
active and three in Reserve
active
Reserve........
200
enlistment contract and oath
oath required
required..
201
issue of discharges;
discharges; in time of peace
peace
prior to expiration of period
period.......
201
officers; Federal
Federal oath required...........
required
201
qualifications;
qualifications; examinations required._
required.. _ 201
filling vacancies
vacancies when
when drafted
drafted into service
ice ...........................
202
discharges, etc.; findings of unfitness;
unfitness;
absence without
without leave
absence
leave..............
202
by transfer to
Reserve ...............
to Reserve
202
composition of
National Guard Reserve;
Reserve; composition
of..
202
pay when
when training, other forbidden_
_
forbidden....
202
battalions for recruit training to be asassigned from, etc ................
202
composition of; provisional regiments,
etc
etc........................
202
transfers from,
from, to active service
service........
203
assignment of officers to
to...............
203
officials, etc., in District of Columbia allowed leaves of absence, etc.,
etc., for
training in
in ...................
203
National Militia Board
Board abolished.......
abolished
203
assignment of colonel and lieutenant colassignment
onel to Militia Bureau, War DepartDepartment; pay, etc ..........
..... 203
uniform, arms, and equipment
equipment to be same
as Army
........
.
203
authorized; care, etc., required....
required... _ 203
issue authorized;
purchases from Army supply department authorized
authorized for..............
for
204
204
new types of
etc., to
of guns,
guns, etc.,
to be issued to,
without charge................
charge
204
204
return of prior issues..............
issues
return
additional stores may be purchased
purchased for,
additional
for,
from
by States,
States,
from War
War Department
Department by
204
etc
etc....-..............-......---requisition for Army in case of war;
requisition
war;
904
credit allowed,
204
allowed, etc
etc
...............
remains property
property issued to, remains
property of the
904
204
States...................
United States
204
report, etc.,
etc., on survey of damaged,
damaged, etc..
etc
payment for, if lost, etc.,
through
etc., through
205
carelessness
carelessness........
.............
205
.205
disposal of unserviceable
disposal
unserviceable. ...............
etc., debars
from
refusal to pay for lost, etc.,
debars from
participation
participation in appropriatiops.....
appropriations....._- 205
proceeds of sales to be covered
proceeds
covered into the
205
Treasury
Treasury....................-.
20.5
205
etc, to be furnished;
furnished; regulations
horses, etc.,
regulations.
205
use
use of condemned
condemned Army
Army horses
horses......
care, etc., of horses; men authorized;
care,
authorized;
205
etc
pay, etc....................
discipline to correspond
correspond with Army regu206
lations ...........
................
assembling
etc ,
assembling for drills, encampments,
encampments, etc.,
206
required; time necessary
required;
necessary.........
minimum number
minimum
number to be
be present; dura206
206
tion ........................
inspection by officers of Army;
Army; nature
nature of
of
9afR
206
reports
reports...
.................---
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participation
participation in Army encampments,
encampments,
maneuvers, etc
etc...............
maneuvers,
206
206
allotment
allotment of expenses; pay, etc., while
while
attending ....................
attending
206
206
command
command to be retained by Army officers
officers
207
207
details
details from Army
Army for instruction.......
instruction
207
207
instruction
instruction camps
camps may be provided for....
for
207
207
details
details of Army officers
officers for...............
for
207
207
pay
pay for attendance,
attendance, etc ............
207
207
pay for attendance
attendance at Army encampments,
encampments,
etc., may be made at
at time
time of
of muster
muster
for full period ......................
207
207
authorized to receive
receive instruction in military service
service schools ...............
207
tary
207
posts, etc
207
at military posts,
etc...................
207
pay, etc., limit.........................
limit
207
207
details of Army officers
officers and
and enlisted
men
enlisted men
208
for duty with
with.......................
208
retired
retired officers ........................
208
208
subject to laws governing
governing Army
when in
in
subject
Army when
active service...................
service
208
208
courts
courts martial; constitution,
constitution, procedure,
procedure,
etc .........................
208
208
general;
general; authority
authority for, powers,
powers, etc.......
etc
208
208
special;
special; authority
authority for, powers, etc
208
etc........
208
summary;
summary; authority
authority for,
for, powers,
powers, etc
208
etc....
208
sentences; fines
fines limited
limited ..............
209
sentences;
209
approval for dismissal
dismissal required.........
required
209
approval
209
arrests, execution of process,
process, etc........
etc
209
arrests,
209
pay of certain
certain officers
officers of, for
for services;
pepay
services; periods excepted
excepted .........
209
......
209
rate; determination
determination of service..........
service
209
209
staff, etc.,
etc., officers....................
officers
209
209
enlisted men;
209
pay of enlisted
men; drill
drill service
service required
required.
209
computation of attendance........
attendance
210
rate; computation
210
actual military duty
210
other actual
duty.............
210
disbursing
disbursing and accounting
accounting by QuarterQuartermaster
210
master Corps, Army ..............
210
restriction;
required,
restriction; action of States required,
etc
210
etc...........................
210
time
time for State legislation
legislation
210
.........
210
to be drafted
drafted into military service
service in case
of war; period of service.
211
211
service............
discharged from Militia and subject to
discharged
laws governing
governing Volunteer
Army
211
Volunteer Army.....
211
commissions
commissions to officers.................
211
211
entitled to Army pay,
pay, etc..............
etc
211
entitled
211
benefits
extended to....
to
211
benefits of pension laws extended
211
practice facilities
facilities for all
secplans for rifle practice
all secestimated for, etc........
etc...
211
tions to be estimated
211
general use to be provided..............
provided
211
211
instructors from Army
National
Army and National
211
Guard .........................
211
issue of arms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.
211
211
etc..........
temporary
promotions, etc., in Army due
temporary promotions,
war.
211
to details to, in time of war.........
211
staff officers;
officers; terms
terms limited
212
212
limited..............
permanent status not affected
affected ..........
212
212
permanent
physical examinations
examinations required
required when
when
called into active
active Army service...
212
called
service..... __ 212
when discharged..
discharged
212
................--. 212
benefits debarred States, etc.,
etc., not comply212
with National
National Defense
Defense Act,
Act, etc.
etc.
212
ing, with
212
provisions applicable
applicable only
only to land
land forces...
forces
212
quota credited
credited with
with Naval
Naval Militia
Militia.. .....
212
213
regulations for, to be issued.....
rules and regulations
issued
213
annual estimates to be submitted........
submitted
213
expenditures
restricted to
to appropriations..
appropriations
213
expenditures restricted
drafted into military service with Army...
Army.. _ 340
Government
employees in, volunteering
volunteering
Government employees
military service,
service, to
restored
for military
to be restored
624
thereof
to positions
positions on termination thereof..
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National
Guard—Continued.
Page.
National Guard-Continued.
Page.
Page.
National Museum,
Militia provisions ..................
appropriation
Naval Militia
593
593
280
appropriation for
for salaries,
salaries, fixtures, etc....
etc
280
officers and
officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men exempt
exempt from
refrom refor heating, lighting, etc ................
280
for
preserving collections,
employees,
striction against
striction
against paying
paying double
double salsalfor preserving
collections, employees,
aries to
to Government
aries
Government employees...
employees... 120,582
120, 582
etc ...............................
280
280
payment
authorized of men enlisted
enlisted by
payment authorized
by
for
repairs, etc ..............
for books, repairs,
280
..
280
States
for
for printing
and binding
binding for ............
330
for
printing and
States to
to complete
complete organizations
organizations for
330
muster
into service
service ...............
624
deficiency appropriation
for preservation
preservation
muster into
624
deficiency
appropriation for
sergeants to be
Army for duty
sergeants
be enlisted
enlisted in Army
collections .............
826, 829
of collections
31, 826,
with organizations
of;
additional...
189
organizations
additional._
189 National Naval
Naval Volunteers,
travel
discharge from
appropriation for
for arming, equipping,
equipping, pay,
pay,
travel pay
pay on discharge
appropriation
from military
military servservice, allowed
allowed from
from Army transportatransportaetc...............................
etc
1172
1172
for retainer
retainer pay ....................
1172
tion
810
tion 1917
1917.
....................
810
1172
National
Guard, D. C. (see
(see also Militia,
composition;
National Guard,
Militia, D.
C.),
D.C.),
composition; by volunteer
volunteer enrollment
enrollment of
Naval Militia
Naval
Militia ...................
double pay
restriction not applicable
applicable to.
120,582
595
double
pay restriction
to. 120,582
drafted into
drafted
into military
340
military service
Militia; rank,
596
service with
with Army__
Army...
340
draft from Naval Militia;
rank, etc ......
National
Guard
Reserve.
National Guard
etc., by the PresiPresiissue of commissions, etc.,
organization authorized
under National
organization
authorized under
National DeDedent
596
.........................
596
fense Act; constitution
of..........
202
constitution of
202
subject to Navy
Navy laws, etc .................
subject
596
pay,
allowed while
while training
pay, etc.,
etc., only
only allowed
training
to serve
serve during
during existence
existence of emergency,
to
emergency,
202
with National
National Guard .............
etc.; age
age limit ...................
596
596
drafted
into military
service with Army_
Army..._ 340
drafted into
military service
340
resignation
resignation or
or discharge
discharge from,
from, on
on request
596
request..
596
National
Home
for
Disabled
Volunteer
SolNational
Disabled
term of enrollment;
enrollment; reenrollments
reenrollments........
596
596
diers.
relieved
diers.
relieved from Naval Militia
Militia duty .......... 596
596
appropriation
for
expenses,
Dayton,
Ohio
293
subject
to
Navy
laws,
etc
...............
596
Navy laws
596
appropriation for expenses, Dayton, Ohio.
293
Milwaukee, Wis
Win
294
to receive
Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps pay...pay
596
....................
294
receive Navy
596
Togus, Me......................
Me
295
service with Navy, or separately
separately ...........
596
295
596
Hampton, Va
Va
295
rank
Hampton,
................
295
rank,s grades ,etc.,
etc., to correspond
correspond with
with
Leavenworth,
295
Leavenworth, Kane
Kans...................
295
Navy or Marine Corps
Corps ..............
Navy
597
Santa
Monica, Cal...................
Cal
295
determination of command
command over
over comSanta Monica,
295
determination
Marion, Ind
hid.....................
296
Marion,
bined force
force ........................
bined
597
296
Danville, III .....................
296
296
baths of.precedence
precedence ................
basis
597
Johnson
Johnson City, Tenn
296
courts martial
martial duties,
duties, etc .............
Tenn ................
courts
296
597
Battle Mountain
Sanitarium, S.
Battle
Mountain Sanitarium,
pension laws applicable
S. Dak_
Dak..
296
pension
applicable ..................
597
for clothing,
all branches
branches ..............
297
release from
from active
active service
service by the President
597
for
clothing, all
297
release
President 597
for salaries
expenses, board
recognition of distinguished
distinguished service,
service, etc...
etc
597
recognition
salaries and expenses,
board of
of manmanNational Negro Exposition,
Exposition,
agers .........................
297
297 National
proclamation commending,
the active
active
proclamation
headquarters, to
be at
297
commending, to the
headquarters,
to be
at Central
Central Branch_
Branch.
297
deficiency
for Dayton,
Ohio 29,825
interest of the
the nation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Dayton, Ohio.
interest
nation............
1734
29,825
Park Commissioners,
Commissioners,
National Park
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans
for
Kane ................
29 National
29
for Marion,
for
Marron, Ind
Ind ..................
29,812
appropriation for, specified
specified ................
1120
29,
812
appropriation
1120
Park Service,
for
Hampton, Va
Va ...................
812
National Park
for Hampton,
812 National
created in Interior Department
for Battle Mountain
Mountain Sanitarium,
for
S. Dak.
Dak
812
created
Department..........
535
535
Sanitarium, S.
812
for
Johnson City,
City, Tenn
Tenn ...............
825
for Johnson
825
director, assistant, etc.,
authorized; pay,
director,
etc., authorized;
535
for salaries
and expenses
825
salaries and
expenses ..............
825
etc ..........................
535
appointed members of Board of Managers,
appointed
Managers,
limit of employees
employees in District of ColumColumlimit
bia ..........................
James W. Wadsworth,
535
John W. West, James
Wadsworth,
H. H.
George Black.
Black. 1134
H.
H. Markham,
regulation
parks, monuments,
monuments,
Markham, and
and George
1134
regulation of national
national parks,
National Libraryfor
National
Library for the Blind,
Blind, I).
etc., under
under........................
535
D. C.,
535
appropriation for
710,
1038
appropriation
for......................
director
supervise, etc.,
etc., parks, monumonu710,1038
director to supervise,
National McKinley
National
Birthplace Memorial AssoMcKinley Birthplace
etc ...........
535
ments, reservations,
reservations, etc
ciation.
cooperate
ciation.
cooperate with
with Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
delivery
delivery of
souvenir gold
dollar
of McKinley
McKinley souvenir
gold dollar
over
over monuments
monuments near national
national forforat Nr
par to .......................
at
12
ests ................................
535
535
National Militia
Militia Board,
National
regulations,
regulations, etc.,
etc., to be prepared
prepared ..........
535
535
abolished by
abolished
Act ........
203
by National
National Defense
Defense Act
203
punishment
punishment for violations
violations ..............
535
535
National Monuments,
National
sale of timber, etc ...................
535
535
appropriation for
preservation, etc.,
etc., Navajo
appropriation
for preservation,
permits,
permits, etc.,
etc., for accommodating
accommodating visitors.
visitors
535
Ariz
132
Ariz..
....
grazing live stock ...................
................... 132
535
for protection, etc ......................
309
309
Yellowstone
536
Yellowstone Park
Park excepted
excepted ..........
536
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Mukunturights
rights of way not affected ...............
536
weap, Utah,
1917 ................
818 National
weap,
Utah, 1917
818
National Parks,
Parks,
area modified,
modified, Mount
Mount Olympus,
Olympus, Wash
1726
Wash ....
1726
appropriation
appropriation for commissioners
commissioners in ....... 1120
1120
placed under
Park
placed
under control
control of
of National
National Park
for
Chickamauga
288
for
Chickamauga and Chattaneoga......
Chattaneoga
288
Service .....................
535
Service
for Shiloh
Shiloh .........................
288
1764
set aside,
aside, Bandelier, N. Mex...........
Mex
1764
288
for Gettysburg
Gettysburg .....................
Capulin,
N. Mex
Mex ...................
Capulin, N
1792
1792
288
for Vicksburg
Vicksburg...........................
288
for
Dinosaur,
1752
Dinosaur, Utah
Utah .....................
. 1752
Yellowstone.................
288,307
for Yellowstone
288,307
Natural
Bridges, Utah
1764
Natural Bridges,
Utah ...............
1764
for Crater
Crater Lake
Lake .................
288,308
for
288,
308
Old Kasaan,
Alaska .
..............
Old
Kasaan, Alaska
181
181
for
...........
....- .
307
for Glacier
Glacier -...
307
de Monts, Mount
Sieur de
Mount Desert
Desert Island,
Island
for Yosemite
Yosemite ......-----................
308
Me
Me ..
1785
.................
.......
1785
for Sequoia
Sequoia .......................
308
308
Walnut Canyon, Ariz
1761
Ariz ...................
1761
308
for General
General Grant
Grant...................
National
Mortar
Company,
National Mortar
for Mount
Mount Rainier
308
308
Rainier.....................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for.............
deficiency
817
817
for Mesa
Mpia Verde
-----..-.---3-08
Verde
308
___
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National
Page.
A'ational Parks—Continued.
Parks-Continued.
Page. Naugatuck,
Naugatuck. Conn.,
Page.
Page.
appropriation for Rocky
Rocky Mountain........
Mountain
308
appropriation
308
appropriation
building
267
appropriation for public building........
for Wind Cave_
Cave .........................
308
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public buildfor Platt ........................
308
---. 308
ing
ing ..............................
18
309 Naugatuck
for national monuments
monuments ...............
309
Naugatuck River, Conn.,
deficiency appropriation
for
appropriation
__
42
Platt, Okla_
Okla...
preliminary
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
for Mount Rainier, salary of commiscommismade,
made, Derby
Derby and Waterbury.......
Waterbury
406
sioner
...........................
818 Nauslar,
W.,
Nauslar, James
James W.,
818
for Crater Lake, salary of Commissioner_
Commissioner..
818
1285
pension increased
increased ........................ 1285
creation of National Park Service
Service for supersuperNautical Almanac and American Ephemeris,
Nautical
vision, etc.,
534
etc., of ................
534
appropriation for
appropriation
for preparing
preparing ............. 96,1100
96,1100
employment
employment of superintendent,
superintendent, etc.,
etc., for
for
Nautical
NauticalAlmanac Office,
administration of....................
of
309
309
appropriation
for assistants,
assistants, etc.........
etc
96,1100
appropriation for
established,
established, Guilford Courthouse,
N. C
996
Courthouse, N.
C...
Nautical Almanac......
Almanac
96,1100
for preparing
preparing Nautical
96,1100
Hawaii,
on
islands
of
Hawaii
432
Hawaii,
Hawaii and Maui..
Maui._
432 Navajo Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation, ..4riz.
4riz.,
Lassen Volcanic,
Volcanic, Cal..
442
Cal .................
442
appropriation for water
water supply for Inappropriation
988
Mount McKinley,
McKinley, Alaska
Alaska..............
988
130,974
dians on
on....................
130,974
Glacier, Mont.; lands added to by exfor Ganado
Ganado irrigation
on
131,974
irrigation project on.......
131,974
change
change of timber ................
1122
entries
entries on lands withdrawn
withdrawn for, allowed
allowed
jurisdiction over lands in Crater Lake,
patents, etc
etc .......................
504
patents,
504
Oreg.,
Oreg., accepted
521 Navajo
accepted from Oregon
Oregon........
Indian Reservation, N. Mex.,
Mex.,
Navajo Indian
Mount Rainier, Wash.,
Wash., accepted
from
accepted from
appropriation for
highway from Mesa Verde
Verde
appropriation
for highway
Washington
243
Washington .....................
243
Park to Gallup, on...............
on
144,981
Park
lands added to Rocky
Rocky Mountain, Colo ....
916
labor in construction..
construction
144,981
use of Indian
Indian labor
144,
981
management, etc.,
etc., placed under direction
management,
direction
Mex.,
Navajo Indian
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, N. Mex.,
of superintendent,
superintendent, etc.............
etc
23
23
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of..
of
125,970
appropriation for maintenance,
125, 970
expenses
expenses to be paid from appropriations
appropriations
Navajo Indians,
ndians, Ariz.,
for support of parks, Hot Springs
Springs
appropriation
schools;
discretionary
discretionary
appropriation for schools;
Reservation,
Reservation, etc .................
23
use
130,974
use...
.........................
. 130,
974
punishment for violating laws,
laws, regulations,
regulations,
punishment
for water
water supply on reservation
130,974
reservation....... 130,974
etc.
protection of Yellowstone,
etc., for protection
Yellowstone,
Navajo
Indians, N. Hex.,
Navajo Indians,
Mex.,
modified
modified ......................
238
across San Juan River, to
cost of bridge across
Vicksburg, Miss., part of, granted to
Anshe
toAnshe
be repaid
repaid from funds of ...........
926
Chased
Congregation ..............
1203 Navajo
Chesed Congregation
National Monument, Ariz.,
Navajo National
National
D. C.,
National Training
Training School for Boys, D.
appropriation for
preservation of ruins,
for preservation
appropriation
appropriation
maintenance ............
316
appropriation for
for maintenance
316
etc
132
etc...............................
132
for care of inmates ................. 707,1035 Navajo
Navajo Springs
Ute Indians,
Indians, Colo
Springs Band
Band of
of Ute
Colo.,,
deficiency appropriation for copies of redeficiency
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
appropriation
port of trustees, 1913 ....
44
funds of Confederated
Confederated Bands of
..........
funds
for care, etc., of inmates ................
807
Utes
152,988
......................
for additional
additional land ..................
. 819 Naval Academy,
Acadey,
National
Training Schoolfor
School for Girls,
National Training
appropriation for professors
Girls, D. C.,
appropriation
professors and instructors
607,
1186
appropriation for salaries .............. 707,1035
tore
.....................
607,1186
appropriation
contingent expenses ...........
707,1035
etc., at
at discretion
discretion of Secrefor contingent
number, etc.,
Navy; amount limadditional land, buildings, etc
707
tary of the Navy;
for additional
etc.......
National Zoological
Park (see Zoological
Zoological Park,
ited
607
ited............................
National
ZoologicalPart
607
use
officers performing
done
use for officers
performing duties done
C., National).
D. C.,
January 1,
NaturalBridges
Natural
Bridges National
National Monument,
by civilians prior to January
1913, forbidden
proclamation setting aside ...............
1764
................ 607,1186
1764
proclamation
Natural
Gas,
NaturalGas,
for swordmaster,
swordmaster, assistants,
assistants, etc......
etc
607,1186
for watchmen,
etc .................. 607,1186
watchmen, etc
607,1186
appropriation for investigations
investigations for ecoappropriation
for department
department of ordnance and gun302
etc., of .........
production, etc.
nomic production,
nery
608,1186
nery
.....................
Naturalization
Bureau, Departnient
608,1186
NaturalizationBureau,
Department of Labor,
for departments
electrical engineerdepartments of electrical
engineerappropriation
Commissioner, assistant,
appropriation for Commissioner,
ing
and
physics
608,1186
and physics................ 608,1186
117,1118
etc ..............
........
117,1118
for
department of
seamanship
608,1187
for department
of seamanship.......
608,1187
special examiners, interpreters,
for special
interpreters,
for
department of marine engineering
engineering
for department
326
clerks, etc ........................
and naval
construction ........
608,1187
naval construction
608,1187
travel, rent, etc
etc......... 326
for expenses of travel,
for commissary
commissary department
608,1187
department ........
additional allowance to clerks
of
clerks of
for additional
for department
1187
department of buildings and grounds_
grounds. 1187
courts, for clerical
clerical assistance in
courts.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses 608,1187
608,1187
for current and miscellaneous
326
naturalization cases...............
cases
326
naturalization
for books for library.................
library
608, 1187
for
608,1187
payments for June, 1916...........
1916
326
..
payments
for expenses, Board
Board of Visitors.......
Visitors
608,1187
608,1187
deficiency appropriation for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
composition,
etc.,
of
Board
of
Visitors
Visitors
composition, etc., of
expenses .......................
32
32
modified
608
............
608
modified
...............
for
naturalization of aliens
32,827
for naturalization
aliens ............
for contingencies,
contingencies, superintendent....
superintendent.... 608,1187
Naturalization
Naturalization of Aliens,
for general
general maintenance
maintenance and
and repairs
repairs. 609,1187
609,1187
for
appropriation for special examiners,
examiners, exappropriation
for temporary
temporary quarters
for midshipfor
quarters for
penses,
326
.
etc. ..................penses, etc.
1188
. 1188
men ..........................
clerical assistance to clerks
for additional clerical
for rent,
609,1188
for
rent, etc ........................ 609,
1188
of
courts in
326
of.............-.
in cases of
of courts
for sea wall
wall ..........
567
..........
for
. 326
payments for June,
June, 1916...........
1916
payments
for installation
installation of dairy
dairy and farm;
farm; repayrepayfor
deficiency appropriation
expenses.....
...32,827
deficiency
appropriation for expenses
ment from store
store fund .............
603
declarations of intention
intention improperly
improperly filed
filed
declarations
experiment station...
station... 607,1186
for engineering
engineering experiment
certain counties in Montana
Montana given
given
in certain
extending Bancroft
for public works; extending
Bancroft
a
rehearing, etc
505
etc...............-....
a rehearing,
Hall.1----------------atp
--.----------------.
1178
fVf....505l
p
w entrymen.
entrmnn
t4
o
Hall,
etc....1178
imi.ftC+hemnr
limited
to
etc.,
505
---L homektead,
Y.'
___.7 ---.
..
- - -·
__
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Page. Naval Emergency Fund,
Academy-Continued.
Page.
Fund,
Naval Academy—Continued.
deficiency
repairs
825
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for repairs.......
appropriation for economical
economical and
and expediexpediappropriation
acting ensigns for engineering
engineering duty
duty only to
tious delivery
delivery of ships, war material,
pursue one year's instruction at.....
at
580
pursue
aircraft, etc.; immediately available.
available. 1192
admission for instruction
instruction authorized of
admisson
Naval Establishment
Establishment (see also Navy),
Navy),
Hevia. y
y Reyes Gavilan, of
Carlos Hevia
construction authorized, prior to July
July 1,
construction
Cuba .............................
10
1919, of 10 first-cIass
first-clam battleships;
1919,
four Filipinos authorized
authorized .............
576
.cost,
616
cost, etc .......................
appointments
appointments from enlisted men to, insix battle cruisers; cost, etc
616
616
etc............
hundred; conditions.
conditions
ten scout
scout cruisers; cost, etc
etc ............
1182
616
creased to one hundred;
course of instruction may be reduced to
fifty torpedo
torpedo boat destroyers;
etc
616
to
destroyers; cost, etc..
616
four to be built on Pacific coast;
coast; conthree years, for a
a period of two
four
ditions .........................
616
years1182
1182
.........................
number of midshipmen
appointed
midshipmen to be appointed
nine fleet submarines
616
submarines .................
increased
fifty-eight coast submarines;
submarines; classes,
classes,
increased..........................
99
fifty-eight
additional
authorized, at
cost, etc .......................
616
additional midshipmen
midshipmen authorized,
large
576
appropriation
for
616
..............................
576
616
appropriation for....................
from Navy enlisted
enlisted men
576
twelve to be built on Pacific coast;
coast;
twelve
men..............
576
Nava/
conditions
616
616
Naval Appropriation
ApproriationBill,
Bill, 1916,
conditions ..........
.- . .
correction
enrollment of, directed
directed ......
1604
one submarine,
submarine, Neff propulsion, price,
m enrollment
correction in
conditions
616
616
Naval Attaches,
conditions.....................
three fuel ships; cost ................
616
616
appropriation
expenses ............
557,1169
appropriation for expenses
Naval Auxiliaries,
repair ship .....................
616
616
Auxiliares,
one repair
617
617
appropriation
maintenance
561,1172
one transport
transport .......................
appropriation for maintenance............
617
one hospital ship; cost ..............
for
for batteries for....................
. 564,1176
destroyer tenders
tenders ............-..-. 617
617
two destroyer
for ammunition
ammunition for ......................
1176
1176
submarine tender.............
tender
617
617
one fleet submarine
deficiency appropriation
30
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance..
ammunition ships;
ships; cost ...........
617
unserviceable, authorized;
authorized;
two ammunition
sale, etc., of unserviceable,
gunboats; cost ...................
617
two gunboats;
proceeds ...........................
605
vessels directed for prompt construction
construction
veseels
Naval Auxiliary Reserve,
to
contracted for,
for, etc.,
in six
six
etc., in
to be contracted
composed of enrollments
enrollments for war service
service
months ..........................
617
from merchant marine naval auxvessels to be built at navy yards
yards if bidvessels
iliaries .........................
591
ders combine
combine to prevent
prevent fair
fair comto serve only merchant
merchant ship type of
petition
617,1194
...................
petition
vessels; emergencies
emergencies ..............
591
Secretary to designate
designate yards.......
yards
617,1194
617,1194
Secretary
qualifications
limited
591
qualifications for rank or rating limited..
limit of cost increased
increased and early construcofficers command restricted ...............
officers
592
designated vessels_
vessels... 1191
directed of designated
tion directed
annual retainer pay.......................
pay
592
annual
592
appropriation for construction
construction and
and maappropriation
Nava/ Base, United
Naval
UnitedStates,
States,
chinery
617
1191
617,1191
chinery .......................
convention
convention with Nicaragua, conceding
conceding
617,1192
torpedo boats ..........
submarine torpedoboats
for submarine
Fonseca ....... 1661
right for, on Gulf of Fonseca
for armor and armament
armament ............
617, 1192
617,1192
Naval Coast
Coast Defense
Naval
Defense Reserve,
Reserve,
for
617, 1192
for ammunition
ammunition................ 617,1192
composed of members of Naval Reserve
composed
suspension
eight-hour labor req
uirerequiresuspension of eight-hour
Force capable of special service in,
authorized in
ment on contracts authorized
defense of the
or for the Navy, in defense
1192
emergency
1192
emergency ....................
coast
592
coast
...............................
for construcconstrucemergency fund for
for naval emergency
ratings
classes of service specified;
specified; rank or ratings
1192
etc
tion, purchases, etc..............
qualified ...............
592
for which qualified
for twenty additional coast submarines,
submarines,
contracts
yacht or power boat owners; contracts
contracts, etc
etc
1192
................
contracts,
authorized ................
592
with, authorized
construction on Pacific
Pacific coast; cost conconstruction
required for confirmation
confirmation
active service required
1192
ditions ...........................
efficiency in,
of, or maintaining efficiency
emergency
construction, war maemergency ship construction,
rating and rank ....................
592
1192
etc., provisions ...........
tenals, etc.,
annual retainer pay .......................
592
speedy construcfor equipping
equipping yards, if speedy
Naval Consulting
Consulting Board,
Board, Civilian,
Naval
Civilian,
prices not obreasonable prices
tion at reasonable
appropriation
appropriation for expenses
expenses............ 558,1169
tained from
from private
private builders
builders ........ 1194
1194
tained
Dental Corps,
Naval Dental
Corps,
contract for battle
battle cruiser
cruiser on basis of
of
contract
constitution of; appointments, etc.........
etc
constitution
573
actual cost
cost plus reasonable
reasonable profit,
profit,
actual
original appointmentsprobationary;
rank
appointments probationary; rank..
573
authorized to
constructo secure rapid construcauthorized
examinations;
examinations; qualifications ............
573
573
1194
.............
tion
tion............
dental surgeons, rank, pay, etc...........
etc
574
574
to
etc., inconstruction, etc.,
to secure
secure speedy construction,
service
service promotions;
promotions; limit
574
limit ..........
crease of
cost allowed if built in navy
crease
of cost
appointment
officen3; rank,
appointment of
of existing
existingofficers;
rank, etc
etc 574
yards .......................617
617
yards
retirement
retirement provisions
provisions.................
574
premiums if by private contractors.....
contractors
617
617
premiums
loss of service advancement
advancement by court-marcourt-marcontracts based
based on
on actual
actual cost plus reacontracts
tial
etc
tial sentences, etc...
..................
574
sonable profit
profit .....................
617
sonable
organization of Navy Dental Reserve
organization
Reserve Corps
574
construction may
may be suspended,
suspended, if innew construction
temporary
temporary service, etc .................
574
574
consistent with international
international plan
consistent
service credit for officers appointed in.....
in
service
1182
disarmament, etc...............
etc
618
for disarmament,
Naval
Construction,
Naval Emergency Construction,
construction
transfer of appropriations for construction
transfer
issue of bonds to meet expenditures......
expenditures
1201
and machinery,
machinery, 1916,
1916, to extensions
extensions
amount, maturity,
maturity, interest
interest ..............
of New York and Mare Island navy
1201
10
.
no circulation
circulation privilege .............. 1201
yards
10
yards....................-...
appropriation for expenses
expenses of preparing,
submarines authorized
authorized in
appropriation
two seagoing
seagoing submarines
1915:
1915;
modified
237
1201
etc ...........................
1201
---- speed
-F-- limit modified.........
•
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composition
to total
total naval
composition of; additional
additional to
naval
appropriation for
for expenses,
expenses, collecting, at
at
appropriation
strength
strength ......................
582
home
home and
abroad ............
557, 1169
1169
and abroad
557,
yearly detail
detail of
to, for
for actual
flying;
yearly
of officers
officers to,
actual flying;
accounting for expenses
expenses abroad
accounting
abroad withwithnumber
582
number.
.
.........................
582
out
557
out vouchers
vouchers .....................
557
proportion
583
proportion of line; student
student flyers, etc...
etc
583 Naval
Office,
Naval Intelligence
Intelligence Office,
pay and
and allowances
583
pay
allowances...................
583
appropriation for
clerks, etc
95, 1099
appropriation
for clerks,
etc ...........
95,1099
original
of Navy
acting
original appointments
appointments of
Navy acting
deficiency
additional emdeficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
emensigns and
and Marine Corps second
second
ployees,
813
ployees, 1917
1917 ....................
813
lieutenants
for aeronautic
duty
lieutenants for
aeronautic duty
Naval
Lands,
only . ...........................
583
583
leases
authorized; conditions
559
leases of, authorized;
conditions ..........
559
eligibles from
life...
583
from naval
naval service or civil life
oil, mineral,
mineral, and
and phosphate
lands, exexoil,
phosphate lands,
proportionate
proportionate distribution;
distribution; appointappointcepted
cepted_ ..........................
560
560
ments probationary
ments
probationary ...............
583
583
Militia,
detailed
to actual
actual flying
583 Naval Militia,
detailed to
flying duty
duty ..........
583
appropriation
arming, equipping,
equipping, pay,
pay,
appropriation for
for arming,
promotions
three years;
examinapromotions after three
years; examinaetc .........
etc
559, 1172
1172
.............
559,
tions, etc
.--------...--------------.......
583
tions,
583
retainer pay
retainer
pay ..................
559, 1172
1172
559,
probationary
period; ratings ..........
probationary period;
583
for ships for Illinois
Illinois and
and Minnesota
Minnesota......
559
......
559
choice
of aeronautic
or line
line duty
583
choice of
aeronautic or
duty.....
583
for
reimbursing New
New York
York State
State and
for reimbursing
and
commissions
aeronautic duty; rank,
commissions for aeronautic
City and
and Massachusetts
for marine
City
Massachusetts for
marine
examinations,
examinations, etc.;
be extra
etc.; to
to be
extra
schools .......................
559,
559, 1170
1170
numbers
583
numbers ..
.....................
583
for
for bringing
bringing home
home remains
remains of
of officers
officers and
and
commissions
service recommissions for
for line duty; service
men
abroad ................
1181
men dying
dying abroad
1181
quired;
etc.; to
quired; grade, examinations,
examinations, etc.;
to
double
double pay
pay restriction
restriction not
not applicable
applicable to
582
to..
582
extra numbers
numbers .................
be extra
584
included
Militia ....................
197
included in
in Militia
197
transfers to
Reserve Flying
transfers
to Reserve
Flying Corps; exexretainer
for officers;
officers; attendance
retainer pay
pay for
attendance at
at
aminations;
aminations; commissions
commissions during proprodrills
required ..................
drills required
593
593
bationary
period ...................
584
bationary period
584
enlisted men;
men; attendance
attendance at
at drills,
drills, etc.,
etc.,
enlisted
if not qualified
qualified on
of lower grades if
on
required ......................
593
required
593
examination ..
584
584
examination
....................
qualifications required
required ...............
594
qualifications
594
duty only, eligible
eligible
officers for aeronautic
aeronautic duty
quarterly
quarterly computation
computation of
of payments
payments ....
594
594
to grade of captain, Navy, or colonel,
colonel,
computation for part of first year ....
594
computation
584
Marine
584
Marine Corps ...................
other duty in
594
in place of drills,
drills, etc.......
etc
examinations
restricted; prior service
service reexaminations restricted;
Government employees
to receive,
Government
employees to
receive, in
in
584
quired ..
......................
quired
584
addition
regular pay
pay..............
594
addition to
to regular
594
student
not
student aviators
aviators and airmen
airmen details
details not
compensation,
not affected
by
compensation, etc.,
etc., not
affected by
584
affected ........................
affected
584
military
594
militarydduty
u
ty....................
594
pay and
and allowances
allowances....................
584
pay
State disbursing
disbursing officer
pay ........
594
State
officer to
to pay
594
student flyers;
appointment from
Navy
from Navy
student
flyers; appointment
pay and
pay
and traveling
traveling expenses
allowed
expenses allowed
or civil
life for
for aeronautic
aeronautic instrucinstruccivil life
or
from
from general
general fund.
fund.
.................
594
594
584
tion
584
.........................
tion ..
accounting
accounting officers; appointment,
appointment, etc.,
etc., rerepay and
and allowances;
age limit;
limit; examinaexaminn,
pay
allowances; age
595
sponsibility
595
sponsibility ......................
tiorts, etc ......................
584
tions,
595
accounts,
595
accounts, bond, etc.;
etc.; issue
issiie of property
property to
appointments for
for two
examinayears; examinatwo years;
appointments
inspection of
of accounts
by naval
naval officer..
595
inspection
accounts by
officer..
595
tions for grade of qualified aviators.
aviators_
585
reimbursement
reimbursement for traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
transfers to Reserve
ratings;
Reserve Flying
Flying
ratings; transfers
595
etc ...............................
595
Corps ...........................
585
.
585
Corps
595
595
for property,
responsibility
property, etc
etc .........
responsibility for
585
rank
as aviators;
aviators; pay, etc ..............
rank as
disbandment forbidden
disbandment
forbidden without
consent of
of
without consent
as acting
commissions as
acting ensigns
ensigns for aerocommissions
595
President .....................
the President
595
585
nautic duty
585
only ................
nautic
duty only
enrollment
enrollment or
or draft of, into National
National Naval
Naval
examinations;
Reserve
examinations; transfers
transfers to
to Reserve
595
Volunteers .....................
Volunteers
595
585
Flying Corps....................
Corps
Flying
595
for immediate
595
immediate service,
service, etc..............
etc...
585
aeronautic schools
aeronautic
schools to be established,
established, etc
596
commissions,
service, etc............
596
commissions, service,
etc
temporary details for aircraft
not
temporary
aircraft duty not
596
released
service in,
in. from Militia duty.
released by
by service
duty.
596
585
affected .......................
affected
597
courts martial
duty of
officers
courts
martial duty
of officers..........
597
aviation accidents;
accidents; gratuity
gratuity for
death
for death
aviation
597
pension laws
laws applicable
applicable ...............
597
pension
from
585
from .........................
597
recognition of distinguished
distinguished services,
597
recognition
services, etc.
etc_
double pensions
for death
death or disability..
disability
585
pensions for
double
597
597
constitution
constitution of;
of; age limit
limit. ................
student
student flyers and lower grades subject to
to
enlistment
enlistment term of three years;
years; reenlistNavy laws,
et ,
585
585
laws, etc....................
.
Navy
597
597
ments ...........................
ments
enlisted personnel;
personnel; ratings distributed;
distributed;
598
courts
composition of general....
598
courts martial,
martial, composition
general
first two
transfers within first
two years; limit.
I
imit
586
transfers
598
598
summary;
summary; deck ........................
586
regulations for, to be established..........
remulations
598
procedure, etc.,
etc., to conform
conform with
Navy..
598
procedure,
with Navy
as student
appointment
appointment of enlisted
enlisted men
men as
student
598
598
place of holding, etc ...................
586
flyerq ......................
flvers
powers
powers of punishment;
punishment; general;
general; sumWashington, D. C.,
Naval Gun Factory,
Factory, Washington,
Naval
598
598
mary; deck ....................
mary;
appropriation
machinery, etc
etc ....... 563,1175
for machinery,
appropriation for
598
confinement
in lieu of fines
598
confinement in
fines ...........
for
to gun
565
etc ....
storage, etc....
shop, storage,
gun shop,
addition to
for addition
598
598
approval
approval of dismissal sentences .--.........
1175
for
.......................-etc1175
repairs, etc
for repairs,
598
59S
authority for arrests, etc ..............
gtun shop
shop... 1175
for
etc., for new gun
for equipment,
equipment, etc.,
599
execution
599
execution of process, etc ............
Pa.,
Naval Home, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.,
punishments
officer
punishments by
by commanding
commanding officer
appropriation for
etc., from
from
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
599
599
without ............-----..........--without
562, 1174
naval pension fund...........
fund
1174
naval
599
599
collection
collection of fines:
fines: disposition of.......
moneys from sales of materials to be
Iu rned na
_ I
l p-3
Ma.. I
599
courts
institution, etc.,
599
courts of inquiry, institution.
etc., of
of ....
turned into
naval pension
563.
mno
turneO
-muu..
naval
pension fund
-j. 1175
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acceptance of commissions in, by Navy or
or
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Marine
officers permitted
permitted .....
599
resignation of,
directed by
by Secretary
resignation
of, if directed
Secretary
Navy; authority
authority of Secretary
of the Navy;
Secretary
not limited
limited by....................
by
599
599
line officers for deck, engineering,
engineering, or aeroaeronautic duties only................
only
600
600
officers and enlisted men authorized
authorized to
600
attend service schools; conditions._
conditions..
600
serve in
Corps for
for inin Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
instruction ......................
600
pay, allowances,
allowances, etc.,
etc., limit of pay........
pay
600
annual estimates
annual
estimates for expenses
expenses required....
required. _
600
600
Naval
Naval Militia
Militia Affairs Division,
Dimsion, Navy DepartDepartment.
appropriation for clerks, etc...
appropriation
1172
etc... 98, 559, 1101. 1172
for miscellaneous
expenses........... 98, 1102
miscellaneous expenses
payable from "Arming
"Arming and Equipping
payable
Equipping
Naval Militia"..................
Militia"
98,
1102
98.1102
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for additional
additional employees,
ployees, 1917 ......................
814
814
Naval Militia
Militia Board,
Board,
appropriation
for,
to
be
estabappropriation for per diem
diem for, to be established ........................ 559, 1172
1172
Nava/
Observatory,
Naval Observatory,
appropriation
for
assistants,
etc
96,1100
appropriation
assistants, etc.......
96,1100
for computations,
computations, books, apparatus,
etc .........................
96,1100
expenses
96,
1100
for contingent expenses.............
96,1100
for care of grounds, etc
etc ................ 96,1100
96,1100
for observations
observations of solar eclipse, 1918...
1918.. _ 1100
for additions
additions to shop building .........
1100
1100
motor truck authorized
authorized for ...............
22
22
Operations, Chief
Naval Operations,
Chief of,
to be admiral with rank next after
after The
The
Admiral ...........................
558
orders from,
from. considered
considered as from Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Navy.
Navy .......................
558
558
details of officers of Navy and Marine Corps
Corps
for duty with ...................
558
558
captain appointed
appointed as, to have
have the rank,
etc., of admiral ..................
558
etc.,
558
retired
retired rank, etc., to be of grade whence
detailed..........................
detailed
558
558
Naval
Operations, Office of Chief
.NaralOperations,
Chief of,
of,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.,
etc., Navy
Navy DeDepartment.
95.
1098
partment .....................
95.1098
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
additional emappropriation for additional
employees, 1917 ...................
813
813
Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserves,
appropriation
appropriation for custody and care....
care.... 750. 1179
1179
Nava/ Projectile
Projectile Plant,
Naval
Plant,
appropriation
erection, equipment, etc.
appropriation for erection,
etc
1175
1175
limit of cost increased .............
. 1175
1175
Naval Records and Library,
Naval
Library, Navy Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for clerks, etc.............
etc
94. 1098
94.1098
deficiency
appropriation for continuing
deficiency appropriation
continuing
p
publication
ublication Naval Records of the
814
Rebellion ........................
814
Nava/
Naval Records
Records of the Rebellion,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for continuing
deficiency
publication
publication ........................
814
814
Naval
Naval Reserve,
enrollment of persons of
seagoing profesof seagoing
profession in ........................
591
591
qualifications;
qualifications; experience
officers. __
experience of officers....
591
minimum
minimum active service to
to qualify
qualify.......
591
to
efficiency -C------.
ua maintain
tmitml n
tluul.yU
.
.......
591
.
9 1'
retainer pay.
annual retainer
pay.....................
591
591
Naval
Nava/ Reserve. Fleet
Fleet (see
Fleet Naval
see Fleet
Naval Reserve).
Reserve).

Naval Reserve Flying Corps,
Nava/
Page.
Corps,
composed
composed of transfers
transfers from Naval
Naval Flying
Corps.............
Corps
592
........
592
surplus graduates
graduates of aeronautic
school;
aeronautic school;
commissions and
and promotions........
promotions.
592
commissions
592
members of Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force
Force skilled
aeronautics ..................
592
in aeronautics
592
active
active service
service requirements
requirements for grade, rank,
etc........................
etc
592
592
retainer
retainer pay ............................
592
592
transfers
transfers of probationary
probationary officers,
officers, Naval
Naval
Flying Corps to.................
to
585
Flying
585
student flyers.
flyers
585
.................
585
aviators
aviators...
585
..........................
585
Naval
Force,
Naval Reserve Force,
appropriation for expenses;
appropriation
expenses; use of balance.
balance
593
593
retainer pay from Navy
retainer
Navy and
Marine
and Marine
Corps pay appropriations
appropriations ..........
593
593
for officers,
officers, mileage
mileage................
1168
1168
transportation, etc.,
for transportation,
men.... 1170
etc., enrolled men....
1170
for clothing,
clothing, etc.,
etc., gratuity .............
1172
1172
for organizing,
organizing, recruiting, etc
etc..........
1174
1174
for maintenance
maintenance of schools,
schools, etc.,
etc., of ininstruction.
struction. ..................
1174
1174
for transporting
transporting remains
remains of members,
members,
dying abroad................
abroad
1181
1181
for retainer
retainer and active
active service
pay
service pay......
1181
1181
established; classes designated.........
established;
designated
587
587
composition; enrollments,
composition;
enrollments, and transfers for
for
service in time
service
time of war ...........
587
587
insular citizens
citizens admitted
admitted to naval
naval auxiliary reserve
reserve ..........
.......
587
587
administrative regulations,
administrative
etc., to be
be made
made
regulations, etc.,
587
587
to be ordered into active service
service by the
President ......................
President
587
587
ranks,
ranks, grades, etc.,
etc., deck
deck or
or engineering
engineering
duties
duties. ........................
587
587
commissions,
commissions, ratings,
ratings, pay, and rank......
rank
587
587
term of enrollment; oath
oath ................
587
587
provisional
rank on first enrollment......
enrollment.
provisional rank
587
587
assignment
assignment to active
active service;
confirmaservice; confirmation on examination,
examination, etc...........
etc
587
587
appointments and promotions
appointments
promotions subject
subject to
to
examination,
examination, etc., by board of naval
officers
587
officers .......................
587
retainer pay; additional
additional to service
service pay:
pay;
conditions ........................
conditions.
587
587
reenrollment;
increased pay
reenrollment; increased
pay for, etc......
etc
558
588
retirement;
retirement- cash gratuity....
gratuity
588
.........
588
payment
payment of retainer
retainer pay
588
pay............
588
other employment, except in Army, alallowed
588
lowed.........................
588
goVernment
administration of.......
gol
,enament and administration
of
588
588
distinctive
distinctive badge
badge or button
button to be issued to;
to;
punishment
punishment for unauthorized
unauthorized wearing
588
img..............................
588
etc., when actively
pay, etc.,
actively employed;
employed; when
when
not in active
active service
service ...........
588
588
active sercice
throughout the
the
service required
required throughout
war. etc..........................
etc
588
588
gratuity; fortraining
uniform gratuity;
for training ...........
589
589
for
for war
war service;
service; deduction
deduction on withwithdrawal
589
drawal ............................
589
preference,
preference, etc., for service
service on naval
naval auxiliauxiliary vessels
589
vessels. ......................
589
transfers
transfers to classes
classes allowed
allowed on application..
application..
589
5S9
pennant for; not in lieu of national
national
flag or pennant
ensign .........
589
ensign
...........
589
schools or camps for instruction
instruction to
estabto be established; admissions
589
admissions ..............
589
qualification certificates for enrollment
qualification
enrollment
559
in class of reserve ................
589
appropriation for expenses.............
appropriation
expenses
589
589
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of,
Commissioner of,
Navigation, Commissioner
provisions
for Fleet
Naval Reserve
589
provisions for
Fleet Naval
Reserve-.......
5S9
appropriation for, deputy, clerks,
etc.. 112, 1114
1114
clerks, etc..
appropriation
Naval
591
Naval Reserve
Reserve ......................
591
authorized to
to change
change name
name of
of steamship
steamship
authorized
Naval Auxiliary
Reserve ..............
Naval
Auxiliary Reserve
591
"Aroline" ........................
436
436
"Aroline"
Naval Coast Defense
Reserve
592
Defense Reserve...........
592
"Charles
Hutchinson" to "Fayette
"Fayette
"Charles L. Hutchinson"
Volunteer Naval
Reserve .............
592
Volunteer
Naval Reserve
592
Brown"..........................
946
946
Brown"
Naval
Corps Reserve-.........
Reserve
592
Naval Flying
Flying Corps
592
"Frank
H. Peavey"
"William A.
A
"Frank H.
Peavey" to "William
Marine
Corps Reserve
Reserve ...............
593
Marine Corps
593
914
Reiss".
914
Reiss" ...........................
allowance of continuous service
allowance
service pay
pay to per"Frank
Heffelfinger" to
to "Clem"Clem"Frank T. Heffelfinger"
sons
sons of, reenlisting
reenlisting prior
prior to
to May
May 1,
1,
ens A. Reiss
Reiss"
914
914
ens
"...................
1174
1917
1174
1917.............................
"Fred
Hartwell" to "Harrv
"Harry W
W.
"Fred G. Hartwell"
may
if serving therein August 29, 1916, may
. 1199
..........
Croft"
1199
Croft"...
........
1917_
1174
1174
be enrolled
enrolled prior to July 1, 1917....
"Frederick
B. Wells"
Wells" to
"Otto M.
M
to "Otto
"Frederick B.
1174
no back
back pay,
pay, etc
etc .....................
1174
Reiss" ..........................
915
915
Reiss".
Naval
Naval Reserve, Volunteer
Volunteer (see Volunteer
Volunteer Naval
Naval
"George
"Richard J.
J
W. Peavey"
Peavey" to "Richard
"George W.
Reserve).
Reiss" .............................
915
Reserve).
915
Reiss".
Naval
_aval Stores.
Stores.
"Harry
Berwind" to
"Harvey H.
H
to "Harvey
"Harry A. Berwind"
appropriation for
for investigating,
1199
Brown"
1199
grading,
". ........................
investigating, grading,
Brown
appropriation
etc., of..............
of
464, 1152
"Normania" to "William
"William F.
F. Stifel"....
Stifel"
handling, etc.,
235
"Normania"
Naval
Station, Key
port, Wash., PaKeyport,
Pa"Republic" steamsteamNaval Torpedo
Torpedo Station,
to enroll
enroll and
and license
license "Republic"
cific.
ship
914
914
cific.
ship ............................
appropriation
ordnance storage
569
to issue
issue American
American registry
registry to
"Golden
569
storage........
to "Golden
to
for ordnance
appropriation for
857
for public works ...................
570, 1179
Gate"
1179
Gate" ...........................
Nava/
Navigation
Xaval Training
Training Stations,
Stations,
Laws,
Navigation Laws,
appropriation
for California
California .........
561, 1173
appropriation
enforcement of......
of
113, 1114
1114
561,1173
for enforcement
appropriation for
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for
561, 1173
561,
1173
enforcement,
for Rhode
Rhode Island ...................
appropriation for enforcement,
deficiency
etc ...............................
25
25
for
562, 1173
etc
for Great
Great Lakes ...................
for
Helena ..................
562, 1174 Navy,
562,1174
Navy,
for Saint
Saint Helena
appropriation
for naval
service ........
556, 1168
1168
California....
deficiency
__
30
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for California_
naval service
appropriation for
schedule of all pay
pay and
to
National (see also
also National
.aval Volunteers, National
and allowances
allowances to
Naval
National
schedule
be sent
557, 1168
557,1168
be
sent to
to Congress
Congress ............
Naval
Volunteers),
Naval Volunteers),
for pay,
1168
557, 1168
appropriation for
for pay,
etc
1172
miscellaneous ..............
for
pay, miscellaneous
1172
pay, etc................
appropriation
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force,
Force, mileage to
offito offifor retainer
559,
1172
559, 1172
Naval
retainer pay
pay....................
for
cers
1168
cers............................
Harbor Island,
Naval War College,
Coasters Harbor
College, Coast6rs
allowance for
information... 557,1169
557, 1169
naval information...
for naval
R.
allowance
R. I.,
I.,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services at yards
limit, clerical,
562, 1174
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance........ 562,1174
appropriation
and stations
stations ..................
557, 1169
557,1169
and
Navasota,
Tex.,
Navasota, Ter.,
interned
prisoners of
of
and prisoners
persons and
interned persons
267
appropriations
for public building.......
building
267
appropriations for
war
557, 1169
1169
557,
war................................
deficiency
appropriation for public builddeficiency appropriation
lease
Norfolk, Va ..........
1169
1169
storage, Norfolk,
lease of
of storage,
ing
18
18
............................
ing.
accounts for naval
naval information exaccounts
Navassa
Navassa Island,
Island, W. I.,
I.,
penses abroad.....................
abroad
557
penses
proclamation
reserving, for
for lighthouse
purlighthouse purproclamation reserving,
leaves of
of absence
absence to civil
employees
civil employees
leaves
- 1763
poses
1763
poses...............-.........557
continental limits..........
limits
557
outside continental
Nave, Annie
Nazve,
Annie E.
E. (widow),
(uidow),
admission
persons, etc.,
etc., to
to
of interned
interned persons,
admission of
pension
1250
1250
pension ................................
Saint Elizabeths
558
558
Elizabeths Hospital .........
Saint
Navigable
Navigable Waters, Watersheds of (see Conservarank,
duties, etc.,
Naval
etc., of Chief of Naval
rank, duties,
tion
of Navigable
Navigable Waters,
etc.).
Waters, etc.).
tion of
Operations ..................
558
58
......
Operations
Navigation,
NSa igation,
assistant
for Bureaus
Bureaus of Yards
Yards
assistant chiefs for
tonnage
tax and light dues not assessed on
tonnage tax
and
and Construction
Construction and
Docks, and
and Docks,
vessels
Filipinos ..................
286
of Filipinos
vessels of
Repair, and
and to
Judge Advocate
Advocate GenGento Judge
Repair,
Navigation
Department of
of Commerce,
Bureau, Department
Narigation Bureau,
eral
r558
....................... ........
eral
appropriation
Commissioner, deputy,
for Commissioner,
appropriation for
technical,
etc., allowances
allowances from lumptechnical, etc.,
clerks,
etc
1114
.................... 112, 1114
clerks, etc
sum appropriations
1169
558, 1169
appropriations ............
sum
for salaries
salaries of
of shipping commissioners;
commissioners;
for
for contingent
contingent .....................
558, 1169
558,116t9
for
clerk
112.1114
1114
....112.
hire ...........
clerk hire
for
expenses, civilian
Consulting
Naval Consulting
civilian Naval
for expenses,
for contingent
expenses; commission.
commission 113, 1114
1114
for
contingent expenses;
Board
558 1169
558,
Board .......................
for uniform
uniform _admeasurement
vessels.
admeasurement of vessels.
for
558,1169
for
etc
558, 1169
of fuel oil, etc......
for investigation
investigation of
etc
113, 1114
113,1114
etc..........................
testing
plant,
Philadelphia
558,
1169
....... 558,1169
testing plant, Philadelphia
for
instruments for
counting passenpassenfor counting
for instruments
for aviation,
general expenses
... 559, 1169
expenses.......
for
aviation, general
gers ..........-...- .-113, 1114
1114
..------ 113,
gers.
1169
for securing basic
basic aircraft patents.....
patents
1169
for
for
motor boats,
boats, etc., to
enforce navigato enforce
for motor
for expenses,
expenses, National
National Advisory
Advisory Comfor
tion laws
laws .....................
113, 1114
1114
113,
tion
mittee
for
Aeronautics
559,
559 1170
1170
mittee for Aeronautics ..........
for
engines for
"Dixie,' tand new
for "Dixie,"
for new
new engines
balances
reappropriated .............
1170
1170
balances reappropriated
boat
1114
1114
...-------.
boat................
for
Naval
Militia,
pay,
arming,
equipfor Naval Militia, pay, arming,
for
overcrowding of excurexcurpreventing overcrowding
for preventing
ping, etc
etc ..................
559
.. ... 559
ping,
sion, etc..
etc.. vessels
1114
vessels......---..----- 113, 1114
sion,
retainer pay,
pay, etc.,
militia and
and volvoletc., militia
retainer
1114
for
wirele,scommunication
communication expenses.
expenses_ 113, 1114
for wirele-s
un t
eer
s ..........................
559
59
unteers
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for enforcement
enforcement of
of
deficiency
for ships
Minnesota
for Illinois and Minnesota
ships for
for
navigation
2
navigation laws
laws ......-......---...559
Naval
Militia ...........---------.
559
Naval Militia
for clerk
clerk hire,
shipping commissioners.
25
25
commissioners.._
hire, shipping
for
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appropriation
reimbursing New
York
appropriation for
Yards and
and
New York
for Bureau
Bureau of Yards
appropriation
for reimbursing
appropriation for
and
Masparhusetts
marine
Docks,
564, 1177
for
marine
Massachusetts for
and
maintenance............ 564,1177
Docks, maintenance
schools
559, 1170
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
565, 1177
schools........................ 559,1170
565,1177
services ...........
clerical,
care of
559, 1170
565, 1177
Culion.. 559,1170
of lepers, Guam
Guam and Culion
565,1177
for care
for contingent
contingent ......................
public works,
1177
leases of unused naval lands authorworks, yards and stations
stations.. 565. 1177
for public
ized.
oil, mineral,
phosphate
dock, etc.,
etc., Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.;
Pa.:
mineral, and phosphate
ized. oil.
for dry dock,
lands
559
Marine
Corps depot,
etc
565, 1177
559
565
1177
lands excepted
excepted ..................
depot, etc.........
Marine Corps
for
for gun shop, etc.,
etc., Washington,
C
565, 1177
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navigation, transporta565,1177
D.C..
Washington, D.
forgunshop,
tion
560,
1170
additional land,
land, etc
565
565
560,1170
tion ..........................
etc ................
additional
Force
1170
1170
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force................
transfer of lots from District of
transfer
for
560,
1170
Columbia
560,1170
1177
Columbia....
.....................
for recruiting
recruiting ....................
discharge
service;
year's service;
etc., Norfolk, Va......
Va
567,
1178
discharge after one year's
567,1178
for dry dock,
dock, etc.,
conditions
560
560
conditions......................
etc., Naval
Naval Academy..
Academy
567,
1178
567,1178
for buildings,
buildings, etc.,
1171
repealed
for marine
marine recruiting
station, Port
........................ 1171
repealed...
Port
for
recruiting station,
payment to
Royal,
S. C
recruits... 560
postmasters for recruits
...
1178
payment
to postmasters
Royal, S.
C...................
motor
for
station, Pensacola,
Fla. 567,
1178
use, rereofficial use,
motor vehicles
vehicles for official
567, 1178
for aeronautic
aeronautic station,
Pensacola, Fla.
1170
1170
striction ...........................
for
naval base,
etc., San Diego
Diego County,
County,
for naval
base, etc.,
authority
administering oaths exCal
567
authority for administering
Cal ..............................
1171
1171
for dry
dry dock
Hawaii.. 568,1178
tended ............................
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii..
568,1178
for
dock, Pearl
examining
part
Henry Barracks, Cayey,
R.,
examining boards at foreign stations
of Henry
Cayey, P.
P. R.,
part of
authorized ......................
1171
1171
authorized
transferred
from Army.
Army ............
568
transferred from
for
560,
560,1171
1171
part
for contingent
contingent .....................
of Fords Island
Island naval
naval reservation,
reservation,
part of
for
exercises 560,
560, 1171
1171
gunnery and
and engineering
engineering exercises
Hawaii, transferred
Army
for gunnery
568
transferred to Army..
Oahu, Hawaii,
outfits on first enlistments
enlistments........ 560,1172
and munitions
for outfits
storage.......
569
for guns and
munitions storage
Naval Reserve
for naval
magazines, etc...............
etc
clothing gratuity, Naval
1178
for
naval magazines,
Force...........................
1179
Force
1172
1179
for fuel depots
depots .......................
auxiliaries, maintenance..
maintenance... 561,1172
for Marine
Marine Corps
base, San
1179
for naval auxiliaries,
Diego, Cal
Cal.. 1179
for
Corps base,
San Diego,
for
for experimental
and research
equipment supplies,
supplies, instruments,
for equipment
research laboralaborafor
experimental and
etc
1172
tory
561, 1172
etc............................
tory........................... 570,1179
for
ocean and lake surveys ........... 561, 1172
for
property damages,
Md..- 1179
for ocean
damages, Indianhead,
Indianhead, Md.
for property
at
for Naval Militia,
Militia, pay, arming, equipfor lighting facilities for night
night work
work at
yards
and stations ..................
1180
yardsandstations
pin... etc
1172
ping,
etc .........................
.........
570,1180
Board
1172
for repairs
repairs and preservation
preservation570,1180
Naval Militia Board..................
in Decommission created
created to investigate
investigate adadcommission
office of Naval
Naval Militia Affairs
Affairs in
partment
1172
1172
ditional stations,
stations, etc ..............
571
partment ........................
571
retainer
etc., militia and volfor expenses
expenses of commission ............
571
pay, etc.,
retainer pay,
commission
commission to
to report on abolishing
unteers ..........................
1172
existing
etc
571
1172
etc.. "Topeka.
existing navy
navy yards,
yards, etc............
for alterations.
alterations. etc.,
"Topeka " ........
1172
contract for use of dry dock at Boston,
issue of oil and fuel to volunteer
patrol squadrons,
gasoline omitted
1172
1180
Mass.,
conditions
Mass., authorized;
authorized; conditions.......
omitted.. 1172
patrol
squadrons, gasoline
561,1173
. for training
training stations ...............
561,
1173
for Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery,
571,
surgeons'
organizing, etc., Naval
surgeons' necessaries
necessaries. ..........
571, 1180
1180
expenses, organizing,
for expenses,
civil
establishment ..............
571, 1180
civil establishment
Reserve
1174
............. 1174
Force.......
Reserve Force
contingent
571,
1180
571, 1180
for contingent....................
reenlistment and service credits
credits allowed1174
dairy, etc., hospital at Las Animas,
Animas,
.........................
.1174
lowed
Colo.............................
Colo
572
for schools or camps of instruction,
Naval
for transferring
transferring remains of officers, enReserve Force
Force................ 1174
Naval Reserve
562.1174
War College
562.
1174
listed men, etc ................
572, 1181
College ...............
for Naval War
etc., of Hospital Corps...
Corps...
562 1174
constitution, etc.
572
for Naval Home .....................
562,
Medical Department
officers
status of Medical
Department officers
status
Ordnance, ordnance
for Bureau of Ordnance,
ordnance and
with marines detached for service
service
563.1175
ordnance stores.................
ordnance
stores
563.
1175
clerical, etc.,
etc., services.............
services
563.
1175
with Army .......................
573
563. 1175
clerical,
organization,
etc. ' of
powder; limitations
1175
of Naval
Naval Dental
limitations..... 563. 1175
organization, etc.,
for smokeless powder;
Corps.and Dental Reserve Corps....
Corps
573
for Naval Gun Factory .............
563, 1175
1175
magazine.....
563
for Puget Sound,
Sound, Wash.,
Wash., magazine
for provisions......................
provisions
603, 1182
for
dairy and farm, Naval
Academy; refor armor plant, erection,
563
Naval Academy;
erection, equipment, etc
for dairy
603
payment..
payment .........................
guns
564, 1176
for liners for eroded guns...........
antiaircraft, machine,boat,
machine, boat, etc.,
etc.. guns. 1176
1176
for antiaircraft,
for Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts.
auxiliaries. 564,
1176
pay
575,1181
for batteries
batteries for
for merchant
merchant auxiliaries.
564,1176
pay of the
the Navy
Navy ...............
for
ammunition, merchant
auxiliaries... 1176
1176
enlisted
strength increased;
increased; emergency
emergency
merchantauxiliaries...
for ammunition,
enlisted strength
575
antiaircraft guns,.
1176
maximum
575
guns, etc., naval stations_
stations. 1176
maximum........................
for antiaircraft
575
1176
ratings,
enlisted men
575
564, 1176
men..........
for ammunition
ammunition for Mille
issue............ 564,
ratings, certain
certain enlisted
additional
armament and ammunition
for armament
ammunition for Coast
appointments of midshipadditional appointments
576
men..
Guard cutters .....................
1176
men
enlisted men
576
1176
at large
large and
and from enlisted
Guard
men at
torpedoes, etc
564, 1176
appointments
564,1176
etc ...................
for torpedoes,
appointments of Filipinos for instrucfor air
air compressors
compressors for
Naval Academy
576
564
tion at Naval
Academy ............
for destroyers
destroyers .......
for
battleships ..........
commissioned
564
personnel established;
established;
commissioned personnel
for torpedo
torpedo nets for battleships
for reserve
reserve supplies
supplies .................
564.
1176
staff; warrant
warrant......
576
................
564. 1176
line; staff;
for
torpedo station ..................
564.
"64. 1176
1176
promotions
promotions to grade of commander,
commander,
for torpedo
captain, and rear admiral, regufor submarine base,
base, New London, Conn..
Conn.. 1176
1176
lated. .................
578
..........
578
lated
564.1176
experiments ....................
564. 1176
for experiments
564.1176
for contingent
contingent building fund........
fund
564.
1176
service credit to officers for retireti
Anntinront
117g
.
fnr
roA
.'7
cb
.
mtahlih-Al
,a
fi4
...
r
mant
M;
ia.AA...J...
ment;
age -»
at 64
579
for
repairs,
contingent
564. 1176
lim.s )
4;5K
'-U established
't4 i-icM- ........
ji v
'.. -5 ...
. . . . . . . . . . . .
-Avr
- - -remflc
I-o
.
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appropriation
appropriation for Bureau
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and
and
Accounts; officers
officers for
for engineering
Accounts;
engineering
duty only; assignment,
assignment, etc .......
580
580
no pay for absence caused by personal
personal
misconduct.
misconduct....................
580
580
furloughs without pay for unexpired
furloughs
unexpired
enlistment
enlistment terms ...................
580
580
additional surgeon authorized;
authorized; details
details
to Red
Red Cross
Cross from
from Medical
Medical DepartDepartment .............................
581
581
payments to
payments
Sophia Gompers
Gompers and
and
to Sophia
Eliza Orr
Orr......................
581
581
pay. etc.,
pay,
etc., to officer serving
serving on General
General
and retained
_
Board and
retained when
when retired
retired ...
581
581
pay,
retired officers
officers detailed
detailed for
for
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of retired
active duty.......................
duty
581
581
receive same
same pay,
officers to receive
pay, etc.,
etc., acaccording to rank
rank and length
length of service
ice. ...............................
581
581
disallowed
accounts allowed
disallowed telephone accounts
allowed
581
George
Crapo ......................
George R. Crape.
581
581
James
James C. Hilton ..................
581
581
T. D. Harris
Harris .....................
582
582
Harold Harrison
Little, promotion
auHarrison Little,
promotion authorized
thorized .......................
582
582
John
John D. P.
Hodapp, file
P. Hodapp,
file established
established..
582
582
double salary
restriction; effect
salary restriction;
of exexeffect of
ceptions to
to..................
582
582
Naval
established ......
Naval Flying Corps established
582
582
courts martial provisions
courts
provisions ...........
586
586
power
marine officers
officers when
when force on
on
power of marine
vessels as separate
separate organization...
organization.... _
Naval Reserve Force
Naval
Force established
established .....
Marine Corps
Reserve, constitution
of._
Corps Reserve,
constitution of
shore
pay for warrant
shore pay
warrant officers
officers .......
retainer,
Reserve Force ....
retainer, etc.,
etc., pay Reserve
advances to officers, duty beyond
beyond the
advances
seas, etc ....................
additional
appointments of midshipadditional appointments
men from enlisted
enlisted men............
men
temporary reduction
reduction of instruction
temporary
instruction
course
course at Naval
Naval Academy
Academy.........
examination of staff officers
examination
officers for promotion; Dental
Dental Corps
Corps not affected..
affected
punishment for forging,
punishment
forging, etc.,
etc., certificertificates of discharge
or
discharge from Army or
Navy..........
Navy ............................
organizing Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
for expenses, organizing
Corps......................
Corps_
Naval
Naval Militia
Militia provisions;
proirisions• creation
creation of
of
National
.......
National Naval
Naval Volunteers
Volunteers__
issue of oil and gasoline
gasoline to Volunteer
Volunteer
Patrol
Patrol Squadrons ..................
provisions for Coast Guard
operating
Guard operating
as part of Navy................
Navy
construction of additional Coast Guard
construction
cutters; amount
authorized ........
amount authorized
establishemnt
establishernnt of aviation
aviation Coast Guard
stations, etc ..................
emergency transfer of Lighthouse
Lighthouse vesemergency
sels.
personnel, etc.,
sels, personnel,
etc., to jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of Navy or Army
.................
Army.
retired
officers restored to active list:
list:
retired officers
Ten Eyck De Witt Veeder ........
Tenplhn
Ternplm Morris Potts
Potts_...............
John
John Henry Gibbons
Gibbons ..............
Frank Kinsey
Kinsey Hill
Hill_ ............
Armistead Rust.
Rust ................
Armistead
...
John
John Gardner
Gardner Quinby..............
Quinby
John
Ellicott.............
John Morris
Morris Ellicott
Kellogg
.............
Frank W. Kellogg
Allen M. Cook.
Cook ....................
Emmet R. Pollock................
Pollock........ ......
Washington
Chambers.......
Washington Irving Chambers
George N. Hayward
Hayward ................

586
586
587
593
1181
1181
1181
1181

1181
1182
1182
1182
1182
1182
1182
1182
1182

593
593
600
600
600
600
601
601
601
601
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
603
603
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
603
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retired offiers
retired
offiers restored
restored to
to active
active list; examinations
aminations required;
required; officers
officers to be
be
additionalnumbers;
additional
numb ers; noback
no back pay,
pay, etc
etc
603
603
appropriation for clothing
appropriation
clothing and small stores
1183
stores. 1183
war reserve
reserve material
emergency
for war
material for
for emergency
use .............................
1183
1183
for
maintenance and equipment
for maintenance
equipment supplies ........................
603,1183
603,1183
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services .............. 604,1183
604, 1183
forfreight,
Department and bureaus..
for freight, Department
bureaus
604, 1183
11E3
604,
preference to
preference
to be
be given
given Government
Government
troops,
etc., in
in time
time of
of war,
war, by
cartroops, etc.,
by carriers; prompt delivery,
etc., in
in time
time
delivery, etc.,
of peace.
peace ..........................
604
604
for
fuel and
transportation ........... 604,1183
for fuel
and transportation
604, 1183
rank
of
rank of civil engineers
engineers from
from original
original
appointment
appointment 1184
.....................
1184
appointment
appointment of Leonard
Leonard G. Hoffman,
Hoffman,
as assistant
assistant paymaster
paymaster ..............
1184
1184
for
for Bureau
Construction and
and Repair,
Bureau of
of Construction
Repair,
construction,
construction, etc ................. 604,1184
604, 1184
equipment
equipment supplies
605,1184
supplies ..............
605,1184
gun foundations,
foundations, Panama
Panama Canal colcolliers
liers "Ulysses"
"Ulysses" and
and "Achilles".
"Achilles". ..
605
.. _ 605
repairs, etc.;
etc.; specified
repairs,
specified ships_
_
605, 1184
ships......
605,
1184
clerical,
clerical, etc.,
etc., services
services ............
605,1184
605,1184
limit
limit to repairs
repairs of capital
capital ships
ships inincreased
creased ..........................
605
605
sale of unserviceable
unserviceable auxiliaries,
sale
auxiliaries, etc..
etc
605
605
for construction
construction plants.............
plants
605, 1185
605,1185
Coast Guard
Guard cutters,
cutters, limit of cost
cost increased .......................
creased
1185
1185
authorized for
three authorized
designated duty;
for designated
duty;
cost .........................
cost.
1185
1185
construction, etc.,
for construction,
etc., of
of cutters
1185
cutters........ 1185
for Bureau
Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering,
Engineering, repairs,
repairs,
etc.,
machinery, etc .........
etc., of machinery,
606,1185
606,1185
office of
office
of Director
Direc ter of Naval
Naval CommunicaCommunica......
tions1185
..................
1185
engineering equipment
engineering
equipment ...........
606,
1185
606,1185
electrical
shop, Portsmouth,
N. H
H....
1185
electrical shop,
Portsmouth, N.
....
1185
incidental expenses
incidental
expenses.............
606,
1185
606,1185
clerical,
services
clerical, etc.,
etc., services..
........
606,
1185
606,1185
radio shore
stations; transfer
transfer of
site,
radio
shore stations;
of site.
etc.; laboratory
laboratory.................
606,
1186
606,1186
machinery for "Maumee".
machinery
"Maumee"...........
606
606
radio
radio aerials,
aerials, State,
State, etc.,
etc., Department
Department
Building ..........................
606
606
pneumatic tube
tube from
Department to
pneumatic
from Department
to
Navy
607
Navy Annex
Annex......................
607
for high-power
radio stations............
stations
607
high-power radio
607
for
high-power radio
radio station
station in
in Porto
Porto
for high-power
Rico
1
Rico 186.........................
.
1186
propelling engines
for propelling
engines for specified
specified ships_
607
ships.
607
for
engineering experimental
experimental station.607,1186
station.607,1186
for engineering
for machinery
plants at yards
yards........ 607,1186
607, 1186
machinery plants
607, 1186
for Naval
Naval Academy
Academy .............
607,1186
number
number of professors, etc.,
etc., at
discretion
at discretion
607
of Secretary
Secretary .................
...
607
Board of
Visitors, composition,
composition, etc
Board
of Visitors,
etc.,,
modified
modified ......................
608
608
temporary
temporary quarters
for midshipmen...
midshipmen
1188
quarters for
1188
Marine Corps
609, 1188
1188
for Marine
Corps
................
609,
reorganization of personnel,
reorganization
personnel, etc .......
609
609
enlisted
enlisted strength
strength increased
increased...........
612
612
pay,
band increased;
increased; civilian
civilian
pay, etc.,
etc., of
of band
employement
eznployement restricted........
restricted
612
... 612
instruction camps,
instruction
camps, etc.,
authorized
614
etc., authorized...
614
for increase
increase of Naval Establishment._
1191
Establishment.. 614. 1191
machinery, new
for construction
construction and machinery,
new
vessels ....................
617,1191
...
617,1191
for submarine
submarine torpedo
torpedo boats
boats .......
617.1192
617,1192
for armor
armor and
armament............
617,
1192
for
and armament
617,1192
for
for ammunition
'ammunition for new
new vessels
vessels .....
617,
1192
617, 1192
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increase in cost
cost allowed
allowed for
conincrease
for speedy
speedy construction of new vessels
struction
vessels .............
leaves of
absence for
allowed
leaves
of absence
for 30 days
days allowed
employees at yards, etc
all employees
etc........
suspended on
eight-hour law may
may be
be suspended
on
contracts
contracts in emergencies;
emergencies; overtime
overtime
wages
wages ...........................
appropriation
appropriation for equipping
equipping designated
designated
yards
yards for building
building new ships, etc..
etc_ _
submitted by Secretaries
Secretaries of
plans to
to be
be submitted
of
War and Navy
Navy for improving
improving harharbors, etc.,
etc., for naval
specinaval defense
defense of specified ports
ports .........................
for naval emergency
emergency fund;
fund; specified
specified objects ..............................
jects
emergency
ship
and
war
material
conemergency ship and war material construction
struction authorized
authorized ...............
vessels to be built at navy
navy yards
yards if bidders combine
combine to
prevent fair
compeders
to prevent
fair competition ............................
yards
designated by Secretary.
yards to
to be designated
Secretary. -_
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617
617
617
617
1192
1192

618
618

618
618
1192
1192
1192
1192

1194
1194
1194

equipping navy
navy yards
yards to
to build new
new
for equipping
ships, if private contracts at fair,
etc.,
etc., price, not secured .............
1194
contract for battle cruiser
cost plus
contract
cruiser at cost
reasonable
reasonable profits authorized,
authorized, to obtain speedy construction ..........
1194
policy
declared for adjusting
adjusting interpolicy declared
national disputes
disputes by arbitration,
national
arbitration,
etc
........................... 618
after close of war in Europe
Europe President
President
authorized to invite other
authorized
other great
great
Governments
Governments to
to aa conference
conference to
to
formulate
plans for
settleformulate plans
for peaceful
peaceful settle...................
618
ment of disputes
dispute ,
:
618
representatives
representatives of the United
United States
States
authorized
authorized ........................
618
appropriation for
expenses
appropriation
for expenses...........
618
construction
may be susconstruction of new ships may
pended
pended if tribunal
tribunal established
established rendering, expenditures
expenditures inconsistent...
inconsistent...
618
dering
618
trespassing
injuring, etc.,
militrespassing upon,
upon, injuring,
etc., militarv
unlawful ..............
tary works, unlawful
1194
violating regulations
regulations within estabestabviolating
lished defensive
defensive sea areas,
1194
lished
areas, unlawful.
unlawful
punishment of offenders
punishment
offenders .............
1194
restriction on purchases.
restriction
purchases. etc.,
etc., unless
unless
Government plants
plants are
Government
are working
working at
at
full capacity,
capacity, etc ..............
618, 1194
1194
no
officer, etc., using timeno pay to officer,
timemeasuring devices on work of employees .........................
619,
1194
619,1194
payment
payment of cash bonuses, etc.,
etc., forbidden; exception .............. 619,
619, 1195
1195
no purchases
purchases of steel, armor, etc., from
from
combinations in restraint
combinations
restraint of trade,
trade,
etc.; existing contracts excepted.
excepted. 619, 1195
construction. etc.,
report to be made on construction.
etc.,
deof largest
largest practicable
practicable battleship;
battleship; details required
required.............
619
........
619
"Increase of the
the
none of sums for
for "Increase
Navy"
Navy" to be used for Department
Department
clerks, etc
... ................
clerks.
etc
619,
1175
619, 1175
specific
authority required
for all
specific authority
required for
all
Department
Department expenses out of this
Act ...................
619, 1195
......
619,
1195
for increased
increased pay to civil
civil employees
employees in
Naval Establishment,
Establishment, receiving
Naval
receiving not
not
than 81.800
1195
more than
$1.800 a
a year
year ............. 1195
increases included
1195
specific salary
salary increases
included ...
1195
all appropriations
appropriations immediately
immediately availall
available;
able; use for deficiencies
deficiencies forbidden..
forbidden_. 1195
1195

for pension.s.
pensions....................... 242, 1132
1132
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deficiency
appropriation for paying
deficiency appropriation
paying claims
claims
for
damages, collisions
collisions with vessels
vessels
for damages,
of
22, 814
814
of ............................
22,
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Construction
Construction and
and Repair..
22,
22.
30, 33,
42, 815,
815, 825,
828
30,
33,42,
825, 828
for
Bureau of Steam
Steam Engineering........
Engineering
...
23,
for Bureau
23,
30,
42, 815,
815, 816, 825
825
30,42,
for pay .......................
29,
825, 828
for
29, 33,
33, 825,828
for
for Marine
Marine Corps...
Corps... 29,
33, 339, 816, 816, 825, 828
828
29, 33,339,
for
for pay,
miscellaneous ..................
29,
pay, miscellaneous
29,
814, 816,
816, 816,
816, 825, 828
828
33, 814,
for contingent
29,
825
contingent .........................
29, 825
for Bureau
Bureau of Navigation...
Navigation... 29, 33, 816, 825,
825, 828
for Bureau
Bureau of Ordnance....
Ordnance.... 30, 42, 815, 825,
825, 828
828
Docks .........
30.
for Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and
and Docks
30.
33, 42,
42, 815,
815, 816,
816, 825,
825, 828
828
33,
for Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery
30,
Surgery....
30,
339,
825
339, 825
for Bureau
Bureau of
Supplies and
and Accounts....
Accounts
30,
for
of Supplies
30,
815, 816,
816, 825,
825, 828
815,
828
for
for freight
freight ...............
30, 33, 815,
815, 825,
825, 828
828
30,
for
indemnity for lost property
for indemnity
property....
828
....
30. 825, 828
for
for destruction
destruction of
of clothing,
clothing, etc ........
825
30, 825
for
for enlistment
enlistment bounties
bounties to seamen.......
seamen........ ' 30
30
for Samuel
and Company.
30
for
Samuel Butter
Butter and
Company........
30
for pensions
pensions
...........................
30
for New
York Navy
Yard .............
815
New York
Navy Yard
815
for reimbursing
reimbursing general
general account
adaccount of
of advances
vances ............................
816
825
for Bureau
Bureau of Equipment
Equipment .............
825
for Naval
Naval Academy
Academy ....................
825
for
825
administration of justice;
justice; authority
authority for
for
deck courts
courts extended
extended .............
586
586
summary courts
courts martial; officers
summary
officers qualified
to order
order ....................
586
fied to
586
in
hospital ships__
in hospitals
hospitals or on hospital
586
ships .......
586
approval
of sentences
sentences................
586
approval of
586
general courts
martial; officers
authorgeneral
courts martial;
officers author586
ized to convene
convene ..................
586
in time
war ......................
586
in
time of war
586
courts of inquiry;
authority for
concourts
inquiry; authority
for convening . .........
vening
586
.................. 586
appointment authorized
appointment
authorized of Leonard G.
Hoffman as
1184
Hoffman
as assistant
assistant paymaster...
paymaster.... 1184
Army
supplies may be purArmy subsistence
subsistence supplies
chased by
officers and enlisted
enlisted men.
630
chased
by officers
men.
630
aviation
receive Coast
aviation school
school to receive
Coast Guard
offiGuard officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men for instrucinstruccers
601
tion .......... ...................
601
Coast
Coast Guard
Guard operating
operating as
a part
part of,
of, in time
time of
of
war; provisions
provisions governing..........
governing
war;
600
commissioned
commissioned personnel
personnel established
established__
576
ratio
ratio of officers
authorized enlisted
enlisted
officers to authorized
strength ...........................
576
strength
576
proportion of
line officers;
service of
of lieuproportion
of line
officers; service
lieutenants,
tenants, junior
junior grade
grade ..............
576
staff officers;
officers; rank
staff
rank of
of lower
lower grades
grades with
with
line officers
officers .......................
576
line
576
semiannual
computation of
semiannual computation
of grades
grades .....
577
ratio
ratio of staff
staff officers;
officers; Medical
Medical Corps; age
restriction, assistant
surgeons
577
restriction,
assistant surgeons.......
577
Pay Corps
:577
Pay
Corps .......................
577
Construction
Construction Corps;
Corps; filling
filling vacancies:
vacancies;
ensigns eligible
eligible....................
ensigns
577
Corps
Corps of
of Civil
Civil Engineers...............
Engineers
577
577
professors of
of mathematics
mathematics to
no longer
longer
professors
to I1e
e no
appointed
appointed ........................
577
provisions
provisions for
for odd
odd numbers
in grade;
grade; fra
frit( -numbers in
tions
tions.577...................
....... .
577
additional
additional numbers
excluded from
numbers excluded
from comcomputations
putations .........................
577
rear
rear admirals,
admirals, pay and
and allowances.
577
allowances-.......
577
rank in staff
staff corps
578
rank
corps.....................
578
chief
chief warrant
warrant officers:
officers; pay and allowances..
allowances
578
578
heat
heat and light; leaves
leaves of absence
absence .......
57A
578
9

-
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promotions to commander,
commander, captain, and
promotions
rear
rear admiral of the line to be by
by
selection
selection ........................
578
board of rear admirals to recommend....
recommend.. _
578
board
578
yearly
appointment; oath ............
578
yearly appointment;
578
list of vacancies
vacancies and
and eligibles to be
furnished
furnished
.....................
578
communications
restriccommunications from eligibles; restriction .............
578
..............
required of eligibles
grade service required
eligibles. ...
__
578
engineering duty only, etc., to be
engineering
additional numbers ...............
578
recommendations
recommendations by board;
board; concurrence
concurrence
required; limit of captains yearly.
yearly.. _ 579
report to be made; submission to the
the
President ..........................
579
President
579
substitution for unacceptables
unacceptables........
579
officers recommended,
officers
eligible for prorecommended, eligible
motion; examinations
examinations required; ef579
fect. etc .........................
579
sea service required
captains, comrequired for captains,
commanders,
commandmanders. and lieutenant
lieutenant commanders; age limit.....................
limit
579
not applicable
applicable to engineering
engineering duty
duty
only
579
only ............................
579
retired pay.
pay, if not eligible for, by age...
age
579
retirement age at 64 established
579
established........
no reduction
reduction of present
present rank, pay.
579
pay. etc
etc...
details from Medical
Department to
to assist
assist
details
Medical Department
Republic of Haiti, authorized
224
authorized......
224
compensation,
224
compensation, etc ....................
224
service pay, etc.,
etc., continued
224
continued ............
224
224
longevity, etc.,
224
etc., not affected ............
double pay restriction not applicable
applicable to
enlisted men..
men.. 120,
120,582
retired officers
officers and enlisted
582
employment of,
of, authorized to enforce
enforce proemployment
visions
competition in
visions against unfair competition
foreign
commerce.................
800
foreign commerce
800
examinations for promotions applicable to
examinations
regular advancement
advancement of staff offiregular
cers .............................
1182
appointments not
status of Dental Corps appointments
affected
.........................
1182
affected
York and Mare
Mare Island
New York
extension of New
navy
navy yards
yards for building battleships.
battleships.
etc., from appropriation
appropriation "Increase
"Increase of
of
etc.,
construction and mathe Navy, construction
chinery" 1916 ....................
10
10
chinery"
marines embarked as separate
separate organization
organization
marines
on naval vessels subject
subject to authority
authority
586
of officers
officers of organization...........
organization
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll for Army and, estabestahlished ...........................
53
53
lishedl
persons entitled,
entitled, etc ..................
53
persons
midshipmen
9,576
576
increased.......... 9,
midshipmen allotment increased
enlisted men
men ...................
1182
from
rnlisted
Naval
587
Force established
established .........
Navarl Reserve
Rferve Force
Fleet
589
589
Naval Reserve
Reserve ..................
Fle-et Naval
Naval Reserve
591
...
591
Naval
l-wserve....................
Reserve .............
Navl Auxiliary
Naval
Auxiliary Reserve
591
C'oast Defense
Reserve...........
Naval
Naval coast
Defense Reserve
592
592
.............
Volunteer Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve
Voluntrt-r
Naval
Reserve Flying
592
Flying Corps ...........
Naval Reserve
Reserve ................
Marine
orps Reserve.
Marine 4I'erps
593
officers
engineering duty
assignduty only; assignofficers for engineering
line . ............
580
ments from the line.
580
commanders.
duty
duty when below grade of commanders
squadron encommanders
encommanders as fleet or squadron
580
gineers
580
................... ........
rine.Y
,itatie.3
retained; promotions
promotions ......
580
-tritius in line
line retained;
580
limit on
580
asiAnments ................o:nlassignments
ensi2ns of the line to be appointed
acting
a(
ting ensigns
from
580
580
requirements....
civil life for: requirements
irom civil
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officers for
for engineering
engineering duty only;
only; probaofficers
tionary
tionary period;
period; commission
commission as lieutenant, junior
junior grade, on completion,
etc
580
etc......'
.........
........ 580
acting ensigns
ensigns of the line to be appointed;
appointed;
duties required;
required; promotions........
promotions
580
580
punishment for forging,
forging, etc.,
etc., certificates
certificates of
of
punishment
discharge .........................
1182
discharge
1182
retired officers
active list, Rear
officers restored to active
Rear
Admiral Ten Eyck
Eyck De Witt
Witt Veeder.
602
Admiral
Veeder.
602
Rear
Admiral Tenaplin
Morris Potts
602
Rear Admiral
Templin Morris
Potts....
602
Captain
602
Captain John
John Henry
Henry Gibbons
Gibbons...........
602
Captain
Frank Kinsey
Hill
602
Captain Frank
Kinsey Hill.............
602
Captain
Captain Armistead
Armistead Rust ...............
602
Captain John
602
John Gardner
Gardner Quimby
Quimby.........
602
Captain Frank W. Kellogg..............
Kellogg
602
602
Commander
Cook.............
602
Commander Alien
Allen M. Cook
Commander
602
Commander Emmet R. Pollock .........
602
Captain Washington
Washington Irving
Chambers
602
Captain
Irving Chambers...
602
Commander George
George N. Hayward
Commander
Hayward........
603
examinations
addiexaminations required;
required; to be additional numbers; no back
back pay, etc
etc...
603
special preparedness
fund created
created for
for expreparedness fund
penses of ...........
1000
penses
................
1000
wearing uniform
uniform by persons
persons not in, unlawful
unlawful
216
wearing
216
punishment for .................
217
punishment
....
Navy
Department,
Navy Department,
appropriation
Secretary, Assistant,
Assistant,
appropriation for Secretary,
clerks, etc
........................ 94, 1098
for Solicitor, clerks, etc
etc ............
94. 1098
94,1098
for clerks,
clerks, etc., office of Naval
Naval Records
Records
and Library ..................... 94,1098
Judge Advocate
Judge
Advocate General's
Office
94,
1098
General's Office....
94,1098
Naval
Office..........
95, 1098
Naval Operations Office
95,
1098
Navigation
95, 1098
Bureau of Navigation.......
.... 95,1098
Naval Intelligence
Intelligence Office ...........
Naval
95,1099
for Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office
Office.............. 95,1099
for Naval Observatory
1100
Observatory ................ 96,
96,1100
for assistants,
assistants, etc.,
etc., Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Almanac
Office ......................
96, 1100
Office
for
etc., Bureau
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
Bureau of Steam
Steam EnEngineering
gineering........................ 96, 1100
Bureau of Construction
Construction and Repair.
Repair 97, 1100
Bureau
Bureau of
Ordnance ..............
97, 1101
Bureau
of Ordnance
97,1101
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
Bureau
Accounts... 97,
97, 1101
1101
Bureau of
Surgery
97, 1101
Bureau
of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery....
97,1101
Bureau of
Yards and
and Docks ......
97,
Bureau
of Yards
97, 1101
1101
Naval Militia
Naval
Militia Affairs Division
Division...... 98.
98. 1101
for contingent
contingent expenses ............... 98,
98 1102
Navy appropriation
use of Navy
appropriation for Department offices, etc.,
etc., forbidden......
forbidden
98. 1102
for rent
rent ..
1102
.......................
98. 1102
for blue-printing
blue-printing plant ..............
1102
. .1102
restriction
appropriaNavy appropriarestriction on use of Navy
tions
for
personal
services
authortions
personal services authorized
ized in bureaus ...................
98, 1102
98.
printing and binding
for
330
binding for............
for printing
for operating
operating force and supplies,
supplies, annex.
annex. 94. 1098
for the naval
naval service
556, 1168
service ..............
556.
1168
no part
part of "Increase
"Increase of the Navy"
Navy" to
to
no
in
used for clerical,
clerical, etc., services
services in
be used
Department ....................
619, 1195
619,
Department
no sums
for, to be
be used
used for expenses
expenses of
of
no
sums for,
Department unless
unless specifically
specifically auauDepartment
thorized....................
619, 1195
thorized
for freight....................-.
freight
604. 1183
deficiency
appropriation for contingent
contingent
deficiency appropriation
expenses
22
.
expenses..........................
for rent of additional
additional quarters ...........
22
for
paying claims
claims for
for damages
damages from
from colcolfor paving
vessels.......... 22. 814
814
lisions with naval vessels
for Navy
Nav........... 22. 29. 42. 339,
339 814. 825. 828
for
Court of Claims, under..
under.. 27,
27, 823
for judgments, Court
for freight ...............
30, 33. 815,825,
815, 825, 828
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rage.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for additional
additional ememployees,
ployees, in
in designated
designated offices,
offices, etc.,
etc.,
1917..............................
1917
813
813
for Office
of Naval
Naval Records,
Records, etc
814
Office of
etc .........
814
for contingent
contingent expenses
for
expenses................ 814
814
Army and
and Navy
Navy Medal
Medal of
Roll esArmy
of Honor
Honor Roll
established
tablished in;
in; conditions
53
conditions............
53
motor truck for Naval Observatory
Observatory authorauthorized ...............................
22
22
payment for certain services
services rendered
to,
rendered to,
authorized ........................
1297
1297
suitable for
vessels of, suitable
uses,
for commercial
commercial uses,
may be transferred
transferred to
to Shipping
Shipping
Board ........................
730
.
730
Nary
Department Annex,
C.,
Navy Department
Annex, 1).
D. C.,
appropriation for
for care,
care, etc.,
etc. of..........
of
94,1098
appropriation
94,
1098

for pneumatic
pneumatic tube installation
installation to Department from...................
from
607
partment
607
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
lights,
deficiency
for fuel,
fuel, lights,
etc
22
etc ............................
22
Hydrographic
for reinforcing floors of Hydrographic
Office in
Office
814
in...........................
814
Navy Mail
Clerks,
Mail Clerks,
appropriation for
pay, enlisted
appropriation
for pay,
enlisted men,
men, MaMarine
as
1188
rine Corps,
Corps, designated
designated as............
1188
service with expeditionary
expeditionary shore
shore
forces............................
forces
1188
1188
claims
losses by,
to be
by
claims for
for losses
by, to
be adjusted
adjusted by
Postmaster
Postmaster General
163
General ..............
163
Navy Yards
Navy
Yards and
Stations,
andStations,
appropriation
for maintenance
appropriation for
maintenance........ 564,1177
564,1177
for public works
works ..
565,1177
...............
565,1177
for repairs and
preservation ..........
570, 1180
and preservation
570,1180
for repairs, etc.,
etc., construction
construction plants
plants
at
605, 1185
at..........................
605,
1185
for machinery
machinery plants,
plants, repairs,
repairs, etc.,
etc., at
at
specified
607,
1186
specified .................
607, 1186
for equipping
designated yards
yards for
equipping designated
for
construction of
construction
of ships
ships for
for increase
increase
of
618
of the
the Navy
Navy ....................
618
yards for
capital ships
ships ..............
618
yards
for capital
.
618
for
for building
for equipping,
equipping, for
building new
new vessels,
vessels,
if speedy
construction by
by private
if
speedy construction
private
contracts not
contracts
secured ..............
1194
not secured
1194
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for repair
and
repair and
preservation.................... 815,816
preservation
815,816
for maintenance
for
825
maintenance. ....................
825
commission
commission of
of five
five line
invesline officers
officers to
to invesreport on
on desirability
desirability of
of
tigate and
and report
additional, on
on Pacific
Pacific coast
571
additional,
coast........
571
South
Atlantic coast
571
South Atlantic
coast................
.
571
coast
Gulf of
Mexico ..............
571
coast of
of Gulf
of Mexico
571
in the Caribbean
Caribbean Sea
Sea ...............
571
in
571
submarine and
and aviation
aviation bases
bases on
on
coasts
coasts................
.............. 571
571
investigate
investigate and
and report
report on
on advisability
advisability
of abolishing
abolishing existing
of
571
existing ..............
571
construction
construction of
of new
new vessels
at, if
bidders
vessels at,
if bidders
combine
to prevent fair
combine to
competifair competition......................
tion
617, 1194
617,
1194
leaves of absence
absence for .30
30 days
days allowed
allowed all
all
employees, annually
annually ..............
617
employees,
617
Nary
1915,
Navy Yearbook,
Yearbook, 1915,
appropriation
for compiling
68
appropriation for
compiling ...............
68
Navy
Yearbook, 1916,
NVavy Yearbook,
1916,
appropriation for
for compiling
1072
appropriation
compiling................ 1072
Nay,
Nay, John,
John,
pension
pension increased
increased1537
....................
1537
Naylor,
(widow),
Naylor, Elizabeth
Elizabeth S.
S. (widow),
pension- ...........
pension
------------------1596
NVeal,
Walter K.,
Neal, Walter
If.,
ension.......................------,pe
nsion
1591
1591
ebeker, Aquila,
Nebeker,
exchange of
lands with,
with, for
for addition
addition to
exchange
of lands
to
Cache National
Cache
National Forest
Forest.............. 922
922

Nebo
Utah,
Nebo National
National Forest,
Forest. Utah,
Page.
proclamation
proclamation diminishing
diminishing ..............
1733
1733
Nebraska,
Nebraska,
drainage assessment
on allotments
allotments of
of OmaOmadrainage
assessment on
has and
in Wakefield
and Winnebagoes
Winnebagoes in
Wakefield
district,
142
district, approved
approved..................
142
payment;
payment; limit;
reimbursement
142
limit; reimbursement.........
142
rights of
way for
allowed, etc..
etc
143
rights
of way
for ditches
ditches allowed,
143
on restricted
allotments in
other
disrestricted allotments
in other districts, approved
approved ...................
143
tricts,
143
amount
unpaid
a
amount unpaid alien on allotment, etc.
etc
143
143
rules,
authorized
143
rules, etc.,
etc., authorized.................
143
granted to University
lands wanted
University of, for dry
dry
land farming
farming experiments..........
experiments
1130
1130
lands
of Winnebago
lands of
Winnebago and
and Omaha
Indians
Omaha Indians
under trust patents
subject
to
taxes
patents subject to taxes
of, etc...........................
etc
865
of,
865
not subject to sale for nonpayment......
nonpayment
865
865
tax
to be
be paid
from Indian
Indian funds.......
funds
866
tax to
paid from
866
release if no
no fund
866
fund available
available ..........
866
Nebraska National
National Forest,
Forest, enlarged.......
enlarged
1740
Nebraska
1740
Nebraska
Nebraska National
National Forest,
Nebr.,
Forest, Nebr.,
appropriation
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,
459, 1147
1147
young
trees from,
from, to
to settlers
settlers on
on arid
arid
young trees
lands..........................
lands
459,
11
14 7
7
459, 1
1147
additional
lands for
nursery site...........
site4
additional lands
for nursery
1147
_proclamation
enlarging. ....................
1740
proclamation enlarging
1740
Neches
River,T
Niches River,
Tex.,
preliminary examination,
celotnination, etc.,
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
made, for
at lower
lower end
end of
of
made,
for cut-off
cut-off at
Harbor Island.
Island.
408
Harbor
........
........... .
408
Needles and Outman
Bridge Company,
Company,
Oatman Bridge
Colorado River,
may bridge Colorado
River, Needles,
Needles, Cal.
Cal.
533
533
Needles,
Call,
Needles, Ca.,
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Colorado
Colorado River
533
River at
at.
533
Neel, Sophronia
(widow),
Sophronia (widow),
pension
pension increased
1361
increased -.------------------.
1361
Neely,
Neely, George
George IV.
W.,
pension increased
1564
pension
increased ......................
1564
Neely,
Neely, Henry,
Henry,
pension
increased
1341
pension increased....
...............
1341
Neenah,
Wis.,
Neenah, Wis.,
appropriation for
for public
public building
267
appropriation
building .......
267
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
for public
appropriation for
public buildbuilding .............................
18
18
Neff, Anna
Anna (widow),
(widow),
Neff,
pension
pension 1448
...........................
1448
Neff, John
A.,,
Neff,
John A.
pension increased
pension
1534
increased............................
534
Neff
Torpedo Boat,
Neff System
System Submarine
Submarine Torpedo
Boat,
construction
construction of
of one,
authorized; cost
one, authorized;
cost...... 6616
16
by
owners; requirements
616
by owners;
requirements...6...........
616
tests, etc.;
acceptance
616
tests,
etc.; payment
payment on
on acceptance......
616
Negro
Exposition to
Celebrate
Negro Emancipation,
Emancipatwon, Ezposition
to Celebrate
Fiftieth
Anniversary of,
of,
Fiftieth Anniversary
proclamation
commending, to
to the
the active
active
proclamation commending,
1734
interest of
of the
the nation.............
nation.
interest
1734
Neighbors,
M.,
Neighbors, James
James M.,
pension
1580
pension................................
1580
Neil, Johanna,
Neil,
Johanna,
pension
increased .......................
1239
pension increased
1239
Neligh, Clinton,
Neligh,
Clinton,
pension
1265
pension increased
increased......................
1265
Nelligan, David
David A.,
Nelligan,
A.,
pension
1372
pension
.................................
1372
Nelson, Carl
Carl J.,
J.,
Nelson,
pension ........------.........----.....
1594
pension
1594
Nelson,
Charles TV.,
Nelson, Charles
W.,
pension increased
1222
pension
increased ......................
1222
Nelson,
Christ,
Nelson, Christ,
pension
1378
pension increased
increased ..................
1378
Nelson, Georgia
Georgia B.
B. (widow),
Nelson,
(widow),
pension
increased .....--.....-...-pension increased
...-- 1248
1248
Nelson,
Jennie E.
(widow),
Nelson, Jennie
E. (widow),
pension
increased ....
1217
pension increased
................
1217

INDEX.
Maggie (widow),
(widot i,
Nelson, Maggie

Page.
Page.
pension ......................
--. 1338
1338
.Nelson,
_Velson, Newton,
Newton,
pension increased
1559
pension
increased.....................
1559
Nelson, Olaf,
_Velson,
Olaf,
payment to, for injuries
payment
injuries................... 1352
1352
Nelson, William F.,
F.,
pension increased
1287
increased.....................
1287
Nelson, William P.,
Nelson,
P.,
pension increased
1292
increased.................
1292
Nematodes,
appropriation
study of
of plant-infestappropriation for study
ing ........................
453, 1142
453,1142
Neosho
Veosho River, Kans.,
investigation of flood
flood periods of, etc......
etc
410
410
Nesmith,
F.,
Nesmith, Marcus
Marcus F.,
pension increased
1528
increased...................... 1528
Nethercutt, Sarah
Nethercutt,
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased.......................
increased
1560
pension
1560
Netherlands,
Netherlands,
agreement extending
extending arbitration
arbitration convenagreement
convention with .......................
1626
1626
Netherlands
Netherlands and
and Luxemburg,
appropriation for
to
252,
1048
appropriation
for minister
minister to...........
252,1048
.Vett
Nett Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation. Minn..
grant of land on, to Northern
Northern Minnesota
Minnesota
Methodist
135
Methodist Conference
Conference ............
Nettleton,
Barbara E.
E. (widow),
Aettleton, Barbara
(widow),
pension
1275
pension.................................
1275
_Veugent,
Veugent, Edward,
Edward,
increased
1485
pension increased.
....................
1485
Neuse River.
River, N. C.,
C.,
appropriation
improvement of........
of
395
395
appropriation for
for improvement
Neutraltty
Neutrality,
proclamation
violating, in
proclamation warning
warning against violating,
in
Bulgaria and
war between tBugaria
and France,
France,
Great Britain, Italy,
Itly, and Servia.....
Servia.... 1757
1757
Germany and
and Italy...................
Italy
1798
1798
Germany and Portugal......
Portugal
1770
.........
1770
Italy
Austria-Hungary ...........
1726
Italy and Austria-Hungary
1726
Italy and Turkey
Turkey......................
1743
1743
Roumania
Austria-Hungary, GerRoumania and Austria-Hungary,
many, and Turkey
Turkey_ ........
1805
......
Neutrality
Neutrality Act,
appropriation for expenses
expenses under
955,1050
appropriation
under....... 255,1050
Nevada,
Vevada,
appropriation
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation for surveyor general,
etc ..........................
103, 1107
etc
103,1107
for support, etc.,
etc., of Indians in........
in
143,
981
143, 981
for
etc., for nonreservation
for farm
farm sites, etc.,
nonreservation
Indians in .......................
143
and,
Dixie National
National Forest, Utah, Ariz.,
Ariz., and,
area modified
modified ....................
1781
moimestead
1
,
0mestead and desert land entries
entries allowed
allowed
of
abandoned
of agricultural
agricultural lands
lands in
in abandoned
military reservations;
reservations; restriction...
restriction
518
518
Tahoe
National Forest, Cal., and, dimin1Ta.ihoNational
ished
1803
i.hed...........................
Nevada
Forest, Nev.,
Ne r(ila National
Nftional Forest,
Nr.,
appropriation
for
maintenance,
etc.,
of.
459,1147
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1147
Nerers,
J.,
Ne r.i,, Alonzo
A onzo J.,
pension
increased
1310
p
increased
irsion
.....................
1310
New
Nrn Albany, Ind.,
appropriation
267
rent....
public building,
building, rent
appropriation for public

.VreI Bedford,
[irtdfnn/
r.q...
Ncie
Mass.,
condemned
granted to............
to
condemned cannon granted
New
Braunfels, Tex.,
Tex.,
.V,e Braufnfls,
appropriation
public building
for public
building........
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
builddeficiency
appropriation for public building
g .............--...------------.
New
England Coal
Coal and Coke Company,
N.e England
Comnany,
claims for damages
damages to
to barges
barges of, submitted
submitted
to
court
district court..................
to district
N.ew Haven, Conn.,
New
appropriation for
for public building
building.........
appropriation

842
842
267
18
18
1261
1261
267

2023
2023

New Jersey
Page.
New
Jersey Judicial
JudicialDistrict,
District,
Page.
additional
additional district
district judge authorized.......
authorized
48
deficiency appropriation
for
818
deficiency
appropriation for............
818
New London, Conn„
New
Conn.,
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
harbor
391
improvement of harbor..
391
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
etc., submarine base.....
base
1176
1176
New Madrid, Mo.,
New
Mo.,
condemned cannon granted to............
to
837
condemned
837
New
New Mexico,
Mexico,
appropriation for
for surveyor
surveyor general,
general, clerks,
clerks,
appropriation
etc ..........................
103,974
103,974
for support,
support, etc.,
etc., of Indians
Indians on
on reservations in
in....................
129,974
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
etc.,
Indians
in
30, 826, 829
Indians on
on reservations
reservations in.....
30,826,829
Alamo National
National Forest,
Forest, area modified
1774
Alamo
modified..... 1774
Bandelier National
Bandelier
National Monument,
Monument, set aside.
aside. _ 1764
Capulin
National Monument,
Monument, set
set aside...
aside
1792
Capulin National
1792
Datil National
National Forest, diminished........
diminished
1746
1746
for allotting
allotting lands,
be
sums for
lands, etc., not to be
used for Indians
Indians in,
residing on
on
used
in, not
not residing
public domain
domain prior
to June
30,
public
prior to
June 30,
1914
... 124,969
124,969
1914.........................
time extended
extended for relinquishing
relinquishing to Indians,
railroad grant lands in.............
in
48
48
New, Narcissus
Narcissus (widow),
(widow),
New,
pension increased
increased ......................
1388
1388
New Orleans,
La.,
New
Orleans, La.,
appropriation for assistant
assistant treasurer's
ofappropriation
treasurer's of-

fice.............................
87,1092
fice
87,1092
mint at .....................
89, 1093
89,1093
dispatch agent .................
254, 1050
dispatch
254,1050
old customhouse and
and post
post office.....
office
267
267
quarantine station, boarding vessel,
quarantine
fire
etc ................
270
ire protection, etc
270
for naval station,
568,1178
station, public
public works
wors....... 5668,1178
for
equipping navy
for equipping
navy yard to build ships
for increase
increase of
the Navy............
Navy
618
of the
618
may bridge
bridge Mississippi
Mississippi River.............
River
441
441
tunnel under, in
in lieu of bridge..........
bridge
441
tunnel
441
and
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
La., Sixth
Sixth District
DistrictBuilding and
Loan Association,
refund of excise corporation
tax
1491
refund
corporation tax..........
1491
Pa.,
New Oxford, Pa.,
condemned
condemned cannon granted to.............
to
842
842
New Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,Pa.,
Pa.,
condemned cannon
838
condemned
cannon granted to ............
838
New River, N. C.,
C.,
appropriation, for improvement
improvement of,
appropriation
of, and
waterways to Beaufort.
Beaufort .............
395
waterways
95
waterways between
between
for improvement
improvement of waterways
Swansboro, and
Swansboro,
and ..................
. 395
95
New Woodstock, N. Y.,
Y.,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to.............
to
condemned cannon
835
New York,
York,
appropriation for
reimbursing, for
for marine
marine
appropriation
for reimbursing,
school expenses
559, 1170
school
expenses ..............
559,1170
New
York
Bay,
N.
Y.,
and
N.
J.,
New York Bay, N. Y., and N. J.,
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
to
be
made
etc.,
made
waterway, Cape
May, N.
N. J.,
I., and..
and..
407
for waterway,
Cape May,
407
New
New York
York City, N.
N. Y,
Y
appropriation
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's ofappropriation for assistant
fice .........................
88
1092
88,1092
for assay
assay office
office at .............-....
90,1094
90,
1094
for
.... ....
254.1050
for disoatch
dispatch apent
agent 254, 1050
for assay
assay office
office building
for
...........
267
pneumatic tube system,
system, customhouse
for pneumatic
customhouse
and appraisers'
appraisers' stores
stores.............
271
for reimbursing,
reimbursing, for marine
marine school
exschool expenses ...........................
559
559
for navy yard, public
public works.........
works
565, 1177
565,1177
for naval hospital, public
public works.........
570
570
for equipping
navy yard to build
for
equipping navy
build ships
for increase
increase of the Navy
Navy ...........
618
618
deficiency
appropriation for assay office..
20.860
deficiency appropriation
office.. 20.860
for
for
for
for
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New York
York City,
Y—Continued.
New
City, N.. Y.-Continued.

condemned cannon granted to
condemned
to............
Bronx...................
Bronx
.........
Fordham Square..................
Square
Jefferson Park
Jefferson
Park...................
Mount Morris Park......
Park
Mount
........
Richmond Hill..................
Hill
Richmond
extension of navy yard, for construction
construction of
extension
battleships, etc
etc....................
temporary use of Ellis Island hospital, facilities granted to
cilities
.............
New York Harbor,
New
Harbor, N. Y.,
appropriation
appropriation for preventing injurious deposits in .........................
for maintenance,
includi%). Ambrose
Ambrose
for
maintenance, including
Channel
Channel...................
for improvement
improvement of Gowanus
Gowanus Bay, Red
Channel ................-Hook Channel
improvement of Hudson River chanfor improvement
nel
nel............................

for improvement
improvement of Ea.st
East River to Brooklyn Navy
Navy Yard from ...............
preliminary
etc., to be made
made
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
of North
North River channel
channel to Spuyten
Spuyten
Duyvil Creek ...............
New York Telephone
Telephone Company,
deficiency
appropriation for service,
service, New
New
deficiency appropriation
York Navy Yard ................
Zealand,
New Zealand,
proclamation,
musiproclamation, including mechanical
mechanical musireproductions in copyright
cal reproductions
copyright privileges, to.........
to
...............
George E.,
Newall, George
E.,
pension increased
..................
Newark Bay, N.
N. J.,
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
of.........
Newark, Del.,
Del.,
exchange
exchange of present public building,
building, for
new site ........................
.Newark, N.
Newark,
N. J.,
appropriation
building........
appropriation for public building
canceling postal stamp authorized
authorized for two
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary
celebration
celebration .......................
Newark, N. J., Junior
Junior Order
Newark,
Order Building
Building and
Loan
Loan Association,
Association,
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax
tax..........
Newark, N.
Building and
N. J., Reliable
Reliable Building
and Loan
Association,
Association,
refund of excise corporation
corporation tax
tax........
Newark, N. J., Twelfth Ward Building
Building and
Neiwark,
Loan
Loan Association,
Association,
excise corporation
corporation tax
refund of excise
tax.........
Building Association,
Newark, Ohio, Home Building
Association,
corporation tax
refund of excise corporation
tax..........
Newbury, Mary
E. (widow),
(widow),
Mary E.
pension increased......................
increased
pension
Newburyport, Mass.,
appropriation
public building.........
building
appropriation for
for public
for improvement of harbor
harbor............
deficiency
builddeficiency appropriation
appropriation for public building ......................
Wyo..
Newcastle. Wyo..
appropriation for public building........
building
Newell,
XNvell, Alonzo,
Alonzo,
pension increased .....................
eirexell, Lottie
Lottle E. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
Newell, S. Dak.,
reservation of unsold townsite lands, for
irrigation project
project ..............
sale of remainder;
remainder; proceeds
town
proceeds for town
water supply....................
supply
balance to reclamation
fund
reclamation fund........

Page.
Page.
841
841
84
8429
842
842
842
842
843
843
843
843

10
10
359
359
292
392
392
392
392
392
392
392

406
815
815

1815
1290
1290
393
393
60
60
267
267
530
530
1492
1492
1492
1492
1492
1492
1493
1493
1553
1553
267
267
391
391
18
18
267
267
1267
1267
1567
1567
852
852
852
852
852

Newell,
A. (widow),
Page.
Newell, Zernah
Zernah A.
(widow),
pension
increased
1257
pension increased......................
1257
Neufoundland,
Neufoundland,
head tax
tax not
levied on
aliens entering
entering from,
from,
head
not levied
on aliens
for temporary
stay, etc.............
etc
875
for
temporary stay,
875
Newkirk,
Newkirk, James,
James,
pension
pension increased ....................
1521
1521
Newman, Bathsheba
Bathsheba (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1331
pension
increased......................
1331
Newman,
Isaac,
Newman, Isaac,
pension increased
1529
pension
increased .................
...
1529
Newman,
Mary A.
A. (widow),
Newman, Mary
(widow),
pension
1453
pension ...............................
1453
Newman, Michael J., alias
Newman,
alias Michael Johnson,
Johnson,
pension
increased .......................
1520
pension increased
1520
Newmyer, Emma M.
Newmyer,
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
1452
pension increased
increased....................
. 1452
Newnam,
Newnan, Elias
Elias T.,
T.,
pension increased
1547
increased......................
1547
Harbor, Cal.,
Cal.
Newport Harbor,
pierhead
and bulkhead
bulkhead lines
lines at,
at, established
established
411
pierhead and
411
Newport, R.
R. I,
I.,
appropriation for
for public
267
appropriation
public building;
building; rent
rent....
267
for naval torpedo
torpedo station,
station, maintenance,
maintenance,
etc
584,1176
etc.................................... 564,1176
for
for naval
naval hospital,
contagions wards.....
wards
570
hospital, contagious
570
for naval
naval torpedo
torpedo station,
station, public
works
1179
for
public works..
1179
Newspaper Wrappers,
Newspaper
Stant,
Wrappers, Stamped,
appropriation
appropriation for freight or expi•essage
expressage
on ..........................
419,
1064
419,1064
for manufacture
manufacture ...................
421,
421, 1066
for distribution,
distribution, etc.................
etc
421, 1066
1066
Newspapers, etc.,
etc. ,
Newspapers,
punishment
punishment ior
for publisher, etc.,
etc., mailing,
liquor
liquor advertisements
advertisements into
into places
places
where prohibited
prohibited by
force... 1069
1069
by law in
in force...
to take effect July
1917..............
July 1,
1, 1917
1202
1202
Newstram,
_Karl S.,
S.,'
Neuwstrom, Karl
pension
1365
pension...........................
1365
Newton
N. J.,
J.,
Neuton Creek, N.
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
be
of, to
to be
made
made.............................
407
Newton, Ga.,
bridge
across Flint
at
52
bridge authorized
authorized across
Flint River
River at...
52
Newton,
Ill.,
Newuton, Ill.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
for Grand
Grand
condemned
granted to, for
Army pot.
post
...............
835
Newton, John W.,
Newton,
increased .......................
1544
pension increased
1544
Newton,
Sarah J.
Newton, Sarah
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased................-......
increased
1226
pension
126
New
N. Y.,
Y,
Newtown Creek, N.
appropriation
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.........
of
392
392
Nez Perce
Wash., Joseph's
Joseph's Band
Band of,
of,
Nez
Perce Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
of
153,
appropriation
for support,
etc., of.......
153, 989
989
Nez
Forest, Idaho,
Idaho,
Nez Perce
Perce National
National Forest,
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
459, 1148
1148
appropriation
for maintenance,
of.. 459,
Niagara
Falls,
Niagara Falls,
temporary additional
additional diversion
diversion of
of water
water
temporary
from river
river above,
above, permitted
permitted to power
power
companies, etc
867
companies,
etc ...................
867
maximum allowed; termination
termination .......
867
maximum
867
punishment for
for exceeding
exceeding ............
868
punishment
868
Niagara
River,
NiagaraRiver,
bridge authorized
authorized across, Buffalo,
Buffalo, N.
N". Y...
Y...
7:51
bridge
751
Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
appropriation
minister to...........
to
252, 1048
appropriation for
for minister
252,1048
deficiency
for payment
payment to,
to,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
Canal
treaty.....................
80 9
Canal treaty
802
convention with,convention
with; ceding rights
rights for
for ship canal, etc
etc .........................
1661
nal,
1661
Nicholas,
Nicholas, Patience
Patience B.
B. (widow),
(widow),
rmnsion
increased
.....................
pension
increased
------------

------

1439
1439
_
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Nicholas,
Nichobi:s, Sarah F.
F. (widow),
(uidovr),
pension increased.
increased ..........-............
pension
F.,
Nicholes, John
John F.,
pension increased
increased .............-.....-pension
Nicholls, Christiana
Nicholls,
ChristianaH. (widow),
(woido),
pension
.
pension..............................
Nichols, Andrew H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased ....................
pension
Aeenue SE., D.
Nichols Avenue
D. C., appropriation for grading, etc.............
etc
appropriation
transfer from adjoining reservation
reservation to
widen .....................
Nichols, Isaac
IsaaeR.,
pension increased ......-............
Nichols, Joseph,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
Nichols, Joseph
Joseph W.,
V.,
pension increased
pension
increased ..................-...Nichols, Robert,
pension increased
.
pension
increased ..................
Nichols, Sarah
Sarah A.
A. (widow),
pension increased
..........
increased ............
pension
(widow),
Shirley M. (widon),
Nichols, Shirley
pension increased .....................-..
pension
Nichols.
Nichols, Thomas,
pension increased
...-..
pension
increased. ...............Nicholson,
Nicholsoni, Mary
lary E.,
E.,
- --payment to ........-.............Nichols,
(son),
Nicokls, William
William F.
F. (son),
pension
........---------.
......... .
pension
Nielsen.,Hans
Hans C.,
Nielsen,
C.,
...... .
........
pension .......
Nieutzenhelzer,
Frederick,
Nieutzenhelzer, Frederick,
pension increased
increased ...................pension
Nighswander,
Nighswander, John
John (son),
pension
.... ..............------pension---.
I). C.,
Night Schools, D.
appropriation for ...............- - -----.
appropriation
Night Wfork,
TT. ork, Navy
Navy Yards,
appropriation
facilities for
for....
for lighting facilities
appropriation for
Niles,
H.,
Niles, Henry
Henry H.,
-------pension increased ......-...-pension
Niles, Thomas E.,
E.,
- - - ---...increased......-..
pension increased
NiIsm,
Haicor,
Nilseit, Halcor,
- -- homestead patent
patent to...-.........
to
homestead
Nineteenth
District,
Lighthouse District,
Nineteenth Lighthouse
construction
of
depot,
authorized;
use of
construction of depot, authorized; •use
Navy property
for ...............
property for
Navy
Nitranilin,
Nitranilii,
duty on.............
on
.....
-- -......
Nitrates.
Nitrates, pt,.,
etr.,
investigation
determine best,
authorized to determine
investigation authorized
etc., means for producing, for munimanufacture of fertions of war and manufacture
tilizers, etc.,
etc., by water
water or other
other
tilizers,
---power .......................designation of
for exclusive
of
exclusive use
use of
of sites
sites for
designation
[ni
tecl States ................---United
oonstrin!lion
on,
of
necessary
power
power
necessary
constri;u ion on,
houses
and accessories
accessories to generate
generate
houses and
electricity
producing nitrates,
for producing
electricity for
etc .......................-etc.
etc.......
acquirement of necessary lands, etc
acquirement
etc................
materials, processes,
processes, etc
materials,
products for sole use of United States
States.....
sale, etc., of surplus
surplus......--.....---...-employment of agents,
agents, agencies,
agencies, etc.;
omploymnent
duties .....................-........
dutits
appropriation for expenses;
expenses; available
available until
appropriation
expended ....-................--expended
construction
plants solely
i,inliruction and operation of plants
by
Government
-- --i- the Government...........
Panama bonds to raise necessary
i:- if Panama
u.
necessary
ney;
redemption of, modified
___
'.": redemption
modified....

Page.
1237
1237

2025
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Nitrates,
Fertilizers,
Page.
Nitrates, etc., Natural
Natural Fertilizers,
Page.
appropriation for investigating
investigating source of.
appropriation
of.
supply of, within
United States.
States.. 464,1153
464, 1153
within United
supply
1459 Nitrobenzor,
1459
Nitrobenol,
duty
on
duty on.............
..
....... ....--- 794
794
1245 Nitronapthalene,
1245
Nitronapthalene,
duty
794
duty on ..................
.............
794
1289 Nitrophenylenediamin,
1289
Nitrophenylenediamin,
duty on..............................
on
794
duty
685 Nitrotoluol,
Nitrotoluol,
duty on
794
duty
on......................
.... .-...
Nitrotoluylenediamin,
685 Nitrotoluylenediamin,
duty on
794
......
duty
on.
.................
.
--M.,
1561 Nixon, Azor M.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1537
1537
pension
1534 Noble, Alfred,
Alfed,
memorial fountain
fountain to, may be erected
erected on
on
memorial
1272
65
public
public grounds, Washington,
Washington, D. C
C..
65
Noble, Simeon,
Simeon,
1317
pension increased
pension
increased......-............... 1320
Nobles, Alexander S.,
S.,
1236
pension increased
1522
pension
increased....... .............
Noe, David,
David,
1268
pension
1449
pension ..............................
Nee,
Roy W.,
W.,
Noe, Roy
pension
1582
......
. 1582
1221
pension.............
Noel, William.
William M.,
1242
pension
increased
1575
...
1575
1242
pension increased ...............
offsinger, Alexander,
Noffsinger,
pension increased.....................
increased
1233
1561
Nofsinger, Francis
FrancisB.,
pension
1249
..............
1594
pension..............-ogales, Ariz.,
Nogales,
Ariz.,
customhouse
appropriation for bridge in customhouse
appropriation
1557
1552
lands. ............278
.............
278
lands
1244 Nokes, _Henrietta
Henrietta (widow),
pension inereae--......---.----..--..---1548
148
pensionicrese
1022 Nolan,
E. (widw),
(widow),
Nolan, Anne E.
pension
increased
1242
...........
......
pensionincreased...
1180
.T. (widow),
(widow),
1180 Nolan, Mary J.
pension
- 1449
pension..........-.........--..-.1482 Nolen, Abashabe (widow),
pension increased..............increased
1326
...-- .
pension
1319
(daughter),
Nolin, Mabel
Mabel(daughter),
1319 Nolin,
pension .............................
1571
pension
(daughter),
Josephine (daughter),
1396 Nolot, Josephine
1334
pension
.
........
..........
......
pension
Nordyke,
(widow),
Nordyke, Minnie (widow),
538
pension .............................
[375
1375
pension
538
Norfolk-Berkley Bridge
Company,
Bridge Conpany,
extended for
for bridging
bridging Eastern
Eastern
time extended
794
Branch of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River by.....
by
236
Branch
Norfolk,
Va.,
Norfolk, Va.,
appropriation for
for public building
building..........
267
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of waterway
waterway to Beaufort Inlet,
N. C., from................
from
394
Inlet, N.
fort
for public
public works navy
navy yard; crane,
crane, etc
567
215
etc..
567
for
structural shop,
shop, etc
1178
etc..... 567, 1178
dock, structural
for dry
dry dock,
lease
storage facilities
215
lease for storage
facilities .............
567
for equipping
navy yard to build ships
equipping navy
for increase
the Navy
Navy ...........
618
increase of the
construction of capital
capital ships forthwith.
forthwith
618
construction
for
215
for storage facilities, navy
navy yard; three
three
years' lease........................
1169
215
years'
lease
215
for marine
barracks, improvements
improvements..... 1179
21.5
marine barracks,
215
time
215
time extended
extended for bridging
bridging Eastern Branch
Branch
215
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth River
215
River at ..............
236
Normania," Steamer,
"Normania,"
- "
change
215
change of name
name of, to "William
"William F. Stifel,"
Stifel,"
235
authorized
-.
authorized ....................
91215
Normayle,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Normoyle, Emma
Emma E.
215
pension
1593
..-....-- 1593
increased.. .............
pension increased
215
Norris,
Frank B.,
Norris, Frank
................... 1379
..
215
pension
ppn.l-iun.

2026
2026
Norris, Joseph
Joseph H.,
Norris,
H.,
appropriation
salary, etc.,
of
for salary,
etc., supervisor
supervisor of
appropriation for
Indian schools
schools ..................
Indian
Norris, Silas
Silas W.,
Norris,
W.,
pension
increased .....................
pension increased
Norris, Theodore
Theodore B.
Norris,
B.,'
pension increased
pension
increased ......................
Norris,
Norris, Walter
Walter P.
P.,
pension increased.......................
increased
pension
Norristown
Norristown, Pa.,
Pa.,
condemned
cannon granted
condemned cannon
granted to
to ........-North
Alton, Ill.,
North Alton,
Ill.,
appropriation
for
Confederate
appropriation for Confederate cemetery...
cemetery...
North Avenue
Avenue Permanent
Building and
Loan
Permanent Building
and Loan
Association,
Baltimore,
Md.,
Association, Baltimore, Md.,
refund of
refund
of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax
tax..........
North Baltimore
Baltimore Permanent
Permanent Building
Building AssoAssociation,Baltimore,
Md. '
ciation, Baltimore, Md.,
refund
of excise
corporation tax..........
tax
refund of
excise corporation
North
Oreg.,
North Bend,
Bend, Oreg.,
granted
granted use of
of Coos
Coos Bay
ReservaBay Military
Military Reservation as
public park;
conditions
tion
as public
park; conditions....
Susquehanna River,
North Branch
Branch of
ofSusquehanna
River,
bridge
across, Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Pa
bridge authorized
authorized across,
North Carolina,
Carolina,
appropriation
for relief
from
relief of
of sufferers
sufferers from
appropriation for
floods in
in
......................
Pisgah
National
Forest,
set
apart
Pisgah National Forest, set apart........
Pisgah National
National Game
Game Preserve,
Preserve, set
set asideaside..
resident
Guilford County,
to be
be chairchairresident of
of Guilford
County, to

man,
Courthouse
man, etc.,
etc., of
of Guilford
Guilford Courthouse
National
pay,
National Park
Park commission;
commission; pay,
etc
etc...............................
statue of
statue
of Zebulon
Zebulon Baird
Baird Vance,
Vance, accepted
accepted
from,
from, for
Statuary Hall
for Statuary
Hall .............
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District,
North Carolina
CarolinaEastern
District,
additional terms of
additional
of court
at Raleigh......
Raleigh
court at
North
Dakota,
North Dakota,
bridge authorized across Red River of
the
of the
North,
between Minnesota
and
North, between
Minnesota and.....
Devils Lake
Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
of
Reservation, sale
sale of
undisposed
of lands
undisposed of
lands ...............
exchange of lands
lands with,
with, for
for dry
exchange
dry land
land agriagricultural
cultural station
station .................
Fort
Berthold
Indian
Reservation,
coal
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, coal
lands
opened to
to surface
surface homestead
homestead
lands opened
entry .......................
entry
school sections
sections of
of ceded Fort Berthold
Berthold ResReservation,
containing coal,
coal, to
ervation, containing
to be
be
.
appraised,
appraised, sold,
sold, etc
etc ...............
Standing
Standing Rock
Reservation, S.
S
Rock Indian
Indian Reservation,
Dak.,
and, disposal
Dak., and,
disposal of
of ceded
ceded lands
lands..
Vorth
Dakota
.Vorth Dakota Agricultural
Agricultural College,
College,
appropriation
for flax
tests for
making
appropriation for
flax straw
straw tests
for making
paper
in cooperation
cooperation with.......
with
454,
paper in
454,
North
Dakota
Judicial
North Dakota Judicial District
District,
counties
constituting
southwestern
divicounties constituting southwestern division...................... ....
sion
southeastern division .................
southeastern
northeastern
northeastern division
division ...................
northwestern division
northwestern
division ................
western division
division.....................
central
division
central division
..........
.........
terms of
terms
of court,
court, Bismarck
Bismarck................
Devils
Devils Lake
Lake .......................
Fargo .......................
...
Grand Forks .......................
Jamestown...
Jamestown ...................
..
Minot
.....
............
.... ..
North Dakota
North
Dakota Pumping
Project, N.
N. Dak.,
Pumping Project,
Dak.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.......
etc.
appropriation
North Dakota,"
Dakota," U.
S.,
"North
U. S.
S.S.,
appropriation
for repairs
repairs ...............
appropriation for
for engines
engines for
for .......................
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158
158
1244
1244
1518
1518
1590
1590
840
840
287
287
1494
1494
1494
1494
516
516
751
751
434
434
1811
1811
1811
1811

997
997
1603
1603
56
56
924
924
1776
1776
344
344
1748
1748
1131
1131
1721
1721
1142
1142
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
386
305
305
605
605
607
607

Page.
North German
German Lloyd
Lloyd Steamship
Steamship Line,
North
Line,
Page.
appropriation
to
325
appropriation for
for refund
refund to..............
325
Irrigation Project,
Project, Nebr.Nebr.-Wyo.,
North Platte
PlatteIrrigation
Wyo.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
use
appropriation
maintenance, etc.;
etc.; use
of balance
305
of
balance .................. ...
.
305
North River
River, N.
N. Y.).
Y.).
North
River (see
(see Hudson
Hudson River,
Northeast Permanent
Permanent Building
Building and
and Savings
Northeast
Savings
Association,
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
Association, Baltimore,
refund of
of excise
corporation tax..........
tax.
1494
refund
excise corporation
1494
Northeast River,
C.,
Northeast
River, N.
N. C.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
395
395
appropriation for
of....
Northend,
Mary E.
E. (widow),
Northend, Mary
(widow),
pension increased
1450
pension
increased ...................
1450
Northern and
Lakes,
Northern
and Northwestern
Northwestern Lakes,
appropriation for
292
for survey
survey of
of................
292
appropriation
Northern Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
Arapahoe Indians,
Indians,
Northern
and Arapahoe
Mont.,
Mont.,
appropriation for
support, etc.,
etc., of......
of. ..... 139,980
139, 980
appropriation
for support,
for "line
"line riders"
139,980
for
riders" ..................
139,
980
Northern Minnesota
Minnesota Conference,
Methodist
Northern
Conference, Methodist
Episcopal
Episcopal Church,
Church,
grant of
of land
land on
on Nett
Nett Lake
Lake Indian
Indian ReserResergrant
vation,
to ................
135
vation, Minn.,
Minn., to
135
Northern
Pacific Railroad
Railroad Grant,
Northern Pacific
Grant,
deficiency appropriation
for classifying,
classifying,
deficiency
appropriation for
etc., lands
lands in,
in, 1917.
817
etc.,
1917 ...............
817
Northern Pacific
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Company,
Northern
settlers
on unsurveyed
unsurveyed odd-numbered
secsettlers on
odd-numbered sections of
of grant
grant to,
to, in
in Washington,
Washington,
tions
accorded patent,
patent, etc..............
etc
946
accorded
946
lieu lands to,
lieu
relinquishment
946
to, on relinquishment........
946
Northport, Wash.,
Wash.,
Northport,
immediate
entry privileges
privileges
immediate transportation
transportation entry
extended to.
354
extended
to....................
354
Northumberland and
and Union
Union Counties,
Counties, Pa.,
Pa.,
Northumberland
may bridge
bridge west
west branch
branch of
of Susquehanna
may
Susquehanna
River,
Watsontown to
to White
White Deer,
Deer,
River, Watsontown
Pa .............................
513
Pa
513
Northville, Mich.,
Mich.,
Northville,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to
832, 836
condemned
to.........
832,
836
Northwest
Va. and
and N.
C.,
Northwest River,
River, Va.
N. C.,
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
be
preliminary
of, to
made
407
made..........
.......
..... --.
407
Norton,
Norton, Laforest
Laforest A.
A. (son),
(son),
pension1453
pension
..............
...
.......
1453
Norton,
Mary (daughter),
Norton, Mary
(daughter),
pension
pension 1210
................
..........
1210
Norton
E. (widow),
(widow),
Norton, Mary
Mary
. E.
pension
increased
1289
pension increased
.....
1...........
12S9
Norton, Philena
Philena 0.
(widow),
Norton,
0. (widow),
pension increased
1277
pension
increased.............
...
1277
Norwalk,
Conn.,
Norwalk, Conn.,
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
391
391
for improvement
of harbor..
appropriation for
Norway,
Norway,
appropriation
for minister
minister to......
to
1048
'52 1048
-. 252.
appropriation for
Norwich,
.Norwich, N.
N. Y.,
.,
condemned
granted to...........
to
842
condemned cannon
cannon granted
842
Norwood,
Eliza L.
L. (widow),
(widow),
Norwood, Eliza
pension
1378
pension increased
increased ...................
1378
Nottingham,
Anna (widow),
Nottinqham, Anna
(widow),
1375
pension
........----...
increased 1375
..... .
pension increased
Nottoway, Va.,
Va.,
Nottoway,
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
to Confederate
Confederate
condemned cannon
843
Monument
at
843
Monument Association
Association at..........
Nourse,
Nelson L.,
L.,
Nourse, Nelson
pension increased
1507
pension
increased....................
1507
Noyes, Charles
Charles W.,
Charles r.
W. Bentoi.
Benton,
.oyes,
W., alias
alias Charles
pension increased........increased
1434
1434
............
pension
Noyes,
Noyes, Minn.,
Minn.,
immediate
transportation facilities
facilities exeximmediate transportation
tended
to
435
tended to
4................
Null,
Arthur C.,
C.,
Null. Arthur
pension increased
increased ......................
1373
1373
pension
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John M.,
Null, John
M.,
Page.
pension increased ...................
1251
Nurse Corps,
Corps, Army
Nurse
Army (female),
appropriation for pay of superintendent;
superintendent;
allowances, etc.-.................
etc -626
626
for nurses.....
nurses
626
........
............. .
626
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc .......
628
628
Nurse
Corps, Navy,
Nurse Corps,
Navy,
appropriation for
for pay,
pay, etc..............
etc
575,1181
appropriation
575,
1181
Nursery
etc.
Nursery Stock, etc.,
appropriation for regulating
regulating importations,
appropriation
importations,
quarantine for diseased,
etc.; plant quarantine
diseased,
etc......................
etc
474,1164
modification
further
modification of quarantine against; further
prohibitions .................
1165
prohibitions
1165
Nurses,
Nurses, Alien,
not excluded
excluded admission
admission under contract
contract
878
labor laws ..............
------878
Nuts,
Nuts,
appropriation
investigating insects
appropriation for investigating
insects affecting.
465,
1154
fecting .......................
465, 1154
pecans
..
.....................
ans .
1154
Nutt, frankli-n
ranklin B.,---------B.,
increased ....................
pension increased
1512
Mitten, Oscar
Oscar D.,
Nutten,
pension
pension increased
1457
increased.......................
-1457
Nutter,. Martha
Nutter,
Martha (widow),
pennon. ...........................
pension
1296
Nutting, George H.,
H.,
pension increased
increased ....................-.
1510
Nutting,
Nutting, Isaac
Isaac W.,
increased ..-.................. ..
1526
pension increased
1526
Nye, Ervin,
Ervin,
pension increased
_pension
increased--........-.......
1253
....
.N.
rye,
ye, Henry,
Henry,
................
pension increased......
increased
1239

co.
0.
Oahu
Island, Hawaii,
Oahu Island,
Hawaii,
transfer of Puuloa
Puuloa Military
Military Reservation
Reservation to
642
the Navy ......................
Oakland, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation
improvement of harbor404
appropriation for improvement
purchase of dredging plant if bids unreasonable ....................
404
reasonable
Oaks, Nancy J.
J. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
1234
increased ....................
1234
Oaths, Naval Courts
Oaths,
Courts Martial,
Martial,etc.
etc.,
designated
authorized to adminisadminisdesignated officers authorized
ter, etc ........................
1171
1171
Reserves and Volunteers added
Reserves
added........ 1171
Oats,
Oats,
appropriation for investigating
investigating black rust,
appropriation
etc ......................
454,1142
official standards
standards of quality and condition
to be established
established
................ 483
interstate and foreign shipments
shipments to coninterstate
form to ..........................
483
Obed River. Tenn.,
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
preliminary
examination, etc.,
made
. 409
made.........................
O'Brien, Frank,
Frank,
O'Brien,
pension ..........................
1382
1382
O'Brien,
O'Brien, Michael,
Michael,
pension increased
increased ....................
1316
O'Brien, Nicholas
O'Brien,
Nicholas J.,
J.,
pension increased ......................
1316
Ocala,
Fla.
Ocala, Fla.,
preliminary exanination,
exanination, etc., to be made
for waterway
waterway from Silver Springs,
Fla., to
408
Fla.,
to..........................
Occoquan
Occoquan Creek, Va.,
Va.,
appropriation for improvement
of
394
appropriation
improvement of........
..

.
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Ocean
Page.
Ocean and Lake Surveys, Navy,
Page.
appropriation for hydrographic.........
hydrographic
561,1172
appropriation
561,1172
1?amps,
Ocean Tramps,
not deemed
deemed common carriers
carriers by water
water in
foreign commerce
728
foreign
commerce ................
728
Ochoa, Jesus,
increased
1405
pension increased........................
1405
0 oco National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Ochoco
appropriation for maintenance,
appropriation
maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Ocrnulgee River, Ga.,
Ocmulgee
Ga.,
appropriation
of
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
395
Oconee River, Ga.,
appropriation
improvement of ........
appropriation for improvement
395
O'Connell,
O'Connell, James,
James,
pension increased....................
increased
. 1518
1518
O'Connor,
A. C.,
C.,
O'Connor, Henry A.
pension increased
increased ........................ 1310
1310
Odell, Ann
Ann (widow),
(widow),
pension increased .....................
1289
1289

Odessa, Wash.,

Odessa,
condemne
Wash. ,cannon granted to
condemned
cannon granted to...........

831
831

O'Donnell,
O'Donnell, John F.,
F.,
pension _............................
pension
1375
O'Donnell,
Sabina (widow),
(widow),
O'Donnell, Sabina
pension
pension _ ................................
1286
O'Donohue, Patrick,
O'Donohue,
Patrick,
increased ....................
pension increased
1558
President (see Executive
Office of the President
Executive Office).
Office).
Army (see also
Act),
Officers, Army
also National
National Defense Act),
appropriation
remains of
287
appropriation for disposition
disposition of remains
of.. 287
623
for pay of line; longevity
.............
623
members of Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reeetve
for pay of member
Corps..
624
Corps..........................
624
pay of National
624
for py
Natioal Guard
Guard..............
624
pay of
of staff;
staff; longeviy..
longevity
626
for pay
........
626
retired; longevity...........
longevity
for pay of retired;
627
veterinarians
retired -*Vterinarianf.............
....
627
retired pay clerks
clerks....................
627
for pay of retired, on active
active service;
service;
longevity .......................
longevity
627
etc
628
for commutation
commutation of quarters, etc........
628
for mileage ........................
629
10 per cent additional pay, foreign
foreign
for 10
service............................ 629
service
months' pay of, dying in service..
service
629
for six months'
629
year's pay of, dying
dying from aviation
aviation
for one year's
accident
629
accident ......................
629
for additional
additional pay of, furnishing
furnishing their
own mounts
mounts ...........
..............629
_deficiency
appropriation for mileage......
mileage
29,
deficiency appropriation
29,
45,824
,,33,
33,45,824
for mileage, mustering, etc.,
etc., National
National
Guard ............................
Guard
337
for disposition of remains
remains of..........
of
810,828
assigned to Detached
Detached Officers'
Officers' List
list .given
given
assigned
constructive
commi ss
_ 623
constructive dates of commission...
seniority in grades ................
623
advances
reexamination
623
advances on reexamination............
board of three Navy and,
and, to report on acboard
acquiring rights to radiodynamic
radiodynamic tortorpedo-control inventions
inventions of John
pedo-control
Hays Hammond,
347
Hammond, Jr
jr................
347
detail of, as professors
professors at schools maintainmaintainReserve Officers'
Praining Corps;
ing Reserve
Officers'TrainingCorps;
number, conditions, etc............
etc
192
detailed
Guard may accept
accept
detailed with National Guard
commissions therein
therein ..............
208
commissions
208
termination
termination of, etc.....................
208
details of, for citizen training
training camps......
camps
195
195
to other schools and colleges for military
training of
of pupils
pupils ................
197
197
Act
_
729
duties under
under Shipping
Act.............
729
--
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Officers,
Army—Continued.
Page. Officers, Marine Corps-Continued.
Officers, Army-Continued.
Corps—Continued.
Page.
examinations
promotions required
required of
of
examinations for promotions
retirement
retirement of colonels
colonels as brigadier
brigadier generals;
all, below brigadier general
general.........
183
age and
and service
service requirements
611
requirements.......
611
restriction of, for majors and lieutenant
lieutenant
restoration
restoration to active
active list, of officers retired
colonels
183
colonels...............
by board for
for physical disability
disability...
611
generals of the line advanced
generals
advanced for Panama
Officers, Navy,
Officers,
Navy,
Canal service;
service; relative
relative rank
deterrank deterappropriation for transporting
transporting remains of,
appropriation
mined ..........................
623
dying abroad
abroad .................. 572,1181
572, 1181
dying
increase in number of Cavalry and Infantry
Infantry
deducted from six months'
months' gratuity
gratuity
not deducted
colonels .......................
184
pay
572, 1181
pay.............
...............
572,
available
no part of Army appropriations
appropriations available
for pay,
pay, active list ..............
575, 1181
person, not a
acitizen, apfor pay of person,
retired ...............
575 1181
1181
for pay of retired
575,
649
pointed in time of peace to
to be ......
649
for commutation
quarters
575, 1181
commutation of quarters..-.....
1181
retired
separation of Field from
from
retired,-,before separation
deficiency
appropriation
for
transporting
deficiency appropriation
transporting
Artillery, rated
rated as
of Field.
623
Coast Artillery,
as of
Field....
623
remains
abroad
825
remains of, dying abroad...........
825
retired, exempt
exempt from restriction
restriction on paying
advances
pay to,
to, ordered
ordered to or from
from sea
advances of pay
double salaries to Government
Government offidouble
duty, or shore duty
duty beyond
beyond the seas.
seas. 1181
1IS1
120, 582
cials, etc ....................
120,
board of three Army and, to report on acretired, may be assigned to temporary
temporary comquiring rights
rights to radiodynamic
radiodynarnic conquiring
without a
agarrison....
garrison..
627
mand of post without
627
trol of inventions of John
John Hays Hamtrolofinventionsof
retired brigadier general having specified
specified
mond, jr......................
jr
mond,
347
service record may be appointed
appointed to
boards of examinations
examinations for promotion
promotion may
may
gap
general .............
grade of major general
628
be ordered
at
foreign
stations
1171
ordered foreign stations.......
retired brigadier
brigadier general, who commanded
commanded
detail to Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office
Office of four, audetail
brigade, etc.,
etc. ' in Civil
Civil War,
War, may
may be
be
thorized
561
thorized..
................................
advanced in grade ..................
628
details
authorized
of,
for
duties
under Shipdetails
authorized
for
duties
retired, with specified Civil War and Army
Army
ping Act
..............
729
Act
service, may be appointed
appointed major
major
details of line,
Naval Flying
Flying Corps...-.
Corps
583
details
ne,
to
Naval
general, retired ................
628
examinations required
required of staff officers
officers on
on
examinations
staff
retired colonel having
having specified service
service
advancement to higher ranks.......
ranks
advancement
1182
record may be appointed brigadier
brigadier
status of Dental
Dental Corps, not affected.....
affected
1182
status
general on retired list ............
627
for engineering
engineering duty only;
only; provisions for..
for
580
for
retired colonel may be appointed
appointed brigadier
retired
brigadier
increase authorized
authorized of, in Medical
Medical Departincrease
general, retired,
retired, -having specified
specified
ment ...........................
99 4
224
service record ......................
627
absence due to personal
personal misconmisconno pay for absence
retired for disability, to have physical
physical exretired
etc
580
duct, etc.........
................
aminations; assignments to duty if
admini.qtered
oaths at courts martial to be administered
able .
..........................
629
1171
by designated
designated..................... 1171
retired in recognition
recognition of Panama Canal servReserves and Volunteers
added ..........
1171
Reserves
Volunteers added
ice to be transferred to active list if
on active list to have
have pay, etc.,
etc., according
according
under 50 years of age
937
age..............
581
rank and length of service.......
service
to rank
detail...
167
service in General
General Staff Corps by detail
pay
while on
on shore duty, etc . 1181
1iSt
pay of warrant,
warrant, while
with National
National Guard,
Guard, etc.,
etc., drafted
drafted into
personnel
576
576
personnel established ....................
service with the Army............
Army
340
percentage
distribution of
of
and
ratio
of
distribution
percentage
temporary promotions of, to vacancies
temporary
vacancies
line officers
officers .......................
576
57
caused by assignments to National
staff
officers
576
57ti
staff
officers..........................
organizations in time of war;
Guard organizations
professors
of mathema
tics; grade to cease
577
mathematics;
cease.
577
professorsof
term
211
term..............................
rear admirals, pay, etc.,
etc., established.....
established__
577
vacancies
vacancies in line below lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel
chief warrant
officers; service
pay, etc...
etc
578
578
servicepay,
warrantofficers;
caused by National Defense Act
Act
promotions
captain, and
and
promotions to
to commander,
commander, captain,
may be filled by promotion
185
promotion........
rear
admiral by selection hereafter...
hereafter
rearadmiral
578
examination, etc.,
etc., required ............
185
185
provisions governing;
governing; board, etc ......
578
578
provisions
Officers,
Marine
Corps,
Corps,
Marine
Officers,
sea
service required; age limit........
limit
579
579
sea
service
appropriation
for
pay
609,
1188
appropriation for pay.................. 609. 1188
retirement
579
579
hereafter........
retirement at age of 64 hereafter
reorganization
reorganization of personnel ..........
609
Engineer Corps, from origirank, etc.,
etc., Civil Engineer
for retired
....................
612,1188
612,
1188
nal
appointment ...............
1184
1184
nal appointment
for commutation
commutation of quarters, without
without
retired, exempt
exempt from
restriction on
on paying
paying
retired,
from restriction
troops ..................
613, 1188
double salaries to Government
Government offi614, 1190
1190
with troops .....................
120,
cials, etc .-..................
120, 582
for transporting
transporting remains of, dying
pay,
etc.,
while
detailed on active
active duty.
duty_
5S1
581
detailed
while
etc.,
pay,
abroad ...572.
1181
.............. 572. 1181
surgeons increased
by one; details
details from
from
surgeons
increased by
not deducted
deducted from six months' gratuity
gratuity
Medical Corps to Red
Red Cross.....
Cross
581
581
...
Medical
572.1181
pay ...........................
572.
1181
status
of officer
while on
duty as
as
status of
officer retired
retired while
on duty
details of
of line,
to Naval
Corps
583
details
line, to
Naval Flying
Flying Corps.....
583
chairman of
General Board.........
Board
581
of General
chairman
examinations to have loss of
failing in examinations
Army,
of the Line, Army,
numbers in lieu of suspension ......
611 Officers of
Artillery to have rank, etc.,
Chief of Coast Artillery
reexaminations,
reexaminations, etc.;
etc.; effect of failure...
failure612
general ...................
349
of major general
224
increase authorized
authorized of ...................
224
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army,
personal misno pay for absence due to personal
Officers'
conduct, etc.
conduct,
580
624
etc ......................
appropriation
duty
580
appropriation for pay, on duty...........
189
personnel reorganized
609
purpose
organization.................
personnel
reorganized.....
139
...........
609
of organization
purpose of
exempt from restriction
restriction on paying
paying
retired, exempt
sections composing;
composing; exception
exception of service,
service,
189
189
double salaries to Government offioffietc ..............................
appointments by
by President
alone; qualificials. etc.....................
etc
120,582
120, 582
qualifiPresident alone;
appointments
189
retired; pay, etc.,
etc., while detailed
detailed on active
189
cations ............................
189
duty ...........................
581 i '• proportion
1S9
proportion limited
limited ..................
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Page. Ohio River—Continued.
River-Continued.
Page.
appointments
appointments of certified eligibles within
jurisdiction
Mississippi River Commisjurisdiction of Mississippi
three years ....................
189
.
189
sion extended
extended over, up to mouth
moutla of
registered
registered colonels
colonels and lieutenant colCache River
River ......................
402
nels .
189
..........................
locks and dams excepted
402
excepted .............
402
office to cease when vacated..........
vacated
189
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., to be made
made
'
age limitation; honorable discharge
discharge at
of, at Uniontown,
Uniontown, Ey
Ky.............
409
age limit
189 Ohio
limit............
...........
189
Ohio Valley Floods,
Floods, 1913,
not applicable to staff appointments...
appointments
190
190
readjustment of pay for mail transportation
readjustment
transportation
Medical Reserve
Medical
Reserve Corps abolished .........
190
interrupted
interrupted by
by ..................
161
lieutenants, medical section,
use of first lieutenants,
section, in
Ohio-West Virginia
Bridge Company,
Company,
Virginia Bridge
time of peace;
190
peace- pay, etc .........
may
may bridge Ohio
Ohio River, Steubenville,
Steubenville,
commissions
years; recomcommissions to
to be
be for five years;
Ohio .
5
Ohio
......................
5
missions ..........................
190
190 Oil and
Gas Lands, Five Civilized Tribes, Okla.,
Okla ,
andGas
rank, etc .........................
. 190
appropriation
inspectors,
appropriation for oil and gas inspectors,
temporary duty in time of war............
190
temporary
war
etc
etc
............................ 148,985
rank, pay, etc.
190
etc.;•longevity
longevity-.............
190 Oil City,
City, Pa.,
Pa.,
to
rank among
etc.;themselves .............
to rank
among
190
bridge authorized
across Allegheny
authorized across
Allegheny River,
promotions authorized
authorized .................
190
190
at ............................
44
no retirement pay, etc.; pensions alOil
Oil Lands,
Lands,
lowed .........................
190
appropriation
expenses, suits
suits affecting,
affecting,
appropriation for expenses,
subject to Army regulations,
in
regulations, etc., when
when in
withdrawn
312
withdrawn .........................
312
active service .....................
191
leases authorized
authorized in ceded
ceded Shoshone
Shoshone Indian
leases
etc
191
annual duty with troops; pay, etc........
Reservation, Wyo .................
519
Reservation,
519
extension by consent..................
consent
extension
191 Oiler, Andrew J.,
J.,
in time of peace
peace Volunteer officers may be
pension
pension increased
increased....................... 1514
used,
used ,if none available
from
available from........
191 Okanogan County, Wash.,
appointment
in Volunteers
appointment of Army officers
officers inVolunteers.
191
purchase
purchase of water rights for Indian
Indian allotduty in, not counted
counted for retirembnt
retirembnt .......
191
ments in .......................
155
155
appointment
graduates of Reserve
appointment of graduates
reimbursement,
etc
reimbursement, etc...................
156
Officers' Training
Training Corps in; condiOfficers'
Okanogan Irrigation
Irrigation Project,
Project, Wash.,
Okanogan
tions
193
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.......
etc
tions..............................
appropriation for
305
Training Corps, Reserve
Reserve
Okanogan National
National Forest,
Reserve (see Reserve
Officers' Training
Okanogan
Forest, Wash.,
Wash.,
Officers'
Training Corps).
Corps).
etc., of.
of. 459,1148
Officers Training
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
Official
Patent One,
Office,
Oklahoma
0
Official Gazette, Patent
Oklahoma,
appropriation
appropriation
convey330
printing and
and binding
binding....
appropriation for suits to set aside conveyappropriation for printing
deficiency
ances,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing,
ances, Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes' allotbinding, etc...,.....
etc
3,27
ments
312
binding,
..
-.........
3,27
ments ..- .
.........
...
312
for suits affecting
affecting Seminole
Postal Guide,
Seminole allotted lands
Official Postal
Guide,
appropriation for publication
in ...........................
312
312
108,1110
of........ 108,1110
publication of
appropriation
coal land lease relinquished
area
relinquished and new area
etc._
108
copies for executive departments, etc..
granted
Denison Coal Company.
Company
870
granted to Denison
870
receipts from sales may be used as
drainage
assessments allowed
allowed on Sac and
drainage assessments
appropriation .......... 108, 1110
further appropriation
1110
673
Fox Indian
Indian lands in ..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publication
deficiency
homesteaders
ceded Cheyenne
Cheyenne and
homesteaders on ceded
. 819
of, 1917 ......................
Arapahoe
Reservation lands allowed
Arapahoe Reservation
Official
Reporters,
Official Reporters,
further time for payments
payments ........
937
937
appropriation for, House of RepresentaRepresentaappropriation
tives .........................
72,
1076
may operate fish hatchery
hatchery on Fort Sill
tives
72,1076
Reservation
35
Reservation.....................
for, Senate
Senate
.......................... 69, 1073
preliminary
examination to be made of Red
preliminary examination
deficiency
services,
appropriation for extra services,
deficiency appropriation
etc., for flood
flood protection....
protection....
408
River, etc.,
408
822
House of
of Representatives
Representatives ..........
sale of certain former Kiowa, etc.,
etc., Indians
for extra services, Senate ..............
822
lands,
to
Tillman
County
and
Grand.
lands, to Tillman County and GrandGovernments,
Officials of Foreign
ForeignGol
ernments,
field ...........................
446
Immigration Act not applicable to, nor
time extended
extended for installments
installments due on sur878
878
guests......
their suites, families, or guests
Choctaw and Chickaface tracts of Choctaw
Ogan,
Ogan, Edgar,
Edgar,
coal and asphalt lands in.......
in
saw coal
866
pension increased........................
increased
1450
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
O'Hara,
Jeferson, alias
alias Thomas J. O'Hara,
O'Hara,
O'llara, Jefferson,
appropriation for public
public building --......... 267
appropriation
pension increased....................-.
increased
1406
pension
terms of court
court at _ .....................
927
O'Hare,
Michael F.,
O'Hare, Michael
office
of
clerk
or
deputy
927
office
deputy.............-...
1212
to
payment to.........................--,
Daniel
J.,
1212
Eastern Judicial
Judicial District.
District,
Oklahoma Eastern
0'
Harra Daniel J.,
O'Harra,
counties constituting ..................counties
. 927
pension
1425
ension increased
increased.......
.....-----------terms of court, Ardmore
Ardmore..................
927
0'Hearn, Francis
Francis J.,
0Bearn,
Chickasha
927
Chickasha. ...........................
------ 1574
.......
increased......-pension increased
3fuskogee
927
Muskogee -...........................
O' Heron, James,
1574
O'Heron,
..................
...
McAlester
927
South McAlester
pension
1577
pension
......................-----..........---Tulsa ........
...............
Tulsa
927
Ohio
River,
Ohio River,
Vinita
927
-...--................-..------appropriation for improvement
improvement of; open
appropriation
clerk's office at Muskogee
400
Muskogee......-......-..- 927
channel work.
400
work...................Oklahoma Western Judicial
Judicial District,
District,
Oklahoma
improvement of, by locks and dams
dams
for improvement
constituting ...................----..
927
400 i counties constituting
secure 9-foot depth..-....depth
..400
to secure
terms of court, Enid -..............------927
927
terms
across, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh to
to
bridge authorized
authorized across,
Guthrie
927
.......................
Guthrie
36
36
McKees Rocks.
Rocks, Pa.............-.Pa
McKees
Lawton
927
-....--.......--.---Lawton...--. 5
Steubenville, Ohio .................---
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Oneida, N.
N. 7.,
PaYe.
Y.,
Page.
Oklahoma Western Judicial
JudicialDistrict-Con.
Oklahoma
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Page.
appropriation
City...........
terms of court, Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
927
appropriation for public building..........
building
267
26;
Woodward
Woodward
..........................
Wis.,
927 Oneida,
Oneida, Wis.,
clerk's office at Guthrie, deputy at Oklaschool lands and buildings transferred
transferred to;
school
City
homa City..................
admission of Indian
Indian pupils..........
pupils
927
992
Oklawaha River,
River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Oklawaha
Oneonta, N. Y.,
Oneonta,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of; transfer
appropriation for public building..........
building
appropriation
appropriation
267
accepted;
of Kyle and Young Canal accepted;
Ong, William W.,
396
pension increased
1431
etc...............
extensions, etc
396
increased .......................
131
Onosohatchee
Old Bettis,
Onosoltatchee River, Fla.,
Fla.,
appropriation for payment
payment to ............
306
306
preliminary examination,
preliminary
appropriation
examination, etc., of, to be
B. ,
Old, Christian
ChristianB.,
made .........................
made
408
pension increased
increased ..................
1518 Ontonagon,
Ontonagon, Mich.,
Kasaan National
National Monument, Alaska,
Old Kasaan
appropriation
improvement of harbor..
harbor_ . 400
appropriation for improvement
proclamation
1812
1812 Opelika, Ala.,
proclamation setting aside ...............
0Mam.
Ky.,
Oldham County,
County, Ky.,
appropriation
public building..........
building
appropriation for public
267
payment of Court of Claims findings to....
to_ _
1496 Operating
Operating Force,
Force, Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
OWs,
James,
Olds, James,
appropriation
employees speciappropriation for pay of; employees
pension increased
increased ......................
1508
1508
fied..........................
fied
272
Frederick G.,
Oldt, Frederick
deficiency appropriation
20
deficiency
appropriation for ..............
pension
1574 Operating
.........
1574
OperatingSupplies, Public Buildings,
pension.................
Buildings,
O'Leary, Margaret
Margaret (widow),
(widow),
appropriation
etc
273
appropriation for fuel, lights, water, etc..
pension increased ...................
1535
furnishing
pension
furnishing steam
steam for postal pneumatic
pneumatic
tube service .................
Olin, James,
..
274
......................
increased...
pension
pension increased
1288
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
for
20,824
1288
deficiency
Ollala Slough,
Slough, Oreg.
Oreg.,
°Ueda
water
for fuel, lights, and water...............
29
portion of, declared
declared anonnavigablestream.
anonnavi' gable stream_
937 Opium,
Opium,
Olmstead, William
William W.,
Olmstead,
appropriation for expenses,
expenses, enforcing
enforcing law
appropriation
pension increased
increased ........................
restricting sale of..............
of
1480
restricting
86,1091
Ill.,
Opperrnan,
Ferdinand,
Opperman, Ferdinand,
Olney, Ill.,
267
pension
.............
building..........
1518
appropriation for public building
pension increased......
increased1518
appropriation
O'Loughlin, Martin,
Martin,
Fred,
O'Loughlin,
Opperman,
Oppermart,Fred,
pension
i
ncreased
. .................
pension
1379
pension increased........................ 1385
1385
pension................
Optical Glass,
Glass,
Optical
Olsen, Frank,
Frank,
homestead patent to
1304
appropriation for investigating production
production
1304
appropriation
to......................
homestead
Olympic National
Forest, Wash.,
problems of......................
of
problems
National Forest,
1116
Orange, Cal..,,
Cal., Building and Loan Association,
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1148
459, 1148 Orange
appropriation
lands eliminated from Mount Olympus
refund
corporation tax..........
tax
refund of excise corporation
1493
National Monument
Monument retained in.
_
1726
in....
National
1726 Orange,
N. J.,
J.,
Orange N.
condemned
843
Omaha
Indians, Nebr.,
Omaha Indians,
condemned cannon granted to
to..........
allotments of, in
drainage assessments on allotments
Orange River, Fla.,
Fla.,
Orange
appropriation for improvement
improvement of.......
of
appropriation
396
Wakefield district, approved
142
approved........
Wakefield
payment;
142 Orange,
Orange, Tex.,
Tex.,
payment; limit ......................
142
appropriation
public building..........
267
reimbursable
Indians
142
appropriation for
for public
building
reimbursable from funds of Indians...
trust patent lands of, subject to State, etc.,
etc.,
Orchard, Ellen
(widow),
Ellen E.
E. (widow),
Orchard,
pension increased
865
increased ....................
1276
taxes........................
taxes
865
sale
865 Orchards,
Orchards,
865
not subject to levy and tax sale.........
866
appropriation for investigating
investigating insects
insects afappropriation
funds............
payment from Indian funds
fecting
1151
release if no fund available
fecting....................
465, 1154
release
available ...........
866
Omaha, Nebr.,
Omaha,
Orcutt, Wallace,
Orcutt,
increased..........
............
1t01
appropriation for public building
267
pension increased
1101
building.......
appropriation
condemned
Ordnance and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores, Navy,
Navy,
condemned cannon granted to, for Spanish
Spanish
Ordnance
War Veteran
Veteran Camp............
Camp
838
appropriation for procuring,
appropriation
procuring, etc......
etc
563, 1175
1175
O'Meara,
0' Meara, Josephine
Josephine F.
F. (widow),
(widow),
for smokeless powder...............
powder.
563, 1175
563,1175
pension .
1343
.................
price of powder restricted
price
restricted .......... 563,
56, 1175
11 -5
Omnibus
Pension Bill, II.
Omnibus Pension
no purchases
purchases unless
unless plant at IndianH. R. 13486,
head
operation ........... 563,1175
563, 1175
correction in enrollment
1602
enrollment of, directed
directed.....
head in full operation
Omnibus
Pension Bill,
Omnibus Pension
for batteries
batteries and ammunition
ammunition for
for merBill, H.
H. R. 14484,
correction in enrollment
1602
enrollment of, directed
directed.....
chant
1176
1176
chant auxiliaries
auxiliaries................
Pension Bill,
Bill, S. 4856,
Omnibus Pension
Omnibus
for ammunition
ammunition for issue.............
issue
564, 1176
correction in enrollment
enrollment of, directed
1601
directed.....
correction
for reserve
supplies1176
564. 1176
...............
reserve supplies
Onalaska, Wis.,
Onalaska,
for guns
g uns and munitions storage at specifor
condemned cannon
cannon granted to.........
to
839
fied
magazines, yards, etc..........
etc
839
fled magazines,
560
One
One Mile Creek, Ala.,
deficiency appropriation
for
828
deficiency
appropriation for...........
30, 42, 828
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of, to be
Ordnance, Army,
Ordnance,
Army, Chief of,
made
............
.........
made
408
serve on commission
to serve
commission to submit
submit plans
plans for
for
O'Neal,
manufacture
O'Neal, Isaac,
Isaac,
manufacture of articles for the
.................
pension increased .-1572
Government
in United
United States
States penipeniGovernment in
1572
O'Neal, William
William,,
O'Neal,
tentiaries
810
81
tentiaries..........................
.............
pension increased .....
1292 ,Ordnance,
Ordnance, Army,
Army, Obsolete,
Oneida Indian
Indian School, Wis.,
Wis. ,
Oneida
granted to Akron,
granted
Akron, Ohio .................
833
appropriation
Ala-on, Ohio, for Grand Army post......
post
812
8-'2
purchase of dairy cattle
appropriation for purchLe
Akron,
Allentown,
837
for ....
....................
Allentown, Pa .......................
156
Oneida Indians,
Indians, Wis.,
Oneida
Almedia
Cemetery, Espy, Pa..........
Pa
836
Almedia Cemetery,
sale of designated
designated lots authorized;
authorized; proceeds
proceeds
841
Alturas, Cal .......................
for use of ...
................
-992
843
Anniston, Ala ......................
Anniston,
-992
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granted to Anoka, Minn
Minn................
granted
832
832
Antioch
Antioch College,
College, Ohio ................
837
Antwerp,
838,840
Antwerp, Ohio ....................
838,
840
Ardmore,
833
Ardmore, Okla
Okla .....................
833
Asheville, N.
Confederate Veterans
N. C., Confederate
camp .........................
camp
841
Ashland,
Ashland, Ohio
Ohio .......................
843
Ashland,
Ashland, Pa .......................
843
Athens,
Ala
833
Athens, Ala........................
Atkins,
840
Ark ................
.......
Atkins, Ark
Auburn, Ala.,
Ala., for Alabama
Alabama Polytechnic
Institute
843
Institute.........................
Auburn, N. Y., for Grand Army post.
post... 837
Avon, Mass., Rifle Club
Club............... 839
832
Baltimore, Md
Aid .......................
832
Beckley, W. Va ......................
833
Beecher
Memorial Association,
Association,
Beecher Island
Island Memorial
Colo
835
Colo............................
Bellaire, Ohio ......................
843
Bellbrook, Ohio
836
Ohio....................
842
Ill ......................
Belvidere, Ill
Benton, Mo.........................
Mo
838
842
post....
Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, Ind., Grand Army post.
832
832
Minn ......................
Earth, Minn
Blue Earth,
.................... 831
Tenn.
Bluff City, Tenn
842
N Y.......................
Bronx, N.Y
841
Brooklyn, N. Y., McKinley
Park
McKinley Park.....
Brooklyn,
842
.
.
Park. ....................
Sunset Park
841
Canal Dover, Ohio ..........................-. 839
Carbondale, Ill..........Carbondale,
836
836
....--........Caro, Mich ..........Carrollton, Ga., Agricultural
Agricultural and MeCarrollton,
841
841
chanical
chanical School ..................838
..-.....- 838
Cedarville,
Ill ...............
Cedarville, Il1
834 840
Charleston,
Charleston, Ark ...................-- 834,840
Charleston,
82.3
833
W. Va
Va.............- .-..
Charleston, W
Chelsea,
Mass., for
home
840
for State soldiers' home..
Chelsea, Mass.,
Chicago,
832
..... .........---Ill..........
Chicago, Ill
Chickasha,
.......--833
.. -------Okla..........
Chickasha, Okla

833
Clarence,
N.Y
833
-----..Y............---Clarence, N.
--------Clayton, Mo
Mo. ............----842
Claytoi,
Clayton,
836
Y.................------N. Y
Clayton, N
Clermont
Mount MoClermont County, Ohio, for Mount
riah
833
riah Cemetery ..................Confederate Monument
Association, LuMonument Association,
Confederate
. 843
nenburg
Va
nenburg County, Va............-.......... 843
Connellsville, Pa .........
834
Conway, Ark ..............----------Crown Point
Reservation, N.
Y
835
835
N. Y.........
Point Reservation,
Crown
Decatur County,
County, Ind .......--..----- 841
Decatur
Des
post.831
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa, for Grand Army post..
832
Minn
832
Detroit, Minn..............------...............---...- 841
841
Dublin, Ohio
Ohio .........
Iowa, Grand Army post, for city
Early, Iowa,
park
838
38
park ............-........-----J
843
N. J...........--------Orange, N.
East Orange,
Easton, Pa.,
Franklin School
838
838
School ......
for Franklin
Easton,
Pa., for
for Grand
833
833
post........---.......--Army post
for
Grand Army
Eaton Rapids City, Mich
Mich............- - 842
Eaton
Elizabethtown,
Sons of
Veterans
of Veterans
for Sons
Pa., for
Elizabethtown, Pa.,
834
camp ............----..-----------836
-- 836
Ind
Elkhart, Ind...........---.....------.......-834
Elsbrry,
Mo
834
Elsberry, Mo......................-------843
Elyria,
Ohio, Sons
camp.....
843
of Veterans
Veterans camp
Sons of
Elyria, Ohio,
Emporia,
for Grand
post_ _ 835
835
Grand Army post.
Kans., for
Emporia, Kans.,
836
Espy,
Almedia Cemetery
836
Cemetery...--for Almedia
Pa., for
Espy, Pa.,
831
831
------Evanston 'Wvo.............----Wyo.
Evanston,
842
842
Falmouth,
Falmouth, Mass -....................839
Farmington, Ill
Ill.......-....--------- .. 839
835
Farmington,
835
post..
Mo.,, for Grand Army post
Farmington, Mo.
34
Fergus
Mont
- 834
Fergus County, Mont.......--..----......-834
834
Forrest
...
Ark.........-----..----Forrest City, Ark
Fort
Country Club, Terre
Harrison Country
Fort Harrison
835
83
Ind...-........----------Haute, Ind
102620 °—VOL 39-P
39—rr 2-57
2--57
102620°-voL
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Ohio
836
granted to Fort
Fort Laramie,
Laramie, Ohio...........
836
Fort
Reservation, Md
833
Fort McHenry
McHenry Reservation,
Md........
833
Fort Madison,
Madison, Iowa, for Grand Army
post
832
post..............................
Fox Lake,
Wis .....................
837
837
Fox
Lake, Wis
Fredericktown, Mo., for Grand Army
Fredericktown,
835
post .........................
Ill
Freeport, Ill......................
838
842
...............
Fresno, Cal ........
843
Friend, Nebr ........................
Gaffney, S.
S. C., Daughters of American
American
Revolution ........
837
832,837
Revolution
......... 832,
Gage,
Okla. ..........................
835
Gage, Okla
Gainesville,
834
Gainesville, Fla ....................
Geneva,
836
Y.......................N. Y
Geneva, N.
Georgia
College................
839
Military College
Georgia Military
Gillespie,
838
Gillespie, Ill.
Ill ............-...........
Gilman,
841
4
.............
Ill ...........
Gilman, III.
835
Glasgow, Mo
Mo................--...--.
Glenwood,
Mo.
838,841
Glenwood, Mo....................
Grahamsville,
N. Y..................
Y.
839
Grahamsville, N.
Grand
Washington
22, Washington
Post No. 22,
Army Post
Grand Army
832
832
and Alaska ....................
Granite
Minn .................
834
Granite Falls, Minn
Greene
County, Ind ...............
.
842
Greene County,
Greenfield,
832
832
Iowa ....................
Greenfield, Iowa
Greensburg, Ind.,
Ind., for Grand
Grand Army
post
841
Army post.
Greensburg,
Gunnison,
Colo
843
Gunnison, Colo.....................
Halifax
832
Halifax County, Va ...................
832
Harlan,
post
832
Harlan, Iowa, for Grand Army post.....
837
Helena,
Ark
Helena, Ark...............-.........
Hicksville
Ohio
837,840
Hicksville,'Ohio................
Holbrook,
Memorial Association.
Association..
836
Mass., Memorial
Holbrook, Mass.,
Hoopestown,
Ill..
.
.
..........
........
841
Hoopestown, Ill ....................
837
Homer,
John S
S .........-.......
Mrs. John
Horer, Mrs.
842
•
Huntington,
W.• V
VS..................
Huntington, W.
.Hutchinson,
Rana., and
and Grand Army
Hutchinson, Kans.,
post
at ................ .
. 838
.-..--.post at
...... 839
Jackson County, Miss..........
Miss
Jackson
Jacksonville ' Fla.,
Old Confederate
Confederate
Fla., for Old
Jacksonville,
Sailors' Home
Home........ 837
Soldiers and Sailors'
Jefferson, Ohio
Ohio ........
841
..............
Jefferson,
836
Jeffersonville, Ohio...................
Ohio
Jeffersonville,
837
Kennett, Mo......................
Mo
Kennett,
835
.... .........
Kincaid, Kans.......
Kane
Kincaid,
. 841
Kingwood, W.
W. Va .....................
Kingwood,
841
Lamar,
Cob., for
for Grand Army post......
post
Lamar, Colo.,
Lanesboro,
Mass
839,841
.................
Lanesboro, Mass
. 0• 834
Lamed,
Kane
Lamed, Kans.....................
836
Lawton, Okla
Okla......................
Lawton,
......... 836
Lebanon, Pa ..............
Lebanon,
........ 838
Lena, Wis.......
......
Lena,
. 841
..........
Lincoln, Nebr
..........
Nebr
Lincoln,
840
Linthicum Heights,
Heights, Md
840
Md..............
Linthicum
Litchfield, Minn
834
Minn ....................Litchfield,
834
Lititz,
Pa .........................
Lititz, Pa
Lorain, Ohio
Ohio ......................
842
Lorain,
832
Ludlow, Ky......-Ky
.......
..........
Ludlow,
838
...............
Kans .......
Lyons, Kane
842
McPherson, Kans....................
Kane
McPherson,
832
Madisonville,
832
Ky...................
Madisonville, Ky
836
Marianna,
Ark ..............-------836
Marianna, Ark.
834
Marine
Mich. .................
Marine City, Mich.:
837
Marine, Ill
.
837
Ill ................--------Marine,
842
Methuen,
Mass ..................-.
Methuen, Mass
-- 836
Miami,
Fla.
836
Miami, Fla...............-------834
Middletown, Pa ...........---....---..
834
Middletown,
Milledgeville,
Milledgeville, Ga., for Georgia Military
839
College.......................839
College
Milwaukee,
Wis., for
South Shore
Shore Park838
Park. 838
for South
Milwaukee, Wis.,
Monticello, Ark ...
833
...............--Monticello,
Monticello, N. Y
839
839
.....-----------Y......
Monticello,
Montrose, Colo...........
Colo
841
41
........------Montrose,
Mooseheart, Ill.,
Ill., Order
Moose
842
842
of Moose.......
Order of
Mooseheart,
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granted
Morrillton, Ark
Ark ..............
granted to
to Morrillton,
840
840
granted
granted to
to Susanville,
Susanville, Cal
Cal ...............
833
833
4
32
3
Mount Moriah
Moriah Cemetery,
Clermont
Clermont
Talladega, Ala.
Talladega,
8:3
Ala ..........
............
842
County,
Ohio ...................
County, Ohio
833
833
Tampa, Fla
Fla.....................
. 83
833
Muskogee, Okla.
Muskogee,
Okla ...................
833
.
833
TenniIle,
Ga ....................
837
Tennille, Ga
.
837
New Bedford,
Bedford, Mass
Mass -.................
New
842
842
Terre
for Fort
Port Harrison
Harrison
Terre Haute,
Haute, Ind.,
Ind., for
New
Mo ......................
New Madrid,
Madrid, Mo
837
837
Country Club
Club
835
Country
......................
835
New
Pa . ...................
New Oxford,
Oxford, Pa
842
842
Texarkana,
Ark ................. ...
835
Texarkana, Ark
835
New
New Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa
Pa..................
838
838
The
The Dalles,
DaIles, Oreg
841
......................
841
New Woodstock,
New
Woodstock, N.
N. Y
835
Y................
835
Thief River
Thief
Falls, Minn
833
River Falls,
Minn ................
833
New York
New
York City,
City, N.
N. Y
Y................
841
Thomtown,
840
Thorntown, Ind
Ind..................
.
840
Fordham
Fordham Square
Square ...........
842
.......
842
Trenton, Mo
836
Trenton,
Mo ......................
836
Jefferson
Park .....................
Jefferson Park
842
842
Trenton N.
N. JJ........
842
Trenton,
..
.........
842
Mount
Park
Mount Morris
Morris Park.................
843
843
Tuscaloosa,
Ala., University
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
University of Alabama.
Alabama
843
843
Richmond
Richmond Hill
Hill ...................
.
843
Tuscumbia,
Tuscumbia, Ala
832, 843
843
Ala ...................
832,
Newton, Ill.,
Ill., for
for Grand
Grand Army
post
Army post......
835
835
Ulysses, Pa.,
Cemetery
Ulysses,
Pa., Cemetery
.............
838
838
Norristown,
Norristown, Pa
Pa ........................
840
840
University of
of Alabama
University
Alabama -...............
843
843
Northville,
Mich
Northville, Mich..
..............
832,836
832,836
Valley
Valley City,
N. Dak
City, N.
Dak .........
841
.......
841
Norwich,
N. Y
Y ....................
Norwich, N.
842
842
Vanceburg,
Vanceburg, Ky.,
Ky., for
for Grand
Army post..
post..
Grand Army
839
839
Nottoway, Va.,
Nottoway,
Va., Confederate
Confederate Monument
Monument
Vassar, Mich.
Mich ....................
Vassar,
834
834
Association
Association .......................
843
Veedersburg,
Veedersburg, Ind
Ind.................
838
Odessa, Wash
Odessa,
Wash......................
831
Vermont, Ill
Vermont,
Ill........................
839
.
839
Omaha,
for Spanish
Omaha, Nebr.,
Nebr., for
Spanish War
War Veterans
Veterans
Vernon,
Vernon, Tex
Tex ........................
833
.
833
.............
camp .........
838
.
838
Victoria, Va
Victoria,
Va ...........
............ .
843
843
Onalaska,
Wis. ...................
Onalaska, Wis
839
839
Viroqua,
Wis
Viroqua, Wis
834
........................
834
N. J......................
Orange, N.
J
843
.
843
Wakefield,
Mass .......................
Wakefield, Mass
841
841
Ozark, Ark
Ozark,
Ark
840
....................... , .
840
Walla
Wash., for
for Spanish
Spanish War
War
Walla Walla,
Walla, Wash.,
Oxford,
N. Y.,
Y., for
for Relief
Relief Corps
837
Oxford, N.
Corps Home...
Home...
Veterans camp
837
Veteranacamp....................
832
832
Paintsville,
for Grand
Grand Army
Army post_
842
Paintsville, Ky.,
Ky., for
post.._ 842
Warrensburg,
Mo., State
Normal School
Warrensburg, Mo.,
State Normal
School.
839
839
Paragould,
833
Paragould, Ark
Ark....................
833
Warrenton,
Warrenton, Ga
Ga ........................
836
Pardeeville,
Wis ....
835
Pardeeville, Wis
............... .
835
Warsaw,
Ky ...........................
Warsaw, Ky
841
841
Parkersburg,
W. Va
Va ...................
842
Parkersburg, W.
842
Warwick,
843
Warwick, R
R. I
I .....................
843
Parkston,
S. Dak
841
Parkston, S.
Dak......................
841
Waterloo,
Y .......................
Waterloo, N.
N. Y
841
841
Pawnee
Rock, Kans
831
Pawnee Rock,
Kans ................
831
Waynesburg,
Armory Board.......
Board
Waynesburg, Pa.,
Pa., Armory
840
840
Pennington County,
833
County, Minn
Minn .............
Park Association
Association ...................
833
Park
839
. 839
Phelps, N
Y.
839
Phelps,
N. Y
...............
.
839
Weedsport, N.
Weedsport,
Y ...................
N. Y
838
838
Philipsburg, Pa.,
843
Pa., for
for Grand
Grand Army
Army post
post..
West
New York,
York, N.
N. J.................
J
843
West New
835
835
Phoenix, N.
N. Y
834
Phoenix,
Y .......................
834
Weston,
W. Va.,
post. .
Weston, W.
835
Va., for
for Grand
Grand .4k_rmy
Army post
835
Pine Bluff,
Bluff, Ark
Ark ......................
832
Pine
832
Westport, Wash.,
Wash., for
for Grand
Grand Army
Army post
Westport,
843
post..
843
Plainview, Ark.....................:
Ark
833
Westwood, Cal........................
Cal
833
Westwood,
833
833
Plummerville, Ark
Plummenille,
836
Ark ...................
836
Whitesburg, Ky......................
Ky
Whitesburg,
843
843
Pomerov, Wash.,
Pomeroy,
for Grand
Grand Army.......
Army
832
Wash., for
832
Wilbur, Nebr
Nebr ......................
842
Wilbur,
842
Grove, Ill
Poplar Grove,
843
Ill.
...................
Williamsburg,
Iowa ................
843
Williamsburg, Iowa
839
839
Port Washington
Washington Business
Men's AssociaAssociaBusiness Men's
Williamstown,
Ky ..................
Williamstown, Ky.
833
833
tion
840
tion ...........................
.
840
Winchester,
Ill .....................
833
Winchester, III
833
Princeton, W.
W. Va
Va ...................
842
Princeton,
Winston-Salem,
N. C
C..................
842
837
Winston-Salem, N.
:37
Queens, N.
N. Y
Y ........................
840
Queens,
Woburn,
Grand Army
Army posts...
posts..
840
Woburn, Mass.
Mass.,'for
for Grand
841
841
Racine, Wis.,
Wis., for Spanish
War Veteran
Veteran
Spanish War
Wood River,
Nebr., for
for Grand
Army
Wood
River, Nebr.,
Grand Army
camp ............................
833
camp
833
831
post ..........
- .-.-. ..-- ..-: ..831
Randolph, Mass.,
Grand Army
Randolph,
Mass., for Grand
839
Army post._
Wrigrts
ko
trille, Pa.......
Pa
post.
Wrightsville,
839
....
.
843
843
Reading, Pa
Reading,
Pa .......................
835
Wynne, Ark
835
Wynne,
Ark
.........
S37
.............
S37
Richmond, Mo ....................
842
842 Ordnance
Ordnance Department,
Department, Army,
Army,
Rifle, Colo .............
834
............
834
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men:
men:
appropriation
Rigglesville,
Pa
840
Rigglesville, Pa.......................
longevity
84-0
longevity......................
624
624
Roseville,
Roseville, Ohio
Ohio .................
,.832
832
for pay
officers; longevity
longevity. ..........
for
pay of
of officers;
626
626
Roxbury,
Conn
831
Roxbury, Conn....................
.
831
for current
current expenses,
for
expenses, etc
642
etc..............
642
Russell,
Russell, Kans.,
for Grand
8.3`)
Kans., for
Grand Army
Army post__
poet....
832
for ammunition
for small
small arms,
arms, etc......
etc
for
642
ammunition for
642
Russellville,
Ark
840
Russellville, Ark . ..................
840
for firing
firing morning
morning and
and evening
evening gun,
gun, etc
etc __ 642
642
Russellville,
Ohio ...................
836
Russellville, Ohio.
836
amount
purchases ................
amount for
for purchases
642
642
Saint Clair,
834
Saint
Clair, Mich
Mich...................
for
etc., for
for manufacturing
ammu.
834
for tools,
tools, etc.,
manufacturing ammuSaint Louis,
Louis, Mo.,
Hall Park
843
Mo., for
for City
City Hall
Park....
nition by
Government and
and private
843
nition
by Government
private
Schenectadv, N.
Schenectady,
843
N. Y
Y..................
843
parties ........................
parties
642
642
Scott County,
County, Ind
833
Scott
Ind................
833
for
without competition
competition ......
643
for purchases
purchases without
643
Scottsboro, Ala
841
Scottsboro,
Ala .....................
841
for
ammunition for
for small
small arms
arms target
for ammunition
target
Scranton,
Scranton, Pa.,
Pa., for
for GrandArmy
GrandArmy post.....
post
841
841
practice, etc.,
etc., medals,
medals, etc..........
etc
practice,
643
643
Sheldon,
for Sons
Sons of
of American
Sheldon, Iowa,
Iowa, for
American
issue
institutions......
issue to
to educational
educational institutions
643
643
Revolution......................
Revolution
832,
&39
832, 839
amount
for purchases
purchases ...............
643
amount for
643
Signal Mountain,
Tenn ...............
842
Mountain, Tenn
842
for
manufacture of
of arms,
arms, etc.,
at armoarmofor manufacture
etc., at
South Amboy,
South
Amboy, N.
Grand Army
842
N. J.,
J., Grand
Armv post_
post
ries
842 !
ries.
...........................
643
643
Sparta, Ohio.......................
Sparta,
Ohio
841
841
for tools
tools for
for manufacture
by private
parfor
manufacture by
private parSpencer, Ind
833
Ind ......................
833
ties
ties
643
643
ties ..............................
,,643
Stevens
Cemetery, Lancaster
Stevens Greenland
Greenland Cemetery,
Lancaster
purchases without
without competition.......
competition
643
purchases
643
..-..........................
Pa
834
834
issues to
to rifle
rifle clubs,
clubs, etc.,
etc., of
of materials
materials
issues
Stoughton,
Kans., for
Army post.
Stoughton, Kans.,
for Grand
Grand Army
post.._ 840
840
for target
target practice
for
practice .................
643
643
Sunbury, Pa.,
Pa., for Fort
Fort Augusta
837
Augusta .........
837
for
etc., stores
for preserving,
preserving, etc.,
643
stores ..............
643
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Grdnanee Department,
Department, Army-Continued.
Army—Continued.
Page. Oregon-Continued.
Crdnance
Oregon—Continued.
appropriation
for purchase,
purchase, etc.,
of ordordetc., of
1738
appropriation for
Pauline
eliminated...... 1738
Paulina National
National Forest, eliminated
nance stores....
stores
-................
643
643
nance
included in Crater, Deschutes, and Freincluded
amount
643
amount for
for purchases_
purchases ----.....-...-643
1738
mont National Forests............
Forests
17:38
sales to
to Cuba
Cuba . ....................
643
sales
643
time extended
etc., lands
lands
for segregating,
segregating, etc.,
extended for
time
for national
national trophy,
trophy, etc.,
etc., rifle
rifle contests
contests_ _
643
643
under
Carey Act,
Act, by..............
by
942
for
942
under Carey
for .Nafor
rifles; for
Nafor automatic
automatic machine rifles;
Whitman
National Forest, area enlarged..
enlarged. _ 1813
1813
Whitman National
tional
Guard
644 Oregon
644
tional Guard.......................
Oregon and
and California
Grant Fund,
Fund,
LandGrant
CaliforniaLand
for
armored motor
cars ................
644
644
motor cars
for armored
in...-......
222
disposal of
of moneys
moneys deposited
deposited in
222
disposal
for
Artillery material
National
for Field
Field Artillery
material for National
Oregon and
and California
California Railroad
Company,
Company,
Railroad
Oregon
644
Guard
644
Guard .........................
appropriation for
for protecting,
protecting, etc.,
etc., lands
appropriation
amount
for purchases
purchases ...............
644
amount for
644
involved in suits against ...........
299
299
involved
for
reserve ammunition
for Field
Field ArtilArtilammunition for
for reserve
United States.
States
218
218
land grants to, vested in the United
lery,
Guard ..............
644
644
.
lery, National
National Guard
excepted
219
219
rights of way, etc., excepted...........
644
amount
644
purchases ................
amount for
for purchases
classification of restored lands;
lands; power
power site
classification
for
manufacture by
by priprifor tools
tools,' etc.,
etc., for
for manufacture
lands .........................
219
lands
219
vate
parties ....................
644
644
vate parties
agricultural lands.......
lands
219
219
timber lands; agricultural
644
purchases
competition
644
without competition.......
purchases without
reclassification; rights of way, etc......
etc
219
219
reclassification;
subsistence
employees
subsistence per
per diem
diem civil
civil employees
mineral laws
laws extended
extended to, except
except power
power
mineral
outside
the District..
District
644
644
..........
outside the
site lands
lands ....................
219
219
282
for armories
armories and
arsenals ...............
282
and arsenals
for
timberlands opened
opened to homestead
homestead entry
timberlands
346,
910
for
under
346,910
expenses under.......
for fortification
fortification expenses
219
when timber
timber removed
removed .........
219
when
for
fortification expenses,
expenses, insular
possesinsular possesfor fortification
for..
219
disposal of timber; issue of patents for
219
disposal
sions ..........................
349,912
349,
912
sions
State, etc.,
etc. taxes.......
taxes
220
220
subject to State,
deficiency
for
29
29
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for..............
agricultural lands opened
opened to homestead
agricultural
for current
expenses, etc
46
46
etc...............
current expenses,
for
220
entries; payments
payments .............
220
at armofor manufacture,
manufacture, etc.,
etc., of
of arms at
for
commutation allowed;
allowed; cultivation,
no commutation
46
ries ...........................
46
ries
etc., required
220
220
required..................
etc.,
for repairing,
repairing, etc.,
etc. ordnance
46
46
ordnance ............
for
220
entries on cut timberlands
timberlands. ..........
—
220
entries
811
1917......
for automatic
automatic machine
811
rifles, 1917.
machine rifles,
for
preference to present
present residence;
residence; on timpreference
811
for ammunition
ammunition for
machine rifles,
1917_
811
rifles, 1917.
for machine
for
berlands
220
220
................
berlands ....
constitution
of, under
under National
Defense Act
174
174
Act
National Defense
constitution of,
prior homestead
homestead not a
abar...........-bar
221
selection of
174
174
of sergeants
sergeants..................
selection
lands,reserved
reserved for two years; descriplands
174
details
of officers
fill vacancies
vacancies .......
174
to fill
officers to
details of
tion
221
221
.............
tion.........
lieutenants as
student officers;
officers; eligieligias student
lieutenants
commissions
receivers for
commissions to registers and receivers
course........
bility
completing course
174
on completing
bility on
purchases of
of timberlands—
221
221
-.... .
timberlands.....-.
purchases
Ordnance
Office,
War Department,
Ordnance
i,
War
Department,
legal
determine amount
arrionnt due
proceedings to determine
legal proceedings
appropriation for
for clerks,
91,1095
etc........... 91,1095
clerks, etc
appropriation
railroad
company
221
railroad company.............
draftsmen, etc.,
etc., to
paid from
from approapproto be
be paid
draftmen,
matters submitted;
submitted; determination
determination of
matters
priations
fortifications, etc.;
etc.;
for fortifications,
priations for
221
due
taxes due......................
limit
91,1096
s.-.---. 91,1096
imit. .. .......... t.ic
221
money in court vested in United States221
States.
money
for rent
rent ............
350, 1097
1097
.......-------- 350,
for
221
appropriation
for
paying
accrued
taxes
appropriation for paying accrued taxes....
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
moneys from lands
lands and
and timber made a
a spemoneys
1917
809
809
1917 ................-..-..---..
222
cial fund
fund......................
cial
additional allowance
by
in, by
of draftsmen
draftsmen in,
allowance of
additional
payment
from,
to
railroad
and
lien
holdpayment from, to railroad and
fortifications Act.................
Act
350
fortifications
ers; ascertainment
ascertainment of
of amounts
amounts due.
222
22
due.
ers;
additional quarters
in,
force in,
for drafting
drafting force
quarters for
additional
to
if receipts
insufreceipts insufcompany if
to railroad
railroad company
913
by
fortifications Act;
Act; five-year
five-year lease.
lease_
913
by fortifications
222
dent
222
cient......... ...............
Ordnance
Stares, Army,
Army,
OrdnanceStores,
22
balance
to refund
refund taxes
taxes paid
222
paid......
balance to
appropriation for
etc
642
642
ammunition, etc........
for ammunition,
appropriation
moneys
received thereafter
thereafter from lands and
moneys received
for repairs,
etc ...............-------.
643
for
repairs, etc
timber, after deduction for
for taxes,
timber,
for purchase,
etc ...............-....643
purchase, etc
for
etc., to
be distributed..........
distributed
222
to be
etc.,
222
2X
deficiency
for preserving,
preserving,
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
to State
State for irreducible school
school fund...
fund
222
etc
46
..................---.--.---.
etc .
222
roads,
to counties
for
common
schools,
schools,
counties
.
46
for purchase,
etc..................
purchase, etc
for
etc
222
etc......................
222
for Infantry,
etc., equipments.........
equipments
46
46
Infantry, etc.,
for
to
reclamation
fund
222
.................
to reclamation
222
Oregon,
Oregon,
to general fund
fund of the Treasury......
Treasury
222
appropriation for
clerks,
general, clerks,
surveyor general,
for surveyor
222
appropriation
from all other sources,
sources, to State for irreetc
•
103, 1107
1107
.... 103,
etc ...............ducible school fund
222
fund.............
ducible
538
aids to
navigation, etc.,
etc., in,
in, authorized....
authorized__ __ 538
to navigation,
aids
to counties
for common schools,
schools, roads,
counties for
lands in
cession
of jurisdiction
by, over
in
over lands
jurisdiction by,
cession of
etc .....-- ......-......-----222
---etc
521
Crater
Lake Park,
Park, accepted,
accepted, etc
etc ...
521
Crater Lake
223
to general
the Treasury.
Treasury ...
223
general fund of the
Crater National
Forest, Cal.,
area modiCal., and, area
National Forest,
Crater
authority
for payments;
223
conditions..... 223
payments; conditions
authority for
fied
......-- - 1735
..223
fied.............
regulations,
to be
be made..........
made
223
etc., to
regulations, etc.,
Deschutes
Forest, enlarged......
enlarged
1736
1736
National Forest,
Deschutes National
223
punishment
swearing, etc .....923
false swearing,
for false
punishment for
modified... 1737
Fremont
National Forest,
area modified
Forest, area
223
Fremont National
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of classification.
classification
223
appropriation
lands
granted to,
park; condicondipublic park;
to, for
for public
lands granted
Oregon
Volunteers,
Washington
and
Oregon
tions
.-- 505
50o
......---------------tions....
825
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for pay, etc ..-825
deficiency
patents
purchasers of
ceded lands of
of ceded
to purchasers
patents to
Oregon
Judicial
District,
District,
Judicial
Oregon
Umatilla
useful only
only
Reservation, useful
Umatilla Reservation,
jurisdiction extended
extended over lands in (rater
Crater
jurisdiction
for grazing
............--.---- -923 923
for
grazing ...
522

923
ntt. ............................................
.........
t+n
heirs
drl
of11rH
..*.
to
heirs
decedents
923
Usme.
W"
" of

Park...Lake Park

..........-------

522
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Oregon National
Forest, Oreg.,
Page.
Page.
Oreg.,
National Forest,
Oregon
appropriation for
for maintenance,
of. .459
.459. 1148
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
exchange of lands with private owners for
exchange
adding to
to ........................
846
846
adding
O'Reilly.
Bernard,
O'
Reilly. Bernard,
pension increased
1334
pension
increased .....................
Ores,
Ores, etc.,
etc.,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating safety,
appropriation for
economy,
etc., in
in treatment
treatment of; reeconomy, etc.,
strictions ..........................
302
302
strictions
Organized
Opposition, etc., to,
to,
OiganizedGovernment, Opposition,
member of
orgazuzation, etc.,
teachetc., teachalien member
of organization,
excluded admission
876
admission ...........
ing, excluded
Organized Militia
Organized).
Organized
Militia (see Militia, Organized).
Organized Militia
Organized
Militia Reserve,
drafted into
into military
service with
340
with Army..
Army..._ 340
military service
drafted
Orland Irrigation
Orland
IrrigationProject,
Project, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.; use of
appropriation
balance ..........................
304
304
balance
Orlando, Fla.,
Orlando,
Fla.,
appropriation for
for public
building
267
public building........
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing
18
18
ing ..............................
Orleans Permanent
Association,
Permanent Building
Building Association,
Orleans
Baltimore, Md.,
Md.,
Baltimore,
1494
refund
corporation tax
tax.........
refund of excise
excise corporation

Ormsby,
Charles,
Ormaby, Charles,
pension
increased ....................
1345
pension increased.
Ormsby,
John H.,
Ormsby, John
H.,
pension increased
1411
1411
increased........................
pension
Orndorf, Isaac
Orndorf,
Isaac H.
H., ,
pension increased..
1558
1558
increased....................
pension
Orner, Mary
Orner,
Mary B.
B. (mother),
(mother),
pension ................................
1592
pension
Orr,
Orr, Mrs.
Mrs. Eliza,
Eliza,
appropriation for
to, beneficiary
beneficiary
payment to,
for payment
appropriation
of William
fireman, Navy.
Navy._...___ 581
of
William Orr, fireman,
Orr,
rhite ((widow),
iidouc),
Orr, Elizabeth White
pension. ...............................
1434
1434
pension
Orr,
Orr, William,
William,
1218
pension
increased .....................
1218
pension increased.
Ort, John
John C.,
Ort,
..........
pension
increased
1528
pension increased............
Ortell,
Ortell, Jacob,
pension
1516
1516
increased ...................
pension increased
Orth,
Conrad,
Orth, Conrad,
1408
pension increased...-...
increased
1408
........-.------pension
Orthocresol,
Orthocresol,
794
duty on;
on; minimum
794
purity ...............
minimum purity
duty
793
purity
on free list; maximum purity............
Oruil Cooperative
Cooperative Buildinq
Building and
and Loan
Loan AssociaAssociaOrril
tion,
.,
tion, Allendale, N.
N. .1.,
refund of
corporation tax .........
1492
1492
refund
of excise corporation
orris, Henry C.,
C. '
Orvis,
1547
pension
increased
pension increased........................ 1547
Osage
Osage County, Okla.,
appraisement
of Indian
Indian lands
in, as
as basis
basis of
of
lands in,
appraisement of
assessments
983
assessments .......................
funds for
expenses
983
for expenses..........
use of
of tribal
tribal funds
'teemed
under laws
laws procountry under
leemned Indian country
hibiting intoxicants
983
83
hibiting
intoxicants ........-.......
Osage
Lulian t5chool,
School, Okla.,
Okla.,
(Osaoeldiann
time
for support of, from tribal
time extended
extended for
funds ..........................
867
Osage
Osage Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
appraisement
Osage County
County
lands of, in
in Osage
appraisement of lands
assessment ..............
983
as basis
basis of
of assessment
use of
tribal funds
for expenses
983
983
expenses..........
funds for
use
of tribal
provisions
determining heirs of deceased
deceased
for determining
provisions for
allottees not
127, 972
to........ 127,972
applicable to
allottees
not applicable
Osage
Osage River, .116.,
Mo.,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
403
403
of.........
appropriation for
Osbon,
Orman K.,
Osbon, Orman
K.,
appropriation for
for removal of remq
ins of,
remains
appropriation
from Philippines
PhiliDnines......
............
287
rib

Osborn. Allen,
Page.
Allen,
Osborn.
pension increased
increased
1234
......................
pension
Osborn, John
John E.,
E.,
Osborn,
pension increased......................
increased
1337
pension
1337
Os, Margaret
Margaret A.
A. (widow),
Osborn,
(widow),
pension
increased
1387
1387
.....................
pension increased
Osella,
Osella,
land
patent to..........................
to
1477
land patent
Osgood, Annie
.Annie E.
(widow),
E. (widow),
Osgood,
pension
1397
pension.................................
1397
O'Shea, Cornelius,
Cornelius,
O'Shea,
pension increased
increased ....................
1561
pension
Osmanson,Austin,
Osmanson,
Austin,
pension
increased
1464
........................
pension increased
Osnurnd, Edward
Edward H.,
H.,
Osmond,
pension
1577
pension
...........................
Osten, George,
George,
pension
increased 1211
.....................
1211
pension increased
Ostman,
Ostman, Henry,
pension
1384
.
................
pension ..........Ostriches,
Ostriches,
appropriation
for experiments
in feeding
feeding
experiments in
appropriation for
and
breeding ...................
450
and breeding
Oswego, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
Oswego,
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of,
of, harbor
392
392
harbor..
appropriation for
Otis, Eugene
H., •
Eugene H.,
Otis,
pension increased
increased ....................
1551
pension
Otts, Taylor,
Taylor,
Otis,
pension increased......................
increased
1241
pension
G.,
Otis, William G.,
pension
1233
...................
pension increased
increased
O'Toole,
Lawrence,
O' Toole, Lawrence,
1528
pension
1528
increased ....................pension increased
Ottawa
Transit Company,
Ottawa Transit
may
name of
of steamer
steamer "Normania"
"Normania"
may change
change name
to
"William F.
Stile!"' ............
235
to "William
F. Stifel
"Otto M.
M. Reiss,"
Reiss," Steamer,
Steamer,
"Otto
name of
"Frederick B.
Wells" changed
changed to.
to.
915
of "Frederick
B. Wells"
name
Ottoman
(see Turkey).
Ottoman Empire
Empire (see
Ottumwa,
Ottumwa, Iowa,
terms of
court at
at ....................
13,56
of court
terms
Ouachita
Ark. and La.,
OuachitaRiver, Ark.
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of, Locks
appropriation
and
399
399
and D'im
Damss........................
open
channel work
work to
399
399
to Camden
Camden........
open channel
Outfits, Navy
Navy First
Enlistments,
FirstEnlistments,
Outfits,
appropriation for
for .....................
560,
1172
560,1172
appropriation
clothing
gratuity,Naval Reserve
Reserve Force. 1172
1172
clothing gratuity,Naval
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for ...............
29
29
deficiency
C.,
Overhead Wires, D. C.,
temporary provisions
provisions for,
for, inaugural
inaugural cereceretemporary
monies, 1917
902
1917 .....................
monies,
Overlin, Harriet
Harriet(widow),
(widow),
Overlin,
pension increased
1271
1271
increased .......................
pension
Overpeck Creek, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Overpeck
preliminary examination,
etc., of,
of, to be
be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
made
407
......------..
made .--........--Overton, John
John P.,
P.,
Overton,
pension increased
1216..................
1216
increased.--.
pension
Owego, N.
E,
Owego,
N. Y.,
appropriation for
public building
267
building ......... 267
for public
appropriation
Owen,
D.,
FrederickD.,
Owen, Frederick
1324
pension
pension increased
increased ........--.............
1324
Owen,
Henry _D.,
D.,
Owen, Henry
pension
1506
.. -.-------------..
.......pension.....
Owen,
Owen, Nephi,
Nephi,
1297
pension increased......-increased
---....
--...
pension
Owens, Alvin
Alvin M.,
M.,
Owens,
pension increased
1216
1216
increased ..........-------......
pension
Owsley,. Henry
B.,
Henry B.,
Owsley,
1372
.---1372
pension
pension...........-----...--------.
Oxford, N.
Y.,
N. Y.,
Oxford,
condemned cannon
granted to Relief Corps
cannon granted
condemned
837
Home
Home........................
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Page. Palmer,
Palmer, Francis,
Francis,
Page.
. 1514
1514
pennon
increased ....................
pension increased
Palmer,
H.,
Palmer, Lewis H.,
pension
1543
pension increased ...................
Palmer,
Luther H.,
Palmer, Luther
1266
pension increased
increased ....................
Palmer,
Palmer, Nellie R. (widow),
pension increased
increased ...................... 1256
Palmer! Samuel E.,
E.,
Palmer,
1556
.............
pension increased......
increased
1556
pension
Palmer, Sarah
Sarah J. (widow),
Palmer,
pension increased
increased ....................
1340
1340
pension
Palmer, William H.,
H.,
Palmer,
1328
pension increased......................
increased
1328
pension
Pamlico River, N.
N. C.,
Pamlico
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of
395
appropriation
preliminary examination,
etc., of, to be
examination, etc.,
preliminary
P.
P.
made .........................
407
Pace,
James W.,
Pace, James
Pamlico Sound, N. C.,
1421 Pamlico Sound,
pension increased
increased..... .....-..........
pension
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterappropriation
Pace, John,
John,
Pace,
395
way
from
way to Beaufort Inlet from..........
1336
land
patent to
1336
to ......................
land patent
Pamunlcey River, Va.,
Pamunkey
Pacific Alaska
Company,
Navigation Company,
Alaska Navigation
Pacific
394
appropriation for improvement
improvement of .......
appropriation
may
change name
steamship "Aroline"
"Aroline"._ 436 Pan
of steamship
name of
may change
American Conference, Fifth,
Pan American
Pacific Coast,
Coast,
Pacific
appropriation for participating.
participating ....... 259, 1055
appropriation
318
appropriation for
318
of...............
surveys of
for surveys
appropriation
Pan
Countries,
American Countries,
Pan American
aviation
stations authorsaving, etc., stations
aviation life saving,
invited to participate
participate in Texas Bicenteninvited
601
ized
on..........................
ized on
217
nial Exposition.................
xiaosition
217
commission
investigate and report on
to investigate
commission to
BicentenPan
Exposition, Texas, BicentenPan American Exposition,
advisability,
of establishing
establishing
etc., of
advisability, etc.
and,
nial and,
additional
navy
etc.,
details to
to
yard on; details
additional navy
217
countries
invited to take part in..........
in
countries invited
considered ....................
571 Pan
be considered
Financial Conference,
American Financial
571 Pan
submarine
and aviation
bases
aviation bases..........
submarine and
delegates
authorized to International
International High
High
delegates authorized
Wash.,,
Pacific
Station, Keyport, Wash
Coast Torpedo Station,
Pacific Coast
Commission to act on recommendarecommendaCommission
appropriation
5i0, 1179
appropriation for public works ........ 570,1179
88
tions of .............-.........
Pacific
Railroads,
Pacific Railroads,
Pan
Financial Conference, Second,
Pan American Financial
affectappropriation
of suits affectexpenses of
for expenses
appropriation for
invitation to Central
Central and
and South American
American
invitation
313
ing ....
313
..............---------..
ing
Governments to attend,
attend, at WashingWashing,.
Governments
Pack, James
James H.,
H.,
Pack,
1052
ton, D. C
C...........-.........
1052
ton,
1514
pension increased
increased...................pension
appropriation for
for expenses............
expenses_
1052
appropriation
Packard, John E.,
E.,
Packard,
Pan American Republics,
1583 Pan
pension increased
increased....................pension
international
convention of, for protection
international convention
Packard,
Stephen B.,
Packard,Stephen
1675
of trade marks ...............
155
pension
1555 Pan American
increased.................-.--pension increased
Pan AmericanScientific Congress, Second,
Paden,
(widow),
Anna (widow),
Paden, Anna
33
deficiency appropriation
expenses.... .
appropriation for expenses.....
deficiency
- 1254
pension
increased.. .........--.-----pension increased
printing proceedings,
proceedings, etc.............
etc
802
for printing
Page,
George W.,
W,
Page, George
Pan American
American Union,
. 1224 Pan
pension
increased...---...----..----pension increased
appropriation
for expenses
expenses ...........
257,1052
appropriation for
Pages,
Pages,
for printing
binding for ...........
331
and binding
printing and
for
appropriation for,
Representaof RepresentaHouse of
for, House
appropriation
Panama,
Panama,
tives
71, 1075
. 71,1075
---.-tives..............
appropriation
104S
252,1048
appropriation for minister to ............ 252,
for,
68,1072
68,1072
..----..--....
Senate .........
for, Senate
to
259,1055
annual payment to..............
for annual
Paine,
Paine, Ellen A. (widow),
deficiency
appropriation for annual paydeficiency appropriation
1498
-----pension
increased
1498
pension increased..................
15
15
............................
ment to .
Paine, Ida
(widow),
M. (widow),
Ida H.
Paine,
lading; restriction
restriction against issuing
bills of lading;
pension .........-1490
....--...--------pension
applicable to shipin parts, not applicable
Paine,
Thomas,
Paine, Thomas,
to.
539
.......................
ment to
to.
fee simple
simple homestead
homestead patent
990
confirmed to
patent confirmed
fee
requirement for
for marking "duplinor requirement
Painter, William,
William,
Painter,
539
thereon......................
cate" thereon
cate''
1311
pension increased
increased..................-------------pension
reciprocal use of highways,
highways, Canal Zone
reciprocal
Paintsville,
Ky.,
Paintsville, .Ky.,
528
and, to be agreed
agreed upon............
upon
and,
appropriation for
for public
public building
building ..........
267
appropriation
Panama-California Exposition,
Panama-California
condemned cannon
Grand Army
Army
to Grand
granted to
cannon granted
condemned
foreign exhibits at Panama
Panama Pacific
Pacific Exforeign
post
842
.........---............-at..
post at
2
position may
may be
be transferred
to
2
transferred to......
position
Pala
Indian Reservation,
Cal.,
Reservation, Cal.
Pala Indian
2
appropriation for transfer.
transfer. ..............
2
appropriation
125
appropriation for
fot sewer
sewer system
for........
system for
appropriation
transfer of Government
Government exhibit,
exhibit, etc.,
transfer
Palatka,
Fla.,
Palatka, Fla.,
from,
Mississippi Centennial
Centennial Exfrom, to Mississippi
267
appropriation for
public building
building .........
for public
appropriation
position_
854
position..........................
deficiency appropriation
buildpublic buildfor public
appropriation for
deficiency
Panama
Canal
Zone),
Zone),
Canal
also
(see
Canal
Panama
1
ing
18
ing--....-----..--------------......................
appropriation for all expenses;
expenses; objects
appropriation
Palisade National
and Wyoming,
Wyoming,
Idahoand
Forest, Idaho
NationalForest,
Palisade
designed ......................
332
designed
appropriation for
for maintenance,
459
of....
etc., of
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation
pay of
of officials
officials and
employees
332
and employees........
pay
Palmer,
K.,
Palmer, Alvah K.,
11223
contingent expenses
expenses ...............
332
contingent
223
...-..-------pension
increased
pension increased..-......
damages to vessels
vessels passing through
through
damages
Palmer, Belle
Belle (widow),
(widow),
Palmer,
....----..------.
locks ...........333
locks
1450
........--pension...
ension ..............--

Oxley, Milford W.,

Page.

1363
pension increased
increased....................
pension
Oyster Creek,
Creek, Tex.,
Tex.,
Oyster
appropriation for
of
398
398
for improvement
improvement of..........
appropriation
Oyster, Daniel,
Daniel,
Oyster,
pension increased
1562
increased .....................
pension
Oysters,
Oysters,
appropriation for
for investigating
shipping,
investigating shipping,
appropriation
463,1152
etc., of ........................
etc.,
Ozark,
Ark.,
Ozark, Ark.,
condemned cannon
to
840
granted to.............
cannon granted
condemned
Ozark
Forest, Ark.,
National Forest,
Ozark National
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of..
of.. 459,1148
appropriation
1765
proclamation diminishing..............
diminishing
proclamation
settlement.... 1765
excluded
restored to settlement
lands restored
excluded lands

2036
2036
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appropriation
expenses; losses or
appropriation for
for all expenses;
or
damages to property
property taken .......
damages
claims for damages
damages to lands,
/ands, etc......
etc
..
expenses sales of unserviceable
expenses
unserviceable property, etc ......................
preparing estimates
estimates on Isthmus.......
Isthmus
per diem subsistence,
subsistence, employees
employees
traveling, etc ....................
miscellaneous expenses
miscellaneous
expenses ...............
for construction
construction and equipment;
equipment; additional toAuditorfor
to Auditor for War
Department
WarDepartment
equipping, etc.,
for equipping,
colliers "Ulysses"
"Ulysses"
etc., colliers
"Achilles" ..................
and "Achilles"
for building two colliers................
colliers
use for new quarantine stations forbidforbidden
den...............................
Governor
for salary of Governor.................
for procuring
procuring supplies, equipment, etc.,
for, Panama Railroad,
Railroad, etc ..........
all receipts
receipts added to ...............
for sanitation, hospitals,
hospitals, etc ...........
for civil government
government expenses; total
total
available until expended...........
expended
expenditures
expenditures payable from piceeds
ptoceeds
of bonds; exceptions
exceptions..............
"Anccni"
"Cristobal" not trans"Ancon" and "Cristobal"
transerred to Navy ....................
ferred
legation
transferred
legation building, Panama, transferred
Secretary of State...............
to Secretary
State
restriction
restriction on employees
employees and comcompensation ........
...............
for general expenses from moneys
moneys received, from specified
specified sources
ceived
sources.......
net profits
profits to be covered
covered into the
Treasury
Treasury ......................
.
public works, Panama and
and Colon,
Colon, from
from
revenues
revenues ...................
.....
for
fortifications
for fortifications........................
for clearings and trails......
trails
.........
for preservation,
preservation. and repairs.
etc
...
repairs, etc.......
for electric
electric plants ..................
.
for seacoast batteries
batteries .................
for submarine
submarine mine accessories.
accessories. etc
etc......
for purchase
purchase of submarine mines.......
mines
...
for submarine
submarine mine supplies..
__
_
supplies..........
for fire-control
installations ............
fire-control installations
for purchase,
etc., seacoast cannon;
purchase, etc.,
cannon;
contracts ........................
for ammunition ......................
for installing,
etc., seacoast artillery
installing, etc.,
artillery....
for barracks
quarters ..............
barracks and quarters
pay to officer
measuring
no pay
officer using time measuring
device
ofof employees......
device on work
employees
restriction
originating
restriction on land claims
claims originating
Railroad ...............
in Panama Railroad
American
for relief and protection
protection of American
seamen
seamen in .....................
262,
262,
for surveys
surveys of Atlantic coast entrance
to _
entrance to.
for Weather Service
Service expenses
expenses in.....
in
448,
44,
for installing gun foundations on colliers
colliers
''"Ulysses"
Ulvsses'' and "Achilles''.
"Achilles" ..........
for high power radio station in Isthmian
Isthmian
Canal Zone
C'anal
Zone...... ..............
for temporary shelter
shelter of
of troops
troops on
on Canal
(anal
Zone
Zone...............
...........
for hospital treatment
treatment of
of Army
Army garrigarrisons,
sons, etc.;
etc.; subsistence
subsistence..............
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for fortifications
fortifications.
ordnance depot.
ordnance
depot, dock,
dock etc
etc ..........
administration
of Act
administration of
Act for
for injuries
to Govinjuries to
Governmentemployees,
ernment employees, byGovernor
byGovernor of.
of _
medical examination, etc.,
expenses from
from
medicalexamination.
etc., expenses
Canal appropriations
appropriations ...............

333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333

334
334
334
334
334
334
334
335
335
335
335
335
335

335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
335
33,5
335
336
336
336
336
1058
1058
318
318
1136
1136
605
605
607
607
636
636
640
640
812
812
750
750

Panama Canal-Continued.
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injuries to employees;
injuries
employees; modification
modification authorized
thorized for making claims, etc...
etc
750
750
of minimum allowance
allowance to alien ememployees ........................
750
750
refund for expenses
expenses from
compensation
refund
from compensation
fund _.
fund
.......................
750
limit of cost increased,
increased, two colliers
colliers for
for....
811
officers
officers retired
retired in recognition
recognition of services
services
on, may be transferred
transferred to active
list, etc
..............
......
937
Panama
Panama Canal
CanalBonds,
issue
issue and sale of, authorized
for carrying
carrying
authorized for
out provisions of Shipping
Shipping Act......
Act
732
payable
payable within fifty
fifty years ................ 733
733
proceeds permanently
permanently appropriated.....
proceeds
appropriated... _
733
use of, to raise funds
funds for manufacture
of
manufacture of
nitrates, etc
etc ... ..................
215
215
unissued portion of, authorized
use of unissued
authorized for
for
specified
expenses ..............
1003
specified expenses
1003
redeemable within
redeemable
within fifty
years
1003
fifty years...........
1003
Panama
PanamaExposition,
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
expenses
appropriation for expenses.....
15
commissioner authorized
commissioner
authorized .............
15
PanamaPacific
Panama
Pacific Interainational
International Eposition,
Exposition,
foreign
eirbibits at, may
may be transferred
transferred to
to
foreign exhibits
Panama California
California Exposition......
Exposition
Panama
22
appropriation for transfer
appropriation
Government
transfer of Government
exhibit ...........................
22
Panama
Panama Pacific International Exposition
Exposition
Company,
permission to continue
continue Palace
Palace of Fine Arts
Presidio of San
San FranFranBuilding on Presidio
Reservation; conditions, etc..
etc
cisco Reservation;
637
Panama,
Panama,Panama,
Panama,
appropriation for operating public
public works
appropriation
etc.,
receipts therefrom.......
therefrom
etc., from receipts
353
legation building, transferred
legation
transferred to Secretary
Secretary
334
of State ........................
334
Panama Railroad,
Panama
Railroad,
appropriation
appropriation for supplies, etc ...........
333
Panama
Railroad Company,
Panama Railroad
claims for injuries
injuries to Government
Government employees
ployees by, to be assigned to United
United
etc ........................
750
States, etc
750
land commission
commission not to act on claims originating under
under leases,
leases, etc.,
etc., of ........
336
33f
vessels of, not in use, may be transferred
transferred
to Shipping Board
Board ...............
730
730
B. (widow),
(widow),
Pangborn, Alice E.
pension increased
increased........................ 1280
1280
Panniek,
John M.,
Pannick, John
M.,
increased
1431
pension increased
....................
Papago Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
Papago
appropriation
supply for vilappropriation for water supply
villages .........................
130,974

Pa
Puty
duty on
on printing,
printing, valued
valued above
above 5
5 cents aa
pound
pound .............................
795
795
countervailing duty from
countervailing
from country
country imposing export tax on wood pulp, etc.
etc.
795
posing
795
on free
free list, valued
valued not
not above 5
5 cents a
a
pound
795
pound...................................................
795
Paper,
Distinctive,
Paper, Distinctive,
appropriation for United Stafes securities,
securities,
appropriation
national bank and Federal reserve
reserve
bank currency
currency ....................
277
277
contract
four years,
years, authorized...
authorized
277
contract for four
277
Paper for Internal
Internal Revenue Stamps,
Paperfor
appropriation for
275
appropriation
....................
275
Paper Making,
Paper
Making,
appropriation for
for testing, etc.,
etc., fibrous
fibrous
appropriation
plants, including
etc. 454.1142
454.1142
including flax straw, etc.
for
461, 1149
1149
for testing woods suitable for........

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Paracresol,
Page.
Paracresol,
duty
794
duty on;
on; minimum purity ..............
on free list; maximum purity............
purity
793
Paragould, Ark.,
Paragould,
condemned
granted to.............
to
833
condemned cannon granted
Paraguay,
Paraguay,
1048
252, 1048
appropriation
to
appropriation for minister to...........
general
treaty
advancement of general
treaty with, for advancement
peace ........................
1615
Parcel
Post,
Parcel Post,
appropriation
experiments in extendextendappropriation for experiments
ing, for farm products
products............. 424
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for insurance
insurance ...
827
allowance to railroads
railroads for increased
increased weight
weight
425
1914
January 1, 1914........
limit, since January
425
in specified
specified zones, since August
August 15, 1913.
1913
Parcel
Conventions,
Post Conventions,
Parcel Post
with Argentine
Argentine Republic
Republic................. 1628
1665
-....--.
with China
China. ..........-......--Pardeeville,
Pardeeville, Wis.,
condemned
to........-..
835
cannon granted to
condemned cannon
Paris
Pact,
ParisEconomy Pact,
Commission
investigation
investigation of, by Tariff Commission
798
directed ................ ...........
Paris
Greens (see Insecticide
Insecticide Act).
ParisGreens
Paris,
Tex.,
Paris, Tex.,
at....... 1196
limit
cost for public building at
of cost
limit of
loan
of
tents, etc., to sufferers
at50
sufferers by fire at..
loan of tents,
Parish,
Parish,Ambrose,
pension
increased.............---........ 1241
pension increased
Parish,
Sarah C. (widow),
Parish, Sarah
pension
1214
pension increased ...........-.....-----Parish,
Sarah E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
Parish,Sarah
- 1221
pension
increased......................pension increased
H.,
Park, William
William H.,
Park,
pension
1442
.............------increased........
pension increased
Parke,
.R.
Parke, William R.,
1521
--..-----.....
pension
increased........
pension increased
Parker,
R..
James R.,
Parker, James
1226
..------pension
pension increased .....-....--Parker,
John,
Parker, John,
1526
-pension
increased..............-........
pension increased
Parker,
John N.,
Parker, John
pension
1377
pension------ ...................---..
Parker,
A. (widow),
JuliaA.
Parker, Julia
pension
------..--.--- 1455
increased .......-pension increased
Parker,
Sarah A. (widow),
Parker, Sarah
1444
pension
increased ......-------------.....
pension increased
J.,
Parker,
Parker, Thomas J.,
- -- 1516
........-pension
increased ..........1516
pension increased
Parker,.
Tyler W.,
Parker, Tylsr
1527
pension
i
ncreased
1527
------------.....
pension increased......-Parker,
Parker, William,
pension increased
increased. ......---------------- 1528
pension
Parkersburg,
Parkersburg, W. Va.,
842
to...........
condemned
842
condemned cannon granted to
Parkin,
Parkin, Ark.,
bridge authorized
Francis
across Saint Francis
authorized across
bridge
River.
---- 920,947
River...........-...--.---D. C.,
Parking
Commission, D.
Parking Commission,
appropriation
expenses
.-----.. . 691,1019
for expenses.
appropriation for
Parkinson,
M.,
ilugh M.,
ParLnnson, Thigh
--- 1328
pension increased.-.......--.----.-increased
pension
Parks, Charles
Charles W.,
Parks,
1286
1286
pension increased
increased .....-------.------pension
Parks,
C.
Parks, D.
D. C.
appropriation
etc., Rock
Rock Creek and
and
ppropriation for care, etc.,
Piney
693,1021
Branch ..................
Piney Branch
connections with District sewers and
connections
Maryland
Maryland sewerage systems to prevent
717
in .....-of streams
streams in
pollution of
vent pollution
Parks, D.
C. Small,
D. C.,
Parks,
appropriation for
condemning land for,
for condemning
appropriation
713,104
outside city
limits
713,1042
city limits.........-----.
outside
Parks, National
.National Parks).
National (see National
Parks,
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Parks,
L.,
Parks, Severn L.;
.......
pension
pension................
Park,ston,
Parkston, S. Dak.,
condemned
granted to ...........
condemned cannon granted
Parliament,
George,
Parliament, George,
pension
.......................
pension ..
Parmer,
James,
Parmer, James,
increased
..................
pension increased
Farmer,
Martin V.,
Parmer, Martin
military
record
corrected
military record corrected ............
Parr,
A. ,
Parr, William A.,
increased
..................
pension increased
Parrett, Anna
C.,
Anna C.,
Parrett,
of
son............:..
payment
to,
for
of
son
loss
payment to, for
Parrish, Samuel
A.,
Samuel A.,
Parrish,
pension increased
increased ...........---...---..
pension
Parsonages, etc.,
etc., D.
D. C.,
C., Church,
Church,
Parsonages,
exempted from real estate
estate taxes; condicondiexempted
tions
------------tions.............--Parsons, George
George W.,
W.,
Parsons,
pension increased...............-..--increased
pension
(widow),
Parsons, Mary C. (widow),
Parsons,
pension ............-.....------------pension
Partnerships,
Partnerships,
of _
.-.
excess-profits tax
tax levied
levied on
incomes of
on incomes
excess-profits
exemptions allowed;
extended to agriallowed; extended
exemptions
culture and personal services.....
services
culture
Partridge, Frederick
_Frederick E.,
E.,
Partridge,
pension increased
increased ----.......
-----------pension
Pasadena, Cal.,
Building and Loan AssociaCal., Building
Pasadena,
tion,
tion,
refund of excise
tax
corporation tax..........
excise corporation
refund
Pascagoula, Miss.,
Pascagoula,
harbor.
appropriation for improvement
improvement of harbor
appropriation
bridge authorized
authorized across West
West Pascagoula
Pascagoula
bndge
.-.----River at ......-.......
River, Miss. ;
Pascagoula River
PascagouIa
channel
appropriation for maintenance
maintenance of channel
appropriation
through
--.-------through---...---..-....
---for
of....-.......---improvement of
for improvement
Passaic River, N. J.,
Passaic
appropriation for improvement
improvement of........
of
appropriation
Passenger
1882,
PassengerAct, 1882
Act.....
not
etc., by Immigration
Immigration Act
altered, etc.,
not altered,
Passenger
•
Passenger Vessels,
inspection
certificates to state
state number of
inspection certificates
other than ferrypassengers allowed,
ferry:
allowed, other
passengers
boats
boats...-----------------penalty
carrying more passengers
passengers than
penalty for carrying
allowed by certificate
certificate ............
allowed
punishment
permitting excess
excess
punishment for master permitting
of passengers
passengers ...............---....of
excursion, to
special
special permits for allowing excursion,
carry excess
excess passengers,
passengers, etc........
etc
carry
approval
supervising inspector
inspector.......
approval of supervising
Passengers,
Passengers,
lists, etc.,
etc., required
required from vessels
vessels bringing
bringing
lists,
in alien ........----.....----------carrying
aliens, etc-----....---.-.--etc
out aliens,
carrying out
citizens
intending to reside permacitizens intending
....--nently abroad............-abroad
nently
etc..
grouped, etc
lists of alien, arriving, to be grouped,
identification
certificates
to
be
given
be given-...
identification certificates
officer..........certificate
ship's officer
certificate from ship's
of
medical examination............--examination
of medical
penalty for
for nondelivery
nondelivery...........-examination by immigration officials
officials of
examination
..---alien on arrival
arrival...........--alien
at immigrant
stations .............
immigrant stations
at
medical; special
experts for mental
mental despecial experts
medical;
fectives, etc...............-------etc
fectives,
power
and authority
authority of immigrant
immigrant inpower and
..................--.
spectors
spectors..
punishment for
for obstructing, etc
etc.,..--.
punishment
by
"board of
of special
inquiry .........-special inquiry
by board
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1481

841
1586
1324
1475
1475
1213
1473
1473
1224
1224
515
515
1265
1265
1386
1386
1000

1001

1504
14922
149
397
236
236
397
397
397
393
393
897
897

918
918
918
918
919

882
883

883
884
884
884
884
884
884
884
885
885
885
885
885
885
886
886
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Passengers' Baggage,
Baggage,
rasseners'

Page.
rage.

liability
carriers for full vplue
liability of earners
wine of
of loss
loss or
or
damage in transit, not applicable to.
to.

Passes, Railroad,
Railroad,
Passes,

442
442

allowed trustees, etc., Cincinnati Southern
Southern
Railway
922
Railway......................
922
Passports,
Passports,Foreign,
Foreign,
restriction
restriction of entry from insular possessions, etc., of aliens holding ........
878
878
Patent
Gazette,
Patent Office Gazette,
appropriation
330
appropriation for
for printing,
printing, binding,
binding, etc
etc..
330
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for printing, bindbinding, etc .........................
3,27
3,27
Patent Office, Interior
Patent
Interior Department,
Department,
appropriation
appropriation for Commissioner,
Commissioner, assistants,
examiners, etc.
examiners,
101,1105
etc ................. 101,1105
for special temporary
temporary typewriters
typewriters...... 1105
1105
for professional and scientific books,
etc............................ 101, 1105
etc
for weekly issue of patents; drawings,
drawings,
etc.......................
etc
101,
1105
101,1105
investigations, etc ............... 101, 1105
for investigations,
1105
for expenses,
expenses, International
International Bureau,
Bureau,
Berne
101,1105
......................... 101,1105
for printing weekly
weekly issue of patents, etc.
330
etc.
330
for printing, etc.,
etc., Official Gazette
330
Gazette......
330
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for printing
printing
weekly
weekly issue of patents, Official
Official
Gazette, etc ...................
3,27
3,27
investigating public use of invenfor investigating
829
tions, etc
etc...............................
829
chief clerk, and examiners
chief
examiners authorized
authorized....
99
officers to be
officers
be appointed
appointed by the
the President;
President;
Commissioner, assistant commiscommissioners,
sioners, and five examiners in chief
chief.
88
of assistant
assistant commissioners
commissioners .....
8
duties of
8
clerks, and employees to be appointed
appointed by
by
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary
Interior...........
88
salaries of presidential appointees
appointees......
99
Patents,
Patents,
applications
applications to be completed
year
348
completed in one year..
348
to be prosecuted
prosecuted within one year after
after
any action .
348
....................
348
in default,
abandoned, unless
default, regarded
regarded as abandoned,
delay unavoidable
348
unavoidable................
348
owned by Government,
Government, and for military
defense,
held three years....
years
348
defense, may be held
348
termination of period
348
notice of termination
period........
348
for design of Daughters
Daughters of American
American RevoRevolutionextended
lution extended .................
1260
time extended for filing application, etc.,
etc ,
delayed
delayedbyexistingwar
by existingwar ............
516
516
limited to reciprocal privileges
privileges to AmeriAmeri516
can citizens ......................
516
not allowed if country at war with United
United
States .
516
.......................
516
restricted to August 1,
1, 1914, and January 1, 1918 ....................
516
516
Patents,
Aircraft,
Patents, Basic
Basic Aircraft,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of, for Government use; conditions,
conditions, etc ..........
1169
1169
Patents, Commissioner
Patents,
Commissioner of,
of,
appropriation for, assistants, examiners,
examiners,
appropriation
etc .............................
101, 1105
101,1105
appointment of, and First Assistant,
Assistant, and
appointment
and
Assistant.
Assistant, authorized
authorized .................
88
salaries
salaries established
established ...
..............
99
to determine
determine character
of typewriting
typewriting
to
character of
machines to
be purchased
for GovernGovernmachines
to be
purchased for
ment
.....................
ment use
120,
1121
120, 1121
time limit for furnishing copy
copy for
annual
for annual
reports
reports not
to
336
not applicable
applicable to.............
336

Patents,
Commissioner of—Continued.
Patents, Commissioner
of-Continued.
patents for
to issue patents
for radiodynamic
torpedo
radiodynamic torpedo
control, invented
invented by John Hays
Hays Hammond,
mond, jr.,
jr., to United
United States,
States, if contract
tract of assignment be made.........
made
applications
to
in secret
secret archives.
applications be
be kept in
archives.
Patjens, Diedrich,
Patjens,
Diedrich,
payment to, for dispossessed
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg............
Oreg
Patrick, Catherine
Catherine Crane
Crane (widow),
(widow),
Patrick,
pension increased
increased ..........
......
Patrick, Louisa
Louisa (widow),
Patrick,
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased........................
Patrol
Squadrons, Naval
Patrol Squadrons,
Naval Volunteer,
Volunteer,
issue and sale of oil and gasoline to.........
to
oil and fuel............................
fuel
gasoline
gasoline free during maneuvers,
maneuvers, etc......
etc
repealed,
repealed, and
and fuel
fuel substituted
substituted ........
Patten, Arthur,
Arthur,
Patten,
pension
pension ............................
Fatten,
Eva Helena
Helena (widow),
Patten, Eva
(widow),
pension increased
increased ......................
Patterson,
Benjamin F.,
F.,
Patterson,Benjamin
pension increased
increased .............
pension
......
Patterson, Florence
Patterson,
Florence K.
K. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased........................
increased
Patterson,
T.,
Patterson, Floyd
Floyd T.,
pension
pension..
.......................
Patterson, Joseph
Joseph C.,
C.,
Patterson,
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
Patterson, Nathaniel,
Nathaniel,
Patterson,
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Patterson,
Patterson, Otis
Otis B.,
B.,
pension increased.....................
increased
pension
Patterson, Samuel,
Patterson,
Samuel,
pension increased
increased ........................
pension
Patterson, Thomas
W.,
Patterson,
Thomas W.,
pension increased
pension
increased ........................
Patton,
J.,
Patton, Ernest
Ernest J.,
pension
pension.................................
Patton,
Horace M.,
M.,
Patton, Horace
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Patton, T'homo.s
Patton,
Thomas M.,
M.,
pension increased
increased.......................
Paul, George
W.,
Paul,
George W.,
pension
pension..................................
Paul, H.
Jenness,
Paul,
H. Jenness,
pension increased
pension
increased ......................
Paul, James,
James,
Paul,
pension increased
pension
increased .......................
Paul, Lewis,
Paul,
Lewis,
pension increased
pension
increased ........................
B.,
Pauley, Frank
Frank B.,
pension increased
pension
increased........................
Pauley, Malinda
Pauley,
Malinda (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased ..........
pension
.........
Paulina
PaulinaNational
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg.,
Oreq.,
proclamation
eliminating
proclamation entirely
entirely eliminating....
included
Crater, Deschutes,
Deschutes, and
and
included in
in Crater,
Fremont National
National Forests.........
Forests
Fremont
Faulk,
Jane P.,
P.,
Paulk, Jane
payment
to ....
payment of Court
Court of Claims findings to
Pautmier,
Mary G.
G. (widow),
Paulmier, Mary
(widow),
pension increased
increased
............
....
Paulus,
W.,
Paulus, John
John W.,
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
Paupers,
Paupers,
alien, excluded
excluded admission.
admission ..............
alien,
Paving Roadways,
Roadways, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Paving
one-half cost
assessed against
against abutting
abutting
one-half
cost of,
of, assessed
property;
publication of
of proposed
proposed
property; publication
work,
etc
work, etc.........................
......
area assessable;
assessable; extent excluded........
excluded
area
street railways
railways to
to bear
bear full
full expense
expense for
street
for
•
roadbed,
etc ...................
roadbed, etc

Page.
Page.

347
347
347
347
1354
1354
1555
1555
1229
1229
600
600
1173
1173
600
600
1173
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1584
1584
1296
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1251
1251
1334
1384
1481
1481
1217
1217
1500
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1581
1581
1589
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1230
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1272
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1377
1377
1408
1408
1738
1738
1738
1738
1496
1273
1273
1578
1578
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Pawcatuck
River, R.
R. i.I. and
Page.
Page.
River—Continued.
rawcatucIk Rver,
and Conn.,
L'onn.n
rage. Pearl
PearlRiver-Continued.
appropriation for
for improvement
391
of........
391
appropriation
improvement of
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to
to be
be
preliminary examination,
examination, etc.,
Pawnbrokers,
Pawn6rokers,
made,
made, between
between Jackson
Jackson and
and Edinspecial tax
imposed on
790
special
tax imposed
on .................
.
790
burg, Miss..........................
Miss
408
burg,
408
Okla. .
Pawnee Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Pearl
Miss.,
Pearl River
River County,
County, Miss.,
appropriation
for fulfilling
treaties with..
146, 982
with. - 146,
982
fulfilling treaties
appropriation for
bridge authorized
authorized across
by,
bridge
across Pearl
Pearl River
River by,
Pawnee Rock,
Pawnee
Rock, Kans.,
JKans.,
and Washington
Washington Parish, La
La........
and
.....
948
948
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to,
State
condemned
to, for
for State
Pearman,
Harriet A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Pearman,Harriet
park ...........................
831
pension
1576
park
831
pension ................................
1576
Pay,
Pay, Army,
Army,
Pecans,
Pecans,
appropriation
for, officers
officers of
623
the line
line........
623
of the
appropriation for,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating diseases
diseases of.
of. 1141
1141
appropriation
for Officers'
624
for
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps ............
624
for
improving, methods
methods of
of harvesting,
harvesting, etc
1143
for improving,
etc. 1143
624
for National
National Guard
Guard officers
officers ..............
investigating insects affecting
affecting.......
for investigating
1154
1154
for enlisted
enlisted men
624 Peck,
Eunice (widow),
(widow),
for
men ....................
624
Peck, Eunice
for National
Guard enlisted
enlisted men
men........
624
624
pension increased
increased .....................
1427
for
National Guard
pension
1427
for
Staff officers
officers .......................
626
John H.,
H.,
626 Peck,
Peck, John
for Staff
for
officers and
enlisted men
men --...
627
pension increased
increased ..................
1422
627
and enlisted
pension
for retired
retired officers
1422
Pecuniary Claims
between United
United States
States and
and
Claims between
deficiency
appropriation for
22 , Pecuniary
deficiency appropriation
for ...............
22,
Great
Britain,
29,
45, 810,
828
Great Britain,
29, 33,
33, 45,
810. 824,
824, 828
appropriation for
expenses, arbitration
arbitration of
of
337
for
National Guard ordered
337
ordered into
into service..
service..
for National
for expenses,
appropriation
outstanding
258,
1054
..................
258, 1054
outstanding
Pay
Clerks, Army,
Pay Clerks,
Army,
Peebles, Harry
Harry L.,
L.,
appropriation for
for pay
627 Peebles,
627
retired ...........
pay of,
of, retired
appropriation
pension. ...... ....-----...........-...
1584
1584
pension
45
deficiency appropriation formileage.......
for mileage
45
deficiencyappropriation
Peekskill, N.
N. Y.,
Peekskill,
Y.,
Pay Corps,
Navy (see
Bureau of
Supplies and
and
of Supplies
Corps, Navy
(see Bureau
Pay
appropriation
of harbor.
harbor.
392
392
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
.Accounts, Navy).
Accounts,
Navy).
Peeples,
_Darling L.,
Peeples, Darling
L.,
Pay, Marine
Corps,
Pay,
Marine Corps,
pension
increased ..
1384
.....................
1384
pension increased
609, 1188
appropriation
for......................
appropriation for
Carl,
Peetz, Carl,
for.......... 29,
29, 825, 828
deficiency
appropriation for
828 Pe,etz,
deficiency appropriation
payment
homestead,
to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
payment to,
Pay, Navy,
Navy,
Pay,
Sherman County,
County, Oreg............
Oreg
1355
1355
Sherman
appropriation
575,
1181
575, 1181
for ....................
appropriation for
Peiffer, Henry,
Henry,
557, 1168 Peiffer,
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous ................... 5:57,
for
pension
increased ....................
1341
pension increased
deficiency
33, 815,
828
29, 33,
815, 825,
825, 828
appropriation for..
for.. 29,
deficiency appropriation
Peirce, James
James E.,
E.,
for
miscellaneous.. 29,
816, 816,
816, 825,
825, 828
828 Pewee,
29, 33,815,
33,815, 816,
for miscellaneous..
pension increased
pension
increased ......................
1337
Payette National
NationalForest,
Idaho,
Payette
Forest, Idaho,
F.,
Pejano, Archie F.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
1148 Pejano
459, 1148
of- 459,
appropriation
1380
pensi
on
......-----pension...................-----Payne,
Catherine A.
A. (widow),
(widow),
Payne, Catherine
ng, China,
China,
Pking,
pension
increased.........-........-... 1226 Pa
pension increased
appropriation for
for marine
marine guard
guard barracks,
barracks,
appropriation
Payne,
Edward P.
Payne, Edward
P.,
_American
legation ................
1179
American legation
pension increased
1532
1532
.....
......
..
increased...........
pension
Pelkey, Isaac,
Isaac,
Payne, John
John Howard,
Payne,
Howard,
1570
pension
pension increased.....................
increased
payment to
, 1212
of ...............-...
to heirs
heirs of
payment
Pellagra,
Pellagra,
Payton,
Payton, George,
George,
appropriation for
for the
the study
study of,
of, Public
Public
appropriation
pension
....--- 1445
...
pension...................
279
Health Service
Health
Service ...................
279
Peace,
Peace, Genercl,
Generel
Pellett, Francis
Francis E.,
E.,
Brazil.... 1698 Pellett,
advancement of, with Brazil
treaty for advancement
1458
pension
increased
pension increased .......................
1645
..
with Chile ................---....
Jesse L.,
L.,
Pelton, Jesse
1642
with China --.......---.......------------1642 Felton,
with
1309
pension
increased
increased ...................
pension
1650
.............
with Ecuador ...........
Pemberton,
Thomas,
Pemberton,
1672
1672
with Honduras ......................1314
pension increased
1314
.....................
pension
increased
with
1618
1618
...-------------Italy..............
with Italy
PembinaIndians,
Indians, Minn.,
with
1615
1615 Pembina
with Paraguay
Paraguay ....................proceeds of
of tract
tract granted
to Mahnomen
Mahnomen
granted to
proceeds
with Peru .
1611
..................
135
County to
be divided
divided among......
among
135
to be
County
with
Russia .................
......----- 1622
with Russia
Penalty
Matter,
Privilege Mail Matter,
Penalty Privilege
Peace Palace,
The Hague,
Hague,
Peace
Palace, The
162
...................
limit of weight under
under
162
appropriation for contribution
contribution to
to....... 258, 1054
appropriation
Pend
Oreille County, etc., Wash.,
Pend Oreille
Peach, Mary (widow),
(widow),
Peach,
34
may bridge
bridge Pend Oreille River.........
River
1413
... 13
i
ncreased ...............
pension increased
Pend
Oreille National
National Forest,
Forest, Idaho,
Pend Oreile
Peacock,
George R.,
Peacock, George
maintenance, etc.,
appropriation for maintenance,
etc., of.
of. 459, 1148
1148
appropriation
1538
pension increased ...............-.......
Pend Oreille
Oreille River,
River,
Pend
Peak, Thomas
Thomas R.,
R.,
Peak,
bridge authorized
authorized across,
across, Metaline
Metaline to Meta- 1589
..................--------pension ...
34
line
Falls, Wash
Wash .................
34
line Falls,
Pearce,
Pearce, John
John F.,
F.,
6
Priest River,
River, Idaho
6
Idaho.................
Priest
1331
pension increased .......................
Pence,
E. (widow),
(widow),
Pence, Cornelia
CorneliaE.
Peare,
Peare, Nathaniel
Nathaniel E.,
E.,
1275
1275
increased
..................
pension increased
1514
.....................-.
1514
increased
pension increased
Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii,
Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii,
Pence,
John W.,
Pence, John
1571
appropriation
dock,
naval station, dry dock,
- -.
appropriation for naval
increased ..................
pension increased
etc
1178 Pendleton,
568, 1178
..-.....- 568,
etc..................
Thankful (widow),
(widow),
Pendleton, Thankful
for fuel storage
570, 1179
..- 570,1179
..........
..
1344
pension
increased...................---pension increased
Pearl
er,
River,
PearlRiv
Penewit,
Oliver
E.,
Penewit,
Oliver
E.,
appropriation for improvement
below
improvement of, below
appropriation
1371
pension
pension........................-------Rockport, Miss
397

Rockport, Miss .
..............
bridge authorized
across, between
between Pearl
authorized across,
bridge
WashingMiss., and WashingRiver County, Miss.,
tn Parih
La
---........----ton
we Parish,
. A h1 La_
A- ---------------...........

397

948
948

Penitentiaries,
United States,
States,
Penitentiaries, United
appropriation
construction, Leavenappropriation for construction,
worth,
...........-Kans........
worth,. Bans

311
311

2040
n ·..·.

Penitentiaries, unitea
United States—Continued.
rentenrnrtes,
tares-",ontlnuesa.
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Page, Pensions—Continued.
Page
Page.
'ensions--uonunuea.
r-B
appropriation
Ga.
311
attorneys allowed
allowed no
no fee
fee for
for widows'
widows' inin311
attorneys
construction, Atlanta, Ga.
appropriation for construction,
use for
for new
new buildings
buildings forbidden..
311
use
forbidden...._ 311
creased pension
pension claim
845
creased
claim .............
845
314
for maintenance
maintenance ....................
314
limited for reinstatements.............
reinstatements
845
845
deficiency
appropriation for Leavendeficiency appropriation
double, allowed for naval aviation
aviation accidouble,
Kans., construction
worth, Kans.,
construction ........
42
dents
585
dents.............................
585
for Atlanta, Ga.,
Ga., construction
construction ..........
42
granted to survivors
survivors of designated
designated Indian
Indian
granted
Ga., maintenance
819
for Atlanta, Ga.,
maintenance ......... 819
campaigns, etc.,
etc., from 1851
1851 to 1891..
1891
campaigns,
1199
for Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans., maintenance..
maintenance_
819
819
widows included,
remarried
1200
included, if not remarried......
1200
for McNeil
McNeil Island, Wash.,
Wash., maintenance
819
maintenance-_ 819
Tyler's Rangers
Rangers included ...........
1200
1200
commission created
created to submit plans, etc.,
etc.,
commission
records
accepted ............
1200
records of service
service accepted
1200
for manufacturing
manufacturing articles for the
fee contracts
attorneys void.......
void
contracts with attorneys
1200
Government
819
Government at ..................
819
determination
service from
etc ,
determination of service
from State, etc.,
appropriation for
819
for expenses ............. 819
records. ..........................
records
appropriation
1200
Penley,
Charles F.,
Penley, Charies
loyalty proof not applicable
applicable .........
1201
loyalty
1201
increased ....................
1490
pension increased
increased rate to widow, wife of
increased
soldier
of soldier
Pennington County,
Pennington
County, Minn.,
Minn.,
844
during Civil War
844
War service ..........
condemned cannon granted to,'
to, for Thief
Thief
condemned
at age
age of 70, to those whose
whose husbands
husbands
833
River Falls. .......................
served
served in Civil, Mexican,
Mexican, or 1812
Pennington County, S. Dak.,
Pennington
Dak.,
War.
844
War. ...............................
844
restriction removed from making homerestriction
children's pensions
pensions not affected.........
affected
845
children's
845
Black Hills Nastead entries in Black
reduced
845
no present
present pension reduced...........
tional Forest .......................
440
restoration
restoration of, dropped for remarriage, on
on
Pennington,
Frank A.,
Pennington, Frank
becoming
conditions ......
845
becoraing aawidow; conditions
845
increased ....................
pension increased
1238
allowance if pension
845
allowance
845
pension panted
granted to child
child...
Pennington, Henry
Pennington,
Henry C.,
C.,
widows of soldiers
soldiers dying
dying from Civil War
widows
increased
1294
pension increased..........................
1294
deprived by subsequent
subsequent
service, but deprived
Pennsylvania and Newark Railroad
Pennsylvania
RailroadCompany,
marriage, entitled
845
marriage,
entitled to...............
to
time extended
extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware
whose
were honorably
honorably diswhose husbands were
861.
River, Trenton, N. J., by
by.......... 861
charged
charged from Civil War
War service and
Pennsylvania
PennsylvaniaRailroad
Railroad Company,
Company,
845
remarried, entitled .................
845
remarried,
may
Allegheny River
Oil City,
City,
may bridge
bridge Allegheny
River at
at Oil
law, if
under previous
previous law,
if married prior to
Pa ............................
4
4
27, 1905................
1905
845
845
June 27,
fling
extended for bridging Delaware
Delaware River,
tine extended
laws applicable to National Guard
members
lawsapplicableto
Guard members
Trenton,
N.
J'.,
by
861
J., by...............
Trenton,
drafted into service
service in time of war_
211
drafted
war.. _ 211
Penrod, John,
John,
Penrod,
restriction
restriction on Civil War loyalty for
for receiv1266
increased
pension increased....................
ing,
repealed .....................
649
649
ing, 'repealed
P.
Penry, John
John P.,
special, to be paid persons on Army and
pension
increased
1561
pension increased..................... .
Navy
Medal of Honor
Honor Roll;
Roll; limitaNavy Medal
Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.,
Fla.,
54
tions,
etc ........................
tions, etc
appropriation
improvement of
of harbor_
396 Pensions,
396
harbor..
Pensions, Commissioner
Commissioner of,
for improvement
appropriation for
repairing storm damages,
naval aerodamages, naval
for repairing
appropriation for, deputy, clerks, etc..
etc.. 100, 1104
1104
appropriation
567 Pensions
nautic station ....................
nautic
PensionsGranted,
works, aeronautic
station -. 1178
1178
aeronautic station..
1285
for public works,
Abbot,
Melara C
C.....................
1285
Abbot, Melara
release of title to private
private owner of land
land
release
1574
Abbott,
Edgar .......................
1574
Abbott, Edgar
in
1321, 1322
in...........................
Abbott, Fred D
1592
...................
Pease, Robert J.,
Pense,
J.,
Aheanae, Cornelius
Cornelius A
Ahearne,
A.................... 1264
1221
...................
pension increased
1221
Akers, Henry
Henry W .......................
1378
1378
Pension Olive,
Pension
Office, Interior
Interior Department,
Department,
Alden,
1385
1385
...................
Alden, William
William
appropriation
deputy,
Alguire, Elizabeth
1274
appropriation for Commissioner, deputy.
Elizabeth JJ..................... 7,274
examiners, etc.................
etc.
. 100, 1104
Allen, Jennie
1414
1414
Allen,
Jennie ..........................
for disbursing clerk for pensions, deputy,
deputy,
Allen, Sarah
Sarah E
E .........................
1566
etc
etc............................ 100, 1104
Anderson, Delia
Delia .......................
1224
Anderson,
100,
1104
100.1104
for clerks, etc ..................
Anderson,
Minnie
1309
Anderson, Minnie
..................
restriction on filling vacancies_
vacancies.... 100. 1104
Anderson, Sophia
Sophia
1228
1228
Anderson,
..................
for per diem, special examiners, etc
etc.. 101. 1104
Andrews, Leon
E ......................
1371
Leon E
for labor saving devices, etc .......
101, 1105
Andrews, William ......................
1382
1382
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for investigating,
investigating,
........ 1384
Anthony, Willard
Willard L
L .........
etc., business
huffiness methods of..........
of
801
Archer, Berton
Berton E
E........................
1576
etc
for labor saving devices, etc..........
801
Archer, Patience
1244
Patience Rosa ...........-...
1314
....
..............
Armenta, Antonio
Pensions.
Pensions.
1332
Armstrong, Clara
Clara May
May ...............
appropriation for
Commissioner of,
of, deputy,
deputy,
for Commissioner
appropriation
1228
Ashton,
W .......................
Lida W.
Ashton, Lida
clerks, etc
100,
clerks,
etc .....................
100, 1104
1104
1335
Austin,
America JJ.......-............
Austin, America
of. _ 100. 1104
for disbursing clerk for payment of...
1360
Avirett,
A --...-..........-......
1360
Avirett, John A.
Navy .............
for Army and Navy
242. 1132
Babcock,
Mary H
H ..--.................--- 1251
Babcock, Mary
Navy from naval fund ..........
242, 1132
Navy
1437
Baker, Alice M.---.......................
M
separate accounts
accounts required
separate
required ........
242, 1132
1323
Baker, Martha V
V................-...
1323
medal of honor pensioners
24 9
242
medal
pensioners ...........
1338
Balch, Martha
Martha 0
0.-1338
.................---for
etc., examining
surgeons.... 242,
242, 1132
examining surgeons....
1132
for fees,
fees, etc.,
1434
Florence W-.
W ...-....1434
.........-fee, etc.,
for examination
examination
Ball, Florence
established for
etc., established
fee,
1367
C
1367
Ball, Willie C........-----.............
claimant's residence
at claimant's
residence ............
1132
1370
Ballah, Ezekiel
Ezekiel II
1370
H ..............-....
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for Army...
30, 33, 826
deficiency
Army... 30,33,
1426
Balton,
1426
Eugenie B
B. -..-..............
Ballou, Eugenie
for Navy ..........................
30
1430
Banks,
C ----..................----...
1430
Banks, Mary
Mary C.
for
30,829
surgeons .....
examining surgeons
for fees, etc., examining
1381
A ...............
Bannister, William A
Davina.
etc...
for imnrovine
improving
methods of paying,
etc...
801
" methods
"
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Pensions
Page.
Pensions Granted-Continued.
Page.
Pensions
Granted—Continued,
L..........
Barber, John L
1583
Brown,
1583
Brown, Francis M ......................
1375
Barden,
1371
Barden, Benjamin F.
F................
1371
Brown,
Frederick W .....................
Brown, Frederick
1368
Bare, John R
R ...................
... .
1574
1574
Brown, Grace
Grace Elizabeth
Elizabeth ................. 1485
1485
Abraham H
H...................... 1581
Barnes, Abraham
1581
Brown, Helen
Helen M........................
M
1228
arnes, MariIla
itarnes,
1456
Marilla.......................... 1456
Brown,
Henry -------------...............- ...........-------. 1290
1290
Brown, Henry
Bames, Mary............................
Barnes,
Mary
1271
1271
Brown, Kate
Brown,
Kate A
A .......................... 1268
E .......................
Barrett, Emma
Emma E
1593
Brown, Mary
1256
1593
Mary E
E ......................... 1256
... ....
....... 1236
Barron, Maggie
Maggie ....
1236
Brown, Omar
Omar E
E ........................
1358
Brown,
1358
Barrows, Esteller ........................
1463
1463
Brown,
Wylie ........................... 1483
Brown, Wylie
1483
Bastian, Alphozine.................
Alphozine
1380
Bryant,
Bryant, Huldah
1380
Huldah E
E ....................... 1421
Batchelder, Charles
Charles H...................
H
1592
1592
Bryant,
Oliver.......................... 1364
Bryant, Oliver
AzupahJ.
Batman, Azupah
J_................
-1465
Bryant, Ralph
Ralph H .......................
1381
Bryant,
1465
1381
............
Battle, Mary
Mary
1591
Buckelew,
Buckelew, John
john ......................... 1387
1387
1591
Baugher. Mary
Mary M.......................
M
1442
Baugher.
Buckley, Mary
1380
1442
Buckley,
Mary -.......-................
1380
Baxter,
M...................
Baxter, Eliza
Eliza M
1400
1400
Buckley,
William A
Buckley, William
1386
A--...............
Baxter,
Baxter, Thomas .
1366
..................
Buell, Annie
B ......................... 1451
1366
Buell,
Annie B
1451
Beals, George
George.....
1358
Buffham,
Matilda
1325
Buffham, Matilda.......................
1358
1325
Beamon, Franklin R
Beamon,
R..................... 1544
Buffington, Benjamin
Buffington,
R .................
1465
Benjamin R
1544
Beaumont, Phebe .......................
Beaumont,
Burgett,
1454
1272
Burgett, Catharine
Catharne....................... 1454
Martha SS ......................
Becker, Martha
1368
Burke,
Adelbert R
1590
Burke, Adelbert
1368
R....................... 1590
Beckham,
1387
Beckham, Charlotte M
M.................. 1387
Burke,
Catherine
1577
Burke, Catherine
.......................
1577
Bedell, Saloma
Saloma V
V ...........-.......
1457
Bedell,
1457
Burke, Johanna
-Burke,
1329
Johanna .........................
1329
Bell,
Bell, lone II..
....................
Burnett, Josephine
Burnett,
1581
1448
Josephine........................ 1581
Bell, Martha
1444
Bell,
Martha -...........................
Burns, Mahaa
Mahala............................
1444
1224
1282
Bender, Sarah E
E........................
Burnstead,
1447
Burnstead, Fred .......................... 1447
1282
Benedict, Sarah H ....................... 1238
Binaington,
Edward H --------..--------...........
1369
1238
Burrington, Edward
1369
Benjamin, Sarah
Benjamin,
Sarah E
E_
1329
----------.......
Burrow,
John F.,
1582
Burrow, John
F., jr
1329
......................
1582
Bennett,
1254
Bennett, Matilda
Busch, Paul F:
F
1360
Matilda..................
.....
.............. 1360
Bennitt,
.....................
Bennitt, Vernon
Vernon D ..
1589
Bush,
Bush, James M ...........................
1565
1589
1565
Bentley, Catherine
Catherine E
1399
Bentley,
Bush, Zilpha A
Bush,
A ..........................
1453
E ................
1453
1399
Busick,
Harriet L
Horace ..........................
1227
Berlew, Horace
1.307
Busick, Harriet
L........................
1227
1307
Bernhard,
1377
Bernhard, Philip........................
Cadenhead,
A ...................... 1380
Cadenhead, Wiley A
1380
Cadwallader, Loretta
E ..................
1438
Cadwallader,
Loretta E
Bertin, Susan ...........................
1573
1438
CRI1Ohnti, Milton
Milton T.,
T., jr ....................
Callahan,
Beville James W
1251
Beville,
W........................
1387
Campbell, Frank
Frank H .......................
Campbell,
1379
Bidwell,
1370
1370
Bidweli, Harry
Harry....-----------Bieber, William
1275
Campbell,
Campbell, Melvin
Melvin P
P..................... • 1378
... .......
Canton,
. .............
Canton, Joseph ...........
1582
1582
Bigelow,
1295
Bigelow, Lula S. Knight.
............
Canty,
Margaret E
Canty, Margaret
E.......................
1383
Bill, Ida
Ida ...........................
1582
Carey, Fannie
1292
Carey,
Fannie M ......................... 1292
Bjarnson,
1594
Bjarnson, Einer
1594
.................
Carnes, Mary O'Hara
O'Hara .................... 1365
1365
Cames,
Black, Charles
Charles.................-------...... 1573
Carpenter, William
L.................... 1515
1515
Carpenter,
William L
1364
Blalock, Irene
Irene...........--..-------------.....-- 1364
Carper,
J .........................
1382
Carper, Frank
Frank J
1382
Blodgett, Celia A ....--1480
Blodgett,
1480
..............--Carr, Caroline
Caroline ............................ 1364
1364
1329
Blodgett, Mary
Mary A
A.
1329
.-----------------Carroll, Mary
Carroll,
.............................- -1239
Bloodgood,
Bloodgood, Bessie
G
1380
Bessie G.......
......... 1380
1573
Cary, Louisa
Louisa ...........................
1573
1588
Blu, Bessie D .
- -...-...-----......------........ 1588
Caulk, Mary
Mary A
A..........................
1326
Bockheim, John
1575
1575
Bockheim,
John A
A..------...............
Cavender, Emily A. Baldrige
Baldrige .............
1596
Cavender,
1596
1372
Henry
1372
Boesen, Henry
..- .....---.......
Chamberlain, John F
Chamberlain,
F ....................
1584
1575
.......
.- Boetticher, Elizabeth
Elizabeth 1575
Chandler, Melissa
Melissa J
J ....................... 1257
1385
Born, Gus ........................
1385
Born,
Chaplain,
S ....................
1290
Chaplain, Elizabeth
Elizabeth S.
1290
1280
Bastian, Lucie
Lucie C...
C
Bostian,
..------.....---Chase,
Lavina B
.
1428
Chase, Lavina
B .........................
Bourstine, Taubyna
Bourstine,
1414
Taubyna
.
.......----------..--..--- 1414
Chesley,
P..........................
1367
Chesley, Leon P
1364
Bowen, William A
A.---------------...--.
1364
Bowen,
Childs,
F....................
1274
Childs, Christianna
Christianna F
1274
1595
Bowens, William A
A .............
1595
Chilton,
A .......................
1408
Chilton, Precilla
Precilla A
1408
1367
Boyer, Pierce
Pierce B
1367
Boyer,
B ... .
.....................
Christian,
Raymond ......................
1363
Christian, Raymond
1375
1375
Boyle, Barbara..
Barbara .................-...--Churchill,
1482
Churchill, Frederick
Frederick A
A ................... 1482
1372
Bribson, Martha E
1372
Brabson,
E.
.... ...-....----.Chute,
C..........................
1592
Chute, Harry
Harry C
1592
Brackett, Mary
Mary A
1225
Brackett,
A .......-...--...-...... 1225
Chute, Sarah
Sarah L
1319
L .......................... 1319
1585
Braddock, James E.
E . ------1585
Braddock,
....---Claffin,
Mahala Lee
Lee ......................
1433
Claflin, Mahala
1433
1387
Bmnt, Henry C
C...
Brant,
.
.......---------- 1387
Clapper, Mary
Mary.................... ....... 1443
Bmwner, Clara May ......-----..-Brawner,
....--- 1231
Clark, Arthur B
B.................
1583
1583
1359
Breen, Lizzie
Lizzie ......-......----------------13.59
Breen,
Clark, Arthur M .........................--------. 1456
1206
Bresnahan, Mary.
1206
Bresnahan,
Mary _ -------.-----Clark,
Charles
W
1367
Clark,
Charles W.... ------------------ 1367
1332
Brewer, Martha
Martha .-......--------------Brewer,
Clark, Frank ...........................
157.9
Clark,
157.9
1217
Brewer, Sarah
Sarah S
S.---.
--......--.--------.. 1217
Clark,
L........................... 1367
Clark, Harlin
Harlin L
1367
Brewster, Ella
.. -....-- --.----------1288
Brewster,
Ella JJ-Clark. Mary M ...........................---.
Clark.
1254
1239
Brewster, Orin
Orin ......----------------- 1239
Clark, Sarah
Sarah F
Clark,
F..... ...................... 1375
1577
I) -----..
1577
Bricker, Laura
Laura D
..--------------Clarke, Ambrose
1377
Clarke,
Ambrose A
A ----------........--------- 1377
Bridges,
Annie ........-.....--.--.-----------1244
Bridges, Annie
Claussen, Bertha
Bertha -------.........---....---------- 1371
1371
Claussen,
Broadfoot,
Broadfoot, Sabrina A
A ...----------------- 1399
Clevenger, Jemima
Jemima ..------------------1332
1332
Clevenger,
1380
Brogan,
John J
1380
Brogan, John
J ---------..........-----------Clifton, Mahala
Mahala ............. ----------...-----..1273
1273
Clifton,
1225
Brooks, Cora E
E ..--......-----------------1225
Clouse,
Clouse, Albert S
S.....----..---- ..----------- 1592
1382
Brooks, Harry E
E ..------.-.---- -------Clouse,
1380
Clouse, William
William B
B------------------........
1380
Brown, Clark
Clark--.--------.-.---------- 1578
Coady, Ann
Coady,
Ann M .....-....-------------------- 1342
1342
Brown,
B
1371
------------Ernest B.--...-..-Brown, Ernest
1 3qq
Coates,
1312
Coates, Virginia
Virginia R...-------..---..------R
1312
Brown,
1339
Brown, Frances
Frances ...---....--.......-----.--....------

2042
2042
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Pensions
Pensions
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Pensions Granted—Continued.
Granted-Continued.
Cobb, Florence
1273
Densmore,
T
1273
Cobb,
....................
Densmore, John T.................
Cocain, Catharine
1576
1576
Cocain,
..................
Depew, Harriet
Harriet ......................
Coddington, Carrie Atkins ...........
1432
Coddington,
E ...........................
1432
Derr, Charles
Charles E
1386
Coe, Charles F
F....................
Dickerson, Nora
1386
Dickerson,
....................
Coen, Mabel F
F...
1215
Coen,
.........................
1215
Dickinson,
Dickinson, Francett
Francett ....
.................
Herbert S
1584
Coheley, Herbert
S.................
1584
Dickman,
Elizabeth B
B .................
Dickman, Elizabeth
Colborn, Mary S
S ...................
1362
Colborn,
1362
Dirmeyer, Adolph .................
Cole, Charlotte....................
Charlotte
1338
V ......................
1338
Disbrow, Adelaide
Adelaide V
Collier
1422
Collier,' Elizabeth
Elizabeth.........................
1422
Dodder, John F
F ....
..................
Collins, Ellen .....................
1313
1313
Dodge, Delos M
..
................
Dodge,
Collins,
P
1581
Collins Frank P...................
1581
Eunice E
E
Dodge, Eunice
......................
Colwell, Hyram .........................
1378
Colwell,
1378
Domrose,
Domrose, Carl J
J .......................
Conley, Andrew .....
1385
..............
1385
R......
Dority, William
William R
.........
Conley, Cornelius .......................
1370
Conley,
1370
Dougherty,
Dougherty, Annie ........
.........
Connolly, Julia M
1371
M..................
1371
Dougherty, Rachel
........-....-...--Rachel A
Conrad, Helen
1325
Conrad,
Helen....................
1325
Downey, Peter
Peter .........
Downey,
.................
Constable, Mary E
1573
E........................ 1573
E .Doyle, -Walter E
.......... ........
Conway, James....
James
1359
................... 1359
Driskel,
E ........................
Driskel, Floyd E
Cook, Dale C
1362
C......
...............
1362
Duffner, Anna S...................-...-S
.
Cooley, Mary
Mary B
1412
B........................... 1412
Duffy, Mary
Mary M
Ai ..-----..................
Cooper, Elizabeth M.....................
M
1214
1214
Dunn, James
G -..-.................
Dunn,
James G
Cope, George
H
1379
George H...................
Dunn, Robert
Robert 0
0
1379
Dunn,
---...................
Copeland, Grace M
M.................
Copeland,
1553
Durant, Emilie L
L ...................
Durant,
Cordova, Petra G ...................
1535
Cordova,
1535
Duryea, George
George .........-Duryea,
............
Core, William
F
1595
William F...................
1595
Duryee, Elsie M ...................---Duryee,
Cornelison, John M
1580
Cornelison,
M....................... 1580
Dussault, Henry
Dussault,
Henry....- ...----..........
Comman, James F
1385
Cornman,
F .................
1385
Dwyer, Sarah ............
.
.....
Dwyer,
Corp, Henry
1369
1369
Eakins,
S...........................
Corp,
Henry S
Eakins, Charles R ....
.............
Eakles,
1267
Corson, Mary E
E...................
Eakles, John B ....................
1267
1235
Earhart,
Benjamin........................
Corum, Jennie ...................
Earhart, Benjamin
1235
Coss, Charles
1574
1574
Charles F
F ....................
East, William
T .-.....--...-.........
William T
Craddock, Charles H......................
If
1588
Eby, Laura E
E -.............-.......
1588
Crandell, Mary J
John W
J..................
1488
Echols, John
W .....................Crane, Della W
1296
W .....................
M
...........
Edes, Walter M........
Crane, Louise ...........................
1380
1380
E ................
Edinger, Florence E
Crawford, Mollie
CraWford,
1256
Mollie B
B.................
John T
Edson, John
T....................-.
Crawford, Virginia
Virginia C
1451
Edwards,
Emma L.......-----..........
L
1451
C......
..........
Edwards, Emma
Crook, Robert L., jr
1584
Edwards,
jr................
1584
D................---..
William D
Edwards, William
Cross, Susan A
A ....................
1407
Cross,
1407
........
Eggert,
Henriette L
L.......
Eggert, Henriette
Martha
1453
1453
Crowley, Martha
...................
Eichman,
Alvin
...................
Eichman, Alvin
Elder,
John H
H ........--..
Crumpton, Jane .........................
1287
1287
Crumpton,
Elder, John
-..-..... . .
Cumming, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ...............
1397
Elliott,
Cumming,
1397
Elliott, Ann
Ann IL............................
Elliott, Melissa
Cummings,
Cummings, Adella
Adella I................
I
1408
Melissa ....................
Cunningham, James .....................
1590
Cunningham,
Elliott, Sadie IL....................
1590
......
Cunningham
1341
Emery,
Leal
Cunningham, Rosetta
Rosetta..................... 1341
Emery, Leo
J .. . ..................
Curry, Adelaide
Adelaide L
1227
England,
1227
L ...
..............
England, Joseph ...................
Curtis, Edgar M
1579
1579
M...................
Erdman,
Erdman Sarah JJ ....
...............
Curtis, Minnie A
A..................
1362
1362
....
Estee,
A .
..................
.
Estes, Clara A
Jennie R ........................
1244
Ethridge, Thomas W .......--..........Cusick, Jennie
Ethridge,
Daisey,
C...................
1439
Daisey, Sarah C
1439
Alexander........................
Faries, Alexander
Daley, Joseph ....................
1384
Farnsworth, Sarah A
A ..............
1384
Farnsworth,
Dalton, Edward H .................
1366
Famum,, Ella ...................... ....
1366
Farnum
Dana, Menry
1378
Henry
.....................
1378
E .....................
Farr, Kitty E
Daniels, Albert L
1382
L ..................
1382
Fawcett, Mary
Fawcett,
Mary II...................
Daniels, Raymond
E ...
1371
Raymond E
............
..........
1371
Feaster, Wilber ................
Darling, Jane .....................
1241
1241
Fehrle, John G
G ....................
Darling, Margaret
1275
Margaret C
C................
Feldman,
W .......................
1275
Feldman, Harry W
Daubenspeck,
Della A..............
A
1379
Daubenspeck, Della
Fels,
Augusta ...........1379
.........--Fels, Augusta
Daugherty, Albert G
............... 1589
Ferguson,
1589
Ferguson Henry ...........- .......
Daughters
1432
Daughters, Clara ......
............
1432
Fernald,
Mary F
F..................
Fernald, Mary
Davis, Annie .....
1461
................
Fetsch,
G
1461
Edward G-........-.........
Fetsch, Edward
Davis, Dora A ....................
1239
Fetter,
R .......
1239
Fetter, Andy
Andy R
.............
Davis, Martha JI...................
J
1276
Fetterman,
George W
W .-..............
1276
Fetterman, George
Davis, Melyina
Melvina J
Fey,
J......................... 1451
1451
Katharine ..................--Fey, Katharine
Davis, Pattie D ...................
1419
1419
Fields, Henry
Henry ....................
Davis, Sarah E
1211
E....................
1211
Finch, Isaphene
Isophene ................-Davis, William M
M......................... 1584
1584
Finlay, Mary
Mary C
C -..................
Day,
1387
Dayv, Medicos
Medicus F
F ....................
Flood,
Rachel S
S ....................
1387
Flood, Rachel
Deholt,
Debolt, Nancy
Nancy J
J.......
Foisia, Elizabeth
........... 1413
Elizabeth ...---...............1413
Dehlen, Christopher
1537
Christopher................
Followill,
Mary ......---.................
1537
Followill, Mary
Deignan,
1593
Deignan, Maude .....
.............
Forbes, Charlie
Charlie ..
...................
1593
Belong,
1424
Delong, Anna
Anna .....................
Ford, Maggie
Maggie S
S.....
1424
...............
Dennison, Joseph
Joseph 0
1589
Dennison,
0.................
Foster, Sarah C
1589
C..................
Denny, Julia P
P........................... 1359
Fouts,
Nancy C
1359
................
...
C
Fouts, Nancy

Page.
1388
1388
1282
1282
1578
1578
1444
1444
1455
1455
1240
1240
1381
1407
1407
1576
1576
1576
1576
1285
1285
1581
1581
1588
1366
1366
1529
1529
1588
1588
1370
1370
1358
1327
1325
1325
1385
1385
1590
1590
1284
1284
1368
1368
1589
1589
1359
1359
1377
1374
1374
1373
1373
1534
1534
1573
1451
1564
1554
1579
1588
1588
1419
1419
1582
1582
1534
1534
1374
1374
1594
1594
1210
1210
1443
1443
1455
1455
146:3
1463
1363
1363
1450
1257
1373
1373
1483
1483
1221
1255
1255
1333
1333
1212
1212
1362
1362
1581
1584
1584
1373
1373
1592
1307
1307
1583
1388
1575
1575
1424
1574
1574
1436
1294
1424
1424
1409
1409
1280
1280
1576
1231
1219
1219
1210
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Fox, Orville ...........................
1372
1372
Frambes, Alma ........................
1462
1462
Franklin, Mary R
R....................H.
1218
1218
Frantz, Bruce
........................
1576
1576
French, Daniel F
F.....................
1582
1582
Fried,
Fried, Mary .............-.........
1578
1578
Frink, Walter
Walter J................
J
.......
1383
Fritcher, Simon V..
V
..................
1284
1284
Frittz, Andy H..........................
H
1378
1378
Frohs, Anna
Anna.............................
1567
1567
Fruit, Mary
Mary J
J ...........................
1223
Fuller, Miles
.....................
1223
Funston, Edith Blankart ............
1596
1596
Further, Jemima
Jemima ...........
Furnier,
.......... 1229
1229
Gabbard, Allen P
P. .........
Gabbard,
........
1582
1582
Wilbur C
Gahret, Wilbur
C....................... 1590
1575
Gailey, Charles A
A. .................
1575
Gainan, Edward J
J ....................
Gainan,
1360
1360
Galbraith, Mary E
E .....................
1268
Galbraith,
1268
Galvin, Patrick
Patrick A
Galvin,
A....................
1385
A .....................
1286
Garner, Alice A
1286
Garvin, Addie
Addie D.......................
D
1328
1328
Garvin,
Gaskins, John C
C..-.................
1577
1577
Gatts, Euphema
Euphema .-...
1399
...............
1399
1575
Geary, Claudia E
1575
E.................
Gerald,
1387
Gerald, Daniel H .-..-..............
1387
Gerald,
1364
1364
Gerald, Horace A
A......................
1376
Gerardin,
1376
Gerardin, Emily
Emily...................
Gerber, Eva ....
1238
1238
.................
1367
Geyer, Daniel
1367
........
-- ----------Gibson, Celia E
E ...................
1307
1307
Giffin, Hannah --..............-.....
1272
1272
1463
1463
Gilbert, Mary E..-E
.................
1452
1452
Gilbert, Susie M .....................
1.576
Giles, William T
1576
..........
T.........
1583
1583
Gilford,
Gilford, Charles ...................
1324
Gillespie, Harriet C
1324
......
C ...........1374
Gilliam, John B
B...............--...
1462
1462
Gillogly, Mary A -------.------......1363
1363
Gilman, Jennie S
S -...................
1582
1582
Givens, William J.......................
J
1324
1324
Katherine ...........--------Glaser, Katherine
1384
1384
Gleason,
Gleason, Clarence E ................1226
1226
Glover, Eliza J
J .--....--- ..--......-......
1369
1369
Glover, Samuel
Samuel H ---.......-----.-----1226
Glover, Sarah J
J ..---..
............-----1370
1370
Goddard,
Goddard, Ella M
M..................
1319
Goding, Charlotte .............-...--- 1319
1446
1446
Godwin, Lois F
Godwin,
F............
........
1212
1212
Goodaker, Lydia F
F ...............-----1207
Gordon, Aliza A
.....-------- 1207
A....---...-1269
1269
Gossin, Cora E
E ....................
1376
1376
Gould, Mary
Mary.....................
1289
Gracey, Cords
P
.....
Gracey,
Corda P...
-..........
1345
1345
Grady, Ann .-.....................Grady,
1388
Graham, Donald E
Graham,
E --.........------. ----- 1388
1370
1370
Grasse, Herman...............----------------Herman
Grasse,
Graves, David W
W-........................ 1385
1440
1440
Graves, Frances W
W.... ...............-------Graves,
1419
1419
Gray, John M .......-------.--.
--------Gray,
Green, Herbert
Green,
Herbert..----......
----------- 1581
1328
Green,
Green, Mary T
T ----... - -------------- 1328
1359
1359
Greenlee, Samuel A
Greenlee,
A...............----1583
Greenwald, Howard M
Greenwald,
M.....-------------1378
1378
Griffee, Lena ---..--....----------------Griffee,
1414
Griffin, Eliza J
J ...---.....Griffin,
-------------- 1414
1371
Griffith, Aurora ...-----.--...
Griffith,
------------ 1371
1369
Griffith, Jay A
A--......-..-....---Griffith,
-------- 1369
1374
Grimm, William JJ....- ..--------------- 1374
1215
1215
Gross, Elizabeth .......-........-------Gross,
1319
1319
Grover, Edith A
A ------- --------- --------Grover,
1364
1364
Groves. Charles
Charles .-..........----.-----Groves,
1375
1375
Groves, Robert ..-..-...--......--------Groves.
1q29
1<0;I
Grubbs, George E
E...- .--..------------- 1382
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Gruenwald, August
August .........
1383
Gruenwald,
.......
1383
Gruslin, William A
A ................
1370
1370
Eliza P
1260
Gullihur, Eliza
P..................
1260
Gunsolly, Sarah
Sarah
1233
Gunsolly,
...................
1233
Gurtz, Guss E
1589
Gurtz,
.....................
1589
Gwyn,
.
.....
Gwyn, Rachel
Rachel R.........
R
1452
1452
Hack, Margaret
1225
Margaret M
.................
1225
Hagenbucher,
1594
Hagenbucher, Louis ................
1594
Haight, Frank ..........
1415
.........
1415
Halms,
1362
Halaas, John E ...................
1362
Hall, Gurney
Gurney E
E
1328
...................
1328
Hall, Mayme
Mayme .........................
1368
1368
....................
Hall, William
William
1574
1574
Hall, Willie.......................
Willie
1364
1364
Halsey, Martha
Martha A ........
1285
............ 1285
Ham, Clifford
Clifford T
1581
T............
......
1581
Ham, George
George J
J..........................
1591
Ham, Nellie........
Nellie
1272
...........
1272
Hamby, R. Roy .....................
1377
Hamby,
1377
Hammers,
...............
Hammers, Orville A
A
1374
1374
...............
Haney, Ellen M ....
1366
Haney,
1366
Hanley, William
1364
Hanley,
William B
B.....................
1364
Banners, James ..
1295
Hanners,
.................
1295
Marie G-....................
G
1584
Harding, Marie
1584
Myrtle ........................
1342
1342
Hardy, Myrtle
1335
Sarah E
E....................
1335
Hardy, Sarah
Harleman, Anna ..............
1280
Harleman,
....
1280
J
Harrington, John J..................
1384
Harris, Charles ........................
1388
1388
1574
Harris, James Park
Park...................
1574
Harris, Jane
...............
Jane......
1226
Harris, Louis
1585
1585
Louis SS........
............
Harrison, David S.....................
S
1586
Harrison,
E
1282
Harrison, Nancy
Nancy E.........-........
1366
Haskell, FrankD....................
Frank D
1366
1576
Hastings,
1576
Haating, Ed ........................
Hatfield,
Clara B....
B
.-.....-...........1380
Hatfield, Clar
Hawkins,
MR9
1582
Hawrkin, Robert B ...................
1403
Hazen, Ida E........................
E
1573
Healey, Martin
Martin J.................
J
1573
1234
Healy, Anna lif
..............
M .....
Heath, Milo D
D
1576
1576
...................
1267
Heatherly,
Lydia A
A .................
Heatherly, Lydia
Heatley,
Ander
J
1591
1591
Heatley, Ander J .....................
1457
Hedrick, Robert
.............
Robert.....
1574
Held, James J.....
J
...............
1363
Helm, Harry
Harry B
B...
1363
.............
1335
Heminger,
Ella
1335
Heminger,
...................
1371
Henderson,
.............
Henderson, Frank
Frank H ....
1224
Hering, Ruth E
E .................
1224
1576
Herrington, James C......................
C
1576
1439
Hey,
Marion A
A ...................
1439
Hfey, Marion
1449
Hicks,
Joseph W
1449
................
Hicks, Joseph
1401
Higby,
L ...
.............
Iigby, Jessie
Jessie L.
1533
Bilker, Lena
Lena ..
Hilker,
................
1379
Hill, Jonah
Jonah E
1379
E........................
1385
Hill, Joseph
Joseph W ....................
Hill, Julia
Julia Al
1377
M......................
Hill, Lewis
Lewis W...................-W
1590
Hills, Ella J
J .............-........
1574
1590
Hinton, Gordon
Gordon
1590
.....................
1251
Ilishley,
Edmund ...-..............Hishley, Edmund
1448
Hockett,
1448
B ....- ...........
Hockett, Walter
Walter B
Hodge, Minnie
1488
Minnie JJ. .............-.....Hodge,
Hodges,
1367
Hodges, Charles R ................---Hodges, Lodema
1414
C ...........-......Lodema C
1.580
Hoffman,
Hoffman, George
George G
G.........
...
...--- 1580
Hoffman, Josephine
Josephine J
J
1580
Hoffman,
....--..........---1580
Hoffman, Werner
Werner L
L ..........
1580
Hoffman,
...........
1379
Hohmann,
Frederick M
1379
Hohmann, Frederick
M .............----1501
1501
Hohmann, John Christian .------...---.-Hohmann,
1436
Ifohn, Margaret
Margaret D
D................-----Hohn,
1366
1366
Holliday, Ella V........
V
Holliday,
....
...--------1384
George L...................--L
Hollis, George
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Holmes, Anna ....................
Holmes, Charles A
A......................
Holt, Elizabeth
Elizabeth ............
Holt, Samuel A
A-.........................
Sarah E
Holton, Sarah
E ...................
Holway, Hepsie
C
Hepsie ('....................
Holyoke, Abbie M
M.................
loon,
Hoon, Mary
Mary A
A-...........................
Hopping,
0
Hopping, Charles
Charles 0......................
Hoots, Herbert
Herbert 6
(.--.......
.........
Hopkins.
Hopkins, Lucy
Lucy A
A.........................
Horan, Thomas
Thomas --.................
Horton, Elizabeth
Elizabeth R .....................
Hosking,
Hosking, Thomas ........................
House,
House, Stephen
Stephen.........................
Hovey, Martha
Martha JJ.......................
Howard, Joshua E
E.................
Eowe,
Eowe, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Dunn
Dunn .............
Howell, Carrie E..................
E
Howlett, Estella M......................
M
Hubbard, Lucius V
V.......................
Hubert,
Melinda .....................
Hubert, Melinda
Huffman,
Huffman, Dora
Dora...................
Huffman, Lena McKee..............
McKee
L ...................
Hulbert, Julia L
S.................
Humiston, Sarah S
Hunnewell, Isaiah
Isaiah H
H ...............
Hunt, Clarence
Clarence A
A ..................
Hunter,
Hunter, Joseph
Joseph R
R ...........
.......
Hunter,
Hunter, Sarah
Sarah H
H ..................
Hutchinson, Alice R
Hutchinson,
R.................
Hynes,
Hynes, Mary
Mary C
C.--........--............
Imrie, Robert
A
Imrie,
Robert A.........................
Ingersoll,
Ingersoll, Imogen P
P.....................
Irvin, Ebbirt
A
Ebbin A.....................
Irvine, Robert
Irvine,
Robert W
W ..................
Irwin,
Irwin, Thomas
Thomas L
L ..................Lsert,
Isert, Arthur ..........
...........
Jackson,
II ........................
Jackson, Elvira
Elvira H
Jackson, Mary
E
..--.....
.......
Jackson,
Mary E
Jackson,
Jackson, Paralee
Paralee ---..----..-----------Jeffers,
Minnie
Jeffers, Minnie..........................
Jeffs, George .................-----.......---Jenkins,
Jenkins, Anna
Anna M
M..................
Jennings,
Walter C.
Jennings, Walter
('. C
('.................
Johns,
August .....................
Johns, August
Johnson,
F ......Johnson, Charles
Charles F
.
..........
Johnson, Duval ...
................
Johnson,
Johnson, Eliza
................
Johnson,
W
Johnson, Guy
Guy W..
Johnson,
Johnson, Isabel!
Isabell .. ...... ..............
Johnson,
John ......
Johnson, John
.......
..-.
- - ...-Johnson,
Johnson, Mary A .....
...
...
Johnson, Mattie
J
Johnson,
Mattie J.........
.......
Johnson, Nettie.............
Nettie
Johnson,
Johnson, William
William C
C -..
...
.....
Jones,
Julia E
E ........................
Jones, Julia
Jones, Louis
Jones,
Louis IL ............... . . -. . - Jones, Virginia
Jones,
Virginia E
E. . .. .....
William .................
Jones, William
Henry .......
Jordan, Henry.
.--------..
Judkins, Nellie
Judkins,
Nellie . . ............
Kahler, Samuel
-..
..
Kahler,
Samuel P
P...
Kain, Mary
Mary Taylor
Kain,
Taylor ..........
........
Kearns, Ellen .---------------.-...
Keatlev,
Keatley, Lydia
Lydia ...................
Keefe, Daniel J
Keefe,
J....---.----...
Keeley.
Keeley, Cash .
......-.
...- Keels,
E
Keels, William
William E......
..
........
....
.......... Keeter, Horace ....
Kehrmever,
Leonard P
Kehrmever, Leonard
P -.............
Kelley,
Kelley, Albert W
W.
Kelley, Charles H
H-.............
Kelley, Frances
Frances B. V...............
V
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1227
1227
1580
1580
1297
1297
1577
1577
1429
1429
1448
1448
1401
1401
1251
1251
1387
1387
1595
1595
1325
1325
1584
1584
1281
1281
1578
1578
1371
1371
1371
1371
1448
1448
1448
1448
1282
1282
1218
1218
1589
1589
1325
1325
1329
1329
1401
1401
1343
1343
1315
1315
1382
1382
1588
1588
155
1585
1220
1220
1290
1290
1413
1413
1595
1595
1217
1217
1382
1382
1592
1592
1488
1488
1589
1589
1269
1269
1342
1342
1580
1580
1363
1363
1454
1454
1225
1225
1583
1583
1376
1376
1589
1589
1581
1275
1275
1435
1435
1460
1460
1584
1584
1447
1447
1234
1234
1289
1289
1384
1384
1227
1227
1369
1369
1414
1414
1589
1589
1575
1575
1245
1245
1370
1370
1318
1318
1377
1377
1450
1450
1577
1577
1372
1372
1578
1578
1577
1577
1592
1592
1367
1367
1591
1591
1318
1318
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Pensions
Kelley,
Kelley, James .......................
Kendall, Adesta
L....................
Kendall,
Adesta L
Kennedy,
Kennedy, Annie.........
Annie
.......
Keaselring, Anna
Anna M...................
M
Kesselring,

Page.
1461
1461
1362
1362
1281
1281
1326
1326
Keyes, Emma E..............
E
1270
1270
Kibbe, Julia .....................
1230
1230
Kilburn, Bert
Bert D
D _.......
1371
......
1371
1580
Killoren, William L
L................
1580
Kilrow, Michael ........................
1575
1575
Kimberly, Louise
C. ...................
1436
Louise C
1436
Kinder,
1363
Kinder, Minnie
Minnie. ...
..
.........
1363
King, Arthur H
1592
H. -....
...
....
1592
King, Emaline
1317
Emaline . ..
...............
1317
Kite, Addie R.........
1374
................. 1374
Klatt, Frank ............................
1375
1375
Klaus, Phillip ......................
1380
Klaus,
1380
Kling, Joseph
Joseph T.T .................
1362
1362
1383
Klingler, Frank ........-...........
1383
Knapp, Fred A ....
1375
...................... 1375
Knapp,
Knapp, Martha
Martha A
1582
A.
..................... 1582
Knapp,
1206
Knapp, Ruby L
L...................
1206
Knowlton, Mary C.
1292
Knowlton,
C...................... 1292
Koehler, Henry.........................
Henry
1362
Koehler,
1362
Roe plinger, John
John C
..
1381
Koepplinger,
C..................
1381
Kraft, Harry
1577
Kiaft,
arry ........................... 1577
Krebs,
George J
J........................
Krebs, George
1574
1574
Knchenbecker, John
John F.
1377
Kuchenbecker,
F. W
W.
..........
1377
Kures, Mary
Mary E'
E
1345
Kares,
.........................
1345
Kush, William
A
1583
William A........................
1583
Lacey, Michael
Michael.........................
1362
Lacey,
1362
Lacy, Celestine
Celestine ....................-1588
1588
Lambert, Augusta......---..--.........---Augusta
1557
Lambert,
1557
1293
Lambert, Ellen ..............-......1293
Lamere,
Elizabeth
1324
Lamere, Elizabeth .................
1324
Lamke, Fred............................
1361
Lamke,
1361
Lampman, Adeline
Adeline .
1326
Lampman,
.....-...
1326
Lancaster,
Thomas F.................
F
1362
Lancaster, Thomas
1362
Langley,
Henry
1372
Langley, Henry
...... ..
.............
1372
Lansing,
Charlotte
A
1567
Lansing, Charlotte A .....................
1567
Lansing, Hannah M
M. .................
1239
1239
...
Larimer,
James
C
1359
1359
Larimer, James C
.- ..............
Latham, Frank
Frank H .......................
1591
Latham,
1591
Lawson, Wiley.
Wiley
1578
157S
........
......
Leach, William F
F......................
1367
Leach,
1367
Leary, Hannah
C................
1449
Leary,
Hannah C
... 144!9
128
Leavitt, Elizabeth
12811
Leavitt,
Elizabeth JJ .... ...........
Lee, Henry ........
1362
1362
Lee,
................
Leishman,
Leishmaai, Alexander
1383
Alexander A .................
1383
Leland, Arthur .......
1589
Leland,
...........
1589
Lemon, Marian
Marian .............
1412
Lemon,
. .......... 1412
Lenfesty, Edward
1360
Lenfesty,
.
.
..
1360
Leonard, Nellie
1306
Leonard,
1306
Nellie M
M ....
. .............
Lett, Melissa
1538
Lett,
Melissa Ann .......... ........
... 1538
Murray H.....
H
1586
Lewis, Murray
1586
...
..........
Lewis, Richard
W
1379
Lewis,
Richard W
1379
.
..
Victor . ...... .. ..... .. . .......
1578
1578
Lewis, Victor
1580
Libby, Wirt V .....
1580
. .. . ....
.........
1585
Light, Augustus
Augustus ......... ....... ........ 1585
Lillard, Will M .....
Lillard,
...
...
..... 1573
1340
Lincoln, Mary
Mary ..........................
1340
Lincoln,
Catherine ..........
1533
1533
Lindner, Emaline
Emaline Catherine
Lindsay, Mary E
E
1268
Lindsay,
..............
.....
Lindsey,
Elizabeth ......................
1401
1401
Lindsey, Elizabeth
1218
Litchfield,
Helen M ......................
1218
Litchfield, Helen
Lockwood,
Horace H
H ....--................
1206
Lockwood, Horace
1206
Longenecker, Benjamin
1408
Longenecker,
Benjamin F
F
- -..---..-.....
1408
Lose,
Mary
1295
M . .. ...
........
. . ... 1295
Lose, M
ary M
Lott, Jesse
Jesse G
G . . ............1576
1576
Lott,
.- ..-Louden,
1365
Edward .. ............
......
1365
Louden, Edward
Love,
1441
1441
Love, Nina
Nina H
H ..........
- .
-. ....Lovejoy,
Mary S
1444
1444
Lovejoy, Mary
S .
.
.
....
Loveland,
A
1:365
....-.........-.
1365
Loveland, Mary
Mary A
Lowd,
Elizabeth C-.......
C
1369
.
....
Lowd, Elizabeth
1369
Lowe,
1579
1579
S....................
...
Lowe, Christian
Christian S
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Lowe,
B------..----------......
1378
Meek,
1238
---.
1238
1378
Lowe, Clara
Clara B
Meek, Deborah
Deborah JJ..................
Meggistin, Charles J
1374
Lowrey, John T...................
T
1579
1374
................
J
MeggisQn,
1579
Megrady,
Mary ..............
1264
Lozaw,
1523
1264
Lozaw, Thompson SS...- ..-.- .....---.
.............
1523
Megrady, Mary
Lucas,
1363
Meilstrup,
1376
1363
Lucas, John B
- - .,, .-- - - --..............-.... . 1376
Meilstrup, Anna JJ...
Lucy, Robert
1574
Mercer,
1368
1368
Lucv,
Robert T
T.........-- --- -... 1574
..................
Mercer, Jacob
Lull, Celestia M . .....
1313
1313
1383
Merriss, William W
............
...............
Lynch, Mary J
Merritt,
1445
1502
1445
J........................... 1502
Merritt, Ellen ....................
L
*nger, Susan M ......................
1208
Merritt, William
Lysinger,
William .......................... 1581
1208
.
cAlevy, Margaret Tyhurst ..............
1440
Merry,
1404
1440
........ 1404
McAlevy,
Merry, Viola .............--Meyers,
1363
McAlister,
Mary ...................
1384
1384
McAlister, Mary
William.......................... 1363
Meyers, William
1581
McCabe,
1360
Miller,
McCabe, Frank
Frank .............. ------. ....... 1360
Miller, Jerome JJ ...................
1412
McCampbell, Willis
Willis P
P. ---.
1582
Miller,
Margaret L.................
L
1412
1582
......-McCampbell,
Miller, Margaret
McCarthy, Patrick..
1383
Miller,
1400
1383
Patrick ..................
McCarthy,
Miller, Martha
Martha M -..................
McCarthy, William
1582
Miller,
.
...... 1449
1582
William B.
B. -............
Miller, Mary
Mary ..............
McCarthy,
P
1372
Miller,
Mary L
L..-..-----1372
Grace P........................
..-..-------..-- ..--- 1425
McCarty, Grace
Miller, Mary
1259
Miller,
1259
McCauley, Mabel..................
Mabel
1448
1448
Nancy ..-..-...-..-.....------------...--Miller, Nancy
McCauley,
McCaw, Annie
1435
Mitchell, Joseph ....----------------....
1382
1435
McCaw,
Annie ...................
Mitchell,
1284
McClain, Zachariah
1410
Mary JJ.......................... 1284
Zachariah ...................... 1410
McClain,
Mitchell, Mary
Mobley,
McClaughry, Alice T.
1377
......
J ........................ 1371
T .....
1377
McClaughry,
Charles J
Mobley, Charles
1579
Moebus,
F
1579
..----------------..-McClellan, Nancy
McClellan,
Nancy....................... 1226
Louis F
1226
Moebus, Louis
Moffatt,
McClintic, John
1363
. ..--------.-------1241
John.......... ................ 1363
Ellen -.......
Moffatt, Ellen
Moir,
George ......-------.......---1595
McClure, Charles L
1582
1582
L.................
----------.......
McClure,
Moir, George
Moldenhauer,
Anna Sophia
Sophia ---..........
1569
McCown, John
W
1592
... 1592
McCown,
John W..................----------Moldenhauer, Anna
Montgomery,
------........ 1575
Charles 13B...
Montgomery, Charles
jr................... 1380
McCoy, William G., jr
Moody,
C....................---....
1268
McCue, Emma
1256
1256
Moody, Ella C
McCue,
Emma ...................
Moore,
Florence M
Meeellah, James W
1563
... 1462
.
M ----....
1563
Moore, Florence
McCullah,
W................
Morgan, Nathan
Nathan E
E
1371
.--.-.-.----.......-.
McCullough,
1332
Morgan,
McCullough, Cecilia ..................... 1332
Morrow,
1418
Morrow Ella
Ella
....
1235
McDade,
Julia..........---------..---.---.......--McDade, Julia
.....
Moser, Daniel M
1384
Moser,
1583
McDonald, Patrick
Patrick ......................
McDonald
..---..-----..--.--..--Mott, Barbara
A
1342
Barbara A
McDougall, James L
L -..........
1585
1585
.....
McDougali,
Mout,
1450
........
Jennie...... .......
Moul, Jennie
McEvoy, Lorenzo
Lorenzo .1
J ...--..-....--..-..... 1388
McEvoy,
Muck,
N
1278
Leando N-..................
McEwan, Thomas G....
1380
1380
Muck, Leando
---McEwan,
............--Mansell, John W
1503
W ..............-....
1522
Munsell,
McGee, Frances
Frances ...........
........
McGee,
Munyon,
L ....-.....----.....--..-..--.----..1447
Mary L
Munyon, Mazy
1420
McGreevey, Adelaide
Adelaide ...............
McGreevey,
Murray,
Murray, Wilfred --.-------.............---------- 1385
1382
McHale,
McHale, James J
J ......................t
Musgrave,
Jess
.......---.-------..--.---- 1573
Muagrave, Jes
1266
McHenry, Mary .
.............
..
McHenry,
Myers,
1265
L ..-....-------------.......-.--1374
Myers, Austin L
1374
McIver, -Laura .........-......-.-....
Myers,
Charles A.---------..--------A
1358
Myers, Charles
McKelvey,
1377
.........----.............. 1377
McKelvey, Mary
.---------..
Myers, Maurice
Maurice H
1588
H---.....--.-1406
McKnight,
............
A ....
Lydia A
McKnight, Lydia
..--- 1488
..--------.....-.
Nally, William W
W .--.-McLaughlin,
M..----------------...- 1257
da M
McLaughlin Ida
Nave,
E
1250
----------Nave, Annie E-......-McLemore, Robert.
1384
..
lRobert...-------------McLemore,
...............
S.
1596
Elizabeth S
Naylor, Elizabeth
McMillan,
McMillan, Minerva ...........----.----.--.-----...--. 1548
Neal,
1591
Neal, Walter
Walter K .--...........------ ---------McPherson,
.-..------.------..----- 1285
McPherson, Clara
Clara
Neff,
1448
Neff, Anna ......................-------------McPherson,
1575
L.---.------------- 1575
McPherson, James L
Neighbors,
James M --....---.----1580
.....----Neighbors, James
1381
McVay,
.---...----------.....--........--McVay, Peter
Peter
....
-A ....------Nelrwan, David A
1372
Nelligan,
1225
Maconauglaay,
Catharine ...-------.....1225
Maconaughay Catharine
1594
. 1594
...-............ ..
Nelson, Carl JJ
Madden, Sue E
E ........-....-.------------.-. 1387
Madden,
Nelson, Maggie.
Maggie ......- ....-------....--.1338
Nelson,
Magoon, Arthur...........----......-Arthur
1386
Magoon,
Nettleton, Barbara
Barbara E.
E
1275
1217
.........
Majors, Henrietta
1217
Nettleton,
Majors,
Henrietta M -------...---..------.......
Newman, Mary
Mary A
1453
A .................
Newman,
----..----.. 1434
Mallery, Margaret .......- -Mallery,
Newstrom,
1365
Karl SS .......................
Newstrom, Karl
1573
Maples, Thomas W ----------------1573
Maples,
Nicholls,
Christiana H
1245
..................
..
H
Nicholls, Christiana
...--Marcarey, Leora L.
1293
L ........---Marcarey,
F ....................
1561
Nickols, William F
March, Eliza ..............
1228
........
March,Eliza
Nielsen, Hans
1594
............
Hans C
C ............
Nielsen,
............. 1231
March, Samantha .......
March,
Nighswander, John
1244
John.................Nighswander,
Markham, Ettie
1373
L ..................
Ettie L
Markham,
Noe,
1449
Noe, David ...-...------------- -------1385
.....
Marland, Joshua
Joshua...........
Marland,
Noe,
1582
Roy W
W-........---------------------Noe, Roy
................
Marsh, Elizabeth
Elizabeth A
A ......
1232
Marsh,
B -...............
1249
Nofsinger, Francis B.
Marshall, Gideon
Gideon B
1582
B .....----------Marshall,
Nolan, Mary"J
1449
Nolan,
Mary J....-------------------.......
1584
Marshall, Orin ...................------1584
---Marshall,
1571
Nolin, Mabel -..........................-------------------1589
Marshall, Victor F.......... -----......
Marshall,
1334
Nolot, Josephine
Josephine ...-...-- ......-------.------Marso, Helena
1540
....----..-------..
Marso,
Helena G
G ...
Nordyke, Minnie
Minnie. .-.--------------.... 1375
Nordyke,
1373
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Palmer, Alvah K ..................
1223
Palmer,
Palmer, Francis
1514
Francis......
............
1514
Palmer,
Lewis H
Palmer, Lewis
1543
H....................
1543
1256
Palmer, Nellie R
R.E.................
1256
Palmer,
E
.................
Palmer, Samuel E
1556
1556
Palmer,
Palmer, Sarah J
J ...................
1340
1340
Palmer, William H
11 .....................
1328
1328
Pangborn, Alice E
1280
Pangborn,
E.................
1280
Pannick,
Pannick, John
John M ..................
1431
1431
Parish,
Ambrose ...................
1241
Parish, Ambrose
1241
Parish,
Sarah C
C...................
1214
Parish, Sarah
1214
Pariah,
Sarah E
E..........................
1221
Parish, Sarah
1221
Park,
William H
H ..
1442
Park, William
.................
1442
Parke, William
William R
R. ..................
1521
1521
Parker,
James R...................
R
1226
Parker, James
1226
Parker, John
John .....................
1526
1526
Parker, Julia A
A ....................
1455
1455
Parker,
Sarah A
A
1444
Parker, Sarah
...................
1444
Parker, Thomas
Thomas J..................
J
1516
Parker,
1516
Parker, Tyler
Tyler W ......
1527
Parker,
............. 1527
Parker, William
William ...................
1528
Parker,
1528
Parkinson, Hugh
Hugh M ................
1328
Parkinson,
1328
Parks, Charles
Charles W
1286
Parks,
W..............
12S6
....
Partner, James
James ..................
1324
Parmer,
1324
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Parr.
William A
A .........................
1213
1213
Parr. William
Phillips, Eudora
Eudora E
E.....................
1398
1398
Phillips,
Parrish,
Samuel A....................
A
1224
Parrish, Samuel
1213
Phillips, Henry
L ......................
1213
Henry L
Phillips,
1265
Parsons,
George W
1265
W .....................
Parsons, George
1222
Phillips, Ira
Ira H...........................
II
1222
Phillips,
Partridge,
E
1504
Frederick E...................
Partridge, Frederick
Phillips, John
F
1543
1543
John F.........................
Phillips,
Patrick,
1555
1555
Crane ................
Catherine Crane
Patrick, Catherine
Phillips, John
John P
1577
1577
P.......................
Phillips,
Patrick,
Louisa
1229
......................
Patrick, Louisa
1519
Phillips, Spencer....
Spencer
1519
...............
Phillips,
1296
Patten,
Eva Helena
1296
Helena ............-------...
Patten, Eva
1536
Phillips, Virgil
Virgil A
1536
A .......................
Phillips,
1481
C ....................
Patterson,
1481
Patterson, Joseph C
1517
Phillips, Wallace
Wallace B .....................
1517
Phillips,
1344
Patterson,
F ...................
1344
Benjamin F
Patterson, Benjamin
1586
Philpot,
Caroline .......................
1586
Philpot, Caroline
1251
Patterson,
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K ...............
1251
Patterson, Florence
1325
Phipps,
Rebecca
1325
.......................
Phipps, Rebecca
1217
Patterson,
Nathaniel
1217
Patterson, Nathaniel...................
1541
Piatt, Eliza
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1541
A ......................
Piatt,
.. 1500
Patterson, Otis
B ................
1500
Otis B
Patterson,
...... 1481
Piatt,
Fayette ...............
La Fayette
Piatt, La
1288
Patterson, Samuel
1288
Samuel ...............----........
1453
Patterson,
Picket,
1453
L .....................
Albert L
Picket, Albert
1562
Patterson, Thomas
W
1562
Thomas W..................-Patterson,
1451
Pickett,
G ......................
1451
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Pickett, Henry
1589
Patton, Horace
1589
M ...................
Horace M
Patton,
1591
Pickett,
James ..........................
1591
Pickett, James
1532
Patton, Thomas
1532
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1450
Thomas M
Patton,
Pidge,
H ............
1450
...........
Sarah H
Pidge, Sarah
1230
Paul, H.
H. Jenness
Jenness .......................
1230
1253
Paul,
Pierce,
M
1253
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1272
.............Paul, James..
1272
1453
James ...........
Paul,
Pierce,
David F...............
F
1453
.......
Pierce, David
1540
Paul, Lewis..........................-Lewis ...
1540
1344
Paul,
Pierce,
Elvira .......................
1344
Pierce, Elvira
1377
Pauley,
Frank B
1377
B..............---------1237
Pauley, Frank
Pierce,
Guy C
C
1237
.............
...........
Pierce, Guy
1408
Pauley,
1420
Malinda ...........------------- 1408
Pauley, Malinda
Pierce, Lavinia
Lavinia H ......................
1420
Pierce,
1273
Paulmier,
Mary G
G........................
Paulmier, Mary
Pierce, Maria
..---....... 1220
Maria ............-Pierce,
1578
Paulus,
John W...............---------W
1578
1430
Paulus, John
Pierce, Stephen
Stephen N
N ......................
1430
Pierce,
1226
1397
......---Payne,
A
Pierce, William.
William ....................
Catherine A............
Payne, Catherine
Pierce,
1532
1530
Payne,
P
.....---Edward P..........---Payne, Edward
Pierpoint, John
John...............-----.....
Pierpoint,
1413
1540
Peach,
Mary ................----------Peach, Mary
Pierson, George
George W
W ..................
Pierson,
1538
Peacock,
George R
153
R..........----.---..-Peacock, George
.........
Pierson, Mary
1503
Mary JJ..............
Pierson,
1331
1482
Pearce,
John F..............---------F
Pearce, John
Piggott, James
James T.....................
T
1 2
Piggott,
1514
1338
Peare,
Nathaniel E
E............--.-----Pike, Levi...............
Levi
---......---Peare, Nathaniel
Pike,
1427
Peck, Eunice.............-------------Eunice
1565
Peck,
Pinkerton, Eugene
Eugene P...........-.......
P
Pinkerton,
1422
1565
Peck,
1422
H............---------------John if
Pinkerton, Minnie
Minnie E
1565
Peck, John
E.................-Pinkerton,
1384
1384
1561
L...........---........
Peeples,
Peeples, Darling L
Pitner, Henry
Henry B
B.......................
Pitner,
1341
1248
Peiffer, Henry................--------Henry
....
Pittman,
John M
1248
Peiffer,
M..................
Pittman, John
1337
1337
1525
Peirce,
E...............---.---..
Peirce, James E
Pitts,
s.m II
1525
H...................-William
Pitts, Willi'
1570
1570
1533
Pelkey,
Isaac ...................-------.....
Platt,
Pelkey, Isaac
Albert ..............---------Platt, Albert
1458
1291
Pellett, Francis
Francis E
E ..........----------Platt,
A
Pellett,
Elsie A..................--......-Platt, Elsie
1309
1546
L...
Platt,
d
1546
Pelton, Jesse L............----------William J.............-..-..........
Platt, William
1314
1314
1444
Pemberton, Thomas......----..........--------Thomas
...------..
Platts,
1444
Pemberton,
Samuel .............-Platts, Samuel
1275
1275
1544
---..----....... 1544
Pence, Cornelia
Cornelia E
E ...........-Plumb, Samuel.............-Samuel
Pence,
Plumb,
1571
1564
Pence, John
Plummer, George
George W
W
...................
W.........-----. --.-----.
John W
Pence,
Plummer,
1344
1344
1294
. .......
Pendleton, Thankful,
Thankful...........---------.
Plummer, Harvey
1294
Pendleton,
Harvey D ....-....-Plummer,
1490
1490
1379
Poe, Charlotte............------.-----Charlotte .
1379
Penley, Charles
Charles F..........------------F
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Poe,
1238
1238
1579
Pennington,
Frank A
A ..........--------Poirier, Marcel
H ..............------.Pennington, Frank
Marcel H
Poirier,
1294
1276
C........-.-------.-Pennington,
Poland, Horace
Pennington, Henry C
J ..........--..........
Horace 5...
Poland,
1266
1266
1413
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John
Pollard, Constantina
E......---.....-------1413
Penrod. John.............-Constantina E
Pollard,
•
1561
1441
--.....---- 1441
Penry,
John P.........----..............---P.
Pomeroy, Charles
Charles H
H........--Penry, John
Pomeroy,
1221
1221
1253
Pease,
Robert J.......-...............--J
Pond,
-.
1253
Pense, Robert
A .......................Lucy A.
Pond, Lucy
1286
1286
1522
Peoples,
Henry
Pool,
George
1522
Peoples, Henry.................--------------Pool, George.......................-.
1259
1259
148S
Pepper,
Charles A.......--..---.------A
Pool,
Martin ...........
14SS
----....---Pepper, Charles
Pool, Martin
1546
1546
1370
Perkins, Andrew
C
Poole,
James W
1370
Andrew C...................Perkins,
W.............-.--Poole, James
1247
1247
142S
Poorman,
George W
1428
Perkins,
F ...................-Duane F
Perkins, Duane
W..................Poorman, George
1482
1482
1428
--...........Perkins, Jacob
Jacob W
W. ......
Poorman,
Noah ......................1428
Perkins,
Poorman, Noah
1405
1344
Perkins, Levi
Pope,
John
1344
Levi..................-----Perkins,
- ---.. -------...
Pope, John.-.......----1410
1410
1482
Perrigone, Jeremiah
Pope, William
William C
Jeremiah...................Perrigone,
--.. .---- 1482
C.............--Pope,
1246
1561
Perrin, Andv
Andy ........-...............
Perrin,
Porcupile, James
James H
_
1561
H..................-Porcupile.
1383
1383
1566
Perry, Frank
Frani A........-..............A
Porter, Arteas
Arteas JJ'
1566
Perry,
'...........-..--........
Porter,
1227
1409
Persidl, Hiram
Porter, Carrie
1409
Hiram H .........-------------Persell,
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1506
1506
Persons,
J.....-..............-Andrew J.
Persons, Andrew
Porter,
1419,1510
1419, 1510
L...................
Emma L..
Porter, Emma
1344
1344
1377
Petermann. Mary.......--------.-----Mary.
Petermann,
Porter, Frank
R
1377
Frank R.............-...--..---Porter,
1412
1412
- - - ---.---1379
M ........Peters,
Carrie M.
Peters, Carrie
Porter, Fred
Fred .................---------1379
Porter,
1225
1225
1578
Peters,
A ...........------..--.........-Laura A
Peters, Laura
Porter, Fred
Fred W............----------W
-Porter,
1246
1459
Peterson,
...
1459
Aad ........-----------.-----Peterson, Aad
Porter,
Henry J.
J. .........
-----...----Porter, Henry
1323
1252
Peterson,
.
1252
Albert .....------------------Peterson, Albert
Posey.
Robert
Robert............-------------Posey.
1560
1365
------1365
Peterson,
A........----.---Peterson, John A
.---------Post,
Grace
W.
...........W
Grace
Post,
1485
1485
1221 •
Peterson,
Toyger
Peterson, Tovger.....-.---.-------.---.-Postelwait,
William
William.........--------..-Postelwait,
1222
Peterson,
1529
1529
A.....--------.------..
William A
Peterson, William
Poston, John
John A............-.----------A
Poston,
1227
1536
Petty,
F
Petty, William F....-----....--------Potter,
Amos
Amos...........--...-----------Potter,
1287
1287
1502
1502
- - ------------Pfaff,
Frederick F.....F
Pfaff, Frederick
Potter, Charles
Charles A
A ........-------------Potter,
1498
- - -.-----1245
William J........---J
Pfaff, William
--------------..Potter,
Charles
.....
R
Charles
Potter,
1217
- - -- ---.. 1217
1341
Phelps, Allen
1341
Allen JS ..............
Phelps,
Potter, William
William H.......-------.-----H
Potter,
1324
13'24
Phelps, Edward
Edward F....----------------F
1405
Phelps,
Powell,
Frances
Frances..........--------------Powell,
1208
1208
1423
Phelps, Emma
Emma D ............---- .....- -142S
Phelps,
...........--Powell, Francis
T
Francis T........-.
Powell,
1249
1233
Phillips, Amanda
1238
Amanda....-.--..---.. --------.
Phillips,
Powell,
John
P
---....-------P.........--John
1204
Powell,
1204
Phillips, David
1333
David.......--.---------------13S3
Phillips,
- ------------.....Powell, Lucy
Lucy W
W ...
Powell.
1419
1419
Phillips. Ellen
A
Ellen A.....--....--..--------Phillips.
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Powell, Reuben
Reuben J
J ........................
Power, Adaline L
L ...................
Power, Mary...........................
Mary
Powers, Alden
Alden ..........................
Henry C
C......................
Powers, Henry
Powers, Hiram .....................
Powers,
Powers, John
John G
Powers,
G ......................
Prater, Francis
Francis.......................
Prather, John
John H......................
H
Prather, William W
W...................
Pratt, Henry.............................
Henry
Nimrod
Pratt, Nimrod...........................
Pratt, William A
A .......................
Predmore, Joseph C
Predmore,
C ...................
E ......................
Prender, Sarah E
L
Presley, Clara L
..................
Pribble, John
John T
T..............................
Price, Adelbert
...................
Price, Alexander
Alexander ............
......
Price, Charles
Charles
....................
Price, Emanuel
Emanuel L
L .......................
Price, Jesse
Jesse ........................
Priest, John W
W ....................
William W
Prine, William
W ...........
......
Prior, John S.........................
Prior,
S
Pritchard,
Pritchard, Laura
Laura S
S...................
Pritchett, James M
M................
Pritt, William E..........................
Pritt,
E
Propon, Elizabeth
Propson,
Elizabeth .................
Pross, Mary
Mary...
Prose,
..................
C...................
Prosser, Ledroit 0
.
Puffer, Jennie
Jennie E
E ......................
Pugsley, John .....................
Pulcifer,
Pulcifer, Mary F
........................
Pullen, George........................
George
Pulle,
Pulley,
Pulley, Adam
Adam...........................
Pulver, James
James M .................
Punshon, John H.......................
H
.....................
Purdy, Marion N
N
Zachariah V
Purdy, Zachariah
V ................
Putnam, Frank E
E
..................
Putnam, Myra A
A
...................
Pye, Samuel A
A ..........................
.............
Pyle, Samuel W
.....
Quackenbush,
Quackenbush, Alfred.....................
Alfred
Harriet
Quail, Harriet
.....................
Quest, Sarah ............................
Quest,
Patrick J
Quigley, Patrick
J....
.............
Quinby, Elie Jones
Jones..................
Quinn, Ann
Quinn,
......................
Quinn,
Quinn, Timothy....................
Timothy. ..
Quint, Henry
Henry ..........................
Rabuck, Philip ........................
Rabuck,
Rader, Adam.....................
Adam
Rafter, Michael
Michael .........................
Ragan, Mary Jane..........
Ragan,
Jane
.........
Rambo, Andrew
Andrew
...................
Ramey, Gifford
Gifford .......................
Ramsdell,
Ra.msdell, Henry........................
Henry
Rebecca (widow of Thomas
Thomas J.)..
Ramsey, Rebecca
JO...
(widow of William
William W.)..
Ramsey, Rebecca
Rebecca (widow
W.)..
Rand, Alfred
Alfred D
D..................
Rand, Cyrus R..........................
R
Rand, Martin V
V........................
Rand, Susan L. F......................
F
Randall, Charlotte ......................
Randall, Franklin
Franklin T................
T
Randall, John J
Randall,
J .........................
Randall,
Oakaley ....................
Randall, Oakaley
Randolph,
Randolph, Esther .
..................
Ranes,
Ranee, Thomas
Thomas M
M...................
Raney,
H. ...................
Raney, James
James H
Rankin,
Azariah....................
Rankin, Azariah
Ransom,
Dick............................
Ra11130M, Dick
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Rash, Mary R
1499
R................................ 1499
Ratchford, James ....................
Ratchford,
1435
1435
A ......................
Ray, Daniel A
1463
Ray, Joseph
...................
.......... 1571
1571
Ray, William
William JJ ........................... 1282
1282
Raybell, Thomas
Thomas J......................
J
1432
1432
Raymond, Henry T
.
1260
T .....................
1260
Raymond, John S
1554
S ...................
1554
Raynsford,
F
1442
Raynsford, Waldo F.......
...........
1442
Rea, Robert Irvin
1316
.......................
1316
Read, Warren S
1399
S.....................
1399
Ready, Aaron
Aaron......................
1534
1534
Reamer,
Reamer, Squire P
P ..................
1285
Reames, William A
1436
Reames,
A..................
1436
Rech,
William
Rech,
............
.... ........
1427
Redman, Henry
Henry W
1535
Redman,
W....................... 1535
Redman,
Redman, Mary
Mary .........................
1420
1420
Reece,
Reece, William
William L
L.
1283
.....................
1283
Reed, Charles...........................
Charles
1483
1483
Reed,
Reed, Eliza A .
1314
....................
1314
Reed,
Reed, James D
D ......................
1234
Reed,
Rebecca
Reed, Rebecca ......................
1240
Reed, Samuel .......................
1231
1231
Reeder, Jasper
Jasper
1318
.....................
1318
L .......................... 1523
Reel, Joeeph
Joseph L
1523
Reeves, Emerson G.
G
1508
.......................
1508
Reeves, Moses, .r....................
jr
1277
1277
Reeves, Tillie E.........................
Reeves,
E
1464
1464
Reichards, Jonas ........................ 1430
Reicbards,
1430
.......................
Reid, Fanny
1439
Reider, Margaret I......................
I
1565
1565
A .......................... 1579
Reineck, Al. A
1579
Remington, Lovina
Remington,
S
Lovina S.....................
1253
Renfroe,
Mary...........................
Renfroe, Mary
1593
Rennels, William R......................
R
1418
1418
Renshaw, Jacob L
1240
L ...................
1240
Rensing,
Reusing, Egnitz
Egnitz .........................
1540
1540
Resoner,
Resoner, George W
W ..................... 1287
1287
Retheiser, William
William....................... 1213
1213
Michael...........................
Reuss, Michael
1291
Rex, Lewis B
B ........................
1439
1439
Reynolds, Adeline
Adeline ......................
1246
1246
Reynolds, Aletha
Reynolds,
Aletha E
E....................
1509
Reynolds, Amos.........................
Amos
1451
1451
Reynolds, James .........................
1331
1331
Reynolds,
Reynolds, James P
P ........
..........
1524
Reynolds,
E ....................
Reynolds, Joseph E
1509
Reynolds,
Reynolds, Samuel
Samuel Mc'Mc(' .................
1417
1417
Reynolds,
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Reynolds, Seymour II
1433
Reynolds, Silas A........................
Reynolds,
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1215
Reynolds, Thomas JJ.....................
Reynolds,
1379
1379
Rhoads, Annie E
Rhoads,
1421
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1421
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Rhodenbaugh,
Milton
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Rhodes, Abraham
Rice, Frederick
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Rice, John A
A .......................
1505
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Rice, Marv..............................
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1404
Rice,
Rice, Robert
Robert F..........................
F
1415
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Stephen
1459
Rich, Ademah
W ......-------....
Rich,
Ademah W
...... 1286
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Rich, Jesse B
B ...........................
1440
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Richards,
1555
Richards,
Richards, George J
J.....................
1435
Richardson, Benjamin
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Richardson,
Benjamin F
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Richardson,
A
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Richardson,
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Richardson,
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Ricketts, Francis
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Ricketts,
Francis A
A ....................
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Rickman, William
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H
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Rickman,
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Ridenour, Simon
Simon........................
1484
Rider, James
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T........................
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Rigney,
1318
Rignev, Sallie .........................
1318
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Rine, David
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Ringle, George
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Ringle,
George .
......................
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Riordan, Dennis W
W ....................
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Riordan,
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Rippee, Silas
Silas............................
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Ritchey, Anna
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Ritchey,
Anna E
E ......................
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Ritchey, Joseph
Joseph Thomas
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Ritchey,
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David
1457
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1457
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1317
Roach, Lucy M
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1317
Roach, Mary
1453
Roach,
Mary J
J...........................
1453
Robards, Ella M........................
M
1444
Robards,
1444
S
1425
Robbins, Charles S.....................
1425
Roberson,
W .....................
1557
John W
1557
Roberson, John
Roberts,
1551
Ada...........................
Roberts, Ada
Roberts,
Elizabeth .......................
1557
Roberts, Elizabeth
Roberts,
1421
1421
James D
D .......................
Roberts, James
Roberts,
Lloyd
1269
Roberts, Lloyd......................
Roberts,
1543
Roberts, Peter
Peter.......................
Roberts,
E.......................
1439
Roberts, Sarah E
Roberts,
T
1307
Roberts, Storm
Storm T........................
Roberts,
1267
Roberts, William
William........................
1256
Roberts,
Roberts, Zephaniah
Zephahiah ......................
1573
Robertson,
1573
Robertson, Charles
Charles D
D ..................
1231
Robertson,
1231
Philip E
E .....................
Robertson, Philip
Robertson,
R
1402
Felix R...................
Robertson, Felix
1546
Robertson, Samuel A
A ....................
Robertson,
1506
Robertson, William
1566
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M...................
Robertson,
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Robinson, Arthur
Robinson,
Arthur ....................
1536
Robinson, Charles
1536
..........
Robinson,
Charles..........
1509
Robinson, Emily N.
N....................
Robinson,
1507
Robinson, Emily
Emily S..............
S
Robinson,
1557
Robinson, George
George S
Robinson,
S.-........
..........1238
Robinson, Jacob
G.
1238
Jacob G............--------Robinson,
Robinson, James
1287
Robinson,
James ..............---------.. 1287
1551
Robinson, Marian
1551
Marian .....................-Robinson,
1435
Robinson, Sarah
Sarah L
L ......................
1435
Robinson,
1210
Robinson, Susan
Susan .........------....--.
1210
-Robinson,
1460
Rock, Annie
Annie E
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1460
Rock,
1239
Rockwell, John
John............--.---------Rockwell,
1570
1570
Roddy, Calloway
Calloway .......-...--------.---Roddy,
1359
Rodgers, Cyreneus......-..------------...
Cyreneus
Rodgers,
1422
------ 1422
Rodgers, Ezra ..............------Rodgers,
1399
Rodkey, John
.-----.--1399
H. ............
John H
Rodkey,
1480
1480
C............--------Rodocker, Aaron C
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A ......---...----....------...-----...-------.
Smith,
Stapp, Isaac
1217
1217
Stapp,
Isaac ........
................
1501
...............
1501
Smith,
Smith, John
John C
C.........----.
Starbird, Herbert
1207
Starbird,
Herbert M .....................
1418
1418
Smith, John
John H ..........................
1591
Starkey,
Robert.........................
Starkey, Robert
1498
1498
Smith, Lewis G
G----....----........-------...----.----1547
Starkey, Silas
M
...............
Starkey,
Silas M......
1205
1205
A ....-...........---------------...-------Smith, Lydia A
Starr, Mary
Mary E
E ........................
1253
1563
Smith, Milton
Milton B......---------.....--.--....--------1563
B
Starrett, W'yatt
Wyatt L
L....................
1519
1519
Starrett,
1529
1529
Smith,
Nathan ........--------.......----------.--..----.
Smith, Nathan
Startzel, Henry.
1422
Startzel,
Henry. ........................
1214
1214
Smith, Oliver
Oliver C
C ..................--------.--.--------------.
1437
Statler,
Geor,oe W-------------------......................
W
Statler, George
1338
Smith,
P........------..---..-------.--.------. 1338
Smith, Oliver P
Staubs,
F-.........-------------------1406
Staubs, Josiah F
1541
1541
Smith,
Robert ----------...........-..----.---------Smith, Robert
Staubus, Henry
‘Staubus,
Henry H
II ...................
1503
1250
1250
Smith, Ruth A ..........------------------------Steadman,
Thomas P.................
P
1272
Steadman, Thomas
1489,1560
1489, 1560
Smith,
Smith, Sidney M ...-...----------------Steagall,
1372
Steagall, John
John ............................
1220
1220
Smith,
Smith, William,
William, Mich. Vols ..............--.
Stearns,
1314
1314
Stearns, Frank
Frank B
B .....--------------..
1499
Smith,
1499
Smith, William,
William, Ohio Vols ...............-Stearns, John
John S
S ........... --...----....-----...----1486
Stearns,
1531
-----------.. 1531
Smith, William
William D .....---------.........
Smith,
1515
Stearns,
Theodore R.
R ---.------..---..-----1515
Stearns, Theodore
1426
H ....--..--------------- 1426
William II
Smith, William
Smith.
Stearns,
Zimri ...-...----1459
Stearns, Zimri
---------------- 1459
1218
1218
..------------Smith,
William K
K......-------Smith, William
1253
Stebbins,
James K
K..--...--.-----------1253
Stebbins, James
1538
153
........--------Smith,
R
Smith, William R--..
1269
Steel,
Ann .......................
1269
Steel, Hester
Hester Ann
1370
Smuczynski, Joseph
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Steel, William
William H
II .........................
1206
1206
Stroud,
....................
Steel,
Strouid, Robert
Robert L
L
1530
1530
Stroup, Sarah E
E ...
..................
Steele, John C..
...................
1230
Stuart, Charles R
R ....................
.....
............. 1230
Steele, Samuel ..
Steffen,
1432
1432
Stuart, Robert
Robert ...................
Steffen, John .....................
......
Steinmetz,
Emma
1431
...............
Stubbs, Thomas
Thomas ........................
Steinmetz, Emma..
1431
Steinmetz,
1440
1440
Steinmetz, Henrietta
Henrietta ................
Stump, James
James H ........................
Stemple, Julius.........................
Julius.
1558
1558
Sturdevant, Clark ....
...............
Stephens, Ross M ..................
1413
1413
Sturdevant, Lucy E......................
E
Stephens, William L
L................
1558
1558
Stephens,
Stutzman,
B......................
Aaron B
Stutzman, Aaron
Stephens, Zachariah
1530
Styles,
Hannah M
If........................
Zachariah..................... 1530
Stephens,
Styles, Hannah
Stephenson, Cyrus ...............
1265
Buhr,
Mary .........--................
1265
Stephenson,
Suhr, Mary
Stephenson, Thomas
1540
Stephenson,
Thomas................. 1540
Sullivan, Annie N
N.................
1429
1429
Sullivan, John
John H..................
II
Stepp, John ......................
Sternberg, Martha L
1362
1362
Sternberg,
L...................
Sullivan, Joseph
Joseph P..
P
.
..........
1564
1564
Sullivan,
....
Stevens, George N.............
......
Sullivan, Paul ..............
Stevens, Henry H..................
H
1520
1520
Stevens,
Summers, George
George ..................
Stevens, Hiram
Hiram ..............-.....
1296
1296
Stevens,
Summers, James
James C
C......................
Stevens, Hugh....................
Hugh
1488
Stevens,
1488
Summers, John C
C...........
........
1235
H-..................
Stevens, James H
.
1235
Stevens,
Summers, Mauris ........
..........
Stevens, John ..........
1489
........... 1489
Summers, Napoleon
Napoleon B
B....................
Stevens,
Stevens, Thomas A
A...........-........
1555
1555
Stevens,
Summerville, Robert
Robert...............-1407
Una .....................
1407
Sumner, Henry
Henry D
D ........................
Stevens, -Una
1446
Stevenson, Daniel .................
1446
Stevenson,
Supinger, Jacob ..
.....
............
Stevenson, Margaret......................
Margaret
1488
Sutherland,
lit
1488
Stevenson,
...............
Sutherland, Tilson M
Steward, Eugene H
1399
1399
Steward,
H................
Sutton, Charles
Charles B
B.......................
1507
Steward, Henry II
Sutton, Stephen..........-.........
H ......................
Steward,
Steward, Loren E.
1502
E ....................... 1502
Sutton, William
William A
A.......................
1516
Stewart, George
1516
W .................-George W
Swans, Josiah
Josiah.....................-------Swails,
Stewart, Henry ....................
1308
Swain, John L
L..........................
Swain,
Stewart, James ....................-------1428
Swain, Thomas N ...............-......
Swain,
1279
Joanna....................
....... 1279
Stewart, Josephine
Josephine A
A......-..
Swander, Joanna
Swaney, John C
C..................
........ 1374
Rebecca D .........-....
Stewart, Rebecca
Swaney,
Stewart,
Sylvester ..............-......... 1247
Swango, Abraham
Swango,
Abraham .................Stewart, Sylvester
Swank, Hiram
Stillman, George
George H
1268
H-...................... 1268
Hiram ....................
Swank,
1488
Stillwagon, Jacob R...........---.....
R.
1488
Swartz, William H -...............
G .........................
1407
Annie M ......................
Sweeney, Annie
Stine, William G
1574
Stinson, Oscar K
1574
Sweet, Annie
Annie .......................
Sweet,
K ........................
Stinson,
Sweet,
P........................
1251
Sweet, Edwin D ...................
Stites, Stephen P
Sweet,
Hannah
Stitsworth, James A
A ......................
1559
Sweet, Hannah
...................
..
Stitsworth,
Stocker, Charles, jr .......................
1374
Sweet, William
William......................
Stocker,
1499
Swem, Edward
L.......................
Edward L
Stockton, Thomas F
1499
F .................
Stockton,
Swift,
1570
1570
Swift, Louise M ....................
J ...................
Stoddard, Alice J.
1559
Stoddard, Heber ...................
1559
Swift, Samuel B
B
.......
..............
Stoddard,
Swisher,
Alexander .................
1500
Stokes, Lemuel
Lemuel .........................
1500
Swisher, Alexander
Stokes,
1436
Switzer,
S
Stolp, Mildred J
J.......................
1436
Mary S....................
Switzer, Mary
Stolp,
1427
Switzer, Washington
Washington H ...............
Stone, Charles ....................
1427
Stone,
1296
Swope,
1296
Swope, Samuel
Samuel........................
Stone, John ......................
Syfer,
.....
1544
William .................
Stone, Oscar W
W ....................
1544
Syfer, William
Stone,
1505
Sylvester,
George .......................
Stone,
Sylvester
1505
...................
Sylvester, George
Stone,
1552
Symonds,
Stone, Timothy..........................
1552
Stone,
Symonds, HarryJ
Harry J ......................
Tackitt, Benjamin
Benjamin........................
1506
Stoneburner, Daniel E.
E ...............
Tackitt,
Stoneburner,
Talbot,
Clara
1285
.......................
Clara
.....................
Stonehart, Albert
Albert
1285
Talbot,
Talcott, Phebe
A .......................-Stoors, George W
W .........................
1440
1440
Talcott,
Phebe A
Tallcott, Daniel
1535
Storer, Benjamin F
F........
1:535
.....
......
Daniel L
L...........
1398
Starts,
Andrew JJ.........................
1398
Tallentire, John R
R.................
Tallentire,
Storts, Andrew
Tanner, Andrew
Story, George
George W...................
W
1437
1437
Tanner,
Andrew......................1333
Stott, Clara A
A.....................
1333
Tapscott, Uriah
Uriah T
T ..................------Tapscott,
1483
Stouffer, John
John ....................
1483
Tarbox, Adelaide
Adelaide M ....------............-Tarbox,
Tarbox,
George
.
Stout, Harvey B
B ..............
1454
1454
Tarbox, George ....................--Tarbox, Mary
Y ..................----------Stout, Sarah J
1279
..-- ......... 1279
J ..............---Tarbox,
Mary Y.
1438
Tarbox, Moses, jr ...........-.......----.
Stover, Henry.
....... 1438
Henry .............
Tarbox,
Tarleton, Catherina.................--------Catherina
Stowe, Charles W
W
1437
1437
..................
Tarleton,
Tarsney, Lucy
Lucy.................------------...
1341
Stowe, Willis R
R .....................
1341
Tarsney,
Tatlock, Erasmus
W................----Stowell, George H .................
1428
Erasmus W
Tatlock,
Stoyle, Edward
Edward..........................
1371
Taylor, Asa W.
1371
W....................-----Taylor, Ella
Ella ........................
1397
Strafford, Catherine
Catherine......................
1397
Taylor,
Taylor, Eleanora
Eleanora. .................- .
.---.
Stratton, John II
1546
H ...........
....... 1546
Straus,
1488
Taylor, Elijah
Elijah W..................
W
1488
Strause, Paul
Paul ...............--......
Taylor,
..........
Taylor, Gardner
Gardner B
B ......
Strauss, Isaac
Isaac ............
1413
1413
...........
Taylor,
Taylor, George
George N
N..................Taylor,
Strayer, Mary R ......................... 1256
Taylor, George
George W.,
W., Ind. Vols ............
1457
Streeter, Harriet A
A................
Taylor,
Streeter, Pheoby
Pheoby JJ............1217
Taylor, George
George W.,
Iowa Vols
Vole ............
..... 1217
W., Iowa
Streeter,
Taylor,
H...........-........
1278
R ......................
Strong, Harland R
1278
James H
Taylor, James
Trvlr
Tcamo P
Taylor, James
P.
Helen M .........................
1341
1341
Strong, Helen
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1412
1282
1282
1484
1484
1232
1232
1433
1433
1232
1425
1485
1485
1344
1404
1404
1580
1580
1586
1586
1426
1426
1588
1588
1502
1502
1518
1518
1409
1409
1565
1565
1265
1265
1340
1340
1506
1506
1525
1525
1236
1236
1568
1568
1308
1308
1502
1502
1451
1451
1514
1514
1564
1564
1283
1283
1295
1295
1334
1334
1498
1498
1239
1239
1444
1406
1341
1341
1483
1483
1519
1519
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1337
1423
1423
1360
1360
1501
1531
1531
1411
1411
1416
1416
1228
1228
1437
1437
1370
1370
1376
1376
1485
1485
1498
1498
1443
1443
1205
1205
1279
1279
1382
1382
1416
1416
1291
1506
1506
1285
1285
1506
1506
1218
1218
1564
1244
1244
1237
1237
1557
1557
1431
141J
141J
1249
1249
1540
1540
1413
1543
1543
1271
1271
1511
1511
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Taylor,
John W
W .........
1564
Taylor, John
..................
1564
Melvan ..................
Tibbetts, Melvan
....... 1318
1318
Taylor,
Joseph........................
1540
Taylor, Joseph
1540
Tibbetts, Roscoe G.......................
G
1554
1554
Taylor,
Josephine ......................
1308
Taylor, Josephine
1308
Tibbetts,
William W
1455
Tibbetts, William
W ......................
1455
Taylor, Mary
Mary E.
1250
E ..........................
1250
Tice,
1541
Tice, William
William 11
H.....................
1541
Mary L.
1401
Taylor, Mary
L ..........................
1401
Ticknor, Sarah E
1280
E ....................
1280
1401
Taylor, Wilford M.
M-.......................
1401
Tillbery, Jasper
1437
Jasper....................
1437
Taylor, William
William...........................
1223
1223
Tilman, George W
W ...................
1219
1219
Taylor,
C....................
1225
Taylor, William C
1225
Tinch, William
William W
W ......-....-.........1368
1368
1259
Taylor, William H .......................
1259
Tincher, Louisa --.......-...-........-------1428
1428
Teachout, Stephen M.....................
M... _...._
1268
Teachout,
Tindle,
James P
1213
1268
Tindle, James
P.........................
1213
Terhune, Andrew.......__
__ _
1569
Terhune,
Andrew ....................
Tingle, Mary
Mary L..........................
L
1404
1569
1404
Terpenning, Solomon
1433
Terpenning,
Solomon.................
1483
Tirrell, Thomas
Thomas .....................
1401
1401
Terry, Samuel
Samuel M
M. _....
1211
Terry,
....................
1211
Tischer, Louise
1257
Louise ..........................
1257
Terwilliger, Mary
Mary F
1399
Terwilliger,
F
...................
Titchout, Alva M .................-........---1245
1399
1245
Thacker, Isaac ...
1410
....................
Titterington, Hiram H
1552
1410
H.................... 1552
Thatcher, Lorena S...
S.......................
_....
1215
Titus,
George M
1311
1215
1311
Titus, George
M.....
................
Rebecca...
..
1386
Thatcher, Rebecca
...................
1386
Tobey, Louisa
1571
1571
Tobey,
Louisa M
M ........................
Thatcher, Sarah A
1424
Thatcher,
A.......................
Tobias,
1339
1424
1339
Tobias, John
John JJ......................
George F
1512
Thayer, George
Tobin, Rosa
Rosa L
1260
F ..
...
...............
............
1512
L...........
1260
Tobin,
1270
Thibodo, Mary.
Mary .......................
Todd, Aurelia
1205
1205
1270
Todd,
Aurelia M
M....................
1566
S.. ..........................
1317
Todd, Lott
1566
Thing, George
George S
........
1317
Todd,
Lott .................
1288
A.......................
1273
Todd, Martha
J
1288
Thom, Anna A
1273
Todd,
Martha J...---..-...--.--..---------.---.......
Tolbert, Samuel
1547
1547
Thomas, Adelaide F
F.....................
1551
1551
Tolbert,
Samuel ......-----------------...---Toliver, Jonathan
Jonathan ............-.............
1280
1280
Thomas,
Alfred J.
1514
1514
Thomas, Alfred
J. ............
........---Toliver,
Tomey,
William
S
1574
1574
Thomas, Ellen
Ellen B..
.
1424
1424
Tomey, William S........---...--........
Thomas,
B .....................
1368
Thomas, Frank
Frank..
1524
1368
......................---1524
Tomlin, Julia .........----------------------1242
Toner, John
1242
Thomas,
Henry H
1460
Toner,
John.........----..---.....----------------.....Thomas, Henry
H ......
..............
1249
Tooker,
Agnes
E
1249
Tooker, Agnes E ....................----.
Thomas, Henry
Henry R.
1327
R...........-----......... 1327
1412
Thomas,
Isaac..
1281
Toon, Sarah
Sarah E
E---.......-------------------......1412
Toon,
1281
Thomas, Isaac
....
...................
Toothman,
John ........................1431
1431
Thomas,
1592
1592
Thomas, John
John W
W .......................---Toothman, John
1560
Torpy,
Daniel
..--Thomas,
19.70
1220
Torpy, Daniel..-..--..---Thomas, Joseph
Joseph H ......................
1484
Torrance,
John W........------------W
Thomas,
M
1233
Torrance, John
Thomas, Joseph
Joseph M....................--1258
Tousle
sr, Joseph
C.........----------------Thomas, Martin
L.........................
1585
1585
Tousley,
Joseph C
Martin L
Thomas,
1381
Tow,
Roy.....----..--..........--...--------..........
Tow, Roy
Thomas, Mary
1338
1338
Thomas,
Mary.Ellen.
Ellen
.....................1206
Town,
II ......--......----..------------1206
Town, Alverton
Alverton H
Thomas, Norris
Nomad
1504
Thomas,
J.
.....................
1523
Towner,
1523
Towner, Henry
Henry C
C..-..................---Thomas, Robert
1508
.......
Robert ................
Thomas,
1548
Townley,
William W
W ..-----......--..----...--1548
Townley, William
1526
Thomas, Robert
B.
Thomas,
Robert B..............-..--....1533
Tozer,
B
--Tozer, Robert
Robert B-...
... --.. --.. --.....
1251
Thomas, William
William ..............
....-------...
Thomas,
Trainor,
Trainor Bridget
Bridget .........-------............-- 1441
Thompson, Addison
Addison........
1275
............
Thompson,
1403
Trapp,
Martin V.......--------------..----V
Thompson, Albert
1240
Trapp, Martin
...-----------Albert ...........
Thompson,
1373
Trazzare, Edwin
Edwin E
1373
Trazzare,
E -..--..-----.--------Thompson, Carrier.
1359
Thompson,
Carrier ....................-1246
Treadwell, John
John F
1246
Treadwell,
F .....--------------..---Thompson, Charles
Charles II.
1311
Thompson,
II-----------------....................
1486
Treat James
M
1486
Treat
James M........------.....----------------......
1585
Thompson, Charles
L ...--.....---........
Charles L
Thompson,
1515
Trego, Eli
Eli McK
1515
Trego,
McK ------........--------------.....
1500
Thompson, Charles
1500
S------------..------..
Charles S.
Thompson,
1562
................
Trent, Madison
T .........
Madison T
Trent,
1246
Thompson, Daniel
L------------.-----1246
Thompson,
Daniel L...
1541
Tressel, Leonard
1541
Leonard .....------.----...-----.--Tressel,
...---- 1309
Thompson, Edgar.--------------Edgar.. ___ _... —
Thompson,
1387
Pierce L
L.......-----------------Trible, Pierce
1249
Thompson, Elias
B
1249
Elias B.....-----------------Thompson,
1484
Trimble, Jasper
1484
Trimble,
Jasper.......................1375
Thompson, Frank
Frank H..
1375
.----.....--.----------H
Thompson,
1591
Trimble, Mary
Mary 11I ........
1591
Trimble,
............
1461
Thompson, Gustavus
Gustavus A
..------..-..-------A
Thompson,
1574
Tripp,
B.........................
1574
Russell B
Tripp, Russell
1488
Thompson, Henry
Henry -------------------- 1488
Thompson,
1227
Tripp,
Sidney R
R ..........................
1227
Tripp, Sidney
Thompson, Isaac
Isaac G
G ..-------....-1344
..----..--Thompson,
1327
Triplett,
Benjamin F
1327
F-......--...............
Triplett, Benjamin
1537
Thompson, James
.-.---- ...---------- 1537
James A
A
Thompson,
1222
Triplett,
Mary C
C........
1222
...........-Triplett, Mary
1210
Thompson, Jesse
1210
Thompson,
Jesse ....---------------------.
1276
Trotter,
1276
Jonas...........................Trotter, Jonas
Thompson, John
1560
John G...
G...-...---------------Thompson,
Trough,
1531
Cvrus.......................
Trough, Cyrus
1204
Thompson, John
.------------------John R
Thompson,
1560
Trout,
N
1560
Benjamin N......................
Trout, Benjamin
Thompson, Martha
Martha A
1284
A ----------------Thompson,
1314
Trowbridge,
Arcelia ..-----------..------1314
Trowbridge, Arcelia
1252
Thompson, Mary
1252
..----------Mary J
J .......-------Thompson,
1418
Trowbridge,
Marietta ......-....---------.-----..
1418
Trowbridge, Marietta
Thompson, Mollie.
Mollie ----...------...--------1556
Thompson,
1536
True,
Joseph L
L
True, Joseph
....---------- .-----..------1536
1316
Thompson Rebecca
Rebecca Jane
1316
Jane ...-..------------Thompson,
1537
True,
True, Rowland
Rowland S
S.--...-.....------------..---1424
Thomson, Agnes
:Agnes B.......
1424
Thomson,
B ............--...--------1324
Trulove,
William ............----------------Trulove, William
Thomson, Laura
Laura N...
-------------- 1367
1367
.........----------..----..
N ...--_......
Thomson,
1288
Tucker,
James W
W ....-------------------Tucker, James
1214
Thorn, Emily
Emily.. ............................
1214
Thorn,
1220
Tucker,
Jeptha .---------------.-----Tucker, Jeptha.
Thornburg, Lindley......
1426
Lindley .--....--.-----------Thornburg,
1484
Tuell,
G .------....-.............------------Tuell, George
George G
Thornburgh, Albania
D
1551
Albania D....-..-----------Thornburgh,
Tufts,
Gorham ...........------------1259
------- 1259
Tufts, Gorham
1267
Thornton, Charles
1267
Charles W -.---------------Thornton,
1210
Tulip,
1210
.-----------Tulip, Napoleon
Napoleon- .---...---Thornton, James
B ------.-----.-------1482
Thornton,
James B
1571
Tullis,
----------- 1571
H ............
Tullis, David
David H
1295
Thorp, Mandana
1295
C ..............----------....-----Mandana C..—
Thorp,
1575
Turnback,
Edward R.---------------.-R
1575
Turnback, Edward
Thrut, Justine
M.---------------------.- 1290
Thrift,
Justine M
1252
Turner,
Elizabeth ............----------..------..--1252
Turner, Elizabeth
Throckmorton, John
John II------------------ 1526
Throckmorton,
1514
Turner,
1514
Francis M
M ......------------------Turner, Francis
1455
Throop, Homer
H ...--------------------1455
Throop,
Homer H
1557
Turner,
Minatree ........--------------------Turner, Minatree
1418
Thurber, Verona
Verona .......----------------1418
Thurber,
Turner,
Samuel B
1334
Turner, Samuel
B...--..--------------1487
Thurston, Aura
Aura V
V ...-..-..........-----.------------1487
Thurston,
1337
Turner,
Samuel W
W .....------------------1337
Turner, Samuel
Thurston, Charles
Charles .............---------- 1255
Thurston,
1274
Turner,
1274
Thomas J
J. ...- ...-----------------Turner, Thomas
1499
Tibbets, Samuel
Samuel .....-...-........-- --------- 1499
Tibbets,
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Turner, William
William ......
1411
...................
1411
Tweed, Jimeson S........................
S
1251
1251
Tweedy, Thomas
Thomas D
1)
1569
.................
1569
Twomey, Charles H ................
1421
1421
Samuel
1377
1377
Tygret, Samuel...................---------..
1292
Tyler, Ella A
A.....................
A
1388
........
Ueltschy, Julia A..........
1388
1341
1341
Ulmer, Lucinda ....................
Umphenour, Margaret
1545
1545
Umphenour,
Margaret ................
Underhill,
Edwin.
1277
1277
Underhill, Edwin..................
Underhill,
S ..................
1257
Underhill, Mary S
Unferfate, John ...................
1483
1483
Upton, Jonas H
II ...................
1487
1487
Ure, Josephine
E
1489
1489
Josephine E.........................
Ursenbach, Louis F
F.....................
1584
1584
Ursenbach,
Uselman, Ambrose
S
1410
1410
Uselman,
Ambrose S................
Usher, Marquis
1526
Usher,
Marquis D ..................
1526
W ...................
1232
1232
Utter, Albert W
1577
...............
Vail, Reuben
1577
Reuben R
R....
Valentine,
Margaret J
J................
1240
1240
Valentine, Margaret
Van Auker, Charles................
Charles
1533
1533
1214
Van
1214
Van Buskirk,
Buskirk Ang,elette
Angelette ..............
1513
1513
Richard................
Van Dusen, Richard
1563
Van Gorder,
1563
.......
Gorder, John W
W ....
1594
Van Name, William H
II ..................-- 1594
Van Osdol, Boston W
W ....
1288
............ 1288
1402
Van Ostrand, Charles ...................
1402
1278
Van Pelt, Eva M .......................
1278
1318
Van Pelt,
1318
B..................
Pelt, George B
1532
Van Sickle,
1532
..........
Sickle Aaron M.
M .....
1572
1572
Vanatta, William ......................
Vance, Brice .....................
1560
1560
Vance,
1425
Vance, James C
C....................
1425
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Luther .........................
Wingate,
Alphonso ......................
Wingate, Alphonso
Winsor,
David .......................
Winsor, David
Winsor, Mary
Mary A
A .........................
Winsor,
Winter,
Winter, Jacob
Jacob ....................
...
Winters,
William J
Winters, William
J.......................
Wise,
Elliott F
F..........................
Wise, Elliott
Wise,
Henry W
Wise, Henry
W .......................
Wise,
A .......................
Wise, James
James A
Wismer,
K ......................
Wismer, Hartman
Hartman K
Wisner, Joseph
Joseph A........................
A
Wisner,
Witham, Edwin
F.
Witham,
Edwin F
...................
Withers, John ...........................
Wittenmyer, Henry
Wittenmyer,
Henry..................
..........
Wolf, Henry
Henry ..................
Wolf,
H ...........................
W
olf, Jacob
Jacob H
Wolf,
Wolf, Margaret
Margaret ..........................
W olf. Mary E
Wolf,
E............................
W
olfe, Belle PP...........................
Wolfe,
Wolfe,
T
Wolfe, Edward
Edward T.........................
Wolfe, George
W
Wolfe,
George W.........................
Wolff, John
Wolff,
John J
J............................
Wolfgang,
W ......................
Wolfgang, George
George W
Woltman,
Augustus F....................
F
Woltman, Augustus
F...................
Wolvin, William
William F
Wormer,
Wonner, Pius W
W .....................
Wood,
Wood, James
James H ..........................
Wood,
J. P......................
P
Wood, Joel
Joel J.
Wood,
John W
Wood, John
W...........................

Page.
Page.
1313
1313
1427
1427

1326
1442
1442
1529
1529
1334
1527
1527
1508
1508
1510
1553
1553
1231
1231
1569
1569
1520
1520
1214
1524
1524
1250
1250
1339
1547
1547
1416
1416
1206
1206
1250
1250
1558
1552
1552
1448
1448
1448
1224
1428
1428
1250
1250
1568
1462
1230
1230
1
1
48 8
5
1485
1248
1260
1543
1543
1532
1339
1339
1543
1543
1560
1560
1233
1562
1283
1542
1407
1207
1255
1459
1316
1316
1375
13
5472
5
1.542
1522
1
1
4
559
428
2
6
1546
1499
1538
1310
1310
1333
1333
1259
1227
1227
1518
1518
1205
1572
1459
1500
1500
1246
1246
1329
1329
1285
1285
1259
1313
1313
1330
1330
1404
1404
1503
1286
1286

)EX.
INDEX.
Peoria,
Peoria,Ill.,
Ill.,
Page.
Pageappropriation for
for public
building
appropriation
public building..........
267
foreign nations invited to send
send delegates
delegates
to
Farm Congress
Congress at,
at,
to International
International Farm
Soil-Products Exposition..........
Exposition
1168
Pepper, Charles
Charles A.,
Pepper,
A.,
pension increased
..................... . 1259
1259
Perdido
Bay.
PerdidoBay,
bridge authorized across, Lillian.
Lillian Ala
Ala.,,
to
Cummings Point,
Point, Fla...........
Fla
to Cummings
235
235
Perdido
Perdido Bay and Bridge
Bridge Company,
Company,
may bridge Perdido Bay. Lillian.
Lillian. Ala.,
Ala.,
to
Cummings. Fla
Fla ..................
to Cummings,
235
235
Perkins, Andrew
Perkins,
Andrew C.,
C.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1546
Perkins, Duane
Duane F.,
Perkins,
F.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1247
Perkins, Jacob
W., alias
Perkins,
Jacob W,
alias William West,
pension
pension increased
increased......................
1482
1482
Perkins,
Perkins, Levi,
Levi,
pension increased........................
increased
pension
1405
Perrault,
Perrault,Adolph,
Adolph,
payment
payment to, for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
Sherman County, Oreg..............
Oreg
1354
Perrault,
Perrault, Anastasse,
Anastasse,
payment
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Sherman
County, Oreg.-.......
Oreg
Sherman County,
.
1354
Perrigone,
Jeremiah,
Perrigone, Jeremiah,
pension
increased
pension increased .....................
.
1410
1410
Perrin,
Andy,
Perrin,Andy,
pension
pension increased..........--............
increased
1246
Perry, Arthur L.,
Perry,
L.,
pension ............................
1581
Perry, Frank
Perry,
FrankA.,
A.,
pension increased
................
1383
Persell, Hiram
Persell,
Hiram H.,
H.,
pension
pension increased
increased..................
1227
Persia,
Persia,
appropriation for
minister tc
to ........
252,1048
appropriation
for minister
252,1048
for interpreter to legation, etc......
etc_
253, 1049
253,
1049
interpreters and
and guards
guards at
consulates
for interpreters
at consulates
in............................
in
261, 1057
1057
261.
PersonalProperty,
Personal
Property, D.
D. C.,
C.,
assessment of annual
annual tax on
intangible, of
of
on intangible,
717
residents, etc
etc ........................
717
savings deposits not over
717
savings
over $500,
$500, exempt
exempt.
717
rate reduced
reduced..........................
. 1046
1046
exemptions extended..................
extended
exemptions
1046
1046
Personal Tax Board,
Personal
Board, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
salaries
678,
appropriation
for salaries..............
678, 1006
1006
Personnel
of the
the Navy,
Commissioned (see
(see
Personnel of
Navy, Commissioned
also
also Navy),
Navy),
provisions
establishing ...................
provisions establishing
576
Persons,
Persons, Andrew
Andrew J..
J.,
pension increased
increased........................
1506
1506
Peru,
Peru,
appropriation for
252.
appropriation
for minister to
to..........
252, 1048
1048
advancement of general
treaty with, for advancement
general
peace
peace.........................
1611
1611
Petaluma Creek,
Gal.,
Petaluma
Creek, Cal..
appropriation
improvement of..........
of
appropriation for improvement
404
404
Peternnann
Petermann, Mary (uidou).
(widow),
1344
increased ......................
pension increased
1344
Peters,
Carrie _M.
Peters, Carrie
M. (widow).
(widow).
1412
pension
increased ........-..........
pension increased
...
1412

Peters, Laura
Laura A. (widow),
Peters,
pension increased.
increased .......................
Peters,
Peters, William,
William,
pension
pension.............-.........
.........
Peterson.
Aad,
Peterson. Aad,
pension increased
increased........................
Peterson, Albert,
Peterson,
Albert,
pension increased ......................
Peterson, Clara
Clara D.
Peterson,
D. (uidow),
(widow),
pension
pension................................
102620°
102620°

__

voL ,39—pr
2'r
-2-0

430
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2079

Peterson,
John A.,
Page.
Peterson, John
A.,
Page.
pension
increased ...................
1560
pension increased
1560
Peterson,
Toyger,
Peterson, Toyger,
pension
increased
pension increased........................
1485
1485
Peterson,
William A.,
Peterson, William
A.,
pension increased
increased .....................
1222
. 1222
Petroleum,
Petroleum,
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigations
ecoinvestigations for
for economic production,
production, etc.,
etc., of
302
of..........
302
Petroleum Reserves,
Reserves, Naval,
.
Petroleum
Naval,
appropriation
care,
etc
appropriation for
for care, etc............ 570,
570, 1179
Petty
Island, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Petty Island,
bridge authorized
authorized across Delaware
Delaware River,
at ........................
872
...... 872
Petty,
Petty, William
William F.,
F.,
pension
pension increased
1227
increased -......................
1227
Pfaff, Frederick
F.,
Pfaff,
FrederickF.,
pension increased......................
increased
1287
pension
1287
Pfaff; William
William J.,
J.,
Pfaff,
pension
pension increasd
increasd
1498
.......................
1498
Pharmacists,Alaska,
Pharmacists,
Alaska,
restrictions on using, etc.,
restrictions
pure alcohol
alcohol by.
903
etc., pure
by.
903
Pharmacists,D.
Pharmacists,
.D. C. (see also Druggists, D. C.),
C.),
restrictions on sales
sales of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors,
liquors,
etc., by.......................
by
1123
etc.,
. 1123
Pharmaeopceia, United States,
Pharmacopceia,
States,
appropriation
cooperating in
in revision
revision
appropriation for
for cooperating
464, 1152
1152
of
.........................
. 464,
Phelps, Allen
Allen J.,
J.,
Phelps,
pension increased
1217
pension
increased...................
1217
Phelps, Edward F.,
pension
increased..........
pension increased
.........
. 1324
Phelps,
Emma D.
D. (widow),
Pelps, Emma
(widow),
pension increased
pension
increased
1208
...................
1208
Phelps_, N.
N. Y.,
Phelps
Y.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to
839
to......
-.
839
Phenol,
..
duty on...
cm
794
...........
........
Phenolic Resin,
Phenolic
Resin,
duty on, synthetic
duty
synthetic .....................
- 794
794
Phenylenediarnin,
Phenylenediamin,
duty
on.
794
duty on. ...............................
794
Phenylnapthylamin,
Phenylnapthylamin,
on. ...................
794
duty on
794
Philadelphia,
and Washington
Washington RailRailPhiladelphia,Baltimore and
road Company,
Company,
road
authorized to make track
track connections,
connections, etc.,
etc.,
with Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C., navy
navy yard.
565
yard.
565
bridge Anacostia
to navy
navy yard....
yard
566
Anacostia River to
666
old sidings, etc.,
etc., to
removed
566
to be
be removed.........
566
exchange of
with, in
in connection
with
exchange
of lands
lands with,
connection with
Anacostia
improvements:
Anacoetia River Flats
Flateimprovements;
titles, expenses,
expenses, etc
etc ...............
1042
titles,
1042
way onL
on L Street SE
104:3
right of
of way
SE ...............
1043
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pa..
Phiadelphia,
appropriation
for a8sistant
assistant treasurer's
treasurer's
appropriation for
office
88,1092
office ........................
88,1092
for
mint at
at
89, 1093
1093
for mint
..........................
89,
for
putt office
and courthouse
building..
267
for post
office and
courthouse building..
267
for
Mankford Arsenal
Arsenal .................
283
for Frankford
283
for navy
navy yard,
yard, fuel
fuel oil
oil plant...........
plant
558
for
558
for
562,1174
for naval
naval borne
home......................
562,1174
for navy
yard, public
public works.......
works.
565 1177
for
navy yard,
565,1177
for dry
dock...................
565,1177
for
dry dock
565,1177
public works
565, 1179
for marine
marine barracks,
barracks, public
works ... 565,1179
for
equi.pping navy
yard to
ships
for equipping
navy yard
to build
build ships
for
increase of the Navy ..........618
for increase
618
1225
1225
construction of
of capital
ships forthforthconstruction
capital ships
with
618
with...................
......
618
1358
1358
for
naval fuel
fuel oil
oil testing
testing plant
plant...........
1169
for naval
1169
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for mint
860
deficiency
mint at..
at.......
860
1246
1246
granted right
right of
way through
granted
of way
through Fort
Fort Mifflin
Mifflin
reservation; conditions
'531
reservation;
conditions ...........
531
1323
1323
Philip, James,
James,
Philip,
lease of
buffalo pasture
pasture extended
extended to
heirs,
lease
of buffalo
to heirs,
1478
.........
. .--..---.
1586
etc ........
1478
1586
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Philippine
Islands,
Page.
PhilippineIslands,
Page.
appropriation for
for pay
pay of
appropriation
of Resident
Resident ComCommissioners from.................
from
69,1074
69,1074
for expenses
70,1074
for
expenses . ......................
70,1074
hire,Resident
Commissioners ..72,1076
for clerk
clerk hire,
Resident Commissioners.
72,1076
for
etc., of
American
for relief,
relief, etc.,
of shipwrecked
shipwrecked American
seamen
.
262,1058
seamen in
in .....................
262,
1058
for
accommodations for
seacoast artillery
for accommodations
for seacoast
artillery
in ...............
286
................
286
for arrears of pay, war in.........
297
in ................
297
for preservation,
repair, etc.,
etc., fortificafor
preservation, repair,
fortifications.
tions ..............
........
... 348,912
348, 912
preservation, repair,
repair, etc.,
torpedo
for preservation,
etc., torpedo
structures.
...—
348,912
structures........................
348,912
348
for land
land defenses,
defenses, etc
etc ..................
348
for
electric plants,
seacoast fortificafor electric
plants, seacoast
fortifications_............................
348
tions
348, 912
912
etc., seacoast
defenses ......
912
for airships, etc.,
seacoast defenses
912
for ..............
422,1068
for mail equipments
equipments for
422,
1068
for care
of lepers,
Culion ........ 559,1170
559, 1170
for
care of
lepers, etc.,
etc., Culion
power radio
607
for high
high power
radio station
station in
in .........
607
in..
638
for shelter
shelter of
of troops
troops in
..................
638
restriction
restriction on amount
officers' quaramount for officers'
quar638
ters.............
.............
638
for care
care of
of insane
insane Filipino
Filipino soldiers
soldiers at
at
asylums in .......................
640
asylums
640
for contingencies, Engineer
Department,
Engineer Department,
Army
641
Army.........................
641
bills of
of lading;
lading; restrictions
restrictions against
against issuing,
issuing,
in
not applicable
in parts,
parts, not
applicable to
to shipments
shipments
to...............................
to
539
539
for marking
"duplinor requirement
requirement for
marking "duplicate" thereon
cate"
thereon.......................
539
539
designation of
four Filipinos
Filipinos at
at Naval
Naval
designation
of four
Academy
Academy by Governor of, authorized........................
ized
493,576
493,576
enforcement of Immigration Act
enforcement
Act in,
in, by
by offiofficers thereof
thereof........................
874
cers
874
head tax on aliens entering,
entering, to
to be
be paid
paid into
into
treasury of ........................
875
875
vessels
tonnnge and light
vessels exempt
exempt from
from tonnage
light dues
in
United States ports
ports .............
286
in United
286
authorized ......................
286
refund authorized
286
no exemption
from taxes
of the
the islands..
islands._
286
no
exemption from
taxes of
286
Philippine
Islands Government,
PhilippineIslands
Government,
autonomous
government provided
545
autonomous government
provided for
for .....
545
territory included
in......................
545
territory
included in
545
citizenship
citizenship qualifications
qualifications declared
declared
546
.........
546
subsequent
by law
.
546
subsequent acquisition
acquisition by
law .........
546
general declaration
declaration of
and property
property
of life
life and
rights .............................
546
546
slavery prohibited;
freedom of
of speech
546
prohibited; freedom
speech...
546
religious
freedom;
polygamy
prohibitions
546
religious freedom; polygamy prohibitions
546
legislative
restrictions
547
legislative restrictions .................
547
e7penses to
to be
by government
547
erpenses
be paid
paid by
government of
of ....
547
military,
military, etc.,
etc., works of the United States
excepted
547
excepted..........................
547
general laws of the United
United States not
not apapplicable
to
547
plicable to .........................
547
547
laws in
in force continued.
continued ..................
547
modifications,
modifications, etc.,
legislature ......
.
547
etc., by
by legislature
547
tariff and revenue
revenue laws
included .....
__ ..
547
laws included
547

legislative powers
powers granted
Philippine
granted to
to Philippine
Legislature
Legislature .......................
property rights of
of the
the United
United States transferred to.........................
milit.rv rnorvatriTnn
military
reservations, ott
etc., or-v-ontnA
excepted.
lands purchased
organizapurchased from
from religious organizations,
lions, etc
etc ............
.............
disposal
public lands
lands by
legislature
disposal of
of public
by legislature.
approval
President..............
approval of
of the President
control
public lands
lands rerecontrol over
over reserved
reserved public
stored
stored to
to the
the islands
islands ................

547
547
547
547
5A7
547
547
547
54S
548
548

548
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Philippine
Philippine Islands Government—Continued
Government-Continued. Page.
trade
trade relations
relations to be
be governed
governed by United
United
States laws ........................
548
tariff,
tariff, immigration, currency,
currency, and coinage
laws
subject to
to approval
approval of
of the
the PresiPresilaws subject
dent;
conditions...................
548
dent; conditions
548
export duties
duties prohibited
prohibited .................
548
export
548
taxation
taxation authorized
authorized by, Provinces,
Provinces, and
and
municipalities
548
municipalities ....................
548
bonds may
may be issued to anticipate
anticipate taxes,
etc.;
548
etc.; maximum
maximum allowed
allowed............
548
Philippine
Legislature vested
vested with
Philippine Legislature
with general
general
legislative powers
powers...................
548
legislative
548
temporary continuance
of present
present auautemporary
continuance of
thorities. ..........................
548
thorities
548
legislative authority
Commission to
to
legislative
authority of Commission
cease
cease on organization
organization of
of ............
548
548
senate;
terms of members
members and
and qualificaqualificasenate; terms
tions.
549
tions............................
549
house
terms of
of memhouse of representatives;
representatives; terms
549
bers and
and qualifications
qualifications .............
549
qualifications of voters,
first election
549
qualifications
voters, first
election..
549
members
elected to present
present assembly
assembly
members elected
to
549
to serve until
until 1919.
1919 .................
549
qualifications of voters, first
qualifications
first election;
election;
subsequent
549
subsequent.......................
549
senatorial
districts defined
defined .............
550
senatorial districts
550
representative
550
representative districts,
districts, number ........
550
first
publication of
notice ......
550
first election;
election; publication
of notice
550
terms
of senators;
senators; thereafter
550
terms of
thereafter ..........
550
appointment
designated senators
senators
appointment of designated
and representatives
representatives by
by Governor
Governor
and
General
General...........................
550
550
elections thereafter
be prescribed
prescribed by
elections
thereafter to
to be
by
550
law ..............................
550
commencement of
of terms
terms of
of members;
commencement
members;
vacancies
550
vacancies .........................
550
rights, etc.,
etc., of respective
respective houses;
organ.
rights,
houses; organnation,
officers, etc .................
zation, officers,
550
sessions, regular;
special ...............
550
sessions,
regular; special
550
arrest,
pay of
of members;
members; immunity
immunity from arrest,
551
etc ...............................
551
ineligibility
of
ineligibility
of members
members for office
office
created
etc ..................
created by, etc
551
enactment of
of laws,
by
enactment
laws, etc.; approval
approval by
Governor
General ................
551
Governor General
551
consideration
if vetoed
551
consideration if
vetoed ...............
551
passage
passage over
over veto .....................
551
action
President ............
551
action by
by the President
551
if not returned by Governor
Governor General
General iinn
twenty
days .....................
551
twenty days
submission to
to the
President ..........
551
submission
the President
551
veto of
separate items
items in
in appropriation
appropriation
veto
of separate
bills
551
bills ............................
551
all
action of
Congress ......
of Congress
551
all laws
laws subject to action
continuation
appropriations for
for expenses
expenses
continuation of
of appropriations
if
fail to enact ..........
551
if legislature
legislature fail
Resident Commissioners
Commissioners to
to the
the United
United
Resident
States; election
552
States;
election ....................
552
pay
and allowances;
allowances; qualifications
552
pay and
qualifications ......
552
term of
of present
552
.......................
present 552
term
filling
etc ..................
552
filling vacancies,
vacancies, etc
552
Governor
General; appointment
appointment and
and resiresiGovernor General;
dence
552
552
dence ...........................
appointments by,
by, with consent
consent of
appointments
of Philip552
pine
Senate ..................
pine Senate
general powers......................
powers
552
552
general
authority to
etc ........
552
552
to preserve
preserve peace,
peace, etc
authority
notification to the President
notification
President........
553
annual
reports to Congress
Congress to be made
annual reports
through
Department designated
designated by
by
through Department
553
the President
President .....................
additional duties
as assigned
by the
the
assigned by
additional
duties as
I
President ........................
553
President
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Philippine
Phillips, Ellen A.
Philippine Islands Government-Continued.
Government—Continued. Page.
]'age. Phillip!,
(widow),
Page.
A. (widow),
executive
departments; provisions
provisions for
553
executive departments;
for...
553
pension increased
increased .....................
P
1
a
4
g
1
e
9
.
1419
termination of Philippine
Philippine Commission_
553
Commission..
553 Phillip!,
Phillips, Eudora
Eudora E.
E. (widow),
(widow),
general authority of legislature
general
over
553
legislature over.....
pension
1398
553
pension increased
increased .......................
1398
supervision of Governor
Governor General........
General
553
Henry L.,
553 Phillip!,
Phillips, Henry
L.,
bureau of
non-Christian tribes
of non-Christian
tribes estabestabpension
1213
pension increased
increased ......................
1213
lished;
lished; functions
functions ................
553
553 Phillips,
Phillips, Ira
Ira H.,
H.,
vice governor; appointment,
appointment, etc
553
etc........
pension
increased ........................
1222
553
pension increased
1222
department of
553
department
of public instruction
instruction under
under.
Phillip!, John
553 Phillips,
John F.,
F.,
....-.
.....---bureaus included
553
bureaus
included in
in................
pension
increased ........................
1543
553
pension increased
1543
transfer
transfer of bureaus from,
from, to departdepartPhillips,
Phillips, J. S.,
S., Pay Director,
Director, U. S.
S. Navy,
Navy,
ment of the interior
interior..............
553
553
payment to
payment
1297
to............................
1297
provisions for
for acting
acting Governor
Governor General..
General
553 Phillips,
provisions
553
Phillip!, John P.,
P.,
auditor, appointment, duties, etc
auditor,
553
etc .........
553
pension increased
1577
increased.......................
1577
appointment, etc.............
deputy, appointment,
etc
554 Phillips,
554
Phillip!, Mariah
Mariah L.
L. (widow),
administrative functions, decisions, etc
554
etc.
554
pension
1333
pension..
............................
1333
office force,
force, etc........................
etc
554
554 Phillip!,
Phillips, Spencer,
Spencer,
appeals from decisions
decisions of; procedure
554
procedure....
554
pension increased......................
increased
1519
1519
jurisdiction of
supreme court
courts of
jurisdiction
of supreme
court and
and courts
of
Phillip!,
A.
Phillips, Virgil A.,
first instance
instance . ...................
555
555
pension increased.....................
increased
1536
1536
municipal
555 Phillips,
municipal courts
courts....................
555
Phillips, Wallace
Wallace B.,
B.,
appointment
appointment of justices of supreme
supreme court..
court
555
555
pension increased
increased ......................
1517
1517
courts of first,
first instance
judges..........
instance judges
555 Philpot,
555
Philpot, Caroline
Caroline (widow),
(widow),
admiralty jurisdiction not to
admiralty
555
to be
be changed
changed..
555
pension
pension increased ......................
1586
1586
pending cases continued
555 Phipps,
pending
continued .............
555
Phipps, Rebecca (widow),
(widow),
jurisdiction of Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the
the United
United
pension increased
1325
pension
increased ........................
1325
States..........................
States
555, 727
727 Phoenix,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
franchises for public
grants of franchises
public utilities auappropriation
Indian school
129, 974
appropriation for
for Indian
school......... 129,
974
thorized
thorized .......................
555
555
deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Indian
school.
30
Indian school.
30
limitation on
on taking
taking private
private property,
property,
Phoenix
Indian Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Phoenix Indian
etc......
.....................
etc
555
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc., of..
of
125,
555
appropriation for
maintenance, etc.,
125, 970
970
amendment,
amendment, etc., reserved
Congress
555
reserved to
to Congress..
Phoenix, N.
Y.,
555 Phoenix,
N. Y.,
regulation of
charges; payment
payment for
regulation
of charges;
for franfrancondemned cannon
cannon granted
to
834
condemned
granted to............
834
chise
chise ............................
556 Phoenixville,
556
Phoenixville, Pa.,
Pa.,
labor prohibitions..............
prohibitions
556
slave labor
556
appropriation
appropriation for public building..........
building
267
267
penalty for violations
556 Phonographs,
penalty
violations..............
556
Phonographs,etc.
etc. (see
(see Mechanical
Mechanical Musical
Musical ReResalanes
appointed by
salanes of officials
officials not
not appointed
by the
the
productions).
productions).
President to be
determined by
President
be determined
by legislegisPhotographic
PhotographicChemicals,
Chemicals,
lature
556
lature ...........................
556
duty on coal tar products
not
793
products not.............
793
payable
556
pavable from Philippine
Philippine revenues
revenues......
556
used as............................
as
794
salaries of officials appointed
salaries
appointed by
by the
the PresiPresispecific ....................
additional specific
794
794
dent,
dent, established
established ...............
556
556 Phthalic
Phthalic Acid,
of provincial
municipal officials
provincial and municipal
officials payduty
794
duty on
on...................................
94
revenues thereof ........
556
able from
from revenues
556 Phthalic
Phthalic Anhydride,
in conflict,
continued
556
laws not
not in
conflict, continued...........
556
duty on
on..
...............................
794
794
Philippine Islands,
Philippine
Islands, Supreme Court,
Court,
Physical
Physical Constants,
Constants, etc.,
etc.,
writs of error and
and appeals
appeals from, not to be reappropriation for
maappropriation
for operating
operating testing
testing maviewed
viewed hereafter
hereafter by
'United States
by United
States
chines to determme...
chines
114, 115, 1115, 1116
determine... 114,115,1115,1116
Supreme Court
Court................
727 Physical
Hydrography,
Physical Hydrography,
certiorari for review, etc.,
appropriation for continuing
continued....
certiorari
etc., continued
727
continuing researches
appropriation
researches in.
318
in.
318
Philippine
PhilippineScouts,
Scouts,
Physical
Railroads, etc.,
etc. ,
Physical Valuation
Valuation of Railroads,
appropriation for
of officers;
officers; longevity.
longevity
629
629
appropriation for expenses of
appropriation
for pay
pay of
appropriation
of ascertaining.
ascertaining.
281
281
for
629
for pay
pay of enlisted
enlisted men;
men; longevity
longevity......
629 Physically Defective Persons,
Persons,
retirement
retirement authorized
authorized of captains
captains and
and lieulieualien,
excluded admission if unable
alien, excluded
unable to earn
earn
citizens
185
tenants of, who are
are citizens.........
185
a
875
a living ............................
875
to
receive pay, etc.,
master signal
to receive
etc., of
of master
Platt, Eliza
A. (widow),
(widow),
signal
Pialt,
Eliza A.
electricians ....................
185
electricians
185
pension
increased ........................
pension increased
1541
allowance for service
no double time allowance
service in..
in
185
185 Pieta,
Ptatt,La Fayette,
Fayette,
former officers discharged
discharged, retired
retired as enpension increased .......................
1481
1481
listed
disability, etc.,
etc., put
listed men
men for
for disability,
put
Picatinny
J.,
PicatinnyArsenal, Dover,
Dover, N.
V. J.,
on retired list as officers
officers of ........
185
185
appropriation
appropriation for increasing
increasing facilities
facilities for
transfer of
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men formerly
formerly
transfer
of retired
manufacturing powder
powder ............
283
283
officers
officers of ........................
185
for
283
185
for buildings
buildings .........................
283
Philippine
Tariff',
Philippine Tariff,
for additional land.
land ....................
283
all
Philippine legislature
all acts
acts of
of Philippine
legislature relating
relating
Picket, Albert L.,
Picket,
to,
subject
to
approval
of
the
Presito, subject to approval of the Presipension increased......................
increased
1453
548 Pickett,
dent ..............................
548
Pikett, Henry G.,
Phil
ip9burg, Pa.,
Philipsburg,
pension
1451
Pa.,
pension increased
increased........................
1451
condemned
cannon granted
Pickett,
condemned cannon
granted to, for Grand
Peckett, James,
Grand
James,
843
Army
843
increased ......................
Army post
post .....................
pension increased
1591
Phillips,
Phillip!, Amanda (widow),
(widow),
Pidge, Sarah
H. (widow),
Pidge,
Sarah H.
(widow),
pension increased
increased.. .................
pension
1249
pension
increased ......................
1450
249
12
pension increased
1450
Phillips,
Do rid,
Phillips Da
id, alias
alias Charles
Charles Gray,
Gray,
Pierce,
Carrie M.
Pierce, Carrie
if. (widovw
(mid° v),,
pension
1204
pension increased
increased .....................
204
pension increased
12
increased .......................
1253
12-53
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Pierce
Pierce County,
County. Wash..
Itash..
grant of lauds
lands in abandoned
abandoned military
resermilitary reservation to; payment
payment................
Pierce, Darid
Do rid F.,
Pierce,
F.,
pension increased
increased 1453
......................
Pierce,
Plerce, Eltira
Elvira (widow),
(widow),
increased
pension increased........................

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.
Page.
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1453

1344
1344
Pieret, Guy C.,
Pierce,
pension
Guyi
ncreased
C.,
1237
pension increased........... .............
1237
Pierce,
Larinia H.
Pierce, Lavinia
H. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
1420
increased........................ 1420
Pierce, Maria
Maria (widow),
Pierce,
( widow),
1220
pension increased
increased.......................
1220
Pierce,
E. (widow),
Pierce, Matilda
Matilda E.
pension 1397
...............................
1397
Pierce,
Stez.dien N.
Pierce, Stephen
N.,
increased .......................
1430
pension increased
1430
Pierce,
Pierce, William,
pension
increased
1397
pension increased.--......-......---.....
1397
Ptercy, Nancy M.
Piercy,
M. S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ..
.............................. 1514
1514
Pwrpoint,
John ,
Peurpoint, John,
pension
increased .......................
1530
pension increased
1530
Pierre,
Pierre, S. Dak.,
Dak.,
appropriation for
151,987
appropriation
for Indian
Indian school
school......... 151,987
Pierson,
W.,
Pierson, George
George W.,

pension increased
increased ....
................
1540
Pierson,
Puerson, Mary
Mary J.
J. (widow),
pension increased....-...-...............
increased
1503
Pwtenpol,
Pwetenpol, Hanna
Hanna (widow),
(widow),
pension
1284
pension ..............................
1284
Piggott
.
,James
Piggott,
James T.,
T.,
pension increased.......................
increased
1482
1482
Pike, Levi,
Pike,
.......................
pension increased
increased1338
1338
Pike
Pi'lce National
National Forest,
Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 4.59,1148
459, 1148
appropriation
848
additions to
to, authorized
authorized. ..............
848
lands added
added to ..........................
844
Pikeville, .Ky.,
Pikeville,
Ky.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for public
public building.........
267
Pilot Charts,
Pilot
Charts, Hydrographic,
Hydrographic,
appropriation for preparation,
appropriation
preparation, etc
etc...... 95,
95. 1099
Pima Indian
Pima
Ariz.,
Indian Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of
of.. 125, 970
970
Pima
Pima Indians,
Indians, Ariz.,
appropriation for irrigation
appropriation
irrigation system,
system. Gila
Gila
129 974
River Reservation
Reservation ..............
129,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for irrigation
irrigation sysdeficiency
tem ...............
............
31
Pine Bluff,
Pine
Bluff, Ark.,
Ark.,
condemned cannon
condemned
cannon granted to.
to ..........
832
Pine
Pine Island,
Island, Fla.,
Fla.,
preliminary
preliminary examnation,
examination, etc.,
etc., to be made
made
408
for channel
channel .......................
408
Pine Lake, Mich.,
Pine
appropriation for improvement
appropriation
improvement of entrance
entrance
to .............................
400
Pine
IndianResernation,
Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
appropriation for
buildings on
988
appropriation
for school
school buildings
on...
988
no allotment
sectarian schools on
allotment for sectarian
completion of ....................
988
completion
988
Piney
Piney Branch
Branch Parkway,
Parkway, D.
D. C.,
appropriation for
care
appropriation
care and improveimprovement.
..-..
693, 1021
ment .................
Pinion,
W,
Pinion, George
George W.,
pension
......
...............
pension ....
1382
1382
Pinkerton,
Pinkerton, Eugene
(sonr,
Eugene I'.
P. (son
i,
pension
increased ...................
pension increased
1565
Pinkerton, Minnie
Mfinnie E.
Pinkerton,
E. (daughter),
(daughter).
pension
increased........................
pension increased
1565
Pint6
Pinto y
Rene W.,
y Wentworth, Renie
admitted
admitted to Military
Academy for
Military Academy
for instrucinstruction; conditions,
etc............
conditions, etc
50
50
Pipes/one,
Minis.,
Pipestone, Minn.,
appropriation
Incian
1i4. 977
school........ 134,
appropriation
for Indian
s
... school

Piqua, Ohio,
Savings and Loan Company,
Piqua,
Ohio, Third
ThirdSavingsandLoan
Company,
refund of excise corporation
tax
corporation tax............
Pisgah
Pisgah National
National Forest,
Forest, N. C.,
proclamation setting
proclamation
setting apart
apart................
lands of, set aside for Pisgah National Game
Game
Preserve .........................
Preserve
Pisgah National
Game Preserve,
Pisgah
National Game
Preserve, N. C.,
C'.,
proclamation
setting aside
proclamation setting
aside ..............
Pitner,
Pitner, Henry B.,
pension
pension increased
increased .......................
Pittman,
John M.,
M.,
Pittman, John
pension increased
pension
increased.......................
Pitts, William H.,
Pitts,
H.,
pension increased
increased.......................
Pittsburg, Tex.,
Tex.,
Pittsburg,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
builddeficiency
for public
public building ..............................
Pittsburgh z Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
appropriation for
post
appropriation
for public
public building,
building, post
office
office
............................
for installing, etc.,
mining
experiment
etc., mining experiment
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1493

1811
1811
1811

1811
1811
1561
1248
1525
1525
18
18
267

station ........................
302
for personal services ...............
303
improvement of harbor.
for improvement
harbor.............
393
bridge authorized
authorized across
across Ohio River to
McKees Rocks from...............
from
36
McKees
36
enlargement of public building at, auauthorized
thorized............
...............
1197
exchange
exchange of lands with, for mining experiment
periment station.
station ................
388

Pittston,
Pittston, .Pa.,
Pa.,
appropriation
building
appropriation for public building.........
at, may be accepted
site for public building at,
accepted
reserved........
with mining rights reserved
Plainview,
Plainview, Ark..
Ark..
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to
to. --.....
Plank, Arthur.
Plank,
Arthur,
pension ............
..............

Plank,
Plank, Sarah
Sarah S..
S..

payment
payment to, for death of husband....
husband

267
947
917

S.33
833
1585
15885

1357

Plant
Diseases and Insect Pests,
Plant Diseases
Pests,
appropriation for
for maintaining
appropriation
maintaining quarantine
quarantine
districts for
for....................
474. 11i4
474,
1164
Plant
Plant Industry
Department of
of AgriIndustry Bureau,
Bureau, Department
Agriculture,
cultur.,
appropriation for chief
appropriation
chief of bureau,
bureau, clerks,
gardeners, etc .................
451.
1140
gardeners,
451. 1140
for general
general expenses and investigations ..........................
452, 1140
limit on buildings ...............
452.1140
452.
1140
for investigating plant, fruit, and tree
452. 1141
diseases .......................
pecans............................
pecans
1141
for citrus canker;
canker; use of balances....
balances.... 452.
1141
452.1141
local
required............. 1141
local contributions
contributions required
for
white-pine blister
for forest.
forest. etc.,
etc., trees.
trees. white-pine
blister
etc........................
rot, etc
452, 1141
amount for cooperative eradicating
eradicating
white-pine blister rot;
rot; conditions...
conditions_ .. 1141
white-pine
for
investigating. etc.,
etc., cotton, truck,
truck. etc..
forinvestigating.
etc..
crop
plants...................
452, 1141
crop plants
452,1141
for
plants, etc.
etc 453,
1141
for physiology
physiology of crop
crop plants,
453,1141
for
for soil bacteriology
bacteriology and
and plant-nutrition
plant-nutrition
investigations.................. 453,1141
investigations
453, 1141
cultures
etc
453. 1141
cultures for
for legumes,
legumes, etc..........
453.1141
publication
etc
453. 1141
of tests, etc..........
453.
1141
publication of
for
soil-fertility investigations;
investigations; adapting
for soil-fertility
adapting
crops from
from tropical
tropical regions,
regions, etc...
etc. . 453,
453, 1141
crops
1141
cotton seed
seed interbreeding
1141
cotton
interbreeding ............
1141
for
etc., investigations.
investigations. 453.
1142
for drugs, spices.
spices. etc.,
453.1142
crop technological
technological investigations,
for crop
investigations.
etc ...........................
453, 1142
for investigating
investigating handling.
handling. grading, etc.,
etc.,
433
of grain .........................
453
biophysical examinations.
examinations. etc....
etc.... 453,
45.3,1142
for biophysical
1142

INI )EX.
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Plant Industry Bureau.
Plant
Bureau. Department
of AgriDepartment of
Agri- Page.
Page.
culture-Continue
culture-Continued.
appropriation
appropriation for
for testing
testing commercial
commercial seeds,
seeds.
etc ........................
453, 1142
453,1142
preventing importing of adulterated,
preventing
adulterated,
etc.. grasses
grasses...................
etc..
453, 1142
453,
1142
for improving cereal,
tobacco, etc.,
cereal, tobacco,
etc., propro..............
duction .........
454, 1142
454,
1142
flax cultivation, diseases,
diseases, etc
454, 1142
etc...... 454,
1142
corn improvement and
and production.
production 454, 1142
investigating
and stripe
investigating black and
454, 1142
1142
stripe rust
rust. 454,
for tobacco production,
production, etc........
etc
454, 1142
1142
454,
for breeding
for paper
breeding fibrous plants for
paper
making
making .....................
454,
1142
454, 1142
fordroughtresistant,
for drought resistant, etc.,
etc., crops......
crops
454, 1142
1142
454,
for sugar plant,
etc., investigations
plant, etc.
1142
investigations... 454,
454, 1142
developing
beet-seed industry.....
developing beet-i;eed
industry
454,
1142
454. 1142
investigating cane
investigating
cane and
sorghum sirup
and sorghum
sirup
production,
production, by-products, etc
etc.... 454,
454, 1142
1142
economic botany,
for economic
botany, improving
improving grazing
grazing
lands, etc ...................
454,
454, 1142
1142
for dry land,
land, etc., farming
farming experiexperiments .......................
ments.
454, 1142
454,1142
free distribution
distribution of trees
trees restricted.
454.1142
restricted. 454,
1142
for utilizing reclaimed
reclaimed lands
lands in
in connecconnection with
with western
western iriigation
irrigation agriculagriculture...........................
ture
454, 1143
1143
454,
for pomological
pomological investigations,
investigations, harvestharvesting, etc.; pecans ...............
454, 1143
454,1143
forexperimentalgardens
for experimental gardens andgrounds.
and grounds 454,1143
454,1143
for
marketing,
tor investigating, producing, marketing,
etc.,
etc... 454,
etc., truck crops, potatoes, etc
1143
454,1143
for farm, Arlington, Va ............. 455,1143
455,1143
for foreign seed
seed and
introduction,
and plant
plant introduction,
experiments, etc.
experiments,
455,1143
etc. ............
455,1143
for land for
for plant
station, Chico,
plant breeding
breeding station,
Chico,
Cal..............................
Cal
1143
1143
for
purchase, etc.,
etc., new
investifor purchase,
new seeds,
seeds, and
and investigation
crops; cacti, etc_
gation of forage crops;
etc...455,
455, 1143
1143
administrative expenses.
expenses......... 455,
for administrative
1143
455,1143
for seed purchase and Congressional
Congressional disdistribution
455,
1143
tribution ............
.........
455,1143
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for investigating,
investigating,
etc.,
etc., citrus
citrus canker
canker ...............
24
24
for investigating,
white-pine blister
for
investigating, etc.,
etc., white-pine
blister
rust ..............................
24
24
for general
expenses ...............
general expenses
31, 826, 829
31,826,829
for seeds, distribution, etc
32
.........
32
purchase, etc.,
for purchase.
etc., valuable
826
valuable seeds
seeds .....
826
Planta,
etc.,
Agricultural,
Plants, etc., Agricultural,
appropriation
appropriation for investigating
investigating diseases
of
452. 1141
of.............................
452,1141
pathological collections
collections ..........
452.
1141
pathological
452. 1141
plant
disease survey
survey ..........
1141
plant disease
1141
for
nutrition,
etc..
investigations
453.
1141
fornutrition, etc.. investigations..... 453. 1141
testing, etc.,
etc., cultures
cultures for
for inoculating
inoculating
legumes.......................
legumes
453.
453. 1141
1141
Platt.
Platt. Albert.
Albert,
15:33
pension increased
increased ........................
1533
Platt.
A. (widow),
Platt. Elsie
Elsie A.
twidow),
1291
pension increased
pension
increased........................
1291
Platt
Platt National
National Park.
Park. Okla..
Okla.,
appropriation
308
appropriation for maintenance,
etc.
maintenance, etc.......
308
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
repairing
for repairing
42
bridges, roads.
roads. etc................
etc
bridges,
42
Platt. William
Platt.
William j..
J.,
pension increased
1546
increased........................
1546
Platts, Samuel,
Samuel,
Picots,
1444
increased...........
...------ -.
1444
pension increased
Piatt:sbrg, N.. K.
Plattsbarg,
Y.,
appropriation for
for improvement
appropriation
improvement of
harbor
392
of harbor..
392
Ployadel
drl ReyInlet
Playa
Rey Inlet and Basin.
Venice, Cal.,
Basin. Venice,
Cal.,
preliminary examination,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
to be
of, to
be
410
made
made...........................
410

2083
2083

Playgrounds,
Playgrounds, D.
D. C.,
rage.
C.,
rage.
appropriation
equipment, etc
appropriation for equipment.
etc...... 691,1019
691,1019
for salaries
salaries ........
691
...............
691, 1019
1019
for swimming pools,
pools, etc..............
etc
691,
1019
691,1019
for two additional
swimming pools
additional swimming
691
pools.....
691
volunteer
volunteer service permitted;
restricpermitted; restriction...
......
tion
1019
............
1019
new site in
for new
in square
square 555
555 ..............
1020
1020
PleasantSprings,
Springs, Ala.,
Ala.. Cumberland
Pleasant
Cumberland PresbytePresbyterian
rian Church,
Church,
payment
payment of Court of Claims findings
1496
findings to....
to.... 1496
Pleasure
Clubs,
PleasureClubs,
exempt from income
income tax
767
tax.................
767
Pleuropneumonia, etc.,
Pleuropneumonia,
etc., Animal,
Animal,
appropriation
appropriation for
of,
for preventing
preventing spread
spread of,
from
from one State to another......
another
450,1138
450,1138
for emergency
emergency use
use in
in eradicating.
eradicating. etc
etc. 492.
492. 1167
1167
payment
payment for animals destroyed;
destroyed; apappraisal of......................
of
492,1167
492,1167
Plumas
Plumas National
National Forest,
Forest, Cal.,
Cal.,
appropriation for
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance. etc..
etc.. of.
of. 459,
459, 1148
1148
Plumb,
Flora C.
(widow),
Plumb, Flora
C. (widow),
pension
1365
pension................................
1365
Plumb,
Plumb, Samuel,
Samuel,
pension increased......................
increased
1544
1544
Plumbing Inspection,
Plumbing
Inspection, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation forsalaries,
appropriation
for salaries, division
of.... 677,
677, 1004
1004
division of....
for
or motor cycles..
cycles ..
1004
.............
. 677,
677, 1004
Plummer, George
George W.,
Plummer,
W.,
pension increased......................
pension
increased
1564
1564
Plummer,
Plummer, Harvey D.,
D., alias
Harvey D.
D. Pickalias Harvey
Picknen,
nell,

pension
pension increased
increased.......................

1294
1294

Plummer, Idaho,
Idaho,
Pfummner,
of tracts
tracts in
subdivision of
town site;
site; sale,
sale,
in town
etc............
etc
435
..............................435
grant of lands
for public
uses
435
lands to,
to, for
public nse..........
435
payments; use
of portion for
buildings, etc.
etc
435
useofporton
forbuildings,
435
Plummerville, Ark.,
Plummervile,
Ark.,
condemned cannon
cannon granted
granted to.............
to
836
condemned
836
Pneumatic Tubes,
Pneumatic
Tubes,
appropriation for
etc., apappropriation
for maintenance.
maintenance. etc..
appraisers' stores
stores and
and customhouse,
praisers'
customhouse.
York City
New York
271
City ...................
21
for connecting
connecting Navy
with
for
Navy Department
Department with
Annex ............................
607
607
Pneumatic
Postal Service,
Pneumatic Tubes,
Tubes, etc.,
etc., Postal
Serlnie,
appropriation
appropriation for
for mail
transmission by.
418.1063
mail transmission
by. 418.1063
contracts extended
extended to
to March
-118
contracts
March 4.
4, 1917
1917..
-18
extension of
existing contracts
one
extension
of existing
contracts for
for one
year; restriction
restriction on
of approyear;
on use
use of
appropriation .........................
1063
priation
1063
Congressional commission
commission created
to inCongressional
created to
investigate service
with a
view to
vestigate
service with
a view
to
purchase ..........................
1064
purchase
1ci4
steam
to operate.
operate. furnished
furnished from
approsteam to
from appropriations for
for public
priations
public buildings;
buildings: paypayment for
274
ment
for ........................
274
River, Md.,
Pocomoke River,
Md.,
appropriation
improvement of
394
appropriation for
for improvement
of........
394
Poe,
Charlotte (widow),
Poe, Charlotte
(widow),
pension increased
pension
1379
increased....................... 1379
Point
P. R..
R.,
Point Borinquen,
Borinquen, P.
removal of
light station.
etc., authorized..
authorized
removal
of light
0.)
station. etc.,
537
Point
I.,
Point Judith,
Judith. R.
R. I.,
preliminary
examination.
etc..
to
be
made
preliminary examination. etc.. to be made
for removal of
harbor of
refuge
406
of shoals,
shoals, harbor
of refuge
406
Point Lookout,
Lookout, Md.,
Point
Md.,
appropriation for
for Confederate
cemetery_
"87
appropriation
Confederate cemetery...
287
Point
Vincente, Cal..
Point Vincente,
Cal..
appropriation
for
establishing
light
and
fogappropriation for establishing light and fogsignal station
station ..............
316
signal
.....
316
Poirier,
Marcel H.,
Poirier, Marcel
H.,
pension
increased ......................
1579
pension increased
1579
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Poisonous Foods,
,..
Page.
Poisonous
Foods, Drugg.
Drugs. et
eff..
appropriation
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses preventing
preventing sale.
sale.
etc
464, 1152
etc.. of
of........................
464,
11.52
Poisonous
Poisonous Plants.
Plants.
appropriation for
for physiological
physiological and
appropriation
and fermenfermentation investigations
453, 1142
tation
investigations of
of.......... 453,
1142
Poland,
Poland,
proclamation
designating January
January 1,
proclamation designating
1. 1916,
1916.
a
day to
suffering
a day
to contribute
contribute aid
aid to
to suffering
people of........................
people
of
1761
1761
Poland, Horace
J.,
Poland.
Horace J.,
pension
pension increased
increased ......................
1276
1276
Police Court,
D. C.,
Police
Court, D.
C.,
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries ..-.......
704, 1032.
appropriation
704,
1032
jurors, etc
for expenses, witness fees, jurors,
704, 1032
1032
etc. 704,
violations of
of traffic
traffic regulations,
regulations, Washingviolations
Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, etc., to be
be punished
punished
in.........
in
693
693
Police,
Police, D.
D. C.,
C..
appropriation
officers. etc...
700, 1027
appropriation for
for major.
major. officers.
etc... 700,
1027
additional privates,
privates, class
March
additional
class 1,
1, after
after March
1,
1, 1917 ..........................
1027
1027
repeal of
restriction on
of restriction
on appointments
appointments. 1027
1027
for aid to
to National
National Bureau
Bureau of
of Criminal
Criminal
Identification
700,1027
Identification...........
.....
700,1027
fuel, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc ................
700, 1028
for fuel,
700,1028
for contingent
contingent expenses..............
expenses
700,1028
700,1028
detection
crime
700, 1028
detection of
of crime..
.............
700,1028
vehicles, maintenance
for motor
motor-vehicles,
700,1028
maintenance..... 700,1028
for site
for
site for
suburban section
700
for station
station suburban
section ....
700
cells, second
second precinct
for reconstructing
reconstructing cells,
701
precinct
701
for station house, suburban
suburban section
section...... 1028
1028
reconstructing cells,
for reconstructing
cells, etc.,
etc., seventh
seventh
precinct
1028
precinct........................
1028
detention ..............
for house of detention
701, 1028
701,
1028
for harbor patrol ..................
701,
701. 1028
1028
for relief-fund
relief-fund allowances.
allowances. etc..........
etc
1028
1028
duties in
in enforcing
alcoholic liquors
liquors proenforcing alcoholic
prohibition
1129
hibition act
act ......................
1129
free transportation
transportation on street railways to
to
members
of,
on duty
duty............. 683,
members
683, 1011
1011
pension
pension allowances
allowances for disabled,
disabled, etc.,
members,
members, established
established ..............
718
718
emergency
emergency service
service required
required .............
720
720
street railway
railway crossings
officers made
crossings officers
made memmembers of force
bers
720
force. ...................
720
right, benefits,
benefits, duties
720
duties.................
720
substitution of other members
substitution
members of the
force
force for duty
duty as .................
721
721
Policemen and Firemen's
Firemen'sRelief
Policemen
Fund, D.
D. C..
C..
Relief Fund,
appropriation for allowances
appropriation
allowances from.........
from
1028
1028
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for,
809
for, 1917
1917 ........
809
consolidation of former
into...
consolidation
former relief funds into
718
718
sources of; deficiency
deficiency from District revenues.........................7
nues
718
718
allowances
allowances for disabilities ...............
718
718
to widow, etc.,
etc., in
in case of death ........
719
719
I
Airial expenses
719
burial
expenses ....................
.
719
retiring and
and relief board
board created;
created; compocomposition .
719
.........................
719
powers
powers and duties in
in granting
719
granting prnsions
prnsions..
719
medical
medical examinations
examinations of
of pensioners
pensioners ......
720
720
reduction or discontinuance
reduction
discontinuance of
of pensions
pensions for
720
for.
720
in emergencies
in
emergencies pensioners
pensioners may
be called
called
may be
into active service
service ..................
720
720
Political
Political Offenses
Offenses.
aliens convicted of purely, not involving
involving
moral turpitude,
turpitude, not excluded
excluded adadmission
mi
,
kgion .......................
877
877
Polk County.
County. Minn.,
Minn.,
North. by
bridge across Red River
River of the North,
by
Grand Forks
Forks County.
County. N.
N. Dak..
Dak.. and,
and,
...............
authorized .........
924
924
Pollard. Constantino
.ConstantinaE.
E. (widow),
Pollard.
(tdoirloi.
increased ....................
pension increased
1313
1313

Pollard,
A..
Page.
Pollard. William
William A..
pension
1374
pension........................
1374
Pollock, Martha
Martha W.
Pollock,
W. (widow).
(widow),
pension ................................
1400
. 1400
Pollock, Commander
Commander Emmet
Pollock,
Emmet R.,
R., U.S.
U. S.
Navy
s.Iay.
retired,
retired,
to be commander
commander on
active list;
602
on active
list; place
place.....
602
examinations
examinations required;
required ;to
be additional
to be
additional
number;
number; no back pay, etc..........
etc
603
603
Pollock
Mass..
Pollock Rip
Rip Channel,
Channel, Mass.,
appropriation for
appropriation
improvement of;
use of
for improvement
of; use
of
dredges
391
dredges.........................
..
391
Pollution
of Navigable
Navigable Streams
Streams and
Lakes.
Pollutionof
and Lakes.
appropriation
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating sanitation,
sanitation,
sewage,
279
sewage, and
and .......................
279
Pollution
Pollution of
of Streams,
Streams, D.
D. C..
C..
connection
of District
connection of
District sewers
sewers with
with MaryMarysewerage systems
systems to
in
land sewerage
to prevent,
prevent, in
Government
Government parks.
etc
717
parks, etc ............
717
Polygamists,
Polygamists, etc.
etc.,
alien,
875
alien, exclude
excluded admission
admission -.............
875
Pomeroy,
Pomeroy, Charles
Charles H.,
H.,
pension
increased
1341
pension increased......................
1341
Pomeroy,
Pomeroy, Wash.,
Wash.,
condemned cannon granted
condemned
granted to,
for
Grand
to, for Grand
Army........................
Army
832
832
Pomona, Cal.,
Cal., Home Builders'
Pomona,
builders' Loan
Loan AssociaAssociation,
tion,
refund
excise corporation
tax
1492
refund of
of excise
corporation tax..........
1492
Ponca Indian
Reservation, Okla.,
Ponca
Indian Reseration,
Okla.,
appropriation for
for bridge
Salt Fork
of
appropriation
bridge across
across Salt
Fork of
Arkansas River,
Arkansas
tribal funds..
funds
237
River, from
from tribal
237
contribution
contribution by
by Kay
Kay and
Noble
Counand Noble Counties, Okla.
Okla
237
ties,
...........
237
Ponca Indians,
Ponca
Indians, Okla.
Okla. and
and Nebr.,
Nebr.,
appropriation
appropriation for
support, etc..
of. ...
145, 982
982
for support,
etc.. of
145,
Ponce, P.
Ponce,
P. R.,
R..
terms of court
at .......................
966
court at
966
Pond, Lucy
A. (widow),
Pond,
Lucy A.
(widow),
pension increased........................
pension
increased
1253
1253
U. S.
"Pontiac," U.
S. S.,
S.,
appropriation for repairs
605
repairs ................
605
George,
Pool, George,
pension
increased
1522
pension increased....
.................
1522
Pool, Martin,
Martin,
Pool,
pension
pension increased
1488
increased ......................
1488
Poole,
Poole, James
James W
iW.,'
pension
pension increased .......................
1370
1370
Poor,
Poor, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
for
relief
of
the
710,
1038
appropriation for relief of the.........
710,1038
transportation of
of paupers
.
710, 1038
for transportation
paupers........
710,1038
Poorhouse,
Poorhouse, D.
Home for
for Aged
and InInD. C.
C. (see
(see Home
Aged and
firm, D.
C.).
firm,
D. C.).
Poorman, George
Poorman,
George W.,
W.,
pension
increased....................
pension increased
1428
1428
Poorman, Noah,
Noah,
Poorman,
pension increased
1428
pension
increased........................ 1428
Pope,
Pope, John,
John,
pension increased
1344
pension
increased....................... 1344
Pope,
Thomas P.,
P.,
Pope, Thomas
1387
pension ...........
................
1387
Pope, William
Pope,
William C.
C.,
pension increased
pension
1482
increased......................
1482
Poplar
Poplar Grove,
Grove, Ill.,
Ill.,
condemned
condemned cannon
cannon granted
843
granted to
to.............
843
Porcupile, James
H.,
Porcupile,
James H.,
pension increased
increased .......................
1561
1561
Porste, Willmina
Willmina (widow),
(widow).
Porste,
pension
1375
pension...........................
1375
Port Angeles,
Port
Angeles, Wash.,
Wash.,
unsold suburban
sales at auction of unsold
suburban towntownsite lots;
740
lots; price
price ..................
740
patents to
patents
to prior
prior purchasers
purchasers at
at reappraised
reappraised
price ............................
740
740
value
of improvements
improvements not
value of
not required;
required; conconflicting laws repealed
repealed .............
740
740
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of .
appropriation
398
appropriation
agricultural experiment
experiment
for improvement
improvement of.
398
appropriation for
for agricultural
appropriation for
preliminary
etc., of,
of, to be
be
station in
471. 1160
1160
examination, etc.,
471.
in ....................
preliminary examination,
station
made
408
.
f
or high-power
station on -------........
1186
1186
408
made.........................
radio station
high-power radio
for
Turtle Cove (hannel..................
Channel
408
bills
against issuing,
Turtle
lading; restrictions against
408
bills of
of lading;
Port
in parts,
not applicable
applicable to shipments
shipments
Canal, Tex.,
Tex.,
Port Arthur
Arthur Canal,
in
parts, not
to
539
appropriation
for improvement
of _
539
398
improvement of.......
398
to ..............................
appropriation for
nor
Port
"duplimarking "dupliPort Bolivar,
Bolivar, Tex.,
Tex.,
nor requirement
requirement for marking
cate"
539
appropriation
channel
" thereon
thereon ..................
cate
improvement of channel
for improvement
appropriation for
election
government bill
postponed if civil government
to
398
election postponed
to...............................
not
passed
830
830
Port
N. Y.,
Y.,
not passed ........................
Chester, N.
Port Chester,
continuance
of present
officials, etc
830
830
etc .......
392
present officials,
appropriation
for improvement
392
continuance of
of harbor
harbor ..
improvement of
appropriation for
Military
cadets from, increased
Academy cadets
Port
Military Academy
Ohio,
Port Clinton,
Clinton, Ohio,
62
to two
62
harbor.. _ 400
two ............................
appropriation
of harbor_
400
to
for improvement
improvement of
appropriation for
part
Barracks, Cayey,
Cayey, transferred
transferred
of Henry
Henry Barracks,
part of
Port
Port Huron,
Huron, Mich.,
Mich.,
to Navy
Navy ........................
568
568
appropriation
Black
of Black
improvement of
for improvement
appropriation for
to
401 Porto
Rico Civil Government,
Porto Rico
River
at .......................
River at
951
territory
951
included .......................
territory included
Port
N. V.,
Y.,
Jefferson, N.
Port Jefferson,
bill of
of life, liberty, and
protection of
nghts; protection
392
bill
of rights;
harbor..
appropriation
392
improvement of harbor
for improvement
appropriation for
property..........
951
.............
property
Port
Port Royal,
Royal, S.
S. C.,
952
slavery
etc .....-............
952
prohibited, etc
567
slavery prohibited,
appropriation
hospital
567
naval hospital...........
for naval
appropriation for
952
freedom
religion, etc ...........
952
speech, religion,
of speech,
freedom of
for marine
marine recruiting
station, quarters,
quarters,
recruiting station,
for
952
polygamy
952
1178
prohibited......................
etc
1178
polygamy prohibited
......
.....................
etc
prohibition
intoxicants; submission
submission to
of intoxicants;
prohibition of
Port
Washington Business
Association,
Men's Association,
Business Men's
Port Washington
952
voters ..............................
952
voters
840
to..........
condemned
cannon granted
granted to
840
condemned cannon
taxation,
etc .............
952
952
..
...........
taxation, etc
Port
Washington, Wis.,
Wis.,
Port Washington,
952
labor restrictions
restrictions.......................
952
labor
401
harbor..
appropriation
improvement of harbor_
for improvement
appropriation for
953
taxes,
authorized; issue of bonds
953
bonds.
etc., authorized;
fees, etc.,
taxes, fees,
Portage
Mich.,
PortageRiver, Mich.,
indebtedness
limited;
exempt
bonds exempt
indebtedness limited;
Keweenaw
aids
navigation entrance
entrance to Keweenaw
to navigation
aids to
from
953
953
taxation ......................
from taxation
Waterway
authorwaterway Harbor
HtarDor of
uo Refuge
neluge aunUr953
capital
Juan ..................
953
to be
be at San Juan
capital to
537
ized
,....................
ized ...
declaration of natives
natives as citizens
citizens of the
declaration
Porter,
Porter,
953
United
States...................
953
United States
........... 783
internal revenue
revenue tax on.......
internal
renunciation
to retain
former alien
alien
retain former
renunciation to
Porter,
J.,
Aretas J.
Porter, Aretas
953
. status
953
status ......................------------1566
pension
1566
....................
increased
pension increased
persons
considof alien parentage considborn of
persons born
Porter,
(widow),
Carrie(widow),
Porter, Carrie
953
ered
citizens........................
953
ered citizens
1409
pension
increased ....................
pension increased
953
expenses to be paid from
from revenues
revenues of ......
953
expenses
(widow),
Porter,
Emma L. (widow
Porter, Emma
953
United
States public
public works excepted...
excepted
953
United States
1419,1510
pension
1419,1510
increased................
pension increased
954
public
transferred to people of ....
property transferred
public property
Porter,
Porter, Frank
Frank R.
R.,
954
other transfers
transfers when
when no
no longer needed ....
other
...........---pension
increased .........
1377
pension increased
control
of harbors
harbors and
and navigable streams
streams
control of
Porter,
Porter, Fred,
Fred,
relinquished to .................
954
relinquished
1379
pension
increased
1379
pension increased....................
954
etc.
subject to
to protect
protect navigation,
navigation, etc
laws to
to laws
subject
Porter,
W.,
Fred W.,
Porter,Fred
954
permits, etc.,
etc., continued
954
continued................
permits,
1578
pension increased........................
increased
pension
authority
Secretary of
of War over,
over, reSecretary
of
authority
J.,
Porter,
Porter, Henry J.
954
pealed...................
pealed
1459
pension
1459
increased ....................
pension increased
laws of
United
States, except
except internal
States,
United
of
laws
Porter,
B.,
LonaB.,
Porter,Lana
954
revenue,
.
in force
force....................
revenue, in
1386
pension ...........................
1386
pension
954
.
internal revenue
revenue tax
receipts for use of..
of
receipts
tax
internal
(widow),
Porter,
Orilla
F.
(widow),
Porter, Orilla F.
954
judicial
954
etc ......................
process, etc
judicial process,
1331
pension ..............................----------pension.
955
reports to
be submitted
submitted by officials
officials .......
be
to
reports
Porter,
Sophronia
(widow),
(widow),
Porter, Sophronia
955
governor to
to be
be appointed
President
appointed by the President.
governor
1295
pension
1295
pension ...........................-----------------955
power
and
authority;
execution
laws
955
execution of laws..
authority;
and
power
Portland,
Portland, Me.,
Me.,
955
suspension
of habeas
corpus
955
corpus...........
habeas
of
suspension
850
------terms
of
court
at
at
.......................--.
court
terms of
................... 955
etc
annual
reports,
955
reports,
annual
Portland,
Oreg.,
Portland,Oreg.,
955
executive
departments created
955
created .........
executive departments
267
267
appropriation
for public
building...... ..
public building.
appropriation for
attorney
general
and
commissioner of
and commissioner
general
attorney
reprice,
park;
public
grant
of
lands
to,
for
public
park;
grant of lands
education to
be appointed
appointed by the
to be
education
60
version,
60
etc .......................
version, etc
Presid en t
9'5'5
955
....................
President
Portland
Street
SE.,
D.
C.,
PortlandStreet SE., D. C.,
956
others
by
the
governor
956
the governor...............
by
others
Nichols
appropriation
for
grading,
etc.
Nichols
etc.,
appropriation for grading,
terms
of officers;
956
officers; residence, etc .........
terms of
688
Avenue to
688
Street SE ........
Fourth Street
to Fourth
Avenue
956
Executive
Council
formed; duties
duties .........
Council formed;
Executive
Portland,
Vancouver,
and
Northern
Railway
Railway
Northern
and
Vancouver,
Portland,
annual
from, etc.; no additional
reports from,
annual reports
Company,
Company.
956
pay..........---.....--------......
pay
Vangranted
right
of
way
across
lands
of
Vanacross
way
of
right
granted
attorney
general to
charge of adminhave charge
to have
general
attorney
couver
Barracks,
Wash.;
conditions233
conditions.
Wash.;
Barracks,
couver
956
istration of
justice ................-----------956
of justice
istration
Porto
Porto Rico,
Rico,
to represent
represent the
the people
people in
in legal
proceedlegal proceedto
Comnappropriation
for
pay
of
Resident
ComResident
of
pay
for
appropriation
956
ings ...........-.--.-.------------missioner
69,1073
from ...............missioner from
treasurer, bond
required; to collect and
and
bond required;
treasurer,
70, 1074
for
expenses
70,1074
....................
for expenses
956
956
disburse public
public moneys
moneys ...........
disburse
for
Commissioner 72,1076
72, 1076
Resident Commissioner.
hire, Resident
clerk hire,
for clerk
956
956
depositaries to
to be
be designated
etc....
designated by, etc....
depositaries
for
American
shipwrecked American
of shipwrecked
etc., of
relief, etc.,
for relief,
956
956
Interest
paid by -..............
interest to be paid
seamen
in....................
262,1058
26, 10.58
seamen in
commissioner of
of the
have charge
charge
interior to have
the interior
commissioner
for
system expenses
278
expenses ........
quarantine system
for quarantine
956
956
of
buildings, lands,
lands, etc ..............-----of buildings,
for mail
422,
422, 1068
for..............
equipments for
mail equipments
for
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commissioner of education
commissioner
supervise
education to supervise
public instruction, etc.............
etc
956
951
commissioner
commissioner of agriculture
agriculture and labor, duties specified
specified...................
957
95;
commissioner of health, duties specified...
commissioner
s
957
95;
auditor to be appointed by the President..
President
957
957
general authority
funds. _ 95;
957
authority auditing, etc.,
etc., funds..
jurisdiction of accounts
accounts exclusive; rereports from officers to ................
957
957
effect of decisions;
decisions. extent of authority
957
authority.
957
annual fiscal reports
reports to be submitted
submitted to
957
to..
957
power to administer oaths, etc
958
etc..........
95E
administrative force under
administrative
under supervision
supervision of
of
goviernor
958
governor.......................
958
appeals from
from decisions
958
decisions of;
of; procedure
procedure....
958
executive secretary to be appointed by the
governor ........
958
..........
preservation
of laws,
laws,
preservation and promulgation of
958
etc., by .......................
etc.
958
laws enacted
enacted by legislature to be trans958
mitted
to
Congress..
mitted
Congress
958
............ 958
provision
provision for acting governor during vacancy, etc
etc....................
958
958
legislature established; composition.....
composition
958
958
senate; number, qualifications,
qualifications, residence, etc.,
members
958
dence,
etc., of members............
951
house
qualifihouse of representatives; number, qualifiresidence, etc.,
959
cations, residence,
etc., of
of members.
members.
959
election
election districts; repreifentative;
senrepresentative; senatorial
950
atorial ..........................
election; members, etc.,
etc., to be
be
first election;
chosen
959
chosen
.....................
subsequent
959
subsequent
...................
959
terms of office, first election; subsequent .
959
.....................
no member
member eligible
eligible for office, etc.,
etc., created during his term............
term
960
960
960
pay and mileage
mileage.................
960
each house
house the sole judge of qualificaqualifica960
tions of members, etc
etc..............
965
meeting.and organization,
organization, first
first regular
regular
session...
session
960
...............
subsequent to
to be
be biennially; special..
special
960
enactment
enactment of laws; budgets to
to be
be sub.....................
mitted
960
action
action on vetoed measures ...........
960
separate items in appropriation bills
separate
bills
may be vetoed by governor.
governor .......
961
laws to be reported to United States
Congress
Congress....................
961
appropriations
appropriations for government
government expenses
expenses
continued
continued if not acted upon at sessions
sions ..............................
961
legislative
legislative proceedings; sessions to be open_
open.
961
consideration
consideration and passage of acts; restrictions
961
strictions.........................
961
pay, etc., of employees.
962
employees...............
962
revenue and appropriation
bills
962
appropriation bills.......
962
approval of orders, etc.,
etc., by governor_
governor..._ 962
962
punishment for bribery,
punishment
bribery, attempts, etc...
etc.__
962
962
allotment of revenues
if insufficient
revenues if
insufficient to
to
expenses. .............
meet all expenses
962
no appropriations to be made in any
any
fiscal year exceeding
availexceeding revenues
revenues avail962
able.............................
able
963
qualification
qualification of voters; first election.......
election
963
citizenship, etc
subsequent, citizenship,
et. ..........
963
963
property, prohibited
prohibited ................
963
election of Resident Commissioner;
election
Commissioner; term.
salary, etc .......--............
963
963
authority; may alter.
general legislative authority;
alter,
repeal, etc., existing laws
laws.........
964
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no new executive
executive department
department allowed;
allowed;
consolidation permitted..........
consolidation
permitted
public service commission; composition
composition...
elective members,
members, pay,
etc
elective
pay, etc.............
franchises,
franchises, privileges,
privileges, etc., to be granted
granted

by.................
by

.....

approval by the governor:
governor: action
action by
by
approval
Congress
congress ...........................
interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, etc., laws of
United
of United
States not applicable
applicable .............
laws regulating
regulating service
service of railway carriers
carriers
authorized.........................
authorized
provisions
provisions required in franchises........
franchises
real estate
estate restrictions
restrictions continued: report
report
agricultural holdings........
holdings
of agricultural
proceedings ................
judicial proceedings
established
established courts continued;
continued; jurisdiction..
jurisdiction
chief
chief and associate
associate justices of supreme
supreme court
court
be appointed
President
to be
appointed by the
the President...
organization, etc.,
etc., of courts
courts by the
the legislegisorganization,
lature ..
.......................
district court; appointment
judge, disdisdistrict
appointment of
of judge,
trict attorney,
attorney, and marshal......
marshal
salaries, etc.; terms.................
terms
salaries,
jurisdiction same as United States
States disjurisdiction
dis-

trict
trict courts.
courts ...
..................
naturalization
of aliens;
aliens; suit
suits between
between
naturalization of
patties
• of
d.s-r4ntP States
of different
, ;sta.
sc. a;t
pending-

e
d .I..-^.-.....
salaries, etc.,
ete., friomUnited
from United States
rovesalarie,
States reve-
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964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
964
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965
965

nues .............................
966
966
temporary
vacancies, etc
966
temporary vacancies,
etc...........
966
practice, procedure,
procedure, etc., of United
United
States
States courts to govern.........
govern
966
966
writs of error and appeals from supreme
supreme
court of, to circuit court
court of appeals,
etc...........................
etc
966
966
district
district court; qualifications
qualifications of jurors, etc..
etc
966
966
disposal of fees,
fees, fines, etc.; allowance
allowance
for law
law library
library ...............
966
966
determination
determination of salaries
salaries of officials
966
966
officials.....
fees to jurors and witnesses ..........
967
967
writs of habeas
967
habeas corpus, mandamus, etc
etc..
967
other court officials to
appointed by
the
to be
be appointed
by the
governor ...................
governor
967
967
salaries
salaries of officials
appointed by the
officials not appointed
President to be
be paid
paid from insular
insular
President
revenues ..................
revenues
967
payment if legislature
legislature fail to appropripayment
appropri..................
ate ........
967
salaries,
salaries, etc.,
etc., of officials
officials appointed
appointed by
by the
the
President to be paid from insular
President
revenues
967
revenues .........................
9(67
amounts
967
amounts designated
designated ...................
967
payment of premium
premium on bond...........
bond
967
967
other salaries, etc.,
etc.. from municipal
municipal reverevenues ..........................967
967
continuance of present officers
officers provided
provided for
for
continuance
herein
467
herein...
..................
967
offices abolished
abolished...................
967
967
transfers
etc., authorized
968
transfers of bureaus,
bureaus, etc.,
968
authorized......
acknowledgment in. of deeds
acknowledgment
deeds as to lands in
District of Columbia,
Columbia, etc .........
968
968
matters pending
pending in courts, continued....
continued.
968
968
provisions in effect on approval of Act;
present functions of government
government
continued
temporarily .............
968
continued temporarily
968
laws, and ordinances
ordinances continued except
except as
altered hereby
968
hereby...............
laws not in conflict
continued; inconsistent
inconsistent
conflict continued;
968
laws repealed
repealed ...................
968
968
correction directed in enrollment
correction
enrollment of the
!I698
f"08
bill for.
for .......................
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I- District,
rIs
n-.-.Porto
Rico Judicial
Judicial
Forto tWco
istrict,
judge. attorney, and marshal
marshal
constituted;
constituted; judge,
to be appointed: tenure. etc .......
jurisdiction, etc .........................
Mayaguez ....-.......
terms, Mayaguez
.....
Ponce ---.... ........................San
San Juan
Juan .............................
writs and appeals
appeals to circuit
circuit court of appeals,
appeals,
first circuit, and Supreme
Supreme Court...
Court....
qualifications
of
jurors,
etc
qualifications of jurors, etc ...............
etc., revenues
United States......
fees, etc.,
revenues of United
States
salaries,
determined by Attorney
Attorney
salaries etc., determined
General
United States
General of
of United
States ...........
mileage allowance,
allowance, etc.,
etc., to jurors
jurors and
and witnesses
nesses ...............
.............
writs
mandamus
writs of habeas
habeas corpus
corpus and mandamus.....
Pot-to
Regiment of Infantry,
Infantry,
Porto Rico Regiment
appropriation for care
care of insane
insane soldiers...
soldiers_ _.
appropriation
organization,
correspond with Inorganization, etc., to correspond
fantry
fantry of the
the Army .................
promotions
colonel to be regimenregimenpromotions below colonel
etc..............
tal; examinations,
examinations, etc
colonel to be detailed from
from Infantry
Infantry of
the
the Army
Army .
........................
grades of lieutenant
lieutenant colonel
colonel and major to
grades
be filled from senior captains
captains .......
captains and lieutenants_
details allowed
allowed captains
lieutenants.
enlisted
natives; term,
enlisted men to
to be natives;
term, etc .....
service outside of Porto Rico ...........
etc., same as Army ..................
pay, etc.,
graduates
second lieutenants
lieutenants from native graduates
Academy; other
of Military
Military Academy;
other native
native
citizens
citizens ..........................
Portraits
Congress,
Portraitsof Deceased
Deceased Members of Congress,
plates of, to be given to heirs, etc .........
Portsmouth,
N. BH.,
H.,
Portsmouth, N.
appropriation for navy
navy yard public works;
appropriation
remodeling
machine shop.......
shop
remodeling old
old machine
for
equipping
navy
yard to
build ships
ships for
to build
for
for equipping navy yard
increase
increase of the Navy ...............
for navy yard public works ..............
contagious wards
for naval
naval hospital,
hospital, three contagious
for navy
navy yard,
yard, tools
tools for
shop_
for electrical
electrical shop-.
for
and Loan
Ohio, Citizens' Saving and
Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Association,
Association,
refund of
of excise
excise corporation
corporation tax
tax ..........
refund
Portsmouth,
Loan
and Loan
Savings and
Royal Savings
Ohio, Royal
Portsmouth, Ohio,
Company,
Company,
refund of
of excise
tax ...........
corporation tax
excise corporation
refund
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965
965
965
966
966
966
966
966
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966
966
966
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966
966
966
-967
967
967

640
180
180
180
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181

275
275
565
565

618
618
1177
1177
1179
1179
1185
1185
1492
1492
1494
1494

ard Loan
Loan ComPortsmouth,
Savings and
Portsmouth, Ohio, Savings
pony,
pany,
r
ef
und of excise
excise corporation
refund
corporation tax ..........

1191
1491
Portugal,
Porte gal,
252, 1048
appropriation for minister to ...........
appropriation
proclamation against
against violating neutrality
proclamation
neutrality
1770
in war
war between Germany
Germany and
and ......
1770
in
Poseyi,
Posey, Robert,
1252
pension increased
1252
increased ........................
pension
(onstulnr and
and Diplomatic
Diplomatic
Post
Post Allowances to consoler
Officers,
Offin rs,
appropriation
belligerent, etc.,
for, in belligerent,
appropriation for,
countries
261,
1057
261, 1057
countries .....................
Post,
W. (widow),
(widow ),
Grare W.
Post, Grace
pension increased
1365
pension
increased........................ 136
1I916,
AppropriationBill, 1916,
Post
Post Office Appropriation
1603
corrections in
enrollment of, directed
1603
directed .
in enrollment
corrections
Post Office
Car Service,
Service,
Post
Office Car
sanitary cars
appropriation for; sound and sanitary
appropriation
419
required
419
required ..........................
425
readjustment
readjustment of pay for, etc ........-----........
425
--Pcrnstrurtion. et_
rti/4i-rYmnts for
forcarcar construction,
requirements
etc
a-lvvt
ss
a_
----o
-~s
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Department,
Post
Post Office Department,
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appropriation
Postmaster General,
General,
appropriation for Postmaster
clerks, etc ..........................
104
104
for engineers,
engineers, watchmen,
watchmen etc
105
etc ...........
105
for
Postmaster
watchmen,
General,
for Postmaster General, chief clerk,
clerk, etc
1108
etc.. 1108
for appointment
clerk, etc
etc .............
1108
for
appointment clerk,
1108
for chief
chief inspector,
105, 1108
1108
for
inspector, etc .............
105,
for
agent, assistant
attorneys,
for purchasing
purchasing agent,
assistant attorneys,
etc .........................
105, 1108
105,1108
for attorneys,
diattorneys, clerks, etc.,
etc., Solicitor's
Solicitor's division
105
vision
...........................
105
for
for care of city
city post office,
office, Washington,
Washington,
D.
C..................
105
D. C
.--- .........
105
for clerks,
messengers, engineers,
clerks, messengers,
engineers, etc
etc ....
1108
1108
readjustment of
readjustment
of salaries
salaries of
of clerks
clerks ....
1109
1109
assignment
assignment of
employees to
to bureaus,
bureaus,
of employees
offices,
and
divisions
................
1109
offices,
1109
for First
First Assistant
General,
for
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
chief clerk
105, 1109
chief
clerk ......................
105,1109
superintendent division
for superintendent
division of
office
of post office
service,
assistants .............
105, 1109
service, assistants
105,1109
for superintendent
superintendent division
division of appointappointments,
ments, assistants
assistants ...............
105,1109
for
for superintendent
superintendent division
division of dead
dead letletters .........................
106,1109
ters
106,1109
for chief
chief division
correspondence_ 106,
106, 1109
for
division of correspondence..
for Second
Second Assistant
Postmaster General,
General,
for
Assistant Postmaster
chief clerk
clerk ...................
106, 1109
chief
106,1109
for superintendent
railway adjustments,
adjustments,
for
superintendent railway
assistant
................... 106,1109
assistant ..
106, 1109
for superintendent
foreign mails,
mails, assistfor
superintendent foreign
ant ...............
. .........
106, 1109
for
Railway Mail
for general
general superintendent
superintendent Railway
Mail
Service,
assistant
106, 1109
Service, assistant...............
106,1109
for
Third Assistant Postmaster General,
General,
for Third
chief
clerk...................
106,1109
chief clerk
106,1109
for director
director postal savings
savings division,
division, assistassistant, etc
etc .........................
1109
ant,
1109
for
stamps division...
division
106,1109
for superintendent
superintendent stamps
106,1109
for superintendent
division of
of finance.
finance 106,1109
106,1109
superintendent division
for
division of classificaclassificafor superintendent
superintendent division
tion
107, 1109
tion ........................
107,1109
for
superintendent division
registered
for superintendent
division of registered
107, 1109
107,1109
mails .......................
for
division of money
for superintendent
superintendent division
money
orders.........................
107,
1109
orders
107, 1109
director postal savings
savings system,
assistfor director
system, assistants, clerks,
clerks, etc
etc ....................
107
ants,
107
for Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
clerks ? etc
etc. ....................
107, 1109
clerks,
107,
1109
for
for superintendent
superintendent division
division of rural
mails, etc
107, I1109
mails,
etc ......................
107,
09
for
superintendent division
for superintendent
division of
of equipment
equipment
and supplies
107,
supplies....................
107, 1110
lilt)
for topographer
1110
...................... 1110
for
topographer
central supplies
districts and
central
supplies districts
and offices
offices
authorized;
authorized; accounting,
accounting, etc
etc....
1110, 1069
1069
....
for
contingent
expenses
108, 1110
1110
for contingent expenses ..............
108,
for rent.........................
108,1110
108, 1110
for Offieal
Guide .............
108, 1110
for
Offical Postal Guide
108,1110
copies
for
executive
departments,
etc.
108
copies for executive departments, etc.
108
use
receipts from
from sales
1110
use of
of receipts
sales ............
1110
Postal Service
Service appropriations
appropriations not
not to
to be
used
108,
used for the department
department........
DS, 1110
1110
for
108,1110
for Solicitor for the ..................
108, 1110
331
printing and binding
for printing
binding for ............
.............--------412,1058
for
postal service
service ....
for postal
412,
1058
deficiency appropriation
for postal
postal service.
service. 3,
3, 23,
23,
deficiency
appropriation for
820, 827,830
827, 830
820,
judgments, Court
for judgments,
Court of Claims, under.
under. 27,823
for furniture,
furniture, etc.,
etc., 1917.
1917 ...............
819
819
for
for
Official Postal
19
for Official
Postal Guide, 1917 ..........
'Rl9
for contingent
830
expenses .................
for
contingent expenses
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appropriation
appropriation for
clerks, etc.,
etc., in
for chief, clerks.
in Post
Post
Office Department...............
Department
105
105
for chief, and chief clerk, in
in Post Office
Office
Department ....................
1108
Department
1108

for salaries of

....................

. 412, 1059
1059

for per diem; allowances
allowances when
tempowhen temporarily
rosily absent from
home, etc....
etc
412,1059
from home,
412, 1059
for clerks, etc.,
headquarters. 412,
etc., division headquarters
412, 1059
1059
for traveling
traveling expenses, etc
1059
etc........... 412,
412, 1059
for
livery hire
413,
1059
for livery
hire .....................
413, 1059
for expenses division headquarters
1059
headquarters... 413,
413, 1059
etc
413, 1059
for rewards,
rewards, etc.....
......................
413,1059
for securing
securing information,
information, etc..........
etc
413, 1059
1059
413,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
deficiency
for traveling
traveling exex-

penses .............................. 827
827
Post Office Service Division,
Post
Divison, Post
Post Office
Office DeDepartment,
partnment,
appropriation for superintendent,
assistsuperintendent, assistants, clerks, etc..
etc
105
............
.
105
superintendent, assistants
for superintendent,
1100
assistants.........
1100
Post Offices,
Offices,
Post
appropriation
appropriation for postmasters
413,1060
postmasters ..........
413,1060
grading of
salaries from
from office
office
grading
of annual
annual salaries
receipts........................
receipts
413
.
413
for assistant
assistant postmasters,
first and
second
postmasters, first
and second
...............
class offices...
offices
414,1060
414,1060
appointments and
and assignments
assignments limited.
limited. 1060
1060
for clerks
employees, first and second
clerks and employees,
second
class
class offices................
offices
414,1060
414,1060
for promotion of clerks of
of specified
specified
.................
grades .
416,1062
grade
grade of special clerks
clerks designated.....
designated
416
416
foremen
foremen and stenographers
stenographers authorized
authorized
in
in first class
416
class offices
offices ...............
416
increase of clerks allowed
increase
allowed .............
416
416
foremen and stenographers
stenographers at
at first
foremen
first class
class
offices...........................
offices
1062
1062
compensatory time
compensatory
allowed special
time allowed
special
clerks for working
working overtime
1062
overtime........ 1062
for printers,
printers, mechanics,
mechanics, watchmen,
watchmen,
.......................
etc
416,1062
416,
1062
compensatory
compensatory time, watchmen,
1062
watchmen, etc...
etc... 1062
for contract station clerks ............
416,
1063
416, 1063
for temporary and auxiliary clerks
clerks... 416,1063
416, 1063
compensatory
compensatory time
working on
on
time for
for working
holidays; holidays
holidays specified
416
holidays;
specified ........
416
for separating
separating mails, third and
and fourth
fourth
class offices
offices................... 416,
416, 1063
1063
for unusual conditions ...............
416,
416, 1063
1063
for clerical services, third class offices
offices. 417, 1063
1063
allowances
postmasters. 417, 1063
allowances for assistant
assistant postmasters
1063
for rent, light, and fuel,
fuel, first,
first, second,
second, and
and
third class offices; leases
leases........ 417,
1063
417, 1063
limit, third class offices............
offices
417,1063
417, 1063
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
first and
and secitems, first
second class offices ...............
417, 1063
417,1063
for city delivery;
delivery; promotions.........
promotions
417,1063
417,1063
Detroit
Detroit River
River service
417
service ................
417
no distinction in
in pay
pay for collection of
of
delivery
delivery service....................
service
417
417
restitution of reduced
salaries
417
reduced salaries.........
417
for substitutes
substitutes for carriers
carriers absent with
with
pay,
pay, etc
417, 1063
etc.......................
417,1063
new offices
417,1063
for carriers,
carriers, new
offices ..........
417,1063
pay
pay of substitutes for vacation
vacation service,
service,
etc ....................
.
417
417
substitutes for employees off duty
duty
without pay .......................
417
417
for vehicle allowances;
allowances; ten-year leases
leases
earaes.
for garages
417, lfiaR
1063
-- --X we
- .--------------..--------------- - 417,
for messenger service ......
........ 418,
418, 1063
1063 |
for pneumatic
etc........
pneumatic tubes, etc
418,
1063
418,1063
for car fare and bicycles
bicycles........... 418,
418, 1064
1064
for street car collections
collections .........
418,
1064
418, 1064
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appropriation
for Detroit
River service.
service 418,
418, 1064
1064
appropriation for
Detroit River
special delivery
for special
delivery messengers
418, 1064
106,1
messengers....... 418,
deficiency
appropriation for postmasdeficiency appropriation
postmasters .....................
820, 827,830
827, 830
820,
for unusual
conditions ..............
820,
827
for
unusual conditions
820, 827
for
for rent, light,
and fuel..............
fuel
827,
830
light, and
827, 830
827
for clerks
clerks .............................
827
for separating
separating mails, third
third and
and fourth
fourth
class offices
offices .....................
830
830
first and
and secsecfor miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, first
ond class offices
offices. ..................
830
830
for city
city delivery
830
delivery......................
830
contract
contract station
station contracts
contracts for
for two
two years
years
allowed .........................
163
allowed
163
.pneumatic
pneumatic tube service investigation,
investigation etc
1064
etc. 1064
provisions
provisions assigning
assigning fourth
fourth class
class to
to higher
higher
class amended
amended ..................
163
163
pneumatic tubes,
steam to operate
operate pneumatic
to be
be
tubes, to
furnished
furnished from appropriations
appropriations for
for
public buildings;
buildings; payment
payment for......
for
274
274
Post Roads (see Rural
Rural Post Roads).).
Post Route,
Route, etc.,
etc., Maps,
Maps,
Post
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses of
of preparing,
preparing,
appropriation
etc.; sales...........
sales
422,1067
.......
422,1067
Postage Stamps,
Stamps,
Postage
appropriation
appropriation for manufacture,
manufacture, etc....
etc
421, 1066
421,
1066
to be defaced
defaced at
at mailing
mailing office...........
office
162
162
of precanceled,
authorized .......
162
issue of
precanceled, authorized
162
Postal Cards,
Postal
Cards,
appropriation for freight or expressage
expremage
on .....................
419,1064
for manufacture
421, 1066
manufacture ....................
421,
1066
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for freight.
freight. 820,827,830
820, 827, 830
for manufacture
of ......................
827
for
manufacture of
827
Postal Contentions,
Conventions,
Postal
parcel
post, with
with Argentine
Republic
1628
parcel post,
Argentine Republic.....
162S
with
1665
with China
China
................
.............
165
Postal
PostalEmployees,
Employees,
granted
granted leave
leave of absence
absence when
when injured
injured
while
413
while on duty
duty ..................
413
allowance in
allowance
of death
death from
from acciacciin case of
dent, etc.......
etc
413
dent,
............. .
413
of service
on account
account of
of sick
sick
no termination
termination of
service on
leave for
for less than a
ayear
year ..........
413
413
reinstated
honorable discharge
reinstated after honorable
discharge from
from
military service
service ..................
413
military
413
Postal Guide,
Guide, Olficial,
Official,
Postal
appropriation
for publication
publication of........
of
108,
1110
appropriation for
10S, 1110
copies
copies for
executive departments,
departments,
for executive
etc..............................
etc
108
108
use of receipts
receipts from sales
sales as
as a
a further
further
appropriation ...................
1110
appropriation
1110
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for publication
publication of,
of,
1917 ........................
819
1917
. 819
Postal
Offenses,
PostalOffenss,
punishment for
punishment
injury, etc.,
etc., to
to mail
mail
for injury,
receptacles or
receptacles
or contents............
contents
162
162
willfully taking
willfully
taking contents
therefrom
162
contents therefrom...
162
assaulting
while on
on duty
duty.......
162
assaulting carrier
carrier while
162
aiding in
such offenses
offenses ..............
162
in such
162
mailing threats
threats against
against the
the President.
President
mailing
etc........
etc
919
.
.................. .
919
mailing, etc.,
etc., liquor
advertisements to
to
mailing,
liquor advertisements
places where laws prohibit sales,
sales, etc.
1069
etc. 1069
Postal
PostalSavings
Savings System,
System,
appropriation
director,
assistant,
clerks,
appropriation for
for director, assistant, clerks,
etc
etc ............................
107,
1109
107, 1109
for clerks,
clerks, etc.,
of __.81,
81, 1086
for
etc., auditing
auditing accounts
accounts of...
1086
for clerks,
etc., Treasurer's
Treasurer's Office
82, 1086
1086
for
clerks, etc.,
Office..... 82,
for*travel
t-l~-.
5nd rnioall~n,,
minrJ
aino
for
and
miscellaneous
expenses,
office of
of director
director ...............
421, 1067
1067
office
421.
for supplies,
etc ..................
421. 1067
for
supplies, etc
421.
1067
restriction on
deposits modified:
modified: amounts
restriction
on deposits
amounts
bearing
bearing interest
interest increased
increased ..........
159
159
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additional
without interinterdeposits allowed without
additional deposits
appropriation
for printers,
mechanics.
printers, mechanics,
appropriation for
est ...............................
159
est
watchmen, etc
416, 1062
1062
watchmen,
etc................
416,
funds
solvent banks,
deposited in solvent
funds to be deposited
compensatory time,
etc... 1062
1062
compensatory
time, watchmen,
watchmen, etc...
Federal Reserve syswhether under Federal
station clerks............
clerks
416,
1063
for contract
contract station
416, 1063
tem
159
tem or not; interest .................
for temporary, auxiliary, and substitute
reserve
Treasurer
159
kept by
by Treasurer.........
159
reserve to be kept
clerks .........................
416,
1063
clerks
416, 1063
security
required for deposits...........
deposits
159
security required
compensatory time
compensatory
time for work
work on
on specispecideposits
159
distributed locally
locally........
deposits to be distributed
fied
holidays
.
416
fied holidays ..............
.....
416
preference to
Federal reserve
reserve member
member
to Federal
preference
for separating
separating mails, third and fourth
fourth
160
banks
banks ............................
416, 1063
class offices
offices ....................
416,
1063
160
Treasurer
the Treasurer....................
with the
for unusual
unusual conditions .............
416. 1063
1063
withdrawals to
depositors ..........
for clerical
clerical services,
offices 417,
417, 1063
160
withdrawals
to pay
pay depositors
for
services, third
third class
class offices.
1063
investments in Government
Government securities
assistant postmasters
pogtmasters at
at third
third class
investments
assistant
class
160
authorized
offices.
417,
1063
authorized.........................
offices .,...
. 417, 1063
purchase of
from
for
and ftg„Ir'ms
savings bonds from
purchase
of postal savings
for rent, light, and
feif,
ms..... 417,
417, 1063
1063
160
holders
allowances, third class
offices ..... 417,
holders............................
allowances,
class offices
417, 1063
1063
etc..
application
160
for
second class
class
application of interest on deposits, etc_
for miscellaneous,
miscellaneous, first
first and
and second
160
restriction on
offices
417,
1063
on use of
of ....................
restriction
offices ..................
....
417, 1063
disposal of
bonds held
investment ......
160
for
city delivery;
carriers; promoheld as investment
of bonds
promodisposal
for city
delivery; carriers;
Department,
Postal
tions
417,
1063
PostOffice Department,
System, Post
PostalSavings
Savings System,
tions..........................
417, 1063
Detroit River
service pay
417
appropriation
clerks,
assistant, clerks,
Detroit
River service
pay......-...
417
director, assistant,
for director,
appropriation for
etc
no
distinction in
for collection
collection
107,1107
no distinction
in pay
pay for
etc ...........................
for
travel, etc.,
director 421, 1069
the director.
and
delivery duty.................
duty
417
office of
of the
etc., office
for travel,
and delivery
417
for
1063
also Postal Savings
for substitutes,
substitutes, etc
etc..................
417, 1063
Postal
Savings SysPostal Service (see also
for
etc., at
1063
for carriers,
carriers, etc.,
at new
new offices
offices...... 417, 1063
tem),
412,1058
417
Office
General...........
412,
1058
substitutes rated ...............
of Postmaster
Postmaster General
pay of substitutes
Office of
for
vehicle allowance;
allowance; garage
garage leases..
leases.. 417, 1063
1063
for vehicle
appropriation for
for rent, repair
repair shops, and
appropriation
under Postmaster
Postmaster
mail lettings to be under
Division of Equipment
Equipment.............
412
Division
417
General ..........................
417
for
repair shops; extended
extended to SepGeneral
for rent,
rent, repair
for
mail messenger
messenger service
for mail
service ........
418, 1063
1063
tember
1917
1059
tember 30, 1917..................
payments by
418
418
shops...
by postmasters
postmasters. ...........
payments
for new
new building for equipment
equipment shops
412
contracts
permitted
postmasters,
contracts
permitted
postmasters,
equipment
for power, light, etc., for equipment
clerks,
etc
418
. 412,
412,1059
shops
1059
clerks, etc.......................
shops.......................
for pneumatic
service
418,1063
412,1059
418,1063
tube service.........
for
pneumatic tube
for post
inspectors .............
412, 1059
office inspectors
post office
for
present contracts
contracts continued until
412, 1059
for
diem inspectors in
the field....
field
inthe
perdieminspectors
for per
March 4, 1917
418
1917....................
March
for
clerks; traveling
traveling expenses.......
expenses.
412, 1059
for clerks;
present contracts
contracts extended
extended for
413, 1059
for one
one
present
hire....................
for livery hire
1063
1063
year.............................
headquarters.. 413,1059
division headquarters
413, 1059
for expenses, division
Year
Congressional
commission to investiCongressional commission
413,1059
for rewards,
etc ....................
for
rewards, etc
1064
gate,
etc.-......................
gate, etc
acting employees
of injured,
in place of
employees in
acting
for car fare and bicycles ...........
418, 1064
1064
413
..----allowed .....................
allowed
for street
car collections
collections ............
418,
1064
418, 1064
for
street car
employees;
allowance to disabled
disabled employees;
allowance
Detroit
418, 1064
service ..............
River service
Detroit River
payment
in case
of death
death ....... 413, 1060
case of
payment in
delivery fees, etc ........
418, 1064
413
for special delivery
specified
employees included ........
specified employees
for travel
travel and
miscellaneous .......
418, 1064
and miscellaneous
for
no
senice for absence
termination of service
no termination
immediate assignment
assignment of fourth
fourth class
immediate
less than one year on account of sick418
postmasters to
higher grade
418
grade........
to higher
postmasters
413
ness
413
ness .............................
418
disposition
418
disposition of dead letters .............
413
reinstatement
after military
military service
413
service..
reinstatement after
for special
special assistant
postal
in postal
attorney in
assistant attorney
Office
of Second
Assistant Postmaster
for
Postmaster GenSecond Assistant
Office of
cases ........
413, 1060
..................
eral
418, 1064
1064
cases
...........
418,
...........
....
eral
for
and miscellaneous ........ 413, 1060
for travel and
appropriation
for star
star route
transportation
route transportation
appropriation for
Office of
Postmaster GenFirst Assistant Postmaster
of First
Office
418, 1064
418,
in Alaska
1064
Alaska....................
in
eral
413, 1060
1060
.....--- 413,
..............
eral....
418.
emergency
418, 1064
service ...............
emergency service
413,
appropriation
for
postmasters
1060
postmasters..........
for
appropriation
for steamboat,
steamboat, etc.,
etc., service,
service, or aerofor
grading salaries
quarterly returns
salaries from quarterly
grading
planes
418, 1064
. 418.
planes....................
of office
413
receipts .................
of
office receipts
for railroad
railroad routes;
free carriage
carriage of
of offioffiroutes; free
for
for
assistants, first and second
second class
for assistants,
cials
419,
419, 1064
cials.........................
414,1060
offices
414, 1060
offices ........................
419
bridge service,
service, Saint
419
Saint Louis, Mo .......
bridge
for
superintendents, clerks,
clerks, etc.,
etc., first
first and
for superintendents,
service, Union
Union stations,
stations, East
East Saint
Saint
service,
second class
offices
414, 1060
414,1060
class offices.............
second
419
Louis
Louis
419
Louis and Saint Louis.............
for promotions,
promotions, first and second
second class
for
special freight
arrangements ditrain arrangements
freight train
special
offices
416,
1062
416, 1062
.....--.
offices ...............
. 1064
rected1064
rected..................---clerks" desigpromotions;
"Special clerks"
desigpromotions; "Special
419. 1064
for freight
cards, etc ......
postal cards,
on postal
freight on
for
nated
416
416
-.........--------nated ........
for
service............
419
for post office
office car
car service
foremen
and stenographers
stenographers authorforemen and
419
required..........---quality
419
quality of cars required
ized
416, 1062
416,
ized...........................
for Railway
Railway Mail
419. 1064
Service.......--.. 419,
Mail Service
for
eight-hour
applicable to special
eight-hour law applicable
leaves
.- 420
of absence
absence..........---...
leaves of
416
clerks
416
clerks...........---...----.---rent
of space
space at
at terminals
terminals......... 420. 1064
rent of
increase of
of clerks;
aggregate limited
416
416
limited..
clerks; aggregate
increase
for
and cable
service
420. 1066
1066
cable car
car service.....
420.
for electric
electric and
appointments
assignments reand assignments
appointments and
for
foreign mail
mail transportation
transportation ......
420. 1066
420.1066
for foreign
stricted; classifications
classifications permitted..
permitted
1062
stricted;
for
assistant superintendent,
superintendent, New
New
for assistant
compensatory time
time allowed
allowed special
special
compensatory
1066
.
- 421.
York
.....-- ...-..-York ........
clerks
for working
holidays
1062
- 1062
working holidays......clerks for
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appropriation for contracts
contracts for fast service
service
with Great Britain on American
American
authorized; rate limited
ships, authorized;
limited...... - 1066
1066
for balances
balances due foreign
foreign countries...
countries_ __421,
1066
421,1066
for travel and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous ........ 421,
421, 1066
1066
Office of Third Assistant Postmaster GenGeneral ............................ 421,1066
421,1066
appropriation for postage
421,1066
appropriation
postage stamps ...... 421,1066
for
for stamped
stamped envelopes
envelopes and newspaper
newspaper
wrappers.......................
421,1066
wrappers
421,
1066
421,1066
for distribution
................. 421,1066
421, 1066
1066
for postal cards .....................
421,
for ship, steamboat,
steamboat, and war
way letters
letters__- 421,1066
421, 1066
for indemnity*,.karegistered,
insured,
indemnity,,lnekregistered, insured,
and collect,
421, 1067
and
collecp-, ,......iivery
jivery matter
matter.. 421,1067
indemnity, lost
international regisfor indemnity,
lost international
registered
............
tered matter....
matter
421, 1067
421,1067
miscellaneous ......... 421,
for travel
travel and
and miscellaneous
421,1067
1067
Postal
System ............. 421,
Postal Savings
Savings System
421,1067
1067
Office of Fourth Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster GenGeneral
.......................
421,
421, 1067
1067
appropriation for stationery,
etc ....... 421,1067
421,1067
appropriation
stationery, etc
official and registry
for official
registry envelopes.......
envelopes
421
421
for Postal
Postal Savings System supplies...
supplies... 421,1067
421,1067
for city
city delivery
delivery equipment;
letequipment; dies
dies for
ice letboxes
421
ter boxes........................
421
for postmarking
postmarking stamps, etc
etc........... 421,1067
fo
f
or letter balances, etc..............
etc. .. ............ ...
....
421
for wrapping
422
wrapping paper,
paper, twine, etc
etc.. ..........
422
for
tying devieeit,-.
vice............ 1067
for twine and tymig
1067
422
for facing slips, etc
etc ....
..................
422
for
for purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, etc.,
etc., of
of miscellaneous articles.................
laneous
articles
422,1067
422,1067
for rural delivery
delivery equipment
equipment ........
422,1067
shipping supplies, etc..
etc__ 422,
422,1067
for expenses,
expenses, shipping
1067
for preparing
sales.. 422,1067
preparing post route
route maps; sales
422,1067
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, first
first and
second class offices ..................
422
second
422
for equipment, first and second class
class
fices ........................
offices
422
for canceling machines, etc ........
422,1067
for labor
labor saving devices, etc .......
422,1068
for equipment,
equipment, City Delivery
1068
Delivery Service...
Service... 1068
formail
mail bags,
bags, locks, keys, etc.,
etc., equipment shop expenses
422; 1068
expenses............. 422,1068
special
equipments, departments,
special
equipments,
departments,
. 422,1068
Alaska, etc .................
for labor,
labor, equipment
equipment shops, etc......
etc
422,1068
except Alaska
for star routes, except
AMAra ...... 422,1068
discontinued where served
served by rural
rural
delivery ......................
delivery
. 423,1068
restricted .............
. 423,1068
new routes restricted
423,1068
for rural
rural delivery
delivery service ............ 423,1068
reorganization of service
reorganization
service ..............
423
423
extending parcel
parcel post
for extending
poet for farm prodexperimental................
ucts; experimental
424
424
for village delivery, second and third
third
class offices
424,1068
offices .................... 424,
1068
for travel
travel and miscellaneous
424,1068
miscellaneous .......
424,1068
for supplying
supplying deficiencies,
deficiencies, payable
payable from
from
424,1068
the Treasury
Treasury
............... 424,1068
transporting second clam
class mail by
transporting
424
freight ........................
424
increase
increase allowed
allowed railroads for parcel
parcel
post limit of weight increase
425
increase........
425
railroads
increase of parcel
railroads allowed
allowed for increase
weight in specified zones
..
post weight
zones ......
425
readjustment
readjustment of railroad
railroad routes comC0111425
pensation ......................
425
parcel post service
auservice modifications
modifications auInterstate
thorized; approval
approval of Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commerce
Commission as to weights,
weights,
431
etc...............................
431
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P'age.
contracts
transportation may be
be
contracts for transportation
signed by an Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster
General .......................
I1068
(8iS
appropriation
for increased
pay to emappropriation for
increased pay
ployees receiving
ployees
receiving not more
more than
than
$1,000 aayear
year.................
1069
$1,000
1069
only
only employees
employees under
under this Act
Act affectedaffected_ 1069
classified salaries
salaries over
over $800
$800 excluded._
classified
excluded - 1069
for distributing
distributing supplies
supplies to
to be
be
districts for
designated
1069
designated
.................... 1069
liquor advertisements,
advertisements, etc.,
etc., not to be
liquor
mailed
places where
mailed to
to places
where laws
laws prohibit
prohibit
soliciting
orders for
for liquors,
liquors, etc.....
etc
1069
soliciting orders
1069
punishment for mailing
forbidden matpunishment
mailing forbidden
venue of actions
actions
ter; venue
................ 1069
punishment for
for interstate
transportapunishment
interstate transportation of intoxicants
intoxicants into
into State or
or Territory
tory prohibiting
prohibiting sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., therein
therein.. 1069
no shipment
shipment of liquors
State
liquors contrary to State
laws, authorized
1069
laws,
authorized..................
notices of
prohibiting liquor
liquor adnotices
of States prohibiting
vertisements
1069
vertisements to be posted,
posted, etc ......
1069
to take effect July 1, 1917 ...........
1202
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mail bags ....
33
for messenger
messenger service .................. 23,827
for wagon
wagon service
ervice....................
23
for railroud
routes
820,827
.........
.. 24,
24,820,827
ilroadoutes.
electric and cbe
cable ear
service_
-.......
24
for electric
arM
ive..i.....
24
ice
:indemnity, ,
for indemnity
ltlast r-egissted matter,
et
c
etc.................
24,
827
:.-......
24,827
stationery ' 24
24
for stationery.............
........
.
for city delivery supplies -..
24
.............
for twine,
twine, etc ......................
24
24
facing slips, etc
24
for facing
etc...................
24
for star
star routes,
routes, except
Alaska .......... 21.
except Alaska
2S
. 827
27
for postmasters
postmasters .................. 820.
820, 827,
27. 830
30
for unusual
unusual conditions
conditions ................ 8'20,
820, 827
for freight
freight on postal
postal cards,
cards, ete
etc....
.... 8820,
0, 827. 830
S30
for star routes
Alaska .............. 8.820.830
0.830
routes in Alaska
allowances ........ 820,827
for disability, etc.,
etc., allowances
820,827
for special
special delivery
delivery .....................
820
820
appliances.....................
827
827
for office appliances
indemnities, domestic
domestic registered
registered
for indemnities,
27
827
mail ..............................
for shipment of supplies
supplies............... 827
27. 830
:30
for inspectors.......................
. 827
for parcel
post insurance
insurance ..............
for
parcel post
827
S27..830
83
8
21
-i
i
Railway Mail
Mail Service .............
for Railway
for post office car service
service................
827
827
delivery .........
for rural delivery
..........
827
827 7830
for city delivery..................... S27,830
for rewards,
rewards. etc.........-..-..........
827
for assistant
postmasters and clerks
827
assistant postmasters
clerks ......
827
for separating
separating mails .............
830
27. 830
.8627,
for rent, light, and fuel ..............
S27,
830
S27,.830
for clerks
clerks in post offices................
offices
827
for intaglio
intaglio seals
seals....................
827
827
for
postal cards............
cards
827
............
827
for postal
for deposits
deposits to
to credit
miscellaneous
credit of miscellaneous
receipts...........
............
827
receipts
827
for
Morgan
827
for E. M.
M. Morgan..................
for
miscellaneous items,
items, first and
second
and second
for miscellaneous
class
830
class offices....................
for Marshall
Marshall Field
Field and
and Company
530
Company ........
S30
canceling stamp
stamp authorized
canceling
authorized for
for Newark.
Newark
N. J.. two
two hundred
hundred and fiftieth
fiftieth anniversary
niversary celebration
celebration.....-...---.
530
.
>:;0
Gulfport, Miss.,
Miss., to commemorate
commemorate MisGulfport,
sissippi Centennial
sissippi
Centennial Exposition
Exposition ......
851
'5 1
Springfield,
Springfield, Ill.,
Ill., to
to commemorate
commemorate adadmission
.-2
mission ot
of Illinois as aaState........
State
862
claims
for losses,
looses, extended
extended to Navy
Navy mail
claims for
clerks
I;
clerks.........................
contract stations, two-year
l
16(
contract
two-year terms alloweld
allowed ifr
ir
11(;;,`;
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diverted mails; limit on allowance
allowance for,
at
for, at
repealed..........
weighing periods repealed
116
empty mail bags may be returned
returned to
emergency cases; cartage..
mails in emergency
cartage
160
first class mail limit of weight to be same as.
fourth
fourth.....................
162
limit to penalty privilege matter
matter........
162
fourth class post offices;
offices; provisions
provisions for assigning to higher class
clam amended....
amended
signing
163
issue of duplicates for lost, etc., checks or
or
warrants
warrants...........................
38
mail in bulk accepted for transmission;
transmission;
pieces of third class matter.........
matter
162
fourth class matter.....................
matter
162
money or securities from Treasury Department ....
162
.......
.......
prepayment
prepayment of postage required.........
required
163
postal savings system modified
modified .........
159
punishment
for
injuring
mail receptacles,
receptacles,
punishment
etc
162
etc...........................
mailing, etc.,
etc., threats against the Presi919
dent
dent..........
.............
railroad transportation; readjustment
of
railroad
readjustment of
pay for; service classified -.......
425
full car service; apartment car service;
425
service
storage car service.................
mail, equipment, supplies, and
and emem426
ployees included
included in...............
in
ployees
closed pouch
pouch service by railroad em426
ployees; units of measuremente,
ployees;
measurements...
rates
rates of pay, full car service; initial and
426
terminal rates .................
apartment
apartment car service; initial and terminal rates
426
rates ..................
storage car service;
service; initial and termiterminal rates........
426
426
na
....-........
below standard;
deductions for cam below
standard;
426
no allowance for extra lengths
lengths......
closed
closed pouch service; initial and termi426
nal rates ......................
land grant roads to receive reduced pay
pay. 426
expenses included
included in initial and termiexpenses
426
nal rates ...........- ..........--variations in allowances
allowances authorized
authorized. ....- 426
mileage computations;
mileage
computations; full and
and apartapart427
ment cars
cars.......................
427
storage
storage cars.......................
cars
changes
changes in service
service allowed;
allowed; additional
427
pay restricted..
restricted ........
..
special contracts for service at higher
427
authorized
rates authorized
.................
427
report to Congress of
..............
poet
pest office cars; construction
construction and main427
tenance ......................
tenance
427
sound and sanitary condition
condition........
427
restriction on wooden
wooden.............
427
1, 1917
to be of steel after July 1,
1917........
427
allowance in emergency
emergency cases
allowance
cases........
responsibility
),ponsibilitv of carrier
carrier for service over
over
other roads .............
...---- 427
427
land grant roads ................
427
facilities
carriers....
facilities to be furnished
furnished by carriers
427
station space,
etc
space, rooms, etc..........-.-.
penalty for noncompliance
penalty
noncompliance with speci428
conditions
fied conditions...............General
general authority of Postmaster General
428
over ....
over
..................
penalty for noncompliance
noncompliance with re428
quirements ofof .
quirements
............-428
(Jelin( tions for diminished
diminished service......
service
dedlctions
428
ratil
rail and water service included in......
in
428
exceptions as to mails by freight trains..
trains
exceptions
428
rates for
for. ....-..-...........-...
-.428
&wornstatements to be made by ca.rriers
carriers.
sworn
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railroad transportation;
other
transportation; carriage of other
than first class
express rates.
rates.
class mail
mail at express
428
428
information
information from Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission to determine
determine...........
428
428
discretionary rates for fourth class matter
discretionary
and periodicals...............
periodicals
428
428
determination
determination by Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Commission ...................
428
428
less frequent dispatch
dispatch of third and fourth
class mail and periodicals authorized
authorized
428
428
return of postal cards, supplies, etc., in
unused space
space of mail cars, authorized
authorized.. 429
429
etc., may be
empty mail bags, etc.,
be returned
returned
to the mails in emergency cases
cases between October
October and
for
tween
and April; pay
pay for
additional space....................
space
429
429
weighing periods, etc.,
etc., hereafter
hereafter at discretion of Postmaster General;
General; expenses of computing
computing ............
429
429
continuance of present rates pending deecision of Interstate
Interstate Commerce Corn
cision
Commission
mission............................
429
429
selected use of space rate system; readselected
justment on decision of Commission.
Commission.
429
429
carriers required to transport mails; service and compensation
compensation...............
429
429
rates for, etc.,
determined by Inetc., to be determined
Commission
terstate Commerce Commission......
429
429
determining; procedure.,....
procedure.,
basis of determining;
429
429
statement of transportation
transportation requirements, etc.,
etc., to be filed by Postmaster General
429
.................
429
employees,
preparation of....
of..
employees, etc., for preparation
430
430
plan to be submitted................
submitted
430
answer of carriers
430
carriers.........- ,.. -....
430
taking of testimony
etc.—
.
436
436
testimony: ! etc.
-..
......
classification of carers
camera and rates by
classification
by
Comnxission
430
Commission.
................. ..
430
additional, etc., weighings, pending dedecision
430
cision.............................
430
rates
to be
established by
rates to
be established
by Commission;
Commission;
430
430
payment of
of.................
reexaminations
reexaminations allowed after six
430
months .
..................
430
full authority vested in Interstate
Interstate Com430
merce Commission
Commission.................
430
reduced allowance
allowance to land grant roads
430
430
roads..
continued, until rates fixed
present pay continued,
Commission ................
431
by Commision
431
appropriations available
available for established
appropriations
established
431
431
rates, etc ...................
penalty for refusal by carriers
carriers to perform
perform
431
431
service
service
............................
second class mail; prohibition
sending
prohibition on sending
424
424
by freight trains repealed
repealed...........
424
424
discriminations
no unfair discriminations..................
424
424
submission of complaints;
hearings
complaints; hearings...
appeal from adverse decision to court
424
424
of appeals,
appeals, District of Columbia....
Columbia
425
425
jurisdiction of court exclusive
jurisdiction
exclusive.....
425
425
precedence
expedition of cases
precedence and expedition
cases...
162
162
canceled at mailing
mailing office
stamps to be canceled
office....
162
162
precanceled, may
furnished .......
precanceled,
may be furnished
contracts, awarded
star route contracts,
awarded to lowest
lowest
bidder according
according to terms of adver161
161
tisement.
tisement ....................
161
161
requirements of service
service ..........-----requirements
substitution of other service if bids exor161
161
bitant, etc
.................-.
temporary contracts on
temporary
on failure by
by acac161
161
cepted bidder, for new routes, etc
etc..
161
161
limitations, etc ............----.----cost charged
defaulting contractor,
contractor.
charged to defaulting
162
162
etc
etc.........................
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Postal
star
lien allowed
allowed persons
star route
route contracts;
contracts; lien
persons
for
services to
162
for services
to contractor
contractor ..........
162
payment
payment by
by Postmaster
Postmaster General;
General;
limitation
162
limitation ........................
162
supplies distributing
and accounting
accounting disdissupplies
distributing and
tricts authorized,
1069,
tricts
authorized, etc
etc .........
1069 1110
1110
Postal Supplies
(see also
also Equipment
Equipment and
and SupSupPostal
Supplies (see
plies Division,
Post Office
Office DepartDepartplies
Division, Post
ment).
ment).
delivery
delivery districts
districts for,
for, to
be designated
designated.1069,
to be
1069, 1110
1110
Postelwait,
William,
Postelwait, William,
pension
increased
1221
pension increased........................
1221
Postleuait, Lucretia
Postlewait,
Lucretia M.
M. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension ..................................
1221
1221
Postmarking, etc., Stamps,
Stamps, Poctal
Postmarking,
Portal Service,
appropriation for
for ...................
421, 1067
appropriation
421.
1067
Postmaster General,
Postmaster
General,
appropriation for,
clerks, etc
104
appropriation
for, clerks,
etc .............
104
for chairman,
inspection........
chairman, board of inspection
105
chief clerk,
1108
for, chief
clerk, etc
etc ..................
1108
for appointment
clerk, chairman,
board
for
appointment clerk,
chairman, board
of inspectors, etc ................
1108
1108
for
chief inspector,
for chief
inspector, etc
etc ............
105, 1108
1108
purchasing agent,
for purchasing
agent, etc
105,
1108
etc ............
105, 1108
for attorneys, etc.,
for
etc., division
of
soliciter
105,1108
division of soliciter. 105,1108
for employees,
employees, care
care of
post office,
office,
of city
city post
Washrngt?n, D.
D. C
C ..................
105
Washington,
105
for postal service under.............
under
412, 1058
412,
1058
for
rent of
shops, and
for rent
of buildings
buildings for
for repair
repair shops,
and
Equipment Division
Equipment
412
Division ..
........
412
for construction
construction of
of new
new building
building for
for
shops, etc.;
etc.; site
site ....................
412
412
for
light, etc....................
etc
412
for power,
power, light,
412
for rent,
for
rent, repair
shops,
etc.;
extended
to
repair shops, etc.; extended to
September 30,
30, 1917................
1917
1059
September
1059
for
light, power,
power, etc.,
for light,
etc., equipment
equipment shops
shops
building
1059
building
......................
1059
for
42.
1059
for inspectors,
inspectors, etc
etc..................
412. 1059
acting
employees
allowed
in
place
01
acting employees allowed in place of
injured..........................
injured
413
413
absence
absence with pay allowed
disabled
allowed disabled
employees
employees .....................
413
413
payment in
case of
payment
in case
413
of death
death ............
413
specified
specified employees
employees included
413
included.........
413
for allowances
allowances ..................
.. 413,
413, 1059
for travel and miscellaneous
expenses 413. 1060
miscellaneous expenses
for experimental
poet
for
experimental extension
extension of
of parcel
parcel post
424
for marketing
marketing farm products........
products
424
authorized
authorized to readjust pay for mail transtransportation by
portation
of
425
by railroad;
railroad; basis
basis of......
425
existing
existing rates continued until decision of
Interstate
Commerce Commission...
Interstate Commerce
Commission
429
429
requirements to
to be
be filed
statement of requirements
filed
with Commission ..................
429
429
employees,
preparation of,
of,
employees, etc.,
etc., for
for preparation
authorized .....................
authorized
430
430
biddings, etc., for mail contracts put under
biddings,
direction
direction of
of ......
418
.............
418
may pay
persons for
for services
services rendered
may
pay persons
rendered on
on
star routes
routes on
star
employing
on failure of
of employing
contractor..........................
contractor
162
162
may
of clerks
may readjust
readjust salaries
salaries of
clerks in
in DepartDepartment
1109
ment .............
.............
1109
to assign employees
employees to various
various bureaus,
bureaus,
offices, and divisions of the
the DepartDepartoffices,
ment;report,
ment; report, etc.,
be submitted
1109
etc., to
tobesubmitted..
1109
to post bulletins
bulletins of
of States
States prohibiting
prohibiting
liquor advertisements,
advertisements, etc
1069
etc.........
1069
to
for issue
issue of
duplito prescribe
prescribe regulations
regulations for
of duplicates for lost, etc.,
etc., checks
checks or
or warwar...........................
37
rants .
transportation contracts may
may be signed by
transportation
by
Asistant .....................
an Assistant
,
1068
1068
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Postmaster
Page.
weighing
periods for
for railroad
transweighing periods
railroad mail
mail transportation
determined by......
by
429
portation to
to be
be determined
429
Postmaster, House
House of
Postmaster,
of Representatives,
Representatives,
appropriation for,
for, assistant,
money order
order
appropriation
assistant, money
clerk, messengers,
clerk,
etc
72,
1076
messengers, etc............
72. 1076
for horses
and wagons
1076
for
horses and
wagons............... 72.
72. 1076
Postmaster, Senate,
Senate,
Postmaster,
appropriation for,
for, carriers,
carriers, etc...........
etc
•68,
68, 1072
1072
appropriation
Postmasters,
Postmasters,
appropriation
413, 1060
413,
1060
appropriation for
for compensation
compensation .......
grading of annual
annual salaries
salaries from
from office
office
receipts ............
413
receipts
..................
413
for assistants,
first and
and second
class
for
assistants, first
second class
offices. .....................
414.
offices
414. 1060
1060
for assistants,
third class
for
assistants, third
class offices
offices...... 417,
417. 1063
1063
deficiency
for compensadeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
compensation ........................
820,
827, 830
830
tion
820, 827,
for
assistant, and
and clerks
827
for assistant,
clerks ................
827
allowances
allowances for
for procuring
procuring enlistments
enlistments in
in
Army
186
Army .............................
186
. Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps ................
560
560
immediate assignment
immediate
assignment of
of fourth
fourth class,
class, to
to
418
higher grades
grades..................
418
may
be designated
designated to
to pay
mail messengers,
may be
pay mail
messengers,
etc ..
..........................
418
418
assistants,
and fourth
class
assistants, etc.,
etc., at
at third
third and
fourth class
offices may
may perform
messenger servservoffices
perform messenger
ice;
418
ice; pay
pay..........................
418
Poston, John
4.,
Poston,
John A.,
pension increased
152
pension
increased.......................
152
Potash,
Potash,
appropriation for
for plants,
plants, etc.,
etc., for
for obtaining,
obtaining,
appropriation
on
465, 1153
on aacommercial
commercial scale
scale............ 465,1153
sale of
of product
experiments, etc....
465
465
etc....
sale
product of
of experiments,
Potash
Potash Fertilizers,
Fertilizers,
appropriation for
for investigating
investigating source
of
source of
appropriation
supply of,
1153
464, 1153
United States.
States. 464,
of, within
within United
supply
Potash
Potash Salts,
Salts,
appropriation
for geological
to
researches to
geological researches
appropriation for
determine presence
presence of..............
of
301
determine
301
Potatoes,
Potatoes,
appropriation
for investigating
investigating diseases
appropriation for
of ..............................
453,
1141
453. 1141
of
for
study of
of producing,
producing, handling,
for study
etc
454,
1143
454.1143
etc..........................
Potawatomi
Reservation, Kans.,
Potawatomi Indian
Indian Reservation,
appropriation for
bridges; contribution
by
contribution by
for bridges;
appropriation
State
county .................
133
133
and county
State and
council..
subject
to consent
133
of Indian council
consent of
subject to
Potomac Electric
Electric Power
Power Company,
Company, D. C.,
Potomac
overhead wires
Water Street
SW., bebeoverhead
wires on
on Water
Street SW.,
and Fourteenth,
Fourteenth, to
to be
be
tween Sixth
Sixth and
removed by
by ...................
1021
1021
removed
Potomac Park,
Potomac
Park, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation for
for care,
etc ..............
289
289
care, etc
appropriation
for grading,
grading, etc.,
etc., west
of embankment..
289
289
west of
embankment..
for
289
of embankment
east
embankment ................
289
east of
for
outdoor sports
portions .............
290
290
sports portions
for outdoor
for
sea wall
290
290
wall ................
for extending
extending sea
290
sewer.......
for
extending Easbys
290
for extending
Easbys Point sewer
for
field house,
East ..................
290
290
house, East
for field
for
connecting Rock
Rock Creek
Creek Park
Park
for parkway
parkway connecting
282
and..
...........................- .
and
282
additions authorized
connectauthorized to
to parkway
parkway connectadditions
ing
Park and
and ..........
689
689
Rock Creek
Creek Park
ing Rock
Potomac
Potomac River,
River,
appropriation for
for improvement
improvement of,
at WashWashof, at
appropriation
394
ington,
D. C
C....................
394
ington, D:
bridge
across, Riverside,
Riverside, Md
899
899
Md..
authorized across,
bridge authorized
construction
of new
Bridge
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge
construction of
across,
etc .........
163
163
cost, etc
across, authorized;
authorized; cost,
appropriation for
for plans,
163
163
etc ............
plans, etc
appropriation
Pottawatomie Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla., Citizen
of,
Citizen Band
Band of,
Pottawatomie
appropriation for
for payment
to certain
certain enenpayment to
appropriation
983
rolled
members of ................
rolled members

INDEX.
INDEX.

2093
2093

Pottawatomie Indians,
.
Page. Powell,
.,'
Indians,
Pottawatomie
Page.
Powell, Reuben J.,
appropriation
support, etc.,
etc., of......
of .
156. 991
991
156.
appropriation for
for support,
pension increased
increased .......................
1462
Pottawatomie Indians,
Pottawatomie
Indians, Wis. and Mich.,
Mich., WisWisPowell,
William
S.,
Powell, William S.,
consin
consin Band of,
of,
payment
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
payment to, for dispossessed
appropriation
for self
self support,
etc.; per
per
support, etc.;
appropriation for
Sherman County,
County, Oreg
Sherman
Oreg.............. 1355
1355
capita
156,991 Power,Adaline
capita distribution,
distribution, etc
etc.......... 156,991
(widow),
Power, Adaline L.
L. (widow),
Potter. Amos,
Amos,
Potter.
pension increased
increased ........................
1402
1402
pension
pension increased
increased 1536....................
1536 Power
Power Boat
Boat Routes,
Routes, Postal
Postal Service,
Potter,
Charles A.,
A.,
Potter, Charles
appropriation
for mail
transportation by. 418,1064
418,1064
mail transportation
appropriation for
pension
1502 Power,
1502
pension increased
increased ........................
Power, Mary
Mary (widow),
(widow),
Potter,
Charles R.,
R.,
Potter, Charles
pension increased
increased ........................
1527
pension
1245 Power
pension increased
increased...................... 1245
Public Lands,
Power Sites,
Sites, Public
Lands,
Potter, Friederike
(widow),
Friederike(widow),
Potter,
withdrawal
of
forfeited
Oregon
and
Califorwithdrawal of forfeited Oregon and Califorpension1227
1227
pension
..............................
nia Railroad
Railroad land grants
grants suitable for.
for
219
219
Potter, J.
J. M.,
M.,
Potter,
Powers,
Powers, Alden,
Alden,
payment to,
1391
payment
to, for
for injuries
injuries................... 1391
pension
increased
1247
1247
pension increased........................
H..
Potter, William
Potter,
William H.,
Powers, Emory C.,
Powers,
pension increased
1341
1341
increased.......................
pension
pension
1593
1593
pension...............................
Pottery,
Pottery,
Powers,
Powers, Henry
Henry C.
C.,,
appropriation for
for study
etc ,in
in
of processes,
processes, etc.,
study of
pension
increased .......................
1514
appropriation
pension increased
1514
manufacture
of
115,
1116 Powers,
115,1116
manufacture of.................
Powers, Hiram,
Hiram,
Morris, U.
U. S. Navy,
Navy,
Potts, Captain
Potts,
Captain Templin Morris,
1416
pension
increased
1416
pension increased........................
retired,
Powers,
John G.,
G.,
retired,
Powers, John
to
place_ ___ 602
602
list; place....
1221
pension
increased
to be
be rear
rear admiral on active list;
pension increased........................
required; to be additional
examinations required;
additional
Prairie
Ark.,
examinations
PrairieCounty, Ark.,
number;
back pay, etc
603
payment
Court of
findings to
to.... 1496
etc ..........
603
of Claims findings
number; no back
payment of
of Court
Pottstown. Pa.,
Pa.,
Prairie
PrairieDogs,
Dogs,
Pottstown.
appropriation
for devising
devising methods
appropriation for
268
methods for debuilding..........
for public
public building
appropriation for
appropriation
stroying
467, 1155
...............
stroying
deficiency appropriation
public buildappropriation for public
deficiency
M. (widow),
(widow),
ing ..............
18
Prame, Ida
Ida M.
18 Prame,
.............
...
ing
pension
Poulson, George
1237
T.,
Poulson,
George T.
............................
pension .
1345 Prater,
Francis,
Prater, Francis,
pension increased
1345
increased.......................
pension
1532
Poultry and
Eggs,
pension
increased
1532
Poultry
and Eggs,
pension increased......................
Prather
.
,John H.,
Prather,
H.,
appropriation for
preparing,
investigating, preparing.
for investigating,
appropriation
pension
1516
1516
increased........................
463,1152
463,1152
pension increased
for market, etc ................
Prather, William
William W.,
W.,
experimental shipments,
shipments, etc
etc .....
463,
1152 Prather,
463,1152
experimental
pension
1535
increased. ...................
Poultry Feeding
Feeding and
and Breeding,
pension increased
Poultry
Bertha C. (widow),
Pratt, Bertha
in-...... 450,1139
appropriation for experiments
experiments in_
450, 1139 Pratt,
appropriation
pension
1592
1592
Powder, Army
Army (see
pension ..................................
Army),
also Ammunition,
Ammunition, Army),
(see also
Powder,
Henry,
Pratt, Henry,
price for,
for, other
other than
small arms, limited 350, 913 Pratt,
than small
price
pension
increased ......................
1570
1570
pension increased
Powder Factory,
Army,
Powder
Factory, Army,
Pratt, Nimrod,
Nimrod,
appropriation for
283 Pratt,
etc ........
establishing, etc
for establishing,
appropriation
pension
increased
1517
pension increased........................
site
be accepted,
etc
283
accepted, etc............
may be
site may
Pratt,
A.
Pratt, William A.,
Ordnance and OrdPowder, Navy (see also Ordnance
pension
increased
1401
1401
pension increased........................
nance
Stores, Navy),
nance Stores,
Precious Metals,
appropriation for
for purchase
and manufacmanufacpurchase and
appropriation
Precious
appropriation
Metals ,for collecting statistics of..
84,
1088
ture of
of smokeless...............
smokeless
563, 1175
1175
appropriation for collecting statistics of.. 84, 1088
563,
ture
limitation
price for, other than
on price
limitation on
Predacious
PredaciousFishes, etc.,
small arms.....................
arms
563, 1175
1175
563,
investigation
of damages
to fisheries
fisheries by,
by, etc.
etc
232
small
232
damages to
investigation of
purchase
of, subject
subject to
operation of
full operation
to full
232
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ..............
232
purchase of,
appropriation
India.nhead plant
1175 Predmore,
563, 1175
plant ..............
Indianhead
Predmore, Joseph C.,
Powell, Eliza
J.,
Eliza J.,
Powell,
14189
pension
increased
1489
pension increased........................
payment
to, for
homestead
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead.
payment to,
Associates,
and Associates,
Preece. W. H. and
Sherman County,
County, Oreg
Oreg .............
1354
1354 Preece,
Sherman
may
bridge Tug
Tug Fork,
Fork, Big
River,
Sandy River,
Big Sandy
may bridge
(widow),
Frances (widow),
Powell, Frances
77
Kentucky and
and West
West Virginia
Virginia.......
Kentucky
pension increased
1405
..... 1405
increased ..................
pension
Preferred
Building and
and Loan
Loan Association,
Association,
Preferred Building
Powell,
T.
Francis T.,
Powell, Francis
Newark,
N. J.,
J.,
Newark, A.
1428
pension increased
1428
increased ........................
pension
refund of
of excise corporation
corporation tax............1494
tax
1494
refund
Powell,
E.,
Hliram E.,
Powell, Hiram
payment to,
to, for
for dispossessed
dispossessed homestead,
homestead,
Prender. Sarah
E. (widow),
(widow),
Sarah E.
payment
Prender.
Sherman County,
County, Oreg
1354
1249
pension increased
1249
Oreg.............-1354
Sherman
increased ......................pension
Powell „Ioeb
Joeb M.,
M..,
Powell,
Prescott, Ark.,
Ark.,
Prescott,
payment to, for
homestead,
dispossessed homestead,
for dispossessed
payment
268
appropriation for
public building
building ........
for public
appropriation
Sherman County, Oreg.............-Oreg
1355
Sherman
Prescott National
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz.,
Forest,
National
Prescott
Powell,
Powell, John
John 0.
0., '
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc.,
etc., of.
of. 459,1148
459, 1148
appropriation
homestead,
payment to, for
dispossessed homestead,
for dispossessed
payment
President of
the United
United States
States (see
(see also ProclaProclaof the
1355
Sherman County,
County, Oreg.....-.......Oreg
1155 President
Sherman
mations),
mations),
Powell. John P.
P.,
appropriation for
compensation
76, 1080
76,1080
for compensation........
appropriation
1238
pension increased
1238
increased........................
pension
tor
becretary
of, executive
executive clerk,
clerk, clerks.
clerks.
for Secretary of,
(uiodv),.
Pou
ell, Lucy W. (wiodw),
Pouell.
etc
76, 1030
76,1080
.-----..-----etc.............
1383
increased ......................
1383
pension increased
290
for
traveling expenses
expenses of -.......-----for traveling
Powell.
Mary A.
A. (widow),
Po, cell. Mary
for
person of
311
-311
of............
the person
protecting the
for protecting
pension
1377
1377
...............................
pension
for printing,
ascertainment of electoral
electoral
printing ascertainment
for
Powell National
Forest. Utah.
Utah,
Powell
National Forest.
vote
for
326
326
vote for...............----------appropriation
of. 459,
1148
459, 1143
etc., of.
maintenance, etc.,
for maintenance,
appropriation for

2094
President
President of
of the
the Coiled
Un ited States—Continued.
States--Continued.
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
radiodypurchase of radiodynamic torpedo control inventions
inventions
of John
John Hays Hammond,
Hammond, jr.,
upon
jr., upon
approval
approval of ....................
board of Army and Navy officers
officers to
examine
examine and report ..............
for inauguration
inauguration expenses, 1917, at the
Capitol
............................
for naval emergency
emergency fund under; expenditures
penditures specified................
specified
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for administration of customs laws................
laws
action on selection
selection of naval officers recommended for promotion by board of
admirals
admirals.........................
authority in time of war, or emergency
emergency
prior to March 1, 1918, to procure
material from any
ships or war material
person
person
..
.................
authority over Canal Zone specifically
specifically
designated .....................
designated
authorized to abolish duplication
duplication of work,
work,
by departments,
departments, etc.,
etc., reported by
Efficiency Bureau
Efficiency
Bureau.................
to accept
accept gift of birthplace of Abraham
Abraham
Lincoln .......-----..............
Lincoln
to appoint Bernard A. Schaaf, master
master
signal electrician,
electrician, retired
retired ...........
commission
commission of Navy officers to investiinvestigate, etc.,
necessity for additional
etc. ' necessity
additional
navy yards, stations, etc
etc ............
advisability,
advisability, etc.,
etc., of abolishing
abolishing any
present
present yards ...................
delegates
delegates to World's Purity
Purity FederaFederaCongress ....................
tion Congress
representative to celebration of landrepresentative
ing of Sir Francis Drake on
on coast of
of
California
California ..........
...........
to assume exclusive control of transporsystems, for military traffic,
tation systems,
traffic,
etc.,
wax
etc., in time of war......
.. ...
to designate game, etc., reserves on lands
purchased under conservation
Act
conservation Act..
to draft National Guard,
Guard, etc., into milimilitary service with Arm
Army..............
to fill vacancies
vacancies in United
United States section
of International
Commission_
International High Commission..
to invite delegates
delegates from other nations to
International
International Farm Congress.
Congress...... ..
foreign nations to send delegates
delegates to
to
International
International Farm Congress,
Congress, 1918..
1918- Governments
Governments of Central and South
South
America to second Pan American
American
Financial Conference
Conference .............
great Governments to a
aconference
conference for
peaceful settlements of disputes,
peaceful
disputes,
etc
etc.............................
appoint representatives
representatives
of
the
United States..............
States
United
...
may suspenl
suspend construction
construction of
new
of new
vesselsif
vessels if tribunal established, etc.
etc.
Spain and Pan American countries to
to
Texas Bicentennial,
Bicentennial, etc.,
etc., Exposition ..........
...............
to procure military supplies in time of
of
war; means
provided for ...........
means provided
to raise maximum
maximum strength
of Army
strength of
Army
enlisted men .....................
to secure equal facilities, etc.,
etc., to AmeriAmerican vessels
vessels by
by foreign
foreign governments..
governments.
can
Congress
to be advised,
Congress to
advised, if
not obtained
if not
obtained
by diplomatic action
action................
cadets at large to Military
Academy to be
Military Academy
selected by
selected
by......................
"honor schools".
schools" .........
number from "honor

INDEX.
INDEX.
Page.

President
of the
the United
United States-Continued.
States—Continued.
Presidentof
duties for enforcing
provisions against
against ununenforcing provisions
fair
competition ...................
fair competition
joint committee
committee of
of Congress
Congress to
arrange ininjoint
to arrange
347
augural
augural ceremonies
ceremonies of
of..............
joint meeting
meeting of the two Houses
Congress
Houses of Congress
347
to receive
receive communication
from, ordordcommunication from,
ered for December
December 7, 1915........
1915
874
for April 19, 1916
1916 .....................
for
for August 29, 1916 ....................
1192
1192
for December
December 5,
for
5, 1916
1916...............
for
for February
February 3, 1917
...............
for February
February 26,
31
26, 1917..................
1917
may add designated
designated public
public lands
lands to
to ColoColoForests, Colo.
Colo.
rado and Pike Nations Forests,
579
Hoffman, assistmay appoint Leonard
Leonard G. Hoffman,
ant paymaster,
Navy .............
ant
paymaster, Navy.
James Jackson,
Jackson, brigadier general,
general, retired
retired.
as brigadier
general, retired,
brigadier general,
retired, any colonel
colonel
1193
on retired
having specified
retired list having
specified
service record
record................
527
as major general any brigadier general
527
having
specified service
havingspecified
service...........
any brigadier
brigadier general, retired
retired having
having
1122
specified Civil War record
record.......
any retired
retired officer with
with specified
specified Civil
War and
and Army
Army record
record ............
385
War
may call
call international
international conference
conference for
for regumay
regu900
lating immigration
aliens, etc....
etc ..
immigration of aliens,
may detail officers
officers and enlisted men
men from
from
Navy and Maxine
Marine Corps to serve
571
Republic of Haiti..........
Haiti
Republic
.....
may direct investment of postal
postal savings
571n
571
deposits in Government bonds........
bonds
Philippine Islands; authority
Philippine
authority of, over
over acts
of legislature
1134
legislature relating to tariff, immigration, currency,
currency, or coinage........
coinage
gration,
approval, etc., of acts
acts of legislature....
legislature
approval,
60
appointment of Governor
Governor General,
General, etc..
etc
appointment
vice governor
governor
.................
auditor ..........................
chief
justices of supreme court...
court
chief and justices
645
Porto Rico, civil government
government provisions..
provisions
476
476
proceedings
for counting
proceedings in
in Congress
Congress for
counting
electoral
Presielectoral votes for, and
and Vice
Vice Presi339
dent
.......................
punishing
8
punishing for mailing, etc.,
etc., threats against
against.
8
requested
requested to designate
designate a
a day for contricontribillions to relieve
relieve Armenians
475
butions
Armenians in
in
belligerent
belligerent countries
countries...........
to receive
1168
receive funds
relief of Ruthenians
Ruthenians
funds for relief
(Ukrainians)
(Ukrainians)....... ..........
requested
return bill providing for Aguerequested to return
Aque1052
duct
duct Bridge, D. C
C..................
Bayou Bartholomew
Bartholomew bridge
Bayou
bridge..............
advisory commission
commission for
for Council
to appoint
appoint advisory
Council
618
618
Defense
of National Defense.................
on Mobilizing
Mobilizing Industries
Essential
Board
Industries Essential
618
618
for Military
for
Military Preparedness
Preparedness. ........
commissioners
of
United
618
commissioners
United States Shipping
618
Board ..........................
members
members of Tariff Commission
Commission.........
information from,
217
information
from, to
to be
at disposal
disposal of
be at
of..
217
Governor
Porto Rico
Rico ................
Governor of Porto
auditor;
authority,
etc
auditor;
etc.............
213
213
supreme
and district
district court
court judges,
judges,
supreme and
etc
etc...........................
36
seven members
members of
Board of
of Visitors,
Visitors, Naval
Naval
seven
of Board
Academy
Academy ........................
737
737
West
Indian Islands
Islands ceded
ceded by
West Indian
by Denmark
Denmark
737
placed under
direction of.........
of
placed
under direction
appointment
of
governor,
etc
appointment of governor, etc..........
proclamation to
to issue
payment for
62
proclamation
issue on
on payment
for.
etc
62 1
etc.............................

Page.
799
799
1605
1605
1599
1599
1600
1600
1604
1604
1605
1605
1606
1606
1608
1608
848
848
1184
1184
627
627
627
627
628
628
628
628
628
628
894

223
160
160
548
548
551
551
552
552

553
553
553
555
555
951
1606
919
919
1602
1602
999
999

1601

1602
1602

649
214
214
729
729
795
795
796
955
955

957
957
965
965

608
1132
1132
1132

1133
1133

INDEX.
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Pres;","o
Page.
Pres;i;o of
of San
San Francisco,
Francisco, Cal.,
Cal.,
Page.
appropriation for
connecting Fort
appropriation
for road connecting
Winfield Scott
Fort Miley.....
Miley
637
Scott and
and Fort
637
permission
permission for occupying
occupying portion of, by
by
Palace of
Palace
of Fine
Fine Arts, Panama
Panama Pacific
Exposition, continued;
continued; conditions,
Exposition,
conditions,
etc....................
.........
etc
637
way through, granted
right of way
granted San Francisco
for sewer
919
sewer. ..... ....................
919
Presley,
Clara L.
Presley, Clara
L. (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased .....................
1446
pension
1446
Pribble,
John T.,
Pribble, John
T.,
increased
1244
pension increased.......................
1244
Pribilof Islands,
Islands, Alaska
FishPribilof
Alaska (see
(see also
also Alaska
Alaska Fisheries Service),
eries
Service),
sale
sale of skins
skins of
of fur
fur seals taken for
for food
food on,
on,
authorized.. _.
236
authorized
...........
......
236
Price, Adelbert,
Price,
Adelbert,
pension increased........................
increased.
1333
Price, Alexander,
Price,
Alexander,
increased. ......................
1515
pension increased.
1515
Price, Charles,
Price,
Charles,
pension increased .......................
1570
1570
Price, Emanuel
Emanuel L.,
Price,
L.,
pension increased
increased. .......................
1524
1524
Price, Jesse,
Price,
Jesse,
pension increased
increased. ........................
1533
1533
Price, Louisa
(widow),
Price,
Louisa (widow),
pension.
1438
pension ...............................
1438
Prickett, Bridget
Pricett,
Bridget (widow),
(widow),
pension
1206
pension................................
1206
Priest,
Priest, John W.,
pension
1212
pension increased.
increased....
................
1212
Priest River, Idaho,
Priest
Idaho,
authorized across Pend Oreille
bridge authorized
River at ..........................
River
66
Princes
Princes Lower Landing,
Landing, Ala.,
Ala.,
bridge
across Tombigbee
Tombigbee River
bridge authorized
authorized across
at,
Jackson ...................
123
at, near
near Jackson
123
Princeton.
Va.,
Princeton. W. Va.,
condemned cannon granted to.:
to • .........
842
Prine,
Prine, William.
William W.
W.,
1480
pension increased .......................
Printing
Division, Treasury
Printing and Stationery
Stationery Dirision,
Treasury
Department,
Department,
appropriation for
for chief
division, etc..
1084
etc.. 79,
79,1084
chief of division,
appropriation
Printing
Printing Committee,
Commniittee, Joint
Joint (see
(see Joint Committee
Printing).
tee on
on Printing).
PrintinqPaper,
Printing
Paper,
duty
on,
valued
cents per
pound
795
795
duty on, valued above
above 5
5 cents
per pound..
countervailing, from
country imposing
countervailing,
from country
export tax
wood pulp,
pulp, etc
795
etc......
795
on, wood
export
tax on,
on free
not above
above 5
on
free list
list valued
valued not
5 cents
cents per
per
pound
795
pound
......................
Prints, etc.,
Prints,
etc.,
extended for registering,
etc., detime extended
registering, etc.,
layed by
by existing
war
516
layed
existing war..............
516
Prior,
.John S.,
Prio,, John
pension increased.
1443
1443
increased......-...-..........-.
pension
Prison
(`otr, or
ission. International.
International,
Prison (Con
nission.
appropriation for
annual contribution..
contribution.. 256,
1052
256, 1052
for annual
appropriation
Prisonce8.
P/isornr,-s. D.
I. C.,
appropriat ion
ion for
to abandoned
abandoned
or payments
payments to
approprit
families
of
706,
1034
706,1034
families of--....----.---------for support
support of
etc .....
1034
.....-. 706,
706,1034
of jail,
jail, etc
for
tortransporting
.
- 707, 1034
fur transporting.......---..-----.
deficiency appropriation
jail.
of jail.
807
appropriation for
for support of
deficienly
807
for
abandoned families of for payments
payments to abandoned
Prisonersof
Prisoners,
of War, etc.,
appropriation for
under
of, under
etc., of,
for expenses.
expenses, etc,
appropriation
Navy Department
557, 1169
.
...... 557,1169
Navy
Department
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
insane, admitted
admitted to Saint
l)
Ir
rT
i
t-i
Hospital,
558
-..
. .... - . .-.- -lusSptial, D.. C
=t02t;20° -‘ot.
},;:i'Wo--v
oi0.

"n'-pT

2--61
2---61
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2095

Prisoners, United States
Page.
Prisoners,
States Courts,
Courts,
appropriation for
for inspection
inspection of prisons
prisons and,
appropriation
etc
312
etc...............................
312
support of, etc
314
for support
etc --........---.....
-314
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for support,
etc
32.
deficiency
support, etc..
32,
33,44,819,827
33,
44, 819, 827
Prisons,
Prisons, United States (see also
also Penitentiaries),
appropriation for superintendent
superintendent of
of....
.... 109,1111
109,1111
appropriation
for
inspection of,
of, and
prisoners. ......
_ 312
for inspection
and prisoners..........
312
superintendent
of,
to
serve
on
commission
superintendent of, to serve on commission
to
manufacture by
to submit plans
plans for
for manufacture
by
convicts of articles
convicts
articles for
for the GovernGovernment
819
ment. ............................
819
Pritchard,
Pritchard, Laura
Laura S.
S. (widow),
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased 1537
......................
1537
Pritchard,
Pritchard, Mary (widow),
pension
1290
pension ..............................
1290
Pritchett, James
James M.,
M.,
Pritchett,
pension
1331
pension increased.
increased .....................
1331
Pritchett, Mary
L. (widow),
Pritchett,
Mary L.
(widow),
pension.
pension 1595
..........................
. 1595
Frill,
Pritt, William
William E.,
E.,
pension
1340
1340
...........-.
increased. •
..
pension increased.
Private
Claims,
PrivateLand Claims,
survey
California, on
on
survey,t etc. directed
directed of,
of, in
in California,
deposit of costs,
995
deposit
costs, etc
etc...............
995
time extended
extended for
filing, with
surveyors
time
for filing,
with surveyors
general;
condition
342
general; condition................
342
Probation
ProbationSystem,
System, D.
D. C.,
C.,
appropriation
704, 1031
1031
704,
appropriation for
for expenses
expenses ..........
Proceedings
in Congress,
Proceedingsin
Congress,
appropriation
RepHouse of
of Repfor reporting,
reporting, House
appropriation for
resentatives ...................
72,1076
resentatives
72,1076
for reporting,
reporting, Senate
Senate ...............
69,1073
..........
330
for panting
printing and
and bind'
binding..........--....
330
deficiency appopriation
appromataott for extra
deficiency
extra services,
reporting,
of Representatives.
Representatives.
822
eportng, House
House of
822
services reporting, Senate...
for extra services
Senate...._ 821
821
Proclamations of
Proclamations
of the
the President,
President,
commending.
Negro Exposition
commending National
National Negro
Exposition
interest of the Nation.....
Nation
to active interest
1734
convening
special session
the Senate
1818
convening special
session of
of the
Senate.
1818
declaring copyright privileges
privileges for mechanical
musical
reproductions
extended
ical musical reproductions extended
to New
to
New Zealand
Zealand ..................
1815
extended
Italy. ......................
1
18
72
15
5
extended to
to Italy
1725
declaring
existence
of
domestic
violence
in
declaring existence of domestic violence in
Mexico, and
Mexico,
and prohibiting
prohibiting export
export of
of
arms, etc.
etc., thereto
thereto ................
1756
designating
Thursday,
November
25, 1915.
designa
as•
Thanksgiving
Thursday, November
Day.
25,
1915
1756
1756
as Thanksgiving Day ..............
November 30,
1916, as
ThanksThursday, November
30,1916,
as Thanksgiving Day
giving
Day1813
....................
1813
January 1, 1916,
contribute aid
January
1916, a
a day
day to contribute
aid
to suffering
Polish people.
1761
people ...........
1761
to
suffering Polish
January
27, 1916,
January 27,
1916, a
a day to
to contribute
contribute aid
aid
suffering Jews.
to suffering
Jews 1762
..................
1762
October 21
1916, days
October
21 and
and 22, 1916,
days to contribute
aid to
to stricken
tribute aid
stricken Syrian
Syrian and
and
Armenian peoples
Armenian
peoples...............
1802
November 1,
1, 1916,
contribute
day to
to contribute
November
1916, a
a day
aid
aid to stricken
stricken Lithuanian
Lithuanian people_
people- -_ 1801
diminishing
Arkansas National
diminishing area
area of
of Arkansas
National
1766
Forest Ark
Ark.......................
Forest,
Chelan
National Forest,
Forest, Wash.......---.
Wash_ .......
176'
Chelan National
1767
Cleveland
1747National Forest,
Forest, Cal
Cal ....-... 174
Cleveland National
Datil
Men. _
1746
1746
Datil National
National Forest,
Forest, N.
N. Mex.--------Nebo
1733
Nebo National
National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah............ 1-3
Ozark National
National Forest,
72
1725
Ozark
Forest, Ark
Ark............ 17
Santa Barbara
National Forest,
Forest, Cal
Cal....
1730
Santa
Barbara National
1731
Sequoia National
National Forest,
Forest, Cal
Cal........... 1731
Sequoia
Sierra National
Forest, Cal
724
1724
Cal............
National Forest,
Sierra
Tahoe
National
Forest,
Cal.
and
Nev
11803
Tahoe National Forest, Cal. and Nev....
1803
Teton National
Forest, Wyo
1783
Teton
National Forest,
Wyo............ 1783
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Proclamations
President--Continued.
directing disposal
disposal of certain lands of Crow
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont..........
Mont
disposal of lands in Standing
Standing Rock
Rock
N. and S. Dak_
Indian Reservation, N.
Dak.
sale of undisposed of lands, Devils Lake
Indian Reservation,
Dak.......
Reservation, N.
N. Dak
discontinuing Kansas
Kansas National Forest,
discontinuing
Forest,
Kans
Kans..........................
eliminating
eliminating Paulina National Forest. Oreg
Oreg.
enlargig
enlarging area of Bridger
Bridger National
National Forest,
Forest,
yo
yo..........................
Deschutes
Deschutes National Forest, Oreg........
Oreg
Nebraska
National Forest, Nebr........
Nebraska National
Nebr
Wasatch National Forest, Utah
•Wasatch
Utah .......
Whitman National
National Forest, Oreg........
Whitman
Oreg
forbidding transfers
forbidding
transfers of American
American vessels to
foreign ownership ...............
modifying area of Alamo
Alamo National
National Forest,
modifying
Forest,
Men ...........................
N. Mex
Angeles
National Forest, Cal..............
Angeles National
Cal
Chugach
Chugach National Forest,
Forest, Alaska.......
Alaska
Crater
Crater National
National Forest,
Forest, Oreg. and CalCal...Dixie
National Forest, Nev.,
Dixie National
Nev., Utah,
Utah, and
Ariz.......................
Ariz
Fremont
Fremont National Forest, Oreg ........
Mount Olympus
Olympus National Monument,
Wash
Wash....
................
Uinta National Forest,
Forest, Utah
Utah...........
Washakie
WashAie National
National Forest, Wyo
Wyo-.......
opening to entry certain lands in Colville
Colville
Reservation, Wash.......
Indian Reservation,
Wash
homestead
homestead entry lands in abandoned
abandoned
Fort Assinniboine
Assinmboine Military
Military Reservation, Mont ..............
surface homestead entry
entry coal lands in
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
Reservation,
N. Dak
N
.....................
prescribing
regulations
for
protection of
prescribing
migratory
migratory game, etc.,
etc. 'birds.........
requesting
requesting patriotic
patriotic observance
observance of Flag
Day.......................
Day
reserving Anette
reserving
Annette Island fishery reserve,
reserve,
Alaska,
Metlakahtlans, etc
Alaska, for
for Metlakahtlans,
etc.........
from lease,
lease, etc.,
etc., certain Alaskan
Alaskan coal
fields .....................
Lahaina,
Hawaii, for lighthouse
Lamina, Hawaii,
lighthouse purpurposes. .....................
land for lighthouse
lighthouse purposes,
purposes, Honolulu,
Honolulu,
Hawaii
Hawau.....
...................
lighthouse
Navassa Island,
Island, W. I.,
I., for lighthouse
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1734
1734
1721
1721

1776
1752
1752
1738
1738
1784
1784
1736
1736
1740
1732
1732
1813
1813
1814
1814
1774
1774
1797
1740
1735
1735
1781
1781
1737
1737
1726
1726
1733
1733
,
84
1784
1778
1778
1808
1808

1748
1792
1792
1782
1782
1777
1777
1773
1773
1769
1769

1751

purposes..................
1763
1763
restori•nglighthouse
light
house reservation,
reservation, Honolulu
restoring
Honolulu
to Hawaii,
Hawaii, and setting
setting apart a
a new
new
site........................
site
1817
1817
apart Pisgah National
setting apart
National Forest,
Forest,

N. . C
,..............
N.
...............
setting aside Bandelier National MonuMonument, N. Mex
Men .................
Capuin
Capulin National
National Monument,
Monument, N. Mex
Men ...
Dinosaur National Monument,
Monument, Utah..
Utah... _
Natural Bridges
Bridges National Monument,
Utah ..............................
Old Kasaan National Monument, Alaska.
Ainska_
National Game Preserve, N. C..
Pisgah National
C_.
Sieur de Monts
Monts National Monument,
Monument, Me.
Me_
Walnut Canyon National Monument,
Monument,
Ariz..............................
Ariz
warning against violating
violating neutrality
neutrality in war
between
between Bulgaria
Bulgaria and France, Great
Great
Britain, Italy, and Serbia
Serbia........
Germany and Italy ....................
Germany and Portugal ............
Germany
Italy and Austria-Hungary
Austria-Hungary
...........
Italy and Turkey...................
Turkey.

1811
1811

1764
1764
1792
1792
1752
1752

1764
1764
1812
1812
1812
1812
1785
1785
1761
1761
1757
1757
1798
1798
1770
1770
1726
1726
1743
1743

warning against
violating neutrality,
warning
against violating
neutrality, etc;
etc;
Roumania
Roumania and
Austria-Hungary,
and Austria-Hungary,
Germany, and Turkey.............
Germany,
Turkey
1805
1805
Procurers(see
Procurers
(see also
Prostitution),
also Prostitution),
alien,
alien, excluded
excluded admission
admission ................
876
876
Production
of DutiableArticles Abroad,
Production of
of,
Abroad, Cost of,
appropriations
appropriations for investigations, reports,
reports,
etc.,
................
etc. on .......
111
111
duties transferred
transferred to
to Tariff
Tariff Commission...
CemmisRion
796
796
Professors,
Academy,
Professors, etc., Naval Academy,
number, pay,
pay, etc.,
etc., at
at discretion
discretion of
of SecreSecretary of the Navy
Navy
607
..................
607
Professorsfor
Professors
for Colleges, etc., Alien,
not excluded
not
excluded admission
under
contract
admission under contract
labor
labor laws ..................
878
878
Prohibition in
Alaska,
Prohibition
in Alaska,
preventing
preventing manufacture,
manufacture, sale,
etc., of
insale, etc.,
of intoxicating liquors
liquors and
alcohol ......
903
and alcohol
903
permissive use, etc.,
etc., regulations,
etc...
903
regulations, etc...
903
Prohibition in
in District
Columbia,
Prohibition
District of
of Columbia,
provisions
provisions regulating
regulating sale,
sale, etc.,
etc., of
of alcoholic
alcoholic
liquors ..........................
liquors
1123
1123
Prohibition
in Porto Rico,
Prohibitionin
provisions in
in civil government
provisions
government Act relating
relating
to intoxicants
intoxicants .................
952
to
952
Projectile
Plant, Navy,
Navy,
ProjectilePlant,
appropriation for erection,
appropriation
equipment,
erection, equipment,
,
etc.....
.........-----........
etc
563
563
for completion
completion and
for
and equipment
equipausat o.......
oL
1175
1176
limitof
limit
ofcostincreed..............
cost increased
1175
117
Projectiles,
Army,
Projectiles, Army
appropration
for modernizing, etc
appropriation for
etc .....
346,911
346,911
Projectiles,
Nary,
Projectiles, Nary,
appropriation
for
developing
armor-piercappropriation for developing armor-piercetc.....................
ing, etc
564, 117'6
564,
76
Properties
Properties of
of Materials,
Materials,
appropriation for
for investigations
investigations to
deterappropriation
to determine,
etc. ..................
mine, etc
114,
114, 1116
1116
Disbursing Officers,
National
Property and Disbursing
Officers, Naional

Guard,

appropGriuaatirodn,
pay ...................
appropriation for
for pay
Property of
Carriers,
Property
of (orriers,
appropriation
for expenses,
expenses, determining
appropration for
determining
valuation
valuation of, subject
to interstate
interstate
sulbjet to
commerce
regulations ..............
commerce rellations
Propson,
Propson, Elizabeth
(widow),
Elizabeth (?cudorw,
pension increased
pension
increased
.............
Pross, Mary (widow),
Press,
pension
increased
pension increased.........
..................
Prosser, Leelroit
Prosser
Loedit C.,
C.,
pension
increased
pension increased.......................
Prostitutes,
Prostittes,
alien,
admission ...............
alien, excluded
excluded admission
provisions
for deportation
alien
provisions for
deportation of
of alien........
Prostitution, etc.,
Prostitution,
importing aliens
aliens for,
for, or
or other
other immoral
immoral purpurimporting
poses,
afelony......................
felony.
poses, a
punishment for
for harboring,
harboring, etc.,
jurispunishment
etc., jurisdiction
diction.......................
attempts to
to return
after deportation_
attempts
return after
deportation. evidence
evidence of husband or
admissible.
or wife
wife admissible.
deportation
of aliens,
aliens, inmates
or concondeportation of
inmates of,
of, or
nected with,
with, houses
houses of.......-.....
of
nected
employed in
house of,
of, dance
dance hall,
hall, or
employed
in house
or
similar resort
resort ...............-...
similar
attempting to return
after; punishment
punishment
return after;
for ...........................
for
Protocol,
Protocol,
with Russia
Russia as
as to
to exportation
exportation
of agreement
agreement with
of
embargoed goods.........
goods
of embargoed
.......
Ftocidence Hospital,
D. C.,
C.,
Prmidenee
Hospitl,D.
appropriation for support,
support, etc.,
etc., destitute
destitute
patients in .....................
for
for isolating
isolating ward ...............
703,
703,

646
646

281
281
1289
1289
1417
1417
1453
14.53
876
876
889
889
878
878
878
878
878
878
879
879
889
889
889
889
889
889
1638
1638
293
93
1031
1031
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Providence, R.
R. I.,
I.,
Public Buildings—Continued.
Buildings-Continued.
Public
appropriation
for improvement
improvement of
of river
river and
and
appropriation for
appropriation for Caruthersville,
appropriation
Caruthersville, Mo.....
Mo
harbor ............................
292
for Cedar Falls, Iowa
Iowa ...................
Prozident
Mutual
Building
Loan
Association,
Provident Mutual Building Loan Association,
for Chadron,
Nebr
Chadron, Nebr......................
Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Cal.,
Cal.,
for Chamberlain,
Chamberlain, S. Dak ...............
refund
refund of excise corporation tax .........
1492
for
Iowa
for Chariton,
Chariton, Iowa.....................
Armyj.
Provisions,
Prorisions,Army
Army (see Subsistence, Army).
for
City, Iowa..................
Iowa
for Charles
Charles City,
Corps,
Marine
Provisions, Marine Corps,
Provisions,
Charleston, Ill.....................
Ill
for Charleston,
appropriation for
613, 1189
1189
appropriation
for......................
for
Town, W.
Va
for Charles Town,
W. Va...............
enlisted
have Army
for
Charlotte, Mich
Mich .....................
enlisted men on shore to
to have
Army
for Charlotte,
613,1189
for
ration .......................
613,1189
for Charlotte,
Charlotte, N.
N. C.,
C., rent................
rent
for
Navy ration
ration at foreign stations,
1189
stations, etc
etc. 613,
613, 1189
for Cherokee,
Cherokee, Iowa
Iowa .................
..........
deficiency
appropriation
for
29,
339,
816
for
Cherryvale,
E.
ans
deficiency appropriation
for Cherryvale, Kans ...............
for
Provisions,
Navy,
for Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.,
Ill., post
post office, etc
etc .......
Proeisions, Navy,
appropriation
for Chillicothe,
Chillicothe, Mo
Mo.....................
appropriation for ...................... 603,1182
for Cody, Wyo
30,815,816,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..... 30,
815, 816, 828
Wyo .....................
Cohoes,N. Y
Y......................
for Cohoes,N.
Provost,
Prorost, Alma,
1477
for Columbia,
payment to, for injuries .................
Columbia, S. C
C.................
for Coshocton, Ohio
Ohio.................
Psyehopathic
Constitutional,
.
Inferiority, Constitutional,
Psychopathic Inferiority,
Tex
for Cuero, Tex.........................
aliens of, excluded
excluded admission ............
875
for Davenport,
Davenport, Iowa....................
Iowa
for
Public
Buildings,
Public Buildings,
for Decatur,
Decatur, Ala
Ala ...................
for
263
appropriation for Aberdeen,
appropriation
Aberdeen, Wash .........
for De
Funiak Springs,
Springs, Fla
for
De Funiak
Fla.............
263
for Akron,
Akron, Ohio .......................
263
for De Land,
Land, Fla .....................
263
for Albion,
Albion, Mich
Mich ......................
for Denton,
Denton, Tex
for
Tex.......................
263
for Alliance,
Alliance, Nebr
Nebr .....................
263
for Des
Des Moines,
Moines, Iowa
Iowa ...............
for
263
for Altus, Okla .........................
for Dickinson,
Dickinson, N.
N. Dak.................
Dak
for
for
Amherst, Mass
Mass .....................
263
263
for Amherst,
for Douglas,
Douglas, Any
Ariz......................
for
for
Andalusia, Ala
263
263
Ala .....................
for Andalusia,
for Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich
Mich ....................
for
263
for Anoka, Minn ......................
263
for Dubois,
Dubois, Pa
for
Pa .....................
263
263
for Antigo, Wis .........................
for Durango,
Durango, Colo .....................
.
for
263
for
Ashland, Kyv
Ky .......................
263
for Ashland,
for Durant,
Durant, Okla......................
Okla
for
263
for Ashland, Ohio .....................
263
for
Las Vegas,
Vegas, N
N. Mex...........
for East
East las
Mex
for Athens,
Tenn .......................
263
for
Athens, Tennrm
for East
East Orange,
Orange, N. J
J ...............--for
office, etc ........
for Atlanta, Ga., post office,
263
for East
East Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pa ...............
for
263
....................
for Attleboro, Mass .
for East
East Saint
Saint Louis,
Ill
for
Louis, Ill
.............
263
for Aurora,
Aurora, Nebr ......................
for Eatonton,
Eatonton, Ga
.-- .....
for
Ga ...............
263
for Austin,
Tex ........................
Austin, Tex
for
...................
for Elkhart,
Elkhart, Ind .
263
Bakersfield, Cal ....................
for Bakersfield,
for Elldns,
W Va
for
Elkins, W.
Va ....................
263
etation..
Baltimore, Md.,
Md., immigrant station.—
263
for Baltimore,
for
Wash ................
for Ellensburg,
Ellensburg, Wash
263
Barnesville, Ga
Ga.....................
263
for Barnesville,
for El Paso,
Paso, Tex ...................
263
for Bartow,
Bartow, Fla
Fla ........................
for
for
Ohio ....................
for Elyria,
Elyria, Ohio
263
for Basin,
Basin, Wyo ........................
263
for
Ind ..--....
..--..
for Evansville,
Evansville, Ind
263
for Batavia, N. Y .......................
for
for Falls
Falls City, Nebr
Nebr ........
.......
263
Mich......................
263
for Bay City, Mich
for
Mo .................
.
for Farmington,
Farmington, Mo
263
for
City, Tex
Tex......................
for Bay Citv,
for
Mo........................
Fayette, Mo
for Fayette,
for
Bayonne, N.
N. J
J. .......................... 263
for Bayonne,
for Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, Ga .....................
for
Beaver Dam, Wis ..................-263
for Beaver
for
for Flint,
Flint, Mich
Mich .
-........
for
263
Tex .......................
for Beeville, Tex
for Fordyce, Ark .......................
263
for
Belton, Tex .......................
263
for Belton,
Atkinson, Wis
Wis .................
Fort Atkinson,
for Fort
263
for Bemidji,
Bemidji, Minn......................
Minn
263
............
for Fort Fairfield,
Fairfield, Me ...
for
263
Berlin, N. H .......................
for Berlin,
for Fort Morgan,
Morgan, Colo.
for
Colo .................
263
for
Berwick, Pa ........................
263
for Berwick,
for Fort
Fort Plain,
N. Y
Y ...................
for
Plain, N.
263
for
Birmingham, Ala ..................
263
for Birmingham,
for Fort
Fort Wayne,
Wayne, Ind
for
Ind ..................
263
for
263
Blackwell, Okla ....................
for Blackwell,
for Franklin,
Franklin, Pa...................
Pa.
for
for
Bluffton, Ind
Ind ......................
263
263
for Bluffton,
for Franklin,
for
Franklin, Va ................
......
263
for Bonne Terre, Mo ...................-263
for Frederick,
Frederick, Md
Md ....................
for
263
for
Iowa .......................--263
for Boone,
Boone, Iowa
for Fremont,
Fremont, Ohio
Ohio.................
for
263
Brenham, Tex ......................
for Brenham,
263
for
Royal, Va
Va ................
for Front
Front Royal,
263
for
Bridgeport, Conn
Conn ...................
263
for Bridgeport,
for Fulton,
Fulton, Mo
Mo.........
for
..- ..........
for
N. Y.,
263
263
post office
office .........
Y., post
for Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N.
for
Galesburg, Ill
for Galesburg,
Ill ...................-for Buckhannon,
W. Va
263
Va................
for
Buckhannon, W.
for Gardiner,
Gardiner, Me
Me...................--------for
for Buena
Buena Vista,
Vista, Va
263
263
Va ....................
for
for Glasgow,
Ky ...................---for
Glasgow, Ky
for Buffalo,
Y., customhouse,
customhouse, etc....
etc
263
263
N. Y.,
Buffalo, N.
for
for
Glenwood Springs,
Colo...........
for Glenwood
Springs, Colo
264
Buffalo, Wyo ......................
for Buffalo,
for Globe,
Globe, Ariz
for
Ariz....................-264
for Burlington,
Burlington, N.
N. C
C....................
..........------for Gouverneur,
Gouverneur, N. Y.....
264
......---for Cairo,
264
Ill ....................
Cairo, Ill
for
.
............Junction, Colo
for Grand
Grand Junction,
for Calumet,
Mich .......
264
264
..............
Calumet, Mich
for
for
Greensburg, Ind
Ind ................-------for Greensburg,
264
Cambridge, Md .....................---for Cambridge,
for
Greenwich, Conn
Conn ................-----.
for Greenwich,
264
for Cameron,
Cameron, Tex ......................
for Grinnell,
Grinnell, Iowa..................----Iowa
264
.......
for Caribou,
Caribou, Me ................
for
for
Hackensack, N.
N. JJ...............---------for Hackensack,
264
Ill .....................
for Carlinville, Ill
for
Hammond,
for Hammond, La
La..................-------264
for Carroll,
Iowa .......
264
...............
for
Carroll, Iowa
.... ..
for Harrisburg,
Harri_,burg, Pa.,
Pa., rent
rent ...264
Ill.....................-----for Carrollton,
Carrollton, Ill
264
for
IT.rri.^nvi11n Mo..........
for
sr Harrisonville,
".*
.Mo
.J . .'-.' . ... .. .«.* .......
for Carson
Nev
264
for
Carson City,
City, Aiev................------....
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264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
264
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264
264
264
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264
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appropriation
Hartford, Conn
appropriation for Hartford,
Conn.........
for Hastings,
Hastings, Mich
Mich........
........
for Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, Kans...............
Kans
Springs, Miss............
Miss
for Holly Springs,
for Hooeick
Falls, N. Y...
Hooeick Falls,
Y
for Hornell, N.
N. Y
Y .....................
for Houghton, Mich
Mich ..............
for Humboldt,
Humboldt, Tenn
Tenn ................
for Huntington,
Huntington, Ind ................
for Huntington,
Huntington, W. Va.,
Va., rent, etc
etc....
Indiana, Pa
for Indiana,
Pa..
...............
Indianapolis, Ind.................
Ind
for Indianapolis,
for Jackson,
Mich ...............
Jackson, Mich
Fla
for Jacksonville, Fla-.................
Jamestown, N. Dak .............
for Jamestown,
for Jasper, Ala
Ala .....................
for Jersey City, N.
N. J
J ..............
for Kalispell,
Kalispell, Mont ................
Kendallville, hid
Ind ..............
for Kendallville,
for Keokuk,
Keokuk, Iowa ................
for Kirksville, Mo.,
Mo., rent
rent........... ...
for Knoxville, Tenn ................
for Laconia,
Laconia, N. H
H....
............
for Lakeland,
Lakeland, Fla
Fla....
...............
Lancaster, Ky
for Lancaster,
Ky.................
Lancaster, S. C
for Lancaster,
C ..-----......-.......
for Las Cruces, N. Mex
Mex........- ....
Lewistown, Pa.................
for Lewistown,
for Lincoln,
Lincoln, Nebr
..
........
rent .........................
for Little Falls, MinnMinn......-.........
for Lock Haven,
Haven, Pa...............
Pa
for Logan,
Logan, Ohio .....--...........
for Los Angeles,
Angeles, Cal............Cal
..
for Lyons, N. Y.......
Y
..............
for McComb,
McComb, Miss
Miss....................
for McKees
McKees Rocks, Pa .................
Madison, S. Dak
for Madison,
Dak..............
..
Ky
for Madisonville,
Madisonville, Ky....--...........
Iowa
for Maquoketa,
Maquoketa, Iowa...........
for Manon, Ky
Ky................
Marion, S.
for Marion,
S. C
C. .......
....
for Marlin,
Marlin, Tex ...........
for Marquette,
Marcquette, Mich
Mich................
for Martin,
Martin, Tenn......................
Tenn
for Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn ..................
for Media,
Media, Pa..
Pa
................
Memphis, Tenn
for Memphis,
Tenn...............
for Mena, Ark ............
.
Merrill, Wits
for Merrill,
Wis..............
Middletown, Conn
for Middletown,
Conn ...............
for Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio
Ohio............
for Milwaukee,
Wis...........
Milwaukee, Wis
....
Minden, La.......................
for Minden,
for Miseoula,
Missoula, Mont.,
rent
Mont., rent.............
Moberly, Mo
for Moberly,
Mo......................
rent...
..........
......... . . . .
rent
Pa
for Monessen,
Monessen, Pa...........--.....
for Monongahela,
Monotutahela, Pa.................
Pa
for Montclair.
Montclair. N. J.......--...
J
.......
Montevideo, Minn
for Montevideo,
Minn................
for Moultrie, Ga
Ga..........
............
for Mount Carmel, Ill
III...........
-............for Murray, Ky......-Ky
Muskegon, Mich
Mich..................
for Muskegon,
for Nacogdoches,
Nacogdoches, Tex ...............
Nashville, Tenn..................
Tenn
for Nashville,
for Naugatuck,
Conn..
...........
Naugatuck, Conn
for Navasota,
Navasota, Tex
Tex ............-for Neenah,
Neenah, Wis................
Wis
for New Albany,
Albany, Ind., rent.............
rent
for Newark,
Newark, N. J
J .......................
for New Braunfels, Tex.................
Tex
for Newburyport,
Mass...............
Newburyport, Mass
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appropriation
Newcastle, Wyo........
Wyo
267
appropriation for Newcastle,
267
New Haven,
Haven, Conn.............
Conn
267
for New
267
for New
New Orleans, La.,
La., customhouse
customhouse a
nd
and
post office
267
office ..................
267
for Newport
I
267
Newport,; R. I................
267
rent
rent ..............................
267
267
for New York, N.
N. Y.,
1., assay office........
office
267
267
for Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va
267
......................
267
Oklahoma City, Okla
267
for Oklahoma
Okla.............
267
Olney, II........................
Ill
267
for Olney,
267
Omaha, Nebr.................
Nebr
267
for Omaha,
267
Oneida, N.
N. Y
267
for Oneida,
Y.................
267
Oneonto, N
Y
267
for Oneonto,
N. Y...................
267
267
for Opelika,
Opelika, Ala ......................
267
Tex
267
for Orange,
Orange, Tex....
..............
267
for Orlando, Fla
267
.................
267
for Owego, N. Y.....................
Y
267
267
for Paintsville, Ky...................
Ky
267
267
for Palatka, Fla ....................
267
267
for Peoria,
Ill ............
267
Peoria, Ill
........
267
for Philadelphia, Pa., post
267
poet office,
office, etc
etc....
267
for Pikeville, Ky .
267
...............
267
for Phoenixville, Pa ...............
267
267
for Pittsburgh, Pa
267
....................
267
for Pittston, Pa.................
Pa
267
267
for Portland, Oreg................
Oreg
267
267
for Pottstown,
Pottstown, Pa....................
Pa
.
268
268
Prescott, Ark ........
268
for Prescott,
.............
268
Pulaski, Va .......................
268
for Pulaki,
268
for Putnam,
Putnam,. Conn .................
268
268
for
Il ...
for Quincy,
Quincy, Ill
268
...............
268
for Quitman,
Quitman, Ga
268
Ga ...
..............
26S
for Raton,
Raton, N. Hex
268
Mex ................
268
for Reading, Maqss................
Mass
268
268
for Red
Red Bluff, Cal - ...............
268
268
Redfield, S. Dak..................
Dak
268
for Redfield,
268
Rhinelander, Wi.9
268
for Rhinelander,
Wis
..............
268
268
for Richfield,
Richfield, Utah
Utah.................
268
for Richmond,
Richmond, Va...................
\Ia.
268
268
268
for Ridgway, Pa
Pa..................
268
Conn
265
for Rockville,
Rockville, Conn...............
Ark
21 i;•;
for Rogers,
Rogers, Ark.....
...........
for Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oreg.......
Oreg
268
.......
Me ...
265
for Rumford,
Rumford, Me
.............
26S
for Saco, Me
268
Mo....... .............
268
for Saginaw,
Saginaw, Mich....................
Mich
265
26S
for Saint Augustine, Fla................
Fla
268
268
for Saint Johns, Oreg
Oreg ...................
268
for Saint
Saint Johnsburv,
Johnsbury, Vt
268
Vt................
268
for Saint
Saint Joseph,
Joseph, Mo
Mo ..................
268
for
268
for Saint
Saint Lotus,
office
268
for
Louis, Mo. 2 post office..........
268
for Saint
Saint Marys,
Marys, Ohio
268
for
Ohio...............
268
for Saint
Saint Paul,
Minn .............
268
for
Paul, Minn
268
Saint Peter, Minn
268
for Saint
Minn..................
268
for Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Fla............
Fla
268
268
Salamanca, N.
N. Y..............
Y
965
for Salamanca,
268
for
for Salisbury,
Salisbury, Md -.......------....-... 268
268
Pedro, Cal ................
268
for San Pedro,
26S
for Santa
Santa Fe, N.
N Mex.......
Mex
268
......
268
Saranac Lake,
Lake, N. Y..............
Y
268
for Saranac
268
for Savanna,
Savanna, Ill
Il .....................
265
26S
Pa
265
for Sayre, Pa........
.........26S
for Seymour,
Seymour, Conn ...............--268
268
for Seymour,
Seymour, Ind....
-................. 268
Ind
268
for Shawnee,
Shawnee, Okla
Okla .............---.....268
268
Shelby, N.
for Shelby,
N C.....
C -.......-------268
268
for Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, Ind -.....
.........
268
268
for Shelbyville,
Ky
268
Sheibyville, Ky...
...........
268
for Sidney, Ohio
Ohio......................
268
268
for Skowhegan,
Me
269
Skowhegan, Me..................
269
for Somersworth,
N. I.............
II
269
Somersworth. N.
269
for South
Bethlehem, Pa..............
Pa
269
South Bethlehem,
269
for South Boston,
Va..............
Boston, Va
269
269
Southbridge, Mas........
for Southbridge,
Mass
269
269
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Fork, Utah
269
appropriation for Spanish Fork,
for Springfield,
Springfield, Ohio
Ohio......
.........
269
for Stamford, Tex
Tex .....................
269
269
College, Pa --..................
for State College,
269
for Statesboro, Ga .....................
269
269
for Stockton,
Stockton, Cal .....................
269
269
for Syracuse,
269
Syracuse, N. Y
Y.................----269
Tacoma, Wash
269
for Tacoma,
........------....
269
Tarentum, Pa
for Tarentum,
Pa.................------..
269
for Taylorville,
Ill...............
269
Taylorville, Ill
269
for Terre
Haute, Ind ......--------..-269
Terre Haute,
for Thomasville,
Thomasville, N.
N. C
269
C..................
269
for Titusville,
269
Titusville, Pa ......................
269
for Tomah,
Wis
............----......
Tomah, Wig
269
269
Tullahoma, Tenn
269
for Tullahoma,
Tenn...................
269
for Tulsa, Okla ........................
269
269
for Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho
Idaho.--................
269
269
for Unionville,
Unionville, Mo.........
Mo
............
269
for Valley
Valley City, N.
N. Dak................
269
269
for Vancouver,
Vancouver, Wash
Wash ...................
269
for
269
for Van Wert,
Wert, Ohio
Ohio -..............
269
for
Vermilion, S.
269
for Vermilion,
S. Dak ..................
269
for Vineland,
Vineland, N.
N. JJ.....................
269
269
for Wahoo,
269
Wahoo, Nebr ......................
269
Walden, N.
269
for Walden,
N. Y ......................
269
for
Va .....................
269
for Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va
269
Washington, D. C.,
for Washington,
C., Interior Depart269
ment offices
offices .......................
269
Winder Building
Building....................
269
Hygienic
Hygienic Laboratory
Laboratory .................
270
for Washington,
Washington, Ind ..................
269
269
for Washington,
Washington, Iowa
269
Iowa ..................
269
for Washington
Washington Court House,
269
House, Ohio
Ohio ......
269
for Waterloo, N
N. Y
Y....................
269
Waynesboro, Va ...............
269
for Waynesboro,
.....
269
for Waynesburg, Pa ......--.............-----269
for
269
for Wayneville,
269
Waynesville, N. C
C.................
269
for Welsburg,
Wellsburg, W. Va ..................
269
Wenatchee, Wash
Wash ..................
269
for Wenatchee,
269
for Wheeling, W. Va........--------.Va
269
for Wilkesboro,
C..
269
Wilkesboro, N. C
269
for Willow,
Willow, Cal ------------....269
for Wilmington,
C...............
Wilmington, N.
N. C
269
rent
270
..............
.. ...-- . .....
rent
for Wilmington,
Ohio ..............
270
270
Wilmington, Ohio
for
270
for Winnemucca,
Winnemucca, Nev ..................
for Woodbury,
J ....................
270
Woodbury, N. J
for Woodstock,
Ill ..................
... 270
Woodstock, Ill
270
270
Okla ...................
270
for Woodward,
Woodward, Okla
for Worcester,
Worcester, Mass
270
Mass ....................
270
for Yoakum,
Yoakum, Tex ......................
270
270
for
270
for Ypsilanti,
Ypsilanti, Mich
Mich....................
270
for construction, etc., quarantine stations
stations
270
repairs and preservation
270
for repairs
preservation .............
for mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment for heating,
heating,
271
hoisting, etc .......................
271
for vaults
safes, etc
271
.
271
etc................
and safes,
for
vaults and
for general
general expenses,
employees,
expenses, skilled employees,
271
Architect.
etc., Office of Supervising
etc.,
Supervising Architect.
271
additional pay to Supervising Archifor additional
tect.
271
............ --................---- 271
tect.--for superintendents,
superintendents, inspectors,
inspectors, etc.,
etc., on
on
for
271
buildings ............................
buildings
271
271
mechanical labor force
for mechanical
force ..............
271
272
etc-.
materials,
for
contingent expenses, materials, etc
for contingent
272
.........
for commissions to architects..
architects
for operating
force; employees
employees specified
272
specified.
operating force;
for
for furniture
furniture and repairs
repairs...............--273
water,
operating supplies;
for operating
supplies; fuel, lights, water.
etc ..............................273
273
etc
etc .... 79, 271, 1084
for
Supervising Architect, etc....
for Supervising
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deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for Aberdeen,
Aberdeen,
- Wash
Wash ........................
16
for Aledo, Ill
111 .....................
16
16
Alliance, Nebr......................
for Alliance,
Nebr
16
16
for Anoka,
Minn
16
Anoka, Minn....---.------ ........
16
for
16
for Antigo,
Antigo, Wis
Wis ..................
16
for
16
for Ashland,
Ashland, Ky
Ky......--- ...--- .........
16
Ashland, Ohio.....................
for Ashland,
Ohio.
16
16
for
16
for Attleboro,
Attleboro, Mass
Mass .......
.......-16
Aurora, Nebr.......................
for Aurora,
Nebr
16
16
for Bakersfield,
Bakersfield, Cal..........
Cal
16
..
16
for
Barnesville, Ga
Ga. ---................
16
for Barnesville,
16
for Bartow, Fla ......
.............
16
for
Basin, Wyo.......---Wyo
16
for Basin,
-- ....
..
16
for Bay
City, Tex
16
for
Bay City,
Tex...........-......
16
for
Bayonne,
N.
J
16
for Bayonne, N. J......-------....-16
for
17
for Beardstown,
Beardstown, Ill
III ................
17
for Beaufort,
S. C.......
C
17
for
Beaufort, S.
................
17
for Beeville,
Tex
17
for
Beeville, Tex.....--.....
.
17
for Belton,
Tex
17
for
Belton, Tex.............
.....
17
for Berlin,
H
17
Berlin, N. H........--...17
for Binghamton, N. Y
Y ...
---17
17
17
for Birmingham,
Birmingham, Ala ...............
17
17
for Blackwell,
Blackwell, Okla
Okla....................
17
for Boston, Mass.,
Mass., rent..............-rent
824
Tex
17
for Brenham,
Brenham, Tex......-------...
17
for Buckhannon, W. Va
Va.....
...........
17
17
N. C
17
for Burlington,
Burlington, N.
C -..------.
...---.
17
Wis
17
for Burlington, Wis....................
17
for Butler, Mo..........
...........
Mo
17
17
Me ........................
17
for Caribou, Me
17
17
for Chadron,
Chadron, Nebr
Nebr.................
17
C.
17
for Chapel
Chapel Hill,
Hill, N. C
..............
17
Iowa -----...........
17
for Charles
Charles City,
City, Iowa.
17
Mich.......................
for Charlotte, Mich
17
for Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio ..29
...............
29
for Cody, Wyo .....................
17
for
17
for Cohoes,
Cohoes, N.
N. Y
Y.......
...........
17
for Columbia, S. C
17
C.....................
17
for
17
for Commerce,
Commerce, Tex
Tex....................
17
for
17
for Cordova,
Cordova, Alaska
Alaska................
17
17
for De Land, Fla ...................
17
for Dickinson, N.
N. Dak ................
17
17
Douglas, Ariz
Ariz......................
for Douglas,
17
17
for
17
for Dowagiac,
Dowagiac, Mich
Mich...............
17
for Dubois, Pa .....................
17
17
Colo
17
for Durango,
Durango, Colo...................
17
East Orange,
Orange, N../
17
for East
N. J................
17
for
Ellensburg, Wash
17
for Ellensburg,
Wash.................
17
El Paso,
Paso, Tox
17
for El
Tex...
17
for Elyria, Ohio......................
Ohio
17
17
for Falls
Falls City,
City, Nebr
17
Nebr....
.......
17
for
Farmville,
Va
17
17
for Farmville, Va ................
for Fordyce,
Fordyce, Ark..
Ark
17
for
17
for
Fort Atkinson,
Atkinson, Wis..
17
for Fort
Wis
.......
17
for
Fort Morgan,
Colo
17
for Fort
Morgan, ('olo...--......
17
Va........
.. ........
for Franklin,
Franklin, Va
17
17
for
Frederick, Md...--Md
.......
17
.
17
for Frederick,
Ohio.............
17
for Fremont, Ohio
17
..- ......
17
for Fulton,
Fulton, Mo-.........
Mo
.....
17
.......
for
for Gallatin,
Gallatin, Tenn
17
.....
17
Kanus.. for Garden
for
Garden City, Raw.
17
Gardiner. Me...-..............
Me
17
17
for Gardiner,
17
for Girard,
Kans............ ------Girard, Kans.
17
Glasgow. K.......................
Kv
for Glasgow.
17
Iowa................
Glenwood, Iowa
for Glenwood,
17
........---for
Globe, Ariz
Ari7 ..........
for Globe,
17
Gouverneur, N. I
17
for Gouverneur,
Y..................
17
Iowa
for Grinnell,
Grinnell, Iowa-..................
17
Hackensack. N.
N. J...............----J17
for Hackensack.
17
for Hammond.
Hammond. La ..................
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deficiency appropriation
deficiency
appropriation for Hiawatha
Hiawatha,
deficiency
appropriation for Stamford,
deficiency appropriation
Kans.
.........
Kans
17
............
17
Tex
Tex................................
19
19
for Honey
Honey Grove,
18
Grove, Tex .....
......
18
Ga
19
for Statesboro, Ga.......................
19
for Honolulu,
Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, quarantine
quarantine stafor Tarentum,
19
Tarentum, Pa
Pa.......................
19
tion
803
tion..............................
803
Ill ......................
19
for Taylorville, Ill
19
18
for Hoopeston,
Hoopeston, Ill
Ill................
18
Pa
19
for Titusville, Pa......................
19
for Hornell, N. Y
Y................
18
18
for Twin Falls, Idaho.................
Idaho
19
19
for Humboldt,
Humboldt, Tenn..............
Tenn
18
18
for Van Wert, Ohio.....................
Ohio
19
19
for Huntington, Ind.....
Ind
18
.........
18
for Vancouver, Wash...................
Wash
19
19
for Jamestown,
Jamestown, N. Dak............
Dak
18
18
for Vernon,
Vernon, Tex........................
Tex
19
19
for Jaspar, Ala ...................
18
18
for Wahoo, Nebr........................
Nebr
19
19
for Kalispell, Mont
18
Mont...............
18
for
for Warrenton,
Warrenton, Va
Va....................
19
for Kirksville,
Kirksville, Mo................
Mo
18
18
for Washington, D.
D. C., central heating,
for Laconia, N. H
18
H.......................
18
etc., plant.........................
plant
19
Wis................
for La Crosse, Wis
824
824
office building
building for Interior Department
Department
19
for La Junta, Colo.....................
Colo
18
18
Bureau.of
Bureau.of Engraving
Engraving and Printing.
Printing ....
803
Lancaster, Ky
18
for Lancaster,
Ky................
18
for Washington,
Washington, Ga ...................
19
for Las Cruces, N. Mex
Mex............
18
18
for
for Washington,
Washington, Ind ..................
19
19
for Laurel, Miss
Miss ..................
18
18
for Washington.
Washington, Iowa...................
Iowa
19
for
19
18
for Lincoln, Nebr ................
18
for Waterloo,
Y
19
for
Waterloo, N
N. Y.....................
19
for Little Falls, Minn
Minn .............
18
for Water Valley, Miss................
Miss
19
18
for
19
Fla
18
for Live Oak, Fla................
for
for Waynesville, N. C.................
C
19
18
19
for Logan, Ohio
18
Ohio-........................
for Webb
Webb City, Mo .....................
19
18
19
for McComb,
McComb, Miss.....................
Miss
18
for Wellsburg, W. Va
19
for
Va...................
18
19
for Madison,
Madison, S. Dak.....................
Dak
18
for West Point, Ga......................
Ga
19
for
18
19
for Maquoketa,
Maquoketa, Iowa.
Iowa...................
18
for Willow, Cal ......................
19
for
18
19
for Marion,
Marion, S. C
C ..................
18
for Wilmington,
C
for
Wilmington, N. C....................
18
803
18
for Marlin,
Marlin, Tex.
.................
for Woodbury, N. J
19
for
18
J....................
19
for Martin,
Martin, Tenn.................
Tenn
18
for Yoakum,
19
for
Yoakum, Tex ....................
18
19
for Maryville,
Maryville, Tenn...............
Tenn
18
for
for repairs
repairs and preservation
20, 29, 824
.18
preservation........ 20,29,824
for Media,
Media, Pa
18
Pa-..........................
for vaults, safes, etc....................
etc
20
for
18
for Mena, Ark...................
Ark
18
for operating
operating force ...................
20
18
for
20
Merrill, Wis..................
Wis
18
for Merrill,
for
for operating
operating supplies
supplies............... 20,824
18
for Middletown,
Middletown, Conn -.............
18
for fuel, lights, and water..
18
water........... 29,824
for Middletown,
Middletown, Ohio.............
Ohio
18
etc
824, 828
for furniture, etc.................
29, 824,828
for Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minn
.............
803
803
for mechanical
equipment
29, 824. 828
mechanical equipment.........
29,824,828
for Missoula,
18
Missoula, Mont
Mont......................
18
for general
general expenses...............
expenses
29, 824, 828
29,824,828
Mo.................
for Moberly, Mo
18
18
for heating
heating apparatus...................
apparatus
824
for Montevideo,
Montevideo, Minn
18
Minn............
18
for assistant custodians
custodians and
and janitors......
janitors
828
828
Tex...........
for Mount
Mount Pleasant,
Pleasant, Tex
18
18
Augusta, Ga., allowed
allowed extension
extension of time for
Augusta,
for
for Mount
Mount Vernon,
Vernon, N. Y
18
Y.................
18
amount due
due on old post office, etc
etc.,,
Mich...............
for Muskegon,
Muskegon, Mich
18
18
purchased
by
.
728
purchased byl...................
728
Nacogdoches, Tex..............
Tex
18
for Nacogdoches,
Wis., mineral
mineral rights on site, re18
Calumet, Wis.,
Naugatuck, Conn
Conn ..............
18
for Naugatuck,
18
served
served in title
37
title......... ............
37
for Navasota,
Tex.......................
Navasota, Tex
IS
1S
Ohio, sale of old post office.......
office
13
Dayton, Ohio,
13
for Neenah,
Neenah, Wis.................
Wis
18
18
Madison,
Madison, Wis.,
Wis., sale of present building.
building,
for New Braunfels,
Braunfels, Tex............
Tex
18
and purchase
erection of
18
purchase of site and erection
Newburyport, Mass
18
for Newburyport,
Mass............
18
new one authorized................
authorized
742
742
Fla
18
for Orlando, Fla.................
C., require18
National Archives Building, D. C.,
18
for Palatka, Fla ..................
18
ment for inspection,
inspection, etc.,
etc., in Europe
ment
Tex .
18
for Pittsburg, Tex.....................
18
repealed
241
repealed...........................
241
18
for Pottstown, Pa ..............
. .
Newark, Del.,
Del., exchange
exchange of present, for new
Newark,
18
for Pulaski,
Pulaski, Va..............
Va
18
........
site...............................
18
site
60
60
18
for Quitman, Ga .................
Paris, Tex.,
18
Tex., limit of cost increased ........
1196
for Reading, Mass ................
18
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Pa., enlargement
18
enlargement authorized
authorized.. 1197
Redfield, S. Dak..............
Dak
18
for Redfield,
18
Pittston, Pa., acceptance
with minacceptance of site with
Richfield, Utah ...............
18
for Richfield,
18
ing rights
rights reserved ...............
947
Ridgway, Pa
18
for Ridgway,
Pa......................
18
Public
BuildingsCommission
Public Buildings
Commission created
created to
rectorecfor Rockville,
Rockville, Conn ..................
19
19
ommend, etc.,
etc., Government
Government owned
owned
for Rogersville,
Rogersville, Tenn .................
803
buildings for
for all public offices, etc.,
etc ,
803
for Roseburg,
Roseburg, Oreg
19
Oreg...............
19
328
in District of Columbia ...........
328
for Rumford,
Rumford, Me .........
19
........
Sandusky, Ohio,
Ohio, purchase
new site and
and
19
purchase of new
for Salamanca.
Salamanca. N. Y
Y.................
19
construction
authorized
14
19
construction authorized............
14
for Salem, N. J
J.........................
803
803
appropriation
14
appropriation for
for ....................
14
Fla
19
for Sanford, Fla..................
19
present building
building on occupancy
occupancy of
sale of present
for Savanna, Ill .......................
19
19
new
14
new.............................
14
for Seymour, Conn........
C01111
19
.......
19
444
York,
York, Pa.,
Pa. sale of present, authorized....
authorized
C......
for Shelby, N. C
19 Public
...........
19
Public Buildings
Grounds, D. C.,
Buildings and Grounds,
for Shelbyville,
Shelbyville, Ky
Ky...............
19
19
appropriation for additional
additional pay, officer
officer in
appropriation
for Sidney, Ohio
19
Ohio-.................
chargp
628
19
charge
.....................
628
Skowhegan, Me ...............
for Skowhegan,
19
office
19
for superintendent,
superintendent, clerks, etc., office
Bethlehem, Pa --...........
for South Bethlehem,
19
93, 1097
1097
19
of ........................
for South Boston, Va
19
Va...................
gardeners, etc
1097
19
for foremen,
foremen, gardeners,
etc........... 93,
93,1097
-
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Grounds, D.
and Grounds,
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Public Buildings
appropriation for
etc ........
93,1097
watchmen, etc
for watchmen
appropriation
for
Washington's birthwatchman, Washington's
for watchman,
place
................ 93,1097
place ............
for contingent
uniforms, etc_
etc. 93, 1097
expenses, uniforms,
contingent expenses,
for
amount
93,1097
93, 1097
revenues .....
District revenues
from District
amount from
for improvement
etc_-.. 289
parks, etc
care of parks,
and care
for
improvement and
for
289
289
etc.............
grounds, etc
for Monument
Monument grounds,
289
for
Park .....................
Potomac Park
for Potomac
for
maintaining portions
outfor outof parks
parks for
portions of
for maintaining
290
door
sports ....... ---------------........
door sports
290
etc............
for Meridian
Park, etc
290
Hill Park,
for
Meridian Hill
for old
reservoir, Wisconsin
Avenue and
Wisconsin Avenue
old reservoir,
for
R Street;
Street; added
added to
system..
.... __ 290
park system
to park
R
290
Park............
for
Rawlins Park
for improving
improving Rawlins
290
for
Park_.
extending sea wall, Potomac Park..
for extending
290
....................
sewer
Easbys
290
Easbys Point sewer
290
for
field house,
house, East
290
Potomac Park ...
East Potomac
for field
290
for
trees, etc.,
Library grounds
grounds .........
290
etc., Library
for trees,
grounds of Capitol, and Senate and
290
House
Buildings ............----.
Office Buildings
House Office
290
for
Executive Mansion
grounds .........
Mansion grounds
for Executive
290
for
employing engineer,
engineer,etc
etc ............
.
for employing
290
for
Executive Mansion .....
etc., Executive
repairs, etc.,
for repairs,
for
fuel, greenhouses,
..............---- 290
etc.
greenhouses, etc
for fuel,
290
for
President ........
290
of President
expenses of
travel expenses
for travel
290
for
Executive Mansion,
290
Mansion, etc .....
lighting Executive
for lighting
public
grounds
291
public grounds......................--291
etc.....
for
greenhouses, etc
offices, greenhouses,
heating offices,
for heating
for
telegraph,
Capitol,
Departments,
etc_
291
for telegraph, Capitol, Departments, etc. 291
291
for
Washington Monument
291
Monument ..............
for Washington
for
building where
Abraham
where Abraham
repairs, building
for repairs,
291
Lincoln
Lincoln died ......................
291
for
Wakefield, Va ........
maintenance, Wakefield,
for maintenance,
291
for
Grant Memorial
Memorial ....................
291
for Grant
for
Lincoln Memorial
Memorial.----.................. 291
for Lincoln
291
for
new Aqueduct
Aqueduct Bridge
Bridge...............
for new
for
Arlington Memorial
292
Amphitheater..— 292
Memorial .Amphitheaterfor Arlington
deficiency
appropriation for
William
Col. William
for Col
deficiency appropriation
809
.....
W.
Harts ......
.....
W.Harts
810
for
810
fountains..
Plaza fountains.
expenses, Plaza
operating expenses,
for operating
810
lor
810
etc ....................------------lighting, etc
lor lighting,
erection of
of "Titanic"
Memorial, author"Titanic" Memorial,
erection
1046
ized;
site,
etc
1046
ized; site, etc ......................new
memorial to
to Admiral
Admiral Dupont,
etc_ _ 944
Dupont, etc.
new memorial
memorial
Alfred Noble
may be
be
Noble may
to Alfred
fountain to
memorial fountain
erected
grounds ..........-65
public grounds
on public
erected on
officer in
charge, designated
on Public
Public
designated on
in charge,
officer
328
Buildings
Commission ..............----Buildings Commission
use of
reservations, etc.,
etc., permitted
inpermitted for inof reservations,
use
901
augural
ceremonies, 1917
1917 ............
augural ceremonies,
Public
Conmmission,
Buildings Commission,
Public Buildings
created
provide Government-owned
Government-owned
to provide
created to
quarters
328
328
etc...
offices, etc__
public offices,
all public
for all
quarters for
composition
of;
from
Senate and
and House
House
composition of; from Senate
328
committees
...................
committees ....
328
Superintendent
of the
328
Capitol ...........
the Capitol
Superintendent of
and
officer
buildings and
of buildings
charge of
in charge
officer in
328
.................
grounds,
328
C
D. C
grounds, D.
328
Supervising
328
Architect ..................
Supervising Architect
328
chairman; expert,
employees -......---- 328
etc., employees
expert, etc.,
chairman;
assistance
off Fine
328
Arts...
Fine Arts__
o
assistance of Commission
to
for the
public
the public
requirements for
ascertain requirements
to ascertain
service
._.
328
328
Columbia....
of Columbia_
District of
in District
service in
location;
3-8
328
etc ..............-------costs, etc
sites; costs,
location; sites;
329
appropriation
all expenses.
expenses..... .......
for all
appropriation for
329
1, 1918.
final
than January
1918.
329
January 1,
later than
not later
report not
final report
Public Charge,
Public
Charge,
excluded admisaliens
to become
become a, excluded
likely to
aliens likely
sion
876
ion .............................-------Public
Convenience Stations,
Stations, D. C.,
Public Convenience
appropriation
maintenance
691, 1020
for maintenance--...-appropriation for
for newstation,
new station, Eighth
Eighth Street
south
NW., south
Street NW.,
for
1
020
of F
F Street
Street ......................-1020
of
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Public Deposits,
hum loan
loan bonds
acceptable sedeclared acceptable
bonds declared
farm
curity for
380
380
curity
for.........................
Public
Office of,
of,
InternationalOffice
Health, International
Public Health,
appropriation
annual quota........
quota.
258,1053
258,1053
for annual
appropriation for
Public
Service,
Health Service,
Public Health
appropriation
General, clerks,
clerks,
Surgeon General,
for Surgeon
appropriation for
etc ..........................
84,
1088
84,1088
etc
for
Hyoienic
Laboratory,
building,
etc..
270
270
for Hygienic Laboratory, building, etc..
for
medical
officers
and
pharmacisit
_
.
278
278
-.
for medical officers and pharmacisit
278
additional assistant
surgeons
278
assistant surgeons.........
additional
278
for noncommissioned
officers............
278
noncommissioned officers
for
for all
employees .................
278
other employees
for
all other
278
for freight,
278
transportation, etc ...........
freight, transportation,
for
278
for fueF,
fuel, lights, water, etc ...............
278
for
278
for supplies,
etc., depot
278
depot ................
supplies, etc.,
for
278
for hygienic
laboratory ................
278
hygienic laboratory
for
for maintenance
of hospitals
hospitals............
_
278
278
maintenance of
for
278
admission of cases for study ...........
278
admission
278
for outside
278
outside treatment, etc ...............
for
for medical
inspection of immigrants...
immigrants_ .
278
for
medical inspection
278
.....
for quarantine
service ..............
quarantine service
for
279
for prevention
epidemics...........
.
279
of epidemics
prevention of
for
for field
investigation of public health
health
field investigation
for
matters
279
279
............-..........
matters
279
for interstate
service ........
279
quarantine service
interstate quarantine
for
279
for studies,
sanitation ......
etc., of rural sanitation
studies, etc.,
for
279
pellagra ...................
for study
study of
of pellagra
279
for
279
for regulating
sale of
of viruses,
viruses, etc.
etc
279
regulating sale
for
440
for assistant surgeons, additional
additional..........440
for interstate
quarantine service, addiinterstate quarantine
for
440
tional ........
440
.... ........--.
tional
deficiency appropriation
outside treatfor outside
appropriation for
deficiency
ment,
etc ...................
21, 28, 828
21,28,828
ment, etc
21
for
rural sanitation,
sanitation, etc ......- .. 21
in rural
studies in
for studies
28
for
of epidemics
epidemics..............
prevention of
for prevention
824
for
expenses .......................
for expenses
details
abroad of
connection
in connection
officers of, in
of officers
details abroad
892
with
892
Immigration Act ...............
with Immigration
etc.,,
examination of
of diseased
alien seamen, etc
diseased alien
examination
896
in
896
port, by officer of ................
in port,
872
administered by
home for
by_ . - lepers to be administered
for lepers
home
873
regulations for
treatment, etc.
etc
873
admission, treatment,
for admission,
regulations
873
additional pay to officers
officers serving in....
in. _
873
additional
873
appropriation for
expenses ..........
all expenses.
for all
appropriation
receive
lighthouse
keepers and assistants
assistants to receive
lighthouse keepers
538
free
at hospitals,
hospitals, etc....
etc
treatment at
free treatment
officers of,
of, to
physical and
and mental
make physical
to make
officers
885
examination
immigrants ....
of alien immigrants
examination of
experts for
for examination
examination of mental
mental deexperts
S
...
fects
8S5
fects.... ...... ........... v
sale of
marine hospital, Cleveland,
Cleveland,
old marine
of old
sale
39(
Ohio ............................
390
Ohio
construction of
of new
new building
building from proconstruction
390
ceeds .........................
ceeds
Public
LandT,
Public Lands,
appropriation for
Commissioner, assistant,
assistant,
for Commissioner,
appropriation
99, 1103
clerks,
etc ......................
clerks, etc
103,1107
for
surveyors general,
general, etc ...........------- 103,
1107
for surveyors
298
for
receivers ...............--------registers and receivers
for registers
299
----for
expenses.................
contingent expenses
for contingent
299
for
moneys..................------299
depositing moneys
for depositing
299
for expenses,
timber depredations....
depredations
expenses, timber
for
299
for protecting,
from fraudulent
fraudulent entres...
entries
protecting, from
for
299
......-- 299
claims, etc ........swamp-land claims,.
for
for swamp-land
for protecting,
Califorand Califoretc., Oregon
Oregon and
for
protecting, etc.,
299
nia railroad lands..................---lands
nia
299
for hearings
hearings in
in land
land entries
entries .............----for
299
for reproducing
plats of
of surveys........
surveys....
reproducing plats
for
300
for restoring
forests. .
in national forests..
lands in
restoring lands
for
for
reservations; reimIndian reservations;
opening Indian
for opening
300
bursable .........................
bursable
300
for
surveying
300
for surveying...........------------301
for
military reservations,
etc
reservations, etc.
abandoned military
for abandoned
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appropriation for expenses,
expenses, affecting
appropriation
affecting withhomestead entries allowed
homestead
allowed in Flathead Indrawn oil lands
312
lands...................
312
Mont
139
dian timber lands, Mont...........
1S3
deficiency
appropriation for
deficiency appropriation
for contingent
contingent
designated, in Glacier Park,
Parks allowed.
342
allowed....
342
expenses
30,825
expenses-.....-..................
30,
82e
in lieu of erroneous selections
selections in Colohearings in land entries
30
for hearings
entries.............
3(
rado ..............................
1587
30,825
for surveying
surveying..
.................
30, 82
purchasers of ceded
purchasers
ceded lands at designated
designated
for classification,
Pacific
classification, etc., Northern
Northern Pacific
price
926
price.......................
..
926
grant .........................
817
817
settlers on lands reserved for
for Navajo
Navajo
817
for Joseph C. Auld
Auld.....................
817
Ariz., allowed,
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ariz.,
825
for protecting, etc
etc ...
............
825
etc ....
....................
504
.504
for restoring lands in national forests__
forests...._ 829
829
in reclamation
reclamation projects, assignments
assignments
added to Missoula National
National Forest, Mont
Mont.. _ 922
confirmed;
confirmed; conditions ..........
65
65
Colo
844
Pike National Forest,.
Forest, Colo.............
844
patents
patents to settlers of Wind River ReservaReservaRocky Mountain National Park, Colo...
Colo_ ._ 916
916
tion, Wyo.,
Wyo., unable
unable to secure water;
water;
tion,
Teton National
National Forest, Wyo ............
515
51
conditions
341
conditions ....................
341
Whitman National Forest, Oreg.........
Oreg
852
852
settlers allowed
allowed credit
credit for residence time
Wyoming National
National Forest, Wyo.........
Wyo
516
516
in military
military service
service on Mexican
Mexican
additions of, authorized
Colorado and
additions
authorized to Colorado
and
border, etc.......................
etc
border,
671
671
Pike National Forests in Colorado.
Pike
Colorado. -_ 848
848
homestead entry
homestead
entry confirmed,
confirmed, of Charles M.
M
agricultural lands in abandoned
abandoned military
agricultural
Hickerson ..........
Hickerson
.....
155
155
reservations, Nevada, opened to
to
homestead
settlers on unsunreyed
homestead settlers
unsurveyed lands,
lands,
homestead and desert land entries;
entries;
allowed leave of absence..........
absence
341
conditions
518
conditions
.....................
518
notice of claim, etc.,
etc., to be filed.......
filed.
341
341
sections of ceded
ceded Fort
coal lands in school sections
Fort
homesteaders
homesteaders allowed further time
time to pay
pay
Berthold Reservation,
Reservation, N. Dak., to
for Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Reserbe appraised, etc
etc.................. 1131
vation, Okla.,
Okla., ceded lands
lands .........
937
937
desert land entries may be made
made by
by apapFort Peck Indian
Indian Reservation,
Mont
994
Reservation, Mont....
994
plicants who have enlarged homehomesteaders having less than
than a
a quarter
quarter
homesteaders
steads ........................
946
section allowed additional entry
entry to
section
desert
desert land entrymen
entrymen in Riverside County,
obtain enlarged
homestead; restricenlarged homestead;
Cal., allowed
allowed extension
Cal.
extension of time for
tion
925
tion... .........................
49
final proofs, etc
etc...................
land district established, Imperial,
49
Imperial, Cal....
Cal
226
locating, etc.,
developing, locating,
etc., springs, water
water
Minnesota,
Minnesota, sold for drainage
drainage assessment
assessment
518
holes, etc., on
on arid
arid and
and desert
desert......
518
charges, etc ...................
722
722
expenditure
expenditure authorized
authorized ................
518
opened
entry agricultural
agricultural
opened to homestead entry
punishment for injuring, etc............
etc
518
coal lands, Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine
518
and coal
disposal of unallotted,
Rock
unallotted, of Standing Rock
Military Reservation,
Mont
1808
Military
Reservation, Mont........
1808
Reservation, N. and S. Dak ........ 1721
Reservation,
certain lands on Colville
Colville Indian Reserlands abandoned
abandoned
disposition of reserved lands,
vation, Wash
1778
1778
Wash....
............
Fort Assinniboine
Assinniboine Military
Military Reservacertain lands of Crow Indian ReservxaReservation, Mont ...............
tion, Mont
1734
...... 739
tion,
17:34
Mont
..................
enlarged homesteads; entries of nonconforfeited Oregon
Oregon and
and California
forfeited
California Railroad
Railroad
tiguous land to complete
complete former
grants ..................
219
former
219
land grants
entry
344
entry............................. 344
Kansas National Forest, Kans.,
Kans., lands
1753
Kansas
1753
lands...
Idaho, entry
entry of noncontiguous lands
lands
surface coal lands, Fort Berthold
Indian
Berthold Indian
allowed ..... ..................
allowed
Reservation, N.
Dak.
17 18
724
171S
Reservation
N. Dak..............
exchange
of
certain
lands
with
Colorado,
exchange
patent
patent to Richard
Richard Daeley............
Daeley
1179
authorized
authorized ....................
G. B.
B. Dickson
Dickson..........
1297
......
1264
Aquila Nebeker,
Nebeker, to add
with Aquila
Foglio....................
add to
to Cache
William Foglio
1336
Cache
133';
Thomas L. Griffiths
National Forest....................
Forest
922
Griffiths.................
1300
North Dakota, for dry land experiment
Ark ...................
1339
experiment
Lake City,
City. Ark
1336
station ........................
Benjamin F. Robinson
Robinson and
and John Dows..
Dows
1322
Benjamin
344
1322
with Wyoming, authorized
64
John L. Sevy in exchange for lands in
authorized.............
64
fee simple patents to certain Indians
national
340
Indians in
in
national forests ...................
340
Washington
Washington . ......................
1476
patents to designated
designated tracts in Craighead
1476
grant to Duchesne,
Duchesne, Utah_
389
Utah ................
1335
County, Ark
Ark.................
389
Durango, Colo.,
Colo., for water
Durango,
water reservoirs,
private
private land claims in California, to be
modified .......................
.
62
modified
surveyed, etc..
by
62
etc.. on deposit of fees by
Flandreau, S. Dak.
etc_
524
Dak., for public park,
claimants
995
park, etc.
claimants ......................
524
Gunnison
County,
Dak.,
Gunnison County, Colo., for public
public park.
park520
520
punishment
for false representations
representations to
punishment for
Kansas for game preserve .........
233
...
233
intending purchasers, settlers, etc..
etc.,
intending
Myton, Utah-.........................
Utah
389
389
as to location.
location, etc.............
etc.
933
933
Nebraska University for dry land exNebraska
expurchase of certain, by H.
H. L. Corbin,
Corbin, perpurchase
1130
periments -.....................
1130
mitted .........................
1300
1300
etc.............
505
Oregon for public
public park, et
505
purchasers of ceded
ceded Umatilla
Umatilla Reservation.
Reservation
purchasers
Railroad ComOregon and California
California Railroad
Oreg.. lands
Oreg..
lands to have
have patent
patent if useful
useful
pany,
_._ 218
pany, revested
revested in
in United
United States_
States....
218
for grazing only ...................
923
disposition of lands................
lands
219
219
Portla
n d, Oreg.,
public park
so
Portland,
Oreg., for
relinquishment
railroad grant lands.
to
for public
relinquishment of railroad
park........
lands, to
60
Colo., for public park
915
Indians in Arizona.
Arizona, New Mexico.
Mexico
Salida, Colo.,
park uses
uses .....
915
California extended
extended for two
and California
homestead entries
entries allowed
allowed in Alaska;
Alaska; forhomestead
mer entries
a bar------...
years
4$
years.............................
48
entries not a
352
prior claims not
352
prio
not affected
affected ....-35i'
reserved from leases, etc.,
etc., designated
designated coal
coal
reserved
lds excepted
lands
excepted .....................
352
352
1773
fields in Alaska
Alaska................
1773
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Public Printig
Printing and Binding,
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restored to settlement, excluded
excluded from
from
appropriation for Government
Government Printing
appropriation
Alamo
Alamo National Forest,
Mex...._
1775
Forest, N.
N. Mex.
...
1775
Office, salaries
329
Office,
salaries.
...................
329
Angeles National Forest,
Forest, Cal............
Cal
1797
1797
salaries for
holidays ..
329
for paying
paying salaries
for holidays.........
329
Arkansas National Forest, Ark
Arkansas
1767
Ark .........
1767
for
leaves
of
absence
329
for leaves of absence ...
..................
329
Chelan National
1768
National Forest, Wash
Wash ..........
1768
for
of
329
for expenses
expenses of..............................
329
Chugach
(
'hugach National Forest,
Forest, Alaska
Alaska ........ 1742
1742
for
Congress
330
for Congress ...........................
330
t
leveland National
National Forest,
Cal
1747
C'
leveland
Forest, Cal.........
1747
for executive
executive departments,
departments, etc.........
etc
330
330
Crater National Forest, Oreg. and
1736
and Cal__
Cal...
1736
division of
division
of allotments; restriction......
restriction
331
331
Dixie National
National Forest,
Forest, Nev.,
Nev., Utah, and
and
certificate
of
certificate
necessity
necessity of work
work rere1781
Ariz .............................
1781
quired;
exceptions
331
quired; exceptions................ 331
Fremont National Forest,
Forest, Oreg
Oreg......... 1737
1737
authority
other printing.
printing
332
authority of
of Congress
Congress for
for other
332
Ozark National
1765
National Forest,
Forest, Ark
Ark .............
1765
details prohibited unless expressly
expressly
Paulina
National Forest,
1739
Paulina National
Forest, Oreg
Oreg.......... 1739
authorized
by law................
law
332
authorized by
332
Santa Barbara
Barbara National
National Forest, Cal.
Cal...
1730
... __ 1730
all expenditures
expenditures to be equitably
equitably
Sequoia
Sequoia National
National Forest, Cal
Cal...........
1731
charged
work executed..........
executed.
332
charged to
to work
332
Sierra National Forest, Cal.............
Cal
1724
Sierra
1724
for salaries
expenses, superintendent
salaries and expenses,
superintendent
Teton National Forest, Wyo ............ .
1783
1783
of documents
documents.....................
332
332
revocation
revocation of
of grant to
to Twin
Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho,
Idaho,
deficiency
appropriation for Patent Office.
3, 27
deficiency appropriation
Office
for
reservoir . ......................
912
for reservoir
912
for holidays
holidays ......................
27,
27, 822
rights
companies or drainrights of way
way to ditch
ditch companies
drainfor
leaves of absence,
absence, Government
Government PrintPrintfor leaves
age
age districts
districts through
through............... 1197
1197
ing
ing Office .....................
27,822
control
Government or
intercontrol of Government
or State
State not interfor Department
Department of
Labor ..............
27
for
of Labor
27
fered with.
1197
fered
with .......................
1197
Commerce Commission....
Commission
27
for Interstate
Interstate Commerce
27
sale. etc.. in
in designated
abandoned milidesignated abandoned
for Court of Claims.....................
Claims
27
for
27
tary reservations,
reservations, Wash.,
Wash., to
occutary
to occufor proceedings,
etc., Second
for
proceedings, etc.,
Second Scientific
pants .............................
342
342
Congress .........................
802
802
Pierce County
343
to Pierce
County ...................
343
Congress ................
822
for Library
Library of Congress
822
994
near Belton, Mont., for hotel ...........
994
branch office in
in State,
State, War, and
and Navy
Navy Debranch
Great
Railway Company
Company for
for
Great Northern
Northern Railway
partment Buildingabolished
Building abolished .......
1083
partment
1083
terminals in
940
in Montana .............
940
printing
Laws.
1601
printing ordered;
ordered; Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Laws.......
1601
to
S. Dak
1320
to Lemmon,
Lemmon, S.
Dak....................
1320
Digest of
Contested Election
Election Cases
Cases House
House
Digest
of Contested
undisposed
Lake Indian
undisposed of,
of, Devils
Devils Lake
Indian
1606
of Representatives,
Representatives, 1901-1917
1901-1917...... 1606
1776
Reservation,
1776
Reservation, N. Dak
Dak..............
Federal
additional
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
Loan Act,
Act, additional
settlers on unsurveyed
unsurveyed lands in
in Northern
Northern
copies
copies ..........................
1604
Pacific grant prior to July 1,
1, 1913,
Pacific
1913,
firod reports
reports of
of Commission
on Industrial
Industrial
final
Commission on
accorded patent,
etc
946
accorded
patent, etc...............946
Relations
59
Relations.........................
59
Washington- -- 946
946
lieu lands to company in
in Washington...
Immigration
Act .......
1607
Immigration Act
...........
1607
stock raising
of 640
acres of
stock
raising entries
entries of
640 acres
of desigdesigindex
reports of Chief of
index of
of reports
of Engineers,
nated, authorized
862
nated,
authorized.................. 862
1866-1917
411
411
1866-1917 ........................
surface agricultural
entries allowed
on
allowed on
surface
agricultural entries
Journal
of Grand
Grand Army
Army Encampment,
Journal of
Encampment,
surplus
surplus coal
coal lands
lands of
of Indian reservareserva1916
1601
1916 ............................
tions
opened to
to settlement
944
944
tions opened
settlement .........
Journal
of the
the Grand
Grand Army
Army EncampEncampJournal of
etc., issued
Florida,
patents, etc.,
issued to Florida,
swamp land patents,
1606
ment, 1917
1917 .........................
1606
on
995
on Key
Key Biscayne
Biscayne ..........-.....
995
proceedings
unveiling of
statues of
of
of statues
proceedings at unveiling
filing certain
certain private
time extended
extended for filing
Pulaski and
and Kosciuszko
1608
Kosciuszko ...........
1608
Pulaski
land
claims ......................
342
342
land claims
statue
Henry Mower
Mower Rice.........
Rice
... 1600
1600
of Henry
statue of
payments by entrymen
entrymen on former
former Fort
Fort
payments
statue of
Baird Vance.........
Vance
1603
1603
statue
of Zebulon
Zebulon Baird
Niobrara
514
514
Reservation, Nebr
Nehr.......
Niobrara Reservation,
reports
of Alaskan
Commisreports of
Alaskan Engineering
Engineering Commissegregating, etc.,
etc., under Carey
Carey Act, by
by
segregating,
sion
1599
1599
sion............................
Oregon ...........................
942
942
Oregon
reports on
examinations, etc.,
flood
etc., of
of flood
reports
on examinations,
townsite lands, Newell,
Newell, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak., disposidispositownsite
control,
Mississippi and
and Sacramento
Sacramento
control, Mississippi
852
85 9
tion of unsold,
unsold, etc .................
Rivers ............................
951
Rivers
Port
Angeles,
Wash.,
sales
at
auction
of
Port Angeles, Wash., sales at auction of
special report
Cattle
1599
1599
special
report on
on Diseases
Diseases of
of Cattle......
unsold
suburban
lots..
740
740
unsold suburban lots..............
special report
Diseases of the
the Horse...
Horse
1599
report on Diseases
special
townsite
patent to
to McCabe,
1466
1466
McCabe, Mont
Mont ........
townsite patent
time limit
for furnishing
furnishing copy
copy and proofs
time
limit
for
withdrawals
of,
containing
water
etc865
water
holes,
etc.
865
withdrawals of, containing
for annual
annual reports..................
reports
336
336
for
lands
for access
to, etc
etc .................
865
lands for
access to,
printing and
and delivery
delivery..................
336
336
printing
865
stock
etc...................
stock driveways,
driveways, etc
not
applicable
to
Smithsonian
Instinot
applicable
to
Smithsonian
Instiwithin
State
irrigation
subject
subject
to
districts,
within State irrigation
Commissioner of Patents, or
or
tution, Commissioner
506
regulations, etc.,
etc., thereof
thereof ...........
regulations,
Comptroller of the Currency.......Currency
336
336
Comptroller
Park
and Takoma
Takoma Park
Pree. and
Pablie Library,
Library. D. C., Free.
Phlir
Public Roads
and Rural
Rural Engineering
Office,
Public
Roads and
Engineering Office,
Branch.
Branch.
Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
appropriation for
for salaries
1008
680, 1008
.. 680,
salaries ............
appropriation
appropriation for
for salaries
salaries ..............
471, 1160
471,1160
appropriation
for Sunday
holiday opening
681, 1009
opening..... 681,1009
and holiday
for
Sunday and
for expenses
of inquiries,
etc
472,1160
472,1160
inquiries, etc........
for
expenses of
for books,
etc.................
681,
1009
681, 1009
books, fuel.
fuel. etc
for
for methods,
methods, materials,
materials, etc.........
etc
472, 1161
for
Priblic
Honeys
Treasury DepartDepartDivision, Treasury
Mnmeys Division,
Pulic
for chemical,
chemical, etc.,
1161
472, 1161
etc., investigations
investigations.... 472,
for
ment.
for field
experiments, construction,
construction,
for
field experiments,
appropriation for
for chief
chief of
of division,
etc_. 79,
1084
79, 1084
division, etc..
appropriation
etc ............................
472, 1161
1161
472,
etc
Public
(see also
also Government
Government Printing
Printing
Pilic Printer
Printer(see
farm irrigation
investigations. _ 472,1161
for farm
irrigation investigations....
Office),
.
Office),
for
of farms,
farms, swamps,
swamps, etc.;
etc.;
for drainage
drainage of
appropriation
Deputy, clerks,
clerks, etc
329
etc....
for, Deputy,
appropriation for,
plans, etc...............-----472,1161
etc
472, 1161
plans,
remove printing
machinery, etc..
from
etc.. from
printing machinery,
to remove
for
farm domestic
domestic water
water
for investigating
investigating farm
rooms assigned
Department of
of
assigned to
to Department
rooms
supply,
etc .............472, 1161
1161
.... 472,
supply, etc
State ...........................
1083
1083
State
for administrative
472,1161
1161
expenses........ 472,
for
administrative expenses
branch
1083
1083
branch office
office abolished.
abolished ..............-
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Public Roads and
Engineering Office, Pegs.
Pige
Public
and Rural
Rural Engineering
Department
Departmentof Agriculture-Contd..
Agriculture-Contd.
appropriation for laboratory for research
research
appropriation
Arlington farm
work, Arlington
............. 1161
deficiency
drainage indeficiency appropriation
appropriation for drainage
vestigations .-..................
vestigations
32
Public
Public Schools, D.
D. C.,
appropriation
for officers
officers... .-- ..... 693,1021
appropriation for
for attendance
attendance officers ............
693,1021
for teachers
teachers ........................
693,1021
693,1021
salaries of principals, directors,
directors, etc.,
salaries
rated
693,1021
................ 693,
1021
rated........
for vacation schools and playgrounds
playgrounds. 694,1022
for librarians
clerks
694,1022
librarians and clerks............
694,1022
longevity pay ................... 694,1022
for longevity
allowance to principals .........
695,1022
for allowance
for
schools ................
695,1022
for night schools
695,1022
kindergarten supplies
for kindergarten
supplies............ 695,1023
buildings
695,1023
for janitors and care of buildings.....
matrons in normal,
normal, etc.,
schools
for matrons
etc. schools.....
1024
for smaller
smaller buildings, rented rooms,
etc .........................
696, 1024
1024
for medical
medical inspectors;
inspectors; nurses........
nurses
696,1024
for rent, etc.; temporary
temporary rooms, etc
etc.. 697,1024
for repairs and improvements.
697,1024
improvements ......
for manual training expenses.......
expenses
697,1024
for fuel, light, and power
power........... 697,1024
for furniture;
697,1024
furniture; additions to buildings
buildings.. 697,1024
for contingent
contingent expenses..............
expenses
697,1025
67,1025
for paper towels, etc
1025
................
1025
,
.
1025
for pianos
piano..... .........
.. --........ 697,
97,1025
-etc.; fags,
flags, playgounds,
playgrounds,
for textbooks,
textbooks,-etc.;
697,1025
schools garden, etc ............
697,1025
for apparatus, etc ..................
697,1025
instruction camp for high
for expenses, instruction
698,1025
1025
school cadets
cadets................. 698,
for extension
extension of telephone
telephone system to
698,1025
698, 1025
new buildings ...............
for community forums, etc.,
etc., in school
school
buildings ...................
1025
buildings
1025
for transporting
transporting tubercular pupils
1026
pupils. ..... 1026
free tuition to children of Army
Army and
Navy, stationed outside of the District
1026
trict...........................
for
698, 1026
for buildings, sites, etc
etc.............. 698,1026
closing streets and alleys in site for
Eastern High School ..............
698
construction, Eastern
Eastern High School ...
1026
1026
equipment, Central High School.
School.... 1026
other sites and buildings .........
698,1026
698,
1026
buildings not to exceed
sites and buildings
exceed
limit of cost..................
cost
699,1026
space in Franklin
Franklin Building
Building for office
office
use permitted .................
1026
soliciting subscriptions
subscriptions forbidden; exceptions ........................ 699,1026
prepared by muplans, etc., to be prepared
nicipal
nicipal architect
architect. .............
699,1026
exit doors to open outward,
outward, etc
etc.... 699,1026
699,1026
deficiency
addition to
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for addition
Powell
22
Powell Schooll .................
22
for equipment,
School....
22
equipment, M Street High School....
22
for allowance
allowance to principals ............
806
for teachers ...............
........
806
for longevity
longevity pay ....................
806
for contingent
contingent expenses ..............
806
for Birney School addition ............
806
chief
chief medical
medical and sanitary inspector,
inspector, to
to be
under health
health officer................
officer
696
duties, etc ........................
696
Public
Utilities,
Public Utilities,
appropriation
investigating standards
appropriation for investigating
.
of
measurements, etc., of
of measurements,
of....... 114,1116
114,1116
investigation ordered of Government
investigation
Government ownCongressional
ership of, etc., by Congressional
joint committee .................
387
387

Public
Utilities Commission,
C..
Page.
Public Utilities
Commission, D. C.,
Page.
appropriation
restriction
680, 1008
680,1008
appropriation for salaries; restriction..
for
general expenses
expenses .............
680, 1008
1008
or general
deficiency
appropriation for
for valuation,
deficiency appropriation
etc., expenses....................
expenses
etc.,
21
express companies
companies excluded
excluded from jurisdiction of ......................
diction
521
jurisdiction excluded
excluded from Washington
Washington
and Old Dominion Railway, and
Washington-Virginia Railway
Railway ComWashington-Virginia
ComDistrict
536
536
pany, except in the District........
operation
Waslungton and
and Old Dominion
operation of Washington
Railway outside of District,
District, not
not
subject to
to.......................
subject
13
reduction in price
price for gas consumption,
consumption,
powers of.............
of
716
not to affect powers
716
Public Utilities
Public
Utilities Companies,
Companies, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
make annual payments
payments to counties
counties in
to make
operating
which operating.................
232
Public
Hawaii,
Public Utilities,
Utilities, Hawaii,
act of legislature
legislature conferring
conferring by
power to .regareulate
franchises, etc., by
by commission
late franchises,
commission
of, confirmed
confirmed.....................
38
Publications Division,
Division, Department
Department of AgriculPublications
Agricul-

ture,
appropriaton
ture,.
for salaries
468,1156
468,1156
appropriation
for
salaries .............
for general
general expenses;.
expenses;, sale
sales of
of photographs, etc..................
etc
468,1157
deficiency
appopriat
for
general exdeficiency appropiaticsa
for general
ealpeno e.......

Pueblo, =
Oo.,8

- -'-';' .

............

-

32
32

terms of
of colirt
at
court at.....;....
.......... . 225
deputies and offices to be kept at........
at
226
Pueblo
Mex.,
Pueblo Indians,
Indians, N. Mex.,
appropriation
141, 981
appropriation for attorney for ........ ' 141,981
no judge
judge allowed
for
972
972
allowed for....................
no
Puett,
E.,
Puett, William E.,
pension
1595
...........................
Puffer,
(widow),
Jennie E.
E. (widow),
Puffer, Jennie
pension increased
1253
increased .............................
Puget
Puget Sound Naval Station, Wash.,
appropriation for
for automobile,
maganaval magaautomobile, naval
appropriation
zine..............................
zine
563
568
for public
public works ......................
for public works; central
central power
power plant,
storage facilities,
facilities, etc
etc............... 1178
for ordnance
ordnance storage,
storage, naval
naval magazine...
magazine .
569
569
for
for naval
naval magazine,
works.... 570,1179
570,1179
public works....
magazine, public
for
for equipping,
equipping, etc.,
yard to build ships
etc., yard
for
for increase
increase of the Navy
618
618
Navy...........
construction
ships forthwith.
forthwith
618
618
construction of capital ships
for fuel
1179
..................
for
fuel storage
storage...
Puget
Puget Sound, Wash.,
appropriation for improvement
improvement of waterappropriation
way connecting
connecting Lakes Union and
Washington ......................
405
Washington
John,
Pugsley, John,
pension increased.....................
increased
1313
1313
pension
Pulaski,
General Count Casimir,
Pulaski, Brigadier
BrigadierGeneral
Casimir,
proceedings at unveiling
unveiling of statue
statue of,
proceedings
ordered
printed.............. 1608
ordered to be printed
Pulaski, Va.,
Pulaski,
Va.,
appropriation for
public building........
building
268
for public
appropriation
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
for public builddeficiency
ing_
._
18
..
18
ineg.......................
Pulcifer,
F. (widow),
(widow),
Mary F.
Pulcifer, Mary
1265
pension increased
increased ....................
Pullen, George,
pension
1313
pension increased
increased ....-.............
Pulley, Adam,
pension increased
increased ..................
.. 1266
pension
Pulver, James M.,
.M.,
Pulver,
pension increased
1541
1541
....
increased ................
pension
Punahan, John H.,
H.,
Punshon,
pension increased
1534
increased .......................
1534
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Purcell,
.1. W.,
TV.,
Page.
Purcell, J.
Page. Quarantine
Districts, Live Stock,
Page.
QuarantineDistricts,
Stock,
land
patent to..........................
to
land patent
1336
1336
appropriation for
450, 1138
appropriation
for establishing,
establishing, etc
etc...... 450,1138
Purchasing
Agent,
Post
Purchasing
Post Office Department,
Department,
Quarantine
Quarantine Service,
appropriation for, clerks, etc ............
.
105
appropriation
105
appropriation for
maintenance, pay,
pay, etc..
278
appropriation
for maintenance,
etc..
278
for,
1108
for, and
and chief
chief clerk
clerk....................
1108
Quarantine Stations,
Quarantine
Stations,
to serve
serve on commission to submit plans
plans for
for
appropriation for purchase
purchase of Boston,Mass
appropriation
Boston,Mass.,,
manufacturing articles
manufacturing
articles for the GovGovquarantine station
quarantine
station................. 270
270
ernment at
at United
United States
States penitenpeniten270
for Columbia River,
River, repairs,
repairs, etc
etc ........
270
tiaries
819
tiaries ..
..........................
819
for Mobile, Ala.,
Ala., repairs, etc
270
etc .
...........
270
Purchasing
Purchasing Officer,
C.,
Officer, D.
D. C.,
for New
New Orleans, La., boarding vessel,
appropriation for,
etc.. 677,
appropriation
for, deputy,
deputy, clerks,
clerks, etc..
677, 1004
1004
etc
270
etc ..............................
270
Purdy,
Purdy, Edith
A.,
Edith A.,
for repairs.
repairs, preservation, etc............
etc..
270
270
homestead
homestead application
application allowed
allowed ...........
1303
1303
for
mechanical equipment
for buildings.
buildings
271
for mechanical
equipment for
271
Purdy, Marion
N.,
Purdy,
Marion N.,
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc ..................
278
278
pension increased
increased ...................
pension
..... 1439
1439
deficiency
appropriation for
for Honolulu,
deficiency appropriation
Honolulu,
Purdy, Zachariah
Zachariah V.,
Purdy,
Hawaii, wharf, etc
etc................
803
pension
increased .......................
1252
pension increased
1252
pier, Lewes,
Del., restored
restored to
to War
War DepartDepartpier,
Lewes, Del.,
Pure Food
Pure
Food Law,
ment ............................
394
appropriation for
expenses of enforcing.
enforcing. 464,
1152
appropriation
for expenses
464, 1152
Quarries,
Quarries,
deficiency
for expenses,
endeficiency appropriation
appropriation for
expenses, eninterstate,
etc., shipments
shipments of
interstate, etc.,
of products by,
by,
forcing ........................
32, 826
826
32,
using children of prohibited
prohibited ages,
ages,
Purity
Purity Federation,
Federation, World's,
World's,
forbidden
forbidden..........
..........
.
675
delegates
delegates to International
International Congress of,
punishment
punishment for
for ......................
675
authorized
authorized
.......................
1134
Putnam, Conn.,
Putnam,
Conn.,
Quarry
Quarry Products,
Products, etc.,
appropriation
public building........
building
268
for public
268
appropriation for
quarantine
carquarantine on, containers
containers capable
capable of
of carPutnam,
E.,
Putnam, Frank
Frank E.,
rying plant diseases, etc ............ 1165
1165
pension increased
increased .......................
1372
1372 Quartermaster
Army,
QuartermasterCorps,
Corps, Army,
Putnam,
Myra
A.
(widow),
Putnam, Myra A. (widow),
appropriation
for pay of enlisted men;
men;
appropriation for
pension increased
increased ........................
1326
1326
longevity ........................
624
Puuloa
Reservation, Hawaii,
Puuloa Military Reservation,
Hawaii,
for commutation,
commutation, etc.,
clerks
etc., field
field clerks......
626
626
transferred
to
the
Navy
642
transferred to the Navy .................
642
service, etc.,
etc., appointment of
of clerks as
as
Puyallup
Wash.,
Puyallup Agency,
Agency, Wash.,
field
field clerks
clerks
.........................
626
appropriation for
support, etc.,
for support,
etc., of Indians
appropriation
for pay of officers; longevity
longevity..........
626
at
153,989
at..............................
153,989
for pay of retired pay clerks...........
clerks
627
deficiency
appropriation for support, etc.,
deficiency appropriation
for loss
loss by exchange, disbursing
disbursing agents
Indians at........................
at
Indians
31
abroad.
abroad and in
in Alaska
Alaska............... 629
Pye,
A.,
Pye, Samuel A.,
subsistence of the Army............
Army
for subsistence
630
1443
pension increased........................
increased
pension
for regular supplies
supplies ...................
630
Pyle, Samuel
Samuel W.,
W.,
fuel, heat, and light to quarters
quarters .....
631
pension increased
1230
1230
pension
increased ........................
post bakeries, ice machines, laundries,
laundries,
Pyramid Lake Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Ner.,
Pyramid
Nev.,
631
etc ..............................
631
appropriation
for
extending,
etc.,
irrigation
irrigation
etc.,
appropriation for extending,
schools, forage, etc .................
631
systems on ...................
143, 981
systems
disallowances in
disallowances
in accounts of Capt. Sam
Pyridin,
Pyridin,
Van
631
Van Leer, removed ...............
on
793
793
on free
free list
.............................
stationery,
631
stationery, printing; printing contracts
use of ice machines, etc.,
etc., for outside
outside
Q.
etc
work, etc........................
631
additional tent
etc., for
for
additional
tent equipments,
equipments, etc.,
Q
D. C.,
C.
Q Street
Street Bridge,
Bridge, D.
632
632
service ..........................
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for
construction
for construction
deficiency
of,
21
21
Rock Creek.
Creek...............
of, across
across Rock
632
for
incidental expenses
632
for incidental
expenses ................
,
lackenbush, Alfred,
Q!lackenbush,
632
extra-duty
extra-duty pay, etc ................
632
... 1550
increased ...................
pension increased.
allowance
disciplinary barracks
allowance to disciplinary
barracks
Qiunt, Harriet
Harriet ((widow),
tidaw),
632
Qttal,
guard
guard ...........................
632
pension increased
1399
...
increased ....................632
pension
furniture,
632
furniture, etc .......................
Indians, Okla.,
Qlapaw
Quapaw Indians,
632
632
civilian employees, etc..............
etc
civilian
appropriation for
for fulfilling
fulfilling treaty
146,983
with... 146,983
treaty with...
appropriation
632
632
...................
care of horses,
horses, etc
care
for
expenses ......-----.........--147, 984
147,
984
for probate
probate expenses
633
633
for transportation
transportation ....................
for
common schools
147,
147, 984
984
schools.......... .-..-for common
633
633
etc
enlisted men on discharge, etc.......
Quaranttne Districts
Diseases and
and
Plant Diseases
Districts for
for Plant
Qlaranthne
633
aided..
633
due land grant roads not bond
bond aided_
fn.srt
Insect Pests,
634
634
excepted roads.
roads...........
full pay to excepted
appropriation for
for enforcing
enforcing regulations
regulations
appropriation
634
634
etc...
draft
animals, wagons, drayage, etc
draft animals,
governing.....................
474,
1164
474,1164
governing
634
etc........
vessels, transport service, etc
interstate
be estabestabquarantine districts
districts to
to be
interstate quarantine
Pmnlovpees on
634
employees
on harbor boats..........
boats -------.......---------- 1165
lished ........ .....
sale
transports "Meade"
and
sale of
of transports
"Meade" and
shipments
from, of
of specified
plants, etc.,
etc ,
specified plants,
shipments from,
634
"Crook"
"Crook".634........................
1165
-...........--------- 1165
forbidded
forhidded ...
for water
and sewer
systems at
at posts....
posts
634 634
for
water and
sewer systems
stone
or quarry
quarry products,
other
stone or
products, or
or other
amount for
for preparing
camp sites,
sites, etc.,
etc ,
amount
preparing camp
1165
sources
infestation added...
.....
added.........
1165
sources of
of infestation
for forces
etc_
634
into service,
service, etc.drafted into
for
forces drafted
movement of
of specified
plants, etc.,
submovement
specified plants,
etc., sub1165
for
clothing, camp
equipage.
634
and garrison
garrison equipage.
camp and
for clothing,
1165
ject
--to conditions
conditions....-.........
ject to
sale
of cloth
proceeds.
635
635
cuttings; we
use of proceeds.
cloth cuttings;
sale of
regulations
to be
be
etc., to
for inspection,
inspection, etc.,
regulations for
635
1165
exchange
machines, vehicles, etc..
etc
exchange of
of machines,
1165
promulgated
promulgated ...........-----.....
accountingg for supresponsibility
635
responsibility for accounti
hearings. etc.,
etc., before
determining; public
before determining;
hearings.
....635
1166
plies, etc ................
1166
given.............------notice to be given
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QuartermasterCorps,
Corps, Army—Continued.
Quartermaster
Page.
Army-Continued.
Page.
appropriation
appropriation for purchase
purchase of horses
horses......
635
635
contracts, standard required;
required;
limit; contracts,
exception
exception .....................
635
635
restriction
restriction on polo ponies.............
ponies
635
635
quarters..............
for barracks and quarters
635
635
National
service included__
National Guard in service
636
included...
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.,
Tex., additional
additional
' land, etc.,
etc., for supply
supply depots, etc
636
etc _.._._ 636
Canal Zone, additional
for
additional shelter
shelter for
troops .
troops.
636
........
.......... . 636
fuel and quarters commutation
commutation not
not
allowed from................
from
636
......
636
civilian
civilian employees
employees ..................
636
636
removal of private
buildings, Schofield
Schofield
private buildings,
Barracks, Hawaii
Hawaii .................
636
636
for repairs, etc.,
etc., to specified
specified forts, damaged
aged by Gulf hurricane, July 5,1916.
5, 1916_
636
for military post exchanges............
exchanges
. 636
636
wharves, and drainage
for roads, walks, wharves,
at posts .......................
637
637
road, Arlington
Cemetery, Va.........
Va
637
Arlington Cemetery,
637
road, Presidio
Prem io of San Francisco,
Cal_-.__ 637
Francisco, Cal
637
for roads, bridges, and trails, Alaska......
Alaska
638
638
for shelter in the
Philippines
638
the Philippines........... 638
liit for officers'
officers' quarters.
quarters ...........
limit
638
for post hospitals; construction,
___ 638
638
construction etc_
etc ...
for quarters for hospital
hospital stewards
638
stewards ......
638
for shooting
shooting galleries and
.
638
ad ranges .......
638
Vancouver Barracks, Waeh..1-.....”-.
for Vancouver
638
Wash --.....
638
for Fort Bliss, Tex
639
Tex..................
639
etc.......
for Army
Army War College; fuel, etc
639
639
for rent of buildings in District of Colum..............................
bia
639
639
for settlement
settlement of damage claims
639
claims........
639
for military posts, buildings, etc.......
etc
285
285
for Schofield Barracks,
Barracks Hawaii..........
Hawaii
285
285
for barracks
barracks and quarters, seacoast
seacoast defenses
285
..........................
285
Coast Artillery, San Pedro, Cal........
Cal
285
285
for Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va
285
Va....................
285
for seacoast artillery, Philippines
Philippines and
and
Hawaii
Hawaii ........................
286
286
for national cemeteries ................
286
286
for headstones for soldiers'
graves
286
soldiers' graves........
286
for disposition of remains of officers
officers and
enlisted men .......
....... . 286
286
for interment of civil
civil employees
employees dying
dying
abroad ..................
287
for removing
removing remains from abandoned
abandoned
poets, etc ......................
287
287
for reimbursement
reimbursement for burial
burial expenses...
expenses
287
287
for reintarring,
reinterring, etc.,
etc., remains of Orman
R. Osbon.................
Osbon
287
K.
...
287
for national parks
parks.....................
288
288
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for sabsiatence
29,
bsistence...
45, 337, 825
45,337,825
for regular
supplies.....
regular supplies
— ... 29,33,45,
29, 33, 45, 337,825,828
337, 825, 828
for incidental
29,33,45,337,825,828
incidental expenses.
expenses.. 29,
33, 45, 337, 825, 828
29,33,45,338,825,828
for barracks and quarters 29,
33, 45, 338, 825, 828
for transportation.....
transportation.... 29,33,45,338,825,828
29, 33, 45, 338, 825, 828
for headstones
headstones for soldiers' graves.......
graves..
29,
29,
33, 825, 828
828
for burial of indigent soldiers
soldiers
29
...........
29
for disposition
disposition of remains of officers,
officers, etc_
etc. 29,828
for horses .......................
45,337
45, 337
for water
water and sewer systems at military
posts......................
posts_
45, 338, 825
825
for clothing, and camp and garrison
garrison
equipage.
equipage. ......................
46,338
46,
338
for pay, National Guard
Guard ordered
ordered into
service........................
service
337
for hospitals .........
338,825
............
338,825

Quartermaster Corps,
Corps, Army-Continued.
Quartermaster
Army—Continued.
Page.
Page.
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for rent,
rent, aviation
aviation
section, Signal
section,
Signal Corps,
Corps, 1917.........
1917
311
811
for roads, walks, wharves, and
and drainage
drainage
at posts ...........................
825
25
for interned
interned Mexican
refugees, etc......
etc
825
Mexican refugees,
S25
for support
support of familiei
families of drafted
drafted enlisted
men,
men; etc .......................
. 857
requirement waived for officers,
bond requirement
not
officers. not
accountable
accountable for
for public
public funds, etc.
626
etc.... 626
clerks of, after twelve years of service
clerks
service and
detached,
detached, etc., to be known as-field
as-field
clerks;
clerks; allowances,
allowances, etc............
etc.. .
625
625
constitution of, under National Defense
Defense
Act .............................
170
170
officers; rank pay, etc.,
officers;
etc., of pay clerks....
clerks. .
170
170
enlisted men limited;
limited; grades
grades established.
established.
170
170
percentages of grades
percentages
grades...............
170
170
electricians rated as sergeants.
master electricians
sergeants,
senior grade................
grade
170
170
construction
construction and repair
repair work
work by .......
171
171
Charles P. Daly, may be appointed
appointed milimiliCharles
tary storekeeper
storekeeper ..................
626
626
issue of supplies
supplies to sufferers
sufferers from
from floods
in
floods in
designated
designated Southern
Southern States.........
States
435
435
loan of tents, provisions, etc.,
etc., for relief of
of
Mississippi
Mississippi River flood
illeod sufferers
11
sufferers... ..
11
pay clerk, may be appointed
appointed first lieutenlieutenant..........
ant
644
.................
-supplies may
--supplies
to milir
Militaxy
schools
may be issued to
tiy schsoos
for instruct
for
instill ction
daraila -............
—
123
inc&.aph:
;-:.. 123
Quartermaster
General's Office, War DepartDepartQuarteraster General's
ment,
appropriation
clerks, architect,
architect, engiengiappropriation for clerks,
neers, etc.......................
etc
91, 1095
neers,
91,1095
deficiency
appropriation for
clerks. etc
deficiency appropriation
for clerks.
ctc..
1917 ...............
1917
809
.............
809
Quartermaster's
Quartermaster's Department, Marine Corps,
appropriation for
etc.... 613.
appropriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc....
613 1189
1189
Va.,
Queens Creek, Va.,
preliminary
examination, etc.,
etc., of,
oF, to I.e
Le
preliminary examination,
made..................
made
407
..........
4-07
Queens, New York,
York,
condemned
cannon granted
to
840
condemned cannon
granted to............
840
Queenstown, Md.,
Md.,
appropriation for
improvement of,
of, harlor.
harlot
394
appropriation
for improvement
394
Quest, Sarah
Sarah (widow),
(widow),
Quest,
pension increased
I
231
pension
increased ............................
1231
Qui-nai-elt and Quil-leh-ute Indians, Wash..
Qui-nai-elt
Wash..
appropriation for support, etc., of
of ...... 153.
153 989
989
appropriation
Quigley
(widow),
Quigley,.,Alice (widow),
pension
pension..............................
1290
....
1290
Quigley, Patrick
J.,
Patrick J.,
pension increased ........................ 1245
1245
Jones (widow),
Quinby, Elie Jones
(widow),
pension
pension increased
increased ....................
1361
1361
Quinby, Captain
Captain John
John Gardner,
Navy,
Gardner, U. S. iNay,
retired,
retired,
to be rear
rear admiral on active list:
list; place... _ 602
examinations
examinations required;
additional
required; to be additional
number; no
no back
back pay, etc
etc .......
602
number;
ti02
Quincy, Ill.,
Ill.,
appropriation
building
268
appropriation for public
public building.........
268
QutniaultIndian
Quzniault
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wash.,
payment for labor of Indians
Indians on.
from
payment
on. from
tribal funds .........
353
tribal
.. ......
353
Quinlan, George
F.,
Quinlan,
George F.,
pension
pension .............................
1386
.
1386
Quinn, Ann (widow),
(widow),
pension increased
increased............... ..... 1415
1415
Quinn, Timothy,
pension
pension increased
increased ...........
1553
15........
153
Quinn, Tina (widow),
(iidow),
pension ....................
pension
1383
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Page.
Page.
Quinnipiac
QuinnipiacRicer. Conn..
Conn..
preliminary
preliminary examination,
examination, etc., of, to be
made,
made. New
New Haven
Haven to Meriden.....
Meriden
406
Quino
Quinolin,
on free list ..............
.........
793
Henry,
Quint, Henry,
pension increased ...................
1310
1310
Quitman, Ga.,
Quitman,
appropriation for public building........
building
appropriation
268
268
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for public builddeficiency
ing ..........
ing
...... ......
18
18

R.
Rabies,
Rabies,
appropriation
appropriation for suppression of, by destroying
animals
stroving certain predatory animals..

467,
1156

deficiency appropriation
appropriation for destroying
affected with
with.........
24
wild animals affected
Rabuck,
Philip,
Rabuck, Philip,
pension increased ........................ 1456
Raccoon Creek,
Creek, N.
Raccoon
N. J.,
J.,
appropriation
improvement of
of......... 393
appropriation for improvement
Racine, Wis..
Wis..
appropriation
401
harbor..
appropriation for improvement of harbor
condemned cannon granted to, for Spanish
Spanish
Veteran camp ...............
833
War Veteran
Rader,
Rader, Adam,
pension increased........................
increased
. 1559
Radio
Radio Communication,
Conmunication,
appropriation for enforcing,
enforcing, on ocean
appropriation
steamers, etc...................
etc
113,1114
for investigating, etc.,
etc., methods and ininstruments employed
employed in..........
in
115,1116
furnishing,
an seagoing
furnishing, etc., for all
eagoing vessels,
vesels,
538
Lighthouse Service,
Lighthouse
Service, authorized
authoried..
Communication Laboratory,
Laboratory, D. C.,
Radio Communication
appropriation
construction, etc ........
324
appropriation for construction,
Radio
Engineering Company,
Radio Engineering
appropriation
for
purchase
of
exclusive
appropriation for purchase
rights
radiodynamic torpedo
rights from, of radiodynamic
control inventions
inventions .
347
..................
............... 347
tests, etc., required.....
required
Army,
Radio Engineers,
Engineers, Army,
appropriation
appropriation for; limit ................ 91,1095
Radio
Installations,
Army,
Radio Installations,Army,
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for ..............
45
deficiency
339
for, Mexican
Mexican border ...................
Radiodynarnic
Control,
Radiodynamic Torpedo
Torpedo Control,
appropriation
appropriation for purchase of rights of John
Hays
of
347
Hammond's invention of.....
Havs Hammond's
347
tests. etc ........................
Army
for examination,
examination, etc.,
etc., of board of Army
Navy officers ................347
and Navy
347
assignment of patent, etc ............
assignment
for purchase and installation
unit. 348
installation of one unit
ior
Radiotelegraph,
Radiotelegraph, Naval,
Naval,
appropriation
experiments,
appropriation for expenses of experiments,
etc
606,1185
et ...........................
service.. 606
for maintenance
maintenance of coast signal service..
for
purchase of
station sites,
sites, etc...
606
606
etc..
of shore
shore station
ior purchase
transfer of
site for
from other
for station
station from
of site
transfer
606
departments ......................
departments
tor
aerials. State,
State, War,
and Navy
Navy DepartDepartWar, and
for aerials.
........... 606
ment Building
Building .......
high-power stations at
etc., high-power
for installing,
installing, etc.,
specified
607
locations .................
specified locations
Radiotelegraphic Conrention,
International,
Convention. International,
Radiotelegraphic
appropriation
for share
share of
of expenses....
expenses
258, 1054
258,1054
appropriation for
deficiency
exof exfor share of
appropriation for
deticiency appropriation
802
penses
802
- ....... .
penses .............
lficha l,
Rafter, Michael,
pension
1517
increased .............. ---.--pension increased
Ragan. .1Iary
Jane (zidoit),
(widow),
Ragan.
Mary Jane
pension
increased.
1383
pension increased.................---..-
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Railey,
Page.
Page.
Railey, Charles,
Charles,
pension
1456
pension.................................
1456
Railroad
and Loan
ComRailroadEmployees'
Employees' Building
Building and
Loan Company, Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio,
pany.
refund of excise
excise corporation tax
tax.......... 1493
1493
Railroad
Grant Lands,
Lands,
RailroadGrant
extended for
relinquishing, occupied
occupied
time extended
for relinquishing,
in Arizona,
New Mexico,
by Indians
Indians in
Arizona, New
48
and California.
California ...................
48
use
surveying lands in,
in, for office
office
use of fund
fund for surveying
work; limit ................
104,
1108
104,1108
Railroad
Routes, Postal
Railroad Routes,
Postal (see also Postal ServService),
ice),
appropriation
419,1064
appropriation for
for mail transportation
transportation by..
by.. 419,1064
carriage of postal
419
free carriage
postal officials
officials .....
.........
419
Mississippi
River bridge
bridge service
service Saint
Miisissippi River
Saint
Louis.
419
Louis....-........................
transfers, East Saint Louis and Saint
Saint
Louis
419
Louis...........................
freight
special arrangement
arrangement for mail by freight
trains, etc ........................ - 1064
deficiency
deficiency appropriation
appropriation for mail transportranspor820, 827
tation by
by................... 24,
24,820,827
allowance
for
increased
weight
limit
of parallowance for increased
cel post packages,
packages, January 1,
1914...
425
1,1914...
425
in specified
specified zones, since August 15,
1913..
15,1913..
425
readjustment
readjustment of pay for mail transportation
transportation
by, etc ........
425
-...............425
readjustment
transportareadjustment of pay of mail transportation, when weighing interrupted
by
interrupted by
floods, etc ..........-............
161
161
estimating by average
average normal
normal weights
estimating
weights..
applicable to routes affected
applicable
affected by Ohio
161
Valley, etc.,
etc., floods, 1913 ............
Railroads (see also
also Common Carriers),
Carriers),
Railroads
appropriation for establishing, etc., uniform
niform
appropriation
by
280
system of accounting
accounting by..-......enforcing use of safety appliances
appliances by
280
for enforcing
reports of accidents,
accidents, etc
for securing reports
etc.,,
from .......................
280
for investigating block signal and train
control systems, etc.,
etc., for
280
for...........
physical valuation
for ascertaining
ascertaining physical
valuation of
property of .......................
281
property
for securing
securing information of stocks, bonds,
etc., of.
281
etc.,
of............................
locomotive
for compelling
compelling use of safe locomotive
boilers by.
by ......... ................
281
carrying mails to deliver,
deliver, receive, and transcarrying
fer them without
additional pay
426
without additional
pay....
426
'discretionary exemptions .............
427
427
workday for train emeight hour standard workday
interstate commerce..
commerce
721
721
ployees of, in interstate
independent short lines, and electric,
electric,
independent
street, etc., railroads
railroads excepted......
excepted
721
terminal
transfer lines included
722
included....
terminal and transfer
finality
of
judgments,
etc.,
of
circuit
courts
finality judgments,
circuit courts
of appeals
appeals in causes arising
arising under
eighteen-hour law
law
727
........... 727
eighteen-hour
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court
certiorari
727
for review,
review, etc ..................
investigation, etc.,
etc., for coordination
coordination of exinvestigation,
tensive highways
highways with, for military,
tensive
industrial,
purposes.
650
industrial, and commercial purposes
ordered of Government
ownership of,
Government ownership
etc., in interstate
interstate and foreign cometc.,
merce ............
387
.......---merce
perform mail service
penalty for refusing to perform
431
law...............
as provided by law
senice of
violating Act limiting hours of service
violating
modified. .............
61
61
employees of. modified
transportation by,
contracts for mail transportation
special contracts
authorized ........
427
at higher rates, authorized
. 427
427
report to Congress
Congress...........---....
statements to be
be made
made of mail service
sworn statements
bv
.
-..
........................
by..............428
--
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Railway Adjustments Division, Post Office Page.
Department,
appropriation for superintendent, assistant,
clerks, etc
106
for superintendent, assistant.
1109
Railway Employees,
appropriation for Board of Mediation and
Conciliation.
281
judgments, etc., of circuit courts of appeals
final in causes relating to injuries to.
727
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court for
review, etc.
727
Railway Equipment,
appropriation for investigating materials
used in
115,1116
Railway Mail Service,
appropriation for General Superintendent,
assistant, etc., in Post Office Department
106, 1109
for division superintendents, assistants,
clerks, etc
419, 1064
clerks in charge of crews
419
full time credited when deadheading
under orders
419, 1065
appointments and assignments restricted
419
substitutes to be appointed to regular
service after one year's equivalent
service.
1065
no reduction on change of assignments
1065
promotions to clerks in charge of crews
1065
for travel allowances; increase. ..... 419, 1065
for emergency clerk hire
419, 1065
for substitutes for clerks on vacation 419, 1065
leaves with pay; allowance without
pay when furnishing substitute
419
use for regular
....
1065
for traveling expenses, etc., ay.-ay from
headquarters
120, 1065
for miscellaneous expenses
42.0, 1065
rent of space at terminals
420, 1065
for per diem, two assistant superintendents
420, 1065
deficiency appropriation for injured eni827
ployee1.
$27
for travel allowance
827, $30
for salaries
830
for assistant superintendents
Railway Safi-1y Appliances Acts.
finality of judgments, etc., of circuit courts
of appeals in causes arising, under...
727
certiorari from Supreme Court allowed
for review, etc
727
Rainier National Forest, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 114$
Rainier, Oreg.,
preliminary examination, etc., of harbor,
etc,. to be made
410
Raleigh, N. C.,
additional terms of court at
56
Raley, Jennie (widow),
pension
1465
Rambo, _4 adrew,
pension increased
1444
Ramey, Cyntha,
payment to, for death of husband
1348
Ramey, Gifford,
pension increased
157S
Ramsdell, Henry,
pension increased
1504
Ramsey. Mary R. widow),
pension
1444
Ramsey, Rebecca (widow of Thomas J.
pension increased
1368
Ramsey, Rebecca (widow of
pension increase
1446

Rand, Alfred D.,
Page
pension increased
1352
Rand, Cyrus R.,
pension increased
1285
Rand, Martin V.,
pension increased
1503
Rand, Susan L. F. (widow),
pension increased
1365
Randall, Charlotte (widow),
pension increased
1311
Randall, Franklin T.,
pension increased
1324
Randall, George F.,
pension
1574
Randall, John J.,
pension increased
1506
Randall, Oakaley,
pension increased
1561
Randell, Lillie B.,
payment to
1389
Randolph, Esther (widow),
pension increased
1407
Randolph, Martha II. (widow)
pension
1345
Randolph, Mass.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army poet
839
Rane,s, Thomas .M.,
pension increased
1573
Raney, James H.,
pension increased
1401)
Range Conditions,
appropriation for experiments, etc., in
improving in national forests.... 461, 1150
Range Finders, Army,
appropriation for purchase, iste.. f
,.rtiticath,n-i
'145. 900
for purchase, etc., insular plltieetie ion.4. . 3-19. 913
Rank-in, Acariah,
pension increased
1329
Ransom, Dick,
pension increased
1527
Rapid t'ity, S. Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school
151, 97
Rapid b ire Yield Bath-rtes, .-Irmil,
appropriation for alterations, etc ,
,to.. ,
346
Ra pules Parish, Lit.,
may bridge Red River, at Boyce
92.$
Rappahannock Ricer, Vie,
appropriation for improvemen tof
394
Raritan Ray, N. I.,
appropriation for improvement of
393
Raritan Ricer, S. J.,
appropriation for maintaining improvement
of
193
Rash, Mary R. twidow),
pension increased
1u99
Rail-, Taltitha (iridow),
pension
1312
Ratchford, James,
pension increased
143.5
Ratliff, James E.,
pension
1577
Raton, N. Mex.,
appropriation for public building

968

Rawlins, Sarah C. (widow),
pension

1414

Ray, Daniel A.,
pension increased

1463

Ray, Joseph,
pension increased
Ray, William
pension increased
Raybell, Thomas J..
pension incretioeol

1571
1282
14:t2

INDEX.
Raymond, Henry T. '
Page.
pension increased
1260
Raymond, John S.,
pension increased
1554
Raynsford, Waldo F.,
pension increased
1442
Rea, Robert Irvin,
1
pension increased
316
Read, Warren S.,
pension increased
1399
Reading, Mass.,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
18
Reading, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted to
835
Ready, Aaron,
pension increased
1534
Real Estate Loans,
allowed by national banks not in central
reserve cities; limitations
754
national banks in smaller communities may
act as brokers for
753
Real Estate Taxes, D. C.,
exemption of property of Daughters of the
American Revolution, church parsonages, etc., from
514
Reamer, Squire P.,
1285
pension increased
Rearnes, William A.,
pension increased
1236
Receipts and Disburserhents of the Government,
investigation of methods of accounting for,
directed
1080
Receivers of Public Moneys, Land Offices,
appropnation for salaries and commissions.
298
appointment authorized for Imperial district, Cal
227
Recess of Congress, Holiday,
ordered, for 1915
1599
for 1916
1605
Rech, William,
1427
pension increased
Reclamation Act,
appropriation for investigations for utilizing lands reclaimed under, etc
454, 1143
for demonstrations to assist agricultural
development of projects under,
etc
475, 1166
acceptance by present owners of extension
of time for payments
390
notice to Secretary of the Interior
390
acceptance after time expired, allowed;
payment of interest, etc
391
assignments of homestead entries within
notwithstanding original entry conformed to farm units; condition
65
auxiliary project under, to Yuma project,
868
Ariz
disposal of lands of Crow Indian Reservation, Mont., released under
1734
farm units entries by settlers within
Yuma, Ariz., project, allowed credit
for residence, etc
516
homestead patents under, not to issue
until all sums due are paid
920
Reclamation Fund,
appropriation for all expenditures of
306
Reclamation of Arid Lands, State,
public lands within State irrigation districts subject to regulations, etc.,
506
thereof
507
rights, privileges, etc., to be accorded
not applicable if majority of area un507
entered lands
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Reclamation of Arid Lands, State—Contd.
construction charges, etc., to be equitably
apportioned
507
list to land offices
507
liens for, on public lands; enforcement
507
priority of charges under reclamation
Act
507
subrogation of tax title purchases on
payment thereof
507
public lands not subject to tax, etc., liens
until plans submitted to Secretary
of the Interior
507
release if work not constructed, etc
508
organized districts on approval of Secretary, subject to taxes, etc
508
plans for, to be recorded in land districts
508
unentered lands not to be sold for taxes
508
tax a continuing lien; payment before
approval of entry
508
unpatented lands, not subject to reclamation Act, may be sold for taxes
508
patent to purchaser; conditions
508
limitations not applicable to sales to
irrigation districts
508
on default of fees, etc., any qualified
entryman may purchase
508
payment, etc., required
509
entered lands vacated, open to any applicant
509
proof of payment of liens, etc., required
509
delivery of irrigation district notices as to
unpatented lands
509
hearings, appeals, etc
509
disposal of moneys received from public
lands
509
Reclamation Service,
appropriation for all expenditures, from
reclamation fund; objects specified
303
for maintenance, etc., of designated irrigation projects
304
for secondary projects
305
limitation on expenditures
305
interchangeable appropriations
allowed; restriction
306
use of moneys refunded
306
exchange of lands with B. D. Sheffield for
Jackson Lake Irrigation project
1305
irrigation projects on Indian reservations,
Montana, to be executed by
141
sale of Boise and Arrowrock Railroad, constructed for Boise, Idaho, project
506
terms, conditions. etc
506
Recorder of Deeds, D. C.,
appropriation for book typewriters
1012
rates of pay for copying, etc.. established.
1012
deficiency appropriation for temporary
quarters
860
Recruiting, Marine Corps,
appropriation for; advertising agencies.. 614,1190
deficiency appropriation for
29,816
Recruiting, Navy,
appropriation for expenses of
560,1170
discharges allowed after one year's sea
service; conditions
560
repealed
.
1171
payments to postmasters for procuring
enlistments
560
purchase, etc., of motor vehicles
authorized; limit
1170
deficiency appropriation for
29
Red Bluff, Cal.,
appropriation for public building
268
Red CV Indian Reservation. Wis.,
appropriation for completing road on;
repayment
158
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Red Cross (see American National Red Cross). Page.
Red Hook Channel, Gowanus Bay, N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement of
392
Red Lake Indian Forest, Minn. '
created in Red Lake Indian Reservation_ _ 137
area designated
137
lands for churches, schools, etc., reserved
137
allotments of agricultural lands within_
137
sales of timber from
137
administration by Secretary of the Interior
137
disposition of timber products, sawmills,
nurseries, etc
137
leases for camping, etc. allowed
138
easements, etc., retained
138
net receipts to be credited to Red Lake
Indians
138
use of interest
138
Indian town site reserved
138
sale of timber outside of Forest; use of proceeds
138
Red Lake, Minn.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
409
Red Lake River,
bridge authorized across, Hi landing,
Kum
512
Kratka Township, Minn.
925
prelintaz examination, etc., of, to be
.,
.
409
Red River,
.
appropriation for improvement of, below
Fulton, Ark
398
for improvement of, and repair of levees
between Fulton, Ark., and Washita
River, Okla
399
bridge authorized across, Boyce. La.
928
Index Tex
1198
Terral, Okla
251
preliminary examination. etc., of, and
tributaries, for flood protection, to be
made
408
Red River Bridge Distriet,
may bridge Red River, Index, Tex
1198
Red River of the North,
bridge authorized across, Bellmont, N
flak
514
Caledonia, N. flak
511
Ilendrum, Minn., to Elm River, N. Dak
511
Polk County, Minn., and Grand Forks
County, N. Dak
924
Redfield, S. Dak.,
appropriation for public building
968
deficiency appropriation for public building
18
Redlands, Cal., Home Investment Association,
refund of excise corporation tax
1492
Redman, Flora G. (widow),
pension
1593
Redman, Henry W..
pension increased
1535
Rechnarz, Mary (widow)
pension increased
1420
Redwood Creek, Cal..
appropriation for improvemetit of
404
Reece, William L.,
pension increased
1283
Reed, Charles,
pension increased
1483
Reed, Eliza A. (widow),
pension increased
1314
Reed, James D.,
pension increased
1234

Reed, Joel H.,
Page.
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Reed, Newton H.,
pension
1364
Reed, Rebecca (widow),
pension increased
1240
Reed, Rose A. (widow),
pension
1212
Reed, Samuel,
pension increased
1231
Reeder, Jasper,
pension increased
1318
Reel, Joseph L.
pension increased
1523
Reeves, Charles W.,
pension
1387
Reeves, Emerson G.
pension increasea.
1508
Reeves, Moses, jr.
pension increased
1277
Reeves, Ora,
may perfect homestead entry in Glacier
National Park
342
Reeves, Tillie E. (widow),
pension increased
1464
Reformatories and Correctional Institutions,
D. C.,
appropriation for Washington Asylum and
Jail
798,1W
' for Home for Aged and Infirm
/07, 1084
for National Training School for Boys 707,1035
for National Training School for Girls 707,1035
Reformatory, D. C.,
appropriation for temporary quarters. etc..
711
for construction of permanent buildings,
improvements, etc
711, 1039
for maintenance
711, 1039
for fuel
712, 1039
for enlarging central power plant for, and
wise
712
for completing central power and re ,
frigenitor plants, etc
1039
deficiency appropriation for maintenance
808
imprisonment of convicts in, sentenced for
more than ayear
711
jurisdiction of Commissioners over
711
residue of term may be in
711
transfers; maintenance
711
not applicable to boys' or girls' training
schools
712
Refrigeration,
appropriation for investigations to determine units of, etc
114
Refund of .
Internal Revenue Taxes,
appropria tion for
276
deficiency appropriation for, corporatioa
20
excise
for, illegally collected
28, 33, 804, 824, 828
Register of theTreasury,
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc_ 82.1086
Register ofWills, D. C.,
appropriation for furnishing copies of wills.
etc., to aRcv-ssor
684, 1011
copies of wills, etc., relating to real estate,
to be furnished collector of taxes
and assessor by
1005
Registered Mail,
appropriation for indemnity for lost, domestic articles
421, 1067
for indemnity for lost, international
421, 1067
deficiency appropriation for indemnities
for lost domestic matter
24, 827,830
for indemnities, international
827

INDEX.
Registered Mails Division, Post Office Depart- rage.
ment,
appropriation for superintendent.. ..... 107, 1109
Registers of Land Offices,
appropriation for salaries and commissions.
298
appointment authorized for Imperial district, Cal
227
Registry of Vessels,
purchases, etc., by Shipping Board entitled to benefits of
730
Regular Army (see Army).
Regular Army Reserve,
constitution of, under National Defense Act.
187
assignment to Army organizations.
187
organization into units, etc
187
yearly training; pay, etc
187
retention for active service in time of war
187
enlistments in force at outbreak of war
continued for one year
187
semiannual pay to members of
188
pay when in active service in time of war
188
longevity pay
188
allowance when reporting
188
retirement, etc., not allowed for service in;
pensions
188
use of department employees, etc., in connection with
188
reenlistment as auziliary to, in time of war,
of honorably discharged soldiers who
served outside of continental limits;
conditions
188
bounty for
188
Rehoboth Ray, Del.,
appropnation for improvement of, inland
waterway from Delaware Bay to
394
Reichards, Jonas,
pension increased
1430
Reachold, Caroline (widow),
pension
1275
Reid, Charles B.,
pension
1582
Reid, Fanny (widow),
pension increased.
1439
Reider, Margaret I. (widow),
pension increased
1565
Reilly, Joseph F.,
pension
1575
Reimert, Moses A.,
pension
1378
Reindeer, Alaska,
appropriation for support of stations, etc
307
Ratan, Rose (daughter),
pension.
1534
Retneck, Al. A.
pension increased
1579
Reaneck, Barbara (widow),
pension
1542
Reamer.,India (widow),
pension
1455
Reiss Steamship Company, The,
authorized to change name of "Frank H.
914
Peavey" to "William A. Reiss"
"Frank T. Heffelfinger" to "Clemens A
914
Reiss "
915
"Frederick B. Wells "to "Otto M. Reiss"
"George W. Peavy" to "Richard J.
915
Reiss"
Reif, Harry L.,
1578
pension...
Relief and Protection of American Seamen,
appropriation for, in foreign countries,
etc
262, 1058
deficiency appropriation for.. 31, 33, 802, 826, 829
Religious, etc., Associations,
exempt from income tax
766
102620 °—vot 39-1-r 2

62
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Religious Persecution,
Page.
aliens escaping from, allowed admission
without literacy test
877
Remington, Lovina S. (widow),
pension increased
1253
Remount Stations, Army,
acceptance of tracts donated for, authorized_
622
Removal of Causes from State to United States
Courts
suits against revenue officers
532
officers of Federal courts
532
officers of Congress
532
procedure; filing of petition, etc
532
certiorari for records, etc
533
capias proceedings; duty of marshal
533
declaration by plaintiff, if record not
obtained
533
Renfroe, Mary (widow),
pension increased
1593
Rennels, William R.,
pension increased
1418
Renovated Butter,
appropriation for inspection of, factories,
etc
450, 1139
Renshaw, Jacob L.,
pension increased
1240
Reusing, Egnitz,
pension increased
1540
Rent,
.C.,.
appropriation for Department of State.. 78, 1082
for Treasury Department
84, 1089
for War Department
93,1097
for Navy Department
98, 1102
for Interior Department
103, 1107
for Post Office Department.... .. .
... 108,1110
for Department of Justice4.. 11)9, 1111
for DePartmeat
-116, 1117
far Department of .1.4bor.
118, 1119
for Interstate Commerce dom'Minicat.....
280
for Federal Trade Commission
282
for Department of Agriculture
469,1158
Joint Committee to investigate requirements of
1158
for buildings, etc., Quartermaster Corps
639
deficiency appropriation for War Department
809
Rent, Light, and Fuel, Post Offices,
appropriation for; ten-year leases.. ... 417, 1063
limit, third class offices
417,1063
Rent of Court Rooms,
appropriation for
314
Repair Ship, Navy,
construction of one, authorized
616
Repair
appropriation
Shop, D. for
C.,i
mprovements, machines,
etc
684
Reporting Proceedings in Congress,
appropriation for House of Representa7Z 1076
three
69, 1073
for Senate
deficiency appropriation for extra services,
House of Representatives
822
for extra services, Senate
822
Representatives in Congress,
appropriation for compensation
69,1073
for mileage
70, 1074
for clerk hire
72,1076
clerks to be placed on roll of employees; appointment, etc
72,1076
delivery of plates of portraits of deceased,
to heirs, etc., -authorized
275
use of name of, in advertising business before departments, etc., unlawful... _
54
Reproducing Plats of Surveys,
appropriation for
299
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Reuss, Michael,
Page.
Republic Iron and Steel Company,
Page.
may bridge Mahoning River, at Youngspension increased
1291
town, Ohio
9 Revenue Act, 1916 (see also separate Titles,
"Republic," Steamship,
etc.),
formerly "Wallmre," to be enrolled and
Title I, Income Tax, on individuals
756
licensed
914
on corporations.
765
Republican River,
administrative provisions
'i73
appropriation for replacing bridge across,
Title II, Estate Tax
777
near Fort Riley, Kans.; refund from
Title III, Munition Manufacturer's Tax
780
Kansas.
644
Title IV, Miscellaneous Taxes
783
Reservations, D. C.,
fermented liquors
783
connection with District sewers and Marywines and spirits
783
land sewerage systems to prevent
special taxes
789
pollution of streams in
717
tobacco, cigar, and cigarette manufacReserve Officers' Training Corps, Army,
turers
791
established in civil educational institutions
191
repeal of emergency internal revenue
senior division in universities, colleges,
tax Act, 1914
792
and State institutions
191
leaves of absence for thirty days to
junior division at other public or private
agents and inspectors
793
military schools
191
Title V, Dyestuffs, tariff provisions
793
designated schools may be organized in
Title VI, Printing Paper, tariff provisions
795
senior division
191
Title VII, Tariff Commission
795
application of State institutions for estabTitle VIII, Unfair Competition.
798
lishing; requirements
191
prohibition against systematic sales of
other institutions; requirements
191
imported articles at less than marmilitary training to be prescribed
192
ket price, etc. .
798
eligibility for membership; citizenship,
punitive duty on imports sold with conage, and ph
192
dition against purchasing from
799
details of Army officers as professors, etc ;
limitatiofl..
192
retaliation if Anwitican products prohibited entry in foreign ccrtnitry
799
retired officers; pay, etc
..
192
tour of service for officers on active list.
192
prohibition of imports from belligerent
country denying entry of similar
details of enlisted men; maximum; to be
American articles abroad.
799
additional numbers
192
limitation on retired; pay, etc
192
refusal of clearance in time of a foreign
war, to vessels discriminating unissue of arms, etc., to institutions; bond
192
fairly in traffic of citizens, etc
799
training camps to be maintained for.
193
clearance may be withheld from vessels
payment of expenses; use of Army
193
of country denying equal commergraduates may be appointed in Officers' Recial facilities to Americans during
serve Corps; conditions
193
war in which United States is not eneligibility of, undergoing postgraduate
gaged.
800
Course
193
subsistence allowed selected students, for
use (Aland and naval forces to enforce
two years, agreeing to complete
provisions hereof..
800
Title IX, invalidity of any clause, etc ,
military course
193
800
not to affect remainder of Act
credit for training in schools under Army
basis of payment to families of enlisted
officer as service in senior division
men called into military service
801
of
853
in effect the day after passage, unless otherReserve War Material, Navy,
wise provided;-conflicting laws reappropriation for procuring for supply depealed
801
partments to fit out ships in emerdeficiency appropriation for expenses colgencies
1183
lecting, etc.
804
use, etc., to prevent deterioration,
payment of employees, supplies, etc
804
etc.; reimbursement.
1183
allowance for additional clerical help,
Resident Commissioners,
804
etc, in District of Columbia
appropriation for compensation
69, 1073
for expenses.
70,1074 Revenue Act, 1917,
Special Preparedness Fund created for
for clerk hue
72,1076
military and naval uses
1000
clerks to be placed on roll of employexcess profits tax
1000
ees; appointment, etc.
72,1076
one-third of estate tax
1000
election, etc., of, from the Philippines......
552
annual amount from increased receipts
from Porto Rico
963
under revenue Act of 1916
1000
term, sa, etc
963
reimbursement to, if temporarily diResoner, George
.
verted
1000
pension increased
1287
excess profits tax on incomes of corporaResorcin,
tions and partnerships
1000
duty on
794
estate tax increased for
1002
Restraint of Trade,
payment on prior transfers
1002
purchases of structural steel, armor, etc.,
issue of three per cent bonds to meet desigfor ships of the Navy, not to be made
nated expenditures
1002
from
619,1195
selling imports below market price to efMexican situation; armor plate plant;
Alaskan railway; Danish West Infect, therefor, unlawful
798
1002
punishment, etc
798
dies
amount not exceeding $10D.000,000...... 1002
Retheiser, William,
1003
pension increased.
1213
exempt from all taxes.

INDEX.
Revenue Act, /9/7—Continued.
Page.
issue of three per cent bonds, etc.; not receivable as security for national bank
circulation ..
1003
disposal of
1003
Panama Canal bonds in addition to
1003
redeemable within fifty years.
1003
issue of three per cent certificates of indebtedness.
1003
payable within one year......
1003
amount increased to $300,000,000
1003
income tax; corporation dividend payments
1004
sworn returns to include names of stockholders
1004
Revenue Agents, Internal,
appropriation for salaries and expenses. -86,1090
allowed thirty days' leave of absence
793
Revenue Cutter Service (see also Coast Guard),
deficiency appropriation for expenses.... 28,828
Revenue from Customs,
appropriation for collecting
277
deficiency appropriation for collecting... 28,824
Revenue Officials,
removal from State to Federal courts of
suits, etc., against
532
Revised Statutes,
amended, section 440
9
section 476
8
9
section 477
252
section 674
650
section 1342
9
section 1513
725
section 2971
773
section. 3167
773
section 3172
774
section 3173.
775
section 3176
740
section 3244
788
section 3255.
787
section 3264.
788
section 3287
354
section 3297
783
section 3339.
789
section 3354
37
section 3646
942
section 4414.
918
section 4464
918
section 4465
918
section 4466
348
section 4894
753
section 5202..
121
section 5234.
649
repealed, section 4716
225
section 5193.
Revolutionary War,
establishment of battle field of Guilford
Courthouse, N. C., as a military
996
park.
Rex, Lewis B.,
1439
pension increased
Reyes Gavilan, Carlos Hevia, of Cuba,
may be admitted to Naval Academy for
10
instruction.
Reynolds, Adeline (widow),
1246
pension increased
Reynolds, Aletha E. (mother),
1509
pension increased
Reynolds, Amos,
1451
pension increased
Reynolds, James,
1331
pension increased
Reynolds, James P.,
1524
pension increased

2113

Reynolds, Joseph E.,
pension increased
Page.
1509
Reynolds, Martha A. (widow),
pension
1248
Reynolds, Samuel ifcC.,
pension increased
1417
Reynolds, Seymour H.,
pension increased
1433
Reynolds, Silas A.,
pension increased
1215
Reynolds, Thomas J.,
pension increased
1379
Reynolds, Z. W, Pay Inspector, U. S. Navy,
payment to
1297
Rhinelander, Wis.,
appropriation for public building
268
Rhoads, .Annie E. (widow),
pension increased
1421
Rhode, George,
pension
1363
Rhode Island,
appropriation for naval training station. 561,1173
R
bough, Milton,
pension increased
1309
Rhodes, Abraham,
pension increased
1567
Rice Crops,
appropriation for investigation of insects
affecting
465
Rice, Frederick,
pension increased
1281
Rice, Henry Mower,
,
acceptance of statue of, from Minnesota for
Statuary Hall
1e00
proceeclings on, ordered printed
. ;.• 1600
Rice, John A. ,
pension increased
,,
1595
Rice, Laura A. (daughter), .
pension
MG
Rice, Mary.(widow),
pension increased
1404
Rice, Robert F.,
pension increased
1415
Bra, Stephen,
pension increased
1459
Rich, Ademah W, alias William Parker,
pension increased
1286
Rich, Jesse B.,
pension increased
1440
"Richard J. Reiss," Steamer,
name of "George W. Peavey" changed to
915
Richards, Charles,
pension increased
1555
Richards, Emma (daughter),
1328
pension
Richards, George J.,
pension increased
1435
Richards, Guy A.,
homestead entry allowed, in lieu of erroneous selection
1587
may embrace stock raising area.
1587
Richardson, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
1323
Richardson, Ellen A. (widow),
pension increased
1541
Richardson, George F.,
pension increased
1334
Richardson, Levi J.,
pension increased
1482
Richardson, Maria Louise (widow),
pension increased
1376
Richey, Allis A. (widow),
pension increased
1312
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Richey, William,
Page.
pension increased
1480
Richey, William G.,
pension increased
1542
Richey, William James,
pension increased
1398
Richfield, Utah,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
18
Richie, Tom K,
deficiency appropriation for repayment to.
819
Richland County, Mont.,
bridge authorized screws Missouri River,
Sheridan County to
14, 121, 510
Yellowstone River in
510
Richmond, .Mo.,
condemned cannon granted to
842
Richmond, Va.,
appropriation for public building; additional land
268
National Negro Exposition at, commended
to active interest of the Nation
1734
Rickard, Elsina H. (widow),
pension
1465
Ricker, Amanda M. (widow),
pension increased
1308
Ricketts, _Ebenezer,
pension increased
1455
Ricketts, Francis A.
pension intreased
15,f/
Rackman, William IL,
pension increased
15118
Ridenour, Simon,
pension increased
1484
Ritter, James T.,
pension increased
1231
Ridgway, Kate (widow),
pension increased
1279
Rick/way, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
18
Rieck, John,
homestead entry validated
1202
Riehl, Eliza (widow),
pension
1227
Rap, Minnie (widow),
pension.
1380
Rifle, Colo.,
condemned cannon granted to
834
Rifle Contests, Army,
appropriation for trophy, medals, etc., for . 643
Rifle Matches, National,
appropriation for, ammunition, prizes, etc _ 648
for transportation of teams to; apportionment to States
648
appointment of Army or hfarineCorps officer
as Director of CiviliareMarkmanship
648
Rifle Ranges,
appropriation for expenses of maintainin.
etc., for civilians
648
for arms, ammunition, instructors, etc_ _
648
to be provided in all sections for rifle practice
211
general use of; details of instructora
- 211
arms and ammunition to be issued for
211
Rifles, etc.,
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
from sales of
781
Riggletvilk, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted to
840

Rights of Way,
gagechange authorized of, Chilocco Indian
School Reservation, Okla
146
granted across Forts Barrancas and McRee,
Fla
237
Indian lands for oil and gas subject to
approval of Secretary of the Interior.
973
temporary permits for construction authorized
974
ditch companies or drainage districts
through public lands
1197
conditions, etc
1197
thro,ugh lands of Indians for irrigation
ditches, etc
1197
subsidiary uses allowed
1198
Erwin, Tenn., fish hatchery..
928
Philadelphia, Pa., through Fort Mifflin
military reservation
531
Portland, Vancouver and Northern Railway Company across lands of Vancouver Barracks, Wash
233
Presidio of San Francisco Cal
919
transfers of, through Saint Louis Arsenal,
Mo., authorized.
857
Rigney, Sallie (widow),
pension increased
1318
R, _Edward At,
pension.
1386
4, tJoseph P. (8°11),
Riley,
pension
1583
R
Witham J. (son),
'pension • .
1583
Rinderpest,
appropriation for emergency use in eradicating, etc
492, 1167
payment for animals destroyed; appraisal of values
492,1167
Rine, David,
pension increased
1527
Ringle,George,
pension increased
1208
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
appropriation for seamen's mission
1058
international trade mark bureau established at
1680
Rio Grande Irrigation Project, N. Mex.-Ter.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
305
Rio Grande National Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 459, 1148
Riordan, Dennis W.,
pension increased
1556
Ripley,. Lydia (widow),
pension
1400
Rappee, Silas,
pension increased
1436
Riska, Frank,
pension
1583.
Ritchey, Anna E. (widow),
pension increased
1342
Ritchey, Joseph Thomas,
pension increased
1337
Ritter, William A.,
pension_
1584
River and Harbor Improvements,
appropriation for construction of works on,
under contracts, etc.
292
for construction, maintenance, etc
391
East River to New York Navy Yard;
contracts
392
Hudson River, N. Y. ,• contracts
393
diversion of Crum Creek, Delaware
River, bridge, etc
393

INDEX.
River and Harbor improvements--Continued. Page.
appropriation for construction, etc. Delaware River to the sea; contraets
394
Government pier, Lewes, Del
394
inland waterway, Norfolk to Beaufort
Inlet, N. C
394
removing water hyacinth, Fla
396
Passes at mouth of Mississippi River..
397
removing water hyacinth, Ala., Miss.,
La., and Tex
398
Galveston Harbor and Channel, Tex
398
inland waterways, Texas coast
..
398
Arkansas River, Ark. and Okla
399
Cache River, Ark., nonnavigable water; condition
399
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers,
Tenn., Ky., and Ala
399
Ohio River
400
Saint Marys River, Mich
400
Duluth-Superior Harbor, Minn. and
Wis.; contracts
401
Mississippi River Communion, expenses, etc
401
heavy freight experiments, Mississippi
River
403
Missouri River
403
Los Angeles, Cal., diverting dam, etc._
404
San Diego, Cal. '
•donation from city
404
Sacramento and Feather Rivers, Cal ;
contribution by State
404
Willapa Harbor and River, Wash.; contracts
405
waterways, Puget Sound with Lakes
Union and Washington, Wash
405
Kahului, Hawaii; contracts
405
for examinations, surveys, etc
406
special authority required for new
works
4013
restriction on supplementary reports_ _ 406
no work authorized until appropriated
for
406
'preliminary examinations and surveys authorized
406
New York Harbor, for 40-foot depth of
Hudson River Channel
406
ship channel, Lake Erie to Lake Ontario
406
inland waterway between Cape May,
N. J., and New York Bay
407
Northwest Channel, Key West, Fla
407
Texas, etc., rivers, for flood protection
408
Mississippi River, Saint Paul, Minn ;
traffic restrictions
409
Kansas, etc., rivers, Kans., for flood prevention
410
Columbia River
410
connecting waters of Great Lakes.
411
harbor lines Newport Harbor, Cal., eetab411
lished
printing ordered of index of reports of Chief
of Engineers, 1866-1917; matter included
411
electric lighting plant for Statue of Liberty, New York Harbor, accepted
with thanks to donors
411
no work to be done by private contract if
25 per cent in excess of met by Gov411
ernment plant
deficiency appropriation for paying claims
810
for damages to vessels by
repeal of authority to print reports from
330
appropriations for
Rivers,
317
appropriation for lighting of
830
deficiency appropriation for lighting of
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Riverside, Cal.,
Page.
appropriation for Sherman Institute Indian
school
132, 975
Riverside County, Cal.,
extension of time allowed for final .proof,
etc., of certain desert land entnes in.
49
Riverside County Mutual Building and Loan
Association, Riverside, Cal.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1494
Riverside, Md.,
bridge authorized across Potomac River at
899
Riverside Military Academy,
relieved of responsibility on bond
1497
Riverview Ferry Company,
may bridge Yellowstone River, near
Sidney, Mont
235
Roach, David,
pension increased
1457
Roach, Joseph,
pension
1378
Roach, Lucy M. (widow),
pension increased
1317
Roach, Mary J. (widow),
pension increased
1453
Road Construction, etc.,
appropriation for field experiments, etc. 472,1161
Road Making Materials,
appropriation for investigations and experiments
472,1161
Road Management, etc.,
appropriation for investigations, etc
472,1161
for determining beet materials
472,1161
for chemical, etc., investigations
472,1161
Roads, Rural Post, (see Rural Poet Roads).
Roads, Trails, etc. Fortifications,
appropriation for construction
910
Roa4, trails, etc., National Forests,
appropriation for construction, etc.... 481; 1150
Robards, Ella 3f. (widow),
pension increased
1444
Roluards, Ethel M. (widow),
pension
1595
Robbins, Charles S.
pension increased
1425
Robbins, Emer A.,
pension
1360
Robbins, Jesse L.
homestead entiy allowed, in lieu of erroneous selection1587
may embrace stock raising area
1587
Roberson, John W.,
pension increased1557
Robert,.Henry S.,
pension1581
Roberts, Ada (widow),
pension increased1551
Roberts, Elizabeth (mother),
pension increased1557
Roberts, James D.
1421
pension increased
Roberts, Lloyd,
1269
pension increased
Roberts, Mary E. (widow),
1462
pension
Roberts, Peter,
pension increased1543
Roberts, Robert H.,
1386
pension
Roberts, Sarah E. (widow),
1439
pension increased
Roberts, Sarah if. (widow),
1410
pension
Roberts, Storm T.,
1307
pension increased

2116
Roberts, William,
pension increased
Roberts, Zephaniah,
pension i
ncreased
Robertson, Annie B.,
land patent to
Robertson, Charles D., alias Charles D. Harris,
pension increased
Robertson, Felix R.,
pension increased
Robertson, Mary H. S.,
payment to aclministrataix of
Robertson, Philip E.,
pension increased
Robertson, Samuel A.,
pension increased
Robertson, William M.,
pension increased
Robinson, Arthur,
pens on increased
Robinson, Benjamin P.,
land patent to
Robinson, Charles,
pension increased
Robinson, Edward,
pension
Robinson, Emily N. (widow),
pension increased
•, Emily S. (widow),
pension increased
Robinson, George S.,
pension increased
Robinson, Jacob G.,
pension increased
Robinson, James,
pension increased
Robinson, Marian (widow),
pension increased
Robinson, Samuel,
deficiency appropriation for extra services
Robinson, Sarah (widow),
pension
Robinson, Sarah L. (widow),
pension increased
Robinson, Susan (widow),
pension increased
Rork, Annie E. (widow),
pension increased
Rock Creek Park, D. C.,
appropriation for ease and improvement
623,
for parkway connecting Potomac Park
and
additions authorized to parkway connecting Potomac Park and
Rock Hill, .S. C.,
terms of court at
Rock Island and Henry Counties, III.,
time extended for bridging Rock River at
Colona Ferry.by
Rock Island Arsenal, 111.,
appropriation for high service tank, etc
for road repairs
for toilet facilities, barracks building
for auto fire engine
for manufacturing field artillery ammunition; contracts
for increasing capacity for field-artillery
vehicles; storehouse, etc
for ice making plant; power plant, etc
for bridges, etc
deficiency appropriation for additional
storage facilities
Rock Island. ill.,
appropriation for Confederate cemetery

INDEX.
Pap.

1265
1256
1336
1573
1402
1393
1231
1546
1506
1333
1322
1436
1594
1509
1507
1557
1238
1287
1551
8'2
1568
1435
1210
1460
1021
282
689
721
4
283
283
283
283
283
=1
284
284
810
287

Rock River,
bridge authorized acrose, Fort Atkinson
Wis
time extended for bridging, at Colons Ferry, Ill
Rockhald, Md.,
appropriation for improvement of, harbor.
Rod-silk, Conn.,
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation for public build-

Pare996
4
394
268

19
Rockwelli
5ohn,
pension increased
1239
Rocky Boy's Band of Chippewa Indians, etc ,
Mont.,
appropriation for support, etc, of
139,980
lands reserved for, etc., in abandoned Fort
Aseirmiboine Reservation
739
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo.,
appropriation for protection, etc
308
boun
-ea changed; landa added to
916
Roddy,.Calloway,
pension increased
1570
Roddy, Harry P.,
pension
1594
Roder, Ellen G. (widow),
pension
1274
Rodgers, Crew",
pension messaged
1359
Rodgers, Ears,
pension increased
1422
Rodger!, Thomas M.,
pennon
1585
Rodkey, John H.,
pension increased
1399
Rodocker, Aaron C.,
pension increased
1480
Roe, John R.,
pension increased
1435
Rogers, Ark.,
appropriation for public building
268
Rogers, Daniel Z.,
pension increased
1525
Rogers, Edwin,
pension increased
1485
Rogers, Hamilton,
pension increased
Room, James,
pension increased
1:
1
3
1110
3
Rogers. Lavine A. E. (widow
pension increased
1593
orreille.„ Tenn.,
eficiency appropriation for public build803
Rogue River Indian War,
deficiency appropriation for expense*
825
Rohder, William,
pension
1581
Rohr. Ellen (widens),
pension
1411
Roland. Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
1547
Rolfes, Amelia Pagan de (widow),
pension
1576
Roll. Edward C.,
pension increased
1571
Roller, Joshua It.
pension increased
1460
Rollins, Albert, alias George Gorgon.
pension increased
1438
•Tarnes G.,
pension
1590
Rollins, Joseph L.,
pension
1577
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Roberts, William,
Page.
Rock River,
Page.
pension increased
1265
bridge authorized across, Fort Atkinson,
Roberts, Zephaniah,
Wis
996
pension increased
1256
time extended for bridging, at Colons FerRobertson, Annie B.,
4
rY, ni
land patent to
1336 Rockhall, Md.,
Robertson, Charles D., alias Charles D. Harris,
appropriation for improvement of, harbor.
394
pension increased
1573 Roaville, Conn.,
Robertson, Felix R.,
appropriation for public building
268
pension increased
1402
deficiency appropriation for public buildRobertson, Mary H. S.,
19
ing
payment to administratrix of
1393 Rockwell,ohn,
Robertson, Philip E.,
pension increased
1239
pension increased
1231 Rocky Boy's Band of Chippewa Indians, etc ,
Robertson, Samuel A.,
Mont.,
pension increased
1516
appropriation for support, etc., of
139, 980
Robertson, William H.,
lands reserved for, etc., in abandoned Fort
pension increased
1506
Assinniboine Reservation
739
Robinson, Arthur,
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo.,
pension increased
1333
appropriation for protection, etc
308
Robinson, Benjamin F.,
boundaries changed; lands added to
916
land patent to
1322 Roddy, Calloway,
Robinson, Charles,
pension increased
1570
pension increased
1436 Roddy, Harry P.,
Robinson, Edward,
pension
1594
pension
1594 Roder, Ellen G. (widow),
Robinson, Emily N. (widow),
pension
1274
pension increased
1509 Rodgers, Cvreneus,
Robinson, Emily S. (widow),
pension increased
1359
pension increased
1507 ;Rodgers, Ezra,
Robinson, George S.,
.
...
pewits) inereased
1422
pension increased
t. 1557 Rodgers, Thomas M.,
Robinson, Jacob G.,
pension
1585
pension increased
1238 Rodkey, John H.,
Robinson, James,
pension increased
1399
pension increased
1287 Rodorker, Aaron C.,
Robinson, Marian (widow),
pension increased
1480
pension increased
1551 Roe, John R.,
Robinson, Samuel,
pension increased
1435
deficiency appropriation for extra services
822 Rogers, Ark.,
Robinson, Sarah (widow),
appropriation for public building
ogg
pension
1568 Rogers, Daniel Z.,
Robinson, Sarah L. (widow),
pension increased
1525
pension increased
1435 Rogers, Edwin,
Robinson, Susan (widow),
pension increased
1485
pension increased
1210 Rogers, Hamilton,
Rork, Annie E. (widow),
pension increased
1313
pension increased
1460 Rogers, James,
Rock Creek Park, D. C.,
pension increased
1310
appropriation for care and improveRogers, Loaina A. E. (widow),
ment
623,1021
pension increased
1593
for parkway connecting Potomac Park
Rogersville, Tenn.,
and
282
deficiency appropriation for public buildadditions authorized to parkway connecting
803
ing Potomac Park and
689 Rogue River Indian War,
Rock Hill, S. C.,
deficiency appropriation for expenses
825
terms of court at
721 Roltder t William,
pennon
1581
Rock
time
Island
extended
and Henry
for bridging
Counties,
Rock
Ill. River at
Rohr, Ellen (widow),
Colons Ferry by
4
pension
1411
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.,
Roland.,Elizabeth (widow),
appropriation for high service tank, etc_ ...
283
pennon increased
1547
for road repairs
2&3 Rolfes, Amelia Pagan de (widow),
for toilet facilities, barracks building
283
pennon
1576
for auto fire engine
283 Roll, Edward C.,
for manufacturing field artillery ammupension increased
1571
nition; contracts
283 Roller, Joshua 11.,
for increasing capacity for field .artillery
pension increased
1460
vehicles; storehouse, etc
283
Rollins, Albert, alias George Gorgon,
for ice making plant; power plant, etc.284
pension increased
1438
for bridges, etc
281
Rollins, James G.,
deficiency appropriation for additional
pension
1590
storage facilities
810
Rock Island, ill.,
Rollins, Joseph L.,
appropriation for Confederate cemetery
287
pension
1577

INDEX.
Rome, Ga., First Baptist Church,
Page.
payment of Court of Claims findings to... 1496
Rome, Italy,
appropriation for International Institute of
Agriculture at
257,1053
for International Office of Public Health.
258,
1053
Rominger, Lewis A.,
pension increased
1403
Rondout, N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
392
Rose, Henry M.,
appropriation for, as assistant secretary of
the Senate
66, 1070
Root, Daniel 0.,
1536
pension increased
Roraback, Maria L. (widow),
pension increased
1252
Rose, Alonzo,
1459
pension increased
Rose Catherine (widow),
1418
pension
Rose, Edwin W,
pension increased
1559
Rose, John,
pension increased
1437
Rose, Pleasant,
pension increased
1515
Rose, William,
pension increased
1274
Roseberry, Mary E. (widow),
pension
1233
Rosebud Indian Reservation, S. Dak.,
988
appropriation for school buildings on
no allotment for sectarian schools on
988
completion of
payment to Indians of, enrolled by order
509
of court from tribal funds
determination of attorneys' fees; receipt
510
in full required for
Roseburg, Oreg.,
268
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation for public build19
ing
Rosenbrook, George R.,
1520
pension increased
Roseville, Ohio,
condemned cannon granted to
Ross, Della C. (widow),
pension
Ross George H.,
pension increased
Ross, Harriet (widow),
pension increased
Ross, Julia Ann (widow),
pension increased
Ross, Levi A.,
pension increased
Ross, Mary P. (widow),
pension increased
Ross, Nancy (widow),
pension increased
Ross Olive M. (widow),
pension
Ross, Rebecca T. (widow),
pension
Ross, Robert W,
pension increased
Rossiter, Rosa (widow),
pension increased
Rost, Johanna (widow),
pension increased
Rottier, Nicholas,
pension increased
Rottman, Oscar G.,
pension..

832
1417
1535
1430
1277
1454
1480
1277
1415
1237
1522
1244
1398
1287
1333
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Roudebush, William,
pension increased
Rouge River, Mich.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
Roumania,
proclamation against violating neutrality
in war between Austria-Hungary,
Germany, and Turkey, and

Page.

1247
409

1805

Roumania, Serbia, and Bulgaria,
appropriation for minister to
252,1048
Rous, Mary P. (widow),
pension increased
1213
Roush, William,
pension increased
1422
Routt National Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Rowe, Millie (widow),
pension increased
1230
Rowe, Orlando D.
pension increased
1434
Rowe, William S. '
pension increased
1488
Rowell, Aaron,
pension increased
1506
Rowell, Ezekiel P.
pension increased
1487
Rowell, Madeline A. (widow),
pension increased
1463
Rowell, Rose A. (widow),
pension
1435
Rowland, Michael J.,
pension increased
1585
Rowland, Robert T.,
pension
1584
Rowland, Wesley,
penaion increased
1340
Rowland, William F.,
pension...
1387
Rowlen, Charles E.,
pension increased
1408
Rowlett, Thomas J.,
pension increased
1241
Rowley, Thomas F.,
pension increased
1267
Rowsell, Margaret (widow),
pension increased
1362
Roxbury, Conn..,
condemned cannon granted to
831
Roy, Francis,
pension increased
1590
Royse, James G.,
pension
1359
Rublee,George,
801
deficiency appropriation for services
Ruby National Forest, Nev.,
459
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
Ruby, Sarah Jane (widow),
1408
pension increased
Ruch, Uriah,
1550
pension increased
Rucker, Nathan C.,
1569
pension increased
Rudd, David F.,
pension increased
1512
Rudy, Emma (widow),
1419
pension
Ruebel, Philip,
1223
pension increased
Ruge, Surelda (widow),
1276
pension increased
Ruggles, Harvey J.,
1386
pension
Rule, Effa M. (widow),
1386
pension
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Rules of the House of Representatives, Digest
of,

Page.

appropriation for preparing
70, 1074
Rumbolz, Prances W. (widow),
pension
1286
Rumford, Me.,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Rurnsey, Samuel E,
pension increased
1408
Runkel, William,
pension increased
1235
Runkle, Charles F.,
pension increased
1311
Rupert, John M.,
pension increased
1259
Rural Credits (see also Federal Farm LoanA4),
appropriation for studies of cooperation an,
etc
473,1163
Rural Delivery, Postal Service,
appropriation for equipment for...
422, 1067
for carriers, station clerks, etc
423,1068
carrier on Lake Winnepesaukee
423, 1068
for experimental extension of parcel post
for farm products
424
deficiency appropriation for
827
for carriers
827
for supplies
827
for teN
827
for carriers and clerks
827
service to be extended to entire rural population
423
classification of routes; horse drawn
423
motor vehicles; petitions required for establishing hereafter
423
lesser horse drawn, allowed
423
increases allowed; rates of pay
423
carriers to provide equipment
423
motors allowed on horse drawn routes
423
adequate equipment required
423
increased pay for pouch mail, etc.; limit
423
readjustment of existing routes
423
preference on new routes to former displaced carriers
423
payment for service in 1915
424
no part
etc
424
Rural
appropriation 'for investigation of ....... 102, 1105
Rural Mails Division, Post Office Departmeat,
appropriation for superintendent, assistant,
clerks, etc
107
for superintendent, assistant, etc
1109
Rural Post Road?,
cooperation with States for construction of,
authorized
355
all roads to be free from tolls
356
construction of terms used; "rural post
roads"
356
"State highway department"
356
" construction of;"properly maint,ained"
356
bridges and culverts included in
356
appropriation for 1917; annual increase
356
conditions for apportionment to Statcs
356
reapportionment of unexpended balances
356
payments for use of counties where work
by States prohibited by constitution
356
administration expenses to be deducted
before apportionment
356

Rural Post Roads—Continued.
Page.
notification to States, etc., of allotment
357
ratio of apportionment; area; population
357
mileage of rural delivery and starroute service
357
certificate of apportionment to Treasury
and States
357
construction projects in States to be submitted to Secretary of Agriculture
357
approval of plans; apportionment of
amounts
357
payments to States; during construction_
357
supervision of work, etc., by States
358
manner of payments for
358
roads to be maintained by State authorities
358
suspension of apportionment on failure
358
roads and trails m national forests
358
annual appropriations for
358
requests from State, etc. authorities... _ 358
cooperation required; limit
358
report to Congress
358
notification of allotments
358
reimbursement from forest revenues
359
administrationexpenses; employees from
civil service eligibles
359
rent, supplies, etc
359
regulations to be made
359
in effect on passage
359
Rural Sanitation,
appropriation for studies of, Public Health
Service
279
deficiency appropriation for studies and
demonstration work
21
Rush, Ellen (widow),
pension
1481
Rushing, John H.,
pension increased
1521
Russell, David,
pension increased
1552
Russell.
,Franklin D.,
pension increased
1536
Russell, Kans.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army.post
832
Russell.
,Maggi
eE. (widow),
pension
1450
Russell, Mary Gertrude (daughter),
pension
1398
Russell.
,Michael,
pension increased
1525
Russell, Timothy P.,
pension
1426
Russellville, Ark.,
condemned cannon granted to
840
Russellville, Ohio,
condemned cannon granted to
836
Russia,
appropriation for ambassador to
252,1048
agreement with, relating to embargoed
goods
1638
treaty with, for advancement of general
peace
1622
Rust, Captain Armistead, U. S. Navy, retired,
to be captain on active list; place
602
examinations required; to be additional
number; no back pay, etc
603
Rust, Black and Stripe,
appropriation for investigating, in wheat,
etc
454,1142
Ruthenian!,
request for a day, to be designated by the
President, to receive funds for relief
of, in belligerent countries ...... .....
999

INDEX.
Rutledge, William B.,
pension increased
Ryals, Perry,
pension increased
Ryan, David J.,
pension increased
Ryan, Martin W.,
pension
Ryan, Mary A. (widow),
pension
Ryan, Mary C. (widow),
pension
Ryan, Mary E. (daughter),
pension
Rye,
official standards of quality and condition
to be established
interstate and foreign shipments to conform to

Page.

1222
1593
1271
1369
1332
1380
1530
483
483

S.
Sabine-Neches Canal, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of, from
Neches River to Port Arthur Ship
Canal
399
Sabine Pass, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of
398
Sabine River, La. and Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of waterway
from Mermentau River to
397
Sac and Fox Indian Agency, Iowa,
appropriation for land for MesqUakie Day
School
971
Sac and Fox Indian Lands, Okla.,
drainage assessments allowed on agency,
etc
fl
Sac and Fox Indian Sanatorium, Iowa,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. -125,970
Sac and Fox Indians ' Iowa,
appropriation for benefit of, from tribal
fund
977
Saw, Me.,
appropriation for public buildi' ng
268
Sacramental Wine,
restrictions on purchases, etc., of, in
Alaska
905
in District of Columbia
1125
Sacramento and Feather Rivers, Cal.,
appropriation for improvement of
404
amount for Feather River subject to
local contribution
404
special engineer board for, abolished
404
for improvement of, in accordance of
report of Debris Commission
404
contribution by State
404
Sacramento, Cal.,
terms of court at
122
Sacramento River (see also Flood Control,
Mississippi and Sacramento Rivers),
provisions for controlling floods, removing
debris, and improving
949
Sadler, Josiah,
pension increased
1501
Sadler, Sarah Jane (widow),
pension increased
1375
Saers, Charles 0.,
pension
1368
Safety Appliances (see Railway Safety Appliances Acts).
Safety of Railway Operation?
appropriation for investigating, etc., systems to promote
280
Sager, Charles W.,
pension increased
1312
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Saginaw, Mich.,
Page.
appropriation for public building
268
Saint Andrews Bay, Fla.,
appropriation for improvement of, channel
from Apalachicola River to
397
Saint Ann's Infant Asylum, D. C.,
appropriation for care of children in... 709,1037
Saint Augustine, Fla.,
appropriation for public building
268
powder house lot donated to, for public
park
926
Saint Clair, Mich.,
condemned cannon granted to
834
Saint Clair River, Mich.,
appropriation for improvement of, channel
at Port Huron
400
Saint Croix Island (see also West Indian
Islands Acquired from Denmark),
convention with Denmark for cession of
1706
Saint Croix River, Me.,
appropriation for light station at Dog Island
entrance to
317
dams acmes, at Baileyville and Grand
Falls, consented to
534
approval of Boundary Waters Commission, necessary
534
conditions, etc
534
Saint Croix Water Power Company,
operation, etc., of dams across Saint Croix
River, Me., by, authorized; conditions
534
Saint Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.,
appropriation for general expenses
309
for buildings and grounds, repairs, etc
309
for enlarging ice plant
309
for amount due for patients in excess of
charges, from District funds
309
for support of indigent insane, District of
Columbia, in
710,1038
name of Government Hospital for Insane
changed to
309
Saint Francis, Ark.,
time extended for bridging Saint Francis
River at
1
Saint Francis River,
appropriation for improvement of, and
tributaries
399
bridge authorized across, Browns Ferry,
Mo
7
Butler and Dunklin Counties, Mo
7
Craighead County, Ark
920
Parkin ,Ark
920,947
preliminary examination, etc., to be made,
of "sunk lands"
409
time extended for bridging at Saint Francis,
Ark
1
Saint George Sound, Fla.,
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of waterway connecting Tamps Bay
and
408
Saint Helena Naval Training Station, Va.,
appropriation for maintenance
562,1174
Saint .Toe National Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Saint Joe River, Idaho,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
410
Saint John bland (see also West Indian
Islands Acquired from Denmark),
convention with Denmark for cession of
1706
Saint Johns Baptist Church, Bamberg County,
S. C.
payment of ,
Court of Claims findings to
1496
Saint Johns. Oreg.,
appropriation for public buildim,
268
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Saint Johns River, Fla.,
Page.
appropriation for aids to navigation, below
Jacksonville
316
for improvement of, from Jacksonville to
the ocean
396
Jacksonville to Palatka
396
Palatka to Lake Harney.
396
for improvement of channel from, to
Cumberland Sound, Fla. and Ga
396
Saint Johnsbury, Vt.,
appropriation for public building
268
Saint Joseph, Mich.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
and river
400
Saint Joseph, Mo.,
appropriation for public building
268
Saint Julien.? Creek, Naval Magazine, Va ,
appropriation for ordnance storage
569
for public works
570, 1179
Saint Louis Arsenal, .Mo.,
transfers of rights of way, grounds of, authorized
858
Saint Louis County, Minn.,
may bridge Saint Louis River, Duluth,
Minn
436
Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern
Railroad Company,
exchange of right of way through Saint
Louis Arsenal, Mo. with AnheuserBusch Brewing Corporation, authorized
859
Saint Louis, Mo.,
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
office
88, 1092
for post office
268
mail conveyor system abandoned
268
condemned cannon granted to, for City
Hall park
843
Saint Louis River,
bridge authorized across, Duluth, Minn
436
Saint Marys, Ohio,
appropriation for public building
268
Saint Marys River,
bridge authorized across, Georgia and
Florida
165,436
Saint Marys River, Idaho t
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
410
Saint Marys River, Mich.,
appropriation for improvement of. at the
falls; new lock
292, 400
Saint Mary's School and Mission,
fee simple patent tract on diminished Colville Indian Reservation, Wash
672
Saint Paul, Minn.,
appropriation for public building
268
preliminary examination, etc., of, harbor;
report on traffic obstructions to be
made
409
Saint Peter, Minn.,
appropriation for public building
268
Saint Petersburg, Fla.,
appropriation for public building
268
for improvement of harbor
396
Saint Thomas Island (see also West Indian
Islands Acquired from Denmark),
convention with Denmark for cession of
1706
Salamanca, N. Y.,
appropriation for public building
268
for ground rent, public building
274
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Salaries and Allowances Division (see Post
Office Service Division, Post Office
Department).

Salaries, Government Employees, etc.,
appropriation for increased pay, to persons
receiving not more than $1,800 a
year, under Indian Department__
993
for increased pay to postal service employees receiving not more than
$1,000 ayear
1069
classified service salaries over $800,
excluded
1069
for increased, provided for in legislative,
etc., appropriation Act, receiving
not more than $1,800 ayear
1121
for increased, provided for in agricultural appropriation Act, not receiving
more than $1,800 ayear
1168
persons excluded
1168
for increased pay to civilian employees,
receiving not more than $1,800, tinder naval appropriations
1195
investigation directed of, compared with
those of States, municipalities, and
commercial institutions
.1081
restriction on, paying double, exceeding
$2,000 ayear.
120, 582
exemption of retired officers, and militia
officers and enlisted men
120, 582
Coast Guard added
582
not deprived of present salaries, etc._
582
Sa/az, Dolores Lucero de (widow),
nava increased.—
1267
SZem ,N, J.,
deficiency appropriation for public building site
803
Salem, Oreg.,
appropriation for Indian school; Alaska
pupils
149, 986
Salem River, N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of.
393
"Salem," U. S. S.,
appropriation for repairs.
605
for engines for
607
Salicylic Acid,
duty on
794
Salida, Colo.,
lands conveyed to, for park uses: payment
915
mineral deposits reserved
915
Salina, Kans.
terms of court at
726
office of deputy clerk
726
Salisbury, Don C.,
pension increased
1235
Salisbury, Md.,
appropriation for public building
268
Salisbury, Rose (widow),
pension
1344
Salisbury, William H.,
pension
1381
8a1 lade, Harvey,
pension increased_
1526
Salmon, Eliza J. (widow),
pension increased
1361
Salmon National Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
Salsbury, Francis E.,
pension increased
1562
Salt Lake City, Utah.
appropriation for assay office at
90. 1094
Salt River Indian Reservation. Ariz.,
appropriation for water rights for Indian
allotments in
130, 975
Salt River Irrigation Project, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
304
payment to Moeur-Pailord Company
304

INDEX.
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Salvador,
Page. San Francisco Exposition (see Panama Pacific Page.
appropriation for minister to
252, 1048
International Exposition).
Sammons, Frank P..
San Isabel National Forest, Colo.,
payment to, for injuries
1348
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Samoa, American,
San Joaquin River, Cal.,
appropriation for high power radio station
appropriation for improvement of
404
in
607
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
Sample, Woodman S.,
made
410
pension increased
1325 San lose, Costa Rica,
Sampson, Josiah R. '
appropriation for legation premises
1058
pension increased
1239 San Juan National Forest, Colo.,
Sams, Manuel S.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
pension increased
1367 San Juan, P. R.,
San Antonio Arsenal, Tex.,
appropri
ation for improvement of harbor. _ 406
appropriation for storehouse and equipcapital of Porto Rico to be at
953
ment
284
terms of court at
966
for improving water supply; roads and
San Juan River,
convention with Nicaragua for right to conwalks
284
struct ship canal
way of, etc
1661
deficiency appropriation for increasing storage facilities
810 San Juan River, N. Mex.,
appropriation for bridging, Farmington; reSan Antonio River, Tex.,
payment from funds of Navajos
926
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
409 San Luis Coast Guard Station, Tex.,
deficiency appropriation for repairs, etc
20
for flood protection
408
San Pablo :Bay, Cal.,
San Antonio, Tex. ,
appropriation for improvement of.
404
countries invited to take part in Texas Bicentennial, etc., Exposition at
217 San Pedro, Cal.,
appropriation for public building...
268
San Bernard River, Tex. ,
for barracks and quarters, Coast Artilpreliminary exam inaiion, etc., of, to be
lery
285
made
408
Sand Hills, Mich.,
San Carlos Indian Reservation, Ariz.
light and fog signal station authorized at. - 537
appropriation for additions to bridge across
Gila River on
132 Sanborn, Cutler B.,
pension increased
1442
San
appropriation
Diego, Cal. ,for improvement of harbor;
Sanborn, Darius S.
pension increased
1452
donation of tidelands by city
404
for naval fuel storage
1179 Sanborn, David F.,
pension increased
1504
for establishing Marine Corps base
1179
Sanborn, Nellie A. (widow,
donation of land for naval base required
pension increased
1320
from, when aircraft station established on San Diego Bay
568 Sancomb, Barney,
pension increased
1292
exhibits at Panama Pacific Exposition may
Sanders, Albert,
be transferred to Panama California
pension increased
1329
Exposition
2
terms of court at.
122 Sanders, Florence (daughter),
pension.
1318
transfer of Government exhibit from expoSanders, John H.,
sition at, to Mississippi Centennial
pension increased
1401
Exposition
854
Sanders, Mettie (widinv),
San Diego, Cal., Building and Loan Associapension increased
1489
tion,
refund of excise corporation tax.
1492 Sanders, Olive (son),
pension
1430
San Diego County, Cal. ,
Sanders, William IC.,
authority to purchase land for aircraft stapension increased
1415
tion on San Diego Bay
568
Sanderson, Levi,
donation of additional land from San
pension increased
1282
Diego required
568
Sands, Alethea L. (widow),
San Francisco, Cal.,
pension increased
1539
appropriation for assistant treasurer's
office
88 1092 Sandusky, Ohio,
for mint at
89, 1093
appropriation for improvement of harbor,.
400
for dispatch agent
254, 1050
purchase of site and construction of public
for improvement of harbor.
404
building at
14
for road, etc., at the Presidio
...
637
appropriation for
14
deficiency appropriation for mint at
860
present building to be sold on occupancy
abandonment of streets, etc., adjoining
of new.
14
the Presidio, consented to; condiSandusky, Ohio, Savings, Building and Loan
637
tions
Company,
granted right of way through Presidio of
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
San Francisco, for sewer
919
Sandy Hook Army Proving Ground, N. J.,
occupation of portion of the Presidio by
appropriation for range tower; fireproof
637
Palace of Fine Arts, continued
vault, etc
284
637
jurisdiction ceded to California
for fireproof stable .
284
revested in United States on revocafor tool, etc., storage house; concrete
637
tion of privilege
traverses
284
122
terms of court at.
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Sandy Hook Army Proving Ground, N. J.— Page.
Continued.
appropriation for current expenses
347, 911
for expenses of officers for quarters, etc 347,911
deficiency appropriation for protecting
shore of
811
Sanford, Fla.,
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Sanitary Bureau, International,
appropriation for annual share of maintenance
257, 1053
Sanitation, Rural,
appropriation for studies of, Public Health
Service
279
deficiency appropriation for studies and
demonstration work in
21
Sanks, Sarah R. (widow),
pension increased
1335
Sanson, Joseph 1.,
pension increased
1412
Santa Barbara National Forest, Cal,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of 459, 1148
proclamation diminishing
1730
excluded lands opened to settlement
1730
Santa Cruz Island (see also West Indian Islands Acquired from Denmark),
convention with Denmark for cession of
1706
Santa Fe Building Association, San Bernardino, Cal.,
refund of excise corporation tax.
1492
Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
appropriation for Indian school
143,981
for public building
268
Santa Fe National Forest, N. Mex.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
use of, in Bandelier National Monument
reservation, N. Men., retained
1764
Santa Monica, Cal.,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer Soldiem' Home
295
Santa Rosa National Forest, Nev.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
459
Santee River, S. C.,
appropriation for improvement of _
395
Santee Sioux Indians (see also Sioux Indians,
Different Tribes),
claims of Meclawakanton and Wahpakoota
Bands for forfeited annuities to be
determined by Court of Claims
1195
Santiago, Chile,
appropriation for delegates to Pan Amer
jean Conference at
259, 1055
&titian National Forest, Oreg,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
Santo Domingo (see Dominican Republic).
Sapp, Anna W (widow),
pension
1453
Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
appropriation for public building
268
Sarasota Bay, Fla.,
appropriation for improvement of
396
preliminary exainination, etc., of, to be
made, of waterway to Mi Akira River.
408
Saratoga," U. S. S.,
appropriation for repairs
605
Sargent, Frank B.,
pension increased
1316
Sargent, George W.,
pension increased
1207
Sargent, Henry C.,
pension increased
1551
Saska, Silico,
land patent to
1477
Sasser, H. B.,
pension increased
1594

Satterfield,
pension i
Ida
ncreased
M. (widow),
Saugatuck, Mich.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
Saugerties, N. P.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
Saunders Nelson T.,
military record corrected
Saunier, Joseph A.
pension increased
Saurbaugh t James A.,
pension increased
Sausser, George C.
pension increased
Saux, Tom,
fee simple homestead patent confirmed to.
Savage Bridge Company,
may bridge Yellowstone River, Richland
Conn, Mont
Savage, Edward A.
pension increased
Savage, Maria (widow),
pension increased
Savanna, Ill.,
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation for public build-

Page.
1442

400
392
1394
1413
1361
1579
990
510
1211
1249
268

itt

Savannah
lr,t
appropriation for improvement of waterway between Benufort, S. C., and
396
for improvement of harbor
395
for improvement of waterway between
Fernandina, Fla., and
395
bridge authorized across Back River near
6
Savannah River,
appropriation for improvement of, at
Augusta, Ga
395
below Aupsta
395
bridge authorized across, Browns Ferry,
Ga
534
McDonalds Shoals, Ga. and S. C
387
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made, at North Augusta, S. C
407
Kings Island, Ga
407
time extended for constructing dams
across, above Augusta, Ga
34
Savings and Homestead Association, New Orleans, La.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
Savings Banks, Mutual,
exempt from income tax
766
Sawtelle, Charles E.
pension increased
1309
Sawtooth National Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance etc., of. 459,1148
Sawyer, Arthur G.,
pension increased
1268
Sawyer, Elizabeth (widow),
1426
pension
Sawyer, Elizabeth 0. (widow),
pension increased
1374
Sawyer, Ellen A. (widow),
pension increased
1509
Sawyer, Hannah (widow),
pension increased1369
Sawyers, David A.,
pension increased
1240
Saxey, Sarah (widow),
pension increased
1244
Sayler, Benjamin L.,
pension increased
1416
Saylor, John W.,
pension increased
1437
Sayre, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
268

INDEX.
age.
Sayrs, Frank A.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Scabies in Sheep and Cattle,
appropriation for eradicating
450, 1138
Scales, .Carlos E.,
1519
pension increased
Scales, Railroad Track, etc.
324
appropriation for testing, etc
Scallg,James J.,
1577
pension increased
Scammon, !Samuel I.,
1308
pension increased
Scandinavian-American Line,
821
deficiency appropriation for refund to
Scanland, Richard,
1459
pension increased
Scarlet Crow, Sioux Indian,
appropriation for monument for grave of, in
145
Congressional Cemetery, D C
Schaaf, Bernard A.,
may be appointed master signal electrician,
900
Army
Schafer, Henry,
1441
pension increased
Sthallert, Frank,
1575
pension
Schantz, Charles F.,
1374
pension
Scheibe, Catherine (widow),
1205
pension increased.
Schenectady, N. Y.,
843
condemned cannon granted to
Scherer, Loami .E.
1319
pension increased
Schill, Joseph,
1428
pension increased
Schincke, Emil,
1502
pension increased.
Schlect, Gottlob,
payment to
Schliessmann, John I,
pension increased
Schlobohm,.Henry,
pension increased
Schlosser, Christian,
pension increased
Schmidt, Henrietta (widow),
pension
Schmidt, Jacob,
pension increased
Schmitt, John A.
pension increased
Schneider, Marimillian,
pension increased
Schnetzer, Frederick,
pension increased
Schoclack Landing, N. F.,
time extended for bridging Hudson River
from Castleton to
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii,
appropriation for construction
removal of private buildings on lands of
Scholl, Nicholas,
pension increased
Schoneck, Gustav,
pension increased
School Hygiene,
appropriation for investigation of
School of Fire for Field Artillery, Fort Sill,
Okla.,
appropriation for instruction expenses... —
assignment of second lieutenants for instruction at
Schools, D. C. (see Public Schools, D. C.).

1472
1480
1448
1283
1443
1257
1509
1213
1204
446
285
636
1524
1245
1105
620
621
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Schools, etc.,
having course of military instruction to be
supplied with arms, etc.; conditions
details from Army for; number
Schools of Instruction, Naval Reserve Force,
appropriation for maintenance of
Schooner Ledge Light Station, Pa.,
exchange of lands at, Delaware River at
mouth of Crum Creek
Schoonover, Roderick,
pension increased
Schouten, Albert,
pension increased
S'eber, Marget E. (widou),
pension increased
Schroeder, Herman
pension increased
Schroeder, Hubert,
homestead patent to
Schultz, Anna (widow),
pension increased
Schumann,.Adolph H.,
pension increased
Schutt, Frank G., jr.,
pension
Schwartz, Emily (widow),
pension increased
Schwing, Elizabeth (widow),
pension
Schwoebel, John,
pension increased
Scientific Congress, Second Pan American,
deficiency appropriation for expenses
for expenses printing proceedings, etc
Scientific Associations,
exempt from income tax
Scientific Literature, International Catalogue
of.,
appropri
ation for expenses, preparation of
for printing and binding
Scituate, Mass.,
sale of lighthouse reservation, authorized;
price
maintenance as historic landmark
Scofield, John F. ,
pension increa;eci
Scoles, James D. '
pension increased
Scott, Albert,
pension increased
Scott, Alexander,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
Scott, Anderson,
pension increased
Scott, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
Scott, C. Horatio,
payment to
Scott County, Ind.,
condemned cannon granted to
Scott, E. McLean B.,
pension increased
Scott, Edgar J.,
pension increased
Scott, Eliza R. (widow),
pension increased
Scott, Elinanda (widow),
pension
Scott, Panetta W. D. (widow);
pension
Scott, Irvin E.,
pension increased
Scott, John F.,
pension

Page.

197
197
1174
239
1444
1435
1312
1540
1304
1281
1410
1590
1225
1416
.1518

3

802

788
279
331
241
242
1539
1241
1423
1355
1329
1519
1395
833
1527
1236
1274
1237
1363
1307
1370
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Scott, Joseph J.,
Page.
credit in internal revenue accounts
1351
Scott, Martha T. (widow),
pension increased
1454
Scott, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
1388
Scott, Sarah B. (widow),
pension
1226
Scott, Thomas D.,
pension increased
1554
Scott, William I.,
pension increased1245
Scottsboro, Ala.,
condemned cannon granted to
841
Scout Cruisers
construction of ten, authorized; cost, etc
616
appropriation for construction and machinery
617,1191
for armor and armament
617
for ammunition
617
limit of cost increased of three, to be constructed as early as practicable
1191
three additional
1191
appropriation for construction and machinery
1191
Scranton, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted to. for Grand
Army post
841
Scully, Mrs. Mary E.,
gift of Berkshire Trout Hatchery accepted
from
431
Se-cum-ka-nullax,
lieu allotment of lands to, in Colville Reservation, Wash
155
Sea Areas, Defensive,
punishment for
violating regulations
within, established
1194
Sea Walls and Embankments, Fortifications,
appropriation for construction, etc
910
Seaboard Air Line Railroad Company,
may bridge Back River, near Savannah,
Ga
6
Seaborn, Mathias,
pension increased
1519
Seabury, Ammi D.
pension increased
1327
Seacoast Artillery,
appropriation for ammunition for, practice
346,911
for altering, etc
346,911
for altering, etc., insular possessions
349,912
Seacoast Batteries,
appropriation for construction, Hawaiian
Islands
912
Seacoast Cannon, Army,
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
etc.; contracts
346,911
for ammunition for, and practice
.346,911
for altering, etc
346,911
for purchase, manufacture, etc., insular
possessions
349,912
contracts
912
for ammunition, insular possessions.. 349,912
contracts
912
for altering, etc., insular possessions
912
Seacoast Defenses,
appropriation for buildings for
285
for accommodations for artillery, Philippines and Hawaii
286
temporary cantonments for oversea
garrisons
286
for installing, etc., electric plants
345,.909
for roads, trails, water and sewer systems
for
910
for operating,, etc., fire-control installations
346,910

Seacoast Defenses—.Continued.
Page.
appropriation for airships, etc., for
910
for supplies, electric plants, i
nsular possessions
348, 912
for operating fire-control installations,
insular possessions
349,913
Seaford, Del.,
bridge authorized across Nanticoke River
at
872
Seagoing Transportation,
investigation, etc., of development of, for
national defense, etc
650
Sealey, Luther,
pension increased
1548
Seaman, Columbia A.,
pension
1368
Seamen, Alien (see also immigration Act),
construction of term in Immigration Act
874
provisions relating to, in Immigration Act
895
Seamen, American,
appropriation for life saving testimonials
for rescuing shipwrecked
255,1050
for relief and protection of, in foreign
countries
262, 1058
deficiency appropriation for relief and protection of
31, 33, 802, 827, 829
may enter suits for wages, etc., without
bond, etc., for costs
313
Seamen from Foreigi•t Ports,
penalty for bringing in inadmissible :dittos
with intent to land
895
representing alien bona fide member of
crew
895
inadmissible alien, not permitted to land.895
temporary landing for treatment, etc
895
penalty for violations
895
discharge of inadmissible alien, in port unlawful
896
permitted for reshipment
896
illegally landed, to be returned, etc., in
three years
896
employment of diseased, etc., alien on
passenger vessels, unlawful; determination, etc
896
penalty for violation
896
names, etc. of alien, on vessels to be furnished on arrival
896
report of illegally landed
896
list required on departure
897
penalty for noncompliance
897
Seaples, Mary,
land patent to
1476
Searchlights for Seacoast Defense,
appropriation for purchase, etc
345,910
for Hawaii and Philippine Islands
348
Searles, Rebecca A. (widow),
pension
1216
Sears, John A.,
pension increased
1504
Seattle, Wash.,
appropriation for assay office at
9°71094
Seattle, Wash., German Savings, Building and
Loan Association,
refund of excise corporation tax
1492
Seaver, Anne M. (widow),
pension increased
1449
Seavey, Frank,
pension increased
1268
Seaward, Warren,
pension increased
1510
Seawell, Robert F.,
pension
1361
Seay, Curt,
pension
Seay, Mary. T. (widow),
1361
pension increased
1592

INDEX.
Sebastian, John P.,
pension increased

Page.
1560

Second Assistant Postmaster General,
appropriation for, superintendents, clerks,
etc
106
for, superintendents, etc
1109
for division of railway adjustments.. 106, 1109
for division of foreign mails
106, 1109
for division of Railway Mail Service 106, 1109
for postal service, office of
418, 1064
for star route transportation in Alaska 418, 1064
for
steamboat,
etc.,
routes;
aeroplanes
418, 1064
allowance for aeroplanes, etc
1064
for railroad transportation
419, 1064
arrangement for freight train, etc., conveyance
1064
for freight on postal cards, etc
419, 1064
for post office car service
419
for Railway Mail Service
419, 1064
for electric and cable car service
420, 1066
expenditure for wagon service
420, 1066
for foreign mails
420, 1066
contracts for fast service with Great
Britain, authorized
... 1066
for travel and miscellaneous expenses 421, 1066
Second Class Mail Matter,
restriction on sending, by freight, repealed_
unfair discrimination forbidden
submission of complaints; hearings
no change pending determination
appeal to court of appeals of District of
Columbia from adverse decision._
procedure; jurisdiction of court exclusive
precedence and expedition of, in
court
,.
Second-Hand Goods, D. C., Stolen,
revocation of dealer's license buying, without reasonable inquiry, etc
Second Lieutenants, Army,
appointments hereafter of, other than Military Academy graduates, provisional
for two years
permanent, if fitness determined; terminated if not
promotions during provisional period...
filling vacancies made by National Defense
Act
temporary appointments as, allowed reserve officers, for training, etc., in
time of peace
duty with Army; pay, etc

424
424
424
424
424
425
425
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181
181
182
182
194
194

Second Lighthouse District,
depot for, authorized
537
Secret Service Division, Treasury Department,
appropriation for chief, assistant, clerks,
etc
83, 1088
details for suppressing counterfeiting, etc.,
from, forbidden
277
use of. for detection and arrest of violators
of farm loan Act
385
Secretaries, Diplomatic Service,
appropriation for salaries
252,1048
counselor of embassy or legation created
25'2
Secretary of Agriculture,
appropriation for, Assistant, Solicitor,
clerks, etc
446,1134
for printing annual report
331
cooperation with National Park Service
over monuments adjacent to national forests
535
designated as member of Council of National Defense
649
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Secretary of Agriculture—Continued.
designated as member on Federal Board for
Vocational Education
932
duties, classifying, etc., forfeited Oregon
and California Railroad land grants
219
construction of rural post roads
355
under cotton futures Act
476
under grain standards Act
482
under warehouse Act
486
to allow removal of timber from national
forests in exchange for lands added
to Glacier National Park, Mont.... 1122
to establish standards of agricultural products, under warehouse Act
489
to transfer abandoned reservation, etc., for
home for lepers
872
Secretary of Commerce,
appropiation for, Assistant, clerks, etc. 110, 1111
designated as member of Council of National Defense
649
on Federal Board for Vocational Education
932
may grant right of way through fish hatchery, Erwin, Tenn., for public highway
928
may sell skins of fur seals taken on Pribilof
Islands; proceeds
236
to make regulations for standard lime barrels
531
to serve on board to make regulations for
enforcing child labor Act
675
Secretary of Labor,
appropriation for, Assistant, clerks, etc. 116,1117
authorized to employ inspectors, etc., for
enforcing child labor Act
675
use hospitals, Ellis Island, temporarily, •
for New York patients
359
designated as member of Council of National Defense
649
on Federal Board for Vocational Education
932
may permit use of Charleston immigrant
station by South Carolina naval militia
61
provisions of Immigration Act
874
to serve on board to make regulations for
enforcing child labor Act.
675
Secretary of State,
appropriation for, Aenistants, clerks, etc

77, 1082

Secretary of the Interior,
appropriation for, Assistants
98, 1102
for assistant to, attorneys, clerks, etc
98, 1102
acceptance of extension of time for payments under Reclamation Act, by,
etc
390
authorized to lease oil and gas lands in
ceded Shoshone Indian Reservation,
Wvo
519
sell Boise and Arrowrock Railroad, Boise,
Idaho, irrigation project
506
designated as member of Council of National Defense
649
duties, classifying, etc., forfeited Oregon
and California railroad land grants
219
control of Lassen Volcanic National Park,
442
Cal
Hawaii National Park
432
Mount Rainier National Park, Wash
244
National Park Service
535
promoting State irrigation of arid lands
506
stock raising,homestead provisions
862
estimates of Indian tribal funds receipts
and expenditures to be made by,
annually
158
details required; restrictions
158
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Secretary of the Interior—Continued.
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Secretary of the Treasury—Continued.
Page.
may sell lands to White Earth Village,
appointment of United States Section of the
Minn.; proceeds to Chippewa fund.
846
International High Commission by,
payment by, to Indians of Rosebud Sioux
ratified
8
Reservation S. Dak., enrolled by
appropriation for expenses
8
order of court, from tribal funds, etc.
509
authorized to borrow $150,000,000 for naval
to administer, etc., Red Lake Indian Forexpenditures and issue three per
est, Minn
137
cent bonds therefor
1201
to direct expenditure of per capita share of
coin McKinley souvenir gold dollar
11
helpless, etc., Indians, in tribal
duties of, rural post roads construction, etc
357
funds
128
leprosy home to be established, etc., by
872
to exchange timber for private lands to be
appropriation for construction, mainteadded to Glacier National Park,
nance, etc
873
Mont122
1
made chairman ex officio of Federal Farm
to grant Saint Augustine, Fla., abandoned
Loan Board
360
military powder house lot
926
may deny clearance to vessel refusing
to make rwuhtiona governing Mount Mcfreight from any citizen
738
Kinley Park, Alaska
938
issue and sell Panama Canal bonds for
to subdivide, etc., town site of Plummer,
expenses of manufacture of nitrates,
Idaho
435
etc., by the Government
215
to transfer abandoned reservation, etc., for
make deposits for temporary use of Fedhome for lepers
872
eral land banks
384
to use fund from sale of Newell, S. Dak ,
to invite representative citizens to take
townsite lands for town water suppart in Second Pan American Finanply , etc
852
cial Conference
1052
Secretary of the Navy,
to pay out quarterly. to State treasurer
appropriation for Assistant, clerks, etc.. 94, 1098
amount allotted for vocational edufor purchase of basic aircraft patents by,
cation
935
and Secretary.of War
1169
to prescribe form for submitting estimates
deficiency appropriation for additional
for lump Bum appropriations_ ..
336
entployees, 1917
813
rules, etc., for enforring provisions of
authorized to appoint additional midshipunfair competition law, etc.
799
men from Navy enlisted men
576
rules, etc., for excise stamps on cotton
increased to one hundred
1182
futures contracts
480
designated as member of Council of Narules, etc., for issue of duplicates for lost,
tional Defense
649
etc., checks
37
on commission for memorial to John
to report on discontinuance, etc., of subEricsson
672
treasuries
88
may admit to Naval Academy for instructo subscribe for balance of Federal land
tion Carlos Hevia y Reyes Gavilan,
bank stock remaining unsubscribed
of Cuba
10
for
365
may build vessels for increase of the Navy
Secretary of War,
at navy yards, if bidders combine to
appropriation for, Assistant, assistant and
prevent competition
617, 1194
chief clerk, clerks, etc
90, 1094
authorized to designate yards
617, 1194
for establishing powder factory; selection
may loan sanitary equipment to American
of site, etc
283
Red Cross for training, May, 1916...
164
for purchase of tools, etc., for immediate
Naval Academy professors and instructors,
manufacture of arms, etc
349
number, pay, etc., at discretion of._
607
purchase of war material from present
plans for improvement of harbors, etc., for
plants
349
naval protection of coasts, to be subamount without competitive bidding
349
mitted by Secretary of War and
618
for relief of sufferers from floods in desigto appoint annually board of rear admirals
nated Southern States; Army supto recommend promotions to grades
plies to be issued
434
of commander, captain, and rear
for temporary additional clerks in the
admirals
578
field, mustering additional forces
629
to expend for technical, etc., services,
for expenses of civilian rifle ranges, etc ,
amounts specially authorized from
under
648
lump allM appropriations
558
for expenses of citizen training camps at
to loan flags, etc., to Confederate Veterans'
Army posts.
648
Association reunion in District of
for families of enlisted men called or
Columbia
943
drafted into service from National
inaugural ceremonies
902
Guard, etc.; amount monthly
649
to transfer abandoned reservation, etc., for
for families of Army enlisted men until
home for lepers
872
discharge of National Guard from
unserviceable naval auxiliaries, etc., may
service
649
be sold by; proceeds
605
action of Secretary final; no legal right
Secretary of the Pres",
int of the United States,
created
649
appropriation for
76, 1080
restriction of marriages
649
Secretary of the Senate,
for citizen training camp at Fort Douglas,
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc._ 66, 1070
Utah, under
671
Secretary of the Treasury,
for purchase of basic aircraft patents by,
appropriation for, Assistant to, Assistants,
and Secretary of Navy
1169
clerks, etc
78, 1083
deficiency appropriation for clerks, etc ,
for divisions in office of
-- 78,1083
1917
800

INDEX.
Page.
Secretary of War—Continued.
deficiency appropriation for camp equipment. etc., Vicksburg, Miss., Memorial Celebration
812
authority of, over fiscal accounts, etc., of
Philippine Islands
554
authorized to accept gift of Kenesaw Mountain, Ga., battlefield
901
accept, etc., gift of lands, etc., embracing
homestead where Abraham Lincoln
was born
385
accept, with thanks, gift of funds raised
by New York World for electric plant
to light Statue of Liberty, Bedloes
Island, N Y
411
carry on plans for Mississippi River flood
control and improvement to the
Ohio
948
plans of California Debris Commission
for Sacramento River flood control,
etc
949
construct new Aqueduct Bridge across
Potomac River, D. C
163
grant continuance of Palace of Fine Arts
on grounds of Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.; conditions, etc
637
loan tents, provisions, etc., for relief of
sufferers from Mississippi River,
etc., floods
11
supply tents, etc., to sufferers by fire at
Paris, Tex
50
codification, etc., of military laws to be prepared by.
627
appropriation for expenses.
627
control over wharves, etc., in Porto Rican
waters by, repealed
954
designated as member of Council of National Defense.
649
directed to grant use of Coos Bay Military
Reservation, Oreg., to Marshfield
and North Bend for public park...
516
duties over Guilford Courthouse National
Park, N. C
996
leases for power at dams on Muskingum
River, Ohio, vacated by
1320
may admit to Military Academy I. Ricardo
de Boris, of Ecuador
504
Rene W. Pinto y Wentworth, of Cuba...
50
may extend area of lease to Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Railway
Company of lands in Fort Keogh
Military Reservation,, Mont
238
may issue supplies, etc., to military schools
for instruction camps
123
temporary permits for additional diver867
sion of water above Niagara Falls
may loan sanitary equipment to American
164
Red Cross for training, May, 1916
tents, etc., for Confederate Veteran's en10
campment at Birmingham, Ma
plans for improvement of harbors, etc., for
naval protection of coasts, to be submitted by Secretary of the Navy
618
and
to appoint three officers to report on accommodations, at West Point, for in503
creased Corps of Cadets
to approve exchange, etc., of rights of way,
859
Saint Louis Arsenal, Mo
to grant permits for use of reservations, etc ,
901
for inaugural ceremonies
to grant right of way through Fort Mifflin
531
reservation to Philadelphia
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Secretary of War—Continued.
Page.
to loan flags, tents, etc., for reunion of Confederate Veterans' Association, in
District of Columbia
943
inaugural ceremonies, 1917
902
to prescribe regulations for accounting, etc ,
for quartermaster supplies or property
635
to submit annual estimates for militia expenses
213
to transfer abandoned reservation, etc., for
home for lepers
872
Securities, Railway,
appropriation for securing information concerning issues of
281
Securities, United States (see also United States
Securities),
appropriation for distinctive paper for
277
four-year contracts authorized...
277
for custody of dies, rolls, and plates. .
277
for refunding two per cent bonds.
276
investment of postal savings funds in.
160
may be mailed by Treasury Department as
first or fourth class matter, without
stamps.
162
prepayment of postage
163
See, Byron,
pension increased
1528
Seeds,
appropriation for testing commercial, adulterated, etc
453, 1142
preventing admission of adulterated,
etc., for seeding
453,1142
for investigating introduction of foreign
plant
455, 1143
for purchase, testing, etc., new and rare.. 455,
1143
Seeds, etc., Congressional Allotment,
appropriation for purchase, distribution,
etc
455,1143
selection as to locality
455,1144
seed-packet contracts
455,1144
Con"onal distribution
455,1144
southern delivery
456,1144
report of purchases; diversion forbidden
456, 1144
deficiency appropriation for purchase and
distribution
826
Seeger, John E.,
pension1378
Seely, Andrew D.,
pension increased.
1516
Seelye, George D.,
pension increased
1342
Seger, Gerret G.,
pension increased
1458
Seidel, John (son),
pension
1423
Seismological Association, International,
appropriation for annual contribution.. 258,1054
Selby, enry Dalton,
pension increased
1486
Sellmer, Marion K. P. (widow),
pension increased
1269
Seising, Lewis,
pension increased..
1516
Selway National Forest, Idaho,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Semark, Clark E.,
pension increased
1383
Semiarid Land Farming,
appropriation for improving methods of. 454,1142
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Semiarid Western Districts,
Page.
appropriation for experiments in dairying
and meat production establishments
in
491, 1166
Seminole Indians, Fla.,
appropriation for relief, etc., of
132, 976
Seminole Indians, Okla. (see also Five Civilized Tribes),
appropriation for per capita payment to enrolled members from tribal funds. 147,984
use for restricted Indians.
147,984
exempt from prior debts, etc
147,984
allowance for distribution expenses
147,984
for common schools
147,984
for suits affecting titles to allotted lands
of
312
Semple, Margaret (widow),
pension increased
1209
Senate,
appropriation for compensation of Senators
66, 1070
for mileage
66,1070
for secretary to Vice President, etc
66,1070
for Chaplain
66,1070
for Secretary, assistant, clerks, etc
66,1070
for superintendent of document room
66,1070
for clerks and messengers to committees
66,1070
preparation of Senate Manual
68,1072
for compiling Navy Yearbook, 1915
68
for compiling Navy Yearbook, 1916
1072
for Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,
assistants, etc
68,1072
for messengers, laborers, pages, etc
68,1072
for police force, Senate Office Building
68, 1072
for Postmaster, etc
68, 1072
for foreman folding room, etc
68, 1072
for chief engineer, assistants, etc
68, 1072
for elevator conductors, Senate Office
Building
68, 1072
for clerical, etc., assistance to Senators
not chairmen of committees
69, 1073
for contingent expenses; stationery
69, 1073
for postage stamps
69, 1073
for mail vehicles, etc
69, 1073
for automobile for Vice President
69, 1073
for folding materials; folding
69,1073
for fuel, etc
69, 1073
for furniture, repairs, etc
69, 1073
for packing boxes
69, 1073
for rent, warehouse for documents
69, 1073
for miscellaneous items
69, 1073
for inquiries and investigations
69,1073
for reporting debates
69, 1073
authority for additional clerks repealed
1073
for session employees until end of first
session 64th Congress
243
for pay to widow of Benjamin F. Shively
327
for folding speeches, etc
327
for repairs, etc., kitchens and restaurants.
327
for session employees for entire month of
September, 1916
853
for expenses of inaugural ceremonies,
1917
874
deficiency appropriation for niece of Jacob
C. Donaldson
26
for Senate Office Building
26
for family ot Edwin C. Burleigh
821
for official reporters
821
for Dennis M Kerr
822
delivery of plates of portraits of deceased
Senators to heirs, etc., authorized
275

Senate-Continued.
Page.
four Senators to be appointed on Board of
Visitors, Naval Academy
608
chairman of Naval Affairs Committee,
en officio member.
608
funeral expenses of Admiral Dewey to be
paid from contingent funds of, and
House of Representatives
1607
joint committee of House of Representatives and, to arrange inaugural ceremonies
1605
Joint meeting of the House of Representatives and, ordered for December 7,
1915
1599
for April 19, 1916
1600
for August 29, 1916
1604
for December 5, 1916
1605
for February 3, 1917
1606
for February 14, 1917
1606
for February 26, 1917
1608
proclamation convening special session of
1818
salaries for December, 1915, to be paid
December 17.
3
for September, 1916, to be paid on day of
adjournment
853
December, 1916, to be paid December 22_
861
six Senators to serve on Public Buildings
Commission
328
three Senators to be designated on commission to investigate, etc., pneumatic tube mail service
1064
joint committee on space required by
Agricultural Department
1158
to attend burial services of Admiral Dewey
1605
use of name of Member of, in advertising
business before departments, unlawful
54
Senate Manual,
appropriation for preparation of
68, 1072
Senate Office Building,
appropriation for police force
68,1072
for elevator conductors
68,1072
for trees, etc., grounds of
290
for maintenance, etc
327
for furniture
327
for construction
327
for kitchens and restaurants
327
deficiency appropriation for maintenance,
etc
26
Senators,
appropriation for compensation
66, 1070
for mileage
66, 1070
for clerical, etc., assistance to, not chairmen of committees
69, 1073
delivery of plates of portraits of deceased,
to heirs, etc., authorized
275
use of name of, in advertising business before departments, etc., unlawful
54
Seneca Indians, N. Y.,
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with. 144,981
Sepin, John,
pension increased
1514
Sequoia National Forest, Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
proclamation diminishing
1731
excluded lands restored to settlement
1731
Sequoia National Park, Cal.,
appropriation for protection, etc
308
acceptance of lands.
308
for purchase of private holdings, etc
308
Serbia, Bulgaria, and Roumania,
appropriation for minister to
252,1048
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, Senate,
appropriation for, assistant, assistant doorkeepers, messengers, etc
68,1072
for police force, Senate Office Building 68, 1072

INDEX.
Sergeant at Arms, House of Representatives,
Page.
appropriation for, deputy, cashier, etc.. 71, 1075
for police force, House Office Building. 71, 1075
Serini, Friederika (widow),
pension increased
1526
Serums, etc.,
appropriation for regulating sale, etc., of..
279
Serums, etc., for Domestic Animals,
appropriation for purchase, etc
450, 1139
for regulating sale, etc., of
451, 1139
for investigating
451, 1139
Servants, Domestic,
contract labor provisions not applicable to
alien.
878
Servia (see also Serbia),
proclamation against violating neutrality
in war between Bulgaria and
1757
Service Schools, Army,
appropriation for instruction expenses... _ 620
for expenses of National Guard officers
and enlisted men attending; pay, etc . 646
attendance of members of National Guard
at, authorized, etc
207
pay, etc.; limit
207
Sermss, Uriah,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Session Employees, Congressional,
appropriation for salaries until end of first
session 64th Congress.
243
for entire month of September 1916
853
Settle, Lucy M. (widow),
pension increased
1458
Seventeenth Street NW., .D. C.,
condemnation of land for extending, Keno: 6
yon to Irving Streets
appropriation for
687
Seventh Street NW., I). C.,
appropriation for repaving with asphalt, R
Street to Florida Avenue
685
Severns, Lycurgus W.,
1566
pension increased
Sevier National Forest, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
lands added to, by exchange with John L
Sevy
341
Sevy, John L.,
patent to, for lands exchanged by, in Sevier
and Powell National Forests
...
340
Sewers, D. C.,
appropriation for cleaning and repairing 690, 1018
for pumping station, etc.
690, 1018
for main and pipe
690, 1018
for suburban; two motor trucks authorized
690, 1018
for assessment and permit work
690,1018
for rights of way
690, 1018
for Anacostia main interceptor.
690
for Rock Creek main interceptor
690
for upper Potomac interceptor
690,1018
deficiency appropriation for rights of way.
806
connections authorized with adjoining
Maryland sewerage systems to prevent pollution of streams in parks
and reservations...
717
Sexton. Francis M.,
1328
pension increased
Sexton, Margaret L. (widow),
pension
Sexton, William J.,
pension increased
S'eymonr, Conn.,
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation for public building

1313
1221
968

19

Seymour, Ind.;
appropriation for public building
Seymour, Lewis,
pension increased
Shadinger, John,
pension increased
Shadle, Samuel B.,
pension increased
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15
1
44
23
4

Shaeffer, Amaziah,
pension increased
Shafer, Anna C. (widow ),
pension
1
15
36
28
3
Shaffer, Frank S.,
pension increased
1553
Shaffer, Samuel P.,
pension increased
1550
Shafranek, John,
pension increased
1591
Shallowbag Bay, N. C.,
appropriation for improvement of
394
Shamokin, Sunbury and Lewisburg Railroad
Company,
may bridge Susquehanna River, Sunbury
to Monroe, Pa
48
Shanghai, China,
appropriation for expenses, United States
court for China
258,1053
for acquisition of premises for consulate
general, court, etc
260
for prison expenses.
262,1057
Shank, IYerman L.,
pension
1588
Shanks, John (insane),
pension to guardian
1369
Shannon, John,
pension
1385
Sharp, Thomas E.,
pension increased
1296
Sharpngck,
pension increased
1486
Shasta National Forest, Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Shattuck, Cerelle (widow),
pension increased
1550
Shaw, Bertha M. (widow),
pension increased
1593
Shaw, Jane (widow),
pension increased
1434
Shaw, William,
pension increased
1206
Shaw, Willis O.,
pension increased
1520
Shattuck, Emma R. (widow),
1226
pension
Shawnee, Okla.,
appropriation for public building
268
Sheck, Julia A. (widow),
pension
1398
Sheckells, Elizabeth (widow),
1276
pension
Sh.eehan, Ellen A. (widow),
pension increased
1260
Sheep,
appropriation for eradicating scabies in. 450,1138
for station, Fremont County, Idaho, for
investigating problems of, and farm
industry
1139
for diffusing information as to supply,
prices, markets, etc., of
473, 1162
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
Sheesly, Daniel,
pension increased

406
1503
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Sheffield, B. D.,
Page.
exchange of lands with Jackson Lake Irrigation Project, Wyo .
1305
Sheffield, Nanette W. (widow),
pension
1589
Shefter t George H.,
pension increased
1246
Shelby, N. C.,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Shelbyville, lad,
appropriation for public building
268
Shelbyville, Ky.,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Sheldon, Albert P.
pension increased
1511
Sheldon, Iowa,
condemned cannon granted to, for• Sons
of American Revolution
832,839
Sheline, Michael,
pension increased
1556
Shell, Absalom,
pension increased
1341
Shellfish,
appropriation for investigating, packing
shipping, etc
443, 1152
Shepard, Lewis, J.,
pension increased
1338
Shepherd, Anna J. (widow),
pension
1367
Shepherd, Elmer P.
pension increased
1241
Shepherd, George N.,
pension increased
1519
Shepherd, Henry C.,
pension increased
1547
Shepherd, John W.,
pension increased
1462
Shepherd, Thomas A.,
pension increased
1421
Sheplar, Peter,
pension increased
1481
Sheppard, Israel,
pension increased
1546
Sheppard, William H. H.,
pension increased
1546
Sheguin, James A. '
pension increased
1538
Sheridan County, Mont.,
bridge authorized across Missouri River,
Richland County to
14, 121, 510
Sherk, Malisa A. (widow),
pension
1291
Sherlock, George G.
pension in crease:I
1536
Sherman, Albert E.,
pension increased
1434
Sherman County, Oreg.,
payment of claims of certain disposessed
homesteaders in
1354
Sherman Institute, Riverside, Cal.,
appropriation for Indian school
132,975
Sherman, Margaret P. (widow),
pension increased
1245
Sherman, Joseph,
pension increased
1275
Sherman, Samuel D.,
pension increased
1482
Sherman, Sarah E. (widow),
pension increased
1402
Shermer, Charles E.
pension increased
1382

Sherrard, George W,
Page.
pension increased
1569
Slaetrone, Ernestine W. (widow),
pension increased
1444
Shewman, James P. (son),
pension
1241
Shick, John D.,
pension increased
1419
Shields: Clarinda (widow),
pension increased1229
Shiloh National Park, Tenn.,
appropriation for continuing establishment of
288
Shine, Myra (widow),
pension
1428
Shinnecock Bay, N. Y.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
406
Ship Brokers,
special tax imposed on
791
Ship Island Pass, Miss.,
appropriation for maintenance
397
Ship, Steamboat, and Way Letters,
appropriation for payment for
421,1066
"Shippers' Weight, Load, and Count,"
liability, etc., for, on bills of lading
542
Shipping, •
agreement with Russia as to exportation of
embargoed goods
1638
clearances may be refused merchant vessels
,
refusing height from any citizen
738
clearances, etc., in time of awar, may be
refused vessels which under laws of
belligerents make unequal preferences in American traffic, etc
799
clearances may be denied vessels of belligerent countries, denying equal facilities to neutral American traffic
800
facilities of trade, etc., may be refused vessels of foreign belligerents, denied by
them to Americans
800
life buoy requirements on steam vessels
modified
224
proclamation forbidding transfer of American vessels to foreign ownership
1914
vessels owned by Filipinos exempt from
tonnage and light dues
286
Shipping Act, 1916,
meaning of terms used; "common carrier
by water in foreign commerce"
728
ocean tramps excepted
728
"common carrier by water in interstate
commerce"
728
"other persons subject to this Act"
728
"persons '
729
citizenship requirements
729
receivers and trustees subject to
729
United States Shipping Board created_
729
appointment; officers; tenure
729
qualifications; restriction on other employment
729
removal, filling vacancies, etc
729
seal; business procedure
729
salaries of officers and employees
729
details from Army and Navy authorized
729
employees from classified civil service;
exceptions
729
payment of expenses; rent; accounting_
729
authorized to build merchant vessels
730
preference to American shipyards... _ 730
may purchase. lease, or charter vessels._
730
vessels prohibited; engaged in active
commerce
730
of country at war730
not adapted for specified use
730
in unserviceable condition
730

INDEX.
Shipping Act, /9/6—Continued.
United States Shipping Board; transfers
to, of suitable Government vessels
vessels of, may be chartered, etc., to
citizens
unserviceable, to be disposed of
to receive registry and enrollment
foreign built, etc., admitted to coastwise trade
shipping laws applicable
transfers of, to foreign registry, or sale
of, forbidden
leases, etc., restricted
sale, etc., restricted in time of war, of
other American vessels
sales of American vessels to foreigners
forbidden unless first tendered to
Board; exception _
forfeiture for violations; additional
penalty
possession of, authorized for military
purposes
payment to be made; ascertainment
of value
shipping corporation to be formed by
Board; charter
stock; United States to own majority
sale restrictions.
operating vessels by, when no citizen
obtaln able
notice of offer; declaration by the President of conditions
time for dissolution; disposal of property
redemption of stock
Shipping Board to investigate cost of shipbuilding at home and abroad, etc_
rules of construction; classifying marine
insurance, etc
condition of navigation laws, with recommendations for improving
status of loans on vessels, etc
annual reports with recommendations,
etc., to be made
issue of Panama Canal bonds for expenses;
limit
payable in fifty years
proceeds permanently appropriated; all
other receipts from any source
common carriers by water forbidden to
allow deferred rebates
use fighting ships
retaliate by refusing space accommodations, etc
make discriminatory shipping contracts
penalty for violation
common carriers by water, et., to file agreements as to rates, etc., with Board
all agreements subject to action of
Bcerd.
status of existing; subsequent
all unlawful without approval of
Board
antitrust laws not applicable to lawful.
penalty for violations
preferences forbidden; for or against persons, localities, or traffic
allowing less rates by unfair means
inducing insurance discriminations ;.
discriminating rates forbidden in foreign
commerce between ships or ports
between exporter sand foreign competitors
correction by Board

Page.
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Shipping Act, /916—Continued.
Page.
regulations of receiving, delivering, etc.,
property to be just and reasonable. _ 734
enforcement by Board
735
730
just and reasonable rates required of inter730
state water carriers .
735
730
details specified
735
tariffs, etc., to be filed; through routes
735
730
increases subject to approval of Board
735
730
correction of unjust rates, etc
735
reduced rates not to be increased unless
731
approved by Board
735
731
information as to shipments not to be divulged iconditions
735
731
cases in which allowed
735
reports to be filed by carriers, etc
736
form of statements, !Ede
736
731
penalty for violations
736
punishment for falsifying, etc .
736
complaints of violations to be filed with
731
Board
736
731
investigation, etc., if not satisfied
736
.payment of reparation
736
violations may be investigated by Board
736
731
orders relating to; hearings
736
continuance of, except for payment of
731
money
736
731
record of investigations, etc., findings
736
731
publication and report of
736
orders may be modified; rehearings
736
731
complaints of unfair treatment of American
vessels by foreign Governments to be
732
investigated by the Board
737
732
diplomatic action to secure equal privi732
leges
737
report to Congrees if unsuccessful
737
732
Board authorized to securetestimony, etc
737
subpanias; depositions, etc
737
732
witness fees, etc., allowed
737
compulsory attendance of witnesses, etc
737
732
criminal immunity of natural persons;
732
perjury excepted
737
jurisdiction of courts to enforce orders
732
other than money payments
737
for payment of money; procedure
737
732
findings of Board prima fade of facts.
738
733
counsel fees allowed successful petitioner
738
joining of plaintiffs and defendants in
733 .
reparation suits.
738
service of process, etc
738
733
limitation for enforcement of money pay733
ment orders
738
venue and procedure
738
733
general penalty for violations
738
733
jurisdiction of Interstate Commerce Com'733
mission not affected
738
provisions not applicable to intrastate
733
commerce
738
invalidity.of any provision not to affect re734
mamder of Act
738
734
appropriation for expenses
738
clearance to be refused vessel not accepting
734
freight tendered by any citizen;
734
conditions
738
734
Shipping Commissioners,
appropriation for salaries.
112, 1114
734
for clerks in offices of
113, 1114
734
for contingent expenses
113, 1114
734
734
deficiency appropriation for clerk hire....
25
734 Shipping Service,
appropriation for salaries of commissioners
at specified ports
112,1114
734
for clerk hire; contingent expenses
113, 1114
734
730
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Shipping Service—Continued.
Page.
appropriation for ad measurement of vessels;
counting passengers
113, 1114
for motor boats, for enforcing navigation
laws
113, 1114
for expenses, preventing overcrowding
of excursion, etc., vessels
113, 1114
for enforcing wireless communication
laws
113, 1114
Ships,
emergency authority vested in President
to procure, etc.
1193
Shipwrecked American Seamen, etc.,
appropriation for life saving testimonials
for rescuing
255,1050
for relief, etc., of
262,1058
Shirkey, Oliver,
pension increased
1566
Shively, Benjamin F., late aSenator,
appropriation for pay to widow of
327
Shively, William A.,
.
pension
1369
Shoal Harbor, N. .1.,
appropriation for maintenance of improvement of
393
Shoemaker,
pension i
ncreased
Cornelia (widow),

1409

Shoemaker, Josiah,
pension increased
1533
Shoffner, Addi
inc;
er
ia.
eciwidow),
pension •
1441
Sholley„ Sitha J.,
pension increased
1279
Shonert, Henry,
pension increased
1344
Shooting Galleries and Ranges, Army,
appropriation for expenses
638
for Vancouver Barracks, Wash., target
range
638
for Fort Bliss, Tex., target range
639
Short, George W.,
pension increased
1233
Short, Rebecca J. (widow),
pension increased
1294
Shoshone Indian Rtiervation, Wyo.,
appropriation for Indian school
158,992
for repairs to old Fort Washakie
158
for irrigation system
158,993
for preparing plans for irrigating all
lands in, and ceded
158
surveys, etc., for extending project
993
repayment
993
for roads and bridges
158,993
homestead entries of lands in, validated.. 1304
homestead entrymen on ceded, unable to
secure water, to be given patent
upon proving residence
341
oil and gas leases on ceded lands of, authorized
519
proceeds to credit of Indians; royalties,
etc
519
Shoshone Indians, Wyo. ,
appropriation for support, etc., of
158, 992
for school
158,992
for fulfilling treaty with
158,992
Shoshone Irrigation Project, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
305
Shoshone National Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Shot well, Margaret C. (widow),
pension increased
1446
Showalter, John,
pension increased
1440

Shows, Public :
Page.
special tax imposed on proprietors, etc., of
791
required for each State, etc
791
Shreeve.
,Charles H.,
pension increased
1520
Shreveport, La.,
appropriation for improvement of waterway
from Jefferson, Tex., to
399
Shreveport, La., Building Association,
refund of excise corporation tax1491
Shrewsbury, John R.,
pension increased
1513
Shrewsbury River, N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of
393
Shrsver, Joshua
pension increased
1336
Shroyer, Belle (widow),
pension
1427
Shrubs,
appropriation for study of diseases of... 452,1141
Shubertlewis
pension increased
1221
Shults, George,
pension increased
1343
Shurtleff, Hiram,
pension increased
1523
Siam,
appropriation for minister to
252,1048
for interpreters to legation, etc
253,1049
for expenses of American prisoners
262,1057
Siberia, .
approppation for interpreters at consulates
in
261,1057
Sibley, Josephine (widow),
pension increased
1333
Sider, Ellen (daughter),
pension
1570
Sidewalks, etc., D. C.,
rent to be.paid for use of space under, for
business purposes.
716
Sid, Mont.,
bridge authorized across Yellowstone
River, near
235
Sidney, Ohio,
appropriation for public building
268
deficiency appropriation for public build,ing
19
Sidney, Ohio, People's Savings and Loan Association,
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
Siege Cannon, Army,
appropriation for purchase, manufacture,
etc., of
346,910
contracts authorized
346,910
for ammunition for; contracts.
346, 910
for ammunition for practice
346, 911
Sierra National Forest, Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
proclamation diminishing
1724
excluded lands restored to settlement... 1724
Sieur de Monts National Monument, Me.,
proclamation setting aside
1785
Sigman, Samuel,
pension increased
1430
Signal Corps, Army,
appropriation for pay of enlisted men;
longevity
625
for pay of officers; longevity
627
for pay of aviators
627
for one year's pay to beneficiaries of officers and enlisted men dying from
aviation accidents
629

INDEX.
Signal Corps, Army—Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation for aviation section, rent, 1917
811
constitution of, under National Defense Act;
officers
174
aviation section, officers; additional detailed as military aviators
174
details; redetail of proficient military
aviators
174
ratings, certificates required
175
examinations for certificates
175
service of junior aviators for rating as
aviator
175
increase pay for service
175
rank, pay, etc., junior aviators; aviators
175
former, repealed
175
married officers eligible; age limit removed
175
appointments from civil life; grade
established
175
discharge if unsatisfactory
175
pay; allowances of master signal electrician
175
enlisted men; strength limited
176
grades established; percentages allowed;
privates
176
unit organizations authorized
176
proportion of privates, first class
625
Signal Mountain, Tenn.,
condemned cannon granted to
842
Signal Office, War Department,
appropriation for clerks, etc
91,1095
draftsmen, etc., to be paid from appropriations for fortifications, etc
91,1095
for radio engineers
91,1095
deficiency appropriation for clerks, etc.,
1917
809
limitation on technical services increased
339
Signal School, Army, Fort Leavenworth, Kans ,
appropriation for instruction expense
620
Signal Service, Army (see also Signal Corps),
appropriation for expenses; war balloons,
etc
621
amount for aviation reserves in service
622
amount for aerial machines, etc
622
development of aviation motor
622
technical instruction to officers
622
for sites for aviation school, etc., in
California
622
acceptance of tracts for aviation field
and remount station, authorized... _ 622
payment of accounts with other offices,
etc
622
contract requirements
622
investigation of suitability of military
reservations for aviation purposes
622
for lands for aviation, etc., if no reservation suitable
622
acceptance of donated lands for mobilization, etc., stations, authorized
623
for Washington-Alaska cable and telegraph
623
for operating fire-control installations, sea
coast defenses under
346,910
for operating fire-control installations,
insular possessions
349,912
for airships, etc., insular possessions....
912
deficiency appropriation for
29,339
for expenses; amount for aerial machines,
motor vehicles, etc
45
for radio installations on Mexican border
339
Sikes, Hood,
pension
1584
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Page.
Silberman, Andrew,
pension increased
Sikr, Mary (widow),
pension increased
1220
Si'letz Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
149, 986
Siletz Indian Reservation, Oreg.,
appraisal and sale of lands in
149
per capita distribution of proceeds to
enrolled tribal members
150
Sillett, James,
pension increased
1334
Si/sby, Henry S.,
pension increased
1556
Silver Gate Building and Loan Association,
San Diego, Cal.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1494
Silver Springs, Fla.,
preliminary examination etc. to be made
for waterway to Ocala,
etc.,
from
408
Silverwood, Ind.,
reconstruction of bridge authorized across
Wabash River at
55
Silvey, James M.,
12 18
pension increased
Simon, Peter M.,
pension increased
1331
Simons, Caroline (widow),
pension increased
1241
Simpson, Alanson D.,
pension increased
1429
Simpson, Benjamin,
*
pension increased
1293
Simpson, C. F.,
payment of Court of Claims findings to
executrix of
1496
Simpson, C. M., and others,
may bridge Bayou Bartholomew, Morrell,
Ark.
354
Simpson, Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
344
Simpson, Frank L.
1
pension increased
1361
Simpson, George M.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
354
Simpson, John,
1
1
4
payment to, for property damages.76
Simpson, John R. ,
pension increased
1489
Simpson, Julia W. (widow),
pension increased
1341
Simpson, Richard,
pension increased1265
Simpson, Robert N. B.,
pension increased
1292
Simpson, Stephen J.,
military record corrected
1474
Sims, Thomas E.,
1362
pension.
ow),
Sinclair, Maria C. (widow),
pension increased
1432
Singers, Alien,
not excluded admission, under contract
labor laws
878
Singleton, Nora E. (widow),
7
pension137
Sinking Fund, D. C.,
appropriation for clerk in Treasurer's
Office
678, 1006
for payments to.
705,1032
Sinky,.Sarah (widow),
1316
pension
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Sinnard, Henry,
Page.
pension increased
1523
Sioux City, Iowa,
terms of court at.
12,55
Sioux Indians, Different Tribes,
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with.. 151, 987
for agency employees
151, 987
for subsistence, etc
11, 987
for support of schools.
151, 988
for additional school facilities
151
for building, equipping, etc., school
buildings on specified reservations
988
no allowance for sectarian schools on
completion of
988
for Yankton Sioux
151, 988
deficiency appropriation for support, etc...
31,
826, 829
for Yankton Sioux
31
claims of Sisseton and Wahpeton Bands
of, referred to Court of Claims
47
payment to Indians of Rosebud Reservation, enrolled by order of court, from
tribal funds
509
Sioux Indians, Medawakanton and Wahpakoota Bands,
claims for restored annuities referred to
Court of Claims
1195
Sioux Indians of Devils Lake, N. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc., of
144,981
deficiency appropriation for support, etc826
Sioux National Forest, S. Dak. and Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459,1148
Sipe, Philip H.,
pension increased
1536
Sipes, James E.,
pension increased
1551
Sirup,
appropriation for investigating production,
etc., of cane and sorghum
454,1142
Sirup, Table,
appropriation for investigating production,
etc
1152
Sirups of Cane Juice,
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
1916, repealed
56
Siskiyou National Forest, Oreg. and Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 459, 1148
Sisseton and Wahpetern Bands of Sioux Indians,
all claims of, against United States referred to Court of Claims
47
moneys found due to be placed to credit
of Indians
47
allowance for attorneys' fees
48
Sisseton Indian Agency, S. Dak.,
appropriation for water right, etc., to
buildings
970
Sisseton Sioux Indian Reservation, S. Dak.,
appropriation for school buildings on
988
no allotment for sectarian schools on
completion of
988
Sisson, James S.,
pension increased
1483
Bites for Fortifications, etc.,
appropriation for
346, 910
Sitgreaves National Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 460, 1148
Sitters, M. E.,
.payment to, for loss of husband
1391
Stuslaw National Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of__ 460, 1148
Siuslaw River, Oreg.,
appropriation for improvement of
405
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
410

Six Nations Indions. N. Ir.,
Page.
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with. 144, 981
Sixteen Hour Law, Railroad Employees,
penalty for violations of, modified
61
Sixteenth Street NW., D. C.,
appropriation for grading, etc., Montague
Street to Alaska Avenue
687
Skeen, Stephen,
pension increased
1520
Skelton, Benjamin W,
pension increased
1444
Skelton, Joseph if.,
pension increased
1337
Skelton, William,
pension increased
1563
Skiff, John W.,
pension increased
1412
SEiles, Jacob,
pension increased
1236
Skilled Laborers,
determination of admission of alien
877
hearings, etc., on applications
877
SkillinFs, Charles H.,
pension increased
1449
Skinner, John L.,
pension increased
1488
Skinner, Roy G.,
homestead entry validated; coal reserved
1301
8kowhegan, Me.,
•
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Slack, Elizabeth C. (widow),
pension increased
1276
Slade, Helen (widow),
pension increased
1460
Slater, Alvira,
pension increased
1239
Slater, Mary M. (widow),
pension increased
1403
Stave Trade, International Bureau for Repressing African,
appropriation for annual contribution.. 256, 1052
Slaymaker, Rufus H.,
pension increased
1541
Slippey, Alfred,
pension increased
1500
Sloan, Isaac,
pension increased
1325
Sloan, Samuel H.,
pension increased
1546
Scum, Charles H.,
pension increased
1506
Slocum, Susan C. J. (widow),
pension increased
1399
Sloggy, Abbie (widow),
pension increased
1311
Slone, Ella,
payment to, for death of husband
1349
Sly, Alester D.,
pension increased
1433
Smog, David,
pension increased
1454
Smallpox,
appropriation for prevention, etc., among
Indians
124.970
for prevention of epidemic
279
Smallwood, Elijah,
pension increased
1543
Smart, Thomas,
military record corrected
1479
Sineaton, Thomas,
pension increased
1422
Smiley, John,
pension increased
1248

INDEX.
Smilie, Charles Al.,
pension increased
Smith, Abraham,
pension increased
Smith, Amanda Al. (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Arabella (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Berry H.,
pension increased
Smith, Bertha Z. (widow),
pension
Smith, Celina C. (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Charity E. (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Charles B.,
pension increased
Smith, Charles F.,
pension increased
Smith, Charles J. (son),
pension
Smith, Charles W., Connecticut Volunteers,
pension increased
Smith, Charles W, Massachusetts Volunteers,
pension
Smith, Charlotte J. (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Chester C.,
pension increasedSmith, Daniel W.,
pension increased
Smith, Douglass,
pension increased
Smith, Eaton,
pension inCreased
Smith, Edward,
pension
Smith, Edward D.
pension increased
Smith, Edwin R. (son),
pens,ion
Smith, Eliza (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Elizabeth (widow of Charles),
pension increased
Smith, Elizabeth (widow of Edward W.),
pension increased
Smith, Ellen Temperance (daughter),
pension
Smith, Emily E. (widow),
pension increased
Smith, Emma A. (widow),
pension
Smith, Ephriam
pension increased
Smith, Fri 0.,
pengion increased
Smith, Fannie (widow),
pension
Smith, Fannie T. (widow),
pension
Smith, Frank A.,
pension
Smith, Frederick,
pension increased
Smith, George,
pension increased
Smith, George D. ,
pension increased
Smith, George Al.,
pension increased
Smith, George W., Spanish War Veteran,
pension
Smith, George W., Wisconsin Volunteers,
pension increased

Page.

1258

1252
1402
1398
1500
1361
1295
1254
1435
1489
1518
1534
1369
1205
1314
1464
1229
1455
1362
1360
1274
1287
1272
1273
1293
1445
1232
1482
1459
1236
1421
1584
1515
1521
1481
1276
1590
1551
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Smith, Henry,
Page.
pension increased
1557
Smith, Isaiah,
pension increased
1339
Smith, James Al.,
pension increased
1566
Smith, Jane (widow),
pension increased
1508
Smith, Janet W. (widow),
pension increased
1420
Smith, Jay K.,
homestead entry validated
1304
Smith, John A., One hundred and sixty-first
Indiana Volunteers.
pension
1359
Smith, John A., Sixteenth Indiana Volunteers,
pension increased
1256
Smith, John C.
pension increased
1501
Smith, John H.,
pension increased
1418
Smith, Lewis G.
pension increased
1498
Smith, Lids (widow),
pension
1289
Smith, Lydia A. (widow),
pension increased
1205
Smith, Madeline (widow),
pension
1258
Smith, Maria]; W. (widow),
pension
1323
Smith, Marie A. (widow),
pension
1290
Smith, ..Martha L. (widow),
pension
1285
Smith, Mottle (widow),
pension
1283
Smolt, ..Milton B.
pensi
on increased
1563
Smith, Nathan,
pension increased
1529
Smith, Oliver C.,
pension increased
1214
Smith, Oliver P.,
pension increased
1338
Smith, Oscar,
pension
1378
Smith, Otilla H. (widow),
pension
1407
Smith, Robert,
fee simple homestead patent confirmed to
990
Smith, Robert,
pension increased
1541
Smith, Ruth A. (widow),
pension increased
1250
Smith, Sidney Al.,
pension increased
1489,1560
Smith, William, Michigan Volunteers,
pension increased
1220
Smith, William, Ohio Volunteers,
pension increased
1499
Smith, William D.
pension increased
1531
Smith, William H.,
pension increased
1426
Smith, William K.,
pension increased
1218
Smith, William R.
pension increased
1538
Smithsonian Institution,
appropriation forinternational exchanges- - 279
for American Ethnology
279
for International Catalogue of Scientific
Literature
279
for Astrophysical Observatory
279
for National Museum
280
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Smithsonian Institution-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for National Zoological Park280
for printing and binding for
330
deficiency appropriation
for
National
Museum
31, 826, 829
appointment as regent of, Henry White.... 866
reappointment as regent of, .Alexander
Graham Bell
11
John B. Henderson
868
time limit for furnishing copy for annual
reports, not applicable to
336
Smokeless Powder, Navy,
appropriation for purchase and manufacture of
563, 1175
no purchases unless plant at Indianhead in full operation
563,1175
Smoot, Louis E.
lease of water front, Anacostia River, D. C.,
in exchange for wharfage etc., surrendered for navy yard extension
567
Smuczyriski, Joseph,
pension increased
1370
Smyrna River, Del.,
appropriation for improvement of; conditions
394
Smyrna, Turkey,
appropriation for rent of prison, etc., for
American convicts
262,1058
Snake River, Oreg., Wash., and Idaho,
appropriation for improvement of, to Pit
. tsburg Landing, Oreg
405
bridge authorized across, near Hansen,
Idaho
59
Minidoka and Cassia Counties. Idaho
34
Walla Walla and Franklin Counties, Wash.,
may bridge
235
Snider, John,
pension increased
1252
Snipes, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
1367
Snoderly, William H.,
pension increased
1515
Snodgrass, Enos,
pension increased
1547
Snodgrass, James A.,
pension increased
1248
Snook, John R.,
pension increased
1246
Snoqualmie National Forest, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Snow and Ice, D. C.,
appropriation for removing, from streets,
sidewalks, gutters, etc
690, 1018
Snowden, Susan G. (widow),
pension increased
1456
Snyder, Adam,
pension increased
1439
Snyder, Henry,
pension increased
1223
Snyder, John,
pension
1583
Snyder, Louisa (widow),
pension
1414
Sodium Nitrate,
deficiency appropriation for providing areserve supply of, to Army, 1917
810
Soil Bacteriology, etc.,
appropriations for investigations, etc.. 453, 1141
testing bacterial cultures for inoculating
453, 1141
pub lung tests; names of dealers in
impure etc
453,1141
Soil Fertility,
appropriation for investigations
. 453,1141

Soils Bureau, Department of Agriculture,
Page.
appropriation for salaries
464, 1152
for general expenses
464,1153
for chemical and physical investigation. 1153
for potash, etc., investigations
465,1153
for plant, etc., to demonstrate commercial production of potash
465
for cooperative investigations of soils_ _
1153
for mapping, etc., results of investigations
465, 1153
for classifying, etc., agricultural lands in
national forests
465, 1153
for administrative expenses
465,1153
unexpended balance for potash plant
reappropriated
1153
deficiency appropriation for general expenses
829
Soils Products Exposition, International.
appropriation for agricultural exhibit at_.
475
foreign nations invited to International
Farm Congress at, in 1918
1168
Solar Eclipse, 1918,
appropriation for expenses naval observations of
1100
Soldiers' and Sailors' Home, D. C., Grand
Army,
appropriation for expenses_
709,1038
in
veterans of Spanish War, Philippine
Insurrection and China relief expedition admitted
709,1038
Solicitor, Department of Agriculture,
appropriation for, law clerks, etc
• 446,1134
Solicitor for the Department of State,
appropriation for
108,1110
for assistants, law clerk
77, 1082
for additional assistants
77, 1082
for additional law clerks
77, 1082
Solicitor for the Interior Department,
appropriation for
108, 1110
for board of appeals, office of
99, 1103
for assistant attorneys, etc
99, 1103
for per diem, etc., inspectors
99, 1103
Solicitor for the Post Office Department,
appropriation for. . __
108, 1110
for attorneys, clerks, etc., division of...
105
Solicitor General,
appropriation for
108, 1110
Solicitor, Navy Department,
appropriation for, clerks, etc
94, 1098
deficiency appropriation for additional
clerks, 1917
813
Solicitor of Internal Revenue,
appropriation for
108,1110
Solicitor of the Department of Commerce,
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc_ 109, 1111
Solicitor of the Department of Labor,
appropriation
riation for, law clerk, etc
of the Treasury,
109, 1111
appropriation for, assistant, clerks, etc 109, 1111
Solifelt, George H.,
1400
pension increased
Solomon, Reuben (insane),
1387
pension.
Solomon, Richard N.,
1442
pension increased
Sumer, Ellen E.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg1354
Somersworth, N. H.,
appropriation for public building
269
Somerville County, Tex.,
bridge authorized across Brazos River in
354
Somerville, James,
pension increased
1310

INDEX.
Sonerant, Peter,
Page.
pension increased
1294
Sons of the American Revolution,
condemned cannon granted to Sheldon,
Iowa, chapter
832, 839
Sopris National Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintanance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Sorenson and Lyle,
payment to
1467
Sorghum,
appropriation for investigating production
of, sirup; diseases of; by-products
1142
Sorghum, Grain,
appropriation for culture, etc
1142
Sorghums, Grain,
appropriation for investigating handling,
t
f; fixing grades
453
Sorkilmo, Thomas P.,
payment to
1358
Sourwine, Julia A. (widow),
pension increased
1274
South Amboy, N. J.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army post
842
South and Central America,
appropriation for promoting, etc., commerce with
111, 1113
South and Central American Republics,
invited to send representatives to Second
Pan American Financial Conference. 1052
South Bethlehem, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
South Boston, Va.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
South Carolina,
appropriation for relief of sufferers from
floods in
434
South Carolina Eastern Judicial District,
terms of court, Aiken.
721
Charleston
721
Columbia
721
Florence
721
office of clerk, Charleston
721
South Carolina Naval Militia,
may use Charleston immigrant station as
armory, etc.; repairs, etc
61
South Carolina Western Judicial District,
deficiency appropriation for salary of judge
43
terms of court, Anderson
721
Greenville
721
Greenwood.
721
Rock Hill..
721
office of clerk, Greenville.
721
South Dakota,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
etc
103, 1107
Standing Rock Indian Reservation, North
Dakota and, disposal of ceded lands. 1721
South Dakota Avenue Bridge, D. C.,
appropriation for construction over Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks
payment of share by Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad Company
share to be paid by street railroad
using

1018
1018
1018

South Haven, Mich.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor

400

South Hilo, Hawaii,
gas franchise granted John T.
ratified, etc
street railway franchise, modified

524
438

Baker,
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South McAlester, Okla.,
Page.
terms of court at
927
South River, N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of
393
Southbridge, Mass.
appropriation for public building
269
Southern Cattle Ticks (see Cattle Ticks,
Southern).
Southern Field Crops,
appropriation for investigating insects affecting.
465,1154
Southern Relief Society, D. C.,
appropriation for aid to Confederate vet.
erans, etc
710, 1038
Southern Ute Indians, Colorado,
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
funds of Confederated Bands of
Utes
152,988
Sovern, Joseph D.,
pension increased
1358
Spain,
appropriation for ambassador to
252, 1048
invited to participate in Texas Bicentennial Exposition
217
Spainhower, Eugene E.,
pension increased
1407
Spangler, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
1505
Spangler, Eliza A. (widow),
pension increased
1288
Spanish Fork, Utah,
appropriation for public building
269
SpanishRiver,
bridge authorized across, by Baldwin and
Mobile counties, Ala
520
Sparkling Wines,
internal revenue tax on
786
Sparling, Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased
1258
Sparman, Henry,
pension
1363
Sparrow, Bradford P.,
pension increased
1506
Sparrow, Eliza J. (widow),
pension increased
1549
Sparrow, John R.
pension increased
1486
Sparta, Ohio,
condemned cannon granted to
841
Spaulding, George W,
pension increased
1543
Spaulding, James L.,
pension increased
1248
Spaulding, Lillie E. (widow),
pension increased
1401
Spaulding, Michael H.,
pension.
1360
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
appropriation for secretary to..
70,1074
for clerk to Speaker's table
70, 1074
preparing Digest of Rules
70, 1074
for clerk and messengers
70,1074
for care, etc., automobile for
73,1077
Spear, Charles N.,
pension increased
1508
Spear, Clarinda A. (widow),
pension increased
1245
Special and Select Committees, House of
Representatives,
appropriation for expenses.
73,1077
deficiency appropriation for expenses
822
Special Assessment Office, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
680,1006
Special Clerks, Postal Service,
grade established; promotions, etc
416
eight hour law applicable
416

•
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Special Delivery, Postal Service,
Page.
appropriation for car fare in emergency
cases
418, 1064
for fees to messengers
418, 1064
deficiency appropriation for fees to messengers
820
Special Inquiry Boards, Immigration Service,
composition of; power and authority
887
Special Preparedness Fund,
created from receipts of excess profits tax,
and one-third of estate tax
1000
use restricted for military and naval purposes
1000
additional annual credit from receipts
under revenue Act of 1916
1000
reimbursement to, if used for other purposes
1000
excess profits tax levied for; basis of
1000
estate tax increased for; rates
1002
Special Taxes, Internal Revenue (see also
Internal Revenue),
imposed on corporations, designated occupations, etc
789
tobacco manufacturers, etc., selling personally to dealers, not construed as
peddlers
740
Spellman, Lorinda B. ,
homestead entry 'validated
1302
Spelman, John,
pension increased
1570
Spencer, EMily E. widow),
pension increased
1226
Spencer, G. W.,
land patent to
1336
Spencer, Ind.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
Sperry, George W.,
pension increased
1503
Sperry, John W.,
pension increased
1487
Sperry : Mortimer F.,
pension increased1220
Spettel, J. George,
pension increased
1576
Spices,
appropriation for investigations of plants
yielding
453, 1142
Spinney, Elizabeth F. (widow),
pension increased
1276
Spokane Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
153,989
Spokane Indian Hospital, Wash.,
•
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
125,970
Spokane Indian Reservation, Wash.,
appropriation for roads in, from tribal
funds; contribution by Stevens
County
521
leases of unallotted mineral lands on; conditions
155
Spokane Indians. Wash.,
appropriation for support, etc., of....
153,989
proceeds of sale of lands on Fort Spokane
abandoned Military Reservation to
credit of
155
Sponge Fisheries,
appropriation for expenses, protecting
323
Spooner, Cyrus,
pension increased
1205
Spot Cotton Markets,
designation and publication of, by Secretary of Agriculture
479
Spotts, Aaron,
pension increased
1517
Spradling, Cal,
pension
1382

Spragg2 Caroline (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1239
Sprague Falls Manufacturing Company,
operation, etc., of dams across Saint Croix
River, Me., by, authorized; conditions
534
Spriggs, Lewis (son),
pension.
1571
Springfield Arsenal, Mass.,
appropriation for extending wing of milling shop
284
for fire protection; repairs to streets
284
Springfteld, Ill. '
special postal canceling stamp authorized,
for celebrating centennial of admission of Illinois as aState
862
Springfield, Mass.,
appropriation for agricultural exhibit at
meeting of National Dairy Show
475
bridge authorized across Connecticut
River at
.
536
Springfield, Ohio,
appropriation for public building..
269
Springs, etc., on Arid Public Lands,
provisions for developing, rendering accessible, etc
518
Sprinkle, Albert J.,
pension increased
1292
Spurgerit, .Alonso,
pennon increased
1558
Square 555, D. C.,
appropriation for purchase of lot in, for
playground site
1020
Square 801, D. C.,
lots 13 and 14, conveyed for use of navy
yard; price, etc
1177
Square 857, D. C.
sale of, containing old Baltimore and Ohio
' right of way; terms and conditions
692
Squire, Harriet C. (widow),
pension increased
1549
Squirrels, Ground,
appropriation for destroying, etc., on
national forests
467, 1155
Srofe, Azubath (widow),
pension increased
1240
St. Clair, Caleb,
pension
1359
St. Clair, David H. '
pension increased
1506
Stack, John,
pension increased
1239
Stacy, Norman B.,
pension increased
1251
Stacy, Owen,
pension increased
1464
Stacy, Uranus,
pension increased
1317
Staff College, Army,
appropriation for instruction expenses. .. . 620
Staff Corr
n,
ItArmy (see General Staff Corps,
3).
Stafford, Elizabeth N. (widow),
pension.
1443
Stafford, Ellen M. (widow),
pension increased
1417
Stafford, Joseph E.
pension increased
1533
Stafford, Louis L.
pension increased
1558
Stahel, Anna C. (goidow),
pension increased.
1490
Stahl, William B.,
pension increased
1277
Stainbrook. Samuel E.,
pension increased
1315

INDEX.
Stains,
Page.
duty on coal tar products not
793
used as
794
additional specific
794
Stamford, Tex.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Stamp. Catherine E. (widow),
pension increased
1314
Stamped Envelopes, etc., Postal Service,
appropriation for freight or expressage
on
419, 1064
for manufacture.
421, 1066
for distribution
421, 1066
Stamper, Disia (widow),
pension increased
1226
Stamps Division, Post Office Department,
appropriation for superintendent, etc... 106, 1109
Stamps, Internal Revenue,
to be prepared for tax on wines
784
Stamps, Postage,
appropriation for manufacture. etc.... .. 421, 1066
Standard Chemical Iron and Lumber Company,
refund of duties
1495
Standard Lime Barrels,
provisions for, in interstate and foreign
commerce
530
Standard Permanent Building and Savings Association, Baltimore, Md.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1494
Standards Bureau, Department of Commerce,
appropriation for Director, assistants,
etc
113, 1114
for apparatus, machinery, etc
114,1115
for repairs, etc., buildings
114,1115
for contingent expenses
114,1115
member, International Committee of
Weights and Measures
114,1115
for care of grounds, etc
114,1115
for investigations to minimize dangers of
high-potential
electric
currents,
etc
114, 1115
for refrigeration investigations
114
for investigating structural materials. 114, 1115
for expenses, determination of physical
constants, etc
114, 1115
for investigating fire-resisting properties
of building materials
114, 1115
for investigating standards of measurement, etc., of public utilities
114, 1116
for testing railway equipment materials
115, 1116
for testing miscellaneous materials
115, 1116
for standardizing radio communication
instruments, etc
115, 1116
for developing color standards, etc
115, 1116
for study of clay products, processes,
etc
115, 1116
for experiments in effective utilization
of physical properties of materials,
etc
115, 1116
for investigations, etc., of aeronautics
and aviation requirements
115, 1116
for investigating optical glass production. 1116
for testing large scales
324
for laboratory for research in radio communication
324
deficiency appropriation for constructing
chemical laboratory; equipment
25
for general expenses
32,829
for testing machines
32
for testing structural materials
829
Standards Bureau, Director of,
to make regulations for standardization of
lime barrels
531
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Standiford, Noah C.,
Page.
pension increased
1234
Standing Rock Indian Reservation, S. Dak.,
appropriation for share in constructing
highway through
151
use of Indian labor; repayment
152
deficiency appropriation for surveying,
etc
31
proclamation directing disposal of lands in
1721
Stanford, George W. (son),
pension
1214
Stanford, Ky., Christian Church,
payment of Court of Claims findings to
1496
Stanislaus National Forest, Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Stanley, Anna (widow),
pension
1319
Stanton, James,
payment to
1262
Stanton, Martin V.,
pension
1375
Stanton, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
1449
Stapp, Isaac,
pension increased
1217
Star Routes, Postal Service,
appropriation for mail transportation by,
in Alaska
418, 1064
emergency service
418, 1064
for inland mail transportation by, except in Alaska
422, 1068
discontinued when served by rural delivery
423,1068
new routes restricted
423,1068
deficiency appropriation for
24 827
for, in
820,830
contracts, etc. for, under direction of
Postmaster General
418
contracts for to be awarded lowest bidder
according to terms of advertisement
161
requirements of other service if bids
exorbitant, etc
161
temporary contracts for, on failure by accepted bidder, for new routes, etc.;
limitations, etc
161
cost charged to defaulting contractor,etc
162
lien allowed persons for services to contractors for
162
payment by Postmaster General; limitations
182
Starbird, Herbert M,
pension increased
1207
Starkey, Robert,
pension increased
1591
Starkey, Silas M.,
pension increased
1547
Staron, Otto H.,
pension
1586
Starr, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
1253
Starrett, Wyatt L. ,
pension increased
1519
Startzel, Henry,
pension increased
1422
State College, Pa.,
appropnation for public building
269
State Courts,
writs of error allowed to Supreme Court
from decisions of, against validity of
treaty or statute, etc
726
in favor of validity of State laws, etc., as
not repugnant to Constitution
726
certiorari from Supreme Court to, where
validity of Federal law or treaty is
questioned, and judgment is in
favor thereof
726
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State Courts—Continued.
Page.
certiorari from Supreme Court to, where
validity of State law ' etc., as repugnant to the Constitution, etc., is
in question, and decision is adverse
thereto
726
where decision is for or against any right,
title, etc., claimed under the Constitution, authority, etc., of the
United States
727
State Department (see also Department of
State),
branch printing office in, abolished
1083
State Educational Institutions,
maintenance of Reserve Officers' Training
Corps in, having military instruction
191
State Homes for Disabled Soldiers and Sailors,
appropriation for continuing aid to
297
deficiency appropriation for continuing
aid to
812
State, War, and Navy Department Building,
appropriation for clerks, engineers, watchmen, etc
94,1098
for fuel, lights, repairs, etc
94,1098
for services, operating supplies, etc.,
Navy Department Annex
M, 1098
for laborer, State Department Annex
94,1098
for new elevators
1098
for aerials for naval radio service
606
for pneumatic tube to Navy Annex
607
deficiency appropriation for Navy Department Annex
22
for fuel, lights, etc
31
printing machinery, etc., to be removed
from rooms in, assigned to State
Department
1083
branch office abolished
1083
reapportionment of space authorized;
conditions
94
ejectment of present offices, etc., forbidden
94
vacated rooms not to be used as museums
94
Statement of Appropriations, etc.,
appropriation for preparing, first session,
64th Congress
327
Staten Island Sounds N. Y. and N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of
393
States,
appropriation for cooperation with, in
protecting watersheds of navigable
streams from fire
461,1166
for transportation of teams to national
rifle
matches; designation
by
governors
648
Army stores, etc. may be purchased from
War Department by, for use of National Guard
204
may be requisitioned by United States
in time of war, credit to be allowed
204
cooperation with, for construction of rural
poet roads
355
cooperation with, for promoting vocational
education
929
acceptance by legislature required;
board to be designated
931
temporary by governor, until next
932
meeting of legislature
932
optional, in part allowed, etc
conditions for receiving allotments
932
plans to be submitted for using allot933
ments by

States—Continued.
Page.
cooperation for vocational education with;
requirements for agricultural educational use
934
trade, home economics, and industrial
subjects
934
training of teachers
935
treasurer to receive and disburse money
received
935
deduction from allotments, if previous
one not expended
936
allotments to be withheld from, if not
properly used
936
appeal to Congress, etc
936
losses, etc., to be replaced to fund by
936
no part of fund to be used by, for building, etc., or support religious, etc ,
schools
936
cotton contracts, etc., laws of, not impaired
by cotton futures Act
481
examination whether laws of, provide safeguards for loans on first mortgages
382
declaration of ineligibility for issuing
farm loan bonds
382
first mortgage loans
382
statement of requirements lacking
382
exemption of docketing liens, etc., of
Federal courts in courts, etc., of,
repealed
531
immigration agents of, given accees to
immigrant stations to present inducements to settlers, etc
895
laws of, relating to warehouses for agricultural products, etc., not impaired
by warehouse Act
490
maintenance of troops in time of peace
other than National Guard forbidden.
198
right to use National Guard not limited
198
State police or constabulary allowed
198
number of cadets, Military Academy,
from, increased
62
payment of men enlisted by, to complete
organizations for muster into service,
authorized, etc
624
public lands within irrigation districts
of, subject to regulations relating
thereto.
506
States Relations Service, Department of Agriculture,
appropriation for salaries
470,1158
for general expenses, State allotments
for experiment stations
470,1159
for cooperative agricultural extension
work
470, 1159
for cooperative demonstration work outside of cotton belt
470, 1159
for farmer's cooperative demonstrations
and meeting ravages of cotton boll
weevil
470, 1159
for reports on farmers' institutes and
agricultural schools
471,1159
for stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto
Rico, and Guam
471, 1159
for extension work in Hawaii
471,1160
for investigating utility and economy of
agricultural products in the home,
etc
471, 1160
for administrative expenses
471, 1160
Statesboro, Ga.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Stationery, etc., Postal Service,
appropriation for
421,1067

INDEX.
Stationery, Treasury Department,
Page.
appropriation for bureaus and offices combined in one appropriation
84, 1088
Statistical Work, etc.,
appropriation for investigations, etc., to
avoid duplication of
76
Statistics Bureau, Department of Agriculture
(see Crop Estimates Bureau, Department of Agriculture).
Stotler. George W.,
pension increased
1437
Statue of Liberty, New York Harbor,
acceptance of donated electric plant for
lighting
411
Statues,
of Henry Mower Rice, accepted for Statuary Hall, from Minnesota.
1600
of Zebulon Baird Vance, accepted for Statuary Hall, from North Carolina
1603
proceedings at unveiling of Pulaski and
Kosciuszko, ordered printed
. 1608
Statutes at Large,
appropriation for editing, etc
77, 1082
not applicable to Philippine Islands unless specifically provided
547
Staubs, Josiah F.,
pension increased
1406
Staubus, Henry H.,
pension increased
1503
Steadman, Thomas P., alias Thomas Porter,
pension increased
1272
Steagall, John,
pension increased
1372
Steam Engineers, D. C., Board of Examiners,
appropriation for salaries
680,1008
Steamboat Inspection Service,
appropriation for Supervising Inspector
General, clerks, etc
112,1113
for supervising inspectors
112,1113
for salaries, inspectors of hulls, and of
boilers.
112 1113
for assistant inspectors
112, 1113
for clerk hire, service at large
112, 1113
for contingent expenses
112, 1113
witness fees
112, 1113
deficiency appropriation for contingent expenses
25
inspection certificates to state number of
passengers allowed on vessels, other
than ferryboats; report of changes
918
penalty for carrying more passengers than
allowed by certificate
918
punishment for master, etc., allowing excess
918
special permits for excursion vessels to
carry excess passengers, etc
918
approval of supervising inspector for....
919
inspectors of hulls and boilers at Tampa,
Fla.
942
Steamboat Inspection, Supervising Inspector
General,
appropriation for, clerks, etc
112, 1113
Steamboat Routes, etc., Postal Service,
appropriation for mail transportation by 418, 1064
Stearns, Frank B.,
pension increased..
1314
Stearns, John S.,
pension increased
1486
Stearns, Theodore R.,
1515
pension increased..
Stearns, Zimri,
pension increased
Stebbins, James K.,
pension increased

1459
1253
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Steel, Hester Ann (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1269
Steel, William H.,
pension increased
1206
Steele Bayou, Miss.,
appropriation for improvement of
397
Steele, John C.,
pension increased
1530
Steele, Samuel,
pension increased
1230
Steffen, John,
pension increased.
1432
Steinmetz, Emma (widow),
pension increased
1431
Steinmetz, Henrietta (widow),
pension increased
1440
Stemple, Julius,
pension increased.
1558
Stenographers to Committees, House of Representatives,
appropriation for
72,1076
deficiency appropriation for extra services.
822
Stephens, C. Jennie (widow),
pension
1342
Stephens, Hester (widow),
pension
1935
Stephens, Ross Al,
pension increased.
1413
Stephens, William L.,
pension increased
1558
Stephens, Zachariah,
pension increased.
1530
Stephenson, Cyrus,
pension i
ncreased
1265
Stephenson, Thomas,
pension increased.
1540
Stepp, John,
pension increased
1429
Sterlin7, Walter H.,
pension
1590
Sternberg, Martha L. (widow),
pension increased.
1362
Steubenville, Ohio,
bridge authorized across Ohio River at
5
Stevens, George N.,
pension increased.
1564
Stevens, Henry H.,
pension increased.
1520
Stevens, Hiram,
pension increased
1296
Stevens, Hugh,
pension increased.
1488
Stevens, James H.,
pension increased.
1285
Stevens, John,
pension increased
1489
Stevens, Thomas A.,
pension increased
1565
Stevens, Una (widow),
pension increased.
1407
Stevenson, Daniel,
pension increased
1446
Stevenson, Margaret (widow),
pension increased.
1488
Steward, Eugene H.,
pension increased.
1399
Steward, Henry H.,
pension increased
1507
Steward, Loren E.,
1502
pension increased.
Stewart, George W.,
1516
pension increased
Stewart, Henry,
pension increased

1308
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Stewart, James,
pension increased.
Stewart, Josephine A. (widow),
pension increased..
Stewart, Rebecca D. (widow),
pension increased....
Stewart, Sylvester,
pension i
ncreased..........
Stiles, Elmira L. (widow),
pension
Stillman, George H.,
Stalwagon, Jacob R.,
pension increased
Stine, William G.
pension increased..
Stinson, Oscar K.,
pension increased.
Stites, Stephen P.
pension i
ncreased....
Stitsworth, James A.,
pension increased
Stock Raising Homesteads,
entries of 640 acres of public lands authorized for
lands to be previously designated.
character of lands reserved for
applications for, if not designated lauds
fees, etc., required
suspension of entry
lands not to be disposed of during suspension.
no occupancy before designation. areas allowed; additions to former entries. selection of contiguous, prior to noncontiguous lands
improvements for stock raising required
entry of contiguous lands additional to
pending homestead entries
improvements required
homesteaders may enter additional contiguous lands
improvements required
may relinquish present holding for grazing entry
no commutation allowed
preference to present owners for additional
contiguous lands_
division between two or more applicants
allowance to first applicant
coal and mineral deposits in, reserved
disposal under mineral laws
entry for prospecting, etc., permitted
entry of surface for mining uses; conditions
patents for, subject to grazing entries
reservation of water holes, etc
lands for access to, stock movements, etc
limitations of driveways, etc
regulations to be made.
Stockbridge and Munsee Indians, Wis.
payment to tribal members enrolled since
March 3, 1893
Stocker, Charles, jr.,
pension increased
Stocks, Bonds, etc., Railway,
appropriation for securing information concerning issues of........
Stockton and Mormon Channels, Cal.,
appropriation for improvement of
Stockton, Cal.,
appropriation for public building
Stockton Channel, Cal.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
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Stockton, Thomas P.,
Page.
pension increased
1499
Stoddard, Alice J. (widow),
pension increased.
1570
Stoddard, Florence Ada (daughter),
pension.
1524
Stoddard, Heber,
pension increased.
1559
Stokes, Lemuel,
pension increased
1500
Stolp, Mildred J. (widow),
pension increased
1436
Stone, Charles,
pension increased
1427
Stone, etc.,
appropriation for investigating structural
materials of
114,1115
Stone, John,
pension increased
1296
Stone or Quarry Products, etc.,
quarantine on containers of, capable of
carrying plant diseases, etc
1165
Stone, Oscar W.,
pension increased
1644
Stone, Sylvester E.,
pension increased1505
Stone, Timothy,
pension increased.
1552
Stoneburner, Daniel E.,
pension increased -1506
Stowhart, Albert,
pension increased
1285
Stoops, Jasper,
pension.
1239
Stoors, George W.,
pension increased
1440
Storage of Guns and Munitions of War, Navy,
appropriation for, at specified magazines,
yards, and stations
569
Storer, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
1535
Storts, Andrew J.,
pension increased.
1398
Story, George W.,
pension increased_
1437
Stott, Clara A. (widow),
pension increased
1333
Stouffer, John,
pension increased.
1483
Stoughton, Mass.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army post
840
Stout, Harvey B. ,
pension increased
1454
Stout, Sarah J. (widow),
pension increased1279
Stover, Henry,
pension increased
1438
Stover, Jessie E. (daughter),
pension
1410
Stowaways,
alien, excluded admission; exception.
876
Stowe, Charles W.,
pension increased
1437
Stowe, Willis R.,
pension increased.
1341
Stowell, George H.,
pension increased.
1428
Stoyle, Edward,
pension increased
.
1371
Strafford, Catherine (widow),
pension increased.
1397
Stran, Susan S. (widow),
pension increased
1365

INDEX.
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Stratton, John H.,
pension increased.
1546
Strause. Paul,
pension increased
1488
Strauss, Isaac,
pension increased
1413
Strawberry Island, Wash.,
bridge authorized across Snake River at..
235
Strawberry Valley Irrigation Project, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance, etc
305
Strayer, Mary R. (widow),
pension increased..
1256
Street Cleaning Division, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
680, 1008
for dust prevention, removing snow,
etc
690, 1018
Street Crossings Policemen, D. C.,
made members of regular police force;
rights, duties, etc .
720
Street Fairs,
special tax imposed on.
791
Street Railways, D. C.,
construction conditions modified, Baltimore and Washington Transit Company.
519
not relieved from expenses of paving roadbeds in streets, etc
716
to furnish free transportation to police and
firemen when on duty
683
Streeter, Harriet A. (widow),
pension increased.
1457
Streeter, Pheoby J. (widow),
pension increased
1217
Streeter, William A. M., alias Henry Stanley,
pension
1434

Streets, Avenues, etc., I). C.,
appropriation for assessment and permit
work
684,1013
for work on; schedules, etc
684, 1013
for grading
685, 1014
for condemnation, etc
685 1014
for constructing designated suburban
roads
685, 1014
for opening, etc., outside of cities
688, 1017
widening of Woodley Road suspended. 1017
for repairs
688, 1017
for replacing sidewalks and curbs around
reservations, etc
689, 1017
area assessment extended in proceedings for opening alleys, etc
1017
for repairs, suburban roads
689, 1017
for sweeping, cleaning, removing snow
and ice, etc
690, 1018
for improvements, etc., street-cleaning
stables
690, 1019
closing of alleys and, in site for Eastern
High School
698
Washington Navy Yard additions,
567
condemnation of land for; notices required
21
division of cost of paving, etc., chargeable
against abutting property
716
railroads not relieved from expense of paving roadbed on
716
rent to be paid for space used for business
purposes under
716
Streibig, Theresa B. (daughter),
pension
1400
Stricklands Ferry, Ga.,
bridge authorized across
River at

Chattahoochee

Strikes, etc. (see Labor Disputes).
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Strong, Harland R.,
pension increased
Strong, Helen M. (widow),
pension increased
1341
Strong, Mary Jane (widow),
pension
1324
Stroud, Robert L.
pension increased
1412
Stroup, John W.,
pension
1378
Stroup, Sarah E. (widow),
pension increased
1282
Strouse, Isaac R.,
credit in internal revenue accounts
1351
Structural Materials,
appropriation for investigating, of stone,
etc
114, 1115
deficiency appropriation for testing, etc...
829
Stuart, Charles R.,
pension increased
1484
Stuart, Robert,
pension increased
1232
Stubbs, Thomas,
pension increased
1433
Stuchall, William A.,
pension
1571
Students, Asiatic, etc.,
conditions regulating temporary admission
of
876
Stump, James H.,
pension increased1232
Sturdevant, Clark,
pension increased
1425
Sturdevant t Lucy E. (widow),
pension increased1485
Stuttman, Aaron B.,
pension increased
1344
Styles, Hannah M. (widow),
pension increased
1404
Subhumid Land Farming,
appropriation for improving methods of. 454, 1142
Submarine Base,
appropriation for equipping, etc., New
London, Conn
1176
commission to report on necessity, etc ,
for on Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, ani
Pacific coasts, etc
571
appropriation for expenses
571
Submarine "F-I,"
appropriation for repairs
605
Submarine "F-2,"
appropriation for repairs
605
Submarine "F-3,"
appropriation for tim
605
Submarine Harbor Defense System.
punishment for willfully interfering with,
etc
1194
Submarine Mines, Army,
appropriation for preservation, etc
345,910
for supplies, for submarine practice
347,911
for maintenance, etc
34
34 7
7;9
911
11
for expenses, torpedo depot, etc
for purchase, etc., insular possessions:
supplies349
Submarine Tender, Navy, Fleet,
construction of one, authorized
617
appropriation for construction and machinery
617. 1191
limit of cost increased of one. to be constructed as soon as practicable
1191
Submarine Vessels, etc.,
excise tax on net profits by manufacturers
from sales of
781
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Submarines, Navy (see also Torpedo Boats, Page.
Submarine),
construction authorized of nine fleet
616
fifty-eight coast; classes; cost, etc
616
early construction
616
appropriation for
616
twelve to be built on Pacific coast;
conditions
616
one, Neff propulsion, conditions
616
appropriation for construction and machinery
617, 1192
for ammunition
617
limit of cost increased of eighteen coast, to
be constructed as soon as practicable
1191
twenty additional, on most approved lines,
authorized
1192
to be constructed on Pacific coast; cost
condition
1192
appropriation for
1192
Subsistence, Army,
appropriation for supplies, etc
630
for transport service
630
for meals, etc
630
for food, etc., rule matches
630
for payments; commutation of rations
630
for special diet rations
630
for advertising
630
for prizes for cooks, bakers, etc
630
for preserving, accounting, etc
630
sales to Navy and Marine Corps, permitted
630
purchase of naval supplies by Army,
allowed
630
deficiency appropriation for
29, 45, 337, 825
Subtreasuries,
investigation of work of, directed
1080
report as to transfer. etc
1080
report to be su bmitt ed ondiscontinuance of
88
Subtropical Fruits,
appropriation for investigation of insects
affecting
466, 1154
Suburban Roads and Streets, D. C.,
appropriation for construction, etc., of
designated
685, 1014
for repairs
689, 1017
Suffolk, Va., Christian Church,
payment of Court of Claims findings to.... 1497
Sugar,
export duty on, from ceded West Indian
Islands, exported to a foreign country or shipped to the United States. 1133
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
1916, repealed
56
Sugar Cane,
appropriation for investigating insects affecting
465, 1164
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
1916, repealed
57
Sugar Cane Districts,
appropriation for experiments, etc., of cattle
raising in
491, 1166
erection of barns, etc., authorized
491, 1166
Sugar Plant,
appropriation for investigations; seed improvement, etc
454,1142
developing
strains
of
sugar-beet
seed
454, 1142
cane and sorghum sirup production,
etc
454. 1142
for utilizing by-products
454, 1142
Subr, Mary (widow),
pension increased
1580
Sulfoacid,
794
duty on, and salts of coal tar

Sullivan, Annie N. (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1586
Sullivan, John H.,
pension increased
1426
Sullivan, Joseph P.,
pension increased
1588
Sullivan, Paul, alias Matthias G. Clark,
pension increased
1502
Sullys Hill National Park, N. Dak.,
appropriation for improvement of game
preserve in
467, 1155
Sulphamlic Acid,
duty on
794
Sulphur River, Tex. and Ark.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
409
Summers, George,
pension increased
1518
Summers, James C.,
pension increased
1409
Summers, John C.,
pension increased
1565
Summers, Mauris,
pension increased
1265
Summers, Napoleon B.,
pension increased
1340
Summerville, Robert,
pension increased
1506
Sumner, Henry D.,
pension increased
1525
Sumner, Nancy A. (widow),
pension
1366
Sumter County, Ga.,
Dooly County or, may bridge Flint River,
Murray's Ferry
387
Sun River Irrigation Project, Mont.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc
305
Sunbury, Pa.,
bridge authorized across Susquehanna
River, between Monroe and
48
condemned cannon granted to Fort Augusta
837
Sunderland, Malissa (widow),
pension
1403
Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriations,
under Treasury Department, for public
buildings
262
quarantine stations
270
Coast Guard
274
Engraving and Printing Bureau
275
miscellaneous, internal revenue, etc
276
refunding two per cent bonds
276
Independent Treasury, etc
276
United States securities, etc
277
suppressing counterfeiting, etc
277
collecting customs revenue, etc
277
Public Health Service
278
quarantine service
278
prevention of epidemics
279
field investigations, etc
279
under District of Columbia, for Columbia
Hospital for Women
279
under Smithsonian Institution, for National
Museum, etc
279
National Zoological Park
230
under Interstate Commerce Commission,
for salaries, etc
280
valuation of railroads, etc
281
under Board of Mediation and Conciliation, for salaries, etc
281
under Federal Trade Commiss
. ion, for salaries, etc
281
under Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
Commission, for acquiring lands
282

INDEX.
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Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriations—Con Page. Sundry Civil Expenses Appropriations—Con Page.
under War Department, for armories and
under Government Printing Office, for
arsenals, etc
282
salaries
329
military posts. etc
285
public printing and binding
329
national cemeteries, etc
286
superintendent of documents
332
national parks, etc
288
under Panama Canal, for all expenses
332
buildings and grounds, Washington, D. C ,
fortifications
335
etc
289
annual reports, with documents, to be sent
Commission of Fine Arts
291
Public Printer at designated times
336
General Grant Memorial
291
return of completed proofs
336
Lincoln Memorial
291
time for printing, distribu, etc
336
Aqueduct Bridge
291
not applicable to Smithsonian InstituArlington Memorial Amphitheater
292
tion, Commissioner of Patents, or
rivers and harbors, contract work
292
Comptroller of Currency
336
maps, surveys, etc
292
lump sum estimates to be in form preCalifornia Debris Commission
292
scribed by Secretary of Treasury... _ 336
New York Harbor
292
details of mechanics and laborers
336
topographic maps
acceptance of auditor's reports of outstand293
artificial limbs, etc.; hospitals, D. C
ing checks of disbursing officers in
293
Volunteer Soldiers' Home
lieu of personal returns
336
293
State and Territorial Homes
297
all sums for salaries to be in full; conflicting
back pay, bounty, and commutation of
laws repealed
336
rations
297 Superintendent of Capitol Building and
arrears of pay, War with Spain
297
Grounds (see Capitol Building and
under Interior Department, for buildings
298
Grounds, Superintendent of).
Capitol and grounds
298 Superintendents of Irrigation,
courthouse, Washington, D. C
298
employment authorized for systems on
Indian reservations, etc
124,969
public lands
298
Geological Survey
301 Superior National Forest, Minn.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of 460, 1148
Bureau of Mines
302
303 Superior, Wis.,
Reclamation Service
appropriation for improvement of harbor...
401
miscellaneous, disbarment proceedings
306
for enlarging harbor basin; contracts
401
Alaska, railroads, education, etc
306
1itw..t, Treasury Department,
national parks
307 Supervising .2.
appropriation for, executive officer, chiefs,
Government Hospital for Insane; desigetc
79,1084
nated Saint Elizabeths Hospital
309
for additional pay to
271
Columbia Deaf Institution
310
for
skilled
employees
in
office
of
271
310
Howard University
to
serve
on
Public
Buildings
Commission.
_
328
310
Freedmen's Hospital
Supinger, Jacob,
under Department of Justice, for peniten311
pension increased
1236
tiary buildings
Supplies, Military, etc.,
miscellaneous, conduct of customs cases,
311
investigation, etc., of data as to production
etc
and availability of
650
defense in claims, prosecution of
for affording producers information as to,
311
crimes, etc
needed by the Government
650
enforcing antritrust laws, etc.; restric312 Supplies, Postal Service,
tion.
appropriation for stationery, etc
421, 1067
enforcing interstate commerce laws,
for postal savings system
421, 1067
312
etc
for city delivery
421
312
reports, etc., for courts, etc
for miscellaneous
422, 1067
313
Pacific railroad suits
for rural delivery
422, 1067
under judicial, for United States courts,
for expenses of shipping
422, 1067
313
salaries, etc
deficiency appropriation for city delivery..
24
314
penitentiaries, maintenance
for shipping
827, 830
316
National Training School for Boys, D. C..
districts and central offices for distributing,
under Department of Commerce, for Lightetc., authorized
1069, 1110
316
houses Bureau
no authority to abolish offices, change
318
Coast and Geodetic Survey
officers, etc., given
1110
320
Bureau of Fisheries
324 Supplies, United States Courts,
Bureau of Standards
appropriation for; exchange of typewriters,
under Department of Labor, for immigraetc
314
324
tion expenses
326 Supply Committee, General,
Bureau of Naturalization
appropriation for superintendent, clerks,
326
standardization of first-aid methods
etc
79,1083
under Department of State, for printing
326 Supreme Court, D. C.,
electoral vote
appropriation
for salaries; half from
327
under legislative, for Senate
District revenues
119, 1120
327
statement of appropriations
for printing and binding for
331
327
conveying electoral vote
for probation officers.
704, 1031
327
Botanic Garden
for fees of witnesses
705, 1033
327
Senate Office Building, etc
jurors
705, 1033
327
House Office Building
for pay of bailiffs, etc
705, 1033
327
Capitol power plant
for miscellaneous expenses
706, 1033
328
Public Buildings Commission
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Supreme Court, D. C.—Continued.
appropriation for additional miscellaneous
expenses while in temporary quarters
1033
deficiency appropriation for witness fees,
etc
41
for fees of jurors
41
for miscellaneous expenses
41,807
for additional miscellaneous expenses_ ..
860
convicts sentenced for more than ayear, to
be confined in District Jail or Reformatory
711
Supreme Court of the United States,
appropriation for Chief and Associate Justices
118, 1119
for marshal.
118, 1119
for clerks to justices
118 1119
for printing and binding for
331
deficiency appropriation for pay to widow
of Justice Joseph R. Lamar
818
appeals and writs of error from district
court of Porto Rico
966
certiorari allowed to circuit courts of appeals from, in bankruptcy, railway
employees, etc., causes
727
certiorari allowed to State courts where validity of Federal law or treaty is
questioned, and judgment is in
favor thereof
726
where validity of State law, etc., as repugnant to the Constitution, etc ,
is questioned and the decision is
adverse
726
where derision is for or against any
right, title, etc., claimed under the
Constitution, authority, etc., of the
United States
727
jurisdiction over decisions, etc., of supreme court of Philippine Islands _. 555
term of; special_
726
time limit for bringing causes for review
727
additional for Philippine Islands causes
727
writs of error allowed from State courts
where decision is against validity of
Federal law or treaty.
726
decision in favor of State law claimed to
be repugnant to Constitution
726
effect of; power of court.
726
writs of error and appeals from Philippine
Islands supreme court not to be reviewed hereafter
727
certiorari for review, etc., continued
727
Supreme Court Reports,
appropriation for copies of volumes 241 to
244
313
Surety Bonds Section, Treasury Department,
appropriation for chief of section, clerks,
etc
79, 1084
Surgeon General, Public Health Service,
appropriation for, chief clerk, etc
84, 1088
Surgeon General's Office, War Department,
appropriation for clerks, etc
91, 1095
for rent, dispensary
93
for medical museum and library
640
deficiency appropriation for clerks, etc ,
1917
809
pay of superintendent, medical museum, reduced
809
Surveying,
of private land claims in California directed on deposit by claimants
995
Surveying Public Lands (see also Public
Lands),
appropriation for expenses
300
preferences; occupied townships, etc _ 300
grants to States and Territories
300
irrigation or dry-farming lands.
300

Surveying Public Lands—Continued.
Page.
appropriation for reservations or national
forests
300
compensations; supervisors of surveys.
300
for resurveys; mineral locations, etc ....
300
for metal corner monuments
300
for abandoned military reservations .
301
deficiency appropriation for
30, 825
Surveyors General,
appropriation for, and office expenses. _103, 1107
restriction on office expenses
104, 1108
temporary details from one surveyor
general to another; travel allowance, etc _
104, 1108
use of fund for surveying lands in railroad grants, for work in offices of;
limit
104, 1108
Surveyor's Office, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries, etc
680, 1008
for temporary services, supplies, etc _680,1008
Susanville, Cal.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
Susquehanna River,
bridge authorized across,. Milton to West
Milton, Pa
49
Sunbury to Monroe, Pa
48
Susquehanna River, North Branch of,
bridge authorized across, at Wilkes-Barre,
Pa_
751
Susquehanna River, West Branch of,
bridge authorized across, Montgomery to
Muncy Creek, Pa
512
Watsontown and White Deer, Pa_
513
Williamsport to Duboistown, Pa
512
Sutherland, Tilson M.,
pension increased
156S
Sutton, Charles B.
pension increased
1308
Sutton, John P., alias Gilbert Sutton,
military record corrected
1466
Sutton, Rafina M. (widow),
pension
1462
Sutton, Stephen,
pension increased
1502
Sutton, William A.
pension increased
1451
Swails, Josiah,
pension increased
1514
Swain, John L.,
pension increased
1564
Swain, Thomas N.,
pension increased
1283
Swamp Land Claims and Indemnity,
appropriation for adjusting
299
Swanberg, Justus W.,
pension
1585
Swander, Joanna (widow),
pension increased
1295
Swaney, John C. ,
pension increased
1334
Swan go, Abraham,
pension increased
1498
Swank, Hiram,
pension increased
1239
Swansboro, N. C.,
appropriation for improvement of waterways between New River and
395
Swartz. William H.,
pension increased
1444
Sweden,
appropriation for minister to
252, 1048
Sweeney, Annie if. (widow),
pension increased
1406
Sweeney Shipyards and Foundry Company,
M. A.,
payment to
1299

INDEX.
Sweet, Annie (widow),
rage.
pension increased
1341
Sweet, Edwin D.,
pension increased
1483
Sweet, Hannah (mother),
pension increased
1519
Sweet, William,
pension increased
1337
Sweet Wines. Fortifying Pure (see also Internal Revenue),
provisions for
784
Swem, Edward L.,
pension increased
1423
Swift Creek, N. C.,
appropriation for improvement of
395
Swift, Hattie S. (widow),
pension
1444
Swift, Louise M. (widow),
pension increased
1360
Swift, Samuel B.,
pension increased
1501
Swirtehart, Jemima R. (widow),
pension
1339
Swisher, Alexander,
pension increased
1531
Switzer; Mary S. (widow),
pension increased
1411
Switzer , Washington
H.,
.
pension increased
1416
Switzerland,
appropriation for minister to.
252,1048
Swope, Samuel,
pension increased
1228
Syfer, William,
pension increased
1437
Sylvester, George,
pension increased
1370
Symonds, Harry J.,
pension increased
1376
Syracuse, N. Y.,
appropriation for public building
269
Syrian and Armenian Peoples,
proclamation designating October 21 and
22, 1916, days to contribute aid to
stricken
1802
T.
Tables of Constants, etc., International Commission on,
appropriation for annual contribution
to
257, 1053
Tabulatinq Equipment, etc.,
appropriation for, Auditor for Post Office
Department
85, 1090
Tabulating Machines, Census Office,
appropriation for experimental work in,
etc
111, 1112
Tackitt, Benjamin,
pension increased
1485
Tacoma, Wash.,
appropriation for Cushman Indian School. 153, 989
tor public building
269
Tacoma, Wash., Pacific Building and Loan
Association,
refund of excise corporation tax
1492
Tahlequah, Okla.,
appropriation for Cherokee Orphan Training School at
147, 984
Tahoe National Forest, Cal. and Neu.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
proclamation diminishing area of
1803
Taholah Agency, Wash.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
153, 989
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Tacoma Park Branch Library, D. C. (see Pub- Page.
lic Library, D. C., Free).
Talbot, Clara (widow),
pension increased
1498
Talcas, (Nontribal Indian),
fee simple homestead patent confirmed to
990
Talc,ott, Phebe A. (widow),
pension increased
1443
Tallahatchie, River, Miss.,
appropriation for improvement of
397
Tallapoosa River,
bridge authorized across, between Montgomery and Elmore Counties, Ala..
928
Talledaga, Ala.,
condemned cannon granted to
842
Tallcott, Daniel L.,
pension increased
1205
Tallentire, John R.,
pension increased
1279
Tampa Bay Fla.
appropriation for improvement of
396
for improvement of channel from Clearwater Harbor to
396
preliminary ersmination, etc.,
to be
made of waterway connecting Saint
George Sound and
408
Tampa, Fla.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
inspectors of hulls and boilers authorized
at
942
Tanco, Joseph, jr.,
pension
1581
Tangier Light, Morocco,
appropriation for annual contribution.. 254,1050
Tangier, Morocco,
appropriation for agent and consul general
1048
Tangipa7toa River, La.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
408
Tank Bottoms, Sugar,
provision for free entry of, after May 1,
1916, repealed
56
Tanner, Andrew,
pension increased
1382
Tapscott, Uriah T.,
pension increased
1416
Tar Acids,
on free list, distillates yielding less than
5per cent of
793
Tar River, N. C.,
appropriation for improvement of
395
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
407
Tarbox, Adelaide M. (teidemu),
pension increased
1291
Tarbox, George,
pension increased
1506
Tarbox, Mary Y. (widow),
pension increased
1285
Tarbox, Moses, jr.,
pension increased
1506
Tarenturn, Pa.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Target Practice, Army, Small Arms,
appropriation for ammunition for, targets,
etc
643
for marksmen's medals, prizes, etc
643
issue of targets, etc., to rifle clubs_
643
Target Practice, etc., Army,
appropriation for paying claims for damages
from
639
for ranges for field artillery
647
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Target Practice, etc., Navy,
Page.
appropriation for marksmen's medals,
etc
560, 1171
Targhee National Forest, Idaho and Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Tariff (see also Duties on Imports),
coal tar products, specially designated, on
free list
793
ad valorem duty on, not colors, dyes, etc
793
colors, dyes, etc
794
specific duty in addition
794
annual reduction of special duty after five
years, termination
794
special duty abolished after five years if
not designated quantity of domestic
production
794
repeal of provisions under former law
794
Tariff Commission,
created; appointment by the President
795
terms; chairman and vice chairman
795
other employment forbidden; removal, etc
795
organization, etc
796
employees to be from civil service eligibles; exceptions
796
expenses, offices, meetings, etc
796
duties; investigation of specified subjects
relating to customs, etc
796
information, etc., at disposal of the President, etc
796
annual reports to be submitted to Congrew
796
tariff relations with foreign countries and
allied subjects to be investigated by.
796
competition with foreign industries,
dumping, cost of production, etc 796
transfer from Department of Commerce
employees, etc., of cost of production service
796
full authority to secure information, secure
testimony, etc
797
attendance of witnesses; aid of district
courts, etc
797
writs of mandamus authorized to compel
compliance with orders of, etc
797
depositions may be ordered by; procedure,
etc
797
witnesses allowed fees, etc.
797
compelled to testify; immunity, etc
797
cooperation with executive departments,
etc., directed; information and details from, authorized
797
unauthorized divulging of information obtained by, unlawful
798
punishment or
798
appropriation for all expenses
798
authorized each year hereafter
798
Tariff of 1913,
printing paper duty rate amended
795
free list provisions amended
795
repeal of designated coal tar products provisions
794
sugar schedule provisions for free entry
after May 1, 1916, repealed
56
Tariffs, International Bureau for Publication
of,
appropriation for annual contribution .. 255, 1051
Tarleton, Catherina (widow),
pension increased
1218
Tarrytown, N. Y.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
392
Tareney, Lucy (widow),
pension increased
1564
Tate, Jennie L. (daughter),
pension
1559

Tat lock, Erasmus W.,
Page.
pension increased
1244
Tax, Income (see Income Tax).
Taxes, D. C.,
appropriation for collecting overdue personal
683, 1011
for advertising notices of arrears of
683, 1011
for refund of real estate, to Daughters of
the American Revolution
717
for additional refund for 1916
1009
assessment on intangible personal property,
rate
717
rate reduced; and exemptions extended
1046
assessments of real estate to be biennial
678
exemption of Daughters of American Revolution, church parsonages, etc. from
514
additional lots, Daughters of the American Revolution
1046
joint Congressional committee to investigate and recommend changes in laws
relating to
717
records and accounts transferred from assessor's office to collector's
1005
bille t lists, etc., of real property to be
issued by collector
1005
assessor to deliver annually to collector
ledgers of assessments on real property
1005
personal property
1005
Taxes, Federal, State, etc.,
capital, etc., of Federal land banks and national farm loan associations exempt
from
380
mortgages and bonds deemed Government instrumentalities, and exempt
as such
380
shares of joint stock land banks assessable
as personal property; conditions of
taxation
380
real property of associations, etc., not exempt
380
Taxes, Internal Revenue,
appropriation for expenses, collecting.. 85,1090
for expenses collecting, etc., emergency.
86
for collecting income
86, 1090
for collecting cotton futures
86, 1090
for estate, munitions, etc
1091
for expenses enforcing opium, etc., special tax
86, 1091
for refunding erroneously collected
276
for refunding illegally collected excise
corporation to designated building,
etc., associations
1491
deficiency appropriation for refund of corporation excise
20
for refunding collections
28,824
for refunding illegally collected .
28,
33, 804, 824,828
revocation of former amount.
804
emergency, continued for 1916
2
appropriations for expenses of collecting,
etc. made available
2
repealed
792
estate .
777
excise, levied on contracts for sales of cotton for future delivery, at exchanges,
etc
476
fermented liquors
783
income
756
munition manufacturers'
780
special, on business corporations, occupations, etc
789
wines, etc
783

INDEX.
Taylor, Asa W.,
Page.
pension increased
1237
Taylor, Eleanor (widow),
pension increased
1431
Taylor, Elijah W,
pension increased
1419
Taylor, Ella (widow),
pension
1251,1557
Taylor, Ellen Jane (widow),
1419
pension
Taylor, Gardner B.
pension increased
1249
Taylor, George N.,
pension increased
1540
Taylor, George W., Indiana Volunteers,
pension increased
1413
Taylor, George W., Iowa Volunteers,
pension increased
1543
Taylor, James H.,
'Tension increased
1271
Taylor, James P. ,
pension increased
1511
Taylor, John W.,
pension increased
1564
Taylor, Joseph,
pension increased
1540
Taylor, Josephine (widow),
pension increased
1308
Taylor, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
1250
Taylor, Mary L. (widow),
pension increased
1401
Taylor,. Samantha (widow),
pension
1436
Taylor, Wilford M.,
pension increased
1401
Taylor, William,
pension increased
1223
Taylor, William C.
pension increased
1225
Taylor, William H.,
pension increased
1259
Taylorville, Ill.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency al3propriation for public building
19
Tchula Lake, Miss.,
appropriation for improvement of
397
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
408
Teachers of Vocational Subjects (see also Vocational Education),
provisions for cooperating with States in
supplying, training, etc
929
Teachout, Stephen M.,
pension increased
1268
Teasdale, Marie N. (widow),
pension
1338
Technical, etc., Services, Nary,
expenditures for, by Secretary of the Navy,
within specified limitations
558
Teheran, Persia,
appropriation for interpreter to legation
and consulate general at.. ..... 253, 1049
Telegraph Connecting Capitol, Departments,
and Government Printing Office,
appropriation for care, etc
291
Telegraph, Wireless (see Radiotelegraph).
Telegraph, Wireless, Cable, etc.,
investigation ordered of Government
387
ownership of. etc
Telephones,
investigation ordered
of Government
387
ownership of, etc

2149

Temple, Adeline (widow),
Page.
pension
1325
Temple, Mary E. (widow)
pension
1415
Tennant, Alvin E.,
pension
1297
Tennessee,
appropriation for relief of sufferers from
floods in
434
Tennessee Middle Judicial District,
term of court, Winchester
232
Tennessee River, Tenn., Ala., and Ky.,
appropriation for improvement of above
Chattanooga, Tenn
399
maintenance of Clinch and Holston
Rivers
399
open channel work between Florence
and Riverton, Ala
399
between Chattanooga, Tenn., and
Browns Island, Ala., locks and dams.
399
local interests to pay flowage damages
400
determination of type of dams
400
below Riverton, Ala
400
bridge authorized across, Chattanooga,
Tenn
47
payment for services to employees injured
on work in
1353
Tenney, Anna E. (daughter),
pension
1487
Tennille, Ga.
condemned cannon granted to
837
Tensas River, La.,
appropriation for improvement of
398
Tents, etc. Army,
loan authorized for Confederate Veterans,
Birmingham, Ala
10
sufferers by fire at Paris, Ten
50
Terhune, Andrew,
pension increased
1569
Terminal Railroads,
included in eight hour standard workday
for train employees
722
Ter penning, Solomon,
pension increased
1483
Terra Cotta,
appropriation for study of processes, etc.,
in manufacture of, products
115, 1116
Terral Bridge Company,
may bridge Red River, at Torrid, Okla....
251
Terra), Okla.,
bridge authorized across Red River, at...
251
Terre Haute, bid.,
appropriation for public building
269
condemned cannon granted to Fort Harrison Country Club, at
835
Territorial Delegates.
appropriation for compensation
69,1073
tor mileage
70, 1074
for clerk hire
72, 1076
clerks to be placed on roll of employees;
appointment. etc
72, 1076
Territorial Homes for Disabled Soldiers and
Sailors,
appropriation for continuing aid to
297
deficiency appropriation for aid to .... .
812
Territories,
appropriation for government in
104, 1103
for transportation of teams to national rifle
match; designation by governors..
648
number of Military Academy cadets from
increased
62
Terry, E. C.,
deficiency appropriation for informer's fee.

821
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Terry, Samuel If.,
Page.
pension increased
1211
Terry, Willie E.,
pension
1581
Terwilliger : Mary F. (widow), •
pension increased1399
Testimony,
compulsory, required of witnesses before
Tanff Commission, etc
797
criminal immunity
797
in violations of cotton futures Act
481
criminal immunity
481
Teton National Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
lands added to
515
proclamation diminishing area of
1783
Teutonia Loan and Building Company, New
Orleans, La.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1491
Texarkana, Ark.,
condemned cannon granted to
835
Texas,
appropriation for improvement of inland
waterway on coast of
398
West Galveston Bay-Brazos River
section
398
Brazos River-Matagorda Bay section
398
Aransas Pass-Pass Cavallo section.... 398
Guadalupe River to Victoria
398
preliminary examination to be made of
specified rivers, for flood protection.
408
restriction on Indians going into.,repealed_ _ 128
Texas Bicentennial and Pan Amman Exposition,
Spain and Pan American countries invited
to take part in
217
Texas- City, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of channel
from Galveston
398
preliminary examination, etc., of harbor, to
be made
408
Texas Northern Judicial District,
new division established in
939
terms of court, Wiphita Falls
939
Texas Western Judicial District,
additional judge authorized for
938
Thacker, Isaac,
pension increased
1410
Thames River, Conn.,
appropriation for improvement of
391
Thanksgivinq Day, 1915,
proclamation designating Thursday, November 25, 1915, as1756
Thanksgiving Day, 1916,
proclamation designating Thursday, November 30, 1916, as
1813
Thatcher, Lorena S. (widow),
pension increased1215
Thatcher, Rebecca (widow),
pension increased
1386
Thatcher, Sarah A. (widow),
pension increased
1424
Thayer, George F.
pension increased
1512
Thayer, Henrietta (widow),
pension
1270
Thayer, Louise H. (widow),
pension
1446
The Dalles, Oreg.,
condemned cannon granted to
841
The Hague, Netherlands (see Hague, The).
Theaters, etc., Proprietors of,
special tax imposed on; rates
791
buildings described
791
reduction for small communities
791
payable by lessees
791

Thibodo, Mary (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1270
Thief River Falls, Minn.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
Thilman, J. Augustus,
pension
1590
Thing, George S.,
pension increased
1317
Third Assistant Postmaster General,
appropriation for, superintendents, clerks,
etc
106, 1109
for division of postal savings
106, 1109
for division of stamps
106, 1109
for division of finance
106, 1109
for division of classification
107, 1109
for division of registered mails
107, 1109
for division of money orders
107, 1109
for postal-savings system
107
for postal service, office of
421, 1066
for stamps, postal cards, etc
421, 1066
for ship, steamboat, and way letters 421, 1066
for indemnity, lost register, etc., mail,
domestic
421, 1067
international
421,1067
for travel and miscellaneous expenses 421,1067
Postal Savings System, office of Director
421, 1067
Third Lighthouse District,
tender for, authorized
537
Third Street NW., D. C.,
aRpropriation for repaving with asphalt,
Pennsylvania Avenue to B Street
south
685
Thirteenth Street NW., D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with asphalt, E
to F Street
1014
Thom, Anna A. (widow),
pension ingreased
1273
Thomas, Adelaide F. (widow),
pension increased
1551
Thomas, Alfred J.,
pension increased
1514
Thomas, David 0.,
pension
1578
Thomas, Ellen B. (widow),
pension increased
1424
Thomas, Henry H.,
pension increased
1460
Thomas, Henry R.,
pension increased
1327
Thomas, Joseph H.,
pension increased
1220
ThOM0.3, Joseph M.,
pension increased
1233
Thomas, Isaac,
pension increased
1281
Thomas, Mary Ellen (widow),
pension increased
1338
Thomas, Frank,
pension increased
1524
Thomas, George L.,
credit in postal accounts
1480
Thomas, John W.,
pension increased
1592
Thomas, Martin L.,
pension increased
1585
Thomas, Norris J.,
pension increased
1504
Thomas, Robert,
pension increased
1508
Thomas, Robert B.,
pension increased
1526
Thomas, William,
_pension increased
1251
Thomaston, Me.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
391

INDEX.
Thomasville, N. C.,
appropriation for public building
Thompson, Addison,
pension increased
Thompson, Albert,
pension increased
Thompson, C'arrier,
pension increased
Thompson, Charifs II.,
pension increased
Thompson, Charles L.,
pension increased
Thompson, Charles S.,
pension increased
Thompson, Daniel L.,
_pension increased
Thompson, Edgar,
_pension increased
Thompson,
pension i
ncreased
Elias B.,

Page.

...

269
1275
1240
1359
1311
1585
1500
1246
1309
1249

Thompson, Emily (widow),
_pension.
Thompson, Frank H.,
_pension increased
Thompson, George if.,
_pension.
Thompson, George P.,
_pension
Thompson, Gustavus A.,
_pension increased
7'7iompson, Henry,
_pension increased
Thompson, Isaac G.,
pension increased
Thompson, James A.,
pension increased
Thompson, Jesse,
_pension increased

1210

Thompson,
pension i
ncreased
John G.,

1560

Thompson, John R.,
_pension increased
Thompson, Margaret R. (widow),
pension.
Thompson, Martha A. (widow),
pension increased
Thompson, Mary J. (widow),
pension increased
Thompson, Mollie (widow),
pension increased
Thompson, Rebecca Jane (widow),
pension increased
Thompson, Sarah M. (widow),
pension ...
Thomson, Agnes B. (widow),
_pension increased
Thomson, Laura N. (widow),
pension increased
Thorn, Emily (widow),
_pension increased
Thornburg, Lindley,
pension increased
Thornburgh, Albania D. (widow),
pension increased
Thornton, Charles W.,
increased
Thornton, James B.,
pension increased
Tlwrntown, Ind.,
condemned cannon granted to
Thorp, Mandana C. (widow),
pension increased
Threats, etc., Against the President,
punishment for mailing, making, etc

1269
1375
1580
1363
1461
1488
1344
1537

1204
1365
1284
1252
1556
1316
1450
1424

1367
1214
1426
1551

Thrift, Justine M. (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1290
Throckmorton, John I.,
pension increased
1526
Throop, Homer H.,
pension increased
1455
Thunder Bay River, Mich.,
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of mouth.
409
channel.
409
Thurber, Verona (widow),
pension increased
1418
Thurston, Aura V. (widow),
pension increased
1487
Thurston, Charles,
pension increased
1255
Tibbets,'Samuel,
pension increased
1499
Tibbetts, Melvan,
pension increased
1318
Tibbetts, Roscoe G.,
pension increased
1554
Tibbetts, William W,
pension increased
1455
Tice, William H.,
pension increased
1541
Tickfaw River, La.,
appropriation for improvement of
397
Ticknor, Sarah E. (widow),
pension increased
1280
Tile Products,
appropriation for study of processes, etc ,in
manufacture of
115, 1116
Tillamook Bay and Bar, Oreg.,
appropriation for improvement of
292
for maintenance of channel from Bay
City to Tillamook City
405
Tillbery, Jasper,
pension increased
1437
Tillman County, Okla.,
sale of certain ceded Indian lands to
445
Tilman, George W.,
pension increased
1219
Tilton, Mary A. (widow),
pension
1429
Timber (see also Forest Service),
cut from national forests may be exported
from State or Territory
1145
Timber Depredations, Public Lands,
appropriation for expenses, preventing.... 299
Timber, National Forests,
appropriation for preservative treatment,
testing, etc
461, 1150
for appraising, etc., for sale
461, 1150
Time-Measuring Devices,
no part of Army appropriations to pay
officers, etc., using, on work of an
employee
648
fortifications appropriations to pay officers using, on work of an employee. 351,914
naval appropriations to pay officers, etc.,
using, on work of an employee... 619, 1194
sundry civil appropriations to pay officers, etc., using, on work of an
employee
336

1267

Timmons. Rebecca D. (widow),
pension

1482

Tinch, William W.,
pension increased
Tincher, Louisa (widow),
pension increased

840
1295
919
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Tindle. James P.,
pension increased

1284
1368
1428
1213
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Tingle, Mary L. (widow),
Page.
Toledo, Saint Louis and Western Railroad Page.
pension increased
1404
Company,
Tinkham, Honorable George Holden,
may reconstruct bridge across Wabash
deficiency appropriation for contestedRiver, Silverwood, Ind
50
election expenses
822 Tolidin,
Tipton, Polly (widow),
duty on
794
pension1586
Toliver, Jonathan,
Tirrell, Thomas,
pension increased
1280
pension increased
1401 Tolovano River, Alaska,
Tischer, Louise (widow),
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
pension increased
1257
made
411
Titanic Memorial Association, Women's,
Toluidin,
authorized to erect memorial on public
duty on
794
grounds in District of Columbia to
Toluol,
those who lost their lives to save
on free list
793
women and children at the sinking
Toluylenediamin,
of "Titanic"
1046
duty on.
794
Titchout, Alva M.,
Tomah, Wash.,
pension increased
1245
appropriation for Indian school
156,991
Title Entries, Copyright Ofike, Catalogue of,
for public building
269
appropriation for printing and binding
331
deficiency appropriation for Indian school
31
deficiency appropriation for printing and
Tombigbee River, Ala :,and Miss.,
binding
822
appropriation for improvement of, from
Titterington, Hiram H.,
mouth to Demopolis, Ala
397
pension increased
1552
from Demopolis, Ala., to Walkers
Titus, George M.,
Bridge, Miss
397
pension increased
1311
bridge authorized across, near Jackson,
Titusville, Pa.,
Ala
123
appropriation for public building
269
post lantern lights, etc., authorized on
538
deficiency appropriation for public buildTamey,William S.,
ing
19
pension increased
1574
Tobacco,
Tomlin, Julia (mother),
appropriation for securing information for
pension increased
1368
census reports on
110,1112 Tompkinsville, N. Y.,
information for reports to be procured
general lighthouse depot; improvements
by mail, special agents, etc
110
of offices and laboratory authorized
537
additional amount
1112 Toms River, N. J.,
for investigating improved methods of
appropriation for improvement of
393
growing, etc
454, 1142 Tonawanda, N. Y.,
for investigation of insects affecting
465, 1154
appropriation for improvement of harbor;
manufacturers, etc., selling personally to
use of balances
392
dealers not construed to be peddlers.
740 Toner, .John,
provisions for warehouses for storage, etc ,
pension increased
1242
of, for interstate or foreign commerce
486 Tongass National Forest, Alaska,
Tobacco Manufaeturers,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
special tax imposed on; rates
791
Tonnage Taxes '
punishment for nonpayment
792
vessels owned by Filipinos exempt from
286
Tobey, Louisa M. (widow),
Tonto National Forest, Ariz.,
pension increased
1571
appropriation for maintenance. etc., of. 460, 1148
Tobias, John J.,
Tooker t Agnes E. (widow),
pension increased
1339
pension increased
1249
Tobin, Rosa L. (widow),
Toon, Sarah E. (widow),
pension increased
1260
pension increased
1412
Todd, Aurelia M. (widow),
Toothman, John,
pension increased
1205
pension increased
1431
Todd. John P.,
Topeka, Kans,
pension
1360
terms of court at
726
Todd, Lott,
"Topeka," U. S. S.,
pension increased
1566
appropriation for repairs. for Minnesota
Todd, Martha J. (widow),
Naval Militia
559
pension increased
1288
for alteration, repairs, etc
1172
Togus. Me.,
Topographic Surveys,
appropriation for expenses, Volunteer Solappropriation for; preference of areas sediers' Home
295
lected by War Department
301
Toiyabe National Forest, Nev.,
for, lands in national foieas
301
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 460,1148 Torkildsen, Vilhelm,
Tokyo, Japan,
payment to, for damages to steamship
appropriation for ground rent for em- Henrik Ibsen"
1299
bassy
254, 1050 Torpedo Boat Destroyers,
Tolbert, Samuel,
appropriation for air compressors for
564
pension increased
1547
construction of fifty authorized
616
Toledo, Ohio,
four to be built on Pacific coast; condiappropriation for improving aids to navigations
616
tion in harbor
317
appropriation for construction and mafor improvement of harbor
400
chinery
617
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Torpedo Boat Destroyers--Continued.
Page.
appropriation for armor and armament
617
for ammunition
617
limit of cost increased of fifteen, to be constructed as early as practicable
1191
appropriation for construction and machinery.
1191
Torpedo Boats, Submarine (see also Submarines),
surface speed limit of two, modified
237
Torpedo Control, Radiodynamic,
appropriation for exclusive rights of invention for
347
tests, etc
347
for expenses of examinations, etc., by
Army and Navy officers
347
for purchase of one unit
348
Torpedo Defense, Army,
appropriation for preservation, etc., of
structures for
345, 910
for preservation, etc., of structures for,
Hawaiian and Philippine Islands. 348, 912
Torpedo Nets.
,etc., Navy,
appropriation for purchase, etc., for battleships
564
Torpedo Station, Newport, R. I.,
appropriation for maintenance
564,1176
for new machinery, etc., for factory
564, 1176
for public works
570
Torpedoes, etc., Navy,
appropriation for purchase, etc
564,1176
deficiency appropriation for purchase, etc.
815
Torpy,Daniel,
pension increased
1560
Torrance, John W.,
pension increased
1484
Tousll, Joseph C.,
pension increased
1258
Tow, Roy,
pension i
ncreased
1381
Town, Alverton H.,
pension increased
1206
Town Creek, N. C.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
407
Towner, Henry C. ,
pension increased
1523
Townley, William W.,
pension increased
1548
Townsley, Mary L. (widow),
1339
pension
Toxins, Animal,
appropriation for enforcing law regulating
sale, etc., of
451, 1139
Tozer, Robert B.,
1533
pension increased
Trachoma,
appropriation for prevention, etc., among
Indians
124, 970
for prevention of epidemic
279
Trade Commission, Federal (see Federal Trade
Commission).
Trade Marks,
convention of American Republics for
1675
protection of
Trade Marks, etc.,
time extended for registering, etc., delayed
516
by existing war
Trade Relations of the Philippines,
governed exclusively by United States
548
laws
Trade Subjects,
provisions for cooperating with States to
930
pay teachers. etc., of
930
annuaf appropriations; basis of

Trade Subjects—Continued.
Page.
amount appropriated for training teachers,
etc., of
931
annual allotments; basis of
931
Trahey, George W.,
payment to, for injuries
1347
Train County, N. Dak.,
may bridge Red River of the North
511
Bellmont
514
Train Control Systems and Appliances,
appropriation for investigating and testing.
280
Train EmplOyees, Railroad,
eight hours established for standard day's
work for, in interstate commerce...
721
Training Camps, Citizens,
appropriation for maintaining on military
reservations, etc., for military instruction
648
subsistence, uniforms, etc., to persons
attending
648
for maintaining, Fort Douglas, Utah
671
maintenance of, authorized
194
enlistments, etc., for
194
arms, supplies, etc., to be furnished
194
sales to persons receiving instruction, etc
194
instruction to be given, etc.
195
Training Camps, Marine Corps,
established; regulations governing
614
appropriation for expenses..
614,1190
Training Camps, National Guard,
appropriation for expenses of, conducted
by Army officers
645
transportation of Regular troops for
645
reduced rates by carriers permitted for
attendance
646
Training, etc., Stations, Army,
acceptance of lands donated for, authorized
623
report on tracts necessary for; cost, etc
623
Training Stations, Naval (see Naval Training
Stations).
Trainor, Bridget (widow),
pension increased
1441
Trammell, William 0.,
pension
1371
Tramps, Ocean,
not deemed common carriers by water in
foreign commerce
728
Transfer Railroads,
included in eight hour standard workday
for train employees
722
Transit Pay. Diplomatic and Consular geriiet,
appropriation for
253, 1048
Transport, Navy.
construction of one. authorized
appropriation for construction
chinery

617
and

ma-

617

Transportation and Recruitinq. Marine Corps
appropriation for; advertising agencies. 614,1190
deficiency appropriation for
816
Transportation. Army,
appropriation for, and supplies
members of National Guard. in service,
discharged for physical disabilities
baggage of enlisted men discharged for
disability
discharged National Guard members
with 'dependent families
subsistence per diem allowance
d grant roads not bondpayment to
aided
full pay to excepted roads
draft animals, wagons. drayage, etc
vessels, transport service etc
for National Guard supplies

633
633
633
633
633
633
634
634
634
647
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Transportation, Army-Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriation for
29,
33, 45, 338, 825, 828
travel pay, etc., of National Guard on discharge from military service, allowed
from
810
Transportation Companies, etc.,
soliciting immigration of aliens by, unlawful; punishment for
879
advertisements of sailing's, etc., permitted
880
presumption of knowledge of alienage.
880
landing, etc., of inadmissible aliens by,
unlawful; punishment for
880
bringing in diseased, etc., aliens by, unlawful; punishment for
880
disabilities specified; fine if embarkation
permitted
880
bringing in persons incapable to earn aliving, etc., unlawful
880
fine if embarkation permitted
880
bringing in illiterates or ineligibles, unlawful
881
fine if embarkation permitted, etc
881
to prevent aliens landing at other than designated times and places
881
punishment for infractions; additional
pecuniary penalty
881
Transportation, DipWawg,e and Consular Service,
appropriation for
254,1050
Transportation Lines,
payment of head tax by, on aliens from
contiguous countries
875
Transportation, Hail (see Mail Transportation).
Transportation, Navy,
appropriation for
560, 1170
deficiency appropriation for... 29,33, 816, 825, 828
Transportation, Seagoing,
investigation, etc., of development of, for
national defense, etc
650
Transportation Systems,
exclusive control of, by the President authorized, in time of war, for military
traffic, etc
645
Transports, Army,
appropriation for expenses of
634
Trapp, Martin V.,
pension increased
1403
Trask, Delia L. (widow),
pension
1320
Travel Allowance, Army,
to discharged enlisted men to place of muster; sea travel
217
Traverse Lake, Minn. and S. Dak.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
410
Trazzare, Edwin E.,
pen son increased
1373
Treadwell, John F,.
pension increased
1246
Treasurer of the United States,
appropriation for, assistant, deputy, cashier, tellers, etc
81, 1086
for superintendent redemption of national currency
81, 1086
for clerks, etc., business of Postal Savings
System
82
for District of Columbia, sinking fund
accounts
678, 1006
Treasury Department,
appropriation for Secretary, Assistants,
clerk, etc
78
for Secretary, Assistant to, Assistants,
clerks, etc
1083

Treasury Department-Continued.
Page.
appropriation for chief clerk, assistant superintendent, clerks, etc
78, 1083
for engineers, watchmen, laborers, etc 78, 1083
for General Supply Committee.
79, 1083
for divisions in Secretary's office, clerks,
etc
79, 1083
bookkeeping and warrants
79, 1083
customs
79, 1054
appointments
79,1084
surety bonds
79,1084
public moneys
79, 1084
loans and currency
79,1084
printing and stationery.
79, 1084
mail and files.
79, 1084
for disbursing clerk, deputy, clerks,
etc
79, 1084
for Federal Farm Loan Bureau
1084
for Supervising Architect, executive officer, etc
79, 1084
for Comptroller of the Treasury, assistant, clerk, etc
80,1085
for Auditor for Treasury Department,
clerks ' etc
'
80, 1085
for Auditor for War Department, clerks,
etc
80,1085
for Auditor for Navy Department,
clerks, etc
80, 1085
for Auditor for Interior Department,
clerks, etc
80,1085
for Auditor for State, etc., Departments,
clerks, etc
80,1085
for Auditor for Post Office Department,
assistant and chief clerk, clerks,
etc
81, 1085
for salaries, Postal Saving System accounts
81, 1086
for Treasurer, assistant, deputy, cashier,
tellers, clerks, etc .
81, 1086
for force for Postal Savings System
82, 1086
for Register, assistant, clerks, etc
82, 1086
for Comptroller of the Currency, deputies, clerks, etc
82, 1087
for Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
deputies, clerks, etc
82, 1087
employees on income and emergency
taxes
82
for Coast Guard Office, chiefs of division,
clerks, etc
83, 1087
for Director Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, assistant, clerks, etc.._ 83, 1088
for Chief Secret Service Division, clerks,
etc
83, 1088
for Director of the Mint, clerks, etc
83, 1088
for Surgeon General Public Health Service, clerks, etc
84, 1088
for contingent expenses
84, 1088
for stationery
84, 1088
for investigations to secure better administrative methods, economy,
etc
84, 1089
for rent, etc
84, 1089
for supplies, etc
84. 1089
for labor saving machines, etc
85,1089
for carpets, furniture, etc..
85, 1089
for automatic fire alarm
85, 1090
for contingent expenses, Auditor for
Post Office Department
85,1090
for internal revenue collectors, deputies.
agents, etc
85, 1090
daily deposits of all collections required
86
for collecting income tax
86,1090
for collecting cotton futures tax.
86, 1090
for collecting tax on estates, munitions,
etc
1091

INDEX.
Treasury Department—Continued.
Page.
appropriation for opium, etc., special tax. 86, 1091
for miscellaneous internal revenue expenses
87, 1091
designation of official posts of duty;
per diem allowed
87
for salaries, assistant treasurers' offices. 87, 1091
report to be made on discontinuing
sub treasuries
88
for mints and assay offices
- 88, 1093
for paying war-risk insurance losses
1131
for sundry civil expenses under.
262
for ublic buildings.
263
iuder Building, repairs
269
quarantine stations
270
for repairs, etc., to Department buildings
270
for mechanical equipment for Department buildings
271
for Coast Guard
274
for Engraving and Printing Bureau
_ 275
for refunding internal revenue collections
276
for punishing violations of internal revenue laws.
276
details for enforcing laws relating to
Department, authorized from
276
for expenses, refunding two per cent
bonds
276
for contingent expenses, Independent
Treasury.
276
for recoinage, gold and minor coins
276
for money laundry machines.
276
for distinctive paper, securities, national
currency, etc
277
four-year contracts for, authorized...277
for custody of dies, rolls, and plates
277
for suppressing counterfeiting, etc
277
payment for details under Secret Service Division forbidden
277
for custody of lands, etc
277
for collecting customs revenue
277
for automatic scales, customs
277
for compensation in lieu of moieties
278
for Public Health Service
278
for quarantine service
278
for prevention of epidemics.
279
for field investigations of public health
matters
279
for interstate quarantine service
279
for study of rural sanitation
279
for study of pellagra
279
for regulating sale of viruses, etc
279
for printing and binding for
330
deficiency appropriation for public buildings
16, 29, 803, 824, 828
for internal revenue.... 20, 28, 33, 803, 824, 828
for refunding corporation excise taxes...
20
for Coast Guard
20, 805
for mints and assay offices
20, 824, 860
for Engraving and Printing Bureau
20, 28
for Public Health Service
21, 28, 828
for Public Health and Marine Hospital
Service
28,824
for judgments, United States courts,
under__
27, 823
for judgments, Court of Claims, under
27,823
for contingent expenses
28, 824
for collecting customs revenue
28, 824
for emergency national currency expenses
28,824
for Revenue Cutter Service
28, 828
for Life Saving Service..
29, 33, 824
for Mrs. Joseph Cameron
802
803
for J. L. da Rosa estate.
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deficiency appropriation for Hector M.
McDonald estate
for Federal Farm Loan Board..
for expenses collecting revenue tax of
1916
for Robert T. Crane
for suppressing counterfeiting, etc
for Independent Treasury
Coast Guard; provisions governing, when
operating with Navy in time of war,
etc
farm loan bonds to be prepared, etc
custody of plates, dies, etc
payment for expenses; reimbursement
Federal farm loan Act provisions.
gold certificates allowed for deposits of
stamped bullion; maximum increased
investigation of work of subtreasuries, etc ,
directed
mailing of money or securities as first or
fourth class matter
prepayment of postage
special estimates not to be transmitted unless conforming to law
tonnage and light dues paid on vessels of
Filipinos to be refunded.
War Risk Insurance Bureau, time for suspension extended
further extended
Treat, James M.,
pension increased
Treaties (see also Agreements and Conventions),
for the advancement of general peace, with
Brazil
with Chile
with China.
with Ecuador
with Honduras
with Italy
with Paraguay
with Peru .
with Russia
of amity, economic development, etc ,
with Haiti
Trees,
appropriation for study of diseases of, including chestnut bark, etc
452,
white-pine blister rust eradication 452,
for seeding and planting, national forests.
461,
Trego, Eli McK.,
pension increased
Trent, Madison T.,
pension increased
Trent River, N. C.,
appropriation for improvement of
Trenton, Mo. '
condemned cannon granted to.
Trenton, N. 1.,
condemned cannon granted to
time extended for bridging Delaware River
at
Tressel, Leonard,
pension increased
Trexter, Robert,
pension
Trible, Pierce L.,
pension increased
Trimble, Jasper,
pension increased
Trimble, Mary H. (widow),
pension increased

Page.
803
803
804
805
824
828
600
377
377
377
360
225
1080
162
163
830
286
1131
514
1486

1698
1645
1642
1650
1672
1618
1615
1611
1622
1654
1141
1141
1150
1515
1562
395
836
842
861
1541
1385
1387
1484
1591
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Trinity National Forest, Cal.,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of -460, 1148
Trinity Raver, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of
398
for continuin improvement of, to Dallas
399
Locks and ams Nos. 3and 5
399
open-channel work
399
contribution by local interests..
399
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made, near Liberty, Tex.
408
for flood protection
408
Triplett, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
1327
Triplett, Mary C. (widow),
pension increased
1222
Tripp, Russell B.,
pension increased
1574
Tripp, Sidney R,.
pension increased
1227
Tropical Fruits,
appropriation for investigating insects affecting
466, 1154
Tropical Plants,
appropriation for acclimatizing, etc
453, 1141
Trott Carl W.
pension
1385
Trotter, Jonas,
pension increased
1276
Trough, Cyrus,
pension increased
1531
Trout, Benjamin N.,
pension increased
1560
Trowbridge, Arcelia (widow),
pension increased
1314
Trowbridge, Marietta (widow),
pension increased
1418
Troy, Ohio, People's Building and Savings
Company,
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
Trani., Homer D. (son),
pension
1341
Truck Crops,
appropriation for investigating diseases
of
453, 1141
for investigating insects affecting, included stored products
465, 1154
Truckee-Carson Irrigation Project, Nev.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., use of
balance
305
True, Joseph L.,
pension increased
1536
True, Rowland S.,
pension increased
1537
Truelove, William,
pension increased
1324
Trumbull County, Ohio,
may bridge Mahoning River, at Warren
529
Trumbull Savings and Loan Company, Warren, Ohio,
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
Trusses for Disabled Soldiers,
appropriation for
293
Trust Companies, etc.,
service of officers. etc., of Federal Reserve
and member banks allowed in not
more than two other noncompetitive
121
Trust Funds,
farm loan bonds declared lawful investment for
580
Trusts, etc.,
purchases of structural steel, armor, etc.,
for ships of the Navy, not to be made
from
619, 1195
Tru.xtora Canyon, Ariz.,
appropriation for Indian School
129,974
deficiency appropriation for Indian School.
31

Truxton Canyon Indian Camp Hospital, Ariz., Page.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 125, 970
Tuberculin, Serums, etc.,
appropriation for purchase, etc., of, for
treating diseases of animals.... 450, 1138
for investigating, Animal
451, 1139
Tuberculosis,
appropriation for prevention, etc., among
Indians
124, 970
for preventing spread of, District of Columbia
702, 1030
for dispensaries for treatment of, in
District of Columbia
1031
aliens afflicted with, excluded admission_
875
Tuberculosis, etc., Animal,
appropriation preventing spread of, from
one State to another
450, 1138
Tuberculosis Hospital, D. C.,
appropriation for maintenance
708, 1036
for buildings and grounds, etc
708, 1036
deficiency appropriation for maintenance.
808
Tucker, James W.
pension increased-.
1288
Tucker, Jeptha,
pension increased..
1220
Tuell, George G.,
pension increased..
1484
Tufts, Gorham,
pension increased.
1259
Tug Fork ofBig Sandy River,
bridge authorized across,Warfield, Ky., to
Kermit, W. Va.
7
Tugaloo River, Ga.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
407
Tulip, Napoleon,
pension Increased
1210
Tullahoma, Tenn.,
appropriation for public building
269
Tullis, David H.,
pension increased
1571
Tulsa County, Okla.,
may bridge Arkansas River, Tulsa, Okla
4
Tulsa, Okla.,
appropriation for public building
269
bridge authorized across Arkansas River at
4
terms of court at
927
Turkey,
appropriation for ambassador to
225, 1048
for Turkish secretary
253, 1048
for assistant Turkish secretary..
253, 1048
for student interpreters
253. 1049
for cost of tuition; quarters
253. 1049
for steam launch for embassy
254, 1050
for interpreters and guards at consulates
in dominions of
261, 1057
for marshals, consular courts
261
for expenses, American prisoners_ ....... 262, 1057
for prison expenses, Smyrna.
262, 1058
Constantinople
262, 1058
deficiency appropriations for interpreters
and guards
31
proclamation against violating neutrality
in war between Italy and
1743
between Roumania and.
1805
Turnbach, Edward R.,
pension increased_
1575
Turnbull, Harriet A. (widow),
pension.
1208
Turner, Elizabeth (widow),
pension increased.
1252
Turner, Francis M.,
pension increased
1514
Turner, Ida,
payment to, for loss of husband
1473
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Turner, Leonora (widow),
pension
1400
Turner! Minatre,e,
pension increased_
1557
Turner, Nannie B. (daughter),
pension
1397
Turner, Samuel B.,
pension increased_
1334
Turner, Samuel W,
pension increased_
1337
Turner, Thomas ,T.,
pension increased
1274
Turner, William,
pension increased.
1411
Turtle Bayou, Tex.,
appropriation for improvement of
398
Turtle 'fountain Band of Chippewa Indians,
N. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc., of_.
. 144,982
Turtle Mountain Indian Hospital, N. Dak.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 125, 970
Tusayan National Forest, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
condemned cannon granted to University
of Alabama at
843
Tuscumbia, Ala.,
condemned cannon granted to
832, 843
Tuttle
•
appropriation for quieting titles to land in,
townsite
149
reimbursement from sale of lots
149
Tutuila, Samoa„
appropriation for naval station, officers'
quarters
569
for naval station, public works
1178
Tweed, Arneson S.
pension increased
1251
Tweedy, Th,omas D.,
pension increased
1569
Twelfth Street NW., D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with asphalt, E
to F Streets
685
Twentieth Street NW., D. C.,
appropriation for repaving with asphalt,
Ito K Streets
1014
Twenty-eight Hour Law, Animal Transportation,
appropriation for executing
450,1138
Twin City Power Company,
time extended for damming Savannah
River by
34
Twin Falls and Minidoka Counties, Idaho,
may bridge Snake River near Hansen
59
Twin Falls, Idaho,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
revocation of grant of lands to, for reservoir
uses
-, 912
Twine and Tying Devices, Postal Service,
appropriation for
422, 1067
deficiency appropriation for
24
Two Rivers, Wis.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
401
Twomey, Charles H.,
pension increased
1421
7'yaskin Creek, Md.,
appropriation for improvement of
394
Tygret,Samuel,
pension increased
1377
Tying Agreements,
special double duty added to imported
articles ' if purchaser restricted not
to buy those of another party
799

Tyler, Ella A. (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1292
Tyler, Mary E. (widow),
pension
1425
Typewriting Machines,
prices on, purchased for Government use,
restricted
120, 1121
determination of character of machines
submitted
120, 1121
Typhus Fever,
appropriation for prevention of epidemic_.
279
U.
Ueltschy, Julia A. (widow),
pension increased
1388
Uhl, Byron H.,
deficiency appropriation for payment of
costs against
26
Uintah Indians, Utah,
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
funds of Confederated Bands of
lJtes
152,988
for irrigating allotted lands of
153,989
Uintah National Forest, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
proclamation modifying area of
1733
Ukiah, Cal.,
appropriation for expenses of maintaining
latitude observatory; repayment. 259, 1055
deficiency appropriation for International
Latitude Observatory, maintenance.
16
expenses for Latitude Observatory, to be
deducted from quota to International Geodetic Association
259
Ukrainians,
request fora day to be designated to
receive funds for relief of, in belligerent countries
999
Ulmer, Jane E. (widow),
pension
1399
Ulmer, Lucinda (widow),
pension increased
1341
Ulysses, Pa.,
condemned cannon granted to
838
"Ulysses," Panama Canal Collier,
appropriation for equipping, etc
333
for metalling gun foundations on.
605
Umatilla Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
of
149, 986
Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oreg.,
appropriation for bridges across Umatilla
River on.
150
cooperation by State and county
authorities
150
allotments to living Indians on, who have
received no previous allotments
987
purchasers of ceded grazing lands of, to
have patents on u11 payments, etc
923
heirs of decedents
923
Umatilla Irrigation Project, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc
30,5
Umatilla National Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Umphenour, Margaret (widow),
pension increased
1545
Umpqua National Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460. 1148
Umpqua River, Greg:,
preliminary examination, etc., to be made,
of bar and entrance

410

Uncompahgre Irrigation Project, Cob.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.

304
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Uncompahgre National Forest, Colo.,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Uncompahgre Ute Indians, Utah,
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
funds of Confederated Bands of
Utes
152,988
for irrigating allotted lands of
153,989
Underhill, Edwin,
pension increased
1277
Underhill, Mary S. (widow),
pension increased
1257
lliffair Competition,
importing and selling articles below market
pnce unlawful, if done to restrain
trade, etc., in United States
798
punishment for
798
three-fold damages allowed parties injured thereby
798
State laws not affected
799
double duty added to articles imported,
if purchaser restricted not buy those
of another party
799
exclusive agencies not affected; conditions on sales by
799
articles from country refusing admission of
similar American articles may be
prohibited entry
799
restriction, etc., in time of war, of imports
from country denying entry of similar American articles
799
proclamation to be issued
799
punishment for violating
799
modification, revocation, etc., authorized
799
clearances, etc., may be refused vessels
denying, in time of war in which
United States is not engaged, equal
facilities to American citizens and
traffic
800
vessels of belligerent countries in which
Americans are denied equal trade
facilities, may be refused clearances,
etc
800
suspension of facilities to vessels of belligerents, not allowed by them to
Americans
800
proclamation to be issued
800
punishment for violations
800
punishment for departure of detained vessels without clearances, etc
800
employment of land and naval forces authorized to enforce purposes of this
Act
800
Unferfc.
tte, Jan,
pensi
on increased
1483
Unicoi County, Tenn.,
road commissioners granted right of way
through fish hatchery, Erwin
928
Worm, United States,
wearing, by persons not in Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps unlawful
216
Coast Guard add ed
649
not applicable to uniform of National
Guard, and designated organizations
216
honorably discharged officers who
served in time of war
216
persons returning home after discharge
216
military societies; composition of
216
military school cadets, etc
216
civilians attending military or naval
instruction
216
actors etc.; conditions
216
distinctive insignia required
217

Page.
Uniform, United States—Continued.
wearing by persons not in Army, etc.;
insignia similar to Army, etc., forbidden
217
punishment for violations
217
Union and Northumberland Counties, Pa.,
may bridge West Branch of Susquehanna
River, Watsontown and White Deer.
513
Union Homestead Association, New Orleans,
La.,
,
refund of excise corporation tax
1491
Union Oil Company,
payment to
1356
Union Savings and Loan Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
refund of excise corporation tax
1493
Union Station Plaza, D. C.,
deficiency appropriation for onerating,
etc. fountains in
.
810
Unionville, Mo.,
appropriation for public building
269
United Kingdom (see Great Britain).
United New Jersey Railroad and Canal Company,
may bridge Delaware River, Petty Island,
Camden, N. J
872
United States,
meaning of term in Immigration Act
874
United States Cotton Futures Act (see Cotton
Futures Act, United States).
United States Court for China,
appropriation for salaries and expenses 258,1053
United States Courts,
appropriation for Chief and Associate Justices of Supreme Court
118, 1119
for marshal, Supreme Court
118, 1119
for clerks to justices
118, 1119
for circuit judges
118, 1119
for clerks, circuit courts of appeals. 118, 1119
for messenger, eighth circuit
118, 1119
for district judges
118, 1119
for district court, Hawaii
118, 1119
for retired judges
119, 1119
for court of appeals, D. C
119, 1119
for supreme court D. C
119, 1120
for national park commissioners
119, 1120
for law books for judicial officers
119, 1120
for Court of Customs Appeals
119, 1120
for Court of Claims
119, 1120
for salaries, etc., marshals; advances....
313
for salaries, etc., district attorneys and
assistants
313
for fees, district attorney, D. C
313
for payment of regular assistants
313
for special assistants
313
foreign counsel
313
for fees, clerks; suits by seamen
313
commissioners
313
jurors
313
witnesses.
314
for rent of court rooms
314
for bailiffs, etc
314
for expenses, judges, etc
314
for jury commissioners
314
for miscellaneous; Alaska
314
for supplies
314
for support of prisoners
314
for penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kans...
314
Atlanta, Ga
315
McNeil Island, Wash
316
for National Training School for Boys,
316
D. C.
deficiency appropriation for paying judgments of
27,823
for law books, etc., for judicial officers..
32

INDEX.
United States Courts—Continued.
deficiency appropriation for marshals

Page.

32,
43, 818, 827
for fees, clerks.
32,827
for fees, jurors
32, 33, 43, 827
for support of prisoners.
32, 33, 44, 819, 827
for fees, commissioners
32, 33, 43, 820, 827
for bailiffs, etc.
32, 43, 827
for miscellaneous expenses
32 44
for fees, witnesses
32, 43, 827, 830
for judge, South Carolina western district
43
for district attorneys and assistants.... 43,819
for penitentiaries
44,819
for Ewing C. Bland
818
for commission on manufacturing articles
for the Government at penitentiaries
819
for Tom K. Richie
819
California judicial districts
122
Colorado judicial district
225
Iowa judicial districts
12, 55
Kansas district
726
Maine district, divisions created etc
850
New Jersey district, additional judge authorized
48
North Dakota district
386
Oklahoma districts
927
Porto Rico district created
965
Texas northern district, new division established
939
Texas western district, additional judge
authorized
938
district courts given jurisdiction in immigration cases
893
violations of orders of Shipping Board
737
to enforce orders of Tariff CImvd.m, to
procure testimony, etc
797
to have jurisdiction of interpleader by insurance companies, etc., if adverse
claimants of different States
929
exemption of docketing liens, etc., of, in
State courts, repealed
531
jurisdiction accepted over lands in Crater
Lake Park, Oreg
522
Mount Rainier Park,Wash
243
jurors; drawings by deputy clerk and commissioner, authorized
873
removal of causes from State courts to;
suits against court officers added
532
seamen may enter suits for wages, etc ,
without bond for costs, etc
313
Supreme Court, term, etc
726
writs of mandamus authorized to compel
compliance with orders, etc., of
Tariff Commission
797
terms, Aiken, S. C
721
Anderson, S. C
721
Ardmore, Okla
927
Bangor, Me
850
386
Bismarck, N. Dak
12,55
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
721
Charleston, S. C
927
Chickasha, Okla
721
Columbia, S. C
13,55
Council Bluffs, Iowa
13,56
Creston, Iowa
13, 56
Davenport, Iowa
225
Denver, Colo
13,55
Des Moines, Iowa
386
Devils Lake, N. Dak
12,55
Dubuque, Iowa
225
Durango, Colo
927
Enid, Okla
122
Eureka, Cal
102620°—voL 39—rr 2-65
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terms, Fargo, N. Dak
Florence, S. C.
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Fort Scott, Kans
Fresno, Cal.
Grand Forks, N Dak
Grand Junction, Colo
Greenville, S. C
Greenwood, S. C.
Guthrie, Okla
Jamestown, N. Dak
Kansas City, Kane
Keokuk, Iowa
Lawton, Okla
Leavenworth, Kans
Los Angeles, Cal
Mayaguez ' P. R
Minot, N .Dak
Montrose, Colo
Muskogee, Okla
Oklahoma City, Okla
Ottumwa, Iowa
Ponce, P. R
Portland, Me
Pueblo, Colo
Raleigh, N. C
Rock Hill, S. C
Sacramento, Cal
Salina, Kane
San Diego, Cal
San Francisco, Cal
San Juan, P. R
Sioux City, Iowa
South McAlester, Okla
Topeka.
a
mi,.
Viniti, Okla
Waterloo, Iowa
Wichita Falls, Tex
Wichita, Bans
Winchester, Tenn
Woodward, Okla
United States Drainage and Irrigation ComPartY,
payment to
United States Grain Standards Act (see Grain
Standards Act, United States).
United States Reports,
appropriation for Lawyers' Cooperative
Edition, Volume 60
for Volumes 241 to 244
United States Securities (see also Securities,
United States),
appropriation for refunding two per cent
bonds
for distinctive paper for
four year contracts for, authorized
issue and sale of Panama Canal bonds
authorized for carrying out provisions of Shipping Act
issue of $100,000,000 three per cent bonds
authorized for specified expenditures
exempt from all taxes.
not receivable as security for national
bank circulation
disposal of; expenses of preparing, etc
Panama Canal bonds in addition
redeemable within fifty years
issue of $300,000,000 three per cent certificates of indebtedness authorized
payable in one year1003

Page.

386
721
12, 55
726
122
386
225
721
721
927
386
726
13,55
927
726
122
966
386
225
927
927
13,56
966
850
225
56
721
122
726
122
122
966
12,55
927
726
927
927
1.2,55
939
726
232
927
1262

313
313

276
277
277
732
1002
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
1003
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Page.
issue of 8100,000,000 bonds to meet naval
emergency expenditures
1201
maturity, interest, etc
1201
no circulation privileges
1201
exempt from taxation
1201
appropriation for expenses of preparing,
etc
1201
United States Shipping Board (see Shipping
Act).
United States Warehouse Act (see Warehouse
Act, United States).
Universities, etc.,
alcohol for, may be withdrawn from bond
free of tax
355
bond required
355
maintenance of Reserve Officers' Training
Corps in, providing military instruction.
191
University of Alabama,
condemned cannon granted- to
843
University of Nebraska,
lands granted to, for agricultural experiment station at Scottsbluff
1130
Upton, Jonas H.,
pension increased
1487
Ure, Josephine E. (widow),
pension increased
1489
Urell, Michael, alias Charles Welsh,
pension
1362
Urgency Deficiencies (see Deficiency Appropriations).
Ursenbach, Louis F.,
pension increased
1584
Uruguay,
appropriation for minister to
252, 1048
Uselman, Ambrose S.,
pension increased
1410
Usher, Maryuis D.
pension increased
1526
Utah,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
etc
103, 1108
for support, etc., of detached Indians
in
152,988
Dinosaur National Monument, set aside... 1752
Dixie National Forest, Nev., Ariz., and,
area modified
1781
Natural Bridges National Monument, set
aside
1764
Nebo National Forest, diminished
1733
Uinta National Forest, area modified
1733
Wasatch National Forest, enlarged
1732
Utah Volunteers,
deficiency appropriation for support, etc..
825
Ute Indians, Confederated Bands of,
appropriation for fulfilling treaties with. 152,988
for payment from _prind.
pal funds of,
Navajo Springs Band in Colorado. 152,988
Uintah, etc., bands in Utah
152, 988
Southern Utcs in Colorado
152, 988
for promoting self support, etc., from accrued interest
152, 988
detailed statement of expenditures 152,988
for furnishing seeds and agricultural
implements
152, 989
for irrigating allotted lands
153,989
Ute Mountain Band of Indians, Colo.,
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
funds of Confederated Bands of
Utes
152,988
Utter, Albert W.,
pension increased
1232

V.

Pass.

Vacation Schools and Playgrounds, D. C.,
appropriation for expenses, etc
694, 1022
Vagrants,
alien, excluded admission
875
Vail, Reuben R.
pension increased
1577
Valentine, Anna Campbell,
homestead application allowed
1303
Valentine, Margaret J. (widow),
pension i
ncreased
1240
Vallanelingham, Elisha T.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg.
1355
Valley City, N. Dak.,
appropriation for public building
269
condemned cannon granted to
841
Valley Creek, Ala.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
408
Valuation of Property of Carriers,
appropriation for expenses of determining
281
Van Auler, Charles,
pension increased
1533
Van Buskirk, Angelette (widow),
pension increased
1214
Van Dusen, Richard,
pension increased
1513
Van Gorder, John W,
1663
VIM Leer,. Captain Sam,
suspension in accounts removed
631
Van feter, Harvey C.,
pension
1377
Van Name, William H.,
pension increased
1594
Van Osdol, Boston W,
pension increased
1288
Van Ostravd, Charles,
pension increased
1402
Van Pelt, Eva M. (widow),
pension increased
1278
Van Pelt, George B. '
pension increased
1318
Van Sickle, Aaron 14,
pension increased
1532
Van Wert, Ohio,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Vanata, Emeline (widow),
pension
1373
Vanatta, William,
pension increased
1572
Vance, Brice,
pension increased
1560
Vance, James C.
pension increased
1425
Vance, Jeremiah,
pension increased
1415
Vance, John D. '
pension increased
1268
Vance, Zebulort Baird,
acceptance of statue of, from North Carolina for Statuary Hall
1603
proceedings on, ordered printed
1603
Vanceburg, Ky.,
condemned cannon granted to Grand Army
post
839
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.,
appropriation for target range, additional
land, etc
638
right of way across, granted Portland,
Vancouver, and Northern Railway
Company; conditions
233

INDEX.
Vancouver, Wash.,
Page.
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency
appropriation
for
public
building
19
Vanderhoff, John A.,
pension increased
1501
Vanderpool, Henry,
pension increased
1308
Vandiver, Marion,
pension increased
1545
Vandiver, May (widow),
pension
1266
Vanhook, Burton,
pension increased
1250
Vanover, Andrew M.,
pension increased
1486
Vanpelt, Samuel W.,
pension increased
1546
Vansiekle, George,
pension
1330
Varble, Mary M. (widow),
pension
1239
Vassar, Mich.,
condemned cannon granted to
834
Vasteen, Henry,
pension increased
1521
Vauclain, Samuel M., and Alba B. Johnson,
authorized to change channel of Crum
River, Pa
393
bridge to be maintained, etc
393
exchange of lands with Schooner Ledge
Light Station, Delaware River, at
mouth of Crum Creek; conditions
239
Vaughn,
pension
Nathan
increased
,

1430

Vaughn, Owen B.
pension increased
1534
Vaults and Safes, Public Buildings,
appropriation for, equipments, etc
271
deficiency appropriation for
20
Vawn, Clara L. (widow),
pension
1368
Veal, Christopher D.,
pension increased
1569
Veatch, Harmon ,
pension increased
1343
Veeder, Commodore Ten Eyck Be Witt, U. S
Navy, retired,
to be rear admiral on active list; place
602
examinations required; to be additional
number; no back pay, etc
603
Veedersburg, Incl.,
condemned cannon granted to
838
Vegetable Baskets, Small,
standards established for interstate shipments, etc., of
673
penalty for violations
674
Vegetables,
appropriation for diffusing information as
to markets for
473, 1162
for investigating maturity in
1152
Vehicles, D. C. (see also Automobiles, D. C.),
appropriation for tags, etc., motor and
horse-drawn
684,1012
Vehicles, Passenger Carrying,
allotment for maintenance and purchase
in Indian field service
128
Velasco Coast Guard Station, Tex.,
deficiency appropriation for repairs, etc...
20
Venereal Diseases, D. C.,
appropriation for dispensaries for treatment of
1031
Venezuela,
appropriation for minister to
252,1048
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Vermilion, Ohio,
Page.
appropriation for improvement of harbor
400
Vermilion, S. Dak.,
appropriation for public building
269
Vermillion, Charles,
pension
1371
Vermont, Ill.,
condemned cannon granted to
839
Vernon, Tex.,
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
condemned cannon granted to
833
Vessels (see also Shipping),
appropriation for securing uniformity in
admeasuring
113,1114
Vessels of the United States,
proclamation forbidding transfer to foreign
ownership of
1814
Vessels, Steam (see Steamboat Inspection
Service),
Veterinarians, Army,
appropriation for retired pay
627
deficiency appropriation for mileage
45
Veterinary Corps, Army,
created under National Defense Act
176
veterinarians and assistant veterinarians
to be appointed; qualifications, etc
176
made apart of Medical Department
176
assistant veterinarians, rank pay, etc ;
service promotions
176
veterinarians, rank pay, etc., service promotions
176
examinations of assistant veterinarians;
discharge if inefficient
176
present employees to be appointed in;
service grade, etc
177
examinations. retirement if physically
disqualified
177
reserve veterinarians to be employed; pay,
qualifications, etc
177
eligible as assistant veterinarians
177
probationary appointments, etc
177
discharge, if service unsatisfactory
177
boards of examiners to be appointed
177
Vice Consuls,
appropriation for salaries
261,1057
no payment except to citizens
261
temporary employment of noncitizens
261
deficiency appropriation for salaries
31,
33, 802, 826, 829
The President of the United States,
appropriation for compensation
76,1080
for secretary, messenger, etc
66, 1070
for care, etc., of automobile for
69, 1073
for printing ascertainment of electoral
vote for
326
proceedings in Congress for counting electoral votes for President and
1606
Vickers, Henry,
pension increased
1281
Vicksburg Memorial Celebration and Pow,
Jubilee,
deficiency appropriation for expenses
812
Vicksburg National Military Park, Miss.,
appropriation for continuing establishment
of
288
lands in, granted to Anshe Chesed Congregation
1203
Victoria, Va.,
condemned cannon granted to
Viglini, Marie (widow),
pension

843
1579
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Vocational Education—Continued.
Page.
Village Delivery Postal Service
Page.
Federal Board for, powers and duties; scope
appropriation for town or villages, with secof studies, investigations, etc
932
ond or third class offices
424, 1068
cooperation of Federal departments, etc
932
Vitiers, Rhoda (widow),
Department of Agriculture; Labor;
pension increased
1332
Commerce
932
Vine, John D.
Bureau of Education
'
933
pension increased
1531
Commissioner of Education to make
Vineland, N. J.,
recommendations, etc
933
appropriation for public building
269
appropriation for administration exVineyards,
penses, employees, etc
933
appropriation for investigating insects
plans to be prepared by State boards;
affecting
465,1154
studies specified
933
Vining, Charles A.
approval by Federal Board
933
pension increased
1408
' annual report from State boards
933
Vinita, Okla.
payment of salaries restricted to qualified
terms of court at.
927
instructors, etc
933
Vinn, Etta E. (widow),
supplementary instruction at State, etc ,
_pension
1433
expense
933
Vinton Ernest E. M
equal expenditures by States required
933
pension increased
1259
conditions for allotting amounts for trainVirgin Islands (see West Indian Islands Acing teachers, etc
933
quired from Denmark).
requirements for use by States of amounts
Virgin River, Nev.,
for agricultural teachers, etc
934
preliminary examination, etc., of to be
trade, home economics, and industrial
made
411
teachers, etc
934
Virginia,
part time schools and evening classes
934
appropriation for improvement of inland
modification of, for small towns, etc
935
waterway on coast of
394
requirements for use by States of amounts
National Negro Exposition commended to
for training tmehls,
,
etc935
active interest of Nation
1734
experience qualifications; division of
"Virginia," U. S. S.,
allotments
935
appropriation for repairs.
605
State treasurers to receive and disburse alViroqua, Wis.,
lotments for
935
condemned cannon granted to
834
Federal Board to ascertain if fund be used
Viruses, etc.,
by State
935
appropriation for regulating sale, etc., of.
279
certificate to Secretary of the Treasury;
. Viruses, etc., for Animals (see Serums, etc.,
quarterly payments
935
for Domestic Animals).
portion of fund not used to be deducted
Vital Statistics,
from subsequent allotment
936
appropriation for transcripts from State,
allotment not properly expended to be
etc., registration records
110,1112
withheld.
936
Vocational Education,
disposal of, on appeal to Congress
936
annual appropriations for cooperating with
losses, etc., of moneys received by cusStates to promote
929
todian to be replaced by State
936
allowance for administration expenses
929
use of fund for buildings, lands, religious
agricultural subjects; pay of teachers, etc
930
schools, etc., forbidden
936
amounts annually allowed; increases
930
annual reports tot* submitted, by Federal
ratio in proportion to rural population
930
Board
936
minimum allotments; annual provicorrection in enrollment of Bill, directed
1607
sions
930
Voelz, Harriet A. (widow),
trade, home economics, and industrial subpension increased
1223
jects; pay of teachers, etc
930
olkerts, Oluf,
amounts annually allowed; increases
930
pension increased
1507
ratioin proportion to urban population
930
olkmann, Frederick,
minimum allotments; annual provini
ncreased
1519
pens (in
sions
931
proportion for home economics
931 Volunteer Naval Reserve,
composed of members of Naval Reserve
preparing teachers, etc., in cooperation
Force eligible for other classes, obliwith States
931
gating themselves to serve the Navy,
amounts annually allowed
931
without retainer pay
592
ratio to total population
931
minimum allotments; annual provisions
931 Volunteer Patrol Squadrons, Navy,
issue of oil and gasoline to vessels of
600
acceptance of benefits by States required;
gasoline free, during maneuvers, etc
600
board to be designated
931
issue of fuel oil instead of gasoline to
1172
temporary, by governor until meeting of
legislature.
932 Volunteer Soldiers' Home (see National Home
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers).
in part allowed
932
Volunteers,
limit required for agricultural instrucdeficiency appropriation for organizing,
tion
932
etc
29
trade, home economics, and industrial
instruction
932 Volunteers, National Naval (see National
Naval Volunteers).
Federal Board for, created; composition
932
Vcmeky. Elizabeth (widow),
organization, etc.; appointive members,
pension increased
1563
term and pay
932

INDEX.
Vase, Eliza E. (widow),
pension increased
Vose, Harriet E. (widow),
pension

Page.

1308

1309

w.
Waalkes, Johanna E. (widow),
pension
Wabash County, Ind.,
may bridge NVabaah River, Wabash, Ind
Wabash, Ind.,
bridge authorized across Wabash River at.
Wabash River,
bridge authorized across, Wabash, Ind
reconstruction of bridge authorized across,
Silverwood, Ind
Wacaster, Adolphus J.,
pension
Waccamaw River, N. C. and S. C.,
appropriation for improvement of
Waddle, Nancy J. (
pension increased
Wadsworth, Francisco,
pension increased
Wadsworth,
pension i
ncreased
Herbert,

1596
251
251
251
50
1385
395
1273
1265
1295

Wadsworth, James W,
appointed on Board of Managers, Volunteer
Soldiers' Home
1134
Wadsworth, Margaret J. (widow),
pension increased
1218
Waffle, Fidelia M. (widow),
pension
1245
Wage Earners, D. C.,
appropriation for inquiry into cost of living
of
857
Waggoner, Aaron Benjamin, alias Aaron
Benjamin
pension increased
1293
Mggoner, Stella H. (widow),
pension
1428
Wagner, Adeliade (widow),
pension increased
1242
Wagner, Augustus,
pension increased
1509
Wagner, Fred J.,
pension increased
1575
Wagoner, Henry,
pension increased
1207
Wahl, William F.,
pension increased
1489
Wahoo, Nebr.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public build19
ing
Wahpakoota Sioux Indians, Minn.,
claims for restoring annuities, etc., to be
1195
brought in Court of Claims
1196
distribution, etc
1196
procedure; attorneys' fees, etc
Wahpeton and Sisseton Bands of Sioux Indians,
all claims of, against United States referred
to Court of Claims
47
moneys found due to be placed to credit
47
of Indians
48
allowance for attorneys' fees
Wahpetan, N. Dak.,
appropriation for Indian school
144, 982
deficiency appropriation for Indian school.
829
Waikle, Levi A.,
pension increased
1459
Wait, Hannah (widow),
pension increased
1398
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Waitman, William H.,
Page.
pension increased
.
1262
Wakefield Drainage District, Nebr.
assessments on allotments of Omaha and
Winnebago Indians in, approved
142
payment; reimbursable from Indian
funds
142
rights of way for ditches, approved;
payment for
143
Wakefield, Evalyn (widow),
pension increased
1219
Wakefield, Mass.,
condemned cannon granted to
841
Wakefield, Va.,
appropriation for watchman, monument
and dock at
93, 1097
for maintaining grounds, Washington's
birth place
291
Walden, N. Y.,
appropriation for public building
269
Walden, Samuel C.,
pension increased
1521
Waldon, Elizabeth (widow),
pension
1224
Walker, A. S.,
credit in internal revenue accounts
1348
Walker, David,
pension increased
1257
Walker, Ella A. (widow),
pension increased
1337
Walker, Isaac N. (insane),
pension to guardian of
1386
Walker, Isaiah, alias Isaiah Pittman,
pension increased
1415
Walker James F.,
pension increased
1317
Walker, John,
pension increased
1483
Milker, John P.
pension increased
1265
Walker, Joseph,
pension increased1515
Walker, Julia A. (widow),
pension
1399
Walker, Ozro F.,
pension increased
1259
Walker, Richard W.
pension increased
1334
Walker, Robert,
pension increased
1566
Walker, Samuel II.,
payment to, for injuries
1366
"Walkure," Steamship
to be enrolled and licensed as "Republic".
914
Wall, Walter J.,
pension increased
1329
Willa Walla County, Wash.,
Franklin County and, may bridge Snake
River.
235
Walla Walla, Wash.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Spanish
War Veterans' camp832
Wallace, Elizabeth C. (widow),
pension1529
Wallace, Eron B.
pension increased
1581
Wallace, Frances I. (widow),
pension
1485
Waller, Leonard,
1522
pension increased
Wallin, John T.,
pension increased
Walls. Charles,
pension increased

15'38
1566
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Wallowa National Forest, Oreg.,
Page.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Walnut Canyon National Monument, Ariz.,
proclamation setting aside.
1761
Walpole, William P.,
pension increased
1376
Walsh, Edward,
pension increased
1329
Walsh, Michael J.,
pension
1574
Walsh, Thomas,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Walter, Elizabeth (widow).
pension
1369
Walters, Charles F.,
pension increased
1537
Walters, Edward M.,
pension increased
1580
Walters, Emma R. (widow),
pension
1374
Walters, Jesse,
pension increased
1579
Walters, Michael AL,
pension increased
1541
Walton, Columbus,
pension increased
1481
Walton, Henry,
pension increased
1518
Walton, Joseph,
pension increased
1444
Waltz, Henry,
pension increased
1291
Wasnaling, Emma J. (widow),
pension increased
1296
Wambaugh, Emma H. (widow),
pension
1338
Wamsley, Dallas,
pension increased
1513
Wandling, Jacob A.,
pension increased
1412
Wannofsky, Caroline (widow),
pension increased
1310
Witpato Charlie (nontribal Indian),
fee-simple homestead patent confirmed to
990
Waple,s, John if.,
payment to administrator of
1358
Wappinger Creek, N. 7.,
appropriation for improvement of, maintenance
393
War Balloons, Army,
appropriation for
622
War College, Army,
appropriation for expenses.
620
for maintenance
639
duties of, under General Staff Corps
168
restriction on officers attached to
168
mobile army and Coast Artillery divisions
in, abolished
168
business tranferred
168
War College, Naval,
appropriation for maintenance
562,1174
War Department,
appropriation for Secretary. Assistant,
assistant and chief chick, clerks,
etc
90, 1094
for clerks, etc., Adjutant General's
Office
90, 1094
Inspector General's Office
90, 1095
Judge Advocate General's Office
90, 1095
Signal Office; radio engineers
91, 1095
Quartermaster General's Office
91,1095
Surgeon General's Office
91, 1095
Office of Chief of Ordnance
91,1095
Office of Chief of Engineers
92,1096

War Department—Continued.
Page.
appropriation for clerks, etc., Bureau of Insular Affairs
92, 1096
Militia Bureau
92, 1096
Office of Chief of Coast Artillery
1096
for contingent expenses
92, 1096
for stationery, etc
93 1097
for rent
93, 1097
for public buildings and grounds, superintendent, clerks, engineers, watchmen, etc
93, 1097
for State, War, and Navy Department
Building, clerks, engineers, watchmen, etc
94,1098
for sundry civil expenses under
282
for armories and arsenals
282
for military pasta
285
for Schofield Barracks, Hawaii
285
for barracks and quarters, seacoast defenses
285
for Fort Monroe
285
for seacoast defenses, Philippine Islands
and Hawaii
286
taxes, etc. ' imposed by Philippine
Legislature ratified
286
for national cemeteries
286
for disposition of remains of officers, enlisted men, civilians, etc
287
for Orman K Oabon
287
for national parks
288
for buildings and grounds, Washington,
D. C.
289
for Executive Mansion
290
for traveling expenses of the President
290
for Government telegraph
291
for Washington Monument
291
for repairs, etc., Lincoln's death place..
291
for Wakefield, Va
291
for Commission of Fine Arts
291
for Grant Memorial
291
for Lincoln Memorial
291 •
for Aqueduct Bridge
291
for Arlington Memorial Amphitheater
292
for rivers and harbors, contract work
292
for engineering maps
292
for survey of northern and northwestern
lakes
292
for California Debris Commission
292
for New York Harbor
292
for topographic maps from Geological
Survey
293
for artificial limbs
293
for appliances for disabled soldiers
..
293
for trusses
293
for Providence Hospital, D. C
293
for Garfield Hospital, D. C
293
for National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers
293
for aid to State and Territorial homes
297
for back pay, bounty, and commutation
of rations, volunteers of Civil War
297
for arrears of pay, War with Spain, etc
297
for survey by Geological Survey, of areas
selected by.
301
for printing and binding for
330
Army medical bulletins
330
river and harbor reports to be printed
from
330
for river and harbor improvements
391
for fortifications
345,909
for Military Academy
493
for Army.
619
for Militia Bureau details of National
Guard officers
646
for Militia Bureau clerical and office expenses
646

INDEX.
War Department—Continued.
Page.
deficiency appropriaton for Army
22,
29, 33, 339, 810, 824, 828, 859
for judgments, United States courts,
under
29
for judgments, Court of Claims, under.. 27,827
for Adjutant General's Office, salaries
29
for Volunteer Soldiers' Home
29, 812, 825
for recruiting
29
for organizing, etc. ,Volunteers
29
for Signal Office
339
for Adjutant General's Office
339
for Col. W. W. Harts
809
for additional employees, in designated
bureaus, etc., 1917
809
for rent
809
for buildings and grounds, Washington,
D. C
810
for armories and arsenals
810
for national cemeteries
810
for Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Park
810
for river and harbor work, damages to
vessels
810
for fortifications
811
for fortifications, Panama Canal
811
for State or Territorial homes
812
for Vicksburg memorial celebration
812
for Oregon and Washington volunteers
825
for Utah volunteers
825
for Rogue River Indian war
825
Army and Navy.Medal of Honor Roll established in; conditions, etc
53
Army stores, supplies, etc., may be purchased from, by States, etc., for use
of National Guard
204
may be requisitioned for military service
in time of war; credit to be given
204
graves of Confederate soldiers and tailors;
time for marking extended
52
vessels of, suitable for commercial uses,
may be transferred to Shipping
Board
730
War in Europe,
proclamation designating days to contribute aid to Armenian and Syrian
peoples
1802
Jewish people
1762
Lithuanian people
1801
Polish people
1761
proclamation warning against violating
neutrality, war between Bulgaria
and France, Great Britain, Italy,
and Servia
1757
between Germany and Italy
1798
between Germany and Portugal
1770
between Italy and Austria-Hungary
1726
between Italy and Turkey
1743
between Roumania and. Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Turkey
1805
request to the President to name aday to
receive funds for relief of Ruthemans
(Ukrainians)
999
War Material for the Navy,
emergency authority vested in the President to procure, etc
1193
War Operations Abroad,
appropriation for expense of Army officers
620
observing
War Risk Insurance Bureau, Treasury Department,
time for suspension of provisions extended
one year
514
moneys from premiums and salvages available to pay losses, etc
514
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War Risk Insurance Bureau, Treasury Depart- Page.
ment—Continued.
time for suspension of provisions further
extended
1131
appropriation for paying losses
1131
moneys from premiums and salvages available to pay losses, etc
1131
War with Spain,
appropriation for arrears of pay
297
claim of Kentucky for equipping volunteers, to be reopened, etc
1491
Warburton, John T.,
pension increased
1308
Ward, Arthur,
pension increased
5551
Ward, Barbara J. (widow),
pension increased
1281
Ward, Edna J. (widow),
pension
1419
Ward, George W.,
pension increased
1484
Ward, Jane A. (widow),
pension increased
1343
Ward, Ludlow B.,
_pension increased
1535
Ward, Newton D.,
pension increased
1214
Ward, Robert W.,
_pension
1367
Ward, Sylvanus H.,
pension increased....
1310
Wardlaw, Martha E. (widow),
pension increased
1586
Wardle, Joseph,
pension increased
1537
Wcrrdlow, Silas A.,
pension increased
1229
Ware, George,
pension increased
1337
Warehouse Act, United States,
appropriation for expenses of administering
491,1163
title designated
486
meaning of terms: "warehouse"
486
"agricultural product"
486
"person," "warehouseman," "receipt"
486
storage, etc., of agricultural products to be
investigated
486
warehouses applying for licenses to be inspected, etc
486
issue of licenses
486
determination of suitability for storage
486
classification of, etc
486
duties of warehouseman receiving license
486
licenses for conducting warehouses to be
issued
486
conditions of: term of
486
-bond to be filed; conditions
486
sureties; term of486
additional may be required
487
suits on, for damages
487
bonded warehouses to be designated
487
conditions authorizing
487
licenses to persons not warehousemen to
accept agricultural products for
487
- storage
conditions; receipts to be issued, and
487
bond required
charges for examinations, and inspections
48^
of warehouses
licenses to classifiers and weighers of prod487
ucts
conditions; suspension and revocation
487
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Warehouse Act, United States—Continued.
Page.
discriminations by warehousemen in use of
facilities, forbidden
488
deposits in warehouses subject to terms of
Act
488
inspection of fungible products
488
stored to be kept separate
488
mingling of fungibles permitted
488
grades to be kept separate
488
receipts to be issued for products actually
stored
488
form required; details
488
to show grade or, class; statement of
standard
488
advances, etc., to be shown on
489
signature by warehouseman or agent
489
nonnegotiable, authorized for other than
fungible products
489
standards of agricultural products to be
established and promulgated
489
official, adopted by Congress, confirmed
489
issue of other than original receipts forbidden
489
provisions for lost or destroyed.
489
compliance with State laws; security
if no law applicable
489
products to be delivered to holder of receipt
489
conditions; cancellation of receipt
489
preservation of records of products stored,
receipts, etc., required
- 490
reports of business operations to be made..
490
examinations of stored products; publication of findings
490
suspension or revocation of warehouseman's
license for violations, etc
490
result of investigations, lists of warehouses,
licenses, etc., to be published
490
official exaxoinations of records, etc
490
rules and regulations to be made...
490
State laws not impaired; cooperation authorized
490
operation of laws in District of Columbia,
Territories, etc., not affected
490
punishment for forging, etc., licenses
490
issuing false receipts, etc
490
appropriation for expenses.
491
invalidity of any clause, etc., not to affect
remainder of Act
491
right to amend, etc., expressly reserved
491
Warehouses, Agricultural Bonded,
provisions for storage, etc., of agricultural
products in
486
Warehouses, Customs Bonded,
authorized for storing, cleaning, etc., Mexican peas
239
payment for customs services by proprietor
239
time extended for withdrawals from, for
export to Mexico
725
Warfield„Tames W.,
pension increased
1559
Warfield, Ky.,
bridge authorized across Tug Fork of Big
Sandy River, to Kermit, W. Va ,
from
7
Warm Springs Agency, Oreg.,
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
of
149,986
deficiency appropriation for support, etc.,
Indians of
829
Warm Springs, etc., Indians, Oreg.,
appropriation for fishing grounds for, on
Columbia River
986

Warm Springs Indian Reservation, Oreg.,
Page.
claim of Indians of, for additional lands to
be investigated, etc
969
Warnock, Sarah (widow),
_pension increased
1360
Warner, Christian,
_pension increased
1279
Warner, Sarah Belle (widow),
_pension
pension
1430
Officers, Navy,
pay while on shore duty, etc
1181
service rank, pay, etc., of chief
578
Warren, Anna L. (widow),
pension
1457
Warren, Catharine .1. (widow),
_pension increased
1426
Warren County, Pa.,
may bridge Allegheny River, at Warren
53
reconstruction of bridge over Allegheny
River, authorized
871, 871
Warren, Ohio,
bridge authorized across Mahoning River,
at
529
Warren, Pa.,
bridge authorized across Allegheny River.
53
Warrensburg, Mo.,
condemned cannon granted to State
Normal School at
839
Warrentcm, Ga.,
condemned cannon granted to
836
Warrenton, Va.,.
•
appropriation for public buiiclin,g
269
deficiency
appropriation
for
public
building
19
Warrick, George C.,
pension increased
1267
Warriner, Silo P. ,
pension increased
1572
Warrior River, Ala.,
postlantern lights, etc., authorized on
538
Warrior River, Mulberry Fork of,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
408
Warroad Harbor, Minn.,
appropriation for improvement of, and
River.
401
Warsaw, Ky.,
condemned cannon granted to
841
Warwick, R. I.,
condemned cannon granted to
843
Warwick River, .Md.,
appropriation for improvement of
394
Wasatch National Forest, Utah,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460,1148
proclamation enlarging
1732
•
Washakie National Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460,1148
proclamation modifying area of
1784
Washakie, Utah,
appropriation for educating Indian pupils
at school
153
Washburn, Collins '
pension increased
1325
Washburn, Daniel E., alias David E. Washburn,
pension increased
1499
Washburn, Horatio N.,
pension increased
1307
Washburn, John.
pension increased
1311
Washburn, Leonard H.,
pension increased
1434

INDEX.
Washington,
Page.
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
etc
103, 1108
aids to navigation, etc., in, authorized....
538
Chelan National Forest, diminished
1767
Colville Indian Reservation, iniallotted
lands in, opened to entry.
1778
condemned cannon granted to Grand Army
Post No. 22
832
confirmation of right of settlers in unsurveyed Northern Pacific grant
lands ' made prior to July 1, 1913... _ 946
fee simple land patents to certain Indians
in
1476
jurisdiction over lands in Mount Rainier
Park ceded to United States
243
lands in designated abandoned military
reservations to be sold, etc., to
present occupants
343
to Pierce County
343
disposal of unsold
343
Mount Olympus National Monument, area
modified
1726
Washington-Alaska Military Cable and Telegraph System,
appropriation for cost of extension and
betterments from receipts
623
Washington and Old Dominion Railway,
excluded from jurisdiction of Public Utilities Commission, D. C., except
within the District
536
operation of, out of District of Columbia,
not subject to Public Utilities Commission
13
Washington A r educt (see also Water Service,
D. C.
traffic speed regulations to be enforced
over public roads of
693
penalty; enforcement in District of
Columbia
693
in district court for Maryland
693
Washington Asylum and Jail, D. C.,
appropriations for salaries and expenses. 706, 1034
for payments to families of pnsoners 706,1034
for support of prisoners
• 706, 1034
for transportation of ja.isoners.
707,1034
deficiency appropriation for contingent
expenses
807
- for abandoned families of prisoners
807
for support of prisoners
807
Washington Bayou, Miss.,
appropriation for improvement of
397
Washington, Charles,
pension increased
1488
Washington Court House, Ohio,
appropriation for public building
269
Washington, D. C. (see also District of Columbia),
appropriation for post office, care, etc
105
for Naval Gun Factory, new machinery,
etc
563
for public works, navy yard; additional
gun shops. etc
565, 1177
for additional lands for navy yard
565
construction of railroad siding, etc., to
navy yard
565
railroad bridge authorized across Ana'
costia River for track connection
with navy yard
566
removal of old tracks. etc
566
condemnation proceedings for lands,
etc
566
closing of streets, etc.
567
lease of water frontage to Lewis E.
Smoot; surrender of former
567
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Washington, D. C.—Continued.
Page.
appropriation for additional lands for navy
yard; purchase of iota from District of
Columbia; price
1177
for navy yard, ordnance storage
569
for expenses, Second Pan American
Financial Conference at
1052
deficiency appropriation for Pan American
Scientific Congress at
3
Washington Eastern Judicial District,
jurisdiction extended over lands in Mount
Rainier Park
244
Washington, Ga.,
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Washington Gas Light Company, D. O.,
price for gas to consumers established at
75 cents ;additional for nonpayment.
716
Washington, lad.,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Washington, Iowa,
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Washington, James E.,
pension increased
1558
Washington Monument, D. C.,
appropriation for care, etc., of grounds
289
for care and maintenance
-291
for fuel, repairs, etc
291
for Sunday, etc. opening
291
Washington NationdPorest, Wash.
appropriationfor maintenance, ate., of. 460,1148
Washington-Newport News Short Line,
may bridge Potomac River, Riverside,
Md
899
Washington Parish, La.,
bridge authorized across Pearl River by
Pearl River County, Miss., and
948
Washington State Historical Society,
lands in Colville Reservation granted to;
description.
154
payment for;
to credit of reservation Indians
155
intoxicants prohibited
155
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission,
delivery of water from District of Columbia
mains to property of, authorized
1043
conditions; legislative authority from
Maryland for agreement
1044
location of meters; rates; payment to
collector of taxes
1044
amount limited; maximum.
1044
right to investigate distribution, etc
1044
Washington Terminal Railroad Company,
to place siding to Capitol Power Plant in
safe condition; penalty
328
Washington-Virginia Railway Company,
excluded from jurisdiction of Public Utilities Commission, D. C., except within the District
536
Washington Western Judicial District,
jurisdiction of district court, over offenses
committed in Mount Rainier National Park.
244
Washoe Indians, Nev.,
appropriation for purchasing land and
water rights for
143
Washougal Slough, Wash.,
prelinzina7 examination, etc., of, to be
410
Waskom, Rachel C. (widow),
pension
1369
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Water Department, D. C. (see also Water Serv- Page.
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.,
Page.
ice, D. C.),
appropriation for improving, etc., smith
appropriation for salaries
713, 1043
shop
234
for general expenses
714, 1043
for increasing capacity for manufacturfor extending mains, installing meters,
ing gun carriages
284
etc
714, 1043
armor-piercing projectiles
284
temporary draftsmen, etc
715, 1045
for fire protection
284
temporary laborers, etc
715,1045
for buildings, etc
284
Water Holes, etc., Public Lands,
for operating, etc., testing machines
284
development, etc., of, on arid desert lands518 Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y.,
erection of signboards, utilization, etc...
518
appropriation for improving large gun shop
284
expenditures authorized
518
for extending smith shop
284
punishment for injuring, etc.; regulations
518
for field and siege gun shop
284
reservation of, etc., for public use, in
865
for fire protection
284
Water Hyacinth,
for air compressor; power plant, etc
234
appropriation for removing from waters of
for toilet facilities, etc.; storage shed, etc
285
Florida
396
for railroad car for shipping 16-inch guns,
for removing from waters of Alabama,
etc
288
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas
398 Waterways Commission, Canadian,
Water Service, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries and expenses 259, 1054
appropriation for Washington Aqueduct,
for preparation of cases, etc
259, 1055
reservoir, tunnel, filtration plant,
Waterways, Inland,
etc., maintenance, from water reveappropriation for improvement of. Rehonues
713,1042
both Bay to Delaware Bay, Del... - 394
for Conduit Road, repairs, etc .....
713, 1042
on coast of Virginia
394
for lining tunnels, Washington AqueNorfolk, Va., to Beaufort Inlet, N. C.
394
duct
1042
Pamlico Sound to Beaufort Inlet, N. C.
395
for emergency fund
1042
Core Sound to Beaufort, N. 0
395
for water meters, Treasury, and State,
between Beaufort and New River,
War, and Navy Department BuildN. C., and New River and Swansings
1042
1)070 ........ ..
............_ - 395
for McMillan Park Reservoir, grounds. 713,1043
Charleston to ideCtellanvilie, S. C.—
395
under control of Secretary of War 713,1043
Savannah, Ga., to Beaufort, S. C
• 395
for water department, salaries
713, 1043
Savannah, Ga., to Fernandina, Fla
395
for general expenses
714, 1043
coast of Louisiana
397
for extending mains, installing meters,
Franklin to Mermentau, La
397
etc
714, 1043
biermentau River to Sabine River,
estimates for high service system exLa. and Tex
397
tension to be submitted in detail._
714
on coast of Texas
398
delivery of water to property of Washconnecting Puget Sound and Lakes
ington Surburban Sanitary CommisUnion and Washington, Wash
405
sion in Maryland; conditions, etc.
1043
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
temporary draftsmen, etc
ii5,1045
made, for ship channel between
temporary laborers, etc
715, 1045
Lakes Erie and Ontario
406
traffic regulations for protecting Aqueduct,
Cape May to New York Bay
407
etc
693
Silver Springs to Ocala, Fla
408
Water Street SW., D. C.,
Sarasota Bay and Miakka River, Fla
408
appropriation for wharf, etc., on GovernSaint George Sound and Tampa Bay,
ment land south of
1013
Fla
403
removal of overhead wires, etc., on, beWatkins, Christopher C.,
tween Sixth and Fourteenth Streets
pension increased
1527
ordered
1021 Watkins, Dorcas M. (widow),
Water Supply of the United States,
pension increased
1425
appropriation for investigations to deterWatkins, Eliza M. (widow),
mine the iartesian wells
301
pension increased
1207
Water Transportation, Efnergency,
Watkins, Frank,
proclamation forbidding transfers of Ameripayment to, for dispossessed homestead,
can vessels to foreign ownership
1814
Sherman County, Oreg
1354
Water Valley, Miss.,
Watkins, Harry R.,
deficiency appropriation for public buildpension
1374
ing
19 Watkins, Isaiah S.,
Wateree River, S. C.,
pension
1365
appropriation for improvement of
395 Watkins, Jesse,
Waterloo, Iowa,
pension
1464
terms of court at
12, 55 Watkins, Patrick H. and Margaret E. Watkins,
Waterloo, N. Y.,
payment of Court of Claims findings to
appropriation for public building
269
sole heirs of
1497
deficiency appropriation for public buildWatkins, Robert M.,
ing
19
pension increased
1:590
condemned cannon granted to
841
Watson, Ebenezer,
Waters, James,
pension increased
1257
_pension increased
1517
Waters, Thomas,
Watson, Elizabeth B. (widow),
pension
1232
pension increased
1541
Watersheds of Navigable Streams (see ConserWatson, James,
vation of Navigable Waters, etc.).
pension.
1376

INDEX.
Watson, John W.,
pension increased
Watson, Virginia (widow),
_pension increased
FWatsontown. Pa.,
bridge authorized across West Branch of
Susquehanna River, White Deer
and
Watts, Andrew,
pension increased
Watts, Charles E.,
pension increased
Waugh, James H.,
pension increased
Waukegan, Ill.,
appropriation for improvement of harbor
Wa umpler, Henry,
pension i
ncreased
Way, Charles M.,
_pension
pension
John B.,
_pension increased
Way, Nathan J.
pension increased
Way, Reuben D.,
pension
Waymire, Martin,
_ pension increased

Page.

1542
1359

513
1225
1411
1554
401
1271
1591
1307
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Webb City, Mo.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation for pu bli c bu ilding
Webb, Edward N.,
19
pension increased
1537
Webb, Esther A. (widow),
pension increased
1327
Webb, John R.,
pension increased
1213
Webber, Charles A.,
pension increased
Weber, Margaret (widow),
pension increased
13
1
23
72
7
Weber, Peter,
,
pension
pension increased
Thomas H.,
1341
pension increased
Webster, Ellen L. (widow),
1309
pension increased
Webster, Emma F. widow),
1250
'Webster,
pension
George
increased
W.,

1204

pension increased
1566
1484 Webster, Letta D. (widow),
pension
1593
1577 Mbster, Winfield S.,
pension increased
1457
1559 Weckle, Henry 0.,
pension1578
Waynesboro,
appropriation
Va.,for public building
269 Wedge, Peter,
Waynesburg, Pa.,
pension increased
1307
appropriation for public building
269 Weed, Margaret (widow),
condemned cannon granted to, Armory
pension
1580
Board
840 Weed, Mary F. (widow),
Park Association
839
pension increased
1253,1283
"Waynesville N. C.,
W eds
appropriation for public building
269
appropriation for investigating methods of
deficiency appropriation for public builderadicating
455, 1143
ing
19 Weedspgrt, N. Y.,
Warne, Roger G.,
condemned cannon granted to
838
pension
1386 Weekly, Barbaretta
Weasel, Peter F.,
pension increased
1542
_pension
1365 Weeks, Harriet (widow),
Weast, Lavinia (widow),
pension
1282
pension increased
1223 Freels Law (see Conservation of Navigable
Weather Bureau,
Waters, etc.).
appropriation for salaries, etc
447, 1136 Wegener, Lena,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
cooperation with other bureaus, etc 448, 1137
Sherman County, Oreg
1354
for expenses in Washington
448, 1137
for printing office expenses.
448, 1137 Weger, Matilda (widow),
pension..
1295
restriction on printing by Bureau
448. 1137
for expenses outside of Washington
448, 1137 Wehe, Charles L.,
pension increased
1455
for traveling expenses
449, 1137
for building, etc., Cape Henry, Va
449 Weight, George R.,
pension
1583
for station, Greenville, S. C1137
for printing and binding for
331 Weights and Measures, International Bureau of,
appropriation for annual contribution.. 255,1051
deficiency appropriation for general expenses
31, 826, 829 Weights and Measurements, International Committee of,
Weatherby, Benjamin,
appropriation for expenses of member.. 114, 1115
pension increased
1312
Weights, Measures, and Markets, D. C., SuperWearer, Anna S. (widow),
intendent of,
pension increased
1258
appropriation for, inspectors, etc
679, 1007
Wearer, Isaac,
for auto trucks, etc
1013
,
pension increased
1501
Weingand, William,
Weaver John A .
pension increased
1528
pen.sion increa'
sed
1271
Weinschenk, Louis G. (son),
Weaver, Lorana A. (widow),
pension1216
pension increased
1439
Weinstein, .Joseph,
Weaver, Mandy M. (widow),
1369
pension increased
pension increased
1288
Weirich, James L.,
Wearer, William H.
nsion increased
1227
pension increased
1521
eiser National Forest, Idaho,
Wearer, William M.
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. -460,1148
pension increased
1368
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Weisner, Thomas A.,
Page.
Wesche Ernest, Jr.,
Page.
pension increased
1570
pension
1595
Wesley, James S.,
Weiss, Frank L., alias Louis Weiss,
pension increased
1481
pension increased
1400
Wessels, Lucy L. (widow),
Weissenberg, Donat,
pension increased
1258
pension increased
1239
Wessler, Joseph,
Welch, Annie E. (widow),
_pension .
1358
pension increased
1442
West Baltimore Building Association, BaltiWelch, John L.,
more, Md.,
pension increased
1415
refund of excise corporation tax.
1493
Welch, Mary .T. (widow),
_pension
pension increased
1512 West Branch of Susquehanna River,
Timothy,
bridge authorized across, Montgomery to
Muncy Creek, Pa
512
pension increased
1489
Watsont,own, and White Deer Creek,
Welfare of Children,
Pa
513
appropriation for investigations, etc
1118
Williamsport to Duboistown Pa
512
Weller, Herman G.,
pension increased
1572 West Indian Islands, Acquired 'from Denmark,
Weller, Jeduthian,
convention fqr cession of sovereignty, etc ,
pension increased
1437
of
1706
Weller, Joseph A.,
government of, to be exercised by the
pension increased
1286
President
1132
Weller, Melchior,
appointment of governor, etc
1132
pension increased
1284
assignment of Army or Navy officer
1132
Welliever, Sarah A. (widow),
compensation, etc
1132
pension increased
1311
insular laws continued; changes, etc ,
Willing, Granderson,
authorized
1132
pensaon
1370
jurisdiction of present court; writs of
Wellman, Lizzie B. (widow),
error and appeals to court of appeals
pension increased
1549
of third circuit
1133
Wells, Alexander W,
imports from, subject to customs, etc ,
pension increased
1542
taxes
1133
Wells, Aristine H. (widow),
articles of island, or United States prodpension increased
1546
uct, admitted free
1133
Wells, Eliza J. (widow),
present island revenue laws continued. - 1133
pension increased
1248
articles of United States product adWells, George W.,
mitted free.
1133
pension increased
1523
export duty, etc., on sugar
1133
Wells, John H.,
receipts from duties, etc., to be used for
pension increased
1556
insular expenses
1133
Wells, Jonathan,
appropriation for expenses of taking pospension increased
1571
se&ion, etc..
1133
Wells, Joseph P.,
for payment to Denmark for cession
1133
pension i
ncreased
1408
in effect on payment of consideration
1133
Wells, Margaret A. (widow),
proclamation to issue .
:publication
1133
pension
1585
payment to be made immediately..
1134
Wells, Peter B.,
pension increased
1237 West Indies,
Wells, Rosa L. (widow),
appropriation for Weather Service expenses in
448, 1136
pension
1570
Wellsburg, W Va.,
West Indies, Danish,
bond issue authorized for purchase of
1002
appropriation for public building
269
deficiency appropriation for public buildWest, John,
ing
19
pension increased.
1568
Welsh. James,
West, John A.,
pension increased
1314
pension increased
1595
Welsh, John,
West, John W.,
pension increased
1411
appointed on Board of Managers, VolunWelsh, Williams,
teer Soldiers' Home
1134
pension
153.5
West Milton. Pa..
Wenaha National Forest, Wash. and Oreg.,
bridge authorized across Susquehanna
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 460, 1148
River, between Milton and.
49
Wenatdaee National Forest, Wash..
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of.. 460,1148 West New York, N. J.,
Wenatchee, Wash.,
condemned cannon granted to.
835
appropriation for public building
269 West Okanogan Valley Irrigation District,
Wentltworth, Samuel,
Wash.,
pension increased
1506
appropriation for purchase of water rights
Wentworth, Joseph,
for Indian allotments in: conditions,
pension increased
1211
etc
155
Wentworth, Lorenzo D.,
pension increased
1569 West. Parley B..
pension increased.
1268
Wentworth, Rea W. Pinto y, of Cuba.
West Pascagoula River.
admitted to Military Academy for instrucbridge authorized across, Pascagoula, Miss.
236
tion
50

INDEX.
West Point, Ga.,
Page.
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
West Point, N. Y. (see Military Academy).
West, Stephen A.,
pension increased
1534
West, Thomas,
pension
1367
West Virginia,
appropriation for relief of flood sufferers
in specified Southern States made
available for.
534
Western Loan and Building Company, Salt
Lake City, Utah,
refund of excise corporation tax
1492
Western New York and Pennsylvania Railway Company,
may reconstruct bridge across Allegheny
River, Allegany, N Y
898
Warren County, Pa
871,871
Western Shoshone Indian Reservation, Ariz.,
deficiency appropriation for bridge.. ......
826
Westfall, Jacob AL,
pension increased
1555
Weston, W. Va.,
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
Army post
835
Westport, Wash.,
condemned cannon granted Grand Army at
843
Westwood, Cal.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
Weter, James P.
1248
pension increased
Wetherall, Thomas,
1239
pension increased..
Witherby, Angelcernelles (widow),
1531
pension increased.
Weymouth Fore River, Mass.,
391
appropriation for improvement of
Wharton, John, Missouri Volunteers,
1514,
pension increased
Wharton, John, Ohio Volunteers,
1571
pension increased
Wheadon, Wilbur F.,
1440
pension increased
4
Wheat,
appropriation for investigating black rust,
etc
454, 1142
official standards of quality and condition
to be established
483
interstate and foreign shipments to conform to
483
Wheatley, Sarah J. (widow),
pension increased
1549
Wheelden, Alfred,
pension increased
1214
Wheeler, George H.,
pension increased
1275
Wheeler, Howard,
lee simple homestead patent confirmed to
990
Wheeler, James,
pension increased
1523
Wheeler, John D.,
pe nsion increased
1568
Wheeling, W. Va.,
appropriation for public building
...
269
Wheelock Academy, Choctaw Nation, Okla.,
appropriation for land, etc., for roadway to,
from Choctaw funds
149
Wheelock, Miranda A. (widow),
pension increased
1454
Whipple, Benjamin H.,
peffsion increased
1294
Whipple, John E.,
pension increased
1542
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Whipple, Mary (widow),
pension increased
Whips, Francis M.,
pension increased
Whitaker, John W,
pension increased

Page.

itcher,
nsionGeorg
increased
e,

1509

1291

1507
1432

White Deer, Pa.,
bridge authorized across West Branch of
Susquehanna River, Watsontown
and
513
White, Albert C.,
pension increased
1506
White, Benjamin F.,
pension increased
1505
White Eagle Indian Agency, Okla.,
appropriation for bridge across Salt Fork of
Arkansas River near, from tribal
funds.
237
contributions by Kay and Noble Counties, Okla
237
White Earth Band, Chippewa Indians, Minn.,
appropriation for annual celebration, from
tribal funds
134,978
White Earth Indian Reservation, Minn.,
assistant to the Attorney General made one
commissioner to enroll Chippewas on
136
use of unexpended balances for expenses
incurred
136
appropriation for completing enrollment
137
White Earth Village, Minn. ,
sale of lands to, for school
846
proceeds to credit of Chippewa Indians
846
Whale, Edward M.,
pension increased
1402
White, Franklin,
pension increased
1272
White, Gardner W,
pension increased
1541
White, George, Illinois Volunteers,
pension increased
1239
White, George, New York Volunteers,
pension increased
1427
White, George A. '
pension increased
1317
White, Harrison,
pension increased
1556
M'ite, Henry,
appointed as regent, Smithsonian Institution
866
White, Ingersoll,
pension increased
1440
White, James A.,
pension increased
1420
White, James S. ,
pension increased
1489
White, John A.
pension increased
1446
White, Johnson,
1308
pension increased
White, Julia V. (widow),
pension increased
White, Kate M. (widow),
pension increased
White, Martha A. (widow),
pension increased
White, Mary J. (widow of Albert E'.),
pension increased
White, Mary J. (widow of William B.).
pension increased
White, Melissa L. (widow),
pension increased

1446
1489
1260
1291
1214
1464
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White-Pine Blister Rust,
Page.
appropriation for study, etc., of
452, 1141
for expenses of eradicating, etc
1141
local, etc., cooperation.
1141
paying for destroyed trees, etc., forbidden
1141
deficiency appropriation for investigating
spread of, etc
24
White River, Ark.,
appropriation for improvement of; preventing cut-off at DeVall's Bluff
399
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made, above Batesville
409
White River Ute Indians, Utah,
appropriation for payment to, from tribal
funds of Confederated Bands of
lJtes
152,988
for.irrigating allotted lands of
152,989
White River National Forest, Colo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of _460, 1148
White River Valley Company,
repeal of Act authorizing, to bridge
across Missouri River, Chamberlain,
S. Dak
58
temporary maintenance, etc
58
White, Sarah H. (widow),
pension increased
1254
White, Thomas,
pension increased
1292
White, William 0.,
pension increased
1257
Whitebread, John if,
pension increased
1408
Whitehead, Beverly E.,
payment to
1243
Whiteman, Warren,
pension
1381
Whitesburg, Ky.,
condemned cannon granted to
843
Whitesides, Mary (widow),
pension
1316
Whiting, Webster A.,
pension increased
1316
Whitkemper, Charles,
pension increased
1248
Whitman, George 0.,
pension increased
1483
Whitman National Forest, Oreg.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
proclamation enlarging area of
1813
timber lands, etc., to be added to
852
from private owners in exchange for
Government timber
852
Whitman, Stephen if,
pension increased
1590
Tflitney, Winifred (daughter),
pension
1290
Whitson, Thomas,
pension
1583
Whitt, Lucretia (widow),
pension increased
1555
Whitted, John D.,
pension increased
1504
Whitten, Luther D.,
pension increased
1314
Whitten, Richard,
pension increased
1257
Whitten, William,
pension increased
1248
Whittier, Laura C. (widow),
pension increased
1567
Whorl, James 0.,
pension increased
1524
W7iyde,
pension
James
increased
,

1271

Wichita, etc., Indians, Okla.,
•
Page.
appropriation for support, etc., of
145, 982
Wichita Falls, Tex.,
terms of court at
939
Wichita, Kans.,
terms of court at
726
office of deputy clerk
726
Wichita National Forest Okla
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
Wickersham, Mary J. (widow),
_pension
1426
Wicomico River, Md.,
appropriation for improvement of
394
Widener, George W.,
pension increased
1241
Widows' Pensions,
rate increased to widow who was wife of
soldier during Civil War
844
after age of 70, if husband served in
Civil, Mexican, or 1812 wars
845
allowance to children not affected
845
no pension reduced
845 reinstatement at former rate if dropped for
remarriage, on becoming widow,
etc
845
at new rate, if entitled
845
allowance to children; restrictions -845
of widows whose husbands died from
Civil War service but barred by remarriage, etc
845
allowed, under former Act, if married prior
to June 27, 1905
845
restriction, if child pensioned
845
_payment to attorneys restricted
845
Wiebel, John,
pension increased
1211
Wierman, Joseph E.,
_pension increased
1330
Wierman, Jacob H.,
pension increased
1333
,Wigger : Joseph,
pension increased
1524
Wiggin, Thomas B., jr.,
pension increased
1504
Wigginton, Nancy J. (widow),
nsion
1404
Wfle-les-sa nontribal Indian),
fee simple homestead patent confirmed to
990
Wilbur: Job,
pension increased
1488
Wilbur, Nebr.,
condemned cannon granted to
842
Wilcox, George j.,
pension increased
1338
Wilcox, Henry,
pension increased
1248
Wilcox, Ida C. (widow),
pension increased
1285
Wilcox, John. D.,
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1355
Wilcox, Lemuel R.,
pension increased
1223
Wilcox, Perlia J. (widow),
pension increased
1215
Wild Animals,
appropriation for destroying, etc., affected
with rabies
467, 1156
deficiency appropriation for destroying,
affected with rabies
24
Wild Ducks,
appropriation for investigating disease of,
Salt Lake Valley, Utah
467

INDF.X.
Wild Game, etc., Birds,
Page.
appropriation for enforcing law protectin"
467,1156
Wilder,. Hillery M.,
pension
1448
Wikkrmuth, William,
pension increased
1433
Wildman, James A. (son),
pension
1566
Wiley, Addie C. (widow),
pension increased
1285
Wilhelm, William H.,
pension increased
1539
Wilhoit, Ephraim B.,
pension increased
1241
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
bridge authorized across North Branch of
Susquehanna River at
751
Wilkesboro, N. C.,
appropriation for public building
269
Wilkins, George H.,
pension increased
1551
Wilkins, James,
pension increased
1422
Wilkins, William,
penaion increased
1211
Wilkinson, Mary F.,
pension increased
1326
Wilks, Robert,
pension
1578
Willamette River, Oreg.,
appropriation for improvement of, above
Portland
405
for improvement of, below Portland,
Oreg
405
preliminary examination, etc., of, to
made, Corvallis to Eugene, Oreg...
Willapa Harbor and River, Wash.,
appropriation for improvement of; contracts
405
Willard, William A.,
1266
pension increased
Willet, John,.
payment to, for dispossessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1354
Willey, Nancy J. (widow),
pension
1455
Willford, John,
pension increased
1499
Willhof, Mary (widow),
pension increased
1374
Will/wile, Tobias C.,
pension increased
1282
"William A. Reiss," Steamer,
name of "Frank El. Peavey," changed to.
914
"William T. Stifel," Steamer,
name of "Normania" changed to
235
Williams, Achilles H.,
pension increased
1430
Williams, Alfred P.,
pension increased
1208
Williams, Austin,
pension increased
1233
Williams, Bridget E. (widow),
pension
1380
Williams, Chancey.
pension increased
1410
Williams, Charles H.,
pension increased
1540
Williams, Clementine (widow),
pension
1256
Williams, Edward H.,
pension increased
1545
..Williams, Eugenia L. (widow),
pension increased
1592
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Williams, Flora A. (widow),
Page.
pension increased
1425
Williams, Franklin,
pension increased
1585
Williams, George W.,
pension increased
1520
Williams, J. T.,
land patents to
1336,1336
Williams, John F.,
pension increased
1344
Williams, Josephus,
pension increased
1215
Williams, Lawrence P.,
pension
1583
Williams, Lizzie B. (widow),
pension increased
1460
Williams, Martha E. (widow),
pension increased
1279
Williams, Mary (widow),
pension increased
1402
Williams, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
1460
Williams, Nathan,
1283
pension increased
Williams, Orrin S.,
1308
pension increased
Williams, Peter,
pension increased
1256
Williams, Semantha (widow),
pension
1417
Williams, Thomas,
pension increased
1454
Williams, Thomas A.,
1341
pension increased
Williams, Thomas B,
1483
o:increased
Wesley Idea,
1516
pension increased
Williams, Honorable William lam,
deficiency appropriation for contested
822
election expenses
Williams, William G., sr.,
1300
homestead entry authorized
Williams, William H., Kentucky Volunteers,
1534
on increased
Williams,
a
William H., Ohio Volunteers,
1231
on increased
ies:1s, William R.,
1325
pension increased
Williamsburg ,Iowa,
839
condemned cannon granted to
Williamsburg, Va., Masonic Lodge,
1243
manuscript returned to
Williamson, Harris D.,
1379
pension
Williamson River,
appropriation for bridge across, on Klamath
150
Indian Reservation, Oreg
Williamson, Thomas A.,
1232
pension increased
Williamsport, Pa.,
bridge authorized =ass West Branch of
Susquehanna River, to Dnboistown
from
512
Williamstown, Kg.,
condemned cannon granted to
833
Willie, William H.,
pension increased
1401
Willis, John W,
payment to, for dispcesessed homestead,
Sherman County, Oreg
1354
Willis River, Va.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
407
made

mu:n

Aln
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Wilson, Nancy (mother),
Page.
Willis, William,
Page.
pension
1248
pension increased
116 _pension
Nellie L. (widow),
Williston, N. Dak.,
pension increased
1374
bridge authorized across Missouri River at
445
Wilson, Rittie (mother),
Willow, Cal.,
pension
1591
appropriation for public building
269
Wilson, Samuel E.
deficiency appropriation for public build1290
pension increased
ing
19
Wilson, Sarah E., (widow) ,
Wills, Captain Davis B.,
pension
1233
deficiency appropriation for, credit in
accounts
816 Wilson, Simeon L.,
pension increased
1244
Wills, D. C.,
Wilson, Stephen S.,
copies of, etc., relating to real estate to be
pension increased
1416
furnished by register of wills to
collector and assessor
1005 Wilson, William A. ,
_pension increase('
1407
Willson, Tirzah Maria (mother),
pension
1343 Wilson, William F. 'Iowa Volunteers,
Wilmington, Del.,
_pension increased
1430
ilson, William F., Pennsylvania Volunteers,
appropriation for maintenance of harbor
394
pension increased
1487
Wilmington, N. C.,
appropriation for customhouse and apWilt, Clara (widow),
praisers' stores
269
pension
1228
for post office
269 Wiltbank, George L. Wait, alias George L
for rent
270
Wait,
deficiency appropriation for public buildpension increased
1463
ing
803 Winans, Mary E. A. (widow),
Wilmington, Ohio,
pension increased
1555
appropriation for public building
270 Winchester, Ill.,
Wilmot, Ark.,
.
condemned cannongranted to
833
bridge authorized across Bayou BartholoWinchester, Tenn.,
mew
353,353
term of court at
232
Wilsey, Jerome,
Wind Cave National Ptak, 8. Dak.,
pension
1574
appropriation for protection, etc
308
Wilsey, Leverett 0.,
Wind River Indian Reservation (see Shoshone
pension increased
1385
Indian Reservation, Wyo.).
Wilson, Alexander,
Winder Building, D. C.,
pension increased
1515
appropriation for repairs
269
Wilson, Catharine E. (widow),
Windgoetter, Fred,
pension increased
1458
pension increased
1378
Wilson, David,
Wine,
pension increased
1213
for sacramental purposes; restrictions on
Wilson, Eliza (widow),
uses, etc., of, in Alaska
905
pension increased
1544 Wine, D. C. 1
Wilson, Elizabeth (widow),
included in alcoholic liquors
1123
pension increased
1218
purchases for sacramental uses, permits,
Wilson, George A.,
etc
1125
pension
1362 Wine for Sacramental Purposes, D. C.
Wilson, Henry G.,
manufacture, sale, etc., of, authorized
1123
pension increased
1246
permits, etc., required for purchase
1125
Wilson, Jack Elton,
Wine, Natural (see Internal Revenue).
appropriation for, from Creek funds
986 Winega.rdner, Mary (widow),
Wilson, James,
pension increased
1345
pension increased
1209 Wines (see also Internal Revenue).
Wilson, James T.,
tax on still.
783
pension increased
1532
on sparkling
736
Wilson, John, Indiana Volunteers,
Winfield, George W.,
pension increased
1451
pension increased
1428
Wilson, John, Kentucky Volunteers,
Wing, Alice A. (widow),
pension increased
1411
pension
1400
Wilson, John, New Jersey Volunteers,
Wing, Luther,
pension increased
1273
pension increased
1400
Wilson, John, United States Infantry,
Wingate, Alphonso,
pension increased
1310
pension increased
1510
Wilson, Joseph H.,
W inkle, Amanda J. (widow),
pension increased
1252
pension
1397
Wilson, Louisa (mother),
Winnebago Indian Hospital, Nebr.,
pension
1582
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 125,970
Wilson, Louise M. (widow),
pension increased
1268 Winnebago Indians, Nebr.,
drainage assessments on allotments of, in
Wilson, Afa/vina (widow),
W akefield district, approved
142
pension increased
1437
payment; limit
142
Wilson, Maria W. (widow),
reimbursable from funds of Indians
142
pension increased
1227
trust patent lands of, subject to State, etc ,
Mison, Mary E. (widow),
865
taxes
pension increased
1235
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Winnebago Indians, Nebr.—Continued.
Page.
Wittfelt, William C.,
Page.
trust patent lands of, not subject to levy
pension
1383
and tax sale
865 Woburn, Mass.,
payment of tax from Indian funds
866
condemned cannon granted to, for Grand
release if none available
866
Army posts
841
Winnemucca, Nev.,
Woesner, Charles 0.,
appropriation for public building
270
pension
1368
Winslow, Ariz.,
Wolf, Arzila (daughter),
appropriation for bridge across Little
pension
Colorado River at; payment by InWolf, Henry,
1227
dians, etc
131
pension increased
1530
Winslow, William C.,
Wolf, Jacob H.,
pension
1385
pension increased
1523
Winsor, David,
Wolf, Margaret (widow),
pension increased
1432
pension increased
1240
11 insor, Mary A. (widow),
Wolf, Mary E. (widow),
pension increased
1441
pension increased
1345
Winston-Salem, N. C.,
Wolf Point Bridge and Development Company,
granted immediate transportation delivery
may bridge Missouri River between Sheriprivileges
232
dan and Richland Counties, Mont
14
condemned cannon granted to
837
Wolf River, Miss.,
Winter, Jacob, alias Jacob Strisle,
appropriation for improvement of
397
pension increased
1418 Wolfe, Belle P. (widow),
Winters, William J.,
_pension increased
1538
pension increased
1571 Wolfe, Edward T.,
Winthrop, Md.,
pension increased
1220
appropriation for improvements, Marine
Wolfe, George W.,
Corps rifle range
1179
pension increased
1525
Winyah Bay, S. C.,
Wolf, John J.,
appropriation for improvement of
395
pension increased
1237
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
Wolfgang, George W.,
made
407
pension increased
1535
Wireless Communication (see also Radio
Woliver, Elizabeth (widow),
Communication),
_pension
1333
appropriation for enforcing laws for oceanWoltozan, Augustus F.,
going steamers, etc
113, 1,114
pension increased
1444
Wisconsin,
Wolves,
sale of timber on Bad River and Lac du
appropriation for devising methods for deFlambeau Indian Reservations substroying467, 1155
ject to school and swamp land claims
amount or destroying, in national
of
157
forests, etc
467,1155
Wisconsin Avenue NW., D. C.,
for destroying, for suppresiion of rabappropriation for repaving with asphalt,
ies
467,1156
deficiency appropriaticn for destroying,
M to P Straet
1014
affected with rabies
24
Wise, Elliott F.,
pension increased
1525 Wolvin, William F.,
Wise, Henry W.
pension increased
1524
pension increased
1531 Womack, Mike G.,
Wise, James A.,
payment to, for injuries
1395
_pension increased.
1563 Womack, Virgil,
W ismer, Hartman K.,
pension
1366
pension increased
1507 Women's Titanic Memorial Association,
permitted to erect memorial in District of
Wisner, Joseph A.,
Columbia to those who sacrificed
,pension increased
1564
their lives to save women and chilWiszneauckas, George,
dren at sinking of steamship "Tipension
1586
tanic"
1046
Witham, Edwin F.,
approval of site; no expense incurred
1046
pension increased
1315
Witherell, Allen Harderj
Wanner, Pius W.,
pension increased
1411
homestead entry validated
1301
Wood Alcohol,
Withers, John,
sale, etc., of, in Alaska not prohibited
903
__pension increased
1265
Wood, Asa C.,
Witherspoon, Samuel A., late a Representative
pension
1577
in Congress,
deficiency appropriation for pay. to widow
Wood Distillation,
of
820
appropriation for investigating methods
Withlacoochee River, Fla.,
of
461, 1149
appropriation for improvement of
396
Wood, Frances W. (widow),
Witnesses, United States Courts,
1308
pension
appropriation for fees, etc
314
deficiency appropriation for fees, etc
32, Wood, Grace S. (daughter),
1253
pension
43, 827, 830
Wood, James H.,
Witteranyer, Henry,
1571
pension increased
pension increased
1222
102620 °—voL 39—pr 2

66
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Wood, Joel K. P.,
pension increased
Wood, John W,
pension increased
Wood. Margaret L. widow),
pension increased
Wood, Richard A.,
pension increased
Wood River, Nebr.,
condemned cannon granted to Grand
Army post
Wood, Robert H. (son),
pension
Wood, Samantha J. (widow),
pension increased
Wood, Sarah D. (widow),
pension increased
Wood, Tillie C. (widow),
pension increased
Wood, William,
pension increased
Woodall, Richard A.,
pension increased
Woodbridge Creek, N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of
Woodbury Creek, N. J.,
appropriation for improvement of
Wobury, Josiah,
pension increased
Woodbury, N. J.,
appropriation for public building
deficiency appropriation for public building
Woodckll, Barbara E. (widow),
pension increased
Woodlawn Building and Loan Association,
Jersey City, N. J.,
refund of excise corporation tax
Woodniansee, Edward D.,
pension increased
Woodmansee, Rachel A. (widow).
pension
Woodruff, David C.,
pension increased
Woodruff. Effie H. (widow),
pension increased
Woodruff, Elisha,
pension increased
Woods, Frances M. (widow),
pension increased
Woods, Hiram S.,
pension increased
Woods Hole, Mass.,
appropriation for lighthouse depot. improvements
Woods. John, Indiana Volunteers,
pension increased
Weals, John, Michigan Volunteers,
pension increased
Woods. John R.,
pension increased
Woods, William H.,
payment to, from Chickasaw funds
Woodside Building and Loan Association,
Newark, N. J.,
refund of excise corporation tax
Woodson, John E.,
homestead entry validated
Noodstock. Ill.,
appropriation for public building
Woodward, Okla.,
appropriation for public building
terms of court at
Woodley Road, D. C.,
widening of. suspended
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1527
393
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316
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1547
1470
1492
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270
270
927
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Wool,
Page.
provisions for warehouses for storage, etc.,
of, for interstate or foreign commerce.
486
Wool Industry,
appropriation for investigating problems of,
- on western farms etc
1139
Woolaston, Joseph H.,
pension increased
1416
Wooley, John W., alias John Wilson,
pension increased
1206
Wooley, Mary J. (widow),
pension
1419
Woolf, Andrew J.,
pension increased
1250
Woolf, .William,
pension increased
1558
Worcester, Asa T.,
pension increased
1552
Worcester, Mass.,
appropriation for public building
270
Workhouse, D. C.,
appropriation for salaries
710, 1038
for operation and maintenance, Occoquan, Va.
710,1039
for fuel, etc
711, 1039
for materials for repairs, etc
712,1039
Workman, Eddy .T.
pension increased
1448
Workman, Sarah A. (widow),
pension increased
1448
Workshops,
interstate, etc. shipments of products by,
using children of prohibited ages,
forbidden
675
-punishment for
675
World's Purity Federation,
delegates to International Congress of,
authorized
1134
Worley, Elias,
pension increased
1224
Worley, William M.,
pension increased
1428
Worrell. Martin B.,
pension increased
1250
Worsham, Albert E. '
pension increased
1568
Worthen, William C.,
pension
1588
Wrapping _Paper, Postal Service,
appropriation for
422
Wright, Calieta E. (widow),
pension
1442
Wright, Garrisson M.,
pension..
1575
Wright, Julius C.
pension increased
1462
Wright, Mary A. (widow),
pension increased
1230
Wright, Sarah (widow),
pension increased
1485
Wright, Sarah T. (widow),
pension increased
1248
Wright, William ,
pension increased
1260
Wright, William H.,
pension increased
1543
Wright, Williamson S.,
pension..
Wrightsville, Pa.,
condemned cannon grantrd to
Wrigley, Mary B. (widow),
pension increased

1360
843
15:13

INDEX.
Writs of Certiorari,
allowed from Supreme Court to State courts
where validity of Federal law or
treaty Is in question, and judgment
is in favor thereof
where validity of State law, etc., as repugnant to the Constitution, etc., is
in question, and decision is adverse
thereto
where decision is for or against any right,
title, etc., claimed under the Constitution, authority, etc., of the United
States
allowed to Supreme Court of Philippine
Islands, for review, etc
time limit for applying to Supreme Court
for
Writs of Error,
allowed from State courts to Supreme
Court in causes involving validity of
treaty, statute, or authority under
Federal laws, etc
validity of State laws as repugnant to
Federal laws, etc
dismissal by appellate court merely for
mistake in procedure, forbidden. .
finality of judgments, etc. of circuit courts
of appeals in bankruptcy causes
causes relating to injuries to railroad employees
under railroad sixteen hour Act
under railway safety appliances acts
certiorari allowed from Supreme Court
for review, etc
time limit for bringing causes in Supreme
Court on
Writs of Mandamus,
authorized to compel compliance with orders of Tariff Commission, etc
Wulff, Frederick,
pension increased
Wyandotte Indians,
appropriation for maintaining Huron Cemetery, Kansas City, Kans., for
Wyman, Martin V. B.,
pension increased
Wymore, Amanda D. (daughter),
pension
Wynne,
condemne,
Ark. cannon granted to.

Page.

726

726

727
727
727

726
726
727
727
727
727
727
727
727
797
1339
844
1543
1529
837

Wyoming,
appropriation for surveyor general, clerks,
etc
103, 1108
Bridger National Forest, area enlaiged . . 1784
grant of public lands to, in lieu of lands
relinquished
64
Teton National Forest, area diminished._
1783
Washakie National Forest, area modified
1784
Wyoming National Forest, Wyo.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of. 460, 1148
lands added to
516
Xylidin,
duty on
Xylol,
on free list

X.
794
793
Y.

Yaehrnann, Anna L. (widow),
pension
Yackey, N. Benton,
pension increased

1397
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Yakima Agency, Wash.,
Pare.
appropriation for support, etc., of Indians
at
153,989
Yakima Indian Reservation, Wash.,
appropriation for irrigation system; repayment
153,989
application of receipts
153,989
for constructing dam., etc., for extending irrigation of allotments
154,989
reimbursement by owners; apportionment of charges
154
unpaid charges alien; enforcement
154
water rights subject to regulations, etc
154
for additional water supply to allottees. 154,989
deficiency appropriation for irrigation system
31, 826, 829
grant of lands on, to Klickitat County for
school use
155
Yakima Irrigation Project, Wash.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
305
Yakima Savings and Loan Association, North
Yakima, Wash.,
refund of excise corporation tax
1492
Yamhill River, Oreg.,
appropriation for improvement of...
405
Yankton County Bridge Company,
may bridge Missouri River, Yankton
County, Nebr
49
Yankton County, Nebr.,
bridge authorized across Missouri River in.
49
Yankton Sioux Indian Reservation, S. Dak.,
appropriation for school buildings on
988
no allotment for sectarian schools on
completion of
988
Yankton Tribe of Sioux Indians, S. Dak.,
appropriation for support, etc., of
151,988
Yaqui.na Bay and Harbor.,Oreg.,
preliminary examination, etc., of, to be
made
410
Yarber, Alfred J.,
YPer on
ar lei, Manly R..
pension increased
Yates, Melissa L. (widow),
pension increased
Yauckler, Alfred,
pension increased
Yazoo River, Miss. ,
appropriation foiimprovement of, and tributaries
Yeagle, Charles IL,
pension .
Yeater, William B..
pension
Yellow Fever,
appropriation for prevention of epidemic
Yellowstone Irrigation Project, Mont.-N.
Dak., Loner,
appropriation for aintenance, etc
Yellowstone National Park,
appropriation for commissioner in ..... 119.
for maintenance, etc.; restriction on removing snow
for improving roads, building bridges,
etc
for protection. etc
for care of buffalo
grazing of cattle within national parks, regulations not applicable to
punishment for violating regdations. etc ,
for protection of, modified

1585
1233
1562
1283
397
1386
1573
279
305
1120
288
288
307
307
.'536
9:38
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Yellowstone River, Mont.,
Page.
bridge authorized across, Richland County,
Mont
510
Sidney, Mont
235
Yeoman, Robert J.,
pension increased
1407
Yerba Buena Island, Cal.,
appropriation for naval training station;
maintenance
561, 1173
for water supply
570
for hospital wards.
1179
deficiency appropriation for naval training
station
30
Y'erger, Elias,
pension increased
1542
Yeringlon, Mary B. (widow),
_pension
1207
Yoakum, Tex.,
appropriation for public building
270
deficiency appropriation for public building
19
Ybckel, Caroline G. (widow),
pension
1430
Yocom.
,Elmer M.,
pension increased
1255
Yocum, Delia M. (widow),
pension
1559
Yocum,Mary J. (widow),
pension increased
1459
Ybder, S. S.,
payment to
1478
Themans, Abraham J.,
pension increased
1316
Yokum, James L.,
payment to
1467
York, Pa.,
sale of present public building, authorized.
444
York River, Va.,
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of channel, to Back Creek
407
Yosemite National Park, Cal.,
appropriation for protection, etc
308
acceptance of land
308
Young.
,Anna (widow),
pension
1223
Young, Belle P. (widow),
pension increased
1375
Young, Charles,
pension increased
1542
Young, Harvey H.,
military record corrected
1469
Young, Henrietta R. (widow),
pension
1451
Young, Herschel C.,
_Tension increased
1522
Young, J. D.,
acceptance of Kyle and Young Canal, etc.,
Oklawaha River, Fla., from; extension, etc
396
Young, James,
pension increased
1546
Young, James C.,
pension increased
1499
Young, John C.,
pension increased
1538
Young, Morrison,
pension increased
1310
Young, Myra Bethia (widow),
pension increased
1333
Young, Robert C.,
pension increased
1259
Young, Sinnie (widow),
pension
1401
Young, Stillman,
pension increased
1227

Young, Thomas,
Page.
_pension increased
1518
Young, William J.,
increased
1205
Youngman, Alden,
pension increased
1572
Youngs Bay, Wash.,
preliminary examination, etc., to be made
of channel of
410
Youngstown, Ohio,
bridge authorized across Mahoning River at
9
may bridge Mahoning River
671
Yount, John W.,
_Tension increased
1459
Yount, Thomas J.,
_pensi
on increased
1500
Yours, David,
pension increased
1246
Ypsilanti, Mich.,
appropriation for public building
270
Yuma Indian Reservation, Cal.,
appropriation for reclamation charges; reimbursement
132,975
for roads, bridges, etc
132,976
Yuma Irrigation Protect, Ariz.-Cal.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc.; use of
balance
304
lands to be set apart for auxiliary project
in connection with
868
price; conditions of sale
868
deposits to be returned if amount insufficient to meet cost
869
purchases by present entrymen
869
moneys to constitute aspecial fund; use
869
final disposition
869
settlers within, making farm unit entries,
allowed credit for residence, etc
516
Yutzy, Joseph C.,
pension increased
1329
Z.
Zanzibar,
.
appropriation for interpreters and guards at
consulate
261,1057
Zapf, Emma (widow),
pension
1421
Zeak, Emily P. (widow),
pension increased
1285
Zeigler, James L.
pension increased
1259
Zetiner, Joseph,
pension increased
1313
Zell, Robert L.,
pension
1594
Zellers, Rebecca (daughter),
pension increased
1566
Zigler, George W.,
pension increased
1330
Zimmerman, Ida M. (widow),
pension
1585
Zimmerman, Minnie F. (widow),
pension
1384
Zippel
appropnation
Bay, Lakefor
ofi
the
mprovement
Woods, Minn.,
of
Zoll, Addison if.,
pension
Zombro, William H.,
pension increased
Zong, Philip,
pension increased
Zoological Park, D. C., National,
appropriation for expenses; half from District revenues
for connecting parkway between Potomac and /lock Creek Parks and
for printing and binding for

401
1573
1404
1503
980
282
331

